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Bennett, A., Notice in Will and Codicil of ... ... ...
Benson, J. R., Notice in Will of ...
Benz, G., to be Trustee, Pasturage Reserve ... ... ...
Bergin, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Berry, R. H., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Bertram, A., to be a Justice of the Peace ... .. ...
Biddell, R., Resignation of, as Poundkeeper and Bailiff ...
Biddles, P., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Bing and Campbell, Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Binnie and Holt, Patent Notice ... ...
Birch, F. J. P., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits
Bird, G. T., Notice in Will of ... ... ..
Birgan, W., junr., to be a Member, Cleveland Divisional
Board ... ... ... ... ...
Bismarck Archipelago-See " New Guinea."
Black, M. H., Notice  re  Land Selection ... ...
Black, Rev. B. C., Notice of Removal ..
Black, R. H., to be Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
Black, W. F., Notice  re  Land Selection ...
Page.
253
1304
1304
253
229
160
2221
622
876
121, 222
120
1224, 1661
2329
229, 603
622
1221
2054
1223, 1555
766
1556
37
Ball, J. T., to be an Auditor, Murweh Divisional Board ... 766
Ballantyne , M., Notice in Land and Goods of 745
Ballard , G. T., Provisional Certific ate of Titl e to be
Issued  to ... ... ... ... ... ...
Balmain , J., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ...
Balaloff , C., Notice in Land and Goods of
B f iF W E
... ... ...
am ce  inord, . ., Not state  of ..
Bancroft  T., to be a Medical Officer of Health
... ...
...
Banks-
150
1399
876, 1306 {
933, 1661
2235
General Abstract, Liabilities and Assets, Quarterly 800, 1790, 1911
Half-Yearly Return of Liabilities and Assets, Bank of
Australasia .. ... . ... ...
Quarterly Statement of Liabilities and Assets-
Australasia .. ...
Australian Joint Stock ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Commercial ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commercial, of Australia ... ... ... ...
London Chartered, of Australia ... ... ...
Mercantile Bank of Sydney
New South Wales ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
801,
Queensland National ... ... ... ... ..
Union ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1652
277, 1394
485, 1492
599, 1547
1219, 1491
485, 1393
484, 1300
1789, 1914
742 1548,
600, 1549
Bank Holidays-See " Proclamation."
Banks, J. A., to be Second Officer, Customs, Hungerford 1855
Barker J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 604
Barlow, F. W., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... ... 1004, 1082
Barnett, E. A., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 121
18Barraclough W. Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 9,,
Barrie  and Fleming, Notice in Estate of
Barrie , M. and Co., Notice in Estate of
Barrow, C. J., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits
Barry, Rev. M. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ...
Barry, C. B., to be Inspector Slaughter Houses, &c. ...
Barry, J. W. and Co.. Tender Accepted ... ... ...
Bartley, W., Notice in Will of ..
Bashford, J., Notice in Estate of
...
...
...
...
... ...
... ...
Bashford, G., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...
Bates,  E. W., Tender Accepted... ... ... ... ...
Bates, W., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ...
Battersby, E., to be a Government Agent, Pacific Island 918
Trade ... ... ... ... ... 244,434
Baxter , J. B., to be Bailiff, Northern 'District Court, Nor-
manton ... ... ... ... ...
Beak, H., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ...
Beach, J. N., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Beattie, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Bettie, R. W., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...Beal-J. A.,,Promotion of, Treasury ... ... ... .
Beale  and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... .. 64,
Beardmore, F. J. W., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Beason , T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 282,
Beckwith, J., Compensation for Road... ... ...
Beddeck, A. H., Promotion of Customs Department ...
Beech, W., Compensation for Road ...
Beetham, J. S., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ... ...
Beit, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
231, 604
2115
68
2106
550
1276
491
1915
2031
1632
1556
1640
1228
932, 1040
55
1602
1279, 1481
1304
1554, 2328
1180
766
1180
198
489
1168
605
877
993
1306
1050
622
668
622
2052, 2328
1900
470
876
211
43
2201
1357
43
Blackburne, A. E. W., to be a Clerk, Immigration Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 434
Blaikie, J. B., Patent Notice 151
Blakeney, C. J., Notice  re  Land Selection .. ... 49
Blake, H. H., to be a Government Agent, Labour Trade ... 1167
Bland, E.-
To be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... ... 1357, 1404, 1538
Correction of Name as Lieutenant, Defence Force .. 1458
Bliss, A. H. B., to be Landing Waiter, Customs Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1748
1203Blogg, J. R., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... .. ..
Boddington, G. K., to be Manager, Post and Telegraph
Department 625
Bolger, G., Notice in Estate of . ... 872, 1223
Bollman, F., Provisional Certificate of Title  issued  to ... 150
Bond-See " Customs."
Bonneif, H. A. Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 2201
Borehole Coal 6o.-Regulations f ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2306
Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... ... 2032
Borghero, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1918
Borough-See " Municipality."
Borrie, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 2056
Borrie, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1556
Borrow and Haycraft, Notice  re  Patent .. ... ... 68
Botanic Garden and Queen's Park, By-laws of ... ... 1061
Boughey, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... .. 2054
Bourke, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... . 1794
Bourne, J. E., Resignation of, as Telegraph Manager  ...  1939
Bowe, F., to be a Medical Practitioner ... ... 854
Bowen, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1095
Bowkett, W. D., to be a Medical Officer of Health 2235
Bowly, C. W., Correction of Name as a Justice of the Peace 700
Bowton, F. J., to be Pilot ... ... ... ... ... 993
Boyd, W. A. J.-
To be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... ... 434
To take Command, Garrison Battery ... ... ... 665
Boyle, C. C., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 121, 222
Boys, G. L., to be an Inspector of Distilleries .. 244
Bracewell, R., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 121
Bradley, C. G., Notice in Lands of .. .. .. ... 2218
Bradley, J., to be Mining Registrar, Nebo Gold Field 1250
Bramble and Shannon, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1796
Branchi, G., to be Italian Consul, Queensland ... ... 1939
Brand and Dryburgh, Notice  re  Patent ... ... •.. 67
Brand E., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... ... 1357, 1404
Brand, J., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ... ... 1748
"Brands Act"-
Assessment Due and Payable ... ... .. ... 1537
Brands Registered ... ... ... 107, 617, 885, 1245, 1929, 2069
Notice  re  Returns ... ... ... ... ... ... 2199
Brannelly, P., to be an Inspector of Brands ... ... ... 1939
Breeze, A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1794
Brennan, J., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1399
Brennan, C., Notice re Land Selection ... ... ... 43
Brett, Ravenhill and Co., Dissolution of Partnership by ... 1227
Brewer, F. C.-
To be Assistant Superintendent, Charters Towers Fire
Brigade ... . ... .. ... 244
Resignation of, as Assistant Superintendent, Charters
Towers Fire Brigade ... ... ... ... ...
Brewer, H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Bridgeman, H. St. J., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ...
Brigg, F. J. C., and Co., Notice in Estate of
Briggs, A. J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department
Bright, C. D., Provisional Deed of Grant issued to .
Brisbane Newspaper Co., Notice under  "Companies Act"
Brockel, K. E., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ...
Brook, A., to be Inspector,  " Diseased Animals Act "
Brown, A., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...
Brown, B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Brown, C., Notice in Will of .. ...  ...  • •
Brown, H. A., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Brown, J., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ...
Brown, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Brown, P., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...
Brown, P., to be Locker, Customs ... ... ...
Brown, W. J., to be on Board of Examiners for Attorneys
Brown, W. V., Approved as Consular Agent
828
223
198
810, 1494
1603
725
2118
47
2171
622
873
85
622
2298
1306
10
1 •'82042
37, 120
INDEX. vii.
Browne, Rev. M. N., Registered as Minister ... ...
Browne, P., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ... ...
Bryant, F., to be on Joint Board, United Municipality ...
Bryce, R. L., to be Inspector of Weights and Measures,
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bryce, W.-
To be Bailiff, Crown Lands... .. ... ... ...
Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Buchanan, N.-
Page.
584
198
1480
1083
624
827
To be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... . ... ... 121, 222
Resignation of, as Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 894, 1083
Buchanan, H. R., Provisional Certificate of Title issued to 465
Buckley, J., as Justice of the Peace  to give Consent under
" Marriage  A ct "  ... ... ... ... ...  2215
Bugden, C., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 1916, 2052
Bugden, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1097
Buggenhazen, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1495
Burbank, A. H., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... 1004, 1082
Burke, E., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... 687, 2331
Burnett, M., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 62.5
Burnett, G., to be a Member, Cleveland Divisional Board 211
Burns,  C. J.,  to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... 917
Burns, M. W. F., Certificate of Title issued to ... ... 465
Burstall , B. C., Notice  re  Patent  ... ... ... ... 66
Burton, H., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... ... 877
Business Disposed of ... ... ... ... ... ... 86, 813
Bussey, T. McE., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 2218
Butcher, Fehon, and Co.-
Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ... ...  929
Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2201
Butler, P. A., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ...  1399
Butler, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 84, 874, 1224
Butler, V. L., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits... 2042
Buttenshaw, H. R., to be-
Justice of the Peace, Authorised to give consent under
"
Marriage Act " ... ... ... ... ...  221
On Hospital Committee, &c., Maryborough ...  434
Butteris, J. R., Notice in Estate of ... 487, 744, 1225
Button, H. G., Admitted as Medical Practitioner ... ..  584,727
By-Laws-See "Lands" (notifications), "Divisional Board,"
"Fire Brigade, "Hospital," "Municipality,"
" Botanic Garden."
Byers, J. J., Resignation of, as Trustee .. ... ... 993
Byrne, G. R., to be on Board of Examiners for Barristers 2042
Byrne, J., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... ... 1097
Byrne, S. J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... 282
Byrnes, T. J., to be on Board of Examiners for Attorneys 2042
Byron, J. J., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 894, 916
C.
Cadell, F., to be Operator, Post and Telegraph Department 2089
Cahill, W., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force .. 1167, 1301
Caine, F., Promotion of, Public Instruction  Department... 994
Caird, T., Correction of Name ... .. .. ...  1939
Callan's Knob Prospecting Association Lim., to be Wound up 494
Caldwell-See "Johns."
Cambridge, P., to be Tide-waiter, Customs, Townsville .. 1855
Cameron, A. G., to be an Inspector,  " Diseased Animals Act"  2171
Cameron, C. C., to be Auditor, Pua Divisional Board ... 2014
Cameron, G. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1496
Campbell, E., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 2103
Campbell, H. and Co., Trade Mark Registered ... 267
Campbell, T.-
Notice in Estate of ... ... ... . ... ... 488,686
Seat in Legislative Assembly declared Vacant... ... 497
Candiottis, S., M.D., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... 2235
Cann, W., to be Poundkee er, Muttaburra ... ... ... 1640
Canning, M. A., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 2219
Cardew, H. P. L., Promotion of, Defence Force ... ... 434
" Careless Use of Fire Prevention Act "-
Provisions of in force in Police District of Etheridge 1637
Carpenter, A., i4otice in Estate of . ... 159, 933, 1913, 2218
Carr, J., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1400
Carroll, M. E., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... 1978
Carver, J. T., to be Auditor, Indooroopilly Divisional
Board ... .. .. ... ... ... ... 827
Casey, M. T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 811
Casey, R. G., to  be -
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... ... ...  622
Member, Blackall Marsupial Board ... ... ... 1357
Caskey, T., Notice in Land and Goods of ... .. ... 1042
Castling, W. J., to be Returning Officer, Townsville 1050
Caulfield, H. St. G.-
Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... ... 282,686
To be a Clerk, Immigration Department 1251
Cavanough, J., to be a Member, Ula Ula Marsupial Board 994
Cavaye, F. N. W., to be a Member,  Belyando Marsupial
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cawte, J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Cemetery-
Rules and Regulations approved and con firmed-
1049
488
Polson ... ... ... ... ...  2196
Thargomindah ... ... ... ... ... 1059
Walkerston ... ... ... ...  1200
Chalk, A., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ... ... 198
Chalmers, C. B., Notice re Patent . 68
Chambers, A. W., to be on Board  of Examiners for
Atto rn eys ... ... ... ... ... ...  2042
Champ and Morgan, Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... 83, 282
Chapman, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1661
Chapple, R., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1557
Charles, W., to be Ranger ... ... ... ... ... 433
Page.
Charters, W. S. F. M., Notice in Will of .. ... ... 1401
Chataway, J. V., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force 2170, 2315
Cheeseborough Manufacturing Company, Trade Mark
Notice  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 65
Chemist-See " Medical."
Chenery, F., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... ... 842, 1082
Cherry, C. M., Notice in Estate of . ... ... ... 1040, 1918
Chesterfield, T., Notice in Lands and Goods ... ... .  2220
Chick, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 874, 1495, 1917
Chipman, H. S., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...  2037
Cholera, Regulations for Treatment ... ... ...  2233
Christie, J., Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... ... 159
Christie, M. Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1042
Christison, Gros., Dissolution of Partnership ..: ... 936
Chubb, A. F. B., to be  a Commissioner  for taking Affidavits 1639
Chubb, C. E., to be on Board of Examiners  for Barristers...  2042
Chubb, W. P. St. L., to be  a Commissioner for taking
Affidavits ... ... ... ... ... ... 470
Church, A., Notice in Will of ... ... 1306
Churchill, Dr. J. F., Inhalants Company,  Trade Mark
Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  63
Clark and Co. Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 152
Clark and Co.,, W., Dissolution of Partnership by ... ... 1662
Clark, A., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 1794
Clark, J. Notice  re  Land  Selection  ... ... ... ... 43
'Clark , W . P.-
Notice  re  Land Selection
Tender Accepted  ... ... ...
Clarke, D., to be on Hospital Committee , &c., Maryborough
Clarke, F. H., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Clarke, H., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ... ...
Clarke, W., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ... ...
Clayton ,  J. E., to be-
43
1275
434
790
1533
Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ... ... ...  022
On Hospital Committee, &c., Maryborough ... ... 494
Cleary ,  J., Notice in  Will of . .. ... ... ... 15.57
Clegg,  W., Notice  in Land and Goods of  .. ..  490
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Appointment of-See " Appoint-
ment."
Clements , J., Notice  in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 2220
Clennett, G., Notice  in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 2117
Clissold ,  S. Error in Deed  ... ... .. ... ...  1520
Clunn ,  J., designation of, as Member, Licensing Board 2171
Cockle, Sir  J., to be  Hon. Commissioner ,  Colonial Exhibi-
tion, London  .. .. ... ... 994
Coghlan , J. F., to  be a Member, Warroo Divisional Board 1939
Cohen ,  M., Trade Mark Notice  ... ... ... ... ...  1539
Colee, H., Notice in Land and Goods  of ... ... 289
Colburn, J., Notice in Estate of 604,  1398, 1917
Collard , C. A., to  be a Commissioner for taking  Affidavits 917
Colles, E. A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 551
Colliery - See "Mines."
Collins, E., Provisional Certi ficate of Title issued  ... ...  2106
Collins, J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1939
Colman, W.  D., Correction of Name as Justice of the
Peace ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 1049
Colonial Secretary ,  the, Officer to whom Proof is to be
made, &c.,  "Pacific  Island Labourers Act of  1880 699
Colonial Secretary's Department-
Benevolent Asylum - See " Dunwich."
" Careless Use of Fire Prevention Act,"  to  be  in Force
at Etheridge ... ... ... 1637
Commissions in Royal Engineers offered, &c. ... ...  1637
Deaths, Regulations  re  Registration of 2210
Distressed African ,  Asiatic,  &c., Cost of, be Recovered
from Owner or Master of Ship  ... ... 58
Federation - See "Federation."
Fees by Registrar of Titles, Regulations re ... ... 60, 2200
Fees to Registrar -General  ... ... ... ... ...  2199
Labour - See "Immigration."
" Licensing Boards Acts  "- See " Licensing Board."
" Local Government  Acts "- See " Municipa lity" and
" Divisional Boards."
Notice to Stockowners ,  re  Annual Returns  ... ...  2199
New Guinea-See " New Guinea."
Registration Courts Appointed ... ... ... ... 1993
Polling Places - See " Electoral."
Remounts for India ... ... ... ... ...  724
St. Michael and St .  George, Order of, Promotions andAppointments ... ... ... ... ... ...  499
Sheep-See "Sheep."
Substituted-
Clauses ,  Gaol Regulations  ... .. ...  725
Schedules ,  Electoral Rolls Compilation ,  and Re-
vision Courts ... ... ... ... ... . 1128
Tasmania ,  Proclamation, &c., by Gove rn ment of,  re
Diseased Animals ... ... ... ... ... 1965
Commissioner-See " Appointment."
Commission of the Peace - See " Magistrate."
Commissions in Royal Engineers offered  ... ... ...  1637
" Companies  Act of  1863"--Notice re
Brisbane  Newspaper Co. ... ... ... ... ... 2118
Great Western Carriers  Co... ...
Toowoomba Co-operative Society, Limited ...  2220
Company in Liquidation or Winding -up, Notice  re...  86, 162, 236, 494,
688, 690, 936, 1558,
1796, 1979, 2056,
2117, 2118, 2220
Compignd, W., Notice in Will of ... ... 159
Comport ,  G. R., Notice in Land  and Goods of ... ... 232
Compton, A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1979
Compton, M., Notice in Lands of . ... ... 160
Comyn, G., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Conley, W. G. Tender Accepted .. ... ... 1533
Conn ,  S. M., Notice  in  Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 746
viii.
Conran ,
BosW.,
to be a Member ,  Belyando Marsupial
Consul, Appointment Approved of .. ... ... ...
Consular, Agent - See "Appointment."
To be provisiona lly  recognized ... ... ... ...
Cook J .,  Compensation for Road  ... ... ... ...
Cook ,  J. junr .,  Noti ce re  Land Selection  ... ... ...
Cooper ,  '., Notice in Estate of ...
Cooper, R. T., to be Locker ,  Customs Department... ...
Conte,  J. M. Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Corbett, E  6. . Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Corbett,  H., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Cordaiy, E .  P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Correction-
Substitution of-
Aldridge ,  Harry E .,  for Henry E. Aldridge as
Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ... ...
Bennett, J .  Smith, for J. Bennett ,  Member, School
Committee ... ..
Bailey, A. George, for A. S. Bailey, as Officer,
Defence  Force ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bland, E .,  for +' Brand ,  as Lieutenant ,  Defence
Force  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bowly, C. W., for C. W. Bowley,  as Justice of the
Peace ... ... ... ... ... ... .
Burstall, J. Evan, for J. Eden Burstall, as Member
of School Committee ...
Caird, T., for T. Cahill ,  as Member ,  School Coin.
mittee  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Colman, W. D., for W. Colman,  as Justice of the
Peace
Draper , A. Frederick, for A. J. Draper,  as Trustee
Fitzwalter , G. J., for G. J. Fitzwater,  as Justice
of the Peace  ... ... ... ... ...
Fowler, R. Rodger, for R. Roger Fowler,  as Jus-
tice  of the Peace
Gorton, R. J., for J. R. Gorton ,  as Trustee .
Sandford , J., for J.  Hanford, as Justice of the
Peace ...
Kennard ,  S. B., for S .  B. Kinnard ,  as Justine of
the Peace
McConnel , A. J., for A. J. McConnell,  as Justice
of the Peace
Ranken, A. H., for A. H. Rankin,  as Justice of
the Peace  ... ... ...
Schedules ,  re  Electoral Rolls completion
Smith  F. Chas. Caley,  for F . Smith,  as Justice of
... ... ... ... ... ...the Peace
Turner, F. H. Beedon,  for F .  H. Beatdon Turner,
as Justice of the Peace
Cossham , W. D. and Co., Notice in Estate of
Cottrell,  H. S., Licensed  as Surveyor ... ...
Couchman ,  E., Tender Accepted
Court of Petty  Sebsions--
Established at-
Eton ... ...
iJ her c o .. .. ...
Coventry ,  T. C. C., to  be Member, Johnstone Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ...
Cowe ll , T.  S. Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ...
Cot,  C'W Rotice in Will , &c., of ... ... ... ...Cox  W., l4otice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Coyle, Constable R., to be
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions
Inspector of Slaughter -houses ,  Ica.
Craig ,  G., Notice in Estate of  .. ... .. ... ...
Craig ,  H., to be Clark ,  Public Instruction Department
Craig, W .  Notice in Estate of ..
Cran and young, Patent Notice ... ...
Crane, Rev. J .  P., Registered as D2ihister  ... ...
Cranstone ,  W. F. to be a Justice of the Peace ...
Crawford, J. H., Notice in Goods of  . ... ... ...
Crawford and Thomson ,  Partnet s hip Notice ... ... ...
Crawford , W. J., Notice  in Will of ...
Cribb, T .  B., Provisional Certificate of Title issued ...
Crombie ,  W., to be Returning -Officer,  Mitche ll  District ...
Crompton ,  Lieutenant W., to be on Unattached List,
Defence  Force-  ...
Cross, J., to be a Member ,  Cleveland Divisional Board ...
Crowdy F .,  Notice in Land and Goods of ... ...
Crown Law Office- Appointment - See "Appointment."
Crownson , A. AI. Notice  in Wi ll  of ... ... ... ...
Cruger, W .  J., otice in Estate of
Cruger and Sheldon, Notice in Estate of
Crysta ll  and Armstrong ,  Tender Accepted
Cubitt, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Cumming, C.  F. senr .,  Notice in Land and Goods of ...
Cumming, M., Notice in Goods of ... ... ...
Cunningham ,  H., Compensation for Road  ... ... ...Cunningham, J., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ...
Curd,  E. J., to be Captain ,  Defence Force
Ournow J .  R., Admitted as Proctor , Vice- Admiralty Court
Carry, ergeast G., Resignation  of,  Defence Force
Curtis ,  B.  T., to be Locker Customs Department ... ...
Curtis, H., to be Auditor, Inglewood Divisional Board
Curtis, F.=
Notice in Latid and Goods of ... ... ... ...
Notice in Estate of
Curtis ,  R. W., to be Accountant , Curator Intestate Estates
Customs-Office  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Appointment - See "Appointment."
Bonded Warehouse appointed, Bulimba
Carriers,  &c., to, give due notice of Approach to Border
INDEX.
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1298, 2107
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  83
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ... 1974
Outfield, A., to be  a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Cuthbert, R. C., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 811
Queensland Sugar ,  Regulations  for Admission  of, Duty
Free, Returned Borderwise... ... ... ...
" Customs Act of  1873 "-
Sale of Goods at-
Page.
Customs-continued.
Changes... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1747
Promotion ... . ..  66,1747
Page.
1049
1602
767
1002
43158,603
1748
161, 152
910, 1963
1496
229 Cuthbert, W. T., L. R.C.S., &c., to be-Medical Officer, Ravenswood ... ..
Medical Officer  of Health ,  Ravenswood...
1167
2235
Dairs , G. S., Notice in  Estate of  ... 1976
Dale, J., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... 1556
Dalzell, P. E., to be Acting  Lieutenant ,  Marine Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ...
Dank, M., Notice in-
994
Estate of- ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 234
Will, &c., of . .. 1918
Darker ,  R. T., to  be  Member ,  Ipswich Fire Brigade Board 1747
Darvall, F.  0.,  junr., to be Chief Inspector  of Breweries... 1167
Darwen ,  J., to be an Operator ,  Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  625
Davidson, J. H., as Justice of the  Peace to give consent
under  "  Marriage Act " ... ... ... ...  668
Davies ,  C., Notice in Wi ll  of 1662
Davies ,  J.T., Promotion of, Post and Telegraph Department 1602
Davies, L. W.-
Admitted as Medical Practitioner... ... ... ...  584,727
To be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ...  622
Davis, G .  S., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... ... 159
Davis, J.-See "Australian Type Company."
Davis, M., to be Bai li ff,  Small Debts Court, Cloneurry  ...  1541
Davison, B., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1225
Dawes, W., To be Tide-waiter, Customs Department ... 1748
Dawson, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...  1491
Day Dawn Extended  Gold  Mining Company ,  Limited,
Meeting of Shareholders  ... ... ... ...  936
Dean W. H., to be-
Eaptain,  Defence Force  ... ... ... ... ... 484,665
Returning Officer, Townsville ... ... ... ... 551
Dear, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... .. 86
Dear, S., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ... 1180
Defence-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Annual  Course of Musketry ,  Results of ... ... 869
Band ,  Report  re  .. ... ... ... ... ...  1663
Company Disbanded  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1458
Correction of Name - See " Correction."
Detailed Establishment of Corps ,  Approved  ... ...  1657
Deserter, Description , &c., of ... .. 665
General Orders ... ... ... 60, 147, 2214  265, 486, 665, 690,
793, 856, 869, 916,  1089, 1202,
1404, 1538, 1539 1638,  178
1970,  2035,  2106, 2200, 281
Marine Force-
General Orders  ... ... .. 265, 465
Promotion  ..  434, 1083,  1202, 1801, 404, 1538
designation - See "Resignation."
Rifle Club-
Formation of, Approved ...  146, 220,  222, 262, 268, 583, 792
Rules of ... .. ... 146,  220, 262, $63, 583, 792
Rifle Range . Land  Resumed for-
1460Allora ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  .. ... ... ... ... ...  2210
Toowoomba  ... ... 77
Rules and Regulations , Additional  and Amended 693
Services  Accepted  and Establishment of Corps  at,--Bowen . ... ... ...  435,665
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... ... 120, 2
Cadets ... ... ... ... 244
Brisbane (Ambulance) ... ... ... ... 541, 665
Gympie (Cadets) ... ... ... ... ... ...  199
Howard ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 105
Dalby  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1458
Mackay .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  199
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ... ...  994, 1202
Cadets ... ... ... ... ...  199
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... ... 245
Townsvi ll e  ... ... ...  199
Transfer 222, 665,  1088,  1301,14% 1588
Deighton ,  E., Error in Deed  ... ... ... ...  129
Deighton, F., to be Mining Surveyor, Charters Towers 766
Denman, R. J., to be a Crown Lands Bailiff 1160
Dennis , A., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ...  20
Deshon, E .,  as Justice of the Peace to give Consent raider
" Marriage Act " ... ... ... ... ...  668
Designs - See " Patents."
Despatch-
Conveying Royal Assent to-
"Defence  Act " ... 662
" Patents,  Designs and TradeMark ., Act "  1249
Permission to Mr .  J'ustico Mein to retain Title of
Honourable  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1455
Respecting the-
" Federal Council  of Australasia  Act  of 1886" 1287
German New Guinea Company  ... ...  1047
"Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1883"... 2127
1748
1510
651
1458
700
1510
1939
1049
993
895
700
993
707
1243
198
1458
1128
2089
700
1918
842, 1082
1012
1510
625
1509
1919
605489,933
625
827
810
121
1494
1279584
622
1663
12281042
1970
1167
434,665211
1661
231
230
230, 1223
1632
872
232
1557
1180
2058, 2216
1251, 1404
2042665
1509
2089
13051901
766
1018
1538
INDEX. ix.
Despatch-continued.
Transmitting-
Authority for "Gayundah" to wear Blue
Ensign, &c.
Correspondence with German Government on
subject Boundaries, New Guinea Protectorate ...
Order in Council detaching Q.G.G. " Gayundah"
for Service ... ... ... ... ... ...
Regulations for Examination of Candidates for Civil
Service, India, 1886 ... ... ... ... ...
" The Submarine Telegraph Act of  1885"
Des Viceux, Capt. C. H., B. S. C., to be Deputy Assistant
Ad ' utan t-General ... ...
Dewson, A. it., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ...
Dickens, J.-
Compensation for Road ... ... ... ...
To be a Sheep Director ... ...
Dickson, D., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ...
Dimmock, G., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ...
Dines, G. S. R., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ...
" Diseased Animals Act of  1866 "-
Dogs to be Quarantined Six Months, Proclamation
requiring Imported ... ... ... ... ...
Regulations under  ... ... ... ...
"Diseased Animals Act " of  Tasmania-
Proclamation and Regulations under ,  issued ... ...
"Disea ses in  Sheep Act of  1867 "-
Appointment-See "Appointment" ... ...
Assessment Due and Payable ... ... ... ...
Bonanga to be a Crossing -place for Sheep ...
Notice  re  Returns
Prohibiting Importation of Sheep from Western
Australia and New Zealand, Proclamation ...
Quarantine Ground, Brisbane, Proclamation of ...
Regulations under ... ... ...
Dismissal  from Public Service ... ...
District Court-
Bailiff-See " Appointment."
Sale under Warrant of Execution
Sittings Appointed-
Central ...
Northern ...
Southern ...
Divisional Board-
Appeal Court to be held at-
Mount Cotton ,  for Tingalpa ...
Appointment or Election of-
Auditor-
Belyando ...
Cleveland ...
Carpentaria  ... ... ...
Gowrie  .. ... ...
Hinchinbrook ... ...
Indooroopi lly ... ...
Inglewood  ... ... ...
Johnstone  ... ... ...
Kargoolnah  ... ... ...
Murweh  ... ... ...
Mutdapilly  ... ... ...
Purga  ... ... ... ...
Rosalie ... ...
Stanthorpe  ... ... ...
Tinaroo  ... ... ...
Warroo  ... ... ...
Woothakata  ... ... ...
Member-
Cleveland  ... ... ...
Dalrymple  ... ... ...
Einasleigh  ... ... ...
Johnstone ...
Ula Ula ... ... ...
Wangaratta  ... ... ...
Warroo
Assessment Notice to Owners, &c.
Barolin  ... ...
Boundaries  of, Amended-
Barolin ...
Broadsound ...
Cairns ... ...Hann,  ... ...
Nebo
Nogoa ...
By-laws  Approved-
Aramac ... ...
Bauhinia ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Caboolture... ...
Carpentaria ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Dalrymple... ...
Einasleigh... ...
G ogango ... ...
Granvi lle ... ...
Highfields ... ...
Hughenden ...
Walloon ... ...
Constituted-
Torres ... ...
Woongarra
First Board-
Election of
Intention to-
L..
36
766
211827, 15M
2288
1602
827
2089
120, 624
2170
766, 2287
1457
2014
2287
2089
11662287
1509
211
993
198
1509
766
624
1939
280
1509
2286
2017
1508
2286
2286
905
842460
843
905
1369
2186
1759
710
780
844
49
1957
1508
1507
2098
Apply for Loan-
Bulim ba ... ... ... ... ... ... 1308
Burrum  ... ... ... ... ... ... 285
Page.
1505
621
1505
1938
193.5
70, 105
605
1180
2089
491199,266
2329
2169
2171
1966
1537
1049
2199
1856
432
189337,1357
... 235, 1498
... ... 1540, 1901
2042
1482, 1541, 1901, 2315
Divisional  Board-continued.
Intention  to-continued.
App1 for  Loan - continued.
Page.
Cloncurry  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1558
Hann  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 727
Nerang  ... ... ... ... ... ... 86
Nundah ... ... ... ... ... ... 1401, 15.58
Toombul  ... ... ... ... ... ... 690, 813
Yeerongpillyy ... ... ... ... ... 161
Widen Certain Roads-
Yeerongpilly ...
Lands placed under Control of-
Ithaca-
1558
Road Purposes ... ... ... ... ... 437
Water Reserve ... ... ... ... ... 436,437
Jondaryan-
Quarry Reserve ... ... ... ... ... 1052
Licensed Gate Notice-See " Gate."
Loans to-See  "Loans."
Number of Members reduced,  Barolin  ... ... ... 1508
Number of Members  assigned  to, Tambo... ... ... 2285
Subdivided, Tatnbo ... ... ... ... ... ... 1456
Subdivisions-
Abolished, Wangaratta... ... ... ... ...  623
Boundaries of, Amended, Tingalpa ... ... ... 1165
Dixon, W. A., Notice under Patent Act ... ... 468
Dock, C., to be Poundkeeper, Emerald ... ... ... 875
Dodd, W. G., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... ... ...  66
Dodson, P., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 1603
Dogs to be Quarantined Six Months, Proclamation requiring
Imported ... ... ... ... ... ... 2169
Donnison, A., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits 470
Donnolley, C. J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 605
Donovan, J., Dismissal of, from Public Service ... ... 37
Donovan, M., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 746
Dorsey, A., to be-
Clerk  of Petty Sessions, Bowen ... 700
Registrar Northern District Court, Bowen ... ... 1602
Dougall, D., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... 1304, 1555, 2116
Douglas, Hon. J., C. M.G., as Justice of the Peace to give
consent  under " Marriage Act " ... ... ... 1303
D'Ousely, C., to be an Auditor, Johnstone Divisional
Board
Downing, G. E., to be a Member, Wallumbilla Divisional
624
Board ... ... ... ...  2288
Downing, J. G., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1225
Dox, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 158
Draper, A. F. J., Correction of Name as Trustee ... ... 993
Drew, Rev. W. H., Notice of Removal ... .. 2035
Drewe, J.W., to Show Cause why Selection not be Forfeited 135
Driver, E., Notice in Land and Goods and Estate of ... 935,1498
Drury, E. R., to be a C.M.G. ... ... ... 499
Duffin, I., to be a Crown Lands l3ailiff ... ... ... 624
Duffy, T., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ...  48
Duncan and Lehane, Dissolution of Partnership 86
Duncan, J. C., to be Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1357
Dunemann, A., Notice in Will of 1305
Dunne,  W. B., Notice  in Estate of ... ... 283
Dunwich Benevolent Asylum, Weekly Return for 60, 147, 219, 264,
464, 583, 664, 791, 854, 916,
1017, 1082, 1202, 1278, 1382,
1480, 1536, 1637, 1782, 1969,
2034, 2106, 2314
Regulations for General Management of ... ... 2223
See " Order in Council."
Dunlop, W., to be a Medical Practitioner ... ... ... 554
Duppuy, Rev. C., Registered as Minister ... ... ... 1783
Durant, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1095
Dutaillis and Black, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 2116
Duval, L., to be a Member, Johnstone Divisional Board... 1509
Dwyer, M.-
Disqualified from Successfully Tendering  ... ...  2194
Notice in Land and Goods  of ... ... ... ... 1399
Dye, T. F., to be a Member,  Marine Board  ... ... ... 2014
Dyson, T. S., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
E.
Eames,  W. F. B., Notice  in Estate of... ... ... ...  743,933
Earls, W. P. (or P. W.), Notice in Estate of... ... 231,1398, 1917Ebbstein and Brenner, Notice in Estate of .. ... ... 2216
Eccles, H. G., Resignation  of, as  Justice of the  Peace  ... 2170
Edmonds, E.-
Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... ...  2182
Notice in Land and Goods of .. 85
Edmonds, J. W., to be a Commissioner for Dividing  Runs 624
Edmunds ,  M. E., Promotion of, Public Instruction
Department
Edwards, F. B., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
1939
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1602
Edwards ,  H., Notice in-Will of ... ... ... ...  1226
Elcoate,  J. W., to be  Acting Captain ,  Defence Force  ... 2014, 2106
Electoral District of-
Cook ,  Cance ll ation and Appointment of Polling Places 615
Barcoo, Po ll ing Places Appointed ... ... ... ...  1510, 1569
Mitchel ...  1510
Townsv le „ ... 1510
Musgrave
...
...
.. ...  1748
Electoral Lists, Court  for Registration and Revision,
Holden  ... ... ... ...  68, 1018,  1084, 1207, 1222,
1303, 1384, 1396, 1541
Electoral Rolls, New Schedules 1 and 2,  re  Compilation of 1128
Electoral Divisions Assigned to Registration Courts  ...  1993
X. INDEX.
Page.
Elgar, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... 282, 2116
Elliott Brothers, Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 2195
Elliott,  It.,  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 932
Ellis, R. S., to be a Lieutenant, Unattached, Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1855
Elwell, R. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 487, 687, 1225
Elwood, E. L., Notice in Estate of ... 1039
Elworthy, G. T., Notice in Estate of ... .. . ... 875
Emanuel, H., to be Assistant Superintendent, Charters
Towers Fire Brigade... ... ... ... ... 244, 1748
Emery, M., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1662
Emu Creek Run, Land Board Court to be held  re ... ...  1064
Epple, E. S., Notice in Land and Goods of .. ... 811, 1226
Error in Deed-See "Lands "-subhead,  "Titles to Land
Act."
Etheridge, G., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622
Evans and House, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1228
Evans, F. J., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... 625
Evans, J. B.  0.,  to be a Crown Lands Bailiff ... ... 765
Evens, M. L., Notice in Estate of ... ... 283
Everitt, P., Notice re Patent ... ... ... ... ... 67
Examinations-See "Public Instruction."
Execution Certified to' ... ... ... ... ... ... 1541
Executive Council-See "Appointment," "Resignation."
Mein, Hon. C. S., Retains Title of Honourable ... 1455, 1457
F.
Fairbairn, T., to be a Member, Belyando Marsupial Board 160.
Falconer, J., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 160
Farquhar, J. F. C., Notice  re  Patent ... 66
Farquharson, J., to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and
Inspector of Slaughter Houses, Gilberton 1251
Farquharson, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 605
Farrow, G., Compensation for Ijcoad ... ... ... ... 130
Faust, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1661
Farry, T. and Son, Dissolution of Partnership 859
Feez, A. F. M., Admitted as Proctor, Vice-Admiralty
Court ... .. ... ... ... ... 2042
Feinn, E. T., Notice in Estate, &c. ... ... ... ... 230, 686
Felten and Guilleaume, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 666
Federation-
" Federal Council (Adopting) Act of  1885 " ... ... 1597
" Federal Council of Australasia Act,  1885' ... ... 1237, 1239Proclamation-Federal Council of Australasia Act, 1885," in
operation in Queensland ... ... ... ...  2231
Summoning  First Meeting of Council ... ... 2335
Ferguson and Holden, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 1077
Ferguson, Sergeant J., to be an  Inspector of  Slaughter-houses, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1457
Fielding, 1:., Promotion of, Public instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Finlay, H., M.D., to be-
Page.
Fuchs, H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 603, 1398, 1917
Fuggle, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 159
Fullagar, H., Notice  re  Land Selection ... ... 43
Fulton, J. D., Notice in Goods of ... ... . 1979
Fyfe, A., to be an Auditor, Carpentaria Divisional Board 1509
G.
Galbraith, R., Notice in-
Estate of ... ... ... ... ... ...
Goods of... ... ... ... ...
Galligan, J., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ...
Gallogly, G. B., Notice in Estate of
Galloway, F. W., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits
Galopin, H., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... ... ...
Gamble, R. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Gambling, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ...
Gaol Regulations-See "Colonial Secretary."
Gardner, 0., Trade Mark Notice ... ...
Garrick, Hon. J. G., to be a C.M.G. ...
Gartland, Rev. I.-
Registered  as Minister  ... ...
Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... ...
Gartside, Lieutenant J., Promotion of, Defence Force ...
606
2328
1180
874, 2115
68
1395
872, 1977
233
1540
499
725
1783
434
Garvey, M., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ... . 1042
Gate, Notice of Application for Licensed 161, 236, 689, 690, 727, 813,
1038,  1043, 1228, 1401, 662, 1919, 2221
Gatfield, W. S., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 1041
Gaven, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 812
Gayler, G. S., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ...  1602
" Gayundah "-See " Despatches."
Gawthern, E. F., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1793
Geary, Senior Constable J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, &c., Tallebudgera ... ... ... ... 1250
Geddes, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 1533
Gee, John, Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 1867
Genninges, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 1793
Geraghty, B., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ... 85
Gibbings, G., to be a Crown Lands Bailiff . ... ... 624
Gibson, A. E., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 1510, 1638
Gibson, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1660, 2052
Gibson, J. L., Admitted as Medical Practitioner ... ... 1639
Gibson, W., to be a Commissioner for Dividing Runs ... 827
Gielis, H., Provisional Deed of Grant issued to ... ... 1203
Giles, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1041
Gill, Sergeant F., to be Colour-Sergeant, Defence Force ... 147
Gilmore, T., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... 2328
Gillespie, F., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ... ... 812
Gillespie, J., Notice in Estate and Will of ... . ... 811, 1794
Ginn, R., to be an Auditor, Mutdapilly Divisional Board ... 1457
Gin Sin and Co.-See " Ah Way."
Girdlestone, H., to be a Medical Officer of Health... ... 2235
Glenny, E. R., to be-
Assistant Under-Sheriff ... ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Clermont... ... .. .. 700
Registrar of Births,  Marriages , and Deaths, Clermont 700
Land Agent, Clermont ... . ... ... ... 1166
Registrar Central District Court, District Receiver in
Insolvency, and High Bailiff, Clermont ... ... 1509
Glindon, P., Notice in Estate of ; . ... ... ... 1396, 1554
Glismann, P., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ... 1919
Glissan, A. H., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622
Goan, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 872
Goddard, F., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1978
Godsall, G. H., Promotion of, Defence Force ... ...  434
Godsall, R., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1041
Goggs, M. B., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ...  84
" Golclfcelds Act of  1874 "-
Boundaries-
Proclaimed-
Strathalbyn ... ... ... ... ... ... 119
Amended-
Clermont ... ... ... ... ... ...  825
994
Medical Officer, Winton ... ... ... ... ... 1855
Medical Officer of Health  ... ... ... ... ... 2235
Finch, F., to be Acting-Lieutenant,  Defence Force ...  994, 1050, 1202
Finney, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1040
Fire Brigade-
Appointment Made or Approved  of-See "  Appoint-
ment."
By-laws Approved or Confirmed-
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... ... 915
Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 59
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1015
Charters Towers-
Services  Dispensed with ... ... ... ...  828
New Brigade Engaged ... ... ... ... ... 1748
Resignation-See "Resignation."
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure-
Townsville 803
Fischer, C., Notice in Lands and Goods  of ... ... ... 2219
Fitz Gerald, Dr. E. M., to be-
Medical Officer, Gayndah ... ... ... ... ... 550
Medical Officer of Health, Gayndah ... ... ... 2235
Fitzwalter, G. J., to be a Justice of the  Peace  ... 622, 895
Fletcher, A., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 875
Flynn, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1097
Flynn, J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1660
Fogarty, J., to be a Member, Cleveland  Divisional  Board... 211
Foote, C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 122.5
Forbes, F. A., Notice in Land and Goods of... ... ... 489
Forbes, M.-See "F. A. Forbes."
Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 490
Foreman, A., to be  Bailiff , Small Debts Court, Geraldton 1640
Fortescue, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1557
Fowler, R. R., Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace 700
Fowles,  A., to be Operator, Post  and Telegraph  Depart-
Fox, M ., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
Fox, T .,  Notice in Estate of ...
Frampton ,  J., Notice in Will and Estate of ... ...
Franklin ,  T. J., to be Sheriff's Bailiff ... ... ...
Fraser and Smith ,  Tender Accepted  ... ... ...
Fraser, J., Notice in Land and Goods of ...
Fraser ,  J., to be  Deposition Clerk, Charters Towers
Free, E., Notice in Lands of
Freeman, J. B., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
Goldfield-
Abolished-
Spring Rush Gold Field ...
Proclaimed-
1357
Mount Wyatt Gold Field ... ... ... 1.507
Goldring, L., to be Captain, Defence Force  ... ... ...  121,222
Goode, W. A., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ... 2327
Goody,  J., to be an Operator ,  Post and Telegraph Depart-
625
Goold, H., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 1745
Gordon, G., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ...  282
Gordon, G. R., to be Captain, Defence Force .. ... 1748, 1970
Gordon, P. R., to be a Commissioner and Inspector,
" Diseased Animals Act " ... ... ... ...  2171
Gordon, W. G., Certificate of Execution of ... ... ... 1639
Gorman, D., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ... 1180
Gorton R. J., Correction of Name as Trustee ... ...  993
Gostling, F. D., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 767, 855
Gould, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 2031
Government Printer-Advertising Rates ... ... ... ... ... ...  288
Agents for Sale of Publications ... ... ...  288
Government Gazette  Subscription ... ... ... ... 288
Hansard  Subscription ... ... ... ...  288
On Sale-Acts  ... ... ... ... ... ... 287
Acts, Bound ... ... ... ... ...
" All-Range " Register ... ... ... ... ...  86
Brands Directory ... .. .. ... ... 287
Divisional Board Books and Pamphlets, &c. ... 287
1602
1096, 1793
1304
687, 1498
1603
2103
1556
2171
1919
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 767
Freney, J., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... 1173, 1203
Friend, H., to be an Inspector  " Diseased Animals Act "...  2171
Friend, J., to be Captain, Defence Force ... ... ... 1049, 1301
Frost, T. W., to be Trustee, Greenmount Cemetery ... 36
INDEX.
Government Printer-continued.
On  Sale-continued.
Page.
"Gold Fields Act of  1874," with Regulations ... 224
"Insolvency  Act of  1874,"  with Rules ... 87
Journal of Gregory's Australian  Explorations ... 68
Narrative of New Guinea Expeditions : Chester ... 87
Poundkeepers' Book ... ... ... ... 288
Stamp Acts and Regulations ... ... ... ... 87
Statutes of the Colony ... ... ... ... ... 287
Synopsis of the Queensland Flora : Bailey, F. M. 87
Vice-Admiralty Courts,  Rules of Practice of,
Fees, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 68
Poundkeepers' Notice ... ... ... 87
Receipt of Remittance 87, 162, 236,  288, 494,  608, 691,  747, 814, 880,
939, 1045,  1100, 1228,  1310,  1402,  1500, 1560,
1664,  1798, 1920,  1980, 2057, 2120,  2221, 2330
Governor ,  His Excellency ,  Speeches - See "Parliament."
Graham, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 2116
Graham, E. D., Admitted as Proctor, Vice-Admiralty
Court ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2042
Graham , J., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 2055
Graham, J., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ...  84, 489,  875, 1096
Graham ,  Senior-Constable R. M., to be-
Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions  ... ... ... ...  434
Registrar ,  Births and Deaths  ... ... ... ... 1747
Grainger, T. L.-
To  be  a Lieutenant ,  Marine Defence Force ... ...
Posted to Corps ... ... ... ...
Grammar School - See "Appointment ," "  Lands"  (Reserved
by Proclamation ), " Public Instruction."
199
265
Gray ,  S. W., to Show Cause why Selection not be Forfeited 841
Graziers Butchering Co., Business sold ... ... ... 86
Green and Co .,  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1791, 1976
Green and Marshall ,  Tender Accepted  ...  1380, 1963
Green, J.  W., to be  a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ...  895, 917, 1358,
1404. 1538
Green ,  L., to be a  Justice of the Peace  ... ...  622
Green, L., Notice in Land and Goods of  ... ... ...  1497
Grehan , M., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1224, 1553
Gregory, C. W., Error  in Deed  ... ... ... ... ...  2025
Gregson , W. A. F., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... 1975, 2217
Greig , W., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...  1039
Greive, Major, to be on Board of Examiners ,  Defence Force 1856
Grithn and Bouchard ,  Dissolution of Partnership  .. ...  285
Griffin, Constable M., to  be  Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
Eton  ... . ... ... ... ... ...  1510
Griffiths , G. W., Patent  Notice ... ... ... ... ...  22012
Griffiths ,  R., Notice in Land and Goods  of ... ... ... 232
Griffiths , W., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  143
Grigg,  D., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 811, 1495
Grimley , W. G., to be  an Operator ,  Post and Telegraph
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  625
Grossman ,  A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1095, 1397
Guerin, P., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ...  2202
Gulland,  J., Tender  Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  720
Gunn, D .,  Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ...  1919
Gwillims and Thompson ,  Tender Accepted  ... ... ...  1632
H.
Haigh ,  W., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ...
Haldane, H. E., to be-
Musketry Instructor ,  Defence Force ...
On Board of Examiners ,  Defence Force ...
Hale, W., and Co., Notice in Estate of ...
Hall, J., Notice in Will of
Hall, Louisa, Transfer of, Public  Instruction Department
Hall, W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ...
Halloran,  Sergeant T., to be an  Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Haly, J., to be Poundkeeper, Burketown ... ... ...
Hamilton, C. E., Notice  in Estate  of ... .. ... ...
Hancock Bros .,  Salkeld and Co., Dissolution  of Partnership
Handford ,  J., Correction  of Name, as  Justice of  the Peace
Handyside ,  Rev. V .  R., Registered  as Minister
Hanford, J .,  to be a Justice of the  Peace ..
Hannam,  W., to be Chief  Engineer ,  Carpentaria  and Cook-
town Railway  Division  ... ... ... ...
Hansen , J. P., Notice  in Estate of ... ...
Hansen,  H., Notice  re  Patent  ... ... ...
1555
... ... 1458, 1538
1856
1222,  1397, 1555, 2115
1306
121
688
2172
932
1222, 1553
235
767
1900
622
550
1396
Hansen and Gorgensen ,  Notice in Estate of ... 875, 934, 1041
Harcourt ,  H. L., to be Assistant Mechanician ,  Post and
Telegraph Department
Hardgrave , J., to be-
1357
Member ,  Brisbane Hospital Committee  ... ... ...  244
Ranger, under  "Native Birds Act" ... ... ...  1457
Harding, G .,  to be a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ..  1242, 1404
Hardy, A. C., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 121
Hare, E. G. S., to he a Commissioner for taking Affidavits 2042
Harney, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...  876
Harper, R., and Co., Partnership Notice  ... ... ...  493
Harrap, A.  P.  Promotion of, Defence Force  ... ...  434
Harricks, J. If., „ ... ... 434
Harris,  E
.
,  Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 1793
Harris , G., Approved  of as a Consular Agent  ... ..  37
Harris ,  G. and J., and H. Buckley, Provisional Certificate
of Title, issued to ... ... ... ... ... 1970
Harris, G .  E., to be a Clerk ,  Registrar -General 's Department 625
Harris, W., to be on Joint Board, United Municipality ... 1480
Harrison, E., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 2103
Hart, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 812
Harvey, R., senr .,  to  be  a Justice of the Peace  ... ...  622
Harvey, R. H., Assistant Pilot, Thursday Island  ... ...  1167
Hatton, E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1556
Hausman and Others, Error in Deed  ... ... ... ...
Hawkins, J. J., to be Mem ber, Hinchinbrook Marsupial
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hay, E., Notice  in Land and  Goods of ... ... ...
Hay, R. S. A., Notice in Will  of ... ... ...
Hayes, Rev .  T. V. A., Registered as Minister
Hayne, W. M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
tion  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hayward, Notice  re  Patent  ... ... ... ...
Headland, E. and J., Tender Accepted  .. ...  910, 19
Heal ,  H., Provisional Certificate of Title issued to ... ...
"Health Act  "-See " Appointments."
Regulations under
Section 69 to be in force within Municipality of Brisbane
Health Officer-See "  Appointment," " Resignation."
Healy, J., to be Poundkeeper, Gymp.e ... ...
Heath, R., to be on Joint Board of United Municipality ...
Heilbronn ,  T. I., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hellicar , G. V., to  be-
Lieutenant, Defence Force  ... ... ... ... ...
On Board of Examiners for Atto rn eys
Hemmant , W., to  be  Hon. Commissioner ,  Colonial Exhibi-
tion ,  London  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hemmy, H. J., Licensed as Surveyor  ... ... ... ...
Hempsted and Co., Trade Mark Noti ce  ... ... ...
Hennessey ,  Constable  T., to be-
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector of
Slaughter -houses, Pentland... ...
Assistant Registrar ,  Births and Deaths ,  Pentland ...
Henriques ,  E. Junr .,  to  be  a Justice of the Peace ... ...
Henry,  A., to be-
High Bailiff  ... ... ... ... ...
Member Immigration Board, Townsville ... ...
Henderson ,  R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Hetherington ,  W. S., Notice in Will of  ... ... ...
Hewitt, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ...
Heyde,  Todman ,  and Co., Trade Mark Registered ... ...
Hibbard, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hibernian Hall Co., to be Wound up ... ... ... ...
Hickie, J., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ...
Hickmott ,  H., Noti ce  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hicks, F., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...
Hicks, F. N., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hicks,  J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Higgin T .  and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ...
Higgins J., to  be  a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ...
Higgins ,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Higson, W. K., Error in Deed  ... ... ... ... ...
Higginson , A. H., to  be  a Clerk and Paymaster ,  Marine
Force  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hill , J. A., to be  an Auditor ,  Murweh Marsupial Board ...
Hill, S. G., to  be  an Acting Sub-Lieutenant ,  Marine
Defence Force  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hill, W. R .  0., Police Magistrate-
To act as District Court Registrar, District Receiver,
and High Bailiff, while  Police  Magistrate absent
To be Acting  Poli ce  Magistrate ,  Springsure .. ..
To be Acting Registrar ,  Births ,  Marriages ,  and Deaths,
Springsure  ... ... ... ... ... ...
To be  Acting Land Commissioner and Land Agent,
Springsure  ... ... ... ... ... ...
To be Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... ...
Hillard ,  J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Hing Tai, and  Co., Notice  in Estate of ... ...
Hinton ,  J. E., to be a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force ... ...
Hinton, J. V., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ...
Hinton , W., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hockin ,  G. T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Hodel ,  F., Resignation of, from Defence Force ... ...
Hodges , W. G., to be  Captain ,  Defence Force ... ...
Hodgson, W. C., Notice in Will of .. ... .
Hodgkinson, W.O., to be Deputy-Sheriff under  "Jury Act "
Hoezknecht, P. P., to  be  Bailiff, Small Debts Court ,  Jericho
Hoffnung and Co., Trade Mark Notice ...
Hol berton ,  F. H., Summoned to Legislative Council
Holdaway, E .,  Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Holden ,  R. W., Noti ce  in Estate of  ... ... ... ...
Holliday  and Alford, Notice re Patent  ... ... ...
Hollaner, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Holt, T .,  Trade Mark Notice  ... ... ... ... ...
Homer, E. T., Error in Deed  .. ... ...
Honeyman ,  J., to  be  an Auditor ,  Cleveland Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hong Chong, Notice in Estate of
Horick P .,  to  be  a Mem be r,  Cleveland Divisional Board ...
Hornung ,  C., Provisional Certificate of Title issued to ...
Horricks and Keefe ,  Tenderers Disqualified  ... ... ...
Horses for India  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Horton ,  T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Horwitz, J .,  Error in Deed  ... ... ... ... ...
Hoskings ,  W., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ...
Hospital-
Rules and By -laws of, Approved-
Bundaberg  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ingham  .. ... ... ... ... ...
Maryborough, Pacific Islanders  ... ... ...
Maryborough  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Muttaburra  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Palmer River  ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... . ... ...Springsure ...
Houghton, H. F., to  be  a Justice of the Peace ... ...
Houghton, J. T ,,  to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...
Howard, W., Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace .
Howell ,  B., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent under
" Marriage  Act " .., .. ... ... ...
Iii. INDEX.
Page.
Howlin ,  W., to be  a Medical  Officer  of Health 2235
Hoy-See " Hall, J."
Hull, H., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ... 492
Humphries ,  E., and  Co., Trade Mark Notice ... 1641
Hunt , T. J., to be a Commisioner for taking Affidavits ... 917
Hunt, W. R., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... 1305
Hunter , G., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 934
Hunter , R., and Co., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 84, 1224
Hurley, J., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 689
Hutchison, K., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... .. 1049
Hutchison , W. F. G. N., to be a Deputy-Registrar of
Sheep Brands . ... ... ... ... ... 37, 120
Hutton, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 688
Hurford, E. M., to be Poundkeeper, Harrisville ... ... 1640
Hurley, J., and Co., Notice  in Estate  of .. 1660, 1976
Hyne, R. M., to be on Hospital  Committee , &c., Maryborough 434
I.
Immigration-
Applications-
For Indenting Labourers, now received ... ... 56
From Persons desirous of obtaining Labour, now
received ... ... ... ... ... ...  60
Purposes, Reserve for-See " Lands."
Impoundings at-
Adavale ... ... ... ... ... ...88, 237, 609, 691, 747, 880
Allora ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.•500, 2059
Aramac ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 88, 162, 939, 2060
Banana  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 289, 1101, 1921
Beaudesert ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1100,1798
Beenleigh ... ... .. .. ... 2060
Blackall... ... ... 236, 495, 748, 814,1101, 1798, 2059, 2222
Bollon ... ... ... ... ... 494, 747, 1101, 1403, 1501, 1981
Boulia ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1921
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... ... 1500
Brisbane ... .. . 88, 237, 609, 691, 748, 814, 939, 1046,
1101, 1229, 1311, 1403, 1560, 1981, 2059, 2222
Charleville ... ... ... ... ... ...88, 1501, 1560, 1664
Clermont ... ... ... 289, 609, 748, 1046, 1.501, 1921, 2222
Cloncurry ... ... ... 495, 609, 814, 1403, 1798, 2222, 2331
Condamine ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1921
Crow's Nest ... ... .. .. .. 288
Cunnamulla ... ... 87, 609, 1046, 1311, 1501, 1664, 1921, 2060
Emerald  ... ... ... ...  87, 609, 880, 939,  1100, 1501
Esk ... ... ... ... ... .. 814, 1500, 2059, 2331
Eulo ... ... ... ... ... 162, 236, 237, 691, 814, 1311,
1403, 1501, 1664, 2060, 2120, 2222
Gayndah ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1229
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 237, 1560
die.. ... ...  1798H arrisville
... ... ... ... ...  2331
Hughenden ... ... ... ... ... 162, 747, 886, 1664, 2332
Inglewood ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2060
Ipswich ... ... ... .. 236, 288, 609, 939, 1403,  1560,  2222
Isisford ... ... ... 88, 290, 495, 691, 814, 1403, 1798, 1921
Leyburn ... ... ... ... 748, 939, 1310, 1664, 2059, 2221
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... 290, 1046, 1311, 1501, 2059
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ... 162, 939, 1046, 2059, 2120
Millchester ... ... ... .. 880, 2332
Muttaburra ... ... ... 88, 609, 691, 748, 814, 1046, 1101,
1311, 1560, 1798, 1981, 2222, 2331
Nanango .. 1311
Nerang ... ... ... ... .. 237, 691, 747
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... . . 237,  289, 1921
Roma ... ... ... ... 747, 939, 1311, 1403, 2059, 2331
St. George ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1229
South Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 162, 1311, 1.560
Springsure ... ... 88, 748, 2120
Tambo ... ... ... 87, 289, 495, 691, 1403, 1500, 2060, 2120
Taroom ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 039, 2222
Thargomindah ... ... ... 289, 609, 1045, 1403, 1,500, 1560
Tiaro  ... .. 691, 1100, 1101, 2331
Toowoomba ... ... 237, 290, 609, 748, 814, 1311, 1981,  2060, 2222
Warwick ... ... ... 88, 289, 691, 1046, 1921, 2059, 2331
Windorah ... ... ... .. 495
Winton ... 1046, 1229, 1500, 1560,1798
Woodford ... ... ..., ... ... ... 1311, 1921, 2221
Yaamba  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1403
India ,  Horses for  ... ...  ...  ..  ... ...  .. . 724
"Insanity Act of  1884," Reception House Appointed,
Brisbane .. ... ... ... ... ... 1016
Insolvent Estate-See " Supreme Court."
"Intestacy Act of  1867," and  " Curator of Intestate Estates Act of  1867 "-
Notice to-
Brother and Next of Kin ... ... ... ... 2330
Creditors .. ... ... 161, 493, 688, 936, 1979, 2329
Executors of Will ... ... ... ... 1225, 1307, 2117
Next of Kin ... ... ... ... ... ... 2056, 2118
Return in  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 111
Irwin, Sergeant S., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-houses 1458
Ismay, R., to be Gauger, Customs Department 1748
J.
Jacobs, S ., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1794
Jackson, J., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 2107
Jackson , W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1041
Jaegers, Sanitary, &c., Co., Trade Mark Notice 64
Jaggard, A. R., Promotion of, Customs Department ... 766
James,  J. W., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 434, 665
James, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 283
James,  R. E., Notice  re  Patent... 469
Jamieson, C., Promotion of, Defence Force... ... ... 434
Jarman, R. E., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... ... 469
Pace.
...Jarson Notice in Will ofJ ... ... 934.., .,
Jekyll, J. R., to be Keeper of Gaol, Brisbane ... ... 1167
Jenkins, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 687, 933
Jensen and Wall, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... . . 1976
Jensen, J., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ••. 2300
Johns, Joseph, Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 2095
Johnson, F., Resignation of, as Superintendent, Charters
Towers Fire Brigade ... 828
Johnson, F. G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 159
Johnson, L. B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1494
Johnston, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1975
Jones, E., Notice in Land of ... .. ... ... ... 232
Jones, J., Provisional Certificate of Title issued ... ... 917
Jones, J., Notice in Estate of .. .. . ... .. 1494
Jones, J. H., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph De-
1602partment  ... ... ... ...
Jones, R. O., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...
J T tid C N i fE
...
... 622
22171918... ...ones, . an oo., ce state on
Jones, W., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ...
...
...
,
2170, 2315
Jones, W. V., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 875, 1304
Joos, R., Notice in Will of ... .. ... ... ... 1661
Jorgensen, H. P., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... 810, 1224
Joseph, J. R., to be Surgeon, Defence Force ... 2288
Julian, A., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... 2042
Julius, Rev. A. C., Notice of Removal of ... ... .. 725
"Jury Act of  1867 "-Appointment-See " Appointment."
K.
Kaiser Wilhelm's Land-See " New Guinea."
Kavanagh, J., to Show Cause why Selection be not Forfeited 904
Kay, Rev. J., Registered as Minister ... ... .. .. 1082
Keane, C. D., to be Auditor, Woothakata Divisional Board 1509
Keane, J., Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace ... ...
Keane, W., to be Poundkeeper. Gayndah ...
2170
68
Kebbel, W., L.R.C.P., &c., to be Surgeon, Marine Defence
Force  ... .. ... ... ... ... 37
Kebbell, C., Admitted as Medical Practitioner ... ... 2036
Kelly, Constable J., to be-
Inspector of Slaughter-houses, &c., Torrens Creek ... 2171
Registrar, Births and Deaths, Torrens Creek ... 1747
Kelly, Sergeant D., to be-
Assistant Registrar, Births and Deaths ... ...
Inspector of Slaughter-houses, &c. ... ...
...
...
1457
1251
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, Leyburn ... ... 1510
Kelly, F. J., Lost Animal  ... ... ... ... 813
$elly, the Misses, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 874
Kelso, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1097
Kemp, A. E., to be Captain, Volunteer Defence Force ... 700,793
Kenion and Co., Partnership Notice ... ... ... ... 1919
Kenna, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 161
Kennard, S. $.,-
To be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... 622
Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace  ... ... 1243
Kennedy M., Notice in Will  of ... .. ... ... 2329
$ennedy, N. J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 2055
Kennedy, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 685
Kennedy, T., „ ... ... ... ...
W
1494,1792
130Kenny, M., Notice in ill of
Kenyon, H. A. to be a Clerk, Immigration Department ...
7
1747
Kerr, R., as Justice of the Peace, Authorised to give Con-
sent under " Jarriage Act " ... 1221
Kettle, G. W., to be Auditor; Belyando Divisional Board 766
Kevin, W., Notice in Goods of  ... .. .. ... ... 812
Kidgell, J. G., to be Returning Officer, Wide Bay ... 198
Kift, R., Notice in Will and Codicil of ... 746
Killeen, P., Resignation of, as Justice of the Peace... ... 1939
King and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 604,932
King, H. E., ff  to  ••• ... ... ... 743
King, R. W.,  of  f, ••• ... 1554, 2218
King, Senior-Constable T., to be Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Woodford .. .. .. ... 894
King, Senior-Constable W. S., to be Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions, and Inspector Slaughter-houses, Gatton 2014
King, G. B., to be an Auditor, Divisional Board of-
Gowrie ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2288
Rosalie ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2287
Kingsford, R. A., as Justice of the Peace to give Consentf  1864 "under  " Marriage Act o 809a
Kinnard, S. B.-See " Kennard.'
Kinmond, J., Transfer of, from Post and Telegraph to
Treasury  ... .. ... ... ... 1602
Kinsela, T., Notice in Will of ... .. .. ... 876
Kirkaldy, W. B.. to be a Medical Officer of Health ... 2235
Klinge, J., Notice ip Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1097
Knight, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 2115
Knight, F. C., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 2219
Knowles, C. E., Notice in Estate of .. ... . 1303, 1977, 2053
Knox, J. M., to be a Member, Hinchinbrook Divisional
Board ... ... ... ... ...
Koch, E. A., to be a Medical Officer of Health
... ... 1602
2235
Kong Jong Hing Tai-See " Hing Tai."
Kuhn, A., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 1399
Kwon Yot, Notice in Estate of... .. ... ... ... 744
Kyle, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 1077
L.
Labour-See "Immigration."
Ladhury, S., to be Boatman Pilot, Cooktown ... ... 1&55
Lake. T. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1495, 1976
Lalor, J. R., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ... ... 198
Lamb, J., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... ... 1399
Lamb, R. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1661, 2052
INDEX. nil.
Page.
Land, Annual Rent List ... ... ... ... ... ... 291, 431
Land Board Courts to be held at -
Blackall ... ... ... 1758
Brisbane ... 48, 130, 253, 570, 779, 1002,1064, 1470, 1885, 2185
Clermont ...
Emerald... ...
Mitchell... ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
Tambo ... ... ... ...
Land Board Division of Run-
Abington ... ... ...
Alice Downs  ... ... ...
Amby Downs ... ... ...
Bloomfield  ... ... ...
Boree Creek  ... ... ...
Braemar Forest ... ...
Burgoyne  ... ... ...
Cannon  Valley ... ...Chadford
Cobbareena
Colinton
Cressbrook
Crow's Nest
Ducabrook
Doongul...
East Haldon
Emu Creek
Eurella ...
Gigoomgan
Grantham
Gronyeah
Gunyan ..
Indian  Head ...
Kilcoy ... ...
Kogan ... ...
Lansdowne .
Lower Doongul
Medway ...
Mitchell Downs
Miva ...
Modewarra No. 2
Mount Lonsdale
Mount Pleasant
Portland Downs
Rookwood ...
Rosenthal ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
St. Helen 's, No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
St. Helen 's, No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
St. Helen 's, Nos. 3  and 4  ... ... ... ... ...
Strathdon  No. 2 ... ... ...
Tarong ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tickencote  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tieryboo ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Waroonga ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Warrah ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Welltown ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Wieambilla  ... ... .. ... ... ... ...
Withersfield ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Wambo ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lands Department-
Appointment-See " Appointment."
" Crown Lands Act,"  Notices  and Proclamations under-
17
1758
2185
48
2185
1758
1953
1952
1756
1523
1881
208
1617
1880
641
208
1367
903
903
1949
1882
1061
902, 1615
1756
1953
13651881
207
1880
1062
442
1948
1524
1883
1366
1882
1951
1525
1523
1615
1883
209
1950
1951
1955
1616
1954
1757
640
1956
1524
640
1955
1616
1950
Agricultural Areas proclaimed ...38, 246, 436, 555, 630, 770,
829, 830, 897, 10.51, 1062,
1169, 1252, 1606, 1860, 1861,
2175, 2288, 2289, 2291
Annual Rental and Upset Purchasing Price
Reduced, Mackay ... ... ... ... 271
Boundaries of District ... ... ... ... ... 1002
Cancellation of Reserve for-
Camping ... ... ... ... ... ... 702, 772
Pasturage ... ... ... ... ... ... 200
Police Camp... ... ... ... ... ... 1170
Public Purposes ... ... .. ... ... 124
Show Grounds, Fitzroy Pastoral, Agricultural,
and Horticultural Society ... ... ... 1514
School Purposes, Rockhampton... ... ... 1514
Timber ... ... ... ... ... ... 2176
Township, Wambo... ... ... ... ... 1512
Children's Convalescent  Home, Proclamation  re ...  997
District, Land Agents', Amended Description of .. 1002
Division of Run, Court for Reconsideration of ... 1064
Forfeited Selection, District of-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... 627, 1359, 2015
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... 768
Brisbane ... .. ... ... ... 627, 1856, 2288
Cairns... ... ... ... ... ... ... 769, 895
Cooktown ... ... ... ... 122, 768, 1359, 1512, 1856
Gayndah ... ... ... ... ... ... 627
Gympie ... ... ... ... .. ... 769
Herberton ... ... ... ... 769, 1252, 1512, 2015
Ingham ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359, 1605
Ipswich . ... .. .. 768, 769, 895, 1603, 2015
Mackay 246, 627, 769, 895, 1051, 1359, 1603, 1605, 1856
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 1856, 2015, 2288
Mourilyan ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
Nanango ... ... ... ... ... ... 246
Port Douglas ... ... ... ... ... 895
Roma... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1605
St. Lawrence ... ... ... ... ... 1605
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... 627, 1.112, 2015
Leases ready for Delivery 46, 556, 1176, 1255, 1749, 2294, 2296
License-See "License."
Open to Application for Special Lease-
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1051,1252
Page.
Lands Department-continued.
" Crown Lands Act,"  Notices and Proclamations  under - continued.
Open for Occupation License-
District of-
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... ... 2302
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 779
Burketown ... ... ... ... ... 1261
Clermont ... ... ... ... ...  64.)
Dalby ... ... ... ... .. ... 210, 1613
Ingham ... ... ... ... 124, 202, 448, 1365, 2302
Mount Britton... ... ... ... ... 645
Normanton ... ... ... ... ... 2303
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... ... 2303
Springs, ure ... ... ... ... ... 1755
Taroom ... ... ... ... ... 642, 1755
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 448, 1365
L 1 Islands ... ... ... ... ... 644
Open to License-
Special Timber License-Gy'M pie ... ... ... ... ... ... 253Mary borough ... ... ... ... ...  643
Open to Selection-
District of-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... 472, 587
Blackall 1646
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... ... 1086
Brisbane ... ... 270, 475, 590, 765, 794, 796, 924,
1287,  1486, 1646, 1857, 2016,
2043, 206 , 2067, 2205, 2317
Bundaberg ... ... 471, 590, 1022, 1907
Cairns ... ... ... 473, 475, 671, 672, 729, 921,
923, 1023, 1284, 2063, 2206
Clermont ... ... ... ... ... 70, 1213
Cooktown ... ... ... 269, 1086, 1.543, 2044
Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ... 588
Gladstone ... ... ... ... ... 1284, 1386
Gympie ... ...  268, 589, 670, 922, 1648, 1649, 1651
Ingham  ... ... 270, 1212, 1283, 1487, 2064
Ipswich ... ... ... 73, 474, 669, 794, 921, 1022,
1213, 1214, 1286, 1485, 1486,
1645, 1647, 1652, 1904,
2043, 2065, 2204, 2317
Mackay ... 69, 672, 1485, 1487, 1905, 2044, 2063, 2205
Maryborough ... ... ... 272, 670, 1644, 1649, 1650
Mqurilyan ... ... ... .. .. 729, 1908
Nanango ... ... ... 923, 1285, 1647, 1904
Port Douglas ... ... ... 72, 269, 473, 1285, 2204
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... 71, 673, 2066
Roma ... 586, 1386, 1644, 1906, 2061, 2062
Toowoomba ... 69, 72, 1085,1087, 1283, 1645, 1856
Townsville ... ... ... ... 472, 671, 862, 924
Warwick 71, 669, 794,  863, 922,  1085, 1857, 2065
Open to Operation of Timber  Licenses  ... ... 2176
Order in Council suspending 43rd Section-
District of-
Brisbane ... ... ... 548, 893, 2167, 2285
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... 548
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 431a, 992
Cairns ... ... ... ... ...  432, 623, 894, 2168
Clermont ... ... ... ... ... 35
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 2013
Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ... 547
Gympie ... ... ... ... ...  623
Ingham ... ... ... ... ... 1165, 1249, 1456
Ipswich ... 893, 992, 1854
Mackay ... ... ... ... ...  35,2168
Mourilyan ... ... ... ... ... 1853
Nanango ... ... ... ... 1250, 1601, 1&54
Port Douglas ... ... ... ... 431a, 1250, 2167
Roma ... ... ... ... ... ... 547, 1854
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... 1049, 1601
Townsville ... .. ... 825
Provisions of Parts III. and IV. extended to County
of Douglas, District Burke ... . ... ...  2176
Placed under Local Control by Proclamation-See
"Divisional Board," " Municipality."
Proclamation re Children' s Convalescent  Hospital 997
Rent List ... ... ... 291
Rent List (to be placed  to Suspense  Account) ... 430
Regulations under Act of 1884 ... 1511
Rescinding of Proclamation  re  Suburban Reser-
vation-
1462
1941
Show Ground, Fitzroy Pastoral, Agricultural,
and Horticultural Society ... ... ... 1514
School Purposes, Rockhampton... ... ... 1514
Reserved by Proclamation for-
Acclimatisation and Horticultural Grounds,
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... ... 1459
Camping-
County of Derby, Parish of Weale ... 896
Carney Creek ... ... ... ... ... 1860
Dulbydilla Creek ... ... ... ... 2174
Major Creek, on .. ... ... ... 1169
Red Rock Valley, No. 1 Run, on ... ... 552
Running Creek,  on ... ... ... ... 632
Sheep Station Creek ... ... ... ...  1860
Trinity Bay, on, White Cliffs ... ... 1462
Camping and Water-
Clifton Road, on ... ... ... ... 631
Colosseum Creek, on... ... ... ... 771
Moondawaamba Creek ... ... ... 1513
North Rockhampton  ... ... ... ... 38
Roma ... ... ... ... ... 2174
Spring  Creek,  on ... ... ... ... 1460
riv. INDEX.
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"Crown Lands Act,"  Notices and Proclamations  under -continued.
Reserved by Proclamation  for-continued.
Cemetery-
Brookfield ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Burketown ... ... ... ... ... 632
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 2289
Emerald... ... ... ... ... ... 1862
Geraldton ... ... ... ... ... 248
Hughenden ... ... ... ... .. 2291
Ingham ... ... ... ... ... ... 2064
Irvinebank ... ... ... ... ... 2289
Mitbong... ... ... ... ... ... 1940
Muttaburra ... ... ... ... 1940
N orm anton ... ... ... ... ... 832
Woodford ... ... ... 2289
Coal Stages for Railway Purposes, North
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... ... 01
Court House-
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 996
County Stanley, Parish Redcliffe ... ... 1858
Customs Purposes-
Beachton ... ... ... ... 1940
Birdsville ... ... ... ... ... 2290
Bundaberg, Extension of Reserve ... 771, 1253
Burketown ... ... ... ... 628
Geraldton ... ... ... 2173
Port Douglas ... ... ... ... ... 1254
Townsville ... ... ... 1859
Wallangara ... ... ... ... ... 1462
Divisional Board--
Cleveland ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Drill-shed
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 896
Woolloongabba ... ... ... ... 1940
Enoggera Reservoir and Catchment Area ... 769
Extension of Urandangi Town Reserve ... 1052
Garden and Recreation Purposes, Ingham ... 247
Grammar School, Townsville ... ... 832
Gravel, Jumpo Creek, on... ... ... ... 629
Hospital
Burketown ... ... ... ... ... 628
Esk  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Immigration Purposes, Mackay ... ... ... 1461
Industrial Home, Brisbane ... ... ... 554
Loam-
Bungil Creek, Roma ... ... ... ... 2065
Municipal Purposes-
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1462
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 996
Pastoral and Agricultural Society, use of
Burke District... ... ... ... ... 2172
Pilot and Harbour Offices
Geraldton ... ...
Police Paddock-
831
Aramac ... ... ... ... ... ... 831
Canal Creek ... ... ... ... ... 631
County of Chelmsford,  Parish  of Marburg 831
Bollon ... ... ... ... ... ... 995
Fitzroy River, on ... ... ... ... 1859
Marlborough ... ... ... ... ... 1605
Mungindi  ... ... ... ... 628
Roma ... ... ... ... ... ... 1513
Veresdale ... ... ... ... ... 1254
Warrego River... ... ... ... ... 1858
Police Purposes-
Birdaville ... ... ... ... ...  2292
Humpy Bong ... ... ... ... 1462
Townsville ... ... ... 1858
Police Station, Newtown, Maryborough ... 1513
Post and Telegraph Purposes-
Charters  Towers  ... ... ... ... 1169
Dirranbandi ... ... ... ... ... 1940
Humpy  Bong  ... ... ... ... ... 1462
Pine River ... ... ... ... ... 631
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... ... 1169Wooroorooka ... ... ... ... ... 2292
Pound-
Burketown ... ... ... ... ... 628
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Gatton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1858
Ingham ... ... ... ... ... ... 1858Springsure ... ... ... ... . 247
Toowong .. . ... ... . 2173
Protection of Native Birds ... ... 437, 769, 897, 1253
Public-
Buildings, Charleville ... ... ... 1513
Hall, on Cattle or Middle Creek ... ... 770
Public Purposes-
Cooktown Railway ... ... ... ... 1513
County of Carlisle, Parish of Ossa... ... 632
County of Lennox, Parish of Glastonbury
Amamoor ... ... ... ... ... 1461
Cumberland ... ... ... ... ... 2064
Humpy Bong ... ... 1462
Louisa Creek, on ... ... ... ... 628
Norman River, on ... ... ... ... 1859
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... ... 247
Sandgate .. ... ... .. ... 2090
Yandaran Creek ... ... ... ... 995
Public Recreation-
On Cattle or Middle Creek ... ... ... 770
Reserve for School Purposes, Rockhampton 1514
Quarry-
County of Aubigny, Parish of Beauaraba 1052
Mackay  . ... ... ... ... ... 1254
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ... 831
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Reserved by Proclamation  for-continued.
Racecourse-
Abingdon  ... ... ... ... ... 628
Burketown ... ... ... ... ... 629
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... ... 1461
Rafting and Camping, Mary River, on ... 1605
Railway purposes-
County of Churchill, parish of Purga ... 552
County of Clinton, parish of Toolooa,
Boyne, Iveragh ... ... ... 552
County of Flinders, parish of Rodd's Bay  552,553
County of Flinders, parish of Miriam Vale,
Taunton, Euleilah, Warroo, Rosedale,
Tottenham, Littabella  553,554
County of Cook, parish of Kinagin, Yan-
duran, North Kolan, Otoo ... 554
County of Aubigny, parish of Geham ... 1460
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2292
Muckadilla ... ... ... ... ... 2174
Norman River, on ... ... ... ... 896
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 1460
Recreation-
Abingdon ... ... ... ... ...  628
Burketown  ... ... ... ... ...  1460
Cleveland ... ... ... ... ... 628
Cunnamulla ... ... ... ... 628
Irvinebank ... ... ... ... ... 2290
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ... 628
Ross Island ... ... ...
.
... 2290
Roma ... ... ... ... ... ... 1513
Rifle Range-
Allora ... ... ... ... ... .. 1460
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Roma ... ... ... ... ... ... 2173
Southport ... ... ... ... ... 1859
Road purposes-
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera ... 437
County of Churchill, parish of Purga • ... 552
Sandgate  ... ... ... ... ... ... 554
School-
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah... 832
Ayr ... .. ... ... ... ... 38
Bungeworgorai Creek ... ... ... 771
Currajong Creek ... ... ... ... 832
Douglas Creek... ... ... ... ... 2064
East Bundaberg  ... ... ... ...  832
Haughton River ... ... ... ... 1862
Humpy Bong ... ... ... ... ... 1052
Laidley ... ... ... ... ... ... 2172
Monkland ... ... ... ... ... 1253
Morven  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2289
Mount Britton... ... ... ... ... 1862
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... ... 123
Show Grounds. of Fitz Roy Pastoral,
Agricultural, and Horticultural Society 1514
South  Caliungal  ... ... ... ...  1862
Teviotville ... ... ... ... ... 771
Tewantin  ... ... ... ... ...  632
Thargomindah ... ... ... ... 2289
School of Arts-
Maytown ... ... ... ... ... 1254
Mount Britton ... ... ... ... ... ]  858
Timber-
County of Nares, parish of Barron .. 1513
County of Clermont, parish of Bathampton 1605
Gregory R iver  ... ... ... ... ...  629
King King Creek, on ... ... ... 995
Mary River, on ... ... 1460
Millar's Vale Creek,on(forRailwayPurposes) 1513
Qandina Creek, on ... ... ... ... 1858
Township Purposes-
Limestone Creek ... ... ... ... 2292
Bogiria East Run, on ... ... ... ... 555
Brisbane River  .. ... ... ...  630
Currawildi Upper Run, on ... ... ... 555
Endeavour River, on ... ... ... 39
Sedan Run, on (Welford Lagoon) ... ... 123
Dumaresq or Severn River, on ... ... 701
Georgetown ... ... ... ... ... 701
Saltwater  Creek, on .. ... ... ... 701, 1461
Urandangi (Extension) ... ... ... 1052
Township and Camping-
Duaringa ... ... ... ... ... 2174
Pearl Creek, on ... ... ... ... 2174
Town Reserve, Extension of, Cunnamulla 2292
Water-
County of Churchill, parish of Normanby 629
County of Cook, parish of Otoo ... ... 629
County of Stanley, parish of McLean ... 996
Bund Run (permanently instead of tem-
porarily) ... ... ... ... ... 1861
Kedron Brook, on ... ... ... ... 437
Logan River ,  on ... ... ... ... 2086, 2290
North Branch Creek, on ... ... ... 1860
North Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 2174
Wheelbarrow Creek, on ... ... ... 247
Water and Camping, Barcoo River, on ... 247
Water and Gravel, Southport ... ... ... 1941
Water Supply for Railway Purposes, Bunge-
worgorai  Creek ... ... ... ... 1940
Water Supply-
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 1460
Waterworks Storeyard-
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 1463
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" Crown Lands Act,"  Notices and Proclamations  under - continued.
Resumption for Rifle Range, Toowoomba  ... ... 77
Notice of Confirmation of... ... ... ... 1023
Road-
Applied to  be  Closed  ...  39, 40,  41, 42, 124, 202, 437, 555,
632, 633, 702, 837,  897, 898, 1054, 1171, 1172,
1256, 1359, 1360,  1463,  1514, 1516,  1517, 1606,
1863, 1944,  1945,  2022, 2090, 2180, 2293
Compensation to Selector for 130,  707, 1002, 1180,
1262, 1519, 1612,  1755, 1868,  1947,  2182,  2298, 2300
First Notice  ... ... ... ... ...  225, 1294, 1653
New-Confirmation ,  Notice of ... ... ...76, 476, 2045
Proclaimed Open  ...  201, 247, 248, 585,  626, 629, 728, 831,
860, 861, 996,  1019, 1020,  1021,  1208, 1209,
1210, 1211,  1359, 1385, 1483,  1484, 1512, 1514,
1.542, 1642, 1643, 1902, 1903,  1971,  2203, 2292,
2316
Resumption Proclaimed Open 39, 124, 201, 436, 702,
770, 831,  897, 996, 997,  1053, 1168,  1169, 1170,
1254, 1514, 1606, 1859, 1860,  1861,  1862, 2016,
2017,  2067, 2176, 2177, 2290, 2291
Run-
Annual Rent List  ... ... ... ... ...291, 430, 582
Interest in Leases Transferred  ... ...  155, 225, 1293
„ Licenses Transferred ... ... ...  73,1292
„ Transferred  ... ... .. ...  74, 1289
Payment for Survey of ... 155, 476, 592, 673,  730, 796, 1088,
1654,  1909, 2109
Rent of Unpaid, on 30th Septem be r  ... ...  1463, 1515
Sale of Lease of ... ... ... ... ... 1449,1453
Survey and  Amended  Description ...  131, 133, 443, 565, 567,
638, 708, 777, 1109,  1665, 1869,  1876, 2073, 2085
Division of, Confirmed ... ... ... 207, 208, 209, 442
Selector to Show Cause why Selection not be Forfeited ...  43, 48,
135, 253,  690, 808, 841, 904,
1003, 1263,  1264,  1468,  1674,  1755
Timber License - See "Tim ber."
Trustee,  Appointed.  Elected,  Election Confirmed
or Relieved 436, 627,  769, 771,  832, 2016, 2175
Withdrawn from Selection in Parishes-
King, Goombungee ,  Port Douglas  ...  1858
Gladfield ,  Deuchar, Gilbert ,  Robinson, Emu
Vale, Cunningham ,  Killarney ,  and Wildash  ...  2176
Mineral - See  "Mineral Lands Act."
" Pastoral Leases Act of  1869.
Resumptions on-
Bathaanpton Run, Leichhardt District  ...  1614
Bogiria East Run ,  Maranoa District  .. ...  563
Currawildi Upper Run, Maranoa District .. 563
Red Rock Valley ,  No. 1 Run ,  South Kennedy
District  ... ... ... ... ... ...  563
Sedan Run ,  Mitchell District 130
Sale of Unexpired Term of Lease of Run, Dist ri ct
of-
Burke  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  145,1. 1453
Cook  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1451, 1454
Gregory  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1449, 1453
" Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 " -
Land  Resumed for-
Rifle Range-
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 2210
Toowoomba  ... ... ... ... ...  77
Sewer-
Fortitude Valley
" Titles to  Land Act of  1858 "-
155, 225
Error in Deed  ... ... ...  47, 48, 129, 251,  452, 561, 705,
Notification- 1363,  1520,  1867, 2025,  2095, 2182
Amended Desc ription of Boundaries of Dist rict  ...  1002
Amended Description of Reserve for-
Cemetery  ... ... ... ... ... ...  210
Convalescent Home  ... ... ... ...  210
Customs Purposes  ... ... ... ... ...  779
Manure  Dep6t ... ... ... ... ... 130
Recreation  ... ... ... ... .. ...  2097
Township  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2097
By-laws Approved-
Lord John 's Swamp Pasturage  ... ...  207
Botanic Garden and Queen 's Park ,  B risbane ...  1061, 1179
Land ,  parish of Balmoral ,  available Selection,
Mitche ll  instead of Roma  ... ... ... ... 1947
Land Agent to receive Farms, &c., Rents ... 1884
Land Court at Nerang  ... ... ... ... ...  637
Land Offices closed  ... ...  48, 442
Rent Unpaid ,  Run may be Forfeited  ... ..  1463, 1515
Rent List  ... ... ... ... ... , .. ...  291, 430, 582
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms, and
Occupation Licenses ,  Payable at all Land
Agents' Offices ... ... ... ... ... 1202
Reversal of Forfeiture of Mineral Selections ... 1944
Sale of Town Lots, Bogantungan ,  to  be  held at
Pine Hill  ... ... ... ... ... ...  209
Selector to show Cause why Selection not be For-
feited  ... ... ... .  43, 48, 135, 253,  690, 808,
841, 904,  1003,  1263, 1264,
1468, 1614, 1755, 1885, 2097
Selectors under 1876 Act wishing to come under
1884 Act, to Lodge Applications 707
Subsections  1 and 2  of Section  2, Land Act, At-
tention drawn to  ... ... ... ... ...  1262
Tim be r Exempt from Operation of Tim be r License 210
Timber License - See "License."
Trustees Appointed or Elected  ... ...  1364, 1468, 1614,
1862, 1868
Lands  Department-continued.
Sale of , by Auction, at-
Barcaldine ... ... ...
Birdsville ... ... ...
Boorooman  (Torrens Creek)
Bowen ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Cairns  ... ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Clermont  ... ... ...
Emerald  ... .. ...
Georgetown ... ...
Geraldton ... ... ...
Gympie ...
Herberton ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford
Jericho ... ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Mount Britton ... ...
Mourilyan ... ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Pine Hill ... ... ...
Port Douglas
Rockhampton ... ...
St. George... ... ...
Springsure ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Thargomindah ... ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Townsville ... ... ...
Sale of Lease , by Auction, at-
Cairns  ... ... ...
Dungeness.........
Geraldton ... ... ...
Sittings of Commissioners ...
xv
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... ... ... 1562
... ... ... 1800, 1990
1563, 1850, 1989
... ... ... 1800
941239 749 1561, 1565 1799, , , , 1800
... ... 750, 1801
... ... ... 941
... ... ... 941
... ... ... 1566
... ... ... 240
... ... 240
... ... 1802
... ... 240
941,1566,1802
... ... 751
... ... 1849
... ... ... 1157
241
... ... ... 941
... ... ... 241
... ... ... 941
... ... ... 1158
... ... 752
... ... ... 7531158
... ... ... 1158
... ... ... 1160
941755... ...
...
,122,242
... 754, 1160, 1161
246
1893
.. .. ... .  626
42, 127,  204, 250, 439, 560 ,  634, 704,
773, 838, 899,  999, 1055,  1172, 1257,
1363, 1465, 1611, 1752, 1866, 1945,
2023, 2093, 2108, 2181, 2297
Surveyor -General - See " Surveyor -General."
Lane, R., Dissolution of Partnership  ... ... ... ...  1084
Lang, W., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...  489,743
Langlands, J., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ...  1396
Lapish ,  B., Error in Deed  ... ... ... ...  48
Larard , R. and Co.-
Trade Mark Notice  ... .. ... ... ... ...  77
Dissolution of Partnership  by ... ... ... ... 2057
Larner , J. N., Notice  in Estate of .. ... ... ... 602
Lather,  W., to be  Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ...  121, 222
Launt ,  J., Notice  in Lands of  ... ... ... ... ...  2054
Laurai , J., Notice  in Matter of... ... ... ... ... 2218
Laurie ,  F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 231, 1224
Laverack ,  C. W., to be  Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ...  700,793
Law, W.  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 687
Lawson ,  i.. H.-
To  be Lieutenant, Defence Force  ... ... ... ...  434,665
Resignation of „ it ... ... ... 994, 1202
Layard and Amies, Error in Deed  ... ... ... ...  251
Lease of Wharf approved of ... ... ... ... ... 145
Legislative Council-
Persons Summoned to ... ... ... ... ... 99
Legrand ,  R. W., as Justice of the Peace to give consent
under  " Marriage  Act"  ... ... ... ...  2216
Leibinger ,  G., Notice in Estate of ., 1304
Le Neven, E .,  to  be  an Operator ,  Post and Telegraph
Department  . ... ... ... ...  1939
Leon ,  A., Provisional  Deed  of Grant issued  ... ... ...  150
Lenihan ,  P., to  be  Poundkeeper ,  Roma  ... ... ...  1303
Lenton ,  T., senr., Notice in  Will, &c. of  ... ...  1307
Leresche ,  J. E., to be  a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ...  1510, 1638
Lethbridge ,  H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 489
Lewis, S., to be Superintendent ,  Asylum for Insane, Sandy
1747
Lewis, S., Notice in Will of 2054
License-
Cancelled ... ... ... ... ... 144, 463, 1535, 2033
Change-
Premises  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2033
Sign  .. ... . ... ... ... ...  2033
Forfeited Timber License Open to  ... ... ...  253
Granted-
Auctioneers  ... ... ...  144, 463,  853, 1196,  1535, 2033
Bagatelle  ... ... ... ...  144, 463, 853, 1196,  1535, 2033
Billiards  ... ... ... ...  144, 463, 853,  1196, 1535, 3033
Brewers ... ... ... ... ... ... . 1535, 2033
Packet ... ... ... ... ... 144, 463,  853, 2033
Spirit Dealer-
Retail... ... ... ... 144, 459, 853,  1196, 1535, 2033
Wholesale ... ... ... .. ., 144, 463,  853, 1535
Timber Cutting , &c. ... ... 44, 134,  286, 557,  570, 637, 707,W, 1062, 1174,  1180, 1469,
1607,  1885, 2018, 2185
Transferred  ... .. ... ...  144, 463, 853, 1196, 1535, 2033
Licensing Board, Toowoomba ju risdiction includes High-
1080
Lichtenstein , A., Notice in  Will of .. 1227
Lilley, E. M., to  be on Board of Examiners for Atto rneys 2042
Lillis ,ounT., to be-keeper  and Bailiff  ... ... ... ... ...  859, 1083
Sheriff's Bailiff  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1167
District Court Bailiff  ... ... ... ... ...  1228
Linton, T., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...  282
Linwood, E., Notice in Lands of  ... ...  490
xvi. INDEX.
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Lipsett, R. B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...158, ,745,1495
Little G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 85,1227
Lloyd, S. H., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 994
Loans  to Local Authorities, Statement for Half-year ... 928
Loganholme Sugar Co., Limited, Notice in Matter of ... 488
Lollo, H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1096
Lonergan , J. J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 232
Lonergan, W. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1975
Long, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 1012
Long Kee-See " Ah Yen."
Lord, J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... 622
Lost Animals-See " Animals."
Louis, D. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 2052
Loughery, J. Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 875, 1496
Lourai, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1975
Love, Senior Sergeant P., to be Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, &c., Clermont ... ... ... ... 894
Loveday, T., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 934
Low, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 491
Lowe, I., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 2217
Lowe, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1498
Lucas, A. and Co., Lost Animal ... ... ... 1094
Lucken, W., to be Auditor, Johnstone Divisional Board ... 120
Lukin, C. T., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... 1225
Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane-
Notice  re ... ... ... ...  ... ... 1016
Proclamation  re ... ... ... ... ... ...  992
Lyons, J., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 812
Lyons, M., Provisional Certificate of Title issued to ... 150
Lyons, W., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 876
McIntosh, D., Compensation for Road ...
McIntosh, W.-
Page.
1180
Mac.
MacArthur, P., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits 1639
MacDonald, C. A., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1307
MacDonald, J. G., to be-
Commissioner  for Taking Affidavits ... ... ... 1639
Acting Northern Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... 699
MacDonald, M. E., Compensation for Road... ... ... 1002
MacDonald, W. C. C., M.B., to be-
Medical Officer of Health ... ... ... ... ...  2235
Surgeon , Hospital, Ingham... .. .. ... ...  625
MacDonald , W. M., as Justice of the Peace to give con-
sent  under  " Marriage Act "  ...  2215
MacDuff, J. C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 876
Macfarlane , H. T., to be a Commissioner for taking
Affidavits  ... ... ... ... ... ... 68
Macfarlane , J. and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ... 235
Macgillicuddy, F. J., Resignation of, Defence Force ... 551, 665
Mackay, D., to be a Landing Waiter, Customs ... ... 1748
Mackenzie , A. G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 746
Mackenzie , R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 158,745
Mackenzie , Sutherland, and Co. Tender Accepted... 2103
MacMillan , A., Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
m ent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 828
MacPherson , W. H., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... 1224, 1555, 2115
MacQuaker -See " McQuaker"
Macrossan , J. M., Notice  re  Land  Selection  ... ... ... 43
Mc.
McArdell, R., Notice in Land, &c., of... ... ... ... 877
McBride, Senior Constable T., to be Inspector  of Slaughter
Houses,  &c., Mackay ... ... ... ... 700
McClelland, R., and Co., Dissolution  of Partnership  by ... 1901
McCallum, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 231, 1918
McCarthy, T., Compensation. for Road ... 1180
McCormack and Freid, Dissolution of Partnership... 1796
McConnel, A. J., Correction of Name,  as Justice of the
Peace  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 198
McConnel , D. C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 284
McCoy, D., Notice in Land of ... ... ... ... ... 1497
McCraith M., Notice in Will of .. ... ... 233
McCray, 1Y. T., to be an Alderman, Gladstone Municipality 1457
McDermott, Senior-Constable M. C., to be Acting Clerk of
Petty Sessions and Inspector of Slaughter-yards,
Southwood 120
McDermott, P. J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
menu ... ... 1603
McDonald, J., to be Captain, Defence Force ... ... 1748, 1970
McDonald, J., junr, Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 47
McDonald, J. G., to be Warden and Commissioner, Bowen 1250
McDonald, N. M., to be Poundkeeper, Cloncurry ... ... 1541
McDonnell , P., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 625
McDowall, A., to be-
Commissioner  for Dividing Runs ... ... ... ... 1747
District  Surveyor and Inspector of Surveys ... 120
McEwan , J. McC. B., Notice in Will of ... ... 1307
McFadden, 0., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 487, 744, 2053
McFarlane , G. A., Resignation of, Queensland Defence Force 244
McGill, J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622
McGregor , M., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... l22
McGregor, W., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 158
McGroarty, B. C., to be Registrar, Northern District Court,
District Receiver in Insolvency, and High Bailiff,
Hughenden 1855
McGuekin, P., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department 1357
McGurrin, M., Notice in Will of 2329
McHoul, W., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 745
Mcllwraith, J., to be Poundkeeper, Tiaro ... .. ...  859
Mellwraith , Sir T., K.C.M.G., to be Major,  Defen ce Force 434,  550, 665
To be a Member, Ula Ula Divisional  Board  ... ... 766
Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 935
„ Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1919
McIntyre, A., Patent Notice .. ... ... ... 2202
McKay, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1555, 1977
McKenny, P., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... 934, 1096
McKenzie, C., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... 622
McLean, J. A., Removed from Office  as Poundkeeper ... 494
McLean , M., Notice in Will of ... .. ...  234
McLennan, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 234
McLeod, A. L., Notice in Estate of .. ... 1553
McLeod, A. S., Provisional Deed of Grant  issued  ... ...  266
McManus,  H., Notice in Will of ... ... 491
McMaster, W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1305
McMurtrie, A., Notice in Will of ... ... 1226
McNab, J. G., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 994, 1202
McNeille, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 812
McPherson, A. C., Notice in Estate of 873
McPherson, J., to be an Inspector,  " DiseasedAnimals Act "  2171
McPherson, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1554
McQuaker, W., Notice in Lands and Goods of 1041
McReady, T. J., to be an Operator, Post and  Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... 625
McSwaine , Rev. J. F., to be Hon. Chaplain, Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... 1251, 1409
X.
Madson , R., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1497
Magee  and Enright, Dissolution of Partnership 1227
Magistrate - See also "  Appointment," " Correction," " Re-
signation."
Police, at Boulia and Winton, to be Land Agent, &c.,
thereat ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 766
Supplementary List ... ... ... ... ... ... 622
Mahon, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 2055
Mansfield, E., to be-
Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... ... ... ...  650, 665
On Board  of Examiners  for Attorneys .. 2042
Manton, H. F., Dismissed from Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ...
Map for Sale-
1357
Burdekin Delta ... ... ... ... ... ... 1478
Colony of Queensland ... ... ... ... ...  2027
Goldfield-
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 851
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... ... ... 1478
Town of Toowoomba ... ... ... .., ... 1478
Margetts , E. H., Error in Deed ... 1000
Margetts , F., to be a Medical Officer of Health  ... ... 2235
Mariners , Notice to-
Fiji-
Suva  Harbour , Lower Leading Light
New South Wales-
265
Richmond River Lights, Alteration ... ... ...  912
Wreck of " Little Pet " ... ... ... ... 219
New Zealand-
Danger off Cape Palliser, Reported ... ... ... 912
East  Cape Islet, N. Island ... ... ... ... 1197
Greymouth Harbour, Dredging ... ... 725, 1536
Manakau Harbour, Directions  re ... ... ...  1536
Oamaru Harbour Moorings ... ... ... ... 219
Port of New River ... ... ... ... ... 1079
Queen's Wharf, Wellington ... ... ... ... 583
Tats Island, Golden Bay, Ballast Ground ... ... 725
West Port, Alteration of Position  of Beacons  ... 1478
Queensland-
Brisbane River-
Dredging Operations ... ...
Removal of Boom and Additional Buoys near
Lytton ... ... ... ... ... ...
Burnett River-
1482
1482
Additional Light and Buoys ... ... ... 1969
Alteration in Directions for Entering .., ... 265
Growth of Spit ... ... ... ... ... 1383
Cape Cleveland, Auxiliary Light ... ... ... 793
Cleveland Bay, Additional Leading Lights ... 1197
Gulf of Carpentaria, Shoal ... ... ... ...  62
Gulf of Carpentaria, Wreck off Bar of Norman
River ... ... ... ... ... ... 1481Hinchinbrook Channel, Leading Lights ... ... 725
Halifax Ba , Sunken Reef off Acheron Island ... 666
Johnstone River -
Tidal Signals  ... ... ... ... ...  62
Leading Lights .. .. ... ...  666
Keppel Bay, Removal of Lightship, &c. ... ... 62
Logan River, Bridge over ... ... ... ... 1018
Mary River, New Lights ... .. .. ... 1383
Norman River, Green Buoy marking Wreck ... 2035
Tan aluma-
Injury to Lighthouse ... ... ... ... 1197
Re-establishment of Light .. ... ... 1637
Northumberland Group, New Light ... 265
Port Denison ,  Dredgin Operations  ... . ...  2106
Steam Vessels to Slow Engines, Bulimba , &c, 1900
Torres Straits-
a Reef, Change of Shape and Colour of
Beacon ... ... ... ... ... ... 793
Corrected Position of Harrington Shoal 2200
Reefs near Saibai Island ... ... ...  62
Sunken Rock near Ninepin Rock  ... ...  2200
INDEX.
Mariners, Notice  to-continued.Queensland-continued.
Wide Bay-
Alteration, &c., Lights and Beacons ... ... 666
Inskip Point Light Shifted ...  63
Solomon Islands, Sunken Rock, Popau Harbour ... 724
South Australia, Spencer Gulf, Germein Bay, Altera-
tion in Lights ... ... ... ... ... 1535
Tonga, Volcano Island ... ... ... ... ... 2104
Victoria, Sunken Rock off Cleft Island, Anser Group 1276
Marks,  A., to be Japanese Consul,  residing  at Melbourne... 1603
Marks, Surgeon , to take command Ambulance Corps ... 665
Marley, W. L., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Marlow,  J., to be General Inspector  of Nuisances  ... ... 1167
Marlow,  T., Notice in Estate of... ... . ... ... 1976, 2327
Maroochie  Steam Navigation Co., Notice in Matter of ... 1040, 1397
Marquand, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 234
"Marriage Act of  1867 "-
Justice Authorised to Give Consent ... 224, 668, 809, 1221, 1901,
2114, 2215, 2216
Minister Authorised to Celebrate  Marriages  149, 5F3, 584, 666, 725,
1082, 1303, 1638, 1783, 1900,
2035, 2201
Minister , Notice of Removal of ... 725, 859, 1782, 1783, 1910,
2035, 2106, 2201
Marsh  (or Marshall), F., Notice in Goods of... ... ... 2219
Marshall Bros ., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 65
Marshall , P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 872
Marston,  W., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 688
Marsupial, &c., Destruction-
Appointment-See " Appointment. '
Application of Funds for Destruction of Dingoes-
Aramac ... ... ... ... ... ... 2199
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1480
Calliope ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2035
Doonmunya ... ... ... ... ... ... 1782
J on daryan ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1480
Murweh ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1782
Paroo ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1782
Rawbelle  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1480
Tarampa ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2199
W aggamba ... ... ... ... ... ... 1782
Assessment Fixed-
Bauhinia ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 86, 147
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1482
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 235
Duaringa  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  264, 465
Glengallan ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1796
Inglewood... .. ... ... ... ... ... 1796
North Belyando ... ...  493
South Belyando ... ... ... ... ... ... 1980
Tarampa ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1796
Waggamba ... ... ... ... ... 727
Wallumbilla ... ... ... ... ... ... 1401
Assessment Overdue ... ... ... ... ... ...  86
Owners to Furnish Returns... ... ... ... ... 1537, 2199
Martin, B., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622
Martin, G. P., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 233
Martin, F. W., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  .. ... .. ... ... ... ... 121
Martin, G., to be Tide-waiter, Customs ... ... ... 1748
Martin, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1553, 2053
Martin, P. M., Notice in Will, &c. of ... ... ... ... 492
Martin, R., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ... 2182
Martin,  T. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 493
Martin, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1554, 2218
Martyr, C. P., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...  622
Marx, K., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... ... 1978
Mast, Foos and Co.. Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 65
Matthewson, J., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 705
Mathieson , J., to be Government  Electrician 244
Mathison, M., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... 223.5
Mawe, F. W., to be Mining Surveyor, Ravenswood ... 766
May, T. H., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Mayers , T., to be-
Locker, Customs ... ... ... ... ... ... 1748
Tide- waiter , Customs ... .. ... ... ... 198
Maynard, H. A., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...  622
Medical Board-
Medical Practitioner, admitted ... 584, 727, 854, 1207, 1639, 2036
See  " Pharmacy Act."
Medland , A. E., to  be an  Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1357
Mee, Senior -Constable P., to be Acting Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Hughenden ... ... ... ...  2288
Mein , Hon. C.  S., See  "  Executive  Council."
Mellefont, W. P., to be a-
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... ... ...  622
Lieutenant , Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... 1049, 1301
Mellor, E. F., to be Locker, Customs ... 1748
Meredith, J., to be Poundkeeper and Bailin, Eulo ... 1482
Meredith , W. V., Provisional Deed of Grant to be issued to 2315
Meston,  A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1554, 1975
Meteorological  Observations-
Rainfall throughout the Colony ... ... ... 278, 747, 802, 1090,
Summary of, at-
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 157, 598, 869, 1218, 1659, 2049
Goode Island ... ... ... ... ... ... 482
Metzger, W. McC., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 159
Meyer, 0., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 2201
Miles, J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 1050
Millar, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 744
Miller , A., Notice re Patent ... ... ... ... ...  68
xvii.
rage.
Miller, D., to be a-
Returning Officer  ... ... ... .. ... ... 1939
Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... 1167, 1331
Miller, E., Notice in Land and Goods of ... 161
Miller, J., to be a Member, Banana Marsupial Board ... 1603
Miller, J., Tender Accepted . ... ... ... 790
Miller, J. F., Notice in Land and Goods of .. 2055
Miller, R. G., to be an Auditor, Tinaroo Divisional Board 1166
Miller, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 492
Miller, W. A., Resignation of, Defence Force ... ... 1510, 1638
Mills, C. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 1400
Mills, R., to be a Clerk, Registrar of Titles Office ... ...  2089
Page.
Mills, W. A., to be-
Bailiff , Central District Court, Aramac ... ... ...
„ Sheriff's Court, Aramac ... ... ... ...
„ Small Debts Court, Aramac ... ... ...
Poundkeeper, Aramac .
Milman, H., to be Acting Registrar, Births,  Marriages,
1083
1049
668
1303
and Deaths, Cooktown ... ... ... ... 767
" Mineral Land Acts of  1872  and  1882 "-
Payments Due under Leasing Clause
"Mines Regulation Act of  1881 "-
Colliery Rules relating to-
2318
Borehole  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2306
Walloon ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1618
Minister - See "Marriage."
Mitchell, J., to be Acting Chief Draftsman, Office Regis-
trar of Titles ... ... ... ... ... ... 244
Mitchell, M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 810, 1917
Mohr, C Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1097
Mobs, E. . E. J., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Molle, G. B., Notice in Will of... ... ... 2218
Molloy, P., to be a Member, Cook Marsupial Board ... 244
Monckton, H., to be on Hospital Committee, &c., Mary-
borough ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 434
Moody, A., Notice in Will of .. . ... ... ... 1305
Moody, D., to be a Captain, Defence Force ... ... ... 105
Moor, F. B., Notice in Will of ... ... .  490
Moore, R. A., as J. P. to give  consent  under  "Marriage Act"  2114
Moran, D., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1602
Moran, J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ... 2103
Moran , R. W., to be-
Deputy Returning Officer, Gregory ... 244
Justice of the Peace to give consent under  "Marriage Act"  2215
Morehead, B. D., Notice  re  Land Selection ... ... ... 43
Morehead, R. A. A., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 490
Morey, E., to be a-
Commissioner for taking  Affidavits .. ... ...  68
Justice of the Peace  to give consent under  "Marriage
Act" .. ... .. ... ... ... ... 2114
Morgan, F., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... 622
Morgan, T. E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1226
Morgan, W., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 47
Morris, A., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... ...  2220
Moreton, Hon. B. B., to be a Trustee, Brisbane Museum 767
Morris, C. A., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 2170, 2315
Morrissey, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 2056, 2118
Morrison, D., to be a Bailiff of Crown Lands ... ... 827
Morrison and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 744, 1555
Morrison, G., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1399
Morrison, R., to be a Sheep Director ... ... ... ... 2171
Morrison, J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 121
Mortimer, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 284
Mosman, A., Notice in Land and Goods of .. ... 84
Mosrnan, A. F., to be a Deputy Registrar of Brands ... 2171
Moss, J. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 159
Mount Morgan Gold  Mining  Company, Lirrited-Parlia-
liamentary Notice .. ... 1038
Mowbray, T., to be Gold Fields Warden and  Mineral
Lands Commissioner... ... ... ... ... 894
Moylan, E., Notice in Estate of... ... .. ... ... 809,933
Mulligan, J. V., and Co., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... 1554
Mudge, W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 492, 1098
Muir ,  Rev. H .,  Registered  as Minister  ... ...  1082
Muir, J., Provisional Certificate of Title  issued  ... ... 149, 465
Mulcahy, P. Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... .. 491
Mullin, M., otice  in Estate of ... 229,  230, 603
Mulroney, J. -
Tender Accepted ... .. . ... ... ... 1276
Disqualified from successfully Tendering ... ... 1891
Municipality, Borough, Shire Council, or United-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
By-laws Approved-
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... 914, 2226, 2228
Bundaberg 2198
City and Suburban, United 501, 1635
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1081
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1016
Sandgate  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  722
Tiaro ... ... ... 1891
Boundaries ,  re  Alteration of, Bundaberg ... 464, 1853
Intention to apply for Loan-
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ...  236, 606,  689, 2118
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1401
Mackay 2107
Maryborough 285
North Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ...  859
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ... 606, 689
Joint Board of-
Election of, Certified to-Maryborough  and Gran-
ville ... ... ... ... ... ... 1480
To Exercise certain Powers-
City and Suburban United ... ... ... 1082
Maryborough and Granville ... ... ... 1480
1550,  1912, 2213
xviii.
Municipality, Borough, Shire Council, or Unit  ed-rontin ved.
Loans to-See "Loans,"
Order  in Council-
Altering Boundaries - Bundaberg  ... ... ...
Constituting United  ... ... ... ... ...
Petition-
Alteration in the Number of Councillors ,  Mackay...
For Constituting into-
Bulimba  (portion of) ... ... ... ...Normanton ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Subdivision of, Mackay  ... ... ... ...
Reserve Placed under Local Control
Sandgate  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tiaro  ... .. ... ... ... ... ...
Toowong  ... ... ... .. ... ... ...
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ...
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure, &c.
Allora ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Charters Towers ... ... ...
Clermont ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Gayndah ... ... ... ...
Gladstone ... ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ... ...
Ipswich
Mackay ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ... ...
Middle Ridge ... ...
North Rockhampton ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ... ...
Sandgate ... ... ... ...
Tiaro ... ...
Toowong ... ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ... ...
Townsville ... ... ...
Warwick .. ...
Wharf, Lease of, Approved... ...
Munro, D. M. Notice in Estate of ...
Munro, W., Notice in Land and Goods of
Munro , G. W., to  be an Operator, Post
Department
Murchie,  I., Transfer  of, Public  Instruction Department ...
Murphie, A., Tender Accepted... ... ... ... ...
Murphy, A., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Murphy, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Murphy, J., Notice in Goods of... ... ...
Murphy, J. J., to be-
Bailiff, Central District Court, Winton ...
Poundkeeper, Winton ...
Murphy, J. I. Licensed as Surveyor ... ...
Murray P., 13'otice in Estate of ... . ...
Murray, R., Notice in Estate of ... ...
Murtagi,  C., Notice  in Estate of
Musgrave ,  His Excellency Sir A., K .C.M.G., to be a
K. G. C. M . G. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Murray, E. A .,  to be a Line Repairer in Charge ,  Post and
Telegraph Department  ... ... ...
Musson ,  T. and Co., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Myers, J., Patent Notice... ...
N.
Nagle, Senior Constable J., to be Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, &c., Dulbydilla
"Native Birds' Protection Act Amendment Act of  1884 "-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Proclamations under-See "Lands," sub-head "Re-
served by Proclamation for."
Naugton, B., to be a Member, Dalrymple Divisional Board
Naylor T., to be an Auditor, Warroo Divisional Board ...
Neale, VI., Tender Accepted ... ... ...
Neep, H., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ...
Negus, G. and E., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Neill, H., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Nestle, H., Trade Mark Notice... ... ... ... ...
Neumann, R. H., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ...
Nevile, S. H., to be Poundkeeper, Blackall ... ... ...
Newell, Rev. R., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ...
Newell and Co., Trade Mark Notice .. ... .. ...
Newell, J., to be Returning Officer, Musgrave Electorate
New Guinea-
Agencies through which Information of, to be obtained
Despatch re Boundaries of Protectorate...
Notices issued by Special Commissioner for Protected
1304
499
1632
1900
2014
9932287218
84, 488
911
622
2202
873
2216
1783
918
1123
727
621
Territory in ... ... ... 1163
Proclamation by Imperial Commissioner for German
Protectorate . ...
Persons deported from, received in Queensland... ...
Scratchley's, Sir P. H., Commission .
Romilly, Mr., Assumed Office and Duties of Commis-
582
1164
2283
sioner  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2283
Newspaper, Definition of Supplement to ... ... 1012
Nicholls, W., Notice in Lands of .. ... ... 1497
Nicoll, A., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Nielsen, C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1306, 1400
No. 1 South Phoenix Gold Mining Co., Limited, Winding-
'inand Reconstruction of ... ... 2056Noble, A. K. Notice-
Intention to apply for Private Bill ... 689, 1043, 1094, 1125
In the Will of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 935
and Telegraph
INDEX.
Page.
1853
991
912
10811080
913
554, 2090
1862
1053
831, 1463
788
281
682
1029
1026
737
1037
929
804
866
593
684
1035
733
867
1220
804
806930,931
739
595
807
1031
736
145
1792
1307
2170
121
2108
1039
934
1042
1808
... ... 494, 727
... 1173, 1208
2115
$09, 874, 1398, 1555
Page.
Nolan, H., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1306
Nolan, Rev. J. D., registered as Minister ... 583
Nolan, J., jun., to be Ranger  "Native Birds, tf•r., Act" ...  1939
Noonan, J., Notice in Goods of... ... ... ... ... 85
Norman, W. C., Patent Notice... ... ... ... ... 2201
Norris, A., to be Acting Captain, Defence Force 994, 10 0, 1202
Norris, C. R., to be  a Manager , Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... 625
Norris, J. R., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1168
Norris, L. E., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1168
Norris, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 876
Norris, W. G., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1039
North Star Gold-Mining Co., to be Wound up ... ...  2220
Nott, J. and H. 0., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... :1792, 2052
Nussey, T. J. H., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 561
Nutley, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 284
0.
Oatley, F. A., to  be a Member , Murweh Marsupial Board 1
O'Brien, D., Notice  re  Land Selection ... ... ... 43
O'Brien, J., to be an Auditor, Kargoolnah Divisional Board 2170
O'Brien, M. H., to be a Clerk, Registrar of Titles Office ...  2089
O'Brien, M. T., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 55
O'Callaghan, R. T. (or F.)-
Tender Accepted ... .. .. ... ... ... 581
Disqualified from Successfully  Tendering  ... ... 1077
O'Carroll, W., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 283
Ochsenkopf, C. W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 2117
O'Connell, M., Notice in Will of ... . ... 1226
O'Connor, D. W., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... 2235
O'Dea and Glennon, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1096
O'Donnell and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 1552
O'Dwyer, M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1168
Og , Bell, and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1308
O'I ane, J. G., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 1458, 1538
Okeden, D. P., to be Acting Registrar, Births,  Marriages,
Deaths, Burnett ... ... .. ... ... 2288
Okeden-See " Parry "
O'Kelly, P., to be on Hospital Committee, &c., Mary-
borough ... ... ... ... ... ... 434
O'Leary, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1226
O'Leary, M. C.-
To be Clerk Associate to Mr. Justice Cooper .. ... 198
Resignation of as Acting Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 434, 665
O'Leary, W Notice in Estate of. ... ... ... ... 1039, 1040
Olive, G. or.. A. C., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 1363
Olsson, H., Notice in Estate of ... ... .. . 935
O'Malley, Constable J., to be an Assistant Registrar, Births
and Deaths .. .. ... ... .. ... 5.50
O'Malley, M., as Justice of the Peace authorised to give
consent under  "Marriage Act" ..  .. ... 1221, 2114
O'Neil, A. B., to be Poundkeeper and Bailiff, Dalby ... 68
Oran, L., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1497
Order in Council-
Dunwich Asylum, declared Charitable  Institution 1456
Lands-See "Lands."Municipality-See "Municipality."
Quarantine- See  "Quarantine."
O'Reilly, E., Notice in Will  of ... .. ... ... ... 284
O'Riordan, J. G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1661
Orphanage-See "Public Instruction Department."
Orton A., M.R.C.S., to be-
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... ... ...  622
Medical Officer of Health ... ... ... ... ...  2235
Osborne, J., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 1399
O'Sullivan, C. M., Compensation for Road ... ... ... 1180
O'Sullivan, P. A., to be-
Lieutenant, Marine Defence Force ... ... ... 1603, 1783
Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... ... ...  1639
Outridge, A. H., Transfer of, Public  Instruction  Department 1050
Overend, E. K., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... .. 2235
Oxenham, L., to be  a Manager , Post and Telegraph Depart-
P.
2089
Pacific Islanders-Appointment-See " Appointment " (Subheads "Gov
ernment Agent," Immigration," " Hospital").
Boundaries of Hospital District Proclaimed-
Ingham ... ... ... ... ... ... 119
Boundaries within which Recruiting Forbidden 38
By-laws of Maryborough Hospital ... ... 660
Recruiting Forbidden-
New Britain, New Ireland, New Guinea ... ... 37
Louisiade Archipelago ... ... ... ... ...  38
Page, W. J., Notice in Will of ... .. ... ... ... 2054
Page, H., to be Master, Q.G.S. " Otter ... 120
Page, J. A., to be Member,  Wap garatta  Divisional Board 624
Pain, T. tc be Member, Paroo  Marsupial  Board ... ... 1050
Palmer, G. H., Notice in  Estate  of ... ... ... 1916
Palmer, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 231
Palmer, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 161
Palmer, T. W., to be a Commissioner for Dividing Runs ... 624
Pannam , J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 810, 1224
Paoli, F., Provisional Deed of Grant issued ... ... ... 1203
Parkinson, C. J., Admitted as Medical Practitioner ... 1207
Parliament, Speech on-
1847Closing ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Opening... ... ... . .. ... 101
Parliamentary Notice, Intention to apply for Bill ... 284, 689, 727, 936,
1038, 1043, 1094, 1125
Parr, B. C., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ...  813
INDEX.
Parry-Okeden, W. E., P.M., to be a Goldfields Warden
Page.
and Mineral Lands Commissioner... ... ... 624
Parsons, A. E., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1227
Partnership-
Dissolution of ... ... ... ... 86, 161, 285, 285, 494,
689, 813, 859, 936, 1084, 1227, 1228,
1308, 1662, 1796, 1901, 1919, 2057
Entered into ... ... ... ... ... ... 493, 813, 1228
Partner Admitted ... ... ... ... ... ... 493
See " Business."
" Pastoral Leases Act  "-See "Lands."
" Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1884 "-
Despatch  respecting  Order in Council re Imperial Act 2127
Public Attention  called  to Imperial Order in Council... 2128
Patent , Application for and  intention to issue  ... 66, 67, 68, 77, 1.50,
151, 223, 266, 468, 469, 470, 666,
918, 1279  10195, 1481, 539, 1540,
1640,190,1969, 2036, 2201, 2202
Trade Mark, Application to Register... 63, 64, 65, 150, 151, 152, 222,
Patterson , R. C., Tender Accepted
223, 266,  267, 465, 466, 666, 667,
726, 918, 929, 1203, 1204, 1279,
1395, 1481, 1539, 1540, 1551,
1552, 1640, 1641, 1969, 2037,
2107, 2113, 2114,  2202, 2314
... ... ... 720
Pattison , J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ...
Pattison , J., and Co., Notice  in Estate  of .. ...
Paul, W. S., to be a Commissioner for Dividing Runs ...
Paxton , W. H., and Co., Partnership Notice... ... ...
Peacock, G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Pearson, G., Admitted as Medical Practitioner ... ...
Peatey, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Peddle, G. A., as Justice of the Peace to give Consent
under  "Marriage Act" ... ... ... ...
Peek, S. J., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ...
Peemoller, H. Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Pennefather , 6. E., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ...
Pennie,  R., Notice in Land and Goods of ...
Perkins, B. M., Notice  re  Land Selection ..
Perkins, P., Notice  re  Land  Selection... ...
Permeib , T. H., Notice in Will of ... ...
Perry  Bros.  -Business Notice ... ... ...
Tender Accepted ...
Trade  Mark Notice  ... ... ... ...
Perry, C. T., to be an Operator, Post and
Department
Perry, J. T., Notice  in Land and  Goods of ...
Peter , M. C. C., Notice in Will of ... ...
Peters,  W. Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ...
Peterson , (., Compensation for Road... ...
Telegraph
Peterson , P., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ...
Petrie, J., to be  a Ranger  under  " Native Birds Act " ...
Pettigrew, J., Notice in Will of ...
Pettigrew, J. A. E., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ...
Pettigrew, R., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force
"Pharmacy Act,"  Proclamation under-See "Proclamation."
Phelan, J., to be Auditor Johnstone Divisional Board
Phillips, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Phoenix Tin Mining Company,  re  Winding-up ... ...
Pickering, E., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force . .
Pickering, T. A., to be an Auditor, Purga Divisional Board
Piermont, H. S., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ...
Pickles, G. M., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Pike, B., to be an Inspector,  "Diseased Animals Act"
Pike, W. W., Provisional Certificate of Title issued
Pitt, J. W., Compensation for Road .. ...
Pizzey, J. F., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ...
Pocock, G., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force... ...
Pocock, W., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... ...
Police-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Districts Amended ... ... ... ... ...
Lost Horses ... ... ... ... ...
Offices in Electoral Districts ...
Sale of Unclaimed Property-See "Sale."
Police Magistrate-See "Magistrate."
Pollard, H. J. and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ...
Polling Places-See " Electoral."
Pouting, J., Patent Notice ... ...
Poole, H., Licensed Gate Notice ...
Poole, T., Notice in Estate of
Poole, R., to be a Justice of the Peace... ... ...
Poole, W., Provisional Certificate of Title issued to
Pope, J. T., to be a Line Repairer in Charge, Post and
Telegraph Department
Popham, H. P., to be a Government Agent, Pacific Island
Trade ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Porritt, W., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... ... ...
Post and Telegraph Department-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Definition of a Supplement to a Newspaper ... ...
Dismissal - See " Dismissal."
Erection of Telephone Lines unconnected with Ex-
1496
159, 1096
827
493
1481
1207811
2216
434, 665
2113
37
1496
43
43
1096
813
659
64
1602283
86'
933
1262
1002
1457
1398
434
1458, 1538
120
489
690
434, 665
2014
1917
1969
2171
2201
2298434,665
1458, 1538
918
1127
855, 1083
1128
151
151, 267
1401
158
622
150
,ti
244, 434
67
1012
changes  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1078
Money Order Office, Closed or Opened ... ... 766, 851, 1965
Rates of Commission on, to Sundry Places 56
Post Card  Selling  Office ... ... 910, 1078, 1276, 1537
Unclaimed Letters ...
Pound-
Abandoned, Aramac...
Appointed at-
Burketown
Gatton ...
Ingham ... ...
167, 515, 945, 1329, 1805, 2129
2015
894
2014
2171
Pound - continued.
Impoundings - See "Impoundings."
Keeper - See " Appointment."
Keeper Removed for Neglect  ... ... ...
Reserve for- See " Lan
Powell, C. R.-See "Graham."
Powell, J. W., Notice in Land of
Power ,  E. B., Resignation of, as Acting Captain ,  Defence
Force  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Power , J., to be  Manager ,  Post and Telegraph Department
Power ,  R. M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Pratten ,  T. S., Provisional Tim be r License to ... ...
Presley, V. C., Notice in Estate of ...
Price, G., Notice in Goods and Estate of ... ...
Price, T. B., to be Poundkeeper ,  Goondiwindi ... ...
Pritchard ,  Lieutenant H. C., to  be -
Adjutant ,  Moreton Regiment ...
Aide-de-camp and Acting Private Secretary to Gover-
nor ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Primrose ,  G. E., to be Captain ,  Defence Force ... ...
Princess Brid gge Company, Limited ,  Notice of intention to
apply for  a Private  bill ... ...
Prout, G. E., Notice  in  Estate of
Prussing ,  Planck ,  and Co. , Trade  Mark Notice
Proclamation-
" Additional Members Act ,  1885 "-
Date of  Revision  Court,  Electorates-
Mitchell and Barcoo ... ...
Townsvi lle ... ... ... ...
Bank Holiday-
Beenleigh  ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ... ... ...
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ... ... ...
erberton ... ... ... ... .. .
Jericho ... ... ... ... ...
Logan District ... ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ... ... ...
Normanton ... ... ... ...
Pine Hill  ... ... ... ... ...
Ravenswood ... ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ... ...
Roma  ... ... ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ... ... ...
Townsville... ... ... ... ...
Warwick and Killarney ... ...
Throughout Queensland ... ... .
" Common Law Process Act of  1867  Amendment Act"-
Commissioner  to be Appointed  at Cwnnamulla ...
" Customs Act  "-See " Customs."
"  Diseases  in Sheep A ct  "- See " Diseases," &c.
" Diseased Animals  Act of  1866 "-
Dogs to be Quarantined for Six Months
Divisional Boards Acts  "- See " Divisional Boards."
Federation - See " Federal."
Gold Fields Act  "-See "Gold Field."
" Hospi ta l Acts"-
Hospital Proclaimed under-
Cloncurry  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ingham  ... ... ... ...
" Local Government Act  "-See  "  Municipality."
Police Regulating in Towns,  &c., 2 Vic., No. 2.
Provisions of, Cance lled at Emerald ...
" Police Jurisdiction Extension Act of  1881"-Provisions f Certain Acts to Apply to-
Public Parks, Warwick  ... ...
...
...
...
...
Racecourse, Muttaburra ... ...
"Pacific Islanders Acts  "-See "Pacific."
" Pharmacy Act "-
Certain Sections to be Repealed  ... ... ...
Proroguing Parliament  ... ... ... ... ...
Quarantine - See "Quarantine."
Rescinding Proclamation  re-
Boarding Vessels ,  &c., at Thursday Island ...
Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane ... ... ...
Pryde, T., Resignation of, as Cemetery Trustee ...
Pub lic Instruction Department-
Ap ppoointment --S ee "Appointment."
Exhibitions to Universities ,  Examination for ...
Grammar School Regulations ,  Published-
Ipswich  ... ...
Grammar School Scholarships ,  Examinations ...
School opened at-
Ayr... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bingera  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bunda berg,  East ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dulbydilla... ..
Happy Valley ,  Ked ron Brook
Newtown  ... ... ... ...
Tarampa  ... ... ... ...
Toowoomba ,  East ...
Winton  ... ... ...
Teacher-
Promotion of ... 151, 551, 767,;828, 994, 1050, 1458,
Readmitted as ... ...
Transferred  ...  200, 767,  994, 1050, 1168,
Orphanage ,  Licensed at--
N eteor Park ,  near Stanwell ... ...
Page.
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993,1941
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243
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697
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548
2013
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1166
2333
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992
766
1014
61
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121
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37
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1856
994
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1510
1603, 1939
1939
1603, 1939
2090
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"Public Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878 "-See
" Lands."
Pugh, T. P., as Justice of the Peace to give consent under
" Marriage Act " ... ... ... ... ...  1221
Purdon, M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 767
Pyke, M. J., to be a Com missioner  for taking Affidavits ... 917
Q,.
Quarantine-See "Appointment."
Dogs, Imported, to be Quarantined for Six Months ... 2169
Mackenzie Island, Keppel Bay, to be a Quarantine
Station ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1941
Order in Council-
"Dorunda" placed in Quarantine ... ... ... 2125
Proclamation-
Cooktown, Vessels from, not to Pass up River till
Passed by Health Officer ... ... ... 2235
New South Wales, Vessels from, not to Pass up
River till Passed by Health Officer ... ... 1123
Rescinding Proclamation, that Vessels from New
South Wales not to Pass, &c. ... ... ... 1933
Queensland Collieries Company, Parliamentary Notice ... 284
Queensland Investment and Land Mortgage Company,
Provisional Certificate of Title issued to... 1278
Queensland R. C. W. and T. Co., Tender Accepted  1276, 1477, 1632, 2194
Queensland Sugar-See " Customs."
Queensland Tobacco Company, Limited, to be Wound up... 1796
Quin, C. A., as Justice of the Peace to give consent under
" Marriage Act " ... ... ... ... ...  ... 1901
Quinlan, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 2217
Quinn, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 283, 490
Quinn, T. J., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 2194
R.
Racecourse, Reserve for-See "Lands."
Raff, J., Resignation of, Defence Force
Railway-
Alteration of Station Name-
... 1510, 1638
" Betts Creek " to " Pentland " ... ... ... 1276
"Lyndhurst  " to " Rosehill " ... ... ... ... 1077
Examination for SurveyorsS  r v e y o r s . . . . . .  2098
Extensions Opened or to be Opened .. 261, 581, 659, 911, 1013,
1077, 1276, 1774, 2032, 2103
General Classification, Rates and Fares for Passenger
and Goods Traffic ... ... ... ... ... 2237, 2313
Intention to Construct-
Cabarlah to Crow's Nest ... ... . ... ... 56
Extension of Wharf Branch, &c., Maryborough ... 56
Harrisville to Dugandan ... ... ... ... 2195
Howard to Bundaberg ... .. ... .. ... 1077
Licenses Cab and Dray, Notice re Expiration of 2313
Lost Property ... ... ... ... 56, 78, 144, 678, 1390, 1478,
2208, 2313
Resumptions, Notice to Owners  re  Intended ... 1084, 1546, 2321
Plans, &c., Approved of Primarily-
Burrum Railway-Howard to Bundaberg, S. 659
Harrisville to Dugandan ... ... ... .... 1633
Toombul to Cabulture ... ... ... ... ... 1892
Rates and-
Charges ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3
Fares ... ... ... ... ... ... 275, 1297, 2237
Reserve for-See " Lands."
Surveyors-
Amended Rules for Admission of ... ... 49
Examination for ... ... ... ... ... ... 2098
Regulations for taking Pupils by ... ... ... 56
Tenders-See " Tenders."
Notice re ... ...
Time Table-
1915
As Supplement to  Gazette ...  .. 21, 979, 1143, 1581, 1997
Cooktown to Palmer Road ... 1774, 1788, 2032, 2103, 2210
Mackay to Eton and Hamilton ... ... 261, 479, 675, 852
Maryborough Lines ... ... ... ... 2324
Rockhampton (Central) Lines ... ... .. 680, 2322
Roma to Dulbydilla ... ... ... 659, 676, 790, 852, 911
Stanley Street to Beenleigh ... 261, 274, 458, 581, 852, 864
„
., to Logan Village ... 852, 864, 911, 1013, 1477
Warwick to Killarney ... ... ... ... ... 659, 676, 852
Traffic  Earnings  ... ... ... 81, 156, 228, 276, 478, 601, 677,
732, 799, 865, 926, 1025, 1093,
1217, 1296, 1389, 1490, 1545,
1656, 1787, 1910, 1973, 2047,
2111, 2209, 2320
Testimonialising Prohibited ... ... ... ... 56
Rain -See "Meteorological."
Ralston, W. V.-
To be Captain, Defence Force ... ... ... ... 434, 665
To take Command, Cooktown Battery ... ... ... 665
Ramsay -, Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 2031
Ranken, A. H., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622, 1458
Rankin, W. F., to be on Joint Board, United Municipality 1480
Ranking, R. A., to be Returning Officer, Barcoo Electorate 1050
Rawlins, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1398
Rawnsley, H. C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 2054
Rawson, C. C., Licensed Gate Notice.. ... ... ... 727
Rawson, L. B., to be a Crown Lands Bailiff... ... ... 1049
"Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877 "-
Application to bring Land under Provisions of .. 82, 153, 227,
279, 481, 597, 681, 739, 798, 866, 927,
1028, 1091, 1221, 1299, 1392, 1493, 15.53,
1655, 1788, 1915, 2046, 2108, 2213, 2325
INDEX.
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" Real Properly Acts of  1861 and 1877  "-continued.
Dispensing with the Production of-
Certificate of Title ... ... ... ... ... 917
Deed of Grant ... ... ... ... ... 221
Duplicate Bill of Mortgage ... ... .. 666, 793, 2106
Provisional Certificate of Title issued  ...  149, 150, 465, 793, 1278,
„ Deed of Grant
Scale  of Fees ...
Surveyors, Licensed ..
Transmission  by Death
917, 1203, 2036, 2315
... ... 2105
63, 917, 1082, 1203, 1481, 1970, 2201
82, 153, 227, 274, 479, 597, 681, 731,
798, 866, 927, 1036, 1082, 1214, 1294,
1395, 1493, 1546, 1658, 1791, 1913,
1972, 2046, 2110, 2215, 2327
Real, P., to be on Board of Examiners for Barristers 2042
Redmond, W., L.S.A., Resignation of, as Health, &c., Officer 827
Redstone, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... 810, 1223, 1224, 1554
Registrar-General-See "Appointment,"  " Marriage Act,"
" Real Property Act."
Regulations respecting Registration of Deaths ... ... 2210
Search and Information Fees ... ... ... ... 2199
Vital Statistics ... .. ... 162, 611, 881, 1313, 1843, 2121
Registrar of Supreme Court to be on Board of Examiners for
Attorneys ... ... ... ... ...
Registration Courts, Places for holding, throughout Colony
Reid, A., to be Sub-Lieutenant, Marine Defence Force ...
Reid, A .,  and Co. ,  Limited,  re  Winding up ...
Reid ,  G., Notice in Will of  ... ... ...
Reid, J., Patent  Notice ... ... ... ...
Remission of Sentences - See " Gaol."
Renny, C. R. St. J.,  Notice  in Will , &c., of ...
Rent Lists, Annual Pastoral  ... ... ...
Renwick ,  J., Tender Accepted  ... ... ...
Resignations-
Bailiff ...
Defence Force ...
Fire Brigade Officer ... ...
Health and Medical Officer ...
Magistrate of the Territory ...
Member, Licensing Board
Poundkeeper ... ... ...
Telegraph  Manager ... ...
Trustee ... .
Revision  Court-See "Electoral."
... ... ... 828
... 827
... 120, 827, 1939, 2089, 2170
... ... 2171
... 668, 1901
... .. 1939
... ...766, 993, 1457, 2014
Rice and Co., Dissolution of Partnership
Richardson, A. J., to be a Commissioner for Dividing Runs
Richardson, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Richardson, J. F.-
Patent Notice ... ... ... .. ... ... ...
Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rickets, G., Compensation for Road ... ... ... ...
Ridgley, T., M.B., to be-
Acting Health and Medical Officer, Townsville ...
Medical Officer of Health ... ... ... ... ...
Surgeon, Defence Force ... ... ... ...
Ridler, R. B., Notice in Will of... ... .. ... ...
Ridley, J. D., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Riechelmann, F., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force
Rifle Range, or Rifle Club-See " Defence."
Ringrose, R. C., to be on Board of Examiners for Barristers
Rise and Shine Gold Mining Co., Limited, to be Wound up
Ritchie and Co., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Road-See " Lands."
Roberts, E., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ...
Roberts, S. A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Robertson, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Robins, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Robinson, A. E.. S., Promotion of, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ...
Robinson, A. H., Patent Notice ...
Robinson, D. H., to be Acting Land Commissioner and
Land Agent ... ... ... ... ... ...
Robinson, L., Resignation of, as Trustee ... ... ...
Robinson, G. F. W., Transfer of, Public Instruction
Department
Robinson, Lieutenant T. B., Promotion of, Defence Force
Robinson, M., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ...
Robison, Robison, and Dodds, Notice  re  Patent
Rocke and Tompsitt, Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Rocks, P., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ...
Rodunz, H., Resignation of, Defence Force... .. ...
Roebuck, G. R., to be a Line Repairer in Charge, Post and
Telegraph Department
Roebuck, G. W., to be an Inspector,  "Diseased Animals Act"
Roger, R., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Rogers, J., to be a Lieutenant, Volunteer Defence Force...
Rogers, R. M., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ...
Rogers-Harrison, H. B., to be a Commissioner for Dividing
Runs ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Romilly, Mr., Assumes Office and Duties of Special Com-
missioner , New Guinea ... ... ... ...
Rooney and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Rose, W. K., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force .. ...
Ross, Colonel E. D. It., to be Visiting Justice, Dunwich ...
Ross, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Ross, T. H., to be a Member, Duaringa Marsupial Board
Ross, W., to be a Member, Cleveland Divisional Board
Ross, W. S., to Show Cause why Selection not be Forfeited
Rossiter, J. C.. Notice in Lands of ... ... ...
Rossborough, A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Rourke, A. H., to be-
Captain, Defence Force ... ...
Lieutenant, Defence Force ,.. ... ... ..
1279, 1382, 1481,  1970, 2036, 2106, 2201
... ... ... 63, 150, 266, 465, 725, 793.
2042
1993
1167
162, 689
1557
223
160
... 291, 430, 582
... 851
... ... 668
244, 434, 551, 665, 690, 894, 994, 1083, 1202,
1301, 13.56, 1404, 1510, 1538, 1603, 1783, 2170
813
1747
161
150
2114
707
1457
2235
245
234
1050
1603, 1783
2042
2220
581
2235
2220
2219
1916
994
151
766
1457
200
4:;4
1225
666, 67, 223
1.540
121
690
625
2171
1662
700, 793
2116
624
2283
1660
615, 690
1510
1042
828
211
690
604
1978
2170, 23,
199, 266
INDEX.
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Row, J. A., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... 873, 1978, 2116
Rowlands, E., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 150
Royce, G. H., Tenders Accepted ... ... .. ... 218, 1275
Rule, N., to be a Commissioner for Dividing Runs... 827
Run-See " Lands "
Russell, F. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1096
Russell, G. D., Notice in Estate of 84, 1496, 1917,  2218
_'ussell, H. H. A., to be a Clerk, Immigration Department 198
Russell, H. E., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622
Russell, R. F., Notice in Estate of ... . ... ... 810, 874
Rutherford, P. C., to be Head Teacher, Public Instruction
Department, Charleville ... ... ... ... 1856
Ryan, J. P., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 2235
Ryan, G., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 199, 266
Ryan, Constable J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter.
houses  . ... ... ... ... .. 767
Ryan, J. B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 231, 604,934
Ryan, J., Notice in Estate ... ... ... ... ... 1557
Ryan, Rev. J. J., Registered as Minister ... ... ... 1783
Ryan, P., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 121
Ryan Rev. M. J. A., Registered as Minister .. ... 1783
Ryan, Senior- Constable P., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, &c. ... ... ... ... ... .. 2170
Rylands, J. H., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1098
s.
St. George, H., as Justice of the Peace to give consent
under the  "Marriage Act"... ... ... ...  2114
Sale by Auction-
" Customs Act of  1884," under Provisions of ... 83, 1299, 2106
Land-See "Lands."
Lease of-
Government Wharf and Shed, Mackay ... ... 1633, 1774
Land-See "Lands."
Run-See "Lands."
Of Town Lots at Bogantungan, to be held at Pine Hill 209
Under Warrant of Execution ... ... ... ... 235, 1498
Unclaimed Property 63, 148,149, 584, 666, 1082, 1382
Writ of Fi.  Fa.,  under-See " Sheriff."
" Sale to Local Authorities Land Act of  1882.
Notice under ... ... .. ... ... ... 145
Salisbury, T. H., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 625
Salter, A., M.B., Ch. B., to be-
Medical and Health Officer, Thursday Island ... 1457
` Medical Officer of Health, Thursday Island ... .. 2235
Sampson E., Notice in Will of ... .. . ... ... 1497
Samuel W., to be a Commissioner for taking Affidavits ... 917
Savage, Sergeant C., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ... 625
Savage, R., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 151
Savings Bank-
Branches Open... 62, 145, 219, 262, 464, 582, 721, 791, 855, 912,
1014, 1078, 1196, 1277, 1380, 1478, 1534, 1634,
1775, 1892, 1964, 2032, 2103, 2195, 2313
Established at-
Adavale ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1357
Beauaraba ... ... ... ... ... ... 2170
Coomera ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 120
Lutwyche ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1602
Notice to Depositors in,  re  Pass-books ... ... ... 2104
" Scab Act "  of Tasmania, Regulations under ... 1965
Schlencker, W. H., to be Officer in Charge of Securities ... 1602
Schedules, Substitution of,  re  Electoral olls Compilation 1128
Scheu, H. G., Notice in Estate of . ... ... ... 1495
Scheuer, Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 491
Schlichting, W., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... 1539
Schmidt, A., to be Trustee, Cemetery Reserve, Greenmount 1250
Schmidt, Rev. C. F.-
Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... .. ... 1782
Registered as Minister ... ... ... ... 149
Schofield, F., to be Acting Captain, Defence Force ... 1167, 1301
Scholes, It. B., Promotion of, Defence Force ... ... 434
Schubert, E. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 875, 1496
Scott, Dawson, and Stewart, Trade Mark Notice ... ... 223
Scott, E. S., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 994
Scott, F., Notice  re  Patent ... ... ... ... 67, 150
Scratchley, His Excellency Major-General P. H.-
To be a K. C. M. G. ... ... ... ... ... ... 499
His Commission as Special Commissioner ... ... 2283
Death of-Mr. Romilly assumes Duties, &c., on ... 2283
Selig, H., to be a J.P. ... ... ... ... ... ... 622
Shanahan, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... .. 604
Sharpe, C. E., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... 2235
Sharwood and Eccles, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1227
Shaw, A. and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 667
Shaw, H. S., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 622
Shea, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 2053
Shea, J., Notice in Land of ... ... ... ... ... 2329
Shea, P., Notice in Will of ... ... 84
Sheaf, C. A. E., admitted as Medical Practitioner... ... 2036
Sheehan, J. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1495
Sheehan, W., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ... 1306
Sheehan, P., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 744, 1224
Sheehy, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1040
Sheep imported into Tasmania, Notice re ... ... ... 1017
Sheep Director, Meeting to Elect ... ... ... ... 1202
Sheldon, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 230, 1223
Shepherd, T. P., to be Poundkeeper, Mackay ... ... 2216
Sheppard, J., to be Assistant Registrar of Births and
Deaths, Ravenswood Junction ... ... .. 767
Sheridan, P. J., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 1251, 1404
#ai
Sheriff-
Page.
Writ of Fi.  Fa.  issued  ... ... ..  235, 493,  877, 1307, 1558,
1794, 1795, 1979, 2056, 2117
Shields ,  R. T., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 236
Shire - See " Munici  pality."
Shrapnel , J. N. S., Notice  in Wi ll of ... ... ... 491Sim, J., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ...  622
Simcock ,  G. E., to  be an Auditor ,  Stanthorpe Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2089
Simon, N., Notice in Estate of ... ... 1222,  1494,  2053
Simms , H. G., to be  Acting Sub -Lieutenant, Marine
Defence Force  .. ... ... ... ... 551
Simpson , R., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1977
Simpson, W., Notice in Will of  ... ... ...  1919
Sinclair, C., Notice in Wi ll  of  ... ... ... ... ...  745
Sinclair, J., to be a Ranger ,  under  "  Native Birds Act " ...  1457
Sinnott ,  G., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ...  1305
Skinner, C., Tender Accepted  .. .. ... ... ...  790
Skyring, G. H., and C.,  Licensed Gate Notice  ... ...  161
Skyring, Z .,  Error in Deed  ... ... ... ... ...  1520
Skyring, Z. D. S., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 230
Sladen, Sir  C., Notice  in Will , &c., of .. ... ... 2055
Slaughter ,  W. K. M., Transfer of, Public Instruction
Department  ... ... ... ... ...  994
Sloane & Co., W., Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 689
Smales, H., to be-
Clerk ,  Customs ... ... ... ... ... ... 1748
Tide -waiter ,  Customs ... ... ... ... ... ...  198
Smales , J. F., to  be Assistant Health Officer, Cooktown ... 120
Small, W., to  be  Registrar ,  Births, Deaths, and Marriages,
Peak Downs  .. ... .. ... ...  2171
Smaliman ,  Katharine ,  Promotion of, Public Instruction
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  994
Smith , A., to be-
Clerk Associate to Mr .  Justice Mein  ... ... ...  1457
Commissioner for Taking Affidavits  ... ... ...  1639
Smith ,  D., Trade Mark Notice  ... ... ... ... ...  468
Smith, F. C. C., Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace 2089
Smith ,  E.  0.,  recognised as Hawaiian Consul -General,
Australian Colonies  ... ... ... ... ...  766
Smith ,  G. J., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ... ...  2031
Smith ,  H., Resignation of, as Trustee  ... ... ... ...  993
Smith ,  H., to be Auditor Belyando Divisional Board  ...  766
Smith, J. F., Promotion of, Defence Force  ... ..  434
Smith, J . W. J., to  be an Operator ,  Post and Telegraph
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  625
Smith ,  J., un., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... 2055
Smith, L. J., to be  Poundkeeper ,  Rockhampton 494
Smith ,  M. A., to  be  Operator ,  Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1357
Smith ,  P., M.D., to be an-
Assistant Health Officer, Brisbane  ...  1123
Medical Department Dunwich Benevolent Asylum  ...  1458
Smith ,  P. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 2330
Smith ,  R. H., to  be  a Captain ,  Defence Force  ... ...  1855, 1970
Smith ,  T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 604, 1041, 1661, 2331
Smith ,  T., Notice in Lands and Goods of 2117
Smith, W .  J., to be an Operator ,  Post and Telegraph
Department . ... ... ... ... ... 625
Sm yyth ,  E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1793
Sne11, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... .:. 1396
Sneyd , A., to be  Operator ,  Post and Telegraph Department 1357
Sneyd, S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 233
Somerson  Von-See " Von Somerson."
Somerville , A., Tender Accepted ...
South Brisbane-
2103
Gas and Light Co., Parliamentary Notice 727
Mechanics' Institute, Parliamentary Notice ... ... 1038
Spann, C. F. W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1097
Sparks, B., Trade Mark Notice... ... ... ... ... 726
Sparks, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1041
Spear, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 159
Speering, W. C., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 1458
Spent, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 2116
Spiers, A. D., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 151
Spletter, J. L., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1097
Springall, Frost, Tender Accepted .. ... ... 720, 1380, 2032
Sproat, J., to be Clerk, Pay Branch, Treasury ... 1602
Stafford Bros., Tender Accepted .. ... ... 1276
Standard Paint Co., Limited, Trade Mark Notice ... ... 2314
Stanton and Johnson, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 2031
Starcke, A., to be a Commissioner for Dividing Runs ... 1.509
Stark, W., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 605
Starke, W., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... 790
State School-See " Appointment," "Public Instruction,"
" Tender."
Stay -, to be Auditor, Allora Municipality ... ... 198
Steel, W., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... ... 2114, 2327
Stephens, W. S., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 2055
Steuart, A., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 1510
Stevens, F., Resignation of, as Trustee ... ... ... 993
Stewart, A., to be Trustee, Boys and Girls' Grammar
Schools, Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 121
Stewart, C. E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 2053
Stewart, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1794
Stewart, J., to be Poundkeeper, AIlora ... 1782
Stewart, J., Disqualified from Successfully Tendering ... 2194
Stewart, J. G., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1050
Stewart, R. M.,` be a Member, Board of Advice, London 1167
Stockall, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1979
Stone, R. P., Notice in Goods of ... 283
Storey, J. E., to be a Member, Hinchinbrook Marsupial
Board ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 434
INDST.
Storey, J. R., to be a Member, Hinchinbrook Marsupial
Boatul
Storey , W. C?., to be Acting Registrar, Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, Thargomindah... ... ... ...
Street, W., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ...
Strachan, W., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ...
Stratton, W. F., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Stringfellow, J., Notice in Will of ... ...
Sugar , Queensland Regulations for Admission Duty Free, &c.
Sun Bow Y3ok and Co.-See " Ali Yen."
Page.
550
1457
622
2219
910
1978
2036
Sunners,  E. J., to be Master, Dredge " Marybotough " 2014
Supplement -See " Newspapers."
Supreme Courts-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
" Compani es Ad of  1863' -
Liquidator Appointed  ... ... ... ... ... 488, 2328
Petition for Winding up, under ... ... ... 211?
Winding up, to be Continued ... ... ...  2880
Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction-
Notice Relative to Probate of Will,  Letters of
Administration,  or Estates  ...  8.1, 85, 86, 158, 159, 160; 161,
231, 232,  283, 284,  288, 284, 489, 490, 4131,
492, 004, 687, 688, 745, 746, 811, 812, 875,
876, 877, 934, 935, 1041,  1042, 1043,  1097,
1098, 1225, 1226, 1227,  1305, 1308; 1398,
1399, 1400, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1555, 1556,
1557, 1661, 1662, 1793, 1794, 1918, 1919,
1978, 1979, 2054,  2055, 2116, 2117, 2218,
2219, 2220,  2328, 2329
Insolvency Jurisdietion-
First Meeting of Creditors .. 83, 159 229,  230, 2$1, 282, 487,
488, 602, 603, 685, 6$6,  687, 743 809, 872,
873, 932, 1039,  1040, 1095, 1(;96, 1222,
1303, 1304, 1396, 1397, 1098, 1494, 1553,
1554, 1660, 17,91, 1792, 1915,  1916, 1975,
197,6, 2052, 2114, 2115, 2216, 2217, 2327
Second Meeting of Creditors ... .. 159, 1096
Last Examination ... .. 84, 158, 603, 604, 81,0, 874, 933,1040, 10,11, 1096, 1223, 1304,U98, 1554,
1917, 1918, 2115, 2217,  2218
Declaration of, or Intention to Declare, Dividend... 84,,159, 231,
604, 687,, 744, 745, 810, 811, 874,  875, 1040,
1041. 106, 1224, 1225, 1898, 1495, 1496,
1555, 1661, 1977, 1978, 2053
Dividend now Payable ... 84, 159, 230, 231, 282, 480,
604, 687, 744, 745, 811, 874, 875,
1898
1495 1496,15 55 ,1561.,1 92,1793,
1917, 1918,  1976, 1977, 1978,  2052,
2053, 2115, 2116, 2218, 2331
Dividend will be Payable ... ... ... 1661, 1793
Dividend Withdrawn ... ... ... ... ... 934
Certificate-of Discharge-
Will be Applied for... 84, 230, 231, 489, 687,, 874, 983, 1041,
1224, 139$,1495,  1554, 1555,
1918,  2218, 2328
Granted ... 159, 222,  282,,4$8, 686, 743, 810, 874, 9,33,
Insolvent
1039, 1d96, 1223, 1553, 1661, 917, 2116, 2218
-
Annu ylled ... 159, 1975
Closure of ... ... ... 686, 743, 809, 810, 873, 932,
1040,1223, 1660, 2115
Official Liquidator Appointed ... ... ... 1040
Trustee-
Appointed ... ... ... 158, 159, 230, 282, 47,9, 489,
Meeting-
For Removal of, and Appointment of
another  .. ... ... ... 1040, 1917
To Grant Discharge of ... 875
To Sanction Assent by, to Scheme of
Settlement  ... ... ... ... 1554, 2053
Liquidation by Arrangement or Composition-
Creditors required to Prove ... 1397, 1898, 2330
Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... 2053, 2116, 2328
Notice  re  ... 159, 231, 282, 489, 687, 1040,
1096, 1397, 1554, 1792, 2052,
2053, 2216,  2328, 2330
Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 230, 811
Proceedings  in Estates  Amalgamated ... ... 1793
Intestacy-See "Intestacy."
Regulee Generale4 and Notifications-Board ofExaminers for
Barristers and Attorneys ...Law Calendar, 1886
Tr g tees and Incapacitated Persons Act,"  Notice under
Supreme Court, Bowen-
Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction ...
Insolvency Jurisdiction-
First Meeting of Creditors
Last Examination ...
Dividend Payable ...
Certificate of Discharge-
Applied for ... ...
2042
1383
84
... ... ... ... 2218
932,1660,1975,1976, 2115, 2119, 2217
... ... 2116
... ... ... ... 84
Granted
Trustee Appointed
Reguke Genera es and Notifications , Law Calendar, 1886
Surveyor-General's Department-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Examination for Licensed Surveyors
Map  on Sale ...
Surveyor  Licensed  ... ... ... ... ,..
603, 686, 687,  744, 810, 874,
933,  1040, 1223, 1397, 1494,1495, 1553, 1554, 1792, 1917,1976, 1977, 2052,  2,216, 2217,
2327, 2828
1554
2218
2218
1207
50, 1958, 2098
1478842-,1004, 1173
Surveyors-See " Surveyor-General,"  "Real Property Act,"
" Railway."
rage.
Sutherland, D., to be Poundkeeper, Inglewood ... ...  2042
Sutherland, R., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ... 121,222
Swayne, E. B., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 809
Swift, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...  2830
Swords, E., to be Assistant Superintendent, Charters Towers
Fire Brigade .. ... ... ... 17,
Symes, R. H., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ... 22vo
T.
Tait , A., Notice  in Estate of ... ...  1397, 1405,2053
Tait ,  M. H., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph
Department  ... ... ... ... ...  625
Tait and Minett, Dissolution of Partnership  ... ...  494
Tacker ,  J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 787
Tasmania - See " Colonial Secretary."
Tatham ,  E., Notice re Patent ... .. ... 127.9
Tatham ,  W., to be an Auditor, Mutdapi ll y Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1457
Taylor, A.-
Notice in Land and Goods of  ... ... ... ...  688
Notice in Wi ll  of  ... ... 688
Taylor ,  R., Tender Accepted  ... ... ...  581
Taylor, R .  B., to  be  an Acting Sub-Lieutenant ,  Defence
Force 551
Taylor ,  T., Notice in Will of ... .. . ... ... 687
Tenderer Disqualified from Sticceesfully Tendering ... ... 218, 1077,
1457,  1891, 2194
Tender  Accepted-
Conveyance of Mails , for  1886-7-8 ... ... ... 1983
Department of-
Railways  ... ... ... ... ...  55, 218, 261, 659, 720,
910, 911, 1276,  1310,  1477, 1533,
1632,  2031, 2032, 2103, 2194, 2313
Works and  Mines, for-
Bridge ... ...
Court House... ... ... ...
Customs  ... ... ... ...
Drill Shed ... ... ...
Dynamite  Magazine ... ...
Gaol ... .. ...
Guard Room and Lockup,  Barracks
Hospital ... ... ...
Immigration ... ... ... ...
Lands... ... ... ... ...
Mining Store
Mining Surveyor's Office ... ...
Morguepolice ... .
Post and Telegraphs
Railways ...
Reception House-
218, 18,1275
1533, 2031, 2103
... 1968; 2031
...  581,790
581
... 910
1275
... 1012, 2103
... 1275,1682
... 1963
1380
910
1380
581, 790, 851, 910, 1077, 1968, 2108
... 218, 790, 910, 1012, 1632, 2103
... 2081., 2108
Maryborou gh ... ... ... ... ... 1632
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 143
Supreme Court ... ... ... ... ... 2313
Wardsman's Cottage ... ... ... ... 2031
Drugs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2195
Provisions 2195
Tenders Invited for-
Alterations to "Fitzroy," Steamer .. ... 219
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich, Additions to ... ... 2310
Bridge over-
Balonne River, Surat ... ... ... ... ... 2191
Dalrymple Creek, Allora ... ... ... ...  1265, 2190
Lagoon at Clermont ... ... ... ... ...  1958
Ross Creek, Townsville... ... ... ... ... 187
Commissioner of Police, Additions to Office of ... ...  646
Cottage and Boatshed, Bay Rock, Cleveland Bay ... 2101
Court House, Gatton, Removal and Re-erection  of ... 782, 2028
Court House-
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... ... 1761
Drayton ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1620
Laidley ... .. ... ... ... ... ...  1620
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 845
Customs-
Boatshed, Port Douglas ... ... ... ...  1526
Quarters for Sub-Collector, Ingham ... ... ...  1182
Drill Shed-
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  50
Townsville  .. ... ... ... ... ... 50
Drugs .. ... . ... ... ... ... ... 1891
Dynamite Magazine, Gympie .. ...  50
Extension -See below, " Harbours and Rivers."
Fencing Reserve, Lands Department, Mellum Creek' 1980
" Fitzroy," as., Alteration to ... ... ... ... 219,659
Gaol-
Additions to, Thursday  Island  ... ... ...  2028
Alterations to, South Brisbane ... ... ... 1182
Repairs to, Roma .. ... ... ... 137
Guard Room &c., Victoria Barracks ... ... ... 571
Harbours and Rivers Department-
Coal Supply to Dredge Plant ... ... ... ... 1891
Closing Channel, Nerang Creek ... ... ... 457
Door Fastenings for Dredge Plant  ... ... ... 458
Extension of-
Breakwater, Townsville ... ... ... ... 908, 1474
Jetty, Dunwich ... ... ... ... ...  458
Jetty, Cleveland ... ... .. ... ... ...  908
Removal  of Snags,  Burnett River ... ... ...  1529
Valley Drainage .. ... .. ... ... ...  658
Winches for Dredge Plant ... ... ... ... 218
Harbour Works, Mackay ... ... ... ... ... MIS
ISM. x3dii.
Page.
Tenders Invited  for-continued.
Hospital ,  and Surgeon 's Quarters, Geraldton ... ... 255
Hospital, Additions to-
Ingham  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2190
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 1470
Immigration  Barracks , New, Brisbane ... ... ... 646
„ Office, Mackay, Additions ... ... ... 647
DepOt, Rockhampton ... .. ... .. 845
Levelling and Fencing, Parade Ground, South Bris
.. ... ... ... ... 2190bane
Lightkeeper, Cottage for, and Boat-shed, Bay Rock,
Cleveland Bay .. 2101
Jetty-See ante,  " Harbours and Rivers"... ... 908
Land  Office, Brisbane, Closets  for... ... ... ... 1620
Lock-up, Gympie, Additions ... ... ... ...  1065, 1526
Lunatic  Reception House, Maryborough-Additions  ... 1265
Mining Surveyor 's Office, Gympie ... ... ... 646
Morgue,  Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ...  646, 1066
Orphanage , Townsville, Fencing and Gates ... 785
Paper and Binding Material, Government Printing
Department ... 1891
Parade Ground, Levelling and Fencing, South Brisbane 2190
Police-
Buildings, Roma, Fencing and Gates  ... ... 136
Commissioner  of, Additions to Office of ... ... 646
Quarters-
Aramac ... ... ... ... ...  1886
Sub-Inspector's, Additions, Maytown ... ... 1265
Stables, Cooktown  ... ... ... ... ... 2029
Station-
Coolgarra ... ... ... ... ... ... 782
East Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 255
Forest Grove ... ... ... ... ... 1182
Gin Gin ... ... ... ... ... ... 255
Irvinebank .. 2099
Inglewood ... ... ... ... ... ... 571, 1066
Jericho ... ... ... ... ... ... 1182
Laidley ... ... ... ... ... ... 1620
Lutwyche .. ... ... ... ... ... 136
Lake's Creek ... ... ... ... ... 571
Newtown  ... ... ... ... ... ... 50
One-Mile, Gympie... ... ... ... ... 51
Port Douglas (Additions)... ... ... ...  782
Pialba... ... ... ... ... ... .. 212
Radcliffe ... ... ... ... ... ... 1526
Rockwood ... ... ... ... ... ... 571
Tiaro ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 211
Post and Telegraph Department-
Additions, etc., to Private Boxes, Government Post
Office ... .. ... ... ... .. ... 1065
Conveyance of Mails ... ... ... ...453, 716, 1071, 1276
Electric  Telegraph Line-
Additional Wire-
Mitchell to Dulbydilla  and Branch Lines
to Mungallala  and Dulbydilla Railway
Station ... ... ... ... ... 1770
Bowen to Townsville... ... ... ...  53
Within Railway  Fences , Helidon to Too-
woomba ... ... ...  908
Along Central Rail Line Extension, &c., to
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... ... 576 1071
Alterations and Repairs to Lines on Curtis
Island  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1009, 1474
Line to Cape York... . .. . ...  54, 55, 216
Line Within  Railway Fences , Brisbane to
Helidon, Toowoomba to Dalby (Junction)...  908
Muttaburra  to Hughenden  ... ... ... 1010
Stanthorpe to Border ... 574
Townsville to Cardwell  vid Ingham , Clearing
and Renewing  ... ... ... 575
Torrens Creek to Hugbenden ... ... ... 1960
Woodford  to Existing  Line ... ... 1270
Office at-
Aramac, Additions... ... ... ... ... 51
Banana , Kitchen ... ... ... ... ...  2028
Inglewood ... ... ... ... ... ... 2190
Maryborough, Verandah ... ... ... ...  2028
Maytown ... ... ... ... ... ... 136
Normanton .. ... ... ... ... ... 1526
Ravenswood ... ... ... ... ... ...  1065
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ... 1470, 2099
Steps, New General Post Office, Brisbane ... ... 1526
Powder  Magazine , Georgetown ... ... ... ... 1005
Provisions for Public Service ... ... ... ... 1447, 2101
Public Offices, Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 51
Public Service ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1447
Quarantine Station, Townsville-
Additions .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 2310
Quarters for Caretaker ... ... ... ... ...  2028
Quarantine Buildings, Cooktown ... ... ... ... 2190
Railway Department, by ... ... ... ... ... 1915Railway-Advertising at Stations
Bundaberg-
Carriage Bogies
Stores... ... .
Central-
1628
1959
1624
Carri ages  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1007
Coal ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2310
Stores... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1626
Timber ... ... ... ... ... ... 1627
Waggons ... ... ... ... ... ... 1007, 1628
Cooktown-
Construction of Second Section... ... ... 2073
Tenders Invited for-continued.
Railway-continued
Mackay-
Page.
Carriage ... ... ... ... ... ... 1886
Horse-box ... ... ... ... ... ... 1886
Coal ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2100
Waggon ... ... ... ... ... ... 1886
Maryborough-
Ballast Waggons ... ... ... ... ... 1374
Carriage Bogies ... .. .. .. 1959
Erection of Second Tier of Plates to Water
Tanks ... ... ... ... ... ... 573
Goods Shed, Yengarie ... ... ... ... 1006
Passenger  Carriages ... ... ... 649
Stores ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1625
Uniforms and Helmets ... ... ... ... 649
Northern-
Extension from 200-Miles to Hug 'henden ... 907
Stores for ... ... ... ... ... ... 1623
Southern-
North Coast Railway, Section 1, Construction
of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1185
Southern and Western-
Booking-Office and ' aiting  Rooms, Toowong 19.58
Bookstalls , Brisbane and'Toowoomba ... ... 2191
Coal ... ... ... ... ... ... 257, 907, 1628
Cottage-
Four-Roomed Gate Cottage,  near  Cooper's
Plains... ... ... ... ... ... 1268
7  in.  64 ch. ... ... ... ... ... 1628
Gatekeeper's ... .. ... .. ... 1067
Double-line Bridge over Breakfast Creek ...  1006
Fassife rn  Branch ,  Extension  of, Contract
No. 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 714
Fencing Yards of New Workshops, North
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... ...  648
Highfields Branch, Contract No. 2, Construc-
tion of ... ... ... ... ... ... 52
Hopper W ons ... ... ... ... 53
North Coast Railway, Section 1, Construction
of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1185
Offices, Brisbane Valley Branch ... ... 1528
Passenger Station, Ipswich ... ... ... 2029
Refreshment Rooms, Lease of ... ... ... 1628
Shed-
Goods
...
649, 1268
Shelter . ... ... ... ... 1528
South Coast Line-
North Coast Railway, Section 1, Con.
straction of ... ... ... ... ... 1185
Squared Sleepers ... ... ... ... 784, 1528
Station Master 's House ,  Esk ... ... ... 1886, 2191
Waggons-
Hopl er
... ... ... ... ... 257, 15-'8
Low-sided, Open Goods ... ... ... $47
Western Extension, Section 9, Construction of .., 1185
Wide Bay and Burnett-
Construction of-
Extension from Howard to Bundaberg ... 51
Isis Branch ... ... ... ... ... 12191
Sub-Collector of Customs' Quarters, Ingham ... ... 1182
Submarine Mining Store, Lytton ... ... ... ... 1004
Supreme Court, Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 1265
State School-
Albert (Maryborough)-
Additions ... ... ... ... ... 649
Playshed ... ... ... ... ... ... 215
Blantyre, Painting ... .. ... ... 573
Brisbane, Leichhardt street, New Closet ... ... 52
Barolin, School ... ... ... ... ... ... 2310
Boggy Creek, Improvements, &c. ... ... ... 649, 1008
Bundanba, Improvements, &c. ... ... 785
Cairns, Fencing and Painting... ... ... ... 2311
Camp Flat, Improvements .. .. .. .. 2030
Charters Towers, Additions to Girls' and Infants'
School ... ... ... 1375
Coomera, Lower, Improvements ... ... ... 1186, 1770
Cooparoo, Additions ... ... ...  ... 2029
East Toowoomba, School ... ... 53
Emu Creek, Improvements, Repairs, &c. ... ... 907
Emerald, Playshed ... ... ... ... ... 573
Enoggera, Additions ... ... ... ... ... 785
Gowrie Creek, Additions . ... ... 2311
Gracemere, Improvements, Repairs, &c. ... 53
Happy Valley, School and Residence ... ... 1008
Herberton, Playshed, Fencing, &c. ... ... ... 139
Howard, Additions, &c. ... ... ... ... 1186
Kangaroo Point, Asphalting ... ... ... ... 215
Killarney, Additions ... ... ... ... ... 1186
Lord John Swamp, Improvements ... ... ...  2029Lytton, Kitchen a d Covered Way ... ... ... 139
Mackay North, Playshed .. ... .. 1187
Miles, donverting Old School Building into Resi-
dence ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1630
Merritt's Creek, Improvements ... ... ... 139, 650
Mount Gravatt, New Closet ... ... ... ... 1530
Murphy's Creek, Additions to Residence ... 907
Newtown, Ipswich, Playshed 52
Newtown, Maryborough, School and Residence ... 140
North Rockhampton-Kitchen, &c. ... ... ... ... ... 2311
New Closets ... ... ... ... ... ... 573
North Toowoomba, Improvements, &c. .. ... 649
One Mile, Gympie, Additions 573
Pialba, Playshed... ... ... ... ... ... 53
xxiv.
Tenders Invited  for-continued.
State  School - continued.
Rocklea, Fencing and Gates ...
Rockhampton ,  Central , School ...
Rosevale, Fencing and  Gates ... .
St. George, Verandahs and Lavatories
Sandgate, Additions to Residence ...
Sandy Creek, Additions to Residence
St. Lawrence, Repairs and Painting...
Seven -mile Creek-
Painting ... ...
Teacher's Residence
Southbrook, Alterations and Additions
INDEX.
Page. /
2311
215, 1008
1008
1520
2030
2029
2310
573
2311
140
South Toowoomba, Asphalting Floors of Play-
sheds, & c .  52
S ringsure , Additions . ... ... ... ... 785, 1187
Tarampa, School and Alterations ... ... ... 139
Teviotville, Alterations and Additions ... ... 139
Townsville, West, School and Residence ... ... 2030
Veresdale, Kitchen and Covered Way ... ... 52
Winton ... ... ... ... ... 140
Woodford, School ... ... ... ... ... 2029
Woolloongabba,  Fencing  and Gates ... ... ... 1630
Yeulba, Kitchen and Covered Way ... ... ... 1375
Tank and Dam,  near  Glamorgan Vale ... ... ... 1270
Valley Drainage ... ... ... 658
Warders' Clothing .. ... ... ... ... 1891
Wardsman 's Cottage,  Fraser 's Island -Additions ... 1619
Water Supply Department, Store, &c., Winton 1065, 1886
Works Department, by ... 1909, 1970, 1974, 2045, 2048, 2110,
2112, 2207, 2208, 2319, 2321
Thomas, D. P., Resignation of, as  Trustee  ... ... 2014
Thomas, H .,  Transfer  of, Postal Instruction Department... 1168
Thomas, J ., Notice in Will of ... ... 745
Thomsen and Thomas,  Tender Accepted ... ... ... 1632
Thompson , A., Compensation for Road ... ... ... 1262
Thompson, A. H., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 622
Thompson, H. H., to be Returning Officer, Clermont ... 434
Thompson, R., to be Acting-Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 1167, 1301
Thomson  J. Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 918
Thorne, l , kesignation  of, as  Trustee .. ... ... 766
Thorne, W.,  as Justice  of the Peace to give consent under
" Marriage Act "  . ... ... ... 668
Thornton, Hon. W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 875
Thurston, W. F., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... 2235
Tilbury, G. T., to be  a Returning  Officer ... ... ... 37
Tilley, J. W., to be Superintendent, Charters Towers Fire
Brigade  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1748
Titmarsh  W., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... .. 1038
Toms, W. H., to be a Member, Wangaratta Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ... ...  624
Tooth, A., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 687
Tooth, C. F. L., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 934
Tooth, N. E. N., to be on Joint Board, United Municipality 480
Toowoomba  Co-operative Society, Limited, in Liquidation 1979, 2117,
2220, 2328, 2330
Toowoomba  Foundry Co., Tender Accepted ... ... ... 2031
Topham , J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1496, 1792
Townsvi lle  Ice Co., to be Wound-up ... ... ... ... 86
Trade Mark-See "Patent."Treasury-Annual Rent  List ... ... ... ...
Comparative Statement of-
Consolidated  Revenue and Special Funds-
... 291, 430, 582
Quarterly ... .. ... ... ... 89, 1231
Yearly 92
Expenditure-
Quarterly 1224
Quarterly and Yearly 94
Loan Expenditure-
Quarterly ... ... .. ... ... ... 1235
Quarterly and Yearly ... ... ... ... 96
Surplus  Revenue Fund-
Quarter  ... ... ... ... ... 1235
Quarter and  Year ... ... ... ... ... 97
Trust Funds Expenditure-
Quarterly ... ... ... ... ... ... 1235
Quarterly and Yearly ... ... ... ... 97
Customs  Duties-
Quarterly . ... ... ... 1233
Quarterly and Yearly ... ...
... ...
97
Balance  of the Consolidated Revenue Fund-
30th  June, 1885 ii m 30th September , 1885 1235
Disposal  of the Public Balance, 30th June, 1885 ... 98
Lease  of Wharf Approved of ... ... ... ... 145
Promotion  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1602
Savings Bank -See " Savings Bank."
Tregaskis , R., to be a Lieutenant, provisionally, Defence
Force  . ... ... ... ... 244
Treloar ,  H. Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1398
Prow  and  Roble, Dissolution of Partnership 161
Trustee - See " Appointment, " Lands " (Notification).
"Supreme Court."
" Trustees  and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867 "-
Notice in Estate of  .. ... 161, 234, 284, 493, 606, 1098, 1498,
Tucker, Rev. F. W.-
1557,  1794,  1901, 1919,  1979, 2056
Correction of Name ... ... ... .. ... ... 2200
To be Chaplain, Defence Force ... ... 1855, 1970
Talk, H. J., to be Assistant Health Officer, Dungeness ... 1&55
Tumley, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 2054
Turnbull, W. Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 282, 1977
Turner , A., IYotiee  in Estate  of... ... ... ... ... 1222, 1494
Turner, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 932, 1223
Turner, F. H. B.-
To be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ...
Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace ... ...
To he a Member, Belyando Marsupial Board ... ...
Turner, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Turner H., to be a Member, Einasleigh Divisional Board...
Tuttle and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Tyrel, J. De P., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Tyson, J., Provisional Certificate of Title issued ... ...
Page.
652
700
1049
2217
11"
1540
605
149
U.
University-See "Public Instruction."
Usher, A., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... 65, 1395
Usher, J. E., L.R.C.P., London, to be-
Assistant Health Officer, Brisbane ... ... ... 2171
Medical Officer of Health, Brisbane ... ... ... 2235
V.
Van de Velde, Notice  re  Patent... ...
Vau han, F., to be-
67, 469
Commissioner f r taking Affidavits ... ... ... 917
Justice Authorised to Celebrate Marriages ... ... 625
Vaughan, J., Notice in Land and Goods .. ... 85
Veivers, W., to show cause why Selection should not be
Forfeited ... ... ... ... ... ... 690
Vice-Admiralty Court-
Days of Sitting appointed ... ... . ... ... 1383
Judge's Order, re Barquentine " Heath " ... ... 602
Moneys to be paid into Treasury ... ... ... ... 602
Proctor Admitted ... ... ... ... ... ... 2042
Sittings held, and to be held ... ..584, 859, 1639, 2042
Victoria Bridge Sawmill, &c., Company, to be Wound up 1558
Vincent, W. S., to be-
Captain, Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... 199, 266
Leave Granted... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2200
Vital Statistics-See " Registrar-General."
VoFeler, The C. A., Company, Trade Mark Notice
Volunteers-See "Defence."
65
Von Somerson, G. A., to be Medical Officer of Health ... 2235
Voss, F. H. V., F.R.C.S.E.-
Admitted as Medical Practitioner... ... ... ... 2036
To be Acting Health and Medical Officer, Bowen ... 1855
To be Medical Officer of Health, Bowen ... ... ... 2235
W.
Wachter, C. F. F., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 48
Walch, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 15.56
Walcott, J. P., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1043
Walker, A., provisional Deed of Grant  issued to  ... ... 793, 2201
Walker, H. C., to be a Teacher, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment  ... ... 1939
Walker, F. C., Promotion of, Defence Force 434
Walker, Rev. J., Registered  as Minister  ... ... ...  666
Walker, M., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 811, 1304
Walker, H., to be Captain, Defence  Force  ... ... 1358, 1404, 1538
Walker, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1919
Wall, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 284
Wall, P., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... 231
Wallace and  Golding, Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 604
Wallace, A., to be a Commissioner  for taking  Affidavits ... 68
Wallace, W. M. H., Notice  in Land  and Goods of ... .. 1497
Walls, A., Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Department... 1458
Walsh, M. S., Notice  in Estate of ... ... .. 234
Walsh, Hon. W. H., to be  Hon. Commissioner , Colonial
Exhibition, London ... ... ... ... ...  994
Walter , S., Licensed as Surveyor  ... ... ... ... 1004
Warburton, E., Notice  in Estate  of ... .. . 1916
Warby, Sub-Inspector G. T., to  be an Inspector of Brands 1457
Ward, H. E. B., to be a Clerk, Post and Telegraph De-
partment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  37
Warde, C., Recognised Provisionally as Consul ... ...  767
Wark, R. H., Notice in Goods of  ... ... ... ... 492
Warner, H. H., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...  65
Warner, T. and A., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... 2053
Warrant  of Execution , Sale Under ... ... ... ...  235, 1498
Warren Bros., Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ... 910
Warren, E. R., Licensed  as Surveyor ... ... ... ...  842, 1082
War Sing, Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 603
Wassmuth, H., Notice in Lands and Goods of 160
Waters, E Notice  re  Patent  . ... ...  66, 223, 1540, 1969
Watkins, '. J., to be  a Lieutenant , Defence Force... ...  434, 665
Watkins, W., to be  a Commissioner for taking  Affidavits... 68
Watson, A., Notice in Will of ... . ... ... ... 1918
Watson, E. C., Notice  in Lands and  Goods of ... ... 93.5
Watson, W., Notice in Will  of ... .. . ... ... 233
Watterson, C., Notice in Land and Goods of .. .. 1042
Watts, C. W., to be Clerk, Post and Telegraph  Department 2288
Wearin, J., to be on Joint Board, United Municipality ...  1480
Webb, E. R., to be  a Medical  Officer of Health ... ...  2235
Webb, W. S., to be a Medical Officer of Health ... ...  2235
Webb, R., Licensed Gate Notice 1662
Webber, Right Rev. W. T., Registered  as Minister 2035
Webster, A. B., Trade Mark Notice  ... ... ... ...  465,466
Weir, J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 41
Weld-Blundell, H., Notice  re  Selection ... ... 43
Weldon, R., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...  223
Wells, A. S., to be  Lieutenant , Defence Force ... 1358, 1404, 1.538
Whale, Rev. W., Registered  as Minister  ... ... ...  1638
Wheeler, J., Notice  in Land and  Goods  of ... ... ... 2329
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QUEEN SLAND
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PUBLISHED. BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] WEDNESDAY, 1sT JULY, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto re-appoint
HERBERT CHRISTIE PRICHARD, Esquire, Lieutenant
in Her Majesty's Northamptonshire Regiment,
to be Aide-de-Camp to His Excellency, and to
appoint him to be Acting Private Secretary to His
Excellency, in the room of The Honourable C. G.
Holmes A'Court, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
[No. 1.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that, in pursuance of theprovisions of  " The Marsupials Destruct"
Act of  1881," 1 have appointed
FREDERICK  AUGUSTUS OATLEY
to be a Member of the Murweh Marsupial Board,
in the room of T. H. Blumenthal,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BBAL, Government Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] THURSDAY, 2ND JULY,  1885. [No. 2.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with t e advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to approve of the following GENERAL RATES
TABLE for GOODS TRAFFIC on the Queensland Railways-exclusive
of that portion of the Southern and Western Railway between Brisbane and
Ipswich-to take effect on and after Monday, the 6th instant.
The Exceptions to the List will be found in the General Classification
Sheet exhibited at all Railway Stations.
WM. MILES.
GI- RA
 MIMS  Z 'aBLL1  FOR  G-OODS
LIVE STOCK.
Horeee in Waggons
40
am 1418 to
'.vn d;aS
218
GIN S  6PO ao
Cattle in  Waggons.
10
a
pd
I
GOODS.
Sheep.
P P
ID 0o 
s. d.
 S.  1. s. d. i s. d.
 S.  d. s. d.
 S.  d.  S.  d.  S.  d. s. d. s. d.; s. d.I
1
200
3
4
5
6
6 0 1 2 0 1 5 6 6 0 7 0 1 0 6 1 3 6 1 6 5 0 60 106 230
7
81
9
10 J
11 6 0 12 0
12 6 6 13 0
13 7 6 15 0
14 8 0 16 0
15 8 6 17 0
16 9 0 18 0
17 9 6 19 0
18 10 0 20 0
19 10 6 21 0
20 11 0 22 0
1 6 0 5 0 7 6 1 1 6 1 4 6
17 6 5
 6 8 0 12 0 15 6
1 9 6 6 0 8 6 1 3 0  1 6 6
20 6 6 6 9 6 14  0 18 0
21 6 6 6  10 0 15 0 19
 6
2 3 0 70 106 160 206
24 6 7 6 11 0 17 0 22  0
25 6 8 0 11 6 18 0 23 0
2 7 0 8 6 1 2 0 1 9 0 2 4 0
2 8 6 9.0 1 2 6 1 9 6 2 5 0
mA
per ton.
s. d.
Id0
per ton.
Cy.
C0
0
per ton.
s. d.I  it.  d
P-4
42
om
0
per ton, per ton. I per ton.S.  d. a. d. i s. d.
per ton.
s. d.
5 10 8  4 4 2 3 4 2 11 2 6 9 2
R .5
A
o0
per ton.
s. d.
71 Ip-
U
1 6 5 0 60 110 230
Ha
d 6 8 9 2 4 7 3 9 3 4 2 6 10 0 7110
1 6 5 0 6 0 12 0 23 0 7 1 10 0 5  1 4 2 3 4 2 6 1010 8 4
1 6 5 0 60 130 236 7 6 1010 5 5 4 2 3 9 2 6 11 8 9 2
1 6 5 0 6 6 14 0 24 6 8 4 11 8 510 4 7 4 2 2 6 1211 10 0
1 6 6 0 7 0 15 0 26 0 8 9 12 6 6 3 5  0 4 7 2  6 13 9 1010
oa
0
16 50 76 160 276 00 9 2 13 4 6 8 5 5 4 7 2 6 14 7 11 3
1 6 5 6 8 0 17 0 29 0
wp
a 10 0 14 2 7  1 510 5 0 211 15 5 12 1
1 6 5 6 8 0 18 0 30 6 10 5 15 0 7 6 5 10 5 5 2 11 16 8 12 11
1 6 5 6 86 190 320 11 3 15 10 7 11 6 3 5 5 3 4 17 6 13 4
1 6 6 0 86 200 330
Oq
m
.off 11 8 16 8 8 4 6 8 510 3 4 18 4 14 2
21 12 0 24 0 30 1 9 0 13 0 20 0 26 0 1 6 6 0 9 0 21 0 34 0 12 1 17 6 8 7 1 5 10 3 4 19 2 15 0
22 12 6 25 0 31 6 9 6 13 6 20 0 26 6 1 6 6 0 9 0 21 0 34 6 o  U' 12 11 18 4 9 2 7 6 6 3 3 9 20 0 15 5
23 13 0 26 0 33 0 9 6 14 0 20 6 27 6 1 6 6 0 9 0 21 6 35 0 8 13 4 19 2 9 7 7 6 6 3 3 9 21 3 16 3
24 13 6 27 0 34 6 10 0 14 6 21 6 28 0 1 6 6 6 9 6 22 0 36 0 14 2 20 0 10 0 7 11 6 8 4 2 22 1 17 1
25 14 0 28 0 36 0 10 0 16 0 22 6 29 0 1 6 6 6 10 0 22 6 37 6 14 7 20 10 10 5 8 4 6 8 4 2 22 11 17  11
26 14 6 29 0 37 6 10 6 15 6 23 0 30 0 1 6 7 0 10 6 23 0 39 0 1 15 0 21 8 10 10 8 9 6 8 4 2 23 910 18 4
27 15 6 31 0 39 0 10 6 16 0 24 0 31 0 1 6 7 6 11 0 24 0 40 6
79
& 15 10 22 6 11 3 9 2 7 1 4 7 24 7 19 2
28 16 0 32 0 40 6 11 0 16 6 25 0 32 0 1 6 7 6 11 0 24 6 42 6 ° 16 3 23 4 11 8 9 2 7 1 4 7 25 10 20 0
29 16 6 33 0 42 0 11 6 17 0 26 0 33 0 1 6 8 0 11 6 25 6 43 6 0 17 1 24 1 12 1 9 7 7 6 5 0 26 8 20 5
30 17 0 34 0 43 6 12 0 17 6 26 6 34 0 1 6 8 0 12 0 26 6 45 0 b 17 6 25 0 12 6
10 0 7 6 5 0 27 6 21 3
31 17 6 35 0 45 0 12 6 18 0 27 6 35 6 1 6 8 6 12 6 27 6 47 0 17 11 25 10 12 11 10 5 7 6 5 0 28 4 22 1
U t"
32 18 0 36 0 46 6 12 6 19 0 28 6 36 6 1 6 8 6 13 0 28 6 49 0 Q 18 9 26 8 13 4 10 10 7 11 5 5 29 2 22 6
pp
33 18 6 37 0 47 6 13 0 19 6 29 6 38 0 1 6 9 0 13 0 29 0 50 0 c 19 2 27 6 13 9 10 10 7 11 5 5 30 5 23 4
34 19 0 38 0 48 6 13 6 20 0 30 6 39 0 1 6 9 0 13 6 30 0 51 0 x  P' 20 0 28 4 14 2 11 3 8 4 5 10 31 3 24 2
m
35 19 6 39 0 60 0 14 0 20 6 31 0 40 0 1 6 9 6 14 0 31 0 52 6
h
bD 20 5 29 2 14 7 11 8 8 4 5 10 32 1 25 0
.
 ca
36 20 6 41 0 51 6 14 6 21 0 32 0 41 0 1 6 9 6 14 6 32 0 54 0 20 10 30 0 15 0 12 1 8 4 5 10 32 11 25 5
m
37 21 0 42 0 53 0 14 6 22 0 33 0 42 6 1 6 10 .0 15 0 33 0 56 0 21 8 30 10 15 5 12 6 8 9 6 3 33 9 26 3
40,
38 21 6 43 0 54 6 15 0 22 6 34 0 43 6 1 6 10 0 15 0 33 6 57 0 22 1 31 8 15 10 12 6 8 9 6 3 35 0 27 1
39 22 0 44 0 56 0 15 6 23 0 34 6 44 6 1 6 10 6 15 6 34 6 58 6 " 22 11 32 6 16 3 12 11 9 2 6 8 35 10 27 6
40 22 6 45 0 57 6 16 0 23 6 35 6 45 6 1 6 10 6 16 0 35 6 60 6 . m 23 4 33 4 16 8 13 4 9 2 6 8 86 8 28 4
°
41 23 0 46 0 59 0 16 6 24 6 36 6 47 0 1 6 11 0 16 6 36 6 62 0 0 co, 23 9 34 2 17 1 13 9 9 2 6 8 37 6 29 2
42 23 6 47 0 60 6 16 6 25 0 37 6 48 6 1 6 11 6 17 0 37 6 63 6
ro a
24 7 35 1 17 6 14 2 9 7 7 1 38 4 29 7
43 24 0 48 0 62 0 17 0 25 6 38 6 49 6 1 6 11 6 17 0 38 0 64 6
c
25 0 35 10 17 11 14 2 9 7 7 1 39 7 80 5
44 24 6 49 0 63 6 17 6 26 0 39 0 50 6 1 6 12 0 17 6 39 0 66 0 E 25 10 36 8 18 4 14 7 10 0 7 6 40 5 31 304
45 25 6 51 0 66 0 18 0 26 6 40 0 51 6 1 6 12 0 18 0 40 0 67 6 26 3 37 6 18 9 15 0 10 0 7 6 41 3 32 1
46 26 0 52 0 66 6 18 6 27 6 41 0 53 0 1 6 12 6 18 6 41 0 69 0 26 8 38 4 19 2 15 5 10 0 7 6 42 1 32 6
47 26 6 53 0 68 0 18 6 28 0 42 0 64 0 1 6 12 6 19 0 42 0 70 6 27 6 39 2 19 7 15 6 10 5 7 11 42 11 33 4
48 27 0 54 0 69 6 19 0 28 6 43 0 55 0 1 6 13 0 19 0 42 6 72 0
r
a s 27 11 40 0 20 0 15 10 10 5 7 11 44 2 34 2
49 27 6 55 0 70 6 19 6 29 0 43 6 56 0 1 6 13 0 19 6 43 6 74 0 28 9 40 10 20 5 16 3 10 10 8 4 45 0 34 7
50 28 0 56 0 72 0 20 0 29 6 44 6 57 6 1 6 13 6 20 0 44 6 76 0 29 2 41 8 2010 16 8 10 10 8 4 46 10 36 5
C'
Note to Horse. in  Wagyona.- 8-wheel Wa tn. Minimum as for 13 had. Every additional head 8 per Dent. extra.
G} g A- L r.am 7 FOR Gi-c c x s T'AF'C.
Between
and
Horses in Waggons.
F3* ON 0
MEA eoop N 00Id ao;.'4  0
Q
m  Sarc bb
Vli q>c V
d s. d
51 28 6 57 0 73 6
52 29 6 59 0 75 0
53 30 0 60 0 76 6
54 30 6 61 0 78 0
55 31 0 62 0 79 6
56 31 6 63 0 81 0
57 32 0 64 0 82 6
58 32 6 65 0 84 0
59 33 0 66 0 85 6
60 34 0 68 0 87 0
61 34 6 69 0 88 6
62 35 0 70 0 90 0
63 35 6 71 0 91 6
64 36 0 72 0 93 0
65 36 6 73 0 94 0
66 37 0 74 0 95 6
67 37 6 75 0 96 6
68 38 0 76 0 97 6
69 39 0 78 0 99 0
- 70 39 6 79 0 100 6
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle in Waggons,
"d o
as
40 :1 =
too
s. d. s. d.I s.
20 6 30 6 45
20 6 31 0 46
21 0 31 6 47
21 6 32 0 48
22 0 32 6 49
22 6 33 6 50
22 6 34 0 50
23 0 34 6 51
23 6 35 0 52
24 0 35 6 53
24 6 36 0 54
24 6 36 6 55
25 0 37 6 56
25 6 38 0 57
26 0 38 6 58
26 6 39 0 59
26 6 39 6 59
27 0 40 6 60
27 6 41 0 61
28 0 41 6 62
d
:.
d.  .F. d. s.
6 58 6  2 0 13
6 59 6 2 0 14
0 60 6 2 0 14
0 61 6 2 0 14
0 63 0 2 0 15
0 64 0 2 0 15
6 65 0 2 0 15
6 66 6 2 0 15
6 67 6 2 0 16
6 69 0 2 0 16
6 70 0 2 0 16
0 71 0 2 0 16
0 72 0 2 0 17
0 73 6 2 0 17
0 74 6 2 0 17
0 75 6 2 0 17
6 76 6 2 0 18
6 78 0 2 0 18
6 79 0 2 0 18
6  1 80 0  2 0 19
Sheep.
d.'
 s. d.
 S.  d. s. d.
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0 " 0 0 00
per ton .  per ton.  per ton .  per ton .  per ton .  per ton ,  per ton .
 per ton.
s. d. s. d. I s. d. s. d. s. d.  S.  d.  S.  d. s. d
6 20 6 45 6 776 kOo29 7 42 6 21 3 17 1 10 10 8 4 46 8 35 10
0 21 0 46 6 79 0
mea 30 5
6
0 43 4 21 8 17 6 11 3 8 9 47 6 36 8
6 21 6 47 6 80 6 83 30 10 41 2 22 1 17 6 11 3 8 9 48 9 37 1
Q 21 6 48 0 81 6 0 31 8 45 0 22 6 17 11 11 8 9 2 49 7 37 6
0 22 0 49 0I 83 0
 32 1 45 10 22 11 18 4 11 8 9 2 50 5 37 11
0 22 6 50 0 85 0 a.o 32 11 46 8 23 4 18 9 11 8 9 2 51 3 38 4 0
6 23 0 51 0 87 0
 33 4 47 6 23 9 19 2 12 1 9 7 52 1 38 9
0
6 23 6 52 0 88 6
=4 o 33 9 48 4 24 2 19 2 12 1 9 7 53 4 39' 7
0 23 6 52 6 89 6
 34 2
en
49 2 24 7 20 0 12 6 10 0 54 2 40 0
0 24 0 53 6 91
"0 a 35 0ti
H
50 0 25 0 20 0 12 6 10 0 55 0 40 5
6 24 6 54 6 93 ,0
 35 5 50 10 25 5 20 5 12 6 10 0 55 10 40 10
0
6 25 0 55 6 94 6 m8 36 3mo 51 8 25 10 20 10 12 11 10 5 56 8 41 3
0 25 0 56 0 95 0
 36 8 52 6 26 3 20 10 12 11 10 5 57 11 42 1
0 25 6 56 6 96 6
 37 6 53 4 26 8 21 3 13 4 10 10 58 9 42 6
6 26 0 57 6 98 6  37 11
UN
54 2 27 1 21 8 13 4 10 10 59 7 42 11
6 26 6 59 0 100 0 oa 38 4 55 0 27 6 22 1 13 4 10 10 60 5 43 4
0 27 0 60 0 101 6 P- 39 2 55 10 27 11 22 6 13 9 11 3 61 3 43 9
6 27 6 61 0 103 0 39 7
a
56 8 28 4 22 6 13 9 11 3 62 6 44 7
6 27 6 61 6 104 6 40 0 57 6 28 9 22 11 14 2 11 8 63 4 45 0
0 28 0 62 0 106 0 aP 40 10 58 4 29 1 23 4 14 2 11 8 64 2 45 5
71 40 0 80 0 102 0 28 0 42 0 63 0 81 0 2 0 19 0 28 6 63 0 108 0
'
72 40 6 81 0 103 6 28 6 42 6 64 0 82 6 2 0 19 6 29 0 64
 0 110 0
73 41 0 82 0 105 0 29 0 43 6 65 0 83 6 2 0 19 6 29 6 65 0 111 6
74 41 6 83 0 106 6 29 6 44 0 66 0 81 6 2 0 20 0 29 6 65 6 112 0
75 42 0 84 0 108 0 29 6 44 6 66 6 85 6 2 0 20 0 30 0 66 6 113 6
76  430  86 0 109 6
 300 450 676 870 202063066761156 ,
a
77 43 6 87 0 111 0 30 6 45 6 68 6 88 0 2 0 20 6 31 0 68 6 117 6
78  440
 88 0 112 6
 310 466 696 896
 2 0 21 0 31 6 69 6 118 6
79 44 6 89 0 114 0 31 6 47 0 70 6 90 6 2 0 21 0 31 6 70 6 119 6
a
80 45 0 90 0 115 6 31 6 47 6 71 0 91 6 2 0 21 6 32 0
 71 0 121 0
81
 4569101170320480720926
 2 0 21 6
 32 6 72 0 122 6
a
u u
82 46 0 92 0 118 6 32 6 48 6 73 0 94 0 2 0 22 0 32 6 72 6 123 6
c
83 46 6 93 0 120 0 33 0 49 0 74 0 95 0 2 0 22 0 33 0 73 0 125 0
84 47 6 95 0 121 6 33 0 49 6 74 6 96 0 2 0 22 6 33 6 74 0 66 6
J i.
85 48 0 96 0 123 0 33 6 50 6 75 6 97 0 2 0 22 6 33 6 74 6 127 6
86 48 6 97 0 124 6 31 0 51 0 76 6 98 6 2 0 22 6 31 0 75 0 128 6
87 49 0 98 0 126 0 34 6 51 6 77 6 99 6 2 0 23 0 34 0 75 6 129 6
w
88 49 6 99 0 127 6 35 0 52 0 78 6 100 6 2 0 23 0 34 6 76 6 130 6
89 50 0 100 0 129 0 35 0 52 6 79 0 101 6 2 0 23 0 34 6 77 0 131 6
U
90 50 6 101 0 130 0 35 6 53 6 80 0 103 0 2 0 23 6 35 0 77 6 132 6 -
0 D
91 51 0 102 0 131 6 36 0 54 0 81 0 104 0 2 0 23 6 35 6 78 0 133 6 a
92 52 0 104 0 133 0 36 6 54 6 82 0 105 0 2 0 23 6 35 6 78 6 134 6
93 52 6 10 0 134 6 36 6 55 0 82 6 106 0 2 0 24 0 36 0 79 6 136 0
p
94 53 0 106 0 136 0 37 0 55 6 83 6 107 6 2 0 24 0 36 6 80 0 137 0 .
95 53 6 107 0 137 6 37 6 56 6 81 6 108 6 2 0 24 6 36 6 81 0 138 0
a
96 54 0 108 0 139 0 38 0 57 0 85 6 110 0 2 0 24 6 37 0 81 6 139 0 w o
97 54 6 109 0 140 6 38 6 57 6 86 6 111 0 2 0 25 0 37 0 82 0 140 0
V
o
98 55 0 110 0 142 0 38 6 58 0 87 0 112 0 2 0 25 0 37 6 82 6 142 0
ya
99 55 6 111 0 143  6 39 0 58 6 88  0 113 0 2 0 25 0 38 0 83 6 143 0
100 56 6 1113 0 145 0  39 6 59 6 89
 0 114 6 2 0 25 6 38 0 84 0 143 6
41 3 59 2 29 7 23 9
 14 2 11  8 65 0 45 10
42 1 60 0 30 0 24 2 14 7 12 1 65 10 46 3
42 6 60 10 30 5 24 2 14 7 12 1 67 1 47 1
43 4 61 8 30 10 24 7 15 0 12 6 67 11 47 6
43 9 62 6 31 3
 25 0 15 0  12 6 68 9 47 11
442 634 318
 25 5
 150 126 697
 484
44 7 63 9 31 8 25 5 15 5 12 11 70 5 48 9
45 0 61 7 32 1 25 10 15 5 12 11 71 8 49 7
45 5 65 0 32 1 25 10 15 10 12 11 72 6 50 0
45 10 65 10 32 6 26 3 15 10 13 4 73 4 50 5
46 3 66 8 32 11 26 8 15 10 13 4 74 2 50 10
46 8 67 1 32 11 26 8 16 3 13 4 75 0 51 3
47 1 67 11 33 4 27 1 16 3 13 9 76 3 52 1
476 68 4 33 4 27 1 I 168 139 771 526
47 11 692 33 9 27 6 16 8 14 2 77 11 52 11
144 700 342
 27 11
 138 142 784 534
48 9 70 5 34 2 27 11 17 1 14 2 79 2 53 9
492 713 347 284 171 147 805 547
497  71 8' 34 7
 284 176 147 813 550
500 726 350 289 176 147 826 555
50 5 73 4 35 5 29 2 17 6 15 0 83 4 55 10
50 10 73 9 35 5 29 2 17 11 15 0 84 2 56 3
51 3 74 7 35 10 29 7 17 11 15 0 85 5 57 1
51 8 75 0 35 10 29 7 18 4 15 5 86 3 57 6
52 1 75 10 36 3 30 0 18 4 15 5 87 1 57 11
52 6 76 8 36 8 30 5 18 4 15 5 87 11 58 4
52 11 77 1 36 8 30 5 18 9 15 10 rv8 9 58 9
53 4 77 11 37 1 30 10 18 9 15 10 0 59 7
53 9 78 4 37 1 30 10 19 2 15 10 90 10 60 0
542 792 376 313 192163918605
Note to  Horses  in  Waggons.---8-wheel Waggon. Minimum as for 13 head. Every additional head 8 per cent, extra.
GF R.B  .T__ T FOR  Gt-CIODs c,.
LIVE STOCK.
a0
M
101
 570114014664006009001156  3 0
102 57 6 115 0 148 0 40 6 60 6 90 6 116 6 3 0
103 58 0 116 0 149 0 40 6 61 0 91 6 117 6 3 0
104 58 0 116 0 150 0 41 0 61 6 92 6 119 0 3 0
105 58 6 117 0 151 0 41 6 62 6 93 6 120 0 3 0
106 59 0 118 0 152 0 42 0 63 0 94 6 121 0 3 0
107 59 6 119 0 153 0 42 6 63 6 95 0 122 0 3 0
108 60 0 120 0 154 6 42 6 64 0 96 0 123 6 3 0
109 60 6 121 0 155 6 43 0 64 6 97 0 125 0 3 0
110 61 0 122 0 157 0 43 6 65 0 98 0 126 0 3 0
111 61 6 123 0 158 0 44 0 65 6 98 6 127 0 3 0
112 62 0 124 0 159 6 44 6 66 6 99 6 128 0 3 0
113 62 6 125 0 160 6 44 6 67 0 100 6 129 6 3 0
114 63 0 126 0 162 0 45 0 67 6 101 6 130 6 3 0
115 63 6 127 0 163 6 45 6 68 0 102 6 131 6 3 0
116 64 0 128 0 164 6 46 0 68 6 103 0 132 6 3 0
117 64 6 129 0 166 0 46 6 69 6 104 0 134 0 3 0
118 65 0 130 0 167 0 47 0 70 0 105 0 135 0 3 0
_ 119 65 6 131 0 168 6 47 0 70 6 106 0 136 0 3 0
} 120 66 0 132 0 170 0 47 6 71 0 106 6 137 0 3 0
Horses  in Waggons .  I Cattle in
 waggons. i Sheep . _ __ Ldp o
amaQ
- dA
o
a b
;90bmo
o
m m °0moW m 0 0 pomp
w0 A . om •+
"oUP
o
P.
per ton.
GOODS.
4.
b0'
P
per ton.  per ton .  per ton .  I per ton .  per ton .  per ton. per ton.
s. s.
 d  a. d a. i  s. d a. d. a. ds.
 d.I a. d,
 a. d a. d  a. d a rl  a. i'  a. '.' S. d. .e, d  a. d a. n
25 6 38 0 84 6 144 6 4 54 7 80 0 37  11 31 8 19 2 16 3 92 6 60 10
25 6 38 6 85 0 145 6
 
0
m
00 55 0 80 5 37 11 31 8 19 7 16 3 02 11 61 3
26 0 38 6 85 6 146 6 . 55 5 81  3 38 4 32  1 19 7 16 8 93 9 62 1
26 0 39 0 86 6 147 6
o
..o 55 10 81 8 38 4 32 1 19 7 16  8 94 2 62 6
26 0 39 0 87 0 148 6
0 a
v
56. 3 82 6 38 9 32 6 20 0 17 1 95 0 62 11
26 6 39 6 87 6 149 6
.p
56 8 83 4 39 2 32 11 20 0 17 1 95 10 63 4
26 6 39 6 88 0 150 6
U
U
57 1 83 9 39 2 32 11 20 5 17 1 96 3 63 9
26 6 40 0 88 6 151 6 U- 576 847 397 334 205 176 971 647
27 0 40 0 89 0 152 6 57 11 85 0 39 7 33 4 20 10 17 6 97 6 65 0
27 0 40 6 89 6 153 6
m m
Uo 58 4 85 10 40 0 33 9 20 10 17 6 98 4 65 5
27 0 40 6 90 0 154 6
a,
H
..
58 9 86 8 40 5 34 2 20 10 17 11 99 2 65 10
27 6 41 0 90 6 155 0
o L;
N
0 q 59 2 87 1 40 5 34 2 21 3 17 11 99 7 66 3
27 6 41 0 91 0 155 6 59 7 87 11 40 10 34 7 21 3 17 11 100 5 67 1
27 6 41 0 91 6 156 0 60 0 88 4 40 10 34 7 21 8 18 4 100 10 67 6
m00
28 0 41 6 92 0 157 0 60 5 89 2 41 3 35 0 21 8 18 4 101 8 67 11
28 0 41 6 92 6 157 6 oa 60 10 90 0 41 8 35 5 21 8 18 4 102 6 68 4
28 0 42 0 93 0 158 6 a° 61 3 90 5 41 8 35 5 22 1 18 9 102 11 68 9
0
28 0 42 0 93 6 159 6 .a 61 8 91 3 42 1 35 10 22 1 18 9 103 9 69 7
m 0
28 6 42 6 94 0 160 6 62 1 91 8 42 1 35 10 22 6 18 9 104 2 70 0
28 6 42 6 94 6 161 0
.
a 62 6 92 6 42 6 36  3, 22 6 19 2 105 0 70 5
121
122
123
124
_ 125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
- 143
144
145
146
147
148
_ 149
150
66 6 133  0 171 0 48 0 71 6 107 6
67 0 134 0 172 6 48 6 72 6 108 6
67 6 135 0 173 6 48 6 73 0 109 6
68 0 136 0 175 0 49 0 73 6 110 6
68 6 137 0 176 0 49 6 74 0 111 0
69 0 138 0 177 0 50 0 74 6 112 0
69 0 138 0 178 0 50 6 75 6 113 0
69 6 139 0 179 0 50 6 76 0 114 0
700 1400 1800 510 766 1146
70 6 141 0 181 6 51 0 77 0 115 6
71 0 142 0 182 6 52 0 77 6 116 6
71 6 143 0  184 0 52 6 78 6 117 6
72 0 144 0 185 0 52 6 79 0 118 6
72 6 145 0 186 6 53 0 79 6 119 0
73 0 146 0 187 6 53 6 80 0 120 0
73 6 147 0 189 0 54 0 80 6 121 0
74 0 148 0 190 6 54 6 81 0 122 0
74 6 149 0 191 6 54 6 81 6 122 6
i5 0 150 0 193 0 55 0 82 6 123 6
75 6 151 0 194 0 55 6 83 0 124 6
76 0 152 0 195 6 55 6 83 6 125 0
76 6 153 0 196 6 56 0 84 0 126 0
77 0 154 0 198  0 56 6 84 6 126 6
77 6 155 0 199 6 56 6 85 0 127 0
78 0 156 0 200 6 57 0 85 6 128 0
78 6 157 0 202 0 57 0 85 6 128 6
79 0 158 0 203 0 57 6 86 0 129 0
79 6 159 0 204 6 58 0 86 6 130 0
80 0 160 0 205 6  580 870 1306
80 6 161 0 207 0  586  87 6 131 0
138 6 3 0 28 6 42 6 95 0 161 6
'
62 11 93 4 42 lad 36 8 22 6 19 2 105 10 70 10
139 6 3  0 29 0  43 0 95 6 162 0 63 4 93  9 42 11  36 8 22  11 19 2 106 3 71 3
141 0 3 0 29 0 43 0
 96 0 163 0
m
63 9 94  7 43 4 37 1 22 11 19 7 107 1 72 1
1420 30 290 436  96 6 164 0  642 950 434 371 234  19 7 107 6  726
143 0 3 0 29 0 43 6 97 0 165 0 ° 64 7 95 10 43 9 37 6 23 4 20 0 108 4 72 11
U m
144 0 3 0 29 6 44 0 97 6 166 0 m a 65 0 96 8 44 2 37 11 23 4 20 0 109 2 73 4
145 6
 3 0 29  6 44 0 98 0 167 0 65 5 97 1 44 2 37 11 23 9 20 0 109 7 73 9
o "
146 6 3 0 29 6 44 6 98 6 168 0 : 65 10 97 11 44 7 38 4 23 9 20 5 110 5 74 7
8
147 6 3 0 30 0 44 6 99 0 168 6 . 66 3 98 4 44 7 38 4 24  2 20 5 110 10 75 0
a6
1486 303004509961696 b m 6689924503892422051118  755
150 0 3 0 30 0 45 0 100 0 170 6 67 1 100 0 45 5 39 2 24 2 20 10 112 6 75 10
U
151 0 3 0 30 0 45 0 100 6 171 6 67 6 100 5 45 5 39 2 24 7 20 10 112 11 76 3
o
152 0 3 0 30 6 45 6 101 0 172 6
••
67 11 101 3 45 10 39 7 24 7 20 10 113 9 77 1
U
153 0 3 0 30 6 45 6 101 6 173 0
.
a
68 4 101 8 45 10 39 7 25 0 21 3 114 2 77 6
154 6 3 0 30 6 46 0 102 0 174 0 68 9 102 6 46 3 40 0 25 0 21 3 115 0 77 11
.5 a
155 6 3 0 31 0 46 0 102 6 175 0 69 2 103 4 46 8 40 5 25 0 21 3 115 10 78 4
156 6 3 0 31 0 46 6 103 0 176 0
c m 69 7 103 9 46 8 40 5 25  5 21 8  116 3 78 9
157 6 3 0 31 0 46 6 103 6 177 0 70 0 104 7 47 1 40 10 25 5 21 8 117 1 79 7
159 0 3 0 31 6 47 0 104 0 178 0 .p 70 5 105 0 47 1 40 10 25 10 21 8 117 6 80 0
160 0 3 0 31 6 47 0 104 0 178 6
c
70 10 105 10 47 6 41 3 25 10 22 1 118 4 80 5
161 0 3 0 31 6 47 0 104 6 179 0
P
71 3 106 8 47 11 41 8 25 10 22 1 119 2 80 10
162 0 3 0 32 0 47 6 105 0 180 0 71 8 107 1 47 11 41 8 26 3 22 1 119 7 81 3
163 0 3 0 32 0 47 6 105 6 180 6 72 1 107 11 48 4 42 1 26 3 22 6 120 5 82 1
163 6 3 0 32 0 48 0 106 0 181 6 72 6 108 4 48 4 42 1 26 8 22 6 120 10 82 6
164 6 3 0 32 0 48 0 106 6 182 6
W
72 11  109 2 48 9 42 6 26 8 22 11 121 8 82 11
165 6 3 0 32 6 48 6 107 0 183 6 c 73 4 110 0 49 2 42 11 26 8 22 11 122 6 83 4
166 0 3 0 32 6 48 6 107 6 184 6
c
73 9 110 5 49 2 42 11 27 1 22 11 122 11 83 9
a
167 0 3 0 32 6 49 0 108 0 185 6 a 74 2 111 3 49 7 43 4 27 1 23 4 123 9 84 7
168 0 3 0 33 '0 49 0 108 6 186 6 74 7 111 8 49 7 43 4 27 6 23 4 124 2 85 0
168 6 3 0 33 0 49 6 109 0 187 6
m W
75 0 112 6 50 0 43 9 27 6 23 4 125 0 85 5
Not. to Horses ix  Waggons.- 8-wheel Waggon .  Minimum  as for 13 head .  Every additional head 8 per  cent. extra.
Between
1
A 1 . RA.TF S 1i'OR GOODS C,
Horses in Waggons.
Mw•m EOm
`+OA SCJq
B Bo>o B
W_ OD
LIVE STOCK. ( G OODS.
Cattle in Waggons . Sheep.
' q q A
-
m
,
p Zt05i A of I !0
.n
 N
'd5 n .
.e
pA B, BI B
b
d
O
00
q
00
e
W
a
e
sad
per ton .  per ton ,  per ton .  per ton.
a. d. a. d ,
 a. d. a. d .  a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d .  a. d. a. d .  a, d, a. d .  a. d. , a. d .  a.
 d.'  a.  d.
P
151 80 6 161 0 208 0
 58 6 88 0  132 0 169 6 3 6 33 0 49 6 109 6 188 0 0
152 81  0 162 0 209 0 59 0 88 6 132 6 170 6 3 6 33 0 49 6 110 6 188 6 0
_ 153 81 6 163 0 210 0 59 0 89 0 133 0 171 0 3 6 33 6 50 0 111 0 189 0
0
154 82 0 164 0 211 0 59 6 89 6 134 0 172 0 3 6 33 6 50 0 111 6 190 0
•
155 82 6 165 0 212 0 60 0 89 6 134 6 173 0 3 6 33 6 50 6 112 0 191 0 8
tia
156 83 0 166 0 213 6 60 0 90 0 135 0 173 6 3 6 34 0 50 6 112 0 191 6
U
157 83 6 167 0 214 6 60 6 90 6 136 0 174 6 3 6 34 0 50 6 112 6 192 0
m
158 84 0 168 0 216 0 60 6 91 0 136 6 175 6 3 6 34 0 51 0 113 0 193 0 0
159 84 6 169 0 217 6 61 0 91 6 137 0 176 0 3 6 34 0 51 0 113 6 194 0
160 85 0 170 0 218 6 61 6 92 0 138 0 177 0 3 6 34 6 51 6 114 0 195 0
a
161 85 6 171 0 220 0 61 6 92 6 138 6 178 0 3 6 34 6 51 6 114 6 195 6 H m
162 86 0 172 0 221 0 62 0 93 0 139 0 179 0 3 6 34 6 51 6 115 0 196 0 E
163 86 6 173  0 222 6 62 6
 93 6 140 0 180 0 3 6 34 6 52 0 115 6 197 0
,;a
164 87 0 174 0 224 0 62 6 93 6 140 6 180 6 3 6 35 0 52 0 116 0 198 0 m
165 87 6 175 0 225 0 63 0 94 0 141 0 181 6 3 6 35 0 52 6 116 6 198 6 I
004
166 88 0 176 0 226 0 63 0 94 6 142 0 182 6 3 6 35 0 52 6 116 6 199 0 c
167 88 6 177 0 227 6 63 6 95 0 142 6 183 6 3 6 35 0 52 6 117 0 200 0
168 89 0 178 0 229 0 63 6 95 6 143 0 184 0 3 6 35 6 53 0 117 6 200 6
0
_ 169 89 6 179 0 230 6 64 0 96 0 144 0 185 0 3 6 35 6 53 0 118 0 201 0 O
170 90 0 180 0  231 6 64 6 96 6
 144 6 186 0 3 6 35 6 53 6 118 6 202 0 , p
per ton .  per ton. per ton .  per ton.
a. d. a, d.
 a. d, a. d
75 5 113 4 50 5 44 2 27 6 23 9 125 10 85 10
75 10 113 9 50 5 44 2 27 11 23 9 126 3 86 3
76 3 114 7 50 10 44 7 27 11 23 9 127 1 87 1
76 8 115 0 50 10 44 7 28 4 24 2 127 6 87 6
77 1 115 10 51 3 45 0 28 4 24 2 128 4 87 11
77 6 116 8 51 8 45 5 28 4 24 2 129 2 88 4
7711 117 1 51 8 45 5 28 9 24 7 129 7 89 2
78 4 117 11 52 1 45 10 28 9 2t 7 130 5 89 7
78 9 118 4 52 1 45 10 29 2 24 7 130 10 90 0
79 2 119 2 52 6 46 3 29 2 25 0 131 8 90 5
79 7 120 4) 52 11 46 8 29 2 25 0 132 6 90 10
80 0 120 5 52 11 46 8 29 7 25 0 132 11 91 3
80 5 121 3 53 4 47 1 29 7 25 5 133 9 92 1
80 10 121 8 53 4 47 1 30 0 25 5 134 2 92 6
81 3 122 6 53 9 47 6 30 0 25 10 135 0 92 11
81 8 123 4 54 2 47 11 30 0 25 10 135 10 93 4
82 1 123 9 54 2 47 11 30 5 25 10 136 3 93 9
82 6 124 7 54 7 48 4 30 5 26 3 137 1 94 7
82 11 125 0 54 7 48 4 30 10 26 3 137 6 95 0
83 4 125 10 55 0 48 9 30 10 26 3 138 4 95 5
_ _.....1171 90 6 181 0 232 6 64 6 97 0 145 0 186 6 3 6 36 0 53 6 118 6 202 6 a
b m
83 9 126 8 55 I 49 2 30 10 26 8 139 2 95 10
D X172 91 0 182 0 234 0 65 0 97 6 146 0 187 6 3 6 36 0 53 6 119 0 203 0 o 84 2 127 1 55 5 49 2 31 3 26 8 139 7 96 3
173 91 6 183 0 235 6 65 0 97 6 146 6 188 6 3 6 36 0 54 0 119 6 204 0 mmm 84 7 127 11 55 10 49 7 31 3 26 8 140 5 97 1
174 92 0 184 0 236 6 65 6 98 0 147 0 189 0 3 6 36 0 54 0 120 0 204 6 85 0 128 4 55 10 49 7 31 8 27 1 140 10 97 6
u
q
175 92 6 185 0 237 6 66 0 98 6 148 0 190 0 3 6 36 6 54 6 120 6 205 6 85 5 129 2 56 3 50 0 31 8 27 1 141 8 97 11
v 40
176 926 1850 238 6 66 0 99 0 148 6 191 0 3 6 36 6 54 6 121 0 206 0 v,a
d
85 10 130 0 56 8 50 5 31 8 27 1 142 6 98 4
177 93 0 186 0 239 6 66 6 99 6 149 0 191 6 3 6 36 6 54 6 121 6 207 0 N 86 3 130 5 56 8 50 5 32 1 27 6 142 11 98 9
178 93 6 187 0 240 6 66 6 100 0 150 0 192 6 3 6 36 6 55 0 122 0 208 0 86 8 131 3 57 1 50 10 32 1 27 6 143 9 99 7
179 04 0 188 0 241 6 67 0 100 6 150 6 193 6 3 6 37 0 55 0 122 6 209 0 ,
A
87 1 131 8 57 1 50 10 32 6 27 6 144 2 100 0
180 94 6 189 0 243 0 67 0 101 0 151 0 194 6 3 6 37 0 55 6 123 0 210 0 0.. v 87 6 132 6 57 6 51 3 32 6 27 11 145 0 100 5
181 95 0 190 0 244 6 67 6 101 6 152 0 195 6 3 6 37 0 55 6 123 0 210 6 ti 87 11 133 4 57 11 51 8 32 6 27 11 145 10 100 10
182 95 6 191 0 245 6 68 0 101 6 152 6 196 0 3 6 37 0 55 6 123 6 211 0 88 4 133 9 57 11 51 8 32 11 27 11 146 3 101 3
o
183 96 0 192 0 247 0 68 0 102 0 153 0 197 0 3 6 37 6 56 0 124 0 212 0
a
ma
88 9 134 7 58 4 52 1 32 11 28 4 147 1 102 1
184 96 6 193 0 248 0 68 6 102 6 154 0 198 0 3 6 37 6 56 0 124 6 213 0 O2  b
mr
89 2 135 0 58 4 52 1 33 4 28 4 147 6 102 6
185 97 0 194 0 249 6 68 6 103 0 154 6 199 0 3 6 37 6 56 6 125 0 214 0
p
m
89 7 135 10 58 9 52 6 33 4 28 9 148 4 102 11
186 97 6 195 0 250 6 69 0 103 6 155 0 199 6 3 6 38 0 56 6 125 6 214 6
p
d 90 0 136 8 59 2 52 11 33 4 28 9 149 2 103 4
aro
187 98 0 196 0 252 0 69 6 104 0 156 0 200 6 3 6 38 0 56 6 126 0 215 0 d 90 5 137 1 59 2 52 11 33 9 28 9 149 7 103 9
188 98 6 197 0 253 6 69 6 104 6 156 6 201 6 3 6 38 0 57 0 126 6 215 6 bC
ao'
90 10 137 11 59 7 53 4 33 9 29 2 150 5 104 7
189 99 0 198 0 254 6 70 0 105 0 157 0 202 0 3 6 38 0 57 0 127 0 216 0
U
m
91 3 138 4 59 7 53 4 34 2 29 2 150 10 105 0
190 99 6 199 0 256 0 70 6 105 6 158 0 203 0 3 6 38 6 57 6 127 6 217 0
op 91 8 139 2 60 0 53 9 34 2 29 2 151 8 106 5
191 100 0 200 0 257 0 70 6 105 6 158 6 2040 36 386 57 6 127 6 217 6 92 1 140 0 60 5 54 2 34 2 29 7 152 6 105 10
m
192 100 6 201 0 258 6 71 0 106 0 159 0 204 6 3 6 38 6 57 6 128 0 218 6 m 92 6 140 5 60 5 54 2 34 7 29 7 152 11 106 3
193 101 0 202 0 259 6 71 0 106 6 160 0 205 6 3 6 38 6 58 0 128 6 219 6
u
t+ q
92 11 141 3 60 10 54 7 34 7 29 7 153 9 107 1
194 101 6 203 0 261 0 71 6 107 0 160 6 206 6 3 6 39 0 58 0 129 0 220 6 .
a
pmm
93 4 141 8 60 10 54 7 35 0 30 0 154 2 107 6
195 102 0 204 0 262 6 71 6 107 6 161 0 207 0 3 6 39 0 58 6 129 6 221 6 93 9 142 6 61 3 55 0 35 0 30 0 155 0 10711
196 102 6 205 0 263 6 72 0 108 0 162 0 208 0 3 6 39 0 58 6 130 0 222 0 0 94 2 143 4 61 8 55 5 35 0 30 0 155 10 108 4
Um197 103 0 206 0 265 0 72 6 108 6 162 6 209 0 3 6 39  0 58 6 130 6 222 6 m 94 7 143 9 61 8 55 5 35 5 30 5 156 3 108 9
o m
an198 103 6 207 0 266 0 72 6 109 0 163 0 209 6 3 6 39 6 59 0 131 0 223 6 wa
and
95 0 144 7 62 1 55 10 35 5 30 5 157 1 109 7
199 104 0 208 0 267 0 73 0 109 6 164 0 210 6 3 6 39 6 59 0 131 6 224 6 ao 95 5 145 0 62 1 55 10 35 10 30 5 157 6 110 0A . 0
2 W
200 104 0 208 0 268 0 73 0 109 6 164 6 211 6 3  6 39 6 59 6 132 0 225 0 95 10 145 10 62 6 56 3 35 10 30 10 158 4 110 5
Note to Horses fn
 Waggons.-8-wheel Waggon. Minimum as for 13 bead. Every additional head 8 per cent. extra.
C NTERgI ..  R.A.TES 'I' WF .F FOR C -OODS3 C.
Between
m0
and M
Horees in Waggons.
It'q f1 N tl x k
m°m eotim
-vim
a 10mtj
Cattle in Waggons.
1.
mm oti o
m mQ m v m
60
. ,
*iL0 w B
W m
I a. d.l a. d , a. d., a. d. a. d. a. d.
LIVE STOCK.
q0OD
e0
,cI
ao
Sheep. I , a m
m m' q
GOODS.
A
G) m o -
N N - d m m
0 d. m O m VmyQd
m w A ,d mm
A
 , d
g
° .p 4Q
" eM tD GO QI
a. d. a. d.  a. d. a. d. a. d.
201 104 6 209 0 269 0 73 6 110 0 165 0 212 0 4 0
202 105 0 210 0 270 0 73 6 110 6 165 6 213 0 4 0
203 105 6 211 0 271 6 74 0 110 6 166 0 213 6 4 0
204 106 0 212 0 273 0 74 0 111 0 166 6 214 0 4 0
205 106 6 213 0 274 0 74 0 111 0 166 6 214 6 4 0
206 107 0 214 0 275 0 74 6 111 6 167 0 215 0 4 0
207 107 6 215 0 276 6 74 6 111 6 167 6 215 6 4 0
208 108 0 216 0 278 0 74 6 112 0 168 0 216 0 4 0
209 108 6 217 0 279 0 75 0 112 6 168 6 216 6 4 0
210 109 0 218 0 280 6 75 0 112 6 169 0 217 6 4 0
211 109 6 219 0 282 0 75 6 113 0 169 6 218 0 4 0
212 110 0 220 0 283 0 75 6 113 6 170 0 218 6 4 0
213 110 6 221 0 284 0 76 0 113 6 170 6 219 0 4 0
214 111 0 222 0 285 6 76 0 114 0 170 6 219 6 4 0
215 111 6 223 0 286 6 76 0 114 0 171 0 220 0 4 0
216 112 224 0 288 0 76 6 114 6 171 6 220 6 4 0
217 112 6 225 0 289 0 76 6 114 6 172 0 221 0 4 0
218 113 226 0 290 6 76 6 115 0 172 6 222 0 4 0
219 113 6 227 0 292 0 77 0 115 6 173 0 222 6 4 0
220 114 0 228 0 293 0 77 0 115 6 173 6 223 0 4 0
39 6 59 6 132 0
40 0 59 6 132 6
40 0 60 0 133 0
40 0 60 0 133 0
40 0 60 0 133 6
40 6 60 6 134 0
40 6 60 6 134 0
40 6 60 6 134 6
40 6 61 0 135 0
41 0 61 0 135 6
41 0 61 0 136 0
41 0 61 6 136 6
41. 0 61 6 136 6
41 0 61 6 137 0
41 6 62 0 137 6
41 6 62 0 137 6
41 6 62 0 138 0
41 6 62 6 138 6
42 0 62 6 138 6
42 0 63 0 139 0
per ton . per ton . per ton . per ton . per ton. per to n. per ton , per ton.
a. d. a. d.l a. d, a. i a. d, a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d.
225 6 o 96 3 146 8 62 11 56 8 35 10 30 10 159 2 110 10
226 0 000 96 8 147 1 62 11 56 8 36 3 30 10 159 7 111 3
227 0
o
" 6
c 97 1 147 11 63 4 57 1 36 3 31 3 160 0 111 8
o'
227 6 0.0 97 6 148 4 63 4 57 1 36 8 31 3 160 10 112 1
228 0 97 11 149 2 63 9 57 6 36 8 31 8 161 8 112 6
229 0 a" 98 4 150 0 64 2 57 11 36 8 31 8 162 6 112 11
229 6
b
r.o 98 9 150 5 64 2 57 11 37 1 31 8 162 11 113 4
F
230 0
0
yA
ao
99 2 151 3 64 7 58 4 37 1 32 1 163 9 113 9
231 0 99 7 151 8 64 7 58 4 37 6 32 1 164 2 114 2
231 6 an 100 0 152 6 65 0 58 9 37 6 32 1 165 0 114 7
232 0
al
F
H, 100 5 153 4 65 5 59 2 37 6 32 165 10 115 0
232; 6
m
06 100 10 153 9 65 5 59 2 37 11 32 6 166 3 115 5
233 0 101 3 154 7 65 10 59 7 37 11 32 6 167 1 115 10
233 6 101 8 155 0 65 10 59 7 38 4 32 11 167 6 116 3
234 6
ad
D
U
102 1 155 10 66 3 60 0 38 4 32 11 168 4 116 8
235 0 x.oa
m0
102 6 156 8 66 8 60 5 38 4 32 11 169 2 117 1
235 6 ."1D Pa 102 11 157 1 66 8 60 5 38 9 33 4 169 7 117 6
236 6
a
103 4 157 11 67 1 60 10 38 9 33 4 170 5 117 11
237 6
b
a°
3 103 9 158 4 67 1 60 10 39 2 33 4 170 10 118 4
238 6
Op
104 2 159 2 67 6 61 3 39 2 33 9 171 8 118 9
221 114 6 229 0 294 0 77 6 116 0 174 0 223 6 4 0 42 0 63 0 139 6 239 0 roa
ro
104 7 160 0 6" 11 61 8 39 2 33 9 172 6 119 2
222 115 0 230 0 295 6 77 6 116 0 174 6 224 0 4 0 42 0 63 0 140 0 239 6 o
ab
105 0 160 5 67 11 61 8 39 7 33 9 172 11 119 7
223 115 6 231 0 297 0 77 6 116 6 174 6 224 6 4 0 42 6 63 6 140 6 240 6 F v 105 5 161 3 68 4 62 1 39 7 34 2 173 9 120 0
224 116 0 232 0 298 0 78 0 116 6 175 0 225 0 4 0 42 6 63 6 141 0 241 0
U
M
105 10 161 8 68 4 62 1 40 0 34 2 174 2 120 5
225 116 0 232 0 299 0 78 0 117 0 175 6 225 6 4 0 42 6 63 6 141 6 241 6 .N 106 3 162 6 68 9 62 6 40 0 34 7 175 0 120 10
226 116 6 233 0 300 0 78 6 117 6 176 0 226 6 4 0 42 6 64 0 142 0 242 0
U
«. a
a
106 8 163 4 69 2 62 11 40 0 34 7 175 10 121 3
227 117 0 234 0 301 0 78 6 117 6 176 6 227 0 4 0 43 0 64 0 142 0 242 6 . m 107 1 163 9 69 2 62 11 40 5 34 7 176 3 121 8
228 117 6 235 0 302 0 78 6 118 0 177 0 227 6 4 0 43 0 64 0 142 6 243 0 .95 a
ro
a .
107 6 164 7 69 7 63 4 40 5 35 0 177 1 122 1
229 118 0 236 0 303 6 79 0 118 6 177 6 228 0 4 0 43 0 61 6 143 0 244 0 U • 107 11 165 0 69 7 63 4 40 10 35 0 177 6 122 6
0
230 118 6 237 0 304 6 79 0 118 6 178 0 228 6 4 0 43 0 64 6 143 0 244 6 108 4 165 10 70 0 63 9 40 10 35 0 178 4 122 11
231 119 0 238 0 306 0 79 6 119 0 178 6 229 0 4 0 43 0 64 6 143 6 245 0
U F
108 9 166 8 70 5 64 2 40 10 35 5 179 2 123 4
232 119 6 239 0 307 6 79 6 119 0 178 6 229 6 4 0 43 6 65 0 144 0 246 0
41
qq
oa
109 2 167 1 70 5 64 2 41 3 35 5 179 7 123 9
233 120 0 240 0 308 6 79 6 119 6 179 0 230 0 4 0 43 6 65 0 144 6 246 6 a, F
a 
109 7 167 11 70 10 64 7 41 3 35 5 180 5 124 2
234 120 6 241 0 310 0 80 0 119 6 179 6 231 0 4 0 43 6 65 6 145 0 247 0 110 0 168 4 70 10 64 7 41 8 35 10 180 10 124 7C12 -
G) 1•
235 121 0 242 0 311 0 80 0 190 0 180 0 231 6 4 0 43 6 65 6 145 0 248 0 n
oq
110 5 169 2 71 3 65 0 41 8 35 10 181 8 125 0
236 121 6 243 0 312 6 80 6 120 6 180 6 232 0 4 0 44 0 65 6 145 6 248 6 a
aU
110 10 170 0 71 8 65 5 41 8 35 10 182 6 125 5
237 122 0 244 0 313 6 80 6 120 6 181 0 233 0 4 0 44 0 66 0 146 0 249 6 o 111 3 170 5 71 8 65 5 42 1 36 3 182 11 125 10
238 122 6 245 0 315 0 80 6 121 0 181 6 233 6 4 0 44 0 66 0 146 6 250 0 bao'
a
•M
111 8 171 3 72 1 65 10 42 1 36 3 183 9 126 3
239 123 0 246 0 316 6 81 0 121 6 182 0 234 0 4 0 44 0 66 0 147 0 251 0 r•IY•1
m
112 1 171 8 72 1 65 10 42 6 36 3 184 2 126 8
240 123 6 247 0 317 6 81 0 121 6 182 6 234 6 4 0 44 6 66 6 147 6 251 6
a
112 6 172 6 72 6 66 3 42 6 36 8 185 0 127 1
241 124 0 248 0 319 0 81 0 122 0 182 6 235 0 4 0 44 6 66 6 147 6 252 0 m
p
112 11 173 4 72 11 66 8 42 6 36 8 185 10 127 6
242 124 6 249 0 320 0 81 6 122 0 183 0 235 6 4 0 44 6 66 6 148 0 253 0
aU
113 4 173 9 72 11 66 8 42 11 36 8 186 3 127 11
243 125 0 250 0 321 6 81 6 122 6 183 6 236 0 4 0 44 6 67 0 148 6 253 6 L3 a
qa
113 9 174 7 73 4 67 1 42 11 37 1 187 1 128 4
244 125 6 251 0 322 6 82 0 122 6 184 0 236 6 4 0 45 0 67 0 148 6 254 0
ro a
114 2 175 0 73 4 67 1 43 4 37 1 187 6 128 9
245
246
126
126
0
6
252
253
0
0
324
325
0
6
82
82
0
6
123
123
0
6
184
185
6
0
237
238
0
0
4
4
0
0
45
45
0
0
67
67
0
6
149
149
0
6
254
255
6
6 H
m
114
115
7
0
175
176
10
8
73
74
9
2
67
67
6
11
43
43
4
4
37
37
6
6
188
189
4
2
129
129
2
7
247 127 0 254 0 326 6 82 6 123 6 185 6 238 6 4 0 45 0 67 6 150 0 256 0 -2o 115 5
177 1 74 2 67 11 43 9 37 6 189 7 130 0
248 127 6 255 0 328 0 82 6 124 0 186 0 239 0 4 0 45 0 67 6 150 6 257 0 a
„a
b
115 10 177 11 74 7 68 4 43 9 37 11 190 5 130 5
249 128 0 256 0 329 0 83 0 124, 6 186 6 239 6 4 0 45 6 68 0 151 0 257 6 116 3 178 4 74 7 68 4 44 2 37 11 190 10 130 10
250 128 0 256 0 330 0 83 0 124 6 186 6 240 0 4 0 45 6 68 0 151 0 258 0 116 8 179 2 75 0 68 9 44 2 I 37 11 191 8 131 3
Note to Horses  tin Waggons .- 8•wheel  Waggon. Minimum as for 13 head .  Eve ry  additional head 8 per  cent. extra.
c'.xta. 'r 'r  A r% r FOB .  G- c ]D
Between
and
m
m
$oraes in Waggons.
d ' c7q
Odd  ami V
E[pA N EOF K h0
6D F d 18 EO
yepD al ctl
1aF'm
•M
•
:UF ' •li
A
V' A mA W
I a. d.l  a. d. a. d,
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle  in W! ggons.
o. 0
0Ep y b 80'18.0 18'
i _Q w
p x N m ao
Sheep.
b
m A a
0 o m
.cl
A mp
m m m
, . .. . . .! s d a d a d a d a d a d s d s d.s .. . . .d. . . . .
251 128 6 257 0 331 0 83 0 125 0 187 0 240 6 4 6 45 6 68 0 151 6
252 129 0 258 0 332 0 83 6 125 0 187 6 241 0 4 6 45 6 68 6 152 0
253 129 6 259 0 333 0 83 6 125 6 188 0 241 6 4 6 46 0 68 6 152 6
254 130 0 260 0 334 6 84 0 125 6 188 6 242 6 4 6 46 0 69 0 153 0
255 130 6 261 0 335 6 84 0 126 0 189 0 243 0 4 6 46 0 69 0 153 0
256 131 0 262 0 337 0 84 6 126 6 189 6 243 6 4 6 46 0 69 0 153 6
257 131 6 263 0 338 0 84 6 126 6 190 0 244 0 4 6 46 6 69 6 154 0
258 132 0 264 0 339 6 84 6 127 0 190 6 244 6 4 6 46 6 69 6 154 0
259 132 6 265 0 340 6 85 0 127 0 190 6 245 0 4 6 46 6 69 6 154 6
260 133 0 266 0 342 0 85 0 127 6 191 0 245 6 4 6 46 6 70 0 155 0
261 133 6 267 0 343 0 85 0 127 6 191 6 246 6 4 6 47 0 70 0 155 0
262 133 6 267 0 344 0 85 6 128 0 192 0 247 0 4 6 47 0 70 0 155 6
263 134 0 268 0 345 0 85 6 128 6 192 6 247 6 4 6 47 0 70 6 156 0
264 134 6 269 0 346 0 86 0 128 6 193 0 248 0 4 6 47 0 70 6 156 6
265 135 0 270 0 347 0 86 0 129 0 193 6 248 6 4 6 47 0 70 6 156 6
266 135 6 271 0 348 6 86 6 129 6 194 0 249 0 4 6 47 6 71 0 157 0
267 136 0 272 0 349 6 86 6 129 6 194 6 249 6 4 6 47 6 71 0 157 6
268 136 6 273 0 351 0 86 6 130 0 194 6 250 0 4 6 47 6 71 0 158 0
269 137 0 274 0 352 6 87 0 130 0 195 0 251 0 4 6 47 6 71 6 158 6
270 137 6 275 0 353 6 87 0 130 6 195 6 251 6 4 6 48 0 71 6 158 6
258
259
259
260
261
262
263
263
264
265
265
266
267
267
268
268
269
269
270
271
GOODS.
0 0
i
e
14 qm
h
7
b
q
43 a+ 0
b
v 0 m0
m
•0 •0 S
8
0
per ton ,  per ton .  per ton ,  per ton.
s. d, s. d s, d s, d.
per ton .  per ton . I  per ton. I per ton.
.s. ii.  c, r!.  . d. e, d
6 i0 117 1 180 0 75 5 69 2 44 2 38 4 192 6 131 8
0 °o 117 6 180 5 75 5 69 2 44 7 38 4 192 11 132 1
6 6 6I
117 11 181 3 75 10 69 7 44 7 38 4 193 9 132 6
6 .,o 118 4 181 8 7510 99 7 45 0 38 9 194 3 132 11
0
i+ C
118 9 182 6 76 3 70 0 45 0 38 9 195 0 133 4
0
m
119 2 183 4 76 8 70 5 45 0 38 9 195 10 133 9
U 8
0 0 119 7 183 9 76 8 70 5 45 5 39 2 196 8 134 2
a
0
6 ao 120 0 184 7 77 1 70 10 45 5 39 2 197 6
134 7
0 120 5 185 0 77 1 70 10 45 10 39 2 197 11 135 0
0 a
P.
120 10 185 10 77 6 71 3 45 10 39 7 198 4 135 5
6 E. m 121 3 186 8 77 11 71 8 45 10 39 7 199 2 135 10
0 121 8 187 1 77 11 71 8 46 3 39 7 199 7 136 3
0
q
122 1 187 11 78 4 72 1 46 3 40 0 200 5 136 8
6 122 6 188 4 78 4 72 1 46 8 40 0 200 10 137 1
0
UQ
122 11 189 2 78 9 72 6 46 8 40 5 201 8 137 6
6 oa
q
123 4 190 0 79 2 72 11 46 8 40 5 202 6 137 11
0 . da
a
123 9 190 5 79 2 72 11 47 1 40 5 202 11 138 4
6 124 2 191 3 79 7 73 4 47 1 40 10 203 9 138 9
6
a
124 7 191 8 79 7 73 4 47 6 40 10 204 2 139 2
80 P 125 0 192 6 80. 0 73 9 47 6 40 10 205 0 139 fi
271 138 0 276 0 354 6 87 0 130 6 196 0 252 0 46 480 71615902716 • a 125  5 193 4 80 5 74 2 47 6 41 3 205 10 140 0
272 138 0 276 0 355 6 87 6 131 0 196 6 252 6 4  6 48 0 72 0 159 6 272 6
bL; 125 10 193 9 80 5 74 2 47 11 41 3 206 3 190 5
273 136 6 277 0 356 6 87 6 131 6 197 0 253 6 4 6 48 0 72 0 160 0 273 0 m d
am
126 3 194 7 80 10 74 7 4711 41 3 207 1 140 10
274 139 0 278 0 357 6 88 0 131 6 197 6 254 0 4 6 48 6 72 6 161 0 274 0 126 8 195 0 80 10 74 7 48 4 41 8 207 6 141 3
275 139 6 279 0 358 t 880 132 0 198 0 254 6 4 6 48 6 72 6 161 0 274 6 m 127 1 195 10 81 3 75 0 48 4 41 8 208 4 141 8
276 190 0 280 0 360 0 88 6 132 6 198 6 255 0 4 6 48 6 72 6 161 6 275 0 W 127 6 196 8 81 8 75 5 48 4 41 8 209 2 142 1
277 140 6 281 0 361 0 88 6 132 6 198 6 255 6 5 0 48 6 73 0 162 0 276 0
a^
127 11 197 1 81 8 75 5 48 9 42 1 209 7 142 6
278 141 0 282 0 362 6 88 6 133 0 199 0 256 0 5 0 49 0 73 0 162 0 276 6 : 128 4 197 11 82 1 75 10 48 9 42 1 210 5 142 11
279 141 6 283 0 364 0 89 0 133 0 199 6 256 6 5 0 49 0 73 0 162 6 277 0 o.
a
128 9 198 4 82 1 75 10 49 2 42 1 210 10 143 4
280 142 0 284 0 365 0 89 0 133 6 200 0 257 0 5 0 49 0 73 6 163 0 278 0 o
m
129 2 199 2 82 6 76 3 49 2 42 6 211 8 143 9
281 142 6 285 0 366 6 89 0 133 6 200 6 258 0 5 0 49 0 73 6 163 0 278 6 18 129 7 200 0 82 11 76 8 49 2 42 6 212 6 144 2
__ 282 143 0 286 0 367 6 89 6 134 0 201 0 258 6 5 0 49 0 73 6 163 6 279 0
a
a 130 0 200 5 82 11 76 8 49 7 42 6 212 11 144 7
o
283 143 6 287 0 369 0 89 6 134 6 201 6 259 0 5 0 49 6 74 0 164 0 280 0
a„
130 5 201 3 83 4 77 1 49 7 42 11 213 9 145 0
284 144 0 288 0 370 0 900 134 6 202 0 259 6 5 0 49 6 74 0 164 0 280 6
ro
130 10 201 8 83 4 77 1 50 0 42 11 214 2 145 5
rzi
285 144 6 289 0 371 6 90 0 135 0 202 6 260 0 5 0 49 6 74 0 164 6 281 0
a p 131 3 202 6 83 9 77 6
50 0 43 4 215 0 145 10
286 145 0 290 0 373 0 90 0 135 0 202 6 260 6 5 0 49 6 74 6 165 0 282 0
mrom
131 8 203 4 84 2 77 11 50 0 43 4 215 10 146 3
_ 287 145 6 291 0 374 0 906 135 6 203 0 261 0 5 0 50 0 74 6 165 0 282 6 a m
w ,C
132 1 203 9 84 2 77 11 50 5 43 4 216 3 146 8
288 146 0 292 0 375 6 90 6 135 6 203 6 261 6 5 0 50 0 74 6 165 6 283 0 132 6 204 7 84 7 78 4 50 5 43 9 217 1 147 1
289 146 6 293 0 376 6 90 6 136 0 204 0 262 6 5 0 50 0 75 0 166 0 284 0
U
132 11 205 0 84 7 78 4 50 10 43 9 217 6 147 6
m G)
290 147 0 294 0 378 0 91 0 136 6 204 6 263 0 5 0 50 0 75 0 166 6 284 6 a 133 4 205 10 85 0 78 9 50 10 43 9 218 4 14711
oy
291 147 6 295 0 379 0 91 0 136 6 205 0 263 6 5 0 50 0 75 0 166 6 285 0 a °U
m
133 9 206 8 85 5 79 2 50 10 44 2 219 2 148 4
292 148 0 296 0 380 6 91 6 137 0 205 6 264 0 5 0 50 6 75 6 167 0 285 6 1342 207 1 85 5 79 2 51 3 44 2 219 7 148 9
293 148 6 297 0 382 0 91 6 137 6 206 0 264 6 5 0 50 6 75 6 167 6 286 0
a
134 7 207 11 85 10 79 7 51 3 44 2 220 5 149 2
294 149 0 298 0 383 0 92 0 137 6 206 6 265 0 5 0 50 6 76 0 168 0 287 6 o 135 0 208 4 85 10 79 7 51 8 44 7 221 3 149 7
m
295 149 6 299 0 384 6 92 0 138 0 206 6 265 6 5 0 50 6 76 0 168 6 288 0 135 5 209 2 86 3 80 0 51 8 44 7 221 8 150 0
296 150 0 300 0 385 6 92 0 138 0 207 0 266 0 5 0 51 0 76 0 169 0 288 6 0 135 10 210 0 86 8 80 5 51 8 44 7 222 6 150 6
a
297 150 0 300 0 386 6 92 6 138 6 207 6 267 0 5 0 51 0 76 6 169 6 289 6
,
136 3 210 5 86 8 80 5 52 1 45 0 222 11 150 10
a1
298 150 6 301 0 387 6 92 6 138 6 208 0 267 6 5 0 51 0 76 6 169 6 290 0 136 8 211 3 87 1 80 10 52 1 45 0 223 9 151 3
m
299 151 0 302 0 388 6 92 6 139 0 208 6 268 0 5 0 51 0 76 6 170 0 290 6 q 137 1 211 8 87 1 80 10 52 6 45 0 224 2 151 8
300 151 6 303 0 389 6 93 0 139 6 209 0 269 0 5 0 51 6 77 0 170 6 291 6
m W
137 6 212 6 87 6 81 3 52 6 45 5 225 0 152 1
Note to  Horses 'in  Wa99ons.--8•wheel Waggon.  Minimum as for 13  head. Every  additional  head S  per  cent. extra.
G1- RATIOS TA HI FOR GOODS  'I' icy.
LIVE  STOCK . GOODS.
301 152 0 304 0 391 0 93 0
302 152 6 305 0 392 0 93 6
303 153 0 306 0 393 6 93 6
304 153 6  307 0 394 6 93 6
305 154 0 308 0 396 0 94 0
306 154 6 309 0 397 6 94 0
307 155 0 310 0 398 6 94 6
308 155 6 311 0 400 0 94 6
309 156 0 312 0 401 0 94 6
310 156 6 313 0 402 6 95 0
311 157 0 314 0 403 6 95 0
312 157 0 314 0 404 6 95 6
313 157 6 315 0 405 6 95 6
314 158 0 316 0 406 6 95 6
315 158 6 317 0 408 0 96 0
316 159  0 318  0 409 0 96 0
317 159 6 319 0 410 6 96 6
318 160 0 320 0 411  6 96 6
_ 319 160 6 321 0 412 6 96 6
320 161 0 322 0 414 0 97 0
Horses in Waggons. Cattle in Waggons.
0 .o  0 -
-
0b
o. o..
m pp
c
.io
w o
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Sheep.
' qo 0
AA
a a . bmn m
m m m
1mm .i
o
0
m
U.A m U
A
o tio
m
d m ao W W
per ton, per ton, per ton, per ton. per ton. I per ton, per ton. I per ton.
S.  d.  S.  d. s, d, s, d. s. d. s. d. s. d. a. d. s. d, s. d. a. d. s. d. r. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. a, d. s. d. a. d. s. d.
139 6 !209 6 269 6  ! 5 6 51 6 77 0 171 0 292 0 137111 213 4 87 11  81 8 52 6  45 5 225 10 152 6
140 0 210 0 270 0 5 6 51 6 77 0 171 6  292 6 0 138 4 213 9 87 11 81 8 52 11 45 5 226 3 152 11
a .
140 6 210 6 270 6 5 6 51 6 77 6 172 0 293 6 E 8 138 9 214 7 88 4 82 1 52 11 45 10 227 1 153 4
140 6 210 6 271 0 5 6 52 0 77 6 172 0 294 0 • p 139 2 215 0 88 4 82 1 53 4 45 10 227 6 153 9
. 0
141 0 211 0 271 6 5 6 52 0 77 6 172 6 294 6 a 139 7 215 10 88 9 82 6 53 4 46 3 228 4 154 2
N
141 0 211 6 272 0 5 6 52 0 78 0 173 0 295 0 aro 140 0 216 8 89 2 82 11 53 4 46 3 229 2 154 7
00
141 6 212 0 272 6 5 6 52 0 78 0 173 0 295 6.° 140 5
m
217 1 89 2 82 11 53 9 46 3 229 7 155 0
141 6 212 6 273 6 5 6 52 0 78 0 173 6 296 0 a c 140 10 217 11 89 7 83 4 53 9 46 8 230 5 155 5
142 0 213 0 274 0 5 6 52 6 78 6 174 0 297 0 c% 141 3
mm
218 4 89 7 83 4 54 2 46 8 230 10 155 10
142 6 213 6 274 6 5 6 52 6 78 6 174 0 297 6° 141 8 219 2 90 0 83 9 54 2 46 8 231 8 156 3
142 6 214 0 275 0!  5 6 52 6 78 6 174 6 298 0
'
142 1 220 0 90 5 84 2 54 2 47 1 232 6 156 8
0
143 0 214 6 275 6 5 6 52 6 79 0 175 0 299 0 S 142 6 220 5 90 5 84 2 54 7 47 1 232 11 157 1
143 0 214 6 276 0 5 6 53 0 79 0 175 0 299 6
fig:
142 11 221 3 90 10 84 7 54 7 47 1 233 9 157 6
143 6 215 0 276 6 5 6 53 0 79 0 175 6 300 0 .E 143 4
m
221 8 90 10 84 7 55 0 47 6 234 2 157 11
143 6 215 6 277 0 i 5 6 53 0 79 6 176 0 301 0 j 143 9 222 6 91 3 85 0 55 0 47 6 235 0 158 4
O4
144 0 216 0 278 0 5 6 53 0 79 6 176 6 301 6 144 2
m
223 4 91 8 85 5 55 C 47 6 235 10 158 9
144 6 216 6 278 6 5 6 53 6 80 0 177 0 302 6 a 144 7 223 9 91 8 85 5 55 5 47 11 236 3 159 2
144 6 217 0 279 0 5 6 53 6 80 0 177 6 303 0 145 0 224 7 92 1 85 10 55 5 47 11 237 1 1 159 7
145 0 217 6 279 6 5 6 53 6 80 0 178 0 303 6 B 145 5
Oq
225 0 92 1. 85 10 55 10 47 11 237 6 160 0
145 6 218 0 80 0 5 6 53 6 80 6 178 6 304 6 , 145 10 225 10 92 6 86 3 55 10 48 4 238 4 160 5
321 161 6 323 0 415 0 97 0 145 6 218 6 280 6 5 6 54 0 80 6 178 6 305 0 . a 146 3 226 8 92 11 86 8 55 10 48 4 239 2 160 10
322 162 0 324 0 416 6 97 0 146 0 218 6 281 0 5 6 54 0 80 6 179 0 305 6 co °° 146 8 227 1 92 11 86 8 56 3 48 4 239 7 161 3
323 162 6 325 0 417 6 97 6 146 0 219 0 281 6 5 6 54 0 81 0 179 6 306 6 147 1 227 11 93 4 87 1 56 3 48 9 240 5 161 8
324 162 6 325 0 418 6 97 6 146 6 219 6 282 6 5 6 54 0 81 0 179 6 307 0 v 147 6 228 4 93 4 1 87 1 56 8 48 9 240 10 162 1
325 163 0 326 0 419 6 98 0 146 6 220 0 283 0 5 6 54 0 81 0 180 0 307 6
U p
147 11 229 2 93
I
9 87 6 56 8 49 2 241 8 162 6
326 163 6 327 0 420 6 98 0 147 0 220 6 283 6 5 6 54 6 81 6 180 6 308 6
U bQ
P 148 4 230 0 94 2
I
87 11 56 8 49 2 242 6 162 11
327 164 0 328 0 421 6 98 6 147 6 221 0 284 0 5 6 54 6 81 6 181 0 309 0 148 9 230 5 94 2 87 11 57 1 49 2 243 11 163 4
328 164 6 329 0 423 0 98 6 147 6 221 6 285 0 5 6 54 6 81 6 181 6 309 6
a'o
149 2 231 3 94 7 88 4 57 1 1 49 7 243 9 163 9
329 165 0 330 0 424 6 98 6 148 0 222 0 285 6 5 6 54 6 82 0 182 0 310 6
q •
V Q 149 7 231 8 94 7 88 4 57 6 49 7 244 2 164 2
330 165 6 331 0 425 6 99 0 148 6 222 6 286 0 5 6 55 0 82 0 182 0 311 0
.
a
150 0 232 6 95 0 88 9 57 6 49 7 245 0 164 7
331 166 0 332 0 427 0 99 0 148 6 222 6 286 6 5 6 55 0 82 0 182 6 311 6 150 5 233 4 95 5 89 2 57 6 1 50 0 245 10 165 0
0
332 166 6 333 0 428 0 99 0 149 0 223 0 287 0 5 6 55 0 82 6 183 0 312 0 150 10 233 9 95 5 89 2 57 11 50 0 246 3 165 5
o0
333 167 0 334 0 429 6 99 6 149 0 223 6 287 6 5 6 55 0 82 6 183 0 312 6 151 3 234 7 95 10 89 7 57 11 50 0 247 1 165 10¢ F
U
G4
334 167 6 335 0 431 0 99 6 149 6 224 0 288 0 5 6 55 0 82 6 183 6 313 0 151 8 235 0 95 10 89 7 58 4 50 5 247 6 166 3
335 168 0 336 0 432 0 100 0 149 6 224 6 288 6 5 6 55 6 83 0 184 0 314 0
or
on m 152 1 235 10 96 3 90 0 58 4 50 5 248 4 166 8
336 168 0 336 0 433 0 100 0 150 0 225 0 289 6 5 6 55 6 83 0 184 6 314 6
a
m 152 6 236 8 96 8 90 5 58 4 50 5 249 2 167 1
N
0
337 168 6 337 0 434 0 100 6 150 6 225 6 290 0 5 6 55 6 83 r6 185 0 315 0 152 11 237 1 96 8 90 5 58 9 50 10 249 7 167 6
338 169 0 338 0 435 0 100 6 150 6 226 0 290 6 5 6 55 6 83 6 185 0 316 0
rC
153 4 237 11 97 1 90 10 58 9 50 10 250 5 167 11
339 169 6 339 0 436 0 100 6 151 0 226 6 291 0 5 6 56 0 83 6 185 6 316 6
a
153 9 238 4 97 1 90 10 59 2 50 10 250 10 168 4
340 170 0 340 0 437 0 101 0 151 0 226 6 291 6 5 6 56 0 84 0 186 0 317 0
u
dy
154 2 239 2 97 6 91 3 59 2 51 3 251 8 168 9
341 170 6 341 0 438 6 101 0 151 6 227 0 292 0 5 6 56 0 84 0 186 0 318 0
a
v 154 7 240 0 97 11 91 8 59 2 51 3 252 6 169 2
342 171 0 342 0 440 0 101 0 151 6 227 6 292 6 5 6 56 0 84 0 186 6 318 6
Pm
m
1.55 0 240 5 97 11 91 8 59 7 51 3 252 11 169 7
343 171 6 343 0 441 0 101 6 152 0 228 0 293 0 5 6 56 6 84 6 187 0 319 6 155 5 241 3 98 4 92 1 59 7 51 8 253 9 170 0
344 172 0 344 0 442 0 101 6 152 6 228 6 294 0 5 6 56 6 84 6 187 6 320 0
q
155 10 241 8 98 4 92 1 60 0 51 8 254 2 170 5
345 172 6 345 0 443 0 102 0 152 6 229 0 294 6 5 6 56 6 84 6 188 0 320 6 156 3 242 6 98 9 92 6 60 0 52 1 255 0 170 10 r
U
F G7
346 173 0 346 0 444 6 102 0 153 0 229 6 295 0 5 6 56 6 85 0 188 6 321 6 wo 156 8 243 4 99 2 92 11 60 0 52 1 255 10 171 3
347 173 6 347 0 445 6 102 6 153 6 230 0 1 295 6 5 6 57 0 85 0 188 6 322 0
m
U v'
Fd0 157 1 243 9 99 2 92 11 60 5 52 1 256 3 171 8
N
O'
348 173 6 347 0 446 0 102 6 153 6 230 6 296 0 5 6 57 0 85 0 189 0 322 6
0
n
al's 157 6 244 7 99 7 j 93 4 60 5 52 6 257 1 172 1
349 174 0 348 0 447 6 102 6 154 0 230 6 296 6 5 6 57 0 85 6 189 6 323 6 A ao 157 11 245 0 99 7 93 4 60 10 j 52 6 257 6 172 6
0
350 174 6 349 0 449 0 103 0 154 0 231 0 297 0 5 6 57 0 85 6 189 6 324 0 158 4 245 10 100 0 93 9 60 10 I 52 6 258 4 172 11
m
.tTote to Horses an  Wayyons ,- 8•wheel Waggon. Minimum as for 13 head .  Every additional head 8 per cent. extra.
fl_&  8  T 4 X
 J F ' C? It  GiQOD13 C.
Between
aid
Horses  in Waggons.
IoA6E
4rct N QA N
yKm wa dpoq
dews mw° ao
a. d. a. d,
351 174 6 349 0
362 175 0 350 0
363 175 6 351 0
364 176 0 352 0
356 176 6 353 0
356 177 0 354 0
367 177 6 355 0
358 178 0 356 0
359 178 6 357 0
360 178 6 357 0
361 179 0 358 0
362 179 6 359 0
363 180 0 360 0
364 180 6 361 0
366 181 0 362 0
366 181 6 363 0
367 182 0 364 0
368 182 6 365 0
369 183 0 366 0
870 183 6 367 0
a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d.
450 0 103 0 154 6 231 6
451 0 103 0 154 6 232 0
452 0 103 6 155 0
 232 6
453 0 103 6 155 6
 233 0
454 0 104 0 155 6 233 6
455 0 104 0 156 0 234 0
456 6 104 6 156 6 234 6
457 6 104 6 156 6 234 6
458 6 104 6 157 0 235 0
459 6 105 0 157 0 235 6
460 6 105 0 157 6 236 0
461 6 105 0 157 6 236 6
463 0 105 6 158 0 237 0
464 0 105 6 158 6 237 6
465 0 106 0 158 6 238 0
466 6 106 0 159 0 238 6
467 6 106 0 159 0 238 6
469 0 100 6 159 6 239 0
470 0 106 6 159 6 239 6
471 0 106 6 160 0 240 0
Cattle in Waggons.
o"
o m 0 . 0.
y1?
0
m.
w 8
LIFE STOCX.
Sheep. b
00
G10
M0
FM
o o 0 °t oq 0
A
d
w
0
.d
0
f!
o
.
,
c mg
ao
q
m
P
m 4
o0
a, d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a, d. a. d.
297
298
6 6 0
6 6 0
57 0
57 6
85 6
86 0
190 0
190 6
324 6
325 6
m
wo
299 0
 6 0 57 6 86 0 190 6 326 0
299 6  6 0 57 6 86 0 191 0 326 6 a •0
300 6  60 576 86 6 1916 3276
m
301 0 6 0 58 0 86 6 192 0 328 0
301 6 6 0 58 0 87 0 192 6 328 6
0
302 0 6 0 58 0 87 0 193 0 329 0 o
302 6 6 0 58 0 87 0 193 6 330 0
0303 0 6 0 58 6 87 6 194 0 331 0 .
303 6 06 58 6 87 6 194 0 331 6
pi
H
304 0  6 0 58 6 87 6 194 6 332 0
305 0 6 0 58 6 88 0 195 0 333 0
306 6 6 0 59 0 88 0 195 0 333 6
306 0 6 0 59 0 88 0 195 6 334 0
306 6 6 0 59 0 88 6 196 0 335 0
OF
H d
oa
307 0 6 0 59 0 88 6 196 0 335 6 Oati
0
307 6 6 0 59 0 88 6 196 6 336 0 ,a
308 0 6 0 59 6 89 0 197 0 336 6
0808 6  60 696 890 1976 337  0 P
0
V
PS
GOODS.
I
per ton .  per ton, per ton,  per ton . per ton .  per ton .  per ton ,  per too.
a. d. a. d. a. d. , a. d. a, d. a. d. a. d. a. d.
158 9 246 8 100 5 94 2 60 10 52 11 259 2 173 4
159 2 247 1 100 5 94 7 60 10 52 11 259 7 173 9
159 7 247 11 100 10 94 4 61 3 52 11 260 5 174 2
160 0 248 4 100 10 95 0 61 3 53 4 260 10 174 7
160 5 249 2 101 3 95 0 61 8 53 4 261 8 175 0
160 10 250 0 101 3 95 5 61 8 53 4 262 6 175 5
161 3 250 5 101 8 95 5 61 8 53 9 262 11 175 10
161 8 251 3 102 1 95 10 62 1 53 9 263 4 176 3
162 1 251 8 102 1 95 10 62 1 53 9 264 2 176 8
162 6 252 6 102 6 96 3 62 6 54 2 265 0 177 1
162 11 253 4 102 11 96 8 62 6 64 2 265 10 177 6
163 4 254 2 102 11 96 8 62 6 54 2 266 3 17711
163 9 254 7 103 4 97 1 62 11 54 7 267 1 178 4
164 2 255 5 103 9 97 6 62 11 54 7 267 6 178 9
164 7 255 10 103 9 97 6 63 4 54 7 268 4 179 2
165 0 256 8 104 2 97 11 63 4 55 0 269 2 179 7
165 5 257 6 104 2 97 11 63 4 55 0 269 7 180 0
165 10 258 4 104 7 98 4 63 9 55 5 270 t 180 5
166 3 258 9 104 7 98 4 63 9 55 5 270 10 18010
166 8 269 2 105 0 98 9 64 2 65 5 271 8 181 3
371
1
184 0 368 0 472 6 107 0 160 6 240 6 309 6 6 0 59 6 89 0 198 0 337 6
• A
167 1 260 0 '105
 99 2 64 2 55 10 272 6 181 8
372 184 0 368 0 473 6 107 0 160 6 241 0 310 0 6 0 59 6 89 6 198 6 338 6 167 6 260 5 105 5
 99 2 64 2 55 10 272 11 182 1
373 184 6 369 0 474 6 107 6 161 0 241 6 310 6 6 0 60 0 89 6 198 6 339 0 167 11 261 3 105 10 99 7 64 7 55 10 273 9 182 6
374 185 0 370 0 475 6 107 6 161 6 242 0 311 0 6
i
0 60 0 89 6 199 0 339 6 168 4 261 8 105 10 99 7 64 7 56 3 274 2 182 11
375 185 6 371 0 477 0 108 0 161 6 242 6 311 6 6
i
0 60 0 90 0 199 6 340 6 'm 168 9 262 6 106 3 100 0 65 0 56 3 275 0 183 4
376 186 0 372 0 478 0 108 0 162 0 242 6' 312 0 6 0 60 0 90 0 199 6 341 0 Pi 169 2 263 4 i 106 8 100 5 65 0 56 3 275 10 183 9
377 186 6 373 0 479 0 108 0 162 0 243 0 312 6 6 0 60 6 90 6 200 0 342 0 169 7 264 2 106 8 100 5 65 0 56 8 276 3 184 2
378 187 0 374 0 480 6 108 6 162 6 243 6 313 0 6 0 60 6 90 6 200 6, 342 6 a 170 0 264 7 107 1 100 10 65 5 56 8 277 1 184 7
379 187 6 375 0 482 0 108 6 162 6 244 0 314 0 6 0 60 6 90 6 201 0 343 6 o 170 5 265 0 107 6 100 10 65 5 56 8 277 6 185 0
380 188 0 376 0 483 0 108 6 163 0 244 6 314 6 6 0 60 6 91 0 202 0 344 6 ° m 170 10 265 10 107 6 101 3 65 10 57 1 278 4 185 5
381 188 6 377 '0 484 6 109 0 153 6 245 0 315 0 6 0 61 0 91 0 202 0 345 0
°a
171 3 266 8 107 11 101 8 65 10 57 1 279 2 185 10
382 189 0 378 0 486 0 109 0 163 6 245 6 315 6 6 0 61 0 91 0 202 6 345 6
oD
171 8 267 6 107 11 101 8 66 3 57 6 279 7 186 3
383 189 6 379 0 487 0 109 6 164 0 246 0 316 0 6 0 61 0 91 6 203 0 346 0 172 1 267 11 108 4 102 1 66 3 57 6 280 5 186 8
384 189 6 379 0 488 0 109 6 164 6 246 6 316 6 6 0 61 0 91 6 203 0 346 6 b
r
172. 6 268 4 108 4 102 6 66 8 57 6 210 10 187 1
385 190 0 380 0 489 0 109 6 164 6 246 6 317 0 6 0 61 0 91 6 203 6 j 347 0 en c 172 11 269 2 108 9 102 6 66 8 57 6 281 8 187 6
386 190 6 381 0 490 0 110 0 165 0 247 0 317 6 6 0 61 6 92 0 204 0 348 0 173 4 270 0 109 2 102 11 66 8 57 11 282 6 187 11 ep
387 191 0 382 0 491 0 110 0 165 0 247 6 318 6 6 0 61 6 92 0 204 0 348 6
°
173 9 270 5 109 2 102 11 67 1 57 11 282 11 188 4
v
388 191 6 383 0 492 0 110 6 165 6 248 0 319 0 6 0 61 6 92 0 204 6 349 0 174 2 270 10 109 7 103 4 67 1 58 4 283 9 188 9
389 192 0 384 0 493 6 110 6 165 6 248 6 319 6 6 0 61 6 92 6 205 0 350 0 174 7 271 8 110 0 103 4 67 8 58 4 284 2 189 2
390 192 6 385 0 495 0 110 6 166 0 249 0 320 0 6 0 62 0 92 6 205 0 350 6 175 0 272 6 110 0 1C3 9 67 6 58 4 285 0 189 7
391 193 0 386 0 496 0 111 0 166 6 249 6 321 0 6 0 62 0 92 6 205 6 351 0
pm
175 5 273 4 110 5 104 2 67 6 58 9 285 10 190 0
392 193 6 387 0 497 6 111 0 166 6 250 0 321 6 6 0 62 0 93 0 206 0 352 0
p
175 10 274 2 110 5 104 2 67 11 58 9 1286 3 190 5
393 194 0 388 0 498 6 111 6 167 0 250 6 322 0 6 0 62 0 93 0 206 6 352 6 176 3 274 7 110 10 104 7 67 11 58 9 287 1 190 10
394 194 6 389 0 500 0 111 6 167 0 250 6 322 6 6 0 62 0 93 0 207 0 353 0
U
176 8 275 5 110 10 104 7 68 4 59 2 287 6 191 3
395 195 0 390 0 501 0 111 6 167 6 251 0 323 0 6 0 62 6 93 6 207 0 354 0 177 1 275 10 111 3 105 0 68 4 59 2 288 4 191 8
W
396 195 0 390 0 502 0 112 0 167 6 251 6  323 6 6 0 62 6 93 6 207 6 354 6 w°
a
177 6 276 8 111 8 105 5 68 4 59 2 289 2 192 1 N
397 195 6 391 0 503 0 112 0 168 0 252 0 324 0 6 0 62 6 94 0 208 0 355 6 o x
m
177 11 277 6 i 111 8 105 5 68 9 59 7 289 7 192 6 p
398 196 0 392 0 504 0 112 6 168 6 252 6 324 6 6 0 62 6 94 0 208 6 356 0 p",q 178 4 277 11 , 112 1 105 10 68 9 59 7 290 5 192 11
399 196 6 393 0 505 0 112 6 168 6 253 0 325  6 6 0 63 0 94 0 209 0 356 6
in a
278 9 278 4 112 6 105 10 69 60 0 290 10 193 4
400 197 0 394 0 506 6 112 6 169 0 253 6  326 0 6 0 63 0 94 6 210 0 357 6 179 2 279 2 112 6 106 3 69 2 60 0 291 8 193 9
4
Note to Horses  in  Waggons.-8-wheel  Waggon .  Minimum as for 13 head .  Every additional head 8 per cent .  extra.
By Authority :
 JAMES C.  Bi&L, Govcrnment Printer,
 William street ,  Brisbane.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
[No. 3.
N and after MONDAY, 18th May, 1885, the following Time Table will come into  operation until
further notice
Height of Miles i
form , level ta I
nley
above h .w. StanleyStreet.l
Stations,
feet. `
21 STANLEY  STREET depart ...
31 1 Wooloongabba ... ...
20 3 Fairfield... ... ...
40 3 Yeronga ... .. ...
34 4 South Coast Junction ...
Softstone Pocket ...
78 6 S .  BRIG.  JUNCTION arrive
Height of Milesform. level S  r ommb Stations.
above h .w. June.
UP TRAINS.
Passenger.
t
Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
a.m.
5.15
5.19
A 5.29
A 5'33
5.37
D
5.45
Goods.
a.m. a.m.  p.m. p.m.
. 9'20 12.10 4.10
7.30 9'24 12.14 4.14
A 7'40 A 9.34 A 12.24 A 4.24
A 7.44 A 9'38 A 12.28 A 4'28
7'48 9.42 12. 32 4.32
D D D D
7.55 9.50 12.40 4.40
p.m.
5'40
5.44
A 5.54
A 5.58
6.3
D
6.10
DOWN TRAINS.
t
Goods. Passenger .  Mixed.
t
Goods.
Mixed. Mixed.
feet. a.m.
78 ... S. BRIE.  JUNCTION depart, 6.0
Softstone Pocket ... D
34 2 South Coast Junction ... 618
40 3 Yeronga ... ... ... A 6.12
20 4 Fairfield... A 6.15
31 5 Wooloongabba ... 6.25
21 6 STANLEY STREET arrive
a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
8.10 10.50 1.15 5.0 7' 20
D D D D D
8.18 10'58 1'25 5.8 7'28
A 8.22 A 11.3 A 1.30 A 5'12 A 7'32
A 8.25 A 11.6 A 1.34 A 5'15 A 7.35
8.35 11.15 1.45 5.25 7'45
8.40 11.20 5.30 7.50
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should  go on these
platforms.
(t) Carriage to be attached for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1885.  Commissioner for Rauway s.
i' 5
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
0  N
and  Efter MONDAY, kith May, 1885, the following Time will come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS-BRISBANE, INDOOROOPILLY, OXLEY, AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
ttA
Pas.
Daily.
a.m.
 A.M.  am. a.m.
56 BRISBANE depart 5.30 560  7.30 9.0
1lf 1 Milton  ... ...  594 ... 7.34 9.4
!1 2 Toowong  ... ...  598 ... 7.38 9.8
76 3 Taringa  ...  d 5.41' ... d  7.41 d 9-11
56 4 INDOOROOPILLY ... 5'45 ... 7.46 9.15
5 Chelmer  ... ... ...  d 7.49
5 Graceville ... ... ... R  .,,
76 6 Sherwood  ... ... 5.51 .., 7'53 ,..
7 South Brisbane  June. 6.54 ...  755 ..,
63 8 OXLEY  ,,, ...  5.58 ... 8.0 ,,,
82 10 Darra a 6.4 ..,
49 12 Wolaton  .., ...  a 6-9 ..,
43 14 Goodna  .,. ... 1 6.14 6.21
68 16 Redbank  ..  6.26
91 18 Riverview  .  6 32
19 Dinmore  ...  ... 636
75 21 Bundamba .,, 642
73 22  Booval  ...  a 6.45
89 23  Limestone ...
66 24  IPSWICH ...  arrive  ...  652
Pas.
Pas.
Saturdays
only.
P.
Mixed.
Daily.
P.
Toow'mba
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Mixed.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
1'25 2.35 3.40 4.20 4'30 5.18
1'29 2.39 b 3.43 b 4'23 4.35 b 5.21'1,34  2.44 3.47 b 4.26 4.40 b 5.24
1'37 d 2.47 4'44
1'41 2.51 3.55 b 4'32 4'50 b 5.30
d 1'45 d  ... ...  d 4'53 ..,
a a ... ... a 4.55 ..,
1.48 2.58 b 4.0 b 4.38 4*58 b 5.37
1'51 3.1 b 4'2 b 4.42 5.0 b 5.40
1.55 3.5 4.5 4.45 5.5 b 5'43
DOWN TRAINS (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
19p
p
14 Darra
16 OXLEY ...
17 South Brisbane June.
18 Sherwood ... ...
18 Graceville ... ...
19 Chehner
20 INDOOROOPILLY ..,
21 Taringa ... ...
22 Toowong ...
23 Milton
34 BRISBANE arrive
5 Dinmore
6 Riverview
8 Redbank
10 Goodna
12 Wolston
Stations.
Stations.
IPSWICII ... depart
1 Limestone ...
2 Booval
3 Bundamba ... ...
Daily.
Daily.
Mail.
T.P.O.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily exe.
Saturdays.
a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m.
9.40 10'0 12.20 110
b 9.43 10.4 12'24 1.4
b 9.46 10.10  12.28 1.8
d 10.13 d 12.31 d 1.11
b 9.51 10.20 12.35 1.15
d 10'24 ...
a ...
b 9.58 10.30 12'43 .,.
b 10.1 1095 12.46 .,.
b 10.5 10.40  12.50 ...
a 10.10 -  a 12.57 ..,
a 1015 ...  a 1.4 ...
10.20 ... 1.12
10.26 ...  1.22 .,,
1091 ...
 1.28 ...
10.34 ... 190 ...
10.40 ... 1.38 ,..
a 10.45 ...  a 1.42 ,..
d 10.49 ... d 1.48 ..,
10.55 ...  1.52 ,..
Pas.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Toow'mba
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
a.m. a.m. a.m. a .m. a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
7.30 ... 9.46 ... 11.15 1120
d 7'33  d 9.48 ... ... d 11.22
... .., a 797 ...  a 9.52  ... ...  a 11.27
... ... 7' 42 ... 9.57 ... ... 1132
... 7'49 .. 10.5 ... ... 11.40
... 7.53 ... 10.8 ... II 11.43
... 7.68 ... 1014 .. .., 11.50
630 ...
 8.4  ... 1025 ... ... 12'0
a 6.351 ...  a 8'10 ... a 10'30  ...  a 12.6
a 6-401 ... a 8*16  ...  a 10.36  ... ...  a 12.126-50  8.10 8.25 ... 10'45 10.55 ... 12.20
6.51 8.14  8.29 ...  e  10.48  10.69 ... 12.23
8156 8.16 8.32 ... ... 11*4 ... 12.25
a 6.58, a 8.18 ... ... ... a 11.6 ... ...
d 6.59 d 8.19 ... ... d 11-8
7.3 8.23 838 9.20 ,., 11.14 ... 12.35
7.7 8.27 a 9.23 ... d  11,18 ... d
7.11 834  8.45 9.27 11.22 ... 12.40
7'15 839  8.49 9.30 11'25 12'44
7.20 8'45 8 55  9.35 11.8 11'30 12.15 12.50
• Passengers from Toowong ,  &c., for
 Up Mail
 leaving Brisbane at 5.50 a.m, must go on to ,Goodna by Local  Train in advance,
and change there.
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers,
 and will  set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(1$
 Up  Trains leaving Brisbane at 9.40 a .m., 3.40 p m., 4.20 p .m., and 5.18 p.m., will stop at stations between Brisbane
and Oxley by signal to take on passengers for stations beyond Oxley.
(d) Train stops to
 pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight
should giv9 a notice to Guard
.  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.(e) Train stops to set down passengers,  who should give duo notice to the Guard.
Brisbane , 13th May, 1885.
Pas.
Daily exc.
Saturdays.
Pas.
Saturdays
only.
a 410  a 4.52 a 5.49
a 4.15 a 4.59 ... a 5.65
4.23 5.6 ... 6.2
490 5. 14 ... 619
496 5'20  ...  6.15
4.40 5.22  ...  6'18
4-45 5.30 ...  6-26
a 4.49 a 5.34  ...  a 692
d 4.53  d 596 ...  d 6.35
5.0 5.41 ... 6.40
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
P.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
,.. ... 2'35
'
...
... ... d 2.38 ...
... ,.. a 2.42 ...
.., ... 2.47
,.. ... 2'54 ...
... .., 2.57 ...
... .,, 3.4 ...
... ... 3.10 ...
,., ... a 3.16 ...
a 3'23
... 2.0 330 3.40
... 2.4 ... 3.14
... 2.6 ... 3418
.,, a 2.8 ... a 3'50
d 2.10 ... d 3.52
1'50 2.13 ... 3$5
d 1.53' d 2.17 ... d 3.58
1'57 2.21 ... 4.2
2.0 2.25 ... 4.5
2.5 2.30 3'55 4.10
Mixed.
Daily.
P.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
Paa.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
5.30 6.30 8.5 9.25 11.30
593 693 8.9 9.29 1194
5.37 697 8.13  W34  11'38
5441 6 '41 d 8'16 d 9'37 d 11'41
5416 6.46 8.20 9.41 11.45
d 5.49 d 6 .49 ... d
a 5.51 a 6'51 a 9'43
6.53 6'53 8.27 9.47 11.52
6.55 6.55 8.29 9.50 11.54
6.0 7.0 8.35 9.55 12.0
•• a 8 41 ...
... ,.. a 8.47 ... ...
... 8155 ... 12.15
9.1 ... a 12.20
... ,., 9.8 .., ...
...
9.11 ,,, a 12.301
.. 9'25 ...  12,35
,.. ... a 9.29
... ... d 31
9•,35 ... 12 15
Pas. , Pas,
Daily. I Daily.
p.m. p.m.
510
5.14
5.20
a 5.22
d 5.24
590
d 5.31
538
5'44
5'50
6'30
635
638
a 6.10
d 6.12
6'46
d 6.19
6'51
6'54
7.0
Pam.
Daily.
Mail.
Daily.
r.P.o.
Paa.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
616 I 936 ...  9.55
d 6.18 ... ... ... d 953
a 6°22 ... ... a 10.2
6.28 ... ... ... 105
6.36 ... ... .., 10.10
6.39 ... ... ... 10.156.16  ... ... ... 10'20
6.53 .. ... ... 10.26
a 6.59, ... ... ... a 10.32
a  7-11 ... ... ... a 10.38
7.10 ' 7.15 e 1014 1020 10.46
o
 7-14 7.19 ... 10.23 10'50
7'2 2  ... 10.26 10'53
... a 7'24 ...
...
... 7.30 1032 10.59
d
 7-321 *11... d e
7'38 ' ... 10 39 11.5
7 42 10.42 11.8
7.35 7.47 10.35 10.18 11.11
(P.) Stops at Toowong Sports Ground on Saturdays only.
(T.P.O.) Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard ' s Vans of these Trains.
Passengers for stations between Oxley and Brisbane by Down Trains arriving at Oxley at 10.45 a.m., 330 p.m., 7.10 p.m., and
10.14 p.m., will be required to change carriages at Oxley, and wi ll  be taken to their destinations by Suburban Trains
leaving Oxley at 10.55 a.m., 3.40 p.m., 7.15 p.m., and 10.20 p.m., respectively.
'„
 *  Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop .  At stations or stopping places where a letter is shown
before the time, this indicates the approximate departure time from such station or stopping place.  Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by signal.
F. CURNOW1,  Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.-SUNDAY TRAINS.
ON  and after  SUNDAY, 17th May,  1885,  the following TIME TABLE will come into operation untilfurther notice :-
BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICH-SUNDAYS.
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
A.M.
BRISBANE  ... .., dep. 90
Milton ... ... ... 9'4
Cemetery Road ... ... ...
Toowong ... ... ... 9.8
Taringa ... ... ... D 9.11
Indooroopilly ... ... 9'15
Chelmer ... ... ...
Graceville ... ... ... ...
Sherwood ... ... ... 9.22
South Brisbane Junction ... 9'24
Oxley ... ... ... arr. ...dep. 1 9.30
Darra ... ... A 9.36
Wolston ... ... ... A 9.44
Goodna ... ... arrdep. 9.52
Redbank ... ... 9.59
Riverview ... ... A 10.6
Dinmore ... ... A 10.9
Bundamba ... ... 10.19
Booval ... ... ... A 10'24
Limestone ... ... A 10.27
IPSWICH ... ... arr. 10.33
A.M. A.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M.
9.20 1.10
9.24 1.14
E 9.27 E
9.29 1.22
D 9.32, D
9'38 11.31
D 9.41 D
A 9.43 A
9.4 -,  1.39
9.47 1.41
9.50 1.45
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
IPSWICH  ... ... dep.
Limestone ...
Booval ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Dinmore ... ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Redbank
Goodna
Woiston
arr.
dep.
Darra ... ...
Oxley ,, arr.dep.
South  Brisbane  Junction ...
Sherwood ... ... ...
Graceville ...
Chelmer ... ... ...
Indooroopilly
Taringa
Toowong ... ...
Cemetery Road ... ...
Milton ... ...
BRISBANE  ... ...  arr.
7.20 ... 1.0
D 7'2 .4  ... D
A 7.27 ... A
7.31 ... 1.11
7.38 ... A
A 7.40 ... D
7.48 ... 1.26
7.55 ... 1.34
A 8'0 ... A
A 8.7 ... A
8.15 10.0 1.54
8.19 10.5 1.58
8.21 10.10 2.1
4'37 ... 6.55 1 ...
A 4.28 ...  A 6.48
D 4.311 ... D  6'51
P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
3.0 3.45 5.20 9.20
3.4 3.49 5.26 9.24
1.19 E 3.9 E 3.54 D
3.12 3'57 5.31 9.32
1.25 D 3.15 D 4.0  D 5'34 D 9.35
3.21 1 4.6 5.40 9.41
1.341 D 3.241 D 4.9 ... a 9.44
1.361 A 3.261 4.11 ... ...
3.29 4.14 5.49 9.49
3'31 4.16 5.51 9.51
4.20 5.55 9.55
3.35 6.0
A 3.41 ...  A 6.6 ; ...
A 3.49'  ... A 6.12, ...
3.67 ... 6.20 ...
4'4 ... 6.30 ...
A 4.11 ... A 6.37 ...
A 4.14 ... A 6.39
4.24 ... 6'45 ...
1.3
16
1.171
1.20
P.M. P.M .  P.M. 1 P.M.
5.0
D 5.3
'.' :., A 5 6
5.10
A 5.16
A 5.18
... 5.25 ...
.. ... 5.35 ...
1.41 ... ... A 6.40 ...
1.47 ... ... A  5.48 ...
A 10'121 A 2.3
D 10.14' D 2.5
8.29 10.18 j 2.9
D 8.32' D 10.21 D 2.12
8'38 10.28 2'17
D 10.29 D 2.18
8.43 10.33 2.20
8.50 110.40 2.25
2.15 4.30 -  6.0 10.0 •
2.19 4.34 6.6 10.4
2.21 4 .36 6'8 10.7
A 2.23 A 4.38 ... ...
D 2.25  D 4.40 ...
2.29 4 .44 6.16 10.14
D 2.32 D 4 .47 D 6 .19 D 10.17'
2.38 4 .53 6.26 10.22
D 2.39 D 4.54 D
2.43 4 .58 6'33 10.26
2.50 5 .5 6.40 10.31
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to take on passengers, on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting, and will set them down when  required.
(E) Train stops to set down passengers, who should give due notice to Guard.
NoTE.-Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may be purchased at all stations  and gates  on Saturday, available for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 13th May, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
ON and after  MONDAY, 18th MAY,  1885, the following  Time Table will  come into
UP TRAINS.  BRISBANE , IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
58
Stations.
t
Mixed.  Mixed.  Goods.
Mon., Wed.,
and Fri.
L.B. L.B.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
Mail. Southern  Passenger. Mixed.
Mail.
Saturdays
only.
T.P.O. I  L.B. L.B.
a.m. noon. p.m. p.m.
BRISBANE ... depart ... ... ... 5.50
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
65 24 IPSWICH {
arrive  ::: ::: :::  6.52 :::
C depart  7.10
123 27 Karrabin  ... ... ... a  7,17  ...
104 30 Walloon ... ... ... ... ... 7.25 ...
140 35  Rosewood  ... ... ... ... ... 7.37 ...
198 40 Western Creek  ... ... ... ...  a 7.49 ...
279 43 Grandchester ar ri ve  ... ,,. ..,  8.0 ,,.
1 depart  ... ... ...  8.5 ...
573 47 Victoria Tunnel  ... ... ... ... ...  a 8.20 ...
335 51 Laidley ... ... ... ... ... 8.35 ...
301 54 Forest Hill ... ... ... ... ... d 8.42 ...
337 60 Gatton ... ... ... ... ... ... 9.0 ...
384 66 Grantham  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9.12  ...
462 71 Helidon  ... arrive  ... ... ... 9.25 ...{ depart ... ... ... 9.35 ...
788 82 Murphy's Creek  ... ... ... .. ...  10.4
1530 91 Highflelds  ... ... ... .. ...  10.47  ...
2003 98 Harlaxton  ... ... ... ...  d 11.13  ...
1921 101 TOOWOOMBA f arrive ... ... ... 11.25depart  ... 7.10 8.0 11.45 12.0
1853 103 Cranley ...
.,
... ... a 7.20 a 8.10 b 11.52 a 12.10
1717 106 Wetalla  ... ... ... ...  a 7.28 a 8 .18 b 11.59 a 12.18
1577 108 Gowrie Junction... arrive ... ... ... ... ...
1577 108 Gowrie Junction ...  depart
1712 111 Charlton ...
1696 113 Wellcamp ... ..,
1774 117 Westbrook .
1524 124 Cambooya £ arrive
c depart
1651 132 Greenmount ...
137 136 miles  40 chains ...
1430 141 King 's Creek ...
1434 143 Clifton ... ...
1464 146 Clifton Colliery ... ...
152 Talgai ... ...
1500 154 Hendon  ... ... ...
1568 157 D euchar ... ... ...
1459 161 Toolburra ... ...
1472 163 Lyndhurst .
1497 168 WARWICK (
arrive
depart
168 East Warwick .., ...
175 Limestone Quarry ...
179 Silverwood ... ...
2408  188 Cherry Gully ,., ...
190 Maryland ..,
2906 194 Dalveen  ... ... ...
3004 199 Tbulimbah
2656 207 STANTHORPE ... arrive
1577 108 Cowrie Junction  ...  depart
1454 113 Gowrie  ... ... ...
1314 120 Oakey  ... ... ...
1257 129 Jondaryan  ... ...
1225 136 Bowenvi ll e  ... ...
1122 149  Blaxland
1123 152 DALBY  ... {
arrive
depart
1075  167 Macalister  ... ...
1035 180 Warra  ... ... ...
191 191 Camp ...
986 203 Chinchilla ... ...
217 217 Camp ... ...
221 221  in.  Siding  ... ...
972 231 Miles ... arrivedepart(
1067 243 Drillham ... ...
1056 267 Dulacca  ... ... ...
1020 271 Channing  ... ...
986 281 Yeulba  ..,
t
arrive
depart
1018 293 Wallumbilla Siding ...
986 307 Blythdale ...
978 317 ROMA  ... €  evedepart
972 323 Bungeworgorai  ... ...
1064 329 Hodgson  ... ...
1170 338 Brinsop  ... ... ...
1169 344 Muckadilla  ... ...
1137 356  Amby ... ...
1113  370 East Mitchell ... ..
371 MITCHELL  ..,  ar ri ve
Brisbane, 13th) May, 1885.
7.40 ... ... 12.30
d 7.50 ... ... d 12.42
a 7.57 ... ...  a 12.48
a 8.10 ... ... a 1'0
8.40 ... ...  1-20
8.45 ... ...  1-30
9.15 ... ... 1155
d 9.30  ... ...  d 21
9150 ... ...  2-25
10.0 ... ... 2.36
a 10.7 ... ... a 2.41
a 10.28  ... ...  a 31010-40  ... ... 3.7
a 10.51  ... ...  a 3.19
a 11-6 ... ... a 3.29
a 11.13 ... ...  a 3.35
11.25 ... ...  3.60
... ...  4-10
... ... ... a 4.14
... ... ... d 4.46
... ... ... a 5.4
... ... ... a 6.25
... a 6.37
a 6.68
... ... ... a 6.25
... ... ... 6.50
... 8.30 12.15
... a 8.48 a 12.26
... 9.5 12.42
... 9.35 1.5
... a 9.58 a 1.22
a 10 34 a 1 *61
10.45 1.59:::
11.0 2.19
... 11.52 2.54
... 12.40 3.25
d 1.20 d 3.60
1.50 419
d 4.51
... d 6.5
... 6.27:::
... 5.47
a 6.11
... ... 6.44
... a 7.17
... 7.37
::: 7.47
a 8-14
a 8.47
..
... 9.10
9.0 ... 9.25
a 9.20 a 9.38
a 9.44
a 10.20
a
a
9.6310-18
10.54
a 11.42
10.39
a 11.1212-38 a 11.47
12.42
... 11 62
3.40
510
5115
a 5.28
5.35
6150
a 6.5
6.15
6.20
a 6.35 ,..
6.50 ,.,
d 6.57
7.22 ...
a 7.35 ...
7.50 ...
8.5B-35 ,.,...
9.12 ...
d 9.38 ...
9.50 ,,,
5.0
... a 5.10
... a 5.18
... ...
...  5-30
a ... a 6.48
0 ,., 6.10
.
... 6'40
..,  a 6.68
8 ..,  a 7.39
B ... 7.50
... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
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AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
operation until further  notice:
ROMA ,  MITCHELL ,  WARWICK, AND STANTHORPE.
Stations.
MITCHELL ... depart
East Mitchell ... ...
Amby  ... ...
Muckadilla ...
Brinsop ... ...
Hodgson ... ...
Bungeworgorat
ROMA ... arrivedepartl
Blythdale ...
Wallumbilla Siding
Yeulba
{
arrive
depart
Channing ... ...
Dulacca  ... ... ...
D ril lham
Miles ...
221 m .  Siding
217 Camp
Chinchilla
191 Camp
Warra
Macalister
DALBY ...
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
Blaxland ... ...
Bowenville ... ...
Jondaryan ... ...
Oakey  ... ... ...
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive
STANTHORPE  ...  depart
Thulimbah ...
Dalveen . ...
Maryland ...
Cherry Gully ...
Silverwood ...
Limestone  Quarry ...
East Warwick ..
WARWICK {
arrive
depart
Lyndhurst ... ...
Toolburra ... ...
Deuchar ... ...
Hendon ... ... ...
Talgal ... ...
Clifton Colliery ... ...
Clifton  ... ... ...
King 's Creek .. ...
138 miles 40 chains ...
Greenmount
Cambooya arrivedepart{
Westb rook ... ...
Wellcamp ...
Charlton... ...
Gowrie Junctiop ... arrive
t
Goods .  Passenger .  Southe rn  Mail.
Mail.
Tue., Thu.,
and Sat.
L.B. L.B.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
t I t
Mixed.  Goods. Goods.
T.P.O. L.B.
Saturday
only.
a.m. p.m. p.m.4-25 ...
4.30 ... ...
a 5.5 ... ...
5.38 ,.. ...
a 5.58 ... ...
a 6.23 ... ...
a 6.40 ... ...
6.52 ... ...
7.2 ... ...
a 7.25 ... ...
a 7.58 ... ...
8
8.37 ... ...
a 9.2 ... ...
930
... ... ... a 10.3 ... ...
d 121  ... ...  d 8.25
c° 12.35 ,.. ,., 9.5
1'6 9.45
10.400 1-39
Mo., We.,
and Fri.
only.
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed.
p,m. p.m.
... 4.25
.., a30 5.22
... 6.24
... a 6.48
... a 7.24
... a 7.48
... 8.10
... 11.40 ... ... 74 0
,.. 10.27 ... ...
... 10.32 ...
,., d 10.54 ... ...
d 11.5
...
..
o60
...  B 1.59  ...  8140
a 6.9 ... a 2.6 ... a 8.55
a 6.40 ... Fr. a 2.37 ... a 9.40 ... ,,.
7.0 ... ° 2.56 ... 10.0 ... .,,
7.35 ... 3.19 ... 10.30
a 8.0 ... a 3.43 ... a 11.0 ... ...
..
Gowrie Junction  ...  depart 8.20
Wetalla  ... ... ...  a 8.32
Cranley  ... ... ...  a 8.39
TOOWOOMBA arrive 8.50depart --
Harlaxton ... ...
Highflelds  ... ... ...
Murphy's Creek ..
Helidon ...
Grantham
arrive
departI
Gatton  ... ... ...
Forest Hill ,,, ,,,
Laidley  ... ... ...
Victo ria Tunnel .. .
Grandchester
C
arrive
 depart
Western Creek ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Walloon ... ...
Karrabin...
IPSWICH arrive
9.15
a 9.47
a 10.5
a 10.17
a 10.30
a 10.52
d 11.4
a 11.26
11.35
11.55
a 12.5
a 12.12
a 12.27
12.37
a 12.42
a 1.0
1.6
1.16
d 1.30
1'55
2.20
2.30
a 2.52
a 3.4
d 3.10
... 3.30 3.55
... a 3.42 e
... a 3.50 e
4.2 4.27
6.25 4.50
d 6.35 ... d
7.2 ... 5.28
7.40 ... 6.5
8.15 ... 6.35
8.30 ... 6.50
a 8.44 ... a
9.0 ... 7.20
a 9.22 ... a
9.30 ... 7.45
a 9.45 ... a
10.0 ... 8.15
10.5 ... 8.20
a 10.11 ... a
10.26 ... 8.45
10.41 ... 9.5
a 10.49 ... a
11.0 ... 9.25
11.15  ...  9.35
4.25
a 4.35
a 4.44
a 5.0
5.9
a 5.16
a 5.35
5.45
5.55
d 6.5
6.25
6.50
6.55
a 7.25
a 7.40
d 7.50
8.5 11.15
4.6 a 8.17 ...
4.15 a 8.24 ,..
8.37 11.50
4.67
7.4
7.37
8.0
8.30
9.13
depart
BRISBANE
For Times at Stations  be tween Ipswich and Bri sbane, see Suburban Time Table.
arrive 12.15 ... 10.35
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner fori$ailwaya.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE  AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
ON and after SUNDAY, 17th May,  1885, the following Time Table will  come into operation untilfurther notice :-
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles' Stations.
SANDGATE  ... depart
Cabbage -tree... ...
Nudgee ,..
Toombul ...
Nundah .., ...
Junction ,., ...
Lutwyche .., ...
Albion ... ... ...
Mayne.., ..
Bowen Hills ... ...
Exhibition ...
Normanby ,., ...
BRISBANE .., arrive
a.m.  P.M. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. P.M.
10 0 1.15 4.15 5.15 .. 6.151 630
a a a a ... a a
10.10 1.25 425 5.25 ... 6'26 810
a a a a ... a a
10.18 1.33 4.33 5.331 6.0 6'35 8.48
10.23 1.37 4.38 5.381 6.4 6.40  8-53
10.27 1'41 4.42  5-421 68  6.44 8.57
10.30 1.44 , 4.46 5•46 6.11 6.47 91)
10.33 1.47 4.50  5-50, 6.14 6'50 9.3
a a a a a a a
10.36 1.521 4.55 5.55 6.19 6.56 9.7
10,40  1.55 5.0 6.0 6.24 7.0 9.10
10.45 2.0 5.5 6'5 6.30 7'5 9.15
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Mileal  stations.
BRISBANE  ... depart
1 Normanby ... ...
2 Exhibition ... ...
2 Bowen Hi ll s ... ...
3 Mayne ... ..,
4 Albion . ...
4 Lutwyche ... ,.,
6 Junction .,, ...
6 Nundah ... ...
7 Toombul
9 Nudgee ...
11 Cabbage -tree ... .
13 SANDGATE  ...  arrive
a.m. a.m.
9.0
9.4
9.3
a
9.13
9.16
9.18
9.22
9.27
a
9.36
a
9.48
10.010-4
10.8
a
10.1310-1610-20
10.24
10.30
a
10.38
a
10.48
p.m. p.m. p.m.
1.10 2.30 4.15
1.15 2.34 4.19
1.20 2'38 423
a a a
1.26 2 .43 4.28
1.30 2.46 4.31
1.33 2.50 4.34
1.38 2.55 4'38
1.45 3.0 4.43
a a
1.53 3.8
a a
2.5 3.20
P.M. P.M. P.M.
5.15 7.15 9.25
6.19  7-19  9 29
5'23  723 8.331
a a a
5.28 7.28  4-38'
5.31 7.31 9 41
5.31 7.35 9.45
5.38 7.40 9.50
5'43 7.45 9.55
a a a
5.50 7.53 10.3
a a a
6'0 8.5 10.13
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them
down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give
due notice to guard.
9-141 0-3
9.18 10.7
a a
9.25 10.13
9.2q 10.161
9.30 10.19
9.35 10'23
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
Bat. +
Miles) Stations . 1Mixed Pas . Pas. Expr' s Mixed Pas . 'Mixed IPas. Mixed Mixed Mixed  Pas. Pas . (Mixed only. 1Pas,
a.m. a.m .  , a.m. a.m.  a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
SANDGATE  ...depart 6.43 ... 8 .8 9.0 ... 11.0 ... 1.15  ...  3.15 ... 5.281 6.28 ... 7.30 10.10
2
4 Nudgeetree ... ..6.53 ... 8.18. ... ... 11'10 ... 1-25 ... 3.25 ... 5.38 6.38 ... 740 10.80
6 Toombul  ... ...  a ... a a, .. a  ..,  a ... a a ... a a
7 Nundah ... arrive 7.1 ... 8"26 ... ... 111.181 ... 1.33 ... 3.33 ' 5.46 6.46 ... 7.48 1028
.., RACRCOURSE ...depart 8.10 .,. 10.10 ... 112 .5 ... 2-10, ... 3-50' 7 0
.., Hendra  ... .,,  a a a a ... a a
Sandgate  Road arrive  .,,  a ... .,, a ... a a i a
8 Junction depart 7.5 8 17 e 8 301 10.25 11.23 12.18 1.38 2.201 3.40 4.0 5.51 6511 7-8 7.51033
9 Lutwychd ... .... 7 9 8.21 , e .. 10.29 11.27 12.22 1.42 2.24 3.41 4.4 5 *55 656 712 7-5'7 1037
9 Albion... ... ... l 712 8.24 8.36 9.21 10.33 11-301 12-251.45 2.27 3.47 4.7 5.58 6-58, 7.15 8.0 10.40
10 Mayne 716  8-27!  e  8-38  10 36 11.33 12.28 1.48  2-30'  3.51  4-10,  6.0 7.1 718 1 8.3 10.43
11 l Bowen Hills  ...  a a e a a a a a a a a a. a a a
11 Exhibition ... 720 8.32 a 8.42 .,, 10.41 11.37 12.33 1.52 2.36 3.56 4.16 6.5 7.5 7.23 8 7 10.47
Normanby 723 8.35 e 10.45 1140 12-38 1-55 240 4-0 420 6-9 7-9 7'28 8 11 10 61
13 BRISBANI  ,.. arrive 7 '28 8.40 8.50 9'35 10.50 11.451 12.43 2.0 2'45 4.5 4'251 6.131 7.131 7'33 8.15 10-65
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
Miles Stations .  Mixed Mixed 3lixediMixed  Mixed Mixed
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
.., BRISBANE  ...depart
Normanby ...
2 Exhibition ... ...
2 Bowen  Hills ... ...
3 Mayne
4 , Albion ... ...
4 Lutwyche ... ...
6 Junction  ...  arrive
6.40  7,3519-10 10.0
8.43 7.38 1
6.48  7-43,
6.53 7.48
6.56 7.51
7.0 7.55
7.5 8.0
Sandgate  Road depart .. a
6 Hendra  .. ... a
S RACF.COURBE ... Atrive  ... (  8'6
Junction  ..,depart 7.6
6 Nundah ... 7'il ...
7 Toombul  ... ..,  a
9 Nudgee  ...  7.191 ...
11 Cabbage -tree ... ...  a
13 SANDGATE  ,.,  arrive 7.29
a.m. p.m.
11.20 12.15
11.24 12.19
11.29 12.23
11'33 12.28
11.36 12.31
11.41 12.36
11.45 ...
NOTE.- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may be purchased  at all Stations and Gates  on
Saturday , available for Sunday only.
Pas. Mixed Mixed) Pas. Pas.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
1.10 215 3.10 4.31 5.25
1.14 2.19 3.14 4.34 5'29
1.19 2.24 3.19  4.39  5,33
a a a a a
1.23 2'30 3.23 4.44 5.38
1.26 2.33 3.26  4.47 5.41
1.31 2.36 3.31 4.51 5.45
1.35 2.39 3.35 4.56 5.50
Mixed MixedIMixed
p
5'47 6.25
m. p.m.
9 15
5.51 629 9.19
5.55  6-331  9.23
a a a
6.0 6.38, 9.28
63  6.41 9.31
6.7 6.44 9.35
6'12 6'50 9.33
a ... a ... a ... a  .., ...  a ,,
a a a ... a ... a .
9 45 11.55 ... 1.41 ... 3.45 ... ... 6.18 ,..
... ... 12.40 ... 2.111 ... 4.57 5.51 6.51
... 10.28 ... 12.48 ... 2.45 ... 5.2 .5.56 ... 6.56
... a ...  R  ... .. ... a a ... a
10.35 ... 12.55 ...  2.52 ...  5.10 6.4 ... 74
... a ... a ,,. a ... a a ... a
1045 ... 1.5 3.2 ...  5-20  6.14 .. 7.14
Mixed
p1 ,.
0
11.13
11 18 I
a
11.23
11.26
11 30
1135
11-361 .,•
943 1141'
a a
9.50  11-49'
a a 1 ,•.
10 0 11.59
Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them  (e) Up Train leaving Sandgate at 8.8 a .m. will stop at stations
down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should give between  .Junction and Brisbane to set down passengers  from  eta-
due notice to Guard .  tions beyond Junction only.
NOTE.-On Saturdays only.
The Train timed to leave Brisbane at  12.15  p.m. will leave at 12.22  p.m.;  and that at  1.10 p.m. will leave at 1.20 p.m.
The Train timed to leave Sandgate at 1.15 p.m. will leave t 1.22  p.m.;  and that to leave Racecourse at 12.5 p.m. will make a trip
to Nundah, an ach Bri sbane at 12.48 p.m.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  18th May ,  1886 .  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH COAST LINE.
0 and after MONDAY, 18th _-kIa3. 1885, the following Time Table will  come into operationuntil further  notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles stations. Miles
a.131. p.m.
.. STANLEY STREET depart 5'45 4'30
I Wooloongabba ... ... 5.50 4'34 1
3 Fairfield ... A 6'0 A 4'44 6
3 Yeronga ... ... ... A 6.3 A 4'48 7
4 South Coast Junction ... 6.7 4.52 9
5 Rocklea ... ... ... 6.15 4.59 10
6 Salisbury  ... ... ... D 6'20 D 5'5 12
8 Cooper's Plains ... 6.28 5.15 13
9 Sunnybank ... ... 6333 5'20 14
11 Runcorn ...
i CS k
v 6'41
6'45
D 5'28
5.32
15
1512
17
pr ng ree
Kingston ...
D
D 7,0 DD 5'47 17
18 LocANLEA ... arrive 7.5 5'55 118
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
LOGANLEA... ... depart
Kingston ...
Spring Creek
Runcorn
Sunnybank ...
Cooper' s Plains ...
Salisbury ... ...
Rocklea ..
South Coast Junction
Yeronga ... ...
Fairfield ... ...
Wooloongabba
STANLEY STREET ... arrive
a. in. p.m.
7.30 6'15
D 7 38  D 6.23
D 7'53 D 6.38
D 7'59 D 6.44
8.7 6.52
8.13 6.56
D 8.20  D 7.3
8.25 7.7
8.30 7.12
A 8.35 A 7'16
A 8.38 A 7.20
8.48 7'30
8.55 7'35
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(n.) Train sops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending uassengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shown thus (A 6.34) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely intended as a
guide to passengers.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
O N and after MONDAY, 18th May, 1885, the following Time Table will  Dome into operation
until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Height
fro m from of
Brisbane . Junction.  Formation
Stations. Mixed. Mixed.
feet.
166 ... 1497 WARWICK ... ... depart
167 ... 1490 Killarney Junction ... j
172 4 1570 Hermitage ... ... ...
173 ... ... Glencairn Crossing... ...
174 7 1552 Swan Creek ... ...
177 10 1696 Mount Sturt ... ...
180 12 1699 Yangan ...
183 16 1668 EMU VALE ... ... arrive
a.m.  P.M.
10'0 4.40
10 5 4.45
10.27  5.7 ...
D 10.40 D 5.20
10.44 ; 5.24
11.1 5'41
11.13 5.53
11.33 6.13
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles  I Height
from i of
Emu Vale. Formation.
Stations. Mixed. Mixed.
feet.  S.M.  p.m.
1668 EMu VALE ... ... ... depart 8.0 2'0
3 1699 Yangan ... ...  A 8.221 2.22 ..
6 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... ... ...  A 8'34 2.34
9 1552 Swan Creek ... ... A 8'51  2 .51 i
10  ... Glencairn Crossing ... D 8'55 D 2.55,
11 1570 Hermitage ... ...  A  9.8 3.8
16 1490 Killarney Junction ... ... ... A 9.28. ... 3.28
17 1497 WARWICK ... ... ... arrive 9.33 3.33
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1885 .  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-FASSIFERN BRANCH.
ON  and  After MONDAY, 18th May ,  1885 ,  the following Time Table will come into operation untilfurther  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Brisbane.
stations
and Stopping Places.
Mo
t
Goods.
ndays only.
Gottds.
Mixed.
A.M. A.M. P.M.
24 IPawicu ... ... ... dep. 5.45 12.15 5130
25 Little Ipswich ... ... ... ... D 12.20 D 5.35 ... ...
26 Churchill D 12.26 D 5.40 ... ...
28 Yamahato ... ... ... ... D 12.37 D 5.50 ... ...
30 Hampstead ... ... D 12.49 D 6.0 ...
32 Purga ... ... ... .,. ... A 1.1 A 6.10 ...
33 Goolman ... ... ... ... ... D F8 D 6.15 ...
34 Hillside ... ... ... ... ... D 1.14 D 6.20 ...
35 Rockton .. ... ... ... 1.20 D 6.25
36 Peak  Crossing A 1.28 A 6.30 ... ...
37 Flinders .. ... ... ... ... A 1.34 A 6.35 ... .,.
39 Churchbank D 1.44 D 6.45 ...
42 HAERISVILLE ... ... arr. 7.0 2.0 7.0 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Stations t tGoods.from
Har'isville. and Stopping Places.
Mixed. Goods.
Saturdays only.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
... HABa.ISVILLE ... ... dep. 7.25 3.0 7.15
3 Churchbank ... ... ... D 7.40 D 3.16 ...
6 Flinders ... .., ... A 7.50 A 3.26 ...
6 Peak Crossing ... ... ... A 7.55 A 3.32 ...
7 Rockton ... ... ... ... D 810 D 3.40 ...
8 Hillside ... ... ... D 8.5 D 3.46 ... ... ...
9 Goolman ... ... D 8.10 D 3.52 ...
10 Purga ... ... A 8.15 A 3.59 ...
12 Hampstead ... ... D 8.25 D 4111 ...
14 Yamahato ... .., ... D 8.35 D 4.23 ...
16 Churchill ... ... ... D 8.45 D 4.34 ...
17 Little Ipswich ... ... D 8.50 D 4.40
18 IPSWICH ... arr. 8 .55 4.45 8.35
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
(t) Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane , 13th May, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
ON and after MONDAY, 18th May, 1885, the following Time Table will  come  into operation untilfurther notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles
from from
Brisbane . Junction.
24 ...
25 ...
26 ...
29
31 3
33 7
35 9
37 11
40 14
43 17
45 19
Height
of
Formation.
Stations.
feet.
65 IPSWICH ... ... depart
98 Fassifern Junction ... ...
93 Brisbane Valley Junction...
Brassall .. ..
181 Pine Mountain ... ...
135 Borallon ... ...
231 Glamorgan ... ...
118 Fairneyview ... ...
161 Fernvale ... ...
146 Verners
174 LowooD ... ... arrive
Goods.  Mixed. Mixed.
Mondays only.
a.m. a.m.
5.30 11.40 5150
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles
from
Lowood.
Height
of
Formation.
Stations.
them down when required.
feet. a.m. p.m. p.m.
174 LowooD ... ... ... depart 7.10 1.55 8 115
2 146 Verners ... ... ... ... 7.20 2.5
5 161 Fernvale ... ... ... ... 7.37 2.22 8.37
8 118 Fairneyview ... ... ... ... 7.54 2.39
10 231 Glamorgan ... ... ... ... 8.5 2.50 ...
12 135 Bora llon ... ... ... ... 8.16 3.1
14 181 Pine Mountain ... ... ... 8.28 3.13 ...
16 ... Brassall  ... ... ... ... 8.40 3.25
19 93 Brisbane  Valley  Junction  ... ...  8.55 A 3.40 A  8'37
20 98 Fassifern Junction  ... ... ... ...  9.0 ... 3.45  ...  9.41
21 65 IPSWICH  ... ... ...  arrive 9 .5 3.50 9.45
(A) Train stops by signal to take  on passengers , and will set
to alight should give due notice  to Guard.
5.34 ... 11.45 ... 5.55
A 5.38 A 11.50 A 6.0
12.7 6.17
12.18 6.28
... 12.29 6.39
12.40 6.50
... 12.51 7.1
6.38 1.8 7.18
1.25 7.35
7.0 1.35 7.45
t
Mixed . Mixed. Goods.
Saturdays only.
P.M.
Passengers  wishing
F. CUOW,
Brisbane, 13th  May, 1885.  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
ON  and  after TUESDAY, 19th  May, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operation until
further  notice:-
r0 UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
a.m. p.m.
101 TOOWOOMBA depart 7.50 3.0
103 Cranley  ... ...  A 8.0 A 3.10
105 Wetalla  .. ...  A 8.8 A 3.18
106 Pengarry Junction  ...  8.10 3.20
... 106 m. 13 ch .  Gate ... A A
... 108 m. 23 ch.  Gate  ...  A 8.25 A 3.35
... 109  in.  28 ch. Gate ... A A
... 110 m. 17  ch. Gate ... A 8'40 A 3.50
... 110 m. 55 ch. Gate ... A A
.. 111 m .  9 ch. Gate ... A A
112 Meringandan  ... ...  8.55 4.5
... 113  in.  23 ch. Gate A A
114 m. 8 ch. Gate A 9.8 A 4.18
11.7 CABABLAH arrive  9. 30 4.40
BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
Brisbane , 13th May, 1885.
TIME TABLE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
ON and after MONDAY, the 4th May, 1885, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg and MountPerry Railway will come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS . DOWN  TRAINS.
Mondays ,  Tuesdays,
a ons.Wiles Stations . Daily, Mondays, miles Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Sundays ex- Wednesdays, and and
cepted. and Fridays. Fridays. Saturdays.
am.
BIINDABERG  depart
.
730
3 Oakwood ... ,., D
5 Sharon  ... ... 7.50
10 Siding D
12 Bingera  ... ...  8111
16 Goondoon ... ... A
20 Kolan ... ... ...  8.40
23 Maroondan ... A
28 Gin Gin .., 9.23
30 Watawa arrive 9,30f depart
96 Stockyard Creek ...
41 Moolboolaman ...
44 Gillen's Siding ... ...
56 Boolboonda  ... ...
58 Wonbali ...
bJ Wolca
64 Drummer's Creek .
6 6  MOUNT PERRY arrive
a.m.
En
0U
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
a.m.  P.M.
... CABARLAR depart 9'40 5.0
... 114 m. 8 ch. Gate ... A 10'2 A 5.22
... 113 m. 23 ch. Gate ... A A
5 Meringandan  ... ... 10.15 5'35
... 111 m. 9 ch. Gate ... A A
... 110 m. 55 ch. Gate ... A A
... 110 m. 17 ch. Gate ... A 10.30 A 5'50
... 109 m. 28 ch. Gate ... A A
... 108 in. 23 ch.  Gate ..  A 10.45 A 6.5
.. 106 m. 13 ch. Gate ... A A
11 Pengarry Junction ... 11.0 6.20
12 Wetalla ... ... A 11.2 A 6.22
14 Cranley ... ... A 11'10 A 6.30
17 ToowooMBA  arrive  11.20 6.40
a.m.
2 Drummer's  Creek  .. , a ...
3 Wolca ... ... A ...
p.m.
... MOUNT PERRY dep. 1.15
8 Wonbah  ... ... A ,,.
10 Boolboonda ... ... 2.0 ...
,,, 22 Gi llen's Siding  ... A .,.
25 Moolboolaman ... 3.0
30 Stockyard Creek .. D
36 Watawa a pve .. "'I depart 3.45 10.15
9.45 38  Gin Gin ... ... 4.0 10.30
D 43 Maroondan  ,.. ...  A A
10.30 46 B olan ... ... 4.35  1115
A 50 Goondoon ... ... PA  A
11.25 54 Bingera  ... ...  5.0 11.35
A 56 Siding ... ... ...  D D
A 61 Sharon  ... ...  5.25 12.0
A 63 Oakwood  ...  D 4
12.15  66 BUNDABERG arrive 545 12.15
NOTE.-(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down where required. Passengers
wishing to  alight  should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains atop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to ali ght should
give due uotico  to Guard.  No person except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. 'URNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,  Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Brisbane , 24th April, 1885.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
St ti
6
30
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY (AND BURRUM BRANCH).
TIME TABLE.
0 N and  after MONDAY,  2nd June, 1884 ,  the following Time Table for the Maryborough Railwayand the  Burrum Branch will come into operation  until further notice:-
Miles.
UP TRAINS.
Passenger .  Passenger.
No.2. No.4.
Mixed .  Mixed.
No. 10. No. 12
A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
MARYBOROUGH ... ... ... ... depart 7.0 7.30 3.0 4.0
2 Croydon Junction ... ... ... ... ... A 7'6 ... A 3.8 ...
6 Aldershot ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.22 ... A 3'28 ...
15 Torbanlea ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'58 ... A 4.14 ...
17 Burrum ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8'6 ... A 4.24 ...
18 HOWARD ... ... ... ... ... arrive 8.10 ... 4.30 ...
2 Croydon Junction ... ... ... ... depart ... A 7.35 ... A 4.7
3 Sunbury ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.38 ... A 4.1G
5 Oakhurst ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.44 ... A 4.15
9 Yengarie ... ... ... ... ... ... 810 ... *4.30
10 Graham's Creek ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.3 ... A 4.33
12 Mungar ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.9 ... A 4.40
16 Antigua ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.21 ... A 4.57
17 Owanyilla ... ... ... ,. ... A 8.24 ... A 5.2
20 Blackmount ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8'33 ... A 5.14
22 Tiaro ... ... ... ... ... ... ... *8.40 ... 5-22
23 Kooringa .. ... ... ... ... A 8.43 ... A 5.26
26 Bopple ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8-52 ... A 5.37
30 Gundiah arrive ... *9.5 ... *5.55... .., depart ... 9.20 ... 6.10
32 Gootchie ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 9.27 ... A 6.16
38 Banyan ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 9.50 ... A 6.40
43 Gunalda ... ... ... ... ... ... ... *10.10 ... 7'2
46 Kadina ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.19 ... A 7.12
49 Curra ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.29 ... A 7.24
51 Harvey's Siding ... ... ... ... ... A 10.35 ... A 7.32
54 Corre lla ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.44 ... A 7.44
56 Tamaree ... ... ... ... ... .. ... A 10.51 ... A 7'52
61 GYMPIB ... ... ... ... ... arrive ... 11.10 ... 8.15
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles. Stations. Passenger .  Passenger .  Mixed .  Mixed.No. 3. No. 5. No. 11. No. 13.
A.M. A.M.
... GYMPIB  ... ... ... ... ... depart 7.30 ...
5 Tamaree ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'45 ...
7 Corre ll a ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'52 ...
10 Harvey's Siding ... ... ... ... ...  A 8'2 ...
12 Curra ... ... ... ... ... ... , A 818 ...
15 Kadina ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8117 ...
18 Gunalda ... ... ... ... ... ... 8.30 ...
23 Ka nvan ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8'44 ...
29 Gootchie ... ... ... ... ... ... A 9.4 ...
31 Gundiah ... ,., ... ... arrive *9.10 ...t depart 9.25 ...
35 Bopple ... ... ... ... ... ... A 9 38 ...
38 Kooringa ... ... ... ... A 9.48 ...
39 Tiaro ... ... ... ... ... 9.55 ...
41 Blackmount... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.0 ...
44 Owanyilla ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.10 ...
45 Antigua ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10'13
49 Mungar  ... ... ... A 10.25 ...
51 Graham' s Creek  ... ... ... ... ... A 10.31 ...
52 Yengarie ... ... ... ... ... ... 10.35 ...
56 Oakhurst ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.50 ...
68 Sunbury ... ... ... ... ... A 10.56
1
3
12
16
59
61
* Trains meet here.
(A.) Trains  stop  by signal to take on passengers , and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing of
alight should notify Guard at preceding station.
The times shown thus (A 7.6) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely
intended as a guide  to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,! F. CURNO W,
Brisbane , 16th May, 1884. Acting Commissioner for Railways.
P.M. P.M.
4'0 ...
A 4-18 ...
A 4'26 ,..
A 4.38 ...
A 4.46 ...
A 4.58 ...
*5.12 ...
A 5.30 ...
A 5.55 ...
*6.5 ...
6'20 ...
A 6.35 ...
A 6.47 ...
*6.52 ...
A 6.59 ...
A 7.11 ...
A 7.15 ...
A 7'31 ...
A 7'39 ...
1''44 ...
A  1.58 ...
A 8.6 ...
HOWAIID ... ... ... ... ... depart ... 8.40 1 ... 4.50
Burrum ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.44 f ... A 4.53
Torbanlea ... ... .. ... ... ... ... A 8.54 ... A 5.1
Aldershot ... ... ... ... ... ... A 9'38 1 ... A 5.36
Croydon Junction ... ... ... ... ... ... A 10.0 ...  A 5.6
Croydon Junction ... ... ... ... ... A 11'0 A 8'10
MsaYBoRouG}H ... ... ... ... arrive 11.10 10'10 8.20 6.0
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
IME TABLE to come into operation on and after  MONDAY, 8th June,  1885, and until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Mixed) Passen - Goods. Goods. Mixed Goods. Mixed
ger.
Mon., I
c Daily. Wed., Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
and Fri.,
A.M.
Rockhampton  dep. 5'20
2 Yeppen ... ... 5.25
6 Gracemere  ... ... 5.40
8 Malchi ... ... ...  5-50
10 Kabra ... ... ... 5.55
13 Neerkoll ... ... 6.0
15 Stanwe ll  ... ...  6'10
18 Warren ... ... 6.15
20 Siding  ... ... ... 6'27
24 Wycarbah ... ... 6.37
27 Spring Creek... ... 6.43
6'55
€ ep30 Westwood  .. ddep.
33 Oakey  ... ... ••.
38 Gogango
44 Rocky
47 Tunnel
59 Herbert's Creek ...
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa ... ...
72 Wallaroo ... •••
83 Bridgewater ... ...
88 Dingo arr.dep.
96 Stanley
102 Walton •••
107 Bluff  ... ... ...
110 Siding ... ... ...
118 Blackwater ..•
125 Burngrove ... ...
129 Tolmie's
140 Comet
149 Yamala
159 Winton
163 Siding ...
165 Emerald
165
169
183
186
197
206
212
220
227
arr.
Emerald dep.
Emerald Downs .
Pelican .. .
U Gordon Downs
Capella ... ...
$' Retro .. ...Retro Creek ...
Langton ... ...
Clermont arr.
165 Emerald •. dep.
171 Range Downs ...
179 Saint Helens... ...
18:3 Glendarriwill ...
188 Siding  .. ... •••
191 Anakie .•. •••
199 Borilla ... ... ...
203 Withersfield ...
213 Woodbine ... ...
218 Siding  ... ... ...
227 Bogantungan
€
dep.
235 Hannam 's Gap ...
241 Drummond ... ...
262 Pine Hi ll  ... ...
271 Al ha
t290 Be a ...
305 Jericho arr.
A.M. A.M . NOON. P.M.
6'0 10'0
6.5  10-126-18 10.30
6'23  10-40
6.28 10.50
6'35 11.0
6'40 11'10
6.50  11-27
6.55 11 90
7.4 11.57
7.10 12.7
*7.15
7'30 12'25
7.38 12.35
7.50, 1.0
8'5 *1.30
8 15 1.40
8.37  2-7 ,
8.47 2.35'
9'5 *3'109-25  3.40
9.57 4.25
4'45 I
*10'5  455
10.25 5.301
10'45 555
10.57 6.12,
11.5 6.25
11'25 6'55
11.50 7.20;
*12'0 4 *7.35
12.30 8'15
12.55. 8.55
1.301 9.50
1'35 , 10'0
a
d
Y
c-
1'55
2.122-352-47
2.57
*3.53-25
3'35
4.54-20,
*4'45
5'25
5.47
6'20
7'15
*8.5
9'0
2'02.153-0
3' 10
3'45
4.15
4.35
5.0
5'30
With
Pass'ger
carriage
attach'd
*12'0
12'40
1.10
2'0
P.M. P.M. I
...  *5150,7  15
... 5.20 34
... 5.27)` 53
... 5.35 64
... 6.42,1 70
*5'S0 786.5
6.1511 87
6.35, 92
6.47 102
7'0 11 1214
... 117
122
126
... 131
... . 1140
With
Pass'ger
Carr'age
attach'd215
3.55
5'25
6'30
8
16
22
31
42
45
78
62
140
142
146
156
165
176
180
187
195
198
203
209
217
.t.
STATIONS.
DOWN TRAINS.
Passen- Goods. Mixed. Mixed G)ods. Goods Mixed
ger.
Tues.,
Daily. Thurs., Daily.
and Sat.
Sat.
Daily. Daily. Daily. only.
A.M.
Jericho .., dep. 315
Beta  ... ... ...  4'0
Alpha ... .•• 4'50
Pine Hill  ... ...  5'40
Drummond  ...  6.15
Hannam 's Gap ...  *6'35
Bog antun gan dep.[ 7'107'25
Siding  ... ... ... 7.50
Woodbine ... 8.3
Withersfield  ... 8'30
Borilla ... ... 8'40
Anakie  ... _•• *9'0
Siding ... . ... 9.7
Glendarriwill ... 9-20
Saint Helens ... ... 9.30
Range Downs .. 9.55
Emerald ... arr.
Clermont dep.
Langton ... ...
Retro Creek ...
Retro
Capella... ...
Gordon Downsw Pelican ... ...
Emerald Downs
Emerald arr.
Emerald  ...  dep. 10 ' 10 `6'0
Siding ... ... ... 10.15 6.5
Winton ... ... ...
Yamala  ... ...  10-57
Comet  ... ... 11'15
Tolmie's ... •.. *12'0
Burn' rove ... 12.15
Blaclwater  •.•  12'35
Siding ... ... ... 12.55
Bluff ... ... ...  1-3
Walton  ... ... 1'15
Stanley .. ...  1-30
Dingo ,. arr.dep.
222 Bridgewater ... ...
233 Wallaroo ... ...
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
7'0
7'25
7'50
8.5
8'30
9'0
9.10
9 50
10'5
6.50 ..,
7'15
87'503
8'25
8.55
9.5
9'20
9.40
1'50
2'5 *10'5
2.20  10-25
2.50 11.15
240 Duaringa ... ... *3'l0 11'50
247 Boolburra 3.30 12.25
252 Herbert' s Creek 3.45 12.50
258 Tunnel ... ... 4.0 1.15
261 Rocky ... ... 4'10 *1'30
267 Gogango ... ... 4.30 1.55
272 Oakey ... ... ...
275 Westwood ate'
"' dep.
278 Spring Creek... ...
281 Wycarbah ...
285 Siding ... ...
287 Warren
290 Stanwell
292 Neerkoll
295 Kabra ...
297 Malchi...
299 Gracemere
303 Yeppen
305 Rockhampton
*  Trains meet here.
4.46 2.20
4'55
5'5 2'35
5.12 2.50
5.20  305-30  3.17
5.40  3-30
*5* 5 67 3'54 0
6-3 4-106-8  4'206-15  4.30
6.25  4-47
*6'30 *5.0
... 7'0 ...
... *8'5 ...
9'30 .••
2'45 11'0 ••.
3.35
, m
*4'45 ° ...
With
Pass'ger1P, ...
Carr'agel ...
attach'dl ... :..
*7'15
7.257-30
7'4'3
7.50
8a 0
8.178-258-35
8.50
9'0
7'5
7.10
7'17
7.25
7.35
7'407-457-55
8.0
8.5
8'25
No're .- The Passenger Trains will only stop as follows:-At all stations when required.
To pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont Branch  (both Up and Down),
The Mixed and Goods Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and  set down passengers  when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
at Stopping places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure from Stopping places shown thus , "  Gracemere 5'40," are approximate  and merely as a guide  to Inten lmg passengers and Guards of
Ballast trains.
Goods will be received at and forwarded to Alpha, Beta, and Jericho, under the published conditions "Loading and Unloading G rtes and Sidings."
F. CURNOWr,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office, Comnii isioner for Railways.
,Brisbane , 1st June, 1885.
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NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
THE following Amended Time Table will come into operation on and after 18th May , 1885:-
UP TRAINS.
4
7
8
8
13
16
23
27
30
35
STATIONS.
TOWNSVILLE ...  dep.
Cluden ..
Stewart's Creek
Roseneath ..
Powder Magazine ..
Antil Plains ... ...
Eliot ... ... ...
Woodstock ... ...
Double Barrel ... ...
Philp's siding ... ...
Reid River
41 Cardington
48 Chisholm's ...
49 Haughton Valley ...
63 Ravenswood June. arr.
53 Ravenswood June. dep.
68 Grass Hut ... ...
66  Kirk  River
71 Mount  Wright ... ...
76 Ravenswood  ...  arr.
53 Ravenswood June. dep.
59 Fanning  ... ... ...
63 Exley  ... ... ...
67 M. Bridge, New Station
77 Plum Tree Flat...
82 Charters  Towers {
85 Sandy Creek ...
88 88-Mile .. ...
93 Southern Cross...
101 Powlathanga ...
108 Balfe's  Creek ..,
114 Lamond ... ...
121 121  in.  60 ch. ...
127 Homestead ...
131 Sensible Creek ...
135 Mundic Creek ...
140 Cape River ...
147 Barr's CREEK ...
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.H. P.M.
7.30 8.0 1.0
A 7.40 A 8.10 A 1'10
A 7.50 A 8.20 A 1.18
A 7.53 A 8.23 A 1.21
7.55 A *8.25 A 1.24
A 8.46 A 1.40
A 8.56 A 1.48
... *9.20 1 2.10
A 9.321 A 2.22
A 9.42 A 2.32
... *9.55 *2.45
A 10.15 A 3.5
A 10.41 A 3.30
... 10.45 *3.35
... 11.10 4.0
( Mixed.Mixed. STATIONS.
P.M. P.M.
... 6.20 1 Barr' s CREEK ... dep.
A 6.30 Cape River ... ...
A 6.40 Mundic Creek ... ...
A 6.43 Sensible Creek ... ...
6.45 IIolne,tead ... ...
121 In. 60 ch. ... ...
... ... Lamond ... ... ...
... ... Balfe's  Creek ... ...
,,. ... Powlathanga ...
... ...  Southern Cross ... ...
... ... 88-Mile ...
... ... Sandy Creek ... ...
arr.
4.30
A 4.49
A 5.21
A 5.41
6.5
11.20 14.10 ...
A 11.36 A 4.26 ...
A 11.50 A 4.40 ...
NOON.
12'0 4.50
P.M.
A 12.32  A 5.19 ...
*12.45 5.35arr.
dep. 1'30
A 1.39
A 1.49
A 2.3
A 2.27
A 2.48
A 3.6
A 3.29
3.45
A 3.56
A 4.9
A 4.25
4.45arr.
Ravenswood ... dep.
Mount Wright ... ...
Kirk River ... ...
Grass Hut ... ... ...
Ravenswood June. arr.
Ravenswood Junc. dep.Ilaughton Valley ... ...
Chisholm 's... ... ...
Cardington ... ...
Reid River... ... ...
Philp's Siding
Double Barrel ... ...
Woodstock
Eliot ... ... ...
Anti) Plains ...
Powder Magazine ...
itoseneath ... ... ...
Stewart ' s Creek ... ...
Cluden ... ... ...
TOWNSVILLE ...  arr.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed, I Mixed, !Mixed.
Mondays Mondays Jlond'ys
only. excepted.) only.
A.H. A.H.
6.0 7.10
A.  6.16 A 7.26
6.45 7'55
A 6'56 A 8.6
A 7.10 A 8.20
7.25 8.35
7'40 8.50
8.0 *9.10
A 8.4 A 9'14
A 8.27 A 9.37
8.45 *9.55
A 8.58 A 10.9
A 9.6 A 10'16
*9'20 10.30
A 9.40 A 10'50
A 9.50 A 11.0
A 10.5 A 11.15
A 10.8 A 11.18
A 10.11 A 11.21
A 10.20 A 11.30
10.30 11.40
*  Trains meet here.
(A) Trains stop to pick up and met down passengers on giving notice to Guards.
Charters  Towers € dep.
Plum Tree Flat
M. Bridge, New  Station...
Exley ... ... ...
... Fanning ... ... ...
Ravenswood June. arr.
Mixed-
Jlondays
excepted.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M.
5'50 7.0
A 6.14 A 7'24
A 6'34 A 7.44
A 7.6 A 8'16
7.25 8.35
A.M. P.H.
10.0 ...
A 10 20
A 10.36
A 10'19 ...
11.0 ...
A 11.16 ...
A 11.39 ...
A 11.57 ...
P.H.
A 12.18 ...
A 12.42 ...
A 12.56 ...
A 1.6 ...
1.15
1.45 ...
A 2.1 ...2-30
A 2.41 ...
A 2.55 ...3-10  ...
... 3.15 ...
*3.35 ...
A 3.39 .,,
A 4.2 ...
... 4' 24 ...
A 4.34 ...
A 4.41 ...
... 4.55 ...
A 5.16
A 5.25
*8'25 A 5.40 6.50
A 8.28 A 5.43 A 6.53
A 8.31 A 5.46 A 6.56
A 8.40 A 5.55 A 7.5
8.50 6.5 7.15
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 12th May, 1885. Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PASSENGER FARES, GOODS RATES, ETC.
I N force on and from the Opening of the LOGAN BRANCH to Loganlea on 9th April, 1885,and until further notice.
STATI ON$.
Stanley Street and-
Rocklea ... ...
Salisbury ...
Cooper' s Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring  Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Wooloongabba and-
Rocklea ... ...
Salisbury
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Fairfield and-
Rocklea
Salisbury ...
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Yeronga and-
Rocklea...
Salisbury
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Logan Junction and-
Rocklea... ...
Salisbury ...
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn
Spring Creek ...
Kingston
Loganlea ...
Rocklea and-
Salisbury
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
$ ring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
1885.
Single Fares.
1st Class . !  2nd Class.
8.  d.
0 8
0 9
1 0
1 2
1 5
1 7
2 4
2 6
s. d.
0 5
0 6
0 8
0 9
1 0
1 1
1 1 7
1 9
0 8
0 8
0 11
1 0
1 4
1 7
2 2
2 6
0 5
0 5
0 7
0 8
0 11
1 1
1 6
1 9
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4 0 11
1 11 ! 1 4
2 2  if  1 6
STATIO\ S.
Salisbury and-
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank
Runcorn
Spring Creek ...
Kingston
Loganlea
Cooper's Plains and-
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ... ...
Sunny Bank and-
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Runcorn and-
Spring Creek ...
Kingston
Loganlea ...
Spring Creek and-
Kingston
0 3 0 2 Loganlea
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6 Kingston and-0 11  0 7 Loganlea ... ...
1 2 0 9
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 5 South Brisbane Junction and-
Rocklea  ... ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
... ... 0 3 0 2 Cooper's  Plains ...
... ... 0 3 0 2 Sunny Bank ... ...
0 6 0 4 Runcorn ... ...
0 8 0 5 Spring Creek0 11 0  7 Kingston
1 0 1 0 8  Loganlea
1 9 1 2
1 11 1 4
0 3
0 3
0 6
0 8
0 11
1 5
1 9
0 2
0 2
0 4
0 5
0 7
1 0
1 2
Ipswich and-
Rocklea
Salisbury ...
Cooper's Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek .. ..
Kingston
Loganlea
+
Single Fares.
1st Class. 2nd Class.
s. d. s. d.
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
0 3
0 4
0 8
1 2
1 5
0 2
0 3
0 5
0 9
1 0
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
0 3
0 9
1 0
0 2
0 6
0 8
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
0 3
..I 0 6
... C
0 6
0 9
1 0
...1 1 2
1 5
2 1
2 1
0 2
0 4
0 4
0 6
0 8
0 9
1 0
1 5
1 1 7
2 11
2 11
3 2
3 4
3 8
3 11
4 6
4 10
2 0
2 0
2 3
2 4
2 7
2 9
3 2
3 5
NOTE.-For Goods and other Rates see Rates for Coaching and Goods Traffic published 1st January
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Rails ays' G (lice,
31st March, 1885.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-
sixth day of June, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by " The Crown Lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " Tke Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
[No. 4.
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Publio
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Bathampton and
Drummond, in the Clermont Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the second
day of July, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  The Crown Lands Act of
I 1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Art. of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to whch
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said  Act  as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
pproclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
8
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and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Pelion, in the
Mackay Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
sixth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Extend the Provisions
of the Divisional Boards Act of  1879, " it is
amongst other things provided that the Governor
in Council may, by proclamation in the  Gazette,
appoint a convenient place for the holding of an
Appeal Court for a Division, and thereafter all
appeals against valuations in the Division shall
be heard in that place : And whereas it has
been deemed necessary to proclaim Mount Cotton
to be the place for holding an Appeal Court for the
Division of Tingalpa : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, in pursuance of the authority
vested in me as Governor aforesaid, and of all
other powers enabling me in that behalf, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that Mount Cotton shall be the place for
holding an Appeal Court for the Division of
Tingalpa, and hereafter all appeals against
valuations in the said Division shall be heard in
the Divisional Board's Office, Mount Cotton.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Gov-
ernor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 8th instant,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Exhibition of the Bowen Pastoral and Agricultural
Society, to be a Public Holiday in Bowen : Now,
they efore, I, Sir, ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 8th instant, shall, within the
Municipality of Bowen, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN I
PBOCL A :1T ATION.
Ry Ills Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVF,
Knight Grand Coss of the Most
ri..S. Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. 1lCsGR.IVE, cl acl a d St. George, Governor
Gnrerraor.  and Conim: nder in ('Lief of the
Colony of Q  ce i,land and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 9th instant,
being the first day of the Annual Pace Meeting of
the Bowen Turf Club, to be a Public Holiday in
in Bowen : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MIISGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY,
the 9th instant, shall, within the Municipality of
Bowen, be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEX !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS WILLIAM FROST
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, in
the parish of Greenmount, in the room of Julius
Froyland, resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to dismiss from the Public Service
J. DONOVAN,
lately Clerk in the Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatHis Excellency theGovernor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the undermentioned appointments in the
Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
ERNEST ARCHIBALD MURRAY
to be a Line Repairer in Charge ;
HENRY BALL
to be an Operator ; and
HENRY ERLE BRANDWOOD WARD, Clerical
Assistant,
to be a Clerk.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
IIIS Excellency  the Governor  directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM KEBBELL , L.R.C.P., &c.,
to be  a Surgeon in the Marine Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
IS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be
notified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been pleased to approve the appointment of
GEORGE HARRIS, Esquire,
as Consular Agent, in Brisbane, for the United
States of America.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotifi d that Her Majesty th  Queen has
been pleased to approve the appointment of
WILLIAM  VILLIERS BROWN,
as Consular  Agent,  in Townsville ,  for the United
States of America.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
W. F. G. NEPEAN HUTCHISON
to be a Deputy Registrar of Brands.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES THOMPSON TILBURY
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Gregory, in the room of R. F. Lewis, trans-
ferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that  lie has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES EDWARD DE FONBLANQUE PENNEFATHER
to be a Lieutenant in the Marine Defence Force.
This appointment to take effect from the 13th of
April last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
I_] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of a State School
at
BUNDABER G, EAST.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
T HE following  appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:
Alfred.
William Cummins,
John Henderson,
Morgan Howe,
John Bathurst Jones,
Charles Luton.
Mungar.
James Greer,
Thomas Malone,
William Neal,
John Reaney,
Carl Staier.
Yeulba.
James Butler,
vice  Thomas Watson ,  who has left the district.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made u der
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
HEREAS by the Regulations made under
i the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore,  1,  the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS
by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last. it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRI-FFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By HaS Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[I..s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MtUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gucernor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Nand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing at Cape Tribulation, and bounded
hence by a spur range to Peter Botte, and by the
southern watershed of the Bloomfield River south-
westerly to the coast range ; by that range south-
easterly to the northern watershed of the Barron
River ; by that watershed easterly and a line north-
east to Double Point ; and thence by the coast
northerly to the point  of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAS E, chael and St. George. Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER.
85-8897-C.P.
North Rockhampton.
County of Livingstone, parish of Murchison.
About 160 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing 148 degrees
27 minutes  and distant about three chains from the
north corner of portion 503, and bounded thence
on the south-west by that portion bearing 148
degrees 27 minutes about twenty-eight chains ; on
the south-east by a line bearing 58 degrees 27
minutes about forty chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 328 degrees 47 minutes about forty-
eight chains to road from Rockhampton to
Yeppoon ; and on the north-west by the south-cast
side of that road south-westerly to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
85-12025-S.G.
Town of Ayr.
County of Gladstone, parish of Antill.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the north-
west side of Omar street by the north- east side of
Mahdi street, and bounded thence on the south-
east by Omar street bearing 35 degrees ten chains ;
on the north-east by Caliph street bearing 305
degrees five chains; on the north-west by Dervish
street bearing 215 degrees ten chains ; and on the
south-west by Mahdi street bearing 125 degrees
five chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir  ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. MI_
A. MrsoRAVE, chaeland St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of section ten of  The Crown LandsAct of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been reserved for the purpose named.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MusGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
85-12502--S.G.
Endeavour River.
County of Banks, parish of Solander.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the Endeavour River about two
chains below the east corner of portion 2, parish of
Solander, and bounded thence by a line bearing
208 degrees 46 minutes (parallel with Aplin street)
about one mile ; thence by a line bearing 298
degrees 46 minutes to Eight-mile Creek by that
creek downwards to the Endeavour River ; and
thence by the Endeavour River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this third day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section  fifty -one of  "The  Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid , with  the advice of the Execu-
tive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify
and declare  that the Road  hereinunder described
shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 4042, Ipswich District (Thomas Hancock,junior).
A strip of land along and within the east boun-
dary of portion 115, parish of Grandchester, from
its south-east corner northerly to a Water Reserve,
containing 1 acre.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
June,  in the  year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
8419690-D.B.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from the Police
Reserve on the Don River, in the parish of Dargin,
county of Herbert, containing 4 acres 2 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVB  TER QUERN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made for
closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their
objections, in writing, within two months from
this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; the Police and
Post Offices, Coomera and Jondaryan.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
i I A. R. P.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 Isaac The road separating
Harding portions 87, 92, and 95
from portions 86 and
93
2 Ditto ... The road separating
portions 90, 91, 92, 93,
and 94 fro m portions
85, 86, 87, 88, and 89
3 , Ditto ... The road separating
portions 85, 86, 87, 88,
and 89 from portions
29 and 15
*4 The Rosalie Road proclaimed,
Divisional through selection
Board on 2389, Toowoomba Dis-
account trict, in the  Govern-
of J. S.  meet Gazette  of 3rd
McIntyre January, 1880
1 The Rosalie
Divisional
Board on
account
of J. S.
McIntyre
Pimpama 4 2 30
ditto ... 5 0 0
ditto ... 5 0 0
Watts ... 11 0 0
TEMPORARY. CLOSURE.
Road separating selec- Watts
tion 2389, Toowoomba
District.  from selec-
tion 1951
13 0 0
C. B. DUTTON.
• Nora.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
GOD  SAVI  THB QUEEN I in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T  is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I A. R. P.
Mutdapi lly 6 2 0
ditto  ...  30 2 0
ditto  ...  3 0 27
ditto  ...  21 0 18
ditto  ...  22 3 0
Forbes  ...  10 2 27
Mutdapilly 12 0 22
About
ditto ... 1 0 0
ditto ...
I
12 0 5
About
ditto ... 0 2 0
Mutdapilly 15 0 30
and Forbes
ditto  ...  19 3 21
Forbes  ...  8 1 20
ditto  ...  8 3 29
I
1 The Mutda -  Road separating por-
pilly  Divi- tion 6 from portions 7
sional and 8
Board on
account
of Peter
McKi ll op
2 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 8,  8A, 9, 10, 124,
127, 133,  134, 141, 142,
148, and 149 from
portions 7, 11, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,
100, and 101
3 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tion 129 from portion
130
4 Ditto ... Road separating por-
tions 128,129, 130,131,
132, 135, 136,  137, 138,
139, 140,  145, 116, 152,
153, 154, and 155  fr om
portions 127, 133,134,
137A,138a,139A,140A,
147, 150, and 151
5 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 93,  94, 95,  96, 97,
98, 99, 100 ,  and 101
from portions 110,
109, 108, 107, 106, 105,
104, 103, and 102
6 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 56, 55,  54, and
63 f ro m portions 60,
51, and 52
7 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 95,  108, and 115
fro m portions 96, 107,
and 116
8 Ditto  ...  Part of  road separating
portion 134 from por-
tion 141
9 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 98,  105, and 118
from portions 99, 104,
and 119
10 Ditto  ...  Part of road separating
portion 148 fro m por-
tion 149
11 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 116 ,  117, 118,
119, 120,  and part of
91 fro m portions 196,
197, 198,  218, 121, and
part of 123
12 Ditto  ...  Road separating  por-
tions 120, 102, 50, 51,
52, and 93 from por-
tions 91 and 126
13 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 54 and 51 from
portions 53 and 52
14 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 63 and 52 from
port ion 93
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Gympie ; the Police and
Post Offices, Nerang and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Area.
A. E. P.
*1 C. W. Cox Part of one of the re- Gilston ... 2 1 10
served roads through
portion 23
About
*2 TheCabool- Part of reserved road Maroochy 0 3 0
ture Divi- through portion 131
sional  (selection 3825, Bris-
Board on bane District)
account of
Johann
Andresen
*3 Ditto ,  on Reserved ro ads through ditto  ...  7 3 20
accountof portion 128 (selection
John 3784, Brisbane Dis-
Gustave trict)
Sommer
*4 Ditto, on One of the reserved ditto ... 8 3 0
account of roads through portion
John 111 (selection 3745,
Sommer Brisbane  District)
* The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
at the Land Offices, Ipswich and Beenleigh ; and at
the Police and Post Offices, Pine River, Gatton,
Southport, and Toowong.
U. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
*1
Applicant.  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The Reserved roads through Whiteside 10 0 0
Caboolture portions 18 and 19
Divisional
Board on
account of
Christianna
Wildermuth
*2 The Reserved road through ditto
Caboolture portion 13
Divisional
Board on
account of
Robert
Carson
*3 B. F. Loder  Reserved roads through Barrow
on account portion 61
of F., E. J.,
and  A. Loder
3 0 12
10 0 0
4 The Brisbane Reserved road through Indoo- •22 0 0
Board of port ions 239. 242, roopilly
Waterworks 236, 264, 235, 272A, and
279e
NoTF.--The closure of these roads is proposed to be  earned  out  I *  The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
in connection with the opening of other roads .  connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices, Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
Andrew
Bogle
Part  of road separating
portion 65 from por-
tion 89
Indooroo-
pilly
A. R. P.
1 0 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general  information,that application under the eighty-ninth  section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Beenleigh ; the Police and Post Offices,
Nerang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
William Laver
Situation.
Reserved road through
portion 2A
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Gilston  ... ;  2 0 21
Nary.- The closure of this  ro ad is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the eighty -ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depai t-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Beenleigh.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
- Beenleigh Surveyed road through  Albert ...  6 1 0
Divisional portion 291
Board on
account of
Patrick
Healy
Department of -Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Rockhampton, Ipswich, Toowoomba, Mackay, and
Beenleigh; and at the Police and Post Offices, Rock-
hampton, H arrisville, Jondaryan, Eton, and N erang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE.
I The Commis -  Road separating  Karkol ... 5 0 0
sioner of portion 59 from
Police portion 60 and
through vacant
land
*2 The Mutdapilly  Reserved  ro ad Thorn ... 9 2 0
Divisional  through portion
Board on  46 (sel .  3791, Ips-
account of  wich )  and adjoin-
Christen ingeastboundary
Christensen of portions 84 and
88
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
3 James  Trott  Road separating CecilPlains 28 2 23
selection 409,
Toowoomba Dis-
trict, from selec-
tions 1874 and
3623
4 The Pioneer Part of the road Eton  ...  2 3 14
Divisional separating por-
Board on tions 13 and 15
accountofthe from portions 14
Australian and 34
Joint Stock
Bank
5 Ferdinand Reserved  road Gilston  ... 4  1 25
Lergessner  through portion
108, selection 1175,
Beenleigh Dis-
trict
* The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out In con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified  for general information,that application  under  the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road;  and
all persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the Road  can be  seen at the Land
Office, Beenleigh  ; ana at  the Police and Post
Offices, Nerang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation .  Parish. Area.
The Tabragalba
Divisional
Board on
account of
Henry
Franklyn
A. R. P.
Part of reserved Tamborine About
road through 1 3
portion 52,
selection 1716,
Brisbane District
NoTE.-The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out ! N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried oat in
in connection with the opening of another road. connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  to  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
.Office,ffice, Ipswich ; and at the Police and Post Offices,
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.; Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Tarampa Road separating portion Tenthill 4 3 22
Divisional 118 from portions 56 and
Board on 50
account of
Harry
Hooper
2 The Tarampa Reserved road through ditto 4 0 25
Divisional portion 105
Board on
account of
E. McCaskie
3 Ditto  ...  Also ,  part of road between ditto About
portions 105 and 50 1 0 0
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information
that  applications under  the eighty-ninth
section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at  the Land
Offices, Beenleigh  and Ipswich  ;  and the Police and
Post Offices, Nerang and Wivenhoe.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
1
2
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Depart-
ment of
Public In-
struction.
Situation. Parish.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
Part of Short street adjoin-
ing School Reserve,
Town of Nerang
Nerang
TEMPORA RY CLOSURE.
Wilhelm  (  The road separating por- IWivenhoe
Rick tion 76 from portion 89 1
Area.
A. A. P
0 3 0
7 020
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
i T is hereby notified for public information, that
l the Land  Commissioners  appointed under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" will
hold their Courts, in  pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section  of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned  Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with Selections under
"The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868  to  and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
Month.
March ... ...
April ... ...
May ... ...
June ... ...
July .. ...
August .. ...
September ...
October ...
November ...
December ...
Month.
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFSICE8-
Brubane . Been-leigh. Ipswieh .  Esk.^
Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885, i
Tues. , 3 Wed .,  11 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
„ 7 „ 8I „ 10
5 „ 13 11 1 Tues. 19
„ 2, „ 10 „ 5
7 „ 8 „ 3 „ 21
4 „ 121  to 7
1 » 9 » 4 to 15
81 „ 41 ,. 2
3 „ 1 „ 6 „ 1711 » 9 „ 4'
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THE  LAND  OFFICES- AT POLICEOFFICE-
Too- Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.
WOOmba.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1886.  1885.  1886. 1885.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August ...
September
October
November
December
Mon., 23
20
25
22
27
24
21
26
23
21
to  28
25
30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
Tues. ,  24 Fri ., 27 Wed., 25
21  to  24 „ 22to  26  to  29  to 27to  23 „ 28  to  24
28  to  31 „ 29
25 „ 28 „ 28
22 „ 25, to 23
„ 27 „ 30
27241
to22 Wed.,  23
Cler - Emerald .! Taroom . Spring-
mont.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885. 1885.
March ... ,Thur.,26 Mon .,  16 Wed .,  4 Mon.,23
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
30
28,
25 1
3027'
24
29
26
31
sure.
20 „ 1  to 27
18
15
20
17
21
19
16
21
6 „ 25
3  to 22to  1  to 27
5 „ 24
2  to 28
7 „ 26
4 I 23to 2 „ 28
Mt.
Britton.
Date.
1885.
Fri., 6
Tues.,7
Fri., 1
6
3
7
„ 4
„ 2to  6
4
Banana.
Date.
1885.
Wed., 18
„ 16to  20
17
15
19
16
21
ISto  16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton , the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
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K ENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs•
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BUBKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Aramac , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Blackall,  the first  Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford,  the second  Wednes-day in each month.
WARREGo  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay ,  9th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section  52 of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1 beg to call upon
the undermentioned selectors ,  as per schedule,
to show cause, at the Land Court to be held at
Mackay on the 9th  day of July  next, why their
respective  Selections should not be forfeited for
non-fulfilment of the conditions of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Patrick Perkins ...
Maurice  Hume Black
Henry Weld-Blundell
Walter Fred Black
Boyd Dunlop Morehead
John Murtagh  Macrossan
Bridget Mary  Perkins
Catherine  Brennan ...
No.  1009
1011
1014
1035
1038
1039
1074
1270
Mackay  Register.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
Notice to DANIEL O'BRIEN, Deep Creek, Mount
Brisbane.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Ipswich on Friday,
Act 40 Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich District.
Reg. No. 6476.
Conditional.
300 acres.
Portion 130.
Parish of Dixon.
In Mount Brisbane
Homestead Area.
7th August next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause
why your Selection No. 6476,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition of occupa-
tion.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land  Commissioner 's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
To JOSEPH Coox, Junr., Thornton, Upper Laidley
NOTICE.YOU areh reby called upon toattend he LandCourt, to be holden at Ipswich n FRIDAY,
Act 40 Vie. No. 15. the 7th August next, at 10 o'clockIpswich.
No. 4661. in the forenoon, and show cause
Joseph  Cook, junr. why your Selection No. 4661,
200 acres . Ipswich District, should not beParish of Townson.
Portion 6. declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition of residence.
PETER McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to W. P. CLARK, holder of Selections Nos.
2864 and 2865, B.B., East Moreton.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selections, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and
vacated selections.
* The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th June, 1885.
Notice to JOHN CLARK,  holder of Selection No.
2436, B.R., East Moreton.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection ,  I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane  on TUESDAY,  the 4th day of
August next ,  why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to HENRY FULLAGAR, of Goodna, holder of
Selection No. 3748, B.R., East Moreton.
SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
0 have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next,  why  the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1885.
R ETURN of  all Applications for TimberLicenses made to and granted  by i he Land
Commissioners during the months and at the places
hereunder  specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Applicant' s Name.
Amount
Description of License. of
Fee.
1 £ a.
ARAMAC.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
C. J. Kingston ...  I  To cut and split slabs 0 15
BLACKALL.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
D. Robinson ... ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
BowEN.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
James McC Lbbin ... 1 To cut timber in log... 0 5
James McNulty ... „ ... ... 0 5
Harry Harding  ...  „ ... ... 0 5
William (S.S. Islander) „ ... ... 0 5
James „ „ ... ... 0 5
Edward Lewis ... „ ... ... 0 5
James Twhait ... „ ... ... 0 5
James Lang ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Edward Lang... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Thomas Bruce ... „ 0 5
Wm. White ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Ali  Hoon ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Jas. Fulton ... ... I To cut hardwood ... I 0 15
Jas. Samwell ... ... ... 1 10
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
H. Lewis ... To cut firewood ...
P. Pacey ... ... To cut timber in log...
J Pacey ...
J. Pacey ...
Edward Smales
G. L. Seeney ...
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
T. Murchie ... ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
P. Boison ... ... „ ... ... 1 10
H. S. Antill ... ... ... ... 1 10
H. Hayes ... ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
J. Corbett „ 0 5
W. H. Jones ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. Knight ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
W. Knight ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
BURKETOWN.
(For the Month of April, 1885.)
George Milnes ... Hardwood ... ... 0 15
Geo. T. O'Doherty ... „ ... 0 15
Geo. Williams ... „ ... 0 15
John White 0 15
John White ... ... „ ... ... 1 0 15
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Wilton W. D. Meares To cut firewood
James Boyle ... ... To cut and split slabs
Henry Wilkinson ... To cut firewood ...
Tommy Ah Gee ... To cut and split slabs
Richard Harden . To cut firewood
Peter Bowie ... ... To cut and split slabs
William Taylor ...
John McCann... ... „
Timothy ... ... To make bricks
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the Month of May,  1885.)
Joseph Pryor ... ... To burn charcoal ...
Hans Nicholaisen  ... To cut firewood ...
Charles  Kolass  ... To split  slabs... ...
Hugh Ross  ... ... To make bricks ...
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of  May, 1885.)
Benjamin Moorfield ...  To cut and split slabsBenjamin Moorfield,jnr.„ ... ...
Andrew Oberdorf ... ...
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
1 10
0 10
1 0
0 15
1 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
TIMBER LICENSES - continued.
Applicant's Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
CLERMoNT-continued.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Samuel  Smith ...
Alfred Tubb ...
Robert  Read ... ...
Thomas Read... ...
Charles Gawdrey
William Marley
Edward Joyce
.
Adolph  Madge ...
Adolph Madge, junr.
John Blumm ... ...
Christie Jamieson ..
George Webber ...
William Read
William Kemp
Jens Nielson ...
William Hass...
(For the
B. Shambrook
J. Shambrook
C. Carroll
J. McMahon ...
L. Congdon
S. O'Neill
Ah SueAli Young
A. Lysaght
J. McKeown
J. Johnson
Ah Sing
P. Paulson ...
C. Jamieson ...
T. Blacklock ...
T. Platt ...
G. Tarrant ...
£ s.
To cut and split slabs 0 15
... ... 0 15
„
I To remove timber in log
COORTOWN.
Month of May, 1885.)
.. To cut firewood
... To cut timber  in log ...
CUNNAMULLA.
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
H. Waldock ... ... To cut timber  in log... 0 5
Jno. Brown ... ... „ ... ... 0 6
R. Jeyrmin ... ... „ ... ...  0 6
G. Russell ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
A. Jenkins ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
DALBY.
(For the Month of April, 1885.)
Dominico  Mazza  ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
Michael Mcllvenna ... „ ... ... 0 5
Henry Doneman ... „ ... ... 0 5
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
R. Attwater ... ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
John Clark „ ... ... 0 5
H. Ritter ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
A. Grant ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. Platty ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Smith Luger ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
John  Brennan  ... „ ... ... 0 5
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month of May,  1885.)
James Kelly ... ... I To cut and split  slabs ... I 0 15
GOONDIWINDI.
(For the Month of May,  1885.)
William Wilson ... To cut and split  slabs...
GYMPIB.
(For the Month of  May, 1885.)
J. Webb ...
W. E. Spencer
T. K. Harvey...
A. H. Petersen
F. K. Stringer
T. Steele ...
T. Ross
W. Thompson
K. Kennay ...
J. Kennay ...
J. Webb ...
T. Parr ...
R. Whannell ...
W. Connolly ...
0 15
To cut  timber in log...
„
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
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TIMBER  LIOENsBs -continued.
Applicant' s Name. Description of License.
GYMPIE -ontinued.
(For the Month of 11fay, 1885.)
W. Beau-ang ... ...
W. Harrington ...
E. Cawthray ... ...
W. Parker ... ...
G. Tetford ... ...
G. Taylor ... . , .
W. Brady ...
R. Stephens ... ...
W. Stephens ... ...
S. Richardson
B. Tyrrell ... ... To cut fencing stuff, &c.
J. Gleeson ... ...
M. Girardi ... ... To cut firewood
J. Melhuish ...
A. McKewin ...
A. Poletti ...
P. Bartolo ...
J. Dalton ...
R. Bickle
T. Maghar ...
S. Poletti ...
G. Poletti ...
HERBERTON.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
T. Brockey ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
M. Sheehan ... . To cut firewood ...
P. Scanlan ...
J. Dalziel ...
A. Nelson ...
HPGHENDEN.
(For the Month of May,  1885.)
Andrew Anderson ... Hardwood ...
James Fogg ...
Frederick Marks
INGHAM.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
M. J. O'Sullivan ... To cut timber in log ...
Peter Adevale ... „ ... ...
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Richard Burnett ... To cut timber  in log...
Michael Kinnane ...
Edward Curtis ...
William Jones ...
Thos. Edward Coulson
William Irving ... „ ... ...
Ernest Cook ... ... To cut and split  slabs ...
William Dobe ... ... ...
James Ryan ... ... „ ... ...
William Bennett ... Remove stone
Alex. Anderson ... To cut and  split slabs ...
James Chalmers ... ... ...
Henry Fleischmann ... To cut timber  in log ..
Edwin Horne... ... ... ...
John Horne ...
H. Sutton ...
L+ phraim Hughes
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 10
0 15
0 15
5 0
5 0
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
1 5
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
MARYBOBOIIGH.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Maurice O'Brien ... To cut timber  in log...
T. McCaffrey ... 11 ... ...
Wm. Thompson ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
James Wray ... ... To cut firewood ...
Henry Rayner ... To cut timber in log...
William Rayner ... „ ... .
George Rayner ...
George Haddow ... i .. ..
Wilson, Hart, and Co. Additional authorities
under special license
MUTTABURBA.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
John Cain ... ... To cut firewood ...
James Baldwin ... + Hardwood ... ...
James Shute ... ... „
NANANGO.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
James Millis  ... ( To out timber in log. . .
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
5 0
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 5
TIMBER  LICENSES - Continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
NERANG.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Thomas Duncan ... To cut timber in log ...
Thomas Duncan
Richard Worley
James Millar ...
Frank Turner...
John Donald ...
Andrew Nelson ...
ROCBHAMPTON.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Wm. Wells ...  ...  To cut firewood
John Ellis ... ... To cut timber in log...
John Thecker... ... ... ...
John Ellis ... ... To cut railway sleepers
John Thecker... ... ,. ... ...
RO MA.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Henry  Kadel... ... To cut firewood
John Moran ... ... To cut and split slabs
Stephen Crane ... „ ... ...
M. B. O'Sullivan ... To cut firewood ...
Samuel Fuller ... ,,
Edward Monaghan ... To cut and split slabs
William Brumpton ... ... ...
William Christie ... „ ... ...
ST. GEORGE.
£ S.
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 15
1 0
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Robert Butwell ... To make bricks 0 5
Robert Butwell, junr. „ 0 5
James Watson ... 1 To cut timber in log ... 0 5
Samuel Turner ... „ . ... 0 5
A. W. Nixon ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Stephen Phillips ... ... ... 0 5
Robert McCausland ... „ ... 0 5
Richard Marshmen ... „ 0 5
SOUTHPORT.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
William Lather ... To cut timber in log... 1 0
T. Hopewell ... ... To cut and split slabs 1 10
F. Fowler ... ... To cut timber in log... 1 0
John Cowderoy ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
SPBINGSURE.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Frederick Moffitt ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
STANTHORPE.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Robert Anderson ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
Robert Anderson, junr. 0 5
Charles Smith ... „ ... ... 0 5
Edmund Page ... „ ... 0 5
Ernest Hallam ... „ ... ... 0 5
Thomas Hallam ... To cut and  split slabs , &c. 0 15
James Lock ... ... „ ... ... 0 15
Walter Lock ... ... ... ... 0 15
John Runcorn ... „ ... ... 0 15
Richard Runcorn 0 15
Donald Sutherland ... ... ... 0 15
John Charles ... ... ' ...  0 15„
TAMBO.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
J. E. Murray ... ... I To cut timber  in log ... I 0 5
TRABGOMINDAH.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Henry  Russell
Joseph Routh
Robert Cearins
Ah Quy
To remove  stone ... 1 1 5
1 5
To cut firewood ...
i 0 10
„
ToowooMBA.
(For the  Month of May ,  1885.)
Richard Kerr ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James Mathew Graham
Thomas Russell ...
Charles Hedges
Martin Kelly...
To cut timber in log...
To cut and split slabs
To dig sand ... ...
To cut timber in log...
To split slabs...
To cut firewood ...
0 5
0 15
1 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 10
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TIMBER  LICENSES -continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Thomas Orine
Robt. Cuthbert
Galloway Johnston
Peter  Swanson
Edward Ryan
M. Corcoran ...
To cut firewood ...
it
To cut timber in log...
WARWICK.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
Hermann Naue
Geo. Thompson
J. P. Rigby ...
C. W. Dasecke
A. Nelson ...
Geo. Goodwin
Jas. Goodwin... ...
Geo. Goodwin,  senr....
To cut timber in log . , .
... ...
... ...
To cut and split slabs
To cut timber in log...
„
Amount
of
Fee.
£ a.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."
THE Leases of the undermentioned Selections,
having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor, are now lying at the several Land  A gents'
Offices, ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
.To
.W(6
BEENLEIGH.
1200 Starkey, F. W.... ...
1278 Taylor, Thomas ...
Area.
A. B. P.
461 0 0
40 1 13
BRISBANE.
3002 Salisbury,  James  ... ... 318 1 20
3496 Kerwin, Thomas ... ... 80 0 0
3958 Kerwin, Michael ... 40 0 0
3959 Brennan, Michael ... ... 40 0 0
4070 Kerwin, Michael ... ... 90 0 0
4083 McDonald, John ... 71 0 0
4096 Strong, George ... ... ... 57 0 0
4131 Holloway, W. S. ... ... 100 0 0
4214 Auld, James ... ... 192 0 0
4215 Hawkins, George, junior ... 280 0 0
4219 Biggs, James ... ... ... 636 0 0
4223 Rothery, Joshua ... ... 162 0 0
4227 Bullmore, E. A. ... ... 170 0 0
4228 Byrne, George ... ... ... 480 0 0
4254 Hinz, W. C. ... ... ... 40 0 0
4282 Griffin, George ... ... ... 105 0 0
4291 Heraty, Timothy ... ... 120 0 0
4312 1 Rollason, R. J.... ... ... 161 2 0
4331 McDonald, John ... 74 0 0
4340 Cusack, L. ... ... ... 70 2 0
4355 Reedy, John ... ... ... 1,222 0 0
4384 Duggan, Michael ... ... 120 0 0
4396 McDonald, Hugh ... ... 93 2 0
4584 Underwood, W. ... ... 40 0 0
BUNDABEBG.
1448 Williams, W. H. ... ... J 160 0 0
CAIRNS.
315 Derham , F. J. ...
369 McKay ,  Alexander
483 0 0
970 0 0
LEASES LYING JOB  DBLIYEBY -continued.
0moo
m d
eoo,2 Name of Lessee. Area.
CooxTOwN.
142 Poole, Henry ... ...
146 Corbett, P. MeN. ...
162 Hinitt, Thomas... ...
184 Beardmore, Eleanor ...
267 Seagren, P. E. ...
270 Peters, Fredrick ...
265
266
267
269
270
275
CLERMONT.
Stretton, H. J.... ...
Young, William ...
Coleman, Louis... ...
Nantes, C. P. .. ...
Turner, F. H. B. ...
Coldham, H. A. ..
DALBY.
1588 Dunne, Michael
1610 Cody, James ..
A. B. P.
238 0 0
958 0 0
168 0 0
1,000 0 0
638 0 0
50 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,212 0 0
441 1 30
300 0 0
G AYNDAH.
41 J Maltby, A. P. ... ... ... J 318 0 0
GYMPIE.
1617 Cunningham, S. C.
1639 Lindsay, W. H. ...
1645 Callaghan, Henry ...
1651 Atkinson, Isabella ...
1660 McNutt, William ...
1692 Beresford, Charles ...
HEBBERTON.
45 Newell, James ... ...
INGHAM.
406 J Rooney, Matthew
6708
6716
6894
7118
7144
7223
IPSWICH.
Conroy, Thomas ... ...
Hine, W. E. ... ... ...
Logan, George ... ... ...
Summerville, James ...
Conroy, Bridget ... ...
Chaille, James M., junior ...
MACKAY.
1097 Turnor, G. A. ... ...
1364 Riordan, William ...
1368 Langdon, L. K. ...
1480 Jurgens, C. L. C. ...
1484 Gunther, John H. F. ...
1567 Walker, William ...
1587 Koch, Joseph ... ...
3,17 3 0
131 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
100 0 0
55 0 0
320 0 0
206 0 0
151 3 28
140 0 0
640 0 0
400 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
1,280 0 0
300 0 0
244 0 0
800 0 0
79 3 0
588 0 0
400 0 0
NOBMANTON.
66 Brown,  W. C. ... ... ... J 1,280 0 0
PORT DOUGLAS.
265 Thomson, William ...
456
479
483
2201
2257
2368
101
102
103
ROMA.
Johnston, Honors ...
Thompson, A. F. ...
Wilson, Gilbert ...
ROCKHAMPTON.
Morse,  G. P. ... ...
Kelly,  Edward ... ...
Sheridan ,  Michael ...
SPRINGSURE.
Cronk, Christopher . , .
Cronk, H. M. ... ...
Wilson, C. T. ... ...
38 0 0
876 0 0
101 1 0
1,280 0 0
543 0 0
1,525 0 0
159 3 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
CHAB,I,EvILLB. SUBAT.
12 l Ormston, M. G. ... ... 612 0 0 93 1 Robinson, Walter ... ... 140 0 0
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LEASE$ LYING  FOR  DELIVERY - continued.
Name of Lessee.
TAM 130.
36 Riddell, George
37 Hamilton, T. A.
38 Hamilton, C. E.
39 Watson, James...
44 Milne, D. C.
45 Jillett, T. S.
47 Shaw, Frederick
52 Hamilton, T. A.
56 Taylor, Henry B.
62 Milne, D. C. .
63 Hamilton, C. E.
TAR0oM.
3 Bourke,  William ... ..:
4 ! Mohr ,  Jasper  ... ... ...
352
404
414
425
464
471
3117
3976
3989
3988
4020
4023
4026
4034
4062
4063
4069
4072
4080
2353
2532
2552
2553
2560
2568
257')
2576
2578
2590
2591
2593
2600
2607
2608
2609
26132614
2615
TowxsvILLE.
Morris, David ... ...
Saunders, George
Morris, John ...
Morris,  David ... ...
Hannon, Thomas
Langton, John ... ...
ToowooMBA.
Porter ,  James ... ...
Roach, John ... ...
Leonard, Peter ... ...
Dwyer, James .. ...
Dowling, Patrick ...
Robertson, John ...
Duncan , Alexander ...
Stirling , Frederick ...
Hegarty, Michael ...
Keefer, C. W. ... ...
Grey,  Thomas ... ...
Syme,  James S. ...
Brady, Thomas, junior...
Weawicx.
Palmer , W. L.... ... ...
Wilson ,  James  .. ... ...
Downey, Nicholas ... ...
Rooney, W. J.... ... ...
Griffiths, Thomas ... ...
Ernst, Robert ... ... ...
Grayson, Thomas ... ...
O'Brien, Anthony ... ...
ranks, C. H. ... ... ...
Imhoff, Henry ... ... ...
Imhoff, Phillip ... ... ...
Thompson, Richard
Marrinan, Thomas ... ...
Griffiths, Thomas ... ...
Banks, G. W. F. ... ...
Marrinan, Thomas ... ...
Grayson, George ...
Kates, F. H. ... ... ...
Grimes, Isaac  A. ... ...
Area.
A. R. P.
686 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
639 2 0
2,240 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
525 0 0
625 2 0
1,280 0 0
640 0 0
900 0 0
640 0 0
790 0 0
640 0 0
44 0 0
2,025  0 01,440 0 0
172 0 0
118 0 0
640 0 0
1,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
1,280 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
1,280 0 0
341 0 0
640 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
49 2 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0
80 0 0
177 0 0
160 0 0
138 0 0
80 0 0
so 0 0
123 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
158 1 30
80 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the part iculars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Titl es to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under  his Hand  and the Seal
of the Colony , describe the names of the intended
Grantees ,  to the intent  that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous names ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885.
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands Granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands Granted.-Allotment 6 of  section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane,  3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  "The  Titles to
Land  Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent  that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land Granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue,
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of .Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the town, to
the intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name shall  be  taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous name ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Grant--53457.
Date of Grant-5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee-William Morgan.
Land Granted.-Allotment  13 of section 2, town
of Inglebogic.
Area-1 rood 271 perches.
Nature of F,rror.-The  name of the town having
been described in the Deed of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of Baltinglass, the correct name.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1f'85.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
County, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-49098.
Date of Grant-19th December, 1882.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Duffy.
Land Granted.-County  of Cavendish, parish of
Durundur, portion 106.
Area-50 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the County
having been inserted in the deed as Cavendish
instead of Canning, the  correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, tinder his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous name; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants - 50722, 50723, 50724, 50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.
Name of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land Granted.-Allotment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4, allotment 3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Peeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Franz
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
1 rN
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  area  shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58632.
Date of Grant-5th March, 1885.
\' ame of Grantee-Jacob Horwitz.
Land Granted.-Portion  967, county of Merivale,
parish of Robinson.
Area-461 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the deed as 461 acres 1 rood
6 perches, instead of 466 acres 1 rood 6 perches,
the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor a ill, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54282.
Date of Grant-4th February, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Benjamin Blapish.
Land Granted.-Allotment  6 of section 29, town
of North Ipswich.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the deed as Benjamin
Blapish instead of Benjamin Lapish.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
4 the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  17th June, 1885.
I
T is  hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and
hearing Appeals, and for such other business as
may be required ,  will be held at the Court House,
Rockhampton , on MONDAY,  the 29th day of
June instant ,  at Ten o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  3rd June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as maybe required ,  will be held
at the  Court  Room of the Land Board ,  at Brisbane, at
10  o'clock a .m. on TUESDA-1,  the 14th day of
July proximo.
By order  of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
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Public Lands Office,
Blackall, 29th  May, 1885.
Notice  to CHARLES  JOHN  BLASENEY ,  holder of
Selection No. 11 B.R., C j. of Tambo, parish
of Blackall.
UNDER  section 52  of  " The Grown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I beg to call upon
you to  show cause , at the Land Court to be holden
at Blackall, on TU r SDAY, the 7th day of July,
1885, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your
conditional selection, numbered 11, shall not be
forfeited  for non-fulf  linent of the conditions of
residence.
ROWLAND MORRISBY,
Land Commissioner.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.A,, N Examination of Candidates shall be heldi once a year at the  office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.The Examination will be conducted un er the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
DIVISION OF HUGHENDEN.
T HE following  By-law, made by the Board
of the Hughenden Division ,  having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, is hereby  published  in the  Government
Gazette,  in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act Amendment  Act of  1h82."
BY-LAW No. 5.
CHAPTER I.
Discharge  of firearms and fireworks.
No person shall throw ,  cast, or fire any squib,
cracker ,  rocket, or any other firework ,  in or into
any street ,  road, lane, thoroughfare ,  or passage
within the township boundaries of Hughenden and
Richmond ,  or fire off or discharge any gun, pistol,
fowling-piece ,  or other firearms,  fr om any house or
in any street ,  road,  lane, thoroughfare ,  or passage
within the  said township boundaries ,  or permit or
suffer any person to fire off or discharge at or
from his house any gun, pistol ,  or other firearms,
under a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
CHAPTER II.
Lands of the  Board not to be occupied without
permission.
No person  shall, without  leave of the Board,
reside upon, occupy ,  or use, or continue to reside
upon, occupy ,  or use any lands within the town-
ship boundaries of Hughenden and Richmond,
belonging to or leased , or held in trust by, or
under the  control ,  or in the power  of, the said
Board, under a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
CHAPTER III.
Hay-stacks  to be a certain distance  from any
building.
No person or persons shall keep or suffer to be
kept upon any enclosed or unenclosed yard,
premises ,  or land within the township boundaries
of Hughenden and Richmond ,  any stacks or
ricks  of hay, corn,  or straw ,  unless the said ricks
or stacks be a distance of not less than one hundred
feet from any building .  Any person or persons
failing to remove within seven days after receipt
of notice in writing  fr om the Board any stack or
rick within the distance aforesaid shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding five pounds per day for
every day after the expiration of the said period
during which the failure to comply with such
notice shall continue.
The foregoing By-law was made and  passed by
the Board  of the  Division of Hughenden ,  this 13th
day of May, A.D. 1885.
J. H. HARRIS,
Chairman.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-sixth day of
June, in the year of  our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and  eighty-five ,  and in the
forty-ninth  year  of  her  Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Rules for  Examination  of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane ,  once a year ,  viz., in
the month of August ,  and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ;  the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months '  notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of 910; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony.  The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina.
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one cif the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years '  field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second class licenses
as railway surveyors ,  to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects ,  viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
V.) Practical examination in use and adjust.
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents ,  conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(y.) Astronomy  as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annua lly prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate ,  and those
receiving more than 80 per cent .  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option o f
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department ,  and who does not holti
a license from the Surveyor -General of this colony,
to present himself for examination ,  provided tha i
not less than six month s'  notice be given such
officer.
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Surveyor -General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER  "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
I T is hereby notified that an Examination of
Candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors  will be  commenced at the
Surveyor -General 's Office ,  George street , on MON-
DAY, 20th July, 1885.
1. Each candidate ,  before entering upon his
examination for a license as Surveyor ,  is required
to produce  to the  S'-:rveyor-General a certi ficate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor  employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of service
and general experience in field duties ,  and his
competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibi lity .  The term of service must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses asqualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand ,  and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor -General  of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years ,  as required by
the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present theii-
selves, specifying names in full and enclosing with
same a fee of £5, together with any testimonials of
professional qualifications they may have previously
obtained ,  which will be returned after the examina-
tion is completed .  Each candidate is also required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirements of
the Survey Department.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General  knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(g) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(h) The  uses and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, aid of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms ,  a 20 and 40 scale ,  a parallel ruler, a
protractor ,  and pencil ,  when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEWTOWN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th July,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station at Newtown, near Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, New-
town."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See clause  I in the General Conditions attached
to the  Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the  work, and at the foot of everyTender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DRILL-SITED, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th July,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Volunteer Drill-shed at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Drill-shed, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DRILL-SHED, GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office and atthe Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th July, from persons
willing to contract for erection of Volunteer Drill-
shed at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Drill-shed, Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £15. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIG_EITON,
Under Secretary.
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]Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DYNAMITE MAGAZINE, GYMPIE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th July, from persons
willing to contract for erection of Magazine for
Dynamite at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Dynamite Magazine,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ONE-MILE, GYMPIE.T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th July, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at One-Mile, Gympie.Tenders to be endorsed "Police Station, One-
Mile."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender,  is £18 . (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'Gender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not-necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PUBLIC OFFICES, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of New Public Offices at Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Public Offices,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
sees, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, the Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, and
the Public Works Office, Melbourne.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£1,000.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 5 per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS,  POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE
ARAMAC.
F
RESH Tenders  will be received at this Office,
and at the Post Offices, Aramac, Blackall,
and Muttaburra ,  until Four o 'clock p.m. on FRI-
-DAY, the 10th July , from persons willing to
contract for erection of Additions to the Post and
Telegraph Office at Aramac.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Additions ,  Post and
Telegraph  Office, Aramac."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Post Offices, Aramac ,  Blackall, and
Muttaburra.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank  draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
p erformance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Extension of Time.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
EXTENSION  FROM HOWARD TO BUNDABEEG.
Contract for Works.TENDERS are invited for the Construction ofthe Extension from Howard to Bundaberg,
in length 36 miles 32 chains 454 links, in accordance
with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General Conditions,
and Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
Forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension from
Howard to Bundaberg,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st July, 1885.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Highfields Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe Highfields Branch Contract No. 2-
Cabarlah to Crow's Nest-in length 17 miles 22
chains 351- links, in accordance with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and
Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of' June, 1885, where also
forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed "  Tend er for Highfields Branch
Contract NQ. 2,"  must be deposited at the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways not later
than Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 21st May, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
July, 1885, for the construction of fifty (50) Hopper
Wagons for the Southern and Western Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (22) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foreman's Office, Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NoTE.- Tende re rs must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract  relating to fines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ASPHALTING FLOORS OF PLAY- SHEDS, ETC.,
STATE SCHOOL, SOUTH TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office,
1 and at  the Court  House, Toowoomba, until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of July,
from persons willing to contract  for Asphalting
Floors  of Play-sheds, &c., State School, South
Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Asphalting
Floors of Play-sheds, 4'c., State School, S outh
Toon'oo nba."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at  the Court House, Toowoonba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any  one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, NEWTOWN,
IPSWICH.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of  July,  from
persons willing  to contract for the erection of a
Play-shed  at the  State School, Newtown, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Newtown, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th June, 18-5.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, VEHESDALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Veresdale, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of July, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Kitchen and Covered Way at the State School,
Veresdale.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Kitchen and
Covered Way, State School, Veiesdale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office
and at the Court House, Veresdale.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, PIALBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, at
the State School, Pialba, and at the Court
House, Maryborough, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 17th of July, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Play-
shed at the State School, Pialba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Pialba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the State School, Pialba, and at the Court
House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSET, STATE SCHOOL, LEICHIIARI)T
STREET, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th of July,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a New Closet at the State School, Leichhardt street,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New Closet,
State School, Leiehhar•dt street, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obt'lined, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of tlie~Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL, EAST TOOWOOMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th of July, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a State
School at East Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for State School,
East Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. F. SLOAN,
For the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, GRACEMERE, NEAR ROCKHAMPTON.1•ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th of July,
from persons willing to contract for Improvements,
Repairs, &e., to the State School at Gracemere,
near Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve
ments, Repairs, ic., state School, Gracemere."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House. Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. F. SLOAN,
For the Under  Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-BOWEN TO TOWNS-
VILLE.
/MENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until  Noon on MONDAY, the third
(3rd) day of August nt xt, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms,  general  conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price per pole, for new ones where
necessary.
Bowen to Townsville-a distance of one hundred
and twenty-four (121) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities  issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole ccntract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officei
appointed to inspect  the same  ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials in respect  of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be. responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enfoi ce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor  or otherwise as
penalties for the non -fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the inbulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
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the bracket .  The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2 )  feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire  supplied.
Contractor to shift camp  for the  Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALQ-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-FIRST SECTION.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on MON DAY, the thirteenth
(13th) day of July  next , from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply  of all material  except wire
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
Line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
renders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles where neces-
sary.
From a point on the present line between Cook-
town and Palmervillc-a distance of two hundred
(200) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be sup-
plied by the Government and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane.
The quantities issued will be upon the proper
estimate and requisition of the contractor,,who will
be held responsible for applying for sufficient, and
any surplus material after completion of the contract
must be delivered by the contractor, free of charge,
at the nearest Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf', shall have
full power at ai ' time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make  use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line, not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy  any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
f'or damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queenslaral Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of  money which may be due to the contractor,
together with  all plant, materials , and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums of
money , whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be remove.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
t,,tgether with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATEIISON,
Postmaster-General.
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Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane . 8th May, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.
T
ENDERS will be feceived at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirteenth
(13th) day of July next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supplyofall material, except wire
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York, opposite Thursday
Island, to the termination of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles, more or less.
The wire,  insulators , and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to thv satisfac-
tion of the Govern-Went.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the pourer to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The E lectric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the government  against any claim, for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible or all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government. it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment. by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which n.ay be due to the
contractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be ch ared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so Wretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tired to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and  his assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender  forms, and  every  information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of M. T. O'BRIEN, for the erectionof Shelter-shed and Offices, Killarney Branch,
Section No. 2, has been accepted-amount, £460.
A. O. HERBERT.
Under secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
NOTICE.
'HE Tender of R W. BEATTIE, for additions
to Coal Stage, Brisbane, and erection of Coal
Stares at Grandchester and Helidon, has been
accepted-amount £270.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Wharf  Branch along  Kent  street ,  and Sidings
to Sawmills , Maryborough, have been approved
and confirmed ; and that, in pursuance of the 17th
section of  the Act 27 Victoria., No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of the
line above referred to, according to the Map or
Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to be
seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1885.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Highfields Branch Railway ,  from Cabarlah to
Crow's  Nest,  have been approved and confirmed ;
and that ,  in pursuance of the  17th  section of the
Act 27  Victoria ,  No. 8, the Government intend to
proceed with the construction of the line above
referred to, according to the Map or Plan and
Book of Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at this
Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE Minister for Public  Works  hereby notifies
M that the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved ,  viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil ,  submit his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor .  The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party ,  except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils ,  and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise ,  stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when call ed upon. be
prepared to pass an examination by the Chief
Engineer ,  or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the practice
Lr which has obtained of Employ5s in the
Railway Department  presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited ,  and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
OTICE is  hereby given, that a list of articles
N in the custody  of the  Lost Property De-
partment ,  Southern and Western Railway, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th May ,  1885. Owners can obtain the same
on application to the Commissioner  for Railways,
Brisbane ,  and paying costs. If not released on or
before TUESDAY, the 11th August, 1885, they
wi ll  be sold by Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that on and after the 1st July next the rates
of commission charged on Money Orders issued in
Queensland on the German Empire, Heligoland,
Switzerland, and Barbadoes, will be reduced to
the following, viz.
For sums not exceeding £2, Is.
For sums above £2, but not exceeding £5,
2s. 6d.
For sums  above £5, but not exceeding £7,
3s. 6d.
For sums above £7, but not exceeding £10,
5s.
Also, that on and after the same date Money Orders
can be obtained in Queensland, payable in the
following Colonies and Countries, at the same rates
of commission as stated above, viz.:-
Foreign Countries.
Belgium Holland
Denmark Iceland
Danish West Indies Italy
Dutch East Indies Norway
Egypt Poi tugal
German Empire Sweden
Heligoland Switzerland.
Bermuda
Ceylon
Falkland  Islands
Newfoundland
rGambia
Gold Coast
Lagos
Mauritius
1 Natal
48 St. HelenaSeychelles
Sierra Leone
British Colonies.
Antigua
Bahamas
Barbadoes
British Guiana
1 )ominica
Grenada
Honduras  (British)
Jamaica
Montserrat
Nevis
St. ]Kitts
St. Lucia
St. Vincent
Tobago
Trinidad
(Turks Islands
Cyprus
North  Borneo.
Orders on the above -mentioned places, and also
on the German Empire ,  Heligoland ,  Switzerland,
and Barbadoes, will be re-issued by the London
Office and forwarded to the addresses of the payees,
less the following charges,  viz.  :-
For any sum not exceeding £2, 3d.
For any sum above  £2, but not exceeding
£5, 6d.
For any sum above  £5, but not exceeding
£7, 9d.
For any sum above £7, but not exceeding210,1s.
The full addresses of the payees must be given,
so that there may be no difficulty in delivery of the
orders.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.
THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed  by the Colonial  Secretary  to the Agent-
General. in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882 and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor ,  and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
PALMER RIVER DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following Rules and Regulations
made by the Committee of and adopted by the
contributors to the Palmer River District Hospital.
: . W. GRIFFITH.
each general or special meeting of contributors,
and such vote may be given either personally or
by proxy. 1n any contested election each voter or
his proxy shall place in a box, to be there and then
provided for the purpose, a ticket with the names
of the persons written thereon for whom lie intends
to vote, and such ticket shall not be withdrawn
therefrom until the expiration of the time fixed for
taking such votes ; and should any such ticket
contain a greater number of names than the
number required to be elected, the same shall be
null and void.
1. From and after the publication of these Rules
in the  Government Gazette,  all Rules in force re-
lating to the Palmer River Hospital shall be and
the same are hereby repealed.
Name and locality.
2. The Palmer River District Hospital, May-
town.
Ol jects.
3. The objects of the Institution shall be to
afford medical aid to in-door and out-door patients,
and to supply the destitute sick with food and other
necessaries.
Ifozv supported.
4. The Institution shall be supported by volun-
tary contributions and fees from pay-patients,
together with such aid as the Government may
afford.
Governors and contributors.
5. A donation of £10 in one sum shall constitute
the donor a governor for life, and a donation of £1
shall constitute the donor a contributor for the
current year, such current year to terminate with
the holding of the annual general meeting, as pro-
vided for in rule 8, at which annual general meet-
ing any such contributor shall be entitled to vote.
Life governors shall be entitled to one indoor and
one outdoor ticket every year during which they
reside in the district, in addition to all the privileges
of a contributor.
Management.
6. The management of the Institution shall be
vested in a general committee, who shall be
annually elected by the governors and contributors,
said go, eri, ors and contributors being duly qualified
as per rule 5.
General committee.
7. The general committee of management shall
consist of a president, a vice-president, a treasurer,
and a committee of nine. The president, vice-presi-
dent, and treasurer being honorary officers, shall be
ex officio  members of the general committee.
Annual meeting.
8. An annual general meeting of governors and
contributors (as per rule 5) shall be held on the
third Tuesday of January in each year, for the
election of the general committee of management
and of two auditors ; also to receive the treasurer's
statement for the past year and the report of the
general committee for the same period, and to
transact any other business of which due notice
shall have been given in accordance with rules 11
and 28. The chairman shall only have a casting
vote.
3lo(le of election.
9. The general committee of management shall
be elected (by ballot if demanded) at the annual
general meeting, and two auditors shall be elected
(by ballot if demanded) at the same general meet-
ing. Candidates for any of the foregoing offices
must be nominated in writing by one or more
governors or contributors.
Nominations with written consent of candidates
must be sent in to the secretary four clear days
prior to the date of election. A list of nominations
to be posted by the secretary on the outside of the
court house three clear days before the day of
election.
In case of more candidates than are required
being nominated, a poll shall be taken upon the
following Saturday.
Mode of voting.
10. Every governor and any contributor whose
subscription shall have been paid at least one
month previously shall be entitled to one vote at
Special general meetings.
11. Special general meetings may be called by
the secretary on the authority of a majority of the
general committee, or on a requisition addressed
to him and signed by at least fifteen governors or
contributors, stating the object for which they
wish the meeting to beheld. The secretary shall give
fourteen days' notice by advertisement of the date
of any such meeting and the purpose for which it
is called. The chairman shall only have a casting
vote.
Quorum, general or special meetings.
12. If there are not at least nine present at any
meeting of governors and contributors within one
hour after the time fixed for the meeting no business
shall be done, but there shall be another meeting
at the same place and at the same hour of the same
day in the following week, at which last-mentioned
meeting five governors or contributors shall form a
quorum.
Financial year.
13. The financial year of the Institution shall
commence on the first day of January in each year.
Treasurer.
14. The treasurer's cheques on the bank account
must bear, besides his own, the signature of a
member of the committee, and be countersigned by
the secretary. In the absence or illness of the
treasurer, the bank account may be operated upon
by cheques drawn and signed by the secretary and
two members of the committee, or by three mem-
bers of the committee. The treasurer shall render
to the committee an annual audited account of all
receipts and disbursements, on or before the third
Tuesday in January.
Auditors.
15. The  auditors elected ,  as per rule 9, shall
examine the accounts annually ,  or as often as may
be required, and shall certify to the correctness of
the treasurer 's statement.
General committee.
16. The committee shall meet on the first
Wednesday in every month, to issue warrants for
the payments of moneys due to the officers of the
Institution, and for other debts lawfully contracted
since the previous meeting ; and to entertain all
applications made in conformity with these rules
for the admission of patients ; to receive and in-
stitute correspondence on matters connected with
the Institution ; to arrange plans for the improve-
ment of the Hospital building. They shall have
power to suspend or dismiss any servant of the
Institution, and fill such vacancy ; also to appoint a
sub-committee from amongst themselves for any
specific purpose, and to transact all necessary
business. They shall also be empowered to appoint
a visiting committee from amongst themselves, of
three members, whose duties shall be to visit the
Hospital at least once a week, and furnish a written
report of the general working of the Institution
at each monthly meeting. If any member of com-
mittee shall absent himself from three consecutive
monthly meetings without the permission of the
committee he shall  ipso facto  cease to be a member
of committee. The chairman of committee meet-
ings shall only have a casting vote.
Quorum at meetings of general committee.
17. Five members shall form a quorum of the
general committee. If no quorum be formed
within thirty minutes of the time appointed for the
meeting no business shall be done, but such meeting
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shall stand adjourned until the same day and
hour in the following week, at which adjourned
meeting three shall form a quorum.
Surgeon.
18. The paid surgeon shall be appointed by and
be under the control of the general committee. He
shall have the control of the patients and wards-
men ; he shall visit the Hospital at least once daily,
and at such other times as circumstances may
require ; he shall keep a medical record, the pro-
perty of the Institution, in which he shall enter
daily the particulars concerning the admission and
discharge of patients, and any other matter affect-
ing the welfare of the Institution ; and such
records stiall at all times be open to the inspection
of visitors ; he shall attend every monthly meeting
of the committee and shall thereat present a written
report of the preceding month (as per form B),
showing the number of patients admitted and
discharged, the number of days under treatment,
and the diseases of each patient, distinguishing the
paying from the non-paying patients. All authori-
ties for the admission or treatment of pa ients
must be attached to the surgeon's monthly report.
The paid surgeon shall not at any time leave the
town or its immediate vicinity without first obtain-
ing the sanction of the visiting committee.
Secretary.
19. The secretary shall conduct all correspon-
dence, attend all meetings whether general, special,
or of the committee, take minutes of the proceed-
ings, and assist the committee in any business
which may be allotted to them; he shall keep a
record of all cheques drawn on the bank ; produce
receipts for all payments made by him, and examine
all accounts against the Hospital, and shall keep for
inspection a list of persons qualified to vote. In
the event of the  resignation  of the secretary, the
committee shall be empowered to order the books of
the Institution to be audited, and until such books
are audited to the satisfaction of the committee
the resignation of the secretary shall not be ac-
cepted.
Visiting  committee.
20. The visiting committee as appointed monthly
by the general committee shall visit the Hospital
at least once in each week to see that the servants
of the Institution perform their duties as specified
in these rules, and that the patients conform to the
rules and regulations of the Institution ; and also,
that the  premises  are kept in good order. The
visiting committee is empowered to suspend any
paid officer or servant who violates these rules, and
temporarily to fill up the vacancy until the first
meeting of the general committee, and to discharge
any patient who does not conform to the rules and
regulations of the Institution.
A writen report,  signed  by the members of the
visiting committee, shall be presented to the general
committee at every monthly meeting.
Admission of patients.
21. The surgeon shall be authorised to admit
cases  of emergency only. The general committee
shall be authorised to admit all classes of patients
subject to the approval of the surgeon. Contributors
of £1 a-year and upwards  shall  be entitled to
receive and give tickets of admission in proportion
of one indoor ticket and one outdoor ticket for
every £1 subscribed.
Tickets of admission shall be as per form marked
A, and will be only available during the current
year of issue.
Terms of admission  or treatment.
22. The patients shall be of three classes,
namely-
Indoor patients free of charge.
Outdoor patients free of charge.
Pay patients indoor and outdoor.
Outdoor patients must attend personally at the
Hospital as often as the surgeon may require. No
one shall be entitled to admission or treatment
without the production of a contributor's ticket as
per form A.
Indoor pay patients shall be charged thirty
shillings for the first week, which must be paid in
advance to any authorised person, and four
shillings for every day thereafter. Outdoor pay
patients shall be charged fifteen shillings for the
first week, which must be paid in advance to any
authorised person, and two shillings for every day
thereafter while under treatment.
In the event of any patient being found to have
been  in possession of sufficient means to pay
the Hospital fees at the time of his admission or
treatment he shall be responsible for five shillings
for each day during which he remains in the Hospi-
tal if an in-door patient, and two shillings and six-
pence for each day if an out-door patient, if under
treatment as a non-paying patient. In all cases
chargeable to the Government, an order, under the
hand of an officer of competent authority, shall
be deemed a sufficient guarantee of payment.
Vacancies.
23. In the case of any vacancies arising among
the officers of the Institution the committee shall
fill up the vacant post at their usual monthly meet-
ings, except in the case of the treasurer, who shall
always be appointed by the governors and con-
tributors ; the committee calling a special meeting
for the purpose within twenty-one days from date
of such vacancy arising.
Regulations.
24. For the guidance of servants, patients, and
visitors, regulations prepared by the surgeon, and
authorised by the general committee, shall be
posted in a conspicuous place in the Hospital.
Religious  ministrations.
25. Any patient can at any time procure the
ministration of any minister he may think proper.
Registration.
26. Every patient on admission to the Hospital
will be required to answer the following questions
for the information of the Government and the
general committee, such answers to be inserted in
a register kept for the purpose:-
Name
Where born
Parents' names
Maiden surname of mother
Age
How long in the colony
Rank or profession
rWhere married
Age when married
If married
-
To whom married
Issue
Llssue living.
Religious  denomination.
In the case of outdoor patients a record shall be
kept by the surgeon giving the name of person
under treatment, occupation, address, and for what
treated.
Alteration of rules.
27. Notice of proposal to alter or add to these
rules must be given in writing to the secretary,
and be by him advertised fourteen days priqr to
the annual or special general meeting (rule 11),
at which they are to be considered.
FORM  A.
Indoor Ticket. Secretary's initials and
date of issue.
This ticket is only available until the
January, 188  -
Maytown, 188 .
To the  General Committee of the Palmer River District
Hospital.
GENTLEMEN,- Please admit the bearer*
as an indoor  patient of  the Palmer River District
Hospital , and I hereby certify that to the best of my
belief he  is t to pay the Hospital fees.
I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient  servant,
(Signature)
Admission authorised.
(Signature)
Contributor.
Member of Committee.
* Insert name . t  Able or unable.
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Outdoor Ticket.
Secretary's initials and
date of issue.
This ticket is only available until January, 188
Maytown, , 188 .
To the General Committee of the Palmer River District
Hospital.
GENTLEMMEN,-Please admit the bearer*
as an  outdoor patient of the Palmer River District
Hospital, and I hereby certify that to the best of lily
belief he ist to pay the Hospital fees.
(Signature)
Admission authorised.
(Signature)
I any, Gentlemen,
Your obedient  servant,
• Insert name.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
DALBY FIRE BRIGADE.
!
HE following By-laws made by the Dalby Fire
 Brigade, having been approved by His Ex-
cellency the Governor in Council, arc published in
pursuance of the provisions of  " the Fire Brigactex
Act of  1881."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. The Brigade shall be called the Dalby Fire
Brigade.
2. Any male citizen of good character, who is
eighteen years of age, may become a member of
the Brigade. Every candidate for membership
shall be proposed at a general meeting of the
Brigade, and shall be elected by a show of hands.
3. The Brigade shall hold th( it meetings monthly,
on the last Thursday in each month, in the School
of Arts, at 8 p.m.
4. The Brigade shall annually appoint one of
their number as secretary of the Brigade. Such
appointment shall be made by the absolute
majority of the votes of the members of the
Brigade present at any general or special meeting.
5. The secretary shall at any time call a special
meeting of the Brigade at the request, in writing,
of six members thereof.
6. The Brigade shall consist of not less than
twenty (20) members, inclusive of officers.
7. The Brigade shall be under the command of a
superintendent and two (2) assistant-superinten-dents. The duty of the superintendent shall beo
take the command at all fires. In his absence the
assistant-superintendent who shall be first present
shall take the command.
8. The secretary shall call over the roll of mem-
bers at all meetings of the Brigade. He shall
notify by circular or otherwise the time and place
of holding any meeting and the business to be
transacted thereat. He shall be present at all
meetings, and shall keep a record of all the business
transacted. He shall countersign all accounts,
either of receipts or disbursements, conduct all
correspondence, and take charge of the books and
documents. In his absence he shall appoint a
suitable substitute.
9. Every person shall, after admission as a mem-
ber, be introduced and sign a roll to be kept by the
secretary for that purpose ; and shall be presented
with a copy of these By-laws with his number in-
scribed thereon.
10. Members shall not leave any fire or practice
without permission of the officer in charge.
11. Every member shall report himself to the
officer in command upon arriving at a fire or at a
general practice.
12. Any member guilty of misconduct at a fire,
or at a general practice, may be suspended by the
superintendent or assistant-superintendent in charge,
who shall report the same at the next general meet-
ing ; and if the majority of the members present
vote for his suspension he shall be suspended from
duty for six (6) months.
13. A general practice meeting shall be called by
the superintendent as often as he may think fit,
but not less often than once in each month.
14. Any member wishing to leave the Brigade
shall give fourteen (14) days' notice of his intention
to do so, and shall deliver up to the Board all pro-
perty belonging to the Brigade which he may have
in his possession.
15. Every member shall appear in uniform at
every fire and at every general practice, or give a
satisfactory reason to the superintendent for not
doing so.
16. The assistant superintendents shall act in the
place of the superintendent in his absence, and
shall aid the superintendent in carrying out the
discipline of the Brigade. In case of fire, they shall
receive his orders and see that all orders issued are
obeyed ; and they shall also, to the best of their
ability, prevent the members of the Brigade being
interfered with or misdirected in the suppression
of fire.
Contributor.
Member of Committee.
t Able or  unable.
FORM B.
Surgeon's Report for Month  of , 188 , as
required by Rule 18-
IN.  I  OUT.
Date.
Total in
ca o'd rte, Date.
Totalout
E
b aR
a
e
a
Patients treated since last report as
above, and as per tickets of authority
attached hereto ...Under t eatment last report ... ...
TOTAL ... ...
Discharged as above-in-door ...
Under treatment at this date-out-door
TOTAL
Remarks-
To the General Committee,
Palmer River District Hospital,
Maytown,
(Signature)
188 .
Surgeon.
The foregoing Rules were adopted at a special
general meeting of Subscribers, held at Maytown,
on the 14th day of March, 1885.
THOS. Q. JONES,
President.
GEO. WYCLIFFE,
Secretary.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Brisbane, this
second day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth  year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
THE attention of Owners and Masters of
l Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vie., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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17. Notice shall he given.
previous to a'l' lll otlorl to a
any of there  BY-In t% .
in writing, one  mnntll execution of deeds relating to land not under the
'Tr. amend , orabro 'ate provisions of the Real Property  Act,, will be as
heretofore, namely :--
-'V. `VO ()1).
('1t,lirlnan For every acknowledgment taken. whether beforethe Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
lt)s. ; the fee payable to a country  Commissioner)n taking an acknow ledgntent is 5s .  in addition to
this fee of 10s.
Confirmed .  with the advice of the Executive
Council. under my Hand ,  at Brisbane. this
second day  of July, in  the  year  of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of  Her  Majesty's
reign.
A. MIJSGRAVE.
By Command.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1555.THE following Ret urn of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwiehi is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the man:lgement of that Insti-
tution.
S W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE  WEEK F.WPING 2O rH n %Y OF
JUN].,  18S5.
Number of Lnnates rcnlaii.'nnin A,vllnn
at. date of previous Report lot
Number since admitted 2
Number returned from leaf e ... 0
4(1(;
Number discharged ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... ... 0
Number absent on  If  ave .. .. 0
Number remaining at date hereof  ...  4('6
Admissions duiiite the week :
Thomas Shel don, 59, lahourt r, front Roma hospital
last employed on  Mount  Hnttoli Station.
Arthur l lark, 52, carpenter  ; !•ist re :  idence, Gladstone,
Dischrccged  (lvri ;,q the u'rek :
Nil.
Deaths daril q 17,e ,reek
Nil.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 29th  April, 18'84.
NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified  for general  information that
applications  will be received by the  Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane , and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents. or, where
there are no such officers,  by the Clerks  of Petty
Sessions ,  from persons  desirous  of obtaining labour.
Applications  should  contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers  required, the
nature of  the work  to be done ,  and the rate of
wages proposed  to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration agent
at Brisbane ,  in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1584.I T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the l'egistrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments deall:ng
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
QITIE:ENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL  G. A. FIiENCTI,  C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Hend-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1885.
No. 131.
HE Brisbane  Garrison Battery and the Bris-
bane Engineers  u ill parade at  the Adelaide-
street Drill-shed, on SATURDAY next , at 3 p.m.,
for the Annual  Inspection of the Commandant.
No. 132.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that the h:xaulination  of Officers  for Promotion will
take place at the Victoria Barracks at 10 a  in. onMONDAY next, the  6th instant.
Oflicers  presenting themselves for examination,
Rwllo do n( t  reside in Brisbane or suburbs ,  will be
entitled to  claim travelling and hotel expenses.
No. 133.
Tarn Moreton Regiment will furnish a Guard of
Honour on TUESL)AY next, the 7tll instant, on
the occasion of the Opening of Parliament, at
1'oon, by His Excellency the Commander-in
Chief. the Guard will take up a position in the
p,'ccints of the Parliament House, directly fronting
t he stain entrance, at 11.45 a m., allowing sufficient
room for carriages to approach the door. After
the departure of IIis Exi ellency, on completion of
the ceremony, the Guard will be marched to the
Boundary-street Drill-shed and dismissed.
The Head-Quarters Band will be in attendance,
and uu ill parade at the same  hour as  the Guard.
A Salute - f seventeen  guns  will be fired
from the Saluting Battery in the Queen's Park,
on the departure of His Excellency from Govern-
ment House, at a few minutes before 12 p.m.,
and again, on conclusion of the ceremony, on
His Excellency's departure from Parliament House.
This duty will be performed by "A" Battery,
Permanent Fc roe. The Officer commanding the
Battery will be good enough to arrange that
signals be made to him from Government House
and Parliament House at the exact moment of
departure.
The Battery will parade  in time to  have every-
thing in readiness at the  Saluting  Battery at
11.15 a.m.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Rri era d e-M aior.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE..
GENERAL ORDERS.
liy COLONEL G. A. FRENCIi, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
No. 134.
HE Guard of Honour ordered to parade on
TITE,SDAY next, the 7th instant, will also
parade at 3 p.m., at the Boundary-street Drill-shed,
for Battalion Drill.
Men attending; the two parades will receive a
full day's pay.
The Band will not parade in the afternoon.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.
13-TS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations for the
management  of the Ipswich Grammar School (to
take effect from the 1st July, 1885), which are
hereby  published for general information.
B. B. MORETON.
1. The Governor of the colony for the time being
shall, with his approval, be visitor of the school.
2. The Board of Trustees shall meet on the
last Saturday in every month, and may adjourn
from  time to time to conclude any unfinished
business.
3. At any time in the interval between such
monthly meetings it shall be competent for the
chairman  to call a special meeting of the trustees
for the consideration of any business which will
not admit of delay.
4. At any time during the  same interval, upon
the written requisition of two trustees, the chair-
man shall convene a  special meeting of trustees, to
be held at any time within seven (7) days after the
receipt of such requisition.
5. At their first meeting, in the month of
January in each year, the trustees present shall
elect one of their body as chairman, who shall hold
office for the current year.
6. At all  meetings  of the trustees the chairman,
if present, shall preside, and in his absence a chair-
man of the  meeting  shall be chosen by a majority
of the members present; and all questions which
shall come  before the trustees shall be decided by
a majority of those present, exclusive of the chair-
man, and in  the event of there being an equality of
votes the  chairman  shall have a casting vote.
7. No question shall be decided at any meeting
of the trustees unless three trustees at least shall
be present  at the time  of such decision.
8. All proceedings of the trustees shall be
entered in a journal  to be kept for the purpose,
and at  each meeting  of the trustees  the minutes of
the preceding  meeting  shall be read and  confirmed
or amended and the presiding  chairman  shall attach
his signature  thereto.
9. In the event of a vacancy occurring in the
number of trustees, a special meeting of the Board
shall be summoned  to fill up such vacancy by
election , and the name of the person elected shall
be forthwith submitted for the approval of the
Governor in Council.
10. The corporate seal shall be placed in the
charge of  the chairman or the treasurer, and shall
not be  affixed  to any document except by order of
the trustees  in meeting  assembled.
11. At the monthly meeting of the trustees in
December  a treasurer  shall be appointed for the
next year, and no  moneys shall be paid by him
without the authority of the Board.
12. The school hours shall be decided by the
trustees , but shall not be less than five hours a
day.
13. The whole holidays shall be-
(a) Every Saturday throughout the year ;
(h) Good Friday, the Queen's Birthday, Foun-
dation Day (September 25th), the Prince
of Wales' Birthday, and Separation Day ;
and such  holidays as the trustees may, in concert
with the head-master, from time to time allow.
14. The vacations shall be-
(a) Six weeks at midsummer ;
(b) Three weeks at midwinter ;
(c) Easter week.
15. The school  quarters  shall commence at the
times  stated  as follows :-
(a) The first, on the fifth Monday of the year ;
(b) The second, eleven weeks after the com-
mencement  of the first ;
(c) The third, fourteen weeks after the com-
mencement  of the second ;
(d) The fourth, eleven weeks after the com-
mencement  of the third.
The fourth shall terminate six weeks before the
fifth Monday of the following year.
16. The fees for each school quarter shall be asfollows:-
(a)  For boys over 12 years of age on the first
day of the quarter, four guineas ;
(b) For boys under 12 years of age on the first
day of the quarter, three guineas ;
(c) For resident boarders, eleven guineas a
quarter in addition to the school fees.
17. In the case of two brothers a reduction of
10s. 6d. each, quarterly, shall be made from the
tuition fees ; and in the case of three or more
brothers a reduction of one guinea each, quarterly,
shall be made.
18. All fees shall be paid to the Treasurer in
advance.
19. There shall be two examinations and one
distribution of prizes every school year. The
examinations shall be conducted by such examiners
as the trustees may appoint.
20. At the end of each half-year, or on a boy's
leaving school, a report on the progress and con-
duct of each pupil shall be forwarded to his
parent or guardian.
21. No boy shall be admitted into the school who
cannot read and write legibly and correctly from
dictation, and who cannot work examples in simple
addition and subtraction.
22. The school shall be divided into six Forms,
and shall be, as far as practicable, on the model of
the great public schools in England.
23. The work of the school shall be selected from
the following subjects:-
The English, Latin, Greek, French, and Ger-
man Languages  ; Mathematics (including
Arithmetic) ; Political and Physical Geo-
graphy ; Ancient and Modern History ;
Writing and Drawing ; Bookkeeping ; the
elements of Natural and Physical Science ;
and the elements of Logic and Political
Economy.
24. Drill and gymnastics shall be taught in the
school, and no boy may absent himself from the
lessons in drill and gymnastics except with the
permission of the head-master.
25. All regular masters employed in the school
shall be laymen, and any such master taking holy
orders, or officiating as a public minister of
religion, shall immediately resign his office.
26. As three scholarships have been already
established in the school, by the liberality of
private individuals, the following rules shall be
observed with regard to them:-
(a)  Candidates must have been pupils of the
school for  at least a  year prior to the time
of examination ;
(b) Candidates shall be divided, for the pur-
pose of examination, into the following
classes:-
(A.)  Candidates under 13 years of age, who
shall be examined in the work of Form
II. or Form III.
(B) Candidates under 15 years of age, who
shall be examined in the work of Form
III. or Form IV.
(c) Candidates under 17 years of age, who
shall be examined  in the work of Form
IV. or Form V.
27. In addition to the scholarships mentioned in
Regulation 26, the trustees shall award three scholar-
ships, of the annual value of sixteen guineas each,
tenable for two years, and open to boys under 17
years of age, who have been in attendance at the
school not less than two years, and who shall be
examined in the work of Form IV. or Form V.
28. The following rules shall apply to all the
scholarships :-
(a) The examinations shall be held in June,
and the scholarships awarded shall begin
to be held from the January of the year
following ;
(b) The scholarships shall be awarded only to
boys of sufficient merit ;
(c) A scholar whose conduct  and progress
after the award are not satisfactory to the
head-master is liable to forfeit his scholar-
ship ;
(d) If the holder of a scholarship shall leave
the school he shall forfeit his scholarship ;
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(e) No scholarship in the gift of the school
shall be held with any other scholarship,
and no pupil can hold the same class of
scholarship twice ;
(f) The holder of a scholarship must offer
himself for such public  examinations as
the head-master may think desirable.
29. The power of expulsion shall be vested in
the head-plaster, but shall not be used without
previous consultation with the trustees.
30. These Regulations shall take effect on the
first day of July, 1885, and all previous Regulations
are hereby repealed.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st April, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Oharleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Cooktown, Ununamulla, Dalby, 1)rayton, Emerald,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geliam, Georgetown, Geraldton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Central Railway,
Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton, Howard, Ingham,
Inglewood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Kilkivan,
Kingsborough, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mac-
kay, Marytorough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Jkl orven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, Norman-
ton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pentland,
Pimpama, Pine Hill, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Ilosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, Spring-
sure , S. and W. Railway, Southport, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Sandgate, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday  Island,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Tiaro, Walkerston, War-
wick, Watsonville, Winton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be  received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate of  five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
.Yo. 1G  of  1885.
TIDAL SIGNALS, JOHNSTONE RIVER.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
10th proximo the following Tidal Signals
will be exhibited from the Flagstaff at the Pilot
Station, Johnstone River :-
By Day. By Night.
cr~
•L Y
AG
ft. in.
4 0 Ball  north  yard- arm .. . .
4 6 dipped ... 11 1.
5 0 Ball south yard-arm .. ...
5 6 11
'
dipped ...
6 0 Ball at each yard-arm ... ..
6 6 dipped ... 1. 11 11
7 0 Two balls north yard-aria
7 6 dipped 11 11
8 0 Two balls south yard-arm
8 6 11 11 „
y
dipped
9 0 Cone north yard-arm ...
9 6 „ „ „ dipped ...
10 0 Cone south yard-arm ... ...
10 6 „ „ „ dipped ...
11 0 Cone at each yard-arm... ...
11 6 „ „ „ dipped...
12 0 Two cones north yard-arm ...
Red light.
Green light.
White  over red.
Red over white.
Green over white.
White over green.
Red over green.
Green over red.
Two white vertical.
Two red vertical.
Two green vertical.
Red north, white
south.
White  north, red
south.
Green north, white
south.
White north, green
south.
Green north, red
south.
Red north, green
south.
A red flag will be hoisted at the mast-head during
flood tide.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 29th June, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 17 of  1885.
REMOVAL OF LIGHTSHIP AND PLACING
OF ADDITIONAL BUOY AND BEACONS,
KEPPEL BAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that on the 14thproximo the Lightship will be removed
from the Elbow, Keppel Bay, the Channel now
being marked by the Leading Lights on Balaklava
Island, which were established on 17th February
last.
The Elbow of the Bank will be marked by a
Red Buoy carrying a cage 3 feet in diameter,
12 feet above the water. The Buov will lie in
18 feet at low water, 1 cable North of the present
position of the Lightship.
Two additional red and triangular Beacons have
also been placed in 7 feet of water on the West
Bank (" Wagtail Sand "), one on its southern ex-
tremity, and the other about midway between that
and the old Beacon. These Beacons should not
be approached within 1 a cable.
On the Curlew Spit an additional Beacon, black
and square, has been placed in 8 feet at low-water
springs.
A berth must be given it of not less than s of a
cable.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  18  of  1885.
REPORTED SHOAL OFF BOLD POINT, VAN
DIEMAN INLET, GULF OF CARPENTARIA.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Shoal, with not
more than 15 feet upon it at low-water
springs, has been reported to lie 5 miles W.S.W.
from Bold Point, the southern head of Van Dieman
Inlet. The Shoal is said to be composed of soft
mud.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1885.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  19  of  1885.
TOBRES STRAITS.
REEFS NEAR AND EXTENDING FROMSAIBAI ISLAND.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Reef, upon
which is a Sand-bank, always dry, lies with
its Eastern extremity N. by W. 2 W., 21 miles
from the Hill, 50 feet high, shown on the North-west
end of Saibai Island, on the plan by Navigating
Lieutenant E. R. Connor, R.N. The Reef is about
13 miles in length, East and West, ands  mile in
width.
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Another Reef, which at low-water springs is dry
about 2 feet, lies with its N.E. extremity N.N.W.
1 mile from the  same  hill. The Reef is about
1- miles in length and 3 cables wide, and lie- N.E.
E. and S.W. 4 W.
The extremities of both these Reefs are marked
by Beacons, and they can be approached to within
a 4 cable on either side.
There is a clear passage, with 3 fathoms at low
water, between the southernmost of these Reefs
and Saibai Island.
A third Reef, awash at low water, and which is 1
mile in extent, lies E.N.E. and W.S.W., with its
centre in the following approximate position
Peak of Mount Cornwallis, S.E.
4
S. 83 miles.
The fringing Reef extends from the western end
of Saibai Island to a distance of nearly 1 mile.
The foregoing  information  has been supplied by
Mr. Liljeblad,  master  of the missionary schooner
" Ellengowan."
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and  Harbours,
Brisbane , 30th  June, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINE RS.
No. 20 of  1885.
WIDE BAY.
ALTERATION IN LINE OF LEADING BEACONS
AND LIGHTS, INSKIP POINT.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Leading
Beacons and Lights on Inskip Point have
this day been shifted E. by S. 186 yards, and now
lead past the red buoy off Kook Point Spit and the
inner edge of the Bar on a S.W. 4 S. bearing.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmastor.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
FOURTH Supplementary List of Su veyors
licensed to act under the provisions of  "The
Real Property  Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names were not inserted  in the  General List pub-
lished on 2nd January, 1885.
Name.
Amos, J. P. ...
Coop, H. P.
O'Connell, John G.
Warner, Charles J.
Address.
North Bundaberg.
Daintree River.
Bowen.
Beaudesert.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1835.
N OTICE is hereby given that I intend, on and
after the 4th day of August  next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861 ," to issue in the
names  of Sophia Towns, Alexander  Stuart , George
King, and Edward Knox, the Executrix and Execu-
tors of the late Robert Towns, three several Deeds
of Grant, numbered 33287,  33288,  and 36512, for
232 acres ,  634 acres , and 1,880 acres  2 roods,  respec-
tively-selection 58, Townsville district, parish of
Woodstock ; selection 72, Townsville district,
parish unnamed ; and selection Xs7, Bowen district,
portion 37, parish unnamed, on Inkerman Downs
Run, respectively-and more particularly described
in Register Book, vol. 328, folio 22, and Register
Book, vol. 297, folios 47 and 48, the  said original
Deeds of Grant having been lost  or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th  June, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
1
THE unclaimed  Marc hereunder described, now
in the possession of the Muttaburra Police,
will, unless previously claimed, be sold by public
auction, at the Police Station ,  Muttaburra, on the
1st of August next, viz.:-
One Chestnut Mare ,  branded M over tj near
shoulder, near fore and hind legs white ,  blaze on
face.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Dr. John Francis
Churchill's Inhaltants Company, Limited,
trading as such, at 74 Gresham House, London,
Manufacturers and Chemists, have applied in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation
for human  use, a  Trade Mark of which the follow-
ing is  a representation:-
8 P I R 0 N E
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the above Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Vorwobler Port-N land Cement Fabrik (Prussing, Planck, and
Company), trading as such, in Holzminden, in the
Empire of Germany, Cement Manufacturers, have
applied in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register  in Class  17, in respect of Cement, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground work in the outer
circle is red, and the lion printed in the centre is
blue.
Notice is hereby given, that unless before the
expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queenslan Z Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfactioi. that the applicants for the registration
of this Trade Mark  are not  entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion , I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the above Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given that Dr. Jaeger'sSanitary Woollen System Company, Limited,
trading as such at 42 and 43 Fore street, London,
Importers and Manufacturers of Woollen Goods,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of
1881," to register in Classes 11, 33, 34, 35, 38, 41,
and 50, in respect of Woollen Goods as described
below, a Trade .hark, of which the following is a
representation:-
4420"&
If
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The Trade Mark referred to is to be registered
in Class 11 in respect of-
Bandages for stomachic disorders.
Pure woollen bandaging.
Patent universal abdominal belts.
In Class 33 in respect of-
Natural  coloured knitting wool.
Darning wool.
In Class 34 in respect of-
Undyed stockingnette (tricot.)  stuffs.
Woollen hat  linings.
Boot cloth and lining.
Camel hair material.
Cashmere material.
Corset material.
Corset binding.
Diaper cloth.
Dressmaking  materials.
Stockingnette material.
Tailoring  materials.
Cloth for suits.
Linings (tailoring).
Babies' binders.
Face flannel.
Table covers.
Towels.
Tweed  serge homespun.
In Class 35 in respect of-
Woollen lace  trimming.
Ladies' frilling.
Ruche and  lace coverlets.
Woollen cravats, collars, cuffs, and shirt fronts.
Hats and bonnets.
Boots and shoes.
Woollen ladies' outerclothing.
Woollen underclothing for ladies and children.
Woollen corsets.
Woollen cloud shawls.
Babies' clothing.
Woollen jacket bodies.
In Class 41 in respect of-Woollen bedding.
And in Class 50 in respect of-
Rugs.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1885.
NOTICE
is hereby given that Messrs. Perry
Pros., trading at Queen street, in the City
of Brisbane, ironmongers, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Ztct of  1884," to register in
Class 47, in respect of illuminating oil, a Trade
Mark, of which the following is a representation.
lji
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Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act abovemen-
tioned.
In Class 38 in respect of-
Stockingnette  shirts.
Stockingnette  lawn tennis  shirts.
Stockingnette combinations.
Stockingnette  combinations for bathing.
WVooilen stockingnette pants.
Woollen Stockingnette  under vests.
Woollen hoods.
Woollen night  jackets.
Woollen  sleeping pants.
Woollen  sleeping wrappers.
Woollen  sleeping sacks.
Woollen socks  and stockings.
Coats and trousers.
Knitted woollen suits.
Knitted woollen outer  clothing.
Knitted woollen boys'  suits.
Knitted woollen vests.
Woollen vests or Cardigans.
Woollen Tyrolese belts.
Woollen braces
Woollen handkerchiefs.
Woollen comforters.
Woollen gloves.
Angora woollen gloves.
Cycling gloves.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th May, 1885.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that Beale and  Com-pany, trading as such at 83 Queen street,
Brisbane ,  Importers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1881, "  to register in Class 6
in respect of Sewing Machines ,  and Class 9 in
respect of Musical Instruments ,  a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a representation
it
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaetie al  that the applicants for registration of
this Trade  Mark are  not entitled to have the same
registered,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register  the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY.
Registar of Patents, &c.
65
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Messieurs :Nast,
Foos, and Company, of Springfield, Ohio,
United States of America, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Patents. Designs,
and Trade Afarks Art  of 1884," to register  in class
N o. 6, in respect of Windmills, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given that Hubert Harring-ton Warner, of Rochester, in the State of
New York, United States America, has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade _1larks Art of  1881," to register
in Class 3, in respect of Medicines, a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a representation
SAFE
IRON TURBINE
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it be shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1885.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Andrew Usher
and Company ,  trading at  West Nicholson
street ,  in the city of Edinburgh ,  Scotland ,  distillers,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks At or
1884," to register in class 43 ,  in respect to Whisky,
a Trade Mark of which the fo ll owing is a represen-
tation :-
O Y V.G.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that James Ingle
Marshall, a member of the Pharmaceutical
Society of New South Wales, trading under the
name and style of Marshall Bros., at No. 104 and
106 Market street, Sydney, has applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act of  1884," to register in class
No. 3, in respect of Medicinal Preparations, a Trade
Mark. of which the following is a representation :-
TONIC NERVINE
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act abovQmentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
SAFE- C U)2 E.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application,
I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  12th March ,  1885.
NOTICE  is hereby given that The Charles A.
Vogeler  Company ,  of Baltimore, in the
State of Maryland ,  United States, America, have
applied,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks Act of  1884,"
to register in Class 3, in respect of a medical-pre-
paration ,  a Trade Mark, of which the fo llowing is
a representation.
BEDSTAR
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Cheese-
brough Manufacturing Company, Consoli-
dated, trading as such, of the city, county, and
State of New York, in the United States of
America, Manufacturers of Emollient, Remedial,
and other preparations of Petroleum, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to
register, in Class 1, in respect of anti-
corrosives and antiseptics; in Class 2, in respect
of veterinary and sanitary purposes and insecti-
cide ; in Class 3, in respect of medicine
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for internal and external use and pharmacy as a
base for ointments and pharmaceutical prepara-
tions; in Class 4, in respect of vegetable or inii,eral
products used in manufacture and the arts; in
Class 47, in respect of common soap, lubricants,
and axle paste ; in Class 48, in respect of perfumery.
toilet articles (hair pomades,  creams,  cosmetiques,
preparati nis for the teeth), and toilet soap ; auci in
Class 50, in respect of leather preservative, harness
paste, and waterproof boot paste, a Trade Mark,
of which the following is  a representation :-
VASE6INE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in the several
classes above-mentioned, in accordanc, with the
provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  2nd  July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a  Patent and complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Willis
Gorman Dodd, of San Francisco, in the United
States of America. engineer, for an invention
described as "Improvements in Water Jacket
Smelting Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless withi n
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Willis Gorman Dodd, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete  Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Edwar& Waters,  of 87 ,  Bourke street  West, Mel-
bourne ,  in the Colony of Victoria ,  for an inven-
tion described as " Improvements in Meters for
Measuring Liquids."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensl xnd Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.NN OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed  thereto, received from Edward
Waters,  of 87 ,  Bourke street  West,  Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria ,  for an invention described
as Process of Extracting and Saccliarifying
Ingredients of Amylaceous Substances by Treat-
ment with Malt."
Notice is hereby further given , that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisein( nt in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
apuli,-ant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is z iv intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
`'  OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
L an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Frederick Cooke Farquhar, of 24, Long Acre, Lon-
don, England ,  engineer ,  for an invention described
as " Improvements in Filtering Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Frederick Cooke Farquhar, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given,  that I  have accepted
i an application  for a Patent  and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto,  received from Bryan
hampney Burstall ,  of William street , in the City
of 1'Nlelbournc , in the Colony  of Victoria ,  merchant,
for an invention  described as "  Improvements in
Cupolas ,  Receivers ,  and Convertors Employed in
the Manufacture of Iron and Steel and in the Smelt-
ing of  ,1letals."
Notice  is hereby  further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Bryan Champney Burstall ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The  Patents , Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
N( OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent with complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from J. W.
Holliday and Alford, trading as such ,  of Ashleigh
House ,  East street, Ipswich, Queensland ,  joiners
and carpenters ,  for an invention described as " The
Ariel Sea."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
J W. Holliday and Alford ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
darks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
1 N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Percival Everitt, of London, England, for an
invention described as "Improvements in Weighing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Percival
Everitt. in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY.
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, with complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from D.
Brand and Drybrough, trading as such in the City
of Townsville, North Queensland, for an invention
described as a " Machine for abstracting the Mois-
ture from granulated Sugar through contact with
heated Air."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Government Gazette  if
is proved to my satisfaction that the applicants are
not entitled to a Patent for such invention, it is my
intention to recommend that a Patent be granted
for the said invention to the said D. Brand and
Drybrough, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks At,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd April, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Fred-
erick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, for an invention described
as an "  Improved Earth Closet."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Government Gazette
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicant is
not entitled to a Patent for such invention, it is my
intention to recommend that a Patent be granted
for the said invention to the said Frederick Scott,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an ins eiition
described as a " Safety Stirrup Iron."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in  the Government Gazette
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicant is
not entitled to a Patent for such invention, it is my
intention to recommend that a Patent be granted
for the said invention to the said Frederick Scott,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN EY,
Registrar_of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Clement
Van de Velde, of Bond street, in the City of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, for an
invention described as "Improvements in the
Treatment of Copper Ores and Cupreous Materials,
and in Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Clement Van de Velde, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
i an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, receivedfromWilliam
Porritt, of Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queens-
land, for an invention described as " The Reliance
Windmill."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months, from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said William
Porritt, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Scott's Seed and Refuse Separator."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Frederick Scott, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1881,,,
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd April, 1885.
T OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
lv an application for a Patent and the com-
plete  Specification  annexed thereto ,  received from
J. Me . Robison, Robison and Dodds ,  trading as
such ,  at 31 Flinders street West ,  in the city of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria ,  for an inven-
tion  described  a -  an " Improved Apparatus for the
admixture oi' Air and  G as for Soldering and other
purposes."
I` otice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Government Gazette
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicants
are not entitled to a Patent for such invention, it
is my intention tamrecommend that a Patent be
granted for the said invention to the said J. McF.
Robison, Robison and Dodds ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "  hie  Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
111arks Act of  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c,
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Patent Office.
Brisbane , 22nd April, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Speci fication  annexed thereto, received from Dr.
Charles Bonnor Chalmers, of Sydney, in the Colony
of New South Wales, for an invention described as
"An Improved Means of Defecating and Decolor-
izing  Cane Juice."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless with-
in two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Government Gazette,
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicant is
not entitled to a Patent for such invention, it is my
intention to recommend that a Patent be granted
for the said  invention  to the said Dr. Charles
Bonnor Chalmers,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of  1884."
WILLIAM T. B LAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1885.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
N  an application for a Patent and complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from John
Mitchell Borrow and Joseph Henry Haycraft,
trading as such ,  of Adelaide ,  in the Province of
South Australia ,  for an invention described as
"Improvements in the process of obtaining an
Extract of Tannin from  Wattle  or other Trees, and
an Apparatus for the same or similar purposes."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Government Gazette
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicants
are not entitled to a Patent for such invention, it
is my intention to recommend that a Patent be
granted for the said invention to the said John
Mitche ll  Borrow and Joseph Henry Haycraft, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884.",
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.
j T is hereby notified that the following  gentle-
I men have  been appointed  Commissioners for
taking Affidavits, &c.:-
CHARLES JAMES BARROW, Esquire, Solicitor,
Melbourne, Victoria ;
FREDERIC  WILLIAM GALLOWAY, Esquire, Clerk
of Petty  Sessions , Ipswich ;
JOSEPH HIG GINS,  Esquire, Solicitor, Went-
worth, New South Wales ;
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE, Esquire, Police
Magistrate, St. George ;
EDMUND MOREY, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Clermont ;
ALEXANDER WALLACE, Esquire, Solicitor, Mount
Gambier, South Australia ;
WILLIAM WATKINS, Esquire, Clerk of Petty
Sessions , Georgetown ;
JOHN VIYIAN WILLIAMS, Esquire, Police Magis-
trate, Normanton.
J. HARRISON BYRNE,
Associate to His Honour the Chief Justice of
Queensland.
NOTICE.WILLIAM KEANE was this day appointedPoundkeeper at Gayndah for ensuing
twelve months.
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Gayndah, 23rd June, 1885.
NOTICE.
` T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at
Dalby, on the 1st day of July, 1885, Mr.
ALBERT B. O'NEILL was appointed Bailiff of the
Small Debts Court at Dalby for twelve months.
By order,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 2nd July, 1885.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed thereto, received from
Adam  Mi ll er, of No. 2, Riches Court, Lime street,
in the City of London, England, for an invention
described  as an  "  Amalgamating  Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that
a Patent  be granted for the said invention to the
said Adam Miller, is  accordance  with the pro-
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
NOTICE.A COURT of egistration will be holden at he
Court House, Geraldton, in the Police Dis-
trict of Mourilyan, on TUESDAY, the seventh
day of July next, for the purpose of considering
claims  to have  names  Registered on the Roll for
that portion of the Townsville Electorate for
which I act as Clerk of Petty Sessions.
M. O'DONOHUE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Geraldton , 13th  June, 1885.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held atDalby, on the 1st day of July, 1885, Mr.
ALBERT B. O'NEILL was appointed Poundkeeper
for the Dalby Pound for twelve months.
By order,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 2nd July, 1885.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office,  William  street, Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R. G.S., &c., and  the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony , 9d. ; to  England and the Austra lian
Colonies ,  1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
ANTHER EAS  by an Order in Council made on the second day of July, 1885, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : N ow, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Grown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MQSGR&VE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Mackay Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eleventh day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres, and in the case of other lands 5,120
acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of July, in
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. ! No. of
of Parish. Portion.Lot.
Area.
A. R.
1 Pelion  lv  8(X) 0
2 Ditto 2v 640 0
3 Ditto 3v 640 0
4 Ditto 4v 640 0
5 Ditto 5v 640 0
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
P
S
rovi
urve
sional
y Fee. Value of Improvements.
p. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 0 0 1 13 16 0
0 0 0 1 9 40
0 0 0 1 9 4 0
0 0 0 1 9 4 0
0 0 0 1 9 40
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District ,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after  TUESDAY  the eleventh day of August ,  1885: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this third day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By:Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ToowooMBA LAND AGENTS DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.  of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee.
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing Value of
Pri ce per Improve-
Acre. ments
A. B. P. £ s, d.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ e. d.
I  i Milton  ... ... i  2652 485 0 0  4 0 0 3 , 9 2 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSOR' C1', Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander.Governor. in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-sixth day of June, 1885, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Lands described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, b the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Clermont Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the sixth day of August, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which maybe selected by any
one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this £seeond day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
No. No. of
of
Lot. Portion.
1  1v
2  2v
3  3v
4 4v
5  5v
6  6v
7 7v
8 8v
9 9v
10 10v
11  11v
12  12v
13 13v
14 14v
15 15V
16 16v
17  17v
18 18v
19 19V
20 20v
21  21v
22 22v
23  23v
24  24v
25  25v
26  26v27  27v
28  28v
29  29v
30 lv
31 2v
32 3v
33 4v
34 5v
35 6v
36 7v
37 8v
38 9v
39 10v
40  11v
41 12v
42 13v
43 14v
44 15v
1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
Parish of Bathampton.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
C. B. BUTTON.
Purchasing
Pri ce Value of Improvements.
per Acre.
A. R. r.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
150 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
150 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
130 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 X 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
130 0 0 0 0 3 1 6 0 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 i 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
130 0 0 1 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0 1
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 I 6 14 1) 1 0 0
130 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
130  0  0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Parish of Drummond.
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 01 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 1 6 14 0 1 0 0
135 0 0 0 0 3 1 6 0 0 1 0 0
150 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
180 0 0 0 0 3( 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 1 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3' 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 i 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MU?SGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance d execution of all powers and authorities in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  THURSDAY, the sixth day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid , declare that the  maximum  area which may be selected by any one  person in the said
District  shall be as follows,  that  is to  say:-
In the case of lands  within  an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given  under my  Hand  and Seal,  at Government House,  Brisbane , this second day of July,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty- five, and in the  forty-ninth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVZ THE QIIEEIP
THE SCHEDUL$.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT' s DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
1 Stanwell ... 2086
2 Ditto ... ... 2162
3 Ditto ... ... 2163
C. B. Dt TTON.
Annual Purchasing
Area .  Rent Survey Fee. Price
per Acre .  per Acre.
A.  R.  P.  £ s. d. £  a. d. £ s. d.
159 0 0 0 0  6 6 0 0 2 0 0
88 0 0 0 0 4 5 6 0 1 5 0
50 0 0 0 0 4 3 19 0 1 5 0
Value of
Improve-
ments.
£  S. d.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.  S.]  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MtUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the sixth day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
333, Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No. I
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual  Purchasing Value of
Rent  Survey Fee .  Price Improve
per Acre .  per Acre .  ments.
A. R. P.  i £ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Rosenthal ... ... 2247 160 2 6 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the sixth day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Meringandan
THE
THE SCHEDULE.
ToowooMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
3374
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual I Purchasing
Area. Rent Survey Fee. Price
per Acre. per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. 1 £ r. d. £ s. d.
116 0 0 0 0 3I 5 6  0  1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
£ s. d.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MIISGRATE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities  in me  vested  under  the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, any situated
in the Port Douglas Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eleventh day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid , declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one  person in  the said
District  shall be as  follows, that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane , this third day of July,
in the year of our  Lord one thousand eight  hundred and eighty -five, and  in the forty-ninth
year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SATE  THE  QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
Within an  Agricultural Area.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing
Survey Fee. Price
per Acre.
Value of
Improve-
wents.
A. R. P. £ s.  d.  £  s. d.i £ s. d. I £ s. d
b l 171 128 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 03 6I  WIlya n ee ... ... 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor ,  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TITESDAY,  the eleventh day of August ,  1885 : And I  do hereby ,  by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this third day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
Brassall ...
Clarendon ...
Ditto ...
Dundas ...
Blenheim ...
Clarendon ...
Northbrook ...
Esk ... ...
Dixon ...
Goolman ...
Clumber ...
Ditto ...
Townson ...
Clumber ...
Ditto ...
Townson ...
Thornton ...
Ditto ...
Dugandan ...
Durundur ...
Neara ...
Mort ...
Tenthill ...
Ditto ...
Laidley ...
Rosevale ...
Nukinenda ...
Byron ...
St. John ...
Rosevale ...
Cressbrook ...
Alford ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Mort ...
Grandchester
Durundur ...
Ditto ...
Laidley ...
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
C. B.  DUTTON.
Anneal Purchasing Value of
Area. Rent Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre. per Acre.  ments.
A. R. P.
495HR 23 2 0
3943 640 0 0
3941 640 0 0
4400 117 0 0
4647 197 2 0
4699 441 0 0
4917 76 0 0
4977 229 0 0
5081 80 0 0
5142 100 0 0
5263 245 0 0
5330 80 0 0
5340 80 0 0
5422 160 0 0
5473 160 0 0
5477 80 0 0
5482 100 0 0
5483  120 0 0
... 5575 80 0 0
... 5624 100 0 0
... 5639 80 0 0
... 5679  100 0 0
... 5745 120 0 0
... 5746 20 0 0
... 5766 36 2 0
... 5821 160 0 0
5857 422 2 31
... 5867 150 0 0
... 5982 160 0 0
... 6022  160 0 0
... 6166 160 0 0
6218 160 0 0
... 6220 61 0 0
... 6279 155 0 0
... 6343 160 0 0
... 6345 69 2 0
... 6416 160 0 0
... 6518 159 3 0
... 7056 160 0 0
Name of Transferroe .  Name of Run.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2 0 0
1 5 0 52 8 0
1 5 0 54 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0 12 0 0
1 0 0 5 0 0
1 5 0 18 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
1 5 0
1 5 0
1 0 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 6 0
1 0 0
1 0 01 0 0  1s  0 0
1 5 0
1 5 0
2 10 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 5 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 5 0
1 0 0
1 10 0
1 5 0i
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous Occupants in the
Licenses of the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been
transferred, during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the
undermentioned persons.
Name of Transferror.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Edmund D'Olier Foot, Arthur Randal Walter John Biddulph ... Slyboy.
Foot, and Frederick Walter
Biddulph
BURKE DISTRICT.
James Irugh Moor ... ... John (Trice ... ... ... ... The Excess.
£ s. d.
0 0 6
0 0 4
0 0 4
0 0 3
0 0 6
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 3
0 0 6
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 4
0 0 3
0 0 5
0 0 5
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 4
0 0 8
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 6
0 0 4
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 3
0 0 5
0 0 4
£ s. d.
3 0 0
9 4 0
9 4 0
5 6 0
6 14 0
8 1 0
4 8 0
6 14 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
7 3 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
6 14 0
6 14 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
6 0 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
6 0 0
3 0 0
3 7 0
6 14 0
8 1 0
6 0 0
6 14 0
6 14 0
6 14 0
6 14 0
4 8 0
6 0 0
6 14 0
4 8 0
6 14 0
6 0 0
6 14 0
C. B.  DUTTON.
0
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous Occupants in theunderm ntioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Uns ttled Districts, have been transferred,during the Quarter nded 30th ultimo, with the sanction f the Government, to the persons
hereunder particularised.
Name of Transferrer. Name of Transferree.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Run.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
William Forster McCord  .. Edward  Knox and Tho  nas Rutledge Cl essborougl .
Edward Knox and  Thomas  Rutledge Edward Knox ... ... ... ...  Mundowran.
Edward Knox and Thomas Rutledge William Forster McCord ... ... Bungear.
Henry Drew Caswell  ... ... ...  Rawdon Bentley  Briggs  and Peter Upper Chin Chin , Lower Chin
MacPherson (Inn, and Prazier.
BURKE DISTRICT.
William Woodhouse ... ... ... Charles Smith ...
William Kilgour and William Wood Charles  Smitli  ... ... ...
house
William Kilgour ... ... .... Charles Smith ...
John  Bissett Brodie and Peter  Duff John  Bissett Brodie ...
Brodie
Frank  Hugh Hann ... The Bank of New South Wales
William Kilgour ... ... ... Charles Smith .. ... ...
William  Kilgour and William Wood-
house
Charles  Smith...
Alexander  Kennedy and Ernest Henry
Frank Godschal Johnson
William Kilgour ... ... ...
John Bissett Brodie and Peter Duff
Brodie
aenry Murray Thorne
Basil  Gray  and Charles Godde Lush...
Basil  Gray ... ... ... ...
Vivian King Collees ... ... ...
Roger Hale Sheaffe and Alexander
Kennedy
John Stuart  Russell and  William
George Stuart  Russell
Charles Smith ... ... ... ...
John  Bissett  Brodie ... ...
John Arthur  Macartney
Basil  Gray ...
The Bank of New South Wales
James Sutherland ...
COOK DISTRICT.
May Downs No. 4.
Leadmore No. 3, Leadmore  No. 4,
and Leadmore No. 5.
Rochedale No. 9 East, Rochedale
No. 10,  Rochedale No. 11, and
Rochedale No. 12.
Mahon ,  Mahon No. 2 ,  Mahon No.
3, Elizabeth Vale, Yeldham No.
6, Portadown ,  and Emily Vale.
Merton Vale  West No. 2,  Ravens-
dale West, Aspasia West, Ba-
hinia  Vale No. 3,  Lillydale South
No. 2, Archie  Creek North No.
2, Aspasia No. 4, Verdon No. 4,
and Bauhinia Vale West No. 2.
Leadmore No. 6, Leadmore No. 7,
Leadmore No. 9, and Leadmore
No. 10.
May Downs ,  May Downs No. 1,
May Downs No. 2, and May
Downs No. 3.
Calton Hills No. 1, Calton Hills
No. 2, Calton Hi lls No. 3, Calton
Hills No. 4, Table Top, Pa ro o
North, Paroo South ,  Pickwick,
and Ernest field.
Chilton Downs.
Rochedale No."13.
Mahon No. 1.
Alroy.
Chapman, Wynard, Esther, Flor.
ence, Violet, Deborah, and Coralie.
Chapman, Wynard, Esther, Flor-
ence, Violet, Deborah, and Coralie
Cabbage Tree.
John Godfrey McInnes, Frank Forbes, Edward Alexander Hungerford ... Monteagle.
and Frank James Walsh.
Annual Tenancy.
John Jones Byers (by James Boyne IThe Corporation of the Bank of New I Cudgee Cudgee No. I.
Hall, Trustee of the Insolvent Estate South Wales
of John Jones Byers), and George
Edward Clarke (by Colin Douglas
and Edward Myers (as Trustees in
the Insolvent Estate of George Ed-
ward Clarke)
The Queensland National Bank, Limited Robert Sheffield ... ..
Thomas Henry Fraser ... ... ... The South Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited
Thomas Hungerford and Edmund The Bank of New South Wales ...
Alexander Hungerford
Charles Eyre Mussy, Oscar Henry James Tyson ... ... ...
Massy, and Glenville Massy
Frank Ewan Forbes, Frank Walsh, Edmund Alexander Ilungerford ...
and Godfrey McInnes
Thomas Hungerford and Edmund The Bank of New South Wales, of
Alexander Hungerford Sydney
Annual Tenancy.
The Bank of New South Wales (by Thomas Baker ...
their attorney, Alexander Archer)
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
The Corporation of the Australian Thomas Lauchlan Kelly
Joint Stock Bank
Thomas Lauchlan Kelly ... ... The Bank of New South Wales ...
Alexander Raff... ... ... ... Alexander Raff and John Robertson...
The Commercial Banking Company of Margaret Coughlan (widow), John
Sydney Coughlan, and David Coughlan
Philip Devine ... ... ... ... Frederick Durham Badgery and John
Samuel Sands
James Farquharson ... ... .. Robert Clinker Beck ... ... ...
Hugh Muir Nelson ... ... ... The Bank of Australasia ... ...
Staunton.
Dagmar No. 1.
Valeria, Confluence No. 2, and
Confluence No. 3.
Strathearn No. 1, Strathearn No.
3, and  Strathearn No. 4.
Cunningham Plains, Cunningham
Plains No. 1, and Cunningham
Plains No. 4.
Windermere.
Cudgee Cudgee No. 1.
Colamba and Dogwood.
Colamba and Dogwood.
Myra.
Scotland.
Swithland, Whetstone , Moogoon
East,  and Eena.
Beta.
Malara.
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Name of Transferror.
TRANSFERS  OF  RUNS-continued.
Name  of Transferree.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
William Kilgour and William Wood- Charles Smith ...
house
William Kilgour ... Cliarles Smith ... ... ...
William Kilgour and William Wood-
house
The Bank of New South Wales (by
their attorney , Alexander Archer)
Stephen  Alfred Martel
Charles Smith ... ...
The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company, Limited
Ebenezer Ellis, Joseph William Ell is,
William Henry Ellis, and George
Frederick Ellis
Ebenezer Ellis, Joseph William Ellis,
William Henry Ellis, and George
Frederick Ellis
Michael Rowen...
Frederic Hamilton
The Bank of New South  Wales ...
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
...
I
Robert Collett Hampton and Michael
Rowen
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
The Corporation of the Bank of Aus-
tralasia
Clara Hamilton (spinster) ... ...
George Henderson ... ...
Frederic Hamilton  ... ... ..
The Bank  of New South Wales (by
their attorney , Alexander Archer)
George Henderson  ... ... ...
Arthur Temple Clerk ...
Leopold William Fane De Salis and
Henry Fane De Salis
Thomas Lewis ... ... ...
Frederic Hamilton ... The Corporation of the Bank of Aus-
tralasia
James Atkinson The Bank of New South Wales ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
William Kilgour Charles Smith ... ... ...
Frederic Hamilton The Corporation of the  Bank of Aus-
tralasia
John Martin ... Crofton  Moat  ... ... ... ...
William Kilgour Charles  Smith  ... ... ... ...
Arthur  Brown ...
John Hay Ross...
William Tucker
John Muirhead
Peter Patullo ...
Basil  Gray ...
... ... ...
Peter  MacPherson  (Administrator of
Herbert  Cowley Tucker,  deceased)
Alexander  Joseph  Macdonald  Terry...
Alexander Joseph Macdonald Terry ...
Basil Gray ... ... ...
Naive of Run.
Waverley No. 4.
Gurley, Oban, Sheila ,  Carlton Hi lls
No. 1, Carlton Hills No. 2, Carl-
ton Hills No .  3, Waverley No. 1,
Waverley No .  2, Carlton Hills No.
4, and Carlton Hills No. 5.
Waverley No. 3.
Frost, Snow,  and Tee.
Ada No.  1, Ada No. 2, Ada No. 3,
Ada ,  No. 4, Ada No .  5, Ada No. 6,
Ada No. 7, Ada No .  8, and Ada
No. 9.
Ada No. 1, Ada No.  2, Ada No. 3,
Ada No .  4, Ada No .  5, Ada No.
6, Ada No. 7, Ada No. 8, and
Ada No. 9.
Ashby De La Zouch.
Corea and Longford.
Victoria Downs No. 3.
Heidelberg.
Heidelberg.
Fingal.
Breewarina No. 3.
Wairuna, Wairuna No. 2, and
Wairuna No. 3.
;Surbiton No. 1, Surbiton No. 3, Sur-
biton No. 6, Lestree Hill, Surbiton
No. 2, Lestree Hill No. 2, Surbi-
ton No. 4, Surbiton No. 5, Surbi-
ton No. 7, Surbiton No. 8, Surbi-
ton South, Surbiton No. 9, Surbi-
ton No. 13, and Surbiton No. 14.
Breewarina No. 4.
Bowlee No. 1.
Narrien Plains No. 1.
Lestree Hill No. 3, Lestree Hill
No. 4, and Tiptree Hill.
Verbena.
Bulli, Mount' Lawson, Blenheim,
and Terara.
Appin.
Glen  Arthur  and Appin.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Charles Hayes ... ... The Bank of New South Wales Trump Card.
James Thompson (by his Executrix Frederick Bracker ... North Prairie  and Belmont Block
and Executor,  Sarah  Jane Thomson No. 1.
and William Harper Rogers)
Frederick Bracker ... ... ... The South Australian Land Mortgage North'Prairie and Belmont Block
and Agency Company, Limited No. 1.
William Kendal Peberdy John Franklin McMullen (as Inspector Curragh, Kildare, and  Goolwa.
and General  Manager  of the Union
Bank of Australia, Limited)
Walter Reid ... ... ... ... Andrew Rowan and Matthew Charles Ranmore and Maa-land.
Thomson
Edward Valentine Colburn Mayne and The Mercantile Bank of Sydney Deception No. 1 and Deception
Horatio Ramsay Mayne No. 2.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
George Harrison Wilson (surviving Campbell Livingstone  Macdonald and Oak Downs  and Mount Bera.
Executor of the Will of the late Francis John Coulson
Emily Rowlands)
Peter Macdonald ... ... ... William Perry and Patrick  Horan ... Bungarribee.
The Commercial Banking Company of Richard Wingfield Stuart ... ... Mount Elliott, Werilebeh, Mount
Sydney Hogan , and Manandi lla West.
Walter Heness ... ... George Tate ... ... ... ... Tate.
William Beaumont ... ... ... John Robb and Arthur  Ranken Black- Tego  Springs ,  Tego North, and
wood lly
CThe Commercial  Banking  Company of Henry Flasher Smith... ... ... Montpelier, Albany,uclue,Va
Sydney Otranto,  Lauristinus ,  Altamont,
Tapley , Baker's  Ridge, Bald
Ridges,  Glenelg, Dry Ridges,
and Albany No. 1.
Name of Transferror.
Henry Alexander Magnay ...
Edward Wienholt ... ...
Edward Wienholt
John  Richardson  ... ... ...
The Queensland Investment and Land
Mortgage Company, Limited
Thomas Lodge Murray-Prior
John Cameron and William Crombie
James Thomas  Allan ...
The New  Zealand and Australian
Land Company, Limited (by their
attorney, W. S. Davidson)
Edward Wienholt ... ... ...
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TRANSFER OF  RUNS-continued.
Name of Transferree.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
The Bank of  Australasia ...
Henry Edwards Hill ... ...
Edward Ormond Waters llill
Luke Byrne ... ... ... ...
The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company, Limited
Thomas Lodge Murray-Prior and
John Robert Jardine
The Mercantile Bank of Sydney ...
Mrs. Jane Barton Allan
Edward Wienholt ...
The New Zealand and Australian
Land Company, Limited
James Thomas Allan, John Cameron, The Mercantile Bank of Sydney ...
and William Crombie
Danville Tilson Leadbetter ...
John Raleigh, Joseph Raleigh, William
Taylor, William Henry Taylor,
Charles Percy Davis (by his attorney,
John Russell), and John  Russell
Edward Nangle MacIlwaine ,  Frederick
Biddell  MacIlwaine , Arthur Mackay
MacIlwaine , Sydney  Wilson Mac-
Ilwaine, and Herbert  Charles Mac-
Ilwaine
Edward Nangle  MacIlwaine , Frederick
Biddell MacIlwaine, Arthur Mackay
MacIlwaine , Sydney Wilson Mac-
Ilwaine,  and Herbert  Charles Mar•-
Ilwaine
Joseph Patrick Dunne and John Dunne
Joseph Patrick Dunne and John Dunne
WARREGO DISTRICT.
The Bank of New South Wales ...
Sir William John Clarke, Baronet ...
Joseph Patrick Dunne and John
Dunne
Joseph Patrick Dunne and John
Dunne
John Franklin McMullen (as Inspec-
tor for the time being of the Union
Bank of Australia, Limited)
The Western Queensland Pastoral
Company, Limited
Maude Place No. 4.
Langharne, Castle Plains, Pendine,
Penycoed Downs, and St. Clears.
Stamfordham and Stamfordham
No.  2.
Texas No. 3.
Glen Bower No. 1, Glen Bower No.
2, Naramine, and Eugowra.
Wowra No. 1 and Wowra No. 2.
Glenullin South and St. Patrick
South.
Cheetham Hill No. 1 and Fool's
Folly.
Ilfracombe North.
Barcaldine No. 4 North.
Birkhead No. 3, Birkhead No. 4,
and Birkhead No. 5.
Alba Creek No. 1, Arkansas South,
Arkansas North,  and Nebraska.
Goy.
Authoringa No. 2, Riversleigh,
Riversleigh South, Meadows,
Stanhope, and Mortlake.
Plagonie.
Name of Run.
Authoringa  No. 2, Riversleigh,
Riversleigh South, Meadows.,
Stanhope,  and Mortlake.
Plagonie.
Department of Public Lands,
85-5526-T.  Brisbane, 5th June, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions  of  "The Public Works  Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is  hereby  notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road ,  are requested to
deliver to the Secretary  for Public  Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within  sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the
Secretary for PublicLands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  No. 3318 ,  IPSWICH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Mort, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
0
U
m Description  of Road.
02
0 .
o a° Land
Q Agent 's How Held.District.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
1 A strip of land along and 37 3818 Ipswich Freehold Ola Trulson 0. Trulson
within the east boundary
of portion 37
Bearings.
0
Lengths.
as
Area.
North ...
Chs. Lks. Links. A. R. P
36 0 100 3 2 1
REMARKS.-Selection partly fenced and cultivated.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovemeutioned road  can be seen  at the office of the Clerk of
Petty  Sessions  in GattoR.
C. B. DUTTON.
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85-10503-Sur.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th June, 1885.
RESUMPTION FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOOWOOMBA.
FIRST NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified that the Land described in the Bcok of Reference hereunder is intended to be
1 resumed for a Rifle Range under  "  The Public  Yorks  Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 " and
section 52 of  " Tlce Defence Act of  188  t " ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by
the said resumption are required to transmit  to the Secretary  for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A  plan of the land intended to be resumed may be seen at the Land Office ,  Toowoomba.
C. B.  DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A RIFLE  RANGE NEAR  ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
do
4.,
No. of
Description. Por- How Held.
tion.
1 A triangular piece of laud  527 Freehold
cut off  the north-west
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
Reputed Occupier.  Bearings.Owner.
Michael M. Garvey
Garvey
2 Part of a  proclaimed road 527 Crown The Unoccu-
separating re-subdivision  land Crown pied
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527 from  re-sub-
division c
3 A strip of land running 527 Freehold Michael ditto ...
across  the southern part Garvey
of re-subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4 A strip of land running 527A ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...
across the southern part
of portion  527A
5 A strip of land running 527B ditto ... Thomas ditto ...
across the southern part Neden
of portion 527B
Lengths.
I  Chs. Lks.
69° 36'
1
1 43;
69° 36' 2 87
69° 36' 4 35
Links.
Irregu-
lar
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P. j
0 0 51 1 Part of a milking-
yard cut off.
Irregu- 0 1 3A._.
lar i
200 10 2 281.
69° 36' 2 23 1 200
69° 36' 3 13 200
1
Unimproved.
0 1 3 o ditto.
0 2  17-0-4- North-cast boun-,o
dary of  portion
fenced, otherwise
unimproved.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th March, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given that R. Larard and Company, of 130, Elizabeth street, Brisbane, Mineral
Water Manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act of  1884," to register in Class 44, in respect of a Mineral Water, a Trade Mark
of whichthe following is a representation :-
s
4r
0--klsc
The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the diamond in the centre of
the label in which the words " Double Soda " appear is coloured deep-brown with a narrow blue ribband
round the edge ; the narrow lines outside the diamond referred to are of a light-blue colour, and the
words "Registered" and " Helidon Spa Water Company, Brisbane," printed between the two outer line s,
are also in light-blue letters.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless, before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with
the provisions of the Act.
It is hereby further notified, that a representation of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibi-
tion at the Patent Office, Queen street, Brisbane.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
f,OST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the undermentioned  Articles  are in the  custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway .  Owners can  obtain the  same on application to the
Traffic  Manager ,  Brisbane ,  and paying costs .  If not released on or before TUESDAY ,  the 6th
October, 1885, they will be sold by Public Auction, to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LOST PROPERTY  AND UNCLAIMED GOODS,  SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY, ON HAND  AT BRISBANE
STATION, TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1884.
Date. Station where  found .
1884.
3 July ...  Brisbane  ...
3 „ ... „ ...
3 is, ... „ ...
7 „ ... ...
13 „
18 „
18 „
„
19 „
,f
21 „ ... 99
22 „ ... 99
22 „ ... 79
23 „ ... 99
23 „ ...
27  to ... 99
2 „ ... San dgate
2 „ f,
2 „
„
2 „
„
2 „
2
„
„
4 ... Roma...
4 „
4
4 „
7 of ... Dalby ...
21 „ ... Racecourse ...
4 „ ... Brisbane ...
4 319 ,f
4
4
4
4
„ 19
9 „ ... Ipswich
9
„
9
„
14 ...  Emu Vale
14 „ ...
1 August ...  Goodna
2 „ ... Brisbane
3 „
7
8
„
...  in hall ...
Place.
... „ ... ..
... 2nd-class carriage
...
...
... 1st-class
... 2nd-class
It
1st-class
2nd-class
„It
„
on line  ... ... ...
Station-master 's office...
on platform ... ...
1st-class carriage ...
„ ,f
2nd-class „ ...
on platform ...
1st-class carriage
2nd-class
on platform
„
2nd-class carriage
1st-class
goods ...
...
,7
„
.. ...
on platform ...
2nd-class carriage
in station ...
1st-class carriage
2nd-class
station ...
in hall
2nd-class carriage
brake -van ...
2nd-class carriage10  „ ... „ ... ...  to
11 „ 11
18 „ ...
21 „ ...
24 „ ...
„
24
28
2
2 „
2 It
2 „
2
5
5
5 to
5 „
5
5
55
5
5
5
28
28
„
...
... Highfields ...
... Roma ...
It ...
... Brisbane ...
... Toowoomba ...
... Ipswich
to
„to
„
„
... Highfields ...
... Sherwood ...
„
...  It  „
... 1st-class  It
,., on platform ...
„
...
on line ...
1st-class carriage
cloak-room ...
1st-class carriage
warehouse ..
2nd-class carriage
...
„
goods  shed " ..
2nd-class carriage
„ „
„
on line ...
„
...
Article.
1 spear
1 parasol
2 pieces moulding
1 muffler
3 parasols
1 umbrella
1 lady 's water-proof
1 felt hat
1 child's hat
1 walking-stick
1  pair boots
1 felt hat
1 rug
1 walking-stick
2 coats
1 parcel knitting
2 umbrellas
1 parasol
1 walking-stick
1 hard hat
2 billy cans
1 water bag
1 tin pot
1  parcel parasols
1  billy-can
1 umbrella
1 carpet bag
3 bags clothes
2 swags
1 casting
2 trunks
2 bags
2 bundles
1 hat
1 parcel
1 coat
1 areel
1  hat
1  package books
1 felt hat
1 paper parcel
1 pair gloves
1 package
1 walking-stick
1 parasol
1 coat
1 saddle-bag
1 walking-stick
cotton
2 empty whisky jars1
1  parcel and hat
1 brand
1 bundle tools
1 woollen shawl
1 case sundries ,  LB over 0
1 oil-skin coat
1 cloud
1 bundle umbre llas
3 brooms
1 hat
1 parasol
1 pair spurs
1 black hat
1 wooden pipe
1 hat
1 hat
1 hat
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LOST  PROPERTY  ON HAND AT  BRISBANE  STATION,  SIX  MONTHS ENDING 31ST  DECEMBER,  1884- continued.
Date.
„
1884.
1 September...  Brisbane
45
8
10
11
12
14
15
18
22
23
23
23
26
14
44
4
4
4
4
44
4
6
8
11
15
22
30
4 October6
9
12
16
18
21
22
26
27
29
1
22
„99
... Indooroopilly
. Goodna
November... Toowoomba ...
...
Goodna
),
Sandgate
„90
Stanthorpe
Roma...
„
...
... Nundah
... Ipswich
... Sandgate
... Toowoomba ...
!,it
Station where found.
Roma ...
Gatton ...
Meringandan
Indooroopilly
Mitchell ...
Toowoomba ...
Brisbane ...
„
Mitchell
Roma...91
Macalister ...
Sandgate ...
Brisbane
,)
,!
Ipswich
Dalby
Place.
... 2nd-class carriage
1st-class
... 2nd-class
!)
„
... 1st-class
... on platform ...
... 1st-class carriage
... 2nd-class
1st-class
2nd-class
station ... ...
1st-class carriage
waiting-room ...
platform
1st-class carriage
... 2nd-class
...
.., 1st-class
2nd-class
1st-class
station ... ...
on line ... ...
1st-class carriage
99 9
in hall ... ..
2nd-class carriage
1st-class
2nd-class
,)
!,
on platform
2nd-class carriage
), „
,! ,!
,! !!
... yard ... ...
... 1st-class carriage
... 19  9Y
... 1662 miles ...
... platform ..
... 2nd-class carriage
... platform ...
... line ... ...
... 1st-class carriage
goods shed ...
„ ..
2nd-class carriage
,)
on line ... ...platform ...
in station ..
2nd-class carriage
„99
platform
... 1st-class carriage
... !!
.., platform ..
... 2nd-class carriage
... platform ..
2nd-class carriage
... booking-office ...
...
2-up
... ...
1st-class carriage
Article.
1 paper parcel
1 small tin
1 pipe case
1 umbrella
1
1
1
1 hat
1 umbrella
1 walking-stick
1 book
1 parasol
1 riding whip
1 bundle old clothes
1 parcel
1 hand basket
1 paper parcel
1 umbrella
2 gloves
1 parcel, containing gold locket and
chain
1 parcel crockery and drapery
1 felt hat
1 package ironwork
2 hats
1 bag clothing
1 walking-stick
1 parcel
1 umbrella
1 parcel
1 brown felt hat
1  parcel bottles
that
1 canvas trunk
1 paper parcel
1 walking-stick
1 English grammar
1 parasol
1 parasol
1 cushion
1 waterproof coat
1 walking-stick
1 handkerchief
1 walking-stick
1 halter
1 parcel hats
11 parasol12 hats
1 metal bracelet
2 umbrellas
1  parasol
... 1 hat
... 1 paper parcel
... 2 old gloves
... 1 tobacco pouch
... 1 case whisky, WB over F
... 1 case, RW Co. over W
... 1 mat rice, WS over N
... 1 umbrella
... 1 pair leggings
... 1 straw hat
... 1 parasol
... 1 handkerchief
... 1 towel, tied with strap
2 umbrellas
... 1 coat
1 bag
1 roll horse-clothing
1 walking-stick
1 lady's pin
1 lady's cape
2 coats
1  parcel clothes
1 hat
1 carpet-bag
3 billy -cans , 1 quart-pot
2 walking-sticks
... 11 saddle-bag1 tin box
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LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT BRISBANE  STATION, SIX MONTHS  ENDING  3 1ST DECEMBER,  1881-con€iaaued.
Date. Station where found. Place. Article.
1884.
5 November...Dalby ... ... 1st-class carriage 1 ]caper  parcel
,, ... Ipswich .. . ... 2nd „  ...
... cloak-room
2nd-class carriage
1 billy-can
1 swag
1 paper parcel
1 pair boots
27 ... Racecourse ... .. 1 parcel boots
29 Eagle Farm Junction waiting-room ... 1 canvas bag
29 ...
„ ... „ 1 hat
5 ... Brisbane 2nd-class carriage 1 carpenter's rule
8
„
2 parasols
10 ... 1st 1 paper parcel
12 ... 2nd 1 tweed coat
14 ... 1st 2 walking-sticks
16 ... 2nd 1 umbrella
17 1 riding whip
19 1 hat
20 1 overcoat
24 1 parasol
27 1 parcel boots
28 1st 1 overcoat
29 1 overcoat
1 December  ...  Warwick 2nd 1 bag
3 „ ... Mitchell goods shed platform 1 case, AC&L
4 „ ... Sandgate 2nd-class carriage 2 umbrellas
4 station ... ... I  arasol
4 „ ... „ ... ... 1 basket
4 „ ... „ ... 1st-class carriage 1 leather cover
4 ... platform ... 1 package and glove
4 „ ... Toowoomba ... 1st-class carriage 1 umbrella
4 2nd That
4 ...
„
„
„
2 parcels
4 ... Walloon on line ... .. 1 helmet
5 „ ... Roma... 2nd-class carriage 2 paper parcels, containing 1 pair
trousers and 1 handkerchief
5 1 calico parcel ,  containing 2 hats and 1
apron
5 ... .. ... booking-office .. 2 window sashes
5 ,. ... Stanthorpe ... 2nd-class carriage 1 parcel books
5 ,. ... Brisbane ...  goods  shed ... 1 case sardines ,  HB & Co. over W.
5 1 case milk (no brand)
19 Mitchell ... 2nd-class carriage1 1 billy-can
1 Brisbane racecourse ..... 1 paper parcel
1
„
... 2nd-class carriage 2 books
4 „ ... „ ...
„ „
1 walking-stick
6 1 child's ulster
11 1 walking-cane
12 1 hat
13 1 prayer-book
14 1 pocket-book
14 1 umbrella
14 1 parasol
14 1 umbrella
14 'in hall ... ... 1 fiddle bow
14 ... 1st-class carriage 1 parasol
18 ... 1 parasol
19 ... 1 music-book
20 ... 1 umbrella
20 „ 1 paper parcel
21 2nd-class 1 basket
26 in hall 1  paper parcel
26 2nd-class carriage 1 bundle
29 91  Pt 2 parasols
29 ... in hall ... .. 1 paper box
30 2nd-class carriage 1 small box
30 goods shed ... 2 pillows
30 1 swag
30 2 chairs
UNCLAIMED  PARCELS SIX MONTHS.
Date. Consignee. Place. Description.
1 palliass,.. ( Ipswich29 October ... I Bushell ...
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
Mile' open
for Traffic.
Week ending 28th June ,  1 85 568
U irresponding  week  last year... 553
ncrease...
Decrease ...
1585  -  T ital Trafie'o date ... ...
1884  -  Ditto ditto ... ..
Total  Increase
Week  ending 28th June, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ... ..
1885 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884 - Ditto ditto
Total Increase
77
77
easeen .  ers'  Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares . Stock.  N1iscellaneout Total.
s. t. £ s. d. £ A .  d. £ 4. d.
1,879 10 9 4,4t0  10 11  179 6 11 6,499 8 7
1, 7 83 17 7 4,547 5 4 129 11 1 6,460 14 0
95 13 2  .,  49 15 10 38 14 7
... 106 14 5 ...
161,199 16 7
£11,618 5 4
MARYBOROU GH RAILWAY.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
287 18 2 527 8 3 17 17 2 833 2 7
292 0 6 486 16 3 33 17 9 812 14 6
{ 40 12 0 20 8 1
4 3 4 ... 16 0 7 ...
BLIND ABER G  RAILWAY.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
35 7 2 188 11 1
73 9 1 129 3 7
Week ending 28th June ,  1885 i  66
Corresponding week last year... 66
Increase  ... ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ... ...
1885- Total  Traffic to date1884-Ditto  ditto
Total  Decrease
Week ending 28th June, 1885... 369
Corresponding week last year... 317
Increase ... ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1,385 -Total Traffic to date
1884  - Ditto ditto
Total Decrease
Week ending  28th  June, 1885 ..
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1885  Total Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
38 ' 1 11
59 7 6
...
... ...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£ s. d.
584 3 8
476 4 10
£ e. d.
4 15 4
9 2 3
4 6 11
22,010 9 3
18,069 6 4
£3,941 2 11
£ a. d.
228 13 7
211 14 11
16 18 8
4,209 3 3
4,717 10 9
£508 7 6
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
3,040 0 5 82 3 3 3,706 7 4
2,676 0 5 65 8 8 3,217 13 11
107 18 10 364 0 0 16 14 7 488 13 5
84,243 7 10
... ...
170
127
86,127 10 9
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
£1,884 2 11
£  it.  d. £ s. d.  £  s. d. £ a. d.
419 16 4 1,423 2 7 53 2 7 1,896 1 6
337 0 4  739 11  2 33 15  0 1,110 6 6
82 16  0 683 11 5 19 7 7 785 15 0
40,921 16 11
26,078 6 1
...
.. ... 172,818 1 11
41 813 10 10
F. UURNOW,
Commissioner for Rwilways.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice , that applications have been made  to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of  " The Real Property .dots of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring  to oppose will
require to lodge,  by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  Form B of said Acts,  on or  before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. 1, Name of AppllcaLt. Date within which a Cavi at
may be lodged.
2 roods, being subdivisions 5 and 8 of section 4 of por-
119 120 iti d 121 i f I hh
John Fraser ... ... ... 4th August, 1885.
, an pswons , , par s co
1 rood, being subdivision 14 of section 6 of portions
120 and 121, parish of Ipswich
Hannah Savage, wife of James
Savage
4th August, 1885.
3 roods 9 perches, being allotment 2, section 40, town
of Maryborough
Edwd. G. Booker ... ... 4th August, 1885.
20,s, perches, being subdivision 3 of eastern suburban 1 Thomas A. Burgess
i f S ill t t 113 h th B b
... ... 4th August, 1885.
mena , par s ou r s aneo o
3 roods 8 perches, being allotments 17 and 18, section
town of  Mar borou h65
Richard!Ash Kingsford ... 4th August, 1885.
y g,
3 acres 3 roods  17 perches, being garden allotments 18,
19, and 20, parish of Ipswich
John Thorn ... ... ... 4th August, 1885.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 4th July, 1885.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N 1\ OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofL Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Pro prietor.
Date of Name
Death .  of Claimant.
Estate
Description  claimed to
and Situation of Land. be
transmitted.,
1884.
Charles Swayne Coveney ,  8 Dec. Henry Austin and Laid-  An undivided moiety of port ions '  Fee-simple
late of Sydney, gentle- ley Mort „ of Sydney ,  4s, and 47, parish of Oscar;
man gentlemen pre-emptive purchase 21, Hunt-
ley West  ;  and portion 2, pre-
emptive purchase 21, Huntley
Run
1878.
Ellen Page, late wife of  10 Nov.  William Page aforesaid Allotment 20,,sectiou 22, town ot;  Fee-simple
William Page , of War-  Warwick
wick, labourer
1883.
James Radford, late  of 20April  Sarah  Radford, of Too- Subdivisions 8o and 81, portion Fee-simple
Toowoomba ,  carpenter woomba , widow 13,  parish of Drayton at  Too-
woomba, Drayton Swamp
Joseph McElnea ,  late of 15 Mar. Jane McJlnea ,  of Char -  Allotment 7, section 46, and allot-' Fee-simple
Charters Towers ,  Ii-1 terslTowers, widow mont 3, section 47, town of
censed publican J Charters Towers
1884.
John  Murphy,  late of  21 Aug. Augustus Charles '  Gre- Subdivisions 1 and 2, port ion 191,  Fee-simple
Brisbane ,  messenger  I  go ry  and E ward city of Brisbane ,  pari sh of No rt h
James Bennett  both I  Brisbane subdivision 3 subur-
1885.
Margaret Jane O 'Neill, I8 Mar.
late of  Enoggera, wi-
dow
188.4.
Thomas Palmer ,  late of 22 July
Brisbane ,  cordial man-
ufacturer
of Brisbane ,  gentle  -  ban portion 185, and 1 rood 20
men perches ,  part northern subur-
ban allotment 96, parish of
North Brisbane
James O'Neill, of Enog-  Portion 821, parish of Enoggera
gem, .farmer
Catherine 1[ Palmer,
Brisbane, widow
of Allotments 1, 2, and 3 ,  section 14,
town of Cleveland  ;  allotments
3 and 4 ,  section 57 ,  and allot-
ment 20, section 30, parish of
North Brisbane,  city of  Bris-
bane;  and one undivided moiety
of the following lands, viz.:-
Subdivisions 63 and 64,  of sub-
urban portion  148; allotments
5 and 14,  the south -western
halves of allotments 8 and 13,
and 1 rood 8 perches,  part of
allotments 4 and 15  of section
52, city of Brisbane , parish of
North  Brisbane
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Bria'btno,  4th July, 1885,
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1885.
Will dated 7 Dec., 18 Aug.
1884
As administrator  ... 11 Aug.
Will dated 11  Nov.,  11 Aug.
1881
As admini.tratrix 18  Au;.
Will dated 2o Sep., I Aug.
1883
Fee-simp l e Will dated 23 May, 4 Aug.
1884
Fee-simple A4 adininistratrix 4 Aug
I
THO. MY`LNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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NOTICE.
HE  undermentioned Goods, overtime in Queen 's Warehouse at Cooktown ,  will be sold by Public
Auction, on the 22nd July ,  1885, at Cooktown ,  under the 82nd clause  of  " Tlie  Customs Act  of  1873."
Bond Mark.  Date of Warehousing . By whom Warehoused.
1881.
H == 1 Nov. 17
241
C Dec. 19
245
H „ 19
242
1882.
Q Jan. 9
247
T April 25
254
N May 16
255
R „ 23
255
Custom House, Brisbane,
25th June, 1885.
H.  E. Barr
Goods.
11 casks wine, 35 gallons.
Power, Thomas, and Madden ..
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. Poulain ...
1 case shoes.
1 2 cases boan curd.
1 case red bean.
2 bags rice, 108 lbs.
...,3 „ „ 162 „
1 package tobacco,  18,-1; lbs.
GOODS FORFEITED.
Ex " Archer,"  3rd January, 1885, 45 lbs. tobacco
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of Thomas Illidge
Heilbronn, of Gympie, in the Colony of
Queensland, hairdresser, for an order o F adj udi-
cation of Insolvency against himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Thomas Illidge
Heilbronn be, and  he is  hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General  Meeting  of the creditors of
the said Thomas Illidge Heilbronn, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Six-
teenth day of July, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Thomas Illidge Heilbronn shall, on the Fourteenth
day of July, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in  this  Estate  a full, true,  and accu ra te
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences , so far  as known , of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Beal of the Court, this first
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
RORACE TOZER,
Gympie.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme- Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Champ and John William Morgan,
both of Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queens.
land, trading in co-partnership as builders and
contractors, by the said William Champ and
John William Morgan.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said William Champ
and John William Morgan be, and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said William Champ and
(For the Collector of Customs,)
W. E. CHANCELLOR.
John William Morgan, for the election of a Trustee
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Seventeenth day of July, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said William Champ and John William
Morgan shall, on the Sixteenth day of July, 1885,
at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of their debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the  names and residences ,  so far  as known, of
their creditors, and of the  causes  of their inability
to meet their engagements.
Given under the Beal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of June, 1885.
By the Court,
It. H. DYBALL,
Solicitor, Bundaberg.
By FO%TON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Thomas Illidge Heilbronn, of Gympie, in the
Colony of Queensland, hair-dresser, adjudged
Insolvent on the first day of July, 1886.
T HE First Meeting of Creditors will be held atthe Office of the Principal Registrar, SupremeCourt, Brisbane, on the Sixteenth day of July,
1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Until the  election of  a Trustee , all persons
having in their possession any of the effects of theInsolvent must deliver them, and all debts due to
the Insolvent must be paid to, James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, the Official Trustee in the Estate.
Creditors must forward their proofs of debts to
the Official Trustee.
HoBACE Tozim,
Gympie.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1110 6s.
II
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the  Matter of  Richard Butler ,  of Roma, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  commission agent, an
Insolvent.
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the  Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate,  at Roma, on the Twenty-third
day of July,  1885, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this second day of July, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
DAVID  SALMOND,
Solicitor for Insolvent,Rorna.
By DALY AND HBLLICAR,
Brisbane.
1111 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Weir ,  of Bowen ,  grazier,
an Insolvent.
DIVIDEND (on preferential claims only), atA the rate of 18s. 6d. (eighteen shillings and
five pence )  in the £, is now payable at my Office,
upon claims proved.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Bowen, 25th June, 1885.
1109 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Neep ,  of Charters Towers,
an Insolvent.
0
N the  Twenty-ninth day of July ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  Henry Neep, of
Charters Towers, adjudicated insolvent on the fifth
day of May, 1884 ,  will apply to the Supreme
Court ,  at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of July, 1885.
L. F. BERNAYS.
Agent for-
G. E. COOPER,
Insolvent's Solicitor.
1097 4s. Gd.
In the  Estate  of John Graham, of Maryborough,
in Liquidation.A SECOND and Final Dividend will shortly be
declared in the above Estate.
Parties  who have not yet proved  are requested
to send in  their proofs to the Trustee on or before
SATURDAY, the eleventh day of July next,
otherwise they will be excluded from participation
in any Dividend.
Dated at Maryborough, this twenty-ninth day of
June, 1885.
1100
IROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Matter of It. Bunter and Co, of Bundaberg,
in Liquidation.
1 SECOiN D Dividend, of 4s.  in the £ , is payable
1 on all  admitted claims in the above Estate,
on and after this day, Friday, the 3rd July, 1885,
at my Office, 219, Queen street.
GEO. CANNON,
I rustee.
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
1113 3s.
In the Matter of George D. Russe ll,  draper, of
Brisbane ,  insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend  of 8s .  6d. in the £ is now
payable at my Office on all debts proved and
admitted.
210, Queen  street,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
1095
FREDERIC  HORWOOD,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Adam Mosman, late of
Armadale Station, near Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland, squatter,  deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Accounts in the
abovenamed  Estate,  from the 20th Septem-
ber, 1884, to the 31st October, 1884, have this day
been filed in my Office,  and all  persons having any
claims on the  said Estate ,  or being interested
therein, are required to come in before me, at my
Office ,  Supreme Court House,  George street, Bris-
bane, on or before THURSDAY, the Sixth day of
August next, and inspect the said Accounts, and, if
they shall see fit, object thereto ; and if no excep-
tion shall be taken to the said Accounts  the same
will be duly inquired into, at my said Office, on
the above day, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of June,  A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
J. R. BAXTER  BRUCE,
Solicitor for Administratrix,
George street, Brisbane.
1090 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Shea, late of Walloon, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Patrick Shea, deceased, may be
granted to Patrick Shea ,  junior ,  of Walloon afore-
said ,  the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this first day of July, A.D. 1885.
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FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.5s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION..
In the Will  of Matthew Buscall Goggs, late of
Wolst n,  near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Accounts in the
above Estate ,  from the 12th  day of May,
1884, to the  20th day of April, 1885, having been
filed in the Office  of the Registrar ,  by the Execu-
tors and Executrix  of the Vv ill  of the abovenamed
deceased ,  all persons having claims or being other-
wise interested therein may come in before me, at
my Office, Supreme  Court  House ,  William street,
Brisbane ,  on or before  THURSDAY,  the Sixth
day of August  next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
to inspect  the said Accounts,  and, if they shall
think  fit, object  thereto.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of June, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
J. R. BAXTER BRUCE,
George street, Brisbane,
Registrar.
Proctor for the Executors and Executrix.
1089 Gs. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles  Brown,  late of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  wheelwright,
deceased.
' OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court,  that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Charles  Brown,  deceased,  may
be granted to Matthew Mellor ,  of Gympie, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  gentleman, and Edward
Bytheway , of the same place, storekeeper, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this  twenty-sixth  day of June, A.D. 1885.
JOSEPH THOMAS KENNEDY,
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYS, •
George street, Brisbane.
1120 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Bernard Geraghty ,  late of Mill-
chester ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  publican,
deceased.
N 1', OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from th  date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction,
that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
Bernard Geraghty ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
John Archibald ,  formerly of Charters Towers
aforesaid ,  but now of Ravenswood ,  in the said
Colony, Police Magistrate ,  and James Larkin, of
Charters Towers aforesaid ,  stationer ,  the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of June, A.D. 1885.
GEORGE EDWARD COOPER,
Proctor for the Executors,
Gill street ,  Charters Towers.
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYS,
Chancery Chambers,
George street,  Brisbane.
1119 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Noonan, late of North
Branch, near Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland, carrier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-piration of fourteen days from the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed John Noonan, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Catherine Noonan,
of North Branch aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twenty-sixth day of
June, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOY DE MACKAY,
M argaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Catherine Noonan.
1099 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Eliza Fdmonds, late of
Stanley street, South Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow and freeholder, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
N tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
Proctor for the Executors,
Mary street, Gympie.
effects of the abovenamed Eliza Edmonds, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to George
Augustus I dmonds, of Bowen Terrace, Brisbane,
the eldest son and one of the next-of-kin of the
the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this second day of July,
A.D. 1885.
If. E. SMITH,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said George Augustus Edmonds.
1104 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Stuart Hetherington,
formerly of Charters Towers, in the Colony of
Queensland, bootmaker, but late of Millchester,
in the said colony, out of business, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the eapira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Stuart Hetherington,
deceased, may be granted to James Hetherington,
formerly of Charters Towers aforesaid, store-
keeper's assistant, but now of Millchester afore-
said, out of business, the sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, 1885.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Executor,
1091
Charters Towers.
6s.
In the Supre rr e Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Vaughan, late
of Mackay ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
plumber, deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after theN  expiration of fourteen days from the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable  Court, that  Letters of
Administration of all the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed James
Vaughan,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to  Janet Vaughan,  at present of Towns-
ville,  widow  of the, said deceased.
Dated  at Townsville , this twenty- fourth eay of
June, 1885.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for  the Applicant,
Denham street,  Townsville.
By their Agents-
ROBEnTS AND ROBEBTS,
Brisbane.
1114 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Little, late of Gladstone, in
the Colony of Queensland, bank manager,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Ancillary Letters of
Probate of the Will of the abovenamed George
Little, late of Gladstone, in the Colony of Queens-
land, bank manager, deceased, may be granted
James Little, accountant, and James Henry,
chemist, both of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, the Executors in the said Will
named.
Dated at Brisbane, this third day of July, A.D.
1885.
GEORGE EDMONDSTONE MARKWELL,
1112
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor of the said Executors.
(is.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Marie Christine Caroline Peter,
late of Dugandan.  near  Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
lion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Marie Christine Caroline Peter,
deceased, may be granted to Gustav ]Rudolph
Weise, of Ipswich, the Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this second day of  July,  A.D.
1885.
THOMAS O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for  the said  Gustav Rudolph Weise.
1118 6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In  Be Reuben Dear, deceased, intestate.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of  "The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867"
notice is hereby given, that all persons having any
claims or demands upon or against the Estate of
Reuben Dear, late of Mount Brisbane, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland,  farmer , deceased,
who died on the second day of May, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-four, intestate, and
Letters of Administration of whose Estate were
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Samuel Dear, of Tenthill, near Ipswich aforesaid,
farmer ,  are hereby required to send ,  in writing,
the particulars of their claims or demands to
Foxton and Cardew, the Proctors for the said
Samuel Dear, at their Offices, Brisbane street,
Ipswich, on or before the First day of August next
ensuing : And notice is hereby also given, that at
the expiration of the last.mentioned date the said
Samuel Dear will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said Reuben  Dear amongst  the parties
entitled thereto ,  having regard  only to  the claims
of which the said Samuel Dear shall have then had
notice ,  and that the said Samuel Dear  will not be
liable for the assets, or any part thereof, so dis-
tributed ,  to any person of whose claims the said
Samuel Dear shall not have had notice at the time
of the distribution.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June,  . D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1102
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Samuel Dear.
10s.
MARSUPIAL DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881.
BAUHINIA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
Assessment,  1885.
I T is hereby notified for the information of
cattle and sheep owners resident within the
Bauhinia Marsupial District ,  that the Board of
Directors appointed under the above Act for the
said District have fixed an Assessment in respect
of sheep and cattle depasturing within the District
as aforesaid ,  at the following rates, viz.:-
For every 20 head of cattle or horses ... 1s.
For every 100 head of sheep .. ...  1s.
For runs unstocked (or stocked at less
proportion than that of twenty (20)
head of cattle or horses or one hun-
dred (10U) head of sheep per square
mile ),  per square mile ... ... Is.
The above Assessment must be paid within two
months from date, to the Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Springsure.
By order,
WILLIAM A. LEIGH,
Secretary.
Springsure , 6th May, 1885.
M53 7s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
heretofore  subsisting  between us, the under-
signed James Keith Duncan and Thomas Lehane,
at Stanley street, South Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, as Grocers and Produce Dealers,
under the style or firm of "Duncan and Lehane,"
was this day dissolved by mutual consent. All
debts owing from or due to the late firm will be
discharged or received by the said James Keith
Duncan, who for the future will carry on the
business  on his own account.
Dated the twenty-sixth day of June, 1885.
Witness-
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street, Brisbane.
1088
JAMES KEITH  DUNCAN.
T. LEHANE.
5s. 6d.
r
j-` HE Nerang Divisional Board intend applying
// to the Government for a Loan of Three
Hundred Pounds (£300) for the purpose of build-
ing a Hall and Board Offices. Plans, &c., can be
seen  at the Board's present Office, Nerang.
WM. STEPHENS,
Chairman.
Nerang , 24th June, 1885.
1094  3s.
I HAVE this day disposed f my business,
known as "The Graziers' Butchering Com-
pany," to Messrs .  Harry Baynes ,  George Baynes,
Ernest Baynes,  George Hooper, junior, and John
Vizor Francis, who now take over the whole of
the assets and liabilities in connection  with the
abovenamed business.
WILLIAM BAYNES.
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
1096 4s.
THE TOWNSVILLE ICE COMPANY,
LIMITED.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of themembers of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened and held at the registered office of the
Company, situate in Flinders street, Townsville, on
the 15th  day of May,  1885, the following Extra-
ordinary Resolution was duly  passed:-
That hat i  has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of. its liabilities ,  continue its
business ,  and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same ,  and accordingly that the
Company be wound -up voluntarily."
And at the same meeting William Clayton and
William Patrick Walker ,  of Townsville, were
appointed Liquidators for the purposes of such
winding-up.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, 1885.
1115
WM. P. WALKER,
Chairman.
6s.
ASSESSMENT  under  "The Marsupials Des-truction Act "  being now overdue ,  Owners of
Stock are hereby reminded that unless payment is
at once made to the Clerk  of Petty  Sessions at
Bowen, legal steps will be taken for the recovering
of same.
A. H. WILMINGTON,
Chairman  of the  Bowen Marsupial Board.
Bowed, 9th June, 1885.
M52 4a.
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THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-ment  Printing Office-
" Tlie Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"Tice Stamped Transfer Act of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. .. . ... ... 1 0
Posted ..  .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer
NOTICE.
L
POUNDKEEPERS  and othere are requested,when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand  "  after thedeseription  of the  former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  "The Insolvency Act or
1871 ,"  together  with " General Rules in Insol.
vency ."  Super -royal8vo .  Price 2s .  6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. U. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
William  street , Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of  Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police  Magistrate , Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage , ld. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office.
pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYNoP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. lOd., o England and the Australian Colonies
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
"THE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLANDREGISTER " now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing  Office, William  street ,  Brisbane.
Price, Is.  6d;  posted, Is. 9d.
The IOVSSNMENTPRINTBB acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounte:-
1885. £ s. d.
June 27.-4. M`Gann ... ... ... 0 2 6
27.-J. Saunders... ... ... ... 0 5 0
27.-G. Browne ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
27.-C. E.  Ramage  ... ... 0 4 0
29.-G. W. King ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.-Marsland and Maryland ... ... 0 6 0
29.-W. Hopkins ... ... 0 10 0
„ 29.-R. H. Smith and Co. ... ... 0 5 0
„ 29.-J. M'Carthy ... ...  0 2 6
29.-T. Spencer  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
29.-J. Muirhead ... ... ... 0 10 0
July 1.- M. Palmer  ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
1.-Southport Bulletin  ... ... 0 0 7
1.- Western Star  ... ... 0 1 1
1.-Browne Bros. 1 0 0
1.-Goolman Divisional Board ... 0 6 0
1.-Toowoomba Chronicle ...  ... 1 19 0
2.-M. Tansey 0 5 0
2.-J. M. Morgan ... ... 0 6 0
2.-C. H. B. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
2.-W. Dawson... ... ... ... 0 4 0
2.-A. Gwynne ... ... 0 1 0
2.-W. Tatham ... ... 4 3 2
3.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-J. Stockwell ... ... ... 0 6 0
3.-G. Alehin ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-R. Biddell ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3.-Blackall Marsupial Board ... 0 5 6
3.-M. Dillane 0 5 0
3.-T. IF. Franklin ... ... ... 0  11  0
3.-T. O'Sullivan ... ... 0 6 0
3.-J. Ba ll s ... ... .... ... 0 10 0
i mpounbfngo.
W PoundkeepersareremindedtleatAdnertiae+nenls
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONB SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and  no  such  Advert-
sement will  be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accoq» -
paniedby  a  remittance sufficient tocover theeost ofits
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Minnie Downs, off
enclosed lands, on the 26th June, 1885,by order of
W. M. Irving, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One spotted bullock, 9PC off ribs, slit off ear, 0 off
cheek.
One yellow and white bullock, JA4 off ribs, 4 off neck,
piece out of back of off ear.
One red bullock, piece out of back and front of off ear,
AA2 off rump.
One roan steer, piece out of back and front off ear, AA2
over 2 off rump.
One red and white bullock, worker, .ALO off rump, like
SY1 off ribs, tops out off both horns, piece out of
back off ear.
One red and white bullock, blind off eye, 4 near cheek,
MCO near loin, GAl near rump.
One strawberry bullock, AA2 off rump, piece out of
back and front off ear.
If not  released  on or before the 26th July, 1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1093
M. PALMER, Poundkeeper.
7s.
IMPOUNDED at Emerald, on the 29th June, 1885.
One bay horse, LT8 or LT3 over 7HM near shoulder,
indistinct brand like WH off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st July, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. BIDDELL, Poundkeeper.
1108 is.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Bandy Paddock,
on the 8th June, 1885, by order of J. T. W. Scott,
Esquire. Driving, 6d.
One bay filly,  small star , like 1 or 7 near thigh.
One bay horse, saddle and collar marked, small star,
F e. near shoulder.
One bay horse,  star , fistula, off hind foot white, near
fore foot little white, circle  near  side  neck, S near
shoulder.
One bay colt, like CC8 or CCS off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th July, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHARLES E. RAMAGE, Poundkeeper.
1078 4s.
12
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IMPOUNDED at Springsnre, from Marmadilla en-
closed lands, on the 25th June, 1885, by order of
Mr. B. C. Forrest. Driving, 3s. 10d.
One chesnut gelding, ESC (registered brand) off shoul-
der, near fore and both hind feet white, white muzzle,
blaze, white spots on back.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN, Poundkeeper.
1107  Is.
IMPOUNDE 1) at Brisbane, from streets, by order of
the General Inspector. Damages, 5s. per head.
One red cow, white head, 1DF off ribs, ear-marked ;
strawberry heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One red and white heifer, 4XS off rump.
If not released on or before the 6th July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1103 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Strath Darr
j Station, on the 25th June, 1885, by order of A.
Crombie, Esquire. Driving, lls. 8d.
One brown gelding, unbroken, star, little white off hind
foot, (n8A (registered brand)  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1106 1s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo, on the 20th
May, 1885, by older of L. R. Beck, Esquire. Driv-
ing,  3s.; damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay mare, unbroken, spotted hind feet, WK3 near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st July, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1105
ALFRED GWYNNE, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from Ruthven Station, onthe 16th Jane, 1885, by order  of Messrs . Urquhardt
and Armstrong. Damages, 2s.  6d.; driving expenses,
3s. 4d.
One grey mare ,  6ZC over MS4 near shoulder ,  156 near
neck.
If not released on or before the 16th July ,  1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. JAS. FRANKLIN, Poundkeeper.
1117 18.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from  Isis  Downs, on the
22nd June, 1885, by order of A. Affieck, Esquire.
Driving and damages, 3s. 2d. per head.
One cheanut horse, ZEb (registered brand) near shoul-
der, M 'TB (registered brand ) near ribs ,  saddle-
marked, star and snip, off hind foot white.
One bay mare, r over PI  near  shoulder, saddle-marked.
One brown horse, ::4E near  shoulder, like SJ near thigh,
hind heels white, star on forehead, and saddle-
marked.
One chesnut filly, U VI (registered  brand) near shoul-
der, white face, hind fetlocks white, blind off eye.
One brown colt, no visible brand, near hind foot white.
One bay  horse,  like B1L  (registered  brand )  near shoul.
der, JC over like w J off shoulder, 8Z over 2
(blotched brand)  near  thigh,  and diamond diamond 6
(Mitchell Pound brand) off thigh.
One ehesnut horse, RIR2 over A5 off shoulder, and RB 7
or RB3  (registered brands) off thigh, hind feet
white, and white blaze  on face.
One bay mare, RR2 over 81 off shoulder,  and RB'f
or RB3  (registered  brands ) off thigh,  star on fore-
head.
One dark-bay or brown horse, B7Z (registered brand)
over 151 near  shoulder, blotched brand  near neck.
One bay  filly, no  visible brands,  star on forehead, off
hind foot white.
If not  released on  or before the 16th July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
TITOS. JAS. FRANKLIN, Poundkeeper.
1116 10s.
IMPOUNDED at Waraiok, from Canning Downs, on
the 18th June, 1885, by order of J. D. Macansh,
Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay mare, like C near shoulder.
Also, by order of S. P. Cutmore, Esquire. Damages,
Ls. 6d.
One red roan steer calf, no brands visible.
One red steer, T811 off loin.
One strawberry steer, T8H off loin.
Also, from Toolburra, by order of A. Evans, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay horse, W over H over MM off shoulder, JM
over G near shoulder, star, off fore foot white, white
spots on back.
Also, from South Toolburra, by order of T. Coutts,
Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, is. 4d.
One bay mare, like A5J over 3Wpa  near  shoulder, white
spots each side, star.
If not released on or before the 14th July, 1885, will
be sold  to defray  expenses.
J. M. MORGAN, Poundkeeper.
1098 6s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the
7th May,  1885 , by order of F. A. Oatley,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One bay horse , star , blind off  eye, near hind  foot white,
{gL near  shoulder , FA C off  shoulder.
Also from Well Water, on the 18th May, 1885, by
order of E. Bradley,  Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One chesnut  horse, star ,  triangle  over half- circle con-
joined  near shoulder , RJ8 near rump, chain on
near fore fetlock ,  off ear  turned down.
If not  re leased on or before  the 7th July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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GEORGE BROWNE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
I MPOUNDED at Aramac, from Aramac Station, onthe 22nd June, 1885, by order of Wm. Forsyth,
Esquire.
One bay filly, draught, like CP8 (registered brand) near
shoulder, off hind foot white , star  on forehead.
One chesn at  gelding , white stripe down  face , white spats
on back, J over 0 near shoulder,  like  A in diamond
near thigh,  indistinct  brand off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th  July,  1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
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G. W. KING,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
Printed and Published  by JAMES C.  BFAL, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  4th July, 1885.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE ,  during the QUARTERS ended
30TH JUNE,  1884, and 30TH JUNE ,  1885, respectively ,  showing the INCREASE or DECEEABE under
each head  thereof.
Quarter ended
30th June, 1884.
CUSTOMS-
... ...Spirits
Wine
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c. ...
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ... ...
Sugar and Molasses ... ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c. ...
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c....
Miscellaneous ... .. ...
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...
£ a. d.
63,950 1 9
6,191 15 08,26714  5
30,512 1 8
16,789 7 7
32,714 8 2
9,250 0 7
488 7 99,344 13  8
15,593 8 3
2,133 7 1
30,660 2 0
225,895  7 11
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Export Duty on Cedar
QUE ENSLAND
... ... ...
8,450 0 3
241 5 3
8,691 5 6
STAMP DUTY ... ... ... ... ...
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distillers ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ...
A ll  other Licenses ... ... ... ...
22,556 14  2
215 5 8
120 0 0
47 0 0
2,906 5 1122,550 15  0
455 0 0
340 0 0
226 12 6
26,360 19 1
TOTAL TAXATION ... ... £ 283,504 6 8
Quarter ended Decrease.30th June, 1885. Increase.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £  S.  d.
71,894 6 5 ... 7,944 4 87,129 16 8 ... 938 1 8
12,601 10 5 ... 4,333 16 0
34 112 2 0 . 3 600 0 4,
18,267 18 6
..
...
,1,478 10 11
31,892 9 0 821 19 2
5,686 3 5 3,563 17 2 .
1,665  810 ... 1,177 1 1
9,323 6 1 21 7 7 ...
14,058 1 9 1,535 6 6
2,457 4 7 ... 323 17 6
33,152 0 6 ... 2,491 18 6
242,240 8 2  5,942 10 5  22,287 10  8
8,746 6 9 296 6 6
422 8 6 181 3 3
9,168 15 3 477 9 9
26,858 13 6 4,301 19 4
144 2 4 71 3 4
110 0 0 10 0 0 ...
47 0 0 ...
2,297 0 6 109 5 5 .
24,968 11 8 ... 2,417 16 8
510 0 0 ... 55 0 0460 10 0 ... 120 10  0
226 18 9 ... 0 6 3
28,717 3 3 237 8 9 2,593 12 11
306,985 0 2 6,179 19 2 29,660 12 8
13
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE-continued.
I
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th June ,  1884.  30th June, 1885.
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales -Auction ... ... ...
Selection  ... ... ...Pre-emption ... ... ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases
Rent s Act of  1884 ... ... ...
Timber Licenses  and other  Receipts
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ...
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs  ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ...
Decrease.  Increase.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
26,893 10 5 2,585 8 11 24,308 1 6
2,752 5 5 216 13 6 2,535 11 11
3,584 0 0  ...  3,584 0 0
253 16 0 10 0 0 243 16 0
114,476 16 4 109,223 5 5 5,253 10 11
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 938 0 0
Mining Leases and other Receipts ... ... 2,133 12 6
Survey and Transfer  Fees  ... ... ... 530 14 0
3,602 6 6
695 18 2
16 10 0
3,355 0 7 263 15 11 16 10 0
TOTAL TERRITORIAL  ... ... 168,011 3 6 119,782 7 3 48,941 4 5 712 8 2
REVENUE FROM PUBLIC WORKS
AND SERVICES.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western ...
Maryborough and Gympie ...
Bundaberg and Mount Perry
Central ... ... ...
Northern ... ... ...
POSTAGE-
Sale  of Stamp s ... ... ... ... 19,014 6 7 21,687 1 6
Contributions from Imperial Government 450 0 0 452 15 6
and the other Colonies
Commission  on Money Orders ... ... 909 5 6 1,034 17 6
20,373 12 1
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 19,337 12 3
83,691 3 3 90,327 7 4 ... 6,636 4 1
9,567 11 4 11,331 9 2 ... 1,766 17 10
2,910 5 8  1,898 16  8 1,011 9 0
46,474 4 6 46,845 11 0 ... 371 6 6
15,490 6 3 21,064 0 8 ... 5,573 14 5
158,133 11 0 171,470 4 10 1,011 9 0 14,348 2 10
23,174 14 6
19,429 7 3
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage and Harbour Dues ... ... ...  3,640 16 4 3,298 18  5 341 17 11
Marine Board  ... ... ... ... 367 10  0 286 2 6 81 7 6
Graving Dock  ... ... ... ...  382 12 7 268 8 3 114 4 4
954 10 0 ...
2,071 3 7 62 8 11
329 7 0 201 7 0
1155,688 3 9 114,795 3  6 41,588 18 5 695 18 2
... ... 695 18 2
... 1,560 4  1 893  4 6 666 19 7
... 6,167 11 6 1,170  13 0 4,996 18 6
5,75418 3 297  7 11 5,457 10 4
2,965  15 0 1,334 15 3 1,630 19 9
8,720 13 3 1,632 3 2 7,088 10 1
4,390 1811 3,853 9 2 537 9 9
ESCORT FEES ... ... ... 389 6 6 436 5 9
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS  AND SERVICES
2,672 14 11
2 15 6
125 12 0
2,801 2 5
91 15 0
46 19 3
202,625 0 9 218,364 1 6 1,548 18 9 17,237 19 6
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar of Titles ... ... .. ...
Sheriff ..
Courts of Petty Sessions ...
Curator of Intestate Estates
Shipping  Master ... ...
All other Fees ... ... ... ...
FINES AND  FORFEITURES-
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions ...
Confiscated  and Unclaimed Property ...
Crown's  Share of  Seizures ., ,.,
All other  Fines .,.
1,686 18  7 892 5 5 794 13 22,717 17 8 3,409 16 9 ... 691 19 1
236 16 5 202 18 6 33 17 11
37916 0 464 5 3 ...
25 10 0 ... 25 10 0
422 13 9 335 7 9 87 6 0
516 10 0 603 19 6 ...
84 9 3
87 9 6
5,986 2 5  5,908 13  2 941 7 1 863 17 10
1,223 19 11  1  925 12 6
3 0 0 20 6 0
1,035 13 5 794 7 3 241 6 2
60 14 8 18 2 9 42 11 11
16 11 10 11 19 5 4 12 5
108 0 0 80 17 1 27 2 11
315 13 5
17 6 0
17 6 0
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE- continued.
Quarter  ended I Quarter ended
30th June, 1884. i 30th  June, 1885.
OTHER  RECEIPTS-continued.
Decrease. Increase.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property .., ... 1,556 10 1 1,622 7 1 ... 65 17 0
Government Printer ... ... .. 525 9 9 580 10 1 ... 55 0 4
Surcharges and Refundments ... ... 117 11 11 103 10 1 14 1 10
Letters of Registration ... ... ... 1 574 0 0 ... 574 0 0
Chinese Immigration ... ... ... 90 0 0 30 0 0 60 0 0
Wharves ... ... ... ... ... 219 12 3 313 4 6 93 12 3
Powder Magazines ... ... ... ... 485 11 10 294 6 10 191 5 0
Civil Service Superannuation Fund ... 331 3 4 301 15 7 29 7 9
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies ... ... 5,596 15 9 6,116 19 10 ... 520 4 1
„ Public Balances... ... ... 22,723 6 6 15,964 8 0 6,758 18 6
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 3,?39 12 2 3,463 8 8 476 3 6
36,159 13 7 28,790 10 8 8,103 16 7 734 13 8
TOTAL OTHER  RECEIPTS  ... £ 43,369 15 11 35,624 16 4 9,360 17 1 1,615 17 6
TOTAL REVENUE  PROPER  ... £ 697,510 6 10 680,756 5 3 66,030 19 5 49,276 17 10
Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 66,030 19 5
DnonnAsa of REVENUE PROPER ON CORRESPONDING QUARTER ,  1884 ... £  16,754 1 7
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections, London ... ... 2,232 9 11 1,531 7 6 701 2 5
Ditto British ... 2,254 18 7 2,340 0 0 ... 85 1 5
Ditto Chinese ... ... 2,430 0 0 ... 2,430 0 0
Patriotic Fund ... .. ... 500 0 0 ... 500 0 0
Pacific Islanders' Fund ... ... ... 6,316 7 10 5,001 7 3 1,315 0 7
Diseases in Sheep Act  Fund  ... ...  348 18 6 126 12 4 222 6 2
Brands Act  Fund ... ... ... ... 838 6 0 400 2 1 438 3 11
Pound Sales  ... ... ... ...  383 8 2 506  7 0 ... 122 18 10
Assurance Fund,  Beal Property Act ...  433 9 6 580 6 7 .. 146 17 1
Police Reward Fund... ... ... ... 509 16 6 495 5 6 14 ' 11 0
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... 997 4 0 953 18 1 . 43 5 11
Gold Fields H omestead  Act  Fund ... ... 57 4 0 26 10 0 30 14 0
Marsupials Destruction Act  Fund ... 2,005 1 8 3,467 7 11 ... 1,462 6 3
Trust Fund,  Audit Act ... ... ...  851 6 9 506 10 5 344 16 4
TOTAL  SPECIAL RECEIPTS  ... £ 19,658 11 5 16,435 14 8 5,540 0 4 2,317 3 7
JAMES R. DICKSON,
The Treasury,  Colonial Treasurer.
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of  the COLONY  Of QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY,  at BRISBANE , during the YEARS ended
30th JUNE, 1884, and 30th JuNE, 1885, respectively, showing the  INCREASE  or DECREASE Under
each head thereof.
Yearended Tearended
30th June,  1884.  30th June, 1885.
TAXATION.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ...  ... ... ... ...  256,218 10  6 273,764 12 0 ... 17,546 1 6
Wine ... ... ... ... ...  25,642  17 0 27,870 7 9 ...  2,227 10 9
Ale, Porter,  Vinegar, &c. ... ... ... 37,813 5  4 42,678 17 9 4,865 12 5
Tobaoco,  Snuff,  and Cigars  ... ... ... 114,042 1 10 133,586 16 1 ... 19,544 14 3
Tea, Coffee,  Cocoa,  and Chicory  ... ... 66,428  19 2 74,454  1 6 ... 8,025 2 4
Provisions,  Fruits, Pickles,  &c. ... ... 121,004 1  5 126,837 14 8 ... 5,833 13 3
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ... ...  ...  20,587 18 2 20,538 14 5 49 3 9
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ... ...  2,529 16 11 4,583 9 7
Iron Castings , Wire, &c. ... ... ... 37,628 6 10 32,067 19  3 5,560 7 7
Decrease.
... 33,475 7 10 31,087 7 7 2,388 0 3
... 966 3 2 926 14 2 39 9 0
£ s. d. £  S.  d.
34,441 11  0 32,014 1 9 2,427 9 3
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c. ... ... 49,111 19 11 60,101 14 10 ... 10,989 14 11
Miscellaneous... ... ... ... ... 8,184 8 3 8,629 10 11 .. 445 2 8
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...  ... 127,282 9 3 132,110 19 6 ... 4,828 10 3
EXCISE-
Duty  on Colonial Spirits
Export Duty on Cedar
866,474 14 7 937,224 18  3 5,609  11 4 76 ,359 15 0
STAMP DUTY ...
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers
To Distillers . ... ...
... 88,165 14 1  105,566 1 6
1,451 16 10
3,801 13 4
211 13 4
9,252 9 9
26,725 8 6
1,810 0 0
1,260 0 0
1,888 1 8
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ...
A ll  other Licenses ... ... ... ...
46,401 3 5 50,731  14 10 0 4 5 4,3301510
1,668 9 7 ... 216 12 9
4,010 0 0 ... 208 6 8
269 0 0 ... 57 6 8
9,443 3 3 ... 19013 6
29,906 1 5 ... 3,180 12 11
1,954 3 4 ... 144 3 4
1,593 0 0 ... 333 0 0
1,887 17 3 0 4 5
TOTAL TAXATION ... £ 1,035,483 3 1 1,125,536 16 4 8,037 5 0 98,090 18 3
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-Land Sales-Auction ... ... ... 75,260 10 8
Selection  ... ... 9,582 5 2
Pre-emption ... ... ... 4,788 19 10
Mineral Selections ... 1,105 11 0
Rents of Homestead and Conditional Purchases 246,598 13 4
Rents Act of 1884 ... ... ... ...
Timber Licenses and other Receipts
... 7,629 9 4
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 20,570 11 8
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ...
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners '  Rights and Business Licenses
Mining Leases and  other Receipts...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ...
43,138 11  5  32,121 19  3
10,319 13 3 ... 737 8 1
14,976 0 0  ...  10,187 0 2
715 5 0 390 6 0236,549 18  9  10,048 14 7
695 18 26,082 15  1  1,546 14  3
15,943 15 3 4,626 16 5
2,041 2 6
365,536 1 0 328,421 16 11 48,734 10 6 11,620 6 5
... 246,103 4 8 252,628 17 4
... 8,321 0 6 6,27918 0
254,424 5 2 258,908 15  4
... 3,845  10 0 4,510 0 0
...  7,490 19  6 7,586 13 0
... 1,781 4 0 1,151 19 0
Increase.
2,053 12 8
17,400 7 5
695 18 2
6,525 12 8
2,041 2 6 6,525 12 8
629 5 0
664 10 0
95 13 6
13,117 13 6 13,248 12 0 629 5 0 760 3 6
TOTAL TERRITORIAL  ... £ 633,077 19 8 600,579 4 3 51,404 18 0 18,906 2 7
REVENUE FROM PUBLIC WORKS
AND SERVICES.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western ... ... ... 326,543 14 3 381,038 2 11 ... 54,494 8 8
Maryborough and Gympie ... ... ... 37,838 12 6 44,908 17 0 ... 7,070 4 6
Bundaberg and Mount Perry ... ... 8,610 4 7 9,311 19 1 ... 701 14 6
Central ... ... ... ... ...  153,120 18 6 153,183 3 3 ... 62 4 9
Northern ... ... ... ... 56,528 6 5 76,092 10 7 ... 19,564 4 2
582,641 16  3 664,5341210 ...  81,892 16  7
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF  REVENUE- continued.
Year ended Year ended
30th  June , 30th June,
1884. 1885.
REVENUE ,  Etc.-continued.
POSTAGE-
£ s. d. £ s.
Sale  of Stamps... I 75,273 9 1 85,603 7 7
Contributions from Imperial Government 1,832 16 4 3,953 13 3
and the other Colonies
Commission on Money Orders ... ... 3,708 9 9 4,243 15 1
80,814 5  2  93,800 1511
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS 75,180 19 4  75,394  11 8
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage  and Harbour  Dues ...
Marine Board  ... ... ...
Graving Dock ...
760,375 4 11 854,532 13 7
£ a. d.
10,329 18 6
2,120 16 11
535 5 4
12,986 0 9
213 12 4
16,634 18 3 15,810 18 6 823 19 91,488 13  6 2,263 7 o ... 774 13  6
2,364 19 8  1,664 15  2 700 4 6
20,488 11 5 19,739 0 8 1,524 4 3
1,249 2 9 1,063 12 6 185 10 3ESCORT FEES ... ... ... ...
TOTAL PUBLIC  WORKS  AND SERVICES
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation andEnrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar of Titles ... ...
Sheriff ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions
Curator  of Intestate Estates
Shipping  Master ...
All other Fees... ...
FINES AND  FORFEITURES-
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ...
All other Fines ... ... ...
Decrease. Increase.
£ s. d.
1,709 14 6
5,110 16  6 4,698 0 8 412 15 10
10,002 7 9 12,589 2 2
886 1 2 843 13 0 42 8 2
1,54810 2 1,995 5 2 ...
25 10 0 30 11 9
1,359 7 3 1,246 4 3 113 3 0
2,114 4 4 1,961 6 1 152 18 3
21,046 17 2 23,364 3 1 721 5 3
14 10 6 84 15 0 ..,
774 13 6
95,867 3 2
2,586 14 5
446 15 0
5 1 9
3,038 11 2
70 4 63,763 18  2  4,140 14 11 ... 376 16  9
615 2 2 157 11 2 457 11 0
426 3 8  148 5 10  277 17  10
620 2 7 397  18 1 222 4 6
5,439 17 1 4,929 5 0 957 13 4
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Gove rn ment  Property
Gove rn ment Printer .. ...
Surcharges and Refundments
Letters of Registration ...
Balances in Intestacy... ...
Chinese Immigration ...
Wharves ...
4,931 14 0
2,126 16 7
370 3 6
1,676 0 0
1,164 16 11
90 0 0
828 7 3
1,728 3 2
1,367 12 9
24,206 1 8
58,523 12 6
13,921 10 5
3,997 5 6 934 8 6
2,869 14 3 ...
439 11 10
1,132 0 0 544 0 0
1,164 16 11
360 0 0
1,226 10 2 ...
1,314 11 9 413 11 51,209 16  2  157 16  7
447 1 3
742 17 8
63 8 4
Powder  Magazines ... ...
Civil  Service Superannuation  Fund ...
Inte re st on Loans  to Local Bodies ...
Public  Balances ...
Other  Misce llaneous Receipts .,.
TOTAL  OTHER RECBIPTE ... £
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER £
Deduct Decrease ...
110,934 18 9
137,421 13 0
2,566,358 0 8
28,063 11 10 ... 3,857 10 254,958 14  1 8,56418 5
16,148 9 7 .••
111,714 5 2
140,00' 13 3
2,720,656 7 5
8,458 10 5
6,779 11 10 7,558 18  8
270 0 0
398 2 11
2,226 19 2
11,044 10 8
69,610  7 11 223,908 14  8
.., ... £ 69,610 7 11
Increase of Revenue Proper on Financial Year ,  1884  ... ... ... £  154,298 6 9
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COMPARATIVE  STATE 'VIENT OF RE VENUE.-continued.
Year ended 30th Year ended 30th
June , 1884.  June, 1885. Decrease.  Increase.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £  S. d.
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration  Collections, London ...
„ British ...
it Chinese ...
Patriotic Fund ... ... ...
Paci fic Islanders ' Fund ... ...
Diseases  in Sheep Act  Fund ...
Brands Act  Fund ...
Pound Sales ... ... ... ...
Assurance Fund,  Real  Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ...
Police Superannuation Fund ...
Gold Fields Homestead Act  Fund ...
Marsupials Destruction  Act  Fund...
Trust Fund,  Audit Act ...
TOTAL SPECIAL  RECEIPTS ...
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st July, 1885.
... 26,437 1S
... 7,694 4
... 22,920 0
... 22,260 16
... 3,911 6
... 6,394 8
... 1,143 17
2,218 3
1,535 17
11,891 11
838 10
25,909 3
1,826 14
3 4,649 2 10 21,788 15 5
8 8,147 0 11 ...  452 16 3
0 ... 22,920 0 0
500 0 0
1 21,149 7 8 1,111 8 5
3 3,237 5 1 674 1 2
9 4,841 11 6 1,552 17 3
500 0 0
1 1,952 19 10 ...  309 2 9
5 2,398 5 2 ... 180 1 9
2 1,802  18 2  ...  267 1 0
4  2,769 10  6 9,122  0 10
3 930 4 0
4 22,186 10 11 3,722 12 5
4 3,001 3 2
£ i 134,982 10 11
91 13 9
1,174 8 10
77,065 19  9  60,891 15  6 2,975 4 4
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Treasurer,
CONSOLIDATED REVITUE FUND.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the  EXPENDITURE  of the COLONY of  QUEENSLAND during the
QUARTERS  and YEARS ended 30th JUNE, 1884, and 30th JUNE,  1885, respectively.
YOR THE QW)LRTER5 ENDED YOB THE  YEARS ENDED
30tk June ,  30th June, 30th June ,  30th June,
1884.  1885. 1884.
NO. 1.--Sc $EDULns.
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule  C ... ...
Scheduler  D ... ... ...
Endowments  to Municipalities ...
Endowments  to Divisional  Boards...
Interest  on the Public Debt ...
No. 2: ExzcuTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Exce ll ency  the Governor ...
Executive  Council ...
Legislative  Council ... ... ...
Legislative  Assembly
Legislative  Council and Assembly
1885.
£  S. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
1,250  0 0 1,250 0 0  4,451 7  9 5,000 0 0
6,917 10 8  7,323 6 6 28,213 6 1 28,022  8 11
75 0 0 75 0 0  250 0 0 250 0 0
27,738 7  9 7,889 4 8 49 ,701 6  4  24,900 18  2
2,710  9 81 618 17 8 43,324  3 1 47,518 12 5
... 2,687 4 0  98,889 17  8 115,003 8 6
327,912 10 0 350,782 10 0 677,050 0 0 732,135 0 0
366,603 18 1 870,626 2 10 901,880 0  11 952,830 8 0
... 785 0 0 435 0 0
... 2$6 6 7 277 3 0
... 831 2 8 819 3 0
... 969 5 5 935 2 9
,,, 1,601 17 10  1 1,827 3 10
1,594 9 8  1,587 11  8
895 1 8 1,09415 4
3,206 5 1 3,373 8 5
3,738 5 3 3,946 2 7
8,755 2 9  9,220 10  5
4,443 12  61  4,293 12  71 18,189 4 5 19,222 8 5
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  FUND- CORVARATIVE STATEMEAtT OF EXPENDIIC lRE--continued.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED
30th June,
1884.
No. 3.-COLONIAL  SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's Department
Registrar-General ... ...
Registrar  of Titles ... ...
Po lice ... ... ...
Petty Sessions ... ...
Water Police... ... ... ... ...
Government  Printing ,.,
Agent-General for the Colony ..,
Immigration  ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylums ... ... ...
...
1,438
3,271
30,958
7,099
667
6,598
1,973
881
4,697
515
9,053
2,690
2,381
537
6,348
1,481
638
635
11,169
822
70
247
412
64
2,024
30th June,
1885.
FOR THE  TRARS ENDFI)
30th June,
1884.
30th June,
1885.
s. d.  £ s.  d. I £ a. d. £
7 3 1,322 0 2 6,634 14 11 5,731
1 11 1,619 8 11  11,720 16 10 7,505
1,850 2 1 ... 5,077
7 4  34,276 10  2 124,170 5 11 136,757
3 11 8,416 1 t 81 26,162 18 2 31,004
5 10 677 1 6 3,229 11 8 3,068
16 1 7,884 14 8 31,267 2 10 37,448
2 5 673 3 4 4,308 14 1 2,718
0 5 626 7 9 7,412 12 4 11,334
18 1 4,807 6 2 18,449 4 7 18,958
2 11 500 5 11 1,849 14 3 2,075
4 11 10,890 18 9 28,391 18 1 34,919
4 4  2,580 12 6 9,407 9 8 10,145
8 7  2,230 14  9 9,110 10  6 10,252
9 4 631 7 4 1,993 9 4 2,065
17 0 13,360 1 6 16,596 10  2 25,214
3 7 1,542 3 11 6,041 0 9 6,471
7 10  398 10  0 1,850 6 8 2,927
a. d.
8 2
18 6
6 6
0 02 9
0 8
4 10
13 9
0 10
11 6
0 1
14 10
11 9
6 0
15 1
4 1
17 8
13 11
Lunatic Reception Houses ... ... ... ...
Colonial Stores  ... ... ... ... ...
Gaols
Penal Establishment ,  St. Helena  ... ... ...
Reformatories  ... ... ... ...
Volunteers .
Benevolent  Asylum, Dunwich
Schooner "  Mavis " ... ...
Steamer  " Kate" ... ... ... ...
Charitable Allowances ... ... ...
Medical and Medical Board
Central Board of Health ... ... ...
Grants in aid of Public Institutions ... ...
Agricultural and Horticultural Societies ... ...
Expenses of Elections ... ... ... ...
Repairs, &c., Country Court Houses ... ...
Two Gun Boats ... ... ... ... ...
New Steamer to replace " Kate " ... ... ...
Colonial and Indian Exhibition ... ... ...
Defence of the Colony ... .,,
Purchase of Land for Printing Office ... ...
Royal Commission, New Guinea ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ... ...
No. 4.--ADMINISTRATION  OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown ... ... ...
Supreme Court ... ... ...
Sheriff
District Courts ... ... ... ...
Insolvency  ... ... ... ... ...
Intestacy  .. K ... ... ... ...
No. 5.-SEC 1&ETABY FOR PF BLIC INSTRUCTIOST.
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Inspection  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Special Instruction ... ... ... ... ...
State Schools... ... ... ... ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ... ...
Provisional Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Grammar Schools  ... ... ... ... ...
Technical Education ... ... ... ...
Orphanag es  ... ... ... ...
Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution
Museum  ... ... ...
No. 6.---COLONIAL  TREASURES.
Treasury  ... ... ... ... ...
Refundments  ... ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange ...
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... .,.
Customs  ... ... ... ..,
Border Patrol ... ... ... ...
Distillation . ... ... ...
Government Analyst ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ... ...
Shipping Office .. ... ...
Harbours and Pilot Department ... ...
Lighthouses and Lightships ... ...
Powder Magazines  ... ... ... ...
Oyster Fisheries ... ... ...
Engineer ,  Harbours and Rivers
No. 7.-SECRETARY YOB PUBLIC LANDS.
Department of Public Lands ... ...
Sale of Land .. .. ... ...
Bailiffs and Rangers of Crown Lands
Survey of  Roads  ... , .. ...
Reserves  ...
Survey of Land ...
Trigonometrical Survey
Pastoral  Occupation...
16 6 558  9 11  2,601 7 10 2,752 0 5
11 11
14 4
11 5
4 9
8 1
15 11
10 8
8 5
2,32415 1 ... 6,939 7 1
9 0 13 274 9 11 52,270 2 0 49,620
16 0 875 5 1 3,569 2 5 3,696
14 0 166 11 0 324 15 4 905
13 3  620 15  0  3,338 18  3 5,509
5 8 174 2 6 3,320  3 10  3,252
12 8 343 6 7 5,594 15 5 1,452
7 4 221 16 0  3,700 11  5 1,808
... 1,685
... 8,468 3 •8
... 2,184 12 102,136 11  4 7,415  7 11
99,015 7 6130,915 19 7 400,914 1 3 465,936 1 5
1,962 13  5 1,811 12 9
2,369 2 3 3,300 6 4
1,945 15 0 1,243 1 7
3,541 4 5 3,397 3 0
377 9 10 372 13 9
251 15 7 198 4 11
10,448 0 6 10,323 2 4
1,208 15  6 1,069 5 6
839 7 4 1,197  9 11
32 10 0 37 10 023,468 13  5 28,808 4 78,985 13  9 10,457 15 1
2,528 3  9  2,686 14  0
687 15 6 675 9 0
300 0 0 ...3,628 17  0 5,636 14 6
40 17 10 60 0 0
711 18 9 828 6 7
42,432 12 10  51,457 9 2
1,000 0 0
8,468 3 8
... 5,500 0 0
2,184 12 10
17,597 4 0  17,484 18  0
6,664 5 5 7,246 0 8
7,984 0 9 8,964 4 8
5,279 4 6 5,991 19 1
11,178 5 3 11,483 12 31,423 19  8  1,492 10  7
990 4 11 891 12 8
33,520 0 6 36,069 19 11
4,041 1  5  4,232 11  34,121 0 11  4,833 13  3
130 0 0 135 0 0
84,749 5 1 102,015 18 936,433 19  6 42,283 5 9
9,351 8 5 10,815 3 2
2,450 9 0  2,278 2 9
600 0 0 600 0 0
11,786 0 9  16,842 15  2
350 17 0 284 0 01,866 11  2  2,936 15 11
165,881 13  3  187,257  6 0
1,833 0 0  2,057 18  3 8,017 12 4 8,454 8 8
8,137 1 1 411 0 9  31,724 10 11 1,875 7 7
31 4 6  1,949 12  4  4,014 16  3 7,591  16 11
571  4  10  476 14  0 3,270 4 6 2,690 3 10
10,799 8 5  10,041 17  9  42,009 16  8 41,316 7 1979 14  6 1,045 3 0 3,567 2 7 3,86414 6
1,367 8 3 1,123 8 4  4,398 12  1 5,085 9 6
154 13 7 146 3 5 548 1 3 649 18 11255 14  1 283 1 0 1,158 6 7  1,468 16  2
225 0 0 240 8 7 797 10 0 914 3 7
10,001 3 3 9,899 9 3  33,072 10  4 37,861 14 9
3,554 5 1 4,621 1 6 17,121 15 2 20,089 16 10
186 7 10 274 16 0 748 14 5 1,288 11 9
39 16 9 25 0 0 283 1 10 274 9 3
1,333 4 8 1,342 7 3  5,300 11  9 5,802 18 3
39,469  6 10  33,938 1 5
...
Botanical Gardens  ... ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ...
...
J
156,033 6 8  139,228 17  7
2,181 0 3 2,445 6 3 8,988 7 8
2,658 7 0 2,786 2 1 9,571 12 8
1,105 10 1 1,241 8 5 4,164 6 4
630 13 10 618 0 a 1,612 15 4
3,202 0 4 1,872 15 1  9,150 10  910,644 15  9 11,750 10 7 46,982 9 5
860 16 4 654 10 1 2,358 15 11
3,942 2 2 2,30817 4 8,684 9 1
306 2 8 699 5 3 1,90310 6
256 3 0 1,646 3 9 8,237 8 8
9,006 16 11
10,953 0 10
4,764 16 1
1,822 4 7
7,979 19 5
49,781 18 9
2,761 18 10
11,315 9 3
2,821 4 11
2,984 1 4
25,787 11  b  26,03019 1  101,654 5111  104,191
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6ONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE- c.n inued.
FOR TnR QUARTERS ENDED
30th June,
1884.
No. 8.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public Works ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ... ...
Roads... ... ... ...
Mines ... ... ... ... ...
Department  for Railways ... ...
Railway , Southern and Western ... ...
Maryborough and Wide Bay ..
Bundaberg to Mount Perry ...
Central ... ... ... ...
Northern ... ... ...
NO. 9.-POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
Chief Office ... ... .
Post and Telegraph Offices ... ...
Conveyance of Mails ... ...
Contingencies ... ... ...
Meteorological Observer ... ...
No. 10 .- AuD ITOR-GENERAL.
Department  ... ... ... ...
No. 11.-
Special Supplementary Appropriation
GRAND TOTAL
1 £ s. d.
45
5
6
6,887 10 1157,632 18  5
5,235 17 11
18,766 8 9
1 9,806 2 1
5 178,248 2 261  27.716 1 1191  7,485 14 1
5 67,071 17 2
11 28,788 5 6
30th June,
1885.
£ s. d.
10,264 9 11
51,631 9 9
7,439 11 11
17,152 3 11
10,851 4 5
213,244 6 7
29,892 4 2
12,316 10 3
100,931 10 6
40,999 18 1
102,462 12 41126,703 10 9  407,638 1 11 494,723 9 6
30th June,
1885.
FOR THE YEARS ENDED
30th June,
1884.
£ s. d. j £ s. d.
2,132 3 3I 2,682 16
12,318 13 7 13,864 7
... 4,079 1 1 2,817 8
4,662 12 7 4,075 3
2,490 5 2 2,744 9
45,737 2 4 56,683 7
... 5,080 3 8 8,006 72,114 11  2 3,192 8
17,792 11 11 22,788 8
... 6,055 7 7 ' 9,848 13
-t  .-
2,690 15 0  2,937 11 10  10,866 8 1 11,195 8 5
18,522 5 7 20,078 11 6 68,723 1 10 77,351 19 4
33,488 1 6 62,637 4 8 134,953 12 11 151,098 16 4
32,282 11 0 12,113 0 6 37,805 8 2 42,779 8 1
62 10 0 63 13 6 296 6 6 329 10 6
87,046 3 1 97,830 2 0  252,644 17  6 282,755 2 8
1,212 11 3 1,408 4 4  5,222 10 11  5,731 18 1
778,921 16 41853,527 4 1 2,433,579 0 3 2,687,947 2 6
69,787 19  1101, 10,893 0 9 78,072 2 3 131,906 14 5
£ 848,709 16 2 864,420 4 10 2,511,651 2 6 2,819,853 16 11
BALANCE OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND, 30TH JUNE, 1885.
a Credit Balance ,  30th June ,  1884  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  366,301 11 6
Revenue for twelve months ended 80th June ,  1885  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,720,656 7 5
Expenditure  for twelve  months ended  30th June,  1885 ...
£3,086,957 18 11
... 2,819,853 16 11
b Surplus , 30th June,  1885  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... • ... ... £267,104 2 0
a 30th June ,  1884.- Unexpended  Balance of Special Revenue  Appropriate  ... ... £ 231,593 3 9.
b 30th June, 1835.-Unexpended  Balance of Special Revenue  Appropriate ... ... £100,043 4 5.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.
30th June, i 30th June,
1884.  1885.
£ s. d.  I!I £ s. d.
312  0 8 32,290 6 9
8,002 4 9 10,082 10 10
LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS  for the QUARTERS and YR&Rs ended 30th June, 1884, and 30th June, 1886,
respectively.
FOR THE QUARTESS ENDED
Immigration  ... ... ...
Electric Telegraphs  ... ... ...
Railways-
Southern and Western ... ...
Central ... ... ...
Northern
Maryborough
30th June,
1885.
Bundaberg .. ... ...
Mackay to Eton and Hamilton ...
Bowen  to Haughton Gap ...
Coohto'wn to Maytown ... ...
Herberton to the Coast ... ...
Cloncurry to Gulf of Ca: pentaria
Extension Surveys ... ...
Rolling Stock-all ... ...
Telegraph Lines ... ... ...
Harbours and Rivers ... ... ...
Loans to Local Bodies ... ...
Water Supply ...
Roads and  Bridges ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ...
Defence of the Colony... ...
Road Boards  and Shire Councils ...
Water  Storage ,  Main Roads ... ...
Main Roads to  Gold Fields ... ...
JXMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasu rer.
FOR THE YEARS ENDED
30th June,
1884.
£ s. d.
294,289 15 7
44,853 11 10
,.. ( 88,159 10 2 134,639 3 7 383,505 11 3
47,153 8 2 34,661 17 7 230,976 2 4
i 20,420 12 2 51,455 14 5 133,712 10 7
41,123 9 9 20,354 2 5 120,555 8 0
5,545 16 10 2,447 8 5 37,651 7 8
23,050 9 1 10,699 4 11 37,383 11 5
... i 297 6 11 871 7 9 1,727 10 10
... 12,252 13 6 17,480 5 2 41,821 1 01,088 10  6 988 15 7 4,409 9 8
181 13 4
2,548 4 3 272 4 0 9,190 5 4
20,054 4 11 18,206 12 3 102,265 18 7
29,863 3 11 34,805 16 6 123,112 12 8
44,628 0 0 19,500 0 0 72,498 0 0
189 16 6 8,544 17 9 11,757 5 3
43 12 4 208 6 0 164 12 4
1,688 19 3 1,641 14 0 7,781 17 3
27,158 6 9
610 0 0 100 0 0 4,374 7 10
9,804  7 11  2,431 7  0
8 8 7 ... 1,360 7 5
£ 1 347,040  12 3 436,397 15 11 1,665,823 3 10
£ s. d.54,604 14  6
35,383 16 1
450,168 14 6
139,403 18 0156,858 13  477,943 18  5
30,940 0 2
67,886 7 5
2,685 11 4
98,833 19 11
5,831 0 9
181 13 4
7,829 8 7
159,197 4 8
403 0 3
110,833 12 10
66,750 0 0
50,717 3 5
300 19 4
10.096 8 2
27,216 4 3
1,010 18 6
9,804 7 11
146 6 6
1,566,028 2 1
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ABSTRACT Of DISBURSEMENTS
TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
for the QU ARTERS and YEARS ended 30th JrNE, 1881, and 80th
JUNE, 1885, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE YEARS ENDED
30th June,
1884.
30th June,
1885.
30th June,
1884.
30th June,
1885.
£  R. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Assessment on Sheep ... ... 704 9 3 705 10 9 2,956 7 8 6,114 15 11
Assessment  on Stock ,  " Brands Act" ... ... 1,300 10 2 1,571 11 4 3,754 12 8 4,487 17 3
Pound Sales ... ... ... 77 4 7  1 107 12 1 813 6 5 1,319 15 6
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... 1 132 9 9 2 10 0 9,660 8 9 120 3 10
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... 843 8 2 1,054 3 4 3,006 14 2 3,983 2 5Immigration Remittances... ... ... ... 320 18 7 ... 21,162 13 2 9,810 0 0
Immigration, London ... ... ... 7,858 9 7 3,240 0 1 38;996 13 6 17,807 1 10
" Gold Fields Homestead Act"  Fund ... 1 0 0 3 16 3 815 11 0 837 8 6
Chinese Immigration Fund ... ... ... 1,940 0 0 1,340 0 0 8,400 0 0 5,360 0 0
"Audit Art"  Fund ... ... ... ... ... 1,327 19 2 507 0 8 3,495 6 5 2,586 18 9
" Real Property Act "  Assurance Fund ... 10 5 9
Pleuro-pneumonia Fund ... ... ... ... 48 17 6 48 17 6
" Marsupial Act"  Fund ... ... 4,525 5 1 4,058 13 1 25,878 7 6 24,206 17 4
Pacific Islanders Fund ... ... ... ... 6,991 16 3 5,950 7 4 22,566 12 3 28,486 16 1
£ 26,072 8 1 18541, 4 11 1141,555 11 0 105,131 3 2
ABSTRACT Of
SURPLUS REVENUE FUND (1874 AND 1882.3).
DISBURSEMENTS  for the QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th JUNE, 1884, and 30th
JUNE, 1885, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED
30th June, 30th June,
1881. 1885.
Steamers ... ... ... ...
Improvement-Harbours and Rivers
Lighthouses ... ... ... ...
Buildings ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges ... ... ...
Defence of the Colony ... ...
Electric Telegraphs .. ...
Water Storage -Main Roads ...
£
101 16 10
6,258 0 9 2,843 15 0
806 0 10 ...
4,565 15 9 1,259 19 5
550 10 0
4 920 15 5
£ s. d.1 £ s. d.
17,101 2 9 4,205 11 3
FOR THE YEARS }ENDED
Vth June, 30th June,
1884. 1885.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
31,601 16 10
4,109 7 6 (1901.2 6
8,515 3 9 1,546 7 927,860 14 11  7,932 15 0
742 10 9
19,629 13 11 43,773 13 8
586 12 11
14 776 2 8 12,529 12 11
76,220 6 5 1 98,074 18 8
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received at each PORT of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the Treasury, at Brisbane, during the QUARTERS and YEARS ended 30th  JuNB,
1884, and 30th JuNi:, 1885, respectively.
Port.
Brisbane ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Burnett River ... ...
Gladstone
Rockhampton
Mackay ... ... ... ... ...
St. Lawrence ... ... ... ...
Cleveland Bay ... ... ... ...
Port Hinchinbrook ... ... ...
Port Denison .., ... ... ...
Normanton ... ... ... ...
Cookl own ...
Cairns ... ... ... ...
Port Douglas ... ... ... ...
Thursday Island
Burketown
Dungeness
Border
TOTAL...
Quarter ended Quarter ended
80th June,  1884. 30th June, 1885.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
111,306 14 7 121,738 0 4
6,827 11 5 7,352 16 7
11,595 0 0 12,417 6 11
3,145 14 8 2,912 7 2
489 10 7 454 7 6
26,921 17 6 2 ,933 0 0
6,316 5 1 4,712 3 2
243 6 0 162 13 9
30,560  0 10 31,978 18  3
3,631 2 0 7,151 0 0
249 10 2 93 16 9
1,383 14 7 I 1,051 16 9
5,934 17 9 8,988 0 10
8,673 12 11 5,520 0 4
2,701 9 7 2,430 6 0
2,672  9 9  2,634 17  8
2,210 11 1 2,215 7 5
1,002 12 9 1,285 10 11
29 6 8 207 17 10
225,895  7 11 1 242,240 8 2
Year ended  30th Year  ended 30th
June , 1884.  June, 1885.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
413,023 6 5 470,055 16 8
26,378 7 1 28,188 15 7
47,066 11 7 48,875 10 7
11,120 18 10 12,525 12 4
1,852 14 7 2,128 13 3
117,510 1 9 108,607 10 9
25,312 18 7 22,089 5 4
818 6 0 704 11 8112,232 16 3 126,064 10 1
360 4 9 277 9 11
5,203  2  10  4,946 7 517,596 17  7  25,188 11  5
32,402 11 11 26,735 14 4
8,557 2 11 10,137 8 0
10,531 4 2 9,889 15 5
8,706 1 9 9,024 6 2
2,399 4 2 5,168 7 11
1,052 18 3 1,467 1 6
24,349 5 2 25,149 9 11
866,474 14 7 937,224 18 3
14
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DISPOSAL OF THE  P UBLIC BALANCES , 30TH JUNE, 1885.
Da.
Queensland National Bank-
London  ... ... ...
Brisbane ...
Agent-General .. ...
Bank of New South Wales ...
£ s. d. Ca. £ s. d.
267,104 2 0
491,478 1 6
51,993 19 3
193,148 12 3
313,437 11 9
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
Consolidated Revenue
524,905 17 3 Loan ... ...528,282 15 9 Surplus ...
63,973 13 9 Trust ... ...
200,000 0 0 Savings Bank ...
£1,317,162 6 9 £1,317,162 6 9
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has, inHer
Majesty's name, by Writs of Summons bearing even date herewith,
under the Great Seal of the Colony, summoned
WALTER HORATIO WILSON, of Sherwood, in the Shire of Toowong and
Colony of Queensland, Esquire, and
FREDERICK HURRELL HOLBERTON, of Toowoomba, in the said Colony,
Esquire,
to the Legislative Council of Queensland.
S. W. G RIFFITH.
By Authority : JAis C.  BEAL,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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AT
NOON, this day, His Excellency the Govern. or proceeded in
State from Government House to the Legislative Chambers, to
Open the Third Session of the Ninth Parliament of Queensland, and delivered
the following Speech :
HONOURABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
I am glad to have recourse once more to your advice and assistance in
administering the affairs of the Colony.
Since I last had the opportunity of consulting you, events have occurred
which appeared to indicate the necessity of immediate preparation for the
defence of our coasts against invasion by a Power hostile to the British Empire.
Prompt measures were taken by my Advisers to meet this emergency, and
it is with great pleasure that I record the satisfaction with which I observed
the loyalty and alacrity displayed by the inhabitants of all parts of tkis
Colony in coming forward for the defence of their country. I am confident
that under similar circumstances the same willingness to perform their duty
will always characterise the people of Queensland. Your sanction will be
asked for the expenditure necessarily incurred in connection with this subject.
I trust that the attention which has thus been drawn to the necessity of
putting our defences on a proper footing may prove of lasting benefit. My
Ministers are now in communication with the Governments of the other
Colonies upon the important subject of maintaining an adequate naval force in
Australian waters. Papers on these questions will be laid before you.
The offer of men and arms made to the mother-country by the Colony
of New South Wales was followed by many offers from men willing to
volunteer from Queensland in aid of the British arms in Africa. There can
be no doubt that the action of the Australian Colonies in this matter has had
the effect of bringing them conspicuously into notice throughout the civilised
world, and of drawing closer the bond of union between them and Great
Britain.
16
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I have been informed of Her Majesty's determination to substitute
direct and complete jurisdiction over a portion of New Guinea for the Pro-
tectorate originally contemplated .  I am not yet ,  however, in possession of
full particulars as to the intentions of Her Majesty 's Government.
I anticipate that the Draft Bill for the estab lishment of a Federal
Council ,  of which during the last session of Parliament you expressed your
approval,  will shortly ,  with some modifications ,  become part of the law of the
Empire. I trust that advantage will be taken of its j' v] ons by all the
Australasian Colonies . CWSANti Hoc
I have caused full inquiry to be made into the circki, ch_,,„TE
natives of New Guinea and the adjacent islands were introduced in o 5AMP  I
land. The result of the inquiry having shown that these men were brought here
without understanding the nature of the engagements into which they were
supposed to have entered, my Ministers have caused such of them as desired
to return to be taken back to their native islands at the expense of the
Colony.
Although the men by whom these islanders were recruited were
formally the agents of the persons by whom the islanders were employed in
the Colony ,  my Ministers do not think it fair ,  having regard to the fact that an
agent of the Government accompanied each ship engaged in recruiting, that
the employers should be called upon to bear all the loss consequent upon
being deprived of the services of the islanders .  A Bill will ,  therefore, be
introduced at an early date to make provision for giving them compensation
upon a fair and equitable basis.
I regret that little advantage has hitherto been taken of the Act passed
by you during last Session to facilitate the introduction of indented labourers
from Europe .  There is strong reason ,  however ,  to anticipate that employers of
labour will shortly avail themselves of the provisions of this Act to a  consider-
able xtent.
Immigration has been maintained at a moderate but steady rate ; and I
ar_m glad to know that the immigrants introduced have been of a class well
suited for the requirements of the Colony ,  and have readily found engage-
ment.
The necessary steps have been taken to bring into operation "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884,"  so far as has  been practicable in the short time that has
elapsed since the commencement of the Act. It has been found that, in some
of the older settled districts in which selection had been going on for many
years, the provisions of the Act requiring survey before selection are not well
adapted to secure the occupation of the land still remaining unselected. You
will therefore be invited to confer upon me further suspensory powers with
respect to these provisions.
Your early consideration will be asked for  a measure  to give Additional
Representation in the Legislative Assembly to certain parts of the Colony
which are now inadequately represented.
The danger threatening the Colony of an invasion of Rabbits has
attracted the anxious attention ' of my Ministers. You will be immediately
asked to deal with this subject.
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE AsSEMBLY,-
The Estimates for the present year will be laid before you forthwith.
It is gratifying to note that ,  notwithstanding the effects of a drought of
unprecedented severity and duration ,  the Revenue has continued steadily to
advance .  The price which, notwithstanding many adverse influences, was
obtained in London for the Queensland Stock recently offered to the extent of
two and a-half millions affords gratifying proof of the unshaken credit of the
Colony.
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The Bill to provide for the Payment of the Expenses of Members of
the Legislative Assembly, of which you have already recorded your approval,
will be at once submitted for further consideration.
You will also be asked to make further provision for developing the
mining wealth of the Colony by the encouragement of deep sinking.
The various Public Works sanctioned by you have been pushed forward
with all practicable expedition.
'HANOUBABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,-
The present laws for regulating Elections are admittedly unsatisfactory.
I have to ask your careful attention to a measure dealing with this subject,
and making better provision for the Prevention and Punishment of Corrupt
Practices.
A Bill to Amend the Laws relating to the Sale of Intoxicating Liquors by
Retail, and to provide for the Exercise of Local Option, has been prepared, and
will be submitted to you as soon as possible.
Amongst other Measures which will be submitted to you as opportunity
arises are-
A Bill to make better provision for the Management of Public
Charitable Institutions ;
A Bill to continue the operation of  " The Marsupials Destruction Act
of 1881 ";
A Bill for facilitating Sales, Leases, and other Dispositions of Settled
Land, and for promoting the Execution of Improvements thereon;
A Bill to Shorten the Duration of Parliaments ;
A Bill to Amend and put a Limit to the Operation of  " The Pac flc
Islanders Act of  1880; "
A Bill to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to the Jurisdiction
of Justices of the Peace ;
A Bill to amend  " The Local Government Act of  1878 " with respect
to Loans for Waterworks, and in other respects ;
A Bill to make provision for Regulating the Width of Streets and
Lanes, and to prevent the Subdivision of Land in such a manner
as to be Injurious to the Public Health.
You will also be invited to consider the advisability of remodelling the
Native Police Force, and of making better provision f r the welfare of the
Aboriginal Inhabitants of the Colony.
I trust, also, that time may allow of your dealing with the important
question of the Supply and Conservation of Water, upon which much valuable
information has been and is still being obtained by my Government.
For these, together with such other matters as may be brought before
you, I confidently ask your most earnest and careful consideration, and I trust
that under the blessing of Providence your labours may tend to the permanent
welfare of this portion of Her Majesty's Dominions.
By Authority  :  JAMS C.  REAL, Government Printer , William street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty.
vv first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectinq obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on sucti Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Gov-
ernor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
-or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 8th instant,
being the first day of the Annual Race Meeting of
the Burke District Jockey Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Normanton : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Coui,cil, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify, proclaim, and declare that WED-
NESDAY, the 8th instant, shall, within the Town
of Normanton, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has, on behalf of Her Majesty,
been pleased to accept the services of a Corps of the
Defence Force, to be enrolled at Howard, under
the provisions of  "The Defence Act of  1884" and
the Regulations of the 24th of February 1885, and
that such Corps shall be known and designated as
" D Company, Howard, Wide Bay and Burnett
Division."
His Ex- ellency further directs that the establish-
ment of this Corps shall be as folio' s :-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenants ... ... 2
Total Officers ... 3
Color-Sergeant ... ... 1
Sergeants ... ... ... 3
Corporals ... ... ... 3
Bugler ... ... 1
Privates ... ... ... 50
Total non-commissioned ofAcers and men 58
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Captain C. H. DES Vcux, B.S.C.,
to be Deputy-Assistant Adjutant-General in the
Queensland Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obenotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
.FREDERICK ALFRED MOODY
to be a Captain in the Queensland Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority : JAMBS C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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" BRANDS AC r OF 1872."THE following Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of June  last, is published for generalinformation ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners  whose Names , Address, or  Brands  may be incorrectly stated  are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
must be given.
Registrar  of Brands' Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1885.
'C! w
Pq be
4
B Series.
A5 > 2 3 3 8 4
5 A C? 23427
6) FORMER B AND.
Horses. Cattle. Name.
b A C) 23429
8 A CP 23350
A S2 b 23411
A X b 23358
B X0 23377
9 & Q  23396 , ...
b O l 23410
cc19  23371  ...
c ;i  5 23403e2;0  23392
c 0 C 23389 j ...
1 23418
b e 23390
D W7 23408
7 D  O  23425
D'7 23351
Jost Weiershauser ...
Anderson and Cassidy
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
-Nearest  Post Town of
Run  or FRrin.
... North Rockhampton ..
... Great Western Hotel,
Nicholson River
Rockhampton
Burketown
Ann Catherine Christensen
Arthur Christie ...
Alfred Green ... ...
... Alexander Kirby
James Kelly
Charles Crowther ... ...
Charles Hopwood ... ...
... Charles I{eadbetter ... ...
John Compton ... ...
... John Craig ... ... ...
... Tomy Ah Cow... ...
... Charles Hamilton Vaughan ...
Charles Wiltshire
Daniel Brand ...
Jacob  Goodchild
William Duncan
Walkerston ... ... { Walkerston
Upper Bundamba ... Upper Bundamba
... Union street, Stratton, Brisbane
Fortitude Valley I
Durandur... .,, ... Neurum Creek
... Booval ... ... ...  Ipswich
Tingalpa ... ... ...
Kedron Brook ... ...
Maryvale ... ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Bromelton ... ...
... Boulia  ... ... ...
Marathon Hotel, Walker's
Creek
Tingalpa
Eagle Farm Junction
Morven
BowenVeresdale
Boulia
Hughenden
... Reserve  ... ... ...  Springsure
... Kelvin  G ro ve ...  ... Mackay
... Hemmant... ... ... Hemmant
... Adavale ... ... ... Adavale
18
108
B Series.
E009  23380
E b W 23386
E 3 nj 23393
S E Q 23349
E 'TJ7 23430
E ' 7 23344
E 1 23327
T+'C77 23370
F b 2 23376
5  13Q  23353
0 23426Q09  23412O t?;  23416
H  10  23404
H m 7 23355
H O M 23409
2 H''j 23356
H b * 23382
H 2 -< 23397
J C 9 23360
2 J C 23369
L 1 23368
L00  23367
LC-9  23423
T. 3 23352
M>4 23372
M> 5 23381M>7 23401M10  23379
M41 23378M?; 8  23395
M 8 23375
M 2 23414
7U>3 233917U00 1 23431
1U O''d 23394
P %J 8 23405
P11 23398
PA b 23383
2P PO  23387
P-34 23374
R9 23428
5 R W 23361
R 1c-  23424
R b !A 23362
0 Rw 23347
S>7 23348
818 23373
819 23422
S43 23359
Sao 5 23406
S POb 234178 8 (A 23413
S -33 23414SO-3  23363
S  S :E  23388
bTW
8TW
TOni
T-47
T5w
23385
23402
23407
23354
23364
iroauZR BRAND.
Horses. cattle.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
see
...
...
...
...
Name.
Edward O'Brien ... ...
John Edward Brown ... ...
Edward Christie ...
Edward Joseph Christie ...
Ernst Fischer ... ... ...
Edward Vorwerg ... ...
James  Whyte ...
Ferann Christofen ...
Franz Heidenreich ...
George Chapman ...
George Deane ... ...
Gustav Adolf Groger...
Gustav Kradatz ...
Henry Augustus Davis ...
Hannah Hutchins ... ...
Fred. Horne ...
Amelia Henrietta Louisa Franz
Harcus and Whitehead ...
John Henley ... ... ...
John Wilson ... ... ...
James  Whiteford ... ...
Lawrence Foy ... ... ...
Olig Peasson ... ... ...
Charles L. James ... ...
Ludwig Wilk ... ... ...
Arthur McGee ... ...
Alexander McKenzie ... ...
John Matthews ... ...
John McGregor ... ...
Michael Healy ... ....
James McKendry ... ...
...Malichi Rowen see
William Mellwraith ... ...
Neils Anderson ... ...
John North Burnett ... ...
Neils Pearson ... ... ...
James Peff ... ... ...
Hans Peter Hansen ... ...
Peter Christian Li.utson ...
William John F roctor ...
Peter Thomson ... ...
Richard Brown ...
Robert Blair ... ...
Jenkin Richard Jenkins
Eric Sutherland Ross...
Charles Alfred Ross ...
Alexander Scott ... ...
John Henry Schott ... ...
Henry Stevold... .. ...
Sheaffe and McDonald ...
Stephen Rogers ... ...
Stephen Russ ... ... ...
Samuel  Grimley ... ...
Susana  Taylor ... ... ...
William Strickland ... ...
William James Sangar ...
Thomas Brassington ...
James Toy ... ...
Tom Chapman ... ...
Thomas Fannon ... ...
Thomas Stracey ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm  where Brand  Nearest Post Town of
is to be used, Run  or Parts.
Georgetown ... ... Georgetown
Breakfast Creek ... ... Breakfast Creek
Amby Downs .. ... Roma
Upper Bundamba ... Upper Bundamba
Minden .. ... Minden
The Badgin's, Trafalgar Cleveland
Vale
Twine street ... ... Brisbane
... Logan River ... ... Beenleigh
... Logan Reserve ...
... Bridge street ...
... Commonage
... Dugandan, Milbong
... Mackay ... ...
.. Waterford
... East  Bundaberg
... Townsville
... Ipswich
... Mackay
Reserve .. ... ... Charleville
Brown's Plains ... ... Brown's Plains
Northampton Downs ... Blackall
Durandur No. 2, Mount Caboolture
Mee
Normanby River ... Cooktown
Cochrane street, Padding-
ton
Brisbane
93-Mile Camp, N.R. ... Charters Towers
Laura River ... ... Cooktown
... Widgee ... ... ... Gympie
. Mclvor ... ... ... Cooktown
... Gold Fields ... ... Kilkivan
... Meringandan  ... ... Meringandan
Reserve ...
Commonage ...
Endeavour River
Albion ... ...
Nudgee ... ...
Reserve .. ...
Sugarloaf ... ...
Whitefield ...
Goondiwindi
Townsville
Cooktown
Brisbane
Nudgee
Augathella
Sugarloaf
Rockhampton
... Pialba .. ... Pialba
... Buderum Mountain ... Mooloolah
... Klien street ... ... Toowoomba
... Reserve ... ... ... Blackall
Walkerston ... Walkerston
... Agnes' Rest ... ... Yengarie
... Bodumba ... ... ... Leyburn
... Gowrie Crossing ... ... Toowoomba
Charters  Towers ... ...  Charters Towers
Commonage  .. ...  Bowen
West Hill Park, Broad- Mackay
sound
Chinchilla ... ... Chinchilla
Ayrshire  Downs  ... ... Winton
Rockhampton
Commonage
Howard .. ..
Gold Fields ...
Logan Reserve ...
Walkerston ...
Bunya Mountain
Samford Road ...
Sea View . ...
Withersfield
Rockhampton
Warwick
Howard
Cloncurry
Waterford
Walkerston
Dalby
Enoggera
Bowen
Withersfield
... Dinner Corner ... ... Helidon
... Walsh River ... ... Watsonville
... Bouple ... ... ... Tiaro
... Oxley Pocket ... ... Indooroopilly
Fig Tree Farm ... ... Rockhampton
B Seri es.
U nib 23421
Y ;U1 23366
1 Y-< 23399
q*3WD
1119-3
23420
23419
Y 3 W 23365Y00  23400
Name.
Elliot  G. Thompson ...
... Walter Vardon Ralston ...
... Fred. Elwortby ...
William Dennis ...
William Henry  Teasdale
Bernard Peter Brodie...
... Thomas Odea ... ...
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the  MONTB  of JUNE, 1885.
Brand.
Pb
E2>(
1FL
1G'O
N4Z
TE1
T1F
><E9
><8L
Fc-8
Brand.
No. of
Cert ificate.
6383
12573
8304
10321
1592
16651
196
1499
4903
3578
18147
16998
B22152
No. of
Certificate
5 A :P  4535
a D R 10200
H 71 ' 3951
H (3 R, 4208
1 K Q 15366
LW9 9922
1 L Z 5057
N  K(5 16304,
N P 1 5769
Q L 1 12641
T Q b  182081 T U 7445T9V 15958Y 7Y 15%67
109
FORMER BRAND.
Horses.  Cattle.
Transferror.
Clus Peters Iken... ... ...
Lawrence Shackleton ... ...
Walsh and Brown ...
John Geoffrey O'Connell ...
Henry Drew Caswell ... ...
John McRae ... ... ...
Philip Devine
John and Alexander Muirhead...
Budge, Niall and Co. ... ...
William Bewley ... ... ...
E. Ellis and Sons ... ...
Robert Little ... ...
Frank Godschall Johnson
Name of  Proprietor.
Marguerite M. A. Roche
William Corey ...
Henry Friend, junr.
Thomas Horan ...
Julius Christie ...
George Williams... ...
William Shepherd Burnell
Hans Hansen Wieland ...
James Aird ... ...
Patrick Quill ... ...
Alfred and Arthur Brown
Thomas Stanley ... ...
Nugent Wade Brown ...
William Tully ... ...
W. D. White and Sons ...
Transferree.
Leo Damke ... ... ...
James Lawrence Elgar Shackleton
Duncan F. Mackay ..
The Bank of New South Wales
R. B. Briggs and P. Macpherson
George Bayfield ...
F. D. Badgery and J. S. Sands...
Frederick Augustus Morgan ...
Robert Barr Smith ...
Margaret Emily Mona Bewley...
The Bank of New South Wales
Walker Redmond ...
The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company
CHANGE Of RESIDENCE.
i Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand
is to be used.
Beaconsfield
Nearest  Post  Town of
Run or Farm.
... Roma
... Springvale ...
... Mackay ... ...
... Mistake Creek ...
... Aramac ... ...
... Dagworth ...
... Currie,  One-Mile...
... Cooktown
,., Mackay
... Clermont
... Aramac
... Georgetown
... Gympie
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Clermont ...
Walkerston
Iffley ...
Glen Isla ...
Tenningering
Durham Downs
Whetstone ...
Targamire ...
Delta ...
Blackall ...
Ada, Cork ...
Gladstone ...
Bribie ...
Nearest Post Town.
Rochedale ... ... ... Ingham ...
Nigger Creek ... ... ... Herberton
Commonage ... ... ... Gladstone
Ledingham Creek ... ... Northcote
Travellers' Rest, Boyne River Gladstone
Crossing
Gregor's Creek ... ... Esk ...
Boulia ... ... ... Boulia ...
Walsh River ... ... ... Northcote
Sea Hill, ICeppel Bay ... ... Rockhampton
Northcote ... ... ... i Northcote
Moralgaren ... ... .... Gladstone
Green Tree, Aramac Road Alice River
Baffle Creek and Moralgaren ... Gladstone
Rokeby Vale ... .. ... Brown's Plains
Bcaudesert and Rangeview ... Dalrymple
CORRECTIONS.
Brand.
M 613
No. of
Certificate.
1323095
B23184
Name of Proprietor.
Heinrich August Yahmel
Michael Cloughessy ...
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used. Nearest Post Town.
Nearest Post Town.
... Clermont
... Walkerston
... ... Normanton
... ... St. Lawrence
... ... Gayndah
... ... Thargomindah
,,. ... Inglewood
,,, ... Gladstone
... ... Blackall
... ... Blackall
,.. ... Winton
... ... Gladstone
... ... Caboolture
Remarks.
... Directory for 1884
... „
...  )y
... „
...
Remarks.
North Side ... ... ...  Mackay  ... ... ...
Reserve  ... ... ... ... Isisford ... ... ...
The following  BRANDS have been cancelled :-
M J 5 Number of Certificate 566
P50 2944
2> <V 16606
Y L b 14465
List for March, 1885.
List for April, 1885.
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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A RETURN in INTESTACY, showing the TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED, PAID, and INVESTED, in respect of all the ESTATES
of DECEASED PERSONS administered by the CURATOR Of INTESTATE ESTATES from the FIRST day of JANUARY
to the THIRTY-FIRST day of DECEMBER, A.D. 1884, inclusive.
Name.
Aston, Francis Henry
Aurcan, John ...
Ah Giow ...
Ah Chong ...
Apei (S.S.I.) ...
Ah Tella, CharlieAli gin ... ...
Ah Ming ...
AhSing ... ..,
Absolem, Charles
Andrews, Thomas
Adamson, Andrew ...
Anderson, W. G. ...
Anderson, John... ...
Ah Gong ... ...
Atkins, Henry ..
Abbott, James William
Austain, Jane
Bushman, Joseph
Barr, James ...
Bruhi, August ...
Bowles, F. W....
Bull, John ...
Bohan, John ...
Brown, William
Bartlett, John ...
Barry, Martin ...
Blake, George ... ...
Bell, George ... ...
Balmain, J olin ... ...
Billingham, Foley ...
Bennett., James ... ...
Baxter, William ...
Bellamy, Isaac ... ...
Freed, George Charles
late of-
... ... Charleville ...
... ... Nardoo ... ...
... ... Winton ... ...
... ... Rosewood ...
... ... Mackay ... ...
... ... Townsville ...
... Southwood
... ... Toowong ... ...
... Mackay ... ...
... ... Tambo ... ...
... ... Bollon ... ...
... ... Taroom ... ...
... ... Westmoreland ...
... ... Brisbane ... ...
... ... Mackay . ...
Toowoomba ...
Winton ... ...
Blackall ...
Western Creek ...
Dalby ... ...
Clermont
Brisbane ... ...
Isisford ...
Mackay . ...
Charleville
St. George
Jondaryan ...
Norley ... ...
Bundaberg ...
... Goondiwindi ...
... Brisbane ... ...
... Ayr ... ...
Raglan ...
Charters Towers...
Cloncurry ...
Received.
£ s. d.
... 80 5 4
... 10 9 0
9 11 0
... 15 3 1
2 16 0
... 16 5 0
... 5 0 0
211 9
3 15 0
... 398 15 6
... 15 19 9
3 0 1
... 19 2 3
0...2 6
... 0810
1 0 3
... 70 10 2
... 46 10 10
... 97 14 10
205
3
10
2 1 6
... I 0 5 0
8 1 0
... 56 2 6
... I 35 3 6
21 14 6
... 42 2 9
8 6 0
60 6 6
27 14 11
26 0 0
3 0 0
Paid.
£ s.
9 14
1 3
3 12
1 11
012
1 1
0 8
0 0
3 15
36 17
4 1
010
1 7
0 1
1 9
1 11
9 4
19 6
27 9
29 7
26 12
7 0
205 3
012
0 5
5417
2 17
31 10
15 10
2 2
23 9
18 13
6 3
0 16I
Invested.
d. £ s. d.
11 70 10 5
3 9 5 9
3 5 18 9
0 13 12 1
3 2 3 9
0 15 4 0
8 411 4
6 211 3
0
6 361 18 0
6 11 18 3
6 2 9 7
6 17 14 9
6
6 417 4
6
8
8
5 .13 0 9
5 0 5 10
9 71 16 7
5
10
2 1 9 4
0
37 9 0
8 1 410
1 32 6 5
5 146 19 6
9 26 12 0
3 6 3 9
10 36 16 '8
4 9 1 7
3 19 16 9
2 . 847 12 2
19
112
Name.
Butler ,  William'
Bachelor ,  Frederick ...
Brown , Ann .. ...
Buchanan , Walter ...
Blackmore ,  William ...
Bywater ,  Charles ...
Brown, Robert ... ...
Byrne, Thomas ...
Booth ,  Reuben ...
Bromily ,  Harry ...
Bell ,  William
Brown ,  Frederick William
Bauer, Charles ...
Blouse, Jimmy ...
Becerleg, James F.
Breen, James ...
Beattie, Garrett
Borck,  A.G. ...
Byrne, Patrick...
Brown, John Thomas H.
Brown, George ...
Baker, Frank
Bradley, Murtagh
Boulton, Henry
Brice, Edwin
Beasley, James W.
Brown, Fuller ...
Brennan, Thomas
Bowen, Margaret
Boldamus, Louis
Black, Thomas ...
Barrett,  John ...
Brolby,  Michael ...
Birnie ,  James ... ...
Bohland ,  Johann ...
Brown,  William ...
Burke , Charles ... ...
Cameron,  John ... ...
Corcoran ,  Michael ...
Costello, George
Campbell, Daniel
Campbell, James
Cull, John ...
Cosier, H. C. ...
Carroll, Peter ...
Coots, Thomas ... ..
Connellan, Lucius Robert
Coleman, William ...Coffee, Thomas ... ...
Casson, Augusta ...
Cleary, Ellen ...
Connaughton, Peter ...
Cooper, George ... ...
Cook, John G. ...
Curran, Timothy ...
Cleary, John ...
Chong, Ley You ...
Carrigan, James P. ...
Crownson, Alfred ...
Cran, William ... ...
Cusack, David ...
Carroll, John
Coughlan, Valentine
Carter, Thomas...
Cushan (Japanese)
Cairns, Elizabeth
Cocoanut Jimmy
Carey, George ...Chapman, George
Coltherd, Walter
Clifford, Edward ...
Calnon, Timothy ...
Campbell, William ...
Clay, Charles ...
Child, Maria Louisa ...
Crawford, Robert ...
Colongo. Johnny ...
Cahill, Michael ... ...
Carey, George .. ...
Crowley, Edward ...
A RETURN in INTESTACY- Conntinzued.
J. to of- Received. Paid.  Invebted.
Blackall ...
Rockhampton ...
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane ...
Ingham ... ...
Bundaberg
Blackall ...
Cairns ...
Cunnamulla ...
Brisbane ... ...
St. George ...
Charters Towers ...
Cowan Downs ...
Bundaberg ...
Rockhampton ...
Charters towers ...
Mackay ...
Normanton ...
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
Eulo ... ...
Aramac
Rockhampton ...
Clermont ... ...
Herberton ...
Cooktown ...
Blackall ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Gayndah ... ...
Thornborough ...
Clermont ... ...
Surat ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Georgetown ...
Winton ... ...
Ingham ... ...
Ingham ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Springsure ...
Warwick... ...
Bundaberg ...
Townsville ...
Cunnamulla ...
Esk ...
Maryborough ...
Pine Hill ...
Herberton ...
Mackay ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Mackay .. ...
Townsville ...
Blackall ...
Tenningering ...
Charters Towers
Boulia ... ...
Boulia ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Middle Creek ...
Hughenden
Mackay ... ...
Surat
Brig " Jemima
Brisbane... ...
Diamantina River
Cooktown ...
Katandra ...
Nanango ... ...
Maryborough
Hughenden ...
Blackall ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Clermont ... ...
Roma ... ...
Brisbane... ...
Warwick ... ...
Cooktown ...
Georgetown ...
X. d. .£ d. ;£ .c  I.
31 0 6 10 1 10 20 18 8
0 5 6 0 5 6
... 14 8 0 2 15 8 11 12 1
34 0 0 31 13 41
29 2 10 11 11 5 17 11 5
2 3 4 1 1 8 1 1 7
... 107 13 10 60 6 1 48 7 9
(i 1 3 0 12 4 5 8 11
1 11, 6 0 12  It  012 2
3 8 0 1 18 9
8 2 6 8 2 6
... 8 0 0 0 17 11  9  10  2
... 20 0 0 0 13 7 19 6 59 15  0 1  1 10 8 13  2
... 22 0 0 1 8 0 209 5 5
2 0 2 2 0 2
2 12 3 0 12 8 1 19 7
0 1 0 0 10 7
... 94 7 6 38 11 5 551 (1)  1
... 31 0 2 16 13 6 14 6 8
... 41 1 3 6 0 6 35 0 9
... 2816 1 9 410 1911 3
... 0 11 5 0 11 5
... 11 7 9 0 19 7 10 8 2
... 1 0 0 0 9 10 0 10 2
44 11 9 32 0 0 12 11 9
... 18 1 7
0 1 6
... 0 14 6
015  fl)
... 16 7 6 0 2 0
... 33 0 1
... 49 2 2
0 8 9
0 9 2 56 16 4
11 19 2
... 102 2 4
9 10 2  1 0 8 8 10 6
20 4 8  1 16 8 18 15 10
16 7 6 9 8 6 7 2 4
113 5 0 52 3 3 631 8 10
8 7 8 3 910 41911
18 7 6 8  12 5 9 15 1
4 16 0  4 14 3 0 1 9
0 8 0 0 8 0
10 8 0  2 19 11 7 8 1
110 9 0 527  11 7 204 10 9
22 11 3 9 4 0 13 7 3
50 1 6 29 18 3  20 3 3
33 16 6 8 17 11 24 18 7
1 18 6 1 18 6
11 5 0 1 15 8 9 9 4
... 519 6 519 4 0 0 2
... 24 9 9 13 4 8 11 5 1
... 17 3 9 17 3 9
... 3 1 0 3 1 0
... 0 2 6 0 2 6
... 143 4 3 68  10 11  74 13 4
... 549 7 5 548 8 1 019  It
2 13 0 1 17 4 0 15 8
9 0 0 3 0 0 6 0 0
3 13 6 :3 13 6
... 19 4 6 8 5 1 10 19 5
56 18  3  26 :3  10 30 14 5
1 3 11 0 13 6 0 10 5
... 015 0 1 4 8
618 1 014 6 6 3 7
4 6 2 2 8 0 118 2
... 161 3 8 16 15 9 144 7 11
74 7 3 13 7 3 61 0 0
10 16 10 4 7 4 6 9 6
23 15 0 23 15 0
40 7 1 2 10 0 37 17 1
4 7 8 0 11  6  3 16 2
... 0 9 6 0 8 0 0 1 6
0 2 6 10 10 11
... ... 0 13 6
... 1 11 8
4 6 2 2 8 0 118 2
5 6 0
113
Costin, William ...
Calder, Alexander ...
Collisson. Waiter ...
Coutin, Paul D'Arcy ...
Chamberlain, Thomas ...
Crampton, Patrick ...
Cheshire, Charles Henry
Champion, John ...
Copeland, William ...
Dixon, George .. ...
De Silva, Seadoris ...
Drewson, Emil August
Donnellan, Michael ...
Dumoyne, George ...
Doherty, Robert ...
Duffy, William... ...
Doyle, James Francis ...
Dellavedova, Gustavus
Name.
A RETURN in  INTESTACY--contistued.
Late of- Received. Paid. Invested.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Donovan, Richard ... ...
Davis, Henry ...
Doherty, Miles ...
Doherty, Lawrence
Donald, Charlie
Duckham, E. M. F.
Drury, Thomas ...
Dieango, Harry
Drummond, James ..,
Daubert, Conrad
Danielson ,  Daniel
Dunfrey, John ...
Davis, Richard...
Dea, John ...
...
Emerson , Thomas ... ...
Edwards, Richard ...
Evans, John ... ... ...
Ede, Joseph ... ...
Edgell, Richard ... ...
Egan, John ... ...
Elliott, Robert ... ... ...
Eppie, Anrew ... ...
Eppie, Johnny ... ... ...
Edwards, Isaac ... ...
Edmonds, Edward ... ...
Feabes, William ...
Foth, George ... .. ... ...
Foster, George,  alias  Melbourne George
Ferry, Hugh .. ...
Fahey, Michael ...
Foster,  Bernard Herman
Fowler, Henry ...
Finch, William .. ...
Farrow, William John
Fullarton, James
Fyfe, John George ...
Farrell, Frederick
Forbes, Donald
Flanagan, Joseph
Fox, Mary Maria
Fisher, Catherine
Farley, Andrew...
Fynn, Patrick .. ... ...
Fraser ,  Michael.. ...
Fooks, Charles Shorland ...
Fraser, Henry H.
Fraser, Hugh
Gillespie, Benjamin
Given, Robert A.
Gosling, Thomas
Graham, Charles S.
Garms, Clous H.
Graham, Jonathan
Graham,  David P.
Gibbs, Thomas ...
Gray, John ...
Gill, David ...
Grey,  Robert ...
Gregory, John ...
Gow, Chong ...
Grayson , William
Gill, John George ...
Cooktown ... ...
Cloncurry
Cairns
Townsville ...
Cooper's Creek ...
Mackay ...
Cunnamulla ...
Brisbane ... ...
Grandchester
Isisford ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Fiddler's Creek ...
Normanton ...
Herberton ..,
Oreon Downs ...
Winton ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Charters Towers...
Rockhampton ... ...
Talawanta ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Port Douglas ...
Brisbane ... ...
Charleville ...
Dalby ... ...
Roma ... ...
Dunwich ... ... ...
Ingham ... ... ...
Winton ... ...
Cloncurry ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Bundaberg ... ..
Beenleigh ... ...
Charleville ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Mackay .. ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
Winton ... ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Tiaro ... ...
Jondaryan
Normanton ... ...
Cunnamulla ...
Cunnamulla ...
Cunnamulla ... ,,.
Toowoomba ... ...
Murphy's Creek ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Boulia ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Hughenden ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Thargomindah ... ...
Winton ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Flinders River ... ...
Charters  Towers ...
Charters Towers ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Taroom ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Gladstone ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Ingham ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Windorah ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Mackay .
Rockhampton
Brisbane ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Warwick .. ...
Victoria  Downs .,. ...
0 1 3
0 2 6
0 1 0
1 10 101 0 0 .
0 9 1 14 13 10
22 12 9
8 1 0
0 9 10
20 12 5
21 5 0 7 10 11 13 19 4
2 2 4 5 14 2
4 1 8 4 3 8
42 19 6 43 1 8
3 1 0 1 16 6 4 18 0
14 12 1 3 15 7 10 6 6
55 5 3 27 8 6 27 16 9
15 9 0 1 18 4 13 10 8
12 16 10 g 7 6 7 9 4
2 10 1 0 14 8 1 15 5
9 0 3  2  11 10 6 8 5
2 18 6 0 13 2 2 5 4
2 3 0 115 15 3
... 0 2 6
0 6 6
0 4 3 11 16 0 4 12 7
0 16 6
25 9 8
0 4 6
1 0 0 12 2 2
7 9 0 13 17 10
0 6 7 3 8 7
1 10 0 78 13 1
0 8 0 0 8 0
55 0 0 8 6 11 57 10 9
8 0 0 515 2 2 410
7 2 6 1 0 8 6 1 10
6 8 0 6 5 8 0 2 4
38 14 3 10 0 5 28 13 10
0 1 6
1 2 9 5 18 2
... 0 3 6
... 7 14 0
415 0 10 3 2
0 2 6 0 2 6
93 15 9 47 19 5 46 2 7
1 0 0 011 8 0 8 4
209 8 0 272 8 6 128 9 9
21 7 6  14 2 2 7 5 4
32 3 0 4 011 28 2 1
2 0 0 2 15 9
35 11 10 27 11 6 18 5 11
41 8 5 7 3 6 33 4 11
11 16  OF  2 16 9 8 19 3
100 0 0 8 17 0 110 19 0
6 16 3 5 10 6 1 5 9
15 17 6 7 6 3 8 11 3
9 5 3 0 18 7 8 6 8
9011 3 918 9 801 2  6
32 16 8 32 8 0 0 8 8
25 10 9 4 18 9 20 12 0
50 1 11 3 10 0 46 11 11
0 1 8
16 2 10
0 12 10 11 10 11
0 1 4 016 7
75 12 1 58 2 10 0 11 0
305 8 10 25 14 4 351 8 0
2  10 6 0 15 2 1 16 3
101 2 1 80 9 2 20 12 11
151 17 0 151 17 0
0 13 0 .. 0 13 0
19 4 6 619 2 12 5 4
20 6 5  13 10 6 6 15 11
8 10 6 7 16 3 0 14 3
2 5 0 012 3 112 9
25 4 11 1 19 6 23  5 5
0 1 6
0 10 0 259 12 1
1 2 1 1 2 1
119 1 69 6  2
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Name.
Gravestock, Thomas ... ...
Hopkirk, George ...
Howard, Frederick ... ...
Hogan, Patrick ... ...
Hall, or Hennessey, Charles ...
Hands, E. H. ... ... ...
Hamlyn, Charles ... ...
Hoskin, John C. ... ...
Highmore, Charles
Hopkins, Pierce ... ...
Henderson, John ... ...
Heaton, William
Huddy, Andrew ... ...
Hawthorne, Jane ... ...
Harrison, William ... ...
Holley, Gilbert Gresham ...
Hughes, William ... ...
Hunt, John ... ... ...
Harting, John ... ... ...
Haydon, Henry ... ...
Hudson, Joseph ... ...
Hague, James .. .  ... ...
Highins, Thomas M. ...
Hayd, James ... ...
Hughes, William
Hamilton, Frank ... ...
Hansen, Peter ... ... ...
Hendrickson, Martin ...
Hedley, Frederick G.... ...
Heffernan, Maurice ... ...
Hogg, Thomas ... ...
Harvey, J. J. ... ...
Hoffman, Frederick ... ...
Hurrey, Henry... ... ...
Heckling, Henry .., ...
Hyland, John ... ... ...
Holton, Patrick... ... ...
Hahn, Sigsmund ...
Hewitson, Thomas ...
Hughes, Edward ... ...
Healy, Michael... ... ...
Hopkirk, George ... ...
Hennessey, Thomas ... ...
Ingham, Joseph... ... ...
Irvine, Emily ... ... ...
Inglis, William... ... ...
Jennings, John ... ... ...
Jackson, Elias ...
Jackson, George ... ...
Johnston, Edward ...
Jackson, J.,  alias  George Ellis
Jackson, Arthur ... ...
Jepson, George ...
Jacob, ... ...
Johnstone, Patrick ...
Kaye, Henry Pollock ... ...
Kimball, Joseph
Kelly, Hyaciirth ... ...
Keating, Paul .. ...
Karlson, or Carlson, B. ..
Kaye, Thomas ... ... ...
Kearin, John ... ... ...
Kimmer ,  Mary  . ... ...
Kennedy, Edward ... ...
Kmock, Joseph Moses... ...
Kosten, Charles... ... ...
Kingham ,  Mary Hall ... ...
Kelly, James
Kingston ,  Annie
Kustner,  John ...
Kennedy, Mary
Leggoe, Charles
Lorfas, Henry ..
Loveland, Frederick ...
Larsen, L. G.
Leckel, Frederick ...
Lenahan, John ...
Lewin, R. M. S. ...
Lawrie, Andrew ...
Lindsay,  James ...
Lambert, Spencer ...
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY-rontinited.
Late of Received. Paid. Invested.
Winton ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Brisbane ...
Donnybrook ...
Port Douglas ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Clermont ... ... ...
1-ferberton ... ...
Windorab ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
East Darr ... ...
Mount Margaret ...
Aramac ... ... ...
Charters Towers
Adavale ... ... ...
Winton ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Hughenden ... ...
Bowen Downs ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Hughenden ... ...
Ayr ... ... ...
Banana ... ... ...
Banchory... ... ...
Hughenden ... ...
Mount Perry ... ...
Gympie road ... ...
Bundaberg ...
Maryboroughh ... ...
Brisbane ...
Roma ... ...
Herberton ... ...
Mitchell ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Drayton ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Dunwich ...
Gin Gin ...
Ipswich ...
Ipswich ..
Sydney, N. S. Wales ...
Eulo ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Maryborough ... ...
Townsville ... ...
Goodna ... ... ...
G mpie -...
Maryborough ... ...
Eulo ... ...
Airdmillan ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Virell shot ... ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Adavale ... ... ...
Ravenswood ...
Charters Towers... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Southwood ... ...
I Mackay ... ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Tambo ... ... ...
Brisbane ...
s. "Duke of Westminster"
Yarral ... ... ...
Goodna ... ... ...
Brisbane .. ... ...
St. George ... ...
Aramac .. ... ...
Townsville ... ...
Aramac
Townsville
Chastleton
Moraby ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Nanango ... ... ...
s. d. £ .s. d. £ s. d.
0 9 10 11 3 10
2 12 0 8 1 10 137 2 9
4  () 0 1014 4 2 15 0
265 0 O 34 14 7 232  15 10
521 3 6 450  4  11  7018 7
13 16 0 2 7 4 1 11 8 8
0  2  6 ... 0 2
115 15 6 12 10 4 103 5 2
9 4 0 316 8 5 7 4
0 5 6 0 5 6
35 2 0 14 9 7 2011 5
84 7 0 12 7 2 71 19 10
1 14 5 0 2 0 91 12 11
0 10 6 0 10 6
38 17 0 7 6 10 31 10 2
56 11 4 13 16 6 42 14 10
13 6 9 4 3 2 9 510
22 10 9 3 11 4 28 19 5
282 14 2 28 6 0 254 8 2
23 7 0 9 9 6 13 17 6
0 3 0 0 3 0
1 6 6 014 0 012 6
4415 1 1014 7 34 0 6
5 2 1 5 2 1
10 13 0 1 1 2 9 11 10
15 12 10 1 1 11  14, 10 11
42 8 4 13 16 11 28 11 5
3 2 8 0 19 5 2 3 3
11 5 7 915 0 110 7
193 4 1 21 14 4 171 9 9
111 10 4 6 19 3 104 11 1
24 18 6 15 0 3 9 15 6
10 8 11 6 2 0 4 6 11
53 1 6 4 7 8 4813 10
1 2 1 0 8 6 013 7
610 6 016 0 514 6
0 13 0
196 16 6 63 5 8 133 10 10
0 1 6
... 0 1 11
. 24 16 11 51 17 7
2 12 0 8 1 10 145 4 7
0 6 8
99 9 0 710 9 1 11
30 0 0 30 2 0
0 2 0  ...  4 3 8
5 1 6 52 6
63 13 10 3 10 2 60 3 8
0 5 0 0 5 o
9 0 () 6 2 1 217 11
1 6 1 O 8 7 017 6
7 15 6 5 17 8 1 17 10
519 0 01510 5 3 2
4 13 0 4 13 0
8 10 0 31 3 4
21 0 0 3 0 4 39 8 11
15 11 9 6 2 7 9 9 2
63 8 8 8 15 2 54 13 6
236 11 9 57 6 5 179 5 4
0 8 0 0 8 0
0 15 6 0 15 6
24 19 0 9 1 3 15 17 9
0 5 6 0 5 6
6 0 7 0 13 6 5 7 1
132 19 0 14 6 0 118 13 0
0 10 6 0 10 6
231 7 5
33 18 7
... 2 6 9
... 6 15 7
... 46 15 0 49 12 2
2 12 0 23 19 2
2 3 6 0 15 9 8 17 0
28 19 0 28 19 0
20 2 10 47 0 O 18 0 1
57 9 6 7 6 2 50 3 4
2 5 0 13 11 0
35 0 0 25 11 4 9 8 4
13 6 0 7 7 6 5 18 6
3 1 6 1 3 4 118 2
9 16 2 6 2 6 3 13 8
Name.
Lathbury, William H....
Lowe, James ... ...
Laverage, John ...
Lawson, Robert ...
Livesey, John Shelby ...
Lithgow, James White
Lanagrie, Edward de ...
Lennon, John
Leigh, Christopher ...
Landsborough, James ...
Lambert, William ...
Luttrell, Michael ...
Lyons, James ...
Lynch, William ...
Matthews, E. D. ...
Marshall, William ...
Mullins, Denis ... ...
Martin, John ...
Murphy. Patrick ...
Moore, J. R. C. ...
Morrow, George ...
Midgley, Frank ...
Morrison, Murdock ...
Marksworth, Charles ...
Monahan, Patrick ...
Muller, John ...
Moore, Robert ... ...
Marion, Thomas .
Mackel, Thomas (S.S.I.)
Melbourne, Elizabeth ...
Mungoul (S.S.I.) ...
Munro, William ...
Morrell, George Walter
Murray, David ... ...
Moore, A. ...
Matheson, J. ...
Moore, Richard
Midwinter, Frederick ...
Mulcahy, Patrick
Mororo, Sam ..
Meagher, Edmond
Martin, James V.
Murray, Francis E.
Marcus, M.
Malo, Joe (S.S.I.)
Mitchell, James
Millington, Edmond ...
Marshall, Edward W....
Mumford, John ...
Malcolm, Alexander ...
Mehse, Max ... ...
Martin , Henry ... ...
McLaughlin, John ...
McKnight, J. W. ...
M cLennon, Donald ...
McEvoy, Thomas ...
McKeeman, William ...
McKay, Andrew ...
McAlister, Thomas ...
McDowall,  Samuel ...
McDowall, Stuart ...
McClan, Henry ...
McGuire, Thomas ...
McDonald, Alexander...
McKenny, James ...
McKay, Alexander ...
McIntosh, James ...
McAvoy, W. J. ...
McSweeney, Patrick ...
McLoughlin. James ...McKeogh, Thomas ...
McConnell, Thomas ...
McGrath, David ...
McCulloch, John ...
McLoughlin, Thomas ...
McLean, Thomas ...
McLeod, Kenneth ...
McMaster, John ...
McMahon, Patrick ...
McGrilles, John ...
Mc Queen, John ...
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A  RETURN in  INTESTACY - continued.
Late of- Received. Paid. Invested.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d.Macrossan Bridge ... 126 15 0 124 1 10 2 13 2
Ipswich ... ... ... 12 2 0 5 1 0 7 1 0
Winton ... ... ... 9 9 6 9 19 1
Winton ... ... ... 19 6 3 15 17 4 3 8 11
Hughenden ... ... 214  18  6 13 12 2 201 6 4
Mitchell ... ... ... 62 6 6 5  7 11 56 18  7
Rockhampton ... ... 2 4 1  0 13  8  1 10  5
Ingham ... ... ... 21 16 1 8 10 0 13 6 1
Brisbane ... ... ... 0 9 6 0 9 6
Rockhampton ... ... ... 1 19 6
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
Mackay ... ... ... ... 1 16 6
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Clermont ... ... ... 1 4 0 6 13 8
Winton ... ...  133 12 0  29 13  3  107 13  3
Cunnamulla ...  42 17  0 33  0 11  10 2 1
Brisbane ... ... ... 100 0 0 100 6 8
Normanton .. ...  76 11  0  6 13  9 11 6 8
Fairymead Plantation ... 77 17 6 15 12 7 62 9 6
Bundaberg
... 81 9 8 18 7 7 63 2 1
Weribone ... ... 11 7 10 2 14 8  8 13  2
Morven ... ... ... 2 0 0 0 10 4 1 9 8
Logan Downs ... ... 5 5 0 0 16 2 4 8 10
Rockhampton ... ... 0 2 9 0 2 9
Rockhampton ... ...  3 17  0 3 13 11 0 3 1
Maryborough ... ... 96 3 8 5 19 5 90 5 3
Tambo ... ... ... 018 6 018 6
Muttaburra ... ... 3918 9 4  17  3 35 1 6
Brisbane ... ... ... 71 6 8 71 6 8
Adavale ... ... ... 18 10 11 1 2 2 17 8 9
Beenleigh ... ...  16 18  8  0 17  0  17 12 4
Beenleigh ... ...  6 11 11  0 13  9 5 18 2
Clare ... ... ...  17 14  5  1 19  2  15 15  3
Carcory ... ... ... ... 20 6 4
Hughenden ... ... 13 3 1 7 17 10 5 5 3
Katandra ... ... 4 8 2  0  15  0  3 13  2
Cloncurry ... ...  36 19  5 7 18 5 21 9 0
Brisbane ... .. ... 1 9 11 1 8 1 0 1 10
Ayr ... ... ... 249 5 6 22 6 6 226 19 0
Brisbane ... ... ... 17 17 8 1 7 0 16 10 8
Warwick ... ... 32 8 3
Brisbane ... ... ... 38 0 0 38 18 0
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
Bundaberg ... ... ... 0 2  10
Brisbane ... ... ...
...
0 1 6
gobble Creek ... ...  5 7  8 17 7 8
Rockhampton ... ... ... 12  0 10
Rockhampton ... ... ...  31 14 11
Brisbane ... ... ... 0 6 10
Cooktown ... ...  7 15 5  207 10  4 0 6 7Bundaberg ... ... 3 14 11 146 15 6
Bowra  ... ... ... 0 9 6 4 7 6
Aramac ... ... ...  31  7 6 2 16 11 29 14 1
Roma ... ... ... 53 11 3 37 14 9 16 3 0
Normanton ... ... 37 13 1 243 16 10
Warwick... ... ... 273 0 0 273 0 0
Bundaberg ... ... 19 7 1 19 7 1
Brisbane ... ... .. 18 12 7 1 12 0 17 0 7
Mackay ... ... ... 11 6 2 5 16 6 5 9 8
Brisbane ... ... ... 4 1 0 0 19 0. 6 4 5
Townsville ... ... 17 5 6 16 2 2 1 3 4
Brisbane ... ... ... 5 19 9 8 12 10 0 2 3
Veresdale ... ... 28 0 0 16 6 4  11 13  8
Bowen ... ... ... 23 11 0  1  12  6  21 18  6
Mackay ... ... ... 0 14 0 0 10 4 0 3 8
Mungindi ... ...  17 10  7 1 6 0 16 4 7
Roma ... ... ...  3 11  3  0 11  6  2  19  9
Brisbane ... ... ... 11 18 7 0 1 6 11 17 1
Brisbane ... ... ... 13 11 10 1 3 0 12 8 10
Blackall ... ... ... 0 15 0  0 11  0 0 4 0
Darr River Downs ... 52 10 11 4 2 6 48 8 5
Winton ... ... ... 26 3 1 11 2 0 15 1 1
Warbreccan ... ... 70 18 6 9 19 0  60 19  6
Ingham ... ... ...  28 18  6 11 7 11  17 10  7
Gympie ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Charters Towers... ... ... 0 5 4
Aramac ... ... 213 8 69  16 10  57 1 6
Cunnamulla ... ... 0  0 11  5 1 1
Weelamerra ... ... ... 17 13 3 0 9 9
Rockhampton ... ... ... 5 2 6
Oakey Creek. ... ... ... 0 1 0
116
Name.
McClure, Hugh... ...
McDonough, Patrick ...
Nercecher, Caspar ...
Nicholas, John ... ...
Nosworthy, George ...
Nelson, Archibald ...
Nelson, George ... ...
Noble, Alfred Charles ...
Nesbit, Robert Brown...
Norman, George
Nicholas, Alexander
O'Brien, Edward
O'Neill,  James ...
O'Connor,  Michael
O'Neill, William
O'Grady,  Thomas
O'Donnell ,  Cornelius ...
O'Neill, Anthony ...
O'Doherty, Hugh
Orr, David ... ...
Obar, Johnny ..
O'Malley, Charles
O'Sullivan, Timothy
Ollsson, Peter ..
O'Donohue, Patrick ...
Plunkett, Christopher ...
Ponsonby, William ...
Pearson , James ...
Prehn, Henry ... ...
Powell, William ...
Piear (Chinese) ...
Paddon, William James
Peries, James ... ...
Puruss (S.S.I.) ..,
Perrins, Thomas S. ,.,
Pocock, Edward W.
Petersen, Christina ..,
Phillips, Edward .,.
Partridge, William ...
Pitt, Mark ...
Powell, James White ...
Palmer, William ...
Pitkeathley, William ..,
Pashley, Ellen Louisa...
Parker, Mary ... ...
Qvist, Anders ... ...
Ross, Thomas ...
Reynolds, Edward P....
Rogers, Thomas ...
Reeves, Henry . ...
Ross, James Callum ...
Rigney, Patrick ...
Reade , Albert ... ...
Robertson ,  James ...
Rice, Lucius Albert ...
Reilly, Christopher ,.,
Ryan, Pierce ...
Renstrom, Margaret M.
Roberts, Nathaniel ...
Ross, George Innes ,.,
Ryan, Matthew ...
Rayu, Sandy
Ridgway, John Matthew
Ross,  Carl ... ...
Ryan, John ...
Sohactu, Jesimura
Sulieman, ...
Shrigley, James
Segur, Henry
Sin, Ha ... ...
Stade, Harry ...
Saunders , Edward ...
Snelgar, Edward
Stewart, James...
Selwyn, James ..,
Suslala, Johnny
Simpson, Hugh
Sull ivan, Denis
A RETURN  in  INTESTACY -continued.
Late  of-
Boulia ... ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Aramac .. ... ...
Townsville ...
Maryborough
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Windorah
Toowoomba
Aramac .. ... ...
Hughenden
Brisbane ... ... ...
Boulia ... ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Blackall ...
New South Wales ...
Townsville ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Cunnamulla
Blackall ...
Lower  Burdekin...
s.s. " Almora "
Geraldton ...
Eulo ... ...
Bowen ...
Esk ... ...
Gayndah ...
Ayr ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Aramao ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mackay ...
Muttaburra ...
North Ingleston... ...
Thornborough ... ...
Georgetown ... ...
Cloncurry ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Mount Emu ... ...
Brisbane  . ... ...
Port Douglas ... ...
Townsville
Adavale ... .,
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Brisbane ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Herberton ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Brisbane... ...
St Lawrence
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Yaamba ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Herberton ... ...
Windorah ... ...
Highfields ... ...
Winton ...
Brisbane ...
Normanton ... ...
Springsure ... ...
Bald Hi ll s ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Mackay ...
Winton ,,, ...
Johnstone River... ...
Mackay ..,
Woogaroo
Oakey Creek
Bundaberg
Cardwell ...
Winton ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Yeuloa ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ...
Received, Paid. Invested.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 2 7 39 7 8
. 23 18 9 15 19 4
33 9 9 9 6 3 2t 3 6
6 0 0 1 1 10 4 18 2
415 8 Olt 8 4 1 0
3 7 9 0 10 8 2 17 1
1 10 6 1 10 6
2 9 0 1 5 0 1 4 0
... 3 12 0
0 5 0 84 2 8
0 18 1 19 1 0
6 17 8 0 19 9 6 0 9
0 8 0 0 8 0
67 7 7 32 0 4 35 7 3
24 0 0 6 6 10 17 13 2
31 2 6 30 17 6 0 5 0
21 1 7 11 4 4 9 17 3
010 0 010 0
109 7 5 11 11 6 97 15 11
0 2 0 0 4 9
0 2 6
0 14 2 5 14 5
1 0 0 25 4 8 10 0 7
..
0 2 6 126 18 3
1 4 11 27 0 2
19 0 0 7 1 7 012 4
1019 9 610 8 4 9 1
5 3 4 0 7 11 4 15 5
711 0 4 210 :3 8 2
17 15 11 10 4 8 7 11 :3
8 11 6 3 9 3 5 2 3
83 5 1 8 8 6 7416 7
0 7 0 0 7 0
46 11 0 22 17 5 23 13 7
23 5 3 4 7 5 18 17 10
70 11 2 46 2 5 34 8 9
0 16 0 ... 32 9 2
0 3 0 li... 8 0
.., 3 0 6
0 13 0
0 5 3
42 15 6
9 8 0
20 7 8
0 5 9
22 3 0 115 4 20 7 8
13 7 6 6 5 8 7 4 6
184 12 3 129 18 4 19 2 10
110 0 010 7 019 5
4 18 2 1 0 8 3 17 6
117 18 1 65 14 0 52 4 1
3 17 0 0 16 9 3 0 3
2 1 0 2 1 0
18 9 0 2 15 10 15 13
13 14 3 13 14 3
2
6 0 0 515 2 0 410
9 17 4 3 2 11
2 0 2 015 2 1 5 ii
33 2 3 1 1710 31 4 5
55 0 0 10 11 6 66 6 4
13 0 9 6 16 0 6 4 9
0 1 6
0 2 4
31 14 1 2 5 4
0 1 4 111 7
56 11 6 56 11 6
Oil 0 0 10 9 0 0 3
13 7 0 6 19  2 6 7 10
121 12 0 18 13 3 118 2 10
017 2 010 8 0 6 6
1210 9 12 8 9 0 2 0
17 7 9 6 12 9 10 15 O
27 3 10 12 10 9 14 13 1
56 0 0 55 18 7 0 1 5
279 15 9 33 13 1 246 2 8
12  5 0 1 3 10 11 1 2
5 0 0 9 1 2
37 2 3 37 2 3
117
N aine.
Street ,  James Lacey ... ...
Steedman ,  William
Stirling ,  Archibald ... ...
Sharples ,  Edward ... ...
Smith ,  Joseph .. . ... ...
Smith, John ... ... ...
Smith ,  W. R. ... ...
Schafer ,  Frederick ... ...
Smith ,  Benjamin ...
Schafer ,  Alfred  ... ... ...
Stewart, Donald ...
Sue, Cheong
Snow, Willis Jackson ...
Smith ,  Frank ,.. ... ...
Stuckey ,  George  A. V. ...
St. John .. . ... ...
Spearing Henry Edward ...
Scott, Robert ,.. ...
Smith, George ... ... ...
Smith, William... ... ...
Smith, Harry ... ... ...
Schefer, Charles ...
Sharp, William M. ...
Schmidt, Jorgen ... ,,.
Summers, Samuel B. .. ,
Townsend, John ... ...
Travers, Michael ...
Tiernan, Alfred...
Thompson, Alfred ... ...
Thwaits, Alfred... ... ...
Turpin, William ... ...
Turner, Charles... ... ...
Tahany, John ...
Thompson, William W. ...
Thomas, Isaac James ... ...
Tyson, Mat ... ... ...
Taylor, George ... ... ...
Tierney, Charles ...
Town or Jack ... ... ...
Thomas, William C. .,.
Tombs, Eliza ... ... ...
Trude. Henry ... ... ...
Unknown Deceased, &c. ...
Valtago, Sam (S.S.I.) ... ...
Voysey, William ... ...
Vickers, James ... ... ...
Wark, Robert Hunter ...
White, Joseph ... ... ...
Wall, Thomas ... ... ...
Weimer, Carl ... ... ...
Williams, James
Wood, Edwin ...
Wilson, Henry...
Wood, Alexander
Wilson, John ... ... ,.,
Wedge, Henry ... ... ...
Watkins, Mrs.... ... ...
Weiser, Thomas ... .,,
Williams, John ... ... ...
Williams, William
Weeks, George ... ... ...
Wilson, W. ... ... ...
Walker James ... ... ...
West, Thomas ... ... ,.,
Whatcott, Robert ... ...
Webber, Sarah Ann ... ...
Wilson, Jessie .. ...
Waldron, John Roland ...
Wurdig, Joseph
Wilmuth (S.S.I.) ...
Wingfield, George A. ...
Walker, James... ...
Williams, John S.
.,Walton, Joseph... ... .,,
Williams, John  ...
Wren, Frederick ... ...
Walsoo, ... ...
Wallace, Janet ... ... ..,
Watson, Adam ...
A RETURN in  INTESTACY-continued.
Mackay ... ...
Mackay ...
B ichmond Downs
Norwood ... ...
Mitchell . ...
Glenprairie ...
Mackay . ...
Toowoomba ...
Bowen .. ...
Hughenden ...
Mackay ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Brisbane ...
Carcory ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mitchell . ...
Townsville ...
Townsville ...
Lorne... ... ...
Brisbane .. ...
Charters Towers...
Brisbane ... ...
Maryborough ...
Tiaro ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Townsville ...
Dalby ...
Thargomindah ...
Cunnamulla ...
Cloncurry ...
Mitchell ... ...
Toowoomba ..,
Brisbane ... ...
Rockhampton
Meringden ..,
Walloon Station
Brisbane ... ...
Late of- Received. Paid. Invested.
Brisbane
..•
Brisbane ...
Isisford ...
Brisbane ...
Blackall
Nebo ..
Maryborough
Gympie ...
Brisbane ...
Mackay ...
Winton ...
Mackay ...
Warwick ..
barque  "Archer"
Woolgar ... ...
Mitchell ...
Boulia ... ...
Blackall ...
Brisbane ... ...
Hughenden ...
Townsville
s.s. " Almora"
Leyburn ...
Boiilia ... ...
Winton .. ...
Rosebrook ...
St. George ,.,
Rockhampton ..
Mourilyan Harbour
Boulia ... ...
Roma .. ...
Townsville ...
Cunnamulla ...
Isisford .. ...
Charleville ...
oloncurry ...
Adavale ...
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane ...
Tambo ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 8 0 0 12 1 0 15 11
1 19 10 40 4 11 20 19 6
38 19 2 2 3 5 36 15 9
208 19 10 12 2 1 196 17 9
24 3 6 11 8 2 12 15 4
6 12 11 6 0 0 0 12 11
29 0 6 1 19 9 27 0 9
130 3 9 130 3 9
53 14 1 16 5 3 37 8 10
1 0 6 1 0 6
... 0 12 6 0 10 4 0 2 2
... 0 6 8 0 6 8
,.. 5 8 0 5 15 6
,., 010 2 0 8 6 0 1 8
1 14 0 1 9 3 0 4 9
... 1 18 1 0 9 9 1 8 4
0 8 0 0 8 0
... 32 1 3 2 2 0 29 19 3
... 42 3 8 1314 6 28 9 2
... 29 0 0 2 19 6 26 0 6
0 11 3 ... 30 2 6
... 0 0 9
7 7 11
,., 1 2 8 17 3 11
0 0 9 1 2 7
919 7 7 0 8 218 5
20 9 6 165 7 4
18 15 6 4 8 3 14 17 3
22 10 3 1 10 2 21 0 1
10 0 0 0 16 5 9 3 7
81 710 10 2 4 71 5 6
710 0 014 6 615 6
37 19 10 8 17 0 29 2 10
2 18 0 1 2 0 1 16 0
... .. 1 10 6
0 1 0
0 0 7 177 13 0
0 16 2 75 17 2
0 1 6
0 9 4
014 0
.,. 0 1 0
2 9 6
61 7 7 616 1 5411 6
... 25 7 1 6 10 3 18 15 10
... 2 2 3 1 0 10 1 1 5
0 15 6 24 8 6
... 126 11 7 20 4 0 214 7 0
111 0 01110 019 2
4 0 0 019 3 3 1 9
... 012 6 01011 0 1 7
... 73 15 5 23 15 2 50 0 3
... 13 9 0 13 9 0
... 10 5 0 610 0 315 0
... 85 11 4 79 8 5 6 2 11
... 3 14 6 0 10 7 3 3 11
... 103 1 10 74 4 2 •85 6 4
,.. 22 19 0 22 19 0
... 78 12 5 4 2 2 7410 3
... 38 7 4 1119 9 26 7 7
... 5 5 1 1 9 0 3 16 11
,.. 5 7 6 3 11 2 1 16 11
... 61 6 2 4 3 1 57 3 1
... 4.5 1 10 16 15 4 28 6 6
... 215 5 014 8 2 0 9
... 40 4 8 25 4 8 15 0 0
... ... 0 1 0
,., 0 14 6
122 1 10 18 6 2 103 15 8
... 65 12 10 3 15 10 61 17 0
... 12 710 418 4 7 9 6
3 0 0 3 0 0
... 23 8  2  11 10 10 11 17 4
... 3617 1 814 6 28 2 7
... 54 12 0 9 14 4 35 17 8
...
18 19 1 1 16 7 16 12 6
,,, 14 9 0 116 6 1212 6
0 4 0
2 13 6
1 15 3 189 14 9
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Name.
A RETURN in  INTESTACY--continued.
Late of- Received. Paid. Invested.
Walker, H. S. ... ,.,
Woods, Thomas ,..
Waller, William ...
Wilson, John ... ...
Wills, Thomas ... ...
Webster, W. .. ...
Walters, Thomas M. ...
Weston, Charles H. ...
Yenaloy,  alias  Charley
Zimmermair , Clemens ...
s. d. £ s. d.
... ... Ravenswood  ... ... 0 1' 2 7 7 6
... ... Aramac ... .. . ... 0 1 2  5  16 6
... ... Beauaraba  ... ... ... 6 15 0
... ... Clermont  .. ... ... ... 3 19 6
... ... Hughenden  ... 2 10  9 76 9 2
... ... Sprmgsure  ... ... ...  7 12 11
... ... Brisbane  .. ... 1 18 0
... ... Hughenden  ... .... 217 6 97 1 0
... ... Bunda berg  ... .. 6 0 0 0 14 9
... ... Mackay  ... ... ... I 0 10 8 0 10 2
In accordance with Section No. 38 of  " Th,e Intestacy  Act of  1877."
Dated this Twenty -fifth day of June, A.D. 1885.
£ s. d.
11 0 0
15 6 6
2 4 4
5 5 2
0 0 6
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
By Authority  :  JAnrs C.  BaAL, Government  Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
ti
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. RUSGBAvx, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by a Proclamation issued underthe Hand of the Governor and the Seal of
the Colony, under date the tenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty, the boundaries of the Strathalbyn
Gold Field were defined pursuant to the provisions
of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874," 38 Victoria No.
11: Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
in pursuance of the power vested in me as Governor
of the said colony, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
declare that the boundaries therein published have
been amended, and do now p°oclaim the following
as being the area and boundaries of the said
Gold Field
STBATHALBYN GOLD FIELD.
District of Kennedy.
25 square miles.
Commencing one mile south from the southern
base of a hill known as MacGregor's Bonnet, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east one mile ; on the east by a line bearing north
five miles ; on the north by a line bearing west
five miles ; on the west by a line bearing south
five miles ; and on the south by a line bearing east
four miles to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day-of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAYE THE  QUEEN!
20
[No. 11.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[r.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVB, chael and St. George, Governor
Gorernor. and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Q ueensland and its
1)ep' mlencies.
-WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
fourth year of Her present Majesty's reign,
intituled  " An Act to make provision for Regu-
lating and Controlling the Introduction and Treat-
ment of Labourers from the Pacific Islands,"  it
is amongst other things enacted that the Governor
in Council may from time to time, by proclamation
in the  Gazette,  declare any district in which Pacific
Islanders or labourers are employed to be a
district in which a Hospital for such Islanders and
labourers shall be established : And whereas it
is deemed necessary to declare the District
of Ingham to be a district in which such a
Hospital shall be established : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, in pursuance of the power and authority
vested in me by the said Act, and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, declare the District of Ingham within
the following boundaries, that is to say,-
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay at the
mouth of Saltwater Creek, and bounded thence by
that creek upwards to its source in the Sea View
Range ; by that range north-westerly to the source
of Garrawalt Creek; by that creek and the Herbert
River downwards to Hawkins Creek; by that
creek upwards to its source in the Mount Leach
Range ; by that range northerly to a point west
from the northern extremity of Haycock Island ;
thence by a line east to the coast ; and thence by
the coast southerly to the point of commencement,
-inclusive of adjacent islands.
to be a district in which a Hospital for Pacific
Islanders and labourers shall be established.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MCKINNON  PRATT
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for General
Cemetery, Bowen, in the room of George Frederick
Sandrock, resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Staff-Surveyor H. ST. JOHN WOOD
to be District Surveyor at Maryborough, in the
room of Archibald McDowall, -ansferred. This
appointment to take effect  fr om the 1st instant.
t . B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ABCHTBALD MCDOWALL
to he District Surveyor at Toow -omba and
Inspector of Surveys in the Surveyor-General's
Department. This appointment to take effect from
the 1st instant.
C. B DUTTON.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 7th July, 1885.
NO Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Division of Johnstone, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions  of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1879,
been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM LTJCKEN and
JAMES PHELAN
to be Auditors for the said Division.
WM. MILES.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct  that a  Branch of the Government  Savings
Bank be established at
COOMERA TOWNSHIP.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Il 1'r RY PAGE
to be Master of the Queensland Government
steamer  " Otter.'
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th July, 1885.
jJ IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
.I of the Executive Counc il , has ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Local Government Act
of  1878,"  been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM GILL BAILEY
to be an Auditor for the Shire of Tiaro, in the
room of F. H .  Nugent, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1885.HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
J. F. SHALES
to be Assistant  Health Officer at Cooktown, in the
room  of W. S. Walsh,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885. _
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council , has been pleased
to appoint
Senior -Constable M. C. McD ERMOTT
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  and Inspector
of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter  at Southwood, in the  room of Senior-
Constable  Short,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation  tendered by
HENRY ARMITAGE
of his  appointment as a Magistrate  of the Terri-
tory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been pleased to approve the appointment of
WILLIAM VILLIEBS BROWN ,  Esquire,
as Consular  Agent, in Townsville, for the United
States of America.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
W. F. G. NEPEAN  HUTCHISON
to be a Deputy Registrar of Sheep  Brands.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
l notified that he has, on behalf of II er Majesty,
been pleased to accept the services of a Second
Company of the Charters Towers Corps of the
Defence Force, to b • enrolled in Charters Towers,
under the provisions  of  "The Defence Act of  1884"
and the Regulations of 24th February, 1885, that
such Company shall be known and designated as
" E Company," and that the establishment thereof
shall be as  follows:-
Captain ...
...
... 1
Lieutenants  ... ...  2
Total Officers ... 3
Colour- Sergeant  ... ... 1
Sergeants  ... ... ...  3
Corporal s ... ... ... 3
Bugler  ... ... ... 1
Privates  ... ... ... 50
Total non-commissioned officers and men 58
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional a po'ntments in the
Volunteer Branch of the Queensland Defence
Force :-
GILBERT E. PRIMRosE,
Louis GOLDBING, and
PHILLIP PALMER AGNEw
to be Captains ;
NORMAN BUCHANAN,
ROBERT SUTHERLAND,
COURTENAY CHARLES BOYLE,
WILLIAM LATHER, and
ALFRED S. BAILEY
to be Lieutenants.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Grammar Schools Art
of 1860," has been pleased to re-appoint
The Honourable Sir A. H. PALMER, K.C.M.G.,
Mr. JUSTICE MEIN, and
JOHN SCOTT, Esquire, M.L.A.,
to be Trustees of the Brisbane Girls' Grammar
School ; and to appoint
ALEXANDER STEWART, Esquire,
to be a Trustee of that School.
Also to approve of the re-appointment of
Sir CHARLES LILLEY, Chief Justice,
The Honourable S. W. GRIFFITH, Q.C., M.L. A., and
LF.wis ADOLPIIVS BERNAYS, Esquire ,  F.L.S.,
to be Trustees of the Brisbane Girls '  Grammar
School ,  upon the nomination of the subscribers
thereto.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions and
transfers of Teachers in the service of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, viz.:-
ELIZA ANN BARNETT
to be transferred to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Bundaberg South ; to take effect from the 1st
July, 1885.
LouISA HALL
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Girls and Infants at Bun-
daberg South ; to take effect from the 1st July,
1885.
ARTHUR CHARLES HARDY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Maryborough ; to take effect from the 1st July,
1885.
FREDERICK WILLIAM MARTIN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher at the State School, Bulimba ; to take
effect from the 1st July, 1885.
IVIE MIJRCHIE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Bundaberg
South ; to take effect from the 1st  July,  1885.
PATRICK Rocxs
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Boys at Bundaberg South ;
to take effect from the 1st July, 1885.
PATRICK RYAN
to be transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at A llora; to take
effect from the 1st July, 1885.
ELIZABETH WINDLE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the. Central State School for Girls at
Brisbane ; to take effect from the 1st July, 1885.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment of
HENRY CRAIG
as a Clerk in the Department of Public Instruction.
Appointment to take effect from the 1st January,
1880.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885.
[ j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
L 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions and transfers
of Teachers in the service of the Department of
Public Instruction, to take effect from the 1st July,
1885, viz.:--
EMILIE ADDISON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Bundaberg South ;
EDWARD BARTON ATKINS
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School for Boys at Townsville ;
RICHARD BRACEWELL
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Enoggera ;
FREDERICK HENRY CLARKE
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Gayndah ;
JOHN MORRISON
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Boys at Dalby;
RICHARD MONAGHAN POWER
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Oakey Creek.
B. B. MORETON.
H
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of a State School
at
AYR (Lower  Burdekin).
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Grammar Schools Art
of  186()," has been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER STEWART. Esquire,
to be a Trustee for the Boys' Grammar School at
Brisbane,  vice  The Honourable Edward Barrow
Forrest, Esquire, M.L.C., resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
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Ooionial Secretary's Office,
$risb.ane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACTOF
1880."
NOTICE.
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
V ' the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
'tided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
".PACIFIC ISLAND LAEO JRERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
V HEREAS by the Regulations made under
V the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a `special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular  ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Q Leensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all  Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that  the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by  the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette ,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship ,  forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed  ;  Now, therefore ,  I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH ,  Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land ,  being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act ,  do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the -Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Gove rn ment Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion ,  and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane ,  this twenty-
fourth day of December ,  A.D. 1884.
S. W.  GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I
T is bereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine oji the 6th November last,
that is to say,-11.411 that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on t 4e 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the is'ands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
rown  Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
M O
NoY
oaa
By Command,
Land Agent's
Dist rict.
A. It.  P.
102 James Gibson ... ... 2,071 0 0 Cooktown
187 Ditto ... ... ... 486 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her =Majesty' s reign.
Name of Lessee. Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
AMENDMENT.
PIEOC'LA  Nf ATION.
'3y his Excellency Sir ANTBBONT MSusGlcavr,
Riiiglrt Grand Coss of the Must
..s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.  M LT,GKAI'Ii, char- aid St. George, Governor
Governor.  and C'oinmauder-iii-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Delawndenc'ies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " Tlie
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVB, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following lots of land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified, at the upset pr;ce affixed to each lot
respectively. (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
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The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the  scale  established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
TOOWOOMBA,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 10TH DAY  OF AUGUST, 1885.
YLot. lAlloNo. of Wo. ftment.  section . Ares. Prime
i A. E. P. E a
TOWN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Cambooya, town
of Cambooya.
(Fronting the Warwick Railway Line.)
1 34 1 0 0 8 02 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
3 4 33 1 0 0 8 0
4 6 33 1 0 0 8 0
5 6 33 1 0 0 8 0
6 7 33 1 0 0 8 0
7 8 33 1 0 0 8 0
8 9 33 1 0 0 8 0
g 10 33 1 0 0 8 0
10 11 33 1 0 0 8 0
11 12 33 1 0 0 8 0
12 13 33 1 0 0 1 8 0
13 14 33 1 0 0 8 0
14 15 33 1 0 0 8 0
15 16 33 1 0 0 8 0
16 17 33 1 0 0 8 0
17 18 33 1 0 0 8 0
18 19  33 1 0 0 8 0
19 20 33 1 0 0 8 0
20 21 33 1 0 0 8 0
21 22  33 1 0 0 8 0
22 23  33 1 0 0 8 0
23 24  33 1 0 0 8 0
24 25 33 1 0 0 8 0
25 26 33 1 0 0 8 0
26 $7 33 1 0 0 8 0
27 28 33 I 1 0 0 8 0
28 1 37 1 0 0 8 0
9
30 3 $7 1 0 .0 8 0
31 4 37 1 0 0 8 0
32 5 37 I 1 0 0 8 0
33 6 37 1 0 0 8 0
34 7 37 0 3 35 8 0
35 8 37 0 3 28 8 0
36 9 37 0 3 16 8 0
37 10 37 0 3 5 8 0
38 11 37 0 2 33 8 0
39 12 ( 37 0 2 22 8 0
40 13 37 0 2 10 8 0
41 14 37 0 1 39 8 0
42 15 37 1 0 0 8 0
43 16 37 1 0 0 8 0
44 17 37 1 0 0 8 0
45 18 37 1 0 0 8 0
46 19 37 1 0 0 8 0
47 20 7 1 0 0 8 0
48 21 37 1 0 0 8 0
40 22 37 1 0 0 8 0
50 23  37 1 0 0 8 0
5i 24  37 1 0 0 8 0
52 25 37 . 0 0 8 0
53 26 37 1 0 0 8 0
54 27 37 1 0 0 8 0
55 I 28  37 1 0 0 8 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secret9ry for Public Lands,
WM. MMIL1S.
GOD  SAVE THB QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Kni4ht Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander.in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown LandsAct of  1884," I, Sir ANTh ONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of theJETecutivO Council, doby this my Proclamation,
hotity and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has-been reserved for the purpose named.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
85-14108.-P.O.B.
Resumed from the Sedan Run, in the Unsettled
District of Mitchell.
640 acres.
Cwni4encing at a point five chains north of
Welford Lagoon Telegraph Station, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north-
east forty chains ; thence on the north-easst by a
line bearing south-east one mile ; thence on the
south-east by a line bearink south-west one mile ;
thence on the south-West by a line bearing north-
west one mile ; and thence again oh the north-west
by a line bearing north-east forty cliains to the
point of eommencentlent.
Given under my bland and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
Jti1y, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
0. B. DUTTON.
Gob Si+ titR QtraFw  I
PROCISAM ATION.
By His lxcell ggncp Sir ANTHONY M:tJSGRAVE,
Khlght Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael ahd St. George, Governor
A. MtYSGUAVL, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland ahd its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sectibh ninety-five of " The
Croivn Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANFHoNt
MusanAV F, the Governor aforesaid, with the advicb
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been pertnanehtly reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
85-12024-B.G.
Ravenswood.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by notice in the
dGovernment Gazette  dated  2n April, 1874,
which iS hereby amended.)
County of Gladstone, parish of Ravenswood.
h acres 2f34 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 245 degrees 45
minutes, and distant six chains and thirty-three
links from the east corner of section 2, and bounded
thence bh the north-east by a road and a line
bearing 140 degrees 28 minutes four chains and
forty links; on the south-east by a line bearing
203 degrees 3 minutes five chains and fifty-fivelinks; on the south-west y a line bearing 320
degrees 28 minute's for c ains and forty links ;
and on the north-vieet by a road bearing 23 degrees
3 miriutbs five Chains ahd fifty-five links to the
point of commericenient.
Given under nay Hind Mid Seal, it Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, .this ninth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-fire, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Comiiiand,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEF I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L. s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance  with the eighty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation dct of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Road hereinunder described shall be and is hereby
opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 2984, Brisbane District (Garvis Farrow).
From the north boundary of portion 58, parish
of Samsonvale, south-westerly to its south boun-
dary. Containing 4 acres 2 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this ninth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
proclaim that the Reserve for Public Purposes on
the Mulgrave River, established by Proclamation
dated 12th November, 1883, and notice in the
Government Gazette  dated 15th May, 1885, shall
be and is hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of Jul
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of tier Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  'i Hs QUEENI
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July,  1886,
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Islands, as per descriptions herewith,
in the Land Agent's District of Ingham, will be
open for Occupation License under part 5 of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Land Agent's
Office, Ingham, on and after
1885, at an upset annual rent of 1r2
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Islands may be obtained by applica.
tion to the local Land Agent or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me  vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-12018-D.B.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from subdivision
1 of portion 2, parish of Gundiah.
From its east boundary north-westerly and north-
erly to the north boundary on Sandy Creek. Con-
taining 7 acres 2 roods ,  taken fro m a reservation
of 30 acres  (Mary Scarrott).
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
July,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GoD SAVE  THE QUESai  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir Aitvi o r MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown  L ands Actof  1884 ,"  1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE ,  the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Name of Island.
North Palm
Orpheus ...
Fantome ...
Curacoa ...
Great Palm
Approximate Area.
11 square miles.
51 „
24 „
3 „ ,p
24
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th  July,  1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications. under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.I Applicant.
+1
t2
t3
Situation. Parish. Area.
I I A. R. P.
The Glengal - I  Road separating por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian Divisio -  tion 46 from portion
nal Board, 47
on account
of Mary
Orange
The Tinaroo Road separating por- Her be rton 2 2 38
Divisional  bons  5 and 11 fro m
Board ,  on port ions 6 and 12
account of
Peter George
Grant
The Ingle- The reserved road Rosenthal 7  2  10
wood Divi -  through portion 341
sional Bo-
ard, on ac-
count of
John Wil-
son
t4 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto  ...I 8 2 0
through portion 133
* NOTE.- The closure of this road is pro pos3d to be carried out
in connection  with the opening  of a road through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t NoTF.- The closu re  of these  ro ads is proposed  to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO B E CLOSED.
I
No. Applicant .  Situation, Parish. Area.
I A. R. P.
1 The Mutda -  Road separating  por- Mutdapilly 6 2 0
pilly Divi- tion  6 from port ions 7
sional and 8
Board on
account
of Peter
Mc$i11op
2 Ditto ... Road separating  por- ditto ... 30 2 0
tions 8, 8A, 9 , 10, 124,
1.27, 133, 134. 141,142,
148, and 149 from
port ions 7,  11, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97,  98, 99,
100, and 101
3 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto  ...  3 0 27
tion 129  from portion
130
4 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto ... 21 0 18
tions 128, 129,130,131,
132, 135,  136, 137, 138,
139, 140,  145, 1 16, 152,
153, 154,  and 15.5 from
port ions 127,  133,134,
137A,138A,139A,140A,
147, 150,  and 151
5 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto ... 22 3 0
tions 93,94,  95, 96, 97,
94, 99, 100, and 101
fro m portions 110,
109, 108,  107, 106, 105,
104, 103,  and 102
6 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- Forbes  ...  10 2 27
tions 56,  55, 54, and
53 f ro m portions 50,
51, and 52
7 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- Mutdapi lly 12 0 22
tions 95.  108, and 115
from portions 98, 107,
and 118
About
8 Ditto  ... Part  of  ro ad separating  ditto ... 1 0 0
port ion 134 from por-
tion 141
9 Ditto ...  Road separating  por- ditto ., 12 0 5
tions  98, 105,  and 118
from port ions 99, 104,
and 119
10 Ditto . ..  Part of road separating ditto
port ion 148 fro m por-
tion 119
About
0 2 0
11 Ditto .. .  Road separating por- Mutdapilly I 15 0 30
tions 116, 117, 118,  and Forbes
119, 120,  and part of
91 from  portions 196,
197, 198,  218, 121, and
part of 123
12 Ditto  ...  Road separating  por- ditto  ...  19 3 21
tions 120, 102, 50, 51,
52, and 93 from por-
tions 91 and 126
13
14
Ditto ... Road separating por-
tions 54 and 51 fromportions-53 and 52
Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 53 and 52 fro m
portion 9.3
Forbes ... 8 1 20
ditto  ... 8 329
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
"The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884"  have been made for
closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all  persons
who may consider their interests affected  thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their
objections, in writing ,  within two months from
this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba ;  the Police and
Post Offices ,  Coomera and Jondaryan.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 Isaac The  ro ad separating Pimpama 4 2 30
Harding portions 87, 92, and 95
from portions 86 and
93
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 5 0 0
port ions 90, 91, 92, 93,
and 94 fro m port ions
85, 88,  87, 88, and 89
3 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 5 0 0
portions 85,  86, 87, 88,
and 89 from port ions
29 and 15
*4 The Rosalie Road proclaimed Watts  ...  11 0 0
Divisional th ro ugh selection
Board on 2389,  Toowoomba Dis-
account trict ,  in the Govern-
of J. S.  ment Gazette  of 3rd
McIntyre January, 1880
1 The Rosalie
Divisional
Board on
account
of J. S.
McIntyre
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
Road separating se lee- Watts
tion 2389, Toowoomba
District, from selec-
tion 1951
13 0 0
* Nora.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried oat
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Grown Lands Act  of 1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons  who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; and at the Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Tarampa Road separating port ion Tenthill 4 3 22
Divisional 118 fro m port ions 56 and
Board on 50
account of
Harry
Hooper
2 The Tarampa Reserved road th ro ugh ditto 4 0 25
Divisional port ion 105
Board on
account ofE. McCaskie
3 Ditto  ...  Also, part of road between ditto About
po rt ions 105 and 50 1 0 0
Nara .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out I The closure of these ro ads is pro posed to be carried out in
in connection with the opening of other roads ,  connection with the opening  of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
-(T is hereby notified for general information,
of that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of  1884"  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are  rewired  to trdnsmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  fr om this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land
Offices ,  Beenleigh and Gympie  ;  the Po lice and
Post Offices, Nerang and  Noose.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1
*2
C. W. Cox
Situation . Parish.
Part  of one of  the re- Gilston  ...
served roads through
portion 23
TheCabool -  Part of reserved road Maroochy
ture Divi -  through  portion 131
sional  (selection 3825, Bri 9-
Board on  bane  District)
accountof
Johann
Andresen
*3
*4
Ditto ,  on Reserved roads  through ditto  ...
accountof  portion 128  (selection
John 3784,  Brisbane 1)is-
Gustave trict)
Sonuner
Ditto, on One  of the reserved ditto ...
accountof roads through portion
John 111 (selection 3745,
Sommer Brisbane District)
Parish.
* The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
at the Land Offices, Ipswich and Beenleigh ; and at
the Police and Post Offices, Pine River, Gatton,
Southport, and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
*1 The Reserved roads through
Caboolture portions 18 and 19
Divisional
Board on
account of
Christianna
Wildermuth
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June,  1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general  information,that application under the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons  who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices, Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Area. No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Are a.
A PE A. A. P.. ..
2 1 10 - Andrew Part of road separating Indooroo- 1 0 28
About
Bogle portion 65 from por- pilly
tion 89
0 3 0
7 3 20
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
I
8 3 0
that application  under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereb  are re uired to transmit  to this  De art-
Area.
I  A.  R.  P.
Whiteside,10 0 0
*2 The Reserved road  through ditto 3 0 12
Caboolture  portion 13
Divisional
Board on
account of
Robert
Carson
*3 B. F. Loder Reserved roads through Barrow 10 0 0
on account portion 61
of F., E. J.,
and  A. Loder
4  the  Brisbane Reserved road through  Indoo- 22 0 0
Board of portions 239, 230,  281, 242, roopilly
Waterworks 236, 264, 235, 272A, and
279B
y pq
ment their objections, in writing, a itbin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen at the Land
Office, Beenleigh ; the Police and Post Offices,
Nerang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
Reserved road th ro ugh
portion 2A
A. E. P.
2 0 21
Situation. Parish. I Area.
William Laver Gilston ...
Nova.-The closure of this  road is pro posed  to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,  thatapplication under  the eighty- ninth section  of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884  "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests s.ffected
thereby are  required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices,  Beenleigh.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHET ,TTLR OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
A. X. P.
- Beenleigh Surveyed  ro ad through Albert ... 6 1 0
Divisional portion 291
Board on
account of
Patrick
Healy
* The closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed out in  I NoTrs.- The closure of this  ro ad is pro posed to be carried out
connection with the opening  of other  roads, in oonnection  with the opening  of another road.
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Department  of+Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " 1'he Crown Lands Act of  1884," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Rockhampton, Ipswich, Toowoomba, Mackay, and
Beenleigh; and at the Police and Post OMees,Rock.
hampton, H arrisville, Jondaryan, Eton, and N erang.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE or ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 The Commis -  Road separating  Karkol ... 5 0 0
sioner of portion 59 from
Police portion 60 and
through vacant
land
+2 The  Mutdapilly  Reserved  ro ad Thorn ... 9 2 0
Divisional through portion
Board on 46  (sel. 3791, Ippss-
account of with )  and adjoin-
Christen ingeast boundary
Christensen of portions 84 and
86
TEMPORARY  CLOSURE.
3 James Trott Road separating Cecil Plains 28 2 23
selection 409,
'ioowodmba Dis-
t rict,  from seleb-
tions 1674 and
3623
4 The Pioneer Part of the road Eton  ...  2 3 14
Divisional separating por-
Board on tions 13 and 15
account of the from  portions 14
Australian and 34
Joint Stock
Bank
5 Ferdinand Reserved road Oilston  ...  4 1 25
Lergessner through portion
108, selection 1175,
Beenletgh Dis-
trict
• The closure  of this  road is proposed to be car ri ed out in con-
nection with the opening  of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I r is hereby notified for  general information1
that application  under  the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," bas been
made for  closing the  undermentioned Road ; ant]
all persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this Depart=
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within trod
months from  this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land
Office, Beenleigh; ana at the Police and Post
Offices, Nerang.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. Applicant.
The Tabragalba
Divisional
Board on
account of
Henry
Franklyn
situation .  Parish.
Part of reserved  Tainborine
road through
portion 52,
selection 1716,
Brisbane District
Area.
A. E. P
About
1 3 0
N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried oat in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Londe Act of  1h84 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within to o
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Ipswich ; and the Police and
Post Offices, Nerang and Wivenhoe.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 The  Depart -  Part of Short street adjoin -  Nerang
ment of ing school Reserve,
Public  In- Town of Ner#ng
struction.
TEMPOEAt }Y CLOSURE.
2 1Wilhelm The road separating  por-WivenhoeRick I tion  76 from portion 89
Area.
A.E.P
0 3 0
7 0 20
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Land  Commissioners  appointed under the
provisions  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned  Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with Selections under
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Art of P-68 and
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
.LT THE LAND Oysicxs-
Month .
Brisbane. Been-lelgh. Ipswich. Esk.•
Date .  Date . Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1886.
March ... ... ... Tues .,  3 Wed ., 111 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
... 7 „ 8  so 10
aMy 6  so 13 J  so 1 Tues. 19
...June ... 2 so 5
July 7 8 ' 3 21...
August ..
...
... so 4 12 „
1 so
7
September
October
...
6 It 9 „4  of
4
2November 3 91 1  11 6 o 17eember ... 1 to 9 „ 4 t
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICI s-
Month.
AT POLICE
OFFICE--
T
wn01oo- Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.»ta.
Date .  Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1885. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri., 27 Wed.. 25
April ... ... ... „  20  21  so  24 of 22
May ... ... ... „ 25 ,. 26  so  29 ., 27
June ... ... ...  22  so  23  so  26 24
July ... ... ... Is  27  so to 11 31 „ 29
August... ... ... 11  24  so  25 „ 08 ,. 26
September ... ... ,.  21 ., 22 „ 26 „ 23
October ... ... „  26 „ 27 28
November ... ... ,.  231„ is „ $7 „ 25
December ... ... „ 21 32 Wed., 23 ., 30
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
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At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
nthMo
AT THx LAND OFFICISs-
.
Cler - Emerald .ITaroom . Spring -  Mt. Banana.Mont.  i sure.  Britton.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1885.  1885.  1855. Ib85.
March ...  Thur .,26  Mon., 16  Wed .,  4'Mon.,23 Fri., 6 Wed.. 18
April  .. „  30 „ 20 „ 1 „ 27  Tues.,7  15May .. 28 IS „ 6 „ 25  Fri ., I  20June  ..
.,  251 „ 15 „ 3 „ 22  5 17
July .. „ So  „ 20 „ 1 „ 27  3 15
August „ 27 „ 17 „ 5 „ 21  7 19
September „  241 „ 21 „ 2 28 „ 4 16
October „  29  „ 19 „ 7 „ 26 2 21
November „  28 ,. 16 „ 4 „ 23 6 18
December „  311 „ 21 „ 2 „ 28
„
4 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth. Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundabcrg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KFNNRDY DISTRIC r.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown. the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.At he Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.A.t the Land Office, Tambo, thefirst Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above  Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certificates of  Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
11
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58632.
Date of Grant-5th March, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Jacob Horwitz.
Land Granted.-Portion  967, county of Merivale,
parish of Robinson.
Area-464 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Nature of Error.-T he area of the land having
been inserted in the deed as 464 acres 1 rood
6 perches, instead of 466  acres  1 rood 6 perches,
the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, loth April, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " I%e Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54282.
Date of Grant-4th February, 1884.
Name of Grantee -Benjamin  Blapish.
Land Granted.-Allotment  6 of section 29, town
of North Ipswich.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the deed  as Benjamin
Blapish instead of Benjamin Lapish.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land Granted  -Portion 216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area- 16 acres.
AMENDED  DESCEIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion 216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven  chains  and thirty- six links  ; on the south-
west by  a road bearing  115 degrees seventy links,
129 degrees  eight chains and fifty -seven  links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter  links ; and on
the east by a road bearing  32 degrees  five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant -17710.
Date of Graft-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land Granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, It  acres  3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Redron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 13; perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant  mentioned  in the schedule  hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
s , torLh, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
p-Irsuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
At  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
trom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant,  under  his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names of  the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall he taken to have
been inserted in the  said grants and  in every deed
containing the erroneous names ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFEREED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands Granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-Tbe  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee--William Higson.
Lands Granted.-Allotment 6 of  section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the vrovisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act  aforesaid , the correct  name  shall be
taken to have  been inserted in the said  grant and
in every deed containing  the erroneous name, and
such grant and  every such deed  shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land  Granted.-Portion 12, c unty of Fortescue,
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  "The Titles to rand
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the town, to
the intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name shall be taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and in every deed containing the
-erroneous name ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Grant-53457.
Date of Grant-5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee-William Morgan.
Land Granted.-Allotment  13 of section 2, town
of Inglebogie.
Area-1 rood 271 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the town having
been described in the I>ccd of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of  Baltinglass ,  the correct  n4 me,
1$0
Department of Public Lando, -
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1885.
EkAOR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the. Deed ofGrant mentioned in tie schedule hereunder
written being erroneous iii the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions bf  "Tke Title* to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruiheht endorsed on
such Deed of Grant; under his Hand and the Seal
of the Coloiiy-, describe the name of the intended
County, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the cori'ieet flame shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous naive ; and such- grant
and every  such  deed bhall operate acid be construed
kdc rdiugly.
C. B. DUTTON.
1S'C88D trLJ9 ABOVE i; Bi?!i;g$h ko.
No. of  Grant-49098.
Date of Grant-19th December, 1892.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Duffy.
Land  Granted.-County f Cavendish ,  parish of
Durundur ,  portion 106.
Area - 60 acres.
Nature  of Error .-The  name of the County
having been inserted in the deed as Cavendish
instead of Canning ,  the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
*rftten beink erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the. date hereof; by  instrument  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe t4e, name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the,Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous name ; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C'. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grants-507 22, 50723, 50724, 50853,
50854.
Date,of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 18$3, respectively.
Fame of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
.Land Granted.-A ll otment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section  4, allotment 8 of section 5, and
allotments  4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tina.
Nature of .Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Franz
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
T is hereby notified tot the un4erm ntioned
SelectQf cal receive from the Land Agent in
Brisbane the amount of compensation to which
he is entitled for the land taken from his
selectiq for Road purposes :-
Selection No. 2984, Brisbane District-Garvis
Farrow.
C. B: DUTTON.
tepartment of Public Lands,
Brisba ne, 10th July, 1885.THE following Amended Description is substi-tuted for that published  in page  149 of the
Government Gazette  for 1889, part 2.
C. B. DUTTON.
RUSERYE volt MANURE DEPOfi.
County of Cook, parish of J3undabery.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 210 degrees and
distant sixty-eight  chains  from the south corner of
the Cemetery Reserve, and bounded thence on the
north-east by  a line  bearing 300 degrees twenty
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing 210
degrees ten chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 120 degrees twenty chains ; and on the
south-east by a. line bearing 30 degrees ten chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, desires it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth  section of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the land
hereunder, described has been resumed from the
lease of the Sedan Run, in the Mitchell District,
with the view of the said land being reserved for
Township purposes.
C. B. DUTTON.
86-14106-P.O.B.
Resumed from,the Sedan Run, in the Unsettled
District of Mitchell.
640 acres.
.Commencing  at a point  five chains north of
Welford Lagoon Telegraph Station, and bounded
thence on the north-west by  a  line bearing north-
east - forty chains ; thence on the north-east by aline . bearing south-east one  mile; thence on the
south-east  by a line  bearing  south-west  one mile ;
thence on the south-west by a line bearing north-
west one mile ;  and thence  again on the  north-west
by a line  bearing  north-east forty chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connbeted with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Lelchhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
j T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
1 for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
28th day of July instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1885.
j T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
1 for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be held
at the Court Room of the Land Board, at Brisbane, at
10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the 14th day of
July proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment , before the 24th September, 1885.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained ,  on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Ambatala West.
Claimant of Lease-James Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 15
Total ... ... 60
Commencing at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over XXIII in triangle in the bed of
Ambatala Creek, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line seven miles fifty-two chains, passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
K in triangle at two miles sixty  chains,  to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over AW  in triangle ;
thence on the west by a north  line  twelve miles to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over T in
triangle ; thence on the north by an  east  line three
miles fifty-six chains  passing  through a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over A 'in triangle to
the Ambatala Creek at  a point  forty chains below
a tree marked broad- arrow over  A over 31 in
triangle ; and thence on the east by the right bank
of that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run -Ambatala North.
Claimant  of Lease - James  Frederick Williams.
Estimated  Area-
Availa ble ... ... 29 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  S „
Total  ... ...  32 „
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Amba-
tala West Run, being a point on the right bank of
Ambatala Creek forty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 31  in triangle , and bounded
thence on the south by a west  line along  part of the
north boundary of that run two miles to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over A in triangle ;
thence on the west by a north line eight  miles to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over AN in triangle ;
thence on the north by an  east line four miles
crossing Ambatala Creek and passing through a
tree marked broad- arrow  over A over 39 in  triangle
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
in triangle ; thence on the east by a south line eight
miles ; and thence again on the south by a west line
two miles crossing Ambatala Creek to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Devon.
Claimant of Lease-Jame4 Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 3$ »
Total ... ... 281 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Varna
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over 2 in triangle, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along one of the east boundaries of
Widdin Run three miles forty-eight chains to
a mulgah -tree marked  broad-arrow over W
over  4 in triangle ; thence on the north by
an east line  to the south- west corner  of Ambatala
West Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over AW in triangle and by a continuation
of same  line along part of the south boundary of
the said run, in all seven miles seventy-six chains,
to a gidcliah-tree marked broad-arrow over K in
triangle ; thence on -the east by a south line three
miles  forty- eight chains to a mulgah -tree markedbroad. arrow over D over D in triangle ; and thence
on the south by a west line seven wiles seventy-
six chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Torpedo.
Claimant of Lease-James Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 81
Total ... ... 081
Commencing at the south-west corner of Amba-
tala West Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over AW in triangle, and bounded thence on the
est line along part of the northsouth by a w ' '
boundary of Deyon Run  and one  of the north
boundaries of Widdin Run, in all five miles fifty-
six chains , passing  through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over 4 in triangle to a
yarran-tree marked broad-arrow over C over T in
triangle ; thence on the west by at north line along
one of the  east  boundaries of the last- mentioned
run to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
H in triangle at the south- east corner  of Hobart
Run and by  a continuation of same line along the
east boundary of that  run and a prolongation
thereof, in all twelve  miles,  to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over Si in triangle ; thence on the
north by an east line five miles fifty-six chains to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over T in
triangle ; and thence on the east by a south line
along the west boundary of Ambatala West ' ltun
twelvo miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Staverton.
Claimant of Lease-James Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 151
Total ... ... 851 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Torpedo
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 81 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C2 in triangle at the south-east corner of
Cubrathulla North Run and a continuation of same
line along the east boundary of that run, in all
eleven miles seventy chains, to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over CN over 1 in triangle ; thence
on the north by an east line six miles sixty-
six chains passing through a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over MN in triangle to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over S over S in trian le ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of
the west boundary of Dartingtoa Run and one of
the west boundaries of Moruga Run, in all three
miles  seventy chains, to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over M over  S in triangle  ; thence again on
the north by an east line forty-six chains to
the north-west corner of Ambatala North Run at
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over AN in  triangle ;
thence  again  on the east by a south line along the
west boundary of the last-mentioned run eight
miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrrow over N
over A in triangle ; and thence on the south by a
west line to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A
over Tin triangle at the north- east  corner of Torpedo
Run and a continuation of same line, in all seven
miles thirty-two chains, to the point of commence-
ment.
lame  of Run-Dartmouth Lake.
Claimant of Lease---James Frederick Williams.
Estimated  Area-
Available ... ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 101
Total ... ... 55 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Varna
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over DL
in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of that run seven
miles thirty-six chains to a mulgah•tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 2 in triangle ; thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary of
Devon Run sewn miles seventy- six chains to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over D over D. in
triangle ; thence on the east by  a south line, along
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part of the west boundary of Dartmouth Run seven
miles thirty-six chains ; and thence on the south by
a west line to the north-east corner of Moltke Run
and a continuation of same line, in all seven miles
seventy-six chains, crossing the Paroo River at a
point about twenty-four chains southerly from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over LXI
in triangle to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sistova.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Augustus Bullmore
and Richard John Bligh.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 It
Total ... ... 45
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of Helidon
Run at a gum -tree marked broad- arrow  over H in
triangle , and bounded thence on the south by a
west line  along part of the north boundary of that
run six miles two chains  to a tree marked broad-
arrow  over Ki in triangle ; thence on the west by a
north line  along  part of the east boundary of
Buaraba Run seven miles  forty chains to a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over  SS in triangle ;
thence on the north by an  east line six miles two
chains to  a box-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over W in  triangle ;  and the  ,ce on  the east by a
south line  seven miles  forty  chains  passing through
a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over P over V
in triangle  to the point of co  nmencement.
Name of Run-Varna.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Augustus Bullmore
and Richard John Bligh.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 12 „
Total ... ... 44 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Poonah
Run at a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over P
over V in triangle, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along part of the  east  boundary of
Sistova Run seven  miles  to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over W in triangle at the north-
east corner of that run ; thence on the north by
an east line six miles twenty-four chains to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 2 in
triangle ; thence on the east by a south line seven
miles to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
DL in triangle ; and thence on the south by a west
line along part of the north boundary of Moltke
Run and a continuation of same line passing through
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M over P in
triangle and along the north boundary of Poonah
Run, in all  six miles  twenty-four chains, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Widdin.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Augustus Bullmore
and Richard John Bligh.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 8 „
Total ... ... 35
Commencing at the north-west corner of Varna
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
W in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line seven miles to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over WS in triangle ; thence on the
north by an  east  line three  miles  fifty-two chains
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W over H
in triangle ; thence on the east by a south line
three  miles  thirty-two chains to a yarran-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over T in triangle ;
thence again on the north by an  east  line two miles
fifty-two chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over 4 in triangle ; thence again on
the east by a south line three  miles  forty-eight
chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 2 in triangle ; and thence on the south by a
west line along the north boundary of Varna Run
six miles  twenty-four chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run - Schumla.
Claimants, of Lease-Edward Augustus Bullmore
and Richard John Bligh.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12 „
Total ... ... 42 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Sistova
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
W in triangle, and bounded thence on the east by
a north line along  the west boundary of W iddin
Run seven miles to a mulgah -tree marked broad-
arrow over WS in triangle at the north-west corner
of that run ; thence on the north by a west line six
miles two chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over HS in triangle ; thence on the west by
a south line along parts of the ea,t boundaries of
Scotia and Buaraba Runs, in all seven miles, to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over SS in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of Sistova Run six miles
two chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hobart.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Augustus Bullmore
and Richard John high.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  241 „
Total ... ... 641 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Schumla
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
HS in triangle, and bounded thence on the v  est by
a north line along part of the east boundary of
Scotia Run and a continuation of same line passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over E in
triangle, in all six miles fifty-four chains, to a tree
marked broad- arrow over  L in triangle ; thence on
the north by an east line nine miles fifty-four chains
passing through a post marked broad-arrow and a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over T in triangle to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over EH in triangle;
thence on the east by a south line six miles fifty-
four chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
W over H in triangle ; and thence on the south by
a west line along  one of the north boundaries of
Widdin Run passing through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over WS in triangle and a continua-
tion of same line along the north boundary of
Schumla Run, in all nine mile fifty-four chains, to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cuckoo.
Claimants of Lease - James Francis Cudmore and
Daniel Cudmore.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  9 „
Total ... . 49
Commencing at the south-east corner of Rock-
well Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over R over 1 in triangle, and bounded thence on
the east by a south line four  miles  sixteen
chains to a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over E in triangle ; thence on the north by
an east line one mile sixteen chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over E in triangle ; thence
again  on the east by a south line two miles to a
brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over CN over C
in triangle ; thence on the south by a west line
eight miles fifty-six chains to a mountain-ash-tree
marked broad-arrow over C in triangle ; thence on
the west by a north line along part of the east
boundary  of Stannum  Run to a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over C in triangle ;
and thence again on the north by an cast line
along the south boundary of Rockwell Run seven
miles forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cubrathulla
Claimants of Lease - James Francis Cudmore and
Daniel Cudmore.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 squa re miles.
Unavailable ... ... 71 77
Total ... ... 521 7f
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
L in triangle on the east boundary of Young Run,
being a point forty chains north of the south-east
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corner of that run, and bounded thence on the
south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of Hobart Run six miles seventy chains
to a post marked broad-arrow ; thence on the east
by a north  line six miles  sixty-four chains to a
stake one chain twenty-five links east of a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over CN over C in triangle;
thence on the north by a west line along the south
boundary of Cuckoo Run eight miles fifty-six chains
to the west boundary of Stannum Run at a
mountain -ash-tree  marked  broad-arrow over C in
triangle  ; thence on the west by a south line along
part of that boundary three  miles sixteen  chains to
the north boundary of Youn Run at a mulgah-
tree  marked broad- arro w over  Bi over 1  in triangle ;
thence  again  on the south by an east  line a long
part of  the last-men ti oned  boundary  one mile sixty.
six chains to a scrub -tree  marked broad -arrow over
C3 in  triangle  ;  and thence again  on the west by a
south line along part of the east  boundary of the
last-mentioned  run three  miles forty -eight chains
to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Cubrathulla  North.
Claimants of Lease-James Francis Cudmore and
Daniel Cudmore.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  20 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 is
Total .. 20 to
Commencing on the east boundary of Rockwell
Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
M3 in triangle, and bounded thence on the north
by an east line four miles to a box-tree marked
broad arrow over CN over 1 in triangle ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles to a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C2 in triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over E in triangle and a con-
tinuation  of same line along  one of the north
boundaries of Cuckoo  Run, in all four  miles, to a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over E
in triangle ; and thence on the west by a north
line along one of the east boundaries of the last-
mentioned run and part of the east boundary of
Rockwell Run, in all five miles, passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over R over 1 in
triangle to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run -Mantony.
Claimants of Lease-James Francis Cudmore and
Daniel  Cudmore.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 221square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 221 ,,
Commencing at the north-east corner of Rock-
well Run at a bauhinia.tree marked broad-arrow
over 2XX in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of Levuka Run five miles thirty-two
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M1
in triangle ; thence on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of Sharpham Run four
miles  sixteen  chains to the north boundary of
Staverton Run at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over MN in triangle ; thence on the south by
a west line along part of that boundary and the
north boundary of Cabrathulla North Run, in all
five miles thirty-two chains, to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over M3 in triangle; and
thence on the west by a north line along part of
the east boundary of Rockwell Run four miles
sixteen chains to the point of commencement.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to HENRY FULLAGAR, of Goodna, holder of
Selection No. 3748, B.R., East Moreton.
SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show  cause , at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the  same  should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 7th July, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.THE following re-amended descriptions are pub-lished for  general information.
C. B. DUTTON.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Hesperia.
Claimant  of Lease -Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available . ... ... 36 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 151 It
Total ... ... 511
„
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Turnworth A orth Run  at a mulga -tree marked
broad -arrow  over H over 1  within triangle on its
east side , and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part  of the south boundary of the
Clover Lake  Run, and  passing through  a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over CL within  triangle
on its east  side and by a continuation  of same line,
in all about five miles and twenty-eight chains, to
the boundary between the Warrego and  Maranoa
Districts at a point  east  of and passing through a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over SF over
H within triangle on its north-east side ; thence on
the east by a south line along part of that boundary
ten miles  to the north boundary of the Jolly Run
at a point east of a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow
over H over B within triangle ; thence on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of
the last-named run and part of the north boundary
of the Balboona Run passing through the last-
mentioned tree, in all about five miles, to a point
seventeen chains east and two chains south of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over TN over H in
triangle;  and thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of Turnworth North Run
ten miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sunny Flat.
Claimants of Lease -The London Chartered Bank
of Australia.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25  -"square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10
Total  ... ...  35
it
it
Re-amended  Description.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the
Nulbear Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over SF over N in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line about four miles fifty-four
chains  to the boundary between the Warrego and
Maranoa  Districts at a point east of and  passing
through  a mulga-tree  marked broad-arrow over SF
over Y  in triangle  ; thence on the east by a south
line along  part of that boundary about  seven miles
sixty-three chains to the north-east angle of the
Hesperia Run at a point  east  of a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over SF over H within  triangle
on its north-east side ; thence on the south by a
west line passing  through said tree along part of
the north boundary of the Hesperia Run about four
miles twenty-eight  chains  to the south- east angle of
the Clover Lake Run at a beefwood-tree marked
broad- arrow  over CL in triangle on its east side ;
and thence on the west by a north  line along the
east boundary of the last- named run  to the south-
east angle  of the Nulbear Run at  a mulga-tree
marked broad- arrow  over N over CL in  triangle,
and by  a continuation  of same line  along  the east
boundary of that run, in all  seven miles  sixty-three
chains , to the point  of commencement.
Name  of Run-Toorumburrey.
Claimant of Lease -Mars Buckley.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  59 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 23
Total ... ...  82
„
„
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north- east angle  of Toorack
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over TT in
mangle , and bounded thence on the west by a
iaa
south line along the eastern boundary of the last-
named run ten miles twelve chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over TT over YP within
triangle on its north-west side; thence on the south
by an east line about seven miles seventy-two
chains to the bouudaxy between the Maranoa and
Warrego Districts ; thence on the east by a north
line along part of that boundary about ten miles
and twelve chains to a point about five miles east of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T within
triangle on its south side ; and thence on the north
by a west line passing through said tree about eight
miles and forty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Pericoota.
Claimant of Lease-Mars Buckley.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 22 „
Total ... ... 79 it
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Yarra
Yarra Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
TT over YP in triangle, and bounded thence on
the west by a south line along the eastern boundary
of that run about ten miles twenty-one chains to a
point one mile  and thirty -seven chains west of and
forty-nine chains north of a+box-tree marked broad-
, PO within triangle on its west side ; thence
on the south by an east line about seven miles
thirty-seven chains to a point five miles three
chains east of and passing  through a  mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over  I  within triangle ;
thence on the east by a north line along part of the
boundary between the Maranoa and Warrego
Districts about ten miles twenty-one chains ; and
thence on the north by a west line about seven
miles  and seventy-two chains,to the point of com-
men cement.
Name of Run-Oblong.
Claimant of Lease-Francis Topes.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 52
Total ... ...  122
-?e-amended Description.
fI
Commencing on the east boundary of Cob Run
at a point forty-five chains east and twenty-five
chains north of a beelwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over YP within triangle, and bounded thence
on the north by an  east  line iloa one of the south
boundaries of the Yarra Yarra Run to the south-
west corner of Perienota, Run and a continuation
of sanw line along the south boundary of last-
nak ed run, in all about nine miles and sixty-four
chains, to the boundary between the Warrego and
Maranoa Districts at a point about five  miles and
three chains east of and passing through a mulga-
tree marked broad-arrow over. P over 1 within
triangle ; thence on the east by a south line along
part of that boundary twelve miles fifty-nine
chains ; thence on the south by a west line about
nine miles thirty-six chains to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow  over  0  over OS in triangle ; and
thence on the west by a north line along part of
the east boundary of the Burke Run to the south-
east corner of  the Cob  Run at a mulgah-tree
marked broad arrow over C over B in triangle and
by a continuation of same line along part of the east
boundary of the last-named run, in all twelve miles
fifty-nine chains, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Oblong South.
Claimant of Lease-Alfred Canton Smith.
Estimated A rea-
Available  ... ...  60 square  miles.
Unavailable  ...  ... 501 „
Total ... ...1101
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west angle of the
Oblong Run at a inulga-tree marked broad-arrow
over  0  over Oa in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary
of that run about nine miles thirty-six chains to
the boundary between the Warrego  and Maranoa
Districts ; thence on the east by  a south line along
part of that boundary  twelve miles to a point east
of a double box. tree marked broad-arrow over OS
over Y in triangle ; thence on the south by a west
line about eight miles seventy-eight chains to a
box-tree at the south- east angle  of the Playboy
Run ; and thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundary of that run to the south-east
angle  of the Burke Run at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over  PB in triangle and by a continuation of
same line along  part of the  east  boundary of the
last-named run, in  all twelve miles, to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Yarmouth.
Claimant of Lease-Alfred Canston Smith.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 88 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17 „
Total ... ... 105
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-east angle of the
Bromby Flat Run at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over BY in triangle, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundary
of that run ten miles to a mulga-tree on the south
boundary of the Playboy Run marked broad-arrow
over B over Y in triangle ; thence on the north by
an east line along part of the south boundary of
the last-named run to the south-west angle of the
Oblong South Run at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over OS over P in triangle and by a con-
tinuation of the same line along the south boundary
of that run, in all about ten miles fifty-six chains,
to the boundary between the Warrego and Mara-
noa Districts at a point east of and passing through
a double box-tree marked broad-arrow over OS
over Y in triangle ; thence on the east by a south
line along part of that boundary to the north-east
an le of the Sunny Flat 1tun at a point east of a
mu ga-tree marked broad-arrow over SF over Y
on its south side ; and thence on the south by a
west line along the north boundary of the last-
named run to the north-east angle of the Nulbear
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over SF
over N within triangle on its south side and by
a continuation of same line along the north
boundary of that run to the north-east angle of
the World Run at a mulga-tree marked broad.
arrow over W over N in triangle and by a further
continuation of same line along part of the north
boundary of that run, in all about ten miles and
twenty-four chains, to the point of commencement.
Public Lands Office,
Gympir, 2nd July, 1885.
PROVISIONAL LICENSE UNDER THE
TIMBER REGULATIONS OF 1883.
[ T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the following Provisional License to Occupy
Crown Lands, for which an Application for a
Special License to cut Timber has been made, has
been issued by me, pursuant to the Regulations
established 5th June, 1885, under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner,
Gympie.
Land Agent's District -- Gympie.
Licensee - Henry Hatch ,  junior.
Situation of Land--Parish of Kin Kin and north
of Kin Kin Creek.
Commencing at the south-west corner of selection
1321 , and bounded  thence north for seventy-two
chains, west eighty chains, south sixty -nine chains
and fifty links to Kin  K in Creek  ;  and by that
creek downwards to the starting point ,- to contain
one square mile.
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Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.
Notice  to J. W.  DREW,  of Southport.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Beenleigh on Wednes-
Act 31 No. 46.
Beenleigh.
Reg. No . 417-789.
J. W. Drew.
Portion 60.
Parish of Pimpama.
Portion 50.
Parish of Gilston.
day, the 12th day of August next,
at 10 o'clock  a.m., and  show cause
why your  Selections  417 and 789,
Beenleigh  District, should not be
declared forfeited  for non-fulfil-
ment of the conditions of residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 9th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
-UN DER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876," 1 beg to call upon
the Undermentioned  selectors , as per schedule,
to show  cause , at the Land Court to be held at
Mackay  on the 9th day of July next, why their
respective  Selections  should not be forfeited for
non-fulfilment  of the conditions of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Patrick Perkins  .. ... No. 1009
Mau ri ce Hume Black  ... 1011
Henry Weld-Blundell  ... 1014
Walter Fred Black  ... ... 1035
Boyd Dunlop Morehead  ...  1038
John Murtagh Macrossan  ... 1039
Bri dget Mary Perkins  ... 1074
Catherine Brennan  ... ... 1270
Mackay  Register.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
Notice to DANIEL  O'BRIEN, Deep Creek, Mount
Brisbane.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Ipswich on Friday,
Act 40 Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich District.
Reg. No. 6476.
Conditional.
300 acres.
Portion 130.
Parish of Dixon.
In Mount Brisbane
Homestead Area.
7th August next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause
why your Selection No. 6476,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
nient of the condition of occupa-
tion.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
To JOSEPH Coox, Junr., Thornton, Upper Laidley.
NOTICE.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend theLandCourt, to be holden at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
Act 40 Vic.  No. 15. the 7th August  next,  at 10 o'clock
o.45
468h1..
N in the  forenoon ,  and show causeNo.Joseph Cook, iunr. why your Selection No. 4661,
200acres.o f Townson. I pswich District, should not beParish  of
Portion 6. declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment  of the condition  of residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th June, 1885.
Notice to JoHN CLARK, holder of Selection No.
2436 ,  B.R., East Moreton.
S
IR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection ,  I have to request
that you will show cause ,  at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane  on TUESDAY,  the 4th day of
August next ,  wby the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1885.
Notice to  W. P. CLARK,  holder of Selections Nos.
2864 and 2865 , B.-H.,  East Moreton.
S
IR,-It  having been  r eported to me that you
have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on  the  above Selections ,  I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane  on TUESDAY,  the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and
vacated selections.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."I T is hereby notified thatan Examination of
Candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor-General's Office, George street, on MON-
DAY, 20th July, 1 885.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license as Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of service
and general experience, in field duties, and his
competency to undertaken surveys on his own
responsibility. The term of service must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses asqualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required by
the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying names in full and enclosing with
same  a fee of £5, together with any testimonials of
professional qualifications they may have previously
obtained, which will be returned after the examina-
tion is completed. Each candidate  is also  required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the round, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirements of
the Survey Department.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of  examination  will include the
following subjects :-
(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(g) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(h) The  uses  and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, aid of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor, and pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
-Surveyor-General.
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Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane , 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AN Examination of Candidates shall be heldonce a year  at the Office of the Chief
Engineer  for Railways , S.D., at a date  to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination  will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give  not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210; such fees, in the
case of all  candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted o
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for  examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the  examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class  licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The  examination  shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far as  quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane  trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical  examination in use and adjust.
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad.
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied  to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving more than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his De rtment, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months '  notice be given such
officer.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cooktown,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Post and Telegraph Office at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and Telegraph
Office, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cook-
town.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£20. (See clause  1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, POLICE BUILDINGS,
ROMA.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July,  from persons willing to contract for erection
of Fencing and Gates at the Police Buildings,
Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Fencing, ¢c., Police
Buildings, Roma."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will  not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE  h STATION, LU1 WYCHE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Police Station at Lutwyche.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station,
LutwycJ e."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printer form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted , and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at  the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender  will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO FENCE AT GAOL, ROMA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July,  from persons willing to contract for B epairs
to Fence at the Gaol, Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Repairs to Fence,
Roma Gaol."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender fur Supply,
Ross Creek Bradoe."
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 412 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to I per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Officeuntil Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th September, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering,  agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 4; per cent. on amount of
Tender. in addition to
.
per cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEWTOWN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th July.
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station at Newtown, near Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, 1 etr-
town."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draftor bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See clause  1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within whieh it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot  of eves'ender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
LU nder Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DRILL-SHED, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th  July,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Volunteer Drill-shed at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Drill-shed, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DRILL-SHED, GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office and atthe Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th July, from persons
willing to contract for erection of Volunteer Drill-
shed at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Drill-shed, G,ympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £15. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Soli citor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days  fr om the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGITON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DYNAMITE MAGAZINE, GYMPIE.
rVENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1L at the Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 17th.  July,  from persons
willing to contract  for erection  of Magazine for
Dynamite at Gympie.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Dynamite 1Efagazine,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification , and form  of Tender may be
seen, and  further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to tier Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
, Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ONE-MILE, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gyuipie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th July, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at  One-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, One-
Mile."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £18. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  -  accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Pub lic Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
NEW PUBLIC OFFICES ,  BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 7 h
August ,  from persons willi ng to contract for the
erection  of New Public  Offices at Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  -.Veto Public Offices,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, the Colonial Architect 's Office,  Sydney, and
the Public Works Office, Melbourne.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes  with  the Tender, is
£1,000.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of  every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 5 per cent .  on amount of Tender as security
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for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DRIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Extension  of Time.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
EXTENSION FROM HOWARD TO BUNDABBRG.
Contract for Works.TENDERS are invited for the Construction ofthe Extension from Howard to Bundaberg,
in length 36 miles 32 chains 45 klinks, in accordance
with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General Conditions,
and Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
Forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for .Extension ,from
Howard to Bundaberg,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st July, 1885.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
WM. MILES.
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway  Department,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTrUN RAILWAY.
Highfaelds Branch-Cos. tract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS are invited for the construction of
1 the Highfields Branch Contract No. 2--
Cabarlah to Crow's Nest-in length 17 miles 22
chains 351 links, in accordance with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and
Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed "  Tenderfor HighfieldsBranch
Contract No. 2,"  must be deposited at the office
of the Under Secretary for Railways not later
than Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, LYTTON.
rENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the State School, Lyt on, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons  willing to contract for the erection of a
Kitchen and Covered Way to the Teacher's Resi-
dence, State School, Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State School, Lytton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at  the State School, Lytton.
Tenders  must be sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest  or any  one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAYSHED, FENCING, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Herberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Playshed, Fencing, &c., at the State School,
Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Playshed,
Fencing, 4'c., State School, Herbert on."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, STATE SCHOOL, MERRITT'S
CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for certain Improve-
ments required at the State School, Merritt's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Improve-
ments, State School, Merritt's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL AND ALTERING OLD
SCHOOL INTO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
TARAMPA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a new State
School and Altering Old School into Teacher's Resi-
dence, Tarampa.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School and Altering Old School into Teacher's
Residence, Tarampa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO OLD
SCHOOL FOR TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,TEVIOTVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for Alterations and
Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Teviotville.
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Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Alterations
and Additions  t, Old School for Teacher's Resi-
dence, Teviotville."
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders  must be sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or  any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL, WINTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court  House,  Winton, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from persons
wi]hng to contract for the erection of a State
School at Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School,
Winton."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Winton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
NEWTOWN, MARYBOROUGH.
"MENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August,
from persons willing to contract  for the erection of
a State School and Teacher 's Residence at Newtown,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for State School
and Teacher's Residence, Newtown, Maryyborough."
Plan ,  Specification. nd form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House. Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO OLD
SCHOOL FOR TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
SOUTHBROOK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for Alterations and
Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Southbrook.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Alterations
and Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Southbrook."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ASPHALTING  FLOORS OF PLAY-SHEDS, ETC.'
STATE SCHOOL, SOUTH TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba, until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of July,
from persons willing to contract for Asphalting
Floors of Play-sheds , &c., State School, South
Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Asphalting
Floors of  Play-sheds ,  5 c., State School, South
Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, NEWTOWN,
IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of July, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Play-shed at the State School, Newtown, Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " I ender for Play-shed,
State School, Newtown, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, VERESDALE.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Veresdale, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of July, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Kitchen and Covered Way at the State School,
Veresdale.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Kitchen and
Covered Way, State School, Veresdale."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office
and at the Court House, Veresdale.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form,
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, PIALBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, atthe State School, Pialba, and at the Court
House, Maryborough, until Four  o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 17th of July,  from persons
willing to contract  for the erection of a Play-
shed at the State School, Pialba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State School,  Pialba."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the State School, Pialba, and at the Court
House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-BOWEN TO TOWNS.
VILLE.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the third
(3rd) day of August next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price per pole, for new ones where
necessary.
Bowen to Townsville-a distance of one hundred
and twenty-four (124) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion  arising from  the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together  with  all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money ,  whether named in the Bond to be
entered into  by the  contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost  of the  whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within ten (10) days from the
notification  of the  acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent .  on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing  Telegraph  wires are  to be  regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles  required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from  the butt,  and five  (5) inches in
diameter at the top ,  and twenty -five (25)  feet in
length  ;  to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch  fr om its extremity,
with good  hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide .  The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator  pin,  and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be  sunk five  (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be  supplied,  and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to attern supp lied,
must be fitted as directed  ;  the lipp of the insulator
to be not less than one (1)  inch  fr om the top of
the bracket .  The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2)  feet .  Joints or spli ces to be made as
directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supp li ed.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work,  or any part of it, must be of the best qua li ty,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed  by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph  Offices, Bowen and Townsvi lle.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-FIRST SECTION.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MON DAY, the thirteenth
(13th) day of July next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all  material  except wire
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
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necessar y for the erection of the abovementioned
Line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles where neces-
sary.
From a point on the present line between Cook-
town and Palmerville-a distance of two hundred
(200) miles, more or  less.
The wire,  insulators , and iron poles to be sup-
plied by the Government and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane.
The quantities issued will be upon the proper
estimate and requisition of the contractor, who will
be held responsible for applying for sufficient, and
any surplus material after completion of the contract
must be delivered by the contractor, free of charge,
at the nearest Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be  made,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total  balance  will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed  to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line, not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by f' The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it shall  be  lawful for the
Superintendent , from  moneys due  to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to  proceed  in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required  by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice  in  the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as (relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non -fulfilment of the contract  ;  and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10)  per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must Accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agieeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amoun4 of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
A ll  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflectionbetween a y two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
A ll  material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to  inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirteenth
(13th) day of July next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except wire
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms,  general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must  state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for  clearing  and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York, opposite Thursday
Island, to the termination of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles,  more  or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
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ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract  must  be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to th- "atisfac-
tion of the G-overninert.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claim: for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, front moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible or all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates
to the work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money  which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by th• contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the  Office  of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Spec cation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each  side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to
be removed.
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All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal  of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river  or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tired to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PA.TERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.
T T is hereby notified for general information
l that  the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted ,  viz.:-
Laundry, &c.,  Reception House ,  Townsville-
Wx. GRIFFITHs- 2360.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Wharf Branch along Kent street ,  and Sidings
to Sawmills ,  Maryborough ,  have been approved
and confirmed  ;  and that, in pursuance  of the 17th
section  of the Act  27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of the
line above  re ferred to ,  according to the Map or
Plan and Book of Reference so confirmed, to be
seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  1st July, 1885.N'T OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Map or Planand Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Highfields Branch Railway , fr om Cabarlah to
Crow 's Nest ,  have been approved and confirmed ;
and that, in pursuance of the  17th  section of the
Act 27 Victoria,  No. 8, the Government intend to
proceed  with  the construction of the line above
referred  to, according  to the  Map or Plan and
Book of Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at this
Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that the practice
which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE Minister for Public Works hereby notifies
• that the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:-
REGULLTIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared to pass an examination by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Reilwavs' Office,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Rail A ay, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F.  CUR-NOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the  custody of the Lost Property De-
partment , Maryborough  Railway, was  published
in full in  the  Government  Gazette  of  the 16th
May, 1885 .  Owners can  obtain  the same on appli-
cation to the Traffic Manager , Maryborough, and
paying costs .  If not released  on or before TUES-
DAY, the 11th  August, 1885 , they will be sold by
Public  Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane . 16th June, 1885.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that on and after  the 1st July  next the rates
of commission charged on Money Orders issued in
Queensland on the German Empire ,  He ligoland,
Switzerland ,  and Barbadoes ,  will be reduced to
the following ,  viz.:-
For sums not exceeding £2, Is.
For sums above  £ 2, but not exceeding £5,
2s. 6d.
For sums  above £5, but  not exceeding £7,
3s. 6d.
For sums above  £7, but  not exceeding £10,
5s.
Also, that on and after the  same  date Money Orders
can be obtained in Queensland, payable in the
following Colonies and Countries, at the same rates
of commission as stated above, viz.:-
Forei,gn Countries.
Belgium Holland
Denmark Iceland
Danish West Indies Italy
Dutch East Indies Norway
Egypt Pot tugal
German Empire I Sweden
Heligoland Switzerland.
British  Colonies.
Bermuda rAntigua
Ceylon Bahamas
Falkland Islands Barbadoes
Newfoundland I British GuianaGambia ];ominiea
u I Gold Coast Grenada
4.- Lagos Honduras (British)
Mauritius Jamaica
Natal 1 Montserrat
St. Helena a Nevis
Seychelles St. Kitts
Sierra Leone St. Lucia
St. Vincent
Tobago
Trinidad
tTurks  Islands
Cyprus
North Borneo.
Orders on the above-mentioned places, and also
on the German Empire, Heligoland, Switzerland,
and Barbadoes, will be re-issued by the London
Office and forwarded to the addresses of the payees,
less the following charges, viz. :-
For any sum not exceeding £2, 3d.
For any sum above £2, but not exceeding
£5, 6d.
For any sum above £5, but not exceeding
£7, 9d.
For any sum above £7, but not exceeding
210,1s.
The full addresses of the payees must be given,
so that there may be no difficulty in delivery of the
orders.
T. MACDONALD- PATERSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 30th June, 1885.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of June, 1885.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name .  Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALER.
West  and Herand  ...  Ravenswood
AUCTIONEERS.
Martin , David ...
Smith ,  Samuel S....
Capel , R. R. A.
Monahon , John ...
Wood,  George ...
Pope,  Edward
Cairns, John
Finlay, Robert M. ...
Tawse ,  Henry Henderson
Spencer, Thos. A.... ...
Smallridge, Henry H. ...
Bossence , Henry ... ...
King, Geo. B. ... ...
Banana
Birdsville
Brisbane
ditto
]oulia
Gympie
Herberton
Mitchell
Muttaburra
Roma
St. George
Thargomindah
Toowoomba
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
(To 30th June,  1885.)
Beetham ,  Chas .  Albert  ...  Beenleigh
Harrison ,  Robert  ... ... ditto
Manning ,  Samuel ... ... ditto
Vesper, John P. ...  Blackall
Hill, Edmond  .. ... Nebo
Holland ,  Chas .  H. ... Winton
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Name.
LICENBE9 - continued. The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st April, 1885.
Place.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT SAYINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Avr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, 2harleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby, Drayton, Emerald,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham. Georgetown, Geraldton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Central Railway,
Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton, Howard, Ingham,
Inglewood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Kilkivan,
Kmgsborou h, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mac-
kay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
i orven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, Norman-
ton, Nebo, One-mile Cre?k (Gympie), Pentland,
Pimpama, Pine Hill, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, Spring-
sure, S. and W. Railway, Southport, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Sandgate, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday Island,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Tiaro, Walkerston, War-
wick, Watsonville, Winton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
PACKET LICENSES.
(To 30th June,  1S86.)
Campbell, George  ... B.S. " Dugong "
Thomas, A. P. ... ...  B.S. " Polly "
BILLIARDS.
Barnett, J. ... ... Brisbane
Hook, J. J. ... ditto
Lee, F. H.... ... ditto
Phillips, J. A. ... ditto
McKay, D. McL.... Bundaberg
Clark, John Charters Towers
Millar, Theresa ... Cunnamulla
Conan, Walter ... Gladstone
Magney, Henry ... Hughenden
Ahlers, Henry Maytown
Smith, Robert Chas. Normanton
Calley, A. E. Port Douglas
Mulhern, Denis ...  Tambo
Boulton, H. L. Townsville
Cameron, M.  ditto
Lambourne, F. G.  ditto
Everden, Eliza ... Warwick
BAGATELLE.
Absolon, John ... ...  I Cloncurry
TRANSFERS OF PUBLICANS' LICENSES.
Jvx e, 1885.
From-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
To- exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
ARAMAO.
Guthrie,  Thos.  ... ... I  Fraser, Chas.
Manning, Saml.
Houston, Bessy
Simpson, Geo.
Wallace, Bridget ...
BRISBAYR.
... I Catchpole, Geo.
CLEEMOIQT.
Christisen, Anker
... Houston, Bessy
DALBY.
... I Fitzpatrick, E.
HUGHENDEN.
Williams, Eli ... ... Jones, Joseph
Pestorius, Louis ... ... Smith, T. P.
Magnay, Hy. Williams, Eli
IpswIcx.
Johnson, John ... Connors, John
NORMANTON.
McCann, S. ... Jones, Patk.
Toowoomba.
Carey, Michl. Winfield, Wm.
Bailes, H. G. ... Perkins, C. E.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT LICENSE.
BRISBANE.
Charker and Co. ... ... Brisbane Wine and
Agency Co.
LICENSES CANCELLED.
Brown, Joseph, Mitchell
Spinks, W. D., Mitchell
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
LEASE OF MUNICIPAL WHARVES,
PETRIE'S BIGHT, BRISBANE.NOTICE is hereby given, in accordance withthe provisions of  " The Sale to Local Autho-
rities Land Act of  1882," that His Excellency the
Governor in Council has been pleased to approve
of a lease of the Municipal Wharves, Petrie's
Bight, from the Municipal Council of Brisbane to
Messrs. Wm. Howard Smith and Sons, Limited,
for a term of five years from the first day of
January, 1886.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion  Acts of  1882 and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
,ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE attention of Owners and Masters of
1 Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., No. 28, which provides that it
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotifi d that he has bee  pleased to approve
of the formation, under section 53 of  " The Defence
Act  1884," of a Rifle Club at Ingham, to be
calle of " The Herbert River Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885.
HERBERT RIVER RIFLE CLUB.
I IIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto approve of the following Rules for the
management  of the civil  affairs of  the Herbert
River Rifle Club.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. That the club shall be known as "The
Herbert River Rifle Club."
2. Any person may become a member of the club
on payment of an entrance fee of ten shillings (10s.)
and an annual subscription of ten shillings (10s.),
payable in advance.
3. Donors of £5 and upwards shall be enrolled
as life members of the club.
4. The business of the club shall be managed by
a committee consisting of president, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer, and three others ; five to form
a quorum.
5. The office-bearers and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the club,
which shall be held during the month of May in
each year.
6. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being absent from three consecutive meetings of the
committee shall be liable, at the discretion of the
committee, to have his seat declared vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation or by enforced retirement under
Rule 6, may be filled up by the committee.
8. All meetings of the committee shall be
convened by the secretary ; but should he fail to do
so within seven days after receiving a requisition
signed by three members of the committee, any
three such members may themselves convene a
meeting of the committee.
9. No meeting of the committee shall be held
to have been duly convened unless a written notice
be forwarded to each member thereof at least
seven days prior to such meeting.
10. The annual meeting of the club for the
election of office-bearers shall be convened by
advertisement in at least one paper circulating in
the district, and not less than seven days' notice
shall be given of such meeting.
11. The subscription of each member becomes
due on the 1st of June in each year, and no one
shall be entitled to the privileges of membership
until his subscription be paid.
12. No member, by reason of his being such, shall
have any estate or interest in the property of the
club other than a right to use the cplub property at
the rifle  ranges,  in accordance with the resolutions
or decisions  of the committee.
13. A general  meeting  of the club shall be
called at any time by the secretary on receiving
a requisition signed by not less than ten
members,  the time and object of such general
meeting to be advertised one week previous to such
meeting.
14. Any member may be expelled from the club
against  whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting specially called to
consider the case.
15. The practice days of the club shall be on
such days as the committee shall from time to time
ap oint.
16. After providing for the necessary expenses of
the club, the committee may expend the balance of
the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its embers, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
17. In addition to the annual subscription, the
committee shall have •)wer to exact an entrance fee
not exceeding five sl i flings (5s.) from each member
who shall compete in a match for prizes ; provided
always that the entrance fees be devoted to the prize
list.
18. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
19. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of the club.
20. The conditions and regulations of the Wimble-
don Association shall generally be observed in the
matches and practices of the club.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  8th July, 1885.
IS  Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation ,  under section 53 of  "The Defence
Act of  1884," of a Rifle Club at Warwick, to be
called  "  The Warwick Ri fle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th July, 1885.
WARWICK RIFLE CLUB.
HIS Exce llency  the Governor  has been pleased
11 to  approve of the following Rules for the
management of the civil affairs of the Warwick
Rifle Club.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. This club shall be known as " The Warwick
Rifle Club," having for its object the improvement
of its members in rifle shooting.
2. The subscription shall be 10s. (due on the 1st
day of January) and 10s. (due on the 1st day of
July). Subscriptions from members  who are also
members of  the Defence Force shall be half of the
foregoing  rates,  and no one shall be entitled to the
privileges of membership  until his subscription is
paid.
3. Members of the club shall be elected by a
ballot of the committee.
4. Donors  of £5 and upwards  shall be enrolled
as life members of  the club.
5. The  business  of the club shall be  managed by
a committee consisting  of a president,  secretary,
treasurer ,  and five members  of committee ; four
to form a quorum.
6. The  office-bearers  and members  of committee
shall be elected at the  annual meeting  of the club,
which shall be held  during  the month of January
in each year.
7. Any  office-bearer or member of committee
being absent from three  consecutive meetings of
the committee shall be liable, at the  discretion of
the committee, to have his seat declared  vacant.
8. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation or by forced  retirement under
Rule 7, may be filled up by the committee.
9. All meetings shall be convened by the secre-
tary. General  meetings  to have  at least seven
days' notice by  advertisement ,  and committee
meetings to  have  at least  forty-eight hours' by
notice in writing  to each member thereof.-
10. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle.
men appointed at  the preceding  annual meeting,
shall be laid before the  members at each annual
meeting . Should  a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors ,  the committee shall have power
to fill the position.
11. No  member , by reason of his  being such,
shall have any estate or interest in the property of
the club other than a right to use the club property
at the rifle  ranges, in  accordance with the resolu-
tions or decisions of the committee.
12. A general meeting of the club shall be called
at any time by the secretary on receiving  a requisi-
tion signed by not less than five members ; the
object of such general meeting to be notified
in the advertisement convening such  meeting.
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13. Any member may be expelled from the club
against whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of at least two-thirds of
the members present at a meeting specially called
to consider the case.
14. The practice and drill days of the club shall
be appointed by the committee, who shall give due
notice to the members.
15. After providing for the necessary expenses of
the club, the committee may expend the balance of
the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its members, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
16. In addition to the annual subscription, the
committee shall have power to exact an entrance
fee from each member who shall compete in a match
for prizes ; such entrance fee shall be devoted to
the general interests of the club.
17. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
18. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of the club.
19. At all meetings of the club, held either for
rifle practice or for drill purposes, members of
committee shall assume the powers and duties of
officers of the Queensland Volunteer Force, for
the purpose of maintaining order and discipline
among the members of the club.
20. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall generally be observed
in the matches and practices of the club.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified  for general  information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of PetSessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1884.
JT is hereby notified for general information,that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution  of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s . in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881 "
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACT OF 1884."
F HE Duaringa Marsupial Board  having failed
l1 to levy an Assessment  for the  present
year, as  p rovided  by the  abovenamed  Act, I, the
Honourable SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITE , Colonial
Secretary , being the Minister charged with the
administration of the  said Act, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section  11 of the
said Act, fix and determine the Rate of Assessment
to be  paid on the Stock pastured  within the
Duaringa Marsupial  District, during the  present
year, at the minimum rates  provided by the said
Act, namely :-
On every 20 head of cattle and horses ... Is.
On every 100 sheep  ... ... ...  18.
The amount of such Assessment must  be paid to
the Clerk of  Petty Sessions nearest to where such
stock are pastured ,  within two months from  the
date hereof.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
1.
THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN POE THE WEEK ENDING 27TH DAY OFJUNE, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 406
Number since admitted ... ... ... 2
Number returned from leave ... ... 1
409
Number discharged ... ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ... ...  5
Number  remaining  at date hereof ... 402
Admissions during the week :
Jas. E. Cross, 40, labourer, from Ipswich Hospital ;
last employed as wardsman ,  Ipswich Hospital.
John Grant, 39, labourer, from Brisbane, Mary-
borough, and Hughenden Hospitals ; last employed
Cassi li s,  Telemon ,  and Marathon Stations.
Discharged during the week :
Pat. O'Brien, 40; admitted 18th July, 1881.
Deaths during the week :
23rd June : James Ball,  68; admitted 16th August,
1883.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
No. 135.THE following resignations havebeen accepted,from dates as under :--
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 43. Private James Hunter, 4th July, 1885.
No. 58. Private Edward Drake, 22nd June, 1885.
No. 136.
MORETON REGIMENT.
THE following changes will take effect from dates
as under :-
" A. " Company.
No. 13.  SERGEANT  F. GILL,
to be Colour-Sergeant, from 1st July, 1885.
" B " Company.
Private Penly has been granted three months'
leave of absence, from 12th June, 1885.
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Private H. de Carlo has been granted six months'
leave of absence, from 12th June, 1885.
Private H. Moger has been granted three months'
leave of absence, from 12th June, 1885.
Private H. T. Daniel has been transferred to the
Head-Quarters' Band, from the 12th June, 1885.
"E" Company.
F. A. MOODY,
to be Acting Captain, from the 6th July, 1885.
" F" Company, Ipswich.
JOHN MARS,
to be Acting Sergeant Instructor, from 1st July,
1885, with pay at the rate of £60 per annum.
The resignation of Private C. Stevens has been
accepted, from 22nd June, 1885.
"C" COMPANY, MARYBOROUGH.
W. J. C. WATSON,
to be Acting Colour-Sergeant, from the 13th June,
1885.
W. J. SINGLETON,
W. F. RANxiN, and
T. D. WHYTE,
to be Acting Sergeants, from the 13th June, 1885.
No. 137.
THE following  appointments  will take effect from
the dates  named  hereunder :-
"A" COMPANY, CHARTERS TOWERS.
G. VERNAL,
to be Acting Colour- Sergeant , from the 16th May,
1885.
G. GORDON,
J. W. TILLEY, and
W. NOTT,
to be  Acting Sergeants , from 16th May, 1885.
"B" COMPANY, TOWNSVILLE.
J. J. RYAN,
to be Acting Colour- Sergeant ,  from  9th May, 1835.
J. C. MARTIN,
G. B. SYMONS, and
A. M. PIEGROME,
to be  Acting Sergeants , from 9th May, 1885.
BRISBANE MOUNTED VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
C. H. A'COURT,
to be Acting  Company-Sergeant -Major , from the
2nd July, 1885.
H. F. MACDONNELL,
to be Acting Quartermaster- Sergeant  from the 2nd
July, 1885.
CAIRNS VOLUNTEER ARTILLERY CORPS.
Corporals It. A. TILLS,
H. LONG,
J. A. MCCARTHY, and
D. MCGREGOR,
to be Acting  Sergeants , from 20th June, 1885.
SOUTHPORT VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORMS.
W. C. WELSH
to be Acting  Sergeant -Major, from the lest July,
1885.
HUGHENDEN VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
W. A. MONTGOMERY
to be Acting Colour- Sergeant ,  from  6th June, 1885.
E. HUNTER, and
1E. WILLIAMS
to be Acting Sergeants, from the 6th June,1.:85.
No. 138.
THE services of " D" Company, Howard, Wide
Bay and Burnett Division, have  been  accepted by
His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief,  as notified
in the  Government Gazette  of  the 7th instant.
The following  appointments appear in the
Government Gazette  of the 7th instant :-
Captain C. H. DES Vaux, B.S.C,
to be Deputy-Assistant Adjutant-General in the
Queensland Defence Force ,  from  the 6th July,
1885.
FREDERICK  ALFRED MOODY
to be Captain, provisionally, in the Queensland
Defence Force, from the 6th July, 1885.
No. 139.
IT is hereby notified for the information of
Officers Commanding Corps that the Immigration
Agent has been instructed to cause all Immigra-
tion Depots  where  Volunteer  or Defence  Corps have
been established, to be placed at the disposal of
the corps for drill purposes when not in use by
his Department. Officers Commanding Corps will
be good enough to see that the Depots are properly
cleaned out after each drill.
No. 140.
OFFICERS Commanding Corps are hereby advised
that much time and labour will be saved by filling
in the Annual Efficiency and Pay Returns from
month to month during the current year. Blank
forms will be duly supplied. It is further notified
that Target Practice Registers should be retained
by Officers Commanding Corps until the completion
of the Annual Course, when the Annual Musketry
Return should be made up from the Registers and
sent to Head-Quarters, the Register being kept
with the Corps for reference.
No. 141.
THE Moreton Regiment, with the exception of
F Company (Ipswich), will Parade at the Boundary
street Drill Shed, at 3 p.m. on Saturday, the 18th
July, for the Annual Inspection of the Comman-
dant.
The Head-Quarters' Band will parade at the
same  place, and at the same hour.
No. 142.
CORRECTED NOTICE.
WITH reference to General Order No. 94, the
seniority of Sergeant-Instructor John Baker will
date from 27th February, 1879, instead of 1st
August, 1880.
No. 143.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that in future no Stores or Ammunition will be
issued unless a requisition is made out on the
proper form, which is to be obtained at the Brigade
Office, and signed by the Officer Commanding the
Corps or Battery and forwarded to the Brigade-
Major for the approval of the Commandant. The
attention of Officers Commanding Corps is par-
ticularly invited to this Order to prevent in-
accuracies and confusion.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Rrivade-Maior.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
THE unclaimed  Property hereunder described,
now in the possession of the Charters Towers
Police, will ,  unless previously claimed ,  be sold by
Public  Auction, at  the Court  House, Charters
Towers ,  on the 1st of August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Two bullock  waggons and tackling.
ley
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE undermentioned unclaimed Property, nowin the hands of the Brisbane Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, by M. B. Gannon, at his Auction Mart,
Queen street, on the 1st August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Description of Article.
1 six-chambered revolver
in case
1 E.S.L.O.F. watch, No.
14305, Lillis maker
1 E.S.L.O.F. watch, No.
67516, Walsh, Jones, and
Coy., makers, and silver
albert
1 black leather purse, brass
clasps
I saddle and bridle
1 lady's gold and torquoise
ring
1 S.H. Waltham watch
1 S.O.F. Geneva watch,
No. 21821
1 S. H.L. Rotherham watch,
No. 1302
1 S.H.L. watch, No. 12606
1 S.O.F.L. watch, No. 1749
1 broken silver watch key
1 brass albert chain
1 solid gold ring
1 pocket compass
2 purses
2 lady's  card-cases
2 odd kid boots
1 hair brush
1 lady's bag
1 tin box
1 brass watch, 60
16 pairs nickel  earrings
2 small barrel-vases
A quantity of buttons
1 leather purse
Description of Article.
1 napkin-ring case
1 toy watch and chain
1 tomahawk
1 brass compass
1 tin snuff
1 tin cut tobacco
1 cigarette case
1 roll ribbon
1 saw
4 sets bone studs
2 plated forks  and 3 spoons
1 pocket knife
27 linen collars
1 iron ornament, horse and
plough
6 jackets
I piece of stuff
1 vest
1 thermometer, broken
30 books
1 case ,  containing 18 silver
breast-pins
1 tweed paget coat
4 pairs tweed trousers
3 hats
1 pair boots
1 shirt
1 black coat
2 coats
1 vest
2 silver watches
1 pipe
1 knife
1 set 9-carrat gold-fronted
studs.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
T HE unclaimed Horses and Working Bullockshereunder described, now in  the possession
of the Townsville Police,  will, unless  previously
claimed , be sold by Public Auction, at the Court
House, Townsville, on the 1st of August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
1 chesnut gelding, branded DC1 off shoulder,
hip down.
1 dark-bay draught gelding, branded WK3 over
like 91 near shoulder.
1 bay draught gelding, branded WK3 over like
46 near shoulder.
1 bay draught gelding, branded KLI over like
3ZJ off shoulder.
1 chesnut draught gelding, branded M2B over
like DJ near shoulder, blaze on face, two
hind legs white.
1 chesnut gelding, branded like X5 near shoulder,
small blaze, off fore foot white.
1 bay gelding, branded like 7V or Y near
shoulder, 3XV near thigh, like 68 near
ribs.
1 red bullock, branded like N1U off ribs,
1 red and white bullock, branded like CIO near
rump.1 red bu lock, branded like E3F off rump.
1 roan bullock, branded like WD7 near ribs.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like 1BX
off rump.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like RU8
off rump.
1 red and white bullock, branded like 6KJ off
rump.
1 dark-red bullock, branded like BL2 near rump.
1 red bullock, branded like BL2 near thigh.
1 roan bullock, branded like 6KJ off rump.
1 roan polled bullock, branded like RE2 over
BL2 near ribs.
1 roan bullock. branded like RE2 near ribs.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like R1Y
off ribs.
1 dark-red bullock, branded like BL2 near thigh.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like LF2
near thigh.
1 roan  bullock, branded like ER2 near rump.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1886.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE unclaimed Mare hereunder described, nowin the possession of the Muttaburra 1'ol ce,
will , unless previously claimed, be sold by public
auction, at the Police Station, Muttaburra, on the
lat of August  next, viz.
One Chestnut Mare, branded M over t near
shoulder,  near  fore and hind legs white, blaze on
face.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information,
that the Reverend CHRISTIAN FRIaDRICH
SCHMIDT, a Minister of the German Lutheran
Denomination, residing at Rockhampton, in the
Registry District of Rockhampton, has been duly
registered as a Minister of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queens-
land, under the provisions of  "The Marriage Act
of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the 4th day of August  next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Beal Property Act  of 1861," to issue in the
name of  John Muir a Provisional Certificate of
Title, numbered  16286 ,  bearing an  indorsement
thereon of  a transfer  of the whole of the land to
David Henderson Maxwell, for 49  acres , portion 40,
county of Lennox, parish of Denison, and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume
19, folio 56, the said original Certificate of Title
having been lost , mislaid,  or burnt.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
l after the 4th day of August next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue in the
name  of James Tyson a Provisional Certificate of
Title, numbered 39905, for 640 acres, portion 2,
county of Stanley, parish of  Mackenzie, and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume 270,
folio 167, the said original Certificate of Title
having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
1
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
 " after the 4th day of August  next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th  section
of  " The  Real  Property Act of  1861," to issue in
the name of Margaret Lyons a Provisional Certifi-
cate of Title, numbered 11801, for 16 perches,
subdivision 4 of subdivision 105 of portion 209,
county of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
volume  93, folio 71, the said original Certificate of
Title having been lost  or mislaid  by the owner.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the 11th day of August next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861, to issue in the
name  of Andrew Leon a Provisional Deed of
Grant, numbered 33459, for 1 rood, allotment 2,
section 8, county of Nares, parish of Cairns, town
of Cairns,  and more  particularly described in
Register Book, volume 297, folio 219, the said original
Deed of Grant having been lost or mislaid by the
owner.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the 4th day of August next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
"The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue in the
name  of George Thomas Ballard a Provisional
Certificate of Title, numbered 7794, for 6 acres
2 roods, subdivision 10 of portion 414, county of
Aubigny, parish of Drayton, and more particularly
described in Register Book, volume 66, folio 64,
the said original Certificate of Title having been
lost or mislaid by the owner.
THOS. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Frederick Scott, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desggns, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
(1)
E.eawur+os.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Adelaide
Mil ling and Mercantile Company, Limited,
trading as such ,  in Eagle street ,  Brisbane, and
Victoria Square, Adelaide, in the province of
South Australia ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Flour ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
STEAM MILLS.
J. HART & CO.,
PORT ADELAIDE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act abovementioned.
(1)
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this a lvertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance  with the provisions of the above Act.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Evan Rowlands,
of 116, Collins street West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisionssof  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to  register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
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N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the 25th day of July next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" Ilie Real Property Act of  1861," to issue in the
name of  Franz Bollman a Provisional Certificate of
Title, numbered 70052, with a Transfer endorsed
thereon of the whole of the land to William Poole for
1 rood 8 perches, re-subdivisions 344 and 345 of
subdivision 2 of suburban portion 177, county of
Stanley,  parish of  South Brisbane. Also, a Pro-
visional  Certificate of Title numbered 71347, in
the name of William Poole, for 211 perches, re-
subdivision 10 of subdivision A of portion 158B,
county of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly, and
which are  more  particularly described in Register
Books, volume 480, folio 32, and volume 489, folio
87, the said original Certificates of Title having
been mutilated and rendered useless.
THOS. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
1\
OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
 an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described  as " Scott's  Seed Germinating Pots and
Tray."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Govern-
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Pant Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedNi an application for a P entand thecomplete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from John
Francis  Richardson, of Flinders street, in the City
of Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland, for an
invention described as " The Cleveland Patent
Safety Blasting Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said John
Francis Richardson, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENN EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Ponting, of Rosewood, near Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, for an invention described as
"Ponting's Corn Husker, Thresher, Winnower,
and Bagger."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said James
Pouting, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKE N EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alex-
ander Donaldson Spiers, of 135, Buchanan street,
Glasgow, in the County of Lanark, Scotland, for
an invention described as " Improvements in
Apparatus for Cleaning or Scrubbing the Sides
and Bottoms of Ships Afloat."
Notice is hereby further given, t.iat unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Alexander Donaldson Spiers, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Barclay Blaikie, of Auckland, in the Colony of
New Zealand, for an invention described as " An
Im proved Method of Slating Roofs."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
msxt Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said James Barclay Blaikie, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  from Arthur
Henderson Robinson, of 36, Wynyard Square, in
the City of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales , for an invention described as "Improve-
ments in Apparatus or Machines for boring the
Ground for Water or other purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Arthur Henderson Robinson ,  in accordance
with  "  The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th April, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given that H. J. Pollardand Company, trading as such, at Queen
street, Brisbane, Importers of Musical Instruments,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of
1884," to register in Class 9, in respect of Piano-
fortes, a Trade Mark, of which the following is a
representation
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HERMAMW SCHRDERI
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to havf- the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th April, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that John MightCoote, of No. 100, Collins street West,
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, Merchant,
has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1884,"
to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea, a Trade
Mark, of which the following is a representation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted an
application  for a  Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto , received from Robert
Savage, of  Herbert  street , South Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria,  for an invention  described as
" An Improved Railway Tip Waggon or Truck."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months  from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that
a Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert  Savage , in accordance with the pro-
visions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Mavis  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
I
-
PURE  T
I
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
22
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Queensland  Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
NorE.-That the  above Trade Mark is intended to form part of
wrapper for packages of tea ,  the other part having been previously
registered in this  colony  (Vide  Government  Gazette ,  10th May,
1882).
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  15th April, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that John Might
Coote, of No. 100, Collins street  West, Mel-
bourne, in the Colony of Victoria, Merchant, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Art of  1884,"
to register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Tea, a Trade
Mark ,  of which the following is a  representation :-
9 BRAND,
.  • 4
8
STSRM
AUS RALIA
SOIITi -
MALT
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
Nora .- That the above Trade Mark is intended to form part of
wrapper for packages of tea ,  the other part having been previously
registered in this  colony  (Vide Government  Gazette,  May 10th , 1882).
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that Clark and Com-
pany ,  trading as such , of Anchor Mills,
Paisley ,  in the county of Ren fr ew , North  Britain,
have app lied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of
" The Patent :,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 23, in respect of Sewing
Cottons of all . descriptions , a Trade Mark, of which
the following is a representation
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that David Smith, of
739, Harris street, in the city of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales, has applied, in
pursuance  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 4.4, in respect
of Aerated Beverages, a Trade Mark, of which the
following is a representation
The Trade Mark differs from the above repre-
sentation inasmuch that the hand is coloured red.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
ave the samethis Trade Mark is not entitled to hat"
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Tarde Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
ON SALE  at the Government Printing Office,
William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th  year  of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed  in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established  by the  Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883 .  Price, one shi ll ing.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 188t.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony, 9d.; to England and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at he Govern-went Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act  of 1866,"
" The Stamped Transfer Act of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties  Amendment Act  of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. ,.. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
4_
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the  applicants  for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
N OW published at the Government Pri tingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phienogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8,1.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, J. C. BEAL,
Registrar of.Patents, &c. Government Printer.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND  1877."NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of  Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Estate
Description claimed to
f Land beti nd Sit .o oan ua
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
I
transmitted.
1881.
George Hillyard ,  late of 29 Dec.
South Brisbane , watch-
maker
1884.
Charles Peters ,  late of 15 Dec.
South Brisbane
Thomas Tracey ,  late of 23 Dec.
Fortitude Valley, Bris-
bane, dairyman
1872.
1881.
Nov. 17
Subdivision 10, of suburban allot-
ment 135, parish of South Bris-
bane
Subdivisions 34 and 35, of portion
208, parish  of South  Brisbane
Subdivision 41, of eastern subur -
ban allotment 41, parish of
North Brisbane
1885.
Fee-simple Will dated  6 Sep ., 11 Aug.
1882
Fee-simple As administratrix 11 Aug.
Fee-simple Will  dated 1 Dec .,
1884 ,  and codicil
dated 4 Dec., 1&84
11 Aug.
John Rankin ,  late of 6 Aug .  Wi lliam Henry Rankin, Re-subdivision 2, of subdivision Fee-simple As heir -at-law  ...  18 Aug.
Mary bo ro ugh ,  carpen- of Marybo ro ugh ,  a 3, of suburban allotment 1, of
ter minor section 50,  parish and town of
Marybo ro ugh
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1886.
Name
of Claimant.
Diana Hillyard, of South
Brisbane, widow
Annie  Olsen,  wife of
Ludwig Oluf  Olsen, of
South  Brisbane
Catherine  Gawthern,
wife of Edmund Fran-
cis Gawthern, Mary
Ann Mitchell ,  wife of
Charles Mitchell, Brid-
get Tracey ,  of Sydney,
spinster ,  and Margaret
Tracey, of Fortitude
Valley,  spinster
THO. MY NE,
Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that  applications  have been made  to bring the  Lands described below  under the
11 provisions  of  " The Real  Property Acto  of  1861  and 1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to lodge,  by himself or his attorney,  a Caveat in Form B  of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Date within which a Cast at
may be lodged.
J. Poulain
5 acres,  being suburban allotment 4 of section 21, Alexander Christie  Walker ...  18th August, 1885.
suburban allotment 5 of section 14, and eastern
suburban allotment 7 of section 5, parish of
Gayndah
47 acres 1 rood 32 1  perches, being subdivision S of James  Ivory ... ... ...  11th August, 1885.
portion 206 ,  parish of Ipswich
1 acre,  being allotment 8 of section 1, village of Allora Henry Black  ... ... ...  18th August, 1885.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 11th July, 1885.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
NOTICE.
rI'HE undermentioned Goods, overtime in Queen 's Warehouse at Cooktown ,  wi ll  be sold by Public
Auction, on the 22nd July, 1885 ,  at Cooktown ,  under the 82nd clause of  " The  Customs  Act of  1873."
Bond Mark .  Date of Warehousing .  By whom Warehoused.
H =11= 1
241
C
245
H
242
Q 247
T
254
N
255
R
255
Goods.
H. E. Barr  ... ... ...  1'j casks wine,  35 gallons.
Dec. 19  Power,  Thomas, and Madden ... 1 case shoes.
„ 19 Ditto ... ... ... ...  2 cases bean curd.
1882.
Jan. 9 Ditto ... ... ...
April 25 Ditto ... ... ...
May 16 Ditto ... ... ...
„ 23
Custom House ,  Brisbane,
25th June, 1885.
Name of Applicant.
... 1 case red bean.
2 bags rice ,  108 lbs.
... 3 „ „ 162 „
... 1 package tobacco, 18 8 lbs.
GOODS FORFEITED.
Ex "Archer," 3rd January, 1885, 45 lbs. tobacco
(For the Collector of Customs,)
W. E. CHANCELLOR.
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Department of Public Lands,
85-10503 - Sur. Brisbane ,  19th June, 186.
RESUMPTION FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOOWOOMBA.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified that the Land described in the Book of Reference hereunder is intended to be
resumed for a Rifle Range under  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878 " and
section 52 of "  The Defence Act of  1884" ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by
the said resumption are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of the land intended to be resumed may be seen at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B.  DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A RIFLE RANGE NEAR ToOWOOMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
No. of ReputedDescription .  Por- How  Held. Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.tion.
Co
wZ
Lana ReputedAgent's How Held.i Owner.District.
Area.  Remaslln.
Cho. Lks. Links.  . R. P.
1 A triangular piece of land 627 Freehold Michael M. Garvey 69° 36' 1 43J Irregu- 0 0 5J UL Part of  a *1 ing-
cut off the north -west Garvey lar yard cut of.
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
2 Part of a proclaimed road  527 Crown The Unoccu- 690  36'  2 87 Irregu- 0 1
separating re-subdivision  land Crown  pied lar
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527  f ro m re-sub-
division c
3 A strip of land running 527 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  69° 36'  4 35 200 0  2  28  oo Unimprev.10
across the southern part Garvey
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4 A strip of land running 527A ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto ... 690 36' 2 23 200 0 1 3 a'M ditto.
across the southern part
of portion 527A
5 A strip of land running 627E ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  69° 36'  3 13 200 0 2 17$ 54  North -east b.un-
across the southern part Neden  dory  of yertion
of portion 527B fenced, otherwise
unimp roved.
85-5526-T.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  5th June, 1965.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of theprovisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been plea ed to c nfirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road, are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has  been  resumed and the damage th**  may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
OOR OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  No. 3318,  IPSWICH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO  BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Mort, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
0
sue.
Description of Road.
1 A strip  of land along  and 37 3318
within  the east  boundary
of portion 37
Occupier.
00
0 0ac
Pd
Bearings. Lengths .  Area.
Ohs. Lks.  Links.  A.  7- P
Ipswich Freehold Ola Trulson 0. Trulson North ...  86 0 100 3 2 1
REMAa s.- Selection partly fenced and cultivated.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the office of the Clark of
Petty Sessions in Gattoa.
C. B. DUTTON.
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85.11353-C.T.
Dartmouth Lake
Sistova ... ...
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
FIRST NOTICE.I T is hereby notified or general information,  that he Land described in the Book of Reference here-
under is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the provisions of ,The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act  of  1878  ";  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections,
in  writing, within one month  from this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed may be seen at the Public Lands Office, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Boox OF REFERENCE  OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOE A SEWER , IN CONNECTION  WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
d42z Desc ription of Landto be Resumed. How Held.
1 A strip of land seventy -  Freehold
eight links  wide from
Campbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd street)
north through east-
ern suburban allot-
ment 101  to Breakfast
Creek
Reputed
Owner.
O
Occupier .  Bearings.  Lengths. Area .  Remarks.
Ohs. Lks. Links. A.  R. P
PeterMorrison  P. M. North ... 7 20 78 0 2 81116  Land fenced.
Campbell Campbell
Varna ...
Widdin ,..
Schumla ...
Hobart ...
Cuckoo ...
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury, atBrisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of  Lessee.
James  Frederick Williams
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Edward Augustus  Bullmore
Richard John Bligh
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
...
Name of Run.
... AmbMala West ...
... Ambatala North
... Devon ... ...
... Torpedo ... ...
... Staverton... ...
and
...
Ditto  ...  ...
James Francis Cudmore and
Daniel Cudmore
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
Partly under culti.
vation and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
District .
Warrego ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
... ditto ...
...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto  ...
... ditto ...
Cubrathl: lla ... ditto ...
Cubrathulla North ... ditto ...
Mantony  ... .. ... ditto ...
Area in
Square
Miles.
Amount.
s. d.
... 60 15 0 0
... 32 8 0 0
... 281 7 2 6
... 68; 1 7 2 6
... 85-1 21 7 6
... 554 13 18 9
... 45 11 5 0
... 44 11 0 0
... 35 8 15 0
... 42 10 10 0
... 642-116 2 6
... 49 12 5 0
52; 13 2 6
...
20 5 0 0
224 5 13 9
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information ,  that the interest of the previous Occupants in the
Leases of the undermentioned Runs, held under the provisions of  " The Settled Districts Pastoral
Leases Act of  1876," has been transferred during the Quarter ending 30th June, 1885, with the
sanction  of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the undermentioned persons. •
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Name of Run. Name of Transferrer. Name of Transferree.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
Hamilton and Hopetown ... ... D. H. Dalrymple, R. McBurney, and David Hay Dalrymple and Alexander
A. H. Lloyd (Executors of the Keith Murray.
late J. J. Martin)
Neotefield ... ... ... ... Frederick Robert Bode ... ... William John Dangar.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
Glenbar ... ... ... J David Kelly and Daniel MeTaggart J Richard Walter Scougall.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. or
Miles open
lbrTrs o.  I
Passengers '  Goods and Live
Pares.  Stock. Total.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ s, d.  2 a. d. 2 so d. 2 s, d.
Week ending 5th July, .485 568 2,089 10 4 4 ,014 3 0 397 14 1 6,501 7 5
O'rresponding week last year ...  553 1,866 5 8 3,961 1 3 364 13 6 6,192 0 5
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
223 4 8  53 1 9 33 0 7 309 7 0
...
1885 - Taal  Traffic to date  ... ... ...
1884  -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
A so, do
Week ending  5th July,  1885  77 247 15 5
Corresponding week last year ...  77 235 12 4
Increase  ... ... ... ...  12 3 1
Decrease ...
1885  -Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto  ditto ...
Total  Increase
...
...
... ...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
23,012 18 11
18,850 10 0
£4,162 8 11
2 so d, d so d.  ;e so  d.  ;e so  d.
Week  ending 5th July, 1885 66 39 5 11 182 6 3 6 3 7 227 15 9
Corresponding  week last year ...  66 64  10 4 134 0 6 5 2 8 203 13 6
Increase... ... ... ... ... 48 5 9 1 0 11 24 2 3
Decrease ... 25 4 5
1885-Total Traffic to date  ... ... ... ... ... 4,436 19 0
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
4,921 4 3
2484 5 3
£ s. d. $ so  d.  S so  d. £ so  d.
Week ending  5th July,  1885 369  452 14 10 2,473 16  5 123 2 6  3,049 13 9
Corresponding week last year ... 317 449 18 7 2,313  6 8 86 4 3  2,849 9 6
Increase...
Decrease
1885-Total Traffic to date ...
1884 - Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
... •..
2 16 3 160 9 9 36 18 3 200 4 3
...
... ...
... ...
we ..9
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
...
87,293 1 7
88,977 0 3
£1,68318 8
L .o  d. B so  d. L  so  d. $ so  d.
Week ending  5th July,  1885  170 398 19  1 1,466 3 8 62 4 5 1,926 7 2
Corresponding week last year... 127 287 5 0 898 19  1 27 1  2 1,213 5 8
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1886-Total  Traffic to date
1884- Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
...
...
0*0
...
... ...
111 14  1 566 4 7 35 3 3 713 1 11
179,319 9 4
167,391 17 0
211,927 12 4
L so  d. £ so  d. L s. d.
739 8 1 15 6 2 1,002 9 8
525 12 4 19 19 0 781 3 8
213 15 9 221 6 0
... 4 12 10
42,848 4 1
27,291 11 4
15,556 12 9
F. CURNOW,
Oammissioner tae Badways.
General
 Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland, 5th July, 1SP5.THE following Sir a-dART of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE ,  during the Month of JUNE,  1885, is published for general information.
--- T. MACDONALD-PATERSON , Postmaster -General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE DURIN G  THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1885.
LAT., 27°  28'3' S.; LONG.,  153° 16 '  15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  120 FEET; D ISTANCE FROM SEA - COAST ,  10 MILES.
RAROYRTEY.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit, and
reduced to mean
sealevel.
6
ta:imum
Kean
Minimum
...
..t .N .N ...
BELT:-REOIBTEEINe
TRaaaOYETERB.
• 8a o
Np Wa e dM
a 21
301468 30'358 30'439 149.0 106'0 84.5 81.0 63.5
... ...
30.244,30'16330. 212 118.8
 90'4 48.5 73.3 50.7
29.06829.985 29.062 65.5' 68.5 34.0 86'0 38.0
are&OERTR1 .  RAIN. WIND. CLOOD.
mmX1 .
Ab
Mm
ww
Temperature Temperature of
of Air. Evaporation.
A a
a
33.5 71.0 78.0
23.3 59.2 69.4
6.5 49.5 55.0
A e
a a
0. ,am
0 O
n
y
OZONE.
Humidity . Summary  of Direction . 0-10.bo I a
!1 8 o 9 a . m. 3 P.M.A
 e a o. A 004a a as a - 5]
9 P.M.
67.5 681  72.0 87'0  1 6  '93 •96 0.730 ,,. N 0 NE 5 N 0  NE 6  N 1 NE 15
581 55-8 61.7 1 54.6 -80
49'0 46'5 53.0 46.0 •57
Total Rainfall, 2.34 inches .
 Evaporation ,
 2-78 inches.summary of May ,  1885 .  Mean Shade  Temp .,  62.4 degrees .  Rain fell on 9 days,
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Elect ri cal Observations -  72 Positive ;  19 Negative .  Prevailing Winds ,  B.W. and N.E.
89 ... 21  ... S.W.
78 ... 12  ... B.W.
70 ... 20  ...  W. and S.W.
87 ... 3 ... S.W. and W.
90 ... 0 ,,, W .  and S.W.
80 ... 10 ... S.W.
80 ... 10 ... S.W.
67 ... 23  ... S.W.
62 ... 28 ... S. and S.W.
The weather has been warmer than usual :  the mean shade temperature, 62.4°, being 2.0° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 1.1° over the last three years .  The highest reading In sbade, 81.00, was on
the 3rd,
 the lowest on grass ,  34.0°, was on the morning of the 28th .  The highest barometric reading ,  80456 inches, was at 9 p.m. on the 9th, and the lowest ,  29.986 inches ,  at 8 p.m. on the 23rd .  The mean baro met ri c reading ,  302C6 inches, is 0.090
inches over the average of the last ten years.  Rain fell  on 9 days;  the total tall, 2.34 inches, being 0.78 inches over the average of the month for the last ten years, and 0.65 inches over the last three years.  The greatest fall In 24 hours, 0.73
inches ,  was on the 12th .  The total amount of rain which has fallen In the year 1885, up to the 30th June, is 15.59 inches ,  on 05 days .  The rainfa ll,  during the same peri od in 1884,  was 25.12 inches, on 69 days .  For further information as to
the rainfa ll
 of the colony ,  see general summary published monthly in the  Goverameat Gasette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological  Observer
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Francis Cooper, of Elizabeth street, Brisbane,
blacksmith and ironfounder, by the said
Francis Cooper.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Francis Cooper
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Francis  Cooper,  for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the  office  of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Twenty-third day of .July, 1885,
at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Francis Cooper shall, on
the Twenty-second day of July,  at Brisbane,
deliver to  the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors,
and of the causes  of his inability  to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
6 Chancery Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In form&  pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against
Thomas Poole, of Ravenswood , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  miner ,  by the said Thomas
Poole.
U
PON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Thomas Poole be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Poole, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the 23rd day of  July,  1885, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that
the said Thomas Poole shall ,  on the 22nd day of
July,  1885, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and  liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal  of the  Court ,  this 8th day
of July, 1885.
By the Court,
L. F. BBRNqAYS,
Brisbane.
Agent for-
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
FOLLETT MILFORD,
Ravenswood.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In form& pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William McGregor, formerly of Nerang, but
now of Brisbane ,  blacksmith ,  by the said
William McGregor.
UPON tke hearing of this Petition this day, it isordered that the said William McGregor be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in formd
pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
.ordered that the First General  Meeting of the
creditors of the said William McGregor ,  for the
election of a Trustee .  be held at the  Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, on the Twenty-third d:iy
of July,  1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William
McGregor shall ,  on the Twenty-second day of July,
1885, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of
every  kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of  his  inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme ; Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR . JUSTICE MEIN.
In the  Matter of Robert Balfour Lipsett, of
Clermont ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  fencing
contractor ,  an Insolvent.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in theColony of Queensland ,  accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proof's of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this third day of July, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REFS JONES,  BROWN ,  AND JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane,
and Quay street, Rockhampton.
1126 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Roderick Mackenzie, of Charters
Towers ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  stationer,
an Insolvent.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in heColony of Queensland ,  Accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of July, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
J. R. BAXTER  BRUCE,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Trustee,
George street ,  Brisbane.
1134 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVTENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the  Matter of Wi lliam Dog, of Brisbane,
labourer ,  an Insolvent ,  informd pauperis.THE Court has appointed the Last  Examina-tion of the Insolvent to take place at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on the 29th day
of July  instant, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this  ninth day  of July,  A.D. 1885.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
6, Chancery Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
1140 5s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mu. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Frank Godschall Johnson, of
Boggo Road, South Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, butcher, an Insolvent.
THE EIGHT DAY OF JULY, 1885.WHEREAS application was This Day made tothe Court on behalf of the Creditors of
the abovenamed Insolvent for an order to Annul
the Adjudication made against the said Insolvent
on the eighth day of June last past : It is hereby
ordered that the Adjudication against the said
Insolvent be, and the same is, hereby annulled.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this tenth
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Joseph  Pattison and Company, of
Rockhampton , in the Colony  of Queensland,
merchants ,  Insolvents.
ROBERT REYNOLDSON DAWBARN, ofRockhampton,  accountant ,  has been appointed
'I rustee of the property of the Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated  this  fourth day  of July, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
1152 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In thelMatter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Robert Henry Allen, of Mary
street, Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
Robert Henry Allen has been summoned to be
held at the Office of Horace Tozer, solicitor,
Gympie, on the Twentieth day of July instant, at
11 o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this fourth day of July, A.D. 1885.
HORACE TOZER,
Solicitor for the said Robert Henry Allen,
Gympie.
By his Town Agents--
WILSON AND  WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1133 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William McCarthy Metzger, of
Blackall, in the Colony of Queensland, lately
a publican.
O
N the fourth day of February last past, a Cer-
tificate of Discharge was granted to William
M cCartby Metzger, of Blackall, in the Colony of
Queensland, lately a publican, who was adjudicated
Insolvent on the fourteenth day of May, 1880, such
Certificate not to issue until the expiration of six
months from the date of granting thereof.
1150
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Josiah Fuggle, of Brisbane,
baker and grocer, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of the abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudi-
cated on the thirteenth day of May, 1885.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by
the Twentieth day of July  instant, will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Brisbane , 9th  July,  11385.
1141 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors
instituted by John Woods Moss, of South
Brisbane, builder.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Second General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my Office,
George street, Brisbane, on the 20th day of July
instant, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, precisely.
Dated this tenth day of July, 1885.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK BERNAYS,
1153
Solicitor for the Debtor.
• 5s.
In the Insolvent  Estate of George Stevenson Davis,
of Cairns ,  storekeeper.
A FIRST Dividend  of 5s. in the Bon all debts
11 proved  and admitted has been declared in
this Estate ,  and is now payable at my  office.
W. POCOCK,
Trustee.
Brisbane Exchange,
8th July, 1885.
1135 3s.
In the Insolvent Estate of Wil liam Spear, of
• Mackay.A SECOND and Final Dividend of 4s, i s *
per pound is payable on all admitted claims
in the above Estate, on and after this  day (TUES-
DAY), the 7th July,  at my Office, 219, Queen
street.
1127
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the  Insolvent Estate of John Christie, of
Mackay.A SECOND and Final Dividend of 4s. Bd. per
pound is payable on all admitted claims in
the above Estate, on and after  this day (TUES-
DAY), the 7th July,  at my Office,  219, Queen
street.
1128
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Matter  of Albert  Carpenter, of Mackay,
insolvent.
A SECOND and  Final Dividend of 10d. per
pound is payable in the above Estate on all
admitted claims ,  on and after this day  (WEDNES-
DAY), the 7th July,  at my Office, 219, Queen
street.
1129
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Walter Compigne, late of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland, articled clerk,
deceased.
vOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts inthe above Estate from the twenty-sixth day
of July , 1884 , to the twelfth  day of .Tune, 1885,
both inclusive,  have  this  day been filed in my
Office,  and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate ,  or being interested therein, are re-
23
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gwired to come in before  we,  at my Office, Supreme
Court House, William street, Brisbane, on or
before THURSDAY, the 13th day of August next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and, if they should
see fit, object thereto ; and if no exception shall be
taken to the said Accounts the sime will be duly
inquired into at my said Office, on the ' above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock iii the forenoon.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
FRANCIS I. POWER,
Proctor for Executor,
Gympie.
By his Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1142
Registrar.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of Charles Robert St.
John Renny, late of Springsure, in the Colony
of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
and Codicils of the abovenamed Charles Robert St.
John Renny, deceased, may be granted to John
Graham Macdonald, of Springsure, in the Colony
of Queensland, Police Magistrate, and A dam
Colquhoun Gillespie, of.Orion Downs Station, near
Springsure aforesaid, Esquire, the Executors named
in and appointed by the first Codicil to the said
Will, leave being reserved to Julia Renny, of
Castle Douglas, in the County of Kircudbright.
Scotland, spinster, the Executrix named in and
appointed by the said Will of the said deceased, to
come in and prove the same at any time hereafter.
Dated this sixth day of July, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES SYDNEY DICK MELBOURNE,Proctor f r the said John Graham Macdonald,
and Adam Colquhoun Gillespie,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
By his Agents-
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors, Qpeen street, Brisbane.
1130 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Heinrich Wassmuth,
late of Harrisville ,  near Ipswich , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application  will be  made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Letters  of Adminis-
tration of all the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Heinrich Wassmuth,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Sarah Ann Wassmuth ,  of Harrisville aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this seventh  day of July,
A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Sarah  Ann Wassmuth.
1139 6s. -
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Jane Falconer, late of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the'
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Jane Falconer, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Enoch
Bostock, of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed surveyor, the duly appointed Guardian of
the infant n-xt-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this sixth day of July, A.D.
1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Enoch Bostock.
1138  68.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Margaret Compton, late of Bowen
1jilis, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
wife of Henry Compton, of the same place,
deceased.
INT  OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the date of the
pulbication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of ail the lands of the abovenamed Margaret
Compton, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Henry Compton, of Brisbane aforesaid,
the husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this ninth day of July, A.D.
1885.
ROBERT. W. KINGSFORD,
Proctor for the said Henry Compton,
1146
Temple Buildings,
George street,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Cou*.of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Valentine Hinton, late of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
merchant, deceased.
1
N OTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion with Exemplification of Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Valentine Hinton, de-
ceased , annexed,  may be granted to Samuel Hinton,
of Springsure, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, the duly constituted Attorney of William
Henry Hinton, of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales,  merchant , and Frederick William
Mackey, of Bourke, in the Colony of New South
Wales aforesaid, storekeMe' , the Executors
named in and appointed by said Will of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this ninth day of July, A.D.
1885.
1145
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the  said Samuel $inton,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the La•v1 , and Goods of George Salmon
Backhouse, late of Killarney, near Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the lands and personal
estate and effects of the abovenamed deceased
may be granted to Sarah La-Monte Backhouse, of
Killarney aforesaid, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this eight day of July, A.D., 1885.
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the abovenamed Applicant,
By his Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Fitzroy street, Warwick,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1136 6s.
1sk
In the Supreme Court , of. Queensland.
4CCLTSIASTICA,L JURISDICTION.
In the  Land and Goods of E ward Nfi ller ,  late of
Cooktown,  in the  Colony of  Queensland,
selector ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days.  from the publication,
hereof in the  Queensland Government ('a;ette,
application will be made  to the  said Ilonqu ri ble
Court, that  Letters of Acl;ninistratiqu of a t4 e
lands, goods , chattels,  credits and etlecta of the
abovenamed Edward  Miller,  deceased ,  who  died
intestate ,  may be granted tp Annie Peirce, of
Cooktown,  aforesaid ,  labourer, and. widow of, the
said  deceased.
Dated at Cooktown, this third day  of July, 1885.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Proctor for the said Annie Peir ce,
Charlotte street, Cookt wn.
Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1151 6s. 6d.
In the Suprerpe Court ofQueen
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Kenna, late of Rockhamp-
ton, in the Colony of Queensland,  carrier,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that af er the  e a-tion of fourteen days from th  dat  of -the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application  will 'be  made to the said lion-
ourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  Patrick Kenna ,  deceased , '  may be
granted  to Catherine .  Kenna ,, widow , of,  the said.
deceased, Edward King Ogg,  merchant , and Robert
Augustus  Drumm , solicitor, all  of. Rockhampton
aforesaid, the Executrix-  and Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated this third day of July, A.D. 1885.
ROBERT LYONS,
Fitzroy Clambers,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Ixecutrix and Executors.
1122 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Richardson, late of South
Brisbane, in the olony of Queensland, draper,
deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days _ f rom the pnba•
tion hereof, application will be made to the sai4-
Honourable Court, that P,zobate of the Will of the
abovenamed ,George Ricl ardsor , deceased, may be.
anted toPeter McLean, of Brisbane for said,
nd Commissioner, and John Irving,  of Brisbane
aforesaid, clerk, the Execu tors  and Trustees in the
said Will named.
Dated this eighth day of July, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
1132
Pr*ctor for Executors,
Queen street, Brisban,,
5s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TQ, CRTI)}ITOF,S.
Be Thomas P lmer, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  "Tke Trustees
and Incapacitated Persona Act of 1867"
notice is hereby given, that all creditors and other
persons havin any claims or demands against
the Estate of Thomas Palmer, late of Brisbane, in
the' Colony of Queensla.nd3 cordial manufacturer,
deceased, who died at Brisbane aforesaid, on or
about t4e twenty-second day of July, 18 4, intestate,
and of whose real and person4 estatg aid effects
within the colony aforesaid Letters of Adminis-
tration were duly granted to Catherine Palmer, of
Brisbane aforesaid, widow and next-of-kin of the
said deceased, on or about the second day of
October, 1884, are hereby required to send m,, in
writing, particulars of-claints  orde mands to the said,
Catherine  Palmer, care of the undersigned, on or
before the Eleventh day of August next : And
notice is hereby  given ,  that  at the expiration of the
last-mentioned , day the said  Catherine Palmer will
r proceed to distribute the assets  of the  said,  Thomas
Palmer,  deceased ,  among  the persons entitled
thereto,  having regPard  only to the claims of which
the said Catherine almer shall then have had'such
notice , and that the said Catherine Palmer will not
be liable for the  assets , qr any part thereof, so
distributed to any  person  of, whose  claim the said
Catherine Palmer shall not have had notice at the
time of  such distribution.
Dated this seventh day of, July, 1885.
1131,
If AIT, A.ND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street, Brisbane.98,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CRBDITORS.
In toe Ftstates of, Elizabeth Barrett, late of
Clermont; Thomas Bowen, late of, BIufE
Downs ; Philip,, alias William, Bartle, late of
Blackall; Mary Barclay, late, of Jericio; James
Bowles, late of Murw_eh; Thomas Goddard, late
of Cli rleville ; ,iohn Hodson, late of Ravens-
bourne ; Frederick Jacklin, late of Bundaberg;
Abdullah Karigorus, late of  Nermanton ;
Thomas C. Lyne, late of Cloneurry ; Joseph
Leg , late of  Minnie  Downs ; Donald
McDonald, late of Homebush,  near  Mackay ;
Andrew Who McKenzie, late of Cerinda
Station ; John Miller, late of Crocodilg
Diggings, Rockhampton; William Page, late of
Normanby River ; Thomas Rowan, late of,
St. George ; John. Skea,  late of . Hughenden ;
Martin Scanlan,  late of -Mills Mills, ; William
Turner, late of Port  Bowen  ; Mary. Ann
Thompson, late of Brisbane, deceased. 'PURSUANT to " The Intestacy Act of 1877,"  all
persons having any claims  against the  Estates
of any of the abovename4 deceased persons are to
come in and prove their debts,, at niy Office Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on or before, the Ninth ctay
of September next; or in default they willbe perem -
terily excluded from all, benefits accruing from the
said Estates.
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
1137
G. H. NBWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
9s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERS#IIP.THE Partnership hitherto subsistin  be weenus, under the style or - firm of " Trow and
Noble," has been dissolved by mutual  consent, as
from the 1st April, 1885.
1VIr. Trow will collect and get in the  assets and
debts due to, and pay the debts due by, the late
partnership, and dispose of the, assets of  the, same.
Dated this thirtieth day of_ June, 1$04-
1143.
WILLI AM NOBLE.
JAMES MANNING PROW.
3s. 6d.WEhereby  give notice ,  that we intend to applyto the Calliope Division Bpard fq per-
mission to erect Three Public  '6008. on thp.road
from Miriam Vale to Rosedale - two at prtionNo., 14Q and one on the boundary _of pertiot} No.
164-such gates to be erected in accordance with.
" Enclosure of Roads Act of  1864."
G. H. AND C. SKYRING.
Baffle Creek, 4th July, 1885.
1147 3s.
YEEIIONOPILLY DIVISION.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that it is the inten-
tign of the Yeero } gpiPy to, a p1y  to
t Government fgr , a Loau of ee , un red
Pounds  (£ 300) for the ,  purpose of making and
resuming land, supient to.,  make the Faeld
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road ,  running  tkrough  portiews 3 and  4, parish of
Yeerongpilly, 60 feet wide,  and also to extend
said road  through  portions 2 and  1, same parish,
to the South  Brisbane  Cemetery.
Full particulars of the above at the Board's
Office, Rocklea.
A. RADCLIFFE,
Chairman.
Rocklea, 2nd July, 1885.
1123 4s. 6d.
ALEXANDER REID AND COMPANY,
LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby given, that n Extraordinary
General Meeting of Alexander Reid and
Company, Limited, will be held at the Company's
Office, East street, Rockhampton, on WEDNES-
DAY, the fifth day of August, 1885, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of con.
sidering and, if thought fit, passing the subjoinedResolution:-Resolution.
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily
under the provisions of  " T7ee Companies Act,
1863," and that Alfred  Septimus  Tompson be and
is hereby appointed Liquidator for the purpose of
such winding-up.
Dated this seventh day of July, 1885.
By Order of the Board,
ALEX. REID,
Managing  Director.
Signed in the presence of-
W. K. D'Aiwoy,
Solicitor ,  Rockhampton.
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1'he  J ovznuMBNTPRINTa n  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1885.  £ e. d.
July 4.-J. Meredith ... ... ... 0 15 0
4.-J. M. Morgan  ... ... ...  0 2 6
4.-Lyons and Brennan ... ... 0 6 6
4.-G. Wood ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
4.-G. Jacobs  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
4.-G. Young  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
4.-H. Magnay  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0
4.-C. W. Touissant  ... ... ...  0 5 0
4.-Townsville Bulletin  ... ...  0 5 0
7.-Tamworth Observer  ... ...  0 1 2
7.-J. Shepherd  ... ... ...  0 5 0
8.-F. Ford ... ... ... ... 0 1 4
8.-H. T. Macfarlane  ... ... ...  0 5 0
„ 8.-W. S. Williams ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 9.-H. Boyle ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
9.-W. W. Wait ... ... ... 0 8 0
9.-H. Mea re s  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 9.-J. Kea re y ... ... ... ... 0 1 9
9.-C. S. D. Melbourne ... ... 1 0 0
9.-J. Ro ll aston  ... ... ...  0 5 0
9.-B. H. Palmer  ... ... ...  0 5 0
9.-J. B ensted  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
9.-Hinchinbrook Divisional Board ... 1 0 0
9.-P. T. Brady  ... ... ...  0 3 0
„ 9.-H. C. Chase... ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 9.-E. D'Arcy ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
9. Dawbarn and Gavin  ... ... 0 10 0
9.-W. Reid and Co. ... ... ... 0 10 0
9.-Ostermeyer and Co . ... ...  1 0 0
9.-D. Payne  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
9.-W. Hopkins  ... ... ...  0 5 0
9.-J. Maddock ... ... ...  0 2 0
9.-J. C. Collins  ... ... ...  0 5 0
„ 10.-H. Sutherland  ... ... ...  0 5 0
10.-W. Clark ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
10.-S. A.  Butler  ... ... ...  0 5 0
10.-W. H.  Payne  ... ... ... 0 5 0
10.-J. Munde ll ... ... ... ...  1 0 0
10.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ...  2 19 0
„ 10.-J. Moran  ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
#mpounbtngp.
6' PoaadkeeperaareremindedthatAdvert4same:eta
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE 8HILLINu PBR ANIMAL  ;  and no such Adveet-
sement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom--
p cniedby a remittanceaufeiext to cover theoost of  its
iusertson.
IMPOUNDED  at 1 ulo,  from Caiwarro Station, on
the 23rd June, 1885, by order of A. J. Cotter,
Esquire.  Driving ,  8s. 4d.  per head.
One brown gelding,  star  an forehead,  saddle-marked,
9ER (registered brand )  sear shoulder ,  2 heart
heart over UZb (registered brand )  off shoulder,
a8F ' (registered brand)  near rump.
One chesnat mare, stripe down face , hind feet white,
77 near shoulder, R&D (written capital letters) off
shoulder, L over A near rump, L over A near bhigh.
One dark -brown or black gelding ,  little white near hind
foot, horseshoe over D4 near shoulder, 554 off
shoulder ,  R&D (written oap ',tal letters) near rump.
One brown gelding ,  star on forehead ,  M (written capital)
over 2 near shoulder.
One dark -brown mare, star on forehead , 7U@(regis-
tered brand) over COB near shoulder ,  0 near thigh ;
piebald filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay  gelding, near  hind foot white, Y N3 (regis-
tered brand) near shoulder.
One brown gelding ,  faint brand like M  or N over WK
near shoulder, N 1 K (registered brand) over like
Q diamond D off shoulder.
One chesnut mare ,  white stripe down face, Z over  -4
near shoulder.
One bay pony  mare , like Hh (conjoined) off shoulder.
One bro wn gelding, star on forehead , CVR near shoul-
der, A C over 2 off shoulder ,  6 near thigh.
One black mare, star on forehead , off hind foot white,
7U@(registered brand )  near shoulder, 0 near
thigh ; dark -brown filly foal, star on forehead,
unbranded, at foot.
One brown  gelding , like t O near shoulder, like t7.)
near neck.
One brown mare, D4 near shoulder, R&D (written
capital letters) off shoulder ,  horseshoe over 62 near
thigh, blotch off thigh.
If not  >gloased on or before the 21st July, 1885'
will be sold to defray expenses.
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JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
15s.
IMPOUNDED at SouthBundaberg, from Rubyana, on
the 15th June, 1885, by order of Wm. Hickson.
Damages to cane ,  5s. ; driving expenses, 10d.
One strawberry working bullock, blotch brand off rump,
9SR underneath ,  bell on neck.
If not released on or before the 21st  July, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. BENSTED, Poundkeeper.
6s. 6s
1149 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, f m the streets, onthe 4th July , 1885, by the Municipal Inspector.
Damages,  Z.
One white bull, both  ears  slit, indistinct brand on off
rump like R5E  (registered  brand).
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
HENRY MEARES, Poundkeeper.
1148 is.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, from Fort William, on
the 16th May, 1885, by order of William Cush,
Esquire. Driving  expenses ,  6s. 8d. each.
One black gelding ,  aged,  BO over .q near shoulder,
saddle -marked.
One brown or bay gelding ,  star  and stripe ,  saddle and
collar -marked ,  like 1{0S (the R blotched) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 12th June, 1885, willbe sold to defray expenses.
GEO. WOOD, Poundkeeper.
1124 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden,  from Wongalee Station'
on the 12th June, 1885, by order of W. W. Voss'
Esquire. Driving, 4e.  per head.
One bay gelding ,  off hip down ,  fistula mark, blemish
near hock ,  M8M near shoulder, H near cheek, LOS
off shoulder.
One brown gelding ,  small  star in forehead, hind and
near fore feet white, oP off shoulder ,  No. 2 off neck.
One brown gelding, blaze down face , hind  feet white,
saddle -marked, W over 11 over GH near shoulder,
No. 4 near cheek.
One bay gelding, sma ll  star ,  No. 2 over illegible brand
off shoulder ,  oP off rump.
If not  released on or  before the 7th  July,  1885,
wi ll be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MAGNAY,  Poundkeeper.
1125 4s.
Printed and Published  by JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer,
Wi lliam street, Brisbane , 11th July, 1885.
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Colonial Secretar 'e Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  including the CITY and  SUBUBI S,  for the  Mouth of
June, 1885, is published  for general  information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of June two hundred and three births were registered in Brisbane
Registry District, being ninty-six males and one hundred and seven females, the number being
thirty-seven more than in the previous month of May.
In the month of June, 1884, there were one hundred and forty-seven births registered,
the number for the corresponding month of this year being fifty-six more than in June of last
year.
DEATHS.
There have been seventy-five doaMhs registered in the district during the month,-forty.
three males and thirty-two females, the  excess  of births over deaths being one hundred and
twenty-eight.
the number of deaths was seven less than was registered in the previous tiidinth of May.
In the month of June, 1884, there were seventy-seven deaths registered ; the number for
the corresponding month of this year being two less than in June of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED PoPULAHON ,  the NUMBE R  of BIRTHS And DEATHS of MALES and FHIiLEs 1 egittBred
within and outsid8 the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DiSTEICT Of BRISBANE ,  from the let  to  the
30th JUNE ,  1885  ;  also TOTAL DEATHS under FIvE YEARS and under ORE YEAR ,  and PRorolirm t of
DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS ;  also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE
YEARS and under ONE YEAR to  TOTAL  DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
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Municipal
Portion... 26,557 56 71  127 30 14 44 20 12 9.45 45.45 0.48 0.17 27.27 83 ...
Suburban
Portion... 9,612 40 36 76 13 18 31 12 4 5.26 38.71 0.79 0.83 12.90 45 ...
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TOTAL ... 36,169  96
t
107  203 43 32 75 32 16 7.88 42.66 0.56 0.21 21.33 128 ...
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 45.45 per cent, of the deaths were of children
under five years ; the rate in the suburban  parts  of the district having been 38.71, and the rate
in the whole Registry District 42.66.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the dis-
trict, is seen to have been 9.45 per cent. within, and 5.26 per cent. outside the municipality, and
7.88 in the whole Registry District.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent Home,  are all in  the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths occurring in
these institutions numbered twenty-one during the month, or 28.00 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the  Brisbane  Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of June, together with the
mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure, is seen as  follows:-
Period.
June, 1885.
Number of Deaths.
75
Mean Shade  Temperature.
62.4 30.206
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the
month was 81.0 degrees, on the 3rd, and the lowest, 38.0 degrees, on the 28th.
The mean shade temperature of the month was 62.4 degrees ; the average during the
month of June for the previous ten years was 60.4 degrees.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was
33.5 degrees, took place on the 26th, viz., from a maximum of 74.0 degrees to a minimum of
40.5 degrees.
The mean daily  range  of temperature in shade was 23.3 degrees.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.206 inches ; the average of the same month during
the previous ten years was 30.116 inches.
Rain fell on nine days; the total fall, 2.34 inches, being 0.78 inches over the average of
the month for the previous ten years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 0'73 inches, was on the
12th. The total rainfall of the year 1885, to 30th June, was 15.59 inches, on 65 days. The
rainfall during the same period in 1884 was 25.12 inches on 69 days.
The following table shows the mean of barometer ,  mean shade temperature ,  maximum
temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Brisbane in the month of June for a period of ten years:-
rear. Mean ofBarometer. Mean ShadeTemperature. Maximum inShade. Minimum on MeanGrass .  Humidity.
Mean Height  of Barometer.
Rainfall.
Inches . I Days.
Prevailing
Winds.
1885 30.206 62 .4 81.0 34.0 '720  2'34  9 I S.W.
1884 30.158 61 18 77'0 41.0 •812 2 .22 9 S.W.
1883 30'232 62 .2 81.0 39 '0 •810 0 .30 4 S.W.
1882 30 .051 59 .8 77'0 36 '0 •820 2 .84 10 W.
1881 30 '005 59 .5 76'0 34 .0 '740 0 .04 3 S. W.
1880 30.115 59'9 78.0 34.0 •757 0.04 3 W.
1879 30.053 58.9 78.0 36'0 '733 4.56 5 S.W.
1878 30 .034 58 .8 80.0 35'0  '635 0'37 2 S.W.
1877 30.299 61.6 84.5 3910 '703 1.36 2 S.W.
1876 30 .164 60 .3 80.5 40 .0 •780 2'63 13 S.W.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows:-
Males.  Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital  ... ... ... 10 4 14
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Children's ditto ... ... ... ... 1 5 6
Diamentina Orphanage  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Infants ' Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ...
Lock Hospital .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  Gaol ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Depot  ... ... ... ... ... ..
Convalescent Home  ... ... ... ... 1 1
Total  ... ... ... ... 11 10 21
• NOTS.- The average death-rate of children under 1 year ,  as compared to births during the  ten years ended
3  1st December ,  1883, throughout the whole of Queensland ,  was 13 '33.- Yids  Vital Statistics of 1883.
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The following table shows the causes of death of  persons  of both  sexes , under one year,
total under five years, and over five years ;  also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes in Brisbane and suburbs during the month :-
Class. Causes of Death.
I. Zymotic  diseases ...
II. Constitutional  diseases
III. Local  diseases ... ...IV. Developmental diseasesV. Violence ...
Causes not specified ...
All causes ...
Class. Order.
1.
II.
IV.
V.
Under
1 year.
talunder
5 years.
Over
S years. Total.
Proportion
per Dent.
5 11 10 21 28'00
'2  10 12  16.00
7 14 16 30  40.00
4 5  2 7  9.33
5 5 6.67
16 32 43 75 100.00
Nature  of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
ZYcoTiO DIiliASis.
1 Miasmatic  diseases .- Diphtheria ,  1; croup, t; typhoid fever, 6;  diarrhoea,  2;  -
rheumatism ,  2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13
2 Enthetic  diseases.-Syphilis,  3 .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 3
3 Dietic  diseases.-Want of breast milk, 5 ... ... ... .. ... 5
4 Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
CONSTITUTIONAL DIezAsas.
1  Diathetic  disseases.-Dropsy, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
2 Tubercular diseases .- Tabes  mesenterica ,  1; phthisis ,  9 ; hydrocephalus ,  1 ... 11
LocAL DlsaAsss.
1 Diseases  of the  nervous system .- Cephalitis ,  1;  apoplexy,  2;  paralysis, 1;
convulsions ,  5 ; brain diseases ,  3 ... ... ... ... ... 12
2 Diseases  of the  organs of circulation .- Heart  disease , 7 ... .. ... 7
3 Diseases of the respiratory  system.-Bronchitis ,  1 ; pneumonia, 4 .. ... 5
4 Diseases  of the  digestive  organs.-Enteritis ,  1 ; peritonitis ,  1; ileus, 1; liver
disease, 1  ... ... .. .  ... ... ... ... 4
6 Diseases of the urinary organs .- Sidney  disease, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
6 Diseases  of the  organs of generation .- Uterus  disease, 1  ... ... ... ...  1
7 Diseases  of the joints  and bones  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Diseases  of the  integTanentary system  ... ... ... .. ... ...
DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental diseases  of children.- Premature  birth ,  1; cyanosis, 1 ;  teething, 1 3
2 Developmental diseases  of  adults.-Childbirth, 1 ... ... ... ... ... 1
3 Developmental diseases  of old people.-Old  age,  1 ... ... 1
4 Developmental diseases  of nutrition.-At rophy,  2 ... ... ... ... 2
VIOLaNCE.
1 Accident or negligence.  Fractures, contusions, &c., 1; burns, 1; drowning, 1;
killed by railway, 1 ; traumatic tetanus, 1 ... ... ... ... 5
2 Wounds in battle  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Homicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Suicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 Execution  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Causes not speci fed or ill-defined ...
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... 75
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as arising
from external causes, five are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following  are the  particulars:-
Killed by a fall from a building
„ being accidentally burnt
„ „ drowned
„ a railway  ... ...
being accidentally crushed
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
Males. Females.
.., adult 1 ...
... ... to 1 ...
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BsAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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General Post Office.
Brisbane ,  30th June, 1885.
No. 6.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1885.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed L tters atthe General Post Office are requested ogive the correct number of the page on which they may have observed i •teir Names , as such
reference  will materially facilitate delivery. -
Persons in the country making written applications should accompany F- written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the r, I'mer particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other i uformation tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
.earah them.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Postmaster-General.
NOTE: The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted,  from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
O' c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ; a, South
Australia ;  t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand ;  w a, Western Australia ;  u k, United Kingdom ;f, foreign.
A. 29 Ah Hing Harry, Rockhampton o c
30 Ah  Hon, Cairns o
ABBOTT Albert, Brisbane u k 31 Ah June, Johnstone River c
Abbott Lewis, Argentine c 32 Ah Kim (cook), Roma o 0
Abbott William, Brisbane u k 33 Ah Kong (carpenter), Bundaberg o c
Abel James, Townsville u k 34 Ah Kong (fruiterer ), Rockhampton o c (2)
Abel John, Rockhampton c 35 Ah Kow (gardener ), Pine Hill c
Abernethy  Mrs., Cairns s 36 Ah Log, Winton c
Abrahams Mrs., Charters Towers c 37 Ah Lok, Pine Hill c
Abrahams  William, Gin Gin c 38 Ah Long,  Tinana c
Abram R., Gympie c 39 Ah Men, Pine Hill c
Adam and Lyon  Messrs. , Valley c (2) 40 Ah On,  Cairns o (3)
Adams Henry, Gymmpie u k 41 Ah  Poo,  Rockhampton cAdams Mrs. J  McKenzie , Brisbane c 42 Ah Sam (gardener), Mackay c
Adams William, Brisbane u k 43 Ah  Sann , Mackay o c
Adamson William, Charters Towers in 44 Ah Shoo (gardener ), Condooroo c
Adevats Mrs., Toowoomba c 45 Ah Sue Mrs. Ann, Gracemere f
Adcock W., Charters Towers c 46 Ah Sue William, Charters Towers c
Addicott E., Welltown c 47 Ah Tin, Mitchell c
Addison E.,  Brisbane o 48 Ah Yam, Bindango c
Addison W.,  Brisbane c 49 Aigg H. G., Townsville c
Adims G., Adavale c 50 Aikins Patrick, Roma o c
Af fleck F. D. J., Brisbane n z 51 Ainsworth -, Rockhampton c
Agnew R., Clare  Station c 52 Ainsworth Mrs., Brisbane c
Ahearn J.,  Brisbane o c 53 Ainsworth  Miss Martha, South  Brisbane c
Ahern -, Charters Towers c 54 Aird Alec., Morven c
Ah Fah,  Milton c 55Aitkins -, Gympie c
Ah Foo, Brisbane s 56 Aitkins R., Ma borough c
Ah Foo, Pine Hill c 57 Akes Mrs., South Brisbane c
Ah Poo Mrs., Roma c 58 Albert Victor, Woodhouhe Station u k
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59 Alderson Robert ,  Charters  Towers u k and c (4) 165 Ashleigh E. Northampton c
60 Alderton P., San ate c 166 Ashley S., 1 eenleigh c
61 Alexander James,  St. George c (2) 167 Ashlin Mrs. Mary ,  Brisbane c
62 Alexander William ,  Condooroo o 168 Ashton  -,  Rockhampton c
63 Alford  Richard ,  Norman River c 169 Ajterlund Jakob ,  Bulloo  Downs in
64 Alfred  John Charters Towers c 170 Atcheson T., Clermont c
65 Allan A.,  Woolloongabba c 171 Atherne  Miss  Mildred ,  Townsville c
66 Allan  Thomas ,  Cairns u k 172 Atkins Miss ,  Cairns c
67 Alldridge  Peter ,  Floravi lle o c 173 Atkinson Mrs. Isabella ,  Tewantin o c
68 Allen - Dogwood c (2) 174 Atkinson John Peter ,  Brisbane c
69 Allen E .,  Aouth Brisbane c 175 Atkinson  T., Noosa c (2)
70 Allen Mrs.  E. Mitchell c 176 Auer Charles ,  Brisbane c
71 Allen E. J., Cairns c 177 Augustine  S., Gayndah c
72 Allen G . (hawker ),  Goondiwindi c 178 Austin Mrs., Sherwood c
73 Allen  H., Elderslie c 179 Austin A., Bingham c
74 Allen James ,  Gympie c (2) 180 Austin  Abel, Mary borough c
75 Allen John ,  Brisbane c 181 Austin  Miss Edith ,  Brisbane u k
76 Allen John G .,  Cloncurry c 182 Austin  J. H. One-eye Waterhole c
77 Allen J.  W., Brisbane c 183 Austin Miss  Tiney, Rockhampton c
78 Allen Patrick, Charters Towers  in 184 Austin Mrs. W .  Thargomindah s
;79 Allen R . H., Brisbane c 185 Townsville aAvery  Thomas,
80 Allen T. Gympie road e
81 Alleran  'James, Roma s B.
82 Allison George ,  South Brisbane c
83 Allison  John, Port  Douglas o 1 BABINGTON  James,  Winton, c
84 Alston C. A., Townsville c 2 Bacon William ,  Winton o c and c (2)
85 Altree  Mrs. Ann ,  Brisbane o c 3 Baddeley  G. E., South  Brisbane c
86 Ambrose  Mrs. Edward ,  Brisbane u k 4 Badke  Adolf , Rockhampton c
87 Amos  John, Maryborough c 5 Bagus George, St. George c
88 Amos O. L., Gladstone c 6 Bailey Charles ,  queenton c
89 Amos Rev. C .  E., Herbert River u k 7 Bailey E .  W., Brisbane c
90 Anderson Ann A .  Gympie f 8 Bailey M .  E., Charleville o
91 Anderson -, Kangaroo Point c 9 Bailey R .,  Pine Hill c
92 Anderson Mrs., Queenton o 10 Bailey  William ,  Townsville u k
93 Anderson A., Brisbane s 11 Bailey William ,  Brisbane u k
94 Anderson Mrs. A .,  Cairns c (3) 12 Bailey William, Cloncurry c
95 Anderson A., Townsville c 13 Bailey W., Bundaberg c
96 Anderson  Anders A., Hughenden f 14 Bailey W .,  Rockhampton c
97 Anderson Mrs. A.  B., Brisbane c 15 Baills  W., Ipswich u k
98 Anderson B., Cooktowu o 16 Baker - ,  Brisbane c
99 Anderson  C., Pialba c 17 Baker D ., Clermont c
100 Anderson  Charles, Gold Creek c 18 Baker G., Thargomindah c
101 Anderson  Charles,  Warwick o c 19 Baker Henry  E., Noondoo m (2)
102 Anderson Christian ,  Maryborough c 20 Baker  J. T., Rockhampton c
103 Anderson  D., Roma c 21 Baker R., Brisbane u k
104 Anderson  F., Bundaberg c 22 Baker Samuel, Morven u k
105 Anderson  F., Hughenden s 23 Baker William Brisbane c
106 Anderson Mrs. H . Lutwyche u k 24 Baldwin  H., 1itchell c
107 Anderson James, Townsville c 25 Baldwin S., Brisbane s
108 Anderson John ,  Winton c (2) 26 Baldwin Thomas, Thargomindah c
109 Anderson J., One Mile c 27 Balfur - , (farmer )  Tinana Creek c
110 Anderson J. H., Brisbane c 28 Ball ,  Inches and Co., Brisbane  is
111 Anderson  J. R., Helidon c 29 Ball R .  S., Brisbane u k
112 Anderson Mrs. M., Cairns c 30 Ballantyne  John,  Aramac c
113 Anderson  Mrs. M .,  South Brisbane c 31 Ballantyne R. Goodna c
114 Anderson  M., Morney c 32 Ballarin  A., Toowong c
115 Anderson Peter ,  Herbert River c 33 Ballinger M., Maryborough c
116 Anderson Samuel W .,  Burketown c 34 Ballinson F., Charters Towers u k
117 Anderson W., Tambo c 35 Balls  John F ., Brisbane c
118 Anderson  W., Clifton Brook 36 Bambery Miss  M., Warwick c
119 Andrews  -,  Herberton c 37 Bambling William ,  Pomlathanga c
120 Andrews Andrew,  Charters  Towers c 38 Banks Mrs. Brisbane c
121 Andrews John George,  Jimbour c 39 Banks S. VV., Hughenden c
122 And rews  P. G., Brisbane u k 40 Banman  Joseph ,  Brisbane o c
123 Andrews  R. A., Cairns c 41 Banner James  T., Gympie o
124 Andrews R. T., Roma s 42 Bannister ----, Cunnamulla c
125 Andrews  Thomas ,  Emerald c 43 Banon  J., Cooktown c
126 Andrews  Mrs. Willoughby ,  Brisbane c 44 Bansgrove Mrs., Maryborough-c
127 Angliss  W. C. B., Bowen  Hospital c 45 Barbera Vincent Warwick c
'128 Anus Mrs.  Isabella  C., South Brisbane c (2) 46 Barbour James, Brisbane c
129 Amy  Samuel ,  Brisbane c 47 Barclay  -  Rockhampton c
130 Ansbra  Patrick ,  Warwick Line c 48 Barker and cook Messrs .,  Gold Creek c
131 Ansell  Mrs., Kedron Brook c 49 Barker Mrs., Tongie Station c
132 Anse ll John,  Brisbane u k 50 Barker Clarence ,  Cashmere c
133 Antcliffe J., Brisbane u k 51 Barker George ,  Cashmere c
134 Anthoney  -,  Charters Towers c 52 Barker Miss Mary, Brisbane c
135 Anthoney  W., Brisbane c 53 Barker Mrs. R .,  Stanthorpe c
136 Antill Andrew ,  Mi llchester c 54 Barker John,  Queenton s
137 Appleby  Thomas ,  Brisbane o c 55 Barkley and Smith, Brisbane c
138 Archer George Fred .,  Cashmere o c 56 Barnes -, Toowong c (2)
139 Archer H. J., Rockhampton s 57 Barnes Edwin, Winton u k
140 Archer J., Jimbour c 58 Barnes Thomas, Toowong c
141 Archibald --, Valley c 59 Baron Mrs .  H., Paddington c
142 Arkinstall G., Kelvin Grove c 60 Barraclough  Joseph ,  Brisbane c
143 Arlott J ames, Mitchell c 61 Barret Mrs., Brisbane s
144 Armanisco  M., One Mile c 62 Barrett Charles, Roma o c
145 Armstrong and Urquhart, Rockhampton c 63 Barrett H. S., Brisbane c
146 Armstrong Mrs., Maryl)4)rough c 64 Barrett Thomas, Emerald c
147 Armstrong Fi.. Cooktown c 65 Barrett T. L., Ingham o c
148 Armstrong Miss Maggie, Diamond Downs c 66 Barrett  W., Thursday Island c (4)
149 ArnallJ. W., Brisbane u k 67 Barrey  Mrs., South  Brisbane c
150 Arnelt August, Laidley c 68 Barron  H. J. A., Toowong c
151 A rnell  W., Musket Flat c 69 Barron William ,  Charters  Towers u k (2)
152 Arnold H., Buierald c 70 Barry John ,  Tambo c
153 Arnoldi  Messrs .  J. and R .,  Brisbane s 71 Barry Mrs .  J., Roma u k
154 Arrigan  Thomas  F., Brisbane c 72 Barry Miss Mary ,  Rockhampton o c
155 Arthur  Joseph, Rockhampton  in (2) 73 Barry P .,  Dalby u k
156 Arthur  R., Brisbane s 74 Bartholomew  -,  Botha c
157 Arthurs  Mra. Margaret ,  South Brisbane c 75 Bartholomew H. E., Roma o c and  in (2)
158 Aselford  Henry, West End c 76 Bartlet  -,  St. George s
159 Aselford Henry, Hughenden u k 77 Barton  -,  Mount Abundance c
160 Ashbourne J., Charleville c 78 Barton  E. G., Logan Junction o c
161 Ashbury Mrs. A.,  Brisbane f 79 Barton  F., Brisbane s
162 Ashby W., Brisbane c 80 Barton L., Toowong c
163 Ashe J. J., Cloncurry s 81 Barton R., Toowong c
164 Ashfield A., Maryboruugh u  82 Barton  31re .  R. C., Brisbane c
83 Barton It. T., Kelvin Grove c
84 Basher Peter, Townsville u k
8.5 Bashford Reuben, Womalilla c
86 Batchelor -, Queenton o c
87 Batchelor George, Boonara s
88 Bates John, Roma c (2)
89 Bates Joseph, Muckadilla c
90 Bates Robert John, Brisbane o and c (2)
91 Bates R. J., Brisbane u k (2)
92 Battershill Mrs. E., Humpy Bong c (2)
93 Bauer Charles  Fred.,  Minihaha c
94 Baulch Miss ,  Brisbane c
95 Bavanter August,  Brisbane o
96  Baxter Mrs. C., Cairns s
97 Baxter Mrs. M., Brisbane o
98 Bayes  Walter, Yuleba c
99 Bays Miss A. E., Kangaroo Point c
100 Beardmore  I:., Brisbane c
101 Beattie James (dyer), Ipswich u k
102 Beattie James  (carpenter ),  Brisbane u k
103 Beatty J. S., Thargomindah s
104 Beaufort D., Roma c (3)
105 Beaumont  Alfred,  Isisford c
106 Beaumont  W., Tambo c
107 Beddow Elijah ,  South  Brisbane u k
108 Bedford Miss  M. A., Charters  Towers c
109 Beer Albert ,  Brisbane o c
110 Beer Ludwig F., Mackay c
111 Beesley - South'Brisbane c
112 Beeston R. o., Tallebuggera s
113 Beet G., Brisbane c
114 Bell George, Queenton c (2)
115 Bell George, South Brisbane o c
116 Bell H., (xoondiwindi s and c (3)
117 Bell James ,  Brisbane s
118 Bell J. S., Bundaberg c
119 Bell S., Allenstown c
120 Bellamy Dirs., Toowoomba s
121 Bellamy J. A., Lorne c
122 Bellamy  T., Brisbane c
123 Ben Tom, Tinana c (2)
124 Bendall  E., Brisbane c
125 Benedike Mrs. Christine, Charters Towers c
126 Bennett F., Brisbane s
127 Bennett G. H., Thargomindah c (3)
128 Bennett P., Blacka ll  c
129 Bennett  T., Mackay u k
130 Bennison  William J .,  Airdmillan o
131 Benson  Thomas, Townsvi lle s
132 Benson W., Tewantin c
133 Benson  William J. Brisbane c
134 Bentley, Mrs. E.,  iiughenden c (2)
135 Beres Johan,  Brisbane f
136 Beresford Joseph, Tambo u k
137 Beresford Thomas, Townsville u k
138 Berg Captain Thursday Island u k
139 Berningham 'r Gympie c (3)
140 Berry  James, 'ownsville c
141 Berry W., Clermont Branch c
142 Bertwistle R., Cooktown o
143 Besgrove -, Maryborough s
144 Betteridge W. J., Mackay c
145 Bettersby, C. E., Townsville s
146 Betts -, Rockhampton c
147 Bholms T. F., Rockhampton f
148 Biancotte Paolo, Brisbane f
149 Bickford and Co. Messrs., Brisbane u k
150 Billsborough C., Warenda s
151 Bingham Mrs., Toowong c (3)
152 Bingham George, Townsville o c
153 Binnington C., Brisbane s
154 Birchfield - Ann street c
155 Birkett John (saddler), Alpha u k
156 Birkett John, Bogantungan o
157 Biscoe H. G., Breakfast Creek c
158 Bishop E., Brisbane u k
159 Bishop George, Mount Margaret in
160 Bishop J., Gympie c (2)
16t Black --, South Brisbane c
162 Black H. E., Brisbane s
163 Black John, Ipswich u k
164 Black William, Roma u k
165 Black W., Ronia c
166 Blackburn Elizabeth, Brisbane o
167 Blackburn Harry, Maryborough o c
168 Blackburn H. C., Milton s
169 Blackler H., Charters Towers s
170  Blair Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane u k
171 Blair William, Richmond Downs c
172 Blake Joseph, Maryborough c173 Blake J., Gym pie c
174 Blake J. G., Mitchell c
175 Blake S. P., Port Douglas c (2)
176 Blake  Thomas,  Queenton o c
177 Blake Walter, Southport o c
178 Blakeney -, Dalby c
179 Blackey -, Townsville u k
180 Blakey James,  Brisbane c
181 Blakse F., Townsville c (2)
182 bland Mrs., Brisbane c
183 Blaney -, Isisford c
184 Blaney Hope, Isieford c
195 Bieck C., South Brisban' c
186 Bliak Albert. Brisbane f
187 Bligh R. J., Rocktou o
188 Bloomfield W., Bundaberg c
189 Bloss  Gustav , Laidle c
190 Blow Mrs. Donald,  Stradbroke  Island e
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Blundell Henry, Roina o c
Blundell Mrs .  Mary, Maryborough c
Blyth A., Brisbane u k
Boake -, Bundaberg s
Boardman Miss Maude, Brisbane f
Boddy Thomas ,  Fassifern Scrub o c (3)
Bode F. J., Coochin o c
Bodkins P. F., Gympie c
Bohan F .,  Upper Coomera c
Bohen J., Alpha c
Bohland Miss M., Nundah c
Boisen Bent ,  Marybo rough c (3)
Boissery Anatule, Brisbane s
Boland Miss Kate, The Hermitage in
Bulger Miss Blanche, Toowong c
Boliver P .,  St. George c
Boloum Mrs .  T., Queenton c
Boltin -, Brisbane m
Bond Alfred ,  Townsvi lle a (2)
Bond John ,  Pine River c
Bond John ,  South Brisbane o c
Bond John, Cairns c
Bonding J .,  Tiaro c
Bone Edmund Lower Herbert c
Bone W. R.,  brisbane c
Boneham Wi lliam, Gold  Creek c
Bonner W., Siring Hill o c
Bonnet T., Brisbane f
Bonney Mrs .  C. A., Kelvin Grove c
Bopf Anton ,  Pine Hill c
Boreham Henry ,  Kyabra c
Borl P .,  Winton c
Borthwick  -,  Mclvor c
Borton David ,  Toowoomba a
Borton M .  W., Cairns c
Bostock E .,  Townsville o c
Bothwell G .,  South Brisbane c
Boto J .,  Queenton o c
Boulger James ,  Winton c
Boulter Charles ,  Oondooroo u k
Boulten H .,  Herbert River c
Bourke -, Rockhampton c
Bourke Mrs., Rockhampton o
Bourke Miss ,  Mayfield c
Bourke Miss Anny ,  Rockhampton u k
Bourke Henry J. W., Millchester m
Bourke Mrs .  Thomas, Yuelba c
Bourke W., Townsvi lle c (2)
Bourke W .,  Balfe 's Creek c
Bousfield J., Beaudesert o (2)
Bouthrow Wi ll iam, Brisbane c
Bow George ,  Townsvi ll e c
Bower Mrs .  C., Brisbane c
Bower J .,  Pine Hi ll  o
Bower T. H. Bowyer ,  Mulgrave Camp u k, c, and s
Boyce -, Townsville c
Boyce James ,  Brisbane o c
Boyce  James, Black-all  c
Boyce Mrs. J., Brisbane c
Boyd -  (carver ),  Alpha c
Boyd Charles Valley n;z
Boyd David , Ibishton u k
Boyd George, Charleville m
Boyd John ,  Charters Towers c
Boyd J .,  Rockhampton c
Boyd Miss J., Townsvi ll e c
Boyd Thomas ,  Chatsworth c (2)
Boyd Wi ll iam ,  Gold Creek c
Boyle Mick ,  Mackay c
Boyne G., Brisbane a
Boyns George ,  Gympie c (5)
Boys E. F., Townsville u k (2)
Boys Henry ,  Charters Towers c
Boys H .,  Brisbane c
Boys William J .,  South Brisbane o
Boyton Mrs., Townsvi lle a
Brabazon  -,  Homestead c
Brace Miss Emma ,  Brisbane c
Bradbury J. Brisbane c
Bradbury Wi ll iam, Brisbane o c
Bradey John ,  Mitchell m
Bradfield Miss ,  Townsville c (2)
Bradford Edward, Brisbane f
Bradford George ,  Brisbane m
Bradley Mrs .  Alma, Townsville c
Bradley John ,  Charters Towers s
Bradley Joseph, Tambo c
Bradshaw Miss S., Brisbane c
Brady John ,  Brisbane c
Brady Joseph ,  Dundoo Station s
Brady J .,  Eulo c
Brady Patrick ,  Brisbane s
Brady Mrs. Sarah, Townsville c
Brailey bliss Annie ,  Queenton c
Braithwaite Mrs. E .,  Brisbane c
Brandictch , A., Laidley o c
Brasch S .,  Gundiah c
Brassel  -,  Gowrie Junction c
Brauer Wilhelm, Brisbane f
Braumann J. F., Mackay c
Braun  Mrs. C.,  Va ll ey c
Bray Miss Bridget ,  Brisbane o c
Bray W., Toowoomba  e  (2)
Brealy Mre. M ., Lower  Herbert to
Brearley A ,  E., Cool;be lle a (2)
Brebaer H. 0. Bowen Downs a
Bredfiel L. J. docktown cBreen Daniel,  2lpswich u k
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299 Breen James, Mackay c 405 Brown Walter, Brisbane c
300 Laidley cBreitenbach John 406 Brown William Brisbane f301 ,Brennan Mrs. Johanna, Warwick u k 407
,
Brown William, Goondiwindi s
302 Brennan J., Maryborough c 408 Brown William, Ipswich s
303 Brennan J., Gympie c 109 Brown W., Gympie c
304 Brennan Patrick, Ingham o c 410 Browning F. J., Brisbane u k
305 Brennan Sam., Rockhampton c 411 Bruce Alexander, Brisbane c
306 Brett J., Alpha c 412 Bruce H. S., Dalby s and c (2)
307 Brew Thomas, Coomera c 413 Bruce John, Bundaberg c
308 Brewer Mrs., Queenton u k 414 Bruce W. (fencer), Oxley c
309 Brewer Augustus, Chatsworth c 415 Brunke Miss Annie, Brisbane c
310 Brewer A. D., Mackay c 416 Brunckhorst Harry,  Brisbane c
311 Brewer Mrs. C., Toowong c 417 Brush Joseph, Mitchell c
312 Brewer Miss Emily, Mackay u k 418 Bryan J., Rockhampton u k
313 Brewer Mrs. E., Rockhampton c 419 Bryan W., Old Cleveland road c
314 Brewster  Miss  Lizzie, Brisbane u k 420 Bryant Mrs., Nundah s
315 Bridge R. J., Blackall c 421 Bryce James, Rockhampton o c
316 Bridges  Charles, Brisbane u k (3) 422 Brydon W., Alpha in317 Brigginshaw  A., Gympie c 423 Bryett A., Brisbane c
318 Briggs  Mrs., Brisbane c 424 Bryne James, Brisbane c
319 Briggs  Mrs. J., Rockhampton c 425 Biich -, Goodna c
320 Bright - (carrier ), Winton c 426 Buchardt (saddler), Betts Creek e (2)
321 Winton cBri ht Harr 427 Waterford oAlfredBuckb322 g y,Bright H., Townsville s 428 ,yBuckby Miss Jane, Bundaberg c
323 Brimblecombe Mrs. J., Ipswich s 429 Buckley H., Millchester o
324 Brimner  L. G., Brisbane s 430 Bucknell A. W., Mitchell s
325 Bristow A., Charters Towers c (2) 431 Budrire Miss Maria, Rockhampton o c
326 Brittle Edward, Isisford c 432 Bulcock Mrs., Valley c
327 Broadbent Mrs. G., Bundaberg u k 433 Bulger Joseph, Ingham o c
328 Broadbent J., Monera Station s 434 Bulwer Mrs., Bullo Downs s
329 Rockham ton oBrocklehurst Ellen 435 Gympie cBull J S330 p,Brockley W., Townsville u k 436 . .,Bunhill H., Brisbane c
331 Brockman Mrs., Norman's Creek c 437 Burbridge G., Logan Downs o
332 Broderick Mrs. Honora, Brisbane c 438 Burge W., Roma c
333 Brisbane cBrodersen Jacob E 439 Bundaberg fBurgman Titus334 .Brodie J., Herbert liver c 440 ,Burke Annie, Rockhampton u k (4)
335 Brodie J. H., Clare c 441 Burke Mrs. Mary, Brisbane in
336 Brokmenn Mrs. F., Mackay c 442 Burke Peter, Helidon o c
337 Ada Vale sbe MontfortBromleG F 443 Townsville tBurke William338 ,y . .Bromley Robert, Geraldton o c 444 ,Burke William, Killarney c
339 Bromley William, Rockhampton s 445 Burkett John Bogantungan c
340 Brook Mrs. H. F., West End c (2) 446 -Burley W. J., Charters Towers s
341 Brook Richard, Maryborough o 447 Burman C., Cooktown u k
342 Brooke George, Dalvene s 448 Burn Robert, Charleville c
343 Brooke John, Cardwell c 449 Burn R., Charleville u k (2)
344 Brooks -, Brisbane c 450 Burns Alfred, or Mrs., One Mile s
345 Brooks Mrs. Annie, Townsville u k 451 Burns A., Cooktown o c
346 Brooks Thomas, Aramac c 452 Burns Charles, Drayton c
347 Broom Doctor, Gym pie c 453 Burns Christopher, Beta c
348 Broomhead G. T., Charters Towers u k (2) 454 Burns E. H., Maryborough c
349 Brophy Joseph, Millchester c 455 Burns Frank, Mackay u k (2)
350 Brosnan Timothy, Lucky Valley s 456 Burns H., Spring Hill c
351 Brough John, Brisbane s 457 Burns James, Bundaberg c
352 Brown -, Southport c 45$ Burns Mrs. James, Bogantungan c
353 Brown Mrs., Brisbane c 459 Burns John, Northern Railway o c
354 Brown Mrs., Warren street c 460 Burns M., Wombalilla c
355 Brown Mrs., Townsville s 461 Burns T. F., Gympie c
356 Brown A., Valley c 462 Burns William, Whyanbah s
357 Brown A. A., Dalby c 463 Burrows Mrs., West End c
358 Brown A. J., Townsville u k 464 Burton Henry, Brisbane u k
359 Brown Charles, Cawarral o 465 Bortma Janes, Geyndah c
360 Brown Charles, Brisbane c 466 Burton R. E., Valley c
361 Brown C. A., Maryborough c 467 Burton W., Thargoinindali s
362 Brown Doctor, Gladstone c 468 Burton Wiwi. John, Brisbane c
363 Brown Daniel, Brisbane c 469 Burtsall W., Betts Creek u k (2)
364 Brown David, Townsville o c 470 Bushnell -. Yellow Waterholes c
365 Brown David John, Rockhampton s 471 Buss Herman, Maryborough c
366 Brown E. H., Brisbane c 472 Bussey H., Herberton c
367 Brown Francis, Nebo c 473 Busteed R., Pine Hill c
368 Brown F. W., Mitchell o c 474 Butcher Rancom, Brisbane in
369 Brown George, Cunnamulla in 475 Butcher R., Inglewood s
370 Brown  George, Elbow Valley o 476 Butcher W. S., Roma s
371 Brown  G., Hoganthulla o 477 Butler Frank, Rockhampton o c
372 Brown G., Gracemere c 478 Butler J., Tivoli c
373 Brown H., Mitchell s 479 Butler Miss Rose, Brisbane s
374 Brown Henry, Brisbane u k (3) 480 Butler W., St. George s (2)
375 Brown H., Queenton c 481 Buttercase Miss R., Brisbane c
376 Brown Miss  Isabella, Cairns o 482 Butterfield Julia, Rockhampton o
377 Brown  James, Brisbane t (2) 483 Butters Mrs., Brisbane c
378 Brown James, Townsville c 484 Buttler M., Cunnamulla s
379 Brown James, Adavale c 485 Button E. P. G., Currangwing s
380 Brown John, Logan road c 486 Byers J., Brisbane u k
381 Brown  John, Charters Towers c 487 Byrant Mrs. Annie, Merton road c
382 Brown John, Roma s 488 Byrne Mrs. A., Brisbane c
383 Brown John A., Hughenden c 489 Byrne Bridget, Goodna o
384 Brown Joseph, Mackay c 490 Byrne Doctor, Townsville s
385 Brown Joseph, Gympie c 491 Byrne Dr. E. H., Clermont c
386 Brown Joseph, Brisbane c 492 Byrne F., Brisbane c (2)
387 Brown J. Rockhampton c (2) 493 Cashmere cByrne J.388 ,Brown J., Brisbane c 494 ,Byrne Lawrence, Charters Towers o
389 Brown J., Brisbane o c 495 Byrne Luke, Pine Hill c
390 Brown J., Townsville c 496 Byrne Mary, Mitchell o
391 Brown J., Burdekin Downs c 497 Byrne M., Goodna c
392 Browne J. A., Charleville c 498 Byrne Terence, East Brisbane o
393 Brown J. V., Charleville s 499 Byrnes Mrs. Annie, Brisbane c
394 Brown J. W., Homestead s 500 Byron S., Brisbane c
395 Brown Mrs. Kate, Labrador c 501 Bytheway Thomas, Brisbane s
396 Brown Miss Kate, Townsville c
397 Brown Lynne, Rockhampton c C.
398 Brown Peter, Clermont Line c
399 Brown 11. H., Gympie o 1 CABLE Henry, Saltwater Creek e
400 Brown R. S. P., Brisbane c 2 Caddon --, Sherwood c (3)
401 Brown Miss Sarah, Brisbane c 3 Lafferty Mrs., Beta c
402 Brown S., Brisbane c 4 Cahill James, Stanley street c
403 Brown S. A., Brisbane c (:.') J Cahill John W,, Brisbane c
401 Brown T,, Tunibo ai 6 Cahill Michael, at. George e
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7 Cain Michael ,  Townsville s 113 Cavanagh Anthony ,  Cooktown u k
8 Cairns Adam ,  Winton u k 114 Cavanagh John ,  ltngella c
9 Cairns James, Pine Hill c (2) 115 Cavanagh William ,  South Brisbane c
10 Cairns J., Brisbane s 116 Cecil Mrs., Toowoong c
11 Calaman Mrs. ,  Homebush c 117 Chalmers Alexander ,  Mackay c
12 Calderwood John ,  Cairns u k 119 Chambers Alex., Brisbane  in
13 Caldwell  A., Townsville c 119 Chambers Miss Bella, Brisbane c
14 Caldwell  W. H., Pialba  in 120 Chambers Harry, Brisbane u k (2)
15 Calford Mrs. John, Winton  ii k (2) 121 Cham bers Henry, Mitchell
16 Callagan  Miss  Maggie, Townsville e 122 Champion George, Brisbane s
17 Called A., Yarron Vale m 123 Chance John, Brisbane c
18 Callinan S., Mount Esk c 124 Chan Toong, Ma rv borough o c
19 Callinan William, Townsville o 125 Chapman Miss, North Quay c
20 Callow C .  H., Townsvi lle s 126 Chapman George, Inglewood s
21 Callum Robert, Rockhampton o c 127 Chapman Thomas, Charters Towers a (2)
22 Cally Patrick. Langton c 128 Chapple Mrs. F .,  Charters Towers c
23 Cameron A. D., Muttaburra c (2) 129 Channel C. H. E., Brisbane s
24 Cameron A. M., Hughenden c 130 Chenery J. C., Cunnamulla  in (3)
25 Cameron Donald, lalderslie c 131 Cherry Alex., Charters Towers c
26 Cameron  1). C., Brisbane c 132 Chesney James, Rockhampton o c
97 Cameron H. (carrier ),  Isisford c 133 Chew Tay Charles, South Brisbane c
28 Cameron H., Langton c 134 Chick Alfred ,  Queenton c (5)
29 Cameron John ,  Charters Towers c 13.5 Chin  Ali You, Brisbane s
30 Cameron Mrs. Maria .  Brisbane c 136 Chin Why ,  Creswick Creek f
31 Campbell Messrs., Bulla Bulla s 137 Chippendale W. J., Gympie c
32 Camp bell A., Townsville c 138 Chippendall W., Isisford c
33 Campbell Annie, Mackay o 139 Chislett George, Esk c
34 Camp bell Mrs. A., Brisbane s 140 Chong, Long ,  and Co. ,  Rockhampton s (2)
35 Camp bell B .,  Morven c 141 Charley -, Noosa c
36 Campbell Be rnard, Brisbane c 142 Chow Bon .,  Winton c
37 Campbell Mrs. C., Logan c (2) 143 Chris Signor ,  Brisbane  in
38 Camp bell Conrod Ruhl, Rockhampton e 144 Christ Signor S., Brisbane in
39 Campbell Duncan ,  Brisbane s 145 Christenson  -,  Mackay s
40 Camp bell Mrs. G., South Brisbane  in 146 Christian  -,  Brisbane c
41 Campbell Messrs .  H. and J., Bulla Bulla s (2) 147 Christiansen C., Rockhampton e
42 Campbe ll Miss Jane, Brisbane c 148 Christie J. F., Brisbane c
43 Camp bell J. C., Adavale o c 149 Christie Mary, Winton o
44 Campbell J. F., Brisbane o 150 Christie P., Brisbane c
45 Campbell Mrs. S., Gympie c 151 Christie R., Noosa c (2)
46 Campbell W .,  Reserve c 152 Christiensen -, South Brisbane e
47 Canavan James T., Stewart Town s 153 Christmas T. C., Toowong c
48 Canning The Misses ,  Charters Towers c 1.54 Christoe J., Gympie c
49 Cannon Miss B., Warwick s 155 Chroder Charles, Tambo c
50 Canny Doctor ,  Warwick c 1.56 Chugg Richard ,  Brisbane u k
51 Canny M .,  McIvor c 157 Church C., Clermont c
52 Cantwell  -,  Gairloch c 158 Church C. E. S., Red Rock c (2)
53 Carabot piridione ,  Geraldton s 159 Chynowski Henry, Gympie  c
54 Carey Mrs .  Cath .,  Brisbane o c 160 Clacherty George, Brisbane c
55 Carey Mrs .  Mary ,  Toowoomba o 161 Clage J., Roma c
56 Carley Miss Emilie ,  Cairns c 162 Clancy C., Brisbane c (2)
57 Carlile Henry, Freshwater Creek 163 Clancey Sergeant ,  Toowoomba c
58 Carlin John ,  South Brisbane u k 164 Clancy W., Milton c
59 Carline  -,  Bogantungan c 165 Clare J. A., Union Camp s
60 Carline George S., Coreena Station o 166 Clark  -,  South Brisbane c
61 Carlson Jacob, Townsville c 167 Clark Mr. or Mrs., Brisbane o
62 Carlson John, Laidley c (2) 168 Clark Mrs., Blackall c
63 Carlton Mrs., Mackay c 169 Clark Mrs., Valley c
64 Oarmichael  -,  Kangaroo Point c 170 Clark A., Cairns s (2)
65 Carney W., Wallan Station c 171 Clark Benjamin ,  Homebush u k
66 Carol Miss ,  Gympie c 172 Clark Daniel , Gympie  c
67 Carr Miss E., Taringa c 173 Clark Mrs .  E., Milton c08 Carr Mrs .  E., Charters Towers c 174 Clark Henry, Bendee o c
69 Carr James, Brisbane c 175 Clark J., Stanthorpe c
70 Carr John ,  Brisbane c 176 Clark J. C., Woorr.be lella c
71 Carr Thomas ,  Manfred Downs c 177 Clark James ,  Townsville c
72 Carrell Mrs., Morven c 178 Clark James ,  Gympie c (2)
73 Carrie A., Townsville c 179 Clark Mrs .  John ,  Brisbane e
74 Carrigan D., Tambo c 180 Clark Joseph M., South Brisbane n
75 Carrington Charles, Brisbane c 181 Clark Mrs. M .,  Kelvin Grove c
76 Carroll Alfred, Rockhampton c 182 Clark W .  P., South Brisbane c (2)
77 Carroll Catherine ,  Charters Towers u k 183 Clarke Mrs. C., Gympie c
78 Carroll Dan., The Dee c 184 Clarke David ,  Gold Creek c
79 Carroll Mrs .  J., Toowoomba s 185 Clarke Edward, Maryborough u k
80 Carroll John ,  Valley o e 186 Clarke G., Warwick c
81 Carroll J .  D. S., Charters Towers c 187 Clarke H., Morven s
82 Carroll L., Valley c 188 Clarke Henry ,  Laidley c
8.3 Carroll Patrick ,  Isisford u k (2) 189 Clarke James A., Roma c (2)
84 Carroll T., Townsvi lle c 190 Clarke Joseph ,  Condooroo c
85 Carroll Thomas ,  Brisbane c 191 Clarke Robert ,  Gympie c
86 Carron L., Brisbane c 192 Clarke S., Bundaberg c
97 Carter  M rs. E., Mitchell c 193 Clarke S. A., Gympie road o
98 Carter Joseph ,  Brisbane c 194 Clarke T., Toowong c
89 Carter  W. T., Roma c 195 Clarke W.,  Tullnonac
90 Carter Mrs. W. T., South Brisbane e 196 Clanson Charles ,  Brisbane c
91 Carton Thomas ,  Warwick c 197 Clavin Thomas L., Brisbane o c
92 Cartwright Miss, Brisbane c 198 Clayphan  -,  Brisbane u k (2)
93 Cartwright M., Thargomindah s (2) 1911 Cleary William, Maryborough c
94 Carry ,  Miss M. M., Brisbane u k 200 ,Cleeve  -,  South Brisbane c
95 Casey Mrs. C.,  Gympie c 201 Clegg H., Charters Towers c
96 Casey D. P ,  Goodna c 202 Clegg John ,  Beta c (2)
97 Casey F .,  Charters Towers o c 203 Clegg William ,  Pine Hill c
98 Casey John, Gympie c 201 Clements  -,  Wanambilla c
99 Casey Mrs. Sophia ,  Valley o 205 Clements Mrs., Wallanbi lla c
100 Cash Mrs .  S. A., North Pine c 206 Cleveland Alfred, Brisbane  ii k
101 Cashin J., Homebush c 207 Clifford C. F., Isisford c
102 Caskie John ,  Brisbane u k 208 Clift James ,  Gympie road c
103 Cassells Robert ,  Queenton c (2) 209 Clive Andrew, Cooktown u k (4)
104 Cassidy Miss, Valley c 210 Close Charles ,  Maryborough s
105 Castle  -,  Mackay c 211 Close Percy ,  Thargomindah c
106 -Caswell A. W., Gympie s 212 Close Mrs. Thomas ,  Tank ,  near Bowen c
107 Caswell E., South Brisbane c 213 Clowes W. C., Brisbane c
108 Castons Alfred, Brisbane o c 214 Clue Sing, Mackay c
109 Catania Miss, Normanton  in 215 Cluff  -,  Charters Towers c
110 Caulfield Walter ,  Dalby o 216 Clugy L., Toowoomba c
111 Caunter W., Bowen  in 217 Clyde W. H., Gladstone c (2)
112 Cavanagh Mrs., Gympie c 218 Coalls James ,  Belfast Creek s
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320
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323
324
Coates -, Townsvi ll e c
Coats  William. Mount Esk c
Cobham  -,  Kangaroo Point c
Cobon Thomas, Mackay u k (2)
Cochrane G., Townsville c
Cochrane J., Gympie c
Cochrane R. T. C., Brisbane c
Cock Richard K., Townsville u k
Cockburn Mrs. Jane, Gympie c
Cockrane Mrs. H .,  Rockhampton c
Codd John, Maryborough u k
Coffey Miss B., Brisbane c
Cogan John, Betts Creek c
Coghlan C., Brisbane m
Cohen Samuel G., Mitchell s
Coken Frederick, G yinpie c
Colahan T., Betts Creek c
Colbon Miss L., Boggo Road s
Cole A. J., Adavale s
Cole H., McIntyre's Gap a
Cole Mrs. Henry, McIntyre's Gap s
Cole Mrs. James, Balfe's Creek u k
Cole Thomas ,  Brisbane s
Coleman Michael, Roma c
Coleman Samuel, Rockhampton a
Coleman Thomas F., Brisbane s
Collier Richard, Reedy Creek u k
Colligon T,, Terrick Station c
Co ll ins -, Rockhampton c
Coll ins  Alfred,  Rockhampton c
Collins Miss Eliza, South Brisbane o c
Collins F. G., Baratta Creek u k (2)
Coll ins H., Collinton c
Collins Mrs .  J., Widgee Widgee c
Collins James ,  Brisbane o
Co ll ins James Gatton c
Collins Mrs.James, Gatton c
Collins James,  Warwick c
Collins John, Brookfield c
Collins John, Ipswich c
Collins John J., Blackall o
Collins M., Cooktown c
Collins Miss M., Brisbane c
Collins  W. J., Clermont c
Colman F., Warwick a
Colorford F., Brisbane c
Colquhoun W. G., Brisbane c
Colt W. R. T., Brisbane c
Coman Mrs. Mary, Maryborough o c
Comber Miss Mary ,  Brisbane o
Combes G. M., Fiddler's Creek in
Comend G .,  Goondiwindi s
Comford Miss S., Clermont c
Commins Joshua ,  South Brisbane o c
Compton -,  Kangaroo Point c
Comyn James, Maryborough o
Conachan John, Pine Hill c (2)
Condell W.  0.,  Hughenden c
Condon J . (carri er)  Townsville c
Condren William §t. George o
Conley --,  Brisbane c
Conlon P., Gympie c
Connellan Miss I  iza,  Brisbane f
Connelly Owen ,  Pine Hill c
Conners J., Boggo Road c
Conners Wi ll iam ,  Aramac Station c
Connolly Henry,  Brisbane u k
Connolly Hugh ,  Lower Burdekin f
Connor J., Gympie c
Connor Mrs .  J., Brisbane c
Connor Miss Minnie, Townsville o
Connors --, Gympie c
Connors H., Comongin c
Connors John, Winton c (2)
Connors T., Dagworth c
Con roy Edward ,  Blackall o
Con roy P., Saltwater Creek c
Constantine Mrs. Cath ..  Pine Hill o
Conway Arthur, Rockhampton c
Conway Tom ,  Brisbane u k
Conyers H. B., Townsville c
Cook -, Doongmabulla c
Cook A., Brisbane u k
Cook Miss Annie, Clifton u k
Cook A.  S., Brisbane s
Cook Barker  Gold Creek  o and c (2)
Cook Mrs. if., Clermont c
Cook John ,  Gatton c
Cook Miss Maggie ,  Toowoomba c
Cook H. Thargomindah a
Cooke 1fiss Annie , Clifton Station c
Cooke Frank, Charters Towers in
Cooke W. Brisbane c
Coomber  Benjamin , Gympie o
Cooney Miss ,  Rockhampton c
Cooney Miss Kate , Bundaberg u k
Cooper Mrs., Brisbane c
Cooper H .  J., Brisbane c
Cooper J.,  Tyreonnel c
Cooper J. H., Brisbane  f and c (2)
Cooper Robert ,  Hughenden c
Cooper R. M., Brisbane c
Cope  -  Kangaroo Point c
Cope J., *oollongabba c
Copeland G. B., Brisbane f
Copeland Robert, Esk c
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325 Copp - ,  Gympie c
326 Corbett Frederick, Brisbane o c (3)
327. Corbett Thomas, Golden Grove u k
328 Corcoran Andrew, Yandella o
329 Corcoran  John,  Goodna o c
330 Corcoran Miss K., Brisbane c
331 Cordy Robert ,  Brisbane a
332 Cormack Jane,  Mar vale o
333 Cormack J. A. M., Brisbane c
334 Cornish Angus John,  Ipswich o
33.5 Cornwell W., Companion Creek c
336 Corrigan Mrs. Lizzie, Toowong c
337 Corrigan M., Oakey Creek c
338 Corrigan R. Brisbane s
339 Corey P., Wombalella c
340 Cosker Wil liam J .,  Townsville  in
341 Cossar A., Nundah u k
342 Costello  -,  Broughton c
343 Costello -, Brisbane o c
344 Coste llo  J. A., Laidley c
345 Costello Mary, B ri sbane u k
346 Coughlin A., Companion Creek c
347 Coughlin A. Langton c
343 Coulter J., South Brisbane e349 (Joultis Miss L., Brisbane c
350 Couper G., Cloncurry c
351 Courtenay Edward, Roma c
352 Courtney .Jerry Alpha c
353 Courtney Miss  Mary,  Townsvi lle u k
354 Couts William, Esk c
355 Coutts  -,  St. George c
356 Coutta Robert ,  Charters Towers c
357 Coveney Mrs. Thomas ,  Rosevale c
358 Cowan -, Townsvi lle c
359 Cowap H., Winton c
360 Coward H. B., Lissington-Station c
361 Cowap H., Beta c
362 Cowe Wi ll iam, Brie Brie u k (2)
363 Cowell H., Isisford c
364 Cowell James, Goondiwindi a
365 Cowie John, Weary Downs s
366 Cow ri e George, Brisbane c
367 Cox -, Sugar Loaf Creek c
368 Cox Mrs .  Alicia ,  Roma c (2)
369 Cox A. W., Yanko  in
370 Cox Captain J .  S., Brisbane u k
371 Cox G.,  Thargomindah o c
372 Cox H.,  Sugar Loaf c
373 Cox John ,  Toowoomba c
374 Cox S. ,  Mackay u k
375 Cox Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
376 Cox Thomas, Valley c
377 Cox W .  A. Townsville s
378 Craig Charles ,  Winton c
379 Craig C. B., Blackall c
380 Craig E. Brisbane c
381 Craig John, Spring Hill u k (2)
382 Craig William ,  B ri sbane a
383 Craigie D. H. Cairns u k
384 Cran E .,  Mackay c
385 Cranch W. H. Cloncurry o and o c (2)
386 Crane J. W., Brisbane c
387 Cranley T. Rockhampton c
388 Cranstone Lefevre J., Thursday Island u k
389 Crate S. M,, Rockhampton c
390 Craven Miss Lizzie ,  Kedron Brook c (2)
391 Crawford -, New Farm c
392 Crawford  Miss,  View field Farm n z
393 Crawford Samuel, Brisbane u k
394 Crawford Samuel ,  Bosworth u k (2)
395 Crawford Thomas ,  Townsville c
396 Crawford Wi ll iam ,  Goondiwindi u k
397 Crawle Henry ,  Gympie c
398 Crean William ,  Brisbane c
399 Creighton A., Townsville c
400 Crennin Miss M , Brisbane c
401 Crewe Mrs. S ., Oxley Creek c
402 Cri bb W .,  Beta c
403 Crickten  -,  Lutwyche c
404 Crimnor J., Brisbane c
405  Croad Charles, Brisbane u k (2)
406 Cro ak H., Charters Towers c
407 Crocker  -,  Brisbane c
408 Croft J. R., Stanthorpe c
409 Croker F., Queenton o
410  Crompton HnWh, Ipswich u k
411 Crompton Hugh S .,  Ipswich u k
412 Croom J. F., Brisbane c
413 Crosby Mrs. Kate, Toowoomba c
414 Cross Mrs. Martin, Brisbane c
415 Cross Thomas John, Aramac o
416 Cross William ,  Mount  Margaret s
417 Crotly J. Gympie c (2)
418 Crotly Wi ll iam ,  Charters Towers c
419 Crawford J., Brisbane c
420 Crowe Edward, Brisbane u k (2)
421 Crow M., Valley o
422 Crow Miss Maggie S., Brisbane u k
428 Cromley Daniel ,  Rockhampton u k
424 Cromley Patrick ,  Logan Downs u k
425 Crowther Messrs. S. H. and G., Townsville u k
426 Croseford Miss A., Townsville o
427 Cruikshank J., One Mile c
428 Crymble  -,  Coongoola in (2)
429 Cubkufkis Miss M., German Station c
430 Cubley W. H.,  Brisbane s
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431 Cullac Arthur ,  Jondaryan c 74 Dawe Wi lliam ,  Peak Downs f
432 Cullans Miss M., Mackay c 75 Dawe W. T., Brisbane m
433 Cullen Miss Margaret ,  Mackay u k 76 Dawey G., Terrick Downs s
434 Cullenan Miss, Ipswich c 77 Dawney Thomas James ,  Ipswich c
435 Cummings C., Adavale c 78 Dawson W. W., Brisbane c
436 Cummings J., Cairns c 79 Day Mrs., Brisbane c
437 Cummings M., Thargomindah c 80 Day Alfred ,  Ipswich c
438 Cummins Miss Kate, Brisbane c 81 Day John ,  Charters Towers o c
439 Cundiff J., Yuelba c 82 Day Richard ,  Airdmi llan o
440 Cunliff  -,  Cashme re c 83 Deacon Thomas ,  Thargomindah c (2)
441 Cunliffe Mrs., Cashmere s 84 Dean Miss Elizabeth ,  Brisbane c
442 Cun liffe Joseph ,  Cashmere s 85 Dean Mrs .  Isabe lla,  Brisbane c
443 Cunningham Miss C.  E., South Brisbane u k 86 Dean W., St. George s
444 Cunningham John ,  Brisbane u k 87 Dear James ,  Laidley c
445 Curnann Daniel ,  Gold Creek c 88 Dearlove Mrs., Torrens Creek c
446 Curran Miss, Bourke s 89 De Blumenthal Prof .  Jos., Bundaberg c
447 Curran Mrs. Jane ,  Mackay c 90 De Bovis John ,  Brisbane f
448 Currie A. G., Thompson River c 91 De Cassarowiz F. L., Enoggera c
449 Curry Mrs. M  is, Brisbane o 92 De Chazal Pierre, Townsville f
450 Curtis Mrs., Farleigh c 93 De Chazal Pierre ,  Townsville f
451 Curtis Mrs. E .  T., Brisbane u k 94 Dee -, Charters Towers c
452 Curtis Luke, Betts Creek o 95 Dee Mrs . Mary J ., Betts Creek c
453 Curtis W., Langlo c 96 Deeder  -,  B risbane u k
454 Cusack Joseph ,  Mackay c 97 Deegan Wi lliam ,  Brisbane o a
455 Cusack M., Graceme re c 98 Deem J., Springsure c
456 Cutbush Mrs. No rth Quay c 99 Deeming  -,  Rockhampton c
457 Cuth bert W. 1'., Brisbane c (2) 100 Peening F., Rockhampton c (3)458 Cuth bertson Wm., Milton o c 101 Peening Mrs. F .,  Rockhampton c459 Outlaw  -,  Tambo road c 102 De Frame William, Townsville c (2)
103 Degney Mrs., Boggo road c
104 De La Cour M .,  Brisbane c
D. 105 Delaney H., Cooktown o
106 Delaney P., Mackay c
1 DAGG John,  Lower Burdekin u k 107 Delaney Thomas, Aramac c (2)
3 Dahlen Jacob ,  Dalby c 108 De Lantour -, Brisbane c
3 Daintree G. D., Cairns c 109 Deluse A., Cleveland c
4 Dalby W., South Brisbane c 110 Dempsey M., Maryborough o
5 Dale Mrs .  M. A. Ipswich c 111 Dempsey W., Rockhampton c
6 Daley  B.  Warwick o 112 Demon Patrick Charters Towers c
7 Daley Jon ,  Brisbane c 113 Denne lly  -, M anuka e
8 Dallas Mrs. D .,  Brisbane u k 114 Dennehy James, Winton o
9 Dallas Mrs M Brisbane u k 115 Townsville cDennehy James
10
. .,
Dallas W. Cairns c 116
,
Dennis Wi lliam ,  Mitchell  a
11 Dally Art hur T., Brisbane u k (3) 117 De 'Norvi lle F .,  Brisbane m
12 Dally John ,  Mount Moran  in 118 Derby Miss Mary ,  Brisbane u k
13 Dalton Miss E .,  Charleville m 119 Derbyshire John, Va lley u k
14 Daly John ,  Turak Station c 120 Derrick W., Lagoon Creek c (2)
15 Dalzell P. E., Gilmore m 121 Detis Mrs., Pentland o c
16 Damen F .  L., Brisbane u k 122 Denhle Miss C., Brisbane e
17 Dams --, Betts Creek c 123 Denker J. J. P., Bundaberg c
18 Danaher Ellen, Beaudese rt o 124 Dentaaffe G. A., Brisbane u k
19 Danaher Philip, Ipswich c 125 Devaney Hugh ,  Brisbane f and s (2)
20 Daniel C., Charters Towers m 126 Devenco rn Mrs., Brisbane u k
21 Daniels Miss Elizabeth ,  Maryborough o c 127 Devine Thomas ,  Morven c (2)
22 Daniels E., Spring Hi ll c 128 Devonshire Richard ,  Cunnamu lla u k
23 Darcy J Cooktown c 129 Dewhurst  Richard, Mackay c
24 Darling James, Cairns  in and s (3) 130 Diamond Edward, Brisbane o
25 Dartnell Miss ,  South Brisbane c 131 Dickens Miss ,  Cairns c (2)
26 Dam Miss ,  Sandgate c (2) 132 Dickens Miss Susan ,  Brisbane u k
27 Datson Josiah, Gympie o c 133 Dickens T. B. Cairns c and o e (3)
28 Davason Ro bert, Ipswich c 134 Dickens Mrs. ! .  B., Cairns c
29 Davenport  -  Coogoon Station c 135 Dickensen Miss, South Brisbane c
30 Dave rn A. H.,  in  ham a 136 Dickir George Edwin ,  Cunnamulla u k
31 Davey Alfred J., Bloomfield River c 137 Dickman  -,  Fe rnvale c
32 Davey J .  C. Thargomindah u k 138 Dickson  -  Charters Towers c
33 Davids S. W., Mackay u k 139 Dickson F. *., Rockhampton c
34 Davidson  -,  Cairns c 140 Dickson R., Cunnamulla c
35 Davidson J., Townsvi lle c 141 Dickson R. S., Charters Towers c
36 Davidson W., Rockhampton a 142 Dierig W., Brisbane c
37 Davidson W. J., Beta c (3) 143 Dignard Mrs. Brisbane c,
38 Davie James ,  Elderslie m (2) 144 m, Beta cDegney Willia
39 Davies Mrs.,  Bogantungan c 145 Dillon  -,  Alice Downs c
40 Davies Alfred Charles ,  Maytown c 146 Dingwe ll R., Terrick Station c
41 Davies and Co., G.  H.  Brisbane c 147 Dinsdale James, Brisbane  in
42 Davies H. N., Mount Brisbane c 148 Dinte H. L., St .  Helena c
43 Davies James W .  Thargomindah o 149 Dippel Justus, Roma o c
44 Davies Richard ,  nrisbane u k (3) 150 Ditchfield John, Ipswich u k
45 Davies Richard, Gympie u k 151 Dittmer W., Winton c
46 Davies R., Adavale m (2) 152 Discon J., Fairymead c (2)
47 Davies T., Thargomindah s 153 Discon Michael, Brisbane a
48 Davies Wa llace ,  Ipswich road u k 154 Discon Thomas Warwick o
49 Davies Wi lliam ,  Goondiwindi a 1.55 Dobbins  Patric,  Rockhampton c
50 Davis - ,  Caboulture c 156 Dobbo A. A. Ma borough o
51 Davis Mrs., Millchester o 157 Dobbo  Alfred  E., Roma o
52 Davis Mrs., Brisbane c 158 Dobbs William, West End c
53 Davis Mrs. A .,  Rockhampton c 159 Dobson Marcus Bainbridge Downs c
54 Davis Miss Annie ,  Bowen u k 160 Dodd James ,  Warwick a (2)
5b Davis Capt. Brisbane s 161 Dodswo rth Mrs. L., Brisbane c
56 Davis Miss bath .,  Ipswich c 162 Dohe rty F.,  Springers c
57 Davis Charles, Mount Morgan c 163 Dohe rty H., Cunnamu lla s
58 Davis Mrs .  C., Charters Towers c 164 Doh ring W., Ipswich c
59 Davis Edward, Cloncurry n c 16.5 Doig Alexander ,  Brisbane o c
60 Davis Edward Milo Station o 166 Doile John, Mackay c
61 Davis Frank ,  &aryborough c 167 Dolan Francis, One Mile c
62 Davis G .,  Brisbane a 168 Dolan Peter ,  Winton c
63 Davis Henry ,  Pine Hi ll u k 169 Do lin H. Westwood c
64 Davis Henry ,  Caboolture c 170 Dolphin  h omas ,  Cooktown a
65 Davis John, Cairns c 171 Domenico de Rogo ,  Brisbane o c
66 Davis ,J., Pine Hill e 172 Domenico de Rogo ,  Townsville s
67 Davis Mrs. R .,  Brisbane c 173 Domeniki Julius One Mile c
68 Davis S . (senior ),  Thargomindah s 174 Donald Mrs. J .  F., Townsville o
69 Davison Benj., Winton c 175 Donald S. B., Jondaryan c (2)
70 Davison R., Rockhampton o c 176 Donaldson John ,  Cooktown u k
71 Davy Francis ,  Dinmore Station u k 177 Donaldson John ,  Pine Hi ll e
72 Daw Mrs .  Mary ,  Ipswich c 178 Donaldson Mrs. M .,  Charlevi lle o
73 Dawe J. C., Munna Creek c 179 Donovan Mrs. M .,  B risbane c
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Donell Mrs .,  Maryborough c
Donnelly Edward , Roseate u k
Donnelly E., Franklin ti ale s
Donnelly Mrs. E., Brisbane c
Donnollan Maggie, Brisbane u k
Donnolly Miss Annie ,  Glenelg o
Donoghue  -,  Clermont c
Donohue J. J., Brisbane c
Donovan Mrs .,  Va ll ey c
Donovan F .,  Rockhampton o c
Donovan T .,  Brisbane c
Donovan W. R., Brisbane c
Donyham Hermann ,  Harrisville c
Doolan John ,  Newtown c
Dooley J. H., Townsvi lle c
Doonss W., Beenleigh a
Dorgan Denis ,  Tummaville c
Doren -, Mackay c
homey  John, Rockhampton u k
Dorothy William, Brisbane u k
Dougherty Charles ,  Emerald c
Dougherty Miss Isa be lla, Roma c
Doughty  -,  Valley c
Douglas Miss, Sandgate c
Douglas A. Fitzroy ,  Townsville  in  (2)
Douglas H. T., Mackay c
Douglas Mrs. Jane ,  Rockhampton o c
Douglas Miss Violet, Brisbane c
Dounard J., Brisbane a
Douselsy C. S., Brisbane c
Doust J., Bi ll a Bi lla o
Douey C., Charters Towers c
Dowlan Richard ,  Muttaburra c
Dowling  Mrs., Dalby in
Dowling R., Muttaburra c
Dowman  -,  Brisbane c
Downes Thomas ,  Carrandatta o
Downey Mrs., Mitchell c
Downey Mrs. John ,  Clermont s
Dowie Mrs. Joseph ,  Toowoomba c
Downie Samuel ,  Coongoola c
Downing G. E., Hodgson sDowning Ro bert ,  Gin Gin c
Downs Robert, Valley cDoyle E., Cooreena c
Doyle John ,  Rosemount c
Doyle Joseph ,  Isisford c
Doyle P., Cambooya c
Doyle Richard, Townsville c
Doyle Richard ,  Mackay c
Doyle T. Windorah c
Drake N iss Nelly ,  Townsville o
Drake Thomas S., Pioneer  Estates
Draney Mrs .  R., Paddington c
Draper James ,  Gympie s and c (3)
brass Anton ,  Jundah c
Drew  -,  Toowoomba c
Drew Alfred, Rockhampton u k
Drew Mrs. Jessie, Toowoomba c (2)
Drewitt G .  T., Mitchell u k
Droguerre Paul, Brisbane f
Drummond David, Gympie road u k
Dryden Mrs .  Annie, Townsville u k
Duan John J .,  Milbong f
Duck A., Tambourine u k
Ducker Cuth be rt ,  Swan Hi ll  c
Dude A. F., Cunnamulla c (3)
Duff James, Rockhampton n z
Duffy E .,  Rockhampton c
Duffy J. P., Charters Towers c
Duggan Patrick ,  Gowrie Crossing u k
Dumball A .,  Corona Station o
Dun Mrs .,  Warwick c
Dun Thomas ,  Terrick Downs c (2)
Dunbar Mrs., Brisbane c
Dunbar A., Brisbane c
Dunbar H .  L., Acton n z
Dunbar Lawerence ,  Brisbane  in  and n z (2)
Duncan Alexander ,  Laidley c
Duncan John, Maryborough c
Duncan John ,  Brisbane s
Duncanson John ,  Beenleigh c
Dunchsley James, Adavale c
Dundas John ,  One Mile c
Dunk James ,  Toowoomba s
Dunk James F., Brisbane c (2)
Dunn Mrs., New Farm c
Dunn Mrs. Warwick c
Dunn A., Bunda berg c
Dunn Miss Agnes, Brisbane o c
Dunn Messrs .  F., New Farm c
Dunn Harry ,  One-eye Waterhole c
Dunn J ., (carrier ), Mitchell c
Dunn Louis ,  Townsvi ll e c
Dunn Robert ,  Mclvor River o
Dunn S. L., Barcaldine o
Dunn William ,  Cunnamu ll a a
Dunn William J .,  Bunda be rg c
Dunne Constable W., Brisbane e
Dunne  Mrs. D.,  Townsville c
Dunne Edward ,  Rainsworth c
Dunne Miss Eliza ,  Brisbane u k
Dunne E., Tambo c
Dunne F. S., Bowen Downs c
Dunne Henry. Thargomindah c
Dunne Mrs .  Patrick  ,  Charters Towers u k
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Dunne W. B., Dalby c
Dunphy James, Brisbane u k (2)
Dunsford F., Adavale s
Dunwoody Samuel, Brisbane u k
Durbridge Thomas, Pentland c
Durbridge Mrs. T., Betts Creek e
Dutch Alexander, Mliton o
Duve Christian,  Roma c
Dwyer -, Esk c
Dwyer  Daniel,  Laidley c
Dwyer James, Freestone Creek c
Dwyer John, Laidley c
Dwyer Joseph,  Cairns o
Dwyer Philip, Laidley C
Dwyer Timothy, Laidley c
Dwyer W., Milton c
Dwyre -,  Cairns c
Dyes Mrs. Sarah , Brisbane c
Dyason  E., Milton c
Dyer Mrs.  E., Fanning  Downs u k
Dyer Mrs. Harry, Mitchell c (3)
Dyer Henry, Mitchell u k and c (2)
Dyer H. B., Dagworth Station c
Dyke  Mrs., Brisbane c
Dyne Mrs., Brisbane c
Dziewick James, Betts Creek c (3)
E.
1 EADES Alfred, Townsville u k
2 Eadey Alfred,  Townsville c
3 Eadie William, Pine Hill c
4 Eady Stephen J., Hughenden o
5 Eagles C., Cooktown c
6 Earles Mrs. C., Boggo road c
7 Earp -  (saddler), Mackay c
8 Earp Henry, Warrigal Creek c (2)
9 Eautz F., Toowoomba c
10 Ebart C. Moritz, Corona Downs o c
11 Ebbs Arthur ,  Townsvi ll e u k
12 Eckel John ,  Fernlees Station  c and o (2)
13 Ede -,  Kangaroo Point c
14 Edelman H., Brisbane f
15 Ed ggley -, Charters Towers c
16 Edlundh Waldemar, Townsville f
17 Edmsond T., One'mile Swamp c
18 Edridge F., Gympie c
19 Edsen  -,  Brisbane o c
20 Edwards Miss, Brisbane c
21 Edwards and Co. Messrs .  F., Brisbane s
22 Edwards J., Brisbane o
23 Edwards James ,  Upper Cape c (2)
24 Edwards Mrs. Ned, Ironbark Range c
25 Edwards Samuel, Gilberton c
26 Egan John ,  Pine Hi ll c
27 Egan Mrs .  Lucinda, Brisbane c
28 Egerton C., Kilcummin c
29 Egerton  IF., Pine Hi ll c
30 Egerton Joseph, Beta c
31 Eggers Thomas, Cloncurry s and c (4)
32 Eggleton Mrs. Ellen ,  South Brisbane o c
33 Egins Miss, Brisbane c
34 Ehsmann C., Dalby c
35 Ellenden Joseph Brisbane o c
36 Ellendon Mrs., noggo road c
37 Elliott A., Cunnamulla s
38 Elliott C., Goondiwindi s
39 Elliott David Scott ,  Carrandatta s (2)
40 Elliott Mrs. E. J. E., Betts Creek c
41 Elliott G .,  Betts Cre ek c
42 Elliott  Joseph,  Brisbane u k (2)
43 Elliott Walter, Brisbane o c
44 Ellis George, South Brisbane c
45 Ellis Henry, Maryborough c
46 Ellis M., Toowoomba u k
47 Ellis M., Maryborough u k
48 Else Sam ,  Brisbane c
49 Elsie  --,  Bundaberg c
50 Elson J. T., Inglewood c
51 Emherson W., Goongoola c
52 Emhlidge Mrs. J .,  Brisbane c
53 Emerson John ,  Maryborough c
54 Emm H. A., Orient Station u k
55 England John, Clermont c
56 English James ,  Upper Cape o
57 English Wil liam, Bingera c
58 Engstrom John ,  Goodna f
59 Enkelmann W., South Brisbane c
60 Ennis Wil li am, Alice River c
61 Enright  -,  Brisbane c
62 Enright J., Brisbane c
63 Enright J. G., Betts Creek c
64 Egstein H., Brisbane f
65 Erent Miss Ernstina ,  Toowoom be c
66 Ericksen  -, Gympie c
67 Ericksen Albert, Clermont c
68 Ericksen Alfred, Gold Creek c
69 Escolme Wm. Richard, Thargomindah u'k
70 Escolme Win. R., Jundah  s and c (3)
71 Etley William, Townsville c
72 Euren Henry, Charters Towers c
73 Evans Mrs., Sherwood c (2)
74 Evans Mrs., Brisbane c
75 Evans and Co. Messrs. H., Brisbane n k
76 Evans J., Townsville c
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'7 Evans John B., Laidley c 92 Fletcher Archibald, Mount Fsk c
78 Evans Mrs. L., Brisbane c 93 Fletcher John, Port Curtis road c
79 Evans Robert, Johnstone River u k 94 Fley George, Mackay u k
80 Evans S. P., Laidley c 95 Flinn Delia, Townsville n z
81 Evens Mrs., Sherwood e 96 Flint Walter S. R., Pine Hill c
82 Everest Charles, Isisford c 97 Flood and McRae Messrs., Roma sand c (4)
83 Evlyn James, Rockhampton o 98 Flood Larry, Rockhampton c
84 Eyles Alexander, Brisbane a 99 Flood T. A., Cleveland c
85 Eyre A. W., Brisbane u k (2) 100 Flor Carl, Mackay f (2)
86 Eyre Mrs. Jane, Brisbane n k 101 Flori W., Blackall c
87 Eyre W. M., Maryborough c 102 Flad Miss Jane, Ipswich s
103 Fletcher Wilfred, Brisbane u k
104 Flucks James, Nerang Creek c
F. 105 Fluther S. J., Doondie Station c
106 Flynn Mrs. Elizabeth, Bowen Hills c
FAHEY F., Brisbane c 107 Flynn John, Red Hill c
Fahey Miss Maria, Milton s 108 Flynn J. W., Brisbane c
Fairhall E., Blackall road c 109 Flynn R., Townsville in
Fairlie James, Kingston o 110 Fobbrane G. A., Brisbane c
Fairlie William, Maryborough c 111 Fogarty -, Cleveland Bay_c
Fairly J., Brisbane c 112 Fogarty J., Homehush c
Fank Ernest, Cairns c 113 Fogarty John, Townsville c
Fanner T. T., Gympie c 114 Fohey Mrs. or Miss Ellen, Gympie o c
Fannon Mrs. Ellen, Ipswich c 115 Foley A., Macrossan's Bridge c (2)
Farlow Miss Fanny M., Yaamba road o 116 Foley Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
Farnbye Mrs. J., Rockhampton o 117 Foley C. H., Given terrace c
Farr Alan, Townsville o c 118 Folkes Fred. J., Brisbane f
Farrelly Miss, Gympie c 119 Fomlan -, South Brisbane c
Farthing Mrs. M. A. C., Hamilton o c 120 Fooks Mrs. W., Brisbane c
Fassinge  -, Rockhampton c 121 Forbes A. A., Rockhampton c
Faulker Sergt.,  Brisbane c 122 Ford Mrs., Gold Creek s
Fay John, W. Railway c 123 Ford George, Walloon o c
Fearnside R., Townsville u k 124 Ford Mrs. George, Cunnamulla s
Featherstone F. W., Townsville in 125 Ford Mrs. H. M., Townsville c
Fedder Mrs., Gympie c 126 Ford Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane c
Feely William, Terrick Downs o 127 Forde A., Brisbane o
Vegan Michael, Brisbane c 128 Forgie.John, Brisbane u k
Feldt Augusta, Ingham f 129 Forrest A., Roma c
Fellowes Alfred, Tambo c 130 Forrest Andrew, Commety Downs Station c
Fennis Joseph, Mackay o c 131 Forrester W. H., Brisbane in
Fenton  Mrs. K., Rockhampton e 132 Forster Mrs., Rockhampton in
Ferguson -, Brisbane c 133 Forster Miss A., Mackay c
Ferguson Bros ., Terraboah c 134 Forster G., Hill End c
Ferguson  Mrs. Townsville c 135 Forsyth J., Goodna c
Ferguson  Dugald Stanwell c 136 Forsyth W., Brisbane c
Ferguson  John, Valley  c 137 Forsyth W., Bogantungai  c
Ferguson  John, Brisbane c 138 Fortune Mrs., Cleveland c
Ferguson  John, Townsville c 139 Foskett F., Valley c
Ferman Miss ,  Brisbane c 140 Foster Mrs., Shafton road c
Fernie Mrs ., Hughenden u k (2) 141 Foster Daniel,  Tinana Creek c
Fersdon Mrs., Brisbane is k 142 Foster John, Townsville c
Feversham -, Ingham c 143 Fowler Mrs. E., Betts Creek c
Fevre H. J. and Co., Brisbane s 144 Fox H. G., Sring Hill c
Fevre H. J. and Co.,  Brisbane a 145 Fox James, Westbrook Hall e
Fewing R., Newtown Estate c 146 Fox Mrs. Jane, Black Hill o
Fiddes W., Aramac road c 147 Fox J., Sandgate c
Fie Mrs. B., Queenton i 148 Fox M., Bogantungan cFieby A., Paddington c 149 Fox P., Tambo c
Field Louis, Bowen Downs c 150 Fox Thomas, Warwick o c
Fielder J., Cairns o 151 Foxley and Gordon  Messrs. , Gympie c
Fielding Frederick, Queenton o 152 Foyer Mrs., Mackay u k
Fielding J., Brisbane c 153 Fraley H. A., Alpha c
Fien P., South Brisbane c 154 Francis --, Bundaberg c
Fihear Miss M., Maryborough c 155 Francis  Mrs., Brisbane c
Fihelly Mrs. Cornelius, Red Hill u k 156 Francis Miss, Laidley c
Fimony Mrs., Brisbane c 157 Francis Mrs. C.,  Brisbane c
Findlay R., Brisbane c 158 Francs, James Mackay c
Finger Fred., Bundaberg o c 159 Francis Mrs..., Bundaberg c
Finlay H., Hughenden c 160 Franey P. Harrisville c
Finlay W., Goodna c 161 Franklen ydney, Townsville s
Finn Michael, Rockhampton n k 162 Franks Joseph, Brisbane c
Finney Mrs. M., New Farm c 163 Fraser --, Terrick Terrick c
Firth John, Cloncurry o c 164 Fraser Alexander, Cairns u k
Brisbane fFischer Miss C L 165 Brisbane u kFraser Mrs risbaneA. .,
Fisher Mrs., Maryborough c (2) 166
. .
road cFraser Alick,
Fisher G. J., Brisbane o c 167 Fraser D., Mount Esk o
Fisher, Wm., Toowong c 168 Fraser David Rockhampton in
Fison Mrs., Soutb Brisbane R 169 Fraser Captain James, Brisbane u k
Fitzenneir Fred., Temick Terrick c 170 Fraser John (gardener), Townsville u k (3)
Fitzgerald -, Pioneer Estate a 171 Fraser Robert, Brisbane u k
Fitzgerald Miss, South Brisbane s 172 Fraser  Simon , St. George c
Fitzgerald Miss, Hughenden c 173 Fraser Mrs. S., Mackay c
Fitzgerald Austin, Clermont c 171 Frawley John, Highfields a (3)
Fitzgerald  James,  Brisbane o c 175 Frazer P., Dalrymple road c
Fitzgerald James, Goondiwindi c 176 Frazer Mrs. Robert, Pine Hill o
Fitzgerald John, Winton u k 177 Frazer Hugh, Isisford c
Fitzgerald J., Gilberton c 178Frederick A., Brisbane s
Fitzgerald  Miss  Kate, Townsville c 179 Frederick J. L., Mackay c
Fitzgerald Thomas,  Stanthorpe c 180 Frederick Messrs. J. L. and  Co., Brisbane s
Fitzgerald William , Gympie c (2) 181 Freeman  Mrs., Brisbane a
Fitzgibbon A., Valley c 182 Freeman Mi ss Agnes, Brisbane a
Fitzgibbon E., Gympie c (2) 183 Freeman D. C., Brisbane s
Fitzpatrick James, Tambo c 184 Frendenburg E., South Brisbane c
Fitzpatrick P., Rockhampton o c 185 Frew A. T., Mitchell c
Fitzpatrick Thomas, Ravenswood u k 186 Frewin  Miss Maria, Brisbane c
Fitzroy James, Brisbane u k 187 Friske Julius,  Brisbane f
Fitzsimmons  Samuel, Townsville c 188 Fritz -, Spring Hill c
Flaherty Joseph, St. George c 189 Fritz Miss L., Thompson  Estate c
Flanagan Peter ,  Brisbane c 190 Frizel  Miss  Mary, Maryborough o c
Flannary J. C., Warwick c 191 Frome -, Alice Downs c
Fleck John, Tambo c 192 Frost D. J., Brisbane c
Fleming John, Toowong c 193 Frost W., Mackay c
Fleming John, Mount Morgan n k 194 Fry Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane c
Fletcher -, Brisbane c (2) 195 Fry N., One-Mile c
Fletcher Mrs., Brisbane c 196 Fryer  Miss ,  Brisbane n z
Fletcher Allen, Townsville c 197 Fuggle J. (merchant), Brisbane e (3)
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Fuggle J. (baker), Bowen street c 88 Gill Doctor, Maytown c
Fullarton James, Charleville c (2) 89 Gill George (carrier), Blackall c
Fullerton J., Brisbane c 90 Gill William, Rockhampton o c
Fullgreen Mrs. Alfred, Cleveland road c 91 Gill W., Mitchell u k
Fulton R., Brisbane c 92 Gillard E., Blackall s
Fulton T., Isisford c 93 Gillespie Messrs., Brisbane c (2)
Furey Martin, Brisbane o 94 Gillingham Miss Lydia, Cooktown in
Furey Mrs .,  Brisbane u k 95 Gillis William, Spring Creek f
Fur?usson Mrs. Brisbane u k 96 Gilmore H., Adavale c
Furiterer -, §outh Brisbane ii k 97 Gilmore J., Hughenden c
Furlong Mrs. A., Thompson Estate e 98 Gilser H .,  Tinana c
Furse J. H., Gladstone c 99 Gin Sing, Brisbane c
Fury Patrick, Lansboro' Downs o 100 Gladin Jimmy, Oxley c
Fyson George, Brisbane s 101 Glascoe -, Charters Towers o
Fytton A., Rockhampton e 102 Glazier L. W., Northampton c
103 Gleeson John, Charters 'rowers o c
104 Gleeson Michael, Mitchell c
G. 105 Gleeson M., Brisbane c
106 Glendenning John, Bulloo Downs a
GABRIEL Carl, Mackay f 107 Glendon K., Brisbane c
Gaffney William, Aramac Station o 108 Glosset Jamey Clare o c
Gattan George , q ueenton c 109 Glynn Mrs., Townsville c
Gale G., Townsville u k 110 Glynn Mrs. Jane, Ipswich road c (2)
Gall Robert, Goodna o c 111 Goar William, Brisbane u  k and f (2)
Gall Thomas, Toowon u k 112 Godher R., Mount  Morgan c
Gallagher and Cahill,-Kingston s 113 Godfridsen G., Cairns c
Gallagher Mrs., Charters Towers c 114 Godsall R., Toowong c
Gallagher Mrs. Alice ,  Brisbane o c 115 Goeldner W., Brisbane c
Gallagher A., Brisbane o 116 Gole Robert, Goodna s
Gallagher Harry Bundaberg o
l
117 Goldfinch F., Aramac c
Gallagher John, Yaamba c 118 Golding Mrs. A. H., Winston u k and s (2)
Gallagher Miss Lizzie ,  Queenton c (2) 119 Goldrick -, South Brisbane c
Gallaher Mrs., Pine Hill c 120 Golle and Co., Maryborough in
Gallery Lizzie, Brisbane s 121 Gallighar Miss E., Charters Towers c
Galley John, Gladstone c 122 Goodair -,  Brisbane o c
Galvin M., Woolgar c 123 Goodair Arthur, Valley o c.
Gamson E., Brisbane f 124 Goodsell W. Toombul o
Ganson George ,  Brisbane u k 125 Goodusson V., Goodna c
Garbett William, South Brisbane o c (3) 126 Goo Gung Gong,  Cairns c
Gard Mrs. Gympie c 127 Gordon and Davis Messrs., Cairns a
Gard R., nurdekin c 128 Gordon -, Brisbane c
Gardiner Mrs Brisbane u k 129 Gordon Mrs. A.  Brisbane c. risbane.,
Gardiner Miss E., Hughenden s 130 Brook cGordon David,
Gardiner Wm. (junr.), Mitchell c 131 Gordon Frank, Brisbane c
Gardner Robert, St. George's Bridge s 132 Gordon G., Eagle Farm o c
Gardner T., Charters Towers c (2) 133 Gordon Josiah, Ithaca Creek c
Garner Mrs. Sarah ,  Mitchell o c 134 Gordon J., Brisbane o c
Garner Stephen, Toowoomba c 13.5 Gordon Miss Mary Ann Agnes, Brisbane s
Garnett Captain, Cashmere u k 136 Gordon Michael, Morven c (6)
Garnett Daniel, South Brisbane s 137 Gordon Patrick, Charters Towers e
Garnett R. J., Cashmere u k 138 Gordon Samuel, Albion c
Garnham W., Argentine c 139 Gorling F., Cluden c
Garrelly P. W., Floraville o 140 Gorman Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o
Garrick J. K., Brisbane c 141 Gorman Mrs. John, Rockley o
Garside John, Winton u k 142 Gorrie J., Clines c
Gartlon T., Gympie c 143 Gosling George, Brisbane o c
Garvey James, Caboolture c 144 Gosling G., Townsville  c and u k (2)
Garvin William J., Brisbane u k 145 Gosnald G., Townsville u k (2)
Gascoyne J., Blackall road c (2) 146 Goss Mrs. A., South Brisbane c
Gasling George ,  Brisbane o c 147 Goss  George, Cleveland c (2)
Gatehouse C. J., Toowong c 148 Gossage  Miss Minnie ,  Brisbane s
Gates Henry, Townsville o 149 Gough Mrs. W., Townsville s
Garthur D., Charters Towers c 150 Goulding C., Isisford c
Gaudin Mrs. M. K., Spring Hill c (2) 151 Goulding Patrick,  Bowen s
Gaul B., Towoomba c 152 Gowan Anthony, Brisbane c
Gava Miss Meta, Townsville a 153 Goy A., Charters Towers c
Gay Charles, Blackall c 154 Grace  Miss  Bridget, Brisbane o
Gay Edward, Rockhampton c 155 Grace J., Durham Downs c
Gay Thomas, Moorooloo o 156 Graham -, Brisbane c
Geavy John, Brisbane c 157 Graham Arthur, Townsville u k
Geddis W., Brisbane s 158 Graham Duncan, Cleave Station c
Gedge W. H., Norton c 159 Graham J., Cairns c
Gee George,  Ballandean s 160 Graham J. Brisbane a
tGee W. J., South Brisbane o c 161 ., Bundarra s (3)Graham W
Geere Miss C., West End o c 162 Grain Charles, Cloncurry o
Gee Wah, Johnstone River c 163 Gralton James, Sandgate c (2)
Gehe George Townsville c 164 Grambauer F. C., Winton c
Gentner J., aloncurr c 165 Granier H., Mackay c
George Henry ,  Wambalilla o c 166 Grant Mrs., Gympie c
George Mrs. H., Sandgate c 167 Grant Arthur Brisbane u k
George Sarnkkalige ,  Brisbane c 168 Grant E. N., Ingham c
George Thomas, Charters Towers c 169 Grant H., Aramac c
Geraghty Michael ,  Thargomindah m 170 Grant H., Rodney Downs c
Geraghty Patrick, Brisbane s 171 Grant James, Gayndah c
Gerler Rose ,  Toowoomba o 172 Grant James,  Brisbane c (3)
Giacomo Gabrielli, Gympie c (3) 173 Grant J., Gilberton c
Gibb L. A., Brisbane c 174 Grant  Miss  Louise, ]Roma c
Gibbons Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 175 Grant John B., Gladstone u k (2)
Gibbs Mrs. Henry D., Adavale c 176 Grant Tom, Maryborough cGibson George, Cloncurry c (2) 177 Grantham W., Airdmillan o
Gibson George, Bundaberg c 178 Grassnick A., Gympie c (2)
Gibson H., Currumbeen a 179 Graves Patrick ,  Boongoondoo c (4)
Gibson John, Rockhampton o c 180 Graveston Mrs. J., Townsville c
Gibson John, Langlo Hotel a 181 Graw John M., Lutwyche u k
Gibson  Miss  Minnie, Brisbane c 182 Gray D.,  Brisbane c
Gibson Robert, Gympie u k 183 Gray Harry Welltown c
Gierke W., Gowne road c 184 Gray Mrs.J essie,  Ipswich c
Gifford George, Bloomfield River c 185 Gray Miss Eliza, Brisbane c
Gifford Haddock ,  Maryborough u k 186 Gray Sydney, Mitchell s
Gilbert Charles J., South Brisbane o c (2) 187 Grayson Frank, Springs c
Gilbert H., Blackall s 188 Greathead G., Brisbane c
Gilbert  Mrs. Maggie,  Red Hill c 189 Green Miss, Spring Hill c
Gilbert Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton c 190 Green Mrs. Cath .,  Ipswich in
Giles  (gunner ),  Brisbane u k (2) 191 Green E., Geraldton c
Giles John ,  Mitchell o 192 Green G. H., Brisbane o c
Gilfoy -, Brisbane c 193 Green James ,  The Palms c
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194 Green John, South Brisbane o c 44 Hancon A. M. Hy.  Lewis,  Brisbane f
195 Green J., Gympie c 45 Hancox F. C., Bourke s (3)
196 Green Mrs. L., Toowoomba c 46 Handall Mrs .  H., Queenton n z
197 Green Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton u k 47 Handcock  H., Roma c
198 Green William, Mundah c 48 Hanley Ada Gympie o
199 Green William, Woollongabba o 49 Hanley J., Z;oowoombac
200 Greenalch Frank, Clermont c 50 Hanlon Mrs. M. A., Gympie c (2)
201 Greenalsh James  Hugheuden c 51 Hannah James,  Bogantungan c
202 Greene Patrick,`4iomebush u k (2) 52 Hannan  M., South Kolan c
203 Greenup A., Maryborough c 53 Hannan W., St. Helens c
204 Greenwood James, Brisbane c 54 Hannant  Miss Alice ,  Ipswich c (3)
205 Greer Miss E. E,, Monkland c 55 Hannay P. R., Brisbane u k
206 (lreetham Mrs. Louisa, Mackay c 56 Hanney George, Charters  Towers  in (2)
207 Gregory Robert Ja mes , Goondiwindi c 57 Hannifen  M rs. Queenton c
208 (,rest;  J., Brisbane c 58 Hansen -, Ilatton Vale c
209 Greig J. It., Kangaroo Point c 59 Hansen Mrs. Annie,  Brisbane c
210 Greig Mrs. S. Mitchell s 60 Hansen August, Clermont c
211 Grey J., South  Brisbane c 61 Hansen August, Tinana Creek c
212 Grey Miss Mary, Toowong n k 62 Hansen Hans ,  Pialba c
213 Griffen Owen, Wolfang c 63 Hansen Hans Martin, Brisbane f
214 Griffin Miss B., Dalby c 64 Hansen  Jacob, Pialba road c
215 Griffin Mrs. M., Charters Towers u k 65 Hansen J. C. H., Charters Towers c
216 Griffith John, Maryborough c 66 Hansen  0., Maryborough o
217 Griffith Owen, Queenton c 67 Hansen C. P., Homebush c
218 Griffith Miss Annie, Brisbane u k (2) 68 Hansen  T. E., Mackay f
219 Griffiths C. J., Brisbane u k 69 Hansen  W. P. Blackall c (2)
220 Griffith John,  Brisbane c 70 Hanson  M., Maryborough c
221 Griffith SRockhampton c (2) 71 Hanson  -,  Lion Creek road c
222 Griffiths Wm. Boython, Charters Towers c 72 Hanson  Mrs. W., Rockhampton  c
223 Grill -, Northampton c 73 Hapstead  -, Condemera Bollon c
224 Grimes  John, Herberton c 74 Haracome  Charles,  Cunnamulla c (2)
225 Grimes  Miss Lizzie ,  Brisbane c 75 Harberg  C., Maryborough o
226 Grimes Samuel ,  Brisbane o 76 Harbick  T. Brisbane c
227 Grimes  W. G., Townsville c 77 Hardi Frederick, Hatton Vale c
228 Groshennez H., Clermont o c 78 Harding  George, Charleville o c
229 Grosz  -,  Brisbane c 79 Harding  Harry ,  Bowen u k
230 Groth Leop ., Mackay c 80 Harding  J., Brisbane c
231 Gublon  Thomas ,  Tambo c 81 Harding John ,  Brisbane c
232 Guigley  John ,  Charters Towers c 82 Harding  Mrs. L .,  Homestead c
233 Guilfoyle T., Charters Towers c 83 Harding  Richard ,  Brisbane c
234 Guinan James,  Balfe's Creek. u k 84 Harding  Thomas, Mount Wyatt c
23.5 Guinan James ,  Lower Burdekin u k 85 Harding  William,  Rockhampton c236 Gainey  Miss, Maggie ,  South Brisbane c 86 Hardy Mrs. Annie ,  Brisbane c
237 Guire James, Brisbane o c 87 Hardy  Messrs. (I., Brisbane c
238 Guiseman A., Logan road c 88 Hardy Robert, Brisbane s
239 Gul liver W. Geraldton c 89 Hardy Capt .  W. F., Townsville u k (2)
240 Gunderson ahristian ,  Townsville o c 90 Hare  Mrs. W.,  Brisbane u k
241 Gunne Charles, Mitchell c 91 Harford  A., Townsville c
242 Gunter  Thomas, Brisbane u k 92 Harford Jesse,  YTnion Camp in, a, and c (6)
243 Gurney -,  Breakfast Creek c 93 Harle Mrs. Sarah ,  Va lley c (2)
244 Gurney G., Brisbane  a 94 Harley Mrs. M . A., Gympie c
245 Guss  G., Maryborough c 95 Harling J., Brisbane u k
246 Gustkie  Herman ,  Woolgar c 96 Harlotte George, Brisbane u k (2)
247 Guthrie  D. C., Mount Spencer  in 97 Harm  H., Gin Gin c
248 Guthrie  Mary  M., Clermont o 98 Harod Mrs .,  Brisbane c
249 Guy C.  H., Brisbane c 99 Harper  R. C. and Co ., Cunnamulla c
2.50 Guy Henry, Spring Hill c 100 Harrington  John, Mount Wyatt c
251 Gu Sai John, Townsville c 101 Harris --,  Bogantungan o
252 Gwillim G., Townsville u k 102 Harris  -----,  Brisbane c
103 Harris  A. M., Milton o a
104 Harris  Mrs. B. Townsvi lle s
A. 105 Harris E. H., aloncurry o
106 Harris Ernest A., Mackay u k (3)
1 HAACK Mrs. W. Grandchester c 107 Harris Fred., Pine Hill s
2 Haacke William, 1Jaidley c 108 Harris  George, Mitchell s
3 Haberling Jacob, Maryborough c 109 Harris  H., Pine Hill c
4 Haddon  -, Brisbane s 110 Harris  James, Brisbane e
5 Hafford  S. B., Thargomindah a 111 Harris  Mrs. John ,  Brisbane c
6 Hafhey John, Gold Creek o 112 Harris  John, Helidon u k
7 Haig Thomas ,  Red Hill c 113 Harris M., Brisbane c
8 Hailey John,  Meringandan c 114 Harris  Murray Brisbane u k
9 Halnen G., Homestead c 115 Harris M. A., Townsville c
10 Halain  Cyril, Charters  Towers c 116 Harris  T., South Brisbane o c
11 Hale and Co.  Messrs.,  Maryborough m 117 Harris  Thomas, South Brisbane o c
12 Hale  John, Rockhampton c 118 Harris  Thomas ,  Gold Creek c
13 Hall -, Morven c 119 Harris William,  Mackay c
14 Hall Amos,  Beenleigh c 120 Harris W. H. Beenleigh t
15 Hall F. E., Mitchell c 121 Harries  -  Mount Brisbane c
16 Hall Frank W., Mackay o 122 Harriss  A. hockhampton u k
17 Hall H., Kelvin Grove c 123 Harrison  Edward B., South Brisbane o
18 Hall Harry, Woolerina c 124 Harrison  Robert Woolgar c
19 Hall John, Mitchell c 125 Harset James  Maryborough s20 Hall Joseph, Rockhampton c 126 Hart David ,  11ughenden o
21 Hall Mrs. M, Cairns c 127 Hart J . C., Charleville n z
22 Hall Miss M. G., Woollongabba s 128 Hart  Martin ,  Rochfort c23Hall William, Rockhampton o c 129 Hartely H. E., Thargomindah s
24 Halle A., Humpybong c 130 Hartigan  John, St.  George c
25 Hallett Charles, Goondiwindi s (2) 131 Hartles  George, Rockhampton o c
26 Hallett Frank, Brisbane o c 132 Hartles George, Bunda berg u k
27 Halligan  -, Brisbane c 133 Hartley J., Alpha c
28 Halliman W., Gympie s 134 Hartmann Augustus ,  Brisbane f
29 Halloran James, Roma s 135 Ha rtmann  C., Charter-, Towers c
`i0 Hallows John K., Rockhampton u k 136 Harvey James ,  Marybo rough c
31 Hambly D., Brisbane c 137 Harvey  Miss Maq ,  Coektown c
32 Hamer Frank, Kircubbin road c 138 Harvey  R. M., Mitchell c
33 Hamilton Alex., Laidley s 139 Harvey  T. J., Monkirah s
34 Hamilton G. A., Brisbane c 140 Harvey  W. S., Sherwood c
35 Hamilton J., Brisbane s 141 Hassell R. F., Sandgate c
36 Hamilton Madam M. A., Logan road o c 142 Hast  or Hart J. C., Allora s
37 Hamilton Robert, Valley c 143 Hastie  William Alex .,  Brisbane u k
38 Hammill  Stephen, Brisbane Valley c 144 Hastings  John,  Toowong c
.39 Hammond J., Townsville u k 145 Haswell John, Charters Towers o c
40 Hamper George, Chilworth u k 146 Hattler  Fred . Lucas, Cloncurry c
41 Hancher William , Brisbane u k 147 Hatton Mrs., South Brisbane c
42 Hancock E., Mackay n k 148 Hatton John, Winton c
43 Hancock  James, Pine Hill c and o (3) 149 Hawes  William,  Brisbane c
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150 Hawkin Thomas, Brisbane u k 256 Hillier  Mrs. E.,  Brisbane e
151 Hawkins E., Muckadilla c 257 Rockhampton sHillier John
152 Hawkins J. C., Bowen s 258
,
Him Sing, Bundaberg c
153 Hawley -, Brisbane c 259 Hinamann Peter, Mitchell c
154 Hay Thomas, Gold Creek c 260 Hinchey Mrs. J., Beta c
155 Hay T. H., Townsville it k 261 Hinckley R. S., Brisbane c
156 ay )11 Francis, Mackay c 262 Hincks Thomas, Bnndabeig c
157 Hayeer J. J., Hughenden c (2) 263 Hind H., Laidley c
1.58 Hayes A., Tambo c (2) 264 Hindmore J., Brisbane c
159 Hayes Denis, Pine Hill c 265 Bundaberg inHing Sai and Co.
160 Hayes Capt. J., Brisbane c 266
,
Tinana cHingst Carl
161 Hayes John, West End c 267
,
Hinton W., Cairns c (4)162 Hayes John, Goondiwindi c 268 Hiorns Aldridge, South Brisbane u k (2)163 Hayes Mrs. M. E., West End o c 269 Pine Hill cHixson Mrs. C.164 Haylette M., Beaudesert o 270
,
Hoare Thomas Mitchell o165 Haynes G. F., Dalby in 271
,
Winton cHoban James166 Hayston Thomas, Townsville c 272
,
Hobbs W. Rockhampton s167 Heal C. G., Spring Hill c 273
,
Hobden Robert, Mitchell u k168 Healey W. Augustus, Roma u k (2) 274 (carrier), Cunnamulla sHobron R.169 Healy James, fiollon s 275
,
Hobson C., Gympie s
170 Healy J. F., Bollon c (2) 276 Hockings Robert, One-mile Creek o c
171 Healy Mrs. Patrick, Charters Towers u k 277 Hodes Y., Spring Hill c
172 Healy Mrs. Patrick, Charters Towers o 27 8 Hodge -,  Brassall c (2)173'Healy P., Roma o 279 Hodge H. B., One-Mile in174Heaney Alexander, Brisbane u k 280 Hodge John, Queenton u k
17:, Heap M., Bundaberg c 281 Hodgekinson -,  (Argus  Office), Rockhampton c
176 Heapmer --, Boggo c 282 Hodgkinson - (valuator), Rockhampton c
177 Heaps F. W., Townsville o 283 Rockhampton m (2)Hodgkinson Mrs.
178 Heart J. C., Chinchilla n z (2) 284 ,Hodgkinson Mrs. T. C., Rockhampton in
179 Heathcote Arthur, Burketown u k 285 Hodgkinson T. C., Rockhampton in and o c (6)
190 Heatley William, Geraldton c 286 Hodgson Mrs. E. A., Gympie c
181 Hedley Mrs., Brisbane in 287 Hodgson William, Fassifern c
192 Hedley Andrew, Maryborough c 288 Hodson Mrs. or Miss Ada E., Adavale o c
183 Heeney Mrs. Charles, Biindaberg o (2) 289 Hoffmann Mrs., Toowoomba c
184 Heeney Williams, Highfields c 290 Hoffmann -, Rockhampton c (2)
185 Heffernan F. T., Lorne Station c 291 Hoffmaster -, Alice River c
186 Heffernan J., Lorne Station c 292 Hoffmann Edward, Bimera o
187 Hegg Mrs. A., Brisbane c 293 Hogan Michael, Gympie c
188 Heidemann W., Rockhampton a (2) 294 Hogan Redy, Cairns c
189 Hein Rudolf, Brisbane f 295 Hogan W., Roma c
190 Heineman H., Gatton c 296 Hogg -, Mackay c
191 Heineman Peter, Kihnore c (2) 297 Hobden N., Brisbane u k
192 Heisler J Maryborough c 298 Holboun L., Dunwich o c
193 Helloran John, Toowong c 299 Holbrow --, Cloncurry c
194 Hem Young Chi,  Mount  Morris o 300 Holdaway Edwin, Stanwell o c and c (5)
195 Henderson Mrs., Rockhampton c 301 Holden Mrs. A., Brisbane s
196 Henderson Alex., Goondiwindi c (3) 302 Holden J., Mackay c
197 Henderson Alex., Terica c 303 Holemengren -,  Brisbane s
198 Henderson E., Adavale c 304 Holland Ellen Teresa, Brisbane u k
199 Henderson N. H., Brisbane c 305 Holland Henry, Charters Towers o
200 Henderson R. L., Brisbane o c 306 Holland James, St. George's Bridge s
201 Henderson Miss Susan, Cooktown u k (3) 307 Holland William, Brisbane u k
202 Hendrikson H., Milton c 308 Hollingshead H. C. S., Blackall c
203 Hendry W. C., Toowoomba c 309 Holmes Charles, Adavale a
204 Henker Charles, Bundaberg c 310 Holmes F., Mount Morgan c
205 Henly  Jeremiah , Killarney c 311 Holmes Mrs. J., Pine Dill c
206 Henly Simon, Yuleba c 312 Holt Mrs. Richard, Thompson River in
207 Hennessy Kyran,  Roma s 313 Holt W. H., Wealwandangie c
208 Henrickson C., Rockhampton c 314 Honan Abraham , Brisbane o c
209 Henrickson H., South Brisbane c 315 Honeyford John, Brisbane o c
210 Henry H., Bundaberg c 316 Hooley J. E., Charters Towers in
211 Henry J., Charleville s 317 Iiooper Thomas Studd, Yatala  it, 4-
212 Henry James, Emerald c 318Hoopert Miss Amelia, Helidon o
213 Henry Robert, Goodna c 319 Hope T. S., Rockhampton c
214 Henschell K. J., Toowoomba c 320 Hopes William, Pine Hill c (2)
215 Hepburn Captain, Brisbane f 321 Hopewell Thomas, Southport u k
216 Hepburn James, Brisbane o c (2) 322 Hopkins Francis, Brisbane c
217 Hepple Robert, Brisbane c 323 Hopkins Jeremiah, Mitchell o c
218 Herbert A. S. Maxwell, Brisbane c (3) 324 Hopkins Mrs. Mary, Mount Douglas c219Herlihey M., Mackay u k 325 Hopkins W. E., Broadsound c
220 Herman G., Maryborough c 326 Hopkins William, Brisbane u k
221 Herman S., Laidley Creek c 327 Horan Martin, Brisbane it k
222 Hermann  Alfred, Rockhampton o c 328 Horan Thomas, Winton c
223 Hermann Theodore, Laidley Scrub c 329 Horn F., Burketown s
224 Hermann  Max, Townsville f 330 Horn J., Ipswich s
225 Heskendorf Carl, Brisbane f 331 Horn Michael, Westbrook o c
226 Hesse  William,  Harrisville c (2) 332 Horn William, Mackay u k
227 Hetch George,  Brisbane o c 333 Horricks Rev. Geo., Blackall c
228 Hext William, Hill End c 334 Horst:nan Walter, Maryborough o
229 Hewnett John, Queenton c 33.5 Horters Louis, Brisbane f
230 Heyward  Israel , Mackay c 336 Horwood Miss, Brisbane c
231 Hickie James, Cloncurry c 337 Hosking John, Millchester u k
232 Hickie  John, Clump Point c 338 Hosting Thomas, Comet c
233 Hickling  Mrs. T., Brisbane c 339 Hough Patrick, Roma c
234 Hicks  John, Townsville u k (2) 340 Hourogan Daniel, Maryborough o c
235 Hicks John, Charters Towers c 341 Houston Alfred, Brisbane o c
236 Hickson  Albert, Townsville u k 342 Houston Mrs. D., Rockhampton c
237 Hickson C., Springsure c 343 Houston  Mrs. J., Sandgate c
238 Hickson  W. J., Springs c 344 Houston William, Charters Towers c (2)
239 Hidson  Mrs. J., Mackay u k 345 Houtle F., Coongoola c
240 Higgins  Bryan, Bundaberg u k 346 How A., Mackay c
241 Higgins Mrs. Kate , Paddington o 347 How E., Brisbane c
242 Higginson  Miss, Winton c 348 Howard Charles, Charters Towers c
243 Higson -, Brisbane u k 349 Howard D., Peak Mountains c
244 Hill C., Herberton o c 3.50 Howard G. (junr.), Pine Hill c
245 Hill David, Rockhampton s 351 Howard Mrs. George, Pine Hill c
246 Hill  Mrs. Edith,  Townsville c 352 Howard George F., Orient u k
247 Hill E.  H., Herberton s (2) 353 Howard John, Brisbane u k
248 Hill Evan  Jones,  Beenleigh s (2) 354 Howard Mrs. Kate, Valley c
249 Hill Miss E. R., South Brisbane c 355 Howard Miss Lillie, Brisbane o c
250 Hill  Miss  J., Brisbane c 356 Howard William, Fassifern Line c
251 Hill John  Henry , Gympie in 357 Howard William A., Brisbane c
252 Hill Nicholas  W. G., Rockhampton c 358 Howe Harry, Woolgar c
253 Hi ll Samuel ,  Rockhampton u k 359 Howell William, Ipswich c
254 Hiller Julius Thargomindah a 360 Howells David, Mount  Pleasant c
255 Hiller Max , Brisbane f 361 Howie Robert, Lower Herbert n 1;
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362 Howieson James, Yandilla u k 21 James -, Maryborough c
363 Howison J. Townsville in 22 James Charles, South Brisbane c (2)
364 Howlett W., Rockhampton s 23 James Ernest A., Brisbane c
365 Hows Mrs., Mackay c 24 James John (over, Townsville c
366 Hoy Peter, Clermont c 25 Jam eson  Francis, Brisbane c
367 Hubbard Mrs. E., Warwick s 26 Jameson R. J., Brisbane o c
368 Hudsmith John, Brisbane f 27 Jamieson A., Townsville c
369 Hudson -, Fassifern Scrub c 28 Jamieson John, Valley c (2)
370 Hudson Miss Emma, Toowong terrace c 29 Jamieson Robert, Noosa c
371 Hudson Miss Mary, Rockhampton o 30 .Tannasek J., Beenleigh c
372 Hudson Richard, Cairns c 31 .1ardine J. W., Bundaberg s
373 Hudson S., Brisbane c 32 Jarmann Theodor, Rockhampton f
374 Hudwin Thomas, Charters Towers o c 33 Jarvis J., Milton c (2)
375 Hues Thomas, Mackay c 34 Jeans Harry W., Cooktown u k
376 Huff Joseph, Aramac road c 15 Jeffrey Albert, -Peak Downs c
377 Hugh M., Ipswich o c 36 Jelharg E., Aramac o
378 Hughes -,  Isis c 37 Jenke Johann, Ipswich o c
379 Hughes A. C., Brisbane c 38 Jenkins J., Gympie c (2)
380 Hughes Charles, Winton c 39 Jenkins J. B., Maryborough c
381 Hughes E. A. Lutwyche c 40 Jenkins Mrs. Thomas, Cashmere, St. George a
382 Hughes E. C., Ipswich road c 41 Jenkins William, Gympie c
383 Hughes F., Maryborough o 42 Jenner Dr. A. J. B., Brisbane f
384 Hughes John, Rockhampton c 43 .termer Walter,  Brisbane  in
385 Hughes Joseph, Helidon o c 44 Jennings Mrs., Brisbane c
386 Hughes  F. M., Rockhampton s 45 Jennings Miss, Kangaroo Point o
387 Hughes Owen, Rockhampton u k 46 Jennings Mrs. H. L., Townsville u k
388 Hughes Philip Arthur, Goondiwindi o c 47 Jennings Mrs. L. H., Townsville in
389 Hughes  Pimlico,  Brisbane c 48 Jennings Miss  Mary, Kangaroo Point o
390 Hughes William, Johnstone River c 49 Jens S., Townsville c
391 Hughson R. R., St. George's Bridge s 50 Jensen A., Neardie c
392 Hugonin Louis, Logan c 51 Jensen Christian, Pialba c
393 Hulbert A., Townsville c (2) 52 Jensen Christian, South Brisbane o c
394 Hulbert C. A. G., Brisbane c 53 Jensen Godfrey, Gympie c
395 Humphreys W. R., Townsville s 54 Jensen G., Maryborough c
396 Humphries Sidney, Rockhampton u k 55 Jensen M., Brisbane o c
397 Hungerford John, Brisbane u k 56 Jensen Thomas Ch., Bundaberg c
398 Hunney Mrs., Clermont c 57 Jensen Jens, Ithaca Creek c (2)399Hunt W., Aramac Station c 58 Jenson J., Dalrymple road c
400 Hunter  -, Mackay s 59 Jerred J. W., St. Albans a401 Hunter Alfred,  Brisbane s 60 Jessop Mrs., Valley 9
402 Hunter  A. D., Brisbane u k 61 Jewitt Aquila K., Winton u k
403 Hunter William, Townsville u k 62 Jim Chu, Mackay s
404 Hunton Fred., Mackay u k 63Jinking -, Woongarra c
405 Hurford Mrs. E. M., Ipswich c 64 Joceyln (farmer ), Mackay c
406 Hurford William, Maryborough o c 65 Johanson Axel, Brisbane c
407 Hurley James, Mackay c 66 Johns J., One Mile c
408 Hurley Michael, Rockhampton f 67 Johns Mrs. M. J., Thompson Estate c
409 Hurman  Henry, Red Hill o c 68 Johns Robert,  Brisbane c
410 Hurst -,  Brisbane o c 69 Johnson -  One-mile Swamp c
411 Husband John, Rockhampton c 70 Johnson Anthony Isisford c
412 Huston Mrs. Mary, Townsville c 71 Johnson Archie, ueenton c
413 Hutchins Fred.,  Brisbane s 72 Johnson Captain , Brisbane c
414 Hutchinson Mrs. Florence, South Brisbane o c 73 Johnson Charles, Townsville o c
415 Hutchison Angus, Emerald c 74 Johnson Christian, Highfields c
416 Hutt Emma, Rockhampton o 75 Johnson Mrs. E., Lower Dawson road c
417 Hyland Jesse, Toowong c 76 Johnson Mrs. Emma, Rockhampton o c
418 Hynes J., Mitchell s 77 Johnson Frank G., Boggo road c (2)
419 Hynes Lily, Marryyborough o 78 Johnson G., Warwick c
420 Hynes Al., Maryborou§h u k 79 Johnson G., Pine Hill u k
421 Hyslop -, Musket 1 lat c 80 Johnson G., Clermont c
81 Johnson H. F., Thursday Island c (2)
I. 82 Johnson James,  Brisbane c
83 Johnson Joseph, Brisbane o
1 ILLMAN Mrs., Brisbane u k 84 Johnson J. G., Brisbane c
2 Illsley W., Gympie c 85 Johnson  Martin , Rockhampton o c
3 Ingham Fred, Brisbane u k (3) 86 Johnson C., Townsville c
4 Ingram Philip, Thyabra c 87 Johnson Walter, Dawson road c
5 Inniss -, Two-Mile c 88 Johnston -,  Brisbane c
6 Instance J., Townsville c 89 Johnston -, West End c
7 Ireland Jesse, Toowong c 90 Johnston -, Foulden Plantation c
8 Ireland R. B., Mudgeeraba o 91 Johnston Mrs., Leyburn c
9 Irons --, Mackay c 92 Johnston Mrs. Annie, Clermont s
10 Irvine B., Brisbane c 93 Johnston A. R., Airdmillan s
11 Irvine J., Brisbane c 94 Johnston Jamea, Pine Hill s
12 Irving J. L., Charters Towers c 95 Johnston James, Cairns u k (4)
13 Irwin Edward, St. George o 96 Johnston James, Boondoomba c
14 Irwin  Eliza , Goondiwindi o (2) 97 Johnston John S., Queenton f
15 Irwin Thomas, Milton c 98 Johnston M., Valley c
16 Irwin W., Toowong o c 99 Johnston Thomas, Cairns o
17 Irwin William, Brisbane u k 100 Johnston Thomas, Withersfield u k
18 Irwine Joseph, Gympie c 101 Johnston W., Spring Hill c
19 Ivory James, Adavale s 102 Johnston W., Winton c
103 Johnston Wm. H., Kalamia u k
104 Johnstone -, Brisbane c
J. 105 Johnstone A., Brisbane c
106 Johnstone C. K., Cooktown c
1 JACK Alexander, Townsville u k 107 Johnstone C. W., Brisbane c
2 Jacks Miss M ., Brisbane c 108 Johnstone J. V., Johnstone River c
3 Jackson Mrs., Pine Hill c 109 Johnstone Robert, Goondiwindi c
4 Jackson Mrs. C., Toowoomba c 110 Johnstone R. E., Townsville c
5 Jackson Mrs. Charles, Paddington s 111 Joice Charles,  Murweh c
6 Jackson F. D., Brisbane s 112 Jokenson Fred., Townsville o c
7 Jackson George, Brisbane c 113 Jolly Mrs. Julia, Townsville c
8 Jackson George, Pine Hill c 114 Jones -, Winton c
9 Jackson John,  Brisbane  s and c (4) 115 Jones -, Coongoola c
10 Jackson Robert, Queenton c 116 Jones Alfred Edward, Brisbane u k
11 Jackson J., Toowoomba o c 117 Jones D., Charters Towers e
12 Jackson Selina, Maryborough o 118 Jones Mrs. D., Charters Towers c
13 Jackson Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane u k 119 Jones Davie, Charters Towers c
14 Jackson Thomas, Elderslie c 120 Jones Edward W., Laidley c
15 Jackson W., Adavale c 121 Jones F., Gowrie Junction c
16 Jackson lVilliara, Townsville ?f A- 120, Jones Frank, Brisbane f17Jackson 1V. H., Southport c 123 Jones G., Maryborough c
18 Jacobsen Jurgen, Tiaro c 124 Jones G., Charters Towers c
19 Jacofski - Mackay o 125 Jones George, Charters- Towers  c
20 James -, Charters Towers c 126 Jones  Harry ,  Charters Towers e
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127 Jones Henry, ueenton c 59 Kempthorne C., Toowoomba c
128 Jones Henry,  Cooktown u k 60 Kem thorne Mrs. C., Oakes Creek c
129 Jones J., Toowong c 61 Kendall John Rockhan, p ton u k
130 Jones J., South Brisbane c 62 Kennealy  J. J., Surbiton c
131 Jones James, Yaamba road c 63 Kennedy Carl, Tinana c
132 J,ones John, Cloncurry c 64 Kennedy Edward, Brisbane n z
133 Jones Joseph Nicklin, Roma c 65 Kennedy John, Gympie c
134 Jones Miss L., Port Douglas f 66 Kennedy John, Lily Vale c
135 Jones Mrs. Lucy,  Bogantungan c 67 Kennedy Miss Mary A., Mitchell u k
136 Jones Mrs. M. B Bo o road cJ 68 Kennedy Patrick Townsville o
137
. .,n z
Jones Philip, Cairns (2 69
,
Kennedy Robert, Normanton c
138 Jones  Robert, Cambridge Downs c 70 Kennedy William ,  Brisbane o c
139 Jones Robert Cecil, Pimpama u k 71 Kenney Miss, Don River c
140 Jones T., Brisbane c 72 Kenney Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
141 Jones T. (carrier), Isisford c 73 Kennith  -,  Ingham c
142 Jones Mrs. T., Rockhampton c 74 Kenny James, Gympie c
143 Jones T. H., Brisbane u k 75 Kenrick Maurice, Lorne Station c
144 Jones T. W., Thargomindah a 76 Kenyon George, Brisbane c
145 Jones William, Rockhampton o c 77 Keogh William, Blackall in (2)
146 Jones Wi lliam ,  The Cape c 78 Keough Henry, Mackay c
147 Jones W. C., Winton c 79 .Keough Mrs. Mary, Bogantungan c
148 Jones W. J., Toowong c 80 Kerr Mrs .,  Cairns s
149 Jones W. L., Cunnamu lla  in (2) 81 Kerr Mrs. E li za Ann, Brisbane c
150 Jopp -,  Kangaroo Point c 82 Kerr George, Alpha Creek u k
151 Jordan -, Valley c 83 Kersenfelt - Gowrie Junction c
152 Jordan John ,  Cunnamulla c 84 Kershaw J., W oollonFabba o c
153 Jordan J. R., Brisbane c (2) 85 Kershaw William, Brisbane c
154 Jorgenson Mrs. Augusta ,  Charters Towers o c 86 Ketteringham M., Pine Hill o
155 Jorgenson F. A., One-Mile c 87 Kettleby  Mrs., Pine Hill s
156 Josh W., Charleville c 88 Kevin William ,  Townsville o c
157 Josling -, Bowen s 89 Key -, The Oval c
1 58 Joyce Mrs. M., Goodna c 90 Keyburn Joseph,  Brisbane s
159 Joyce  Michael ,  Brisbane a 91 Keyes James W., Carrandotta c (2)
160 Joyce Martin and Mary, South Brisbane o c 92 Kickham G., Brisbane m
161 Jubb and Walne Messrs., Highfields c 93 Kidd Charles, Brisbane u k
1612Judd Mrs.,  Brisbane m 94 Kidd Charles ,  Ingham c
163 Judd James ,  Thargomindah a 95 Kiddell G., Charters Towers in
164 Junett -, South Brisbane c 96 Kidder Owen, Dalrymple road c
165 Jupp Abel,  Cunnamu lla s 97 Kidnear James, Ross River c
166 Just D. G., Brisbane o c 98 Kiehn Henry, Charters Towers o c
167 Just L.,  Brisbane u k 99 Kierke A., Toowoomba c
168 Just L. M., Brisbane u k 100 Kiff Thomas, Kiabra Station c
101 Kilgour -, Maryborough c
102 Kilkeavy T., Toowoomba c
K. 103 Killaran Mrs., Queenton o
104 Kimble C. R., aytown s
105 Kinchella John, Brisbane s
1 KAHL J. Harry, Isisford c 106 King Charles ,  Thargomindah s (2)
2 Kain M .,  Townsville s 107 King F.,  Rocklands n z
3 Kane Harry ,  Mitchell c 108 King J. (carrier) Maryborough c
4 Kanna Pat., Tambo c 109 King J .,  Mitchell c
5 Kantizak J., Bundaberg c 110 King James South Brisbane u k
6 Karlson John, Laidley c 111 King J. J., Blackall c
7 Karney -, Monkland c 112 King Patrick, Dagworth c
8 Kasano George ,  Brisbane a 113 King P.,  Bowen c
9 Kaufmann Miss  A. E. C., Townsville c 114 King and Co. S. H., Brisbane c
10 Kaufmann J. M., Townsville u k 115 King T. J. S. Yarrow Vale s
11 Kean Mrs .  Mary ,  Charters Towers o c 116 King W. E., West End c
12 Keane C.  D., Thargomindah m and s (2) 117 Kingsboro George Lower Burdekin c
13 Keane  M., Wombililla o 118 Kington J., Red hill c
14 Keane Patrick , Gold Creek c (2) 119 Kinneally Michael, Mitchell Downs c
15 Kea rney Mrs .,  Brisbane c 120 Kirk -, Bulloo Downs s
16 Kearney J. H., Bundaberg c 121 Kirk David, Gympie s
17 Kearney Mrs. Pat., Chinchilla u k 122 Kirk D., Gym pie c (3)
18 Kearney Wi lliam ,  Pine Hi ll c 123 Kirk George, Upper Cape c19 Kearaley John ,  Roma u k 124 Kirk Miss M. A., Gympie c
20 Keating John, Bundaberg c 125 Kirkpatrick J. S., Isisford o c
21 Keating  John,  One-Mile c 126 Kirkup G. F., Clermont c
22 Keating Maurice,  Mackay c 127 Kirkwood H., Gympie c (2l23 Keefe M., Yeulba o 128 Kirwin Mrs. M., Townsvil e c
24 Keefer  David, Drayton c 129 Kittler J., South Brisbane c
25 Keegan Mrs., Brisbane s 130 Kliese Karl, Brisbane f
26 Keegan Mary ,  Brisbane o 131 Klumpp Gottlieb and Frederich, South Brisbane o c
27 Keegan Michael , Dalby c 132 Klunn P., Cooktown c
28 Keehan Mrs. Norah, Brisbane u k 133 Kneath  Andy,  Dagworth c
29 Keekon  W. A., Laidley o c 134 Knee Williaup, Maryborough s
30 Keeley Pat., Beaconsfield c 135 Knight Captain, Maryborough c
31 Keenan William , Gympie o c 136 Knight Mrs. L. E., Brisbane u k
32 Keene and Shaw Messrs., Brisbane u k 137 Knight Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane c
33 Keene Mrs . A., Brisbane c 138 Knipler J., Mackay in
34 Keene Mrs . George, Drayton o c 139 Knopke J. L., Laidley Scrub c (2)
35 Keer L. H., Laidley c 140 Knox Mrs., Brisbane c
36 Kehoe Patrick , Gympie u k 141 Knox E.,  Big Rock 0
37 Keid J. H., South Brisbane c 142 Knox Mrs .  John, Kelvin  Grove road c ()
38 Keivey Charles ,  Cooktown c 143 Knudson P., Red Hill c
39 Kelcoy A. E., Brisbane u k 144 Knutzen A., Laidley c
40 Kelleher Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 145 Knynett E. F. Rockhampton c
'41 Kelly -,  Spring Hi ll c 146 Kochel Gottlic h, Laidley c
42 Ke lly Miss  Alice,  Brisbane c 147 Kong Taen, Rockhampton o c
43 Kelly C., Ma borough c 148 Koop Mrs. Mary, Rosevale c (2)
44 Ke lly Esther ,  Brisbane u k 149 Koster Max, Brisbane c
45 Kelly George ,  Pine Hi ll c (2) 150 Koy Franz, Halton Vale f
46 Kelly James, Rockhampton o c 151 Krager Mrs., Logan road c (2)
47 Kelly James ,  Mitchell c 152 Kralick John, Bowen Downs c
48 Ke lly John ,  Maryborough c 153 Krause Michael Maryborough f
49 Kelly hire. John, Rockhampton f (2) 154 Krant Franz, Lindley c (2)50Kelly Luke S.,  Mackay o c 155 Kreen Julius, Franklyn Vale c
51 Kelly  Miss  Mary,  Brisbane f 156 Krei!iher J., Mackay c
52 Kelly Matthew, Rockhampton u k 157 Kreyer Mrs. C., Tinana c
53 Kelly Patrick, Port Douglas o 158 Krikert H., Townsville f54Kelly T.,  Brisbane c 159 Kronowitter Johann, Brisbane f55 Belly Thomas, Valley c 160 Kruger Mrs., One-Mile c
M Kelly William. Monkland c 161 Trader Christian, Beenleiah c
57 Kelso James ,  Townsville c (2) 162 Krsuusneu Abraham, Brisbane f
58 Keltie  D., Bundaberg t 163 Kynd John, Brisbane u k
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L. 104 Leeson T. W., Cloncur ry u k
105 Lef roy -, Wickham terrace c
1 LABAHN  Heinrich ,  Rockhampton f 106 Lefu Henry ,  Saltwater Creek c
2 Labruunin ggMrs. J., Rockhampton c 107 Leigh  James, Mitche ll c
3 Lacey F., Coomera c 108 Leigh John ,  Spring Hill o
4 Lacy Henry ,  Townsville c 109 Leisuery Edward, Brisbane c
5 Lacey Mrs .  Sarah ,  Toowoomba c (2) 110 Leitch Edward, Red Hill, Brisbane u k
6 Lacey W .,  Forest Vale ,  Mitchell u k 111 Leitch Mrs. E. Maryborough c
7 Lade Mrs. R., Bulimba Creek c 112 Leitch  J ohn ,  liomebush u k
8 Ladner John ,  Mitchell c 113 Leivesley James, Brisbane c
9 Lain B .,  Ipswich u k 114 Le Lachner Miss, Queenton c
10 Laing Harrington ,  Brisbane c 115 Lemon  Miss ,  B risbane c
11 Laing Jas. and Co .,  Brisbane c 116 Lemon J. H., Morven c
12 Laing James Cooktown c (3) 117 Lempf A. F., Gympie o c
13
,
Laird  Mrs Mackay in 118 Lengeback Mrs. H. J., Mackay c
14 Laishle  Win., Pimpama u k 119 Leonard H., Queenton c
15 Lakes Patrick, Cooktown o 120 Leonard Thomas, Winton c16 Lalor Miss ,  Bundaberg c 121 Leppett Jno. W .,  Brisbane c
17 Lamb Mrs .,  Ipswich c 122 Lesena Alexander ,  Rockhampton c
18 Lamb And re w  (labourer), Bowen Bridge road o c 123 Leslie John ,  Gold Creek c
19 Lamb F .  A., Dalby o 124 Leslie J. J., Brisbane c
20 Lamb George ,  Mitche ll o 125 Lester Mrs. Ma ry Jane ,  Charters Towers c
21 Lamb Walter ,  Brisbane f 126 Lestrange P. Rockhampton c
22 Lam ber Arthur ,  Bundaberg u k 127 Letten G., 1lfaryborough c
23 Lam bert F rederick J., St. George s 128 Leuke G., German Station c
24 Lambert John, Mackay u k 129 Levoy  -,  Brisbane c
25 Lamond J., Brisbane s (2) 130 Lewis Mrs., Fernvale c
26 Lan Charles Thursday Island o c
'
131 Lewis Charles ,  Brisbane  in
27 Lande Miss El lie, Brisbane s 132 Lewis Geo. P .,  Brisbane c
28 Lande lls R., South Brisbane c 133 Lewis G. L., Gympie c
29 Landgray Hen ry, Goondiwindi c 134 Lewis John Queenton c
30 Landa berg L. F., Townsvi lle o c 135 Laws Mrs. Mary Ann, Rockhampton u k
31 Lane -, Gregory Terrace c 136 Lewis Thomas, Rockhampton u k
32 Lane James Edwin ,  Brisbane n z 137 Lewis T., South Brisbane c
33 Lane John ,  Laidley c 138 Lewis Walter, Queenton c
34 Lang Donald ,  Normanby c 139 Lewthwaite Mrs., Sandgate s
3.5 Lang R.,  Ipswich s 140 Lidstone A., Brisbane u k
36 Langenhager H., Mitchell s 141 Liften Martin, Laidley c
37 Lannert J. L., Beta c 142 Lihon John ,  Brisbane o
38 Lantos J. A. (labou rer),  Townsville o c 143 Lillington W. T., Mackay o c
39 Lansbo rough Patrick ,  Mitche ll Railway c 144 Li lly  J.  Osborne, Brisbane c
40 Lanyon  Reuben, Charters Towers e 145 Lin Mrs.  Emily Bundaberg c
41 Lappe Lud Maryborough c 146 Lind John, Mackay c
42 Lappin Mrs., Toowoomba o 147 Lin berg H., Townsvi lle c
43 Larkins Mrs. Brisbane c 148 Lindeberg Mrs. Christian ,  Maryborough c
44 Larkins J., J'ondaryan c 149 Lindsay  -  Marybo rough c
45 Lamed Mrs., Mackay c 150 Linken W. A., Roma c
46 Larsay  =-,  Brisbane c 151 Linnam John ,  Fort Constantine o
47 Larsen R. (labourer ),  Marybo rough o c 152 Linscott Thomas, Morven o
48 Larsson And rew Bundaberg c 153 Lingwood Mrs. M., Blackall c
49 La Rue -, Killarney s 154 Liscombe A. R., Brisbane o
50 Lary H., New Farm c 155 Lister Mrs., Charters Towers u k
51 Lassen Miss Elim A. A., Woollongabba o c 156 Lister  -,  Norwood c
52 Laurence G. P. S., Townsville u k 157 Little Mrs. Annie ,  Mackay c (2)
53 Lau rence J. E., Mount Britten s 158 Little George Hu ghenden c
54 Lau rie W. A., Cloncurry u k (2) 159Little J. J., oaboolture c
55 Laursen J. (carpenter ),  Goondi Plantation ,  Her be rt 160 Little Samuel, Ingham c
River c 161 Littles Mrs. Cairns u k
56 Laust D., Bunda berg c 162 Littlewood Mrs. Anna M .,  Brisbane c
57 Lavanda C. Jondaryan c 163 Livermore Geo., Warwick c
58 Law Mrs., ]Brisbane c 164 Livingston Mrs., Brisbane c
59 Law James ,  Oondooroo c 165 Livingstone A., Pentland o c
60 Law Capt .  W., Brisbane c 166 Livingstone R., Charters Towers c (2)
61 Lawrence Harry Thargomindah s and a (2) 167 Livingstone W.  M U Cape o
62
,
Lawrence T. L., Cunnamnlla c (2) 168 I3Llewellyn H. W., ]§risbane c
63 Lawrence T., Rockhampton o 169 Lloyd Annie, Mackay o
64 Law rence T. B., Rockhampton c 170 Lloyd  J. M., Charters Towers c
65 Law rence T. B., Rockhampton u k 171 Lloyd  Mrs. Kate, Grego terrace e
66 Lawrie Alex. L. B., Nebo o 172 Lock G.  B., Barringun  s7,2)
67 Law rie William A Townsvi lle u k 173 Lock Hen ryGerman Station c
68
.,
Lawrie William C .,  Townsville u k and f (3) 174
,
Lock Hen ry, Toowong  c(2)
69 Lawson  -,  Bingera c 175 Lock James, Springer 's Hotel c
70 Lawson Charl es Toowong c 176 Lock Hing ,  Dungeness c
71 Lawson James  k ., Brisbane c 177 Loder Geo., Mitche ll c
72 Lawson Mrs. John ,  Charters Towers c (2) 178 Logan Wm., Roma c
73 Lawson John ,  Pioneer Plantation s 179 Lomas C. B., Rockhampton u k
74 Lawson Mrs. J .  R. Brisbane a 180 Lombard Wm.,  Brisbane s
75 Lawson Margaret , Rockhampton  o 181 Long A., Townsvi lle o
76 Lawson Mrs.  Margaret, Queenton c 182 Long Dr. G., Southport c (3)
77 Lawton Thomas ,  Aramac c 183 Long Geo. B.,  South pport c
78 Leach Robert ,  Windorah  in 184 Long Mrs. Geo. E .,  Marybo rough o and u k (2)
79 Leach W .,  Mount Pleasant ,  Gympie c (2) 185 Long Geo .  E., Maryborough u k and c (3)
80 Lea Choug, Townsvi lle c 186 Long Je remiah ,  Barmundoo c
81 Leaver John, Brisbane a 187 Long John, Tinana c
82 Lebsauft C., Toowoomba c 188 Long J .,  Toowoomba c
83 Leckey Wil liam ,  Brisbane u k 189 Longmair Elliot, Tent Hill u k
84 Lackey Wm.  (saddler ),  Brisbane o c 190 Longridge Wm., Kilbu rn u k
85 Ledingham Mrs .,  Gatton c 191 Loosema re W., Maryborough c
86 Ledwith J.,  Most Hill Station ,  Herberton c 192 Loppes Manuel M .,  Townsvi lle o c
87 Lee Charles, Mackay u k 193 Lord B+.,  Brisbane c
88 Lee Miss E., South Brisbane u k 194 Lord  Mrs. E .,  Brisbane m
89 Lee George, Bunda berp c 195 Lord  Miss  L., Bishopbourne ,  Milton u k
90 Lee Mrs .  Gertrude ,  Brisbane u k 196 Lord W. M., Dalby c
91 Lee Henry, One-Mile,  Gympie c 197 Lorigan Law rence Winton n z (2)
'92 Lee H. F.,  Gym pie s 198 Lounder Thomas, Rockhampton c
93 Lee Lee James, (as. " Cored  "),  Cooktown o 199 Low Chow ,  Adavale c
94 Lee John  (fruiterer ),  Dalby 200 Lowe John J., Brisbane u k
95 Lee John, South Brisbane c 201 Lower Robert, Maryborough c
96 Lee J. J ,, Ma borough c 202 Low Lee Sing, Bo llon c
97 Lee Richard, Bowen c (2) 203 Low Man, Roma a
98 Lee T. (watchmaker ),  Brisbane s 204 Lowrie Miss Lizzie J .,  Townsville it k
99 Lee Chang  (care  of  Gim  Keel, Port Douglas c 205 Lowther W., St. George c
100 Lee Chong, Mackay c 206 Loy Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
101 Leedman L. Brisbane c 207 Loy :Hiss  Biddy, Brisbane u k
102 Leeks Miss M., Brisbane c 008 Lucas Mrs. H., Beenleigh u k (2)
103 Lees T. (carpenter),  Townsville c :309 Lucas J., Rockhampton c
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210 Lucas R., Morven c 69 Manton William, Aramac c
211 Lucas Locksley, Esk u k 70 Marshall Mrs. T., Brisbane o
212 Luckett John, Gold Creek c 71 Marcus  Mrs., Brisbane c
213 Lucy Cornelius, Cloncurry o c 72 Markey T., Cairns c
214 Lude Mrs. H., Cloncurry u k 73 Markwell W. Allison, Hughenden c (2)
215 Lucian John, Yatala c 74 Marks Henry, Barcoo c
216 Luke David, Spring Hill, Brisbane f 75 Marks W., Adavate c
217 Lumsden R. F. H., Mackay u k 76Marlin Chas., (s.s. " Herbert ") u k
218 Lund Martin, Vindex, Winton o 77 Marlow Eleanor, Maryborough c
219 Lupton William, Charters Towers u k 78 Marrett J., Hughenden c
220 Luscombe John, North Rockhampton u k 79 Marsden H., Tiaro c
221 Luscombe S., Cometville u k 80 Marsden Robt., Mitchell c
222 Ly Look Jim, Roma f 81 Marsh Charles, Charters Towers o c
223 Lymer Aaron, Rockhampton u k 82 Marsh E. L., Townsville c
224 Lynch Mrs., Bundamba c 83 Marsh William, Townsville c
225 Lynch B., Caboolture s (2) • 84 Marshal Frank, Brisbane c
226 Lynch E., Rockhampton c 85 Marshall, Mrs., Brisbane u k
227 Lynch  James,  Goondiwindi s (2) 86 Marshall Mrs., Isaac  street c
228 Lynch Jeremiah, Roma u k 87 Marshall Mrs., Thursday Island c
229 Lynch Jeremiah (bushman), Brisbane o c 88 Marshall Bob. Lower Herberton c
230 Lynch J., Cooktown c 89 Marshall Charles, Townsville s
231 Lynch J. P., Brisbane c 90 Marshall H. S., Brisbane c
232 Lynch Michael , Brisbane c 91 Marshall John , Brisbane o c
233 Lynch Patrick (labourer). Brisbane o c 92 Marshall J., Mackay o
234  Lunch Thomas, Cairns o 93 Marshall J., Townsville u k
235 Lyynn William, Airdmillan o 94 Marshall J. Thargomindah s
236 Lynn W. L., Waverley c 95 Marshall J., Gympie c
237 Lyon Thomas,  Brisbane m 96 Marshall W., Brisbane c
238 Lyons -, Bowen c 97 Marshall W. T., Townsville s
239 Lyons Mrs., Brisbane s 98 Marshall P., Brisbane c
240 Lyons Miss Al., Gracemere c 99 Martin -, Cairns u k
241 Lyons Thomas T., Mackay u k 100 Martin Mrs., South Brisbane c
242 Lyons T., Rockhampton u k 101 Martin Mrs., South Brisbane c
243 Lyons W., Albion c 102 Martin Alfred, Rockhampton u k
103 Martin Charley, Townsville c
104 Martin C. W., Townsville c
M. 105 Martin Geo., Brisbane u k
106 Martin Geo., Queen  street c
1 MACK Mrs. Eliza, Mackay o c and m (3) 107 Martin James, Mitchell c
2 Mack Martin, Morven c 108 Martin Jessie, Townsville o
3 Mack Michael and Caroline, Mutdapilly o c 109 Martin  M. B., Brisbane c
4 Mack M Mutdapilly c (2) 110 Martin Owen, Townsville u k
5 Mackay John, 17-mile Rocks o 111 Martin Robert,  Brisbane c
6 Macklin Bros., Fernvale c 112 Martin R., Boundary  street c
7 Macky Chas., Rockkam ton c 113 Martin T., Mitchell c
8 Madden James, Blackall road c 114 Martin William, Rockhampton c
9 Magee Lawrence, Terrick Terrick o 115 Martina Louisa, Bundaberg c
10 Maguire T., Gatton c 116 Martyn Captain, Cairns c
11 Magy Miss, Maryborough c 117 Martyn -, Hambledon Sugar Plantation o
12 Maher Bridget, Charters Towers o 118 Martyn John,  Blackall s
13 Maher Miss C., Laidley c 119 Mason G. J., Brisbane c
14 Maher L., Currawilla Station c 120 Mason H. A., Bloomfield River c
15 Mahill John, Balfe's Creek o 121 Mason Jane, Boggo road o c
16  Mahon Joseph, Rockhampton it k 122 Master S., Cardwell c
17 Mahon P., Eagle Farm c 123 Masters Rosa, Roma c
18 Mahon T., Irvingdale c 1.24 Masterton  D., Highgate Hill c
19 Mahoney D., Rockhampton e 125 Masterton  D., West End c
20 Mahoney Edward, Townsville c 126 Martin Wm., Hughenden c
21 Mahoney James, Wombalilla c 127 Matches Mrs., Brisbane u k
22 Mahoney Jeremiah, Brisbane u k 128 Matches D., Brisbane u k
23 Mahoney M.., Rockhampton s 129 Mather Mrs. A. C., Brisbane c
24 Mahoney T., Mitchell u k 130 Mather Mrs. B., Mitchell c
25 Mahoney J., Alick's Creek c 131 Mather Charles, Winton o
26 Mahoney Michael, Gold Creek o c 132 Mathers -, Alice Downs c
27 Main Edward, Betts Creek c 133 Matherson  James,  Rockhampton c
28 Main J., Dagworth Station c 134 Matherson  L., vid  Cunnamulla c
29 Main  S., Brisbane c 135 Matheson -, Alice Downs c
30 Mains Samuel ,  Brisbane c 136 Mathenson Mrs. T., Charters Towers c
31 Maizen E., Spring Hill c 137 Mathew Geo., Cloncurry s
32 Makin Mrs.,  Mitcham m 138 Mathew H., Pine Hill c
33 Makin William,  Brisbane c 139 Matthews Captain T., Gympie a
:34 Malcolm John, Crystal Brook c 140 Mattbewson Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
35 Malcolm L., Tiaro c 141 Mathieson A. (s. s. " Lusitania"), u k
36 Malcolmson  F. A., Cloncurry c 142 Mathieson J., Rockhampton c
37 Malime Miss, Ipswich c 143 Mathiesen Christn., Maryborough f
38 Maller F. J. M., Laidley c 144 Matson John, Clermont c
39 Mallhens H., Brisbane c 145 Matthewman Thos., Brisbane s
40 Mallol Miss Sarah, Roma c 146 Matthewman T., Brisbane m
41 Mallon Arthur, Mitchell c 147 Matthews Mrs., 104 Albert  street c
42 Mallon Joseph, Townsville c 148 Maunsell Miss J. L., Cairns c
43 Mallon Peter  Brisbane s 149 Maunsell Peter, Townsville u k (2)
44 Mallon Mrs. F., Thargomindah c 150 Mawdesley H., P.O. Brisbane s (2)
45 Malon Caroline, Esk o c 151 Maxon C., Cunnamulla u k
44; Malone Mrs., New Farm s 152 Maxwell Mrs., Valley Bue c
47 Malone Mrs. T. M. Townsville s 153 May Mrs., Brisbane c
48 Maloney Mrs. B., Rockhampton c 154 Maybank Thos., Brisbane u k
49 Maloney Joseph, Mackay f 155 Mayers Joseph, Oxley u k
50 Maloney Thos., Spring Hill c 156 Mayes W. H., Brisbane c (2)
51 Malony H. Brisbane c 157 Maynard P., Brisbane c
52 Malpas O. R., Winton c and s (3) 158 Maynard William, Excelsior Hotel u k
53 Malpas 0. R., Cloncurry c 159 Mayne N., Charters Towers c
fA Malpas 0. R., Townsville c 160 Mead Mrs., Milton c
55 Maltie Mrs. Sarah, Oxley o 161 Mead Mrs. E., Milton c
56 Man Hang, Roma s 162 Meads Harry, Laidley c
57 Mangneeson Miss  M., Paddington n z 163 Mears Edward, Brisbane o c
58 Mangold S., Cawarral c 164 Mears Edwd., South Brisbane c
59 Mann and Booth, Blacksmith c 16.5 Mears William, Rockhampton  it  k
60 Mann  Miss, Toowong c 166 Mecrysth John, Brisbane u k
61 Mann Mrs. E., Milton u k 167 Medland G. A., Rockhampton c
62 Mann T. W., Betts Creek o 168 Medwell D., Brisbane u k
63 Mann W., Blackall c (2) 169 Meehan L. J., Morven s
64 Mannall Jas., Bundaberg u k 170 Meekin Patrick, Aramac road c
65 Mannang Mrs. Kelvin Grove c 171 Meeking Frank, Augathella s
66 :Banning  Mrs. F.,  Blackall  is 172 Meenin J., Windaroo c
67 Mansdon Mrs. VT. Kelvin Grove c 178 Megan Mrs. Saml., Isisford c
68- Mansfield -, Colinton Station c  174 Megaw  Mrs. Samuel, P.O. Alpha c
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175T Megaw  Samuel,  Alice Downs Station c 280 Moffatt Miss, Skew  street c
176 Megaw S., Alpha c 281 Moffatt Jno., Charters Towers o c
177 Megaw Thomas, Windeyer Station c 282 Moffatt James, Brookfield c
178 Meich Carl, Bo go road c 28.3 Moffatt M., Brisbane s
179 Meier C. FrankynVale c 284 Moffitt James, Mrs., Gold Creek
180 Meier George, Maryborough f 285 Mohaffy W., Helidon c
181  Meier Gustave,  Brisbane f 286 Mohun Hy. C., Buderim  Mountain c
182 Meilandt Miss, Brisbane f 287 Moller F. T., Laidley c
183 Mein Charles, Floraville c 288 Mollony Thomas, Gympie c
184 Meise Mrs. Jane L., Brisbane o c 289 Moloney M. (care of Dunbar), Gold Creek s
185 Melchart -, Tiaro c 2'90 Monaghan  Mrs., (care of Collins), Oxley c (2)
186 Mellon T nwright, Townsville c 291 Monahan Patrick, Farleigh c
187 Melville James, Toowong c 292 Monie F., Cashmere c
188 Mench A. C., Goondiwindic 293 Monk C., Brisbane n z
189 Mendelson  Isaac,  Townsville o c 294 Monogan J., Charleville o c
190 Mercer Alexr., West End c 295 Mony Mrs., Clermont c
191 Meredith Alexr., One-Mile c 296 Moody James, Cloncurry c
192 Merrett T., Tambo c 297 Mooney John, Cloncurry o
193 Merry G. Cloncurry c 298 Mooney Joseph, Isisford c
194 Merton C., Langton o 299 Mooney Mrs. Margt., Brisbane c
195 Messeyre G. F., Airdmillan u k 300 Mooney Martin (care of Walsh), Wombalilla c
196 Meston Francis, Toowoomba c 301 Moonie Frank, Rookwood c
197 Metcalf Mrs. Ed. S., Bowen u k 302 Moore -, Valley c
198 Metcalfe J. L., Brisbane m 303 Moore -, Ann street c
199 Metcalfe  Simeon , Maryborough c 304 Moore - (care  of Corbett), Herbert River c
200 Meuse P., Fort Valley c 305 Moore Mrs., Skew  street c
201 Meyer E., Hodgkinson c 306 Moore H., Mitchell u k (6)
202 Meyers A., Port Douglas s 307 Moore H. J., Milton o c
203 Meyers E., Mitchell c (2) 308 Moore James,  Cashmere c
204 Meyers  H. E., Pie Creek o e 309 Moore James, Hughenden u k
205 Meyers H. E., Eel Creek c 310 Moore Jas. S., Brisbane o
206 Meyers WT., Winton o c 311 Moore Mrs. John, Charters Towersc207 Michael R., Ipswich c 312 Moore Miss Kate, Charters Towers c
208 Middleton Jas., Brisbane c 313 Moore Martin Gympie s
209 Middleton John, Nebo o 314 Moore Miss W., Maranoa River s
210 Middy J., Townsville c 315 Moore -, Port Mackay s
211 Miers Arthur, Eulo c 316 Moore Mrs. S. E., Cairns u k
212 Mikketsen James Peder, Mackay f 317 Moorhouse J. W., Charters Towers s
213 Miklitiz Joseph, Mitchell c 318 Moran Miss Annie, Townsville o c
214 Miklitz J., Mitchel Downs Station c 319 Moran Master F. W., Brisbane c
215 Milbank Chas. Albt., Port Douglas s (2) 320 Moran  Miss  Jane,  Brisbane c
216 Miles  -, Warwick c 321 Moran Joseph, Bette Creek c
217 Miles Mrs., Cooktown o 322 Moran Martin ,  Brisbane u k
218 Milham  S., Hughenden P.O. c 323 Moran  M., Cairns s
219 Mi llar C. and E ., Geo's River  Bridge s 324 Moran P., Maryborough c
220 Millar Jas. (care  of App'd), Queen  street c 325 Moran  W., Laidley c
221 Mi ll er Miss Agnes  (care of  Kirk ),  South Kennedy, 326 Moraney  Mrs. B., Maryborough c
327 Morgan Mrs., Charters Towers c
222 Miller Andrew , Cloncurry o 328 Morgan Miss Caroline ,  Townsville c
223 Mi ller  Andrew, Winton c 329 Morgan  C., Cotherstone c (2)
224 Miller  A., Leichhardt  street c 330 Morgan James, Charters Towers u k
22.5 Miller  Charles, Charleville c 331 Morgan John, Brisbane u k
226 Miller  F., Laidley c 332 Morgan John, Laidley Creek c (5)
227 Miller  G., Boongoondoo Station c 333 Morgan Pat., Gympie c
228 Miller Henry, Gatton c 334 Morgan Thomas, Fernvale c
229 Miller James, Collandoon Station is 335 Morhan Patrick (care of Ross  and Dunbar), Brook-
230 Miller J. S., Blackall c field c
231 Miller L., Gympie c 336 Morier T. E., Clermont f (3)
232 Miller O. G., Wharf  street c 337 Morphy Miss (care of Lyons), East Prairie c
233 Miller R., Rockhampton c 338 Morris -, Nerang Creek c
234 Miller William, Kilcoy c 339 Morris Dr. Jno. B., Rockhampton c
235 Miller Wm., Hughenden c 340 Morris R. D., Currawildi s
236 Miller Wright, Beenleigh o c and c (2) 341 Morris S., Brisbane c
237 Milliken --, Clermont c 342 Morris Thomas, Warwick u k
238 Millin C., Bundaberg c 343 Morris W., Maryborough c
239 Mills Alfred, Brisbane c 344 Morrisby Alfred, Maytown s
240 Mills  Mrs. (care  of Bennett), Rockhampton c 345 Morrisby James, Mount  Morris s
241 Mills Mrs. Jessie, Brisbane c 346 Morrisby Jas. L., Adavale t
242 Mills Mrs. J., Rockhampton c 347 Morrish G. (care of Buniell ),  Harrisville c
243 Mills Robert,  Brisbane s 348 Morrison Alexander,  Brisbane u k
244 Mills Robert, Red Hill c 349 Morrison George, Bowen c
245 Mills R., Blackall c 350 Morrison J., Maryborough c
246 Mills Wm. (care of Ferguson), Rockhampton u k 351 Morrison Kate, Winton o
247 Mills W., Brisbane s 352 Morrison  Maria , Toowoomba o
248 Mills W., Nundah c 353 Morrison R., Betts Creek c
249 Millward Samuel, Toowoomba s 354 Morrison R., Toowoomba c
250 Milner F., Townsville c 355 Morrow -,  Bairnsdale in
251 Milne Miss, Rockhampton c 356 Morrow John Geraldton c
252 Milne W. N., North Rockhampton 357 Morrow  Miss k, Brisbane in
253 Milnes E., South Brisbane c 358 Mortesen Hans  (care of  Governor of Gaol), Towns-
254 Milton Chas., Albert street, o c ville c
255 Milton C. H., Thargomindah s 359 Mortian Miss A. (care of Milain ), Pine Hill c
256 Minchaw Denis, Fernvale c (2) 360 Mortimer Mrs. A., South Brisbane c
257 Minim Miss Sarah, Rockhampton Depot c 361 Morton Chas., Stoney Point  s and  in (2)
258 Minris J. C., Brisbane a (5) 362 Morton Miss C . (care of  Crowley),  Brisbane s
259 Miouska Wilhelm,  Bowen Hills o c 363 Moses -, Cloncurry c
260 Misken Chas. (care of Gilmore), Thargomindah s 364 Mosman Geo. (care of Jardine), Rockhampton c
261 Mitchell -,  Beaudesert c 365 Mow Samuel, Goondiwindi c
262 Mitchell Mrs. A., Charters Towers c 366 Mowen E., Morven o
263 Mitchell A. T., Wambalilla s 367 Mowett H., Brisbane s
264 Mitchell D., - c 368 Moymham C., Brisbane c
26.5 Mitchell D., Homebush c 369 Mucherin John,  Brisbane c
266 Mitchell E. V., Toowoomba c 370 Muddock T., P.O. Maryborough s
267 Mitchell James,  Brisbane  in 371 Muir J. M., Cloncurry c (2)
268 Mitchell J. E., Brisbane o 372 Muirhead John, Belyando c
269 Mitchell John , Brisbane s .373Mulrany Joseph, Queenton c
270 Mitchell Joseph, Ipswich u k 374 Mullen James (ship " Carnatic")  in
271 Mitchell J., Gympie c (2) 375 Mullen J., Morven o
272 Mitchell J., Mitchell street c 376 Muller A. (circus), Brisbane c (2)
273 Mitchell J. C., Mitchell c 377 Muller Geo., Homebush c
274 Mitchell Mark, Cloncurry c 378 Mulligan Thomas, P.O. Brisbane u k (2
275 Mitchell Richard, Gympie f (2) 379 Munday Wm., Rockhampton u k
276 Mitchell Richard, Townsville u k 380 Mungomery Win., Maryborough c
277 Mitchley D. W., Alpha c 381 Munn Miss, South  Brisbane c
278 Mittehell Hugh, Hughenden c 382 Munro Donald, Belyando  c
279 Mockford Mrs., Maryboro c 383 Munro G., Warwick c
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Munro Thomas ,  P.O. Brisbane c 46 McCarthy John J., P.O. Brisbane u k
Murch John (Burgus Churchstow), Brisbane u k 47 McCarthy Miss M., Townsville c
Murfin Wm., Toowong c (2) 48 McCarthy Mrs. Margaret, Gympie c
Murfin W., Valley c 49 McClarren J., Brisbane c
Murphy -, Spring Hill c 50 McClay H., Brisbane c
Murphy Mrs., Ayrc 51 McCleery Alexander, P.O. Brisbane u k
Murphy Mrs., Rockhampton c 52 McClelland Mrs. (care of Mrs. Thomas), Rockhamp
Murphy B., Clifton c tone
Murphy Dan, Elgin Downs Station u k 53 McClelland -, Rockhampton c
Murphy F., Normanton c 54 McCliney Patrick (care of Pickering), Yuelba s
Murphy George ,  Brisbane o c 55 McCondell Mrs. M., Charters Towers c (2)
Murphy A. IT., Ipswich o 56 McConnechy Mrs. B., Pine Mountain c
Murphy James, St. Helena s  57 McCormack B., Esk o c
Murphy James ,  P.O. Brisbane s 58 McCormack J. (care of J. G. Stewart), Strangway
Murphy Jas., Ipswich o Springs s
Murphy Jas., Hill End c 59 McCormack James, Rockhampton c
Murphy John, Westyrove c  60 McCormack John, Esk o c
Murphy John, Boma o  61 McCormack Wm., Moonbago c
Murphy Joseph, Allora o c 62 McCrohon F., Woolgar s
Murphy J., Bundamba c 63 McCullagh Joseph, Mitchell c
Murphy Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c 64 McCulloch C. W., Cunnamulla o
Murphy Miss Mary ,  Brisbane s (2) 6.5 McCulloch -, Gatton c
Murphy Mathew ,  P.O. Brisbane o c and u k (2) 66 McCulloch H., Rockhampton c
Murphy M., Gympie c 67 McCullum Mrs., Brisbane c
Murphy M., Charters Towers c 68 McDermott Miss, Brisbane c
Murphy Mrs. M .,  Rockhampton c 69 McDevitt Thomas, Charters Towers o c
Murphy Patrick, Rockhampton c 70 McDonald Bros. and Co., Adavale c
Murphy Patrick, Charters Towers s 71McDonald -, Grandchester cMurphy P., South Brisbane c 72 McDonald -, Rockhampton c
Murphy Richard, Mount Esk c 73 McDonald -, Bundaberg c
Murphy Thomas, P.O. Brisbane m 74 McDonald Angus, Normanton c
Murphy William, Booval c 75 McDonald Archibald, Aramac c
Murrant E. H., Macrossan Bridge s 76 McDonald D. A., Bundaberg c
Murray Mrs. (care of Savage), Roma o 77 McDonald D. J., Johnstone River c
Murray Mrs., Bogantungan u k  78 McDonald E. B., Brisbane f
Murray Mrs., Pine Hill c 79 McDonald G., Cape River c
Murray A. (s.s. 00 Cahors"), Brisbane c 80 McDonald George Skene, Hughenden c
Murray Frederick (s.s. " Cloncurry"), Brisbane s 81 McDonald H., Tamrookum c
Murray F. M., Pine Hill c 82 McDonald J., Bundaberg e
Murray Hugh, Gympiie c 83 McDonald J., Helidon c (3)
Murray James, A.S.N. Company, Brisbane u k 84 McDonald James, Thargomindah c
Murray J. B., Ipswich Road n z 85 McDonald John, Glencoe u k
Murray J. M., Bowen Hills c 86 McDonald Rev., Townsville c
Murray J. R. Toowong c 87 McDonald R., Charters Towers c
Murray M., pswich c 88 McDonald R. H., Brisbane c
Murray Patrick, P.O. Brisbane u k 89 McDonald Ronald Cloncurry c
Murray P., Bannockburn s 90 McDonald S. G. 4ympie c
Murray Robert, Alice River c 91 McDonald W., North Rockhampton
Murray R. T., Brisbane c (2) 92 McDonald Mrs., Beauly terrace c
Murray William, Cairns o c 93 McDonnell E., Emu Park Road c
Murray William C., Dalby o 94 McDonnell John, P.O., Brisbane u k (4)
Murray Wilson, Brisbane c 95 McDonnell Michael, Gympie u k
Murray E. Gympie c 96 McDonough R. W., Townsville c
Murtagh Liss Bridget, Morven f 97 McDougall Miss, Townsville c
Murton Mrs. B .  McD., Rockhampton c 98 McDougall -, Toowoomba c
Myers  Mrs., East  Marybo u k 99 McDougall Mrs. M .,  Townsville c (2)
Myers -, Ipswich u k  100 McDougall and Co. D. M., Clermont c
101 McDougall D. (care of Burtley), Cloncurry c
102 McDougall Chas., Cloncurry c (2)
Ma. 103 McDowell J. R o Works c
104 McDowell , yabra cK
McADAM George, Gowrie Junction c 105 McDowell William Townsville u k
McAlister Charles J .,  Mitchell u k (4) 106 McEmery G., Herberton c
McAlister J., Maryborough c 107 McErlane A,, Aramac road c
McAlister John, Warwick c 108 McEverty B., Fernvale c
McAlister John Egan ,  Emerald o c 109 McEmery Edward, Mackay u k
McAlister Mrs. M .  J., Brisbane o 110 McFadyean J., Kelvin Grove c
McAlister Ronald, Cloncurry s (3) 111 McFarlane -, (care of Riech), Ipswich u k
McAlpine John (care of Campbell), Elderslie c 112 McFarlane J., Lion Creek c (2)
Mc Ann Martin, Ipswich u k 113 McFarlane J., Brisbane c
McAnnelly Richard, Mitchell Extension c 114 McGaine Michael, Boggo road c
McArdle Thomas, Beta c 115 McGaritz R., Gympie c
McArthur D., Winton o 116 McGarr Patrick, Roma o
McArtney Geo., Gayndah c 117 McGavin William, Pine Hill c
McArtney Joseph, Barwin c 118 MeGavin -, Clermont c
McAuliffe Mrs. Daniel, P.O. Brisbane u k 119 McGaw Miss, (care of Mullagan), Cometville c
McAuliffe J. F., Bowen c 120 McGee -, Blackall c
McAuliffe Mrs. Kate, Gympie c 121 McGee Wm., Kyabra s
McAvoy John, Rockhampton c 122 McGhacy -, Brisbane c
MCBean Patk .,  Townsville o c 123 McGhee - Roma c
McBean L., Rawbelle s 124 McGhee R., Mitchel lc
McBry Alex., P.O. Brisbane o c (2) 125 McGhee Robert, Mitchell c and o c (2)
McBnde James South Bundaberg f 126 McGhie Mrs. Spring Hill c
McBride Miss 9., P.O. Brisbane c 127 McGilivray James, Brisbane o
McBrien James Hill End c 128 McGinn James Charleville c,
McCabe F .,  Brisbane Gaol in 129
,
McGonery G., Herberton c
McCabe J., Brisbane c 130 McGonigle P., Herberton c
McCaffney -, Bundaberg in 131 McGovern B., Warwick s
McCaffney Denis, De t Rockhampton c (2) 132 McGowan James, Spring Hill o c
McCagh Miss Annis, PA Brisbane u k 133 McGowan Paddy, P.O. Brisbane c
McCall John, Alpha c 134 McGrath -,
Bundamba cMcCallum and Ineson ,  Cloncurry c 135 McGrath Mrs., Valley c
McCallum Michael ,  Brisbane c 136 McGrath Captn., Brisbane c
McCann and Co. Gympie c 137 McGrath John, Charters Towers c
McCann A. M., P.O. Brisbane in 138 McGrath Patk., Monklands c
McCann George Tambo c 139 McGrath W. J., Mitchell s
McCann Hugh, Toowoomba c 140 McGrath W. S. Townsville c
McCann Michael, Dalby o c 141 McGraw Miss, Brisbane c
McGarry M. St. George s (2) 142 McGreal Bridget, Brisbane o
McCarter W., St. George c 143 McGregor Mrs., Mackay s
McCarthy A., Noondo o 144 McGregor A., Langton c
McCarthy Miss B., Brisbane Hospital c 145 McGregor A., Spring Hill c
McCarthy E. J., One-Mile c 146 McGregor Allan, P.O. Brisbane c
McCarthy G., Ipswich o 147 McGregor Captn. D., South Brisbane c
McCarty H .,  eeuton c 148 McGregor Harry, P.O. Brisbane u k
McCarthy J.  C. D., Maalkay c 149 McGregor J., Tea Tree Creek c
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150 McGregor J., Langton Station c
151 McGregor Miss Lizzie ,  Rockhampton o e
152 McGregor Neil, Floravi ll e  a
153 McGregor Peter, Pine Hill c
154 McGregor  Win., Bundoon c
155 McGuinness Miss Anne, P .O. Brisbane c
156 McGuinn James, P .O. Brisbane c
157 McGuiness Mrs. M. E., Rockhampton o c
158 McGuire  -,  Lower Burdekin c
159 McGuire A., Warwick s
160 McGuire Miss Charlotte ,  Gympie o
161 McGuire Geo., Gympie c
162 McGuire J., Cashmere Station s (2)
163 McGurk Jas., Bundaberg c
164 McGuire Tom, Alice Downs Station c
165 McHall David, Mackay u k
166 McHardy George,  (care of Springers) s
167 McHenry T., Adavale  in
168 McIIroy Mrs. Jessie, Ipswich c
169 McInnes Charles,  Cloncurry  road c
170 McIntosh Alexander, Fe rn dale u k
171 McIntosh F., Blackall  c
172 McIntosh J., Mitche ll Extension c
173 McIntosh J., Muckadi lla c
174 McIntosh John ,  Townsville c
175 McMurty Ro be rt ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
176 McIntyre Mrs., South Brisbane c
177 McIntyre J. (care of Harris ),  Brisbane c
178 McIntyre Simon ,  Emerald o c
179 McIntyre Peter ,  Queenton o
180 McIntyre William ,  Mitchell o c
181 McIver John ,  Aramac c
182 McKay  --,  Ipswich road c
183 McKay , Murweh c
184 McKay Angus,  Blackall t
185 McKay Miss Mary,  (care of Morrison), South Brie-
bane o
186 McKay David Brisbane c (2)
187 McKay Mrs, 13 Maryborough c
188 McKay J., South Brisbane c
189 McKay John, P.O. Brisbane c
190 McKay William E.,  P.O. Brisbane u k
191 McKee  -,  Marybo rough c
192 McKee Miss Mary ;  Cloncurry  0  c
193 McKeegan Maggie, Brisbane o
194 McKenna  --,  11 kay o
195 McKenna Miss ,  Rockhampton c
196 McKenna J. (junr.),  Bransby Downs a
197 McKenna Miss Mary, P.O.
Brisbane f198 McKenna P., Farleigh Estate c
199 McKenna Wi ll iam ,  Five-Mile Water c
200 McKenned J., Herbert River c
201 McKenny Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c202 McKenzie ,  Bostock, and Mitche ll ,  Thargomindah c
203 McKenzie  -,  Milton c
204 McKenzie A., North Pine o
205 McKenzie Duncan, Brisbane  in
206 McKenzie John Toowong c
207 McKenzie and 6o. Jae., South Brisbane c
208 McKenzie M. M., Maryborough u k
209 McKenzie R. (care of A llen and Son ),  Beta c
210 McKenzie T. G., Thursday Island o c
211 McKenzie Thomas G., Cairns o
212 McKenzie  W., Mitche ll c
213 McKeerth W. H., Petrie terrace u k
214 McKergow Peter Brisbane u k (2)
215 McKi llop Mrs., ]risbane u k
216 McKillup Mrs., Rockhampton o
217 McKinley David ,  Gympie c
218 McKinnon  -,  near Dalby c
219 McKinnon D. L., Nerang Creek s
220 McKinnon T., Adavale c
221 McKinley -, Cloncurry c
222 McLachlan  -,  Tallebudgera c
223 McLaren W., Roma o
224 McLauchlan Robt .,  Brassall c
225 McLauchlan T. (care of Gulliver ),  Hughenden c
226 McLaughlin James  (care of Donochie ),  South Bris-
bane
227 McLaughlin Win., P .O. Brisbane f
228 McLeod D. A., Hughenden s
229 McLean Mrs. Winton c
230 McLean A., Charters Towers c
231 McLean A., Beenleigh c
232 McLean D., Mackay  in
233 McLean D., Townsvi lle  in
234 McLean Geo., Fe rnvale c
235 McLean John, Mitche ll c (2)
236 McLean J., Townsvi lle c
237 McLean John ,  Normanton c
238 McLean R., Logan road s
239 McLean William ,  Pine Hi ll  c
240 McLeatch yy  Bridget, Her be rton o
241 McLeen Thomas, St .  George s
242 McLeish Duncan, Mackay u k and s (2)
243 McLellan Duncan ,  Bunda berg c
244 McLennan Kenneth Brisbane u k
245 McLennan G. G., Iumpybong c
246 McLeod Mrs., Brisbane u k
247 McLeod John ,  Pine Hi ll c
248  McLeod John, Maryborough u k
249 McLeod Murdo Angus St. George s
250 McLoughlin  -,  Brisbane c
251 McLoske M., Townsvi lle n z
252 McLow T., Goondiwindi c
253 McLoghry Miss, South Brisbane u k
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McLunaghan John, P.O. Brisbane c
McMahon A .,  Gympie c
McMahon F., Blacka ll c (2)
McMahon J .  P., Brisbane c
McMahon Miss Jane Amby Downs Station c
McMahon Michael ,  1ioma o c
McMahon Mrs .  Peter, One Mile c
McMaster  -,  (care of Demeter,) Brisbane n z
McManus Mrs., Cardwe ll c
McMeeken Miss Barbara ,  Maryborough c
McMillan F.,  Rockhampton o c
McMillan Miss Grace, Rockhampton o c (2)
McMi llan J., Clermont c
McMillan James Herberton  in
McMillan Mrs. Kate, Macke c
McMi llan D. (unr. ), North  Ipswich c
McMi llan D ., Borth  Ipswich o c
McNally - Roma c
McNally T .,  Maryborough!c
McNally R .,  Mitche ll  c
McNa ll y R .  M., Roma c
McNamara D., Brisbane c
McNamara" Lawrence ,  Dalby o
McNaught John ,  South Brisbane a
McNeill Mrs., Rockhampton c
McNei ll  Mrs .,  Brisbane u k
McNeill Mrs .  Donald ,  Rockhampton c
McNeill John,  Wallumbilla u k
McNicol D., Bingera c
McNichol E .,  Cleveland c
McNicol Mrs .  E., Boggo road c
McNiven  -,  Oxley c
McNulty Miss Annie, Depot ,  Brisbane c
McPark W. Toowong c
McPhee Ma cobra, Macka u k
McPherson Alexander, Northern Railway u k
McPherson  Alex.,  Blacka ll is
McPherson John, Red Hi ll  c
McPherson P., Red Hill c
McPhee Alexander, Lytton cMcQueen John, Wambali lla c
McRae R. D., Roma s
McRae and Co., St.  George s
McReown Lawrea", Blackall c
McRobb Miss Mary Ann,  Mackay u k
McRobie Miss,  Mackay c
McShane James, Condamine Plains c
MeSherry M., Bogantungan  in
McSiearry James Rockhampton u k
McSween Malcolm Beta s
MoTaggart Miss Elizabeth,  One-mile Creek c
McTaggart Wi lliam Roma a
McZeliket J., P.O. 'Brisbane s
N.
1 NAGHTEN  Mrs., Brisbane c
2 Nahan W., Valley c
3 Nail James, Brisbane c
4 Nailer James ,  Waterford c
5 Nance James ,  Charters Towers s
6 Napier C. C., Cairns u k'
7 Nash G., Rockhampton in
8 Nash J., Goodna c
9 Nash J. A., Isisford c
10 Nash J. A., Tambo c
11 Nash Stewart, Tiaro c
12 Nathan Walter B .,  Headingly ,  Georgina River u k
13 Nathan Walter B., Floraville s
14 Natum Jennie ,  Cairns c
15 Natzker Albert,  Bundaberg o
16 Naylon Anthony, Vindex Station, Winton c (2)
17 Neale William, Mary River c
18 Nealon T., Spring Creek c
19 Neary James, Rockhampton c
20 Neden A. Spring Creek o
21 Neil W. A., Cairns c
22 Neill John, Gympie o
23 Nei ll  Miss Lena ,  Cairns c
24 Neilsen Anton, Fernvale o c
25 Neilsen Hans, Homebush c
26 Neilson J. A., Bowen c,
27 Neilson J. P., Bundaberg c
28 Neilson Mrs. L .,  Millchester c
29 Neilson Mrs. L .,  Townsvi lle c
30 Neilson Thomas, Bu limba  in (3)
31 Neither D., Beenleigh c
32 Nelson -, Mackay s
33 Nelson J. J., Mackay c
34 Nelson William, South Brisbane u k
35 Neneey Mrs. J., Gatton c
36 Nestor Miss Mary ,  Emerald Downs c
37 Nevill W.,  Tambo c
38 Nevi lle Mrs.  Mary, Brisbane c
39 Neville Patrick H., Gold Creek f
40 Neville Thomas C. C., Nerang Creek f
41 Neville R. Rockhampton c
42 Newman  1. M., Ingham c
43 Newman F. W., Brisbane o c
44 Newman James, Upper Cape c
45 Newton Charles, Hughenden a
46 Newton C. E., Meteor Downs ,  Springsure  u :k(2
47 Newton Richardson ,  Clermont c
48 Newton Thomas, Townsville c
49 Nibbs John, Rodney Downs, Aramac c
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50 Nichol Mrs., Pink Lilly c 46 O'Flynn M., Brisbane c
51 Nicholas A., Maryborouggh c 47 Ogden William, Eurella Station, Amby c
52 Nicholas G. L., Townsville c 48 Ogden -,  Eurella c
53 Nicholas H., Brisbane c 49 O'Grady Miss M., McIntyre Gap c
54 Nicholas J., Gympie c 50 O'Halloran J. H., Cloncurry c
55 Nichols Mrs. Austin, Brisbane f 51 O'Hea James, Mitchell c
56 Nichols George,  Brisbane u k 52 O'Kane Miss Sarah, Toowong u k
57 Nichols John, Aramac street, Rockhampton s 53 O'Keefe Miss Ellen, Brisbane c
58 Nichols W. A., Townsville c 54 O'Keefe J., Ipswich c
59 Nichols W. E., Brisbane c 55 Oldham Mrs., Mulgrave c
60 Nicholson Alexander, Thursday Island a 56 Oldham Thomas C., Brisbane c
61 Nicholson, J., Roma s 57 O'Leary  Miss  Annie, Brisbane c
62 Nicholson W., Aramac c 58 O'Leary Daniel, Mitchell c
63 Nickelson -, Kedron Brook n k `59 O'Leary T., Charters Towers c
64 Nickols John, Townsville c 60 O'Learie Mark,  Palparara a
6.5 Nicol James,  Brisbane u k 61 Oliver J., Thargomindah m
66 Nielsen  Mrs., Six  Mile,  Tinana c 62 Olliver J., Rockhampton u k
67 Nielson Charlotte, Isisford o 63 O'Loughlin Mary and S. Brown, Cairns o
68 Nielson C. W., Stanley  street , South Brisbane c 64 Olsen Nristy, Hodgheson f
69 Nielson  Jacob, Mitchell c 65 Olsson Miss  B., Brisbane f
70 Nielson  Mrs. W. K. M., Townsville c 66 Olson Mrs.  M., Brisbane c
71 Nielson M., Townsville c 67 Olsen Peter, Pine Hill o
72 Nielson Rasmus, Charters Towers o c 68 O'Mahony P., Rona u k
73 Nimmo W. J., Aramac c 69 O'Malley Mrs., Blackall c
74 Nimicombe  James,  Maryborough o c 70 O'Neelsen H., Blackall c
75 Nixon -, Albion c 71 O'Reill Mrs. Bridget, Charters Towers o c
76 Nixon James, Brisbane u k 72 O'Neill James, Dalby c
77 Nixon John, Roma c 73 O'Neill John, Charleville s
78 Nixon M. T., George street, Brisbane c 74 O'Reill S., Brisbane c
79 Nixon Thomas, Pine Hill c 75 O'Neill W., Roma s
80 Nobes W., Rockhampton u k 76 O'Neill W., Cooktown c
81 Noble W. J., Mackay c 77 Ong How, Maryborough c
82 Noble William, Rodney Downs c 78 On  Sing,  Maryborough s
83 Nock T., Woollongabba c 79 O'R an John, Scrubby Creek, Cairns c
84 Noffsko Henerick,  near Island  Plantation c 80 O'Riy John, Loowood s
85 Nohrs W., Townsville a 81 Ormistone Walter, Brisbane s
86 Nolan -, Townsville u k 82 O'Rourke Mrs. Catherine, Maryborough o c
87 Nolan A., Charters  Towers c 83 O'Rourke William, Townsville c
88 Nolan Chas., Brisbane o c 84 Orr C., Adavale c
89 Nollenberger John, Gayndah f 85 Orr Henry, Brisbane f
90 Noodblone John , Brisbane o c 86 Orr Richard, Charters Towers c and o c
91 Noon J., Moolboolman c (3) 87 Ortell Anton, Tinana Creek c
92 Noonan Mrs., Oakey c 88 Osborne Mrs. F., Mackay u k
93 Noonan  W., Lower  Herbert c 89 Osborne G. H., Central Chambers, Brisbane o c
94 Nordblam  Hari , Gold Creek a 90 O'Shaughnessey -, Mourilyan c
95 North F. G., Mitchell c 91 O'Shaughnesay -,  Brisbane u k
96 Northcolt James, Maryborough o c 92 O'Shaughnessey  Miss  Kate, (s.s. "Duke of West-
97 Norris C. E., Cooktown c minster  "),  Brisbane c
98 Norris Mrs. L., Townsville c 93 O'Shaughnessey Thos.,  Cairns c
99 Norton H., Mitchell a (2) 94 O'Shea D., Toowoomba c
100 Norton John, Nundah o c 95 O'Shea John, Toowoomba a
101 Norton J. M., Johnstone River c 96 Ormond J., Mitchell u k
102 Norton William A., Rockhampton c 97 Osterland P., Maryborough c
103 Norwood -, Boggy Creek c 98 0 Sullivan Dr., Maryborough c
104 Nowlan James, Warwick o 99 O'Sullivan Dan., Sandy Creek c
105 Nox  Mrs., Brisbane s 100 O'Sullivan Mrs. John Port Douglas u k
106 N agent Miss, Stratton street, Valley c 101 O'Sullivan John C., Hughenden u k
102 O'Sullivan Miss Marga ret, Townsville u k
103 O'Sullivan P ., Cairns c
0. 104 Otlesen Peter,  Brisbane f
105 O'Toole E., Aramac c
1 OAKES Clifford, Thargomindah a 106 Ott Tochim, Maryborough f
2 Oakes H. R., One-Mile c 107 Overend Dr. E. K., Stanthorpe c
3 O'Brien Mrs., Brisbane u k 108 Owen F. A., (Gunboat "Gayundah "),  Brisbane u k
4 O'Brien Mrs., Greenmount c (2) 109 Owen Jane, Cairns s (3)
5 O'Brien Miss Bridget, Spring Hill c 110 Owens -, Rockhampton o
6 O'Brien D., Warwick c 111 Owens D., One-Mile c
7 O'Brien E. H., Brisbane in 112 Owens J., Alphac
8 O'Brien J. F., Cloncurry s 113 Owens Stephen, One-Mile c
9 O'Brien John, Pine Hill c 114 Oxenham A.. Vine Mountain, Ipswich c
10 O'Brien Mrs. M., Waterford c 115 Oxlad Mrs. E., South Brisbane c
11 O'Brien Mrs. M., Ipswich c 116 Oxlade Mrs. G., Petrie terrace c
12 O'Brien M., Bogantungan c 117 Oxlade -, Petrie  terrace c
13 O'Brien M., Dalby c (2) 118 Oxman John J., Charters Towers u k
14 O'Brien M., Roma o c
15 O'Brien Mathew, Mitchell c
16 O'Brien  Maurice, Salt  Water Creek road c P
17 O'Brien  Maurice junr ., Charters Towers c
18 O'Brien Michael, Sandy Creek c 1 PACKER Miss E. (s.s. " Duke of Argyle ''), Bris-
19 O'Brien Michael, Waterford c bane c
20 O'Brien P., Dareel Station o 2 Packford -, Ipswich a
21 O'Brien Thomas, Pine Hill c 3 Pagan Miss D., Rockhampton o
22 O'Brien  W., Ipswich c 4 Pagan  George, Ipswich c
23 O'Brien  W., Normanby Hill,  Brisbane c 5 Page J., Rockhampton c
24 O'Carolan -, Brucedale Station, Roma u k 6 Page Mrs. William,  Brisbane c
25 O'Chire Billy, Thursday Island c 7 Page Samuel, Pine Hill c
26 O'Connell M., Brisbane n z (2) 8 Page W. J., Wiokham  terrace c
27 O'Connell Maurice,  Brisbane u k 9 Paget W., St. George c
28 O'Connell M. J., Red Hill c 10 Paisley D., Clermont c
29 O'Connor Bryan, Gold Creek Waterworks o 11 Palfrey W., Pine Hill c
30 O'Connor D., Cloncurry c 12 Palm Mrs. -, South Brisbane u k
31 O'Connor F., Herbert River c 13 Palmer -, Brisbane c
32 O'Connor John, Charters Towers u k 14 Palmer A. E., Cooktown s
33 O'Connor John, Gympie in 15 Palmer C., Charters Towers c
34 O'Connor William, Valley c 16 Palmer E., Charters Towers e
35 O'Connor William, Charters Towers a 17 Palmer Edward,  Brisbane o
36 O'Daniel Patrick, Mackay f 18 Palmer Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton c
37 O'Donnell  Ellen ,  Cairns c 19 Palmer George, Isisford c (2)
38 O'Donnell Mrs. E., Cairns c 20 Palmer Geo. H., Charters Towers c (2)
39 O'Donnell John, Queenton u k 21 Palmer Harry, Townsville u k
40 O'Donnell John, Alpha c 22 Palmer H. R., Townsville u k
41 O'Donnell Miss S., Cairns c 23 Palmer Mrs.  Margaret, Roma c
42 O'Donnell Mrs. Sarah,  Cairns c (2) 24 Palmerston Christie, Townsville c (2)
43 O'Donoghue Michael, Brisbane c 25 Pankhurst Frederick,  Brisbane c
44 O'Dunivan Mrs. J., (care of McNamara) c 26 Pamram A., Mount Cotton c
45 O'Dwyer J. J., Brisbane a 27 Pardoe and Joynt, Townsville c
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28 Paris John ,  Brisbane c 133 Pattersen A. L., Nudgee road c
29 Park - ,  Brisbane c 134 Pattersen A. L.. Woollongabba f
30 Parker Mrs. Ann ,  East Brisbane o c 135 Patterson A., Rockhampton f
31 Parker Miss C., Woo lloongabba State School c 136 Petterson A. L., Nudges c
32 Parker ,  F. A., Maryborough c 137 Pettigrew G., Brisbane c
33 Parker Geo., Winton c 138 Petrazzini D., Brisbane c
34 Parker Jane ,  Brisbane o 139 Pferdekamper Hugo, Thargomindah a
35 Parker Robert ,  Bogantungan c 140 Pfitzinmier L., Pine Hill c
36 Parker  W., Alpha, c 141 Philips R., Townsville u k
37 Parkes H., Maryborough c 142 Phi llips Mrs., South Brisbane c
38 Parkes Thomas ,  Spring Hill c 143 Phillips A., 44 Gang ,  N. Railway c
39 Parkey Thomas, Valley c 144 Phillips Abraham, Brisbane c
40 Parkins Samuel, Bullamon Station o 145 Phillips Capt., Charters Towers c
41 Parkinson Miss, Mackay o 146 Phi llips C., Mitchell e
42 Parkinson Rev. M. H., Brisbane u k 147 Phillips David , (s.s. Duke of Argyle ),  Brisbane c
43 Pa rnell C., Beaudesert s 148 Phillips F. E., Her berton s
44 Parr Thomas ,  Mitchell c 149 Phillips J. A., Townsville c
45 Parry John W., Charters Towers  in 150 Phillips John D .,  Brisbane o
46 Parsfield George, Thursday Island c 151 Phil lips  J. D., Gym le c
47 Parsons A., Brisbane c 152 Phillips James G. Townsville c
48 Parsons Alfred, Charleville u k 153 Phillips Mrs. K .,  Rockhampton c
49 Parsons C., Brisbane o 154 Phil lips R., Townsvi lle u k
50 Parsons H. H., Pine Hill c 155 Phi llips S. Johnstone River c
51 Cairns sPart ridge H 156 Brisbane oPhil lips W risbaneS
52
.,
Pasking Ro bert, Blacka ll c 157 . . cPhilps John,
53 Paterson David, Birdsvi lle c 158 Phimister ,  R. 0., Winton c
54 Paterson Henry, Bunda berg u k (2) 159 Pickup E. C., Roma c
55 Paterson Joseph. Mackay u k 160 Pierce Mary J .,  Brisbane o c
56 Paterson Mary Ann ,  Bundaberg u k 161 Pigon Reginald Brisbane u k
57 Paterson Mrs. Mary M .,  Maryborough o c 162 Piggott  F. J., nrisbane s
58 Paterson Walter ,  South Brisbane c 163 Piggott Miss M. C.,  (s. s. Duke of Argyle ), Brisbane m
59 Paton A .  E., Townsville m 154 Pine Arthur ,  Aramac road u k
60 Paton A .  Peasson ,  Brisbane u k 165 Ping Mrs. G .,  Je richo c
61 Paton H. 0., Maryborough c 166 Pinne ll Alfred ,  Tambo c
62 Patterson Brothers ,  Brisbane c 167 Pilkeshly Capt .  G., (Barque  " Kate Tathan
63 Patterson James, Spring Creek c Brisbane  in
64 Patterson Mrs. L .,  Maryborough c 168 Pitt James ,  Rockhampton u k
65 Paton John J., Brisbane o 169 Pitt Joseph,  Maryborough o66 Paul A .  L. (ss. "Duke of Westminster  "), Bris- 170 Pittard W., Rockhampton m
bane u k 171 Pitts Joseph Fortitude Va lley c
67 Paul A .  M., Townsville c 172 Plastow E., Rockhampton s
68 Paul Lionel F .,  Charleville u k ands (5) 173 Plate George ,  Brisbane a
69 Paul W. H. (s.s. " Hesketh "),  Brisbane s 174 Platt James, Fernvale c
70 Pau ll  James, Eulo c 175 Platz Hannah ,  Stanley street, South B ri sbane c
71 Pavlain Peter ,  Clermont f 176 Pleason John, Charters Towerso c
72 Paveed Ben. Cooktown c
'
177 Plumb A., Clermont c (2)
73 Payne  -, Bowen street ,  Brisbane c 178 Plummer Miss  Annie, Cairns u k
74 Payne Mrs .  David ,  Bald Hills c 179 Plunkett George J .,  Dalby  a
75 Payne Frede rick ,  Brisbane u k 180 Plunkett John Blackall c
76 Peacock Thomas Eulo s 181 Plunkett T., 'ttoowoomba o
77 Pearce Wil liam John, Rockhampton u k 182 Plunkett Terence ,  Blacka ll o
78 Peard W .  H., Johnstone River s 183 Pochin R. G., Ipswich s
79 Pearce H., Brisbane o 184 Pockock  -,  New Farm o
80 Pearson  -,  Townsvi lle c 185 Pogmo re Miss E .,  Brisbane'c
81 Pearson A. L., Peak Downs m 186 Poland J. H. D., Rockhampton o
82 Peatey F., Bundaberg c 187 Pollard W., Queenton c
83 Pe becks Godfrey ,  Charters Towers o c 188 Pollard William ,  Charters Towers f
84 Peck C. J. Cloncurry m 189 Po llock Mrs., Brisbane u k
85 Peckham  1.,  Cooktown o 190 Pook Mrs .  Anne, Brisbane o c
86 Peden James ,  Morven s 191 Poole -, Petrie terrace c
87 Pedersen  H., Ipswich road c 192 Pope Miss Alice ,  Brisbane u k
88 Pedersen H., Tiaro c 193 Pope Henry ,  Brisbane c 16
89 Pedley Mrs. Emily, Kelvin Grove c 194 Pope James ,  Hu?henden c
90 Pedley Joseph ,  Ame lia Creek c 195 Pope Rupert ,  Brisbane c
91 Pedwell Charles ,  Alpha c 196 Pople W., Rockhampton u k
92 Pelmothy Denis ,  Mitche ll c 197 Potts Rev. G. F., Gympie s
93 Pender William Marybo rough c 198 Poultan  -,  Barolin c
94 Pendragh Mrs.  .,  Charters Towers e 199 Powe A .,  Roma u k
95 Pendragh James ,  Charters Towers c 200 Powe ll George, Clermont c
96 Pengelly George, Gympie s 201 Powell Miss Rose ,  Rockhampton u k
97 Pengelly H., Ipswich o 202 Powe ll R., Pine Hi ll c
98 Penhold E. Cooktown c 203 Powe ll  R., Clermont c and u k  (2)
99 Pent Miss Christina ,  Alpha c 204 Powell R. and Coy., Adavale c  (2)
100 Pent H .,  Isisford c 205 Powe ll T., Inglewood u k
101 Pentland J., Brisbane c 206 Powell Theodo re, Brisbane o e
102 Peppard M. F., Brisbane s 207 Powell W., Ageston c
103 Percy John ,  Beechal Creek c 208 Powell  W., Wickham  terrace c
104 Townsvi lle u kPerkins  George 209 Powe ll Wi lliam Mackay u k
105
,
'fight and Co .,  Mitchell cPermawen ,  W 171 210 Power Alfred, 1€tockhamppton c
106 Perrett Harry, Ipswich c 211 Power Lawrence, Fernvale  a
107 Perry  -,  Townsville u k 212 Power Michael, Waterford o
108 Perry C. P., South Brisbane o c 213 Power T., Mount Morgan c
109 Perry F. M., Cloncurry s 214 Power Thomas ,  Gympie s
110 Perry George, Summervi lle c 215 Power Wm. G., Va lley c
111 Perry J., Townsvi lle u k, 216 Powles T. P., Adavale m
112 Perry Joseph ,  Tubar c 217 Poston A. P. Brisbane c
113 Perry W., Morven c 218 Poynter E.,'tewantin c
114 Perry W., Rockhampton s 219 Prentible Thomas, Brisbane f
115 Peters Charles ,  Pine Hi ll c (2) 220 Prentice Mrs. Arthur ,  Cunnamulla c
116 Peters James, Milton c 221 Prentice Martha Ann, Brisbane o
117 Peters P., Tinana c 222 Preston Mrs., Brisbane u k
118 Peters Wil liam, Laidley c 223 Preston J., One Mile c
119 Petersen A. L., Nudges road c (2) 224 Preston Thomas, Gympie u k
120 Petersen C. S., Maryborough c 225 Price Benjamin ,  Brisbane o
121 Petersen C. W., Mackay n z 226 P rice H. E., Brisbane s
122 Petersen F., Maryborough c (2) 227 Price John, Cloncurry road c
123 Petersen Frede rick ,  Townsville f 228 Price Mrs. R., Bundaberg c
124 Petersen Hans ,  Bunda berg c (2) 229 Price Richard, Bundaberg c
125 Petersen Hans John ,  Mackay f 230 Price Richard, Hughenden c
126 Petersen J. H., Urangan ,  Maryborough c 231 Price Samuel ,  Highfields c
127 Petersen Peter ,  Tinana c 232 Prinks Miss ?  Charters Towers c
128 Peterson A. L., Breakfast Creek c 233 Prior Francis ,  Brisbane s
129 • Peterson C., Tambo c 234 Prior J. De Murray ,  Mount Gatton c
130 Peterson C., Dungeness c 235 Prior Rheu ben A .,  Gilberton c
131 Peterson J., West End c 236 Prichard Charles, Bellyando c
132 Petersson Charles, Townsville f 237 Proctor Edwin, Brisbane o
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Procter W., Central  Railway c
Proole Harry, Diamantina River cProskey Mrs., South Brisbane c
Prossen Wilfred, Mitchell o c
Prout Richard ,  Brisbane c
Prowgers William, Gympie o
Puddle Mrs.  Eliza  Gympie c
Pu llans Miss M., charters Towers c
Puree Mrs. S., Mitchell c (2)
Purcer W. E., Clermont u k
Purtell -, Greenmount c
Purtill Patrick, Gold Creek c
Putt W., Gold Creek s
Q.
1 QUEELY -, Ingham c
2 Queely E .  St. G., Ingham c
3  Quhane Michael ,  Cooktown o c
4 Quong Hon ,  Stoke 's Paddock c
5 Quinlan Miss BWeBris bane c
6  Quinlan J. W. stbrook Crossing c
7 Quinn  John,  1ownsvi lle c (2)
8 Quinn J .  H., Betts Creek a
9 Quinn S .  E., Paddington c
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78 Richards Mrs. E .,  Tambo c
79 Richards Mrs. E. Brisbane in
80 Richards Edgar C., Mitchell Downs c
81 Richards E. E., Brisbane c
82 Richards  James, Oxley u k
83 Richards  John, Gympie n z
84 Richards  Miss  M., Toowong o
85 Richards T., Mount Side, Warwick c
86 Richards Thomas, Cloncurry c
87 Richards Wm., Brisbane c
88 Richards William ,  Townsville c
89 Richardson H. R., Brisbane c
90 Richardson J. H. Mackay c
91 Richardson W., ourrawaldi in
92 Richardson  W. H., Townsville c
93 Riches Samuel Wi ll iam ,  Brisbane s
94 Richmond J., Emerald c
95 Rider C. Charleville c
96 Ridgley fr., Rockhampton c
97 Rielly Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
98 Rielly M., NormanbyPolice  Station c
99 Rigby E.  0.,  Brisbane u k
100 Rigby James, Brisbane c
101 Rigg Alfred, Townsville u k
102 Rigney . ,  Brisbane s
103 Riley M, Avoca Station, Blackall c
104 Riley Mrs. M. A., Rockhampton c
105 Riley Mrs. Mary Jane N., Townsville c
106 Riley Michael, Betts Creek c
107 Rinkel H. F., Goondiwindi c
108 Ritcheson T., ss. " Ranelagh," Brisbane c
109 Ritz  Miss  Annie, Oakey Creek c
110 Robb John, Maryborough u k
111 Robb John, Brisbane c
112 Robb John Kangaroo Point c
113 Robens and Hall Messrs., Townsville s
114 Roberts -, Charters Towers c
115 Roberts C. W., Gympie c
116 Roberts D., Cairns s
117 Roberts D. F St. George c
118 Roberts Mrs E. . Petrie terrace c (2)
119 Roberts E. Herberton c
120 Roberts Ed., Brisbane c
121 Roberts Mrs. E. J., One-Mile c
122 Roberts John, Winton  s and c (4)
123 Roberts L., Brisbane c
124 Roberts M., Central Railway c
125 Roberts T., Rockhampton c
126 Roberts T. H., Brisbane o
127 Roberts Walter E., Gympie o
128 Roberts W. H., Beta c (2)
129 Roberts W. H., Charters  Towers u k (2)
130  Roberts W. H., Charters Towers u k
131 Robertson A., Dungenness u k
132 Roberson Alexander, Maryborough o c
133 Robertson Charles, Brisbane u k
134 Robertson J., Rockhampton c
135 Robertson Capt. J. B., Townsville c
136 Robertson John Rockhampton c
137 Robertson Mrs L., Queenton c (3)
138 Robertson P., Brisbane c
139 Robertson R., Muckadilla c
140 Robertson R., Mitchell c
141 Robertson Thomas, Pimpama Bridge o
142 Robins Miss Charlotte, Rockhampton c
143 Robins Thomas, Charters Towers c
144 Robinson G. E., Brisbane c
145 Robinson H., Charters Towers c
146 Robinson Mrs. H. H., Townsville c
147 Robinson Henry H., Mackay u k
148 Robinson J., South Brisbane c
149 Robinson J., Maryborough u k
150 Robinson James, Brisbane in
151 Robinson J. A., Pine Hill c
152 Robinson John Julian, Cloncurry u k
1b3 Robinson Mrs. L., One-Mile Swamp c
154 Robinson Mrs. M., Mitchell c
155 Robinson Mrs. L., Queenton c
156 Robinson Mrs. Rachael, Spring Hill c
157 Robinson Samuel, Port Douglas u k
158 Robinson Thomas, Ipswich u k
159 Robinson  W. B., South Brisbane c
160 Robinson  W. H., Milchester c
161 Robinson  W. H., Nlillchester c
162 Robison -, Brisbane c
163 Robson George,  Maryborough c
164 Robustelli Guiseppe, Boulia in
165 Roch George, Burdekin c
166 Roche B., Mackay c
167 Rodgers Mrs., Gregory  terrace c
168 Rodgers Mrs. A .,  Brisbane s
169 Rodgers Miss Mary ,  Gregory terrace s
170 Rodgers R., Eulo c
171 Rodgers Mrs. S., Wickham street, Valley c
172 Rodgers Wilson ,  Blacka ll c
173 Rodney W., Hughenden c
174 Roe Ephraim, Brisbane c
175 Roemer Conrod, Warwick c
176 Rogan H., Cloncurry s
177 an H., Cloncurry s
178 Roger Geo. Brisbane c
179 Rogers F., tBrisbane u k
180 Rogers George John ,  Brisbane f
181 Rogers Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
182 Rogers  Joseph,  Brisbane u k and s (2)
183 Rogers Miss Margaret, Rockhampton u k
R.
1 RADCLIFFE  0., Woolloongabba c
2 Radtke Joseph, Laidley c
3 Ratkins H.,  Thargomindah c
4 Rafter Caroline ,  Hodgson c
5 Ralph James, Dalgalnally c
6 Ralstone  -, Helidon c
7 Ramsay E . J., Mackay c
8 Ramsay H., Buckingham Downs c
9 Ramsay  Percy,  Brisbane c
10 Ramsdon Joseph, Winton c
11 Ramsey Miss  G., Valley c
12 Ramsey Walter Brisbane c
13 Rance George, Brisbane c
14 Rande ll Mrs. EGoondiwindi s
15 Randle  Robert*., South Brisbane o
16 Ranken H. B. Mackay c
17 Ranken  Joseph,  Brisbane f
18 Rarmur Mrs . C. J., Woolloongabba c
19 Rasengreen Peter ,  Clermont c
20 Rassmussen Miss Kate, Rockhampton c
21 Ratcliff James, Her berton  in
22 Rathbone  W., Eight- mile Plains s
23 Rawden  William,  Mackay c
24 Rawlings H., Goondiwindi c
25 Rawlengson  -,  Se tine Creek c
26 Rawlins  Charles  b.,  Charters Towers
27 Rawlins J. W. Mackay u k
28 Rayer A. D., Brisbane o
29 Read  J., Alice Downs c
30 Ready H., Daroo Station cj2)
31 Rebegtzki Fred., Charters Towers c
32 Rebetski W., Beta c
33 Redcleave C., Portland Station c
34 ewall George ,  Mitche ll c (2)
35  Red iall B. Brisbane f
36 Redmond John, Charleville c
87 Reed David, Gold Creek c
38 Reed John, Betts Creek c
39 Reed Mrs .  Sarah J .,  Brisbane c
40 Reed William, Oakey Creek c
41 Reed W. F., Brisbane c
42 Reed Simon ,  Ipswich c
43 Rees  Thomas,  Maryborough c
44 Reeves  -,  Mackay c
45 Reeves Thomas Brisbane c
46 Reeves Thos .,  Yrisbane c
47 Reeves W., Brisbane c
48 Regan John Joseph ,  Adavale c s (2)
49 Reid Mrs .,  Tinana c
50 Reid  Abernethy, Aramac road c
51 Reid A. L., Townsville o
52 Reid Mrs Annie ,  River terrace, South Brisbane c
53 Reid E. V., Cooktown c
54 Reid George, Southport u k
55 Reid J., Mitchell  c
56 Reid John, Brisbane a
57 Reid John McEwan, Fernvale e
58 Reid Wi lliam ,  Aramac  road c
59 Rei lly Mrs .  J., Dara ,  Brisbane s
60 Rei lly J .,  Jondaryan c
61 Reilly T., Mackay o
62 Reimer Mrs., Rockhampton a
63 Reimer J. St. George c
64 Reimer ,  R., Olermont c
65 Reinhardt Mrs. Li lly, Brisbane c
66  Reinhardt William, Brisbane s
67 Remilton Mrs.  Wickham terrace c
68 Renboro  Miss narbra ,  Maryborough f
69 Renefiele John, South Brisbane o c
•70 Restall F. Charters Towers c
71 Reynolds 1Mrs.  M., A llentown c
72 Reynolds Thomas, Marybo rough u k
73 Rice -, Mackay a
74 Rice Edward ,  Brisbane u k
75 Rice G .  M., Sandy Creek c
76 Rice Thos .,  Coongoola c
77 Richards  -,  Kalka Creek c
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184 Rogers Dr. W. H., Townsville s S.
185 Rogers William, Milchester u k
186 Rolfe Harry, Stanthorpe s 1 SACHELL -, Cardwell c
187 Rolley Samuel, South Brisbane s 2 Sageman Frederick, Elbow Valley o
188 Ronaldeon James, Brisbane u k 3 Sailian A. V. W., Mackay u k
189 Rooke Mrs. Matilda, Red Hill o c (3) 4 Sainst Thomas, Brisbane c
190 Rootshie -, 18-Mile, Cooktown c 5 Saint T., Mackay c
191 Rose Alexander, Gatton u k 6 Salisbury F. H., Milton c
192 Rose Geo., Brisbane c 7 Salisbury R., S ringsure c
193 Rose George, Goondiwindi c 8 Salisbury W. V., East Darr c
194 Rose Henry, Brisbane s 9 Salmon Edwin, Booval o
195 Rose James and John, Brisbane c 10 Salmond James, Brisbane c
196 Rose Walter, Blackall c (2) 11 Salsbury R. J., Bedsurie c
197 rose W. H., Blackall c (2) 12 Salter Geo., Beaufort Station c
198 Rose W. H., Barcoo River c 13 Saldrick H., G pie c
199 Roseblade William G., Herbert River u k 14 Salvisn John, Pine Hill c
200 Rosenswey L., Brisbane in 15 Salway Robert, Brisbane f
201 Rosenthal Victor, Brisbane o c 16 Sam Seing Lee, Johnstone River c
202 Ross , Kelvin Grove c 17 Samuels C. J., 221-Mile Siding, S. and W. Rail-
203 Ross -, Victoria Downs c way o
204 Ross , Crossing c 18 Samuels  J., Brisbane c (2)
205 Ross Andrew, Cloncurry c 19 Sandauer Miss Eliza, Brisbane o
206 Ross  D., Clermont c 20 Sanders James, Brisbane u k (2)
207 Ross Donald, Roma c 21 Sandford W. H., Geraldton c
208 Ross Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c 22 Sandford W. H., Geraldton a
209 Ross H., Brisbane s 23 Sandrigan  A G mpie c
210 Ross J., South Brisbane s 24
. g
Sands Wm. , Brisbane c
211 Ross J., Cooktown c 25 Sang Ly, Roma o c (2)
212 Ross J. H., Rockhampton u k 26 Sang Wo Chong and Co., Roma c
213 Ross  John, Maryborough u k 27 Sanky William,  Cairns s
214 Ross J. B., Townsville c 28 Saplin -, Sherwood road, Toowong c
215 Ross J. D., Gold Creek c (2) 29 Sapline --, Toowong c
216 Ross John D., Cairns f (2) 30 Sarjeant Charles,  Brisbane  in (2)
217 Ross Roderick, Cairns s 31 Sarjeant Miss Anges, Brisbane u k
218 Ross W. E., Ashburton c 32 Sauer P., Pioneer Bridge c
219 Ross William, Rockhampton c 33 Sauer Mrs. P., Pioneer Bridge c
220 Rostock F. D., Laidley c 34 Saunders George, Brisbane c
221 Round and Coy., Brisbane c 35 Saunders W. T., care of Thompson, Mungindi s
222 Rowe  Mrs. Ellen M., Brisbane o c 36 Saunders T., South Brisbane a
223 Rowen  Robert, Aramac c 37 Savage  Miss  E. Mann street, Kangaroo Point c
224 Rowland  H., Maryborough m 38 Savage  Henry, Townsville c
225 Rowland  J., Mackay c 39 Savage  John, West End c
226 Ruddle  G. 0., Bundaberg c 40 Savage  John,  Stanley street , South Brisbane c
227 Rudd Samuel  G., Rockhampton u k 41 Savage John,  Sussex street , Brisbane u k (2)
228 Ruddy  -, Charters Towers c 42 Savage  J. H. (care of McPherson),  Diamantina
229 Ruffong  G. V., Brisbane u k River c
280 Ruft  -,  Rockha mpton o 43 Savage  Willi am, Jerico c
231 Rukl Miss  Lizzie, Winder Creek c 44 Savills  Harry , Ipswich  is
282 Runcorn Rhoda  (s.s. Duke of Argyle), Brisbane o 45 Sawyers  and Coy . Messrs .,  Herberton c
233 Rundle  W., Woollgar c 46 Sawyers  C., Gympie c
234 Runstadt H. G., Brisbane c 47 Sawyer R., Brisbane c
235 Rupple  Arthur, Georgina Ri% er f (11) 48 Saxby Mrs., Charters  Towers c
236 Rupple J. W. A., Boulia f 49 Sayers Richard, Brisbane u k
237 Rurn Frank, Retreat c 50 Scanlon  James , Dalby c
238 Rushton George, Eulo s 51 Scanlon Anthony, Moncara o
239 Russ S., Pleystowe c 52 Scarboro Mrs. H., Goodna c (2)
240 Russel  Miss,  Toowonq c (3) 53 Scarfs E., Brisbane c
241 Russel -, Mundindi c 54 Schafer J. F., Kolan, Bundaberg c (2)
242 Russel A. J. S., Milton c (2) 55 Schafer Magnus, Mackay c (2)
243 Russell D., Clermont c 56 Schelck M., Rockhampton c (2)
244 Russell Mrs. D., Mackay c 57 Schellback William, Tanana c
245 Russell Mrs. Emily, Brisbane c 58 Scherer C. Pine Hill c
246 Russell  Miss  Ellen, Taringa c 59 Schiesser  Gaspar, Laidle c
247 Russell George Ipswich u k 60 Schlecht G., Hatton Vale c
248 Russell John, (ueenton c 61 Schlensner Norman, South Brisbane c
249 Russell J. R. S., Aramac e 62 Schmidt Carl, Maryborough c
250 Russell P. 0., Townsville s 63 Schmidt Mrs. H., Toolona Station s
251 Russell S. P., Queenton o 64 Schmidt H., Gayndah c
252 Russell  Thomas, Brisbane o c 65 Schmidt John, Chinchilla c
253 Russell William, Peak Crossing c 66 Schmidt J., Townsville c
254 Russell H. G. S. and Johnston F. G., Bowen c 67 Schmidt Louis, Maryborough f
255 Rustel Joseph, Stanthorpe s • 68 Scholefield  Miss,  Mackay uk
256 Ruthenberg W., Fernvale c 69 Schroder  Hermann , Laidley c
257 Rutherford Ralph, Parroo River a (2) 70 Schruthur T., Rockhampton o c
258 Ruthing and Butler, Brisbane in 71 Schubert T., Gympie c
259 Ruthedge W., Goondiwindi s 72 Schuler Adolph, Gympie f
260 Ruxton Chas., Kangaroo Point c 73 Schuler J., Brisbane c
261 Ryan -, Maryborough s 74 Schutz Carl, Maryborough c
262 Ryan Mitchell c 75 Schultz Richard, Mitchell o c
263 Ryan -, Maryborough c 76 Schutz William, Dalby c
264 Ryan -, Rockhampton o 77 Schumann John F., Fairney View o
265 Ryan Miss Annie, Maryborough o 78 Schunke C. H. Charters Towers o c
266 Ryan Con., Aramac c 79 Schver Mrs. E., Isisford c
267 Ryan D., Maryborough c 80 Schwabe T. B., Gympie s
268 Ryan Miss Ellen, Queenton u k 81 Sclager Mrs. Mary, Maryborough o c
269 Ryan F., Townsville c 82 Scobie John  Brisbane c
270 Ryan Mrs. H., Townsville c 83 Scobie J., nrisbane c
271 Ryan J., Adavale c 84 Scote -, Cunnamulla c
272 Ryan James, Rosewood c 85 Scott Hughenden c (2)
273 Ryan James, Langton c 86 Scott -, Brisbane o
274 Ryan James,  Langton c 87 Scott Mrs., Gympie c
275 Ryan John , Brisbane c 88 Scott Mrs., Fernberg road, Milton c
276 Ryan John Joseph, Adavale c 89 Scott Andrew, Gregory terrace f
277 Ryan Martin, Ipswich c 90 Scott Douglas  Charters  Towers c
278 Ryan  Miss Mary , Townsville c 91 Scott D. J., Townsville c
279 Ryan  Miss  Mary, Mackay u k 92 Scott T. W., Brisbane c
280 Ryan Maurice, Brisbane c 93 Scott James (as. " Duke of Buckingham "), Bris-
281 Ryan P., Bundoon Station, Adavale c bane u k
282 Ryan Patrick, near Mitchell c 44 Scott Walker Jervoise, Townsville c
283 Ryan Miss Sarah, Charters Towers o 95 Scott John, Lorne  Station a
284 Ryan Miss  Sarah , Queenton o 96 Scott John,  Isisford c
285 an T., Toowoomba c 97 Scott J., Thompson Estate c
286 Ryan Thomas, Rockhampton c 98 Scott Miss J., Charters Towers c
287 Ryan Thomas, Elbow Valley c 99 Scott Miss  K.,  Brisbane o
288 Ryan  Wille, Brisbane o 100 Scott  Mathew Goowindia  is
?289 Ryland  Elizabeth, Brisbane c 101 Rockhampton cScott  Robert,
290 Ryland  S. J., Cloncurry c 102 Scott Samuel,  Gympie u k
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Scott Thomas ,  Bloomfield c
Scott T .,  Mitchell Downs c
Scott William, Cloncurry n z and u k (3)
Scott William ,  Maryborough c
Seager George ,  Hughenden  in  (2)
Seales R., Paddington c
Searle  M iss, Elizabeth ,  Toowoomba c
Searle J. H., Ipswich c
Searson C., Cairns s
Searson Mrs .  C., Queenton c
Seedman S., Brisbane c
Seegs Miss, Isis c
Seege Albert Portland Station c
Seley -, Townsville c
Selineheumph C., Brisbane s
Semmens W., Geraldton c
Semple A .,  Brisbane s
Sempson W .,  Mackay s
Seve rn a Alvnya ,  Maryborough u k
Seymour  ,  Thargomindah c
Seymour A .,  Brisbane c
Sharforth Tudor ,  Brisbane c
Shanahan Mary Theresa ,  Bowen o
Shanisen Weir ,  Emerald c
Shankland James, South Brisbane o c (2)
Shanks , Charters Towers c
Shannon James, Winton c
Shannon J. W., Bundaberg c
Shannon Ro be rt,  North Rockhampton c
Shapland W. H., Brisbane c
Sharks James ,  Adavale a
Sharman  -,  Blackall c
Sharp D., Mackay c (4)
Sharp John ,  Junction s
Sharp John ,  Goondiwindi a (2)
Sharpe - ,  Townsville u k
Sharpe C.  B. Townsville u k (2)
Sharratt J. L., Brisbane o
Sharry John ,  Yeulbar c
Shaw Charles, Katandra Station a
Shaw C., Brisbane c
Shaw C.  H., Katandra Station a
Shaw Donald ,  Mitchell s
Shaw E .,  Brisbane c
Shaw Jack, Coomgoola Station c
Shaw John  Henry,  Brisbane u k
Shaw Mrs. T., Highgate Hi ll  u k
Shaw Thomas ,  Brisbane o
Shaw T .,  Pine Hill c
Shaw William, Brisbane o c
Shay Patrick , Mitchell c
Shea John  (care of J .  Bu rn es),  Bogantungan f (2)
Shea M .,  Mackay, c
Shea William ,  Brisbane o c
Shepherd James, Charleville c
Shearer Alex .,  Mackay c
Sheedy Michl .  care of Neden  Bros.), Toowoomba u k
Sheehan Mrs ., South Brisbane c
Sheehan Miss Mary ,  Albert street, Brisbane s
Sheehan Ro be rt, Brisbane c
Sheehey T., Foulden Estate c
Sheehy Mrs., River Estate c
Sheehy Martin ,  Townsville m (2)
Sheehy Thomas ,  Brisbane f
She lley  -,  Townsville c
Shephard W. F. S., Charters Towers c
Sheppard E., O'Conne ll  Hi ll , Gympie c
Shercliff G. E., Rockhampton c
Sheridan Mrs., Brisbane  in
Sheridan P. M., Bolton, P.O. a
Sherlock J., Ipswich c
Sherman W., Winton u k
Sherpe C. B., Flinders road c
Sherrard A., Ipswich c
Sherrick Mrs. Kate, Brisbane o
Shick Mrs .  Jane, Hughenden c
Shie  J., Alice  Downs Station c
Shields -  (care of  D. L. Brown and Coy.),  Bris-
bane c
Shields G.,  Glen Ila Plantation ,  near Bowen c
Shield Leonard ,  Bundaberg c
Shield Leonard ,  Gladstone c
Shields P. C., Brisbane c
Shiels Mrs. W .,  Brisbane u k
Shiliti Wilson ,  Brisbane s
Shilliday J., Red Hill c
Shi ll itto Mrs., Mackay c
Shi ll ito Thomas, Brisbane s
Shirlaw George ,  Brisbane o
Shirley A .  T., Beenleigh c
Sholl A. H., Rockhampton c
Shoot John A., Hughenden c
Shoot Joseph, Lower Barcoo c
Shoot Michael ,  Gayndah u k
Shoot P .,  Roma s
Shoot Mrs .  S. M., South Brisbane o c
Shootall W .,  Charters Towers c
Shoote ll -,  Charters Towers c
Shooten Wm .,  Cleveland, P.O. c
Shoott Mrs .,  Brisbane c
Shoy Mrs., ValleyMintonShrubb Charles, Winton u kShuman William ,  Winton u k
Shuttleworth S., Connemara Station ti k (3)
Sugart J., Brisbane s
Syversen C., Maryborough c
208 Sysworth -, Milton c
209 Silcox -, Bowen c
210 Selly R., Mary street Brisbane c
211 Silok Thomas, Mackay o c
212 Silvester A. C., Charters Towers c
213 Sime David (barque " Rosebud "), Brisbane u k
214 Simmons -, Wallumbilla c
215 Siinm A., Beta c
216 Simon Heinrich, Toowoomba c
217 Simon H. L., Brisbane c (4)
218 Simon H. L., George street,  Brisbane c
219 Simpson -, Tingalpac
220 Simpson Mrs., Dalby u k
221 Simpson Mrs. E., Maryborough c
222 Simpson G., Bundaberg c
223 Simpson Joseph, Winton c
224 Simpson Mrs. L. E., Cairns c (3)
225 Simpson Maggie, Thursday Island a
226 Simpson R., St. George c
227 Sim Quee, Pine Hill c
228 Sims Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
229 Sinclair Chas., Rockhampton c
230 Sinclair John, Gympie c
231 Sinclair Robert, Brisbane u k
232 Siney Mrs. S., Brisbane s
233 Singasso  John, Brisbane c
234 Singlebusch -, Mackay c
235 Singlebush Mrs. M., Cedars Plantation u k
236 Singleton Mrs., Normanby Hill c
237 Sippell H., Roma c
238 Siscell  G., South Brisbane c
239 Sivell James, Rockhampton c
240 Skamp Robert, Brisbane m
241 Skedden James J., (s.s. "Duke of  Buccleugh" Bris-
bane f
242 Skeldion  James, Mackay c (2)
243 Skeldon  James , Geraldton c (2)
244 Skiffington Edward, Mitchell Downs c
245 Skiller William, Oxley c (3)
246 Skine John,  Brisbane c
247 Skinner Mrs. George, Drayton c
248 Skinnerhi -, Townsville c
249 Slack  W., Caboolture c (2)
250 Slater H., Beta c
251 Slater John, South Brisbane c
252 Slattery Mrs. Bridget, Mackay o c
253 Slattery John, Clermont c
254 Slattery Michael, Mackay s
255 Sleeman Arthur, Terrick Station c
256 Sloane S., Charters Towers c
257 Sloan Thomas, Cairns c
258 Sloane T. H., Gold Creek c (2)
259 Small P., Winton c
260 Smalley John, Rockhampton u k
261 Smallwood  Miss  M. A., Cooktown u k
262 Smart  D., U per Cape o
263 Smidth - (carpenryTownsville c
264 Smit Y. W. MaR S ,
265 Smith -, Mackay c
266 Smith -, South Brisbane c
267 Smith  Mrs., Tiaro o
268 Smith Miss, Brisbane u k
269 Smith Alfred, Aramac road c
270 Smith A., Townsville u k
271 Smith Mrs. A., South Brisbane c
272 Smith Miss Agnes, Mackay a
273 Smith Mrs. Catherine, Charters Towers o c
274 Smith Charles Henry, Gympie u k
275  Smith Charles F., Bundabe, g s
276 Smith Miss Christina, Milton u k and o (2)
277 Smith Mrs. C., Townsville c
278 Smith Miss C., Springsure c
279 Smith C. A., Hamilton c
280 Smith C. C,, Mitchell c
281 Smith Mrs. C. C., Mitchell c (3)
282 Smith Mrs. Emily, Gympie c
283 Smith Ernest James, Rockhampton c
284 Smith Mrs. E. C., Charleville c
285 Smith E. H., Charters Towers o c
286 Smith E. J., Texas c
287 Smith E. L., Winton m
288 Smith E. W., Rockhampton n z
289 Smith Frances, Gold Creek t (2)
290 Smith Fred., Alpha c
201 Smith Mrs. Fred., Valley c
292 Smith Fred., Norman and Cloncurry road c
293 Smith F., Toowoomba s
294 Smith F., Maryborough o
295 Smith Mrs. F., Brisbane a
296 Smith George, Homestead Creek u k
297 Smith George, Rockhampton c
298 Smith G., South Kolan c
299 Smith G., Townsville u k
300  Smith Henry, Blackall c
301 Smith Henry, Brisbane o
302 Smith Henry, Tinana Smithy o
303 Smith James Chas., Mackay u k
304 Smith James, Yulebah c
305 Smith  James,  Maryborough c
306 Smith Mrs. James, Brisbane c
307 Smith John, Bundaberg c
308 Smith John, South Kolan c
309 Smith Jno., Brisbane a
310 Smith J. B., Logan Downs c
311 Smith Mrs. J. C., Townsville
312 Smith  J. D., Colinton c
313 Smith J. F., Mount Abundance ,  Roma c (2)
314 Smith Capt .  J. H., Cairns n z
315 Smith J .,  Noondi s
316 Smith Mrs. L .  J., Brisbane o
317 Smith Miss Martha, Cooktown c
318 Smith Mrs. Mary ,  Mackay c
319 Smith Miss Nora N .,  Brisbane c
320 Smith P .  C., Isisford o c
321 Smith Richard ,  Charleville c
322 Smith Mrs. Sarah ,  Brisbane c
323 Smith Sydney Herbert River c (2)
324 Smith S. A., cairns o c
325 Smith T. B. Townsville c
326 Smith T., Charters Towers u k
327 Smith Thomas, Loganholme o
328 Smith Thos .,  Brisbane c
329 Smith Thos .,  South Brisbane c
330 Smith T., Toowong c
331 Smith T., Queenton u k
332 Smith Walter ,  Sandgate c
333 Smith Walter H., Brisbane u k
334 Smith William ,  Dalby c
335 Smith Mrs. William, Tia ro  c
336 Smith W., Rockhampton c
337 Smith W. B., Cloncurry c
338 Smith Mrs. W .  E. Philips ,  Townsville u k
339 Smith W. G., Homestead c
340 Smith W. G., Pentland c
341 Smith Wm. Norton ,  Uharleville  in
342 Smith W. N., Blackall c
343 Smith W. T., Cairns o
344 Smithe Mrs. B .  Townsville c
345 Smythe Mrs. V3.  Townsvi ll e s
346 Snape Mrs., Brisbane u k
347 Sneyd  -,  Brisbane c
348 Snyth Mrs. H .,  Maryborough u k
349 Sohey Mrs. M. A., Upper Bandamba c
350 Soegraad Hans ,  Brisbane c
351 Sollitt R., Rockhampton c
352 Solomon and Co., Rockhampton  in
353 Solomon  Y. Townsville a
354 Solomon Teague ,  Alma Station u k
3.3. Sommer  Mrs. Johan,  Brisbane e
356 Sommerville  -,  A lice Downs c
357 Sorato  Francesco ,  Brisbane  in
358 Sorensen Christian ,  Maa rryyboroughlo c
359 Sorensen Henry S .,  Wooiongabba a
360 Sorensen J., Boggo road c
361 Sorensen Krestine ,  Mackay f
362 Sorensen Jens, Marybo rough o c
363 Sorrehan Edward R., Hughenden c (2)
364 Sorrensen Carl, Marybo rough c
365 Souley -, Brisbane c
366 Sousan Carl, Rockhampton c
367 Soutar A., Mitche ll  c (2)
368 South H. E., Brisbane c
369 Sowden James Townsvi lle c
370 Spark  Albert, brisbane  u k
371 Spark Albert E .,  Brisbane u k
372 Spark J. W., Spring Hill c
373 Spark William Thargomindah u k (2)
374 Sparkes Mrs., B ri sbane c
375 Sparrow F., Dalby s
376 Spaven Miss Agnes, Brisbane o c
377 Speerli John Rockhampton c
378 Speirs  John ,  Cooktown o
379 Spence Richard, Gold Creek c
380 Spence Thomas ,  Gympie u k
381 Spencer  -,  Mackay c
382 Spencer G., Brisbane c
383 Spiers Thomas Westt ,  B ri sbane u k
384 Spilated W. J.. Dalby c (2)
385 Spink A., South B risbane u k
386 Spinks E., Cooktown c
387 Springall and Frost ,  Toowoomba c
388 Sprott William A., Cooktown u k
389 Sprowles T., One-Mile c
390 Spurl William ,  Gympie c (2)
391 Spurre ll  W., Gympie c (4)
392 Squires Hy., Betts Creek c
393 Staack W., Laidley c
394 Staak Carl, Laidley Scrub c
395 Stables D., Brisbane o c
396 Stack Miss ,  Eton Val c
397 Stack R., St. George
398 Stadhams Mrs. J .,  Redbank Plains u k
399 Stafford and McKay ,  B ri sbane c
400 Stagg W., Range Bridge u k
401 Staley Wi lliam, Marybo rough c
402 Stanbrough Miss Z.,  Red Hi ll c
403 Staniland  Thomas, Chatsworth c
404 Stanley  Edward, ockhampton u k (2)
405 Stanley Mrs. Eva ,  Brisbane s
406 Stanop W., Queenton c
407 Stapleton Frederick ,  Brisbane o
408 Stapleton James, Winton c
409 Stapleton Tom, Charleville c
410 Star W. H., Kyalera Station c
411 Stark A., Brisbane u k
412 Starkey Charles Brisbane c
413 Statham John , ipswich o
414 Stedman Lucy, Rockhampton o
415 Steedman -,  B ri sbane c
416 Steel and Emery Messrs., South Brisbane
417 Steel John ,  Werna c (3)
418 Steel bliss Kate , R ockhampton c
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419 Steele and Emery Messrs .,  Toowong c
420 Steele James, Roma o
421 Stegemann Edward, Brisbane f
422 Stenlake H., Marybo rough c
423 Stenson Peter ,  Brisbane o c
424 Stephen J. G., Mackay c
425 Stephens Edward, 14-Mile Camp c
426 Stephens K. A., Mackay u k
427 Stevens  --,  Brisbane c
428 Stevens Miss Ada Bundaberg o c
429 Stevens Mrs. C.,  Townsvi ll e c
430 Stevens E., Mackay c
431 Stevens F. G., The Oval c
432 Stevens G.. Rockhampton c
433 Stevens J., Brisbane u k
434 Stevens Mrs. J .,  Pine H ill  c
435 Stevens L., Cairns c
436 Stevens Z., North Pine River u k
437 Stevenson George C., Brisbane c
438 Stewart and McDonald, Brisbane c
439 Stewart Miss, Brisbane c
440 Stewart Alexander, South Brisbane u k
441 Stewart A., Brisbane u k
442 Stewart D. W. Granville c
443 Stewart Mrs. Ed.,  Warwick c (2)
444 Stewart George ,  Field of Mars  in
445 Stewart  Hugh  Charleville c
446 Stewart  J. J. k, St.  George c
447 Stewart M., Brisbane c
448 Stewart Robert, Mackay s
449 Stewart William ,  Kalamia u k
450 Stewart W., Brisbane c
451 Stiles H. Goondiwindi a
452 Stinton  William,  Rockhampton o c
453 Stirling Matthew ,  Brisbane s
4.54 St. John Michael ,  Brisbane u k
455 St. Ledger J. Brisbane c
456 St . Leon A.
b Brisbane a457 St.  Miguel  orates ,  Thursday Island u k
458 Stock E., Cloncurr c
459 Stockdale Mrs., Brisbane u k
460 Stodart Mrs. Ellen, Paddington c
461 Stodert Mrs. Ellen ,  Milton c
462 Stokes Henry, Ipswich c
463 Stokes H. Churchill c
464 Stone R. '., Mount Cornish c
465 Stone W. (carrier), Townsvi ll e c
466 Stoneman and Moak ,  Cairns c
467 Storch  -,  Paddington c
468 Storen Robert ,  Pentland a
469 Stornowski  -,  Mackay c
470 Strachan W. F., Cooktown c
471 Stratton  John,  Bowen Hi ll s c
472 Stresthan Heinrich ,  Marybo rough o c
473 Stringer C. S., Brisbane n z
474 Stroud Mrs., Spring Hill c
475 Strover Alfred Dudley, Brisbane c
476 Stuart  -,  Marybo rough a
477 Stuart Charles ,  Mackay c
478 Stuart James ,  B ri sbane u k (2)
479 Stuart J., Charters Towers c
480 Stuart J. S., Charters Towers u k
481 Stuart R., Mackay c
482 Stuart Thomas, Brisbane s
483 Stub be rfield F., Toowoomba c
484  Stabbings Elijah, Brisbane o
485 Stumble H., Drayton c
486 Sturdy  -,  Jericho c
487 Sturgess -, Nundah c
488 Sturk Miss J., Queenton c
489 Styles George, Gympie c
490 Sullivan J., South Brisbane c
491 Sullivan  -,  Kalamia c
492 Sullivan  -,  Marybo rough c
493 Sullivan  A., Lowood c
494 Su ll ivan A.  U.  West End c
495 Sullivan Dan, iletts Creek c
496 Sullivan D. A., Brisbane u k
497  Sullivan D. A., Brisbane u k
498 Sullivan Edward, Townsvi lle c
499 Su ll ivan John, Eversham c
500 Sul li van John ,  Mackay c
501 Sul livan M., Lowood c
502 Sullivan Mrs. M .,  Gin Gin c
503 Sullivan M. A. Toowoomba o
504 Sullivan Patrick ,  Rockhampton u k
505 Summers  Mrs., Brisbane c
506 Summers Miss A .,  South Brisbane c
507 Summers J. W., Mitche ll c (2)
508 Summerville Wm., B risbane s
509 Sunderland R., One -Mile c 3)
510 Sun Tck. Loong ,  Charters  Towers c
511 Sun Sing Yeon ,  Gladstone c
512 Sun Yek  Loong, Charters Towers c
513 Sutcliffe D., Toowong c
514 Sutherland and Mathewson ,  Morven c
515 Sutherland  -,  Eulo c
516 Sutherland D., Ipswich c
517 Sutton E., Ipswich c
518 Svensson Mrs. C.,  Brisbane f
519 Swain  H. T. A. E., Valley o
520 Swanson F., Mitche ll  c
521 Sweeney Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane c
522 Sweeney William, Adavale c
523 Simpson J., Gympie c
524 Swift Mrs. P. A., Ponds s
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525 Swindell Mrs., Maryborough o 101 Thorogood D., Mitchell c
526 Syme J. Wemyss, Brisbane t (3) 102 Th roshborbe A., Ipswich c
527 Symes Mrs. M .  M., Cairns c 103 Thredgold Mrs. T. E., Brisbane c (2)
104 Thu recht Geo. Teebar Station c
T. 105 Thwaites J., Thursday Island m
106 Tidemann Ernest, Brisbane m
1 TABBY Peter  (S.S.I.), Gin Gin c 107 Tierney James  Franklyn  Vale c
'2 Tait -, Warwick c 108 William ,  Herberton oTie rney Mrs.
3 Tait Archibald ,  Townsville c 109 Tighe  Ellen, Brisbane u k
4 Tait George ,  Brisbane c 110 Tilloch Wi lliam ,  Gympie s
5 Tait J., Brisbane c 111 Tills Charles ,  Gympie c (2)
6 Talbot John ,  Hughenden o 112 Tilse Mrs. John ,  Rockhampton s
7 Tanna Joe (boatman ),  Mackay o c 113 Tilse J. C., Charters Towers c
8 Tate W., Higerson Lagoons s 114 Timm A. T., Logan River m
9 Tattersall Jonathan, Charters Towers o 115 Timmons  -,  Charters Towers
10 Tatting H. L. Aramac s 116 Tinckwell A., Coogoon c
11 Taylor Mrs .,  flomebush road c 117 Tinsleaf Frede rick, Beta c
12 Taylor Miss, Beenleigh u k 118 Tobin Charles, Bundoo Station s
13 Taylor Frank  H.,  Brisbane u k 119 Tobin James,  (navvy ),  Dalby o c
14 Taylor Harry ,  Brisbane c 120 Todd -, South Brisbane c
15 Taylor Isa .,  Dalby o 121 Todd Mrs., Bogantungan s
16 Taylor John ,  Aramac u k 122 Todd James T., B risbane s
17 Taylor J .,  Toowoomba c 123 Toens H., Mackay f
18 Taylor Matthew M .,  Isisford c 124 Tolano Lewis, Toowoomba c
19 Taylor Robert ,  Tarawinaba s 125 Tolbett Robert ,  Brisbane u k
20 Taylor R .  J., Mackay c 126 Toll Mrs .,  Maryborough c
21 Taylor V .  H., Brisbane o 127 Toll Henry ,  Cairns o
22 Taylor William ,  Brisbane n z 128 Tomkin C. M., Roma c
23 Taylor W. B., Mitchell c 129 Tom linson  -,  Brisbane c
24 Taylor W. H., Brisbane f 130 Tomsgaand T., Woo llongabba s
25 Templeton F., Kingeborough c 131 Tonnison Oscar Oliver ,  Riverview Station u k
26 Templeton Samuel ,  Normanton c ] 32 Toohey Michael ,  Gympie a (3A
27 Terer  -, (farmer ),  Mackay c 133 Toomey Patrick, Maryborough u k
28 Tevlin T .,  Alpha o 134 Toomey T., Gympie c
29 Thacker J., Stanwe ll c 135 _Topel John ,  Milbon e
30 Thalberg D., Brisbane f 136 Towers Mrs. Sarah ,  Maryborough c
31 Theodore John ,  Marybo rough c 137 Town W .,  Gympie c
32 Therkelson N., Gympie c 138 Towner E., Glencoe o
33 Thick Mrs. Jane ,  Hughenden c 139 Towner E. A. (carpenter), Reed 's Cattle Station u k
34 Thick T .,  Victo ria Downs c 140 Townsend James, Buderim Mountain o
35 Thieve Mrs., South Brisbane s 141 Toy Charles  (Chinese )  Brisbane c
36 Thim Robert ,  Townsvi lle u k 142 Tranmar Rev. W .  Brisbane m
37 Thomas  -,  Mackay e 143 Trapwell W., Brisbane u k
38 Thomas  --,  Callandoon c 144 Travers John ,  Blackall s
39 Thomas Charles T., Rockhampton  it  k- 145 Travers P., Townsville c (2)40 Thomas Daniel, Charters Towers c 146 Travers Vernon, Cairns u k (2)
41 Thomas H. G. O. Brisbane c 147 Trebley Charles ,  Townsvi lle u k
42 Thomas James Ridden Va lley c 148 Trembath James M. Charters Towers s. ha ters
43 Thomas John,  Miriam Vale o 149 Trembath Richard , Creek c
44 Thomas Mrs. J .,  One-Mile u k 1.50 Trevan R.., Charters flowers m
45 Thomas P. H. (Cingalese ),  Johnstone River c 151 Trew - ,  Spring Hi ll c
46 Thomas Richard ,  Herbert River u k 152 Trezise Wi lliam ,  Brisbane u k
47 Thomas R., Arthuringa Station c 153 Tribley C., Cooktown c
48 Thomas T. E., Emerald e 154 Tribley T. H. Brisbane c
49 Thomas T. E. Cooktown o c 155 Trimingham J., Herbert River c
50 Thomas Mrs. Wm .,  Brisbane c 156 Trindle John, Isisford c
51 Thomason Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Gympie c 157 Tripke Theodor, Herberton f
52 Thompson  ,  Noondoo Station o c 158 Trowell William, Brisbane u k (2)
53 Thompson - Mount Hutton c 159 Troy T. W., Brisbane c
54 Thompson A., bougaballa Station c 160 Troy R. J., Coo oon Station c (3)
55 Thompson A., Rockhampton c 161 Tuck Richard ,  Terrick Terrick o
56 Thompson A., St. George c 162 Tucker Alfred, Roma a
57 Thompson A. E. Noondoo Station o 163 Tucker Richard Brisbane c
'58 Thompson Mrs. lizabeth ,  Pet rie terrace o c 164 Tullock G. P., 13risbane u k
59 Thompson Mrs. E .,  Townsvi lle c (2) 165 Tully Michael ,  Charters Towers s
60 Thompson Geo., Red Hill ,  Brisbane u k 166 Turkington Oliver ,  ueenton u k
61 Thompson George, Gregory c 167 Turnbull David or  William, Mi1lchester u k
62 Thompson George, Brisbane c 168 Turnell Mrs. E., Townsville c
63 Thompson Mrs. G .,  Rockhampton c 169 Turner , Brisbane u k
64 Thompson Harry, Hughenden c 170 Tu rner - ,  Bundaberg c
65 Thompson James, Clermont c 171 Tu rner Alfred ,  Townsville f
66 Thompson John ,  Noondoo s 172 Tu rner,  Alf red A .,  Brisbane f
67 Thompson John ,  Noondoo Station  in,  s, and c (8) 173 Tu rner Arthur ,  Betts Creek e
68 Thompson John, Roma c 174 Tu rner Edward Ingham u k
69 Thompson J., Beta c 175 Tu rner Henry ,  ripple Creek c
70 Thompson J., Rupert 's Creek ,  Normanton c (2) 176 Turner Mrs. Janet ,  Bundaberg c
71 Thompson J., Noondoo Stations (3) 177 Tu rner Jerold ,  Brisbane u k (2)
72 Thompson J. B., Townsville u k 178 Tu rner J .,  Woolgar c
73 Thompson J. B., Brisbane c 179 Tu rner H., Warwick c
74 Thompson Richard ,  Brisbane u k 180 Tu rner Mrs .  Sarah, South Brisbane o 0
75 Thompson Mrs. R .,  Brisbane a 181 Tu rner W. R.,  Goldsborough e
76 Thompson Mrs. T .,  Cashmere Station s 182 Tweedie John  (carpenter ), Brisbane c77 Thompson Wm. A., Terrick Station u k 183 Tweedie John  (s.s. "Roma "), Brisbane u k
78 Thompson Mrs. W .,  Petrie terrace a 184 Tweedie J. H., Toowoomba n z
79 Thorns, C. A. R.  Gregory River c
l
185 Twener Mrs., Rockhampton c (2)
80 ermont u kThomson A. B.  if., C 186 Twine George, Brisbane u k
81 Thomson A. H., Roma c 187 Twist  Mrs., Townsville c
82 Thomson H., Rockhampton c 188 Tye E. F., Millchester m
83 Thomson James ,  Cashmere Station m 189 Tycoons  -,  Milton c
84 Thomson James, Mount Victoria o 190 Tymons Mrs., Milton c
85 Thomson Mrs. Jane, Spring Hill o c 191 Tyrrell A., Baratta Creek c
86 Thomson John, Cashmere Station  in 192 Tyrre ll H. P., Cairns u k
87 Thomson William ,  Southport c 193 Tyson W. C., Wyohey o
88 Thomson William, Mount Victoria u k
89 Thomson Wm., Toowoomba c U.
90 Thomson W. A., South Brisbane s
91 Thomson W. M., Brisbane u k 1 UAR Eugenie ,  Brisbane m
92 Thomson W., Dalby c 2 Ulett John ,  Charters Towers c
93 Thonson Miss Bessie, Ipswich c 3 Undale A. J., Roma s
94 Tho rnbury E., Brisbane o 4 Unwin Jas .,  B risbane c
95 Thornton Mrs., Wombilli lla m 5 Upton Charles, Brisbane c
96 Tho rnton A., South Brisbane c 6 Urry Mrs .  M., South B risbane c
97 Tho rnhill  -,  Maryborough m 7 Urry Miss Millie ,  Brisbane.u k
98 Thorogood D., Mitcheft c S Usher T .,  Tingalpa c (2)
99 Thorogood D., Roma c 9 Usher W., Mackay c
100 Thorogood D., Yulebah d 10 Utzsing Frede rick , T oowoomba c
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V. 70 Walton John, Tilberoo Station c
71 Walton T., Sherwood c (3)
1 VADE H. V. W., Brisbane u k 72 Wanner John, Brisbane c
2 Vale Miss N., Queenton road o 73 Ward Charles Maryborough c
3 Vaustone W., Johnstone River c 74 Ward C. M., Brisbane c
4 Vaughan Charles Cooktown c 75 Ward George, Herbert River c
5 Vaughan Edwart, Camboon  Station o 76 Ward George, Townsville s
6 Veal Mrs. Catherine, Maryborough s 77 Ward Henry,  Brisbane  a
7 Veitch Mrs., Aramac road c (2) 78 Ward Jacob, Bowen a
8 Veitch -,  Aramac  road c 79 Ward John, Roma c
9 Vellacott W. H., Toowong e 80 Ward Owen, Roma a
10 Veness E., St. George s 81 Ward Patrick,  Bundaberg o c
11 Veragt John, Gregory  terrace c 82 Ward T.,  Bingera c
12 Vernon Mrs., Lutwyche c 83 Ward Thos.  B., Brisbane c
13 Vernon J. K., Brisbane c 84 Ward William,  Tewantin c (4)
14 Vest Carl, Maryborough c 85 Ware Wm., Townsville u k
15 Vetter Mrs. Jane,  Brisbane c 86 Warner --, Beenleigh o c
16 Vian Thos. Henry,  Charters Towers a 87 Warguel Miss F.,  Rockhampton c
17 Vian Thomas S., Charters  Towers  u k 88 Warren Jos., Burdekin c
18 Vickers J. E. Tallebudgera c 89 Warren N., Beta c
19 Vickers  Miss  R. E., Townsville f (2) 90 Warren R., (as. " Fitzroy ") c
20 Vine -, Charters Towers u k 91 Warry John, Beta o
21 Vinnicombe  James , Maryborough o c 92 Wass Mrs. Sarah Rockhampton o c
22 Vinson  William and SUMS,  Beenleigh  0 93 Waters Miss G., Brisbane it
23 Vogler -, Rosewood Scrub c 94 Waters Joseph , Brisbane u k_(3)
24 Volheim C., Emerald o o 95 Waters Joseph Cressbrook , Esk u k (3)
25 Volk -, Gold Creek a 26 Waters T. R., Roma u k
26 Von Dohreq P., Brisbane 4 97 Waters William, Goodna o
27 Von Stieglitz  J. C., Brisbane c (2) 98 Watkins W. J., Rockhampton u k
28 Vowl J., Eulo c 99 Watts  Mrs. James, Brisbane c
29 Vowles Frederick ,  Ipnaich o c 100 Watson -- Charters  Towers c
30 Vreus -, Charters Towers a 101 Watson A., balby a
31 Vrole  Henry B ., Karoo in. 102 Watson C. E., Mackay o c
103 Watson D. J., Brisbane c
104 South Brisbane o eWatson Mrs. Elizabeth
we 105
,
Watson G. C., Thargomindah e
106 Watson  Miss Gracie ,  Brisbane c (2)
1 WADE  Thomas, Boopall  Ste"  o 107 Watson J., Toowoomba m
2 Waebleton  Edward ,  Brisbane e 108 Watson  James ,  South Brisbane u k (2)
3 Wagner  G., Mackay o 109 Watson J. M., Armidale a
4 Waier M., Waterford c 110 Watson John , fireman ),  Brisbane o c
5 Wain Thos., Betts Creek o a 111 Watson John, (bricklayer),  Brisbane o c
6 Wainer Paul Bundaberjc_ 112 Watson M. J., St. George e
7 Wainwright !Thee .,  Brisbane e 113 Watson Robert,  Port Douglas c
8 Wake  Mrs., Ipswich road a 114 Watson  Miss Sarah , Fortitude Valley o c
9 Wakfer Joseph E., Upper Cirpe  m and u k (2) 115 Watson  Thomas, Gayndab a
10 Walden  Miss Jane ,  TownariUe u k 116 Watson  Wm., Breakfast Creek u k (2)
11 Walden Wm. Mitchell a 117 Watt John,  Brisbane  is  k
12 Waldie Miss  Lizzie ,  Bowen c 118 Watts  Mrs. Eliza , Gympie c
13 Waldron F. J., Alpha,  s, u k ,  and an ($) 119 Watts Harry,  Af borough a
=14 Waldron W. M., Kyabra c (2) 120 Watts W. C. TAY  o
15 Walker -, Maryborough a 121 Waugh and Jos ephson, Brisbane a
16 Walker Alexander,  Hughenden c 122 Wausmann  T. Brisbane f
117 Walker F., Maryyborough s 123 Way Henry,  7 ownsvi le o
18 Walker F. G., Veresdal8 o c 124 Weale G. T., Rockhampton c
19 Walker G., Brisbane u k 125 Wearin, John,  Brisbane road c
20 Walker G. W., Brisbane o c 126 Webb Mrs., Mackay c
21 Walker J.,  Rockhampton s 127 Webb Alice,  Toowoomba o
22 Walker Capt. J. A., Brisbane a 128 Webb Miss Annie,  Townsvi lle o
23 Walker James, Charleston s 129 Webb Chas. E., Chinkie Chinkie a
24 Walker James ,  Townsville u k 130 Webb Mrs. G., Rockhampton c (2)
25 Walker Jas., Brisbane c 131 Webb H., Thornborough c
26 Walker John, Charters Towers c 132 Webb J. E., Stanthorpe s
27 Walker John Toowoomba u k 133 Webb Mrs. John,  Brisbane u k
28 Walker M., Charters  Towers e 134 Webb John, Tinana o a
29 Walker Margaret A., Ingham o 13.5 Webb M., Noondoo Station m
30 Walker Robert Pine Hill o 136 Webb Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton c
31 Walker S. F., 'oowoomba o a 137 Webb Lytton , Stanthorpe c
32 Walker T. C., Brisbane  c and u k (3) 138 Weber L. G., Rockhampton  c
33 Walker W., Pine Hill a 139 Weber Wilhelm, Pine
Hill o c34 Walker W., Rockhampton f 140 Webster  Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
35 Walker W. H., Mount Walker s 141 Webster Charles,  Mitche ll u k
36 Walker William,  Brisbane u k (2) 142 Webster James, Mackay u k
37 Wall Miss Johanna, Brisbane u k (2) 143 Webster S. Dalby c
'38 Wall Mrs. M. A., Brisbane u k 144 m. Cameron, U ughenden cWebster W
39 Wallace -, Charters Towers o 145 Webster W. C., Hughenden a (2)
40 Wallace -,  Cairns c 146 Weeks  Mrs., Brisbane a
41 Wa llace Mrs. Geo e,  Brisbane u k 147 Weicke -,  Spring Hill ,  Brisbane a
42 Wallace J. B., Brisbane u k 148 Weiderkher -,  Brisba ne c
43 Wallace Miss  Minnie, Brisbane n z 149 Weiershansen  Joseph , Emerald c
44 Wallace Thomas, Brisbane u k 150 Weimer Frederick,  Herberton o
45 Wallace William, Betts Creek c 151 Weir Alexander, Medway., Q .C. Railway c
46 Wallam W., Lorne Station, Blackall t 152 Weir John (labourer ), Mitche ll o c
47 Waller Petrie terrace c 153 Weir Rev. William,  Brisbane c
48 Waller F. J., Brisbane s (3) 154 Weise William,  South Brisbane o
49 Wallis T. H., Toowong o 1.55 Weiske -  Brisbane a
50 Walls Sandy, Mackay c 156 Weiss Miss Sophia,  Brisbane a
51 Walmsley James, Townsville u k 157 Welby W. S. Orcturous  Downs s and c (2)
'52 Walmsley John, North Ipswich  u k 158 Welch  Mrs., Townsvi lle s
53 Walmsley M. J., South  Brisbane o c 159 Weller  H., Bundaberg u k
54 Walsh Anne,  Mackay u k 160 We ller  Miss M., Brisbane s
55 Walsh J., Mitchell c 161 Wellmann  Mrs Richmond Downs crs ichmond
56 Walsh James, Toowoomba o 162
.
Wells Frank, c
57 Walsh J.  F., Hughenden s 163 Welsh J., Rockhampton e
58 Walsh John,  Betts Creek c 164 Welsh James , Brisbane s
59 Walsh Kate Mary, Charters Towers o 165 Welsh John, South Toolburra c
60 Walsh R., Yetman a 166 Wenden Mrs. H., Townsville o
61 Walsh Samuel,  Pine Hi ll o o 167 West Richard, (bootmaker ), Thargomindahm
62 Walsh Thomas, Tambo c 168 West S., Roma c
63 Walsh Thomas, Mitchell u k 169 Westaway James,  Rockhampton u k
64 Walsh Wm., Brisbane c 170 Westcott John, Tilpal Station  m and a (2)
65 Walters F. and M., Humpy Bong o 171 Westers John, Sandy Cape, Maryborough in
66 Walters Frank, Brisbane u k 172 Weston -,  Isis c
67 Walters James, Mackay n a 173 Weston C. Rockha ton c
63 Walters P., Towntyil a.c 174 Weston d., Fitzroy i"er a
69 Walters Mrs. Thos. J., South  ExidbWe u k  175 Weston W. J., Adavale a
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Westray John ,  Townsville c
Westwood Wm., Blackall c (2)
Wetherhead Sydney ,  Brisbane s
Wheeler A .,  Mount Esk c
Whelan James ,  Charters Towers o
Whelan John ,  Pine Hi ll  c
Whelan Mrs .  M., Queenton c
Whelan R .  J., Woolreena Station s
White - ,  Bunda be rg c
White and Reid ,  Mungalla Woolshed c
White Mrs .  B. A., Jondaryan o
White Charles M .,  Brisbane c
White David ,  St. George c
White Ed .,  Brisbane c
White E .  J., Pet rie terrace u k
White George ,  Downfall Creek c
White H. G., Hendon s
White J.,  Goondiwindi s
White J .  C., Millchester o
White M., Her bert River o
White T., Winton c
White Thomas Cloncurry m
White W. G., Ipswich c
White W .  G., B risbane c (2)
White William ,  Gold Creek c
Whiteford  - (baker ),  Mackay s
Whitehead L. R., Her berton c
Whitehorn R. T., Bunda be rg u k
Whitehouse Fred .,  Townsville c
Whitelaw James, Maryborough c
Whitely John, Townsvi lle u k
Whiting Mrs. Eliza ,  Albion o c
Whitmore T., One-Mile,  Gympie u k
Whittaker Henry, Gympie u k
Whittle -, South Brisbane n z
Whittle 0., Gold Creek c
Whitty George, B ri sbane c
Whyber James, Morney a
Whybrand Mrs. Mary ,  Betts Creek c and o c (2)
Whymper C.,  Brisbane u k
Whyte Miss E., Rockhampton c (2)
Whyte  T., Townsville c
Wickes Jos. G .,  Homebush a
Wicks James ,  B ri sbane u k
Wilburn Percy ,  Kilcoy c
Wilcocks Mrs. E .,  Tambo c
Wild John H., Morstone Downs m (4)
Wilde John  (bri cklayer ),  Cooktown o c
Wilhelmsen Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton c (2)
Wilks John ,  North Rockhampton o
Wilkie William R .,  B ri sbane u k
Wilkins Miss ,  Townsville u k
Wilkins Mrs. M .,  Kangaroo Point c
Wilkinson Mrs., Buderim Mountain u k
Wilkinson Mrs. A .,  Pine Hill c
Wilkinson Charles, B ri sbane c
Wilkinson J., Beta c
Wilkinson James ,  Rockhampton u k
Wilkinson James, Mount Morgan s
Wilke -, Mackay s
Wilks W. H., Townsvi lle s
Willard - ,  Brisbane c
Williams Mrs., Mackay If
Williams Miss Alice, Brisbane c
Williams Al be rt ,  Winton c
Williams Annie, Valley o
Williams Clara ,  Rockhampton c
Williams David ,  Queenton o
Williams Mrs. E .,  B ri sbane f
Wi lliams Miss Eliza beth ,  Rockhampton o c
Williams Mrs .  Elizabeth ,  Pine Hi ll f
Williams J., Turbine Station c
Wil liams Mrs .  J. A., Hamilton c
Wil liams John ,  South Brisbane u k and  in (3)
Wi lliams John, Mitchell c
Williams J. V., Winton c
Williams M., Port Douglas c
Williams R., Townsville s
Williams Richard ,  Townsville c
Williams Mrs. T .,  South B ri sbane u k
Wi ll iams T. B. Q C. Railway c
Wi ll iams Mrs .  V  W., Townsvi lle c
Williams Thos .,  Aramac c
Williams T. W., Maryborough m
Wi ll iams W .,  B risbane  in  (2)
Williams William, Tevoil Bank u k
Williamson Alfred ,  Betts Creek a
Williamson R., Queenton s
Williamson Samuel, Aramac road u k
Wi ll iamson W., Roma c (2)
Williamson Wm., Adavale c (5)
Williamson William ,  Thargomindah c
Wilson Mrs., Tambo c
Wilson - ,  Dalby c
Wilson A .,  Cooktown s
Wilson A .  H., Rocklands c
Wilson C.,  Tambo c
Wilson C.  T., Pine Hill c
Wilson D .,  Adavale o c
Wilson David, Mackay o c
Wilson David ,  Hughenden o
Wilson Miss E., Brisbane c
Wilson Geo .,  Ipswich o e
Wilson George ,  Brisbane c
Wilson H. E., B ri sbane  is
Wilson J., Tambo c
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282 Wilson James, Brisbane c
283 Wilson James, Brisbane c
284 Wilson Mrs. Jessie, Mackay c
285 Wilson John ,  Pine Hill c (2)
286 Wilson John, Dugandan u k
287 Wilson John ,  Borara Station s
288 Wilson Jno., New Hidden Va lley Stn. c (2)
289 Wilson John P .,  Adavale in
290 Wilson Mrs. M .,  Spring Hill c
291 Wilson Miss Mary ,  South Brisbane u k (2)
292 Wilson N., Bundamba c
293 Wilson R., Brisbane c
294 Wilson Ro bert Kennedy, Brisbane c
295 Wilson Robins ,  Dalby o
296 Wilson Samuel Stanthorpe c
297 Wilson S.  0.,  an road c
298 Wilson Thomas ,  Mitchell  c
299 Wilson Thomas ,  Brisbane f
300 Wilson W. J., B risbane c
301 Wilson J., Blacka ll c
302 Wilson Miss Margaret ,  Woollongabba o c
303 Wincom be A., Edgecom be o
304 Windon Edward, Oondooroo Station c
305 Winfield Mrs., Brisbane m
306 Winge Vonda ,  Bunda berg o c
307 Wing On, Townsville c
308 Wing Sun, Rockhampton c
309 Winlay Thomas ,  Union Camp u k and o (6)
310 Winstone Henry Jas., Cobungra m
311 Winter  Henry, Blackall c
312 Winter  Jas. , Brisbane c
313 Wisdom L., Toowoomba s
314 Wise G., Eulo s
315 Wise J .  M., Brisbane c
316 Witenhall Jos., Maryborough c
317 Witke George Brisbane a
318 Wolf Henry ,  Brisbane c
319 Wo lloo John ,  Cooktown c
320 Wolmerhouse Jacob ,  Tinana c
321 Wong Poo Brisbane o c
322 Wood A ., ;Pool Island c
323 Wood C . F., Winton c
324 Wood E., Toowong c
325 Wood Mrs .'  E. S., Rockhampton c (2)
326 Wood J .  A., Goondiwindi c (2)
327 Wood Theodore ,  Maryborough c (2)
328 Wood William ,  Eagle Farm o
329 Woodcliffe -, Kangaroo Point c
330 Woodcock Thomas, Pine Hi ll  s
331 Woodfield Ro be rt, Dalby f and s (2)
332 Woodgate T., Winton c
333 Woodger Samuel, B ri sbane s
334 Woodland J. H., Goondiwindi s
335 Woodley F., Gold Creek c
336 Woodruff Henry E., Maryborough c
337 Woods Mrs. C.,  Toowoomba c
338 Woods Mrs. W .,  Spring Hill ,  Brisbane c
339 Woods William  (master mariner ),  Brisbane c
340 Woodthorpe Thomas Isisford u k (2)
341 Woodville W. H., Wolfang o c
342 Woodward Frank, Bunda berg c and u k (2)
843 Woodward Saml .,  Winton c
344 Wooldrige George, Mayne River o
345 Wooldridge  John ,  Ipswich c
346 Woolley A., Townsville u k
347 Woolley Wm., Brisbane c
348 Woolston  -  Mackay s
349 Worrall  -,  karyborough c
3.50 Worth Mrs. Kate ,  Jimbour Station c
351 Wreford Wm., Cunnamu lla s
352 Wren W .,  Flinders River c
353 Wright  -,  B ri sbane u k
354 Wright Miss Agnes, Rockhampton n z
355 Wright  G., Dalby o
356 Wright  Miss M. A., Brisbane u k
3.57 Wright  Mary Ann ,  Townsvi lle u k
358 Wright  W., Clermont Railway f
359 Wright W., Brisbane c
360 Wrigley Mrs. Kate ,  Toowong c
361 Wshelbb  -,  Logan Junction c
362 Wykes R., B ri sbane u k
Y.
1 YANG Gee ,  Brisbane c
2 Yates Miss Annie, Millchester s o (2)
3 Yates H., B risbane c
4 Yates J .,  Ipswich road c
5 Yates R. A., B ri sbane s
6 Yates W. J. G., South B ri sbane c
7 Yeates Ro be rt,  Mitchell Downs c
8 Yee Wo, Johnstone River c
9 Yetson Hans, Red Hi ll c
10 York Thomas ,  Betts Creek c
11 Youll Miss ,  Queenton c
12 Youlton  Mark, Cairns c
13 Young Andrew ,  Terrick Terrick a
14 Young Mrs .  C., Townsville s
15 Young C.,  Mitchell c
16 Young Miss Amy Mary ,  Toowoomba o
17 Young Miss E., Maryborough c
18 Young George, Townsville u k
19 Young Harry ,  Brisbane c
20 Young Mica Hettie, MuckadiUla c
21 Young H .  J., Brisbane c
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22 Young Jas., Bogantungan c
23 Young James, Roma c
24 Young James, Beta c
25 Young Joseph, Emerald c
26 Young Samuel G., Maryborough s
27 Young W., South Brisbane s
28 Young William, Isisford c
29 Young William, Rockhampton u k
30 Younge G. J. and Co., Brisbane s
31 Younger James, Brisbane c
32 Yuen Jan., Gladstone f
33 Yule  -,  Roma c
Z.
1 ZILMORE W., Coongoola Station c
2 Zollner S., Gympie c
3 Zoring Miss Anna, South Brisbane c
4 Zumpe Mrs. Theresa, Roma c
Initials, &c.
1 A., P.O.  Brisbane c
2 Adoption, P.O. Brisbane c
3 Alberta ,  P.O. Townsville  in
4 A.M.A.  G., P.O. Brisbane s
5 Aliel Humnish  (Arab hawker),  Brisbane  in
6 Annie Miss , Valley c
7 Billy  (5.5.1.),  Rockhampton o c
8 Box 2, P.O. Warwick c
9 Captain ,  ship " Aphrodite,"  Maryborough s
10 Captain , "  Fleur de Morice  "  Brisbane s
11 Carrier  (Spring's oods ),  Pine Hill
12 Chinese Garden, Roma c
13 Cutter ,  P.O. Brisbane c
14 E.J. D., P.O. Brisbane c
15 Executors Estate of  J. Lyons,  Brisbane c
16 Executors Thos. Poole, Brisbane c
17 Farmers ' Butchering  Company, Ipswich
18 Fritz  (slaughterman), Roma c
[JUNE.
George -- (coachman H. Donkin), Nundah c
Genmin, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
G.M.P., P.O. Brisbane c
G.P.O., Brisbane c (2)
H.H., P.O. Brisbane c
H.E. Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
Jack Erromanga (S. S.I. ), Maryborough o c
Jamie (labourer), Bundaberg o c
J.H. (of Govan), P.O. Brisbane u k
J.H., P.O. Rockhampton in
Juan  seaman ), Thursday Island o c
Jules Ferina (Cingalese), Bundaberg o c
J.W.P., P.O. Brisbane c
L.C., P.O.  Brisbane c
Lenembal (S. S.I. ), Bundaberg o c
L.H., P.O. Rockhampton c
Manager , Ambyballa, Mitchell c
Manager , Cawarral Sugar Co. c
Manager , Cecilia Downs, Normanton c
Manager , Ellen Hawkins Surprise, Gympie c
Manager ,  Mountain  Home G. M. Co., Cloncurry c
Manager, Murrie Station c
Manager , St. Ronan's Station, Blackall c
Mutual Store, Ann street, Valley c
M. J., P.O. Brisbane c
M. K., P.O. Brisbane c
Mou, Goondiwindi c
Noolingong (S.S.I.), Maryborough o c
Peter (S. S. I.), Bundaberg o c
Proprietor (Hotel) Goodna c
Proprietor,  36 Kennigo street , Valley c
Refang  (seaman), Thursday Island o c
Representatives, Mrs. F. Badger, Charters Towers c
R.K., P.O. Brisbane c
Secretar  , Cardwell Saw Mill Co., Cardwell c
Taralie labourer), Bundaberg o c
Timithy (late groom Wilson),Wilston c
Tommy (S. S.I. ), Rockhampton o c
Tom  Tomataren, Maryborough o c
W.O.S. P.O. Brisbane s
W.W., P.O. ; risbane c
X.O., P.O. risbane s
By Authority  :  JAMss  C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ANTHONY i11rsGRAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[  L. S.J, Distinguished Order of St. bI i-
A. IIUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign, in tituledAn Act o make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make  Payments and do
other acts  on such Holidays,"  it is  amongst other
things  enacted that it shall be lawful for the Gov-
ernor , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in  any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday and Friday, the
23rd and 24th instant, being the days appointed
for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the
Charters Towers Jockey Club, to be Public Holi-
days in Charters Towers : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVN, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other  powers enabling
me in  that behalf, and by and with the advice
of the  Executive  Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify,  proclaim ,  and declare  that THURS-
DAY and FRIDAY, the 23rd and 24th instant,
shall, within the Municipality of Charters Towers,
be observed as Public Holidays within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAV'R THE QUEEN I
13Y His
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PIiOCLS MATION.
Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
[
A. MLTS ojiivn,
Governor.
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.  'X1i-
chael and St. George ,  Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Friday, the 14th
proximo, being the day appointed for holding the
Annual Regatta in Rockhampton, to be a Public
Holiday in that town : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
14th proximo, shall, within the Municipality of
Rockhampton, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD S.vu THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
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W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled "An
Act to make provision for Bank Bolidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall  be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time ,  by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Ho 'day, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof ,  or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 29th
instant, being the first day of the Annual Race Meet-
ing of the Mulgrave Racing Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Bundaberg : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, in
virtue of the powers vested in me by the above-
recited Act,  and of all  other  powers enabling me
in that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that WEDNESDAY,
the 29th instant, shall, within the Municipality of
Bundaberg, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
H1S Excellency the Governor, with e adviceof the Ex cutiv  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE JOY WALKER
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Bald
Hills, in the room of B. It. Lethem, deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane,16tb July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof  the Executive Council ,  has keen pleased
to appoint
JOHN ARCHIBALD ,  Police  Magistrate
at Ravenswood,
to be High  Bailiff , under the provisions of  " The
Sheril's Act of  1875,"  at that place.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.HIS  Excellency the Governor, on the recom-mendation of His Honour Mr. Justice
Cooper, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
MAURICE CHARLES MCCARTHY O'LEARY, Esquire,
Barrister -at-law,
to be Clerk Associate to His Honour.
A.RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
( IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
l Z to direct that the name
ARTHUR JOHN MCCONNEL
be substituted for Arthur John McConnell, appear-
ing in the general issue of the Commission of the
Peace published in the  Gazette  of the 1st of
January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 L of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HERBERT H .  ANSON RUSSELL
to be a Clerk in the Pacific Island Labour Branch
of the Immigration Department, in the room of
John Barry, dismissed.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
0 Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member to fill the vacancy caused by the  resigna-
tion of Wm. Steele as a Member of the Einaslelgh
Divisional Board, EIis Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The  Divisional
Boards Act of  1879  Amendment Act of  1884," been
pleased to appoint
HENRY TURNER
to be a Member for the said Division.
WM. MILES.
The Treasury,Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council , has been pleased
to. make the  following appointments in the  Customs
Department ,  Brisbane , viz.:--
PHILIP BROwNE,
THOMAS MAYERS,
JOHN SHEPHE k D BF .ETHAM,
HENRY  Sr. Ji HN BRIDGEMAN,
THOMAS  ARMSTRONG,
JAMES ROBES, LALO
HOLBERT SMALES,
ALFRED CHALK,
Extra Tide-waiters, to be Tide-waiters.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
H
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES GAWTHORNE KIDGELL
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Wide Bay, in the room of J. li . G. Pountney,
resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
1 r IS Excellency the Governor  has, in pursuance
of the  provisions  of  "The Local Govern-
ment Act of  1878,"  been pleased  to appoint
JOSEPH STAY
to be an Auditor for the Municipality of Allora, in
the room  of E. Anderson,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT WILSON
to be Engineer of the Queensland Government
steamer "  Otter."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Defence Force:-
WILLIAM SLADE VINCENT
to be Captain ;
ALEXANDER HENRY RouRxs and
GEoRGa RYAN
to be Lieutenants.
These appointments to take effect from the 9th
of May last.
11
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Oflire,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that be has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Defence Force
WILLIAM GEORGE HODGES
to be Captain ;
GEORGE DIMMOcx
to be Lieutenant.
These appointments to take effect from the 1st
instant.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that  he has , on behalf of Her
Majesty,  been pleased  to ace "t the  services of a
Cadet Corps of the  Defence  Force, to be enrolled
at Maryborough,  under  the provisions of  "The
Defence Art of  1884 " and the Regulations of the
24th of February, 1885 ; that such Corps shall be
known and designated as " The Maryborough Cadet
Corps," and that the establishment thereof shall be
as follows :-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenant  ... ... 1
Total Officers ... 2
Colour- Sergeant  ... ... 1
Sergeants  ... ... ... 2
Corporals ... ... ... 2
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Cadets ... ... ... 40
Total  non-commissioned officers and men 46
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
1 -IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
..1 notified that he has, on behalf of Her
Majesty, been pleased to accept the services of a
Second Company of the Townsville Infantry Corps
of the Defence Force, to be enrolled in Townsville,
under the provisions of  " The Defence Act of  1884 "
and the Regulations of 24th February,  1885;  that
such Company shall be known and designated as
" D Company," and that the establishment thereof
shall be as follows :-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenants ... ... 2
Total Officers ... 3
Colour-Sergeant ... ... 1
Sergeants ... ... ... 3
Corporals ... ... ... 3
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Privates ... ... ... 50
Total i:on-co mihsioned officers and men 58
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it toH be notified that he has, on behalf of Her
Majesty, been pleased to accept the services of a
Mounted Volunteer Rifle Corps, to be enrolled at
Townsville, under the provisions of  " The Deft n e
Art of  1884" and the Regulations of 24th February,1885; that such Corps shall be known a d esig-
nated as "The Townsville Mounted Volunteer Rifle
Corps," and that the establishment thereof shall be
as follows :-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenant ... ... ... 1
Total Officers ... 2
Company Sergeant-Major 1
Sergeants ... ... ... 2
Corporals ... ... ...  2
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Privates ... ... ... 40
Total non -commissioned officers and men 46
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th  July,  1885.
i IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
1 notified that he has, on behalf of R er Majesty,
been pleased to accept the services of a Cadet
Corps of the Defence Force, to b.i enrolled at
Gympie, under the provisions of  "The Defence Act
f
1884" and the Regulations of the 24th of
bruary,  1885; that such Corps shall be known
and designated as " The Gympie Cadet Corps," and
that the establishment thereof shall be as follows :-
Captain ...
Lieutenant
Total Officers ... 2
Colour-Sergeant
Sergeants ...
Corporals ...
Bugler ...
Cadets ...
... ... 1
... ... 2
... 2
... 1
... 40
Total non-commissioned officers and men 46
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th  July,  1885.
1 IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has, on behalf of Her Majesty,
been pleased to accept the services of a Mounted
Volunteer Rifle Corps, to be enrolled at Mackay,
under the provisions of  " The Defence Art  of 1884"
and the Regulations of 24th February,  1885;  that
such Corps shall be known and designated as " The
Mackay Mounted Volunteer Rifle Corps," and that
the establishment thereof shall be as follows :-
Captain 1... ...Lieutenant ... ... ...... 1
Total Officers ... 2
Company Sergeant-Major
S
1
ergeants ... ... ... 2
Corporals ... ... ... 2
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Privates ... ...
... 40
Total non- commissioned  officers  and men 46
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
IS Excellency  the Governor  directs it to be
I I notified  that  he has  been pleased to appoint
THOMAS LEWTHWAITHN GRAINGEB
to be  a Lieutenant  in the Marine  Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
THE  fo ll owing appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
Viz.:-l-
Enoggera.
Alexander Clu,gston.
Isis, fbrd.
Robert  K err Packer,
vice  John Swan, resigned.
Mitchell.
James Joseph 1 rrqun,
James Stuart Campbell,
John Qook,
John Quinn,
David Turbayne.
Seven-Mile Creek.
Thomas Frederick Wells,
vice  James Tighe, resigned.
Spring.sure.
Patrick McCabe,
vice  the Reverend W. D. Meiklejohn, who has left
the district.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executiv  C uncil ,  has been pleased
to approve that
GEORGE FREDERICK WALTON ROBINSON
be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher at Zillman's Waterholes State School ;
transfer to take effect fro** the 1st July, 1885.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
'WHEREAS  by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I,  SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruitin« of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion , and we that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Bristane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general  information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are  more  particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erslpne on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian  of east longitude to East Cape, with  all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape  to Eosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group,  and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticnlar ship, forbad the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Goverwent
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand,  at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND  LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
IIERE .AS by the Begulatio4s made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April ,  188,  it is pro-
vided that the Minister may by a gener;  l direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a  license in respect of any par-
ticular ship ,  forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed  :  Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAM7FL WALKER GRIFFITH,  Colonial Secretary
of Queensland , being the  Minister charged with the
execution  of the said  Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the sma ll  islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand ,  at Brisbane ,  this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
P! t)CL,If 1TIoN.
i3y Iris Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSG RAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(i..%.J chael and St. George, Governor
A. M'USURAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in nae vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  "The Orown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MuseBATE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Reserve for Pasturage in the parish of
Flagstone, containing 14,000  acres , established by
Proclamation dated 28th October, 1880, shall be
and is  hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. b/lUSOEAVE,  chael  and St.  George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,I6ir  ANTHONY MUS GRAVE , the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described  hereunder  shall he and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DEscRIPTION :
Road five chains wide, resumed from Selection
No. 2393, Toowoomba District, parish of
Doraville (William Pierce).
From the north-west boundary of the selection
south-easterly  to its south-east  boundary. Con-
taining 48 acres  10 perches.
NOTE.-The above road is substituted for the
road advertised to be closed  in the  Government
Gazette  of 14th June,  1884, folio 1779, item No. 1
of the published schedule, which is hereby closed.
Given  under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
July,  in the year of  our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth year  of Her Majesty 's  reign.
By Command,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general  information,
i that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  '• The Croton .Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
I A.  R.  P.
1 The Mutda -  Road  separating por- Mutdepilly 6 2 0
pilly Divi- tion 6 from portions 7
sional and 8
Board on
account
of Peter
McKillop
2 Ditto  ...  Ytot d  separating por- ditto  ...  30 2 0
tions 8,  8A, 9. 10, 1'24,
127, 133, 134 141,142,
148, and 149 from
port ions 7, 11 ,93, 93,
94, 95, 96, I,7, 93, 99,
100, and 101
3 Ditto ... Road separating  por- ditto ...  3 0 27
tion 129 from portion
130
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD S AVE THE QUERN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] .Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, ohael and St. George, Governor
Gorernur.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
I Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
An irregular piece of land,  containing  two acres,
resumed from Selection 5016, Ipswich District-
portion 97, parish of Dugandan-(Frantz Schultz.)
Given under my }Iand  and Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
4 Ditto .. .  Road separating  por- ditto  ...  21 01S
tions 128,129,130,131,
132, 135, 13'i, 137, 188,
139, 140, 145, 116, 152,
153, 154,  and 15.5 from
portions 127, 133,134,
137A,138a,139A,140A,
147,150, and 151
5 Ditto ...  Road  separating  por- ditto 22 3 0
tions 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
98, 99, 100, and 101
from portions 110,
109, 108, 107 106, 105,
104, 103, and 102'
6 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- Forbes  ...  10 2 27
tions 56,  55, 54, and
63 from  portions 50,
51, and 62
7 Ditto  ... Road separating por• Mutdapilly 12 0 22
tions  95. 108, and 115
from portions  96, 107,
and 116
About
6 Ditto  ...  Part of  ro ad separating ditto ,.. 1 0 0
portion 184 from por-
tion 141
9 Ditto ... Road separating por- ditto ... 12 0 5
tions 98,  106, and 118
from portions 99, 104,
and 119
About
10 Ditto  ...  Part of  ro ad separating ditto ... 0 2 0
port ion 148 from por-
tion 119
11 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- Mutdapilly 15 030
tions 116,  117, 118,  and Forb es
119, 120, and part  of
91 from po rt ions 196,
197, 198, 218, 12 1, and
part of 123
12 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto  ...  19 3 21
Lions I20 ,  IN,  50, 51,
52, and 93 from por-
tions 91 and 126
13 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- Forbes  ...  8 1 20
tions 54 and 51 from
portions 53 and 52
14 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto  ...  8 3 29
tions 53 and 52 from
portion 9:3
GOD SAVE THE
Nara.-The closure of these roads is proposed  to be  oarri e4 out
QUEEN  I in connection with  the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that  the Islands ,  as per descriptions herewith,
in the  Land Agent' s District of Ingham ,  will be
open for Occupati n License under part 5 of "  The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884 ,"  at the Land Agent's
Office, Ingham .  on and after  MONDAY,  the 31st
day of August ,  1885 ,  at an upset annual rent of £2
per square mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Islands may be obtained by applica.
tion to the local Land Agent ,  or to the Under
Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
INGHAM LAND  AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Name of Island.
North Palm
Orpheus ...
Fantome ...
Curacoa ...
Great Palm
Approximate Area.
14 square miles.
5f
2f
2
ff
  
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for  general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at  the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
1 The Esk One of the reserved Esk
Divisional roads th ro ugh por-
Board on tion 20
account 0
Wm. M.
Bowman
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved  ro ad ditto
th rough portion 18
3 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto
portions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
4 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto
po rt ion 12 from part
of portion 13
5 Ditto P.  E. One of the reserved ditto
Bigge roads through por-
tion 19
A. S. P.
11 0 0
8 2 0
9 0 0
4 0 0
16 2 0
Nora.- The closu re  of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with the  openin ;  of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
r its hereby notified for general information,I that, pplication underthe ighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
allpersons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their  objections, i  writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Beenleigh ; the Police and Post Offices,
Nerang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
Applicant.
William Laver
Situation.
Reserved  ro ad through
portion 3a
Parish .  Area.
A.  IL  P.
Gi ston  ...  2 0 21
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified  for general information, thatapplications under the  eighty- ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ,  and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be sees at the Land,
Police, and Post  Offices , Warwick and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.  I  Applicant.
•1
situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The Glengal -  Road separating por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian Divisi o-  tion 46 from port ion
nal Board 47
on account
of Mary
Orange
t2 The Tinaroo Road separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
t3
Divisonal tions 5 and 11 from
Board on po rt ions 6 and 12
account of
PeterGeorge
Grant
The Ingle- The reserved road Rosenthal 7 2 10
wood Divi -  through port ion 344
sional
Board on
account of
John Wil-
son
t4 Ditto  ... I The reserved  ro ad ditto  ... 1 8 2 0
th ro ugh portion 133
* Nora .- The closu re  of this road is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of a  ro ad through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t Non..-The closure  of these  ro ads  is.  proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th Allay, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made for
closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their
objections, in writing, within two months from
this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; the Police and
Post Offices, Coomera and Jondaryan.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. I. P
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 Isaac The road separating Pimpama 4 2 30
Harding portions  87,9z, and 96
from portions 86 and
93
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 5 0 0
portions 90, 91,  92, 93,
and 94 from portions
85, 86, 87, 88, and 89
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 5 0 0
port ions 85,  86, 87, 88,
and 89 from portions
29 and 15
•4 The Rosalie Road proclaimed  Watts ... 11 0 0
Divisional th ro ugh selection
Board on 2389, Toowoomba Dis-
account trict ,  in the  Govern-
of J. S.  ment Gazette  of 3rd
McIntyre January, 1880
1 The Rosalie
Divisional
hoard on
account
of J. S.
McIntyre
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
Road separating selec- Watts
tion 2389 ,  Toowoomba
District. from selec-
tion 1951
13 0 0
Norx .- The closure of this ro ad is  proposed to be carried out in * Nova.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
connection with the opening of another road. in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, thatapplication under  the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned  Road  ;  and all
persons  who may consider their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within  two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Beenleigh.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCH IMU L F OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. Y. P.
- Beenleigh Surveyed  ro ad th ro ugh  Albert ... 6 1 0
Divisional  portion 291
Board on
account of
Patrick
Healy
NorE.-The closu re  of this road is pro posed to be carried out
in oonnection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," have
been  made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections , in writing , within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the  Roads  can be  seen  at the Land Offices,
Rockhampton, Ipswich, Toowoomba, Mackay, and
Beenleigh; and at the Police and Post Offices, Rock-
hampton, H arrisville, Jondaryan, Eton, and N erang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  IL  P.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE.
1 The Commis -  Road separating  K.arkol ... 5 0 0
sioner of port ion 59 from
Police portion 60 and
through vacant
land
*2 The  Mutdapilly  Reserved  road Thorn ... 9 2 0
Divisional  through portion
Board on 46  (sel. 3791, Ips-
account  of wich)  and adjoin-
Christen ingeastboundary
Christensen  of portions 84 and
86
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
3 James Trott  Road  separating CecilPlains 28 2 23
selection 409,
Toowoomba Dis-
trict,  from selec-
tions 1674 and
3623
4 The Pioneer Part  of the road Eton  ...  2 3 14
Divisional separating por-
Board on tions 13 and 15
account of the  from  port ions 14
Australian and 34
Joint Stock
Bank
5 Ferdinand Reserved road Gilston  ...  4 1 25
Lergesaner  through portion
108, selection 1175,
lleenleigh Dis-
trict
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Gympie ; the Police and
Post Offices, Nerang and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1
*2
C. W. Cox
The Cabool-
ture Divi -
sional
Board on
accountof
Johann
And re sen
*3 Ditto ,  on
accountof
John
Gustave
Sommer
*4 Ditto ,  on
account of
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  X. P.
Part  of one of the  re- Gilston ... 2 1 10
served  ro ads through
portion 23
About
Part  of  reserved  road Maroochy 0 3 0
through portion 131
(selection 3825, Bris-
bane District)
Reserved  ro ads through ditto ... 7 320
port ion 128 (selection
3784,  Brisbane Dis-
trict)
One of the reserved ditto ... 8 3 0
roads through portion
John 111 (selection 3746,
Sommer Brisbane District)
* The closu re  of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for  closing  the undermentioned  Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
at the Land Offices, Ipswich and Beenleigh ; and at
the Police and Post Offices, Pine River, Gatton,
Southport, and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
*1
Area.
IA. IL  P.
The Reserved roads through Whiteside 10 0 0
Cabooltu re  port ions 18 and 19
Divisional
Board on
account of
Christianna
Wildermuth
*2 The Reserved road through ditto 3  0 12
Cabooltu re  portion 13
Divisional
Board on
account of
Robert
Carson
*3 B. F. Loder Reserved  ro ads through Barrow 10 0 0
on account port ion 61
of F., E. J.,
and  A. Loder
4 The Brisbane Reserved road th rough Indoo- 22 0 0
Board of portions 239,240,281, 242, roopilly
Waterworks 236, 264, 235, 272A, and
279E
* The closu re  of this road is proposed to be carried out in con - I *  The closure  of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in
nection  with  the opening of other roads .  connection  with  the opening of other roads.
2"
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified for general informa tion,that application under  the eighty- ninth section
of  "The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices,  Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
-- Andrew
Bogle
C. B. DUTTON.
Situation .  Parish.
Part of  road separating Indooroo-
portion 65 from por- pilly
tion 89
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,I that pplication under  the eighty-ninth section
of  "'The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider  their  interests  affected
thereby are  required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the  Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Beenleigh  ;  and at  the Police  and Post
Offices, Nerang.
No.
Area.
A. S. P.
1 028
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1866.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, thatI application under the ighty-ninth sect o
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests  affeeted
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two monthsfrom this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; and at the Police and Post Offices,
Gatton.
No.
1
2
3
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
MORETON DISTRICT.
A. B., e
The Tabragalbtf Part of reserved Tamborine About
Divisional I road th rough 1 3 0
Board on portion 52,
account of selection 1716,
Henry Brisbane District
Franklyn
N.B.-The closu re  of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information
that applications under the  eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh  and Ipswich ;  and the Police and
Post Offices ,  Nerang and  Wivenhoe.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The closure of these roads is proposed to be  carried out in
connection with the opening  of another road.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884"
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
j T is hereby potified for pub lic information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act  of  1884" will
hold their Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above -recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" and
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt  with by  the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
Situation .  Parish. Area.
situation. Parish. Area.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 The Depart -  Part of shortstreet adjoin -  Nerang
ment of  I  ing School Reserve,
Public In- Town of Nerang
struction.
A.1. P
0 3 0
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
2 Wilhelm The road separating por- Wivenhoe 7 0 20
Rick tion 76 from port ion 89 I
Month.
portions 105 and 50 1 0 0
AT THE LAND OFFICE8-
Been-I Leigh. Ipswich.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
March ... ... ...  Tues., 3 Wed., 117 8April  ... ... ...May
... ... ... , 5 » 13
June  ... ... ...  2 „ 10
July ...  to  7 „ 8
4 „ 12August ... ...  so
September  ... ... „ 1 „ 9
October  ... ... „  6 „ 4
November ... ... „ 3 „ 1
December  ... ... „  1 „ 9
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ...
August...
September
October
November
December
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant . Situation. Parish. Area.
The Tarampa Road separating  portion Tenthill
A.
4
Y. P.
$ 22
Divisional
Board on
118 from portions 56 and
50
account of
Harry
Hooper
The Tarampa Reserved road through ditto 4 • 25
Divisional
Board on
portion 105
account of
E. McCaskle
Ditto  ... Also, part of  road between ditto About
Date.
1885.
Fri., 6
10
1
5
3 21
7
4 15
2
6
4
Too- Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.
woomba.
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885.
Mon., 23  Tues., 24 Fri., 27
24
29
20 „ 21
25 „ 26
22 „ 23
27 „ 2s
24 25
21 „ 22
26 „ 27
23 „ 24
21 22
2d
31
23
25
30
27
Wed., 23
Date.
1888.
Wed. 18
Tue.. 19
17
AT POLICE
OFFICl-
Date.
186.
Wed., 25
22
27
24
29
26
23
28
25
so
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At Miles, the third Thursday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THS  L AND OFFICES-
Youth. Cler-
mont.Emerald.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August ...
September
October
November
December
Taroom . Se re Brittton.
Date .  Date .  Date .  Date.
1885.  1885.  1885.  1885.
Thur., 26 Mon ., 16  Wed., 4 Mon.,23
to  3o ,, 20 „ 1 „ 27
to  28 to  18 „ 6
„ 25 to  15  to  3
„ 30 to 20 of  1
17 50. 27
to  24 9121 It 2It 29 „ 19 „ 7it  26 „ 16 „ 4
of  31  to  21 „ 2
25
22
to 27
24
28
26
to 28to  28
17
15
19
16
21
18
16
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BuRNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each  month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KFNNFDY DISTRICr.
At the Land Office,  Bowen,  the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters  Towers, the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs•
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rcma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month,
Banana.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
Fri., 6 wed.. IS
Tues.,7  to  15
Fri., 1 „ 20
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office ,  Aramac, the  first Tuesday
in each month.At the Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the  first  Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above daps falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
The  above Courts  are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1886.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent  that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  area  shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58632.
Date of Grant-5th March, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Jacob Horwitz.
Land Granted.-Portion  967, county of Merivale,
parish of Robinson.
Area-464 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Nature of Error.-Th€  area of the land having
been inserted  in the deed as 464 acres 1 rood
6 perches, instead of  466 acres  1 rood 6 perches,
the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the  expiration  of three
months from the date hereof, by  instrument
endorsed  on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land Granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue,
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The '!titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant, and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such  grants  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land Granted  -Portion 216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links ; and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
licks, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land Granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 13; perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
containing the erroneous names ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
be construed accordingly.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282 , 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands (ranted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
os. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands Granted.-A ll otment 6  of section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the town, to
the intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name shall be taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous name ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Grant - 53467.
Date of Grant - 5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee - William Morgan.
Land Granted .- Allotment  13 of section 2, town
of Inglebogie.
Area - 1 rood 27;  perches.
Nature of  Error .- The  name of the town having
been described in the Deed of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of Baltinglass ,  the correct name.
Department of Public Lauds,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1885.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  be ing erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to
Land Act
fate
at the expiration of three months
fro m the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of the
intended Grantee ,  to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name sha ll  be taken
to have  be en inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous name ; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentionea in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneou• in the particulars therein
s3t forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
A.'t of' 1858," at the expiration of three months
trom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his }land and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
C. B. DUTTON.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants-50722, 50723, 50724, 50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.
.Lame of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land Granted.-A llotment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4, allotment 3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having  been  inserted in the Deeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Franz
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
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DF partment of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1885.
RESERVE FOR PASTURAGE, LORD
JOHN'S SWAMP.
THE following By-laws,  made  by the  Trustees
11 for  the Reserve for Pasturage, Lord John's
Swamp, pursuant to section 7 of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  having been
approved and confirmed by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are hereby published in the
Government Gazette.
C. B. DUTTON
BY-LAWS.
1. The trustees of the above reserve shall  have
fu ll  power to enforce all and every of the regulations
herein contained.
2. The said trustees shall  have power to appoint
a stockman or ranger at any time and in such
manner and at such rate of remuneration as they
may think fit.
3. The trustees shall not allow any cattle to
depasture on the said reserve, unless they are
supplied with the name of the owner or his
authorised agent, his residence and occupation, and
with a description of all cattle to be -depastured on
the said reserve ,  and the registered brand under
" The Brands Act of  1872," nor unless such cattle
bear a registered brand.
4 Such registry being completed ,  the trustees
may permit the depasturing of any such cattle,
subject to the fo llowing conditions
5.  No owner shall be allowed to run more than
twenty  (20) head of cattle as specified hereinafter
on the said reserve.
6. By the term  " cattle" is meant mares ,  geldings,
colts and fillies ,  cows ,  oxen ,  heifers, steers, and
calves ; such term shall not apply to male entire
animals more than six months old.
7. Any person wishing to departure any entire
horse or bull on the said reserve shall give notice,
in writing ,  of such intention to the trustees ; and if
in the opinion of the trustees such depasturing may
be permitted a registered distinctive brand must
be affixed to every entire animal .  Any owner of
such entire horse or bull ,  who shall suffer the same
to depasture on the reserve without such permis-
sion and brand ,  shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds  (£ 5) for every such offence.
8. All stock suffering from  any  contagious
disease, found on the said reserve ,  shall be imme-
diately destroyed ,  but not without the consent of
the trustees or their duly appointed agent
9. Payment must be made for cattle at the rate
of two shillings per head per annum ,  and all pay-
ments must be made half-yearly ,  in advance.
10. All cattle in respect of which default shall
have been made ,  either as to registration or pay-
ments due, shall be dealt with as tre spassing on the
said reserve ,  and impounded.
11. Every freeholder ,  every resident selector
and every ratepayer residing within a distance of
two miles of the said reserve, shall ,  on complying
with these regulations and on paymen' of the fees
prescribed ,  be entitled to depasture such cattle as
by these  re gulations may be permitted.
18. Nothing herein contained shall prevent  bond
fide  trave ll ers  fr om depasturing their bullocks,
horses ,  or other cattle on the said reserve ,  provided
that no person travelling with cattle or stock shall
be deemed  a bona fide  traveller who shall not pro-
ceed four miles in one direction during every
twenty four hours ,  unless delayed by floods or
rain.
13. All persons travelling sheep ,  cattle, or horses,
whether shepherd or any other person in charge
thereof, shall serve notice, in writing, on some one
of the trustees ,  twenty-four hours prior  to crossing
the said reserve ,  of their intention to travel such
sheep ,  horses ,  or cattle across the same, under a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds  (220); ppro-
vided that nothing herein contained shall aft'ect
the provisions of any existing Act.
14. No person will be allowed to muster cattle
or stock on the said reserve ,  saving milking cows
and their calves ,  or to drive any cattle ,  unless two
clear days '  notice, in writing ,  shall have been given
to one of the trustees of his intention to do so ; nor
shall any notice be valid unless signed by the
owner or duly authorised agent of the owner of
such stock.
15. Any person depasturing or attempting to
depasture any cattle without having conformed to
these regulations in that behalf ,  or who shall com-
mit any breach of the last preceding clause, shall
be liable to a penalty of not exceeding five pounds
(£5).
16. All offences against these regulations shall
be beard and determined ,  and all fines and penalties
in respect thereof shall be awarded and imposed, in
a summary way, by and before any two justices of
the peace ,  upon intormation  ; provided  always that
no person sha ll  be convicted for an offence against
these regulations unless the complaint be made
within one month next after the time of the com-
mission of the offence.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty- ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1886.
T HE following order of the Land  Board, con-
firming  the division  made  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known  as Gunyan, is published as required by
the Act, and for the  information  of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Gunyan, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS the Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, the pastoral tenants of the consoli dated
run known as Gunyan, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the
Colony of Queensland, comprising the conter-
minous runs known as Gunyan, Gunyan South,
and Bonshaw, have given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the 28th day of February,
1885, that they elect to take advantage of the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act cf  1884 "
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson S erd ,  being the Land Board
constituted under th*  provisions of  " The  Craws
Lands Act of  1884 " : And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenants, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion  of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said run known as Gunyan, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts : And that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the-land described
as follows, viz.:-
74, square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn or
Dumaresq River at the southern corner of Pre-
emptive Purchase No. 52. and bounded thence on
the north-west by a line b.:aring north 57 degrtes
30 minutes east along the south-east boundary of
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that  pre-emption ,  and by  a continuation of the same
line to the watershed between Alpin's Creek and
Pike's Creek ; thence on the east by that water-
shed and the watershed between the Severn River
and Back Creek in a southerly direction along part
of the west boundary of Glenlyon, the west boun-
dary of Emu Vale, and part of the west boundary
of Maidenhead Runs to a point bearing north
40 degrees east from  a gum -tree on the right bank
of the Severn River marked brc ad-arrow over Bin
triangle ; thence on the south-east by a line along
the north-west boundary of Maidenhead Run
three miles thirty chains to the said tree ; and
thence on the south-west and west by the right
bank of the said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive a
lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
61 square miles.
Commencing at the east corner of Pre-emptive
Purchase No. 62, and bounded thence by a line
bearing north 327 degrees '30 minutes east along
the north-east boundary of that pre-emption two
miles ; thence by a line bearing north 237
degrees 30 minutes east along the north-west
boundary of the said pre-emptive two miles
eleven chains twenty-eight links to the Severn
or Dumaresq River at a traverse station marked
14 ; thence on the south-west by the right
bank of the river downwards to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over X over GN in triangle ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north
38 degrees east two  miles  twenty-five chains along
part of the south-east boundary of Texas Run to
an ironbark-tree marked '1' on the northern water-
shed of Alpin's Creek ; thence on the north-west
and north by that watershed along the south-east
boundary of Texas Run to the watershed between
the last-named creek and Pike's Creek ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed in a
southerly direction along part of the west boun-
dary of Glenlyon Run to a point bearing north 57
degrees 20 minutes  east  from the starting point ;
and thence on the south- east  by a line bearing north
237 degrees 30 minutes  east  to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of July, A.D. 1885. .
[L.s.] T. S. SWORD, Members of the
E. DESHON, Land Board,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
-1 HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands  dct  of  1$84" of the
Run known  as Braemar  Forest. is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Braemar Forest ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Darling Downs (Unsettled),
in the Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS Patrick Francis Bodkin, the pastoral
tenant of the run known  as Braemar  Forest,
situated iu•tlie Pastoral District of Darling Downs
(Unsettled), in the Colony of Queensland, has given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
3rd day of March, 1885, that he elects to take
advantage of the provisions of  " 2'%e Crown Lands
4et  of 1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said  run has  been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division  thereof  : A nd whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward  Deehon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
vjsions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " :
And whereas  the said Secretary  for Public Lands
has caused the said run to be divided. Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
run known as Braemar Forest be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall
comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
36  square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over K on the watershed dividing Braemar
Creek from Kogan Creek, and bounded thence on
the north-east by a line bearing east twenty-eight
degrees south, crossing Braemar Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over BII five miles
fifty-seven chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over MK conjoined ; thence on the north by
an east line one mile forty-two chains to a tree
marked MK conjoined on the watershed dividing
Braemar Creek from Wilkie's Creek ; thence on
the east by that watershed in a southerly direction
to the intersection of the old telegraph line ; thence
on the south-east by that telegraph line in a south-
westerly direction, crossing the left-hand branch of
Braemar Creek at a point about eight chains below
a boa-tree marked broad-arrow, to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over I) at the head of a small
branch of Braemar Creek ; thence again by the
same telegraph line in a westerly direction to the
watershed dividing Braemar Creek from Kogan
Creek ; and thence on the west by that watershed
in a northerly direction to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive  a lease  for the term and upon the condi-
tions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
34  square moles.
Commencing on the left bank of the left-hand
branch of Braemar Creek at the point where it is
crossed by the old telegraph line, being about eight
chains below a box-tree marked broad-arrow, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the old tele-
graph line in a south-westerly direction to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the head of a
small branch creek ; thence again by the old tele-
graph line in a westerly, direction to the watershed
dividing Braemar Creefrom Kogan Creek ; thence
on the south-west and west by that watershed in a
southerly direction to the watershed dividing
Braemar Creek from Wilkie's Creek ; thence on
the south-east and east by the last-mentioned
watershed in a northerly direction to the intersec-
tion of the old telegraph line ; and thence again
on the north-west by the old telegraph line in a
south -westerly direction, crossing the right and
left branches of Braemar Creek, to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of July, A.D. 1886.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD,
5
Land Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
'HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming  the division  made under  the pro-
visions  of  "The Grown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Cobbareena, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the division of the Run
known  as Cobbareena (Consolidated), situated
in the Pastoral District of Darling Downs
(Unsettled), in the Colony of Queensland.
WnzRl4a  the Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, the pastoral  tenants  of the consolidated
run known  as Cobbareena , situated in the Pastoral
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District of Darling Downs  (Unsettled ), in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous
runs known as Cobbareena and Tara ,  have given
notice to the Secretary  for Public  Lands, dated the
23rd day of March, 1885 , that they  elect to take
advantage  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884  "  with respect to such rum : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report  made thereon  to the  said Secretary  for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making a fair division
thereof  :  And whereas the said Secretary  for Public
Lands has referred the same to us , Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson  Sword,  being  the Land
Board constituted under the provisicns of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884" :  And whereas  the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
.run to be divided  :  Now, upon reading the said
notice  from the  said pastoral tenant and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Cobbareena ,  comprising the con-
terminous runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts ,  and that the 1 art of the said
run referred to in the said  Act as  the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz : -
44  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Undulla Creek
at a point about sixteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over LII, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line four miles twenty-
four chains ; thence on the north by an east line
seven miles fifty-two chains; thence on the east
by a south line about seven miles thirty two
chains to Undulla Creek at a point bearing
south 25 degress west and distant about one
mile thirty-two chains from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over B ; and thence on the south by
the right bank of Undulla Creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz
60  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Undulla Creek
at a point about sixteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over U over LII, and tounded thence
on the east by a north line thirteen miles sixty-two
chains, passing about two chains west of a tree on
the Wieambilla Creek marked broad-arrow over
W10 to a point one mile sixty chains north and,
about one mile seventy-six chains west of a tree
on the left bank of the last-mentioned creek marked,
broad-arrow over W9 ; thence on the north by a
west line to the watershed between Cooloomallee
Creek and Sandy or Charley's Creek ; thence on the
west by that watershed southerly about four miles
sixteen chains, and by a line bearing about north 147
degrees east about six-miles thirty-six chains to a,
point north of a tree on Undulla Creek marked
broad-arrow over U over XLIX; and thence again
by a south line four miles seventy chains to the
last-mentioned tree, and thence on the south by the
right bank of Undulla Creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of July, A.D. 1855.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, J Land Board.
Department  of Publio Lands,
Brisbane , 17`th July, 1885.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Sale of TownLots, Town of Alpha, advertised  for sale at
the Police Office, $ ogantungan, on  the 10th August
next, will be sold at Pinehill  on that date, instead
of at the  former place.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th  July,  1885.
'] `HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of "  Ike Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Rosenthal, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concerti.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known  as Rosenthal, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Settled), in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHas EAs the North British Australasian Company,
Limited, the pastoral tenants of the run known as
Rosenthal, situated in the Pastoral District of
Darling Downs (Settled), in the Colony of Queens-
land, have given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated the 9th day of February, 1885, that
they elect to take advantage of the provisions of
1 he Crown Lands Act of  1884 " with respect to
such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report  made  thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making A fair division thereof : And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has referred the
same to us , Edward Deshon and Thomaq Stevenson
Sword, being the Land Board constituted under
the provisions of  " 7%e Crown Lands Aet of  1884 " :
And whereas the said Secretary for Put lie Lands
has. caused the. said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be cor i1rmed. And we do further order
that the said run known as Rosenthal be divided
into two parts, and that, the part of the  said run
referred to in the said. Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, via.,:-
About 55  square miles.
Commencing  on Thane's  Creek at the northern
boundary of portion 1363, parish of Pratten, and
bounded thence by Thane's Creek downwards to
the southern boundary of portion 2019a, parish of
Hanmer ; thence by that boundary and a spur
ridge westerly to the western watershed of Thane's
Creek; by that watershed southerly to the watershed
separating the Condamine River from McIntyre
Brook ; by that watershed south-easterly ; thence
by a line north-easterly bearing about 25 degrees
to the south-west corner of portion 1805, parish of
South Toolburra; thence by the boundary of that
parish east about If miles south about five miles
and east about four miles to the south-east corner
of portion 1712; thence by the west boundary of
the parish of Rosenthal north to the south-western
boundary of portion 169, parish of South Tool-
burra; by that boundary  and a  spur ride north-
westerly about three and a.quarter miles in a
direct line  and a, line west to the eastern watershed
of Thane's, Creek ; by that watershed and a spur
ridge along the northern boundary of portion 1363,
parish of Pratten, north-westerly to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenant  shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term  and  upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About ''5 square mites.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
1319, parish of Rosenthal, on the watershed sepa-
rating the Condamine River from Pike's Creek and
the Macint a Brook, and bounded thence by
that watershed north-westerly about twelve and
a-quai ter miles in a  direct line ; thence by a line
northeasterly bearing about 25 degrees to the
south-west corner of portion 1805, pariah of South
Toolburra ; thence  toy- the boundary of that parish
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east about one and a-quarter miles, south about
five  miles, and east  about four miles to the south-
east  corner of portion 1712; and thence by the
west boundary of the parish of Rosenthal south
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of por-
tion 612, containing 640 acres, and of a reserve for
public purposes containing 1,500 acres.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of July, A.D. 1885.
[L.8.] E. DESHON,
'
Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
T is hereby  notified for general information,
I that the Forfeited Run in the Land Agent's
District of Dalby,  as per  the accompanying descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License under
Part V. of  " Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Dalby Land Office,  on and after  MONDAY, the
31st day of August, 1885,  at an  upset price of 21
10s. per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Canaga Run
About 64 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Canaga and
Burra Burri Creeks, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing north two hundred and
forty chains; on the north by a line bearing south-
east about one hundred and forty chains to Burra
Burri Creek, where there is a tree marked M over
broad-arrow in triangle, and by an extension of
said line across the creek to the watershed separat-
ing Burra Burri Creek and Canaga Creek ; then by
said watershed bearing easterly ; on the east by a
line bearing south, crossing Canaga, Creek at a point
fifteen chains west from a tree marked C over V
and TR in triangles, and also crossing Caranga
Creek at a point twelve chains east from a tree
marked IX in triangle, and terminating at a point
one hundred and seventy-five chains south from
Caranga Creek ; on the south by a line bearing
west-south-west four hundred and thirty-three
chains ; and again on the west by a line bearing
north two hundred and fifteen chains to Caranga
Creek at a point eight chains west from a tree
marked VI in triangle, and continued north to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
[SHE following Amended Descriptions are sub-
stituted for those published in page 1739 of
the  Government Gazette  for 1885, Part I.
C. B. DUTTON.
85-13415-8.G.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
Town of Boolburra.
County of Pakington, parish of Boolburra.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point bearing 196 degrees 34
minutes and distant twenty-nine chains and four
links from the south-east  orner  of section 3, town
of Boolburra, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing  east  three chains ; on the east by
a line bearing south three chains and thirteen links ;
,on the south by a line bearing  west  three chains
and twenty links ; on the west by a line bearing
north three chains and thirteen links;  and again
on the nm rth by a line  bearing east  twenty links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CONVALESCENT HOME.
Town of Hewittville.
Allotments 1 and 8 of section 11.
County of Livingstone, parish of Hewittville.
1 acre.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allot-
ment 2, and bounded thence on the east by Higson
street bearing north 250 links ; on the north by
Richard street bearing west 4X0 links ; on the west
by John street bearing south 250 links ; and on the
south by allotments 7 and 2 bearing east 400 links
to the point of commencement.
Department of PubliciLands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby iven, that all Timber on
the lands comprised within the Hyde Park
and Hyde Park No. 2 Runs, in the Grego•y North
District, is exempted from the operation of timber
licenses, in pursuance of clause 18 of the Timber
Regulations proclaimed on the 5th June, 1885.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant  ; and that  from and after  the 1st proximo
all business  under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office  in Brisbane.
C. B. DUrTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other 'business  as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
28th day of July instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to HENRY FULLAGAR, of Goodna, holder of
Selection No. 3748, B R., East Moreton.
SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
Notice to J. W . DREWE, of Southport.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Beenleigh on Wednes-
Act 31 No. 46.
Beenleigh.
Reg. No. 417-789.
J. W. Drewe.
Portion 60.
Parish of Pimpama.
Portion 50.
Parish  of Gilston.
day, the 12th day of August next,
at 10 o'clock a.m., and show cause
why your Selections 417 and 789,
Beenleigh District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
mentof the conditions f residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to W. P. CLABB, holder of Selections Nos.
2864 and 2865, B.K., East Moreton.
1IR,-It having been reported to me that youIi have failed in p rformance of the condition of
residence on the above Selections, I have to regr1est
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and
vacated selections.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to JOHN CLARK, holder of Selection No.
2436 ,  B.R., East Moreton.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection ,  I have to request
that  you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane  on TUESDAY,  the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER Mc LEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
Notice to DANIEL O'BRIEN, Deep Creek, Mount
Brisbane.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Ipswich on Friday,
Act 40 Pic., No. 15.
Ipswich Dist ri ct.
Reg. No. 6476.
Conditional.
300 ac re s.
Portion 130.
Parish of Dixon.
In Mount Brisbane
Homestead Are a.
7th August next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause
why your Selection No. 6476,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition of occupa-
tion.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner' s Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
To JOSEPH Coox, Junr., Thornton, Upper Laidley.
NOTICE.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt, to be holden at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
Act 40 Vic. No. 15. the 7th August next, at 10 o'clockIpswich.
No. 4661. in the forenoon, and show cause
Joseph  Cook, junr. why your Selection No. 4661,
200acres . Ipswich District, should not beParish of Townson.
Portion 6. declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition  of residence.
PETER  McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
CLEVELAND DIVISIONAL BOARD.
I
T is hereby notified that the Returning Officer
appointed under the provisions of  " The Divi-
sional  Boards Act of  1879," and  " The Divisional
Boards Act  Amendment  Act of  1882," to conduct
the election of Members and Auditors of the first
Board in connection with the Cleveland Division,
has certified the election of the following gentle-
men as  Members and Auditors thereof :-
CLEVELAND.
GILBE RT BURNETT,
WILLIAM Ross,
JOHN FOGARTY,
PATRICK  HORISK,
WILLIAM BIRGAN, Junior, and
JAMES CROSS.
Auditors.
JAMES HoNEYMAN and
ALFRED T. WIxsHIP.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane , 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
A N Examination  of Candidates shall be held
once a year  at the  Office  of the Chief
Engineer for Railways , S.D., at  a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination  will be  conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of August, and due  notice  thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board  of Examiners  shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyor  ; the names  of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210;  such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualifiE d for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second class licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far as quadratic equations.
(e.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical  examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board  of Examiners  shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates  re ceiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such  marks  shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
re ceiving more than 80 per cent .  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a  li cense  from the Surveyor-General ,this colony,
to present himself for examination, - ovided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER  "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
I T is hereby notified that an Examination of
Candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor-General's Office, George street, on MON-
DAY, 20th July, 1885.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination  for a license as Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department  as to  his term of service
and general experience in field duties, and his
competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibility. The term of service must in all
cases extend  over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses asqualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory  manner , are relieved from the
necessity of serving  the two years ,  as required by
the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give  at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying  names  in full and enclosing with
same  a fee of £6, together with  any testimonia l s of
professional qualifications they may have previously
obtained, which will be returned after the  examina-
tion is completed .  Each candidate  is also  required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirements of
the Survey Department.4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of  examination  will include the
following subjects.:-
(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(g) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(h) The  uses  and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, and of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40  scale,  a parallel ruler, a
protractor, and pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
-Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION , PIALBA.
NDERS  will be received at this Office and atrin-E
the Court House ,  Maryborough ,  unt il  Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th  August, from
persons  willing  to contract for erection of Police
Station at Pialba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police  Station, Pialba."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the Court House,  Maryborough.
The amount of pre liminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender ,  is £15 . (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached  to the  Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, TIARO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office and
l at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th August, from
9
ersons willing to contract for erection of Police
tation at Tiaro.
Tenders to he endorsed  " Police- Station, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be  on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will, not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cooktown,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Post and Telegraph Office at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and TelegraphOffice, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cook-
town.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£20. (See clause  1 in the General  Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing to  deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing  such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, POLICE BUILDINGS,
ROMA.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Fencing and Gates at the Police Buildings,
Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Fencing, 4'c., Police
Buildings, Roma."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached  to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on  a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work,  and at  the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering, agreeing  to deposit the
sum of 10 per  cent. on amount  of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event  of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute  and deliver
at the  Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen  days from  the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond  to Her Majesty  for securing
such performance ; otherwise  the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, LU I WYCHE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Police Station at Lutwyche.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station,
Lutwyche."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printer form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreein  gg to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount ofTender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO FENCE AT GAOL, ROMA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for Repairs
to Fence at the Gaol, Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Repairs to Fence,
Boma Gaol."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and- further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the duo perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and  deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessar ily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
IIENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross  Creek Bridqe."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office , and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is s
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there  must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering , agreeing to
deposit the sum of 4j' per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to , per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be,
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
r "ENDERS will be received at this Office
l1 until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th September, from persons willing to' contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
Vper cent. upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree-'
ing to deposit the sum of 41 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to per cent. specified above,
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as security  for the due  performance  of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertakin in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane , within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing  such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEWTOWN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th July,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station at Newtown, near Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, New-
town."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosedby bank draftor bank notes with the Tender, is £15.(See clause 1  in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is pro osed to
complete the work, and at the foot of evell"Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DRILL- SHED , TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 24th July,from persons  willing to contract for erection of
Volunteer Drill-shed at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Drill-sited, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by -bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to  deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PUBLIC OFFICES, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of New Public Offices at Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Public Offices,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, the Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, and
the Public Works Office, Melbourne.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£1,000.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 5 per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the lender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Extension  of Time.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
EXTENSION FRAM  HOWARD TO  BUNDABBI&G.
Contract for Works.
TENDERS are invited for the Construction ofthe Extension from Howard t  Bundaberg,
in length 36 miles 32 chains 451 links, in accordance
with Plans , Sections , Drawings, General Conditions,
and Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer,  Brisbane ,  on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
Forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension from
Howard to Bundaberg,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st July, 1885.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Highfields Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe Highfields Branch Contract No. 2-Cabarlah to Crow's Nest-in length 17 miles 22
chains 351  links, in accordance with Plans,
Sections , Drawings, General Conditions, and
Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane,  on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for HighfieldsBranch
Contract No. 2,"  must be deposited at the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways not later
than Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Work-.
Railway Department
Brisbane, 21st day, 1885.
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Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY- SHED , ALBERT STATE SCHOOL,
MARYBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at  the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Play-shed at the Albert State School; Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
Albert State School, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained,  at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be  sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BOYS' SCHOOL, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th of August,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a New Boys' School at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New Boys'
School, Rockhampton Central."
Plan , Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained,  at this Office,
and at  the Court  House , Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper  printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ASPHALTING ,  STATE SCHOOL,  KANGAROO
POINT,  BRISBANE.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office until
1. Four o 'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the 31st
of July ,  from persons willing to contract for
Asphalting required at the State School ,  Kangaroo
Point.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  for Asphalting,
State School ,  Kangaroo Point."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL,  LYTTON.
r r ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the State School ,  Lytton ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 31st of July, from
persons willi ng to contract for the erection of a
Kitchen and Covered Way to the Teacher ' s Resi-
dence, State School ,  Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State School, Lytton."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the State School ,  Lytton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, FENCING, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Herberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Play-shed, Fencing, &c., at the State School,
Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
Fencing,  4'c.,  State School, Herberton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, STATE SCHOOL, MERRITT'S
CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for certain improve-
ments required at the State School, Merritt's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments, State School, Merritt's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of  the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL AND ALTERING OLD
SCHOOL INTO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
TARAMPA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from  persons
willingto contract for the erection  of a new State
School and Altering Old School into Teacher' s Resi-
dence, Tarampa.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School and Altering Old School into Teacher's
Residence, Tarampa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary..
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL, WINTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Winton, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a State
School at Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School,
Winton."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Winton.
Tenders  must be  sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tinders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO OLD
SCHOOL FOR TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
TEVIOTVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Ipswich. until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for Alterations and
Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Teviotville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Alterations
and Additions t) Old School for Teacher's Resi-
dence, Teviotville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
NEWTOWN, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS
will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a State School and Teacher's Residence at Newtown,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for State School
and Teacher's Residence, Newtown, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO OLD
SCHOOL FOR TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
SOUTHBROOK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for Alterations and
Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Southbrook.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Alterations
and Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
So athbrook."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane. 17th July, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.FRESH Tenders will be received at the Office ofthe. Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the seventeenth
(17th) day of August next, from persons desirous of
contraetmg for the supply of all material, except wire
nsulators, and iron poles, and for all-workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the  terms,  general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York, opposite Thursday
Island, to the termination of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beep completed to the satisfac.
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for  compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract, as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums  of money which- may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
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accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver ,  at the  Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 25th June, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-BOWEN TO TOWNS-
VILLE.TTENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the third
(3rd) day of August next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price per pole, for new ones where
necessary.
Bowen to Townsville-a distance of one hundred
and twenty -four  (124) miles ,  more or less.
The wire, insulators ,  brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivere#3
b the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole  contract  to be completed and handed
over  to the Government within three (3) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will he paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use  of the  line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not  to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by  11 The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tfactor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of  money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event  that they  will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at  five
(5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
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be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection  between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms , and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super.
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Harbour and Rivers Department,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
WINCHES FOR DREDGE PLANT.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 25th
instant , for 12 Double Power Winches, according
to Plan and Specification to be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Office, Brisbane.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
(For Engineers of Harbours and Rivers,)
W. D. NISBET,
Engineer for Harbours and Rivers
Under Secretary for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  15th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
T
HE Tender  of Mr .  HENRY NEALE,  for removing
Goods-shed ,  Yengarie ,  and re-erection at
Gympie,  has been accepted. Amount, £185.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
1OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the practice
t which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them ,  or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited ,  and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
T HE Minister for Public Works hereby  notifiesthat the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit  his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared to pass  an examination  by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatMessrs. WILLIAM Honuiczn and JOHN KEEFE
having repudiated a Tender for the supply of 3,000
cubic yards of Broken Ballast for Section 6,
Northern Railway, have been disqualified from
successfully tendering for any Government works
for a period of 12 months from this date.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general informationthat the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Erection of Endeavour River Bridge-G. H.
Royce----£2,899.
Supply of Material, Endeavour River Bridge-
G. H. RorcE-£1,980 10s.
Erection  of Annan River Bridge-G. H. Royca-
£10,213 10s.
Supply of Material, Annan River Bridge-
U. H. Roycz-£8,201 5s.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Tambo-
JOHN HEwrTT-£285.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Railiay, wa•
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic  Manager , Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that aList of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Maryborough Railway, was published
in full in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th
May, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on appli-
cation to the Traffic Manager, Maryborough, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 11th August, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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The  Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane , until Noon on SATURDAY, 15th
August,  for alterations to the steamer  " Fitzroy,"
specifications  for which  can be  seen at the Port
Office,  Brisbane ,  or at  the Office of the Harbour
Master , Maryborough.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
T HE following Notice to  Mariners  is published
for general  information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Office of the  Marine  Board of New South Wales,
Sydney, 24th June, 1885.
WRECK OF THE SCHOONER "LITTLE PET.',
IT it is hereby notified, for general  information,
that the wreck of the schooner "Little Pet" lies
in 11 fathoms of water, with her main top-mast
head  near the surface , about 4 of a mile off the
shore, the Wollongong Light bearing S.S.W. 21
miles.
Masters of vessels are  cautioned that the wreck
is only a short distance inside the track  of vessels
trading to Wollongong.
FRANCIS HIXSON,
President.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1.7t July, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to  Mariners  is publishedfor general  information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extract from  New Zealand Gazette ,  25th June,
1885.]
No. 19 of 1885.
Marine  Department,
Wellington,  22nd  June, 1885.
THE following Notice to  Mariners , received from
the Oamaru Harbour Board, is published for
general information.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
OAMAE .u HARBOUR MOORINGS.
Notice is hereby given that a temporary staging
has been erected in Oamaru Harbour, south of the
entrance, for the purpose of putting down a screw
mooring, on which staging a white light will be
exhibited from sunset to sunrise. Vessels entering
may pass it on either hand.
WM. SEWELL,
Harbourmaster.
Uamarn, 10th June, 1885.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st April, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora ,  Aramac ,  Ayr, Banana ,  Beenleigh,
Blacka ll , Bogantungan ,  Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Oaoktown,  Cunnamulla , Dalby, Drayton,  Emerald,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Glad-
stone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Central Railway,
Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton, Howard, Ingham,
Inglewood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Kilkivan,
Kingsborough, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mac-
kay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, Norman-
ton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pentland,
Pimpama, Pine Hill, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, Spring-
sure, S. and W. Railway, Southport, Stanthorp
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Sandgate, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin , Thornborough, Thursday  Island,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Tiaro, Walkerston, War-
wick, Watsonville, Winton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th  March, 1885.THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to  a notice  which  appears in the
Gazette  of this date ,  containing copy of a letter
addressed  by the Colonial  Secretary  to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications  from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion  Acts of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty  Sessions  (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all  necessary forms therefor ,  and informa.
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
• ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
Colonial  Secretary ' s  Office,
Brisbane , 15th July, 1885.THE following Return of he Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published  in pu suance of  the
Regulations for the management  of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN P01& THE WEEK ENDING  4TH DAY OF
Junx, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 402
Number since admitted  ... ... ...  0
Number returned from leave ... ... 5
407
Number discharged  ... ... ...  5
Number died ... ... ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ... ...  4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 398
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
Discharged  during the week :
Thomas Butler, 65; admitted 14th October, 1884.
Hy. Jones,  66; admitted lot December, 1883.
Jno. Thompson ,  71; admitted 27th February, 1882.
Wm. Davis, 67 ; admitted 27th January, 1881.
Thos .  Morris, 26; admitted 6th June, 1884.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1885.
B
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation, under section 53 of  " The Defence
Act  o  1884 ,"  of a Ri fle Club at Watsonville, to
be  called " The Watsonville Rifle Club."
S.  W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
WATSONVILLE RIFLE CLUB.
j IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
1 to approve of the  following  Rules for the
management  of the civil  affairs of  the Watson-
ville Rifle Club.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. That this club shall be known as "The
Watsonville Rifle Club."
2. The object of this club shall be to enable its
members to become proficient in the use of the
rifle.
3. Any person may become a member of the club
on payment of an entrance fee of ten shillings and
a quarterly subscription of five shillings, payable
in advance.
4. Donors of £10 or upwards to the funds, or
of prizes of not less value than £15, to be competed
for at any annual or other prize meeting or shoot.
ing contest of the members of this club, open to all
members, are and shall be enrolled as life members
of this club.
5. Donors of prizes as per conditions of Rule
No. 4 of n t less value than two pounds shall be
enrolled members of this club for the then current
year when they presented the prizes.
6. The office-bearers (including members of
committee) "hall be elected at the annual meeting
of the club, which shall be held on the second
Tuesday in the month of July in each year.
7. The business of the club shall be managed by
a president, 'rice-president, a joint secretary and
treasurer, and a committee of seven to be elected by
ballot from the members of the club ; five office-
bearers to form a quorum at all meetings of
committee.
8. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being absent from three consecutive regular meet-
ings of the committee shall be liable, at the dis-
cretion of the committee, to have his seat forfeited.
9. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation or by enforced retirement under
Rule 8, may he filled up by the committee.
10. The annual meeting of the club for the
election of office-bearers shall be convened by
advertisement in at least one paper circulating in
the district, and not less than seven days' notice
shall be given of such meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle-
men appointed at the preceding annual meeting,
shall be laid before the members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have
power to fill up the position.
12. A ll  special meetings of the committee shall be
convened by the secretary ; but should he fail to do
so within seven days after receiving a requisition
signed by three members of the committee, any
three such members may themselves convene a
meeting of committee.
13. The committee shall meet for general busi-
ness on the second Monday in each month at
8 o'clock  P.M.
14. the subscription of each member becomes
due on the 1st of January, the 1st April, the 1st
July, and the 1st October in each year, and no one
shall be entitled to the privileges of membership
until his subscription be paid.
15. A general meeting of the club must be
called at any time by the secretary on receiving
a requisition signed by not less than ten
members, the time and object of such general
meeting to be advertised one week previous to such
meeting.
16. Members of the club shall be at liberty to
use the ranges, targets, and other appliances for
practice, due care being at all times observed for
the public safety.
17. Save when otherwise arranged, the rifles for
the use of the club shall be bought by the
individual members of the club or by combination
of members not exceeding three persons, and shall
be the property of the individual members or
combination of members, subject to clause 279,
section 34, of the Government Regulations under
" The Defence Act  of 1884."
18. Any member may be expelled from the club
against whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting specially called to
consider the case.
19. After providing for the necessary expenses of
the club, the committee may expend the balance of
the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its members, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
20. In addition to the quarterly subscription, the
committee shall have power to exact an entrance fee
not exceeding ten shillings from each member who
shall compete in a match for prizes ; provided
always that the entrance fees be devoted to the prize
list. 0
21. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
22. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of the club.
23. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall generally be observed
in matches and practices of the club.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
T
HE  attention of Owners and Masters of
Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881'
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACT OF 1884."
'HE Duaringa Marsupial Board having failed
to levy an Assessment for the present
year, as provided by the abovenamed Act, 1, the
Honourable SAMUEL WALKRR GRIFFITE, Colonial
Secretary, being the Minister charged with the
administration of the said Act, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section 11 of the
said Act, fix and determine the Rate of Assessment
to be paid on the Stock pastured within the
Duaringa Marsupial District, during the present
year, at the minimum rates provided by the sai4
Act, namely :-
On every 20 head of cattle and horses ... 1s.
On every 100 sheep ... ... ...  Is.
The amount of such Assessment must be paid to
the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where such
stock are pastured, within two months from tue
date hereof.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touclling the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country  Commissioner,
lOs. ; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment  is 5s . in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 18th day of August next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 95th section of
"lice Real Property Act of  1861," to dispense with
the production of Deed of Grant No. 55534,
Register Book, volume 505, folio 44, for 160 acres,
county of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, in favour
of John Moylan, and will then  permit a transfer,
No. 124689, of all the land described in the above
Deed of Grant, made by Arthur Edward Halloran,
as Sheriff of Queensland, in favour of Thomas
Watson,  in pursuance  of a Writ of  Fieri Facial
te.ted the 12th day of December, 1884,  and issued
out of the Supreme Court in  an action  wherein one
Richard Gregory is plaintiff, and the said John
Moylan is defendant, to be endorsed upon the
duplicate of the  said  Deed of Grant in the Register
Book, volume and folio  aforesaid , which entry will
complete the Registration of the said Transfer, the
said  original Deed of Grant not being in the
possession  of the said  Sheriff , he is unable to
produce the  same for  the purpose of such registra-
tion.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
1
THE unclaimed Property hereunder described,
now in the  possession  of the Charters Towers
Police,  will, unless  previously claimed, be sold by
Public Auction, at the Court House, Charters
Towers, on the 1st of August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Two bullock  waggons and tackling.
Police  Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE undermentioned unclaimed Property, nowin the hands of the Brisbane Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, by M. B. Gannon, at his Auction Mart,
Queen street, on the 1st August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Desc ription  of Article.
1 six-chambered revolver
in case
1 E.S.L.O.F. watch, No.
14305, Lillis maker
1 E.S.L.O.F. watch, No.
67516, Walsh, Jones, and
Coy.,  makers, and silver
albert
1 black leather purse, brass
clasps
1 saddle and bridle
1 lady's gold and torquoise
ring
1 S.H. Waltham watch
1 S.O.F. Geneva watch,
No. 21821
1 S. H.L. Rotherham watch,
No. 1302
1 S.H.L. watch, No. 12606
1 S.O.F.L. watch, No. 1749
1 broken silver watch key
1 brass albert chain
1 solid gold ring
1 pocket compass
2 purses
2 lady's card-cases
2 odd kid boots
1 hair brush1 lady's bag
1 tin box
1 brass watch, 60
16 pairs nickel earrings
2 small barrel-vases
A quantity of buttons
1 leather purse
Desc ription of Article.
1 napkin-ring case
1 toy watch and chain
1 tomahawk
1 brass compass
1 tin snuff
1 tin cut tobacco
1 cigarette cease
1 roll ribbon
1saw
4 sets bone studs
2 plated forks and 3 spoons
1 pocket knife
27 linen collars
1 iron ornament, horse and
plough
6 jackets
1 piece of stuff
1 vest
1 thermometer, broken
30 books
1 case,  containing  18 silver
breast-pins
1 tweed paget coat
4 pairs tweed trousers
3 hats
1 pair boots
1 shirt
1 black coat
2 coats
1 vest
2 silver watches
1 pipe
1 knife
1 set 9-carrat gold-fronted
studs.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
T HE unclaimed Horses and Working Bullockshereunder described, now in the possession
of the Townsville Police, will, unless previously
claimed, be sold by Public Auction, at the Court
House, Townsville, on the 1st of August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
1 chesnut gelding, branded DC1 off shoulder,
hip down.
1 dark-bay draught gelding, branded WK3 over
like 91 near shoulder.
1 bay draught gelding, branded WK3 over like
46 near  shoulder.
1 bay draught gelding, branded KL1 over like
3ZJ of shoulder.
1 chesnut draught elding, branded M2 B  overlike DJ near  shoulder,  blaze on  face, two
hind legs white.
1 chesnut  gelding , branded like  X6 near  shoulder,
small  blaze , off fore foot white.
1 bay gelding, branded like 7V or Y near
shoulder, 3XV near thigh, like 68 near
ribs.
1 red bullock, branded like N1U off ribs,
1 red and white bullock, branded like CIO near
rump.
1 red bullock, branded like E3F off ramp.
1 roan bullock, branded like WD7 near ribs.
1 yellow and white bullock , branded like 1BX
off ramp.
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1 yellow and white bullock,  branded like RU8
off rump.
1 red and white bullock ,  branded like 6KJ off
rump.
1 dark -red bullock ,  branded like BL2 near rump.
1 red bullock, branded like BL2 near thigh.
1 roan bullock ,  branded like 6KJ off rump.
1 roan polled bullock ,  branded like RE2 over
BL2 near ribs.
1 roan bullock .  branded like RE2 near ribs.
1 yellow and white bullock ,  branded  like R1Y
off ribs.
1 dark -red bullock ,  branded like BL2 near thi ggh.
1 yellow and white bullock ,  branded like LF2
near thigh.
1 roan bullock ,  branded like ER2 near rump.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE unclaimed Mare hereunder scribed, nowin the possession of the Muttaburra Police,
will, unless previously claimed, be sold by public
auction, at  the Police Station, Muttaburra, on the
1st of August next,  viz.:-
One Chestnut Mare, branded M over tJ near
shoulder,  near fore  and hind legs white, blaze on
face.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
No. 146.THE following transfers  will take effect fromdates as hereunder:-
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
H. LEWIS from the Ipswich Field Battery. 10th
July, 1885.
FRANCis CARTER to the Moreton Regiment. 10th
July, 1885.
IPSWICH FIELD BATTERY.
H. LEwis to the Brisbane Field Battery. 10th
July, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
"A " Company.
FRANCIS CARTER from the Brisbane Field
Battery. 10th July, 1885.
"B " Company.
No. 12 Lance Corporal PHILLIPS to "E " Com-
pany.
No. 147.
THE services  of the undermentioned Corps and
Rifle Clubs have been accepted by His Excellency,
as notified  in the  Government  Gazette  of the 11th
July, 1885:-
The Herbert River Rifle Club ;
The Warwick Rifle Club ;
" E " Company, Charters Towers.
No. 148.
THE following appointments will take effect from
the 7th July, 1885:_QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER
RIFLE CORPS.
" B " Company.
GILBERT E. PRIMROSE
to be Acting Captain ;
NORMAN BUCHANAN
ROBERT SUTHERLAND
to be Acting Lieutenants.
HUGHENDEN VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Louis GOLDRING
to be Acting Captain ;
COURTF.NAY C. BOYLE
to be Acting Lieutenant.
SOUTHPORT VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
PHILIP PALMER AGNEW
to be Acting Captain ;
WLLIAM LATHER
ALFRED S. BAILEY
to be Acting Lieutenants.
ROMA VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
CHARLES E. KNOWLES,
JOHN BASFORD,
ROBERT GRAHAM, and
HENRY HOLLOWAY
to be Acting Sergeants.
GYMPIE MOUNTED VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
SERGEANT O'HANLAN,
"B" Company, Gympie, will act as Instructor, and
receive pay at the rate of 2s. per hour.
No. 149.
A SPECIAL Class for Instruction in Squad and
Company Drill and Rifle Excercises will be formed
at the Victoria Barracks, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
10th August ; hours of drill 4-30 to 5'30 p.m. .
Recently appointed officers and non-commissioned
officers of the Defence and Volunteer Forces are
cordially invited to attend and qualify  as far as
possible for their respective positions.
The Class will parade in conjunction with the
Permanent Force each day of the week, except
Saturday and Sunday, and will be exercised under
the immediate supervision of the Infantry Staff-
Officer.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that John Davis,
trading as the Australian Type Foundry
Company at Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade  Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 13. in respect of Printing
Type,  a Trade Mark ,  of which the following is a
representation.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance  with the provisions of the said Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAK.ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that John M. Dawson
and Robert M. Stewart, trading as " Scott,
Dawson, and Stewart," of Creek street, Brisbane,
Soft Goods Merchants, have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 38,
in respect  of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation
REGISTERED TRADE MARK
Xad 1Fravs+ilsu
Notice is hereby further given , that  unless before
the expiration of four months  from the  date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the appli cants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance  with  such applica-
tion I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave acceptedan application  for a Patent and the com-
ete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Eldward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West,
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention entitled "An Improved Device for
Varying the Gauge of Carrying Wheels."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that
a Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th  July, 1885.
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that I  have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto ,  received from Robert
Weldon ,  of Cochran street , Red Hill,  Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  joiner ,  for an invention
entitled " The Leicester Washing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert  Weldon,  in accordance with the pro-
visions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
5lete Specification annexed thereto, received from. McF. Robison, Robison and Dodds, trading as
such at 31, Flinders street West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described  as an  " Improved Apparatus
for the Admixture and Combustion of Air and Gas
for Soldering and other purposes.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette it  is proved to my  satisfaction  that the appli-
cants  are not entitled to a Patent for such invention,
it is  my intention to recommend that a Patent be
granted for the said invention to the said J. McF.
Robison, Robison and Dodds, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West,
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as " An Improved Packing for
the Stuffing Boxes of Piston Rods and other Rods
requiring Packing."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Reid, of Dunedin, Otago, in the Colony of New
Zealand, Solicitor, for an invention described as
"Reid's Patent Triplex Wire Strainer."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Reid, in accordance with the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application  for a  Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Henry
Brewer, of Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
Mining Engineer, for an invention entitled " The
Reliable Detaching Hook."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Henry Brewer, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
(1) WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Clement
en de Velde, of Bond street, in the City of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales. for an
invention described as " Improvements in the
Treatment of Copper Ores and Cupreous Materials,
and in Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Clement Van de Velde, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received fromWilliam
Porritt, of Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queens-
land, for an invention described as " The Reliance
Windmill."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said William
Porritt,  in accordance  with, the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an app lication for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Frederick Scott ,  of Pine Mountain ,  near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Scott 's Seed and Refuse Separator."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Frederick Scott ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  "  The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Su  re me Court, do hereby
appoint JOHN VIVIAN  WILLIAMS,  of Normanton,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  District Regis-
trar , &c., to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar 's District of Burke, who shall , by virtue
of this appointment ,  give consent in the cases
provided for in and  by the  eighteenth and nine-
teenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this tenth day  of July,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„
It
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1974, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
?Management of the Gold Fields of the waale of the
Colony." Demy Svo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
` T HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLANDREGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price, is. 6d; posted , is. 9d.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPER S and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
"Registered Brand " after thedescription of the former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear the ordinar3 type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
()N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act or
1871 ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
•vency." Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
--Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, 1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
ON SALE at  the Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year  of the  Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
estab li shed by the Queen 's Order in Counc il  of the
23rd day of August ,  1883. Price, one shi lling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
6th August, 1881.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.,  &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
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Department of Public Lands,
85.14520 -- D.B. Brisbane ,  17th July, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878  ;"  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOS OF R EFERENCE  OF ROAD  ACROSS THE BRISBANE  RIVER , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
Desc ription of Road.  00CD$4 0
1 From the south -west 96
corner of portion 96,  and
parish of North, north- 95
easterly through por -
tions 96 and  95 to the
B risbane River
2 From the  Brisbane  River 7
northerly to a re -
served  road in portion
7, parish of Bahl
85.11353-C.T.
Links . A. R. P.
100
irregu-
lar
6 0 23 Unimp ro ved forest
land
irregu-
lar
2 1 0 Ditto.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the Land described in the Book of Reference here-
under is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878  ";  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary  for Public  Lands their objection,
in writing , within  one month from this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed may be seen at the Public Lands Office, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF LAND INTENDED  TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER  IN CONNECTION  WITII THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
w o Description of Land
.mom
A
to be Resumed.
Parish ..'How held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths. of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs. lks.
North Freehold Mart in M. Fahy 90° 0' 5 00
Fahy 60° 0' 13 00
109° 0' 4 90
48° 30' 11 30
30° 15' 16 00
92°30' 7 50
Bahl ... Ditto  ...  John Harris ,  J. Harris, 20° 0' 3 00
junr. junr . 339° 0' 7 50
19° 0' 6 23
How Held. ReputedOwner.
1 A strip of land seventy- Freehold ... PeterMorrison
eight links wide from Campbe ll
Campbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd  street)
north through east-
ern  suburban allot-
ment 101 to  Breakfast
Creek
o' o
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . .
Q
Area .  Remarks,
N +.
Chs. Lks .  Links. A.  it.  P
P. M. North ... 7 20 78 0  2 8A Land fenced.
Campbell Partly under culti-
vation  and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous Occupants in the
Leases of the undermentioned Runs, held under the provisions of  " The Settled Districts Pastoral
Leases Act of  1876," has been transferred during the Quarter ending 30th June, 1885, with the
sanction of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the undermentioned persons.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Name of Run. Name of Transferror. Name of Transferree.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
Hamilton and Hopetown ... ... D. H. Dalrymple, R. MeBurney, and David Hay Dalrymple and Alexander
A. H. Lloyd (Executors of the Keith Murray.
late J. J. Martin)
Neotefield ... ... ... ... Frederick Robert Bode ... ... William John Dangar.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
Glenber  ... ... ... David K elly and Daniel McTaggart  I  Richard Walter Scougall.
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Department of Public Lands,
85-10503 - Sur. Brisbane , 19th  June, 1885.
RESUMPTION FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOO WOOMBA.
FIRST NOTICE.
i T is hereby notified that the Land described in the Bcok of Reference hereunder is intended to be
resumed for a Rifle Range under  " The Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 " and
section  52 of  "The Defence Act of  1884 " ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by
the said resumption are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month from this date.
A plan of the land intended to be resumed may be seen at the Land Office ,  Toowoomba.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A RIFLE RA 396 11 NEAR TOOwooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
a No. of Reputed
c x Description .  Por- How Held . Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.tion.
I A triangular piece of land
cut off the north-west
corner of re -subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
Area . Remarks.
Cho. Lks. Links .  A. t.  P.
527 Freehold Michael M. Garvey  69° 38 '  1 431 Irregu -  0 0 6  Part of a wilkiag-
Garvey  lar yard out  off.
2 Part of a proclaimed  ro ad
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision  1 of por-
tion 527  f ro m re-sub-
527 Crown The Unoccu -
land Crown pied
division c
3 A strip of  land running
across the southern part
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527 Freehold Michael ditto ...
Garvey
527
4 A strip  of land running
across the southern part
f ti 527
527A ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto  ...
o por on A
3 A strip  of land running
ac ro ss the  southern part
of portion 627E
527B ditto  ... Thomas ditto  ...
Neden
85-5526-T.
89° 36 '  2 97 Irregu- 0 1
lar
69° 36' 4 36 200 0  2 28, Unimproved.
690  36'  2 23 200 0 1 ditto.
69° 36' 3 13 200 0 2 17 North -east boun-
dary of  portion
fenced, otherwise
unimproved.
Department  of Public Lends,
Brisbane , 5th June, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
11 provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of 1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road, are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  No. 3318 , IPSWICH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of  Mort, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
a
Description of Road.
1 A strip of land along and
within the  east  boundary
of portion 37
.m
00
za
37
ao
dm
3318
Land
Agent's
District.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Ipswich Freehold
Occupier.  Bearings.
Ola Trulson O. Trulson North ...
0
Lengths .  Area.
16
Cho. Lks.  Links. A.  It.
36 0 100
Rt.mAaas.-Selection  partly  fenced and cultivated.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the office of the Clerk of
Petty Sessions in Gattoa.
C. B. DUTTON.
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NOTICE.
9 SHE undermentioned Goods, overtime in Queen's Warehouse at Cooktown, will be sold by PublicAuction, on the 22nd July, 1885, at Cooktown, under the 82nd clause of  "The Customs Act of  1873."
Bond Mark .  Date of Warehousing .  By whom Warehoused. Goods.
1881.
H
2411
1 Nov .  17 H. E .  Barr  ... ... ...  1i casks wine ,  35 gallons.
C
245
Dec.  19 Power ,  Thomas, and Madden  ...  1 case shoes.
H
242
1) 19 Ditto ... ... ... ...  2 cases bean curd.
1882.
Q
247
Jan. 9 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 1 case red bean.
T
254
April 25 Ditto  ...
...
... 2 bags siice, 108 lbs.
N
255
May 16 Ditto ... ... ... ...  3 „ „ 162 „
R
255
$123 J . Poulain ... ... ...  1 package  tobacco, 18+ lbs.
Custom House ,  Brisbane,
25th June, 1885.
GOODS FORFEITED.Ex "Archer," 3rd January ,  1885 ,  45  is .  tobacco
(For the Collector of Customs,)
W. E. CHANCELLOR.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N OTICE is hereby given, that  app lications  have  been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands  hereinafter mentioned. Particulars  of such  applications are given below, and
any person desiring  to oppose  must  do so by lodging  a Caveat  at my Office  on or before  the day  specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Christoph  Kagewski ...
George Readies late of
Brisbane ,  contractor
James  Ahearn, late
Bremer Creek
James Spence, late
Brisbane ,  builder
Date of
Death.
1884.
16 dune
1876.
24 Nov.
of
1885.
6 Jan.
of
1884.
7 Nov.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Jacob Born ,  of Ipswich, Subdivisions 1 and 9,  portion 117
clerk and portion 125,  pariah of Tent-
hill
Emma Reading ,  of Bris-  Allotment 17, section 29, city of
bane, widow Brisbane, parish of North
Bri sbane
Margaret Ahearn,  of Portions 47 and 48, parish of
Mount Walker,  near Ferguson
Ipswich, widow
Moses  Ward,  of  Bids- Allotment 11, section  25, parish
bane, gentleman ,  and of North Brisbane , city of
Francis Spence ,  of the Brisbane
same place, book-
binder
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
a'
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise. n'8
2
A8
1886.
Will  dated 3 Nov.,  18 Aug.
1882
Will dated  21 Nov.,  18 Aug.
1876
Wi ll  dated  15 Oct.,  18 Aug.
1883
Will dated 6 July, 18 Aug.
1884
1885.
Daniel Rogers ,  late of 8 Feb .  Harriet Rogers ,  of Ips - Allotment  7, section 69, town of Fee-simple As administratria 25 Aug.
Ipswich ,  plasterer  wich ,  widow Ipswich
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 18th July, 1885.
REAL  PROPER TY TKANSFL1t N4J1'IUl.
TAKE  Notice, that appli cations have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real Property dots  of  1861  and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description  and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant. Date within which a Cavc at
may be lodged.
2 roods 191 perches ,  being allotments  16, 17 ,  and 18 of Henry Jordan ,  William John 18th  August, 1885.
section 12, parish  of North  Brisbane Munce ,  Charles Milne Foster,
John  Armst ro ng Lewis, Wil-
liam Henry  K nowles ,  William
Steele ,  Charles Joseph Gall,
George Iredale Bourne,
Charles Highfield, James
Lord, and  Peter MacPherson,
as Attorney  for John Sar-
geant Turner ... ...
38 *-„ perches ,  being subdivision 4 of section 2 of eastern Nathaniel Corrigan  ... ... 18th August, 1885.
suburban allotment  54, parish of North  Brisbane
THO. MYLN E,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1885.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of i
Miles open
forTra ffic.
£  S.  d. £ a. d. £ e. d.
673 3 6 25 19 9 922 6 3
539 19 1 17 5 2 779 18 1
£  S.  d.
Week ending 12th  July,  _M85 568 1,833 9 11
C )rrespondingweek lastyear... 553 1,728 17 4
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
...
... ...
133 4 5 8 14 7 142 8 2
109 12 9
1885-T )tal Traffic to date ... ... ... ... ... 185,662 15 11
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ... 173,434 10 11
Total Increase  ... ... ... ... ... £12,228 5 0
MARYB OROUGH RAILWAY.
£ e. d.
Week ending  12th July, 1885 77 223 3 0
Corresponding week last year ... 77 222 13 10
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885 - Total  Traffic to date ...
1884  -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
300 12 8
23,935 5 2
19,630 8 1
£4,304 17 1
BUNDLBERG  RAILWAY.
Week ending  12th July, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
66 38 3 5 208 18 4 4 18 7 252 0 4
66 57 18 9 122 10 3 3 9 0 183 18 0
Increase ... ... ... ... 86 8 1 1  9 7 68 2. 4
Decrease  ... ... ... 1915 4 ... ...
1885 - Total Traffic to  date  ... ... ... ... ... 4,688 19 4
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... 5,105 2 3
Total Decrease  ... ... ... ... £416 2 11
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week  ending 12th July, 1885 369 477 2 6 2,940 8 3 57 13 11 3,475 4 8
Corresponding week last  year... 317 623 17 8 2,458 17 4 62 13 9 3,145 8 9
Increase ... ... ... ... ... 481 10 11 ... 329 15 11
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic  to date  ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
...
Passengers '  Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
4,367 13 10 142  2 10  6,343 6 7
4,062 1 0 251 15 7 6,042  13 11
104 12 7 305 12 10
0 9 2
146 15 2 ... 4 19 10
... ...
... ...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
Week ending 12th  July, 1885  170 369 11 3
Corresponding week last year ... 127 435 6 2
Increase ... ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ... ... 65 '14 11
1886 Total i raffia todate  ... ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ... ... ...
Total Increase
90,768 6 3
92,122 9 0
£1,354 2 9
£  S.  d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1,174  9 10  59  8 5 1,603 9 6
966 12  4 53  1 10  1,455 0 4
207 17 6 6 6 7 148 9 2
44,451 13 7
28,746 11 8
15,705 1 11
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Michael Mullin, of Clermont, in the Colony of
Queensland, hotelkeeper, by the said Michael
Mullin.
U PON the  hearing of  this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said  Michael Mullin be,
and he  is hereby  adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Boyne Rail „  Esquire,  be Official  Trustee of his
Estate .  And it  is further  ordered that  the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Michael Mullin ,  for the election  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of  the Registrar of this Court, on
the Thirtieth day of July,  1886, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon . And it is further ordered that the
said  Michael  Mullin shall, on  the Twenty,eighth day
of July, 1885,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
veri fied  on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
WALTER THOMPSON,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Clermont.
-By his A ents•..-
By BEES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Queen street, Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JVSTIV$ T14RDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Campbell Carr Macgregor Adams, of
Oharleville, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector ,  by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
V it is ordered that the said John Campbell
Carr Macgregor Adams be, and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent  in formd panperis, and  that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Campbell Carr Macgregor Adams, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Thirtieth day of
July, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is  further ordered that the said John Campbell
Carr Macgregor Adams shall, on the Twenty-eighth
day of July,  1885 ,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full  trge, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of jis debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and  residences,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifteenth
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Town Agent for-
L. F. BRETTINGHAM,Solicitor for Insolvent,
Charleville.
In the Supreme Court  of Queealand.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Etienne Pascal Cordaiy, of Gympie, i4 the
Colony of Queensland, saddler, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Etienne Pascal
Cordaiy be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Etienne Pascal Cordaiy, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Thirtieth day of July, 1885,
at PLleveu o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Etienne Pascal Cordaiy shall,
on the Twenty-eighth day of July, 1885,  at Bris-
bane , deliver to the T rustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  re sidences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inabi lity to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal  of the Court, this thirteenth
day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
Town Agent for-
FRANCIs I. POWER,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Gympie.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition aRocainst
James William Thomas Baker, of k-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor, by he said James William Thomas
Baker,UPON the he of this Petition hisday,
it is  ordered that the said James William
Thomas Baker be, and is hereby  adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne  Ralf ,  Esquire,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First  General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James  William Thomas  Baker, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, on the Thirtieth day of
July,  1885, at  -Eleven o'clock of the  forenoon.
And it is further ordered that  the said James
William Thomas Baker shall on the Twenty-
eighth day of July, 1885, at trisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this  Estate a  full, true,  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of  the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the
Court, this thirteenthday of July, 1885.
By the CQul-t,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERT W. KINGSFOBD,
Temple Buildings,
Deputy  Registrar.
George street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Lamberto Bacchi, of Blackall, in
the Colony of queensland, tobacconist and
stationer,  an  Insolvent.
14.!
ON the Fifteenth day of  July , 1885 ,  a Certificate
of Discharge was granted to Lanberto
Bacchi, of Blackall, in the Colony of Queensland,
tobacconist and stationer, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the fourteenth day of September,
1883.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT W.  KINGSFORD,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Temple  Buildings,
George  street ,  Brisbane.
1176 5s 6d.
31
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In the Supreme;Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Zachariah Daniel Sparks Skyring,
of Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
timber- getter ,  an Insolvent.
ZACHARIAH SKYRING, of Pie Creek,
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of July, 1885.
MAGNUS JENSEN,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Gympie.
By his Agents-
RIhES  JONES ,  BROWN ,  AND JONES,
Queen street , Brisbane,
and Quay  street , Rockhampton.
1164 7s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Michael Mullin, of Clermont, in the Colony of
Queensland, hotelkeeper, was adjudged in-
solvent on  the thirteenth day of July, 1885.THE First Meetin ofCreditors willbe held atthe Principal  Registry ,  Brisbane, on the
thirtieth day of July,  1885 , at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Until the election of a Trustee,  all persons
having in their possession  any of the effects of the
Insolvent ,  must deliver  them ,  and all debts due to
the Insolvent must be paid  to Mr .  James Boyne
Hall, the Offical  Trustee in the Estate.
Creditors  must  forward their proofs of debts to
the Official Trustee.
WALTER  THOMPSON,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Clermont.
By his Agents-
REES JoNES ,  BRowx, AND JONES,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
1165 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Edward Timothy Feinn, of Cook-
town , in the Colony  of Queensland ,  packer,
an Insolvent.
ON the Twelfth day of August,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Edward Timothy
Feinn, the abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated
insolvent  on the twenty -first  day of November,
1883,  will apply to the Supreme Court,  at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of July, A.D. 1885.
JOHN VENN SMALLMAN BARNETT,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Cooktown.
By his Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1174
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Frank Leathley Armitage, of
Townsville, clerk,  an Insolvent.
) N the Nineteenth day of August, 1885, at Ten
1 o'clock in the forenoon , Frank Leathley
Armitage , of Townsville, clerk,  adjudicated insol-
vent on the Nineteenth day of December, 1883,
will apply to  the Supreme  Court  of Queensland,
holden at  Brisbane ,  for a  Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this  seventeenth  day of July, 1885.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Agents for-
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEu,
Solicitors for Applicant,
Townsville.
1210 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Yates, of Maryborough
and Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor, an Insolvent.
N the 19th day of August, 1885, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, James Yates, of Mary-
borough aforesaid, contractor, adjudicated in-
solvent on the fourteenth day of August, 1878, will
apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland,
George street ,  Brisbane, for a Certificate of Dis-
charge. '
Dated this 17th day of July, 1885.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Agents for-
R. K. MACNISH,
Solicitors for Applicant,
Bundaberg.
1209 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Jauncey Cruger, of
Bundaberg ,  sugar -planter ,  an Insolvent.
4
FIRST and Final Dividend of twenty shill-
ings  (20s.) in the £ on all debts proved and
admitted in the above Estate is now payable at
my Office, Bundaberg.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1885.
1185
M. DUFFY,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wi lliam Sheldon, of Rubyanna,
near Bundaberg, sugar-planter ,  an Insolvent.A FIRST Dividend of six shillings  (6s)  in the £
on all debts proved and admitted in the
above Estate is now payable at my Office,
Bundaberg.
Dated this sixteenth  day of July, 1885.
1186
M. DUFFY,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Sheldon, of Rubyanna,
near  Bundaberg, and William Jauncey Cruger,
of Bundaberg,  sugar-planters , Insolvents.
A FIRST and  Final  Dividend of twenty shill-
ings  (20s.) in the £ on all claims proved and
admitted in the joint Estate of the abovenamed
Insolvents is now payable at my Office, Bunda-
berg.
Dated this sixteenth day of July,!1885.
1187
M. DUFFY,
Trustee.
4s.
231
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Theodore Wood, of Rockhamp-
ton, in the Colony of Queensland, poultry
farmer.NOTICE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the
Offices of Messrs. Lyons and Brumm, Denham
street, Rockhampton, on the Thirtieth day of July,
1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this eighth day of July, 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Attorneys for the said Theodore Wood,
Wharf street, Maryborough.
Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1157 6s.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Peter Wall, bootmaker, of Rock-
hampton, adjudicated insolvent on the 6th
day of February, 1885.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared inthis  Estate . Creditors who have  not proved
their  claims  by the 1st day of August will be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton,  this  9th day of July,
1885.
1162
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Francis I aurie, draper ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  adjudicated insolvent on the 18th
day of May, 1885.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthis Estate .  Creditors who have not proved
their claims by the Fifth day of August will  be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 9th day of July,
1885.
1163
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Patrick William Earls, of
Geraldton, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper.N OTICE is hereby given, that  First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of William Edward Evans, solicitor, Bank of Aus-
tralasia  Chambers, Denham street, Townsville, on the
Twenty-ninth day of July, 1885, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, 1885.
W. EDWARD EVANS,
Attorney for the said Patrick William Earls.
1182 5s.
O
N the Tenth day of August, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Pinkney Wormwell,
of Ilalby, adjudicated insolvent on the fifteenth
day of June, 1881, will apply to the Supreme Court,
at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1885.
A. M. DRYSDALE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
By FoxTON AND CARDEw,
Solicitors,
Brisbane.
1170
Gympie.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of Jerome Brandon Ryan, of Rock-
hampton, cabinet-maker, insolvent.
DIVIDEND is about to be declared in aboveA Estate. All Creditors who have not yet
proved their claims must come in and do so on or
before the 14th July instant, to enable them to
participate in such Dividend.
H. A. BROWN,
Trustee.
Fitzroy Chambers, Rockhampton.
1161 3s. 6d.
In the Matter of James Barrie and John Fleming,
of the Dee Goldfield, Rockhampton, trading
as " Barrie  and Fleming," storekeepers, in-
solvent.ADIVIDEND is a'out to be declared in above Estate. A ll  Creditors who have not yet
proved  their claims must come in and  do so on or
before the 14th July instant, to enable them to
participate in such Dividend.
H. A. BROWN,
Trustee.
Fitzroy Chambers, Rockhampton.
1160 4s.
In the Matter of V. C. Presley, insolvent.
A
FIRST Dividend of 7s. 6d in the £ is payable
on all admitted claims on and after this day,
Tuesday, the fourteenth July, 1885, at my Office,
219, Queen street, Brisbane.
1173
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Matter of Patrick McCallum ,  of Nanango,
Insolvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend in the above
Estate of 7s .  3d. in the  £  is now payable at
my Office on all debts proved and admitted.
Dated this 14th day of July, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
1172 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Palmer, formerly of Charters
Towers, but late of Townsville, miner, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors of the above Estate, from the
twentieth day of May, 1882, to the fourth day of
May, 1885, have this day been field in my Office,
and all parties having any claim against the said
Estate, or being otherwise interested, are requested
to come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
TUESDAY, the 11th day of August, 1885, and
inspect the said Accounts, and, if they shall think
fit, object thereto  ;. and if no exception be taken to
the said Accounts, the same will be duly inquired
into at my said Office, on the above day, at the
hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this third day of July, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
G. A. ROBERTS AND LET,
Proctors for the Executors,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Registrar.
Brisbane.
1196 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISIDCTION.
In the Will of Alfred Abraham Crownson, late of
Copperfield, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, deceased.
OTIC E is hereby given, that the Accounts in
this Estate, from the ninth day of April, 1884,
to the 30th day of  June,  1885, have this day been
filed at my Office, and all persons having any
claims on the said Estate, or being interestedl
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therein, are required to come in before me, at my
Office, Supreme Court House, George street, Bris-
bane, on or before THURSDAY, the Twentieth
day of August next, and inspect the said Accounts,
and if they shall see fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to the said Accounts, the
same will be duly inquired into at my said Office,
on the above day, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
J. R. BAXTER BRUCE,
Proctor for the Executors,
George street, Brisbane.
1207
Registrar.
7s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George William Alcock, late of
Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
printer, deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-N tion of ourteen days from the date ofthe
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed George William Alcock,
deceased, may be granted to Harriette Watson,
wife of Henry B. Watson, of Mountain View, near
Roma, freeholder, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated  at Brisbane ,  this  fifteenth day of July, A.D.
1886.
1198
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of E llen Jones ,  late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, wife of George
Francis Jones ,  formerly of Toowoomba, but
presently of Brisbane ,  in the said colony,
painter ;  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will  be made to the said Honour-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the land of the abovenamed Ellen Jones, deceased,
who died intestate,  may be granted to George
Francis Jones , formerly of  Toowoomba ,  but presently
of Brisbane aforesaid, painter ,  the husband of the
said eceased.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this sixteenth day of July,
A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE  MACKAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Geoie Francis Jones.
1203 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Richard Griffiths, late
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,freeholder, ceased.
1 OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods, chattels, credits and effects of the
aborenamed Richard Griffiths, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to John Griffiths, of
Townsville, in the colony  aforesaid , the brother
and one of the next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixteenth day of July,
A.D. 1885.
1197
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Proctors for the said John Griffiths,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of James White Powell, late of
Cloncurry, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of pub-
lication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of the lands of the abovementioned James
White Powell,  deceased , who died intestate, may
be granted to John Stevenson, of Brisbane, in
the said colony, Stock and Station Agent, the
duly constituted attorney of Frances Powell and
Matilda Powell, both of Macclesfield, in the
county of Chester, England,  spinsters , two of the
next-of-kin of  the said deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of July, A.D. 1885.
J. R. BAXTER BRUCE,
Protector for the said John Stevenson,
George street,  Brisbane.
1206 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of George Robert Comport,
late of Cairns, in the Colony of Queensland,
accountant, deceased.
1\ N
OTIC E is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels and credits of
the abovenamed George Robert CLImport, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Charles
Arthur Comport, clerk, of Ipswich, in the said
colony, the brother and next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this fifteenth day of June,
A.D. 1885.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Abbott street, Cairns,
Proctor for the said Charles Arthur Comport.
Agents-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1199 6s. 6$.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Charles Francis Cum-
ming , senior, late of Sandgate, in the Colony
of Queensland, gentleman, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the  lands,  goods, chattels , credits and effects
of the abovenamed Charles  Francis Cumming,
senior, deceased , who died intestate, may be meted
to Charles  Francis  Cumming ,  junior ,  of Brisbane,
in the said colony, the eldest  son of tht siddd
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixteenth day ofiy,
1885.
P. HARDGRAVE,
6, Australian Chambers,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Charles Francis Cumming,
junior.
1190 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Joseph Lonergan,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
compositor, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
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effects  of the  abovenamed  John Joseph  Lonergan,
deceased, who died  intestate , may be granted to
Alice Lonergan, of Brisbane, in the Colony cf
Queensland, widow, mother of the said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day July, A.D. 1885.
ISAAC MAYNE,
Proctor for the  said Alice Loner an,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1183 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel Sneyd, late of Enoggera,
near  Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Samuel Sneyd, deceased, may
be granted to Margaret Sneyd, of Enogera afore-
said, widow, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this eleventh day of July,
A.D. 1885.
EDWARD JOSEPH CORBETT,
Proctor for  the said Margaret Sneyd,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1189 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ah Yin, late of  Rosewood, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  storekeeper and
publican ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-
tion  of fourteen  days  from the date off the
publication  hereof ,  application  will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  Ah Yin, deceased, may be
granted to Joseph Jupp Smallman  Barnett, of
North Rockhampton,  horse dealer  (described in the
Will as Joseph  Barnett ), and Sue Yek, of Rock-
hampton,  merchant , the Executors and Trustees
named in  the said Will.
Dated this 15th day of June, A.1). 1885.
JOS. PATTISON,
Proctor for the  said Executors,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
1179
In the Supreme Count of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Valentine Hinton , late of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
merchant ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court,  that Letters of Adminis-
tration,  with  Exemp lification of Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed  John  Valentine Hinton,
deceased, annexed,  may be granted to William
Sheffield Paul ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman, the duly  constituted
attorney of  William Henry Hinton ,  of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, merchant, one
of the Executors named in and appointed by the
said Will of  the said deceased, leave being
reserved to Frederick  William  Mackey.  of Bourke,
in the Colony of New South Wales aforesaid,
storekeeper,  the other Executor named therein, to
come in and prove the same at any time hereafter.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this sixteenth  day of July,
1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Wi lliam Sheffield Paul,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1195 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Maurice McCraith, late of Bris-
bane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  labourer,
deceased.
TOTICE  is hereby  given, that after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the  date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Probate  of the Will
of the abovenamed Maurice McCraith ,  deceased,
may be granted to the Reverend Joseph Augustin
Canali,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  the Executor named
in the said Wil.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixteenth  day of July,
A.D. 1885.
ANDREW  JOSEPH  THYNNE,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executor.
1193 6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of George Peter Martin, late of
Collingwood, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira
l tion of  fourteen  days from the publica-
tion  hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the  goods ,  chattels , credits, and effects of
the abovenamed George Peter  Martin,  deceased,
who died  intestate, may be  granted  to Jane
Martin , of Collingwood,  in the said  colony, widow
of the said  deceased.
Dated at Brisbane , this fifteenth day of July,
A.D. 1885.
1188
BUNTON AND LITTLE,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Jane Martin.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Watson, 'late of Mitchell,
in the Colony of Queensland, bootmaker,
deceased.
1 N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Watson,  deceased,
may be granted to Martha Watson ,  widow of said
deceased ,  We Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of July,  1886.
FRANCIS WALTER PERCIVAL TROMPSON,
6s. 6d.
1167
MoDowall street, Roma,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Land and Goods  of James Gambling, late of
Dinmore,  near  Ipswich,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  labourer ,  deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-tion of fou teen da s fromthe datof the
publication hereof , application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Letters of  Adminis-
tration  of all the land ,  goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed  James Gambling,
deceased ,  who died  intestate ,  may be granted to
Elizabeth  Gambling ,  of Dinmore ,  near Ipswich
aforesaid , the widow of the  said deceased.
Dated  at Ipswich,  this fourteenth  day of July,
A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW
Ipswich  and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Elizabeth Gambling.
1180 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Robert Buffett Ridler,
late of Yarrol, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the Estate of the  abovenamed  deceased, from
the seventh day of August, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-two, to the second day of
December, one thousand eight hund red and eighty-
four, have this day been filed in my Office, and
all parties having any  claims on the said Estate,
or being otherwise  interested therein, are required
to come in  before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House,  Brisbane , on or before TUESDAY, the
eighteenth day of August next, and inspect the
said Accounts, and if they should think fit, object
thereto, and if no exception shall be taken to such
Accounts,  the same will  be duly enquired into at
my said Office, on the above day, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this ninth day of July, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court
of Queensland.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Proctor for the Executors, Brisbane.
1177 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Marquand, late of Pyramid
Hill, near Cairns, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed George Margnand, deceased, may
be anted to Jean Baptiste Loridan, of Pyramid
Hill aforesaid,  sugar -planter , the sole Executor
named in  the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of July,  .D. 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
1181 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret McLean, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Margaret McLean, deceased,
may be granted to George Byrne, of Brisbane
aforesaid, gentleman, Charles Joseph Porter, of
Brisbane  aforesaid, solicitor, and John Vigers
Francis,  of South Brisbane, in the said Colony,
accountant, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
:1,84
Proctor for Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.N OTICE is hereby given, pursuant to the Act
of Parliament intituled  " The Trustees and
Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," that all
persons  having  any claims  or demands upon or
against the  Estate of Maurice Shaughnassy Walsh,
late of  Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, licensed publican, deceased (who died on the
fifth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and whose Will was proved by George
Ryyam Pinero Burn, of Maryborough, in the
colony  aforesaid , shipping master. and Edward
Francis Hanley, of Maryborough aforesaid, mer-
chant, the Executors according to the tenor of the
said Will, on the twenty-sixth day of May, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, in the
Registry of the Supreme Court of Queensland, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction), are hereby required
to send in the particulars of their debts  or claims
to the said Executors, at the Office of the said
Edward Francis Hanley,  Bazaar  street, Mary-
borough  aforesaid , on or before the Thirty-first
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five : And notice is hereby  also given,
that after that day the said Executors will proceed
to distribute  the assets  of the said Maurice
Shaughnassy Walsh, deceased, amongst the  parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which they shall then have had notice, and that
they will not be liable for the  assets , or any part
thereof, so distributed to any person of whose
debt or claim they shall not then have had notice.
Dated this eighteenth day of June, 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for the  said Executors,
1156
Wharf street,  Maryborough.
lOs.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Duncan McLennan, deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of "The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all creditors and other
persons having any  claims or demands against the
Estate of Duncan McLennan,  late of  Tourello, near
Clunes, in the Colony of Victoria, deceased, who died
at Tourello aforesaid on or about the sixth day of
January, 1876, and Probate of whose Will was, on
the 26th day of May, 1876, duly granted to Lachlan
McLennan, of Tourello  aforesaid, grazier, andFarquhar Charleson, of Smeaton Plains, in the Colony
of Victoria aforesaid,  farmer , the Executors named
in the said Will of the said deceased, are hereby
required to send in,  in writing, particulars  of their
claims  or demands to the said Lachlan McLennan
and Farquhar Charleson, care of the undersigned, on
or before the 31st day of August  next ; and notice
is hereby  also given , that at the expiration of the
last -mentioned day the said Lachlan McLennan
and Farquhar Charleson will proceed to distribute
the assets  of the said Duncan McLennan,  deceased,
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Lachlan
McLennan and Farquhar Charleson shall then
have had such notice, and that the said Lachlan
McLennan and Farquhar Charleson will not be
liable for the  assets  or any part thereof so dis-
tributed to any person of whose claim the said
Lachlan McLennan and Farquhar Charleson shall
not have had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this sixteenth day of July, A.D. 1885.
1194
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
11s.
P URSUANT to an  Act of Parliament of the
31 Victoria, No. 19, intituled  " An Act to
Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to Trus-
tees,  Mortgagees, and Incapacitated Persons,"
notice is  hereby given, that all persons having
any claims  or demands  upon or against the Estate
of Matthias Dank,  late of  Allora, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer,  deceased , who died on or
about the 29th day of April, 1885, and Probate of
whose  Will, with the Codicil thereunto annexed,
was granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, on or about the
29th day of June now last past, to John Gallagher
and Alexander Shannon, of Allora aforesaid, far-
mers,  the Executors named in and appointed by
the said Will and Codicil, are hereby required to
send in the particulars of their debts and claims to
the said Executors, at the office of the under-
signed. their solicitor, on or before the fourth day
of August, 1885: And notice is hereby also given,
that after that day the said Executors will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said Matthias Dank,
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deceased, among the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which they
shall then have had notice, and that they will not
be liable for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed to any person of whose debt or claim
they shall not then have had notice.
Dated this 13th day of July, 1885.
1200
OWEN E. C. CAMPBELL,
Solicitor  for the said  Executors,
Palmerin street,  Warwick.
lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
Alexander Pollock v. Thomas McGhie.
To ALL  PERSONS CONCERNED.Tr ARE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facial  hasl1 been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all
Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of,
in, and to the following pieces or parcels of land,
namely :-Allotment 4 of section 77, county of
March, parish and town of Gympie, containing
thirty-six perches, more or less, and being the
whole of the land contained in Certificate of Title
number 29847 (new Title, 796720), volume 256,
folio 107; also  allotment 2  of section T, same
county, parish, and town, containing one rood
thirty perches,  more or less , and being the whole
of the land contained in Certificate of Title No.
45486 (new Title 8227x), volume 303, folio 238;
also allotment 3 of section T, same county, parish,
and town,  containing  one rood thirty-eight perches,
more or  less,  and being the whole of the land con-
tained in Certificate of Title 1` o. 46485 (new Title
822620), volume 303, folio 237; also allotment 5 of
section T, same county, parish, and town, contain-
ing one  acre,  more  or less , and being the whole of
the land contained in Certificate of Title No. 59781,
volume 407, folio 21; also allotment 6 of sectfon
T, same county ,  parish ,  and town ,  containing one
rood nine perches, and being the whole of the land
contained in Certificate of 1 itle No. 59775, volume
407, folio 15.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the ' Varieties Hotel, Gympie,
on THURSDAY, the twenty-second day of
August next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
1211
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
12s.
In the Southern District Court of Queensland.
Holden at Brisbane.
Registrar's Office,
Brisbane, 15th July, 1885.
Thomas v. Warr.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.TARE Notice, that a Warrant of Execution hasbeen issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all the
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title, and
interest  (if any), of, in, and to the whole of the
piece of land described in Certificate of Title No.
81536, being subdivision 1 of portion 36, parish of
Indooroopilly, of, in, and to which the Defendant
is or may be seized or entitled, or which he can
either at law or in equity assign or dispose of.
Will be sold by the Registrar of the Southern
District Court, Brisbane, by public auction, at
Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on
WEDNESDAY, the nineteenth day of August,
A.D. 1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon of the
same  day, unless this Execution shall be previously
batisfied.
1171
H. BRAMSTOlr,
Registrar.
Seal of thv  court.'
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
John Garsden v. John Carley.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's right, title, and interest (if any) of, in,
and to Portion 100, Logan Agricultural Reserve,
situated in the county of Stanley, parish of
Mackenzie, and described in Crown Grant No.
6078. Defendant is entitled to one undivided
fourth share.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the twenty-fifth day of
August next, at Twelve o'clock  noon, unless this
Execution is previously satisfied,
1208
ARTHUR E. IALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
7s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
' OTIC k+' is hereby given, that the Partnership
1 N hitherto subsisting between us, the under-
signed , Jessie  Macfarlane , Henry Cooper, and
John Miller, in the business of Stock and Station
Agents, carried on by us at East street, Rockhamp-
ton, under the style or firm of " John Macfarlane
and Co.," has this day been dissolved  so far as
concerns the said John Miller, who  retires from
the firm.
All debts due to or owing by the firm will be
received and paid by the said Jessie Macfarlane
and Henry Cooper, who will continue  the business
under the same style on their own account.
Dated at Rockhampton, this sixth day of June,
A.D. 1885.
JESSIE MACFARLANE.
H. COOPER.
JOHN MILLER.
Witness to above  signatures -C. S. JoNES,
1166
Solicitor, Rockhampton.
6s.
1 `
N OTICE is hereby given that the Partnership
lately subsisting between the undersigned,
Josias Hancock, Thomas Hancock the younger,
and William Salkeld, carrying on business at
Ipswich and Brisbane as Sawmill Proprietors and
Timber Merchants, under the form or style of
"Hancock Bros., Salkeld, and Co.," has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts due from and owing to the said late
firm will be discharged or received by the said
Josias Hancock and Thomas Hancock, who will
for the future carry on the said business under the
style or form of  "Hancock Bros."
Dated this fourteenth day of July, 1885.
JOSIAS HANCOCK.
THOS. HANCOCK, JUNK.
WILLIAM SALKELD.
Witness-P. L. CARDEW, Solicitor, Ipswich.
1201  as.
Bowen,
9th July, 1885.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that. the following
Rate having been struck by Board for
the twelve months ending 31st December , 11:85:-
For  every twenty head of cattle or horses Is.
For every one hundred sheep  ... ...  Is.
The above assessment on the Stock Returns for
the year commencing 1st January, 1885 ,  must be
paid to  the Clerk  of Petty Sessions within two
months from the date of this insertion in the
Government  Gazette.
A. H. WILMINGTON,
Chairman of the Bowen Marsupial Board-M-54 4s. 6d.
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T
AKE notice that the following Extraordinary
Resolution has been passed by the Members
of the Hibernian Hall Company, Limited-" That
the Hibernian Hall Company, Limited, cannot by
reason of its Liabilities continue its business, and
that the same be wound-up voluntarily."
1192 38.
I HERE  BY give notice  of my intention  to aptlyto the Pioneer Divisional Board for permission
to erect two pair Licensed Gates on road th rough
Selection  No. 989,  Hamilton.
By his Attorney-D. W. DALEY MPLE.
July 9th, 1885.
R. T. SHIELDS.
1202 3s.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
1.
THE Council of the Municipality of Brisbane
hereby give notice of their intention to apply
to the Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a
Loan from the Consolidated Revenue of Twent -
five Thousand Pounds, to be applied towards the
cost of  erection of new  Town Hall  in Roma  street.
Plan, specification, &c., can be seen  at the Town
Clerk' s office for  one month from this date.
BENJAMIN H. BABBIDGE,
Mayor.
W. HENRY MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Town Hall, 16th July, 1885.
1191 5s.
The GovSSMYSxTPIINTE$  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1885.  $ s. d.
July 11.--J. Meredith ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-G. J. Young and Co. .. ... 4 15 2
11.-Municipal  Council, North Rock-hampton ... ... ... ... 1 0 013.-G. J .  Brodie  ... ... ... 0 1 0
1S.-J. F. Avery ... ... ... 0 5 0
13.---T. Kennedy ... ... ... 0 5 0
13.-F. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
13..---O. Armstrong ... ... . ,. 0 5 0
18.--A. Davies ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
13.- 1et. C. Beck ... ... ... 0 5 0
13.-W. Dawson. 0 10 0
13.-Tarampa Divisional Board ... 1 16 3
14.-M. R. Walker ... ... 0 7 0
14.-H. Flynn ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-H. A. Brown ... ... ... 0 7 0
14.-North Queensland Telegraph  ... 0 2 6
16.-F. W. P. Thompson ... ... 0 6 6
15.-J. Meredith ... ... ... 0 3 0
15.-A. Gwynn ... ... ... ... 0 2 0Sivyer  ... ...  0 5 0
16.-School of Arts, Goondiwindi ... 0 5 0
16.-M. McAlister ... ... ...  0 2 616.-J. Currie ... ... ... 0 2 4
16.-P. W.  Pears  ... ... ... 0 5 0
17.-H. Crothers ... ... ... 0 1 10
17.-D. H. Dai1rryymmple ... ... ... 0 3 0
17.-W. B. Ste use ... ... ... 0 5 0
17.-C. H. B. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
17.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
17.-G. Walker ... ... ... ... 0 0 7
17.--H. O'I.oan ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
17.-L. J. Smith ... ... .. 0 1 0
17.-J. P. Sydes... ... ... ... 0 1 6
17.--W. Thomson ... ... ... 0 5 0
17.-Cutten Brothers ... ... ... 0 5 0
17.-A. B. McDonald ... ... ... 0 5 0
17.-M. McGladrigan ... ... ... 0 0 9
17.-=W. Vickers ... ... ... 0 1 0
O'Byrne ... ... 0 0 10
17.-Tinaroo Divisional Board... ... 3 4 6
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern.
ment Printing Office--
" The Stamp Duties Act  of 1888,"
"The Stampe,1 Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Am endment Act  of  1876,"
Together  with the Regulations  thereunder.
s. d.
Price  .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BE AL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William  street ,  Brisbane , A SYNoP-
sI9 of  THE QURENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaeno  amous  and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous  and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,
Genera , and Vernacular  Names . By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey , F.L. S., the Colonial  Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages  Svo. demy , half -bound. Price, $1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,Is. 10d., to England and the Australian Colo ies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
tmtpqunbtng .
1W PoundkeepersarerensindedthatAdvertteantante
of rm ounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE TRILLINU run ANIMAL ;  and no  such Advert-
sement  will be inserted  is  the  Gazette  unless accom.-
paaiedby  a remittances .. icient to cover thecost of its
issertson.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Basin Pocket. Driv-
ing, 4d. ;  trespass, £1 109.
One dark-blue roan mare,  like J near shoulder,  like4E B (registered brand) off shoulder.
Also, from lour-mile Gate. Driving, 6d. per head.
One spotted cow, like q4 off ribs, first letter not visible
(registered brand) ; spotted bull calf at foot,
unbranded.
One red heifer, like RH9 (registered brand)  off ribs,
piece out under and top of off ear.
Also, from Marburg. Driving, 29.; damages, 1110s.
One dark-brindle stag, like SZ5 (registered brand) off
rump.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1159
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo,from Tilboorog, n the 3rd,
July, 1885, by order of H. J. Derepas, Esquire.
Driving, is. 6d.
One bay gelding , star in  forehead, little white on off
hind foot, -  over S> (4 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAME$ MERE1 ITH, Poundkeeper.
1154 1s.
M1'OITNDED at Black ll, from Northampton, on the
4tti July, 18$5, by order of J. C.  Higginson, Esquire.
Driving and  damages, 7s.
One brown gelding,  streak  on nose, hind feet white,
white hairs on back and  near rump, scum off eye,
SC reversed  near  shoulder, JC near JC off shoulder.
One chesnut filly foal, blaze in face, ZY8 (registered
brand) near shoulder.
One yellow and white baldy  cow, off  ear  blocked, 2 off
rump, 0 off ribs, 2 off shoulder ; calf at foot.
One red and white baldy cow,  near  ear blocked, WJF
(the JF conjoined)  near rump  ; oaf at foot.
One red and white baldy  cow, near ear  blocked, WJF
(the JF conjoined) near rump.
One white heifer, spotted neck, red ears, full ears,
blotched brand near ribs.
If not released on or before the 31st  July,  1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1155
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
8s.
231
IMPOUNDED at Nerang, o  the 11th July, 1885.
One white cow, FS1 near rump.
One white cow, red neck ,  ZD2 near side, chip out of ear.
One strawberry steer ,  HA8 off ribs.
One strawberry cow, 7LB off rump.
One red steer ,  3LW off rump.
One red and white cow, RU8 off side.
One  roan cow ,  OKE (the 0 blotched),  shell off near
horn.
If not released will be sold.
M. R. WALKER ,  Poundkeeper.
1158 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, f rom Moonyarne Run, on the
6th July, 1885,  by order of Chas.  Turner, Esquire.
Driving ,  1s. 6d .  per head.
One red and white bullock,  COOK near ribs, like 9 near
rump, like 9 near cheek,  both ears marked.
One white bullock,  red ears,  HH near rump,  SB over
cross off rump, like 9 near thigh.
One white cow, AA over  -  near rump, near ear
marked.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH ,  Poundkeeper.
1168 3s.
MPOUNDED at Goondiwindi,  from Yewburn Pad-dock, on the 7th July ,  1885,  by Mr.  John McKenzie.
Damages,  £ 5 ; driving, 4d.
One white bull ,  dot in C near rump, 2 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
T. B. PRICE ,  Poundkeeper.
1175 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale,  from Ambathala, on the
7th July,  1885, by order  of J. F.  Williams,
Esquire.
One bay gelding,  bumble off  fore foot,  like DM near
shoulder.
Also ,  fr om Milo ,  on the 7th  July,  1885, by order of
L. R. Beck ,  Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding,  bell on,  like H over T near shoulder,
indistinct brand off rump.
If not released on or before the 4th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ALFRED GWYNNE ,  Poundkeeper.
1169 2s.
MPOUNDED at Brisbane ,  from the streets ,  by orderI of the General Inspector.  Trespass, 5s. per head.
One strawberry cow, like AS2 off ribs,  ear-marked, horns
turned in and tops out off.
One bay draught horse ,  WK over 0 off shoulder, star,
off hind foot white.
One light-brown horse ,  W over JC near shoulder, near
hind foot white, marked on knee.
One dark -chesnut horse ,  like H over , over 21 over 9
near shoulder ,  HP off  shoulder, star.
One bay horse,  JP over 0 near shoulder,  PA over S off
shoulder, HE over C off hip,  star, lump on near
stifle.
One red and white cow, 9PE off ribs, blind near eye.
Also, from Samford,  by order of Mr. J. Berregan-
Damages and driving,  6a. 8d.
One red and white cuw, W6H over PM1 or FM1 off
ribs ,  oar-marked, sma ll  lump on neck.
If not  released on or before the 25th July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON ,  Poundkeeper.
1178 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from the Paddock of
Mr. J. Frawley ,  on the 9th July ,  1885. Driving,
10 miles.
One roan cow, QAS off rump.
One strawberry cow, ZM1 over QA3 off rump  ;  calf at
side.
One  red cow, QA3 off rump.
One strawberry heifer, QA3 off rump.
One red steer, white back, GAS off rump.
One red and white heifer,  QA3 off rump.
One red  and  white heifer, G with M sideways and 8 off
rum One ed heifer,  white face, like 5HL off ribs.
One strawberry heifer, G with M sideways and 8 off
rump,  U3 or 8 with Q off ribs.
One  red and white cow, indistinct brands with W over
hke G with indistinct number and M sideways off
rllmp.
One white steer,  QA3 off rump.
If not  released on or before the 4th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1204  118.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, on the 3rd July,
1885, by order of P. Egan,  Esquire.  Damages,
2s. 6d. ;  mileage, 10d.
One bay horse, indistinct brand near and off shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 31st July, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
L. J. SMITH, Poundkeeper.
1205 1s.
Printed and Published  by Jiaxs C.  Baei,  Government Printer
William street ,  Brisbane ,  18th  July, 1885.
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AM.- -
By  Ma  Excellency  Sir Axruowr MtisGsAvx,
I night Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] ohael and St.  George,  Governor
A. Mvagiiavs ,  and C der-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
P.p'P uiAneiees.
pursus na  of the authority  in me vested, and
1 in aaw rdan+ae with the provisions of  " The
Omwx Lauds Act of  1884 ,'  I, Sir AxTHoxv
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following lots of Land will be
offered for sale by Public Auction .  at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days
specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively . (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
The Deed ,  Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale stablished by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MATIN'S AUCTION BOOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON MONDAY , THlti 7TH DAY or SBPTzxBEB, 1886.
!No f  No of So of
Lot. IAflottmeut.t.5eouo n. Arun.
Prfc'  per
!OWX
[No. 15.
we of  (  No. of I No of  I
1601. AUotment !  $eoNon. ArelL
 . K.
11 1 5
12 2  5.
I3 3 5
14 4 5
15 5 5
16 6 5
17 7 5
18 8 5
19 9 5
20 10 5
21
22
23
24
26
26
27
28
1 0 0
100
1 0 0
1 1 18
1 2 32
1 0 0
1 0 0
100
15 0
15 0
15 0
16 0
15 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
15 0
15 0
10 O
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 010 0
(With frontages to the Ipswich road and Tingalpa
Creek.)
29 3 8 1 3 9 10 0
30 4 8 1 2 0 31 10 0
(With  frontages to the Cleveland road and
Prior street.)
31 4 11 1 0 0 10 0
32 5 11 1 0 0 10 0$3 6 11 1 0 0 10 0
34 7 11 1 0 0 10 0
35 8 11 1 0 0 10 0
36 9 11 1 0 0 10 0
37 10 11 1 0 0 10 0
28 11 11 1 0 0 10 0
39 12 11 1 0 0 10 0
40 13 11 1 0 0 10 0
41 14 11 1 0 0 10 0
42 15 11  1,034 10 0
43 16 11 1 2 8 10 0
44 1 12 1 0 0 10 0
45 2 12 1 0 0 10 0
46 3 12 1 0 0 10 0
.
A. A. P. E a.
TOWN LOTS.
1ostnty  of Stanley ,  parish of Tingalpa,  town of
Tingalpa.(Wish frontages to Gray street and Cleveland road.)
1 1 2 0 3 161 15 0
2 2 2 1 0 0 15 0
3 3 2 1 0 15 0
4 4 2 1 0 6 15 0
5 6 2 1 0 0 15 06 6 2 1 0 8 15 0
h' 7 2 1 0141 15 0
8 8 2 1 0 144 15 0
9 9 2 1 0 8 15 0
10 t 10 2 1 0 8 15 0
Acre
P. t 496
0 0
0 0
0 7
0 7
0 0
0 8
0 15
0 15
0 8
0 8
SUBURBAN LOTS.
33
240
SUBURBAN  LOTS - continued.
No of  , Nu. or ..  of Area Price petLot. -,Allotment .  Section. Acre-
47
48
49
50
4
5
6
7
12
22
12
12
A. L P. ! a
1 0 0
1 0 0
5 0 0
5a0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
GEORGETOWN,
ON MONDAY, THE 21ST  DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
No. of  ; No.  of  ( No. of [Moe per
Lot. Allotment section Ate' Aare.
Moo-
t t i A. B. P. £ a.
TOWN LOTS. -- - 1
County of Gilbert, parish  of (.orgetown, town
,  .Of Georgatpwn.
(With frontages  to St.  George street and the
Etheridge River.)
1
2
3
4
5
6
1 0 0  27y4
1 00270
1 0 0270
1 0 027 A,
1 0 0 271'5
1 0 027 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
(With frontages to High and Low streets.)
7 1 3 .0 2 36k 30 0
8 2 3 0 2 36* 30 0
9 3 3 0 236, 30 0
10 4 3 0 2 361 30 0
(With frontage' s to  ft. George street and the
Etheridge River.)
11 1 8 0 •0 36 0 40 0
12 2 8 0 0 36- 30 0
13 3 8 0 0 36io 30 0
14 4 8 0 037,1.6 50 0
15 5 8 0 0 38. 50 0
16 6 8 0 0  38-1-  50 0
17 7 8 0 0 37A 50, 0
18 8 8 0 0  3,5o 50 0
19 9 8 0 0 33  50  0
20 10 8 0 0 32 50 0
21
22
23
(Fronting High street.)
5 11 0 0 26" 30 0
6 11 0 0 261 30 0
9 14 0 0 2€* 30 0
(With frontages to St. George street and the
Etheridge River.)
24 1 17 0 1 32 120 0
25 2 17 0 1 32 50 0
26 3 17 0 1 32 30 0
27 4 17  0 1 31k 30 0
28 5 17 0 1 30 30 0
29 6 17 0 1 28k 30 0
30 7 17 0 1 27A 30 0
,'1 8 . 17 p 1 26?6 30 0
32 9 17 0  124-h  30 0
33 10 17 0 1 2310 30 0
(Fronting Low street.)
34 5 18 0 0 29 30 0
35 6 18 0 0 29 30 0
36 7 18 0 0 29 30 0
37 8 18 0 0 25 30 0
38 9 18 0 0 261 30 0
(With frontages to High and Low streets.)
39 5 19 0 0 29 30 0
40 6 19 0 0 29 30 0
41 7 19 0 0 29 30 0
42 8 19 0 0 29 30 0
43 9 19 0 0 29 30 0
44 12  19 0 0 29 30 0
45 13  19 0 0 29 30 0
46 14 19 0 0 29 30 0
47 15 19 0 0 29 30 0
The purchaser of lot 11 to pay  £ 30 for improvements
,. » 14  to  £120
,• 15 „ £100to  24 to  £120
of of  25 $Y
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
GERALDTON,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 21sT DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
Nn if 1 Nn of 1 No. ofLot.  AUOtioe l lt. A rra. I'ice parAcre
I
A lt. V. £ a•
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Narea ,  parish  of Johnstone ,  town of
Geraldton.
(F ronting Rankin street and the Esplanade.)
1 6 3 0 1 0 50 0
2 I 13 3 1 0 1 0 50 0
(With frontages  to Rankin , Edith, and Owen
streets.)
3 7 6 1 0 30 50 0
4 9 6 0 1 6 50 0
5 12 6 0 1 23 50 06,  13, 6 0 1 21 50 0
7=- 14.i 6 0 1 17 50 0
8 15 6 0 1 13* 50 0
9 16 6 0 1 9* 50 0
(With  frontages  to Ernest  street.)
10 11 10 , 0 1 0 50 0
11  12 10 0 t 0 50 0
12 13  10 0 1 0 50 0
13 14 10 0 1 0 50 0
14 15 10 0 1 0 50 0
15 16 10 0 1 0 50 0
16 17 10 0 1 0 50 0
17 18 10 0 1 0 50 0
(With frontages to Owen and Ernest streets.)
18 3 11 0 1 0 50 0
19 4 11 0 1 0 50 0
20 5 11 0 1 0 50 0
21 6 11 0 1 0 50 0
22 13  - }1• a 1.0 50 0
23 14 11 0 1 0 50 0
24 15 11 0 1 0 50 0
25 16  11 0 1 0 50 0
26 17 11 0 1 0 50 0
SALE AT T.IIE LINDS OFFICE,
HERBERTON,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY  OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
No.  of  No.  of  `  No. of Price par ,
llotment Section Ate' ' AcreLot , .. .
L A. b r. I t a.
TO '1 N LOTS.
County of Cardwell. parish of Herberton,
town of Herberton.
(With frontages  to Ruby and  Florence streets.)
1 1 24 0 2 124 40 0
2 2 24 0 2 13 40 0
3 3 24 0 2 21 40 0
4 4 24 0 1 32* 40 0
5 5 24 0 1 321 40 0
6 6 24 0 1 131 40 0
7 7 24 0 1 32; 40 0
8 8 24 0 2  21 40' 0
9 9 24 0 2 13 40 0
10 10 24 0 3 6 40 0
(With frontages to Perkins and Florence  streets.)
11 1 26 0 2 1e 60 0
12 2 26  0 2 7 60 0
13 3 26 0 2 4* 80 0
14 4 26 0 1 172 80 0
is  5 26 0 1  20 80 0
16 6 26 0 1 20 80 0
17 7 26 0 1 17* 50 0
18 8 26 0 1 234 60 0
19 9 26 0 1  27  60 0
(With frontages to Perkins, Florence, and Ruby
streets.)
20 1 27 0 2 84 60 0
21 2 27 0 2 144 50 0
22 3 27 0 2 21 50 0
23 4 27 0 2 271 50 0
24 5 27 0 1 33 80 0
25 6 27 0 2 44 80 0
26 7 27 0 2 0 80 0
27 8 27 0 2 0 80 0
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TOWN  LOTS -continued.
No. of J No. of No. ofLot. Allotment  Section.
I
era. Price  perAcre.
A. B. P. I L a.
(With frontages to Ruby, Florence, and Rankin
streets.)
28 1 28 0 2 0 80 0
29 2 28 0 2 0 80 0
30 3 1 28 0 2 0 80 0
31 4 28 0 2 0 80 0
32 6 28 0 2 0 80 0
33 6 28 0 2 0 80 0
34 7 28 0 2 0 80 0
35 8 28 0 2 0 80 0
36 9 28 0 2 0 80 0
37 10 28 0 2 0 80 0
(With frontages to Rankin and Florence streets.)
38 1 29 1 1 0 40 0
39 2 29 1 1 0 40 0
40 3 29 0 2 11 40 0
41 4 29 0 2 1 40 0
42 5 29 0 1  34, 40 0
43 6 29 0 1 344 40 0
The purchaser of lot 11 to pay  210  for improvements.
to  „ 13 ,, RN
17 „ $20
18 „  240
21 „ £30to to 24  to  $170  to
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, MOUNT
BRITTON,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
No. of Na of No. of
ere. PrlooLot. Allotment  Section. Aare.
A. f
pee
S.  P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Wodehouse, parish of Mount Britton,
town of Mount Britton.
{Situated on Oaky Creek about 50 miles South-west
of Mackay.)
1 1 1 0 0 1728 12 0
2 2 1 0 0 110 12 0
3 3 1 0 0 13-00 12 0
4 4 1 0 020 12 0
5 5 1 0 022 0 12 0
6 6 1 0 0 10-5 12 0
7 7 1 00201 0 12 0
8 8 1 0 0 2 o0 1`2 0
9 9 1 0 032 12 0
10 10 1 0 0 32 12 0
11 4 2 0 1 0 12 0
12 5 2 0 1 0 12 0
13 6 2 0 1 0 12 0
14 7 2 0 1 0 12 0
15 8 2 0 1 0 12 0
16 9 2 0 1 0 12 0
17 11 2 0 1 0 12 0
18 12 2 0 1 0 12 0
19 13 2 0 1 0 12 0
20 14 2 0 1 0 12 0
21 15 2 0 1 0 12 0
22 16 2 0 1 0 12 0
23 17  2 0 1 0 12 0
24 18 2 0 1 0 12 0
25 19 2 0 1 0 1 12 026 20 2 0 1 0 12 0
27 1, 3 0 0 32 12 0
28 2 3 0 0 32 12 0
29 3 3 0 0 32 12 0
.30 4 3 0 0 32 12 0
31 5 3 0 032 12 0
32 6 3 0 0 32 12 0
•33 4 4 0 1 0 12 0
34 5 4 0 1 0 12 0
35 6 4 0 1 0 12 0
.36  7 4 0 1 0 12 0
37 8 4 0 1 0 12 0
38 9 4 0 1 0 12 0
-39 10 4 0 1 0 12 0
No oflont. Are. Price  perAcre.
1  A.  It.  P. l £ a
46 11 4 0 1 0 12 0
41 12 4 0 1 0 12 0
42 13  , 4 0 1 0 12 0
43 14 4 0 1 0 12 0
44 15 4 0 1 0 12 0
45 16 4 0 1 0 12 0
46 17 4 0 1 0 12 0
47 1 5 0 1 0 12 0
48 2 5 0 1 0 12 0
49 3 5 0 1 0 12 0
50 4 5 0 1 0 12 0
51 5 5 0 1 0 12 0
52 6 5 0 1 0 12 0
53 7 5 0 1 0 12 0
54 8 5 0 1 0 12 0
55 9 5 0 1 0 12 0
56 10 5 0 1 0 12 0
57 11 5 0 1 0 12 0
58 12 5 0 1 0 12 0
59 13 5 0 1 0 12 0
60 14 5 0 1 0 12 0
61 15 5 0 1 0 12 0
62 16 5 0 1 0 12 0
63 17 5 0 1 0 12 0
64 18 5 0 1 0 12 0
65 19 5 0 1 0 12 0
66 20 5 0 1 0 12 0
SALE AT THE LANDS OFFICE,
NORMANTON,
ON MONDAY,  PUP 88TH DAY OP SEPTEMBER, 1885.
No. of  No. of  `  No. of
Lot. llotment  Section. ere.
Price per
Acre.
A.  it. P. I  at So
TOWN LOTS.
County of Norman, parish of  Norman ,  town of
Normanton.
(With frontages to Brown, Thompson, Green, and
Little  Brown streets.)
1 1 28 0 1 0 50 0
2 2 28  I 0 1 0 50 0
3 3 28 0  1  50 0
4 4 28  0 1 0 50 0
5 5 28  0 1 0 50 0
6 6 28 0 1 0 50 0
7 7 28  0 1 0  50 0
8 8 28  0 1 0 50 0
9 9 28 0 1 0 50 0
10 10 28 0 1 0 50 0
U. 11 28 0 1 0 50 0
12 12 28 0 0 34-1-2-6 50 0
13 13 28 0 0 30 50 0
14 14 28 0 1 0 50 0
15 15 28 0 1 7ir 50 0
16 16  28 8 I.  7-A-  60 0
(With frontages to Borck, Brown, Thompson, and
Green streets.)
17 1 29 0 1 0 50 0
18 ( 2 29 8 1 0 .50 0
19 3 29 0 1 0 50 0
20 4 29 0 1 0 50 0
21 5 29 0 1 0 50
22 6 29 0 1 0 50 0
23 7 29 0 1 0 50 0
24 8 29 0 1 0 50 0
25 9 29 0 1 0 50 0
26 ' 10 29 0 1 0 50 0
27 li 29 0 1 0 50 0
28  12 29  0 1 0 50 0
29 13 29 0 1 0 50 0
30 14 29 0 1 0 50 0
31 15 29 0 1 0 50 0
32 16 i 29 I 0 1 0 50 0
With frontages to Borck, Ellesmere, and Thompson
streets.
33 1 30 0 1 0 50 9
34 2 I 30 0 0 37 50 0
35 3 30 I 0 1 10 50  0
TOWN LOTS-00ftfin9W.
No. otTNo.  ofAllotment Section.
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BALE AT THE LANDS OFFICE,
TOOWOOMBA,
ON  MONDAY,  THE 14TH DAY OP SEPTEMBEE, 1885.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
Price
per Foot.
TOWN  LOTS- CO*tinued.
No.  Of
Section. Frontage.
No. of No. of No. of Price I I Feet. 8 s.
Lot. Allotment Section. Frontage. per Foot 3 15 b 391 10 0. 4 16 5 391 10 0
Feet. E  a. 5 17 5 39% 10 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Aubigny ,  parish of Drayton ,  town of
Toowoomba.
(With  frontages to Russell street.)
1 ` 12 I 5 391 10 0
2 14 5 39} 10 0 1
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government.
House ,  Brisbane, this twenty -first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand,
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the-
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON..
GOD BAYS THE Qv w 1
By Authority  :  JAMES 0. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
/.
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PROCLAMATION.
By Ills Excellency Sir ANTHONY N1 usor I X :,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of 5t. MI-
A. MusoRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Guceraur.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Coltniv of Queensland and it,
1''i"•n.lt nr'rti.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, in-
tituled  " An Act to make better provision for
securing and maintaining the Public Health,"  it is
amongst other things enacted that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council. by proclamation,
to declare the enactment contained in the sixty-ninth
section of the said Act to be in force within the
District or any part of the District of a local
authority : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUS(GBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the said Act, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by thismy Proclamation, declare that the following
enactment, that is to say :-
"A local authority may make by-laws-
(1.) For fixing, and from time to time varying,
the number of persons who may occupy a
house or part of a house which is let in
lodgings or occupied by members of more
than one family, and for the separation of
the sexes in a house so let or occupied ;
(2.) For the registration of houses so let or
occupied ;
(3.) For the inspection of such houses ;
(4.) For enforcing drainage and the provision of
privy accommodation for such houses, and
for promoting cleanliness and ventilation in
such houses ;
For the cleansing and lime-washing, at
stated times, of the premises, and for the
paving of the courts and court-yards
thereof;
(6.) For the giving of notices ,  and the taking
of precautions in case of any infectious
disease occurring in any such house ;"
-shall be in force within the Municipality of Bris-
bane.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of
July,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
34
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAPS THE QuxSN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUS&BAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday and Friday, the
30th and 31st instant, being the days appoined for
holding the Annual Race Meeting of the Ravens-
wood Jockey Club, to be Public Holidays in
Ravenswood : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that THURSDAY
and FRIDAY, the 30th and 31st instant, shall,
within the Town of Ravenswood, be observed as
Public Holidays within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
July, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  TAI! QrRRN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885,
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES GILL and
JAMES WILLIAMSON
to be Trustees of the Lo an Cemetery Reserve, in
the room  of William
n
and John Powna ll,
deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
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11
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY EDWARD ASHLEY and
GEOR GE LE G REN Boys
to be  Inspectors of Disti lleries.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1885.
I
T  is hereby notified that ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881 ,"  1 have appointed
PATRICK MOLLOY
to be a Member of the Cook Marsupial Board, in
the room of Henry Wi ll iams ,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES MATHIESON
to be Government Electrician.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd  July,  1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT WILFRED MORAN
to be Deputy Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of Gregory during the absence of the
Returning  Officer.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1885.
11 H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN HARDGFRAVR
to be a Member of the Committee of Management
of the  Brisbane  Hospital, in the room of Moses
Ward,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd  July,  1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the  Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
NEWMAN J. Row WILSON, Chairman of Board,
Division of Indooronpilly,
to be a Member of the Licensing Board for the
Police District of Brisbane, to act only in respect
of Licenses within the boundaries of the Division
of which he  is Chairman.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES  MITCHELL
to be Acting Chief  Draftsman  in the Office of the
Registrar  of Titles, during the  absence on leave of
thg Chief Praitsman.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Charters
Towers Fire Brigade Board, of
FREDERICK JoaNSON
as Superintendent, and
FRANCIS C. BREWER and
HUGH E31ANUEL
as Assistant Superintendents of the Brigade.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint
RICHARD TRE GASKI5
to be a Lieutenant, provisionally, in the Defence
Force.
This appointment to take effect from the 16th
of May last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. ARMITAGE, late Adminis-
trative Battalion, Lancashire Rifle Volunteers.
to be a Lieutenant-Colonel on the Unattached List
of the Queensland Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HORACE PoPHAM POPHAM and
EDWARD BA TTERSBY
to be Government Agents, on the Permanent
Staff. to accompany  Vessels licensed to carry
Pacific Islanders.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor direct itso be
notified that he has been pleased to
accept the resignation tendered by
GEORGE ALEXANDFR MCFAF LANE
of his appointment as Captain in the Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
H
been pleased to accept the services of a Cadet
Corps of the Defence Force, to b  •  enro lled at
Charters Towers ,  under the provisions of  "The
Defence  Act of  1884 "  and the Regulations of the
24th of February ,  1885; that such Corps shall be
known and designated as " The Charters Towers
Cadet Corps," and that the establishment  thereof
shall be as follows :-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenant ... ... 1
Total Officers ... 2
Colour-Sergeant ... ... 1
Sergeants  ... ... ... 2
Corporals ... ... ... 2
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Cadets ... ... ... 40
Total non-c"mmisstoned officers and men 46
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has, on behalf of Her Majesty,
S. W. GRIFFITH. S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be
notified that he  has, on behalf of Her
Majesty,  been pleased to accept the services of a
Rockbampton  Company of  the Naval Brigade, to
be enrolled  in Rockhampton ,  under the  prov isions
of  "The Defence Art  of 1884,"  and that such
Corps shall  be known and designated as " The
Rockhampton Company of the Queensland Naval
Brigade ,"  and that the establishment thereof shall
be as  follows:-
Lieutenant Commanding ...
S b
1
u - Lieutenants  ... ... 2
Total Officers ... 3
1st Class Petty Officers ... 2
2nd Class Petty Officers ... 2
Able Seamen  ...
... 46
Total Petty Officers and Men ... 50
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1885.
j j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to he
11 I notified that he has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS RIDGLEY, M.B.,
to be Surgeon in the Defence Force, with the
rank of Captain.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1885.
HE following  appointments  of Members of
11 Committees  for State Schools  are notified
viz.:- 0
A llo,•a.
William Burge
Duncan  M. CameronWilliam Deacon
James Dougall
John Kelley.
Murphy 's Creek.
James Dunn
vice  Thomas McKie, resigned.
Sandy Creek.
Andrew Bracke
George Eckhardt
John Hallmann
Patrick Higgins
Henry Topfer.
Swan Creek Uppper.
John Brennan
Timothy  Morris.
E. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December;  184.
1  T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,- "  All that portion of the southern
shores  of New  Guinea ,  commencing from the boun-
dary of that port ion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape ,  with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive ,  together with the is 'ands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Eiitrecasteaux
Group ,  and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GR l FFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December. 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
W
HEREAS by  the Regulations made under
the abovementioned  Act, and  published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last ,  it is  provided
that the Minister may, by a  general direction pub-
lished in  the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship ,  forbid  the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed  :  Now, therefore ,  I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH,  Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act,  do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands  within the  Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion ,  and see that the same  is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane ,  this twenty-
fourth day of December ,  A.D. 1881.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th .Tune, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by  the Regulations made under
the abovementioned  Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884 ,  it is pro-
vided  that the  Minister may, by a general direction
published  in the  Gazette,  or by  a special direction
given on grantin a license in respect of any par-
ticular  ship ,  forbid the  recruiting  of labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Government
Agents  are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore ,  I, the  Honourable
SAMUEL W ALKER GRIFFITH,  Colonial Secretary
of Queensland ,  being the Minister  charged with the
execution of the said  Act, do forbid  the Recruiting
of Pacific  Island Labourers  at the islands of New
Britain and  New Ireland ,  and the small islands
adjacent thereto ;  and all  Government  Agents  and
Masters of  Labour Vessels  are required to take
notice of  this  direction ,  and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand,  at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day  of June ,  A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 27th J une, 188 I.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
VVHEREAS  by the  Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April ,  1884 ,  it is pro-
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  gazette,  or  by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship ,  forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed  :  Now, therefore ,  1, the Honourable
.SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH ,  Colonial Secretary
of Q ,censland ,  being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said  Act, do  forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea ,  and the sma ll  islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand ,  at Brisbane ,  this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  Tested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
177 John O'Sullivan ...
186 John Spooner ..
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
... 160 0 0
... 167 0 0
Land  Agent's
District.
Nanango.
ditto.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of
July, in  the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty- five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1'; )CLA IT V1'IUJ'.
By His .L .eu1lenCy Sir ANTIIoN Y MrTSGRAVF,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Disting uished Order  of St. Ali-
[L.S.] ehael and fit. George, Governor
A. 11Iusuit,.vi,, an, Cunnnaler-In CliCf of the
Guvernur .  l'ul)i IY idf t;  lwen,lall,d and it
IN
pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the  provisions of  "The
Crown  -  Land8 Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the fo ll owing
Selection of Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
Name of Lessee.
1
1 Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
I A. R. P.
1356 Henry L. Black ... ... , 1,280 0 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the 1'1 ost
[L.8.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
y in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the .Executive Council, do hereb notify and
proclaim that the following lot of Laud will be
offered for Lease by Public Auction, at the under-
mentioned  place,  at Eleven  o'clock on the day
speci fied , at the upset  rental affixed.
The Survey Fee will be charged  according to
the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
83-12434-L.B.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CAIRNS,
ON MONDAY,  THE 21ST DAY OF SEPTEMBER. 1885.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Upset
Annual tent.
A. R.  F. ! £ i.
WHARF SITE.
Town of Cairns.
Fronting the Esplanade.
(Formerly Special Lease No. 79.)
Special Lease for Wharfage Purposes, under
Section 94, 48 Victorise, No. 28.
1 1 ... 1 100 feet frontage ! 20 0
Terms and Conditions of Sale.
1st. The rent to be paid annually, in advance.
2nd. The lease to be for a term of twenty-one
years.
3rd. Plans of the buildings and wharf to be
submitted for the approval of the Government
before erection.
4th. The wharf to be open to the use of vessels
for loading and unloading in the order of their
arrival.
5th. The right of opening a road through the
leased land, where most convenient, to be reserved.
6th. Government goods to be landed free.
7th. The rent to be appraised at the end of
seven and fourteen years, respectively.
8th. Improvements erected during the term of
lease to be protected at its termination.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reig.i.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Goo SAVE TIIR QUTU 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L. s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with- the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, E r' s t, ane, this twenty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGHAu  LAND  AGENT' S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries:
Agricultural  Area  No.  1.
Commencing  on the coast four miles north from
'l'ain O'Shanter Point, and bounded thence by a
line west and the northern watershed of the Hull
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and Tully Rivers westerly to the western watershed
of the Tully River ;  thence by the western water-
shed of the Tu lly and Murray Rivers and Meunga
Creek southerly and Rockingham Bay Range
westerly to Mount Echo ,  by a  line west crossing
the Herbert River to Sea View Range, by Sea
View Range south -easterly to a point distant two
miles south -easterly from Mount Farquharson
Spur Range  ;  thence by lines parallel with and
distant two miles from the summit of that range
easterly to the western boundary of the parish of
Lannercost , by that  boundary southerly to Sea
View Range ,  by that range south -easterly to a
point distant two miles south -easterly from Frances
Creek  ;  thence by lines parallel with and distant
two miles from Frances Creek north -easterly to
the south boundary of portion 237, parish of
Waterview  ;  thence by portions 237 and 287
easterly to a point south from the north -west corner
of portion 275, parish of Trebonne ,  by a line north
to that corner  ;  thence by a line east along the
north boundary of portion  275 to the  coast ; and
thence by  the coast  northerly  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of Grazing  Area No. 2.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing on Halifax Bav at the mouth of
Saltwater Creek ,  and bounded  thence by  that creek
upwards to its source in Sea  View  Range, by that
range north -westerly to a point distant two miles
from Saltwater Creek ; thence by  lines parallel
with and distant two miles from Saltwater Creek
north -easterly to Ha li fax Bay ; and thence by the
shore thereof south -easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
PROCLAMATION.
BY His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
i.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. 1rsuu.tvu, chael and St. George, Governor
Gorer,nor.  and Conmmander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
l
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and proclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved
for the purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
95-5427-C.C.
Town of Ravenswood.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by proclamation
dated 7th November, 1884, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Gladstone, parish of Ravenswood.
2 acres  3 roods 44 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the north-
west side of -Haven street by the north-east side of
Macrossan street, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by Raven street bearin_ 50 degrees six chains;
on the north-east by a line bearing 320 degrees five
chains ; on the north-west by Paige street bearing
230 degrees four chains and seventy-eight links ;
and on the south-west by lines bearing 153 degrees
three chains and sixty links and 242 degrees one
chain and twenty-six links ; and by Macrossan
street bearing 114 degrees 43 minutes one chain
ninety-three links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POUND.
65-10255-C.U.
Town of Springsure.(In lieu of the Reserve established by proclamation
dated 31st January, 1885, which is hereby
cancelled.)
County of  Denison , parish of Springsure.
I acre  0 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
28A, and  bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing  west 380 links ; on the west by a line
bearing north 300 links ; on the north by a line
bearing east  380 links ; and on the east by a road
bearing  south 300 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR GARDEN AND RECREATION  PURPOSES.
85-4568-C.U.
Town of Ingham.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the east side
of Townsville street by the north side of Cooper
street, and bounded thence on the south by Cooper
street bearing east ten chains ; on the east by
Davidson street bearing north five chains ; on the
north by a road bearing west ten chains ; and on
the west by Townsville street bearing south five
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
85-13081-S G.
On Wheelbarrow Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by proclamation
dated 1st July, 1881, which is hereby amended.)
County of Fitzroy, parish of Booie.
About 87 acres.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over 72 at the angle of the Gayndah and Nanango
road at Dale's Swamp ; thence by that road north-
easterly fifteen chains ; thence by a line east about
forty-two chains to the west boundary of selection
231 ; thence by part of that boundary south twenty
chains ; thence by a line west about forty-three
chains fifty links to the road aforesaid ; thence by
that road north-westerly to the point of commence-
ment,- beingpartof Forfeited Selection 72, Nanango
District.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND CAMPING.
85-13236- 8 .0.
On the Barcoo River.
County of Tambo, parish of Greendale.
About 985 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at the north-east corner of portion 15, parish
of Tambo, and bounded thence on the east by a
line crossing the Barcoo River bearing north about
seventy-nine chains ; on the north by a line and
the south boundary of portion 9, parish of Green-
dale, bearing west to the Barcoo River; thence by
that river upwards to the northern termination of
the east boundary of portion 19; thence by the
east and south boundaries of that portion bearing
south and west to the road from Blackall to Tambo ;
thence by the north-east side of that road south-
easterly to portion 15, parish of Tambo ; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that portion
bearing north  and east  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House.  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
iROCLAMATION.
B 1li. Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the MostL.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGHAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gor-error.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
1 i lr ANTHONY MUBGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-13806-C. Sol.
DESCRIPTION :
A triangular piece of land, containing one rood
thirty-seven perches, cut off the south-west corner
of portion 161, parish of Warner. (James Gordon.)
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command.
C. B. DUTTON,
Ggz,84'sTRsQUUJ!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir  ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[l..s.] chael and  St. George, Governor
A. MCSGRATR. and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Land* Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE  FOR CEMETERY.
85-12792-9.G.
Geraldton.
On Bamboo Creek.
County of Nares, parish of Johnstone.
10 acres.
Commencing at the west corner of the Bridge
Reserve, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that reserve bearing 130 degrees seven chains
eighty links ; on the east by the Esplanade bearing
170 degrees five chains fifty-one links ; on the
south by a line bearing west ten chains and ninety-
six links ; on the west by a line bearing north
fourteen chains and six links to a deep gully and
passing
through a post thirty links from said gully ;thence by that eully downwards to Bamboo Creek ;and thence by th t creek downwards t  the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
l. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described in the Book of Reference here-
under shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
DESCRIPTION :
85-14389-0. Sol.
Road 250 links wide, along the northern side of
of the reserved roar in selection 271, parish of
Yandilla, being a widening of that road to a total
width of 390 links, and containing 84 acres 3 roods
23 perches (F.  It.  C. Strdver).
NoTR.-The above road is substituted for the
roads advertised to be closed in l r. Strdver's name
in the  Government Gazette  of 16th August, 1884,
folio 631, which are hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
Ditto ...
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been  made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land.
Police. and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.. Applicant.
1 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional
Board on
account
of Peter
McKillop
2
3
4
5
6
7
tions 95 .  108, and 115
fro m portions 96, 107,
and 116
8 Ditto  ...  Part of road separating
portion 134 from por-
tion 141
9 Ditto  ...  Road separating  por-
tions  98. 105, and 118
from portions  99, 104,
and 119
10 Ditto  ...  Pa rt  of  ro ad separating
portion 148 from por-
tion 119
11 Ditto  ...  Road separating por-
tions 116, 117, 118,
119, 120,  and part of
91 from port ions 196,
197, 198 ,  218, 121, and
part of 123
12
13
14
Ditto
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
Situation .
Road separating por-
tion 6 from portions 7
and 8
Road separating por-
tions 8 .  8A,  9, 10, 124,
127, 133, 134. 141, 142,
148, and 149 from
portions 7, 11, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97,  98, 99,
100, and 101
Road separating por-
tion 129 fro m portion
130
Ditto ...  Road separating por-
tions  128,129,130,131,
132, 135,  133, 137, 134,
139, 140,  145, 118, 152,
153, 154,  and 155 from
portions  127, 133,134,
137s,138a,139A,140A,
147, 150,  and 151
Ditto ...  Road separating por-
tions 93, 94. 95, 96, 97,
99, 99, 100, and 101
from portions 110,
109, 108, 107, 106, 105,
104, 103, and 102
Ditto  i  Road separating por-
tions  56, 55 ,  54, and
53 from portions 50,
51, and 52
Parish. Area.
3futdapiily
A.
6
R. Y.
2 0
{
ditto ... 30 2 0
ditto ... 3 0 27
ditto ... 21 0 18
ditto ... 22 3 0
Forbes ... ( 10 2 27
{
Ditto  ...  Road separating  por- 3futdapilly 12 0 22
Ditto Road separating por-
tions 120, 102, 50, 51,
52, and  93 from por-
tions  91 and 126
Ditto  Road separating  por-
tions 54 and 51 from
{ portions  53 and 52
Ditto ...  Road separating  por-
tions  53 and 52 from
portion 93
About
ditto ... 1 0 0
ditto ... 12 0 5
About
ditto 0 2 6
Mutdapilly 15 030
and Forbes
ditto ... 19 3 21
Forbes ... 8 1 20
ditto 8 3 29
C. B. DUTTON.
Nors.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN' in oonnection with the opening of other  ro ads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th  July,  1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
i applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Esk One of the reserved Esk ... 11 0 0
Divisional roads through por-,
Board onI tion 20
account ofl
Wm.  31.
Bowman
2 Ditto The reserved road ' ditto .. 8 2 0
through portion l8
:i Ditto The road separating l ditto 9 0 0
port ions 10  and 9 from
portions  11 and 12
4 Ditto ... The road  separating  ditto ... 4 0 0
portion 12 from part
of portion 13
5 Ditto P. E. One of the reserved ditto ... 16 2 0
Bigge  roads through por-
tion 19
NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depa rt -
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Police, and Post Offices ,  Warwick and Herberton;
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF
No. Applicant.
*1 The Glengal-
len Divisio-
nal Board
on account
of Mary
Orange
t2 The Tina ro o
Divisonal
Board on
account of
ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Road separating por-
tion 46 fro m  portion
47
Road  separating por-
tions 5 and 11 from
portions 6 and 12
Peter  George'
Grant
t3 The  Ingle - The reserved road
wood Divi-
sion"l
Board on
account of
through portion 344
-o n
son
t4 Ditto  The reserved  ro ad
through portion 133
Parish.
Canning..,
Herberton
Rosenthal
ditto
Area.
A. it. P.
8 324
2 238
7 2 10
8 2 0
* Norr.- The closure of this  ro ad is pro posed to  be  carried out
in connection with the opening of a road through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t Norr.- The closu re  of these  ro ads is proposed  to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
h WilJ
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the .Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Rockhampton, Ipswich, Toowoomba, Mackay, and
Beenleigh; and at the Police and Post Offices, Rock-
hampton. H arrisville, Jondaryan, Eton, and N erang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
-I
situation. Parish.  Area.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
1 The Commis-  Road separating
sioner of po rt ion 59 from
Police portion 60 and
through vacant
land
+2 The Mutdapilly  Reserved road
Divisional  through portion
Board on 46  (sel. 3791, Ips-
account of wich )  and adjoin-
Christen  ingeastboundary
Christensen of portions 84 and
86
Karkol ...
A. $. P.
5 0 0
Thorn 9 2 0
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
3 James  Trott  Road separating CecilPlains 28 2 23
selection 409,
Toowoomba Dis-
trict,  fro m selec-
tions 1674 and
3623
4 The Pioneer Part of the road Eton  ...  2 3 14
Divisional  separating por-
Board on tions 13 and 15
account of the from portions 14
Australian and 34
Joint Stock
Bank
5 Ferdinand Reserved road Gilston  ...  4 1 25
Lergessner through port ion
108, selection 1175,
Beenidigh Dis-
trict
+ The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out in Con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified for general  information,I
that  applications under  the eighty -ninth section
of  "The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884"  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are  required  to tr&nsmit to this
Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
mon+hs from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh  and Gympie  ; the Po li ce and
Post Offices ,  Nerang and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1 C. W. Cox Part  of one of the re-
A.  X.  P.
Gilston  ...  2 1 10
*2 Thecsbool-
served  roads through
portion 23
Part of  reserved  road +
About
biaroochy 0 3 0
Lure  Divi-
sional
Board on
account of
Johann
th rough portion 131
(selection 3825, Bris-
bane  District)
-
*3
Andresen
Ditto,  on Reserved  roads through ditto  ... 7 3 20
*4
accountof
John
Gustave
Sommer
Ditto,  on
portion 128  (selection
3784 ,  Brisbane Dis-
trict)
One of the reserved ditto ... 8 3 0
account of
John
Sommer
ro ads th ro ugh  portion
111  (selection 3746,
Brisbane District)
* The closure  of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening  of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T T is hereby notified for general  information,
1 that application under the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
inent their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices, Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
- Andrew
Bogle
Situation . Parish.
Partof ro ad separating  Indooroo-
portion 65 from por- pilly
tion 89
Area.
A. R. P.
1 028
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I F is hereby notified for  general information,that application  under  the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider  their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Beenleigh ; an3 at the Police and Post
Offices, Nerang.
No.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Tabragalba
Divisional
Board on
account of ,
Henry
Franklyn
Situation .  Parish.
Part of reserved Tambo rine
road through
portion 62,
selection 1716,
Brisbane Dist rict
Area.
A. R. P
About
1 3 0
N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd May, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty -ninth section
of 66The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office ,  Ipswich  ;  and at the Po li ce and Post Offices,
Gatton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The  Tarampa Road separating  portion Tenthill 4 3 22
Divisional 118 from portions 56 and
Board on 50
account of
Harry
Hooper
2 The Tarampa Reserved road through ditto 4 0 25
Divisional portion 105
Board on
account of
E. McCaskie
3 Ditto ... Also, part of road between ditto About
portions 105 and 50 1 0 0
The closure  of these  roads is  proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening  of  another road.
Department of Public'Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
T is  hereby  notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act  of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above -recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868  and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICE6-
Month.
Brisbane. Been-leigh. Ipswich. Esk."
Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March ...  ... Tues.,  3 Wed., 11 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
April ... 7 8 to
May ... 5 13 1 Tues. 19
June ... 2 10 5
July ... 7 8 3 21
August ... 4 12 7
September 1 9 4 15
October 6 4 2
November 3 1 6 17
Bsoember 1 9 4
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July
August  ...
Septem ber
October
Novem ber
December
AT THE LAND  OFFICEs- AT POLICEOsvics-
Too- Warwick .  Dalby. Allora.
woomba.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
Mon., 23 Tues., 24
of  20 „ 21It 26It
27
24...
... 21
... 26
... 23 I
... 21
23
28
25
22
27
24
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
Fri., 27 Wed., 25
24 „ 22
29 „ 27
28 „ 24
31 „ 29
28 » 26
25 „ 23
30 » 28
27 25
Wed., 23 „ 30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICRHABDT DISTRICT.
Month.
Cler-
mont.
Date.
1885.
March ....Thur.,26
April
May
June
JulyAugust...
September
October
November
December
30
28
25
» 30
27
„ 24
29
26
31
AT THE LAND OFFICKS-
Emerald .  Taroom. Spring- Mt. Banana.sure. Britton .
Date .  Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1886. 1885. 1885. 1885.
Mon., 16 Wed .,  4 Mon .,23 Fri .,  6 Wed., 18
20 „ 1 „ 27 Tues.,7 „ 15
18 „ 6 „ 25  Fri., 1 „ 20
15 „ 3 „ 22 „ 5 „ 17
20 „ 1 „ 27 „ 3 „ 15
17 „ 5 „ 24 „ 7 „ 19
21 „ 2 „ 28 „ 4 „ 16
19 „ 7 „ 26 „ 2 „ 21
16 » 4I „ 23 „ 6 „  is
21 „ 2 „ 28 „ 4 „ 18
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Rockhampton ,  the second
Monday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month,
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WIDE BAY AND BLBNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KRNNRDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BUBKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.At he Land Ofh`ee, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
WARREGO  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday , the Court will be held  on the fo llowing
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from  time  to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
+ The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applicatiogs for Certificates of Fulfilment of Copditiops.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofT
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the Act  aforesaid , the correct  name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed  containing the erroneous name,
and such grant  and every such deed  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant- 22nd  October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William  Harrison  Aimes,  as joint tenants.
Land granted.--Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of  Misnomer .-The  names of the Grantees
having  been inserted as Edward Layard and
William  Harrison  Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby liven, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858,' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett,
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.- The  name of the Grantee
having  been  inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John  Brackett), instead of  K atherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife  of John  Brockel), the
correct name,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTTCE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Giant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the `eal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  area shall  be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous  area ;  and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency  the  Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The 'titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said  grant and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant- 58632.
Date of Grant-5th March, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Jacob Horwitz.
Land ,granted .-Portion  967, county of Merivale,
parish of Robinson.
Area-461 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
-Nature  of Error  -The  area  of the land having
been inserted in the deed as 464 a- res 1 rood
6 perches, instead of 466  acres  1 rood 6 perches,
the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.'
Date of Grant--6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DISCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar, selection
625,  Gympie District ,  portion 625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and  a line  bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links;  on the north -west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
SCIIEIMTLE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
'Name ofGrantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted  -Portion 216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-11; acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres I rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links,
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links; and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees  five chains
three links, 359 degrees four  chains  and sixty-two
lit ks, and 347 degrees  six chains  and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  1.11, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres  3 roods  and 131 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  ccrner of portion
129, and bounded thence  on the east  by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50  minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty- one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160  degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129  bearing east  eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of  commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  "The Titles to Land
At  of  1858,"  at the expiration  of three months
trom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant,  under his  }land and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by torce of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names  snail be taken to have
been inserted  in the  said grants and in  every deed
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containing  the erroneous  names ;  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDon cld, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56159 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September. 1884, and 15th
October, 1884. respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment 6 of  section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1878, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of ?Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William IIigson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th  May,  1885.
ERROR IN DE ED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titlea to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such  Deed of Grant,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe  the name of the town, to
the intent  that, by force of the Act  aforesaid, the
correct name  shall be taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and  in every deed containing the
erroneous name ; and such grant and  every such
deed shall  operate  and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Grant-53457.
Date of Grant-5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee-William Morgan.
Land  granted.-Allotment 13 of section 2, town
of Ingle bogie.
Area-1 rood 272 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the town having
been described in the Deed of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of Baltinglass, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name shall  be taken
to have been inserted in the said  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous name;  and
such grants  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDUL E  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants-50722, 50723,  50724,  50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.
Name of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land granted.-Allotment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4, allotment 3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Franz
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that Forfeited Special Timber License No.
81, as per accompanying description, will, on and
after TUESDAY. the 1st day of September,
1885, be open to License at the Gympie Land
Office, in accordance with clause 38 of the Timber
Regulations dated the 5th June, 1885.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
(Special limber License No. 81).
County of March, parish if Gootehie.
1 square mile.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selection
41, Gympie Register; thence by the western boun-
dary of that selection 1 earing south 4,550 links ;
thence by lines bearing west eighty chains and
north 101 chains to the road from Gootchie to
Neardie ; thence by that road south-easterly to the
point of commencement.
.1epartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NO rTCE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Sale of Town
Lots, Town of Alpha, advertised for sale at
the Police Office, Bogan•ungan, on the 10th August
next, will be sold at Pinehill on that date, instead
of at the former place.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of LE ichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
j T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be held
at the Court Room of the Land Board at Brisbane,
at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the 11th day of
August proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
Office of the Laud Board,
Brisbane. 9th July, 1885
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other 'business  as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
28th day of July instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Pub lic Lands Office,
Mackay,  10th July, 1885.
To the Attorney or  Representative of the selector
of No. 1154,  R. 1. BELBIN,  Mackay.
U NDER Section  52 of  " The Crowu LandsAlienation  Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause, at the  Land Court to  be held on
the 13th day of August next: why the said  Selection
No. 1154 should not be declared Ion felted for the
non-fulfilment  of the condition  of occupation.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting  Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner 's Office,
Gayndah ,  14th  July,  1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BELL ,  Selector, Gayndah
Reserve.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40 Vic.  No. 15.
Gayndah District.
Reg. No. 22.
Homestead.
56 acre s.
Gayndab Reserve.
the 8th day of September next,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and
show cause why your Selection
No. 22, in Gayndah District,
should not be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PAR RY-OKEDEN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
Notice to J. W.  DREwE,  of Southport.
Y015 are hereby  called  upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden  at Beenleigh  on Wednes-
Act 31 No. 46.
Beenleigh.
Reg. No .  417-789.
J. W. Drewe.
Portion 60.
Parish of Pimpama.
Portion 50.
Parish of Gilston.
day, the 12th day of August next,
at 10 o'clock a.m., and show cause
why your Selections 417 and 789,
Beenleigh District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
mentof the conditions f residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
Notice to DANIEL O'BRIEN,  Deep Creek, Mount
Brisbane.YOU are hereby called upon to attend  the LandCourt to be holden at Ipswich on Friday,
Act 40  Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich Dist ri ct.
Reg. No. 6476.
Conditional.
300 acre s.
Portion 130.
Parish of Dixon.
In Mount Brisbane
Homestead Area.
7th August next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause
why your Selection No. 6476,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition of occupa-
tion.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
To JosEPH CooK, Junr., Thornton, Upper Laidley.
NOTICE.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt, to be bolden at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
Act 40 Vic. No. 15. the 7th August next, at 10 o'clockIpswich.No. 4661 in the forenoon, and show causeN
Joseph  Cook, junr. why your Selection No. 4661,
200acres. Ipswich District, should not beParish  of Townson.
Portion 6. declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition of residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to Jo$N CLARK, holder of Selection No.
2436, B.R., East Moreton.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER Mc LE A N,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner' s Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to HENRY FULLAGAR, of Goodna, holder of
Selection No. 3748, B.R., East Moreton.SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the  same  should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to W. P. CLARK, holder of Selections Nos.
2864 and 2865, B.H., East Moreton.
is
having been reported to me that you
IJ have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selections, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th  day  of
August next, wh' the  same  should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited . and
vacated selections.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
A
N Examination  of Candidates shall be held
once a year at the Office of  the Chief
Engineer for Railways , S.D., at  a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES, '
Secretary for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken  in  ro tation  according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of 210; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for  examina.
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbourin colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the  examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class  licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
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7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects ,  viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Leve lling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents ,  conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(q.) Ast ronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annua ll yprepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chief Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question sha ll  be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall  be
entitled to a second -class certificate ,  and those
receiving more than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon an__yy officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his De artment, and who does not hold
a  li cense from the Surveyor -General of this colony,
to present himself for examination ,  psevided that
not less than six months '  notice be given such
officer
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HOSPITAL AND SURGEON 'S QUARTERS,
GERAL1iTON.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court Houses ,  Geraldton and
Townsville ,  until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 28th August, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Hospital and Surgeon 's Quarters at
Geraldton ,  according to Amended Plans.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Hospital ,  4'c., Gerald-
ton."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses ,  Geraldton and
Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
fro m the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, EAST BUNDABERG.
rj SENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th August, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at East Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, .East
Bundaber gg."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court House,  Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Departm ant of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  23rd  July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, GIN GIN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Bundaberg, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th August,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station-at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police  Station, Gin
Gin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions  attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper jjrinted form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every"Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the,due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, PIALBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office and atthe Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th August, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Pialba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Pialba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £15. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the 0um of
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10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the  Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, TIARO.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office and
11 at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7tn August, from
Eersons  willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Tiaro.
Tenders to he endorsed  " Police Station, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and  further  particulars  obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by  the varty
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
'l' ender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver  at the  Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty for  securing such performance;
otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.
TENDERS will be received  at this  Office, and
at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cooktown,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, from  persons  willing to contract for
erection of Post and Telegraph Office at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and TelegraphOffice, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Offices, Maytown and Cook-
tovi u.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£20. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on  a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every
Tender  there  must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due  performance  of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that  event to execute  and deliver at'.the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing  such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWVA1ID DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and  Mines,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, POLICE BUILDINGS,
RO ITA.TENDERS will be received at this  Ollice untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Fencing and Gates at the Police Buildings,
Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Fencing, 4-c., Police
Buildinqs, Roma."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ilonia.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering , agreeing  to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent.  on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event  of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event  to execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within  fourteen  days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such  performance ; otherwise  the Tender  will not
be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily he
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, LU. WYCHE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Police Station at Lutwyche.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police  Station,
Lutwyche."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause I in the General Conditions
attached to the t pecification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printer form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work. and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EI)WAIID DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Isrtsbane ,  9th July , 1s55.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO FENCE AT GAOL, RO M A.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 31st
July, from persons willing to contract for Repairs
to Fence at the (141ol, 1lonia.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Repairs to Fence,
Rome Gad,l."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed  by the  party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the fender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
t FENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborou gh.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the  Tender, is Is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering , agreeing to
deposit the sum of 41 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to 4 per cent, specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
tl+iieepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER  ROSS CREEK , TOWNSVILLE.
r ENDERS will be received at this Office
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th September ,  from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Brzdce."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
a bier cent. upon amount of tender.Tenders must be on a pro per printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree.
ing to deposit the sum of 4; per cent.  on  amount of
Tender, in addition to 4 per cent. specified above,
as security for the duo performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PUBLIC OFFICES ,  BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at his 4 'ffice until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of New Public Offices at Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 'veto Public  Offices,
Brisbane."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, the Colonial Architect 's Office,  Sydney, and
the Public Works Office ,  Melbourne.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£1,000.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is pro posed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
the  party tendering, agreeing to  deposit the sum
9byy1-5- of T ender a$  security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days  from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DRIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
FENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August,  1885, for the construction of fifty (50)
Hopper Wagons for the Southern and Western
Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (211) per cent. on
amount of  Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany  each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings ,  Specifications , &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive  Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foreman's Office, Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Norr ..- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to  fines for non-completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
ENDERS will be received  at this  Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August,  1885, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of Three Thousand Tons of Coal for
Locomotives , &c., Southern and Western  Railway.
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The Coal to be of the best description. Samples
to be supplied to the Stores Department, Ipswich,
previous to the 7th August, 1885.
Specification and further particulars may be seen
at this Office, and at the Railway Storekeeper's
Office, Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Extension of Time.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
EXTENSION FROM HOWARD TO BUNDABERO.
Contract for Works.TENDERS are invited for the Construction of
the Extension from Howard to Bundaberg,
in length 36 miles 32 chains 451 links, in accordance
with flans, Sections, Drawings, General Conditions,
and Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after
MONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
Forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension from
Howard to Bundaberg,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
31st JuLy,  1885.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
WM. MILES.
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Highfcelds Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS are invited for the construction of
the Hiahfields Branch Contract No. `.ii-
Cabarlah to row's Nest-in length 17 miles 22
chains 351 links, in accordance with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and
Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after
lvtONDAY, the 29th of June, 1885, where also
forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed "  Tender for -$ighfieldsBranch
Contract No. 2,"  must be deposited at the Office
of , the Under Secretary for Railways not later
than Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
July, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will'not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1885.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BOYS' SCHOOL, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.
rENDERS will be received at this Office, and
r at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th of August,
fro m persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a New Boys' School at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New Boys'
School, Rockhampton Central."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ASPHALTING, STATE SCHOOL, KANGAROO
POINT, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
of July,  from persons willing  to contract for
Asphalting required at the State School , Kangaroo
Point.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Asphalting,
State School, Kangaroo Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, LYTTON.
FENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at  the State School, Lytton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Kitchen and Covered Way to the Teacher' s Resi-
dence, State School, Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State School, Lytton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the State School, Lytton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secrt:ary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, ALBERT STATE SCHOOL,
MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Play-shed at the Albert State School, Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
Albert State  School, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, FENCING, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Herberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Play-shed, Fencing, &c., at the State School,
Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
Fencing, 4'c., State School, Herberton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, STATE SCHOOL, MERRITT'S
CREEK.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and
at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for certain Improve-
ments  required at the State School, Merritt's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments,  State School, Merritt's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
O ffice,  and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
the Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL AND ALTERING OLD
SCHOOL INTO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
TARAMPA.
TE
NDER.S will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. op FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a new State
School and Altering Old School into Teacher's Resi-
dence,  Tarampa.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School  _ and Altering  Old School into Teacher's
Residence , Tarama."
Plan , Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Oiiee , and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL, WINTON.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Winton, until 4 o'clockp.m.on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from  persons
willin to contract for the erection of a State
School at Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School,
Winton."
Plan, S ecification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, andp further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Winton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO OLD
SCHOOL FOR TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
TEV IOTVILLE.
ND ERS will be received at this Office, and
I1E  at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons  willing to contract for Alterations and
Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Teviotville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Alterations
and Additions t, Old School for Teacher's Resi-
dence, Tevi,,tville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office. and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
NEWTOWN, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a State School and Teacher's Residence at Newtown,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for State School
and Teacher's Residence, Newtown, Ma borough."
Plan, Specification.  and form  of Tender may be
seen  and further  particulars  obtained,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any  one of the  Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO OLD
SCHOOL FOR TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
SOUTHBROOK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st of July, from
persons willing to contract for Alterations and
Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Southbrook.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Alterations
and Additions to Old School for Teacher's Residence,
Southbrook."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane. 17th July, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.F !'RESH Tenders will be received at the Office of1' the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the seventeenth
(17th) day of August next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except wire
nsulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanshipp
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms,  general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York. opposite Thursday
Island, to the  termination  of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles, more or less.
The wire , insulators , and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities  issued will be upon
the proper  estimate  and  requisition  of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient , and any surplus  material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge , at the nearest
Telegraph  Station , as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
as
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appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand.
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting  and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract eball have beep completed to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the  right to
make use of  the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to  prejudice in any  way the power to sub-
sequently  re ject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may  avail  himself of  the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Uovernment against any elaimr for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that it sha ll  be  lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor.
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused  to roads  ; and if such claims
are not  defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay  the same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the  contractor  fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and  at the rate of progress required by the
Government, ii shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment .  by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant , materials, and
implements in his possession  on the ground ,  and all
sums of money , whether  named in  the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non -fulfilment  of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender , also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office- of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to tw enty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within  a radius of  twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away ,  and a  goal straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within  the clearing.
Any branches overhanging  from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting otlicer might endanger  the line, to
be removed.
All existing  cleared roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of  the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards  apart,  to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular po-ition, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as dire cted.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work,  or any part  of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or  rejection of theOn tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer spr4nted by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms,  and every information, may be
obtained  on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-Ph.TTLRSON,Postmaster. G neral.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-BOWEN TO TOWNS.
VILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the third
(3rd) day of August next, from , persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets ,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work , according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :--
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price per pole, for new ones where
necessary.
Bowen to Townsville-a distance  of one hundred
and twenty-four (124) miles,  more or less.
The wire,  in sulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will
be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivereJ
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole ccntract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telebegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that half, shall have
full power at any  tune  afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment sha ll  be made, of  rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect  of which
such  re port and payments may have been made.
The total balance w ill be paid when the entire
contract sha ll  have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the ri ht to
make use of  the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
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Superintendent ,  from moneys  due to the  contractor , Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim Brisbane , 20th July, 1885.
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay  the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enfoi ce the
penalties for the non -fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums  of money ,  whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum equal  to ten  (10) per  cent. of
the total tender  cost of  -  the whole  work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event  of the  Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
So licitor, in J3risbane,  within ten  (10) days from t  ho
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per
cent .  on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
, pecif  cation.
The existing Telegraph  wires are  to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each ,  as directed.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from  the butt,  and five  (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six  (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop -iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of spli t ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2)  feet .  Joints or splices to be made as
directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, must be of the best qua li ty,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Tele gr aphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super.
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
NOTICE.THE Tender of THE QUEENSLAND RAILWAY-CARRIAGE, WAGON,  AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
LIMITED , for the Supply of 50 Hopper-Wagons
for Southern  and Western Railway, has been
accepted. Amount, 1;2,084 3s. 4d.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information thatI the Railway from Mackay to Eton a d Hamilton
will be opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains  will run to the following time table :-
a.m. a.in.
Eton ... ... dep. 7'0 NewburyJunc.... arr. 7.27
Newbury Junc.... „ 7'30 Hamilton „ 8'0
Hamilton ... 8.30 Mackay ... ... „ 100
p.m. p.m.
Mackay ... ... „ 3'0 Hamilton ... 4.30
Hamilton ... „ 4'45 Eton ... ... „ 5'13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
A FURTHER extension of the South CoastRailway (from Loga,nlea to  Beenleigh) will
be opened for public  traffic on  MONDAY next,
2ith July,  1b85, on which date (and until  further
notice )  the trains now running  between Stanley
street and Loganlea will cease to run, and others
will run  as  follows:-
Leaving Stanley street at
A.M.
9.0
P.M.
and 4,30
Arriving  Beenleigh  „ 10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving  „ it 6'45 „ 2.15
Arriving Stanley  street ,, 8.30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that the practicewhich has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them ,  or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Minister for Public Works hereby notifiesthat the following  Regulations  for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil ,  submit  his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be allowed to  each Rail-
way Surveyor .  The assistant  Railway  Surveyors
are not to  take pupils.
3. Pupils  are not  eligible to  receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise,  stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared to pass  an examination  by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.N' OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles1 in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Rail ay, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
l1\\ in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Maryborough Railway, was published
in full in the  Government Gazette  of the  16th
May, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on appli-
cation to the Traffic Manager, Maryborough, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 11th August, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st April, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS  BANK
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigb,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Cooktown, Cunnarnuila, Dalby, Drayton, Emerald,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Central Railway,
Gympic, Gin Gin, Herberton, Howard, Ingham,
Inglewood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Kilkivan,Kingsborough, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mac-
kay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
lYl orven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, Norman-
ton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pentland,
Pimpama, Pine Hill, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, Spring-
sure, S. and W. Railway, Southport, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Sandgate, Tam o,
Taroom, Tewantin,'Thornborough, Thursday Island,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Tiaro, Walkerston, War-
wick, Watsonville, Winton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £'100, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenins.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, 16th
August, for alterations to the steamer " Fitzroy,"
specifications for which can be seen at the Port
Office, Brisbane, or at the Office of the Harbour
Master, Maryborough.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the formation, under section 53 of  " The Defence
Act of  1884," of a Rifle Club in Brisbane, to be
called " The Brisbane District Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 22nd. July, 1885.
BRISBANE DISTRICT RIFLE CLUB.RIS Excellency the Governor  has been pleasedto approve of the following  Rules for the
management  of the civil  affairs of " The Brisbane
District Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RUL tS.
1. This club shall be known as " The  Brisbane
District Rifle Club."
2. Any person may become  a member  of the club
on payment of an  entrance  fee of one  shilling and
a quarterly subscription of two shillings, payable
in advance.
3. Donors of £3 and upwards shall be enrolled
as life members  and patrons  of the club  ;  and annual
subscribers  of one guinea as members and patrons.
4. The  business  of the club  shall be managed by
a president ,  vice -president ,  secretary ,  treasurer, and
five members  of committee  ;  three to f ortu a
quorum.
5 The office-bearers  and mepber s of committee
shall be elected  at the annul meetip of the club,
which shall be held c),uru}g the }non } of TanuAry
in each year.
6. Any office-bearer or member  of comi#ittpe
being assent from three consecutive  meetings o
the committee shall be liable, at the disaret}om o
the committee, to have his seat declafed  vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the me itteer ceused either
by resignation or by
ca
enforc retirempnt under
Rule 6, may he filled up by the eommjt e.
8. All meetings of the committee
tu
be
convened by the secretary ; but should he to do
so within seven days after  receiving  a rpquisitiol}
signed by three members of the commpttee, any .
three such members may themselves  convene a
meeting of the committee.
9. No meeting of the committee shall be held. to
have been duly convened  unless  a written notice be
forwarded to each member thereof at least twenty-
four hours prior to such meetin
10. The  annual meeting  of the club for the
election of office-bearers shall be convened by
advertisement in at least one paper  circulating in
the district, and not less than  seven days' notice
shall be given of such meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two  gentle-
men appointed at the preceding  annual meeting,
shall be laid before the  members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy  or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have
power to fill up the position.
12- A general  meeting  of the club must b,
called at any  time  by the secretary on receiving
a requisition signed by not less than ten
members, the time and object of such meeting
to be advertised one week previously to such
meeting.
13. Any member may be expelled from the club
against  whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present  at a meeting specially called to
consider  the case.
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14. The subscription of each member becomes !,
due on the 1st of January, 1st of April, 1st of July,
and 1st of October in each year, and no one
shall be entitled to the privileges of membership
until his subscription be paid.
15. In addition to the quarterly subscriptions, the
committee  shall have power to exact an entrance fee
not exceeding five shillings from each member who
shall compete in a match for prizes ; provided
always that the entrance tees be devoted to the prize
list. The committee may allow this payment to be
optional if a member does not desire to compete for
the money  prizes.
16. After providing for the necessary expenses
of the club, the committee may expend the balance
of the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting  prizes to its members ; the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
17. In accordance with Regulations 283 and 284,
Section XXXIV. of "  The Queensland Defence Act,
1884,"  members must  be acquainted with the
manual and firing  exercises for rifle battalions and
with squad drill. They will be required to go
through  these exercises  as a " standard of pro-ficiency " tothe satisfaction  of the Commandant or
his deputy  at inspections , which will take place
from time  to time, and they must keep their arms
in good order.
18. The property of the club shall be vested in
the president , who will be considered  its represen-
ta tive offiebr in fall correspondence  with the
Votfetnandant,  as required  by liegtelation 274,
Section  XXXIV: utt&br"Tha  Defence Act of  1884."
No member, by l'easen (if his  being  such, shall
have  46to4e br  interest  in the property of the
club other thgi  it right to  use  the  blab property
at the rifle ilmges;  in ocordanee  with the resold-
tions or deoieibns of the committee.
19. R e' Aes ma be  btt ght of the club by the
individua l xiietnbe*s  on the terms  and conditions
stated in  clauses  278 and 279 of the regulations
beforementioned.
20. The club may urcihase  a reserve  stock of
ri fles for sale or use of members  of this club.
21. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from  time  to time be  necessary
for carrying on the business of this club.
22. There shall be quarterly matches for the
Queensland Rifle Association's bronze medal, and
for money  prizes,  the medal to become the pro-
perty of the competitor making the highest
aggregate  score, with his three best scores in the
four quarterly matches during the year. The
mode prizes to be given tit each quarterl' match
for the five or more highest scones in each
quarterly competition.
23. Practice days for the club shall be arranged
by the committee from time to time, at their
discretion.
24. The rules for the  matches  and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
25. All the arrahgements connected with the
matches shall be carried out by a " shooting com-
mittee " consisting  of any three members who shall
be appointed by the general committee prior to
each match, one of the three to be nominated as
executive officer.
26. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle  Association  shall generally be observed
in the  matches and practices  of the club, when con-
sistent  with the above  riles  and the by-laws of the
club.
Colonial  Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd  July, 1885.
JTIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified  that  he leas been  pleased to approve
of the  formation, tinder section 53  of  " The .DefenceAct of  1884 ,"  of a Rifle  Club at Toowooinba to
be called  "`he Darling  Downs  Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.
DARLING DOWNS RIFLE CLU$.
T IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
1 to approve of the following Rules for the
management  of the civil affairs of the Darling
Downs Rifle Club.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. This club shall be known as "The Darling
Downs Rifle Club."
2. Any person approved by the committee may
become a member of the club on payment of an
annual subscription of twenty shillings, payable
yearly in advance.
3. Donors of five pounds and upwards shall be
enrolled as life members of the club.
4. The business of the club shall be managed by
a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,
and seven members of committee ; three to form
a quorum.
5. The office-bearers and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the club,
which shall be held during the month of January
in each year.
6. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being absent from three consecutive meetings of
the committee shall be liable, at the discretion of
a majority of the committee in meeting, to have
his seat declared vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation, or by enforced retirement under
Rule 6, may be filled up by the committee.
8. All meetings of the committee shall be con-
vened by the  secretar  ; but should he fail to do so
writhiii five days  after receiving  a requisition
signed  bf three members of the committee, any
three such  members may  themselves convene a
meeting of the committee.
9. No meeting of the committee shall be held
to have been duly convened  unless  a written notice
be forwarded to each member thereof at least
twenty-four hours prior to such meeting.
10. The annual meeting of the club for the
election of office-bearers shall be convened by
advertisement in at  least one  paper circulating in
the district, and not  less  than seven days' notice
shall be given of such meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle-
men appointed at the preceding annual meeting,
shall be laid before the members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have power
to fill the position.
12. The subscription of each member becomes
due on the 1st of January in each year, and no one
shall be entitled to the privileges of membership
until his subscription be paid.
13. No member, by reason of his being such,
shall have any estate or interest in the property of
the club other than a right to use the club property
at the rifle  ranges, in  accordance with the resolu-
tions or decisions of the committee.
14. A general meeting of the club shall be called
at any time by the secretary on receiving a requisi-
tion signed by not less than five members ; the
time and object of such general meeting to be
advertised one week previous to such meeting.
15. Any member may be expelled from, the club
against whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present  at a meeting  specially called to
consider the case.
16. The practice days of the club shall be as
appointed by the committee.
17. After providing for the necessary expenses of
the club, the committee may expend the balance of
the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
grantin prizes to its members, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
18. In addition to the  annual  subscription, the
committee shall have power to charge such an
entrance  fee as  they think fit to each member who
2h1
shall compete in a match for prizes ; provided
always that the entrance fees be devotedto the prize
list
19. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the conditions of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
20. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of this club.
21. The conditions  and regulations  of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall generally be observed
in the matches and practices - of the club.
22 Members will be expected at all times to
have their arms in good order ,  and to be acquainted
with the manual and firing exercises for rifle
batta lions and squad drill .
23. Rifles and ammunition must be paid for
before issue .  All such rifles purchased shall be
deemed to be the property of the member
purchasing the same, subject to the following
conditions : - That such rifles shall not be sold or
disposed  of by such member except to another
member of the club or back again to the club.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1885.THE attention f Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice w1deb appears in the
Gazette  of this date ,  containing  copy  of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers  under  the provisions of  " Tice Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882  and  1884 " will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration  Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom  all necessary  forms therefor,  and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  June, 1885.
NOTICE.
THE attention 'of Owners and Masters of
Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master  of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1884.
IT is hereby  notified for general informa tion,that no fee will  in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Aeta.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the- Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women  touching the
execu tion of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, wi ll  be as
heretofore ,  namely
For every acknowledgment taken ,  whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
lOs. ; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s .  in addition tothis fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881"
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACT OF 1884."
!!
T HE Duaringa Marsupial Board having failed
to levy an Assessment for the present
year, as provided by the abovenamed Act, I, the
Honourable SAMUEL WALKFE GRIFFITE, Colonial
Secretary, being the Minister charged with the
administration of the said Act, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section 11 of the
said Act, fix and determine the Rate of Assessment
to be paid on the Stock pastured within the
Duaringa Marsupial District, during the present
year, at the minimum rates provided by the said
Act, namely :-
On every 20 head of cattle and horses ... 1s.
On every 100 sheep ... ... ... 1s.
The amount of such Assessment must be paid to
the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where such
stock are pastured, within two months from file
date hereof.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
T is hereby, notified for general information that
l applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent  at Brisbane , and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions ,  from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and  class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements  of their  respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour  they  may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1885.THE following  Returns of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich are published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 11TH DAY OF
JULY, 1885.
Number of Inmates  remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report . .. ...  398
Num be r since admitted  ... ... ...  6
Number returned from leave  ... ...  1
405
Number discharged  ... ... ...  8
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave ...  ... ... 0
Number remaining at date hereof ... 396
Admissions during the week :
Thos.  Doherty,  37, miner ,  from Brisbane Hospital ;
last employed  by Mr.  McNamara ,  Stanthorpe.
William Dunne, 69, shepherd, from Dalby Hospital,
last employed by Mr .  Cottell and Mr. McKinnon, near
Chinchilla.
Jacob Ranach ,  79, cook ,  from Warwick Hospital ; last
employed by Mrs. King, ho*elkeeper, Warwick.
Jeremy Mahony, 37, labourer, from Toowoomba
Hospital  ;  last employed by Messrs.  Garget and Co.,
Mitchell Downs Extension ,  S. and W .  Railway.
Michl. Lynch, 38, miner, from Brisbane Hospital ;
no employment for past two years.
Thomas Morris or Morrison (re-admission).
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Discharged during the week :
Jas. W. Jolland, 46; admitted 6th Januiry, 1882,
having been re-admitted three times since.
Thomas Brett, 71; admitted 8th August, 1884.
Wm. Townsend, 21; a1mii ted 22nd December, 1882.
Jas. Smith, 46 ; admitted 15th January, 1885.
Peter Lonquest,  53;  adn itted 27th May, 1885.
David Flanagan, 61 ; admitted 10th January, 1884.
Jas. Clarke,  68;  admitted 7th August, 1877.
Thos. Sullivan,  62;  admitted 24th February, 1885.
Deaths during the week :
Patrick Martin, 68.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK  E NDING 18TH DAY OF
JULY, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ...  396
Number since admitted ... ... ... 5
Number returned from leave .... ...  2
403
Number discharged  ... ... ... 10
Number died  ... ... ... ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ... ...  5
Number remaining at date hereof ... 388
Admissions durinq the week :
Jas. Long, 75, labourer, from  Blackall ; last  employed
at Mitchell Downs ,  Terrick ,  Lorne ,  and Aramao Stations.
Paulina Holborn ,  72, housewife ,  f rom Aramac.
Be-admissions :
Patrick Henry, 76, shepherd, from Tenterfield, living
with son.
Henry Jones,  66, labourer,  Brisbane,  having lately
been di-charged f rom Asylum.
John Millar ,  84, tailor ,  from Brisbane ,  hitherto
residing with eons John and Christopher Millar, con-
tractors ,  at Mitchell.
Discharged during the week :
Thomas Latrobe, 57; admitted 26th March, 1879, six
times re-admitted since.
Henry Butcher,  49; admitted 18th  April, 1885.
John Twaddle, 75 ; admitted 12th November, 1881,
once re-admitted since.
Henry O'Leary,  73; admitted 15th September, 1882,
once re-admitted since.
Pat. O'Hagan.  73;  admitted 26th June, 1884.
John Wheeler, 50; admitted 30th April, 1885.
John Lawson,  72; admitted 1st July, twice re-admitted
since.
Bryan Thompson, 70 ; admitted 26th May, 1882, once
re-admitted since.
Mary Ann Hougb,  66; admitted 10th July, 1877, four
times re-admitted since.
Susan Hearn, 47; admitted 21st September, 1882.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners  is publishedfor general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 22 of  1885.
NEW LIGHT, PINE ISLETS, NORTHUMBER-
LAND GROUP.
OTICE is hereby given, that on and after this
date, a 2nd Order Fixed and Flashing Light
will  be exhibited from a Lighthouse erected on the
summit of the bouth-western Pine Islet.
The apparatus is dioptric, and stands at an
elevation of 180 feet above high-water level, the
light being visible from a distance of 20 miles. It
shows a fixed light during one minute, and a bright
flash preceded and followed by a short eclipse, the
whole series occupying two minutes.
A small sector of red light is shown to the south-
ward, the centre passing over the position of the
Normanby Rock.
The Tower is circular, 4.0 feet in height, and is
painted stone colour.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbours,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 21 of  1885.
ALTERATION IN DIRECTIONS FOR
ENTERING BURNETT RIVER.NOTICE is hereby given, that  in consequence ofthe growth southwards of the North Spit,
vessels, while passing  the Red Perch  Beacon near
the end of the sand, are by night to keep the Lead-
ing Lights just  open of one another  in the south-
wards , and by day to keep the edges of the  Beacons
just touching.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 13th July, 1b85.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
BY THE SENIOR  NAVAL  OFFICER.
Office of the Senior Naval Officer,
Queensland Defence Force,
Brisbane, 18th July, 1885.
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL ARTILLERY VOLUN-
TEER CORPS.
T HE following Officer has been posted asLieutenant in Command of the Townsville
Naval Artillery Volunteer Corps
Lieutenant THOMAS L. GRAINGER.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE,
Officer Instructor.
No. 1 of 1885.
FIJI ISLANDS.
LOWER LEADING LIGHT, SUVA HARBOUR-
ALTERATION IN POSITION.
NomcE is hereby given, that the position of the
lower leading lighthouse has been altered to a site
550 yards farther to the northward, which gives
an elevation to the red light of 125 feet. Thislight should therefore be visible from a vessel's
deck ,  on a clear night, at a distance of 8 to 9
miles .  It is cut off to the eastward and westward
of the approximate bearings from the lighthouse of
S.E.E. and S.S.W JW. (All bearings  are mag-
netic.) The upper portion of the wooden structure
is painted white and serves as a beacon by day.
C. F. de M. MALAN, Lieut. R.N., and
Chief Harbour Master.
Chief Harbour Master's Office,
Suva, 22nd June, 1885.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1885.
No. 150.THE Services of the undermentioned  Corps and
Rifle Clubs have been accepted by His
Excellency the , ommander-in-Chief , as notified in
the  Government Gazette  of the 18th July, 1885 :-
" D " Company, Townsville ;
The Townsville Mounted Volunteer Rifle Corps ;
The Mackay Mounted Volunteer Rifle Corps ;
The Maryborough Cadet Corps ;
The G
atpie Cadet Corps ;The sonville Rifle Club.
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No. 151.
THE following Changes will take effect from dates
mentioned hereunder
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
The resignation of No. 6, Private S. WEARN,
has been accepted from the 23rd July, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
No. 30, Private J. A. THOMAS, is transferred
from "A'S to "B " Company. 11th July, 1885.
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
MASos  E. WEBS has been granted twelve months'
leave of absence from the 22nd July, 1885.
The resignation  of Sergeant -Major  HiNTON as  it
Staff -Sergeant  has been accepted from the 30th
June, 1885.
"A" BATTERY, PERMANENT FO$CE.
The following men have been struck off the
strength of the Battery from dates as hereunder :-
Gunner J. feifnbii, discharged by sentence of
District Court-martial. 20th May, 1885.
Gunner W. Downes, absent without leave. 8th
May, 1885.
Gunner R. Archibald, absent without leave. 4th
June, 1885.
Gunner L. Livingstone, absent without leave.
8th June, 1885.
Gunner J. O'Reillq, discharged. 22nd July, 1885.
By se tence  of a Regimental  Court-martial, held
at the Victoria  farracks  on the 16th July, 1885,
No. 39, Bomba'rdie'r J. Palmer, was reduced to the
ranks.
The following Appointments will take ffect from
the undermentioned elates
" A" COMPA1NY, MACKAY.
"W. G. ODG ES
to be Acting Captain, from the 18th July, 1885.
G. I )IMMOCx
to be Acting Lieutenant, from the 18th July, 1885.
B " COMPANY, TOWNSVILLE.
W. S. VINCENT
to be Acting Captain, from the 9th May, 1885.
A. II. RoURKE and
G. ROAN
to be Acting Lieutenants,  from  the 9th May,
1885.
No. 152.
A BOARD of Officers, composed as under, will
asgel'nble at the Armoarer's Shop, Old Gaol, Bris-
bane, on TUESDAY next, at 9.30 a.m., for the
purpose of  inspecting  and to otting upon the con-
dition of certain surplus and obsolete stores.
Presialeril :
Major G$IEVE, R.A.
.ethers:
Major ADAMS, A.Q.H.G.
Captain This VGrux, B.S.C., D.A.A.G.
No. 153.
OFFICERS Commanding Cerpa are requested to
return without  delay to  the Brigade Office all
emptj  ball cartridge bbtos which have  been issuedfrom time to time with aftiftlnition.
No. 184.
THE Commandant will male his Annual Inspec-
tign, of . the.  Brisbane  Volunteer Rifle Corps on
TUESDAY next, the 28th instant, in the Boun-
dary  street  gill-shed,  at 8 p.m.
No. 155.
OFFIcaBB  and Xoa- eommissioned  Officers who
purpose attendin the Classes of Instruc ion at the
Victoria  Barracks ,  Erisliane ,  as notified  in General
Order 149, will be  good  enough to intimate their
intention  to the  Brigade  Nee' before the 7th
Angtat.
No. 156.
OFFICERS Commanding Corps are requested to
inter the record of the Annual Course of Musketry
on the Return forwarded to each Corps f'or the
purpose, and forward theta when completed to the
Brigade-Major, in order that the Annual fleturns
may be checked and pay issued without delay.
The Registers of Target Practice, already furnished
to the Brigade Office, have been returned.
No. 157.
OFFICERS commanding Corps are requested to
forward, with as little delay as possible, copies of
their Pay Lists for the quartet ending 21st Decem-
ber, 1884, and also the Camp Pay List for this year.
The above are urgently required at Head-
Quarters, as the Annual Pay List cannot be checked
without them.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 25th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given that I intend, on orafter the 25th day of August next, in confor-
mity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act  gf 1861,", to, issue in the
name of Alexandrine Simpson McLeod a Pro-
visional Deed of Grant, numbered 13657, for 16
acres 3 roods 11 perches, portion 60, count of
Herbert, parish of .t ring, and more particulyarly
described in ate aster Book, volume 82, folio 171;
the said original Deed of Grant having been lost or
mislaid. TAO. MYL><TB,
Registrar of Titles.
Patent Office,
Prisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
OTICB is hereby given, that Heyde, Todman,
and Company, trading  as such at  51, York
street, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
favana Cigar Importers, have applied, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Patents,  Desi ns,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to  register,  in Class
45, in respect of Cigars, a Trade Mark  of which
the following  is a representation :=
D
DE
3
A.MURIASYC!'
HASAMA
Notice is hereby further given , that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gdzette  it is  shown  to my satis-
faction that the applicants  for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
llrisbalie, 93rd July, 1896.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, 'received frobi Wil-
liam Knight Witty, of Yatala,  near Beeuleigh, in
the Colony of Queensland,  for an  invention des-
cribed as " Queensland  Saceheureka  Cattle Food."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance of
this advertisement in the  queensland Government
Ganette  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to it Patent for such inven-
tion, it is thy intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said 'V illiam
Knight Witty , in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marko Act,
1884."
(1) WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 26th June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and th  complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Ponting, of Rosewood, near Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, for an invention described as
"Ponting's Corn Husker, Thresher, Winnower,
and Bagger."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion,  it is  my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said James
Pouting, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marl:s Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alex-
ander Donaldson Spiers, of 135, Buchanan street,
Glasgow, in the County of Lanark, Scotland, for
an invention described as " Improvements in
Apparatus for Cleaning or Scrubbing the Sides
and Bottoms of Ships Afloat."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Alexander Donaldson Spie rs, in  accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Arad a Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedsiftapplication for a Patent and the Complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  fr om James
Barclay Blaikie, of Auckland, in the Colony of
Newt Zealand, for an invention described as " An
Improved Method of Slating Roofs."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said James Barclay Blaikie, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and TradeMarks Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. B GAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 26th  June, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given .  that I have accepted an
appli cation for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  fr om Robert
Savage ,  of Herbert street ,  South Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria, for an invention described as
An Improved Railway Tip  Waggon or Truck."
Noti ce is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months  from the date of the first  appeartince
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that
a Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Savage :  in accordan ce with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
,N1 OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from John
Francis Richardson, of Flinders street, in the City
of Townsville, in the Colony  of Queensland, for an
invention described as " The Cleveland Patent
Safety  Blasting  Compound."
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion,  it is  my intention to recommend that a Patent
he granted for the said invention to the said John
Francis Richardson,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1984."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Scott's seed Germinating Pots and
Tray."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be anted for the said invention to the said
Frederick Scott, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desgins, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Henry Campbell
and Company,  trading as such in Belfast,
Ireland, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Claps 26, in respect of linen
thread, thread made from hemp, china  grass, or
any other materials known as linen thread, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
qD ,Akm
a
4ZLFXIII*
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground work is red, the
words Henry Campbell and Co.,  Belfast ,  are white,
the words Trade  mark are black, and the scroll
surrounding bull's head and the bull's head are
partially white shaded with black.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearan ce  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfac ti on that the applicants  for  registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
regisltered ,  in comp liance with  such app lication I
shal register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above -mentioned.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  &c.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. Geo ge, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and author ties in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown  Lands Aet o'  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MtrsGRAVKS, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the E.ecutive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 2tth d y of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maxi utim  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District sha ll  be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's  reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
1 1 Gutchy
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AG ENT' s DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
selection.
1619
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee.
A.  R.  P.  £ s. d. 12 £ s. d.
256 0 0 0 0 3 1 7 3 0
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s.d.I
1 0 0 1
Value of
Improve-
ments.
£ s. d.
PROCLAMATIQN.
[L. a.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in tie Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MO N  DAY, the 24th day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, •5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. No. of
of Parish .  Forfeited
Lot. Selection.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing Value of
Survey Fee .  Price per Improve-
Acre. ments
A. R. P.  £ s. d. 1 £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1 Gigoomgan  ... ...  1362 480 0 0 0 0 11I 9 2 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGesvE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in.
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested ender the provisions ofI " The Crown Lands Art of  1884." I, `ir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,  byy and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this mlyProclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Port Dongias Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MON DAY, the 24th day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT DOUGLAS  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing  Value of
Rent Survey Fee. Price Impr rwve-
per Acre .  per Acre .  ments.
A. R.  P.  £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d
1 Mowbray ... ... 49 149 2 0 0 1 6 6 0 0 4 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governo".  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions ofI "The Crown La ds Act of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Cooktown Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 24th day of August, 11485: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 5 120 acres.
Given ultder my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE COOETOWN LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. No. of Annual Purchasing Value of
of Parish. Forfeited  Area. Rent Survey Fee. Price Imp rove
Lot. Selection. per Acre . '  per Acre .  ments.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Gore ... ... ... 91 640 0 0 0 0 0; 9 4 0
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P ,OCLAMAPION.
[ L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY M u8G$AVIC, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGBAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander.
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N purstiance and executiofz of all powers And authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHbNr MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country  Lands  specified in the Schedule he re to ,  and situated
in the Brisbane Land Agent 's District,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY,  the 24th day of August ,  1885 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows ,  that is to  say:-
In  the case of lands within an  Agricultural Area , 1,280 acres  : Provided  always and  I do hereby
further deelate that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural
Area No. 1  in  the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other; purposes it shall nevertheless
forth part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QVIdIk !
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Maclean
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Portion.
141
Area.
A. R. P.
57 0 0
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 5
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
3 19 0
Value of
Improve-
ments.
£ s. d.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTRONY MIISGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGFNAVB, Distinguished. Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Gei erner.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
I.N Pursuance d execution of allpowers and authorities n me vested under the provisions of "TheOvin Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MusGEAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Ltxecutive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by, this my
Droclamation, notify and declare that the Coufitry Lands specified iii the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Ingham Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 24th day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
Illisttitt Shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 a,creg.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s.reign.
GOD  S AVE THE QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGHAM  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. Of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s. d.
1 10 0
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing Value of
Rent Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre. per Ac re .  meats.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Leach ... ... 188 160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0 2 0 0
2 Berwick  ... ... 347(part) 43 1 0 0 0 6 3 19 0 2 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... 947(part) 57 9 b 0 0 6 3 19 0 2 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... 347(part) 59 0 0 0 0 6 3 19 0 2 () 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the  Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished  Order  of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all  powers and authorities in  we  vested under the provisions of
"  The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor  aforesaid ,  l y and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board , do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Annual Rentals and Upset Purchasing Prices on the
unselected portions of Country Lands in the parish of St. Helens ,  within Agricultural Area No. 2, in the
Mackay Land Agent ' s District ,  opened to Selection by Proclamation dated 27th  April,  1885, shall, on
and after  MONDAY, the  24th day of August ,  1885, be reduced as set forth in the Schedule hereto.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day  of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the forty-
ninth year of Ii er Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
C. B. DUTTON,
No.
of  Parish.
Lot.
AnnualNo. of Area.  RentPortion. per Acre.
Survey Fee.
Purchasing Value of
Price Imp rove-
per Acre. ments.
A..  p. P.  £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s, d.
1 St. Helens ... ... 1 106 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... 2  103 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 11Q 0
3 Ditto ... ... 3  91 0 0 0 0 5  5 6 0 1100
4 Ditto ... ... 4 93 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
5 Ditto ... ... 6  112 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6  97 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
7 Ditto ... ... 7 100 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
8  Ditto ... ... 8  10700 004 5 6 0 1 5 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9  104 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... 10  115 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... 11  58 3 1 0 0 6 319 0 2 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... 12  80 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... 13 43 2 10 0 0 4 3 19 0 1 5 0
14 Ditto ... ... 14  25 3 18 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... 15  25 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 2 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... 16  26 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 1 10 0
17 Ditto ... ... 17  25 0 0 3 0 0 5 3 0 0 1 1 10 0
18 Ditto ... ... 18  25 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 1 10 0
19 Ditto ... ... 19  25 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 1 10 0
20 Ditto ... ... 20  101 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
21 Ditto ... ... 21 103 0 0 0 0 3 1 5 6 0 1 1 0 0
22 Ditto ... ... 22  94 0 0 1  0 0 3 5 6 0 1 1 0 0
23 Ditto ... ... 27  57 0 0 0 0 6 3 19 0 2 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... 28 103 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
25 Ditto ... ... 29 103 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
26 Ditto ... ... 30 94 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 1 10 0
27 Ditto ... ... 31 114 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
28 Ditto ... ... 33 81 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
29 Ditto ... ... 34  80 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 0 1 0 0
30 Ditto ... ... 35  97  0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 110 0
31 Ditto ... ... 36  102 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
32 Ditto ... ... 37  100  0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
33 Ditto ... ... 38  105  0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
34 Ditto ... ... 39  100  0 0 0 0  6 0 6 0 2 0 0
35 Ditto ... ... 47  86  0 0 0 0  6 5 6 0 2 0 0
36 Ditto ... ... 48  88  0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
37 Ditto ... ... 49  93  0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
38 Ditto ... ... 50  97  3 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 0
39 Ditto ... ... 61  96  0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0) 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONF Musi c.  , Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and  Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"I &$  Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
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on and after MONDAY. the 24th day of August, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person in the said
District shah  be as  follows, that is to say
In the  case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD  SAV11  THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
2ar isk.
THE SCHEDULE.
TH= MARYBOROUGH  LAND AGENT' s DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing  Value of
Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre .  ments.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
1 Glenbar ... ... 1468 282 0 0 0 0 1A
85.14520-D.B.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
7 3 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
I T is  hereby notified for general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Referencehereunder is intend od to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Re. umption  Act of  1878;'  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month fro:u this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the  Land Office,  Ipswich.
C. B.  DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ACROSS  THE BRISBANE  RIVER, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
.d
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Parish .  How held.
Area.
I I
Bre adth'
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
; 0044.1  Description of Road. C;
a 0
tia
1 From the south -west 96
corner of portion 96, and
parish of  North,  north -  95
easterly  through por-
tiona 96 and 95 to  the
Brisbane River
From the Brisbane River 7
no rt herly to a  re -
served road in port ion
7, parish of Bahl
85.11353-C.T.
Reputed
Owner.
ohs. Ike. Links . A. R. P.
Nort h Freehold Martin M.  Fahy 90° 0' 5 00 100 6 0 23 Unimp ro ved forest
Fahy 60° 0' 13 00 land
109° 0' 4 90
480  30• 11 30
30° 15' 16 00
92° 30' 7 50 ir regu-
lar
Uhl  ...  Ditto ...  John Harris. J. Harris, 20° 0' 3 00 irregu- 2 1 0 Ditto.
junr. junr. 339° 0' 7 50 lar
19' 0' 6 23
Department of Public Lands,
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
FIRST NOTICE.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that the Land described in the Book of Reference here.
I under  is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the provisions of  "The Public If orks
Lands  Resumpti on Act of  1878 "; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections,
in writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed  may be seen  at the Public Lands Office, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF LAND INTENDED  TO BB RESUMED  FOR  A SEWER  IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of i tanley.
m
d
.@m x
Desc ri ption of Land
to be Resumed. How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths .
Chs. Lks .
1 A strip  of land seventy -
eight links wide from
Campbell street (oppo-
Freehold  ...  PeterMorrison
Campbell
P. M.
Campbell
North  ... 7 20
site Sneyd street)
north th ro ugh east-
ern  suburban allot-
ment 101 to Breakfast
Creek
Remarks.
Links. A. R. P
78  0 2 8f,  Land fenced.
Partly under culti-
vation and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
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Department  of Public Lands,
85-10503 - Sur. Brisbane ,  19th June, 1885.
RESUMPTION FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOO WOOMBA.
FIRST  NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified that the Land described in the Bcok of Reference hereunder is intended to be
resumed for a Rifle Range under  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Art of  1878 " and
section 52 of  " The Defence Act of  1884"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by
the said resumption are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month from this date.
A plan of the land intended to be resumed may be seen at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED  TO BE  RESUMED FOB A RIFLE RANGE NEAR ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
oAA  No. of
E Z Description . LioPor-n . How Held .
ReputedOccupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  Area .  Remarks.
Ohs.  Lks .
1 A triangular  piece of land  527 Freehold  Michael  M. Garvey  69° 36' 1 43 }
cut off the north -west  Garvey
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
2 Part  of a proclaimed  ro ad 527 Cro wn The Unoccu -  69° 36 '  2 87
separating re-subdivision  land Crown  pied
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 627 f ro m re-sub-
division c
A strip of land running 527 Freehold Michael ditto ... 69° 36' 4 36
across the southern part Garvey
of re-subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4 A strip of land running 527A ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto  ...  69° 36 '  2 23
across the southern part
of portion 627A
5 A strip of land running 527a ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  69° 36' 3 13
across the southern part Neden
Links . A.  R. P.
Irregu - 0 0 6jjj Part of a milking-
lar yard out off.
Irregn- 0 1
lar
200 0 2  28T•u& Unimproved.
200 0 1 ditto.
200 0 2 171% N
d
orth -east boun-
ary  of portion
of portion  627E fenced ,  otherwise
unimp roved.
85-5526--T.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th June, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
H provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is he re by notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road, are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the open ing of the said road.
BOOK OF REFEBENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  No. 3318,  IPSWICH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Mort, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
Description of Road.
0 0 0 ° Land Reputed
d m Agent 's How Held . Owner.
X  x A
District.
Occupier.
1 A strip of land along and 37 3318 Ipswich Freehold Ola Trulson O. Trulson
within the  east  boundary
of portion 37
Bearings.
is
,a
Lengths. A rea.
North ...
ChB. Lks . Links .  A. B. P.
36 0 100 3 2 1
Rw Rxs.--Selection partly fenced and cultivated.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk of
Petty Sessions in Gattoa.
C. B. DUTTON.
974
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE  is hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the  Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified .
Name  of Deoessed
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
1882.
Joseph Boulton ,  late of 15 June Elizabeth Sarah Boul-
Brisbane ,  carpenter ton, of Bri sbane, wi-
dow
Desc ription
and Situation  of Land.
Subdivision 26, allotment 81, pa-
rich of Ipswich
1876.
George  Reading, late of 24 Nov .  Emma  Reading, of Bris- Allotment 17, section 29, city of
Brisbane ,  contractor bane ,  widow  ;  Jesse Brisbane ,  parish of North Bris-
Paten ,  of Enoggera, bane
new  Bri sbane, farmer;
and John Dunmore
Campbell ,  of Brisbane,
clerk
Gam'
Estate
I claimed to Particular. of
. be ill
or ofFVerwise .e $.transmitted. mo
cea
1885.
Fee-simple  Will dated 12 June, 1 Sept.
1882
Fee -simple Will dated 21 No- 18 Aug.
vember, 1876
1879.
Alexander Walker ,  late 29 Sept .  Alexander Christie Wal- Portion 64, parish of Gayndah  ...  Fee-simple As administrator ...  1 Sept.
of Bingera, grazier ker, of Binges ,  grazier
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane,  25th July, 1885.
TAO. MTLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
ALTERATION  OF TIME TABLE-SOUTH COAST LINE.
OPENIN G  OF  BEENLEIGH EXTENSION.
ON and after  MONDAY, 27th July,  1885, the Trains at present running between Stanley Street and
Loganlea wi ll  cease to run ,  and the following Time Table w il l come into operation until further
notice
UP TRAINS. DOWN TRAINS.
Miles  Stations . - I - - Miles  stations.
a.m.
STANLEY STREET dep. 9.0
1 Wooloongabba ... 9.4
3 .Fairfield  ... ...  A 9.14
3 Yeronga  ...  A 9.18
4 South Coast Junction 9.22
5 Rocklea ... ... 9.29
6 Salisbury  ...  D 9.33
8 Cooper's Plains  ...  9.40
9 Sunnybank  ... ...  9.45
11 Runcorn  . ...  D 9.54
12 Spring Creek  ...  D 10.0
17 Kingston  ... ...  D 10'15
18 Loganlea ...  ...  10.24
20 Kara  Kara Junction 10'33 1
22 Holmview  ... ...  A 10.401
24 BEBNLEIGH ... arr. 10.45
p.m.
4.30
4'34
A.  4.44
A 4.48
4.52
4.59
D 5.3
5'10
5.15
D 524
D 5.30
D 5.45
5.54
6.3
6.106-15
p.m.60 ...  BEENLEI GH ... dep.
6.4 2 Rolmview ...
A 6.14 4 Kara Kara Junction
A 6.18 6 Loganlea ...
6.22 7 Kingston .
6.29 12 Spring Creek
D 6.33 13 Runcorn ...
6.40 15 Sunnybank ...
6.45 18 Cooper 's Plains
18 Salisbury ...
19 1Rocklea ... ...
20 South Coast Junction
21 Yeronga ... ...
21 Fairfield ... ...
23 Wooloongabba ...
...  24 i STANLEY STREET arr.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
6'45 2.15 ...
A 6.50 A 2'20 ...
6.57  2-27 ...
7.6 2.36 ...
n 7.15 D 2.45 ...
D 7.3 D 3.0 ...
p 7.37 D 3.7 ..
7.45 3 .15 6.527-50  3.20  6-56
D 7.57 D 3.27 D 7'3
8'1 3.31 7'7
8.8 3.38 7-15
A 8.12 A 3.42 A 7.17
A 8.151 A 3.45  A 7.20
8.25 3.55 7'30
8'30 4'0 7'35
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D.) Train slops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to  Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shown thus  (A 9.14)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd July, 1885.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PASSENGER FARES, GOODS RAZES, ETC.
N force on and  from the  Opening of the Extension  of the SOUTH COAST  LINE to Beenleigh onI 27th July, 1885 ,  and until further notice.
STATIONS.
Single Tiares.
STATIONS.
Single Fares.
let Class .  2nd Class.
Stanley Street and- s. d. s. d.
Rocklea  ... ...  0 8 0 5
Salisbury  ... ... ...  0 9 0 6
Cooper' s Plains  ... ... 1 0 0 8
Sunny Bank  ...  1 2 0 9
Runcorn  ...  1 5 1 0
Spring Creek ... ... ... 1 7 1 1
Kingston  ... ... ... 2 4 1 7
Loganlea  .. ...  2 6 1 9
Kara Kara Junction ... ... 2 10 1 11
Holmview ... ... ... 3 1 2 2
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  3 4 2 4
Wooloongabba and-
Rocklea ... ... ... ... 0 8 0 5
Sali sbury ... ... 0 8 0 5
Cooper ' s Plains  ... ... 0 11 0 7
Sunny Bank ... ... ... 1 0 0 8
Runcorn  ... ... ... 1 4 0 11
Spring Creek ... ... 1 7 1 1
Kingston  ... ...  2 2 1 6
Loganlea  ... ... ...  2 6 1 9
Kara Kara Junction ... ... I 2 10 1 11
Holmview ... 3 1 2 2
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 3 1 2 4
Fairfield and-
Rocklea ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Salisbury ... 0 6 0 4
Cooper's Plains 0 8 0 5
Sunny Bank  ... ... ... 0 11 0 7
Runcorn  ...  1 0 0 8
Spring Creek ... ... ... 1 4 0 11
Kingston  ... 111 1 4
Loganlea ... ... ... 2 2 1 6
Kara Kara Junction  ... ...  2 5 1 8
Holmview ... 2 7 1 10
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  3 0 2 1
Yeronga and-
Rocklea ...  0 3 0 2
Salisbury ... ... 0 4 0 3
Cooper's Plains ... ... 0 6 0 4
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  0 9 0 6
Runco rn  ... ... 011 0 7
d ring Creek  ... ... 1 2 0 9
Kingston  ... 1 9 1 2
Loganlea  ... ... 2 1 1 5
Sara Kara  Junction  ... ...  2 2 1 6
Holmview  ...  2 6 1 9
Beenleigh  ...  2 10  1 11
South Coast Junction and-
Rocklea ...  0 3 0 2
Salisbury  ... ... ...  10 3 0 2
Cooper's Plains ... ... 0 6 0 4
Sunny Bank ... ... ... 0 8 0 5
Runcorn ... 0 11 0 7
Spring Creek ... ... ... 1 0 0 8
Kingston  ... 1 9 1 2
Loganlea  ... ... ... 1 11 1 4
Kam Kara Junction  ... ..  2 2 1 6
Holmview  ...  2 6 1 9
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 2 10 1 11
Rocklea and-
Salisbury  ...  1 0 3 0 2
Cooper's Plains  ... ...  0 3 0 2
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  0 6 0 4
Runcorn  ... ... .. 0 8 0 5
Spring Creek  ... ... ... 0 11 0 7
Kingston  ... ... ...  1 5 1 9
Loganlea  ... ... ...  1 9 1 2
Kara Kara Junction  ... ...  2 1 1 5
Holmview  ... ... ...  2 5 1 8
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  2 7 1 10
Salisbury and-
Cooper's Plains  ...  0 3 0 2
Sunny Bank  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Runcorn ... ... ... 0 8 0 5
1st Class .  2nd Class.
Salisbury  and - continued -  s. d. s. d.
Spring Creek ...  0 9 0 6
Kingston  ... ... 1 5 1 0
Loganlea  ... ... ... 1 7 1 1
Kara Kara Junction  ... ... 1 11 1 4
Holmview  ... ... ...  2 2 1 6
Beenleigh ... 2 6 1 9
Cooper' s Plains and-
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Runcorn  ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Spring Cre ek  ... ... ...  0 8 0 5
Kingston  ... ... ...  1 2 0 9
Loganlea  ... ... ...  1 5 1 0
Kara Kara 'Junction ... ... 1 7 1 1
Holmview ... ... ... 1 11 1 4
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  2 2 1 6
Sunny Bank and-
Runcorn  ... ...  0 3 0 2
Spring Creek 0 4 0 3
Kingston ... ... ... 1 0 0 8
Loganlea  ... ... ... 1 2 0 9
Kara Kara Junction ... ... 1 6 1 0
llohnview ... ... 1 10 1 3
Beenleigh ... ... ... 2 1 1 5
Runcorn and-
Spring Creek ... ... ... 0 3  0  2
Kingston  ... ... ... 0 9 0 6
Loganlea  ... ... ... 1 0 0 8
Kara Kara  Junction ... ... 1 3 0 10Holinview ... ... ... 1 6 1 0
Beenleigh  ... ...  1 10  1 3
Spring Creek and-
Kingston  ... ... ...  0 8 0 5
Loganlea  ... ...  0 9 0 6
Kara Kara Junction  ... ..,  1 0 0 8
Holmview  ... ... ... 1 4 0 11Beenleigh ... ... ... 1 7 1 1
Kingston and-
Loganlea ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
Kara Kara Junction  ... ...  0 5 0 3
Holmview 0 8 0 5Beenleigh ... ... ... 0 11 0 7
Loganlea and-
Kara Kara Junction  ... ...  0 3 0 2
Holmview  ... ... ...  0 6 0 4
Beenleigh  ... ... 0 9 0 6
Kara Kara  function a d-
Holmview ... ... ... I 0 3  0 2
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 0 6 1 0 4
Holmview and-
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
South  Brisbane  Junction and-
R ocklea ... ... ... .... 0 6 0,4
Salisbury ... ... ...  0  6 0i4
Cooper's Plains ...  0  9  0'6
Sunny Bank ... ... ... 1 0 0  M8
Runcorn ... 1 2 0 9
Spring Creek ... ... ... 1 5 1 0
Kingston  ... ... 2 1 1 5
Loganlea  ... ... ... 2 4 1 7
Kara Kara Junction  ... ...  2 6 1 1 9
Holmview  ... ... ... 2 10 I 1 11
Beenleigh  ...  3 1 2 2
Ipswich and-
Rocklea ... ... ... 2 11 2 0
Salisbury ... ... ... 2 11 2 0
Cooper' s Plains  ... ...  3 2 2 3
Sunny Bank  ... ...  3 4 2 4
Runcorn  ... ... ...  3 8 2 7
Spring Creek  ... ... ...  3 11 2 9
Kingston  ... ... ...  4 6 3 2
Loga nl ea  ... ... ...  4  10 3 5
Kara Kara Junction ... ... 4 11 3 6
Holmview  ... ... ...  5 3 3 8
Beenleigh ... ... ... 5 6 3 11
NoTE.-For Goods and other Rates, see Rates for Coaching and Goods Traffic published 1st January and
6th July, 1885, respectively.
'. (`URNOW,
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
23rd July, 1885.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No.
oot
ibri'eama
Passengers'
Pares.
Goods and Live  Parcels andNook.  Kiseellaneous.
£ s. d. £ .. d. £ .. d. £ +r. d.
Week ending 19th July ,  -1885 668 1,861 2 8 4,686  3 8 186 13 1 6,733 19 5
O )rresponding  week 1 ast year ...  653 1,607 18 6 3,873 8 4 84 18 4 5,666 0 2
Increase... ... ... ...  253 4 2 818  0 4 101 14 9 1,167 19 3
Decrease
1886 - Total TraMcto date  ... ... ... ...  192,396 15 4
1884- Ditto  ditto  ... ...  179,00011 1
Total Increase  ... ... ... ... ...  513,896 4 3
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending 19th  July ,  1885 77
Corresponding week last  year..: 77
£  a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
212 4 6 669 8 3 19 12 6
212 8 9 587 18 0 22 16 11
Increase  ... ... ... ... .. 81 10 3
Decrease  ... ... ...  0 4 3 ...
1885 - Total  Traffic to date  ... ... ... ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Increase  ... ... ...
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
... ...
3- 3 5
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  it.  d. £ a. d.I 66 37 16 0 135 5 8 5 2 3 178 3 11
Corresponding week last year ...  66 45 13 8 141 14 5 4 19 2 192 7 3
Increase...
Decrease
1886--Total  Traffic  to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
... ...
TotaL
£ a. d.
901 5 3
828 2 8
78 2 7
24886 10  5
20,453 10 9
£4,38219 8
4,867 3 3
5,297 9 6
£480 6 3
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£  S.  d.
Week ending  19th July, 1886 369 466 11 7
Corresponding week last year ...  317 519 9 0
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1886- Total Traffic tedate
1884 Ditto ditto
Total Decrease
£  a. d. £ s. d. L a. d.
2,74614 1 67 18 4 3,281 4 0
2,26413 2 80 611 2,864 9 1
482 0 11  4161411
...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
... ...
... ...
...
i'17  8
0 3 1
6 8 9 ...  ' 14 3 4
5217 5
... •..
... ...
... ...
Week ending 19th  July, 1885 170
Corresponding week last year.. 127
Increase...
Decrease
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto ...
...
...
Total Increase
£ a. d.
430 17 2
310 16 6
120 0 8
£ a. d.
1,073 17 5
1,114 5 4
40 7  11
12 8 7
..•
£ s. d.
91 6 11
47 13 6
48 13 5
94,049 10 3
94,986 18 1
£937 7 10
£ a. d.
1,596 1 6
1,472 16 4
123 6 2
46,047 16 1
30,219 7 0
15,828 8 1
F. (.`IIRNOW,
Cams issioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 22nd
 July, 1886.THE following  General  Abstract ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK  OF AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony  of Queensland ,  taken from the several WeeklyStatements during the Quarter from  31st MARCH to 30th JUNE ,
 1885, is published in conformity with the second section of  the Act  of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK or AUSTRALASIA,
 within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken  fr om the several Weekly Statements during the
Quarter from 31st MACH to 30th JuNE,1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT .  TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ e. d. i £ s. d.
and other Coined metalsNot b nd Silverin I t d Goldt i0  I  C493 137 ..,,ear g n eres ne a,,, ,,, o3 1,
-Notes  in Circulation i
t Bearing Interest  ,.,  37,493 13 10 1 Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
i Stamp Account ...
ay]  Not bearin Interest 5088 18 8 Landed Pro rtQBills in Circulation ... ,..pBearing Interest
 ,,, ,,, ,,,  5,088 18 8 Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ..,
Balances due to other Banks
Deposits ..
Bi lls of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
,,. ,,, 1 146,735 2 0 1 of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bi lls, and
182 890 19 4 324,46-1 4 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total
 Average
 of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital  Stock paid up at this Date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Pro fits at the time of declaring such Dividend
£ 374,633 6 1
,,, 1,600,000 0 0
14 per oent .  per annum,
I including bonus of Se.
.,. I per sha re .
112,000 0 0
750,000 0 0
Total  Average  of Assets ...
Axotr r.
£......a, d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
67,797 0 325,235 19  0
543 13 6
37,696 18 7
3,018 14 11
886,250 14 10
.,. ... £ 1,020,543 1 1
J. P. BALBIRNIE •VANS,  Manager.
F. J. TOWNSEND ,  Accountant.
14John Patrick  Balbirnie-Vans, m ke
 oath that, to
 the best of
 my knowledge and belief,  the foregoing  Abstract  is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Liabilities  and Asset,  of the above
Bank dnriag  the period
 speci fied ;  and
 that the same was made up from the
 Weekly  Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance  of the  provision s  of the  Act of  the Governor and Council , 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn
 before  me, at Brisbane ,
 this 20th day of July, 1885.
A. TaoMsoN ,
 Justice  of the Peace.
J. P. BALBIRNIE•VANS.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of
 £37,493 139.  lOd., being one quarter's composition of the
 duty payable on tht  annual average of the money  value of the notes in circulation,  for the year  1885, by the
Bank of Australasia ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of
 £ 28138. lid.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
,,, ,,, .., f 2,424 12 3 i Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
4 Not bearing Interest...
I Bearing Interest
RECEIPT.
Received, on  the third day
 of July, 1885,  the sum of £281 3s. Ild
.,  for the duty assessed as above.$ntd,-Taos .
 B. AIBD,
 For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY ,
 Officer in Charge.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane , Queensland, 24th July, 1883.
TIE following SuMMsl; tts of  I. xui ALL, taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
.l June, 1885, are published for general  information.
T. MACDONALD-PA TERSO` ,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1885.
SHOWING}the Latitude, Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station; the maximum
during 24 hours, and date  of same  ; the days of Rain, and Total Fall.
Name of Station. Latitude 'Longitude(South ). (East).
Allora ... ... ... 28° 1'
A ra mac ... ... 22 58
Auburn, The* ... ... 26 2
Banana  ... ... .. 24 30
Beenleigh ... ... ... 27 49
Biddenhacn ... ... ...  25 39
Bindangot ... ...
Blackall  ... ... ... 24 27
Bloomfield River ... ... 15 50
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 39
Bollont  ... ... 28 10
Bon  Accord ... ...  ... 27 33
Boondooma  ... 26 10
Bowen ... ... ... , 20 1
Braesidc, Dalveen ... ... 28 30
Brisbane  ... ... ... 27 28
Bundaberg ... ... ... 24 53
Burendaa .. ... ... 25 45
Bustard Bead ... ... 24 9
Caniboon ... ... 25 1
Cabulture ... ... ... 27 7
Cairns  ... ... 16 50
Cape Moretom ... ... 27 1
Cardwell 18 6
Central Itailway, 33-mile ... 23 40
Charleville ... ... 26 25
Charters  Towers 'V ... ... 19 2
Chudleigh  Park¶  ... 20 45
Clermont  ... ... ... 22 45
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 32
Cloncurry ... ... ... 20 25
Condamine  Plains  ... ...  I 26 57
Cooktown ... ... ... I 15 27
Creen Creek¶ ... ... 18 0
Oumberlandtf 17 59
Cunnamulla ... ... 28 5
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30
Degilbo* ... ... 35 29
Emerald  ... ...  23 28
Enoggera  Reservoir ... 27 27
Eulot ...
Gayndah ... ... { 25 38
Georgetown i .. 17 57
Gilbert Riverf ... ... 17 54
Gladstone ... 23 50
Gold Creek Reservoir 27 28
Goodna ... 27 31;
Goondiwindi ... ... 28 32
aympie ... 26 12
Hawkwood ... ... 25 55
Helidon  ... ... ...  27  39
Herbert  River , Macnade8 . 18 25
Herbert  River, Trebonne  ... 18 26
Highbury, Mitchell Rivert*  16 28
Hughendon  ... ... ...  20 50
Inkerman  ... 19 56
Inglewood ... ... 28 26
Inskip  Point ... ... 25 50
Ipswich ... 27 38
Isisford ... ... 24 15
Jimbour ... 27 17
Johnstone  River, Goondi ... 18 13
Johnstone River, Geralton 18 13
Johnstone  River ,  Innishowen' 18 13
Junction Creek¶ ... 17 45
Kilkivan  ... ... ...  26 5
Kimberley ¶ ... ... ... 1  17 28
Langmornt  ... ... ...  24 20
Leyburn ... 28 1
Low Island ... ... 16 30
1 ytton ... 27 25
Mackay ... 21 10
Mackay, St. Helens 21 11
152° 1'145 25
150 35
150 10
153 8
146 18
145 42
145 20148 32
146 51
151 10
151 2
141 16
150 51
153 6
152 22
146 42
151 50
150 25
15:: 55
145 45153 28
146 0
150 10
146 13
146 19
144 10
147 38
153 18
140 31
150 6
145 15
142 0
143 20
145 40
151 15
151 59
148 6
152 55
151 36
143 40
143 0
151 20
152 54
152 56
150 24152 38
150 50
152 3
146 6
145 55
144 1
144 10
147 25
151 7
153 5
152 48
144 20
151 12
146 10
145 60
145 61
144 9
152 22
141 0
150 10
151 38
145 45
153 1
149 5
149 0
Distance from Maximum In 24 hours
Sea-coast .  and date.
No. of Total
days  Rain Rainfall.fell.
Miles.  Inches .  Date .  Inches.
97 1.25 12th 6 2.26
265 0.78 12th 1 0.78
155
80 0.75 13th 3 0.85
10 0'85 13th 5 2.25
450 1.90 12th 2 1.9.1
0190 12th 3 1.17
290 2.16 12th 1 2.16
2 0.39 5th 13 2.01
12 1.02 14th 4 1.31
340 1.04 12th 5 1'24
11 i 1.18 13th 8 1.96
120 2.35 12th 6 3•l5
on coast 1.90 13th 2 2,02
120  1-86  13th 4 2181
10 0.73 i 12th 9 2.34
8 4.00 13th 9 5.95
410
oil roast 1 98 13th 10 I 3.85
105 l •20 12th 2 1.25
8 1.20 13th 3 1.44)
on coast 0.52 11th 13 3.33
ofI' coast 0198 22nd 9 2.58
on coast 0.70 12th 10 2.54
47 0.21 11th  2  0.41
420 1.05 11th 3 1.14
70
175
130  0-65 12th 1 0.65
on coast 0 .95 12th 6 1.85
210 0.54 13th 1 0.54
136 1.50 13th 5 2 75
on coast  0-40  lot 13 2.52
119
150
470 0141 11th 3 0.94
112 1.50 13th 6 2.16
50
190 0.41 13th 1 0.41
16  1-32  13th 8 216
0.53 12th 4 0.85
72 150 12th 6 1.93
176
133
on coast 0.55 12th 3 1.10
14 1.65 13th 7  3-02
21 0.90 13th 7 2.03
185 1.30 14th 4 2.17
30  2 '00 13th 8 4.00
... 1.48 12th 4 1'84
60 4.50 13th 1 4.50
I
5
15 1190 12th 9 3.27
100
190 0.88 11th 2 0.97
10 1.75 12th 1 1.75
140  2-09  16th 5 4.24
off coast  2.21 12th 12  6-59
28 104 13th 6 2.31
350 I 1'32
114 1.50 12th 5  1-97
7  2-80  12th 17 10'25
10  1-74  12th 14 8.82
12 3.62 12th 15 9.81
78
40 2.76 12th 6  4-21
off coast '
25 0.70 12th 6 1.55
121 1.24 13th 7  23-1
off coast 0.55 15th 8 1.62
on coast 0.55 11th 9 1161
5 0.52  13th t; 1.87
12 1.08 11th 4 1.32
• ;o Return  recoteed. t  New dtation .  q  No Rain  fie'.).
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE,  1885-continued.
SHOWING the Latitude, Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ;  the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of  same ;  the days of Rain, and Total  Fall- continued.
.Name of Station. Latitude Longitude(East). Distance  fromsea-en,.-t. Mlaxitnum in 24 hours
No. of
s Raind TotalH1141 ,lute. ay Rfell. ainfall.
Inches. Date. Inches.
0.50 12th 1 0.50
0.52 10th 2 0.65
2.4;7 13th 9 4.11
3'87 13th ] 0 5'92
0'97 13th 7 1.47
048 12th 3 0.522.00 12th 2 2'51
0.75 12th 1 0'75
1.05 12th 2 1160
0'97 12th 7 2.33
0.50 12th 2 0.69
0.74 11th 1 0.74
1'43 13th 8 2.12
0.22 13th 1 0'22
2.56 12th 1 2'56
0.29 12th 2 0'35
0.12 13th 1 0.12
0'06 20th 3 0.14
2.50 15th 7 4'16
1.15 12th 7 2'55
1.10 Sth 10 2'29
0'35 21st 7 0'62
0'94 11th 3 1.18
1'00 4th 5 2'252144 16th 7 3'96
1190 12th 5 3'23
0135 12th 3 . 0.56
1.78 16th 4 3.00
1.13 12th 5 2.03
0118 6th 2 0'26
0165 13th 3 1.45
3.09 12th 2 3'17
0.75 12th 4 1'10
1 63 1 111 2 1.77
2.60 12th 5 4'85
0150 12th 2 0'67
2'22 13th 5 3.25
0.70 13th 3 0'85
105 13th 6 2'43
0.14 12th 3 0.77
1.83 16th 5 3001185  12th 4 2'58
0.54 11th 4 1113
1'02 12th 2 1'26
0.22 11th 16 1.39
0'40 11th 3 I 0'79
(South).
Miles.
Maekinlayt ...
Marlborough
... ! 22 57  150 1 40
Marlborough, YengarieM * 24 35  152 43
18
aryland...
Mavtown¶  ...
...
...
... 28
15
33  152
59  144
2
20 65
M1llaqui n, Bundaberg 21 53  152 23 i 7
Miles ... 26 38  150 8 180
Minerva Downs, Clermontt 22 40  147 30 150
Mitchell .. ... ... 26 31  147 51 1 362
Mount Cornisht ... ... , 21 58  144 45 235
Mount Morris 25 38  145 54 455
Mundoolun 27 54  153 10 1 18...Murweh ... ... 26 28  146 10 495
Mutlaburra ... ... ... 22 2  144 49 238
Nanango 26 41 152 10 68
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55  148 10 50
Nive ... 25 30  146 31 300
Normantonjj ... 17 38  141 25 38
Orion Downs ... ... 24 17  148 21 160
Pentlandt .. ... ,,.
Proudfoot Sh al
... ... 10 35  141 0 off coast
Pikedale ... ... 28 37  151 40 110
Pine River ... ... ... 27 17  153 5 6
Port Douglas ... 16 30  145 21 on roast
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25  150 25 25
Roma  ... ... 26 37  148 48 260
Sandgate ... ... ... 27 33  153 6 on coast
Severnfield ... ...
Southport ...
... ... 27 58  153 30 on coast
Spriugsure 24 2  148 10 220
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40  152 0 90
St. George ... ... ... 28 5  148 33 295
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21  149 30 8
Surat  ... ... 27 11  149 2 250
Tambo ... ... ... 24 50  146 15 285
Taroom .. ... ... ...
Telemon ...
... 20 40  143 50 200
Texas
... 28 51  151 12 145
Thargomindah ... ... 27 59  143 37 600
Thornborough t
... 16 55  144 50 50
Toowoomba .. ... ... 27 34  152 10 80
Tor res Straits , Goode Island* 10 33  142 10 off coast
Townsville  ...
... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast
Warwick ... ... .., i • 28 12  152 16 90
Welford Lagoonst ...
...
Welltown ... ... 28 30  149 46 230
Werabone,  Surat ... 27 20  149 0 25.7
Whyenba , St. George
Wi
28 28 148 33
4
300
320nton „
Woodlands ..
...
...
...
...
20
23
30
5
142
150
0
48 3
Yuelba Experimental Farm 26 44  149 22 251
* .No Return received . t New  Station .  Q No Rain fell.
neatest  Rainfall  during the month, 10.31 ina+hes,  w9a at Johnstone River .  Greatest number of a' ys rain tell, 17,  at Johnstone River,
Greatest  fall in 24 hours ,  1.30 inches ,  on 13th ,  at Helidon.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observer.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOt'lUlt.
TAE  Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the  Lands 4 3serlbei below under theprovisions of  " the Real  Property  Acts  of  1861 and 1877." Any por.io,i destrin ;  to oppose will
require to lodge,  by himself or his attorney,  a Caveat in Form B of said  Acts,  o't or before the day named.
ev. atn
t),soription  in4 ittuation of Land .  Name of Lppltoau  t. mayDate wni be lodged.
34 perches, being allotment 26 of suburban portion James Anderson 25th August, 1885.
228, parish of North l3 riabane, sit y of Brisbane
I were, being subdivision 1 of suburban allotment I. of Mary Ann Schneider, widow .. 25th August, 1885.
section 17, town  of Saudgate
I acre 3 roods 21 perehe being subdivision 2 of subur- John Petri- ... ... 25th August, 1885.
ban portion 18, parish of South Brisbane
2 roods, being allotment 10 of section  53, town  of Rock- Leopold F. A. Vermeeseh . 25th August, 1885.
hampton
3 acres 2 roods, being subdivision 2 of suburban allot- Jane Westaway, widow, and 25th August, 1885.
went 4 of section 17, town of Sandgate William Henry Westawa`
1 rood 14; perches,  being  re-subdivision 2 of subdivision James Martin ... ... ... 25th August, 1885.
2 of suburban portion 31, parish of Ipswich
20 a, res+ 3 roods 24 perches,  being  portion 166, parish James Jones Kingsford .. i 25th August, 1885.
of Warwick
Registrar of Titles'  Office. T}1O, MYLNE,ReBrisbane, lath h17. 1885. il r  of T tIc
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BAROLIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
TAKE Notice that the undermentioned Properties of which you appear to be the Occupiers or Owners
have been assessed at the net annual value opposite to each. If you object to such valuation you
may appeal against it to the Court of Petty Sessions at Bundaberg within one month from the date
hereof. Notice of appeal must be given in writing, addressed to the Clerk of the Board, at least seven
days before  the sitting of the Court,  and must also be  given to the Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
No. on
Rate-
book.
Name.  Portio
n.
Seetton. Allotment.
396 A. Anderson ... 4
519 Ditto ... ... 4
520 Ditto ... ... ... 4
521 Ditto 4
522 Dilto ... ... ... 4
385 H . Barriski ll  ... ... 4
431 J. Cro we ... ... ... 4
432 Ditto ... ... ... 4
437 - Ennis  ... ... ... 4
651 Margaret Egan  ... ... 4
324 - Falconer ... 4
366 J. Green ... ... ... 4
374 Ditto ... ... ... 4
389 Ditto ... ... ... 4
390 Ditto ... ... ... 4
480 Ditto ... ... ...  4
489 Ditto ... ... ... 4
678 Thos. Hineks ... 4
553 W. F. Harrington ... 4
397
445
433
427
428
453
447
379
380
446
325
326
327
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
404
405
406412
413
415
416
417
422
423
429
430
247
382
538
452
573
574
448
497
499
500
501
503
504
517
-518
$65
367
368
478
479
488
418
419
440
441
871
478
476
H. Harris ... 4
- Jensen  ... ...  4
D. Laneki ... ... ... 4
A. Lister ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
G. F. Lister ... ... 4
- Mahoney ... ... 4
D. McKiblin ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
- Nelson ... ... ... 4
W. C. Rogers ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto  ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... 4
Ditto  ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... ...  4
Ditto  ... ... ... 4
Ditto  ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto  ... ... ... 4
Ditto  ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto ... 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto  ... ... ...  4
Sinclair Rowney 4
N. Sievers ... 4
G. Sievers  ... ... ...  4
N. Sievers ... ... ... 4
M. G. Salmon  ... ...  6
Ditto . ... ...  6
W. Sunderland  ... ...  4
- Shuttleworth ... ...  4
Finlay Shiels ... 4
Ditto ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ... ...  4
Ditto ... ...  4
7 )ittn . ... 4
Ditto ... 4
Ditto ... . 4
Thomas and Co. 4
Ditto ... ... ... 4
Ditto  - .:: ...  4
Ditto ... ...  4
Ditto ... 4
Ditto 4
P. Whittall 4
Ditto ... 4
Ditto 4
Ditto  .. ... ...  4
G. Whittall 4
T. Walters ... ... ...  4
Ditto  ... ... ... 4
11 9
3 11
3 12
4A 3 13
r 3 14
10 17
17 4
17 5
17 18
11 18
1 6
8 4
10 3
11 2
11 3
25 8
28 9
12 15
sub.
Town.
New Bundaberg ...
Barolin Marine Township
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
New Bundaberg  ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Barolin Marine Township
New Bundaberg  ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Barolin Marine  Township
Gardens ...36 1 to  8 Barolin
sec.
11
18
17
13
13
19
18
10
10
18
10
16
6
1
20
8
27
9
10
17
1 1 7
1 8
1 9
7 13
7 14
7 15
7 16
7 17
7 18
7 19
7 20
11 17
11 18
11 19
12 6
12 7
12 9
12 10
12 11
12 lli
12 17
17 2
17 3
3 10
10 14
12 14
19 5
sub.
... 2
3
18 28
1 5
1 7
1 8
1 9
1 11
1 12
3 2
3 3
8 3
8 11
8' 12
25 6
25 7
28 8
12 12
12 13
18 11
18 12
9 12
22 8
22 11
New Bundaberg ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto  ... ...
ditto  ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ... . ...
ditto ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Springfield ... ...
New Bundaberg .
Ba rolin Marine  Township
New Bundaberg ...
Sea Park  ... ...
ditto ... ...
New Bundaberg  .
Ba rolin Marine  Township
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
New Bundaberg  .. .
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
...
...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Pari,h. County. Amount.
s. d.
Barolin Cook 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 5 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 8 0. 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditty ditto 3 t) q
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SUPPLEMENTARY  LIST.--SUB. 3.
No. Town. Allo tment . section . Portion. Amount.
£ S.  d.
24 East Bundaberg  ... ... ... ... I... 15 1 43 0 0
84 Ditt f 14 4 3  3 0 0
482
3
o  .. ...
New Bundaberg  ...
...
...
...
...
..
...
;..
l.. .
... 1 26 4 3 0 0
048
484
Ditto  ... ...
Ditto
... ... ...
:::I... 2
5
26
26
34
4 3
0
0 0
485
... ...
Ditto ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
•
... ... 1 6 26 4 3 00
Bundaberg, 3rd July, 1885.
1216
R. THOMPSON,
Clerk of the Board.
44s.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and DISBURSEMENTS  by the COUNCIL of the MUNICIPALITY of BowEN for
the Ralf-year ending 30th June, 1885.
DR.
1885.
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d.
CR.
. 1885.
DIS$t*RSBMzxTS.
£ a. d.
To Cash on hand ... ... 1 1 4 By William  street ... ... ... 26 8 0
,,Balance in Bank 25 11 1 „  Thomas street .. ... ... 28 1 0itRates  ... ... ... 163 11 6 „ Dalrymple  street ... ... 9 18 6
,,Dray Licenses ... ... 1 0 0 „ Council Chambers ... ... 1 2 6
,, Endowment ... 227 11 5 „ Printing  ... ... ... ... 9 3 6
,,Stationery 3 9 6
„ Interest  .. .. ... ... 41 18 4
Liquidation of Loan ... ... 8 12 6
Water Supply ... ... ... 9 8 6
„ Powell  street ... ... ... 36 3 0
George street ... .. .. 2 8 3
„  Herbert street ... ... ... 15 12 0
„ Kennedy street ... ... 2 8 0
,, Incidentals 1 3 3
„ Plant ... 23 10 8
„ Gregory street ... 59 6 0
„ Salaries  .. ... ... ... 66 12 0
„  Bank Balance ... ... ... 71 14 8
„ Cash on hand ... 1 16 2
£418 15 4 £418 15 4
R. H. SMITH, Town  Clerk. JOHN PALMER,  Mayor.
We have this  day examined the Books  and Vouchers of the  Bowen Municipality, and find them to
correspond with the  above Statement,  which  is correct.
Bowen ,  30th June, 1885.
STATEMENT  of RAT S made  for 1885.
General Rate of One Shilling in the £ upon the Annual Value of all Rateable Property.
STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS entered into.
Nil.
Du.
1885.
To Jetty  Store and Trucks ...
Council Chambers ... ...
Plant  ... ... ... ...
Arrears ,  say ... ... ...
R. H. SMITH,  Town Clerk.
1242
STATEMENT  Of ASSETS and LIABILITIES ,  30th June, 1885.
Cs.
J. E. SMITH, Auditors.J. M. PR,ATT, I
LIABILITIES.
£  S.  d.  1885.  £  S.  d.
40 0 0 By Government Loan  ... .. ...  1,655 1 3
150 0 0 „ To Balance  ... ... ... ...  1,494 18 9
ASSETS.
. 60 0 0
2,900 0 0
£8,150 0 0 £3,150 0 0
JOHN PALMER,  Mayor.
38s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Turnbull, of Roma, clerk, by the said
William Turnbull.
'
V
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Turnbull be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Turnbull, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Sixth day of August, 1885, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said William Turnbull shall, on the Fourth day of
August, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
DAVID  SALMOND,
Roma.
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Beason, of Maroochie, in the Colony
of Queensland, farmer and brick-maker, by
himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered. that the said Thomas Beason
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Beason, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Sixth day of August, 1886, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Thomas Beason shall, on the Fifth day of
August, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of July, 1885,
By the Court,
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Stephen Joseph Byrne,  of Bris-
bane, licensed publican,  an Insolvent.
0 N the Twenty-second day of July,  1885, aCertificate of Discharge  was granted to
Stephen Joseph Byrne , of Brisbane , licensed
publican ,  who was  adjudicated  insolvent on the
twenty-fourth day of June, 1881.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK  BERNAYS,
George street ,  Brisbane.
Town Agent for
OSF.PH THOMAS  KENNEDY,
Insolvent 's Solicitor,
tympie.
1229
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
61.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Champ and  John Wil-
liam Morgan, both of Bundaberg ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  trading in co-partnership as
builders and contractors ,  Insolvents.
A RnHIBALD ROBERTSON FLEMING, of
Bundaberg .  ironmonger, has been appointed
Trustee of  the property  of the Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be  paid to the Trustee.
Creditors  who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth  day of July , A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Bundaberg.
By their Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Deputy Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
1820 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors
instituted by Henry 8t. George Caulfeild, of
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
produce merchant.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Messrs. Roberts and Roberts, Solicitors, Queen
street, Brisbane, on the Sixth day of August, 1885,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this ninth day of July, A.D. 1885.
R. K. MACNIS N,
Attorney for the said Henry St. George Caulfeild.
1249 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Linton ,  of Bogantungan,
adjudicated insolvent on the 18th day of
February, 1885.
FIRST and Final Dividend of four shillingsA in the £(4s. in the £) is now payable at myOffice on all duly proved and admitted claims.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 20th day of  July,
1885.
1234
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Estate of George Gordon, of Gympie, in
Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend of 2s. 6d. per E is
payable on all admitted claims in the above
Estate, on this day, Monday, the twentieth July,
1885, at my Office, 219, Queen street.
1219
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
Assigned Estate of John Elgar, Clermont.
A
FIRST Dividend of eight shillings (8s.) in
the £ on all duly certified and admitted
claims is now payable at my Office, Fitzroy street,
Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 21st day of  July,
1885.
1225
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.Be, Od,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew  James , late of Roma, in
the Colony of Queensland,  selector , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  after the  ex-piration of ourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Matthew James, deceased, may
be granted to Jane  James,  but now Jane ?  orris,
wife of William Nor. is, of Yeulbah, in the said
colony, storekeeper, the sole Executrix  named in
the said Will.
Dated at Rona, this fifteenth day of July, A.D.1 8,145.
DAVID SALMOND,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
By his Agents-
McDowall street, Roma.
DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1240 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Honora Quinn, late of Craiglee,
near Port Douglas, in the Colony of Queens-
land, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the explra-
lr tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
Honora Quinn, late of Craiglee,  near  Port Douglas
aforesaid, may be granted to Hanna Quinn and
Richard Ryan, of Craiglee  aforesaid , the Executrix
and Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Proctor for Executrix and Executor,
1241
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of John Thomas Perry,
sometimes called Henry Thomas Perry, late
of Gladstone, in the Cclony of Queensland,
mail contractor, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court. that Letters of Administration of all
the land, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed John Thomas Perry, sometimes called
Henry Thomas Perry, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Philip Perry, of Kangaroo
Point, near Brisbane, grocer, the father of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-third day of July,
A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
1246
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Philip Perry.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert Phippen Stone, late of
Gogango, in the Colony of Queensland, carrier,
deceased, intestate.
I
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all and singular the goods of the above-
named Robert Phippen Stone, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Harriet Stone, of
Gogango aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this fifteenth day of
July, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Proctors for the said Harriet Stone,
Quay  street , Rockhampton,
and queen street, Brisbane.
1280  60,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William O'Carroll, late of Enoggera,
near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
journalist, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will he made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William O'Carroll, deceased,
may be granted to Hannah O'Carroll, of Enoggera,
near Brisbane, the Executrix named in the said
Will ; reserving leave for Gresley Lukin, the re-
maining Executor named in the said Will, who
resides out of the jurisdiction of the said Honourable
Court, to come in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated at Brisbane, this t„ only-third d:iy of July.
A.D. 1885.
AND1tEW JOSEPH THYNNE,
1247
Queen street, Brisbane.
Proctor for the said Executrix.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Maria Louisa Evens,
late of Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland,
wife of Cecil William Evens, of the same place,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after fourteen
i days from the publication hereof, application
will be made to the said Honourable Court, that
Letters of Administration of all the lands, goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed
Maria Louisa Evens, deceased, may be granted to
Cecil Wiliam Evens, of Mackay, in the Colony of
Queensland, bank clerk, the husband of the said
deceased.
Dated at Mackay, this twentieth day of July, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five.
FRANK HENRY SMITH,
Sydney street, Mackay.
Proctor for the said Cecil William Evens.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1239 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of William  Brennan  Dunne, late of
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland,  a minor,
deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application  will be made  to the said
Honourable Court. that Letters of Administration of
all the Estate  of the  abovenamed  William  Brennan
Dunne,  late of  Mackay, in the Colony of Queens.
land, a minor ,  deceased , who died intestate, may be
granted  to Peter Dunne, of Mackay  aforesaid,
carpenter, the father and next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this thirteenth day of July , A.D. 1885.
ERNES C WINTER,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
Agent for--
SAMUEL BRYANT  WRIGHT,
Victoria street, Mackay,
Proctor for the said Peter Dunne.
1236 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Henry Colee, late of
Collingwood , in the Colony of  Victoria, con-
tractor ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application wi ll be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administra.
tion of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed 1ienr 7
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Colee, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Thomas Bunton, of Brisbane, in the said colony,
solicitor, the duly constituted attorney of Catherine
Colee, of Peel street, Collingwood, in the Colony of
Victoria, widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-third day of July.
A.D. 1885.
1219
R. VINCENT LITTLE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Thomas Bunton.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Cannon McConnel, late of
Cressbrook, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application wi,l be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed David Cannon McConnel,
deceased, may be granted to James Henry
McConnel. of Cressbrook, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier , and William Butler, of Kilcoy, in the
said Colony of Queensland, gentleman, two of the
Executors named in and appointed by the said
Will of the said deceased ; leave being reserved to
Henry Plantagenet Somerset, of Ramornie, in the
Colony of New South Wales,gentleman, and Mary
McConnel, widow of the said deceased, the other
Executors named  in and appointed by the said
Will, to come in and prove  same as  and when they
shall think fit.
Dated the twenty-third day of July, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said James Henry McConnel
and William Butler,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1245 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward O'Reilly, late of William
street, Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, cab proprietor, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application  will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
with Will annexed, of the abovenamed Edward
O'Reilly, deceased, may be granted to Frances
O'Reilly, of William street, Rockhampton afore-
said, widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 21st day of July,
A.D. 1885.
LYONS AND BRUMM,
Fitzroy Chambers,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Frances O'Reilly.
1243 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Dennis Wall, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application  will be made to this Honourable Court,
that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
deceased  may be granted to James Brown, of
Brisbane aforesaid , drayman, the Executor named
in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of  July,  A.D. 1885.
CHAS. J. PORTER,
1288
Proctor for the said Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
FURSUANT to an Act of Parliament of the
31st Victoria, No. 19, intituled  "An Act to
Consolidate and Amend the La-res relating to
Trustees, Mortgagees, and Incapacitated Persons."
notice is hereby given, that all persons having any
claim or demands upon  or against  the Estate of
William Nutley, late of Ipswich Agricultural
Reserve, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased, who died on or about the eleventh day of
October, 1884, and Probate of whose Will was
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, on or about the
thirteenth day of July, 1885, to Edwin John
Sealey, of
I anti
Agricultural  Reserve aforesaid,
farmer, d William Carson, of  the same place,
sergeant  of police, the Executors  named and
appointed by the said Will, are hereby required
to send in the particulars of their debts  and claims
to the said Executors, at the Office of the under-
signed, their solicitors,  on or  before the Twenty-
second day of August, 1885: And notice is hereby
also given, that after that date the said Executors
will proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said
William Nutley, deceased, among the  persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to  the claims
of which they shall have had notice, and that they
will not be liable for the assets  or any part  thereof
so distributed to any person of whose debt  or claim
they shall not have had notice.
Dated this eighteeenth day of July, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
1226
Brisbane street, Ipswich.
lOs.
P URSUANT to an Act of Parliament of the31st Victoria, No. 19, intituled  "An Act to
Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to
Trustees, Mortgagee`, and Incapacitated Persons,"
notice is hereby given, that all persons having any
claim or demands upon or against the Estate of
William Mortimer, late of Stanthorpe, in the
Colony of Queensland, livery stable keeper, de-
ceased, who died on or about the first day of
January, 1885, and Probate of whose Will was
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland, in
its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, on or about the
sixth day of May now last past, to Justin Fox
Greenlaw Foxton, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, and Leonard Evans, of the same
place, butcher, the Executors named and appointed
by the said Will, are hereby requested to send in
the particulars of their debts  and claims  to the said
Executors, at the Office of the undersigned, their
solicitors , on or before the Eleventh day of August,
1885: And notice is hereby  also  given, that after
that date the said Executors will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said William Mortimer,
deceased, among the persons entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which they shall have
had notice, and that they will not be liable for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed to any
person of whose debt or claim they shaft not have
had notice.
Dated this eighteenth day of July, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
1225
Queen street, Brisbane.
lOs.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given, that i is intended in
the present Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to enable the Queensland Collieries
Company, Limited, to construct a Line of Railwayfrom their property to connect with the Mary-
borough and Bundaberg Railway.
Dated this 22nd day of July, 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
Solicitors for the said Company.
1237 3s. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.NOTICE is hereby given, i  accordance with
clause  219 of  "7he Local Government
Act of  1878," that the Municipal Council of Mary-
borough having affirmed the desirability of borrow-
ing from the consolidated Revenue of Queensland
the sum of Ten Thousand Pounds (£10,000), for
certain improvements in connection with the Water-
works within the Municipality, as per Specifications
and Estimates, which may be inspected at the
Office of the Municipality, the Council will, in one
month from the date of the last publication of this
notice, proceed according to the provisions of the
Act to give effect to the said Resolution.
Ratepayers are further notified that, in accor-
dance with  clause 220  of  " The Local Govern-
ment Act of  1878," within one month of the last
publication of this notice any twenty  ratepayers
may, by writing under their hands delivered to
the Chairman or Clerk of the Municipaliti, demand
that the question whether or not such Loan shall
be incurred be submitted to the election of the
ratepayers.
By Ord.-r,
WHARTON  B. JONES,
Town Clerk,
Per T.  WOODWARD.
Maryborough, 17th July, 1885.
1 217 8s. 3d.
DIVISION FBURRUM.
N OTICE is hereby given, that i  is  the intentionof this Board to apply to the Government
for a Loan of One Thousand Pounds (£1,000), to be
expended in making a Causeway at the Burrum
River, on the Maryborough and Eundaberg road ;
that the re-payment of the said Loan to be charge-
able on certain portions or parishes of Subdivisions
Nos. 1 and 8.
Plans and Specifications can be seen at this
Office on office days.
By Order,
J. MOORE LA BARTE,
Divisional Board Clerk.
Barnum Divisional Board's Office,
Maryborougb, 20th July, 1885.
12221 58.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NN OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershipberet, fore subsisting between us, the under-
signed, Robert Lyness Griffin and Charles Henry
Bouchard, at Hope street, South Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  as plumbers and galvanized
iron workers,  under  the style or firm of "Griffin
and Bouchard,"  was dissolved  by mutual consent.
All debts owing from or due to  the late firm wi ll
he discharged  or received  by the said Robert
Lyness Griffin ,  who for  the future will carry on
the business  on his own account.
Dated at  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of July,
A.D. 1885.
R. L. GRIFFIN.
C. H. BOUCHARD.
Witness-
SAML.  BODEN,
Law Clerk, Brisbane.1231 5s. 6d.
Police Department, -
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
"H$ 'unclaimed Property hereunder described,
now in the possession of the Charters Towers
Police, will, unless previously claimed, be sold by
Public Auction, at the Court House, Charters
Towers, on the 1st of August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Two bullock waggons and tackjing.
Police  Department,
Commissioner' s Office,
Brisbane , 19th  June, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.T.' H E unclaimed  Mare hereunder described, now1 in the  possession of the Muttaburra  Police,
will, unless previously  claimed , be sold by public
auction , at the Police S tation, Muttaburra, on the
1st of August  next, viz.:-
One Chestnut Mai e, branded  M over tj near
shoulder,  near fore and hind legs white, blaze on
face.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1886.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.
T HE undermentioned unclaimed Property, now
in the hands of the Brisbane Police, will,
unless  previously  claimed , be sold by Public
Auction, by M. B. Gannon, at his Auction Mart,
Queen street, on the 1st August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
Description of Article.
1 six-chambered revolver
in case
1 E.S.L.O.F. watch, No.
14305, Lillis maker
1 E.S.L.O.F. watch, No.
67516,  Walsh, Jones, and
Coy., makers ,  and silver
albert
1 black  leather purse, brass
clasps
1 saddle and bridle
1 lady 's gold And torquoise
ring
1 S.H. Waltham watch
1 S.O.F. Geneva watch,
No. 21821
1 S. H.L. Rotherham watch,
No. 1302
1 S.H.L .  watch ,  No. 12606
Description  of Article.
1 napkin-ring case
1 toy watch and chain
1 tomahawk
1 brass compass
1 tin snuff
1 tin cut tobacco
I cigarette case
1 roll  ribbon1 saw
4 sets bone studs
2 plated forks and 3 spoons
1 pocket knife
27 linen collars
1 iron ornament ,  horse and
plough6 jackets
1 piece of stuff
1 vest
1 thermometer, broken
1 S.O.F.L. watch, No. 1749 30 books
1 broken silver watch key 1 case ,  containing 18 silver
1 brass albert chain - breast-pins
1 solid gold  ring 1 tweed paget coat
1 pocket compass 4 pairs tweed trousers
2 purses 3 hats
2 lady's card-cases I pair boots
2 odd kid boobs 1 shirt
1 hair brush 1 black coat
1 lady' s bag 2 coats
1 tin  box 1 vest
1 brass watch, 60 2 silver watches
16 pairs nickel earrings 1 pipe
2 small barrel -vases 1 knife
A quantity  of buttons 1 set 9 -carrat gold-fronted
1 leather purse studs.
Police  Department-,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.T HE unclaimed Horses and Working Bullocks
hereunder described ,  now in the possession
of the  Townsville  Police , will , unless previously
claimed , be sold by Public Auction,  at the Court
Rouse, Townsville, on the  1st of August next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
1 chesnut gelding, branded DC1 off shoulder,
hip down.
1 dark-bay draught gelding, branded WK3 overlike 91 near shoulder.
1 hay draught gelding, branded W$3 over like
44 near shoulder.
1 bay draught gelding, branded KLl over like
3ZJ off shoulder.
1 chesnut draught gelding, branded M2B over
like DJ near shoulder, blaze on face, two
hind legs white.
1 chesnut gelding, branded li e X5 near shoulder,
small blaze, off fore foot white.
1 bay gelding, branded like  7V or Y
shoulder, 3X.1' near thigh, like 68
ribs.
1 red bullock, branded like NUT off ribs,
1 red and white bullock, branded like C10 near
rump.
1 red bullock, branded like E3F cff rump.
1 roan bullock, branded like WD7 near ribs.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like 1BX
off rump.
I yellow and white bullock, branded like RU8
off rump.
1 red and white bullock, branded like 6KJ off
rump.
1 dark-red bullock, branded like BL2 near rump.
1 red bullock, branded like BL2 near thigh.
1 roan bullock, branded like 6KJ off rump.
1 roan polled bullock, branded like RE2 over
BL2 near ribs.
1 roan bullock. branded like RE2 near ribs.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like R1Y
off ribs.
1 dark-red bullock, branded like BL2 near thigh.
1 yellow and white bullock, branded like LF2
near thigh.
1 roan bullock, branded like EIl2 near rump
Public  Lands Office,
Maryborough, 17th July, 1885.
PROVISIONAL LICENSE UNDER TIMBER
REGULATIONS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe following Provisional License to occupy
Crown Lands, for which an application for a Special
License to cut Timber has been made, has been
issued by the Land Commissioner, Mary borough,
pursuant to the Regulations established on 5th
June, 1885, under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884:-
Land Agent's District-Maryboroughi.
Licensees-Wilson, Hart and Co.
Situation of Land-Parish Miva, adjoining and
to the north-west of Selection No. 1470, and also
adjoining to Special License No. 33, owned by
Wilson, Hart and Co.
Area-One square mile.
Date of Provisional License-17th  July,  1885.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Bowen,
9th July, 1886.
NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that the following
Rate haying been struck by Board for
the twelve months ending 31st December, 1f•85
For every twenty head of cattle orhorses 1s.
For every one hundred sheep ... ...  is.
The above  assessment  on the Stock Returns for
the year  commencing  1st January, 1885, must be
paid to the Clerk of Petty Sessions within two
months from the date of this insertion in the
Government  Gazette.
A. H. WILMINGTON,
Chairman of the Bowen Mar$upial Board.
NOTICE.
P)UNDKEEPEltS And others are requested, when
describing brands . to make a listinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand  ". after the ,lescript ion  of the  former.
Registered brands type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words  .lo not &ppe&e the ordinarx type
only will be used.near
near J. C. BEA.L,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
IN SALE,  at the  Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet  form ,  "The 1n.colreney Act or
1871,"  together with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency ." Super- royal8vo. Price 2s.6d .  Postage
Id. s'lditional.
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the Govern-
1 ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Art of  1866,"
" The Stam pe -1 Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876,'
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
8.  d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. HEA1,
Government  Printer.
IN; published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYnoP-
sIS OF THE  QCEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phmnogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. decoy, half-bound. Price, £1 1s.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
is. 10d., 1-o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8,1.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam  street ,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditious to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, ld. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing Office,
Bri Rbane.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane:-Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th  year  of the Reign of 11 cr Ma'esty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables  of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price,  one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY.
Acting Government Printer.
M-®51  49, 6d. I 5th August, 1881.
O N SALE
AT THE
't O V E R N 1l E NT PRINTING OFFICE,
1 William street.  Brisbane:-
DIVISIJNAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4s. per 100; by post 5s.
B..1ot Papers ,  in packets  of 500 each - price, 5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers  for Services  Performed ,  5s. Fe_  100; postage,
1 s. extra.
Vouchers  for Articles Supplied, 5s.  per 1. 0 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per 100;  postage, le. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation ,  6s. 6d .  per 100;  posted ,  8s. 4d.
Monthly Time  Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month  - 5s. 6d. per 100 plain  ; ruled,
7s. 6d.;  postage, Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed  during the month
5s. 6d .  per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d.  ruled ;  postage,
1s.10d.  extra.
Valuation Notice Books- 3s. 61  each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
Re ceipt Books ,  in books ,  20 3 each ,  4s. ; posted ,  4s. 6c1.
Contract Ledger, 128. 6d.;  postage, 2s.
Ledger, 17s.; posted, 21s. 10d.
Rate Book , General Cash Book, Valuation  Register, and
Register  of Rates Received,  17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book, 10s.; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments  to Contractors
2s. 9d. per 'ook of 50 cacti ; postage, W.  extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book, 5s.; postage,  Is. extra.
STAT UTES OF  THE COLONY.
Rai ISBD EDITION-DEMY QUARTO.
S.  d.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ...  5 6 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ...  4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... ... ...  3 16 0
Postage ,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881,  5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882 ,  5s. ; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1883- 4,  59.; poste d, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884 ,  20s. ; posted ,  21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical  List of all Owners of Registered
Brands, 2s .  6d.; postage ,  2s. extra.
ACTS. With
Price .  Posh1a.
s. d. s. d.
Bathurst  Burr Act (1863 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Bi lls of Exchange  Act (1884) ..  1 0 1 1
Brands  Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
1884 ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877)  0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) ...  0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to Land Act of  1882... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884  ...  1 0 1 2
Crown Lands  Act of  1884  ('Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of  1884  (Digest ) ...  0 3 0 4
Customs Duties Act (1870 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act  (1874 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Defence  Act of 1884  ... ...  1 0 1 2
Diseases  in Sheep Acts  (complete) 2 0 2 2
District Courts Act  (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
livisional Boards Act (1879) .. .  1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of  1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Divisional  Boards  Endowment Act of1884 . ... ... o 6 0 7
Education  Act (1875 ) .. ..  0 6 0 7
Elections  Act (1874) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Electoral Districts Act (1878) ... ... 0
- 6 0 7
Electoral  Rolle Act (1879)  ...  Q a; D 7
Fencing Act (1861) ... 0 6 0 7
Price.
s. d.
Fire  Brigades  Act (1881) 0 6
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
with
Po+taae.S. d-
o  7
1882... ... ... ... 0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7Gold Mining  Companies Act. (1875 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act  (1881) ... ...  0 6 0 7
health Act (1884) .. ... ... 1 0 1  2
Immigration Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Impounding  Acts (1863 .65-68, and
1'479), ccmplete  ... ... ...  2 6 2 7
Imported Sugar Refiners Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of  1884 ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Insanity  Act of 1884  ... ...  1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877 ) ... ...  0 6 (1 7
Judicature  Act (1876) ... .. ...  1 6 1 10
Ditto ,  Additional Rules of Court
u •der the, with Forms and Index,
unbound,  4e.  6d.; bound 5s.
Jury Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act  (1879 ) ... ...  0 6 0 '1
licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880  .. ..  0 6 0 7
Local Government  Act (1878)... 1 6
Local Government Act Amendment Act
1 11
of 1880  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruct ion  Act Continuation
Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of  1882  .. ... 0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations 0 6 0 7
Mmes RegiZatiou  Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection  Act (1877) 0 6 U 7
NetiveBirds Act Amendment Act (1877)  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of  1889. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation Act (1877) ... ... ... 1 6 1 8Oyster
I lander Act (1880) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) ..  1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ..  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell  and B@che-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy  Oct of 1884  ... ..•
...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops  Act  (1870)... 0 6 0 7
Pub licans Acts  ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts  (1863.64 and 1870) com-
plete ... ... 2 0 2 4
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Sale to Local  Autliorites Land Act of
1882 ... ... o ti 0 7
Savings Bank Amending Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 11
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) .  0 6 0 7
Settled District  Pastoral Lewes Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 ... .. ... ... .,,
Sheep Brands  Act (1876)
.. ...
Trading Companies Act of 1863
Tramways Act of 1882 ... ...
...
United Municipa lities Act (1881)
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884
... ...
Volunteer Act
Wages Act (1870 )
... ... ...
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ...
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act ... ... ... ...
Cemetery  Act ... ...
Defence Act  Regulations ..
Friendly Societies Act (1876 ) .. ...
Insolvency Act of 1874, with  Rules
Masters and  Seryants Act
Small Debts  Courts Act
Stamp  Duties Act ... ...
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 0 2 3
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 9 0 11
1 0 1 2
1 0 1 2
2 6 2  10
1 0 1 2
0 6 0 8
1 0 1
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Price .
Schedule 3
a. d.
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
... 5 0
With
Postage.
s. d.
The Govsa .NxuNTPaINTEBacknowledg : a the  receipt
of the following amounts:-
1885. £ a. d.
July 16.-W. C. Storey ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 18.-A. McDonald ... ... ... 1 0 97 2
GOLD FIELDS ACT WITH REGULATIONS.
Just published  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tari ff  ... ... ... ... .. 0 1
it Interpretation Sheets  ... ... ... 0 1
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ... ... ... 1 3
HANSARD.
Sessional  subscription ... ... ... ... 5 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q-:arterly Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  1s. per animal.
All other Notices ,  3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on l st
insertion  only,  and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders  must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient to cover the cost .  If by cheque ,  exchange must
be added ,  but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested - the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall  ... ... ... M. S. ToLLwo.
Bundaberg ... ... ... G. J. YOUNG.
Ipswich  ... ... ...  W. TATHAM.
Mackay ... ... F. RIECRSLMANN.
Maryborough ... ... W. DAWSON.
Rockhampton  ... ...  W. MUNBO.
Toowoomba  ... ...  J. H. ROBERTSON.
Townsville  ... ...  T. WILLMETT.
" 'HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment  Printing Office ,  William  street, Brisbane.
Price , is. 6d; posted, Is. 9d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William  street, Brisbane, "Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 6s .  Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony ,  9d. ; to England and the Austra lian
Colonies ,  1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  "Tke Gold Fields Act
of 1874 ," together  with  " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold  Fields  of the wiole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C.- BEAL,
Government Printer.
18.-C. T. Turner ,.. ... ... 1 10 0
20.-C. Appleton ... ... 0 15 0
20.-L. J. Smith ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-U. J. Young and Co. 4 5 0
20.-R. McLeod ... ... ... 0 5 0
20.-W. Johnston ... 0 1 0
20.--G. J. Young and Co. ... ... 1 5 0
20.-Bundaberg Mail ...  ... ... 0 1 1
20.-F. W. Buschel ... 0 1. 0
20.-P. Nolan ... ... 0 5 0
20.-C. Appleton ... ... 0 5 0
20.-D. Ross  ... ... ... 0 5 0
20.-C. A.  Forster  ... ... ... 0 5 0
20.-W. Rafter ... ... 0 5 0
20.-J. Mulvena... ... ... ... 0 3 10
20.-Municipal Council, Maryborough 0 8 3
20.-L. J. Smith... ... ... ... 0 5 0
21.-W. Weldon ... . 0 5 0
21.-Australian  Land and Mortgage Co.,
Limited ... .. ... ... 2 0 0
22.-W. Dawson ... ... ...  0 5 0
22.-W. Thomas.. ... ... ...  0 2 0
22.-H. A . B ro wn ... 0 0 6
22.-M. Palmer  ... ... ...  0 3 0
22.-J. M.  Morgan  ... ... ., 0 1 0
22.-W. Wood ... ... ... ... 0 3 2
22.-E. T. Littleton ... ... ...  0 2 0
22.-M. Fitzgerald  ... ... ... 0 1 0
23.-T. J. Franklin .. ... ... 0 2 0
23.-W. H. McCormack 0 5 0
23.-G. Sutherland ... ... ... 0 5 0
23.-A. Blyth ... ... ... ... 0 0 7
23.-J. P. Sutherland ... ... ... 0 5 0
23.-T. P. Shepherd ... ... ... 0 2 0
23.-R. J. Salisbury ... ... ... 0 1 0
23.-T. Fanning ... ... ... 0 5 0
23.-Lyons and Brumm 0 6 6
23.-J. H .  Mc Lennon  ... ... 0 7 2
23.-Port Douglas  Times 0 2 3
23.-Municipal  Council, Bowen ... 2 0 0
23.-W. McKeever  ... ... ... 0 5 0
23.-M. S. Tolano  ... ... ...  0 5 0
23.-M. S. Tolano 0 3 9
24.-J. Herlihy ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
24.-W. Gibson ... 0 5 0
24.-R. L. Jack .. ... ... 0 1 6
24.-W. H. (laden  ... ... 0 5 0
24.-Maryborough Chronicle  ... ... 0 2 0
24.--Maryborough  Chronicle  ...  ... 0 5 0
24.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
24.-Taroom Divisional Board ... ... 0 3 0
246-k'. H . Robinson  ... ... ... 0 1 1
iEmpounbinp.
$ Pouadkeeperaarereminded thatAdvertiseme:etc
of Impounded Stock  will  be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLINe PER ANIMAL  ;  and no  such Advert-
aement will  be inserted in the  Gazette  unless aceom -
paniedby  a  remittance sufficient tocovertheeoat y i s
insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Crow's Nest ,  from Nukeninda Pad-
docks, on the 18th July, 1885, by order of Mr. H.
Miller.  Driving expenses,  3s. ; damages,  2s. 6d.
One blue -roan horse ,  blotched brands like 5AC near
shoulder and BBO of shoulder.
Also, from Mr. J. T. Littleton's paddock.  Damages,
lOs.
One white heifer, LZ3 near ribs.
If not  re leased on or before the 18th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWARD TELFER LITTLETON, Poundkeeper.
1227 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Green Swamp.
Driving, 3s.  4d.; damages, £5.
One black horse, like  JD near  shoulder,  like SY near
thigh.
If not released on or  be fore  the 18th  August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Banana, from Kyanga Station,'onthe 11th July, 1885,  by order of J. Sutherland,
Esquire.
One brown gelding ,  R WO near shoulder,  blaze down
face ,  hind feet white.
Also, from Pearse's Paddock ,  on the 11th July, 1886,
by order of Mr .  Thomas Perkins .  Damages, 10s.
One chesnut gelding ,  SNO near shoulder, 9DP off
shoulder ,  star and snip.
If not released on or before the 11th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1222
W. THOMAS ,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Mount Enniskillen
enclosed lands, on the 16th July, 1885, by order of
J . T. Allan ,  Esquire .  Driving, 5s.;  trespass ,  2s. 6d.
per head.
One bay mare, apparently unbroken, little white on
front feet, star, like D1C  (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One eheenut entire colt ,  white stripe on forehead, little
white on hind feet, like TD1 or TD7  (registered
brands) over a double indistinct number near
shoulder.
COaRnOTE D Bwn.
Also, from unenclosed  lands, Greendale,  on the 22nd
May, 1885,  by order of George Jillett, Esq .  Driving, 2s,
One white bullock ,  piece out of point  and front of near
ear, J  D 7 (registered  brand )  near rump.
If not  released  on or before the 16th  August, 1885,
will be  sold  to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER ,  Poundkeeper.
1223 3s.
MPOUNDED at Rockhampton ,  on the 9th July.
I 1885, by order of  Messrs .  Wright,  Heaton, and Co,
Damages ,  2s. 6d . ;  mileage, 4d.
One black horse, like JL off shoulder ,  ti near rump,
like  -  off rump and small star.
If not released on or before the 4th August ,  1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
1214
L. J. SMITH ,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED  at Warwick,  on the 3rd July ,  1885, by
order of Mr.  Thomas Stevens.  Driving,  Is. 6d.
One bay horse,  white down face, like H or N over TS
near shoulder,  had sore back,  off knee marked.
If not released on or before the 31st July, 1885,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
1224
J. M. MORGAN , Poundkeeper.
is.
TMPOUNDED at Rockhampton,  by order f Mr. T.
Higgins ,  on 10th July ,  1885.  Damages,  2s.  6d.;
mileage,  6d. per head.
One red and white bullock ,  like CY3 (registered
brand )  near ribs,  near ear marked.
One red and white  steer,  like JJ2 off  rump,  the last
number blotched.
One red bull ,  white  face, no visible brand.
One white steer, blotched  brand near ribs.
One strawberry  stag,  no visible brand.
If not  re leased  on or before the 4th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1218
L. J. SMITH ,  Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah,  from Youline Station,
on the 1st July, 1885, by order of H. B. Paterson,
Esquire. Driving expenses,  lls. 8d.  per head.
One roan and white bullock,  white face, horizontal J
over JH near ramp,  ear-mark off ear.
One white bullock ,  roan ears ,  blotch brand near ramp,
U near shoulder, ear-mark near ear.
One roan and white working bullock,  J reversed and B
near rump,  ear-mark near ear.
One roan and white poley cow, indecipherable brand
like  bar conjoined to blotched 0 near loin, like S
reversed and 1  near rump, ear-mark near ear.
One roan and white cow, like J conjoined to blotch
brand and 1 off rump, 7 off thigh,  ear-mark near ear.
Ono, red cow, DA off rump, ear-mark off ear.
One roan and white cow, like 2VB  (the 2 faint and the
$  blotched)  of  rump,  ear-mark off ear ; calf at foot.
One'roan cow, 2V and like blotch B off rump, ear-mark
ff ear.
One  roan and white bullock,  like N2%  (the 2 and  X
blotched) near ribs,  ear-mark near  our.
One red and white working bullock,  rope  round neck,
whip-marked both rumps ,  whip -marked both loins,
whip marked near ribs ,  J near rump, WW near
thigh  (the first W indistinct),  3 near neck,  both ears
marked.
One yellow cow, spur brand near rump ,  ear-mark near
ear.
One blue and white bullock, OFR (the F indistinct) near
ribs ,  ear-mark near ear.
One red cow, blotch brand near rump,  blotch brand off
rump, ear-mark off ear.
One  roan and white cow, two diamonds and 0 off loin,
blotch near ribs, ear-mark near ear.
One red cow, white face, UmE  (the mE conjoined) off
ribs, ear-mark both ears.
One roan and white bullock, C reversed and bar near
rump,  like 2 near thigh ,  ear-mark near ear.
One white bullock,  near horn broken, blotched inde-
cipherable brands off rump,  both ears marked.
One white bullock,  like 0, blotched brand,  and C con-
joined  off rump,  blotch off thigh ,  ear-mark off ear.
One  roan and white working bullock,  WS near rump,
ear-mark near ear.
One white bullock,  1 and like UQ conjoined off rump,
ear-mark off ear.
One roan and white steer,  white face, no visible brand,
ear-mark near ear.
One brindle and white spotted bullock,  UmE (the mE
conjoined)  off ribs,  both ears marked.
One red and white bullock,  off horn broken,  indecipher-
able brands like JP7  (the P horizontal)  near loin,
0 and like Yl near ribs,  ear-mark near ear.
If not released on or before the 18th August,  1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER ,  Poundkeeper.
1206 - 24s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah ,  from Thargomindah
Station,  on the 5th July, 1835, by order of F. A.
Powell, Esquire .  Driving expenses ,  4d. per head.
One roan  and white  bullock ,  1ME off  ribs,  indecipher-
able brand off neck, 9 off cheek,  ear-mark of  ear.
One white bullock ,  blotched brand like  H over - near
rump, 0 near shoulder ,  ear-mark near ear.
One roan and white cow, DV off rump ,  both ears
marked ;  white heifer calf at foot.
One red bullock ,  LX1 near rump ,  like 1 horizontal near
cheek, both ears marked.
If not released on or before the 18th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1207
C. T. TURNER ,  Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont,  from Epping Forest, on
the 15th June,  1885, by order of Mr.  James Rolfe.
Driving,  14s. per head.
One brown gelding, star,  white nozzle,  blind near eye,GI85 (registered brand)  near shoulder.
Also, from Beaufort ,  on the 21st June ,  1886 ,  by order
of Mr .  A. B. Brett .  Driving, 18s. 4d .  per head.
One grey gelding,  NB (scar)  near shoulder, C3B(registered brand)  near thigh, b} P K (registered
brand)  off shoulder.
One brown elding, ZK5 (registered brand) off
shoulder,ROS (registered brand)  near shoulder.
One bay mare,  FC over L near shoulder, ZK6 near
thigh, 7D off shoulder.
Also, from Logan Downs,  on the 23rd June, 1886,
by order of Mr.  E. Casey.  Driving,  7s. per head
One chestnut colt, SW5 (registered brand) over 1
near shoulder,  SW5 (registered brand) off
shoulder,  like three numerals near neck.
One bay mare,  no visible brand, some faint marks near
thigh.
One chestnut colt, 8 near cheek, no other perceptible
brand.
One black mare, star and eni  ,  SW5 (registered brand)
over 1 near shoulder , Q8Y (registered brand)  off
shoulder.
One dark -brown filly ,  unbranded.
One bay mare,  small star, Q8Y near shoulder.
One bay gelding,  like X near shoplder, collar-marked,
scars off shoulder.
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One chesnut  gelding,  small star,  off hind foot white, no
visible brand,  some faint  marks ear thigh.
One brown  or black  gelding, hind feet  white, small star,RP-- near shoulder.
One bay mare, GJGJ8 (Banana pound brand), AB near
shoulder.
One bay filly, hind feet white,  like 7M near  shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 31st July, 1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
1215 15s.
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba ,  from the enclosedpaddock of Mesers. H dgson and Ramsay, on the
17th July,  1885 .  Driving expenses , 2s. per head.
One strawberry  steer , T1W off rump, ear-marked.
Also, from the grass paddock of Thomas Perkins,
Cecil  Farm , Toowoomba, on the 21st July, 1885.
Damages and  driving, 3s.
One red bullock, M3N off ribs.
If not released on or before  the 18th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1248 2s.
v
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford ,  from Isis Downs, on the22nd June , 1885, by order of A. Aflleck, Esquire.
Driving and damages, 3s .  2d. per head.
One bay Horse, 2 over  PI  near shoulder ,  saddle -marked.
One bro wn horse , : E near shoulder , LS1 (re gistered
brand ) near  thigh , hind  heels white, star on fore-
head,  saddle -marked.
If not released on or before the 16th August, 1885,
wi ll be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. JAS. FRANKLIN,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from Somerset, on the
3rd July, 1885, by order of C. Dupuy. Driving, 2s. ;
damages, lOs.
One bay mare, T over G near shoulder, small illegible
brand near thigh.
Also, from Hill End, on the 3rd July, 1885, by Mr.
Mather. Driving, 1s.;  damages , 2s. 6d.
One chesnut gelding, illegible brand  near  shoulder,
small star.
If not  released on or before  the 30th July,  1885, will
be sold  to defray  expenses.
1233
THOS. P. SHEPHERD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
I  Printed and Published  by J-cus s C. BF.AI Govern ment Printer,
1232  2s. William street .  Brisbane, 25th July, 1885.
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The Treasury,
,Queensland,  28th July, 1885.
T following Not of Run, in ,the-Colony of Queensland,  Showing the Rent payable in;each case, onor before 30th September next, is  published  '  or general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
LIST OF RUNS.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
Bl RKE-( SETTLED DISTRICT).
Area.
Square Miles.
88 Colless , Major ...  Inverlei  h, No. 1 ... 150 0 0 75
82 Kennedy ,  James . ..  Iverlei ggh ... . 24 0 0 12
80**  Macartney  and Mayne  Ilarrisdale  ...
..
... 100 0 0 50
81 Philip,  and Kirk  ...  Settlement  ... ...  96 0 0 48
83 Trimble ,  George . ..  Magowra  ... ... 30 0 0 15
87** ditto ... ...  Tempe Downs,  No. 78 0 0 39
61
61
5756**
63
52
56
Gibson, James
ditto ...
ditto ...
Massy Brothers
Mackenzie, D.
McCarey, Thomas
Reynolds, James
COOK--(S ETTLED DISTRICT).
Kingsdale  ... ... 20 0 0 10
Kingslake  ... ... + 24 0 0 12
Kingsvalley 20 0 0 10
'Lalla Rookh ... 50 0 0 25
Lakefield ... ... 32 0 0 16
ditto (arrears ) ... 64 0 0
Avoca ... ... 12 0 0 9
.Buttai  ... ... 20 0 0 10
Lands Folio.
9
848
3
10
1
5
6
3
7
NOTES.--* Rent to  Met December, 1885.
37
ee Rent to 31st December, 1886.
a§ Application for renewal not yet received ;  Rent will not be received unless such application is lodged on
or before. 30th September,  1885, and is subject to adjustment on appraisement.
t  Balance of Rent only on account of previous over-payment.
tt Title to country in dispute,  Rent will be received without prejudice.
t(l Rent is subject  to adj Istme4t on appraisement.
1 Additional License Fee for the period between expiration of license and commencement  of lease.
j:1 Arrears due on account increaed Area.
§ Not yet known whether Run will be held under lease or renewal of license.
§ §  Rent on these Runs will not be received without the overdue Survey fee.
No Rent due.
Pending the decision of Parliament respecting the further renewal of lease of this run, the-rent charged
will  be received  without  prejudice.
¶  Lease not applied for.
¶§  Held under annual tenancy.
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LIST OF  RUNS- .ontinued.
I I
Lessee. Run.
Greenmantle ...
Coiling Vale ...
Eton Vale No. 4 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
Cannon Valley .
St. Helens  No. 2t11
41* Bank ,  Mercantile  of ' Rosalie  Plains  ... 80 0 0 40Sydney
1'** Darling Downs and Jimbour ... ... 8 0 0 8
Western Land Com-
pany  (Limited)
4** North British Aus- Rosenthal ... ... 290 0 0 1081
tralasian Company
(Limited)
1** Queensland Investment Canal Creek  ... 140 0 0
and Land Mortgage
Company (Limited)
70
8 ; ditto  ... ...  Talgai  ... ... 22 0 0 , 11
226
227
180
270
270
2501*
249ee
249
221'*
234
2741*
205
203
210
183
269
201
180
182
215
222'1
258'x1
209
232
239
Al1inFham,  Johnston...  Allingham, 0. 1 ...
ditto  ... ...  Allingham, No. 2 ...
Bank ,  New South  Wales Vine  Hall .:. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Bank, Mercantile
Sydney
Barker , William
of
Bent.
20 0 0 10
20 0 0 10
20 0 0 - 10
20 0 0 10
20 0 0 10
50 0 0 25
50 0 0 25
60 0 0 30
20 0 0 10
52 0 0 28
Urannah 70 0 0 35
Halifax Plains No. 2 13 5 0 13;
Eridge No. 3 ... 50 0 0 25
Bird and Althans
Brown, W.  0.,  and
Rourke, A. H. (Exe-
cutors of H. Rourke)
Cassady,  James ...
Clerk, E. G. ... ...
Collins, Wm.... ...
ditto ...
Corveth, Francis ...
Cowley, A. S.
Craig,  Siddall, and
Barker
ditto .
Crofton, C. J., M. A.,
and Lascelles, E. G.
Cunningham, T.
Dalrymple, D. H., and
Murray, A. K.
Daugar,  Wm. John ...
266 ditto ...
268 ditto ... ...
269 ditto ...
245 Dangar and Bode ...
246 ditto ... ...
246 ditto
220* De Salis and  be Salis241** ditto ... ...
251 Emmerson, D. R. ...
2521*+ ditto ... ...
273 ditto
273 1 Emmerson ,  Strickland,
and Smith244 Ewan , W. G.... ...
213 ditto ... ...
213 ' ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
215 ditto ... ...
2171 * ditto
216 ditto ... ...
217 ditto ... ...
219'*1I ditto ... ...
204 Fanning ,  Edward
208 ditto ... ...
202 Gleeson ,  Thomas ...
271 Gordon,  James ...
275 ditto , .. ...
Am.
£ a. d. I Square Miles.
DARLING DOWNS-( SETTLED ISTRICT).
KENNEDY-( SETTLED DISTRICT).
Mungalla  ... ... 11 0 0 7;
Bundarra ... .. 24 0 0 12
Woodstock, No. 3... 20 0 0 10
Landsdowne, No. 2 43 0 0 221
Glenrock ... ... 20 0 0 10
Bronte  ... ... 20 0 0 10
Oakey Hills ... 20 0 0 10
Woodburn ... ... 20 0 0 10
Mount Pleasant  ... 60 0 0 30
Aberdeen ... 60 0 0 30
Hamilton and Hope- 12 15 0 12;
town
Goorganga and 98 0 0 54*
Bonaventurat il
Neotsfield ... .. 45 0 0 23;
Crystal Brook No. 6 72 0 0 31
ditto No.7 42 0 0 16
Crystal Brook No. 3 50 0 0 25
ditto No.4 56 0 0 29
ditto No.5 30 0 0 221
Boundary ... ... 30 0 0 15
Strathbogiet fl 150 0 0 75
Proserpine Creek 50 0 0 25
No. 1
ditto No.2 ... 44 0 0 22
ditto No.3 ... 20 0 0 10
Mountain Home 30 0 0 15
No. 2
Crystal Brook No. 1 57 10 0 25
Blackstone  ... ...  56 0 0 29
Lanercost ... 89 0 0 471
Vale of Herbert No.1 50 0 0 25
ditto No.2 40 0 0 20
ditto No. 3 60 0 0 30
ditto No.4 60 0 0 30
Waterview No. 1 ... 44 0 0 22
ditto No.2 ... 149 0 0 75
Stoneleigh ... ... 2A 0 0 10
Armidale ... ... 28 0 0 191
Cairo ... ... 18 0 0 11
Gleeson ... ... 20 0 0 10
Lochinvar ... ... 20 0 0 10
Cooinda ... 20 0 0 10
Lauds Folio.
7-
6
3
5
1
75
76
81
14
15
55
54
4
6084
129
30
34
83
13
23
77
92
51
293
1
c Lessee.
210
223
222**
205
267
LIST2 OP RUNS-continued.
Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
Area.
square Miles.
Lands Folio.
KENNEDY-( SETTLED  DisTRiCT )-- conti ced.
Gordon, William
Gordon, D. C.
Hannon, Patk.
He ron, Charles
Hodel and Co.
238 Holt, F. S. E.
237** ditto ...262"1  ditto ...
263** ditto ...
264*"* ditto ...
264" ditto ...265** ditto ...
272 ditto ...
218** ditto ...218* 0  ditto ...
228 ditto ...
250** Isbell , J. H. ...
261** ditto ...
252 ditto * ...
271 ditto ...
272 ditto ...
227 Jochheim,  William
228 ditto ...
226 Kirk ,  William, Roll-
wagon ,  Robert, Heils.
holm. Friedrich, and
Cummins ,  Patrick
234 Lacy ,  Dyson, (Executor
W. G. Macartney) ...
200 Lawrence ,  Thomas ...
202 ditto ... ...
229 ditto
225 Lawrence and Pearson
268 McDonald, James
233 McGregor and Mclean
240 North Australian Pas-
toral Company240  ditto ... ...
235 ditto ... ...
207 ditto ... ...
237 ditto ... ...
239 ditto ... ...
256 ditto ... ...
261*1 ditto .. ...
209 Palmer and Betzel ...212 Pott, A. J. ...
231 Rice and Co. ...
230 Rawson and Rawson...
221"  Robinson, H . F. A. ...
257 Rourke, H.
254 ditto ... ...
254 ditto
224 Rourke ,  A. H. (Execu-
tor of late H. Rourke)
225 ditto ... ...
181 Russell ,  E. K. ...
200 Saunders ,  George ...
203 ditto
183 Scougall , Wm. ...
229 Smith and Emmerson
245 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Co.  (Limited)
201 Stieglitz, J. C.... ...
220" ditto ...
204 Stieg litz , J. C. and W.
R.
216 Stone , Henry  .. ...
206 Toms, W .  H.. ...
181 Watt and Cunningham
236 ditto ... ...238 ditto ... ...
260 ditto
261** ditto ...
275 Whitbread,  B. E. ...
267 Wills , J. C. ...
Cattle Hill 32 0 0 18 46... ...
Long Islandll ... 5 65
Wivenhoe ... ... 20 0 0 10 66
Homebush ... 13 0 0 941 67
Storth No. 1 25 10 0 259  52
Tondaratll ... ... 110 0 0 55  86
Salisbury  Plains ... 160 0 0 80  56
Woonton Vale ... 180 0 0 90  57
Upstart  Plains  ... 50 0 0 25  60
Molongle ... ... 60 0 0 30  61
40 0 0 20  62Wangaratta ...
ditto South ... 70 0 0 35  08
20 0 0 10  11Mount Cerlewis ...
Kangaroo Plains  ... 20 0 0 10  48
Molongle  Plains ... 20 0 0 10 49
Nobbie's Lookoutt 12 0 0 8 71
50 0 0Eagle  Vale No. 1 25 50...
ditto No.2... 50 0 0 25 51
Strathdon No. 1 ... 52 0 0 28 2
Boconnoc  ... ... 20 0 0 10 17
Eagle Vale  No. 3 ... 20 0 0 10 18
Dalrymple and Glen. 50 0 0 25 73
aeon No. 2
ditto No. 3 30 0 0 15  74
Cardington  No. it 4 0 0 6  69
St. Helens No. 3 and  184 0 0 96  96
Ross Creek  ... 20 0 0 10  6
Lawrence  ... 24 0 0 12  12,
Ross Creek No. 3 20 0 0 10  82
Fairview  ... ... 20 0 0 10  68
Cattle Vale ... 20 0 0 10  61
St. Helens No . 1 ... 20 0 0 10  64
Magenta  ... ...  32 0 0  31-1  35
Landsdownetil ... 103 0 0 604  86
Inkerman  Downs ... 60 0 0 45 36
41 0 0 22Balaclava 9... ... 488 0 0 44S ringfield 44... ...
Cleveland  Plains  ... 37 0 0 214 8
Woodstock No.  1  ... 38 0 0 22 7
Callandoon No. 2 ... 50 0 0 25 47
Strathdon No. 2 ... 33 0 0 204 38
Radfordslea ... 20 0 0 10 47
Bong  Bong Nos. 1 48 0 0 289 43
and 2
Abington ... ... 10 0 0 5 63
Halifax Plains  No. 3 18 0 0 14; 58
40 0 0 20tershW d* 34a e ...
Eridge No. 1*`§ ... 60 0 0 30 31
ditto No. 2*1 50 0 0 l 25 32
Basin  ... ... 20 0 0 10 96
Platter .. ... 24 0 0 12 94
Ross Va lley... 30 0 0 10 79
Bluewater  ... 21 0 0 154 31
Halifax Plains  No. 24 0 0 18; 28
Glenborah l l ... ... 15
Pine Vale ... ... 20 0 0 10 70
Crystal Brook No. 2 12 15 0 124 39
Storth No. 2 ... 20 0 0 10 53
Clarandon  No. 1 ... 20 0 0 10  56
Stanley Plains ... 36 0 0 19 27
Ashton ... 20 0 0 10  62
Eookwood .. 54 0 0 27  3
Antills Hill No.  1 20 0 0 10 72
Northeotetl l 264 0 0 1539 90
Woodhousetll 76 5 0 25  99
Anthills Hills 50 0 0 25 46
Callandoon No.  1 60 0 0 25  46
Khiva ... 20 0 0 10  25
Laureaton ... 20 0 0 10 20
Ian  O1' 9"  ---eo',itart .
Levi v e. Bun. Rent. Alta.
d.  Square Miles.
fOR TON-( TTLED 1IA$ICT).
112** Armstron gg,W . D. ... East Haldon
108" Bank ,  Mercantile of Undullahtll • ••
110
111
112
113
104
Sydney
ditto
Bank , QueIsland Na-
tional  Liitrited
ditto ... ...
ditto
Darling  Dbwns anh
Western end Com-
pany
0  0 0 54+
9 0 0 , 4;
Cooyartlj ... ... 174 0 0 87
Altyre ... ... 60 0 0 30
Taiomeo  ... ... 130 *0 0 75
ieer 174 0 0 24
uhabt Ltll ... ... :10 0 0 50
128 Doolan, M. ... tTeuf•um -CreA ... 12 '15
105 Forbes and Jt,af .. `Colintohtjl ... ... .2 10105" Forbes, E4$', and Rc1- Mount 8tant tII ... 216 0
116
114V*
106
107
115
109
111127**
127"
110
106
bertson
Franz, B. .
Hamilton , It.. H. D., *.
D. D., and F. R. I.:
and Dawson, G. TT
McNair
Hope, Louis ... ...
Lord,  Simeim ... ...Mulroney, James ...
McConnel, 1). C., andSon
MoKillop, Peter ...
Peadhey, E. W. ...
PeaJhey, St>iith , Barnes,
Gleeson,'Grehan, 4t d;
Mitchell
Prioi, T. L. M.
Stevens,  E.-J....
113 ditto ...
117 ditto ...
114°
126'0
116'''x`
Turner, John C. ...
Watson, Samuel
Wienholt, J., W., A.,
E., and A.
208 Anderson, V'. R. ...
242 , Atherton, J. ...
243 ditto
220 Bank, Commercial Com-pany of Sydney275  ditto ...
22.9  ditto ... ...229 ditto
231 Bank, London Chalt-
ered
261 Bank, Mercantile of
Sydney
220 Bank of -New South
Wales
245 ditto
233 Bank , Queehsland Na-
tional Limited
246 ditto
248 ditto ... ...
248 ditto ... ...
210 Barker, Wm.. ...
253 Bartholom-iv, J. T....
209 Beardmore, O. C. c7....
210 Bell, James ... ...
211 Bell, J. and R. ...
211 ditto ...
212 Bell, J. S. ... ...
219 ditto ... ...
219 ditto ... ...
213 ditto ...
214 ditto ... ...25:),  ditto ...214 Blackman, 't'. A. ...
240 ditto
iam271"! Broome, Will
0 I 5
0 13012
0 110
tuI ttnd ur  No.  2 ... 7 10 0
$rible Sectibttsa § ... b 0 0
tlcny ..0 0 o
skdale ... ..  232 10  0
Fairfield ... ... 17 0 0
Crestbrook ... ... 12 10 0
Emu Creek ... ... 300 0 0
Granthhm  ... ... 61 4 0
Crow's Nest ... 20 0 0
Palen 61 0 0
oftion No. 1, Strad- 18 0 0
broke Island
Potztion N o. 2, Strad- 15 0 0
broke Island
Polttion No. 3, Strad- 15 0  '0
bfbke Island
Helidon No. 2*§ ... 27 0 0Tarampa ...  ...  17 0 0
FasSifern NO. 2 ... 28  10 0
PORT CURTIS-- (SETTL$ D DI9 r`nIGT).
Kodingalt1l ... ... 118 0 0
Barinoya No. 2 ... 5 10 0
ditto No. 3 ... ' 6 .0 0
;Miriam Vale... .... 379 12 6
Ediubtir li ...  9l1 0
Priirietll ... ...  96 0
Mount Scoria_t'l .. 1'12 0
Tea-tree, or Food. 10 0
lands
Yatrowes
Laugmortie
120
11
5
Lands F61to.
16
10
28
25  21
6
a 24
1`?*  27
160 521 3
i0  4
32 8
9 29
71. 30
7a 31
131  22
8  2
14 26
67 4751 74
6  75
1784 48
45  4()
114,  4t)
58  54)
5 45
60  4
120  42
20  78621-  55
231  79
10  7
10  8
114  51
20  3
58*  74
69 52
15  53
50  54
25  60
15  61
20  62
15  63
20  6t
20
75 l55
12  68
8  25
0
0()
0
0 0
240 0 0
1
Mary vale ... ... 81 0 0
'M61bor6ugh*§ ... 90 '0 0
1  No  '2  ... 47 0 0
1I1y} ura ... ... 20 0 0
W'ollon)ga ... ...I 20 0 0
Barmundoot il ... 280 0 0
WVindah No. 1 ... I 42 10 0
Pat3uco and :lldtttrose 94 0 0
Booroomt  ... ... 86 0 0
Riverstont  ... ... 1 22 0 0
Iv'eragh  ... .. 100 0 0
Dtingarec  N 1*'... 50 0 0
ditto No.o. 2* ... 30 0 ()
ditto No. 39 81 0 0
ditto No.4 ... 3i) 0 ()
llitto No.6 §... 46 0 0
ditto  No. 5 ... .14) 0 0
Warroo ... . 150 0 0
llitto (arrears ) 10 0 0
Goshen . ... 84 12 0i Waterpark... ...1 12 0 0
OAK
E.
216
216**
217**
268
218
219
218
217
264
249
257
258
244
Leeeea
LIST OF  BJJ  S-'confinu4d.
Run. I Rent. Area.
1 9 s. d.
1
-1Square Mile .
PORT CURTIS-( Snrane Dasraior)-eouti -hued.
Cadell ,  Thomas ...
ditto ...
ditto
Campbell ,  John
Christian , W. M. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Christian ,  M. and J. ,,.
Clowes. Daniel ,..
Cross, Edward
ditto ...Dalian, Charles
ditto ...
269 Egan ,  Stephen
258 Egan ,  Patrick... ...
221 Ferguson, Geo.
231 Helsham ,  Douglas ...254  Henderson , Adam ,..
222 Hetherington and Far-
mer
223 Holt, W. H. ... ...
223**  ditto ...
219* *,  Holt and Blackman
(Trustees late M.
Collins)
224 Hutton ,  Jaroes ...
224 ditto . , .
275 Hutton ,  J. and W. ...
225 Hutton , Mary... ...
273 Jef rtiy and Murray ...
225 Jones and attison ...
233 Little ,  Janges  (Admin-
istrator of the late
W. Little)
226 ditto ...
247 Lyons,  Robert...
27 ditto
226 Macartnei  and * Haynie
265 ditto .. ,..
227 Mackay, D. F. ...
227 Mackay anA Caswell p.
253 Mac kenzie Mackenzie,
and Beat
242'~* Maclponald, R. S. G....
246 Martin , D.  J.... ...
228 Men;ies , A, ... ...
238 Missing , B}enry
230* 11 Morse ,  Mprse,  Sandi.
lands, Child,  and Bar-
low
215 Morgan, Frederick A.
230 ditto ...
243 Myli'ea, John ...
2401`" Neil, Hugh, ...
232 ditto , ..
215 ditto ...
232 Norton, A.
245 I Pattison aiid Jones249** Prizeman, W.B.
263 Purvis , R. A.... ...
234 QueenslandInvest >ierkt
and Land  Mortgage
Company (L imitedl
235 ditto
262 Robertson , Diehard ...
250 ditto
234 Rogers , E. P.... ...
251 ditto ... ...
262 ditto ... ...
267 ditto ... ...
235 Shawl- W. B. ...
209 , Sherwin , J. P. ...
271" Smith , Joss, and Mason
236**! Stirrat ,  Stirrat, and
Stirrat
The Rroombittj f ...
Winterbournet
Thalber t+l
I  ...
g
Kilbirnle .., ...
Clairview ... ...
Wilangi ...
Monet  Funnel ...
Porphyry  Hill*
Porphyry Hill 1.. 2
Agnes W%ter
Oracemere No. 1 ...
ditto No. 3 ,,.
Lake Learmouth
No. 2
ditto To. 3
Dupayon ..
Gracemere No. 2
Carrara ..
Eurlmlaula Creek
Morenish Nos.
attd 4R
Facing Island*§
Stoodleigh
Clayton
Thornhillt
...
...
...
.,,
3
...
...
...
...
Tilpal East... ...
Shoalwater ...
George's Creek ...
Raspberry Creek ...
its (Jhristo .. son Creek  No. 1
anti 2 and Gillinbip
Rosedale ... ...
Euleilali Creek ..
Great Fep tel Island
North Keppel Island
Waverly ... ...
sea View ... ...
Tilpal ...
Bopipa
Morenish Nos. 8
Bajgcla a No. 2 ...
Windah No. 2 ...
Raglan ... .
Hi mock Hill
Island
Ban$sia ... ...
Cagpona No. 9 or
Canal Creek
Targinie*§ ... ..
Lake LearmouthNo.,1
Bo e Island*§ ...
Galloway PlainstUU...
Blulhurin ... ...
Rodd's Bay ...
Prix tchester
East Taunton ...
Drum burle ...
Base Creek ...
TagWtoIa*§ ... ...
Wreck  ... ...
B road Water  ...
Torilla  ...
Hollins Creek  ...
Stanage  ... ...
Lower Stanage  ...
Grevilli a  No.. 1t G[...
Canoona* § ... ...
Percy No.  2 Island
Walla, or Mount
Alma
Lands Fo)lo,,
248 0 0 124 50
46 0 0 23 5740 0 0 23 58
24 0 a 1`2 30
800 0 0 100 70
400 0 0 '140 36
160 0 0 100 66
48 10 0 481 59
28 0 0 27 1534 a 0 12 5
2914 0 181 11
37 0 0 211 2
16 0 0 11
20 0 0 12 82
20 0 0 10 19
35 0 0 21; 12
40 0 0 20 41
121 10 0 55 21
60 0 0 30 18
20 0 0 10 66
17100 0 85 72
20 0 0  it) 39
93 15 0 60 67
30 p 0 10n 3u
125 0 0 001 34
24 0 0 12 38
120 0 0 61)  57
250 0 0 120 27
165 0 0 60 46
182 5 0 86 59
18 0 0 10; 609?10 0 6 1
5 0 0 211 24
290 0 0 100 33
49 0 0 21 22
28f) 0 0 195 69
316 0 0 140 29
50 0 0 27s 17
06 0 0 15. 73
14 0 0 $1 76
130 0 0 65 44
77 8 0 9 9
318 0 0 167 68
78 15 0  784 73
140 0 0  70 49
24 10 0  l(3g' 81
43 16 0  12 67
128 0 0  09 62
42 0 0 *$ b3
237 10 0 100 28
58 0 0 77
20 0 0  10 20
28 0 0  14, 31
60 0 0  30 61
300 0
i
0 155 50
20 0 0 10 32
94 0 0 1122 627110 0 " 4 37
95 0 0 4$171 13
24 0 0 is 14
46 0 0 24 16
26 0 0 13 63
43 0 0 24? 84
10 0 0 5 26
113 0 0 58; 69
296
Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Ran.
1 B s. d. 1 square Miles.
PORT CURTIS-(SETTLED  DIBTEICT)-continued.
236* Stuart , Alexr.... Morinish No. 2 ... 100 0 0
237 Thomson, James Calliopeti I ... ... 74 0 0
237 Tilley, Thomas Milton. . 700 0 0
341** Wade, T. W.... Townshend Island 52 0 0
272** ditto Leicester Island 18 0 0
239a* Worthington, Jas. Turkey ... 54 0 0
239 Wood, N:. G. L. Calliungal  No. 2 ... 246 5 0
241 Young, William Mount  Larcombe 71 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 26 0 0
Curra  ... ... 9 0 0 74
Tahiti, No. 1 ... 16 0 0 11
Gigoomgan  ...  30 0 0 30
1
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT-( SETTLED DISTRICT).
331'*'* Aldridge, Hy. E. ... Grouyeah ... 50 0 0 25
332** ditto ... ... Indian Head ... 50 0 0 25
312 Atherton, J. T. . Miva ... ... 20 0 0 10
328 Bank, Queensland Na- Yabba ... ... 155 0 0 784
tional , Limited
313 Berton, A. P.... ... Moolboolaman ... 136 0 0 69
313 Barton, R. C.... ... Toweran ... ... 55 4 0 23
312**  Bates ,  Wm. ... ... Boompa  ... ... 24 0 0 12
316 Broadbent and Williams Widgee Widgee ... 60 0 0 35
335 - ditto ... ...  Mia Mia  ... 32 0 0 16
335 Broom ,  Wm. ... ... Sarahanna  and Agnes 50 0 0 25
Vale No. 2 ...
315 Brown,  Brown  and Kolantll ... ... 81 0 0 701
Johnston
338'** Clayton, R. B. B. ... Agnes Vale, No. 1 a 25 0 0 121-
340 ditto ... Agnes Vale, No. 1 b 25 0 0 12k
330** Courtman, Jonah  ... Drum  Fin  ...  17 3 0 7...
318 Eaton, John ... ... Teebar ... ... 158 12 6 754
331" ditto ... Clifton ... ... 40 0 0 20
318 Elworthy, J. and W., Imbilt ... ... 46 0 0 28
and Mellor , M. and J.
334 ditto ... ...  Kandanga  ... ... 20 0 0 10
325. Gillespie, Thos. ... Kilkivan ... 166 18 8 73}
319 Gordon, Hy. ... ... Tahiti No. 2'*§ ... 16 0 0 14
334 H all and  Ross ... W oocoo No. 1 ... 20 0 0 10
330 Harding,  Silas . ..  Conandale  ... ... 24 0 0 16
319 Harwood, John ... Warrah*§ ... ... 40 0 0 20
320 Johnston, G. R. and A. A. Walla ... ... 76 0 0 44
321 Lillis, Patrick ... ... Cambroont ... 24 0 0 15
321 ditto ... ... North Kenilworth... 48 0 0 27
315 Lindley, A. B....
317 ditto .
322 Littleton, H. S.
11 Lloyd  and Flower
333 McGill, J. ...
324 Mcllwraith ,  Palmer,
and Mcllwraith
337 Maitland ,  Richard
332 ditto ...
339 O'Connell, W. B. ...
339 ditto ... ...
325 Palmer , Henry ...
326 ditto
328 Ross  and Hall...
320'** Scougall, R. W.
316 ditto ... ...
338 ditto ...
328 Shand and Buchanan ...
333 stringer , C. A., and
Andrew Jas., junr.
327 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Co. (Limited)
329** ditto
337 ditto ...
$2 Walsh and Mullett ...
327 Wienholt, E., and Gra-
ham, Wm .,  Turner,
J. S., and Williams,
W. C. Executors of
late Wm. Kent
ditto (arrears) ...
Kolonga ...
Teewoo ... ...
Gin Gin ... ...
Rent.
6 0 0
120 Q 0
24. 0
16 0 0'
Ares. Lands  Polio.
25 70
541 10
35026 65
23
27 71
197 71
371 43
6012
10
Woocoo  ... 15 0 0 81
Tahiti No.  3 ... 22 0 0 13
The Ranges  ... 20 0 0 101
Bingera  ... ...  44 0 0 22
Tomolongyore , or 140 0 0 70
Eureka
ditto (arrears ) ... 10 0 0
Kullogumtii ... 30 0 0 1 15
Doongal*§ ... ... 46 0 0 31t
Glenbar ... 97 0 0 544
Mariana No . 1*§ ... 20 0 0 10
Bererum No . 1 ... 22 0 0 11
Wonbah ... ... 40 0 0 20
Tahiti No. 4 ... 13 10 0 1311
Mariana No . 2*§ ... 13 0 0 13
ditto No.  3*§ ... 27 4 0
Bererum  ... 21 0 0
Monduran*§ ... _205 0. " 0
ditto  (arrears ) ... 210 * 0 0.
Stanton Harcourt 240 0 0
8 /
10L
116;
120
18
19
2021
6
2
36
10
11
15
22
39
23
304
31
12
44
13
14
32
14
28
27
26
:i3
8
33
45
34
35
297
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
squa re Yile..
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
I
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
£ f. d.
BURNETT.
246 Bailey ,  Thomas
225  Bank ,  Commerical
Company of Sydney
226 ditto ... ...
372 ditto ... ...
286 ditto ... ...
269 ditto ... ...
270 ditto ...
198 Bank of New South
Wales
200 ditto ... ...
201 ditto ... ...
203 ditto ... ...
204 ditto ... ...
205 ditto ... ...
206 ditto ... ...
375  ditto ... ...
138 ditto ... ...
139 ditto ...
140 ditto ... ...
141 ditto
261 Bank; Queensland Na-
tional
252 ditto ...
253 ditto ... ...
264 ditto ... ,..
302 ditto ...
142 Baynes , W. H. ...
143 ditto ... ...
144 ditto ... ...
145 aitto ...
330 Briggs and MacPherson
331 ditto ... ...
322 ditto
317 Broadbent and Wil-
liams
319 ditto ... ...
321 ditto ... ...
320 ditto ... ...
318 ditto ... ...
297 Cadell, J. J. ... ...
299 ditto ... ...
298 ditto ...124 Campbell and Hay
...
126
ditto
... ...
127 ditto ... ...
128 ditto ... ...
129 ditto ...
130 ditto ... ...
131 ditto ... ...
132 ditto ... ...
133 ditto ... ...
134 ditto ... ...
106 bight, Arthur...
107 ditto .. ..
108 ditto ... ...
110 ditto ... ...
227 Gilchrist, W. 0.
228 ditto ... ...
230 ditto ... ...
233 ditto ... ...
229 ditto ... ...
232 ditto
234 Goldsborough,  Booth,
Robertson, & Wagner
235 ditto ... ...
236 ditto ...
237 ditto ...
238 ditto ...
287 ditto ...
288 ditto ...
289 ditto ...
290 ditto ...
217 Graham , J. L....
218 ditto ,..
Cannindah  ... ...
Boonbyjan ... ...
Boonimba ... ...
Lochabar ...
Euroka
Small's Creek ...
Scrub Creek ...
Baramba ... ...
East dittot...
Baramba Ranges
Murgon ...
Johnstown ...
Stephenton ...
Charleston ...
Brisbane Ranges
Booiet
Coolabuniat
Nanango ...
Broadwater...
Wetheron ...
Ginoondan ... ...
Wateranga ...
Gooroolbailin .
Branch  Creek No. 1
Tarong ... ...
Neumgnat ... ...
Tureen ... ...
Kunioont ...
Upper Chin Chin ...
Lower ditto... ...
Prazier ... ...
Mundure ... ...
Mondure ...
Mondure  Back Run
North Mondure ...
Mondure North ...
Binjour ... ...
Tan ourt ... ...
Jonday ... ...
Burrandowan ...
Peeroone ... ...
Gordonstone ...
Dangore ... ...
Mannuem
Dunrobin ... ...
Kingeland ... ...
Cushnie ... ...
Ballogie ...
St. David' s Fall
View Hill ... ...
Yenda ...
Wangoo limban ...
Jua ... ...
Waringa ... ...
Boondooma ... ...
Dangarabungy ...
Waagineraganya ...
Piar  . ... ...
Coondarra ... ...
Courka ... ...
Cadarga ...
Upper Coondarra ...
Cooranga  Creek ...
Fishy Creek ...
Lower Haugh ...
Upper ditto... ...
Auburn ... ...
Warra ... ...
Dundar ... ...
46 7 6 66 0 66 283 J
54 9 0 80 0 80 89 of
54 9 0 110 0 110 91
53 4 10 48 48 96
to
335
37 10 2 58 0 58
of
339 of
83 3 9 65 65 130 291 „
48 11 0 54 0 54 293 „
20 17 5 119 0 Ili 67
24 17 0 151 0 151 71
21 19 9 59 0 61 77
29 19 9 19 0 19 81
23 4 6 16 0 16 75
30 9 9 21 0 21 73
37 10 2 51 0 51 83
27 14 6 35 0 35 85
27 19 8 411 0 414 29 „
32 11 5 47 0 47 27
13 0 7 204 0 204 33
28 12 3 361 0 36; 32 „
45 7 6 47 0 47 149
86 10 7 341 0 49 145 „
45 7 6 .33 0 33 143 of
45 7 6 52 0 52 147 „
36 6 0 '66  0 66 205 of
44. 6 1 68; 0 581 35 „
29 11 8 491 0 491 37  „
55 1 1 60 0 60 39 „
47 19 5 514 0 611 41 „
45 7 6 27 0 27 211 „
46 7 6 21 0 21 213 „
14 12 9 9 0 9 279 of
91 18 5 371 0 374 219
80 1 7 654 0 651 215 „
5812 3 571 0 57,1 223 „
39 6 6 39 0 39 221  „
39 6 6 72 0 72 217  to
48 5 3 191 0 191 201 „
28 0 8 12 0 12 203 of
36 6 0 58 0 58 199 „
42 7 0 35 28 63 307  to
39 18 7 38 64 102 309  „
45 19 7 38 2 40 311 „
48 8 0 40 11 51 313 to
40 4 8 33 27 60 .315  „
42 7 0 27 0 27. $17  „
78 13 0 35 0 35 319
90 15 0 67 68 135 321
47 1 5 30 6 36 323  „
29 0 10 25 31 56 325 to
33 12 9 25 25 50 327  „
45 7 6 53 0 53 61 „
45 7 6 25 0 25 63
72 12 0 57  0 57 57  „
45 7 6 82 0 82 59
„
52 18 9 30 80 110 185  „
52 18 9 25  75 100 183
„
30 13 1 25 4 29 189 of
A4 9 0 60 0 50 196 f
27 0 0 36 36 72 187 J 1
18 15 0 25 8 33 193
201 13 4 132 81 213 99 J
66 12 0 55 78 133 1101
68 19 5 57 58
.
115 - " 103
201 13 4 133  '62 196' 97
45 13 7 100 0 100 105 „
60 10 0 50 26 76 111 of
136 2 6 80 10 90 107  „
166. 7 6 67 21 88 109 it
166 7 6 137 60 187 13 „
63 3 0 96; 0 961 251 to
65 1 1 74  0 74 253 of
Rue. Sent.
LIST OF  RUNS- eon6uwd.
Estim ,ate4 Area in
square Miles.
219
220
221
222
223
310
306
327
285
283
2$4
296
192
188
189
190
383
191
193
195
196
197
194
207 Jones 4 ' . S.,  Q. It and
A. „ as xecutors
and Executrix of late
D. ., Jones and G.
H. Jogs
208 Knox, 1 . ... ...
209 ditto , .. ...
265 ditty ...
210 Knox, ., and Rut-
ledge,, .
266 ditto ,..
224 Lawler{, Ell0ii
116 Mort, henry ...
117 ditto ...
118 ditto ...
119 ditto ,..
120 aitto ...
101 Mortitn&, J. ...
102 ditto ...
249 ditto
250 ditto ...
387 ditto ...
199 Moore Bros. and
Baynes
263 McCord, W. F. ...
268 ditto ... ...
264 ditto ..
247 Mackay and Caswell...
216 ditto ... ...
248 ditto ... ...
215 ditto ... ...
385 ditto .. ...
180 Persse, De Burgh ...
181 ditto ...
184 ' ditto ...
186 ditto ...
182 ditto ...
185 ditto
328 ditto
329 ditto
336 ditto ,..
377 Province, Thos.
57 ditto ...
...
...
156 dit .. ...
323 QueeAs nd Ii}vestment
and Ind Mortgage
Cori any
300 ditto ... ...
301 ditto .. ...
Graham, J. L....
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Hamilton, Robert
ditto
Humphery, F. T.
ditto ...
ditto , ..
ditto ...
Ivory, A.. L. ...
No , F. J. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
...ditto
...
ditto
Jones P. S., G.H., and
A.+„ as  1xebutors
and Eieeuttix of late
D. M. Jones
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
it. d.
BUR !f T  =-r oxtinued.
Head of Dundar 63 10 6
Creek
Aranbanga ... ... 67 4 3
Johngbooil ... ... 45 7 0
Lower Jogboon ... 46 2 0
Back Creek ... 55 19 3
Woodmillar ... 30 5 0
Dyngie
...
55 19 3
Ca1tossie 33 5 6Mount DebateablelIIIt39 15 7
Bglkingaht  .. ... 23 19 2
Malmalsout  ... 71 6 2
Bbbmerang I I I ... I 39 18 7
Shallow  Orel  ... 60 10 0
T1 Flat$... ... 48 8 0
Eidawold .,. ... 37 10 0
Telemark ... .. 40 6 8
BQolgal  ... ... 15 2 6
Genmga ... ... 25 0 0
Goomeriliongt ... 29 17 6
Lagpgollen ... ...
Grgngih ... ...
Nakigdr ...
Scrubby CreleV
Mundaburra
Aburanga .:.
Mundbwran
Cbessborougli II I)
M4lmoe ...
Wjnderat ...
Whitebaflk .,.
Redbank ...
WQodbank ...
Barwood .,.
Linkwood ...
Tebmoul ...
M numbar ...
Gollongot ...
Gallangowan
Gobongo North
North  Baramba
998
Avail-
able.
una- Total.
vailable.
0
66 0
25 1 0
a1 t 0
299 0
84
68
25
31
29
33
56
49
154
19
5021
33
72
4147
40
35
32
282
lands Polio.
- U
259 !
257
263
261
19
189
333
57
156
104
148
17
21
13
19
15
23
5
33 0
56 0
49 0
154 1 0
19 0
3321 ,  17
25 1 8
.46 26
30 11
25 22
29 11
35 0
25 7
28} 0
1b 9 7  201-30  2 8 35
33 ¢ 0 40
9g 1 9
8436 18 1 
...
0 2021 1
0 35 9
0 40 7
0 4011 3
0 34 11
30 5 0  25 6 31 265
45 7 6 25 19 44 267
531611  96 39  59  273
18 15 0 25 0 25 99 C 1
66 9 4  25 18 43 275 J
40 10 0 41 394 804 87 1)
75 12 6 88 30 68 241 „
83 3 9  64 20 84 243 „
69 5  5.  29  2 27 245 „
36 6 0  27' 0 27 247 „
491s 1 0 1 0 18* 1153 „
31 5 11  26 0 25 185
44 13 0 18 0 184 151
24 6 5  371  0 37; 157
9 5 0 1821 0 1821  19 K 1
15 18 9 21; 0 214 09 J 1
...
...
...
Coonambula ...
Biungear ... ...
St. Johns ... ...
Dapgando
ditto No.1
ditto No.2
ditto No. 3
Branch Creek
Holketburn II II
Greystonlee II II
Oakey Creek
O pinbil II II
Ctirrieside ... ...
Coco 11 ... ...
Hill House Ridge ...
Rocky Spring ...
Sandy C><eek ...
30 0 0
36 6 0
33 0 0
26 9 4
26 11 8
26 4 4
30 5 0
12 14 1
76 3 11
60 14 6
83 3 9
39 18 7
18 15 0
24 0 0
102 1 10
18 15 0
Roslin ... ... ' 33 5 6
nfiia ..
Mountain Creek ...
Land of  Promise ...
Penang ...
Nour Nour
15 2 6
36 6 0
61 11 2
30 30 60
61 0 61
33 33 66
21 7 28
21 8 29
21 5 26
25 ( 5 30
21 15 36
25 7 32
25 22 47
30 14 44
51 0 51
25 13 38
29 28 57
32 32 64
45 21 66
25 23 48
61 0 61
57 0 57
91 0 91 1
61 1 0 61
271 J
277
 269- J 1
285A J
285E
287A287B
289
30 C 1
69
121
225
„
„
128 „
12 0 2
159 J
161
163
115
329 „
305
20 C 2
51 10 8 53 0 53  207 J
15 16 1 1 3'7 0  ! 37 209
MOT OF R'[ IVS- nUed
FAtinated Area in
Square Miles.
305
309
351
303
304
242
243
244
245
240
241
313
316
239
291
314
315
337
292
255
388
389
390
256
257
258
391
392
393
259
260
261
262
308
179
LIssw.
]tidier , R. B. and J. C.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Ridler, R. B. ,:. ...
ditto .,.
Scottish .  Australian In,-
vestment  Company
ditto ... ...
ditty
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Run. Bent.
ditto ... ..ti
ditto . ,. ...
ditt 6  ... .,;
ditto ...
Shaw,  Shaw,  and  Rosa
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
4'.
 ..
...
56 15 7
52 7 8
44 14 11
36 6 0
74 17 4
53 4 10
55 9 2
107 13 10
48 8 0
50 0 0
55 19 3
45 7 6
45 7 6
45 7 6
4 55 ? 6
45 7 6
ditto ... ...
Sinclair , G. ... ...
South  Australian  Land
Mortgage and Ageney
Company, Limited
176 ditto ...
178 ditto ...
177 ditto ...
267 ditto ,..
164 Tidswell,  If.  E.
165 ditto :..
166 ditto ...
100 Watt,  I.  B. ...
338 ditto ...
231 ditto- , ..
135 W ienholt, E. .. ,
151 ditto ...
162 ditto
153 ditto
154 ditto
...
155 ditto ...
168 Wienholt ,  E., Graham,
W., Turret, J. S.,
and Williams , W.,
Eaeoutors of late W.
Rent
169 ditto
170 ditto
171 ditto
172 ditto
175 ditto
381  ditto
Una-
vailable.
r. d. I
BURNXI T-oontinued.
C lgamell  ... 46 11 8 154 0
Dugallen  ... 45 7 6 104 0
ditto East  ... 15 0 0 30 30
Upper Yanrol ... 37 10 2 98 0
Lowwr Yamrol ... 46 11 8 45 0
Dyhehead ... ... 30 5 0 25 3
Delembra  Creek ... 36 6 0 36 0
Fla*stone  Creek ... 36 6 0 40 0
Doctors' Corner ... 36 6 0 45 0
To ndahra  ... 25 0 0 60 12
Ccoranga  .,. ...  25 0 0 25 5
Delraarabungy  ... 33 0 0 33 0
Coopher ... ... 31 0 0 91 1
,.
Pahrie ... 18151 0 245 5
Toondoongananin ggy  1l 11 18 15 0 25 0
Derridarra  ... ... 19 10 0 26 36
Beeron  ... ... 26 10 0 34 34
Brorinia  .., ...  204 9 0 87 15
Gingar  Gingar ... 29 0 0 29 0
Dry Creek ... 30 5 0 25 0
ditto South 30 5 0 245 0..
1.•
ru
ditto Noirtlt 30 5 0 25 0
dj4to Upper _ .30 5 0 25 25
Coominglah ... 8013 4 81
Rawbell  ...  36 6 0 62 8
Mognt F6rtitwda 30 5 0 25 17
4itto South 30 5 0 5 17
ditto  East ... 30 5 0 15
ditto North 30 5 0 25 7
Tirepn ... 80 13 4 42 22
Boelcalgopal  ... 54 9 0 110 0
IIppor Tireen ... 48 8 0 54 0
Little Reedy ... 48 8 0 65 0
Kaockbreak ... 33 6 0 60 0
Gordon Brook ... 90 1Q 0 44 13
...
Wooroolin
Boonnenne
Tasbingat ...
Bouaire ...
Wttonull ...
Balleyhewli II
Woroon ...
Froeton ...
Weir Weir_,.
Durong ...
Splinter Creek
Broadwater
DalgingalThree Moon Station
The Island ...
Monal ...
Da llarnil ...
Degilbo ...
Chowey ... ...
Mungore ...
South Moagore ...
Coringa ... ...
Cattle Run ... ...
Avail-
able.
40 21
45 31-1
36 28
47 0
46 5
26 10
84 37
1
40 64
60 50
63 0
94 0
80 0
90 0
54 0
108 0
48 0
54 9 0 79,
45 7 6
44 7 6 3$.
35 17 6 634
54 9 0 30
33 5 6 62
Total.
Lands Fulio.
154 53 J
104 55
60 2 K
98 93 J
4,i  .95
28 125
36 127
40 129
45 135
72 119
30 123
33 13132 17
30 117 J 1
25 63 C 1
62 11 J 1
68 1 3
1102 6529
25 2254
25 225ii
25 25o
50 6p
194 2
70 2 942
42 2.$a
40 2  A.
32 i 9n
*64 231
110 233
54 235
65 237
60 331
57 49
61 43
761  47
64 46
47 51
51 96
35 97
31 134
121 169
104 165
100 191
63 48
94 30190  299
90 297
64 295
108 303
48 173
74 175
48 17
33; 17
634 181
30 171
62 197
300
LIST OF  RUNS 0086MOOL
31Wftu%V4' Am in
ion".
276 Alexander A., and
Dalby A.
281 ditto ...
212 Anning and Deehan ...
213 ditt ... ...
217 ditto ... ...
213n ditto ... ...
261n ditto ...
220i Anning ,  Dehan, and
Anning
55 ditto ... ...
55 ditto ... ...
267 ditto
177n ditto ...
268 Anning, F. A....
230(a ditto ... ...
149 ditto ...
214 ditto ... ...
247n ditto ... ...
75n Anning, R. ...
236n ditto ... ...
155 Anning J. ... ...
156 ditto : . ..:
163 ditto ... ...
165 ditto ... ...
166 ditto ... ...
267 ditto ... ...
268 ditto ... ...
361 ditto ... ...
417 Anning, Win. ... ...
ditto ... ...
47r, ditto ... ...
266n ditto ... ...09
„ ditto ... ...
267n ditto ... ...
251 ditto ... ...94n Armstrong, C. ...
95n204
208
209
129
193
27
ditto ...
Armytage ,  C. M.
ditto
..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
28 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
208 ditto ...
218n Ashe, Thomas C. ,..
„ ditto ...
234n ditto ... ...
68 Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company
69 ditto ... ...
69 ditto
136 ditto ... ...
137 ditto ... ...
416 ditto ...
361 Bank of Australasia...
362 ditto ... ...
483 ditto ... ,.
22 ditto ... ...
90 ditto ... ...
131 ditto ... ...
68n ditto ,..
53s Bank ,  Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
53n ditto ... ...
42a ditto ... ...
418 ditto ... ...
419 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
291a ditto ... ...
ann. IMO.
W" ..IIi.=  ti. ft"L
2 s. d.
BURKE.
Gregory ... ... 148 4 0 57 18
Milgarra  ... ...  62 10 0 25 10
Mount  Stergen  ...  72 12 0 66 34
Deehan Park ... 27 10 0 25 25
Pine-tree Creek .. 33 0 0 30 20
Pine Tree No. 2 ¶.:. ... 25 0
Pine Tree No. 3 ¶ ... 48 0
Deehan Park No. 2 13 10 0 27 19
Deehan Park No. 3 8 15 0 35 10
ditto No. 4 11 0 0 44 12
Mount  Pleasant  ... 44 0 0 40 35
Lakes ... 10 0 0 4) 20
Compton Downs 33 0 0 30 20
No. 3
ditto  No. 4  ...  31 10  0 6.3 12
ditto No.5 ... 19 0 0 76 0
Reedy Springs .. 50 12 5 30 20
ditto No. 8 ¶... 10 0
Cargoon, No. 7 8 10 0 34 16
ditto No. 8 ¶... 34 16
Dunraven ... _ ... 12  16,  0 50 12
Doueaster  ... ... 20 0 0 80 20
Dinas  ... ... 8 5 0 33 11
Cremorne ... ... 20 0 0 80 0
Raincourt  ... ... 17 10 0 70 21
Rocky Vale... ... 31 18 0 29 20
Strath  Stewart  ... 33 0 0 30 20
Charlotte  Plains  ... 66 0 0 60 40
Chudleigh Park ...  6 5 0 25 25
Terrick No. 3 ... 12 10 0 50 50
Terricks  ... 17 0 0 34 16
ditto No. 5 ... ... 60 16
ditto No.6 ... ... 40 10
Chudleigh, No. 1 ¶... ... 40 10
Terricks  No. 1 ... 16 5 0 65 10
Stirling  .. ... 610 0 26 9
ditto  No. 1  6 10 0 26 9
Mount Walker No.  1  141 11 5 90 10
A fton No. 2 ... 121 0 0 100 0
ditto No. 3 ... 52 0 7 43 0
Moira  No. 1 ... 1 15 0 7 0
Afton No. 4 11 15 0 47 0
Mount Walker South 42 10 0 85 15
Warianna No. 1 ... 15 10 0 62 0
ditto No. 2 ... 15 0 0 .60 0
ditto  No. 3  ... 11 7 6 451 0
Afton No. 1 ... 36 0 0 60 0
Woodlands ... ... 12 10 0 50 0
Woolstone ... ... 12 10 0 60 0
Mill Mill§ ... .. 80 20
Cassilis . .. 25 0 0 100 0
ditto West ... 75 0 0 100 0
ditto East ... 25 0 0 100 0
Coleraine No. 2 ... 14 5 0 57 0
ditto  No. 3t  ... 3 11 6 19 0
Mossgiel 4t ... ... 11 17 6 471 0
Burleigh ... ... 55 0 0 50 25
Surrey ... ... 55 0 0 50 25
Brantingham  ... 20 0 0 80 20Xenmac Downs No.4 25 0 0 50 40
Lisdermot ... 20 0 0 80 20
Merton Ponds  ... 6 5 0 25 0
Redmond Downs ... 6 5 0 25 0
Clutha No. 1 ... 25 :0 0 25 124
ditto No. 2 ... 37 0 0 37 0
ditto No. 3 ... 30 0 0 60 15
Pomerania Downs  15 0 0 60 0
No. 1
ditto No. 2 12 10 0 50 0
ditto No. 3 10 0 0 40 0
Floraville  Downs  90 0 0 60 0
No. 1
b.6. boll..
75 140 G 1
35 191
100 10
60 2
50 80
25 190
48 18
46 25
to
of
„
„
K6
K7
K1
45 355 of
56 357 6'175 180
60 124 K 6
50 4 G 2
75 113 K 1
76 131 K 2
50 79 G 1
10 251 K C
50 184 K 6
50 228 G 1
62 142 K 2
100 144
44 158
80 163
91 164
49 185
60 186
100 46
50 252
100 253
50 37
75 22
p
G1
G'2
K3
of
K1
K7
50 28
50 29
75 16 K 3
35 222  K 5
36 223 N
100 35 G 1
100 34 to
43 46
7 90 K2
47 216
100 259 K 1
62 261
60 263  to
451 265  to
60 33 G 1
50 200 K 6
60 201 ,f
100 225
100 407 K 1
100 413
100 411
„
„
57 106 K 2
19 106 „
471 250 K 3
75 51 G 2
75 62 „
100 131 K 4
90 161 K 1
100 6 K2
25 94
25 170  K5
371 65 G 2`
37 66
75 85 K1
60 2 K 4
50 3
g0 A. to
,to
60 56 G 2
LIST OF RUN  S-eoextisxed.
Estimated Area  In
sgna.. MUee.
292a Bank,  Comete
pany of Syd
ial Co
ney
m-
293a ditto ... ...
455 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
456 ditto
ditto
... ...
311 ditto ,,.
312 ditto
401 ditto ...
402 ditto ...
416 ditto ...
194 ditto ...
194 ditto ...
238 ditto ...
196 ditto
245 ditto
211a ditto ...
212u ditto ...
197n ditto ...
51n ditto
231 ditto
237a ditto ...
238a ditto ...
239a ditto ...
52n ditto ,:. ...
62n ditto
306 ditto ...
307 ditto ...
809 ditto ...
130 ditto
326 ditto ...
7 ditto ...
384 ditto ...
385 ditto ...
385 ditto
296 Bank. London Chartered
ditto
297 ditto ,..
270 Bank of New South
Wales
270 ditto ...
221n ditto ...
ditto ... ...
176n ditto ... ...
72 ditto ...
...
73 ditto ...
162 ditto ...
.,.
162 ditto
... .,,
195 ditto ,.,
196 ditto
236 ditto ... ...
258 ditto ... ...
338 ditto
345 ditto ...
346 ditto
177i ditto ...JIM  ditto ... ...
421 ditto ... ...
253 ditto ... ...
8 ditto ... ...
9 ditto ...
9 ditto ... ,..
10 ditto ...
91 ditto ... ...
243 ditto ... ...
244 ditto ... ...
244 ditto ...
217 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
623 ditto ...
243 ditto ... ...
J60n; dittp
F'1ora%ille Dowils
No. 2
ditto No. 3
Wangunda No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
Carl Downs No. 1 , ..
ditto No.2...
Pomeroy No 1
Clutha No. 4 ...
Wangunda No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
Murree  ... ...
Wangunda  ... ...
Ferney ... ...
Gondokoro  ..: ...
Varai %illo No. 1 ...
Buthelo  ... ...
Kungaberh  ... ...
Britchy No. 2 . ...
Bunda Bunda  ...
Sea-horse Camp  ...
Gumagaygay
Yapoo  ... ...
The  Ridge .  ...
BritchNo . 1 ,..
Glade a1a .,,
ditto  No.  1 ...
Wingers
Porti9roY
Culberry ... ...
Giddery Giddery  ...
Giddery No.  I  ...
Cuddray Cuddray  ...
Moranborray ...
Egilabria  ... ...
Burlong  .. ...
Egllalirla West . ..
B.avetisdalr  , , A:
Morton  Vale ..
Bauhinia,Vidd ltd. 1
Aspasia  No.  1 ..
ditto  No. 2
Alicedale  ...  ...
Archie Creek ..
Mertonvale  North  ...
Mertonvale West  ...
Bauhinia  Vale West
Lillydale South
Mertonvale  North
No. 2
Archie Creek North
Archie Creek South
Tomato  Vale  ,..
Merton Vale East  ...
Bauhinia  Vale No .  2
Aspasia No .  3
Bauhinia  Vale West
No. 1
Darwin  ... ...
Saxby Downs  ...
Saxby No. 1 ...
ditto No 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Cudgilglomera Downt
Birinda  ...
Denham  Plains
Newstead  ... ...
Clio ... ... ...
Zulu Downs  ...
Amby Downs  ...
Galls ... ...
Chapman ... ...
ann. Bent.
9 i, d.
BURVS'- continued.
Avail - V a. ,
able. vailable.
lane. lone.
81 0 0 60 0 60 57 G 1
81 0 0 60 0 90 68
6 5 0 25 2 27 76 R 4
6 5 0 25 2 27 76 „
6 5 0 25 5 30 77 „
6 5 0 25 5 30 78 „
14 0  0 66 0 66 68 K 3
9 15 0 89 0 39 69 „
8 i8 0 35 17 52 221 to8 15 0 86 15 80 222 to
10 0 0 40 17 87 251 to
15 0 0 60 15 75 217 K 2
15 0 0 60 12 72 219 to
10 0 0 40 10 50 249 to
15 0 0 60 15 75 221 „
228 16 0 50 25 75 101 G 1
17 10 0 38 15 50 149 K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 147 to
15 0  0 30 0 30 21 „
12 10 0 25 0 25 39 ,,
12 10 0 25 0 25 111 to12 10 0 25 0.. 25 95 to
1210  0 25 4 95 93 „12 10 0 25 0 25 91
18 0 0 30 . 0 30 23 „
18 0 0 30 0 30 19 ,,
6 6 0 25 0 25 58 K 8
18 15 0 75 0 75 69 to
6 8 0 25 0 26 63 toit 0 0' 68 0 68 93 K 2
12 10 0 60 0 50 95 K 3
48 0 0 96 0 96 177 K 1
18 15 0 75 0 76 187 K 3
7 10 0 30 10 40 186 to
8 0 0 32 0 32 189 ,'
1l 5 0 45 0 45 45 „
12 10 0 50 0 50 46 „ -
8 15 0 35 0 35 47
66 0 0 60 0 60 6 G 2
77 0  0 70 0 70 5
J26 0 0
28 0 d
52
50
0
0
52
50
27
23 to
24 d 0 48 0 48 25 to .
12 10 0 50 0 60 423 K1,
12 10 0 50 0 60 427 1.
10 10 0 42 0 42 166 K 2
6 5 0 25 2 27 157 r
10 0 0 40 0 40 219 06
6 16 0 27 0 27 •220
12 0 0 48 0 48 246 to
7 15 0 31 0 31 96 K 3
7 0 0 28 0 28 119
7 10 0 30 20 50 132 to
6 6 0 25 10 35 134 to
15 0 0 25 25 50 29 J
17 10 0 70 0 70 237 K 3
12 10 0 60 25 75 7 K 4
21 5 0 86 15 100 20 K 9
25 0 0 50 0 50 183 K 1
24 0 0 48 8 56 185 11
26 10 0 63 -7 60 187
28 0 0 56 4 60 189
i2 10 0 '50 0 50 8 K 2
17 10 0 70 30 100 6 K 3
18 15 0 75 25 100 7 99
11 5 0 45 5 50 8 it
12  10 0 50 10 60 78
15 10 0 62 0 62 79
13 10 0 54 6 60 210 L 4
62 10 0 70 30 100 6 K ;l
12 10 0 50 12 62 92 1  6
Lin  OF RUNS- evWiawed.
Rua. Bent.
a a. d.
BIKE- corn inued.
161n  Bank  of New South Wynard ... ....
Wales
161n ditto ... ... Esther ... ...
162n ditto ... ... Flowmce  ... ...
162n ditto .,. Violet ... ...
164n ditto ... ... Deborah ... ...
164n ditto ... .,. Coralie ... ...
337 ditto .,. ... M erton Vale West
337 ditto
No. 1l
Raveiasda  e West
:338 ditto Aspasia West ...
345 ditto Bauhlnia Vale No. 3
470 ditto Lillydale South No..2
523 ditto Archie Creek North
34n eitto ...
No. 2
Aspasia Na. 4 ...
129n ditto ... Verdon No. 4 ..
170n ditto Baulhinia  Vale wr t
149n Bank,  Qveensiand Na-
tional Limited
ditto
150n ditto ...
181n  Bank , 1T;ion, of Au r,
tralia,  Limited
182n ditto .,. ...
ditto ,.. ...
183n  ditto ...
ditto ...
184n ditto .,. ...
„ ditto f.• ...
185n ditto ... ...
„ ditto .. ...
264n  Barley, Charles ...
ditto .. .
265n  ditto ...
18 Barker ,  William .,,
19 ditto ...
19 ditto ...
20 ditto ...
20 -ditto ... ...
271 ditto .;.
86 ditto ... ...
415 ditto ... ...
81n ditto .
235a  Bayles, W. J., W. M.,
;nd N.
236a ditto ... ...
36 ditto .,.
80 ditto ... ...
81 ditto ... ...
197 ditto .. ...
249 ditto . ...
250 ditto ...
250 ditto ... ...
No. 2
Boaz
Whitman ...
Mos nan ... ...
Coalbrook ... ,..
ditto No., 1
ditto No., 2 ,..
ditto No..  3  ...
ditty No, 4 ,..
ditto  No. 5  ...
ditto -No, 6 ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
ditto No.  8  ...
Hampstead § Aditto Nq• A
-ditto No.
MAU
Wi}l4lbah ...
Lett4 t ...
Benauanee ...
Proa . .
Neelia Pon41s ...
Proa No. 2 . ...
Nel,ia Ponds No. 4 ...
Pro; No. 3 ...
1amarook4 No 4
`Vest
ditto No. 3 E*st
Dillloard ...
Glelp,iervie Nq. 1 ...
ditto No 2
Wil Duck Est ...
Bttie s Plains ...
Kate's  Plaips ..
Glegbervie No. 3
West
ditto No. 9t West
...Kal;riarooksL Est
Girler ora ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ..
Lisdg,rn;}ot 9o.1 f .. .Lon .  ...Ma
ditto No, 1 ...
ditto Np. ...
dito N ...
Elisabeth Vale ...
Yel4am 1qo.PO OW
Emil '  Vale . , ...
Bisytt No, 5 .
Eliabeth po ns
ditto p.§
C440 o4 ...
ditto (arrea s)
ditto 0.4
I ditto No . 5I1§§
251 i ditto ...
50a  ditto
113n Beatty, T. S. ...
...
200n clltto .. ...
201n ditto ...
, F. . ...237n 141q
11n' die, . B. ... ...
"ditto .,.91
12n ditty ...
ditto
13n ditto ... ...
...14n ditto
dit
„
15n  dit
188n  ditt.9 - ..
305 Bro die , J. B. 444 P.
315 dittos ... ...
449 ditto ...
450 ditto ... ...
,, I  ditto ... ...
Eatimaled Area in
Square mile.
Avail-
'Out-able.  vailable.
13 15 0 64 33 88  1  94 K 6
18 15 0 75 25  100 I 95
18 10 0 75 25 100 96
18 15 0 75, 25  100 97
18; 15 0 14 25 100 100
13 10 0 5l) 8 58 101
61 0 61 117 K 3
7 10 0 30 20  50 118
6 5 0 25  2 27 124)
6 5 0 ! 25 10 35 133
6 5 0 1 25 `L. 27 106
0 484 20912 1  3 4$16
6 5 0. 24 2 27
6 5 0 25 0 25
6 5 0 25 10 35
12 10 0 50 20* 70*
12 10 1P 50 25 75
6 5 0 25 0 25
6 5 0 25 25 50
6 5 0 15
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 34
9 10 0 38
9 10 0 38
6 5 0 24
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
100
100IOU
Total.
ILnda Polio.
£ 4
121 T 5
33 E 6
112
248A K 3
248B
248c
132 K6
25 50 134
25 50  134
25 60 135
37 75 136
37 5 137
25 50 138
25 50 139
25 50 140
0 100 23
0 100 24
0 100 25
250 74
0
69
2 27
6 1 229
0 66 231
0 100 223
0 744 207
0 60 4Q7
0 72 249
0 50 147
0 50 1Q3
37 10 0 75
84 10 0
2 10 0
33 0 0 06
50 0 0 100
81 13 6 74;
15 0, 0 6)
6 5 0 7a
12 10 0 50
25 0 0 54!
25 0 0 50
25 0 0, q0
25 0 Q Ql!
25 0 0.  100,
25
10 0
0 104)25 0 0 1RR
25, 0 0 ] QQ
1 10 0 58
1 15 0 1
1 15 0 75;
18 15 0, 76
18 15 0
17 10 Q 7R
8 15 0 3q~
8 15 0 35
11 5
0 14 Qy  35
la 0 35
18  14185
6 5 0 2-
9 0
12 10
12 10
15 11
6 5
0 50
0 100
0 100
0 100
0 100
0 100
0 ` 100
25 20
1 19  1  0
1
247
473
475
224
12
13
14
58 15
292 49 1
100 8 G
100 166
100 167
42 231
95 74
50 75
50 76
65 77
50 78
50 80
100 81
100 82
25 143
36 55
50 V6
50 64
45
19
65
66
3
4
Or
abilaaa
sk Now
Eaoat.  Landr F aft
Attir HOa' 'lIMaL
BURR E--eani1inued.
9n'Bz'bdie,,T..'B. and P D.
1 ditto
ditto
lOn: ditto
33n ditto
25 Brown, John
91
169
199
199
310
339
391
392
472
195n
200 1
234n
210
210
209
230
272
273
27346
46
47
228n
156
157
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Brown , W. C. and A.
Bundock and Hays
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
158 ditto
159 ditto
222n  Bundock, W.
246a ditto
21 Campbell, D.
219a ditto
220a ditto
221a ditto
259a  ditto
C.
80 ditto ...
418 ditto
495 Chalmers , C. 11.
496 ditto
497
498
538
6n
7n
171n
172n
172n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
173n ditto
381 Chapnian, G. B.
12 Cleave, T. A. ...
„
13
19
14
„
15
16
17
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto„
1221ll ditto ..
Yeldham No. 8
ditto (license fee)$
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto  No. 5 ...
Bigsett Nb. 2 ...
Bridgewater ...
Reedy Springs
Agate Do*nsJI ...
Spring Creek ...
Glen Coe .. ..
Agate Downs No. 211
ditto No. 3t
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
Fries Land . ...
Florence Vale
ditto (liben§e fee)+
Hi*ht Dov-ns ...
Waterloo No. 2 ...
Clarence Doirns ...
Riehmon il Downs ...
W angarie . ...
LAiitIsborbug'h Downs
M*rr Plains ...
Milrnamere :..Compton 'D Wns No. 2
Gr*mpian Hills No. 2
ditto  1'Po.3
ditto  14o.4'
Grattinpian Hills 1'0.11
East
Duindas
Dhr'e ...
Darnley ...
Deerhurst ...
Diiibrwick ...
Diaby ...
Nobda
Underwater
Norman's Flats
Emilie
KalmetaSedan
Tilden
Iona ... ...
1Egremont ...
Waterloo ...
1 Berkenhead
Croydon ...
Bri,hton ...
Heighton ...
Liverpool .
Biirkenhead No.
Liverpool No. 1
Waterloo No. 1
Egremout No. 1
8 15 i0 35 15 50 71 K 5
1 9 2
17 19 '0
8 15 0 85 15 50 73
12 10 0  so 25 75 118
12 10 0  25 5 30 241
... 40 10 50 9
+10 10 50 170
6 5 0 25 5 90  22i
6 5 0 25 5 30 22825  15 40 66
1 36 0 0
... 18 0 0
39 0 0
... 16 4 0
... 1 16 16 0
21 10 0
660 0 0
60 5 65 145 K 2
0 4 2 '25 10 35 1411
6 5 0 25 10 35 201
6 5 0 '25 10 35 202
12 10  0 50 25  75 109 K 4
10 0 0 40 30 70 166 K 6
4 10 0
28 15 0  25 5 30 229 K 2
... 48 0 48 224 K C
123 8  5 60 40 100 32 G 1
55 0 0  50 25 75 80
55 0 0 50 25 75 31
55  0 0 50  25  75 187
71 10 0 65 10  75 212
53 18 0 49 0 49 206
44 0 0 40 20 60  8
24 0 0 48 .3  ry1 335
47 10 0 96 5 100 337
24 10 0 49 4 53 339
15 10 0 31 4 35  339B
1$ 15 0
16 0 0
20 0 0
20 15 0
17 10 0
7 0 0
11 5 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
18 15 0
10 15 0
17 10 0
20 0 0
1 ... 10 0 0
Belmore North ..
ditto No. 1
Belmore Southt
ditto No. 1
Arley .. ...
Mina Downs ...
Cathcart ... ...
Cathcart Downs ...
Cathcart  Plains ...
Blantyre .. ...
Margaret Downs ...
MAxwelton ... ...
i Toinyburn ...
Allison
Gordon Downs
... Ellen Downs
. ' Anstey  Downs*
V5 I CLirnsidc, T. acid A. S. Denor's Hills
it ditto .. ... Gulah' ...
10 0 0
10 0 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
18 1$ 0
2 12 °1
12 10 0
6 5 0
18 :0 0
27 0 0
49  10  0
48,15 0
48 0 0
50 0 0CO '0 0
45 10 0
4.3  0  0
50 0 l)
33'10 0
11 6 O
49 10 0
37 S 0
30 10 40 146
66 5 70 147
26 0 25 148
K1
K2
K3
28 17 45 151
43 0 43 27 K 1
80 0 80  208 G 1
371 0 371 285
32 0 32 135
40 0 40 138
41 2 0 411 131
36 15 50 35
28 0 28 471
45 20 65 11
80 20 100 154
80 20 100 155
80 20 100 166
75 25 100 157
43 0 43 158
70 14 84 160
•80 20 100 238
40 10 50 64
40 10 50 65
40 10 50 66
60 25 75 67
75 25  100 115
76 25 100 116
-60 17 67 117
50 17 67 118
26 0 25 180
36 0 36 197
54 0 54 199
99 0 '99 201
274 0 971 203
96  0 96 205
100 0 100 207
100 0 100 209
91 0 91 1 211
90 0 90 213
100 0 100 1217
67 0 67 219
K1
/,
to,
K4
K5
K- 3
K1
to
,4; 0 45 20 K 6
46 30 75 116 G 1.
34 16  .50  116 „
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LIST OF  BUNS--continued.
Estimated  Area in
Square Miles.
Leas.
397 Chirnside, T. and A. S.
398 ditto ...
ditto ...
159a ditto
176n ditto ...
266 ditto
446 Christian, William
„ ditto ...
447 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
448 ditto ...
ditto ...
644 ditto ...
87n  ditto ...
ditto ...
100n ditto ...
21n Christian ,  Boydell, and
McKenzie
21n ditto ... ...
22n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
169 Cochran , J. A.
192n  Colt, W. . G. ...
ditto ... ...
...491 Collins , Wm.
56 Collins , J. G.... ...
57 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
59 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
353 ditto ...
ditto ...
481 ditto ...
471 ditto
211a  Collese, A. and M.
213a a ditto ...
92 Colless Bros....
„ ditto ...
252 Colless M. ...
221 Coll ess Major...
150a ditto ...
93 ditto ...
50n ditto ...
384 ditto ... ...
39 ditto ... ...if ditto ... ...
428 ditto ... ...
of ditto ... ...
440 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
441 ditto
382 Colless M. and A.
383 ditto ...
ditto ...
42n Coll ess, V. K....
43n ditto ...131n ditto ...
121n  Conran, T. W. and H. L.
64 Costello, John ...
65 ditto ... ...
73 ditto ...
74 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
375 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
429 ditty ... ...
ditto
145n  Crawford, W. H. ...
147n  ditto ... ..
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
IIna-
vailable. Total.
Lands folio.
£ d. I 1 I
BURKE- continued.
Donor's Hill,  Back 18  15 0 75 0 75 213 K 3
No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ... 18 15 0 75 0 75 214
Gulah Back ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 215
Flinder's Junction... 15 0 0 25 11 36 123 G 1
Sorgham Downs,
No. 2 ... ... 30 0 0 50 25 75 147 J 1
Wommera ... ... 135 0 0 50 25 75 117 G I
Macsland  t ... ... 10 17 6 46 0 46 57 K 4
McGregor ... ... 11 0 0 44 0 44 58
Hinton ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 59
Lochinvar ... ... 19 5 0 77 0 77 60
Morpeth ... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 61
Corinda ... ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 62
Argyle ... ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 249
Patricia ¶ ... ... 14 15 0 59 0 59 208 K 5
ditto (arrears )++ ... 8 10 0
Lochiel § §  If  .. 11 0 0 45 0 45 234
ditto l icense fee) + 6 0 3
ditto (arrears ) ... 11 5 0
Cliffdale ... ... 16 0 0 60 0 60 94
Glenthorn ... ... .25 0 0 100 0 100 95
C amyrallyn .. , ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 96
Glendon ... 25 0 0 100 0 100 97
Tamworth No. 5 ... 24 5 0 97 0 97 44
Ma field No. 1 ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 150
ditto  No. 2  ...  12 10 0 50 0 50 151
Mount Merlin No. 18 24 0 0 96 0 96 146
Bindoora  West ... 15 0 0 60 0 60 363
Woorengen  East  ... 14 10 0 58 0 58 361
Bindoora East  ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 365
Coomarra  West ... 15 0 0 60 0 60 371
ditto  arrears++ ... 2 10 0
„
K2
K6
99
K4
K1
tois
„
Coomarra  Eastt ... 10 0 0 50 0 50 373
Yerrigiree No. 1 ... 20 0 0 80 0 80 143 K 3
ditto  No. 2  ... 20 0 0 80 0 80 144
ditto No. 4 ... 21 10 0 86 0 86 127 K 4
Coomarra Southt  ...  6 5 0 27 0 27 107
Ploravi lle  ... ... 87 10 0 50 0 50 171 G 1
Copenhagen ... ... 75 0 0 50 0 50 174
Womboll ... ... 8 2 6 321 0 321 10 K 2WD 'urajigher ...  12 10 0 50 0 50 11
arrego ... ... 6 5 0, 25 3 28 17 K 3
Floraville ... ... 55 0 0 50 20 70 104 G 1
Adelaideberg ... 50 0 0 50 0 50 114 „
Kars... ... ... 44 4 0 52 0 52 12 K 2
Floraville Downs 36 0 0 60 0 60 60 G 2
No. 5
Retreat  ... 17 10 0 70  61-  76; 186 K 3Copenhagen West ...  6 5 0 25 25 50 196
Taldora Back  ...  6 5 0  25  25 50 197Vacant  ...  6 5 0 25 2 27 21
Morrell West  ...  6 5 0 25 2 27 22
Punch Bowl  ... 10 0 0 40 81 48! 45
ditto No. 1 ... 10 0 0  40 8; 484 46
Rippledon Back  ... 17 10 0 70 30 100, 47
Morrell Back  ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 193
Copenhagen Back  ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 184
Floraville  Back  6 15 0 27 0 27 185
Colless Downs No. 1 8 10 0 34 16 50 137
ditto  No. 3  ...  8 10 0 34 16 50 139
ditto No. 10 ...  6 5 0 25 8 33 38
Campsie East  ... 6 5 0 25 8 33 17
Lake Nash No.13 ... 8 10 0 34 16 50 41
ditto No. 14 ...  8 10 0 34 16 60 42
ditto No. 7 ... 12 10 0  60 25 75  150
ditto No.  8 ... 8 10  0 34 16 50 15B
ditto No. 9...  8 10  0 34 16 50 15c
ditto No. 10 ... 8 10 0 34 16 50 15D
ditto No. ii ... 8 10 0 34 16 50 15S
ditto No. 17 ...  12 10  0 50 25 75 23
ditto No. 18...1 12 10 0 50 25 75 24
Kilfera ¶ ... ... 60 40 100 I 66
K ilfera No. 1¶ ... ... 60 30 80 1 70
it
„
K4
„it
„
„
K3
„
K5
K6
K:3
305
LIST OF R  U N S-con tin ued.
Estimated Area is
square Idles.
Lessee.
1464 Crawford , W. H. ...
148n ditto ... ...
146n Crawford ,  Henry ...
147n ditto ... ...
148n ditto ...
884 Cro sthwaite, B.
894 ditto  ... . ...
ditto
260 Crosthwaite and Tetley
ditto ...
93 ditto ..,
94 ditto ... ,..
ditto ... ...
95 ditto ... ...
151) ditto ,,. ...
177 ditto ... ...
257 ditto
258 ditto ... ...
294 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
295 ditto ...
309 ditto ... ..
310 ditto ... ...
335 ditto ... ...
341 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
342 ditto ... .
374; ditto ... ...
377 ditto ...
390 ditto ... ...
391 ditto ... ..
430 ditto ... ...
431 ditto
„ ditto .., ...
432 ditto ..,
ditto ... ...
433 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
460 ditto ... ...
214 Currie , J. L. ...
105a ditto ... .,,
186n ditto ...  ...
366 ditto ... ...
87 ditto ... ...
293 ditto ... ...
246 ditto ...
499 De Mestre and Rowe...
ditto .., .,.
500 ditto ... ...
I. ditto ... ..501 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
502 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
2034 ditto ...
388 De Salis and Smith ...
409 ditto ... ...
512 ditto ... ...
513 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
514 ditto .., ...
515 ditto ... ...
ditto
183 Docker ,  Clarke, and
Smith
184 ditto ... ...
253 ditto .., ...
223 Ewan, W .  G.... ...
223 ditto ... ...
224  ditto .., ...
224 ditto
51 Ewan ,  Mant, and
Littleton
ditto ... ...
Pinner ¶ ... ...
Kilfera No. 24f  ... ...
Ada Va1e¶ .. ... ...
ditto No 14f ... ...
ditto No. 24W .. ...
Morstone No. 2 n. 1.
ditto No . 3 n.1.
ditto  No. 4  ... n. 1.
Nowraine  ... ...  25 0
ditto East 8 0
Rocklands No. 4 ... 12 10
ditto No. 5 ... 12 10
ditto No. 6 ... 12 10
ditto No .  7 ... 12 10
ditto  No. 8 16 15
ditto North 17 10
Grassmere ... 25 0
ditto North 25 0
Rocklands No. 1 ... 77 0
ditto No. 2 ... 66 0
ditto  No. 3  ...  82 10
Rocklands South  ...  25 0
ditto West 25 0
ditto No .  10 ... 15 0
Nowraine South  ... 18 15
ditto West 13 15
Grassmere East  ...  15 0
1yrone Downs  ...  7 10
Wellington Downs ...  7 10
Bullring  .. ... 25 0
Nowraine North  ...  16 15
Wo rowna  ... ... 12 10
Alison  ...  17 10
Goonoma No. 1 ... 15 0
ditto No. 2 ... 17 10
ditto No .  3 ... 15 0
ditto No .  4 ... 17 10
ditto No. 5 ... 17 10
Morstone .. 10 0
Mount Walker No. 3 30 16
Albert Downs 18 3
Albert Downs South 18 3Southerness ...  ..  27 10
ditto  No. 2... 17 15
Telemon  .. ...  27 10
Bellanda Downs  ...  44 0
Nara ... 12 10
ditto No .  1 ... 12 10
ditto No .  2 ... 12 10
ditto No .  3 ... 12 10
ditto No .  4 12 10
ditto No. 5  ... 12 10
ditto No .  6  ... 12 10
ditto No .  7 12 10
ditto South 10 0
Muk Quibunya ... 12 10
Tharwan ... 12 10
Naas  ... ...  1210
Eureka  ... ...  1210
Pialah  .. ...  1210
Naas No .  1 12 10
ditto No .  2 ... 12 10
ditto No .  3 ... 12 10
Redcliffe ... ... 13 15
ditto North  ...  815
ditto South  ...  6 5
Augustus Downs 37 10
No. 3
ditto No .  4 37 10
ditto No. 5 ... 37 10
ditto No .  6 .. 29 2
Plevna  ... ...  25 17
Plevna North  ...  11 5
Ban. Bent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
£  8. d. I
BURKE-continued.
60 40. 100 67 K 4
28 12 40 71
60 40 100 68 ,+
60 40 100 69
60 40 100 72 to
50 0 50 211 K 5
50 0 50 212 99
50 0 50 213 ,+
0 100 0 100 32 K3
0 32 16 48 33 to
0 50 25 75 13 K2
0 50 25 75 14
0 50 25 75 15 III
0 50 25 75 16
0 67 29 96 133
„99
0 70 28 98 183 „
0 100 0 100 28 K3
0 100 0 100 29 ++
0 70 30 100 209 G
0 60 27 87 210
of
0 75 25 100 211 19
0 100 0 100 64 K3
0 100 0 100 65
0 60 15 75 113
„99
0 75 0 75 125 19
0 55 0 55 126 „
0 60 40 100 127 to
0 30 20 50 171
0 30 20 60 172 „
0 100 0 100 199 to
0 67 33 100 200 „
0 50 20 70 26 X 4
0 70 30 100 27 ++
0 60 0 60 28 99
0 70 30 100 29 ++
0 60 0 60 30
0 70, 30 100 31
0 70 30 100 32
0 40 0 40 85 +,
0 28 12 40 78
10 30 16 46 22 J
0 30 14 44 22A
0 25 15 40 12 G2
0 71 0 71 501 K1
0 25 129 379 54 G1
0 40 35 75 64 to
0 50 25 75 161 K4
0 50 25  75 162 „
0 50 25 75 163
0 50 25 75 164 „
0 50 25 75 165
0 50 26 75 166
0 50 25 75 167 of
0 50 25 75 168
0 40 20 60 171 K6
0 50 10 60 194 K3
0 50 10 60 236 „
0 50 25 75 188 K4
0 50 25 75 189
0 50 25 75 190
0 50 30 80 192
0 50 25 75 193
99
0 50 25 75 194
to
of
0 55 13 68 196 K2
0 35 35 70 197
0 25 2 27 19 K3
0 75 0 75 108 G 1
0 75 0 75 109
0 76 0 75 110
6 58j 0 58 111 99
6 511 0  511429 K1
0 221 0 221j14131
LIST OF RUNS-e oNtfnreL
0
H
Reis.
r+esr.Oo. Ai toMIL
TOWL
.ems
£ a. d.
52 Ewan, Littleton,
Mant
ditto ...
326 (Finlay, A. K....
349 ditto ...
350 ditto ...
404 ditto
405 ditto ...
189n  ditto ...
247a  Fisher , C. B....
248a ditto ...
192; ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Hann, F.
Haydon,
44n ditto ...
45n Gardnerana Mackenzie
45 .ditto ...
46 ditto ...
„ .ditto ...
175n Gray, V oss, acid Stans-field
261n  Grice, Jdhn
281 Griee, J. and R.
283 ditto
284 ditto
335 ditto
336 ditto
328 .ditto
290 ditto
291 ditto
291 ditto
344 ditto
30n Griffiths,,
31n ditto
99
32n
72
457
461
462
463
478
99 ;
480
485
486
77n82n!2n
83n
106n
175n
190n
191n
472
473
474
475
484
485
38n
39n
40n
41n
107n
279
549
280
283
216n
114n
115n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
G. N.
H.
B.
...
...
and Mittegoody
Bell  Kate West
Mullah Cherry
ditto  No. 1
Bell Kate No. 5
... ' ditto West
...
Mazpa
Parf sina
Beppo
Fosoari No. 1
Lars Extension
ditto No. 6
Mulls  Gherry No. 2
Malakoff No. 1
ditto No. 2
North Point
Elderslie, No. 3
Genera ...
Grenoble ...
Granton ...
The Grange...
Wongalee No. 4
The Exeess§
Lars . ...
Chi llon ...
Manfred .
BURKE-continued.
Maaeppa No. 1... I
...
Fosaari ... .
Letitia Downs No.
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
Lilltydale ...
Dora-Ville ...
Harricks .
ditto No.  1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 4
Lilly :Lake ...
Glenore ..
Harban Vale
Waverley ...
Ti
ditto No.'1
...
Warverley No. 1
ditto No. -2
Glenore No. 1
Harban Valle No.
Doraville No.  4
ditto No.2
ditto No.  3
Maggieville ...
Murrurundi
Abbotsford ...
ditto ...
Haydon and Brodie
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Haydon. and Loughnan
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Hays and Bundock ...
Henry and Sheaffe ...
Holms , J. A. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Scbne
Winggiun
Bickham
Norma ..
ditto No. 2
Murrurundi No. 1...
Abbotsford No. 1 ...
Norma No. 3 ...
ditto No. -4 ...
Abbotsford No. 2 ...
ditto  arrears ...
Corolla Lagoon ...
Pompaei ... ...
w oondoola ...
Compton Downs No.1
Argylla ... ...
Peterfield No. 1§ ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
87 15 0 1  46
30 0 0 25
15 0 0 60
25 0 0 100
12 10 0 50
15 0 0 60
17 10 0 70
'6 5 0 25
37 10 0 .75
37 10 0 ,75
12 10 0 50
12 0 '0 48
18 15 10 75
n. 1. 75
n. 1. 75
n. 1. .75
710 0 30
52 Z6 .0
27 10 0
27 10 0
14 15 0
9 0 0
13 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
66 0 0
24 18 0
10 0
13 15  '0
12 -100
15 0 0
6 5 0
15 0 0
.26 0 0
6 5 0
8 15 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
.7 10 0
10 0 0
10 0 .0
12 10 0
6 5  .0
6 5 .0
6 10 0
13 15 0
12 10 0
12 10 .0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
7 5 0
8 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 .0
6 5 0
•6 S 0
6 5 0
90 0 0
32 10 0
120 0 0
67 15 2
6 5 0
50 438o
0 1 25 439
40 100 97 K 3
0 100 141
0 50 142
20 I 80 227
21 I 91 228
0 25 146
0 75 51
0 75 50
0 50 214
16 64 140
25 100 142
25 100 143
25 100 144
25 100 145
5 35 123
30 0 30
48 0 48
25 23 48
25 23 48
69 0 59
36 0 36
54 0 54
25 23 48
25 25 50
60 0 60
41-1  10 51*50  2; 522
50 0 50
130 10 100
•86 15 100
410 10 50
55 20 75
60 6 56
.60  15 75
:25 0 25
80 15 75
100 0 100
25 25 50
85 15 5060 0 50
50 0 50
50 0 .50
30 0 30
40 0 40
40 0 40
50 50 100
25 25 50
25 7; 321
26 26 52
65 25 75
50 0 50
50 0 50
50 0 50
-60 0 50
50 0 50
50 0 50
29 0 29
33 0 33
25 25 50
25 25 50
25 25 50
25 25 60
25 25 50
30 19 49
25 25 50
t0 23 63
40 18 58
25 0 25
_25 25 60
25 25 50
75 1 25 100
1.w49 roux.
K 1
17
60
59
114
116
90
5656
60
7.1
118
114
116
116
42670
88
89
90
91
92
121
122
126
134
185
„
„
„
K6
K2
K5
if
„
K6
K7
G1
K3
G1
„
K5
189 K5
199
200
24,6
122
147
148
149
110
111
112
113
114
115
132
133
128
130
133
134
247
188
203
189
2
197
9
10
11
„
.K 6
„
„
„
K4
G1
G2
K6
K5
307
95n  Hungerford, E. A.
96n ditto ...
ditto ...
230 Jeffray, R. J....
213a  ditto ...
284 ditto
277a  ditto ...
7 ditto ...
198 ditto
216 Jeffray and Murray
217 ditto ...
282 ditto ...
213 ditto ...
215 ditto ...
215 ditto ...
22 ditto
23 ditto ...
216 ditto
282 ditto ...
283 ditto ...
90 ditto ...
98 ditto ...
187 ditto ...
187 ditto ...
188 ditto ...
219n  ditto ...
211 ditto ...
6 ditto ...
6 ditto ...
211 ditto ...
273a  ditto ...
362 ditto
84a ditto
363 ditto
205 ditto
247 ditto ...
„ ditto
350 ditto
316 ditto
386 ditto
483 ditto
484 ditto ... ...
46 ditto ...
90n Kennedy ,  James ...
372 ditto ...
460 Kennedy and Flemming
461 ditto ..
216n  Kennedy and  Powell ...
406 Kilgwar, William ...
407 d' to ... ...
ditto ... ...
408 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
537 ditto ... ...
538 ditto ...
413 Lamb, E. W....
441 ditto
627 ditto ...
ditto ...
260n ditto
179n Lamb and McCabeIt ditto ...
180n ditto
436 Laing , W. MCP.
„
ditto  ...
424 Loughnan and Haydon
„ ditto ... ...
425 ditto ...
425 ditto ...
426 ditto ... ...
to  ditto ... ...
427 ditto
„ ditto ... ...
4„0 ditto ... ...
LIST OF BU NS- -cosstinued.
8m. Real.
Eetlmated Area to
&Nare Mika,
Iatnd. Folio.
A d. d,.
BURKE-continued.
Stirling No. 2 ... 9 10 0
ditto No.3 ... 9 10 0
ditto No.4 ... 9 10 0
Gulnare ... ... 77 0 0
Bow Park ... ... 12 10 0
Crowfells ... ... 110 0 0
Yerna ... ... 12 10 0
Minberry ... ... 17 10 0
Curijah ... ... 6 5 0
Prairie No. 1 ... 44 0 0
Lindsay Downs ... 55 0 0
Eton Vale  ...  ... 27 10 0
Prairie No. 2 36 6 0
Kenmac Downs No.1 36 6 0
ditto No. 2 ... 36 6 0
ditto No. 3 ... 22 0 0
Lily Lagoon ... 14 0 0
Montague Downs ... 35 4 0
Harvey Downs  ...  27 10 0
Compton Downs No.1 67 15 2
Lily Lagoons No. 2 9 0 0
Salt-bush Downs ... 18 15 0
Stoney Vale .. 6 5 0
Stoney Vale No. 2 22 10 0
Stoney Vale No. 3 18 15 0
Bund ... ... 12 10 0
Hughenden ... 23 2 0
Prairie Plains ... 27 0 0
Wongalee No. 2 ... 12 10 0
Sussex .. ... 23 2 0
ditto No. 2 ... 12 10 0
Glendower ... ... 19 19 4
Somerset ... ...  12 14  1
Bedford ..  ... 19 19  4
Mount Walker No. 2 52 16 0
Sussex No. 3 ... 6 5 0
Cumberland ... 15 0 0
Canterbury South ... 36 6 0
Glendower No. 2 ... 25 0 0
Bedford East .. 6 5 0
Mount Walker No. 2 27 10 0
West
Sussex West 27 10 0
Grampian Hills No. 1 29 10 0
Culzean No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Horbury Plains ... 75 0 0
Culzean ... 12  10  0
ditto No.1 ... 12 10 0
Powell ¶ ... ... ...
Herbert Vale No. 2 ... 17 10 0
ditto No.3 ... 1710 0
ditto No.4 ... 17 10 0
ditto No.5 ... 17 10 0
ditto  No. 6 ... 12 10 0
ditto No.7 ... 1510 0
ditto  No. 8 ... 10 0 0 1
Tommy ... ... 10 0 0
Flora Downs ... 10 0 0
Ivanhoe 1\To. 1 ... 10 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 10 0 0
Flora North ...  U.I.
Gundaria .. ... 20 0 0
ditto No. 1 ... 20 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 20 0 0
Yallock .. ... 20 0 0
ditto No.1  ...  12 10 0
Jenny Downs No. 1 10 0 0
ditto No.2 15 0 0
ditto No.3 16 5 0
ditto  F o. 4 17 10 0
ditto No.  5  10 0 0
ditto No. 6 8 15 - 0
Chester ... ... 17 10 0
Savanaka ...  10-0 0
Kingsborough ... 17 10 0
Avail- Una- Total.abl e. fable
12 50 224  K5
12 50 225
12 50 226
0 70 136 G 1
7 32 145  K1
33 98 182 G 1
0 25 3 K 1
15 50 179
0 25 226  K2
20 60 84 G 1
25 75 86
10 35 1 G 2
17 50 83 G 1
17 50 82 „
17 50 85 it
10 54 249 K 1
7 35 253
16 48 81 G 1
10 35 165
18 58 2 G 2
4 40 7  K2
0 75 22
0 25 203
10 100 204 „
0 75 205
0 25 11 J
6 27 28 G f
0 54 173  K I
7 32 175
0 21 29 G 1
0 25 11 K1
17 60 13 J
0 21 7 „
17 50 9
28 76 36 G 1
0 25 9  K3
0 25 27 G 1
13 46 26B „
25 50 73 G 2
0 7 190  K3
9 34 36B G 1
19 44 29B „
9 68 333A K 1
10 35 214 „
25 100 168 K 3
25  75 86 K 4
25 , 75 87 „
25 100 196 K 6
30 100 231 K 3
30 100 232
30 100 233
30 100 234
25 75 235
„
„
90
0 60 236 K1
0 40  237
35 75 245 K 3
35 75 48  K4
35 75 217
35 75 218
25, 75 16 K 7
20 100 127 K 6
20 100 128 „
20 100 129 „
20 100. 37 K 4
8 58 38 99
20 60 13 „
25 85 14
30 95 15
30 100 16
20 60 17
15 50 18
26 96 19
15 55 20
30 j 100 , 25
38
308
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Zun.  Rent.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.Total.
Lands 1'olin
£ . d.
BURKE-continued.
203a  Macartney, J. A.  West  Bourke 11  ... 53 0 ( 53 152 G 1
140n ditto .. ... Alroy  ... 915 0 39 0 39 60 K 6
376 Macartney , Justin A.... Alice Vale, No. 5 11 ... .. 25 0 25 170 K 3
227a  Macartney and Mayne  Bustard Plains ... 100 0 0 100 0 100 91 „
277 Mant, Littleton, and Leichhardt Downs
Ewan  No. 1
23 130 213 0 213 144 G 1
285 Mark, W., G. H., J. C., Pentland Downs 8 160 8 0 8 155 „
and R. W. E. No. 1 i
276 ditto ... ... Leichhardt Downs
N 5
55 0 0 50 0 50 148
278
o.
Martin, P. M. and W. Leichhardt Downs 28 18
A.  No. 9
6 443 0 443 195
475 ditto ... ...  Mount Ridgey ... 6 5 0 25 23 273 116 K 4
476 ditto ... ...  ditto No. It ... 7 11 6 373 373 75 117 to
280 ditto .. ... Ura lla 93 12
-
0 36 20 56 190 G 1
243n  Martin , W. A. ... Martindale No. 1¶ 9 0 0 36 24 60 243 K 6
244n ditto ... ... ditto No.l 9 0 0 36 24 60 244
to ditto ... ...  ditto No.3 7 0 0 28 22 50 245
245n ditto ... ...  ditto No. 44f 10 0 0 40 20 60 246 toit ditto ... ... ditto 1No. 54V 10 0 0 40 32 72 247
246n ditto ... ... ditto No. 64f 6 5 0 25 25 50 248 to
248n ditto ... ... ditto No. 7¶ 15 0 0  60 24 84 252
„ ditto ...  ditto No.8 15 0 0 60  24 84 253
214a  Menzies  and Wallace... Taldora ... ... 37 10 0 75 0 75 143 K 1
228 ditto ... ... Corella ... ... 108 8 3 64 16 80 129 G 1
226 ditto ... ...  Gerah .. ... 58 6 0 53 0 53 122
226 ditto ... ... Mount Little .. 40 14 0 37 0 37 188
227 ditto ... ... Little Saxby Plains 27 10 0 25 0 25
36 80
121
1 130228 ditto ... ... Ginbar ... ... 48 8 0 44
8 ditto ... ...  Oormoorgooda  ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 181 K  I
270a ditto ... ...  The Lake ... ... 12 10 0 25 5 30 17 „
259n ditto ... ...  Budgen Budgen  ... 22 10 0 45 15 60 47to ditto ... ... Tholmeenbal ... 24 0 0 45 12 60 45
49 ditto ... ... Cunningham ... 7 100 30 10 40 349
50 ditto ... ... Carrick ... ... 11 5 0  45 20 65 351
328 ditto ... ...  Clones  ... ... 6 5 0 25  0 25 100 K 3
329 ditto ... ... Avoca ... ... 8 15 0 35 10 45 101 K 1
ditto ... ...  Carlton ... ... 17 10 0 70 10 80 10.2
330 ditto ... ... Melbourne ... 20 0 0 80 20 100 103 K 3
ditto ... ...  Victoria ... ... 17 10 0 70 10 80 104
331 ditto ... ... Sandhurst ... ... 22 10 0 90 10 100 105
ditto ... ...  Castlemaine  ... 20 0 0 80  20  100 106
348 ditto ... ...  Drina No. 2 ... 10 0 0 40 0 40 130 99
217a ditto ... ... Yambore ... 17 10 0 35 0 35 137 K 1
50 ditto Norman Point ... 8 10 0 34 4 38 353
292 ditto Drina ... ... 99 0 0 90 0 90 183 G 1
204n  Miller, A. J. Monga ... 14 0 0 56 30 86 172 K 6
)$ 5 12ditt (li n e f 0
to ditto ...
eeo ce s
Monmouth ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 173
ditto (license  fee)$ 6 0 0
205n ditto Minroe  ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 174
ditto (license fee)$ 6 0 0
„ ditto Mondure ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 175 „
ditto (license fee)$ 6 0 0
206n ditto Mount Hope 12 10 0 50 30 80 176
ditto (license fee)$ 5 0 0
„ ditto Murchison ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 177 to
ditto (license  fee)$ 6 0 0
207n ditto ... ... Murgah ... ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 178 f,
ditto (license fee)$ 6 0 0
to ditto ... ... Momba ... 7 10 0 30 20 50 179
ditto (license  fee)$ 3 0 0
208n ditto Monkleigh ... 12 10 0 50 40 90 180 to
ditto (license fee)$ 5 0 0
„
ditto ... ... Montague 12 10 0 50 43 93 181
ditto (license fee)"' 5 0 0 1
209n ditto ... ... Monte Christie 14 0 0 56 40 96 182
ditto (license fee)$ 5 12 0
of ditto ... ... Monte Mars 12 10 0 50 27 77 183
ditto (license  fee)$ 5 0 0
210n ditto Malpas  ... ... 14 10 0 58 30 88 184
ditto  (license  fee)$ 5 16 0
to ditto Moms  ... 15 0 0 60 30 j 90 185
ditto (license  fee)$ 6 0 0
211n ditto Miller 's Paint 15 0 0 60 0 60 186
ditto (lidens. £eoj4 6 0 0
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LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
E.timstea Area in
square Mile..
LOWS. Run. Rent.
E s. d,
211n  Mi ller  A. J. ...
212n  ditto ...
„
ditto
217n  Mitchell and Ranken
„ ditto ...
230n ditto
„
ditto
231n ditto
„ ditto
232n ditto
„ ditto
233n ditto
233 ditto
240n  ditto
„ ditto
246n ditto
ditto
247n ditto
252n  ditto
„ ditto
253n  ditto
„ ditto
254n ditto
„ ditto
255n  dittoto ditto
256n' ditto ...
121n McCulloch  and Scarr
251n  ditto ... ...
225n  McDonald, D. J. ...
226n ditto ... .,.
„ ditto ... ...
227n ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
228n ditto ...
223n  McDonald and Johnson
224n  ditto ... ...
225n  ditto ... ...
224n  ditto
218a  McGillivray, G. ...
363 ditto ... ...
364 ditto ... ...
51n ditto :.. ...
220n ditto ... ...
246a  ditto ... ...
37 ditto ... ...It ditto ... ...
95 ditto ... ...
346 ditto ...
347 ditto ... ...
233a ditto ...
234a ditto ...
128 McGillivray, A. S. ...
BURKE-  continued.
Moffat ...
ditto (license fee)$
Paddington
ditto (license fee)*
Mistroe ... ..
ditto (license fee)+
Wonderland
Sapphire
Merrylee¶ . ...
Gledswood¶ ...
Merilbah¶ ... ...
Mirrames ... ...
Cuckoos ...
Victoria Pondss
Woodstocks ...
New Waters ...
Highland Plains No. 8
ditto No.9
Victoria Vales ...
Jacksleys ... ...
Gladys No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
di-to No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Glenroy ... ...
Borderland  ...  ...
Timberoo¶ ... ...
ditto No. 1s ...
ditto No. 21f  ...
ditto No. 39F ..
dii to No. 41f ...
ditto No. 5'{ ...
Palmerston No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto  No.  3  ...
Godschal ...
Eddington ... ...
Devon ... ...
Alma ...
Kamarooka  West ...
Gilliat No. 1 , .
Willie's Plains East
Wild Duck...
Lagaven
Gilliat Downs ...
Giddia No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ..
Gilliat No. 3 West...
ditto No. 2 East ...
Leelaville No. 2
do. balance arrears'"
„
532
533
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
...
..
Leelaville No 3
ditto East
ditto West
181 n McInnes, J. G. Midlothian ...
223a1 McIntyre, D.... ... Hilton ..,
„
ditto ... ... Quambetook ...
260a ditto ... ... Alva ... ... ...
364 ditto ... ... Dalgonally ... ...
231 ditto ... ... Winearing .., ...
286 ditto ,.. Kalara  East ...
287 I ditto ... ...  ditto West
E
„
ditto ... ...  Glengour Downs ast
288 ditto ... ...  ditto West
ditto ... Darn Downs ...32 ditto ... ,,. London
33 ditto ... Bute
„ ditto ... ...  Durham
36 ditto ... ...  Eden ... ... i
15 0
6 0
10 0
4 0
10 10
4 4
17 10
17 10
U. 1.
25 0
n. 1.
15 0
12 10
12  10
15 0
30 5
97 9
50 0
35 5
33 11
23 10
35 0
60 0
9 13
8 2
18 15
37 10
37 10
12 3
3 13
25 0
25 0
25 0
12 10
15 0
15 0
25 0
15 2
15 2
46 4
38 15
70 8
50 12
44 0
33 0
21 0
14 10
33 0
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Land.  Polio.
0 60 4 64 187 K 6
0
0 40 32 72 188 ,,
0
0 42 36 78 189 „
0
0 70 30 100 198
0  70 30 100 199
50 50 100 216
50 50 100 217
60 40 100 218
60 40 100 219
60 40 100 220
70 30 100 221
70 30 100 222
60 40 100 223
50 25 75 236
50 25 75 237
60 40 100 250 „
60 40 100 249 to
50 50 100 5 K7
50 50 100 6 „
50 50 100 7
50 50 100 8
50 50 100 9
50 50 100 10
50 50 100 11
50 50 100 12
50 50 100 13
50 50 100 14
0 100 0 100 18 K6
35 0 35 4 K7
40 20 60 208 K6
40 20 60 209
50 25 75 210
40 35 75 211
50 50 100 212
60 40 100 213
0 60 40 100 205
0 50 50 100 206
0 50 50 100 207
0 60 40 100 204
0 50 0 50 35 J
9 90 0 90 49 G2
0 50 0 50 50 „
0 701 0 70* 51 K1
3 67# 0 674 65
0 47 0 47 63
„
or
0 70 0 70 299 „
0 100 0 100 301
,9 384 0 38; 17 $ 2
6 ; 321 0 321 135 „
o  195  0 75 136 „
0 75 0 75 107 K 1
0 75 0 75 105 11
9 504 0 604 89 £ 2
9
0 100 0 100 88 to
0 50 0 50 55 K 1
0 50 50 100 54 „
0 50 25 75 131 K6
0 30 10 40 99 K1
0 30 10 40 97 „
0 50 0 50 33
6 13 12 25 31 J
6 12 13 25 33
0 39 0 39 15 G2
0 32; 0 32; 13 to
0 64 0 64 24
0 46 0 46 25
0 40 10 60 16 „
0 66 0 66 281 K 1
0 42 0 42 283 „
0 a 29 0 29 286
'0  _1 66 0  66 295 „
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Lewes.
America
Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
£ a. d.
42 McIntyre, D....
„ ditto ...
43 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
40 ditto ...
41 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
96 ditto
ditto ...
97 ditto
„
252
94a
289
324
325
333
342343 1
„
344
410
411
„
412
287a
31
143n
144n121
143a
210a
212a
493
421
422
423
434
435
„
470
245
262n
263n99
231
232
360
117
118
170
131
132
133
133
134
135
„
138152
153
153
154
257n
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Dunoon
Canada
Peru ...
nun.
BI.JR KE- continued.
Turkey ...
Lorn East ...
Lorn West ...
Kalara No. 2
Amazon West
... Amazon East
... Caledonia .. .
Glengour Downs No.
2 East II
... Abydos ...
... Corinth ...
... Canada  No. 3 ...
Dalgonally  No. 1 ...
... Alva  No. 2 ...
...  Quambatook  No.1...
...  ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
ditto No.7...
ditto No.8...
Kalara North ...
Northam
Allaya
Murrygon
Beeny
Bymbell
McKay , John... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
McKenzie ,  Manifold,
Bostock, and Mitchell
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
McKenzie,  Bostock,
and Co.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
McLeod, James ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
McWhannell,  Thomas
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Nisbet, McEachern and
Bell
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Neumayer
No. 2
Downs
ditto No. L
Denmark ...
Renfrew ...
Sans Souci
Renfrew East
Toorak ... ...
Endymion ... ...
Myra ...
Neumayer Valley ...
Warrong .. ...
Warrnambool ...
Myra South ...
Varaville No. 2 ...
Glen Lothil ... ..
ditto No. 1 .
ditto No. 2 1 ...
ditto No.3I1...
Templeton Downs
No. 4
ditto No.  5
Lismore No.  1
ditto No. 2
Leadmore No. 1
ditto No. 2
Rochedale No. 9
Strathfield
ditto No. 1 .,.
ditto  No. 3  ...
Stratlfield No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5
ditto No.6
ditto No.  7  ...
ditto  No. 8  ...
ditto No. 9t ...
ditto No.10...
ditto No.11...
ditto No.12...
... ! ditto No. 13 ...
...) Berwick East ...
22 0 0 44 ' 0
20 0 0 40 0
29 10 0 59 16
29 10 0 59 16
24 0 0 48 0
50 0 0 100 0
50 0 0 100 0
8 16 3 354 0
25 0 0 100 0
20 0 0 80 0
20 0 0 80 20
... 40 0
Total.
44
40
75
75
48
100
100
35
la)
80
100
40
Lands Folio.
319
321
323
325
313
315
317
18
19
20
21
18
28 16 0 48 0 48 49
85 16 0 78 0 78 61
7 18 9 31; 0 314 93
6 5 0 25 10 35 94
11 5 0 45 15 60 109
10 0 0 40 0 40 128
18 15 0 75 0 75 129
1 11 3 6; 0 64 130
10 0 0 40 10 50 131
6 5 0 8 0 8 239
8 7 6 33Q 0 331 240
25 0 0 100 0 100 241
18 0 0 72 0 72 242
K3
6 16 3 271 0 274 243
45 0 0 75 0 75 48 G 2
0 0 60 0 60 277 K 1
T5 0 0 60 40 100 62 K 6
7 10 0  30 20 50 63
12 10 0  50 25 75 64
153 15 0 75 0 75 107
150 0 0 75 0 75 106
107 10 0 50 0 50 170
130 0 0 50 0 50 172
6 5 0 25 10 35 149
10 0 0 40 10 50 8
10 0 0 40 10 50 9
15 0 0 60 15 75 11
6 5 0 25 5 30 12
10 0 0 40 10 50 33
10 0 0 40 10 50 35
15 0 0 60 15 75 36
10 5 0 41 0 41 105
262 10 0 50 25 75 102
... 25 0 25 19
.. , 25 0 25 20
... 25 0 25 21
G1
K4
„
25 0 25 22 „
30 0 0 50 0 50 9A K 2
30 0 0 50 0 50 9B
12 10 0 50 0 50 157 K 3
14 0 0 56 0 56 158
80 0 0 100 0 100 60 K 2
72 0 0 90 10 100 61
27 0 0 36 14 50 171A K 6
10 0 0 40 0 40 95 K 2
15 0 0 60 0 60 96
14 10 0 58 0 58 97
20 10 0 82 0 82 99
25 0 0 100 0 100 100
25 0 0 100 0 100 101
12 0 0 48 0 48 102
25 0 0 100 0 100 103
12 5 10 65 0 65 108
17 10 0 70 30 100 137
15 0 0 60 15 75 138
11 15 0 47 0 47 139
14 0 0 56 14 70 140
32 10 0 50 0 50 71
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LIST OF  RUNS--continued.
Eatlmated Am  in
scDare mum.
Q  r. d.
law. R un. Bent.
BURKE-- continued.
Avail-
able.
Una_
v b e . Total.
lands Polio.
32 10 0 50 0 50 73 K 2
44 0 0 40 0 40 75
44 0 0 40 0 40 77
25 0 0 50 0 50 329
10 0 0 40 0 40 24
10 0 0 40 0 40 26
9 15 0 39 0 39 64
10 0 0 40 0 40 159
37 8 0 34 6 40 176 G 1
15 0 0 30 0 30 115 K 1
20 11 5 34 16 50 20 J
37 8 0 34 16 50 178 G 1
15 0 0 60 0 60 25 K 2
8 15 0 35 15 50 160
12 10 0 50 0 50 161
7 10 0 30 10 40 162
12 0 0 48 0 48 232
15 0 0 60 12 72 233
14 15 0 59 0 59 23
25 0 0 50 0 50 198 G 1
17 0 0 34 16 50 179
8 5 0 33 0 33 139 K 3
12 0 0 48 0 48 140
6 5 0 25 1 26 162
8 15 0 35 10 45 140K 4
10 0 0 40 8 48 141
8 5 0 33 7 40 142
10 0 0 40 10 50 143
17 10 0 35 15 50 74 K 2
33 15 0 25 25 50 201 G 1
31 5 0 25 25 50 200
145 12 0 56 19 75 141
... 35 5 40 113 K 6
41 5 0 25 25 50 199 G 1
34 0 0 34 16 50 175
18 0 0 1 72 0 72 403 K 1
39 12 0 66 33 99 138 G 1
85 0 0 34 16 50 126
52 10 0 25 25 50 202
12 10 0 50 25 75 27 K 6
8 10 0 34 16 50 220 K 58100 34 16 50 221
10 0 0 40 20 60 24418150 75 25 100 245
12 10 0 50 0 50 53 K 2
11 5 0 45 5 50 124
11 5 0 45 5 50 125
11 5 0 45 5 50 126
11 5 0 45 5 50 127
12 10 0 50 0 50 130
24 0 0 40 0 4,0 230
12 0 0 48 0 48 231
10 0 0 40 9 49 181 K3
7 10 0 30 0 30 234 K2
8 0 0 32 18 50 190 K5
9 10 0 38 0 38 110 K 6
13 15 0 55 20 75 455 K 1
6 5 0
7 10 0 30 8 38 505 K 3
6 5 0
11 0 0 44 11 55 206 K 2
11 10 0 46 12 58 207
18 15 0 66 34 100 174 K 3
22 4 0
13 0 0 52 26 78 169 K 5
12 10 0 50 25 75 122 K 3
12 10 0 50 25 75 123 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 124
12 10 0 50 25 75 217 K 5
8 10 0 1 34 16 50
,
218 of
8 10 0 34 16 50 219
63 15 0 75 0 75 149 K1
257n  Nisbet, McEachern,
and Bell
258n
„
ditto
ditto
... ...
...
44  Pal mer and S tevens on
99 ditto ... ...
100 ditto ... ...
114 ditto ... ...
163 ditto ... ...
289 ditto ...
229a ditto
365 ditto ...
290 ditto
99 ditto ... ...
164 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
165 ditto ...
201 ditto ...
202 ditto
98 ditto ...
300 ditto ... ...
301 ditto ... ...
348 ditto ... ...
349 ditto ... ...
368 ditto ...
488 ditto ...
489 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
490 ditto
121 ditto ... ...
549 ditto ... ...
550 ditto
277 ditto ... ...
170n ditto ... ...
181a ditto ... ...
215 ditto
67 ditto
179a ditto
548 ditto
of ditto ...
126n Philp and Kirk ...
93n Pos ell, J. W. ...
94n ditto ... ...
105n ditto ...
106n ditto ... ...
110 Power, T. P. ... ...
146 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
147 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
149 ditto ...
200 ditto ... ...
201 ditto ... ...
381 ditto ... ...
202 ditto ... ...
78n ditto ... ...
169n ditto ... ...
76 Qu
a
C
eensland I
nd Land
o. (Limite
nvestm
Mortga
d)
ent
ge
88 ditto
188 ditto
189 ditto
378 ditto
67n ditto
339 ditto
340 ditto
„
ditto ..•
92n ditto
„
ditto
93n ditto
71n ditto
Berwick West ...
Berwick No .  3 East
ditto No. 4 West
Gommerline  ...
Upper Gommerline ...
Culyer ... ...
Noorgal ... ...
Wongarra ... ...
Palmerston ... ...
Caralah ... ...
Connobie ... ...
Willsland ... ...
Bural  ... ...
The Avenue... ...
Aberuthven ... ...
Hill Side ... ...
Gardenia
Tinkerbell ...
Buckle Buckle ...
Euroka
Burkesland ... ...
Culla Therra
Yappen ... ...
Woola ... ...
Kunkerbury
Strathearn ... ...
Gask ... ...
Thoorna ...
Gundahlungah ..
Merino Downs ...W araweena... t
Burke .. ...
Marringo¶ ...
Taurus Plains
...
Cardwell ... ...
Elvira ... ...
Caroline Downs ...
Aberdeen ... ...
Eulogilma ... ...
Westmoreland No.11
Parkside No. 7 ...
ditto  No. 8  ...
Prestbury No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Coolullah ... ...
Quilalar No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto  No. 3  ..,
ditto  No. 4  ...
Coolalah West ...
Grafton  ...  ...
ditto West ...
ditto East ...
Quelotta
Coolullah West No.  1
ditto No. 2
Devoncourt ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No. 2 ..
ditto  (arrears) ++•
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto  No. 4
ditto No. 5 If
ditto (arrears) ++...
ditto No.  7
Parkside No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No.  6
Alhambra ...
312
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LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Land, Folio.
Avail- Une-
able. vailuble. Total.
40 8 48 206 K 3
25 5 30 207 to
27 13 40 209 to
25 5 30  210
25 0 25 211
25 15 40 150 K 'L
60  20 80 183 K 1
35 15 50 151 K 4
35 15 50 152 „
35 15 50 153
40 10 50 169 K 3
70 30 100 98 K 5
70 30 100 99 „
40 20 60 100 to
70 30 100 101 „
70 30 100 102 to
70 30 100 103
70 30 100 104
35 0 35 141 K 1
25 0 25 139 to
75 0 75 125 to
75  0 75  127
25 0 25 62
34 0 34 153 K 2
100 0 100 193 K 3
891 0 891 216
61 0 61 217
50 0 50 29 to
75 0 75 191 K 4
100 0 100 179 K 2
100 0 100 180 „
75 0 75 181 to
60 15 75 182 to
50 0 50 185 „
50 0 50 186 „
50 0 50 187 „
50 0 60 188 „
421 0 421 238
25 0 25 239
50  0 50 240
25 0 25 241
50 0 50 242 to
50 0 50 243 to
351 0 3521 38 K 3
68 61 7421 39
50 0 50 40 to
50 0 50 169 G 1
50 0 50 173 to
75 23 98 159 K 4
50 0 50 1 K 5
25 0 25 2 to
50 0 50 3 „
34 16 50 125 G 1
34 16 50 124
45 25 70 19 to
5  25 77 20
52 25 77  21 to
38 18 56 22 to
54 26 80 58
54 26 80 59 „
47 33 70 60 „
35 17 32 61 to
40 17 57 62
50 14 64 63
34 16 I 50 127
75 25 100 39 K 5
75 25 100 40
60 15 75 41 to
34 16 50 42 „
BURKE - continued.
394 Queensland Investment Merkara Downs ... 10 0 0
and Land Mortgage
Co. (Limited)to ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 1...  6 5 0
395 ditto  ... .. , ditto  No. 3... 6 15 0
396 ditto  ... ...  ditto No.4... 6 5 0
it ditto  .. ...  ditto No.5... 6 5 0
493 Queensland Mercantile Coolangatta  ...  6 5 0
and Agency Company
(Limited)
74n ditto  .  Cundover  15 0 0
494 ditto  ... ...  1 Woolongong 8 15 0
„ ditto  ... ...  Kiama ... ... 8 15 0
495 ditto  ... ...  Arandavong  ...  8 15 0
373 ditto  ..  Hofwyl  ..  40 0 0
23n  Ranken and McLeod Highland Plains  No. 1 17 10 0
of ditto  ... ...  ditto No . 2 17 10 0
24n ditto  ... ...  ditto No . 3 10 0 0
„ ditto  ... ...  ditto No.4 17 10 0
25n  ditto ... ... ditto  No. 5  17 10 0
„ ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 6  17 10 0
26n ditto  ... ...  ditto No . 7 17 10 0
215a  Reid ,  J. I. ... ... Clonmel  ... ...  17 10 0
216a ditto  ... ...  Avington  ... ...  12 10 0
224a ditto  ... ...  Clonnagh No. 1 ... 37 10 0
„ ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  ... 37 10 0
308 ditto  ... ...  Ballaghmore  ...  6 5 0
160 ditto  ... ...  Stonesfield  ... ...  8 10 0
387 ditto  ... ...  Corella Downs ... 25 0 0
399 ditto  ... ...  Ouchy ... ... 22 7 6to ditto  ... ...  Vevey  ... ...  15 5 0
255 ditto  ... ...  Kilmarnock  ...  12 10 0
514 ditto  ...  Lousanne  ... ...  18 15 0
175 Rice, Finch -Hatton, Alpha  ... ...  25 0 0
Finch-Hatton, and
Toussaint
ditto  ... ...  Beta  ... ...  25 0 0
176 ditto  ... ...  Gamma  ... ...  18 15 0
ditto  ... ...  Delta  ... ...  15 0 0
178 ditto  ... ...  E silon ... 12 10 0
ditto  ... ...  Zeta  ... ... 12 10 0
179 ditto  ... ...  Eta ... ... ... 12 10 0
ditto  ...  Theta  ..  12 10 0
232 Richardson ,  T. L. ... Talawanta No. 1... 10 12 6
233 ditto  ... ...  ditto No. 2 ... 6 5 0
to ditto  ... ...  ditto No .  3 ...  12 10 0
234 ditto  ... ...  ditto No. 4 ... 6 5 0to ditto  ... ...  ditto No. 5 ...  12 10  02,j5 ditto  ... ...  ditto No .  6 ...  12 10 0
263 ditto  ... ...  ditto No .  10 ... 8 17 6to ditto  ... ...  ditto No .  11 ... 17 0 0
264 ditto  ..,  ditto No . 12 ...  12 10 0
351 ditto  .. ,..  Morell  ... ...  30 0 0
ditto  ... ...  R ippledon  ... ...  30 0 0
498 ditto  ... ...  Livia  ... ...  18 15 0
545 ditto  ... ...  Moree ...  ...  12 10 0
546 ditto  ..  ditto No.1 ... 6 5 0
of ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  ... 12 10 0
547 ditto ... Clifton  ... ...  86 14 0
99  ditto  ... ...  Saltram  ... ...  76 10 0
566 ditto  ...  Tabba  .. ...  11 5 0
566 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 1  ... 13 0 0
567 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  ... 13 0 0
56R ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3 ... 9 10 0
34 ditto  ... ...  Monkey  ... ...  13 10 0
ditto  .  ... ditto  No. 1  ... 13 10 0
4n ditto ditto  No. 2  11 15 b
ditto  ... ...  ditto No .  3 ... 8 15 0
[5n ditto  ... ...  Moree  No. 4  ... 10 0 0
ditto ditto No . 5 ... 12 10 0
l91n ditto  ... ...  Haslebury Vale . ..  54 8 0
585 ditto  ... ...  Margaret Vale  ...  18 15 0
586 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 1  18 15 0
587 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  15 0 0
588 ditto  ... ... ditto  No. 3 8 10 0
818
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lewes.
589 Richardson, T. L.
590 ditto ...
591 ditto ... ...
592 ditto ... ...
593 ditto ... ...
594 ditto ... ...
150n ditto ... ...
151n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
152ki ditto ,,.
144 Richardson  W. W. ...
351 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
519 ditto ... ...
526 ditto ... ...
556 ditto ... ...
557 ditto ... ...
558 ditto
271 Richardson and Brodie
272 ditto
240 ditto ... ...
278 ditto ... ...
279 ditto ... ...
327 ditto ... ...
143 ditto ... ...
380 ditto ... ...
386 ditto ... ...
438 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
63 ditto ... ...
„ ditto
229n Richardson, Little, and
Curr
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable Total.
BURKE-continued.
Margaret  Vale No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No.6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto No.9
Seymour ... ...
ditto No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3
Violet  Downs No. 2
Mellish Park No.1
ditto No. 2..
Morella No. 7 .ditto  11....
ChampagneDowns...
ditto  No. 1  ...
ditto No.2 ...
Leichhardt Downs
No. 3
ditto No.4 ...
Merton
Leichhardt Downs
No. 2
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
Violet Downs No. 1
Loraine No. 6 ...
Warangunah ...
Disraeli ... ...
Caiwarroo ...
Myally North ...
Myally South ...
Austral Downs No. 8
18 15 0 75 25 100 43
18 15 0 75 25 100 44
18 15 0 75 25 100 46
18 15 0  75  25 100 46
18 15  0 75 25 100 47
12 0 0 48 16 64 48
12 10 0 50 0 50 73
12 10 0 50 0 60 74
12 10 0 50 25 75 75
12 10 0 50 25 75 76
120 0 0 96 0 96 120
6 5 0 25  0 25 145
6 6 0 25 0 25 146
15 0 0 60 40 100 201
12 10 0 50 12 62 216
15 0 0 60 10 70 10
17 10 0 70 10 80 11
17 10 0 70 0 70 12
55 0 0 50 0 50 146
229n ditto ... ... ditto No.9 n.1.
569 Richardson and  Gowmama ...ll' 18 15Rei yO
570 ditto ... Gragin ... ... 18 15
571 ditto ... ...  Graman ... 18 15
572 ditto ... ...  Gullengutta... ... 18 15
573 ditto ... ... Coolootai ... ... 18 15
574 ditto ...  Wallangra ... ... 18 15
575 ditto ... ...  Burburgate ... ... 18 15
576 ditto Edgeroy ... ... 18 15
166n  Richardson, O'Reilly Quanta ... ... 11 15
and Carr
167n ditto ditto No. 2 11 15
186n Robertson and Hopkins Marathon East 27 10
196 ditto ... ...  Colimba No. 1 J( ...
197 ditto  ditto No. 2
464 Rochefort, J. A. T. and Wallabadah 12 10
F. A. I
,The Willows ...ditto ... ...
Mundle I465 ditto
12
12
10
10... ...... ...
„ ditto ... ...  Oaklands .. .. 12 10
466 ditto ... ... ditto No. 1 12 10
ditto ... ...  Moonbie ... 12 10
467 ditto ... ... I Manilla ... ... 12 10
„ ditto ... ... Barraba ... ... 12 10
468 ditto ... Bingera ... 18 15
„ ditto Combo . ... 12 10
ditto ... ...38n Moonbie  No. 1 ... 6 5
40n ditto. ..,  Oaklands No. 2 ... 6 5
41n ditto ... Combo No. I ... 6 5
132n ditto ... ... Barraba  No.1 ... 6 5
133n  ditto ... ..f  Oaklands  No. 3 ... 12 10
„ ditto ...  Manilla  No. 1 ... 6 5
134n ditto ... .. Moonbie No. 2 ... 7 10
135n  ditto ... ...  ditto No. 3 ... 7 10
213n ditto ... ...  Bingera  No. 1 ... 6 15
214n ditto ... ...  Barraba No. 3 ... 6 5
„ ditto ... ... Combo No. 2 ... 6 5
215n ditto ,.. ... Manilla No. 3 .. 6 5
ditto ... ditto No. 4 ... 8 15
30 100 215
25  100 23
31 7 0  281 0 28k 147 „
10 0 0 40 10  50 254 K 2
82 10 0 50 0 60 145 G 1
115 0 0  50 0 50 196
23 8 0 39 0 39 197
21 0 0  84 12 96 119
7 16 3 311 0 31k 179
12 10 0 60 51 55* 191
10 0 0 40 35 75 41
10 0 0  40 35 75 42
74 5 0 45 5  50  491
76 10 0 45 5  50  443
n.l. 70 30 100 214
70
0 75
0 75
0 75
0 75
0 75
0 76
0 75
0 75
0 47
0 47
0 25
50
60
0 50
0 50
0 50
0 50
0 50
0  50
0 50
0 50
0 75
0 59)
0 25
-0  25
0 25
0 25
0 50
0 25
0 30
0 30
0 27
0 25
0 25
0 25
0 35
25 100 24
25 100 25
25 100 26
25 100 27
25 100 28
25 100 29
25 100 30
23 70 104
Lands Folio.
of
K2
K3
„K4
„
K5It
„
G1
to
„
K2
K3to
K4
„
K1
of
K6
K5
„
K6
23 70 10610 35
0 2228 K 20 60 223
0 0 93 K 4
0  50  94
0  50  95
0  50  96
0 50 97
0 0 98
0 0 99
0 50 100
0 75 101
0  50  102
25  50 129
25 50 132
25 50 135
25  50  40
25 75 41
25 0 42
30 60 44
30 60 46
1A 47 191
2t  50  192
8 33 193
25 1 50 19435 70 195
„
K5
of
Lessee.
36n Rochefort, J. A. T. ...
„ ditto ...
37n ditto ...
,f ditto ... ...
77n ditto ...
136n ditto ...
„
ditto ... ...
137n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
138n ditto ... ...
198n Rowe, C. D. ... ...
199n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
200n ditto ...
265n ditto ...
73n Russe ll, J. S. and W.
G. S.
459 Russell and Russell ...
„ ditto ... ...
122 Sadlier, N . C.... ...
123 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
124 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
125 ditto ... ...
125 ditto ... ...
126 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
127 ditto ... ...
ditto .
107n Sadlier, Phillips, and
McDonald
108n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
109n ditto ...
11 ditto ...
110n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
111n ditto ...
„ ditto
241n Savage,  R. and J.
„ ditto ...
242n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
243n  ditto ..
225a Sawtell, G. W. and J.B.
226a  ditto ...
227a ditto ...
228a  ditto ...
336 ditto ...
387 ditto
64 Scott and Gibson
99 ditto ...
184 ditto ...
185 ditto ...
186
ditto ...
ditto ...
„ ditto ...
332 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
320 ditto .
61 Scottish Australian In-
vestment Co.
„
62
„
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
63 ditto
68n Shadforth, F. H.
112n ditto
118 ditto
69n Sheaffe  and Kennedy
70n ditto ...70n ditto ... ...
71n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
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LIST OF  RUNS --continued.
Run. Rent.
Avail- Una - Total.vailable.iable.
d.  1 I I
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lands Folio.
BURKE-continued.
Claraville11C. ditto 1
ditto No.2
ditto N o. 3
Nundle No. 1
Mittori ..
ditto No. 1 ..,
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Idalia
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Spring Hill §
Chilton  Downs ...
White Bait t ...
Edinton t
Bally Edmond ...
Lismore ...
Deer Park ... ...
Young Grove ...
Donickmore... ...
Fermoy ... ...
Glanworth ... ...
Youghall ...
Headborough ...
Conna ...
Whitegate ... ...
Eustont ... ...
ditto No. It ...
ditto No. 2t ...
ditto No. 3t ...
ditto No. 4t
ditto No. 5t
ditto No. 6t ...
ditto No. 7t ...
ditto No. 8t ...
Claffana ¶ ...
Creagh ... ...
Lisboy¶ .. ...
Littlemouut¶ ...
Lisreagh¶ ... ...
Byrimine ...
Cloncurry No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Woddonga ...
Cloncurry No. 4 ..
Fiery Downs North
Fiery Downs South
Glendalough ...
Mandingal ... ...
Tagassa ...Tafilet ... ...
Arawan ... ...
Shawfield ... ...
Braemar ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Plaiaby ... ...
ditto South ...
ditto East
ditto West
Albion East
Verdon ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2
Carlton Hills No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto  No. 4
Table Top ... ...
12 10 0 50 10 60 124 K5
15 0 0 60 12 72 125
13 0 0 52 26 78 126
11 0 0 44 21 65 127
6 5 0 25 15 40 188
16 5 0 65 10 75 47
16 5 0 65 10 75 48
8 5 0 33 0 33 49
18 15 0 75 0 75 50
12 10 0 50 0 50 51 19
6 5 0 25 0 25 162 K6
6 5 0 25 0 25 163
12 10 0 50 25  75 164
12 10 0 50 25 75 165
. 75 25 100 26
12 10 0 50 0 50 180 K5
9 0 0 40 35 75 83 K4
9 0 0 40 35 75 84
25 0 0 100 0 100 77 K2
25 0 0 100 0 100 78
25 0 0 100 0 100 79
22 10 0 90 10 100 80
20 0 0 80 20 100 81
25 0 0 100 0 100 82
25 0 0 100 0 100 83
12 10 0 50 0 50 84
12 10 0 50 0 50 85
25 0 0 100 0 100 86
12 10 0 50 50 100 87
11 9 2 50 0 50 248
16 0 10 70 30 100 249
13 15 0 60 40 100 250
13 15 0 60 40 100 251
6 17 6 30 20 50 252
13 15 0 60 40 100 1 KG
13 15 0 60 40 100 2
13 15 0 60 40 100 3
13 15 0 60 40 100 4 ,f
25 25 50 238
... 25 25 50 239
... 25 25 50 240
... 25 25 50 241
25 25 50 242
33 5 0 661 0 661 123 K 1
25 0 0 50 0 50 117
25 0 0 50 0 50 119
20 0 0 40 10 50 121
6 5 0 19 0 19 116 1K3
8 10 0 34 201.  5412 192
15 0 0 60 0 60 435 K1
8 5 0 33 0 33 437
25 0 0 100 0 100 198 K2
23 2 6 92k0 0  922 199
12 15 0 51 0 61 200
16 0 0 64 0 64 201
9 5 0 37 9 46 202
8 0 0 32 3 35 107 K3
8 15 0 35 7 42 108
6 5 0 25 3 28 163
11 5 0 45 0 45 379
14 15 0 59 0 59 381
12 0 0 48 0 48 383
12 10 0 50 0 50 385
9 15 0 39 0 39 387
6 5 0 25 11 36 171
6 5 0 25 5 30 5 K6
6 5 0 25 10 35 12
12 0 0 48 16 64 173 K5
12 0 0 48 16 64 174
6 5 0 25 2 27 175
7 10 0 30 10 40 176
12 0 0 48 16 64 177
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LIST OF 1 UNS-- ea st4we&
IMbasted . .m
sgu ra Unto.
BURKE- continued.
2 s. d.
LOW". PAM
Paroo North
ditto South
,:Pickwick ...
Ernestfield ...
Leadmore No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.5
ditto No.  6
May. Downs
ditto No.  1
ditto  No. 2
'Una-
vailable.Total.
7 10 0 30 ' 10 40 178 K 5
.72n Sheaffe  and Kennedy
ditto ...
178n dittoto ditto ..
118 Smith, Charles
119 ditto ...
116 ditto ...
117 ditto ...486 ditto ...
487 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
488 ditto ...
367 ditto
„
ditto ...
368 ditto ...
181 ditto ...
182 ditto ...
183 (itto ...
201n ditto ...
545 ditto ... ...
91n ditto ...
25 Smith, P. G. ...
26 ditto ...
305 Smith, P. R. ...
306 ditto ...
26 ditto
16 South Australian Land,
Mortgage, andAgency
Company (Limited)
265 ditto ...
266 ditto ...
64 ditto ...
64 ditto
65 ditto ...
65 ditto ...
66 ditto ...
503 ditto ...to ditto ... ...
504 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
505 ditto ...
ditto ...
506 ditto ...
of ditto ...
507 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
508 ditto ...
274 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
275 ditto ...
of ditto ...
113 ditto ...
ditto
193 ditto ...
285 ditto ...
286 ditto ...
138 ditto
139 ditto ...It ditto ...
174 ditto ...
...207 Stewart,  it.
„ ditto ...
205 ditto ...
206 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
222n  ditto ...
378 Sutherland, James
119n ditto ...
219n ditto .
452 Taaffe, J. and W.
„ ditto ...
453 ditto ...
ditto ...
di to No. 3 ...
Roche • ale No. 10 .. .
dit o  No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
Leadmore No. 7 ...
ditto No. 9...
ditto No.10...
Rochedale No. 9 ...
East
May Downs No. 4 ...
Rochedale No. 13 ...
Mund Juro ...
Jugga ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Savanna Grand
St. Andrew ...
Rent.
6 5 0 25 2 27 179
6 5 0 25 2 27 125
13 10 0 54 26 80 126
45 0 0 75 25 100 62
40 4 0 67 33 100 63
48 0 0 80 20 100 69
60 0 0 80 20 100 70
7 10 0 30 9 39 136
10 0 0 40 20 60 137
7 10 0 30 20 50 138
7 10 0 30 20 50 139
25 0 0 100 0 100 159
25 0 0 100 0 100 160
15 0 0 60 0 60 161
45 0 0 60 15 75 192
30 0 0 40 10 50 194
30 0 0 40 10 50 195
18 15 0 25 0 25 1718
Av dl-
able.
Lands Folio.
„
„
„
K'2
„
„
„
£3
„
„
K2
10 0 0 40 16 56 252 K 4
12 10 0 50 50 100 216 K 5
21 0 0 42 8 50 243 K 1
21 0 0 42 8 50 245
6 5 0 25 0 25 56 K 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 57 „
21 0 0 42 8 50 247 K 1
50 0 0 100 0 100 215
Campsie .. ... 25 0 0
Hamilton Downs ... 11 0 0
Hamilton ...  8 15 0
Hamilton North ... 8 6 0
ditto South ... 12  10 0
ditto East ... 6 5 0
ditto West . ... 6 5 0
Westmoreland  ...  10 5 0
ditto No.1 15 0 0
ditto No.2 15 0 0
ditto  No. 3  15 0 0
ditto No. 4 15 0 0
ditto No. 5 15 0 0
ditto No.6 15 0 0
ditto No.7 15 0 0
ditto No.8 15 0 0
ditto No.  9  15 0 0
ditto No. 10 15 0 0
Pentland Downs  27 10 0
No. 2
ditto No. 3 ... 6 1 0
ditto No.4 ... 55 0 0
ditto No.5 ... 55 0 0
Gunpowder Creek... 6 5 0
Mistake Creek ... 6 5 0
Goorala  ...  ...  10 15 0
Leichhardt Downs 55 0 0
No. 6
ditto No.7 ... 42 411
Coolie Amber ... 15 0 0
Cresfield No. 1 ... 16 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 24 0 0
Effie Downs No.1 ... 140 0 0
Denbigh No. 1 ... 50 12 0
ditto No.2 ... 5012 0
Fairlight No. 1 ... 72 12 0
ditto No.2 ... 7212 0
ditto No.3  ... 7212 0
Spring Lawn ... 25 0 0
Rockcliffe ... ... 7 10 0Cabbage Tr e .. 6 5 0
Rockcliffe No. 2¶§... 6 5 0
Emma Vale ... 12 5 0
ditto No. 1 ... 12 5 0
Clara Vale ..  ...  6 5 0
ditto No. I ... J 6 5 0
to
100 0 100 43 K 3
44 0 44 44
35 0 35 393 K 1
33 0 33 391
50 0 50 396
25 0 25 397
25 0 25 399 It
41 27 68 169 K 4
60 40 100 170
60 40 100 171
60 40 100 172
60 40 100 173
60 40 100 174
60 40 100 175
60 40 100 176
60 40 100 177
60 40 100 178
to
to
,r
„
99
60 40 100 179
25 0 25 156 G 1
5 0 5 157
60 0 50 158
50 0 50 164
25 0 25 58
25 0 25 59
43 0 43 215
50 0 50 149
334
60
64
96
46
46
66
66
66
2530
2525
49
49
25
26
0 334 150
0 60 109
0 64 110
0 96 111
20 101)  177
24 70 40
24 70 41
34 100 37
34 100 38
39 105 39
25 50 1
1012 40- 175
2 27 13
8 33 202
0 49 69
0 49 70
0 25 71
0 25 72
„
„
„
K2to
„
,,
It
of
K1
„
K2
G1
K1
K3
K6
„
K4It
It
11
I*@"&
454 Taaffe,  J. and W.
„ ditto ...
4rs2 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
168n ditto ...
235r  ditto ...
09 ditto
203 Taaffe ,  Joseph ...
54n Thompson . J.... ...
21 ditto ... ...
275a  ditto ... ...
48a ditto ... ...
49a ditto ... ...
56a  ditto ... ...
295 ditto ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
24 ditto ... ...
210a  ditto ... ...
271a  ditto ... ...
222 ditto ... ...
109 ditto ... ...
122 ditto ... ...
204 ditto ... ...
255 ditto ... ...
259 ditto ... ...
261 ditto ... ...
359 ditto ... ...
159n  ditto ... ...
87a ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
223n  Thompson ,  James ...
142n  Thorne ,  Henry M. ...
202n  ditto .
267n Thoroton and Ranken
268n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
218 Travers, R. ...
„ ditto ... ...
130a ditto ... ...
131a ditto ... ...
220 ditto ... ...
135a ditto ... ...
84 ditto ... ...
85 ditto ...
124a ditto
190a Trimble, George
269 ditto ...
of ditto ...
519 ditto ...
520 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
521 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
522 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
327 ditto ... ...
476 ditto ... ...
477 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ... ...
372 ditto ... ...
370 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ... ...
47  Trust  and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia
(limited)
48 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
49 ditto ...7.5 ditto
„ dittod6  ditto
89 ditto
272a1  ditto
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$ i. i.
Mblated Am iz
ATM& Zbtd.
•blw
Inds vNia.
BURKE - continued.
Spring Grove  ... ;  6 5 0 25 0 25 73 K 4
ditto No .  1 6 5 0 25 0 25 74
Ella Vale ...  ...  12 10 0 50 20 70 129
ditto No .  1 ... 12 10 0 50 30 80 130
Louisa Vale . ..  10 0 0 40 20 60 108 K 6
Clara Vale No .  2 ... 6 5 0 231 0 23 226
ditto  (license fee)* 1 11 3
May Vale  ...  7 5 0 29 0 29 227
ditto  (license fee)* 1 16 3
Clarina ...  ...  10 0 0 40 10 50 236 K 2
Rupert 's Creek  ...  30 0 0 50 0 50 29 K 1
ditto  No. 4  ... 32 0 0 64 0 64 237 of
Rocky Hills ... 25 0 0 50 28 78 7 to
Greenvale . ... 45 7 6 75 25 100 2 J 1
Mount  Emu Plains  40 10 8 67 33 100 4 „
Prairie .. J 36 6 0 60 36 96 6  to
ditto No .  2 ... 33 0 0 30 20 50 77 G 1
Tarbrax No .  1 ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 255 K 1
ditto  No. 2  ... 31 0 0 62 0 62 257
Rupert 's Creek No. 3 35 0 0 70 0 70 151
Rocky Hills No .  2... 12 10 0 25 15 40 15
Rupert 's Creek No .  2 25 0 0 50 0 50 129-
Camden ... ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 50 K 2
Carnwath  ... ...  18 15 0 75 25 100 76
Jeannie Downs  ...  12 10 0 60 18 68 237
Clyde Park  ...  6 5 0 25 10 35 23 K 3
Clara Downs  ...  8 15 0 35 15 50 31 „
Moore Park  ...  6 5 0 25 10 35 34 „
Prairie No .  3 ... 6 5 0 25 5 30 156 „
ditto No .  4 ... 6 5 0 25 10 35 91 K 6
Yarra  ... ...  18 15 0 25 15 40 24 G 1Strath Tay .. 18 15 0 25 15 40 23 It
Rocky Hi lls No. 3 6 5 0 25 8 33 203 K 6
Almora  .. ...  9 5 0 37 0 37 59
Roseneath § ... ...  ... 40 10 50 168
Thoroton  ... n. 1. 50 50 100 30 K 7
ditto No .  1 ... n. 1. 50 50 100 31 „
ditto  No. 2  ... n. 1. 50 50 100 32
Maryan Vale No .  1 44 0 0 40 9 49 103 G 1
Albert Downs No. 1 44 0 0 40 13 53 92 „
ditto  No. 2  15 0 0 30 14 44 38 J
Maryan Vale No. 2 15 0 0 30 8 38 42 It
Gregory Downs No.1 44 0 0 40 10 50 96 G 1
ditto No . 2 15 0 0 30 20 50 40 J
Punjaub No. 1 ... ! 20 0 0 80 0 80 489 K 1
ditto  No. 2  ... 20 0 0 80 0 80 491
Sugar Cane  ...  80 0 0 40 0 40 88 G 1
Pyaram  ... ...  92 8 0 56 19 75 143
Miriam Downs  ...  61 12 0 56 19 75 139
Wills  ... ...  61 12 0 56 19 75 142
Pelham  ...  11 5 0 45 30 75 202 K 4
ditto  No. 1  ... 11 5 0 45 30 75 203
ditto  No. 2  ... 11 5 0 45 30 75 204 „
ditto No . 3 ... 11  5 0 45  30 75  205
ditto No .  4 ...  i  11 5 0 45 30 75 206
ditto  No. 5 11 5 0 45 30 75 207
ditto N o. 6  ...  11 5 0 45  30 75 208
Mundradoe  ... ... 6 5 0 25 3 28 98 K 3
Wills No.1... ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 118 K 4
ditto  Na. 2 .. ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 119
Holm Woodjf ...  !  60 ' 15 75 165 K 3
Boongalee  .. ...  50 0 0 50 10 60 167
Warren Vale  ...  36 0 0 60 15 75 164
Holt's Dale ... ... 36 0 0 60- 15 75 166
Spriagvale  ... ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 341 1 1
Gipsy Plains  ...  6 5 0 25 0 25 343 „
Warwick Dale  ...  6 5 0 25 0 25 345 „
Ellerslie  ...  6 5 0 25  0 25 347
Foxton North  ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 451
ditto South  ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 453
Courtenay ... ... 8 0 0 32 0 32 457 „
Rockley  ...  6 5 0 25 121 371 5 K 2
Western Fort Con- 1 25 0 0  50 I 25 75 13 K 1
stantine
817
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lem". Run. Rent.
B s. d.
48n Trust and Agency Com- I Mindie
pang of Australasia
(Limited)
49n ditto  ... ...
539 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
54C ditto
„ ditto
541 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
542 ditto
„ ditto ... ...
543 ditto ...
of ditto ... ...
510 ditto ... ...
511 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
512 ditto
240a ditto ... ...
322 ditto ... ...
323 ditto ...
151 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
189 ditto ... ...
190 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
191 ditto ...Of ditto ... ...
192 ditto ...
451 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
510 ditto ... ...
377 ditto ... ...
5 ditto ...
5 ditto ... ...
10 ditto ...
11 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...I ditto ...
1 ditto ...
2 ditto ...
2 ditto ...
3 ditto ...
3 ditto ...
4 ditto ...
4 ditto
292 ditto ...
246 ditto
44 ditto
293 ditto
202n  Turner J. C.
302 Turner and Moodie
ditto ...
303 ditto ...
ditto ...
304 ditto ..
236n Uhr ,  R. C. H....
237n ditto ...
238n ditto ... ..
„ ditto ... ...
239n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto
248 Voss ,  Stanfie
Gray
ld,
274a ditto ...
212 ditto ...
227 Walker, S. B....
366 ditto ...
235 ditto
366 ditto ...
177 Walsh, J.
180 ditto ...
BURKE..- continued.
... ... I 15 2 6
Avail- Una-
able. vailable.
25 24
Total.
Lauds Folio
49 17 J
Fort Constantine 19 7 2 32 18 I 50 15 „
Cooma 10 0 0 40 10 50 239 K 4
Mallee ... ... 8 15 0 35 15 50 240 „
Cowabunya  ... ...  12 10 0 50 25 75  241
Yandilla  ... ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 242
Moons  ... ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 243
Bimba  ... ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 244
Yenda ... ...  16 5 0 65 10 75 245 „
Carmo  ... ...  16 5 0 65 10 75 246 „
Berrima  ... ...  16 5 0 65 10 75 247
Mittagong  ... ...  16 5 0 65 10  75 248 „
Esmeralda  ... ...  16 5 0 65 10 75 184
Illewannea  ... ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 185 „
Wonnemarra  ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 18699
Cullabirnee  ... ...  12 10 0 50 0 50 187 „
Warwick Hill  ...  37 10 0 75 0 75 89 K 1
Malako ff No. 3 ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 89 K 3
Warwick Vale  ...  6 5 0 25 10 35 90 „
Ellerslie No. 111 ... 46 0 46 134 K 2
Foxton No .  1 ... 15 0 0 60 0 60 135 79
ditto West ... 18 15 0 75 0 75 208 „
Courtenay No. 1 ... 7 0 0 28 0 28 209
Rosalie ... ...  14  10 0 68 0 58 210 „
Mount Margaret 20 0 0 80 21 101 211 „
Gipsy Plains North 9 10 0 38 12 50 212 „
Island Point  ... (  8 15 0 35 51 404 213 „
Warwick  ...  12 10 0 50 0 50 57 K 4
Foxton No. 3 ... 7 10 0 30 0 30 68 „
Ellerslie No. 2 ... 20 0 0 80 20 100 183 to
Warwick Downs  ...  16 10 0 66 34 100 173 K 3
Clare Downs .. .  17 10 0 70 0 70 169 K 1
Vernon Downs  ..  16 10 0 33 0 33 171 „
Namoi Downs No. 1 25 0 0 50 0 50 191 09
ditto  No. 2  35 0 0 70 0 70 193 „
ditto No. 3 35 0 0 70 0 70 195 „
Spartan Downs  ...  35 0 0 70 0 70 153 „
Moselle Downs  ...  35 0 0 70 0 70 155 „
Snowden  ... ...  17 10 0 70 0 70 157
Glenalvon  ... ...  34 10 0 69 0 69 159 „
Agnes Park  ...  36 0 0 72 0 72 161 „
Duckinfield Park  ...  37 0 0 74 0 74 163 „
Bloomfield  ...  35 0 0 70 0 70 165 „
Ramsay Downs  ...  35 0 0 70 0 70 167
Keira ... 27 10 0 25 121 371 52 G 1
Rolling Downs ... 33 0 0 30 30 60 68 „
Marathon No. 2 ... 31 0 0 62 0 62 327 K 1
Marathon  ... ...  27 10 0 25 15 40 51A G 1
Yaparaba  ... ...  8 16 0 35 25 60 169 K 6
Como  ...  ...  13 0 0 52 0 52 49 K 3
ditto  (arrears)*$ 2 0 6
Prospero  ...  11 5 0 45 5 50 50 „
Nellie Downs  ...  9 10 0 38 12 50 51 „
Constance Downs  ...  15 0 0 60 15 75 52 „
Chance  .. ...  6 5 0 25 0 25 53 to
Flo rence No .  1 18 15 0 75 25 100 229 K 6
ditto  (license fee)+ 4 13 9
ditto No. $ 6 10 0
ditto  (license feet 1 12 6
26 1 27 230 of
ditto  No. 3 ¶ 12 10 0 50 25 75 232 „
ditto No. 4 ¶ 8 15 0 36 15 50 233
ditto  No. 5 OT 12 10 0 50 25 75 234
ditto  No. 6  ¶ 8 15 0 35 15 50 235 „
Wongalee No. 3 ... 11 15 0 47 38 85 10 K 3
Wongalee  ... ... (  25 0 0 50 25 75 9 K 1
Canterbury  ...  37 8 0 34 16 50 26 G 1
Seaward Downs  ...  1 57 11 11 34 16 51) 128
Cowan  Downs ...  44 0 0 40 35 75 44 J
Topey Creek  ... I  9 0 0 36 0 36 241 K,'2
Sorgham Downs No.1 30 0 0 50 2L  75 41S J
Cootah Downs . .. `  n. 1. 80 20 100 184 K 2
60 0 60 189 111I nCootah North .... .
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
£ 8. d.
16n Walsh, P. E....
380 Walsh, Brown, and
Walsh
256n ditto ... ...
388 ditto ... ...
400 ditto ... ...to ditto ... ...
401 ditto ... ...
410 ditto ...
479 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
71 ditto ... ...
229 ditto
66 ditto
67 ditto
70 ditto ... ...
70 ditto ... ...
84 ditto .. ..
109 ditto ... ...
110 ditto ... ...
119 ditto ... ...
120 ditto ...
180 ditto ... ...
369 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
41a ditto ... ...
47n ditto ...
48n ditto ... ...
18 ditto ... ...
24 ditto ... ...
382 ditto ... ...
114 ditto ... ...
229 ditto ... ...
248 ditto ... ...
171n ditto ...
87 Walsh and Brown
54n Wallace, D. S.
55n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
352 ditto
„ ditto ... ...
524 Wallace and Menzies...
259 Watson , P. S.... .
85 Watson, P. S., H. F.,
and R. M.
86 ditto
150 ditto
220 ditto
221 ditto
219 ditto
„ ditto
222 ditto
413
420
8n
358
8n
9n
58
„
60
„
81
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
White, W. D., White,
A., and White, E.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Safir ... ...
Riffley ...
Rabie ...
Merindee ...
Bailey ...
Muggerah ...
Giumada ...
Owan No. 3
ditto No. 4 ...
Dugald Downs No. 2
Sturt Plains ...
Dugald Down3 No. 1
Bivrambla ... ...
Alhama ... ...
Alcala ... ...
Alcazar ... ...
Owan No.  1  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Elgin Downs ..
ditto No. 2...
Canonbar ...
Welney ...
BorseyIffley  ... ...
Warruldunga
Prindary ...
Didcot ...
Miecolan ...
Rabi Primera
Marsden ...
Cammo ...
Borogong ...
Liberia ...
Alcazabar ...
Gum Water
Bow Water...
Swan Water
Saxby Plains
Fort Bowen
Geelong ...
Curryong ...
W alwa
Tintaldra ...
ditto No. 2 .
Gregory Downs No. 3
ditto  No. 4
Albert Downs No. 3
ditto No. 4
Augustus Downs
No.  I
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 7 ...
Albert Downs No. 5.
Yeldham ...
Alice Vale No. 4 ...
Yeldham No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Moonamarra West...
ditto East ...
Murkaburra  West...
ditto
Mackinlay
East
East ...
Downs
82 ditto ... ... Mackinlay Downs
West
ditto ... ... Mackinlay Downs
North
83 ditto ... ... Blackeye East
„ ditto ... .. ditto West
159 ditto ... ... Cowie No. 3
...  1333 ditto ... .. Imbi Imbi ...
BURKE-continued.
. Lyrian Downs 8 10 0 34 16 50 84
12 10 0 50 0 50 178
42 0 0 60 12 72 193
17 10 0 70 14 84 195
6 5 0 25 11 36 218
10 0 0 40 14 54 219
6 5 0 25 11 36 220
10 10 0 42 0 42 238
15 10 0 62 0 62 124
12 0 0 48 0 48 123
67 10 0 75 0 75 421
48 8 0 44 36 80 131
17 10 0 70 0 70 401
10 0 0 40 0 40 405
12 10 0 50 0 50 415
11 5 0 45 0 45 417
12 15 0 51 0 51 487
6 5 0 25 11 36 51
6 5 0  25  11 36 52
18 15 0 75 0 75 71
11 5 0 45 0 45 73
6 15 0 27 0 27 190
42 0 0 70 17 87 192
16 16 0 28 0 28 194
„
G1
13 10  0 27 9 36 83 K1
24 0 0  48 12 60 43 to
24 0 0 48 12 60 41
13 10 0 27 9 36 223  of
12 10 0 25 0 25 239
6 15 0 27 0 27 182 K 3
10 10 0 42 0 42 65 K 2'
44 0 0 44 36 80 132 G 1
44 0 0 44 36 80 133 „
7 10 0 30 30 60 114 K 6
43 4 0 72 0 72 499 K 1
30 0 0 30 0 30 70 G 2
53 0 0 53 0 53 71 „
28 0 0 28 0 28 72 „
27 0 0 45 0 45 120 G 1
127 10 0 75 0 75 119
21 5 0 85 0 85 211 K 4
6 5 O 25 0 25 30 K 3
13 15 0 55 10 65 493 K 1
12 10 0 50 20 70 495
12 10 0 50 0 50 132
39 18 7 30 10 40 98
66 11 0 50 9 59 99
28 12 0 26 2 28 94
44 0 0 40 10 50 95
42 18 0 39 13 52 112
K2
G'1
„
27 10 0 25 10 35 113
7 5 0 29 0 29 244 K 3
17 10 0 70 0 70 5 K 4
8 15 0 35 15 50 68 K 5
58 16 0 98 0 98 153 K 3
8 15 0 35 15 50 69 K 5
8 15 0 35 15 50 71 „
12 10 0 50 0 50 367 K 1
15 0 0 60 0 60 369
12 10 0 50 0 50 375
12 10 0 50 0 50 377
12 10 0 50 0 50 477
12 10 0  50 0 50 479
12 10 0 50 0 50 481
9 5 0 37 13 50 483
9 5 0 37 13 50 485
„it
„
„
„
,,
to
6 5 0 20 0 20 150 K 2
25 0 0 100 0 100 110 K 3
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LINT OF  RUNS--  ime&
Ban.
£ a. i.
439
491
355
469
508
509
563
564
41409
415
256
„
257
297
298
„
White ,  W. D., White,
A., and White, E.
ditto ... ...
White ,  P. K.... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
White and Sheldon
ditto ...
ditto ..
Wienholt ,  Edward
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
299 ditto
„ ditto ...
300 ditto
194n Willis,  Chas. J.
„
ditto ...
444 Wilson ,  John ...
,t ditto ...
ditto , ..
„ ditto ...
544 ditto .
249n Wilson, David
250n  ditto ...
„ ditto
55o Wilson, R.  W.
551 ditto ...
552 ditto ...
553 ditto ...
554 ditto ...
555 ditto ..
442 Wilson ,  Wil liam
ditto
236  Wright,  Haydon,
Wright
254 ditto ...
171 ditto
172 ditto
„ ditto
173 ditto
„
ditto ...
403 ditto ...
477 ditto ...
480 ditto ...
173n ditto ...
174n ditto ...
ditto ...
443 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
83n ditto ...
...
BURKE-- continued.
McKinlay Downs
South
Yelligidya .. ...
Promised  Land No. l
ditto No.2
Boycott ,  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Promised Land No. 6
ditto No.7
ditto  No. 8
ditto No.9
ditto No.10
ditto No.3
ditto No.4
ditto No.5
Stanfordham No. 8
ditto No. 9
d tto No. 10
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
ditto No. 13
Booriana  No. 1 ...
ditto  license feel,
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto  license feet
Bruce ...
Wallace ...
Bannockburn
Dunbar ...
Montrose ...
Boree§
ditto No. 1§
... iSditto NdO. 2trat a
Strathmore
Strathlavan
Strathbogie
Strathbegan
Stratha llan
and
Cudgie-Cudgie
0 erabunda
Lila  Lake ...
Bs1d•apd Asa In
Bent Iwnds PAM
A 1-  Vas - To41.WAls.
19 0 0 76 0 76 44 K 4
13 10 0 54 0 54 146
20 0 0 80 20 100 147 K 3
20 0 0 80 20 100 148
16 5 0 65  10 75 103
12 10 0 50 0 50 104
10 0 0 40 10 50 180
10 0 0 40 10 50 181
6 5 0 25  5 30 182
18 15 0  75 25  100 17 K 5
10 0 0 40 10 50 18
12 10 0  50 25  75 246 K 36 5 0 25 5 30 247
6 5 0 25 5 30 248
14 15 0 59 0 59 47 K 2
15 0 0 60 0 60 48 ,,
15 0 0 60 0 60 49 „
25 0 0 100 0 100 3554  K1
9 5 0 184 0 18,  353B
16 2 6 324 0 324 354c
25 0 0  •  100 0 100 503n
25 0 0 100 0 100 503E
26 0 0 100 0 100 503c
12 10 0 60 25  76 154  K 6
3 2 6
6 5 0 25  15 40 155
1 11 3
25 0 0 100 0 100 53
25 0 0 100 0 100 54
25 0 0 100 0 100 55
12 10 0 50 0 50 56
25 0 0 100 0 100 251
... 50 50 100 1
... 50 50 100 2
25 25 50 3
12 10 0 50 25 75 4
12 10 0 60 25 75 510 0 0 40 10 50 6
10 0 0 40 10 50 7
12 10 0 50 25 75 8
12 10 0 50 25 75 9
20 0 0 80 20 100 4911,41 10 0 70 14 84 50
7 10 0 30 10 40 245
Edithvi lle ...
Vena Park No. 1 ...
...  I ditto No. 2 ...
...  ditto No.3...
...  ditto No.4...
... Clare Court ... ...
... , Lake Stuart... ...
1 Vena Park No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
May Lagoon No. 1
Lake Stuart No. 1
ditto No.2
May Lagoon ...
Agnes Vi lle ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
621 Bank  of New South
Wales
319a  ditto ... ...
322a  ditto ... ...
341a ditto ... ...
364a ditto ... ...
365a  ditto ...
366a  ditto ... ...
367 ditto ... ...
370a ditto
370a.  ditto ... ...
10 0 0 40 10 50 22
15 0 0 60 15 75 172
10 0 0 40 10 50 173
10 0 0 40 10 50 17410 0 0 40 10 50 175
K4
K7
„
„is
„
„
„
K4
K2
K3
K2
„
710 0 30  6 36 176
10 0 0 40 10 50 224 K 3
7 10 0 30  12 42 120 K 4
7 10 0 30 17 47 125
15 0 0 60 18  78 119 K 6
17 10 0 70 20 90 120
13 15 0 55 15 70 121
10 0 0 40 20 60 51
6 15 0 27 10 37 52
9 10 0 38 0 38 201
COOK.
Battle Camp ... 7 10 0 30
Bowen . .. ...  8 15 0 35
Diveronside ... ...  10 0 0 40
Koendidda  ... ..  17 10 0 70
Dhurran Dhurran  ...  29 0 0 58
Wrotham Park ... 20 0 0 40
Mimosa Downs  ...  30 0 0 60
Elgin Downs  ... '  15 0 0 30
Barnawartha ...1 6 5 0 25
Wodonga  ... ... 1  12 10 0 50
„
K5
50 231 K 1
0 35 77
5 45 79
10 i 80 71
10 ( 68 9
5 45 11
4 64 13
10 40 15
2 27 115
16 i 66 117
Less".
362a Bank of New South
601
Wales
ditto ... ...
6e9 ditto ... ...
498n ditto ... ...
688n ditto ...
623 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
624 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
625 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
626 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
628 ditto ...
629 ditto ...
667 ditto ...
668 ditto ..,
569n ditto ...
570n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
574n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
575n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
641n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ..,
642n ditto ... . ..
350a ditto ... ...
352a ditto ... ...
353a ditto ... ...
300a ditto ... ...
662n ditto ... ...
668n ditto ... ...
662n ditto ..
342a Bank ,  Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
610 ditto ...
674n  ditto ...to ditto
577n  ditto  ...
578n ditto ...
579n ditto ...
618n ditto ...
634 ditto ...
622 ditto ...
„ ditto
653 Baker Thomas
310a Barker, E. B....
311a ditto ...
316a ditto ...
673n ditto ...
„
694n
ditto
Barker, Frederick
ditto ...
491n ditto ...
468n Barker , F. and A. E....
645n Barker , W. H. andF. A.
312a ditto ... ...
314a ditto ... ...
690 ditto ...
361a ditto ...
315a ditto ...
691 Barnes  and Smith
643n Barnes,  Smith,
Smith
and
ditto
320
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
g Rent.
Total.
Lands Folio.
d.
COOK-continued.
Marianna ... ... 15 0 0 30 110 40 27 K 1
Boralga
...
6 5 0 25 ` 0 25 151
Battle Camp East ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 395
Cahir .. ... 12 10 0 50 25 75 471
Tin-in-Burrs 6 5 0 25 0 25 107 K 3
2ditto (license fee)+ 12 1
Bydown ... 9 0 0 36 12  48 237 K 1
Oswald ... ... 9 0 0 36 12 48 239
Strathmore  ... ...  15 0 0 60 15 75 241
Tinker Bell ... 11 6 0 45 30 75 243
Cobran ... ... 15 0 0 60 15  75 245
Bumba ... ... 12 10 0 50 25 75 247
Dandry ... ... 15 0 0 60 15 75 249
Colloden ... ... 12 10 0 50 25 75 251
Bando ... ... 12 10 0 50 25 75 259
Noaiby ... ... 12 10 0 50 25  75 261
Rocky Vale ... 10 0 0 40 16 56 391
Highlands 7 10 0 30 10 40 393
Womblealla No. 1T§ 6 5 0 25 25 50 126
ditto No. 2T§ 6 5 0 25 25 50 127
ditto No. 3T§ 6 5 .0
0
25
2
25 50
2 50
128
136Flodden ... ... 6 5 5 5
Jena ... ... 10 0 0 40 35 75 137
Borodina  ... ... 10 0 0 40 40 80 138
1S k 0 0 40 35 75 139u 0ey
Womblealla No. 4¶ 6 5
.
0 25 25  50 15 K3
6ditto No. J 5 0 25 25  50 16ditto No. 65T 5 0 25 25  50 17
Valeria ... , .. 27 10 0 2.5 6  31 52 G 1
Confluence No. 2 ... 73 18 5 32 16 48 54
ditto No.3 ... 51 14 0 47 24 71 I 55
Windermere ... 31 10 0 30 15  45 99 K1
Nubo,)n¶§ .. ... 12 10 0 50 0 50 54 K 3
Westbrook¶ ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 56
Bulluburah¶'l ... 7 10 0 30 20 50 55
Olive Vale ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 35 K 1
Fair View¶§  6 5 0 25 2  27 185 „
Osmer No. 1 1 6 5 0 25 10  35 78 S 3ditto No. 2  6 5 0 25 10  35 79  to
Glen Isla ...  8 15 0 35 15 50 143 K 2
Dalswinton ...  7 10 0 30 20 50 145
l.llerslie  7 10 0 30 20 50 146
Woodstock ...  6 5 0 25 0  25 224
Red Bank ...  6 5 0 25 11  36 285  C1
Rocky Bank  6 5 0 25 0  25 233
Laura  Bank ...  6 5 0 25 0 25 235
Cudgee Cudgee No.1  6 5 0 25 25 50 359
Rosella Plains  37 16 3 25 25 50 25 G 1
55McDonald Plains 0 0 50 50 100 26...
Rosedale .  31 15 3 25 25 50 31
Rosella Plains No. 2  6 5 0 25 1 0  25 76 K 3
ditto  No. 3  6 5 0 25 25 50 77
ditto  No. 5  6 5 0 25 25  50 119
2ditto (license  fee)"' 1 8
7Rosedale No.2 .. 10 0 30 30  6r0  118 „
Rosella Plains No. 4  12 10 0 50 50 100 120
ditto (license  fee)'* 4 3 4
Red Rock No. 4 ...
55d R kR n. l,0 0 2550 15 4050 100 17020  Ge oc ... ...
Ellendale ...
Carpentaria Downs
ast
55
55
0
0
0
0
50 50 100
60 50 100
24 G11
Moun; Esk ... 96 2 10 38 37 75 39 „
Dasbwood .. ... 33 15 0 25 10 35 4 S1
Carpentaria Downs 55 0 0 50 50  100 2 G1
West
Myall Downs No. 2 25 0 0 25  23 48 45
Ettrick ... 6 5 0 25 0  25 19 K 3
ditto (license  f'ee)+ 1 2 12 1
Bunalba 6 5 0 25 0 25 21)
ditto (license  feet  2 12 1 ! i
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LIST OF RUNS ---eo t wed
am. aunt.
JWUMM"AMft
of ]OWL
abl& 2%"L
644n
446n
349
514n
515n
656n
„
657n
„
658n
659n
ditto
Barnes , Smith, and
Smith
Beirne, F. O.
Brandon, Henry
ditto
Bostock ,  Edward
ditto ...
ditto
Bostock ,  Edward
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
. „ ditto
675n Brodie, T. A.
...
...
ditto ...
676n  ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
698 Brodie ,  B. P. ... ...
624n,  Browne, Thomas ...
642,,! ditto ... ...
670n  Brown, W. C. ...It 1  ditto
655n1 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
661n 1  ditto ...
685n  Burton, Georgina ...
374a  Cam  bell, John ...
375a ditto ... ...
606 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
368a Callaghan and Wilson
318a ditto ... ...
376a ditto ... ...
613 ditto ...
616 ditto ...
It ditto ...643 ditto ... ...
479n ditto
476n  ditto
645n ditto
680n ditto
577n  Collins,  Thomas ...
302a Collins,  C. and T. ...
362a  ditto ... ...
363a  ditto
358a  Collins,  senr., Wm., and
Collins, junr., Geo.
602 ditto ... ...
ditto . ...
603 ditto ... ...
ditto
326a  Cooper, Cooper, andMytton
327a  ditto  ... ...
328a ditto ... ...
329a  ditto ... ...
635,,  ditto
ditto ... ...
636u  ditto ...
553k  ditto ... ...
COOK-continued.
Stratheden ... 6 5 0
ditto (license fee)+ 2 12 1Kyogle ... ...  6 5 0
ditto (license  fee):  2 12 1
Primrose No. 211 ...
North a dge ... ... 12 10 0
Southedge ... ... 12 10 0
Highbury No. 6 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.7 ... 7 10 0
ditto No.8 ... 7 10 0
Purumu No. 1 ... 10 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 10 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.4 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.5 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.6 ... 6 5 0
ditto  No. 7 ... 10 0 0
ditto No.8 ... 6 5 0
Huonsfels¶§ 6 5 0
ditto (license fee) + 5 4 2
ditto No.1¶§ 6 5 0
ditto (license  tee)+ 5 4 2
ditto No. 21[§ 6 5 0
ditto  (license  fee) $ 5 4 2
ditto No.3¶ 6 5 0
ditto (license ee) $ 5 4 2
Dagworth¶ ... ... ..
Rockey ... 6 5 0
ditto  (license  fee)+ 3 12 11
ditto (arrears ) ... 6 5 0
Battle Camp No. 1 6 5 0
Bangall  ... ... 12 10 0
ditto No.l 18 15 0
Rose Bush Plains¶§ 12 10 0
ditto No.1.; §... 12 10 0
ditto No.2¶§.. 12 10 0
Ohio¶ ...
Campbellville4f .. 6 5 0
ditto No. 1¶ 6 6 0
ditto No.2 6 5 0
ditto  No.3 6 5 0
Mount Mulgrave ... 25 0 0
Mitchell  ... ...  6 5 0
Dundee ... ... 12 10 0
Frome ... 6 5 0
Frome  No. 1 ... 25 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 26 0 0
Rocky Hill  ... ...  6 5 0
ditto (arrears ) ... 3 12 11
Dingo ... n. 1.
Kangaroo Hills§
Clare ... ... 6 5 0
Cork¶§ ...  6 5 0
ditto (license fee) + 4 3 4
Brookland  No. 4 ... 12 10 0
Lynn Water ... 96 16 0
Snake's Valley  ... 12 10 0
Sandlewood  ... 12 10 0
Fixby ... ... 50 0 0
Brooklands  No. 1 .. 6 5 0
ditto No.2 .,. 6 5 0
ditto No.3 .. 6 5 0
Fixb No . 2 ... 6 5 0
Broads No.  1 ... 21 3 6
ditto No.2...
Oak Park ...
S ring  Hill .. ...
Mount  Lookout ...
Eastdale ...
Titteratone ...
Dumbbno ...
18 3 0
16 6 8
19 19 4
8 15 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
b.1.
25 0 25
Unae Fe"
21 K 3
25 0 25 22
49 0 49 208
50 50 57 K 2
50 25 75 55
25 0 25  16
30 0 30 17
30 0 30 18
40 35 75 42
40 35 75 43
25 25 50 44
25 25 50 45
25 25 50 46
25 25 50 47
40 40 80 48
25 11 36 49
25 25 50 80
25 25 50 81
25 25 60 82
25 25 50 83
„
13
50 50 100 445 K1
25 0 25 236 K 2
25 25 50 71 K 1
60 26  75  70 K 3
75 25 100 71
50 50 100 40
50 50 100 41
50 50 100 53
25 0 25 101
25 1 26 133
25  0 25 135
25 0 25 167
26 0 25  169
50 0 60 35
25 0 25 75
50 2 52  137
25 0 25 197
100 0 100 209 lip l
100 0 100 211
25 25 50 321
25 0 25 150
25 25  50 166
25 26 50 23
25 25  50 91
„is
K3
60 25 75 142 K 2
100 0 100 23 J
25 15 40 5 K 1
25 10 35 7
100 0 100 37
85 0 25 153
25 23 48 155
25 25 50 157
25  0 25  159
35 15 60 17 J
30 20 50 15
27 23  5o- H 21
33 17 50 1935 i5 50 57
30 90 1 60 1 5860 5930
6
20
3 60 94
K2
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LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Arm in
square ache..
Lessee.
Cox and Lakeland
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Crowley, J. W.
Rent.
£ s. d.
458n
459n
„
460n
99
461n
449n
489n
ditto ...
Run.
COOK---continued.
York Downs¶
... ditto No. 111
... ditto No. 24
ditto No.3¶
ditto No. 4T
ditto No. 5¶
ditto No. 6¶
ditto No.  7"'
Stradbally ... ...
ditto (license fee)*
Dungaroon ...
ditto (license fee)*
Waterford No. 1 ...
ditto (license fee)*
Springtt
Charmwood ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Abingdon Downs ...
490n1 ditto ...
645 1 Cook, S. W.
620 Cul'r,  Marmaduke
ditto
621 ditto ...
646 ditto ...
647 ditto ...
ditto ...
585n ditto ...
660n ditto ...
687n ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
688n ditto ...
494n
605
693n
Curr, C. M. ...
D'Arcy, James
ditto ...
636
637
641
671n
„
Charmwood No. 3 ...
ditto No.4...
ditto  No. 5  ..
Charmwood No. 7
Gracemere¶ ...
..Chatsworth
ditto (license fee)*
Clarendon¶§
ditto (license fee)*
Granville ... .
ditto (license fee)"
Charmwood No. 6...
St. Ronan 's... ...
Glennfinlas ... ...
ditto (license fee)"'
Strathleven¶§De Salis and Nicolson
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
672n  ditto ...
486n ditto ...
487n ditto ...
„ ditto  ..
649 Dickson, D. P.
674 ditto ...
675 ditto ...
676 ditto
677 ditto
678 ditto
621n  ditto ..
631n Dickson  D. P., and R. P.
ditto ... ...
632n ditto
ditto
633n ditto
686n ditto
is ditto ...
681n ditto
682n ditto
ditto ..
479n Dickson and Sweetland
480n ditto ...
is ditto ...
481n ditto ...
ditto- No.1 IT
ditto No. 2¶
ditto No. 31
Tharwa No. 1¶§
ditto No. 2¶ ...
Strathleven No. 41§
ditto (license fee)*
Meron Downs¶§
ditto (license fee)*
ditto No. IT
ditto (license fee +
ditto No. 3T...
ditto No. 2T...
Strathleven No. 5¶
Nammerong... ...
Eveleigh  No. 1
ditto No. 2
Lubrina
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
Eveleigh No. 3
Bolwarra ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5  ..
ditto  (license fee)*
ditto No. 6
ditto (license fee)"'
Woorgaman  No. 1...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Kolkoh No. 1 ..
ditto (license feell.
ditto No. 2
ditto (license fee)*
ditto No. 3 ..
ditto  (license  fee)'
ditto No. 4
ditto (license fee)+
3 2 6
10 0 0
1 13 4
12 10 0
3 2 6
6 5 0
1 11 3
Avail-
able.
50
50
50
50
25
50
5040
50
Una-
vanabie. Total.
Leads  M o.
40 80 185 K 3
50 100 186
50 100 187
50 100 188
50 100 189
25 50 19040  90  191
50 100 206
35 75 125
50 100 124
25 1 25 50 123
8 0 0 32 28 60 327
6 5 0 25 2 27 225
6 5 0 25 25 50 227
6 5 0 25 5 30 229
12 10 0 50 25 75 333
7 10 0 30 25 55 335
n. 1. 25 25 50 337
6 5 0 25 15 40 159
6 5 0 25 5 30 51
6 5 0 25 25 50 106
3 2 6
6 5 0 25 25 50 105
3 2 6
6 5 0
3 2 6
6 5 0
16 10 0
6 5 0
2 1 8
8 10 0
8 10 0
8 10 0
8 10 0
8 10 0
8 10 0
9 10 0
8 14 2
6 5 0
5 14 7
25 25 50 104
25 24 49 455
66 30 96 165
25 15 40 117
34 16 50 291
34 16 50 293
34 16 50 295
3 t 16 50 297
34 16 50 311
34 16 50 313
38 37 75 72
25 , 25 50 73
6 5 0 25 1 25 50 74
5 14 7
28
35
25
6 5 0 25
8 15 0 35
8 15 0 35
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
n. 1. 40
10 0 0 40
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
10, 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
8 15 0
4 7 6
35
6 5 0 25
3 2 6
6 6 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
1 0 10
12 10 0 50
1 0 10
12 10 0 50
1 0 10
12 10 0 50
1 0 10
„
is
27 55 130 K 3
15 50 129
15 40 128
25 50 345 K
15 50 405 K 1
15 50 407
50 100 409
50 100 411
25 50 413
32 72 229
35 75 249
17 42 250
50 100 251
50 100 252
25 50 253
35 70 102
25 50 103
0 25 93
10 35 94
10 35 95
50 100 135
50
50
50
is
K2
„
is
K3
„
100 136
100
1©0
137
138 ,,
1323
LIST OF RUNS- onntimed.
mated Ares in
saoare M.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Avail.
abi..
d.
434n  Dickson and Sweetland
465n ditto
465n  ditto
466n ditto
357n  Earl, James
629 ditto
670 ditto
579n  ditto
...
582n  ditto ...
623 Ferguson, David
360a Firth, E.
320a ditto
321a  ditto
604 ditto
689n ditto
488n ditto .
656 Forsyth, James
657 ditto
658 ditto ...
659 ditto
660 ditto ...
661 ditto ...
662 ditto ...
663 ditto ...
664 ditto ...
665 ditto ...
666 ditto
632 Fox , P. J. ...
644 ditto ...
651 ditto ...
652 ditto ...
606n ditto
ditto ...
486n ditto
485n ditto ...
„ ditto
484n ditto
476n ditto
477n  ditto
„ ditto
478n ditto
ditto
466n' ditto
451n ditto
448n ditto
„ ditto
COOK-- continued.
Kolkoh No. 5
ditto No. 6
Kolkoh, No. 7
ditto  No. 8
Butcher's Hi ll
Hell's Gate
Rag Vale ...
...Macquarie
Ninda ...
Walloon¶ ...
Stony Rises
Albert Downs
Fossil Brook
...
Rugby ..
ditto No .2
ditto  (license fee)$
Rugby No. 3¶
Evergreen  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
Pombeete Vo. ditto 2
.., ditto No. 3 ¶
.. , ditto No. 4 ¶
... Yambo  If  ...
... Brook ...
... Bald Hill ...
ditto (license fee)$
... ditto No. 1 .
ditto (license fee)$
... Big River ... ...
ditto (license fee)$
ditto No.1 .
ditto (license fee)$
Pine Tree ...
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4¶
Pine Tree No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No.  8
ditto No.91
Sumbacolungy No. 1
Dagmar No. 2 ...
Oaks ...
692n Fraser,  John ... ...
655 Fraser, Thos.  Henry ...
376a Fulford  and Williams
377a  ditto
ditto
591n ditto
600
613
614
„
ti15
342a
343a
345a
348a
351a
354a
646
646n43
4445
46
ditto ...
Gibson, James
Hall, W. R.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Springfield ...
Rosewood ...
Arden¶ ...
Belmont¶ ...
Normanb
Neemorah East
ditto West ...
Mahlah East ...
ditto West
...
... Byroe's Plains No. 1
... ditto No.2
... I ditto No. 4ditto No.  7
... Confluence No. 1 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
... Miranda ...
... Pine ...
... Copperfield ...
... Nepowe
Preston ...
... Rienza ...
...
n.1. 25
n.1. 25
n. 1.  25
n.1. 25
17 0 0 34
10 10 0 42
n. 1. 38
9 10 0 38
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
25 0 0 50
55 0 0 50
27 10 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
2 12 1
... 25
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 60
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 0 0 48
10 0 0 40
8 10 0 34
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
0 10 5
6 5 0 25
0 10 5
6 5 0 25
0 10 5
6 5 0 25
0 10 5
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
8 15 0 35
12 10 0 50
25
n.l. 40
... 4050
50
7 10 0 30U.I.  25
8 15 0 36
10 0 0 40
10 15 0 43
18 15 0 75
7 10 0 30
12 10 0 60
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
20 0 0 80
17 10 0 70
69 6 0 60
69 6 0 60
52 16 0 48
28 17 6 25
69 6 0 60
77 7 8 67
4913 4 43
15 0 0 25
38 15 0 25
15 0 0 25
15 0 0 25
15 0 0  26
Una-
aih I 'total.
Lands Folio.
25 50 197
25 50 198
25 50 199
25 50 ' 200
16 50 89
126 „
369 K 1
18 60 263
2 40 397
37 75 147 K 2
25 60 153
10 35 233 „
0 50 1 K
48 98 35 G
25 50 36 „
t0 35 161 K
23 48 108 K 3
371
375
375
377
377
381
383385
387
389
275
323
353355
199
200
131
26 50 132
25 50 133
25 50
50 100
46 96
35 l!)
50 100
25 50
40 80
40 80
34 84
41 91
20 50
25 50
15 50
18 5821 64
25 100
20 50
25 75
25 100
25 100
20 100
30 1100
0 1 60
0 i 60
0 48
23 48
0 1 60
0 67
21 64
0 25
0 25
134
146
146
147
148
149
167201
207
209
173
367
141
143
145
170
K3
K1
„
171  oil
149  It
199 „
201 „
203
205
46 G
47  it
49
67
53
56
63
4
5
0 25 8
0 25 7
0 26 6
M)
324
LeBow
507n  Hall, W .  a. ...
„
ditto ...
608n ditto ...
510n ditto ...
„ ditto
623% ditto ...
624n ditto ...
634n ditto ...
635a ditto ...
„ ditto
545n Haydon  and Forsyth
646% ditto ... ...
„
ditto
547,, ditto ...
it  ditto ...
648n ditto ...
It ditto ...
549n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
660n ditto ...
„ ditto
551n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
652n  ditto ...
552n  ditto ...
553n ditto
536n  Haydon and Geddes ...
537n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
638n ditto
ditto ...
539n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
540n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
541n ditto ...It ditto .. ...
605 Henderson ,  George ...
610 ditto ...
611 ditto ...It ditto ... ...
612 ditto ...
584n  ditto
685n ditto ...
354a  Henderson and Skene
361a  ditto ... ...
622n  ditto ... ...
654n ditto ... ...
527n  Hungerford, E. A.
561n ditto ...
562n ditto
„
ditto ......
563n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
664n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
565n ditto ...
666n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
667n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
568n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
669 ditto ...
636% ditto ...
„ ditto ...637n ditto ...to ditto ...
688to dittoditto
639n ditto ...
640n ditto ...
647% ditto ...
64h ditto- ...
LIST OF  RUNS- confinued.
Rua. Bent.
$ s. d.
COOK-continued.
Oakview  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.4 ...
East Creek  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2
Wivenhoe No.  1  ¶§
ditto No.2 ¶§
Bagstowe  No. 1¶§::
ditto  No. 2q1.
Shoreham ... ...
Torwood .. ...
ditto No. 1 ..
ditto No. 2...
ditto No. 3...
ditto No. 4...
ditto No. 5...
ditto No. 6...
ditto  No. 7...
ditto No. 8...
ditto No. 9...
ditto No. 10...
ditto No. 11...
ditto No. 12...
ditto No. 13...
ditto No. 14 ...
ditto No. 15 ...
Eureka ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Ullangarra ... ...
Wentworth ... ...
Katoomba ... ...
Albury ...
Murray
Chiltern ...
Ovens ...
Deeside ..
Greenmantle
Beechworth
Lawson ...
ditto (license fee)
ditto (arrears) ...
Monteagle ... ...
Vanrook No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ..
ditto No. 81f ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ..
ditto  No. 13¶ ...
ditto No. 14¶ ...
ditto No.
Dunbar No.
15
13
..
ditto No. l4
ditto No. 15 ...
ditto No. 16 ...
ditto No. 17 ...
ditto No. 18 ...
Lockton¶... ..
ditto No. 31 ..
ditto No. `¶ ...
ditto No.7¶ ...
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Avail-
able.
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
ti 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 26
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 10 0 26
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
11 15 0 47
7 10 0 30
41 5 0 56
73 15 0 59
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
1 11 3
6 5 0
25 0 0 100
10 0 0 40
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 76
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
10 0 0 40
15 0 0 60
75
18 15 0 75
10 0 0 40
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
... 50
... 50
50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
10 0 0 40
... 5060
60
Una-
vailable. Total.
I sods Folio.
25 50
25 60
25 50
25 50
26 50
26 50
26 50
26 50
26 50
50 100
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
30 60
60 100
50 100
50 100
50 100
50 100
25 50
26 50
25 50
25 50
25 50
25 50
0 26
5 30
5 30
10 35
10 35
23 70
15 45
15 70
25 84
15 40
25 50
0
2025
25
25
25
20
30
2525
20
2625
25
2625
50505050
0
3560
6050
234
235
23
4
78
79
80
81
82
83
8485
86
87
8889
90
91
92
93
6061
6263
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
163
K2
187
189
191
193
157 K 2
158
45 K 129
232 Ko2
39 K 3
100 41 K
60 110 K 2
100 111
100 112
100 113
100 114
60 116
90 116
100 118
100 119
60 120
100 121
100 122
75 123
75 124
75 125
100 5
100 6
100 7
100 8
100  1  9
75 I 10
100 11100 14
100 85
100 28
325
LIST OF BUNS --- Owstin>
II
us" Lands Polio.
COOK--- conti.ncced.
602n Hungerford, E. A. ... Cunningham Plains
603n ditto ... ... ditto No.  1
604n ditto  ... .., ditto No. 4
693n ditto ... Highland No. 111§1
543a  Hungerford, Hunger- Dunbar No. 1 ...
ford, Hungerford,
Hungerford and Ged-
des .. ...
„ ditto ...
544n ditto ... ...
557a  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
558n ditto
598n Hungerford , Geddes
and Geddes
9.0
599"
„
600n
to
626n
„
627n
91
628n
„
629nto
630n
633n
634n
647n
649n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
495n Jones, Hy. Russell
601nj ditto
617n ditto ...
667n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
668n ditto ...
669n ditto ...
608n Leslie, Thomas
455n Massey  Brothers
446n ditto ...
455n  ditto ...
456n!  ditto ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto No.6
ditto  No. 6
ditto No. 7
... ditto No. 8 ...
... ditto  No. 9 ...
... ditto No.10 ...
... ditto No. 11 ...
... ditto No. 12 ...
... Dorunda .. ...
... ditto No. 1¶ ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
... ditto No.4 ...
... ditto  No. 54f ...
... ditto No. 6¶ ...
... ditto No.7 ...
... ditto No.  8( ...
... ditto No.9 ..
... ditto No. 10¶ ...
... ditto No. 11T...
... Dunbar No. 19 ...
... Lockton No. 71T ...
... Deighton tt ...
... East  Deighton
... Boralga No. IT ...
... Koolburra ...
... ditto  No. 1  ...
... ditto No.3 ...
... ditto No.4 ...
... Maiden Va e¶ § ...
... Lochinvar No. 2
... Strathmorne No. 11
... Rokeby .. ...
ditto No.1. ...
445n' ditto .. ... Goulburn + .. .
531n' Masse  , C. E., O. H.,
G., and G.
„ ditto
532n dittoto  ditto
533n ditto
„ ditto
534ni  ditto
„ ditto
607 Morris, Thomas
632 Mackezie, Donald
618n ditto ...
Ealing ... ...
Strathmorne .
ditto (arrears) 11Locksleigh ... ...
YeZrdyyaltt e ...
nnedNo. 2
ditto (license fee) 1
375 McDermott and O'Beirne Laura ... ...
631 ditto ... ... Upper Laura ...
627 ditto ... ... Lake View ... ...to ditto ... ... Emla No. 1 ...
628 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
654n  ditto ...  Primrose  No. IT ...
683n McGuigan, Patrick ... Baroota No. 2 ...
65-t MCLetln, John Mitchell Downs t ...
467n  ditto ... ... May ... ...
583n ditto ...
626n ditto ...
462M INctt, A.  W.
ditto ...
... Vardon
St. Albans
... Bailey ...
Ralston ...Boxvale ...
... Belle View ... .. 1Beaudesert ...
ditto (license fee)
Bydowns  Wo. 1
ditto  No. 2
12 10 0 50 0 50 192 K 2
15 0 0 60 40 100 193 „
7 10 0 30 20 50 196
2 1 8 25 10 35 116 K 3
25 0 0 100 0 100 73 K 2
25 0 0 100
25 0 0 100
12 10 0 50
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
10 0 0 40
10 0 0 40
10 0 0 40
10 0 0 40
10 0 0 40
7 10 0 30
18 15 0 75
75
... 75
75
18 16 0 75
... 75
... 75
75
18 16 0 7550
... 50
12 10 0 50
50
9 10 0 38
n.l. 25
6 5 0 25
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
n. 1. 25
1 10 0 36
n. 1. 70
n. 1. 70
1 9 2 35
0 100 74
0 100 75
25 75 101
25 100 102
25 100 103
35 75 183
35 75 184
35 75 185
35 75 186
35 76 187
20 50 188
25 100 239
25 100 240
25 100 241
25  100  242
25 100 243
25 100 244
25 100 245
25 100 246
25 100 247
25 100 248
25 75 254
25 75 1
50 100 24
50 100 28
37 75 459
15 40 189
0 25 222
to
K1
K2
30 60 64 K 3
30 60 65
25 50 67
25 50  68
50 100 203
6 30 177
18 54 212
30 100 178
30 100 179
15 50 213
8 15 0 35
8 15 0 35
8 15 0 35
8 15 0 35
16 15 0 67
8 15 0 35
8 15 0 35
0 14 7
8 15 0 35
12 10 0 50
18 15 0 75
6 5 0 25
3 12 11
8 15 0 35
6 5 0 25
8 15 0 35
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
n. 1. 25
6 5 0 50
n. 1. 25
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
6 6 0
n.1. 70
n.1. 40
15 50 49
15 50 50
15 50 51
15 50 52
33 100 53
15 50 54
15 50  55
15 50 56
0 50 173
25 100 277
10 35 223
100
150
0
50
250
05
46
3020
50 137
25 269
50 253
25 255
25 257
100 38 K 3
50 96  to
50 365 K 1
25 169 K 3
30 ' 154 K 2
96 1 238
100 1
17'2
K3
826
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Lessee.
453n
„
454n
„
677n
678n
„
679n
„
Nott, A. W. ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto68nn
617n O'Brien, Hunt,
364a
372a
373a
of
374
640
638
639It
642
643n
6831,
584n
640
595n
596n91
597n
683n 1
Steele
Ron. Rent.
Faatimated Area in
Square  M iles.
Avail- Una-
able. vailabl e
COOK--eon ti  n tied.
Bvdoww'ns No. 3.
ditto No.4
•••
...I ditto No.5
... ditto No.  6  ...
... Meta Downs No.  1
... ditto No. 2
... ditto  No. 3
... ditto  No. 4
... ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6
and Blackwell¶§...
Green Hills... ...
Box Hill ...
ditto No. 2 ...
O'Brien  and Wilson
O'Brien , Patrick
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
684n ditto
ditto
630
671
672
530nto
609
617
„
618
619It
301
... ' ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.5ar' .
Langlo Vale No. 9
ditto No.2
ditto No.31
ditto No. 4!i
ditto No.51
ditto  No.6!T
ditto No 79
ditto  No. 8¶§
Green 11 ills No. 21(
ditto  No. 39§
ditto  -No: 49
ditto  No. 5$ 71§
ditto  No. 69
ditto  No. 70,,-',k
ditto -No. 8! §
Langlo Vale (§...
ditto  (license fee)+
ditto No.9¶§.
ditto (license fee)+
Box Hill No. 6¶§...
Palmer , Edward ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Queensland  In vestment
and Land Mortgage
Company
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto (license fee)+
Booree ...
Sherbrooke
Granville ...
Oondoo ...
Linden ...
Fairy Meadows
l)eep Water
Highbury  No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. .1.
ditto ... ditto No. 5
Reid, W., Stev enson, J., Arbora ...
and Palmer, E.
11.1.  10
n.1. :35
n.1. 66
n.1. 40
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
18 15 0 75
9 5 0 37
13 15 0 55
10 0 0 40
3025
30
30
2.)
25
2525
13
20
:15
(ands Folio.
70 173 K 3
60 174
90 175
70 176
1100 85
1 100 86
100 87
100 88
50 89
75 90
75 221
12 10 0 25 (  25 2:1 K 1
6 5 0 25 2 27 125
6 5 (  25 7 32 127
6 5 0 25 1) 25 129
6 5 0 25 1) 25 131
6 5 0 25 4) 25 ' 309
6 5 0 25 11) 35 299
6 5 0 25 10 35 301
6 5 0  25  10 35 303
6 5 0 25 11) 35 305
6 5 0 25 0 25 317
6 5 I) 25 0 25 319
16 5 0 65 35 100 155
16 5 0 65 35  100  156
6 5 0 25 0 25 30718 15 1) 75 2.5  100 177
6 5  4)  25  1) i 25  178
6 5  0  25 0 I  25 1711)
6 5 0 25 0 25 180
6 5 0 25 0 25 181
6 5 0 25 0 25  182
6 5 0 25 10 35 97
3 12 11
7 10 0 30 30 60 98
4 7 ( 
10 0 ()  10 30 70 99
to
5 16 8
10 0 0 40 10 50 265 K 1
10 0 0 40 10 50  267
7 10 0 30  5 35 .I 399
10 0 0 40  10 50 401
8 10 0 34 li 414) 47
8 11) 0 34 6 40 48
7 10 0  31) 6 36 181
... 8 15 I) 35
... 12 14) I) 50
... 12 10 0 50
... 12 10 0 50
... 12 10 0 50
... ti 15 0 27
... 1; 5 0 25
303 ditto  ... ...  Springlands ... ... 9 10 0 38
308 ditto  ... ... North Mitchell ... 10 0 0 40
3O9 ditto  ... ...  Camden  ... ... 10 0 0 90
313 ditto  ... ...  Gamboola  ... ... 10 0 0 40
369 ditto  ... ...  Pinnacle Downs  ... 10 0 0 40
369 ditto ... ... Mimosa Side  ... 6 5 0 25
371 ditto  ... ...  Arcadia ...  ... 12 10 0 50
371 ditto  ... ...  Karook  ... 10 10 0 42
631 ditto  ... ...
I
Waratah ... ... 10 0 I) 44)
645 ditto  ... ...  The Cedars ... ... 10 0 0 44)
605n ditto  ... ... Apee  ... ...  7 0 0 28
608
ditto ... ...  Dagallagan  ...  8 15 0 35
ditto  ... ... White  Plains  ... 6 5 0 25
ditto  ... ... Lyndbank ... 7 0 0 28
685n ditto  ...  Soda Springs  .. ... 40
607 Reynolds and Fitz- Red Bluff ... ,,. 6 5 0 25
15
u
0
I)
04)
1)
gibbon
576n ditto .. ... Blink Bonny N e. 1 6 5 110 25
689n, Richardoon  and  * odie J Pelican  ii o. 12' ... ... 50 30
Cooga
10  183
54) 213
50 215
50 217
50 219
27 223
25 101
54 103
50 105
50  W7
50 109
50 111
30 113
75 119
65  1 121
50 271
48 329
36 197
40 198
30 177 K 1
35 179
50 100 K 3
36  175 K I
:36 141 K2
100  109 K 3
327
LtkYr OF ET-TN S-eontinuea.
Estimated Area in
square Mt1ee.
Lessee. lion. Rent.
.s. d.
Avail- Una-Mole . , vallable.
1-1
TOW.
land .  ToltO.
COOK -eo,tinired.
690n Richardson and Brodie Pelican No. 13 ...
i ditto (license fee)+
ditto  ...  ... ditto No. 14 ...
ditto (license fee)'
69112 ditto ... ... Pelican No. 15 .
ditto (license fee)+
ditto ... ditto No. 16 ...
ditto (license fee)+
692n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 17 ..
ditto (license fee)+
ditto ... ... ditto No. 18.
ditto  (license fee)+
49112  ditto ... ...  Pelican  No. 19 ...
ditto (license fee+)
490121 ditto ,,, .,. ditto No. 20 ..
ditto (license fee+)...
516n  ditto ... ...  Pelican ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...,p I
51712 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
518nn ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 599
619n,  ditto ... ... ( ditto No. 6 ...
° I ditto No. 7 ...
520n  ditto ... ... + ditto No. 8 ...
„ i ditto No. 9 ...
521x, ditto ... ... ditto No. 10 ...
„ ditto N o. 11 ...
62211, ditto ... ...  Staaten  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
52312 ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 ...
„ ditto No. 4
52412  ditto ... ... ditto No. 5 ...
„ ditto N o. 6 ...
y25n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 7 ...
99 , ditto No. 8
526 ditto ... ... ditto N o. 9 ...
„ ditto No. It) ...
608.,i,  Richardson and O'Reilly  Mentana  ...  ...
609n  Curr and Mullahy ditto No. 1 ...
„ ditto No. 2
:::610n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3
„ ditto No. 4
611n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 5  ...
„ ditto No. 6 ...
61212  ditto ... ... ditto No.7 ..
„ ditto No. 8 ...
613n  ditto .. ... ditto No. 9 ...
613n1  Richardson, O'Reilly... Mentana No. 10
614r  Curr and M ullahy ... ditto N o. 11 ...
ditto ... ... ditto No. 12 ...
615n ditto ... ... ditto No. 13 ...
„ ditto ... ... ditto No. 14 ...I
616ni ditto ... ... ditto No. 15 ...I
„ ditto ... ... ditto No. 16 .
488n Rosing , N. ... ... Campbellville No. 49
693 Rutherford,  James  ...  Mariana ...
481nI Sefton, Robert... ... Yarra No. 14Fj
482 4  ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3
483n ditto ... ... ditto ]Ro. 4
„  1  ditto ... ... ditto  Zo
48411 ditto ... .. .ditto  No. 6T  ...
46.2n1 Sefton and Cox ... Pioneer  Dowiis9f ..
It  ditto ... ... ditto No. 1¶
463is1 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 291
ditto ... ... ditto No. 39
464n' ditto ditto -No. 49f
304a!Smith 1 BarheR ,and Smith Quinton ...305a  itto ... ...  North Lyndhurst ...
306a; ditto ... ... Lyndhurst ... ...
307a  ditto ... South Lyndhurst ...
330a ditto  Salcey Forest
331a  ditto ... ...  Gleurock ... ... +
332a ditto  ,,. ... Sunnyside ,.. ...
12 10  it  .'io .50 ] (0) 114) R 3
4 3 4 '
12 11) 0 30 50 100  111  11
4 :3 4,
12  10 t) 50 50 1(N) 112 „
4 3 4 1
12 10 O 5o 54) 1(N) 113
4 3 4
12 10 0  541  50 1(X) lit „
4 3 4
10 (  0 40 :35 75 115
3 6 8
1O 0 0 4(1 35 7 5 121 „
2 10 0
10 0 0 40 35  75 122
2 10 0
12 10 0 50 50 10t) 19  K2
12 14) O 50 50 100 20
12 10 0 50 50 100 i 21
12 10 0 50 50 1111) i 22
12 1t) 0  Si)  50 100 23 „
12 10 0 50 50 1(X) i 24 „
12 14) 0 50 50 11;0 25
12 10 o 50 50 1(x) 26
12 10 0 50 50 14 t0 I 27
12 10 0 50 60 100 28
12 10 0 50 50 ' 100 29
12 10 0 50 50 100 30 „
10 0 0 40 35 75 31  to
10 0 0 40 35 75 32  to
10 0 0 40 35 75 33
10 0 0 40 35  75  34 „
10 0 0 40 35 75 35 „
10 0 0 40 35 75 36
10 0 0 40 35 75 37 „
10 0 0 40 35 1 75 1 38 to
10 0 0 40 35 75 39 „
10 0 0 4 0 35 7 5 40 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 204 „
17 10 0 70 30 1(X1 205 „
17 10 1) 70 30 100 206
17 10 0 70 30 11x) 207 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 208  to
17 10 0 70 30 100 209 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 210 it
211  to1710 0 70 30  100
17 10 0 70 30 100 1 212 „
17 10 0 70 30 100  213
17 10 0 70 30 100 214
17 10 0 70 30 100 215 of
8 15 0 35 15 51) 216
8 15 0 35 15 50 217
8 15 0 35 15 50 218
8 15 0 35 1a 50 219  to
17 10 0 70 30 100 220
25 0 25 127 K 3
25 0 0 25 11 36 60 G i
23 25 50 139 K 3
... `25 25 50 1 140  to
25 25 50 141 „
. 23 25 50 14'2
... 25 25 50 14:3
23 25 50 144
... 30 ) 100 19.2  to
... 60 50 100) 193 to
25 5 50 194
40 70 195 „
5t1 ) 100 196
15 2 6 25 50 7 J
15 2 6 2i 11 36 1 „
15 2 6 25 17 42 3
95 8 2 JJJ 42  1  41() 82 rr 5
15 2 6 25 25 50 13
35 3 6 125 '25 50 11
15 2 6 25 '2.5  5i) 9 „
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LIST OF RUN S--oontinaed.
I°i lAssee. Beat. Told. Ian" robe.
£ . d.
359a  Smith,  Barnes, and
Smith
360a ditto ...
324a Smith  and Co., H. F....
323a  Smith, H. F.... ...
604 ditto ... ...
466n  Smith, S. C. ... ...
457n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
458n ditto ...
642n  Sheffield, Robert
496n  South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
497n
Company
ditto
ditto
665n
ditto
ditto
671n ditto
625n ditto
600 ditto ...
344a ditto ...
345a ditto ...
346a ditto
347a ditto ...
621n ditto ...
654 ditto ...
594n ditto ...
447n ditto
to ditto ... ...
343 Thomas, John ... ...
495n  ditto ...
669n  ditto ... ...
619n Tyson James ... ...
620n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
680n ditto ... ...
460n Von Bremen , H. D....
615 Wallace, Charles
601n ditto ...
602n ditto ...
653n  ditto ...
471n Watson, S. G....
472n  ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
473n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
474n ditto ...
„
ditto ... ...
475n  ditto ... ...
„
ditto
467n  ditto ..
468n  Watson, G. T.
469n ditto ...
to ditto ...
470n ditto ...
ditto ...471s ditto
681n  Williams, W. J.
635 Wilson , William,
McLean, John
and
IM..:" 12 in
sq"n NMW&
COOK- continued.
Dyraaba ... ...
Gordon Brook
Lynd No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Myall  Downs ...
Thornbury¶
ditto No.14'
ditto  No. 2j
ditto No. 3¶
Staunton ... ...
Ruby
Eveline ...
Ethel ...
Ada
Myrtlebaak
Ruby No. 1
ditto No. 2
Rifle Dread ...
Vale of  Mitchell
Dimbulah ...
Kanawarra ...
Talgi ah
Tel-el -Kebir¶§
Dagmar No. 1
Crystal Springs
Khartoum+ ...
Herat $ .. .
Fox .. ...
Brixton .
ditto No. 1
Strathhearn  No.1 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Lochinvar ... ...
ditto  (arrears) ...
Osmer  No. 3 ...
Boggy Creek ...
Bluff No. 1 .
ditto No. 2 ...
Tara  No. 1 ... ...
Bathwick ...
ditto (license fee)+
ditto No.1
ditto (license fee)*
ditto  No.  2 ...
ditto (license fee)+
ditto No.3
ditto  (license fee):
ditto  No.  4
ditto (license fee)$
ditto No. 6
ditto  (license fee):
ditto No.6
ditto (license fee)$
Enorru ... ...
ditto  (license fee):
ditto No.1 ...
(license fee)$ ...
Hored$ ...
Zeredhot ...
Mouruf ... ...
Neph¶ ...
Zaphan+ ...
Vivanho¶ ...
Vibhraj¶ .
Ringwood¶ ...
Limestone ... ...
12 10 0 25 25 50 33 K
17 10 0 35 15 50 31
65 0 0 50 50 100 36 G
26 12 0 38 37 75 25 J
82 10 0 75 25 100 21 G
25 25 60 180 K3
25 25 50 181
25 25 50 182
. 25 25 50 183
6 5 0 25 0 25 18
8 15 0 35 35 70 463 K1
10 0 0 40 40 80 465
6 5 0 25 15 40 467 to
6 5 0 25 15 40 469
10 0 0 40 35 75 117 K2
6 5 0 25 25 50 130
6 5 0  25 10 35 237
6 5 0 25 0 25 147 K1
15 0 0 25 0 25 66
42 10 0 25 0 25 63
46 5 0 25 0 25 62
40 0 0 25 0 25 59
6 5 0 25 25 50 230 K 2
6 5 0 25 25 60 365 K 1
7 10 0 30 20 50 176 K 2
1 0 10 25 25 50 215 K 3
1 0 10  25 25 50 211
37 10 0 75 25 100 67 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 461 „
6 15 0 27 18 45 69 K 3
17 10 0 70 30 100 226 K 2
17 10 0 70 30 100 227 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 228
10 0 0 40 10 50 417 K 1
11 13 4
n.1 30 19 49 203 K 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 207 K 1U. 1. 25 0 25 190 K 2
6 6 0 25 0 25 191 to
n. 1. 25 25 50 37 K 3
7 10 0 30 30 60 157
6 5 0
6 5 0 25 25 50 158
6 4 2
6 5 0 25 25 50 159
5 4 2
8 15 0 35 35 70 160
7 5 10
6 5 0 25 25 50 161
5 4 2
6 5 0 25 1 26 162
5 4 2
7 0 0 28 28 56 163
5 16 8
6 5 0 25 5 30 164 to
5 4 2
6 5 0 25 25 50 165 to
5 4 2
5 4 2 25 0 25 168 to
5 8 4 26 14 40 151
33 17 50 152
30 16 46 153
6 17 6 33 17 50 154 „
... 32 18 50 155
... 33 17 50 156
50 22 72 92
12 10 0 50 50 100 287 K1
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
lMa. Bent.
Ertiaated Area inSquare Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailabie.Total.
lands Folio.
DARLING DOWNS.
314 Arndell ,  John ... Currinby 42 7 0 ' 25 6 30 3 G
167 Badgery,  F. D., and Swithland ... ... 95 11 10 79 49 128 21 J
d J SS
158
s, .an .
ditto ... Whetstone ... 96 16 0 80 66 146 23 09
3n ditto ... Moo oon East ... 38 10 0 25 25 50 23 G
292 ditto EenaII ... ... 70 0 0 50 50 100 2. „
221 Bank,  Australian Joint Yalta  erne ... ... 48 8 0 40 42 82 205 J
5x
Stock
ditto ... ... Mingoola ... 93 13 9 531 0 531 41
128 ditto ... ...  Glenelgt ... 359 8 7 243 0 243 183 „
bx ditto ... Cobblecundy 25 0 0 25 25 50 9 G
210 Bank of Australasia... U2Per WieambillaIl II 43 4 0 54 54 108 25 C 1
293 Malayaditto 75 12  0 36 22 68. 21 G
179
...
Bank, Commercial Com-  Bottle-tree C ek ... 36 6 0 100 0 100 75 J 1
14es
pany of Sydney
ditto ... ...  Wallan No. 2 ... 95 18 7 711 33 1044 71B
345 ditto ... .. ditto No . 3 ... 41 1 6 321 19 511 71D
184 ditto ... ditto  No. 4 ... 112 14 10 83 40 123 72
185 ditto ... ...  ditto No . 5 ... 31 3 3 22 12 34 71$
330 ditto ... ditto No . 1 ... 10410 3 78 36 114 71A
333 ditto ... ... Bonshaw  I l I j ... ... 48 10 7 35 0 35 50
12n ditto ... ... Langslanddjjjl ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 174 C 1 M
165 ditto ... ... Goonypu lla  ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 49 J
332 ditto ... ... Dulacca  No. It ... 25 16 9 191 25 444 7A C 1
15n ditto ... ...  ditto No . 2 ... 2311 5 171 221 40 7B
212 ditto No 3ditto 48 8 0 40 40 so 7o
15n
. ...... ...
ditto ... ...  ditto No . 4111 .. 22 14 10 19 4 61j 7D of
178 ditto ... ... Lower East chap-
i
25 4 11 291 0 291 61 J
344
n ngt
ditto ... ...  East Tchanning  ... 100 16 8 60 15 75 59 „
234 ditto ... ... Binbian Downs  ... 40 6 8 30 20 50 55 „
236 ditto ... Gnoondoolmall y  .. 60 10 0 40 0 40 57 „
269 ditto ... ... Upper East Tchan• 42 7 0 26 0 25 60 D 1
156
ning
ditto ... ... Gunyan  ... 65 14 8 471 0 471 19A J
133 ditto ... ...  Gunyan South  .. 48 13 4 35 0 35 19B „
11n ditto ... ... Crowder's Creekll II... 26 5 0 25 21 46 17 C 1
272 ditto ... ... Cobbareena ... ... 12 10 0 25 25 60 31 S
303 ditto ... ...  Tara  ... ... 27 0 0 27 27 54 30 C 1
92 ditto Bingeyrang  ... 125 0 0 25 1 26 109 J 1
137 Bank, London Chartered  Cooroora  ... ... 72 12 0 48 0 48 85 J
of Australia
276 ditto ... ...  U_perWongel  Wongel 36 6 0 26 0 26 219 „
277 ditto ... ... Lower  ditto 36 6 0 61 0 61 217
292 ditto ... ... Bombombah  ... 15 2 6 50 0 50 131
254 ditto ... ... Kinkibi lla .. 33 5 6 22 0 22 209
255 ditto ... Kingabi lla Junction 38 11 1 50 0 50 211
259 ditto ... ...  Coomrith  ... ... 33 5 6 54 0 54 213
275 ditto ... ... Gayndall  ... ... 38 14 5 29 0 29 215
278 ditto ... Banagal  ...  ... 36 6 0 29 0 29 221
154 Bank of New South Brush Creek  ... 48 8 0 32 10 42 79  Ji
284
Wales
ditto ... ... Foxburrougb 14 0 0 28 27 55 13 K
153 ditto ... ...  Coolmundat 215 19 7 107; 112 2191 77 J
274 ditto ... ...  Golden Hills 25 0 0 25 21 46 29 K
249 ditto ... ... Gayndell South 43 4 0 24 0 24 49 C 1
219 ditto ... ... Goodar ... 121 0 0 90 M. 1071 203 J
95 ditto ... ...  Wondul ... 127 1 0 106 105 210 99 „
181 ditto Colamba ... 24 11 7 26 42 67 63A to
202 ditto 10 Dogwoodlill... 30 5 0 25 25 50 13 C 1
343 ditto Alderton 52 10 0 25 6 31 42
6n ditto
...
...
... Brushy Park 16 6 8 27 25 52 233 ofJ 1
99
ditto Ula Ula East 40 0 0 30 20 50 22 G
171 Bank ,  Queensland Na- Junction ... 00 10 0 71 0 71 29 „
tional  (Limited)
141 ditto ... ...  Woolanquil... ... 30 5 0 25 7 32 48 C1
203 ditto ... ...  Mall Grove 1111 25 0 0 36 0 36 19 f,
306 ditto ... ...  Miambaa South1111 44 7 4 42 0 42 11 „
174 ditto ... ... Arubia111ilt 21 15 7 26 0 26 56 „
204 ditto ... ... Bentlan III 25 0 0 25 26 51 20 „
170 ditto . Ret reat No.1 40 0 0 40 40 80 137 J
323 ditto
..
...
...
...
...Tinder 111 25 0 0 25 5 30 21 C 1
324 ditto ... ...
...Munda
111
35 0 0 35 35 70 34 „
169 ditto ... ... Burrando. 51 0 0 34 34 68 139 J 1
326 ditto ... ... Badjimoulba 25 0 0 25 9 34 93 J
130 Bank, Union of Aus-
tralia  (Limited)
180 ditto ...
337 ditto
318 Bassingthwaighte, Edw.
362 ditto ...
215 ditto ...
217 ditto ...
257 Beck, R. C. ...
13n ditto ...
258 ditto ... ...
12n Beck and Raynor
57 Bell, T., J. P., and J. A.
147 ditto ... ...
59 ditto ... ...
233 Bodkin, P. F.... ...
201 Bourne, Henry
266 Bowman , W. R. A., E.,
and A.
319 ditto ..
200 Boyd, J. T. T. ...
205 ditto ... ...
331 ditto
195 Bracker, F., Executrix
of late
8n Byrne, John
320 Campbell, Gibson, and
Matthews
187 ditto ... ...
188 ditto
192 ditto ...
260 Cavanough, James ...
326 ditto ...
339 ditto ... ...
93 Clynes, P. J. ... ...
295 ditto
281 Cook, Robert ... ...
352 Coughlan, M. J. and D.
18n Coxon, F. .
290 Cullen, W. H., T. E.,
J. S.
289 ditto
1113 Daisey, J. W...,
162 Daisey, M. ...
161 ditto ...
207 Darling Downs and
Western Land Co.
(Limited)
208 ditto ... ...
246 Delger, John ... ...
110 Devine, P.
220 Dight, J. R., J. G., C. H.
and R. R.
16n ditto ... ...
307 Dines,  R. ... ...
243 Dockrill, Wm. ...
244 ditto ... ...
24•-5 ditto .. ...
241 Farquharson, J. ...
346 1Furnival ,  James ...
191 ditto
172  'Gilchrist and Watt ...
199 ditto ..
248 Gilchrist , Watt,  and Co.
230 Goldsbrough ,  Booth,
Robertson  &  Wagner
273 Heydon, J. C....
287 ditto
311 Higgs' s, W.
355 ditto ... ...
242 ditto ...
13n Holmes ,  Lavinia
1441 ditto ...
830
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Eua. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.Total.
Lands  Polio.
£ s. d.
DARLING  DOWNS-- continued.
Charley's Creek West 35 0 0 25 5  30 44B C 1
Bottle-tree Ranges... 36 6 0 70 0 70 73 J 1
Charle 'sCreekitastll 25 10 35 44 AC1Jingi
..
166 7 6 132 62 194 165 G
Jini FastJin 85 14 2 68 41 109
Pelican Station ... 60 10 0 50 50 100 169
Darr No. 2 ...  39 0 0 39 40 79 98
Delta ... ...  27 19 0 21 0 21 3 D1
Alpha ... ...  14 0 0 14 0 14 57 C 1
Beta ... ...  31 9 2 26 9 35 4 D1
Gamma !!!! .. . 14 0 0 14 0 14 41 Cl
Cooranga West II11 21 12 0 17 4 21 1e
Coorangah III • 23 15 1 17 2 19 1a
Cooranga East ! I! 86 13 1 62 36 98 in
Braemar Forest!! i...  35 0 0 35 35 70 2
HookawoodII II 33 5 6 272 27; 55 12
Maidenhead  64 16 6 334 0 334 159 J
51 17Aitkin's Flat 1 24 0 24 161...
Tiereyboo !It ... 73 9 9 612 60 121; 4 C1
PicurdahlIIy ... 27 10 0 25  132 38; 24 „
WieambillaJill ... 28 15 0 23  0 23 10 to
War roo ... .. 229 18 0 168 0 168 145 J
Fairy Land!!!! ... 27 0 0 27 27 54 14 C 1
Weranga No. 1 ... 42 0 0 42 42 84 117J
ditto  No. 3  ... 45 0 0 45 45 90 121 „
ditto No. 4 ... 51 5 0 25 17 42 123 90
ditto No. 5 ... 56 0 0 56 56  112 125 „
Moonie No. 1 ... 26 5 0 25 2 27 189 „
ditto  No. 2  ... 25 0 0 25 1 26 191 „
Cavan¶ ... ... 25 10 35 55 K 1
Curingen  South ... 36 7 2 20 0 20 107 J
Wunda Wunda ... 36 12 1 51 0 51 1
Boonangar  North ...  41 5 2 46 0 46
0 2
157
1
„
Scotland !!!! ...
Little Plain!!
...
30 5
... ...
0 25 6
+ 25 25 50
6
65
C 1
g
Callingunee ... ... 25 0 0 25 25 50 27 G 1
Bendiddee ... 50 0 0 26 25 50 28 „
Lower Cobblegun ... 38 15 0 25 12 37 31
0
C 1
Cobblegun I!I ... 53 4 10 98 98 35
Miggabaroo I 11 ... 53 4 10 81 0 81  27 of
Wombo Forest!!!! ... 62 18 4 52 0 52  Si. „
Yamo!!!! t ... ... 35 15 4 291 30; 604 6 „
Durah ... ... 6611 0 45 45 90 95 J
Bodumba ... ... 134 5 4 111 112 223 3 „Billa Billa  ... ... 41 2 10 34 34 68 201. „
37 10ditto North 2 31 31  62 201E...
Merawa  ... 37 19 6 224  0  221 153 ,'
36 6Starvation  Cam 0 53  0  53 151p ...
Burning  Thirst ... 36 6 0 66 0  66 149 ff
Vexation  ... 48 8 0 77 0  77 147
Palmy Creek II I I ... 26 0 0 1 26 10 36 23 C 1
Liddell Forest ... 60 10 0 125 125 129 J
Liddle Dale 69 15 0 45 28  73 127. J 1
Pike' s Creek  North!! 302 0 30Q;  197B J`
C'Pike s reek!! ... 382 0 384 197. „
Darr No.1 .. ... 61 8 6 46 45 91 97
Stockyard Creek ... 36 6 0 115 0 115 45
25 0Wicanna 0 25 25 50  2 G 1... ...
Biuig i  ... 25  0 0 25 8 33 111 J 1
scrubby Gully ... 15 14 7 26 26 52 193 3
Euroka  No. 2. ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 33 K
Wild Horse Para- 40 0 10 28 28 56 26 C 1
dise!!!l
ditto (arrears) 3 12 10 4
...  91 19Wyaga 2 76 87 163 101 J.
Head of Yarrel Creek 36 6 0 70  0 70 1103 to
881
LIST OF  BI l(S-continued.
Fitimated  Area  in
square Mile..
206 Hudson, B.
4n Jenkins, R. L.... ...
93 ditto ... ...
94 ditto
145 ditto ... ...
117 ditto ... ...
92 ditto ... ...
223 ditto ... ...
224 ditto ... ...
225 ditto ...
8n Kelly, T. L.
120 Lalor, Wm. ... ...
89 ditto ... ...
136 ditto ... ...17" Lloyd, Wilson, and
Macfarlane , Execu-
tors  of late Dr. R. L.
Jenkins
19n Loughlin, Leonard, and
Sinclair
266 ditto ...
159 ditto ...
175 ditto ... ...
176 ditto ...
177  ditto ... ...
252 ditto ...
10n ditto
111 Macansh, J. P.
125 Marsh , M. H....
16n Mott, David ..
263 McDonald, Donald
356 ditto ...
In ditto ..
232 McFadden, James
14n McLaren, D. ...
135 McLeod, R.
358 McNulty, Thomas
360 ditto
226 North British Austral-
asian  Company
228 ditto .. ...
11n Piper and Collins ...
150 Queensland Co-opera-
tive Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited
173 ditto ... ...
189 ditto
190 ditto ... ...
193 ditto
216 ditto ... ...
341 ditto ... ...
119 QueenslandInvestlttent
and Land Mortgage
Company
138 Queensland Mercantile
and Agency Company
240 ditto ... ...
289 ditto ... ...
291 ditto ... ...
335 ditto ... ...
7n ditto ...
238 Raff and B.obertion ...
209 ditto ...
214 ditto ...
288 ditto ...
329 ditto ...
2n ditto
19n Raynor , D. ... ...
235 ditto ... ...
90 Raynor , H. J.... ...
91 Robinson , T. G. ...
4n. Robertson ,  R. R. C....
186 Rushbrook, F.
250  Sandman, Gordon ,,,
Rai. Rent.
s. d.
Avail-
able.
DARLING  DOWNS- continued.
Stonehenge... ...
Carbucky
ditto East ...
ditto  West ...
Broomfield .. ...
ditto East ...
ditto North ...
Tarewinnabar ...
ditto West ...
Retreat No. 2 ...
BallonllII ••• ...
Bengallla ...
Bengalla East ...
Beebo and Wyemoo
Tarrewrimaba  Vorthll
84 14 0 70
73 5 3 29
45 6 11 19
83 7 5 33
31 14 1 151
21 4 1 10;
40 6 9  192-1
78 13 10 50
72 12 0 1361
52 4 0 36
25 0 0 25
34 2 8 21
61 13 2 124
68 16 1 361
... 26
Biran ...
Kaywanna  East ...
Rayleigh ... ...
Kaywanna ... ...
Yarrilwanna ...
Welltown ... ...
Tarraba .. , .. .
Bumba ...
Canning Creek
Folkston ...
Ethel Downs§ ...
Currajong ... ...
Myrtlegrove
Liddle Dale Westll
Kogan Creek Iill ..,
Haran ... ...
Terricat .. ...
Colamba South ..
Dogwood Southl I I I . .Stret ch worth II II ...
HallifordllII... •••
South Glen
Catterthun ...
Auehmbl.ae...
Pitt-Arrow ...
Drumsleed...
Pitt-na-hoon
lloch ...
Pikedale ...
Nundubbermere
15 2 6 85
12 10 0 25
133 2 0 59
121 0 0 200
242 0 0 274
133 2 0 88
108 18 0  591
30 0 0 30
235 2 6  1284
131 8  9 12541
... 35
25 0 0 25
25 0 0 25
31
47 0 0 47
42 7 0 25
160 5 6 854
24 11 6 25
30 5 0 25
84 14  0 70
54 9 0 45
50 0 0  50
45 6 5 214
9 10 5 5
42 19 11 21
42 19 11 21
51 3 9 25
51 3 9  25
24 16  11 121
149 12 8 84
Noondoomally ... 47 10 0 25
B1ythelitud I Il l ... 25 0 0 25
Brigalow Creek ... 25 0 0 25
Meandar 'ra ... ... 25 0 0 25
jighiands ... 38 15 0 25
V
ei•lin  ... ... 33 5 6 76
atra Warra North 15 2 6 151
Hamilton Plains .. 66 11 0 so
Seven Oaks... ... 38 14 0 18
Myra  ... ... 2918 0 26
Hamilton  ...  12 10 0 25
Wombo Forest 143 19 10 119
Southjl ll
Bibble J ., ... 18 15 0 25
Goonddoll4-0.. ... 44 7 4 26
Miambaa  rth ... 12 10 0 25
Callitris ... ... 77 10 0 25
Ballindean  ... , ..  238 2 7 1841
Weranga  No. 2 50 8 4 36
t)aandln4  ,,.  35 17 11  26
Una-
vailable.
Land .  Folio.
Total.
9 79 1 17 J
0 29 225A
0 19 225B
0 33 225c
0 15 187A
0 101 187E
o 19 21  187c  to
0 50 35 J1
0 1361 33 „
36 72 37
0 25 18 C 1
1 22 115A J
27 394 1158 to
0 361 111
26 52 63 K
0 85 195 J
5 30 43 K
0 59 173 J
0 200 175 to
0 274 177 of
0 88 181 „
0 591 227  „
20 50 1 G1
149 2771 5
0 125; 47 G1
35 70 59  K
12
0
37 49  to
25 57
24 55  1278 J
47 94 3 C 1
25 50 59 D
0 854 9 J
81 106 63n J 1
22 47 138 C 12521951  8 „
43 88 9 „
50 100 42 K 1
0 211 268  J
0 5 25c
„
0 21 25u „
0 21 258
0 25 25F to
0 25 25G „
0 12; 25A to
0 84 163 It
3 28 81 J
16 41 22 C 1
25 50 14 G
25 50 16 „
24 49 10 G 1
0 76 87 J
0 151 143 to
0 50 43 to
0 18 167  to
4 30 13 CT
25 50 53 K
119 238 58 C1i
0 25 37 C
0 26 28 C 1
16 41 208 ,t
0 25 20A G I
0 1841 69 d
0 36 120 „
0 26 11 11
332
LIST OF FUN S-coatiRU«Z.
11
leii.ntee .m in
iOW& ban. lest.
a a. d.
18n
96
105
106
123
140256
279
317
139
161
168
17n
148
151
296
338
283
300
237
91
160
129
227
9x
152
229
2n
35
282
Sandeman , Gordon ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .
Scottish Australian In-
vestment  Company
ditto ... ...
Scraggs, W. ...
Shelswell, Thomas ...
South, B.
ditto ... ...
ditto .
South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
ditto ...
Tee, Thomas ... ...
Treweeke, W. H.
ditto .. ..
Vickery, E. ...
ditto ...
Waldren, Alfred ...
Walker, Thos. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Wallace, James ...
Waterhouse, G. J.
Wilson, Lloyd, and
Macfarlane ,  Execu-
tors of late R. L.
Jenkins
Woodlock, W. M. T.,
and W. J.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
123 Acres  and Field
123 ditto ...
124 ditto
124 ditto
125 ditto
125 ditto
126 ditto
126 ditto
127 ditto
128 ditto
128 ditto
132 ditto ...
132 ditto ...
133 ditto ...
133 ditto ...
134 ditto ...
134 ditto ...
135 ditto ...
135 ditto ...
136 ditto
136 ditto
137 ditto
137 ditto ...
141 ditto ...
141 ditto ...
142 ditto ...
142 ditto ...
143 ditto ...
227 ditto
259 ditto ...
260 ditto ...
260 ditto ...
261 ditto
261 ditto ...
DARLING  DOWNS- continued.
Daandine South
ditto No.1
Chinchilla ...
WongongeraTexast ...
110 19 4 801 0  809 11A J
187 8 6 136 0 136 11D „
242 18 6 1189 140 2589 13 „
115 0 0 115 0 115 15
268 3 7 233; 0 2331 51
Western Creek ... 465 17 0 385 0 385 39
Marra Marra  ... 29 18 0  26 0 26 53
Gideon Land  ... 75 12 6 25  0 25 15
Boundary ... ... 24  16  1 64 0 64 113
Northwood ... ...  15 2 6  25 8 33 89
Wallanba ... ... 41 5 0  25 2 27 83
Merinda ... ... 35 13 11 63 0 63 91
Boondandilla  ...  67 4 3 60 19 79 135
Tee No. 2§ ... ... 25 11 36 61 S
Tingant ... ... 16 4 9 159 0 151 53 J
Ellangaba ... ... 108 18 0 61 0 61 165
Dunmore  ...  283  2 10 260 33 293 7
Tinker's Creek ... 26 5 0 25 8 33 27
Chain of Ponds ... 25 0 0 25 0 25 62 D
Emu Vale ... ... 129 16 4 739 0 739 179E J
Glenlyon  ... 151 17  8 86 0  86 179s „
Tenterfield Northt  22 12  11  131 0  131 133 „
Winton ... ... 205 14 0 120 0 120 31 9
Veculation ... ... 63 15 0 25 20 45 43 C 1aar Waar ... 141 3 4 75 0 75 105 J
Goondiwindi ... 38 7 6 309 0 309 199 J 1
Bethebethaballll  ...  53 410 40 25
Moogoon ... 48 8 0 84 0
Kerambilla Forest ...  15 2 6 25 25
Bethecurriba  West  25 0 0 25 25
Backlands  Dry ... 12 10 0. 25 25
GREGORY NORTH.
... Phillipi  East  No. 1...  12 10 0 50
... ditto  No. 2...  12 10 0 50
Phillipi West No. 1 12 10 0 50
... ditto No.2 12 10 0 50
... Spring Lake  No. 1... 12 10 0 50
... ditto No.2... 12 10 0 50
... ditto No.3... 9 10 0 38
... ditto No. 4.. 9 10 0 38
Phillipi West No.4 9 10 0 38
ditto South ... 9 10 0 38
ditto North ... 9 10 0 38
Observatory ... 12 10 0 50
... ditto West... 12 10 0 50
... Sparks  ... 1210 0 50
ditto West ... 12 10 0 50
Bumbo  ... 12 10 0 50
ditto West ... 12 10 0 50
... Sandringham  ...  12 10 0 50
... ditto  NV est 12 10 0 50
... Coco... ... ... 810 0 34
ditto North ... 8 10 0 34
... Pomeroy ... ... 12 10 0 50
ditto North ... 12 10 0 50
.,. Salt Lake ... ... 9 10 0 38
... Greensmith... ... 12 10 0 50
Sparks North  .. 8 10 0 34
... Sparks  South .. 12 10 0 50
Observatory South 12 10 0 50
Carmarthen  Downs 113 18 0 67
No. 1
... Cannock Chase  No. 1 8 10 0
ditto No.2 8 10 0
ditto No.3 8 10 0
ditto No.4 8 10 0
ditto  No.5 8 10 0
65 33 C 1
84 66 J
50 67 of
50 24 G
60 17 K
25 75 15
25 75 16
25 75 17
25 75 18
25 75 19
25 75 20
37 75 21
37 75 22
37 75 26
37 75 23
37 75 24
25 75  33
25 75 34
25 75 35
25 75 36
25 75 37
25 75 38
25 75 39
25 75 40
16 50 41
16 50 42
25 75 43
25 75 44
37 75 51
25 75 52
16 50 53
25 75 54
25 75 55
33 100 226
34 16
34 16
34 16
34 16
34 16
50
50
50
50
50
37  K4
38
39
40
41
383
LIST OF RSPB --c+vutiw«.
Adle aan L,n. in
aa+f+ MU".
LOU&
867 Acres and Field
367 ditto .66
368 ditto ...
368 ditto ...
369 ditto ...
369 ditto ...
370 ditto ...
371 ditto ...
371 ditto
lient.
d. d.
Vnr Totalvstlable.
I*nde Folio.
AT"-
Able.
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
Tabletop No. 1 ...
ditto  Not 2 ...
ditto No.8
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6
ditto No 7 ...
Quambi No. 1 ...
ditto No.2
Collymaroo...
Toolah .,. t..
Whitula No. 1 ...
Westwood ...
Savanaka  No. 1 ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
473a  Armytage , F. Wt ...
414a ditto ... ...
57 ditto ... ...
474(, ditto ...
310 Australian  Mortgage
and Agency Company
Limited
310 ditto ... ...
312 ditto ...
312 ditto ... ...
313 ditto ... ...
313 ditto ...
314 ditto ...
38n ditto ...
39n ditto ...
4011 ditto ...
40n ditto ...4121 ditto ... .. .
42), ditto ...
ditto ...
281 Baird and Machattie ...
326 ditto .. ...
210 Baird, D. D., and Stra-
horn, A.
409.E ditto .. ...
144 ditto ...
408.s  ditto ... ...
325 ditto ... ...
485.• ditto ...
376 Bank, Commercial Com-
377 ditto ... ...
378 ditto ... ...
378 ditto ...
4074 ditto ... ...407s ditto ... ...
408.v  ditto ... ...
4096  ditto ... ...
484. ditto ... ...
484. ditto ...
410. ditto ... ...
4106 ditto ... ...
383 ditto ... ..
77 MBank, London Chartered
84 ditto ... ...
84 ditto ... ...
193 ditto ... ...
193 ditto ... .,.
194 ditto ... ..,
258 ditto ...
60 ditto ...
61 n ditto ... ...
434. ditto ... ...
435. ditto
72 Bank  of New South
Wales73  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
74 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
75 ditto ...
77 ditto ...
294 ditto ...
ditto
341 Bank, Union of Aus-
tralia
pany of 83 dney
ditto No. 2 ...
Chester No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ..0
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
Meateboo ... ...
St. Albans ... ...
Pardon ...
Reprieve
seis
... ...
Id*lia ,:, t..
Rodee No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Dundullimal ...
Ludlow No. 3 ...
Wodonga No. 4 ...
Fen .., ...
Baird ...
Moorabinna
Ludlow No. 2 ...
Feu East ...
Moorabinna No.1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
Brinda
Walga
...
Pierrie ... ...
Marawilla ...
Wango East
Marawilla East
Nappa ... ...
Wango ... .
Gipsey Downs No. 4
McKinlay Downs ...
Elarbledown ...
Boughton ... ...
Canterbury . ...
Harbledown West ...
Donhead ...
Hazard ..
Minnie Vale
Rosa Vale
Wimpole North
ditto South
Ada No. 1 ...
ditto No.2
ditto No.3
ditto No.4
ditto No. 5
ditto No.6
ditto No.  7
ditto No. 8
ditto No.9
Dubbo No. 1
12 10 0 50 25 75 252 K 4
12 10 0 50 25 75 253 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 1 K 5
1. 10 0 60 25 75 2
12 10 0 50 28 75
„
3  to
12 10 0 50 25 75 4 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 6 to
12 10 0 50 25 75 7  „
12 10 0 50 25 75 8
19 0 0 38 12 50 81 K 1
15 0 0 30 10 40 143 K 4
25 0 0 50 25 75 56A K 2
27 10 0 56 20 75 82 R 1
9 0 0 36 14 50 138 K 4
9 0 0 36 14 50 139
8 10 0 34 16 50 142
8 10 0 34 16 50 143
8 10 0 34 16 50 144 „
8 10 0 84 16 50 145
8 0 0 32 16 48 146
11 6 0 45 15 60 142  15
10 0 0 40 20 60 f144
15 0 0 60 30 90
o
145 to
15 0 0 60 30 90 146 „
9 0 0 36 18 54 147  „
5 10 0 26 14 40 149
11 0 0 44 21 65 151
16 15 0 67 83 100 121
15 15 0 63 21 84 170 K4
16 15 0 67 33 100 193  K3
40 0 0 80 20 100 38F K 2
16 15 0 67 33 100 58 K 3
15 0 0 30 20 50 38D K 2
18 15 0 75 25 100 169 K 4
7 10 0 30 20 50 13c K 3
16 15 0 67 33 100 18 K 5
14 0 0 56 28 84 19 „
14 10 0 58 30 88 91 „
16 0 0 64 32 96 22
25 0 0 50 12 62 3813 K2
15 0 0 30 8 38 3813
20 0 0 40 10 50 38c
40 0 0 80 20 100 3811
7 10 0 30 20 50 1313 K 3
7 10 0 30 20 60 13n ,
20 0 0 40 10 50 38a K2
40 0 0 80 20 100 88u „
24 0 0 48 24 72 31 K 5
35 0 0 70 30 100 178 K 2
13 10 0 54 26 80 156 K 3
11 10 0 46 24 70 158
13 10 0 54 26 80 155
11 10 0 46 24 70 157  „
13 10 0 54 26 80 159
6 5 0 25 15 40 34 K 4
184 16 0 66 34 100 187 K 5
198 0 0 66 34 100 188 „
40 0 0 40 10 50 7813 K 2
72 0 0 80 20 100 78n „
650 25 12 37 168
6 5 0 25- 24' 49 169
12 10 0 50- 50 100 170 „
11 5 0 46 45 90 171
10 0 0 40 40 80 172
10 0 0 40 40 80 173
10 0 0 40 40 AO 177
12 0 0 48 22  , 70 106 $ ,i
11 0 0 44 42 (16 107
10 0 0 40 I 20 60 200 ,a
354
LIST OF RUNS- eontixued.
l.amted Area in
square Mae..
Leeeee. Bun.
bail- Va s- ,ml.
.bW Mab e.
tad. MO.
s. d.
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
341 Bank, Union of _'lns- Dubbo No. 2 ...
tralia
342 ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 ...
385 ditto ... ... ! Dubbo Downs No. 3
386 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
386 ditto ... .. Dubbo No. •1 ...
387 ditto ... ditto No. 5 ...
387 ditto ... ... ditto No. 6 ...
388 ditto  ... ... ditto No. 7
60n ditto  ... ... ditto No. 8
228 Bank , Union ... ...  Carmarthen
355 ditto
151n ditto
ditto
227 ditto
354 ditto
354 ditto
384 ditto
385 ditto
339 ditto
340 ditto
340 ditto ,..
81n Bank, Queensland
tional,  Limited
82n ditto
82n ditto
83n
83n
103n'
104n
116n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
No.3
Downs
... ditto No.6 ...
.. , Quandong ... ...
... Culbuck ...
Carmarthen DownsNo. 2
.., ditto No. 4 ...
... ditty  No. 5 ...
... Dubbo Downs No 1
... ditto No. 2
Gulgong No. 1 ...
ditto No.2
ditto No.3
Na-, Bushy Park No.1...
ditto No.211...
ditto No.3t...
.
it ditto No.411...
ditto No. 5
... Manilla  No. 1 ...
...  ditto  No. 2 ...
... ditto Eastwood
ditto  ditto Southditto
104n1 Boydell and Burnell ...10511 ditto
106n ditto
105n  ditto
131n ditto
187n ditto
188n ditto ...
300 Brown, Brown,
Kendell
301
345
400In,
„
2n
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
Calabra
Calabra West
Emerald Plains
and
...
Strathleaven
Banksia ...
Triangle
Redpath ..
Bengeaca No. 1
ditto No. 2
Martal ..
Amaroo No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Bengeaca No. 3
ditto  No. 4
394
395
14n
Burnell, W. S
ditto
ditto
.
...
...
Stockport(1
Longsight1l
Ivanhoe No. 1((
14n
15n
ditto
ditto
ditto No. 211
ditto No.  31)
191 ditto Alderleyll
314 Cam pbell, Osb orne, and Yandarah
Osborne
9n ditto ... ... Yamba Yamba ...
46n ditto ... ...  Derriloiig
47n ditto
ditto
... ...  IJovall ...
Eureka ..
337 Carnddotta Pa storal Co. Springfield No. It ...
338 ditto ditto No.  211...
338 ditto ditto No. 3 ...
339 ditto ditto  No. 4  ...
355 ditto ditto  No. 5  ..
dittd (arrears)IJ..
9 ditto ... ...  Longvr*ter No. .. .
10 ditto ... ... dittd Nb. 2 ...
46 ditto ... ... ditto No.3 ...
47 dit o ... ditto No. 4 ...
62n
t
dit o ... ... ditto No.5...
10 ditto ... Singleton Nb.1 ...
11 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
1 12 10 0  50 23 75 201 K 4
6 5 0 25 7  32 202
9 10 0  38 18 56 31; K 5
8 0 0  32 16 48 37
10 0 0 4A 18 58 38
6 5 0 25 10 35 39
7 0 0  28 12 40 40 „
6 5 0 25 7 32 41
9 10 0 38 18 56 186
23 16 0 34 16 50 228 K3
13 15 0  25 0 25 228 K 4
6 10 0 26 10 36 103 K 6
15 10 0 62 30 92 104
100 10 0 67 33 100 227 K3
20 8 0  34 16 50 226 K 1
20 8 0 34 16 50 226
19 0 0  76 19 95 34 K5
16 0 0  64 30 94 35
16 15 0 67 33 100 197 K 4
16 15 0 67 33 100 198
6 5 0 25 9 34 199
50 50 100 223 K5
50 50 100 224
5 0 0 22 0  22 225
25 25 50 226
6 5 0 25 5 30 227
8 15 0 35 15  50 6
10 0 0  40 16 56 7
6 6 0 25 0 25 8
6 5 0 25 7 32 33
8 10 0 34 16 50 9 K6
12 10 0 50 25  75 10
7 10 0 30 20 50 12
16 10 0 66 31-1  971 11
6 5 0 25 9  34 63
n.1. 25 20  45  176U. 1. 32 26  58 177
16 15 0 67 33 100 119 K4
10 10 0 42 20  62  120
18 15 0 75 25 100 208
16 10 0 66 34 100 66 1 5
8 10 0 34 16 50 67
12 10 0 50 25 75 68
1.2 10 0 50 25  75 69
12 10 0 50 25  75 70
... 35 35  70 54
... 41 41  82 55
... 50 50  100 93
... 50 50  100 94
... 50 5()  lOa 95
. 67 33  100 152 K3
15 0 0 60 40 100 147 K4
16 10 0 66 34  1(10 83 K 5
7 0 0 28 12  40 159
16 0 0 64 32 96 160
12 10 0 50 20 70 161
3 15 0 40 20'4  60 193 K4
50 50 100 194
16 15 0 67 22 89 195
7 15 0 31 17  48 196
10 0 0 40 11  51, 229
2 10 0
37 10 0 75 0 75 47 K2
37 10 0 75 0  75 48
37 10 0 75 0 1 75 1), 1
25
16
0
15
0 50
0 67
25
33
75
100
122191K 5
37 10 0 76 0 75 49 K2
37 10 0 76 0 75 50 11
c.:
Leeaee.
47 Carandotta Pastoral Co.
48 ditto ...
63n ditto ... ...
1221 ditto ... ...
123n  ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
298 ditto
299 ditto
299 ditto ... ...
300 ditto ... ...
328 ditto ... ...
328 ditto
329 ditto
329 ditto
330 ditto
330 ditto
331 ditto
331 ditto
:332 ditto
332 ditto
333 ditto ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
114tc ditto ... ...
5 ditto ... ...
6 Carandotta
Company
6 ditto
7 ditto
146 ditto
147 ditto
147 ditto
Pastoral
148 ditto ... ...
241 ditto ... ...
242 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
317 ditto ... ...
:318 ditto ... ...
319 ditto ... ...
320 ditto ...
111,11 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
112ur  ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
130n ditto ...
131n ditto ..
31 Chellingworth, Thos.
„ ditto ... ...
32 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
33 ditto ... ...
249 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
31n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
32n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
33n ditto ... ...
34,, ditto ... ...
38n ditto ..
214)1 Chirnside, T., R. L.,
Burn, John, Riley,
T. H. and J. B.
215"" ditto ... ...
„ ditto ..
LIST OF  RUNS-continua.
Sun. Rent.
£ s. d.
Estimated  Area  in
Square  miles.
lands Polio
Avail- Una- Total.able.  vailable.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Singleton No.  :3 ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto No.6 ...
ditto  No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ... j
Carrandota No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
St. Ronan's No. I ...
ditto (arrears)++...
ditto No. `L ..
ditto (arrears)++,..
ditto No.3 ...
ditto (arrears)""...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  (arrears )++...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto  (arrears) 4,t+...
ditto No.6 ..
ditto  (arrears)++t...
ditto No. 7 ..
ditto (arrears)++. .
ditto No.8t...
ditto  No. 911 •
ditto  No.10...
ditto  (arrears)+++_ ,
ditto No. 1111
ditto No. 1211
Speculation Downs...
Roxborough Downs
No. 1
Roxborough Downs,
No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ... ,
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto (arrears)++...
ditto  No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ..
ditto (arrears) +j ...
ditto No. 12 ...
Bannockburn  No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
M unmurra n ...
Bundellal  ( ...
Drummoynell ...
Brendan ... .••
Maud ... ...
ditto No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
ditto No.3 ...
Singleton  No. 9 ...
ditto No.10 ...
Danganella  No. 2 ...
Ingledoon  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Cania Downs  No. 1
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No.8 ...
ditto No.9 ...
Vindex No. 1 ,..
ditto No. 2  ...
ditto No.  3 ...
26 10 0  53 26 79 123 K 225 0 0 50 25  75 124
1410 0  58 29 87 192 K5
15 0 0  60 30 90 45 K 6
10 0 0  40 20 60 46
*9 0 0  36 14 50 47
25 0 0  100 0 100 115 K1
25 0 0  100 0 10) 116
25 0 0 100 0 100 117
25 t) 0 100 0 1(y) 118
12 17 6 511 0 51? 174
14 7 6
19 6 3 774 0 77- 175
21 11 3
25 0 0 100 0 100 176
31 5 0
25 0 0 100 0 100 177
31 5 0
25 0 0 100 0 100 178
31 5 0
20 0 0 80 20 100 179
6 5 0
25 0 0 100 0 10() 180
31 5 0
6 5 0 67 33 100 181
50 50  llx) 18222 10 0 90 10 100 183
18 15 0
60 •1t) 100 184
50 50 100 185
16 15 0  67 33 100 29 K 6
25 0 0  50 0 50 39 K 2
25 0 0  50 0 50 10 of
30 0 0  60 15 75 41 it
30 0 0  60 15 75 42 9
10 15 0  43 0 43 I 62 3K
16 5 0
7 10 0  30 20 50 63
12 10 0  75 0 75 64
31 5 0
12 10 0  50 25 75 65
120 12 0  67 33 100 1 K 4
134 0 0 67 33 100 2
„
137 7 0 67 33 100 3
... 50 50 100 153
... 50 50 100 154
... 50 50 100 157
••• 50 50 100 158
18 15 0 75 25 100 22 K618 150 75 25 100 2318 150 75 25  100 24
8 15 0 35 15 50 25
7 10 0 30 10 40 61
9 0 0 36 18 54 62
20 0 0 40 10 50 82 K2
38 0 0 40 10 50 83
34 0 0  40 10 50 84
30 0 0  40 10 50 85
30 0 0  40 10 50 86
28 4 0  47 23 70 16 K4
20 8 0 34 16 50 17 „
52 16 0  66 34 100 127 K5
32 0 0  40 20 60 128
16 0 0  32 16 48 129
20 0 0  40 20 60 130
30 0 0 60 30 90 132
28 0 0  56 28 84 134
17 0 0  34 16 50 141
51 5 0  25 0 25 24A K 1
37 10 0  25 0 25 26A to
6U 0 0  •1UU 0 100  26 it
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square MUss.
soot.
$ d.
TA&M Ma.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
26 10 0
43 0 0
45 0 0
20 0 0 40 10 50 70 K 1475a  Chirnside, T. R. L.,
Burn, John, Riley,
T. H. and J. B.
485a ditto ...
486a ditto ...
487a ditto
428a ditto ...
428a  ditto ...
413a ditto ...
413a  ditto ...
400a ditto ...
400a ditto ...
66n ditto ...
67n  ditto ...
68n ditto ...
69n ditto ...
67n ditto ...
68n ditto ... ...
245 Clark , T. J. ... ...
246 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
247 ditto ... ...
327 ditto ... ...
ditto
244 Clarke ,  Argyle and
Argyle
3n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
4n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...54  ditto
ditto
186n Clark and Dalrymple...
ditto
160 ditto ... ...IL ditto ... ...
196 ditto ... ...
of ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
266 ditto ... ...
267 ditto ... ...
113* ditto ... ...
149 ditto ... ...
150 ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
187 ditto ... ...
241 ditto ... ...
242n ditto ... ...
430a  ditto ...
179n Collins,  J. G.... ...
180n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
181n ditto ... ...
274 ditto ... ...
275 ditto ...
ditto .. ...
276 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
277 ditto ... ...
278 ditto ... ...
346 ditto ...
347 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
154 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
219 ditto ...
233 Collins , Wm. ...
3 Collins  and Power
89n Costello, John...
„90*
of
91n
m
ditto  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Vindex No. 4
ditto No.5 ...
ditto No.6 ...
ditto No.7
ditto  No. 8  ...
ditto No.9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
ditto No. 13
ditto No. 1 North
ditto No. 1 South
ditto No. 2 Right
ditto No. 2 Lower
ditto No.1 Upper
ditto No. 2 South
Lucknow No. 1 ...
...ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Hawthorn No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Locharoch ... ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
ditto No. 7..
Acacia Downs No. 1
ditto No:2
Mirramunda No. 1
ditto No. 2
Limerick No.1
ditto No. 2
Derry No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Varna ... ...
Rustchuck ... ...
Pool No. 1 ...
Llanrheidol No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3.
Acacia Downs No. 3
Amphitheatre No. 3
ditto No. 1
ditto No.2
Mount Merlin No. 14
ditto No. 15
ditto No. 16
ditto No. 17
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 8
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
ditto No. 13
Windsor No. 1 ...
Quebec ... ...
Bellkate  No. 4 ...
Lake Nash No. 1...
ditto No. 2...
ditto No. 3...
ditto No. 4...
ditto No. 6...
ditto  No. 6...
Anil- IIur Total.
53 0 53 101
86 0 86 105
90 0 90 106
26 10 0 53  0 53 177
50 0 0 100 0 100 178
50 0 0 100 0 100 207
50 0 0 100 0 100 208
12 10 0 25 7 32 233
19 0 0 38 0 38 231
49 4 0 24 0 24 24B
51 5 0 25 0 25 24D
37 10 0 25 0 25 25c
37 10 0  25 0 25 25D
31 5 0 25 0 25 24c
31 5 0 25 0 25 25B
24 0 0 40 10 50 9
209 0 0 95 5 100 10
120 0 0 75 12 87 11
76 10 0 90 10 100 12
24 0 0 40 39 79 172
12 10 0 25 5 30 173
153 0 0 90 10 100 7
33 0 0 30 29 59 71
22 10 0 45 25 70 72
22 10 0 25 10 35 73
15 0 0 30 5 35 74
59 10 0 85 15 100 75
15 0 0 30 4 34 76
21 12 0 36 8 44 173
15 0 0 25 25 50 174
6 5 0 25 25 50 89
6 5 0 25 25 50 90
15 0 0 25 0 25 163
15 0 0 25 0 25 164
77 10  0 25 0 25 165
76 5 0 25 0 25 166
12 10 0 50 0 50 51
11 5 0 45 5 50 52
6 5 0 25 25 50 26
7 10 0 30 30 60 99
7 0 0 28 20 48 100
6 6 0 25 20 45 101
16 10 0 33 13 46 175
60 0 0 100 0 100 176
45 0 0 75 0 75 174
45 0 0 75 0 75 175
n.1. 50 50 100 160
Lands Folio.
it
„
„
K1
K6
n.l. 49 49 98 161
n.l. 50 50 100 162
n.l. 50 49 99 163
8 10 0 34 16 50 67  X4
8 10 0 34 16 50 68
8 10 0 34 16 50 69
12 10 0 50 25 75 70
15 0 0 60 27 87 71
11 0 0 44 23 67 72
11 0 0  44 22 66 74
10 0 0 40 26 66 211
11 10 0 46 24 70 212
8 10 0 34 16 50 213
12 10 0 50 49 99 109
12 10 0 50 50 100 110
48 0 0 80 20 100 211
60 0 0 60 40 100 238
30 0 0 50 0 60 245
12 10 0 50 0 50 238
12 10 0 50 0 50 239
8 10 0 34 16 50 240
8 10 0 34 16 50 241
8 10 0  34 16 50 242
8 10 0 34 16 50 . 243I
„
K6
K3
„
K1
K5
ffit00toto
337
tier OF RUNS- oastin .
Run. sue.
astama AM In
Sala.
. 9 s. d.
102ni Costello, John ...
113n  ditto ...
114n ditto ...
235n Cox and Dowling ...
442a Cox  and Stephen ...
443a ditto ...
443a ditto ...
444a ditto ...
44.ta ditto ...
445a ditto ...
2 ditto ...
2 ditto ...
72 ditto ...
1 t ditto
16 ditto
411a ditto ...
412a ditto ...
69 ditto ...
114 ditto ...
88n ditto ...
88n ditto ...
410a  Cox, Stephen, and
241u
Dowling
ditto ...
53 ditto ...
60 ditto ...
70 ditto ...
71 ditto ...
255 ditto ...
142n
ditto ...
ditto ...
148. ditto ...
54 ditto ...
55 ditto
GREGORY  NORTH---continued.
Lake Nash  No. 12...
ditto  No.15...
ditto No.16...
Unus ...
Clashnamuck ...
Blackboy East ...
Kilrush
Blackboy West ...
Esmarelda East ...
ditto  West ...
Hog ... ...
Scattery ... ...
Hog No. 2 ... ...
Corrikie ... ...
Pourtia ...
Binburi No. 2 ...
ditto No.4 ...
Corrikie No. 2 ...
Pourtia No. 2 ...
Corrikie  No. 3 ...
scatter No. 4 ...
Binburi  No. 1 ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto No.  3
Elvo No. 5 ...
Laura ...
Elvo No. 6 ...
do. No. 7
Scattery No 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No.  5
Kewarra
Melrose No. 1
ditto No. 2
French's Folly
Killarney No. 1
59n Dalgetty, Blackwood,
and Co.
78 Darling Downs and
Western Land Com-
pany
79 ditto ... ...
122 ditto ... ...
445a  ditto ... ...
225n  ditto ... ...
225n  ditto ... ...
226n  ditto ... ...
446n ditto ... ...
226n  ditto ... ...
227n  ditto ... ...
446a ditto ... ...
227n  ditto ... ...
422a  ditto ... ...
228n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
229n  ditto ... ...
422a ditto ...
229n ditto ... ...
78 ditto ... ...
230n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
79 ditto ... ...
231n ditto ... ...
80 ditto ... ...
231n ditto ... ...
232n  ditto ... ...
203. ditto ... ...
214n ditto ... ...
214n  ditto ... ...
215n  ditto ... ...
203n  I  ditto ... ...
215n  ditto ...
216nl ditto ... ...
216. ditto ... ...
204n ditto ...
217., dim ... ...
211x1  ditto  ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto No.6 ...
Cork No. 4 ...
ditto  East  ...
ditto West ...
ditto North ...
Cork No. 5 ...
ditto  East  ...
ditto West ...
Cork No. 6 ...
ditto East  ...
Cork No. 7 ...
ditto West ...
ditto North ...
ditto East ...
Cork No. 8 ...
ditto West ...
Killarney No. 2
ditto South
ditto North
Killarney No. 3
ditto North
Killarney No. 6
ditto South
ditto North
Wokingham No. 1...
ditto East
ditto Left
ditto West
ditto No.2...
ditto South
ditto North
ditto Upper
ditto No. 3..
ditto South
ditto North
Um-
..war. TI.
Lands Folio.
8 10 0 34 16 50 4  K6
8 10 0 34 16 50 27 it
8 10 0 34 16 50 28 „
n.1. 60 40 1CO 219
25 0 0 50 0 50 149 K1
28 10 0 57 18 75 147 of
25 0 0 50 0 50 148 „
28 10 0 57 18 75 146
19 0 0 38 37 75 145
19 0 0 38 37 75 144
20 0 0 40 10 50 32 K2
17 0 0 34 6 40 33 „
17 10 0 35 11 46 167
25 0 0 50 144 644
„
56 of
15 0 0 30 20 50 60
19 0 0 38 37 75 211 K1
25 0 0 50 25 75 213
22 15 0 451 18 631 162 K2
8 10 0 34 16 50 249 „
6 5 0 211 0 211 236 K5
6 5 0 25 15 40 237
19 0 0 38 37 75 210 K1
25 0 0 50 25 75 212 „
37 10 0 25 25 50 133 S 2
18 0 0 30 30 60 146 It
31 5 0 25 26 50 164 „
12 10 0 25 25 50 165 to
14 5 0 57 304 87# 28 K 4
6 5 0 25 7 32 29 to
7 10 0 30 154 451 85 K 6
9 0 0 36 34 70 86
122 0 0 40 40 80 136 K 2
60 0 0 40 40 80 137  11
25 0 0 50 25 75 185 K 5
20 0 0 40 10 50 179 K 2
20 0 0 40 10 50 182 „
10 0 0 40 10 50 14 K 3
12 10 0 25 0 25 140 K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 140& of
12 10 0 25 0 25 1408 „
12 10 0 25 0 25 1400 „
15 0 0 30 3 33 141& „
15 0 0 30 4 34 141B,,
15 0 0 30 3 33 141c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 142& „
12 10 0 25 0 25 1428
12 10 0 25 0 25 189&
12 10 0 25 0 25 189Bit
12 10 0 25 0 25 189c to
12 10 0 25 0 25 189D of
19 10 0 32 18 50 190 „
19 10 0 33 17 50 190& „
13 6 8 27 7 34 1808  K2
13 6 8 26 6 32 180& „
13 6 8 27 7 34 180c „
16 0 0 32 11 43 181& „
16 0 0 32 10 42 181B „
13 6 8 27 7 34 183 „
13 6 8 26 6 32 183&
13 6 8 27 7 34
„
1838 „
18 15 0 25 0 25 21 K 118 150 25 0 25 21&18 150 25 0 25 of21n18 150 25 0 25 „21c „
1815 0 25 0 25 2218 150 25 0 25 to22Aof
18 15 0 25 0 25 22B18 150 25 0 25 it22c  „
1616
I
0 25 0 25 23  „
18 15 0 26 0 25 28&  „
I 18 16 0 26 0 25 33B of
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
a
Lessee. Run.
Avail-
able.
Rent.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Land&  Folio.
S. d.
218n  Darling Downs and
Western Land Com-
pany
452a  ditto ...
218n ditto ...
449a ditto ...
219n ditto ...
450a  ditto
219n ditto ...220? ditto ...
220n  ditto ...
.115a ditto ...
221n  ditto ...
2211,  ditto ...
415a ditto ...
222n  ditto
416a ditto
222n  ditto
223n  ditto
223n  ditto
416a ditto
224n ditto
224n  ditto
204n ditto
205n  ditto
205n ditto
15 ditto
414a ditto ... ...
68 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
69 ditto
243 Donner, S. W. and
F. E. S.
ditto .
479a Douglas, Walter
480a ditto ... ...
447a ditto .. , ...
447a ditto ... ...
396a ditto ... ...
397a ditto ... ...
397a ditto ... ...
398a ditto ... ...
398a ditto ... ...
28n ditto ...
29n ditto ...
291, ditto ...
30n ditto ... ...
80 ditto ... ...
81 ditto ...
228 ditto ... ...
83 ditto ... ...
83 ditto ... ...
280 ditto ... ...
281 ditto ... ...
281 ditto ... ...
282 ditto ... ...
433a ditto ,.,
„ ditto
438a ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
14 ditto ... ...
15 ditto ... ...
44 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
„
ditto ... ...
„
ditto ... ...
Wokingham Upper
ditto No. 5...
ditto North
ditto  No. 6...
ditto North
ditto No.7...
ditto East
ditto Left
ditto West
ditto  No. 9...
ditto East
ditto West
Goongarry No. 1 ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto North
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears) .
ditto Left
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto East
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto Right
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto East
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto West
ditto (arrears) ...
Cork No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 1011 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
Kerry ... ...
Kerry Centre ...
Kerry South ..
Hopdale No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ..
Brighton DownsNo.I
ditto  No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto  No. 7
ditto No. 8
ditto  No. 9
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto  No. 12
ditto No. 13
Tooleybuck No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto  No.3...
ditto No. 6...
ditto No.7...
ditto  No. 8...
ditto No.  9...
ditto No. 10
ditto No. 11Merrion Downs No. 2
Mayne Downs ...
Urbana No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.3
ditto No. 4
Elvo No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No. 4...
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
1 18 15 0 25 0 25 23c K 1
15 0 0 25 0 25  31A of
15 0 0 25 0 25 31B
12 10 0 25 0 25 133
12 10 0 25 0 25 133A
12 10 0 25 0 25 134
12 10 0 25 0 25 1341
12 10 0 25  0 25  1348
12 10 0 25 0 25 134c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 202 „
12 10 0 25 0 25 202A
12 10 0  25  0 25 202B
12 10 0 25 0 25 203A
6 5 0 '
12 10 0 25 0 25 203E m
6 5 0
12 10 0 25 0 25 204A „
6 5 0
12 10 0 25 0 25 204c „
6 5 0
12 10 0 25 0 25  204D „
6 5 0
12 10 0 25 0 25 204E „
6 5 0
13 0 0 26 0 26 205A of
6 10 0
14 0 0 28 0 28 f205E „
7 0 0
13 0 0 26 0 26 205c „
6 10 •0
56 5 0 37$ 129 50 27A
56 5 0 379 12; 50 28A
48 15 0 379 12; 50 29A „
30 20 50 59  K2
20 0 0 40 10 50 206 K 1
58 2 6  379 12; 50 27B
22 10 0  379 129 50 28B
58 2 6  379 129 50 29B „
16 15 0 67 33 100 4 K 4
16 15 0 67 33 100 5
37 10 0 75 25 100 98
37 10 0 75 25 100 99
20 0 0 40 10 50 138
25 0 0 50 0 50 139 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 1 237  „
42 10 0 85 15 100 238 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 239
50 0 0 100 0 100 240
42 10 0 85 15 100 241
20 0 0 80 19 99 122 K5
11 10 0 46 2 48 123 It
12 10 0 50 12 62 124 „
12 15 0 51  4 55  125 „
25 0 0 100 0 100 184 K2
25 0 0 100 0 100 185 it
75 0 0 100 0 100 229 K3
22 10 0 90 10 100 189 K2
20 0 0 80 20 100 190 „
15 0 0 60 0 60 79 K4
13 10 0 54 26 80 80 „
17 10 0 70 10 80 81 „
15 0 0 60 20 80 82
37 10 0 75 0 75 168 K1
20 0 0 40 10 50 169
37 10 0 75 25 100 157
37 10 0 75 25 100 158
25 0 0 50 0 50 57 K2
12 10 0 25 0 25 58 „
126 0 0 40 40 80 116
91 10 0 30 30 60 117
120 0 0 40 40 80 1 118
42 0 0 40 40 I 80 1 119
50 Douglas, Walter ...
51 ditto ... ...
56 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
215 ditto ... , . .
216 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
217 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
218 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
219 ditto ... ...
239 ditto ... ...
240 ditto; ... ...
353 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
356 ditto ... ...
357 ditto ... ...
357 ditto ... ...
58n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
146n ditto ...
147n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
117n  Dowling , Vincent ...
117n ditto ... ...
236n  ditto ...
115n Durack, Patrick ...
92 Ferguson , D. and A....
92 ditto ... ...
93 ditto ... ...
93 ditto ... ...
94 ditto ...
94 ditto ... ...
95 ditto A.. ...
95 ditto ... ...
258 ditto ... ...
259 ditto ... ...
225 ditto ... ...
225 ditto ...
226 ditto ... ...
364 ditto ... ...
364 ditto +.. ...
365 ditto ... ...
393a Finlay, A. B.... ...
394a ditto ... ...
„ ditto , .. ...
395a  ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
423a1 ditto ...
-159a 1 ditto ...
460a ditto ... ...
78n ditto ... ..
79 ditto ...
237n  ditto ... ...
243n ditto ... . ...
57n  Finlay, C. C. ... ...
172n  Gillespie, R. ... ...
ditto ... ...173n ditto ... ..
ditto ...
174n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
175n ditto ..
244 Goldsbrough, R. and Co.
389 ditto ... ...
390 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
391 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
392 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
393 ditto ... ...
368 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
40
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GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Urbana No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Blackrock  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Seighford No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No.7 ...
ditto  No. 8 ...
ditto  No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Tooleybuck No. 12
ditto No. 13
Seighford No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
Seighford, No. 13 ...
Tooleybuck, No. 14
ditto No. 15
Walter ... ...
Douglas ... ...
Hyland
orida Vale No. 1
ditto  No. 2
Lue ... ...
Durack  Vale ...
Coorabulka East ...
ditto West :..
Tipoguleuno West
ditto East...
Yandah ... ...
Pallico
Terriboah South ...
ditto North ...
Congie East ...
ditto Westt ...
Curlew ... ...
Coradilla ... ...
Morbella
Blackrock  No. 3 ...
ditto No, 4 ...
ditto No.5
TEolia No. 2
. olia No. 3 ...
Bellkate  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Jackton ... ...
Googlum No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Bellkate  South ...
1Eolia South ...
Hercules ...
Prodigal
Bona  Ventura
About ...
Ready
12 10 0
12 10 0
31 10 0
31 10 0
21 5 0
23 15 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
22 10 0
22 10 0
18 15 0
10 5 0
22 10 0
26 0 0
8 10 0
8 10 0
23 15 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
77 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
12 15 0
7 0 0
21 0 0
30 0 011. 1.
12 10 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
8 10 0
8 10 0
17 10 0
2 10 0
8 10 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
8 15 0
10 0 0
6 5 0
45 0 0
25 0 0
32 10 0
45 0 0
32 10 0
50 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
6 5 0
8 10 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
40 4 0
25 25 60 129
25 15 40 130
30 30 60 139
30 30 60 140
85 15 100 208
95 5 100 204
50 50 100 205
50 50 100 206
90 10 100 207
90 10 100 208
75 12 87 209
41 0 41 210
90 10 100 251100  0 100 252
34 16 50 22434  16  50  225
95 5 100 231
90 10 100 233
100 0 100 233
44 22 66 182
32 16 48 183
32 15 47 93
51 25 76 94
28 14 42 95
35 34; 691 34
50 50 100 35
50 50 100 221
50 40 90 30
50 0 50 205
22 0 22 206
40 12 52 208
40 10 60 207
40 10 50 209
80 20 100 210
34 16 50 211
34 16 50  212
70 30 100 35
25 0 25 36
34 16 50 222
67 33 100 223
67 33 100 224
85 15 50 246
40 18 58 247
25 1) 25 248
90 10 100 941
50 30 80 248
65 35 100 242
90 10 100 243
65 10 75 244
100 0 100 201
50 0 50 79
50 0 50 80
25 10 35 217
34 16 50 218
100 0  100  34
100 0 100 35
67 33 100 181
40 19 59 145
60 30 90 146
44 21 65 147
44 21 65 148
67 33 100 149
67 33 100 150
36 18 54 151
25 9 34 6
32 32 64 44
89 384 771 45
60 5 65 46
65 0 65 47
44 21 65 48
44 21 65 49
44 21 65 50
44 21 65 51
64 0 6-4 234
40 0 40 235
Hard6 ... ...
A-lee
Mainsail§ ... ... ...
Haul§ ...
Tacks§ ...
Bosleyll .. ...
ditto No. 211ditto No. 8II ...
Dundee No.1 ... 15 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 16 5 0
ditto No. 3 ... 11 0 0
ditto No. 4 ... 11 0 0
ditto No. 5 ... 11 0 0
ditto No. 6 ... 11 0 0
Wonomo No.  11
ditto  No. 2 .. 10 0 0
ditto (arrears)""... 16 5 0
K2
K3
tt
K4
K1t,
sois
,,
,
„
„
K 5
t,
K 1
K5
K6
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RUM Rent.
£  S. d.
Fatlmated Area in
equate Miles.
Av ail-
able.
Una-
vailable.r Total.
Lands  Folio.
GREGORY  NORTH - continued.
359 Goldsbrough ,R. andCo. Wonomo No. 3 .. 8 10 0- 34 0 34 236 K 4
rrears)+$ditt 8 15 0
ditto
...o (a
ditto No. 4t ... 3 15 0 25 15 40 237
360 ditto Rufus  No. 1  ... 6 15 0 27 13 40 238
388 ditto ditto No.2 .. 8 7 6 331 0 334 42 K5
ditto (arrears)++...6 17 6
360 ditto 9o No 1Orroo 5 0 37 0 37 239  K4. ..p
12+Iditto (arrears) 10 0
661 ditto ...
...
...  ditto No.  211 14 0 14 240  to
192 ditto 67Sutton 0 0 67 33 100 153 K3
235 ditto
... ......
5Laington No 3t 0 0 22 5 27 243 o
238 ditto
...
...
. ......
...  ditto No. 8 20 0 0 80 20 100
t
248 of
ditto (arrears)++ 16 5 0
ditto ditto No. 9  18 15 0 75 25 100 249
ditto  (arrears)++ 10 0 0
349 ditto . ... ...  Saracent ... ...  8 0 0 25 25 50 217
395 ditto ... ... Peak . ...  15 0 0 30 27 57 56 K5
37n ditto ... ... Waverley No. 5t ...  7 0 0 38 38 76 139  „
ditto ... ... ditto No. 6t ...  7 0 0 38 38 76 140
349 ditto ... ... Shplook ... ...  10
7i
0
10
0
0
40 10 50 216 K4
d tto  (arrears)++
129 Graham, Wm. Loxa No. 1 ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 27 K 3
ditto ... do. No. 2 ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 28  to
130 ditto ... do. No. 3 ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 29
130 ditto ... do. No.4  18 15 0 75 0 75 30  „
131 ditto ... Beechworth No. 4 ...  14 5 0 57 0 57 31  f,
ditto ... ditto No.5...  10 0 0 40 12 52 32
198 ditto ... Livingstone No. 1 ...  12 10 0 50 0 50 167
ditto 12ditto No 2 10 0 50 0 50 168
199 ditto
... . ...
7ditto No 3 0 0 28 0 28 169
ditto
...
...
. ...
ditto No.4...  16 10 0 66 0 66
to
170  to
200 ditto ... Tolarno No. 3 ...  15 10 0 62 0 62 171
ditto ... ditto No. 4 ...  19 0 0 76 0 76 172
201 ditto ... ditto No.5  13 0 0 52 0 52 173
40 ditto ... Bullu Bullu No. 1 ...  25 0 0 50 0 50 109 K2
41 ditto ... ditto No. 2 ...  24 10 0 49 0 49 110
ditto ... ditto No.3...  25 0 0 50 0 50 111
42 ditto ... ditto No.4...  24 10 0 49 0 49 112
ditto ... ditto No.S ..  33 0 0 66 0 66 113
43 ditto ... ditto No.6...  25 0 0 50 0 50 114
140 ditto ... Tolarno No. 1 ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 49 K3
ditto ... ditto No. 2 ...  18 15 0 75 0 75 50 ..
190 ditto ... Gawsworth... ...  75 0 0 75 25 100 150 K5
191 ditto ... Prestb ... ...  50 0 0 50 50 100 151 1
38 Hall W R Pultowa 70 30 100 2105  K
39
, . .
ditto
...
...
... ...Balassoll .. ...... 70 30 100 106
305 ditto ... Kilkerry No. 211 ... 67 33 100 128  K4
ditto ... ditto No. 311 50 25 75 129
182n ditto .. Mowarrah No. 3  16 10 0 66 22 88 165 K6
467a  Hay, A. and A. Burton Downs  17 2 0 57 18 75 89 K1
412a ditto ... Dullen Downs ..  25 0 0 50 25 75 209  to
459a ditto ... Derry Downs East... 25 0 0 50 25 75 38
460a ditto ... ditto West... 25 0 0 50 25 75 39
461a ditto ... Emu Downs East ...  25 0 0 50 25 75 40
462a ditto 25ditto West 0 0 50 25 75 41
470a ditto
...
...
...
Lobar East ...  19 0 0 38 37 75 49  to
471a ditto ... ditto West ... 19 0 0 38 37 75 50
468a ditto 28Dudley Downs 10 0 57 18 75 90
469a ditto
... ...
Henry Downs . 28 10 0 57 18 75 91
162 ditto Tenningering No. 1  13 0 0 52 26 78 94 K3
163 ditto 2  11ditto  No 5 0 45 22 67 95
164 ditto
... .
ditto  No. 4  14 0 0 66 29 85 97
164 ditto
...
... ditto  No. 5  8 5 0 33 17 50 to98  to
165 ditto ditto  No. 6  10 0 0 40 20 60 99
165 ditto ... ditto No. 7  6 5 0 25 10 35 100
161 ditto Wombah No. 1 ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 91
161 ditto ... ditto No. 2 ... 7 6 9 28 12 40 92
162 ditto' ditto No.3 ... 6 5 0 25 8 33 93
91 ditto Quirindi West ... 33 10 0 67 33 100 203 K2
ditto ditto East ... 33 10 0 67 313 100 204
181n
13
ditto
H Ad
Wireindi4f ...
M b k 6
...
0
67 33
1
100 164  K6
K
263
ay, am
ditto
... era oo a
Quirindi North
1
24 0
0
0
32
48
8
24
50
72
255
44 K4
ditto ditto South 24 0 0 30 13 43 45 „
73n ditto Liverpool ... 33 10 0 67 33 100 206 K5
341
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Buy. Rent.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
9 s. d.
234n  Hay, John ... ...
238n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
239n ditto ...
381 Henderson, Jas. A. ...
152n Hill, C. Lumley ...43 Hill, C. Lumley, and
Douglas, A. B.
58 ditto ...
58 ditto ... ...
59 ditto ...
59 ditto ... ...
106n ditto ... ...
126n ditto ... ...
127n  ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
282 ditto ... ...
283 ditto ... ...
115n ditto ... ...
116a ditto ... ...
145n  ditto ... ...
148n ditto ... ...
70 ditto ... ...
55 ditto ... ...
184n Holt, F. S. E.
20n  Howie, W. and J.
ditto ...
21a  ditto ...
H.
311 ditto ...
393a Hutton, Hutton, and
Cunningham
453a ditto ... ...
454a ditto ... ...
457a ditto ... ...
458a  ditto ... ...
3 ditto ... ...
102n ditto .. ...
389a Jeffray and Murray ...
401a ditto ... ...
401a ditto ... ...
403a ditto ... ...
403a ditto ... ...
404a ditto ... ...
404a ditto ... ...
399a ditto ... ...
500a ditto ... ...
501a ditto ... ...
503a ditto ... ...
405a  ditto ... ...
450a ditto ...
505a  ditto ... ...
73n Kelman W. ...
75n  ditto ... ...
94n ditto ... ...
96n ditto ... ...
297 ditto ... ...
298 ditto ...
400 Kelman, W., and Whit-
man, W.
290n  Keyes, H. W. and J. W.
317 Kilgour, Wm. ...
321 ditto ... ...
318 ditto ... ...
204 Laidley, Thos. ...
204 ditto ...
205 ditto ... ...
205 ditto ... ...
106 ditto ... ...
207 ditto ...
207 ditto ... ...
208 ditto ... ...
11 Lonergan, John
24 Macartney, Mayne, and
Percy
GREGORY  NORTH-continued.
Havre ... ...
Complete ... ...
Neglect ... ...
Reg ... ...
Gerara ... ...
Sherry ... ...
Hyde Park ...
n. 1.U. 1.
n. 1.U. 1.
16 15 0
23 8 0
15 0 0
35
30
40
30
67
39
30
ditto No. 2 ...
Eva No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ..
Wilderness No. 2 ...
Bulgaria No. 2 ...
Kars No. 2 ... ...
Kars No. 3 ... ...
Bulgaria ... ...
Kars... ... ...
Marathon ... ...
Don ... ...
Caulfield ... ...
Sheppard ...
Hyde Park No. 3 ...
Melrose No. 3 ...
Mavfields No. 5 ...
Mama  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Savanaka  No. 3 ...
,olia No. 1 ...
Wombat ...
Dagworth ..
Gordonia No. 1
ditto No. 2
Crescent No. 2
Mountain Vale
Watershed ...
Venture No. 1
ditto No. 2
Manuka ...
Sledmere ...
Panic ...
Brian O'Lynne
Olio No. 2 ..
Dirleton No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto No.  7  ..
Wokingham No. 8...
Rangelands ...
Cootah No. 111 ...
ditto No. 411 ...
ditto No.  511  ...
ditto  No..-I I
Mungerebar No. 611
ditto No. 711
Legend ... ...
Fluke ... ...
Thulell ... ...
Jurall ...
Kitticararal l ...
Northernside  No.  1
ditto No.2
ditto No. 311
ditto No. 4t
ditto n o. 5
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No.7
ditto No.8
ditto No. 10
Florida Vale No. 4
Mayne Downs No. 2
7 10 0 30
7 10 0 30
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
8 10 0 34
7 10 0 30
10 0 0 40
11 0 0 44
17 0 0 34
17 0 0 34
9 0 0 36
9 0 0 36
17 10 0 70
11 5 0 45
22 10 0 30
27 10 0 25
U.  1. 48
39 12 0 66
39 12 0 66
30 0 0 50
14 0 0 56
30 0 0 60
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
25 0 0 50
25 0 0 50
63 15 0 85
8 15 0 35
30 0 0 60
50 0 0 100
16 10 0 33
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
21 10 0 43
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
40 0 0 80
41 10 0 83
32 10 0 65
32 10 0 65
50
... 34
... 50
... 50
... 38
. 384
7 17 6 311
6 10 0
27 5 0
16 15 0
2 10 0
12 13 9
20 18 9
12 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
15 0 0
25 0 0
25
75
75
80
109
67
40
40
504
50
25
19
25
50
Total.
Lands Folio.
30 65 218 K 6
12 42 223
15 . 55 224 „
241  324 226
33 100 27 K 5
19 58 106 K 6
30 60 115 K 2
30 60 142
30 60 143
50 100 144
50 100 145
16 50 13
20 50 53
25 65 54
33 77 55
16 50 83
16 50 84
14 50 31
14 50 32
24 94 91
22 67 92
30 60 163
25 50  138
25 73 170
34 1(0 105
34 100 106
25 75 107
19 75 140
0 60 246
0 100 32
0 100 33
0 50 77
0 50 78
15 100 35
35 70 5
„
K6
K4
„
K6
„
K2
K6
K5
K4
K1
„
K2
K6
0 60 5 K 2
0 100 229
0 33 230
0 100 227
0 100 228
0 100 225
0 100 226
0 43 236
0 100 119
0 100 120
0 80 122
0 83 223
0 65 135
10 75 124
0 50 207
16 50 210
0 50 249
K1
K5
0 50 253
37 75 113  K4
37 751 114
31 621 65  K6
0 25 206 K 6
25 100 152 K 4
25 100 160
20 1')0 155
0 109 179
33 100 180
71 47 181
9 49 182
0 504 183
0 50 185
4 29 186
K3
0 19 188
31 28 37  K6
50 1(X1 100 K 2
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ft
Leases.  Run. Bent.
ESUMated Area in
Avail-
able.
Una- 1".vailable.
Lou"  polio.
£ t. d.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
25 Macartney, Mayne, and Mayne Downs No. 3
Percy26  ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
437a ditto ... ... MerrionDowns No.  1
25 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3
26 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
27 ditto ... ... ditto No.  5
28 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 6
85 ditto ... ... ditto No.  7
13n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 8
434a ditto ... ... Diamentina Lakes
No. 2
434a  ditto ... ...  Diamantina
435a ditto ... ...  Diamantina
435a ditto
436a ditto
436a ditto
437a ditto
481a Macartney and Mayne
482a  ditto ... ...
483a ditto
484a ditto
66 ditto
67 ditto
67 ditto
116 ditto
116 ditto
118 ditto
118 ditto
119 ditto
119 ditto
...
120 ditto ...
120 ditto
197n Machattie, J. O.
197n ditto ...
506a Mackenzie ,Bostock, Ma-
507a
508a
509a
510a
511a
512a
513a
451a
nifold, and Mitchell
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
Mackenzie,  Bostock, and
Mitchell
Manifold,'"". S406a
407a
407a
408a
408a
409a
409a
633a
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Martin, Bonny,
Johnson
634a ditto
57 ditto
463a ditto
464a ditto
166 ditto
166 ditto
167 ditto
470a ditto
471a ditto
472a  ditto
402s ditto
163 ditto
482s ditto
201 ditto
202 ditto
290 ditto ...
ditto
103 Mein and Mein
and
No. 1
Diamentina
No. 3
Plains...
Lakes
Gates
ditto No.  1
ditto No.2
Mayne's Lake
The Nile No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
Halium No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3 ..
Bladensburg No. 1
ditto No.2...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
ditto  No.7...
ditto No.8...
ditto No.9...
ditto No. 10
Carey ...
Obadiah
Werna No. 1
ditto  No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No.  7
ditto No. 8 ..
Wokingham No. 4...
Sesbania No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No 3
ditto No.4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No.  7
Currawilla ...
Berrellem ... ...
Cong ...
Cungabulla East ...
ditto West ...
Tenningering No. 8
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 10
Mount Bernard
St. Helen' s ... ...
Creg Clare ... ...
Wallimy .. ...
Tenningering No. 3
Currawilla East ...
Mitchell Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
Boinia Downs No. 1
ditto No.2
Cannonbar ... ...
25 0 0 50 50 100 101 K 2
25 0 0 50 50 100 102
22 10 0 45 30 75 161 K1
46 0 0 92 8 100 96  K2
40 0 0 80 20 100 97
45 0 0 90 10 100 98
37 10 0 75 25 100 99
22 10 0 90 0 90 191
20 0 0 80 14 94 92 K5
30 0 0 60 15 75 166 K1
30 0 0 60 15 75 167 „
30 0 0 60 15 75 164 „
30 0 0 60 15 75 165 „
22 10 0 45 30 75 162 „
19 0 0 38 37 75 163
22 10 0 45 30 75 160
37 10 0 75 25 100 100 „
30 0 0 60 40 100 101
25 0 0 50 50 100 102 „
37 10 0 75 25 100 103
15 0 0 30 20 50 159 $ 2
25 0 0 50 0 50 160
23 0 0 46 25 71 161
7 10 0 30 191 491 1 K3
10 0 0 40 32 72 2
10 0 0 40 31 43+ 5
12 10 0 50 50 100 6
6 5 0 25 25 50 7
„
12 10 0 50 29 79 8
18 15 0 75 25 100 9
„
12 10 0 50 50 100 10
n. 1. 34 16 50 193 K6
n. 1. 25 10 35 194
50 0 0 100 0 100 125 K1
50 0 0 100 0 100 126
50 0 0 100 0 100 127
50 0 0 100 0 100 128
50 0 0 100 0 100 129
50 0 0 100 0 100 130
50 0 0 100 0 100 131
50 0 0 100 0 100 132
30 0 0 50 0 50 30
50 0 0 100 0 100 215 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 216
50 0 0 100 0 100 217
50 0 0 100 0 100 218
50 0 0 100 0 100 219
50 0 0 100 0 100 220
50 0 0 100 0 190 221
20 0 0 40 10 50 193 K(Greg)
20 0 0 40 10 50 191
10 0 0 40 20 60 141 K 2
19 0 0 38 12 50 42 K 1
19 0 0 38 12 50 41
10 0 0 40 20 60 101 K 3
8 0 0 32 16 48 102
„
8 5 0 33 17 50 103
19 0 0 38 12 50 92 K1
19 0 0 38 12 50 93
19 0 0 38 12 50 94
12 10 0 25 25 50 33 K 2
12 10 0 50 26 76 96 K 3
7 10 0 30 2i) 50 249A K 2
16 15 0 67 33 100 174 K 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 175
16 15 0 67 33 100 98 K 4
16 15 0 67 33 100 99 ,1 9 10 0 38 37 75 227 ) 5
343
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
0
N P4
Lessee.
103 Mein and Mein ...
104 ditto
ditto ... ...
105 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
106 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
231 ditto ... ...
232 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
3870 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
3880 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
389n ditto ... ...
390 ditto ... ...
230 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
231 ditto ... ...
284 ditto ... ...
285 ditto ... ...
285 ditto ... ...
286 ditto ...
381a Milson,  Jas. ...
381a ditto ... ...
382a ditto ...
382a ditto ... ...
272 ditto ... ...
273 ditto ... ...
273 ditto ... ...
274 ditto ... ...
896 ditto ... ...
396
On
ditto
ditto
... ...
Run. Rent.
Rstimated Are: in I
Square Jiili-+.
84n Milson and De Satge...
84n ditto ...
18311 ditto
196n ditto
183n McDonald and Alexan-
der
184n ditto ... ...
86n McGregor, Duncan ...
87n ditto ...
87n ditto ... ...
16 ditto ...
18 ditto ... ...
19 ditto ... ...
20 ditto ... ...
21 ditto ... ...
145 ditto ... ...
145 ditto ... ...
146 ditto ... ...
268 ditto ... ...
269 ditto
269 ditto ... ...
270 ditto ... ...
307 ditto ... ...
308 ditto ... ...
308 ditto ... ...
17 ditto ... ...
128n ditto ... ...
128n  ditto ... ...
130n ditto ... ...
8n ditto ... ...
189n ditto ... ...
190n ditto ... ...
190n ditto ... ...1914 ditto ...
233n  McGregor, Ronald and
Ross
182n McGuigan, Patrick ...
239n ditto ... ...
240n ditto ...
322 McWhannell, Thomas
323 ditto ...
R s. d.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
Avail-
able.
GREGORY NORT H- continued.
Cannonbar East ...
ditto West ...
Belmont ... ...
ditto East ...
ditto West ...
Mudhall ... ...
Durbell
Mylrea Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Herbert Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
Blackall No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Blackall No. 7 ...
to No.8
Drinan 's Gorge No. 1
ditto  No. 2
Elizabeth Springs
No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Prairie No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.3
ditto No.4
ditto  No. 5
ditto No.  6
Ida  No. 1
ditto No. 2 ..
St. Ronan's No. 13...
Bannockburn No. 4§
McDonald ... ...
Alexander ... ...
Glenlyon ... ...
Glenlee ... ...
Glenearn ... ...
Glenstrae ... ...
Glenlocha ... ...
Glenlus .. ...
Tomy Donka ...
Tarrau ... ...
Glenfeigh ... ...
Gleneart ... ...
Glenloch ... ...
Glenfruin .
Glen Douglas
Glenroy ...
Glenellen ...
Glenmaggie
Glendhu
Glenisla ...
Glenfinlas ...
Cabul ...
Herat
Kiva ...
Morella ...
Centum ...
Montrose ...
Ammon ...
Altive ... ...
Ross ... ...
Mowarrah No. 3 ...
Mowarrah No. 4 ...
Wiriendi ...
Rochedale No.  311.;;
ditto No, 411
9 10 0 38 37 75 228 K 5
7 10 0 30 20 50 229 to
12 10 0 50 25 75 230
„
12 10 0 50 26 75 231 1,
8 10 0 34 16 50 232
„
12 10 0 50 25 75 233
„
10 0 0 40 23 63 234
„
1210 0 50 25 75 235 K3
12 10 0 50 25 75 236
„
8 10 0 34 16 50 237
„
20 0 0 40 10 50 6 K2
20 0 0 4() 10 50 7 „
32 10 0 65 10 75 8 „
32 10 0 65 10 70 9 If
30 0 0 60 10 70 10
„
30 0 0 60 10 70 11 f,
17 10 0 70 30 100 232 K3
15 0 0 60 40 100 233
16 15 0 67 33 100 234
12 10 0 50 50 100 87 K4
11 10 0 46 46 92 88
15 0 0 60 40 100 89 K4
7 10 0 30 16 46 90
25 0 0 50 0 50 22 K2
20 0 0 40 10 50 23 1,
25 0 0 50 0 50 20 It
25 0 0 50 0 50 21 to
13 5 0 53 6 59 63 K4
12 10 0 50 25 75 '64 IV
16 15 0 67 33 100 65 to
8 10 0 34 16 50 66
„
15 5 0 61 0 61 57 K5
12 10 0 50 9 59 58
16 10 0 66 34 100 78
„
of
16 15 0 67 33 100 228
„
14 0 0 56 28 84 229 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 167 K6
25 0 25 192 K4
12 10 0 50 50 100 168 K6
12 10 0 50 50 100 169
6 5 0 25 7 32 233 .F 5
6 5 0 25 3 28 234 f,
6 5 0 25 7 32 235 It
27 0 0 54 14 68 61 K2
13 0 0 26 6 32 65
20 0 0 40 10 50 67 f,
24 0 0 48 12 60 69 91
24 0 0 48 12 60 70 It
7 5 0 29 7 36 59 K 3
11 10 0 46 10 56 60 IV
8 TO 0 34 16 50 61
„
8 0 0 32 8 40 55 K4
8 0 0 32 8 40 56 f,
9 0 0 36 13 49 57 It
10 0 0 40 20 60 58 If
6 15 0 27 13 40 133 to
6 5 0 25 3 28 134
19 10 0 78 18 96 135
20 0 0 40 10 50 63 K2
8 10 0 34 30 64 56 K6
11 5 0 45 36 81 57
9 10 0 38 30 68 60 of
15 10 0 62 30 92 81 $ 5
n. 1. 75 25 100 178 K G
n. 1. 35 15 50 179 92
n.l. 30 20 50 180 „
n. 1. 35 15 50 181 It
n. 1. 35 15 50 215
, ,
16 10 0 66 22 88 165 f,
n.l. 30 9 39 225 IV
n 1
.
35 10 45 227
60 0 60 163 K 4
60 0 60 164 of
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LIST OF  BUNS- continued.
344 McWhannell,
121 ditto
ditto
122 ditto
264 ditto
Witton No. 5 ...
Templeton Downs
No. 1
50 0 0
16 10 0
16 10 0
16 10 0
32 10 0
100 0  100 207  K4
66 34 100 42 K 6
43 „
44 „
46 K 4
Grafton No. 5
ditto No.  6
ditto ... .. ditto No. 2
265 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3
11 ditto ... ... Grafton No. 1 ...
12 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
48 ditto ... ... ditto No. 3 ...
...49 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
12 ditto ... ... Witton  No. 1 ...
13 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
49 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3  ...
50 ditto ... ...
321 ditto ... ...
322 ditto ... ...
323 ditto ... ...
324 ditto
ditto
325 ditto
232n
53
54
427a
499a
6n
575s
5738
65486588
w s
656s
657s
7008
701s
7028
7038426s
426s
98n
171n
171n
52n
124n
Bu
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Bent . Land. Felio.
Avail -  una- Totalable .  callable.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Thomas (Dunsmuir
...
Nixon, F. F.
Peppin and Webber
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Peppin , G. F...
Persse,  De Burgh ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... .
Queensland  Investment
and Land  Mortgage
Company
of
125n
„
135n
„
136n
137n
138n
„
164n
ditto
d tto
ditto
ditto
n itto
ditto
Que neland Mercantile
and Agency Coy.,
Limited
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
Queensland Squatting
Co.
165n  ditto ... ...
ditto
166n ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No. 4 ...
Rochedale No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2t ...
ditto No. 6
ditto (arrears)i
ditto  No. 6
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No. 7
ditto  larrears)++
ditto  No. 8
ditto (arrears)++
Canterbury No. 2§...
Yenda No. 2
Salen No. 2
Yendah ...
Sallen
Tilpoo  Secundus
Willpally ...
Mackara .
Willpally No. 2
Tacoora ...
Willpally No. 3
Mackara No. 2
ditto No. 3
Nargully ...
Campoo ...
Tilpoo ...
Toonka ...
Milkinbrinna
ditto West
Bampton ...
Tally-Ho ...
Gone-away
Surprise No. 211
Doniebrook No.1
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
Uko ... ...
Petewka ... ...
Carcara ... ...
Frost ... ...
Snow ... ...
Ice ... ... ...
Lui ... ...
ditto (license fee)+
Toi ...
ditto (license fee)+
Moi ...
ditto (license  fee)"
Nous ...
ditto (license fee)+
Vous ...
ditto  (license fee)+
66 34 100
66 34 100
50 0 50
40 0 0 50 0 50 47 „
32 10 0 50 0 60 48
37 10 0 75 0 75 51 K 2
37 10 0 75 0 75 62
21 0 0 42 21 63 125
25 0 0 50 25 75 126
37 10 0 75 0 75 63
46 0 0 92 8 100 54
37 10 0 75 25 100 127
31 5 0
25 0 0 50 25 75 128
26 10 0 53 18 71 161 k 4
22 10 0 40 20 60 162
55 13 0 791 0 791 165
49 7 0
36 3 4 72$ 0 723 166 of
29 0 0
36 3 4 723 0 723 167
29 0 0
36 3 4 721 0 723 168
29 0 0
„
194 0 194
25 0 0 50 20 70 134 K 2
35 0 0 70 30 100 135 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 179 K 1
20 0 0 40 10 50 118
7 10 0 30 10 40 77 K 5
20 0 0 40 10 50 137& K 1
20 0 0 40 10 50 137B
20 0 0 40 10 50 1888
20 0 0 40 10 50  188B
15 0 0 30 20 50 188c
15 0 0 30 20 50 188D
15 0 0 30 20 50 188n
20 0 0 40 10 50 208&
20 0 0 40 35 75 208E
20 0 0 40 35 75 208c
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
31 10 0 63 151 784 208n „
15 0 0 30 20 50 58A K 2
15 0 0 30 20 50 58n „
8 10 0 34 16 50 257 K 5
n. 1. 50 50 100 143 K 6
n.1. 25 25 50 144 „
. 67 0 67 169 K 5
12 10 0 50 50 100 48 K 6
12 10 0 50 50 100 49
12 10 0 50 50 10 ) 50
17 10 0 70 30 100 51
12 10 0 50 50 100 70
10 0 0 40 40 80 71
12 10 0 50 50 100 72
16 15 0 67 33 100 75
11 5 0 45 20 65 76
7 0 0 28 12 40 77
16 15 0 67 33 100 130
4 3 9
16 15 0 67 33 100 131
4 3 9
12 10 0 50 25 75 132
3 2 6
16 15 0 67 33 100 133
4 3 9
12 0 0 48 24 72 134
3 0 0
„
„
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LIST OF RUNS- con.ti*srai.
Bun.
Imanow Area  112
Square  Na".
Bent.  U nda roll..
Avail -  Una- ,
abb.
£  S. d.
167n Queensland Squatting
Co.
Eux
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
167n ditto
168n ditto
ditto
169n ditto
143n Raven and White ...
144n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
145n ditto . ...
211 Richardson , W. W....
ditto ... ...
22 ditto ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
24 ditto ... ...
4 ditto
5 ditto ... ...
21n ditto ... ...
22n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
236n ditto ... ...
23n ditto ... ...
155n ditto ... ...
156n  ditto ... ...
23n ditto ... ...
24n ditto ... ...
62n ditto ... ...
292 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
293 ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
3s1 ditto ... ...
8n ditto
48n ditto ...
7 Robertson and Edkins
8 ditto ...
8 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
148 ditto ...
149 ditto ...
149 ditto ...
150 ditto ...
363 ditto ...
363 ditto ...
53n  Rutherford, James
33 ditto ...
34 ditto ...
34 ditto ...
38 ditto ...
96 ditto ...
96 ditto ...
97 ditto ...
138 ditto ...
138 ditto ...
139 ditto ...
139 ditto ...
427a ditto ...
429a ditto ...
424a ditto ...
424a ditto ...
425a ditto ...
425a ditto ...
426a ditto ...
426a ditto ...
495a ditto ...
496a ditto ...
497a ditto ...
498a ditto ...
...
ditto  (license  fee)*
Nez ...
ditto (license fee)+
Yeux ...
ditto (license fee)+
Bouche ...
ditto (license fee)+
Bonne ...
ditto (license fee)+
Dawn ... ...
Morn ... ...
Noon ...
Night ... ...
Wodonga No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Breadalbane ...
Laggan ... ...
Lochiel ... ...
Obrader ... ...
Wallinga ...
Toora ...Virginia No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
Birrimbar ... ...
Virginia No. 4 ...
...ditto No. 5
ditto No.  6  ...
Boyna ... ...
Moynalty ... ...
Nobber ...
Bilpamorea No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No. 4
Gipseyy Downs No. 1
Womboin ... ...
Billa Billa . ...
Roxborough Downs
No. 5
ditto No. 6 .,,
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 13 ...
ditto No. 14 ...
ditto No. 15 ...
ditto No. 16 ...
ditto No. 17 ...
ditto No. 18 ...
Jimboo No. 2
Mooradonka ,..
Barivituari No. 2 ..
Wallamundah No. 2
Goodthapa... ..
Derrewarrah No. 2
Mowarrah No. 2 ...
Mandragora  No. 2...
Ulvah No. 3 ...
Peleenah No. 2 ...
Cobra ... ...
Pinalaka ... ...
Ulva ...
Derrywarra...
Coombara ...
Barivituari ...
Mowarrah .
Mandragoonah
Kennegarry
Peleenah .
McIntyre Downs
Davenport Downs
Bunda Bulla
Tapilla ...
10 10 0 42 21 63 135 K 6
4 12 6
15 0 0 60 30 90 136
3 15 0
15 0 0 60 30 90 137
3 15 0
16 0 0 64 32 96 138
4 0 0
6 15 0 27 13 40 139
1 13 9
9 10 0 38 352 731 87
8 0 0 32 60 92 88
6 5 0 25 17; 42; 89
6 5 0 25 1812 431-2 90 „
16 15 0 67 33 100 194 K3
16 15 0 67 33 100 195 to
13 10 0 27 7 34 73 K2
13 0 0 26 6 32 74
20 0 0 40 10 50 75
to
20 0 0 40 10 50 76
to
40 0 0 80 20 100 38
to
20 0 0 40 10 50 37
toto
16 10 0 66 34 100 108 K5
16 10 0 66 34 100 109
16 10 0 66 34 100 110
n.l. 40 20 60 220 K6
16 10 0 66 34 100 111 K5
7 0 0 28 10 38 112 K6
6 5 0 25 7 32 113 „
16 10 0 66 34 100 112 K5
16 10 0 66 34 100 113 „
16 15 0 67 33 100 190 ,f
8 10 0 34 16 50 102 K4
6 5 0 25 5 30 103 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 104 „
6 5 0 25 5 30 105 99
20 0 0 40 20 60 2r4 K 5
19 0 0 38 17 55 82
610 0 90, 10 38 162 „
30 0 0 60 15 75 43 X2
30 0 0 60 15 75 44 „
35 0 0 70 17 87 45
30 0 0 60 15 75 46
18 15 0 75 0 75 66 B3
12 10 0 50 25 75 67 09
15 0 0 60 15 75 68 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 69 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 244 K4
14 0 0 56 19 75 245 90
16 15 0 67 0 67 173 K5
32 10 0 65 35 100 87 K2
17 10 0 35 15 50 88 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 89
20 0 0 40 9 49 104 to
8 10 0 34 16 50 213 to
8 10 0 34 16 50 214 to
7 5 0 29 0 29 215 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 45 K3
8 10 0 34 16 50 46
8 10 0 34 16 50 47 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 48 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 180 K1
20 0 0 40 10 50 181
„
20 0 0 40 10 50 186 to
20 0 0 40 10 50 187 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 184 to
20 0 0 40 10 60 185 to
20 0 0 40 10 50 182 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 183 of
20 0 0 40 10 50 114 to
20 0 0 40 10 50 115 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 116 to
20 0 0 40 10 50 117 f,
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LIST OF  RUNS --convinced.
A
q M Len".
4 Rutherford, James ...
39 ditto ... ...
40 ditto ... ...
304 ditto ... ...
51n ditto
432a Rutherford , Whitney,
and Hall
432a ditto .. ...
55n Scafe, W. W.... ...
56n
55n
ditto ...
ditto
399a Schollick, E. J.
502a ditto
448a ditto ...
405a ditto ...
504a ditto ...
449a ditto ...
109 Simson, John ...
110 ditto ...
ditto ...
111 ditto ...
ditto ...
112 ditto ...
ditto ...
113 ditto
ditto ...
121 ditto
ditto ...
122 ditto ...
143 ditto ...
144 ditto ...
202 ditto ...
203 ditto ...
ditto
410a ditto ..
488a ditto ...
489a ditto ...
490a ditto ..,
491a ditto ..,
194n  Simson  and Affleck
193n ditto ...
195n ditto ...
...
...
,..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
Varney .. ...
Narva ... ...
Fontenay .. ...
Kilkerry No. I ...
Surprise  No. 1 ...
Diamentina Lakes
No. 3
Diamentina Downs
Davis'  Delight ...
Kirb ...
McKinlay' s Gap ...
Olio No. 1 ...
Dirleton No. 3 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Oondooroo ... ...
per Oondooroo ...Up No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ..Matti Mutti No. 5...
ditto No.6...
Fairview  No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ..
Mount Felix No. 1
ditto No. 2...
ditto No. 3...
Tryeta No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Keleenah No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Doubtful No. 2 ...
Cashmere  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto  No. 4 ...
Trewalla  Il  , .. ...
Lillirie ... ...
Longlands ...
26n Smith, Charles
ditto (license fee)+
... Carlton Hills No. 1
ditto (arrears)++ ...
27n
ditto
ditto
ditto To.2
ditto  No. 3
48n ditto ditto  No. 5
35n ditto
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Waverley No. 1 ...
35n ditto ...
ditto (arrears) j
... ditto No.2 t...
316 ditto ... ...  Gurley ..
320 ditto ...
ditto (arrears)+" ...
... Sheila ...
36n ditto Waverley No. 3II ...to ditto ... ...  ditto No. 4 •
319 ditto ... ...  Oban... .. ...
"n ditto ..
ditto  (arrears)++ ,..
Carlton Hills No.4...
247 Smith, Laughton, and
Debney
391a South Australian Land
Peppin No. 4§
Clio  Po. 1 ...
16 10 0 30  20 50 36  K2
73 10 0 70 30 100 107 „
77 0 0 70 30 100 108
28 18 0 34 16  50 127 K 4
25 0 0 50  25 75 169 K 5
30 0 0 60 15 75 170 K 1
30 0 0 60 15 75 171
16 15 0 67 33 100 176 K 5
16 15 0 67 33 100 178 „
6 5 0 25 144  394 177
44 0 0 88 0 88 235 K 1
50 0 0 100 0 100 121
40 0 0 80 0 80 137
54 0 0 108 0 108 222
50 0 0 100 0 100 123
28 0 0 56 0 56 136
22 10 0 90 10 100 240
13 15 0 55 0 55 241
25 0 0 100 0 100 242
25 0 0 100 0 100 243
12 10 0 50 0 50 244
12 10 0 50 121 621 245
6 5 0 224  0 224 246
7 10 0 30 10 40 247
8 15 0 35 171 521 248
8 15 0 35 152.  5012  11
20 0 0 80 20 100 12
8 15 0 35 15 50 13
25 0 0 100 0 100' 58
25 0 0 100 0 100 57
6 5 0 25 25 50 176
6 5 0 25 11 36 177
6 5 0 25 0 25 178
26 0 0 50 14 64 214
40 0 0 80 181 981 107
45 0 0 90 10 100 108
45 0 0 90 10 100 109
40 0 0 80 20 100 110
304 0 3021 187
6 -5 0 16 0 16 186
16 2 6 644 0 64, 189
3 4 6
of
6
to
„
25 0 0 50 10 60 118 $ 5
20 0 0
40 0 0 40 20 60 119
20 0 0 40 20 60 120
46 10 0 31 10 41 163
36 0 0
40 0 0 80 20 100 135
28 0 0
25 0 0 62 62 124 136
48 0 0 80 20 100 151
3 0 0
45 0 A 75 25 100 159
„
If
„
K4
„
... 50 50 100 137 K 5
19
120 0 0 80 20 100 156 K 4
22 10 0
22 0 0 44 23 67 154 K 5
n.l. 604 0 604
50 0 0 100 0 100 249 K 1
1
Mortgage  and Agency
Company , Limited
di88n tto ... ... ditto No.2 ...
189n ditto ... ... ditto No.3 ...
171 Stevens, E. J. ... Chatsworth ... ...
172 ditto ... ... ditto No.1 ...
172 ditto ... ... ditto No.2 ...
173 ditto ... ... ditto No.3 ...
173 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 , ..
174 ditto ... ... ditto No.5 ...
174 ditto ... ... ditto No. 6 ...
105 0 0
94 6 0
18 15 0
1210 0
8 10 0
2210 0
15 0 0
1815 0
18 15 0
ditto  (arrears)++ .,. 31 5 0
50 50 100 138
Uns-
vailabie. Total.
Land .  Folio.
50 0 50 1  K2
46 0 46 2 „
75 0 75 112 K 3
50 0 50 113
34 16 50 114
90 10 100 115
60 0 60 116
75  0 75  117
75 0 75 118
847
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
8gnare Miles.
Lessss. Run. Rent.
s. d.
175 Stevens, E. J....
Avail-
able.
GREGORY  NORTH- continued.
... Chatsworth No. 7 ...
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
10 0 0 40 17 57 119 K 3
7 10 0
25 0 0 50 0 50 29 K 2
51 51 102 215 K 4
39 39 78 84 K 5
39 39 78 85
39 39 78 86
381 38 761 87
9 0 0 36  12 48 88
11 0 0
17 10 0 70 23 93 89 „
45 0 0
4 5 0 25 51 301 90 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 91 ,.
1l 0 0 44  21 65 152 „
13 15 0 55 10 65 153
50 60 100 t)6
40 4 0 67  33 100 212 K360 6 0 67 33 100 213 „
40 4 0 67 33 100 215 „
25 0 0 70 311 1011 175 K5
54 8 0 34 16 50 240 K3
72 10 0 50 10 60 222 K4
12 10 0 50 50 100 114 K6
6 5 0 25  5 30 115 „
10 15 0 43 42 85 116
6 5 0 25  17 42 126
„
of
8 0 0 32  30 62 127 or
6 10 0 26 26 51 128 „
6 5 0 25  10 35 129
33 0 0 66 34 100 131 K5
17 0 0 34 16 50 133
30 0 0 60 15 75 12 K2
30 0 0 60 15 75 13
30 0 0 60  15 75 14
Is99
20 0 0 60 15 75 15 „
20 0 0 40  10 50 16 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 17 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 221
12 10 0 50 25 75 222 „
12 10 0 50  25 75 223 „
18 15 0 75  0 75 224
18 15 0 75 0 75 225
12 10 0 50 0 50 226
10 0 0 40 20 60 225 K3
12 10 0 50 25 75 253 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 254 „
12 10 0 50 25 75 43 K5
16 10 0 66 34 100 189
7 10 0 30 13 43 53 K4
17 5 0 69 0 69 54 to
6 5 0 25  5 30 150 „
50 50 100 191 K6
25 0 0 50 13 63 131
212 10 0 50 0 50 71 K
7 15 0 31 0 31 72 1•
12 10 0 50 0 50 73
12 10 0 50 0 50 74
„
o
12 10 0 50 0 50 75
t
o
12 10 0 50 0 50 76
t
o
12 10 0 50  0 50 77
tf
12 10 0 50  0 50 78
o
o
8 10 0 34 16 50 79
tto
8 10 0 34 16 50 80 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 81
8 10 0 34 16 50 82
„to
8 10 0 34 16 50 83
8 10 0 34 16 50 84
„to
8 10 0 34  16 50 85
 ,
8 10 0 34 16 50 86
8 5 0 33  32 65 88
25 0 0 50 25 75 18 K2
30 0 0 60 15 75 19
16 15 0 67 33 100 64
ft
16 15 0 67 33 100  1 65 19of
240n ditto ...
348 ditto ...
9n ditto ...
ion ditto ...
ion ditto ...
Iin ditto ...
11n ditto ... ...
12n ditto
12n ditto ...
13n ditto ...
43n ditto ...
43n ditto ...
15n ditto
220 ditto
ditto
...
221 ditto
54n ditto
234 ditto ...
352 ditto ...
156n  Stuart ,  it.  W....
157n ditto ...
ditto ...
162n ditto ...
163n ditto ...
ditto ...
164n ditto ...
33n Tilbury, J. T.
34n ditto ...
84a Tobin, Andrew
384a ditto ...
385a  ditto ...
385a ditto ...
386a ditto ...
386a ditto ...
100 ditto ...
100 ditto ...
101 ditto ...
101 ditto ...
102 ditto
102 ditto ...
226 ditto ...
240 ditto ...
241 ditto ...
389 ditto ...
61n ditto ...
267 ditto ...
268 ditto ...
316 ditto ...
196n Tozer, W. P....
51 Tyson, Jaynes...
151 ditto ...
151 ditto ...
152 ditto ...
152 ditto
153 ditto
153 ditto . •.
154 ditto ...
154 ditto
155 ditto ...
155 ditto ...
156  ditto ...
156 ditto ...
157  ditto ...
157 ditto ...
158 ditto ...
158 ditto ...
159 ditto ...
383a ditto ...
383a ditto ...
132n  ditto
ditto ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Lindisfarne ... ...
Pershore j i ...
Mayfields No. 11 .. .
ditto No. 2I ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 41 ...
I Chatsworth No. 8 ...
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto (arrears)+
ditto No. lot
ditto No. 11
Stanbroke East ...
Stanbroke West ...
Ivanhoe No. 411 ...
Windsor No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
Kiarnat ... ...
Allandale ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Hound ... ...
Fox ... ...
Hare ... ...
Pitt ...
Curran ... ...
Nap ... ...
Ben .Canis Downs No. 5
ditto No.  7
.... Marion Downs No.1
ditto No. 2
...I ditto  No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto  No. 7
ditto  No. 8
ditto  No. 9
ditto  No. 10
ditto No. 11
ditto No. 12
Belle Vue .. .
ditto No.2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.5
Kasouka  No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3
Hughenden Manor§
Kelvin Grove No. 1
Idamea Lakes No. 1
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. §5
No. 8
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No.14
No. 15
No.16
Kelvin Grove No. 5
Glenormiston No.  1
ditto  No. 2
Tambo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Run. Rent.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
a
Lessee.
a
133n Tyson ,  James ... ...
ditto ...13-In ditto
ditto
... ...
141n ditto ... ...
142n ditto ... ...
139n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
140n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
141n ditto ... ...
169n ditto ... ...
17011 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
69n ditto ... ...
70n ditto
ditto  • ... ...
71n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
72n ditto ... ...
158n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
159n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
160n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
16111 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
162n ditto ... ...
397 ditto ... ...
398 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
399 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
28Urquhart ,
and Fraser
Urquhart,
29 ditto ... ...
168 ditto ... ...
169 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
170 ditto ... ...to ditto ... ...
171 ditto ... ...
63n ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
66n ditto
397 White, W. D., E., and
A. W. D.
59n ditto
213n  White, W. D., A. W.
D., and E.
181 Wienholt, Edward ...
181 ditto ... ...
182 ditto ... ...
182 ditto ... ...
190 ditto ... ...
86 ditto ... ...
87 ditto ... ...
87 ditto ... ...
88 ditto ... ...
88 ditto ... ...
89 ditto ...
99 ditto ... ...
378a ditto ... ...
379a ditto ... ...
379a ditto ... ...
380a ditto ... ...
380a ditto ... ...
97 ditto ... ...
98 ditto ... ...
98 ditto
99 ditto ...
348
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail- j Una-
able.  Iva ilable. Total.
£ a. d.
Lands Folio.
GREGORY  NORT  H--continued.
Tambo No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 8
Passy ...
Auteuil
Trianon ...
Riche-en-Eau
Pierrefont ...
Calais ...
St. Cloud ...
Melun ...
Chaunce No. 1
ditto No. 2
Lochivar No. I
ditto  No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Toko ...
Linda
Lydia
Louisa
Vivienne
Martha
Emma
Cissy
Ethel .
Belmore No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No 5
Kuddarree ...
Kalidawarry
Kuddaree West ...
Kalidawarry West
Gidya Downs
ditto West
Pondo
ditto West
Dickery No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto  No. 5
ditto  No. 6
Cowie No. 1
Afterthought ..
McKinlay's Gap No.1
Bengal No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5 ...
Fortwilliam No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
ditto  No. 7 ...
Pike's Springs
Wyeta ..
Reedy Springs
Annadale No. 1
ditto No. 2
Warenda No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
16 15 0 67  33 1 100 ' 66 K 2
16 15 1) 67  33 100 67
16 5 0 65 231 881-  68
9 0 0 36  14 50 69
13 5 0 53 28 81 83
7 10 0 30 13 43 84
9 0 0 36  14 50 78
16 15 0 67 33 100 79
9 0 0 36  14 50 80
12 10 0 50 25 75 81 H
12 10 0 50 25 75 82
16 15 0 67 33 100 140
16 15 0 67 33 100 141
13 5 0 53 25 78 142
33 10 0 67 33 100 199 K 5
17 0 0 34 16 50 200 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 201 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 202 of
33 10 0 67 33 100 203 „
33 10 0 67 33 100 204 „
13 10 0 54 26 80 117 K6
13 10 0 54 27 81 118
15 10 0 62 30 92 119
of
11 10 0 46 23 69 120
to
10 0 0 40 20 60 121
toto
15 0 0 60  30 90 122
16 15 0 67 33 100 123
„
7 0 0 28  13 41 124
ofto
11 0 0 44 21 65 125
12 10 0 50 50 100 60 5
12 10 0 50 50 100 61 „
7 10 0 30 231 531 622 2 to
12 10 0 50 50 100 63 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 64 „
20 0 0 40 10 50 77 K2
20 0 0 40 10 50 78 „
10 0 0 40 10 50 106 K3
10 0 0 40 10 50 107 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 108 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 109 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 110 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 111 „
53 12 0 67 33 100 193 K5
16 15 0 67 33 100 194 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 195
8 10 0 34 16 50 196
27 4 0 34  16 50 197
27 4 0 34 16 50 198
8 10 0 34 16 50 59
14 10 0 58 29 87 184 „
10 10 0 42 314 734 177A go
12 10 0 50 0 50 131 K3
12 10 0 60  0 50 132
10 0 0 40 10 50 133
itto
10 0 0 40 10 50 134 „
8 15 0 35 15 50 149 „
12 10 0 50 0 50 194
12 10 0 50 0 50 195
„
of
12 10 0 50 0 50 196
12 10 0 50 0 50 197
„it
12 10 0 50 G 50 198 „
8 10 0 34 16 50 199 „
12 10 0 50 0 50 220
25 0 0 50 0 60 28
25 0 0 50 0 50 26
25 0 0 50 0 50 27
25 0 0 50 0 50 24
25 0 0 50 0 50 25 K2
14 0 0 56 0 56 216
„
12 10 0 50 0 50 217
18 15 0 75 0 75 218
18 15 0 75 0 75 219
04
Lessee.
270 Wienholt , Edward ... 1
271 ditto ... ...
271 ditto
345 ditto ... ...
346 ditto ... ...
7n ditto ... ...
7n ditto ... ...
183 ditto ... ...
185 ditto ... ...
186 ditto ... ...
186 ditto ... ...
187 ditto ... ...
194 ditto ... ...
195 ditto ... ...
195 ditto ... ...
239 ditto ... ...
356 ditto ... ...
390a ditto ... ...
391a ditto ... ...
183 ditto ... ...
184 ditto
ditto
185 ditto ... ...
187 ditto ... ...
188 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
189 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
233 ditto ...
222 ditto ... ...
223 ditto ... ...
213 ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
215 ditto ...
229 ditto ... ...
326 ditto ... ...
221 ditto ... ...
222 ditto ..
229 Wienholt and Douglas
417a Wilson,  Samuel ...
417a ditto ... ...
418a ditto ... ...
418a ditto ... ...
491a ditto ... ...
492a ditto ... ...
493, ditto ... ...
494a .ditto ... ...
495a ditto ... ...
496a ditto ...
497a ditto ... ...
419a ditto ... ...
419a ditto ... ...
420a ditto ... ...
420a ditto ... ...
421a ditto ... ...
421a ditto ... ...
243n ditto
244n ditto
206n ditto ... ...
246n ditto
„ ditto ... ...
247n ditto ... ...
431 ditto ... ...
448 di tto ... ...
107 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
108 ditto
ditto
109 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
101 ditto ... ...
101 ditto ...
150 ditto
233n  Woods, Ferguson, and
q
Ferguson
234n  ditto ,,, ,,.
349
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
I
Haan. Rent.
Estimated A re a in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
I £ 8.
GREGORY NORTH--continued.
Warenda No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto  No. 9  ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
Hamilton  No. 2 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 7 ...
ditto  No. 8 ...
ditto  No. 9 ...
Morgan ... ...
Datson ... ...
Tipperary ... ...
Tanderagee ... ...
Pring
Coroebus ...
Marmion .
Hamilton No. 1
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
ditto No. 12 ...
ditto No. 13 ...
ditto No. 14 ...
Ontario ...
Canary No.  1  ...
ditto No.2 ...
Hawthorn No. 4 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto No.  7  ...
Tooleybuck No. 5 ...
Hawthorn No. 8 ...
Windsor No. 4 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Tooleybuck No. 4 ...
Kell No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Diamentina No.  1  ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No.7 ...
ditto No.  8 ...
ditto  No. 9  ..
ditto  No. 10...
ditto No.11...
Donald ... ...
Cathedral ...
Middleton No.1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
Doveridge No.1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
Cadell No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 1  ...
Roma  No. 1  ...
ditto No.2 ...
Nina No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Bowen  No. 1  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Calista No.1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Galla ... ...
Cootawanna... ...
Enaweena ... ...
Una-
vailable Total.
I Lands Folio.
18 15 0 75 0 75 59 K4
14 15 0 59 0 59 60 „
6 5 0 25 0 25 61  „
13 5 0 53 0 53 209 „
8 5 0 33 11 44 210
18 15 0 75 0 75 79 K5
9 0 0 36 14 50 80
25 0 0 100 0 100 136  K3
25 0 0 100 0 100 139  „
25 0 0 100 0 100 141 to
15 0 0 25 1 26 142  ,f
25 0 0 50 0 50 143  „
25 0 0 100 0 100 160 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 161 99
17 10 0 70 30 100 162 to
18 5 0 73 5 78 250  „
10 5 0 41 0 41 230 K4
24 10 0 49 0 49 4 K2
41 0 0 82 0 82 3  „
50 0 0 100 0 100 135 K3
200 0 0 100 0 100 137  „
205 0 0 100 0 100 138 „
5o 0 0 100 0 100 141) ,1
87 10 0 50 0 50 144 „
40 0 0 40 10 50 145 of
12 10 0 25 25 50 146 of
17 10 0 35 15 50 147  to
24 10 0 49 1 50 1411
30 0 0 50 0 50 2c9
12 10 0 50 0 50 21i
18 15 0 75 0 75 218
11 5 0 45 5 50 199 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 200 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 201  „
1d 15 0 67 33 100 202 „
80 0 0 80 7 87 231 „
71 15 0 35 20 55 171 K4
40 0 0 50 50 100 214 K3
27 10 0 50 50 100 216 „
75 0 0 100 0 100 230 „
45 0 0 90 10 100 197 K1
37 10 0 75 25 100 198 „
47 10 0 95 5 100 199 „
37 10 0 75 25 100 200 to
37 10 0 75 25 100 5 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 6 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 7  „
50 0 0 100 0 100 8 to
50 0 0 100 0 100 9 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 10 it
37 10 0 75 25 100 11 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 193
„
50 0 0 100 0 100 194 it
30 0 0 60 20 80 195 „
38 10 0 77 0 77 196  „
25 0 0 50 0 50 191  „
25 0 0 50 0 50 192 „
37 10 0 75 25 100 12 to
50 0 0 100 0 100 13 „
49 10 0 100 0 100 1 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 2
„
50 0 0 100 0 100 3 to
50 0 0 100 0 100 4 „
25 0 0 50 50 100 172 „
35 0 0 70 30 100 159  „
6 5 0 25 25 50 14 K6
6 5 0 25 12 37 15 „
12 10 0 50 50 100 16 „
12 1 3 481148 96; 17 „
9 15 0 39 39 78 18  to
6 5 0 25 821 331 19  to
8 10 0 34 16 50 2
12 10 0 50 25 75 3
15 0 0 25 7 32 70 K'3
n. 1. 30 10 40 216  K6
n. 1. 35 36 70 217  it
850
LIST OF RUNS --coa tinned.
sad. Bent. A
.
GREGORY SOUTH.
Notbasted
awe wee.
.. w
v i-
bb.
Lands M&
598 Armstrong, Henry C. Sehwarn .. ...
ldh
12 10
15 0
0
0
50
60
50
40
100
100
231
232
K 3
„
599
ditto ...
ditto ...
esterfie ...... C
...
Mareachal ...
...
... 15 0 0 60 40 100 233
„
„
„ ditto ... ... Chatham ... ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 234
600 ditto ... ...  Roseberth ... ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 235
„ ditto ... ... Schalton ... ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 236
688 ditto ... ... Daisy ... ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 150 K440122ditto ... ... Primrose ... ... 12 10 0 50 20 70 188
421 ditto ... ... Zara... ... ... n. 1. 30 20 50 211
422 ditto ... ... Zarina ... ... n. 1. 30 20 50 212to ditto ... ... Wood Lodge ... n. 1. 30 20 50 213
423 ditto ... ... Cavan ... n. 1. 30 20 50 214
427n ditto ... ... Chatham North ... n. 1. 30 18 48 217
428n ditto ... ...  Schalton West ... n. 1. 26 0 26 218
„ ditto ... ...  Roseberth North ... n. 1. 30 18 48 219
429n ditto ... ... Schalton North ... n. 1. 30 18 48 220
„ ditto ... Roseberth East ... n. 1. 40 24 64 221
726a  Armytage, F. W. ... Heels ... ... 13 0 0 26 0 26 64 K 2
422 ditto ... ...  Whitula No. 1 ... 39 10 0 79 21 100 128401 ditto ... ... ditto South ... 20 0 0 40 6 46 89
404 ditto ... ... Caroni .. ... 16 0 0 32 3 35 7
431 ditto ... ... Surrey Plains ... 35 0 0 70 121 821 146 „
695a ditto ... ...  Carrotfield ... .. 12 10 0 25 5 30 231 K1
441 ditto ... ... Barrolka Secundus 12 10 0 25 5 30 165
7
K2
442 ditto ... ... Mooresland ... 20 0 0 40 26 66 16 „
508 ditto ... Avondale ... ... 6 5 0 25 10 35 49 K3
509 ditto ... ... Almaniata ... ... 11 5 0 45 25 70 50 „
698a ditto ... ... Ronans ... ... 35 0 0 70 111 814 205 K 1
206n ditto ... ... Mulgrave ... ... 37 16 0 63 12 75 207 K Greg.
207n ditto .. , ... Modook ... ... 25 4 0 42 8 50 205 „
„
ditto ... ... Kingsgold ... ... 25 4 0 42 8 50 203
208n ditto ... Glenmith ... ... 25 4 0 42 8 50 201
to ditto ... ... Revel ... ... 25 4 0 92 Q 50 199
749a ditto ... ... Wellington... ... 23 10 0 47 99 564 87 K 2
718a ditto ... ... Wee ... ... 29 0 0 58 5 63 56 „
719a ditto ... ... Narpar ... ... 20 0 0 40 34 43; 57
720a ditto ... ... Moko ... ... 21 0 0 42 8 50 58
721a ditto ... Knee ... ... 21 0 0 42 8 50 59
722a ditto ... ... Toes ... ... 21 0 0 42 8 50 60
723a ditto ... ... Leg ... ... 21 0 0 42 8 50 61 „
724a ditto ... ... Foot ... ... 14 0 0 28 24 304 62 to
433n ditto ... ... Money ... ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 149 K Greg.
„ ditto ... ... Whitula ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 151 It
573 ditto ... ... Toolah South ... 10 0 0 40 20 60 181 K3
583 ditto Ellenburnie ... 8 150 35 0 35 201 „
„
ditto ... ... Monanyabra ... 18 150 75 25 100 202 „
584 ditto ... ... Powell  ... ... 9 10 0 38 12 50 203 „
„
ditto ... ... Ravine ... ... 11 5 0 45 15 60 204 „
587 ditto ... ... Watson ... ... 10 0 0 40 14 54 209 „
ditto ... ditto West ... 15 0 0 60 294 894 210 „„
588 ditto
...
... ...
ditto South ... 20 0 0 80 19 99 211 It
593 ditto ... ... Forest ... ... 16 10 0 66 22 88 222 of
594 ditto ... ... Grove ... 10 5 0 41 13 54 223 „
ditto Whitula West ... 15 0 0 60 20 80 224 „„
465a ditto
... ...
Money North ... 30 0 0 60 15 75 13s K 1
466a ditto
...
...
...
... Whitula North ... 34 0 0 68 17 85 13B „
622 ditto ... ... Mirrah ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 20 K 4
431n ditto ... ... Galway Downs No. 4 14 0 0 28 4,21324 111 K 1
572a ditto ... ... ditto No.5 21 0 0 42 64 484 156 „
619a ditto ... ... ditto No.9 15 0 0 30 14 44 202 „
613 ditto .. Rocket ... ... 16 10 0 66 0 66 62 K 4
416 Armytage and Galletley Eulbertie Secundus 22 10 0 45 18 63 114 K2
417
„
ditto
ditto
...
...
...
...
Barrolka ...
Wooloomanatta ...
31 10
18 0
0
0
63
36
20
34
83
39*
116
117
It
of
418 ditto ... ... Eulbertie ... ... 12 10 0 25 15 40 120 „
425 ditto ... ... Como ... ... 30 0 0 60 38 98 133 „
423 ditto ... ... Riot ... ... ... 13 16 0 271 0 274 190 „42) ditto .. ... Nelson ... ... 28 0 0 56 111 671 141
503 ditto
.
... Murdo ... ... 10 0 0 40 4,21 4 * 48 K3
453 Australasian Mortgage
and A enc Com-
Tarcarara ... ... 30 0 0 60 40 100 188 K2
yg
pany (united)
il 17 10 0 35 15 50 191454
455
ditto
ditto
... ...
e ..pCar
ditto North 12 10 0 25 0 25 192 It
to ditto
..,
,,,
...
,., ditto East 25 0 0 50 25 75 193 to
Sbl
LIST OF RUN  S- continue 1.
Estimates Area in
Square  NUes.
531 Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Com-
pany (Limited)
532 ditto ... ...
626 ditto ... ...
627 ditto ... ...
555  ditto ... ...
556 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
642 Australian Mortgage
Land and Finance
Company.
642 ditto ... ...
644 ditto ...
656 ditto ...
668 ditto ...
673 ditto ...
691 ditto ...
692 ditto ...
680 ditto
436n Bank, Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
695a  ditto ... ...
414 ditto ... ...
424 ditto ... ...
446 ditto
462 ditto ...
525a  ditto ... ...
649a ditto ... ...
650a ditto ... ...
461 ditto ...
437n  Bank, London Char-
tered
543 ditto ... ...
557a ditto ... ...
558a ditto ... ...
571a ditto ... ...
572a ditto ...
532a  ditto ... ...
534a ditto ... ...
681a  ditto ... ...
682a ditto ...
553 Barton, Barton, and
Goold
654 ditto
632 Bates , G. E. J., and G.,
jun.
ditto ... ...
415n ditto ...
616 Broad, George...
„ ditto ...
617 ditto ...
of ditto ...
635 ditto ...
„ ditto
636 ditto
„ ditto
646 ditto
647 ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
648 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
659 ditto ... ...
653 ditto ... ...
434n  Campbell, Allan ...it ditto ... ...
435n  ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
585a ditto
611a1 ditto ...
613a ditto ...
604 Campbell, William ...
ditto ... ...
505 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Bain.  Rent.
s. d.
Avail -  Un-
able .  vailabie.
Ian" Polio.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Turkey ... ... 7 10 0 30 20 50 95  K3
France ...
Poeppel No. 2
Salmond ...
Cornhill ...
Carham ...
Stream ...
Roseneath ...
Rathmore ...
Fallacy ...
Gamma ...
Todos ...
Colon ...
Tunis ...
Tripoli t ...
Folly ...
Rasmore ...
Wombunderry
Good ...BulpirrahKaffir ... ...
Carraway ... ...Ray  ...
Goulburn Downs ...
Mount Fitton ...
Mount Erbine ...
Wompi ... ...
Winninia ... ...
Maroko ... ...
Kerella ... ...
Alba No.  2 ... ...
Tural ... ...
Telemon ... ...
Maroon, ... ...
Ottiwell ... ...
Laggan ... ...
Canterbury ... ...
ditto South ...
Chispa
Coocoona ...
Traviata ...
Afghanistan...
Cabul ...
Candahar ...
Herat
Lindsey
Marie
Minnie
Annersley ...
Les Cuevas ...
Huevos ...
Sacremento...
Santos ...
Galera ...
Rocas ...
Manitoba ...
Munta ... ...
Niederee ...
Good Hope, South ...
Nankaroo ...
Good Hope ... ...
Thunda
Oakvale
...
Caulfield Downs
Sandridge ... ...
St. Kilda ...
Kensington I3owne
7 10 0 30 20 50 96
15 0 0 60 0 60 28 K 4
12 10 0 50 25 75 29
6 15 0 27 0 27 146 K 3
11 5 0 45 0 45 147 „
15 0 0 60 31 91 148
7 10 0 30 20 50 59 K 4
7 10 0 30 10 40 60
8 10 0 34 20 54 64
7 10 0 30 20 50 87
10 0 0 40 101 50-1  111
6 5 0 25 11 36 120
7 10 0 30 10 40 156
11 1 8 70 11 81 157
6 5 0 25 5 30 133
24 0 0 40  16 56  179 K' Greg.
17 0 0 34 20 54 43
22 10 0 45 0 46 111 K 2
18 10 0 37 6 43'  132
6 5 0 25 9 34 174  to
17 10 0 35 13 48 206 9,
24 0 0 48 43-  521 116 K 1
37 10 0 75 25 100 236  of
18 10 0 37 13 60 235 19
20 0 0 40 15L 551 205 K 2
17 10 0 35 15 50 240 K 1
15 0 0 60 20 80 123 K 3
27 10 0 55 0 55 7 K 1
35 0 0 70 3 73 8 „
30 0 0 60 15 75 21 „
21 10 0 43 81 511  22
30 0 0 60 14 74 119 „
27 10 0 55  221 57; 121
13 0 0 26 5 31 25 K 2
16 10 0 33 51 381 26
15 12 0 25 0 25 142  K3
16 16 0 25 0 25 143
7 10 0 30 10 4 0 38 K 4
13 15 0 55 10 65
3 10 0 40 20 60
18 15 0 75 21 96
19 10 0 78 21 99
6 5 0 25 0 25
6 5 0 25 4 29
6 5 0 25 15 40
11 5 0 45 15 60
13 0 0 52 16 68
12 10 0 50 15 65
11 10 0 46 13 59
10 0 0 40 30 70
13 10 0 54 17 71
13 10 0 54 17 71
20 0 0 80 20 100
7 10 0 30 20 50
10 0 0 40 20 60
20 0 0 40 10 50
20 0 0 40 10 50
20 0 0 40 10 50
29 10 0 59 12 71
15 0 0 30 20 50
21 0 0 42 8 50
12 10 0 201 0 20$
8 15 0 35 15 50
8 15 0 35 1 15 50
12 10 0 50 0 50
8 15 0 35 15 50
352
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
506 Campbell, William ...
„ ditto ... ...
558 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
559 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
560 ditto ... ...
to dit o ... ...
561 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
562 ditto ... ...
to  ditto ... ...
563 ditto ... ...
564 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
674 ditto ... ...
622a  ditto ... ...
623a ditto ... ...
624a  ditto ... ...
625a ditto ... ...
629a ditto ... ...
630a ditto ... ...
631a ditto ... ...
632a ditto ... ...
633a ditto ... ...
699a ditto ... ...
546a ditto ...
547a  ditto ...
548a ditto ...
549a  ditto ...
551a ditto ...
579a  ditto ...
581a ditto ...
594a  ditto ...
440n  ditto ...
679a ditto ...
639a ditto ...
641a ditto
642a ditto
402a ditto ...
702a  ditto ...
708a ditto ...
534 ditto ...
535 ditto ...
633 ditto ...
ditto ...
634 ditto ...
618 ditto ...
634 ditto
449 Campbell. Osborne, and
Osborne
567 ditto ... ...
568 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
569 ditto ... ...
570 dttto ...
572 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
602 ditto ... ...
604 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
605 ditto ... ...
606 ditto ... ...
607 ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
611 ditto ... ...
612  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
409n ditto ...
315 ditto
610 Christian, Christian,
and Grice
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
Brighton 8 15 0
Minnaritche Creek 16 5 0
Thorn ... ... 8 15 0
Portsea ... ... 8 15 0
Sorrento ... ... 10 0 0
Thistle ... ... 815 0
Keilor ... ... 11 5 0
Heidelberg ... ... 12 10 0
Lancefield ... ... 12 10 0
Elthem ... ... 8 15 0
Ivan ... ... 15 0 0
Flemington  ... 10 0 0
Shamrock ... ... 12 10 0
Brighton Downs ... 8 15 0
Northcote ... ...  8 15  0
Colily ... ... 63 0 0
Trippie ... ... 18 10 0
Coortie ... ... 18 10 0
Barin a  ... ... 18 10 0
Milcah ... ... 12 10 0
Kangarrah ... ... 19 10 0
Mutha Murrah ... 17 10 0
Doonmulla ... ... 26 0 0
Arabury ... ... 2t 10 0
Thackabury ... 20 0 0
Duratehie ... ... 18 10 0
Taunton ... ... 21 0 0
Exeter ... ... 17 10 0
Dunster ... ... 22 0 0
Minehead ... 17 10 0
Tookabarnoo North 15 0 0
Barryulah ... ... 17 10 0
Milthaminnie ... 20 0 0
Bloodwood ... ... 30 0 0
Moreton Marsh ... 25 10 0
Moorcoo ... ... 21 0 0
Goonbabinna ... 30 0 0
Barmaroob ... ... 20 0 0
Marranumbla ... 20 0 0
Maapoo ... ... 65 0 0
Tookabarnoo ... 20 0 0
Owwirree ... ... 22 10 0
Ballera  ... ... 8 15 0
Cathewalcha ... 18155 0
Colickie .. ... 12 10 0
Chasleton Downs ... 10 0 0
Stoney Cleft ... 10 0 0
Warra ... 6 5 0
Milthaminnie Downs 12 10 0
Cacoory ... ... 20 0 0
Bidtha ... ... 15 0 0
Billabilla ... ... 15 0 0
Week ... ... 30 0 0
Gilgoenbon ... ... 48 0 0
Monagee .. ... 48 0 0
Wigugomrie .. 15 0 0
Wigugomrie South 15 0 0
Calamia ... ... 15 0 0
Duck Creek... ... 8 0 0
Ashby ... ... 1.210 0
Listore ... ... 15 0 0
Le Loupe ... ... 12 10 0
Cone . ... ... 8 10 0
Row Tor ... ... 13 0 0
N appatander ... 17 0 0
Zulu...  • .. ... 15 0 0
Burwah ... ... 6 5 0
Afghan ... ... ' 6 5 0
Wanstead ... ... 8 15 0
Yandarah South 15 0 0
Reconciliat;on ... 29 0 0
624a  Conrick and Ware ... FinlandNo. 1
625a ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
35 15
65 8
35 15
35 15
40 14
35 15
45 5
50 81
50 0
35 15
60 5
40 18
50 0
35 15
35 15
60 23
37 13
37 13
37 13
25 0
39 0
35 15
52 0
Total.
Lands Folio.
50 44
73 45
50 151
50 152
54 153
50 154
50 155
681  156
50 157
50 158
65 159
58 160
50 162
50 163
50 164
83 122
50 207
50 208
50 209
25 210
39 214
50 215
52 216
49 0 49 217
40 62 46k 218
37 13 50 206
42 14 56 67
35 15 50 66
44 141 58k 65
35 15 50 61
30 20 50 1
35 15 50 29
40 35 75 144
60 15 75 178
51 11 62 22
42 8 50 23
60 15 75 181
40 10 50 177
40 10 50 175
65 10 75 23
to
„
K2
'K Greg.
„
G
40 10 50 57 K Greg.
45 5 50 69 „
35 15 50 104 K 3
75 0 75 l 105
50 O 50 41 K 4
40 19 59 42
40 8 48 43
25 7 32 18
50 32? 821-,-, 41
40 10 50 181
60 40
60 40
100
100
60 40 1(Y)
60 40 100
60 40 100
60 16 76
60 16 76
60 40 100
32 20 52
50 23 73
60 35 95
50 25 75
34 16 50
52 23 75
68 32 100
60 40 100
25 5 30
25 4 29
to
„to
„
K2
170 K 3
171
172
173
176
179
180
240
243244
245
248
250
251
252  to
.3 K4
4 to
5 „
35 15  50 190 „
60 40 100 13 K 3
58 13 71 104 K 1
17 10 0 35
12 10 0 15W
15
0
50 195 K Greg.
151 197
„
353
Lena&
LIST OF RUNS- contimted.
ere& tn
J lnk&
Bum. agent. LSD& )olio.
£ S. d.
e.as. Ues -
W& Total.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
522a Conrick and Ware Nappamerry ... 20 0 0 I 40  10 50 113 K
651a ditto ... Oonangoorah ... 15 0 0 30  7 37 237
613 ditto ... Stonehenge ... 15 0 0 60  40 100 6 K 4
„ ditto ... Comeroo ... ... 12 10 0 50  25 75 7
614 ditto ... Malgerra ... ... 12 10 0 50  0 50 8
447 Douglas, Walter Wyeroo North ... 12 10 0 50  20 70 237 K 2
478 ditto ... Moruyafour... ... 15 0 0 60  262 862 238 10
705a ditto ... Condoin ... ... 30 0 0 60  132 73; 44 „
706a ditto ... Moruya ... 30 0 0 60  15 75 45 „
707a ditto ... ditto West ... 20 0 0 40  35 75 46
708a ditto Condoin West ... 20 0 0 40  33 73 47
709a ditto Wye roo ...  ... 31) 0 0 60  132 732 48
711a ditto Rumboo ... ... 13 10 0 27  0 27 50
710a ditto Wyeroo East ... 25 0 0 50  20 70 49
446 Durack, Patrick Kars ... ... ... 22 0 0 44  14 58 175
447 ditto ... Sultan ... ... 15 0 0 30  10 40 176
627 ditto ... Corrib ... 6 5 0 25  0 25 30 K4
1328 ditto Achil ... 6 5 0 25  0 25 31
'439n ditto Thylyoungra South
No.  I 22 10 0 45 5 50 9 Greg.K
ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ... 22 10 0 45  5 50 11 f,„
420n ditto ... ... Mount Ortheven ... 22 10 0 45  52 502 13 It
683a ditto ... ... Cumbroo West ... 20 0 0 40  10 50 19 „
684a ditto ... ... ditto East ... 22 10 0 45  5 50 21 „
696a ditto ... ... Bungindery ... ... 22 10 0 45  5 50 45 „
518a ditto ... Bookaberry ... ... 32 10 0 65  30 95 100 K1
519a ditto ... ... Worlow ... ... 13 15 0 272  0 272 101
520a ditto ... ... Mummel ... 30 0 0 60  52 652 102
523a ditto ... ... Worlow West ... 27 0 0 54  182 722 114
524a ditto ... ... Gurta ... ... 22 10 0 45  102 552 115 „
647a ditto ... ... Maugherraugh ... 20 0 0 40  10 50 233 it
714a ditto . Tapilla ... ... 17 10 0 35  7 42 52 K2
715a
...
ditto ...
..
... Tallee ... ... 20 0 0
4,0
9 49 53 is
427 ditto ... ... Worcannia ... ... 22 10 0 45  15 60 137
445 ditto ... ... Kangaroo ... ... 12 10 0 50  7 57 172
463 ditto ... ... Currpo ... ... 8 15 0 35  5 40 208
„ ditto ... ... Verdure ... ... 7 15 0 31  0 31 209
628 ditto ... ... Why Not ... ... 10 0 0 40  26 66 32 K4
629 ditto ... ... Count ... .. 10 0 0 40  222 622 33 „
420n ditto ... ... Galway Downs No. 2 19 0 0 38  12 50 109 K1
542a ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3 12 10 0 25  0 25 110
566a ditto ... ... Bargo ... ... 21 0 0 42  8 50 155
432n ditto ... ... Goodlah ... ... 26 0 0 52  7 59 151
587a ditto Pinthar ... 1710 0 35  15 50 171
588a
...
ditto ...
..:I ...
Wockee ... ... 3210 0 65  35 100 170
617a ditto ... ... Galway Downs No. 7 15 0 0 30  20 50 200
618a ditto ... ... ditto No. 8 1210 0 20  0 20 201 „
646a ditto ... ... ditto No. 10 17 10 0 35  15 50 232
445 ditto ... ... Bungenderry East... 7 10 0 30  20 50 173 K 2
464 ditto ... ... Woolah ... ... 8 5 0 33  132 462 210 „
„ ditto ... .. Bargo East... ... 11 15 0 47 3 50 211
465 ditto ... Emma Downs ... 7 0 0 28 5 33 212
„ ditto ... ... Boomerang ... ... 9 10 0 38 13 1 213
629 ditto ... ... Durack Downs ... 6 5 0 25 17; 22 34 K 4
630 ditto Durack Plains ... 12 10 0 50 334 834 35
555a ditto Nangwarry ... ... 21 12 0 36 7 13 5 K 1
585a ditto Murken ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 153 K Greg.
412 Foot, T., -J. A., T. T.,
and A. N.
Galalah East ... 18 0 0 36 6 42 107 K 2
413 ditto ... ... Carcarilla East ... 15 0 0 30 12 42 108 „
402 ditto ... ... Ranger's Creek ... 12 10 0 25 10 35 6
403 ditto ... ... Widenham ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 3
„
ditto ... ... Wyerie ... ... 1210 0 25 10 35 4
404 ditto ... ... McKinlay Downs ... 12 10 0 25 15 40 5
411 ditto ... ... Carcarilla ... ... 12 10 0 25 5 30 104
„ ditto ... ... Galalah ... ... 30 0 0 60 122 722 105
479 ditto ... ... Darroo ... ... 12 0 0 48 10 58 21.0
„
ditto ... ... Kookoola ..  ... 10 0 0 40 16 56 2,11
481 ditto ... ... Mcginlay Downs East 710 0 30  15 45 244
„ ditto ... ... Ranger's Creek West 8 0 0 32  8 40 245
662a ditto ... ... Pelican Lagoon ... 16 0 0 32  8 40 1
663a ditto ... ... Mount Leonard ... 20 0 0 40  10 50 2
588 ditto ... ... Dangelie ... ... 11 5 0 45  30 75 212 N  3
589 ditto ... ... Calarinda ... ... 6 5 0 25  0 25 213 „
It ditto ... ... Botoota ... ... 7 10 0 30  6 36 214 „
S54
LIST OF  RUNS -eotstixusd.
Estim ated Area inSquare Miles.
532 Gibbs, Charles Henry
533 ditto ... ...
676 ditto ... ...
677 ditto ... ...
676 ditto
423n  ditto ...
424n Gibbs and Martin ...
574a  Gilmour, J. N. ...
593a  ditto ... ...
595a  ditto ... ...
596a  ditto ... ...
680a ditto ... ...
461 ditto
466 ditto ... ...It ditto ... ...
438 ditto ... ...
439 ditto
440 ditto ... ...
441 ditto ... ...
732a  ditto ... ...
515 ditto ... ...
616a ditto ... ...
691a ditto ... ...
687 ditto ... ...
452 Hackett, M.
501 ditto
502 ditto ... ...
Eua. Bent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
33 100 97  K3
33 100 98 „
24 59 126 K 4
„ ditto ... ...
547a  ditto ... ...
704a ditto ... ...
716a  ditto ... ...
717a  ditto ... ...
538 ditto ,,, ...
424n ditto ...
643a Hammond , E.... ...
644a ditto ... ...
645a  ditto ... ...
684a  ditto ... ...
685a  ditto ...
610a Hammond, F. M. ...
682a Hammond ,  James ...
644a  ditto ... ...
441n ditto ...
701a ditto .
641 Hampton, R. C., and
Rowen, M.
496 Hood, W. C. andW....it ditto ...
497 ditto .. ,
99 ditto ... ...
498 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
499 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
500 ditto ... ...
to  ditto ... ...
552 ditto ... ...
167n ditto ... ...
168n ditto ... ...
549 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
553 ditto .. ...
403n Hughes, H. B. ...
ditto ... ...
404n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
405n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
618 ditto ... ...
619 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
620 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
621 ditto .., ...
672 ditto ... ...
GREGORY  SOUTH - continued.
Waverney .. ...
Waverney East ...
Panama ... ...
Said ... ...
Loudon ... ...
Tottness ... ...
Darlington . ...
Toorly Wooler ...
Gloucester ... ...
Raworth Downs ...
Raworth Plains ...
Mumbo ... ...
Corrella ... ...
Redbourne ... ...
Coon t
Wildwaste ...
Mansfield ... ...
O'Hea ... ...
Hume ... ...
Lurgan
ditto South ...
Naccowlah
North Tooley Woo ll ey
Tookabarnoo East ...
Castle Hackett ...
Mitchell Plains ...
Gum Creek ...
The Lake ... ...
Dalton ... ...
Dalton No. 3 ...
Prairie Downs ...
Shannon View ...
Kangaroo Downs ...
Sugarloaf ... ..
Homeward Bound ...
Kallabarra ... ...
Reta ll iation .. ...
Hammond Downs ...
ditto West ...
Dunham ... ...
Tenhamtt ... ...
Humbugtt ... ...
Argyle ... ...
Wallaroo ..
Ashby-de-la -Zouch ...
Cudrie .. ...
ditto  West ...
Weramo ...
ditto West ...
Boors ... ...
ditto West ...
Birabira ...
ditto West
Blackboy ...
ditto West ...
Newmains ... ...
Muncooney . ...
ditto West ...
Teviotdale ... ...
Anandale ... ...
Greenknowe ...
Lubrina West ...
ditto East ...
Conbar East ...
ditto West .
Upper Conbar East
ditto West
Nockatunga East ...
ditto West ...
Branch Block
Queemarra  North ...
ditto South ...
Pastoria ... ...
Nockaburrawarry
South
R.  a. d.
40 4 0 67
40 4 0 67
21 0 0 35
21 0 0 35
15 0 0 60
n. 1. 25
n. 1. 40
20 0 0 40
29 0 0 68
20 0 0 40
16 0 0 32
8 15 0 35
15 0 0 60
10 0 0 40
1 15 0 19
22 0 0 44
19 0 0 38
30 0 0 60
20  0 0 40
17 10 0 35
13 0 0 52
32 10 0 65
36 0 0 72
13 5 0 53
15 0 0 30
7 10 0 30
9 2 6 36$
17 10 0 70
17 10 0 36
22 10 0 45
15 0 0 30
15 0 0 30
7 10 0 30
20 0 0 40
22 10 0 45
22 10 0 45
12 10 0 12
14 0 0 28
14 0 0 28
15 0 0 3030 0 0 50
24 10 0 49
15 0 0 30
22 10 0 45
7 10 0 30
9 15 0 39
9 15 0 39
12 0 0 48
9 5 0 37
9 15 0 39
9 5 0 37
9 15 0 39
7 10 0 30
6 15 0 27
7 10 0 30
12 10 0 50
10 0 0 40
10 0 0 40
24 0 0 40
27 12 0 46
24 0 0 40
45 7 6 75
45 7 6 75
30 5 0 50
30 5 0 50
30 5 0 50
30 5 0 50
45 7 6 75
45 7 6 75
24 4 0 40
36 6 0 60
36 6 0 60
24 4 0 40
15 2 6 25
24 59 127
40 100 125
0 25 215
0 40 216
Lands lrono.
10 50 24 K1
14 72 179
19 59 177
8 40 176
9 44 24
15 75 204
10 50 214
0 19 215
11 55 159
9 47 161
15 75 163
10 50 164
of
It
to
K2
„
„
„
„
is
7; 422 71 „
26 78 62 K 3
10 75 213 K Greg.
18 90 35 K 2
13 66 148 K 4
224 524 187 K 2
4 34 36 K 3
0 361 37  to
30 100 38
12 47 131 K 1
15 60 43 K 2
20 50 54 it
71 371 55
20 50 112 K 3
0 40 248 K 1
16; 611 228 „
7 52 229
0 12 230
0 28 28 K 2
0 28 29
20 50 57
„
„
171 671 17 K Greg.
81  571  171
20 50 15
5 50 55
20 50 58
11 50 25
11 50 24
12 60 27
13 50 26
11  50 29
13 50 28
11 50 31
20 50  30
7 34 33
to
„
„
K4
K3
9 39 32
50 100 140 „
10 50 34A „
10 50 84B
3C 70 133
30 76 134
40 80 141
0 75 6
0 75 5
0 50 1
0 50 2
0 50 3
0 50 4
0 75 8
0 75 7
10 50 9
15 75 12
15 75 11
10 50 10
0 25 20
865
Lessee.
E
LIST OF  RUNS -donftiued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail=
able.
£ s. d.
673 Hughes, H. B.
402n ditto ...
726a ditto ...
728a  ditto  ..
729a Hughes, H. B.
730a ditto
731a ditto
732a  ditto
733a ditto
734a ditto
735a ditto
736a ditto
737a ditto ... ...
738a ditto ... ...
739a ditto ... ...
740a ditto ...
741a ditto ...
742a ditto ... ...
743a ditto ... ...
744a ditto ... ...485 ditto ... ...
486 ditto ... ...
486 ditto ... ...
487 ditto ... ...
487 ditto ... ...
488 ditto
517 ditto ... ...
518 ditto ...
518 ditto ... ...
519 ditto ...
521 ditto ... ...
522 ditto ... ...
670a ditto ... ...
685 ditto ... ...
401n ditto
566 Hungerford, T. and C. P.
536a It enavan,  W.... ...
558a  ditto ... ...
523 ditto ...
...550a  Mailer,  It.
598a ditto
599a ditto
600a ditto ...
601a ditto
602a ditto ...
603a ditto
606a ditto ...
612a ditto ...
613a ditto ...
614a ditto ...
615a ditto ...
604a Mailer, D. ...
710 Mailer, McGregor, and
Mailer
660 Marquand, Laughland,
„ and Styles
of ditto ... ...
661 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
662 ditto
662 ditto ... ...
482 Martin,
Johnson
Bonney, and
615 ditto ..
695 Macdonald, Alexander
„ ditto ...
696 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
697 ditto
„ ditto ...
698 ditto
ditto ...
GREGORY SOUT H- continued.
Run. Rent.
Una-
vailable.Total.
Lands rolio.
6 25 0 25 19 G
0 80 20 100 22 is
0 25 0 25 105 K Greg.
0 40 10 50 109
0 65 6 71 111 to
0 1 70 10 80 113
0 85 15 100 115
,,is
0 40 10 50 117 „
0  35 16 50 119 „
0 40 10 50 121 „
0 40 10 60 123 „
0
0  40 10 50 125
0
0  38 33 71 127 „
6  254 0 254 129
0  25 25 50 131
0  25 25 50 133
„is
0  35 15 50 135
0  30 20 50 137
„is
0  35 15 50 139
0  30 20 50 141
„is
0  65 6 71 3 K3
0  65 16 80 4
0  25 0 25 5
„
of
0  40 10 50 6
0  40 10 50 7
„
of
6  444 214 654 8 „
0  40 10 60 67
0  60 18 78 68
0  80 20 100 69 „
0  65 15 80 71
0  68 17 85 75
0  72 16 88 76
0  70 30 100 21
0  25 0 25 144 K4
0  25 5 30 40A „
0  35 2 37 168 K 3
0  25 0 25 77 K 1
0  75 25 100 142 is
0  40 9; 494 78 K 3
0  50 10 60 63 K 1
0  70 30 100 45 is
0  50 10 60 46
0  50 25 75 47
0  35 50
1
48
0  374 0 37949
„
6  314 0 14 50
isit
0  82 16 98 53
0  34 144 489 59
„
0  56 28 84 60
It
, ,
0  55 229 779 61 „
0  25 10 35 62
0  13 0 13 51
0  35 20 55 187 K 4
0  60 7 67 95 to
0 90 10 100 96
0 80 11 91 97
0 90 10 100 98
isto
0 50 4 54 911
0 40 5 45 100
0 50 15 65 246 K 2
0 30 59 354 13 K 4
0  44 44 88 1&3
0 43 42 85 164
0 48 47 95 165 is
0 50 50 100 166
0 41 41 82 167
0 50 50 100 168
0 50 50 100 169
0 50 50 , 100 170 „
Nockaburrawarry
North
Barcoonia ...
Hughes ...
Tamati ...
Gindina ...
Tipp era ...
Wippo ...Merri
Pady Pady ... ...
Hobkirk t ... ...
Heeney ...
15 2
80 0
12 10
20 0
32 10
35 0
42 10
20 0
17.10
15 10
20 0
ditto (arrears )t++ 33 15Horse Run ... 20 0
ditto  (arrears)ii 33 15
Meadows  ... ... 19 0
Ilbery ... ... 12 17
Pamamarro ... ... 12 10
Herbert ... ...  12 10
Rothesay ... ... 17 10
Bute ... ... 15 0
Ascog ... ... 1710
Arran ... ... 15 0
Barmar  ...  16 5
Tipparara  East  ... 16 5
Barcoonia  North ... 6 5
Tamati East  ... 10 0
Toorpa .. ... 10 0
Meadows  West ... 11 2
Murraworra  ... 10 0
Boorooah .. ... 15 0
Parragoonah  ... 20 0
Dilkerah ... ... 16 5
Mungoorah ... 17 0
Murratburra  ... 18 0
Ariverina ... 35 0
Mungoorah East ... 6 5
Corrientes ... ... 6 5
Newmara ... ... 815
Specktt ... . . . 12 10Karoo 37 10
Maroo East  ... 10 0
Scone  ... ... 25 0
Victoria ... ... 35 0
Glencairn ... ... 25 0
Douglas  ... ... 25 0
Marmion  ... ... 17 10
Moreland ... ... 18 15
Coburg ... ...  15 17
Perth ... ... 41 0
Key ... ... 17 0
Crief ... ... 28 0
Comrie ... ... 27 10
Ivanhoe ... ... 12 10
Rose ... ... 12 10
Cairn Gorm... ... 8 15
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Guiria t ... ... 8 0
Mathilde ...
Santa Rosa ...
Maraquita ...
St. Ann ...
Pepita .
Wallimy West
Boinia Downs, No.4
Abrantes ...
Abukir ...
Adria ...
Alcona
Agra ...
Agua...
A osta
Aleria ...
22 10
20 0
22 10
12 10
10 0
12 10
7 10
11 0
10 15
12 0
12 10
10 5
12 10
12 10
12 10
41
356
LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
Eet3mated  Area  in
square Mile..
Law& lux. sent.
e. d.
699 ; Macdonald, Alexander
ditto ... ...
700 ditto ... ...
„ ditto .. ..
701 ditto
„ ditto ...
702 ditto ...
701 McDonald and Alex-
ander
ditto ... ...
706 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
706 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
707 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
710 ditto ... ...
524a McGregor , D.... ...
525a  ditto ... ,..
526a  ditto ... ...
527a  ditto ... ...
528a  ditto ... ...
607a ditto ... ...
608a ditto ... ...
GREGORY  SOUTH-continued.
Atina ...
Alhama ...
Avlona ...
Averza
Avella ...
Aquilla ...Alpena
Western Park
Epson Downs
Gray' s Hall...
Alice  Maurdrey
Grange FoyleEcclesbourn
Padian Rhu...MaghereaaghLargs
llnBow g ...
Tarregowns
Balloch ...
Look ...
Glenlyon ...
...Glen Is
Ben Castle
Ben Doran
Ben Luigh ...
Ben Dheu ...
Ben Challum
Marsden ...
Deuley ...
Manion ...
Westby ...
Eva ... ...
Stella ...
Yanko
ditto South
609a ditto ...
670 ditto ... ...to ditto ... ...
671 ditto .. ...to  ditt o ... ...
672 ditto ... ...
637 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
638 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
639 ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
640 ditto ... ...
423 ditto ...
424 ditto ... ...
649 ditto ... ...
650 ditto ... ...
L ditto ... ...
651 ditto ... ...it ditto .. ...
652 ditto ... ...to ditto ... ...
663 ditto ... ...
664 ditto ... ...
667 ditto ... ...
668 ditto ... ...
682 ditto ... ...640 ditto ... ...
641 ditto
564a McGregor, Mailer, and
Mailer
565a  ditto ...
443n ditto ...
716a ditto ...
717a  ditto ...
718a ditto ...
719 ditto ...
535 ditto ...
673a ditto ...
714 ditto ...
625 ditto
681 ditto ...
ditto ...
547 McIver, I. J....
548 ditto ...
to ditto
406n McRae , DonaldIt ditto ... ...
407n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
408n ditto ... ,,,to ditto ...
Nebraska
Colorado
Origan
Quebec
Toronto
Ottawa
Montreal
St. Clair
Arica
Tudor
Rio ...
Tobago
Mimosa
Petrea
Warlaby
Durham Downs ...
Calilpie ... ...
Dunoon ... ...
Glasgow ... ...
Greenock ... ...
Edinburgh ... ...
Duncan ... ...
Larra ... ...
Turtulla ...
Calipie South ...
Finis ... ...
Amen ... ...
Pashall ... ...
Cracow ...
Dervish ...
Delga East ...
ditto West
Kalboora East
ditto West
Kowroungala East...
ditto West ,..
12 10 0 50
11 5 0 45
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0
12 10 0
A.an-
able.
50
50
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
7 10 0 30
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
1. 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
45 0 0 90
45 0 0 90
40 0 0 80
13 15 0 5520 0 0 80
17 10 0 70
7 5 0 29
15 0 0 60
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 50
15 0 0 60
12 10 0 50
10 0 0 40
12 10 0 50
12 10 0 60
40 0 0 80
17 10 0 35
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
7 141 0 30
6 5 0 25
7 10 0 30
10 0 0 40
7 10 0 30
15 0 0 60
15 0 0 60
8 10 0 34
7 10 0 30
10 0 0 40
7 10 0 30
17 10 0 70
17 10 0 35
17 10 0 35
24 10 0 49
22 10 0 45
'22 10 0 45
20 0 0 40
17 10 0 35
8 5 0 33
19 0 0 38
42 10 0 852010 0 41
15 0 0 60
15 10 0 62
.  25
6 6 0 25
7 10 0 30
21 3 6 35
16 18 10 28
21 3 .6 35
21 3 6 35
24 4 0 40
22 7 8 37
line- Total.
vsihbl..
50
45
50
50
50
50
25
50
land .  lblio.
100 171 K 4
90 172
100 173
100 174
100 175
100 1176
50 177
100 178
30 60 179
50 100 180
50 100 181
50 100 182
50 100 183
50 100 184
50 100 185
15 40 186
17 42 89
17 42 88
11 36 87
11 36 86
9 34 85
'8 98 54
8 98 5571,  879 56
18 73 115
16 96 116
249 94; 117
0 29 118
22 82 119
25 75 49
30 80 50
40 100 51
38 88 52
26 66 53
26 76 54
30 80 55
20 100 130
15 50 131
8 33 74
30 80 75
20 50 76
10 35 77
20 50 78
20 60 79
20 50 80
30 90 102
30 90 103
249 589 110
21 51 112
20 60 137
20 50 56
30 100 57
15 50 14
15 50
5 54
5 50
5 50
10 50
15 50
5 38
37 75
15 100
5 46
17  77
22 84
10} 35;
0 25
79 379
5 40
2 30
15 50
15 50
6 46
12 49
15 „
83i K Greg.
85 „
87 „
89 „
91  it
106 K 3
23 K 1
81 K Greg.
83B „
135 K 4
136  it
99 K 3
100
101
14
13
17
18
15
16
„
„
G
357
L1ST OF RUNS-continued.
B.ni. Bent.
£  S. d.
Bsttmated  Arm in
-Qn m MIIeL
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
lands lblio.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
685a McRae , Christina Beorarie  South ...  20 0 0 40 10 50
6
23 K C reg.
686a ditto ditto North ... 20 0 0 11.0  10 50 25 „
687a ditto Ulloomunta... .. .  17 10 0 35 15 50 27
689a ditto Aros 20 0 0 40 10 50 31
688a ditto Cathoo 17 10 0 35 15 50 29
529a  ditto Cairn 16 0 0 32 8 40 84 K 1
530a ditto Clyde 12 10 0 1921  0  list 83
531a ditto Killin 17 10 0 35  81  4312 82 „
532a ditto Kenmore 42 10 0 85 15 100 81 ,,
586a  ditto Moyc'{t ... 25 0 0 70  24 94 33 „
587a ditto Cromarty ... 30 0 0 60 15 75 34
536 ditto Campbellt 4 10 0 33 32 65 107 K3
688a ditto Dingwall ... 37 10 0 75  25  100 35 K1
589a ditto Aberdeen ... 32 10 0 65 35 100 36
590a ditto Forfar 22 10 0 45 91 5412 37
591a ditto Fife ... 16 10 0 33 7  40 38
592a ditto Clunie ... 21 0 0 42  8  50 39
593a ditto Romsey ... 18 10 0 37 161 534 40
694a  ditto Ann ... 12 10 0 171  0  172 41
595a ditto Havelock ... 32 0 0 64  234  874 42
596a  ditto ... Ness ... 20 0 0 40  23  63 43 „
697a ditto Chinton . 32 0 0 64  28  92 44 v
720a McVicar,  Dugald Wombundery South  22 10 0 45  5 50 93 Greg.K
721a  ditto ... Merrie Merrilla ...  22 10 0 45  5  50 95 It
646 New Zealand Loan Superior ... ... 8 15 0 .35  0  35 65 K 4
and Mercantile Agency
Company (Limited,
2 6 40 66ditto ...
„ ...
Huron 10 440*  02
646  ditto Erie 10 15 0 43  0 43 67
516a;  O'Shanassy, Sir J. Styx 20 0 0 40 10 50 97 K 1
ditto517a Avon 27 10 0 55  45 100 96,
ditto Cam 21 0 0 42  8 50 95
545a ditto Sprmngvale 30 0 0 60 39 99 68
550a  ditto Belilla 21 0 0 42 8 50 133
550a  ditto Mount Howitt 31 10 0 69 31 100 143
582a'  ditto Paradise 27 10 0 55 28 83 165
634a ditto
.
Cunavalla Downs 20 0 0 40 10 50 219 to
635a ditto Windula Downs 20 0 0 40 10 50 220
566a ditto Curralle No. 1 23 8 0 39 184 571 16
567a ditto ditto No.2 21 12 0 36 114 474 17
733a ditto Redbank ... 15 0 0 30 20 50 70 K2
470 ditto Bapa Downs 10 10 0 42 104 524 222
470  ditto Downs . 9 10 0 38  194 57. 222
471  ditto White Bluff 9 10 0 38 18; 56; 225
472  ditto Grampians .. 13 15 0 55  274 821 226 b
492 ditto Herbage Plains 10 10 0 42  8 50 17 K3
493  ditto Avon Downs 9 5 0 37 18 55 18 „
ditto Blue Hills ... 9 5 0 37 18 55 19
494 ditto Belilla West 9 10 0 38 7 45 21
495 ditto Mai ama .., 13 5 0 53 14 67 22
„ ditto Mount Mat ... 1210 0 50 25 75 23
644  ditto Speculation ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 63 K4
510  ditto Moira ... 10 10 0 42 8 50 53 K3
511 ditto Terebooka ... 8 15 0 35 15 50 55 „
512 ditto Neilambo ... 8 15 0 35 15 50 57 It
513  ditto ,., The Meadows 13 0 0 52 12 64 59 „
514  ditto ... Salt Bush Plains 8 15 0 35 22 372 60
19 ditto ,,, Clover Plains 8 15 0 35 6 41 61
546  ditto ... , Hawthorn ... 8 15 0 35  15 50 128
99 ditto ... Kew ... ...
8 15 0 35 15 50 129
731a) ditto ,.. Whanto ... ,., 35 0 0 70 21 91 69 K2
684  ditto ... Melbourne Downs...  12 10 0 50 7 57 143 K4
413ni  ditto Mount Emeu ..,  16 5 0 65 0 65 197
675 , Pain, Thos. Maracas ... . , .  8 15 0 35 15 50 123
674 Peppin, Peppin,
Webber
and Rosedale ... ,.,  15 0 0 60 142 742 121
568a' Peppin and Webber .., Abbotsford East 25 4 0 42 8 50 18 K1
569a  ditto ... Melrose h ast 25 4 0 42 8 50 19
602a ditto Boney South 18 0 0 36 5 41 185
6 )11 ditto ...... Boney ... 18 10 0 37 6 43 186 to
6)hi ditto . Tuna ... 25 0 0 50 16 66 187. .l ditto605 , Tuna North 25 0 0 50  38 88 188...a727a; ditto Wadyan; 21 0 0 42  8 50 65 rK2...
728a i ditt'i 'Hoorah ... 26 0 0 52 17 69 66 to729a'  ditto  ... Nuleyah ... 22 10 0 45 7 , 62 67 Jo
3b8
LIST  OF RUNS---continued.
Estimated  Area  in
Square Miles.
Leraee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
•
730a Peppin and  Webber...
748a ditto ... ...
608a ditto ...
609a ditto ...
610a ditto ...
611a ditto ...
725a  ditto ...
524 ditto
525 ditto
561a  ditto ...
562a  ditto ...
563a ditto
690a  ditto ...
691a ditto ...
580a ditto ...
681a  ditto ...
582a,  ditto ...
438n1 ditto ...
692a ditto ...
724th  ditto ...
725a  ditto ... ...
644a ditto ...
533a  ditto ...
534a ditto ...
535a ditto ...
600a1 ditto ...
601a ditto ...
640a ditto
661a ditty ...
674a  ditto ...
676a, ditto ...
683a ditto ...
639a  ditto ...
425n  ditto ...
694al  ditto ...
437 ditto ... ...
438 ditto ... ...
468 ditto ... ...
525 ditto ...
526 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
527 ditto ... ...
528 ditto ... ...
629 ditto ... ...
630 ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
537 ; itto ... ...
iI ditto ..
643 I Powell and Armytage
675 Queensland l nvestment
and Land Mortgage
Company
528 ditto ... ...
529 ditto
427 Queensland Mercantile
and Agency Company,
Limited
428 ditto ...
533 ditto ... ...
534 ditto ... ...
582 ditto ...
421n Reid, Alexander ...
516a  Richardson,  W. W....
517a ditto ... ...
519a ditt•,
520a  ditto
521a  ditto
522a  ditto
523a  ditto
598a ditto
425 ditto
490 di-to ...
914
„
ditto
ditto
ditto
GREGORY  SOUTH--continued.
Ninkah ... ...1 25 0 0 50
Marengo ... ... 23 10 0 47
Arima ... ... 15 0 0 30
Maraval ... ... 1 15 0 0 30
Tacarigua ... ... 20 0 0 40
Savonetta ... ... 20 0 0 40
Moon ea, ... ... 18 10 0 37
Grantham ... ... 8 15 0 35
Cranstoun ... ...1 6 15 0 27
Cassleton ... ... 18 10 0 37
Stroud ... ... 18 10 0 37
Moreton ... 16 0 0 32
Berella North ... 21 0 0 42
Berella South ... 20 0 0 41)
Conga ... ... 17 10 0 35
Burleigh ... ... 22 10 0 45
Cotesmf•re ... ... 32  10 0 65
Touro ... ... 19 0 0 38
Wheeo .. 17 10 0 35
Kyabra North ... 22 10 0 45
Loch Derg North ... 20 0 0 40
Pinnacle  ...  ... 19 0 0 3 -4
Wheeo No. 2 ... 22 10 0 45
Roma ... ... ' 12 10 0 20
Sydney ... ... 37 10 0 75
Sam ... ... 22 10 0 45
Sam ho ... 20 0 0 40
Kyabra No. 9 ... 22 10 0 45
Pinnacle No. 2 ... 15 0 0 30
Sambo No. 2 ... 22 10 0 45
Wheeo No. 4 ... 19 0 0 38
Kyabra No. 3 ... 18 0 0 36
Cooma ... ... 19 O 0 38
Loch Derg ... ... ! 20 0 0 40
Back Water ... 12 10 0 25
Kyabba ... ... 61 12 0 40
Bismarck ... ... 20 0 0 40
T)oinhey ... ... 7 10 0 30
Cliaiidos ... ... 9 15 0 39
Boondook ... ... 16 5 0 65
Gauntlet ... ... 12 5 0 49
Plevna ... ... 17 10 0 70
Balkans ... ... 17 10 0 70
Acacia ... 25 0 0 100
Mundali ... 18 15 0 75
( )range's ... ... 0 12 6 25
Delta ... ...  20 0 0 80
Theta ... 6 5 0 25
Progression ... ... 13 10 0 54
Prince ll ... ,.. ... 25
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
00
0
60 40
54 30
40 10
Husslall ...
Moscowl(
Mooraberree ... 20 0 0
Machurce .. ... 40 0 0
8 18 9
13 0 0
11 5 0
15 10 0
13 0 0
15 17 6
12 10 0
30 0 0
3() 0 0
13 10 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
37  11  0
12 10 0
16 15 0
16 0 0
16 15 0
Cnnninghella
Plentitude ...
Mundooran ... ...
Unthil ... ...
MacGregor... ...
Mailerailer ...
Elm ... ...
Cithara
...
Nnndramundoo
Para...
14`sk ... ...
i Belombre ...
Congie South ...
Herbert West
Western Meadows
Coonavalla West ...
N undramundooNorth;
Total.
„
K1
„
if
o
K Greg
„
K1
55 224 K 1
50 7 K Greg.
25 41
50 31 G
52 158 K 2
42 219  to
521 83 K 3
50 31
88 32
50 1
50 37
50 101
50 103621  69
60 1  120
20 79
88 78
66 184
44 , 183
531 225
32 8
62 18
38 20
40 27
50 13  to
50 33 K Greg.
50 35
„
50 30 K 1
27 82
50 11
50 12
50 194
50 63 K 2
41 81  K3
52 192
50 193
Lands Folio.
65 I 68 K 2
61 I 86 „
52 191 K1
98 84
67 85
93 86
99 88
10091
103 92
25 93
80 109
25 110
51 61
25 124
100 89  F. 3
84 90  to
50 1 138 K 2
80 20 1
35 0
52 14
45 10
31 4
26  211,
314 0
15 0
6i) 26
64) 40
27 00)  44)
60 40
75 0
50 161
67 33
64  3112
67 33
U)() i 139
351 102
66 103
55 200
35 9
474 98311  99
15 94
86 93
100 92
27 91
1(X) 9o
104) 182
75 134,
661 12
1(x) 1395,  14
100 15
K3
j„
1 12
K'3
859
LIST  OF  RUNS-eortinueed.
.o
Lessee.
690 Richardson, W. W. ...
„ ditto ... ...
709a ditto ... ...
710a ditto ... ...
603 ditto ... ...
610 ditto ... ...
711a ditto ... ...
713a ditto ... ...
611 ditto ... ...
536 ditto ... ...
601 ditto ... ..
„ ditto ... ...
602 ditto ... ...
603 ditto ... ...
607 ditto ..
592 Richardson and Maher
„
ditto ...
593 ditto ...
406 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
405 ditto
578a Scanlan, James
638a ditto ...
607a ditto ..,
677a ditto ...
438n ditto ...
440n ditto ...
647a ditto ... ...
648a ditto ...
646a  Scarfe , G. and C. C....
693a ditto ...
722a ditto ... ...
723a ditto  ..,
745a ditto
746(1 ditto ... ...
747a ditto ...
540a ditto ... ...
577q ditto ... ...
578a ditto ... ...
579a ditto ... ...
667hr ditto ... ...
669a ditto ...
670(1 ditto ... ...
671a ditto ...
672a ditto
673a ditto
712a ditto
5G3 ditto
551 ditto
552 ditto
700a ditto ... ...
697a ditto ... ...
698a ditto ... ...
699a ditto ...
436 ditto ...
559a ditto .
437n Thomas, H.; Bull, R.;
Green , R.; and Hos-
kin, Eliza
595 ditto
ditto
596 ditto ...
666 ditto ..,
550 Trust and Agency
Company
„ ditto
551 ditto
571 ditto
575 ditto
ditto
576 ditto
„ ditto
577 ditto
am Bent.
s. d.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
Estimated Area in
Square Hiles.
Avail-
able.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
{ Moonshine ...
Shade
Morinish East
Morinish West
Sunshine ...
Congie
Nilparoo East
Stanley ...
Congie East
Durrie ...
Durringa
ditto East
ditto South
Wantata ...
Bubba
Surnmerside
Mellendean ... ...
Birgham ...
Waggah ... ...
Thundah ... ...
Thundahpurty ...
Minnie Vale
Tula ...
Milks ...
Laventille ...
Grabben Gullen ...
Springfield ... ...
Scarriff ...
Clare ... ...
Limerick ... ...
Western Downs
ditto North
ditto West
Gunnen ... ...
Yass
Dry Creek ... ...
Homebush ... ...
Makolo ...
Wanta Wants
ditto  No.  2
Derry No. 1 ...
Gunnen No. 1 ...
Dry Creek No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Derry ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Mount Rouse ...
Keeroongooloo ...
Coleman ... ...
Rebecca
Junction
Lough Isle ... ...
Wallindery ... ...
Lough Neagh ...
Madras ...
•Lodden ... ,..
Tindera ... ,..
Dingera ...
Dingera  North ...
Merry Morey ..
North Merry Morey
Naryeleo
'
...
Tulta ...
ditto (arrears)++
Arramearterry ...
South Naryeleo ...
Ceoolley ...
Mount King  East  ...
ditto (arrears )++
Mount Bygrave ..
Mount Barton
MountBygraveNorthl
15 0 0 25 0 25 151 K4
15 0 0 25 0 25 153  to
17 10 0 35 15 50 73 K Greg.
21
15
0
0
0 42 8 50  75
2410 60  40 100 K3
37 10 0 75 25 100  193A K Greg.
12 10 0 25 25 50 71 to
12 10 0 25 25 50 79 to
18 15 0 75 23 98  2 K4
10 0 0 40 10 50 108 K 3
7 10 0 30 20 50 237
10 0 0 40  20 60  238 „
10 15 622 2390 43 191 to
15 0
2
0 60 40 100  242 „
17 0 0 68 32 100 249 to
20 0 0  SO  20 100  219
17 0 0 68 30 98  2201010 0 42  20-12621 221
16 0 0 32 0 32 94 K2
40 0 0  90  18 983 95
1  40 0 a0 80  20 100  92 to
25 0 0 50 0 50 28 K1
15 0 0 30 5 35  223 to
15 0 0 30 20 50 190
20 0 0 40 182 581 21 1 2
18 10 0 37 13 50  3 K G reg.
15 0 0 30 20 50 5
12 10 0 25 10 35 165 to
12 10 0 17 0 17 163 to
15 10 0 31 0 31 167 „
12 10 0 25  15  40  39
12 10 0 25  191 441  97 „
15 0 0 30 82 382 99
22 10 0 45 172 622 143
20 0 0 40 4 44 145 to
12 10 0 25 25 50 147 to
15 0 0 30 20 50 127 K1
12 10 0 21 0 21 159
37 10 0 75 8 83 157 to
12 10 0 22 0 22 158 to
15 0 0 30  20 50 11 K2
22 10 0 45 9 54 13 „
15 0 0 30 20 50 14
17 10 :) 35  0 35 15
30 C 0 60  40 100 16
22 10 (1 45  30 75 17
30 0 0 60 30 90 51
12 10 0 50 93 592 35 K3
10 0 0 40 181 582 138 to
9 10 0 38 11 49 139
20 0 0 40 10 50 53 K Greg.
22 10 0 45  5 50  47
„
22 10 0 45  5 50  49 to
22 10 0 45 5 50 51
15 0 0 30  7 37 155 K 2
21 0 0 35 1a 362 112 K 1
20 0 0 40 10 50 241 to
12 10 0 50 25 75 225 K 3
10 0 0 40 35 75 226
17 10 0 70 15 85 227
7 10 0 30 13 43 108 K 4
11 5 0 45 30 75 135 K 3
11 5 0 45 30 75 136
6 5 0
15 0 0 60 40 100 137
6 5 0 25 0 25 177
17 10 0  70 30 100 185
15 0 0 60 16 76 186
12 10 0
12 10 0 50 24 74 187 to
14 0 0 56 20 76 188 to
10 0 0 40 20 60 189 to
360
LIST OF  RU NS-continued.
Estimated  in
Square  ii....,.
e.an-
abls.
Low". YTm. Rent.
t7.
.ai"Ic
Lands Folio.
£  S.  d.
GREGORY  SOUTH- continued.
577 Trust and AgencyCom- ( Mount Barton North
pany
578 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
579 ditto ...
,, ditto ... ...
580 ditto ... ...
580 ditto ... ...
590 ditto ...
630 ditto ... ...
631 ditto ... ...
677 ditto ...
678 ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
679 dit' o ..
544 Ware and Scott ...
545 ditto ... ...
624 ditto ... ...
625 ditto ... ...
419 ditto ... ...
420 ditto ... ...to, ditto ... ...
4z1 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
422 ditto ... ...
556a  ditto ... ...
560a ditto ... ...
559a ditto ... ...
636a ditto ... ...
637u ditto ... ...
638a ditto ... ...
635a ditto
642a ditto ...
696a ditto ... ..
697a ditto ... ...
536a ditto ... ...
573 ditto ... ...
574 ditto ... ..
609 ditto ... ...
614 ditto ...
538a  Willis, Willis, Swan-
ston, Raleigh, and
Partridge
591a ditto ...
436 ditto
459 ditto
460 ditto
425n  ditto
426n  ditto
„ ditto ... ...
427n  ditto ... ...
430n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
431n ditto ... ...
432n ditto ...
436n ditto ... ...
669 ditto ...
740a  Wilson, H. and N. ...
741a ditto
742a  ditto
743a  ditto
7440 ditto
745a  ditto
746a  ditto
747a  ditto
473 ditto ... ..
450 Wilson , H. A. and N.
451 ditto ... ...
„
ditto ... ...
452 ditto ... ...
540 ditto ... ...
542 ditto
Bygravia .. .  ...
Mount kingWestll
Bygravia North ..
Tualta West
Tualta North
Mount John
Dilchee
Mount Charles
Mount Cormack
Marta ...
Monos ...
Machade ...
Montes ...
Cun namulla.. .
Nottylees
Montecalara No. 2
ditto  No.  3
Tamrookum  No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
ditto No.6...
Ellen Hills ... ...
Nocton ... ...
Alba... ... ...
Farrar ... ...
Baltinglass ... ...
Murning ...
Bywong .:
Morney
Albert Plains  East...
Albert Plains West...
Rock  ton ... ...
Kyle ... ...
Carrick ... ...
Farrar Excess
Albert Plains South
Shetland
Myall Downs
Trinidad East
Moree ...
Castle Rock...
Murnong ...
Cairnlia ...
Bulgroo ...
Barbadoes ...
Orkney ...
Westbank ... ...
Candie ... ...
Trinidad ... ...
Cona Cona ... ...
Stoneleigh ... ...
Boundary ... ...
Boundary East ...
Muddawarr ...
Graburn's Tluff ...
Cowwarry ... ..,
Learmonth ...
Billibong ...
Greyystanes ...
$etlaw ...
Cheewarroo
Copeley ...
Fereneze ...
N appamurroo
Stamboul ...
Waterford ...
12 5 0 49  ' 27 1 76 190 K 3
11 5 0
11 5 0
10 15 0
10 15 0
11 0 0
28 15 0
12 10 0
11 10 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
10 0 0
16 5 0
12 10 0
17 10 0
6 5 0
6 15 0
25 0 0
20 0 0
18 10 0
20 0 0
13 10 0
14 0 0
21 0 0
15 0 0
25 0 0
41 0 0
33 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
17 10 0
16 0 0
37 10 0
27 10 0
10 0 0
6 5 0
18 0 0
6 5 0
17 10 0
30 0 0 60
15 0 0 30
17 10 0 35
30 0 0 60
20 0 0 40
20 0 0 40
16 10 0 33
18 0 0 36
20 0 0 40
38 0 0 76
30 0 0 60
37 10 0 75
12 10 0 25
15 0 0 60
31 0 0 62
26 0 0 52
21 0 0 42
21 0 0 42
20 0 0 40
21 0 0 42
20 0 0 I 40
21 0 0 42
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 2510 0 0  40
10 0  30
60 191
76 192
60 193
74 194
76 195
79 196
40 216
59 36
72 37
42 128
40 129
50 130
83 131
26 124
46 127
25 25
40 26
60 122
60 123
55 124
60 125
40 126
42 127
50 6
50 10
„
K4
„
K2
„
B1
„
72 9 „
100 187 K Greg.
78 185
50 183
50 189
40 227
38 238
94 239
75 123
„
K1
„
„
9
60 182 K3
49 183 „
46 187A K Greg.
17 9 K 4
35 75 X 1
40 100 174
20 50 154 K 2
35 70 2 1
191 794 202
4 44 75
16 56 76
104 434 103
5 41 150
10 50 74
24 100 73
10 70 71
25 100 15171  324 175
40 100 113
17* 791 78
14 66 79
8 60 80
8 50 81
10 50 82
8 50 83
10 50 1 84
8 50 85
6 31  229
25 60 183
25 50 1 18425 50 185
25 50 186
21 61L 116
13 43 120
K1
361
a zbeeo  Am In
nes.  Lows Polio.
Avon -  vs.- TOWL
£ a. i.
169 Ah Pan, George
312 ditto ...
332 Alford, Charles
335 ditto
371 ditto
13 Allingham, Johnston
14 ditto ... ...
17 ditto ... ...
19 ditto ... ...
203 ditto ... ...
205 ditto ... ...
208 ditto ... ...
266 ditto ... ...
268 ditto ... ...
269 ditto ... ...
189 ditto ... ...
357 ditto ... ...
363 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
389 ditto ... ...
305 Allingham, J....
328 ditto ...
213 ditto ...
345 Allingham, John ...
346 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
347 ditto ... ...
377 ditto ... ...
378 ditto ... ...
209 Allingham ,  J. and C....
211 ditto ... ...
214 ditto ... ...
233 ditto ... ...
234 ditto ... ...
235 ditto ... ...
236 ditto ... ...
396 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
239 ditto ...
397 ditto ... ...
231 ditto ... ...
230 Anning , F. A. ...
272 ditto ... ...
294 aitto ... ...
49 ditto ... ...
48 ditto ... ...
50 ditto ... ...
380 ditto ... ...
383 ditto
384 ditto ... ...
150 Anning, R. ...
22 ditto ...
146 ditto ...
147 ditto ...
149 ditto ...
151 ditto
383 Inning , William
310 Anning ,  Deehan, and
Anning
47 Anning and Mytton ...
18 Apl n, Wm. ... ...
40 ditto ... ...
NORTH KENNEDY.
Milray No. 1 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Stone's Creek  IF  § ...
ditto (license fee)
ditto (arrears)
ditto No.2 ¶§ ...
ditto No.3
ditto (license fee)
ditto (arrears) ...
Yandilla ... ...
Tarilla ... ...
Miles' Lake ...
Westerage ... ...
Bazaine ... ...
Disraeli ... ...
Molairo ... ...
McCauly ...
Spring Lawn ...
Burrowes ...
Florence Vale ...
Hillgrove No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears) ...
ditto No. 311 ...
ditto (license fee)
Amy
P ge ...
ditto (license  fee)"'
ditto (arrears) ...
Barrett Vale
Kangaroo  Hills No.15
Kangaroo Hills No.16
Kangaroo  Hills No.17
Kangaroo  Hills No.18
Blackmore No. 2 ..
ditto (license  fee)*
Dugless Dale .
ditto (license fee)+
Punch  Bowl ...
Speculation ...
Mount Fox .
Kangaroo  Hills No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto  No. 9
ditto No. 11
Reedy Springs No. 4
ditto No. 2
Retreat Valley ...
Newburgh No. 1 ...
Stanley ... ...
Newburgh No. 2 .
Reedy Springs No. 5
ditto (license fee) +
ditto No. 6
ditto  (license fee)+
ditto No. 7
ditto (license fee)+!
Cargoon  No. 2 ...
Ellen Vale .. ...
Cargoon No. 6 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto N o. 1 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Terricks No. 3 .
ditto (license fee) +
Terrick No. 2 ...
Yering
tiara ...
Hillgrove ...
6 5 0 25 0 25 151 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 323
8 15 0 35 15 50 401
4 7 6
8 15 0
n. 1. 30 20 50 413 K 1
6 5 0 25 8 33 20 K 2
1 0 10
6 5 0
33 5 6 25 0 25 69 J
39 18 7 30 20 50 67 „
39 12 0 36 14 50 697  D3
53 4 10 40 7 47 65 J
13 0 0 26 0 26 117 K 1
12 10 0 25 15 40 115
12 10 0 25 15 40 113
12 10 0 25 14 39 33
20 0 0 40 27 67- 31
14 10 0 29 28 57 29
12 10 0 25 0 25 123
15 0 0 60 30 90 503 K1
8 15 0 35 15 50 10 K2
8 15 0
.33 20 50 52
5 12 6
6 5 0 25 15 40 299  K1
12 0 0 48 20 68 387
6 0 0
24 0 0
22 10 0 30 6 36 105
6 5 0 25 15 40 453
7 0 0 28 20 48 455
7 10 0 30 24 54 457
7 10 0 30 24 54 459
15 0 0 60 15 75 33  K2
12 10 0
15 0 0 60 15  75 34
12 10 0
35 0 0 70 30 100 111 K 1
14 0 0 28 6 34 109
12 10 0 25 10 35 103
15 0 0 30 3 33 43
12 10 0 25 5 30 45
14 0 0 28 8 36 47
25 0 0 50 20 70 49
20 0 0 40 10 50 51
14 0 0 28 5 33 53
12 10 0 25 7 32 55
19 0 0 38 11 49 59 „
15 0 0 30 10 40 65
12 10 0 25 5 30 63
12 10 0 25 5 30 5
38 10 0 35 15 50 58 G
21 15 0 29 8 37 351  D2
56 5 0 75 9 84 350
29 5 0 39 5 44 351
6 5 0 25 0 25 36 K2
3 12 11
12 10 0 50 0 50 41
2 1 8
12 10 0 50 50 100 42
1 0 10
77 0 0 70 30 100 804 D 3
20 0 0 40 10 50 93 K 1
16 0 0 64 32 96 179
10 0 0 40 20 60 177
113 8 9 75 25 100 803  D3
150 0 0 50 25 75 805 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 40 K2
2 1 8
15 0 0 60 40 100 313 K 1
70 10 0 94 15 109 349  D2
27 10 0 25 0 25 702  D3
59 17 11 45 4 49 67 J
882
LIST OF  EtRS-eorti.w d.
Lee.ee. Roue
a.ar.tea  Am In
.q m X U&
PAat. Iana .  aalio.
175 Aplin, Wm. ...
368 ditto ...
302 ditto ...
184 ditto ...
302 ditto
186 ditto ...
303 ditto ...
183 ditto ...
334 ditto ... ...
387 Atkinson ,  Edward ,,.
314 Balfe , J. W. ...
320 Bank of Australasia ...
144 ditto ...
321 ditto
166 Bank ,  Austra lian Joint
Stock
387 ditto ... ...
381 ditto ... ...
336 ditto ...
334 ditto
309 Bank of New South
Wales
292 ditto ... ...
326 ditto ...
289 ditto
153 ditto ... ...
276 ditto ... ...
147 ditto ... ...
297 ditto ..
291 ditto ... ...
278 ditto ... ...
344 ditto ...
ditto ... ...
345 ditto ...
279 ditto .. ...
168 ditto , .. ...
351 ditto ...
291 ditto ...
300 ditto ...
353 ditto ... ...
321 ditto ...
319 ditto ... ...
298 ditto ... ..
338 ditto ... ...
374 ditto ...
325 ditto ...
286 ditto
278 Bank, Queensland Na-
tional, Limited
279 ditto ... ...
148 ditto ... ...
148 ditto ...
...
165 ditto
179 ditto
180 ditto ...
299 ditto ...
304 ditto , , . .. .
94 ditto .. ...
371 ditto ,,, ,,,
372 ditto ,., ,,,
„ ditto .. ...
164 Barnett and Turner ...
158 ditto ,.. .,
319 ditto ... . , ,
320 ditto ...
390 Bearup, Thos. B. ...
336 Broad, Andrew
337 ditto , , .
313 Burguez, Leon ...
.. d.
Total.able.
NORTH  K ENNEDY-continued.
Kinyah
Gordon Plains
...Sparta
No. 1 Southwick ...
No. 2 ditto ...
No, 3 ditto ...
Thermopylae... ..
Southwick North ...
Southwick No. 4
Dalton 4* ... ...
Rolleston ... ...
Cores ..
Breewarrina  No. 3 ...
Longford ...
Ravenswood ...
Morrill No. 2 ¶§
Blackdowns
Ravenswood No. 2¶§
ditto (license fee)
ditto (arrears)
ditto No.5 §
ditto (arrears)
Lucky Downs ...
Glenalpine ..
Westward Ho ...
Ravenshoe ...
Eve Linn East ...
Evelyn .. ...
Ringwood Park
Victoria Downs No. 2
Lawn Spring ...
Bletchington Park...
Breewarra No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Cardigan
Dreghorn
Cardigan No. 2T§...
Wairuna ...
Wairuna No. 2
Wairuna No. 3 ...
Helenslee No. 2
ditto No.1
Victoria Downs No. l
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
Ringwood Park No.2
Victoria Downs No. 4
Norton Downs ...
Morecombe ... ...
Woodleigh ... ...
Campsbourne ...
Millstream ... ...
Milbank ... ...
Archer Downs ,..
Britannia ...
Tirrabella ... ...
Bosworth ...
Blunder No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Cooleemen  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ..
Lauderdale No. 3t...
Ravenswood No. 3 ¶§
ditto (license fee)*
ditto (arrears)
ditto No. 4¶§
ditto  (arrears)
Forrest Park ,.,
33 5 6 25 3 28 61 K 1
46 11 8 35 6 41 63 „
27 10 0 25 5 30 78 G
66 11 0 50 10 60 5 J
44 0 0 40 5 45 638 D 3
29 10 0 59 20 79 7 J
27 10 0 25 0 25 67 G
12 10 0 18 0 18 17 K 1
710 0 30 30 60 409 „
9 3 4 40 40 80 47  K2
15 0 0 60 40 100 331  K1
8 15 0 35 15 50 355
18 15 0 25 0 25 195
6 5 0 8 0 8 357
135 10 5 80 20 100 752 D 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 425 K 1
22 10 0 23 2 25 18 D 1
6 5 0 44 0 44 419 K 1
2 1 8
12 10 0
8 15 0 35 10 45 411 „
22 3 4
6 5 0 25 10 35 309
6 5 0 25 0 25 269 „
6 5 0 25 10 35 379 to
6 5 0 25 23 48 259
16 5 0 65 35 100 165 „
7 10 0 30 20 50 221 to
6 5 0 25 0 25 175
49 10 0 90 10 100 724 D3
6 5 0 25 0 25 265 K1
180 0 0 60 18 78 229
6 5 0 25 0 25 447
6 5 0 25 0 25 449 to
6 5 0 25 0 25 451
121 0 0 50 15 65 43  G
63 15 0 25 0 25 55 D4
6 5 0 24 0 24 477  K1
7 10 0 30 10 40 267 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 285
6  5 0 25 10 35 487 19
6 5 0 25 23 48 359 „
17 10 0 70 30 100 349 „
123 0 0 60 10 70 723  D3
30 0 0 40 20 60 728
915 0 39 4 43 27  K2
6 5 0 25 20 45 375 K1
48 0 0 60 12 72 726  D3
6 5 0 25 19 44 231  K1
6 5 0 25 20 45 233
6 5 0 25 20 45 171 to
6 5 0 25 20 45 173 „
6 5 0 25 20 45 155 „
6 5 0 25 20 45 135 „
7 10 0 30 20 50 133 „
6 5 0 25 1 26 281
6 6 0 25 0 25 295 99
22 10 0 30 0 30 617 D3
7 10 0 30 20 50 21 K2
7 10 0 30 20 50 22
7 10 0 30 20 50 23 „
6 5 0 25 0 25 157 K1
6 5 0 25 0 25 159 it
6  5 0 25 5 30 351 19
6 5 0 25 11 36 353 „
1 5 0 50 50 100 53 ti 2
6 5 0 14 0 14 421 K 1
2 1 8
12 10 0
6 5 0 10 0 10 423
11 1 8
n.1. 25 25 50 327  oil
ditto
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Run. Rent.
£  s. d.
1 I Campbell and Hay ...
7 ditto ... ...
8 ditto ... ...
9  ditto ... ...
73 ditto ... ...
74 ditto ... ...
122 ditto ... ...
123 ditto ... ...
124 ditto ... ...
154 ditto ...
367 Campbell ,  Edward ...
359 Clarke and Munro ...
58 Clarke , W. J. T. ...
62 ditto ... ...
69 ditto
287 Clarke, J. and W. D.
288 ditto ... ...
272 ditto ... ...
226 ditto ... ...
220 ditto ... ...
21 ditto ... ...
217 ditto ... ...
142 ditto ... ...
140 ditto ... ...
141 ditto ... ...
152 ditto ... ...
308 ditto ... ...
130 Clarke ,  J. H..., ...
325 Coleman, George ...
386 ditto ... ...
382 Connor ,  John ... ...
44 Cooper and Mytton ...
342 ditto ... ...
350 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
351 ditto
373 ditto
127 Cooper, Cooper, and
Mytton
45 ditto ... ...
52 ditto ... ...
360 Craig, William
363 Craig, Sidall,  and Barker
364 ditto ... ...
392 ditto ...
306 Crofton, Crofton, and
Lascelies
ditto
280 Dangar ,  Bell, Bell, and
Ewan
281 ditto ... ...
170 ditto ... ...
171 ditto ... ...
172 ditto ... ...
280 ditto ... ...
310 ditto
156 Deane and Woodburne
157 ditto
386 De Saks, L. W. F. and
R. F.
121 De  Salis,  W. and H. F.
397
286
297
341
387
277
077
888
Avail-
able.
NORTH  KENNEDY- continued.
East  Downs ... 33 5 6Binjee  ... . .. 46 11 8
Mullar  ... ... 46 11 8
Dirrillt ... ... 48 6 4
Tullick ... ... 52 10 4
Glen King ... ... 33 5 6
West Downs ... 33 5 6
Strathmore ... 106 9 7
Mount Wickham ... 39 18 7
Harvest Home ... 127 1 0
Startlemere ... ... n. 1.
Vine Creek North ... n. 1.Kangerong ... ... 33 5 6
ditto West ... 33 5 6
ditto South ... 39 18 7
Toomba No. 3 ... 12 10 0
Lolworth No. 7 ... 14 0 0
Weanervale ... ... 27 10 0
Toombs ... 20 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... 19 10 0
Lolworth No. 6 ... 15 0 0
ditto No.4 ... 1210 0
ditto No.3 ... 3810 0
ditto No.1 ... 47 18 3
ditto No.2 ... 45 5 1
Cargoon  No. 4 .. 106 9 7
Weanervale No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Burdekin  Falls ... 6 5 0
+' arrington  ...  ... 20 0 0
Emu Springs  if  ... ...
Heatfield West 6 5 0
ditto (license  fee)+ 2 1 8
Kinloch No. 1 ... 25 0 0
Netherwood... ... 12 10 0
Judea ... .. 7 10 0
Bulgeri ... ... 12 10 0
Boroston  ... 12 10 0
Barker's Plains 8 15 0
ditto  (license  fee),* 0 14 7
ditto (arrears ) ... 8 15 0
Remnant ... 6 5 0
ditto  (license  fee)*  0 10 5
ditto (arrears ) ... 6 5 0
The Swamp ... ... 10 0 0
Kinloch No. 2 ... 121 0 0
Craigie ... 7410 8
Lava Plains T ...
Cromwell ... ... 6 5 0
Rreburn ... ... 6 5 0
Virginia ... ...  U.  1.
Adaleigh ... ... 6 5 0
ditto  No. 1
Gunna Warra
Froyle ...
r arooo No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Tempe .. ...
ditto North ...
Spring Creek No.1to No. 2
Springlands... ...
Morer ...
ditto (arrears)
ditto Woodlands ...
De Salis, L. W. F. and Heidelberg ...
H. F.
Ewan , Wm. G. ... Tempe West  ...
ditto ... Forrest .  ...
Ewan, Dangar ,  and Bell Borderlands  ...
Farendon, Thos. ... Winsor No. 1  ...
ditto ...
.,, ditto No.2  ...
25
60
30
60
50
35
25
40
100
40
40
25
25
25
25
6 5 0 25
88 0 0 80
44 0 0 40
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 26
77  0 0 70
8 15 0 35
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
55 0 0 50
7 10 0 30
6 5 0
36 6 0 33
79 17 2 60
8 15 0 35
6 5 0 25
13 15 0 60
6 5 0 25
6 6 0 1 16
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
0 25 37 J
0 25 11 D 1
0 25 12
0 26 13
19 50 11
20 45 45
3 28 39
20 100 43
15 45 41
19 94 736
0  25 I8
2 27 2
0 25 56A
0 25 55B
5 35 55c
14 64 251
40 96 253
20 75 9
10 50 73
9 48 81
G'
Jto
„
„
D3
K2
„
J
„
„
K1
„
of
to
of
' 10 40 91 „
0 25 87  K1
0 35 743 D3
0 36 49 J
0 34 510 so 53
23 48 305 K 1
0 25 201 „
19 99 373
„
3 28 46 K2
10 35 39
5 30 347 D2
30 80 441 K1
20 50 471 „
25 75 473 „
25 75 475 to
35 70 24 K2
25 50 25 „
20 60 207 K 1
6 106 347 D 2
19 69 353 „
25 65 4 K2
25 50 11 „
25 50 12 „
0 25 58
„
25 50 301 K1
25 50 303 „
20 100 33 G Cook
10 50 34 ,•  of
2 27 145 K1
9 34 147 to
3 28 149
30 100 32 G Cook
15 50 315 K 1
0 25 161
0 25 163
30 85 3 D 4
20 50 209  1K 1
10 43 4 D 4
35 95 46 J,SK
7 42 279 K 1
0 25 435
20 80 48 K 2
0 25 225 K 1
0 16 927 IL
364
LIST OF RUN S-
lea. Bent.
Estimated Area in
aqua" Miles.
Avail- Una
able .  valsbis.
Lands Folio.
a  S. d.
296 Farendon, Thos. ...
174 Wrench, Eleanor ...
215 Francis and Gill ...
227 ditto ... ...
228 ditto ... ...
229 ditto ... ...
216 ditto ... ...1
275 ditto ... ...216 ditto
385 Garbutt and Wilson ...
393 Gill, Patrick G. ...
190 Gill, J. B.
273 ditto ...
274 ditto
24 ditto ... ...
195 ditto ... ...
198 ditto ... ...
394 ditto ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
196 ditto ... ...
359 ditto ...
354 Gill and Lyall ...
284 Hamilton, Clara ...
195 Hamilton, F. ...
295 ditto ...
53 Hann, W. ...
54 ditto ...
60 ditto ...
301 ditto ...
292 ditto ...
323 ditto ...
56 ditto ...
348 ditto
349 ditto ...
361 ditto ...
358 Harvey, Joseph ...
176 Houghton, J. T. ...
177 ditto ... ...
118 ditto
307 Henning and Prender-
gast
269 Heraud, E. A. ...293 ditto ... ...
178 ditto ... ...
274 ditto ... ...
275 ditto ... ...
225 ditto ...
296 Eiurle, H. H. C.
315 ditto ...
144 Jackson, Thomas ...
145 ditto ... ...
136 ditto ... ...
266 Kirk. Wm. ...
294 ditto .. ...
316 Lamond, C. G. ...
324 Latham and Scott ...
ditto ... ...
395 Lewis, Thomas ...
213 ditto ... ...
181 ditto ... ...
173 ditto ...
132 ditto ... ...
308 ditto ... ...
340 ditto ... ...
367 ditto ...
354 Long, Richard... ...
379 Lyall, William ...
134 Machardy , M. C. ...
282 ditto ... ...
182 di, to ... ..,
109 ditto ... ...
315 ditto ... ...
818 ditto ,.. ...
840 ditto
NORTH KEN N EDY- continued.
Windsor No. 3 ... f 6 5 0
River View .. ... 6 5 0
Emu Ground ... 12 10 0
South Merino ... 12 10 0
Spring Grove ... 15 0 0
riar Field ... ... 22 0 0
Merino Downs 82 10 0
Tuppal  ...  ... 20 0 0
Mitchell Vale ... 16 0 0
Mullaburra¶ ... I
Monomeith+ ...I 3 13 4
Tarroni ... ... 51 14 0Sacidington ... ... 15 0 0
Pandanus ... ... 15 0 0
Springbock ... ... 15 0 0
St. Martin's ... 39 6 6
Maal Maal Downs... 23 10 0
Jervoise Downs ... 27 0 0
Burnt Coat ... ... 10 10 0
Bagatelle  ...  ...  18 15  0
Oakwall No. 2¶ ... ...
Bridle Creek¶ ...
Victoria Downs No. 3 30 0 0
Pajingo ...  33 12 0Muckinbullah ... 1 6 5 0
Tara ... ... ... 121 0 0
Niall.. ... ... 75 0 0
Maryvale  ...  ... 77 0 0
Tara No.2 ... 44 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... 27 10 0
Maryvale No. 1 ... 6 5 0
Wall... ... ... 26 5 0
Niall No.1 ... 6 5 0
ditto No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Tara No. 1 ... ... 10 0 0
ditto arrears ... 10 0 0
Jesmond  ...  ... n.1.
Larry's Peak ... 12 10 0
Stonington ... ... 12 10 0
Brooklyn ... ... 6 5 0
Emu Plainq ... ... 66 11 0
7  0 7 275 K 1
25 0 25 141
10 0 10 101
25 1 26 71
30 11 41 69
44 10 54 67
75 25 1n0 30 D 4
40 5 45 19 K 1
32 5 37 99
30 16 46 44 K 2
44 44 88 59
47 37 84 811
30 5 35 23 K 1
30 5 35 21
30 5 35 97
25 15 40 795 D 3
47 43 90 798
45 45 90 797
42 22 64 406 K 1
25 25 50 796 D 3
50 0 50 3 K 2
25 15 40 498 K 1
60 10 70 725 D 3
56 0 56 121 K 1
114 0  111  271
100 12 112 354 D 2
100 28 128 47 J
70 5 75 502 D 2
40 8 48 79 G
25 25 50 61 „
25 14 39 367 K 1
36 7 42 494 I) 2
25 17 42 465 K 1
25 17 42 467 „
40 20 60 7 K 2
25 0 25 505 K 1
50 0 50 139
50 0 50 137
25 10 35 213
50 18 68 13
Corriesdale ... ... 27 15 0
The Plains ... ... 44 0 0
Eumara ... ... 33 5 6
Spring Lake ... 16 10 0
Reeve's Lake ... 15 0 0
Rocky Bar ... ... 25 0 0
Windsor No. 4 ... 8 15 0
ditto No.5 ... 7 10 0
Tugurnum No. 1 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.2 ... 6 5 0
ditto No.3 ... 6 5 0
Edith Vale ... ... 1b 0 0
Cardington .. ... 27 10 0
Glengaldert... ... 1 10 0
Glenroy No. 1 ... 7 0 0
ditto No.2 ... 6 5 0
Vale of Cashmere ... 15 2 6
Goshen ... ...  18 15 0
Basalt  Downs ... 12 10 0
Welcome Downs ... 8 15 0
Blencoe Block ... 1 6 5 0
Tirrabella South ... , 6 5 0
Bankton ... ... 6 5 0
Fingalt. ... 5 0 0
River View No. 2 ... n. 1.
Burntcoat No. 2 ... 7 10 0
ditto (license  fee)+ 5 0 0
Wambiana No 2 ... 6 15 0
ditto No. 3 ... 6 5 0
Wambiana ... ... 12 10 0
Nelson No. 1 ... 6 5 0
Wambiana No. 4 ... 7 0 0
ditto No. 5 ... , 6 5 0
ditto  ANo. 6 ... ! 7 10 0
„
,,
J
37 18 55 3 „
40 8 48 49 G
25 0 25 59 J
33 3 36 13 K 1
30 5 35 15
50 0 50 75
35 10 45 277
30 1 31 333
25 10 35 185
25 0 25 187
25 0 25  189
30 10 40 27
25 15 40 50
50 12 62 337
28 0 28 369
20 0 20   371
25 15 40 33
25 0 25 35
25 10 35 131
35 13 48 143
25 5 30 199
25 8 33 307
25 0 25 431  to
25 0 25 19 K 2
25 0 25 491 K 1
30 20 50 35 K 2
27 0 27 197 K 1
22 0 22 238
10 0 10 125
25 0 25 215
28 0 28 335
22 0 22 347
30  1  10 40 433
to
,1
to
„
lot
316
352
46
51
137
328
329
330
192
287
194
368
341
385
129
128
332
Mark, Wm. ... ...
ditto ... ...
Mytton, E. , .. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
McDowell, Wm.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
McDonald, M. If. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
143 McDonald and. Hosking
388 McGregor, Alex.
190 McIlwraith ,  Sir Thomas
349 McKinley , J. A. ...
352 ditto
285 McKinlay, J. A., C.R.,
and J. A.
366 Naughten ,  William ...
281
365
299
295
305
395
229
298
335
390
391
392
271
145
146
109
300
311312
333
381
329
O'Shea, Joseph ...
Paige, Henry ... ...
Paradise , Henry ...
Parsons , John ...
ditto
...
Plant, E. H. T. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Prichard and Tebbatt
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Pott, Gideon ...
92 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company
93 ditto ... ...
119 ditto ... ...
89 ditto ...
143 Roberts and Taylor ...
376 Robinson, George ...
ditto
358 ditto ...
364 ditto ...
165 ditto .
322 Rollin son, Robert
ditto ...
35 Rourke, Henry
115 ditto ...
110 ditto ...
ill ditto ...
112 ditto ...
113 ditto ...
11f ditto
15 ditto :..
16 ditto ...
.121 ditto ...
242 ditto , . .
365
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
t
Bun. Bent.
2  S. d.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Avon-
able. U na-vailable. Total.
Laends Folio.
NORTH  KENNEDY- -continued.
Lara ... ... 12 10
Albion¶§ ... ... 17 10
Wando Vale ... 121 0
Kinross ... ...
Rockwood ...
Hopewell Creek ...
Lucy Creek ...
Triangle
Lake Lucy No. 2 ...
Walter's Plains .
Arthur's Plains No. 2
Lake Lucy No. 1 ...
Kinrara No. 2
Walters Plains South
Rolston No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
Breewarrina  No.
Tulliegorim*
Crimea .
Shield CreekRockfields ...
Berry Park ...
St. Vincent .
Bletchington Park
No. 2
Marlborought
Hawthorne Vale
Cornelia¶
ditto  No.
Allandale ...
Mount Pleasant
Pentland Hills
Allandale No. 2
Spring Vale*
Mount Stewart"'
Pear Rock
Powlathan¢a Lake...
Powlathanga No. 1...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto  No. 4...
ditto No. S¶§
ditto  No. 6...
ditto No.  7T§
ditto No. 8...
Ellen Valley ...
Middleham ... ...
30 5
49 10
8 15
7 10
7 10
18 15
52 10
18 15
33 5
6 5
6 5
10 0
8 15
10 0
18 15
10 6
25 0
10 0
6 5
6 5
n. 1.
39 0
4 7
6 5
6 5
6 5
60 0
48 15
36 0
10 0
8 6
8 6
n. 1.
18 10
8 15
7 10
6 5
6 5
6 5
6 5
6 5
n. 1.
6 5
39 12
Gloucester ... ... 42 7
Burdekin Downs ... 106 9
Richmond ... 45 2
Breewarina  No. 1 ... 6 5
Waroora No. 1 ...
ditto (license fee)*
ditto No. 2
ditto (license fee)*
Millstream Bend ...
Ramleh
Ismailia
Braceborough No. 1
ditto No. 2t
Tala ... ...
Back Plains ...
Dotswood ... ...
Emysland ... ...
Keelbottom ...
Nurseidob ... ...
Red Dyke ...
Yallock Vale ...
Poon Boon ...
Arthur's Peak ...
Hardwick ,., .,,
6 5
5 4
6 5
5 4
6 5
7 10
7 10
9 5
5 2
53 4
37 16
55 18
65 4
55 18
41 6
33 5
44 0
28 12
27 10
20 0
50
70
100
25
45
35
30
30
25
70
25
25
25
25
4036
40
25
55
50
4025
25
40.
0 52
6 30
0 25
0 25
0 25
0 80
0 65
0 I 72
0 40
8 50
8 50
25
0 37
0 35
0 30
0 25
0 25
0 25
0 25
0 25
25
0 25
0 36
5
0
0
13
2
15
8
10
8
30
9
8
15
10
15
10
38
0
45
20
12
10
10
8
22
25
0
14
0 25 24
7 80 20
0 41 10
0 25 0
0 25 25
2
0 25 25
2
0 25 10
0 30 12
0 30 18
0 37 0
1 27 0
10 40 0
3 25 25
1 42 12
5 49 0
1 42 35
2 31 9
6 25 22
0 40 10
0 26 24
0 y' 25 21
0 40 27 1
55 339 K 1
70 481 „
100 348 D 2
38 352
„
47 704 'D 3
50 385 K 1
38 391
40 393
33 15B J
100 26 G
34 17B J
33 15i „
40 437 K 1
35 45 K 2
55 203 K 1
45 205
78 403
25 193 „
100 49 K2
70 119 K1
52 469
35 479
35 247
48 16 K 2
74 265 K 1
49 15 K 2
25 283 K 1
33 273
25 297
96 18 G
76 16 „
72 17 „
50 417 K 1
75 54 K 2
100 56
50 57
50 11 K 1
35 1181 „
35 183 „
25 21825 287 „
25 319 „
25 321 to
25 407
50 37 K2
25 389 K 1
50 619 D 3
49 618
100 1 J
61 622 D 3
25 191 K 1
50 30 K 2
50 31
35 1
42 13 K 2
48 14 „
37 361 K 1
27 363
40 71 J
50 789 D 3
54 73 J
49 87
77 75
40 77
47 79 „
50 695 D 3
50 696
46 658
67 41 K1
LIST OF  RUNS--continued.
ann. Rent.
I Total.able.  vailable.
243 Rourke, Henry ...
244 ditto
394 Scott, G. A. J. and W. J.
369 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
307 ditto ... ...
204 ditto ... ...
370 ditto ... ...
370 ditto ...
196 ditto ... ...
198 ditto ... ...
199 ditto ... ...
207 ditto ...
203 ditto ... ...
205 ditto ... ...
339 ditto ... ...
199 ditto ... ...
206 ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
188 Sidiey, K. A.... ...
187 ditto ... ...
339 ditto ... ...
362 ditto ... ...
391 ditto .
208 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
342 ditto ... ...
355 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
356 ditto ... ...
357 ditto  ...  ...
382 Stevenson. William ...
139 Symonds , W. G. ...
159 ditto ... ...
160 ditto .. ...
167 Taylor, Alfred... ...
313 ditto ... ...
311 Totten, Wm. .. ...
290 Tyler, Edward ...
276 ditto
88 Vanneck W.. W. A.,
and Abbott, Hy.
90 ditto ... ...
95 ditto  ... ....
101 ditto ... ...
117 ditto ... ...
362 ditto .
303 Voss ,  Stansfield, and
Gray
304 ditto ... ...
283 ditto ... ...
289 ditto ... ...
23 Watt  and Cunningham
70 ditto ... ...
75 ditto ... ..,
347 ditto ... ...
348 ditto ... ...
65 ditto ..,
68 ditto
293 White , W. D. and E.
57 ditto ... ...
380 ditto ...
59 ditto ...
11 White, W. D.... ...
138 ditto ,,, ,,.
1 £ s. d. .
Estimsted Area in
Square Miles.
Avail. Una-n-
Lands Folio.
NORTH  KENNEDY-- continued.
Smith's Brook ...
Pall Mall ... ...
Como ... ...
Arthur's Plains No.1
St. John's Rood
Wyandotte .. ...
Wyoming No. 1
Lugano No. 1 ...
Rotherfield No. 1 ...
Lugano No. 2 ...
Wyoltling No. 2 ..
The Glens
Rotherfield No. 2 ...
Kinrara ...
Prairie ...
Prairie No. 2 ...
Wyoming No. 3 .,
Rotherfield  No. 3 ...
Lugano No. 3 ...
St. Paula  No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2
ditto  No.
ditto No. 4
ditto  (license fee)
ditto  (arrear)
ditto No. 54* ...
West Hall ,.. ...
Liddiesdale ... ,..
ditto (license fee)*
ditto (arrears) ...
Ellanboro ...
ditto (license fee)*
Ewmi No.1 ... I
ditto (license fee)*
ditto No.2
ditto (license fee)"'
Liddiesdale No. 2 ...
ditto  (license  fee)*
Strathvale ...
ditto (license fee)*
Ravenswood ...
Tallegulla No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Milray No. 2 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
Ballabay .. ...
Thyra No. 2 ...
Thyra ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Warwick ...
Denham Park ...
Avoca ... ...
Tabletop Downs ...
hill Top  ... ...
Trafalgar No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2 ...
Nelson No. ...
ditto No. 8 ...
Hillsborough ...
West Blackheath ...
Drynock ... ...
Midlands ...
South Blackheath ...
Dalmore ... ...
Dalbe ... ...
Ban Ban ... ,..
Bird Bush ...
Rimbanda ... ...
Red Bluff ... ...
Chalpge Hays
Malmsbury ...
12 10 0 25  23 48  39 K 1
12 10 0 25 22 47 37
77 0 0 70 26 96  42 D 4
33 5 6 25 8 33  17A J
73 4 1 55 45 100 19
9916 6 74  25 99 21
33 5 6 25 0 25 23A
33 5 6 25 2 27 27A
33 5 6 25  6 31  25A
18 15 0 25 5 30 27B
18 15 0 25 0 25 23B „
66 0 0 60 40 100  41 1) 4
18 15 0 25 5 30 2513J.
25 0 0 50 18  6S  46 D 4
25 0 0 50  22 72  47
11 5 0 46  25 70  427 K 1
50 0 0 25 0 25  23c J
75 0 0 25  5 30 25c is
50 0 0 26 6 31 27c
12 10 0 25 8 33  127 K1
17 10 0 36  22 57  129
6 5 0 25  0 25 42
6 5 0
9
25  13 88 K2
2 12 1
6 5 0
4 3 4 25  0 25 55 „
52 10 0 70  30 100 25 G
6 5 0 25 0 25 439 K 1
3 8 9
6 5 0
8 15 0 35 15 50 493
0 8 9
6 5 0 25 0 25 495
0 6 3
6 6 0 25 0 25 497
0 6 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 501 „
0 6 3
10 0 0 40 10 50 38 K 2
4 3 4
3$ 10 0 35 10 45 706 D 3
30 0 0 40 5 45 83 J
31 18 0 29 4 33 693 D 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 153
6 5 0 25 0 26 325
6 5 0 25 10 35  917
6 6 0 25 13 38  261
6  5 0 25 0 25 21939 120 36 9 45 623
44 0 0 40 10 50 621
27 10 0 25 25 50 631
30 16 0 28 27 55 692 ,
27 10 0 25 25 50 22 15
6 5 0 26 3 28 9 K 2
6 5 0 25 0 25 291 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 293
6 5 0 23 0 23 241
6 5 0 18 0 18  2,1117 100 35 10 45 95
33 5 6 25 17 42 81 J
25 0 0 25 25 50 37 G
9 10 0 38 35 73 461 K 1
6 5 t' 25 8 33 463
55 0 0 50 25 75 677 D 3
27 10 0 25  20 45 738
30 16 0 28 3 31 670
87 16 11 66 9 75 9 J
` 35 4 0 32 0 32  668 D3
66 11 0 50 25 75 11 J
58 1 7 48 4  52 495 D 2
36 6 0 33 17 60 705 D  3
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Eatbnatod Area In
Square Miles.
Lem*& Run. Rant.
Una-
Vailable. Total.
£  it. d.
12 1 White, W. D.
61 I White, W. D.,A. W. D.
162 ditto
163 ditto
161 ditto
A call-
able.
NORTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Thorn Grove 53 4 10 44
E., and  Nulla Nulla ... 79 17 2 66
... Nulla Nulla No. 2 ... 61 14 0 47
... ditto  No. 3... 51 0 0 1 68
... Tallegulla No. 3 ... 44 0 0 ! 40
146 Adair , W. and J. G....
24 Bank, Australian Joint
Stock
29 ditto ... ...
384 f ditto ... ...
165 ditto ... ...
164 ditto ... ...
156 ditto ... ...
151 ditto ... ...
371 ditto ... ...
378 ditto
379 ditto ... ...
462 ditto
316 ditto ...
144 ditto ...
323 ditto ... ...
58 ditto ... ...
284 ditto ... ...
286 ditto ...
287 ditto ... ...
288 ditto ... ...
289 ditto ... ...
371 ditto
45 Bank of Australasia ...
1 ditto ... ...
1 ditto ... ...
352 ditto
331 Bank ,  Cimercial Com-
pany of Sydney
396 ditto ... ...
32 ditto
152 Bank  New of South
Wales
330 ditto ... ...
398 ditto ... ...
33 ditto ... ...
11 ditto ... ...
425
295
296
297
298
299
359
360
362
322
113
324
325
97
436
3 ditto ...
153 ditto ...
415 ditto ...
145 ditto ..
24 Bank, Union of
tralia
413 Barker, Wm....
347 ditto ...
6 ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
33 ditto
Aus-
6 j 50
9 75
4
4
42
51
722
l.aiui ,  i'oIlo.
501 D 2
531  It
739 D 3
85 J
740 D 3
SOUTH KENNEDY.
Nabbin ... ...  n. 1. 25 26 50 84 K 2
Bannockburn  ...  6 6 0 25 5 30 235 K 1
Chance ... ... 6 5 0 14
Maidenhead No. 1 6 5 0 25
ditto No. 2 6 6 0 16
Lornesleigh ... 18 0 0 36
Elgin Downs No. 1 34 2 0 31
ditto No 2 44 0 0 40
Eaglefield tt 51 5 0 25
Lookout Block South 18 0 0 30
ditto West 31 10 0 45
ditto East 18 0 0 30
Bonnicorde  ... 93 15 0 25
Conradsdorf ... 15 0 0 25
Outlands ... ... 15 0 0 26
St. Anne's 160 12 0 73
Mount McConnell 10 0 0 40
No. 2
Arundell No. 1 .. 15 2 6 25
Mount McConnell ... 33 5 6 25
Graham ... .. f 33 5 6 25
Smedley ...  ...  33 5 6 25
Newland% ... ... 33 6 6 25
Morrill ...I 27 15 0 37
Pajingo No. 4 6 5 0 23
dit• o No. 2 ... 1 20 5 0 81
ditto No.3 ... 13 10 0 54
Breewarina  No. 4 ... 20 5 0 27
Junction No. 2 ... 30 5 0 25
Norval No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Nether Locharwood
63 4 0 62
2710 0 25
60 0 0 100
Junction No. 1 ... 12 10 0 25
Vine Creek ... 80 0 0 80
Bradwell Grove ... 15 2 6 25
Pyramid ... ... 27 0 0 25
ditto (arrears)  ... 0 10 0
Corrievahn ... 35 4 0 32
Bin Bin ... ... 33 5 6 25
Ban Ban ... ... 33 5 6 25
Yan Yan ... ... 33 5 6 26
Pooloon ... ... 33 5 6 25
Havilah ... ... 93 3 5  70
Rudolph ... 46  11  8 35
Elphinstone ... 46 11 8 35
Mount Macedon 42 11 10 32
Selma ... 6 5 0 25
Lookout Block ... 42 5 0 65
Scartwater ... 33 5 6 25
Mount Kroman ... 73 4 1 55
Caerphilly No. 2 25 0 0 50
Mount Kroman Back 88 0 0 80
Block
Lianarth ... 101 3 1 76
Vine Creek No. 2 ... 48 8 0 25
Camberwell ... 12 10 0 25
Caerphilly ... ... 70 8 0 61Novena ...  ...  12 10 0 1 50
Eunge lla
ditto No.2
chtto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
12 10 0
12 10 065a
n.1.
25
25
26
25
0 14 257
0 25 133
0 16 135
10 46 55
31 62 24
22 62 25
25 50 103
0 30 109c
15 60  109B
25 43
25 87
25 35
25 39
25 33
37 776
23 313
81 183
54 185
27 145
25 32
10 40 109A „
25 50 25 G
0 25 20 D 1
0 25 21
18 91 251
22 62 365
38
25
0
0
20
15
0
8
0
0
0
5
30
15
15
20
5
20
5
10
192
15
to
to
„
f,
G'
J
„
to
„
J1it
ofis
,f
D3
K1
„
K5
D1
100 22 G
50 23
100 111 J
25 31 D 1
100 65 J 1
40 125 J
25 98 G
40 44
25 47
25 49
25 51
30 53
100 55
50 59
50 57
52 61
30 167
85 109
30 131
65 133
691N 117
95 751
J
K11
J,
„
K1
D3
14 90 135 J
25 50
25 50
12 76
0 50
10  35
5 30
6 30
0 25
37 G
57 K1
750 D 3
226 K 1
89
113
189
267
368
Lessee.
LIST OF RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
8kuara  miles.
Avail-
able.
31 4 0 52 51
2  S. d.
15 Barker , Wm....
16 ditto
18 ditto ...
148 Bearup ,  T. B....
„ ditto ...
149 ditto ...
152 Be ll,  Henry ...
477 ditto ...
351 ditto ...
303 Brown, F.
419 Bundock, F. H.
E.  0., and F. F.
367 ditto ...
114 ditto ...
420 ditto ...
21 ditto
399 ditto ...
400 ditto ...402  ditto ...
62 ditto ...
125 ditto ...
128 ditto ...
108 Campbell, John
465 Campbell, Mary
71 Clark ,  John ...
60 ditto .
35 Clark ,  John H.
482 ditto ...
55 Clarke, Wm. ...
81 ditto ...
130 ditto ...
285 Cooper,  H. S....
277 Crump , G. C....
278 ditto ...
279 ditto ...
280 ditto ...
398 Daly, Mary
20 ditto
291 Davidson,
and King
Una-
vailable.
SOUTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Urannah No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 10 35
ditto No. 3 ... 6 5 0 25 0 25
... ditto No. 6 6 5 0 25 10 35
... Lrillerdale No. 14f ... 50 50 100
ditto No. 21T ... 50 50 100
ditto No. 4¶ 50 50 100
... Upper Locharwood 110 0 0 100 0 100
Cerito ... ... 60 0 0 80 12 92
... Bolingbroke ... 6 15 0 27 0 27
Stockton ... ... 4611 8 25 0 250., Montmorency ... 32 10 0 25 25 50
Run. Rent.
Natal Downs Block 40 14 0 37 25 62
No. 4
Enghein ... 15 2 6 25 25 50
ditto  No. 2  ... 20 0 0 25 25 50
ditto (arrears )++ . 30 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... 10 0 0 40 10 50
ditto (arrears )++ ... 7 14 7
Blowhard No. 1 ... 12 10 0 25 0 25
ditto No. 2 ... 12 10 0 1 25 0 25
ditto No.3 ...  12 10  0 25 0 25
ditto No. 411 ... 25 212 271
ditto  No. 5  ... 6 5 0 25 0 25
ditto No. 6 6 5 0 25 0 25
ditto (license fee)+ 3 12 11
... Beckford Downs ... 48 8 0 40 20 60
... Sutherland ...  57 15  0 35 10 45
... Lornsleigh No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 5 30
... Glen Easter .. 6  5  0 25 15 40
... Maidenhead No. 3 6 5 0 25 191 441
... Startlemere ...  129 12 0 72 24 96
... Mirtna ... ... 12 5 0 49 48 97
... White Hill ... 7 10 0 30 23 53
... Tamabin¶ ...  ...  25 20 45
... Arundell No. 2 ... 24 4 0 25 3 28
... Fan Fan ... ... 39 18 7 30 18 48
... Narrah ... ... 33 5 6 25 4 29
... Topton ... ... 33 5 6 25 0 25
... Sand Downs  ...  33 5 6 25 0 25
... Mount Douglas No. 1 12 10 0 25 18 43
Davidson,
433 Davis, B. ...
96
109
353
2
330
332
336
336
342
106
106
134
Dulhunty, L. F. ...
Earl, James ... ...
Earl, William...
Earl, J. W. and T.
Earl, J., T., and W....
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Earl, T. and
ditto
ditto
137 ditto
W.
138 ditto ...
„
ditto ...
61 Earl Bros.
H....
Lowlands ... ...  69 11 6 50 50 100
Avoca ... ...  66 11  0 50 50 100
Red Rock
No. 2
Valley
Brumby
Mount Carmel
Bundoba ...
Conway No. 2
Kigerungena
T'Docabina
Bungobine ...
Bimurra ...
Direlna ...
Beero .
Bin Bin No. 1
Lowlands No. 2
ditto (license fee)+
Bero  No. 2 ... ...
ditto (license fee)+
Bin Bin No. 2 ...
Bulgonunna  No. 1 ...
ditto (license fee)+
Bulgonunna
ditto (license fee)+
ditto (arrears)
15 Earl, T. and W.
42 Edkins, E. R....
390 Ewan, Mrs. Elspit
301 ditto ...
302 ditto
304 ditto ...
109 Ferguson, A. ...
431 ditto ...
454 ditto ...
Bulgomern ...
Marion Vale ...
Dinang ... ...
Molong ... ...
Wallagy ...
Marlborough ...
Minivera
Byerwen ...
... Kangaroo  Creek ...
Total.
Lands Polio..
203 K 1
207
215
87 K2
88
90
113 J 1
91) GL
147 B 1
65 D 1
115 G
821  D3
91 J
17 K1
224
107
109
111
381
47
51
„
„
K2
„
272 D 1
99 J
411 K 1
371273
97
353
449
55  K2
41 J
77
79
75
73
115 K 1
118 G
21 J
103 471 G i
n. 1. 25 17 42 2 K 2
55 0 0 50 50 100 59 G
8 10 0 34 20 54 143 K 166 2 0 51 34 85 46 G
7 10 0 30 20 50  163 R 1
7 10 0 30 20 50 161
7 10 0 30 20 50 157
10 0 0 40 38 78 159
6 5 0 25 11 36 155
6 5 0 25 10 35 22 K 2
n.1. 25 0 25 23
6 5 0 25 10 35 63
1 0 10
6 5 0 25  25 50 70
1 0 10
n.1. 25 0 25 71
6 5 0 25 5 30 72
1 0 10
6 5 0 25 10 35 375 K 1
2 1 8
12 10 0
30 0 0 40 20 60 201
1. n. 50 50 100 303
46 11 8 25 5 30 9 D 1
46 11 8 25 5 30 10 „
46 11 8 25 15 40 64
46 11 8 25 25 50 66
84 14 0  00 NO100 35 G55 0 0 50 100 36
60 18 0 58 } 0 , 58 ` 768 D 3
369
LIST OF RUNS-, co.tawed
atea, Mtnft"" iles.
Leaes. Bun. Bent
£  S.  d.
7
25
414
425
427
41.0
411
5
63
73
306
309
3
305
308
307430
449
47
352
69
133
lvic-
abl&
SOUTH KENNEDY-continued.
Forrester, Newcomen, Charlemont ...
and Holland
ditto
Forsyth, William
ditto ...
ditty
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Gray, Basil
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
Green , T. O'S.
ditto ...
Hamilton , Frederick ...
ditto .. ...
Hassell,  T. H.... ...
ditto ...
Henderson and Skene
Henning and Prender-
Lands Folio.
191 K 1
6 5 0 25 25 5') 239
13 10 0 27 13 40 87
13 10 0 27 13 40 71
13 10 0 27 13 40 69
12 10 0 25 15 40 37
12 10 0 25 15 40 39
15 0 0 25 0 25 187
6 5 0 25 7 32 383
7 0 0 28 12 40 385Elsie... ...
Bimbah South ...
Dooyne ... ...
...
6
7
310
117
122
128 Holland, W.
469 Holt, W. H.
326 ditto
381 ditto
382 ditto
383 ditto
32 ditto
333 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
446 ditto ... ... Horbury Grove
384 ditto ... ... Upper Banchory
t50 ditto ... ...  Spring Lawn
gast
ditto
ditto ...
Herrod, Joseph
Hess,  J. G. and G. M.
... ditto No. 1 ...
. Dewarrimah
Doongmaballo South
... ditto North
... Ulcunbah No.  I ...
... ditto No.2 ...
... Lacuna ... ...
... Bimbah East ...
was- Toff
9 0 0 36 20 56
Bulli ... ...
Mount Lawson ...
Blenheim ...
Terrara ...
A pn ..
Glen Arthur
...
...
South Wynward ...
Hughes'  Hill ...
Pajingo No. 5
Breewarina  No. 4 ...
Wellesle .. ...
Acresford
Idle vale .. ..
ditto (license fee)*...
Devlin Downs ...
Dartmoor ...
Collingwood ...
Farndon ¶ ... ...
Bluff  ... .
ditto (license fee)*
Bangate  ... ...
Recruit ...
Banchory
Islay Plains
Bervie Downs ...
Banchory Mains .
Blue Mountain Peak
No. 1
454 ditto ... ... Banchorryy South ...
110 Hyne and Bridgeman Upper Eaglefieldtf
119 Jeffray and Murray ... Kilcummin ...
14t ditto ... ... Sheppard's Plains
357 ditto ... ... Carroll's Creek
401 ditto ... ... Bell's Camp ...
313 ditto ... ... Talki .. ...
9 ditto ... ... North Talki ..
156 ditto ... , Wentworth Downs
159 ditto ... ... Teenie Plains ...
443 ditto ... ... Lilla Plains ...
449 ditto ... ... Doorunna ... ...
143 ditto ... ... Diamond Downs ...
311 ditto ... ... Nuredurry ... ...
312 ditto ... ... Cqllygorrej ...
394 ditto ... ... Kenilworth ...
62 ditto ... ... Triangle ... ...
26 Johnston, Wm. ... Tween Hills ...
29 ditto ... ... River Downs
ditto ... ... ditto (license fee)*
ditto (arrears) ...
53 ditto ... ... Big Plains ... ...
130 Jones and Brown
ditto (license fee)*
ditto (arrears) ...
Rob Roy No. 1 ...
ditto (license fee)*
Catawba No. 2
Catawba
I Alpha No. 3 ...
59 Keatinge, Richard ...
57 ditto ...
423 Kilgorr and Mackay...
10 0 0 40 35 75 419 „
6 5 0 25 0 25 193 K33  5 6 25 0 25  11  fd 1
33 5 6 25 5 30 3 J 1
72 12 0 75 4 79 101
18 15 0 25 0 25 67 D 1
30 5 0 25 8 32 70
91 10 0 30 30 60 69
25 0 0 50 20 70 59 K 1
84 14 0 70 30 100 753 D 3
14 5 0 57 0 57 321 K 1
20 5 0 27 0 27 145
n.l. 50 25 75 401
n.l. 50 25 75 4,03
12 10 0 50 30 80 62 K 2
2 1 8
87 2 4 40 10 50 273 D 1
19 0 0 38 12 50 274
60 10 0  50 25 75 375
25 0 25 32
6 5 0 25 18 43 42
4 13 9
D'2K2it
n.1. 62 0 62 52 „
22 10 0 25 25 5C 100 G
99 16 6 75 25 100 25 J
39 18 7 30 17 47 27
66 11 0 50 50 100 29
33 5 6 25 25 50 31
41 5 0 374 10 474 694 D 3
58 12 2 381 10 481 694,1
12 10 0 25 18 43 27 K 1
12 10 0 25  25 50 55 G
12 10 0 25 0 25 15 K 1
12 10 0 25 25 50 5 „
30 5 0 50 60 100 115 J
54 4 4 32 20 52 10 G
64 7 5 38 19 57 15 „
35 15 9 27 35 62 39 D 4
24 0 0 48 0 48 103 K 1
84 14 0 70 30 100 74 D 1
41 16 0 38 38 76 107 G
12 10 0 25 15 40 53 K 1
14 10 0 29 6 35 25 „
12 10 0 25 5 30 23 „
12 10  0 24 0 24 21
66 11 0 50 25 75 129 J
93 3 5 70 30 100 127 „
42 0 0 70 30 100 73 D 1
77 10 0 50 30 80 56 D 4
6 5 0 10 0 10 379 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 211
6 5 0 24 0 24 255
1 0 10
12 10 0
6 5 0 25 18 43 345
0 12 6
12 10 0
6 5 0 25 23 48 56  K2
2 1 8
6 5 0 25 7 1 32 369
9 15 0 39 30 69 359
12 10 0 25 25 50 73
870
LIST OF RT NS- eoati*woJ.
bthmted Area in
$qusre Miles.
sun. Beal.
E  s. d,
424
5
396
344
16
10
157
159
127
127
11
104
105
„
121121
122
77
141
77
150
75
430
475
75
94
99
102
74
103
75
474
107
421
364
36;
366
368
8
276
27
48
140
45
126
126
149
114
11550
54
55
292
293
153
380
19
20
39
4087
87
88
90
90
8o
Kilgour and Mackay
ditto ...I
ditto ... ...I
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Kilgour, Wm....
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
ditto
...
Avail - Una-
able .  V60able. TOW.
SOUTH  KENNEDY-continued.
Alpha No. 4 ... 12 10 0 25
ditto No. 1 ... 33 5 6 25
ditto No. 5 ... 12 10 0 25
ditto No. 6 ... 1 6 5 0 25
dit' o No. 7 ... 6 5 0 25
Omega No. 1 ... 66 0 0 60
Hunter ... ... 28 12 0 26
Metnvale ... ... 27 10 0 25
Redcliffe ... ... 16 5 0 25
Sophienberg ... 16 5 0 25
Omega No. 2 ... 37 10 0 50
Sedgeford ... 6 5 0 25
ditto (license fee)+ 1 11 3
ditto (arrears) ... 6 5 0
Robin Hood ... 9 10 0 38
King's Lynn ... 15 0 0 60
Cloisters No. 1 ... 12 10 0 50
ditto  No. 2  ...  12 10 0 50
ditto No.  3  ... 12 10 0 50
Murdock No. 2$ ... 10 0 0 100
ditto (arrears)"... 0 12 0
Little John ... ... n. 1. 25
Glen Alfred+ ... 7 2 0 71
Alpha No.  8  ... n. 1. 30
Murdock No. 111 ... .. 30
Raintnore ... 15 0 0 30
Alpha No. .. 45 0 0 75
Cumberland No. 2§ 49
Surbiton No. 14 ... 6 5 0 25
Nottherel[ ... ...  ...  30
Notting ... n. 1. 50
Cumberland ...  ...  85No country ...  ... n.l. 25
Cumberland) ... 75
Booranghoop ... 15 -0 0 25
Glenmyra ... ... 6 5 0 25
Mingobar ... ... 12  10 0 25
Lags Folio.
50 75 K 2
50 773 D 3
50 119 K 1
50 151
50  205
100 88 G
51  755  D 3
49 762
50 15 J
50 17
100 89 G
50 19 K 2
75
60
60
50
50
100
20 „
21
39
40 „
41
433 K 1
42
71
60
3040
100
49
50
60
10085
40
7550
50
39
77 K 2
435 K 1
93
431
33
774
427
501
9
15
425
16
425
G1
D3
K1
K2
K1
13 G N K
24
19
„
King and Davidson ...
King, King, and Chat-
field ...
ditto
ditto ..,
ditto ...  ...
ditto ...  ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ..,
Kirk, James ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Lewis, Thomas
ditto ...
ditto ...
Block  66 11 0 50 18 68 81 J
Block
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto (arrears)++
ditto South ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Labona No. 2 ...
Dyllingoo .. ...
ditto South¶ ...
Diamond Block
ditto (license fee)$
Long, Richard ... Longton No. 3 ...
Longlands, George ... Moorlands No. 1 ...
ditto ... ditto No. 21T ...
Macartney and Mayne Mount Wyatt ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ..
ditto ...
MacDonald, M. H. ...
Natal DownsNo. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 5
Emu Plains
No. 1
Labona North§t ...
Hidden Valley
Mount Ely
S troudwater
Mount MaryYarrowglen ...
Yarrowmere
Yarrowdale
ditto No. 2
Yarrowglen No 2 ...
Yarrowmere No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Yarrowdale No. 3 ..
Mount Wyatt No.2
Stroudwater No. 2...
1 Rolston No. 4 ...
Yarrowmere No. 2...
Yarrowglen No. 3 ...
66 11 0 50
33 5 6 25
46 11 8 35
29 14 0 27
16 6 8  27
13 0 0  52
23 7 6
12 0 0 48
10 0 0 40
n.1. 45
10 0 0 40
25
8 0 0 32
4 13 4
n.1. 6
n. 1. 25
25
58 0 0 58
12 10 0 50
10 0 0 40
34 4 0 57
54 0 0 54
41 8 0 46
32 16 0 41
9 10 0 38.
6 5 0 25
9 10 0 38
12 10 0 60
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 1 25
6 5 0 I 25
6 5 0 25
50 100
25 50
0 35
27 54
27 54
27 79
24 72
40 80
15 60
23 63
11 36
17 49
0 6
25 50
25 50
7 65
0 50
35 75
13 70
19 73
8 54
7 48
37 75
25 50
30 68
25 75
5 30
50 1 100
25 I 50
15  40
25 50
25 50
20 , 45
83
85
87
78 G
89 J
247 K 1
249
325
76
315
49
50
K2
K
K2
91
27
28
749
349
351
744
746
812
802
217
219
221
291
293
473
475
477485
487
447
„
D3
K1
„
D3
K1
371
LIST OF  HUNS---contimsed.
0
•
Lessee.
470 MacDonald, M. H. ...
403 ditto ... ...
119 ditto
73 MacDonald, John ...
96 ditto ...
100 ditto ... ...
110 ditto
56 ditto ... ...
ditto ...
142 Mackay, E. H., ...
„ ditto ... ...
143 ditto .., ...
150 ditto
38 Mackay and Kilgour...
82 Mackay and Rolfe ...
83 ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
117 Masters, Richard ...
36 Mills, Thomas...
46 ditto ...
ditto ...
34 Most, Crofton...
60 ditto ...
82 ditto ...
115 ditto
434 ditto ...
57 Muirhead, J....
58 ditto ...
81 ditto ...
120 ditto ...
67 ditto ...
9 ditto ...
10 ditto
139
140
394
393
471
51
72
2
23
39
369
370
25
37
49
61
52
53
41
26
38
70
31
31
65
66
43
59
4s4
84
Murray, P.
ditto .
McCormack , James ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
ditto
ditto
McCormack  and North
ditto .
McDonald and Hooking
McGlashan, D. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
McGlashan ,  James ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
McKean , W. H. ...
Newcomen and Forres-
ter
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
North,. Bros.
ditto
ditto
ditto
Run. Rent.
E s. d.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
SOUTH KENNEDY- continued.
Harvest Home ...
Sandy Land ...
Slugan ...
Selma No. 2 ...
Corrievahn No. 2 ...
Selma No. 3 ...
Conway No. 1 ...
Pyramid No. 2 ..
Hidden Valley No. 2
Cairo ... ...
Soudan ... ...
Khartoum ...
Rosetta Nortli ...
Cloisters ... ...
Barcombe No. 2 ...
Alexandria ...
Rosetta .. .. .
Spring Vale ..to (license fe )*
ditto (arrears) ...
Brown 's Plains ...
Blair Athol No.  I  ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Roshervi lle ... ...
ditto No. 2
ditto (license fee)+*
ditto (arrears) ...
Beresford ...
ditto No. 2 .. .
Bowlee No. 1
Lestree Hill No. 6 ...
Tiptree Hill West ...
Lestree Hill No. 7 ...
Tiptree Hill South
Ti tree Hill ...
ditto (arrears)""...
Lestree Hill No. 3...
ditto (arrears)'"...
ditto No.4...
ditto (arrears)++..
Campbellfieldfj
Glen Ralston ...
Laglan No. 1 ...
ditto No. 211
Apsley No. 1 ...
Mellaluka ...
Donny Brook .
Red RockValleyNo.1
Albinia Westji
ditto Fast ...
Burke Creek ...
Bowie No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Conckingburrah ...
Wandah ...
Cowieburrah ...Wongarburrah
North Bowell No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
Mazeppa Downs ...
Lagoonville ... ...
76 5 0 25
12 10 0 25U. 1. 35
9 15 0 39
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
94 7 7 60
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
n. 1.  25
n.1. 25
n.l. 26
n.l. 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
n. 1. 4t)
7 0 0 28
0 11 8
7 0 0
12 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
12 10 0 50
10 0 0 40
3 6 8
20 0 0
n. 1.  25
n. 1. 30
19 16 0 33D. 1. 34
n. 1. 40
n. 1. 50
n. 1. 25
33 0 0 33
32 0 0
39 2 0 36
56 2 0
48 8 0 44
96 18 0
42
i.1. 33
9 0 0 3633
12 10 0  25
7 10 0 30D. 1. 40
63 15 0 85
35
9 0 0 36
7 10 0 30
6 5 0 25
6 5 0 25
12 10  0 50
10 0 0  40
10 0 0  40
9 5 0 37
n. 1. 60
n. 1. 60
n. 1. 60
n. 1. 50
24 10 0 98
Lagoonville No. 2
The Range ...
ditto No. 2 ..
Hobartville No. 3...
ditto No.5...
Salt Bush ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
Cabbage Tree No. 2
ditto No. 3
... Wilandspey ,,,
... , Cabbage Tree No. 4
6 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
12 10 0
10 0 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
6 6 0
Lands Fbllo.
Una-
vailaw Total.
10 35 123 G
9 34 105 K 1
25 60 36 K 2
39 78 417 K 1
5 30 3 K 2
25 50 11 „
10 70 45 G
3 28 355 K 1
3 28 357
25 50 79 K 2
25 50 80
26 52 81
25 50 91
25 50 287 K
25 50 455
25 50 457 7,
35 75 459
„
15 43 33 K2
50 100 279 K1
25 50 317
25 50 319
it
50 100 271
it
40 80 373
Itit
24 49 53
30 60 29 It 2
17 50 50 K I
34 68 361
19- 594 363
50 l(X) 451
25 50 37 K 2
17 50 119G
18 54 81
„
21 65 82
21  63 74 K 2
32 65 75 is
18 54 123 K 117
0 1
I
25 5 74 G
20 50 337 K 1
40 80 415 it
85 170 47 G
17 52 , 231 K i
19 55 233
20 50 289
15 40 137
15 40 139 „
34 84 237 „
38 78 283
20 60 329
15 52 377
40 100 339 „
40 100 341
40 100 343
50 100 299
0 98 245
25 50 285
25 50 405
25 50 407
50 100 263
40 80 265
25 50 391
25 50 393
25 50 395
15 55 305
20 60 367
8 33 101 G
15  1  40 461 S1
42
372
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Ares in
Square Miles.
ditto ...
ditto
Penhallwick, M.
ditto ...
Plant  and Jones
ditto .
Prior, T. de M. M.
97 North, Bros.
98 ditto99 ditto
406  North. F. and J.
407  ditto
413  North, Joseph
414 ditto
13  ditto
101 ditto
102  ditto
129  ditto
147 ditto
107  North  and Small
108  ditto
111  Palmer , Sir A. H.
440  ditto
111  ditto
67 ditto
158  ditto
445  ditto
112 ditto
112 ditto
445  ditto
448  ditto ...
460  Patullo, George
136  Patullo, P. and H.
„
Patullo, Peter
141
151
103
104
79
124
405
290 ditto
436 ditto
437 ditto
156 ditto
157 ditto
392 ditto
12 ditto
411 ditto
14 ditto
350 ditto72  ditto
124 ditto
125
17
415
118
458
4
471
472
30
88
ditto
Prior, T. L.
D. M.
Lase. Bun.
•
Bent.
Unr Toth.
Iands Folio.
Avail-
able.
SOUTH  KENNEDY- continued.
Cabbage Tree No. 5
Albinia No. 2
Moray Downs No. 4
Dunjarrobina ...
Dillubania ...
Moray  Downs No. 1
ditto (arrears)++ ...
ditto No. 2
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Cabbage Tree ...
Mount Gregory ...
ditto No. 2
Albinia No. 3
Albinia No. 4
Bonnicorde No. 1
ditto (license fee)
ditto  No. 2 ...
Arthur's Seat
Wicklow .
Palmersleigh
Karlsbad
Mount Cecilia
Schwartzwald
Ashenhurst
Delgany .
Mount Jessie
Capricorn ...
Gyrahra ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
Glengyle+ ... ...
Serpentine+... ...
Goolleenimah+
Verbena ... ...
Green Tree ... ...
ditto No.1 ...
Moocha .. ...
Webb's Lake ...
Cobalaeell .. ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Bully Creek ...
Wanalango South t
ditto North t
Bingeringo South ...
ditto North ...
Moonbago  North ...
Uhrton ... ...
Moonbago ...
Stonehenge ... ...
Linglands ... ...
View Hill No. 2 ...
Linglands  No. 2 ...
ditto (license fee) +
Sandlands ¶... ...
M. and T. Arranmore ... ...
Prior, North and North
Richards ,  jun., Chas....
Rolfe, Robert ...
ditto ...
Rolfe, James ...
ditto ...
ditto
Skuthorpe, J. R.
Moray Downs No. 311
Trelawney No. if ...
M onteagle ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...Apsley No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Eppin .. ...
Hawkesbury Vale
89  ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
91  Skuthorpe, Thomas Belmont No. 1¶
92  ditto ...
ditto ...
Richmond No. 1
ditto No. 2
93  dttto .. ditto No. 4
13  Smith, Charles ... Surbiton No. 4
329 ditto ... Surbiton South
418 ditto ... Surbiton No. 8
419 ditto ditto No. 7
466 ditto .. ditto No. 2
6 5 0 25 15 40 5 K 2
6 5 0 25 25 50 6 „
8 15 0 35 25 60 8 „
15 10 0 31 20 51 99 K1
15 0 0 30 2) 50 97 „
35 4 0 32 16 48 27 G
36 8 0
70 8 0 64 32 96 28
83 4 0
9 0 0 36 19 55 195 K 1
8 15 0 35 15 50 13 K 2
12 10 0 50 20 70 14
n.l. 30 20 50 53
n.1. 25 0 25 85
6 5 0 121-  0 121 25
1 0 10
n. 1. 44) 20 60 26
61 4 6 46 39 85 19 J
55 0 0 50 50 1(x) 757D 3
57 4 8 43 42 85 13 J
53 410 40 40 80 11
55 0 0 50 49 99 765 D 3
41 16 0 38 35 73 760 „
42 11 10 32 32 64 9 J
33 5 6  25 25 50 5 „
21 0 0 42 41 83 20 K 1
18 15 0 25 25 50 7 J 1
48 0 0 48 48 96 63 G
24 0 0
2 1 8 50 25 75 67 K 2
1 0 10 25 25 50 68
5 14 7 25 11 36 78
16 4 0 27 0 27 68 K
12 10 0 50 50 100 17 K 2
6 5 0 25 15 40 18
n. 1. 50 50 100 443 K 1
n. 1. 50 50 100 45 K 2
25 0 0 50 40 90 101 K 1
0 10 0
19 19 4 33 17 50 24 J
10 0 0 24 12 36 47 K 1
10 0 0 25 11 36 45
13 10 0 27 13 40 43
13 10 0 27 13 40 41
7 10 0 30 20 50 127
41 16 0 38 24 62 102 G
30 0 0 60 35 95 93 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 197
50 8 0 48 24 72 149
6 5 0 25 9 34 413
6 5 0 25 0 25 46 K2
1 5 0
25 10 35 48 „
6 5 0 25 0 25 209 K. 1
... 32  18 50 29 G 1
... 50  50 100 35 K 2
25 0 0 50 50 100 60 G
15 0 0 25 25 50 73
12 10 0 25 25 50 75
13 10 0 27 26 53 76
12 10 0 50 25 75 259 K1
n. 1. 28  12 40 479
n. 1. 30  15 45 481
n. 1. 25  0 25 483
25  1) 25 489
25 0 0 1(x) u 1t 0 493
25 0 0 100 0 100 495
12 10 0 50 50 100 497
27 10 0 25 25 50 99 G
7 0 0 28 26 54 165 E1
17 0 0 34  31 68 79
17 10 0 35 15 50 78
27 10 0 25 25 50 71 G 1
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Hiles.
Lessee, Rent.
Una-
vallable. Total.
Lands Folio.
£ s. d.
30
452
464
476
459281
282283
93
94
147
372
373
374
154
Smith , Charles
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Avail-
able.
SOUTH KENN EDY-continued.
421
414
343
158
443
42
54
369
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Smith, Shepherd
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Surbiton  No. 9 ...
Narrien Plains No. 1
Surbitou No. 5 ...
Lestree Hill No. 2
Lestree Hill
Surbiton No. 1
ditto No. 3
ditto No.  6
ditto No. 13
ditto No. 11
Corfield+ ...
Carry Coates
...
Craven ... ...
Wynyards ... ...
Kulkabuc ...
Glenmore ...
The Refuge ...
Plain Creek...
Dunrobin
... ditto No. 2
... I Longton
ditto No.2
..: Natal Downs Block
370 ditto
98 ditto ...
363 ditto
361 ditto .
123 Springer , William
94
317
No. 6
Natal Downs Vale,
No. 7Redcliffe ... ...
Leichhardt .. ...
ditto South ...
... Vermont ... ...
ditto  (license fee)+i
Stewart, John. .. Cheshire N o. 1 1
Sutherland and Mather- Tooloongra No. 1 ...
son
318 ditto ...
389 Taylor , Alfred
43 ditl o ...
44 ditto ..
40 Turnbull, G. B.
41 ditto ...
48 ditto ...
387 Tyson ,  James ...
388 ditto ...
45- ditto
135 Walker and Edkins
80 ' ditto ..
116 Wallace, D. S.
118 ditto ...
131 ditto ...
131 ditto ...
132 ditto ...
132 ditto ...
132 ditto ..
12 Webster, A. S
4 ditto ...
22 ditto ...
ditto ...
314 ditto ...
356 ditto ...
435 ditto
356 ditto ...
405 ditto
571 Wilson ,  Samuel
338 ditto ...
113 ditto ...
339 ditto ...
340 ditto ...
341 ditto ...
42 ditto ...
343 ditto ...
ditto No. 2
Milray No. 3 ...
ditto No.  6 ...
... ditto No. 7 ... '
... 1 Bimbah  .. ...
... Dewarrimah South ...
... Uhv anbah No. 3 ...
... Kilbrook ... ...
Staywood  ... ...
...
, Lockwood ... ...
Dunrobin  No. 3 ...
ditto (license fee)+ I
ditto No. 1B ...
... Suttor Bend ...
ditto (license fee)+
ditto (arrears) ...
... North Suttor .. ,
... Diamond Creek No.  1
... ditto No. 21
...
...
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.5
Lanark .. ...
Durdham Downs ...
Dulcigno ... ... '
Fox Earth ... ...
Frankfield ... ...
Miclare ... ...
B •wlee No. 2 ... ,
ditto No.  3  ...
Mendip
C b eeseborough ...
West Wolfang ... ,
ditto No. 2
ditto Upper
ditto Lower I
Logan Downs No 1
ditto No. 2
...
...
...
...
... I ditto No. 3
8 10 0 35 18 53 261 K 1
25 0 0 50 0 50 8 „
15 0 0 25 25  5) 121 G 1
36 0 0 45 9 54 80 G
93 16 0 67 33 100 61 G 1
24 4 0 25 26 51 67 J 1
29 0 10 30 21 51 69
15 2 6 25 22  47 71
6 5 0 25 25 50 499 K 1
6 5 0 25 25 50 501
4 13 9 2.3 10 35 86 K 2
33 5 6 25 25 50 119 J
66 11 0 50 50 100 121 it
66 11 0 50 50 100 123
27 10 0 25 11 36 5 G
27 10 0 25 13 do 117
20 0 0 44) 23 63 31 K 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 15:3
28 0 0 56 272 832 34
32 0 0 1 64 321 961 35
12 10 0 50 32 82 301
10 0 0 40 40 80 347
75 0 0 60 12  72  825  D3
24 15 0 33 33 66 4 D1
46 10 0 30 30 60 7 K 2
45 7 6 35 15 50 63A J 1
22 10 0 30 20 50 63B „
16 10 0 66 34 100 43 K 2
3 6 0
n.1. 30 30 60 503 K 1
20 8 0 34 16 50 175
20 8 0 34 16 50 177
6 5 0 25 0 25 131
6 5 0 25 0 25 307
15 0 0 60 24 84 309
10 15 0 43 21 64 379
8 15 0 35 17 52 297
8 0 0 32 18  50 327
46 11 tt 35 15  50 95
35 18 9 27 15  42 93 J 1
33 5 6 25 5 30 97
6 5 0 25 5 30 65 K 2
1 0 10
6 5 0 25 1 5 30 415 K 1
7 10 0 30 20 50 31 K 2
0 12 6
7 10 0
n l 50 30 80 34. .
n.l. 25 5  30 57
n.l. 25 5  30 58
n l 25 5  30 59. .
n.l. 25 0  25  60
n.l. 25 0 25 61
55 0 0 50 25 75 54 D 4
27 10 0 25 25 50 68 G
6 5 0 25 25 50 227 K 1
6
31
5
5
0
0
25
25
154
25
40-41 229
575 D 350
24 0 0 40 40 80 40 D 4
30 0 0 50 50 51 K 1
15 0 0 25 0 25  141
34 8 0 43 32 75 8 G
86 1 0 46 0 )46  38 C 3 (Lt
33 5 6 2.3 6 ,31  105A J
15 2 6 25 23 48 117
46 11 8 35 6 41 105E
33 5 6 25 5 30  105c
46 11 8 25 5 30 122A C3 (Lt.)
46 11 8 25 4 29 122B
46 11 8 25 11 36
,122c
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Lessee.
344
345
346
319
320
321
358
Wilson,  Samuel
ditto ..,
ditto , ,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ,,.
371 Adams, H. J....
502 ditto ...
43n ditto ...
507 ditto ... ...
81n ditto ...
82n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
178n Adams, Wm. .. ...
132n Andrews, Robert ...
554 Atherton and Palmes
189n ditto
584 ditto ... ...
585 ditto ... ..
471 Atkins, F. ...
472 ditto ... ...
155n ditto ... ...
111n ditto ... ...
182n Archibald ,  James ...
216 ditto ... ...
53n Ashley and Campbell
4n ditto ... ...
4n ditto ... ...
5n  ditto ... ...
101n ditto ... ...
ditto
653 Ashton , Wm. J. ...
90n Bank of Australasia ...
627 ditto ... ...
629 ditto ... ...
558 ditto ... ...
10 ditto ... ...
26n, ditto ... ...
26n, ditto ...181n,ditto ...
614 ditto ...
77n, ditto ...
551 ditto
565 ditto
89 ditto ...
569 ditto ...
96n, ditto ...
6831 ditto ... ...
28n[ ditto
695 Bank , Australian Joint
Stock
696 ditto ...
128n1 ditto ... ...
307 ditto ...
602 ditto ...6n ditto ...
496 ditto ...
34n ditto ...
50n ditto ...
457 ditto ...
142n ditto
232 ditto ...
151n ditto ...
Run. Rent.
Avail-  Una-
able. ailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
ii.
SOUTH  KENNEDY-continued.
Logan Downs No. 4 41 10 11 21 12 33 1921, C 3 (Lt.)
ditto No. 5 46 11 8 25 5 { 30 122E
ditto No. 6 46 11 8 25 13 38 122F
Chessborough . .. 50 6 3 27 2 29 57 DI
Solferino  ... . .. 50 6 3 27 0 27 59
Vicenza ... ... 50 6 3 27 0 27 60
Villa Franca . .. 67 15 2 , 40 17 57 I 6 G
LEICHHARDT.
Quinchester ... 33 5 6 25 ' 2 27 2L9 J2
Tindall Downs ...  33 5 6 25 5 30 227
Bridge 's Retreat  37 5 4 27 0 27 3 L9 „
Downs
Oxford Downs ...  33 5 6 25 4 29 247
Rockcrownett ...  17 10 0 25 0 25 69 C3
Middleborough ...  15 0 0 25 0 25 32 ,f
15Carborou h 0 0 25 0 25 33... ...g
1 25 3 28 417 K'Xmas .., ...
W abbier
n. .
n. 1. 25 0 25 315  K1
Dundarra ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 73
Cracow ... ... 48 8 0 25 0 25 357  J1
Dresden . 43 15 0 25 0 25
'
328
... . .
Silesia  ... ... 12 10 0 25 3 28 329
Tuturin ... ... 36 12 1 25 0 25 165
Coorada ... ... 36 12 1 25 0 25 167
Narraway ... 52 10 0 50 30 80 19  J2
Punchbowl ... . . 33 0 0 33 17 50 168  G
ditto (arrears)++ 24 0 0
Block A ...
•
21 0 0 20 0 20 39 G
w sbL 18 15 0  25 0 25 246  C3y ... ...o e
Rio Back ... ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 149  K
Bahiallll 32 10 0  25 0 25 85  C1••• •••
52 10 0 25 0 25 19
C h 1 23 15 0 25 3 28
of
24aa e 1111 ...
Boolburra  Back ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 221 K 9
Dooruna ... ... 7 10 0 30 30 60 223 „
Markland 37 8 0 22 0 22 133 1
The Rhyddings  8 15 0 35 35 70 185 K
ditto  (arrears) ++ 10 0 0
Planet Creek No. 1  30 14 5 22 0 22 253 J2
ditto No. 4  36 6 0 40 0 40 257 „
ditto No. 5  36 6 0 40 0 40 259
'ditto No. 6  16 17 6 25 0 25 177  C 1
Kinnoul 36 6 0 35 0 35 201 J2
Loch  Scraigll 18 0 18 205
Hookingah ... ...  39 18 7 36 0 36 308 C2
Grassthorpe ...  83 5 6 25  0 25 98 C3
Rockland ...  33 5 6 25 10 35 327 J2
Widerege Widerege  33 5 6 25 10
00 2
35
25
435  J 1
353Lurline ... ... 22 10 5
'
Toombul... ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 437
Redcli$e No. 6 ...  39 18 7 25 0 25 231  Cl
Oombabeer ... ...  25 0 0 1C0 100 200 209  K
ditto (arrears)++ ... 45 16 8Dykeranjj... ... ... 25 15 40 203 J 2
Dunoon I I ... ... 25 5 30 245
Derby ... ... 15 2 6 25 2 27 487 J 1
Pernambuco ... 15 2 6 25 4 29 489
Ruined Castle Creek 69 6 0 45 25 70 167 G
No. 2
ditto  (arrears) ++ 80 16
3
8
10 5 ` 2 13 J2Plainby ... ... 37 1 2 0 5 3
Kianga  .. ... 34 18 2  26 0 26 315 „
Tarramba  Creek ... 41 11 3  31 0 31 187
Drimrea ... ... 36 18 1  25 0 25 177 It
Bathampton ... 27 10 0  25 3 28 6
Nundubbermere ... 44 0 0  40 37 77 94
Gibber Gunyah ... 36 & 0  25 0 25 23 J 2
Killarney .. ... 15 2 6  25 i 25 47
Lotus IN'o- 7... 7 4 0 12 0 12 92  Cl
Ruined Castle Creek 112 10 0 45 23 68 166 G 1
No. 1
ditto  (arrears ) ++ 82 10 0
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LIST OF  BUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Mile&
Leneee. Boa. Rent.
Una-
vailable. Total.
£ a. d.
6 5 0 1 25 1 26
LEICHHARDT- ron  tinned.
71n Bank, Australian  Joint Yellow Creek ...
Stock
127n ditto
186n ditto
645
75n
443
153n
448
154n
154n
56n
640
642
75n
63n
521
375
522
588
589
465
612
...  Killarney No. 2 ...
... Derby No. 2 ...
ditto (license fee)+
Bank, Commercial, Com-' The Forest ... ...
pang of Sydney
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... 1 Wallaroo North
... Osmondthorpe North
... Nandowrie .. ...
... Excess  No. 2 ...
... Woolthorpelill ...
... North Branch
... Norwood Eastt
... Wallaroo ...
... Emu Plains...
... Norwood ...
... Osmondthorpe
... I Yarrai No. 2
Bank, Commercial, of
Australasia (Mel-
bourne)
636
637
638
639
641
641
640
627
587
586
588
589
619
165
18n
165
18n
179
19n
19n
617
597
598
699
600
73n
54n
319
94
179n
389
625
626
50n
521
522
523
524
527
578
579
580
581
582
650
HopeIIII ...
Castle Creek ...
Thalaba ... ...
ditto East
Belmont Block No. 3
Telemon ... ...
ditto ... ... Collin-la-ringo No.  1
ditto ... ... ditto No.2
ditto ...  ...  ditto No.  3
ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
ditto ... ... Coorabelle
ditto ... ditto South
ditto ... ... Perangiwa
Bank , London Char-, Itoughlee
tered
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
Bank , Mercantile
Sydney
ditto
ditt',
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Bank of
Wales
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
New
...
... ' Gumble ... ...
... Narran ... ...
... Durran Downs ...
... Oldown ... ...
... Slate Hills ... ...
of Emu Creek Block
...
...
...
...
So
No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Carbine Creek No. 4
ditto No.5
Triangulation No.  1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.3
ditto No.4
Winterbourne ...
Keilambete ...
Carbine Creek No.2
ditto No.6
L'Ete ... ...
Slateford ...
Deception No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
The Mount ...
Homechester
Tootoolah ...
Oxdowns ...
Saltbushton...
Yatton ...
Killiney ...
Leixlip ...
Naas. ...
Wambrook ...
Bolero
Thomby ...
6 5 0
8 10 0
0 14 2
90 15 0
Avail-
able.
25 0 25
34 14 48
Lands Folio.
167 K
303
385
47 25 9'2 ' 284  C2
43 2 5  28 13 41 138 G
29 10 1 19 0 19* 42 J 2
27 9 1 271 0 271 39A
33 5 6 25 17 42 37
40 7 6  26 0 26 41A
25 12 2 26 0 26 43A
38 12 0 29 9 38 45
31 18 11 32 0 32 39B
30 13 2 31 0 31 43B
33 5 6 25 5 30 35
44 0 11 26 4 30 135 G
39 18  7 26 0 26 63 C 1
47 13 1 37 6 43 65
52 16 1 55 18 73 113
39 18 7 25 0 25 252 C 2
55 18 1 64 6 70 253  it
46 11 8 49 7 56 150 J 2
33 17 7 29  0 28 219 J 1
8 13 1
7 19 9
33 5 6
19 19 4
12 16 10
34 12 1
21 19 2
12 10 0
20 0 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
36 12 1
36 12 1
22 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
24 4 0
55 0 0
30 5 0
25 0 0
76 5 0
30 0 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
42 7 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
37 5 4
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
7 5 0
61 0 61 29
6 0 6 31
25 23 48 33
33 0 33 35
9* 0 9* 37A
26 0 26 37B
161 0 161 39
25 17 42 117
40 0 40 101
35 0 35 103
78 0 78 107
35 0 35 113
64 0 64 10526120 261 270
25 0 25 271
28 0 28 273
25 0 25 275
28 0 28 277
25 0 25 279
39 0 39 283
31 0 31 285
it
it
J2
45 45 90 83 K
50 50 100 85
50 50 100 87
it
35 35 70 89
25 25 50 287 J 2
50 50 100 72 G
25 0 25 330 C 2
25 0 25 273 „
25 20 45 91  63
25 13  38 229 D 1
25 5 30 93 K 1
25 0 25 95 „
25 25 50 107 G
25 0 25 41 J 1
25 0 25 59
25 0 25 57
28 0 28 55
25 0 25 43
25 0 25 53
25 0 25 51
25 0 25 49
25 0 25 47
25  0 25 45
29 29 58 117 K
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
376
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
119n Bank of New South
366
Wales
ditto
74n ditto
40n ditto ...
87n ditto ...
79 ditto ...
85 ditto ...
248 ditto ...
249 ditto ...
249 ditto ...
250 ditto
655 Bank,  Queensland  Na-
tional,  Limited
656 ditto ... ...
657 ditto ... ...
156n ditto ... ...
159n ditto ... ...
43n Bank, Union of Aus-
tralia  (Limited)
44n ditto ...
ditto ...
46n ditto
47n ditto
477 ditto
550 ditto
551 ditto
556 ditto
557 ditto
49n ditto
42n ditto
36n ditto
505 ditto
506 ditto
563 ditto
87n ditto
90n ditto
121n ditto
107n ditto
149n ditto
30 ditto
159n ditto
167n ditto
79n ditto
472 ditto ...
473 ditto ...
474 ditto ...
475 ditto ...
476 ditto
480 ditto ... ...
481 ditto ...
324 ditto ...
112n ditto ... ...
142n ditto ...
143n ditto ...
494 ditto
495 ditto ...
150n ditto ...
151n ditto ...
60n ditto ...
102n ditto
164n ditto ...
669 ditto
488 ditto
15n Barnard , G and T.
33n ditto .
132n  Bauman, Henry
355 ditto
152n  Beardmore, F.
Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
LEICHHARDT -continued.
Trump Card ...
Long Acre ..
Mount Playfair
I tpper Thomby l
Burwood ..
Harrybrand
Cockenzie
Newbold l l l l
BluffheadII Il ...
NewlandslllI
Coldwaterll II
Swampingah
Sandy Creek§§ ...
Rosevale §§ ... ...
Llandilo ...
Bentley West ..
ditto license fee$...
CarnarvonCreek No. 7
Consuelo No. 3 ..
CarnarvonCreek No.5
Ceres ... ...
Moonzie ...
Consuelo No. 7 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
Consuelo No. 8 ...
ronsuelo No. 9 ...
Upper Consuelo ...
Buckenburn ...
East Girrah
Wilpenna ... ...
Balpannah ... ...
Jellmbah ... ...
Hillside
Bogus
Kildare ...
ditto (license fee)+
ditto  (arrears) ...
Curragh ...
Goolwa ...
ditto (license fee)4*.
Bingeygang
New Caledonia No. 2
ditto (license  fee)"'
'Bogus  No. 2 ...
Western Consuelo ...
ditto (arrears)
Consuelo No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
Carnarvon Creek No. 3
ditto No.4
Wallah ... ...
Blatchborough ...
Lotus No. 1...
ditto No. 2...
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
Upper Carnarvon
Table Landli
Girrah ..
South Rongaring
Rongaring ...
Bone Creek...
Sharper, s Creek
Washpool ...
Sutton
Blackrod No. 1
UDa-
vailable. Total.
Lands Polio.
6 5 0 25 0 25 269 K
34 2 0 31 0 31 245 C 3
82 10 0 75 25 100 142 G
... 33 25 58 141 K
6 5 0 25 25 50 179
15 0 0 25 15 40 35 C 3
103 15 0 25 0 25 25
15 0 0 20 0 20 56 C 1
15 0 0 25 t) 25 58
15 0 0 39 0 39 59
15 0 0 25 0 25 57
36 6 0 31 0 31 129 J11
36 10 0 40 0 40 127
36 10 0 25 0 25 125
65 0 0 25 10 35 154 C 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 363 K 1
2 12 1
22 10 0 30 0 30 193 Cl
24 0 0 32 21 53 196
22 10 0 30 0 30 205
20 5 0 27 5 32 197 J2
24 0 0 32 0 32 199
13 10 0 18 0 18 117
25 10 0 51 25 76 66
25 10 0 51 26 77 67
22 10 0 45 22 67 61
25 0 0 50 24 74 63 K 1
81 8 5 62 30 92 129 J  2
36 5 0 25 0 25 86 C 3
5 10 0 5 0 5 42 D2
34 9 8 25 5 30 237 J 2
34 9 8 25 9 34 255
47 18 3 25 0 25 89 C 3
6 5 0 25 25 50 181 K
6 5 0 25 25 50 187
6 5 0 25 5 30 279
4 3 4
6 5 0
17 0 0 68 0 68 239
8 15 0 35 17 52 357
4
26
7
5
6
0  '  25 0 25 172 C3
6 5 0 25 25 50 365  K
2 12 1
n. 1. 25 25 50 387
18 15 1 31 16 47 131 J2
1 14 1
36 6 0 49 0 49 107
36 6 0 30 0 30 109
36 6 0 30 0 30 111
36 6 0 25 0 25 113
36 6 0 19 0 19 115
36 6 0 34 0 34 123
36 6 0 32 0 32 125
36 9 0 36 0 36 311
55 0 0 ' 50 50 100 2  G
137 10 0 25 10 35 309  J2
15 0 0 25 0 25 163
33 8 6 25 0 25 165
15 0 0 25 0 25 167
15 0 0 25 0 25 90  Cl
15 0 0 25 0 25 91 „
133 2 0 100 99 199 127 J2
25 10 35 225 K
28 15 0 25 0 25
3
201
33 5 6 25 10 35 277 J1
18 15 0 25 4 29 273
51 18 3 39 0 39 97
51 18 3 39 0 39 95
n. 1. 25 25 50 313  K1
42 17 2 28 0 28 239 C3
15 0 0  25 0 25 115
377
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
II Xua.
S s. d.
In Bell ,  Margaret
In ditto
187n Bell, M. and W.
531 ditto ...
323 Bell and Hide...
7n ditto ...
349 ditto ...
8n ditto ...
8n ditto ...
34n  ditto ...
73n ditto ...
73n ditto
74n ditto ...
582 ditto
583 ditto ...
584 ditto ...
6 2 ditto ...
89n Beresford, G. T.
340 Beresford and Brown
670 Biddulph and Foot ...
103n Biddulph , W. J. ...
145 a  ditto ...
119n Biddulph , F. W. ...
85n Bovey ,  Wm., and Long,
E. M.
313 Broad, James ...
314 ditto ...
315 ditto ...
316 ditto ...
317 ditto
318 ditto
319 ditto
468 ditto ...
469 ditto ...
58n  ditto
492 ditto
42n  Brodie and Verrall
3n ditto ...
27n ditto ...
41n ditto ..400 Brown, Francis
182n ditto ...
111n ditto ...
296 ditto ...
146n ditto
161n ditto ...
363 Brown ,  F., and Beres-
ford, G.
64n Boulton, G. S.
126n  Buchanan  and Wilson
127n ditto
41n Burgess, Thomas ...
2n Burns,  John ... ...
3n ditto ... ...
2n ditto ...
97n Cameron , J. H. ...
621 Campbell and Lange...
622 ditto ... ...
623 ditto  ... . ...
624 ditto ... ...
618 ditto ... ...
619 ditto
48n Charleson ,  F., and
McLennan L., senr.,
Executors of late D.
McLennan
146 ditto ... ...
16n Chirnside and Power...
17n ditto ... ...
LEICHHARDT- continued.
Aughriss ...
Woodhill
Adder Creek
Bas] an ...
Coteedalill ...
Delusion Creek
Oxtrack Creekil
Okangal II ll
II ...
Kandoonan ...
Protection ..
Oxtrack  Creek West
Moocoorba .. ...
Kandoonan East ...
Graystonlees
Boam ... ...
Macoom I1ll
Blackman 's Pointe...
Ilsington ... ...
Exeter Downs ...
Lake Salvator
M ount  Playf;  it No. 2
Slyboy
Cungele lla
Burton Downs No. 2
Carrot Field
Injune ..,
Crowman ..
Hutton Vale
Myall Vale...
Glenwiggle ...
Highland Plains
Brickalow Park
Rosevale ...
Reflection .,.
Springbock ...
Clematis No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 1
Iffiey .,,
Carfax ...
Coxendean ..
Hughs Creek
Cherwell ...
ditto  (license fee)+
Abridge ... ..,
Yell Block ...
Spring Station ...
Reedy Flat No. 2 ...
ditto (license fee)+
ditto  (arrears) ...
Remnant No. 2
ditto (license fee)+
ditto (arrears) ...
Carnangarra
Borilla
Glendarriwill No. 2
Glendarriwill ...
Arcadia North
Spring Creek North
ditto South
Springsure  North ...
ditto South ...
Twoton ... ...
Miallo ... ...
Ingle Downs ...
Goombleburra ..
ditto (license  fee)"*
Retro  ...  ...
Colinby ... ,,,
latinaatea Area in
square Miles.
Bent .  !Ands !olio.
TotaL
74 0 1 39 0 39 240 C 3
46 11 8  25 0 25 248 „
47 3 9 39 0 39 113  to
25 0 0 50 20 70 43 K
46 15 0 39 0 39 49 C 1
33 0 0 40 0 40 64  to
27 10 0 34 0 34 93
27 10 0 25 0 25 94
42 7 0 25 5 30 257 D 1
42 7 0 25 7 32 1 17 D 2
42 7 0 25 15 40 148 G
59 5 10  35 21 56 149
54 4 2 32 16 48 150  to
39 18 7 31 0 31 236 C 1
39 18 7 c5 0 25 237
27 10 0 31 0 31 48 to
25 0 25 355 J 1
61 8 2 35 0 35 233 D 1
18 15 0 25 0 25 7 D 2
18 15 0  25 23 48 61 J 1
6 5 0 25 10 35 229 K
6 5 0 25 25 50 341 K 1
12  10 0 50 50 100 271  to
63 15 0 25 10 35 69 G
36 18 8 80 0 80 491  11
36 18 8 90 0 90 493
36 18 8 40 0 40 495
36 18 8 60 0 60 497
36 18 8 90 0 90 499
36 18 8 80 0 80 501
37 10 2 55 0 55 503
37 10  2 35 0 35 505  to
37 10 2 50 0 50 1  J2
46 11 8 35 0 35 5
59 17 11 45 0 45 3
21 0 0 28 0 28 171
36 6 0 28 0 28 175
14 0 0 28 0 28 173
14 0 0 28 0 28 169
15 0 0 25 3 28 84
15 0 0 25 9 34 85
15 0 0 25 15 40 52
25 4 0 25 0 25 53
6 5 0 25 114 364 347
4 3 4
n 1 36' 17 53g 373
31 4 0  394 0 394 8 G
25 0 0 25 5 30 141 C 1
6 5 0  925 20 45 299 B 12  12 1
6 5 0
6 5 0 25 0 25 301
2 12 1
6 5 0
60 0 0 40 40 80 32 D 1
20 0 0 25 9 34 355 J  2
25 12 0 32 10 42 353
32 10 0 25 10 35 351 99
57 10 0 50 46 96 57 to16  15 6 9 0 9 251 C 3
46 11  8 25 4 29 251L
46 13 7 24 10 34  251B
43 15 9 23; 4 274 251c
39 7 0 21 0 21 110
41 18 7 21 15 36 109  to
75 0 0 25 25 60 60 G 1
6 5 0 25 25 50 345 K 1
6 4 2
17 8 8 184 0 184 343 J 2
33 17 7 56 0 56 345
90
„
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Lee"& Inn.
£ s. d.
611 1 Chirnside  and Power...
17n' ditto ...
16n  ditto ...
80n Clancy ,  Thos....
95n ditto
534 Clapperton, F. W.
373 Collins, Wm....
118n ditto ...
555  Collins, J.
665 ditto ...
666 ditto
117n  Collins,  J. G....
117n ditto ...
58n  Collins , J. R. and W.
59n  ditto
59n ditto ... ...
60n ditto ...
643 Collins, R. M. ...
526 ditto ... ...
274 ditto ...
562 ditto ... ...
109n ditto .. ...
173n Collins, Wm.... ...
179n ditto ..
451 Conran, T.W. and H. L.
162n  Cook, George ... ...
167n Cook, J. ... ...
540  Creed, George... ...
541 ditto ... ...
542 ditto ... ...
643 ditto ...
544 ditto ... ...
106n Crew and Lanyon ..
37n Dempsey, J., senr., and
others
113n Dodson, Thos. W. ...
257 Dorsey, Alexander ...
649 Duffy, James ... ...
513 Dutton, C. B.... ...
468 ditto ...
466 Dutton, C. B. and A. F.
511 ditto
512 ditto
614 ditto
497 ditto
467 ditto
49n ditto
504 ditto
98n ditto .
464 Dutton, C. B., A, F.,
and H. R.
465 ditto ... ...
242 ditto ...
513 ditto .. ...
337 Durnsford, Montague
537 Fairbairn, Geo.
538 ditto ...
541 ditto ...
642 ditto ...
543 ditto ...
544 ditto ...
545 ditto ...
690 ditto
137n Foot, Foot and Biddulph
145n ditto
48n Foot, T., J. A., T. T.,
and A. N.
61n ditto ... ...
478 ditto ... ...
479 ditto ... ...
379 ditto ... ...
LEICHHARDT- continued.
Abor ... ...
Ailsa ... ...
Capella ... ...
Columba . ...
Columb a No. 1 ...
New Caledonian ...
Arcadia South
Albert ...
Solitary ...Baffle No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Gregory Creek
Boavale No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
Sardine Creek
Somerset
Lower Palm - tree
Creek No. 4
ditto No. 5 ...
Gwambaguine ...
Orient ...
Somerset  No. 2¶ ...
Orient No. 2 ...
Ensham ...
Kohler ... ...
Wandoo ... ...
Cairdbeign ... ...
Freitag ...
Buckletont ... ...
Aspanzia ... ...
Rangeland ... ...
Blackwater ... ...
Wallburry ... ...
Currajong ...
Prairie .
Slatey Creek
Goomally
Repulse Creek No. 2
The Bald Hills ...
Prospect ...
ditto West ...
Glencairn ... ...
Oaklands No. 3
Repulse Creek No. 1
Boonberry ... ...
Spottswood ... ...
Glenelgin ...
Conciliation Creek
Block A
ditto B ... ...
ditto C ... ...
Clovernook ... ...
Waterperry
Khosh Bulduk West
ditto South
Bellevue ...
ditto North
ditto South
Green Springs
ditto North
Lowestoff North ...
Finney Vale
ditto (license fee)*
ditto (arrears) ..
Sandy Creek No. 5...
Moravia West ...
Morella Creek ..
Carnarvon  Creek No.1
ditto No.2
Moravia Downs ...
Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square  Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
22  1 0 212 0
23 u 3 25 0
25 18 8  244t  0
15 0 0 25 5
6 5 0 25 25
12 10 0 25 25
37 10 0 50 17
18 15 0 25 25
36 6 0 32 0
33 5 6 25 7
33 5 6 25 7
8 15 0 35 0
15 0 0 60 36
33 5 6 25 5
33 5 6 25 5
39 18 7 30 30
45 5 1 34 18
12 10 0 25 0
40 7 10 60 0
40 7 10 35 0
55 18 11 50 0
6 10 0 26 13
17 0U. 1. 25 15
34 12 1 26 21
n. 1. 25 20
77 0 0 70 25
25 5 10 19 0
66 11 0 50 3
24 1 0 20 6
37 5 4 28 0
29 18 11 221 0
12 10 0 50 0
55 0 0 50 30
15 0 0 25 25
19 10 0 26 26
6 5 0 25 0
15 0 0 30 15
37 10 0 25 7
33 5 6 45 0
39 18 7 30 30
35 18 9 27 27
37 5 4 28 27
36 6 0 66 0
33 17 7 25 25
42 7 0 25 0
36 6 0 25 0
18 14 0 22 0
18 15 0 25 8
Total.
Lands Folio.
347
221
341
192207
49
245
159
161
163
263265
7
9
11
13
107
331
335
70
249
397
421
65
375
237
25
23
26 21
28 17
222 19
50 237
80 26
50 205
52 223
25 115
45 22
32 233
45 235
60 77
54 75
55 71
66 325
50 231
25 42
25 233
22 69
33 227
J219
„
D1
K
D2
l; l
J1
„
„
K1
„
J2
„
„
„
K
C2
to
C3
K1
K
itJK2
D111
„
K1
D2
D1
J2K
K1
J1
„
to
C4
J2
J1
„
32 10 0 25 25 50 229
18 15 0 25 0 25 24 D 1
26 5 0 25 3 28 73 J 1
18 15 0 25 0 25 234 D 1
12 16 0 10 0 10 301E J 2
8 5 7 6 6 12 301c
21 5 11 16 0 16 299A
20 6 0 15; 7 22; 299E
10 13 0 6 0 6 299c
13 12 11 10 0 10 297A
29 2 4 21 7 28  297B
15 0 0 20 0 20 303
9 10 0 38 36 74 333 K 1
0 15 10
9 10 0
n. 1. 25 25 50 343
33 5 6 25 23 48 31 J 2
24 4 0 54 0 54 33
36 6 0 30 0 30 119
36 6 0 42 0 42 121
22 10 0 25 , 12 87 29
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LEIC  H HARDT-continued.
6 5 0 25 23 48 297 K 1
3 2 6
6 5 0
6 5 0 25 15 40 353
3 12 11
15 0 0  25 0 25 43 C 3
56 0  25 15 40 203 K.
25 25 50 131 K 1
n. 1. 25 25 50 395
32 10 0 25 8 33 89 J 2
15 0 0 25 15 40 82 C 3
153 0 0 85 85 170 357 J 2
315 0 0
35 4 0  32 32 64 359
38 10 0
n. 1. 25 2 27 191 K
36 6 0  90 0 90 195 J 2
36 6 0  60 0 60 193
36 6 0  85 0 85 191
42 10 0 50 40 90 207
63 15 0
18 15 0 25 7 32 317
60 0 0  25 6 31 223 C 3
60 0 0
43 6 5  31 0 31 235
69 6 0  63 62 125 126 G
39 18 7 57 0 67 136 C 1
39 18 7 32 0 32 157 „
47 18 3 25 0 25 1 C 4
31 0 0  25 7 32 54 C 1
36 8 0  26 0 26 192 C 3
59 17 11 45 45 90 159 J 2
28 10 0 38 37 75 157
55 9 9  441,35 794 161
7 8 6 5; 2 71 239A J 1
21 5 1  151 2 17; 2398
28 6 10 21 2 23 239c
28 13 7 21 4 25 239D
37 6
36 11
0 26
265
10
4
36
30
237B
237&
9 15 0 621 0 61 241
20 16 0 15 0 15 243
27 14
31 1
6 18
253
0
0
18
25
243B
90 C 3
43 18 6 25 0 25 21  01
15 0 0  25 0 25 156 G 1
27 10 0 50 30 80 225 J 2
27 10 0
121 0 0 100 97 197 9 C 4
412 10 0
33 17 7 25 0 25 221 J 1
15 2 6  25 10 35 145 J 2
18 15 0 25 25 50 303 J1
18 15 0 25 25 50 305 „
n. 1. 25 25 50 337 K1
41 5 2 31 0 31 377 J1
53 4 10 40 0 40 473
14 11 9
53 4 10 40 7 47 475
33 5 6 25 15 40 477
43 18 5 33 0 33 479
38 12 0 29 1 30 481
33 5 6 25 18 43 483
33 5 6 25 1 26 485
45 0 0 60 14 74 36 G 1
8 15 0 35 15 50 323 K I
18 15 0 75 25 100 325
37 11 5 31 0 31 379 J 1
37 11 5 31 0 31 381
36 12 1 39 0 39 383
37 10 2 25 0 25 3 i
'30 5 0 28 0 28 193  ds
126n1 Foot , T.. J. A., T. T.,
and A. N.
148n'  ditto ...
152n Fox, Sarah ... ...
94n ditto ...
24n Gerard , W. B. ...
172n  ditto ...
484 Gerard  and Kellaway...
149n Gilchrist and Watt ...
55n; Gibson, G. C.... ...
ditto
91n Gilliam nd Newton ...
14n Golden, C. F.... ...
30n ditto ... ...
14n ditto ...
98n  ditto ...
99n ditto ...
137 Graham, Duncan
25n Graham and Beardmore
62n Green, T. O'S.
648 Hall and Richardson...
348 ditto ... ...
30n ditto ... ...
5n Hall, Frank ... ...
23 ditto ... ...
35n Hannam, Willoughby
325 ditto ... ...
77n  ditto .. ...
567 Harding, Silas
„ ditto ... ...
566 ditto ... ...
565 ditto ... ...
568 ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
569 ditto ... ...
570 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
564 Haynes , J. L.., . ...
39n ditto ... ...
427 ditto ...
168n Higson , W. K. ...
333 Hinton , J. V. and S....
611 ditto ..
139 Hollinshead and Hazle•
rigg
438 ditto ... ...
439 ditto ... ...
143n ditto ... ...
494 Holt, W. H. ... ...
688 ditto ... ...
689 ditto
690 ditto ...
691 ditto ...
692 ditto
693 ditto ...
694 ditto ...
385 ditto ...
134n ditto ...
135n ditto ... ...
636 Homer ,  Broadbent, and
Williams
637 ditto ...
538 ditto ...
539 ditto .. ...
685 Hyne and Bridgeman
Upper Moolayember
ditto (license fee)$
ditto (arrears) ...
Cooreela ...
ditto (license fee)+
Maidenhead ...
Bombandy ... ...
Eblanall ... ...
Gibea ... ...
Bloomfield ... ...
Henley ...
Withersfield
ditto (arrears)++
ditto  No. 2
(ditto (arrears)
Chollerton
Sollow Hills ...
Yambone ... ...
Bundi ...
Sollow Vale...
ditto (arrears)++
Yambone Downs ...
Macksford ... ...
ditto (arrears) ...
Clive... ...
Argyle ...
Clifford ...Woodduck ...
Emeu ...
HarcourtI I I I
Salsbury ...
Retreat ...
St. Helens ...
Anakie Downst ..
Wolfang Downs No.  1
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No.4
Table Downs Upper
ditto Lower
Cri sin Plains ...
Apslpey No. 5 Upper
ditto No. 5 Lower
Upper  Melaleuca ...
Moreni sh  No. 11111 ...
Separation ...
Bedourie ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
Oxton ... ..
ditto (arrears)+
Ramsdale ...
Miranda ...
Blackdown No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
Vandyke Creek ...
Uranna No. 1
ditto (arrears)++
ditto No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.  5
ditto No.  6
Cymro
Reedy Flat ...
Nimbula No. 1
ditto No. 2
Moura ...
Ellerslie ...  ...
Warnoah ...
East Kianga ...
Denibah ., ...
380
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Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
113n Hyne and Bridgeman
503 ditto ... ...
623 ditto
64n ditto ... ...
168n l  ditto ...
603 , JerrArd, H. C. and J.
600 ditto
103 Jolly  and Warlow
461 I Kable,  W. J....
117 ditto ...
654 ditto ...
171n ditto ...
650 Kelman, W. .
156n  Kellaway, W. H.
632 Lalor, William
633 ditto ...
635 d:t'o ...
634 Lalor ,  James ...
661 ditto ...
559 Little ,  John
560 ditto
561 ditto ...
477 Little, Thos.
478 ditto ...
479 ditto ... ...
519 Living, John ... ...
520 ditto ... ...
659 ditto ... ...
525 ditto ... ...
526 ditto ... ...
517 ditto
518 ditto ... ...
514 ditto
138n ditto
183n Lick. Pent, and Camp-
bell
86n Lyons, John ... ...
120n  ditto
312 Mackay, E. H.
160 ditto
616 ditto
187 ditto
93n ditto ..
663 Mackay, Milson, and
Milson
663 ditto ... ...
667 ditto ...
337 Macartuey and Mayne
22n ditto ...
338 ditto ... ...
339 ditto ..,
84n ditto ... ...
86n ditto ... ...
loon ditto ... ...
135 ditto
79 ditto
86 ditto
405 ditto
131n ditto
140n  ditto
147n ditto
107n Maclean, Agnes Susan
95n Mannion , P.
456 Mayne , W. C. ...
78n ditto ... ...
453 ditto ... ...
454 ditto ... ,.,
461 ditto
586 Mayne, E. V. C. and
H. R.
93 ditto ... ...
29n Matheson ,  D.... ...
197 ditto ... ...
LEICHHARDT-con tin tied.
Lenton ... ... ( 33 5 6
Mevagizey ... ... 37 5 4
Goonyella ... ... 37 10 0
Burton Downs No. 1 15 0 0
Fulbourne Block C 33 19 3
Marydale ... ... 36 6 0
Mud Creek... ... 32 10 0
Warwick ... ... 50 0 0
Baralabat ... .. 10 0 0
Canalt ... .. 30 0 0
LUyvale ... ... 144 0 0
Charlton¶ ... ... ...
Toonbaa ... ... 12 10 0
Coorah ... ... 33 7 0
Pamaroo ... ... 37 10 2
Gunnewin ... ... 37 10 2
Toarki ... 37 10 2
Cooimbah ... ... 12 10 0
Ridgeland .. .  ... 8 0 0
1{edcliffe No. 1 ... 39 18 7
ditto No. 2 ... 39  'L8 7
ditto No. 4 ... 39 18 7
South Doongal ... 53 4 U)
Perch Creek No. 1... 46 11 8Redeliffe No.6 ... 46 11 8
Longlands  ...  ... 33 5 6
Blackboy Creek ... 33 5 6
Lily Creek ... ... 33 5 6
Raby ... ... 36 18 1
Waratah ... ...  36 18  1
Eastbrook ... ... 15 0 0
Westbrook ... ... 12 10 0
Woodford ... ... 25 0 0
Mimosa  ...  ... 25 0 0
Modewarra No. 2 .. 15 0 0
Wandoo Plains ...
Wandoo North .
ditto (license fee)'
ditto (arrears) .
Clondalkin ... ...
Carbucky ...
Tierawomba ...Howth
Tierawomba No. 2 ...
Huntley West ...
Huntley
Upper Huntley
Ingsdon ...
Annandale ...
Bullingdon
Headington
St. Catherine ...
Mountain Station ...
St. Catherine No. 2...
Mains .. ...
Oatengrass ... ...
Springfield ... ...
Wotonga ...
Annandale No. 4 ...
Wallambah ... ...
Annandale No. 5 ...
ditto (license fee),.Bathurst 4f ... ...
Redhill ... ...
Wicketawee ..
Turtle Creek No. 4...
Upper Tualka ...
Lower Tualka ...
Wagoon No. 3 ...
Llandilo
...
Carbine Creek No. 3
Ashfield IJjI ...
Monte  VideoII II • • •
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable Total.
lends Folio.
25 0 25 251 J 2
28 0 28 229
25 0 25 439 J 1
25 10 35 68 G
252 0 252 27 J 1
75 0 75 199
„
25 20 45 193
25 25 50 241 D 1
25 15 40 7 K1
25 11  36 215 C 1
40 5 45  131 J 1
25 5 3,) 389 K
25 12 37 331 J 1
29 10 39 87 J 2
38 0 38 429 J 1
44 0 44 427
25 0 25 423
25 0 25 427
16 0 16 431
25 0 25 280 C 2
25 0 25 281
25 0 25 283
40 0 40 95 J 1
35 0 35 97
35 0 35 99
25 0 25 92.5  20 45 13
25 2 27 112.5  0 25  323
25 0 25 321
30 30 60 30
25 20 45 32
50 50 100 24
25 20 45 173
25 22 47 163
„
K
G
6 10 0 26 16 42 177 K
6 5 0 25 21 46 273 K 1
5 4 2
6 5 0
30 5  0  25 0 25 13 C 3
32 10 0 25 0 25 66
30 5 0 44 0 44 65
78 15 0 25 0 25 16
6 5 0 25 5' 30 199 K
27 19 1 21 1 22 121E J 1
27 19 1 21 1 22 121A
27 19 1 21 7 28 123
27 10 0 25 0 25 246 D 1
10 0 0 40 22 62 125 K
24 16 0 31 0 31 232 D 1
19 10 0 30 0 30 231 „
6 5 0 25 25 50 175 K
24 0 0 40 10 50 54 G
n.l. 50 50 100 219 K
15 0 0 25 0 25 212  03
15 0 0 28 0 28 36
15 0 0 25 15 40 190 D 1
17 8 0 29 29 58 83 G
6 6 0 25 25 50 311 K 1
15 0 0 25 3 28 194 C 3
7 10 0 30 30 60 351 K 1
4- 7 6
25 25  50 241
6 5 0 25 5 30 205 K
24 0 0 40 0 40 21 J 2
15 8 7 25 0 25 27
36 18 8 50 0 50 17
37 11 5 49 0 49 15
33 11 7 25 13 38 25
30 5 0 25 0 25 222  C 1
23 5 0 31 0 31 270 C 2
18 15 0 25 5 30  27 C 1
18 15  0  , 23 0 25 83
Run.
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
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Rent.
£ s. d.
197 Matheson  &  McDonald
607 Moffat ,  T. B.... ...
60.9 ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
27n  ditto ...
610 ditto .
165n Murphy ,  F. F. R. and
A. P.
303 ditto ... ...
550 Murphy  and 'M urphy...
516 McConnel , D. C. ...
517 ditto ... ...
518 ditto ... ...
5 30 ditto ... ...
70n ditto ... ...
406 ditto ...
325 McDonald, A. B. ...
553 ditto ... ...
652 ditto ... ...
554 ditto ... ...
624 ditto ...
625 ditto
626 ditto
130n ditto
ditto
131n ditto
511 ditto ...
470 Mc Donald, A....
491 ditto ...
188n  McDonald, P. F.
561 ditto ...
562 ditto ...
563 ditto ...
564 ditto ...
556 ditto ...
164 ditto
162 ditto
105n McDonald and Beard-
more
488 McDonald and Smith
587 McKellar, Duncan ...
185n ditto ...
ditto ...
504 ditto ...
186n ditto ...
515 ditto ...
635 ditto ...636  ditto ...
637 ditto ...
638 ditto ...
639
88n
115n
122n
163n
150r,
506
507
508
509
510
140n
672
673
678
572
573
574
575
577
578
ditto ... ...
McLennan, L. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
McLennon, L. and L.
McMullen, J. F.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
LEICHHARDT- continued.
Olindal I I I
Emerald Downs
Avoca ...
Kingower ...
Middarra ...
Modewarra ...
Neinbaa
18 15 0
33 18 3
27 19 1
15 15 0
51 5 n
18 15 0
18 15 0
Doonmunya
Bulimbal I ...
Glen Haughton ...
Craig's Creek ...
Brush Creek ...
Frank Vale ... .
ditto  (arrears)"
Brush Creek West...
ditto  (arrears)"'
Merurie .. ...
Winchester Downs
Teviot Bank ...
Broadmeadow ...
Roseylie ... ...
Moranbah ... ...
Broadlee ...
Hermitage Forest ...
Grosvenor . ...
ditto North ...
ditto East ...
Harrow ...
Norham ...
Lower Palm - tree
Creek No. 2
Selbridge ... ...
Gindie No. 1 ...
Dura ... ...
Kilmore ... ...
Ludwig ... ...
Columbria ...
Fulham ... ...
Gindie No. 2 ...
Dulverton No. 1 ...
Fernyside ...
Vermont
Campbell's Peak
Philips' Creek
Scott's Creek
Roper's Creek ..
Philips' Creek East
Roper's Ureek East
ditto West
ditto South
Campbell's Peak
North
ditto South
Honeycomb ...
Gordon ... ...
Lorraine ... ...
Rockvale¶ ... ...
Junes ...
Mount Marlinspike
Mount Yackawow ...
Leavenow ... ...
Walkerdean ...
Broughton Downs ...
Bee Arrow ... ...
Euroka ... ...
Budgere Grass ...
Mount Britton
Falkland ... ..
Stratford ...
Cannington ...
Wyndham ... ...
Redclife ...
Sandyke ...
18 0 0
38 19 3
38 19 3
38 19 3
50 0 0
90 0 0
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Avail-
able.
25
18
15
21
25
25
25
Una-
vailable.
0
7
26
0
6
0
0
30 15
25 3
86 0
100 0
60 0
100 104)
7 10 0 30
4 11 8
18 15 0
25 0 0
33 5 6
15 0 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
10 5 0
6 5 0
•6 5 0
27 0 0
38 3 6
36 14 5
22 12 0
21 5 8
61 4 6
64 11 0
75 6 1
33 5 6
15 0 0
31 5 0
18 0 0
30
25 24
25 2
27 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 7
25 7
41 20
25 20
25 4
36 18
25 0
30 0
Total.
I ands Folio.
25 84 J 2
25 136 C 3
41 133
21 134
31 38 C 4
25 137 C 3
25 32 C 4
45 459 J 1
28 333
86 245
100 251
60 247
200 42
60 161
49 82
27 151
27 41,5
25 447
25 443
25 441
32 449
32 451
61 305
45 307
29 309
54 19
25 49
30 51
171 0 171 351
16 0 16 347
46 50 96 345
484 40 881 341561  15 71; 31,3
K'
25 0 25 15
25 10 35 29 D 1
25 5 30 238 C 3
30 20 50 9 D 2
38 3 6 25
30 0 0 40
35 18 8 27
58 9 1 43
62 12 9 46
29 2 4 21
53 4 4 39
27 19 0 21
28 6 10 21
28 3 1 21
37 5 4 28
30 12 3 23
15 0 0 25
6 5 0 25
n. 1. 25
25
30 15 0 25
33 5 6 25
35 18 9 27
33 5 6 25
33  5 6 25
33 5 6 25
33 5 6 25
34 12 1 26
33 5 6 25
15 14 7 26
30 5 0 25
30 5 0 25
37 18 7 30
41 18 7 30
39 19 11 30
39 19 11 37
0 25 133 J 2
0 44) 72 C 3
0 27 7AJ1
14 57 5A
18 64 1
7 28 3A
12 51 5B
0 21 3B
2 23 3c
1 22 3D
0 28 7B
0 23 7c
11 36 349
25 50 255
25 50 283
25 f0 381
20 45 188
10 35 393
27 54 389
22 47 391
7 32 395
9 34 387
5 30 397
25 51 401
16 41 399
26 52 403
8 33 248
5 30 245
9 39 244
6 36 243
12 42 251
0  3i  242
K1
D1
J1
„
C2
C1
47n' McMullen,  T. F.
53n ditto ...
482 ditto ...
515 ditto
658 ditto ...
35n  ditto ...
601 McPhillamy, C. ...
180n ditto ...
80n North British Austra-
lasian Company
558 ditto ... ...
559 ditto ...
560 ditto ... ...
574 ditto
575 ditto
660 ditto
114n ditto
572 ditto
177n  ditto
79n O'Leary, T.
485 Parbury, C.
486 ditto
487 ditto
23n ditto
590 ditto ... ...
157n  ditto ... ...
114n Pearse ,  Michael ...
177n  Perrott, Allen... ...
178n  Perry, N. ..,
180n Powell and Webb ...
138n Presho , J. J. ... ...
139n ditto ... ...
603 Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Co. (Limited)
268 ditto ... ...
72n  ditto ... ...
21n  ditto ... ...
188n ditto ... ...
188n ditto ... ...
577 ditto ...
671 ditto .. ...
12n  Renwick ,  Samuel ...
495 Rice, Finch-Hatton,
Finch -Hatton, and
Toussaint
496 ditto ... ...
676 ditto ... ...
489 ditto .. ...
490 ditto ...
491 ditto ... ...
91n ditto ...
546 ditto ... ...
296 Richards ,  Henry ...
322 Rolfe, Joseph ... ...
376 Ross,  J. H. ... ...
333 ditto ... ...
22 ditto
20n Rothery ,  E. M. ...
166n ditto .. ...
484 Rowan and Thomson..,
485 ditto ...
486 ditto ...
545 ditto ...
546 ditto ...
547 ditto ...
630 ditto ...
664 ditto
525 ditto ...
45n  ditto ...
7n ditto ...
382
LIST OF RUNS-- continual.
Nun. Beat.
£ dr
Uns-
vaBable. T0'
I*Ydi Pam.
LEICHHARDT-continued.
Burngrove  ... ... 53 4 10  40 27  67 99 J 2
Berrigurra  ... ... 66 11 0 50 50 100 101
Woodlands ... 30 0 0 60 20 80 91
Sportsman 's Vale ... 38 19 3 135 0 135 249 J 1
Cavebrook ... .. 24 0 0 40 24 64 213 „
ditto (arrears)**... 45 0 0
Vervain ... ... 85 10 0 25 0 25 56 J 2
Yandina ... ... 47 5 0 25 2a 271 140 C 3
Sherwood ... ... 51 12 10 27 0 27 217 C 1
Melginch ... ... 42 7 0 25 24 49 144 G
Police Lagoon No. 2 38 2 4 25 5 30 281
ditto No. 3 38 2 4 25 15 40 283
Broom Creek ... 36 6 0 25 0 25 285
Wallaby ... .. 48 15 8 36 18 54 291
ditto (arrears )++... 70 9 2
15 0 0 28 0
24 4 0 25 0
6 5 0 25 25
2 6 10 14 0
25 1 4 184 0
6 17 8 7; 0
27 19 0 21 10
40 3 11 25 0
33 5 6 25 0
Beere ... ... 33 17 7 25 0 25 287
Southend  ...  ... 33 5 6 25 24 49 293
Lower Palm - tree 65 0 0 40 0 40 333 C 2
Creek No. 3
Isla ... .. ... 38 15 0 25 15 40 289 J 1
Shankeen¶ ... ... ... 37 37 74 413 K
Bundoora ... ... 35 10 6 28 28 56 151 G
Dawson River ... 36 6 0 49 0 49 135 J 2
Cockatoo Creek ... 36 6 0 35 0 35 137 .,
Kroomgah ... ... 36 6 0 35 0 35 139 „
Bockemurry .. 99 16 6 75 75 150 178 C 1
ditto (arrears) ++... 329 14 6
Broadwater ... 33 5 6 25 10 35 142
Indrabanga... ... 18 0 0 30 5 35 311 C 2
Wandoo ... ... 36 6 0 25 0 i 25 79 J 2
Spring Water ... n. 1. 25 20 45 415 KFerry's Retreat ... n. 1. 38 12 50 419 „
Clive ... ... 18 15 0 25  121  371 214 C 1
Callirrybee ... ... 15 2 6 25 23 48 305 J 2
Tanberry .. 4. 15 2 6 25 22 47 307 „
Blackrod No. 2 ... 30 5 0 25 0 25 114 C 3
Poonamba .. ...
Manamanilla ...
Boonba ..
Orion Creek Block A
ditto Al
ditto B
Valetta ... ...
Anneyberry ...
Prospect Creek ...
Haulk Vale
Blue Mountain
Done-for-watch
Runwater ...
Herbert E$'
Haverholm ¶
Colston Park
Headborough
Castle Vale No. 2
Eringomery
Duneed ...
Merion .
Nardoo No. 1
Nardoo No. 3
Tea-tree ...
Peak Downs
Upper  Laguna
Upper Crinum
Lower Crinum
East Esmond
Lower Jumna
Upper Jumna
Gum Valley
Ranmore ...
Talagii ,..
28 323 J 2
25 329
50 119 K
14 65 J 1
184 65B
71 67
11
99
„
IV
„
31 339 „
25 40 C 4
25 359 J 1
33 5 6 25 0 25
24 4 0 25 0 25
41 5 2 60 0 60
41 5 2 61 0 61
41 5 2 58 0 58
... 25 15 40
12 10 0 20 0 20
58 18 0 38 19 57
33 0 0 30 20 50
36 0 0 60 20 80
49 10 0 33 1 34
42 10 0 25 0 25
50 0 0 100 0 100
65 0 0 50 0 50
45 8 2 34 7 41
53 7 10 40 20 60
36 6 0 25 3 28
36 6 0 25 5 30
36 6 0 232 0 2312
33 5 6 25 12 37
33 5 6 17 0 17
33 5 6 18 0 18
12 10 0 25 21 46
33 17 7 25 0 25
42 7 0 25 17 42
bthns odAe
( re
in
aqu wa Miles.
Avail-
able.
361
337
367
365
363
189
53
33
27
221
159
56
291
293
259
255
257
269
265
263
261
253
35
337
35
It
sr
It
K
„
D1G.
DI
C3
J2
J1
f,
K
J2
C4
383
A
Lessee.
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Avail -  Una- Total.able .  veileble.
Lands Folio.
£ .r. d.
LEICH  HARDT-continued.
461, Rowan and Thomson...  Tarabandara  ... 30 5 0 25 15 40 167 C 3
170n ditto North Yan Yan Gurt 10 16 0 18 0 18 127 G
141n ditto Maaland ... ... 99 16 6 75 25 100 339 J 1
67n ditto Nardoo No. 4 ... 30 0 0 50 0 50 295 J 2
548 ditto East Crinuut ... 9 0 0 12 0 12 267 J 1
45n ditto Oakham ... ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 335 J 2
128n ditto ... ... Tresswell ... ... 18 15 0 25 0 25 333
606 ditto Yan Yan Gurt ... 17 10 0 25 10 35 19 D 1
597 Royds, C. J. and E. M.  Bogaioom ... ... 36 6 0 89 0 89 189 J 1
602 ditto ...  Cooaga ... ... 36 6 0 150 0 150 197 „
604 ditto ... Juandah ... ... 36 6 0 100 0 100 201
605 ditto Cherwondah ... 36 6 0 120 0 120 203
606 ditto ... Coringa ... ... 36 6 0 100 0 100 205 „
607 ditto ...  Saltpans ... ... 38 14 5 75 0 75 207
608 ditto ...  Kinross ... ... 38 14 5 45 0 45 209
609 ditto ... Wallibie ... 38 14 5 30 0 30 211
83n Sawyer, George Southernwood ... 6 5 0 25 15 40 171 K 1
430 Schofield, J. G.  Remnant 40 12 0 28 27 55
313 Scott, Andrew Robinson's Creek ... 25 1 26 62 C 3
No. 211
622 ditto Lin's Forestjj 25 0 25 115 J 1
444 ditto  Commissioner 's Creek 12 10 0 15 0 15 12 K
11n ditto Dandry ll il' ... 39 18 7 24 0 24 99 C 1
256 ditto Hornet Creek 39 18 7 25 0 25 115
12n ditto  Cowanga 39 18 7 31 0 31 326 C 2
581 ditto Canal No. 2 46 11 8 25 0 25 177 C 3
13n ditto Picton 30 5 0 25 0 25 29 C 4
13n ditto Robinson's Creek 39 18 7 25 0 25 289 C 2
580 ditto Baroonda No. lA 46 11 8 25 10 35 63
620 ditto Hornett Bank 36 6 0 25 0 25 109 J 1
620 ditto Esk Forest 12 10 0 25 11 36 91 K
621 ditto Hornett Plains 36 6 0 50 0 50 111 J 1
614 ditto Stephenton ... 36 6 0 44 0 44 119 „
614 ditto Euramba . 45 0 0 30 1 31 328 C 2
17 ditto Baroonda No. 2t 24 0 0 25 10 35 286
128 ditto ditto No. 2A 45 0 0 30 5 35 64 C 3
157n ditto ditto No.1 36 0 0 30 5 35 285 C 2
161n ditto Canal No. 3 .. 6 5 0 25 5 30 371 K 1
ditto (license fee)+ 2 1 8
489 Scottish Australian In- Moorooloo ... ...
vestment  Company
70 10 0 53 10 63 93 J 2
649 ditto ... ... Baambaam  ... ... 33 5 6 25 10 35 335 J1
685 ditto ... Cowley ... ... 34 9 8 24 0 24 469 is,
686 ditto ... Riversleigh ... ... 34 9 8 25 0 25 467 „
687 ditto  Godstone 43 16 1 32 0 32 471 „
61n Shannon, John Saltbush Park No. 1 24 4 0 25 15 40 71 J2
22n ditto Hinton ... ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 123 K
67n ditto Glasnevin ... ... 55 0 0 25 0 25 11 C
68n ditto Maitland . n. 1. 25 25 50 151 K. . ...
ditto Morpeth n. 1. 25 25
.
50 153 „
250 ditto Brown Snake Creekil 11 18 15 0 25 21 46 60
45
C3
Ji680 Singleton and Menzies Weena No.2 ... 62 4 0 421 16 584 6
681 ditto ... ... ditto No.3 .. 18 3 0 15 0 15 457 „
294 ditto ... ... Stephens ... ... 36 2 0 38 18 66 49 C3
162n ditto ... ... Greenland ... ... 10 0 0 40 40 80 377 K
ditto (license fee)+ 1 13 4
164n ditto Kerguerland .. 12100 50  50 100 383 „
ditto (license fee)+ 1 0 10
668 Smith, Charles Crossbasket ... 33 5 6 25  0 25 223 J 1
15n ditto ... Fairview ... ... 113 8 9 75  15 90 271 D 1
141n ditto ... Sandon No. 2 ... 15 2 6 25  0 25 225 J 1
615 ditto ... Buckland Creek ... 37 10 2 36  0 36 87
616 ditto ... Sandon ... . 37 10 2 25  0 25 89
617
..
ditto ...  Claude 37 10 2 25  0 25 91
618 ditto • ...  Hawthorn ... 42 11 10 32  0 32 93170nSmyth C. A. ... .. . Ardah ... ... 18 15 0 25  0 25 155 C 3
590 South Australian L in d Bungaban ... ...
Mortgage and Agency
Company of Brisbane
36 8 5 50  0 50 311 J1
595 oon StationLaditto : 36 6 0 35  1 0 35 315
593
g ... i.. ...
ditto ... ... Junction Station  ... 18 15 0 25 I 20 45 319
497 ditto ... ... Gilead ... ... 42 7 0 25 0 25 211 J 2498 ditto ... ... Ephraim ... 33 5 6 25 0 1 25 213
499 ditto ... ... Manasses ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 215
292 ditto ... ... Sudbury ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 l 41 C 3
384
Lessee.
92n South Australian L d
Mortgage and Agency
Company of Brisbane
ditto ... ...
93n ditto ...
36G ditto ... ...
363 ditto ... ...
76n ditto ...
462 ditto ...
463 ditto ...
464 ditto ...
466 ditto ... ...
169n ditto ... ...
106n ditto ... ...
492 ditto ... ...
498 ditto
499 ditto ... ...
500 ditto ... ...
566 ditto ... ...
572 ditto ... ...
628 ditto ... ...
628 ditto
629 ditto ... ...
631 ditto ... ...
493 ditto ... ...
36n ditto ... ...
651 ditto ... ...
2In  ditto ...
501 ditto ...
365 ditto ...
400 ditto ...
592 ditto ...
487 ditto ...
555 ditto ...
652 ditto ...
38n ditto ...
634 ditto ...
335 Squil  e, J. H... ...
335 St.  John, H. J. ...
136n  ditto ... ...
158n ditto ... ...
104n Tait,  Robert ... ...
121n  ditto ... ...
115n  Thomson, M. C. ...
414 Thomson  and Rowan...
579 ditto
99n Timms , W. F. and R. 0
674 ditto ... ...
109n ditto ... ...
398 ditto
160n Tooker, M. G. and
W.H.
104n Townsley and Townsley
4.69  Tumor, G. A., and
Tumor, C. M.
470 ditto ...
29n Turnbull, G. E. ...
330 ditto ... ...
315 Tyson, James ...
317 ditto ...
318 ditto ...
9n ditto ...
64n ditto ...
65n ditto ...
314 ditto ...
10n ditto ...
316 ditto ...528  ditto ... ...529  ditto ... ...
LIST  OF  RUNS-continued.
Run. Rent.
Estimated Am in
Square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable Total.
Lands Folio.
L EICHHARDT-continued.
Ryton ... ...  1  6 5 0
Prudhoe ... ... 6 5 0
Alnwick ... 6 5 0
Prairie Block ... 19 16 0
Upper Block ... 19 16 0
East Cuddesden ... 33 5 6
Chalgrove ... 29 5 7
Cuddesden ...  39 18  7
Langley ... 54  11  0
North Prairie 42 9 5
Belmont Block No. 1 48 11 8
Neebia ... 143 15 0
Pastorale No. 1 ... 30 14 5
Lower Laguna ... 36 6 0
Belcong ... ... 36 6 0
Booree ... ... 30 9 10
Berbetlr ... 35 2 7
West Esmond ... 27 19 0
Gordonstone ... 44 1 6
ditto South ...  30 14 4
Devon ... ...  27 12 8
Blackadder ... 37 5 4
Pastorale  No. 2 36 6 0Baffle Block ... 42 7 0
Leura ... ... 33 5 6
Hugo  ...  ... 6 5 0
Botheramboo ...  18 15  0Box Country ... 18 15 0
Barwon Park ... 27 10 0
Littlecote ... ... 30 5 0
Ternallum ... ... 33 5 6
Strathconnon Park... 42 10 0
Moultrie ... ... 15 0 0
Kaiuroo ... ... 6 5 0
Middlemount ... 12  10  0
Nardoo No. 2 ... 30 0 0
Juanita ... ... 15 0 0
Beauchamp .. 6 5 0
ditto (license  fee )+ 1 0 10
ditto (arrears) 6 5 0
Bletsoe!( ... ...
Mourangee ... 6 5 0
Mourangee Back ... 6 5 0
ditto (license fee)+ 4 3 4
ditto (arrears) 6 5 0
Stewarton ... ... 12 10 0
Tieri ... ... 26 5 0
Kynebil ... ... 15 0 0
Kirkcaldy ... ... 6 5 0
Barford ... 21 5 0
Harriet ... ... 6 5 0
Kenilworth ... 48 15 0
Seven Mile Creek¶
Lonesome ...
ditto (arrears)
Bottle Hill ...
6 5 0
12 10 0
33 5 6
Bora ... ... ... 1 33 5 6
Wilford ... ... 18 15 0
Clifton ... .. 121 0 0
ditto (arrears )++... 412 10 0
Muchamulla  West... 33 5 6
Inderi East ...
ditto West
Aldebaran Creek
ditto West
ditto South
Muchamulla
Woothakarra ...
Inderi .. ...
Meteor Creek No.1
ditto  No. 2
25 19 1
33 5 ii
39 18 7
39 18 7
49 4 11
30 18 10
43 18 5
33 0 10
33 5 6
33 5 6
SUNNYBANK HIGH SCH
254R 6  '  27  193 KOMMiT
25
20
33
33
25
22
30
41
31
I.
2 27 195
0 20 197
17 50 11
„
is
17 50 10
0 25 67 J 2
0 22 59
0 30 61
0 41 63
0 31 153
36 73 155
0 25 3
0 22 141
17 47 1:35
0 23 137
0 21 119
0 26 117
10 31 155
0 33 149
0 23 149E
0 19 151
7 35 153
0 26 143
15 40 9 G
0 25 301 J 1
2 27 122 K
5 30 275 J 1
8 33 40 D 2
0 25 4
3 28 250  6'1
2* 271 271 J 1
10 35 75 K 1
0 25 299 J 1
25 50 133 K
15 40 105
0 50 22 1) 2
15 40 62 G I
0 25 329 K 1
50
25
25
50
25
25
25
25
25
25
28
25
38
42
25
100
2.5  75 359
0 25 233 K
25 50 277 K I
50 100 257
24 49 95 G 1
2 27 202 C 3
10 35 215 K
25 50 419 J 1
25 50 247 K 1
25 50 240 D 1
0 28 367
25 50 235 K
0 38 298 J 1
0 42 295
5 30 241 J 2
100 200 5 C  It
25 i.) ' 25  180A  J 2
191  . ii 191 184B
25 U 25 189c
30 0 30 183A
30 0 30  183B
37 0 37 183c
234 0 234 179&
33 0 33 1854
„
254 0 26} 189A .
25 7 32 171 J 1
23 0 ;  23  173
Ban. Rent.
LIST OF  RUNS--continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
530 Tyson, James ...
531 ditto ...
532  ditto ...
533 ditto ...
534 ditto
535 ditto
9n ditto
604 Wafer and Cook
605 ditto ...
118 Walsh, D. R....
165n  Watt J. B.
644 ditto ...
645 ditto ...
647 ditto ...
648 ditto ...
675 ditto ...
153 ditto
144 ditto ...
646 ditto ...
642 ditto ... ...
643 Watt, J. B., and Gil-
christ, W. O.
181n ditto ...
66n Watt  and Cunningham
125n  ditto ... ...
474 ditto ... ...
476 ditto ... ...
475 ditto ... ...
137n ditto ... ...
28 Weller Arthur ...
571 ditto ...
390 Wheeler, Peter ...
112 White, W. F. ...
129n ditto ... ...
174n  ditto ... ...
25n  Williams, Broadbent,
and Homer
167 ditto ... ...
54n  ditto ...
65n  ditto ...
66n ditto
81n Williams, Allan
173n ditto ...
263 Williams, Wm.
133n Wills, 0. S. and H. S.
147n  ditto ..
174n  ditto ..
175n ditto ...
175n ditto
31n Wilson, J. G. H.
57n  ditto ...
ditto ...
iOn ditto ...
281 ditto ...
31n ditto ...
11n ditto ...
32n ditto ...
341 ditto .
342 ditto .
32n ditto ...
343 ditto ...
615 ditto .
646 ditto ..
509 Witham, J. D.
501 ditto ...
263 ditto ...
187n Wright, A. A.
6n ditto
644 ditto ... ...
37n ditto ...
446 ditto ...
446 ditto ...
452 ditto ...
591 ditto ...
385
2  S. d.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.Total.
Lands Folio.
LEICH HAIR DT- continued.
Meteor Creek No. 3 33 5 6
ditto No.4 33 5 6
ditto  No. 5  33 5 6
ditto No.6 33 5 6
ditto No.7 33 5 6
ditto No.8 33 5 6
De epda le  ... ...  190 6 11
Abinger  ... ...  59 12 7
Clifford  ... 59 12  7
Rio North ¶ § ..  21 0 0
Saltbush Park  No. 5 63 15 0
Reading  ... ...  33 5 6
Surbiton  ... ...  33 5 6
Warmington ...  39 18  7
Triangle  ... ...  45 5 1
Stratford  ... ...  33 5 6Batheaston ... ... 38 15 0
Didcot East  ... 15 0 0
Downs Creek  ...  39 18  7-Sandy Creek No. 1 39 18 7
Sandy Creek No. 2 15 0 0
ditto  No.  3 15 0 0
Lower Rannes ... 20 0 0
Glencarn No. 3 ... 6 5 0
Gullandara ... ... 18 0 0
Rannes  ... ... 32 11 7
The Plain ... ... 20 10 0CooperDowns ... 6 5 0
ditto  (arrears ) ... 6 5 0
Crescendo ... ... 18 15 0Misslone No. 1 ... 22 10 0
R heudannan  l I ... ...
Humboldt No 3 ... 18 15 0
Shotover ...
Triumph Creek ..
Belmore I I I I ...
Capayan Jill ...
Highworth ... ...
Newfoundland ...
Denby N o. 2 ...
Nebo .. ...
Nebo North ...
Spring Creek No. 2...
Walle roo West 4l  ...
Stanley Downs¶ ...
Schofield ... ...
Telemon No. 2 ...
Dunstable ... ...
Warra I II . ...
lTullyll l ...
Wayland) I .. ...
Prospect Villa ...
Gibberland .. ...
Sugarloaf I I I . . . ...
Broad water I l l ...
Undercli ffeI I I ...
Ridgeland I I I ...
Groonan l l l l ... ...
Colerov I I I I ... ...
Murree) l I ... ...
Balleybrecken ...
Grass Tree  ...  ...
Double Peak ...
Mount Agnes ...
Comely Bank ...
Denby No. 4 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Gugi a ... ...
Pereh Head... ...
Courtney ... ...
Errol .. ...
Oaklands No. 4 ...
Denby No. 5 ...
26 5 0
n. 1.
26 5 0
26 5 0
15 0 0
19 10 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
n. 1.
32 10 0
...
..
n. 1.
n. 1.
n. 1.
9 7 6
9 7 6
9 7 6
30 5 U
46 11 8
39 18 7
39 18 7
23 19 2
39 18 7
39 18 7
39 18 7
39 18 7
46 11 8
12 10 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
66 11 0
33 5 6
18 15 0
12 10 0
27 10 036 18  1
36 18 1
36 6 0
30 5 0
25 21 46 175 J1
25 3 28 177
25 3 28 179
25 3 28 183
25  5 30 181
25 3 28 185
138 0 138 181 J2
32 0 32 225 C3
32  0 32 224
21 4 25 267 K1
25 13 38 77 J 2
25 10 35 405 J1
25 0 25 407
30 30 60 415
34 20 54 417
25  25 50 42125  3 28 83 C 3
25  0 25 44)
30 18 48 413 J1
30  11 i 41 409
„
25  13 t 38 411 it
25 17 45 75 C 3
40 0 40 85 J 1
25 20 45 295 K 1
30 12 42 81 J 1
35 0 35 79
41 0 41 83
25 5 30 335 K1
25 1 26 262C 2
25 0 25 145 J 1
25 0 25 33 D 2
25 3 28 191 C 3
25 25 50 141 J 2
25 25 50 401 K
25 7 32 53 C 1
25 6 31 1 52
30 0 30 290 C2
26 0 26 291
25 0 25 266
25 11 36 50 C 3
25 15 40 399 K
25 14 39 143 C 1
25 0 25 317 K1
14 0 14 349
25 25 50 403 K
25 25 50 405
25 25 50 407
23; 0 231 67 C 1
25 0 25 72
25 0 , 25 76
25 0 25 178 C 3
25 0 25 180
25 0 25 68 C 1
25 0 25 69
„
15 0 15 70
„
25 0 25 71
25 0 25 73
25 0 25 74
25 0 25 75
25 0 25 179 C 3
25 13 38 111 K
44)  44) 80 331 J 2
25 4. 29 217
50 50 loo 361
25 0 25 268 C 2
25 0 25 267
25 15 40 109 K
25 0 25 4 G
25 0 25 81 J 2
25 0 25 83
25 0 25 85 „
25 0 25 269 C 2
386
Lessee.
172n Wright, A. A.
246 ditto ...
262 ditto ...
500 ditto ...
56n ditto  . .
183n Wright, F. W.
184n ditto ...
184n ditto ...
155n ditto ...
490 Young, Gannon,
Ascough
134 Allan, Wm. ...
173 ditto ...
'74 ditto ...
475 ditto ...
476 ditto ...
479 ditto ...
491 ditto
492 ditto ...
493 ditto ...
3n ditto ...
124 ditto ...
125 ditto ...
42n ditto ...
20 ditto ...
21 ditto ...
209 ditto
210 ditto ...
702 ditto ...
531 ditto ...
537 ditto ...
685 ditto ...
686 ditto ...
687 ditto ...
486 ditto
697 ditto
675 ditto
112 ditto
459 ditto
1 Arndell, J.
2 ditto
92n  ditto
LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Ran. Rent.
A
a
£ s. d.
LEICHHARDT-- continued.
Elsie Bank  ... n. 1.
Belmont  .. ... 30 0 0
Chesterbank ... 68 15 0
... Fairfield ... ... 15 0 0
... Benleith ... ... 33 15 0
... Bolaria  ... ... 36 6 0
... Banana  ... ... 36 6 0
... Neimen  ... ... 36 6 0
.. Cottenham  ... .. 27 14 7
and Lower Palm Tree 28 10 0
Creek No. It
91n ditto ... ...
92 Australian Mortgage
Land and Finance
Co. (Limited)
93 ditto ... ...911  ditto ... ...
95 ditto
96 ditto ... ...
97 ditto ... ...
14 Baldwin ,  H. ... ...
15 ditto
161 Bank ,  Australian Joint
Stock
36n ditto ... ...
701 ditto
37n Bank of Australasia ...19 ditto... ...
3n ditto ... ...
686 ditto ... ...
404 ditto ...
3 ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto412 ditto
414 ditto
91 ditto
MARANOA.
Kulki No. 2 ... 15 0 0
Allandale Back ... 13 0 0
ditto North ...  16 15  0
Yanco East ... 6 5 0
Yamma ... ... 16 15 0
Kulki ... ...  18 15  0
Allandale ... ... 25 0 0
ditto West ... 22 0 0
ditto East ... 25 10 0
Eugun ... ... 30 0 0
Guy Guy ... 48 8 0
Upper Guy Guy 43 11 2
Utbullingaie 33 5 6
Miamonungindi North 33 11 7
ditto South 3311 7
Wallam Plains ... 36 6 0
ditto West 30 5 0
Yancho South ... 47 10 0
Boogah ... ... 20 0 0
Kirkhill ... 15 0 0
Culgoa X ... 37 10 0
ditto Y ... ... 17 10 0
ditto Z ... ... 27 0 0
Boogah East 33 10 0
Culgoa V. ... 28 10 0
Honeymah ... ... 15 0 0
Wyenbirra ... 11 5 0
Yamma South 7 10 0
Newinga ... . ... 41 2 10
Bailyannah ... ... 36 6 0
Gurardera ... ... 42 7 0
Charlestown ... 55 0 0
Karee, or Far West 100 16 8
Boomba East No. 1 33 17 7
ditto  No. 2 33 17 7
ditto  No. 3 33 17  7
Boomba No. 6 .. 53 4 10
Karee South No. 1 33 5 6
Bourrabie 11-1111
Mogador ... ... 83 3 9
Wycombe  ...  ... 15 2 6
Yancho North ... 29 0 0
Bandemarango  ...  40 9
Borerundooer 1 22 13 9
Doungorrallah ... 22 13 9
Ooungorralla North 14 5 0
Huillagararah Block 39 18 7
No. 1
Tako ... ... 33 11 7
Culgoa ... 34 9 8
ditto North ... 34 10 11Culgoa B ck Block 59 17 11
Boulana
A
Back Block i 389 3 73 5 6
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Vail-
ble.
26
40
25
2525
37
7370
20
233
Una-
vailable.Total.
I ands Folio.
5 30 393
40 80 256
25 50 300
20 45 219
15 40 145
0 37 373
0 73 369
0 70 3710 20 375
0  23 53
60 22 82
52 25 77
67 33 100
23 0 23
67 33 100
75 25 100
50 25 75
44 22 663
51 26 76
50 10 60
25 0 25
25 0 25
25 11 36
25 0 25
25 0 25
30 5 35
25 0 25
95 5 .100
40 8 48
30 20 ' 50
75 25 100
35 15 50
54 2621 801a
34
495
493
491
489
487
465
467
463
277
273
275
279
417
K
C2
J
s2
D1
J2
J1
of
J2
J1
„
419
249 F
248 „85 K1
395
383
53
55
57
471
95
139
67 33 100
57 2821 85*
30 14 44
45 20 65
30 1521 4521
25 0 25
25 0 25
25 0 25
50 50 110061 0 61
25
2525
40
25
50
25
25
to
61 K2
65
54 J 2
55 „
13 G
22 „
139 J 1
25 147
25 149
25 151
42 141
25 145
„
f,
„
If
„
50 135 C
25 80
25 194
to
,f
25 5 30 271 J 1
58 9 67 83 K 1
45 5 50 187 J 1
25 0 25 189
25 0 25  191
283 25 5321 119 K 1
16; 0 16- 71 C
25 0 25 425 J 1
25 0 25 423
25 0 25 421
45 5 50 429
67 I 33 100 427
25 0 25 381
387
11 r gN&
LIST OF RUNS-continued.
Bun. Bent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
S a. 1.
MARAN OA.-f'ontintied.
364 ' Bank of Australasia Eastern Creek No. 1 I 12 10 0
251 ditto  ditto Yo. 2 36 7 2
262 ditto  Rialto ... 30 9 10
253 ditto Yarra ... .. 36 6 0
254 ditto  Beauchamp... ... 36 7 2
262  ditto Basalt L reek . . 49 4 11
263 ditto Burl,*agay No. 1 33 5 6
264 ditto  ditto No.2 ... 33 5 6 1
265 ditto Western Downs ... 33 5 6
96n Bank, City Tomoo No. 1 . 110 0 0
39n ditto  ditto No. 2 . .. 100 0 0
„ ditto Hoogarbunna ... 66 0 0
699 ditto Tuludunna ... ...
di t
45
80
0
0
0
0o (arrears) $$t
19n ditto ... ... Tomoo No. 3 ... 2710 0
20n ditto ... ditto No. 4 27 10 0
527 ditto Tomoo No. 3 Back 12 10 0
528 ditto ... Hogabannah Back... 20 0 0
529 ditto ... `l omoo No. 4 Back... 31 10 0
484 ditto ... Glenormiston . 25 0 0
494 ditto York Downs No. 111 • ..
495 ditto ... ...  York Downs1l ...
619 ditto ... Byzantium ... ... 102 10 0
663 ditto Thirsty Downs ... 112 10 0
192 Bank, Commercial Com- Cuoygah ... ... 1
pany of Sydney
i i h
44
2
0
7
11
I
4nd Nort120 ditto ... Mimornag 0
121 ditto ... ... Mugrugulla ... 42 7 0
130 ditto ... ... Tchannin West ... 36 6 0
131 ditto ... ... Lower West Tchan- 36
ping
1 10
132 ditto Upper West ditto ... 36 18 3
543 ditto ... Boundary ... 25 0 0
60n ditto ... ... Wild Horse Plains
No. 3
15
I
2 6
{60n ditto ... ... Moorindoorah ... 15 2 6
640 ditto ... ... Bollon .. ...1 27 10 0
61n  ditto ... Wild Horse Plains
No. 2
59 17 11
„ ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 ... 33 5 6
105n ditto ... Moorindoorah East 16 2 6
98 ditto ... Karee South No. 2 33 5 6
62 1 ditto ...  Ida ... , 21 6 0
623 13bb Landditt S 10 0
624
y ..cruo
ditto ditto No. 21 14 0 0
42 ditto ... i Media ... ... 30 5 0681 ditto Saltbush Plains .. 12 10 0
17n ditto Homeboin East ... 25 0 0
„ ditto ... ... Homeboin ... ... 35 15 0
701 ditto Wierbolla West ... 12 10 0
46 ditto ... . gea ... ... 30 5 0
617 ditto  Athens 30 5 0
597 ditto  Burnt Downs  ... 200 032n ditto ... ... Weirbolla ... ...1 33 0 0
702 ditto .,.  Manilla ... ... ! 19 0 0
618 ditto  Holmes Plains ... 25 0 0
40 ditto Bona Vista ... ... 30 5 0
613 ditto Beralgal 12 10 0
690 ditto  Keepit ... ... 20 0 0
436 ditto Mulga Downs west 12 10 0
439 ditto ditto South 9 10 0
629 ditto North Glen... ... 1 25 0 0
158 ditto  Morocco IHI... i 73 4 1
84 ditto ... ... Tertulla ... 36 12 1
74 ditto ... Morocco Back Run 27 10 0
44 ditto ... ...  Ionia ... ... 36 12 1
45 ditto ... Colophon 30 5 0
49 ditto ...  Ephesus ... ... , 30 5 0
60 ditto  Melissus ... ... 38 b 4
700 ditto ... .. (3amlet ... ...1 12 10 0
689 ditto  Annie Vale ... ... w 84 0 0
ditto (arrears )"... 107 10 0
D.lpbti ... ...  -83
d
16 0
198 t ... V d it ... .: 2 it 10
ld9.  aide ... Hitt a Downs h'o.1 -10 0 0
14mi a  7810.
Avail-
able.
vaa-
 ailab e. TotaL
25
25
21
25
25
37
35
25
25
100
100
60
90
25
25
25
40
63
10'1
44
25
25
75
26
25
25
25
58
25
50
25
25
25
45
25
0 25  77 J 1
0 25 59 to
0 21 61 to
0 1 5 63
0 25 65
0 I 37 67
0 35 69
0 25 73
0 25 710 100 119F
0 100 459 J1
15 75 461 „
31 121 -79 It
0 25 58 G
0 25 69 „
0 25 401 K 120 60 3
929 92 9
0 101 476
23 67 461
14 39 459
0 25 41 C2
25 100 179 K1
0 26 1 79 C2
0 25 77 to
0 25 75
0 25 207 J1
0 58 209
„
0 25 U1
50 100 371 K1
0 25 2 J 2
0 25 3 it
0 25 46 G
5 50 505 11
0 25 1 J 2
0 25 3A „
0 25 143 J 1
0 27 238 K 1
0 28  20 f5 7 It
2 6 129 K 1
0 25 160 G
0 25 1882
25 60 89 K 1
0 1 25 49 C2
0 25 45
141 544 279 K I
17 50 1 148 G
191 574 87 K1
5 30 415 „
0 1 25 219 C
26 60 425 K 1
8 1 48 61
29 79 63 H 2
27 1 66  64 of
50 1 100 215 F.1
0 '25 40 C
0 25 269 J 1
0 50 25 C2
0 25 69
0 25 61 to
0 25  56
0 25
„
2 50 91 if,
23 91 113 „
0 26 1 02
80 140 1
460
388
LIST OF  RUNS- contixsed.
Imm Rena
A s: d.
btim.tea Are. in
squire Mile..
Avall- tin.- Total.
able .  vailabie.
lands Folio.
MARANOA- rontinued.
517 Bank,  Commercial Com-
pany of Sydney
Toryburn .. . 12 10 0 25  51 1 30; 417 K 1
592 ditto  ... Toidi ... 18 0 0 36 14 50 289
199 Bank, English,  Scottish,
and Austra lian Char-
tered
Weengallon 18 15 0 26  0 25 276A D 2
16 ditto ... ...  Ana Ningham West 111148 8 0  40 10 50 9 C2
218 ditto ... ... Ana Ningham EastII 11 30 5 0  29 0 29 11 „
219 ditto ... Ballingarry ... 37 10 2  33 0 33 347 J 1
235 ditto ... ...  Gerar South ... 18 12 0  31 0 31 119 C
273 ditto ... The Bladder ... 50 4 4 25 0 25 73 C 2
477 ditto ... ...  Goorarooman West 42 7 0 25 0 25 76 F
27 77478 ditto Gum Camp ... ... „46 14 9  27 0
109 ditto ... ... Bookalong ... ... 22  13  9  25 3 28 12 J 2
98a ditto ... ... Melanga South ... 57 11 11 34 0 34 73 F
220 ditto ... ...  GooraroomanN I l ... 62 18 5  52 0 52 65 C
75n ditto Tommoo West ... 27 10 0 25 6 31 111 F
246 ditto ... ... Minimi ... 37 11 5  21 0 21 203 J 1
66 ditto ... Gunningundie ... 33 1 9  281  0 28; 11A J 2
67 ditto ... ...  Gunnibrie ... ... 42 7 0
18
0 18 10 „
106 ditto ... ...  Murgomall ... ... 44 0 0 40 10 50 78 F
234 ditto ... ... Gerar ... 39 6 6  32 0 32 389 J 1
66n ditto ... Goorarooman East ... 33 5 6  25 2 27 391 „
96n ditto Cunniana 42 7 0 25 0 25 75 F
40n ditto ...
... ......
...  Byron Plains ... 42  611  25 0 25 90A „
97 ditt T 52 10 4  31 0 31 110nit oditto ...... ommoo......  McKay's Summer
l k
„
27 10 0  25 0 25 86 to
76n ditto ...
ocB
... Oakey Plains ... 34 12 1  26 26 52  8 I
20n ditto ... ... Rock Wells 27 10 0  25 25 50 12 G
123 ditto ... ... Wallwaddledi South 46 11 8  25 0 25 625 D 2
117 ditto Wallwaddledi 62 13 6  37 0 37 89 C 2... ...
118 ditto ... ... Minnum ... 42 7 0  25 0 25 91 it
119 ditto ... ...  Codernah ... 42 7 0  25 0 25 87 „
407 ditto Euraba West 34 11 6  2 0 0 20  50 J 2
18 ditto
...
...
...
...  Turo West ... 33 11 7 25 0 25 77 to
22 ditto ... ... Jangalby West 3311 7  26 0 25 78
19 ditto Turo East ... 33 11 7  25 0 25 13
63 ditto ... ...  Minnoon ... 33 8 6  25 0 25 89
64 ditto ... ...  Moorabree ... 33 5 6 28 0 28 90
65 ditto ... ... Gunathaby .. 36 6 0  25 0 25  88
328 ditto .. .. Unnamed No. 1 38 2 4 25 0 25 81
329 ditto ... ditto No. 2 38 2 4 25 0 25  80
332 ditto ... ... Tootha 37 10 2 25 0 25 82 „
335 ditto ... Thalyale South 37 10 2 25 0 25 79 „
48n ditto Tootha North 33 5 6 25 0 25 83 „
669 ditto Cowigella ... 12 10 0 25 12 37 29 „
245 ditto ... ...  Melanga ... 30 11 9  251 0 251  197A J 1
82 ditto ... ...  Ballagna ... 36 7 2 37 0 37 47 J 2
127 ditto ... .. Thura gai ... 48 8 0 25 0 25 413 J 1
83 ditto ... ... Hares-011 39 18 7 28 i 0 28 117 C914 ditto ... ... Gerar North 6 5 0 25 0 25 76 K 2
ditto  (license  fee)'*2 16 3
ditto (arrears) 6 5 0
244 ditt Warree West 101 5 0 25  5  30 190 C
248
o
ditto ...
...
Moyall Plains ... 22 10 0  .30  35 205A J 1
75 ditto Ballandine 24 10 1 45 0  45 433
243 ditto
...
...
... ...
Warree East ... 22 10 0 30  5  35 189 C
241 ditto ... Haran  West ... 21 0 0  28  0  28 199  J1
17.1 ditt Elii East 39 18 7 30  0  30 52 J217C oditto ...... Cuoygall ... ... 33 6 8  22  0  22 51 ,.
313 ditto ... ...  Euraba ... 36 7 2  22-1  0  221 477  J1
77 ditto North Ballandine 18 15 0 25 0 25 401
82n ditto
...
...
...
...
...  Weengallon East
„
18 15 0  25  0  25 276E D 2
„ ditto ditto South 22 10 0 30 20 50 276c „
83n ditto  Byron Plains East 62 13 6 37  0
11undi Southditto Gunnin BJ233 1 8  28L  0  281„
4n
g... ...
ditto  Moyall Plains South 22 10 0  30 5  35 205n J 1
2 0  2 197
187
ditto  Melanga  North ...
Bank .  London Chartered  YealbonhI l  ...  • • •
29 18 3 5
20 6 7 104
5 B,,0  10, 22 C
188 ditto ... ...  ditto outhll II 32 13 2 12; 0 124 23
189 ditto .. Mucadella ll(( 26 8 10 11 0 111 24190 ditto ... Dungal1 1 • • • 66 11 0  26 0 25 25191 ditto North Dun aIIII 48 8 0  26 0 25 25
192 ditto
g
Colgt1oblllI ... 64 9 0  26 0 25 27
389
LIST OF.  RUNS -  lis d
s.emaad Ai  In
-xam
We". Ran.
£ s. i.
MARANOA-c  ntinuecl.
341) Bank , London C)iartt red  Talavera ...
341 ditto ... ...  Bungi111f l .
342 ditto ... ... ditto Northllll
343
344
345
346
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
347  ditto
23 Bank of
it Wales
New
108 ditto ...
100n ditto
294 ditto
295 ditto
567  ditto
676 ditto
646 ditto
276 ditto
489 ditto
91n ditto
76 ditto
58 ditto
437 ditto
438 ditto
279 ditto
656 ditto
471 ditto
386 ditto
57n ditto
58n, ditto
80n ditto ...
583 ditto
43 ditto
595 ditto
171 ditto
339 ditto
104 ditto
68 ditto
69 ditto
70 ditto
71 ditto
72 ditto
197 ditto
330 ditto
435 ditto
457 ditto
473 ditto
58n ditto
95n, ditto
59,:21 ditto
568 ditto
333 ditto334  di t.to
581) ditto
59,E ditto
38n ditto
681 ditto
4n ditto
Tivoli ...
ditto South
South
Gunda Gundallil
Gunda GundaNorthilll
Talvera South
Horsetrack Creeki111
West Thomby
Upper Bollon  East...
...  Conibarngo ...
Yenlt,a Back Block
... Oatlands ... ...
... Waterhole Creek ...
... Fairymount... ...
Heazelmount ...
South Woodlawn ..
... Long Charlestown ...
... Durin Durin ...
... East Thomby
... Upper Wunger Creek
... Goulamain ... ...
... Umah ...
... North  Durin Durin
ditto  (arrears)
... Idea. . •.
Burgurrah  South ill
Lamplough ... ...
ditto  (arrears) *+ ...
... Grassmere Plains ...
...
...
Sandridge ...
Trent ...
Nubia
Iatmplough  West ...
Moongool ... ...
Omebiniurrah East-
era Lack  Run HI
Warr I I ly
... Gulnabarll(I •.. ...
... ditto North 11l l •
... ditto  West(
... CuGrriel
r Retrollll:••
Wagaily
.. Whitendic ... ...
... Kullinjah
.. Wondit West ...
%Vest Maroungle
... Weehan ... ...
Burwash ... ...
Maroungle ... ...
Boharva ... ...
Keeret ...
TTjper Keeret
Al ondit ... ...
Drysdale Ponds No.4
ditto No. 5
Sr ake  Creek ...
Weeyan .. ...
Sandridge  West ...
Na- Geraldra South ...
73 ditto ...
488 BaLk ,  Queensland
tional ,  Limited
530 ditto
4K55 ditto
M ditto
66n' ditto
691 ditto
46,1 ditto
113 ditto
114 ditto
410 ditto
...
699 ditto ...
... Uthalby ...
Piccaninny ... ...
Ivanhoe
... Lower Maranoa No. 1
... Bulourbul .
... Wecyan Back ...
... 4Icurah No. 1 ...
... Byan By an
.. )ercurah
... Deccurra ... ...
63 3 1
36 6 0
36 6 0
41 7 9
15 5 0
30 5 0
30 5 0
27 4 6
19 7 6
22 10 0
27 10 0
:36 12 1
37 10 2
27 10 0
12 10 0
15 0 0
60 10 0
26 5 0
27 10 0
24 10 1
44 0 0
11 5 0
6 5 0
40  It  0
36 6 0
3 6 0
6 5 0
55 1 1
25 3 4
4 11 5
2.1 4 0
15 14 7
17 10 0
30 5 0
26 10 0
34 13 3
12 11) O
12 11) 1)
35 8 9
33 3 1
30 5 0
30 5 0
30 5 0
37 10 2
18 15 0
50  12 9
16 15 0
27 10 0
33 5 6
27 10 0
33 5 6
22 10 0
43 11 2
48 8 0
25 1) 0
46 11 8
46 11 8
37 10 0
36 ti 0
6 5 0
23 10 0
Avdi- V..-
abw 74"L
214
25
25
141
5`-4
2525
1.2'
25
0
0
30 2025 225 0
31 i 0
25 25
25 , it
30 30
50 48
35 11
25 19
3221 0
40 0
45 41
25 23
37 37
30 20
25
4521
26
0
17
9
25
26
35
25
53
31:1
25
2525
2525
25
25
2225
27
67
25
25
25
25
30
25
25
51 
25
21
25
60
153
47
20 0 0 40
11 15 0 1 47
30 5 0 25
33 5 6 25
15 1)  1)  30
6 5 0 25
33 5 4; 25
39 18 7 30
39 1%  30
16 0 () 32
21 291 C
50 135 .1  1.
27 53 G
25 147 C
31 168
50 73 G
36 3:3 h 1
60 12
.,
98 252 F
46 405 .1 1
44 21 G
3221 432 J 1
40 71 C 2
86 31  K2
48 30
74 69 C 2
50 274 D
25 499 K 1
6221 7 C 2
35 373 J 1
295 J 1
297
5 C
ti
293 J 1
29 C
8 1 33 371
6 32 375
7,1  4221 305
0 25 63
26, 79  283
0 311 126
15 40 21
7
0
0
0
050
0
13
33
t)
1)
00
20
1)
1)
:31
1
1)
11
10
0
2321
32
25
25
25
25
30
22
2540
100
25
25
25
25
50
25
25
81
25
25
36
70
15;
703
113
76
78
79
7775
289
96
11
5
397
96
6228.5281
283
307
183
1S•L
45
393
58
469
10
23
00
20
O
5
1 1'
16
50
70
2525
50
253042
38
K1
C 2
K1C
C2,
C
toto
.1 2J
F1
K2
J1
E
J2
J1
k1
C
K1
J 1
K2
111
397
13 K2
214 (2 1
499 J 1
63 K 1
4 K4241 J 1
2237
239
93 K 1
390
LIST OF R UNS-coniio+ced.
Estimated ere. In
square loves.
Lessee. sun. sent.
£  S. d.
MABANOA-eontin:ted.
146 Bank, Queensland Na- Green Forest ... 49 10 0
tional , Limited
40n ditto
588 ditto
103n ditto
602 ! ditto
535 ditto
577 ditto
483 ditto
454 ditto
129 ditto ... ...
599 ditto ... ...
361 Bays, F. B.86m  ditto ...
150 ditto
154 ditto
242 Benjamin and Co., D.
and J.
456 Blackwood and Moore
98n ditto
505 ditto
504 ditto
304 Blair and Jones
60 Bright, Bright,
Cbrystal
61 ditto ...
62 ditto ...
274 ditto ...
275 ditto
42n ditto ...
586 ditto ...
43n ditto ...
56 ditto ...
77n ditto ...
155 ditto
169 1 ditto
165 ditto ...
170 ditto ...
43n ditto ...
44n ditto
200 ditto
63 ditto ...
65 ditto ...
54 ditto ...
30 Broad, James ...
25ni Brown and Cole
ditto ...if i
32n Brown, John ...
562 ditto ...
563 ditto
564 ditto ...
565 ditto ...
605 ditto
606 ditto
649 ditto
561 Cameron, E.
6n ditto
Mona 15 2 6
Bunggalbree  ... 13 10 0
Whitalby ... 19 10  0
Geraldra ... i1 13 10 0
Belhaven  ... ...  21 10 0
Runnymede  ,,.  21 0 0
Green Forrest West 13 10 0
Cardiff East  ...  7 10 0
Byan Bunno  ...  36 6 0
Mercurah Back Blockl 39 0 0
Yalebonell il...  ...  50  0 t)
Wallabella East§
Wallabella Back 13 15 0
Block
Tinowon ... ... 36 5 0
Warree ... ... 42 10 0
Shepherd's Bush
Mooro ...
, , , Dumble ...
... Cant-lick-it ...
... Chadford ... ...
ditto (arrears )a$...
and Cornwall No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto, No. 3
... Carpi
Bymount ...
ditto No. 2
Orallo No. 1
Bute .. ...
Rutland ...
erMu lemugg g
Mindarin ...
Grafton Terrace
Mount Beagle
Fitzroy Square
...
Mooga Mooga
Walhallow
,,. Taboonbay
'Lancaster
Sutherland
Northumberland
.. ' Trinadad ...
Cole ...
Barney
,, . Bendena ...
,., Shamrock Well ...
Dry Lake ... ...
Pot Hole No. 1
The Pot Hole ..
Bendena  West No. 1
ditto No. 2
Nulla Nulla
Hoolah No. 3
Drysdale Ponds No. 1,
ditto (arrears) .. .
and M.
694 ditto
695 ditto
231 ditto ...232  ditto ...
233 ditto ...
32  Campbell, Wm.
33 ditto ...
34 1 ditto ...35 ditto ...
336 ditto ...
337 ditto ...
508 Cavanough, James
643 ditto ..
51 Cojquhoun, J. 11f
471 ditto ...
Hoolah No. 1
ditto No. 2
Gorinna .. ...
U'ndulgumbal ,..
Mombah ... ...
Yulebar No. 1
ditto No. 2 ... I
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 41ili .,,
Yeulba ... ...
Tinginiill
Dilgui
Greenbank ..
,,, Lobsens 'o.3
... , Samia ...
7 10 0
155 0 t)
12 10 0
12 10 0
63 0 0
52 10 036 6 l)
36 6 0
36 6 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
15  2-6
42 7 0
33 5 6
7 2 7
8 15 0
31 4 5
39 18 7
36 6 0
89 18 7
15 2 6
30 5 0
69 16 11
21 12 9
33 5 6
22 19 2
26 0 0
n. 1.
n. 1.
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
2t) 0 0
30 0 0
52 18 9
9 12 6
15 u 0
15 0 0
33 5 6
30 5 0
30 5 0
50 8 4
50 8 4
36 12 10
9 7 6
40 6 8
1.1 7 6
2.5 0 0
26 0 0
7 0 0
30 5 0
Arse- Uns. Total
.bla. 'vsnable.
64)
100
90
100
60
45 3 54)  122  CT
25 1.1 36)  341 J 1
27 13 40 297
Tana.  left.
26 14 -V 1 287
27 13 40 271 R 1
43 22 65 387  to
42 6 48 313
27 8 35 481  to
30 20 50 13 R 2
40 t) 40 416 J 1
30 91 49 107 G 1
25 17 42 49 C
30 18 4' 107 R2
25 ()  25 167  Cl
25 0 25 14:)
231 I) 231 201
30  30
50 514
60 44)
50 50
30 31)
25
25
25
25
25
25
35
253§-254
211
3025
30
2550
49
16
17f20
40
502550
6050
50
25
25
40
3025
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
141
1 25
! 25
2812696
28
25
1244.3
439
441
134
„
J1
K2
C
0 25 105 J 1
t)
0
t)
0
6
2
0
15
25 107
25 109
25 12725 j 113
25 115
11 132
27 377
3 84
40 131
0 211
0 30
0 25
0 :30
25 50
50 100
0 194
0 164
0 254
117
123
119
125
111
129
379
86
87
0 17} 85
0 20 213
6 46 91
10 60 92
25 50  147
50  100 339
50 100 337
0 50 335
0 50 333
0 25 261
0 1 25 l 259
toto
,f
64 461-  347  to
9 39 331  to
0 25 180 C
15 405 101 R i
18 48 103  to
o  I 25 143 C
0 25 142 „
0 25 141  to
0 25 249 J 10 !  25 251  to
0 141 247  to
0  25  84 C
0 25  245 J i
0 284 1 31 C
0 25 1 2 G 1
20 45 6 R1
94  8,74  66 K2C)  25' 1 53 C2
391
48 Colquhoun, J. M.
616 ditto
618 ditto
626 ditto
627 ditto
103n ditto .
514 Copley, Daniel
480 Copley, P.  G.
101n Crouch, Wm....
102n ;  ditto ...
24 1Daisey, M.
25 ditto
26 ditto
27 ditto ... ...
28 ditto
29 Daisey , J. W....
182 Dangar, A. A.... ...
181 ditto
185 ditto ...
186 ditto ...
180 ditto ...
196 ditto195 ditto ......
654 ditto ...
183 ditto ...
193 ditto
63n 1 Darling Downs and
WesternLandCompy.
615 ditto ... ...
63n ditto ... ...
64n1 ditto ... ...
29ni  ditto
30n!  ditto ......
64ni ditto
600 ditto
81n ditto
87n ditto
107 Devine ,  P. E....
352 ditto ...
354 ditto ...
588 Doyle, F.
544 Dunstan, D. W.
23n ditto ...
24n ditto
545 ditto ...
700 ditto ...
371 Elliot, Lethbridge,
Elliot
and
375  ditto
376  ditto
380  ditto
381  ditto
382  ditto
383  ditto
384  ditto
388  ditto
389  ditto
390  ditto
391  ditto
392  ditto .
44n  ditto
::
385  ditto ...
387 ditto ...
554 ditto ...
7n ditto ... ...
591 Ferry, Thomas ...
216 Ferrier ,  Duncan ...
126 Fisher ,  C. B. ...
465 ditto ...
92n ditto ... ...
34n1 ditto ...
45uu1 ditto ... ...
LIST OF  RUNS --continued.
Rent.
s. W.
MARANO  A-continued.
Samos 30 5 0
Olympus ... 30 5 1)
Cyprus ...  36 12 1
Media Back Block  22 10 0
Cyprus ditto ...  20 0 0
Lobson's No. 2 .  17 10 0
Tullundunna North  8 15 0
12 10ditto (arrears)++ 0
. . .
Salamis ... 1 15 0 0
Mannandilla No. 1... 36 6 0
ditto  No. 2... 43 17 3
Balloonaillll •.. ••• 30 5 0Ballellll ••• ••• 30 5 0
'Vallarl111 ... 30 5 0
Pinwoodiel;ll 30 5 t)
Coolaball ll 30 5 0
Murillal) it .. 40 0 0
Bainbilla  Jill 30 5 0
Wallumbulla 1111 ... 30 5 0
Margool I I I I •• 12 10 4
ditto South 1111... 9 7 9
Walburen I I l I 25 14 6
Yarbing ... 3-1 2 0
Berringarra ... 31 18 9
Berringarra North 5 7 2
Yamanundal l l I • • • 3 2 5
ITurin1111 ... ... 13 8 10
Sunville ... 33 5 6
Mount Howe 30 l  0
Merivale . 33 5 6
Ravenswood 33 5 6
Myrtleville ... 24 4 0
Myrtleville West 24 4 0
Mount Eden 24 4 0
Finure ... 15 0 0
Mispah No. 1 63 0 0
Myrtleville No. 2 6 5 0
Yambugle ..  29 11 10
North Wallumbilla e  44 8 5
Parke[I 11 ... 48 8 0
Womelll ..
Nebul No. 1 18 0 0
Centre 8 5 0
ditto No.1 7 10 0
ditto (license fee),*1'  0 15 0
ditto (arrears) ... 7 10 0
Nebul No. 2 ...  19 10 0
Noogilla ... 18 10 0
Sharon 12 10 0
fi avilah ... 12 10 0
Hebron 12 10 0
Myall Plains 36 6 0
Lagoon Station 36 6 0
Orassmere ... 36 6 0
Longreach 36 6 0
Gilbburcolly 36 6 0
Ironbark ... 36 6 0
Saltbush ... 36 6 0
Terrarara 36 6 0
Boxlanc) ... 36 6 0
Forest Vale... 36 6 0
Upper Possession 33 5 6Acacia  ... 12 10 0
Possession ... 12 10 0
Simpson's Creek 18 10 0
Copland 6 5 0
' Fernlee No. 3 14 10 0
Yancey ... 20 1311
i Burgurrabll;I 65 18 11
Weeyan North 7 10 0
Booligar East 74 U) 8
Yarraman 27 10 0
1 Cobble Cobble 60 16 5
Estimated Area in
Square  ] tiles.
Avail-
able. Una- Ivailable I
25 0
25 0
25 0
45  181
40 i 14*
35 15
35 15
25 0
30 5
25 3
25 0
25 20
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
54 0
31  0
721  0
21 0
20 0
11  0
14 0
8 0
25 0
30
25
25
25254030
30
25
24
224
25
35
36
33
30
0
14
15
15
20
10
20
25
0
0
0
15
14
12ry
30 10
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
252525
25
25
3725
29
144
54'
3044
25
40
Total.
Landb Folio.
25 51 C 2
25 43
26 39631- 235 K 1
541 233
50 3.31
50 423 09
25 37 C 2
35 56 G
28 57
25 44 C
45 45 „
25 13 C 2
25 15 „
25 17
25 19
25 17 0
25 15
54 20
3$ 21
I 71 13
21 196
20 195
11 19 R 1
14 18 C
8 42
25 155  J1
60 127 G
25 153 J 1
39 157
40 159
40 159A
60 161
40 273 R 1
50 163 J 1
50 109 K2
24 133 J 1
224 159 C 1
25 50 „
50 96 G 1
50 357 R 1
451. 88 K 2
40 90 „
53* 355
50 81
25 101 C2
25 229 C
25 212
26 91 J 1
25 87
26 83
25 89
25 79
25 81
25 93
40 95
40 97
25 85
40 103
25 29 C 2
25 251 0
57 365 K 1
45 71 K 2
42 291 K 1
144 137 J 1
551 5 C 1
36 3  K2
44 9 I
25 234 G
49 34
392
LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Lessee.
46n Fisher, C. B. ...
„ ditto176  ditto
177 ditto ...
17 8 ditto ...
17 9 ditto ...
93n ditto ...
74n ditto ...
93n ditto ...
94n ditto ...
75n ditto
299 ditto ...
208 ditto
214 ditto
215 ditto
105 ditto
298 ditto
5n  ditto
311 ditto312  ditto
409 I ditto
422 I ditto
103 ditto
J7nj ditto
„ ditto
21n' ditto
„ ditto22n  ditto
71n1 ditto
ditto
7 2n ditto
ditto
73n' ditto .. ...
543 1 Fisher, Hurtle ...
698 ditto
431) Fisher, Baldwin, and
lManchee604 Fitzpatrick, Thomas ...
1911 ditto ... ...
(391 ditto
413 Forrester, W. J.
653 ditto ...
645 ditto ...
533 ditto ...
477 ditto
478 ditto ...
172 Goggs, M. ...
173 ditto ...
7 Goldsbrough and Co., R.
13 ditto ... ...
11 ditto
17 ditto
62n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
620 ditto ...
128 Graham , Alex. ...
487 ditto ...
99n Hammond, A. 1).
533 ditto ... ...
102n ditto ...
45n Hanlin , James ...
596 ditto ... ...
1001k ditto ... ..
80n' Hannaford and Davies
305
458
277
640
467
468
Hannaford and Downes
ditto
Hayden, J. M. ...
Heness,  W. and R.. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Run. Rent.
Eetinssted Area in
square Miles.
.t call -  Ins,-
able.  vailable
Total.
I £  V. d.
MARANOA -continued.
Wooloomoodoole 77 2 9
ditto North 111 12 5CurrawaldiIIII ...  26 12 5
Colleyboun 11(I 41 5 2
Mullum Mullumbali 39 19 11
Booligar  .. ... 41 5 2
Goonandaddi ... 44 011
Noondoo South ... 42 7 0
Bone Brokit South... 54 3 2
ditto North... 42 7 0
Yangle North ... 42 7 0
Noondoo Spring ... 39 6 6
Dareel Retro ... 51 1 3
Dareel ... 25 8 2
Upper Dareel .. , 25 8 2
Mooni  ... ...  36 9 0
Dareel  East  ... 36 12 1
Bottle-tree ... 64 0 3
ditto (arrears ) ... 11 12 10
Yangle ... ... 38 2 4
ditto East ... ... 38 2 4
Goonaro 38 12 0
Coonghan ... ... 46 11 8
Coonghan  East ... 46 11 8MR- .111a  ... ...  46 11 8Turrenby 63 17 9Currawildi NorthI I I I 26 12 5
ditto South III I 26 12 5
ditto UpperIlll 26 12 6
Yarraman  South ... 27 10 0
Yangle North Left... 50 16 5
ditto Upper 42 7 0
Noondoo South Left 42 7 0
ditto Upper 49 2 6
Tootharang ... 52 16 0
Culgoa W. ... 62 0 0
Shirley Downs ... 67 10 4
Charlton West ... 15 0 0
Wild Horse Plains 59 17 11
No. 1
Charlton ... ... 18 0 0
Surprise ... ... 70 0 0
Towtowri ... ... 24 0 l)
Noogilla No 2 ... 92 10 0
Tindee ... ...  12 10  0
Tindee No. 1 ... 12 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... 5 0 0
Western Lagoons ... 36 6 0
Western Lagoons 32 9 11
Creek
Thouliembil ... 78 13 0
Doondi ... ... 121 0 0
Bangate  ... ... 53  4 10
Mirreedhule ... 33 5 6
Boorgnangarl  ...  33 5 6
Western Downs ... 33 5 6
Alma ... ... 15 2 6
Brennan's Run, or 36 6 0
Thomby
Mooleyba ... ... 18 15 0
Lower Bollon East 27 10 0
ditto West 27 10 0
Dunbar ... 15 0 0
Havelock No. 2 ... 15 2 6
Eastland ... 7 10 0
Havelock ... ... 42 0 0
Muggleton South ... 25 0 0
ditto (license  fee)"' 7  5 10
Muggleton ... ... 39 18 7
ditto West ... 12 10 0
North Guralda 56 0 0
Bonnavonna ...  67 12 0
ditto East 16 5 0
Mulga Downs No. 1 7 5 0
2.1
2
20
25
25
262532
25
25
25
28
25
23
•1t)
25
•36 2
29
2929
17
10
35
48
25
25
25
25
30
25
25
29
32
40
36
Lands Polio.
26 32 G
47 33 .
25 68A C
20 69
25 70
25 1  C2
26 12 1
25 , 13A
32 1425 15
25  1A.  „
25 58 .T 2
28 81 C 22.5 40 J2
23 12 41
,U) 501 J 1
25 57 J 2
:36
z
93 C
29 473 J.1
29 47529 479
17 97 C 2
10 95
35  481 J 1
48 483
25 68n C
25 68c
25 68D
25 23B G
30  113 I
25 ' lc „
25  13H
29 13c
48 55  GI
52 97 K 1
71 114 F
30  711 37
45 5 ! 51)
36 I 9
56 23
40 10
37 13
25 0
25 0
10 • 0
38 0
34 0
29 0
56 0
44) I 12
25  4)
25 0
25 0
25 0
29 0
25
25
25
30
25
10
28
50
25
25
405265
267 K 1
503  11
45 1109 K 1
79 41 K 2
50 15 K 1
50 197A
25 391
25 477
10 479
38 36734  1 369
29 487
56} 485
52 497
25 489
25 491
25 493
25 495291  411
„
of
.,
J1
„
f,
„
„
„
of
„
30 530 D 2
25 38 G
25 36
45 353 K 1
48 101 J 1
10 104  G1
38 47
100 103 K 2
25 145 C 1
25 10 K 2
73 253
52 150 G
85 1 K 2
54 503 K 1
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LIST OF RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Hiles.
Lessee.
I
Rua. Bent.
£ s. d.
AIARANOA - continued.
Avail-
able.
Un+a Totalvailable.
Lands Folio.
469 Heness, W. and It. ... Mulga Dow ns No. 2  7 10 0 30 26 56 505 K 1
687 ditto ... Mulga Dow ns  12 10 0 25 25 50 299
95n Heness , Walter ... Scrubby La nd East  6 7 6 251 0 25k 2 K
339 Holland, John ... Marathon 28 15 0 25 0 25 234 C 1
88n Jones ,  Francis ...  Cobbrum . .. ...  71 15 0 35 35 70 447 N
89n ditto ... Thule 61 5 0 36 35 70 445
13, Kirk, G. M. Wondit Bac k ...  10 0 0 40 35 75 80 K 2
31n Kissiker, G., and Finck- Hillside ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 66  J1
ner, G.
50n Lalor,  James ... ... Bengalla ..  15 2 6 25 144 391 267 to
217 ditto ... ...  Eumamurri n  15 0 0 25 0 25 261
211 Lalor, William Couthulla ...  36 18 1 25 0 25 255
212 ditto Wattaulbay 36 18 1 25 0 25 257
213 ditto ... ... Minmean 36 18 1 25 0 25 259
50n ditto Grafton Cou rt ...  33 5 6 25  23 48 263 to
490 Lines, John Orallo No. 2 ...  48 8 0  40 24  64 133 D1in Low, J.and W. Noona Sout h  7 10 0 30 30 60 69 K2
136 ditto Dongall II • 66 11 0 25 0 25 38  C
157 ditto ... ... Algier III ... 59 17 11 25 0 25 39 ,
159 ditto ... ... Tripoli III •.• .•• 53 4 10 25 0 25 41
162 ditto ... ... Byanbunno East ...  30 5 0 25 16 41 185 to
29n1  ditto ... ... Tripoli Bac k Run  18 12 0 31 0 31 186
160 ditto ...
East
Tripoli Back Run I I I I 7 16 0 13 0 13 102
426 ditto ... Glen Lyon ...  44 0 0 40 40 80 93 E
221 ditto Kargurrah 40 6 8 24  0 24 465 J1
222 ditto ... Kourranimb al  40 6 8 20 0 20 467
223 ditto Moongoolns 40 6 8 28 0 28 469  to
224 ditto ... W allala ...  40 6 8 25 0 25 471  to
225 ditto Moullit 40 6 8 24 0 24 463 „
282 ditto ... Essex 46 11 8 25 0 25 101 C
283 ditto ... Merroombill 33 5 6 25 0 25 395 J 1
350 ditto South Mucc adilla ...  15 0 0 25 0 25 157 C
16a ditto Noona .  22 13 9 25 0 25 8  11
6 tl ditto Glenearn Ba
.
ck Ru n  18 15 0  25  10 35 1 K 1
Coulson Mount Ogil601 I Macdonald and vie ...  19 5 0 35 14 49 3 J 1
626 ditto ... Bundara ... ...  15 2 6 25 25 50 1 „
657 ditto ... Darkwat er ... 25 0 0 50 38 88 22 K 1
278 ditto ... ... Doogarry ... 18 15 0 25 5 30 11 E
526 ditto ... ... Booringa 15 0 0 30 20 50 405 K 1
459 ditto Mount Bera 14 5 0 57 10 67 9 K 2
460 ditto Oak Downs ... 13 10 0 54 81 621 8
360 Maclachlan, Janet Pannoniall II.. . 51 5 0 25 0 25 47 0
Yandebooll IlJ. P and306  Maloneyney 39 18 7 371 0 371 28.,id.
Inglebogiet307 ditto 30 18 11 38k 0 381 89 to... ...
Flu Maloney, J. P. ... Wirginbah
...
... 26 5 0 25 25 50 133 of
308 ditto ... Bendemer ... 39 18 7 29 0 29 88  C1
39 Marsh, W. and T. ... Glenarm 39 19 11 25 0 25 218 to
38n ditto ... ... Drysiale Po nds No . 3  46 11 8 25 0 25 182
HillsborougW37 Marsh h 36 7 2 25 0 25 48 J2, . ...
41 ditto ... ... Laguna
...
...  36 7 2  25 0 25 49 90
507 ditto ... Hillsboroug h Back ...  16 0 0 32 11 43 49  11
678 ditto .. Powrunna . 12 10 0 25 25 50 135  to
651 Menzies , A., and Mount Bindyego ...  5 8 9 41, 0 41 453A J 1
104n
Douglas, J. H.
ditto ditto Nort h 9 4 11 61 0 61 453 „
19n' ditto Tulloch ... 26 8 0 18; 13 311 451 of
51n Blessington.ditto .. 33 5 6 25 151 40k 455 „...
all NGurahi JCM orth 24 0 0 48 24 72 345558
560
g y. ...e,onocc
ditto ... ... Fernlee No. 4 28 10 0 57 18 75
to
341
548 ditto ... Bogandina N orth 18 0 0 36 18 54 349
609 ditto Boanbirra N o. 5 33 10 0 67 33 100 255 „
690 ditto ... ditto N o.4 17 0 0 34 16 50 111
benCollnald J TM D 60 10 0 61 0 61 46 J2281
420
y, . .c o
McDonald, J. and J. W. Burrandown jl1J ...  61 12 0 56 0 56 85  02
581 McDonald, McDonald, Jolly ... 33 15 0 45 8 53 225 K1
Harding, and Richard-
son
Corio556 ditto 17 10 0 35 35 70 361 „... ...
539 ditto Geelong 20 0 0 40 30 70 379 to
612 McDougall, M. S. Clifton East 12 10 0 25 22 47 249 „
611 ditto ... ... Clifton Nort h 12 10 0 25 25 50 251 to,
579 ditto ... ...  Mersey ... 30 0 0 60 13 73 309  to
33n ditto ...  Clifton ... 25 0 0 j 25 25 . 50 143 G
394
LIST OF ItUN  S- cvxtinxed.
Zitiasted Ares in
$quwa Yile..
AWL Rent.
Total
able.  vailable.
d.
541
656
675
In
428
77n429
606
684
4n
555
McDougall, 3i. S.
ditto ...
ditto ...
MARAN OA-continued.
;Tatala North
Boyd' s Downs
Tatala ...
Lyndhurst
$edford ...
ditto
Mcllwraith, Thos. , and
Morehead ,  B. D., as
Executors of late
Jonathan McLean
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
:McKay, D. F.
McKenzie, J....
ditto
115 McLean, Jonathan
116 ditto
255 ditto .,.
256 ditto
257  ditto
258 ditto ...259 ditto
260 ditto
261 ditto ...
52n  ditto
63n!  ditto ...
53n  ditto ...
35n ditto
651 McManus, W. R.
106n ditto
444
443
658
285
286
291
292
35n
287
288
289
290
689
953
78
396
698
423
677
499
49n
„
143
144
145
399
400
401402403
406
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
McMicking, Robert
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
McNelly, J. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Sunnyside
East Redford
Logan ...
Qinmurra ...
ulby dilla ..Dulbydilla North . ..
ditto (arrears).":...
East  Billin ... ...
South Billin
Uptonil ..
Mount Bindeygo]Oosnia . ...
Ravennat ...
Mount liindango
Mullock ...
Isis ...
Billin
1\Tortb Billin
axvale ...
atershed4t.Lonsdale No. 2t
Mount tonsdale ..
ditto  (arrears)t+...
... Umberill,
ditto (arrears)j+...
Qmberill No. 1 ...
Mobile
Collowhey
... Cashmere ..
Chesterfield
Cairngorm ...
Yarara sake
Desideratum
Cypress  V ale
., Glenlyon ...
Clearwater ...
... Miltonise ...
... Forest Downs
Wunger Creek
South Teelbarliti
Christmas
Christmas South
Cardiff ...
Fishermgn ...
Southland
ditto No. 2
Appleton Vale
Yellow Flower
Garden Ground
Bogiria ...
Pallisier, Wm. ...
Parker, Langloh
Penhallwick, J. and W.
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ..,
ditto
Peel River Land and
Mineral Company
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
406 ditto ...
65n ditto ...
5n  ditto ...
435 Perry and Horan
284 Picton, C. ...
"I  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
55n ditto ...
603 ditto ...
660 ditto .,.
ditto Block No. 1...
ditto Block  No. 2...
Bogiria No. 3 ...
ditto  Block No. 4...
... Huillagaarah Block
No. 2
Mimonginindi ...
Briarie ...
Bogiria East
Bungarribee
Cumbotlo
N,eemin
Collygooxa ...
Wandibinn gele
Nyhan No. 2
Ihuong Padlong
25 0 0 50
32 10 0 50
25 0 0 50
16 5 0 65
66 11 0 50
21 0 0
61 4 6
26 5 0
12 10 0
42 7 0
16 4 0
2 8 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
12 15 3
28 19 420 4 1
28 19
47 19 9
20 8 10
33 5 ti
33 5 6
33 5 6
33 5 6
1 5 0
48 14 1
23 2 0
11 5 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
24 0 0
30 17 1
36 7 2
36 7 2
45 11 2
48 15 0
36 7 2
36 7 2
36 7 2
36 7 2
17 0 0
66 0 0
47 12 0
30 0 0
27 10 0
6 5 0
100 13 0
197 8 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
45 14 9
41141153 14 6
36 6 0
21
4625
25
25
27
Avail- Yns-
lands Foli o.
50 100  375 K 1
50 100 177 „
50 100 315 ,, .
17 82 1 70 K 2
0 50 193 J1
K1F
G
25 3 ' 28 31 J 1
25 25 50 33
1 0 1 37
91 0 91 35
21 0 21 43
164 0 161 39
21 0 21 41
61 0 61 27
94 0 94 29
25 2 27 47
25 2 27 '1.5
0 1 25 4925
2a 4 29 51
30 121 421 13 K 1
284 0 281 95 G
45  221- 674  24  K2
25 1;
35 81
25 0
25 0
25 0
34 16
26 24
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
34 30
44 44
28, 14
30 0
25 025 0
50 0
28 27
25 21
25 128 16
25 I 5
34 14
224 1 0
36 6 0
36 6 0
33 5 6
33 5 6
36 6 0
36 6 0
81 3 9
23 14 3
6 5 0
45 19 7
33 5 6
15 2 6
15 2 6
14 10 0
30 6 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
0
0
21
3;
0
12
21 53
46 195
46 57
28* 303
25 91
39 101
409 „
441 „
445 „439
447
59 $ 1
15 „
403 J 1
105 C,
106
43 K2
137 K 1
451 „
18 J1
20 „
26
24
22 ,, .
25
61
14
25
36
25
25
25
29
26
0
0
0
0
0
16
2
104
10
26j 25
434 173 K 1
25 435 J 1
25 44,3 „
25 437 „
50 449 „
44
30
48221 69 J2
25 70
25 71
25 72
25 75
25 73
25 74
61 76 „
14 83 (12
25 33 K 2
36 4 J2
41 5
50 6
39 7
291 26.5
35 99
„
K].
C2
895
LI-S'1  OV RU -N-S- I'$)"/ ill "r,I.
Extimated Area in
square Miles.
Lessee.
ditto ...
Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
£ s. d.
363 Piper and bollins
516 Pitt, T. M.
and Land  Mortgage I
Coy.
ditto  ... ... Upper West Yale-
650 ditto
78n Queensland Co-opera-
tive Pastoral  Co. Ltd.
79n ditto , .. ...
574 ditto
640 ditto
621 ditto
16n ditto ...
657 ditto ...
582 ditto ...
623 ditto ...
620 ditto
13n ditto ...
14n ditto ...
,,
76n ditto
450 ditto
461 ditto
365 ditto
368 ditto
449 ditto
107n ditto ...
309 Queensland Investment  Upper  Yalebonell1j...
310
31 ditto
362 ditto
363 ditto
201 ditto
204 ditto
206 ditto
207 ditto
51n  ditto
629 ditto
202 ditto
203 ditto
205 ditto
660 ditto
669
378
411
619
520
673
86n6
436
440
508
638
23n
ditto
Run.
MARANOA-continued.
North Yambugle
Tartulla No. 3
Quibet
Tongy .
Warroo ...
ditto (arrears)4+ ...
Wilky ...
Yarran Plains ..
Boatman West ...
... Boatman ... ...
... Promised Downs ...
.. Tongy South
... Dingwall .. ...
... Boatman South
Rolling Downs No. 2
... Rolling Downs North
Spring Waterhole
4
... Lang Boyd
... i Spring  Waterhole
No.3
... Yarran Plains North
.. Humbug Plains ...
Alfred  Downs ...
Rolling Downs  No. 1
... Brumby Plains ..
boneII I
... Yalebone  No. 1 ,..
... New Deepwater ...
Lower Deepwater
Ungabillah
Beeree
Woodstock
Blenheim ...
Black's Camp
Wanggle
...  Pooloon ...
... ' Vagganba ...
Mamaree ...
Oolandilla ...
ditto (arrears)++
Bonus Downs
ditto (arrears)++
Orient South ...
Orient ... ...
Parnassus ... ...
Corycus ... ...
Lussvale ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Queensland Mercantile
and Agency Coy. Ltd.
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
8 Richards, B.
9 ditto ...
10 ditto ...
12 ditto
331 ditto
415 ditto
106n ditto
636 ditto ...
227 Robertson, John
230 ditto ...
696 ditto ...
485 ditto
2n Robinson, T. G,
Woongin§ ...
... Sandridge  No. 2 ...
Chippewa ... ...
... Forest Downs West
Oakwood ... ::
Endeavour
Chancery ... ..
ditto (license fee)+
Merri Merri A ...
ditto n ..
West Merri Merri n
$eebrah ... ...
Cowrawah
Merri Merri B North
The Three Holes
Wombil
... Yourangle  No. 1 ...
... ditto  No. 4 ...
... Duck Creek ...
Mabbergulla ...
Upper Tingin llll ...
32 10 0 25 0 I 25 160 C 1
6 5 0 25 0 25 67 „
31 5 0 25 24 49 385 J 1
27 10 0 25 251 501 85 G
36 6 0 33 1251 581 84
40 16 0
33 10 0 67 33 100 317 K 1
25 0 0 50 50 100 377
12 10  0  25 25 50 245 „
25 0 0  25 26 50 141 G
30 0 0 50  if  100 175 K 1
42 7 0 25 202 451 91 G
25 0 0 50 50 100 411 K 1
12 10 0 25 25 50 247
6 5 0 25 25 50 81
6 5 0 25 0 25 82
7 15 0 31 30 61 83 K 3
51 5 0 25 15 40 449 K 1
12 10  o  50 50 100 18 K 2
12 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
8 10 0
33 10 0
46 17 3
50 50 100
6 0 6
81 0 81
34 16 50
67 33 100
15 0 16
17
48
47
19
243 X 1
72 C
25 3 10 134 0 131 73
46 5 0 25 11 36 223 J 1
36 6 0 28 0 28 169F
36 6 0 75 0 75 171
37 10 2 31 0 31 349
37 10 2 254 0 254 355
36 7 2 75 0 75 359
36 7 2 75 0 75 361
34 12 1 26 0 26 365
15 2 6 25 11 36 363
37 10 2 29 0 29 351
37 10 2 284 0 284 353
37 10 2 34 0 34 357
15 0 0 30 19 49 26 K 1
12 10 0
34 10 0
36 15 0
6 5 0
12 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
104 0 0
69 31  100  151
25 7 32 485
48 27 75 483
25 0 25 33
25 0 25 32
80 20 100 144
20 0 20 108
C2
K1
K2
6 5 0 25 0 25 55
18 15 0 25 5 30 32
30 0 0
18 0 0
22 10 0
11 5 0
3 7 6
36 10 9
36 10 9
33 17 7
36 18 1
48 8 0
33 5 6
50 16 0
17 0 0
53 14 9
53 17 11
15 0 0
25 0 0
24 0 0
50 50 100 28
36 4 40 435
45 4 49 381
45 15 60 87
31 0 31 65
34 0 34 63
25 0 25 66
25 0 25 1 67
29 0 29 1 64
25 0 25 68
30  14,21 44* 92
34 16 50 385
2.5  0 26 176
25 0 25 178
30 20 60 99
25 25 50 473
32 0 32 32
K1
K2
J2
G
K1C
$1
K2
396
LIST OP ltU N  3-eonlinited.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Leases. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lands Folio.
MARANOA- con tinned.
6n' Robb and Blaekwood ! Guragally ...
78nl ditto ... ... Tego Springs,
61 ditto ... ... Tego 1N orth ...
81 Rodgers , Alexander ... '  Willarie
416 ditto ... Gradule ...
417 ditto ... ...  Bullati ..
418 ditto  ittunga Plain
293 ditto ... ... N yphan
108n Scottish Australian In- Norman
vestment Company
664 ditto
108,z ditto
250 ditto
237 ditto
238 ditto
239 ditto
648 ditto
88n ditto
666 ditto
661 ditto
663 ditto
607 ditto
695 ditto
696 ditto
697 ditto
599 ditto
240 Smith, tl.
36n ditto
655 ditto
688 Smith, K. F.266  ditto
267 ditto
268 ditto269 ditto
270 ditto
271 ditto
524 ditto
525 ditto
79n ditto
366 ditto
.377  ditto
105n  Smith, W.
516 Smith, John ...
573 Smith, J. and S. C.654 ditto ...
8n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
557 ditto ...
665 ditto
470 Smith, J. and C.
Redcap ...
Sterling , .
Bungeworgarai, No. 2
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. •t ,.,
ditto No. 5
Mount Abundance...
Bungeworgorait
Candie ...
Robertson ...
Herbertshire
Boanbirra No. 6
ditto No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
Fernlee No. 1 ...
Bingeworgorai No. 6
Stewart's Creek Back
Block
Frosty Creek
Baker 's Ridge
Lauristinus ...
Vaucluse
Altamont
Otranto ...
Albany
Mont pelier ...
Glenelg
Bald Ridges
ditto (arrears
Tapley
Albany No. 1
Dry Ridges...
Four - mile Creek
Back Block
Durella ... ...
ditto (arrears) t +...
Occident ... ...
Chance Downs ...
West Chance Downs
ditto (arrears)++
North Chance Downs
Scalby ... ...
Random Downs ...
East Scalby ...
ditto (arrears)...
Munghinyango ..,
Yingerbay
590 Smith, S. S.
163 South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency
Company
87
164
167
168
33n
18n
615
18n
481
482
602
€03
104n
501
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Bungil Major Back
Blyth' s Plains
Tintun
Beaufort
Warrooby
Thermopylae
Phocis
Cytherea
Hellespont
Sparta
Mount Ogilvie  No. 1
... ditto No. 2
Rocky ...
... Womali lla West
74 10 8 41 22 66; 1 121 G1
42 7 0 2,5 0 2,5 77
55 0 0 50 0 50 120
36 6 0 52  0  52 243 J 1
42 7 0  25 12  37 108 F
42 7 0  25 17 42 121 to
42 7 0 25 21  49 16 I
35 0 0 25 0  25 343 J 1
31 17 0 221 0  22, 167c
107 11 7 89 0 89 167$
83 9 10 69 0 69 167F
30 10 0 13 ' 0  131 175
31 0 2 3041 0  304 177
:36 6 11 34 0 34 179
36 6 11 25 0 25 181
16 3 5 102 0 10; 167A
25 4 8  63 0 64 165A
6 6 5  3 0 3 165E
"33 10 0  214 167B6  214
6 18 8 4; t)  4 167D
17 10 0 35 17 52 263
33 10 0 67 33 100 71
35 0 0 70 35 105 73
18 10 0 37 17 54 75
18 10 0 37 18 55 275
36 6 11 25 0 25 183
33 5 6 25 1 26 457
12 10 0 25 16 41 17 K 1
18 10 0 37 12 491 116
36 7 2 25 0 25 312 J 1
36 7 2 25 0 25 304
36 7 2 25 0 25 314
36 7 2 25 0 25 310
36 7 2 25 0 25 308
36 7 2 25  0 25 306
54 0 0 54 27 81 409 K1
14 0 0 28 8k 36; 407
7 0 0
22 7 8 37 15 52 316 J1
6 5 0 15}  0 161 46 K2
13 7 6 26* 0  261  45
42 7 0 25  0 25 72 G
16 10 0 33 15; 484 419 K1
10 0 0
19 12 6 39} 0 394 319
93 15 0 75 25 100 185
15 15 0 63 21 84 74 K2
7 15 0
6 5 0 25  311 282 75
55 0 0  50 0 50 64 G 1
135 0 0 75 25 100 184 K 1
7 15 0 31 0 31 501
7 10 0
82 10 0  75 25 100 98 G
12 10 0  2.5  0 25 325 J 1
27 19 1  191  0 194 321
36 6 0 25 0 25 327
12 9 0 12 0 12 331
36 6 0 78 0 78 337
28 15 0 25 5 30 339
27 10 0 25 0 25 238 C1
27 10 0 25 0 25 239
12 10 0 25 0 25 237
16 5 0 25 0 25 235
16 5 0 2.5  0 25 236
52 10 0 35 ' 14 49 5 J1
12 10 0 25 25 50 7
12 10 0 25 0 j 25 1 369
127 10 0 25 25 i 50 20 G
397
LIST OF HUNS-continued.
Estimated  Area in
Square Miles.
Laasa.. Run. Rent.
MA RANOA--con tinued.
338 South Australian Land Dnlbydilla East ... 6 5 0
Mortgage and Agency
Company
55n
56,,
57n'
589
553
622
52n1
670
433
99n1
368
698
578
57 II
149
151
153
152
133
445
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
di  to
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Fairview  No. 1 ... 50 11 6
... d tto No. 2 ...
... Tyrconnell
... Man = are lla  No. 2 ...
... Abbotsford ...
ditto (arrears )++ ...
... i Daniel's Range
Little Tartulla
Drysdale Ponds No. 2
Dry-dale Pond Back
522 South, B.
585 ditto ...
687 ditto ...
659 South, W.
431 ditto ...
512 Southerland and
therson
511 Spencer, S.
515 ditto ...
94n, Spencer, M. A.
6451 ditto ...
678  ditto
74n'
497
11a-
Block
Struan ...
No. 4 Back ...
Valentia ...
Bendee ...
ditto No. 1 ...
Valentia No. 1
Wallabella North ...
Omedool ...
Poybah Downs ...
Dooladie ...
Fairfield ...
Middle Block ...
ditto (arrears)++...
Bindebango ... ...
Binda ... ...
Nebinedulla ...
Theodore .. .
William' s Downfall
Spring Waterhole
No. 2
Spring
No. 1
Waterhole
Durella Southll ...
Tregoning ...
Armadilla No. 2 ...
Scrubby B ock No. 1
ditto (arrears)++
ditto ... ..
Squattilig Investment
Company
369 Stewart, S.
370 ditto
371 ditto
372 ditto
374 ditto
249 ditto
11n; ditto
664 Stuart, R. W.
692 ditto
580 ditto
532 ditto ...
571 Tate, George ...572  ditto ...
625  ditto
109n' ditto
542 ditto ...
667 ditto ...
668 ditto ...
693 ditto
41)8 ditto ...
107n'  ditto ...
85nJ  Tom, C. P.
67n1 Tom, H.
ditto
68n' ditto
610 1 ditto
15n ditto
355 Tooth  and Holt
356 ditto
357 ditto
358 ditto
Armadilla  West+ ...
Tala  ... ... ...
... Midian
... Gilead
... Mizpeh
... Kadesh
... Shinar ...
... Tivo i No.  24f ...
... Western Creek No. 1
... Mount  Hogant ..
... Weri ebeh ... ...
... Mount Elliot ...
d.tto (arrears)++
... Manandilla  West ...
... Weetellabah ...
... 1 Beinber ... ...
... Tyconnah No. 2 ...
... Tate ...
... Narrow Gut ...
Glen Tate ... ...
The Glen ... ...
Tyconnah ... ...
Murra Murra ...
Beinber South
•Chesterton No. 4
Mount Ogilvie No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto N o. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No.7
Brucell i
l l l lHumbo dt
Landerllil •• -••
Burckhardt
49  4  10
39 18 7
46 11 8
39 12 o
48 2 6
15 0 0
27 4 6
33 5 6
15 0 0
62 0 0
18 15 0
12 10 0
13 0 0
15 0 0
6 5 0
36 10 10
36 10 10
36 6 0
56 11 0
49 18 3
12 0 0
22 10 0
59 17 11
30 0 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
6 5 0
30 0 0
12 10 0
.
48 8 0
12 10 0
16 0 0
15 15 0
1 11 3
16 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
23 15 0
6 5 0
45 0 0
6 10 0
12 10 0
4t 0 0
75 0 0
12 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
14 0 0
6 5 0
18 10 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
12 10 0
29 14 0
12 10 0
n. 1.
15 2 6
15 2 6
15 2 6
26 5 0
6 5 0
42 7 0
48 8 0
65 17 8
12 11 4
Avail-
able.
16
Lynda Polio.
16 53 K 2
38 12 50 43 J 2
37 13 50 44
30 28; 581 42
35 0 35 45
36 22; 584 97
30 11  44 367
5 50 317
25 0 25 301
30 8 38 31
62 16
25 0
25 t)
26 26
30 15
25 15
35 0
25 0
371 0
29 0
25 5
48 27
78 35
25 389
25 201
52 77
45 311
40 57
35 229
25 231
371 235
29 233
30 1
75 23
227
216
209
230
211
52
215
162
108
87
45 5 50 3.15 J1
60 14 74 301 K 1
25 0 25  117
40 12 52 343
16 0 161 36 K 2
50 50 100 429 K 1
50 50 100 427
63 19 82 421
40 10 50 122 F
25 8 33 9 K1
32 16 48 37
G
Ki
K2
K1
C1
K1
K2
D
K2
14 0 14 102 K 2
64 32 96 4.5 K 1
25 0 25
25 0  2.5
25 0 25
25 0  2;
25 0 25
18 0 18
25 0 25
34 16 50
14 0 14
40 17 57
171 0 171
25 0 25
25 0 25
28 0 28
25 0 25
37 25 62
30 20 50
30 20 50
25 0 25
25 0 25
25 0 25
25 25 50
23 0 23
25 12 3;
25 15 40
35 15 50
25  15 40
25 0 25
25 0 25
244 0 + 2 t1
84 0 81
Vna- Total.vailable.
C
K2
C
K1
G1
393 K 1
110 D 3 (War)
109
237 K 1
2 BK2
373 K 1
155
153
67
108 D 3 (War)
269 S i
106 K 2
9 J
11
13
15
84 Z251 C
52
53
299 J1
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LIST OF 1tUN S-eo-W4,i ed.
I -
Lessee. Ran. Bent.
MARANOA- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square  } files.
Avail- Una-
able .  vail.able. Total.
Lands Folio.
296 Trust and Agency Gnoolooma ... 96 16 i 65 0 65 56 J 2
Company of Austral-
asia
297 ditto ditto East .  36 12 1 44 0 44 59
300 ditto TT er Nilgie ...  36 6 0 I 48 0 48 60
301 ditto  ... Lower ditto... ...  36 6 0 51 0 1 51 61
110 ditto .. Strathleven... ...  6 5 0 26 12 37 59 K 2
111 ditto  ditto No.1 ...  8 10 0 34 15 49 60
566 ditto Astrakan ... ...  25 0 1) 50 41 91 329 K 1
568  ditto Idalia ... ,,.  20 10 o 41 214 624 325
569  ditto Ups and Downs ...  25 0 0 50 49 99 323
670 ditto .. ! Puck ...  30 0 0 60 24) 80 ' 321
630  ditto .., Bundaleer No. 1...  33 0 0 66 34 100 207
631 ditto ditto No.2... 30  0 0 60 20 80 209
632  ditto ditto No.3... 33  0 0 66 34 100 211
634  ditto ditto No.5...  26 10 0 53 27 80 225
635  ditto ditto No. 7... 19 0 0 38 12 50 227
636  ditto ditto No. 8... 19 0 0 38 12 50 229
637  ditto ditto No. 9... 12 10 0 25 18 434 231
638  ditto Macclesfield No. 1...  22 10 0 45 30 75 1 202
639 ditto ditto No.2... 20 10 0 41 2111 621j  1203
640  ditto 33 0ditto  No3 0 1 90 20.566 24
641  ditto
. ,
ditto  No. 4...  12 10 0 14 0 14 213
496 ditto .,,Kieeta 10 10 0 42 30 72 457
68n  Underwood. R. J. J ... Tartulla Back Block  33 5 6 25 0 25 383
647  Vaughan, Frederick ... Wallatella ... ...  18 15 0 25 5 , 30 227 „
134  Verner, E. W. Upper Merivale  43 18 6 33 5 I 38 14
135  ditto  Head Creek Station  33 5 6 25 0 25 16
136  ditto Annie Vale ...  4211 10 32 8 40 17
137 ditto Retreat ..  33 5 6 25 0 1 25 15
138  ditto Cockermaran  33 5 6 25 5 30 18
139  ditto Curryjong ...  34 12 1 26 8 34 20
140 ditto Battery  33 5 6 25 0 25 21
141  ditto Silver Foliage  33 5 6 25 0 25 19
69n  ditto  Limpid Water  33 5 6 25 0 25 24
ditto Woombalbank  25 8 2 42 15 57 25
41n  ditto Tunis  West... 66 11 0 50 15 I 65 22
„ ditto ditto fast  85 3 9 64 15 79 23
Bedhill Bedhill  39 18E79  Vi k 7 30 0 30 399.ery,c80 ditto Woodlawn ...  34 18 9 25 0
'
25 21 F
280  ditto North Alton  46 11 8 25 25 ' 4500 .D 2
393  ditto East Teelbarll'I  45 5 1 34 0 34 106 C
394 ditto West dittolE  39 18
'
7 30 0 30 104 to
395  ditto Lower ditto(Ill 37 5 4 28 0 28 103 „
alow Scrub  30 5Bri397 ditt 0 25 0 25 97 „go
398  ditto Ashby ...  30 5 0 25 0 ! 25 96 to
419  ditto West Teelba No.  2... 37 5 4 28 0 28  407 144 17Moombahditt2 9 26; 1 0 ' 261 28 G,,,o5 4
59  ditto Ula Ula  27 10 0 25 20 45 68 F
351  Western Queensland North Colgoon  25 0
Pastoral Company
(Limited)
0 25 0 25 158 C
636  ditto lJrumfern ... 43 15 0 35 15  50 319 11
439  ditto Meekan ... 17 10 0 35 35 70 29 1K 2
658  ditto Hopeland .. 42 0 0 , 40 8 48 24 K 1
66n  ditto Borea Creek  33 5 6 25 7 32 225 J 1
99  ditto
100  ditto
Hookingah ... 36 6
ditto Nor h  48 8
0
0
30
25
0 30  215
5 30 217
101  ditto Muckadilla ... 48 8 0 30 0 30 219
102  ditto ditto North  72 12 0 32 0 32 221 to
314  ditto Strathmore ...  36 6 0 100 211121;1 26 J2
315  ditto Dunkel 1 ... 36 6 0 100 25-L ' 1251 27 to
316  ditto Balmoral ..  7 3 5 194 8 274 28
27n  ditto ditto North 7 12 6 21 8 29 28i
28n  ditto d V o South  7 12 6 21 8 29 28B
'ditto  ditto East  7 12 6 21 28c4 25
317  ditto Dunedin ...  36 6 0 100 15 115 29
318  ditto  Kinlock  36 6 0 100 3312 133 30
319  ditto  Moonie No. 1  30 11 1 25 0 25 33
320 1 ditto .. , Tiquiban .  30 11 1 ' 25 0 25 35
321  ditto Barrabanbel  30 11 1 25 0 25 32
322 ditto Collitalliba ..  30 11 1 ' 25 0 25 ' 34
323 ditto Amby No. It 14 3 9 11; 0 114 31
324 ditto  ,., ditto No. 2 30 0 2 1521 0 151 37
425 ditto ditto No. 3 44 10 7 23 0 23 1 38
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LIST OF RUNS--cost mieJ.
MvUMN1ftd £t;
- AM...
Lessee. Dos.
£  S.  L.
23 39 J 2
MARANOA -continued.
:326 Western  Queensland  Amby No. 4 41 10 7 23 U
Pastoral Company
(Limited)
327 ditto ... ... Amby No. 5t ... 21 6 1 { 113 t)
226 ditto  ... ...  Barrigomalah  ... 27 16 8 23 1 0
228 ditto  . Yourangle ...  30 5 0 25 0
229 ditto  ... ... ditto No. 3 ... 30 5 0 25 0
272 ditto  ... ...  I Crinilus  Topaz ... 42 7 0 25 0
212n  Allan, J. B. ... ...
941 ditto
148n ditto
18n ditto
6 ditto
946 ditto
997 ditto
998 ditto ...
811 Allan, Garnet, Cameron,
and Crombie
815 ditto ... ...
816 ditto ...
93n Ahern , J. ... ...
ditto
250n Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage
Company
187n ditto ...
116 ditto ... ...
16n  ditto ... ...
15n  ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
198 ditto ... ...
867 ditto
868 ditto ... ...
869 ditto ...
251n ditto ... ...
998 ditto ...
135n ditto ...
306 ditto
932 ditto
934 ditto ... ...
938 ditto
939 ditto
940 ditto
961 ditto ...
962 ditto
99n ditto ... ...
283n  Baird ,  Rowan, and
Co.
284n ditto ... ...to  ditto
82n ditto
239 ditto
120n ditto
874 Baird, Baird, and Rowan j
199n Baird, Baird, Rowan,
and McGill
315n! ditto ...
285n ditto
199n  ditto ...200n ditto ...
200n i  ditto ...201211 ditto ...2(1n, ditto ...
81n' ditto ...
202 I d'tt
202n .  ditto ..
63nI Bank of Australasia ..
66i,  I  Bank . London Chartered
ban, ditto ...
67x` dffto ...
MITCHELL.
Lowden
Cheetham Hill No. 1
Fool's Folly ...
Birkhead Creek No.1
Windeyer Creek ...
Cheetham Hill No. 2
Windeyer East ...
Agnes Downs  ...
Paradise Downs No. 11
ditto  No. 5
ditto No. 6
Ivy Leaf ... ...
Hollywood
Elton ...
Newark ... ...
Aslockton ... ...
Bellabad ... ...
Coreena ... ...
Whalton ...
Emu Hills ..
ditto East ...
Elton East ...I
ditto South ...
Eversleigh No. 3 ...
Albion NorthEnsay  ...
Flodden Valley
Barry ...
Ninevah
!..
Selsaem ... ...
Diohpyt ... ...
Anitalracs ...
Rockwood East ...
Alick Downs ...
Separation ... ...
Planet ... ...
St. Brides
Lyonsley No. 1
ditto No.  2
St. Bride's East
ditto West
Fairyland ...
Breedon No.  I
ditto South
ditto No. 2 ...
Sahara ... ...
Siberia
Darrwater
ditto East ...
Siberia  East ...
ditto West ...
Sahara  East ...
ditto West
Mande Place No. 4...
Venar ...
T.nterden ... ...
Ullera ... , .
114 36 , 
23 179 C
25 176
25 177 „
26 67  02
66 11 0 50 50 1100 155 J 1
22 10 0 30 29 59 228 K 2
6 5 0 25 10 35 24 K 4
36 6 0 30 30 60 325 D 2
30 6 0 25 0 25  321
78 15 0 35 10 45 229 K 2
12 10 a 25 24 49 15 K 3
12 10 0 25 24 49 17
42 0 0 70 30 1 100 92 K 2
21 0 0 35 25 1 60 ; 99
24 0 0 40 20 60 100
6 5, 0 25 25 60 234
6 5 0 25 25 50 235
20 0 0 40 19 59 , 213
33 10 0
29 0 0
42 11 10
85 3 9
38 10 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
17 10 0
27 10 0
39 12 0
37 10 0
25 0 0
30 4) 0
22 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
17 10 0
28 10 0
12 10 0
37 10 0
37 10 0
38 5 0
42 15 0
29 8 0
3() u 0
44 1) 0
26 0 0
• Avell- Use- gb1a1.
67 0
58 0
32 16
64 32
35 3
54) 41
25 11
60 46
35 20
25 0
36 0
50 0
50 0
60 0
44 0
25 15
25 11
25 16
35 0
57 0
25 0
60 0
50 0
51 0
57 0
49 1)
50  0
88 0
52 0
32 15 0 65
13 6 0 26
50 0 0  100
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
37 10 0 50
43 10 0 58
42 0 0 66
37 10 0 j 60
37 10 0 60
27 4) n 4553 18 0 4944  0 0 40
48 9 0 44
67 87
58 85
48 87 J 1
96 89 1,
38 492 D 2
91 409 K 1
36 150  K2
96 151
55 162
25 21
36 38
50 84
50 67
60 216
44 217
40 221
36 222
41 223
35 244
57 245
„
,1
K3
1,
K1
11
GE G
K2
of
1,
„
1,
11
/,
/,
25 375 B K 1
50 471 K 1
50
5157
49
50
88
52
469
487
491
493
158
241
11
1,
„
1,
f,
K2
K1
0 653
0 264 243
0 100 209
0 100 207
0 100 205
0 50 475
0 58 479
0 56 481
0 50 483
0 50 489
25 70 184
0 49 489
9 49 499
10 64 4"
K3
D2
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Run. Rent.
a d.
213n
214n
44
166
279
271
214n
Bank, London Chartered
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
168 ' ditto ...
215n' ditto ...
285n1  ditto
7Gn Bank, Mercantile
Sydney
70n ditto ...
138n ditto ...
212n  ditto ...
17n ditto
875 ditto
876 ditto ...
965 ditto ...
212 ditto ...
213 ditto ...
214 ditto ...
286n ditto ...
808 ditto ...
809 ditto ...
886 ditto ...
887 ditto ...
888 ditto ...
164 ditto ...
286n ditto ...
287n  ditto ...
280 ditto ...
907 ditto ...
908 ditto ...
966 ditto ...
824 ditto ...
987 ditto ...
988 ditto
989 ditto ...
84rnI  ditto ...84n ditto ...
77n;  ditto
78nj  ditto ...
78i ditto ...
79.1 ditto ...
79n, ditto
24n  ditto
47n ditto
821 ditto
820 ditto
822 ditto
80n ditto
931 Bank of
Wales
957 ditto
810 ditto
866 ditto
867 ditto
814 ditto
815 ditto
949 ditto
950 ditto
951 ditto
952 ditto
210ni ditto
858 ditto
877 ditto
136nl ditto
137n ditto
137n! ditto
142 ditto
175 ditto
178 ditto
10n, dittolini ditto
MITCHELL- continued.
Campsie No. I ...
ditto No. 2
St. Alban' s ... ...
Wallon ..
Alfred Downs No. 14
ditto No. 6
Mabaratta
Ida Downs ...
Bandour ...
Alfred Downs No. 7
Enniskillen  South ...
...
of
Avsil-
sble.
38  4)() 76
25 0 0 50
17 10 O 35
126 10 3 874
25 0 0 50
25 10 0 34
24 10 0 49
50 0 0 10O
139 4 0 96
87 O (1 58
133 2 0 100
ditto Downs...
Spring Block ...
... Birkhead No. 2 ...
... Maranthona ...
... H ypatia ... ...
Quebec ...
Kensington  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
Retreat No. I
ditto No. 2
Corona No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
.., Campsie No. 3
.., ditto No 4
... ditto No.5
Alfred Downs No. 15
... Emmet Downs No.  I
.. ditto No.2
ditto No.4
... Boydam No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No. 3
ditto  No. 4
... , Tancred No. 1
... ditto N o. 2
... Talisker .
ditto  No. 5
Endymion ...
... Birkhead No. 4
... ditto No.  3
.., ditto  No. 1 ...
.., ditto  No. 2 ...
... Marengo ...
... Lothair .. ...
... Glenullin South ..
... St. Patrick 's South
New South Mexico
ditto No. 2
... ... ditto  No. 3
... ... ditto No. 4
... ... ditto No.5
Gretta Plains
... ... Ewen Plains
Mid-Lothian
Uanda North
ditto South
... ... Tamboura .,.
... ... , Perringunga
... ... Tiree ...
... ... Dalton
... ... Corindah ...
... ... Emu Plains ...
... ... Rainesby .
... Christians ' and ...
Jericho ... ...
... Thistlcbauk
... ... Real  Wowra ...
ditto  North ...
66 11 0 50
33 5 6 25
53 4 10 40
35 4 0 32
46 0 0 92
50 0 0 104)
21 10 0 43
50 0 0 1(x)
50 0 0 100
50 0 0 100
49 10 0 99
31 0 0 62
45 10 0 91
50 0 0 100
45 0 0 90
17 10 0 35
25 0 0 50
210 0 0 100
250  0 0 100
25 0 0 50
40 0 0 80
51 0 0 60
43 0 0 86
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
1.2 10 0  25
12 10 0 25
815 0 35
6 5 0 25
8 15 0 35
8 ()  0 32
7 5 0 29
10 0 0 40
9 10 0 38
36 15 0 49
24 0 0 48
1.2 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
22 0 0 lilt
7 10 0 30
30 0 0 60
30 0 0 60
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
14 10 0 29
17 10 0 35
20 0 0 -to
28  10  0 57
17 0 0 34
22 10 0 45
15 O 0 30
20 0 0 40
18 0 0 30
20 0  4)  40
47 18 3 36
42 11 10 32
6317 9 48
17 10 0 35
25 8 2 42
411411 69
12 10 i 50
10 15 0 43
Una-
vailable. Total.
Lsn& Folio.
0 76
0 50
0 35
O 87,
0 50
0 :34
(  49
100
0 96
O 58
O 100
50
25 5040 80
18 50
O 9.2
0 100
0 43
0 1(x)
U 1000 100
0 99
(  62
0 91
0 1(X)
10 100
15 50
0 50
0 100
0 100
0 50
10 90
33 93
14 100
0 25
0 25
0 25
(  •2,525 60
16; 41
25 60
24 56
29 58
32  72
37 75
0 49
0 48
14 39
0 25
43 87
30 60
20 80
20
0
228
31
4()
19
31
15
18
10
31,
1()4
12
16
48
3522
3127
lb
:385 K 1
387
279
35
33 K 2
25
43 K 1
37
33
26 K 2
145 J 1
147
149
157
52
159
161)
248
4:37
439
,1.11
„
G
K 2
„
„
K 1
„
„
443
20 K 3
21
170 K 2
171
172
389 K 1
38 fC2
39
34
200
201
249
107A
107E
107C1071)
216
'17
2()7
208
209
210
211
4711
52o
33
32
34212
`214
80 240
25 23
50 78
57 79
69 ' 2;
8() 27
7;  2:32
68  233
64) 234
48 235
50 373
33 111
50 85
18 43
48 57
96 5: 
70 1
61 79
103 81
7 7 1.51~
611. 1t;O
K3
to
„
„
K 2
„
1 1
Ii 2
k3
J1
K1
.11
b,3
„
1,84606.
V
a:
91n Bank  of New South
Wales
92n ditto ... ...
97n ditto ... ...
1002: ditto ...
95n ditto ... ...
95n ditto ... ...
96n ditto ... ...
96n ditto ... ...
936 ditto ... ...
937 ditto
938 ditto ... ...
940 ditto ... ...
In ditto ... ...
854 ditto ... ...
812 ditto ... ...
23n ditto ... ...
56n ditto ... ...
57n ditto ... ...
81:: ditto
813 ditto ... ...
R49 ditto ... ...
920 ditto ... ...
92n ditto ... ...
20 ditto ...
892 ditto ... ...
188n ditto ... ...
131n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
132n ditto ... ...
72n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
132n ditto ...
10n Bank, Queensland Na-
tional , Limited
992 ditto ...
993 ditto ... ...
819 ditto ...
917 ditto ...
20n ditto ... ...
914 ditto ... ...
12n ditto ... ...
114n ditto ... ...
146n ditto ... ...
146n ditto ...
929 Bank , Union, of Aus-
tralia  (Limited)
63n ditto ...
64n ditto ..
11n Berkleman and Lambert
112n Bowly, C. W. ...
59n  Briggs , Charles ...
892 ditto ... ...
26n ditto
112n Brouch and Swendsen
113n ditto .. ...
87n1 Buschel, F. W. ...
ditto ... ...
88n ditto ...
186n  Butler, E. H.... ...
904 Button, John ... ...
903 ditto ... ...
55n  ditto ...
56n  ditto ... ...
111n Byrne, Luke .. ...
188n  Cameron, W. J. B.
189n  ditto ...
154 Cameron, John .
828 Christian ,Christian and
Grice
8291 ditto ... ...
830
996115
ditto
Christian and Grice ...
ditto ...
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Dun. Lent.
£ s. d.
Estimated Area in
square  Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una- Total.
lAlTi (Is P&to.
MITCHELL -continued.
Moottaburra ...
Mongooburra ...
The Huffer North...
Lochandu North ...
Spring Plains No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No.4
Southmere ... ...
Powala ... ...
Eastmere  ... ...
Westmere ... ...
Northmere ... ...
Fernielawn  ...
Paradise Downs No. 2'
Champion ...
ditto No.I ...
ditto No. 2 ...
!'1aryvale ... ...
Ellen Vannin ...
Maryvale No. 2
Ellen Vannin No. 2
Anthony ... ...
Romulus ... ...
Moonbong . ...
Sheep Hill ... ...
Camberwell ...
Dulwich South ...
Forest Hill... ...
Creswell Crags ...Shirburn ... ...
Dulwich North ...
Burra Burra ...
Edwinstowe  No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.3...
ditto No.4...
ditto No.5...
Texas
ditto No. 2 ...
Good Hope
ditto  No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
Ennismore  No. 2 ...
Listowal Downs No.1
Ennismore ... .Maxwell Town No. 2
Eastland
Lake Dunn
Dunn No. 1 ...
Chance No. 2 ...
Mongoubala -No. 1...
ditto No. 2..
Bismarck ...
Garfield
Grant ... ...
Spot§ ... ...
Bland No. 2 ...
Bland No. 1 ...
Mills Vale No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Texas No. 3
Borderland  Westt...
ditto Eastt ...
Adelang ...
Alliance South ...
Forrester' s Retreat
South
Raglan
BoNworth
8p ingfield
ditto (arrears)
9 10 38 ' 37 750 231 K 3
13 15 0 55  18; 731 232
12 10 0 25 25 50 379E K1
15 2 6 25 1 26 83 11
11 5 0 45 45 1 90 238 K3
9 10 0 38 37 75 23911 15 0 47 464 934 240 „
11 15 0 47  464 9:34 241
8 10 0 34  16 50 140 „16 15 0 33u 100 141
12 0 0 48 22 70 142 ,f
6 5 0 25 11 36 144
11 10 0 46 24 70 145
33 10 0  67 33 100 66
50 0 0  50 50 100 9310 10 0  42 42 84 16710 10 0  42 42 84 191
6 5 0  25 12 37 192
20 0 0  40 40 80 24
12 10 0  25 25 50 25
12 10 0  25 25 50 61
6 5 0 25 25 60 125
9 5 0 37 351 721 23312 10 0 25 10 35 169 K 112 10 0 25 15 40 176 K 2
25 0 0  25  2 27 94 G38 10 0  35  211 561 499 A D 2
33 5 6  25 0 25 99 J 1
66 11 0  44 0 44 97 „
53 4 10  55 55 110 107
55  1010  34 30 64 80 „
33 5 6  25  23 47 127 J 1
12 10 0  50 30 80 159 ,f
21 10 0  4:3  22 65 10
21 10 0 43 21 64 11
18 0 0  36 16 52 31
8 0 0 32 16 I 48 122
11 0 0 44 21 65 164
35 0 0  25 25 50 120
8 10 0 34  16 50 162
12 10 0 50 27 77 2 K4
6 5 0  25 15 40 19 „
12 0 0 48 40 88 20
6 5 0 25 7 32 134 K3
66 11 0 50 50 100 181
127 10 0 25 20 45 84 G
27 10 0 25  0 25 161 K
6 5 0 25  11 36 ' 249
10 0 0 40  39 79 197
25 0 0 50  50 100 97
9 15 0 39 38 77 170
6 5 0  25  25 . 50 250
710 0  30  20 50 251
6 5 0  25  25 50 222
6 5 0  25  9 3.1 223
6 5 0  2.3 14  39 22.1
32 20 52 42 K4
30 0 0  40  35 75 188 K2
37 10 0  50
l
50 100 187
.7 0 0  28 28 56 189 K3
f 5 0  25  25 50 190
7 10 0  30  21 51 2474  0 0  40 40 80 44 K4
4 0 0 40 40 1 80 45 „
50 0 0  25 25 50 59 K 1
15 0 0  30 20 50 40 k 3
15 0 0 30 20 50 41 .1
19 0 '0 38 I 37 75 42
26 0 0 60 39 89 13
12 10 Cl 50 22 72 3 4K
12 10 0
*02
LIST OF  RUNS -continued.
i}
115 Christian and Grice
249n dilto ...
294n  ditto ...
1006 ditto ...
971 Christison, R....
972 ditto ...
976 ditto ...
43n ditto ...
19n ditto ...
288n  ditto
1005 ditto ...
80n ditto
61 ditto
846 ditto
81n1 ditto
1006
807
969
970
933
ditto
Christison,
Rena
Each sIn
Square Miles.
Ava4l-
`abls.
IIna-
•silabbL
MITCHELL- enntintied.
Barger ... (
ditto (arrears) ...
... Alliance ...
Forrester's Retreat
Welford Downs South
Redpath ...
Jireena
Wanglejelbie
Lammermuir  No. 2...
Lammermoor West
Foulden
Lammermuir No. 1Lammermoor S uth
No. 1((
Montgomery ...
St. Ronan's ...
Lammermoor South
No. 2
Lammermuir No. 3
T. McK. C.
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
847 ditto ...288m ditto ...
36n ditto ...
2n ditto ...
48n Clarke, W. D.
39n ditto ...
289n  ditto ...
121n  ditto
62n ditto ...
169 ditto ...289m ditto ...
63n ditto ...
198ni ditto ..
117 Clarke, W. J....
999 ditto ...
16n ditto
993 ditto ...
s0 ditto ...
92 ditto
879 ditto
880 ditto
919 ditto .
290n ; Cory, Cory, and Taylor
291n
N
292n,273
274
275
276
277
278
179
181
986
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
60n1 Craigie, John...
149n ditto
184n ditto
262n ditto
263ni ditto
217 Cudmore,
Smith
218
219
220
846
881
882
890
891
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Swan,
The Merse ...
Ingleounda ...
Beddoe Vale
Hardwick ...
May Downs
Cameron Downs
...
...
...
Mingeburra ...
Min_geburra No. 3...
St. Helena South ...
Clipstone
Tylden
Portland Downs
Seaford
Welbeck North
Barnstaple ...
Welbeck ...
ditto East...
Lacy ...
Bobka No. 2
Rider ...
Stainburn Downs ...
Overton ... ...
Demeron ... ...
N eachle
Prestfelde
Pembroke ...
Alfred Downs No. 1
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4No. 5
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
... ditto
ditto
... Tocal No. 1
.
Vergemont N o.
Archervale ...
Forlorn Hope
Banana ...
and
4 ...
Barrister ...
Seaspray ...
Finigan
Paringa South
1 Kooringa
Yongala
... Yeates
Cheviot
Eloobra
... Coomie
Division
Wbk
12 10 0 50 20
12 10 0
50 0 0 100 0
50 0 0 100 0
25 0 0 50 0
12 10 0 25 5
12 10 0 25 `` 24
22 0 0 44 6
27 10 0 25 25
55 18 1 33 17
19 0 0 38 12
105 0 0 100 0
... 50 0
12  10 0  25
12 10 0 25
44 0 0 40
255
10
36 6 0 33 17
30 0 0 40 10
31 0 0 62 0
25 0 0 60 10
12 10 0 25 0
13 10 0 29 0
12 10 0 25 0
10 10 0 21 0
6 5 0 25 0
32 10 0 65 0
55 0 0 60 29
45 0 0 90 19
45 7 6 75 0
24 4 0 .40 0
15 2 6 25 24
20 0 0 40 0
15 2 6 25 15
21 3 6 36 25
12 10 0 25 9
12 10 0 25 0
27 10 0 25 15
64 7 5 38 4
8210 0 75 t 
66 0 0 60 0
12 10 0 19 0
35 15 0 I 714 0
37 10 0 75 0
48 0 0 96 0
50  (r 0 100 0
50 0 0 100 0
25 0 0 50 0
36 7 6 72,x-; 0
18 0 0 30 I 25
25 0 0 50 I 6
22 10 0 45 45
22 10 0 45 4.5
45 0 0 90 1 0
35 10 0 71 8
12 10 0 25 t 
31 4 1) 1 39 0
12 10 0 1 25 7
6 5 0 25 25
12 15 0 51 40
n. 1. 38 30
n. 1. 30 20
n. 1. 30 10
25 0 0 50 0
12 10 0
17 10 0
20 0 0
16 0 0
17 10 0
26 0 0
85 0 0
26 0 0
70
100
100
50
30
49
50
50
Lands Fbtie.
4 K4
249 K 1
247
215 BK 1
254 K 2
255
259
92 G1
50 90
50 167 K 1
100 91 G
50 88 G 1
50
30
50
50 93
50 88
62 252
60 253
25 216
27 129
25 375A
21 377
26 147
65  185B
79 65
109 135
75 109
40 117
49 115
40 181
40 119&
60  119B
34 83
25 81s
40 468
42 466
75 478
60 530
19 163
714 164.
75 203
96 263
100 265
100 267
50 269
724 271
55 27
56 28
90 29
90 30
90 81
79 1 32
25 337
39 341
32 7
50 198
91 26
68 38
50 59
40 60
50 447
371 K 1
128 K 2
89 G
25 25
35 15
40 10
30 12
35 35
62 2570
52 10
50 44960  461
50 463
K2
„
K1
K3K
G1
K1
J1
11
J1
K1
D" 2
K2
,,
,.
„
K1
K3
K4
K1
10
42 68 K 8
70 , 166 K 2
77 1166
95 K 8
403
LIST OF B,IINS-- owed eued.
rip
Les"& Run. Rent.
£ a. d.
9()9 Cudmore,
Smith
Swan, and
910 ditto ... ...
911 ditto ... ...
912 ditto ... ...
913 ditto ... ...
914 ditto ... ...
915 ditto ... ...
916 ditto ... ...
917 ditto ... ...
121 ditto
1000 ditto ... ...
1001 ditto ... ...
3n ditto ... ...
„
ditto ... ...
4n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
5n ditto ..
147n Cudmore,  Swan , Smith,
and Elder
148n  ditto ...
292n Darling Downs and
Western Land Com-
pany
220n ditto
ditto
293n  ditto
221n  ditto
ditto
241n  ditto
222n  ditto
1e2n  ditto
223n  ditto
241n  ditto
223n  ditto
224n  ditt o
ditto
242n  ditto
225n  ditto225n  ditto
242n  ditto
226n  ditto
„
ditto ... ...
24,3n ditto ...
227n  ditto' ...... ...
„
ditto ... ...
228n  ditto ... ...
243n  ditto ... ...
228n  ditto ... ...
229n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
180n Davis, G. W.... ...
857 ditto ... ...
858 ditto ...
859 ditto ... ...
861 ditto ...
862 ditto ... ...
909 ditto ... ...
94rn Desmond, John
906 D'Evelyn, Cochran, and
Chisholm
907 ditto ... ...
930 ditto .
125ni Dickson, Leslie, Leslie,
and Leslie
203n  ditto
24,n ditto
203n  ditto
204n ditto
126n ditto
297 ditto
47n ditto
825 ditto
826 ditto
827
X44
ditto
MITCHELL- continued.
Oxford Downs ...
Havelock ...
Albert .. ...
Margaret East ...
ditto West ...
Avoca No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No.3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Coonabilla ... ...
Coolie East ... ...
ditto West
Dowling's Creek Right
ditto Left
Thurnby East ...
ditto West ...
Paringa ... ...
Kenneth ... ...
Budge ...
Bundaberinia ...
ditto East  ...
ditto West ...
Moselle  ...  ...
ditto East ...
ditto West ..
Hazlewood ... ...
ditto East ...
ditto Right ...
ditto South ...
Quorn ... ...
ditto East ...
ditto Right ...
ditto South ...
Colston ... ...
ditto West ...
ditto North ...
Cropwell ... ...
ditto East ...
ditto South ...
Widnerpool ...
ditto West ...
ditto Left ...
ditto North ...
Melton ...
ditto South ...
ditto Left ...
ditto West ...
Gilgunyah ... ..
Strath• connan No.1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 5
ditto  No. 6
ditto  No. 7
Aoba ... ...
Teresa  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Venture ... ...
St. Mungo  ... ...
Culloden  ..
Glenullin
St. George ...
Lochiel
St. David
St. Andrew . ...
St. Patrick  North ... i
A ex Downs  No. 1 j
ditto No . 2
ditto No.3
Estimated Arm to
aqua,. Yii...
AV'atl-  Una- ,row
able. ratlab
Lands Folio.
31 10 0 69  28 97 1 191 K2
22 10 0 45  5 50 1 192
24 0 0 48  24 72 193
17 10 0 35  15 50 19414 10 0 29  29 58 195
12 10 0 25  14 39 196
12 10 0 25  25 50 197
14 0 0 28  24 52 ' 198
12 10 0 25  4 29 199
17 10 0 35  15 50 153
20 0 0 40  10 50 47  K 1(War)
20 0 .0 40  10 50 49
26 5 0 35  14 49 3
28 10 0 38  15 53 6
28 10 0 38  16 54 19
24 0 0 32  15 47 21
14 0 0 28  15 43 59
7 15 0 31  29; 60; 22 K 4
9 5 0 37  351 721 23
55 0 0 25  0 25 13A K1
55  0 0  25 0 25 13B „
55 0 0  25 0 25 13c „
30 0 0  25 0 25 15A
30 0 0  25  0  25 15B
30 0 0  25 0 25 15c
12 10 0  25 25 187
12 10 0  25 0 25 187A
12 10 0  25 0 25  187B
12 10 0  25  0  25  187c
12 1') 0  25 0 25 190
12 10 0  25 0 25 190A
12 10 0  25 0 25 190E
12 10 0  25 0 25 190c
15 0 0  30 0 30  191
20 0 0  40 0 40 191A
14 5 0  281 0 281 191B
15 10 0  31 0 31 193
15 5 0  3012 0 301 193A
13 10 0  27 0 27  193B12 10 0  25 0 26 195
12 10 0  25 0 26 195A
12 10 0  25 0 25  195B
12 10 0  25 0 25 195c
12 10 0  25 0  25  197
12 10 0  25 0 25 197A
12 10 0  25 0 25 197B
12 10 0  25 0 25 197c
10 0 0  40  28 68 30 K 4
12 10 0  25 25 50 69 K 312 10 0  25 25 50 70
12 10 0  25 25 50 71
12 U) 0  25 25 60 7312 10 0  25 25  50 74
6 5 0  25 0  25 114
6 5 0  25 0 25 236
16 5 0  65 41 69  ill
22 0 0 88 4 92 112
11 5 0  45 301 751 135
78 0 0 65 0 65 45 K 2
153 9 0 99 0 99 46
33 15 0  49 0 49 47A
75 0 0 100 0 100 48
75 0 0  100 0 100 49
75 0 0 100  0 100 50
240 0 0 100 0 100 51
24 0 0 48  0 .18 1 52A
26 10 53 0 53 37  K3
41 0 0 82 0 82 38
2410 0 49  0 49 39
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area inSquare Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
£ s. d.
837 Dixon, Wm. ...
314n ditto
314n Docker, Clarke,
Smith
882 ditto ...
924 ditto ...
199 Durack, P. ...
948 ditto ...
45n  Edkins , E. R....
23n Fairbairn , George
254 ditto ...
266 ditto ...
2$9 ditto
943 ditto
944 ditto
102n ditto
104n ditto
107n ditto ...
106n ditto ...
108n ditto
101n ditto ...
110n ditto ...
109n ditto
123n ditto
ditto
977 ditto
204n ditto
205n ditto
183 ditto
184 ditto
185 ditto
192 ditto
193 ditto
196 ditto
197 ditto
29 ditto
268n ditto
265n ditto
266n ditto ...
267n ditto
263n ditto .:.
134 ditto ...
293n ditto ...
102n ditto ...
103n ditto ...
„
ditto ...
104n ditto ...
105n ditto ...
„
ditto ...
106n ditto ...
107n ditto ...
108n ditto ...
1094 ditto
ditto
...91
lion ditto ...
265n ditto
256n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
257n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
258r. ditto ...
„ ditto
259n ditto
„
ditto
260n ditto
264n ditto
„ ditto
266n ditto
296n ditto
267a ditto
268n ditto ...
269n ditto
ditto
...
270n ditto
... Strasburgh ...
Dimitby .. ...
and Eureka Springs ...
... Alpha ... .
... Prairie Lagoon No. 3
... Galway Downs No.1
... ditto No. 6
... Happy Valley ...
... Heullan South ...
... Home Creek No.1...
... ditto No.2...
... ditto No.3...
... ditto No.4...
... ditto No.5...
... Barcaldine  No. 3 ...
... ditto No.4 ...
... Return  ... ...
... Recovered .. ...
... Foxhall No. 1 ...
... ditto No.2 ...
... Barcaldine  Downs
No. 1
... ditto No. 2 ...
... Cedar Creek ...
... Glen Patrick ...
Meroondah ... ...
... Bellfield No. 1 ... ,
... ditto No.2 ...
... Moonda No . 1 ...
... ditto No.2
... Mungerie No.
...
1 ...
... Bimera South ...
... ditto North ...
... Clifton ... ...
... Wait-a-while ...
... Meadowsland ...
... Beaconsfield ...
... Bedaurie  ... ...
... Fullarton ... ...
... Daunton ... ...
... Wearyfoot ... ...
... Stuart Downs ...
... Smallberry  i
... Foxhall No. 2 South
... Barcaldine No. 3 East
... ditto West ...
... ditto North ...
... ditto No. 4 East
... Heullan East ...
... Recovered South ...
... Return South
... Foxhall No. 1 South
... Barcaldine Downs
... No„2 East
... ditto No. 1 East
... Bimera  South Lower
... ditto Upper ...
... Bimera  North Upper
... ditto Lower .
... Moonda No .  2 East
... ditto South  ...
... ditto West
... Mungerie N o. 1 East
... ditto South  ...  1
... ditto  West  ...
... Wearyfoot South  ...
.., ditto North  ...
... Bedaurie South  ...
... ditto North  ...
... Fullarton South  ...
... Daunton South  ...
... Beaconsfield South ...
ditto  North...
...  Moonda No. 1 South 1
MIT CHELL- continued.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.
Lands Folio.
60 0 0 75 25 100 120 K 2
1 11 3 25 5 30 65 K 4
6 5 0 25 44 29 1165A K 3
42 10 0 50 11 61 90
37 10 0 50 0 50 129
12 10 0 25 25 50 411 K 1
15 0 0 30 20 50 231 K 2
8 15 0 35 16 51 174 K 3
12 10 0 25 0 25 103c K 1
19 0 0 38 12 50 8 K 2
19 0 0 38 12 50 9 „
14 0 0 28 25 53 43 „
1210 0 25 83 333 226
1210 0 25 3 28 227 „
12 10 0 25 0 25 107A  K1
1210 0 25 0 25 111E
37 7 4 32 18 50 151  J1
37 7 4 32 18 50 153
37 15 1 39 16 55 163
24 4 0 25 25 50 165
24 4 0 25 25 50 159
29 9 10 28 213 50 161
44 0 0 44 44 88 102 G
30 0 0 30 14 44 101
22 15 0 45 0 45 260 K 2
37 10 0 50 0 50  `20  „
37 10 0 ( 50 0 50 21
12 10 0 25 25 50 345A K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 351A „
12 10 0 25 0 25 349A  „
12 10 0 25 9 34 397A „
1315 0 273 7 34* 399A
1210 0 25 0 25 405A
15 0 0 30 0 30 407
1710 0 35 0 35 145A
14 5 0 283 0 283 147A
1210 0 25 0 25 143A „
14 0 0 28 0 .28 141A „
14 0 0 28 0 28 139A ,,
13 10 0 27 0 27 137A „
29 5 0 39 0 39 25 „
2012 6 273 0 273 23A „
24 4 0 25 25 50 165E J 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 107E K 1
1210 0 25 0 25 107c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 107n „
12 10 0 25 0 25 111c „
12 10 0 25 0 25 103D „
37 7 4 32 18 50 111c „
37 7 4 32 18 50 151 B  J1
30 0 2 31 24 55 163E „
29 9 10 28* 113 50 161n „
24 4 0 25 25 50 159E „
12 10 0 25 10 35 397E  K1
1210 0 25 6 31 397c „
13 5 0 263 6 323 399c „
13 0 0 26 7 33 399E „
12 10 0 25 0 25 351E
12 10 0 25 0 25 351c
12 10 0 25 0 25 351D
12 10 0 25 0 25 349E
12 10 0 25 0 25 349c
12 10 0 25 0 25 349D
16 10 0 33 0 33 137E „
15 10 0 31 0 31 137c
12 10 0 25 0 25 143E
1'210 0 25 0 25 143c
14 0 0 28 0 28 141E
14 0 0 28 0 28 139E
14 5 0 283 0 283 147E
17 10 0 35 0 35 147c
12 10 0 1 25 25 50 345n „l:
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
1}
7.tts  tsd ire. in
eq..rs lLf3ee.
Bent . Iande Pft
a a. d.
270n
271n
272n
273n
294n
888
44n
57n
194n
809
810
818
Fairbairn, George ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Feez, Albrecht ...
ditto ... ...
Ferguson, James ...
ditto .
Goldsbrougb, R., and Co.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
819 ditto ... ...
838 ditto ...
878 ditto ...
61 Graham and Williams
,,
ditto ... ...
121 ditto ... ...
126 ditto ... ...
127 ditto ... ...
62 ditto ... ...
196 ditto ... ...
197 ditto ... ...
247 ditto ... ...
127 ditto ... ...
128 ditto ... ...
247 ditto ... ...
277 ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
278 ditto ... ..
ditto ... ...
280 ditto ... ..
„ ditto ... ...
281 ditto ... ...
„ ditto .. ...
122n  Greene and Young ...
927 ditto ... ...
40n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
43n ditto ... ...
19n ditto ... ...
930 ditto ... ...
845 ditto
248n  ditto ... ...
253n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
248n ditto ... ...
274n  ditto ... ...
275n  ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
295n ;  Grice, James
„ ditto
249n  ditto
250n ditto
296r,
41n
42n
64n
895
896
897
900
982
98385n
86n
89n
113n
114n
76n
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
Harding, W. St. J.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Haughton ,  George
MITCHELL- continued.
Clifton East ...
Clifton South ,..
ditto West ...
Meadowsland East
Smallberry North ...
ditto South ...
Bon Venture No. 1
Rosedale ...
Mount Abundance
Rangers Valley ...
Pittsburg ... ...
Rostrevor ... ...
Evora ...
Westbrook Downs
12 10 0 25 0 25  405H K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 4,05c
12 10 0  25  0 25 405D
17 10  0 35 0 35  145B
20 12 6 271  0 271 23B
20 5 0 27 0 27 23c
12 10 0 25 25 50 455
12 10 0 25 5 30 93
7 10 0 30 20 50 173
6 5 0 25 15 40 193
n. 1. 25 8 33 51
12 10 0 25 25 50 90
37 10 0 75 25 100 91
15 0 0 30 181 481 97
,f
North
Mungalella ...
Castle Martha
Yalleroi ...
Malvern .
ditto Hills
Glen Stuart
Pershore L+ ast
Thornleigh ...
Pershore
ditto North
ditto South
Deadlock ...
Deepwater ...
Gowen .. ...
Deadlock South ...
Thoruleigh North ...
ditto South ...
Gowen South ...
ditto North
Malvern Hills South
Pershore East Lower
Malvern South ...
Glen Stuart South ...
Hossington ...
Emmett Downs No. 3
Isis Downs No. 1 ...
ditto No.2...
ditto No.8...
ditto No.9...
Kenealy ...
Ossington No. 2 ...
Mount Grey ...
ditto South ...
ditto North ...
Belvoir
ditto South
ditto North
Emmett Downs No. 3
South
The Land of Nob ...
Redbill ... ...
Blackbill ... ...
Cleanskin ... ...
ditto  (arrears)++ •••
Isis  Downs No. 11...
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5 ..
ditto No.10...
Lumley ...
Ruthven ...
Strathearn
Aberuthven
Possum ...
Loyalty ...
Topsail ...
Haliards ...
Jib ... ...
Boom
Tel fordjj ...
Haughton Green
f,
K3
K4
K2
45 0 0 90 0 90 98 „
10 10 0 21 25 46 121 „
12 10 0 25 25 50 162
47 18 4 36 15; 511 103A J 1
33 5 6 25 6 31 101A
18 3 0 30 8 38 113A
27 10 0 25 10 35 13A G
42 11 10 32 0 32 24  J 1
33 5 6 25 7 32 105A
33 5 6 25 1 26  105B
33 5 6 25 17 42 105c
17 10 0 35 7 42 113A K 1
65 4 5 49 0 49 17 J 1
33 0 0 30 2 32 23A G
17 10 0 35 7 42 113B K 1
42 11 10 32 0 32 21B J 1
42 11 10 32 0 32 21c
33 0 0 30 42 34$ 23B G
33 0 0 30 2 32 23c „
33 5 6 25 6 31 1018 J 1
27 10 0 25 5 30 13n G
47 18 4 36 11 47 103B J 1
18 3 0 30 8 38 113n
24 4 0 40 10 50 111
14 0 0 28 101 381 210 K
15 2 6 25 18 43 131 J 1
31 18 0 29 17 46 72 G
15 2 6 25 7 32 141 J 1
67 15 2 40 0 40 82 G
12 10 0 21 0 21 213 K 2
12 10 0 16 0 16 57 K 3
14 0 0 28 2 30 203e K 1
17 0 0 34 6 40  203B
14 0 0 28 2 30 203c „
13 0 0  26  6 32 115A
14 0 0 28 6 34 1158
13 0 0 26 6 32 115c
12 10 0  25  9  341-  210B K 2
25 0 0 50 50 100 201 K 1
40 0 0 80 0 80 183
50 0 0 100 0 100  123
42 10 0  85  15  100 121
22 10 0
25 0 0 50 0 50 109 „
15 2 6  25  15 40 135 J 1
15 2 6 25 15 40 137
15 2 6 25 15 40 143
30 0 0 60 261 861 179  K2
15 0 0 30 101 40; 180
15 0 0 30 0 30 181
40  0 0 80 16 I 96 184
27 0 0 54 0 54 4
12 10 0 1 25 91 341 3
12 10 0 50 50 100 219
12 10 0 50 50 100 220
12 10 0 50 50 100 227
6 8 9 225¢ 0 251 252
1  50 30 81) 1
8 0 0 32 16 48 205
K3
„
K4
K3
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LIST OF RU NS- continued.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lessee.
2791:'
46n
865
880
312n
to
111
112
218n
829
883
923
926
912
967
968
921
98n
Hayloek and Curtis
Hill, t . Lumley, and
Douglas, A. B.
Run. Rent.
MITCHELL- continued.
Lance Vale¶
Wilderness No. 1 ... 16 10 0
Hill, E. 0. W. ... Stamfordham ... 50
ditto ... ... ditto No. 2  25
Hill, Henry E. ... St. Clears .. ... 43
ditto ... ... Penycoed Downs ... 47
ditto ... ... Pendine ... ... 41
ditto ... ... Castle Plains ... 50
ditto  ...  ... Laugharne ... ... 35
Jeffray and Murray ... Prairie Lagoon ... 40
ditto ... ... Blantyre ...  ...  100
ditto ... ... Prairie Lagoon No. 2 48
ditto ... ... ditto No 5 44
ditto ... ... Lochnagar ... ... 24
ditto ... ... ditto  No. 2  ... 24
ditto ... ... ditto  No.  3  ... 12
ditto ... ... Jersey ... 6
ditto ... ... Highlands No. 1 ... 12
„ ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ... 10
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
5 0
10 0
5 0
99n ditto  ... ..  ditto  No.  3  ... 6 5 0
146n ditto  ... ..  Glendower South ... 6 5 0
883 Kelman ,  J.B., and Rob- Swan  Vale No.  1 ... 12 10 0
son, W.
884 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 2 ... 17 10 0
885 ditto  ... .., ditto  No. 3  ... 12 10 0
973 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 4 ...  24 0 0
50n  Kennedy , John ...  Sunny Hills ... 17 10 0
88n Kirk , G. M. ... ... Chevy  Chase  ... 12 10 0
89n ditto  Lottie ... ...  6 5 0
244n  Lansdowne Pastoral Evesham  No. 1 ... 12 10 0
230n
Company (Limited)
ditto ... ... ditto South
ditto ditto West...o9
231n  ditto ... ... ditto East
244n ditto ... ... ditto No. 2 ...
231n ditto ... ... ditto North
232n ditto ... ... ditto South
is ditto ... ... ditto East
245n ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3  ...
233n ditto ... ... ditto East
„ ditto ... ... ditto South
234n ditto ... ... ditto West245n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 4
234r, ditto ... ... ditto South
246n  ditto ... ... ditto No.5 ...
235n  ditto ... ... ditto West
211n  ditto ... ... ditto No.  7  ...
235n  ditto ... ... ditto East
236n ditto ... ... ditto West
941 ditto ... ... ditto No. 8 West
236n ditto ... ... ditto No. 8 West
Lower
211n ditto ...  ... I  ditto  No. 9 ...
237n ditto ... ... ditto East
122x,  ditto ... ... ditto No. 10 ...
237n  ditto ... ... ditto East
583 ditto ... ... ditto No. 11 ...
854 ditto ... ... ditto No. 12
238nI ditto ... ... ditto South
238n'  ditto ... ... ditto North
855 ditto ... ... ditto  No.  13
239n ditto ... ... ditto South
856 ditto ... ... ditto No. 14 ...
51n  ditto ... ... Baratria No. 1 ...
239n ditto ... ... ditto East
240n ditto ... ... ditto South
24 )n ditto ... ... ditto West
128n  Leishman, If enry A.... Mooresland ... ...
129n  ditto .. The Prairie ... ...
„ ditto ... ... Miall Downs ...
98 ditto ... Bonnie Doon ...
296n  ditto ... ... i Hayston ...
188 ditto Finis ......
864, ditto
974 1 ditto ... Maxwelltown ...
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12  10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
45 10 0
43 15 0
52 10 0
51 12 7
51 12 7
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
18 15 0
19 10 0
13 10 0
13 15 0
12 15 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
24 10 0
41 5 0
41 5 0
41 5 0
41 5 0
54 4 2
42 7 0
54 4 2
77 8 10
48 8 0
16 0 0
12 10 0
15 0 0
Avail-
able.
50
66
Una-
vailable
44)
34
100 0
100 0
86 0
95 0
97 0
100 0
70 14
25
80 20
40 10
40 35
48 48
48 48
25 25
25 0
50 50
41 41
25 23
25 0
25 0
35
25
48
70
50
25
25
0
Total.
Lands Folio.
90 1 61  R-4
100 ' 176 K3
100
100
86
95
97
100
84
25
100
50
75
96
96
50
25
100
82
48
25
25
77 K 388
97 K195
93
91
89
112  K2
91 K3
128
131
225 K 2
250
251126 K3
242
243 to
244
18 K4
167 K 2
0 35 168
0 25 169
47 95 256
30 100 179
50 100 225
5 30 226
0 25 223
25 0 25 223A
25 ! 0  25 223B
25 0 25 223c
25 0 25 225
25 0  25 225A
25 0 25 225B
25 0 25 226c
25 0 25  227
25 0 25 2274
25 0 25 227B
25 0 25 227c
25 0 25 229
25 0 25 229k
25 0 25  231
25 0 25 231i
26 0 26 lOs
25 0 25 10B
30 0 1 30 lOc
30 0 30 11c
30 1 0 30 11D
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
39 0
27 0
27;! 0
252 0
32 0
32 0
49 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
32 16
25 20
32 16
4() 9
25 11
32 32
25 0
30 10
25 12k
25 12B
25 13 
25 13B
39 136
27 137 
272 137B
252 137c
32 138A
32 138B
49 139
25 79i
25 79B
25 79c
25 791)
48 50-1
45 506
48 505
49 24
36 25
64
1 25
355
40 267
L2
G
K1
K2
„
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LIST OF  RUNS-- continued.
Fetimatea Area In
Square  Miea.
LeMM Bun. Bent.
Avai1-
ab1e.
IIns-
sbte.'v+w
r oe. jWW
£ s. d.
82n Lillyman, C. R.
21n ditto ...
823 ditto ... ...
83n Lonergan, J. ...
151n Mair, George ...
ditto
878 Martindale and Stephens
879 ditto ...
74n Mayne and Mayne ...
ditto ...
76n ditto .. ...
297n Moffat, James
842 Murphy, F., F. R., and
A. D.
29 ditto
,,
30
,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
31 ditto ...
32 ditto ...
130 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
813 ditto ...
37 ditto ...
899 ditto ...
20 ditto ...
260 ditto ...
261 ditto ...
of ditto ...
262 ditto ...
273 ditto ...
274 ditto ...
947
67
133
2799
886
133
901
45
McIver, George ...
McWhannell, T. ..
Nankivell  and Fanning
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
887 ditto .. ...
152n New Zealaad and Aus-
tralian Land Company
(Limited)
157n ditto
163n ditto
171n ditto
297n  ditto
27 ditto
169n ditto
28 ditto
156n ditto
162n ditto
159n ditto
173n ditto
177n  ditto
22n ditto
166n
206
175n
167n
209
174n
211
298n
179n
48n
164n163n
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
MITCHELL-continued.
Burgoyne's Camp 11 10 0 46 46 92 213 K 3
No. 2
Edwinstowe No. 6 ... 55 0 0 25 10 35 166
Burgoyne's Camp ... 21 12 0 36 36 72 35
Boer 8 0 0 32 8 40 214
ditto (arrears)++ 5 12 0
Campsie No. 6 ... 18 15 0 25 25 50 40 K 2
ditto No. 7§ ...  18 15 0 25 9 34 41
Edie's Creek 1\ o. 1 25 0 0 50 50 100 86 K 3
ditto No. 2 25 0 0 50 50 100 87
Glenlea .. 6 15 0 27 27 54 201
Stratherrick 9 0 0 36 36 72 202
Foyers ... ... 8 5 0 33 33 66 204
Bloomfield ... ... 52 10 0 70 18 88 129 K 1
Gillespie ... ...  1.5  0 0 30 30 60 44 K 3
Glenusk ... ... I 22 12 7 17 0 17 167 J 1
Pentwyn ... ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 169A
Brynderwin... ...  26 17  8 20 10 30 171A
Caetherdine ...  51 18  3 39 10 49 173
Llangynidr ... ... 33 5 6 25 25 50 175
Hawarden ... ... 25 19 2 191 0 1921  189 99
Northampton ... 33 5 6 25 25 50 191
Goondamah... 33 5 6 25 23 48 179
Paradise Downs No. 3 27 0 0 45 5 50 94L K 2
Harden ... ... 27 10 0 25 25 50 55 G
Baalbong ... 12  10  0 25 1 26 183
Forest Hill No. 2 ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 165 K 3
Llangynidr East ... 33 5 6 25 25 50  175B  J 1
Pentwyn East ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 169E
ditto West ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 169c
Brynderwyn East ... 39 0 0 29 10 39 171E
Camberwell South... 38 10 0 35 211 5621 499B D 2
Paradise Downs No. 3 15 0 0 25 0 25 94B K 2
South
Clunie Creek ... 20 0 0 40 40 80 230
Rodney Downs ... 53 18 0 49 0 49 488 D 2
Ranger ... ... 39 7 9 231 3 26; 34 G
Carrangarra ... 50 1 0 354 0 354 121 J 1
Tambot ... ...  12 12  3 111 9 20; 123
Rebel ... ...  28 18  9 214 0 214 125A
Mount Pleasant ... 14 13 5 244X 20 444 193
ditto No. 2 12 10 0 25  25  50 185A K 2
Mount Pleasant No. 2 12 10 0 25 25 50  185B
West
Rebel West ... 6 13 1 5 0 5 125B J 1
Bampton ... ... 20 5 0 4021 0 402 165A K 1
Bradninch ...
Totness ...
Birdstone ...
Oakhampton
Collumpton ...
Combe Martin
Ilfracombe ...
Dartmouth ...
Darnhall ...
W ellshot ...
Elibank ...
Brigham
Barcaldine No.
Northt
Forrestgrove
Hughendon ...
Mary Downs
Douglas Downs
Hazlemere ...
Fernhirst ... ...
Fittleworth ...
Henry Downs
Blackall Downs
St. Helena ...
Ernestine ..
Bampton Sout4 ...
12 10 0 25 0 25 163A
13 10 0 27 0 27 161A
13 10 0 27 0 27 159A
33 15 0 45 0 45 157
13 0 0 26 0 26 153A
13 0 0 26 0 26 155A
22 6 3 291 0 294 149A
13 0 0 26 0 26 151A
18 0 0 36 0 36 274
13 0 0 26 0 26  275i
15 0 0 30 0 30 273A
14 0 0 28 1 29 179A „
21 0 0 42 0 42 111 D 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 11A K 1
18 0 0 36 0 36 425A
12 15 0 252 0 251 427A
12 10 0 25 0 25 429A
14 10 0 29 0 29 431
13 0 0 26 0 26 433A
19 0 0 38 0 38 435
33 0 0 44 0 44 21
20 0 0 25 0 25 19A
17 10 0 35 0 35 185A
55 0 0 25 0 25 17A
15 15 0 31- 0 314 165E
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LIST OF RU NS- continwed.
Estimated Ares in
Square Mile..
Lessee.
I
153n New Zealand and Aus-
tralian  Land
pany (Limited)
Com-
154n ditto ... ...
155n ditto ...
156n ditto ... ...
157n ditto ...
158n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
159n ditto ... ...
160n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
„
1fiin ditto ...
ditto ... ...
162n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...164n ditto ...
165n ditto
It ditto ... ...
] 66n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
„
168n ditto .., ...
„ ditto ... ...
169n ditto ... ...
170n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
171n ditto ...
172n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
173n ditto ...
174n ditto
175n ditto ... ...
176n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
177n ditto ... ...
178n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
179n ditto ... ...
180n ditto
213n New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile
Company
Agency
176 ditto ... ...
177 ditto ...
124n Oliver and Smith ...
„ ditto ... ...
197n ditto ... ...
125n ditto ... ...
198n ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
187 ditto ...
941 ditto
276n ditto ... ...
290 ditto ... ...
260 ditto ... ...
276n ditto
25n  Paton and Richardson
315n  Phillips and Ahern ...
851 Plant and Jones ...
852 ditto ... ...
853 ditto ... ...
77n
Sn
ditto
ditto51" ditto ... ...
52n ditto
to ditto ... ...
252n ditto ... ...
863 Porter, Geo. ...
44n ditto ... ...
50n ditto ...
116n ditto ... ...
ditto . ...
„
117n ditto
..
to ditto ... ...... ...
118n ditto ... ...
Inn. Rent.
23 3 26 1
244 8 32; 3
32 10 42 9
25 22 47 ilL
25 16 41 11B
26 0 26 11A
26  0 26  11B
30 20 50 3
33 114 444 353
25 11 264 224
25 8 33 421A
32 24 56 44
40 28 68 14
25 8 33  421B
25 10 35 168
30 18 48 66
60 15 75 63
30 20 50 64
55 20 75 65
2.5 44 291 206
4na- I Total.vailable.I
MITCHELL- eonti need.
Hughenden  North ... 15 0 0 30 0 I 30 425c K 1
ditto South ...
Ilfracombe West ...
Dartmouth South ...
ditto East ...
Bradninch East ...
ditto South ...
Wellshot  East ...
ditto West ...
Collumpton North ...
ditto West ...
ditto East ...
Darnhall North ...
Totness South ...
ditto North ...
Ernestina W est ...
ditto East ...
Forrestgrove Upper
ditto Lower
Douglas Downs North
ditto South
ditto Lower
Combe Martin West
ditto East
ditto North
Birdstone  South ...
ditto North ...
Elibank West
Fernhirst  East ...
ditto West .
Mary Downs North
ditto West
ditto East...
Brixham South ...
ditto East
Blackall  Downs West
ditto East
Greendale ... ...
Greendale  Back Run
Gartmore ... ...
Montes ... ...
Arington ...
ditto East ...
Long Reach ...
ditto East ...
Chain of Ponds ...
Weetwood ... ...
Dryasdust ... ...
Overreach ... ...
Mulgrzwe ...
Montes North ...
Overreach  East ...
Gray Rock :..
Ellen Vannin  No. 3
Oakley No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
...ditto No. 4
Wowra No. 3 ..
Maude Place No. 1
ditto No. 211
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 6+
Charlie's Creek
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
Box Flat ...
ditto No. 1  ...
Springton ... ...
15 0 0
22 6 3
12 10 0
22 0 0
12 10 0
13 10 0
13 10 0
13 0 0
13 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
18 0 0
13 10 0
13 10 0
55 0 0
55 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12  10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
13 0 0
13 10 0
13 10 0
15 0 0
14 10 0
13 0 0
12 15 0
12 15 0
12 15 0
14 0 0
17 0 0
Avail-
able.
30 0291  0
25 0
44 0
25 0
27 0
27 0
26 0
26 0 .
25 0
25 0
36 0
27 0
27 025
25 0
25 025 0
I 25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
26 0
27 0
27 0
30 0
29 0
26 0
251 0
251 0
254 0
28 14
34 2
30  425B
294 149c
25 151B
44 151c
25 163B
27 163c
27  275B26 275c
26 153E
25 1153c
25 153D
36 277B
27 161B27 161c
25 17B
25 17c
25 11B
25 lic
25 429E
25 429c
25 429D
25 155E
25 155c
26 155D
27  159B
27 159c
30  273B
29 4338
26 433c
251 427E
251 427c
251 427D
291 1798
36 176c
25 19B
25 15c
504 5
20 0 0 25 0
20 0 0 25 0
45 1 3  341  16
13 18 4
14 1 11
42 11 10
33 5 6
33 5 6
34 12 2
34 12 1
33 0 0
16 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
16 0 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
n. 1.
30 0 0
15 0 0
27 10 0
6 5 0
17 10 0
12 10 0
33 0 0
4 0 0
12 10 0
7 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
10 0 0
6 5 0
8 0 0
10 0 0
Lands Folio.
J1
to
.,
to
to
„
„
G'
Ki
K2
K1
K2
.r
Ki
to
K4
.,
„
70 30 100 143 „
50 10 60 181 K 1
65 25 90 182 K 3
55 35 90 183 „
40 10 50 58 K 4
25 0 25 75
30 15  45 172
25 25 50 180
25 25 50 5
40 40 80 6
25 25 50 7
32 32 64 8
40 40 80 9
118,2 Porter ,  Geo. ...119n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
120n ditto ...
144n ditto ...
145n ditto ...
279n  ditto
830 Prior and Jardine
831 ditto
857 ditto
860 ditto
143n ditto
144n  ditto
933 ditto ... ...
934 ditto .
73n Queensland Mercantile
and Agency Company
(Limited)
805 ditto ... ...
806 1 ditto ... ...
850 ditto ... ...
loon ditto ... ...ION ditto
900 Roche,  T.  Y.  J. J., and
Macdonald,  A. R....
901 ditto
932 ditto
8n ditto
906 Rome, Chas.
884 ditto
26n ditto
39n ditto
298n ditto
886 ditto
205n  ditto
251n ditto
219n ditto
14n ditto
299n ditto
l7n ditto
134n ditto
994 ditto
855 ditto
856 ditto
299n  ditto
300n ditto
300n ditto
301n ditto
206n  ditto
134m ditto
301n ditto
68n ditto
160 ditto
135n ditto
158 ditto
163 ditto
165 ditto
820 ditto
68n Rourke, Hy.
127 ditto
991 ditto
996 ditto
997 ditto
302n ;  ditto
ditto99
303n' ditto
925
936
937
960
136n
995
994
307
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Bun. Rent.
£  S. d.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
Land$ Flow.
MITCHELL-continued.
Charlie 's Creek No.6  6 5 0 25 12 37 10 K 4
Ludgate Hill  No. 1  8 10 0 34 331 67; 11 „
ditto  No. 2  9 15 0 39 391 78; 12 of
ditto  No. 3  9 0 0 36 344 7021 13 ,
ditto  No. 4  6 5 0 25 2 27 16 ,,
ditto  No. 5  6 6 0 25 101 351 17 „
Charlie's Creek No. 7 n.l. 60 30 90 62 toAberfoyle ... ... 75 18 0 66 34 100 113 K 2
Aberfeldie ... ... 77 10 0 50 50 100 114 11Ulva  ... ... 30 0 0 60 30 90 140 to
Lauderdale . ... 30 0 0 60 36 96 142 „
ditto  No. 2  ...  12 0 0 48 48 96 14 K 4
Sandylands ...  12 10 0 50 50 100 15 11
Wowra No. 1 35 0 0 35 15 50 138 K 3
ditto  No. 2 33 5 0 36 15 50 139 11
Eugowra ... ... 6 5 0 25 7 32 200 „
Glen Bower No. 1  ...  12 10 0 25 3 28 16
ditto  (arrears) 0 6 3
ditto  No. 2  ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 18 „
Naramine ... ... 20 0 0 40 40 80 62 to
Bede... ... ... 11 5 0 45 45 90 245 to
Rocket 11 5 0 45 45 " 90 246Kurleea No .  1. ...... 27 0 0 54  20* 741 105 „„
ditto No. 2. ... 13 15 0 55 11 66 106 to
Opposition 6 5 0 18 0 18 137..Kurleea No. 3 ... 12 10 0 50 4 54 155
Idalia Downs No. 2  12 10 0 25 25 50 190 K 2
Broughton .. ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 92 K 3
Battery South ... 6 5 0 25 18 43 171 to
Quomby ... ... 38 10 0 35 ]5 50 68 G
Battery ... ... 25 0 0 50 15 65 211 K 1
Quamby East ... 12 10 0 25 61 31* 149 K 2
Coliban ... ... 18 15 0 25 12 37 127 K 1
Rokewood ... ... 64 0 0 80 131 93* 125 to
Lauriston ... ... 62 11 2 47 13 60 197 J 1
Maindample ... 66 11 0 50 62 112 195 to
Rokewood West ... 30 0 0 40 2* 42* 17 K 2
Terrick Terrick ... 66 11 0 50 50 100 131 J 1
Berriedale ... ... 88 0 0 80 20 100 526 D 2
Bowfe ll 15 0 0 30 24 54 12 K 3...
Putney ...
...
... 12 10 0 25 25 50 67 to
Trickett .. ... 14 0 0 28 28 56 68 „
Eden Downs ... 30 0 0 60 24 84 177 K1
Dornock ... ... 31 0 0 62 20 82 175 „
Romula ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 257 to
Sedbergh ... ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 255 „
Adaford .. ... 20 0 0 40 10 50 263 „
Cumberland ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 219 „
Adderley ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 217A „
Welford Downs ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 215A „
Henley ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 51
Walton ... 17 10 0 35 16 50 49 „
Kingston ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 55 „
Sedan ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 46 „
Metz.. ... 25 0 0 50 0 50 47 to
Peninsula 25 0 0 50 0 50 101 K 2...
Albion 42 18 0 39 0 39 30D G...
Eversleigh No. 1
...
... 21 5 0 25 0 25 185A J 1
Eversleigh No. 2 .. 27 10 0 25 0 25 20A G
ditto No. I North  21 5 0 25 0 25 185E J 1
ditto No 2 North  27 10 0 25 0 25 20B G.
Desert Hills 16 10 0 33 17 50 65 K 2
Escot 37 10 0 75 0 75 66 „
Nerang Plains§§ 23 0 0 46 0 46 85 It
Stenhouse ... 22 10 0 46 11* 56; 218 ,.li elebra ... 12 10 0 25 0 25
Janeville ... 16 0 0 32 16 48 219 „
IIppton ... 20 0 0 40 12 52 220 ,.
Waterview ... 12 10 0 25 25 50 243 „
Wildwood ... 77 2 9 25 0 25 29A G
Johnswood ... 77 2 g 25 0 25 29B  to
Kasouka .. 77 2 i 25 0 25 29c  to
Hopwood Downs 46 17 6 i 62  0 621 68 K 2
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Al ail-
abie.
Z lla-
vHilabte.
Total.
Lands Folio.
I £ s. d.
69n; Rowan , Andrew
8 t7 Ryrie, John C.
848 ditto ...
953 I ditto
954 ditto ...
956 ditto
303n ditto
69n1 ditto ...206n ditto ...
984 ditto ...
985 ditto ...
996 ditto
922 ditto ... ...
207n ditto .. ..
71n Scottish Australian
Investment Company
(Limited)
„ ditto ...
13n ditto ...
1004 ditto
992 ditto ...
1003 ditto ...
1001 ditto ...
1000 ditto ...
1002 ditto ...
28n  ditto ...
960 ditto ...
13n ditto ...
28n ditto ...
984 ditto
14n ditto ...
968 ditto ...
138n ditto
...
139n ditto
...
32n ditto ...
33n ditto ...
139ie ditto ...
140n ditto ...
33n ditto ...
34n; ditto
„ 1 ditto ...
351 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
36n1 ditto ...
2521 ditto ...
131 ditto ...
132 ditto ...
133 ditto ...
128 ditto ...
3041 ditto ...
„ ditto ...
120 ditto ...
282n ditto
179 ditto ...
870 ditto
902 ditto ...
924 ditto ...
954 ditto ...
955 ditto ...
956 ditto
...
957 ditto
..
958 ditto
...
969 ditto
...
961 ditto ...
962 ditto
...
963 ditto
...
964 ditto
..
g65 ditto ...
966 ditto
.967 ditto .
969 ditto ...
970 ditto
971 ditto
972 ditto
973 ditto ...
MITCHELL- ron f i Hued.
Tvesbam No. 8
Ben Nevis No. 1
ditto No. 2
Bald Hills No. 1
ditto  No. 2
Bedrock
\rergemont No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 5
ditt) No. 6
ditto  No. 7
ditto No. 8
Evesham No. 6
Rutilus No. 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
..
...
. .
Lochandhu ... ...
Bowen Downs ..
ditto South
Betawong .. ...
ditto North ...
ditto Upper ...
ditto Lower ...
ditto South ...
Crossmoor ... ...
Balang ...
Pickwickgoshen ...
Bramvil
Budgeraga ...
Horsehalt .. ...
Bangall No. 1 ...
Coreena ... ...
Duntulla
Cornwall ...
Gemini
Oatway
Rayban ... ...
Tablederry ... ...
Katero
Acacia Downs East...
Rio Downs No. 1 ...
Goodberry ... ...
Longway ... ...
Sardinia ... ...
Norris ... ...
Bexley ...
Forrester ... ...
Taberna ... ...
The Huffer... ...
Jabiru ... ...
Ranken ... ...
Gelebele
Spring Downs ...
Ambo ... ...
Alma South... ...
Triangle  West ...
Alma North ...
Goodberry Lower ...
ditto Upper ...
Rutilus No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Balang Lower ...
ditto Upper
Longway Lower ...
Longway Upper ...
Cornwall East ...
ditto West
Acacia Downs West
Bangall No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
Rio Downs No. 2 ...
ditto No, 3 ...
...
...
49 18 3 29 0 29 11%K 2
25 0 0  50 25 75
,.59 K 3
29 0 0  58 26-1 84; 60  ..
35 0 0  70 34) 100 236  K2
25 0 0 50 0 50 237
12 10 0 25 6 31 239
44) 0 0 50 5() 10l) 235  K 1
37 10 0 50 50 100 237
56 0 0  70 30 100 239
25 0 0  5t) 50 100 5  K3
41) 0 0 80 20 100 6
2000 40 19 59 14t,
7 10 0 :30 0 3t 127
70 0 0  50 50 h X) 234  K 1
12 10 0 25 0 25 319A n
15 2 6 25 15 40 83
42 11 10  32 0 32 25 J 1
53 4 10 40 0 40 25B
37 5 4 28 0 28 27c
41 5 2 31 0 31 27A
38 12 0 29 0 29 27B
38 12 0 29 0 29 27n
39 18 7 30 0 30 27E
94 10 0 71 32 103 29
41 5 3 31 2 33 31A
34 12 3 26 20 46 33A
66 11 0 50 48 98 37
30 15 8 28 0 28 39
42 11 10 32 0 32 35c „
33 5 6 25 0 25 41A to
42 11 10 32 16 48 45 of
95 16 8 72 24 96 47 „
33 5 6 25 0 25 49A
„
3412 4 26 6 32 51
„
63 17 9 48 0 48 53 to
95 16 8 72 24 96 55
„
33 5 6 25 0 25 61A  .,
38 11 11 29 1 30 67A If
33 5 6 25 0 25 710,  „
53 4 10 40 0 40 69A
„
34 12 1 26 2 28 65 „
33 5 6 25 7 32 63A to
65 4 5 49 0 49 73 If
90 0 0 90 10 100 31 K1
30 0 0 40 0 40 29
,,
60 18 0 58 0 58 27
12 10 0 25 15 40 63
12 10 0 25 25 50 379A „
20 0 0 40 191 591 381  of
30 0 0 60 41 101 76
35 0 0 70 30 100 383
15 2 6 25 25 50 85 J1
46 0 0 92 0 92 154 K 2
15 10 0 31 2 33 186.,  of
29 17 6 594 0 594 207  of
12 10 0 25 2 27 186E
41 5 3 31 4 35 65A
38 11 11 29 4 33 65B of
12 10 0 25 0 25 319B of
12 10 0 25 0 25 319c of
12 10 0 25 0 25 319D of
54 11 5 41 3 44 31B of
46 11 8 35 2 37 31c
33 5 6 25 0 25 631
34 12 1 26 13 39 63c J 1
33 5 6 25 2 27 49c „
45 5 1 34 10 44 49B of
33 5 6 25 0 25 71B „
33 5 6 25 0 25 41B of
33 5 6 25 0 25 41c of
33 5 6 25 0 25 411 „
38 12 0 29 0 29 69B of36 18 8 27 0 27 69c it
411
LTST OF 111TN 4- coy thine, .
Y.tiniate d  a rea in
$.ln,m tli1.:.
Lessee.
974 Scottish Australian
Investment Company
(Limited)
Run. Rent.
£ a. d. I
MIT CHELL-- continued.
Pickwickgoshen No.  I
975 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2
976 ditto ... ... Horsehalt Lower ...
977 ditto ... ... ditto Upper
978 ditto ... ... Kateroy Lower
979 ditto ... ... ditto Upper ...
980 ditto ... ... Tablederry Lower ...
981 ditto ... ... ditto Upper ...
982 ditto  ... ...  Gemini East
983 ditto  ... ... ditto West
985 ditto  ... ...  Budgeraga East
986 ditto  ... ...  ditto West
827 ditto  ...  Muttaburra
828 ditto  ... ...  Potosi ...
215n  ditto  ... ...  Bobka  No. 1
216n  ditto  ... ...  Bawtry South ..
„ ditto  ... ... Lockyersleigh South
121 ditto ...  Herbertshire ...
217n  ditto  ... ...  Elliesland No. 1 ...
„ ditto ... ...  Janesland  No. 1 ...
124 ditto ... ... Swi ll ington  No. 1 ...
305n ditto  ... ...  Wilton West ...
942 ditto  ... ...  ditto East
943 ditto  ... ...  Lockyersleigh North
944+ ditto  ... ... Bawtry North ...
945 ditto  ... ...  Swi ll ingtton No. 2 ...
946 ditto  ... ...  Bobka No. 3
...947 ditto  ... ...  Elliesland  No. 2
948 ditto  ... ...  ditto No 3 ...
949 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 4 ...
950 ditto  ... ...  Janesland No. 2 ...
951 ditto  ... ...  ditto No.3 ...
952 ditto  ... ...  ditto No.4 ...
953 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 5  ...
194 Simson , John ... ...  Woodlands ...
195 ditto ... ... Ridgelands ...
915 ditto  ... ...  Garvoc No. 2 .
918 ditto  ... ...  Topham No.  I  .
919 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  ..
871 ditto  ... ... Mutti  Mutti No. 3...
872 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 4...
„ ditto ... ...  Newlands No. 1 ...
873 ditto  ... ... Upper  Warbreccan
„ ditto ... ... Newlands  No. 2  ...874  itto  ... ...  ditto o. 3 .
207n  ditto  ... ...  Holbern Hill ...
208n  ditto  ... ...  Jundah ... ...
805 ditto  ... ...  Wangoom ... ...
806 ditto  ... ...  Garvoe ... ...299 ditto  ... ...  Warbreccan  No. 1...
300 ditto  ... ...  ditto No.2...
301 ditto  ... ...  Mutti Mutti No. 1. .
302 ditto  ... ...  ditto No.2...
303 ditto  ... ...  Wuringle ... ...
189 ditto  ... ...  Chaunsit No. 1 ...
190 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  ...
191 ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 3  ...
305n ditto  ... ...  Carella  No.1 ...
306n ditto  ... ...  ditto  No. 2  ...It ditto  ...  ditto No. s
185n  Simson and Afffieck  ...  Mount Felix No. 4t
58 Simson ,  Affieck  ...  Naughton  Vale No.1
59 ditto  ... ...  ditto No.2
75n - ditto  ... ...  Leadclune
90n Skuthorpe ,  R.... ... Wololla ... ...
ditto  ... ...  Brumbie ... ...
91n ditto  ..  Kurrajong ...
54n Skuthorp ,  tertius ,  R.... Mexico No. 6 ...
ditto  ... ... ditto No. 7
55n ditto  ... ... ditto No. 8
287n  Smith,  R. B. ... ... Delta
265 ditto ... ... Saltbush Park
898 ditto .,, ... Delta No. 2.,.
Avail- Una- Total.
able. vailable.ll
33 5 5 25
Land Folio.
0 25 33B J 1
33 5 5 25 0 25 33c
37 5 4 28 0 28 35B
47 18 3 36 0 36 35A
35 18 9 27 0 27 67c  to
53 4 8 4V) 0 44) 67B
33 5 6 25 0 25 61A
33 5 6 25 0 25 61c
33 5 5 25 7 32 51c
33 5 5 25 7 32 51B
35 3 9 32 0 32 39c
35 3 9 32 0 32 39B
19 10 0 39 39 78 110
22  10 0 45 314 764 111  to
16 0 0 32 0 32 81A K 1
14 10 0 29 0 29 79A
14 10 0 29 0 29 77A
42 0 0 84 19 103 73
12 10 0 25 0 25 71i
12 10 0 25 0 25 69A
13 0 0 26 0 26 67A
12 10 0 25 04 254 65A
12 10 0 25 04 254 65n
12 10 0 25 0 25 77B
12 10 0 25 0 25 79B
12 10 0 25 0 25 67B
16 0 0 32 0 32 81A
12 10 0 25 0 25 71B
12 10 0 25 0 25 71c
12 10 0 25 0 25 71D
12 10 0 25 0 25 69B
12 10 0 25 0 25 69c
15 0 0 30 0 30 69D
12 10 0 25 0 25 69E
37 10 0 75 25 100 4101
25 0 0 50 21 71 403
6 5 0 25 25 50 121
12 10 0 50 32 82 123
7 0 0 28 27 55 124
37 10 0 75 25 100 155
50 0 0 100 0 100 156
32 10 0 65 35 100 235A
50 0 0 100 0 100 157
17 10 0 35 174 524  235B
12 10 0 25  25 50 235c
20 0 0 40 10 50 299
20 0 0 40 10 50 297
20 0 0 40 10 50 86
30 0 0 60 15  75 87
20 0 0 40 40 80  53
42 10 0 85 15 100 54
18 15 0 374 20 574 55
20 0 0 40  10 50 56
20 0 0 40 10 60 57
50 0 0 100 0 100 391
50 0 0 100 0 100 393
50 0 0 100 0 100 395
40 0 0 80 20 100 35
40 0 0 80 20 100 36
„
„
K2
K1
„
K2
50 0 0 100 0 100 37  to
5 10 9 174 0 171 40 K 4
25 0 0 50 0 50 367 K 1
20 0 0 40 10 50 369  to
6 5 0 25 10 35 203 K 3
6 5 0 25 152 404 228
6 5 0 25 3 28 229
6 5 0 25 20 45 230
6 5 0 25 2 27 186
11 15 0 47 46 93 187
10 0 0 40 40 80 188
20 10 0 41 40 81 18
15 0 0 25 25 50 19
20 0 0 40 36 76 182
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LIST OF  RUNS- continued.
Est tainted Area in
Squa re Miles.
Lessee. Run. Rent.
s. d.
MITCHELL-continued.
Avail- I Una-
able . I vailable. Total.
Lands Folio
905  Smith, K. B. ... ( Adelaide .. 7 10 0 30 11 41 110 K3
6n  ditto ... Hermit's Home No.I  6 5 0 25 11 36 151 „
7n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 2  13 10 0 54 26 80 152 „
7n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 3  13 10 0 54 26 80 153 „
8n  ditto ... ... ditto No. 4  6 5 0 25 0 25 154 „
222  ditto  ... Bon Venture 1\ o. 2  18 15 0 25 25 50 457 to
208n  Smith and Macansh ... Minster ... 50 0 0 100 0 100 199 K1
193n  ditto ... Ounmarana... 17 10 0 35 25 60 119 „
194n ditto  ... , Talundilly .. 13 0 0 26 9 35 117
I D N41n  ditto  Sls %J" l  W. Q 28 8 8 47 15 62 133 J 1
42n ditto  ditto  No. 6  ... 44 0 0 40 0 40 77 G
18n ditto  ditto No. 7  ... 24 4 0 40 0 40 139 J 1
223 ditto Tichborne  ... 20 10 0 41 39 80 459 K 1
224 ditto  Minster North  ... 20 0 0 40 20 60 461  of
227  ditto Pemberley ..  ... 285 0 0 100 0 100 467
178  ditto Bona Vista No. 2  ... 4.0 0 0 80 16 96 335
97n  ditto  . Minster South  ... 21 10 0 43 5 48 331A
31  South Australian Land B ynmawr  ... 29 6 6 22 0 22 177 J 1
Mortgage and Agency
Company
38  ditto ... [)alkeith ... ... 25 6 0 23 20 43 58 G
ditto Swaylands ... ... 27 10 0 25 15 40 35 „
183  Springer, William Lisnafunshion No.1 12 10 0 50 50 100 36  K4
ditto (license fee)+  5 12 6
184n ditto ...  ditto No. 2  6 5 0 25 25 50 37 „
ditto (license fee)'  2 16 3
58n  Stephens, G. B. ... Edie's Creek No. 3  6 5 0 25 25 50 194 K3
181n Swendsen, A. C. ... Boston No. 1  7 10 0 30 16 46 31 K4
53 Tay lor, James ... ... Bothwell No. I  20 0 0 40 10 50 357 K1
54 ditto ... ... ditto No. 2  20 0 0 40 10 50 359
55 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 3  20 0 0 40 10 50 361
66 ditto ... ... ditto No. 4 20 0 0 40 10 50 363 of
57 ditto ... ... ditto  No. 5  20 0 0 40 20 60 365 „
875 ditto ... ... ditto No. 6  12 10 0 25 221 471 83 „
175 ditto ... ... Vacy No.  1  37 10 0 75 0 75 329 to
176 ditto ... ... Vacy  No. 2  31 15 0 631 0 631 331 of
307n ditto ... ...  Bona  Vista No. I ...  28 5 0 561 0 569 333
832 ditto ...  ditto  No. 3 ...  36 10 0 73 5 78 115 K2
833 ditto
...
... ...  ditto  No. 4  ...  24 0 0 48 19 67 116 to
834 ditto ... ...  ditto No. 5 ...  34 0 0 68 101 781 117  „
835 ditto ... ditto  No. 6  ...  32 10 0 65 35 100 118 „
836 ditto ... ... ditto No. 7 ...  25 0 0 50 50 100 119 „
209n ditto 18Arno 15 0 25 0 25 423 K1
1005 ditto
... ...... ...
... ... Adderly East ...  12 10 0 25 0 25 217E of
19 ditto ... ...  Annandale ... ...  21 0 0 42 40 82 173 „
307n ditto ... ...  Petworth .. ...  12 10 0 25 25 50 261 It
209n ditto ... ... Blackdown ...  25 0 0 50 0 50 259 „
210n ditto ... Cirencester ...  25 0 0 50 0 50 221 K1
308n ditto ... ... Wandsworth ...  25 0 0 50 0 50 61
157 ditto ... ... Mortlake ...  20 0 0 40 10 50 57
159 ditto ... Marlow Bridge ...  12 10 0 25 25 50 53
816 ditto ... ... Creswick No. 1 ...  12 10 0 25 24 49 28 K3
817 ditto ... ditto No. 2 ...  12 10 0 25 24 49 29 ,f
843 Taylor, J. J.W. , and G. C. Petworth East ...  12 10 0 25 10 35 55 to
807 Th} mson, John ... Omega .. ...  12
25
10 0
0
25
50
0
0
25
50
19
41 K1990 ditto ... ... Maneroo East ... 0
167 ditto ... ...  Maneroo ... ...  50 0 0 100 0 100 39 to
308n ditto ... ... Talleyrand ... ...  18 0 0 36 0 36 287 of
309n ditto ... ...  Macsland  29 17 6 594 0 591 283 „
842 Tolson  and Cameron ...  Jericho North ...  24 0 0 40 10 50 125 K2
843 ditto ... Jericho East ...  15 0 0 25 25 50 126
849 Travers , R. ... ...  Pelican East ...  17 10 0 35 15 50 132
852 ditto ... ... Friendly Springs ...  20 0 0 40 20 60 135
818 ditto ... ...  Byarri No. 2 ...  12 10 0 25 0 25 30  K3
230 ditto ... ... Triangle ... ...  12 10 0 25 0 25 473  K1
94n ditto ... ...  Camara 6 5 0 25 23 48 237  K3
309n ditto ... ... Pelican Creek  35 18 9 27 27 54 93 J 1
16n ditto ... ... Ingberry ...  127 15 6 96 48 144 91 „
73n ditto ... Byarri ... 27 2 1 28 0 28 95
310n ditto ... ... Boxdale ...  81 8 0 74 0 74 463 D2
310n ditto Joebell ... 110 0 0 100 11 111 464 „
126 Tra vers and Clarke ... Corinda  90 15 0 50 17 67 467
67 ditto Upper Boadale ...  40 14 0 37 0 37 43 G
989 Tr ust and A enc Com- 1  47Warrnambool No 10 0 95 5 100 186c K 2
p
g
any of Au
y
stralasia
.
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Lessee. Saa.
Woodford ..
Grasmere South ...
Swan Vale No. 5 ...
Medicus ... ...
Levaton ...
rot.L
Buccleugh ...
£  S. d.
MITCHELL-continued.
990 Trust and Agency Com- Warrnambool No. 2
844
931
991
868
869
939
870
59n
85n
111n
140n
37n
21n
22s
75n
141n
218n
141n
817
922
313n
pang of Australasia 1
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Lismore ...
... St. Enoch ... ...
... Grasmere .. ...
... Kyree No. 1 ...
ditto No.2 ...
... Cross ... ...
ditto ... ...
Tyson, James ...
Webb, W. S. .
Whittingham. G. and J..
and Davidson, W. H.
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
246n ditto
254n ditto ...
142n  Wienholt, E....
311n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
889 ditto ...
831 ditto ...
832 ditto ...
833 ditto ...
834 ditto ...
835 ditto ...
836 ditto ...
837 ditto ...
838 ditto ...
839 ditto
840 ditto ...
$41 ditto ...
219n ditto ...
142n  ditto ...
154n  ditto .. ...
978 Williams, D.L. (Exors.)
979 ditto ... ...
980 ditto ... ...
981 ditto
143n Williamson & Thornton
313n ditto ... ...
885 ditto ... ...
877 ditto ... ,..
958 ditto ... ...
959 ditto ... ...
317 ditto ... ...
58n  Wipple, C. R. ...
In Armvtage, F. W.
72n Jitto ...it ditto ...
73n ditto
185n ditto
186n ditto
to ditto
88n ditto
187n ditto
ditto
188n ditto
Alice Downs ...
ditto West...
Douglas Ponds ...
'Long Island ...
Norwood ...
Westbrook Downs ...
ditto East
Norwood North ...
Paradise Downs
No. 4
Westbrook Downs
West
Norwood East ...
Heullan ...
Hugden ... ...
Brixton .. .
Stamfordham No. 4
Katandra .
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No. 10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
Woodsberry ...Rockwoodville ...
Ilfracombe North ...
Silsoe No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4 ...
Tower Hill ... ...
Yanga ...
Cumbi Cumbi ...
Constitution ...
Birricania ... ..
Toorookoo ...
Boomerang Plains ...
Loch Arnoch ...
T1Ciaate4 Area in
square Hiles.
Sent. lands Folio.
25 0 0 50 0 50 186 D 2
12 10 0 25 29 279 56 K 3
10 0 0 40 10 50 136
50 0 0 100 0 100 186 E
40 0 0 80 31 834 80 K 3
12 10 0 23; 0 231 81
13 10 0 54 26 80 143
15 0 0 60 20 80 82
21 18 9  871,  0 874 196
6 5 0 25 0 25 218
7 10 0 30 71 371 248
21 0 0 21 23 44 98
„
33 11 0  30,91 10 401 56  go
32 12 3 249 61 30; 231 J 1
25 5 2 191  134 33 23B
45 18 6 341  25 594 19
33 5 6 25 25 50 13
„
„
„
33 5 6 25 20 45 15A „
35 4 0 32 16 48 487A D 2
12 10 0 25 10 35 96 K 2
12 10 0 19 0 19 205 „
25 10 0 34 10 44 95  It
36 6 0 33 16 49 487E D 2
46 11 8 35 20 55 151B J 1
29 0 0 58 0 58 1031 K 1
51 0 0 102 0 102 101
65 0 0 130 0 130 99
12 10 0 79 0 79 94
50 0 0 100 0 100 43
22 0 0 44 0 44 45
32 10 0 65 0 65 46
35 0 0 70 0 70 47
32 10 0 65 0 65 48
27 10 0 55  0 55  49
35 0 0 70 0 70 50
26 0 0 52  0 52 51
25 0 0 50 0 50 52
49 10 0 99 0 99 53
49 10 0 99 0 99 54 „
30 0 0 40 0 441 82 K 2
37 10 0 50 0 50 83
31 2 6 419 0 411 149E K 1
25 0 0 50 26 76 261 K 2
50 0 0 100 0 100 262 „
50 0 0 100 0 100 1 K 3
25 0 0 50 25 75 2  to
83 17 0 63 12 75 183 J 1
17 10 0 35 15 50 321 K 1
30 5 0 50 25 75 187 J 1
12 10 0 244 0 241 161 K 2
25 0 0 50 50 100 241 „
12 10 0 25 15 40 242 „
12 10 0 25 25 50 I  78  to
12 10 0 50 50 100 1 195 K 3
WARREGO.
Booboola
Belmore South
ditto North
Burrandulla East
Burrundulla
Round Hills
Pomeroy ..
Clayton East ...
Thuringowa ...
ditto North...
ditto South ...
12 10 0
10 0 0
14 10 0
12 10 0
95 5 9
95 5 9
90 15 0
10 0 0
49 4 11
42 18 4
42 18 4
25
40
58
50
75
75
60
40
37
33
33
0 25 1 25  K3
361 764 144
199 779 ( 145
50 100 , 146 6'125 100 223
25 100 224 „
20 80 225 „
2 42 182 K 3
13 50 9 J 2
17 5n 10 „
17 5{) 8  it
414
188n Armitage, F. W.
189n ditto ...
to ditto ...
103n ditto ...
104n ditto ...
190n ditto ...
595 ditto ...
687 ditto ...
688 ditto
689 ditto ...
690 ditto ...
691 ditto ...
692 ditto ...
372 ditto ...
78n ditto ...
79n ditto ...
80n ditto ...
224n  Ashburn, John
225n ditto
318n ditto ...
403 ditto ...
404 ditto ...
264n  ditto ...
757 ditto ...
344n ditto ...
182n  Ashburn, J. & J. C. M.
183n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ...
179n Australian Mortgage
Land & Finance Co.
184n ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
243n  ditto ... ...
ditto .. . ..677 .
133n Bank , Australian Joint
Stock
360 ditto ... ...
112n ditto ... ...
346 ditto ... ...
426 ditto ... ...
427 ditto ... ...
150n ditto ... ..
113n ditto ... ...
252n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
263n  ditto ...
632 Bank ,CommercialCom-
pany of Sydney
265n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
192n ditto ... ...
21n  ditto ...
„
ditto ... ...
50n ditto
194n Bank , London Char-
tered , of Australia
(Limited)
loon ditto ...
194n ditto ...
195n ditto ...
338n ditto
317n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
195n  ditto ...
318n ditto ...
709 ditto ...
710 ditto ...
712 ditto ...
731 ditto ...
732 ditto ...
LIST OF RUNS-- oontinwe&
., lam.
A
a
$ a. d.
WARREGO-continued.
Wiralla ... 42  18 4
ditto North ... 42 18 4
ditto South ... 42 18 4
Kooliatto ... 29  0 10
ditto North ... 29  0 10
Wyara ... ... 68 1 7
Winbourne ... ... 35 0 0
Bal ... ... ... 16 0 0
Belmore ... ... 27 10 0
Gonda ... ... 16 0 0
Three Pioneers ... 35 0 0
Cowara ... ... 19 0 0
Clayton  ...  14 0 0
Burrundulla North 35 0 0
Ismail ... ... 5216 0
Alexandria ... 37 10 0
Sahara ...  113 15 0
Hoganthulla Downs 33 5 6
Koolbellup ... ... 66 11 0
Chesterton No. 2 ... 73 4 1
ditto  No. 3 ...  29 0 10
Hoganthulla.N o.1... 45 7 6
Banker  ... ...  6 5 0
Burendd, Salt Bush 12 10 0
Banker South ... 6 5 0
ditto (license)" ... 3 8 9
ditto (arrears) 6 5 0
Lilly Vale ... ... 24 0 0
Lilly Downs ... 45 0 0
Lilly Plains ... 21 0 0
Haphazard ... ... 7 10 0
Orient Two ...
Coronation Two
Mooroola ..
ditto 5 outh
North Gibbers
Elizabeth Creek
12 10 0
8 15 0
38 10 0
38 10 0
16 18 0
86 10 4
Three Cones ... 15 0 0
Glanworth ... ... 44 0 0
Myall ... ... 32 10 0
Behool ... ... 16 0 0
Tollong . ... 16 0 0
Elizabeth Creek ... 86 10 4
Glanmire ... ... 21  10  0
Stafordli ... ,.,
Tring ... ... 15 0 0
Bury ... ... 10 15 0
Woodburne 19 0 0
Dundoo ... ... 116 3 2
Marathon East ... 59 2 6
Retrac ... 66 0 0
Moolya North ... 6 6 0
Cecil Downs ... 13 10 0
ditto (arrears)  " -  5 0 0
Cecil Plainsij ...
Dangar's Lagoon ... 34 9 8
IIpper TD over G East 33 5 6
N o. 3 Block ... 33 5 6
No. 1 Block ... 33 5 6
Hillsdale .. ... 42  11 10
Killowen East ... 66 11 0
Goonery ... ... 53 4  10
Inquin ... ... .30 5 0
Kambo ... ... 15 2 6
Boopenbury ... 12  10 0
Knife Waterhole ... 12 10 0
Clover Lake ... 12 10 0
Playboy ... ...  17 10 0
Jonathan ... ... 35 0 0
r an.an Area m8~6  XnaL
vail -  Una- Total.bb. Tailable.
55 209
100 63
32 445
100 447
60 449
100 451
70 453
49 455
100 171
47 157
33 159
80 161
25 433
50 435
75 263
40 452
70 467
25 240
25  465
50 254
50 13
50 11
50 15
50 14
Lan& Illo.
50 12 J 2
„
,f
J?
„
„
„
of
K3
K2
K3
40 26 66 210
30 15 45 211
35 7 42 212
30 20 50 205
„
„
to
„
50 10 60 213
35 13 48 214
35 15 50 227 G
35 15 50 231
26 15 41 425 K 1
65 10 75 417 J 1
30 5 35 205 K 1
40 10 50 92 G 1
65 15  . 80 89 K 1
32 32 64 77 to
32 32  64 75  to
65 10 75 469 J 1
43 5 48 91 G 2
40 8 48 219 K 3
60 27 87 220
43 5 48 222
38 12 50 225
60 15
25 25
60 15
25 0
54 21
of
„
K2
75 16 G (Ml)
50 8  G2
75 243 G 1
25 66  K3
75 65 „
23; 0 231 119  to
25 0 25 399 J 1
25 0 25 401
25 0 25  403
25 0 25 405
32 18 50 409
50 0 50 407
40 29 69 411
50 14 64 413
25 0 25 415
25 0 25 489
25 0 25 491
25 0 25 495
35  15 50 27
70 21 91 29 EL
415
LIST OF  RUNS--continued.
Estimated Area is
square Miles.
Less.
439 Bank, London Chartered
736 ditto ...
744 ditto ...
745 ditto ...
680 ditto ...
685 ditto ...
386 ditto ...
406 ditto ...
711 ditto ...
733 ditto ...
358n  ditto ...
633 ditto
634 ditto ...
708 ditto ...
342n  ditto ...
343n ditto
ditto
78n Bank of
Wales
80n ditto
86n dittoIt ditto
87n ditto
'720 ditto
721 ditto
722 ditto
New South
354n ditto
319n Bank, Queensland
tional, Limited
285n ditto ...to, ditto
347n  ditto ...
339n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
62n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
63n ditto ...
108n ditto
„ ditto
63n ditto
157n ditto
158n ditto
210n
211n
210n
211n
212n
684
49n
53n.
120n
793
319n
85n
658
739
120n
212n
213n
356
357
359n
448 I ditto
322n, ditto
116n1 ditto
64n ditto
ditto
116n ditto
ln( ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...N a-
...
Bank , Union of Australia
ditto ... ... Wallstow ...
ditto  ... ... Opal ... ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
Sanquhar, No. 2 ...
Sanquhar ... ...
Listowel Downs No.2
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No.4 ...
... ditto No.5 ...
... 1 Blanc ...
Rent.
WARREGO- continued.
Inquin East ...
Sunny Flat ...
Goondooblue ...
Broomby Flat ...
Turnworth North ...
Toolonga North ...
Gidgee Camp ...
Round Sand Hills ...
Nulbear ... ...
World ... ...
Widgee-goara ...
Balbon ... ...
Quambone ... ...
Widgee-goara West
Quambone East ...
Balbon North ..
Widgee-goara North
Suez ... ...
18 0 0 36 14 50 160
15 0 0 30 121 421 172
35 0 0  70 29; 991 173
31 10  0 63 28 91 174
31 10  0 63 21 84 396
34 10 0
21 0 0  42 10 52 398
10 10 0
Total.
12 10 0 25 7 32 45
12 10 0 25 0 25 423
15 0 0 30 5 35 439
17 10 0 35 15 50 441
20 0 0 40 10 50 431
12 10 0 25 8 33 439
12 10 0 25 0 25 151
25 0 0 50 0 50 117
12 10 0 25 0 25 493
25 0 0 50 10 60 31
15 12 0 26 0 26 29A
13 5 0 261 0 261 335A
12 10 0 25 0 25 337A
13 0 0 26 0 26 487
12 10 0  25 0 25  337B
13 5 0 261 0 261  335B
15 0 0 25 0 25 2913
27 0 0 45 61 511 156
Nubia ... ...
Cobar ... ...
Saltaire ... ...
Tyne ... ...
Arkansas South
ditto (arrears)++
ditto North
ditto (arrears)++
Nebraska ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
Alba Creek, No. 1 ...
Moble North ...
South Down
Eastfield ...
Down ...
Bangor ...
Belfast ...
Owthorpe No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto  No. 5 ...
ditto  No. 8 ...
ditto  No. 9  ...
ditto No. 10 ...
Tungara ...
ditto (arrears)++
Wombin ... ...
ditto (arrears)++
ditto East
Moble ...
ditto West
Tungara East
Prairie
ditto North
Yellowstone
Bog Camp ...
Yarrawonga...
Lydia
A No. 6
Ada ...
Onay...
Halton
Thurles
Onay Angellala
Ooloowooloono
!ermoy ...
Lands Folio
K1
K2toto
K1
toto
K 2
„
19 10 0 39 19 58 400
13 10 0
55 0 0 50 16 66 20 G 1
45 0 0 60 40 100 197 K 1
26 5 0 35 15 50 191
26 5 0 35 15 50 189
13 10 0 27 5 32 185
21 0 0 42 8 50 183
25 10 0 34 20 54 181
55 0 0 50 25  75  63
55 0 0 50 25 75 64
27 10 0 25 0 25 65
55 0 0 50 25 75 68
55 0 0  50 25  75 69
27 10 0 25 0 25 70
44 0 0 40 10 50 140
76 10 0
44 0 0 40 10 50 139
76 10 0
79 17 2 60 7 67 249
74 16 0 68 11 79 213
36 6 0 30 20 50 216
112 10 7 60 7 67 215
r1toto
to
to
ofto
to
38 10 0 35 15 50 247 „
29 0 0 58 19 77 323 K 2
8 15 0 35 30 65 116 K 3
7 10 0 30 4 30; 125  to
82 10 0 75 25 100 98 G 1
12 10 0 25 2 27 17 K 3
55 0 0 50 0 50 23 C
7 10 0 30 52 351 170 K 3
22 10 0 45 13 58 387 K 1
27 10 0 55 44 594 41 K 2
33 0 0 30 20 50 96 G 1
27 10 0 25 0 25 69 113
27 10 0 25 0 25 18
12 10 0 25 131 381 213 K 1
12 10 0 25 15 40 211
30 0 0  60 17; 774 79
20 0 0
20 5 0 27 20 47  27
38 10 0 25 19 44 59 G 2
91 10 0 , 71 28 99 471 J 1
55 0 0 I 50  26 76 17 G 1 (MI.)
27 10 0  25 23 48 33
' 52 352 0 27 29 4
„
I I it01
22 10 0 45 ) 32  1 77 26 £ 3
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LIST OF  RUNS 090"NO&
a r. 4Mi.ti
squMe Now
Bent .  Land s  Polio.
..s- We- ,
ibis.
WARREGO- continued.
2 Bank , Union ofAustralia Alps ... ... ... 18 0 0 36 36 72 27  K3
13n ditto ... ...  Caranna ... 13 15 0 55 13 68 50
ditto (arrears)++ 6 5 0
786 ditto ... ...  Stanhope ... ... 22 0 0 44 5 49 134 K 2
791 ditto ... ...  Mort Lake 15 0 0 30 34 33; 141
281n ditto ... Autboringa No. 2 ... 45 0 0 45 32 77 37 G 2
354n ditto ... ... Riversleigh South... 12 10 0 25 5
0
30
25
179 K 1
177374 ditto ... ... Riversleigh ... ... 12 10 0 25 „
654 ditto ...  Meadows t ... ... 10 15 0 32 21 341 377
104n Barker , Barker, McLean, Lake Colless ... 84 14 0 50 25 75 71 G 1
and Chambers
105n ditto ... ...  Koraggarak... ... 49 4 9 29 17 46 72
„ ditto ... ... Yungerah ... 55  18 1 33 17 50 73
106n ditto ... ... Owthorpe No. 1 ... 42 7 0 25 20 45 61
302n  ditto ... ... Godesberg ... ... 20 0 0 40 10
10
50
50
65 K1
67ditto ... ...  Bonn ... ... 20 0 0 40
697 ditto ... ...  Phipps ... ... 17 10 0 35 25
2
60
100
465
4 7698 ditto ... ... Annie Joe Joe ... 37 10 0 575 6
699 ditto ... ... Young Woman ,.. 17 10 0 35 25 60 469 „
700 ditto Gap 17 0 0 34 16 50 471... ... ...
15 70 473
... ...701 ditto ...
702 ditto ... ... Galvin ... ...
27 10
27 10
0
0
55
55 45 100 475 „
703 ditto ... ...  Denman ... 26 0 0 52 42 94 477
728 ditto ... Thiers ... 32 10 0 65 30 95 21 K2
743 ditto ... ...  Table Top ... 19 0 0 38 18 56 437
802 ditto ...  Winbin . 40 0 0 80 20 100 173
803 ditto ... ... ditto North 30 0 0 60 44) 100 171
160n ditto ... ... Gunadorah ... 70 16 10 46 0 46 163 G 1
283n  ditto ...  Wombadulla 38 10 0 25 9 34 26 G 216721 ditto ... ... Gunadorah West 42 7 0 25 10 35 201 G 1
ditto (arrears) 3 17 0
39n ditto Geneva ... 7 10 0 30 20 50 97 K 3
49n ditto Colac 7 10 0 30 124 421 117
5011  ditto .. ... Derremut .. ... 7 10 0 30 8 38 118
359n Bassett and Douglas...  Protection¶... ... 25 0 25 258
3111 Berkelman  andLambert Gonia ... ... 15 0 0 30 19 49 83
103n Brassington, S. ...  Reynella ... ... 26 8 0 24 0 24 57 D3
679  ditto .. Bellrose ... ... 25 0 0 50 8 58 313 K2
134n  British and  Australian  Byrgana ... ... 47 18 3 36 0 36 83 J1
Trust and Loan Co.(Limited)
135n ditto  Camroo 47 18 3 36  0 36 61
ditto Bay-rick 37 5 4 28 0 28 67A
136n  ditto  Damson 29 12 9 224  0 224 73A
ditto Hoszfeldt 21 19 10 161 0 16L 79A
137n  ditto Tolliness 42 11 10 32 0 32 81i
ditto Toolmaree 27 5 9 201-  0 20 75A
138w  ditto  Tarring . 35 18 9 27 0 27 77A „
286n  ditto oo. Metowra West 38 5 5 2H n 284 71 „
ditto Narambla East 35 5 1 344  0 344 65
287n  ditto  ditto West 58 11 4 44 0 44 63
158n  ditto  Westbourne 27 10 0 25 0 25 144 G 1
159n  ditto  Eastbourne ... 22 13 9 18  0 18 145
198n  ditto Glaumire East 27 10 0 25 0 25 214
ditto Sadowa ... 27 10 0 25 12 37 217 G
199n  ditto  Leyburn . 27 10 0 25 0 25 218
175n  ditto Hoszfeldt East 34 18 11 264 0 264 79B J 1
ditto  I)amson East 35 12 2 264 0 26 73e
176a  ditto Tolliness South 39 18 8 30  0 30 81B
ditto  Bayrick North 41 14 5 314 0 314 67B
177n  ditto Tarrina Fast 35 18 9 27 0 27 77B
ditto  ditto West 35 18 9 27 0 27 77c
178n  ditto Toolmarree South 35 18 9 27 0 27 75B
ditto ditto East 29 5 8 22  0 22 75c
97n Buckley,  M.  Al ... ... 69 11 6 50 0 50 22 C
Bonedthaditt 33 5 6 25  0 25 231 J 1
3C3n
...o
ditto  Merregin ... 33 5 6 25  0 25 j 233
30411 ditto Hurtle Vale 33 5 6 25 0 25 235
266n ditto  Murweh ... 15 2 6 25  25 50 237
19311 ditto ditto West 15 2 6 25  25 50 239
678 ditto  Minitta ... 24 12 0 41  10 51 427 K1
696 ditto Maaooupe ... 16 10 0 33  17 50 347 K 2
697 ditto Melville Forest 15 0 0 30 15 45 849
739 ditto  ... Toorack ... 16 10 0 33 17 50 429
740 ditto Toorumburry 29 10 0 59 10 1 69 431 „
ditto (arrears)] * ... 42 10 0
417
LIST OF  RUNS- conii;zued.
Avail- Una.
able. vallable.
£  S. d.
R M Rent,
Fitimsted Area in
square Miles.
Total.
741 Buckley, M.
742 ditto ... ...
743 ditto ... ...
744 ditto ...
305n  Bullmore and Bligh ...
408 ditto ... ...
635 ditto ... ...
7n ditto ... ...
15n ditto ... ...
16n ditto ... ...
17n ditto ... ...
18n ditto ... ...
26n  ditto ...
636 ditto ...
355 ditto ...
266n ditto ...
267n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
268n ditto ...
ditto ...
269n ditto ...
259n  ditto ...
169n Clancey ,  John...
59n Clarke , W. J....
337 ditto ...
221n  ditto ...
301 ditto ...
327 ditto ...
450 ditto ...
505 ditto ...
357n  ditto
66n ditto
67n ditto ... ...
89n ditto ... ...
747 ditto .. ..
106n Cleve, Fink ,  and Henty
107n  ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
694 ditto ... ...
695 ditto ... ...
696 ditto ... ...
704 ditto ...
729 ditto ... ...
191n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
283n  ditto ... ...
296n ditto ... ...
346n Cole and Brown ...
IN Corbett, Archibald ...
449 Cribb, John G. ...
609 ditto ... ...
724 ditto ...
347n Cudmore ,  Swan, and
Smith
380 ditto ... ...
596 ditto ... ...
746 ditto ... ...
747 ditto ... ...
749 ditto ... ...
750 ditto ... ..
766 ditto ... ...
348n ditto ... ...
440 ditto ... ...
441 ditto ... ...
442 ditto ... ...
444 ditto ... ...
445 ditto ... ...
674 ditto ... ...
675 ditto ...
346 I Cudmore ,  Smith, Swan,
and Elder
Lend- Fnlio.
WABREGO -continued.
Yarra Yarra ...
Pericoota ... ..
ditto (arrears)U... «+...
Bunburra ... ...
Cheverel ...
Junction Block ...
Prospect ... ...
Salsette
Dingo
Sistova lI
Varnat
Widdin
Schumla ... ..
ditto (arrears)+$...
Hobartli ... ...
Poonah ... ...
Moltke ... ...
Berlin ... ...
Paris ... ...
Orleans ... ,..
Strasburg ... ...
Metz ... ...
Sedan ... ...
Merv ... ...
Bolan ..
Lower Eulo Right ...
Melia ... ...
Boongithara ...
Bingara North ...
ditto South ...
Bingara East ...
Werie Ela West ...
ditto (arrears)++•
Werie Ela ... ..
.+...ditto (arrears)+ `.
Goomilla ... ..
ditto (arrears)++. .
Bundillat ... ...
Kieni ... ...
Goy ...
Owthorpe No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 6  ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
Becker ... ...
Green ... ...
Balthazar .. ...
Nyngin West ...
Napoleon ...
Goorie Goorie ...
Nyngin ... ...
Cormparoo ... ...
Comongin ... ...
Tom ...
North Eurella ..
Hoganthulla No. 2...
Killarney ... ...
Roshire ... ...
Tara ... ... ...
Kenilworth ...
Cudmore ... ...
Mineral ... ...
Flukes ... ...Coe it ... ...
Cothalow ... ...
Adelaide ... ...
Bismark ... ...
Coomete ...
ditto East ...
Morgana ...
Patchimellum ..
ditto East
Boortkoi .. ...
Fiery Creek ...
Imbadulla ... ...
16 0 0 32  151  471  4.33 K 2
28 10 0 57  1  10 67 435
40 0 0 1
16 10 0 33 17 50 49
18 0 0 36 18  54 5140 0 0 80 20 100 11
38 15 0 25 25 50 113
40 0 0 25 0 25 339
6 5 0 25 15 40 38
30  15 45 54
0 10 0  27 8 35 55
8 0 0 32 17 49 57
7 10 0 30 12 42 59
6 5 0
40 2491 64; 76
16 16 0 28 15 43 241
12 10 0 25 25 50 215
18 10 0 37 13 50 109
17 10 0 35 0 35 107
20 0 0 40 10 50 105
18 10 0 37 13 50 103
20 0 0 40 10 50 101
20 0 0 40 10 50 99
9 0 0 36 36 72  237
17 10 0 70 27 97 196
89 13 0  811 11 92-1 122
12 10 0 25 0 25 249
47 18 3 36 20 56 210
21 15 7 36 20 56 93
22 19 10 38 23 61 91
28 10 0 38 23 61 25
19 4 0 32 15 47 85
21 0 0
19 16 0 33 17 50 95
24 0 0
„
K1
K3
K1
„
K3
f,
D3
K1
G111
$1
J1
7 10 0 30  21  324 133 K 3
650
4 0 0 36 1291 4891 134
7 0 0 28 0 28 183
12 10 0 25 8e 331 57
84 14 0 50 13 63 62
42 7- 0 25 0 25 66
84 14  0 50 25 75 67
37 10 0 75 •25 100 459
„
„
K2
U1
,,
„
K1
35 0 0 70 30 100 461 „
30 0 0 60 40 100 463
39 10 0 79 19 98 479
27 10 0 -  55  45 100 23 K 2
67 15 2 40 10 50 291 G 1
67 15 2 40 10 50 245 „
50 1 0 35  151  504 12 G 2
42 7 0 25 5 30 61B G 1
n.l.  25  25 50  257 K 3
6 5 0 25 5 30 44  it
30 0 0  44)  10 50 23 K 1
17 10 0 35 20 55 179 K 2
12 10 0 25 15 40 403
37 10 0  75  25 100 167 R 1
14 0 0 28 11* 3991 165
12 10 0 25 25 50 61
15 0 0 30  22 52 443
12 10 0 25 0 25  445
12 10 0 25  0 25  449
17 10 0 35 17 52 451
K2
„
„
to
12 10 0 15; 0 15; 483
15 0 0 30 20 50 207 K 1
12 10 0 25 14 39 41
12 10 0 25 14 39 43
17 10 0 35 15 50 37
17 10 0 35 15 50 33
17 10 0 35 15 50 35
„It
„
„
22 10 0 45 30 1 75 303 K 2
22 10 0 45 30 1 75 305
19 19 4 33 17 50 1 1  Y',
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LIST OF  RUNS-contin ied.
Estimated Area in
square Miles.
347
381
382
356
269n
304n!
305n!
607
608
655
656
Lessee. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
wailable. Total.
Lands  Polio.
WARREGO-continved.
Cudmore, Smith,  Swan , i Imbadulla East ... 19 19
and Elder
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
657 ditto
804 ditto
670 ditto ...
672 ditto ...C-73  ditto ...
781 ditto ...
783 ditto ...
734 ditto ...
748 ditto
751 ditto
764 ditto
765 ditto
383 ditto ... ...
385 ditto .
735 Cudmore, J. F. and D.
779 ditto ... ...
780 ditto ... ...
781 ditto
786 ditto
787 ditto
791 ditto
792 ditto
795  ditto
25n  ditto ...
38n; ditto
ditto
9211, ditto ...
201n'  Dickson, G. L.
to  I ditto ...
139n' ditto ...
424 ditto ...
740 ditto ...
172n  ditto ...
257 1 ditto
348nl Dougharty, J. G.
333 ditto ...
334 ditto ...
306n' ditto ...
797 ditto ...
798 ditto ...
799 ditto ...
3n+ ditto ...
4nl ditto ...
8n, ditto ...
9n ditto ...
349n ditto ...
203n ditto ...
152n  ditto ...
153ni ditto
Tamboryne ...
Boogana  ... ...
Inj'amulla ... ...
ditto East ...
Hoomooloo South ...
ditto North ...
Poins ... ...
ditto (arrears) • •
Falstaff ... ...
Zetland ..
ditto  (arrears)+
Beltram ...
ditto (arrears)++ ...
Avoca ... ...
Wingfield ...
ditto  (arrears )+*, ...
Undinc .. ..
Alaric ... ...
Arnica ... ...
Cobby ... ...
Salem ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Gundary Back
Victoria ... ...
Britomart ...
Weegellah ... ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Pullberri ... ..
ditto (arrears)j+...
Gundary ... ...
ditto East ...
Wellclose ... ..:
Boondoont ...
Brigalow ...
ditto (arrears )++• • • ,
Young ... ..
ditto (arrears)+. . .
Levuka ...
Yammagingin ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Stannum ... ..
ditto (arrears)"...
Kaloola ... ...
Rockwell ..
ditto (arrears)...
Cuckoo ... ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Cubrathulla
ditto (arrears)*+...
...ditto NorthManton ...
Black's Run
Mount View
Torn Coat ...
Clara. ...
Burrah
Uabba
Long Downs
Leicester ...
Waverley ...
Woodstock ...
Trochu ...
Dougharty ... ...
ditto North ...
Elwood ... ...
Missie
Florence ... ...
Morris ...
Ada Downs ... ...
Ailsa ... ...
Buckenby ... ...
ditto North ...
ditto West ...
4 33 17 50 3 J 1
50 0 0 100 0 100 161
50 0 0 100 0 100 159
19 7 2 32 18 50 5
20 11 5 34 16 50 7
21 15 7 36 15 51 17
25 8 2 42 18 60 15
25 0 0 50 412 5412  167
35 0 0
21 i 0 40 10 50 169
K1
„
J
„to
K2
22 10 0 45 44 494 381 K 1
26 5 0
22 10 0 45 4-, 494 383  to
26 5 0
30 0 0 60 42 102 385  to
37 10 0 75 5 80 175 K 2
26 5 0
20 0 0 40 9 49 295
20 0 0 40 18 58 299
15 0 0 30 20 50 301
15 0 0 30 6 36 125
25 0 0 50  41  541  129
17 10 0
30 0 0 60 214 814 419
19 10 0 39 11 50 447
17 10 0 35 15 50 453
27 10 0 55 74 621  479
25 0 0
2" 0 5 8 58 4810 0
tototototo
to
„
to0
16 5 0
30 5 0 50 25 75 11  11
30 5 0  50  25  75 13
12 10 0 25 7 32 422  K2
13 11  3 324 0 324 3 K 3
15 0 0 30  11-21  4112 4  to
6 5 0
15 0 0 30 6 36 5
6 5 0
25 0 0 50 24 74
22 0 0  44 84 524
5 0 0
10
11
25 0 0 50 164 66; 15
12 10 0
15 0 0 30 6 36 16
17 10 0 35 22 3712 19
12 10 0
60 0 0 41) 9 49 73  to
15 0 0
11 5 0 45  7j 521  94
6 5 0
6 5 0 20 0 20 95
6 5 0 224 0 224 189
51 17 4 39 8 47 305
46 11 8 35 25 60 307
to
„
42 18 4 33 17 50 309  to
15 0 0  30 30 60 83 K 1
15 0 0 30  20 50 43 K 2
6 6 0 25 161 41L 202 K 3
14 0 0 28 8. 364 242 D 201
21 0 0 35 35 70 259 K 1
18 15 0 25 25 50 257 „
26 5 0 35 15  50  255
47 10  0 25 25 50 217  to
20 0 0 40 20 60 21 K 3
14 0 0 28 12 40 22
12 10  0 25 3 28 23
25 0 0 50 30 80 31
17 10 0 35 35 70 30
8 5 0 33 1312 4612 40
6 5 0 25  0 25 41
48 0 0 40 30 70 269
66 11 0 50 0 50 193
29 0 10 30 20 I 50 197
29 0 10 30  20 50 1 195
toto
to
K1
J1
419
LIST OF 1W I$- coil i,u..d.
ftf "nsrm..aa.,r.. In
WARREGO  - continued.
E  S. d.
153n Dougbarty, J. C.
127n  ditto ...
306n ditto ...
270n ditto  ...
331 ditto ...
690 Durack, P. ...
689 ditto .. ...
222n  Dunne, J. P. and J. ...
458 Feehan, Richard ...
415 Flood, Edward ...
411 ditto ,,.
90n diito ... ...
199n ditto
345n Foot, Foot, and Biddulph
ditto ...
331 Gardiner, J. A. ...
307n ditto ... ...
349n ditto ...
460 ditto ... ...
461 ditto ... ...
228n  ditto ... ,..
229n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
230n  ditto ... ...
650 ditto ...
659 ditto ... ...
660 ditto ... ...
716 ditto .
350n  GoldsbroughR,and Co.
355 ditto ... ...
338 ditto ,.. ...
291n  Good, Mathew ...
603 ditto ...
132n Gordon and Flood ,..
271n  ditto ,.. ...
271n  ditto ... ...
272n  ditto ... ...
„ - ditto ... ...
273n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
274n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...99
98n ditto ... ...
275n  ditto ... ...99 ditto ... ...
422 ditto ... ...
334 ditto ...
335 ditto ... ..
336 ditto ... ...
337 ditto ... ...
202n  ditto ... ...
14'Sn ditto
146n ditto ..,
„ ditto
515 Harries, E. D...
40n ditto
301n If aughton, George
630 Hill and Clark
143n ditto
276n  Humphrey and Bull-
more
203n  ditto
204n ditto
734 ditto
56n  ditto
ditto
139n Humphrey, C. H.
204n ditto ...
205n  ditto ...
350n ditto ,.,
276n  ditto
277n  ditto :..
205n  ditto" ...
307n , Hunter,  Herbert
45
Kardoolnah .. ...
ditto East ...
Yarron Vale ...
Serpentine ... ...
Gears ...
Nerrigundah ...
Mongarlo
Authoringa West ...
Kungie South ...
Bommerah ... ...
Thara ...
Back Wombojj ...
Barradeen . ...
Berkshire No. 1
ditto No. 2§ ...
Hill's Plains ...
Emu Plains ...
Kangaroo Plains ...
Meekin Kolley ...
Urdah Urain
Block No. 2 on Cut-
tilar River
ditto No. 3 ditto ...
ditto No. 4 ditto ...
ditto No. 5 ditto .,.
Roto ... ...
Colaroy ... ...
Juan ... ...
Juanbung ...
Nive Junction
Tathumnarra
Boyne
Paroo West...
Geelong
Block No. 3...
Glengarry ...
Karroll ...
Egoline ...
Tarrangella...
Pomitheragah
Koralling ...
Bungoo ...
Ahmoo ...
A4 ...
Gowrie ...
Glenelg ...
Alma ...
Cryan ...
Marah ...
Bucklebone ...
Millie ...
Quirindi ...
Warra ...
Wombo ...
Pardoo ...
Malta ...
Belle... ...
Higher Hirst¶
Kempsey ...D4 No. 5
Walker's Creek
NAM.
Avail- VUO.2%%LAble.
48 8 0 50
40 13 1 42
15 2 6 I 25
56 0 0 70
36 7 6 481
30 0 0 60
14 0 0 28
27 10 0 25
18 15 0 25
102 10 0 25
65 0 0 25
6 5 0 25
30 0 0 4025
25
33 5 6 25
33 5 6 25
66 11 0 50
30 0 0 40
30 0 0 40
36 18 1 25
36 18 1
36 18 1
36 18 1
25 0 0
22 10 0
25 0 0
31 10 0
12 10 0
33 5 6
22 0 0
61 17 6
18 15 0
46 11 8
42 7 0
42 7 0
42 7 0
42 7 0
.•• 42 7 0
42 7 0
... 42 7 0
... 42 7 0
... 55 0 0
... 27 10 0
... 27 10 0
... 27 10 0
... 42 7 0
... 42 7 0
... 42 7 0
... 42 7 0
... 27 10 0
... 27 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
52 10 0
... 30 0 0
26 0
111 17 4
40 0 0
Jingidilla ... ...
Gibber Ahmoo ...
Pendennis ..
Boumgarten's Folly
The R anges... ...
Cresswell 1 o. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3 ...
Oakwood No. 8 ...
Fawley West ...
Belstead ,.. ...
Dunstan
Ahmoo Beinbah ...
Cashalton ... ...
27 10 0
41 16 0
35 0 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
79 17 2
66 11 0
99 16 6
46 11 8
65 0 0
55 0 0
59 8 0
36 6 0
50 100 199 J 11
25 67 201
25 50 207
30 100 111 K 1
20 68* 261
40 100 335 K 2
3 31 333
1 26 205 G 1
0 25 1 K 1
0 25 87 D 3
0 25 52 „
7 32 186 K 3
10 50 2 G 1
25 50 255 K 3
25 50 256
25 50 283 J 1
25 50 285
0 50 287
40 80 9 K 140  80 7 „
0 25 295 J 1
0 25 297
0 25 299
0 25 301
16 66 369
15 60 389
30 80 391
K1
37 100 503
0 25 37 J1
0 25 28 G 1
41 85 101 D 3
30 75 35 G 2
15  40  275 K 1
0 25 15 D 1 (Mar)
0 25 21 D 3
0 25 59
9 34 90
0 25 86
0 25 88
7 32 89
0 25 53
0 25 55
0 50 19
0 25 19
0 25 20
0 25 56
10 35 95
8 33 96
-13 38 97
5 30 98
0 25 22
0 25 23
0 25 24
0 25 54 I
0 50 116 G1
40 , 90 1 98 K 3
0 30 249
6 58 329 K 1
0 43 30 C
20 60 46 G 2
39 206 G 1
74 221
80 379 K 1
87 127 K 3
95 128
100 25 J 1
100 29
100 27
50 31
72 99
69 100
82 220
54 93
420
LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Estimated Area in
square  ] tiles.
132n Hunter , Herbert
93n ditto ...
354 ditto ...
351n ditto ...
Leeeee. Run. Rent.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable.l Total.
66 0 66 35 J 1
60 0 50 33
25 11 36 29 G 1
26 10 36 8 D 3
58 0 58 6 „
30 30 60 101 G 1
to ditto
121n  ditto ...
657 ditto .
338 Imlay Alexander
361 Jeffray and Murray
362 ditto ...
377 ditto ...
627 ditto ...
539 ditto ...
200n ditto
129n  ditto ...
164n ditto ...
8n ditto ..,
716 ditto
47n ditto
326 ditto
724 ditto
725  ditto
775 ditto
776 ditto
40n ditto
41n ditto
...
41n ditto ...
42n ditto ...
„ ditto
799 Jenkins ,  Francis
800 ditto ...
801 ditto ...
785 ditto ...
98n ditto ...
32n ditto ...
658 ditto .
352n Jones,  Richard
ditto ...
718 ditto
719 ditto ...
723 ditto ...57m  ditto ...
„ ditto ..
14n Jones, Francis
339 Jones, Green,
Sullivan
308n ditto
341 ditto ...
277n  ditto
353n  ditto ...
278n ditto ...
353n  ditto
346 ditto ...
619 ditto
652 ditto
787 ditto
183 ditto ...
184 ditto
185 ditto
187 ditto ...
188 ditto
189 ditto
190 ditto
201 ditto
202 ditto
...
208 ditto ...
298 ditto
391 ditto
392 ditto
423 ditto
342n  ditto ...
206n ditto
W ARREGO-continued.
Branch Creek ... I 87 16 11
Victoria Downs ... 1 66 11 0
Brunel Downs South 27 10 0
ditto Northt 43 11 11
ditto West 98 5 1
Ivanhoe Downs ... 50 16 5
Callene ... ... 20 0 0
Woolga ... ... 19 16 0
Narraport ... ... 17 10 0
Yalyery West ... 25 0 0
Yalyery ... ... 12 10 0
Chum Plains 25 0 0
Fairlie  Plains  South 20 11 5
Koolpitta ... ... 30 5 0
Beechel West ... 30 5 0
ditto East ... 24 4 0
Boneberry ... ... 8 15 0
Wanco ... ... 30 0 0
Tirga ... ... 12 10 0
Largs  ... ... 1815 0
Karyyrrie ... ... 17 10 0
Buthana 15 0 0
Morton Plains  ... 19 0 0
Watehum ... ,.. 16 10 0
Watoota ... ... 15 0 0
Wat ... ... 6 5 0
... Chevy ... ... 10 0 0
... Swansea  ... ... 10 0 0
... Tem ... ... ... 10 0 0
Spring  ... 1210 0
... Ironbark ... ... 12 10 0
Mangalore ... ... 38 0 0
Colombo ... ...  17 10 0
... A No. 2 ... ... 81 12 3
... A No. 5 ... ...  25 8 2
... A No. 3 ... ... 45 7 6
... Tobermory ... ... 20 0 0
Oban ... 20 0 0
ditto (arrears ) :+ 22 10 0
Rosen ... ... 1210 0
Maryt f ' ... 25 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ++ 10 10 0
... Collt... ... ... 8 0 0
Karawla  ... ...  6 5 0
... Carrangina ... 6 6 0
... Oblong ... 35 0 0
ditto (arrears ) ++ 60 0 0
and DynevorDownsNorth 12 10 0
... Duck Ponds ... 23 0 0
... Pedro  ...  ...  12 10 0
... Wallothappie ... 18 0 0
... Goonabooka ... 20 0 0
... Muggera  ... ... 17 10 0
... Wattle ... ... 35 0 0
... Booka Booka South 33 0 0
... Onepar ... ... 24 0 0
... Wirrarah ... ... 15 0 0
... Berteela  ... ... 22 10 0
... Booka Booka ... 22 7 8
... Ella Plains ... 30 5 0
... Cora  Downs  ... 35 1 10
... Ella Plains North... 30 5 0
... Koopa East ... N 4 0
... Koopa ... 28 _1.5
Buloo ... ... 24 4 0Oonungoo ... 21 3 6
...  Warrah Warrah ... 19 7 2
... Therriebooboo ... 30 5 0
... Roolah ... ... 22 19 10
... Dynevor Downs 21 3 6
... ditto South 2011 6
.., ditto East 22 19 10
,., ditto West 24 4 0
... Koolyadhu ... 24 4 0
25 20 45 311
33 32 65 247
35 15 50 203
50 0 60 201
25 0 25 169
50 0 50 323
Lando Folio.
J1
K1
„to
„
34 16 50 18 J2
60 0 60 265 J 1
50 0 50 267 „
40 10 50 269
35 20 55 39 K 3
60 40 100 387 K 2
50 41 91 115 K 3
25 131 381 271 K 1
35 30 65 13  K2
30 15 45 15
38 12 50 113 „
33 17 50 115
60 36 96 99
25 15 40 100
40 32 72 101
40 32 72 102
40 32 72 103
25 0 25 155
25 0 25  157
76 10 86 159
35 4 39 9
471 0 479 21
K3
„
„
„
K2
„
K3
C
28 0 28 449 J 1
50 0 60 19 J 2
40 10 50 133 K 1
40 10 50 129 „
25 14 39 1
50 15 65 3
37 1421  519 11
25 122 379 129
25 6 31 130
70 344  1044 51
K2to
K3
of
25 25  50 245 K 1
46 21 67 243
25 25 50 241
36 121 481 239
40 10 50 237
35 15 50 235
70 28  98 233
66 34 100 231
48 16 64 305
30 21 51 373
45 15  60 187 „
37 13 60 167 J 1
50 11; 619 169
58 15 73 171
50 20 70 177
25 25 50 143
29 28 67 141
25 25 50 145
35 16 51 209
32 18 50 151
50 0 50 149
38 37 75 155
35 15 50 161
34 15 49 163
38 13 51 159
40 18  58 163A „
26 25 50 139 „
421
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AVAU-$ soar.
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a  S. I.
WARREGO- continued.
622 Jones ,  Green,
Su ll ivan
624 ditto .,.
625 ditto ...
627 ditto ...
628 ditto ...
629 ditto ...
630 ditto ..,
635 ditto ...
636 ditto ...
6'7 ditto ...
638 ditto ...
681 ditto ...
639 ditto ...
678 ditto ...
647 ditto ...
6414  ditto ...
649 ditto ...
650 ditto ...
654 ditto ...
659 ditto ...
676 ditto ...
677 ditto ..,
680 ditto ...
681 ditto ...
703 ditto ...
704 ditto ...
705 ditto ...
706 ditto ...
707 ditto ...
708 ditto
709 ditto
710 ditto ...
711 ditto
712 ditto
713 ditto
714 ditto
715 I ditto
725 ditto ...
726 ditto ...
fin  ditto ...
6n, ditto ...
to ditto ...
32n' ditto ...
33n ditto
34n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
35n ditto ...
83n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
84n ditto ...
77n  ditto ...
„ ditto ...
186 Kelman ,  Wm....
300 ditto ...
387 ditto ...
200n  ditto ...
270n  ditto
706  My,  G., G. B.,V.Hditto ...
421 ditto ...
422 ditto
631 ditto ...
632 ditto ...
430 ditto
705 ditto
730 ditto ..
767 Malpas, W. J.
768 ditto ...
769 ditto ...
and Bulloo Lake
Pitteroo ... ...
Whippa ...
Pedro North ...
Milcreenia .. ...
Murroowinnie ...
Paroomatoo ...
Humebo
Oonungoo  East ...
Wyara West ...
Tinderry ...
Koolyadhu North ...
Tithero ...
Warra Warra North
Muggers West
Jerrira
Berteela South
Wattie South
Mucheroo ..
Koolyadhu West
Parrabinna
Milereenia East
Tingulla
Pitteroo West
Tithero North
ditto South
ditto West
Books Booka Bast...
ditto West
Tantinungella
ditto South
Humebo  West ...
Milcreenia South ...
Paroomatoo  South...
Murroowinnie South
Bullo Lake South ...
Whippa  East ...
Pitteroo North
Chowchoweroo East
Parrabina South ...
Tinderry North ...
The Gap ... ...
Bellera ...
Whippa North ...
Narrawaltha ..
ditto  (arrears)++...
Noccunida ... ...
Cumbalatcha ...
Marramoongo ...
Mirintu ...
Mirintu South ...
Bogey ... ...
Eulilla ..,Deawabodtheoling ...
Westerton ...
Watershed ...
Cunno No. 4 ...
Babbillo ra...
Pine Hill West ...
Charlotte Plains West
Pine Hill
Charlotte Plains
Louisa Plains
Wolsey ...
Speeling ...
ditto East
... Floriana ...
... Tanghalt
ditto  (arrears)::...
... Scotia ...
ditto (arrears  )++...
Tangil ... ..
ditto (arrears)...
19 0 0 I 38 12 60 207 K 2
22 10 0 45 15 60 211
17 10 0 35 15 50 213
17 10 0 35 10 45 217
17 10 0 35 15 50 219
21 0 0  42 13 55 221
18 10 0 37 17 54 223
17 10 0 36 159 504 235
12 10 0  25 0 25 237
12 10 0  25 0 25 233
17 10 0 35 15 50 231
36 0 0 60 15 75 165 J 1
25 0 0 50 25 75 239 K 2
12 10 0 25 11; 369 311
17 10 0 35 15 50  255
33 0 0 66 34 100 257
33 0 0 66 34 100 259
33 0 0 66 25 91 261
20 0 0 40 154 654 269
22 10 0 45 5 50 273
12 10 0  25 2 27 307
15 0 0 30  20 50 309
15 0 0 30 20 50 315
20 0 0  40 219 614 317
15 0 0  30 20 50 361
16 0 0 32  204 521  363
15 0 0  30 20 50 365
19 0 0  38 21 59 367
33 0 0 66 34 100 369
19 0 0  38 21 59 371
28 0 0 56 28 84 373
30 0 0 60  25 85 375
15 0 0 30 20 50 377
19 0 0 38 21 59 379
12 10 0 25 174 424 381
33 0 0 66 34 100 383
21 0 0 42 20 62 385
20 0 0  40  13  53 405
25 0 0 50 25 75 407
6 5 0 25 10 35 34
12 10 0 50 50 100 35
6 6 0 25 bs 30$ 36
9 10 0  38 12 50 84
7 10 0  30 20 50 85
10 0 0  40 18 58 86
660
8 0 0 32 17 49 87
11 5 0  45 30 75 88
18 16 0  75 25 100 166
16 5 0 65  224 874 167
12 10 0 50 479 974 168
21 12 0 36 15 51 154
116 0 0 58 9 67 155 to
15 2 6 25 18 43 181 J 1
15 2 6 25 19 44 179
12 10 0 25 21 46 -149 K 1
27 10 0  25 0 25 44 C
25 0 0 25 0 25 30 G 2
12 10 0 25 0 25 483 K 1
12 10 0  25  0 25 4u5
12 10 0  25  0 25 87
12 10 0  25 0 25 85
12 10 0  25 0 25 331
12 10 0  25 0 25 333
12 10 0  25 0 25 69
12 10 0  25 0 25 481
30 0 0 60 20 80 25
37 10 0 75 1412 899 485
35 0 0 70 134 834 487
35 0 0
15 0 0 30 12 309 489
6 5 0
to
K2
of
to
to
Bni.
LIST  OF  RUNS--continued.
Fstimated Area in
square Miles.
LAM".
206n Mal as, W. J.
..•
422
Bent.
Avail-
able.
Una- Total.
vailable.
WARREGO- continued.
Yabra
Yesaba ... ...
Cumbertine... ...
Gumbardo ... ...
Yahparaba ... ...
Helidon ... ...
Buaraba ... ...
ditto (arrears)++...
Dangarell ... ...
Pinggine ... ...
O'Keden ... ...
Strap ... ...
Pantaloon ... ...
Auburn ... ...
Collabara ... ...
Gilmore ... ...
Barcelona ... ...
Alicant ... ...
Tallyho ... ...
Monk ... ...
Box-tree ...
South Creek ...
Mun ... ...
Log Creek ...
Gallipoli ... ...
Adrianople ... ...
Curtis ... ...
Gifford ... ...
Carwell ... ...
Yarran ... ...
Bermondsey ...
Whitechapel ...
Westphalia ...
ditto  East ...
Murago ... ...
Baykool ... ...
Malingmal ... ...
Bayswater ... ...
ditto (arrears)*F...
Woodbine ... ...
Hermitage ... ...
Acton ... ..
ditto (arrears)+j  ...
Cowley ... ...
207n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
208n ditto ... ...
278n  ditto ... ..
279n ditto ... ...1364 ditto ... ...
391
467
760
53n
667
668
686
687
770
771
790
19n
to
20n
58n
99
69n
70n
71n
264n
800
159n
321
309n
310n
297n
435
279n
280n
631
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Mein, G. A. and P. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Morehead, B.D.
ditto .
McCulloch, Wm.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
43n ditto
44n ditto ... ...
254n  ditto ... ...
347 McDonald, Alex. ...
348 ditto ... ...
349 ditto ... ...
350 ditto ... ...
610 ditto ... ...
785 ditto
45n McDonald, McDonald,
Harding, and Richard.
son
311n ditto ...
612 ditto ...
613 ditto ...
616 ditto ...
617 ditto ...
679 ditto ...
681 ditto ...
682 ditto ...
683 ditto ...
684 ditto ...
429 ditto ... ..
46n McEniyre, junr., John
181n McGregor, Duncan ...
335 McIver, Iver ... ...
336 ditto ... ...
390 ditto ... ...
344n  ditto ...
774 McKenzie, W. ...
778 ditto ... ...
683 ditto ... ...
250n ditto ... ...
355n ditto .. ...
26n  McKinnon, Dugald ..
Kebworth ...
Maidstone ...
Godstone ...
Glengari$ ...
Goythorne ...
IIhroka ...
16 10 0 1 33
16 10 0 33
18 10 0 37
17 0 0 34
15 0 0 30
19 0 0 38
22 10 0 45
30 0 0
24 0 0 40
15 0 0 25
12 10 0 25
35 0 0 70
30 0 0 60
25 0 0 50
20 0 0 40
31 0 0 62
19 0 0 38
13 0 0 26
25 0 0 50
15 0 0 60
15 0 0 60
12 10 0 50
8 5 0 33
12 10 0 50
12 0 0 48
12 10 0 50
6 5 0 25
8 15 0 35
12 10 0 25
27 10 0 25
44 0 0 40
42 11 10 32
42 11 10 32
55 0 0 50
16 0 0 32
32 0 0 32
74 16 0 40
17 10 0 35
15 0 0
16 10 0 33
12 10 0 25
27 15 0 37
18 0 0
12 10 0 25
12 10 0 25
25 0 0 50
25 0 0 50
27 10 0 55
12 10 0 25
21 0 0 35
Turnworth ... ...
Jumma ... ...
Balboona ... ...
Quart Pot ... ...
Billycan ... ...
Coban ... ...
Khanooban ... ...
Adginbong ...
ditto South
Toolonga ...
Munquin ...
Wild ...
Pan ...
Pomrie ...
Nickavilla ...
Mogadarra ...
Mount McIver ...
Highfield ... ...
Woodside ... ...
Violet ... ...
Nogo ... ...
Ellenvale ...
I Cairns . ...
14 47 97
152 482 95
16 53 93
172 512 91
14 44 195
15 53 193
8a 532 283
10 50 141
0 25 23
24 49 471
24 94 124
15 75 289
25 75 291
35 75 327
13 75 329
13 51 491
10 36 493
25 75 14
40 100 61
40 100 62
50 100 63
33 66 131
50 100 132
27 75 139
30 80 141
4 29 142
15 50 239
24 49 24
0 25 161
12 52 10
32 64 17
32 64 16
6 56 9
32 64 51
0 32 4710 50
142 492 197
32 65 105
25 50 106
7 44 223
0 25 229
0 25 227
0 50 225
0 50 223
25 80 181
0 25 131
0 35 147
Land. Polio.
K1
,1
of
K2
K1
to
ofto
K2
of
K1
14 10 0 29 0 29 115
12 10 0 25 0 25 293
13 0 0 26 102 362 295
12 10 0 25 5 30 3C1
12 10 0 25 0 25 303
12 10 0 25 8 33 429
15 0 0 30 42 34j 433
12 10 0 25 3 28 437
20 0 0 40 10 50 435
12 10 0 25 0 25 441
12 10 0 25 0 25 71
15 0 0 60 11 71 110
7 10 0 30 7 37 209
17 10 0 35  15 50 253
18 10 0 37 112 482 251
30 5 0 50 25 75 1
37 10 0 75 25 100 17525,0  0 50 14 64 499
20 0 0 40 94 494 2
22 10 0 45 154 604 321
6 5 0 164 0 164 216
24 4 0 40 17 574 87
38 15 0 25  j  5 30 1 75
425
Lesaee.
LIST OF BUNS'- continued.
Run.  ISnt.
WARREGO- continued.
estimated Area in
evusre MU...
 ..il-
able.
Vu..
.ailabie.
Lando Polio.
647 McRae, C. ... ... Rossll ... 25 21 46 363 K 1
714 ditto Mull ... ... 12 10 0 25 15 40 499 „
619 New Zealand Loan
Mercantile Ag
Company, Limite
and
ency
d
Tickalara ... ... 37 10 0 75 25 100 201 K 2
633 ditto ... ... Arouca ... ... 21 10 0 43 5 48 227 to
634 ditto .. Moonbria 17 10 0. 35 17 52 229 to
428
...
ditto
.
...
...
Greenvale ...
...
... 1 10 0 3 0 3 73 K I
780 North British Aus- Haddon ... ... 36 0 0 72 0 72 123 K 2
tralasian  Company
(Limited)
163n ditto ... ... Paddy Paddy ... 55 0 0 50 0 50 180 G 1
795 ditto ... ... Crowfoot ... 12 10 0 25 8 33 149 K 2
223n ditto ... ... Noorama  East ... 31 15 3 25 0 25 47 D 3
428 ditto ... ... Noorama .. ... 63 10 6 50 0 50 48 G 1
224n ditto ... ... Berri Berri  ... ... 49 18 3 25 0 25 112 D 3
384 ditto ... ... Noorama South ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 155 K 1
182n ditto ... ... Berri  Berri West ... 29 5 0 39 0 39 17B „
281n  Officer, John ... ... Paroo North ... 55 0 0 25 13 38 34 G 2
156n ditto ... ... Paroo ... 33 0 0 25 0 25 146 G 1
162n ditto ... Humeburn West ... 55 0 0 40 10 50 168
625 ditto ... ... Koroit South ... 17 10 0 35 15 50 319 K 1
626 ditto ... Koroit ... 22 10 0 45 5 50 321
299 ditto ... ... Humeburn  North ... 18 3 0 30 20 50 153 J 1
325 ditto ... ... Ballymana  ... ... 30 0 0 40 10 50 273 K 1
329 ditto ... ... Merramonca ... 56 5 0 25 25 50 265 „
330 ditto ... ... Dugganbla  ... ... 61 5 0 25 13 38 263
209n  ditto ... ...  Boobara  ... ... 48 8 0 50 0 50 135 J 1
109n ditto ... ... ditto North ... 24 4 0 25 25 50 153 to
„ ditto ... ...  Humeburn  ... ... 24 4 0 25  25 50 131  to
lion ditto ... ... ditto South ... 18 15 0 25 25 50 129 to
604 ditto ... ...  Keppel ... ... 46 0 0 40 10 50 277 K 1
655 ditto ...
P i Th
...  Ashton ... ...
WB
12 10 0
3 5
25 2
0 0
27 271 K 2
2 D 2a n, os. ...142n owra est ... 93 5 50 4
101n ditto ... Bandy  ... ... 93 3 5 50 0 50 40 of
312n ditto Goomorah ... ... 60 16 5 30 0 30 51 G 1
762 Peterson and Rolfe ... Lodden ... ... 30 0 0 60 23; 831 475 K 2
312n ditto ... ... Dilallah No. 1 ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 183 J 1
313n ditto ... ... ditto No.2 ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 185 o
ditto ... ... ditto No.3 ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 187  to
314n ditto ... ... Wallal ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 189 to
ditto ... ... Upper Wallal ... 33 5 6 25 0 25 191
315n ditto ... ... Dilallah West ... 15 2 6 25 0 25 205  to
ditto ... ...  ditto Retro ... 15 2 6 25 0 25 203
282n ditto ... ... Ashford ... ... 28 0 0 35 0 35 125 K 1
„ ditto ... ...  Yena... ... ... 42 8 0 53 0 53 123
792 ditto ... ... Walter ... ... 20 0 0 40 23 63 143 K 2
793 ditto ... ... Frederick .. ... 20 0 0 40 26 66 145 „
798 ditto ... ... Ashford East ... 28 0 0 35 14 49 125A K 1
639 ditto ... ...  Hythe ... ... 32 10 0 65 29 94 347  to
651 ditto ... ...  Horne  ... ... 30 0 0 60 33 93 263 K 2
652 ditto ... ... Eaglestone  ... ... 35 0 0 70 30 100 265
5n  ditto ... Peterson ... ... 35 0 0 70 30 100 33 K 3
128n Queensland investment  Bogarella  ...
and Land Mortgage
Company (Limited)
... 42 18 0 39 38 77 123 G 1
190n ditto ... ... ditto  East ... 31 18 11 33 0 33 419 J1
168n ditto ... ... Lump No. 211 ... ... 33 16 49 178 K3
121n ditto ... ... KasirT ... ... ... 27 3 30 179  ,f
261n ditto . Sharkeyll 35 15 50 176
262n  ditto
. .
...
...
...
•••
...
70 30 100
,f
177 to
251n  ditto ... ... Pinkalla  ll ... .. 25 14 39 218 „
719 ditto ... ... Tarrawinnabah ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 393 K2
52n  ditto ... ... Winneba ... ... 8 15 0 35 15 50 122  K3
84n ditto ... ... Red Cap ...
ditt t
10 0 0
0
40 18 58 169 it
o (arrears ), t 6 5
610 ditto ... ... Mount  Maria ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 289 K 1
ditto (arrears)J+ 10 0 0
718 ditto Brigham  ... ... 15 0 0 30 20 50 391 K 2
260n ditto Bassett ... ... 6 5 0 25 0 25 236 K 3
209n  ditto Binnarbilla  ... 40 0 0 40 7 47 20 G 2
147n  ditto East Burrandi lla  ... 29 0 0 29 28 57 61 „
308n ditto West  Burrandilla  ... 25 0 0 25 25 50 62
309n ditto Binbilla West ... 38 10 0 25 25 50 58
27n ditto Killavey ... ... 11 5 0 45 5 60 77 K 3
424
LIST OF BUNS- eon ued.
5jt Low".
1
7n Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage
Company (Limited)
788 ditto ... ...
789 ditto ... ...
28n ditto ... ...
345 ditto
208n Raleigh, John, Raleigh,
Joseph, Taylor, W.,
Taylor, W. H., Davis,
C. P., and Russell,
John
614 ditto ... ...
615 ditto ... ...
603 ditto ... ...
60n ditto ... ...
61n ditto ... ...
60n ditto ... ...
61n ditto ... ...
165n ditto ... ...
604 ditto ... ...
616 ditto ... ...
617 ditto ... ...
779 ditto ... ...
125n ditto ... ...
126n ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
166n ditto
89n Rolfe and Peterson ...
of Rutherford , Whitney,
and Hall
154n  ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
156n ditto ... ...
430 ditto ... ...
651 ditto ... ...
213n  ditto ... ..
214N ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
215n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
216n  ditto ... ...
to ditto ... ...
217n ditto ... ...
,, ditto ... ...
218n  ditto ...
144n  Rutherford, James ...
219n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
338n ditto ... ...
220n  ditto ... ...
of ditto ... ...
355n  ditto ... ...
330 ditto ... ...
192 ditto ... ...
356n ditto ... ...
698 ditto ... ...
699 ditto
700 ditto
794 ditto
383 ditto
284n  ditto
113n ditto
114n ditto
117n dittoI 48n ditto
„ ditto
118n dittoIt ditto
119n ditto
166n ditto
737 ditto
738  'ditto
775 ditto
FAUM&A" AMinkum  seise..
Ihm
i. d.
seat.
WARREGO -continued.
Drumbaggan .. II
sail-
abii.
vaa-
vailaaie. Total.
24 0 0 48  5  53 37 K 3
Foyle View ...
Glen Yarron ...
Mistake
Brunel Downs East
Bylang ... ...
18 10 0 37 37
13 0 0 26 26
12 10 0 50 30
15 0 0 25 0
62 0 0 40 16
Guildford Plains ... 100 0 0 50
Finsbury Plains  ...  71 15 0 35
Thorlindah ... 12 10 0 25
CaiwarrooRight Lower 33 5 6 25
ditto Right ... 33 5 6 25
ditto Left Lower 53 4  10  40
ditto Left ... 33 5 6 25
Podmore East ... 59 8 0 54
Nottingham ... 17 0 0 34
Kingston ... ... 17 10 0 35
Hampstead ...  16 10  0 33
Dalston ... 25 0 0 50
Ningaling East ... 24 4 0 25
Brindowappo ... 43 11 2 45
Boundary East ... 38 14 5 40
Podmore West ... 46 15 0 424
Karrol West 6 5 0 25
Barbara Plains ... I 55 18 1 33
Radford ... ... 63 17 2 32
Echuca ... ... 31 18 0 29
Alicia ... 44 0 0 40
Uliffdale No. 2 ... 42 7 0 25
Tyson  ... ... 25  0 0 50
arrana 42 7 0 25
Nargoon ... ... 42 7 0 25
Northam ... ... 42 7 0 25
Dungaroon ... ... 42 7 0 25
Yaramanbar ... 42 7 0 25
Wyandra ... ... 42 7 0 25
Ecclestone ... ... 42 7 0  25
Werrai ... ... 42 7 0 25
Claverton ... ... 42 7 0 25
Wallaroo ... ... 42 7 0 25
Trunkey ... ... 133 2 0 100
Hariman ... ... 127 15 6 96
Chance  ...  . 133 2 0 100
Lower Bowra West 66 11 0 50
Trunkey East ... 15 2 6 25
Yanda ... ... 30 5 0 50
Kudnapper ... ... 45 15 0 61
Hill's Acre ... ... 30 5 0 25
Quandon ... ... 22 0 0 44
Redbank ... ... 25 0 0 50
Mulga North ... 14 0 0 28
ditto (arrears)$$-.. 4 10 0
Mulga South ... 12 10 0 26
Back Dundee ... 12 10 0 25
Clover ... ...  16 10 0 33
Spronston ... 13 0 0 26
Boondoona No. 2 ... 50 0 0 50
Dundoo West No. 1 27 10 0 25
ditto No. 2 27 10 0 25
Belyanna No. 1 .. 33 5 6 25
ditto No.2 ... 33 5 6 25
Bundee No. 1 ... 33 5 6 25
ditto No.2 ... 33 5 6  25
Bargoon ... ... 66 11 0 50
Jero ... ... 55 0 0 50
Boondooma... ... 56 0 0 50
Stairs ... ... 17 10 0 35
Stri ... ... 15 0 0 30
Back Dundoo ... 16 10 0 33
74 12 „
52 13 „
80 80 „
25 7 D 3
56 501  11
191 694 297
111 46+ 299
11 36 177
0 25 7
0 25 4
10 50 6
0 25 5
0 54 198
3 37 161
4 39 193
0 33 195
16 66 121
0 25 497
18 63 495
20 60 493
0 42" 197
0 25 184
17 50 208
8 40 131
0 29 132
10 50 137
0 25 6
Lands  Folio.
K1
K2
J2to
„
„
G1
K2
J1
to
„
G1
K3
Gi
„
„
„
99
20 70 371 K i
0 25 213 J 1
0 25 211
0 25 217
0 25 219
0 25 221
0 25 223
0 25 225
0 25 229
0 25 227
0 25 215
0 100 441
0 96 437
0 100 439
0 50 443
0 25 445
1 51  447
0 61 17A
0 25 3
5 49 153
1 51 63
12 40 351
11 40 353
0 25 355
5 38 147
0 26 157
0 50 17
0 25 89
0 25 90
0 25 423
0 25 421
0 25 425
0 25 427
0 50 429
0 50 431
0 50 202
10 45 37
72 371 39
17 50 501
K2
to
„
„
K1
G2
G1
J1
„
„
„
„
,f
G
K2
„
of
425
LIST OF  RUNS ft""SOL
>ssUeWW Ma. is
aao•*a N$
Bent . Lauds Folio.
avail.  Van-SO& 1b1.1.
S a. d.
789
790
429
262n
91n
ij5n
96n
97n
140n
141n
341
356n
93n
3wn
397
321a
WARREGO-continued.
Rutherford,  James  ... Cob ... ...
ditto ... ...  i Burke ... ...
ditto ... ... Cliffdale No. 1 ...
ditto ... ... Hill's Acre South ...
Scottish Australian  In- Cargara
vestment Company
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
225*  ditto ... ...
26n ditto ... ...
400 ditto ... ...
119n  ditto ... ...
161x ditto ...
740 ditto ... ...
170n ditto ... ...
171n  ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
172n ditto ... ...
729 ditto ... ...
340 ditto ...
300n Sherwood, T. H. ...
14n Smith, A. C. ... ...
15n ditto ...
223n Snow, E.
82n South Australian Land
Mortgage andAgency
Company ... ...
ditto .. ...
368 Spencer , M. A. ...
695 Tobin, Andrew ...
226n  Tom, H. ... ...
328n ditto ... ...
76n ditto ... ...
76n ditto ... ...
263n  ditto ... ...
256n Trust and Agency Com-
pany of  Australasia
59n ditto ... ...
144n  ditto ... ...
311n ditto ... ...
162n ditto ... ...
117n ditto ... ...
596 ditto ... ...
609 ditto ... ...
692 ditto ...
193n  ditto ... ...776  ditto ... ...
2n ditto ... ...
3n ditto ... ...
46n ditto ... ...
47n ditto ... ...693 ditto ... ...
694 ditto ... ...
726 ditto ... ...
745 ditto ... ...
750 ditto ... ...
751 ditto ...
752 ditto ... ...
Parattamow
Narrga ...
Mil Mil ...
Popye ..
Upper Kennedy
East ditto ... ...
Muggadilla ...
Burrandilla North...
ditto South ...
Farnham ...
Biddenham ...
Watford ...
Centre
Kennedy West ..
Nive Downs West...
Back Run ...
Cresswell  ...
Fawley ...
Barford ..
Handsworth
Stockade Creek
Hobe ...
China ...
Japan ...
Chili  ...
Peru ...
Longwater ..
Burrandi lla East ...
Alba Creek No. 2 ...
Oblong South
ditto (arrears)++
Yarmouth ...
ditto (arrears)j,+,.
Hoganthulla No. 3
John ... ...
Murphy ... ...
Eure lla ... ...
Hesperia ...
ditto  .(arrears)j:
Attica ...
Chesterton No. 1 ...
Yalgo ...
Colcobrogee... ...
Waterless ... ...
Mexico ... ...
East Barkoothulla ...
West  ditto ...
Bundarra ...
Kahmoo Mulga ...
Quilberry ... ...
Mount Morris ...
Combo ... ...
Moraga ... ...
Gogolo ... ...
Petery ... ...
Nosh ... ...
Scrub ... ...
Bendeeah ... ...
Cedros ... ...
Santa Cruz... ...
Diana ... ...
Goona ... ...
Saltbush ... ...
Cottonbush ... ...
Oxford ... ...
33 0 0 66 30 96 137 K 2
33 0 0 66 30 96 139
26 5 0 25 7 32 5 G 1
30 5 0 25 0 25 3 BF
33 5 6 25  24 49 97 J 1
65 4 5 49 0 49 99
65 4 5 49 0 49 101
39 18  7 30 19 49 103
33 5 6 25 0 25 105
133 2 0 100 0 100 107
66 11 0 50 0 50 109
133 2 0 100 0 100 111
38 10 0 35 15 50 5
27 10 0 25 0 25 9
33 5 6 25 0 25 49
79 17 2 60 30 90 47
99 16 6 75 0 75 113
75 17 4 57 0 57 115
73 4 1 55 0 55 117
78 10 7 59 0 59 119
133 2 0 100 0 100 121
27 10 0 26 0 25 49
27 10 0 25 0 25 77
163 7 0 50 19 69 83
D3
„
J 1
„
27 10 0  25 0 25 96 G 1
81 10 0 75 0 75 167
55 0 0 60 0 50 265 D
11 5 0 46 18  63 198 K 3
11 5 0  46  17 62  199
6 5 0 25 91 344 200
10 0 0 40 12 52 201
50 0 0 50 0 50 163
22 0 0 44 0 44 4
33 0 0 30 20 50 21
15 0 0 60 36 96 52
,,
„
D2
D3
G1
K3
30 0 0
22 0 0 88 104 98; 53
27 10 0
42 11 10  32 31 63 347 J 1
8 5 0 33 12 45 164 K 3
6 5 0 25  -  8 33 163
27 10 0 25 10 35 4 G 1
79 4 0 36 0 36 345 K 2
79 4 0
27 10 0 25 . 5 30 91
39 0 5  43 17 60 61
6 5 0 25 23 48 152
6 5 0 25 10 35 153
6 5 0 25 15 40 238
6 5 0 25 0 25 228
D3
JI
K3
76 4 7  60 20 80 102 D 3
79 17 2 60 20 80 103
25 0 0 25 25 50 60 G 2
44 0 0 40 10 50 172 G 1
30 0 0 40 10 50 49 G 2
30 5 0 50 14 64 89 J 1
12 10 0 25 11 36 287 K 1
13 6 0  26-', 2 28; 339 K 2
19 0 0 38 15 53 121 K 1
15 0 0  80 15 45 503 K 2
6 5 0 25 0 25 28 K 3
6 5 0 25 0 25 29
6 5 0 22 0 22 111
8 5 0 33 5 38 112
24 0 0 48 5 53 341 K 2
15 0 0 30 20 50 393 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 17 „
12 10 0 26 0 25 53
27 10 0  56 4 59 68
27 10 0  55 9 6d66 „
14 10 0  29 0 29 67 „
Buz. )vent.
LIST OF RUNS- continued.
)l:etlmstea  Area  in
aura Mam
I.e..ee.
754 Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia
755 ditto ... ...
756 ditto ... ...
757 ditto ... ...
363 ditto ... ...
29ni ditto ... ...
101n ditto ... ...
102n ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
138n ditto ... ...I
202n1 ditto ...
95n Tyson,  James ...
:
..
30n1 ditto
99n! ditto ...
31n1 ditto ...
99n ditto ...
227n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
228' ditto
100n ditto
141n ditto
230n ditto
231n ditto
142n ditto
143n ditto
231n ditto
232n ditto ...
99 ditto
318 ditto
287n ditto
233n ditto
234n ditto
319 ditto
328n ditto
234n ditto
235n ditto
233n ditto
329n ditto
167n ditto
288n ditto ...
288n! ditto289nl ditto ...
„ ditto ...
290n ditto ...
of ditto ...
291n ditto ...
329n ditto ...
33 n ditto ...
192
ditto
ditto ...
191 ditto ...
180 ditto
181 ditto
182 ditto ...
352 ditto ...
340n+ ditto ...
335a ditto605 ditto
643 ditto ...
661 ditto ...
662 ditto ...
663 ditto ...
664 ditto ...
665 ditto ...666 ditto ...
367 ditto ...668 ditto ...
669 ditto
670 ditto
671 ditto ...I
674 ditto ...
675 ditto
Waverly ... ...
Holkham ... ...
Randwick ... ...
Cogie
Thurulginnia North
ditto East ...
D 4 No. 9 .. ...
D 4 No. 10 ... ...
D 4 No. 11 ... ...
Thurulgi  nnia  ...
ditto South ...
Cuttaburra ... ...
Gordon Sheet West
Warrego ... ...
Upper TD over G ...
Dangar 's Sheet  ...
Cuttaburra No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Block No. 1 on Cut-
tilar River
Tinnenburra No. 1...
ditto No.3...
D 4 No. 1 ... ...
D 4 No.  2 ... ...
D 4 No.  3 ... ...
D4No.4 ... ...
D 4 No. 6 ... ...
D 4 No. 7 ... ...
D 4 No. 8 ... ...
Tuen No.1 ... ... !
Cuttaburra East ...
ditto West No. 5...
ditto No. 6... I
Tuen No. 3...
Gum Holes...
...
... ,
Koongan ... ...
Kolley ...
CuttaburraW estNo.4
Callala ... ...
Kungie  .. ...
Block  No. 6 on War-
rego River
ditto No. 7 ditto ...
ditto No. 8 ditto ...
ditto No. 9 ditto ...
ditto No.10 ditto ...
ditto No.11 ditto... i
ditto No.12 ditto ...
Moonjarrie ... ...
Teengulla ... ...
ditto South ...Burrabilla ... ...
ditto East ...
Teengulla East  ...
Moonjarrie  West ...
ditto East  ...
Camaroo  ... ...
Tinnenburra ...
Tuen  No. 4... ...
Mowe llen  ... ...
Stronsaul  ... ...
Mulgar  ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No. 5 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
ditto No. 7 ...
ditto  No.8 ...
ditto No. 9 ...
ditto No.10 ...
ditto No. 11 ...
Waddy ... ...
Cobra  ... ...
426
£ S. d.
Total.
ImamYells.
WARREGO- continued.
20 0 0 40 51-  4516 71 K2
19 10 0 39 10 49 73 „
31 0 0 62 20 82 75
27 10 0 65 13 68 77 „
72 12 0 40 8 48 50 i•1
121 0 0 100 0 100
81 5 0 25 0  25 379 J1
75 0 0  25 0 25 377 to
75 0 0  25 0 25 375 „
186 6 10  100 0 100 M D1 74
55 0 0  50 6 56 46 D 3
99 16 6  75 25 100 275 J 1
26 12 5  20 0 20 363
33 5 6  25 0 25 365 f,
33 5 6  25 0 25 367
33 5 6  25 0 25 369
33 5 6  25 0 25 373
33 5 6  25 0 25 371
36 18 1  25 0 25 303 to
99 16 6  75 25 100 27150 117  38 0 38 273 „„
34 9 8  25 0 25 349
34 9 8  25 0 25 351
35 16 3  26 0 26 353
13916 0  43 0 43 361 to
34 9 8  25 0 25 355
34 9 8  25 0 25 357
„
of
78 15 0  26 0 25 359
181 10 0  50 0 50 104 63
37 5 4  28 0 28 277 J 1
33 5 6  25 0 25 279 „
33 5 6  25 0 25 281
187 11 0  50 0 50 106 D 3
30 5 0  50 50 100 293 J 1
24 4 0  25 0 25 291
24 4 0  25 0 25 289
27 10 0  25 0 25 32 D 3
20 0 0  40 10 50 135 K 1
54 9 0  45 14 59 11 G 2
33 5 6  25 0 25 453 J 1
33 5 6  25 0 25 455
„
33 5 6 I 25 0 25 457
33 5 6  125 0 25 4.59 „to
33 5 6 25 0 25 461
33 5 6 25 0 25 463
„
33 6 6 25 0 25 465
66 11 0 50 0 50 51 „
66 11 0 50 0 50 53
33 5 6 25 0 25 55
66 11 0 50 11 511 57 of
! 22 19 10 38 26 64 43
24 4 0 40 816 481641
26 0 4 43 34 77 45
,.
18 15 1 31 74 384 39
93 3 5 70 53  75" 59
60 10 0 50 0 50 24 D 2
24 0 0 40 0 40 381 J1
15 0 0 30 184 484 279 K1
16 0 0 32 69 3816 355
' 37 10 0 75 2416 9916 393 to
27 10 0 55 1116 6616 395
19 0 0 38 84 46, 397 „
37 0 0 74 26 100 399
36 10 0 73 25 98- - 401
„
35 0 0 70
,9
27 97 403
toto
37 10 0 75 25 100 405
37 10 0 75 25  100 407
37 10 0 75 24* 9916 409.
37 10 0 75 25 100 411
37 10 0 75 25 100 413
, 40 0 0 80 20 100 419
40 0 0 80 161 961 421 „
inn. Rent.
LIST OF RUNS- continued.
O
I ee.
F n
676 Tyson,  James...
727 ditto ... ...
74n ditto
173n ditto ...
174n ditto
ditto
341n ditto ...
ditto ...
212 ditto ...
94n ditto ...
66n ditto
431 ditto ...
432 ditto ...
284n ditto
316n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
94n ditto ...
133n Walker, Thos.
134n ditto .. .
246n Waller, W. N.
„ ditto ...
660 ditto ...
661 ditto ...
235n ditto ...
236n ditto ...
it ditto ...
237n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
115n ditto
238n ditto
„ ditto ...
239n ditto
331n ditto
240n ditto ...
ditto ...
331n ditto ...
241n ditto
332n ditto ...
239n ditto
241n ditto
242n ditto
ditto
...
336n ditto ...
292n ditto ...
358n ditto ...
292n ditto
293n ditto
245n ditto ...
244n ditto
ditto
245n ditto ...
612 ditto ...
614 ditto ...
613 ditto ...
639 ditto ...
717 ditto ...
12n ditto ...
13n ditto
71n ditto
615 ditto ...  ...
293n ditto
521 ditto
522 ditto
257n ditto
ditto
427
£  S. d.
Who"" em in
sque" Mire..
A varrr
able.
tr-,. Tow.vauabb,
I&nd.  Polio.
WARR EGO-continued.
Nandun ... ...
Venus ..
Nandun South ...
B arteret ... ...
Kahmoo ... ...
Flinton  ...  ...
Rangelands¶ ...
Bridgelandsl{
l`arnarvon  ...  ...
Channin No. 1 ...
Euraine ...
Carnarron East ...
ditto North ...
ditto Downs ...
Maermeddo... ...
Woonboeng. ...
Channin No. 2 ...
Cunno No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Pinidary ... ...
Cooala ... ...
Vincent ... ...
Dowling ... ...
Entally ... ...
Cheshunt ... ...Lawrenny ... ...
Huntworth ... ..
Norley ... ...
Quamby ... ...
Cheshunt South ...
Yarraboota... ..
Pintahra
Cheshunt South Back
Block No. 1
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No.3
Cheshunt Back Block
No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
Yarraboota North...
ditto (arrears) ++
Norley West  ...
Lawrenny Back Block
No. 1
ditto No.2 ...
Yarvaboota West ...
Naunton ... ...
Barnum  ... ...
Arcoba ... ...
Boomally  ... ...
Kiandra ...
Pintahra  North ...
Yapenalla ... ...
Cooladay ... ...
Coucha ... ..
ditto (arrears)4+.++...
Tarehiley ... ..
ditto (arrears )++...
Wonpaht ... ...
Purnar  ... ...
The Gibbers ...
Coreen East ..
ditto aarrears)++...
Adelong1l ... ...I
Sydney{l ... ... I
Coucha EaatII
Poorntoe ...
..
ditto (arrears )++...
Dewalla  ... ...
Bowally ... ...
ditto (arrears )++...
Gullan ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Jumbuckt ... ...
Yea Yeat ... ...
17 10 0  35 109 459 423 K11210 0  25 7 32 19 K2
7 15 0  31 144 454 149 K3
18 0 0  30 6s 361 174 G1
18 0 0  30 M 38? 175
24 0 0  40 10 50 i 200
... 36 36 72 ( 252 3K
36 36 72 253
'
15 0 0  25 0 25 47 C
15 0 0  25 0 25 387 J1
15 0 0  30 19 49 395 „
24 4 0  25 17 I 42 389 of2t 4 0  25 11 i 36 391 „
15 2 6  25 5 30 393 „
30 0 0  30 30 60 53 G2
30 0 0  30 30 60 52 „
27 10 0  25 0 25 46 C
34 9 8  25 0 25 383 J 1
50 14 10  37 0 37 385
47 5 0 45 13 58 21
'
J2
32 0 0  40 20 60 22 „
20 0 0  40 20 60 275 K2
15 0 0  30 15 45 277 „4318 5  33 17 50 217 JL4318 5  33 17 50 241 „
43 18 5  33 17 50 243 „
39 18 7  30 20 50 245 of4318 5  33 17 50 249 „
43 18 5  33 17 50 251 „
15 2 6  25 25 50 257 of
21 3 6  35 15 50 253 „
27 4 6 45 25 70 255 „
24 4 0  40 10 50 259 „
33 0 0  30 20 50 228 G 1
33 0 0  30 20 50 236
24 4 0  40 12 I 52 261 J 1
44 0 0  40 12 1 52 235 G 1
70 0 0  70 5 1 75 167 G 2
72 0 0
62 14 0  57 2 59 229 G 1
44 0 0  40 10 50 226
40 14 0  37 3 40 233 „
59 8 0  54 2 56 230 „
25 0 0  50 16 66 175 K1
15 0 0  30 27 57 173 „
36 6 0  30 10 4e) 41 G2
36 6 0  30 20 50 43 ,,
172 8 6  55 25 80 23 „
44 0 0  40 10 50 250 G 1
2 ,.0 17 3  40 3 43 237 „
98 0 3  30 10 40 238 „4718 3  36 10 46 242 „
65 6 8
25 0 0  50 23 73 i 185 K 2
4 10 0
4 0 0  10 0 109 189 „
12 10 0  25 8 33 187 „
18 0 0  30 28 58 345 K 1
20 0 0  40 10 50 505
12 0 0
... 50 31 81 48 K 3
... 50 21 71 49 „
25 0 25 143 „
25 0 0 50 23 73 191 K2
4 10 0
18 3 0 30 10 40 20 J 2
74 5 0 45 10 55 16 G 2
39 15 0
79 4 0 45 6 51 15
67 16 9
1 9 2 25 5 30 230 K3
1 9 2 25 14 39 231
46
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LIST  OF RUNS- covet, 'ued.
Estimated  Area  In
square Hiles.
Lessee. Bun. Rest.
Availl-
aDle. °'a' Total.
Lands Folio.
£  S.  d.
693 Waller, W. N.
720 ditto ...
263n Western Queensland
Pastoral Co. (Limited)
759 ditto ... ...
761 ditto ... ...
777 ditto ... ...
161n ditto ... ...
221n  ditto ... ...
163n ditto ... ...
758 ditto ... ...
121n ditto ... ...
65n ditto ... ...
127n  ditto ... ...
222n  ditto ... ...
157n ditto ... ...
723  ditto ...
151n ditto ... ...
151n ditto ... ...
152n  ditto ... ...
160n ditto ... ...
501 ditto ... ...
114n ditto ... ...
115n ditto ... ...
322n  ditto ...
ditto ...
323n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
324n ditto ...
325n  ditto ...
325n ditto ...
326n  ditto ...
326n  ditto ...
327n  ditto ...
327n  ditto ...
446 ditto ...
150n ditto ...
300n ditto ...
301n ditto
337n ditto ...
ditto ... ...
30n ditto
784 Whittingham, G. and J.
196n ditto ... ...
527 ditto ... ...
530 ditto ... ...
196n ditto ... ...
427 ditto ... ...
147n  ditto ... ...
l10n ditto ... ...
llln ditto ... ...
„ ditto .. ...
112n ditto ... ...
294n ditto ... ...
197n  ditto ... ...
607 ditto ... ...
608 ditto ... ...
618 ditto ... ...
622 ditto ... ...
294n  ditto ... ...
628 ditto ... ...
641 ditto ... ...
642 ditto ... ...
648 ditto ... ...
649 ditto ... ...
64n ditto ... ...
55n  ditto ... ..
„ ditto ...
149n Wilson, H. and N. ...
„ ditto ... ...
640 ditto ... ...
641 ditto ... ...
642 ditto ... ...
643 ditto ... ...
WARREGO- continued.
Blondin ... ... 15 0 0 30 25 55 457 K 1
May ... ... ... 30 0 0 60 15 75 5 K 2
ditto  (arrears)+j ... 52 10 0
Gundare Lower 56 5 0 25 11; 36 203 K 3
Cashmere  25 0 0 50 0 50 469 K 2
Crowfoot  Plains East  22 10 0 45 5 50 477
Yoval ... 12 10 0 25 14 39 1 K 3
Authoringa East ... 27 10 0 25 10 35 165 G 1
Authoringa South ... 27 10 0 25 19 44 204
ditto North ... 72 12 0 30 10 40 173
Mulggah ... ... 12 10 0 25 0 25 467
Myall  Plains  ... 37 2 6 30 21 51. 97
Clonmel ... ... 27 10 0 25 15 40 3
Mindahrin ... ... 55 13 9 45 36 81 121
Cashel  ...  27 10  0 25 16 41 248
Wowra Mal Mal ... 38 10 0 35 15 50 143
Chesterfield 12 10 0 25 11 36 401 K 2
Augathella No. 1 ... 33 5 • 6 25 0 25 3151 J 1
ditto  No. 2  ...  99 16 6 75 8 83 317
ditto  No. 3  ... 66 11 0 50 38 88 319
Authoringa ... 15 2 6 25 10 35 345
ditto No. 1 ... 40 0 0 40 9 49 36 G 2
Back Downs  ... 26 5 0 35 10 45  333 J 1
Lost  Knife  ...  38 10 0 35 23 58 36 D 3
Dalgaddy South No.1 33 5 6 25 0 25 321 J 1
ditto  No. 2  33 5 6 25 0 25 323
ditto  No. 3  33 5 6 25 0 25 325
ditto North No. 1 33 5 6 25 0 25 327
Burrenda East  ...  85 3 9 64  0 64 329
ditto North ... 70 10 10 52j' 0 522 335
ditto  Downs  ...  39 18  7 30 0 30 337
Augathella Junction 33 5 6 25 0 25 331
Arcadia  West ... 37 15 1 39 0 39 339
Ellangowan  North... 58 1 7 60 16 76 341
Vittoria North ... 33 17 7 35 15 50 343
Burenda Ranges  ... 19 0 0 38 38 76 31 K  I
Dalgaddy  33 5 6 25  1421  392 313 J 1
ditto East  ...  33 5 6  25 5 30 3131
ditto West  ...  33 5 6 25  42 292 313E
AuathellaNo. 1 East 33 5  6 25 0 25 315E
ditto No. 1 West 33 5 6 25 0 25 315c
Plagonie ... .. 12 10 0 25 11 36 82  K3
Warrungunna  East 22  0 0 44 13 57 8 „
Cookara 39 12 0 33 16 49 173 J 1
Eleanor Plains  30 5 0 25 25 50 10 G 2
Springs  ... ...  36 6 0 30 26 56 7 „
Narraburra ... ... 42 18 0 39 38 77 5 „
Bingala  15 2 6 25  2111  46; 159 J 1
Boobara  South ... 24 4 0 25 25 50 133
Tilbooroo ... 24 4 0 25 25 50 125
ditto North ... 48 8. 0 50 0 50 127
ditto South ... 37 10 0 50 0 50 123
ditto East ... 24 4 0 25 25 50 147
Burrabogie ... ... 46 4 0 30 30 60 21 G 2
Pretty Plains ... 59 5 9 35 15 50 252 G 1
Box ... ... 22 0 0 44 26 70 283 K 1
Cox ... ... 17 0 0 34 17 51 285 „
Moama  ... 17 10 0 35 1021 451 311
Ravenswood  ... 25 0 0 50 50 100 313
Archie Walker ... 36 6 0 33 17 50 28 G 2
Warrangunna  ... 28 0 0 40 10 50 325 K 1
Kile llan ... ... 15 0 0 30  17s 47-1  351
Ardyne .. ... 15 0 0 30 10 40 353
Timboon ... ... 17 10 0 35 9 44 365
Leura ... 21 10 0 43 20 63 • 367
Upper Eulo Left ... 45 14 9 36 0 36 123 D 3
Lower Eulo Left ... 31 15 3 25 25 50 121
Upper Eulo Right... 39 6 6 25 25 50 120
Taleroo ... ... 28 10 0 38 5 43 479 J 1
Wytewonka ... 1815 0 25 25 50 489
Potewka West ... 20 0 0 40 30 70 241 K 2
Kareen  West .. 30 0 0 60 40 100 243
Boodgherree West ... 30 0 0 60 40 100 245
Tunga West ... 30 0 0 60 40 100 247
429
644 Wilson, H. and N. ...
645 ditto ... ...
760 ditto ... ...
761 ditto ... ...
762 ditto ... ...
763 ditto ... ...
764 ditto ... ...
765 ditto
766 ditto ... ...
767 ditto ... ...
768 ditto ...
769 ditto ... ...
770 ditto
771 ditto ... ...
773 ditto ... ...
11n ditto ...
ditto ...
22t, ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
23n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
24n ditto ... ...6A ditto
247n  Wilson, H. A. and N.
1221,  ditto ...
„ ditto ... ...
123n  ditto ... ...
124n  ditto ... ...
1231, ditto ... ...124n ditto ... ...
125n  ditto ... ...
126n  ditto ... ...
332n ditto ... ...
247n ditto ...
248n  ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
2491,  ditto ... ...
164n ditto ... ...
165n ditto ...
479 Wilson, R. W. ...
753 Williams, R. ... ...
754 ditto ..
777 Williams, F., T. G., and
J., and Dreyer, E. W.
Rent. Lands Folio.
W ARREGO-continued.
Polee West
Koonta West
Moriatana
Kareen
Tunga
Bazaine
Potewka ...
Boodgheree ...
Gourninya ...
Parally ...
Uko
Burriparri ...
Polee ...
Koonta ...
Calangel ...
Coy
Riboldi ...
Zenoni ...
Bosissio ...
Baratti ...
Melville ...
Cortesi ... ...
Yentooro ... ...
Youlangie ... ...
W erewilka ... ...
Boorara ...
Numalla Lake ...
Weromo ... ...
Currawinya ... .. .
Bokeen ...
Mingaling  West ...
Boundary West ...
Burrilkan ... ...
Kurramolo ... ...
Tilberry ... ...
Tungata ... ...
Tarko ...
Kyearing East ...
Kyearing West
Bogarella South
Munberry North
ditto South
Yeatman ...
333n Williams, F., T. G., and Quilbery ...
R., and Dreyer, E. W.
ditto ... ...
772 ditto ... ...
773 ditto334n Williams, Williams, and
Dreyer
ditto ... ...
249n  ditto ...
357n  ditto ...
1551,  ditto ...
ditto ...
250n  ditto ...
701 ditto ...
788 ditto ...
335n  ditto ...
778 ditto
662 Williams,  J. F.
663 ditto ...
685 ditto ...
796 ditto ...
Maroochoo ... ...
Avron ... ...
Altanan .
Hardeane East
... Yarron Plains ...
... Fairlie  Plains ..
... ditto West
... Bierbank ... ...
... Thecool ...
... Bierbank  West ...
... ditto East ...
... Wokolena ...
... Ambatala  Eastt ...
... ditto West ...
... ditto North ...
Dartington ... ..
ditto (arrears)+$...
Dartmouth ... ...
Devon i ... ...
To o ... ..
ditto (arrears)++...
Ironbark Creek ..
ditto (arrears),*:...
Dart ... ... ...
Staverton ... ..
ditto (arrears):j...
35,,  ditto ... ...
36i ditto ... ...
„
LIST OF 1WN8 --con11nueJ.
Run.
ditto ... ...
37n ditto ... ...
„ ditto ... ...
43i ditto ...
ditto West ...
Injuringa .. ...
30 0 0 60 40 100 1 249 K2
17 10 0 35 25 60  1251 „
17 0 0 34 0 34 83 „
30 0 0 60 19 79 85 „
15 10 0 31 19 50 87
12 10 0 25 0 25 89 „
28 10 0 57 19 76 91 „
35 0 0 70 30 100 93 „
25 0 0 50 0 50 95 „
13 10 0 27 0 27 97 „
25 0 0 50 23 73 99 „
12 10 0 25 0 25 101
16 0 0 32 18 50 103
„
22 10 0 45 22 67 105
5 0 0 30 5 351 109
13 15 0 55 40 95 45 K 3
16 10 0 66 32 98 ` 46
6 5 0 25 25 50 67A „
7 10 0 30 30 60 68B
6 5 0 25 25 50 69c
7 10 0 30 30 60 70D „
6 5 0 25 25 50 71 „
15 0 0 30 20 50 309 K 1
24 4 0 25 25 50 487 J 1
33 17 7 35 15 50 485 or
67 15 2 70 30 100 483 „
87 2 5 90 10 100 481 „
96 16 0 100 0 100 477 „
87 S 5 90 10 1a+ 475 „
77 8 10 80 20 100 473 „
33 17 7 35 15 50 499 „
42 11 10 44 12 56 491
„
15 2 6 25 25 50 503
48 8 0 80 20 100 505 „
48 8 0 80 20 100 1 J 2
30 5 0 50 50 100 2 to
42 7 0 70 30 100 3 „
75 12 6 50 0 50 196 G1
55 0 0 50 0 50 195
„
30 0 0 25 25 50 56 02
17 10 0 35 222 574 467 K2
15 0 0 30 20 50 459
12 10 0 25 10 35 117
21 3 6 35 15 50 21 J 1
21 3 6 35 15 50 19 „
15 0 0 30 10 40 495 K 2
32
115
10
10
0
0
65
35
32
15
97 497
50 66 6'2
107 16 0 35 15 50 66 to
35 0 0 35 15 50 63 „
22 10 0 30 16 46 267 K1
44 0 0 40 10 50 134 G1
38 10 0 35 15 50 148
38 10 0 35 15 50 246 ,r
12 10 0 25 0 25 357 K2
12 10 0 25 0 25 135
38 10 0 35 15 50 71 G2
17 10 0 35 0 35 119 K2
14 10 0 30 9 39 279
22 10 0 45 15 60 281
14 10 0 29 3 32 325
„
15 0 0 30 10 40 20 K3
6 5 0
7 10 0 30 1 31 89 to
25 3; 289 90
15 0 0 60 89 689 91
12 10 0
15 0 0 60 9; 691 92
12 10 0
10 0 0 40 20 60 93
17 10 0 70 15; 851 104
56 5 0
Estimated Area In
squats Mules.
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LIST OF  RUNS-continv,ed.
Estimated Area in
sgw.re Miles.
Rent.
£ i. d.
Lessee. Run.
WARREGO-continued.
6 5 0
7 10 0 30 71 371 148
6 5 0
7 0 0 28 31 31 180
12 10 0 50  1741  674 188
25 0 0
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
11 5 0 45 10, 551 113 K 348n Williams,  J.
74a ditto
87n ditto
92n  ditto
128n Winton ,  J. and R. ...
206 Winton ,  junr ., J. A....
310n Winton , J. A.... ...
280n ditto ...
560 ditto ... ...
336n Winton,  j unr., J. A.,
and  It.  J.
Dartmoutn Lake ...
ditto (arrears)++...
Totness ... ..
ditto (arrears)++...Bisley (n. 1.) ...
Sharpham ... ..
ditto (arrears)...
Calder Yale... ...
Cunno No. 1 ...
Walla Walleena ...
Barngo ... ...
Wowra ... ...
Teatree ...
ditto ()icense  fee)"'
ditto (arrears) ...
Lands Folio.
991
15 0 0 25  0 25 122 G 1
15 0 0 25 0 25 41
25 0 0  2.3  25 50 57 G 2
101. 15 0 50 50 100 42
15 0 0 26  17  42  397 J 1
6 5  0  25 0 25 250 K 3
0 10  5
6 5 0
431
The Treasury,
Queensland , 28th July, 1885.THE following Listof Runs, howing the Rents hat should bepayable in ach case , on or before the30th September next, is published for general information. But it is hereby notified that doubts
having arisen  as to  whether the conditions prescribed by law have been performed by the Licensees or
Lessees, the amount of such rent will, pending inquiry into the facts, be received provisionally only and
placed to a Suspense Account.
In the event of its being ascertained on further inquiry that the Licensees  or Lessees are entitled
to retain  the Runs, the  amount so  paid will be credited to them.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
r
559
560
561
562
Lessee.
Richardson, T. L.
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
663n' Mitchell, R. C.
664nl ditto ...
ditto
665n' ditto
...
...i ditto99
66n ditto ...
ditto ...
24n Ahern, John ...
25n ditto ...
„ ditto ...
26n ditto ...
334 ditto ...
335 ditto
„ ditto ...
336 ditto ...to ditto ...
BURKE.
Thornton Vale ii 8 15 0
Thornton Vale No. 2 8 15 0
ditto No. 3 8 15 0
ditto No.4 8 15 0
ditto No.2 ...
ditto No. 3¶ ...
ditto No. 41T ...
COOK.
Kelvin  Grove ...
Kelvin Grove o.1¶ ...
ditto No.5¶ ...
... ditto No. 6 ...
GREGORY NORTH.
99n Bank of New South
Wales
loon ditto ...
„ ditto ...
75n ditto ...
76n ditto ...
ditto ...
77n ditto ...
„ ! ditto ...
78nl ditto ...
99n1 ditto ...
295 Kelman, Wm.
ditto ...
296 ditto ...
361 ditto ...
362 ditto ...if ditto ...
72n ditto ...
136n' ditto ...
137nl ditto ...
296 ditto ...
297 ditto ... ...
49n Vincent, W. S.
50n ditto ...
153 ditto ...
155n,
ditto
ditto ...
46 1 ditto ...50n ditto ...
51n ditto
185n ditto ...
„ j ditto ... ...
Glanmire No. 2
ditto No.  3
ditto No. 4
ditto No.  5
Loughnea
Loughcorrib
Glenbower ...
Glountane ...
Glanmire ...
Longchamps
ditto No.1...
ditto No.2...
Randwick Downs
No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
ditto No.  6  ...
ditto No.7 ...
Mungerebar No. 1...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 t
Galbally ... ...
Ballinacourtie(l ...
Riversdalelt .. ...
Mookliendamba ...
Mallow ... ...
Donerale .. ..
Mungerebar No. 4t
ditto No. St
Darkie ...
Vanguard ... ...
Gibson ... ...
De Morley ... ...
Chandos ... ...
Eden Valley ...
Recovery ... ...
Lady Mary ..
Chandos No. 2 ...
ditto No.  3  ...
16 10 0
12 10 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
7 10 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
8 5 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
16 15 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
16 0 0
67 0 0
...
30 0 0
16 15 0
16 15  0
6 2 0
6 2 0
40 4 0
40 4 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
7 0 0
141 0 0
40 4 0
15 0 0
6 5 0
6 6 0
Estimated Area in
Square Miles.
Lands  Polio.
Avail-
able.
Una-
vailable. Total.
35 15 50 13 K 5
35 15 50 14
35 15  50 15
35 15  50 16 f,
25 0 25 57 K 3
40 35 75 58
40 35 75 59
25 25 50 60
25 25 50 61
25 25 50 62
25 25 50 63
66 34 100 114 K5
50 25 75 115
64 32 96 116
64 32 96 117
30 15 45 187 K4
67 33 100 188
67 33 100 189
33  17 50 190
67 33 100 191
67 33 100 259 K5
67 33 100
67 33 100
67 33 100 211 „
67 33 100 212
67 33 100 213 „
67 33 100 214 „
67 33 100 215
67 33 100 216
67 33 100 258
50 15 65 108 K4
50 25 75 109
40 35 75 110
67 33 100 241
50 50 100  242
50 50 100 243
60 60 120 205 K5
67 33 100 73 K6
67 33 100 74
38 37 75 111 K4
38 37 75 112
67 0 67 164 K5
67 33 100 166
30 30 60 107 K6
30 30 60 108
28 25 53 111
60 36 96 120 K2
67 33 100 167 K5
25 0 25 1F8
25 0 25 171 K6
25 0 25 172
NOTES.-IT Lease not  applied for.
t  Balance of rent only on account of previous overpayment.
11 No rent due.
47
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LIST OF  RUNS-continued.
Rent.
Rstlmated Area in
sq ua re Miles.
Lands POHO.
GREGORY SOUTH.
Avail- Una-
able .  •Me. Total.
655 Mo ore and Po well ... Alpha ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 85 K4
ditto ... Beta ... ...  7 10 0 30 20 50 86 „
656 ditto ... ... Lamba ...  17 10 0 70 30 100 88 „
657 ditto ... ... Epsilon ...  12 10 0 50 25 1 75 89
„ ditto ... ... Eta ... ...  13 10 0 50 25 75 90 „
658 ditto ... ... Omicron ...  17 10 0 70 30 100 91 „
„ ditto ... ..., Kappa ...  11 5 0 45 15 60 92
659 ditto ... Iota ...  7 10 0 30 20 50 93
„ ditto ... ... Zeta . ...  12 10 0 50 25 75 94
663 ditto ... .. Zambda ...  8 0 0 32 20 52 101
665 ditto ... ... Taw ... ...  13 10 0 54 30 84 105 „
„ ditto ... ... Sigma ...  15 0 0 60 40 100 106
666 ditto ... ... Rho ... 15 0 0 60 40 100 107
667 ditto ... ... Orientos ii 30 12 42 109
585 ditto ... Tigris 36 0 0 30 2i) 50 205 K3
„ ditto ... Euphrates ...  37 10 0 30 20 50 206
586 ditto Cyprus ...  36 0 0 30 20 50 207
„ i ditto ...
...
... Disraeli ... 36 0 0 30 20 50 208
591 1 ditto ... ... Gladstone ... 30 0 0 25 15 40 217
„ f, ditto ... ... Mooliambah 30 0 0 25 15 40 218
Price  3s. 3d.]
By Authority : JAMES C. BE &L, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane , the twenty-
third day of July, 1886.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS  by " The Crown Lands Act of1884,"  it is  amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection , or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is  practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means  of maps or plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting  points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at  any  time within two years
after  the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for  selection  under tb- urovisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is  practicable to divide the said  land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots  by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known  or marked boundaries
or starting  points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with tue advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board , and in pursuance  and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before i t is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the  Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Whyanbeel, in the
Port Douglas Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-
third day of July, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council,  on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much  of the forty-third  section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for  selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the  land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans:
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the  passing  of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefo re ,  His Exce llency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
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Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown  Lands in the parishes  of Electra,
Gregory,  Bingera ,  Isis,  Marathon, and Barns, in
the Bundaberg  Land Agent' s District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government  House ,  Brisbane , the twenty-
third day of July, 1885.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by " The Crown Lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection ,  or for sale  by auction, under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual ' survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order,  and it is  hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Putlic
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRPRY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE  SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Smithfield,
Cairns, and Grafton, in the Cairns Land Agent's
District.
PROCLAMATION.
Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVF.3y His
A. MUSG RAVE,
Governor.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
chael and  St. George, Governor
and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WMEREAS by  " The Diseases in Sheep Actof  1867," it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclama-
tion, set apart a piece of ground as a Quarantine
Ground near any port at which imported sheep
may be landed, to which imported sheep not
found to be infected shall be taken and kept:
And whereas by a Proclamation bearing date the
sixth day of March, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-eight, Brisbane was appointed a port
at which imported sheep may be landed : Now,
therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance
of the power and authority vested in me by the
said Act, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
set apart the grounds and premises hereinafter
described  as places to  which imported sheep which
have been examined and not found to be infected
may be taken and kept at the Port of Brisbane,
namely
The land and premises now in the occupation of
the Union Morte age  and Agency Company of
Australia, Limited, situated between Eagle street
and the Brisbane River, and divided by a right-of-
way from the wharf formerly known as the wharf
of the Queensland Steam Navigation Company,
and the land and premises now in the occupation
of the Queensland Mercantile and Agency Com-
pany, Limited, and known as the Old Corporation
Markets, situated between Eagle street and Market
street.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Gon SAVE  THR  Q rICRN 1
PROCLAMATION.
1y His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty.first year  of Her Majesty'  re gn, intituled
" An Act to make  provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts  on surer Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the Gov-
ernor , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 6th proximo,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Race Meeting of the Western Queensland Racing
Club, to be a Public Holiday in Roma: Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MusGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me  in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
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THURSDAY, the 6th proximo, shall, within the
Municipality of Roma, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the  meaning  of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
COD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.W% THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bark Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other arts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and a ith the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 5th proximo,
being the day appointed for holding the Annual
Show of the Northern Downs Pastoral and Agricul-
tural Association, to be Public Holiday in Dalby :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 5th proximo, shall, within
the Municipality of Dalby, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
July,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
1'1IOCLA MATION.
1'y his Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s. j Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty  s reign, intituled  " An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectin q obligations  to make  Payments and do
other arts on such llolidaus,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Counei1, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazelle,  to appoint a special day to he observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereaE it
deemed c xpedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 2nd
of September next, being the first day of the
Annual Race Meeting of the Wild River Jockey
Club, to be a Public Holiday in Herberton : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY,-the 2nd of September next, shall,
within the Town of Herberton, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Q,tecuslaud and ,ti
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act pass, -d in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s rei gn , intituled  "An
Act to  make provision  for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts  on such Holidays,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from  time  to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be  observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday and
Thursday, the 12th and 13th proximo, being the
days appointed for holding the Annu Exhibition
of the Gympie Agricultural, Mining, And Pastoral
Association, to be Public Holidays in Gympie :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid , in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that  behalf , and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,  and declare
that WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 12th
and 13th proximo, shall, within the Municipality of
Gympie, be observed as Public Holidays within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
j of the  Executive  Council , has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT STUBBS  ARCHER,
WILLIAM  CHARLES, and
JAMES  ARMSTRONG, Junior,
to be Rangers for the Reserve for the Protection
of Native Birds, in the parish of Gracemere, under
the provisions  of section  six of  " The Native Birds
Protection Act Amendment Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable R. M. GRAHAM
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Highfields,
in the room of Sergeant Kelly, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it o b
notified that he has been pleased to
accept the resignation tendered by
M. C. MCCARTHY O'LEARY
of his appointment as Acting Lieutenant in the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
IT is hereby notified that, inpursuance of theprovisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," 1 have appointed
JAMES R. STOREY
to be a Member of the Hinchinbrook Marsupial
Board, in the room of R. S. Alston, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HARRY HERBERT THOMPSON
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District of
Clermont.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
TJIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
AUGUSTUS EDWARD WILLIAM BLACKBURNE
to be a Clerk in the Immigration Department, in
the room of H. H. A. Russell, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
11031E POPHAM POPHAM and
EDWARD BATTERSBY
to be Government Agents, on the Permanent
Staff, to accompany Vessels licensed to carry
Pacific Islanders.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant WILLIAM CROMPTON
to be a Lieutenant on the Unattached List of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRI EFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that be has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
E. B. PowER
of his appointment as Acting Captain in the Defence
I ores.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
E
I Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has, in pursu-
ance of the  Regulations  under  " The Pacific Island
Labourers  Act of  1880, "  been pleased to appoint
H. R. BUTTENSHAW,
DAVID CLARKE,
R. M. HYN E,
PETER O ' KELLY,
JOHN E. CLAYTON, and
HUGH MONCKTON
(the three last-named gentlemen having been nom-
inated  by the  Planters in the District),
to be a Committee of Management of the Hospital
for Pacific Islanders in the Maryborough District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the following Promotions in the Defence
Force
Acting Captains--
R. B. SCHOLES,
J. H. HARRICgs,
Lieutenant T. B. ROBINSON,
with seniority from 7th July, 1885, and
Lieutenant J. GARI SIDE,
with seniority from 25th July, 1885,
to be Captains.
Acting Lieutenants-
J. F. SMITH,
J. WOODaow,
F. C. WALKER,
G. H. GODSALL,
J. A. E. PETTIGREW,
A. D. HARRAP,It. P. L. CARDEW,
C. JAMIE iON,
W. A. J. BOND,
with seniority from 7th July, 1885,
to be Lieutenants.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
11
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Defence Force :-
Sir THOMAS MCILwRAITH, K.C.M.G.,
to be Major;
DAVID PHILIP WHITE,
WALKER VARDEN RALSTON, and
WILLIAM HENRY DEAN,
to be Captains ;
ROBERT H. LAWSON,
EDWIN PICKERING,
JOHN W. JAMES,
THOMAS JOSEPH WATKINS,
JOHN FERGUSON PIZZEY, and
SAMUEL JOHN PEEK,
to be Lieutenants.
S. W. GRIFFITH. I S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to
be notified that he has, on behalf of Her
Majesty, been pleased to accept the services of a
Volunteer Garrison Battery of the Defence Force,
to be enrolled at Bowen, under the provisions of
" The Deter  e Act  of  1884" and the Regulations of
24th February , 18q5;  that such Battery shall be
known and designated  as "The  Bowen Volunteer
Garrison Battery ,"  and that the establishment
thereof shall be as  follows:-
Captain ... ... ...  1
Lieutenant  ... ... ...  1
Total Officers ... 2
Battery Sergeant-Major ... 1
Sergeants  ... ... ...  2
Corporals  ... ... ...  2
Bombardiers  ... ...  2
Trumpeter  ... ... ... 1
Gunners  ... ... ...  40
Total non-commissioned officers and men 48
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is -provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th July, 1885.
IT is hereby notified that
Messieurs John Hawkins,
James P. Shrewcroft,
Stephen Simpson,
Henry Stone, and
Charles Watson
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Ingham.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
fT  is hereby notified that
John Bardsley
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Clermont,  vice W.  L. Thompson,
who has left the District.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the is'ands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small  islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction,  and see  that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand , at Brisbane ,  this nine.
teenth day of June, A.D, 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
W
HEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GuiprrrH, Colonial Secretary
of Qi icensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of' Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
,[L.s._J chael and St. George, Governor
A. Must R:wE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
G ioe# ieor.  Coluny of Queensland and it,,
IN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for  the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Nand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWNSWLLE  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing at the mouth of Wangaratta Creek,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards to
portion 332, parish of Tondara ; thence by the
southern boundary of the parish of Inkerman
westerly, the eastern boundary of the parish of
Leichhardt Downs southerly, and the southern
boundary thereof westerly to the Burdekin River,
by the Burdekin River upwards to the southern
boundary of Woodhouse Run, b that boundary
westerly, the western boundary thereof northerly,
and the southern boundary of the parish of
Mulgrave westerly to Barratta Creek ,  by that
creek  downwards to the northern boundary of
the parish of Mulgrave, by that boundary
easterly to the south -west corner of portion 462,
parish of Northcote ; thence by the western and
no*hern boundaries of portions 452, a reserve, 223,
670 and 412 northerly and easterly, and the
western boundaries of 669 and 440 northerly to the
southern boundary of the.parish of Jarvisfield, by
that boundary and the southern boundary of the
parish of Selkirk westerl to the Houghton River,
by the Houghton River  downwards  to the northern
boundary of Callandoon No. 2 Run, by that boun-
dary and the northern boundaries of Callandoon
No. 1 and Antill's Hill easterly, the western boun-
dary of portion 453, parish of Jarvisfield, north-
easterly ,  and the northern boundaries of 453 and
480 easterly to the south west corner of portion
571; thence by the western and northern boundaries
thereof, the western ,  northern ,  and eastern boun-
daries of 596, the eastern and southern boundaries
of 571, the eastern boundary of 480, the northern
boundary of 459 ,  and the western and northern
boundaries of 456 to an  effluent  of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence upwards to Sheep Station Creek,
and by Sheep Station Creek downwards ; thence
by the  western, northern ,  and eastern boundaries
of portion 578, parish of Antill ,  a  line south, the
northern ,  eastern , and southern boundaries of
597, the eastern and southern boundaries of 568
and 595 ,  the eastern boundary of 535, the northern
boundary of 496, and the  western  and northern
boundaries of 594, 372, 441, and 561 to Lilliesmere
Swamp; thence downwards to the coast; and
thence by the coast southerly to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of Agricultural Area
No. 3.
Agricultural PArea`No. 3.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River at the north-east corner of portion 399,
parish of Northcote, and bounded thence by the
northern boundary of that portion westerly to a
road, by that road northerly to the southern boun-
dary of portion 550, parish of Jarvisfield, by that
boundary and the eastern and northern boundaries
thereof to a road along the eastern boundary of
portion 457, by that road north-easterly to a lagoon
(forming part of the eastern boundary of portion
457), by  the eastern bank of the lagoon northerly
to portion 512, by the southern boundary thereof
easterly to Plantation Creek, by that creek down-
wards to portion 391, parish of Antill ; and thence
by the western and southern boundaries of 391 and
454 southerly and easterly to the Burdekin River ;
and thence by the Burdekin River upwards to the
point of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVR, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance  with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  "The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Road hereinunder described shall
be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 3987, Ipswich District (Edward Sealy).
From the reserved road in portion 129, parish of
Esk, south along and within the east boundary of
the portion to Redbank Creek, containing 1 acre.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir, ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. -MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884,'  1,  Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that
SILVANUS WHITE,
GEORGE OLDFIELD,
JONAe WALKER, and
WILLIAM CiASSIDY
are hereby relieved of their trust in respect to the
Reserve for Water on the Kelvin Grove Road, in
the parish of North Brisbane, containing- 5 acres
12 perches, established by proclamation dated 13th
February, 1879, and that the reserve in question
shall be and is hereby placed under the control of
the Ithaca Divisional Board.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  TAE QUEER I
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PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, cliael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety- seven of  "The Crown Land.
Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MU8GEAVE, the
Gov ernor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that  the Lands  hereunder described have
been  temporarily  reserved for the purpose named
with respect  to each and placed under the control
of the  Ithaca Divisional Board.
RESERVE FOR OAD PURPOSES.
86-1137E-D.B.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
About  7 acres 2  roods  28 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing about  255 degrees
one chain ten  links from the north -west corner
of portion 156, and bounded  thence  on the east by
a road dividing this land  from  that portion bearing
south about twenty-two  chains  ;  thence  by another
road dividing this land from the School Reserve
bearing south-westerly to another road dividing
this land from portions 190A and 190; on the west
by that road bearing  354 degrees 5 minutes about
twelve  chains  fifty links ,  8 degrees 28 minutes five
chains eighty-six links,  and 25 degrees 41 minutes
about six chains twenty- five links  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
85-11373-D.B.
On Kedron  Brook.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
12 acres 28 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Kedron Brook
at the north corner of portion 312, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that portion bearing
241 degrees four chains sixty links ; on the south-
west by a road one chain fifty links wide bearing
310 degrees twenty-one  chains  and forty- one and
a-half links ; on the west by another  road one
chain fifty links wide bearing north three chains
eighty links to Kedron  Brook  ; and thence by that
brook downwards to the  point of commencement.
Given  under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane, this  twenty-seventh day of
July,  in  the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eight  -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUS GRAVE,  chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I,
wi t
thi
La
res
N pursuance of section one of  "  The Native No.
Birds Protection Act Amendment Act of  1884,"
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE the Governor aforesaid, , 1h the advice of th
s my Proclamation,
nd hereunder desc
erved for the purpo
e Executive Council, do, by
notify and proclaim that the
ribed has been temporarily
se named.
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RESERVE FOR THE PROTECTION OF NATIVE *3
BIRDS.
85-12390-A.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at a point bearing about 276 degrees
30 minutes twenty-eight chains from the south-east
corner of portion No. 2, parish of Gracemere, and
bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing 200
degrees thirty-six chains sixty links ; on the south
by lines bearing 272 degrees 30 minutes eighteen
chains ninety-four links and 273 degrees 30 minutes
thirty-four chains eighty links ; on the south-west
by lines bearing 320 degrees 35 minutes thirty-
eight chains fifty links and 320 degrees thirty-nine
chains eighty links ; on the north-west by lines
bearing 34 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven chains
eighty links and 73 degrees 25 minutes twenty-
nine  chains eighty links ; on the north-east by
lines  bearing 138 degrees 10 minutes twenty-three
chains seventy links, 120 degrees  45 minutes
thirty- nine chains  sixty links ,  and 135  degrees
thirty-two chains twenty links to the point of
commencement.
Given  under my  Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the  year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUIEN S
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
l that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land
Office, Rockhampton; Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Nobler The road separating por- Playfair
tions 84 and 85  (selec-
tion 1835,  Rockhampton
District )  fro m portions
86 and 89.
A. IL P.
14 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I.[,is  hereby notified for general information,that  applications under  the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
-nnths from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Office, Ipswich; Police and Post
Offices, Brisbane and Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
i,pplicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
R.  J.  Logan ...  Part  of the road separat -  Moggill 7 1 0
ing portion  206 from
pa rt  of port ion 198, por-
tions 197, 78, 77,  78, and
19
Ditto ...  One of the reserved  ro ads ditto 2 3 0
through port ion 206
About
The Part  of the reserved  ro ad Knapp 1 0 0
Tabragalba through port ion 22 (se-
Divisional lection 2955,  Brisbane
Board on District)
account of
w. P. Roe
* NOTE.-The closure of this road  is p ro posed to be carried out
in connection with the  opening of another road.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation. Parish. Area.
I A. R. P.
1 The Mutda -  Road separating por- Mutdapilly 6 2 0
pilly Divi -  tion 6 from portions 7
sional and 8
Board on
account
of Peter
MoKillop
2 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto  ...  30 2 0
tions 8,  8A, 9, 10, 124,
127, 133, 134, 141,142,
148, and 149 fro m
portions 7, 11, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97,  98, 99,
100, and 101
3 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto ... 3 0 27
tion 129 from portion
130
4 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto ... 21 0 18
tions 128, 129,130,131,
132, 135,  136, 137, 138,
139, 140,  145, 144, 152,
153, 154,  and 155 from
port ions 127,  133,134,
137A,138a,139A,140A,
147,150, and 151
5 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto  ...  22 3 0
tions 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
98, 99, 100, and 101
from po rt ions 110,
109, 108, 107, 106, 105,
104, 103, and 102
6 Ditto Road separating por- Forbes ... 10 2 27
tions 66, 55 ,  54, and
53 from portions 50,
51, and 52
7 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- Mutdapilly 12 0 22
tions 95,  108, and 115
from port ions 96, 107,
and 116
About
8 Ditto  ...  Part of  road separating  ditto ... 1 0 0
portion 134 from por-
tion 141
9 Ditto Road separating por- ditto .. 12 0 5
tions 98, 105,  and 118
from po rt ions 99, 104,
and 119
10 Ditto  ...  Part  of road separating ditto
port ion 148 fro m por-
tion 149
11 Ditto . ..  Road  separating por- Mutdapilly
tions 116, 117, 118, and Forbes
119, 120, and part of
91 from portions 196,
197, 198 , 218, 121, and
part of 123
About
0 2 G
15 0 30
12 Ditto  ...  Road separating por- ditto  ...  19 3 21
tions 120,  102, 50, 51,
52, and 93 from por-
tions 91 and 126
13 Ditto ...  Road separating  por- Forbes ... 8 1 20
tions 54  and 51 from
portions 53 and 52
14 Ditto  ...  Road separating  por- ditto  ...  8 3 29
tions 53 and 52 from
portion 93
NovE .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out 1
n connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th July, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown  Lands Act of  1884  "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich  ;  Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Esk One of the reserved Esk ... 11 0 0
Divisional roads through por-
Board on tion 20
account o
Wm. M.
Bowman
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 18
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
4 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 6 0
portion 12 from part
of portion 13
5 Ditto F. E. One of the reserved ditto ...  16 2 0
Bigge roads through por-
tion 19
NOTE.-The  closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick and Herberton'
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I  I A. R. P.
*1 The Glengal -  Road separating  por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian Divisio- tion 46 from portion
nal Board 47
on account.
of Mary
Orange
t2 The Tinaroo  Road separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
Divisonal I tions 5 and 11 from
Board on po rt ions 6 and 12
account of
Peter George
Grant
t3 The Ingle- The reserved  road Rosenthal  & 10
wood Divi- through portion 344
sional
Board on
account of
John Wil-
son
t4 Ditto ... The reserved road ditto ... , 8 2
through portion 133
* N ors..-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of a road through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t Norr;.-The closure  of these  ro ads is proposed to be car ri ed
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of " The  Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
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affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Gympie ; the Police and
Post Offices, Nerang and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
•1 C. W. Cox Part  of one of  the re -  Gilston ...
served roads through
portion 23
A. S. P.
2 1 10
About
0 3 0•2 TheCabool-  Part of reserved  ro ad Maroochy
ture Divi- through portion 131
sional  (selection 3825, Bris-
Board on bane District)
accountof
Johann
Andresen
*3
*4
Ditto, on  Reserved roads  through  ditto  ...  7 3 20
account of portion 128  ( selection
John 3784,  Brisbane Dis-
Gustave trict)
Sommer
Ditto, on One of the  reserved ditto ... 8 3 0
account of roads th ro ugh portion
John 111 (selection 3745,
Sommer Brisbane District)
  The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd Marcb, 1885.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts. in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
" /'he Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
ATTNE LAND  OFFICES
Brtcbane. Been-leigh.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  i Tues., 3 Wed., 11
April ... ... ...I  to  7  to  8
May ... ... .. . „ 5 to  13
June  ... ... .... „ 2 „ 10
July .. ... ... . ,. 7  to  8
August  ... ...  to 4 to 12
September  ... .. „ 1 „ 9
October  ... .. „  6  to  4
November ... .. „ 3  to  1
Deember  ... .. „  1 to 9
Ipswich.
Date.
1855.
Fri., 6
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND  OFFIC}.s-
Esk.=
Date.
1885.
Wed. 18
Tues. 19
to
to
21
15
17
AT POLICE
OFFICE-
Too- Warwicl. Dalby. Allora.
wooml a.
Date .  Date Date. Date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ; 1865.  1865.  1885. 1885.
the Police and Post Offices, Toowong. March ... ... ... Mon., 23  Tues, 24 Fri., 27  Wed., 25
C. B. DUTTON. April ...  ... ...May ...  ... ...
to  20 ., 21 „ 24  to  22
„ 25 „ 26  to  29  to  27
June ...  ... ... „ 22  to  23  to  2d „ 24
July ..  ... ... „ 27 „  28 to  31 „ 29SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED. August ...  ... ...
„ 24 „ 25 ,.  28 „ 26
September  ... ... „ 21 „ 22 „ 25 „ 23
October . . „ 26  to  27 ,. 30 ,, 28No. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish. Area. .. ..November  ... ... to  23 „ 24 „ 27 to  25
December 21 22 23Wed. 30... ... „ Ito , „
A. R. P.
- Andrew Part of road  separating  Indooroo- 1 0 28
Bogle portion 65 from por- pilly
tion 89
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I F is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Road can be  seen at  the Land
Office, Beenleigh ; and. at the Police and Post
Offices, Nerang.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No.I Applicant.
The Tabragalba
Divisional
Board on
account of
Henry
Franltlyn
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P
Part of reserved  Tamborine About
road  through 1 3 0
portion 52,
selection 1716,
Brisbane  District
N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to  be  carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi , the first Friday
in each month.
LEICBHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
Month.
Cler- Emerald .  Taroom.
mont.
Spring -  Mt. Banana.
sure. Britton.
Date. Date. Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
March  ... Thur., 28 Mon., 16 Wed., 4 Mon.,23 Fri., 6 Wed., 18
April .. to  30 „ 20 1  to  27  Tues.,7 „ 15
May 28 „ 18 to  6 25  Fri., 1  to  20
June  .. „  25I „ 15 to  3 „ 22  to  5 to  17
July to 30 to 20 „ 1 to  27  to  3 to  15
August ... „  27 1 „ 17 to  5 to  24  to  7 to  19
September 24  1 21
.
2 o  28 to  4 to  16
October
, 11
229 to 7 t 2R 2 to  21
November
„ to
16
to
4 23
„to 6 to  18
December „ 31 „ 21 to  2 to  28 to 4 to  16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office ,  Rockhampton ,  the second
Monday  in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office ,  St. Lawrence ,  the first
Monday in each month.
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'WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gymjie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office,  Tennin ggering , the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KFNNRDY DISTRICT'.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
At
Thursday in each month.
Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs•
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Otlice, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office,  Surat , the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL  D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
i-i each month.
A.t the Land Office,  Blackall , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-day in  each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Court s are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Cert ificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
`T OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
il-  Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to  land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of the
intended grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force of
the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having  been  inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as EdA and Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to
Land Act  of 1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant. and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor wi ll, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South  Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corn er  of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen  chains  and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty- six links  ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links; and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east ccrner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129  bearing  east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
^T OTTCE is hereby  given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentione, in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
s,it forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
p irsuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
At  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names  of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous names ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281,  58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald,  junior , the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459  and 56753.
Dates  of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment  6 of  section  29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858,  county of  Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of  Misnomer .-The  name of the grantee
having  been  inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th May, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
1 \
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,  in pur-
suance  of the  provisions  of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant,  under his  Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the name of the town, to
the intent  that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name shall be taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous name  ;  and such grant and every such
deed shall  operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Grant - 53467.
Date of Grant - 5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee - William Morgan.
Land granted.-Allotment  13 of section 2, town
of Inglebogie.
Area - 1 rood 271. perches.
Nature of  Error .- The  name of the town having
been described in the Deed of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of Baltinglass ,  the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce ll ency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the
Seal of  the Colony,  describe the name of the
intended t • rantee , to the  intent that ,  by force of
the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous name ; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants-50722, 50723, 50724, 50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.Name of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land granted.-A llotment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4, allotment 3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-Tl  e name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Frnaz
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  1i is Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " Tlie Titles to Land
Art  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DISCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar, selection
625, Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains ; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Kogan, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Kogan, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS James McFadden, the pastoral tenant of
the run known as Kogan, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Insettled), in the
Colony of Queensland, has given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the seventh day
of April, 1885, that he elects to take advantage of
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And whereas
the said Secretary for Public Lands has referred the
same to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson
Sword, being the Land Board constituted under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884":  And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
run known as Kogan be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the' resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
47 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Kogan Creek
at a point about sixteen chains east of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over KIX, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing said
creek to the watershed between Braemer Creek and
Kogan Creek ; thence on the north-east by that
watershed south-easterly to the watershed between
the heads of Moromby branch of Wilkie's Creek
and the head of Kogan Creek ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed south-westerly to
the watershed between Wambo Creek and Kogan
Creek ; thence on the south-west by that watershed
north-westerly to a point west of starting point ;
and thence again on the north by an east line pass-
ing through the before-mentioned gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over KIX to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
47 square miles.
Commencing on the left bani of Kogan Creek
at a point about sixteen chains east of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over KIX, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line passing through
said tree to the watershed between Wambo
Creek and Kogan Creek ; thence on the west by
that watershed northerly to a 1 oint west of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over GMK (the MK con-
joined); thence on the north by an east line three miles
sixty chains, crossing Kogan Creek at a point about
sixty-six chains below a box-treee marked broad-
arrow over XIV, and a branch of Kogan Creek at
a point about sixty chains below a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over IN, to the before-mentioned box-tree
marked broad-arrow overG MK (the MR conjoined);
thence on the north-east by a line bearing east 28
degrees south two miles sixty-three chains to the
watershed between Braemar Creek and Kogan Creek
at an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over K ;
thence on the east by that watershed southerly to a
point east of starting point ; and thence again on the
south by a west line crossing.Kogan Creek to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of a reserve of four
square miles contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this twenty-
fourth day of July, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Sale ofTown
Lots, Town of Alpha, advertised for sale at
the Police Office, Bogantungan, on the 10th August
next, will be sold at Pinehill on that date, instead
of at the former place.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respe .:tively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt ,  North  K ennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1885.
SURVEY OFRUNS.
J
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 27th October, 1885.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Charlie's Creek.
Claimant of Lease-George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Stras-
bourgh Run at a point bearing north 148 degrees
east and distant ninety-five links from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over S in triangle on
its south-east side, and bounded thence on the east
by a north line crossing Charlie's Creek about sixty
chains above a box-tree on its left bank marked
broad-arrow over C over 1 in triangle about three
miles eight chains to a point bearing north 110
degrees east and distant one chain ten links from a
double gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over
C2 in triangle on its south side ; thence on the
north by a west line five miles to a point bearing
north 75 degrees east and distant one chain sixty-
five links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over C2 in triangle on its east aide ; thence
on the west by a south line five miles to a point
bearing north 149 degrees east .nd distant eighty
links from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over C2 on its south side; thence on the south by
an east line five miles to the west boundary of
Strasbourgh Run at a point bearing north 62 degrees
east  and distant twenty-five links from an ir inbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over C2 in triangle
on its east side ; and thence again on the east by a
north line about one mile seventy-two chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlie's Creek No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17 „
Total ... ... 52 „
Commencing at the south-cast corner of Charlie's
Creek Run at a point bearing north 62 degrees east
and distant twenty-five links  from an  ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over C2 in triangle on
its east side, and boon aed thence on the east by a
south line along hart of the west boundary of Stras-
bourgh Run two miles to a point bearing north 68 de-
grees east and distant ninety links from an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over 62 in triangle
on its north-east side ; thence on the south by a west
line eight miles seventy-five chains  passing  ninety-
three links south of an ironwood-tree marked
broad--rrow over T.C. in triangle and one chain
south of an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
B.T in triangle on its south side to a point bearing
north 269 degrees east and distant sixty chains
eighty-five links from the last-named tree ; thence
on the west by a north line eleven  miles  nine chains
to one of the south b )undaries of Edie's Creek No.
1 Run at a point bearing north 87 degrees east
and distant sixteen chains fifteen links from a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over 2-5 in triangle ;
thence on the north by an east line two miles two
chains along part of the last-named boundary to a
point bearing north 14 degrees east and distant
fifteen links from a brigalow-tree marked broad-
arrow  over C over E in triangle ; thence again on the
east by a south line along one of the west boundaries
of Edic's  Creek  No. 1 Run three miles sixteen
chains to a point bearing north 184 degrees east
and distant one chain fifty-five links from an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over E over C in
triangle on its south side ; thence again on the
north by an east line along one of the south
boundaries of the last-named run to its south-east
corner at a point bearing north 207 degrees east
and distant eighty links from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over El over E3 in triangle on its
south side and by a continuation of the same line,
in all six miles seventy-three c!:ains, to a point
bearing north 150 degrees east and distant twenty-
five links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over C in triangle on its south side ;
thence again on the east by a south line seventy-
three chains to the north-east corner of Charlie's
Creek Run at a point hearing north 210 degrees
east and distant one chain ten links from a double
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over C2 in
triangle on its south side ; thence again on the
south by a west line along the north boundary of
the last-named run five miles to a point bearing
north 75 degrees east and distant one chain sixty-
five links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over C2 in triangle on its east side ;
thence again on the east by a south line along the
west boundary of the last-named run five miles to
a point bearing north 149 degrees east and distant
eighty links from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over C2 in triangle on its south side ; and
thence again on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the last-named run five miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlie's Creek No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5} ,
Total ... ... 301 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Stras-
bourgh Run,being a point bearing north 148 degrees
east and distant ninety-five links from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over S over C in triangle on
its south-east side, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along part of the east boundary of
Charlie's Creek Run passing fifty-five links east of
a double gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over
C2 in triangle along one of the east boundaries of
Charlie's Creek No. 2 Run passing twelve links
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
E over C in triangle and by a continuation of same
line, in all six miles eight chains, to a point bearing
north 204 degrees east and distant twenty-six links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over E
over C in triangle on its south-west side ; thence
on the north by an east line five miles to a stake
bearing north 256 degrees east and distant thirty-
five links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over 3.4 in triangle ; thence on the east by
a south line six miles eight chains to the north
boundary of Strasbourgh Run ; and thence on the
south by a west line along part of that boundary
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlie's Creek No. 5.
Claimant of Lease-George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 66 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 221 „
Total ... 881 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Charlie's
Creek No. 2 Run, being a point bearing north 7
degrees east and distant sixteen chains fifteen
links from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over 2.5 in triangle on its north side ; and bounded
thence- on the north by a west line passing eighty
links north of the last-named tree along part of
one of the south boundaries of Edie's Creek No. 1
and a continuation of same line passing twelve
links north of a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over C in triangle on its west side, in all
seven miles seventy-eigkt -chains ; thence on the
west by a south line eleven miles nine chains
passing through a point about thirty-four links
AAA
east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over C in triangle on its west side  ;  thence on
the south by an east line to a point bearing north
139 degrees east and distant thirty-five links from
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over P over
C in triangle on its south -east side and by a
continuation of same  li ne passing about twenty-
four links north of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over P in triangle ,  in all seven miles
seventy-eight chains, to the south-west corner of
Charlie's Creek No. 2 Run, being a point bearing
north 269 degrees east and distant sixty chains
eighty-five links from an ironwood -tree marked
broad-arrow over B.T. in triangle on its south side;
and thence again on the east by a north line along
the west boundary of the last-named run eleven
miles nine chains  to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Box Flat.
Claimant of Lease-George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 104 „
Total  ... ...  354 „
Commencing on the south boundary of Charlie's
Creek No. 2 Run at a point bearing north 172
degrees east and distant one chain two links from
an ironwood -tree marked broad-arrow over B-T
in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence on
the north by a west  line along part of the last-
mentioned boundary and part of the south boun-
dary of Charlie's Creek No. 5 Run,  in all five miles
fifty-one chains, to a point bearing north 323
degrees east and distant thirty links from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad- arrow over  B over P in
triangle on its west side ; thence on the west by a
south line to the north-east corner of Ranger's
Va lley Run and by a continuation of same line
along the east boundary of that run  passing
through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
R over P in triangle on its south side to the north-
east cc*ner of Ivy-leaf Run and by a further con-
tinuation of the same line along part of the east
boundary of the last-named run, in all six miles
twenty chains, passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over 1 over R in triangle on
its west side to a point bearing north 286 degrees
east and distant  fifty- five links  fr om an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over B in triangle
on its west side ; thence on the south by an east
line five miles sixty-one chains to the west boun-
dary of Texas Run at a point twenty-one chains
north of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over B in triangle on its north side ; thence on
the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of the  last -named run  three miles thirty-
nine chains to the south boundary of Texas No. 3
Run at a point bearing north 219 degrees east and
distant ninety links from an ironwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over B in triangle on its south-
west side ; thence by a west line along the last-
mentioned boundary ten chains to the south-west
corner  of the  said run at a point bearing north
158 degrees cast and distant forty links from an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over B over T
in triangle on its south side  ;  and thence again on
the east by a north line along the west boundary of
the last-named run two miles sixty -one chains to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Box  Flat No. 1.
Claimant of Lease - George Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  124
Total ... ... 374 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of Box Flat
Run, being at a point twenty-one chains north of
an iron -bark tree marked broad arrow over B over
B in triangle on its north side, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of Texas Run passing through the last-
mentioned tree six miles  forty- one chains to a point
bearing north 12 degrees east and distant sixty-five
links from an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over T over B in triangle on its north side  ;  thence
on the south by a west line five miles sixty-one
chains to a point bearing north 148 degrees east
Total ... ... 16 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of Charlie's
Creek No. 2 Run, being a point bearirg north 68
degrees east and distant ninety links from an iron-
bark -tree marked broad -arrow over C over 6-2 in
triangle on its north-east side, and bounded thence
on the north by a west  line along  part of the south
boundary of the last-named run two miles fourteen
chains to  the north- east corner  of Texas No. 3 Run,
being a point bearing north 192 degrees east and
distant ninety -five links from an ironwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over T.C. in triangle on its
south side ; thence on the west by a south line
along the east boundary of the last-named run to a
point bearing north 150 degrees east and distant
one chain  fr om a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over T  in triangle on its south side ; thence again
on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the last-named run seventy chains to
the north -east corner Texas Run at a point bear-
ing north 227 degrees east and distant ninety-five
links from an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over C over T in triangle on its south side ; thence
again on the west by a south line along part of the
east boundary of the last -named run three miles
twenty- seven chains to a point bearing  north 87
degrees east and distant  twelve chains seventy
links from an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over C over D in triangle on its north-east side ;
thence on the south by an  east  line three miles
four chains to the south-west corner of Strasbourgh
Run, being a point bearing north 140 degrees east
and distant seventy links from an ironwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over C in triangle on
its south side ; and thence on the  east  by a north
line along part of the west boundary of the last-
named run, crossing the Wet Alice River eleven
chains  fifty  links below an ironwood -tree marked
broad -arrow over A over 1 in triangle, six miles
eight chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Charlie's Creek No. 7.
Licensee - George Porter.
Estimated A rea-
Available ... ...  204 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0
and distant seventy-five links  fr om an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over H over B in
triangle on its east side  ;  thence on the west
by a north li ne passing  through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over 1 over H in
triangle on the south side to the south-east
corner of Ivy-leaf Run and by a continuati - n
of same line along part of the east boundary of the
last-named run, in all six miles forty -one chains, to
the south-west corner of Box Flat Eun, being a
point bearing north 286 degrees east and distant
fifty-five links from an ironbark-tree marked oroad-
arrow over B over B in triangle on the west side ;
and thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the last-named run five miles
sixty-one chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -- Charlie's Creek No. 6.
Claimant of Lease - Ueorge Porter.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  16 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 ))
Total  ... ...  204 „
Commencing on the north boundary of Charlie's
Creek No. 5 Run at a point bearing north 110
degrees east and distant ninety  links  fr om a
brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over E over C
in triangle on its west side ; and bounded thence
on the east by a north line alon part of one of
the west boundaries of Edie's Creek No. 1 Run
four miles twelve chains to a point bearing north
30 degrees east and distant  forty  links  fr om a
giddiah -tree marked broad -arrow over C over
E in triangle .-  on its west side  ;  thence on
the north by a west line along one of the south
boundaries of Edie's Creek No. 2 Run five
miles to a point bearing north 308 degrees east
and distant forty links from an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over  EC in  triangle ; thence
on the west by a south line four miles twelve
chains to the north -west corner of Charlie's Creek
))
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No. 5 Run ; and thence on the south by an east
line along the north boundary of that run five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Strasbourgh.
Claimant of Lease-William Dixon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  80 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 191
Total  ... ...  991 , 
Commencing on the right bank of the Wet Alice
River at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over 12 in triangle on its north side, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line about
five miles twenty-four chains to a point bearing
north 47 degrees east and distant fifty links from
an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over S in
triangle on its north-east side ; thence on the north
by a west line passing forty-eight links south of an
ironbark-tree marked broad- arrow  over C in
triangle ten miles to a point bearing north 148
degrees east and distant ninety-five links from a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over S over C in triangle on
its south-east side ; thence on the west by a south
line passing twenty-two links west of an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over C2 in triangle
eighty-three links west of an ironbark-tree marked
broad arrow over C over 6 2 in triangle and cross-
ing the Wet Alice River at a point eleven chains
fifty links below an ironwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 1 in triangle on its south side
ten miles to a point bearing north 140 degrees east
and distant seventy links from an ironwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over C in triangle on its
south side ; thence on the south by an  east line ten
miles to a point bearing north 344 degrees east and
distant seventy links from a lancewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over S in triangle on its north
side ; and thence again on the east by a north line
about four miles fifty-six chains to the pt"' t of
commencement,-exclusive of so much the
reserve around the Speculation Hotel as may be
contained within these described boundaries.
Name of Run -Dimitby.
Claimant of Lease-Wi ll iam Dixon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 4
Total ... ... 29 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Stras-
bourgh Run, being a point bearing north 344
degrees east and distant seventy  links from a lance-
wood tree marked broad- arrow  over D over S in
triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on
the east by a south line two miles eighteen chains
to one of the north boundaries of Mt. Abundance
Run at a point bearing north 112 degrees east and
distant ten links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over LD in triangle on its east side ; thence
on the south by a west line along part of last-men-
tioned boundary and the north boundaries of Rose-
dale and Bismarck Runs passing eighty-four links
north of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
R over M in triangle and forty-five links north of
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R over
B in triangle respectively, in all thirteen miles four
chains, to the east boundary of Texas Run at a
stake marked broad-arrow over B over D ; thence
on the west by a north line along part of the last-
mentioned boundary two miles  eighteen  chains to
the south-west corner of Charlie's Creek No.  6  Run,
being a point bearing north 87 degrees east and
distant twelve chains seventy links from an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over C over D in
triangle on its  north- east side  ; and thence on the
north by an  east line along  the south boundaries
of the  last-named run and Strasbourgh Run
passing fifty-three links south of an ironwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over C in triangle, in
all thirteen miles four chains, to the point of com-
mencement.
Name  of Run-Clunie Creek.
Claimant of Lease-George McIver.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  64 square miles.
Unavailable  ... 16
Total 80
1)
Commencing on the right bank of Clunie's Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over F
in triangle on its east side ,  and bounded thence on
the east by a north line  passing  through a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over F in triangle and
passing sixty-two links east of an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over C in triangle about five
miles seventy-two chains ; thence on the north by
a west line five miles ; thence again on the east by
a north line one mile forty-three chains ; thence
again on the north by a west line five miles; thence
on the west by a south line eight miles crossing
Clunie's Creek, and passing about twelve chains
west of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W
over 10 in triangle ; thence on the south by an east
line five miles ; thence again on the west by a south
line one mile forty -three chains ; thence again on
the south by an east line five miles ; and thence
again on the west by a north line about two miles
eight chains passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over F over C in triangle on Clunie's
Creek and again crossing the creek to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Edie ' s Creek No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Charles Clewley  Martindale
and George  Bligh Stephens.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  80 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  20
Total ... ... 100 it
Commencing on the right bank of Edie's Creek
at a box-tree marked C B on its east side and broad-
arrow over E over 25 in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
about five miles thirty-two chains to one of the
south boundaries of Clunie's Creek Run ; thence
on the north by a west line along part of that
boundary two miles forty-eight chains ; thence
again on the east by a north line one mile forty-
three chains along one of the west boundaries of
the same run ; thence again on the north by a west
line along one  of the south boundaries  of the same
run five miles  ;  thence again on the east by a north
line along part of one of the west boundaries of the
last -mentioned run seven miles four chains passing
about twelve chains west of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over 10 in triangle and cross-
ing Clunie's Creek; thence on the north by a west
line two miles thirty-two chains ; thence on the
west by a south line crossing Edie's Creek and
passing about eight chains west of a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over 13 in triangle on
its north side on Rigby's Creek, also passing thirty-
four links eastof a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over E in triangle on its north side, four-
teen miles twelve chains to a point bearing north
110 degrees  east  and distant ninety links from a
brigalow-tree on Dunn's Creek marked broad-arrow
over E over C in triangle on its west side ; thence
on the south by an  east line passing  about eighty
links south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over  2.5. in triangle five miles to a point bearing
north 14 degrees east and distant fifteen links
from a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over E in triangle on its north side ; thence again
on the west by a south line three miles sixteen
chains to a point bearing north 184 degrees east
and distant one chain fifty-five links from an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over E over C in
triangle on its south side ; thence again on the
south by an east line five miles to a point bearing
north 207 degrees east and distant eighty links
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over El over
E3 in triangle on its south side ; and thence again
on the east by a north line about three miles thirty-
two chains crossing Edie's Creek to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run - Edie's Creek No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Charles Clewley Martindale
and George Bligh Stephens.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 80 square miles.
Unavailable ... 20 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing on the west boundary of Edie's
Creek No. 1 Run at a point bearing north 30
degrees east and distant forty links from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over E in triangle
on its north side, and bounded thence on the east
by a north  line along part  of the west boundary of the
last-named run passing about eight chains west
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over 13
in triangle on Rigby's Creek and crossing Edie's
Creek and Clunie's Creek ten miles to the north-
west corner of the last-named run ; thence on
the north by a west line five miles  ;  thence again on
the east by a north line five miles sixty-five chains ;
thence again on the north by a west line five miles ;
thence on the west by a south line  passing about
sixteen chains west of a bloodwood-tree on the
track to Eastmere marked X on its south side and
broad-arrow over E in triangle on its north side
and passing about forty-six chains west of a
coolibah-tree on the edge of Lake Dunn marked
broad -arrow over E over 1 in triangle ten miles ;
thence on the south by an east line five miles ; thence
again on the west by a south line five miles
sixty-five chains to a point bearing north 308
degrees east and distant forty links from an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over E.C. in
triangle on its a est side ; and thence again on
the south by an east line five miles crossing Dunn's
Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rosedale.
Claimant of Lease-Albrecht Feez.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
„
Total ... ... 30 „
Commencing at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over R over M in triangle on its north side on
Rosedale Creek at the  crossing  of the road to
Jericho, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line two miles  forty  chains to a point bearing north
28 degrees east and distant ninety -five links from
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over R over M
in triangle on its north side ; thence on the north by a
west line six miles to a point bearing north 354 degrees
east and distant forty-five links from an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over R over B in triangle
on its  north side ; thence on the west by a south
line five miles to a point bearing north 195 degrees
east and distant eighty links from an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over R in triangle on
its south side ; thence on the south by an east line
six miles to a point bearing north  185 degrees east
and distant thirty-five links  fr om an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over M in triangle
on its south side ; and thence again on the east by
a north line two miles forty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Mt. Abundance.
Claimant of Lease-Albrecht Feez.
Estimated A rea -
Available ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Rosedale
Run at a point bearing  north  28 degrees east and
distant ninety-five links, from an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over R over M in triangle on
its north side, and bounded thence on the north by
an east line passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over  L over  D in triangle four
miles to a yellowjack-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over M in triangle on its west side ; thence on
the east by a south line eight miles to a point bear-
ing north 62 degrees east and distant one chain
seventy  li nks  fr om a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over L over M in triangle on its east side ; thence
on the south by a west line ten miles to a point
thirty links north of an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle on its north side ; thence
on the west by a north line three miles to the south-
west corner of Rosedale Run at a point bearing
north 195 degrees east and distant eighty links
from an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over M
over R in triangle on its south side ; thence again
on the north by an east line along the south boun-
dary of the last-named run six miles to a point
bearing north 185 degrees east and distant thirt yy-
five  links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over R over M in triangle on the south side;
and thence again on the west by a north line along
the east boundary of the last -named run  passing
through a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over Ii,
over Min triangle on its north side on Rosedale
Creek  five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Texas.
Claimants of Lease  -  The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
,,
Total ... ... 50
,,
Commencing on the Dry Alice River about half-
a-mile below the Government dam at a brigalow-tree
marked broad -arrow over  DA in  triangle on its
north side, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line two miles forty chains to a point bearing
north 227 degrees east and distant ninety-five links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over C in triangle on its south side ; thence on the
east by a south line passing twelve chains seventy
links east of an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over C over D in triangle on its north -east side,
also passing through a stake marked broad-arrow
over B over D, ten miles to a point bearing north
193 degrees east and distant one chain fifty links
from an ironwood -tree marked  broad- arrow over
T over B in triangle on its south side  ;  thence on
the south by a west line crossing the Dry Alice
River at a point thirty-five links south of a coolibah-
tree marked bread -arrow over DA over 2 in
triangle five miles to a point bearing north 12
degrees east and distant sixty -five  links from an
ironbark-tree marked broad -arrow over T over B
in triangle on its north side  ;  thence on the west
by a north line passing through an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over B over B in triangle ten
miles to a point bearing north 219 degrees east and
distant ninety links from an ironwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over B in triangle on its south-
west side ; and thence  again  on the north by an
east  line two  miles  forty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Jersey.
Claimants of Lease-Robert Jonathan  Jeffrey  and
William Murray.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
„
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Friendly
Springs Run at a point bearing not th 55 degrees
east and distaint four chains from a beefwood-tree
marked broad -arrow over FS in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line five
miles to a point bearing north 1 degree east and
distant forty chains forty links  fr om a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over 1 over J in triangle on its
south side  ;  thence on the east by a north line five
miles passing about seven chains east of-and to a
point bearing north 9 degrees east ,  and distant
forty three chains eighty links from-a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over J over 1 in triangle on
its w est  side;  thence on the north by a west line
five miles to the east boundary of Friendly Springs
Run at a point bearing  north 1 de  ree east and
distant forty- nine chains  from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over J over  G  in triangle on
its north side ; and thence on the west by a south
line five miles along part of the east boundary of
the last-named run passing about ninety links east
of the said tree to the point of commencement.
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Name  of Run-Gray Rock.
Claimants of Lease  -  Robert Paton and John
Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available
...
Unavailable ... ...
Total ... ...
30 square miles.
5 „
, 35 „
Commencing at the north -west corner of Jersey
Run at a point bearing north 1 degree east and
distant forty -nine chains from a bloodwood-tree
marked  broad-arrow over J over  G in triangle on
its north side, and bounded  thence on  the south
by an  east line along the north boundary of the
last-named run passing about forty -three chains
forty links north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over  J over  1 in triangle on its west side and by a
continuation  of the  same line ,  in all seven miles, to
a point bearing north 9 degrees east and distant
thirty-nine chains thirty links  from  an ironbark-
tree marked broad -arrow over  G over R  in triangle
on its west side ; thence on the east by a north line
five miles to a point nine chains ninety links west
of an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over R
over G on its north side  ;  thence on the north by a
west line  seven'  miles to the east boundary of
Friendly Springs Run at a point bearing north 1
degree east and distant forty-eight chains twenty
links from a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over C
over G in triangle on its south -east side ; and
thence on the west by a south line passing eighty
links east  of the  last-named tree along part of the
east boundary  of Friendly  Springs Run five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ranger's Valley.
Claimant of Lease-James Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 40 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Gray
Rock Run, being a point nine chains ninety links
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
R over G in triangle on its north side, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line passing through
the last named tree eight miles to a point forty-eight
chains forty-five links north of an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over P in triangle on its
south side ; thence on the east by a south line pass-
ing through the last-named tree five miles to a point
forty-nine chains north of an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over 1 over R in triangle on its west
side; thence on the south by a west line eight miles
to the south-east corner of Gray Rock Run, being a
point bearing north 9 degrees east and distant
thirty-nine chains thirty links from an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over G over R in triangle ;
and thence on the west by a north line along the
east boundary of the last-named run five miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Edie's  Creek No. 3.
Claiman t  of Lease-George Bligh  Stephens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 1212 fl
Total ... ... 3712
Commencing on the right bank of Edie's Creek
at a box-tree marked CB on its east side and broad-
arrow over E over 25 in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line
along part of one of the east boundaries of Edie's
Creek No. 1 Run five  miles  thirty-two chains to
one of the south boundaries of Clunie's Creek Run ;
thence on the north by an east line along part of
the last-mentioned boundary to the south-east
corner of the said run, being a point about one
mile forty-eight chains south of a gum-tree on
Clunie's Creek marked broad-arrow over F over C
in triangle, and by a continuation of the same line,
in all five miles ; thence on the east by a south line
six miles fifty-seven chains to the north boundary of
Charlie's Creek No. 3 Run; thence on the south by at
west line along part of that boundary three miles
seven chains to a point bearing north 204 degrees
east and distant twenty-six links from an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over E over C in triangle
on its south-west side ; thence again on the east by
a south line along part of the west boundary of the
last-named run two miles seven chains to the north-
east corner of Charlie's Creek No. 2 Run, being a
point bearing north 150 degrees east and distant
twenty-five links from an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over E over C on its south side; thence
again on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary of the last-named run one mile
seventy-three chains to the south-east corner of
Edie's Creek  No.  1  Run, being a point bearing north
207 degrees east and distant eighty links from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over El over E3 in
triangle on its south side ; and thence again on the
west by a north line along part of the west boun-
dary of the last-named run about three miles thirty-
two chains crossing Edie's Creek to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bismarck.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Busehel.
Estimated Area-
Available , .. ... 24 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 1f
Total ... ... 24 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Rosedale
Run, being a point bearing north 354 degrees east
and distant forty-five links from an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over B in triangle on
its north side, and bounded thence on the north by
a west line five miles thirty-seven chains to the
east boundary of Texas Run at a stake marked
broad-arrow over B over D; thence on the west by a
south line along part of the last-mentioned boundary
four miles thirty-five chains to a point bearing north
193 degrees east and distant one chain fifty links
from an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
T over B in triangle on its south side ; thence on
the south by an east line five miles thirty-seven
chains to the west boundary of Rosedale Run at
a point forty-four chains twenty links north of an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over MI over R
in triangle on its south side ; and thence on the
east by a north line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary four miles thirty-five chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Ivy-leaf.
Claimant of Lease-John Ahern.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north-east corner of Jersey
Run, being a point bearing north 9 degrees east
and distant forty-three chains eighty links from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over J over 1 in
triangle on the west side, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of Gray Rock Run to its south-east
corner and by a continuation of the same line along
the south boundary of Ranger's Valley Run, in all
ten miles, to a point forty-nine chains north of an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over 1 over R in
triangle on its west side ; thence on the west by a
south line passing through the said tree and pass-
ing thirty-eight links east of an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 13 in triangle five
miles to a point forty-nine chains north of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over 1 over H in
triangle on its south side ; thence on the south by
a west line ten miles to the south-east corner of
Jersey Run, being a point bearing north 1 degree
east and distant forty chains forty links from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 1 over J in
triangle on its south side ; and thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of the
last-named run five miles to the point of commence-
ment.. .
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Name of Run -Texas No. 3.
Claimant  of Lease-Luke Byrne.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 161 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 161
Commencing at the north-cast corner of Texas
Run, being a point bearing north 227 degrees east
and distant ninety-five links from an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over C in triangle on
its south side, and bounded thence on t lie south by
an east line  seventy chains to a point bearing north
150 degrees east and distant one chain from a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over T in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the east by a north
line two miles sixty-one  chains  to the south boun-
dary of Charlie's Creek No. 2 Run at a point bear-
ing north 192 degrees east and distant ninety-five
links from an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over C in triangle on its south side ; thence on
the north by a west line along part of the last-men-
tioned boundary six miles to a point bearing north
172 degrees east and distant one chain two links
from an ironwood-tree marked broad-arrow over B.T
in triangle on its south side ; thence on the west by
a south line two miles sixty-one chains to a point
bearing north 158 degrees east and distant forty
links from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over T in triangle on its south side ; and
thence again on the south by an east line to the
north-west corner of Texas Run and by a continua-
tion of  same  line along the north boundary of that
run passing sixty-nine links south of an ironwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over T over B in triangle
and crossing the Dry Alice River at a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over DA in triangle, in
all five  miles ten  chains, to the point of commence-
ment.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name  of Run-Labona North.
Claimant of Lease-James Kirk.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  52 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 27
Total ... ... 79
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the left bank of Carmichael or
Well-watered Creek at a point about forty chains
below a Moreton Ba y  ash-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over XXXV in triangle ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along the cast
boundary of Doongmabu llo North Run and a con-
tinuation of same line ,  in all eight miles seventy
chains ; thence on the north by an east line nine
miles  ;  thence on the east by a south line six miles
thirty -eight chains to Carmichael or Well-watered
Creek  at a point about forty-eight chains above a
box-tree marked broad-arrow  over C over XLIV
in triangle  ;  and thence on the south by the left
bank of that creek upwards  to the  point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the land as per description herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Ingham, will be
open for Occupation License under Part 5 of  i° The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Ingham Gand
Office, on and after MONDAY, the 21st day of
September, 1885, at an upset price of £1 10s. per
square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
To the eastward of Hinchinbrook No. 3 Run.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing on the sea-coast at the south-east
corner of Bronte Run, and bounded thence on the
north by that run bearing west to Hinchinbrook
No. 3 Run; on the west by that run bearing south-
erly to the north- west corner  of Cairo Run ; thence
by that run be east one and a-half miles,
south one and a-h miles, and south-easterly
about one and a-quarter miles ; thence by a line
bearing  east to the  sea-coast  ; and thence by the
sea-coast northerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the land as per description herewith, in
the Land  Agent 's District of Townsville ,  will be
open for Occupation License under Part 5 of  "Thedrown Lands  Act of  1884," at the Townsville
Land Office,  on and  after MONDAY, the 21st day
of September ,  1885 ,  at an upset price of £2 per
square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
TOWNSVILLE  LAND A GENT'S DISTRICT.
Between Clarendon and Cooinda Runs.
Area -- about 6 square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of an  affluent  of Sheep
Station Creek known as Hughes '  Creek ,  and boun-
ded thence by that creek upwards to the north-west
corner of portion 535, parish of Antill, by the north
and east boundaries of that portion to the north
boundary of portion 496, by that boundary east to
the south-west corner of portion 594, by the west
boundaries of portion 594 and Clarendon No. 1
Run northerly to the north-west corner of Claren-
don No. 1 Run ; thence by a line west to Bowling
Green Bay ,  and by the shore thereof southerly and
westerly to the point of  commencement - xclusive
of all reserved ,  alienated ,  or selected lands.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Gayndah, 14th July, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BELL ,  Selector ,  Gayndah
Reserve.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40 Vic.  No. 15. the 8th day of September next,
Gayndah District. at 10 o 'clock in the forenoon, andReg. No.  22. show cause  why your  Selection
.56 acres.  No. 22, in Gandah District,
Gayndah Reserve. should not be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PAR RY -OKEDEN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
Notice to DANIEL O'BRIEN, Deep Creek, Mount
Brisbane.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Ipswich on Friday,
Act 40 Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich District.
Reg. No. 6476.
Conditional.
300 acre s.
Portion 130.
Parish of Dixon.
In Mount BrisbaneHomestead Area.
7th August next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause
why your Selection No. 6476,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the condition of occupa-
tion.
PETER, MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's  Office,
Ipswich, 4th June, 1885.
To  JOSEPH  COOK, Junr .,  Thornton , Upper Laidley.
NOTICE.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt, to be holden at Ipswich  on FRIDAY,
Act 40 Vic.  No. 15. the 7th August next, at 10 o'clockIpswich.
No. 4661 in the forenoon ,  and show cause.
Joseph Cook,  junr. why your Selection No. 4661,
200 acres. Ipswich District ,  should not beParish of Townson.
Portion 6. declared forfeited for non -fulfil-
ment of the condition of residence.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office.
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
Notice to J. W. DREWE, of Southport.YOU are hereby called upon to attend theLand
Court to be holden at Beenleigh on Wednes-
,Vt 31 No. 14i.
It enleigh.
Reg. No. 417-789.
J. W. Drewe.
Portion 60.
Parish of I'impain t.
Portion 50.
Parish of Gilston.
day, the 12th day of August next,
at 10 o 'clock a.m., and show cause
why your Selections 417 and 789,
Beenleig] District ,  should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the conditions of residence.
PETER  McLEAN .
Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1885.
IT is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,for the purpose of determining Bents and for
such other business as may be required ,  will be held
at the  Court  Room of the Land Board at Brisbane.
at 10 o 'clock a.m. on TUESDAY,  the l1th day of
August proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 10th July, 1885.
To the Attorney or Representative of the selector
of No. 1154, R. I. BELBIN, Mackay.
JJ
NDE R. Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation let of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause, at the Land Court to be held on
the 13th day of August next, why the said Selection
No. 1154 should not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to JOHN CLARK, holder of Selection No.
2436, B.R., East Moreton.
IR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER Mc LEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1885.
Notice to HRNRY FULLAGAB, of  Goodna, holder of
Selection No. 3748, B R., East Moreton.
is
having been reported to me that you
i  have failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show  cause. at the  Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane on TUESDAY. the 4th day of
August next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt nitlt as a forfeited and
vacated selection.
PETER 11 cLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th June, 1885.
Notice to W. P. CLASS, holder of Selections Nos.
2864 and 2865 . B. R.,  East Moreton.SIR,-It  having been reported to me that youhave failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above Selections, I have to request
that  you  will show cause ,  at the Land Court to be
holden in Brisbane  on TUESDAY , the 4th day of
August next ,  whi the same ,hould not be  (teemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and
vacated selections.
PETER McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AA N Examination of Candidates shall be held1 once a year at the Office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year ,  viz.,  in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist  of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give  not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of £10 ; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualifi(d for  examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies,  or has not
had three years' field experience  on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully  pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified  in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by theInspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion t  the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall  examine  candidates.
7. Candidates shall be  examined  in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far  as quadratic equations.
(c.) Piano trig -isometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curve.
(f.) Practical examination  in use and adjust.
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(J.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall he submitted to the Chief Engineer.
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second- class certificate , and those
receiving more than  81) per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from  the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for  examination , provided that
not less than six months '  notice  be given such
officer.
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Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
DIVISION OF BEENLEIGH.
rj' HE following By-law, made by the Board
11 of the Beenleigh Division , having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, is hereby published in the  Government
Gazette,  in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Divisional  Boards Art  Amendment  Act of  1x82."
bY-LAW No. 5.
Alignment  of footpaths.
All footpaths on streets 150 links in width,
within the town boundary of Beenleigh, shall be
thirteen feet wide, and on all streets within such
boundary 100 links in width the footpaths shall
be twelve feet wide.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Division of Beenleigh ,  this twenty-
fifth day of June, A.D. 1885.
JAMES SAVAGE,
Chairman.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand. at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Departm ?nt of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd  July,  1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, GIN GIN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Bundaberg, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th August,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Gin
Gin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,-at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draftor bank notes with. the Tender, is £10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, EAST BUNDABERG.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th August, from
persons  willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at  East Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, East
Bundaberg."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertakimm in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such perf ormance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines.
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HOSPITAL AND SURGEON'S QUARTERS,
GERALDTON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 28th August, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Hospital and Surgeon's Quarters at
Geraldton, according to Amended Plans.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Hospital, 4-c., Gerald-
ton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
,Fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, PIALBA.
T1ENDERS will be received at this Office and at
the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th August, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Pialba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Pialba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Marybor'.,ugh.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with. the
Tender, is £15. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and. at the foot of every
Tender there. must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
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10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days fr om the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Seeretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, TIARO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office and
1 at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th August, from
persons willing to contract  for erection of Police
Station at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification ,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and  further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
215. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on a proper printed form, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of  Tender as security for the due
performance of the  Contract in  the event of the
Tender being  accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to  execute and deliver at  the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma jesty  for securing such performance;
otherwise  the Tender  will not  be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tenk'.er will not  necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.
t
1
' ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post Offices ,  Maytown and Cooktown,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FR IDAY, the 7th
August, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Post and Telegraph Office at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and Telegraph
Office, Maytown."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the  Post Offices, Masytown and Cook-
town.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£20. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit tho sum
of 10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWN SVILLE.
r
NNDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required  for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross  Creek Bridge."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 4k per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to  -,!  per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver  at the  Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGITON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Officeuntil Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th September, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent .  upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering,  agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 4 per cent. on amount of
Tender ,  in addition to
-
per cent . specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and  undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW PIIBLIC OFFICES, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, from  persons willing to contract for the
erection of New Public Offices  at Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  ". Veto Public Offices,
.Brisbane."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, the Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, and
the Public Works Office, Melbourne.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£1,000.
'fenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 5 per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DRIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
r
END ERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, 1885, for the construction of fift (50)
Hopper Wagons for the Southern and Western
Railway.
A deposit of two  and a-half (2-,1j) per cent. on
amount  of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foreman's Office, Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nora..- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2tth July, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
' ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th
August, 1885, from persons willing to contract for
the supply of Three Thousand Tons of Coal for
Locomotives, &c., Southern and Western Railway.
The Coal to be of the best description. Samples
to be supplied to the Stores Department, Ipswich,
previous to the 7th August, 1885.
Specification and further particulars may be seen
at this Office, and at the Railway Storekeeper's
Office, Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Bris bane, 16th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BOYS' SCHOOL, ROCKHAMIPTON
CENTRAL.
r ENDERS will be received  at this  Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th of August,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a New Boys' School at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New Boys'
School, Rockhampton Central."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, FENCING, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House,  Herberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Play-shed,  Fencing , &c., at the State  School,
Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender.for Play-shed,
Fencing, 4 'c., State School ,  Herberton."
Plan, t pecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL, WINTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Winton, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a State
School at Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School,
Winton."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Winton.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
NEWTOWN, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th of August,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a State School and Teacher's Residence at Newtown,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for State School
and Teacher's Residence, Newtown, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House. Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES ,  1886-7-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  29th July, 1885.SEPARATE Tenders are invited and will  be
received until noon  of MONDAY , the 5th day
of October ,  1885, for the conveyance of Post
office
mails, from the first day of January, 1886 ,  as here-
inafter mentioned.
All Tenders must be written on an approved
form, printed copies of which may be had gratui-
tously ,  on application at any Post Office in the
colony;  and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-
paid ),  addressed to the Postmaster-General, with
the words  "  Tender for the Conveyance  of Mails,"
together with the number of the service, endorsed
on the cover ,  or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the  General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe ,  by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender ;  and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned-
namely, one ,  two, or three years.
Every Tender must bear  the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons s illing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract ,  and must be ac,!om-
panie I by a certificate of competency and character
in the case of  tenderers  who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents ,  are required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane ,  on the 12th October next ,  and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster. General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted ,  as a guarantee,
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to
the satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
In the routes specified ,  only the  principal  places
of call are,  as a rule, named.
No claims for ferry or other duos will be consi-
dered by  the Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the  General
Post  Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
entrusted to their care irrespective of the number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
N.B.-The attention of the public is directed to
the foll owing extract from clause 13 of the General
Conditions attached to each contract ,  which will be
enforced whenever necessary ,  especially in the case
of mail routes traversed by coaches :-
The contractor, or the person or persons
" employed in the conveyance of mails,
" sha ll  not be required to deviate or
"depart from the direct line of road for
the purpose of receiving or delivering
any private letters ,  bags ,  or  news-
papers."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSOT.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from and to, and to and from.)
2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, dail, except Sunday, and Cleveland and
Redland Bay by horse, twice a week, for one, two,
or three years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie, by buggy,  from Bris-
bane to Mooloolah, thence by horse to Gympie,
twice a week,  and once a  week extra to Caboolture,
for one, two, or three years.
8. Tallebudgera and Murwillumbah, by horse,
thrice a week, for one, two, or three years.
9. Jimboomba and Maclean, by horse, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf, by
dray, to and from every vessel carrying mails, for
one, two, or three years.
15. Cooktown and Bloomfield River,  via  River-
view, Helenvale, and South Lea, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
18. Ipswich Post Office and the Railway Station,
by spring-cart, to meet every train, and to clear
letter boxes of guards' vans, for one, two, or three
years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's), by horse, once
a week, for one, two or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
26. Crow's Nest, Emu Creek, and Nukinenda,
to return by Eskdale, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
27. Toowooanba and Drayton, by horse,  twice a
day, except Sunday, for one, two, or three years.
31. 1)alby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to meet every train, for one, two, or
three years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
38. Howard Post Office and the Railway Station,
by horse or buggy, to meet every train, for one,
two, or three years.
40. St. George and Mungindi,  via  Ba ll agna,
Nindigully, and Dareel, by coach, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
44. Rockhampton and Yaamba,  via  Green Lake,
Canal Creek, The Oaks, and Canoona Diggings, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
47. Elliott and Gladstone,  via  Gin Gin, Walla,
Waroo, Gaeta, Rodd's Bay, and Boyne River, by
horse, twice a week, but once a week only with
Gaeta, for one, two, or three years.
49. St George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Boombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee,  Boorimberra, and
Euraba, by buggy, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the wharf, by
,dray, tomeet steamers and vessels  carrying mails,
for one, two, or three years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and Railway Station
and the Post Office and the Wharf, by spring van,
to meet every train, and every vessel conveying
mails,  and clear pillar boxes, also to carry Post
Office stores, furniture, &c., as required, for one,
two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek, Croydon, Lake Station, Connor's
Gap, Rookwood, Bombandy, Leichhardt Downs,
Cotherstone, and Huntly Downs, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office, MQuntLarcombe,  Raglan , and Atherton,
by horse, once a week for one, two, or three years.
69A. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office, Mount Larcombe , Raglan , and Atherton,
by coach, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
75. Warwick and Le burn,  via  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra Receiving Office,
and Darkey Flat Receiving Office, by coach, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
78. Umbiram, and Boondandilla,  via  St.  Ronan's
St. Belen' s, Beauaraba , Yandilla, Lemon Tree,
Pine Creek, Western Creek, Dunmore, Warr Warr,
and Junction, by horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
79. Mitchell Downs and Westgrove,  via  War-
roonga, Kilmorey, Toolumbilla, Womblebank, and
Merivale, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
80. Bowen and Mackay,  via  Newstead, Glencoe,
Ben Lomond, Gordon's Glen, Crystal Brook,
Crystal Brook Plantation (Glen Isla), Hap?y
Valley, Bromby Park, Bloomsbury,  St. Helen s,
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Jolimount, Hampden, and Cook's Station, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,  via  Palm-tree
Creek, Gwambegwyne, Ghinghinda,Coorada, Zamia,
and Fairfield (subject to re-arrangement), by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit,via Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Biverston, Barmundoo, Mil-
ton Station, Norton and Cania, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
91. New Hidden Valley (Mount Wyatt), and
Doopgmabulla,  via  Conway's, Yacimunda, The
Bridge, Bowman's, Mount Douglas, and Bulli
Creek, by horse, once a week, for one, two, cr three
years.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple,  via  Thornton's
Gap, Star River, and Dotswood, by horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
97. Pentland and Georgetown,  via  Lolworth, Car.
goon, Wandoo Vale, Craigie, Pandanus Creek,
Lyndhurst, Carpentaria Downs, and Charleston,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
97A. Dalrymple and Wandoo Vale,  via  Hill.grove, Bluff Downs, and Maryvale, byhorse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
99. Charters Towers and Hughenden,  via  Dal-
rymple, Southss ick, Nulla Nulla Hotel, Cargoon,
Reedy Springs, Mount Emu Plains, Mount
Sturgeon, and Wongalee, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
998. Charters Ton ers and Cargoon,  via  Dal-
rymple, Southwick, and Nulla Nulla Hotel, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
99c. Cargoon and Hughenden,  via Reedy  Springs,
Mount Emu Plains, Mount Sturgeon andWongalee,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
99A. Hughenden and Richmond Downs,  via
Telemon, Marathon, and Moselle Downs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
101. Dungeness and Ingham, by boat to Gair-
lock, and by horse from Carr's, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
102. Cardwell and Junction Creek Telegraph
Station,  via  Herbert Vale, Lake Lucy, Glen Dhu
Police  Barracks , Valley of Lagoons, and Rosella
Plains, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two, or three
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana,  via  Calliope Dig-
gings , East Stowe, Letter-box near Galloway
Plains, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station, Mount
Alma, Iona, Dungaree, Callide, Kroombit, Prairie,
Kooingal, and Barfield, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
1041. Gayndah and Mount Perry,  via  Wetheron,
by coach, once a week, for one,  two,  or three years.
109. Duaringa and Springsure,  via  Pearl Creek,
Waroona, Barangah, Bauhinia Downs, Rolleston,
Albinia Downs, Meteor Downs, Orion Downs,
Wealwandangie, Spring Creek, , ardbeign, and
Rainsworth, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
111A. Bundall and Southport, by horse, thrice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
116. Tiaro and Teebar,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom-
gan, returning  via  Teebar Mine, Clifton, and
Ellerslie, by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
119. Bundaberg and Gladstone,  via  Kolan Saw-
mills , Kolan, Littabella, Baffle Creek, Taunton,
Erimbula, Rodd's Bay, and Boyne Diver, by horse,
once  a week, for one,  two,  or three  years.
125. Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Office,
via  Mount Sibley, by horse, daily, except Sunday,
for one, two, or three years.
129. Walkerston and Eton, by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
130. Mount Perry Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by spring-cart, to and from every train, for
one, two, or three years.
133. Listowel Downs and Thorgomindah,  via
Adavale, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley, by horse, or coach when required, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
136. Kilkivan Junction and Dickabram (Kilkivan
Railway Line), by horse, once a day except Sunday,
and to conduct Post Office at the latter place, for
one, two, or three years.
143. Stanthorpe and Texas,  via  Pikedale, Pike's
Creek, and Glenlyon, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
149. Gatton and Whitestone,  via  Tent Hill, Ma
Ma Creek, and Upper Tent Hill, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
150. Springsure and Tambo, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
15]. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via  Jim-
boomba and Veresdale, by coach, thrice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
151A. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via
Jimboomba and Veresdale, by coach, six times it
week, for one, two, or three years.
151. Cooktown and Normanby Reefs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
155. Townsville Post Office, Wharf, and Rail-
way Station, to all steamers, vessels, and every
train carrying mails, by spring cart, for one, two,
or three sears.
157. Umbiram and Southbrook, by horse, twice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
158. Bald Hills and Albany Creek, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
161. Ipswich and Undullah,  via  Riley, Bun-
damba Lagoon, England's Gap, and Rice's Selec-
tion, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley,  via  Lord John's
Swamp and Lucky Valley, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
163. Copperfield and Avon Downs,  via  Clermont,
Native Bee, Gregory's Creek, Lanark Downs, and
Elgin Downs, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
16tA. Isisford and Windorab,  via  Tallundilly,
Louisa Downs, Sedan, and Welford Downs, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer's (Fern
Hill),  via  Coomera, by horse, three times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
170. Thornborough and Union Camp,  via  Wat-
sonville and Stewart Town, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
171. Maryborough and Pialba, by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Tarampa,  via  Tallegalla and
Minden, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
175. Gowrie Junction and Gomoran,  via  Merin-
gandan and Glencoe, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
176A. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, three times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
178. Crow's Nest and Plainby, by horse, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
180. Yatala and Pimpama island, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
185. K abra and Eulbertie,  via  Keeroongoolob,
Wombanderry, and Wombanderry South, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
186. Mitchell Downs and Bollon,  via  Womallilla,
Copley's, Holland's, Lusvale, Aberglassie, Toomoo,
Tongy, Grassmere, and Bindebango, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
190. Rockhampton and Balnagowan,  via  Meadow
Flats, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three
years.
196. Bundaberg and North Bundaberg, by horse
or on foot, daily, except Sunday ; and to conduct
the post office at the latter place, for one, two, or
three years.
197. Bollon and Barringun,  via  Fernlees, Bun-
daleer, N'oorama, and Thurulgunnia, by coach,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
200. Charleville and Minnie Downs,  via  Millie,
Burrundilla, Kamanipulga, Barkatbulla, Mount
Morris, and Langlo Downs, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
210. Georgetown and Thornborough,  via  Junc-
tion Creek, Tate Telegraph Station, and Tate River
Tin Mines, by horse, once a fortnight, for one, two,
or three years,
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213. Clifton and Pilton, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
214. Jondaryan and East Prairie, b horse, twice
a week ; and to act as receiving- ofcer at East
Prairie, for one, two, or three years.
215. Boulia and Headingly,  via  Herbert Downs,
Glenormiston, and Roxborough Downs, by horse,
once a fortnight, for one, two, or three years.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture, by horse,
twice a week and to act as Postmaster at Upper
Caboolture, for one, two, or three years.,
221. Maryborough and Teddington,  via  Tinana,
Jindah Road, to Polynesian Hospital, Woongool,
and Nerada, by horse, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
222. Oakey Creek and Boah Waterhole, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
223. Greenmount and Kincora,  via  Mount Kent,
North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
225. Thorgomindah and Mount Howitt,  via
Conbar, Nundramundoo, Moorinish, Jackson's
Creek, Lara, and Durham Downs, by horse,
fortnightly, for one, two, or three years.
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Bridgewater,
Limestone, Chatsworth, Noranside, Buckingham
Downs, and Police Camp, by horse, or by coach or
buggy, alternating once a week and once a fort-
night, for one, two, or three years.
234. Hoganthulla Downs and Caldervale,  via
Chesterton, Bogarella, and Babiloora, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three, years.
241. Dalveen and Mountside,  via  North Mary-
land Road Schoolhouse, by horse, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by buggy, to and from trains, for one, two,
or three years.
243. Adavale and Kyabra.  via  Gooya, Bulgroo,
and Thylungra, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
245. Gladstone and Keppel Bay, to meet steamers
carrying mails, calling at The Narrows (Monte
Christo), by steam-launch, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
250. Cairns and Gold sborough (Mulgrave Valley),
via  Cambanora (Freshwater Creek) and Peck's, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
251. Roma Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to and from every train, for one, two, or
three years.
253. Stonehenge and Vergemont,  via  War-
brecean, Connemara, Dunham Towers, Tally-ho,
and Rosebrook, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
256. Diamantina Lakes and 1Vlonkira,  via  Daven-
port Downs, by horse, once a fortnight, for one,
two, or three years.
257. Cairns and Herberton,  via  Alley's, by
horse, once a week, mails to be conveyed in one
day each way, for one, two, or three years.
258. Toowoomba Post Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
259. Leyburn andYandilla, via Tummaville Head
Station, l'ummaville School, Wright's, Pillar's,
Baillie's, Clay Waterhole, and Back Creek (Yan-
dilla Homestead Area), by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
261. Bingera and South Bolan, by horse or on
foot, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
263. Stanthorpe Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to meet every train, for one, two, or three
years.
265. Rockhampton and Lake's Creek,  via  North
Rockhampton Post Office, by coach, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station,
North Bundaberg, to meet every train, and calling
at Post Office there ; also Bundaberg Post Office
and Wharf, to meet every vessel carrying mails,
by spring-cart, for one, two, or three years.
270. Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
272. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
272x. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum
by horse, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Downs,
Breadalbane, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath,
and Salmonville, by horse, fortnightly, for one,
two, or three years.
278. Maryb,,rough Post Office and Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one. two, or three years.
279. Morney Downs and Birdsville,  via  Daroo,
Mount Leonard, Cappa and The Bluff, by horse,
fortnightly, and to act as Receiving Officer at
Morney Downs. for one, two, or three years.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by boat,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
287A. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by
steamer, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
288. Headingly and Camooweal (Lake Francis),
via Lake Nash, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two,
or three years.
289. Cooktown and Mclvor, via Marton, Rose-
bank, Bustard Park, and Pryde's Creek, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
293. -Veresdale and Sloper's,  via  Bromelton
Bridge, Bromelton, and Moloney's, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
296. Cloncurry and Kynuna,  via  Rockliffe,
Strathfield, Beaudesert, Constance Downs, and
Belkate, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two, or
three years.
299. Bundaberg and Bucca,  via  Smith's Crossing,
Bolan River, by horse, twice  a week , for one, two,
or three years.
300.
Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Watsonville,Yewellton, Irvinebank, and Mowbray, by horse,
once a week , and once a week  extra  to Irvinebank
and Watsonville, for one, two, or three years.
301. South Toolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse, once  a week , for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty and  non-contract mail
steamers , by boat, for one, two, or three years.
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or three years.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Wharf, by
horse and spring-cart, to  steamers  and vessels
carrying mails, for one, two, or three years.
312. Rolleston and Purbrook,  via  Consuelo and
Warrinilla, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
315. Cabarlah (Terminus  of Highfields Railway)
and Crow's Nest,  via  Geham, by coach, thrice a
week , for one year.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare-
won, by horse, daily (except Sunday), for one, two,
or three years.
321. Capella and Capella.  via  Retro, Peak
Downs, and Malvern, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount  Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by horse, three times a week. for one, two,
or three years.
323A. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by coach, three  times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
326. Mount Eagle and Albro,  via  The Cell,
Epping Forest, and Laglan, by horse,  once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week,  and to act as  receiving officer at Craiglie,
for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra, by horse, once a
week, and to  act as receiving officer at  Goomburra,
foi one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergement,  via  Bladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Fermoy,  and Lismore, by
horse, once  a week , for one, two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham  Downs),
via  Bendemere,  Muggleton , Clifford, and Roughlie,
by horse, once a week, for one,  two, or three years.
343. Surat and Noorindoo ,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklands, Svdenham, Wehl' s and  Dehnertvale, by
horse ,  once a  week, for one, two, or  three years.
345. Cairns  and Edithvale,  by steamer, once a
week, subject to three  months '  notice.
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349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf, by horse and
cart, to all vessels carrying mails, for one, two, or
three years.
350. Muttaburra and Forest Grove Township,
via  Ambo, Scarrbury, Camoola, Strath Darr, and
Maneroo (during floods Scarrbury to be omitted),
by horse, once a week, for one, two or three years.
352. Nanango and GUse,via  Manumbar andGlastonbury Creek, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
353. Cooktown Post Office and Wharves or
Anchorage, by dray, and boat if necessary, to all
vessels carrying mails, for one, two, or three years.
354. Cressbrook and Kilcoy,  via  Moorabool,
Gregor's Creek, Mara Creek, and Balfour Lagoons,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
355. Hawkwood and Jinghi Jinghi,  via  Cadarga,
Durah, and Byrne's Station, by horse, once a week,
for one. two, or three years.
336. Bowen Downs and Uanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
3561. Bowen Downs and ITanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a fortnight,
for one, two, or three years.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane. 17th July, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.FRESH Tenders willbe received at heOffice of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on MONDAY, the seventeenth
(17th) day of August next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply ofall material, except wire
nsulators, and iron poles, an4 for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York. opposite Thursday
Island, to the termination of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be field responsible for apply-
ing for  sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of  the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice  in any  way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by"  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Uovernment against any  claims  for compensa-
tion arising from  the action  of the  contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government. it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment , by a notice in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the  contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender , also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two  responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the  contract  within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of' not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so Wretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be  made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
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Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer  appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-P,kTERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-BOWEN TO TOWNS-
VILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Office oftheSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
b m e, until Noon on MONDAY, the third
(:3rd) day of August nrxt, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms , general  conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price per pole, for new ones where
necessary.
Bowen to Townsville-a distance of one hundred
and twenty-four (124) miles,  more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
'contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole ecntract to be completed and handed
over tothe Government within three (3) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the offices
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments way have been made.
The total balance will he paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not  to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any  claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Supericnt endent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay t he same from  any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract,  as  far  as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enfom ce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  'all plant, materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground,  and all
sums  of money, whether  named in  the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two  responsible  persona
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that  event  that they  will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification  of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph  wires  are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from the butt, and fire (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of  six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide. The top of earn pole must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins ('to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed, and the  wire  tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
CLOSING GOAT ISLAND CHANNEL, NERANG
CREEK.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 22nd
August, for the work necessary for closing the
back channel between Goat Island and the main-
land, at the mouth of Nerang Creek, according to
Plans, and Specifications, to be seen at the Harbour
and Rivers Office, Brisbane, and Post Office,
Southport.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. 13. CULLEN,
Under Secretary ,  Treasury.
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
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HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, DUNWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 22nd
August, for the Extension of the Jetty at Dunwich,
according to Plans and Specifications, to be seen
at the Harbours and Rivers Office, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary , Treasury.
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
DOOR-FASTENINGS FOR DREDGE PLANT.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 8th
August, for 168 Sets of Hopper Door-fastenings,
according to Plan and Specification, to be seen at
the Harbours and Rivers Office, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary, Treasury.
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, 15th
August, for alterations to the steamer " Fitzroy,"
specifications for which can be seen at the Port
Office, Brisbane, or at the Office of the Harbour
Master , Maryborough.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information thatthe Railway from Mackayto Eton and Hamilton
will be opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885 , on and from which date, until further notice,
trains will run  to the following time table :-
a.m. a.m.
Eton .. ... dep. 7.0 Newbury Junc.... arr. 7.27
Newbury June.... „ 7.30 Hamilton ... ,., 810
Hamilton ... „ 8.30
p.m.
Mackay ... 10.0
p.m.
Mackay ... ... „ 3.0 Hamilton 4.30
Hamilton 4.45 Eton ... ... „ 5.13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
FURTHER extension of the South CoastA Railway (from Loganlea to Beenleigh) was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, 27th July,
1885, on and from which date (and until further
notice) the trains will run  aA follows:-
A.M.  P.M.
Leaving  Stanley street  at 9.0 and 4'34
Arriving  Beenleigh  „ 10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving „ „ 6.45 „ 2.15
Arriving Stanley  strgt „ 8.30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that the practice
which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby pro-hibited, and will render the person sooffending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works,
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE  Minister  for Public Works  hereby notifies
• that the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil ,  submit his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor .  The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party ,  except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must ,  when called upon, be
prepared to pass an examination by the Chief
Engineer ,  or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
l in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Rails ay, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Maryborough Railway, was published
in full in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th
May, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on appli-
cation to the Traffic Manager, Maryborough, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 11th August, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
P. CURNOW,
Cemn ssioner for Railways.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1885.THE attention f Employers of Labour isdirected  to a notice  which  appears in the
Gazette  of  this  date, containing  copy  of a letter
addressed  by the Colonial  Secretary  to the Agent-
General , in which the  functions  of the  recently
appointed  Agent for  Emigration on the Continent
of Europe  are clearly  defined.
Applications from employers desirous  of indenting
labourers under the provisions  of  " The  Immigra-
tion Acts  of  1882  and  1884 " will now be received
by the  several  Clerks of Petty  Sessions  (as Sub-
Immigration  Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor ,  and informa-
tion connected  therewith,  may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  31st July, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the  undermentioned persons during the months
of June and  July,  1885.
JAMES  R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
Cavanagh, Cath.
Creevey, Jas.
Kane, Jas.
Clapton, Wni.
Corcoran, Wm.
Fraser, Chas.
Kingston, J. W.
Cranitch, Patk.
Keene, junr., Thos.
Chippendale, John
Lynch, Elizbh.
Cummins, .John
Durack, J. B.
Fitzwalter, C. F.
Gibbon, J. H.
Breadsell, Geo.
Beetham, C. A.
Bozier, Ann
Bromby, Matthew
Chardon, P. F.
Cable, Robert
Casey, Danl.
Dwyer, John
Dell, Levi
Everdell, Wm.
Evans, John
Hanlon, Tiros.
Harrison, Robt.
Johnson, John
Kennedy, W. S.
Leo, Richd.
Almfeldt, F. H.
Buchanan, John
Burke, P.
Banks, W. H.
Cameron, H.
Clarke, P.
Cook, S.
Edg, Job
Elliott, Wm.
Furber, C.
Kelly, Sarah
Boyd, Edwd.
Callahan, John
Cooke, J. A.
Deicke, Edwd.
Hornung, G.
Hutton, Jas.
Howard, J. P.
Ablin, Chas.
Allen, Edwin
Atkinson, F. J.
Albrecht, Wm.
Albertson, Alf.
Baker, Chas.
Barnett, Jas.
Brannelley, John
Brown, Win.
Barton, Sarah
Buchanan, Jas.
Bury,  G. L.
Byrne, P. J.
Beech, F. W.
.Name.
AUGATHELLA.
McKay, Jas.
Welch, Harriet.
ARAMAC.
Porter, Geo.
Phillips, F. W.
Springer, Wm.
Sorohan, Jas.
ALLORA.
Neylan, S. E.
Sullivan, Michl.
AYR.
Silber, John
Tyrrell, Andrew.
ADA VALE.
Volling, H.
Woodhatch, E.
Waterman, Wm.
BEENLEIGH.
Llewellyn, C. H.
Lowe, R. B.
Laver, Wm.
Lenneberg, I. H.
MeCowan, Agnes
Manning, Saml.
Nash, Isaac
Perry, Robt.
Palm, Carl
Shay, Bridget
Strettan, Geo.
Turner, Frank
Tobin, Stephen
Willis, John
Welsh, Hy.
BLACKALL.
Lane, R.
Long, Geo.
'Lewis, G. Ii.
O'Rourke, P.
Perry, W. G.
Ryder, Louis
Stewart, John
Vesper, J. P.
Wicker, E. H.
Walters, J.
BANANA.
Johnson, Fredk.
BowaN.
Mackenzie, Alex.
Strickland, Wm.
gehilling, Chas.
Smith, E. G.
Wilson, A. G.
BOULIA.
Miller, Robt.
Smith ,  Stephen.
BRISBANE.
Brown, Wm.
Coupland, F. W.
Cain, Jas.
Collins, S. Al.
Carey, Hugh
Catchpole, Geo.
Coward, Thos.
Carroll, seur., M.
Daley, Michl.
Daly, Hugh
t)arragh, Jas.
Drouyn, Louis
Daniell, C. H.
Davies, D. S.
LICENSES  GRANP ED---continued.
Name.
1
Doyle, S. M.
Foley, Michl.
Foster, Esau
Ferrington, J. R.
Fox, H. G.
Gaffney, Margt.
Goodwin, Isabella
Goodwin, Miclil.
Gebbett, Alf.
Glyndemann, A.
Graham, John
Gosling, Walter
Horsford, Win.
Harrison, Danl.
Haake, J. F.
Helmood, John
Hook, J. J.
Hamilton, Saml.
Hill, Heely
Holmes, Thos.
Hughes, Margt.
Izatt, Saml.
Jeune, Edwd.
Jordan, Fredk.
Klaassen, Borgert
Kavanagh, H. M.
Kavanagh, Martin
Lennon, John
Leeding, Geo.
Lee, F. H.
McGuinness, P. C.
McCann, Jas.
McLoughlin, Wm.
McDuff, Chas.
McKinnon, A.
McGuire, T.
McCa$ery, Helena
McDermott, N. W.
M(Ceag, Jas.
Morse, John
Morris, Fredk.
Mcilandt, P. M.
Moxlev, F.Muhl, J. H.
BRISBANE--continued.
.Name.
'Mann, Chas.
O'Brien, John
Owens, JosephO'Sullivan, T.
O'Leary, Patk.
Pearson, Mary
Power, Geo.
Pott, G. F.
Phillips, 31. A.
Phillips, J. A.
Phillips, I. A.
Phillips, C. W.
Rennison, John
Rumpf, J. C.
Ruddle, Wm.
Robertsen, Wm.
Ryan, S.
Stott, Chas.
Smith, W. S.
Smith, John
Smith, John
Simonson, F.
Sullivan, J. M.
Schubert, F.
Swain, J. W.
Scanlan, Thos.
Staheli, Geo.
Sizer, E. W.
Stephens, T. D.
Smith, J. P.
Thornley, Edwd.
Thomas, E. C.
Taylor, F. J.
Underwood, junr., Wm.
Voges,  Hermann
Williams, Henry
Winterford, Wm.
Walsh, Wm.
White, Patk.
Wheeler,  Elizli.
Waldock, Mercy
Wallin, Wm.
Wilson, Jas.
Adams, Walter
Adams, G. M.
Burke, Anne
Davey, S. C.
Hall, David
McCann, W. Ii.
McKay, D. McL.
MeShea, John
Mekan, Ellen
Anderson, T.
Barry, Mauris
Campbell, Wm.
Cashman, Jas.
Fitzgerald, Jas.
Grogan, Matthew
A ll ey, W. S.
Gordon, Win.
Homes , Joseph
Hill, Jas.
Kean, M. M.
McCoy, M. T.
McGowan, C. W.
Baker, John
Lacey, John
Asehemann, A.
Green, Hy.
Guerin, Miclil.
Jenkins, Wm.
Lanergan ,  Michl.
BUNDABERG.
Neilson, Peter
Olsen, Thomas
O'Leary, John
Redman, Wm.
Smith, P. C.
Smith, C. P.
Taaffe, Joseph
Ware, Geo.
Wood, Robert
BURKETOWN.
Hanns, Carl
Kennedy, J. H,
Kelly, M.
Moffatt, S.
O'Sullivan, J.
Synnott, P.
CAIRNS.
Paris, Bridget
Pryn, Wm.
Paskins, Wm.
Shaw, Hy.Thompson, G. H.
Wilson, Charles
CARDWELL.
Spence, Tiros.
CHARLESTON.
. { Lacey, Henry
CHARLEVILLE.
O'Ncil, Patk.
Ryan, Keyran
Smith, W. J.
1 Wheeler, Jae.
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LIOExaES GRANTED--continued.
Name.
L, csxaES  GRANTED- Continued.
Name. Name. Name.
CHARTERS TowERs. PALBY-con tinued.
AIt Pan, Geo.  Kennedy, John Higgins, Will. Quirk, Edwd.
Ayre, Joseph Lindsey, Edwd. Lynch, Pant. Reynolds, Miehl.
Boyland, .lubn Lee, G S. M'Goldrick, Arthur Stewart, Jas.
Basket t, J. W . Larkin, ,las. O'Keefe, LE. M. Wood, Will.
Brooks, J. M. Otto, Anttreu EMERALD.
1l rne Brid Ja,et  Matcl ett ., g ,
('lark John Ifolone John Bryden, J. S. Godber, E. W. N.. ,
DavidCollins Roht Morgan Brown, J. T. Kcllaway, J. F.
''
. ,,
Miller Fredk.('lane % Jas Carter, Win. t hus.Lambert,,, .
Dare Walter  McDonald J. '31. Carrington, Will. McBride, Peter,,
Jane1)av Micl l. McElnea Crisfield, S. E. Ward, Jas., ,
1)owney, Patk.  N arracott, C. S. Finn, Wm.
Dunstan, J. T. Park, Win. ECL0.
French, C. O'C. Paton, John Connolly, Agues Robinson, R. W.
Geraghty, Bernard Ryan. P. F. Jeffers, Jas. Withered,  C. W.
Gallagher, M. A. Robb, John Mueller, Hy.
A.Green W Randall Riclxl ., . ,(ArilliverChas. Ross Joseph Es  B ., ,
(ralvin Michl. Smith R. H. :McDonald, F.d% d. Slack, Ben., ,
Ilamilton , Andrew Stack, Michl. McSweeney, John Webb, Thos.
Boughton, J. 1). Smith, Edith McPherson, Eliza
lleazle, Will. Saunders, Alex. GATTON.
lletherington, Thus. Scltinkel, Oscar Barr, Wallis Cook,  Will.
Hales, Roht. Symonds, W. G. Bloom, H. S. Little, Mary
Heath, Alf. Sullivan, Bridget Burns M E Maddin Thus
Ilargreaves, Ann Staunard, Thos.
. .,
Bergholter, L.
, .Young, E.
Jones,  Win. Thompson, M. J. Cain, Michl.
Jensen Soren Wm.Wan Chap,
Jones, Thos.
,
Walsh, David GAYrD\B.
Cornwall, P. G. Loltr, Jolnuum
CLERMONT. Clark, Geo. Paris, Janet
Cosman, Louis Mowlan, Edwd. Corry, Cath. Reid, Sarah
Christisen, Anker Richards, John GEORG ETOWN.
LeoDamke Sam Wni.,
Bess}Houston
,
Swan John Attenborough, Geo. Kirby, Miehl.,
Hall John
,
Slider D. Burnell, J. II. Rilday, Owen,
Kettle S. G.
,
Vitch Paul Bindon, N. M. Lv nch, Maurice,
Moat Crofton
,
Geo.Woonton Crisp, Win. McAlpine, Jas.
'
,
Mullin B.
, Etheridge, Donald Morris, M. 1 .
, Emmerson, Ohas.. Robertson, Thus.
CLEVELAND. Kelly, Wm. Secombe, M.
C'assim, Anne Jarvis, Robert GERA LDTON.
Goodall, Andrew Wood, R. T. Burke, Johu Lee, Douglas
CroNCURRY. Browalic, John Paterson, Jas.
Absolon, John j Gould, HA. GILBERTON.
Brown, Chas. i Kiernan, Jas. Ali Tow Donaldson, John
Bartholomew, l,. Lewis, J. B. Alt Chin Sue, Jab.
P. J. Lacey Jas.Brady ,,
Cameron, Donald Nicol, Jas. (h G [N.
Campbell, P. A. Reilly, Cornelius Lund, August I Walker, A. F.
Russell LukeThosDark . ,, GLADSTONE.
COORTOWN. Ashney, 'Thos. McGuire, Chaff.
Adkins, Anthony Lynch, M. Bruce, J. MeL. Prejolas, Agnes
Audair, H. McCormack, W. H. Christie, Julius Reilly, Thos.
Bolles, J.  W. Nolan, Jas. Cowan, Walter Stanley, Margt.
Balser, S. F. Neill, Jas. Crosisca, G. G. Wellby, Robt.
Bradford, B.  O'Neill, Marv GOODN e.
Hy.Esther PooleDavis
'
,,
Thos. Robinson G. L.Fullelove O Donovan, Jas. Simpson, Will.,,
Flannery, Johu Ruge, Murk Pincher, Austin
Gibson, Joint Reynolds, Owen GOON DI IA INDI.
Galvin, Danl. Savage, J. Bushell Joseph Wilson, Wm.
Hall, H. Strattmmii, C.
,
Donnelly C..1. Zimwernnan, C..1
henry, 1). W. Thompson, E.
,
L W
Jong, Ii. It T rotter,  W. .1. S. n .ucas,
Jackson, Jas  Watson, Roht. o '.%MPIF.
1. eating, J. E. IVholohan, The s. Alcock, Richd. Mayes, Ja' .
Lane, Danl. Braysher, Allen Itzstein, Frank
CROW'S NEST. Birkbeck, W. T. Ketnsley, F.Bright A. Mckenin Wm.Smith, Will. ,Barry, Patk.
,
Martin, Win.
CUNNAMULLA. Beer, John Murray, John
John Iiuxlev R. C.Anderson Chapple, Jas. M urdock, Ed« n.,
Aldrich R. H.
,
Land E. M. Corry, Ellen Neale, John,
Iiendich B.
,
McManus, Hugh Corrigan, Jas. O'Leary, Will.,
Colgan II. TheresaMillar Dawson, Mary ('Neill, Danl.,
Ctunney F. N[.
,
MichaelTighe Puff, John Pillow, C. AV.,
Henatun R-obt.
,
Draper, John Parnell, J. S.
,
Eisent, Carl Russell, Ellen
DALBY. Edwards, Mary Ryan, Edmund
Best, Richd. Fitzpatrick, Edmond Findlav, Thos. Situ art, J. J. E.
Condon, Danl. Gibson, Ann Guthrie, John Shanahan, M.
Cunningham, J'jhn Hunt, Geo. Gill, Richd. Wood, Chas.
Conroy, Gco Healy, John Gory, Richd. Wickham, W.
Dowling, Patk. Ho-, g, Francis Hendry, Danl. White, John
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LICEN$ ES GRANTED  -continued.
Name. Name.
HIGHFTELDS.
Fairley, A. m. Wilkes, Will.
HrGUENDBN.
Aiern ,  Patk .  I Massarath , E. F.
Atkins,  J. A. Nelson, Peter
Burke ,  Hy. O'Brien, Join
Cox, Thos .  Pestorius, Lewis
Gillespie, Bernard Williams, Eli
McMillan ,  Ronald Wilson, Geo.
Magney, Hy.
Boyle, Jas.
Dunn, Mlargt.
Ford, John
McDonell, Geo.
Bimrose, Richard
Bradfield, J. A.
Castens, Fredk
Daw, John
Denford, Chas.
Farrell, Jas.
Finnigan, Jas.
Frith, Robt.
Baldrey, Chas.
Barnes, Samuel
Bedford, Jane
Cooper, Jas.
Conners, John
Donnigan, Patrick
Growns, John
Goos, Michael
Harris, John
Kennedy, Wm.
Kennedy, Daniel
King, J. M.
McGrory, Robt.
Lake, Thos.
Abbott, J. T.
Feeney, Enima
Gilbert, George
Carroll, John
Collman, John
Clough, Jas.
HARRISVILLE.
Streiner, J. C.
Sheehan, John
Turner, G. I1.
Welge, II.
HERBERTON.
Frctwell, Isaac
Harrison, Hugh
Hogsflesh, Joint
McColl, Duncan
McAuley, Hugh
Moss , Richard
Petersen ,  Mathias
Uhr, J. E.
IPSWICH.
McGrath, John
McGill, Jas.
Mortimer, Hugh
Oldham, Geo.
Phillips, Jarrett
Raabe, John
Shaw, Geo.
Swift, S. H.
Shanks, Hugh
Thorpe, Wm.
Thomas, David
Watson, Robt.
White, John
INGLE WOOD.
Williams, Robt.
INGHAM.
Shewcroft, J. P.
Wickham,  Isabella
IsISFORD.
Kely, Win.
McDonnell, John
Merchin, Chas.
Bell, O. B.
McNamara, Michael
Chidgey, G. H.
Dimmoek, Edmond
Davies, Evan
Fulton, Robt.
Fooks, F. G.
Fay, M. J.
Gormon, John
Granaghan, Anthony
Gibson, Martin
Hoey,  Thos.
Hogan, Jas.
Hodges, Jas.
Holden, Thos.
Hynes, P. M.
Huxley, Jas.
Heath, Geo.
Johnson, H. W.
Jenkins, Geo.
Elms, Jas.
Iszlaub , Conrad
Lutz, Hy.
Pratt, Thos.
LEYBURN.
Smith, Jocob
Vickery, J. F
MACKAY.
Lambert, Sam..
Long, Wm.
Leaper, Wm.
McDonald,  I  arbara
McGuire, Bernard
McCluskey, Patk.
Meade, John
Murray, David
Murtagh, John
Northey, Wm.
O'Brien, Jas.
Perry, Chas.
Peard, John
Phaff, J. F.
Swan, Jas.
Thompson, H. P.
Wallace, Va-4,
Wood, Geo.
MARBCTRG.
Pouting, Jas.
Sloan, Bernard
Sakrzewski, Otto
LICENSES  GIt ANTE D- COnIifUed.
Name.
A bbs, Robt.
Abraliani, R.
Appel, Join
Anteltiff,  Win.
Berrie, Robt.
Baxter, S.
Brett, A.
Blue, Neil
Butcher, Jas.
Biers, M.
Cooke, Thos.
Clark, Will.Cummings, Rob(.Cox, Will.
Doolan, Hv.
1)empster, Robt.
Dillane, Anne
Ellis, John
Emery, .1.
Groat, J. E.
Geraghty, Win.
Gaynor, G. W.
Hogan,  Al.
Hayden, Thos.
Hebinger, Conrad
Ahlers, Henry
Clifford, W. C.
Davis, John
Huddy, Mary
Name.
MARYBOROUGH.
Ilefl'ernan, W. J.
Honimelgard, C.
Hunter, P.
Langusch, Julius
Lockyer, Geo.
McLachlan, John
McDowall, Jas.
Malone, Thos.
Mirls, Aaron
Murray, R. L.
Murray, W. F.
Nash. John
Nash, Wm.
Norton, Ellen
Pincher, Jowlrlt
Price, Thos.
Sutton, l'hcebe
Schmidt, Peter
Steley, R. L.
Turts,n, Will.
Thompson, Geo.
Tighe, P.
Walsh, J. S.
Woodward, Robt.
Woodman, Win.
MAYTOWN.
Jarred, John
Mulreaney, M. J.
Siebel, Mana
Smith, W. M.
MILES.
Fogarty, Michael Lynch, W. E.
Geary, John I Molyneux, Edward
MITCHELL.
Bourke, Patrick Halpin, Jas.
Benne, Jas. Kane, Joseph
Bull, J. T. McKenzie, John
Corbett, John McKenzie, Jessie
Chapman, C. Murray, Peter
Enright, A. G. Smith, A. S.
Fury, Thos. Sullivan, Murty
Hanlin, Jas. Short, Michl.
Ah Sam
MUTTABURRA.
Kennedy, John
Chandler, J. W. McGreath, Wni.
Cunningham, Patrick McIntosh, Fredk.
Cullum, Jas. Mills, Wm.
Harding, W. St. J. Toole, Jas.
MOUNT BRITTON.
Nolan, M. A, O'Toole, Jas.
MORVEN.
Boyle, Jas. Close, Thomas
Corbett, Elizabeth Gordon, John.
Corbett, Edward
NANANC}O.
Bright, Mary r Graham, Robt.
Hill, Thos.
NEBO.
Hill, Edmund
NORMANTON.
_  lien , All. McCann, S.
Bridge, Joseph Morris, John
Cavanagh , Jai. Meriga, A. G.
Fogarty, James Pearce, Hy.
Horsley, G.  H. Ryan ,  Patrick
Hulan , A. E. Steele, G. R.
Hely, C. B. Smith, C. R.
Lancaster, H.
PINS HILL.
Gaebel, J. J. McGrath, Jane
Hastings , Thos. Shakspeare, G. 1'.
Kelly, Joseph Young Sing,Wm.
Jtlilc:iht, David
PORT DOUGLAS.
Baird,  Mary  Mat eusen, J. P.
Buchanan , A. Mahoney. John
Bigham , Wni.  O'Brien, Denis
Calley, A.  E. Ri an .  Richard
Gregory ,  Jabez Wixted, John
McLean, Neal
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LICENSES  GRANTED-continued.
Name. Name.
RAVENSWOOD.
LICENSED  GG n---c0*Ui uts .
Name. Name.
STd :M.
Brown TC McKilve John JaneBecroft C A. ng, ..
Frendenberg, F.
y,
Malpas, Joseph
, .
Becroft, J. A.
.MeDonell, John
Franzmann, Michl. Paige, Isabella Coakley, Timothy McMennimen, Peter
Heery, Chas. Quinn, Maurice Dean, L. G. McCarthy, Jas.
Hawkins, Geo. Roch, Geo. Dillon, Owen Malone, Jas.
Kevin, Wm. Dillon, John Mara, Michael
Ellsworthy Benj. Cath.O'ConnellRICHMOND. ,,T. H.  1 ReidyFletcher M.Byrne, Edwd. Middleton, Geo. ,,John Stanley, Jas.FlynnDe Vis, G. H. Vaughan, C. H. , Sheahaii DenisJas.Foo HangHughes, C. E. Webster, W. II. ,Hale Samuel
,
Sheahan John
Hulbert, Alf. ,Jennings, Margaret
,Spitler, Win.
ROC%RAMPTON. Keating, Edmond Steven ,, Edwd.
Barclay, Jas. Lipstine, Simon Rieman, John Sullivan, M. A.
Belfield, Wui. Lachlan, T. C. Lee, David Tevlin, Patrick
Bream, H. C. Lowry, J. F. S cR1T.
Brough, Bridget MeLaren, J. C. Lawson Wi tt.  Purcell F. L.
Bugden, Chas. McMaster, Robt.
,,
Naylor Eliza Purdie J. S.
Birrell Louisa McFarlane, M.
,,
,
Booker, Jas. McGadderv, Wm. TAa[BO.
Brown, Rhoda Marshall, Thos. Lynch, Win. Roche, Ellen
Brittain, B. Medland, C. H. Mulhern, Denis Walsh, H. T.
Bailey, Bridget Morrissey, John Milne, D. C.
Bannon Danl. Monckton Wm.,
Bourke Cath
,
Moller Mar-t. TAROOM., .
Barkla, S.
,
Nash, Charles Brennan, Michl. Zerbe, Martin.
Barrett, John O'Neill, Martin THARGOMINDA,I.
Chardon, Joseph Oxnam, Thomas Bond, Win. Foster, P. B.
Cassells, Hy. O'Hara, D. B. Cole, Hy. Hampton, R. E.
Connolly, T. Presland, Ellen Dewherst, Danl. McGill, Wm.
Comley, Fredk. Perkins, T. H. S.
Cranley, Timothy Pratt, Fredk. TRORNBOxouGH.
Cusack, M. A. Phillips, Hy. Blackmore, Win. Groves, Wm.
Duffy, Annie Phillips, James Cahill, John Grosskoff, Lewis
Eaton, H. G. Poole, Sarah Cartwright, M. A. Wason, Hugh
Eaton, Sarah Quillev, Edward Fitzgerald, Edwd. Wah, Lee.
Evans, J. H.
Fenzie Jas
Ross, John
Rutherford John THURSDAY ISLAND., .
Fitzgerald, Mehl.
,
Simpson, T. B. Cockburn, Geo. I McNulty, Thos.
Fulton Hugh Swift Annie,
Q-reenalsh John
,
Simonds Wm
TENNING}ERING.
,
Glindemann H F
, .
Schilling Joseph Mackenzie, John Morgan, Jane, . .
Gibbs, John
,
Schneider, Bridget Moller, J. G.Mason T. B
Stephen, Jas.
Gregory, M. A. Scholefield, E. .,
Grell, H. Smith, Patk. TIARo.
Green, W. J: Smith, Agnes Cain, John Lindert, P. F.
Hansen, Wm. Squibb, J. R. Curran, John Lowry, Patk.
Holt, W. R. Thompson,E. A. Gundry, Joseph Orphant, Jas.
Hill, Isabella Tanges, Conrad Gesch, August  Starkey, Geo.
Higgins, P. Trickett, Edward Gordan, Walter Willemson, Maria
Hawk, Dan. Williams, F. A. Heath, E. B. Woodward, Edwd.
Harris M. H. Wyatt J. A.,
Isambert, F.
,
Wyatt, A, TOOwOOMBA.
Ilott, Philip Wray, Wm. Bauer, John Lovell, Geo.
Johnson, Harry Williamson, Jas. Bowden, Wm. Loveday, Mark
Jones, Thos. Wilson, H. Bell, Chas. Long, John
Laity, Jas. Buckley, Denis McMahon, Danl.
Robt. Mansfield, MarkBargeROMA. ,Comerford, Mehl. Nolan, Chas.
Brooker, Myra Moore, Chas. Austin Nolan, EllenCarrigCarroll, W. H. Roach, Geo.
,
Collins, John Oelkers, Elizth.
Enright, Thos. Roper, John Cumming, R. Mc H. O'Donnell, John
Hayes, Jas. Rayner, Benj. Dixon, John  O'Regan, Chas.
Hogan, Ellen Roberts, J. W. Davidson, P. J. Perkins, Jas.
King, Robt. Skehan, Ellen Agnes Perkins C. E.Fogarty
Knowles, C. F. Thompson, A. F.
, ,
Hy. Pierce, Edwd.Fox
Knowles, T. W. Walduck, John
,
Garvey, John Schultz, Dan).
McEwen, Thos. Wieneke, Geo. Gentle, Wm. Scully, John
McIntosh, J. Harrison, D. A. Stower, Joseph
SPRIN GSURE. Heavey, D. Sheil, Denis
Patk.Hallina n Taylor ThosAli Sang, Tommy I Houston, Wm. , Mehl.Heffernan
, .
I hompson HelenaAh Foo, Jas. Ryan, M. A. , JohnHemsworth
,
Walsh Thos.Cahill, E. M. Thorne, Thos. ,J. D.Hennessy
,
Wockner C.Goodliffe, J. W. Weitering, John. ,Hickey, M. R.
,
Winfield, Win.
ST. GEORGE. Karl, John
Anderson. W. B. Payne, S. A. TBrig4tonJohn Reynolds Wm. oWNSVILLE.,
Clark ,Jas.
,
Wm.Richardson Bunting, John Chisholm, J. S.,
Davis T. H.
,
RichardScotney Bright, Wm. Davies, N. R.,
Horan Patrick
,
Thompson Jas. Buchanan, David Donaldson, N. J.,
F.Leech
,
White W. E. Cameron, Murdo Dunwoodie, Saml.,
ArthurMacalister
, Coyle, Thos. Godson, John
,
Cramp, John Graham, Cath.
ST. LAWRENCE. Campbell, Aylmer Hanran, junr., John
Clifford, Wm. Greedy, Thos. Campbell, A. Hodel, Hy.
Duff, Peter Lee, 'Thos. Cran, J. W. Hearn, John
LICENSES  G RANTED - continued.
Name. am e.
TO W NSYILLE - continued.
Long, Richd.
Lambourn, F. G.
Landers, Wm.
Long, Joseph
Martin, R D. D.
McDonnell, Edwd.
McGrath, Danl.
McKenzie, Alex.
Allman, Jeremiah
Alexander, Robt.
Beeson, Thos.
Barnett, Robt.
Bell, Ann
Beal, Tobias
Connell, Peter
Connell, Bridget
Craig, Margt.
Caldicott, Alf.
Dinte, H.
Evenden, Eliza
Hudson, F.
Johnson, E. J.
Comrie, Alex.
Costello, T. J.
Conlan, Wm.
Gracie, Wm.
Adams, M. A.
Farrell, John
Henderson, Frederick
Holland, Henry ...
Kingston, W. F.
Ah Kin, Wm.
Clifford, J. W.
Bethel, Jas.
Borghero, E.
Bird, Theodore
Brophy, Jas.
Dineen, Char.
Goble, J. A.
Beiar , August
Pickering, Henry
Name.
Oldenberg, A. R.
Parkes, Bridget
Phillips, J. W.
Rolfe, Johanna
Rheuben, A. M.
Thaler ,  F. W. R.
White, John
Webb, W. H.
WARWICK.
Kries, H.
Kyling, Fredk.
Law, Wm.
Muller, LouisPullen, Jas.
Quinn, J. W.
Reitzler, Peter
Schnitzerling ,  Martin
Sterne, John
Saunders, Robt.
Thompson, David
Wright, Frank
Warner, W. H.
WINDORAH.
Heagney, Patrick
Keneron , J. L. H.
Manners, C. C.
WINTON.
Lynett, Thos.
Martin ,  Jane Devine
Stack, M.
... Steele, W. B.
Wieman, Peter
WOOLGAR.
Eaton, M. E.
Moo Chin Jah
WATSONYILLE.
Gibbs, Jas.
Gibbons, Austin
Hutcheson, W. T.
Jennings, Jas.
Madigan, Thos.
Tait, Jas.
YEU LBA.
Simpson, Thos.
PACKET LICENSES.
(To 30th June,  1886.)
Collin, W. J. ...
Dunlop, J. ...
Durrell, J. T.
Hampton, W. W.
Harrison, E.
Leggett, G. H.
Morris, F. W.
Phillips, R. W.
Steamer.
" Lady Mugrave "
Dolphin "
" Corea "
" Maranoa
" Truganini "
" Gunga"
Archer "
" Warrego "
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Name. Place.
McGregor, S.
Kelleway, J. E.
Ginn and Hooper...
Clarke, Joseph ...
Craig, Thomas ...
Morris, Frank Lee
Andrews, Arthur W.
Hoolan,  John ...
Mortleman ,  Jae.  13.
Haigh, Wife. ...
... Brisbane.
Jericho.
... { Stanthorpe.
AUCTIONEERS.
. Allora
Birdeville
Blackall
Brisbane
Charters Towers
.. GFayndah
Ipswich
LICENSES  GRANTED - COntinued.
Name.  Place.
AUCTIONEERS-continued.
Guy, Clement Harry ... Townsville
White, J. S. ... .... Brisbane
Williamson, Herbert C. ... Blackall
BILLIARDS.
Cable, Robert ... ... !  Beenleigh
Mullin, B.... ... Clermont
Kelleway, John E. ...  Emerald
Bruce,  McL..T. ... Gladstone
Bright, Ashbury ... tiympie
Coleman, John ... ... Isisford
Murray, R. S. .. ... Maryborough
Dimmock, Edmund ...  Mackay
Morris , John  ... ... Normanton
Eaton ,  S. ... ... ... Rockhampton
Cahill,  E. M. ... ... Springsure
Maca li ster ,  A. ... ... St. George
BAGATELLE.
Zimmermann , Carl A. ... Goondiwindi
Bright ,  Mary  ... ... 1Nanango
TRANSFERS  OF PUBLICANS'  LICENSES,
JULY, 1885.
From-
Meilandt,  P. M. ...
Lee, F.  H.... ...
To-
B RISBANE.
Donovan, Thos.
... I Greatorex, John
Russell, Luke
McCormack, W. H.
McMannus, Hugh
Tighe, Michael ...
Bushell, Joseph ...
Feeney, Emma ...
Burnes, Saml.
Calley, A. E.
Simmons, W.
Grell, H. ...
Medland, C. H.
CLONCURRY.
...  I Mogan, Edwd.
COOKTOwN.
... J McCormack, Ellen
CUNNAMULLA.
... (  McManus , Mary A.
... Pugsley, Wtn.
GoOtaDIWINDI.
... J Bushell, M. T.
INGRAM.
... J Berry, J. E.
IPSWICH.
... J Curnow, John
PORT DOUGLAS.
... I McMahon, W.
RocKIIAMPTON.
...
I
Grell, H.
Ewart, S.
... Dolin, H.
ROMA.
Knowles, C. E. ... ... J Cook, John.
TOOWOOMBA.
Sheil, Denis ... ... I Hadley, Geo.
TowNSVILLS.
Dunwoodie,  Saml. ... ... J Carruthers, J. W.
LICENSE CANCELLED.
Name. Place.
Gibbons,  John H.... Adavale.
49
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st April, 1885.
QUEE NSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS  BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby, Drayton, Emerald,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Glad-
stone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Central Railway,
Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton, Howard, Ingham,
Inglewood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Kilkivan,
Kingsborough, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown, Mac-
kay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murph 's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, Norman-
ton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pentland,
Pimpama, Pine Hill, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, Spring-
sure, S. and W. Railway, Southport, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Sandgate, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday Island,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Tiaro, Walkerston, War-
wick, Watsonville, Winton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposit.- exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours,  and on  Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of  the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
11IUNICIPALITY  OF BUNDABERG.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  "The  Local
Government  Act of  1878," it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that it is the intention of
His Excellency the Governor in Council, at the
expiration of three months from the pub li cation
hereof ,  to amend the boundaries of the Munici-
pality of Bundaberg so that the boundaries of the
said municipa li ty shall  thereafter be as hereunder
defined.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Commencing  on the  Burnett  River at the north-
east corner  of portion 17, parish of Bundaberg,
and bounded  thence on the west by the east boundary
of that portion  bearing  south to the north boundary
of portion  27, same parish  ; on the south by part
of the north boundary of portion 27 and the north
boundaries of portions 28, 31, and 32 to the south-
west boundary of portion 16; thence by a line
north-easterly to the intersection of the south-east
side of Walker  street  by the north-east side of
Barolin  street ; thence by the south-east side of
Walker street north-easterly to the south-west
boundary of portion 30, parish of Kalkie ; on the
north-east  by the south-west boundary of portion
30 to Saltwater Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards  to the Burnett River, and by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
T
HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
KI:TURN BOA THE WEEK  ENDING 2 5TH DAY OF
JULY, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at elate of previous Report ... ... 388
Number since admitted ... ... 1
Number returned from leave ... ... 4
393
Number discharged ... ... ...  12
Number  died ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave ... ... ... 2
15
Number remaining at date hereof ... 378
Admission during the week :
Catherine Geary, 57, widow ; late residence, Brisbane.
Discharged during the week :
John Brockett, 54; admittea 8th January, 1885; once
since  re-admitted.
Thos. Stanley, 74; idmitted 8th January, 1878; five
times re-admitted sine 3.
Thos. Merrill, 66 ; admitted 25th September, 1879 ;
once re-admitted since.
Jas. Maher, 43; admitted 29th March, 1883.
Jas. King, 45 ; admitted 29th March, 1883.
Michl. Cunningham, 43 ; admitted 16th June 1883 ;
once re-admitted since.
John Smith, 66; acmitted 25th October, 1883.
John Brockwell, 38 ; admitted 4th April, 1884.
John Linehan, 61; admitted 23rd December, 1884.
Jas. Cronin, 67; admitted 16th October, 1871; five
times since  re-admitted.
Jno. Johnson, 48; admitted 14th October, 1884.
Chas. Smith, 86; admitted 19th November, 1872;
re-admitted three times since.
Death  during the week :
John Cooney, 29 ; admitted 19th March, 1885, from
Brisbane.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
F HE attention of Owners and Masters of
Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., N oo. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may si pply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master  of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secret3ary's Office,
Brisbane, rd October, 1884.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee w11 in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under ,he provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be lemanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely:--
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Tit-es or a country Commissioner,
lOs. ; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF  1881"
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACT OF 1884."THE Duaringa Ma 'supial Board having failedto levy an _,osessment for the present
year, as provided by the abovenamed Act, I, the
Honourable SAMUEL WALKRR GRIFFITE, Colonial
Secretary, being the Minister charged with the
administration of the said Act, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section 11 of the
said Act, fix and determine the Rate of Assessment
to be paid on the Stock pastured within the
Duaringa Marsupial District, during the present
year, at the minimum rates provided by the said
Act, namely.-
On every 20 Lead of cattle and horses ... is.
On every 100 sheep ... ... ... Is.
The amount of such Assessment must be paid to
the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where such
stock are pastured, within two months from tue
date hereof.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April,  1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1885.
N
OTICE is  hereby given that I intend, on or
after  the 22nd day of August instant, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  " The  Real Property Act of  1861 ,"  to issue in
the name of John Muir a Provisional Certificate
of Title, numbered 15285, bearing an endorsement
thereon of a Transfer of the whole of the Land to
David  Henderson Maxwell for 9 perches, sub-
division 4 of allotment 10 of section 107 ,  town of
Rockhampton ,  parish of Rockhampton ,  county of
Livingstone ,  and more particularly described in
Register Book ,  volume 119, folio  55;  the said
original Certi ficate of Title having been lost, mis-
laid, or burnt.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1835.NOTICE is hereby given that I intend, on orafter the 22nd day of August instant, in con-
formity  with the provisions of the  117th  section of
" The Real Property  Act of  1861," to issue in the
nHme of  11 amilton Ramsay Buchanan a Provisional
Deed of Grant, numbered 39825, for 1,390 acres,
portion  12?, parish of Iveragh ,  county of Clinton,
and more  particularly described in Register Book,
volume 360, folio  85;  the said original Deed of
Grant  having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st August, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given that I intend, on or
after  the 15th day  of August instant, in con-
formity  with the  provisions of the 117th section of
" 7%e Rcul  Property Art of  1861,"  to issue in the
name  of Charles  Burns a Provisional Certificate of
Title, numbered 7613, for 28 perches, part of
suburban portion 182, city of Brisbane, parish of
North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley ,  and more
particulary described in Register Book ,  volume
64, folio  133;  and also to issue in the name of
Mary Wills Fife Burns two Certificates of Title,
numbered respectively 66743 and 66741, for 2
roods 11 perches ,  subdivision 46 of eastern subur-
ban allotment 15, and 2 roods 2 perches, sub-
division 45 of eastern suburban allotment 14
respectively ,  parish of North Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley ,  more particularly described in Register
Book, volume 382, folio  233 and 234 respectively ;
the said original Certificates of Title having been
burnt.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
BY THE SENIOR  NAVAL OFFICER.
Office of the  Senior  Naval Officer,
Queensland Defence Force,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1885.
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL ARTILLERY VOLUN-
TEER CORPS.THE following Officers have been nominated tobe Acting  Sub-Lieutenants in the Queens-
land  Naval Artillery Volunteer Corps:-
ROBERT BRUCE TAYLOR and
H ENRY GEORGE SIMMS.
By Order,
H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT,
Senior Naval Officer.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1885.
NO rICE  is hereby given, that William Web-ster and Alexander B. Webster ,  trading as
" Webster and Company ,"  in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-
150 0
1500
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that,  the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled  to have the same
registered,  in compliance  with  such application, I
'611 register the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the Act  above-mentioned.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &a
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Thomas Higgin
and Company, trading as such at No. 33,
Tower Buildings West, in the City of Liverpool,
England, Salt Manufacturers, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884." to register
in Class 42, in respect of Salt, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
EUREKA .
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the app  icants  for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance  with such application, I
shall  register  the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3uuth July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that William Webster
and Alexander B. Webster, trading as
"Webster and Company," in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " Ike Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  188t," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is  shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKE N EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 1st July , 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Vorwohler Port-land Cement Fabrik  (Prussing ,  Planck, and
Company ,  trading as such, in Holzminden, in the
Empire of Germany ,  Cement Manufacturers, have
applied in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 17, in respect of Cement, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
00
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch  as the  ground work in the outer
cite is red, and the lion printed in the centre is
blue.
Notice is hereby given, that  unless  before the
expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for the registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion. I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Robert Harper
and Company ,  trading as such at No. 12,
Flinders Lane  .East,  Melbourne, in the  Colony of
Victoria ,  Merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47, in
respect of Matches, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
I tl!)Z -,41, 17P
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  9th April, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby  given  that Dr.  Jaeger's
Sanitary Woollen System Company ,  Limited,
trading as such at 42 and 43 Fore street ,  London,
Importers and Manufacturers of Woollen Goods,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act of
1884 ,"  to register in Classes 11, 33, 34, 35, 38, 41,
and 50 ,  in respect of Woo llen Goods as described
below, a Trade Mark ,  of which the following is a
representation:-
o
\
r'o
urv
oVkesss
ofd
c
'RR lz'
The Trade Mark referred to is to be registered
in Class 11 in respect of-
Bandages for stomachic disorders.
Pure woollen bandaging.
Patent universal abdominal belts.
In Class 33 in respect of-
Natural coloured knitting wool.
Darning wool.
I C1 34 t fI n Q00  in  respec o
Undyed stoekingnette (tricot.) stuffs.
Woollen imt  linings .
Boot  cloth  and lining.
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Camel hair material.
Cashmere material.
Corset material.
Corset binding.
Diaper cloth.
Dressmaking  materials.
Stockingnette material.
Tailoring  materials.
Cloth for suits.
Linings (tailoring).
Babies' binders.
Face flannel.
Table covers.
,rowels.
Tweed  serge  homespun.
In Class 35 in respect of-
Woollen lace trimming.
Ladies' frilling.
Ruche and lace coverlets.
In Class 38 in respect of -
Stockingnette shirts.
Stockingnette lawn tennis shirts.
Stockingnette combinations.
Stockintte combinations for bathing.
Woollegne stockingnette pants.
Woollen stockingnette under vests.
Woollen hoods.
Woollen night jackets.
Woollen  sleeping pants.
Woollen  sleeping  wrappers.
Woollen sleeping sacks.
Woollen  socks and  stockings.
Coats and trousers.
Knitted woollen suits.
Knitted woollen outer clothing.
Knitted woollen boys' suits.
Knitted woollen vests.
Woollen vests or Cardigans.
Woollen Tyrolese belts.
Woollen braces
Woollen handkerchiefs.
Woollen comforters.
Woollen gloves.
Angora woollen gloves.
Cycling gloves.
Woollen cravats, collars, cuffs, and shirt fronts.
Hats and bonnets.
Boots  and shoes.
Woollen  ladies ' outerclothing.
Woollen underclothing for ladies and children.
Woollen  corsets.
Woollen cloud  shawls.
Babies '  clothing.
Woollen  jacket bodies.
In Class 41 in respect of-
Woollen bedding.
And in Class 50 in respect of-
Rugs.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th May, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that Beale and Com-
pany, trading as such at 83 Queen street,
Brisbane, Importers, have applied, in _pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 6
in respect of Sewing Machines, and Class 9 in
respect of Musical Instruments, a Trade Mark, of
which the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further  iven , that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants for registration of
this  Trade  Mark are not  entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance  with such  application, I
shall register the said  Trade  Mark in accordance
with  the provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY.
Registar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Cheese-
brough Manufacturing Company, Consoli-
dated, trading as such, of the city, county, and
State of New York, in the United States of
America, Manufacturers of Emollient, Remedial,
and other preparations of Petroleum, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and 't'rade Marks Act,  1884," to
register, in Class 1, in respect of anti-
corrosives and antiseptics ; in Class 2, in respect
of veterinary and sanitary purposes and insecti-
cide ; in Class 3, in respect of medicine
for internal and external use and pharmacy as a
base for ointments and pharmaceutical prepara-
tions; in Class 4, in respect of vegetable  or mineral
products  used  in manufacture and the arts ; in
Class 47, in respect of common soap, lubricants,
and axle  paste ; in Class 48, in respect of perfumery,
toilet articles  (hair pomades , creams, cosmetiques,
preparations for the teeth), and toilet soap ; and in
Class 50, in respect of leather preservative,  harness
paste, and waterproof boot  paste , a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a representation :-
VASELINE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in the  several
classes above -mentioned , in accordance with the
provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given , that the Adelaide
Milling  and Mercantile  Company, Limited,
trading as  such ,  in Eagle street ,  Brisbane, and
Victoria  Square,  Adelaide, in the province of
South Australia,  have applied , in pursuance of
the provisions  of ifThe Patents , Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register  in Class 42,
in respect of Flour,  a Trade Mark  of which the
following  is a  representation:-
STEAM MILLS.
J. HART & CO.,
PORT ADELAIDE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act abovementioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Dr. John Francis
Churchill's Inhaltants Company, Limited,
trading as such, at 74 Gresham House, London,
Manufacturers and Chemists, have applied in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation
for human use, a Trade Mark of which the follow-
ing is a representation:-
8  PI RON E
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
TTOTICE is hereby given, that Evan Rowlands,
of 116, Collins street West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
E.ROWLANDS.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given that Hubert Harring-ton Warner, of Rochester, in the State of
New York, United States America, has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1884," to register
in Class 3, in respect of Medicines, a. Trade Mark,
of which the following is a representation S AFE
SAFE- C U-& E.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  G azette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
regi tered ,  in compliance with such application,
I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 11th  May, 1885.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Clark and Com-
pany, trading as such , of Anchor Mills,
Paisley ,  in the county of Renfrew ,  North Britain,
have applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of
" The P atents, Designs , and Trade Marks Art,
1884," to register  in Class 23, in respect of Sewing
Cottons of all descriptions ,  a Trade  Mark, of which
the following is a representation
Q R0CO
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  11th May, 1885.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that David Smith, of739, Harris street, in the city of Sydney, in
the Colony  of New South Wales ,  has applied, in
pursuance of  " The Patents ,  Designs , and Trade
Mat ks  Art,  1884," to  register in Class 44, in respect
of Aerated Beverages ,  a Trade Mark ,  of which the
following is a representation
The Trade Mark differs from the above repre-
sentation inasmuch that the hand is coloured red.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application,  f
shall register the said Tarde Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
N OTIC E is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from William
Adam Dixon, of Pitt street, in the City of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, and Felix
Auguste Ratte, of Roseland street, St. Leonards,
near Sydney aforesaid, for an invention described
as " An impro: e i process for the extraction of
Cobalt, Nickel. and Manganese from their ores,
and from oxydized products containing these
metals, and for the manufacture of Sulphate of
Manganese."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  " Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the s +id invention to the
said William Adam Dixon and Felix Auguste
Ratte, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Niels Hansen, of Ann street, Valley, Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queenslanc . for an invention
described as "Niels Hansen's Washing Fluid."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of t ie first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Pr tent for such inven-
tion,  it is  my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Niels
Hansen, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registry r of Patents, &c.
Pa ;ent Office,
Brisbane  30th July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, ti t Ihave accepted
an application for a Pa ent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Richard Ericksen James, of 53, Howe Crescent
South, in the City of Melbourne, in the Colony
of Victoria, for an invention described as " lin-
provements in Cylindrical an! Roller Crushing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Richard Ericksen James, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registi'i:r of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane 30th  July,  1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for
an invention  described as "Improvements in Oil
Burners."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months  from  the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved  to  any  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to Patent  for such
invention, it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said  invention  to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
(1) WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.N 1 OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted I an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Richard Edward Jarman, of Queen street, Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, Saddler and
Harness Maker, for an invei tion described as
" The Grant, Jarman improved Holster and Car-
bine Fixings."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Richard Edward Jarman, in
accordance with the provision, of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act  1884."
WILLIAM T. ILAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for
an invention described as " Improvements in
apparatus and appliances for carrying Money
and Parcels in Stores."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern  -
meat  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
specification annexed thereto, received from
Clement Van de Velde, of Bond street, in the City
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, for
an invention described as " Improvements in the
Manufacture of Bread, and apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my satis-
faction that the applicant is notentitled to a Patent
for such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Clement Van de Velde, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for
an invention described as "An improved Cleansing
Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patens, Designs, and Trade
Marks Jet,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Willis
Gorman Dodd, of San Francisco, in the United
States of erica ,  engineer, for an invention
described  a " Improvements  in Water Jacket
Smelting Fitces."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Willis Gorman Dodd,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, Mel-
bourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an inven-
tion described as " Improvements in Meters for
Measuring Liquids."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent  be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Edward
Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, for an invention described
as " Process  of Extracting and Saccharifying
Ingredients of Amylaeeous Substances by Treat-
ment with Malt."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters,  in accordance  with  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  188•t."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the completeSpecification annexed thereto ,  received from John
Frederick Cooke Farquhar , of 24,  Long Acre, Lon-
don, England ,  engineer ,  for an invention described
as " Imp rovements in Filtering Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
.Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John  Frederick Cooke Farquhar ,  in accordance
with the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. 10LAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd  July,  1885.
iN
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Bryan
Champney Burstall, of %V illiam street, in the City
of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, merchant,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Cupolas, Receivers, and Convertors Employed in
the Manufacture of Iron and  Steel and  in the Smelt-
ing of Metals."
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent  be granted for the  said invention  to the said
Bryan Champney Burstall,  in accordance  with the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent with complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from J. W.
Holliday and Alford, trading as such, of Ashleigh
House, East street, Ipswich, Queensland, joiners
and carpenters, for an invention described as " The
Ariel Sea."
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
J W. Holliday and Alford , in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."'
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 19th-June, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.TEE unclaimed Mare hereunder described, now
in the possession of the Muttaburra Police,
wi ll , unless previously claimed ,  be sold by public
auction ,  at the Police Station, Muttaburra, on the
let of August next, viz.
One Chestnut Mare, branded M over d near
shoulder,  near fore and hind legs  white,  blaze on
face.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
1 N
OTICE is hereby  given, that I have accepted
au application for a Patent and the com-
plete  Specification  annexed thereto, received  fr om
Pereiva f Everitt,  of London ,  England, for an
invention described as "Improvements in Weighing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from  the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be zranted for the said invention to the said Percival
Everitt ,  in accordance with the provisions of  "  The
Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade .Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY.
Registrar of Patents, &e.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
T is hereby notified that the following  gentle-
men have  been appointed  Commissioners for
taking  Affidavits, &c. :-
FRANCIS JOSEPH PEREGRINE BIRCH, Esquire,
Solicitor, 70, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London ;
WILLI4M  PHILIP  ST. LEON  ANDS CHUBB , Esquire,
Solicitor, 29, Lincoln's Inn Field, London ;
ALFRED DoNNIsoN, Esquire, Notary Public, 71,
Cornhill, London ;
JAMES PETRIE, Esquire, Crown Solicitor, Bowen ;
HENRY  GEORGE PsICE, Esquire, Solicitor, Went-
worth, New South Wales.
J. HARRISON BYRNE,
Associate to His Honour the Chief Justice of
Queensland.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the Twenty-third day of July, 1885, I did, by and with the!' advice of the Executive Council, nd on the recommen ation f the Land Boar order tha  
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Lands described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, b the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "Tlie Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY M.USGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 15th day of September,  1885 : And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case, of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres, and in the case of other lands,
10,000  acres :  Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be
selected by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 2, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the  purposes  of this  limitation , I do hereby, by and with  the advice aforesaid ,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 2 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B.  DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
'.1 o. of
Portion. Area.
Annual  PurchasingProvisional Value of
peRe re . Survey Fee.
pPrriAcre . Imp rovementsr
*1 Electra  ... ... lv
2 Ditto ... ... 2v
3 Ditto ... ... 3v
*4 Ditto ... ... 4v
*5 Ditto ... ... Sr
A. B. P.  £ s. d. £ e. d. £ s. d. ,£ s. d.
690 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4. 0 1 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.46  Gregory .. ...  1v 600 0 0
*7 Ditto ... ...  2v 640 0 0
*8 Ditto . .. ...  3v 640 0 0
*9 Ditto  ... ...  4v 640 0 0
*10 Ditto  ... ... Sr  640 0 0
*11 Ditto  ... ...  6v 640 0 0
*12 Ditto  ... ...  7v 640 0 0
*13 Ditto  ... ...  8v 320 0 0
*14 Ditto  ... ...  9v 320 0 0
*15 Ditto  ... ... by  320 0 0
*16 Ditto  ... ...  11v 320 0 0
*17 Ditto  ... ...  12v 320 0 0
*18 Ditto  .., ...  13v 320 0 0
*19 Ditto  ... ...  14v 450 0 0
*20 Ditto  ... ...  15v 320 0 0
*21 Ditto  ... ...  16v 320 0 0
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2930
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
Not within an Agricultural Area.
Bingera  ... ... lv 640 0 0 0 0 04 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 2v 640 0 0 0 0 04 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 3v 640 0 0 0 0 04 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 4v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Isis  ... ... 3v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 4v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 5v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 6v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 7v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 8v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 9v 640 0 0 0 0 1$ 9 4 0
Marathon... ... lv 640 0 0 0 0 2 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 2v 640 0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 3v 640 0 0 0 0 1? 9 4 0
Ditto ... ... 4v 640 0 0 0 0 14 9 4 0
Barns  ... ... lv 640 0 0 0 0  1-1 9 4 0
* NOTE. -Applications  for farms of 160 acres  may be  made for the subdivisions shown on the
plan of portions in the  Land Agent 's Office, in which case a provisional survey fee of £6 14s. will  be
charged for each subdivision.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGFRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
rovernor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
/ N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
1 " The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Beenleigh Land Agent's District, shall be open to st lection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after TUESDAY, the 15th day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice afon said, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands vi ithin an Agricultural Area, 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BEENLEIGH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No. of Annual
Forfeited  Area. Rent Survey Fee.
Selection .  per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
A. E. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1
I
Gilston ... ... 1128 78 0 0 0 0 5 4 8 0
PROCLAMATION.
£ s. d.
1 10 0
£ s. d.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUS(3RAVR, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the ndviee of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Townsville Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 15th day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and is the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWN5VILLE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No. No. of
of  Parish.  Forfeited Area.
Lot. Portion.
Annual Purchasing Value of
Rent Survey Fee. - Price Improve-
per Acre . per Acre.  meets.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Jarvisfield ... ... 552E it 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... 5768$ 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto  ... ... 577BR  40 0 0 0 0 3 3 19 0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... 585BR 683 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.C.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVR, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Goverr,or,  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the Twenty-third day of July, 1885, I did. by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown'Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection , should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
ilia s or plans: Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY Mv5GRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, b r and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
(lo, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions o
the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 15th day of September, 1885: f nd I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person  in the  said  District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
1 Smithfield ... ...  IV
2 Ditto ... ... 2v
3 Ditto ... ... 3v
4 Ditto ... ... 4v
5 Ditto ... ... 5v
6 Cairns ... ...  IV
7 Grafton ... ... 1v
8 Ditto ... ... 2v
9 Ditto ... ... 3v
10 Ditto ... ... 4v
11 Ditto ... ... 5v
12 Ditto ... ... 6v
13 Ditto ... ... 7v
14 Ditto ... ... 8v
15 Ditto ... ... 9V
16 Ditto ... ... 10v
17 1 Ditto ... ... 11v
18 Ditto ... ... 12v
19 Ditto ... ... 13v
20 Ditto ... ... 14v
21 Ditto ... ... 15v
C. B. DUTTON.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
170 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
120 0 0 0 1 6 6 0 0 4 0 0
125 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
232 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 1 0 0
90 0 0 0 0 4 5 6 0 1 5 0
123 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 2 0 0
110 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 2 0 0
120 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 2 0 0
120 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 1 2 0 0
120 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0' 1 5 0
167 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 01 2 0 0
124 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 2 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0 2 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0  1
128 0 0
190 0 0
0 0 6 614 0 2 0 0
0 0 6 614 0 2 0 0
0 0 6 6 0  Or  2 0 0
0 0 6 614 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRSVS, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A, M VSGEAvl;;  ,  guished Order of St. Michael and St .  George ,  Governor  and  Commander -in-Chief
Governor . - ' '  of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Order in Council  made  on the Twenty-third day of July, 1885, I did, by and with7
W  the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "?he Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the i osition
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And where as the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : 1 ow, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
175 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0
238 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0
290 0 0 0 0 5 7 3 0
230 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0
Purchasing Value of
Price  Imp ro ve-
per Acre.  ments.
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the Provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Port Douglas Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 15th day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District sha ll be  as fo llows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT  DOUGLAS LAND AGENT s  DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
Annual Purchasing Value ofProvisional
Rent  Price Improve-Survey Fee.per Acre. per Acre. meats.
A. B. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Whyanbeel... ... lv  70 0 0  0 0 3  4 8 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... 2v  160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... 3v  160 0 0 0 0 3  614 0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... 4v  160 0 0  0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... 5v  160 0 0 0 0 3  6 14 0 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v  320 0 0 0 0 3  8 1 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... 7v  320 0 0  0 0 3  8 1 0 1 0 0
8 Ditto 8v  160 0 0 0 0 3  614 0 1 0 0
9 Ditto
...
...
...
... 9V 160 0 0  0 0 3  6140  1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... 10v  425 0 0 0 0 3  8 1 0 1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... 11v  160 0 0  0 0 3  614 '0 1 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... 12v  160 0 0  0 0 3  614 0 1 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... 13v  640 0 0 0 0 3  9 4 0 1 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... 14v  160 0 0 0 0 3  614 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished  Order of St .  Michael and  St. George ,  Governor  and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and  authorities  in me vested  under the  provisions ofI "The rouxLands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGEAVB ,  the Governor  aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land  Board , do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify  and declare  that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule  hereto, and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after  TUESDAY, the 15th day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by
and with the  advice aforesaid , declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any  one person
in the said  District  shall  be as  follows, that  is to  say:-
In the case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh
day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Avea.
No. No.  of I
of Parish. Forfeited  Area.
Lot. Selection . I
Annual Purchasing Value of
Rent Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre .  per Acre. meats.
A. B. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Alford ... ... 4546 80 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0 40 0 0
2 Byron  ... ...  5130 76 3 0 0 0 3 4 8 0 1 0 0- 30 0 0
3 Franklin  ... ... 6401 250 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
4 ditto ... ... ... 6402 244 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAvE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the  Brisbane  Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after TUESDAY, the 15th day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid , declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280  acres :  Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural
Area No. 1, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. No.  of Annual Purchasing Value of
of Parish . Forfeited Rent Survey Fee .  Price Improve-
Lot Selectioen orPortion. per Acre. per Acre .  meets.
1 Moggi ll  ... ...
2 Redland ... ...
Selection.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d £ s. d. £  S. d.
3246 97 2 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
Portion.
24 90 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
L. S.]  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVS, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in.
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Lind Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after TUESDAY, the 15th  day of September , 1885: And I do hereby, by and with  the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
sha ll  be as fo llows ,  that is to  say:-
In. the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres : Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural
Area No. 1 in the said District sha ll  be 320 acres.
And f'or the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No .  1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Cairns Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of
Lot.
No. of AnnualParish.  Area.  tentPortion. per Acre.
Purchasing Value of
Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre .  ments.
I A. R. F.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1 Grafton ... ... 5 32 0 0 0 0 6 3 7 0 2 0 0
2  ! Ditto ... ... 6 48 0 0 0 0 6 3 19 0 2 0 0
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85.13212--C. Sol.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
1 provisions  of "  Tice Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the  particulars  of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road, and their  claims for compensation  on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service  of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is  willing  to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
om
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 134 ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
RoAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
. O + p
Description of Road.
x c
m a
1 A strip of  land along the 134
bank of  Ma Ma Creek
fro m the south-west
co rn er of portion 13t,
parish of Tenthill,
northerly
588
Land  Agent's
District.
Helidon
How Held.
Freehold
i7
Reputed  Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths .  o' Area.
Owner.
as
Cbs. Lks. Links. A. R. P.
Sarah  William 353 4  0' 10 50 1 0 0
Robson Robson  270° 0' 0 50 ,.
Rrs[Aaxs. - About 6 chains of the road passes th ro ugh land enclosed by paling -t'nce valued at 18s.  per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1885.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T HE Lessees or Licensees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all  the rights and interests of such defaulters sha ll
be forfeited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run.
George Porter
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
William Dixon
Ditto
George McIver
Charles Clewley Martindale
George Bligh Stephens ...
Albrecht Feez ... ...
Ditto
Charlie's Creek ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 3  ...
ditto  No. 5  ...
Box Flat ...
ditto No.  I
Charlie's Creek No. 6 ...
ditto  No. 7  ...
Strasbourgh ... ...
Dimitby .. ...
Clunie Creek .. ...
and
c
Edie's  Creek No. 1
ditto No.2
Rosedale ... ...
Mt. Abundance ... ...
Texas ... ... ...The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
Robert Jonathan Jeffray and
William Murray
Robert Paton and John Richardson
James Ferguson ...
George Bliah Stephens
Frederick William Busehel
John Ahern ... ... ...
Luke
K me  ... ... ...James  irk .
Jersey ... ...
Gray  Rock ...
Ranger 's Valley ...E die's Creek No. 3
Bismarck ... ...
Ivy-leaf
Texas No. 3
... Labona North ...
District.
Mitchell ...
ditto ...
dit to ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...  1
ditto  ... ... '
ditto ... ...
ditto ...  ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ... ...
Sot.tli  Kennedy ...
C. B. DUTTON.
Area in
Square
Miles.
Amount.
25
2 s. d.
6 5 0
52 13 0 0
302 7 12 6
882 22 2 6
352 8 17 6
37A 9 7 6
16 4 0 0
20,-•' 5 3 9
99A6 24 17 6
29 7 5 0
80 20 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
30 7 10 0
50 12  10 0
50 12 10 0
25 6 5 0
35 8 15 0
40 10 0 0
372 9 7 6
24 t; 0 0
50 12, It   11
it;. 4 2 t;
*79 8 10 0
* ror additional Survey Fee upon 34 square mfles.
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Department of Public Lands,
85-5526 - T. Brisbane ,  6th June, 1886.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
11
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Couneil, and in pursuance of the
pro visions of  "The Public  Works  Lands Resumption Art of  1878 ,"  having been pleased to confirm
the  ro  ad described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road,  are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  No. 3318,  IPSWICH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED 70 BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Mort , County of Churchill, District  of Moreton.
d
z a 0
0 0 0 ° Land Reputed
a Description of Road . o 0d Agent 's How Held. Occupier.Owner. Bearings . Lengths . g Area.
x a, V. District.
1 A strip of land along and 37 3318 Ipswich Freehold Ola Trulson 0. Trulson North ... Chs. Lks .36 0 Links .100 A. R. r.3 2 1
within the east boundary
of portion 37
REMARKS.- Selection  partly  fenced and cultivated.
A Plan  and Book of Reference  of the abovem vntioned road can be seen at the office of the  Clerk of
Petty  Sessions  in Gattoa,.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
85-14520-D.B. Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified fDr general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 ;" and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ipswich.
C. B. D O TTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ACROSS THE BRISBANE RIVER, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
o•,° c c Reputed BreadthDescription of Road .  Parish .  How held . Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  Area. Remarks.ROSA
a
1 From the south -west 96
corner of  portion 98,  and
parish of North ,  north -  95
easterly  through por -
tions 96 and 96 to the
Brisbane  River
2 From the Brisbane River 7
northerly to  a re-
served  road in port ion
7, parish of Sabi
ohs. lks .  Links .  A. R. P.
North Freehold Martin M.  Fahy 90° 0' 5 00 100 8 0 23 Unimproved forest
Fahy 600 0' 13 00 land
1090 0' 4 90
48°
30°
30•
15'
11
16 %
30
00
92° 30' 7 50 irregu-
lar
Sahl  ... Ditto ...  John Har ri s,  J. Harris , 20° 0' 3 00 irregu - 2 1 0 Ditto.junr. junr. 3390 0' 7 50 lar
19° 0' 6 23
Department of Public Lands,
85.11353 - C.T. Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
FIRST NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the Land described in the Book of Reference  here-
under  is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the pro visions  of  "The Publ ic Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ";  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary  for Public  Lands their objections,
in writing ,  within one month  fr om this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed may be seen at the Public Lands Office,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF LAND INTENDED  TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of dtanley.
a
0
mz
Description of Land
to be Resumed. How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths.
Chs. Lks.  Links. A. R. Y
1 A strip of  land seventy -  Freehold .. Peter3iorrison P. M. North  ...  7 20 78 028,-,
eight links wide from  Campbell Campbell
Campbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd street)
north  through east-
ern suburban allo t-
ment 101 to  Breakfast
Creek
Remarks.
Land fenced.
Partly under culti-
vation and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of
iteg open
forTrame.
2 a. d. £ a. d. 2 e . d. f a. d.Week ending  26th July, 1985 568 1,959 2 0 . 3,981 13 0 250 6 9 6,191 1 9
O)rr Oponaingweeklast year ... 553 1,528 7 9 4,575 11 8  175 12  6 6,2791111
Increase... ...Decrease ... ... ...
1385 -T )tal Tratfio to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
2 a. d.
Week  ending 26th  July, 1385 1 77 222 4 0
Corresponding week last year ...  77 225 9 8
Increase...
... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic to date ... ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Increase ...
66
66
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
Week ending 26th July, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885- Total Traffic  to date ... ...1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
Passen ; ers' Goods  and Lire Parcela and
Fares .  Stock . Misce laneoup.
430 14 3 ... 74 14 3
35 8
...
2 a. d. 2 s. d.
41 6 2 181 17 114918. 4  115 19 8
8 12 2
593 18 8 ... 8810 2
£  a. d. £ s. d.
597 9 3 12 14 0
451 7 2 15 0 1
146 2 1
2  6  1
...
65 18 3
... 11 1 0 ...
...
...
2  S.  d. 2 s. d.
8 7 5 231 11 6
19 8 5 185 6 5
Total.
198,587 17 1
185,280 3 0
£13,307 14 1
2 a. d.
832 7 3
691 16 11
140 10 4
25,668 17  8
21,145 7 8
£4,52310 0
46 5 1
5,098 14 9
5,482 15 11
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
2 a. d.
500 4 9
423 19 8
2  Y.  d. 2 a. d. 2 a. d. £  S.  d.
Week ending  26th July, 1885 369 517 1 6 3,814 18 1 96 11 0 4,428 10 7
Corresponding week last year ... 317 483 17 8 2,647  3 1 69 3 0 3,200 3 9
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic todate
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
33 3 10
...
... ...
... ...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 26th July, 1885
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1885--Total Traffi,' to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
170
127
...
.... ...
2,384 1 2
1,167 15 0 27 8 0 1,228  6 10
2  it.  d.
1,111 7 8
935 2 0
2 a. d.
42 8 0
67 5 4
98,478 010
98,187 1 10
£290 19 0
2  S.  d.
1,654 0 5
1,426 7 0
76 5 1 176 5 8
...
...
227 13 5
24 17 4 ...
47,701 15 6
31,645 14 0
16,056 1 6
F. CURNOW,Commissioner for Railways.
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MACKAY 1RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
f1HE  following Time  Table  will come into operation  on MONDAY,  1Gw August ,  1885 ,  and continue
in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS-DAILY.
miles  Stations .  Mixed. Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m.
MACKAY  ...  depart ...
2  Show  G rounds ... ... ...
4 Racecourse  ... ... ...
b Te Kowai ... ... ...
T Alexandra  ... ... ...
8 Palms ... ...
9 Walkerston ...
11 Pleystowe ...
13 Greenmount ...
14 Level Crossing...
lb Newbury Junction arr.
p.m.
3.0
A 3'8
A 3.1
A 3.19
A 3.27
e 3.32
8'36
A 3.44
A 3'50
A 3'56
16 Newbury Junction dep. ... ...
18 Level Crossing... ... ... ...
21 Victoria ... ...
23 ETON  ... ...  arrive ...
p.m.
5.15
A 5'25
A 5.36
5.42
lb Newbury Junction dep. 7' 30 4.2 ...
16 Level Crossing ... ...  A 7'35 A 4.7 ...
17 Marian ... ... . A 7'40 A 4.12 ...
23 HAMILTON ... arrive 8.0 4.30 ... arrive
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY.
Stations. Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
HAMILTON  ... depart ...  8'30 4'46
Marian ... ... ... ... A 8.48 A 51
Level Crossing... ...  A 8.53 A 51
Newbury Junction-  arr. ... 8'58 5.13
ETON ... ... depart 7'0 ... ...
Victoria A 7'6 ... ...
Level Crossing... ... A 7.17 ... ...
Newbury Junction arr. 7'27
Newbury Junction dep.
Level  Crossing...
Greenmount ... ...
Pleystowe ... ...
Walkerston
Palms ...
Alexandra
Te Kowai
Racecourse ...
Show Grounds...
MACKAY ...
9'0 ...
A 9'6 ...
A 9.12 ...
A 9.18 ...
9.26 ...
A 9'30 ...
A 9'35
A 9'48 ...
A 9.48 ...
A 9'54
10'0 ...
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down when required.  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 3.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1885.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS  OF 1861 AND 1877"
NcYJ'ICE is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned.  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any prrson desiring to oppose must  do so by  lodging a  Caveat  at my Office on or before the day specified
Base  of Deceased
Frsptietor.
Date of i NameDeath.)  of Claimant. Descriptionand Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
will
or otherwise.
1863. 1885.
Robe rt  Richardson, late 10 April Mary Ann McCallum ,  Subdivisions 65 and 56, port ion Fee-simple As heir -at-law ... 1 Sept.
of Brisbane ,  labourer wife of Robert Dunbar 207,  parish of South Brisbane
McCallum ,  of Brisbane,
stockman
1882.
Catherine Cook ,  late of 8 July William Cook ,  of Mary- Subdivision 7, allotment  2, see-  Fee-simple Will dated 26 Octo -  8 Sept.
2tmyberough ,  widow borough ,  stockman tion 37,  town of Maryborough ber,1881 ;  and Co-
1883.
George Edmonstone ,  late 23 Feb.
of Brisbane ,  gentleman
1884.
John Stephens ,  late of 28 Nov.
Bunys Creek ,  farmer
1885.
Thomas Blackwi ll ,  late 24 May
of  honey  Creek, near -
Roekhampton ,  !armor
Alexand ri na Edmon-
stone, of Brisbane, wi-
dow
Jane Stephens ,  of Bunya
Creek, widow
Catherine Blackwi ll, of
Stoney Creek, widow
ducila u f 1 Novem-
ber. 1881, and 22
June, 1882
Allotment 13, section 1, city of Fee-aimple Will dated 16 Aug-
Brisbane ,  parish of No rt h Bris -  ust, 1871
bane
1 Sept.
Selection  89, Gympie District ,  Fee-simple  As administratrix 8 Sept.
parish of Amamoor
Portions  68 and  504. Parish of Fee-simple As administratrix 15 Sept.
Archer
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Re4strar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1885.
so
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BAROLIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
TAKE Notice that the undermentioned Properties of which you appear to be the Occupiers or Owners
have been assessed at the net annual value opposite to each. If you object to such valuation you
may appeal  against it  to the Court of  Petty  Sessions  at Bundaberg within one month from the date
hereof. Notice of appeal must be given in writing, addressed to the Clerk of the Board, at least seven
days before the sitting of the Court, and must also be given to the Clerk of Petty Sessions.
No. on
Rate-
book.
Name . IPortion .  Section .  Allotment.  Town .  Parish . County .  Amount.
396 A. Anderson ... ... 4 11  9
519 Ditto ... ... ... 4 3  11
520 Ditto ... ... ... 4 3  12
521 Ditto ... ... ... 4  3  13
522 Ditto ... ... ... 4 3 14
385 H .  Barriski ll ... ... 4  10  17
431 J. Crowe ... ... ... 4 17  4
4.32 Ditto ... ... ... 4 17  5
437 - Ennis  ... ... ... 4  17  18
651 Margaret Egan  ... ... 4  11  18
324 - Falconer 4  1  6
366 J . G reen  ... ... ... 4  8  4
374 Ditto ... ... ... 4  10  3
389 Ditto ... ... ... 4 11  2
390 Ditto ... ... ... 4 11  3
480 Ditto ... ... ... 4 25  8
489 Ditto ... ... ... 4  28  9
678 Thos. Hincks .. ... 4  12  15
sub.
553 W. F. Harrington ... 4 36 1 to 8
c
397 H.  Harris  ... ... ...
.se
4  11  10
445 - Jensen ... ... ... 4  18  16
433 D. Lanski ... ... ... 4  17  6
427 A. Lister ... ... ... 4  13  1
428 Ditto ... ... ... 4  13  20
453 G. F. Lister ... ... 4  19  8
447 - Mahoney  ... ... 4  18  27
379 D.  McKiblin  ... ... 4  10  9
380 Ditto ... ... ... 4  10  10
446 - Nelson ... ... ... 4  18  17
325 W .  C. Rogers  ... ... 4 1  7
1  8326
327
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
...
...
4
4 1  9
357 Ditto  ... ... ... 4  7  13
358 Ditto  ... ... ... 4  7  14
359 Ditto ... ... ... 4 7  15
360 Ditto ... ... ... 4  7  16
361 Ditto  ... ... ... 4  7  17
362 Ditto  ... .. ... 4  7  18
363 Ditto ... ... ... 4 7  19
364 Ditto ... ... ... 4 7  20
404 Ditto ... 4  11  17
4,05 Ditto  ... ... ... 4  11  18
406 Ditto ... ... ... 4  11  19
412 Ditto ... ... ... 4 12  6
413 Ditto ... ... ... 4  12  7
415 Ditto ... ... ... 4  12  9
416 Ditto ... ... 4 12  10
417 Ditto ... ... ... 4  12  11
422 Ditto ... ... ... 4  12  16
423 Ditto ... ... ... 4  12  17
429 Ditto ... ... ... 4  17  2
430 Ditto ... ... ... 4 17  3
247 Sinclair  Rowney  ... ... 4 3  10
382 N .  Sievers  ... ... ... 4  10  14
538 G.  Sievers  ... ... ... 4 12  14
452 N .  Sievers  ... ... ... 4 19  5
sub.
573 M.  G. Salmon  ... ... 6 2
574 Ditto ... ... ... 6 3
448 W. Sunderland ... ... 4  18  28
497 - Shuttleworth ... ... 4 1  5
499 Finlay Shiels ... ... 4  1  7
500 Ditto ... 4 1  8
501 Ditto ... ... ... 4  1 9
503 Ditto ... ... ... 4 1  11
504 Ditto ... ... ... 4 1  12
517 Ditto ... ... ... 1 4 3  2
518 Ditto ... ... ... 4 3 3
365 Thomas  and Co. ... 4 8 3
367 Ditto ... ... 4 8 11
368 Ditto ... ... ... 4 8 12
478 Ditto ... ... ... 4 25  6
479 Ditto ... ... ... 4 25  7
488 Ditto  . ... ... • 4  28  8
418 P. Whittall ... ... 4  12 12
419 Ditto ... ... ... 4  12 13
440 Ditto ... ... ... 4  18  11441;.  DitIp ... ... • 4  18  12
371 G. W hi %aii ... ... 4  9 12
473 T. Walters ... ... ... 4  22  8
476 Ditto ... ... ... 4  22  11
B s. d.
New  Bundaberg  ... Barolin Cook 3 0 0
Barolin  Marine  Township ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
New  Bundaberg  ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto a 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto ditto 3 0 0
Ba ro lin Marine  Township ditto ditto 3 0 0
New Bundaberg  ...  ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ...  ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... . ditto ditto 3 0 0
Barolin Marine Township  ditto ditto 3 0 0
Barolin Gardens ditto ditto 5 0 0
New Bundaberg ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto .. ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  .. ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ...  ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ...  ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto  ... ...  ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto a 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
Springfield  ... ...  ditto ditto 3 0 0
New  Bundaberg  ditto ditto 3 0 0
Ba ro lin Marine  Township ditto ditto 3 0 0
New Bundaberg  ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
Sea Park  ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
New Bundaberg  . ditto ditto 3 0 0
Ba rolin Marine  Township ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
New Bundaberg ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ' ditto ditto 8 0 0
ditto ... ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ... ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ,., ... ditto ditto 3 0 0
1
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST.-SUB. 3.
No. Town. Allotment. section . Portion. Amount.
£ a. d.
24 East Bundaberg ...
... ... 15 1 3 4 0 0
84 Ditto ... ... 14 4 3 3 0 0
482
483
NewBundaberg ... ... ... 1 26 4 3 0 0
Ditto ... ... 2 26 4 3 0 0
484 Ditto ... ...
... ... ... 5 26 4 3 0 0
485 Ditto ... ...
... ... ... 6 26 4 3 0 0
R. THOMPSON,
Bundaberg, 3rd July, 1885. Clerk of the Board.
1216 44s.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th March, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given that R. Larard and Company ,  of 130, Elizabeth street, Brisbane, Mineral
Water Manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks  Act of  1884,"  to register in Class 44, in respect of a Mineral  Water,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation
1%
-SFO
O4
S,o
/ 1
 P-sry19;
0xl
-A G
The  Trade Mark differs fro n the above representation inasmuch as the diamond in the centre of
the label in whi. h the words  "  Double Soda  "  appear is coloured deep-brown with s,, narrow blue ribband
round the edge ; the narrow lines outside the diamond referred to are of a light-blue colour ,  and the
words "Registered "  and " Helidon Spa Water Company, Brisbane ,"  printed between the two outer  li ne s,
are also in light-blue letters.
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that unless ,  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration  of this Trade Nark  is not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application ,  I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with
the provisions of the Act.
It is hereby further notified, that a representation of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibi-
tion at the Patent Office ,  Queen street, Brisbane.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER N O I'IO R.TAKE Notice, that applications have b en male tobring the Lams des.-rlbe l beto v under the
provisions  of  " the I?e•tl Property Acts  of Pill and 1877." Any person desirtn. to opp.ise will
require  to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in 0orun t of said Acts, on or before the .tay ita n +d.
Description And Situation of  hand. yam, it 4pptioa' t.
20 0%,,8 perches, being subdivision B and C of the George Silas Curtis ...
south-eastern moiety of allotment 12 of section 45,
town of Rockhampron
I rood 23,,, perches, being subdivision 1 of allotment 52, Patrick Carmody ...
parish of Ihsu ich
2 roods, being allotment 7 of section 99, town of Mary- Herbert W. Bridges ...
borough
' Date within which a nav- at
may be lodged.
... lot September, 1885.
... 1st September, 1865.
... 1st September, 1885.
heg'strar of Titles' office, THO. MYLNE,
Bri-bane. 1st August , 1885. Registrar  of Titles.
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 25th July, 1885.THE following
 SUMMAaIE8 of OBsaRvArIoN e  taken at the MaTaoaOLO(ICAL 9rATIov,
 GOODE ISLAND, TOBRES Sr .ITs, during the Months of July, August, and September, 1884, are published
for general information
. T. MACDONALD.PATERSON,
Peatmaster•General.
SUMMARIES  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT GOODE ISLAND, TORRES STRAITS, DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1884.
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The Observations are taken  by Mr.  Walter D. T. Powell.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government 110 eteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 31st July, 1865.
I HE f'lowine G.meral Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and As8BTS of the LONDON CHARTERRD BANK of AustRALII, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from theseveral Weekly Statements daring the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th JuNB,1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No.  13,
ROBT. J. GRAY,
.wwm Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AsssTS of the LONDON CHARTERED BANK of AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Vt eekly Statements during the Quarter from the lot APRIL to 80th JUNE, 1885.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT. TOTALS.  ASSETS. AMOUNT. ToT&LS.
£  S.  d.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ... ... 7,684 0 0
Z Bearing Interest ... ... ... .........
Side in Circulation Beeariing Interest
rest ... ... 164 11 11
Bilanees due  to other Banks
Deposits ... (Not bearing Interest  ... .., 30,605 9 7Z Bearing Interest  ... ... ... 15,028 10 7
Total Amount  of Liabilities ... ... ... £
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ending
30th June, 1885
Rate of the last Dividend declared to,the,Sharekolders ... ... ...
Amount of  the last  Dividend declared'...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
£ S. d. £ a. d.
Coined Gold
 and Silver  and other
 Coined Metals  ... .., 21,302 14 1
7,6h4 0 0 Gold and  Silver in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... 16,000 0 0
Notes  and Bills  of other
 Banks
 ... ... 323 14 5
164 11 11  Balances dne  fr om other  Banks  ... ... ... ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
1,282 5 3 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due  to the said Bank from other Banks
428,135
 0 11
.....
e. d.
465,761 9 5
45,634 0 2
54,764 17 4 Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... 1: 465,761 9 5
1,000,000 0 0
6 per  cent.  per annum.
301000 0 0
97,855 14
 5
A. BROWN, Manager.
F. J. CURTIS, Accountant.
I, Alexander Brown, make oath that, to the best of  my knowledge  and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the  above Bank
during the period specified; and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 27th day of July, 1885. A. BROWN.
EDGAR W. WALKER,  Jus,ids  of tfha Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £7,684 ,  being  one quarter's composition of the duty payable on  the annual average  of the money  value  of the  notes in circulation , for the,year 1886, by the
London Chartered Bank of Australia, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed at the sum of £5712s. 7d.
RECEIPT.
Received  on the 27th day of July, 1885,  the sum  of 15712s. 7d. for the duty  assessed as above.
Entd.-THOS .  B. AIRD.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE  DAY, Officer
 in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY , Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st Jdly,1885.
T
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of Queensland, taken  from the several
Weekly
 Statements during  the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE,  1885. is  published in conformity with the second  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of  #he LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANS ,
 within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th
 JUNE,
 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest
Bearing  Interest
Bills in
 Circulation i Not bearing  InterestBearing Interest ...
Balance
 due to other
 Banks ... .,.
Deposits ... Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ...
Total Amount  of Liabilities... £  1,083,134 17 4
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 30th June 500,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... 121 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend and Bonus declared  ... ... ... ... ...  31,250 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... ...  246,259 19 9
ASSETS.
 AmouNT,
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined
 Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or
 Bars
 ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
 ... ... ...
Balances
 due from other
 Banks ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank , i ncluding Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts of
every
 description ,
 excepting Notes ,
 Bills, and
 Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ..
Total Amount of Assets
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ r. d.
272,006 17 4
16,844 7 11
60,817 3 7
3,408 3 1
856 19 3
1,024,227 14  9
£ 1,378,160
 5 11 5
ALEX.  KERR, Assistant Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL,  Accountant.
I, Alexander
 Kerr, make oath that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing  Abstract  is a true and  faithful Account of the  Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period
 specified ; and that the same was made up fro m the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions
 of the  Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me at Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of July, 1885. ALEX. KERR.
C. M. FOSTER,  Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the
 within-mentioned sum of  £ 95,90816s ld., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual
by the Australian Joint Stock Bank,  in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed at the sum of  £715 Ils. 41.
TOTALS.
£  S. d. £  S.  d.
95,408 16 1
1,563 9 4
11,33 15 6
... 363,78616 6
...  ... 611,042 19 11 974,829 16 5
average  of the money value of the notes in circulation,  for the year 1885,
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on
 the Twenty-ninth  day of  July, 1885,
 the sum of
 £ 715 lls .  4d. for  the duty  assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Thos .  B. AIHD.
 GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  31st July, 1885.T H E fog lowing GeneralAbstract, showing  the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of tue MERCANTILE BANK  of SYDNEY ,  within the Colony  of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly  Statements during  the Quarter  iwm the 1st  APRIL to 30th JsNE ,  1885, is published in conformity with the second section of  the Aet  of Council,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average lYao tint of the LIABILITIES and AesETS of the MERCANTIra BANK  or  SYDNnv ,  within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several  Weekly  Statements during
the Quarter from the  1st APRIL  to 30th JuNa,1885.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
,
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks
Deposits ...
... ... ... ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £
206 11 11
A Not bearing Interest ... ...
 ...  11,940 4 10
Total Amount of
 Liabilities
21,858 17  6
Amount of
 the Capital  Stock paid up at this  Date ... ... ...
Rate of the last  Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
a. d.
206 11 11
33,799 2 4
£
 34,005 14  3
300,000 0 0
Nine per cent.
13,600 0 0
154,867 10 10
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined  Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bull ion or Bars  ... ... ...
Landed Property ...
Notes and Bi lls of other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ...
Amount
 of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank  from  other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
26,875 18 11
7,074 13 6
57,075 1 1
£ 91,025 13 6
JOHN S. DEUCHAR ,  Manager.
ROBT .  DREWE ,  Accountant.
I, John Seafield Deuchar ,
 make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified ;
 and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Ccuncil.
"' t Bearing Interest
Sworn before me ,  at Brisbane ,
 this twenty -fourth day of July, 1885
A. A. MACDIARMID ,  Justice of  the Peace.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 1st August, 1895.
No. 159.
T
HE  Services of the undermentioned Corps and Rifle Clubs have been accepted by His Excellency the
Commander-in-Chief, as notified in the  Government Gazette  of the 25th July, 1885
The Charters Towers Cadet Corps ;
The Brisbane District Rifle Club ;
The Darling Downs Rifle Club.
No. 160.
THE following Appointments will take effect from the dates mentioned hereunder:-
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
Captain FoxTOx will take over command of the Battery from the 22nd July, 1885.
Lieutenant F. S. HELY will be attached to "A" Battery, Permanent Force, for instruction, from
1st August, 1885.
"A" COMPANY, CHARTERS TOWERS.
RICHARD TREGASKIS to be a Lieutenant ; 16th May, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" B " Company.
Lieutenant J. GARTSIDE to be Captain, and take over command of the Company ; 25th July,  1885.
UNATTACHED LIST.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. S. ARMITAGE to be a Lieutenant-Colonel ; 25th July, 1885.
No. 161.
THE following  Resignations will take effect  from the dates mentioned  hereunder
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
"B" Company.
Captain G. A. MCFARLANE ; 25th July, 1885.
"F" Company.
Sergeant-Instructor  P. KELLY; 30th June, 1885.
SOUTHPORT VOLUNTEER  RIFLE CORPS.
Sergeant -Major  W. C. WELCH ; 20th July, 1885.
No. 162.
THE following Transfers will take effect from dates mentioned hereunder
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
Private H. T. DANIEL from " B " Company to the Head-Quarters Band ; 27th July, 1885.
No. 12, Lance-Corporal PHILLIPS, from " E " to " B " Company ; 27th July, 1885.
No. 163.
THE following Extract from the Report of the Infantry Board of Examination is notified for the
information of all concerned
CANDIDATES QUALIFIED FOR PROMOTION IN ORDER OF MERIT.
Candidates.
Total Marks. Percen-
tags .
Knowledge displayed
in Practical Ex-
amination.
Remarks.
Possible . Gained.
1. Lieutenant Robinson ... ... 250 214 86 Very good ... Passed with  special
2. Acting Captain Harricks ... „ 195 78 Good. credit.
,. 3. Acting Lieutenant Smith ... „ 159 64 Good.
4. Lieutenant  Purser  ... ... „ 157 63 Fair.
1. 'Acting Lieutenant Godsall ... 185 152 82 Very good ... Passed with  special
2. Acting Lieutenant Harrap ... „ 115 62 Fair. credit.
3. Acting Lieutenant Jamieson ... „ 115 62 Fair.
4. Acting Lieutenant Walker ... „ 93 50 Fair.
w4 5. Acting Lieutenant Cardew ... „ 93 50 Fair.6. Acting Lieutenant Woodrow ... „ 87 47 Fair.
The Board further recommended that the case of Lieutenant Gartside be dealt with by the
Commandant after Mr. Gartside has undergone  a practical examination  in the Commandant's presence.
In accordance with the above, Lieutenant Gartside was so examined, and also answered in a
satisfactory manner certain written questions propounded by the Commandant, who consequently decides
to recommend him to His Excellency the Governor for promotion to the rank of Captain, from the
25th  instant.
The Commandant desires to thank the President and Members of the Infantry Board for the
great trouble they have taken in this matter, and for the very thorough report submitted. He also
desires  to express  his satisfaction with the examination passed by Acting
rough
Harricks after so short
a term of service.
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No. 164.
The following REPORT of the ARTILLERY  BOARD of EXAMINATION is notified for general  information:-
"A." Total Dec.
1
Capt .  Scholes 18
Lt. Pettigrew 17
Lt. Boyd ,.. 23
2 2 1 2 3 I 4 521 4I 53
Total Dec. "C." Total .  Dec. " D."  Total. Dec.
6I 7 1
Full Cr.  Full Credits .  Full Cr. Full Credits.
so 70 100  10 5 20 30 20 I 5 10 100
36
35
36
53
52
59
100 20 20 20
11Lieut.to be
20 100 I Captn.20
20 10
I
30 1 40  Captain only  1100 Acting  Lieutenant to Lieutenant.
I I
.53
•52
.59
28
36
8124
22
29
33
NUMBER OF  MARItS GAINED.
1
50  •5 20  20 20  Nil  15 75  1.75 -6117 87 '67  .........
i
65  165  ... ...  60 •6
1
59
Subaltern .  No Examination
75 •75 ... ... 57 I '57  in this section. •63
.dam
+' o
OB
E. R. DRURY,  President,
Lieut.-Colonel Commanding F. A.
J. A. GRIEVE,
Major R. A., Members.J. F. G.  FOXTON,
Capt. B. F. Battery,
No. 165.
The following promotions, which appear in this day's issue of the  Government Gazette,  will take
effect from the dates  mentioned  hereunder:-Acting Captains-R. B. SCHOLas, J. H. HABRICKS,
Lieutenant T. B.  ROBINSON,
with seniority from 7th July, 1885. and
Lieutenant  J. GARTSIDE,
with  seniority from  the 25th July, 1885,
to be Captains.
Acting  Lieutenants--
J. F. SMITH J. WOODROW  F. C. WALKER
G. H. GODSALL J. A. E. PETTIG aUW A . D. HARRAP
H. P. L. CARDEW  C. JAMIBSON W. A. J. BOYD,
with seniority from 7th July, 1885,
to lie Lieutenants.
These Officers are posted to the Corps in which they already held provisional  appointments.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Robert Butteris, of Hughenden, in
the Colony of Queensland, stationer and
tobacconist, by the said James Robert Butteris.
U
' PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said James Robert
Butteris be, and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Robert  Butteris , for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Thirteenth day of August,
1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Robert
Battens shall, on the Eleventh day of August,
1886, at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement , verified
on oath, of  his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of  the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fourth day of July, 1886,
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for the Insolvent , Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Owen McFadden, of Jericho, Central Queens-
land Railway, in the Colony of Queensland,
general storekeeper ,  by the said Owen
McFadden.
UPON 'the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory  to the Court
of the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Owen McFadden, having been given, it is
ordered that the said Owen McFadden be. and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Owen
McFadden, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Fourteenth day of August,  1885, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Owen McFadden shall, on the Twelfth
day of August, 1886, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
C. S. D. MELBOURNE,
Solictor for Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
By his Agents-
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Richard Miller Elwell, of Charters Towers,
draper, by the said Richard Miller Elwell.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Richard Miller Elwell
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent , and that
James Boyne  Hall, Esquire , be Official Trustee of
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
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his Estate .  And it,  is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Richard Miller Elwell ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Seventh day  of August,  1885, at
Eleven o 'clock in the fo renoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Richard Mi ller Elwell sha ll ,
on the Fifth day of August ,  1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
fourth day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
J. R. BAXTER BRucim,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
George street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Cawte ,  of Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, labourer, by himself.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said James Cawte
be, and is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be  official  Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James  Cawte,  for the  election  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the  Thirteenth  day of August, 1885 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon . And it  is further ordered
that the said James Cawte shall ,  on the Eleventh
day of August,  1885 ,  at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in  this  Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
seventh day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
Town Agent for-
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Bundaberg.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Campbell, of the Town Hall,  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  barrister -at-law,
by John Franklin McMullen, the Inspector
for time being of the Union Bank of Australia,
Limited,  carrying on business ,  amongst other
places, in Brisbane ,  in the said Colony of
Queensland.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Thomas
Campbell ,  it is ordered that the said Thomas
Campbell be ,  and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Thomas Campbell ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar ,  Supreme Court ,  Brisbane, on the
Fifth day of August, 1885, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that
the said Thomas Campbell shall, on the Third
day of August, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of  every kind,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Neep, of Charters Towers,
in the Colony of Queensland,  miner,  an Insol-
vent.
O
N the Twenty-ninth day of July, 1885, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to Henry
Neep, of Charters Towers, miner, who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the fifth day of May, 1884.
L. F. BERNAYS,
Chancery Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
Agent for-
GEORGE E. COOPER,
In3olvent ' s Solicitor,
Charters Towers.
1265 5 s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Proceedings  for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Robert Henry Allen, of Mary
street, Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper.
O FIN GRAHAM and HENRY WILLIAMS,
both of Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  merchants ,  have  been appointed
trustees  under this liquidation  by arrangement.
All persons  having in their possession  any of the
effects of  the debtor  must deliver  them to the
Trustees ,  and all  debts due to the debtor must
be paid to the Trustees.
Creditors who have  not yet proved  their debts
must forward their proofs of  debt to the Trustees.
Dated this  twenty-eighth  day of July ,  A.D.1885.
HORACE TozER,
Gympie,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Trustees.
By his Town Agents-
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1285 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act  of 1863,'
and of the Loganholme Sugar Company,
Limited.
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Company are
required, on or before the 27th day of August
next ,  to send their names and adresses ,  and the
particulars  of their debts  and claims, and the names
and addresses of their soli citors  (if any ),  to Thomas
Welsby, of Brisbane ,  accountant ,  the Official
Liquidator of the said Company ; and, if so required
by notice  in writing from the said Official Liquidator,
are by their solicitors to come in and prove their
said debts or claims at the Chambers of His Honour
Mr. Justice Harding ,  in the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  at  such  time as shall be specified in such
notice, or in default thereof  they  will be excluded
from the benefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved.
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MONDAY, the 7th day of September, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the said Chambers,
is appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon the
debts and claims.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HART  AND  FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Official Liquidator,
1276
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of  Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted  by Henry  Armitage ,  of Goom-
bocrian ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  timber-
getter.
ABRAHAM BOLDERY,  of Maryborough, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  has been appointed
Trustee under this Liquidation by Arrangement.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the debtor must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the debtor
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not  yet proved  their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July ,  A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
JAS. M. S TAFFORD,
Maryborough,
Deputy Registrar.
a` olicitor for Trustee.
13y his Town Agents-
WILSON  AND WILSON,
1260
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estate of John Graham,  of Maryborough'
in Liquidation.ASECOND and  Final Dividend of lid. in the£ is iiow available in this Estate and pay-
able at the Office of
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee,
20th July, 1885.
street ,  Maryborough.
.
1251 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Wil li am Cox ,  of Brisbane,
labourer ,  an Insolvent , in  formli  pauperis.
0
N the Ninth  day of September ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock  in the forenoon ,  William Cox, of
Brisbane ,  adjudicated insolvent  on the  fourteenth
day of March ,  1884 ,  wi ll  apply to the Court, at
Brisbane ,  for a Certi ficate of Discharge.
Dated this  thirtieth day of July,  A.D. 1885.
1266
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Be Daniel Shea, of Walkerston, near Mackay,
insolvent.AFIRST Dividend of three shillings (3s.) in the£ is now payable at my Office.
SAML. LAMBERT,
Victoria street,
Mackay, 22nd July, 1885,
( 1259
Trustee.
3s.
In the Estate of the late Honora Lethbridge, of
Warwick.
A
FIRST  and Final Dividend in the above
Estate, of two shillings and ninepence in the
£, is now payable at  Mr. C. A. Wynne's Office
Warwick.
M. McKONE,
Executor.
1293 3s.
In the Matter of William Lang ,  publican, of
Mackay ,  Insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend of one shilling'
and fourpence three farthings  (1s. 44d.) in
the £ is now payable at my Office.
1253
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee,
Brisbane street,  Mackay.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Beit, late of West-brook, in the Colony cf Queensland, Esquire,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
• the Estate of the abovenamed deceased, from
the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and eigty-four, to the thirtieth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, have this
day been field in my Office, and all parties having
any claims  on the  said  Estate, or being otherwise
interested therein, are required to come in before
me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
oil of before  TUESDAY, the eighth day ofSeptember next, and inspect  the said Accounts,
and, if they should think fit, object thereto; and if
no exception shall be taken to such Accounts, the
same  will be duly required into  at my  said Office,
on the above day, at the hour at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated the twenty-eighth day of July, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
It. L. E. RtUTHNING,
Proctor for the Executor,
Brisbane.
1273 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jerrett Phillips, late of Fcrnvale,
near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abov enamed Jerrett Phillips, deceased, may
be granted to Catherine Phillips, of Fernvale
aforesaid, widow of the deceased, the sole Execu-
trix named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-fourth day of
July, A. D. 1886.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1268
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Frederick Augustus
Forbes, senior, fate of Ipswich. in the Colony
of Queensland, lllember of the Legislative
Assembly, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Admi.i;tra.
tion, with the Will annexed, of all the lands, goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the said deceased,
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may be granted to Samuel Hodgson and Henry
Charles Stanley, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, gentlemen, the Executors named in
the Will of Margaret Forbes, of Brisbane afore-
said, deceased, Executrix and sole Legatee under
the Will of the said Henry Augustus Forbes.'
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
July, A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Brisbane,
Proctors for the said S. Hodgson and
1270
H. C. Stanley.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Hugh Quinn, late of Craiglie, near
Port Douglas, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
Hugh Quinn, late of Craiglie, near Port Douglas
aforesaid, may be granted to Hanora Quinn and
Richard Ryan, of Craiglie aforesaid, the Executrix
and Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of July, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
1263
Proctor for Executors,
Queen street,  Brisban#.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Hoskings, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed William Hoskings, who died
intestate, may be granted to Matilda Hoskings, of
Charters Towers, widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers, this fifteenth day of
July, A.D. 1885.
ALFRED ROBERTS,
Solicitor and Proctor for the said Administratrix.
By his Agent-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1262 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Fletcher Berresford  Moor,  late of
London ,  England, butcher ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of pub-
lication hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra.
tion , with  the exemplification of the Wi ll  annexed,
of all the lands ,  goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects
of the abovenamed deceased ,  may be granted to
Heinrich Ludwig Eduard Ruthniug ,  of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  solicitor ,  the duly
constituted attorney of Albert Banister ,  of London
aforesaid ,  the Executor appointed in and by the
said Will of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
July, 1885.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Proctor for the said H. L. E. Ruthning,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1258 6s.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of William Clegg, late of
Kholo, near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens-
land, timber-getter, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the said deceased, may be granted to Eliza
Ann Cooper, wife of James Cooper, of  I pswich
aforesaid, licensed victualler, the sister and one of
the nest-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-fourth day of
July, A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Eliza Ann Cooper.
1269 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret Forbes ,  wife of Frederick
Augustus Forbes, late of Ipswich ,  in the Colony
of Queensland, deceased.
TOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the ex-
1\ piration  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Margaret Forbes, deceased,
may be granted to Samuel Hodgson and Henry
Charles Stanley ,  of Brisbane , in the  colony afore-
said ,  gentlemen ,  the Executors and Administrators
named in the said Wi ll .
Dated  at Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of
July, A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1271
Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Eliza Linwood (late of Brisbane,
in the. Colony of Queensland, wife of William
Linwood, of Brisbane aforesaid), deceased,
intestate.N v OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-I tion of fourteen days from the date of the pub-
lication hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the lands of the abovenamed Eliza Linwood,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
William Linwood, of Brisbane, in the said colony,
the husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this thirty-first day of July
A.D. 1885.
ERNEST WINTER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said William Linwood.
1272 5 s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of Robert Archibald
Alison Morehead, late of Phillip street, Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, Esquire,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Ancillary Letters of
Probate of the Will and Codicils of the abovenamed
Robert Archibald Alison Morehead, deceased, may
be granted to Ioyd Dunlop Morehead, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, merchant, one of the
remaining Executors named in and appointed by
the said Will of the said deceased ; leave being
reserved to Archibald Shannon, of Sydney afore-
said, gentleman, and John Donald Maeansh, of
Canning Downs, in the Colony of Queensland
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aforesaid ,  grazier ,  the other  rem ining Executors
named in and appointed by the said Will, to come
in and prove the same as and when they shall
think fit.
Dated this twenty-second day of July, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Boyd Dunlop  Morehead,
1257
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of John Jacob Scheuer,
late of Capalaba, in the Colony of Queensland,
teamster, deceased.
„T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
lv tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed John Jacob Scheuer,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Caroline Christina Scheuer, of Capalaba, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said Caroline Christina Scheuer,
1287
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Patrick Mulcahy, late
of Aiidmillan, Lower Burdekin, in the Colony
of Queensland, teamster, deceased, intestate.
N  jN
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the abovenamed Estate, from the fourteenth
day of March,  A.D. 1885,  to the twenty-seventh day
of July, A.D. 1885, have this day been filed in my
Office, and all 1•ersons having any claims on the
said F state. or being interested therein, are required
to come in before me at my Office, Supreme Court
House, George street, Brisbane, on or before
FRIDAY, tine 4th day of September next, and
insect the said Accounts, and if  they  shall see fit,
object thereto ; and if no exception shall be taken
to the said Accounts, the same will be duly inquired
into at my said Office, on the above day, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Solicitor for the Administrator.
1281 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Jacob Low, late of
Donga and Glenearn Stations, in the District
of Maranoa, Colony of Queensland, grazier,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above Estate have this
day been filed in my Office, and all parties having
any claim against the said Estate, or being other-
wise interested therein, are requested to come in
before me at my Office, Supreme Court House,
William street, Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY,
the third day of September next, and inspect the
said Accounts, and, if they shall think fit, object
thereto; and if no exception be taken to the said
Accounts, the same will be duly inquired into at
my said Office, on the above day, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of July, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for Executors,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1261 6s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JTRISDICTION.
In the Will of Wilfred Bartley , late of Brisbane,
in the Colony  of Queensland , clerk,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given,  that after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  Wilfred Bartley,  deceased, may
be granted to Nehemiah Bartley, of  Brisbane,
aforesaid, father  of the said  deceased ,  one of the
Executors  in the said  Will named, the other Ex-
ecutor  named  in the said Will having  renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July , A.D. 1885.
ROBERT W. KINGSFORD,
Temple  Buildings ,  George street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said  Nehemiah Bartley.
1278 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Hugh McManus, late of Cunna-
mulla, in the Colony of Queensland, licensed
publican, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Hugh McManus, deceased, may
be granted to Edward Brown, of Cunnamulla, in
the Colony of Queensland, gentleman, and Henry
Walds Looker, of the same place, auctioneer, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this thirtieth day of July,
A.D.1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Lutwyche Chambers, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1288 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Needham Scrope Shrapnel,
late of Tank street, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, surgeon, deceased.NN OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Joseph Needham Scrope
Shrapnel, deceased, may be granted to Esther
Voice, of Brisbane aforesaid, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this 30th day of July, A.D. 1885.
1283
H.F. SMITH,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for Applicant.
• 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of David Dickson, formerly
of Ravenswood, but late of Charters Towers, in
the Colony of Queensland, licensed publican,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed David Dickson, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Maude Heddle, the
wife of James Heddle, of Georgetown, in the said
colony, blacksmith, and the widow of the deceased.
Dated the twentieth day of July, 1885.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Applicant.
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1254 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of Patrick Michael
Martin, late of Woollahra, in the Colony of
New South Wales, grazier, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Ancillary Letters of
Probate of the Will and Codicils of the abovenamed
Patrick Michael Martin, deceased, may be granted
to William Andrew Martin, of Herberton, in tl.e
Colony of Queensland, one of the Executors named
in the said Will (in the said Will called William
Martin), leave being reserved for Matthew John
Martin, of Miller's Forest, in the Colony of New
South Wales, farmer (in the said Will called
Matthew Martin), the other Executor named in
the said Will, to come in and prove the same at any
time hereafter.
Dated this thirtieth day of July, 1885.
GEORGE VALENTINE HELLICAR,
1280
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said W. A. Martin.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Mudge, the younger,
formerly of Hergott Springs, in the Province
of South Australia, and lately of Birdsville, in
the Colony of Queensland, teamster, deceased,
intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court. that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed William Mudge, the younger, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Herbert
Edward Smith, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the
Colony aforesaid, solicitor, the lawfully constituted
attorney of William Mudge, the elder, of Wasleys,
in the said Province of South Australia, farmer,
the father and next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of July,
A.D. 1885.
1282
GEORGE E. MARKWELL,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Proctor  for Applicant.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Miller, late of Maryy-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, book-
seller, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
deceased be granted to Janet Miller, of Mary-
borough aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased,
and the sole Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of July, 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1289
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Janet Miller.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert Hunter Wark, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, gentle-
man, deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the
expiration of fourteen days from the date
of the publication hereof, application will be made
to the said Honourable Court, that Letters of
Administration of all the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Robert Hunter
Wark, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Graham Lloyd Hart ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland, solicitor ,  the lawfully constituted
attorney of James  K eeling Wark, of Tarlee, in the
Province of South Australia ,  sheep-farmer, the
lawful brother and one of the next-of-kin of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty ninth day of  July,
1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Graham  Lloyd Hart,
1279
Queen street, Brisbane.7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Hull, late of Crosshill,
Westbrook, near Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland,  farmer , deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Henry Hull, deceased, may be
granted to Rachel Hull, of Crosshill, Westbrook,
near  Toowoomba  aforesaid , widow, the sole
Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twenty-seventh day
of July, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Margaret street,  Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
1262 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
John Cain v. ...
Patrick Lillis, Thomas
Teviotdale, Thomas
Findlay, John Hirst,
Patrick Joyce, and
Mary Scarrott (now
1 MaryJones ),trading
under the name,
style, or firm of
"The Dalkeith Saw
L Mill Company."Queensland N tionalBank v. S me.
Tooth  and Company v. Same.
E. B. C. Corser v. Same.
Thomas Harvey v. Same.
John  Linds v. Same.
Henry M. Harvey  v. Same.
To ALL PERSONS  C ONCERNED.TAKE Notice, that Writs ofFieri F:eias  havebeen issued upon Judgments  obtained by
the Plaintiffs in the above actions ,  and that all
the Defendant Mary Scarrott  (now Mary Jones'),
right, title ,  and interest  (if any ),  also right ,  title,
and interest  (if any ) of the Dalkeith  Sawmill
Company ,  of, in ,  and to-
All that piece or parcel of land ,  being subdivision
3 of portion 10, containing one acre three roods and
eight perches, county March ,  parish  Gundiah, and
being the whole of the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 56762 ,  volume 384, folio 2.
Also of ,  in, and to-
A ll  that piece or parcel of land, being subdivision
1 of portion 10, containing  thirty- six acres three
roods and thirty -two perches ,  county Mar uh, parish
Gundiah ,  and being  the whole  of the land  described
in Certificate  of Title No.  56763, volume 384,
fo lio 3.
Also of ,  in, and to-
All that  piece or parcel of land ,  being subdivision
3 of portion 2, containing one thousand six hundred
and th' -one acres one rood twenty -one perches,
count March, parish Gundiah ,  and being the
whole of the land described in Certificate  of Title
No. 56764  volume 384 , folio 4.
Also of,  in, and to-
All that piece  or parcel of land, being sub-
division 1 of portion 2, containing seventeen acres
three roods and eighteen perches , county March,
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parish Gundiah, and being the whole of the land
described in Certificate of Title No. 56765, volume
384, folio 5.
Also of,  in, and to-
All that piece or parcel of land, being subdivision
1 of portion 1, containing ninety- nine acre s and
eighteen perches, county March, parish Gundiah,
and being the whole of the land described in Cer-
tificate of Title No. 56736, volume 382, folio 226.
Also of, in, and to-
All that piece or parcel of land, being subdivision
5 of portion 1, containing one hundred and thirty-
two acres, county March, parish Gundiah, and
being the whole of the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 56737, volume 382,'folio 227.
Also of, in, and to-
All that piece or parcel of land, being subdivision
3 of portion 1, containing fifteen acres three roods
and thirty-six perches, county March, parish Gun-
diah, and being the whole of the land described
in Certificate of Title No. 56738, vol. 382, folio
228.
Also of, in, and to-
All that piece or parcel of land, being selection
43, Gympie District, portion  4, containing  sixty-five
acres, county March, parish Gundiah, and being the
whole of the land described in Deed of Grant No.
41434, volume 375, folio 194.
Together with  all improvements  thereon, which
consist of sawmi ll  and machinery  ;  wood hotel (with
iron  roof ),  containing 10 rooms  ;  four cottages (one
iron roof ).  four  rooms and kitchen ,  ten feet veran-
d ih ; three shingle -roof houses ; stable  (four stalls) ;
sore;  killing yard  ;  shed  ;  blacksmith 's shop.
NoTE.-A judgment  for £12619s . 5d., at the suit
of Hockley, Tait,  and Company ,  has been entered
on Certificates  of Title Nos .  56736 ,  56737 ,  and 56738
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public  auction , at the Customs House Hotel,
Maryborough, on TUESDAY, the eighth day of
September next, at Twelve o'clock  noon ,  unless
this Execution is previously  satisfied.
1264
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
26s.
Be Thomas Hoey Martin, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of "21e  Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of 1867,"
notice is  hereby given, that all  persons  having any
claims  or demands upon or  against the  Estate of
Thomas Hoey Martin, late of Millchester, in the
Co;ony of Queensland,  stationer  and tobacconist,
deceased, who died on or about the seventeenth day
of August, 1883, and Probate of whose Will was, on
the twenty-fifth day of September, 1883, granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Joseph
Coates, of Millchester aforesaid,  mining manager,
and Andrew Harper Anderson, of the  same place,
machine manager , the Executors therein named,
are hereby required to send  in particulars  of their
debts or claims to the said Executors, at the Office
of the undersigned, their solicitors, on or before
the First day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five : And notice is hereby
also given, that after that day the said Executors
will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said deceased  amongst  the parties entitled thereto,
having regard onl to the  claims of  which they
shall then have had notice, and that they will not
be liable for the  assets  or any part thereof so
distributed to any person of whose debt  or claim
they shall not then have had notice.
Dated the twenty-second day of July, A.D. 1885.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
1290
Gill street, Charters Towers,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of Peter Alexander, late of Brisbane ;
Thomas Berry ,  late of Ruthven  ;  Frederick
Craig, late of Charters  'lowers ; John Collis.
late of Ravenswood  ;  John Dawe ,  late of
Rockhampton  ;  George Evans, late of Cook-
town  ;  Bi lly Erromanga, late of Cooktown ;
Joseph Gordon ,  late of Woogaroo ; James
Gillespie ,  late of Clermont Island Lightship ;
Charles Gray ,  late of Hughenden  ;  Patrick
Gahan, late of Bowen  ;  Alfred Johnson, late
of Brisbane  ;  Bartholomew Lenehan ,  late of
Townsville  ;  Sven Mansson ,  late of Brisbane ;
George Quin ,  late of Thargomindah ; Hugh
McKenzie Shaw, lat e,  of Herberton  ;  Nicholas
Warren ,  late of Cobb's Camp.
P
URSUANT  to "  The Intestacy  Act of  1877," all
persons having any claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are to
come in and prove their debts at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before the
Thirtieth day of September next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all  bene-
fits accruing f rom the said Estates.
Brisbane, July 30th, 1885.
1286
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
9s.
NORTH BELYANDO MARSUPIAL
DISTRICT.
O
WNERS of Stock  and Runs  in the North
Belyando  Marsupial  District are hereby
informed that the Board of the said District have
made the first  assessment  payable for  1885, as
under, viz :-
a. d.
Sheep, per 100 head ... ... ...  1 3
Cattle or  Horses ,  per 20 head ... ... 1 3
Unstocked Country,  per square mile ... 1 3
The above  assessment  must be paid, within two
months of this date, to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions.
ALEXANDER DORSEY,
Secretary N. B. M. Board.
Clermont, July 21st, 1885.
M-55 5s.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the undersigned,
William Henry Paxton and Edward Vincent
Reid, have entered into partnership  as Merchants
and Shipping and General Commission Agents, in
continuation of the business heretofore carried on
by the said William Henry Paxton, at Mackay.
The business will in future be carried on by us
at Mackay and Sydney under the  name or  style of
W. H. Paxton and Company."
Dated the 1st day of July, 1885.
W. H. PAXTON.
Witness to the signature of
the said Wi lliam  Henry  Paxton-
PETER N. RUSSELL,
Cashier to Union Mortgage  and Agency Co., Ld.
E. V. REID.
Witness to the signature of
the said Edward Vincent Reid-
CLExENT MUNCE,
1275
of Mackay.
6s.
NN E beg to intimate that we have admitted Mr.
JOHN CRAIG GIBBON into partnership, as
Resident Local Manager of our Queensland
business, as from 1st July instant.
ROBERT HARPER AND CO.,
182, Queen street, Brisbane.
Also at Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide.
1277 3s.
404
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between the undersigned,
Alexander Tait and Robert M inett, carrying on
business at Ipswich and elsewhere as Painters,
Glaziers, and Paperhangers, under the firm or style
of " Tait and Minett," has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent.
All debts due from and owing to the said late
firm will be discharged and received by the said
Alexander Tait, who will carry on the said business
on his own account.
Dated 25th July, 1881.
ALEXANDE TAIT,
ROBERT M ETT.
Witness-
P. L. CARDEW,
Solicitor, Ipswich.
1284 5s. 6d.
CALLAN'S KNOB PROSPECTING ASSO-
CIATION, LIMITltD.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that  at a SpecialGeneral Meeting of Shareholders of the
above Company, held in the  Company's Office,
Brisbane, on 29th day of June,  1685, and confirmed
by Shareholders  at a subsequent meeting held on
14th July  current ,  it was  resolved that the Com-
pany be voluntarily wound-up for the purpose of
re-formation, and the  Directors were  duly appointed
Liquidators thereof.
By order of the Board,
ALEX. J. TURNER,
Secretary.
Brisbane, 29th July, 1885.
1274 4s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.N r OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended inthe present Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to enable the Queensland Collieries
Company, Limited, to construct a Line of Railway
from their property  to connect  with the Mary-
borough and Bundaberg Railway.
Dated this 22nd day of July, 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD
1237
Solicitors  for the said Company.
38. 6d.
JOHN ALEXANDER McLEAN was this day
removed from  his office  as Poundkeeper for
neglect of  duty ;  and JOHN JAMES MURPHY was
appointed  to act until  the appointment  of a Pound-
keeper.
R. W. MORAN, P.M.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Benchof Magistrates at Rockhampton have re-
appointed  LAZARUS JOBIAH SMITH Poundkeeper at
Rockhampton for the ensuing twelve months.
By order
STANLEY HILL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House.
Rockhampton ,  3rd  July, 1886.
NOTICE.
POUNDREEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
"  Registered  Brand  "  after  thedescription of the former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear the.ordinar3type
only willbe used.
J. 0. BRAL,
Government Printer.
HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER " now ready at the Govern-
ment  Printing Office, William street,  Brisbane.
Price, Is. 6d; posted, Is. 9d.
NOW published ati the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ; and an  Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
I s. lOd., *o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GoVEENMENTPEINTBE acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts.-
1885. £
July 25.-W. Wood ... ... ... ... 0
,, 27.-T. McGladreyes ... ... ... 0
27.-R. Jones ... ... ...
27.-T. B. Price ... ...
27.-G. J. Young and Co. ...
27.-Marsland and Marsland ..
0
0
a. d.
2 5
0 8
4 0
1 1
17 0
7 0
18 6
3 6
2 0
0 9
6 0
11 0
13 0
5 6
2 6
4 7
1 2
1 6
3 9
5 0
16 0
8 0
8 0
1 0
2 0
8 6
1 6
0 6
9 0
6 6
5 0
5 0
2
08
0
0
0
0
00
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
27.-Thuringowa Divisional Board
27.-W. J. Byrne
27.--F. H. Allen...
27.-J. F. Beet ...
28.-C. H. B. Mackay
29.-J. McAuley...
29.-M. Palmer ..
29.-D. Doyle and Co.
29.-H. C- Goffage
29.-W. Tatham...
29.-W. C. Laud
29.-J. Corbett ...
29.-J. Alderson...
31.-A. H. Lambton
31.-T. J. Franklin
81.-A. Watts ...
31.-C. Morgan ...
31.-W. W. Watt
31.-J. Maddock ...
31.-Marsland and Marsland31.-J. B. Clowes ...
31.-T. Willmett ...
31.-S. Neville . ...
31.-Morton and Powers
31.-W. Burrowes
31.-W. Rands ...
31.-J. Fraser ... ...
31.-Morphett Bros.
31.-C. Graham31.-M. McKone  ...
31.-J. R. McDonald ...
31.-L. Rawson
0 2 2
2 0 0
0 13 0
0 3 0
0 5 6
0 3 9
€11po ttbinga.
NW Pou*dbeeperaare reminded that Adv ertisewnte
of Impounded  Stock will  be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEB ANIMAL  ;  and no such  Advert-
sement will be  i nserted  i n the  Gazette  unless acconr.-
paniedby a remittance sufficient to cover the cost  of  its
insertson.
IMPOUNDED at Bollon, from Honeymah, on the
1  21st July,  1885 , by order of D. A. Hossick,  Esquire.
Driving, 5s. per head.
One strawberry bullock, RJ7 off ribs,  off ear marked.
One white bullock, W HJ near rump, both ears
marked.
One spotted bullock, both  ears marked ,  SR8 near ribs.
One red cow, both  ears  marked,  snail horns ,  YS near
rump , blotch brand  near ribs.
One red bullock, bald-faced,  18  near rump.
One grey mare, THl near shoulder.
One bay filly, J8Q near shoulder.
One bay mare, HL7 near shoulder.
One ehesuut mare, 8MB near  shoulder.
One chesnut mare , HR9 near shoulder, KZ5 off shoul-
der, C5Y near thigh.
Also, from Wild  Horse Plains East,  on. the 21st July,
1885 , by order of Thos Fitzpatrick,  Esquire.  Driving,
2s. per head.
One bay mare , star,  NE5 near  shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 28th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES MCAULEY, Poundkeeper.
1255 118.
495
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry,  from Fort Constantine,on the 29th  July ,  1885,  by order of W. G .  Marshall,
Esquire.
One bay gelding ,  like J over WJR near shoulder.
One bay gelding,  like  014 near shoulder,  like 3BN off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st August, 1885,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
1267
GEO. J .  VERTUE ,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tamb,), on the 2tth July, 1885.
One bay geldin , 7(]Y (registered brand) near
shoulder ,  PR8 (registered brand )  off shoulder,
star.
One grey gelding ,  RJ near shoulder , 8KD (registered
brand )  off shoulder ,  off hip down.
One bay mare , LbD (registered brand )  near shoulder,
S8D (registered brand) off shoulder ,  indistinct
brand over Q )(7 (registered brand )  near thigh.
One grey mare ,  saddle-marked , bU °0over STY(registered brands )  off shoulder.
One creamy mare, black mane, tail and legs white, star
in forehead ,  saddle-marked ,  0 near  cheek, SB2
(registered brand )  near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  small star ,  near hind foot a little white,
A*9 (registered brand )  near  shoulder.
One bay or brown elding ,  star  and snip ,  little white on
off hind foot ,
lding,
(registered brand )  off shoulder,
4SU (registered brand )  near thigh.
One bay mare ,  grey hairs in mane on wither, L) (3(registered  brand )  near  thigh ,  star,  hurt on back
or loin.
One bay mare ,  unbroken ,  like blotched 3 near shoulder,
like 110 over 0 near thigh.
One roan gelding ,  hind feet white, star  and snip,  0  near
cheek ,  0O3 (registered brand)  near thigh.
One bay gelding ,  star,  7 J H over M B2  (registered
brands)  near shoulder ,  white  spots on  back, white
spots close  to tail, collar -marked.
One bay mare ,  5 near  shoulder , YM7 (registered
brand )  over 7  over  like KY8  (registered  brand) near
thigh.
One bay mare ,  unbroken ,  stripe down forehead, fore
feet little white, hind feet white to fetlocks,
3HU over  ) ( J7 (registered brands) near
shoulder ,  7 near thigh.
If not released  on or  before the 16th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER ,  Poundkeeper.
1256 135.
MPOUNDED at Blackall from Evora,  on  July  16th,I 1885,  by order of A. P .  Jones ,  Esquire.;' Driving
and damage ,  9s. 2d.
•One piebald draught gelding ,  collar marked, W l T
(registered brand )  near shoulder ,  2 near neck.
One  bay draught gelding ,  star, off hind foot white,
collar -marked ,  saddle-marked , W  1 T (registered
brand )  near shoulder ,  2 near neck.
One chestnut mare ,  streak in face ,  white hairs along
back ,  HU over triangle near shoulder, 4 E E
(registe red brand )  off shoulder , > (ON(registered
brand )  near thigh . . .d 1nrna
Also, from Alice Downs on July 16th ,  by order of
W. H. Davidson ,  Esqui re .  Driving , &c., 4s. 6d.
One bay or brown gelding, star and snip ,  hind feet
white, saddle-marked ,  Hb)( (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One bay draught gelding ,  star ,  co ll ar -marked, white
spots on back ,  sma ll  scars near thigh, DB (B
blotched )  near thigh.
One grey gelding ,  collar -marked ,  saddle -marked, knock
on off hip ,  C (sideways )  J (reversed )  over UWO
(registe red brand )  near shoulder.
Also,  from Alice Downs, July 20th,  1885 ,  by order of
W. H. Davidson ,  Esqui re. Driving , &c., 4s. 6d.
One bay gelding ,  star ,  sma ll snip ,  off hind foot white,
small notch out front near ear, short tail ,  saddle-
marked ,  H half -circle over like E or B over 1 KZ
(registe red brand )  near shoulder.
One light-bay gelding ,  short tail ,  saddle -marked, like
DDC (first D indistinct )  near shoulder.
One brown gelding ,  saddle -marked ,  like blotched LX
near shoulder.
If not  released on or before the 18th August, 1885, will
be sold to defray expenses.
8. NEVILE ,  Poundkeeper.
1291 98.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford,  from Albilbah,  on the 21stJuly ,  1885 ,  by or der o  J. W. R ven, Esquire.
Driving expenses,  5s.; damages ,  2s. 6d .  per head.
One red cow, BD2 (registered brand)  off ribs over 1,
off ear split and piece out underneath.
One roan bull calf ,  progeny of above.
One roan and  white bullock , BD2 (registered brand)
off rump over like 1, off ear split and piece out
underneath.
One white cow, BD2  (registered brand )  off rump over
0,  off ear split and piece out underneath.
One red and white bullock , BD2 (registered brand)
off rump over like  0,  off ear split and piece out
underneath.
One red poley heifer , BD2 (registered brand )  off ribs,
white face, off ears  lit  and piece out underneath.
One red and white  bull , MOO (registered brand) near
ribs over like 831, pieta out of back near ear, sli t
on top off ear ,  and small piece out of back of off ear.
One  re d and white bullock ,  blotch HZ on back, HD
near rump.
One dark -roan steer , 5BQ (registered brand ), (the Q
on near loin ),  off ear split.
One red and white bullock, 5BQ (registered brand)
near ribs ,  like F near rump ,  slit in ok ear.
One  red bullock , OCN (registered brand )  off ribs,  like
O off neck ,  near ear cropped ,  piece out of front of
off ear.
One roan heifer , 7CY (registered brand )  off rdmp, like
O underneath,  piece out of front of off ear.
One red and white heifer , 7CY (registe red brand) off
rump,  like  0  underneath, piece off front of off ear.
One roan bullock ,  B (blotch )  4, piece out of back of  off
ear.
One white cow,  W R4  (registered brand) near ribs,
Rlp (registered bran.l) near rump, off ear
cropped,  red nose and ears.
If not released on or  before the 16th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS . JAS. FRANKLIN,  Poundkeeper.
1292 159.
IMPOUNDED at Windorah,  from Keerongoloo Station,
on the 13th July ,  1885, by order of P. H. Bist,
Esquire.  Driving fees,  6s. 8d.
One cream and white skewball mare, 2DT near shoulder.
One brown horse, ao over IK near shoulder ,  J6 over 6
EE-4 off shoulder.
If not released on or befo re  the 16th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. M. GRAHAM ,  Poundkeeper.
1294 1s.
I MPOUNDED at Windorah,  from Retreat Station, onthe 2nd July, 1885,  by order of James Fullerton,
Esquire. Driving fees ,  9s. 8d.
One black draught mare, D near shoulder, like M
(writing )  RB4 (registered brand )  over O° A9(registered  brand) off shoulder.
One black mare, SK5 (registered brand )  off thigh.
One black filly foal at foot.
One black  mare,  HA over W over like 6GI near shoulder.
One bay filly foal at foot.
Also ,  from Thundale Station,  by order of F. Smith,
Esquire.
One bay mare, C6P near shoulder ,  V6J off shoulder.
One bay filly foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 6th August ,  1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS .  M. GRAHAM, Poundkeeper.
1296 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Windorah,  from Welford ,  by order
of - Peggler ,  Esquire.  Driving fees, 10s.
One bay horse ,  GKI off shoulder ,  3 and two hearts near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  OHL near shoulder,  180 on neck.
One bay horse ,  like 88 near shoulder ,  DYR off thigh,
like spur off shoulder, CR (horizontal )  off thigh.
One bay mare, indistinct brand like W1F near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th August, 1885,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses. .
CHAS.  M. GRAHAM ,  Poundkeeper.
49.
Printed and Published by JAMES 0. BEAL, Government Printer,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane ,  1st Aug us t, 1885.
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LEGISLATIVE.  ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1885.
TH E Honourable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election f a Member
to serve in the present .Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Cook, in room of THOMAS CAMPBELL, Esquire, whose Seat in the
said Assembly hath become and is now. vacant by reason of the Insolvency
of the said Thomas Campbell.
Place of Nomination ... ... Cooktown.
Date  of Writ ... ... ... Wednesday ,  5th August, 1885.
Date of Nomination ... ... Wednesday ,  26th August, 1885.
Polling Day  .. , ... ... Wednesday,  16th September, 1885.
Return of  Writ ...
... ... Wednesday,  7th October, 1885.
By Command of the Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
I y Authority :  JrAMEs C .  BEAL,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1885.
.1 f
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that Her Majesty the
Queen has been graciously pleased to give directions for the following
promotions in, and appointments to, the Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George, notification whereof appeared in the  London
Gazette  of the 5th of June last :-
His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K.C.M.G.,  Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies,
to be an Ordinary Member of the First Class, or a Knight Grand Cross of
the said Most Distinguished Order ;
His Excellency Major-General PETER HENRY SCRATCHLEY, R.E.,
C.M.G., Her Majesty's Special Commissioner for the Protected Terri-
tory in New Guinea,
to be an Ordinary  Member of  the Second Class,  or a Knight Commander of
the said Most Distinguished Order.
The Honourable JAMES FRANCis GARRICK, Q.C., M.L. C., Agent-General in
London for the Colony of Queensland, and
Lieutenant -Colonel EDWARD ROBERT DRURY, Late  Acting Commandant of
the Queensland Volunteer Force,
to be Ordinary Members of the Third Class ,  or Companions of the said
Most Distinguished Order.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
83
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CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITED MUNICI-
PALITY.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-laws made by the
Joint Board  of the City  and Suburban United
Municipality.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BY-LAW No.  I.
CHAPTER I.
REGULATING THE MEETINGS AND PROCEEDINGS
OF THE BOARD.
Meetings and conduct of business.
1. In this By-law the following  terms  shall have
the meanings set against them respectively :-
" The Board " shall mean the Joint Board
of the City and Suburban United Munici-
pality ;
" Member " shall mean a member of the said
Board ;
"President" shall mean the president of the
said Board holding office for the time being
under  "The United Municipalities Act of
1881," and any Act or Acts amending the
same ;
" Secretary" shall mean the person appointed by
the members to act as secretary to the
Board.
2. At all meetings of the Board,  so soon as a
quorum is present, the business shall be proceeded
with, and the following shall be the order ofbusiness :--
(1.) The reading of the minutes ;
(2.) The reading of correspondence, inwards
and outwards, unconnected with the orders
of the day, and their consideration ;
(3.) The presentation of petitions or memorials ;
(4.) Reports from committees, and their con-
sideration ;
(5.) Questions;
(6. Orders of the day.
3. No discussion shall be allowed on the minutes
of proceedings, except as to their correctness, or
for any necessary rectification of clerical errors.
4. Every petition or memorial shall be presented
by a member of the Board, who shall be responsible
that it is written in respectful language, and shall
so far as possible make himself acquainted with the
subject thereof betoie presenting the same.
5. Except in the presence of  every  member, .no
business shall be entered upon unless notice thereof
shall have been given at a previous meeting of the
Board, or in writing to the secretary at least seven
days reviously.
6. Special meetings of the Board may be called
by the president or secretary on the written request
of any two members of the Board, specifying the
lusiness which they desire to have Submitted to
e meeting.
7. All notices of motion shall be written and
signed  by the  member giving the same ,  and handed
to the president or secretary. Such notices shall
be filed in order as received, and be placed in
succession  on the paper  of business  for the day for
consideration.
8. In the absence of any member who has given
notice of a motion any other member may take u
and move or postpone such motion. If not moved
or postponed, a motion shall lapse.
9. No motion after having been placed on the
paper of the day shall be withdrawn without the
permission of the Board.
10. No member shall vote upon or take part in
the discussion of any matter in or before the Board
in which he has directly or indirectly any pecuniary
interest.
11. The members present at any meeting may
from time to time adjourn such meeting.
12. If within half-an-hour after the time ap-
pointed for holding any  meeting  or adjourned
meeting of the Board there shall not be a quorum
present, such meeting shall stand adjourned for
seven days, at the  same  hour and place ; and if a
quorum be not then present within half-an-hour of
the appointed time the meeting shall lapse.
13. Notices of every meeting, or adjourned
meeting, of the Board shall be given, in writing to
each member, and shall be delivered or sent by the
secretary, post or otherwise, to the usual placei of business(iif any) in the city of Brisbano, dr to
54
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the place of abode or residence of each member
two clear days at least previous to such meeting
unless in a case  of emergency ; and every such
notice shall specify the time of meeting, and in the
case  of a special meeting, or of any new business
notified since the last meeting, shall specify the
object of the special meeting, or the nature of such
new business, and no business shall be transacted
at any special meeting except such  as is  stated in
the notice thereof.
CHAPTER II.
Order of debate.
1. The president shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
2. When the president is called upon to decide
a point of order or practice, he shall state the rule
applicable to the case without argument or com-
ment.
3. If two or more members rise to speak at the
same time, the president shall decide which mem-
ber is entitled to pre-audience.
4. Any member may require the question or
matter under discussion to be read for his informa-
tion at any time during the debate, but not so as
to interrupt any other member while speaking.
5. Every member when speaking shall rise and
address the president, and shall not address any
other member except through the president.
6. On being called to order by the president,
any member who is speaking shall at once resume
his seat and be silent, until the sense of the Board
has been taken on the point of order.
7. No member shall, without leave of the Board,
speak twice on any matter under discussion, except
in reply or by way of explanation, nor for longer
than ten minutes at one time.
8. No motion, the effect of which, if carried,
would be to rescind any resolution which has
already passed the Board, shall be entertained during
the same year, unless a call of the whole Board has
been duly made for that purpose ; and no motion
which shall have been once negatived by the Board
shall be again entertained during the same year.
9. Any number of amendments may be proposed
on a motion before the -Board, and when more than
one amendment is moved and seconded the question
shall first be put on the last amendment, and then
on the next to the last, and so on to the original
motion in the inverse order in which they are
moved ; except when such motion or amendment
shall relate to the fixing of salaries, rates, or other
matters of finance, in which case the lowest sum
shall be put first, then the next lowest, and so on
to the highest.
10. Any motion for adjournment of meeting or
debate, if seconded, shall be immediately put with-
out discussion ; and if such motion be negatived,
it shall not be competent for any member to make
a similar motion until some other business shall
have intervened. On resuming any discussion
which has been adjourned, the mover of such
adjournment shall speak first.
11. The president shall, on taking the sense of
the Board, put the question first in the affirmative,
then in the negative. Every member present shall
be compelled to vote, and the vote of every mem-
ber, on a division, shall be entered in the minutes.
CHAPTER III.
Committees.
1. There shall be two standing committees, to be
styledthe "Finance" and "Legislative" Committees
respectively, which shall be appointed by the
Board in each year.
2. Each of such committees shall consist of not
less than  three members. The president shall be
a member and chairman of the Legislative Com-
mittee, but not of the Finance Committee.
3. All cash accounts, bills, vouchers, and all
monetary  transactions  shall, in the first  instance,
be submitted to the Finance Committee, and be
signed by the chairman of the same,  as guarantee-
ing their correctness. The Finance Committee
shall submit a report to the Board,  once in each
half-year, of the whole of the receipts and disburse-
ments of cash on account of the Board, and shall
certify to the correctness of all cash accounts
entered on the books of the Board.
4. An account shall be opened with such bank
as the Board may direct ,  and all moneys received,
f rom whatever source, shall be paid into the said
bank to the credit of the Board ,  and no moneys
shall be paid except by cheques signed by the
president and one member of the Finance Com-
mittee.
5. Every committee shall cause minutes of their
proceedings to be entered in a minute book kept
for that purpose.
6. All committee reports submitted to the
Board shall be written out fairly on foolscap gaper
and duly signed  by the  chairman of such committee,
care being  -taken to leave sufficient marginal space
to admit of their being bound into books if neces-
sary.
7. Committee  reports, with the exception of those
submitted by the  Finance Committee ,  shall be laid
on the table for at least one week prior to being
rejected or adopted by the Board.
8. The report of the Finance Committee may, if
deemed necessary by an absolute majority of the
whole Board, be acted upon at once by the Board.
9. Any special committee may be appointed or
dissolved by vote of the Board at any time.
CHAPTER IV.
Miscellaneous Requlations.
1. At the first meeting after the election of
president, the Board shall fix the amount of
remuneration or salary to be allowcd to each officer
employed under the Board for the current year.
2. Any officer whose duty it may be to receive
or have the custody of moneys belonging to the
Board shall, if required, give security, to the
satisfaction of the president, for such amount as
may be fixed by the Board. Provided that no
member or any person holding office under the
Board shall be accepted as surety for any such
officer as aforesaid.
3. The secretary shall have charge of the common
seal, and all charters, books, and records of the
Board, or relating to the property thereof, and the
same  shall be kept in such place as the Board shall
direct.
4. The secretary shall be the proper officer to
impress the  common seal  of the Board, but he shall
on no account affix  the same to any document without
the express order of the president; and every
impression  of the common  seal on  any document
shall be attested by the signatures of the president
and secretary.
5. The names of members attending each Board
meeting shall be recorded in the minutes, from
which a list shall be prepared of the number of
times each member has attended, and the same
shall be published yearly.
6. It shall be competent for any member, with-
out any previous notice, to move for a call of the
whole Board, to consider any subject at the next
or any subsequent meeting, and upon such motion
being carried, due notice thereof shall be given in
the notice-paper of the day for which such call is
made.
7. In case of emergency, the president shall be
authorised to expend any sum not exceeding ten
pounds (£10), and such expenditure shall be
reported to the Board at its next sitting.
8. The secretary shall, under the direction of
the president, conduct all correspondence which
may be necessary on the part of the Board ; he
shall likewise have charge of all the records of such
Board, except such books or documents as may be
entrusted to any other officer, and shall be respon-
sible for the safe keeping of such records.
9. The duties of all officers and servants of the
Board shall be defined by such regulations as may
from time to time be made by the Board in accord-
ance  with law.
10. All complaints  against officers  or servants of
the Board must be in writing, and must in every
case  be signed by the person or persons complain-
ing, and no  notice whatever shall be taken of any
complaint which is not in writing  or is  anonymous.
All such complaints shall be addressed to the
president.
11. In case of emergency, a majority of the
Board may suspend any one or more of the fore-
going rules for the time being.
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12. In  all  cases  not herein provided for, resort
shall be had to the rules, forms, and usages of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland,  so far as the
same are applicable to the proceedings of the
Board.
BY-LAW No 2.
FOB JIEGULATING  PUBLic  T RAFFIC.
Preamble.
WHRBBAS it  is necessary and expedient  that provi-
sion should be made for licensing,  regulating,
and taxing  vehicles plying , used , or kept for hire
within the boundaries of the City and Suburban
United Municipality,  and for regulating  vehicles
not so plying,  used , or kept during  the passing and
re-passing of the same in and upon  all streets ,  roads,
and thoroughfares within the said boundaries : It
is hereby ordered by the joint Board of  the afore-
said City and Suburban United Municipality, by
virtue of the power and authority in them in this-
behalf vested:-
Vehicles plying for hire  most be licensed.
1. No person shall ply, use, keep, drive, or con.
duct any vehicle for hire, or join m plying, keep-
ing, driving, or conducting any vehicle for hire
within the said City and Suburban United Munici-
pality, or shall drive or convey  passengers , or drive
any omnibus, car, waggonette, cab, or vehicle for
hire until and  unless  he shall be duly licensed to
ply, keep, use, drive, or conduct the same for hire
in manner  hereinafter described.
2. Every unlicensed person who shall be con-
cerned as proprietor, part proprietor, or driver of
any omnibus, wag onette,  car, cab , or vehicle, kept,
used, or employed for the conveyance  of passen-
gers for hire from and to different  parts of the said
City and Suburban United Municipality, or who
with any such omnibus,  waggonette ,  car, cab, or
vehicle shall occupy or take his place on any
public stand for licensed vehicles, shall be guilty
of an offence against  this part of the By-law, and
shall forfeit and pay on conviction, for the first
offence,  any sum not  exceeding two pounds ; and
for a second or subsequent offence, any sum not
exceeding ten pounds ; and the conveyance of
passengers as aforesaid , or the occupying of a
place on any public stand for licensed vehicles,
shall be  prima facie  evidence that such  person is
plying for hire.
Application for license - how made.
3. Before any license  to ply for hire with any
vehicle, or to drive or to  conduct the same , shall be
granted , the person  requiring such license shall
obtain from  the secretary ,  free of  charge,  a requisi-
tion in the  form  of the schedule hereto marked A,
or to the like effect, and shall duly  fill up and sign
the same and deliver it to the secretary or other
authorised officer ;  and, in  the case of drivers and
conductors, shall obtain  a certificate  from two
respectable householders, and countersigned by a
member of the Board representing the municipality
or division through or to which such vehicle is
intended to ply, to the effect that the applicant is
of good character, and competent  to act as such
driver or conductor, as the case may be.
Dimensions  of public  vehicles.
4. Every  omnibus  for which  a license shall  here.
after  be granted shall be of the following dimen-
sions  :-From floor to roof, not less than five feet ;
from top of seat to roof,  not less  than three feet
three inches.
Every waggonette or albert car shall be of the
following  dimensions  :-From floor to roof, not less
than five feet ; from top  of seat  cushion to roof,
not less than three feet  six inches  ; each  seat shall
not be less than fourteen inches wide ; space from
seat  to seat, not less than one foot nine inches.
Every hansom shall be of the following dimen-
sions :-Height from floor in front of seat to roof,
not less than five feet ; from top of seat to roof, not
less  than three feet six inches ; length of seat, three
feet ; width of seat, fourteen inches ; space in front
of seat to inside of door, not less than eleven inches ;
width outside immediately over the door,  not less
than three feet seven inches,
j For each passenger there shall be allowed a
space for sitting of sixteen inches inside, and on the
outside not less than fourteen inches ; omnibuses
shall be not less than two feet between the seats,
and the seats not less than fourteen inches wide,
and the door constructed  so as  to prevent persons
riding on the steps of the omnibus.
Waterproof  aprons  shall be furnished by the pro-
prietor for outside passengers.
No license to be granted  for vehicle  in bad condition.
5. No license for any vehicle shall be granted or
renewed unless the vehicle, horse or horses, and
harness shall have been examined by the inspector,
or other person appointed by the president of the
joint Board, and reported b the inspector, in
writing, to be in a fit state to be licensed ; and nolicense shall be granted in respect ofany vehicle
which, in the opinion of the president, shall be
unsafe , in bad repair, or otherwise unfit for the
accommodation and conveyance of passengers : pro-
vided always that the president may refuse anylicense if in his opinion there be a sufficient number
of vehicles licensed upon any particular route, orfrom any other cause such license hould not be
grante 3.
Licenses to be  inform B.
6. Licenses for proprietors, drivers,  and con-
ductors of vehicles shall be in the form contained
in the schedule hereto marked B, or to the like
effect.
Licenses- how issued.
7. Every license under this By-law shall be in
duplicate, one part to be given to the party apply-
ing for the same, the other to be retained in the
office of the secretary of the said City and Suburban
United Municipality ; and such licenses shall be
signed by the president, and countersigned by the
secretary, and shall be in force from the date of
such license until the date mentioned that such
license  shall  terminate, unless cancelled or sus-
pended as hereinafter- provided ; and no such
license shall  include moi a than one vehicle. Pro-
vided that where a licensed vehicle shall be under
repair, the proprietor may be permitted to sub-
stitute another for a period to be specified by
endorsement on the license signed by the presi-
dent ; but if not exceeding  seven  days such per-
mission  may be granted by the secretary, and such
vehicle shall be subject to the By-laws for the
time being  as if it were  duly licensed.
Hours of plying limited.
8. No holder  of a license  to drive any cab, car,
or vehicle plying for hire, shall stand or ply his
licensed vehicle for the conveyance  of passengers
in or through any part of the City and Suburban
United Municipality except between the hours of
five in the morning and twelve at night, unless the
driver  has special permission  so to do in writing
from the president.
Plying for hire.
9. Every vehicle duly licensed, vi hilst  standing
upon any appointed stand, or whilst conveying
passengers  or standing in any part of a public
street or road in the City and Suburban United
Municipality, shall be deemed to be plying for
hire during the currency of such  license.
Aa*  or fee  to be paid.
10. For every  such license  there shall be paid
to the secretary, for the benefit of the fund of the
said joint Board, the several rates or fees set forth
in the Schedule hereto marked C.
No person  under eighteen  years of  age to drive.
11. No license shall be granted to any person
under eighteen years of age to drive any vehicle,
nor to any person under fourteen years of age to
act as conductor of any licensed vehicle.
Renewal of  licenses.
12. Licenses may be renewed at the end of every
year under the hand of the president, provided that
the applicant for such renewal shall not have been
reported by the inspector as having conducted his
business or performed his duties as the holder of
a license in an unsatisfactory or discreditable
manner.
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Secretary to make  out licenses.
13. All licenses shall be made out by the secre-
tary or his  assistants , and numbered in such order
as he may think fit.
Proprietor' s license-how parted with.
14. No proprietor shall part with or lend his
license ; and every proprietor who shall part with
his licensed vehicle to any other person shall give
notice  of the fact in writing to the president, where-
upon the name of the purchaser shall be registered
in the books of the secretary, and his name endorsed
by the secretary on the license granted for such
vehicle ; and any proprietor who shall part with
his vehicle without such notice, registry, and
endorsement shall still be deemed the proprietor
thereof, and subject as such to all the provisions of
this By-law as fully as if no change of ownership
had taken place. And the purchaser of such
vehicle who shall allow the same to be used, or to
ply for hire without such notice, registry, and
endorsement as aforesaid, shall be subject to the
penalty imposed by this By-law on a person for
plying without license.
'" ho deemed  proprietor of vehicles.
15. The person or persons in whose name or
names a license  shall appear to have been obtained,
or to whom the same shall appear to have been
duly transferred, shall be deemed the proprietor or
proprietors of the vehicle in respect of which the
same shall have been taken out or transferred.
.Proprietors responsible for conductors and drivers.
16. Every proprietor of a licensed vehicle shall
be held responsible for the good conduct of the
conductor or driver employed by him, and may be
proceeded against for any breach or non-observance
of any provision of this By-law committed by such
conductor or driver.
Change of  residence  to be intimated to secretary.
17. Whenever any person named as the pro-
prietor, or one of the proprietors, of a licensed
vehicle shall change his place of abode, he shall,
within two days next after any such change, give
notice thereof in writing, signed by him, to the
secretary, specifying his new place of abode, and
the same shall be duly endorsed by the secretary
upon the license granted to such proprietor.
Licenses may be suspended or cancelled.
18. The license of the proprietor, driver, or con-
ductor of any licensed vehicle may be suspended
by the president and cancelled by the Board, if
such proprietor, driver, or conductor shall be con-
victed of any y offence against this By-law, or shall
be convicted in any court of competent jurisdiction
of any felony or misdemeanor ; and the delivery
of a notice in writing, given to the proprietor,
driver or conductor, by the secretary, of such sus-
pension or cancellation, shall be deemed conclusive
evidence of such license having been suspended or
cancelled as aforesaid.
Driver or conductor not to part with  license.
19. No licensed driver or conductor of a licensed
vehicle shall lend or part with his license, or per-
mit or suffer any unlicensed person to drive or con-
duct his licensed vehicle. Nor shall the proprietor
of any such vehicle employ any unlicensed person
as the driver or conductor thereof ; and if such
un li censed  person commit any offence which would
xender  him  liable  on c mvietson as• a licensed dri*r
be any fine or  forfeiture, he shall, notwithstanding
his being an unlicensed person, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
G eneral driver 's license.
20. A generallicense, entitling the person to whom
the same maybe granted to drive any licensed vehicle
within the City and Suburban United Munici-
pality, may be issued on payment of the fee men-
tioned in Schedule C hereto ; but no such license
shall be granted to any person unless eligible and
approved in accordance with the By-laws.
Vehicles, 4-c., may be inspected.
21. The president may, as often as he may deem
it necessary , make or cause to be made, an inspec-
tion of all or any licensed omnibus or other licensed
vehicle, and of the horse or horses and harness used
in drawing  the same ; and if upon such inspection
such licensed omnibus or other vehicle , or terse
or horses and harness are, or is found  unit for
public use, or in case any proprietor  shall neglect
or refuse to submit his licensed vehicle for such
inspection at such place and time as the president
shall appoint, the president may suspend the
license  held in respect thereof until such omnibus
or other vehicle, horse or horses  and harness are
by him approved and fit for public use. Provided
that notice in writing, in the form or to the effect
contained in the Schedule hereto marked D, shall be
given to the proprietor thereof. An inspection cf all
licensed vehicles by the Board shall be held
annually.
Number of  license to be painted on vehicle.
22. The number of every omnibus, cab, or other
licensed vehicle-in figures not less than four
inches in height, and of proportionate  breadth,
white upon aground of black--shall be painted out-
side in a conspicuous part at the back of every such
omnibus or other vehicle, and also on the side
panel near the driver' s seat , and on such other part
or parts as the inspector may direct by notice, in
writing, to the licensee or holder of such license,
or to the driver of such vehicle ; and every such
number shall be kept legible and undefaced during
all the time the same shall ply or be used for hire.
Such number shall also be painted in figures not
less than two inches in length on the outer side of
the lamps, so as to be distinctly seen when lighted.
And no driver shall use other than the lamps num-
bered to correspond with the number of the omni-
bus or vehicle he may be driving.
Bell and check string  to be  provided.
23. Every licensed omnibus proprietor shall pro-
vide a bell and check string fixed in a convenient
part in the inside of his omnibus for the use of
passengers to warn the driver to stop when  required.
Fares.
24. The table of fares set forth in Schedule E
hereunto annexed shall be the fares chargeable
under this By-law, and shall be painted or printed
in legible words and figures on a plate  or card,
and shall be affixed by the proprietor  in a con-
spicuous part of the inside of his licensed omnibus
or other vehicle, and shall be kept so affixed and
undefaced during the time the same shall ply for
hire ; and no proprietor, driver, or conductor, or any
person on his behalf, shall demand, receive, or take
from any passenger or intending passenger any sum
in excess of the fare specified in Schedule E afore-
said. Provided that nothing herein shall compel
or require any proprietor or driver to convey any
passenger unless and until the legal fare  as afore-
said has been paid or tendered as the case may be.
Persons failing to employ  vehicles.
25. Any person sending for a cab, car, or
waggonette, and not employing the same, shall pay
the fare from the place from which the same was
engaged ; and if the same be detained for more
than five minutes he shall further pay for any time
that the vehicle may be detained not exceeding a
quarter of an hour-if a cab or car one shilling, for
a waggonette one shilling and sixpence,  and  any
further time in the same proportion.
Distance -how computed.
26. The distance shall be computed from the
stand or place where the vehicle was hired, and
not from the stand from which the same may
usually ply.  In all cases  of dispute as to fares by
distance, any table or book signed by the inspector
shall be taken to be conclusive evidence as to the
distance therein stated.
Vehicles -when  considered disengaged.
27. Every licensed driver of a licensed car,
waggonette, or cab standing or plying for hire at
any public stand appointed by or under authority
of this By-law shall be deemed disengaged, and
bound accordingly to take immediately any person
tendering him his legal fare, notwithstanding any
pre-engagement.
Refusal to ply.
28. No proprietor or driver of any licensed
vehicle, having agreed to take any fare at any
time, or f-om any place, shall neglect or refuse to
do so.
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Pine for  not payinq  legal fare.
29. Any person having hired or taken  his seat
in a licensed vehicle, and not paying the legal fare
at the termination of his journey, if demanded,
shall, on conviction before any justices, forfeit and
pay to the owner or driver of such vehicle such
fare, together with such further  sum for damage,
costs, and expenses for loss of  time  or otherwise, as
the said justice's shall, in their discretion, think
proper.
Omnibuses  to show number of  persons to be carried and
route.
30. No licensed proprietor or driver shall ply for
hire within the said City and Suburban United
Municipality with any omnibus  unless  the number
of the license of such omnibus,.and the number of
persons the same is licensed to carry, in words at
length in the f-Alowing form, that is to say :
" Licensed to carry inside, and outside,"
together with the names of the particular stands
from and to which such omnibus plies, be painted
on a conspicuous place or places on the outside,
and also inside of such omnibus, in legible letters,
white upon a ground of black, at least two inches
in length and of proportionate breadth ; and no
driver or conductor of any such omnibus shall carry
in or by such omnibus  a greater  number of passen-
gers than the number such omnibus is licensed to
carry ; nor shall any driver or conductor permit or
suffer any  person, except the conductor, to be on
the foot-steps at the back of such omnibus ; nor ply
from or to any other stands or  places  than those
mentioned in such license ; nor shall such pro-
prietor or driver ply or run any omnibus on other
than the route or line of road specified in such
license . Provided always that the president for
the time being shall have power to change the
route, and to direct, if necessary, that such omni-
bus shall ply to or from the other stands  and places
not mentioned  in such license . When any omnibus
shall be altered or repaired, the proprietor shall
have the same immediately brought to the offices of
the said joint Board to be inspected, and any
required alteration in the number  of passengers
shall be made by endorsement on the license,
signed by the president, and countersigned by the
secretary.
Colour of omnibus for  line  of route.
31. Every proprietor of a licensed omnibus shall
have and keep the outside  lamps  and the body of
the omnibus painted of the colour prescribed for
each particular line of road or route as shown in
Schedule F hereto,  or as  may be directed by the
Board ; but no alteration in the colour of the body
of any omnibus will be enforced until it requires
painting. And upon the roof of every such
omnibus two plates of wood or metal shall be
immediately set or fixed at right  angles , each plate
not less  than twelve inches by ten inches  square,
painted and displaying the colour, mark, or emblem
approved by the Board for the line or route upon
which such omnibus plies. And such plates or
emblems  (design or sketch of sohieh is kept at Cite office
of the Board),  shall be set or fixed as to be plainly
discernible from the front,  rear , or sides by persons
standing or passing  on the streets or roads. The
front  and side glasses  of the lamps shall not be
less than five inches by four  inches square , bearing
such cistinguishing  colours, marks ,  or emblems,
and which at night; when the  lamps  are lighted,
shall be clearly visible. And no proprietor or
driver shall use or carry, or cause to be used or
carried, any lamp or  lamps  on the outside of such
omnibus except those approved as aforesaid.
Time-table.
38. The departure  and arrival  of licensed omni-
buses from and to the several  stands  and places
within the said City and Suburban United  Munici-
pality shall be regulated by a time-table approved
by the president, copies of which shall be printed
and signed by the inspector or other proper officer,
from whom every proprietor may obtain a copy on
application. The proprietor of every omnibus
shall cause such time-table to be  affixed in some
conspicuous part of the inside of his omnibus,
and shall keep the  same  or some other duly
authorised copy so affixed and undefaced during
all the time such omnibus plies for hire ; every
driver who shall start or arrive at any public
stand or place otherwise than in strict accordance
with such time-table, shall be guilty of an offence
against this part of the By-law : Provided that as
occasion may require, any such time-table may be
altered or varied under the like authority as
aforesaid. Each proprietor shall furnish an omni-
bus to perform the journeys in each turn that falls
to him in keeping a continuous rotation daily.
Transfers.
33. The president may, by endorsement upon
the license, transfer any license from its holder to
any other person deemed eligible and approved,
and may transfer a license from one vehicle to
another up n the payment of the difference (if any)
in the license fee by the applicant ; and for every
such transfer there shall be paid in addition a sum
thereto of two shillings and sixpence.
Not to ply for hire, except from stand.
34. The owner or driver of any licensed omnibus
or other vehicle shall not permit the same to stand
or ply for hire, except at or from an appointed
stand. Provided that omnibuses, except when
plying on their ordinary route, may stop as occasion
may require, so long only as may be necessary to
take up and set down passengers.
Omnibuses  to start according to precedency.
35. The first omnibus that  arrives  at any public
stand shall be the first to start therefrom for the
same destination, and the others in due rotation in
the order in which they arrive at such stand.
Time of starting  omnibuses.
36. There shall be an interval of at least five
minutes between tt,e starting of every omnibus
plying from any stand to the  same destination,
subject, however, to the time-table hereinbefore
mentioned.
Omnibus to complete  journey.
37. Every licensed omnibus that starts from one.
of its stands must complete its journey, within the
time fixed by the time-tables to the other stand,
without turning round or leaving the proper line of
road from one stand to the other.
- Passengers to be carried.
38. No driver or conductor of any licensed omni-
bus shall delay or refuse to admit and carry any
person for whom there, is room in his omnibus, and
to whom no reasonable objection can be made
under the By-law.
Drivers of licensed vehicles magi be detained for
inspection of vehicles, 4-c.
39. The driver of any licensed omnibus or other
vehicle refusing or neglecting to stop the same
upon demand by the traffic inspector or officer,
requiring to count the number of passengers, or to
ascertain the names of persons who may be offend-
ing against the By-law, or for the purpose of ex-
amining the horse or horses attached to such
vehicle which may then appear to be receiving ill-
treatment, shall for such refusal or neglect be
liable to a penalty of any  sum not  exceeding five
pounds.
Drivers  not to attract notice.
40. No driver or conductor, whilst in charge of
or conducting a licensed vehicle in any public
place, shall make any noise by shouting,  ringing
of bells, blowing of horns, or sounding any other
noisy instrument.
Space to be left  on stands.
41. At every fourth licensed omnibus or vehicle,
on every stand, there shall be left a space of at
least eight feet for passengers to pass through.
Licensed vehicles- how to be arranged.
42. Every licensed omnibus or other vehicle on
its arrival at any public stand shall be drawn to the
end of, and be the last of the rank of any licensed
vehicles that may then be there on such stand ;
and at every such public stand all licensed vehicles
shall be arranged only in single rank.
Licensed  vehicles not to loiter.
43. No driver of any licensed omnibus or other
vehicle shall suffer the same to stand or loiter in
any street, or alongside of any, other licensed
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vehicle, nor refuse to give way, if he conveniently
can, to  any other vehicle, nor obstruct the driver
of any other licensed vehicle in taking up or setting
down any person, or wilfully, wrongfully, or
forcibly prevent, or endeavour to prevent, the
driver of any other  licensed vehicle from  taking a
passenger.
Behaviour  of drivers  or conductors.
44. No licensed driver or conductor shall, whilst
driving or attending any licensed vehicle, or whilst
on any public stand, wilfully or negligently do, or
cause  any damage to the person or property of any
one, or misconduct  himself, or make use of any
obscene ,  blasphemous , threatening, abusive or
insulting langu*,go ,  sign , or gesticulation, or be in
a state of intoxication , and no driver shall cruelly
beat, ill-treat, over-drive,  abuse , or torture any
horse or horses in his charge.
Drivers  to keep  on  the  left side of the  streets.
45. Every driver of any licensed omnibus or
other vehicle whilst driving, shall keep  the same
on the left or near  side  of the road or  street, as
near the  kerb as possible, except  in case of actual
necessity , and shall permit any other vehicle to
pass  having a right so to do.
Regulation  as to walking pace.
46. No driver of any licensed vehicle shall drive
the horse or horses attached thereto from one pu' lie
street into another public street at a pace faster
than a  walk, and every driver, when turning his
vehicle in any street to proceed in another direction,
shall bring his horse or horses to a walk, and shall
hold his whip high above his head when pulling up
to signify his stoppp'ng, and for the better prevention
of accident or collis;on.
Vehicle  not to cause obstruction  in street.
47. No licensed driver shall, except when standing
on his appointed stand, permit his omnibus or
vehicle to stand in any street, road, f,r public place
within the City and Suburban United Municipality
longer  than may be necessary for taking up or
putting down  passengers , nor shall cause any
obstruction in any part thereof.
To draw up to side of street.
48. Fvery licensed driver shall draw his vehicle
to the left or near side of the street or road, and
close to the side when taking up or setting down
passengers.
Travelling pace.
49. No licensed driver shall drive the horse or
horses attached to a licensed omnibus or vehicle
through any part of the streets of the City and
Suburban United Municipality at a walkinz pace.
except as  hereinbe fore provided no - at a pace o1 her
than a trot, which shall not be less than  six miles
an hour.
Furious and negligent driving.
50. No licensed driver shall furiously or negli-
gently d ive the horse or horses attached to a
hcenseri vehicle in . r along a public at eet or road,
nor race or endeavour to pass by unnecessary fast
driving any other vehicle pa sing along the ssme
street or road ; nor drive across Queen, Wickham,
Ann, Brunswick. or Stanley streets, at their intersec-
tion with other streets, at a pace other than a walk.
Omnibus not to pass another.
51. No omnibus driver shall drive past any omni-
bus proceeding along the same street in the same
direction, if the latter be actually proceeding on its
journey at the regulated pace.
Vehicles not to carry coffins ,  dead bodies,  to.
52. No licensed driver or conductor shall carry,
or knowingly permit to be carried in any licensed
vehicle, any coffin or deceased human body, or any
person afflicted with any infectious or contagios
disease, or any person in a state of intoxication, or
violently or noisily conducting him or herself, or
otherwise misbehaving, or any common prostitute.
Licensed vehicles not to carry merchandise orgoods, 4'c.
53. No licensed driver shall carry or convey by
any licensed omnibus  whilst plying on his ordi-
nary route , nor the driver of any other vehicle
convey goods, merchandise, or things other than
passengers '  luggage  (being clean and inoffensive),
or dogs of any description, nor shall any licensed
omnibus driver drive any passenger who shall
smoke any pipe, cigarette, or other thing, or who
shall conduct himself in a disorderly or improper
manner.
'Vehicles to be  kept  in order.
54. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle
shall at all times, when plying or employed for
hire, have the same in good order, with the harness
perfect and in good condition, and the  glasses and
frames of such vehicles whole, and the leathers
attached to the frames of sufficient length, and the
inside and outside clean and in repair, and the
whole ready and sufficient for use, and horses
strong and capable to perform the trips from stand
to stand, or from place to place in due time.
Smoking on or in omnibuses  prohibited.
55. No driver or conductor of any omnibus
shall smoke whilst driving or conducting the same,
and whilst the same shall be engaged or occupied
by any passenger, nor shall any passeng'r
smoke inside, outside, or on any omnibus ; and
every omnibus proprietor shall place and keep on
the inside of his omnibus, in a conspicuous part,
a printed card with the words " Smoking prohi-
bited." Any person persisting in smoking after
his attention has been called to the breach of the
By-law by the driver or any other passenger, and
refusing to give his proper name and address, may
be removed by the driver or any police constable
from such omnibus.
Driver to be  in attendance.
56. The licensed driver of any licensed vehicle
shall be constantly attendant upon the same when
standing upon its appointed stand, or whilst plying
or engaged for hire ; nor shall the driver be at such
a distance from his horse or horses as to prevent
his having control of the same, nor shall the driver
or conductor at any time stand by or remain on the
footway or pavement of any of the streets,  lanes, or
public places next adjoining any public stand.
Vehicles to ply according  to license.
57. Every vehicle licensed  as a car,  cab, or wag-
gonette shall ply to any part of the said City and
Suburban United Municipality from its stand as
may be required by the person hiring the same,
and no proprietor shall by any lettering, printing,
or signs  on boards, placards, or otherwise, on or
attached to any such vehicle as aforesaid, indicate
thereby that such vehicle plies to any particular
stand or place.
Lamps.
58. Every licensed vehicle shall be provided
by the proprietor with a lamp on each side of the
same  outside ; and the driver, when plying within
the said City and Suburban United Municipality
between sunset and  sunrise , shall light and keep
such lamps lighted ; and the driver of every omni-
bus shall also, between the hours of sunset and
sunrise, in addition to the outside lamps, light and
keep lighted  a lamp  inside of such omnibus.
Drivers not  compelled  to carry  more passengers than
licensed for.
59. No driver of any vehicle shall carry more
passengers  than the same shall be licensed for ;
and any person who shall force himself within or
on any such vehicle after the full  number of pas-
sengers are in or  on the  same ,  shall be guilty of an
offence against this By-law, and may be removed
therefrom by the driver, or any constable or police
officer.
Muzzling horses.
60. The licensed driver of every licensed vehicle
shall place  a muzzle  upon the head of any vicious
horse used in drawing the  same  whilst on the stand,
and whilst feeding his horses shall use nose-bags
to contain the forage, and shall not remove his
horses' winkers during the time of feeding, or at
any time when attached to the vehicle.
Property let in  vehicle.
61. In every case of property being left in any
licensed vehicle by any passenger, such property
shall immediately be taken by the driver in the
state in which it was found to the office of the City
and Suburban United Municipality, and there
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deposited with the secretary  ;  and any driver who
shall fail to deliver such property as herein pro-
vided within twenty -four hours after the same shall
have been left in his  licensed vehicle, shall  be
deemed guilty of an offence against the By-law.
To be advertised by secretary.
62. Any property left in any  licensed vehicle at
any time ,  and not claimed within fourteen  days
next afterward ,  may, if of sufficient value, be
adver tised in one or more of the newspapers pub.
fished in Brisbane ,  and if not claimed within three
calendar months after such advertisement, such
property shall be disposed of by public auction,
and the proceeds ,  after paying all  expenses, and
such reward to the driver or conductor as the
president shall determine ,  shall  be given to such
public institution for charitable  purposes a  he may
direct ; and if the property be claimed by the
owner after the expiration of fourteen days, but
within the said period of three months ,  the presi-
dent shall cause the same to be delivered to him on
his paying any expenses incurred ,  and making such
satisfaction to the driver or conductor bringing the
same as the president may think  reasonable. Pro-
vided that any perishable goods may be disposed
of at any time as the president may direct.
Proprietors to have a printed copy of By-law.
63. The owner of every  licensed vehicle at the
time of obtaining the license for the same, and
every driver at the time of obtaining his license,
will have a printed copy of the By-law and
of the Schedules thereto delivered to him, and
every such owner and driver respec tively shall at
all times have such copy or some other copy ready
to produce ,  and shall, upon request, produce the
same for perusal to an person  having hired or
being a passenger in such omnibus or vehicle ; and
every driver or conductor shall  at all times, when
plying for hire, have with him his  license, and shall,
upon demand,  produce the same to any such person,
or to the traffic inspector ,  or to any justice of the
peace,  or inspector of police, or any officer of the
City  and Suburban United Municipality , requiring
to inspect the same.
Proof of license.
64. In any proceeding under this By-law against
any person alleged to be the holder of a license, andliable as such ,  the produc tion of the  license register
by the inspector or other  officer, showing that alicense was granted ,  shall be evidence of suchlicense .  Provided that the  justices may admit any
other proof satisfactory to them of any such person
holding a license as alleged in such proceeding.
Traffic c inspector may be appointed.
65. Such person as may from time to time be in
that behalf appointed by the Board shall be traffic
inspector of the City and Suburban United Muni-
cipality .  Such o cer shall,  every six months,
examine all  licensed vehicles ,  and report to the
president on the same ; and shall  at all  times see
that, as far as possible, the By-law is duly, observed ;
and such inspector is hereby authorised to orderfrom any stand ,  or from being driven ,  any horse or
horses which in his opinion shall be suffering from
sore shoulders ,  or other wounds or sores, or in a
weakly condition ,  or not properly broken into
harness, or  any licensed vehicle which,  upon ex-
amination, shall not be in a proper or cleanly state,
and in all respects fit for work in accordance with
this By-law  ;  and every owner ,  driver ,  or conductor
shall  comply with .the orders and directions so
given, and in case of refusal shall  be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
The inspector not to be obstructed.
66. No owner, driver,  or conductor of any
licensed vehicle,  or any other person,  shall obstruct
any inspector or officer of the City and Suburban
United Municipality in the execution of his said
duties.
Number of horses to be supplied.
67. No  licensed proprietor or driver shall carry
or cause to be carried  in any licensed vehicle, more
than six passengers at one and the same time, if
such vehicle is drawn by one horse only  ;  nor more
than sixteen passengers if drawn by two horses ;
nor more than twenty -seven passengers if drawn
by three horses  ;  nor more than thirty-nine pas-
sengers if drawn by four horses.
P resident may prohibit  and  direct licensed  traffic.
68. It shall be lawful for the president, when-
ever the circumstances shall appear to him to  render
it necessary for the public safety ,  to relieve any
public street ,  or  road, or parts thereof of all licensed
traffic, and prohibit the owners and drivers of alllicensed vehicles from proceedin g  along such street
or road ,  or parts thereof ,  for such time and days as
in his opinion it may be necessary to prohibit such
traffic  ;  and any proprietor or driver who shall drive
or cause to be driven any such vehicle along any
such  street,  road, or part therof, as aforesaid, after
notice has been given him of such prohibition, or
published in one or more newspapers circulating
within the  limits of the City and Suburban United
Municipality,  shall be  liable to a penalty not ex-
ceeding ten pounds ; and the president may direct
all  licensed traffic to proceed ,  during the time
aforesaid,  along such other street, road,  or parts
thereof ,  as to him may seem most expedient for the
public convenience.
Public stands.
69. The places specified in Schedule G hereto,
are respectively appointed public stands for omni-
buses, and the places specified in Schedule H for
cars,  waggonettes,  and cabs ; and no licensed
vehicle shall stand in or occupy other than its ap.
pointed place when plying for hire ; and no driver
shall  refuse or delay to remove his vehicle if the
public convenience require it,  or if it shall  be so
placed as to cause an obstruction in the public
thoroughfare.  Provided that the Board shall  and
ma v,  by resolution  from time to  time, appoint ad-
ditional stands in convenient places in the streets
and roads within their  jurisdiction, and may, with
the consent of the local authority,  alter or abolish
such stands as occasion may require, due notice of
which shall  be given in one or more newspapers
circulating in Brisbane  ;  and when so published,
such places shall  be public stands within the mean-
ing of this By-law.
Temporary license.
70. It shall and may be lawful for the president
on any occasion upon the application of a licensed
omnibus proprietor ,  to grant to him temporarylicense or permission in the form of Schedule I, or
to the  like effect, to use, ply, and stand his omnibus
in other than the ordinary line of  route,  or stand,
or place specified in his original  license, and to
alter or cancel the same, and for every such
temporary license or permission a fee or rate of
ten shilings shall be paid,  and such license shall
not apply to more than one omnibus, nor continue
in force longer than three months from the date of
issue.
President to inquire into charges preferred against
licensed proprietors and drivers.
71. If it appears to the president,  upon the
written statement of any officer of the City and
Suburban United Municipality,  or other person,
that any  licensed proprietor or driver committed,
or caused to be committed ,  any breach of these regu-
lations, the president shall inquire into the truth or
otherwise ,  of such statement ,  giving written notice
to the accused,  and of the time and place such
inquiry will be held ; and such notice,  given either
personally or by letter through the Post Office
addressed to the accused at his last known address,
shall be sufficient notice thereof  ;  and if the accused
neglect to appear,  or having ay,p  red, and after
due inquiry the president shall find that suchlicensed proprietor or driver is guilty of the breach
of the regulation of this By-law as contained in the
said statement,  he (the president)  may suspend the
license held by such proprietor or driver,  and the
Board may cancel or reinstate such  license.
Drivers or proprietors under  suspension  or cancelled not
to drive or use vehicle.
72. No driver whose  license is under suspension
or cancelled shall, during such suspension or
cance llation ,  drive any  licensed vehicle  ; "nor shall
any proprietor or owner of any omnibus or other
vehicle ,  the  license of which may be then sus-
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Mended or cancelled, use or ply, or cause to be used
or plied for hire, any such omnibus or vehicle ; any
driver, proprietor, or owner as aforesaid guilty of
any such offence shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
Licensed vehicles not to  stand in  front of theatres,
exhibitions, 4'c.
73. No driver of a licensed vehicle shall permit
the same to stand (r remain in front of or adjoining
any theatre, concert-room, circus, building, exhibi-
tion, public meeting, or other place where there
may be an assemblage of people, longer than is
necessary for the taking up and setting down of
passengers, nor shall any such driver permit his
licensed vehicle to remain standing during the
arrival or departure of persons assembling thereat
or departing therefrom, nor shall he wilfully cause
obstruction or annoyance.
Licensed  vehicles  to remove when ordered.
74. Any licensed driver refusing or delaying to
remove his licensed vehicle from any stand or
place when ordered to do so by any officer of the City
and Suburban United Municipality, police officer,
or constable, to some other part of such street or
place during the passing of any procession, when it
may be necessary for the free and uninterrupted
passage of persons and vehicles along such street,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
Regulations  as to  private  vehicles.
75. Every driver of any vehicle whilst driving
shall keep the same on the left or near side of the
road or street,  as near  the kerb as possible, except
in case of actual necessity, and shall permit any
other vehicle to pass having a right so to do.
76. No person driving any vehicle shall furiously
or negligently drive the horse or horses attached to
such vehicle in or along a public street or road, nor
race, nor endeavour to pass by unnecessarily fast
driving any other vehicle passing  along  the same
street or road, nor drive from one public street
into  another at a pace faster than a walk, nor across
any walk over crossing which may be established
by the Board, at other than a walking pace.
77. Every person driving a private vehicle while
passing in or upon any such street, road, or
thoroughfare  as aforesaid , after the expiration of
half-an-hour after sunset, shall have and keep
lighted a lamp, fixed on the outside to each side
of such vehicle, and every person found driving
any such vehicle in respect of which the require-
ments  of this clause are not complied with, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
78. The expression " vehicle" in the three last
preceding  clauses  includes any kind of vehicle
drawn by a horse or horses, or other animals not
plied, used, or kept for hire, or licensed under any
of the By-laws of the United Municipality.
Penalties.
79. For any offence against the provisions of
this By-law the offender shall be liable to the
penalty expressly imposed therein, or if no penalty
be specified, to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds. The imposition of a penalty upon any
holder of a license shall not interfere with the
liabilit of the offender to have his  license sus-
pendedor cancelled as hereinbefore provided.
Information  may be laid.
80. It shall be lawful for the traffic inspector, or
other duly appointed officer, having knowledge of
the commission of any offence against these By-
laws, or  on receiving a complaint from the owner,
driver, or conductor of any licensed vehicle, or
from any person  using  or intending to use, or
hiring or intending to hire any such licensed
vehicle, that an offence has been committed  against
any of the provisions of these By-laws, to prefer an
information against the person offending, in order
that he may be summoned to appear before the
justices ; and it shall not be necessary for such
inspector or other officer to prove that he holds
any such authority, but the defendant in such
cases  may prove that no such authority exists ; or
any person aggrieved by any breach of these By.
laws may prefer an information on his own behalf
before any justice of the peace, and cause the
offender to be summoned to appear  as aforesaid.
SCHEDULE A.
(Clause 3).
Requisition for a License to
To the Secretary of the City and Suburban United
Municipality.
1, residing in
street, in  the  City  of Brisbane , do hereby
request that  a license  may be  granted to me to
a certain  vehicle, licensed No.
Dated day of 18
Description of vehicle
We, the undersigned, recommend
as a fit and proper person to hold a  license.
Signature.
Householders.
SCHEDALE  B.
(Clause 6.)
License.
This is to certify that residing
in street, in the City  of Brisbane , is hereby
licensed to*  a certain  vehicle  licensed
No. ; and to carry  passengers inside,
and passengers  outside, from the date hereof
until the day of next, unless the
license  be revoked, or suspended ; subject to all the By-
laws, Rules ,  and Regulations  now or hereafter to be in
force relating thereto.
Given at the Office of the City and
Suburban United Municipality, this day of
18
President.
Secretary.
Description of vehicle.
Member.
'Ply for hire, drive, or conduct,  as the case may be.
SCHEDULE C.
(Clauses 10 and 20.)
License Fees or Rates.
d
r.om
V
Description. A m 42
ts.- Tsv
7 d i 7 ,dg a aim
oy op o«
£ a. d. a. d. £  8.  d. £ a. d.
Omnibuses each 8 0 0 810 0 4 0 0 2 0 0Can  .. ... each 4 0 0 3 0 02 0 0 1 0 0
Cabs ... ... each 4 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
Waggonettes each 4 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
Temporary License, 10s.
Drivers of Omnibuses, Cars, Waggonettes, and Cabs,
yearly, 5s. each.
General Driver's License, each, yearly, lOs.
Conductor's, yearly, 5s. each.
SCHEDULE D.
(Clause 21.)
I hereby notify to you that your licensed vehicle No.
has, upon inspection, been found unfit for public
use in the following particulars
[or has not been brought up for inspection], and the
license granted to you for the said vehicle is hereby
suspended.
Dated this day of 18
President.
Secretary.
SOHEDULE E.
(Clause 24.)
Omnibus Fares. S. d.
To or from Queen street and City boundary, or
any intermediate distance ,  each passenger 0 3
To or  from Eagle street  and City boundary, or
any intermediate  distance ,  each passenger 0 3
To or from other stands -and places within the
boundaries of the City and Surburban
United Municipality for every mile or part
thereof, each passenger ... ... ... ... 0 3
Children under twelve, half the above fares.
A fare in addition to the above fares may he charged
after ten p.m. or before  six a.m. All fares to be paid
on paesd i7gers entering  the ownibuses.
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7Yaymosette and  Oar Fares.
For a  car or  waggonette from or to  any of the places
hereunder  mentioned ,  or any intermediate dis-
tance :-
From or to any place  or stand in  North Brisbane to
the undermentioned  places
If more  thanIt not more two pafaeu-
than two gore, and
paQengers ,  engaged by
each one person,
each
a d. S. d.
To the City boundary, Ann,
Wickham, or Loiehhardt
streets  ... ... .... 0 6  0 4
To the Exhibition Building,
Gregory  terrace .. „
.
0 6  0 4
To the  intersection of Bruns-
wick and Harcourt streets 0 6 0 4
To any  part of Petrie terrace 0 6 0 4
To City boundary, N orth Quay 0 6 0 4
To City boundary, South
Brisbane  ... ... 0 6 0 4
To any part  of Gregory terrace  0 6  0 4
F ro m Ann  street, Valley, to the
City boundary,  New Farm
road, or dames street, or
Bowen terrace  ... ...  0 6  0 4
To any part  of Kangaroo Point,
within the City boundary 1 0  1 0
To Divisional  Board Office,
Woolloongabba .. ... 0 9  0 6
To Divisional Board Office,
Booroodabin  ... ...  0
_9  0.6
Fares for  Cass wield  be by  Thee only.
a. d.
For a cab for any time not  exceeding one quarter
of an hour, to carry two  passengers  if required
by hirer ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
For every subsequent quarter of an hour or part
thereof  during  the first hour ... . ... 1 0
For every quarter of an hour  after  the first hour 0 9
From or to other places outside the said boundary
area  and within  the limits  of the  City  and Suburban
United Municipality, the fares  shall be one shilling per
mile for  the entire use of the vehicle.
Ulf-fare in addition to  the ordinary  fare, after
ten p .m. and befo re  six  a.m. When the  vehicle is dis-
charged at a greater distance  than three  miles from the
G eneral  Post Office ,  half-fare back shall be  allowed.
The driver  shall not be  obliged to take any  luggage
exceeding  56 Itts. in weight,  and such luggage shall be
clean  an  of such description  as  may be placed inside
or Outside;  and for every additional 501bs.  in weight
the driver shall  be  entitled  to sixpence.
Scasnrzs F.
(Clause al.)
Colour and Yenta of Omnibuses.
Line of Goad or route . Colour of Omnibuses.
Flying from Eagle street
stand via Viotorta Bridge
Plying from Eagle street
stand via George street
Plying from Queen sheet
stand via Petrie 's Bight
Plying  from0ueen street
stand  via  hart street
From any  one place  to any other place named by the
hirer or  passenger, within the  boundaries of the
following area, including from or to the streets
named in the description thereof, ed.
If the hirer detain or keep a car or waggonette waiting
during the journey,  he shall pay at the rate of but
not exceeding one shilling each quarter of an hour,
or pert therof.
Boundary  A real  rued  to.
Commencing at Boundary street,  near  the Gasworks ;
thence by that street to the junction of Gregory terrace
and Wickham terrace  ;  thence by Wickham  terrace to
College road  ;  thence by that  road to Countess  street ;
thence by Countess street to Saul street  ;  by Saul street
to Skew street  ;  by Skew street to the North Quay; snd
by the Brisbane River downward to the point of com-
mencement.
Children under twelve years of age, and over th ree
years, half the above fares.  Luggage exceeding $6 lbs.
in weight may be charged for at the rate of sixpence
for each 50 lbs.
Half-fa re, in addition to the ordinary fare, after
ten p  in.  and before six s .  may be charged.
If the vehicle is emplm.oyed or detained beyond one
half-hour ,  then the following scale of fa re s shall apply,
and not as aforesaid ,  and a like scale in the case of
special hiring by time :- -
For any time not exceeding one half -hour, to
carry  one or  two passengers ... ... ...
s. d.
2 0
Every subsequent half-hour, or part thereof ... 2 0
For any  time not exceeding one half -hour ,  carry-
ing any number in excess  of the above
number of passengers  up to  the number
licensed  to carry, if  required  by the hirer ... 8 0
For  every  subsequent half -hour or part thereof 8 6
Two children under twelve  years of age  equal to one
adult .  Half-fare in addition to the above may be
charged  in all cases  between the hours  of ten  p.m. and
six a.m.
From or to other places not before  speoised ,  and out-
side the City boundary and within the boun of the
City and Suburban United Municipality ,  the fares shall
be one shilling per mile for the entire use of the vehicle,
if drawn by one horse ;  if by  two, one shilling  and six-
pence per mile.
When the vehicle  is discharged at a greater distance
than three  miles  from the General Post Office, half-
fare back shall be allowed.
Each  passenger shall be  allowed to  take 251be,  of
luggage  ;  extra  luggage for  every  601bs.  may be charged
for at the  rate of sixpence  for the entire  j ourney what-
ever the destination may be.
Blue
Yellow
Red
Gleen
Descriptive emblems or plates  as in  clause  $1, with
divisions ,  bars, or stars denoting main and branch
lines of omnibuses.
SOMME G.
Omnibus Studs  within the City ofBrisbane.
.A'0. 1  omnibus stanat.
Commencing on the south  side of  William  street f ro m
its intersection with Queen street, and  extending four
hundred feet along William street ,  occupying a space
of eight feet from the kerb or exterior  edge of the foot-
way.
Be.  2 omnibus tand.
Commencing on the north side of Gregory  terrace at
a point distant fifteen feet from its intersection with
Brunswick street,  and extending along Gregory terrace
towards Mr.  Riffs,  one hundred and  fifty feet ,  occupy-
ing a space of eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge
of the footway.
11io. 3 omnibus stand. .
Commencing on the south- east side of  Gregory
terrace at a point distant fifteen feet north-easterly
from its intersection  with Warrf street, and extending
along  Gregory  terrace north-easterly one hundred and
fifty feet ,  occupying  a  space of eight feet from the kerb
or exterior edge of the footway.
No.  4 ensuibut staid.
Commencing on the north side of Lougebaw street,
fifteen feet from Brunswick  street,  and extending along
Langshatr street out huadeed  toots, occupying k  space
of eight  feet from the kerb or exterior edge of  the foot-
way.
No, 5  omnibus stand.
Commencing  on the  western side of  $ agle street at
a point distant  fifteen feet  from its  intersection with
Queen  street,  and extending  two hundred and fifty feet
southerly  towards Slitabeth attest ,  occupying a space
not more than eight  feet  from the kerb or exterior idge
of the footway.  The entrance to the right-of-way
between Eagle and Queen streets  at this  omnibus stand
must  at all times  be kept clear  and unobstructed by
any vehicles , nor shall  any omnibus  pass through the
right -of-way referred to.
No. 6  omnibus stand .
East side of Main street,  Kangaroo  Point ,  between
Thomas and George  streets.
M. 7  omnibus staid.
On the south  aide of Main street , fifteen feet
from the  earner of the Ferry  road ,  and extending one
hundred feet  along Main  street,
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Omnibus Stands within the Booroodabin
Division.
No. 8 omnibus stand.
Commencing on the south west of James street at, a
point distant fifteen feet from its intersection with
Kent street, extending north-westerly two hundred andfifty feet owards Harcourt street, occupying a space of
eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
No. 9  omnibus  stand.
Commencing on the north side of the Bulimba road
at a point one hundred feet distant from Bulimba
Ferry Steps, and extending one hundred feet along the
Butimba road, occupying a space of eight feet from the
kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
No.  10  omnibus stand.
Commencing on the south-west side of Brooks street
at a point distant fifty feet  f ro m its  intersection with
O'Conne ll  terrace ,  Bowen Hills ,  extending along Brooks
street two hundred and fifty feet, occupying a space
of eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge of the
footway.
Omnibus Stands within the Yeerongpilly
Division.
No. 11  omnibus stand.
On the west side of the Ipswich road at its intersec-
tion wi'h Sherwood road , ,Roekv Waterholes.
No.  12  omnibus stand.
On the west side of the Ipswich  ro ad at the intersec-
tion of the Boggo and Ipswich  ro ads, Junction Hotel.
No. 13  omnibus stand.
On the east side of the Ipswich  ro ad, opposite Soden's
stables ,  Four -mile Swamp.
Omnibus Stands within the Woolloongabba
Division.
No. 14 omnibus stand.
On the  east side  of the Boggo road opposite the
Woolloongabba State School.
No. 15  omnibus stand.
At the intersection of the Brighton road with High-
gate Hill.
No.  16  omnibus stand.
On the Gladstone  road , about thirty yards on the
Brisbane side of Mr .  Deighton 's gate.
No. 17  omnibus stand.
On the Ipswich road, at the intersection of Qual-
trough street.
No.  18  omnibus stand.
On Victoria street, at the intersection of Montague
road,  Hill End.
No.  19  omnibus stand.
On the south side of Lytton road, fifteen feet from
its intersection  with G eelong street ,  and extending one
hundred feet easterly  along  the Lytton road.
No. 20 omnibus stand.
On the east side of the Cleveland and Logan roads,
at the intersection of Maynard street.
No. 21  omnibus stand.
On the east side of the Ipswich road at the intersec-
tion of O'Keefe street.
No.  22  omnibus stand.
On the south- west side  of the Logan ro ad, Mount
Pleasant Estate, opposite Toohey's gate.
Omnibus Stands within the Ithaca
Division.
No.  23  omnibus stand.
On the Waterworks road, at the intersection of
Enoggera terrace ,  Red Hill.
No. 24  omnibus stand.
On the Waterworks road, in  front of the Ashgrove
School.
No.  25  omnibus stand.
On the Samford  road, at the intersection of South
Pine  road.
No.  26  omnibus stand.
On the Kelvin Grove road at the intersection of
Goat terrace.
No.  27 omnibus  stand.
At the foot of Cook's Hill, Paddington, nearly opposite
Cook's, on the south side of the street.
No. 28 . omnibus stand.
On Elizabeth  street  at the intersection of Mary
street, Rosalie.
Omnibus Stands  in the Toombul  Division.
No 29  omn ibus stand.
On the Sandgate road, opposite Petrie's brick-yards.
No.  30  omnibus  stand.
On the Gympie road, opposite the Kedron Park
Hotel.
No. 31  omnibus stand.
On the Hamilton road, opposite the Hamilton Hotel.
Omnibus Stand in the Shire of Toowong.
No.  t2  omnibus stand.
On Church street, at the intersection of the Indooroo-
pilly road.
SCHEDULE H
(Clause 70.)
Cab, Car ,  and Waggonette Stands within
the City of  Brisbane.
Elizabeth street cab, car, and waggonette stand, 1.
Commencing on the north-west side of Elizabeth
street at a point distant fifteen feet south-westerly from
its intersection with George street, and extending south-
westerly towards William street one hundred and eighty
feet, occupying a space of eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
Roma street car, waggonette ,  and cab stand, 2.
Commencing on the south-west side of Roma street
at. a point distant fifteen feet north-westerly from its
intersection with Adelaide street and extending north-
westerly towards Ann street two hundred feet, occupy-
ing a space of eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge
of the footway.
Elizabeth and Creek streets car ,  waggonette, and
cab stands, 3.
Commencing on the south-east side of Creek street at
a point distant fifteen feet north-westerly from its inter-
section with Elizabeth  street,  and extending north-
westerly towards Queen street two hundred and forty
feet, occupying a space of eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
The entrance from Creek street to the lane at the
rear of the Post Office must at all  times be kept clear
and unobstructed by any vehicle.
Creek  street car, waggonette ,  an t cab stead, 4.
Commencing on the south-west side of Creek street at
a point distant fifteen feet north-easterly from its inter-
section with Queen street, and extending north-
westerly towards Adelaide street two hundred and forty
feet, occupying a space of eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
Alice  street car ,  waggonette ,  and cab stand, 5.
Commencing on the  south-east  side of Alice street at a
point distant fifteen feet north-easterly from its inter-
section with George street, and extending north-easterly
three hundred feet towards Albert street, occupying a
space of eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge of the
footway.
Ann street  car, waggonette ,  and ca5 stand, 6.
Commencing at the south side of Ann  street at a
point distant fifteen feet south-westerly from its inter-
section with Brunswick street ,and extending to Marshall
street, occupying a space of eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
Market  street car, waggonette ,  and cab stand, 7.
Commencing on the north -east side of Market street
at a point distant fifteen feet north-westerly from its
intersection  with  Mary street, and extending north-
westerly two hundred and fifty feet towards Charlotte
street , occupying  a space of  eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
Gregory terrace car, waggonette,  and cab stand, 8.
Commencing on the south-east side of Gregory terrace
at a point distant fiftet -n feet north-easterly from its
intersection with Anderson street, and extending along
Gregory terrace north-easterly to Costin street, occupy-
ing a space of eight feet from  the kerb or  exterior edge
of the footway.
George street car, waggonette ,  and cab stand, 9.
Commencing on the south -west side of Geo rge street
at a point distant fifteen feet south-easterly from its
intersection with Queen street ,  and extend in g south-
easterly two hundred and forty feet towards Elizabeth
street, occupying a space of eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
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Petrie 's Bight car ,  waggonette ,  and cab stand,  10.
Commencing on the east side  of Queen  street at
Petrie's Bight at a point die ant eighty -five feet in a
northerly direction from the road leading to the Munici-
pa: Wharf, at the south end of the  retaining  wall, and
extending  towards Adelaide  street one hundred feet,
occupying a space of not more than eight feet from the
kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
Melbourne street car, waggonette ,  and cab  stand, 11.
Commencing on the north -west si :e of Melbourne
street at a point  distant fifty feet from  its intersection
with Stanley street t swards Grey street sixty feet,
occupying a space of eight feet from the kerb or exterior
edge of the foots ay.
Ernest  street car, waggonette ,  and cab stand, 12.
Commencing on the no rt h-west side of Ernest street
at a point distant  fifteen feet from its intersection with
Stanley street, towards the river forty-five feet,  occupy-
ing a space of eight feet  from the  kerb or exterior edge
of the footway.
Albert street  car, waggonette ,  and cab stand,  13.
Commencing on the south-west side of Albert street
at a point distant ten feet north -westerly fro m its inter-
section with Burnett lane ,  and extending along Albert
street o within ten feet of  the intersection f Adelaide
street, o cupying a space not exceeding eight feet from
the kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
Elizabeth street car, waggonette ,  and cab stand, 14.
Commencing on the north -west side of Eliza be th
street at a point distant  fifreen feet -sout h-westerlyf om
its intersection with Edward street ,  and extending
towards Albert  street two hundred and forty feet, occu-
pying  a space not exceeding eight feet from the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
Adelaide  street car, waggo ette,  and cab stand,  15.
Commencing on the north -west side of Adelaide
street at a point distant thirty feet north -easterly f ro m
its intersection with George street ,  and extending no rt h-
easterly towards  Albert  street one hundred and eighty
feet, occupying a space of eight feet fr,m the kerb or
exterior edge of the footway.
Russell street car ,  waggonette ,  and cab stand,  16.
Commencing on the east side of Russell street fifteen
feet f ro m Stanley street, and extending one hundred feet
towards  Grey  street ,  occupying a space of eight feet from
the exterior edge of the footway.
Mary street car, waggonette ,  and cab stand, 17.
Commencing on the north -west side of Mary street
at a point distant fifteen feet south -westerly from its
intersection with Edward street ,  and extending towards
Albert street one hundred feet ,  occupying a space of
not exceeding eight feet fro m the kerb or exterior edge
of the footway.
SCHEDULi I.
(Clause 70.)
Temporary License.
7 his is to certify that .
residing in street ,  is hereby
granted a temporary license for omnibus licensed
No. to ply  tetween
and to carry passengers
inside,  and passengers outside, for
from the date hereof, subject to all the By-
laws now or hereafter to be in force relating thereto.
Given  at the Offices of the City and Subur ba n United
Municipality,  this day of
18 , President.
Secretary.
Descriptian of vehicle.
BY-LAW No. 3.
PUBLIC  CARRIERS' AND CARTERS' BY-LAW.
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is necessary and expedient  that pro-
vision should be made  for  li censing ,  regulating, and
taxing vehicles  plying,  used , or kept for hire
within the boundarit  a of the said  City and Suburban
United Municipality : It is hereby ordered by the
joint Board of the  aforesaid  City and Suburban
United Municipality, by virtue of the power and
authority in them in this behalf vested:-
Vehicles plying, used , or kept for hire, most  be licensed.
1. No person shall ply, use, or keep any cart,
dray, waggon, van, lorry, or other vehicle for th
carrisge or conveyance of any goods, merchandise,
or materials of any description
for hire, or cart, ordraw any firewood or water for sale within the
boundaries of the City and Suburban United
Municipality, without being licensed in manner
hereinafter described.
Licenses to be in Farm A.
2. Licenses shall be in the form contained in
Schedule A hereto, or to the like effect, and shall be
issued  at the offices of the City and Suburban
United Municipality, signed by the secretary, and
shall be in force from the date of such license until
the thirty-first day of December next ensuing, and
no license shall include more than one vehicle.
License fee.
3. For every such license there shall be paid to
the secretary, for the benefit of the fund of the
City and Suburban United Municipality, the
several rates set forth in the Schedule B hereto
annexed.
-Unlicensed  vehicles on scan f.
4. Every person occupying any public stand
with cart ,  waggon, van, or other vehicle as afore-
said, without being licensed, shall be guilty of
plying for hire without  a license.
Fares  for hiring.
5. The table of fares set forth in Schedule D
shall he the fares which may be demanded under
this By-law, and any owner or driver demanding
more than the sums or sum set forth shall be
guilty of an offence against this part of the By-
law ; and any person having employed any such
licensed vehicle, and refusing to pay the legal
charge  shall be deemed guilty of an offence.  Pro-
vided always that such fares shall not apply to
any vehicle hired or usually starting from the
stables or premises of the owner.
Name  and No .  of license.
6. Every  licensed owner sha ll  keep his name
and place of abode and the number of his license,
and the words " licensed dray," " licensed van,"
or " licensed cart," as the case may be, painted in
legible letters on the off right-hand side of such
vehicle ; any person not being licensed who plies
in any public street with any vehicle upon which
shall be painted the word " licensed," or the words
licensed dray," licensed van," or licensed cart,"
as the case may be, shall be deemed guilty of an
offence against this part of the By-law.
Refusal to ply for hire.
7. No owner or driver of any such licensed
vehicle on any public stand shall refuse, on the
legal fare being tende re d,  to convey goods, mer-
chandise, or articles usual13 conveyed by such
vehicles, to any place within the limits of the said
City and Suburban United Municipality.
Owners to have  copy of By-laws.
8. The owner of every licensed vehicle, at the
time of obtaining his license, shall be provided,
free of  charge , with a printed copy of this By-law,
and such copy or  some  other copy of the said
By-law shall at all times be in the possession of
such owner whilst employed or plying for hire, or
if such owner has in his service any servant then
plying with his licensed vehicle, such owner or
servant shall produce and show the said By-law to
any person seeking to hire ,  or having hired such
vehicle ,  and sha ll  also keep about him the license
of such vehicle, which shall, when demanded, be
produced to the traffic inspector.
Btands.
9. The places specified in Schedule D are
appointed public stands for vehicles licensed under
this By-law, and any person who shall station or
caused to be stationed any such licensed vehicle as
aforesaid at any other place than the places
so appointed, or upon any public stands set apart
for licensed omnibuses, cabs, or cars, shall be
deemed guilty of an offence committed against this
By-law. Provided always -that the Board may
appoint, alter or abolish, or appoint other stands as
occasion  may require, due notice of which shall be
given by advertisement in one or more newspapers
published in Bri- bane.
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Inirious and  negligent  driving.
10. Every person whilst driving any such licensed
vehicle as aforesaid along any public street or
road, shall keep the same on the ni ar or lest-hand
side, and shall not furiously or negligently drive the
horse or horses attached to said vehicle along any
such street or road ; and no owner of any licensed
vehicle shall employ or permit any person under
the age of  sixteen  years to drive the  same in any
public street or road.
Lamps.
11. The owner or driver of any  such  licensed
vehicle ,  whilst plying in any public street or road,
between sunset  and  gnnfise ,  sha ll  keep a lamp
lighted on each side of the said vehicle.
Not o loiter.
12. No driver sha ll  loiter ,  or stand with his
licensed vehicle in any public street of the said
City  and Suburban United Municipalit  ,  except  on
the stand appointed for such purpose ,  Tor a longer
period than is necessary fot loading or unloading,
nor shall he hinder or obstruct any other driver in
loading or unloading ,  or from lawfully taking or
earning his hire,
Vehicles sent for  at%  not employed.
13. Any person calling or sending for a licensed
tan, cart, or other such n hiele as aforesaid, and
through no fault of the driver not further em•
ploying the same, shall pay the sum of two
shlllings  ;  and if the driver be detained for a
period longer than one half-hour he shall be paid
at the  rate  of four shillings an hour ,  and for a
further delay beyond an hour at the rate of two
shil lings and sixpence per hour for such further
detention.
Driver responsible for goods.
14. Every driver shall be responsible for the
safe removal and delivery of goods or articles en-
trusted to him, and shall be responsible for any
loss, damage ,  or breakage ,  and the same may be
re covered under this By-law, before any two
justices in petty sessions.
Penalties .-- Lieensts  * ay be revoked or "ended.
15. For any offencelagainat  any  of the provisions
of this By-law the offender shall be liable to a
penalty  not  exceeding twenty pounds, and  in the
case of any person being convicted of  plying for
hire wit- .otit a license ,  the minimum penalty shall
not be less than twenty shillings. The  license of
the owner of  may vehicle  issued under this By-
law may be cance lled or suspended by the presi-
dent ;  aLd the delivery of a notice in writing to
such person of such canc4lation or suspension
shall  be conclusive evidence that such license has
been cancelled or susl ended as aforesaid. Pro-
vided that the Board may reinstate any such
license so cancelled or suspended  by the  president.
Drivers to be near horses.
16. No driver of any carriage ,  cart, or
vehicle whatsover shall wilfully or negligently
le ve or be at such a distance from such carriage,
cart, or vehicle ,  or in such a situation whilst it
shall be passing or standing upon any street or
road within the said City and Suburban United
Municipality ,  that he cannot have the government
and direction of the horse or horses drawing the
same ,  unless the wheel is properly fastened and
secured by chain or leather strap of sufficient
strength ,  and then for no longer than fifteen
minutes.
No.
SCHSDVbs A.
LICBNSB boult.
For Vehicles.
This is to  certify that  residing in
Street, is hereby licensed to play for hire
e certain  vehicle, licensed No. within the  City
sod Suburban  United Municipality, from the date
hereof to the  Slat day of December next, subject
nevertheless to all and every of the By-laws, Rules, and
Regulations  in force  relating thereto.
Given at the Offices of the City and Suburban United
Municipality, this day of 188 .
Secretary.
SCH3DVL$ B.
Pee for Annual License.
it issued be-1 It issued be-
tween the 1st tween the lot
Juhuary and  July  and Slat
80th June  in 1 December in
each year . .  each year.
For every van, cart, dray,
lorry, waggon, or other
such vehicle as aforesaid
For every vehicle  licensed
under this By-law, kept
or used  at the premises
of the owner
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1 0 0 010 0
2 0 0, 1 0 0
SoHanunx C.
Bates. S. d.
For every licensed vehicle for any time not
exceeding half-an-hour . ... 1 6
A+xceeding half-an-hour, but not exceeding an
hour ...  2 6
For every additional hour after the first hour,
at the  rate' of per hour ... ... ...  2 6
Outside the boundary of the City of Brisbane,
and within the limits  of the City and Subur-
ban United  Municipatity ,  per mile (in
addition to the time occupied in loading
or unloading ) ... ... 2 0
SCHRD1t a D.
A'agle street stand.
Commencing on the south -east side  of Elizabeth
street at  $  I)ofht distant fifteen feet from Creek street
and extending to 'within fifteen feet  of  Ragle street and
thence  along  the south side of Eagle street to dlreek
street ,  occupying a space of  eight feet  from the kerb or
exterior edge  of the footway.
Adelaide  street stand.
Commencing on the north west side of Adelaide
street at a point distant one hundred feet from Albert
street, extending two hundred feet towards George
street, and occupying a space of eight feet from the
kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
Charlotte  street stand.
Commencing on the north-west side of Charlotte
street at a point  distant one  hundred feet north-easterly
from Edward street, and extending two hundred feet
towards Market  street, occupying a space of eight feet
from the kerb or exterior  edge  of the footway.
Passed  by Special Order of the Joint Board of
the City  and Suburban  United Municipality, At
Brisbane ,  this  twenty-third day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and sealed
with the Common Seal of the said City and Sdbur-
ban United Municipality.
[L.s.] F. BEATTIE,
President.Wm. APJOHN,
Secretary.
Confirmed, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, under my Hand,  at Brisbane; this
thirtieth day of duly, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and e' h -five,
and in  the forty-ninth  year of  Her Majesty's
reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority  a Jas 0. Bran ,  Oovernanant Printer,  William  street, Br.sbant.
Supplement to the Queensland  Government Gazette , Friday, 7th August,  1885.-No. 22.
Qntenstanb,
ANNO QUADRAGESIMO  NONO
VICTORI}E REGINS
:*a****************************************a:* * * * * * * **** ** 
No. 1.
An Act to  Authorise the Appropriation out of the  Consolidated Revenue Fund
of Queensland of the  Sum of £250 ,000 towards the Service of the Year
ending on the last day of June, 1886.
[ASSENTED TO 4T1 AUGUST, 1885.
HEREAS we, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects,  Preamble.
yV the members of . the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, have in the present Session of Parliament
cheerfully granted to your Majesty the sum hereinafter mentioned
towards the service of the year ending on the last -day of June, One
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six : And whereas we desire
to make good out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland
the sum granted to your Majesty as aforesaid : Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the  same,  as follows :-
1. Out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queensland there Appropriation.
may be issued and applied a sum of Two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds for or towards making good the supplies granted to Her Majesty
for the service of the year ending on the last day of June, One thousand
eight hundred and eighty-six.
2. The
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Appropriation Act, No. 1.
Treasurer to pay
moneys as  directed
by warrant.
Treasurer to be
allowed credit for
sums paid in pur-
suance of warrant.
2. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the
sum above-named for the purpose aforesaid to such persons, upon
such days, and in such proportions as the Governor, by any warrant
or order in writing under his hand and directed to the said Treasurer,
shall from time to time order and direct, and the payments so made
shall be charged upon and payable out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of the Colony.
3. The Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to time
be allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him in
pursuance of such warrant or order in writing as aforesaid, and the
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall be
so paid shall bed full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such sum or sums as shall be therein
mentioned, and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
Short  title. 4. This Act may be cited as 11 The Appropriation Act of
1885-6,  No. 1."
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
ISU PPL E M E NT
TO THE
QUEENSLA ND
0
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] FiUDAY, 7TH AUGUST,  1885.  [No. 23.
General Post Office.
-Brisbane,  81st July, 1$S.
No. 7.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 1885.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed theit Names,  as ouch
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Per,ons in the country making written applications should accompany such  written  applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particu lars,  are
requested to state  where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person  may see and
search them.
T. MACDONAID-PATRRSON.
Postmaster-General.
NOTE:-The DEAD LETTER J3$A1tcH of the General Post Office is opened for  delivery, daily,  Saturday
excepted,  from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday,  fro m  a.m. to Twelve noon.
1' c, Colonial  ;  o c, official  Colonial ; o, dead letter ;  s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria  ;  a, south
Australia  ;  t, Tasmania ;  n z, New  Zealand ;  w a, Western  'Australia ,  u k, United  '  Ktn omn ;
f, foreign.
A. 29 Ah Foo J. Pine Hill c
30 Ah Gam, Charters  Towers c (2)
AASKOR  Hans  Pederson, Mackay o c 31 Ah Gang,  Roma o c (2)
Abbott H. G., Tiaro o 32 Ah Ghee, Cullin- la-ringo c
Abbott John, Brisbane c 33 Ah Gunn, Mackay c
Abbott  Wiliam,  Brisbane u k 34 Ah Kee, Milton c
Abel  James,  Townsville u k 35 Ah Bet, Mackay o c
Abercrombie Mrs. Charlotte, Red Hill s 36 Ah Lek  Tomeran Station c
Abeyaratna Albert, Brisbane f 37 Ah Lock Mrs., Cleveland c
Abram R., Gympie C 38 Ah Loy, Gympie c
Absolon J ., Mackay c 39 Ah  Lun, Brisbane m
Acton Mrs. F.,79 onnell Town c 40 Ah On, Cairns o
Acton F .  H., Herberton e 41 Ah On, Mackay c
Adaim Mrs. Sarah ,  Cabbage Tree Creek c 42 Ah Pack, Mackay c
Adair John, Bundaberg o 43 Ah Qu Tng, Palle c
Adams  -,  Bundall u k 44 Ah Sam do Co., Mackay c
Adams John, Mitchell u k 45 Ah Sam,  Charters Towers c
Adams John, Clermont c 46 Ah Sam cook), Dalby c
Adams J. H., Bundaberg c 47 Ah See, Port Douglas c
Adams  Thos., Cork  Station c 48 Ah Shung, Charleville cAdcock-, Charters Towers c 49 Ah Sing, Gympie c
Adderman W., Townsville c 50 Ah Tim, Mackay o o
Affonco Viconte Paulo, Brisbane f 51 Ah Wah _(gardener ), Mackay c  and o c (3)
Aglin C. Roma a 52 Ah We, Maytowh o c
Agnew icbard ,  Rockhampton c 53 Ah Wong, Roma c
Agnew R .  S., Roclchawpton s and n z (4) 54 Aibel ---,  Rosewood Scrub cIN Chay, Charters Towers c 55 Aimee or Amies  --c-=,  Roma c
Ah Cook , (43ook )  Maryborough o c 56 Ainsworth John,  Brisbane  at  k
Ah Cheapp,  Msytown o 0 57 Aird John Tort nsvill4o c "
Ahearn Jan eic-, Brisbane o c 58 Aitchison  re:,  Cleveland c
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Aitkin Miss C.,  Valley c
Aitken James, Rockhampton o
Aitken & Sons Messrs .  J., Pine Hill c
Aitken R .,  Marybo rough c
Aitken Ro bert, Brisbane o
Alexander and Co .  Messrs .,  Rockhampton a
Alback August, Pine Hi ll  c
Alback Fred.,  Ipswich f
Albrecht W .,  Homestead o
Alco rn -, Cooahin c
Aldridge -, Kilcummin Station c
Aldridge Mrs.,  Valley c
Alevander  -  Surat Township c
Alexander M., Fort Curtis c
Alford Edwin ,  Ann street c
Alford E., Adelaide street c
Alfred G., Gynipie c
Alhbroad -, Gympie c
Alke F., Toowoomba c
Alddridge Peter,  Brisbane c
Alldridge Peter,  Normanton t
A llen - ,  Dagwo rth Station c
Allen  (carter )  Valley  in
Allen Alfred  (carrier ),  Normanton c (2)
A llen Mrs .  B. Mitchell c
Allen Henry  =Toowoomba c
Allen John ,  Brisbane c
A llen Joseph ,  Brisbane u k
Allen  .T., Ipswich Road c
Allen J. D., Bundaberg s
Allen J. N., South Brisbane c
Allen William Mackay o (2)
Allison John ,  Capalaha c
Allison John Buhh'mba o
Allison W. R., Careens n z
Alplett Messrs .  J., Loan Road c
Altree Mrs. Annie ,  Brisbane o c
Amundsen 0. C., Gracemere c
Andersen Mrs. F .,  South Bundaberg o
Anderson  ,  Ravenswood c
Anderson  -,  Maroochie c
Anderson  --,  Bulimba c
Anderson  ,  South Brisbane c
Anderson Mrs., Rockhampton a
Anderson A., Maroochie c
Anderson A., Brisbane c
Anderson Andrew, Thornborough c
Anderson Miss Angelina ,  Charters Towers c
Anderson A. B., Mount Morgan f (3)
Anderson A. C., Rockhampton f
Anderson Berner, Tambourine s
Anderson B., Normanton c
Anderson C., Tiaro c (2)
Anderson Charles, Pialba c
Anderson Mrs. Clara ,  Bundaberg c
Anderson F. G., B ri sbane c
Anderson G., Peak Downs c (2)
Anderson Geo. W .,  Spring Hill c
Anderson Herbert, Normanton c
Anderson John ,  Toowoomba c
Anderson  John ,  Marybo ro ugh c
Anderson Joseph ,  Gympie c
Anderson John W .,  Tiaro o c
Anderson Mrs. M .  M., Bowen Hills c
Anderson  Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane c
Anderson P., Herbert River c
Anderson P. R. George street c
Anderson R., lorven c
Anderson R. M., Drayton c
Anderson Thomas ,  Ipswich c
Anderson Th., Brisbane c
Anderson W. J. Winton a and  in  (3)
Andrew H .  R., fIoward u k and s
Andrew Joseph ,  Herberton  in
Andrews A .  W., Toowoomba c
Andrews John ,  Tenthi ll  c
Andrews S .,  Toowoomba c
Andrews Thomas ,  Gympie c (2)
Angell C.  E., Blacka ll  c
Angus Mies Isa bella, Brisbane c
Annear William,  Gympie c
Ansel  -,  Brisbane c
Ansell Mrs .  Ked ron Brook c
Anse ll J ., I edron Brook c
Antini A. Thornbo rough c
Anthony  ,William, Sandgate c
Anthony Wil liam ,  Ipswich n z
Appovhamy H. D. Gregoris ,  Brisbane f
Appu Marshall Bton ,  Mackey
Aranolis Goods Condi,  Bundaberg o c
Archer F .,  Toowoomba o c
Ardern R.  C., Ipswich a (2)
Arkright John ,  Toowoomba c
Armst rong George, Normanton c
Armstrong James Pine Hi ll s
Armstrong John, N1yall Grove o
Armst rong John ,  Thornbo rough c
Armstrong J. C., Charters Towers c
Armst rong Thomas, Mackay c
Armstrong Thomas, Brisbane o c
Armstrong W., King 's Creek c
Armst rong W., Johnstone River  in
Armst rong W .  M.  Garaldton s
Arneren  Edward, Vi-tche
Arnold Miss ,  Brisban  in
A1d Mrs.  F. J.,  Ro+ma e
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165 Arnold H., Emerald c
166 Arnold J., Roma s
167 Arnold John, Brisbane o c
168 Arnoldi Messrs. T. and R .  Brisbane f, m and a (4)
169 Arthur and Co. Messrs., Clermont c
170 Arthur  -,  Alma street c
171 Arthur Jean Gympie f
172 Arthur W., 'Rockhampton c
173 Arthur Mrs. W .  Toowoomba c
174 Ash A .  J., Bunda be rg o c
175 Ashley -, Beenleigh c
176 Ashmore George, Brisbane s
177 Ashton  -,  Charters Towers c
178 Askew  -,  Gympie c
179 Aspland E. H., Bowen Downs c
180 Astley A., Herbert River c (2)
181 Atkin W., Goodnau k
182 Atkins G., Brisbane c
183 Atkinson J., Brisbane s
184 Atkinson J. G., B ri sbane a
185 Atkinson John P., Brisbane e
186 Atkinson T., Townsvi lle a
187 Atkinson W., Gyympie c
188 Attewell E. A. G., Laidley c
189 Angier  -,  Brisbane u k
190 Austin Mrs. J., Sherwood c
191 Austin Mrs., Roma c
192 Austin W., Charters Towers c (2)
193 Aut rick Antonio ,  Rockhampton o
194 Autt  -,  Brisbane u k
195 Avery William George ,  Brisbane c
196 Axford Mrs., Charters Towers c
197 Azlett and Williamson ,  Bulimba c
198 Azubert John ,  B ri sbane c
B.
BABBAGE Walter,  Brisbane u k
Badger W.  J., Betts Creek o
Bagley D., Gold Creek c
Banley W il liam ,  Ipswich c
Bakker W .  L., Townsville c
Bailey Mrs .,  Brisbane u k (2)
Bailey Mrs .,  Toowoomba u k
Bailey C.  A., Charters Towers o c
Bailey C.  H., Gympie a
Bailey M. J., Townsvi lle o
Bailey John E., Townsville u k
Bailie, Fraser ,  and Donald, Clifton c
Bain Miss J .,  Highgate Hi ll  o
Baines John ,  Ravenswood c
Baines Miss M. C., Ravenswood c
Baines T .  P., Brisbane  in
Baird Samuel ,  Ferndale c
Baisley Walter ,  Brisbane u k
Baker  -,  Brisbane u k
Baker Mrs., Rockhampton c
Baker Emanuel ,  Bundaberg c
Baker F., Spring Hill c
Baker Henry, Roma street c
Baker Fred .,  New Farm Road e
Baker Henry ,  Blackall  in
Baker James  Valle goo
Baker Miss Jessie, Townsville c
Baker J. T., Morven a
Baker W. Ipswich c
Baker W .,
 Roma street c
Baker Wi ll iam, Brisbane e
Baker Wi ll iam, Rockhampton o c
Balchin H. Mackey u k (2)
Balcombe James ,  Normanton c
Baldstone John, Geraldton c
Baldwin A .,  Homestead c
Baldwin Frede ri ck ,  Townsville u k
Baldwin H. B., Mitchell c
Baldwin L., Brisbane s
Ball, Incher ,  and Co. ,  Brisbane a
Ball Charles ,  Cooktown s
Ball Mrs .  E., Ipswich c
Ba ll  Luke, Brisbane River c
Ballanteen Frank, Brisbane c
Ballantine J., Normanby cBallantyne John, Spring Hi ll c
Balley P .,  Pentland c
Bam be ry Mrs .  M., Warwick c
Banks J., Cooktown c
Banks Sarah ,  Rockhampton u k
Banks W., Southrt  in
Bannon James ,  Mpoackay o c
Baptu David ,  South Brisbane o c (2)
Bar ber A .  C., Wambali lla c
Bar ber W. G., Nerang o c
Barhom W., Aramac c
Barker -, Macka c
Barker Mrs., Farm Road c
Barker George ,  Clermont c
Barker Joseph Charters Towers c
Barker Capt .  9., Brisbane c
Barker Thomas ,  Mitchell Downs u k
Barker W., Durundur c
Barlow and Stone Messrs .,  Brisbane c
Barncott Alfred,  Brisbane u k
Barnes -, Townsvi lle c
Barnes Mrs.  H., Warwick-s
Barnes H., Rockhampton c
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69 Barnes Henry J., Nonnauby'f
70 Barnes John ,  Townsville u k
71 Barnett A., Brisbane s
72 Barnette Anton ,  Mitchell c
73 Barnett George, Dumbleton u k
74 Baron Mrs. H .,  Paddington c
75 Barrett H. S,, Brisbane c
76 Barrett Patrick ,  Ann street u k
77 Barron John ,  Brisbane c
78 Barron Patrick, Brisbane Valley c
79 Bar ro n T. Nerang c
80 Barry J., TTambo c
81 Barry Miss Jane ,  Brisbane c
32 Barry John ,  Tambo c88 Barry J.  W., Brisbane m
84 Barry Mrs .  R. A., South Brisbane c
85 Barry Smith ,  Winton c
86 Ba rr y Thomas ,  Charleville c
87 Bartlett  -,  Gayndah road c
88 Bartlett John ,  Ann street c
89 Bartley J., Boggo c
90 Bartley Ro bert,  Bourke c
91 Barton -, Tambo c
92 Barton Edward C.,  Brisbane o
93 Barton G. C., Brisbane c
94 Barton Harry, Brisbane c
95 Barton M., G mpie c
96 Barton Mrs. P .  H., Tambo o
97 Barton T., Emerald c
98 Barton Thomas, West End o
99 Bartter G., Brisbane u k
100 Barry James, Mitchell c
101 Baseley Mrs., Brisbane u k
102 Basshaw E., Sp ri ng Hill u k
103 Bassingthwaight Geo. E .,  Rosevale o c
104 Batch ,  Oldbury and Co., Brisbane s
105 Bates Mrs. F .,  Brisbane u k
106 Bates William ,  Dalby o c
107 Batley ,  James W. Townsville u k
108 Baner A., South Brisbane c
109 Baner C. H., 11[ackay o c
110 Bowden F. Marybo rough c
111 Baxter T. =Brisbane u k
112 Bayliss irs .,  South Brisbane c
113 Baynes George, Runnymede c
114 Baynon  -,  Brisbane c
115 Beakey P., Killarney c (4)
116 Bean Alfred Brisbane c
117  Beank  betty Creek c
118 Beard H. townsville u k
119 Beary John ,  Brisbane u k
120 Beater John ,  Bundaberg s
121 Beaton Mrs. Charles ,  Elmina Station s
122 Beattie -, Kangaroo Point c
123 Beattie Miss Monte, Brisbane c
124 Beattie Ro bert, Townsville o c
125 Beatty James ,  Ipswich c
126 Beaufurt  -,  Brisbane o c
127 Beansang Thomas ,  Ipswich c
128 Beck J .,  Charleville s
129 Beck Karl, Roma o
130 Becke John William, Mount Morris o
131 Beech Miss M .,  Ipswich c
132 Beesley  -,  Valley c
1.33 Beesley A. M., Brisbane o
134 Beesley Walter ,  Brisbane c
135 Beesley W. H., Brisbane c
136 Begley D., Gold Creek c
137 Behan M., South Brisbane c
138 Behrenbeck Randolph ,  South Brisbane s
139 Beier Wi ll iam ,  Maryborough c
140 Belcher Mrs., Cha rt ers Towers u k
141 Bell -t Normanton c
142 Bell David ,  Rockhampton c (3)
143 Bell F., Cooktown c
144 Bell George Bowen Hills c
145 Bell Henry  'L Leybu rn  c
146 Bell James ,  Warwick c
147 Bell James ,  Pine Hill c
148 Bell John ,  Petrie terrace c
149 Bell John ,  Ipswich c
150 Be ll  John Thomas ,  Brisbane o c
151 Bell Joseph ,  Brisbane f
152 Bell Joseph ,  Breakfast Creek c
153 Be ll J .  W., Townsvi lle c
154 Bell Mrs. M .,  Ravenswood  in
1.55 Bell R., New Farm c
156 Bell Thomas, Aramac c
157 Be ll Thomas ,  A llenstown c
1.58 Be llamy James, Toowoomba c
159 Bellamy J. A., Springsu reo
160 Bellemy Wil li am, Toowoomba c
161 Belman  -,  Brisbane c
162 Belotti And re a Gympie f (2)
163 Beltzer John, 'loowoomba c
164 Bemgan Pierce, Brisbane u k
165 Ben Tom .  Tinana c
166 Benge C., Breakfast  Creek c
167 Benjamin H., Johnstone River c
168 Bennett Edward ,  Pentland c
169 Bennett Harry, Brisbane u k
170 Bennett H., South Brisbane o
171 Bennett H. E., Betts Creek c
172 Bennett H. F., Aramac c
173 Bennett John ,  Tkree -mile Creek c
1T4 Bennett J., Ipswich c
175 Bennett J. L., Mitche ll  o c
176 Bennett M. Cardwell c '  H
177 Bennett Robert, Gympie;c
178 Bennett Samuel ,  Rockhampton o a
179 Bennett  Spero, Maryborough a
180 Bennett W. H., Cooktown s (2)
181 Benson  - (carrier ),  Thargomindah s
182 Benson Charles, South Brisbane c
183 Bentley Mrs. E .,  Hughenden c (2)
184 Bentley W. H., Gvmpie o
185 Bently George, Burketown u k
186 Bents John, Sandy Creek c
187 Benwell Mrs. F .,  Townsville c (2)
188 Benwe ll  Mrs. W .,  Cairns c
189 Benz W., Clermont Branch c
190 Beor F. J., Clermont c (2)
191 Beregoin  -,  Ipswich road c
192 Berg George ,  Bunda be rg  c
193 Bergin Michael, Mount Morgan o
194 Berncastle Oscar, Cooktown s and  c" (b)
195 Berningham S. or T .,  Gympie c
196 Beresford John ,  Maryvale Station c
197 Berry Miss, South Brisbane c
198  Berry John, Bollon c
199 Berthelsen C., Mackay f
200 Berthelsen Jorgen ,  Maryborough f
201 Berthelsen Thomas ,  Brisbane c
202 Besley  -,  Brisbane c
203 Best Mrs .,  South Brisbane c
204 Best J .,  Rosewood c
205 Best John ,  Allora u k
206 Bettal Richard ,  Brisbane u k
207 Bevan Miss, Sandgate c
208 Bevan Edward, Charters Towers c
209 Bibbs B.,  Gympie s
210 Bick Mrs .  John ,  Bri sbane u k
211 Biddell --- (junior ),  Gold Creek c
212 Biddies L. H., Bur ru m c
213 Bieth Miss J .  J., Fernvale c
214 Bigalla Charles ,  Brisbane c
215 Biggs H., Brisbane c
216 Bi ham Samuel ,  Ipswich u k
217 Bi ll ing T. H., Kyabra Station a
218 Bilton W. Charters Towers c
219 Bingham  ]Miss Annie ,  Nerang Creek c (2)
220 Bingham B. Y., Cork  in
221 Bingham George, Brisbane o
222 Binks A. E. Charters Towers m
223 Bird Cecil Gl, Mitche ll  s (3)
224 Bird Thomas, Southpo rt  a
225 Birkett John, Pine Hill o
226 Birmingham S. J. Peak Vale c
227 Birthald Charles ,  [ ower Burdekin c (2)
228 Bishop  -,  Kangaroo Point c
229 Bishop  -,  Margaret street c
230 Bishop  -,  Red Hill c
231 Bishop  -,  A rt hur street c
232 Bishop A., Warwick c
233 Bishop J., Gympie c
234 Bishop J., Brisbane c
235 Bishop M., Warwick c
236 Bjorkholm J. G., Rockhampton f
237 B 'armstad G .,  Va ll ey c
238 Black James ,  Gyymmppie c
239 Black Joseph ,  Brisbane c
241
242
240 Black  J. D., One-Mile c
Black J. Y., B risbane c
Black Norman ,  Brisbane s
Black W .,  Brisbane o
Blackburn A. E. W., Gympie c
Blakburn Mrs. K .,  One-Mile c
Blackburn W., One-Mile c
Blackley Wi ll iam ,  Townsvi lle u k
Black Sam, Charters Towers c
Blackalock B., Brisbane u k
Blair -, Westwood c
Blair Alexander ,  Wood End c
Blair Mrs. Emily, Bundaberg
Blair John Bundaberg c
Blair W .,  flair Athol c
Blake Mrs. C.,  Ipswich c
Blake E .,  South Brisbane c
Blake Henry Red Hill c
Blake John, hunda berg u k
Blake John Vernon ,  Bunda berg u k (2)
Blake Mrs.  Sydney G., Brisbane c
Blake Mrs. S .  P.. Fort Douglas cBlanche Miss Victo ria,  Brisbane c
Blascdale - ,  Maroochie cl
Bliendt Ch .,  Bunda berg  in
Blindt Frede rick ,  Toowoomba  it
Blinkse ll H., Gilmore station c
Blint Christopher, Bunda berg o c
Blintt Mrs. A. Mackay c
Bliss Charleaj 3risbane a
Blissett W .,  Brisbane c
Bloss G . (farmer ),  Laidley cBlow Mrs. G.  Laidley c
Blows S. A. 1., Cooktown o
Bluett George ,  Charters Towers
Blundell Mrs .  Mary ,  Maryborough c
Blundell W .  P., Cooper 's Plains a
Blunden J. E., Cawarrall c (2)
Board D. W., Charlevi lle c
Boardman Miss Emily ,  Brisbane c
Bodely Thomas, Walloon o c
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281 Boderham Miss Alice, Mackay c 387 Bremer Miss, Allenstown s
282 Bodkin P. F. Nanango c 388 Bremer Charles, Spring Hill o c
283 Bolkmer Frederick, Ravenswood f 389 Briarley A., Coorabelle in
284 Bogan  James, Merivale Station c 390 Brice K. Mrs., Rockhampton s
285 Bohan James, Mackay c 391 Bridge Vizer, Brisbane u k
286 Bohan J., One mile c 392 Bridge W. H , Charters Towers o c
287 Bohan Miss  Maria , Levburn n z (2) 393 Bridger Alfred, Beenleigh u k
288 Boissery  Anatole, Brisbane f 394 Brier -, Brisbane c
289 Boland M., Warwick c 395 Briere J., Monkland c
290 Boland Thomas, Dulacca o 396 Brierer Cornelius, Maryborough o c
291 Bolger J., Kyabra e 397 Briggs Harry (of Leeds), Brisbane u k
292 Bolger M., Bundaberg c 398 Briggs, J. H. (of Leeds), Brisbane u k
293 Bolger V., Charters Towers o 399 Bright Mrs. Elizabeth A., Charleviille c
294 Bollen W., Surat c 400 Bright W. A., Maroochie u k
295 Bollmaun F., South Brisbane c 401 Brigham David, Brisbane c
296 Bolt W. H. Neardie u k 402 Brinnin Joseph H., Fort Constantine o
297 Bond Alfred, Nininam Vale o 403 Brisbane James, Grandehester c
298 Bond H., Eight-Mile plains c 404 Brisbane James, Toowoomba c
299 Bond John South Brisbane o c 405 Briscoe Miss L., Rockhampton c
300 Bonde G., 3iishane c 406 Bristowe Mrs. M. A., Mount Brittain c
301 Bone E., Ravenswood c 407 Britton Mrs. E., Rockhampton u k
302 Bonner G., Ipswich road 408 Britton W. T., South Brisbane u k
303 Bonney  Miss  J. Kelvin Grove c 409 Broad J., Gympie c
304 Boolle  Robert, Toowoomba c 410 Broad W., Gympie c
305 Boon John Brisbane n k 411 Broadley -, Torren's Creek c
306 Boo  Sing , ± oansville s 412 Broberg Gustav, Brisbane o c
307 Booth Mrs., Bundaberg c 413 Brockey James, Daintree  Sawmill c
308 Booth Mrs., Lion Creek c 414 Brodie Miss Theresa,  Brisbane
309 Booth D. F., Brisbane o c 415 Brody Miss Al., South  Brisbane s
310 Booth H., Bundaberg c (2) 416 Brohman -, Lutwyche c
311 Booth W., Clermont c 417 Bromley A. R., Mclvor c
312 Bargwadt Carl, Mackay c 418 Brook Edwin, Nebo c
313 Burgwartz Mrs., Mackay c 419 Brooke John, Cardwell c
314• Bossen James, Maryborough o c 420 Brookhouse and Harley, Mount Morgan c (2)
315 Bossley Charles W., Rockhampton s 421 Brookhouse -, Mount Morgan c (2)
316 Boston -, Howard c 422 Brooks Miss Annie, Bulimba c (2)
317 Bottrell Mrs. P., Mackay c (2) 423 Brooks Charles, Edward street c
318 Bouke  Benjamin , Ipswich c 424 Brooks John, Isisford u k
319 Boulter Charles, Charters Towers u k 425 Brooks John, Mitchell, s$20Bourke Miss Ann, I )awich o c 426 Brooks S. B. F., South Brisbane c
321 Bourke Dan, Pipe Ill n k 427 Broom Doctor, Nerang c
322 Bourke Edward, Charters Towers c 428 Broomhead G. T., Charters Towers u k
323 Bounce James, 'One-Mile c 429 Brosnan Michael, Farm Creek o
324 Bourke John, Gympie c 430 Brough John, Bald Hills c
325 Bourke Thomas, Charters towers c 431 I3roughman E., Milton c
326 Bourke W., Sandy Creek c 432 Bronn -, South Brisbane c
327 Bourne Miss, Brisbane u k 433 Brown (tailor), Gympie c
328 Bousfield R. T., Brisbane s 434 Brown & Blank  essrs., Ipswich c
329 Bowerie  Mrs., Herberton c 435 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton c
330 Bowden Ambrose, Brisbane c 2) 436 Brown Mrs., Boiggo road c
331 Bowen Mrs., Rockhampton c (2) 437 Brown Mrs., Brisbane c
332 Bowen Robert, Valley c 438 Brown Mrs., Gympie c
333 Bowen  Thomas, Gym lie c (2) 439 Brown  Miss, Brisbane c
334 Bowen  T., Johnstone River c 440 Brown Miss, Gympie c
335 Bowen  T. E., Mitchell Downs o 441 Brown  Miss  Brisbane u k
336 Bower Miss , Cooktown u k 442 Brown A., *ockhampton c
337 Bower F. J. C., Warra s 443 Brown Mrs. Alex., New Farm c
338 Bower  H., Spring Hill c 444 Brown Miss A., South Brisbane c
339 Bower  M., Pine Hill c 445 Brown Annie, Red Hill o c
340 Bowles J., Charleville c 446 Brown Arthur, Woodhouse  Station  in
341 Bowman A. D., Mitchell o, c, and c (3) 447 Brown A. W., Brisbane o c
342 Bowering F., Normanton a 448 Brown Charles, Rockhampton n z
343 Bowzer Thomas, Brisbane c 449 Brown and Co.,  Messrs.  D., Brisbane
344 Box H. J., Brisbane P 450 Brown Daniel, Brisbane c
345 Boyce William, Brisbane o c 451 Brown Dr. D., Brisbane c
346 Boyd Mrs., Charters Towers c 452 Brown Mrs. E., Gympie c
347 Boyd John, Charters Towers c. 453 Brown Miss Elizabeth, Currigee o c
348 Boyd St. Clare, Kilburn  Al.,  Beaufort c 454 Brown Ellen Roma o
349 Boyd Wm. Henry, Brisbane c 455 Brown Mrs. lmma, Brisbane c
350 Boydell T. F., Cooktown c 456 Brown Frank, Southcolt s
351 Boyle Mrs. Annabella, Charters Towers o c 457 Brown Frank, Leybiirn s
352 Boyle M., Normanton c (2) 458 Brown George, Brisbane u k
353 Boyle T., Rockhampton c 459 Brown George,  Brisbane c
354 Boyns G., Gympie c (2) 460 Brown Mrs. G., Gracemere c
355 Brabazon Robert, Charters Towers c 461 Brown G. L., Roma c
356 Bradford -,  Breakfast Creek c 462 Brown H., Mackay c (2)
357 Bradford Henry C., Townsville o 463 Brown J., Charters Towers c
358 Bradley George, Charters Towers c (2) 464 Brown J., G mpie c
359 Bradley Thomas, Charters Towers u k 465 Brown J., Mackay c
360 Bradley William, Brisbane u k (7) 466 Brown J. (butcher), Gympie s
361 Brady Frank, Bundabeig u k 467 Brown James, Brisbane c362 Brady Mrs. Mary, South  Brisbane c 468 Brown James, Alice Downs c
363 Brady Matt., St. George s 469 Brown James, Brisbane c
364 Brady Thomas Brisbane u k 470 Brown James, Bowen o
365 Bragg W.,'Valley c 471 Brown  James,  Townsville c
366 Bram T., Clermont c 472 Brown John, South Brisbane u k
367 Brandt W., Barolin c 473 Brown John, South Brisbane u k
368 Brant August, Brisbane f 474 Brown John, Main Range c
369 Brawe  Mrs. E., Mackay c (4) 475 Brown Joseph, Gympie c
370 Bray Mrs., Brisbane c 476 Brown Joseph,  Brisbane c
371 Breen Dan., Ipswich c 477 Brown J. A., South Brisbane o c
372 Breen  David, Brisbane f and a (2) 478 Brown J. Bailey, Brisbane f
373 Breen James , Mackay c and a (3) 479 Brown J. J., Brisbane c
374 Bremner J. G., Brisbane s 480 Brown  Miss  K. S., Valley c
375 Bren Mrs. T., Clermont c 481 Brown Lizzie, Toowoomba o
376 Breese  Mrs. (care of Vowles), Ipswich o 482 Brown Mrs. Mary, Mitchell c
377 Brennan  Alex., Brisbane u k 483 Brown Maurice, Rockhampton u k
378 Brennan J., Maryborough c (2) 484 Brown Maurice, Valley o c
379 Brennan  John Brisbane c 485 Brown Miss M. A., Brisbane m
380 Brennan  R. R., Cooktown o 486 Brown P., Sandy Creek c
381 Brennan  T., Gympie c 487 Brown R., Maryborough c (2)
382 Brennen  Fred., Roma c 488 Brown Robert, Warwick o c
383 Brereton -Mrs. C. B., Maryborough c 4R9 Brown Robert, Toowoomba c
484 Brett  Henry, Goodna u k 490 Brown Robert, Woolloongabba u k
SSd Bretige Samue B eakfast Creek cl rr 491 Brown S., 190-Mile e
3
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lbtz Kesr), )S1U Ii0110 492 Brown Thomas, Clermont u k
Brown Thomas, Alice Downs c
Brown William ,  Gatton c
B rown W .,  Leichhardt  street c
Brown William ,  Brisbane u k
Brown Wi lliam ,  Gympie c
Brown W .  J. McDonald ,  Warwick c
Browne Albert ,  Townsville t
B rowne  E ., S. and W .  Railway c
Browne Harriet ,  Brisbane o
Browne Leonard, Valley c
Browne Samuel ,  Charters Towers c
Browne S .  N., Gym ie o
Browning J. A., Walkerston c
Browning N., Brisbane c
Brownlee G., Capalaba c
Brownlow A. Mitchell s
Bruce Peter , 'Dalby o
Bruhn John ,  Taroom c
Brunet G., Rockhampton c
Brunnock John ,  Toowooipba c
Brunton Sydney ,  Rochdale c
Bruun John Ch., Burrum f
Bryan Matthew ,  Townsville o c
Bryant  -,  Brisbane e
Bryant  -  Mrs. A .,  Brisbane c
Bryant George ,  Brisbane c
Bryce Mrs .  Kate, Pine Hi ll  o
Brydon J .,  Brisbane m
Bryson Mrs .  A., Brisbane s and c (2)
Bucce J .,  Gympie o
Buchan W .,  Brisbane c
Buchanan  -,  Stanley street c
Buchanan  -,  Petrie terrace c
Buchanan N., Cooktown a
Buchanan Nathaniel ,  Clermont c
Buchter Edward, Cooktown c (2)
Buckingham Mrs. E .,  Mitche ll  m
Buckingham John ,  South Brisbane n k
Buckingham Wm., Brisbane s
Buckby Miss ,  Spring Hill  C
Buckbey Alfred Charters Towers c
Buckholz Mrs. 1?L,  Pine Hill u k
Buckley Mars, Charlevalle  C
Buckley Peter ,  Laidley c
Budd Albert ,  Brisbane o o
Buderus George ,  Herberton o c and c (2)
Budge William ,  Chinchilla o c
Buhib -, Maryvale o
Bull Mrs. J., Gympie c
Bu llen George ,  Mackay c
Bullen W .  H., Mackay c
Bunning Albrecht ,  Wa lloon o c
Bunt Richard ,  Howard o c
Burgess Mrs. W .  H., Brisbane o
Burk Mrs. J., Kangaroo Point c
Burke and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c
Burke Mrs .  Brisbane a
Burke C.,  Rockhampton c
Burke James Normanton a
Burke Mrs .  john ,  Clermont c
Burke J .,  Maroochie c (2)
Burke J .  H., Clermont s
Burke James  Henry, Geraldtown c
Burke Miss Mary  Rockhampton o
Burke Michael, Wombalala o
Burke Michael, Mitchell u k
Burking Mrs.  M. E., Coochin e
Burley Wm .  James, Charters Towers a (2)
Burnett George A., Townsvi lle c
Burnett Robert J., Brisbane u k
Burnip C.,  Roma c (3)
Burnley Valentine ,  Brisbane m
Burns Charles , Drayton c
Burns Mrs. E llen ,  Ipswich  (2)
Burns George ,  Brisbane o c
Bu rns W .,  Killa rney c
Burns W .,  Howard c
Bu rn side Thomas C., Brisbane u k (2)
Burow Henry ,  Blackall c
Burrows  Wm. J. P.,  Rockham ton o c
Burt W. J., Rockhampton s (2)
Bu rt on Mrs .,  Ipswich o (2)
Burton J .,  Mount Morris o
Burton R .  C. Brisbane f
Burton Mrs .  Phomas, Brisbane u k
Burton Wi ll iam J., Brisbane c
Bushing  -,  Valley  C
Busse Miss Emma, Brisbane a
Busteed A .,  Aramac s (2)
Bustisre F., Brisbane m (2)
Butler  ,  Brisbane c
Butler James ,  Westwood o
Butler James ,  Brisbane u k
Butler J .,  Brisbane c
Butler W .,  Brisbane c
Butters W., Brisbane a
Butterworth Geo., Brisbane s
Buttler Miss L. T., Hughenden a
Button F .,  Roma c
Ayer Mrs .,  Mac_nade c
Byok G.  G., Brisbane c
Byram H .,  Kangaroo Point c
By rn e Mrs .  A., Herbert street c
Byrne Mrs .  A., Ann street c
Byrne C.  S., Currawillin a c
By rn e Captain L., Maryborough o
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599 Byrne Thomas Charters Towers c
600 Byrne W. J., Warwick o c
601 Byrnes Mrs. Annie, Red Hill c
602  Byrnes John, Barcaldine c
603 Byrnes Terence, Mitchell Downs c
604 Byrns John, Homestead e
605 Byron Mrs. Catherine, South  Brisbane o a
C.
CADDEN -, Petrie terrace c
Cadden - (saddler), George  street c
Cafferty Edward and Co., Ravenswood o
Cahill Sohn, Cooktown c
Cahill Mrs. W., Townsville u k
Cairns A., Charters Towers a
Cairns Mrs. Annie, Logan road c (2)
Cairns C., Mackay e
Cairns William, Emu Park c
Caitcheon Captain Robert , Rockhampton n a
Calaghan John, Tambo c
Caldwell D.,  Brisbane c
Caldwell J. Townsville a
Caldwell Vim. G., Brisbane u k (2)
Coley W. J., Townsville o e
Callaghan J., Sandgate c
Callaghan -,  Brisbane a
Callaghan John,  Brisbane c
Callaghan Thomas, Chinchilla c
Callaghan William,  Bald Hills o a
Callanan Miss Annie,  Kangaroo point c
Callender Geo. Cairns, Brisbane u k
Callum Robert, Rockhampton o
Calver Thomas, Brisbane u k
Calvert G. R., Brisbane o
Camb - (chemist ),  Brisbane a
Cameron -, Rockhampton e
Cameron -, Gympie e
Cameron -, Brisbane e
Cameron A. D., Normanton c
Cameron D., Brisbane c
Cameron Hugh, Langttoon eCameron Hugh and Aan, Spring i1ill oe
Cameron James ,  Surbiton e (2)
Cameron James, Indooroopilly o
Cameron John, Charleville c
Cameron J., Surat c
Cameron J. S., Rodney Downs e
Cameron Mrs.  Ma ri a,  Brisbane e
Cameron Robert, Walkerston u k
Cameron Sarah ,  Homestead o
Camey Mrs. Margaret,  Wombalala e
Camfield Walter, Dalby o
Cammort George, Charters Towers s
Campbell -, Maryborough e
Campbell A., Maryborough a
Campbell Mrs. E. J., Bowen Bridge o e
Campbell E.  P., Brisbane  is
Campbell G., Bloomfield Riverjq
Campbell Mrs. Geo., South'Brtabai e a
Campbell  Hugh,  Maryborougn
Campbell James, Clermont c (8
Campbell Miss Jessie, Capalabs e
Campbe ll John, Townsville a
Campbe ll J:, Palmer c
Campbell  Miss  Lily,  Brisbane u k
Camppell M., Southwood a
Campbell N ., Brisbane c
Campbell R. H., Brisbane n z
Campbell Revd.  H. J., Brisbane e
Campbell Mrs. Sarah, Gympie'o
Campbell Thomas ,  Brisbane n
Campbell  Thomas, Brisbane a (2)
Campbell W., Cairns c
Campbell Wm. Hugh,  Hughenden o
Campbell W. J., Cairns a
Canham Miss F. A., Bowen u k
Cann August, Townsville c
Cann George Charters Towers c (2)
Cann Mark, ?Brisbane o e
Canning John Mackay u k (2)
Cannon Miss Mary, Brisbane o
Cant Robert, Townsville c
Capes  Messrs .  M. and J ., Logan Village  C
Carden W. P., Gatton c
Carey J., Wombilala c (2)
Carless -, Ravenswood c
Carline G. S., Careens c
Carlson Jacob, Townsville c
Carlson C. J., Brisbane c
Carlson John, Laidleyy c (2)
Carlson Miss ,  Bundaberg s
Carlton Miss Emily,  Maryborough o
Carmichael John, Mitchell c (2
Carmichael Robert, Kangaroo Faipt c
Carmody Mrs. Cath., Brisbane o c
Carney James, Betts Creek c
Carney Mrs. Margaret, Womblltla e
Carne Patrick, Gympie o
Carpenter J., Cooktown u k
Carr Pat. Rockhampton o c
Carr Thomas, Hughenden o
Carr T. (saddler), Bowen c
Carrey John, Mitchell c
Carrington W., Beaufort a
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Carrol D., The Dee c
Carrol Francis, Toowoomba c
Carroline Mrs., Pine Hill c
Carroll John, Drayton c
Carroll John, Toowoomba c
Carroll J. S., Charters Towers c
Carroll Michael, Mackay c
Carroll W. H., Dulacca c
Carson Mrs., Townsville c
Carson J. R., Townsville c
Carstens Mrs., Rosewood c
Carstens  Fritz, Dalby f
Carstens  F. D. A., Dalby c
Carter John, Charters Towers s
Carter Miss  Price,  B ri sbane s
Cartridge Miss Eliza ,  Brisbane c
Carver  Miss  B., Toowoomba s
Casey -, Normanton c
Casey Mrs. L., Paddington c
Casey Miss  Maggie, Milton f
Cash Sarah Ann, North Pine River c
Cashan  W. D., South Pine road c
Cashan Miss Maggie ,  Rockhampton o
Caesar Rev . J., Westwood c (2)
Cassells  A., Mackay c
Cassels  W., Blackall s
Caerey Mrs. G., Brisbane s
Cassidy James ,  Brisbane o c (2)
Cassidy James , Rockhampton o c
Cassidy J. E., Brisbane o
Cassin Simon , Mackay o
Casson Joseph, Cairns u k
Castles J., Roma c
Caston -, Normanton c
Cattermole Miss Eliza H., Brisbane c
Causland T. M. St .  George s
Cave Richard Et , Brisbane u k
Cavener Mrs. Martha, Dalby c
Cayzer Mrs. Ellen, Boggo o c
Cearn Arthur, Brisbane s (2)
Chambers H., Wild Horse Creek c
Chambers John, Monkland o
Champion Mrs, Beaconsfield c
Champion W. 'Townsville c
Chan Chong, Rockhampton c
Chandler Michael, Bowen c
Chan Goon, Mackay o c
Chant Thomas West End u k
Chanter John, Mackay o
Chapman Miss E., Charters Towers c
Chapman George, Gympie c
Chapman Harry, Brisbane c
Chapman Lieut. H., Brisbane c
Chapman Richard B ri sbane s
Chapple Thomas J., Gympie c
Charker W.  H., Sandgate c
Charles J., Rockhampton c
Charles J. G., South Brisbane u k
Charlton S. J. W., Brisbane u k
Cheeny -, Bundaberg c
Chelan Edmund, Flat Top c
Chen Gow (gardener), Maryborough o c
Chephen A. W., Ravenswood s
Cherry J.. Boondooma s
Cheshire Mrs. Ellen, Townsville c
Chesterfield Fred., Cabbage Tree Creek o c
Chesterman Mrs., Ravenswood c
Chesterton Kate Cooktown u k
Chillin Charles, koosa c
Chin Yee, Albert street o c
Ching Hing Her berton c
Ching Lee, 'Johnstone River c
Chin How Lin Roma s
Chippendale  W.  T., Gympie c
Chivers Joseph, Redbank c
Chong Long and Co., Rockhampton s (2)
Chree John, Brisbane c
Christensen -, South Brisbane c
Christensen Mrs., Mackay c
Christensen Christen, Fernvale o c
Christensen C., Bingera f
Christensen Peter, Kilcummin c (2)
Christensen Thomas, M borough o
Christensen West H., Walkerston c
Christensen Peter ,  South Bolan c
Christiansen Johan, Walkerston c
Christiansen  W.,  Bundaberg c
Christie E., Brisbane u k
Christie  F., South  Bhisbane s
Christie Mrs. Mary, Winton o
Christie R., Noosa c
Chute Richard ,  Brisbane c (2)
Chynowith Henry, Gympie o
Cifuentes  Adolphe  Pine Hill c
Claeherty George , Uaryborough u k
Clarr Julien A., Thornborough c and o c (2)
Claffey John, Townsville o
Clancey W., Brisbane c
Clancy Charles, Brisbane u k
Clancey P., Vindex Station c
Clapperton E. T., Bowen terrace
Clappeson Mrs. J., Cross Creek m
Clare Miss  M., Herberton c (3)
Clarey  Miss  Mary, Cooktown c
Clark Alfred, Normanton c
Clark Charles, Mackay c
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202 Clark C.  F., Brisbane c
203 Clark Mrs. E., Milton c
204 Clark George, Charters Towers o c
205 Clark G., Herberton c
206 Clark  G. (blacksmith),  Charters Towers c
207 Clark  G., Cooktown c
208 Clark Mrs. Harris J., Ravenswood c (2)
209 Clark James ,  Emerald c
210 Clark James, Brisbane c
211 Clark J .  D., Brisbane c
212 Clark M., Mackay c
213 Clark Robert Townsville u k
214 C1ark S. A., lMaryborough c
215 Clarke  -,  Townsvi lle u k
216 Clarke Mrs., Marybo rough o
217 Clarke Mrs., Townsvi ll e c
218 Clarke A. W., Kelvin Grove c
219 Clarke Mrs. C.,  Gympie c
220 Clark D .,  Cairns s
221 Clarke Frank ,  Killa rn ey c
222 Clarke G. E., Tho rn boro ugh c
223 Clarke G. Piers, Margaret Vale c
224 Clarke Mrs. Janet ,  Brisbane c
225 Clarke John, Watsonvi lle u k
226 Clarke J. H., Cape River c
227 Clarke Lawrence Foster ,  Maryborough u k (2)
228 Clarke Wi ll iam, Glenormiston c
229 Clarke W., Townsville c
230 Clarke W. J., Isis Downs c
231 Clarkin Thomas, Cooktown o c
232 Clary J .,  Blackall c
233 Clanscen Tuan ,  Brisbane m
234 Clanson C., Brisbane c
235. Clausen N. C. B ri sbane f
236 Clay George , l  oowoomba c
237 Clay J .  F. Hughenden c
238 Clay M. 1., Southport u k
239 Clayton Frede rick ,  Cooktown u k and o c (2)
240 Cleary Michael ,  Brisbane c
241  Cleary Michael, Gold Creek u k
242 Clemente John ,  Gympie c
243 Clements W. J., Bundaberg c
244 Clemeshe S., B ri sbane s
245 Clennett Thomas , Bri sbane e
246 Cleod  -,  Charters Towers c
247 Clery Richard ,  Toowoomba o c
248 Clifford Constable Townsvi lle c
249 Clint Mrs .  J. G., Townsvi ll e c
250 Clive Alexander ,  Cooktowno
251 Cloake John, Vine Park c
252 Close E .  C., Bunda be rg s and
253 Close T. Gympie c
254 Clough  George,  Normanton c (2)
255 Clough Mrs. James ,  Isisford o
256 Clyde W. H., Brisbane s
257 Coalter William ,  Mackay c
258 Coan Miss Mary Marybo rough u k
259 Cohle Henry, Sa ltwater Creek c
260 Cobrun W., Ravenswood s
261 Coby Mrs Brisbane s
262 Cochrane Isaac ,  Rockhampton c
263 Cochrane James ,  Brisbane u k
264 Cockbu rn -,  Gympie c
265 Cockburn William, Gympie o
266 Cockings Z. J. Marybo rough u k
267 Cochrane T., 6ympie c
268 Cockren M., Mackay c
269 Cockren Mrs. M .,  Mackay c
270 Coffey  Albert,  Clermont o
271 Coffey John, Brisbane c
272 Cogan E., Bunda berg s
273 Cohen Maurice, Brisbane c
274 Cohen Samuel, Tambo c
275 Cokely Daniel, West End o c (2)
276 Cohen Frede ri ck .  Gympie c (2)
277 Cohen W. J. Townsville c
278 Cole G .  H., Atratton c
279 Cole J. J.,  Laidley c
280 Coleman Daniel, Normanton e281 Coleman Miss E .,  Mitchell c
282 Coleman John, Jundah c
283 Coleman J., Ravenswood s
284  Coleman Willian, Tharyomiindah c
285 Coleman J. Ravenswood c
286  Coles  William S., Mackay c
287 Collard C., Mackay u k
288 Colless Arthur ,  Thargomindah s
289 Coll ett Miss A., Townsville f
290 Coll ins L., Townsville o
291 Collins Mrs. Brisbane s
292 Collins C., Charters Towers c
x293 Collins C., Brisbane s
294 Collins C., Brisbane s
295 Collins D., Flinders c
296 Collins George Clermont o
297 Collins John,  Mitchell c (2)
298 Collins John, Stanthorpe Line c
299 Coll ins J., Avington o
300 Collins Mrs. J., Mitchell c
301 Collins Miss Kste ,  care of Keanedy ,Junction Hotel,
Queentown u k
302 Collins M. R., Wellshot s
303 Coll ins William, Gympie c
304 Collis John D. Fanning Reefs o c
305 Collison  -, Mack  a c
306 Coleman Mrs., Rod Hill c
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Coleman George, Charleville c
Colombus J. C. Valley c
Colquhon Mrs. I. Charters Towers c
Colq+uhon W. G.. Brisbane c
Coltis T. H., Brisbane c
Coltman G., South Brisbane c
Colvin James S., Camboon c
Coman H., Rose lle Downs c
Comes John, Gympie c
Commins Joshua  South Brisbane o c
Conachan John, kockhampton c
Concord W. F. Bundaberg a
Condon - dhinchilla c
Condon J. 'iownsville c
Condon Mary, B ri sbane c
Condon Miss M. E., Gympie c
Conealy Richard Careens o
Conghlee -, Westwood c
Conhill W., Ipswich c
Conlan Michael, Allora o c
Conley E., Walkerston c
Connell John, Westbrook c
Connell Michael ,  Rockhampton c
Connelly Miss Laura ,  Bri sbane a
Conners  -,  Bald Hills c
Connolly , Mount Britton c
Connolly -, Moggill c (2)
Connolly Hugh, Lower Burdekin u k (2)
Connolly N. A., Charters  Towers c
Connor H., Brisbane c
Connor John, Lutwyche c
Connor John, Ravenswood c (2)
Connor John, Mackay c
Connor Peter, Cooktown o c
Connors -, O'Connell Town c
Connors Joseph  (s.s. " Duke of  Buckingham')
Brisbane u k
343 Connors  J., Four- Mile Swamp c
344 Connors M., Gympiighe cgate
345 Connors Miss S .,  H Hill c
346 Connors T., Dagworth Station c
347 Connors Thomas ,  Brisbane c
348 Conrad W., Rockhampton c
349 Conran Henry T .,  Brisbane o
350 Conroy D., Booraro c
351 Considine Miss,  Bowen Hi lls c
352 Conson W. B., Brisbane c
353 Constantine C. Pine Hill  o
354 Con Sue, Port Douglas c
355 Conway John, Warenda c
356 Conway John, Fassifern c
357 Cook A., Brisbane f
358 Cook  Arch.,  Kingston u k
359 Cook B., Toowoomba u k
360 Cook Charles, B ri sbane u k
361 Cook Ernest ,  Stanthorpe c
362 Cook Henry ,  Nerang u k (_2)
363 Cook Joseph, Neumayer  V alley s and c (8)
364 Cook J .,  Blackall s
365 Cook J., Spring Hi ll c
366 Cook Thomas  C.  Marybo rough c
367 Cook J .  H. Leyyhurn c
368 Coombus sa Elizabeth Bundaberg c
369  Coombes James ,  Blaekall c
370 Cooper Mrs. A.  Ipswich c
371 Cooper A. H., ]harvest Home Station c
372 Cooper B., Albilbah o
373 Cooper Captain Coosa c
374 Cooper C. J., Charlevi lle s
375 Cooper James ,  Ipswich c
876 Cooper John Henry ,  Brisbane m
377 Cooper  Samuel, Brisbane o c
378 Cooper  S., Two-Mile c
379 Cooper Wi ll iam, Brisbane c
380 Cootes Mrs., Red Hill c
381 Copeland Joseph ,  Ravenswood a and c (2)
382 Copne ll  Mrs. Kate, Normanton c
383 Coppin Daniel ,  Norwood u k
384 Coppin W., Cooper 's Creek  in
385 Corbett William, Charters Towers c
386 Corcoran S., Chinchilla c
387 Cordingly Wil li am ,  B 'sbane o c (2)
388 Corley  -, Lagoon locket c
389 Cormack Miss Jane ,  Morven o
390 Cormack  John,  Tambo o c (2)
391 Cormack J. M., Logan Downs c
392 Corney T. One-Mile c
393 Cornwall 'Vincent ,  Gympie c
394 Coroles Mrs., Bowen Hi ll s c
395 Cortin C. G., Brisbane c
396 Cosgrove Martin ,  South Brisbane m
397 Costello  -,  Brisbane c
398 Costello Mrs., Petrie terrace o c
899 Costello Michael, Jinghi Jinghi e
400 Cottam Mrs. J .  G., Brisbane o
401 Cottera ll  -,  Brisbane c
402 Cotters H., Cooktown c
403 Cotterr John ,  Betts Creek c
404 Cotton Miss Amelia ,  B ri sbane o c
405 Coulter W., Cooktown o c
406 Coults J. R., Brisbane c
407 Couper George Normanton u k
408 Courtene yq E., Townsvi lle c
409 Cousins  W J., G_y_mpie c and o (2)
410 Coutes or Cutes  Wm., Valley, c
411 Coutts  Norman ,  B ri sbane u k
412 Cowan Robert,  Mackay o c
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413 Cowe William,  Po rt Douglas u k
414 Cowett -, Valley c
415 Cowe John,  Mackay c
416 Cowling J., Gympie c
417 Cox  Mrs. or  Miss Brisbane c
418 Cox Mrs. Alicia, Noma c
419 Cox Mrs. Charlotte ,  Charters Towers c
420 Cox F.,  B ri sbane c
421 Cox Henry,  Brisbane u k
422 Cox  H., Roma c
423 Cox Captain J .  S., Brisbane u k
424 Cox R. K., Townsville o
425 Cox W., Charters Towers c
426 Cox  W. J., Brisbane c
427 Coxen  Mrs., Sandgate c
428 Coyet George,  Townsvill e c
429 Coyne David Mackay c
430 Crage  John ,  Fhargomindah c
431 Cragge John,  Logan Vi llage c
s432 Craig  Mrs. Mary Ann ,  Pine Hill
433 Cramp Charles,  Brisbane c
434 Cramp  H. E., Portland Downs a
435 Crane  Michael, Isisford o
436 Crang Mrs. A .  Mackay c
437 Cranny John, Milton c
438 Crawford  -,  Brisbane c
439 Crawford  Joseph, Goondi c
440 Crawford  Kate ,  Sea Hill o
441 Crawford  Robert,  Bowen Hills c
442 Crawley  Mrs.  Mal  Brisbane c
443  Creagh Moncton ,  tts Creek u k
444 Creak David ,  Brisbane c
445 Creamer  -,  Logan Village c
446 Crediford  -,  Brisbane u k
447 Cree John Newton,  Brisbane u k
448 Creegan  Huh, Mackay o
449 Creese Mrs. Mary Ann , Winton u k
450 Creek  Miss Toraniz,  Corcoran Railway  line c
451 Creig  WVIMrisbane a
452 Creigh ary  A., Hghgato Hi ll  a
453 Cressey Thomas, Mitchell u k
454 Crevasse -,  Townsville c
455 Crichton  Mrs., Bundaberg c
456 Crichton  Mrs. John ,  Brisbane u k
457 Crielly -,  Walkerston c
458 Crichton  Geo , Wombalilla c (2)
459 Crilly J. Walerston c (2)r
460 Crindle  o., Townsvi lle c
461 Croft  Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
462 Croft  Mrs., Mackey a
463 Croft  Mrs. Jane ,  Clermont c
464 Croker  S. B., Normanton o
465 Crolly J., Gympie c
466 Crombie  Edward,  Bundaberg o
467 Crombie  James,  Brisbane c
468 Crombie W., Valley c
469  Crompton Hugh, Ipswich u k
470 Cronin  Mrs. Ma ria, Rockhampton c
471 Cronk  C., Blackall c
472 Croom J. F., South  Brisbane u k
473 Crope  Miss M. C., Brisbane u k
474 Crosby F. W. Cooktown f
475 Crosby Mrs. Kate,  Toowoomba c
476 Cross John B ri sbane u k
477 Crotty  P., lied Hill c
478 Crow-,  Brisbane o
479 Crow George, Roma o
480 Crowe Thomas John, Rockhampton o
481 Crowle Henry,  Gympie c482 Crowly  -,  Milton c
483 Crowley James Thompson Estate a
484 Crowley Patric i ,  Brisbane a .
485 Crowther J., Ravenswood c
486 Cruckahank John ,  Adelaide Park c
487 Culbertson James, Mackay e
488 Cullan John,  South Brisbane c
489 Cullen Miss Kate Maryborough c
490 Cullen Matthew,  Thargomindah a (2)
491 Culley  J. E., Peak Crossing c
492 Cummings  -,  Charters Towers c
493 Cummings Miss M .  Townsvi lle c
494 Cummings James ,  oumberland a (2)
495 Cummins Pat ri ck Charters Towers c
496 Cummins James, Roma c
497 Cunningham James Rockhampton u k
498 Cunningham W., Marybosough c
499 Cuper  -,  Toowoomba c
500 Curr  Marmaduke ,  Gilgunyah a
501 Curren P., Gracemere c
502 Currey  George, Brisbane t
503 Currie,  Mrs. Bulimba c
504 Currie  D. Old Cleveland road c
505 Currie John,  Rockhampton a
506 Curran P., Rockhampton c
507 Curry  Donald, Brisbane e
508 Curry  Thomas ,  Brisbane c
509 Curtayne C., Harrisvi lle n z (2)
510 Curtin  Pat., Mackay c
511 Curtis  L. E., Brisbane c
512 Cuthbertson  B., Betts Creek c
513 Cuthbert  W. D., Brisbane c (2)
D.
1 DACEY W.,  Cooktown c
2 Daglish George G., Brisbane c
ahl M., Bi-Bi Plantation c3  Dal'
r i
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4 Daily John ,  Toowoomba c 110 Deneckir Wi lliam ,  Thornborough s
5 Daley Mrs., Toowoomba  C 111 Denison John ,  Tate River c
6 Daley P .,  Depot Hill, c (2) 112 Dennard Henry, Gowrie road c
7 Daley Miss S., Ipswich c 113 Dennehey  -,  Mannbra Station c
8 Dailey J., Ipswich c 114 Dennis William, St .  George s
9 Dalton Edmond ,  Glenalbyn s 115 Densmore W., Winton s
10 Dalton Fras .  W., Jondaryan c 116 Dent H .,  Normanton c
it Dalton John ,  South Kolan c 117 Dens H., Normanton c
12 Daly -, Gympie e 118 Develin Mrs. A .,  Walkerston o and c (2)
13 Daly  -,  Brisbane s 119 Develin Mrs. or Miss A .,  Walkerston o
14 Daly Michael Pine Hill c 120 Devine H., Mackay c
15 Damisch J., one -Mile o (2) 121 Devine Peter ,  Lagoon Pocket u k
16 Danaher Miss B .,  South Brisbane  u k 122 Devine T., Moore's Creek c
17 Dandy Miss ,  Warwick u k 123 Devine T., Pine Hill s
18 Daniels Andrew ,  Brisbane c 124 Devlin J. J., Normanton in
19 Daniels C. L., Paddington c 125 Devlin P., Rockhampton e
20 Daniells Mrs. John, Cooktown u k 126 Devonshire James ,  Bushy Island u k
21 Danielsen Niels and Hanna ,  Couper 's Plains o c 127 Diamond Miss A. M., Oxley c
22 Danielson W., Red Hill c 128 Diamond J., Toowoomba c
23 Darby Martha ,  Burrum o 129 Diamond Simon ,  Bundaberg c
24 Darcy Bridget Brisbane u k 130 Dibbins G. H., Lutwyche u k
25 Darcy R. J., Clermont c 131 Dick John, South Brisbane c
26 Darmody M., Gympie e 132 Dick T .,  Charleville c
27 Darrell Richard T .,  Brisbane f 13.3 Dickens Miss, Cairns e
28 Datson Josiah, Brisbane o e 134 Dickens T. B., St .  George c
29 Davenport T., Normanton u k 135 Dickins  -,  Cairns o e
30 Danebt F. L., Mackay c 136 Dickinson Miss H., Brisbane c
31 Davey John, Charters Towers o e 137 Dickson Edward , .Marburg  it  k
32 Davey John C., Th mindah u k 138 Dickson Henry, Brisbane c
33 David Richard, Red ill  c 139 Dierig W. Brisbane c
34 Davidson  -,  Brisbane e 140 Diezman P., One-Mile e
35 Davidson Mrs., Raveipswood e 141 Dignan H., Winton c
36 Davidson Mrs. J .,  Brisbane e 142 Dillon John ,  Chinchi lla o
37 Davidson J.,  Townsville ,c 143 Dillon Mrs. Mary ,  Gympie c38 Davidson J., South Brisbane c 144 Dimond Louis, Brisbane s
39 Davidson James West Epd c 145 Dingle William Crocodile Creek o
40 Davidson lass. James ,  Petrie terrace c 146 Dingwall WTownsville c
41 Davidson John ,  Wombalilla o 147 Dippel  Miss)?., Mackay o
42 Davie Mrs. J.# Bsiabape c . 148 Dius Bento Jase ,  ss. ("Duke of Westminster
43 Davies  &  Hardy Messrs., Vee c Brisbane f
44 Davies and Richard ,  Goodna c 149 Dixon Alfred William ,  Beaudeseit o
45 Davi es E., Betts Creek o 150 Dixon G. H., Brisbane c
46 Davies Mrs .  Enil1y, Ann street o c 151 Dixon H. L., Brisbane m
47 Davies Mrs. F .  M Mount Brisbane o 152 Dixon James F .,  Aramac c (2)
48 Davies George ,.Dalby e 153 Dixon P., Avon Downs e
49 Davies Harry ,  Brisbane o 154 Dixton T., Brisbane u k
50 Davies James E .  Townsvi lle u k 155 Doab Mrs .  Michael ,  Mount Abundfwce c (3)
51 Davies J. J., Brisbane c 156 Dobbin  -,  Maytown e
52 Davies Richard Charters Towers c
:
157 Dobbyn William ,  Brisbane u k
53 Pine Mountain o eDavies W. H., 158 Dogherty Mrs., Moore 's Creek c
54 Davis  -,  Roma c 159 Doheny A. W., Brisbane f .
55 Davis  -,  Glenmore c 160 Doherty Miss Alice, Brisbane c
56 Davis  -  Rockham ton c 161 Doherty F Rockhampton c
57
p
Davis A.  it,  Southport u k 162
.,
Doherty J.,  Thargomindah i
58 Davis C.  H., Mount Morgan c 163 Dolman  Edward.,  Jondaryan o
59 Davis Miss F. H., Rockhampton u k 164 Doman Mrs. M .,  I pswichc
60 Davis Frank ,  Mary is 165 Donaghy Thomas, South Brisbane f
61 Davis Francis Warley ,  ughenden c 166 Donald Mrs. Wm .,  Gladstone m
62 Davis Harry, Ipswich road o, . 167 Donaldson Geqrrgge,  Mackay o
68 Davis Harry, Dynevor Downs o 168 Donaldson J.,  Norpianton a
64 Davis J., Brisbane o 169 Donaldson James ,  Charters Towers Q
65 Davis John, Blacka ll tbad c 170 Donaughoe Miss Mary ,  Rockhsmpton c
66 Davis Joseph Glendarriwaell e 171 Donlan John ,  Winton o
67 Davis J .  S., Normanton c 172 Donlon Edward ,  Brisbane u k
68 Davis N. A. Bundaberg o 173 Donnellan John ,  Elder lie Station c
69 Davis Mrs. k .  Brisbane c 174 Donnellan Mary ,  Bundaberg o
70 Davis R.,  ampton e 175 Donnelly Henry, Normanton C
71 Davis W., Maryborough c 176 Donnelly Henry, Toowoomba e
72 Davis William,  Brisbane c 177 Donnelly John ,  Mackay c
78 Davis W.  J.,. Chinchilla a 178 Donnelly Miss Mary ,  Brisbane c
74 Daw, Mrs. Mary ,  Dugandan c 179 Donne lly T., Rockhampton c . :
75 Daw N Pentland e 180 Donoghue Miss Norah Toowoomba e
76
., borough cDawbon M.,  Mar 181 ,Donohue J. J., Brisbane c
77
?
Dawns Henry Ipswich  o c 182 Donohue D., Mitchell c
78 Daws Thomas, kingston u k 183 Donohue Pat rick ,  Mitche ll c
79 Dawson Mrs. Elizabeth; Kangaroo Point o c 184 Donough John ,  Bundaberg c
80 Dawson Geprge ,.Bundaberg o c 185 Donovan James B., Cooper 's creek c
81 Day Charles ,  Winton u k 186 Donovan M. J., Geraldtown c
82 Day George Tambo c 187 Donovan P.,.Mitchell e83 Day John ,  9 rin re a . 188 Donovan Philip ,  Pine Hill, c
84 Day John W.oonongabb& c 189 Doolan and Price Messrs .,  Rockhat ripton o d85 ,Day John and  Mw-r- Charters Towers o 190 Doolan John ,  Newtown e86 Day Richard,  Redill: o c 191 Dorchile R. A., Brisbane u k
87 Day Wil liam,  Dalgonally.a 192 Dormer Captain ,  Bundaberg c
88 Dayes Thomas  . Townsle c . 193 Dorris  and Fife Messrs., Townsville c
89 Deakin John, charters Towers c 194 Dorsey William Clermont c. .
90 Dealany Michael, Mitohell Downs c 195 Douglas Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Rockhampton o c
91 Dean A .  W., Mackay c . 196 Douglas J., The Dee c
92 Deardon C. L., Pine Hill o 197 Douglas J., Emu Park c
93 Dearbone Mrs., Torrens Greek c (3) 198 Douglas J., Mount Morgan c
94 De 'Bovis John ,  Briabane,f. 199 Douglas Miss M., Charters Towers c (2)
95 De 'Casey Mrs., Sprang Hill s 200 Douglas Thomas ,  ,Ipswich road c
96 Dee Mrs., Betts Creek c 201 Douglas Walter ,  Rockhampton o e
97 De 'Fraine William, Brisbane c 202 Dowding Miss E .,  Brisbane u k
98 De 'Jelsey Mrs., Tooburra.c . 203 Dowell Captain ,  Bundaberg.o
99 De 'La Cour S .,  Carters Towers c 204 Dow ling  Matthew ,  Townsville n k
100 De 'La Hunt G .,  Johnstone River c 205 Down J. H., Warwick in
101 De 'Laney -, Walkerston e 206 Downey John , :Brisbane u k
102 Delaney James, Irvingdale c 207 Downie Miss, Brisbane c
103 Delaney Miss Margaret ,  Clermont u k 208 Downie Mrs. John, Charters Towers i
104 Delaney Michael ,  Townsville c 209 Downie Mrs. M .,  Brisbane c
105 Delaney M., Ayrshire Downs c 210 Downing Charles, Cairns e
106 Delaney P., Walkerston c 211 Downs Arthur ,  Churchi ll c
107 Delehunt Lizzie ,  B risbane o 212 Downs E., Townsvi lle o
108 Delia Mrs.  B.  Nerang Creek e 213 Downs H., B risbane c
109 Denby Mrs. I+= ., Isisford a 214 Downs M.,;Geraldton m
Doyle B., Brisbane s
Doyle James, Rockhampton o c
Doyle Ned, Port Douglas o
Doyle P., Allora c
Doyle Miss Sarah, Toowoomba c
Draper James, Gympie c
Drew John, ltocklands o
Drinkwater W. H., Brisbane u k
Driscoll James, Normanton u k
Driver A. Mitchell c
Drysdale 'Joseph Muttaburra c
Dubbo Mrs. J., Varyborough s
Duck  -,  Port Douglas c
Duckworth  Francis,  Ravenswood c
Ducouret Francisque Brisbane f
Duff Charles, St. Helena o e
Duff John, St. Helena o c
Duffy W., Walkerston c
Duggan J .  Maxwelton c
Dug< leby ., Downer's Hills u k and o (2)
Dugig, T , Brisbane u k
Dumsen Mrs . Phoebe, Ipswich c
Dunbar R., Brisbane c
Duncan James, Mackay c
Duncan  J. C., Rotna o
Duncan J. L., Brisbane c
Duncan William, Brisbane c
Duncan W., Brisbane o c
Duncan W. Brisbane s
Duncan William, Roma o
Duncan William, Brisbane u k
Duncanson  John, Toowoomba c
Dunlop and Meecham, Normanton c (2)
Dunlop Miss, Rockhampton c
Dunn - ,  Brisbane c
Dunn -, Clermont c
Dunn Mrs., Warwick c
Dunn Miss , Rockhampton u k
Dunn E. E., Brisbane o c
Dunn John, Clermont o
Dunn J., Charters Towers u k
Dunn M. E., Rockhampton o
Dunn Thomas Mackay c
Dunn T., Brisbane c
Dunne Messrs .,  Brisbane s
Dunne -, Kangaroo Point c
Dunne Annie, Gympie u k
Dunne Mrs . Lucy, Rockhampton e
Dunne Mrs. Pat., Charters Towers u k
Dunne W. B., Dalby c
Dunning J., Woollongabba c
Dunning Walter Normanton u k
Duplock Mrs. 1f., Gold Creek u k.
Durack J. J., Rosewood c (2)
Durack P., Indooroopilly c
Durbridge Thomas, Charters Towers u k
Durbridge Thomas, Betts Creek c (3)
Durlock B., Brisbane c
Dutton Robert, Rockhampton n z
Dwight W., Charleville s
Dwire E., Warwick c
Dwyer -, Charters Towers c
Dwyer Miss Annie, Charters Towers c
Dwyer E., Paddington c
Dwyer Honors, Valley u k
Dwyer Mrs. J. Charters Towers c
Dwyer Miss Vary, Rockhampton o c
Dwyer Rachel, Soutk Brisbane o
Dyer -, Mackay c
Dyer Henry ,  Mitchell u k
Dziewicki James, Betts Creek c
E.
EADES R., Tambe in and s (3)
Eagan  J., Drayton c
Eager -, Roma c
Earle Mrs .  C. Borgo  road e
Eastwood E. I., Mclvor River c
Father Charles ,  C harleville o
Eaton F . or L., Eel Creek c
Eaton George, Tivoli c
Eaves -, Dingo c
Edgar  -, Brisbane c
Edgecombe  Geo. J.,  Charters Towers c
Edgley -, Charters Towers c
Edmunds  -,  Thargomindah s
Edrest Hamode ,  Normanton c
Edwards A .,  Charters Towers c
Edwards Miss Agnes ,  Townsvi ll e u k
Edwards Charles ,  Blacka ll  c
Edwards Charles , Southport c
Edwards D .,  Mackay c
Edwards E.  0., Gympie c
Edwards George ,  Boondoon Station o
Edwards James, Maryborough o c
Edwards John, Mackay u k
Edwards John L., One-Mile u k
Edwards Miss M., Townsville u k
Edwards William, Normanton c
Egan James ,  Rockhampton c
Egan John, Pine Hill c
Egan  John,  Mitchell _u k
Egan Miss  Mary, Charters  Towers e
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Egan Thomas ,  Northern Line o c
Egan Miss , Valley c
Egelund  N. A., Mackay c
Egerton F., Pine Hill e
Eggelson  -,  Dundathu c
Fitz Rasmus, Roma c
Elam Percy ,  St. George 's Bridge o
Eld Thomas ,  Normanton o c
Elder Henry John ,  Brisbane f
Eldridge W. L., Bundaborg c
Eliott E .  P., Thargomindah c
Ellenson H .,  Aramac c
Ellider C.,  Toowoomba c
Elliot W .  R. Yuleba c
Elliott  -,  Townsville c
E ll iott Andrew Bundaberg u k
Elliott David ,  tarrandotta s
Elliott D .  S. Carrandotta c
Elliott E .  J.,, Betts Creek c (2)
Elliott Mrs .  H. F., Christmas Creek o
E ll iott John George, B risbane u k
Elliott W .  T., Charters Towers o
Ellis Mrs .,  Brisbane c (2)
Ellis A .  R., Gympie m
Ellis D .  S., Brisbane c
Ellis George ,  South Brisbane e
Ellis James, Charters Towers  in
El lis John ,  Ayrshire Downs c
Elmes C.,  Ipswich o
Elphick Brisbane u k
Elphick C., Normanton  in  and a (3)
Elson Peter Townsville c
Ely John,  Giympie c
Emberson William ,  Charlevi ll e o
Emblidge  -,  Mackay c
Emery George, Bundaberg c
Emmerson Charles Thornbo rough c
Emmons George, Grympie o c (2)
Endres Martin T .,  Toowoomba c
Enever James E., Bulimba o c
Englin John ,  Cape ll a c
English Mrs. Emily ,  Mackay c (2)
Engstrom Hugo, Bundaberg c
BrisbanefEpstein M .n t
Erickso., Normanton c  in  (3)
Erickson P., Gympie c
Erickson P., Tiaro c
Erlenmaier Charles, Brisbane f and a (2)
Erickson Harry ,  Townsvi lle c
Eshman Charles ,  Dalby c
Espinasse Miss, Townsvi lle  in
Evans --, Ipswich a
Evans  - -,  Bowen c
Evans Mrs., Sherwood c (3)
Evans Mrs., Townsvi lle c
Evans A., Townsville c
Evans C. H., Charlevi ll e s
Evans E .  Ipswich c
Evans Edgar Ipswich o (6)
Evans Mrs. E., Ipswich c (3)
Evans George Bunda berg u k
Evans G .  F. '., South B ri sbane u k
Evans James, Valley s
Evans John ,  Enoggera o c
Evans J .  G., Kelv in  Grove c
Evans S. Gympie c
Evans V Ann  street c
Evans Wiliam ,  Charters Towers o c
Evans Wi lliam ,  Tonga  Stations
Eve A.  W., Sandgate c
Everest Charles ,  Blacka ll  c (3)
Everett John Mackay c
Everingham  William, 20-Miles c
Eves - Dingo c
Ewback  Albert,  Brisbane u k
Exeley Ben., Roma c .
Eyre Arthur W., Brisbane u k
Ezzy A .,  Neardie o c
F.
FAHEY J.,  Brisbane e
Fairbank T., Brisbane u k
Fairfax James R. Springsure o
Fairhall David, Glharters  Towers o c
Fairhall E .,  Aramac road c
Fairlie Wil liam,  Logan c
Fairweather David,  Brisbane u k
Falkner George, Toowoomba e
Falkner H., Brisbane u k
Fallon P., Roma c
Fallon P., Roma c
Fa llon P., Orient Station m
Fannon Mrs .  E., Ipswich c (3)
Farlee Arthur ,  Townsvi lle f
Farmer Messrs., Tinana c
Farmer Mrs .,  Ravenswood c
Farmer J. Milton o
Farquhar 'John, Bundaberg o
Farquharson Thomas, Toorak m
Farr Mrs., Brisbane c
Farraway Miss C., Valley c
Farrill Mrs. , Valley c
Farrington J. M., Isisford
in
Fauley  Miss Jane ,  Sandgate $
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2.5 Fawkner Mrs. J., Brisbane c 131 Foster Mrs., Kangaroo Point e
26 Fean Arthur W., Brisbane u k 132 Foster Alfred, Noosa o
2'7 Featherby David, Mount Peery e 133 Foster E., Ipswich road c
28 Featherstone Mrs., Beenleigh c 134 Foster F., Brisbane c
29 Feeley Patrick, Nornianton c (2) 135 Foster Henry, Red Hill c
30 Feely William, Malvern Hills c 135 Foster Thomas, Bulimba o c
31 Fellowes Mrs. J., Companion Creek c 137 Fowler James, Townsville u k
32 Fenton A. B., Normanton in 138 Fox Mrs., Toowoomba c
33 Fenton Mrs. Kate, Rockhampton c 139 Fox James, Brisbane o c
34 Ferguson Brothers, Ara,nac c 140 Fox Miss Marg aret , Brisbane c
35 Ferguson C. E., Maryborough o c 141 Fox Thomas, Killarney it
36 Ferguson Henry, Brisbane s 142 Fox Thomas W., Mitchell s
37 Ferguson Hugh, Wombalilla c 143 Frances  -, Brisbane c
38 Ferguson .James,  Brisbane o c 144 Franchi Raffaelo, Brisbane s
39 Ferguson J. S., Red Hill c 145 Francis Mrs., Chinchilla c
40 Ferguson P., Mitchell c 146 Francis F. G., Brisbane c
41 Fernner Miss F. E. M., Townsville o c 147 Francis F. G., Gympie c
42 Ferrington J. R., Eno ogera c (2) 148 Francis John, Dalby c
43 Fett Henry, Toowoomba c 149 Francis John, Brisbane s
44 Feukle -, Bundaberg e 1.50 Francis Miss Maggie Ann, South  Brisbane o
45 Feveler John, Ravenswood s 151 F rancis  Mrs. W., Brisbane o
46 Few Miss M. E., Milton o c 152 Frank Mrs., Middle Ridge c
47 Fiddler -, Toolooner c 153 Frank E., Cooper' s Plains s
48 Fieldsend R., Townsville u k 154 Franklin Miss Emily, Brisbane c
49 Fienger Miss A., Mackay c 155 Franklin George E., Rockhampton o c
50 Fillihy Mrs. Ann, Brisbane f 1.56 Franklin Henry, Sandy Creek c
51 Finlay W., Goodna c 157 Fraser - (surveyor) Tamrukum c (2)
52 Finlayon G. J., Toowoomba c 158 Fraser Alexander, Ipswich c53 Finlayson Charles, Brisbane u k 159 Fraser David, Dalby e
54 Finney Joseph, South Boisbane o 160 Fraser David, Valley c
55 Finney Mrs. M., New Farm c 161 Fraser D., Cloncu c
56 Finsguard Mrs. A., Brisbane c 162 Fraser Donald, Brisbane u k
57 Finucane Miss Jane, Aramac u k (3) 163 Fraser H., Gympie c
58 Fisher Michael, Brisbane f 164 Fraser John, Charters  Towers o
59 Fisher Mrs., Brisbane c 165 Fraser John,  Brisbane c
60 Fisher A., Laidley o c 166 Fraser John, Brisbane u k
61 Fisher Mrs. Jessie, Brisbane c 167 Fraser John, Townsville u k (2)
62 Fisher Jonathan, Hughenden u k 168 Fraser M., Emerald c
63 Fisher  Mrs. Martha , Brisbane c 169 Fraser Robert, Mackay c
64 Fitemear L., Aramac c 170 Fraser Mrs. S., Mackay c
6.5 Fitzgerald Mrs., Warrill Creek c 171 Fraser Mrs. S. J., Ravenswood c (4)
66 Fitzgerald Miss E., South Brisbane s 172 Fraser Thomas,  Brisbane s
67 Fitzgerald J., Gympie c 173 Frazer D., Lansborough Downs c
68 Fitzgerald James, Mackay c 174 Frazer Hugh, Durack- Vale c
69 Fitzgerald John, Winton  it  k 175 Frederick -, Mackay c
70 Fitzgerald John, Blackall f 176 Free Mrs. Jessie,  Brisbane o c
71 Fitzgerald John, Brisbane c 177 Freeman Mrs, G.,  Brisbane u k
72 Fitzgerald J. E., Warwick o c 178 Freeman William, Normanton o73 Fitzgerald Michael, Rosewood o 1"9French - Charters Towers c
74 Fitzgerald T., Rockhampton c 180 Frew Mrs., Paddington c
75 Fitzgerald Thomas, Rockhampton c 181 Frew A. S., Mitchell c
76 Fitzgerald W., Gymyie c 182 Frew R. D., Milton c
77 Fitzgibbon E., Gympie c 183 Frewin  Mrs. Maria ,  Brisbane c
78 Fitzpatrick David, Clermont
0
c 184 Frith Mrs. Mary, Valley c
79 Fitzpatrick George, Jimbour o c 185 Fridge George, Toowoomba c
80 Fitzpatrick G., Thargomindah c 186 Friend Mrs. R . H., South Brisbane u k
81 Fitzpatrick Miss Mary, Orion Downs c 187 Frith F., Rockhampton u k
82 Fitzpatrick T. Maytown s 188 Fritriker Albert, North Pine c
83 Fitzsimmons  Charles, Rockhampton o c 189 Fritz -,  Brisbane c
84 Fitzsimmons  Stephen, Tambo c 190 Fritz  Jacob  Christian, Laidley c
85 Flanagan J., Mackay c 191 Frizel Matthew, Rockhampton u k
86 Flanagan Thomas , Mackay c and s (2) 192 Frouzek J., Townsville o c
87 Fleet James, South Brisbane c 193 Frost Messrs. Ravenswood s
88 Fleming Richard, Aramac c 194 Frost -, Mackay c
89 Fletcher -, Mackay f 195 Erost A. F., Hatton Vale o c
90 Fletcher -, Brisbane u k 196 Frost W., Bundaberg c
91 Fletcher -, Townsville c 197 Frost W., Glenbower c
92 Fletcher Allen, Townsville c 198 Frostick J., Rockhampton s
93 Fletcher Miss Fanny  Kangaroo  Point o c 199 Fry Henry (carrier ) Pine Hill c
94 Fletcher Henry, Rockhampton o 200 Fryer W., Rockhampton c
95 Fletcher Jacob, (A.O.) Brisbane u k 201 Fuljames  J., Pine Hill c
96 Floyd Mrs., Brisbane u k 202 Fullarton James, Charleville c
97 Floyd Robert, Emerald s 203 Fuller Stephen. Brisbane o c
98 Flynn Miss,  Brisbane c 204 Fuller W. E., Mackay c
90 Flynn Mrs. E., Bowen Hills c 205 Fulton  Herman, Charters  Towers c
100 Flynn Mrs. Mary, Red Hill o c 206 Fiinck  Carl Hansen , Rockhampton f
101 Flynn Miss Norah,  Brisbane o c 207 Funckner F., Brisbane a
102 Flynn Thomas, Mitchell o c 20$ Furgerson P., Rockhampton c
103 Fogarty Miss, Roma c 209 Furrse  T., Townsville u k
104 Fogarty John,  Bundaberg c 210 Fyg August, Rockhampton c
105 Foley -,  Brisbane c
106 Foley  Mrs., Charters  Towers c
107 Foley Miss Alice, Townsville c (2) G.
108 Foley Jeremiah, Rookhampton c
109 Foley  Miss  Mary  Brisbane t 1 Gabbett William, Roma o
110 Foley Michael ,  Normanton road c 2 Gabrell Hans, Brisbane o c
111 Foley  Morris, Ravenswood o 3 Gadfield H., Gympie c
112 Foley T., Valley c 4 Gaffney F., Mackay c
113 Follington  Wi lliam ,  Surat c 5 Gaffney John, Mackay c
114 Foot J. D., .Rockhampton u k 6 Gaffney P., Charters Towers c  and o (2)
115 Forbes A., Brisbane s 7 Gaggen P. R., Morven s
116 Forbes Joseph, One-Mile c 8 Gahan George, Ravenswood c
117 Forbes  R., Brisbane c 9 Gaiter J., Charleville s (2)
118 Forbice W., Townsville c 10 Gale G., Townsville u k
119 Ford C.,  Brisbane c 11 Gale Robert, Goodna f
120 Ford F. B. Campbell,  Townsville  in 12 Gall Robert,  Rosewood c
121 Ford G. B. C., Brisbane c 13 Gallagher Henry,  Bunda berg o
122 Ford J.  Brisbane c 14 Gallagher  J., Th mindah a
123 Ford  W. J., Charters  Towers c 15 Gallagher J., One-Mile c
124 Forde M. Brisbane c 16 Gallagher  Martin ,  Charters  Towers c
125 Forsyth  GZ., Townsville c 17 Gallagher Neil,  Herberton a
126 Forsyth Thomas , Ravenswood o 18 Gallagher W., borough in
127 Fosberry W. T. E., Brisbane c 19 Gallener Thomas, Cooktown u k
128 Foss , G. H., Mackay o 20 Galloway Robert,  Townsville u k
129 Foss Hagha rt,  Brisbane f 21 Galt J., B o road c
130 Foster  -,  Spring Hill c  22 Galten F.,  Charters Towers c
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23 Gamble C., Eldersli o  c 129 Gordon  -,  Logan road c
24 Gant R., Howard c 130 Gordon and Little ,  Logan road c
25 Garde William ,  Brisbane o 131 Gordon Alexander ,  Townsville u k
26 Gardiner  -,  Spring Hill c 132 Gordon Alfred, South Brisbane  in
37 Gardiner  M rs. Chas. ,  Warra c 133 Gordon Miss Ali ce, Brisbane e
28 Gardiner C. H., West End c (2) 134 Gordon C. A., Ipswich c
29 Gardiner Miss Emily A., Townsville c 135 Gordon F., Springsure c
30 Gardiner Francis ,  Toowoomba e 136 Gordon George, Brisbane o
31 Gardiner W. J., Kelvin Grove c 137 Gordon George, Hughenden c
32 Garner Stephen ,  Drayton c 138 Gordon James, Brisbane n z
33 Garrard E. A. P., Pine Hill ni 139 Gordon Murdock ,  Morven c
34 Garriock John ,  Brisbane c 140 Gordon J., Ithaca Creek c
35 Garside John ,  Lower Burdekin o 141 Gordon Patrick, Charters Towers c
36 Garshi Edward ,  Gowrie road c 142 Gordon William, Brisbane u k
37 Garton George, Enoggera road o c 143 Gordon Wi lliam ,  Bundaberg f
38 Gash Thomas Maryborough o c 144 Gordon Wm. George ,  Cloncurry a s c (4)
39 Gaudin Mrs. I .  K., Spring Hill c 145 Gore Joseph, Bulimba u k
40 Gauld H .  G., Brisbane c 146 Goring George, Brisbane o c
41 Gault Joseph ,  Brisbane c 147 Gorman Mrs. Marga ret ,  Brisbane n k
42 Gant  -,  Dagworth c 148 Gosdon Ed. Alex .,  Brisbane f
43 Gavin Patrick ,  Charters Towers c 149 Goes Geor e, Cleveland e
44 Gay Mrs .  Alice, Ipswich c 150 Goss J., 1 khampton c
45 Gay William ,  Pine Hi ll in 151 Gough A. F., Lorne c
46 Gaynor John ,  Boggo c 152 Gould George ,  Valley, u k
47 Gearn J., Johnstone River c 153 Gould G., Springsu re c (2)
48 Geary R .,  Winton c (2) 154 Gould G. P. Emerald a (5)
49 Geiger F., Mackay c 155 Gould H., V/alkerston c
50 Geissler J., Mackay c 156 Gower  -,  New Farm c
51 Gell Doctor ,  Maryborough c 157 Gower F., Brisbane c (2)
52 Genener Miss Nelly ,  Gympie u k 158 Goyne Harry, Watsonville  in (2)
53 Genis J., Brisbane c 159 Grace C., Tambo o
54 George Sam., Mackay c 160 Grace Michael ,  Roma o c
55 Georgensen G., Gympie c 161 Gracy  -,  Normanton o c (2)
56 Gerdener Mrs. M .,  Brisbane c 162 Graham  -,  South Brisbane c
57 Gerson F., Gympie u k 163 Graham and Gathaken ,  Ipswich  in
58 Gerson M. F. Gympie u k 164 Graham And rew ,  Betts Creek c
59 Gibb James ,  Brisbane c 165 Graham Irvine, Macrossan 's Bridge c
60 Gibson and Smellie ,  Townsville c 166 Graham J., Gympie c
61 Gibson Miss, Toowoomba c 167 Graham James, Greenmount u k62Gibson A., South Brisbane c 168 Graham Samuel ,  South Brisbane c
63 Gibson George, Bunda berg c 169 Graham Thomas ,  Mitchell c (6)
64 Gibson J., Valley c 170 Graham T., Moore 's Creek c
65 Gibson John Bette Creek c 171 Grahame H., Lake Eliza c66Gibson J .  C., West End c 172 Gralton J., Sandgate c (4)
67 Gibson Mrs. Sarah ,  Bundaberg c 173 Grame J., Thargomindah e
68 Gibson Thomas, Brisbane u k 174 Grant  -,  Brisbane u k
69 Giddings T., Toowomba s 175 Grant James, South Brisbane c (3)
70 Giffard William ,  Brisbane  in 176 Grant John ,  Pentland c
71 Gilbert C. J., South Brisbane o c 177 Grant John ,  Goondiwindi s
72 Gilbert G. J., Brisbane c 178 Grant J. A., Normanton  in
73 Gilbert J. W. V., Tambo s 179 Grant J. S., Normanton  in (2)
74 Gil bert Mrs. Mary,  Rockhampton c 180 Grant Miss Clara ,  Brisbane c
7.5 Gil bert T .,  Cracow c 181 Grant S. S., Bosewood e
"6Gilbert W. Brisbane u k 182 Granvi lle Fred. D.,  Valley  c
77 Gilchrist J., Townsville c 183 Gray Mrs., Mackay c
78 Gilead George, Ipswich c 184 Gray A .  C., Rockhampton c
79 Gilfoile P., Rockhampton c 18.5 Gray Mrs .  C. B., Brisbane s
80 Gill -, Toowoomba $ 186 Gray David ,  Cooktown o
81 Gill A. W., Southwick e 187 Gray H. A., Capt .,  Townsville c
82 Gill George ,  Coochin c 188 Gray Mrs .  Jessie, Ipswich c (I)
83 Gill Walter F .,  Springsure s 189 Gray James ,  Brisbane c
84 Gilles Harry, Brisbane e 190 Gray Eliza ,  Brisbane c
85 Gillespie H., Rockhampton c 191 Gray Miss Mary ,  Boggo road o e
86 Gillespie John, Warwick c 192 Gray Robert ,  Rockhampton c
87 Gilligan M., Newtown c 193 Gray Wi lliam, Marburg c
88 Gillis Alexander ,  Gympie c 194 Gray W., Monkland c
89 Gillman A., Gympie c 195 Gray W., Toowoomba c
90 Gillon John ,  Mackay c 196 Greahame H., Lake Eliza c
91 Gillon Patrick ,  Eton u k 197 Grealish Patrick ,  Charters Towers u k
92 Gilmarten John ,  Larne Station c 198 Greety Frank ,  Nickavilla c
93 Giogenson Nils ,  Central Railway e 199 Green  -,  Bungrung e
94 Giovanni C., One-Mile Creek o c 200 Green  -,  Brisbane c
95 Girdlestone Doctor, Mackay c 201 Green Mrs., Kent street c
96 Gisbo rne F. A. W., Barren River t 202 Green Charles, Townsville u k
97 Glasheen Miss M., South Brisbane s 203 Green Ch., Spring Hi ll  c
98 Glasscuck A., Rockhampton c (2) 204 Green Ch., Townsvi lle u k
99 Gleeson Miss .,  Charters Towers c 205 Green G., Ma borough u k
100 Gleeson Daniel ,  Toowoomba c 206 Green G. F., Maryborough c
101 Glenvi lle Mrs., Blackall e 207 Green H., Wallah c
102 Glihdon Patrick ,  Maryborough o 208 Green H. B., Western Creek s
103 Glover Thomas, No rth Quay c 209 Green J. Cooktown c
104 Glyn Mrs .  Pat., Dungeness c 210 Green Miss Mar Ann, Brisbane a
105 Glynn James ,  Cooktown o c 211 Green Mrs .  M. E., South Brisbane o c
106 Glynn  John ,  Lowood c 212 Green Pat .,  Johnstone River c
107 Gooher R. H.. South Brisbane o c 213 Green W .,  Mackay u k (2)
108 Goordy M., One-Mile c 214 Green W. J., Tambo c
109 Goddes Henry, Charters Towers c 215 Greenlees Capt .  W., Mackay c
110 Goldfinch John ,  Aramac c 216 Greenwood  -,  Sandgate c
111 Golding  -,  Kangaroo Point c 217 Greenwood W. B., Thargomindah  in112Golding  -,  Rockhampton c 218 Greer Mrs. S., Townsville c
113 Golding A., Neardie c 219 Gregg  .John, Va lley c
114 Golding P., Gympie c 220 Grego ry Frede rick ,  M undi Creek c
115 Gold mid S., Brisbane c 221 Greig G., Townsvi lle c
116 Goldsmith Thomas ,  Rockhampton c (2) 222 Greig Mrs. Margaret ,  Townsville c
117 Goldswick Thomas ,  BingeraStation c 223 Greim Thomas, Brisbane a
1 L8 Gooch Mrs. E .  B., Bogantungan c 224 Grey Arthur ,  Va lley c
119 Goodall  -,  Brisbane u k 22.5 Grey J., South Brisbane c
190 Goode Mrs .  S., Charters Towers c 226 Greive John ,  Ingham o
121 Goodrell  -,  Lutwyche o 227 Griffin E,, St. George aU12Goodwin  -,  Muttaburra c 228 Griffith Mrs. E .,  Townsville c
123 Goodwin P. F., Gympie c 229 Griffith Charles ,  Townsville o c and c (2)
1•.14 Goodwin Thomas ,  One-Mile c (2) 230 Griffiths G., Rockhampton u k
125 Goodyear R. C., Brisbane s 231 Griffiths G. F., Rockhampton u k (2)126Goold A .  S., Brisbane c (2) 232 Griffiths J., One-Mile c
127 Goorwald O. S., Kangaroo Point c 233 Griffiths and Co. Messrs .  R., Mackay c
128 Gordon  -,  Thargomindah a 234 Gri , ths R .,  Westwood o
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Griggs Mrs .  Sabina ,  Maryborough c
Grimes T .  J., Pyramid Plantation s
Grimston Wi ll iam, Brisbane u k
Gral ben Arthur V. 0., Rosefwood c (2)
Gronstron Johan ,  Brisbane f
Grose  -,  Brisbane c
Grose Miss Bridget ,  Brisbane c
Gross F .  (wheelwright), Rockhampton o c
Grossi  John, Townsville o
Grosskoff Lewis, Ravenswood f
Grott A .,  Laidley c
Gro ve F .,  Woolloongabba c
Gro ve Frank S ring Hill c (2)
Gruffunder ,. C. A., Bell 's Creek c
Gruit William ,  Ravenswood c
Grundy Thomas ,  Townsville u k
Guh Ching ,  Rosacot c
Gullner Bob .,  Dee Di ngs c
Gunder Mrs .  Maria ,  Mackay c
Gunn Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton o c
Gunner  -,  Toowoomba c
Gunner Mrs. Brisbane c
Gunner B .,  ,ockhampton s
Gunner H .,  Brisbane c
Gurll er Henry ,  Brisbane s
Gurney George ,  Brisbane u k
Gurney Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane u k
Guthrie John ,  Gayndah c
H.
HAACK W .,  Laidley Scrub e
Ha be rsfield  -  Cloncurry c (2)
Habberfield J. L., Normanton c (2)
Sadden John Carlisle Spring Creek c
Haddon W .  if.,  Brisbane u k (2)
Haden Chas .,  Macke a
Haan Mrs.  John Mackay c
Ha !ggh Mrs. T .  11fackay c
1: d Robert , 'Brisbane u k
Hain ow  A., Valley c
Hainsworth  John ,  Brisbane a
Raker G.  C., Homestead e
Hale Charles ,  Brisbane o c
Hale J., Townsville c
Halkett Colonel E., Brisbane c
Halkjar F .  C., Townsville c
Ha ll  - Charlevi lle c
Hall A., herberton c
Hall A .  E., Thar ,omindah s
Hall Algernon ,  Herberton c
Ha ll  Miss A .  M., Aurora f
Hsu  Amos, M borough c
Hall Miss Anna Bell, Brisbane u k
Hall Charles E., Ma ry borough u k
Hall David ,  Dinmore Station u k
Hall J .,  Mackay c
Ha ll Mrs .  J. A., Kelvin Grove o
Ha ll John, Normanton o
Hall Jno., Mitchell c
Hall Miss M. G., Woolloongabba c
Ha ll  Mrs .  Pinah ,  Brisbane o c
Ha ll  R .  A., Blacka ll  u k
Ha ll  W .,  Mackay c
Hall Wm .,  Brisbane u k
Ha ll  Wil liam ,  Gin Gin c
Ha ll eburton  -,  Mackay c
Hallett Selby ,  Bowen a
Hallett T .,  Brisbane u k
Halliday Wm .,  Normanton o c (2)
Ha ll ighan Miss ,  Mackay c
Halloran  Mrs. ,  Cleveland o
Hallowes Thos., Mackay c
Rambling  -,  Noose, c
Hamilton David ,  Clermont o
Hamilton Jas., Rookhanipton o c
Hamilton James ,  Howard c
Hamilton John ,  Norwood e
Hamilton J .  T., Rockhampton s
Hamilton Robe rt ,  Mackay u k
Hamilton W .,  Aramac c
Hamner Edward E., Rockhampton o c
Ramon J. B., Brisbane c
Hampton M. A.,  Bundaberg  c (2)
Hance R. J., Betts  Creek c (2)
Haack Miss ,  Laidle Scrub c
Hancock  Mrs., Macy u k
Hancock -, Kangaroo Point c
Hancock Joseph One-Mile Creek o
Hancock Wm., Ipswich q c
Handcock Valiancy M .,  Hughenden u k
Handle Mrs., Cabbage Tree Creek c
Hang  Ti  y ,  Bundaberg a
Harlan Mrs., Brisbane s
Hanlon James ,  Betts Creek c
Hanlon T. W., Brisbane c
Hannam J .,  Bunya c
Hannan J .,  Bundabe rrgg c
Hannan  J . IF., B undaberg c
Hannon Thomas ,  'Rockhampton o c
Hannus Andrew ,  Roma o c
Hanratan Miss Johanna ,  Valley c
Hansen Mrs. Clermont c
Hansen and Atephenson Southport c
Hansen Mrs. Eliza, Walkerston c
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75 Hansen H., Normanton c
76 Hansen Jacob, Pentland c
77 Hansen L., Walkerston c
78 Hansen  M rs.  M., Mitchell c
T9 Hansen Mathias, Bald Hills c
80 Hansen Peder ,  Walkerston c
81 Hansen R. S., Walkerston c
82 Hansen William, Jundah c
83 Hanson C. K., Daandine Dalby s
84 Hanson M., One-Mile c
85 Hanson M., Maryborough c
86 Hanson T., Moore's Creek c
87 Harberg  Chas .,  Maryborough c
88 Hardie Mrs. Alexander ,  Fortitude Valley u k
89 Hardie John ,  Brisbane o
90 Harding Miss, Brisbane u k
91 Harding Frank ,  Drummer 's Creek f
92 Harding James, Clermont u k
93 Harding Richard, Petrie Terrace c
94 Harding  -,  Orient Station c
95 Hardinge C., Brisbane c
96 Hardy Mrs .  A., Brisbane c
97 Hare Wi ll iam ,  DeIlalah Station s
98 Hargrave Jas., Tinana c
99 Hargraves John ,  Charters Tower c
100 Hargreaves W., Moonie River o
101 Harkins Patrick ,  Gympie  in
102 Harland John ,  St. Helena o
103 Harling J., Brisbane u k (4)
104 Harlow Mrs. John, Pine Hill  is
105 Harman Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
106  Barney W., Normanton e
107 Harper Miss E., Sandgate c
108 Harper Edward Symon ,  Burrum Park c
109 Harper E. T., Burrum c
110 Harper F., Cooktown s
111 Harper  John W .,  Cooktown o
112 Harrigan W., Rockhampton c
113 Harrington  -,  Homestead o
114 Harrington  -,  Rockhampton c
115 Harrington Danl., Pine Hill o
116 Harris and Marks ,  Sydney f
117 Harris and Perry ,  Townsville n z
118 Harris Miss, Charlevi ll e c
119 Harris F., Brisbane o
120 Harris F. W., Brisbane s
121 Harris G., Brisbane u k
122 Harris G., Walkerston c
123 Harris Miss J., Spring Hill c
124 Harris Jas., Brisbane c
125 Harris James ,  Brisban e, c
126 Harris James H., Jondaryan o
127 Harris John, Brisbane m
128 Harris J. H., Rockhampton  in
129 Harris J. T., Mackay c
130 Harris J. W., Bundaberg c
131 Harris W. H., Townsvi lle c
132 Harris W. H., North Rockhampton c
133 Harrison Danil, Rockhampton c
134 Harrison Mrs. E .  Newtown, fpg*ieh c
135 Harrison Edwin , B risbane u k
136 Harrison F., Bundaberg c
137 Harrison James, Normanton u k
138 Harrison  J. F., Monkey  Station c
139 Harrison Sydney T., Dugandan c
140 Harrison S. T., Bowen c (2)
141 Harrison W., Brisbane c
142 Harriss Miss Til lie, Brisbane c
143 Hart A .,  Nebo c
144 Hart Alfred ,  Nebo s (3)
145 Hart H .  L., Brisbane u k
146 Hart John, Brisbane c (2)
147 Hart R .,  Brisbane c
148  Harte  Miss  Kate,  St. George u k
149 Hartley G., Betts Creek c
150 Ha rt ley Mary, Rockhampton u  It
151 Ha rt ley Wm., Normanton c (2)
152 Hartridge Mrs., Gladstone road o
153 Ha rt z Mrs. E .  J., Charters Towers c
154 Hartz J., Charters Towers c
155 Harvey Mrs., Townsville c
156 Harvey  -,  Homestead c
157 Harvey Alfred ,  Charters Towers a
158 Harvey Alfred John ,  Charters  'towers s (2)
159 Harvey Wi ll iam ,  Brisbane c
160 Harvey W. S., Ipswich a
161 Harwood Captain A .,  Townsville c
162 Harzer Ludwig ,  Gayndah o c
160 Hasel C., Toowoomba c
164 Haskayne E., Brisbane u k
165 Haskins Jas., One -mile Creek c
166 Hassall R. F., Helidon c
167 Hassell Wm. Brisbane c
168 Hassett T., Herberton c
169 Hastie Jno., Ipswich c
170 Haswell and Co., Ma ry bo rough c
171 Hatcliff G., Maryborough u k
172 Haugh J. J., Hughenden c
17$ Haugh Miss Mary, Jondaryan o
174 Hausmann J. G., Brisbane o
175 Haviland A. R., Surbiton Pine Hill u k ands ($)
176 Hawall Mrs. W. A., Homestead c
177 Hawe John ,  Brisbane u k
178 Hawk J., Normanton c
179 Hawkenn  Robert ,  Gunalda c
180 Hawkin Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
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181 Hawkins Miss, Brisbane c 287 Hinton S,. Roma c
182 Hawkswood  ,  Brisbane u k 288 Hinz N., Clermont c
183 Hawkswood C., Brisbane u k 289 Hix William ,  Brisbane c
184 Hawley T., Geraldton c 290 Hoare Miss Mary, Wi ll Water Station c
185 Hay -,  Gairlock c 291 Hoare Miss Mary ,  Brisbane c
186 Hay Alexander ,  One-mile Creek c 292 Hobbs J., Toowoomba c
187 Hay T .  H., Townsvi lle u k 293 Hobbs J., Ipswich c
188 Hayden Richard Coreena Station c 294 Hobbs Thomas, Hughenden c
189 Hayeer Mrs. J . 'J., Hughenden c (3) 295 Hobine Henry, Stanwe ll c (2)
190 Hayes Mrs., Mackay c 296 Hockings Mrs., Valley c
191 Hayes Denis, Dua ringa c 297 Hodel Joseph, Toowoomba c (2)
192 Hayes H. Bingera c 298 Hodge R., Lutwyche c
193 Hayes  Join,  Mitche ll c 299 Hodges G., Brisbane c
194 Hayes Tom, Mackay c 300 Hodges Louis G., Brisbane s
195 Hayes William ,  Toowoomba c 301 Hodgson Dr., Brisbane c
196 Hayman Albert ,  Hughenden c 302 Hodgson Mrs.  E. A., Gympie c
197 Hayward Miss Nalta ,  Rockhampton e 303 Hoey Wm .,  Toowoomba c
198 Head William, Blackall c 304 Hoffman C. H., Warwick c
199 Head rick Mrs. Jondaryan c 305 Hofmann P. F., Charleville o
200 Heather Jno., TI'oowoomba c" , 306 Hogan Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
201 Healey Andrew  Maryborough c 307 Hogan Miss Alice, South Brisbane c
202 Healy Mrs .  E.,  W oolloongabba c 308 Hogan Arthur E., Brisbane c
203 Healy F., Townsville s 309 Hogan 14dward, Mackay o c
204 Healy J., Mitchell c 310 Hogan J., Brisbane c
205 Healy Miss Lizzie ,  South Brisbane c 311 Hogan James Brisbane c
206 Healy M .,  Charters Towers c 312 Hogan Patrick, Toowoomba c
207 Heaney Alex .,  Brisbane u k 313 Hogarth W., Southport c
208 Heap C.  J., Brisbane u k 314 Hogg Dr .,  Brisbane c
209 Heargraves John ,  Brisbane m 315 Hogg -  (surveyor ),  Normanton c
210 Hearn Miss ,  Brisbane u k 316 Hohrmann P. F. Mount  Pleasant o c
211 Hearndon William ,  Brisbane o c 317 Hoiley William ,  W ooloongabba c
212 Heaslip James ,  Brisbane u k 318 Holden H., Normanton a
213 Heath James, Burrum c 319 Holden S., Port Douglas o
214 Heatey John E., Burrum c 320 Holker Henry ,  Normanton u k
215 Heavy John ,  Betts Creek of 321 Holland Miss ,  Bowen terrace c
216 Healy Martin ,  Rockhampton o c 322 Holland  -,  Brisbane u k
217 Hee Mrs .  Henry ,  Cairns u k 323 Holland Geo., Bendena Station s
218 Hee Henry, Oairns u k 324 Holland J. N., Bundaberg c
219 Heeney Wi lliam ,  Coreena c 32.5 Holland Thomas ,  Rockhampton u k
220 Heffernan R. D., Bundaberg c 326 Holland Timothy, Bowen Downs o
221 Hegarty Mrs. Mary ,  Rockhampton o c 327 Ho llander Paul, Dalby e
222 Hehir
Edmund ,  Cooktown c (2)
328 Holliday J., B risbane c
223 Heidke C. Woongarra c 329 Hollidge Mrs. Herbert ,  Stanthorpe c (2)
224
,
Heilbrown E. B., Pmndaberg c 330 Hollie J., Yeulba c
225 Re llear C., Mitche ll c 331 Hollingdrake Binns, Brisbane u k
226 Helion T. Mitchell c 332 Hollmann C. H., Cairns f
227 Hell E .  If., Herberton s 333 Holm Miss Emily ,  One-Mile Creek  in
228 Helwig Moritz ,  Coochin o c 334 Holman Henry ,  Pet rie terrace o c
229 Hemsworth J., Rockhampton u k 335 Holmes  -  Hughenden c
230 Henbal  -,  Brisbane u k 336 Holmes R., $owen Hi lls, Brisbane c
231 Henderson  -,  Gympie c 337 Holmes Samuel, Port Douglas o c
232 Henderson Alfred, Pine Hi ll c 338 Holmes Samuel, Townsville c (2)
233 Henderson Donald Howard c 339 Holmes Thomas ,  Townsville c (3)
234 Henderson Fred., katranda c (2) 340 Holst Anton, Brisbane c
235 Henderson  G., Mackay c 341 Horsten H. J., Yeulba o
236 Henderson George ,  Jundah c 342 Holt D .,  Bogantungan c
237 Henderson Hugh ,  Maryborough u k 343 Holt Edgar  E., Ki llarney c
238 Hendley J. C., Tarampa Store s 344 Holzheimer A., Redland Bay c
239 Hendy  -,  Gympie c 345 Honan  - (bootmaker ),  Little Ipswich c
240 Heneberry Micha el, Brisbane u k 346 Honey George S. Moore 's Creek s
241 Henery Pat., Bunda berg f 347 Honey Mrs. G.,  toore's Creek c
242 Herne y Mary ,  Toowoomba o 348 Honey William, Langton c
248 Hennessy  Mrs., Brisbane c 349 Honeyford John Brisbane o c
244 Hennessy John ,  Two-Mile ,  Gympie c 350 Honeywe ll W. S!, Eton u k
245 Hennessy Miss Kate ,  Brisbane o 351 Hong Chong ,  Charters Towers o
246 Henrickson Mrs. C .,  Rockhampton c 352 Hood  Mies ,  Brisbane u k
247 Henry  -,  Lytton c 353 Hood G .,  Brisbane c
248 Henry James Brisbane n z 354 Hood Theodore South Brisbane c
249 Henry John ien amin ,  Maryborough u k 355 Hoo llass Mrs. Jlizabeth ,  Hughenden c (3)
250 Henry Adolpph, Drayton c 356 Hoon War Yuen, Maytown c
251 Herd Mrs .  C., Brisbane o c 357 Hooper G. H., Gympie c
252 Herne  -,  Brisbane c 358 Hooper H. Southport c
253 Herreker C., Lorne e 359 Hooper Jon, Brisbane c
254 Hersche ll Wi lliam ,  Toowoomba c 360 Hoc  Tart Fay, Mackay o c (2)
255 Hewett Walter, Augathe lla  in 361 Hop Y .,  Roma s
256 Hewett Walter, Morven road c 362 Hoper Karl, Brisbane f
257 Hewson Thomas ,  Toowoomba u k 363 Hopes Wi lliam Pine Hi ll c
258 Heyne E. B. and Co .,  Brisbane s 364 Hopkins Miss 0 G., Brisbane c
259 Hickman Ed ar,  Gayndab s 365 Hopkins J., Rockhampton c
260 Hicks John ,  Townsville u k 366 Hoppner Carl, Yaamba road c
261 Hickson Mrs. C.,  Pine Hill c 367 Hop Sing ,  Rockhampton s
262 Higgins Geo. G .,  St. George  in 368 Horace  -,  Pet rie terrace c
263 Higgins Jno .  Killa rney Plains c 369 Horan Mrs., Red Hill a
264 Higgins P., Gym ie c 370 Horan James, Johnstone River c (4)
265 Higgins Patrick Dalrymple o 371 Horn J., Pine Hill c
266 Higgins Ward L .  S. Charters Towers o 372 Horn James ,  Johnstone River u k, and c (2)
267 Higginson Mrs. Bartara ,  Pentland o 373 Ho rn W .,  Brisbane u k
268 H 'ghmaaa Edward Albert ,  Brisbane u k 374 Hornbrook John, Cleveland Bay u k
269 Hill Mrs., Isisford c 375 Ho rne Alexr Bindango ,  Roma u k
270 Hill  -,  Clermont c 376 Ho rne John  ( liver ,  Mackay o
271 Hill -,  Cleveland  Bay s 377 Hornidge John, Maryborough  0  c
272 Hi ll Mrs. E., Charters Towers c (2) 378 Horrocks Joseph ,  Charters Towers c273 Hi ll George ,  Gympie o 379 Horsey T. K., Townsvi lle c
274 Hi ll Harry Townsvi lle c 380 Horsey T. K., Normanton c
275 Hill John , llbwnsvi lle c 381 Horsefa ll G. F. Rockhampton u k
276 Hi lls Mrs. Samuel ,  Mount Pleasant o 382 Horsten Mrs. R., Isisford f
277 Hi ller Julius Tharromindah a 383 Horton Mrs. W., Pine Hi ll s
278 Hilliard A. G., Brisbane  in 384 Hoskin Miss Emily B risbane c
279 Hi ller W.,  Bette Creek c 385 Hospital Leonard, Fine Hi ll o c
280 Hinchliffe Miss Adelaide ,  Townsville c 386 Houghee Wi lliam, Charters Towers u k
281 Hincks Thos .,  Bunda berg c and u k (2) 387 Houston F., Blackall c
282 Hinds D., Gympie c 398 Howard A., Hamleigh ,  Ingham c
283 Hinemann John ,  Toowoomba o c 389 Howard D., Ipswich c
284 Hing Yein,  MiLytown f 390 Howard D., Peak Mountain c
Hinsvn H., V ey c 391 Howard  Ws. Susan Brown,  Ipswich u k
$Intbm Mt1s„ th Brabane c 392 Howard Wdlte r, -Matybor 0ugh-u k  suds (6)
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Howells John, Thargomindah c (2)
Howes J., Valley
AHowes Miss  N., Brisbane u k
Howlett R ., Tambo o
Howlett Watkinson, Ipswich c
Howman  Steven S., Brisbane s
Huwness  H. J., Fortitude Valley u k
Hubbard Mrs., South  Brisbane c
Hubber John, Toowoomba c
Hubrez A., Bowen  terrace c
Huddart John. Toowoomba c
Hudson Mrs. V., Rockhampton c
Hudson Thomas,  Brisbane c
Hughs and Bowell, Toowoomba e
Hughes  and Grey, Townsville c
Hughes  H. A Norwood c (2)
Hughes Miss  Jane, Bundaberg c
Hughes J. T., Mackay c
Hughes  Mrs. M. E., South Brisbane o c
Hughes  T., Townsville s
Hughes Thomas , Oakenden Plantation c
Hughes  W., Mitchell, u k
Hughson George, Townsville u k
Hull C., Gympie c
Hull Jacob, Toowoomba o
Hulton Miss Ellen, Rockhampton u k
Humpage Thomas, Mount Britton u k
Humphries A., Lytton u k
Humphries Mrs. Elizabeth, Charters Towers o c
Hungerford Thos, Mitchell s (3)
Hunt Benj. G., Fortitude Valley c (3)
Hunt Miss Elizabeth, Normanton c
Hunt G., Rockhampton c
Hunt Sarah, Brisbane c
Hunter D. B., Toowoomba c
Hunter Mrs. R., Charters Towers c
Hunter Robert, Rockhampton c
Hunter Samuel, Charters Towels s
Hunter T. C., Townsville c
Hurd J., Goodna c
Hurd Walter,  Brisbane c
Hurford  Miss,  Bowen terrace u k (2)
Hurst Wm., Rockhampton f and c (2)
Hutcheson  James, Townsville c
Hutchings Miss Mary, Brisbane o
Hutchinson John Isisford o c
Hutchison  Alex. kussell,  Brisbane c
Hutchison Geo. R.,  Brisbane c (3)
Hutton and Coy., Dagivorth, Winton c
Hutton -,  Townsville s
Hutton W., Blackall n c
Huybers F., Chinchilla c (4)
Hyatt Richard, Toowuomba c
Hyland James , Kyabra o
26 Jacobsen Jorgan, Tiaro e
27 Jacobsohn S. W., Townsville
28 Jacobson S. W., Townsville f
29 Jaffke -, Betts Creek c
30 Jago John, Valley c
31 James and Smith, Brisbane c
32 Janies -, Boggo road c
33 Janies A. E., Brisbane o
34 James C. L., Toowoomba c
35 James  Daniel, Rockhampton c
36 James Henry, Toowoomba c
37 James.J., Surat s
38 James Miss M. Kate,  Brisbane c
39 James Norman, Mount Morgan c
40 James R. H., One-mile Creek c (2)
41  James R. H. D., Rockhampton it k
42 James William, Howard c
43 James W., Charters Towers c
44 Jameson Francis, Brisbane c
45 Jameson Mrs. Win., Ipswich road c
46 Jamieson Win., Ipswich road c
47 Jammiesou  Miss  M. A., Sandgate c
48 Janison Con. A., Aramac c
49 Janon F. J., Alpha c
50 Jansen -, Petrie terrace c
51 Jardine -, Brisbane c
52 Jardine It. C., Roma u k (2)
53 Jarratt H., Ipswich c (2)
54 Jarvis Colonel R. E. C., Brisbane u k
55 Jeanes Mrs. Samuel, Townsville o
56 Jebbet A., Blackall s
57 Jefferson -, Townsville c
58 Jeffries S., Gold Creek c
59 Jeffriess Mrs., Rockhampton c
60 Jell J. T.. Brisbane f
61 Jell Miss S. B., Brisbane f
62 Jemmy Chong, Jondaryan o c
63 Jenkins Mrs. George, Mitchell c
64 Jenkins J., Gympie c (2)
65 Jenkins T. P., Brisbane c and in (2)
66 Jenner J. J., Brisbane u k
67 Jennings D., Normamton  s and c (2)
68 Jennings John, Toowoomba c
69 Jennings T. B., Cork Station o
70 Jensen Andrew, Normanton c
71 Jensen B. C., Woolloongabba c
72 Jensen Christian, South Brisbane o c
73 Jensen JorFen, Rockhampton o c
74 Jensen Julius,  Tinana c
75 Jensen L., Bundaberg c
76 Jensen Michael, Bundab.rg
77 Jensen T., Brisbane a
78 Jensen H., Gympie c
79 Jervis W. F., Brisbane m
80 Jessop V., Goodna c
81 Jewell Davis and Co., Brisbane u k
82 Jimm August,  Brisbane c
83 Jimmieson  Miss H., San ate c
84 Jimmy Ali Gee, Charters Towers o c (2)
85 Jimmy Kong, Charleville o c
86 Jobson John, Normanton c
87 Jocie Miss Annie, Wollambilla c
88 Joesel August, Johnstone River o
89 John Ali Long,  Tinana c
90 Johnny Ah Hong, Mackay c
91 Johns G., Gympie c
92 Johns J., One-mile Creek c (2)
93 Johns Rudolph, Mount Cotton c
94 Johnsen Peter, Brisbane c
95 Johnson --, Brisb ane c
96 Johnson -, South Brisbane c
97 Johnson Mrs., Brisbane u k
98 Johnson  Miss,  Brisbane s
99 Johnson A. R., Boggo c
100 Johnson B., Red Hiil c
101 Johnson E. A., Ravenswood o c
102 Johnson Fred, Wombalilla s (2)
103 Johnson  Jas., Brisbane c
104 Johnson Peter, Springsure  o
105 Johnson R., Brisbane c
106 Johnson T., Sandy Creek c
107 Johnson Wm., Townsville o c
108 Johnson W., Augathella c
109 Johnson W. E., Normanton c
110 Johnston Mrs., Brisbane road c
111 Johnston Miss Allason, Fortitude Valleys and c (2)
112 Johnston A. Jack , Brisbane s
113 Johnston August, Mackay c
114 Johnston James, Brisbane c
115 Johnston W. H., Kalamia o
116 Johnstone -, Forest Park c
117 Johnstone  Miss Margaret  Brisbane c
118 Jokensen Fred, Townsville o c
119 Jolly D., Sandgate c
120 Jones -, Cairns c
121 Jones -, Rosewood Scrub c
122 Jones  Miss, Brisbane c
123 Jones  Miss  A., Brisbane a
124 Jones A. E., Mitchell o c
125 Jones Charles, Brisbane s
126 Jones C., Beauaraba c
127 Jones C., Brisbane m
128 Jones Capt. Chas. J., Red Hill c
129 Jones G. E. R., Toowoomba c
130 Jones G. A., Brisbane c
131 Jones Helen , Charters Towers c
I.
I ILLSLEY Wm., Gympie c (2)
2 Imhoff John, Mitchell o c
3 Lurie T., Mackay c
4 Ingram Miss, Sandgate c
5 Ireland G., Townsville u k
6 Ireland Wm., Pioneer Estate c
7 Irvin S., Valley c
8 Irving -, Brisbane s
9 Irving - (carpenter), Roma c
10 Irving Win., Beauaraba c
11 Irving Mrs. W., Gympie c
12 Irwin and Robertson, Brisbane s
13 Irwin Josh., Gympie c (2)
14 Irwin Thos., Milton c
15 Irwin W., Cawarral m
16 Isaacs H. P., Coomootoolaro, Boolburra c
17 Jvers  -,  Pentland c
18 Ivill J. E., North Bundaberg u k
J.
1 JACCOBSON 0., Marion Mill c
2 Jack Alex., Johnston River c
3 Jacks G., Rockhampton o
4 Jack J., Townsville c
5 Jack J. A., Brisbane c
6 Jack Thos. Rockhampton c
7 Jackouski i"., Mackay c
8 Jackson -, Brisbane u k
9 Jackson Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
10 Jackson A. B., Brisbane c
11 Jackson Mrs. E., Geraldton c
12 Jackson F. D., Brisbane s (2)
13 Jackson Isaiah, Sandy Creek, Charters Towers u k
(3)
14 Jackson John, Brisbane c (2)
15 Jackson Jno., The Dee c
16 Jackson M., Brisbane c
17 Jackson Thos., Mackay c
18 Jackson William, Port Douglas c
19 Jackson William, Townsville f
20 Jackson Wni. (carpenter), Brisbane o c
21 Jackson W., Charters Towers c
22 Jacob J. Bundaberg c
23 Jacobin  ktns , Clermont,c
24 Jacabs  G., Townsville d
35 Jacobs  Q. J. (joiner ), Townsville c
132 Jones Henry, Marian Mill c
133 Jones H., Victoria Mill c
134 Jones H., Dalby c
135 Jones Mrs. H., Eton m and c (2)
136 Jones H. A. and Co., Charleville s (3)
137 Jones H. J., Charters Towers c
138 Jones James, Yaamba road c
139  Jones John, Norman ton c
140 Jones Joseph, Mitchell o c
141 Jones Joshua ,  Mackay u k
142 Jones Master J., Normanton c
143 Jones J., South Brisbane c
144 Jones J. E., Cork Station o
145 .Tones J. E. Brisbane u k
146 Jones Miss IK.,  Brisbane c
147 Jones Miss Lucy, Bogantungan c
148 Jones Mrs. M.,  North  Rockhampton c
149 Jones Mrs. M., Eton c
150 Jones Rees, Hodgkinson Gold Field u k
151 Jones Richard, Old Cleveland road o c
152 Jones Richard ,  South Brisbane o
153 Jones Robert, Betts Creek c
1.54 Jones Robert Cecil, Pimpama u k (3)
1.55 Jones Robert H., Rosella Plains u k (3)
156 Jones R., Betts Creek c
157 Jones S., Gin Gin c
158 Jones Thomas, Charters Towers c
159 Jones T., One- mile  Creek c (2)
160 Jones T. A., Lorne Station c (2)
161 Jones T. H., Gympie c
162 Jones W., Rockhampton c
163 Jones W.  0., One-mile Creek c
164 Jonson H., Brisbane c
165 Jopp  -,  Kangaroo Point c (2)
166 Jordan Mrs., Sandgate c
167 Jordan F., Mackay c
168 Jordan H. J., Brsbane s (2)
169 Jordan Thomas, Brisbane f
170 Jorgensen C. Walkerston c
171 Jorgensen Johan ,  Mackay c
172 Jorgensen  H. P., Woolloongabba c
173 Josk Paul, Townsville c
174 Joyce Miss A.  Roma u k
175 Joyce Festus, Mitchell c
176 Joyce H. C., Landsdowne Station c (4)
177 Joyce William, Ipswich c
178 Joyn A., Cooktown s
179 Juckes John,  Ba llandean s
180 Judge Miss Ada, Townsville c
181 Junce J. F., Brisbane c
182 Juncker August, Brisbane n z
183 Juno Miss  E. Gympie c
184 Just M. L., Brisbane u k
H.
1 KAHILL Mrs .  John Charters Towers u k
2 Kaiser  -,  Thornborough c
3 Kalan Mrs. J .  South Brisbane c
4 Kane H. J., 1iimberley c and n z (3)
5 Kane Thomas ,  Ipswich c
6 Karlson Miss Maria, Brisbane f
7 Karmussen Miss ,  Woolloongabba c
8 Karrasch W., Enoggera c
9 Kavanagh  -,  Walker 's Pocket c
10 Kavanagh Robert Westbrook u k
11 Kavanagh Thos., lundaberg c
12 Kay John ,  Brisbane c
13  Kean John ,  Ashgrove c
14 Kean Mrs .  Mary, Charters Towers o c
15 Kean P .  M., Toowoomba c
16 Keane K., Marybo rough o
17 Keane Mrs .  M. A., Charters Towers c (4)
18 Kea re y J .  Charters Towers c
19 Kea rney  ,  Bundaberg c (2)
20 Kea rney Kate ,  Warwick o21 Keatte Gassuka ,  Ravenswood c
22 Kelbe W .  H., Townsvi lle t
23 Kee Chou ,  Rockhampton c
24 Kee Chan ,  Port Douglas c
25 Keelean Miss Ellen ,  Kelvin Grove o c
26 Keeshan John, Brisbane  in
27 Keid J .  H., South Brisbane c
28 Keith Alexander ,  St. George u k
29 Keith R., B ri sbane c
30 Ke her T .,  Charleville c
31 Kell  W. B ri sbane u k
32 Kellet M.,tanthorpe c
33 Keltie David ,  Bundaberg c
34 Kelly Mrs., Townsvi lle c
35 Kelly Alfred ,  Brisbane o c
36 Kelly C.,  Mackay c
37 Kelly Mrs. F .,  Rockhampton c
38 Kelly J .  T., Winton s (2)
39 Kelly James ,  Brisbane c
40 Kelly Jno .,  Marybo rough c
41 Kelly M .,  South Brisbane c
42 Kelly Mrs .  M. E., Rockhampton c (2)
43 Kelly Miss M .  E., Brisbane c
44 Kelly Mrs .  Mary, Toowoomba o
45 Kelly M .,  Ravenswood o e
46 Ke lly Michael ,  Toowoomba o
47 Kelly P., Ravenswood c
48 Kelly P., ' ne c
49 Kelly Patrick, Sifrat o
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50 Kelly Patrick, Pine Hill c
51 Kelly Thomas, Cooktown o c
52 Kelly Thomas, Roma c
53 Kelly Win., Cooktown s
54 Kelsey A. G., Brisbane s
55 Kelsey E., Logan road o
56 Kelso --,  Brisbane a
57 Kelso J., Alice River c
58 Kendrick A., Ipswich c (2)
59 Kendery M., rerang c
60 Keneally Miss, Brisbane a
61 Kensela  T., Charters Towers o
62 Kennedy -, Mclvor River c
63 Kennedy Mrs., Maryborough c
64 Kennedy  Mrs. Maneroo  Station c
65 Kennedy H., kitchen s
66 Kennedy John, Mackay c
67
68
81
82
83
84
8.5
86
87
88
89
9091
92
93
94
95
96
97
Kennedy John, Laidley o
Kennedy  Miss  M. J., Brisbane c
Kennedy Tom ,  Normanton c
Kennedy Thomas, Townsville c
Kennedy W  Brisbane  in
Kennedy  William ,  Brisbane c
Kennedy  Miss, Don River c
Kenney  Misa, Normanton c
Kenny Jas .,  Walker 's Pocket c
Kenny John, Cooktown o c
Kenny M .,  Maryborough c
Kenny  Michael ,  Ipswich c
Kent -  Brisbane u k
Kent T., !oowoomba c
Kenyon W ., Mackay c
Keogh J.,  Brisbane c
Keogh John,  Bogantungan o
Keogh Martha , Ipswich o
Keogh P.,  St. George c
Keogh T., Rockhampton c
Keogh Thos., Cooktown c
Keough Mrs. Mary,  Bogantungan c (2)
Keough P.,  Channing a
Keppel A. K., Brisbane  in
Kepedorff Carl, Maryborough c
Ker f4eo.;  Goemburra
Kerr  Mrs. Elizabeth Ann, Brisbane c
Kerney Mrs .  Wi ll iam ,  Port Douglas o
Kerry Manes ,  Dalby c
Kersey Jno., Toowoomba c
Kerwin J., Mackay e
98 Kettlewell T., Chatsworth road c
99 Kevan  James Brisbane c
100 Keyes, Patrick, Cooktown, u k
101 Keyes Patrick,  Marybo ro ugh o c
102 Keyson  -,  Brisbane c
103 Kidd Mrs. J.,  Fisherman 's Island c
104 Kidd Jno ., Fisherman 's Island c
105 Kiely  Charles Ravenswood u k
106 Kiely John,  Il,avenswood u k
107 Kiepe Carl ,  Toowoomba c
108 Kiernan -,  Ingham c
109 Kiernan Thos .,  Mackay c
110 Kilcat H. J. de W.,  Brisbane c
111 Kilfoyle  Thos .,  Lake Nash a
112 Kilkenny  Patrick ,  Brisbane c
113 Killoran Patrick Downs  Hi lls Station c
114 Killip  Williamouth Brisbane u k
115 Kim John, Daib c
116 Kimmond  Mrs. M.,  Charters Towers c
117 Kimpton  A. T., Brisbane a
118 Kindbacker Miss ,  Tinana Creek c
119 King Arthur ,  Hughenden o
120 King Charles ,  Mount Walker c
121 King C., The Dee c
122 King Mrs. E. B., Brisbane c
123 King Mrs .  E. M., Gympie c
124 King George ,  Ravenswood c
125 King George B ri sbane c
126 King Mrs . V. J., Pine Hill o
127 King  J., Gympie c
128 King John Henry, Isis o c (2)
129 King R .,  Marybo ro ugh c
130 King William ,  Pikedale c
131 Kingsland  John,  Brisbane s
132 Kingsville  -,  Mackay c
133 Kinsel  Theodore  Charters  Towers c
134 Kinnam  John ,  71hargomindah s
135 Kirk Miss, Gympie u k
136 Kirk David ,  Gympie c
137 Kirk  E., Blacka ll  c
138 Kirk George ,  Manfred Downs c
139 Kirk  Miss Mary , Gympie u k
140 Kirkaldy  Thos .,  Lucksome c
141 Kirkman  John, S ringau re  u k
142 Kirkpatrick F., Kedron Brook c
143 Kirkwood H., Gpmpie c (2)
144 Kirkwood Wm., Toowoomba c
145 Kirrigan Mrs. Cath., Gregory  terrace o c
146 Kitchen -, Maryborough c
147 Klaussen P., Mackay c
148 Klibbe C. Laidley c
149 Kloborg N' iels, Bundaberg c
150 Knee J., Tambo c
151 Knell Adolph, Bundaberg c
152 Kneller G., Brisbane u k
153 Kinckle  JobaLilymere c
1M Knight  ,  Toowoomba c
155 Knight Mrs. Mary A .,  Brisbane c
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156  Knight John, Reserve, Surat e
157 Knock Arthur ,  Malvern Hills Station c
1.58 Knopke J. L., Grandchester c (8)
159 Knopman H., Walkerston c
160 Knott W., Thargomindah s
161 Knox D., Brisbane o c
162 Knyrum M.,  Hughenden o
163 Kochler August ,  Wombillo c
164 Kolb Mrs .  C.,  Maryborough c
165 Kong On and Co., Port Douglas c
166 Koppe ,  Mrs., Charters Towers c
167 Krager Mrs., Lo gan  road c
168 Kraus Joseph, Maryborough o
169  Krause Max, Graeemere f
170 Krergu Car. Maryborough c
171 Kruger A., hughenden c
172 Kuder Christy ,  Bogantungan c
173 Kuhlke Geo. Heinrich ,  Brisbane u k
174 Kung Sing ,  Gympie c
175 Kurman Townsville c
176 Kurtain P., Lansdowne c
177 Kuttle Julius, South Brisbane o
L.
1 LABAROOGLEA  Giuseppi, Brisbane s
2 Lacey Frank,  Toowoomba c
3 Lacey F .,  Southport c
4 Laffay John ,  Ipswich  a
5 Laffey John ,  Coochin Coochin c
6 Laidlaw R., Normanton c
7 Laing Miss Eliza be th Ann ,  Brisbane c
8 Laing J .,  Cooktown c
9 Laird F .,  Mackay c
10 Lake Pat., Cooktown Railway c
11 Lake  Thomas, Ingham  e
12 Lalk Miss Kate  )khampton a
13 Lamb George ,  Gharleville s
14 Lamb H .  J., Townsville c
15 Lamb John ,  Charlevi lle c
16  Lambert J., Brisbane u k
17 Lambert J., Townsville o
18 Lambert Pat rick, Maryborough f
19 Lam bert S. J., Brisbane o
20 Lamond  Alex.,  Normanton o c (2)
21 Lamotte F. C., Toowoomba  a
22 Lamph Mrs .,  S ring Hill c
23 Lancaster A., Bundaberg 9
24 Lancaster Reginald ,  Condamine River m
25 Landsborough P., Mitche ll  c
26 Lane Oliver ,  Blackall c
27 Lane James  (farmer ),  Pine River c
28 Lane John ,  Ipswich c
29 Lane Mrs. L .,  Brisbane c
30 Lane Wil li am ,  Cootharaba u k
31 Lang  -,  Brisbane c
32 Lang War ,  Charlevi ll e c
33 Lang David, Normanton c
34 Lang Geoge H. B., Brisbane c
35 Lang  Hs, Toowoomba c
36 Lang R. M., Warwick o c
37 Lang W. Ravenswood c
38 Langan lE1atri ck J., Rockhampton c
39 Langer A., Elliott River c
40 Langford  -,  South Brisbane e
41 Langhorne John Lewis ,  Rockhampton f and u k
42 Langley Geo. Dowse ,  Bombala c
43 Langley James ,  Johnstone River c
44 Langer E. Bunda be rg c
45 Langton  James,• Normanton o
46 Larmer Mrs., Bindango Station c
47 Larsen Jens, Gympie c
48 Larssen Mrs. A .,  Bunda berg c
49 Lary -,  South Brisbane c
50 Latham Mr. and Mrs .,  Charters Towers a
51 Latz Frede ri ck, o o c
52 Lauchlan W., West  End e
53 Laugher C., Brisbane e
54 Laughlin Mrs. James ,  Brisbane  in
55  Lang ton -,  Brisbane u k
56 Lavender  an., Brisbane c
57 Lawlor William ,  Charleville o
58 Lawrence Capt .,  B ri sbane c
59 Lawrence Charles Ives ,  South Brisbane u k
60 Lawrence G., Townsville u k
61 Lawrence Henry ,  Brisbane o
62 Lawrence Mrs. Johanna ,  Waterford c
63 Lawrence W., Charters Towers c
64 Law rie Wm. C.,  Townsville u k (4)
65 Lawson Mrs.  Gympie c
66 Lawson C. N. Star River c
67 Lawsen Mrs. 1E., Townsville c
68 Lawson G., Townsvi lle c
69 Lawson Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton  a
70 Lawrie  -,  Brisbane c
71 Laycock Mrs. Jane ,  Charters Towers c
72 Leyden Austin, Morris Creek c
73 Lea Mrs. E .,  Kelvin Gro ve road c
74 Lea, Miss Lucy J .,  Mackay c
75 Lea Wm .,  Walton Creek e
76 Leach George,  Mitc cell  a
77 Leapole  A., Brisbane e
78 Leathem Wm., Rodney Downs c
70 - Leck Wnu
lbane n k80 Lee Fat,  Pr&A  glas e
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81 Lee Archibald,  Brisbane c
82 Lee G. S., Brisbane c
83 Lee H., Gympie c
84 Lee Hatlay, Clermont c
85 Lee J., South  Brisbane c
86 Lee Jno., Dalby c
87 Lee M., Charleville c
88 Lee A., Brisbane o
89 Lee Mrs. Lawrence, Brisbane u k
90 Lee Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
91 Lee R. E., Brisbane o c
92 Lee Robert, Brisbane o c
93 Lee T. H. May Clermont c
94 Lee Thos. H., Clermont s
95 Lee Win., Aramac c
96 Lee Wm., Alpha c
97 Leeder W. C., Tambo c
98 Leeman John, Gympie c
99 Lee On Hoy, Mackay c
100 Lee Sam ,  Miles c
101 Lefroy -, Wickham terrace c
102 Legesner -, Kangaroo Point c
103 Legge  James ,  Townsville o
104 Lehane Dan, Pine Hill o c
105 Leiber E., Townsville s
106 Leighton-, Pentland road c
107 Leitch Abraham,  Betts  Creek u k
108 Leitch Harcourt Lyle,  Brisbane a k
109 Lerch  Miss  M. L., Brisbane c
110 Levesly T., 29-mile Siding c
111 Lewisley James  Brisbane c
112 Le Mercier H., Nebo road n z
113 Lenam -, Valley c
114 Len Chong,  Mackay c
115 Lennan  Miss  Bridget, Bundaberg c
116 Lennon J., Spring Hill c
117 Lennox David, Eton u k
118 Lenord Miss  Ellen, Brisbane c
119 Lent A.,  Diamantina c
120 Leompt F., One-Mile o c
121 Leonard P. J., Charters  Towers e
122 Leonard  -, Port Douglas c (2)
123 Leong  Sing, Brisbane c
124 Lerari Stejano, Charters Towers a
125 Lerchgessner John, Cooper 's Plains o c
126 Lesber Giffard and Co., Maryborough in
127 Leslie Charles, Herberton c
128 Leslie J. S., Mitchell c
129 Lestrange J. G., Charleville e
130 Lettrie G., Maryborough c
131 Level Charles,  Sandgate o c
132 Levicke Capt. -, Mackay  m
133 Levinge R. C., Normanton c
134 Levy -, Wickham terrace c
135 Lewis  -,  Colonial  Sugar Company c
136 Lewis E., Winton c
137 Lewis G., Wickham  terrace c
138 Lewis  G. P., Brisbane c
139  Lewis Oswald , Blackall c
140 Lewis W., Valley c
141 Lewis W. Brisbane c
142 Leyd J., ) laekall c
143 Lidgate John, Townsville o c
144 Liebekeucht Wilhelm, Gooyea Station o
145 Liguari Luigi, Charters  Towers c
146 Ligghtsdy G. T., Indooroopilly u k
147 Lills• -, Townsville a
148 Lilly Chas., Toowoomba c
149 Lilly J. Osborne , Brisbane c
150 Limprecht Miss Amy, Brisbane c
151 Linch John G., Gin Gin o
152 Lind -  Pet ri e terrace c
153 Lind J., 6harters  Towers e
154 Lindgren A., Mackay c
155 Linden H., One- mile Creek c (2)
156 Linden J., Blackall e
157 Lindsay - Maryborough c
158 Lindskey F. ?W., Mackay c
159 Linton -, Kelvin Grove c
160 Lisidini Luigi,  Charters  Towers f
161 Lister Thomas,  Brisbane c
162 Liston G., Norwood c (2)
163 Littlewood Mrs. Anna M.,  Brisbane c
164 Littletwedel John,  Brisbane e
165 Livesey Joseph,  Mackay c
166 Livingstone D., Townsville c
167 Lixton  H., South Brisbane c
168  Ljiebetic Pietro, Brisbane f
169 Llewellyn T., Maryborough c
170 Lloyd -,  Sandgate c
171 Lloyd Mrs., Bowen o
172  Lloyd G., Brisbane u k
173 Lloyd Henry J., Toowoomba c
174 Lloyd J. T., Marginde c
175 Lloyd Miss  Jannie, Milton  in
176 Lloyd Mrs. Kate, Gregory  terrace c
177 Lobb  E., Brisbane n z
178 Lobley Godfrey, Ipswich c
179 Loch Daniel, Tambo c (2)
180 Lock G.,  Brisbane m
181 Loekye.r -,  Howard c
182 Lockyer Mrs Sarah, Maryborough c
183 Lockyer Joseph  Jas., Brisbane o c
184 Lohff Charles, Toowoomba o,
185 Loheen Thomas Port Douglas o c
186 Lolle Henry ,  Walkersbc c
187 Loman H., Thar omindahs 20 Maher James, Ravenswood c
188 Lomas -, Rockhampton u k 21 Maher Joseph, Toowoomba c
189 Lomas and Co., North Rockampton c 22 Maher N., Red Hill o
190 Lomas F., North Rockhampton c 23 Maher Timothy, Rockhampton c (2)
191 Lonergan J., Jundah c 24 Mahlone R., Adayale s
192 Lonergan  James,  Kingsborough e 25 Mahon E., Toowoomba, c
193 Long
-,  Tinana c 26 Mahon Pat., Townsville c
194 Long E., Womballilla e 27 Mahon T., Toowoomba c
195 Long P.,  Brisbane c 28 Mahoney Mrs. B. Rockhampton c
196 Long James Fortitude Valley u k 29 Mahoney John, I ebine Creek c
197
,
Maryborough inLong Michael 30 Mahoney Pat., Rockhampton o c
198
,
Long Michael, Valley c 31 Mahoney T., Drayton c
199 Long Thomas Sandy Creek c 32 Mahoney Wm., Brisbane o c
200 Long W. G., Inglewood c 33 Maier  George, Bowel} Hills c
201 Longhead John, Roma u k 34 Main T., Valley c
202 Longhead John Charleville o c 35 Mair Henry P.O. Brisbane o
203 Longridge W., kilkivan u k 36 Mallett W. if, Mount  Morgan c
204 Longstaff Miss ,  Oakwood c and s (2) 37 Mallon Michael, Mount Morgan c
205 Loom John, Dalby o c 38 Mallon William, .iVormanton c
206 Loo Lim, Aramac c 39 Malone Mrs., New ]'arm s
207 Loong May, Gympie c 40 Malone E., Cairns c
208 Lord Alfred, Rockhampton u k 41 Malone Richard, Roma c
209 Lord Florence, Milton o 42 Malone R., Brisbane c
210 Lord Joan Locke, South Brisbane c 43 Malone Thomas, ]port Douglas c
211 Lord Robert, Surat c 44 Malony Thomas, andsborough in
212 Lord S. E., Petrie  terrace c 45 Maloy Miss M. A.,risbane o
213 Lord William,  Enoggera o c 46 Malpas Edw., Clermont u k
214 Lorenzen S., Mackay c 47 Malton C., Gympie c
215 Lorentz Mrs., Mackay c 48 Mandon James,  Spring Hi ll  c
216 Lorrigan D., Owanyilla c 49 Manhoney thofnae, Westwood o
217 Loughoan Edward, Brisbane o e 50 Manion M. tine-Mile Creek c
218 Louis Charles,  Brisbane u k (2) 51 Mann F., 7 ownsv}lle c
219 Love -- Townsville c 52 Mann J. Tambo c
220 Love D., Brisbane in 53 Mann W ., fllackall c
221 Love Miss  Maggie , South Brisbane c 54 Manning Mrs. A., Townsville c
222 Love Johnston,  Brisbane c 55 Manning J., Bogantungan o
223 Love L., Brisbane c 56 Manson Mrs., South Brisbane o
224 Lovett Master Edward, Rockhampton c 57 Manton W., Mount Morgan c
22.5 Low A., Pialba c 58 Manuel John, Brisbane u k
226 Low G. E., Monkey Station c 59 Marbyro Patrick Brisbane c
227 Lowary -, Valley c 60 Markham Miss late,  Brisbane t
228 Lowe Mrs . Brisbane c 61 Markwick W. Brisbane n z
229
,
Lowe John, Roma o 62 Marlow Mrs. Vleanor, Maryborougb c
230 Lowe  Thomas, Laidley c 63 Marlow  G., Albion u k
231 Lowether -, Brisbane c 64 Maroney Patrick, Normapton c
232 Louis  Samuel, Charters Towers a 65 Marsden W., Thompson  ,'state c
233 Lo Nrie James ,  Brisbane a 66 Marselli  George, Normanton o e (2)
234 Lowry and Bolton Ipswich c 67 Marsh Charles, Charters Towers o c
235
,
Lorton G. U., Hughenden c 68 Marsh D., Womballilla o
236 Loxton Geor  re  Henry, Burketown s 69 Marsh James, Womballilla c
237 Loyd Toowoomba c
y
70 Marsh James, Ipswich c
'238 Lo d Mrs., Blackall c 71 Marsh J., Rockhampton c
239 Lucas  Henry, Toowoomba c 72 Marshall Mrs., Gladstone u k
240 Lucas Mrs. William G., Brisbane c (3) 73 Marshall Charles, Townsville m
241 Lucas William, Winton c 74 Marshall Frederick Winton c
242 Luckett J., Neardie c 75 Marshall George, Toowoomba c
243 Luddy  Denis,  Brisbane u It 76 Marshall Mrs. M., Miichell c
244 Luddy  Denis  B. Brisbane u k 77 Marsolen Ben., Maryborough c
245 Ludemani } J., Wooloongabba c 78 Marten C. L., Clermont c
246 Luders  Captain, Brisbane n z 79 Martin Alex., Cliarleville o
247 Ludford W. J. Toowoomba u k 80 Martin A., Laidley c
248 Ludwig  -,  Spring Hill c 81 Martin  B.,  Dungeness c
249 Ludwig  Knopke J., Grandehester c 82 Martin  David, Landsborough Howus c
250 Luke William  and Co .,  Brisbane c 83 Martin  George, Toowoomba s
261 Lumsden Mrs .  Rocky Waterholes c 84 Martin  Jas., One -mile Creek c
252 Lund August, West Albany o c 85 Martin John, Cairns in
253 Leneberg  Jacob ,  xisbang c 86 Martin  John ,  Rockhampton c
254 Luxton  Mrs  B. Gynilie e 87 Martin  Mrs. Julia, Rockhampton c
255 Lydamore  H., Brisbane u k 88 Martin  L. J., Brisbane c
256 Lyell Jas.,  Brisbane a 89 Martin Michael , Ravenswood o
257 Lyle W. Macka c 90 Martin  Robert, Roma c
258
y
Lynoe 11irs., Coilingwood c 91 Martin Robert Whiteside,  Winton % k
259 Lynam Master b. L. F., Pine Hill c 92 Martin Mrs. R ., Spring Hill c
260 Lynch Michael C., Brisbane u k 93 Martin  R., Valley c
261 Lynch Thomas F., Gairloch c 94 Martin  William ,  Westwood o
262 Lynch Thomas, Gympie c 95 Martin  M WG,pie crs.
263 Lynch W., Eton c 96 Maskwill -, *ickha}n  terrace c
264 Lynd H., Kangaroo Point c 97 Maslin Joseph, Normanton  c and uk (2)
265 Lyons C. Strathmore c 98 Massey  John, Lower Kedron o c
266 Lyons Join, North Pine River c 99 Maten John, Charleville c
267 Lyons Thomas, Maryborough c 100 Mather Mrs. B., Mitchell c (2)
268 Lyons  W., Brisbane c 101 Mather Will., Walkerston o
269 Lyons W. T., Barcaldine Station c 102 Mathers -, Spring dill o
103 Matherson Donaalld,  urat o (2)
104 Matthews  Charles,  Walloon Statiop 1
105 Mathews H., Torilla  Station c
106 Mathews John, Georgetown c
1 MAC P. G., Herberton o 107 Mathews  Thomas ,  Norm,  c
2 Mace Edward, South Brisbane c 108 Mathewson  Mrs. E .,  Hoclihaspton e
3 Maccualia  Michael, Womballilla c 109 Mathieson  -,  Tinana Creek c
4 Macey A .  G., Bimerah  Station c 110 Mathieson M., Maryborough c
5 Mack Michael and Caroline, Mutdapilly o c 111 Mathison  Mrs., Brisbane c,
6 Mack John, Ipswich c 112 Mathews Mrs., Spring Hill e
7 Madden W., Charleville c (2) 113 Mathews Mrs., Indooroopilly c
8 Maddison  Anthony, Georgetown c 114 Mathews T., Ipswich c
9 Maddon J., Rockhampton c 115 Matthews Wm., Lo all road c
10 Madden  N., Gympie e 116 Matthewson W., Wellington c
11 Madill R., Eton c (2) 117 Maunsell J., Brisbane c
12 Madsen  P., Brisbane c 118 blawby R., Betts Creek q
13 Maer H., Marburg a (2) 119 Mawdsley George, Rockhampton e
14 Magee J .,  Rosewood c 120 Mawhinny Mrs. Lucinda, $ risbanp o c
15 Mager B Boolboonda o 121 Mawsin Mrs., in
16 Maguire  John,  Ipawlch f 122 May  Mrs. Beresford ,  Mar`boron h a s
17 Magray  Mike,  Rockhampton c 123 May Charles and. Lary, Soi}th tr(! q q 9
18 Maguire Aires,  Donor 's Hill "c 124 May Jesse, V,akwick c19 Me her Miss  A. E:)' South Brisbane c 125 May :Michael,  Toowoomba o c
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126  May Miss Nellie ,  Brisbane s
127 May W. G., Gunalda c
128 Maybank Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
129 Mays W .,  Gympie c
130 Mayther  -,  Charlevi lle c
131 Meagher Michael, Brisbane u k
132 Meany Wi ll iam, Maryborough e
183 Mears Edward, Brisbane o c
134 Mears Edward, South Brisbane c
135 Mears Joseph, Brisbane  in
136 Mears William ,  Rockhampton  it  k
137 Medows  John,  Brisbane a
138 Meehan Frank Winton f
139 Meehan T. J., Ipswich c
140 Meeing J., Rockhampton c
141 Meenin J., Ninderoo c
142 Meier  -,  Churchill c
143 Meilandt Mrs., Brisbane f
144 Meissner Paul , Mourilyan c
145 Meithke H., Wooloongabba c
146 Meldon Womba ll illa c
147 Melhouse H ,., Aramac c
148 Melrose Mrs. Jane ,  Ked ron Brook c
149 Menere Mrs. G .  E., Normanton s
150  Meng  Francis, Rockhampton o c
151 Menzies George ,  Marlborough c
152 Merburg F., Townsviilllle o
153 Mercer Jessie, West End o
154 Merchant Miss Mary,  Brisbane u  It
155 Meriga Giovanni Cooktown in
156 Merleham  -,  i3risbane c
157 Merz Henry,  Bette Creek o
158 Meston M. (a.s. "Duke of Westminster"),bane uk
159 Metcalfe Simeon ,  Marybo rough c
160 Metzlaff Carl T., Canal Creek Station c
161 Mews John, Limestone c
162 Meyers A. Port Douglas a
163 Meynnik J. E., Burrandowan a
164 Micco Li be rato Port Douglas o 0
165 Miche ll  -,  Tiormanton c
166 Micklethwaite James ,  Maryborough c
167  Mt&dtetcwi 18's., c - -
168 Miers A. B., Surat c
169 Miers Herbert ,  Springsure a (2)
170 Miles Miss ,  Brisbane c
171 Miles Mrs. A .
ij Toowoomba c172 Miles Oliver,  uglienden c
173 Millar -, Breakfast Creek  in
174 Millar Alex .  C. R. 1 Cecil Plains o
175 Millar C., Charleville c
176 Millar Miss E., Dee River c
177 Miller  (hot-p'  man), Brisbane  o
178 Miller  -,  Brisbane c
179 Miller  -,  Cardwell c
180 Miller Mrs.,  New Farm c
181 Miller Alm .  James ,  Normanton c
182 Miller A., Brisbane c
188 Miller A .,  Brisbane c
184 Miller Mrs. B .,  Southport c
185 Mi ll er Mrs .  Charles ,  Lansdowne Station u k
186 Miller Mrs .  Caroline ,  Toowoomba o c
187 Miller Charles Pine Hill c
188 Miller David,  lI'hargomindah in
189 Miller D., Cooktown c
190 Miller E., Hughenden c
191 Mi ller G., Brisbane c
192 Miller H.,  Bundall c (2)
193 Miller H., Maryborough c
194 Mi ller Joseph, At. George a
195 Miller Robert Percy, Mackay u  It
196 Mi ller William, Normanton  in and c (2)
197 Miller W ilson, Clermont c
198 Miller W., Rockhampton c
199 Mi ller W., Southport c
200 Milligan J., Bowen Hills c
201 Mills -, Bulimba c
202 Mills Alfred Brisbane c
203 Mills ,  Mrs. 'Jessie,  Brisbane c
204 Mills Thomas ,  Bowen o
205 Mills P .,  Gympie c
206 Milne  -,  Wickham terrace c
207 Milner Miss Catherine ,  Brisbane ix k
208 M ilne Jno .,  Townsvi lle o
209 Milne J .  S., Roma c
210 Milner Mrs. Esther A., Breakfast Creek o c
211 Milner Miss E. J., Burrum o
212 Milner T. Townsville c
213 Milner W'., Townsv ille c
214 Minahan  -,  One-mile Creek c
215 Minehame James ,  Townsvi lle c
216 Minen Thomas ,  Laidley c (2)
217 Miner W., Laidle c
218 Mitchel George, Townsvi lle c
219 Mitche ll  -,  St. Leonard Estate c
220 Mitche ll  Mrs., Sandy Creek e
221 Mitchell  Mrs., Amelia,  Charters Towers c
222 Mitchell  A., Monkland e
223 Mitchell  A., Gympie c
224 Mitche ll  C. J., Rodney Downs u  It
225 Mitchell D. C. Brisbane s
226 Mitche ll  Mrs. }E Charters Towers c
227 Mitchell E. V.,  K woombe c
228 Mitchell  J. J., Toowoomba a
229 Mitchell J. H.,  Charters Towers e
230  Mitchell Walter,  Brisbane c
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231 Moales  Mrs., Gympie e
232:  Mobs Ir Townsville c
233 Morkett  A., Blackall s
234 Moffat  -,  South Brisbane cj
235 Moffat  C., Eight -mile Plains c
236 Moffat  J. Toowong c
237 Moffat  W. W. Charters Towers c
238 Moffat Miss , Kangaroo Point c
239 Moffatt James , Gold Creek o
240 Moffatt  P., Eight -mile Plains c
241 MoiSt Miss  Gympie a
242 Mogan  J., one-mile Creek a (2)
243 Molesworth  E., Brisbane c
244 Moloney Thomas ,  Manuka Station c
245  Moloney  Michael, Brisbane  u L-246 Molony M., Roma c (2)
247 Monaghan  Jas., Normanton road c
248 Monaghan  Thos., Charleville s
249 Monaghan  William, Ipswich c
250 Monahan  R. H., Gympie c
251 Monet  A. T. Ipswich c
252 Moncktelow  li , Black's Waterhole c
253 Monk John , Thorgomindah  Station s (2)
254 Moody Mrs., South  Brisbane c
255 Moon J .  H., Brisbane c
256 Mooney  K., Gympie c
257 Moons  Mrs. Margaret,  Brisbane c258 Moore  ., Maryborough c
259 Moore Miss, Waroonga Station u k260  Moore  Edward, " The Guardian," Mount Margaret
261 Moore  E., Ravenswood c
262 Moore  Mrs. E .,  Ravenswood Junction c
263 Moore  Mrs. E .  J., Brisbane c
264 Moore James , South Brisbane o
Bris-
Moore Jane ,  Charters Towers o c
Moore Mrs .  L., Charters Towers c
Moore P. A., Chinchilla c
Moore  Thomas,  Gympie c
Moore Walter, Charters Towers f
Moore William, Rockhampton f (2)
Moore William, Charters Towers c
Moorfield -, Clermont Branch e
Moore  Henry ,  Bette Greek u k
Moran Miss , Southport c (2)
Moran  E., Rockhampton c
Moran Mathew ,  Cairns o
Moran Mathies, Cairns u k
Moran William Wanuka  Station s
Moraney  Mrs. 13., Maryborough c
Moren  John ,  Tate River c
Morgan and  Forbes, Thornborough c
Morgan Mrs .,  Charters Towers c
Morgan Mrs .  Annie ,  Boggo road c
Morgan David Petrie terra ce  c (2)
Morgan Miss  R., Ipswich c
Morgan H., Howard c
Morgan John,  Brisbane a
Morgan J .  L., Ipswich o
Morgan Mrs. Mary ,  Ravenswood c (2)
Morgan Pat., Gympie c
Morgan Thomas,  Bette Creek c (e)
Morgan Mrs. T.,  Homestead c
Morley A ., Logan road c
Morley Miss A .,  Southport s
Morley W .,  Mount Pleasant c
Morris A. Brisbane c
Morris Edward ,  Nashvi ll e c
Morris  J., Toowoomba c
Morris  Mrs. L .,  Townsville c
Morris Mrs .  Sarah, Brisbane o e
Morris Thomas, Nermanton c (2)
Morris Wi ll iam, Ravenswood c
Morrisey  Edward Toowoomba c
Morrison  Archibald,  Pine Hi ll  u k
Morrison  John Maryborough c
Morrison  R., Townsville c
Morrisy  Miss Mary, Brisbane u  It
Morrow M., Toowoomba c
Morton  S. F. Brisbane a
Moos  Mrs. Tambo c
Mott E .  Kedron Park c
Mouse , Maryborough c
Mowin T., Charters Towers o
M oyes  Mrs.  Tiaro c (2)
Moyle R., Roma c
Muchenie  John ,  Brisbane c
317 Muchow A. Loganholme c
318 Muir Jas., Valley c
319 Muir John ,  Rockhampton o
320 Muir  Robert, Normanton c
321 Muldoon John, Thornborough s
322 Mulhall M., Pine Hill s
323 Mu llen  Samuel, Townsville u It (2)
324 Mu llen  Terence, Maryborough u k
325 Mullen Robert, Goodna c
326 Mu ller  Adam, Dalby c
327 Muller A., Kangaroo Point c
328 Mu ller  C., Toowoomba o
329 Mu ller Ernst .,  Enoggera c
330  Muller Bonnald , Bogantungan f
331 Mu ller  W., Ma rough c
332 Mullholland T., Brisbane a
333 Mullins James ,  Cabarlah c
334 Mullins Mrs. Mary A., Toowoomba c
335 Mulraney Mrs., Laidleyy c
336 Munihy  Patrick ,  Brisbane uk
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337 Munro --, Sandgate c
338 Munro August, Brisbane c
339 Munro Charles, Toowoomba c
340 Munro D., Kingston c
341 Munro Geo. Sutherland, Brisbane u k
342 Munro John, Allora u k
343 Munt Louisa, Redbank o
344 Murdoch Mrs., Maryborough u k
345 Murdoch William, Lowood c
346 Murdoch Wm., Rockhampton o c (3)
347 Murley Miss Louisa, Bowen terrace u k
348 Murphin W., Valley c
349 Murphy Brisbane c
350 Murphy -, Wickham terrace c
3.51 Murphy -,.Mackay c
352 Murphy Mrs., Ravenswood Junction s
353 Murphy Mrs. A., Hughenden c
354 Murphy George, Maytown o c
355 Murphy James, Betts Creek o
3.56 Murphy John, Willowbank c
357 Murphy John C., Brisbane u k
358 Murphy J., Townsville c
359 Murphy J., North Bundaberg e
360 Murphy J., Walkerston e
361 Murphy Mrs. J. T., Ayr c
362 Murphy Miss Mary Ann, Bundaberg c
363 Murphy Michael, Tamarie c
364 Murphy P., Belmont o
365 Murphy P. P., Brisbane c
366 Murphy Miss Sarah, Toowoomba c
367 Murphy Mrs. T. J., Ipswich c (2)
368 Murray Mrs., Brisbane c
369 Murray Miss, Brisbane c
370 Murray Alexr., Walkerston u k
371 Murray A. D., Toowoomba c (2)
372 Murray Aubrey, Rockhampton c
373 Murray C. A. C., Alice Downs Station in
374 Murray Fred, Winton c
375 Murray James, Brisbane f
376  Hurray James, Brisbane f
377 Murray Jas., Thornborough c
378 Murray Jas., Mitchell c
379 Murray John, Ipswich c
380 Murray John, Springsure c
381 Murray John, Rockhampton c
382 Murray John, Newmeyer Valley e
383 Murray Miss M. A., Brisbane c
384 Murray Robert, Hughenden c (2)
385 Murray Thomas, Clermont c
386 Murrey Frank, Aramac road c
387 Murry J., Oaklands m
388 Musjid Abdook, Townsville e
389 Mutter Greigor, Bundaberg c
390 Myers L., Brisbane e
391 Myers W. H., Pine Hill o
392 Myers Harry, Charleville c (2)
393 Myles --, Ipswich c
394  Myles John, Oakw od, Brisbane c
395 Myles Jos., Roma c
MC.
1 McADAM John, Gympie u k
2 McAffery - Rockhampton c
3 McAlister C. J., Mitchell u k
4 McAlister Mrs. E.,  Brisbane u k
5 McAldon Thos., Rockhampton s
6 McAlphin R., Brisbane c and u k (2)
7 McAnn Mrs. Ann, Brisbane c
8 McAurod Michael, Big Cabbage-tree Creek o c (2)
9 McAra John, Ravenswood u k
10 McArol James, Brisbane c
11 McArthur R., Springsure c
12 McArthur  H., Brisbane a
13 McArthy Geo., Brisbane s
14 McArthy Michael, Wombellella Creek c
15 McArthy T., Normanton c
16 McAteer John, Toowoomba o c
17 McAuliff Mrs., Walkerston c (2)
18 McAuliff Mrs., South Brisbane c
19 McAuley -, Brisbane c
20 McBarron T., Aramac o
21 McBeath Mrs. Elizabeth A., Spring Hill o c
22 McBlain A. and Co., Brisbane c
23 McBride -, Charleville e
24 McBride T., Mackay c
25 McBride Mrs. Sarah, Townsville c
26 McBride William, Mt. Morgan c
27 McBride W. H., Townsville c
28 McCabe -, Kangaroo Point c
29 McCabe Fredk., Brisbane o
30 McCabe J., Tinana c
31 McCaffey  Miss, Charters Towers c
32 McCallum -, Brisbane c
33 McCallum C., Brisbane a
34 McCallum C. F., Brisbane s
35 McCallum  Samuel , Townsville u k
36 McCann --  Blackall c
37 McCann Hug, Cooktown c
38 McCann  J., Charters Towers c
36 McCann  John, Maryborough. u k
40 McCarragher James, Brisbane o
4: McCarthy ---, Wombellella e
43 McCarthy ---, South Brisbane c
48 McCarthy , Tiaro c
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44 McCarthy Mrs. L., Herbert River c (4)
45 McCarthy J., Coochin cl
46 McCarthy J., Sandy Creek c
47 McCarthy John, Wombellella c
48 McCarthy John, Brisbane o c
49 McCarthy Mrs. M., Gympie c
50 McCarthy Mrs. Margaret, Gympie c
51 McCarthy Martha, Brisbane o
52 McCarthy Michael, Wombellella Crossing c
53 McCarthy Mrs. W., Red Hill, Gympie c (2)
54 McCarthy R., South Brisbane c
55 McCartin Jas., Cairns c
56 McCartney Pat., Bimerah Station c
57 McCartney J. G., Moore's Creek c
58 McCeneiary Michael, Wombellella c
59 McClear Mrs. E., Cooktown c
60 McClusky Mrs., Petrie  terrace c
61 McColl Alexander, Townsville u k (2)
62 McCondell Mrs. Mary, Betts Creek c
63 McConnell J. Gympie c
64 McConochie ,lames,  Townsville c
65 McConochie Miss M., Warra Creek c
66 McConomy  Thomas,  Normanton o c
67 McCormack Mrs. Eliza, Toowoomba c
68 McCormack P., Condamine e
69 McCormack Peter , Rockhampton c
10 McCoughlan Patrick, Rockhampton c
71 McCracken Hugh, Clermont in (2)
72 McCraith Morris, Roma c
73 McCrea - Spring Hill c
74 McCrossan J. H., Oondooroo Station  c and a (2)
75 McCuaig Donald, Mackay o c
76 McCulkin Edward, Cork Station g
77 McCulloch and Co., Maryborough c
78 McCullock A., Rockhampton c
79 McCullock  Miss Emina , Brisbane c
80 McCullum J., Camboon c
81 McCutcheon Charles, Brisbane o c
82 McDenayh John, Bundaberg c
83 McDermott A., Brisbane c
84 McDermott A., Kedron c
85 McDermott Mrs. E., Brisbane c
86 McDermott T., Mackay c
87 McDonald -, Gregory  terrace c
88 McDonald A., Kilainimin c(3)
89 McDonald A., Valley s
90 McDonald A., Townsville c
91 McDonald A. A., Maryborough e
92 McDonald Alex., Port Douglas o c
93 McDonald Miss C. Charters-Towers c (2)
94 McDonald D., Brisbane o
95 McDonald D. A. Townsville a
96 McDonald G. A., G_ym ie c
97 McDonald George T., Charleville c
98 McDonald J., Cork O c
99 McDonald J., Townsville c
100 McDonald  James,  Normanton c (2)
101 McDonald  Miss  Johanna, Rockhampton o c
102 McDonald John, Normanton c (2)
103 McDonald John A., Normanton f
104 McDonald Mike,  Brisbane c
105 McDonald Neil W ., Brisbane f
106 McDonald Percy T., Charleville c
107 McDonald  R. H., Brisbane c
108 McDonald Robert, Rockhampton u k
109 McDonald T. G., Gympie e
110 McDonald Thomas, Mackay c
111 McDonald W., Gympie c
112 McDonald W., Geraldton c
113 McDonald Wm., Rockhampton c (2)
114 McDonald Wm., Tambo c (2)
115 McDonnell -,  South Brisbane c
116 McDonnell  Mrs. G .,  Brisbane s
117 McDonnell John,  Brisbane u k
118 McDonnell  W. M., Rockhampton c
119 MaDonogh  Miss Mary ,  Brisbane c
120 McDougal ---,  Beenleigh c
121 McDougall Alex.,  Brisbane River c
122 McDougall  John, Beenleigh c
123 McDougall  Sarah, Brisbane a
124 McDowall W., Kyabra c
125 McEllis -, Toowoomba c
126 McEvan Edward,  Brisbane u k
127 McEvoy Thos., Loan Village c
128 McEwen Thos.,  Brisbane c
129 McFadden  James , Caboolture c
130 McFadden P., Betts Creek c (2)
131 McFadyenn J., Kelvin Grove c
132 McFarlane Mrs., South  Brisbane c
133 McFarlane  Miss Eliza beth , Lion Creek c
134 McFarlane Robert, Roma o
135 McFarlane T., Brisbane o
136  McFarlane Thos., Goodna e
137 McFerran Chas., South Brisbane c (2)
138 McGallan John, Alice River s
139 McGarity R., Gympie c (2)
140 McCauley  Miss  Jane, Ipswich u k
141 McGarvy Miss Anne, Carters Towers o c
142 McGenn Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c in (2)
143 McGhie C., Ipswich c
144 McGhee Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
145 McGibbon -, Mackay c
146 McGinla Henry,  Brisbane u k (2)
147 McGill James, Townsville c
148 McGill  James , Betts Creek c
149 McGillicuddy  Francis J .,  Brisbane n k
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McGilvery, Mrs. A., Brisbane s 257 McLeod James, Hughenden c
McGinn H., Mackay c 2.58 McLouchlan Mrs., Brisbane c
McGinnis Mrs., Rockhampton c 259 McLoude John, Herbert River c
McGinty P., Mackay c 260 McLoughlan -, Maryborough c
McGorman Wm., Marybornugh c 261 McLoughlan -, Townsville c
McGovern --, Charters Towers c 262 McLoughlin Edward, Toowoomba c
McGovern Thomas, Kempsey c 263 McLoughlan Thomas, Stanthorpe c
McGowan David, Mackay n z 264 McLuke ---, Ravenswood c
McGrath Patrick, Brisbane o c 265 McMahon -, Arainac c
McGrath --, Bundamba c 266 McMahon A., Gympie c (3)
McGrath Jeremiah, Brisbane o c 267 McMahon H., Springsure c
McGrath James, Winton c 26&3 McMahon Jas., Monkland c
McGrath Miss Maggy,  Brisbane c 269 McMahon M., Toowoomba c
McGrath P., Gympie c (2) 270 McMahon P., Gympie c (3)
McGrath Morris -,  Brisbane c 271 McMahon Patt., Maryborough in
McGrath Mrs. P., Wooloongabba c 272 McMahon Patrick, Logan Downs f
McGray Patrick, Townsville c 273 McMahon Thomas,  Bundall u k (2)
McGrath Richard, Port Douglas o 274 McMan Miss,  South Brisbane c
McGrath Thomas,  Toowoomba c 275 McMann J., Gympie c
McGreen --, Cambooya c 276 McMann Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
McGregor --,  Brisbane c 277 McManus James, Townsville c
McGregor  Allan, Brisbane c 278 McMervin -, Charleville c
McGregor Harry,  Brisbane u k 279 McMillan Miss, Valley c
McGregor  Miss  Maggie, Mackay o c 280 McMillan Duncan, Normanton c
McGregor N., Cloncurry s 281 McMillan Frank, Rockhampton o c (2)
McGregor Robert,  Brisbane u k 282 McMillan W., Brisbane c
McGiiness  Mrs., Rockhampton c 283 McMoran Mrs., White Horse Hotel n z
McGuire Bernard, Nebo c 284 McMullen A., Mitchell c
McGuire Geo„ Gympie c (3) 285 McMullen M., Redbank o
McGuire J. F., St.  George s 286 McMullen John, Three-mile Creek, Ipswich c
McGuire John, Roma a 287 McMurray David, Brisbane u k (2)
McGuire W., Mackay c 288 McMurray T., Brisbane c
McGuire W.,  Brisbane a 289 McNab Miss, Mackay s
McHardy Pat..  Normanton c (3) 290 McNae R., Brisbane c
McHenley J., Victoria  Plantation c 291 McNalty -, Toowoomba c
McHugh Francis,  Rockhampton o c 292 McNamara D., Brisbane cMcllwraith T os., Brisbane o c 293 McNamara P., Herberton c
Mclnnery Thos., Toowoomba c 294 McNamara Patrick, Sandgate s
Mclnnea Norman, Tambo f 295 McNamun D., Gympie P.O. c
McIntosh Miss Isabella, Rosewood c 296 McNevin Mrs., Valley c
McIntosh Wm., Tambo c 297 McNicol Mrs., Valley c
McIntyre J. D., Brisbane a 298 McNicol J., Mackay c
McIntyre Jno., Jundab c 299 McNultyy John, South Brisbane o c
McIntyre John Mitchell c (2) 300 M oOarthy 1111., Crow s Nest c
McIntyre T., Iomestead o 301 McPhail John, Toowoomba c
McKane -, Tambo c 302 McPherson Mrs. Wickham  terrace  C.
McKay -, Toowoomba c 303 Mc Pherson J., iced Hill c (2)
McKay Miss  Agnes,  Brisbane m 304 McPherson Jno., Red Hill c
McKay Alex., South Brisbane o c 305 McPherson Lachlan, Toowoomba c
McKay Chas., Normanton u k 306 McQuilkin Edward, Cork Station,  Hamilton River c
McKay Geo., Four- mile Swamp c 307 McQuilkin John, Normanton c
McKay Mrs. J., Charters Towers c 308 McQuillan Thomas , Charters Towers c
McKay Miss E. A., Spring Creek e 309 Mc uin  P., Race  Course c
McKay  Hector Brisbane s 310 McRae R., Gympie c
McKay John, Gympie c 311 Me itchie A., South Brisbane c
McKay Thomas, Gympie c 312 McRobbie James,  Mackay o
McKay W.,  Brisbane c 313 McSorley Chas., Winton c
McKean M .,  Rockhampton c 314 MeT  Bart William ,  Surat a
McKean W. H. Rockhampton c
;
315 McWilliams Mr . S., Brisbane c
McKee  Daniel , Bundaberg c 316 McWalters G. Mc., Maryborough o
McKenney Mrs. Mary Eva, Maryborough c
Mc Keneiar  Michael , Wambellilla c
McKensie  John, Rockhampton u k
McKenzie  Mrs., Milton c
McKenzie  A., Normanton c 1
N.
NANKERVIS JOHN, Charters Towers o r,
McKenzie  D., Brisbane c 2 Nanno John, Hill End c
McKenzie D., Charters Towers o 3 Napier James, Cooktown o
McKenzie James, South Brisbane o c 4 Nash D., Maryborough o
McKenzie John, Brisbane u c 5 Nash J., Goodna c
McKenzie Jessie Sarah Anne, Rockhampton o 6 Nash Mrs. W., Ipswich P.O. c
McKenzie M., Brisbane (3) 7 Nass Mary, Toowoomba o
McKenzie T., Townsville c 8 Nathan John, Townsville P.O. c
McKenzie Thomas, Norn anton c 9 Nathan, W. G., Normanton c
McKenzie Wm., Rockhampton o c (2) 10 Naylor E. C., St. George s (2)
McKenzie Robert, Mount Brown s 11 Neal Miss M. A., Charters Towers o
McKeown Samuel, Charters Towers o c 12 Neale Edward, Nerang Creek s
McKeown Terence, Blackall c 13 Neall Douglas, Rockhampton c
McKeroney -, Herberton c 14 Neckells W. H., Newellton,  near Herberton c
McKerring Dan, Rockhampton o c 15 Needham -, South Brisbane c (2)
McKewan Mrs., Fairfield c 16 Neil John, Queenston in
McKie John, Amby o 17 Neill Miss Anne, Brisbane u k
McKinder W., Brisbane u k 18 Neill Thos., Rockhampton c
McKinless  W., Brisbane c 19 Neillson -, Maryborough c
McKinnon  Angus, Chinchilla c (6) 20 Neilson A., Rockhampton c
McKinnion A., Dalby c 21 Neilson Mrs. E., Maryborough c
Me innion D., Brisbane f a (8) 22 Neilson G., North Bundaberg c
MoKinnion  H., Winton c 23 Neilson Mrs. Laura, Charter Towers c
McKinnon M., Winton c 24 Neilson R., Laidley c
McKnight Mrs. Toowoomba c 25 Neilson T., Ipswich s
McLaren Henry,  Brisbane e 26 Neilson Thomas,  Brisbane  in
McLaughlin A., Winton c 27 Nelson C., (care of Mr. Neil) Calliope c (2)
McLaughlin R., Rockhampton s (2) 28 Nelson Mrs. Emma,  Brisbane P.O. a
McLaughlin R. J., Mackay c 29 Nelson G., (Fitzgerald Plantation)  Johnstone River e
McLean Mrs. C.,  Logan road c 30 Nelson  H.,  Mackay s
McLean Mrs. Ida ,  Mackay c 31 Nelson J. T., Mackay c
McLean James ,  Betts Creek c 32 Nelson  Miss  M., Valley c
McLean John Morven c (2) 33 Nelson N., Maryborough c
McLean M .', Gympie c (2) 34 Nelson Peter, Townsville c
McLee Jo seph ,  Maryborough c 35 Nelson R., Gympie c
McLeish and Booth, Toowoomba s 36 Nelson T., Mackay e
McLeish  D., Mackay u k 37 Nelson T.  B., Stanwell c
McLennan  -,  Charley 's Creek c 38 Nestor Joseph,'Maryborough f
McLennon A., Townsville 39 Nottingham  A., Tiaro c
McLennan Kenneth,  Brisbane u k 40 Nevil Geo., North  Bundaberg c
McLennan Murdcssh, St. PP'sStation o 41 Neville John,  Blacken o
om ah oXmi  M., a1 42 Newbeg ggings  W., P.O. South  Brisbane:
2
g
WbLeod H. M., BBris ane c 43 Newell R ., Maryborough a
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44 Newitt E., Gin Gin c O'Connor Miss Minnie, Rockhampton o r
45 Newitt F., Gin Gin c O'Connor W., Herbert River c
46 Newlend P. (care of G. E. Turnbull), Medway c O'Connor William, Mount Morgan c
47 Newman Mrs., Valley c O'Connor William, P.O. Charters Towers m
48 Newman Dr., Brisbane c O'Connors Miss C., Townsville c
49 Newman Mrs. A., Charters Towers c O'Connors Michael, Ravenswood c
50 Newman F., Belmont c O'Dea T., Gympie c
51 Newman J. T., Mackay c O'Dea Thomas, Maryborough o c
52 Newman J. W., Howard c O'Doherty Miss Norah, Charters Towers o e
53 Newman W. S. Mitchell c O'Donnell -, Charleville c
54 Newton Mrs., Ravenswood c O'Donnell Belmont, Rockhampton c
55 Newton Thos. Johnstone (Mount Abundance), O'Donnell D., Rockhampton c
Roma u k O'Donnell W., Ingham c
56 Newton W., Mackay c O'Donoghue Hannah, George street,  Brisbane o
57 Nicholas -, Laidley  Station c O'Donoghue M., Ravenswood c
58 Nieholas Henry  Brisbane s O'Donoghue John (care  of  G. Bashford), Cooktown e
59 Nicholi -, 11iackay c O'Dwyer C., Ipswich road, South Brisbane c
60 Nicholict G., Kingsborough s O'Elschlager -, Burketown c
61 Nicholls Arthur, Winton n z O'Elschleger E., Normanton (9)
62 Nickols W. E., Beenleigh c O'Farrell Mrs., New Farts c
63 Nichols W. Austin, Cooktown c O'Farrell John, Mackay u k
64 Nicholson -, Maryborough c O'Farrell Thomas, Jericho c
65 Nicholson -, South Brisbane c O'Flynn -, Valley c
66 Nicholson Mrs. A., Charters Towers e O'Gebbeen -, Charters Towers c
67 Nicholsen John, Mackay o c Ogan T., Thargomindah a
68 Nicholson John, Wainbilla o Ogormein T., Maryborough c
69 Nicholsen -, S. W. Ck. road c O 'Hard D. B., Mount Morgan c
70 Nielsen Hans, Tiaro c O'Hea -, Paddington c
71 Nielsen Lars, Brisbane c O'Howe John, Mackay c
72 Nikhtingall Miss F., Townsville c. O'Kane John, P.O. Brisbane u k73 Nillson J., Charters Towers c O'Kean Pk., Toowoomba c
74 Nilly W. H., lharters Towers c O'Keefe Mrs., Boggo c (3)
75 Nilson Geo., Gympie c O'Keefe A., Charters Towers c
76 Nimmo J., One-Mile c O'Keefe A., Townsville c
77 Nipter -, Betts Creek c O'Keefe Daniel, Normanton c
78 Nixon Thomas, Pine Hill c O'Keefe M., Peak Mountain c
79 Noble -, Hermit Park c O'Keefe Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
80 Noble Mrs. (care of Mrs. Clayton), Broadwater c O'Keefe T., Clermont e
81 Noble Mrs., P.O. Brisbane s O'Keefe W., Toowoomba s
82 Noble James, Coogoon Station, Roma o O'Leary  Miss  B. Walloii o
83 Nock Mrs., Blackall u k O'Leary Miss Ellen, Adelaide  street, Brisbane o
84 Nock E., Blackall c (2) O'Leary James, Brisbane e
85 Nock E., Normanton c O'Leary S., Gympie c
86 Nolan A. S., Nortanton c O'Leary T., Betts Creek c
87 Nolan Henry, Townsville c O'Leary W., Gympie c (2H88 Nolan J. (care  of T. Bratly), Vidley c ill cO'Leen Thomas, Spritg
89 Nolan J., Rockhampton c Olera A. J., P.O. Bowen c
90 Nolan P., Brisbane u k Olesen F., Bundaberg c
91 Nolan T., Rockhampton c Ollesen Mathes,  Brisbane c
92 Nolan W., Port Douglas s Oliver -, Townsville C
93 Nollenberge John, Gayndah f Oliver G., Retreat  Creek, Beta c
94 Normile John, Brisbane u k O'Lochlin R., One-Mile, Gympie c
95 Norris G. H. H., Townsville c O'Loughlin John, Mackay o c (2)
96 Norris T., Ingham c Olsen C., Mackay c
97 North W. It, Tarampa c Olsen F. C. C., Maryborough e
98 Norton B. J., Charters Towers c Olsen Hans, Mount Wright e .
99 Norton T., Brisbane c Olsen Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane o e
100 Norvell Mrs. John, Bundaberg u k Olsen Peter, Monkland o c
101 Nolt David, Yandilla c O'Malley Miss, South  Brisbane c
102 Nott W. C., Loganholme c O'Mara Phillip, Toowoomba c
103 Nugent M., 42 Gang , 172-Miles c O'MeaLy Tohu,  Brisbane  u k
104 Nydring Miss, Woolloongabba c O'Meara Annie,  Brisbane o
105 Nye -,  Bundaberg c O'Neil -, Paddington c
O'Neil Mrs., P.O. Tinaiha u iK
O'Neil Mrs Bridget Charters Towers o 00. . ,O'Neil Chas ., Townsville c
1 OATHAN and Walsh Bulloo Downs c O'Neill Mrs. E., Chaiters  Towers c
2
,
O'Brien Miss , Asylum, Goodna c (2)
'
O'Neill W.,  Rosalie Estate c
O'Neill W Cooktowni c34 Brien  Mrs., Barcaldine  Station u k-OO'Brien Mrs. Maryborough c
.,
One Hing Port Douglas a
5
,
O'Brien A.,  Brisbane s (2)
'
On War, f'ort Douglas c
Orchard John Normanton c6
7
Brien C., Normanton sO
O'Brien  E. Brisbane s
,
Orchard W., Cooktown c
8
,
O'Brien Miss Ellen Cairns c O'Rielly Miss Bridget Kelvin Grove e
'9
,
O'Brien Geo., Homestead, Charters Towers c (4)
'
O Rielly C., Townsville c
O'Rielly John F Aram O eP10
11
Brien Mrs. G., Homestead, Charters Towers eO
O'Brien Hugh Macalister P O. c
"., ..
O'Rielly Patrick, Brisbane o
12
, .
O'Brien Jeremiah Mackay u k Orin Jno., South Brisbane c
13
,
O'Brien John, Townsville c (2)
' '
Orrish or Orrix W., Charters Towers c
Osbourne - P O Rockham ton c14 Brien  Mrs. M ., SaddlerO s Crossing, Ipswich c
'
, . . p
O'Shanassy 11f. Surat c (2)Weribone15 O Brien  M.,  Bogantungan c (2)
'
, ,
O'Shannessy E J Herberton s16
17
Brien  Mrs. Margaret , Ipswich cO
O'Brien  Michael Rockhampton o c
. .,
O'Shannessy T. J., Ierberton s (4)
'18
,
O'Brien  Michael Waterford c O Shaughnessy -, Mourilyan c
19
,
O'Brien Michael Valle c O'Shea John, Toowoomba c
20
,
O'Brien P. Stony Pinch c Osmond T., P.O. Mitchell u k
21
,
O'Brien P., Taroom c (2)
'
O'Sullivan Dr., Maryborough c
O'Sullivan F Hannaman's Ga c22
23
Brien  W., Ipswich cO
P.U. Brisbane u kO'Brien William
., p
O'Sullivan H., Dotswood Station c
24
,
O'Brien Wm. T. Normanton c O'Sullivan Hugh Jane, Lowood c
27)
,
O'Brit)e C., Normanton s (2)
'
O'Sullivan Mrs. J. (care of Dr. Wells), Ipswich o
O'Sullivan John J burn aLe26
27
Bryen  M. (care of M. Ba ll ingar ), Oakwood cO
Beenleigh eO'Cain P.
., y
O'Sullivan Mrs. Julia (care of Dr. Wells), Ipswich c
28
,
O'Carroll  Hannah Brisbane c O'Sullivan Miss Margaret, Gympie c
29
,
Gympie cO'Connell  James O'Sullivan Miss Norah, G.P.O. Brisbane c
30
,
Brisbane cO'Connell J. G. Oswald John, Eight-mile Plains m
31
,
O'Connell W. Lagoon Creek Jondaryan o Ott John, Maryborough c
32
, ,
South Brisbane cO'Conner - Otty Henry G., P.O. Emerald u k
33
,
O'Conner - Charters Towers e Otty Henry G., Listowel Station, Bercoo  River u k
34
,
O'Conner D. South Brisbane c Opens Thomas, Old Township, Maryborough
35
,
O'Connor Daniel Landsborough Downs c Overend T., Ravenswood c
36
,
P.O.O'Connor Danis Brisbane e Owen Mrs. J.,  Brisbane a
37
,,
O'Connor F. Mackay c Owens Mrs., Brisbane c
38
,
Brisbane fO'Connor G. Owens Stephen, Red Hill, Gympie c (2)$4 ,O'Connor J., Thargomindah c Oxlad C. F., Sundown,  Johnstone River c
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P
1 PACEY P. (care of Bashford and Coy .),  Cooktown c
2 Pachten Joseph,  G.P.O. Brisbane f
3 Pachten Joseph ,  Charters Towers f
4 Packham  Miss A.,  G.P.O. Mackay u k
5 Paddle  Joseph B., Townsville o
6 Page Mrs .  W R., Toowoomba u k
7 Paige T .  H., Brisbane c
8 Palm August ,  Warwick f
9 Palmbald Frank, Vindex Station c
10 Palmer Charles ,  Clermont c 2
11 Palmer Miss Clara , Sprin
Hill,  Brisbane u k12 Palmer Edward, Townsville s (2)
13 Palmer E .  H., Bulimba c
14 Palmer James H .,  Thargomindah  in
15 Palmer Mrs .  M.,  Roma c
16 Palmer Richard ,  Townsville u k
17 Palmeoley W., Townsville c
18 Palach Capt .,  Maryborough s
19 Palworth Mrs. Susan ,  Spring Hill o c
20 Panton  -,  Valley c
21 Pardon Miss Lizzy ,  Toowoomba c
22 Paren Mrs. Eliza ,  Brisbane o c
23 Paris John ,  Brisbane c
24 Park Joseph ,  B risbane c
25 Park Ro bert ,  Costin street ,  Fortitude  Valley c (2)
26 Parker Mrs., Brisbane a
27 Parker Mrs., Petrie terrace c (2)
28 Parker Mrs. A .,  Rockhampton s
29 Parker Mr s.  E .,  Charters Towers c
30 Parker F., Cha rt ers Towers c
31 Parker Fred, Lutwyche c
32 Parker J., Mackay o
33 Parker James ,  Spring Hill c
34 Parker John ,  Brisbane s
35 Parker Robert ,  Bogantungan
36 Parker Mrs. S., Ipswich c (2)
37 Parker Thomas, Blacka ll  o
38 Parker  William,  Brisbane c
39 Parker Mrs.  Win. G. Kangaroo Point c
40 Parkinson Rev. W .  A., Wickham terrace c (2)
41 Parnell J .,  Jondaryan c
42 Parr  --,  Walkerston s and c (2)
43 Parr  -,  Darr River Downs m
44 Parr Mrs .  L., Walkerston c
45 Parrolt Henry ,  Brisbane c
46 Pars field Geo., Kimberly c
47 Parsons Const .  Wartvick c
48 Parsons A., Breakfast Creek o
49 Parsons Alfred ,  Charleville f and u k (4)
50 Parsons  C.,  Mackay c
51 Parsons H., Wild orse Creek c (2)
52 Parsons H. H., Blackall road c
53 Pascoe  John Knell ,  Maryborough u k
54 Pash Mrs. Brisbane u k
55 Pashley 1J L. (care of Mr .  Pashley, Government
Printinf Office ),  Brisbane c
56 Pashley E. L., South Brisbane c
57 Pashley James, North Bunda berg e
58 Pasley D., Sandy Creek Blackall road c
59 Pass Gustave, Donor 's H'ill ,  Normanton c
60 Pass G . (care of John Parish ),  Normanton c (2)
61 Pass Theodore, Mackay c (2)
62 Patchers Mrs. M .  A., Newtown c
63 Paterson Mrs., Spring Hi ll  u k
64 Paterson John, P .O. Brisbane u k
65 Paterson John ,  Ravenswood n z
66 Paterson Tbos .,  North Bundaberg c
67 Paton R., Mackay c
68 Patrick F., Indooroopilly c
69 Patrick F., Kedron Brook c (2)
70 Patron Guiseppe ,  Gympie f
71 Patten J.  0., (Gmp ie c
72 Patten James and C., Normanton c
73 Patten James ,  Normanton e
74 Patterson  Mrs. A.,  Fern Vale u k
75 Patterson G. Cockatoo Creek Station c
76 Patterson Jon ,  Howard Sawmills c
77 Patterson John ,  Ravenswood n z
78 Patterson John B . (care of D .  Thompson), Diaman-
tina road c
79 Patterson  Orwall,  Blacka ll in
80 Patterson Thos. Boolboonda c
81 Patterson W., Normanton c
82 Pattison J., Sandgate s
83 Paul Capt .,  Toowoomba c
84 Paul Tom ,  Normanton c
85 Paul Thomas ,  Port Douglas c
86 Paulsen Arnold ,  Carpentaria Downs ,  Townsville f
87 Paulsen Peter ,  Cooktown o c
88 Payne -, Richmond Lane c
89 Payne George ,  Pet ri e terrace c
90 Payne G .  A., Don c
91 Payne P. (care of Mr .  Baxter ),  Cabbage -tree Creek t
92 Peacock  Thomas, Rockhampton o
93 Peadon Miss Mary, Brisbane a
94 Peak M .,  Mackay c
95 Peake Edwin P., Winton u k
96 Pearce H., Brisbane c
97 Pearce John ,  Charters Towers u k
98 Pearce John, Boorarra Station s
99 Pearce Mrs. T .,  Rockhampton c
100 Pearce W. Rockhampton a
101 Peard W. k., Brisbane s
102 Peard W .  H., Johnstone River a (3)
Peard W. H., Townsville c
Pearn Jno., Maryborough c
Pearn Mrs. L., Brisbane c
Pearse Guy,  Bundaberg c
Pearse J., Petrie terrace c
Pearse J. R., Blackall c
Pearson Mrs., Rockhampton o
Pearson John Norman, (xympie c
Pearson R. N., Gym pie c
Peaty F., Fairymnead, Bundaberg c
Peck H. G., Brisbane a
Peck Karl, Roma o e
Pedley W. H., Redbank Plains u k
Pederson E., Gympie c (2)
Pederson John M., Townsville c
Peebles William, P.O. Brisbane u k
Pegg Abraham, Bundaberg c
Pegg Mrs. Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c
Pegg Mrs. Thomas, P.O. South Bundaberg e
Peimgen Ralph, Ravenswood u k
Peirce Rev. T.  E., Bowen Hi lls a
Peller Frank  (barque " Earn  "), Brisbane a
Pender James, Geraldtown c
Pander Wm., Maryborough c
Pendrigh J., Port Douglas c
Penfoli Mrs. C., Ipswich c
Penhullaruck Mrs. R., Betts Creek c
Pentland J., Brisbane e
Percy and Durant Messrs., South  Brisbane c
Percy G. R., Stanley street,  South Brisbane a
Perdrean Miss E., P.O. Brisbane c
Perkins A. J., Sringsure in
Perkins Frank, Roma u k
Perkins J., Eskdale c
Perkins M., Toowoomba o
Perkins Thomas, Spring Creek c
Perrion Mrs., Brisbane c
Perrins Miss L., South Brisbane a
Perry Chas., G.P.O. Brisbane a
Perry M., Spring Hill c
Perry Mrs. M., Mackay c
Perry Thos., Walkerstown c
Peters C., Bogantungan c
Peters Frank, Rockhampton o e
Peters J., Brisbane in
Peters James,  Brisbane c
Peters P., Tinana c
Peters, S.,  Bo antungan c
Petters Mrs. L .  Charters Towers c
Petersen  -,  Eagle Farm c
Petersen -, Walkerston c (2)
Petersen  C., Pine Hill o
Petersen  Chr., Maryborough e
Petersen E., Mackay c
Petersen Mr"s. Eliza ,  Toowoomba c (2)
Petersen H., Clermont e
Petersen J., Ravenswood f (2)
Petersen  J., Mitchell c
Petersen Markus ,  P.O. Mackay o
Petersen  P., Tambo e
Petersen P. E., Mackay c
Petersen T. C., Walla, Gin Gin c
Peterson A., One-Mile e
Peterson  A. L., Breakfast Creek a
Peterson C. S., Maryborough c
Peterson J. H., Maryborough c
Peterson Peter ,  Bundaberg, o c
Petterson  Miss Carolina , Herberton f
Petty R. T., Petrie terrace c
Pettrazzini D., Brisbane e
Pfaw Matthew ,  Bundaberg a
Pfitzenmuir Louis, Aramac c
Phaw John, Maryborough c
Phchner Win.,  Fern vale c
Phelan John, Rockhampton o e
Phelan Thomas ,  Brisbane c
Phillippi G., Rockhampton c
Phillips -,  Bundaberg c
Phillips --, Bowen terrace c
Phillips  E., Brisbane c
Phillips E. M., Townsville o
Phillips Edwin ,  G.P.O., Brisbane e
Phillips Mrs. F., Brisbane c
Phillips J., Queen street ,  Brisbane c
Phi ll ips John ,  Brisbane c
Phillips J. D. Gympie e
Phillips Jno.  b.,  Brisbane c
Phillips Mrs. K .,  Rockhampton c
Phillips Peter, Roma c
Phillips Sydney ,  Bulimba c
Phillips Wm., Rockhampton e
Phippard R., Leichhardt street, Spring Hill
Pipworth Wi ll iam ,  Brisbane o e
Pidler John ,  Townsville e
Pieper William, Fernvale o c
Pierce Samuel ,  Pine Hill c and o
Pickersgill F., Leichhardt street ,  Spring Hill e
Pickwo rth C. R., Bowen e
Pickup E., Mitchell c
Piggott William ,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
Pilning C., Brisbane c
Piltson Robert, Bimerah Station e
Pincolt Miss A., Roma o
Pinkerton  P., G.P.O.  Brisbane c
Pinkerton  Robert (care of R. Muir ,  Southport) u k
Pitman Alfred ,  Brisbane s
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209 Pitt George ,  Gympie c
210 Pitt George, Maryborough f
211 Plant Louis  D., Brisbane u k
212 Planter Henry ,  Brisbane c
213 Plasson Mrs. Louise, Bundaberg o c
214 Plastow J., Valley c
215 Plearson John,  Charters Towers o c
216 Pleignier H. T. (barque  " Iron Crag "),  Brisbane u k
217 Plonka Carl, Maryborough f
218 Plonks Carl , Howard, Burrum c
219 Plooman F. K., Brisbane c
220 Plough James, Townsvi ll e u k
221 Plumb A., Clermont c
222 Plumer W. A., Dalrymple c
223 Pocock Mrs., Rockhampton c
224 Pocock Miss Emily, Brisbane u k
225 Pocock J., Emerald c
226 Poland Dr., Brisbane u k
227 Poland Dr.. Rockhampton c (2)
228 Poland J. H., Rockhampton c
229 Pollard Wm., Dalby c
230 Polley Julius, Indooroopilly c
231 Pollack Martin, Charters Towers o c
232 Polson F., Townsville c
233 Pong Gee, Breakfast Creek c (2)
234 Poochee Loorabgee  Beegingee , Maryborough f
235 Poole -,  Brisbane  c
236 Poole Dr., Herberton c
237 Poole Mrs., Spring Hill c
238 Poole Thos. (Executor of), Brisbane c
239 Popple R. J., Brisbane c
240 Popplewell John, Charters Towers o c (2)
241 Porteous J., Thorn's Cottage, South Brisbane u k
242 Porter  -,  Normanton c
243 Porter W. A., Thargomindah o
244 Potmer A. W., Brisbane s
245 Potts Jno., Lo  nholme c
246 Potts W. H., West End c
247 Poulden Dr. F. G., Normanton s
248 Poulsen C., Ipswich c
249 Powe Albert, Roma c
250 Powell Mrs. G. Gold Creek c
251 Powell James, 1Iaryborough s
252 Powell James, One-mile Swamp a
253 Powell Miss W., Pine Creek a
254 Powell Walter, Townsville c
255 Power -, Rosewood c
256 Power , Rockhampton c
257 Power Mrs.,One-mile Swamp, South Brisbane e
258 Power Edward, Toowoomba c
259 Power George, Cardbeign o
260 Power J., Gympie c
261 Power Mrs. Kate, Rockhampton c
262 Power M., Biagard Station, Eulo u k
263 Power Michael, Warwick o c
264 Power S., Laidley c
265 Power Thos., Toowoomba c
266 Power  Thos.,  Kangaroo Point m
267 Power Thomas, Bogantungan o
268 Poynter E., Tewantin Noosa c (2)
269 Prest John ,  Muttaburra s
270 Prescott C. E., Townsvi lle o
271 Prestidge Thomas, Gunalda c
272 Preston A., Townsvi lle o
273 Preston  J., One- Mile, Gympie
274 Preston Thomas ,  Toowoomba c
275 Preston Thomas, Mount Pleasant, Gympie o c
276 P ri ce , Woo lloongabba c
277 Price , Gregory terrace c
278 Price  Cl.  R., Highgate Hill u k
279 Price J., Petrie terrace c
280 Price John, Rockhampton o c (2)
281 Price John, Bundaberg c
282 Price  Miss M., Waterson u k
283 P ri ce Mrs. M . A., Cur, awildi a
284 Price R., Bundaberg c
285 Price S., Mitchell c
286 Price W. E., Brisbane c
287 Priddle Miss Ethel, Milton s
288 Pries Ernest, Cooktown o c
289 Priest Mrs. M. J., South Brisbane o c
290 Priest P., Kangaroo Point c
291 Prismall E. Blackall s
292 Priston  a. ., Cbarleville c
293 Pritchard -, South Brisbane a
294 P ri tchard Mrs., Mount Pleasant c
295 P ri tchard Mrs. A .,  Townsville c
296 P ri tchard John ,  Ravenswood c
297 Procte Adam, Mitche ll  c
298 P ro sser Jam es, Townsville c
299  Prothero John ,  Rocky Waterholes c
300 Prout G., Ravenswood a
301 Prout Richard, Brisbane c
302 Pugh  Mrs. A.,  Southport c (2)
303  Pugh Mrs. Annie L., Southport u k
304 Pullyn Mrs., Brisbane c
305 Puree Mrs., Mitche ll  c
306 Purce ll  Mrs. Sarah ,  Charters Towers c (2)
307 Purchase and Nash,South Brisbane c (2)
308 Purkins James, Surat c
309 Purnell -, Maryborough c
310 Pye The Misses, Queen street, Brisbane c
311 Pyne  Mrs. James,  Gympie s
312 Pyne T. S. L., Gympie c
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1 ONG Yee Goon,  Poomar  Cooktowon m
2 ueenton  C. J., Charters  Towers c
3  Quick Edward ,  Brisbane c
4 ug Henry ,  Pine Hi ll  c
5 uilgy Mrs .  Mary,  Brisbane o c
6 Quill Miss  Margaret ,  P.O. B ri sbane u k
7 Quilter W.  R., Brisbane c
8 Quin Andrew McDonald, Fortitude Valley c
9 Quinlan Cornelius, Laidley c
10 Quinlan F., Gigoongan c
11  Quinlan  Francis ,  Brisbane c
12  Quinlan M., Valley c
13 Quinn  Miss  M. E., Brisbane P.O. s
14 Quuinn Rev .  P., Brisbane P.O. a
15 Qinn S.  E., Paddington c
16 Quinn Thomas,  Mangalala Creek c
17 Quinn W. A., Charleville in
R.
1 RAAIN,  Hogan North Pine c
2 Radford,  B. P. Brisbane s
3 Radford Mrs. Jane, Fo rtitude Valley c (2)
4 Rady -, Petrie terrace, c
5 Rae J. H. Woodstock Station c
6 Rae W. Brisbane a
7 Raeve  John Alex.,  Herberton c
8 Rafferty John ,  Brisbane c
9 Raffer Mrs .  B., Pet rie-terrace c
10 Ralls E .,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
11 Ralston C. E., Charleville  in
12 Ramphing Miss E. M., S ring Hill c
13 Ramsay -, Spring Hill c
14 Ramsay Mrs., Leichhardt street, Spring Hill c
15  Ramsay Mrs. M.  A., Leichhardt street, Spring
Hi ll c
16 Randall Thos.,  Brisbane s (3)
17 Range E . (care of W. Ross), Springsure c
18 Ranford and Coy .,  Southport s (2)
19 Rankin Mrs.,  'Valley c
20 Ranken E. B., Townsville c
21 Rapsoa Isaac, Newelton ,  Herberton c (2)
22 Rasin Alick ,  Cooktown s
23 Rasmussen Arthur Winton c
24 Rasmussen, Jens , 'Brisbane f
25 Rasmussen N. P., 1.54-Mile, 36-Gang,  Q.C.-Rail-
way c
Rastrick Arthur, Ipswich u k
Ratcliffe James ,  Her be rton  in
Rattray Charles ,  B ri sbane u k
Rattery Hugh Toowoomba c
Rawiston N. 9., Cambanora c
Ray Geo .,  Mitchell a
Ray Geo. R., Springsure road
Ray George ,  Charters Towers u k
Ray John ,  Bunda berg o c
Ray Mary ,  Brisbane c
Ray W .,  South Brisbane c
Raymond A. G., Brisbane o
Raymont F. W., South Brisbane c and o c (3)
Raylance  in., Gympie c
Read John Coomera c
Readpath Isaac, Darling Downs c
Real Helen M., Charters Towers o
Rearden Wm .,  Toowoomba c
Redden W .  P., B ri sbane c and s (2)
Redford C., Gregory terrace c
Reece C.  A., Paddington c
Reed A .,  Jundah Station c
Reed James ,  Normanton c
Reemar Edward ,  Rockhampton o c
Reene -, Pet ri e terrace c
Reese T., South B ri sbane c
Reeves J .,  Sandy Creek c (2)
Reeves J .  H. Indooroopi lly c (2)
Reeves W .,  lrisbane c
Reran Miss E., (care of Miss B. O'Connel) c
Reid and Co .  Messrs., Brisbane c
Reid Miss, West End c
Reid George ,  Benoa Plantation u k
Reid George ,  Townsvi lle u k
Reid Hamesarry (care of H.M .  Jail), South Brisbane e
Reid J R. Jondaryan n z
Reid Richard, 'P.O. Brisbane f
Reid Robert, Mitchell o
Reid W .,  Roma c
Reid Mrs. W .  J. t B ntungan oReilly B .,  Gympie c (2
Rei lly F .,  Ravenswood c (2)
Reilly J .,  Brisbane c (2)
Reilly John ,  15-Mile, Cooktown a
Reilly Thomas ,  Port Douglas o c
Reimer A. R., Minden c
Reinhardt Mrs. Li ll y, Brisbane c
Reiss Anthony ,  Rawbe lla Station s
Rekington Thomas, Gympie c
Remlinger Thomas, Charlevi lle c
Remilton Mrs .  Agnes, Mackay c
Remilton Hy., Normanton c
Rendle Mrs. R .,  Bunda berg c
Rennison G., B ri sbane c
Renton Captain, Rockhampton c
Renwick  James, Charters Towers a
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82 Reuben ---, Mackay c
83 Reynolds Mrs., B isbane c
84 Reynolds HE., South Brisbane c
85 Reynolds F., Charleville c
86 Reynolds Geo., Maryborough c
87 Reynolds Mrs. M., Allenstown c
88 Reynolds Mrs. M., Cooper's Plains c
89 Reynolds Miss Mary, Rosewood o
90 Reynolds W., queen street, Brisbane c
91 Rhode -, Wickham terrace c
92 Rhodes J., Lntwyche c
93 Richard Mrs., Charters Towers c
94 Richard John, Rockhampton u k
95 Richards -, Fernlees, Spr,n ure c
96 Richards Miss A. (ex s.s. ` Duke of Buckingham
Hill End c
97 Richards Mrs., Charters Towers c
98 Richards Ben., Junda) c
99 Richards C., Bingera Plantation c
100 Richards Henry, Townsville c
101 Richards J., Gympie c
102  Richards John Henry, Gympie u k
103 Richards Mrs. Mary Mitchell o c
104 Richards Wm., Brisbane c
105 Richardsen W. (care of T. Havain), Normanton s
106 Richardson -, Winton c
107 Richardson J. L., Brisbane c
108 Richardson J. H., Mackay u k
109 Richardson John, Mount Perry o
110 Richardson W., Aramac c
111 Riches Samuel W,, Brisbane u k
112 Richmond -, Townsville c
113 Rickard J., Charters Towers o
114 Rickard John, Clermont o
115 Ricketts Mary, Charters Towers o
116 Riddle Mrs. A., Normanton c
117 $ide William, Gympie c
118 lder Miss (care of Mrs. Robins), Ipswich c
119 Ridgway , Bourketown c
120 Riding Miss Emily (care of Mrs. Stirling), Fortitude
Valley o c
121 Riding Walter, Valley c
122 Riebe G. A., Petrie  terrace s
123 Rigby E. G., G.Y.O. Brisbane e
124 Rigg Jambs, Townsville c
125 Riley Mrs. M. A., Rockhampton c
126 Riley Joseph, Townsville c
127 Billie J., Brisbane c
128 Rindley Th omas,  Charters Towers u k
129 Rindley Thomas, Bett's Creek c
130 Rinn M., Valleyy c
131 Riosdan John, Macka a
132 Rippon C. R., Pine i c
133 Ritchie David, Moun Perry u k
134  Ritter H. Taroona P. 0. s
135 Ritter H., Taroom s
136 Roach D., Boyor Plains c
137 Roach J., Herberton c
138 Roach James, Charleville c
139 Roach Louis, Beenleigh c
140 Roach M., St. George c
141 Roach Win., Ravenswood c
142 Robb John (care of Mr. Cairns), Wellington road,
Wooloongabba c
143 Robello J., Herberton c
144 Robert Chas., One-Mile c l)
145 Roberts Mrs. B. J., Deep Creek, One-Mile c
146 Roberts H., Port Douglas in
147 Roberts J., Maryborough c
148 Roberts J., Gympie c
149 Roberts J. Charleville c
150 Roberts J., , Cleveland c
151 Roberts James, Wombabilla c
152 Roberts James, Rockhampton o c (2)
153 Roberts John, Ipswich c
154 Roberts John, Winton o
155 Roberts Ludwig, Fortitude Valley c
156 Roberts M., Townsville c
157 Roberts M. H., Charts -a Towers c
158 Roberts M. H., Pine Hill c (4)
159 Roberts M. H., Betts Creek, Northern Railway c
160 Roberts Maggie, Charters Towers o
161 Roberts S., Townsville c
162 Roberts Sa uel Ward, Toowoomba c
163 Roberts., Gym' pie c
164 Roberts Thomas W. (barque "Iron Crag "), Bris-
bane u k
165 Robertson H., Townsville c
166 Robertson J., Mackay c
167 Robertson J. D., Pine Hill o
168 Robertson Jack, Brisbane u k
169 Robertson James A., Maryborough c
170 Robertson James Win., Brisbane u k
171 Robertson Miss M. $., Brisbane u k172 Robertson P., Brisbane c
173 Robertson Win., Valley c
174 Robertson W. B. 'toowoomba c (2)
175 Robertson W., Little Edward street Brisbane c
176 Robertson W. A., Townsville c
177 Robins C., Winton c
178 Robins F., Coreena  Station , Aramac o (2)
179 Robinson Mrs., Maryborough c
180 Robinson and Coy. A., Brisbane c
181 Robinson A., Brisbane c
182 Robinson A. B., Ashburton terrace u k
183 Robinson C., Mount Brewer u k
184 Robinson Chas., Kangaroo Point u k
Robinson F., Bowen Hills c
Robinson George, Sandgate c
Robinson H. A., Townsville c
Robinson J., One- mile  Swamp, South Brisbane c
Robinson J., Brisbane s
Robinson J., Gympie c
Robinson J., Gympie C
Robinson J., Petrie  terrace c
Robinson J. A., (care  of Mr . Corbbett ) Brisbane c
Robinson James  Wm., Brisbane u k
Robinson J. W. Maryborough c
Robinson Mrs. k.,  Ipswich c (2)
Robinson  L., Bundaberg c
Robinson Lizzie, Townsville c
Robinson W., Valley c
Robinson Wm. (ss.  `  Truganini ), Brisbane c
Robison E.,  Brisbane u k (2)
Robson John, 14inchiii bihok Island by Cardwell
uk
Rock Christian, Di lby c (2)
Rochford James, Mackay o c
Rodeham George, Clernont o
Rodgers  Mrs., (care  of Mr.  McFarland ), South Bris-
bane c
Rodgers Alex., Aramac c (2)
Rodgers  James, Townsville u k
Rodgers John, Mitchell o
Rodgers  S., Aratnac c
Rodgers Sarah , Valley c
Rodgers  Wm. John,  Peak  Downs Station c
Rodman W.  H., Brisbane
Rodney  Mrs. S . A., Tovt  nsville cRoe Ephraim, Br}(sbane c
Rogers Mrs., Valley c
Rogers J. Z., North Pine o
Rogers  H., Clermont
Rogers J., Rockhamptoh c
Rogers  John H., Rind Bay o
Rogers S., Southport c (2)
Rogers S., Valley c
Rogerson  J. A., Rockhampton u k
Roget E.,  Bundaberg c
Roley B ., Rockhampton c
Rolfe  C.,  Burrum-4 -
Rolley  senr . S., Woolobngabba  c and o (2)
Ronald John, Mack` y c
Roney Miss  E., Bris bane c
Ron Sing, Roma c
Roots  Mrs. M., Two-Mile Gytnpib c
Rose  -- Boundary  sir Ot , Spring Hill C
Rose Fred.,  Brucedale c
Rose  James  and John,  Brisbane c
Rose  W., Marryyborough c
Rose Walter  H., S niinngsu t
Rosenow Mj'as A., ban
Rosenlund  A. J., Walla, Gin Gin c
Rosich Peter ,  Brisbane b b
Roskilly David,  Mackay c
Ross Mrs., Clermont s.
Ross,  Davidson, and Xe  eod, 14ortitude  V1114$  
Ross Mrs. A., ortl, Bunntdaberg c
Ross Andrew, Flinders Ritfhr c
Ross C.,  Brisbane c
Rosa J., Normanton c
Ross James,  Clermont c
Ross James, Mitchell o c
Ross James P., Charters towers s
Ross  James , Normanton c
Ross  Margaret  McT., Brisbane p
Ross  Miss  M. M,, (care of Mr. McArtney), Wavirlj'
Station u k (2)
Ross Malcolm, Normanton c
Ross W., Springsure c
Ross W., Emerald c
Ross W. J., Charters Towers c
Roth Fred., Springsure c
Rough B., Mitchell o
Rourke Miss Mary Ann, Rockhampton u k
Rowan M., Thargomindah c
Rowe -, Gympie c
Rowe -, Brisbane c
Rowe Daniel, Brisbane o c
Rowe W. J., Brisbane c
Rowland junior J., Charters Towers c
Rowland John, Bushy Creek, Gin Gin c
Rowlandson Maggie Brisbane c
Rowls F., Charters 'towers to
Roy George, Maryborough u k
Roy Win., Ballandeon c
Ruddell G. 0., Bundaberg c
Ruddle W., Walla, Gin Gin c
Ruff Thomas, Winton u k
Ruffles R., Brisbane c
Runcan Marthura, Ashburton, Mackay o
Runcher Mrs. J. (care of Mr. Jones),  Johnitoni
River u k
Rushton George, Eaton c
Rushton Geo. H., Eaton c
Russe ll -, Brisbane c
Russell and Coy.,  Brisbane o
Russell Abraham, Normanton in and s (2)
Russell Emily, Brisbane c
Russell F. C., Port Douglas c (2)
Russell George, Gulf of Carpentaria u k
Russell J., One-Mile c
Russell W., Brisbane u k
Buxton David, G.P.O., Brisbane u k
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288 Rutledge A. Brisbane a 65 Schwats Mrs. J .  H., South Brisbane c
289 Rutherford oeo., Charlevi lle c 66 Schwatz  -,  Brisbane c
290 Rutherford Ralph, Thargomindah a 67 Stiffens Mrs. T., Brisbane c (2)
291 Rutherford Mrs. Vendine ,  P.O. Brisbane m 68 Scoren Mrs. Andrew ,  Warwick o
292 Ryan Miss  (care of Mr .  Powers ),  Ipswich road c 69 Scott  -,  Surat c
293 Ryan D .,  Goodna c 70 Scott Mrs., Bunda berg s
294 Ryan D .,  Maryborough c 71 Scott Mrs .  Toowoomba c
295 Ryan Dennis ,  Monkland c 72 Scott Andrew ,  Gympie c
296 Ryan Edmond ,  Brisbane u k 73 Scott A. (builder ),  Brisbane c (2)
297 Ryan Elizabeth ,  One-Mile c 74 Scott Capt .,  Bunda berg c (3)
298 Ryan Frank ,  care of S. McCann ,  Normanton c (2) 75 Scott Capt .  Charles ,  Bunda be rg c
299 Ryan Hugh ,  Brisbane P.O. c 76 Scott Mrs. C., Bundaberg c
300 Ryan Hugh ,  Mackay c 77 Scott Charles M., Bundaberg o
301 Ryan J .,  Summer Hill ,  North Warwick c 78 Scott  Douglas  Normanton c (4)
302 Ryan J .,  Toowoomba c 79 Scott D .  G., Townsville s
303 Ryan J .  W. (care of J. Robertson ),  Warra c 80 Scott E .  McKenzie ,  Walkerston o c
304 Ryan James ,  Cooktown o 81 Scott G .,  Upper Calliope u k
305 Ryan James ,  Clermont c 82 Scott George Henry ,  Brisbane a
306 Ryan James ,  Hope street ,  South Brisbane f 83 Scott H. J.. Enoggera c
307 Ryan John ,  South Brisbane o c 84 Scott Miss Jane, Charters Towers c
308 Ryan John ,  Clermont o c 85 Scott J .,  Rockhampton c
309 Ryan Lary, North Ipswich c 86 Scott J .  W., Brisbane c
310 Ryan M .  A., Toowoomba c 87 Scott M. Springsure s
311 Ryan M .,  South Brisbane c 88 Scott Rohert ,  Gyml ie c
312 Ryan P .,  Winton c 89 Scott Mrs .  R. Brisbane o
313 Ryan P .,  Clermont c 90 Scott R .  H., Gympie c
314 Ryan P .,  Mackay c 91 Scott Rev .  James, Toowoomba c
315 Ryan P .,  Flying Gang ,  Central Line c 92 Scott Samuel ,  Gympie c (3)
316 Ryan P .,  Rockhampton c 93 Scott William ,  Mackay u k
317 Ryan Pat .,  Gympie c 94 Scott Wi lliam ,  Laidley u k
318 Ryan Patrick ,  Kedron Brook c 95 Scott W., Surat c
319 Ryan Phillip and Johannah ,  Rockhampton o c 96 Scriven John Townsville o (2)
320 Ryan Richard ,  Tambo  in 97 Scruse -,  oleveland c
321 Ryan W .  Brisbane  in 98 Scurfield Mrs. Thomas ,  New Farm c
322 Ryan William ,  Toowoomba"c 99 Seal A .,  Brisbane f
323 Ryan William , Brisbane o 100 Seal R .,  Valley c
324 Ryder B., Avington Station c 101 Sealinlemaer Miss, Maryborough c
325 Ryder B. L., Avingtoi Station, Barcoo c 102 Searle C. F., Maryborough c
103 Searle John ,  Maryborough c
104 Townsvi lle cSee Ali WingS. 105 ,Seed Pharoah, Brisbane u k
106 Seegar L., Marybo rough c
1 SABINE W .  R. E., Pentland c 107 Seegart Gottfried, Tiaro c
2 Sachs Miss Elizabeth ,  Brisbane c 108 Seeger H., Clermont f
3 Sadlier N., Brisbane a (3) 109 See Vew, Charleville a
4 Sala Peter, Cooktown c 110 Seidel  -,  Brisbane c
5 Salmon Aquilia Wm., Charters Towers t 111 Selberg J. E. Beaudesert c
6 Salmon G .,  Gladstone s 112Se llers Mrs. Alizabeth ,  Brisbane s
7 Salmon G .,  Brisbane c 113 Selvage Mrs. R .  E., Eight -Mile Plains a (2)
8 Sam Fung ,  Marybo rough c 114 Sengebach H. P., Mackay c
9 Sam James ,  Camboon c 115 Sengebaich Mrs. H .  P., Mackay c
10 Sainue ll T. M., Mackay c 116 Servjne Mrs., Valley c
11 Sand Edward ,  Brisbane c 117 Seve rna Alonza ,  Marybo rough u k
12 Sander Mrs. A .,  Roma c 118 Seward J. W., Brisbane o c
13 Sanders -, Brisbane c 119 Seward Richard ,  Augathulla c
14 Sanders Mrs. Carrie ,  Brisbane o 120 Sewell Charles ,  Kelvin Grove c
15 Sanderson T. Brisbane c 121 Sewe ll E., Mackay c
16 Sandilanda Charles ,  Bunda berg n k 122 Sexton Hiss Cath .,  Southport u k (2)
17 Sands Miss Alice ,  Rockhampton  u k 123 Seymour A. Mackay s
18 Sands Valentine ,  Toowoomba u k 124 Shaddock Wm. or James ,  Brisbape c
19 Sandy James ,  Brisbane n k 125 Shakspeare Wil liam ,  Alexander River a
20 Sanson James, Ravenswood c 126 Shanahan Miss Ellen, Southport o and c (2)
21 Sand F.,  South Brisbane u k 127 Shanahan James, Elderslie c (2)
22 Sardrigal K., Normanton c 128 Shanahan Thomas ,  The Dee e
23 Sargent J., North Pine c 129 Shank Samuel, Brisbane n z
24 Sauer Peter ,  Mackay c (2) 130 Shanks -, Charters Towers c
25 Saunders E., Mackay u k (2) 131 Shannon John ,  Rockhampton c
26 Saunders W., St. George c 132 Shannon Mrs. J .,  Charters Towers a
27 Saunson Peter The Palms c 133 Shannon Mrs. M .  A., Charters Towers c
28 Savage Mrs. Routh Brisbane c 134 Shapland W. H., Brisbane c
28 Savage A. R., Brisbane c 135 Sharp J., Townsville u k
30 Savage James, Brisbane c 136 Sbattling  ,  Charters Towers c
31 Savage John, Brisbane c 137 Shanser Weir, Comet c
32 Saville H nry ,  Brisbane n z 138 Shaw Mrs., South Brisbane c
3.3 Sawyer George ,  Clermont c 139 Shaw Edward ,  South Brisbane  it
34 Sawyer Asbert ,  Tambo c 140 Shaw E .,  Ann street c
3.5 Sawyer Mrs., Clifton ,  Mackay c 141 Shaw J. W., Valley c
36 Saxby Mrs .,  Charters Towers c 142 Shaw W .,  Kedron Brook u k
37 Sayer Samuel ,  Gayndah o c 143 Shea  --  Dulacca c
38 Scanlan Timothy ,  Moore 's Creek o c 144 Shead  Allred,  Mackay u k
39 Scarborough H., Ipswich c 145 Sheahan Thomas, Torrens '  Creek o
40 Schaefer Gustav, Brisbane f 146 Shearer Alex., Mackay c
41 Schaefer M., Mackay c 147 Shearin M., One Mile
42 Schafer Peter ,  Pimpama o 148 Sheane Alex. ,  Brisbane c
43 Schafer Mrs. W .,  Marybo rough c 149 Sheh rowski -, Marybo rough o
44 Schare F. Valley c 150 Sheehan  -,  Red Hi ll c (2)
45 Scharffe 1  riederich ,  Clermont f 151 Sheehan Mrs. J .,  South Brisbane c
46 Schatena Giovanni, Gympie  in 152 Sheehan Pat., Blacka ll f
47 Sche llback M. junr .,  Tinana c 153 Sheldon  --,  Bundaberg c
48 Schelpp W., Brisbane c (2) 1.44 Shenton and Co. Messrs .,  Geraldtot  u k
49 Schenk Hermann ,  Marybo rough c 155 Sheperd Mrs. Mary ,  Brisbane o e
50 Schepkee A., Mackay c 156 Sheperd T., North Quay c
51 Schilling M., Mackay c 157 Shepherd Mrs. Eleanor ,  Miltnn o c
52 Schirmer F., Bowen Downs u k 158 Shepherd James Brisbane  in
53 Schmidt August ,  Rosebrook c 159 Shepherd John*., Toowoomba a
54 Schmidt H., Gayndah c 160 Shepstead -, Brisbane c
55 Schmidt H. F., Clermont c 161 Sheridan  -,  Du rable Station o c
56 Schmidt Johann,  Mount Walker e 162 Sherrington J. C., Mackay e
57 Schotte Mrs., Brisbane c 163 Sherroch ,  Rockhampton c
58 Schroder H., Laidley c 164 Sherwood H., Thargomindah  in
59 Schubel W., Rosewood c 165 Shields Michael Ravenswood o
60 Schulz Johann ,  Rosewood c 166 Shilhan  John, Forth Pine c
61 Schulz Otto, Mackay f 167 Shipstone S., Brisbane e
62 Schumm  -,  Spping Creek c 168 Shire R. W., Toowoomba
63 Schurech J., Brisbane c 169' Short P., Gympie c
64 Schwarz Peter ,  Marybo rough o c (2) 170 Sholt Mrs .,  Brisbane c
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Shower A., Charters Towers c 277 Smith John ,  Brisbane c
Shreene -, Charters Towers u k 278 Smith John,  Normanton c
Shuregh and Fleischer ,  Brisbane c 27 9 Smith  John,  Ipswich c
Siddons George ,  Mackay s 280 Smith John, Cooktos n o c
Siers Charles ,  Bundaberg c 281 Smith John, Rockhampton m
Silcox  -,  Bowen c (2) 282 Smith Jsseph, Pine Hill c
Silin J.  M., South Kolan f  283 Smith Joseph ,  Ravenswood f
Silk J .,  Charleville c 284 Smith Miss Julia ,  Red Hill c
Silva E., Brisbane  in  285 Smith J., Lower Burdekin c
Silver Thomas ,  Mackay o c 286 Smith J., Indooroopilly c (4)
Sinn  Mrs. A.,  Marybor0ugh c 287 Smith J., Springsu re c
Sinunitel  R,., South Brisbane c 288 Smith Mrs. J., Normanton c
Simmonds Mrs., South Brisbane o 289 Smith L., Brisbane c
Simms Alfred, Rocklands c 290 Smith Maggie, Brisbane o
Simon George ,  Brisbane to 291 Smith Mrs. Mary, North Quay c
Simon Gustav, Beenleigh o 292 Smith Mrs Mary, Mackay c
Simpson  Miss  Agnes ,  Springsu re o 293 Smith Patrick  (M.D.) Rockhampton u k
Simpson Alexander, Mackay c 294 Smith Peter, Bunda berg c
Simpson Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Brisbane c 295 Smith P., Maryborough c
Simpson George ,  Mount Perry s 296 Smith Robert, Charters Towers c
Simpson George ,  Ann street u k 297 Smith Mrs. Sarah ,  Brisbane c
Simpson George F., South Brisbane o c 298 Smith Stephen, Mount Perry c o (2)
Simpson Robert,  Rockhampton u k 299 Smith S., Roma c
Simpson Walter, Charters Towers c 300 Smith Miss S., Brisbane m
Simpson W., Rockhampton c 301 Smith Miss S .  M., Kelvin Grove c
Sims E., Rockhampton c 302 Smith S. T., Normanton c
Sim Sing, Bindango 0 303 Smith S. W., Bowen c
Sinclair Andrew, South Brisbane c 304 Smith Thomas, Homestead c
Sinclair Mrs .  A., West End c 305 Smith Thomas, Brisbane c
Sinclair J., Gympie c (2) 306 Smith W., Valley c
Sinclair R., Gympie c (2) 307 Smith W., Rockhampton c
Sing  Ring, Blackwater c 308 Smith W., Woollongabba c
Single Mrs .,  Ipswich c 309 Smith W., Maryborough c
Singleton E., Brisbane c 310 Smith W. A., Gympie c
Sippell H., Roma c 311 Smith W. A., Pine Hill s
Sizer E. W., South Brisbane c 312 Smith W. G., Brisbane u k
Skahen William, Brisbane u k 313 Smith Walter Henry ,  Brisbane u k (2)
Skamp Robert, Brisbane  in  314 Smith W. 0., Brisbane s (2)
Skeane Gustav ,  Herberton s 315 Smith W. T., Tewantin c
Skehan  Michael,  Bowen f 316 Smithson Mrs. R .,  Avondale c
Skinner  -,  Neerang Creek c (2) 317 Smyrill Mrs., Logan road c
Skinner E .,  Goodna c (2) 318 Smyth F. J., Mackay c
Skinner J .  B., Brisbane c 319 Smyth George, Elderslie o
Skinner Mrs .  M. B., George street o c 320 Smyth Mrs. H., Charters Towers c
Skinner W., Limestone Creek c 321 Smyth James ,  Southport u k
Skipper Benjamin ,  Brisbane c 322 Smyth Richard, Brisbane c
Skipton Mrs., Townsville c 323 Smyth R. R., Brisbane c
Skokes Mrs .  E., Valley c 324 Smythe  -,  Lutwyche c
Skyring H., Bulimba c 325 Smy the A.  E., Brisbane s
Slater  .John, Brisbane u k 326 Smythe S. P., Charters Towers s
Slater P., Gympie c 327 Smythe S. P., Charters Towers c
Slater Ssmuel Rockhampton o c 328 Snape  --- Valley c,
Slattery M , Charters Towers c • 329
,
Snell A., Charters Towers c
Sloan  fi homas A., Rockhampton u k 330 Snell W. J., Charters Towers s
Sloane Miss Effie, Saudgate c 331 Snellman A. Johnson ,  Stanthorpe c
Sloane James, Townsville  it k 332 Soderberg C. L., Rockhampton f
Sloane Peter  (carrier ),  Isisford c 333 Solomon Miss Sophy ,  Mackay o c
Sloper Joseph ,  Dalby o 334 Solway Mrs. Francis ,  Lower Herbert u k
Sloper Thomas ,  Gympie c 335 Somers Miss G., Rockhampton u k
Sluice Mrs .  Susan, Va lley c 336 Sommervi lle Wil liam, Spring Hill c
Slyker Martin ,  Peak Mountain c 337 Songer T., Clermont c
Small A. J.,  Yeulba c 338 Sorasen J., Gyme c
Small T., Surat c 339 Sorensen A.,  Clermont  c
Small W .,  Maroochie c 340 Sorensen C., Nerang c
Smalldon David, Toowoomba c 341 Sorensen C. A. M., Ravenswood o c
Smallwood  --,  Charters Towers c 342 Sorensen H. C., Blackall f
Smallwood  -,  Valley c  343 Sorrensen -,  Cleveland c
Smart -, Brisbane c 344 Sorrensen  -,  Saltwater Creek c
Smart A., Cloncurry s 345 Sorrensen Mrs., Gympie c
Smellie J., Townsville c 346 Sorrensen Minnie, Maryborough
Smidth  -, Gympie c  347 Souhere  -,  Ipswich o c
Smiley J., Wombalilla c 348 South T. K. B., Surat s
Smith and Saxby ,  Lutwyche c 349 Southey Her bert ,  Mitchell o c
Smith  -,  Brisbane c 350 Sovi Jacob, Eton c
Smith  ,  Valley c 351 Sowden James, Toowoomba c
Smith Mrs., Fernvale c 352 Sowden Pat., Townsville c
Smith Mrs .,  Charters Towers c 353 Sowden Thomas, Charters Towers u k
Smith Mrs .,  Toowoomba c 354 Sow Kee, Po rt Douglas s
Smith A .,  Brisbane c 355 Sparke Albe rt  E .,  Brisbane f
Smith  M iss A .,  Brisbane c 356 Spence F. J., Charters Towers f
Smith Miss A. E., Breakfast Creek o c 357 Spence John ,  Albert River c
Smith A. L., Cooktown o c 358 Spence Joseph Eulolo o
Smith  Miss  B. A., Churchill c 3.59 Spencer  -,  Pownsville c
Smith Mrs. C., Toowoomba 360 Spencer ,T. L., Thargomindah m
Smith C. and McAnsh D., Isis Dotrias c  361 Spicer  -,  Gympie c
Smith C .  H., Gympie c 362 Spicer B., Rockhampton c
Smith Donald ,  Windorah s (3) 363 Spiers ThomaL West Brisbane u k
Smith Edgar F., Brisbane u k 364 Spies M., (carrier ),  R oma c
Smith Mrs  " Emily, Brisbane o c 365 Spiller George, Chatsworth c
Smith Frederick ,  Toowoomba s 366 Spowart ,  Mrs. Selina, Betts Creek e
Smith Mrs .  F., Gympie c 367 Spriggs Mrs., New Farm c
Smith F .,  Boggo road c 368 Sproule  Miss,  Bloomfield s
Smith George, Brisbane c 369 Spurre ll W., Gympie c (3)
Smith George, Brisbane  a  370 Staatz Martin F., Laidley e
Smith George, Brisbane c 371 Stableford J. W., Wombalilla c
Smith G., (senior)  Ipswich road c 372 Stafford Alexander, Cleu eland c
Smith Miss G., Toowoomba c 373 Stainland Mrs. E .,  Gympie c
Smith G., Jundah c 374 Stanbrough Miss, Brisbane  in
Smith G .  J., Gympie c 375 Standley George, Brisbane o c
Smith Henry, Roma o 376 Stanley Mrs. J.,  Ipswich s
Smith Henry ,  Townsville o c 377 Stanfield Joseph ,  Burdekin Downs
Smith H .  A., Rockhampton c  378 Stanley James, Brisbane u k
Smith H .  J., Springsure c 379 Stanley Maggie, Hughenden o
Smith Isaac ,  Surat s 380 Stanley S., Gympie c
Smith James, Mackay c 381 Stanley Thomas, Green -tree c (2)
Smith James ,  Brisbane c 382 Stanley T., Pine Hill c (2)
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383 Stanley W. B., Hughenden  c and o (3)  489 Sullivan D., Spring Hill c (2)
384 Stanm.field W. H., Brisbane c 490 Sullivan James Blackwater c
385 Staples Mrs., Ipswich c 491 Sullivan Mn. Jane, Toowoomba c
386 Stapleton Miss, Brisbane c 492 Sullivan Jeffery, Toowoomba c
387 Stapleton C., Woodstock c 493 Sullivan J., Charleville c
388 Stark Thomas, Brisbane c 494 Sullivan J., Bundaberg c (2)
389 Starkey Charles, Brisbane c 495 Sullivan Michael, Tambo o c
390 Starting John, Townsville a 496 Sullivan M., Grandchester c
391 Steweel W. J. F., Bowen road c 497 Sullivan Mrs. M., Bundaberg c
392 Steavins Mrs. Margaret, Charters Towers c 498 Sullivan S. R., Red Hill c
393 Steedman -, Brisbane c (2) 499 Sullivan Thomas, Toowoomba c
'394Steel James, Roma o 500 Sullivan Wm. H., Brisbane c
395 Steel John, Normanton c 501 Summerfield-, Toowoomba c
396 Steel Johnstone, Spring Hill c  502 Summers  W. A., Wombalilla c
397 Steele --, Eton c  503 Sunner  R., Brisbane in
398 Steele , Clermont c 504 Sun Foo, Charters Towers c
399 Steele Edward, Enoggera o c 505 Sun Pow, Kep le Bay s
400 Steele William, Herberton c 506 Surch G., Brisbane u k
401 Stephens C. J., Cape road c 507 Surenne Mrs., Brisbane c
402 Stephens Francis, Clifton Station c 508 Surgery H. M., Brisbane c
403 Stephens James, Hughenden s 509 Sutherland A., Townsville u k
404 Stephens J., G ympie c 510 Sutherland A. J. Murweh in
405 Stephens M., South Brisbance c 511 Sutherland W., dlermont c
406 Stephens R., Spring Hill e 512 Sutar Thomas,  Brisbane s
407 Stephens William, Maryborough c 513 Sutton Robert,  Brisbane c
408 Stephensen J. C. J., Maryborough c 514 Svenson L., Rockhampton c
409 Stephenson E., Brisbane o 515 Swaffer W. R., Brisbane u k
410 Sterke William, Mackay c 516 Swan James, Mackay c
411 Stephen James, Caboolture s 517 Swan John, Mackay f
412 Stevens -, Walkerston c 518 Swanney Miss Sarah, Brisbane u k
413 Stevens Mrs., Walkerston c 519 Swanson George, Toowoomba c
414 Stevens George, Brisbane c 520 Swanson J., Tiaro c
415 Stephens J., Charters Towers c 521 Swanston -, Brisbane c
416 Stevens L., Mackay c 522 Swarlin' h Miss, Brisbane u k
417 Stevens Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane c 523 Swards Mrs., Valley e
418 Stevens William, Severn River s (2) 524 Swaslinch L., Bollon c
419 Stevens William, Ballandean s 525 Sweeney Mrs., Brisbane c
420 Stevenson G. D., Brisbane u k 526 Sweeney Henry, Cork o
421 Stevenson W., West End c 527 Sweeney Hugh, Brisbane c
422 Stewart --, Mackay c 528 Sweeney John, Clermont ..
423 Stewart --, Glenora c 529 Sweeney J., Gympie c
424 Stewart Mrs., South Brisbane c 530 Sweeney William, Springs c
425 Stewart Alex., Brisbane c 531 Swenzen Carl B., Tiaro c
426 Stewart A., Cooktown o c 532 Swepzen J. Gympie c
427 Stewart Charles, Herbert River o c 533 Swift.) ames, Cooper's Plains c
428 Stewart Chas. Gibson, Springs f 534 Swinn William H., Bowen u k
429 Stewart Henry, Augathella e 535 Swahmehauser -, Tinana c (2)
430 Stewart John, Brisbane c 536 Swyer S., Cooktown c
431 Stewart J., Charleville c 537 Syme J. W., Cooktown s (2)
432 Stewart J., Herberton c 538 Symonds Richard E., Valley o c
433 Stewart J. J. E., St. George c 539 Sympkins -, Kangaroo Point e
434 Stewart J. K., Townsville c 540 Syrian John, Emerald o c
43,5 Stewart M. Brisbane c 541 Synan Thomas, Ravenswood in
436 Stewart William,, Mount Morgan n z 542 Sypher - (carrier), Pine Hill c
437 Stewart William, Charters Towers o c
4.38 Stiane D., Charters Towers c T.
439 Stimpson W., Toowoomba f
440 Stirling A. W., Maryborough in 1 TAFFEE G. A. Den, P. 0. Brisbane u k
441 Stirling James, Brisbane n k 2 Taben William, Kolan, Railway St. c
442 St. Leon Mrs. W. B., Brisbane in 3 Tardane Samuel, Townsville s
443 Stocks John, Mackay o c 4 Taelery Miss, Rockhampton c
444 Stokes  Miss , Brisbane c 5 Tait -, Roma c
445 Stokes Thomas, Laidley c  6 Tait  Miss Agnes, Darling Downs c
446 Stokes W. J., Brisbane s 7 Tait James, Walkerston u k (2)
447 Stone -,  Swan Hill c  8 Tait P., Mitchell o
448 Stone  William, Alpha o 9 Talbot R., Valley c
449 Stone William, Lower Herbert c 10 Talbot Thomas, Port Douglas m
450 Stone  W., Dalby s 11 Talbot Thomas 0., Granite Creek c
451 Stone W. C., Brisbane u k 12 Tallin I., Valley c
452 Starch Adam, Roma o c 13 Tamhyn W.,  Brisbane c
453 Starnonski H., Mackay c 14 Tannet John , Brisbane o c
454 Strachan John, Mount Morgan c 15 Tanner  Samuel,  Eagle Farm, Brisbane c
455 Strahn J., Brisbane c 16 Tappenden E. J., Miles s
456 Stranger John, Red Hill c 17 Tappenden Mrs. N., Toowoomba c
457 Strankland James, Brisbane o c L8 Tatchers Mrs. Mary Alice, Newtown c
458 , " ..tins H. H., Dalby c 19 Tate Mrs., St. George s
459 Straw Henry, Rockhampton c 20 Tate J., Tambo c
460 Strawson J. W., Brisbane c 21 Tava Jimmy, S.S.I., Maryborough o c
461 Street G., Charters Towers c 22 Tavey and Coghill, Valley c
462 Stricklan  Mrs. A., Brisbane n z 23 Tay C. C., S. Brisbane c
463 Stripp W., Brisbane u k  24 Taylor, P. 0. Brisbane c
464 Striten Mrs. S., Mitchell c 25 Taylor, Thornborough u k
463 Strong John, Brisbane f 26 Taylor -,  Brisbane  St., Ipswich c
466 Strong William, Rosewood o 27 Taylor  Miss,  Logan River u k
467 Strover Alfred, Gympie a 28 Taylor B. H., Brisbane c
468 Strow J., Blackall c (2) 29 Taylor B. W., Yeulba c
469 Struthers A., Townsville c 30 Taylor B. W., Mitchell c
470 Stuart A. D., Brisbane u k (5) 31 Taylor Benjamin H., Warwick o
471 Stuart Campbell, Brisbane o c 32 Taylor Capt. C. (ketch " Jennie Scott"), Mackay c
472 Stuart Charles, Bundaberg c 33 Taylor Edwin, Merivale  Station c
473 Stuart  Eliza ,  Roma o ,  34 Taylor Frank, Rockhampton gaol c
47 4 Stuart James, Roma o 35 Taylor Mrs. F. H. (care of C. M.  Simpson),Bon
475 Stuart L. C., Springsure c Accord, Dalby u k
476 Stuart W. J., Townsville c 36 Taylor G., Townsville u k
477 Stubbins Mrs. Daniel, Maryborough o 37 Taylor George, Rockhampton c
478 Studd -, Ruthven Station c 38 Taylor H., Petrie Terrace c
479 Sturch Mrs., Spring Hill c 39 Taylor J., Dalby c
480 Sturgess A., Walkerston c 40 Taylor J. S. W., Gympie c
481 St. Vincent Madame, Charters Towers c 41 Taylor James (care of Mr. C .McGuire ), Gladstone c
482 Stymer Mrs. C., Maryborough c 42 Taylor John (s.s. "Duke of Buckingham"),  Bris-
483 Styne Mrs., Charters Towers s bane u k
484 Suckamore Robt. John, Mackay o 43 Taylor John, Normanton o
485 Sugars -, Bulimba c 44 Taylor Miss L., Brisbane u k
486 Sullivan -, Rockhampton c 45 Taylor M. S., South Brisbane c
487 Sullivan D., Brisbane c 46 Taylor Miss Margaret Ann, Maryborough o
488 Sullivan D., Valley c 47 Taylor R., Brisbane c
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48 Taylor R. J., Mackay c 152 Tomassi  -, Bowen Hills c
49 Taylor Ralph A.,  Brisbane o 153 Tomlin J., Rockhampton c
50 Taylor Robert, Thargomindah c 154 Tomlins -, River Terrace,  Brisbane c
51 Taylor Thos., Rockhampton o c 155 Toners John, Clermont c
52 Taylor Thomas, South Brisbane c 156 Tong Chong Long, Port Douglas c
53 Taylor V., Kangaroo Point c 157 Tonkinson R., Maryborough c
54 Taylor W., Upper Bundamba c 158 Toohey B., One-mile Swamp , South Brisbane a
55 Taylor W., Charleville c 159 Toohey J., Charleville c
56 Teage  Fritz, Walloon c 160 Toohey J., Ipswich c
57 Teague -, Gympie c 161 Toohey M., Gympie c (2)
58 Teague John, Townsville a 162 Toomey -, Ravenswood c
59 Tealby -, Wooloongabba c 163 Toomey at., Maryborough c
60 Tee H. F., Warwick c
164 Toppin James, Brisbane u k (2)
61 Teggeson C., Mackay c 165 Toscher Charleville c
62 Tell Miss Ada, Cairns c 166 Tossa H., Brisbane c
63 Telfor Fred., Gympie c (2) 167 Tough Alfred, Lorne Station c
64 Telfore George, Gympie c 168 Tovey and Cogham, Valley c (3)
6.5 Telfer W., One-Mile c 169 Towel John, Boguntungan c
66 Telford -, Walker's Pocket c 170 Towns E. L., Burrum c
67 Tels Mrs.  Herman , Kilkivan c 171 Townsend -, Red Hill c
68 Templeton James,  Mindock Creek, Toowoomba c 1721 (Townsend E. I.., Tiaro c
69 Templeton  S., Normanton c 173 Townsend Geo. R., Mount Pleasant e
70 Tensey Mrs., Thargomindah a 174 Townsend John,  Brisbane c
71 Terkelsen Ch., Pine Hill c 175 Townsend J. G., Surat u k
72 Terry W., Maryborough c 176 Towers G., Brisbane c
73 Tetford G. (care of S. Shepherd), One-Mile c 177 Toy Charles, Charters Towers c
74 Tetley  Miss  (passenger  per s. s. "  Austral  "), Bris- 178 Toy Charles C., Valley c
bane u k 179 Toy C. C., South Brisbane c
75 Tevlen Tedd, Aramac c 180 Toyson -, Mackay c
76 Thick Mrs. Jane, Hughenden c 181 Tracey Miss, Valley c
77 Thill Mrs. Annie, Emerald u k (2) 182 Tracey Mary, Rockhampton o
78 Thiake A. H., Beenleigh o c 183 Tracey H. A., North Quay,  Brisbane c
79 Thom John (barque " Lanarkshire"), Brisbane u k 184 Trant  - (as. " Duke  of Westminster "),  B risbane
80 Thomas Alfred, angaroo Point c 185 Tress -, Townsville s
81 Thomas George, Kilcumin c 186 Trevorom W., Sutton's Foundry, Kangarro Point c
82 Thomas D., Herbert River o 187 Trelour William J., Bundaberg c
83 Thomas D., One-Mile c (2) 188 Tresize John, Gym  ie Mines,  Maryborough e
84 Thomas J. A., Brisbane c (2) 189 Trevethan Thos., Townsville a
85 Thomas John, Gladstone o 190 Trevraskis Mrs. W., Mackay c (2)
86 Thomas  John (care of Mr. Nolan), Cleveland c 191 Tribe E. J. (care of J. Johnstone),  Blackall  in
87 Thomas John, Brisbane u k 192 Triby Mrs., Pine Hill c
88 Thomas W., Mount Pleasant, One-Mile c (3) 193 Triedson O. P., Valley c
89 Thomas  W. H., Upper North Pine c 194 Tremingham T., Ingham c
90 Thomason Mrs. E ., Gympie c 195 Trodd J. V., Charters Towers u k
91 Thompson Charles Brisbane o 196 Trouss -, Brisbane c
92 Thompson  F., Surbiton Station c 197 Trueman J., Valley c
93 Thompson Frederick (s. s. "Duke of Buccleuch "), 198 Tsheshulka George, Toowoomba c
Rockhampton u k 199 Tucker E., Sandy Creek c
94 Thompson George W., Brisbane f 200 Tucker G., Townsville c
95 Thompson H. H., Rockhampton s 201 Tucker G., Ayr c
96 Thompson  J., Cook Station, vid Cloncurry e 202 Tucker Rich., Brisbane c
97 Thompson J. A., P.O.  Brisbane s 203 Tullock Mrs., One-mile Creek, Gympie in
98 Thompson Jas., Fortitude Valley c 204 Tunney James,  Breakfast Creek c
99 Thompson James ,  Normanton c 205 Turnbull J. R., Brisbane c
100 Thompson  John ,  Noose  Saw Mills c 206 Turnbull  James, Brisbane o
101 Thompson  Miss L ., Red Hill c 207 Turner - (care of Mr .  Hargreaves ),  Charters
102 Thompson M. E., . risbane c (2) Towers c
103 Thompson  R. J Mackay c 208 "Duke of Buckingham ") Bris-Turner Captain (s. s
104
.
Thompson T., 1-fughenden c
,, .bane s and u k (2)
10.5 Thompson  W., Brisbane c 209 Turner Mrs ., South  Brisbane  c
106 Thompson  Wm Rockhampton c 210 Turner Miss Bridget ,  Brisbane a
107 Thompson W. ii. Brisbane in 211 Turner E., Maryborough c
108 Thompson  Wm., Ia borough c 212 Turner Miss E., Brisbane a
109 Thompson William ,  Howard c 213 Turner G., Brisbane s
110 Thomson A. Lutwyche c 214 Turner G., Warngo Mitchell s
111 Thomson Alert B. H., Nulalbin c 215 Turner George, Valley c
112 Thomson  G., South Brisbane c 216 Turner Mrs. H., Ipswich c
113 Thomson  James,  Normanton a 217 Turner Henry, Gympie c
114 Thomson Jane, South Brisbane o c (3) 218 Turner J., Valley c
115 Thomson Robert, Tewantin u k 219 Turner Mrs. J., Bundaberg c
116 Thomson W., South Brisbane c 220 Turner and Co. J. A.,  Brisbane c
117 Thomson Walter, Townsville o 221 Turner J. C., Mackay c
118 Thomson William, Dalby u k (2) 222 Turner J. W., Petrie  terrace c
119 Tborburn John,  Ipswich c. 223 Turner James, Donor' s Hill, Normanton u k
120 Thorburn John, Denmore Station c 224 Turner Jenneth ,  Bundaberg c (2)
121 Thornton -, Blackall c 225 Turner Joseph, Dunburn Station, Warwick u k
122 Thornton -, Rosewood o 226 Turner W. J., Townsville s
123 Thornton M., Warinda Station, Winton s 227 Turner Win., Toowoomba c
124 Thorpe Mrs. T., Broughton c 228 Turner Wm., Rockhampton o c
125 Thow Mrs. M. S., South Brisbane o c 229 Turner Wm., Normanton c
126 Thuman Miss,  Townsville c 230 Tweed Mrs. or Miss S., Wooloongabba o
127 Thuse Charles, Dalby o 231 Twigg A. C., Brisbane c
128 Thynne Patrick ,  Brisbane u k 232 Tyrel Sergeant,  South Brisbane c
129 Tibett -, Logan road, South Brisbane c 233 Tyrell - (care  of Pardy), Rockhampton c
130 Tigh H. J., Walkerston c
131 Tighi  Mrs., Reserve ,  Ipswich c
132 Ti he R., in Gin c U.
133 TiUs Chas., Gympie u k
134 Tilae  John, Rockhampton  8 1 UNDERWOOD Taylor and  Co., South Brisbane
135 Tinan Miss Mary  Ellen, South  Brisbane c uk
136 Tingley George ,  Toowoomba c 2 Ungerer C., Kelvin grove c
137 Tina, Sing, Johnstone River c 3 Unitt John, Charters Towers u k
138 Tmle John J., Rockhampton c 4 Uppards Chas., Kerrango  Station c
139 Tinn B., Howard c 5 Upton Chas:,  Brisbane c
140 Tin  Sing, Maryborough o c 6 Uren - (miner), Charters Towers c
141 Tobin W., Splitter's Creek c 7 Uren Henry, P.O. Charters Towers c142 Tobin J no., Bingera ,  Bundaberg c 8 Utz Tobias, Darling Downs f
143 Tobin  John, Smith 's Creek, Kolan c
144 Tobin Mrs. M .,  Brisbane c
145 Tobin  Tom Bundaberg e V.
146 Tobin  W., Bundaberg c
147 Toes  Miss , The Mount, Mackay c 1 VADE R. V. W., P.O. Brisbane u ki
148 Tod A., Winton c 2 Van der Pol Th., Y.O. Brisbane f
149 Todd Thomas ,  Normanton m 3 Vasey William, Gympie e
150 Tollman Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 4 Vaughan --, Rockhampton c
151 Tolman Mrs. J .,  Kangaroo  Point c' 5 Veale Miss  Minnie , Charters  Towers a
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6 Yedora M. Della, Chanters Towers f
7 Vert Carl., Saltwater Creek road c
8 Vewers David, Brisbane c
9 Verdon Annie, Townsville o
10 Vernon Geo., Kangaroo Point c
11 Vickers Mrs., Hughenden o
12 Viertel F., Wooloongabba c
13 Vights Ludwig, Wooloongabba o c
14 Vilhers James, Charters Towers c
15 Villis Edward, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
16 Vincent J. E., P.U. Brisbane c
17 Vine Mrs. G., Charters Towers u k
18 Vinson T., Gympie c
19 Vitte Mrs. Christina, Charters Towers c
20 Vivian H., P.O. Brisbane c
21 Vivian Miss May, Brisbane in
22 Volk L., Rockhampton c
W.
1 WAGG Peterson C., Townsville c
2 Waddell Geo., One-Mile c (2)
3 Wade F. (carrier ), Mitchell c
4 Wade H., Hughenden road c
5 Wade H., Betts Creek c (2)
6 Wade T., Ravenswood c
7 Wagner -, Mackay c
8 Wagner A., Mackay c
9 Wagner D., Wamballilla c
10 Wagner G., Mackay c
11 WTI, er F. G., Rockhampton f (2)
12 Wee, Townsville c
13 Wainscott J. C., Rockhampton u k
14 Wait A., Nebo c
15 Wakeham  Mrs. James , Mackay c
16 Wakelin W. H., Brisbane c
17 Wakfer J. E., Bowen u k
18 Waldock Miss A., Brisbane c
19 Waldron E., Petrie terrace c
20 Waldron F. J., Alpha n z
21 Waldron John, P.O. Brisbane c
22 Waldron J., Charleville c
23 Waldron  Thomas ,  Normanton s
24 Wales James, Pine Mountain c
25 Wales John, Bundaberg o c
26 Wales John, P.O. Brisbane c
27 Walker and McIntyre, Toowoomba c
28 Walker R., J. P.O. Brisbane u k
29 Walker -, Hodson c
30 Walker  Miss,  Toowoomba c
31 Walker H., Ipswich c
32 Walker H., North Ipswich c
33 Walker H. T., Charters Towers u k
34 Walker John G. Petersen, Maryborough c
35 Walker J., North Pine River s
36 Walker  Miss  J. J., Townsville o
37 Walker Mary, Charters Towers o
38 Walker Richard, Logan Downs o (2)
39 Walker William, P.O. Brisbane u k
40 Wall Mrs . A., Wooloon abba c
41 Wall J. (care of  Guthrie Bundaberg s
42 Wall  Michael  Alligator Creek c
43 Wa ll Willie ,  Brisbane o
44 Wallace and Co .,  Ingham c
45 Wallace Charles , Ipswich c
46 Wallace Chas . G., Clermont c
47 Wa llace James ,  Dungeness c
48 Wallace Patrick,  Mackay f
49 Wallene  -,  Bowen Hills c
50 Waller -, Petrie  Terrace c
51 Wallie John, Chiverton o c
52 Walliker Val., Indooroopilly s
53 Wallin W., North Pine c
54 Wallis -,  Mackay s
55 Wallis J.,  Taroom s
56 Wallis T., Levine Station s
57 Walls William (care of  Downman), Logan River u k
58 Wallwood James, Terrick Terrick o
59 Walmershausen  G., Banksia Downs o
60 Walsh - (butcher), Alpha c
61 Walsh  Miss  Celia, Clermont u k
62 Walsh E ., Cannibal Creek s
63 Walsh H., Toowoomba c
64 Walsh John, Bundaberg in
65 Walsh John, Warwick c
66 Walsh John, Mackay c
67 Walsh John, Moores Creek c
68 Walsh John ,,  Brisbane s
69 Walsh J.,  Roma c
70 Walsh J. J., Clermont c
71 Walsh Michael,  Blacka ll c
72 Walsh Mrs. M.  S., Ipswich c (2)
73 Walsh R., Gatton c
74 Walshe  Michael , P.O. Brisbane c
75 Walter and Co., Port Douglas c
76 Walter Niklaus , Banana f
77 Walters -, Charters Towers c
78 Walters  -, Gympie c
79 Walters D., G_grnpie c
80 Walters E., Mackay c
81 Walters Francis , P.O. Brisbane u k
82 Walters Frank , P.O. Brisbane u k
83 Walters  J., New Farm c (2)
84 Walters J .  F. Mackay c
85 Walters W.,
. ackay
c (2)
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Walters W., Ipswich c
Waltham E., Ripple Creek u k
Walther Mrs., South  Brisbane c
Walton F. C., Spring Hill c
Walton John, Gympie c
Walton Joseph, Brisbane c
Walton J. O. (" Iron Crag"), Brisbane u k
Wantzlick Fred., Gracemere c
Wang Ah Look, Johnstone River c
Wano Edward, Rockhampton o c
Want How, Johnston River c
Warby George Herberton in
Ward Chas., Townsville c
Ward Ernest, Toolbie Station s
Ward  E., Brisbane c
Ward Hy. Maryborough c
Ward H., ;Rockhampton s
Ward James, Blackall c
Ward John  (care  of Robb), Charters  Towers u k
Ward Joseph P.O. Rockhampton u k
Ward Mrs. Mary, Little  Ipswich o c
Ward Mrs. Mary C., Roma o c
Ward Pat., North Bundaberg c
Ward Thos.  B., Brisbane c
Ward W., Gympie c
Wardle Mrs., River  Terrace c
Ware A. J., Blackwater c
Ware J. P.O. Bowen u k
Warne J. W., Ipswich s
Warner -,  Beenleigh c
Warner J. H. B., Bowen u k
Warnock R.,  Pine Hi ll  c
Warnock Wm.,  Boggo road c
Warren Alex., Mackay c
Warren A. P. F., Aramac c
Warren Jos., Mackay c
Warren J. Leslie, Townsville c
Warren Wm., Charters Towers c
Warton Mrs., Rockhampton c
Warwick Robert, P. 0-, Brisbane u k (2)
Washington E. H., Brisbane c
Wasen D.,  Roma s
Waterman Captain W. T., Brisbane u k (2)
Waters Edwd., P.O. Brisbane in
Waters James, Mackay c
Waterson John, Highgate Hill c
Watkins A., Rockhampton in
Watkins Frank, North  Bundaberg c
Watkins Wm., Toowoomba c
Watson -, Murphy's Creek c
Watson , Rockhampton c
Watson (junr .),  Brisbane c
Watson Miss, G mpie c
Watson A. T., Normanton s
Watson C. A. H., Gympie c
Watson Mrs. Elizabeth, South Brisbane o
Watson George, Betts Creek n z
Watson George, Maryborough c
Watson G. A., Charters Towers o c
Watson James, One-mile Waterhole c
Watson John, Charters Towers c
Watson John, Normanton o c
Watson John,  Saltwater  Creek road c
Watson J. A., Betts Creek o
Watson J. D., Brisbane c
Watson R., Saltwater Creek road c
Watson Robt., Port Douglas c
Watson W.  T., Brisbane s
Watt Balls, Blackfellow's Gully c
Watt James, Eagle Farm u k
Watt John, P. O. Brisbane u k
Watts  Mrs., Brisbane c
Watts  Mrs. Eliza , Gympie'c
Watts Peter, Bulimba c
Watts T. T., Brisbane o
Wansmansr  S., Brisbane f
Waval Mrs. John, Ravenswood c
Way Yuen,  Brisbane c
Weakley John, Mackay c
Weals W. A., Goodna c
Weatherall Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
Weaver E. M., Charters Towers c
Weaver Richard, P.O. Brisbane s
Webb Mrs., Mackay c
Webb Chas., Mackay c
Webb C. E., Dalby c
Webb George, P.O. Brisbane c
Webb H., Tambo c
Webb J., Bundaberg c
Webb J.  E., Stanthorpe s
Webb Mrs.  Katie , Rockhampton  c
Webb R. G., Normanton c (2)
Webb T. H., Annievale c
Webber -, South  Brisbane c
Webber Jas., Mackay c
Webber John, P.O. Brisbane c
Weber L. G., Rockhampton c
Webster Miss, Townsville c
Webster A., Malumbun Station c
Webster D.,  Boggo c (2)
Webster F.,  Charters Towers c
Webster Frank, Nerang Creek c
Webster Geo.,  P.O. Brisbane s
Webster J., Dalby c
Webster J. A., Brisbane c
Wecker Michl., Toowoorimba s
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192 Wecker M., Toowomnba c (2)
193 Weillseklegor August, Rosewood o
194 Weir David, Yeulba o and c (2)
193 Weir J. H., South Brisbane c
196 Weir Robt., Enoggera o c
197 Weir William, Hughenden c
198 Weirshauser J., Comet c
199 Weirth Frank, Brisbane o
200 Weiske F. (care of Williams), South Brisbane c
201  Wei, notan  Situon, Brisllttue it b
20`2 Weil) J., P.O. Townsville c
203 Welch James, Eveshanm c
204 Welch John A., Hughenden s
`305 Welchinan Gerald H., Nebo s and u k (3)
206 Weldon It., Cooper's Plaint, c
0; Wellesley -, Bundaberg c
208 Wells George,  Brisbane s
20'J Welsh J., Alice Downs c
210 Welsh Patrick, Bundaberg o
211 Welsh T., Port Curtis road c
212 Welsh W., Rockhampton c
213 Wellstead W. S., Petrie's Bight c
21.4 Welstead R. P., Alpha Station f (5)
215 Wenott Carl, One-Mile c
216 Wenwray -, Bundaberg c
217 W ere Mrs ., Townsville c
218 Werner August, Mitchell c
219 Werner H., South Brisbane f (2)
220 West Miss Eva, Rockhampton c (2)
221 Westfield Frederick, Rosewood o
222  Wessling H. A. F., Rosewood Scrub c
223  Wesslin r H. A. F., Laidley Scrub c
224 Weston. (Lightshi ), Rockhampton c
2.25 Whalan James, St. Helena c
226 Whang -, Port Douglas o c
227 Wharton E., Four- mile Swamp o c
228 Wharton John, P.O. Brisbane u k
229 Whealin Miss  Eliza,  Brisbane c
230 Wheatley W., Mackay c
231 W heeler  Charles, Brisbane c
232 Wheeler H., South Brisbane c
233 Whelan John, Ulermont o
234 Whelan Michael, W inton c
235 Whelan Patrick, Indooroopilly it k
236 Whelan Stephen, Toowoomba c
237 Wherry Sam, Westwood c
238 Whitamore G., Warwick u k
239 Whitaker Bros., Maryborough it k
240 Whitbread -, Townsville c
241 Whit A. P., Normanton c
242 Whit C., P.O. Brisbane c
243 White Mrs. Annie, Townsville c
244 White Miss A., Bowen  terrace f
245 White C., Maryborou h c
246 White C. (s.s. " Duke of Buckingham "), P.O.
Brisbane u k
247 White  Charles , Charters Towers o
248 White Charles M. (Depot ), Brisbane c
249 White  Miss  E. J., Brisbane c
250 White Frank, Bundaberg c
2.51 White F. H., Bundaberg u k and c (2)
252 White K. M., Maytown c
253 White J., Surat c
254 White J., Bundaberg c
255 White Peter,  Hughenden e
256 White Robert H., Mount Morgan o
257 White It. H. D., Toowoomba c
258 White William, Labona o
259 White W. G., P.U. Brisbane c
260 White W. J., Maryborough c
261 Whitehart -, Toowoomba c
262 Whitehead Jno., Charters Towers c
263 Whitehead J. B., Brisbane c
264 Whitfield J., Mackay c
265  Whittaker James, P.O. Brisbane o c
266 Whittingham J. C., Bundaberg c
267 Whittle G. W., South Brisbane c (2)
268 Whitworth --. West End c
269 Whytnper C., Brisbane it k
270 Whyte Henry M., Rockhampton u k
271  Whitte Thos. M., Isisfortl e k
272 Wienholt J. D., Brisbane c
273 Wiffler Jost, Ipswich c
274 Wigert Mrs., Bundaberg c
275 Wight Mrs., Moore's Creek c
276 Wi?bran T., One-Mile c
277 Wilchriski --, Maryborough c
278 Wilbrin --, Gyinpie c
279 Wildey William, Ipswich o c280 Wilding George, Howard c
281 Wiles J. T. (care of Enrigh), Moore Creek c
282 Wilkis J., Wooloongabba c
283 Wilkins M. A., Ravenswood c
284 Wilkinson -, Paddington c
285 Wilkinson Mies Annie, Herberto nn c
281; Wilkinson A., Mackay c
287 Wilkinson Charles, Toowoomba c
288 Wilkinson Thos. (care of Mrs.  King ), Red Hill c
289 Wilkinson T., Rockhampton c
290 Wilkinson Wm. Hy., Brisbane o
291 Wiles Mrs. W. J., Charters Towers c
292 Williams Trebble and Co., Brisbane in
293 Williams --, Townsville c
294 Williams ---, Brisbane c
295 Williams - (care of Thorn), Normanton c
296  W illiams  --=, Townsville c
297 Williams -, Ambo Creek s
298 Williams Mrs., Brisbane s (2)
299 Williams Mrs., Bowen terrace c
300 Williams Arthur, South Brisbane c
301 Williams A. E., Charters Towers o c
302 Williams Mrs. A. M., Ravenswood c
303 Williams A. S., Charters Towers c
304 Williams Charles, Toowoomba c
305 Williams David N., Blackfellow's Gully c
306 Williams Elizabeth, Pine Hill o
307 Williams E., Tarampa c
308 Williams G., Charleville c
309 Williams G., Glengallan c
310 Williams G. H., Gympie c
311 Williams Henry, Ravenswood s
312 Williams James, Yeulba c
313 Williams Mrs. Jane, Ipswich c
314 Williams Mrs. Jane, Brown's Creek in
315 Williams John, Brisbane c
316 Williams John G., Charters Towers s
317 Williams J. H., Brisbane c
318 Williams Mrs. J. S., Chatters Towers c319 Williams J. W., Ferttvale c
320 Williams Mrs. Margt., Rockham},ton o e
321 Williams Mrs. Margt., Charters rowers o c
322 Williams 0., One-Mile c
323 Williams Pat, Gym pie c
324 Williams Richard, Townsville it k
325 Williams Sam, Donor's Hills c
326 Williams S. G., (,ymnpie it z
327 Williams S. N., Townsville c
328 Williams Thomas, Mackay o
329 Williams T. G., Gym pie s
330 Williams W. Wilberforce, Maryborough c
331 Williams W. 0., Hill End c
332 Williams W. S., Townsville c
333 Williamson -, South  Brisbane c
334 Williamson Kangaroo Point c
335 Williamson John, Townsville u k
336 Williamson M., P.O. Brisbane u k
337 Williamson Robt., Eskdale c
338 Williamson Thos., P.O. Brisbane u k
339 Williamson Thos. Mackay c
340 Williamson W., Lorna c
341 Willis Hugh, Norumantoon c
342 Willis Mrs. Maria (care of Mrs. Ferrier), Fortitude
Valley f
343 Willis W., Marybxtrough c
344 Willmann Niels P., Mackay f
345 Willmer John, Ipswich c
346 Willmott Charles, Adavale c
347 Willmott James, Pine Hill c (2)
348 Wilmott J., Maryborough c
349 Wilmot J., One-Mile c
350 Willson Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane c
351 Wilson Captn. (s.s. "Lucinda "), Brisbane u k
352 Wilson -, Goodna c
353 Wilson Mrs., Rockhampton c
354 Wilson  Mrs., Coreena Station c
355 Wilson  Miss (care of  Smith), Mackay s
356 Wilson Alexander, Brisbane c
357 Wilson Miss Amelia C., Townsville c
358 Wilson Andrew, South Brisbane o c
359 Wilson Miss Annie, Maryborough o c
360 Wilson A., Brisbane c
361 Wilson A., Maryborough c
362 Wilson A. C., Geraldton c
363 Wilson and Harvey, Gympie c
364  Wilson David, Clermont c
365 Wilson David, Eton u k
366 Wilson E., Bowen Hills c
367 Wilson Mrs. or Miss E., Maryborough o
368 Wilson F. (care of McLear), Hughenden c
369 Wilson Henry, Bundaberg u k
370 Wilson James, Mackay o c
371 Wilson John, P.O. Brisbane m (2)
372 Wilson John, Mackay o e
373 Wilson John, Bruce c
374 Wilson .J., Dugandan u k
375 Wilson J., Mackay c
376 Wilson Mrs. J., P.O. Townsville c
377 Wilson J. R., Gympie c
378 Wilson Louis E., Rockhampton
379 Wilson  Mrs. M . A., Spring Hill c
380 Wilson Mrs. P., Spring Hill c
381 Wilson Robert, Alice River it k
382 Wilson Robt., Roma c
383 Wilson Robt., Red Hill c (2)
384 Wilson Mrs. Robt., Red Hill c
385 Wilson R., Cecil Plains c
386 Wilson S. 0., Logan road c
387 Wilson T. A. (care of Sheridan), Bollon o
388 Wilson Mrs. E. C.,  Townsville c
389 Wilson W., Charters Towers c
390 Wilson W., Tambo c
391 Wilson W. A., Mount Pleasant c
392 Wilson Mrs. W. E., 1'.O. Brisbane c
393 Wimberley C. C., Surat c
394 W incen J . W., Laidley Creek f
395 Winder Win., Brisbane c
396 Winkle Miss, Charters Towers c
397 Winley  Miss , Rockhampton c
398 Winkler G., Charters Tower. c
399 Winter  Henry , Henry c
400 Winter Jno. Scott, Brisbane c
401 Win Wan, Mackay c
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402 Wix and Mitchell,  Brisbane 11 Yonlton Joseph, Thoriil .rough u k
403 Wise  Charles, Charters Towers s 12 Young A. D., Brisbanec
404 W itham William, Brisbane c 13 Young Captain, .Johnstone River c
405 Withers Arthur, Bundaberg c 14 Young Charles, Roma c
406 Withers George Isis Downs o 15 Young Daniel, Toowoomba c
407 Withers J. F., Townsville c 16 Young G. M., P.O. Brisbane u k
408 Witton J. M., Cawarral s 17 Young James, Clermont o
409 Wolfe Joseph (junr.), Betts Creek c 18 Young John, Kangaroo Point c
410 Wolfegang A., Norwood s 19 Young John, Rockhampton o
411 Wolfegang A., Nebo s 20 Young Jos., Mount Vince c
412 Wolff Wicklaus Brisbane f 21 Young J., Sandy Creek u k
413 Wollard W., Ipswich c 22 Young J. and H., Albert River c
414 Wollfschlager Albert, Sandgate f 23 Young Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c
415 Wollis J. C., Hamilton Hotel c 24 Young William, Brisbane c
416 Wood Mrs., Maryborough c 25 Young William, Rockhampton u k
417 Wood A., South Brisbane c 26 Young W. H., Mackay c
418 Wood A., Mackay u k 27 Youngar William, Bowen c
419 Wood Mrs. C. W., Maryborough c 28 Youns W., Mackay c
420 Wood Geo. H., Normanton s 29 You Sun, Brisbane o c
421 Wood G. H., Rockhampton c (2) 30 Yule -, (s.s. " Duke of Argyle"), Brisbane it k
422 Wood G. H., Normanton c 31 Yule George Pine Hill o
4.3 Wood J. H., Townsville c 32 Yune -, rkownsvjlle c
4.4 Wood Thos., Maryborough c 33 Yun Wo,  Brisbane s
4-5 Wood Thos., Cassilis Station c
426 Wood W., Bowen Hills c
427 Woodgate W., Pine Hill c Z.
428 Woodhead  Miss,  Townsville u k
429 Woodheart -, Dulacca c 1 ZERNICKE A., Wooloongabba c
430 Woodhouse  Francis  C., South Pine River o 2 Zernicke 0., Wooloongabba c
431 Woods - (cabman), Rockhampton c 3 Zillaner Uncas, Mackay o
432 Woods Martin, St. George s 4 Zimear G., Maryborough c
433 Woods Richard, Charleville c 5 Zimmerman C. A., Toowoomba c
434 Woods Thos., Cassilis Station c
435 Woodward E., Wooloongabba c
436 Woodward G., New Farm c Initials, &c.
437 Woodward Robt., Brisbane c
4.38 Woodward R. G., North Pine road c 1 ABDOOL Gifor, Brisbane f
439 Woolford George, Rockhampton c 2 A D C, Sandgate c
440 Woolfrey Arthur, Valley c 3 Avenobis. Bundaberg c
441 Woolsey Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c 4 B., P.O. Valley c
442 Woolten T. Milton c 5 Billy Blumenden (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c,
443 Woolton Charles, Brisbane u k (2) 6 Blessop (S.S.I.), Maryborough u c
Ravenswood c444 Wormald Jacob 7 Boattis (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c (2),
445 Worrall John, Bundaberg c (2) 8 Bonarra (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c
446 Wray Mrs. H. M., Charleville s 9 Bowarra (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c
P.O., Brisbane t447 Wren Miss 10 Browne W. J., Executors of, Brisbane c,
Ipswich c448 Wrench -- 11 Budgen F., Representative of, Charters Towers c,
449 Wright and Pickworth, Charters Towers s (2) 12 Capital, P.O. Brisbane c
South Brisbane c450 Wright Mrs. 13 Captain a d Owner ketch " Whamp," Maryborough s,
451 Wright Mrs. Alice, Thompson's Estate c 14 Carrols, P.O. Bundaberg c
Bundaberg s452 Wright A. 15 Charles, P.O. Rockhampton s,
453 Wright George, Normanton c 16 Charley House, P.O. Maryborough s
Georgetown c454 Wright George 17 Charley Loquat (S.S.I.), Maryborough o c,
455 Wright Mrs. G., Normanton c 18 Charley O'Sup, Charters Towers o c
456 Wright Herbert T. Brisbane c 19 Cottage, Box 15, P.O. Mackay c
Paddington c457 Wright James 20 Cutter, P.O. Brisbane c,
458 Wright  James , Wooloongabba f 21 F.O., P.O. Brisbane c
Toowoomba c459 Wright Robert 22 F.W., P.O. Brisbane c,
460 Wright Thomas, P.O. Brisbane o c 23 H.J.K., P.O. Brisbane c
461 Wright William, Charleville o 24 H.M.S., P.O. Brisbane c
462 Wright  William, Landsborough Downs c 25 Joe (Murray Islander), Townsville c
463 Wright W., Tambo c 26 Laderck, Cooktown Railway Line c
464 Wrought Mrs. A.,  Townsville c 27 Manager Weebolla Bolla, St. George c
465 Wyatt  Mrs. Mary , Mackay c 28 M.A.T., P.O. Brisbane c
466 Wye  James, Mackay u k 29 Molltarra Port Douglas o c
467 Wylie J. M., South Brisbane c 30 M.T., P.O. Rockhampton c
468 Wynne  Francis,  P.O. Brisbane u k 31 M.S., P.O. Brisbane c (5)
Ipswichc469 Wyvill J. 32 Ny Yu, Mackay c,
. 33 Peter (S.S.I.),Rockhampton o c
34 Proprietor  of Parcels  Delivery Van, South Brisbane c
Y. 3.5 Samallo, Port Douglas o c36 Suakim, P.U. Townsville c (2)
1 YAM Ho, Maytown o c 37 Tailew (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c
Cleveland c2 Yann Jas. 38 Tameknock (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c (2),
Rockhampton a3 Yee  Hunge 39 Tom Barsonally (S.S.I.),Cardwell o c,
New Chum u k4 Yersman - 40 Tomson (S. S.I. ), Rockhampton o c,
5 Yet Kong, Charters Towers c 41 W.F.K., P.U. Brisbane c
'Gairloch o6 Yohdes Samuel 42 W.H., P.O. Brisbane c (3),
Logan Downs o7 Yool W. 43 Williams W. H., Estate of, Brisbane c,
Yooll W. Graham, Logan Downs o 44 W. K.I ., P.O. Brisbane c
Rockhampton u kYork James 45 W.O.S., care of J. R. Burnie, P.O. Brisbane s,
10 Yot Sing, Cairns c 46 Zebo, P.O. Charters Towers c
By Authority :  JAMa8 C .  BEAL,  Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government  House,  Brisbane , the thirtieth
day of July, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor i  Council.
W HEREAS by " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ,"  it is amongst other  things enacted
that with respect to land  which, before the  passing
of the  said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection ,  or for sale  by auction ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1876, "  or any  Act thereby  repealed , and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots  without
actual survey ,  and to indicate  the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans  and by  reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council,  on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after  the commencement of the said Act,± suspend
the operation  of so  much of the forty-third section
of the said  Act as  requires  the land to be actually
surveyed  and marked  on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate  the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas  the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the  passing of the said  Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under  the provisions
of  " The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable  to divide  the said land into
lots without actual survey, and  to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore ,  His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land  Board, and in pursuance  and exercise of the
authority  vested in  him by the said Act, doth
Order,  and it is  hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much  of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires  the land to be actually surveyed
and marked  on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection  be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said  Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Euthulla, Hope,
and Hodgson, in the Roma Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the thirtieth
day of July, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  "The Crown bands Act of1884," it is amongst other thi g  enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of1876,"  or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and o indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
roclaimcd open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to  indicate the
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position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and iN ith the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule: And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions Herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Cooranga, in the
Dalby Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the thirtieth
day of July, 1885.
PRESENT :
his Excellency The Governor in Council.WHEREAS by " The  0-own Lands Act of
1881," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land `Bich, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is  practicable  to divide the said land into
lots without  actual  survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board,  and in pursuance  and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the  said  Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so  much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open  for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said  land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans
And the Honourable the secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Albert,
Boyd, Pimpania, Cedar, Barrow, N erang, Gilston,
iludgeeraba, and 't allebuggera, in the  Beenleigh
Land Agent's District.'
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the GoA ernment House, Brisbane, the thirtieth
clay of July, 188.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction. tinder the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Landa Alienation Art of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Laud Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act a, requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means (f maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surve, or-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands  in the parish of Oxley, in the
Brisbane  Land Agent' s District.
PIIOCLAMATION.
His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
i...J Distin;uished Order of St. Mi-L
chael and St. George, Governor
Unren•au)r.  and ('oil sander-in-Cl ief of the
Coloi,c of (,)i 'on,land and its
I)epell(tencies.
WHEREAS by an Act of Council  passed in
the second year of Her Majesty 's reign,
and numbered two, for regulating the Police in
certain towns, and for removing and preventing
nuisances and obstructions, and for  the better align-
ment of streets therein, it is amongst  other things
enacted that whenever the Governor, or Acting
Governor for the time being , shall deem it expe-
dient to extend the said Act to any towns in the
said colony, in addition  to those specially named
therein, it shall and may be lawful for  the said
Governor, or Acting Governor for the  time being,
to declare the same by proclamation : And
whereas by a proclamation bearing date the twenty-
first day of May, 1885, the  provisions of the
said Act, as amended by  a certain  other Act of
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Council passed in the eleventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, and numbered forty-four, and by a certain
other Act of Council passed in the nineteenth year
of Her said Majesty's reign, and numbered twenty-
four, were extended to the Towns of Emerald, Pine
Hill, and Jericho, : And whereas it is now deemed
expedient and necessary to rescind so much of the
said proclamation as relates to the town of Emerald :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
rescind so much of the said Proclamation as relates
to the said Town of Emerald.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Un.v:;L  JMATIOIN.13) ltS:, h/c•ellenev Sir ANTI1oNY ,11 UsGR+0 E,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGnAVE, chisel and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HER•EAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
11'' r  year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any  part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 12th
instant ,  being  the day appointed for holding
the Annual Show of the Royal Agricultural
Society of Queensland, to be a Public Holiday
in Toowoomba : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue
of the powers vested in me by the above-recited
Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that -behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim,  and declare  that WEDNESDAY,
the 12th instant, shall, within the Municipality of
Toowoomba, be observed as a Public Holiday
within  the meaning  of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
August, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bark Holidays and
respecting  obligations  to make Payments and do
other  acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Monday, the 24th instant,
being the first day of the Annual Race Meeting
of the Jericho Racing Club, to be a Public Holi-
day in Jericho and Pine Hill : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
MONDAY, the 24th instant, shall, within the
Towns of Jericho and Pine Hill, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Gor SAVT THE QUERN I
PROCLAMATION.13, His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
L i..s.J Distinguished Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty- firstyear of Her  Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision  , for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall  be lawful for the
Governor ,  by and with  the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  from time to time ,  by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday ,  either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof ,  or in any city, town,
borough ,  or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim  Wednesday,  the 19th
instant ,  being  the day  appointed for holding the
Annual Exhibition  of the  Queensland National
Agricultural and Industrial Association, to be
a Pub lic Holiday in Brisbane  :  Now, there-
fore,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor
aforesaid ,  in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf ,  and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify, proclaim ,  and declare that
WEDNESDAY,  the 19th instant,  shall, within
the Municipa lity of Brisbane ,  be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above . recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE TIrs Q>TgEis I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS MCCBAY
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for ]Racecourse at
Gladstone, in the room of  William Wilson Watt,
resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANK SUMMERS
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for School of Arts,
Thursday Island, in the room of George Alexander
Smyth, who has been relieved of his trusteeship.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLOUGHBY HANNAM
to be Chief Engineer of the Carpentaria and Cook
Railway Division.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has keen pleased
to appoint
JAMES DENNI80N ARNOLD
to be Overseer in Charge of American W ell-boring
Plant and Machinery.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
El
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ALFRED HENRY,  Police Magistrate at Townsvi ll e,
to be High Bailiff under the provisions of  " The
Sherds Act of  1875, "  at that place.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE RICHARDs  GLENNY, Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Bowen,
to be an Assistant Under Sheriff for the Colony of
Queensland, to act at Bowen during the absence,
from time to time, of the Northern Sheriff, in the
room  of John Macalister, transferred.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Townsville, in the room of E. Morey, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
.11 notified that he has been pleased to appoint
provisionally,
EDWARD MANSFIELD
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with t e adviceof the Executive Council, has been pl ased
to appoint
ALFRED HENRY
to be  a member  of the Immigration  Board at
Townsville, in the room of E. Morey,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Constable JOHN O'MALLEY,
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at
Pine Hill, for the Registry. District of Clermont,
in the room of Sergeant P. Bowen, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7st August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CONSTABLE EDWARD BARRY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for slaughter, at Rockhampton, in the
room of Sub-Inspector Graham, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD MAXWELL FIrZGERALD, L.R.C.P., &c.,
to be Medical Officer at Gayndah, in the room of
R. W. Lethbridge, M.B., resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that,  in pursuance of theprovisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," I have appointed
JAMES R. STOREY
to be a Member of the Hinchinbrook Marsupial
Board, in the room of R. S. Alston, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
The Honourable Sir THoMAS MCILWRAITH,
K.C.M.G.,
to be Major in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH. I S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it tobe notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
ROBERT BRUCE TAYLOR and
HENRY G EORGE SIMMS
to be Acting Sub-Lieutenants in the Marine Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name
ALFRED GEORGE BAILEY
be substituted for Alfred S. Bailey,  appearing in
the notification published in the  Gazette  of the
11th ultimo, appointing certain gentlemen to be
Officers in the Volunteer Branch of the Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
F. J. MACGILLICUDDY
of his appointment as Acting Lieutenant in the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
I I
been pleased to accept the services of a Volun-
teer Ambulance Corps of the Defence Corps, to be
enrolled at Brisbane, under the provisions of  " The
Defence Act of  1884" and the Regulations of 24th
February,  1885;  that such Corps shall be known
and designated as " The Brisbane Volunteer
Ambulance Corps," and that the establishment
thereof shall be as follows :-
Company Sergeant-Major 1
Sergeants ... ... ... 2
Corporals ... ... ... 2
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Privates ... ... ... 40
Total non-commissioned officers and men 46
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1885.
LI
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that
ELIZABETH ANNE COLLES
be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Girls
and Infants at Gympie ; such promotion to take
effect from the 1st July, 1885.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" A ll  that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has, on behalf of Her Majesty,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or  islands,  and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by theRegulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by  a special  direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting  of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the  small  islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters  of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice  of this direction,  and see  that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand,  at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 27th  June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
k,%' HEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884 , it is pro -
vided that the Minister may by  a general  direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents  and Masters  of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael -and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section  ninety-five of  " TheCrown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MIISGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , notify andproclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been  temporarily reserved for
the purpose named with  respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
85-13820-P.O.B.
(Resumed from the Red Rock Valley No. 1 Run,
in the Unsettled District of South Kennedy.)
Area-2  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Clyde or
Lloyd's Creek at a tree marked C over 1 21, and
bounded thence on the west by a north  line one
mile fifty chains ; thence on the north by an east
line one mile  forty chains ; thence on the east by
a south line  about one  mile  thirty chains to
McGavin's paddock fence ; thence on the south-
east by that fence in a south-westerly direction to
Clyde Creek ; and thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
84-16538--C. Rlys.
(In lieu of the Reserve No. 7A, established by pro-
clamation  dated 12th June, 1879, which is
hereby amended.)
County of Churchill, parish of Purga, portion  157.
45 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the east corner of portion 156,
and bounded thence on the north-east by a road
bearing 165 degrees thirteen chains ; on the south-
east  by portion  158 bearing 255 degrees  thirty-four
chains  sixty-seven links; on the south-west by
portion 157A  bearing 344degrees 30 minutes  thirteen
chains ;  and on the north-west by portion 156 bear-
ing 75 degrees thirty-four chains seventy-eight
linka to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
84-18538-C. Rlys.
County of Churchill, parish of Purga, portion  157A.
5 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 156,
and bounded thence on the north-west by that
portion bearing 75 degrees four chains; on the
north-east by portion 157 bearing 164 degrees
30 minutes thirteen chains; on the south-east by
portion 158 bearing 255 degrees four chains ; and
on the -outh-west by a line bearing 344 degrees
30 minutes thirteen chains to the point of com-
mencement.
R ESERVES  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
85-12780-R1ys.
Gladstone and Bundaberg Railway.
No. 1.
County  of Clinton, parish of  Gladstone.
About 40 acres.
Commencing  at three  miles sixty -three chains
thirty  links  Gladstone and Bundaberg railway
trial survey, and bounded thence on the south by
a line bearing  west twenty- six chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east fourteen chains five
links ; and on the north- east  by the railway
Survey bearing south-easterly to the point of
commencement.
No. 2.
County  of Clinton, pariah of  Toolooa.
About 40 acres.
Commencing  at eight miles twenty  chains eighty
links on  the Gladstone-Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west nineteen chains thirty-two links ; on
the west by a line bearing north nineteen chains
and eighty links ; on the north by a  line bearing
east nineteen chains and eighty-five links ; and on
the east by the above railway survey bearing
southerly about twenty chains and eighty  links to
the point  of commencement.
No. 3.
On Wurdong Creek.
County of Clinton, parish of Boyne.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at twelve miles sixty chains seventy-
seven links on the Gladstone and Bundaberg
railway trial survey, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing west twenty chains twenty
links ; on the west by a line bearing north twenty
chains sixty links ; on the north by a line bearing
east sixteen chains eighty links, and on the east by
the above railway survey bearing southerly about
twenty-two chains to the point of commencent.
No. 4.
County of Clinton, parish of Iveragh.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at seventeen miles sixty-four chainsfifty links Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south twelve chains ninety links ; on
the south by a line bearing west twenty chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north twenty-seven
chains ten links ; and on the north-east by the
above railway survey bearing south-easterly about
twenty-four chains ffty links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. 5.
County of Clinton, parish of Iveragh.
Area-about 15 square miles.
Commencing at twenty-two miles on the Glad-
stone and Bundaberg railway trial survey, and
bounded thence partly on the north by a line bear-
ing east 160 chams ; on the east by a line bearing
south 320 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
west 320 chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north 320 chains ; again on the north by a line
bearing east 160 chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated land and Reserve
No. 6.
No. 6.
County of Clinton, parish of Iveragh.
About  40 acres.
Commencing at twenty -two miles  sixty-nine
chains nineteen links on the Gladstone and Bunda-
berg railway trial survey, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing west twenty-seven
chains  forty links ; on the west by  a line bearing
north twenty chains to selection 431; on the north
by that selection bearing east ten chains eighty
links, and on the east by the above railway survey
bearing south-easterly about twenty-six chains to
the point  of commencement.
No. 7.
On Branch Creek.
County of  Flinders , parish of  Rodd's Bay.
About  40 acres.
Commencing  at twenty- seven miles sixty-five
chains seventy-four links on the Gladstone and
Bundaberg railway trial survey, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing south eleven
chains ninety links ; on the south by a line
bearing west twenty chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north twenty-eight chains ; and on the
north-east by the above railway survey bearing
south-easterly about twenty-six chains to the point
of commencement.
No. 8.
County of Flinders, parish of Bodd's Bay.
About  40 acres.
Commencing at thirty-two miles sixty-one chains
sixty -nine links on the Gladstone and Bundaberg
railway trial survey, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing west twenty-three chains
653
seventy links ; on the west by a line bearing north
twenty chains fifty links; on the north by a line
bearing east  sixteen chains ; and on the cast by the
above railway survey bearing southerly about
twenty-two chains to the point of commencement.
No. 9.
On Twelve-mile Creek.
County of Flinders, parish of Rodd's Bay.
About  6 square miles.
Commencing at thirty-two miles sixty-one chains
sixty-nine  links on the Gladstone and Buudaberg
railway trial  survey, and bounded thence on the
south by  a line bearing  west 290 chains ; on the
west  by a line bearing north 290 chains; and on the
north- east  by the above railway survey bearing
south- east  five miles twenty chains to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of Reserves 7 and S.
No. 10.
County of Flinders, parish of Miriam Vale.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at thirty-seven miles seventy-four
chains thirty links on the Gladstone and Bunaaberg
railway trial survey, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing west thirty-one chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north nineteen chains
eighty links ; and on the north and north-east by
the above railway survey bearing easterly and
south -easterly about thirty-eight chains sixty-eight
links to the point of commencement.
No. 11.
County of Flinders, parish of Miriam Vale.
About 40 acres.
Commencing  at forty-two  miles  sixty- two chains
fifty links Gladstone Ind Bundaberg railway
trial survey, and bounded thence on the south by
a line  bearing west twenty-five chains fifty links ;
on the west by a line bearing north twenty chains ;
on the north by a line bearing east fifteen  chains ;
and on  the east by the shove railway survey
bearing south -easterly to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 13.
County of Flinders, parish of Taunton.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at fifty-two miles twenty-seven
chains sixty  links Gladstone and Bundaberg rail-
way trial survey,  and bounded thence on the
south by a  line bearing west  twenty-nine chains
forty  links  ; on the west by a line bearing north
twenty  chains ; on  the north by a line bearing east
ten chains  ; and on the north-east by the above
railway  survey bearing south-easterly twenty-
seven  chains sixty links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 14.
County of Flinders, parish of Euleilah.
40 acres.
Commencing  at fifty-seven miles sixty-eight
chains Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing  west twenty- nine  chains twenty links;
on the west  by a line bearing north twenty chains
seventy  links ; on  the north by a line bearing east
twelve chains  ; and on the east by the above rail-
way survey bearing south-easterly about twenty-
eight chains  to the point of commencement.
No. 15.
On  Baffle Creek.
County  of Flinders, parish of  Euleilah and  Warroo.
About  151 square miles.
Commencing  at sixty miles on the Gladstone and
Bundaberg  railway trial survey, and bounded
thence  partly on the north by  a line bearing east
160 chains  ;  on the east  by a line bearing south 320
chains ;  on the south by a line bearing west 320
chains  ;  on the west  by a line bearing north 320
chains ; and again  on the north by a line  bearing
east 160 chains  to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated  and selected  land and
Reserve No. 16.
No. 16.
County of Flinders,parish of Euleilah.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at sixty-two miles three chains
fifty links Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west twenty-three chains eighty-five links ;
on the west by a line bearing north twenty chains
ninety links ; and on the north and east by the above
railway survey bearing easterly and southerly to
the point of commencement.
No. 17.
County of Flinders, parish of Euleilah.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at sixty-seven  miles  Gladstone and
Bundaberg railway trial survey, and bounded
thence on the n )rth by a line bearing east thirty-
two chains ten links ; on the east by a line bearing
south twenty-one chains ; on the south-west by
the above railway survey bearing north-westerly
about thirty-nine chains to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 18.
County of Flinders, parishes of Euleilah and Rosedale.
About 3 square miles.
Commencing at sixty-seven miles forty chains
Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial survey,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east eighty chains ; on the east by a line bearing
south 160 chains ; on the south by a line bearing
west to the town reserve proclaimed in  Govern-
ment Gazette,  1880, part 2, folio 954; on the west
by that reserve bearing north and west to selection
345 ; thence by that selection bearing north-
easterly to a point west of the starting point ; and
by a line bearing east to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 19.
County of Flinders, parish of  Tottenham.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at seventy-seven miles on the Glad-
stone and Bundaberg railway trial survey, and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
twenty-four chains twenty links ; on the north by
a line bearing cast twenty chains ; on the east by a
line bearing south sixteen chains ; and on the south
by the above railway survey bearing south-westerly
for abou twenty-one chains seventy links to the
point of commencement.
No. 20.
County of Flinders, parish of Littabella.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at eighty-two miles twenty-nine
chains eighty-nine links on the Gladstone and
Bundaberg railway trial survey, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east thirty
chains seventy links ; on the east by a line
bearing south twenty-one chains fifty, links ; and
on the south-west by the above railway survey
bearing north-westerly about thirty-eight chains
to the point of commencement.
No. 21.
County of Flinders, parishes of Littabella and
Tottenham.
Area-about 20 square miles.
Commencing at eighty-six miles sixty-four chains
on the Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 110 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west 640 chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north 280 chains ; and on the north by the
above railway survey bearing south-easterly about
eight and a-half miles to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated lands.
No 22.
County of Flinders, parish of Littabella.
About 40 acres.
Commencing at eighty-seven miles forty chains
on the Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the north by a line
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bearing east thirty-two chains sixty links ; on the
east by a line bearing south twenty chains eighty
links ; and on the south-west by the above rail.
way survey bearing north-westerly for about
thirty-nine chains to the point of commencement.
N o. 23.
Counties  of Cook and Flinders,  parishes  of Kinagin
and Littabella.
About  3 square miles.
Commencing at eighty -nine miles  on the Glad-
stone  and Bundaberg railway trial survey, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east
eighty  chains ; on  the east by a line bearing south
160 chains  ; on the south by a line bearing west
160 chains  ; on the west by a line bearing north
160 chains  ; and again  on the north by a line bear-
ing east eighty chains to the I oint of commence-
ment ,-exclusive of all alienated lands.
PROCLAMATION.
'y His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusaRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
r N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
I and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the Lands hereunder described have been
permanently reserved, and placed under the con-
trol of the Municipal Council of Sandgate.
No. 24.
County of Cook, parish of Yandaran.
About 40 acres.
Commencing  at ninety-two miles seventy-three
chains eighty- six links  on the Gladstone and Bunda-
berg railway trial survey, and bounded thence on the
east  by a line bearing south fifteen chains seventy
links ;  on the south by a line bearing west about
twenty- one chains  twenty links ; on the west by a
line and  the east boundary of a cemetery reserve
bearing north twenty-four  chains ;  on the north by
the above railway survey bearing easterly about
twenty-three chains thirty links to the point of
commencement.
No. 25.
County of Cook, parish of North Bolan.
About 40 acres.
Commencing  at ninety- six miles  forty chains
on the Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial
survey, and bounded thence on the north by' a line
bearing  east thirty-five chains forty links ; on the
east  by a line bearing south twenty-two chains
ninety links ;  and on  the south-west by the above
railway  survey bearing north-westerly about forty-
two chains  to the point of commencement.
No. 26.
County of Cook, parish of Otoo.
About 40 acres.
Commencing  at 101 miles sixty-one chains fifteen
links  on the Gladstone and Bundaberg railway
trial survey, and bounded thence on the west by
a line  bearing north thirteen chains fifty-five links ;
on the north by a line bearing east twenty chains ;
on the east by portion 22 bearing south twenty-
six chains  fifty-five links ; and on the south-west
by the above railway survey bearing north-westerly
twenty-three chains eighty links to the point of
commencement.
No. 27.
County of Cook, parishes of North Kolan  and Otoo.
About 10 square miles.
Commencing at 105 miles thirty-two chains
Gladstone and Bundaberg railway trial survey,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west 614 chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing
north 360 chains ; and on the north-east by the
above railway survey bearing south-easterly about
nine  miles to the pointof commencement,-exclusive
of all alienated and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
DESCRIPTIONS :
(In lieu of the Reservation established by Proc-
lamation  dated 27th May, 1882.)
No. 1.
All Crown lands situated between the high-water
mark of Cabbage-t ee Creek  and Moreton Bay ;
and the following highways :-Wharf Terrace,
South End, Shorn Cliff, Eagle Terrace, Town of
Sandgate, and the Esplanade forming the  eastern
boundary of portions 74 to 66, portions 61 to 58,
and portions 52, 51, 45, and 44, parish of Nundah,-
exclusive of special  lease  No. 150, issued to the
Sandgate Pier Company.
No. 2.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 44,
and bounded thence b that portion bearing 177
degrees 30 minutes three  chains  and forty- seven and
a-half links ; thence by a line  bearing 86 degrees 18
minutes to the high-water mark  of Moreton Bay;
thence by that high-water  mark  northerly and
westerly to Mosquito Creek ; thence by the high-
water mark of that creek and the overflow  of More-
ton Bay south-easterly and westerly to  portion
43A; and thence by that portion southerly to the
point of commencement,-being a  swamp adjoining
the east boundary of portion  43A and a sandspit.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of August,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty- five, and in  the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
IN  r ands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MrsGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE  FOR INDUSTRIAL HOME.
85-7168-P.L.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing 54 degrees 40
minutes and distant five chains and seventy-five
links from the south corner of portion  322, Bris-
bane Grammar School Endowment, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 54
555
degrees 40 minutes four chains and twenty-four
links; on the north-east by a line bearing 338
degrees five chains and sixty links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 248 degrees four chains and
nine and  a-half links ; and on the south-west by a
line bearing 158 degrees 19 minutes six chains and
fifty-eight links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this fourth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By IIis  Exce llency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIISGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governoi
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance  of section ten of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY Mvs-
GBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described  have been  reserved  for Township
purposes.
RESERVE FOR  TOWNSHIP  PURPOSES.
(Resumed from  the Currawildi Upper Run, in the
Unsettled District of Maranoa )
4 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at a tree  marked SC, and bounded thence on
the north by an  east  line along part of the north
boundary  of Currawildi Upper Run one mile
thirty-three chains ; thence on the east by a south
line two miles  ; thence on the south by a west line
two miles  thirteen chains fifty links ; thence on the
west  by a north line about one mile twenty chains
to the  Balonne  River ;  and thence  on the north-
west  by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
(Resumed  from the Bogiria East  Run, in the
Unsettled District  of Maranoa.)
4 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Bokhara
River at a  point bearing north 45 degrees  east and
distant  seventy links from a post bearing north
150 degrees east and distant  forty-one links from
a coolibah -tree  marked broad-arrow over R, and
bounded  thence on  the north-west by a line bearing
north 225 degrees east  sixty-five chains seventy links ;
thence on  the south-west by a line bearing north 135
degrees east about one mile  forty chains to the boun-
dary between Queensland and New South Wales ;
thence  on the south by a true east line along part
of that boundary about two miles fifty chains ;
thence on  the north- east  by a line bearing north
315 degrees east about  two miles sixty-eight chains
to the  Bokhara River; and  thence again on the
north -west  by the left bank of that river down-
wards to the  point of  commencement.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this fourth day of August,
in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gov SAVB THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MIISGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGIiAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MIISGEAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Br'sbane, this seventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thcusand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown. Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing on Cooranga Creek at the south-east
corner of portion 59, parish of Cooranga, and
bounded thence by the eastern boundary of that
portion and of portion 1052 northerly ; thence by
the southern boundaries of portions 1052 and 1051
easterly, the south-eastern boundary of 1051 north-
easterly, and the south-western boundary of 41
south-easterly to Downfall Creek, by that creek
upwards to the western boundary of portion 1234,
parish of Palmer, by that boundary southerly ;
thence by the southern and eastern boundaries of
1234,  1237,  1185, and the southern boundary of 1203
easterly to portion 1539 ; thence by the western
and southern boundaries thereof, the western
boundary of 1239, and the northern and western
boundaries of 1287 southerly to a point about
twenty chains north from the north-east corner of
portion 1594; thence by a line west, the eastern
boundary of 1260 northerly, the northern boun-
daries of 1260 and 1233 westerly, and the western
boundary of 1233 southerly to Cooranga Creek ;
and thence by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
r is hereby noti fied for gen eral information,
I that.  application under  the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown  Lands Act  of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  a ithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices ,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  I Parish. Area.
The Nundah The road separating
Divisional portion 588 from part
Board on of portion 15
account
of E. A.
McDowall
A.B.P.
Nundah ... 1 00
N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried o iO  in
connection with the opening of another road.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th August, 1885.
f! PHE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."
THE Leases of the undermentioned Selections,
having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor, are now lying at the several Land Agents'
Offices ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
BEEDTLEIGH.
1267 Williamson, J. R ...
1273 Siganto, J. ...
1279 Dunn, A.
1281 Sutton, C. ...
3810 Brewing, J.
4125 Cusack, L.
4226 Mackay, D.
4261 Craig, J.
4268 Nibling, J. L.
4283 Finueane, W.
4292 Campion, T.
4482 Box, W. D.
4488  Roland, W.
BRISBANE.
4510 Wendt, H. .
4559 Glindemann, H.
4636  Collins, J. ...
BOWEN.
615 Hamilton, F. G.
BUNDABERG.
1311 Cogzell, W. H. ...
1313  Logan ,  R. ...
CAIRNS.
245 Alley, W . S. ... ... ...
317 Black, J.
349 Ditto
363 Kenny, J.
366 Lyons , J. ... ...
384 Keith , J. D. ... ...
385 A ll en, T. C. ... ...
410 Cullen, W. ... ...
412 Andresen, C. P.
413 , Ryan,  T. ... ...
4
5
16
CHAEI,EVILLE.
Bradley, J. ... ...
Britcher, H. S.... ...
Burcher, C. W.... ...
242 0 0
502 0 0
110 1 0
63 1 0
40 0 0
231 0 0
642 0 0
162 0 0
160 0 0
110 2 0
120 0 0
600 0 0
243 0 0
231 0 0
431 0 0
180 0 0
262 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
255 1 0
430 0 0
640 0 0
410 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,274 0 0
160 0 0
176 0 0
299 2 0
1,765 0 0
2,182 2 0
241 3 0
640 0 0
CLERMONT.
284 1 Horwood, W. ...
1
14
24
27
CgNNAMULLA.
Campbell, D. ... ... ... 320 0 0
Gallagher, E. ... ... ... 2,560 0 0
Huxley, R. C. ... ... 800 0 0
Russell , A. ... ... ... 320 0 0
DALBY.
1318  ( McGoldrick, A. ... ... 553 0 0
47
53
G AYNDAH.
Ottermiller, H., junr...
Hampson,  W. J. ...
640 0 0
640 0 0
GLADSTONE.
550 1 Farmer, T. ... ... ... 384 0 0
GOONDIWINDI.
115 Dowding, .R. E. ... .. J 640 0 0
0
O
%8
z a
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
GYMPIE.
1520 Whelan, M. ... ... 837 0 0
1575 McMeekin, R. ... 640 0 0
1620 Geoghegan, T. ... ... ... 209 0 0
1644 Hay, W. ... ... ... 61 1 38
1664 Stuart, D. G. ... ... 200 0 0
1672 McGill, J., senr. ... ... 321 0 0
1683 Power, G. ... ... ... 553 0 0
17u4 McGill, J. ... ... ... 321 0 0
1709 Rodger, P. ... 450 0 0
HERBERTON.
118 1 Fredericks, J. ... ... ..: 1 320 0 0124 Moran, J. ... 320 2 0
INGRAM.
465 Laddams, W. E. ...
499 Broad, W. H. ... ...
528 Haig, F. ... ...
IPawicu.
7161  McLean, Ellen ...
7162 Heenan, J.
7209 Pechey, E. W....
7267  Starck, Charlotte
7271 Burgess, J. ...
7272  Gillies, F. ...
7287 Reddy, J.
7302  Nolan, J. ...
7394 Hebbel, J. H. ...
MACKAY.
79 1 0
1,205 0 0
1,280 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
640 0 0
209 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
77 2 0
324 0 0
640 0 0
1029A Lacy, D. ... ... 1,280 0 0
1231 Ehsmann, C. F. T. ... ...' 500 0 0
.1441 Macartney , Bessie  ... 202 0 0
1517 Hoey, W. ... ... ... 139 0 0
1584 Carey, J. ... ... .. 104 0 0
MOURILYAN.
93 Wilson , J. A. S. ...
RoCKIIAXPTON.
2165 Button,  Lilly  Jane ...
ROMA.
455 Johnston,  Honora ...
517 May, S....
522 O'Connor, J. ...
SURAT.
1,280 0 0
640 0 0
1,840 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
89 Wehl, Julianna P. ... ... 2,241 0 0
TAMB0.
42 Taylor, H. B. ... ... ... 667 0 0
48 Elliott, J. P. ... ... ... 2,560 0 0
395
4,2
420
492
513
514
LEASES LYING FOR  DELIVERY - continued.
Wagner, A.
Bird, G. T.
Hind, S. M.
Cummins, P.
Saunders, G.
Althaus, J.
TO WNSVILLE.
WARWICK.
2301 Shannon, J., junr.
2481 Enright, M.
2508 Hanrahan, Anue ...
2536 Tickle, G. ...
2537 Bourke, P. ... ...
2550 O'Dea, J. ... ...
2554 Ryan, D. ... ...
2555 Dalton, W. ... ...
2561 Sharratt, R. ... ...
2566 Cresswell, C. ...
2567 Allen, H.
2569  Conley, W. G.... ...
2574 Alford, H. K. ...
2589 Dank, K. ... ...
2603 Enright, M. ... ...
2606 Fogarty, J. ...
2612 McDowell, H.... ..
640 0 0
309 0 0
500 0 0
1,280 0 0
307 0 0
237 0 0
... 14 1 5
... 190 0 0
... 46 3 0
... 200 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 67 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 40 0 0
... 120 0 0
200 2 11
80 0 0
160 0 0
... 120 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 185 0 0
... 80 0 0
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st August, 1885.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber
Licenses made to and  granted  by the Land
Commissioners  during the months and at the places
hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of June ,  1885.)
... ... To out timber in log...
1 £ s.
BOWEN.
(For the Month of June,  1885.)
Peter Brown  ...  ...  To cut and  split slabs 0 15
Wy lie,  Holmes, and Co.  To cut timber in log... 0 5
Ditto ... .. ... .I 0 5
Ditto ... to . 0 5
Ditto  ... ... it ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... to  ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... it ... ...  0 5
Ditto ... „ ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... „ ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Wm. Hawking  ... it  .. ...  0 5
Ditto ...  to ... ... 0 6
Ditto „ ... ... 0 5
Wm. Emmerson  ... „ ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... „ ..  0 5
Ditto ... ... „ ... 0 5
Wm. Lott ... ... To out and split slabs 1 10
S. B. Outten  ... ...  To cut timber in log... 0 5
L. M. Cutten ... .... ,, ... 0 5
J. W. Cutten... ....  to 0 5
G. Carter
Af. Traill ...
A. Traill ...
W. J. Dunlop
J. Dunlop ...
J. Johnson ...
A. Stansfield ...
Ditto ...
J. Fritz
Ditto
Ditto
R. Jones
J. G. Sommer
J. Sommer
J. Page
Ditto
Ditto
J. Burgess
J. D. Low
J. A. Low
E. Low
P. Stephens
J. Burgess ...
Archibald Auld, senr.
Archibald Auld, junr.
Robert Auld ... ...
James Auld ... ...
Amount
Description of License. of
Fee.
to
to
„
BUNDABBRG.
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
... 0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
... .. 0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
.. .. 0 5
... 0 5
... 0 5
0 6
0 6
... ... 0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
... 0 5
(For the Month of  June,  1885.)
W. Hull ...
ttbJ C ..... ... „r e.  U
W. Tobin  ... ... it ... ... 0 5
F. Bevan  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... „ ... ...  0 5
J. Matthewson  ... „ ... ... 0 5
Ditto  ... to ... ... 0 5
W. Cox ...  To  out and split slabs 0 15
BUZZWOWN.
(For the Month of May,  1885.)
Ah Look .
I
To cut and split slabs... 0 15
C. Milligar  ... ..  it ... 0 15
Ditto ... ... „ ... ... 015
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(F )r the Month of June,  1885.)
War Get  ... ...  To  out firewood ... i 1 0
Timothy Caes... ... ,, ... 1 0
Eugene Monahan To  out im ber in log... 0 5
Robert Gard ... „ ... ... ! 0 5
To cut timber in log... 0 5
1 0 5
TIMBER  LICENsE s- continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£  S.
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Charles Berringer ... To cut timber in log... 1 0 5
COOSTOwN.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Ah Bun ... To cut firewood .. 0 10
Thomas Grumit  ...  „ 0 10
John Cockrem To cut  timber in log 0 6
H. Petersen  ... ...  To cut firewood ... 1 0 10
G. Bayne  ... ... ,. ... ... , 0 10
J. Gray  ... ...  To cut timber in log... 0 5
C. Blake  ... ... I to ... ... 0 5C. C. Harris ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. O'Byrne  ... ... ,  ,,  ... ...  0 5
CUNNAMULLA.
(For the Month of June,  1885.)
Mooy Bros. ... ..  To cut timber in log... 1 5
John Albron ... ... I 1) ... ... 1 0
GAYNDAH.
(For the Month of June,  1885.)
Thomas Gallately  ...  To cut and split slabs 0 15
GILBEBTON.
(For the Month of March, 1885.)
Ali Gum ... ... Hardwood ...  ...  0 15
Tin Jah  ... „ ...  ... 0 16Ali Shin ... ... is ... ... 0 15
(For the Month of May,  1885.)
Ali Fat ... ... To cut firewood ...
(For the Month of June,  1885.)
Ah Man ... ... I To out firewood ...
GLADSTO NE.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Richard Ryalls  ...  To cut timber in log ...
Antonie Bendeich ... ...
Herbert Stephen Ow.
bridge  ... ... of ... ...
GYMPI$.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
1 0
1 10
0 5
0 5
0 10
J. Sheehan  ... ...  To out timber in log... 0 5
G. Waldock ... ... to ...  0 6
R. W. Cochrane  ... „ ..  0 5
G. A. Cochrane  ... „ ... ...  0 5
W. Ahrin ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. Walmsley ... ... „ ... .. 0 5
J. Brennan ... ... „ ... .. 0 6
W. Hay  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Z. D. S. Skyring  ... „ ... ...  0 5
C. Euston  ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Chas .  Houten ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
C. Wegg ... ... „  ... ... 0 5
Caleb Houten ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
J. Hexton  ... ... it 0 5
R. Galloway  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
F. Ward ... ... It ... ... 0 5
B. R. Nugent ... ... to ...  0 5
A. Jones ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. Goen ... ... „ ... 0 5
J. Dannet ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. Griffin ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
S. Goodchap ... ... ... ..  0 6
- Mullan  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
J. Wadsworth ... „ ..  0 6
J. Olsen ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
W. Grabs ... ... „ ... 1 0
M. Graney ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
C. ('alinda ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
C. Luithwaite... ... „ ... ... 0 10
G. Armanasco ... „ .. 0 10
W. Tiel ... ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
W. Greenwood ... To dig and remove ... 1 5
T. Harvey ... ...  Special  ... ...  5 0
J. Andrew, junr. ... „  5 0
J. Pearsn  ... ... „ ... 5 0
F. G. Goodchap ... „ ... 5 0
J. McGhie  ... ... „ ... ... 5 0
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TIMBER  LICENSES - continued.
Applicant 's Name.
HERBERTON.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
GYMPIE-continued.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
H. Tozer ... ... Special ...
A. F. Luya ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
H. Hatch ...
Ramsay  and Co. ...
G. F. St. J. Carter ...
H. Taylor ...
W. Wall
J. Gibbons
Description of License.
To cut firewood ...
D. Martin ..
A. Thompson...
A. Matthews ...
G. Hynes ...
G. Gardiner ...
E. Gillespie ...
IPSWICH.
(For the  Month of Jime,  1885.)
John Orr
Francis Hutchins
Andrew Evans
William Kennedy
James Frater...
Robert Kennedy
John Ashton ...
Michael Ryan
Patrick Coyne
Robert Sinotsen
H. A. Brigg ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Samuel McLean
Edward Kehoe
Ditto ...
James Welsh ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
... To cut timber in log ...
55
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
I 5 0
15 0
5 0
... 1 5 0
1 1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 1 0
1 0
1 0
0 5
0 5
0 5
... 0 5
0 5
„ 0 5
To cut and split slabs 0 15
... ... 0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
To cut timber in log... 0 5
James Lucas .. ...
John Francis Porter ...
John Lemuel Bolden...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Samuel  Hursthouse ...
Ditto ...
William Porter
Ditto
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the Month of June) 1885.)
Wilson, Hart, and Co. , Special
Ditto ...
H. Eisentrager ... To cut timber in log...
F. Eisentrager „ ... ...
Louis Spohr ... ... To cut firewood ...
J. Eisentrager... ... To cut timber in log...
J. Eilbeck ... ... To cut and split slabs...
J. Thompson ... ... , To cut timber in log...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Wilson, Hart, and Co.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
5 0
5 0
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
MUTTABUBRA.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
R. Munro ... ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
J. M. Ward ... ... To cut firewood ... 1-0 10
NEEANG.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
James Rogers ... ... To cut and split slabs ... 0 15
Francis  Midgley ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
James  J. Anderson ... „ ... ... 0 5
John Buchanan ... „ ... ... 0 5
Edward Griffith ... „ ... ...  0 5
TIMBER  LICENSES -- continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
NERANo- continued.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
John Hollandale ... To cut timber  in log... 1
0 5Alexander Duncan ... „ ...
Andrew Nelson ... „ ... .... 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ ... .... 0 5
William Paterson „ 0 5
Joseph E. Hardy ... „ ... ... 1 0 5
William Hardy ... „ .., .... 0 5
Stephen Tobin ... „ ... ... 1 0 5
William Hardy ... „ ... ... 0 5
James Borthwick ... „ ... ...  0 5
PORT DOUGLAS.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
J. T. Pentzeke ... I To cut timber in log... 0 5
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Gabriel Aarons ... To remove  stone  ...  2 10
ROMA.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Green and Bellgrove... To cut  and remove
timber in log ... 0 5
ST. GEORGE.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
James Thompson
I
To )Jcut timber  in log ... I 0 5Ditto ... ...  0 5
SOUTHPORT.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Harry Simpson ... To out timber in log... 0 5
STANTIIORPE.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Richard O'Brien ... To cut wattle-bark, &c. 0 10
TAMBO.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Benjamin Brandon ... To cut and split fencing
stuff .. ... 0 15
John Clohesy ... ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
Jas. Macdonald  ... „ ... ... 0 5
TITARGOMINDAII.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
C. A. Quin ... ... To make bricks ... 1 5
W. H. Fitch ... ... „ ... ... 1 5
Alfred Devine ... „ ... ... 1 5
James Poole ... ... ... ... 1 5
Henry Hornby ... „ ... ... 1 5
ToowooMBA.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
A. and D. Munro ... To cut timber in log .. 0 10
Cameron and Hebbel... „ ... .... 0 10
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Bernard Quigley ... To out firewood 0 10
Francis Quigley ... „ ... ... 0 10
WARWICK.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
John Carr ... ... To cut timber in log ... 0 5
Alexr. E. Porter ... „ 0 5
Robert Porter ... „ ... ...  0 5
Jas. Porter, junr. „ ... ... 0 5
P. Lafferty ... ... „  0 5
Aaron  Morris ... ... 0 5
John Brunner... ... To cut fencing  stuff ... 0 15
Henry Redinger ... „ .. 0 15
Geo. Mintz ... ... „ ... ... 0 15
Henry Hoffman ... „ ... ... 0 15
Henry Brunner ... „ 0 15
John Redinger ... „ ... ... 0 15
W. Mintz ... ... „ ... ... 0 15
Fredk. Brunner ... „ ... ... 0 15
Geo. L. Fletcher ... To cut timber  in log... 0 5
John Minnich ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
WINTON.
(For the Month of May, 1885.)
James Kelly ... ... I To cut and split  slabs 0 15
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
James Kelly ... ... To cut and split  slabs 0 15
W. B. Steele ... .. To remove brick-earth 1 5
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
J T is hereby  notified for general information,that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The  Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the  undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices, Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
Andrew
Bogle
Part of road separating
portion 65 from por-
tion 89
Indooroo-
pilly
A. R. P.
1 0 28
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton; Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
No.
1
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant . i  Situation . I  Parish. I Area.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
P. H. Nobler The road separating por- Playfair
tions 84 and 85  (selec-
tion 1835,  Rockhampton
District )  fro m portions
86 and 89.
A. R. P.
14 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st  July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is  hereby notified for general information,
that applications under  the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned  Roads;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post
Offices,  Brisbane  and Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROALS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation Parish
1 R. J. Logan ...  Part of the road separat-  Moggill
ing portion  206 from
part of portion 198, por-
tions 197, 76. 77, 78, and
19
Area.
A R. 1'.
7 1 0
2 Ditto ... One of the reserved  ro ads ditto 2 2 0
through portion 206
*3
About
The Part of the reserved road Knapp 1 0 0
Tabragalba  through  portion 22 (se-
Divisional lection 2955,  Brisbane
Board on  District)
account of
W. P. Roe
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PE11i1IANENT CLOSURE  OF ROADS.I I, is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
/lie Crow n /,crrrrf•  let  ut'  1-8t"  1 ave been made
fur closing the un(lernici.tioiieu ponds, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment  their objections . in writing, within two
months  from this date
Plans of  the Eoai's can be seen  it the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, 11"arwick and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. i Applicant.
*1
t'2
t3
t4
Situation. Parish. Area.
I I A. R. P.
The Glengal -  Road separating por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian  Divisio -  tion 46 fro m portion
nal Board 47
on account
of Mary
Orange
The Tinaroo Road separating por- Her be rton 2 2 38
Divisonal tions 5 and 11 from
Board on portions 6 and 12
account of
Peter George
Grant
The Ingle -  The reserved  ro ad Rosenthal 7 2 10
wood Divi- through portion 344
sional
Board on
account of
John Wil-
son
Ditto ...  The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 133
* Nora.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of a road through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t NoTa .-The closure of these roads is proposed to  be  car ri ed
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
mon+hs from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Gympie ; the Police and
Post Offices, Nerang and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
*1 C. W. Cox
Situation.
Part of one of the re-
served roads through
portion 23
Area.
A. R. P.
2 1 10
*2 TheCabool-  Part of reserved  road'
ture Divi- through portion 131
sional  (selection  3825, Bris-
Board on bane  District)
accountof
Johann
Andresen
*3 Ditto, on
accountof
John
Gustave
Sommer
*4 Ditto, on
accountof
John
Sommer
About
Maroochy 0 3 0
Reservedroads  through  ditto ...
portion 128 (selection
3784, Bri sbane Dis-
trict)
One of the reserved ditto ...
roads through  portion
111 (selection 374,55,
,Bri sbane Districts
7 320
8 3 0
* Nora ,.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out  I *  The closure of these  roads is proposed to be carried out in
in connection  with the opening of another  road ,  connection  with  the opening of other roads.
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uepartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1846.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for p,eneral information, that
! applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 to have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons  who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their  objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULS  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant Situation.
1 The Esk One of the reserved
Divisional  ro ads through por-
Board  on tion 20
account oWm. M.
Bowman
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved road
through portion 18
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating
portions 10 and 9 fro m
portions 11 and 12
4 Ditto  ...  The road separating
portion 12 from part
of portion 13
6 Ditto F. E. One of the reserved
Bigge  ro ads through por-
tion 19
"ariaL  Are;.
A. A. P.
Esk ... 11 0 0
I
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
8 2 0
9 0 0
4 0 0
16 2 0
NoTE.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to be car ri ed out
in connection  with  the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land  Commissioners  appointed under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
".tke Crown Lands Alienation Act of  186t' to and
" The ('rown Lands Alienation Art of  1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON  DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ...
August ...
September
October
November
December
Arias  LA ND OFFICxa-
Brisbane. Been-leigh. Ipswich. Esk.w
Date .  Date .  Date .  Date.
1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
...  Tues .,  3 Wed .,  11 Fri .,  6 Wed.
...  of 7 „ 8  to  10
It 5  to  13 „ 1 Tues.
It  21 ,, 10 „ 5
...  to 7 „ 8 1 „ 3
4 „ 12 „ 7'
„
I to  9  to
44  to
..• H 6 „ 4 „ 2
... „ 3 „  1  „ 6  11
... ... „ 1 „ " „ 4
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OFFICY.,-
Too- Warwic} .  Dalby.
woomba.
AT POLICE
O FFICE-
Allora.
Date .  Date .  Datc. Date.
1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
March ... Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri ., 27 Wed., 25
April ... 20 „ 21 „ 24  to  22
May ... 25 „ 26  is  29  to  27
June ... to 22 „ 23 „ 2d 24
July ..
„
27  to  28 to  31 29
August ... ... „ 24  to  25 ,. 28 26
September ... 21  22 „ 25 23
October
toIt 26 27 ,. 30 to  28
November ... 23 24 ; „ 27 25
December ... 21 22 Wed., 23 „ 30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICRHARDT DISTRICT.
hMont
AT TIIN LAND OYFICxs-
.
Cler- Emerald., Taroom, spring- Mt.t B ti Banana.moo . I on.sure. tr
Date .  Date .  Date. ; Date.  Date . Date.
1885.  1883.  1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
March  ... ,Thur .,26 Mon., 16 Wed., 4 Mon.,23  Fri.. 6 Wed., 18
April ... 30 20  to  I o 27  Tues.,7  ,. 15
May ... 28  18 „ 6
t
to 25  Fri., 1  to 20
June ... 25 15 3 to 22 17
July .. 30 20 1 to 27  3 15
August 27 17 5 to 24 7 19
September 24 21 2 to 28 4 16
October 29  19 7 26 2 21
November 26 16 4 23 6 18
December 31 21 2 28 4 »it 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K BNNSDY DISTRIC r.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters  Towers, the second
Tuesday in  each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs•
day in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes.
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
-&day in each month.
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At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
i i each month.
At the Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first  Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• 't'he above Courts  are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certificates of Fulf ilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, Trd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the  said  grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.  Portion 12, county of Fortescue.
parish  of Taroom ,  43 sores.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been  inserted  as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth  Brockel  (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
grants and in every  deed  containing the erroneous
descriptions  and areas ,  and such grants and every
such deed  shall operate au.l be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12141.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Laud qranted-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish o: Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No. 376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary  line  of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the nortli by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy -five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three -quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.I' ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land  granted-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area---5 acra 1 -rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north-
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act  of 1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous name ; and
such grants and every such deed sha ll  operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in the Schedule hereunder
written  being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by  instrument  endorsed
on such  Deeds of Grant,  under  his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony, describe the land intended
to be granted , to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions  and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants - 50722, 50723, 50724,  50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.
Name of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land  granted.-Allotment 4 of section  3, allot.
ment 3 of section 4, allotment  3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-The  name  of the  Grantee
having been inserted in the 'Deeds  of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter  instead of Christian Frna,s
Fredrich Wachter,  the correct name.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
TOTICE is hereby  given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  lilis  Excellency  the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant , under his  Hand and the Seal
of the Colony , describe  the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant. and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion 216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links ; and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east ccrner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
containing  the erroneous  names  ;  and such grants
and every such deed shall  operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of .Misnomer-The  name of  the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment  6  of section  29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the  grantee
having been inserted as William Higson  instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,  is pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to  and
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument  endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant , under  his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed containing  the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of !Misnomer.--The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NT
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , His Exc ellency the Governor will, in
p,irsuanee  of the  provisions of  "The Titles to Land
A.-t of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds  of Grant,  under his  Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken  to have
been inserted in the said grants and in  every  deed
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th May, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three monthsfrom the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
z,uch Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the town, to
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the intent that, by force of  the Act  aforesaid, the
correct name shall be taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous name  ;  and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Grant-53457.
Date of Grant-5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee-William Morgan.
Land qranted.-Allotment  13 of section 2, town
of Inglebogie.
Area-1 rood 271 perches.
Nature of  Error.-The name of the town having
been described in the Deed of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of Baltinglass ,  the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will; in
pursuance of the provisions of  ".The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall he taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and  such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED To.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DIScRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625,  Gympie District,  portion 625.
Area- 2116 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain  wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded  thence on  the south by
that road and a  line bearing  west 157 chains and
seventy-five links,  and passing  through a post
275 links from the said creek.; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links  ; on the north-west by  a line  bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres  for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1886.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, desires it to be
notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth section of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands
hereunder described have been resumed from the
leases of the undermentioned Runs, in the Maranoa
and South Kennedy Districts, with the view of the
said lands being reserved for Camping and Town-
ship purposes.
C. B. DUTTON.
RESERVE  FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
(Resumed from the Currawildi Upper Run, in the
Unsettled District  of Maranoa.)
4 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at a tree marked SC, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line along part of the north
boundary of Currawildi Upper Run one mile thirty-
three chains ; thence on the east by a south  line two
miles ; thence on the south by a•west line  two  miles
thirteen chains fifty links ; thence on the west by a
north line about one mile twenty chains to the
Balonne  River ; and thence on the north-west by
the left bank of that river upwards to the  point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
(Resumed from the Bogiria East Run, in the
Unsettled District of Maranoa.)
4 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bokhara
River at a point bearing north 45 degrees east and
distant seventy links from a post bearing north
150 degrees east and distant forty-one links from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over R, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line bearing
north 225 degrees east sixty-five chains seventy
links ; thence on the south-west by  a line bearing
north 135 degrees east about one mile forty chains
to the boundary between Queensland and New
South Wales ; thence on the south by a true east
line along part of that boundary about two miles
fifty chains ; thence on the north-east by a line
bearing  north 315  degrees east about two miles
sixty-eight chains to the Bokhara River ; and thence
again on the north-west by the left bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
8b-13&20-P.O.B.
(Resumed from the Red Rock Valle No. 1 Run,
in the Unsettled District of South Kennedy.)
Area-2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Clyde or
Lloyd's Creek at a tree marked C over 1g, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line one
mile fifty chains ; thence on the north by an east
line one mile forty chains ; thence on the east by
a south line about one mile thirty chains to
McGavin's paddock fence ; thence on the south-
east by that fence in a south-westerly direction to
Clyde Creek ; and thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 22nd June, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "Tie Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Sale ofTown
Lots, Town of Alpha, advertised  for sale at
the Police Office, Bogantungan, on the 10th August
next, will be sold at Pinehill on that date,  instead
of at the former place.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 3rd November, 1885.
Plans of these  Runs  may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning  them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of  Run-Burngrove.
Claimant of Lease -John Franklin McMullen (as
Inspector  for the Union Bank of Australia).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 261 „
Total ... ...  662 „
Commencing on the right bank of Burngrove
Creek at a point about sixteen chains above a
brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over BE over 7
in shield, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a line bearingabout north forty-eight degrees east
aong part of the south- east  boundary of Berri-
gurra Run five miles ; thence on the east by a south
line eighteen miles forty-four chains ; thence on
the south by a west line  four miles  passing through
a point about eighteen chains south of a gum-tree
at the head of Burngrove Creek marked broad-
arrow over BE over WD in shield to a point about
eighteen chains south and thirty-four chains west
of the last-mentioned marked tree ; thence on the
west by a north line fifteen  miles crossing  Cabt.age-
tree Creek at a point about forty chains above an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over CE over 3
in shield,  passing  through a point -about ten chains
west of said tree,  crossing  Tolmie Creek at a point
about eighteen  chains  above a karbene-tree marked
broad-arrow over TE over 2 in shield,  and passing
about ten chains west of said tree to the  south-east
boundar of Berrigurra Run ;  and thence again on
the north-west by a line bearing about north 48
degrees east along part  of the  last -mentioned
boundary twenty -six chains crossing Burngrove
Creek to the point  of commencement ,-exclusive of
a railway reserve of 320 acres  contained within
these described  boundaries.
Name of Run-Curragh.
Claimant  of  Lease-John Franklin McMullen (as
Inspector  for the Union Bank of Australia).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square  miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  6 „
Total ... ...  31
Commencing on the left bank of Blackwater
Creek at a point about thirty-six chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 11 in shield
and about forty-four chains above a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over BR over 12 in shield,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line
four  miles  ten chains to the south- east  boundary of
Berrigurra Run ; thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north 2i8 degrees  east  along part of
the last-mentioned boundary one mile sixteen chains
to the north corner of Burngrove Run ; thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the last-mentioned run nine miles
twenty chains ; thence on the south by an east line
one mile  fifty six chains to the west boundary of
Blackwater Run; thence on the east by a north
line  along  part of that boundary two miles ; thence
again  on the south by an east  line  along part
of the north boundary of the same run two miles
forty chains,  crossing  Sagittarius Creek at a point
about thirty-six chains above a brigalow-tree
marked broad-arrow over S in shield to Blackwater
Creek at a point about thirty-four chains above a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 3 in
shield ; and thence again on the east by the left
bank of the last-named creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kildare.
Claimant of Lease-John Franklin McMullen (as
Inspector for the Union Bank of Australia).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 6 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 6 „
Commencing on the left bank of Blackwater
Creek at a point about thirty-six chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 1i in
shield and about forty-four  chains  above a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 12 in shield,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of Curragh Run four
miles ten chains to the south-east boundary of
Berrigurra Run ; thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north 48 degrees  east  along part of
that boundary to the old Clermont road ; thence
on the north by that road to the bridge over Black-
water Creek at a point about twelve chains above
a scrub-tree marked broad- arrow  over BR over 14
in shield, and about fifty chains below a bloodwood
tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 13 in
shield ; and thence on the east by the left bank of
the last-named creek upwards to the point of com-
men ement.
Name of Run-Woodhill.
Claimant of Lease- Margaret Bell.
Estimated Area- 25 squa re  miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Pearl Creek at
a point about  six chains  south of  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over star in triangle, and bounded
thence on the east b a north line along part of
the west boundary of the Heathland Homestead
Area two  miles  forty chains ; thence on the north
by a west line five miles ; thence on the west by a
south line five miles  passing  through a point bear-
ing west and distant about one  mile  four chains
from a bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over
X in triangle ; thence on the south by an east line
five miles ; and thence  again on  the east by a north
line along part  of the  west  boundary of the Heath-
land Homestead  Area  two miles  forty  chains cross-
ing Pearl Creek to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Clifford.
Claimants of Lease- Moses Wafer and Frederick
Cook.
Estimated  Area-170  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Sprin ton
Creek at a point about sixteen chains above a
marked broad-arrow over SN over 26 in shield
and about forty chains below a box- tree marked
broad-arrow over SN over 27 in shield, and bounded
thence on the north by a % est line  crossing  Charle-
vue Creek at a point about twenty-four chains above
a bloodwood-tree marked broad- arro w  over CE over
10 in shield to the watershed between that creek and
Walton Creek ; thence on the north-west and west
by that  watershed  and the watershed between Charle-
vue Creek and Duckworth Creek south-westerly ;
thence on the south-west by the same watershed
south-easterly ; thence on the south by the southern
watershed of the last-named creek easterly and by
an east line cro ssing  Numma Creek at a point about
thirty- two chains below a bloodwood-tree marked
broad arrow over NA over 8 in shield, Springton
Creek atapointaboutfour  chains  below a bloodwood-
tree  marked  broad-arrow over SN over 38 in
shield,  and Bridgewater  Creek at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over BGR over 12 in shield
to the watershed between the  last-named  creek and
Pearl Creek ; thence on the east by that watershed
north-easterly to a point bearing north 112 degrees
east from a bloodwood-tree on Bridgewater Creek
marked broad -arrow  over SN over 3 in shield ;
thence on the north- east  by a line, bearing about
north  292 degrees east crossing  Bridgewater Creek
at tt-e  last -mentioned tree  to a point east of starting
point ; and thence  again  on the north by a west
line two  miles, crossing  Springton Creek to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Abinger.
Claimants  of Lease- Moses  Wafer and Frederick
Cook.
Estimated Area- 68 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Springton
Creek opposite a point about four chains below a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over Sly over
38 in shield, and bounded thence on the north by
a west line along part of the south boundary of
Clifford Run, crossing Numma Creek at a point
about thirty-two chains below a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over NA over 8 in shield
to the southern watershed of Charlevue Creek ;
thence on the south-west and south-east by the
watershed di iding the heads of Numma, Spring-
ton, and Bridgewater Creeks from other waters
south-easterly and north-easterly passing through
a stringybark-tree at the head of Springton Creek
marked broad-arrow over SN over W SD in shield
to a bloodwood-tree at the head of Bridgewater
Creek marked broad-arrow over BGR over WSD
in shield ; thence on the east by the  eastern water-
shed of Bridgewater  Creek  north-easterly to a
point east of starting Point ; and thence  again on
the north by a west line  along part  of the south
boundary of Clifford Run crossing the last-named
creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over BGR over 12 in shield and Springton Creek
to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Sutton.
Claimant of  Lease -Henry Bauman.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 27 „
Commencing  at  the Junction - of Bridgewater
Creek with  the Mackenzie  River  at a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over ME over B  , R in shield,
and bounded  thence on  the east by a south
li ne two miles  twenty- four chains;  thence on the
south by a west line  seven miles  to Bridgewater
Creek at a point about twenty chains below a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BGR over
16 in shield ; thence on the west by a north
line four miles crossing the last-mentioned creek
at that point and Springton Creek at a point
about twelve chains above  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over SN over 3 in shield ; thence
on the north by an east line about six miles forty
chains to the Mackenzie River; and thence again
on the east by the left bank of that river
d wnwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of the town reserve of Springton.
Name of Run-Columba.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Clancey.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 41 „
Total ... ... 291 „
Commencing on the right bank of Duckworth
Creek at a point about eight chains above a karbene-
tree marked broad-arrow over DH over 18 in
shield. and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along part of the west boundary of Walton Run
two miles thirty-two chains; thence on the north
by a west line  six miles ;  thence on the west by a
south line five miles to a p,int about  one mile
sixteen chains west and thirty-two chains south
of a gum-tree on i uckworth Creek marked
broad-arrow over PIT over over 11 in shield ;
thence on the south by an  east line six miles cross-
ing Duckworth Creek at a point about thirty-two
chains above the last-mentioned tree and Walton
Creek at a point about eight chains above a
karbene-t- ee marked broad-arrow over WN over
8 in shield to a point south of starting point ;
and thence again on the east by a north  line along
part of the west boundary of Walton Run two
miles forty-eight chains,  again  crossing Walton
Creek at a point about eight  chains  below the last-
mentioned marked tree and Duckworth Creek to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a railway
reserve of 370 acres contained within these described
boundaries.
Name of Run-New  Caledonia.
Licensee- Francis  William Clapperton.
Estimated Area-Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  25 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the bridge  across  Blackwater
Creek, being a point about twelve chains above a
scrub-tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 14 in
shield and about fifty chains below a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 13 in shield,
and hounded thence on the north by the Peak
Downs road easterly four miles ; thence on the
east by a south line nine miles seventy-two chains
crossing Bullock Creek at a point about twelve
chains below a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
BK over 7 in shield ; thence on the south by a
west line four miles sixty-four chains to Blackwater
Creek at a point about thirty-four chains above a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 3
in shield; and thence on the west by the right bank
of that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Redhill.
Claimant of Lease-Peter Mannion.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 37 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 37 „.
Total ... ... 74
Commencing on the right bank of Duckworth
Creek at a point opposite a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over 11H over 36 in shield, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line to the watershed
between that creek and Charlevue Creek ; thence
on- the mouth by a line bearing about north 290
degrees 30 minutes east along the north-east boun-
dary of Walton Run about twelve miles fifty-two
chains cro ssing  Walton Creek at  a point about
fourteen chains above an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow  over WN  over 1 in shield ,  and Duck-
werth Creek at a point about sixteen chains below
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow overDH over
22 in shield to the north-east corner of Columba
Run ; thence on the west by a north line four
miles forty-eight chains to Duckworth Creek Run ;
thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of the last-mentioned run, the
south boundary of Duckworth Run, and a continua-
tion of  same line, in all twelve  miles  twenty-eight
chains, crossing Lagoon Creek at a point about
twenty-eight chains above a karbene-tree marked
broad-arrow over LN over 6 in shield to a point
north of starting point ; and thence again on the
east by a south line five miles fifty chains crossing
Duckworth Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Blackwater.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Crew and Richard
Lanyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 494 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 491 „
Commencing on the left bank of Blackwater
Creek at a point about thirty-four chains above a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over BR over 3
in shield, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line two miles forty chains crossing Sagittarius Creek
at a point about thirty-six chains above a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over Sin shield ; thence
on the west by a south line ten miles ; thence on
the south by an east line five miles crossing Taurus
Creek at a point about twenty chains below an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over TS over 3
in shield ; thence on the east by a north  line ten
miles passing about eight chains east of a box-tree
on Blackwater Creek marked broad-arrow over
BR over 3 in shield to the south boundary of New
Caledonia Run; and thence again on the north by
a west line along part of that boundary two miles
forty chains crossing the last-named creek to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all railway
reserves contained within these described boun-
daries.
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Name of  Run-Stewarton.
Claimant  of Lease-Matthew  Charlel  Thomson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing on the left bank of Tolmie Creek at
a point about eight chains below an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over TE over 7 in shield, and
bounded thence on the north by a west line five
miles eight  chains to the north -east corner of
Rheudannan  Run ; thence  on the  west by a south
li ne along  the east boundary of that run five
miles ; thence  on the south by an  east line to the
watershed between Tolmie Creek and Triumph
Creek ; thence on the south-west by that water-
shed  south-easterly passing about sixty-four chains
south  of an ironbark- tree  on Tolmie Creek marked
broad-arrow over T E over 13 in shield to the
watershed between Taurus Creek and Charlevue
Creek at a point about eighty chains above an
ironbark -tree on the former creek marked broad-
arrow  over TS over 10 in shield ; thence on the
south- east  an.1 east by that watershed north-
easterly and northerly to a point east of the south-
east corner  of Blackwater Run ; thence again on
the north by a west line to the south- east  corner of
that run, by  a continuation of same line  along the
south boundary of the  same run  crossing Taurus
Creek at a point about twenty chains below an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over TS over 3
in shield,  and by a further continuation of the
same line  to the east boundary of Burngrove Hun ;
thence again  on the west by a south line along
part of that boundary one mile twenty-six chains ;
thence again  on the north by a west line along the
south boundary of the last-mentioned run four
miles passing  through a point about eighteen
chains  south of a gum-tree at the head of burn.
grove Creek marked broad-arrow over BE over
WD in shield ; tt•enee again on the east by a north
line along part  of the west boundary of the same
run th re e miles  seventy -two chains  crossing
Cabbage-tree Creek at a point. about forty chains
above an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow  over
CE over 3 in shield to a point east of starting point;
and thence again on  the north by a west line one
mile  fifty- six chains crossing  Tolmie Creek to the
point of  commencement.
Name  of Run-Lorraine.
Licensee-Lachlan McLennan.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25
,,
Total  ... ... 50 of
Commencing on the left bank of Lorraine Creek
at a point about four chains above a guns-tree
marked broad-arrow over Lb: over 12 in shield, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a line bear-
ing about north 30 degrees east one mile forty-eight
chains ; thence on the north-east by a line bearing
about  north 120 degrees east ten miles ; thence on
the south-east by a line bearing about north 210
degrees east  five miles crossing Sprinton Creek at
a point  about forty  chains  above a' karbene-tree
marked broad-arrow over SN over 5 in shield and
about  forty chains below  a gum-tree  marked broad-
arrow  over L*-,Tover 4 in shield ; thence on the
south -west by  a line  bearing about north 300
degrees east ten miles crossing  Springton Creek
at a point  about twelve  chains  above a brigalow-
tree marked  broad-arrow over SN over 10 in shield,
and Duckworth Creek  at a point  about sixteen
chains above a brigalow -tree marked broad-arrow
over DH  over 48 in shield, to a point bearing south
30 degrees west of starting  point ;  and thence again
on the north-west by  a line  bearing about north 30
degrees east  three miles thirty -two chains  crossing
Lorraine  Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run- Kohlt r.
Licenses -- Ueorge Cook.
Estimated Area-
Arailable ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... 55
Commencing on the left bank of Duckworth
Creek at  a bo_x a Inarke4  broad-arrow over DJ3
over u6 in aihiul4 and bounded thihwe  on the west
by a north  line along  part of the east boundary of
Redhill Run five miles fifty chairs ; thence on the
south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the  same run  three miles thirt two
chains to the south-east corner of Duckworthun ;
partthence again on the west by a north line alonrun
of the east boundary of the last-mentioned
three  miles  fifty-six  cains  crossing Lorraine Creek
at an  ironb irk-tree marked broad-arrow over LE
over  21 in  shield ; thence on the north by an east
line three miles seventy-two chains crossing the
last-named  creek at a point about ten chains above
a box-tree marked broad -arrow  over LE over 18 in
shield to the west corner of Lorraine Run ; thence
on the north-cast by a line bearing about north
120 degrees east along part of tie south-west
boundary of said run seven miles sixty- six chains
to the watershed between Springton Creek and
Duckworth Creek ; thence on the south-east by
that watershed  south-westerly to a point south of
starting point ; and thence  again  on the west by a
north line along part of the vast boundary of Red-
hill Run one mile sixty-four chains crossing Duck.
worth Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Grosvenor.
CI-mimaut of Lease-Alexander  Bonar  McDonald.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 4) square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 20 „
Total .. ... 61 ,,
Commencing on the left bank of Cherwell Creek
at its junction with the Isaacs River and about
twenty chains below a bloodwood-tree on the left
bank of Cherwell Creek marked broad-arrow over
J over Cl in shield, and bounded thence on the
south-east by the left bank of that creek upwards
to the north- east  boundary of Roseylie Run at a
point about forty- six chains  below a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over 5 in shield ;
thence on the south-west by a line bearing north
320 degrees 30 minutes  east along  part of that
boundary one mile seventy-two chains ; thence
again on the south-east by  a line  bearing north 230
degrees 30 minutes  east along  the noith-west
boundary of said run  eight miles twenty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line  sixty chains ;
thence on th,- west by a north  line six miles ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north 21
degrees east to the south corner of Moranbah
Run and by  a continuation  of same line along the
south-east boundary of that  run crossing  Grosvenor
Creek at a point about twenty-four chains below a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over G over V in
triangle, in all five miles twenty- ix chains ; thence
on the s,-uth-west by a line bearing north 111
degrees east along part of the north-east boundary
of the Fa d run two miles fifty-four chains to the
south-east corner of Teviot Bank Run; thence
again on the north-west by a line bearing north 40
degrees east  along  the southeast boundary of the
la't-named run one mile seventy-four chains to the
l saac i, River at a point about one mile eight chains
below a tree marked bi oad-arrow over M- over 48
in shield ; and thence on the north-east by the right
bank of that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
?-Name of Run-Grosvenor North.
Claimant of  Lease-Alexander Bonar McDonald
Estimated Area-
Available ...  ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 20 „
Total ... ... 45 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Isaacs River
opposite a point about  one mile  eight chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over M over 48 in shield,
being also the south-east corner of Mains Run,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north 40 degrees  east  along part of the
south-east boundary of said run two miles
thirty-two chains to the south-west corner of
Broadlee Run; thence on the north by an east line
along  the south boundary of that run and by a
continuation of same line  crossing 55imokey Creek at a
point about forty chains south-easterly from a tree
marked broad-arrow over S over 4J in shield, in all
Eight  miles  ; thence on the east by a south line
seven miles twelve chains  to the Isaacs River at a
point  about fifty -six chains below a box -tree on the
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opposite bank marked broad -arrow over M over 10
in shield  ;  and thence on the south -west  by the left'
bank  of that  river  upwards to  the point of com-
mencement.
Naive of  Run-Grosvenor East.
Claimant of  Lease -Alexander Bonar McDonald.
Estimated A rea-
Available 25 squa re  miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 4
Total ... ... 29 „
Commencing on the right bank of Cherwell Creek
at its junction with the Isaacs River and about
twenty chains below a bloodwood-tree on the oppo-
site bank of Cherwell Creek marked broad-arrow
over J over Cl in shield, and bounded thence on
the north-west by the right bank of that creek
upwards to the north-east boundary of Roseylie
Run at a point about forty- six chains  below a gum-
tree marked brcad-arrow over C over 5 in shield ;
thence on the south-west by a line bearing north
140 degrees 30 minutes  east  along part of the
north-west boundary of Roseylie Run one mile
eight chains  ; thence again  on the north-west by a
line bearing north 230 degrees 30 minutes east
along part of the south-east boundary of said run
four miles eight chains ; thence on the south by an
east  line eight miles twenty chains to the west
boundary of Winchester Downs Run ; thence on
the east by a north line  along  part of the west
boundary of the last-named run tour miles sixty
chains to the Isaacs  tt fiver at a  point about five
chains east  of a bloodwood.tree marked broad-
arrow  over 1 over 16 in shield ; and thence on the
north- east  by the right bank of that river  upwards
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lando,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1885.
SURVEY OF RLTNS.
1
THE following re-amended descriptions are pub-
lished for general information.
C. B. DUTTON.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Hills Acre.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ...  25
Be-amended Description.
Commencing at a spot  seventeen chains east of a
double-stemmed coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over  W within triangle, said spot being the north-east
angle  of the Wallaroo tun, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line four miles and forty
chains to an ironwood post marked  bro ad-arrow
over G over H ; thence on the east by a south line
five miles and thirty-six chains  to a point  thirty-six
chains  south of and passing through a  post marked
broa.l-arrow over D ; thence on the south by a west
line five miles  and forty  chains  to the  eastern
boundary of Block No. 3 on Cuttilar River ; thence
on the west by a north line  along  part of that
boundary thirty-six chains ; thence again on the
north by an  east  line along  part of the south .boun-
dary of the Wallaroo Run one mile ; and thence
again on the  west by a north line  along the east
boundary of that run five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run -Hills Acre South.
Claimant of Lease - James  Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square  miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0
Total ... ... 25
Re-amended Description.
/f
Commencing at the south- east angle  of the Hills
Acre Run at a point thirty-six chains south of a
post marked broad-arrow over D, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line along the south
boundary of that run five miles and forty chains
to the  east  boundary of Block No. 3 on Cuttilar
River ; thence cu the west by a south  line along
part of the west boundary of that run  four miles
and forty-four chains to a giddiah- tree marked
broad-arrow over H within  triangle on its west side ;
thence on the south  by an east line five miles and
forty chains, passing at three  miles sixty chains
through a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow over
H1 within triangle on its north side  to a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over G within  triangle on its
north side ; and thence on the  east  by a north line
four miles  and forty- our chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run  - Stairs.
Claimant  of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 45 of
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-east  angle of the
Northam Run at a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow
over N over S in triangle on its south side, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line one
mile forty-six chains to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow ever SS in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the east by a north line fifteen miles, pass-
ing through a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over B in triangle on its south side and through
a point forty-five chains east of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over CC in triangle on its east side to
a point forty-five chains east of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over S in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the north by a west line  passing  through
said tree to the south-east angle of the Hurtlevale
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over-C over
H in triangle on its north side and along part of
the south boundary of that run , in all four miles
and forty-five chains to the north-east angle of the
Werrai Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
WS in triangle on its south side; thence on the
west by a south line along the east boundary of
that run five miles to the north boundary of Yarra-
manbar Run at a box-tree  marked broad-arrow
over WS in triangle on its west side ; thence on
the south by an east line along part of that boun-
dary one mile forty chains to a mulga-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over S in triangle on its east
side ; thence again on the west by a south line five
miles along the east boundary of that run to the
north boundary of the Northam Run  at a blood-
wood tree marked broad-arrow over YS in  triangle
on its south side ; thence  again  on the south by an
east line along part of that boundary one mile
thirty-nine chains to a mulga-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over S in triangle on its south side ;
and thence again on the west by a south line five
miles along  the east boundary of the  same run to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Strip.
Claimant of Lease-Janies Rutherford.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... 11 „
Total ... ... 41 It
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the
Wyandra Run  at a box -tree marked  broad-arrow
over W over S in triangle on its south  side, and
bounded thence on the north by an east  line along
part of the south boundary of the  Northam Run
to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
S in triangle on its south side ,  and by a continua-
tion of said line along one of the south boundaries
of the Stairs Run, in all two miles  thirty-six  chains
to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow SS
within triangle on its south side ; thence on the east
by a south line five miles to a box-tree markets broad-
arrow over B over S in triangle on its south aide ;
thence again on the  north by  an east  line two
miles to the north-west angle of the Boopenbury
Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over 8 in triangle on its west side  ;  thence again
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on the east by a south line along the west boun-
dary of that run four miles and seventy-three
chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over  K  within triangle on its south  side;  thence
on the south by a west line about five miles fifty-
eight chains to the south angle of the Warrana
Run at an ironwood -tree marked broad-arrow over
W over S in triangle on its south side ; thence
again on the west by a north line along the east
boundary of that run five miles to the south boun-
dary of  Wyandra  Run to a tree marked broad-
arrow over  over  S in triangle  ;  thence again on
the north by an east line fifty chains along part  of
that boundary to a box-tree marked broad -arrow over
W over S in triangle on its south side  ;  and thence
again on the west by a north line along the east
boundary of the last -mentioned run five miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cob.
Claimant of  Lease-James  Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  66 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30
Total ... ...  96. „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the
Burke Run at a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow
over C over B in triangle on its north side, and
bounced thence on the east by a north line eight
miles, passing at six miles  fifty- nine chains through
a point forty -five chains east of and twenty-five
chains north of a beefwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over YPwithin triangle on its north side ; thence on
the north by a west line eleven miles seventy-eight
chains to the eastern boundary of Stairs Run at a
point forty -five chains east of a box -tree marked
broad -arrow over CC in triangle on its east side ;
thence on the west by a south line eight miles
along part of that boundary to a mulgah-tree
marked b road-arrow over C over B in triangle on
its south side ; and thence on the south by an east
line along the north boundary of the Burke Run
twelve miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Inquin East.
Claimant of Lease-The London Chartered Bank of
Australia.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  81
Total  ... ...  331
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of Widgeegoara
Creek at a point opposite to a yapunyah marked
broad -arrow over W over  54 in triangle on its
south -west side  and broad -arrow in triangle
on its eastern  side ,  and bounded  thence on  the east
by a north  line  five miles  and sixteen chains to a
point thirty -three chains north  of and passing
through  a mulgah-tree marked  broad-arrow over J
over I  in triangle on its east -side ; thence on the
north by  a west line seven miles  and forty-five
chains to a point on  the western boundary of the
Kambo  Run thirty -five chains west  and thirty-
three chains  north of  a whitewood -tree marked
broad -arrow  over J over I within  triangle on its west
aide; thence  on the west by  a south line along part
of the eastern boundary  of the Kambo Run about
two miles and twe. ,ty-two  chains to its south-east
corner at a beefwood -tree marked bro ad -arrow over
K over  2 within triangle on its west side  ;  thence on
the south by an  east  line along part  of the north
.boundary  of the  Inquin Run about two  miles to
its north -east corner  ;  thence on  the west by a
south line along part  of the western boundary of
the said run  about two  miles seventy -four chains
to a point west of  the first-mentioned yapunyah-
tree  marked broad -arrow  over W over 54 within
triangle on its south -west side  ;  and thence on the
south  by an east line  about  five miles  and forty-
five chains  to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Turnwo rth North.
Claimant of Lease-The London Chartered Bank
of Australia.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 11
Total ... ... 60 ff
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south- east angle  of the Round
Sand Hills Run at a mulga-tree marked broad-
arrow over TN over R in triangle on its north-east
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along the east boundary of that run ten miles
to a cork-tree marked broad-arrow over T over R
within triangle on its east side ; thence on the
north by  an east line five miles passing  through a
box-tree marked broad -arrow  over W over C
within triangle  on its  north side  to a mulga-treo
marked broad-arrow over R over I within triangle
on its east  side  ; thence on the east by a south  line ten
miles to the north boundary of the  Balboona Run
at a point  seventeen  chains east and two chains
south of a box-tree marked broad -arrow over TN
over H  in triangle  on its south side ;  and thence on
the south by a west line  along parts of  the north
boundaries of the Balboona and Tu rnworth Runs,
in all  five miles  to the point  of commencemdnt.
Name of  Run-Clover Lake.
Claimant of Lease-The  London Chartered Bank
of Australia.
Estimated  Area—
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Available ... ... 134 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 134 „
Re-amended Description.
Com-r encing at the south-west angle of the Nul-
bear Run at a mulga-tree marked broad . arrow over
CL over N in triangle on its  east  side, and bounded
thence on  the north  by an east line along the south
boundary of that run five miles to a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over  IN  over CL in trian le on
its east side ; thence on the east by a south line
two miles sixty -three chains to a beefwood-tree
marked broad -arro w over  CL with n  triangle on its
east side  ;  thence on the south by a west line to the
north -east ang  e  of the Turnworth North Run at
a mulga -tree marked broad -arro w over H over I
within triangle on its east side ,  and by a continua-
tion of said  line along part of the north boundary
of that ran, in all five miles to a box -tree marked
broad-arrow over W over C within triangle on its
north side ; and thence on the west by a north line
two miles and sixty -three chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Jonathan.
Claimant of Lease- The London Chartered Bank
of Australia.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 174 „
It
Total  ... ... 874
Re-amended Description.
1!
Commencing at the north -east angle of the
Hi ll sdale Run at a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arroW over HI in triangle on its north side, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of the Hills Acre Run,
and a continuation of said  line ,  in all seven miles
forty-five chains ,  passing through a mulgah -tree at
south-east angle of that run marked broad-arrow
over G within triangle on its north side to a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over GJ in triangle on
its south-west side  ;  thence on the east by a south
line eleven miles and fifty chains to a point thirty-
three chains north of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over J over 1 within triangle on its east side;
thence on the south by a west line along the north
boundary of Inquin East Run seven miles and
forty -five chains ,  passing at seven miles ten chains
through a point thirty-three chains north of a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over J over 1
within  triangle  on its west side ; and thence on the
west by a north  line along part of the east boundary
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of the Kambo Run, and also the east boundary of
the Hi ll sdale Run, in all eleven miles fifty chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-World.
Claimant of Lease - The London Chartered Bank
of Australia.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 6} „
Total .. 461 to
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the  north-west angle  of the Round
Sand Hills Run at a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over W over  it  within triangle on its north side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line
along parts of the east boundaries of the Inquin
East and Jonathan Runs ,  in all  seven miles sixty-
three chains to a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over BW in triangle on its north-east side  ;  thence
on the north by an east line six miles ,  passin
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over BY
in triangle on its north -east side to the north-west
corner of Nnlbear Run at a mulga -tre e marked
broad-arrow over W over N in triangle on its
south side  ;  thence on the east by a south line
along the west boundary of that run to a mulga-
tree marked broad-arrow over CL over N in
triangle on its east side ,  and by a continuation of
said line along the west boundary of the C over
Lake Run, in  all  seven miles sixty -three chains  to a
box-tree on the north boundary of the Turnworth
North Run marked broad -arrow over W over C
within triangle on its north side ; and thence on
the south by a west line along part of that boun-
dary and the north boundary of the Round Sand
Hills Run, in all six miles ,  passing through a cork-
wood-tree marked broad -arrow over T over R
within triangle on its east side to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Goondooblue.
Claimant of Lease-The London Chartered Bank
of Australia.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  12
Total  .. ...  42
„
„
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south -east angle of the Hills
Acre South Run at a mulga-t re e marked broad-arrow
overG within triangle on its north side ,  and bounded
thence on the south by an east line along part of
the north boundary of the Jonathan Run five miles
and sixty -five chains to a box -tree marked broad-
arrow over GJ in triangle on its south -west side ;
thence on the east by a north line about four miles
fifty-nine chains to the south boundary of Knife
Water -Hole Run at a mulga -tree marked broad-
arrow over B over G in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the north by a west line along part of
that boundary three miles to a box -tree marked
broad-arrow over KW over G within triangle
over WB in oblong on its north side ; thence again
on the east by a north line along the west boundary
of the same run about five miles twenty -one chains
to the south east angle of the Strip Run at a mulga
tree marked bro ad-arrow overG over K within
triangle on its south side  ;  thence again on the north
by a west line along part of the south boundary of
that run two miles and fifty -eight chains to the
north-east angle of the Hills Acre Run at a post
marked broad -arrow over G over H ; and thence on
the west by a south line along the east boundary of
that run about ten miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Cheverel.
Claimant of Lease - Mars Buckley.
Estimated  Area— .
Available ... ... 36 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 18
Total  ... ...  54
„
„
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north -east angle of the
Hurlevale Run at a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over U over H within triangle on its south
side,  and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along part of the south boundary of the A No.
1 Run and the south boundary of the Bunburra
Run, in all seven miles twenty chains, passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A 1
over B in triangle on its north -west side to a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over BM over MF over
C in triangle on its north side ; thence on the east
by a south line about nine miles to a point forty-
three chains east and twenty -one chains north of a
box-tree marked broad -arrow over C over M within
triangle on its north side ; thence on the south by a
west line four miles and twenty-five chains to a
point on the east boundary of the Stairs Run
forty-five chains east of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over CC within triangle on its east side ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
eastern boundary of the last -named run four miles
to a point forty-five chains east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over Son its north -west side ;
thence again on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the last -named run two
miles and seventy -five chains to a box-tree at the
south-east corner of Hurlevale Run marked broad-
arrow over C over H within triangle on its north
side ; and thence again on the west by a north line
along the eastern boundary of the last -named run
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Melville Forest.
Claimant of Lease - Mars  Buckley.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total  ... ... 45 ,,
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north -east angle of the
Cheverel Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over MF over C in triangle on its north
side,  and bounded thenoe on the north by an east
line five miles along the south boundary of theMaaoope Run to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over MM over YT in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the east by a south line about nine miles
to the north boundary of the Cob Run at a point
one mile twenty -one chains north and nineteen
chains east of an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow
over OC within triangle on its north side ; thence
on the south by a west line five miles to a point
forty-three chains east and twenty -one chains north
of a box -tree marked broad -arrow over C over M
within triangle on its north side; and thence on the
westby a north line about nine miles to the point
of commencement
Name of Run-Yarra Yarra.
Claimant of Lease-Mars Buckley.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  32 square  miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  15}
Total ... ... 47+1
is
„
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-east angle of the
Melville Forest Run at a point one mile twenty-one
chains north and nineteen chains east of an ironbark-
tree marked broad. arrow over OC within triangle,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line
about nine miles along the eastern boundary of
that run to a box -tree at the south -west corner of
the Toorack Run marked broad -arrow over MM
over YT in triangle on its north side ; thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary
of that run five miles to a box -tree marked broad-
arrow over TT over YP in triangle on its north-
west side  ;  thence on the east by a south line about
ten miles twenty-one chains to a point one mile
thirty-seven chains west and forty -nine chains
north of a box-tree marked broad -arrow over PO
within triangle on its north side ; thence on the south
by a west line two miles and twenty -seven chains
to a point on the east boundary of the Cob Run,
forty -five chains  east  and twenty -five chains north
of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over YP
within triangle on its north side ; thence again on
the west by a north line along part of the eastern
boundary of that run one mile and twenty-one
chains to its north -east corner  ;  and thence again on
the south by a west line two miles and fifty-three
chains to the point of commencement.
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Land Commissioner 's Office,
Gayndah , 14th  July, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BELL ,  Selector,  Gayndah
Reserve.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40 Vic .  No. 15.Gayndah District.
Reg. No. 22.
Homestead.58 acres.
Gayndah Reserve.
the 8th day of September next,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and
show cause why your Selection
No. 22, in Gayndah District,
should not be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
Notice to J. W. DREWE,  of Southport.
YOU are hereby  called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Beenleigh on Wednes-
Act 31 No. 48.
Beenleigh.
Reg. No .  417-789.
J. W. Drewe.
Portion 60.
Parish of Pimpama.
Portion 50.
Parish of Gilston.
day, the 12th day of August next,
at 10 o'clock a.m., and show cause
why your Selections 417 'and 789,
Beenleigh District, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfil-
ment of the conditions of residence.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 10th July, 1885.
To the Attorney or Representative of the selector
of No. 1154, R. I. BELBIN, Mackay.
UNDER Section 52 of  "The Crown LandsAlienation Act of  1876," I hereby call u n
you to show cause, at the Land Court to be held on
the 13th day of August next, why the said Selection
No. 1154 should not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment  of the condition of occupation.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Maryborough, 17th July, 1885.
PROVISIONAL LICENSE UNDER TIMBER
REGULATIONS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the following Provisional License to occupy
Crown Lands, for which an application for a Special
License to cut Timber has been made, has been
issued by the Land Commissioner, Maryborough,
pursuant to the Regulations established on 5th
June, 1885, under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1894  ":-Land Agent's District-Maryborough.
Licensees-Wilson, Hart, and Co.
Situation of Land-Parish of Miva, adjoining
and to the north-west of Selection No. 1470, and
also adjoining to Special License No. 33, owned by
Wilson, Hart, and Co.
Area-One square mile.
Date of Provisional License-17th July, 1885.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
1 T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane , at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
25th day of August instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
T T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
J for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other  business  as may be required, will be held
at the Court Room of the Land Board at Brisbane,
at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the 11th day of
August proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane , 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
A
N Examination of Candidates shall be held
once a year  at the Office of the Chief
Engineer  for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination  will be conducted  under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination sha ll  be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane ,  once a year ,  viz., in
the month of August ,  and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer  ;  the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination sha ll  give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion ,  accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210;  such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colon.  The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina.
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies ,  or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion sha ll  be granted first or second class  lice nses
as railway surveyors ,  to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when ,  suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination sha ll  be conducted by the
Inspecting  Surveyor,  who shall  apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects ,  viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Leve lling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical  examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments ,  plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents ,  conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annua lly prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted  to the Chiet  Engineer,
and on his approval thereof  they  shall be printed.
9. The numbe r of marks representing the
proportional value of each question sha ll  be
determined  by the  Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
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Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second -class certificate ,  and those
receiving more than 80 per cent .  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
cal ling upon anyy  officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his De rtment ,  and who does not hold
a license  fr om the Surveyor -General of this colony,
to present himself for examination ,  provided that
not less than six months '  notice be given such
officer
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
GUARD-ROOM AND LOCKUP, VICTORIA
BARRACKS, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untiFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Guard-Room and Lockup, at the Vic-
toria Barracks, Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Guard-Room,  4'c.,  Vic-
toria Barracks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, LAKE'S CREEK.
r11ENDERS will be received at this Office and
11. at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Lake's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Lake's
Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to tier Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
;Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ROCKWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th of Sep-
tember, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Station at Rockwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Rock-
wood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, INGLE W OOD.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Ingle-
wood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick, and at the
Police Station, Inglewood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen daps from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, GIN GIN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House,  Bundaberg, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th August,
from persons willing to  contract  for erection of
Police Station at Gin Gin.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Police Station, Gin
Gin."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on awhichproper printed form,
and state the time within it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, EAST BUNDABERG.
' `ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Bundaberg, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th August, from
persons  willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at East Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed " Police Station, East
Bundaberg."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See Clause I in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HOSPITAL AND SURGEON'S QUARTERS,
GERALLTON.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 28th August, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Hospital and Surgeon's Quarters at
Geraldton, according to Amended Plans.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Hospital, 4,c., Gerald-
ton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville.
The apuunt,of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS C REEK , TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS
will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification . and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or  bank notes  with the Tender, is a
per cent.  upon amount  of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must  be a memo-
randum  signed by the party tendering,  agreeing to
deposit the sum of 41, per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to
.
per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undert-%king in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance , a Bond  to Her Majesty
for securing  such  performance  ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
r (`ENDERS will be received at this Office
1 until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th September, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Bride."
Plan; Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
$ per cent. upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper  printed fors,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering,  agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 41 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition  to a per  cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd August, 1885.
TO IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
MARYBOROIIOH RAILWAY.
ERECTION OF SECOND TIER OF PLATES
TO WATER•TANKS AT MARYBOROUGH,
BLACKMOUNT, GOOTCHIE, AND KADINA.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office
until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
28th August, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Second Tier of Plates to Water-
Tanks at Maryborough, Blackmount, Gootchie, and
Kadina.
Tenders to he endorsed  " Tender for erection of
Seco d Tier of Plates to Water-Tanks at Mary-
borough, Blackmount, Gootchie, and Kadina."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
Maryborough.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due  performance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma'est for securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration. ,
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BLANTYRE, NEAR IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
l at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons  willing  to contract for Painting the
State School Buildings at Blantyre.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
State School Buildings, Blantyre."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen  and further  particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, BOYS' AND
GIRLS', ONE-MILE, GYMPIE.TENDERS will be-received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Gympie and Mary-
borongh, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th of September, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Additions to the State School,
Boys' and Girls', One-Mile, Gympie.
'l'enders to be endorsed  '  Tinder for Additions
to State School, Boys' and Girls', One-Mile,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Gympie and
Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
SEVEN-MILE CREEK, NEAR IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from persons
willing to contract for Painting the State School
Buildings at Seven-mile Creek, near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
State School Buildings at Seven- mile  Creek, near
Ipswich."
Plan, S ecification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be  sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSETS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL, NORTH
ROCKHAMPTON.
' 'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
ii at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
f rom persons  willing to contract for the erection
of New Closets, &c., at the State School, North
Rockhampton.
Tenders  to be endorsed -  "Tender for New
Closets, 4'c., State School, North .Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, EMERALD.
rj'ENDERS will be received at this Office,
11 at the Court House, Rockhampton, and
the State School, Emerald, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Play-shed
at the State School, Emerald.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Emerald."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Rockhampton, and the
State School, Emerald.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th Jiily, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BOYS' SCHOOL, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.
TENDERS will be received at this  Office, and
1. at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th of August,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a New Boys' School at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New Boys'
School, Rockhampton Central,"
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Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Post and Telegrapn Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-3TANTHORPE
TO THE BORDER (N.S.W.) ALONG RAIL-
WAY LINE.
MENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric 't'elegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirty-
first 13lst) instant, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of- all material except wire
and insulators ,  and for all  workmanship  necessary
for the above-mentioned work, according to the
terms,  general  conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must  state  separately,-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching two wires.
Stanthorpe to Border  (N.S.W.) (within Railway
fences), a distance of twenty-seven (27) miles, more
or Jess.
The wire and  insulators  to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five-(75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may, have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Gove rn ment against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor wi ll  be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required  by the Govern.
ment,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Q ueensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums  of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a suns equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per  cent.  on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared apace of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not  more  than eighty eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided  by the  contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup.
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TOWNSVILLE
TO CARDWELL,  VIA  INGHAM-CLEAR-
IN G, RENEWAL OF POLE, ETC.
'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the seventh (7th)
day of September next, from persons  desirous
of contracting for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms
general  conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders will state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per pole, for new  ones,  where neces-
sary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
Townsville to Cardwell, rid Ingham-a distance
of one  hundred and eleven miles, more or less.
The line to be thoroughly cleared, and new poles
erected where  required. Approximate number of
poles -eleven hundred.
The present wire to be regulated where neces-
sary , and new insulator  pins to be provided by
contractor, and fitted as, directed -where required.
Approximate number  of pins-eleven  hundred.
Any wire, insulators, brackets,  and screws
required will he supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Townsville. Any
surplus material  after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph  Station, as
directed].
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -live (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such  report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the V overnment against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and  if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
-by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tactor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements in his possession  on the ground,  and all
sums  of money, whether  named in the  Bond to be
ent.•red into by the contractor  or otherwise as
penalties for the non- fulfilment  of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of  a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two  responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance  of the contract within the  time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they  will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond
to 1[er Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the Jowest or any Tender.
Specification.
All trees and unaerwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the  clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting  officer might endanger  the line, to
be removed. .
All - existing  cleared roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber  must  be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than  twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from the butt. and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best  coal tar  ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not  less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of  cacti pole  must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places  where required, struts or supports of wood
must  be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed; the lip of the insulator
to be not  less  than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or  splices  to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph  wires are  to be regulated
where necessary.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and  his assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it,  must  be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
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Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACBALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THENCE INTO
BLACKALL.
FENDERS will be  received  at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on SATURDAY, the twelfth
(12th) day of September  next, from persons  desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire ,  insulators ,  brackets ,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary  for the abovementioned
telegraph work,  according  to the terms,  general
conditions, and specifications  appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately:-1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NEW LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersection
with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line-a
distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires,  one on  top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixty (60) miles , more or less.
The wire,  insulators , brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor  in Brisbane . The quantities issued will
be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus  material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac.
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit,
The contractor will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused  to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from  any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract ,  as tar as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums  of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant , materials, and implements
in his possession  on the ground , and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise , as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the  amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained damages  for breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender  cost of  the whole work
must  accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum  signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due  performance  of the contract
within the  time stipulated , in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they  will severally  execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and Underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on  one side of  the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance  mentioned , which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing  cleared roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not  less  than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the  base upwards  over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of s lit ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
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(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed ,  brackets firmly screwed on
with three  (3) screws each ,  and wire on existing
line to be regulated where necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, to be of the best quali ty,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office ,  Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.FRESH Tenders will bereceived at he Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noonon  MONDAY,  the seventeenth
(17th)  day of August next ,  from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all  material ,  except wire
nsulators, and iron poles ,  and for all  workmanship
necessary for the erection  of the  abovementioned
line of Telegraph, ccording to the terms, general
cenditionss and  s ecifieations ppended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price ,  per mile ,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each ,  for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York, opposite Thursday
Island, to the termination of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be  made  monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75)  per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be  made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract sha ll  have  been  completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line  for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
aining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising fro m the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of pro gress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all  plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event that they
will severa lly execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within ten. (10)
days from the notification  of the  acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the  amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
,8peci, fitcation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, fo llowing the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied,  and fixed as  directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part  of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender  forms,,and every information, may be
obtained on appcation at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATE ESON,
Postmaster-General.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1886-7-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1885.SEPARATE Tenders are invited and will bereceived until noon of MONDAY, the 5th day
of October, 1885, for the conveyance of Post Office
mails, from the first day of January, 1886, as here-
inafter mentioned.
All Tenders  must  be written on. an approved
form, printed copies of which may be had gratui-
tously, on application at any Post Office in the
colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-
paid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with
the words  " Tender fur the Conve-Vance of Mails,"
together with the number of the service, endorsed
on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the General Post Otlice.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender ; and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned -
namely, one, two, or three years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of' the contract, and must be aceom-
paniei by a certificate of competency and character
in the case of tenderers who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbana, on the 12th October next, and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted,  as a guarantee,
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor  failing
either to complete the bond and contra ct within a
reasonable time, or to  commence  the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to
the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
In the routes specified, only the  principal places
of call are,  as a rule , named.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be consi-
dered b the Department.
The general Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
enirvsted to their care irrespective of the number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
N.B.-The attention of the public is directed to
the following extract from clause 13 of the General
Conditions attached to each contract, which will be
enforced whenever necessary, especially in the case
of mail routes traversed by coaches :-
" The contractor, or the person or persons
" employed in the conveyance  of mails,
shall not be required to deviate or
:'de part from the direct line of road for
" the purpose of receiving or delivering66any private letters,  bags, or news-
" papers."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from and to, and to and from.)
2. Brisbane, Tingalpa, Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, daily, except Sunday, and Cleveland and
Redland Bay by horse, twice a week, for one, two,
or three years,
7. Brisbane and Gympie, by buggy,  from Bris-
bane to Mooloolah, thence by horse to Gympie,
twice a week, and once a week extra to Caboolture,
for one, two, or three years.
8. Tallebudgera and Murwillumbah, by horse,
thrice a week, for one, two, or three years.
9. Village of Logan and Maclean, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf, by
dray, to and from every vessel carrying  mails, for
one, two, or three years.
15. Cooktown and Bloomfield River,  via  River-
view, Helenvale, and South Lea, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
18. Ipswich Post Office and the Railway Station,
by spring-cart, to meet every train, and to clear
letter boxes of guards' vans, for one, two, or three
years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's), by horse, once
a week, for one, two or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
26. Crow's Nest, Emu Creek, and Nukinenda,
to return by Eskdale, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton, by horse, twice a
day, except Sund-iy, for one, two, or three years.
31. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to meet every train, for one, two, or
three years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burrau-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
38. Howard Post Office and the Railway Station,
by horse or buggy, to meet every train, for one,
two, or three years.
Z. St. George and Mungindi,  via  Baagnall,
Nindigully, and Dareel, by coach, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
44. Rockhampton and Yaamba,  via  Green Lake,
Canal Creek, The Oaks, and Canoona Diggings, by
horse , once  a week, for one, two, or three years.
47. Elliott and Gladstone,  via  Gin Gin, Walla,
Waroo, Gaeta, Rodd's Bay, and Boyne River, by
horse, twice a week, but once a week only with
Gaeta,  for one , two, or three years.
49. St George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Boombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Euraba, by buggy,  once a week , for one, two, or
three years.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the wharf, by
dray, to meet  steamers and vessels  carrying mails,
for one, two, or three years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and Railway Station
and the Post Office and the Wharf, by spring van,
to meet every train, and every vessel conveying
mails,  and clear pillar boxes, also to carry Post
Office stores, furniture, &c., as required, for one,
two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek, Croydon, Lake Station, Connor's
Gap, Rookwood, Bombandy, Leichhardt Downs,
Cotherstone, and Huntly Downs, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office, Mount Larcombe, Raglan, and Atherton,
by horse, once a week for one, two, or three years.
69i. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office, Mount Larcombe, Raglan, and Atherton,
by coach, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra Receiving Office,
and Darkey Flat Receiving Office, by coach, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
78. Umbiram, and Boondandilla,  via  St.  Ronan's
St. Helen's, Beauaraba, Yandilla, Lemon Tree,
Pine Creek, Western Creek, Dunmore, Warr Warr,
and Junction, by horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
79. Mitchell Downs and Westgrove,  via  War-
roonga, Kilmorey, Toolumbilla, Womblebank, and
Merivale, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
80. Bowen and Mackay,  via  Newstead, Glencoe,
Ben Lomond, Gordon's Glen, Crystal Brook,
Crystal Brook Plantation (Glen Isla), Happy
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Valley,  Bromby Park, Bloomsbury ,  St. Helen's.
Jolimount, Hampdep , and Cook' s station , by horse,
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs ,  via  Palm-tree
Creek, Gwambegwyne , Ghinghinda, Coorada, Zamia,
and Fairfield  (subject to re-arrangement ),  by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit ,  via  Ten -mile Creek,
Boyne Reef ,  Mann's ,  Illiverston ,  Barmundoo, Mil-
ton Station , Norton  and Cania, by horse, once a
week ,  for one, two,  or three years.
91. New Hidden  Valley (Mount Wyatt), and
Doongmabulla,  via  Conway 's, Yacamunda, The
Brid e, Bowman 's, Mount Douglas ,  and Bul li
Creel , by  horse, once a week ,  for one, two, pr three
years.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple ,  via  Thornton's
Gap, Star River ,  and Dotswood ,  by horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
97. Pentland and Georgetown ,  via  Lolworth,  Car.goon, Wandoo Vale ,  Craigie, Pandanus Creek,
Lyndhurst ,  Uarpentaria Downs, and Charleston,
by horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
974. Dalrymple and  Wan4oo Vale,  via  Hi ll-
grove ,  Bli ff Downs,  and Msryvale ,  by horse, once
a week ,  for one, two, pr three years.
99. Charters Towers and Hughenden ,  via  Dal-
rymple, Southwick ,  Nulla Nu lla Hotel, Car n,
Reedy Springs ,  Mount Emu Plains,  Mount
Sturgeon ,  and Wongalee ,  by horse, once a week,
for one,  two, or three years.
9Ds. Charters Towers and Cargoon,  via
rymple, Southwick ,  and Nulla Nulla Hotel,  by
horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
99c. Oargoon and Hughenden ,  viaReedy Springs,
Mount Emu Plains, Mount Sturgeonand Wongalee,
by horse, once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years; -
99e. Hughenden and Richmond Downs,  via
Telemon ,  Marathon, and Moselle Downs, by horse,
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
101. Dungeness and in ham, by boat to Gair-
lock, and by horse from Carr's, twice a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.
102. Cardwell  and Junction Creek Telegraph
Station,  via  Herbert Vale ,  Lake  Lucy, Glen Dhu
Police Barracks ,  Valley of Lagoons ,  and Rosella
Plains, by horse ,  fortn .,ghtly,  for one, two, or three
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Call iope Dig-
gngs ,  East Stowe ,  Letter -box near Galloway
Plains ,  Catfish , Upper Calliope  Station, Mount
Alma ,  Iona ,  Dungaree ,  Callide, Kroombit ,  Prairie,
Kooingal ,  and Barfte1d, by horse ,  once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
104i. Gayndah  and Mount Perry ,  via Wetheron,
by coach, once a week, for one ,  two, or three years.
109. Duaringa and Springsure ,  via  Pearl Creek,
Waroona ,  Barangah ,  Bauhinia  Downs,  Ro lleston,
Albinia Downs ,  Meteor Downs , Orion Downs,
Wealwandangie ,  Spring Greek , 4  ardbeign, and
Rainsworth , by horse,  once a week ,  for one, two,
or three years.
111A.  Bunda ll  and Southport ,  by horse, thrice a
week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
116. Tiara and Teebar ,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom-
gan, returning  via  Teebar Mine ,  Clifton, and
Ellerslie ,  by horse ,  thrice a week ,  for one ,  two, or
three years.
119. Bundabe ra: and Gladstone ,  via  Kolan Saw-
mills, Bolan ,  Littabella, Baffle Creek ,  Taunton,
Erimbiila ,  Rodd 's Bay ,  and Boyne River, by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
125. Greenmoupt and Emu Creek Post Office,
via  Mount  Sibley, b  horse,  daily ,  except Sunday,
for one ,  two, or  tree years.
129. Walkerston and Eton ,  by coach ,  twice a
week, for one ,  two ,  or three years.
130. " Mount Perry Post Office and  Railway Sta-
tion ,  by spring -cart ,  to and from every train, for
one, two ,  or three years.
133. Listowel Downs and Thorgomindah,  via
,4davale ,  Tintinchilla, Commongin ,  Ardoch, and
Norley ,  by horse ,  or coach when required, once a
week ,  for one, two, or three years.
138. Bilkiv n Junction and Dickabram  (Killcivan
Railway Lisp }, by horse ,  once a day except Sunday.,
and tfl candc4 Pbst'Ofce at the latter ,lace,  for
one, & eye' years. "
143. Stanthorpe and Texas,  via  Pikedale, Pike's
Creek, and Glenlyon, by horse, once ' a week, for
one, two, or three years.
149. Gatton and Whitestone,  via  Tent Rill, Ma
Ma Creek, and Upper Tent Hill, by horse, thrive
a week, for one, two, or three years.
150. Springsure and Tambo,  by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three ears.
161. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via Jim-
boombs, and Veresdale, by coach, thrice a week,
for one, two, or three years.151A.. Village ofLogan and Beaudesert,  via
Jimboomba and Veresdale, by coach,  six times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
154. Cooktown and Normanby Reefs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two ,  or three  years.
155. Townsville Post Office, Wharf,  and Bail-
wa,y Station, to all  steamers ,  vessels, a  owy
train carrying Mails, by spring  cart, for  94e, two.
or three s ears,
157. Uiphirava and Southbroolt.,  by lkwov, tree
a iyeek, for one, two, or three years.
15$. Bald Hills and 4lbany Creek, by hot,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
161. Ipswich and Uudullab,  via  lRip1p, Rp-
dapiba Lagoon, England's Ga ,  and  Rico s Qgleo-
tion, by horse, twice  a week , for one,  two, or th,s
years.
1¢2. Warwick and lbow Valley,  via  Lord IT 's
Swap and Luc Noy, by horse, tspia @ n'ee ,
for one, two ,  or three years.
163. Copperfield and Avon Downs, vig Clor4wnt,
Native Bee, Gregory's Creek Lanark Down4, and
Elgin Downs, by horse,  once a week , for one, two,
or three years.
164a.. laisford .  and Winiiorah, via ,
Louisa Pewas , ,sedan.,  and Welford  Dew.ae, tryhorse,  once a week,  for one,  two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer 's (Fern
Hill),  via  Coomera,  by horse ,  three times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
170. Thornbdrough and Union  Camp,  via  Wat-
sonville and Stewart  Town, by horse,  once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
171. Haryborough and Pialba, by coach , twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Tarampa ,  via  Ta llegalla and
D7;indeu, by horse, twice a week,  for one , two, or
three years.
175. Gowrie Junction and Gomoran,  via  Merin-
gandan and Glencoe, by horse, twice  a week, for
one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, daily, for  one,
two, or three years.
176A.  Brisbane and  Woody ]Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, three t imes a
week, for one, two, or three  ye qrs.
178. Crow' s Nest  and Plainby, by horse,  tiyicq a
week, for one, two, or three years.
180. Yatala and Pimpama ],slantl, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
185. g abra and Eulbertie ,  via  Keeroonge$loo,
Wombanderry, and Wombanderry South, by horse,
once a week for one , two, or three years.
186. Mitchell Downs and Bollon,  via  Womallilla,
Copley's, Holland's, Lusvale, Aberglassie, Toomoo,
Tongy ,  Grassmere,  and Bindebango ,  by horse, once
a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
190. Rockhampton and I3alnagowan,  via  Mpadpw
Flats , by horse , once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three
years.
196. Bundaberg and North Bundaberg,  by horse
or on foot, daily, except Sunday ; and to conduct
the post office  at the  latter place ,  for one ,  two, or
three years.
197. Bollon  and Barringun ,  via  Fernleas, Bun-
daleer,  Noorama , and Thurulgunnia, by coach,
once a week,  for one, two, or three years.
200. Charlev le and Minnie Down  v1  wie,
Burrundilla , Kamanmulga ,  B rkathn la, if p
Morris,  and Lan lo Downs, by horse,
for one, two, or three years.
210. Georgetown and Thornborougg h. ,  via  Junc-
tion Creels, Tate  Telegraphs  Station, ahd Tae !er
Tin Mines, by horse,  once  a Qrtpi h ;  t ee twos
or three 'years.
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213. Clifton and Pilton, by horse, twice a week,
for one ,  two, or three years.
214. Jondaryan and East Prairie, by horse, twice
a week  ;  and to act as receiving-officer at East
Prairie ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
215. Boulia and Headingly,  via  Herbert Downs,
Glenormiston, and Roxborough Downs, by horse,
once a fortnight, for one, two, or three years.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture, by horse,
twice a week and to act as Postmaster at Upper
Caboolture ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
221. Maryborough and Teddington ,  via  Tinana,
Jindah Road, to Polynesian Hospital, Woongool,
and Nerada, by horse, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
222. Oakey Creek and Boah Waterhole, by horse,
twice a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
223. Greenmount and Kinoora,  via  Mount Kent,
North  Branch ,  and Gentleman's  Beat, by horse,
twice a week ,  for one , two, or three years.
225. Thorgomindah and Mount Howitt, via
Conbar,  Nundramundoo,  Moorinish,  Jackson's
Creek, Lars, and Durham Downs, by horse,
fortnightly, for one ,  two, or three years.
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton, via Mount
Hogan ,  by horse ,  once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia ,  via  Bridgewater,
Limestone, Chatsworth, Noranside, Buckingham
Downs, and Police Camp, by horse, or by coach or
buggy, alternating once a week and once a fort-
night, for one, two, or three years.
234. Hoganthulla Downs and Caldervale,  via
Chesterton, Bogarella, and Babiloora, by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three  years.
241. Dalveen and Mountaide,  via  North Mary-
land Road Schoolhouse, by horse, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion ,  by buggy ,  to and from trains, for one, two,
or three years.
243. Adavale and Kyabra,  via  Gooya, Bulgroo,
and Thylungra,  by horse, once a week,  for one,
two, or three years.
246. Gladstone and Keppel Bay, to meet steamers
carrying mails, calling at The Narrows (Monte
Christo),  by steam-launch, twice  a week,  for one,
two, or three years.
250. Cairns and Goldsborough (Mulgrave Valley),
via  Cambanora (Freshwater Creek) and Peck's, by
horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
251. Roma Post Office and the Ra il way Station,
by buggy, to and from every train, for one, two, or
three years.
263. Stonehenge and Vergemont ,  via  War•
breeean , Connemara, Dunham Towers, Tally-ho,
and Rosebrook ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one,
two, or three years.
266. Diamantina Lakes and l tonkira,  via  Daven-
port Downs, by horse, once a fortni;ht, for one,
two, or th re e years.
257. Cairns and Herberton,  via  Alley's, by
horse ,  once a week ,  mails to  be conveyed in one
day each way, for one, two, or three years.
258. Toowoomba Post Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
259. Leyburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville Head
Station ,  Tummaville School , Wright' s, Pi llar's,
Baillie's, Clay Waterhole, and Back Creek (Yan-
dilla Homestead Area), by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
261. Bingera and South Bolan, by horse or on
foot, twice a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
263. Stanthorpe  Post Office and Railway  Station,
by coach, to meet every train, for one, two, or three
years.
266. Rockhampton and Lake's Creek,  via  North
Rockhampton Post Office, by coach, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Station,
North Bundaberg, to meet every train, and calling
at Post Office there ; also Bundaberg Post Office
and Wharf ,  to meet every vessel carrying mails,
by spring -cart, for one ,  two, or three years.
270.  Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, by
hares,  twice  & week, for one,  two, or three years.
272. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
2721. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years.
276, Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Downs,
Breadalbane, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath,
and Salmonville, by horse, fortnightly, for one,
two, or three years.
278. Maryburough Post Office and Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
279. Morney Downs and Birdsville,  via  Daroo,
Mount Leonard, Capps and The Bluff, by horse,
fortnightly, and to act as Receiving Officer at
Morney Downs. for one, two, or three years.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by boat,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
287A. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by
steamer, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
288. Headingly and Camooweal (Lake Francis),
via  Lake Nash, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two,
or three years.
289. Cooktown and Mclvor, via Marton, Rose-
bank, Bustard Park, and Pryde's Creek, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
293. Veresdale and Sloper 's,  via  Bromelton
Bridge, Bromelton, and Moloney's, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
296. Cloncurry and K nuna,  via  Rockliffe,
Strathfield, Beaudeiert, Constance Downs, and
Belkate, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two, or
three years.
299. Bundaberg and Bucca,  via  Smith's Crossing,
Bolan River, by horse, twice a week, for one, two,
or three years.
300. Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Watsonville,
Newellton, Irvinebank, and Mowbray, by horse,
once a week, and once a week extra to Irvinebank
and Watsonville, for one, two, or three years.
301. South Toolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty and non-contract mail
steamers, by boat, for one, two, or three years.
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse ,  thrice a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Wharf, by
horse and spring -cart, to steamers and vessels
carrying mails, for one, two ,  or three years.
312. Ro ll eston and Purbrook ,  via  Consuelo and
Warrinilla, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
315. Cabarlah (Terminus of Highfields Railway)
and Crow's Nest,  via  Geham, by coach, thrice a
week, for one year.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare.
won, by horse, daily (except Sunday), for one, two,
or three years.
321. Capella and Capella,  via  Retro, Peak
Downs, and Malvern, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by horse, three times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
323A. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by coach, three times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
326. Mount Eagle and Albro,  via  The Cell,
Epping Forest, and Laglan, by horse, once a week,
for one ,  two, or three years.
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week ,  and to act as receiving officer at Craiglie,
for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra, by horse, once a
week,  and to act as receiving officer at Goomburra,
fot one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergemont,  via  Bladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Fermoy, and Lismore, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham Downs),
via  Bendemere ,  Muggleton ,  Clifford, and Rough li e,
by horse , once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
313. Surat and Noorindoo,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklands, Svdenham, Wehl's and Dehnertvale, by
horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two,  or three years.
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345. Cairns and Edithvale, by steamer, once a
week, subject to three months' notice.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf, by horse and
cart, to all vessels carrying  mails,  for one, two, or
three years.
350. Muttaburra and Forest Grove Township,
via  Ambo, Scarrbury, Camoola, Strath Darr, and
Maneroo (during floods Scarrbury to be omitted),
by horse, once a week, for one, two or three years.
352. Nanango and Gympie ,  via  Manumbar and
Glastonbury Creek, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
353. Cooktown Post Office and Wharves or
Anchorage, by dray, and boat if necessary, to all
vessels carrying mails, for one, two, or three years.
354. Cresabrook and Kilcoy ,  via  Moorabool,
Gregor 's Cre ek,  Mara Creek ,  and Balfour Lagoons,
by horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
355. Hawkwood and Jinghi Jinghi ,  via  Cadarga,
Durah ,  and Byrne 's Station , by horse,  once a week,
for one, two ,  or th ree years.
356. Bowen Downs and Uanda ,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.
356x. Bowen Downs and Uanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a fortnight,
for one, two, or three years.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
CLOSING GOAT ISLAND CHANNEL, NERANG
CREEK.
T
ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 22nd
August, for the work necessary for closing the
back  channel between  Goat Island  and the main-
land, at the mouth of Nerang Creek, according to
Plans and Specifications ,  to be seen at the Harbour
and Rivers Office, Brisbane, and Post Office,
Southport.
The lowest or any Tender not  necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary, Treasury.
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF JETTY, DUNWICH.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
1 Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 22nd
August, for the  Extension  of the Jetty at Dunwich,
according to Plans and Specifications ,  to be seen
at the Harbours and Rivers Office, Brisbane.7 he lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary, Treasury.
Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1885.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, 15th
August,  for alterations  to the steamer " Fitzroy,"
specifications  for which can be seen at the Port
Office,  Brisbane , or at the Office of the Harbour
Master , Maryborough.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1885.
I T is  hereby notified for general informationthat the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted ,  viz. :-Drill-shed, Gympie, RITCHIE AND Co.-
£514 lOs.
Dynamite Magazine , Gympie, WOOLLEY AND
LEE-£217 10s.
Po lice Station ,  Newtown, ROBT. TAYLOR-
£592 19s.
Police Station ,  One-Mile . Gympie, R. T.
O'CALLAGHAN-£ 564 11s.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified  for general  information thatI the Railway from Mackayto Eton a d Hamilton
will be opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885 ,  on and from which date ,  until further  notice,
trains  will run to the following time table:-
a.m.
Eton ... ... dep. 7'0
Newbury June.... „ 7'30
Hamilton  ... „  8.30
a.m.
Newbury June. ...  arr. 7.27
Hamilton  ... „  8'0
Mackay ... ... „ 100
p.m. p.m.
Mackay  ... ... „  3.0 Hamilton  ... „  4.30
Hamilton  ... „  4'45 Eton  ... ... „  6.13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
NOTICE.A FURTHER extension of the South Coast
Railway  (from Loganlea to Beenleigh) was
opened for public traffic  on MONDAY,  27th July,
1ts85, on and  from which date  (and until  further
notice )  the trains will run as  follows:-
AM.  Y.M.
Leaving Stanley street at 9'0 and 4'30
Arriving Beenleigh  „  10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving  „ „  6.45 „ 2.16
Arriving  Stanley stret ,,  8.30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd July, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th  June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the  practice
which has obtained of Employ6s in the
Railway Department presenting  Testimonials to
others over them ,  or of accepting  the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person  so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Under Secretary for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
'T`HE Minister for Public Works  hereby notifies
i that the following  Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors  are approved, viz.:
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit his  name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be  allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not  to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to  receive pay as one
of the party, except on the  certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise ,  stating amount of
pay ; also length of time  in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called  upon, be
prepared to pass  an examination  by the Chief
Engineer , or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Reilwavs' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
l` OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost. Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Bails  sy, was
published in full in the  Governm ent  Gazette  of tha
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4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying  costs. If not released on or before TUES•
AY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Maryborough Railway, was published
in full in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th
May, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on appli-
cation to the Traffic Manager, Maryborough, and
paying  colts . If not released on or before TUES-
AY, the 11th August, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
ANNUAL PASTORAL RENT LIST FOR 1885.
TAE attention of Crown Lessees andothers isdirec ed to the  Queensla d Government
Gazette  of  28th July, 1885, containing a List of
all Pastoral  Rents due and payable at the Treasury,
on or  before 30th September. 1885.
The  Gazette  may been  seen  at any Court House
in the Colony, on application to the Clerk of Petty
Sessions  ; or may be obtained direct from the
Government  Printing Office by remitting the sum
of is.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Queensland , lot August, 1885.
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st August, 1885.
QURENSLA} D  GOVERNMENT SAVINGS  BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora ,  Aramac, Ayr, Banana ,  Beenleigh,
Blackall ,  Bogantungan ,  Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwe ll,  Caboolture ,  Charters Towers, Oharleville,
Clermont ,  Cleveland, Clifton ,  Cloncurry ,  Comet,
Coomera Township ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla ,  Dalby,
Drayton ,  Emerald, Esk ,  Eton ,  Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley ,  Gatton ,  Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton ,  Gladstone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi,
Central Railway ,  Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard ,  Ingham ,  Ipswich ,  Isisford ,  Jimbour,
Kilkivan ,  Kingsborough ,  Laidley ,  Leyburn,  May-
town,  Mackay ,  Maryborough ,  Millchester, Mount
Perry,  Morven, Murphy 's Creek ,  Muttaburra,
Mitchell Downs ,  Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek,
Normatttoo ,  Nebo ,  One-mile Creek  (Gympie),
Pentland ,  Pimpama ,  Pine Hill, Port Douglas,
Queensport ,  Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood ,  Shipping Office  (Brisbane ),  South
Brisbane ,  Springsure ,  S. and W .  Railway, South-
p ort, $tanthorp e, St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo ,  Taroom, Tewantin ,  Thorn-
borough ,  Thursday Island ,  Toowoomba ,  Townsville,
Tiaro ,  Walkerston ,  Warwick ,  Watsonvi ll e, Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shi ll ings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as'to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annuip i  yn deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at thg rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on X100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £ 200 ,  the above rates of
interest will  be payable on  £ 200 part thereof, but
o o  4t t 'Wkataver will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made and money  withdrawn at
any of the above branches  during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the  Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immi,qra-
tion Acts of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 5th August, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners ispubli hedfor general informati n.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extract  from New  Zealand Gazette , 16th July,
1885.]
No. 21 of 1885.
QUEEN'S WHARF, WELLINGTON.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 15th July, 1885.
TimR Wellington Harbour Board notify that the
Board are about to extend the outer T of the
Queen's Wharf 135 feet to the southward, 45 feet
to the northward, and to widen it 50 feet towards
the eastward ; and that during the time occupied
in the extension the works will be dangerous to
vessels approaching or leaving the wharf.
W. J. M. L&RNACH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th August,  1885. .
7 IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
to direct fhe publication,  for general infor-
mation, of the following  translation of a Proclama-
tion issued by the Imperial Commissioner  for the
German Protectorate of New Guinea.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
FOR and on behalf of the German Protectorate on
the Continent of New Guinea, " K aiser  Wilhelm's
Land," and for and on behalf of the Islands of the
Bismarck Archipelago," formerly known as the
Archipelago of New Britain,"  I, m  pursuance  of
instructions received, do hereby notify as  follows,
viz. :-
1. Fresh acquisitions of territory, without the
sanction  of the German authorities, are invalid,
#nd only old and well-established rights will be
acknowledged.
2. Arms, Ammunition, and Explosives,  as also
S irituous  Liquors, are, in the  meantime, not
allowed to be given to Aborigines.
3. It is hereby expressly prohibited to carry
}way Aborigines from off' the German  P ro tectorate
for the purpose of being employed  as Labourers,
except  it be for German Plantations ,  and  fr om
those portions of the Archipelago of New Britain
where this practice has obtained hitherto,  and then
only under the supervision of German (Govern.
paent) Officials.
The Imperial Commissioner  for the German]Protectorate.
(Signed)  VON OERTZEN.
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Coonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1886.
HIS Eitoellenoy the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the  formation, under section 53 of  " The Defence
Act of  1884," of a Rifle Club at Brisbane. to
be called " The Queensland Scottish Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
QUEtNSLAND SCOTTISH RIFLE CLUB.
18 Eloellency the Governor has been pleased'Z11]11,
to approve of the following Rules for the
management  of the civil  affairs of  the " Queens-
land Scottish Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. This Club shall be known as "The Queens-
land Scottish Rifle Club."
2. Any Scotchman, or native-born of Scotch
parents, may, on approval of the committee,
become a member of the Club on payment of an
entrance  fee of five shillings (5s.), and a quarterly
subscription of two shillings and sixpence (2s. 6d.),
payable in advance.
8. Donors of five pounds and upwards shall be
enrolled as life members, and annual subscribers
of one pound one as honorary members of the
Club, .for the current year.
4. The affairs of the Club shall be conducted by
committee, to be elected annually, consisting of
patron, president, vice-presidents, honorary sur-
geon , captain of the Club, secretary, treasurer, and
a committee  of five ; three to form  a quorum.
5. Tho office-bearers, members of committee, and
two auditors  shall be elected at the  annual meeting
of the  Club, which shall be held during the month
of January  in each year.
6. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being absent  from three consecutive  meetings of
the committee shall be liable, at the discretion of
the eo#hitiittee., to have his seat declared vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation, or by enforced retirement under
Rule 6 ; msy be filled up by the committee.
8. All meetings  of the comiriittee shall be con-
vened by the secretary; but should he fail to do so
within seven days after receiving a requisition,
signed  b v tfii-bb members of  the committee, anythree sdch  itieinbers may themselves convene the
m  9. No meeting  of the committee shall be held
to nave been iegdlarly convened unless due notice
shall base been forwarded  to  each  member  thereof
at least twenty -four  hours  prior to such  meeting.
10. The  annual meeting  of the Club for the
election  of offiee-Bearers shall be convened by
circular hot less than seven days preceding such
meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle-
men appointed  at the previous annual meeting,
shall be laid  before the members  at the annual
meeting . Should a vacancy or resignation occur
among the  auditors, the committee shall have
power to appoint to the position.
12. A general meeting of the Club may be called
at any time by the secretary on receiving a requisi-tion signed by not less than ten members; the
time  and object of such meeting to be notified by
circular  one week previously.
13. Any member may be expelled from the Club
against whom  a vote shall have been carried by a
majority of two-thirds of the members present at
a meeting  specially called to  consider  the case.
14. The subscription of each member  becomes
due on the 1st of January, April, July, and
October of each year, and no one shall be entitled
to the privileges of membership until his subscrip-
tion , be paid.
15, After providing for the necessary  expenses of
the Club, the committee may expend the balance of
the subscriptions and other funds of the Club in
granting  prizes to its members, the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to  be competed for being
duly notified  by circular.
16. In  accordance with regulations 283 and
284, section XXXI V. of  " The Defence Act
of  1884." members must be acquainted with the
manual and firing exercises for rifle battalions and
with squad drill. They will be required to go
through these exercises as a standard of proficiency
to the satisfaction of the Commandant or his
deputy at inspections which will take place from
time to time. Members must keep  their arms in
good order.
17. The property of the Club shall be  vested in
the president, who will be considered  its representa-
tive officer in all correspondence with the Com-
mandant, as required by regulation 274, section
XXXIV., under  " The Defe' ce Act of  1884." No
member, by reason of his being such, shall have
any es, ate or irterest in the property of the Club
other than a right to its use on the  rifle ranges in
accordance with the resolutions or decisions of the
committee.
18. The Club may purchase  a reserve stock of
rifles either for  sale  or the  use of the members.
19. Rifles may be bought from the Club by the
individual members on the terms  and  conditions
stated in  clauses  278 and 279 of the  regulations
before mentioned.
20. The committee shall have power to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be  necessary
for carrying on the  business  of the Cltib.
21. The conditions and regulations of the Queens-
land Rifle Association shall generally be observed
in the matches and practices of the Club.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.THE following Return ofthe Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published  in pursuance _of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN  YOR THE  WEEK RNDING 1ST DAY O
AUGUST,  1"5. A lNumber  of Inmates remaining in  sy um
at date of previous Report ... ...
Number  since admitted .. ...
Number returned  from leave ... ...
Number discharged ... ... ...
Number died ... ... ... ...
Number absent  on leave ... ... ...
87$
8
i9d
8
1
1
6
Number  remaining at date hereof... 886
Admissions  during the week :
VVm. Rooney, 46, miner ; from Towi }sville Hospital ;
last employment, mining on the Etheridge.
Ilobt. Brodie, 70, shepherd,, from Toowboibba $os-
pital; last employed by Mr. Pierce, Junction Station.
Re- admissions.
Hy. Fullerton, from Maryborough  Hospital ; isi.
Maher ,  Jas. King,  Jno. Smith ,  Miohl .  Ctmninghbin,
John Johnson, Thos. Hewett.
Discharged during  the week :
Thos. Moran, 66 ; admitted 13th March, 18M.
Charles Shaw, 77; admitted 15th March,  1881; one.
re-admitted since.
Robt. McCoy, 68; admitted 20th  May,  1882; one*
since  re-admitted.
Death during  the week :
Chas.  Jaksen , 52; admitted 13th August, 1879.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information,
I that the Reverend JAJLES DoMINIB NOLAN,
a Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing  at Port Douglas, in the Registry District
of Cook, has been duly registered  as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the  provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend JOHN PATRICK CRANE, a Minister
of the Roman Catholic Denomination, residing at
Cooktown, in the Registry Iiistrict of Cook, has
been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony
of Queensland, under the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend MICHAEL NICHOLAS BROWNE,
a Minister  of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing  at Normanton, in the Registry District of
Burke , has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.N t OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto, received from James
Barclay Blaikie, of Auckland, in the Colony of
New Zealand, for an invention described as " An
Improved Method of Slating Roofs."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  James Barclay Blaikie,  in accordance  with the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
IN
OTICE is hereby given. that I have accepted an
application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Savage, of  Herbert street, South Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria, for an invention described as
"An Improved Railway Tip Waggon or Truck."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that
a Patent  be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Savage. in accordance with the pro-
visions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents. &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent and the complete!Specification annexed  thereto, received from John
Francis Richardson, of Flinders street, in the City
of Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland, for an
invention described as " The Cleveland Patent
Safety Blasting Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said John
Francis Richardson ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain,  near  Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Scott's Seed Germinating Pots and
Tray."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Frederick Scott, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desgine, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED  PROPERTY.THE unclaimed Horse hereunder described, nowin the possession of the Winton Police,
will, unless previously claimed ,  be sold by Public
Auction ,  at the Police Station ,  Winton, on the 5th
September next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
One Yellow-bay Gelding (cob), branded X over
o' off shoulder, star and blaze on face, three white
feet.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1885.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Louis WALTER
DAVIFS ,  of Esk ,  WILLIAM EDWARD RAMs-
DEN WOOD ,  of Rolston ,  and HORACE GoocH
Burrox ,  of Brisbane ,  have this day been admitted
as duly qualified Medical Practitioners.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
IN THE VICE ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS.
LAND.A SITTING of the above Court was held before
His Honour Sir CHARLES LILLEY, Knight,
the Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the
said Court, on Tuesday, the 4th day of August
instant.
His Honour ordered and directed that all suitors'
moneys paid, or to be paid into Court, in Vice
Admiralty actions, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury of the Colony.
His Honour also ordered and directed  a sum of
£11819s. 7d., standing to the credit of the Registrar
in  re  the barquentine " Heath " (59 and 61), to be
so paid into the said Treasury to abide any further
order that His Honour might make as to payment
of the same.
There being no business on the paper, the Court
was adjourned till TUESDAY, the 1st day of
September next.
Dated this fourth day of August, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAYR, K night Grand Cross  of the Most  Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St.  George,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
A. MUBO]&AvF,  Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
 the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that theI Road described in the Book f Reference hereunder shall
 be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
8613808- C. Sol.
Boox OF RB ? BBBNCB  OF BOLD  THROUGH
 PORTIONS 11, 21, 24, AND 145 ,  INTBNDID TO BB  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Samson Vale,  County of Stanley,  District of Moreton.
-
we No. Description  of Road ,
No. of
Por-
No .  of86180-Land Agent 'sDistrict Date  of Applicationof Selection How Hold . Reputed  Owner . Bearings . Lengths. Breadth ofRoad . Area. Remark s.tion. tion. . .
Ohs.lks. Links. 4.  IL P.
1 Prom the north -west bounda ry
 of portion 11 southerly to 11 169 Brisbane  ...  13th  October, 1868 Freehold ... ...  Sarah Ann Harrop 152° 2' 8 77 100 1 old
the south -west bouud ary we 2' 4 32
f Prom the no rt h-east boundary of po rt ion 21 south -  31 367 Brisbane  ...  31st  May ,  1869  ...  Freehold  ... ...  Leonbart Diets  ...  207° 2'  3 76 100 3 0 15
westerly to the west boundary 182°24' 3 42
224° 2' 9 90
247°7' 8 29
278° 0' 606
3 Prom the east bound ar y of po rt ion 24 westerly to the 24 1669 Brisbane
 ...  3rd June ,  1872  ...  Freehold  ... ...  Marion Salisbury ...  276° 0' 1 01 100 0 3 32
north -west boundary 260° 0' 2 97
272° 0' 396
264° 0' 237
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane, this fourth day of August ,  in the year of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Goo SAvs !SE QHBB7
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE , Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUAGFRAVR, Distifiguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Gone'nor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queenslahd and its Depernlencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the thirtieth day of July, 1885, I (lid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the reco mendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The oten Lands Art of  1884"  as requires land
to be actually surveyed £nd marked on the groun before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect tc. the Country Land described in the schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper  maps  or flans : And whereas the Survbyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Sohedule, a>td ha indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  :  Ndw, therefore, in pursuance and execgtion of all powers and authorities  in me vested
under the provisions of `  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTRONN MUSGRAVS, the Gdiernor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, Ind on tle recommendation of the Land
Board, do. by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Roma Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, oil and after MONDAY, the seventh day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforeaid, declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any  one person
in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands ¶iphi4 an Agrieult ral Area, 1,280 acres : Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the  maximum  area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural
Area No. 1 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation; I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the laid Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District for
the purposes of the said ict;. but so that for administrative nd other purposes it shall  nevertheless
form part of the said Ronia Land Agent's District.
Given under my hand and Seal, at Government Hoiase, Brisbane, this fifth by of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Got Si vE THE  Q UERN !
THA SCkaEDULE.
THE RosA LAND AG UT'S DIS'ikICT.
Within Agricultural Area 1ko. 1.
No.
of  Parish.
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
Annual
Area.  Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee.
PurcllabingPiles
per Lets.
Value of
Imptore•
meats.
A. R. P. I£ s. d,  £ S.  d. £ s. d. £ . d
1 uthulla ... ...  lv 160 0 0 1 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 1d 0
2 Ditto ...  2v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
3 Ditto ...  3v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
4 Ditto ...  47  160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14  0 1 10 0
5 Ditto ...  5v 95 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 1 10 0
6 Ditto ... 6v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14  0 1 10 0
7 Ditto ...  7v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14  0 110 0
8 Ditto ... ... 8v 105 0 0 0 0 5 5 6  0 1 10 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9v 147 0 0 0 0 5' 6 0 0 1 10 0
10 Ditto ... ... 10v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
11 Ditto ...  ... liv 160 0 0 0 0 5 614  0 1 10 0
12 Ditto ...  ... 12v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14  0 1 10 0
13 Ditto ...  ... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614  0 1 10 0
14 Ditto ...  14v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14  0 I 1 10 0
16 Ditto ...  15v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14  0 1 10 0
16 Ho  ... ... 2v 385 0 0 0 0 4 8 1 0 1 5 0
17 Ditto ... ...  Sr  305 0 0 0 0 4 7 3 0.1 1 0
18 Ditto ... 4v 290 0 0 0 0 Q4 7 3 0 1 1 ¢
19 Ditto ... ...  6v 285 0 0 0 0 4 7 3 0 , 1 5 0
20 Ditto  ... ...  6v 245  0 0 0 0 4 7 3 0 1 5 0'
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
21Hod son ... 3v 660 0 0 0 0 3 13 16 0 1 0 0
22 Ditto ... 4v 540 0 0 0 0 4 9 2 0 1 6 023 itto ... 5v 700 0 0 0 0 4 13 10 0 1 6 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross  of the Most
A. USGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Qdeensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Orderin Council made on ththirtieth day of July, 1885, I did, byandwith the advice of the Executive Council, a d on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  as  requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection , should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has  accordingly
divided the said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper  ma or  plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers  and authorities in
me vested  under  the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MvaoissvE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land Board, do, by this my Proclajnation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified  in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Beenleigh Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the seventh day of September, 1885: And
I do hereby, by and with the, advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum  area  which may  be selected
by any one person in the .said )District shall  be as  follows, that is to say
In the case of, lands within in Agricultural Area,  640 acres  : Provided  always and  I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural
-Area No. 1in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid , and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be & District
for the purposes of the said Act - but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the  said  Beenleigh Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of August,
in the year of out Lord ohe thousand eight lnndred and eighty-live, and in the forty-ninth
}lehr of  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
Gob SAVE TES QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BEEItLEYGH  LANb AdiNT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of Parish.
It.
Albert
Boyd ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Pim_pania
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
26 Cbdar...
Ditto
DittoDitth
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditttoo
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
No. of
Portion.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Provisional Purchasing v*" ofArea .  Rent Survey Fee . Pried Tiiprovwper Acre .  per Acre. monti.
A. $. P. £ a. d.
... 4v 75 0 0 0 0 5
,., lv 100 0 0 1 0 0 3
2v 85 0 0 0 0 3
3v 160 0 0 0 0 3
4v 160 0 0 0 0 3
6v 115 0 0 0 0 3
6v 110 0 0 0 0 3
7v 60  0 0 0 0 3
... 8v 130 0 0 0 0 3
... 9v 50 0 0 0 0 3
... lOv 60 0 0 0 0 3
... 11v 110 0 0 0 0 3
12v 105 0 0 0 0 3
13v d5 0 0 0 0 3
..•
14v 95 0 0 0 0 3
15v  106 0 0 0 0 3
lv 160 0 0 0 0 3
2v 175 0 0 0 0 3
... 3v 160 0 0 0 0 3
4v 1 0 0 0 0 3
5v $5 0 0 0 0 3
6v 280 0 0 0 0 3
7v 280 0 0 0 0 3
8v 160 0 0 0 0 3
9v 180'0 0 0 0 3
lOv 105 0 0 0 0 3
Within Agricultural Area No.
... lv 225 0 0 0 0
... 2v 240 0 0 0 0
... 3v 260 0 0 0 0
... 4v 190 0 0 0 0
... 5v 170 0 0 0 0
... 6v 170 0 0 0 0
... 7v 300 0 0 0 0
... 8v 120 0 0 0 0
... 9v 110 0 0 0 0
... lOv 190 0 0 0 0
... liv g0 0 0 0 0
... 12v 320 0 0 0 0
... 13v 125 0 0 0 0
... 14v 160 0 0 0 0
... 15v 320 0 0 0 0
... 16v 500 0 0 0 0
... 17v  $20 0 0 0 0
£  s. d. £ a. d.  it  a. d.
4 8 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
6 0 0
6 0 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
3 19 0
6 0 0
3 19 0
4 8 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
4 8 0
5 6 0
5 6 0
6140
814 0
614 0
614 0
5 6 0
7 3 0
7 3 0
614 0
614 0
5 6 0
614 0
7 3 0
7 3 0
614 0
614 0
614 0
7 3 0
6 0 0
5 6 Q
614 0
5 6 0
8 1 0
6 0 0
614 0
8 1 0
9 2 0
8 1 0
110 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 01 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 Q
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 001 00
0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
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No.
of
Lot.
43
44
45
4647
4849
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
Parish.
Barrow ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Nerang ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
THE  SCHEDULE -continued.
THE BBENLEIGH  LAND  AGENTS DISTRICT --- Continued.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual Provisional Purchasing Value ofRent Survey  Fee. Price . Improve-per Acre .  per Acre .  ments.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
, . , lv 160 0 0 0 0„ 3
... 2v 160 0 0  00 5 3
3v  ISO 0 0 0 0s3
... 4v 300 0 0 0 0° 3
... 5v 320 0 0 0 0" 3
6v 125 0 0 0 0 3
...
7v 110 0 0 0 0 103
8v 175 0 0 0 01 3
... 9v 175 0 0 0 0 3
... l0v 200 0 0 0 0113
... 11v 200 0 0 0 0 3
... 12v 150 0 0 0 0 3
... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 3
... lv 130 0 0 0 0 6
... 2v 130 0 0 0 0 6
3v ' 130 0 0 0 0 6
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
6 14 0 1 0 0
6 14 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
7 3 0 1 0 0
8 1 0 1 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 0
5 6 0 1 0 0
6 14 0 1 0 0
614  0  1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
6 14 0 1 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 0
6 14 0 1 0 0
6 0 0 2 0 0
6 0 0 2 0 0
6 0 0 2 0 0
Gilston ... .., lv 135 0 0 0 0 3I 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 2v 180 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 3v 270 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 4v 530 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ...  by  190 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 6v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 7v 120 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 8v 120 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 9v 120 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... lOv 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 11v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 12v 275 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
Mudgeeraba  ... ... lv 175 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ...  2v 225  0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 3v 170 0.0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 4v 190 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ...  by 265  0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ...  6v 125  0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 7v 115 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 8v 475 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ...  9v 225  0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... lOv 380 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ...  11v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 12v 210 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 13v 120 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 14v 510 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
Tallebuggera ... lv 85 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 2v 110 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 3v 200 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 4v 110 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 5v 70 0 0 0 0 3 4 8 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 6v 200 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
+,itto ... ... 7v 125 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 8v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 9v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
Ditto ,.. ... 10v 320 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 11v 320 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 12v 450 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 13v 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
Ditto ... ... 14v 290 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce llency .  Sir ANTHONY MvsGEAV$,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVB,  Distinguished  Order of St .  Michael  and St .  George, Governor  and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief  of the  Colony  of Queensland atd its Dependenoies.WHEREAS by an Order  in Council  made  on the thirtieth day of Jnly,  1885, I did, by andwith  the advice  of the  Executive  Council , and on the  recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much  of the forty -third section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked  on the ground before  it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should
be suspended  with  respect  to the Country Land described  in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor-
General  was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide  the said land into lots ,  and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly
divided the  said lands into the lots specified in the said  Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof
no proper  maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions  of 11 The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSG RAVE, the
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Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the
Land  Board , do, by  this my Proclamation , notify  and declare that the said Lands specific 1 in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Dalby Land Agent's District ,  shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said  Act, on  and aft er  MONDAY,  the seventh day of September, 1885: And
i do hereby,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District sha ll  be as follows, that is to  say:-In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area-1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane, this fifth day of
of August ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's  reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THF. DALBY LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No. of
Portion. Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing Value of
Rent Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre .  per Acre .  ments.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. if.
1  Cooranga lv  690 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
2  Ditto 2v  600 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
Ditto 3V  630 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
4  Ditto 4v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
5  Ditto 5v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
6  Ditto 6v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
7  Ditto 7v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
8  Ditto 8v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
9  Ditto 9v  630 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
10  Ditto lOP 2000 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
11  Ditto 11v  300 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
12  Ditto 12v  640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
13  Ditto 13v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
14  Ditto 14v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
15  Ditto 15v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
16  Ditto 16v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
17  Ditto 17v  160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
18  Ditto 18v  235 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
19  Ditto 19v  360 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
20  Ditto 20v  360 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 021 Ditto 21v  640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 1
22 Ditto 22v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
23 Ditto 23v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
24 Ditto 24v 160 0 0 1 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, Governor and  Commander-in-Governor. Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
1  "!he Crown Lands  Art of  1884,"  I,'Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that  the Country  Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Gympie  Land  Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after MONDAY, the  seventh day of September ,  1885 : And I do hereby,  by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area  which  may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as fo ll ows , that  is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane , this fourth  day of August,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's  reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE Quix r !
No.
of
Lot. i
1 Teebar
Parish.
2 Yabba ... ...
THE 80HE I)ULE.
T HE GYMPIE  LAID AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Not within  an,Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Ares.
Annual
Rent survey Fee.
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
A. R. P.  E s.  if.  £ a.  if.
964 500 0 0 0 0 1 1 9 2 0
1038 630 0 0 0 0 11 9 2 0
£ s.  if.
50 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.5.] By  Its Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, KnightGrand Cross of  the Most
A. MUSGRAVB, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor,  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
S  "The Crown Lands Aet of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,  and situated
in the  Bunda berg Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the seventh day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid , declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District  shall be  as follows, that is to say :-
In the case  of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government  House, Brisbane, this fourth day of August,
in the year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABBRG  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Gregory
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
936
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s. d.
2 0 0
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
160 0 0 1 0 0 6 6 14 0
Value of
Improve-
ments.
s. c.
117 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVi , Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the thirtieth day of July ,  1885, I did ,  by and with theadvice  of the Executive cil, an  on the recommen tion of the Land Board ,  order that
operation of so much of the forty -third section of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  "  as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground befc.re it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor -General
was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,  and  on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto.
being situated in the Brisbane Land Agent 's District, sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after  MONDAY,  the seventh day of September ,  1885 :  And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as fo llows ,  that is to say
i ii the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres .  Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area,  which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural Area
No. 1, in the said District ,  shall  be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation ,  I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  further declare the said Agricultural Area No .  1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it sha ll  nevertheless
form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent 's District.
Giveh under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN I
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of i
Annual ProvisionalPurchasing Value of
Portion . Area .  Rent Survey Fee . Price per Improve-per Acre .  Acre .  ments.
A. R. P.  ' £ s. d.  i  £ s. d. £ s.  d. £ a. d.
1 Oxley 1v 160 0 0 0 0  6  1 6 14 0 2 0 0
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Department of Public Lands,
86-5526-T.  Brisbane, 5th June, 1886.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased  to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties  entitled to  compensation in consequence  of the opening of the said road ,  are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the  particulars  of their  estate and  interest in the  land required
for the said road and their  claims for compensation on account  thereof, within sixty (60) days  from the
date of  service  of this  notice ;  and the  said parties are further  informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands  is willing  to treat for the  purchase  of the land which has  been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason  of the  opening of the said road.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  No. 3318 ,  IrswIcn  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Mort, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
z d I
0 0 0 ° Land
a Description of Road . c i c m Agent 's How Held .
Reputed Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths. Area.
y x Z District. Owner
a I
at ,
1 A strip of  land along  and 37 3318 Ipswich Freehold Ole Trulson
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. a.  P.
O. Trulson  North ...  36 0 100 8 1 1
within the east boundary
of portion 37
REs[Aaas .- Selection part ly fenced and cultivated.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the  office of the Clerk of
Petty Sessions  in Gattoa.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
85-14520-D .B.
NEW ROAD.
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Pub li c Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ;" and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office ,  and at the Land Office ,  Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ACROSS  THE BRISBANE  RIVER ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
o
.• v
o o Re uted Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths .Desc ription of Road . c Pansh.  How held . Owner
a
a
;4 .
ohs. lks .
1 From the south -west 96 North Freehold  Martin M. Fahy 90° 0' 5 00
corner of portion 96, and Fahy 60° 0' 13 00
parish of  North ,  north -  96 10900' 4 90
eeaterl y  through por- 48° 30' 11 30
tions 96 and 95 to the 30° 15' 16 00
Brisbane River 92° 30 ' 7 50
2 From the Brisbane River 7 Sahl  ... Ditto  ...  John Harris ,  J. Harris , 20° 0' 3 00
no rtherly to a re- Junr.  iunr. 339° 0' 7 s0
served road in portion
7, parish of Sahl
19° 0' 6 23
Breadth
of Area.  Remarks.
Road.
Links.  A. R.  P.
100
irregu-
lar
6 0 23 Unimproved forest
land
irrega -
lar
2 1 0 Ditto.
Department of Public Lands,
85.11353-C.T. Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that the Land described in the Book of Reference here-
under is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act  of 1878 "; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections,
in writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed may be seen at the Public Lands Office,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THs
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINA GE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
O16 DeWptlon of Land
w x 'to be Resumed.
1
How Held. ReputedOwner.
M0,8
Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths. Area .  Remarks.
CD
A trip of Is4d revR4ts- Freehold
Ohs. Lks .  Links. A. a. r
PeterMorrison P. N. North ... 7 zD 78 0 2 6 land tossed.
ebht  Units reside from Campbell Campbell Pertly under onlti-
site Wd
mpben
street)
noi'f4 through east- ft
cd
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Department of Public Lands,
85-1321 2-C.Sol . Brisbane ,  31st  July,  1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Eecellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in  pursuance of the
provisions of "  The Public Works Lands  Resumption  Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for  general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence  of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the  particulars  of their estate  and interest  in the land required
for the said road, and their  claims for compensation  on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands  is willing to treat for  the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 134, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of dhurchill, District of Moreton.
IL
z
a
m
Description of Road.
a p I00
P4
'-a
oU
o$,
ec
i
Land Agent's
District. How Held. ReputedOwner. i
Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
o
a
PO
Area.
1 A strip of  land along the 134 588 Helidon  ... Freehold Sarah William 3530 0'
Chs. Lks.
10 SO
Links. A. R. P.
1 0 0
batik of Ma  Ma Creek Robson Robson  270° 0' 0 50
from the south-west
corner of portion  13t  ,
m
I
parish of Tenthill,
norther;y
REMARKS.-About 6 chains of the road passes through land enclosed by paling -f,  nee valued at 18s. per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane . 3rd August, 1885.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees or Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith intothe Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters
shall be forfeited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Licensee or Lessee .  Name of  Run. District .
Area-in
Square
Miles.
Amount.
John Franklin McMullen, as In- Burngrove ... Leichhardt 661- £ s. d.16  12  6
spector for the Union Bank of
Australia
Ditto Curragh ... ... ditto ... 31 7 15 0
Ditto Kildare ... .., ditto 6 1 10 0
Margaret Bell ... ... ... Woodhill ... ' ditto 25 6 5 0
Moses  Wafer and Frederick Cook Clifford ... .., ditto 170 42 10 0
Ditto ... Abinger ... ... ditto ... 68 17 0 0
Henry  Bauman ... ...  Sutton ... ... ditto ... 27 6 15 0
Thomas Clancey ... ... Columba ... ... ditto ... 293 7 7 6
Francis William Clapperton New Caledonia ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
RedhillPeter  Mannion ditto 74 18 10 0...
Henry Crew and Richard Lanyon
...
Blackwater
...
... ditto
... 491- 12 7 6
Matthew Charles Thomson ... Stewarton ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Lachlan McLennan ... ... Lorraine ... ditto 50 12 10 0
George Cook ' Kohler ... ... ditto 55 13 15 0
Alexander Bonar McDonald ... Grosvenor .. ... ditto 61 15 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Grosvenor North ... ditto 45 11 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Grosvenor East ... ... ditto 29 7 5 0
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MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
STATEMENT of  R CEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
Da. REVBrPTS.
1885 - 30th June.
To General  Rates  received ... ...
Government Endowment, 1st moiety
„ Dog and  Goat Tax  ... ... ...
Dray, ' Bus, and Drivers '  Licenses ...
Police Court  Fines  ... ... ...
General and Sundry  Receipts ...
Night -soil Service Receipts ... ...
Repayment Cash Advance Account ...
Balance ,  Austra li an Joint Stock Bank,
Gympie ... ...
On. EXPENDITURE.
£ E. d.  1885 -1st Jan.  £  8.  d. £ s. d.
925 15 6 By Balance ,  Australian Joint
1,305 13 6 Stock Bank , Gympie ...  2,903 0 6
13 0 0 1st May.
103 0 0 „ Transfer  to Lighting Ac-
13 5 0 count  ... ... ...  36 4 3
26 6 8 30th June.
91 4 6  „  General Expenses 24 9 0
10 0 0 „ Printing, Advertising, and
Stationery  ... ... 104 8 9
2,265 8 8 „ Petty Cash- -Stamps, Post-
ages,  &c. ... ... 15 19 8
Election Expenses 28 2 0
Cash  Advance Account ... 10 0 0
Sto re s and Materials-
Horse -feed , &c. ... 116 7 6
Timber  ... 47 4 1Sf
tf
H
)f
It
f)
y t,
1)
It
)7
Valuation  Expenses  ...  65 0 0
Professional Services-
F. 1. Power  ... ...  24 12 9
Survey  Fees 7 8 6
Premium-Plans for pro-
posed  New Town  Hall 26 6 0
Destruction of Goats . .
Cremation of Deceased
Cattle  .. ... ...
Tools and Plant ... ... 40 0 3Office Furniture ... ... 50 0 0
Salaries -
--Town Clerk  ...  96 0 0
Rate  Collector  ...  84 0 0
Auditors  ... ...  15 15 0
Night-soil Service Ex-
penses ...
„ Work and Labour-
Nash  street  ... ...  91 18 4
O'Connell street  ...  22 12 0
Myall  street  ...  118 6 0
Glenmire street  ...  11 0 2
Channon street  ...  8 10 8
Harkins street  ...  32 14 2
Nelson road 36 4 0
Mount Pleasant  ro ad 275 9 2
River Terrace road ...  63 4 6
Crescent road 3 14 0
Cleaning  Side Drains-
Nash street  ... ...  2 0 0
Cro wn  ro ad ... ... 6 10 0
Monkland  street ... 2 0 0
Red Hill  ... ... 2 11 4
One-Mile  . ...  2 11 4
Apollonian Vale ... 5 5 4
Crescent road  ...  2 11 0
Main  ro ad ... 5 9 4
Mount Pleasant  road 2 11 0
Approaches to Normanby
Bridge  ... ... ...  11 2 0
River road, near White's
Gu lly .. ... .. 3 13 0
Making  Pathway, Monk-
land 5 14 4
Digging Test Holes for
New Cemetery Site 4 0 0
General Repairs, includ-
ing Overseer ' s Salary ...  131 9 0
Interest  on Overdraft ...
123 6 3
11 10 0
1 3 0
90 0 3
195 15 0
99 13 4
851 0 8
96 9 7
£4,753 13 10 £4,753 13 10
Rates struck during half-year ending 30th June ,  1885  :- General rate of one shi ll ing in the £,
payable in one instalment on or before 14th April ,  1885  ;  struck 26th February, 1885.
Contracts entered into during half-year ending 30th June ,  1885-Nil.
WILLIAM  FERGUSON ,  Mayor.
Jas. G.  KIDGELL . Town Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
SYDNEY SHEPHERD, I Auditors.JAMES FARRELL,
Council Office,  Gympie ,  tad: July, 1885.
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MUNICIPALITY OF G MPIE-continued.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for Half -year ending 30th  June, 1885.
BALANCE SHEET-30TH JUNE, 1885.
DR.
£ a. d.
To Australian Joint Stock Bank , Gympie  2,265 8 8
JAS. G.  KIDGELL , Town Clerk.
£2,265 8 8
. CR.
g a. d.
By Capital Account ...  1,789 9 0
Office Furniture ...  144 6 6
„ Tools and Plant  ... ... 381 13 2
£2,260 8 8
WILLIAM FERGUSON ,  Mayor.
Examined  and found correct.
SYDNEY SHEPHERD,
j
Auditors.
JAMES FARRELL,
Council Chambers , Gympie, 2nd July, 1885.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for Half -year ending 30th June, 1885.
LIGHTING  ACCOUNT.
DR. RECEIPTS.
1885-1st May.
To Balance  A.J.S. Bank ...
30th June.
„ Lighting Rates  ... ...
„ Balance A.J.B. Bank  ... ... ...
DR. RECEIPTS.
Interest on Overdraft, A.J.S. Bank,
Gympie ... ... ... ...
On. EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.  1885 -30th June.
36 4 3 By Lighting Account-Cost of Gas and £ a. d.
Lighting of Street Lamps ... ...  212 7 9
33 13 6  „ Printing, Advertising, and Stationery 1 10 2
147 18 2  „  Office Furniture ... .. 1 0 0
1 18 0
'2216 16111 £216 15 11
BALANCE SHEET.
On.  EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
To Capital Account 106 1 10 By Plant Account-48 Street Lamps ...  252 0 0
,, Australian Joint Stock  Bank  ... ... 147 18 2 „ Office Furniture ... ... 1 0 0
£203 0 0
JAs. G. K IDGXLL , Town Clerk.
£253 0 0
WILLIAM FERGUSON, Mayor.
Examined  and found correct.
Council Chambers, Gympie, 2nd July, 1885.
SYDNEY SHEPHERD,
j Auditors.JAMES FARRELL,
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
LOAN ACCOUNT.
DR. RECEIPTS.
1886 - let Jan.
To Balance  Australian Joint Stock Bank
30th June.
„ Loan  Rates ...
DR.
On.  EXPENDITURE.
£  s. d.  1885-30th June.
179 1 7 By Sixth Half-yearly Payment  Principal
and Interest  on £3,000 Loan to
£ a. d.
36 6 3 31st  December, 1884 ... ...  194 5 0
„ Office Furniture .. .. 1 0 0
„ Interest, Australian Joint Stock Bank,
Gympie  ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ Balance  A.J.S. Bank ... ... 18 17 10
£214 7 10 1 £214 7 10
BALANCE SHEET.
£  it. d.
To Queensland Government  Loan Account 1,834 10 0
JAS. G. KIDGELL, Town Clerk.
£1,83410 0 £1,83410 0
WILLIAM FERGUSON,  Mayor.
Examined and found correct.
Council  Obambers,  O mpie, 2nd July, 1885.
1299
CR.
£ a. d.
By Capital Account ... ... ...  1,814 12 2
„ Office Furniture  ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ Balance  A.J.S. Bank  ... ... ...  18 17 10
SYDNEY SHEPHERD,Iauditors.JAMES' FARRELL,
two.
t96
SHIRE  OF TOOWONG.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EIPENDITIIBE Of the SHIR E  COUNCIL of TooWONG,  for the  Hall-year ending the 30th  day of  June, 1885.
RECEIPTS.
1885 - 1st January.
To balance to Credit of the Shire of Too-
wong ,  Union Bank of Australia, Bris-
bane  ... ... ... ... ...
30th June.
Government Endowment on Rates-
first moiety ...
Rates  received ...  ... ...
„ Miscellaneous  Receipts ...
EXPENDITIIBE.
£ i. d.  1885-30th June.  £ 8. d. £ s. d
By Salaries  ... ... ... 97 18 4
General Expenses ... ... 53 17 11
876 13 11 „ Advertising ... ... 15 9 6
Printing and Stationery ... 9 2 9
„ Election and Valuation Ex-
725 1 3 penses  .. • ... ... 13 9 0
67 19 0 „ Water Rate, Milton Stand
3 15 3 Pipe  ... ... 10 0 0
199 17 6
Works and Repairs-
River  road ... .. 451 8 0
Park  road and Douglas
street 1210 3
Robert's street 9 17 0
Cribb  street  . ... 43 18 6
Sherwood  road .. 9 4 9
Maodonnell and Josling
streets  ... ... 4 10 6
Maryvale street 3 4 0
Sylvan road  .  39 9 8
Brisbane  and Emma
streets 5 10 9
High street ... ... 47 0 10
Bayswater street  ...  32 15 3
Heussler terrace ... 15 0 4
Miskin st re et  ... . 4 11 8
Richer and Anerley
streets  ... ... 1 6 0
Milton  road ... ... 413 8
Moggill road  ... ...  294 14 0
St. Osyth  street ... 24 9
Church street  ... ..  3 8 3
Croydon and John
streets  ... ... 1 7 0
Stanley terrace  ...  54 6 3
Wilson and Campbell
streets  ... ... 6 3 10
Union st re et  ... ...  0 6 6
Burn's road  ... ...  16 0 0
Issac street  ... 1 15 2
Office Account-Fenc-
ing ... 1 16 4
Kensington Terrace ... 1 6 0
Tools and Road Plant
Balance  to the Credit of
the Shire of Toowonn,
Union Bank of Australia,
Brisbane  ... ... ...
1,090 15 1
20 6 10
362 11 0
£1,673  9 5 £1,673 8 6
CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
1885 - 30th June .  £ s. d.  1885-1st January. £ r. d.
To Shire Council Office  ...  323 2 2 By Balance from last year  . 1,25¢ 5 11
Office Furniture  ... .. ... 37 6 8
„ Balance in  Union Bank of Australia,
Brisbane  362 11  0
Balance  from Profit and Loss Account 531 6 1
£1,254  5 11 £1,254 5 11
WILLIAM E. IRVING, Shire Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Shire Council of Toowong, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
WILLIAM ARTHY,
) Auditors.J. G. CRIBB,
Shire Council Office,
Toowong, 2nd July, 1885.
Allowed by the Council this 4th day of August, 1886.
ROBERT CRIBB,
President.
3?i.
SOS
BAROLIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
T
AKE Notice that the undermentioned Properties of which you appear to be the Occupiers or Owners
have been  assessed  at the net annual value opposite to each. If you object to such valuation you
may appeal  against it  to the Court of Petty Sessions at Bundaberg within one month from the date
hereof. Notice of appeal must be given in writing, addressed to the Clerk of the Board,  at least seven
days before the sitting of the Court, and must also be given to the Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
No. on
Rate-
book.
396 A. Anderson ... 4
519 Ditto ... ... ... 4
520 Ditto ... ... ... 4
521 Ditto ... ... ... 4
522 Dilto  .. ... ... 4
385 H .  Barriskill ... ... 4
431 J. Crowe ... ... ... 4
432 Ditto ... ... ... 4
437 - Ennis  ... ... ...  4
651 Margaret Egan  ... ... 4
324 - Falconer  ... ...  4
366 J. Green ... ... ... 4
374 Ditto ... ... ... 4
389 Ditto ... ... ... 4
390 Ditto  ... ... ...  4
480 Ditto ... ... ... 4
489 Ditto ... ... ... 4
678 Thos .  Hincks  ... ...  4
553 W .  F. Harrington ... 4
397 H .  Harris  ... ... ...  4
445 - Jensen ... ... ... 4
433 D .  Lanaki  ... ... ... 4
427 A. Lister ... ... ... 4
428 Ditto ... ... ... 4
453 G .  F. Lister ... ... 4
447 - Mahoney ... ... 4
379 D .  McKiblin  ... ...  4
380 Ditto ... ... ... 4
446 - Nelson ... ... ... 4
325 W.  C. Rogers  ... ... 4
826 Ditto  ... ... ... 4
327 Ditto ... ... ... 4
357 Ditto ... ... ... 4
358 Ditto ... ... ... 4
359 Ditto ... ... ... 4
360 Ditto ... ... .. 4
361 Ditt o ... ... ... 4
362 Ditto ... ... .•. 4
363 Ditto  ... ... ... 4
364 Ditto ... ... ... 4
401 Ditto ... ... ... 4
405 Ditto ... ... ... 4
406 Ditto ... ... ... 4
412 Ditto ... ... ... 4
413 Ditto ... ... ... 4
415 Ditto ... ... ... 4
416 Ditto ... ... ... 4
417 Ditto  ... ... ...  4
422 Ditto  ... ... ...  4
423 Ditto  ... ... ...  4
429 Ditto ... ... ... 4
430 Ditto ... ... ... 4
247 Sinclair Rowney  ... ...  4
382 N .  Sievers  ... ... ...  4
538 G. Sievers ... ... ... 4
452 N. Sievers ... ... ... 4
573 M.  G. Salmon  ... ...  6
574 Ditto .. ... ...  6
448 W.  Sunderland  ... ... 4
497 - Shuttleworth ... ... 4
499 Finlay Sluels  ... ...  4
500 Ditto ... ... ... 4
501 Ditto ... ... ... 4
503 Ditto ... ... ... 4
504 Ditto ... ... ... 4
517 Ditto ... ... ... 4
518 Ditto ... ... ... 4
365 Thomas and Co. .. 4
367 Ditto ... ... ... 4
368' Ditto ... ... ... 4
478 Ditto ... ... ... 4
479 Ditto ... ... ... 4
488 Ditto ... ... ... 4
418 P. Whittall ... ... 4
419 Ditto ... ... 4
440 Ditto ... ... 4
441 Ditto ... .., 4
371 G. Whittall ... ...  4
473 T. Walters ... ... ... 4
476 Ditto ... ... ... 4
4
11
3
3
3
3
10
17
17
17
11
1
8
10
1111-25
28
12
sub.
Town .  Parish .  County. Amount.
9 New Bundaberg  ...
11 Ba rolin  Marine Township
12
13
14
17
4
5
18
ditto  ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
New Bundaberg  ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
1'8 Barolin Marine Township
6 New Bundaberg  ...
4 ditto ... ...
3 ditto  ... ...
2 ditto  ... ...
3 ditto ...
8 ditto ...
9 ditto
15 Barolin Marine Township
36 1 to  8 Barolin Gardens ...
sec.
11 10 New Bundaberg ...
18 16 ditto ...
17 6 ditto  ... ...
13 1 ditto ...
13 20 ditto  ... ...
19 8 ditto ... ...
18 27 ditto ...
10 9 ditto ... ...
10 10 ditto
18 17 ditto  ... ...
1 7 ditto  ... ...
1 8 ditto ...
1 9 ditto ...
7 13 ditto  ... ...
7 14 ditto ...
7 15 ditto ... ...
7 16 ditto  ... ...
7 17 ditto  ... ...
7 18 ditto  ... ...
7 19 ditto  ... ...
7 20 ditto  ... ...
11 17 ditto ... ...
11 18 ditto  ...
11 19 ditto  ... ...
12 6 ditto ... ...
12 7 ditto ... ...
12 9 ditto ... ...
12 10 ditto ... ...
12 11 ditto ... ...
12 16 ditto ... ...
12 17 ditto ...
17 2 ditto ... ...
17 3 ditto ... ...
3 10 Springfield ... ...
10 14 New Bundaberg ...
12 14 Barolin Marine Township
19 5 New Bundaberg ...
...
sub.
2 Sea Park  ... ...
3 ditto ... ...
18 28 New Bundaberg ...
1 5 Ba rolin Marine Township
1 7 ditto ... ...
1 8 ditto ... ...
1 9 ditto ... ...
1 11 ditto ... ...
1 12 ditto ... ...
3 2 ditto ...
3 3 ditto ... ...
8 3 New Bundaberg ...
8 11 ditto ...
ditt
...
8
25
12
6
o ...
ditto ...
...
...
25 7 ditto ... ...
28 8 ditto ... ...
12 12 ditto ... ...
12 13 ditto ... ...
18 11 ditto ... ..
18 12 ditto ... ...
9 12 ditto ... ...
22 8 ditto ... ...
22 11 ditto ... ...
a. d.
$ arolin Cook 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 8 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 5 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  8 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto  3 0 0
,ditto ditto  3 0 0
ditto ditto '3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
ditto ditto 3 0 0
597
SUPPLEMENTARY  LIST.- SUB. 3.
No. Town. Allotment. Section .  Portion .  Amount.
£ S. d.
24 East  Bundaberg ...  15 1 3 4 0 0
84 Ditto ... ...  14 4 3 3 0 0
482 Now Bundaberg ...  1 26 4 3 0 0
483 Ditto ... ...  2 26 4 3 0 0
484 Ditto ... ...  5 26 4 3 0 0
485 Ditto ... ...  6 26 4 3 0 0
Bundaberg, 3rd July, 1885.
1216
R. THOMPSON,
Clerk of the Board.
44s.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER, NOrIOR.
rrk ICE !notice, that applications have be„a made to bring the Lands desartbel befow under the
provisions of  ` • f/te Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to  lo Ige ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day uarned
%;nr(ption m ,l Stuation  of Land. 'lame ofLpplica( t. Date within  which %':av atmay be lodged.
2  roods,  being allotment 5 of section 2, town of  Goon-
diwindi
John Mier ... ... 8th September, 1885.
29&% perches ,  being re-subdivisions 3 and 4 of allotment
1 of section 34, town of  Rockhampton Mary Jane Daglish ... 8th September. 1885.
1 acre,  being subdivision 1 of allotment 1 of section 11,
town of Toowooniba
Hugh Muir Nelson 8th September, 1885.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,  THO. MYJ.NE,
Brisbane , 8th August.  1985 .  Registrar  of Titles.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
1888.
8 July
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Estate Particulars of 9Name of Dec(ased Vale  of  Same Description claimed to Will W6_Proprietor. Death .  of Claimant .  and Situation of Land .  i be meor otherwise. . .transmitted. O. a,
Asa
John McIntyre,  late of
Brisbane, freeholder
Michael O'Connell, late
of Brisbane ,  painter
Ditto  ... ... ...
Mary Gorry,  late wife of
Christopher Gerry, of
Ipswich ,  saddler
Andrew Diflo .  1-(te of
Toowoomba ,  farmer
James Presland ,  late of
Rockhampton , publi-
can
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
Peter McIntyre, of Ip-
swich ,  Civil servant
1485.
20 May Eliza O'Connell,  of Bris-
bane, widow
20 May Daniel O'Connell ...
1879.
2 June Christopher Gerry,  afore-
said
1880.
3 Oct. Mary Erbacber ,  wife of
Peter Erbacher, of
Toowoomba .  farmer;
Annie Ott, wife of
Peter Ott, of Middle
Ridge ,  near Too-
woomba ,  bri ckmaker;,
and Rose MQhling,
wife of Leonard
Mtthling ,  of Too-
woomba ,  bricklayer
1885.
19 Apri l Ellen Presland ,  of Rock-
hampton, widow
1885.
Eliza Edmonds ,  late  of  8 April.
South  Brisbane, widow
George Augustus Ed-
monds ,  of Brisbane,
labourer
Subdivisions  13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 38,  Fee-simple
and  64B of part of  portion 208,
parish of South Brisbane
Allotment 6, section G, town of Life estate
Gympie
Allotment  6, section  G, town of  Fee-simple
Gympie inremainder
Allotment 4, section 1, town of Fee -simple
Ipswich
Snlafivision 3 of portion 457, Fee-simple
parish of Drayton
Selection 180, parish of Grace -  Fee-simple
mere ,  subdivision B of allot-
ment 10 of section 78, town of
Rockhampton
Portion  198, pariah  of Bulimba ...  Fee-simple
1885.
Will dated 30 March ,  8 Sept.
1884
Will dat ed 18 May ,  15 Sept.
1885
Will  dated 18 May, 15 Sept.
1885
Will dated 12 April, 15 Sept.
18,19
Will dated 10 Sep-  15 Sept.
tember, 1880
As administratri x 22 Sept.
As administrator 8 Sept
THO. MYLN E,
Registrar of Titles' Office,  Registrar  of Titles.
Brit' ane, 8th August, 1885.
fOttovring
General
 Post
 Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  5th August ,
 1885.
SBYltft3T of 0E6' av,TtONS taken at the Msu*oaoLDAICAt Wtsr ON,  BAIiBdlci, during  the Month of JULY, 1886, is published  for general  information.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
 Pnatmaeter -OederaL
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS  TURN
 AT BRISBANE DURING THR. MONTH OF JULY, 1889.
LIT., 270' 2813" S .;  LoNa ,  153' 161 lb" E.; HaloHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE  MEAN SEA LBV$ L, 120 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM  YEA - COA*T,
WAaOYET 1 1 .  ITe&OZSTI:a.
Corrected to 3k."
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to
 mean of Air.  Evaporation.
sea level.
...
!30404
 W3457'30-387
... ... 30259 30'17330221
... ... .« ... .. 29.90829 913 29 912
Ala 9
m a, I m a
61.0 78.5 62'0 58'5 680
:,6'l) 121.7 64.3 61'9
51-5
 605 ; 46.0
Summary of July,  1883. Mess Shade Tamp „  80'0 degrees . Kale  fell on 2 days .
 Total Rainfall,
188 ... ,3.7
 ...  19 ...
1883 «. 60.1
1882 ... 68°3
1881 ... 59.9
1880 ... 607
1177 ... 6014 ... 11
1878 ... 59-0 ... 20
O
0.
57.0
c
Humidit y. 6 o a
d
0.
-96 '90
 1)6 138-1 1041)
61.3 51.3 73 '58
 '81 125.1
4.5.0 53.0 a'1'0
5
4
it
0-
1878 ... 608 ... 4 ,.,
1879  ...
 591.4 9
-57 41 -68 93'5
saLF-aselsTaa1NG
T H RBmOY  aTh]lE,
WIND.
10 MILES.
%I .
Summary of Direction.
e
..1
9 a.m. I 3 .fi.m. 9 p. n.
CL )U:,. I OEONE.
f? I E I d
• d
10 5 9INO NE0N0 NE4NI N1712 14 11)
4SO N1v083  NW38o NW5
1 2.3  31  113  4.3 6'2E0
 6001 ; 0 90701 8K,3
WI 8W31W5 8W9W3  SWO n o 0 2 1
95,1'
 43.6 73.3 1 45.2
81-0 33:5 631) 37'0
0.06 lushes.
6.13
0'69
2-47
9.44
0.91
3'18
0-24
1.62
7-18
2, V)
3,32
2-73
2'89
2 39
2.02
3.66
2.28
3'04
65  ... 28 ... S.W. and S.
80 ... 13 ...  S.W.
84 ... 9 ...  S.W. and W.
77 ... 18 ... B.W.
74 ... 17 ... S.W
69 ... 24
 ...
 S. W.
76 ... 17 ... 9.tt.
70 ... 2:1  ...  u and S.W.
81 ... 12 ...  A.W. and  W.
The weatbarbae been slightly warmer than usual during the month ,  the mean shade temperature, 60.05, being 8'10 over the average of this month for the previous ten years, and the same as the previous three years .  The highest reading in
shade ,  was on the 26th ,  the lowest on grass, 33'5" ,  was on the morning of the 3rd .  The mean baro metric reading ,  30'218 inches, Is 0'096 inches over the average of  the  month  ;  the highest , 3(x.}04,  was at 9 p.m. on  the 31st,  and the lowest.
28'913
 *"*MR,  at S  P.M.  on the 7th. Rain fell on 2 days;
 the total fall, 0.05 inches,  being  2-78  inches under the average of the month for the pre vious ten years, and  2-71  inches under the previous three yeas .  The greatest fell in 24 hours,
004 inches ,  was on the 11th .
 The total amount of rainfall during the year 1885, up to 31st July, is 15.64 Inches, on 67 days. The rainfall, du ri ng the same period in 1884 ,  was 30' 25 inches, on 88 days .  For tutther information as to the rainfall
of the entony ,  ace general summary published monthly in the
 Government Gazelle.
5
Evaporation ,  3.30 Inches.
aAIN.
535 78-5  62 0 31*5 '010
Electrical Obsetvatlons -
 77 Positive ;  16 (egesive .  Prevaibn j Winds ,  S.W.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
GoVernmedt Meteorologi c-at  Obaervsr.
Colofitittt-%crutary;e O$ee,
$risbane,  5th August, 1885.TOE following Ge eral Abstract, showing the Average Amount f theLIABILITIESand Assn of the COMMERICAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of Quaenaland, taken from
the several Weekly Statements during the Q.iarter from the 30th MARCH to 29th JUNE, 1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No.  13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
tinder Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Aw ptyet of the LIABIWTIES and Aesa •rs of the COW-IdaajcsL BARING COMPANY OF  SYDNEY,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from she several Weekly
State ments during  the Quarter from the 30th
 MARCH to 29th JUNE, 1885.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in  Ciroulatton f
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest
Bils in Circulation Not bearing  Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks
Deposits ..•
Total Amount
 of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this Date ..,
Rate +
 the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared  ... ... ._.
475,171 12 9
... ... ... £I 511,61412 8
LEioant of  the Reserva,I Profits at tho time -of declaring
 sueh Dividend
Brisbane, 29th July, 1885.
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ e. d•
TOTALS.
£ .. d
101,781 3 3
16,288 0 11
1,334 15 8
4,3;)8 3 6
695,062 1  2
818,814 15 6
J. L. ADAMS,  Manager.
W. It. PARK ER, Acoonatnnt.
I, John Lowry
 Adams, male
 oath that, to the best
 of  my
 ktiowl a and
 belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of he Average Amount of Assets and  Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified
 ;
 and that the same was made up from the
 Weekly  Statements
 thereof, kept  in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Gove rnor  and Council of the Cekxiy of New South Wales,ti Victoria, No. 1S.
Sworn before me, at Bei. bmtie, this  twenty-ninth day of July, 1886.
W. H. GADEN, Justice of
 the Peace.
J. L. ADAMS.
ASSESS) L
The duty on the within-mentioned sum-of X7,87 ,?',4.00-o k009omquo ee' seon poaitioaaf- the  dsrt4  p.yahle on the, manualavaragir,of  the money value of the notes, in circadation ,  for the year 1985, by theCommeriasl•  Banking-Company of Sydney ,  in the Colony '
 of Queensland,
 is assessed
 at the sum of £26416e .
 7d. By the Commissioner,
 of Stamp Duties,
G'EOR01 DAY,,Officer in Charge.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
ASSETS . AMOUNT.
37,977 10 0 Coined Geld and Silver, and other Coined Metals
........ Gold and Silver  in Bullion or Bare ...
Government  Securities ..
428 7 6 Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
ji Notes and Bills of other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks
1,037 2 5 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Not bearing Interest ... ., , ,
 187,038 12 2
Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
 288,133 0 7
600,000 0 0
25 per cent ,  per annum.
75,000 0 0
701,556 0 9
RECEIPT.
Received,  on the  29th da
 of Jui7,1285 ,  tha stun £$84
 ] 6e 7d.,
 fox the titntP assessed as
 above.11ntd.- Taos .  1• Aian. For the Commissioner,OSpWE  ]DAY, 4 49er in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th August, 1885.THE following
 General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK of AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED, within  the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter
 from the 31st MARCH to 30th JUZR,1885 .  is published in conformity with the second section of  tile Act of Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT .
 showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK  OF AUSTRALIA,  LIYITBD, within  the !olony of Queensland ,  taken from  the several Weekly
Statements during the quarter from the 81st MARCH to 30th JuEB,1885.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.
Notes  in Circulationas  . .
Bills in Circulation
ar
TOTALS.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
5 Not bearing Interest  .., .., ...... 48,787 13 11Bearing Interest
 ...... ......
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest
 .., ... ...
5,674 2 10
Balance  due to other
 Banks ..,
Deposits ... ll Not bearing Interest 193,440 8 2Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...  463,047 5 4 656 ,487 13 6
Total Amount of Liabilities... ... ... £ 710,949 10 3
. Amount of
 the Capital  Stock
 paid  up at this date
 ... ... ... ... ...
1,500,000 0 0
?Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus decla re d to the Shareholders  ... ... ... Sle per cent. per annum,t and Bonus.
Amount of the last
 Half-yearly
 Dividend and Bonus declared
 ... ...  120,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
 ... ...  1,109,075 13 0
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and ether Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars  .., .., ...
Landed Property .. ... .., ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks
 ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank., including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock an Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, s ills, and Balances
due to the said  Bank  from other Banks ... ..
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT.
£ . d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
127,657 10 1
90 16 935,780 15  9
1,110 11 6
5,554 6 11
1,771,261 3 9
... ... ... £ 1,941,355 4 9
A. THOMSON,
 Manager.
C. M. COLLINS, Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson,
 make
 oath that, to the best of my
 knowledge  and belief, the foregoing Abstract is  a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during  the period specified ; and that the
 same
 was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me at Brisbane ,  this twenty -first day of July, 1885.
THOS.  E. WMITE ,
 Justice
 of the Peace.
A. THOMSON.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the
 within-mentioned
 sum of
 £ 48,78713s . 11d., being one Quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation ,  for the year 18851
by the Union Bank of Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland, is assessed at the sum of £366 18s. 3d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received  on the 31st day of  July,
 1885, the sum of
 £36518s .  3d. for the duty assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Tr.os. B. Alan. GEE,RGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
Miles open,
forTrame.
Passengers ' Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.
Week tmiu.t 2nd August, 1885
Correspo , hug week  ast year
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1885  - T )tal Traffic  to date ...
1884  -  Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending 2nd August, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1885 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884 -Ditto  ditto ..
Total Increase
£  it.  d.
574 1,870 18 7
553 1,859 18 10
... 10 19 9 812 0 3
...
...
45 11 10
191,450 7 7
...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
8 s. d. £ a.  d. £ a, a. £ a. d.
77  2'18 8 6 782  14 11  11 12 1  1,002 15  6
77 254 0 4 567 17 2 13 13 9 835 11 3
...
... ... ...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
Week ending 2nd August, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1885 -Total  Traffic to date ...
1884 - Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
1 0 11
... ...
... ...
£  S.  d.
4,956 7 10
4,144 7 7
214 17 9 167 4 3
... 2 1 8 ...
28.6 10 0 11 4 27 16 3
Total.
£ a . d. £ a. d.
136 16  6 6,964  2 11
165 18 2 6,170 4 7
... 793 18 429 1  8 ...
...
...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week  ending 2nd August, 1885
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884  - Dil t--) ditto
Total Increase
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
66 50 15 7 111 5 6 4 16 4 166 17 5
66 51  16 6 82 19 8 4 6 0 139 1 2
£  E.  d.
369 496 8 6
317 410 12 5
... ...
85 16 1
...
...
205,552 0 0
£14,101 12 5
26,671 12 2
21,980 17 11
£4,69014 3
5,265 12 2
5,621 17 1
£366 4 11
A  a. d. £ a. d. £  R. d.
3,68319 6 64  4 1  4,134 12  1
1,792 15 7 49 14 1 2,253 2 1
1,791 3 11 4 10 0 1,881 10 0
...
...
......
NORTHEIf RAIWAY.
Week ending 2nd August ,  1885 170
Corresponding week last year 127
Increase... ...
Decrease ... ... ...
1885- Total  'Iraf1w  to date ...1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
£ a. d.
474 12 7
399 9 7
...
...
102,612 12 11
100,440  3 11
£2,172 9 0
£  s. d. £  at. d. £ a. d.
1,238 4 0 107 6 3 1,820  2 10
857 0 6  81 15  0 1,338 6 1
75 3 0 381 3 6 25 11 3 481 17 9
49,521 18 4
32,983 19 1
16,537 19 3
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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MACKAY t RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
1
THE following Time Table will come into operation on MONDAY, lOti. August, 1885, and continue
in force until further notice
UP TRAINS -DAILY.
i
Milan k  Stations. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
MACECAY  ...  depart l  ... 13.0
2 Show G ro unds ... ....  A 3.8
4 Racecourse  ... ... A 3.14
5  To  Howai  ... ... A 3.19
7 Alexandra A 3.27
8 Palms  ... ... ... ...  A 3.32
9 Walkerston  ... ...  3 86
11 Pleystowe  ... ...  A 3.44
12 Greenmount  ... ....  A 3.50
14 Level Cro ssing... .... A 3.56
15 Newbury Junction arr. ... ...
15 Newbury Junction dep.
18 Leye; Crossing...
t1 Vicwria ...
23 ETON  ... ...  arrive
I5 Newbury Junction dep. 7'30
16 Level Crossing... .... A 7.35
17 Marian .. ... ... A 7.40
23 HA>KrtoN  ...  arrive 8.0
4.2
A 4.7
A 4.12
4.30
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY.
Stations .  Mixed .  ! Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. a.m. I p.m.
HAMILTON  ...  depart  ...  8'30 4.45
Marian  ... ... ... ...  A 8.48 A 5.3
Level  Crossing ... ... I  A 8.53 A 5.8
Newbury Junction  arr. .. f 8 .58 5.13
ETON ... ... depart 7.0
Victoria ... ...  A 7.6
Level Crossing... ... A 7.17
Newbury  Junction  arr. 7.27
i Newbury Junction dep
Level Crossing...
Greenmount ...
Pleystowe
Walkerston
Palms ...
Alexandra
To Kowai
Racecourse
Show Grounds...
MACSAY arrive
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take  on passengers , and will set them down when required.  Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 3.8) at platforms  and sidings  are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th July, 1885.
IN THE VICE 4DMILALTY COURT OF
QUEENSLAND.
ORDER  OF THE  JUDGE.
J
the Honourable Sir CHi.uiEs LILLEY, Knight
the Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge
of the said Vice Admiralty Court, in pursuance
of all powers and authorities enabling me in this
behalf, do hereby order and direct that all suitors'
moneys to be paid into the Vice Admiralty Court
of Queensland shall be so paid upon receivable
orders, to be obtained at the Registry, into the
Colonial Treasury of the Colony, and that upon a
Treasury receipt for such money being filed in the
Regis try, the payment into Court shall be complete,
and that  upon an  order  being  made for the payment
of such money out of Court; a receipt  for the same
shall be prepared in the Registry, on signing which,
the party to whom such tnoney is payable shall
receive an order upon the Treasury for the pay-
ment of such money. I do also further order and
direct that all such receipts and payments of money
as aforesaid  shall be subject to the audit of the
Auditor-General of Queensland, and to such
officers ahd inspectors as he may appoint for the
purpose.
Dated this fourth day of August, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.,
By His Honour  the Judge,
WILLM.  BELL , R egistrar.
Judge.
IN THE VICE ADMIRALTY COURT OF
QUEENSLAND.
ORDER OF THE  JUDGE.
Re  Barquentine  " Heath," Nos. 59 and 61.
1  N pursuance  of the General Order made by me
herein as  to suitors' money in the Vice
Admiralty Court, and dated this fourth day of
August, 1$86j I, tbre Honourable Sir CHARLES
LILL3;Y, Knight, the Chief Justice of Queensland,
and Judge of the said Court, hereby order and
direct that the sum of one hundred and eighteen
pounds nineteen shillings  and sevenpence, now
5.15
A 5.25
A 5.36
5.42
F. CUIINOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
standing to the credit of the Registrar of the said
Court,  re  the barquentine " Heath," be paid into
the Colonial Treasury ,  at Brisbane, in  re  the said
barquentine  "  Heath ,"  to abide any further order
that I may make as to the payment of the said
money.
Dated this fourth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.,
By His Honour the Judge,
WILLM. BELL, Registrar.
Judge.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
M R. JUSTICE HARuING.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency  Petition against
James  Nicholson  Larner,  of Gotha  street,
Fortitude Valley,  travelling agent, by himself.
U 
PON the hearing of this  Petition this day, it is
ordered  that the said James Nicholson Larner
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Nicholson Larner, for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
Supreme Court , on the Twelfth day of August, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is  further
ordered that the said James  Nicholson  Larner shall,
on the  Tenth day  of August ,  1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and
liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
re sidences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court , this twenty-
ninth day  of July, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
9-0
A 9.6
A 9 12
A .918
9.26
A 9.30
A 9.35 ...
A 9.48 ..
A 9.48
A 9.54
110.0 1
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent.
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In the Supremecourtof Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY,
THE CHIEF JUSTICE-
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
War Sing ,  of Ma rryyborough, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  by Maurice David
Benjamin ,  trading as Maurice D. Benjamin
and Co.," of Brisbane ,  merchants.
U
' PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed  by the  said War
Sing ,  having beeti given ,  it is ordered that the said
War Sing be ,  and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his  Estate.  And  it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said War Sing ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
on the Twentieth day of A st, 1886 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said  War  Sing shall ,  on the Eighteenth
day of Auqu at,  1885 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee  in  this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so for as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifth day
of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. W. CKAMB) as,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditor.
in the Supreme Court of Queensland,
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition a inst
John  Higgins,  of Rockhampton ,  in the Colony
of Queensland,  commission  agent, by Jane
Brett, of Rockhampton aforesaid ,  widow.
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
U and  upon proof satisfactory to the Court
of the  debt  .of the Petitioner ,  and of  the  act of
insolvency all eged to have been committed by. the
said  John H iggins , having  been given, it is
ordered that the said John Ihiggins be, and
he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meetfhg of the creditors of thb said John
Higgins ,  for the el egction of a Trustee ,  be held
at the Office of the  R egistrar of this Court, on the
Thirteenth day of August ,  1885, it Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon .  And it Ii farther ordered that
the said John Higgins Shall ,  on the Eleventh
day of August ,  1885, at Brisbane ,  de liver to the
Tr ustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and
liabilities  of every  kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the  causes of his  inability  to meet his engage.
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this thirty-
first day of  July ,  X1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED 'DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Russ JownS,  BROWN, AND Jones,
Solicitor  for the Petitioning Creditor,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
and Rockhampton:
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ms. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter  of James Wi ll iam Thomas Baker, of
Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor ,  ftn Insolvent.
ENRY ARTHUR BROWN ,  of Rockhamp-11  ton ,  in the Colony of Qdeensland,  commis-Sion, aggnt,  has been appointed Trustee of  the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REEs,  Joxus ,  BROWN,  and JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane, and
Quay street, Rockhampton.
1310 6s. 6d.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Francis Cooper ,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, blacksmith and
iro nfounder ,  insolvent.ROBERT CRIBB, of Brisbane ,  commissionagent, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
gffects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet  proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this third day of August, 1885.
1305
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tus CHIEF JIISTICS.
In the Matter of Henry Fuchs ,  of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  labourer, an
Insolvent.
1
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to  take place  before the
olice Magistrate ,  at Maryborough ,  on the Twenty-
sixth day of August instant, at Ten o 'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
W. J. McGiurir,
Maryborough.
By DaLY AND HELLICAE,
Brisbane.
1326
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
fX INSOLVENCY.
M. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Michael  Mullin, of Clermont, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  hetelkeeper, an
Insolvent.
t
E NRY ARTHUR BROWN ,  of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REM JONES, 1IBOWN, AND JONES,
Solicitors or the Trustee,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
and Quay street, Rockhampton.
1331 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Colburn, of Burrum, in the
Colony of Queensland, timber-getter, an In-
solvent.
T
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police  Magistrate , at Maryborough, on the Twenty-
sixth day of August  instant , at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.'
Dated this sixth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
W. J. MCGRATH,
Maryborough.
By DALY AND HELLICAE,
Brisbane.
1325 5s.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Smith ,  of Charleville,
cordial manufacturer ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
Matter of the abovenamed insolvent ,  adjudi-
cated on the fifth day of June, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the twentieth  day of  August instant ,  will  be ex-
cluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Brisbane , 5th day of August, 1885.
1318 4s.
In the Insolvent Estate of Frederick Dickey Hogg
and Vincent Percy King, trading  as " King
and Co.," of Mackay,  store keepers.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend of two shillings
and elevenpence three  farthings  (2s. 114d.)
in the £ is now  payable at my Office.
W. E. BYRNE,
Trustee,
-  Brisbane street,  Mackay.
1300 3s. 6d.
In the Estate of Barrie and Fleming, of the Dee
Gold Fields, Insolvents.A DIVIDEND of 7d. in the f has been declared
herein, and is now payable at the Office of
the undersigned on all duly proved and admitted
claims.
HENRY A. BROWN,
Trustee.
Fitzroy Chambers, Rockhampton.
1302 3s. 6d.
In the Estate of Jerome Brandon Ryan, of Rock-
hampton, an Insolvent.
A FIRST and Final Dividend of 6d. in the £
has been declared herein, and is now payable
at the Office of the undersigned on all duly proved
and admitted claims.
HENRY A. BROWN,
Trustee.
Fitzroy Chambers, Rockhampton.
1303 3s. 6d.
In re  Wallace and Golding, of Muttaburra
Insolvents.
` FIRST and Final Dividend of eight shilling s
A and tenpence halfpenny (8s. 101d.,) in the
pound is now payable at the Office of the e Trustee
at Muttaburra, upon all proved and admitted
claims in  above Estate.
1813
W. ST J. HARDING,
Trustee.
3s.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  John Barker ,  formerly of Walla,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  squatter, but
lately of Dumfries, in Scotland ,  gentleman,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Accounts,
from the ninth day of December ,  one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty -three, to the
thirtieth  day of June ,  one thousand eight hundred
and eighty -five, in the Estate of the abovenamed
deceased ,  have this day been filed in my Office,
and all parties having any claims on the said
Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein, are
requi red to come in before me at my Office,Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before
THURSDAY,  the Tenth day of  September next,
and inspect the said Accounts ,  and,  if they should
think fit, object thereto ; and if no exception shall
be taken to such Accounts the same will be duly
inquired into at my said Office ,  on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this third day of August, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Proctor for the Executor,
Brisbane.
1323 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Shanahan, late of Deniliquin,
in the Colony of New South Wales, land
proprietor and grazier ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Ancillary Letters of
Probate of the Will of the abovenamed John
Shanahan, deceased ,  may be granted to Patrick
Alfred Jennings ,  of the City of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales ,  Knight, and James
Henry Davidson, of Westbrook, Darling Downs, in
the Colony of Queensland, grazier, the Executors
and Trustees named in and appointed by the said
Will.
Dated this fourth day of August, A.D. 1885.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for  the said Sir  Patrick Alfred
Jennings and James Henry Davidson.
1324 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Joseph Cartwright Rossiter, late
of 20, Church Crescent, South Hackney,
London, England, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration of ourteen days from the
publication hereof ,  application will be made
to the said  Honourable Court, that Letters of
Administration of all the lands of the abovenamed
Joseph Cartwright Rossiter ,  deceased, who died
intestate ,  may be granted to James Oowhshaw, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  gentleman;
the lawful constituted attorney of Elizabeth
Rossiter , of Croydon, in the Colony of New South
Wales, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at  Brisbane , this sixth day of August,
A.D. 1885.
CHARLES BERTRAM LILLEY,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for  the said  James Cowlishaw.
1827  on.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John De Poix Tyrel,  late of
Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
\\
N OTICE is hereby given, that  after the eapira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John De Poix Tyrel, deceased,
may be granted to Elizabeth Ann De Poix Tyrel,
of Stanthorpe aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased, and the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated the sixth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDE W,
1330
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the  said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Alfred Harry  Dewson,
late of Montague  road ,  Scuth Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  law clerk ,  deceased,
intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application wi ll  be made to the said Honour-
able Court,  that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits and
effects of the abovenamed  Alfred  Harry Dewson,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Sarah  Ann Dewson ,  of South Brisbane aforesaid,
the widow  of the said deceased.
Dated this 31st day of July, 1885.
R EES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
and  Rockhampton.
Proctors  for the  said Sarah Ann Dewson.
1309 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Peter Farquharson, late of
Umbirom, near Drayton, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of ourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate ,of the Will
of the abovenamed Peter Farquharson ,  deceased,
m, y be granted o Eliza Farquharson, of Umbirom,
near Drayton aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated at Toowoomba, this thirty-first day of
July, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
1306
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  James  Wyllie, late  of the South
Pine River ,  near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland,  farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will  be made to
the said  Honourable Court ,  that Probate of the
%V ill of the  abovenamed James  Wyllie,  deceased,
may be granted to Alexander Jackson  Wyllie and
James Ross  Wyllie,  of the South Pine h iver
aforesaid ,  the sons of the said deceased ,  and the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated  at Brisbane ,  this sixth day of August, A.D.
885.
ROBERT W. KINGSFORD,
Temple Buildings ,  George street, Brisbane,
Proctor  for the said Executors.
1828 $s,
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles  James  Donnolley,  late of
Goondiwindi, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Charles James Donnolley,
deceased ,  may be granted to Hannah Eliza
Donnolley, the widow of the said deceased, the
Executrix named in and appointed by the Will
of the said deceased.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1885.
H. L. E RUTHNING,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1311 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Matter of  the Will and Codicil of Court
William Cox, late of Warwick, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  wool-classer ,  deceased.
t OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed Court William Cox,
late of Warwick. in the Colony of Queensland,
wool-classer ,  deceased ,  may be granted  to Elizabeth
Jane Cox ,  one of the Executors and Trustees
thereof ;  leave being reserved  to John Donald
Macansh ,  the other Executor of the said Wi ll  and
Codicil,  appointed by _the said Codicil ,  to come in
and prove the said Will and Codicil  at any time
thereafter.
Dated this fourth day of August, 1885.OWE N E. C. CAMPBELL,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Jane Cox,
1329
I lmerin street , Warwick.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William  Stark ,  late of
Redland Bay, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased ,  intestate.
£\
N OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made  to the said
Honourable  Court ,  that Letters of Administration of
all the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the at ovenamed  William Stark , deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be  granted  to Agnes Stark ,  of Red-
land Bay aforesaid ,  the widow  of the said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Proctor for the said Agnes Stark,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1319 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Alexander Bennett,
late of Brisbane. in the Colony of Queens-
land,  salesman , deceased.
1\
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
l tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will and
Codicil of the abovenamed Alexander Bennett,
deceased, may be granted to Jesse David Sawyer
and Susannah Bennett, of Brisbane aforesaid, the
Executor and Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this first day of August, A.D.
1885.
ARTHUR WILLI A MS CHAMBERS,
Procctor for 1 xecutor and Executrix,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1330 01.
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Re Robert Galbraith,  deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of "The & ustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act  of 1867,"
notice is hereby given ,  that all  persons having any
claims  or demands upon or  against  the Estate of
Robert Galbraith, late of Charters Towers, in the
Uoleny of Queensland, billiard-table proprietor,
deceased (who died on the twenty-fifth day of
Januatry,  1885 , and of whose estate and effects
Letters of Administration were, on the twenty-
second day of July, 1885, granted by the Supreme
Court of ueensland, to Thomas Brand, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, Post. and Telegraph Master), are
hereby required to send in particulars of their
debts or claims to the said Administrafor, at the
Office of the undersigned, his Solicitors, op or before
the Eighth day of September, 1 : And notice
is hereby also given, that after that day the said
Administrator will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said deceased amongst the parties entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of which
he shall then have had notice, and that he will not
be liable for the assets or arty part thereof so dis-
tributed to any person of whose debt  or claim he
shall not then have had notice.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of July, 1885.
MARSLAND MARSLAND,
Gill street, Charters Towers,
Solicitors for the said Administrator.
1297 7s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.NOTtCE is hereby given, that it is the intentionof the Council of the Municipality of Towns-
ville, one month after the last publication of this
notice, to adopt a Resolution, in accordance with
" Stye cal Government Act of 187$,"  to borrow II,
from the Consolidated Fund the sum 9f £7,000
(seven  thousand pounds), on the Townsville Water-
works Account, for the  extension  of Water-mains
throughout the Municipality, and for the erection
of Machinery at the I#ubert Well, Acacia Yale, as
per Plans  and Specifications , which are open for
inspection  at the  Town Hall, Townsville, daily,
between the hcurs  of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Town Hall,
Townsville,  91st  July, 1885.
T. WILLMETT,
Mayor.
12li6a 5s.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
T HE Council of the Municipality of Brisbanehereby give  notice of their inten tion  to apply to
The Honourable  the Colonial Treasurer for a Loan
from the  Consolidated Revenue of £45 ,500, for the
following purposes :--
1. Carrying  out Drainage Works at South £
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 87,150
2. Oarrying out Diwainage Works at Ban-
garodPoint ,,
3. Carrying  out Drainage Works, New
14,330
Farm District, Valley  Ward  ... ...  4,000
£45,500
Plans, Specifications, &c., in connection with
above,  can be seen a,t
Town Hall.
Mee of City  Engineer,
BENJAMIN H. BABBIDGE,
W. Hsx*v G. MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Mayor,
1304 6s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended inthe pre ent Session of Parl ament to apply
for a Bill to enable the Queensland Collieries
Company, Limited, to constriict a Line of Railway
from their property to connect with the Mary-
borough and Bundaberg Railway.
Dated this 22nd day of July, 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD
Solicitors for the said Company.
1237 3s. 6d.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE attention of Owners and Masters of
I Vesselp is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 1:3 Vic., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands. having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover  the  cost thereof from the owner or
master  of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Sbcretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken  at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with laud under the provisions of the Real
,Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
a okno*ledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore ,  namely :--
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
?n taking a' a nowledgment is 5s . in addition to
this fee  of.1Os.
8, W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th July, 1885.
MARSUPIALS 1) 4 SUCTION ACT OF 1881 "
AND ,s AI IDE8TR-UCTION ACT
CONTIN A I ACT OF 1884."
`IIE Duaringa  Marsupial  Board having failed
to levy,
.u Asses s nett  for the present
year, as ovided by the abovenamed Act, I, the
Honourable  Siittr.st WLLKi R UnII'FITIr, Colonial
Seoretary ,  being the Minister  charged with the
administration  of the said Act, do hereby, in
accordance  with the provisions  of section 11 of the
said Act, fix and determine the Rate of Assessment
to be paid on the Stock pastured within the
Duaringa  Marsupial District, during the present
year, at the minimum  rates  provided by the said
Act, namely :--
Ou every  20 head of cattle  and horses ... Is.
On every 100 sheep ... ... ... 1s.
The amount of such  Assessment must  he paid to
tho Clerk of  Petty  Sessions nearest to where such
stock are pastured, within  two months  from tae
date hereof.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for  general  information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tioti Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where.
there  are no  such  officers , by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, f ro m persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and. class of labourers required, the
natu re of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration  Agents and
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
td afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
5. W. GRIFFITH.
007
PARTNERSHIP  NOTICE,
N
l)TICE is  hereby given, that the undersigned,
William  Henry Paxton and Edward  Vincent
Reid,  have entered into partner hip as Merchants
and Shipping and General Commission Agents. in
continuation  of the  business  heretofore  carried on
by the said William  Henry Paxton ,  at Mackay.
The business  will in  future be carried on by us
at Alacka and Sydney under the name or  style of
W. H. Pa xtou  and Company."
Dated  the 1st  day of Jaly,  1881.
W. H. PAXTON.
Witness to  the signature of
the said William  Henry Paxton-
PETE R  N. RUSSELL,
Cashier to Union  Mortgage  and Agency  Co., Ld.
E. V. REID.
Witness  to the signature of
the said  Edward Vincent Reid-
CLEMENT MUNCE,
of Mackay.
1275 Gs.
t) N SALE
AT THE
(-IO VE R N MtENT PRINTING OFFICE,N William street ,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4e. per  100; by post 5s.
Ballot Papers,  in packets of 500 each- price, fie.; by
post,  Be.
Vouchers for Services Performed,  5e. Fez  100; postage,
is.  extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied,  58. per  100; postage,
ii. extra.
Wages Vouchers, 5s.  per-1-00;postage,  is.  extra.
Warrant Forms,  be.  per 100 .;  posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation,  6e. 6d.  per 100;  posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5e. 6d .  per 100 plain  ;  ruled,
7s. 6d . ;  postage,  is.  8d.  extra.
Monthly  Progress of  Works executed during the month
be.  6d. per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d.  ruled ; postage,
1s.10d.  extra.
Valuation  Notice  Books - 3e. 6d .  each  ;  postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books--3e .  6d. each  ;  postage, 8d.
Receipt Books ,  in books ,  200 each ,  4s. ; posted ,  4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger ,  12s.  6d.; postage, 2s.Ledger'17s. ; posted, 21s. 10d.
Rate Book„ General Cash Book, Valuation  Register, and
Register of Rates Received , 17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book ,  10s.; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books  to authorise Payments  to ,Contractors
2e. 9d . per book of 50 each ;  postage ,  6d. extra.
Ditto,  100 in  a book ,  5s;; postage ,  Is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION-DENY  QUARTO.
2 s. d.
Fu ll  bound  ... ... ... ... ...  5 b 0
Half bound  ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound  Acts of 1881,  59.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882 ,  5s. ; posted, Se.
Bound Acts of  1883- 4, 5s. ; postf d, Gs.
Bound Acts of 1884,  20s. ; posted,  21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners of Registered
Brand s,  2e. 6d .;  postage ,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
_ with
Prlee .  Postage.
a. d. a. d.
Bathurst  Burr Act (1863) ... ... D 6 0 7
Bills  of  Txclisngo Act (1884) ... ... I 0 1 1
with
Price.  Po"".
:. d. t. d.
Brands Act of 1872  Amendment Act of
0 6 0 7
Cattle  Slaughtering  Act (18'77) ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 7
Corrected  Titles to  Land  Act of 1882  ... 0 6 0 7
Crow n Lands  Act of  188 t  .. .. 1 0 1 2
Crown  Lands Act of  1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands  Act of 1884 (Digest) ... 0 3 0 4
0Customs Duties  Act (1870 ) ... ... 0 6 7
Customs Duties  Act (1874 ) ... ...
A tf f 18D
0 6
1 0
0 7
1 2e ence c o 84 ... ...
Diseases  in Sheep Acts  (complete) . 2 0 2 2
District Courts  Act (1867 1872 1878),,
complete  ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act  (1879) .. ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards  Act Amendment Act
of 1882  ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards  Agricultural  Drainage
Act of 1884.. ... .. 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of1884 . .. ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Education  Act (1875 ) .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Ejections  Act (1874) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Electoral Districts  Act (1878 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Rolls Act  (1879 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing Act (1861) 0 6 0 7
Fire B rigadee;Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 C 7
Gold Fields  Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold  Mining Companies  Act (1875) ... 0 6 0 7
Government  Loan  Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Immigration Act of 1882  ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts  (1868-65-68,  and
62 2 71879 ),  ocmplete ...
Imported  Sugar Refiners  Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of  1884. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Ificlosed  Lane Act  (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
I isolvency Act of 1874  ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Iiisaihty Act of 1884 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Judicature  Act (1876) .. ... 1 6 1 10
Ditto ,  Additional  Rules of Court
under  the, with Forms  and Index,
ftnboun'i ,  4s.  6d.; bound 5e.Jury Act of 1884 .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act  (1879 ) ... .. 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government  Act (1878)... . 1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 .. ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of  1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction  Act Continuation
Act of  1884  ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of  1882  ... 0 6 0 7
Ditto  Regulations  ... 0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation  Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0  17
Municipal Endowments  Act (1$76.) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection  Act (1877) .. 0 6 0 7
Native Birds  ActAmendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of  1884  ... ... 0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation  Act (1877 ) ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Oyster Act (1874) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders  Act (1880) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations ) ... ... 0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell  and Bbche-de-mer  Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of  1884.... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act  (1870 ).. 0 6 0 7
Pub licans Acts ... 2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts (1863-64 and 1870) com-
plete ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 4
Pcolic Works Lands  Resumption Act
(1878) . ,. ... 1 0 1 1
Sale  of Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
St1s  Qf Food  and .Drugs  Act Amendment
Acct  of 1882 0 6 0 7
Sale  to Local Authorites Land Act of
0 A 0 7
Savings Bank  Amending Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
608
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ...
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
Price.
0 6
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 . 0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876... ... ... ... ... 0 6
Sheep Brands Act (1876) .. ... 0 6
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ... 2 0
Tramways Act of 188 2  ... ... ... 0 6
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6
Wages Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6
With
Postage.
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
2 3
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 111
Defence Act Regulations ... ... 1 0 1 2
Friendly Societies Act (1876) .. ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874, with Rules ...  2 6 2 10
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp  Duties Act ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Schedule 3
POUNDSEEPERS' BOOS.
a. d. a. d.
... ... ... .. 5 0 7 2
GOLD FIELDS ACT WITH REGULATIONS.
Just published ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff ... ... ... 0 1 0 1it Interpretation Sheets... ... 0 3 0 1
Spirit Calculation Books ... ... 1 0 0 1
HANSARD.
Sessional  subscription ... ... ... ...  5 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q.iarterly Subscription ... ... ... 10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal.
A ll  other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on 1st
insertion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized  type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient to cover the cost. If by cheque, exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ... ... ... M. S. TOLANO.
Bundaberg... ... ... G. J. YOUNG.
Ipswich ... ... ... W. TATHAM.
Mackay ... ... ...  F. RIHCHBLIIANN.
Maryborough ... ... W. DAwsoN.
Rockhampton ... ... W. MUNRO.
Toowoomba J. H. RoBrnTSON.
Townsville ... ... T. WILLMETT.
T HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLANDREGISTER "  now  ready at the Govern.
ment Printing  Office, William street, Brisbane.
Price, Is.  6d;  posted , is.  9d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
N OW published, at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, "Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, 1s. 6d.
JAMES  C. BEAL.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, VG ITl1
REGULATIONS.
0
N  SALE, at the Government Printing Othe,'
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ar!
C
'  1874," together with " Regulations for the
anagement of the Gold Fields of the wile of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 1s. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
F
THE STAMP ACTS.
OR SALE,  in pamphlet form , at the Govei n-
ment Printing  Office-
The Stamp Duties  Art of  1866,"
" The S tamped  Transfer Act of  1372," andThe Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES  C. B.EAL,
G overnment Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE , at the Government Printing Oiice
in pamphlet form ,  " The fnsolvenc s Art or
187t ,  together with "General Rules in [ns 1-
vency ."  Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d . Pustape
4d. additional.
J. G. BEAL,
Gove rnment . Printer.
The 1OVBUNK aNTPaINT $Backnowledt ?(sthereceipt
of the  following amountss-
1885.  £ a. d.
Aug. 1.- Maranoa  Rifle Club ... ...  2 1 6
„ 1.-H. A. B rown ... ... ... 0 7 0
3.-Murilla Divisional Board ... ... 0 2 6
3.-W. Munro ... ... ... ... 3 11 4
3.-W. Hopkins ... ... ... ... 0 0 7
3.-T. Loch ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
3.-Municipal Council, Gympie ... 5 0 0
3.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 8 6
3.-J. Hartley ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
3.-W. H. Martin ... ... ... 0 4 0
3.--J. E. Davidson ... ... ... 0 5 0
3. --W. J. Boyne ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
3.-G. J. Young and Co. ... ... 0 5 0
3.-C. Appleton ... ... ... ... 0 9 0
5.-C. H. S. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
5.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
5.-J. H. Ro be rtson ... ... ... 4 2 9
5.-C. Ramage 0 7 0
5.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
5.-A.  Gwynne  ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
5.-G. J.  Vertue  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
6.-B. G. Moger ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
6.-E. G. Grey ... ... ... ... 0 2 4
6.-G. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
6.-C. Arbouir ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
6.-H. Field ... ... ... ... 0 6 9
6.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
7.--Laughton and Co. ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-W. Tatham ... ... ... ... 5 12 4
7.-O. E. C. Campbell ... ... ... 0 6 6
7.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
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$mpounbfng%.
•  ;V*  Pop.ndkeepers •trereminded that  4 4 verticesnenti
or r-npounder' Stock will be charged for at the rate of
O'R 9HILLINH PER ANIMAL  ;  and no  each Advert-
cement will  be inserted  in the  Gazette  unles s  accom•-
p shied by s remittance rudicient to cover thecost of its
'nsertson.
IMPOUNDED at Emerald, from Withersfield Station,
on the 26th July, 1885, by order of Gibson and
Allen. Driving  expenses , 8s. 4d. per head.
One bay mare, hind feet white, RF over M near
shoulder, 3BX off shoulder.
One bay horse, bald face, hind feet and near fore
foot white, grey tail, RX2 near shoulder.
One bay mare, roan hairs, hind feet white, bald
face, 6MZ near shoulder.
One brown filly, hind feet white, rope round neck,
3BX near shoulder.
One bay filly, star, JO 'W near shoulder.
One brown mare, short tail, off hind foot white, star on
forehead, both hips down, CD9 over WB conjoined
near shoulder, like C or G off shoulder.
One bay mare, snip on nose, 373 over GC off shoulder,
like 60F near thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 18th August, 1885, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
C. LOCH, Acting Poundkeeper.
1301
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fromMount Eagle, on
the 19th July, 1885, by order of Robert Rolfe,
Esquire. Driving, 10s. per head.
One black gelding, HV4 (registered brand) near
shoulder, like 96 near neck, A33  (registered
brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, small star, HOY (registered brand)
over  2Q J  (registered brand) near thigh, P4E
(registered brand) off shoulder; bay colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
One bay mare,  star , off hind foot white, ®®b (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder, N®2 (registered brand)
near thigh.
One bay filly, star, TD9 (registered brand) over 85
near thigh.
One dark bay mare, star, RSJ or R5J (registered
brand) over 133 (blotched)  near  shoulder.
One grey gelding, bee-hive brand over 1 V:L (registered
brand) near shoulder, 308 near neck, 30 off saddle,
like L off shoulder.
One bay gelding, L7H (registered brand) over T2Z
(registered brand) near shoulder, like A3L (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder, blotched number near
neck.
One bay gelding, star, hind feet white, ®®b (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 28th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
1298
I MPOUNDED at Muttaburra, f om Mount CornishStation, on the 28th July, 1885, by order of E. R.
Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One red and white working bullock, white face, near
ear marked, RM4 (registered brand)  near ribs.
One red and white bullock, off ear marked, blotch
brand near ribs.
One white bullock,  near  ear marked, like ERl (regis-
tered brand) near quarter.
One roan spotted bullock, near ear marked, H blotch
brand near ribs.
If not  released on or  before the 25th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1321 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Tickleman, on
the 14th July, 1885, by order of W. Tapp,  Esqui re.
Driving,  2s. 6d.
C ne black or brown horse, W U near shoulder, AG or
C over W off shoulder, hind feet white, scar near
Fide rump.
One chesnut horse, like two blotched letters and G near
shoulder , bald face.
If not released on or before the 11th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHARLES E. RAMAGE, Poundkeeper.
1308 2s.
IMPOUNDE n at Thargomindah, from Thargomindah
Station, on the 25th July, 1885, by order of F. A.
Powell, Esquire. Driving expenses, 4d.
One black mare, few white hairs on forehead, white
specks between  fo re arms , 8GE near shoulder, 37
near neck, faint indecipherable brand off thigh,
collar and saddle marked.
If not released on or before the 28th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
1307 is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Drayton
Commonage, on the 4th August, 1885, by order of
Mr. P Healy . Damages  and driving  expenses , 3s. per
head.
One white steer, HH1 (registered brand) near rump,
near ear marked.
One strawberry bullock, TF1 near ribs , near  ear marked.
One red and white cow, (3-T1 near ribs.
One red and white cow, like C with two blotch brands
off rump.
If not released on or before the 1st September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1332
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish
Station, on the 25th July, 1885, by order of E. R.
Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One dark-bay filly, black points, about two years old,
like 1150 (registered brand) near shoulder.
One brown filly, near hind foot white, running star and
snip, about two years old, like U S@ (registered
brand) near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, near hind foot white, running star,
U1J (registered brand) over T near shoulder, s
near saddle, y off saddle, T over 6E and indistinct
letter off shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before  the 25th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1322 38.
7s.
IMPOUNDED  at Brisbane , from the  streets,  by order
of the  General Inspector .  Trespass , 5s. per head.
One black draught horse, FW near shoulder, star,
marked  on knees.
One brown and white bull, WI near rump, DU over
NN off rump.
One red heifer,  some  white spots, M6 ; off rump.
One red and white cow, white head, E7Q off rump.
If not  released  on or before the 15th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundk eeper.
1317 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry, on the 5th August, 1885,
by order of W. G. Marshall, Esquire.
One brown gelding, like JS8 near thigh, like S off
thigh.
If not re leased on  or before the 28th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. J. VERTUE, Poundkeeper.
1315 is.
9s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Tintinchilla, on the
30th July, 1885, by order of L. R. Beck, Esquire.
One bay  gelding , 3 white feet, lame near hind leg, like
A over DF over S off shoulder.
One brown gelding, no visible brands, collar-marked.
If not rel eased on or  before the 28th August, 1886,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1314
ALFRED GWYNNE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich , from  Four-mile Gate.
Driving, 6d per head.
One strawberry heifer, no visible brand.
Also, from Ellourbane  street.
One bay horse, like co over W over like D8U (regis-
tered brand)  near  shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 18th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1316 2s.
Printed and Published  by JAMES C.  BEAL, GovernmentPrints
William street ,  Brisbane, 8th August, 1885.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
T$E following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of theREGISTRY Y DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  including the CITY  and SUBURBS , for the Month of
July', 1885 ,  is published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of July one hundred and sixty-three births were registered in Brisbane
Registry District ,  being seventy -five males and  eighty-eight  females, the number being
forty less than in the previous month of June.
In the month of July, 1884, there were one hundred and fifty-one births registered,
the number for the corresponding month of this year being twelve more than in July of last
year.
DEATHS.
There have been ninety-one deaths registered in the district during the month-fifty-
four males and thirty-seven females, the excess of births over deaths being seventy-two.
The number of deaths was sixteen more than was registered in the previous month of
June.
In the month of July, 1884, there were seventy-four deaths registered ; the number for
the corresponding month of this year being seventeen more than in July of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER Of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALE [  Begi'tered
within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  from the 1st to the
31st JULY,  1885; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR,  and PROPORTION of
DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS  ;  also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE
YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
BIRTHS. DEATHS.
Registry
iDi f
Estimated
Population
str ct o
Brisbane .
to 31st Dec.,
1882.
S
w
m
B
S
w
B
0
F
B
Old
E
Municipal '
Portion.... 26,557 52 54 106 25 19 44 15
Suburban
Portion... 9,612 23 34 57 29 18 47 7
TOTAL .. 36,169 75 88 163 54 37 91 22
d.a 06 is B O O
Fa
O
E°- a q a °° a
o a 0a 0 0''A
m
I m y g CA A
m mo o 0 0
©•° m m m '°
mW
P.
mA
a a w
12 11.32  134.09 0.40 0.17 27.27 62
3 5-26 14-890.59 0.49 6.38 10
15 9-2024-180.45 0.25 16.48 72
63
612
It will be seen that, within the municipality, 34.09 per cent. of the deaths were of children,
under five years  ;  the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been  14.89,  and the rate-
in the whole Registry District 24'18.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the dis-
trict, is seen to have been 11.32 per cent. within, and 5.26 per cent, outside, the municipality, and.
9.20 in the whole Registry District.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration DepOt, and
Convalescent Home,  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths occurring in
these institutions numbered thirty-two during the month, or 35.16 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of July, together with the
mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure ,  is seen as  follows :-
Period . +  Number  of Deaths . +  Mean Shade Temperature . ;  Mean Height of Barometer.
July, 1885. 60'091 30.218
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade recorded at the Brisbane Observatory during the-
month was 78.5 degrees, on the 26th, and the lowest, 37.0 degrees, on the 3rd.
The mean shade temperature of the month was 60.0 degrees ; the average during the
month of July for the previous ten years was 59.9 degrees.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was
37'5 degrees, took place on the 25th, viz., from a maximum of 76.5 degrees to a minimum of
39.0 degrees.
The mean daily range of temperature in shade was 28.2 degrees.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.218 inches ; the average of the  same  month during
the previous ten years was 30'152 inches.
Rain fell on two days ; the total fall, 0.05 inches, being 2.78 inches under the  average of
the month for the previous ten years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.04 inches, was on the
14th. The total rainfall of the year 1885, to 81st July, was 15'64 inches, on 67 days. The.
rainfall during the same period in 1884  was 30.25 inches on 88 days.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature,  maximum
temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Brisbane  in the month of July for a period of ten years:-
Year. Mean ofBarometer. Mean ShadeTemperature. Maximum inShade. Minimum onGrass .
1885 30.218 60.0 78.5 33.5
1884 30.168 611 79.0 39.0
1883 30.127 60.1 79.0 35-5
1882 30.123  58-3 79.0 35.0
1881 30.217 59.9 8015 35.0
1880 30.153 60.7 82.0 34.0
1879 30.155 5915 76.0 34.0
1878 30084  60.8 82.0 38.0
1877 30.217 60.4 77-5 38.0
1876 30.081 59.0 75.0 35'5
Mean Rainfall. Prevailing
Humidity.
Inches . I Days.
Winds.
'713 0.05 2 S.W.
771 5'.3 19 S.W.
•699 0.69 5 S.W.
800 2.47 5 S.W.
'720 0.45 4 S.W.
'679 0.97 6 S.W.
'743 3.18 9 S.W.
'675 0.24 4 S.W.
'704 1.52 11 S.W.
'674 7"18 20 S. W.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows:-
maim  Females .  Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 21 7 28
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 1 ... 1
Children's ditto ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
Diamentina Orphanage
Infants' Asylum .. ... ... ... 1 1 2
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ...
Lock Hospital ... ... ... .. ... .. .
Brisbane  Gaol .. ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration DepOt ... ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent Home ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total ... ... ... ... 23 9 32
• Nom.-The  average  death-rate of children under 1 year , as compared  to births ,  during the ten years ended
31st December, 1883, throughout the whole of  Queensland ,  was 13 '33.- Vide Vital  Statistics of 1883.
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The following table shows the causes of death of  persons  of both  sexes ,  under one year,
total under five years ,  and over five years ;  also ,  the proportion per cent .  of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month :-
Class. Causes  of Death. Under1 year .
Totalunder
5 years .
Over
5 years. Total.
Proportion
per cent.
I. Zymotic  diseases  ... ... ... 5 7 24 31 34.07
II. Constitutional  diseases ... ... 4 6 7 13 14.29M. Local  diseases ... 1 1 31 32 35.16
IV. Developmental  diseases ... ... 5 7 6 13 14.28V. Violence ... ... ... ... 1 1 2 2.20
Causes not specified  ... ... ...
All causes ... ... ... 15 22 69 91 100.00
Class. Order.
1.
IV.
V.
Causes  not specified or ill-defined ...
TOTAL... ... ... ... ... ...  91
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as arising
from external causes, two are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars :-
Males.
Killed by a fall of earth ... ... ... adult 1
Traumatic Tetanus ... ... ... ... child 1
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
Nature of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
sad Order.
ZYHOTIC DIs$Asss.
1 Miasmatic diseases .-Diphtheria, 2 ;  croup, 3; typhoid fever, 8 ; erysipelas, 1;
influenza, l ; dysentery,2 ; diarrhoea, 1 ; remittent fever, 1 ; septicaemia, 1
2 Enthetic diseases .-Syphilis, 1 .. ..
3 Die  tic  diseases .- Privation ,  4 ; alcoholism ,  6 ... ... ... ...
4 Parasitic  diseases  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
CONSTITUTIONAL DIssssss.
Diathetic d seases .- Cancrumoris, 1 ... ... ... ... ...  ...
Tubercular  diseases .-Tabes mesenterica, 1; phthisis, 8 ; hydro cephalus, 3 ...
201
10
1
12
LOCAL DISRASSS.
1 Diseases of the nervous  system .- Cephalitis ,  3; apoplexy,  2; brain disease, 1 6
2 Diseases  of the organs of circulation  - Heart disease ,  8 ... ... ... ... 8
8 Diseases  of the respiratory  system .- Laryngitis, 1; bronchitis ,  3; pleuro
pneumonia ,  1; pneumonia ,  4;  congestion  of lungs,  1; asthma, 2 12
4 Diseases  of the  digestive organs.- peritonitis ,  1; jaundice ,  1; liver disease, 3... 5
6 Diseases  of the  urinary  organs .-Nephria, 1 ... .. ... ... 1
6 Diseases  of the organs of generation ... ... ... ... ... ...
7 Diseases  of the f oints  and bones  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Diseases  of the  integumentary system  ... ... ... ... ... ...
DRYBLOPMBNTAL DIS$A 8$8.
1 Developmental diseases  of children.- Premature  birth, 2; teething,  3 ... ... 5
2 Developmental diseases  of adults ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Developmental  diseases of old people.-Old  age , 6 ... ... ... ... 6
4 Developmental diseases  of nutrition .-Marasmus, 2 ... ... 2
VIOLBNCR.
1 Accident  or negligence .- Fractures,  contusions , &c., 1; traumatic tetanus, 1 ... 2
2 Wcunds in battle  ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. ...
3 Homicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ...
4 Suicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 Execution  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Females.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar- General,
By Authority :  JAxss C.  BBAL, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.S.] ehael  and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGEAVB, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland 811(1 ,t,
Dependencies.W% THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first1' year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Batik Holidays and
respecting  obligations  to make Payments and do
other  acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things  enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to  time,  by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to  appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in  any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 12th instant,
being the first day of the Annual Race Meeting
of the Townsville Turf Club, to be a Public
Holiday in Townsville : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling  me in that  behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify,  proclaim , and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 12th instant, shall, within
the Municipality of Townsville,  be observed as a
Public Holiday within the  meaning  of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Gon SAVE THE QUEEN I
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1885.
Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased1115
to cancel all appointments of Polling Places for the
Electoral District of Cook, and to appoint the
following places to be the Polling Places for that
Electorate, viz. :-
Cooktown
Cairns
Port Douglas
Craiglie
Daintree River
Thornborough
gingsborough
Scrubby Creek
Watsonville
Lower Tate Mines
Northcote
Herberton
Union Camp
Fountainville, on Cannibal Creek
Maytown
Queenstown Reef
Palmerville
Normanby Diggings
Mclvor River
Bauer's Plantation, on the Bloomfield
Lower Laura (near Jones')
Deep Creek  (near  Cooktown)
Irvine Bank
Mount Albion (Silverfield)
Ross's Store (22-Mile Camp, on Cooktown
RailwCLine)
McLeod's reek (Hodgkinson).
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
WILLIAM  KINNAIRD OSE
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority  : JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer, Wiliam street,  Brisbane.
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" BRANDS AC? OF 1-872."
/j1HE following Statement of Brands,  being those Registered daring the month  of July last ,  is published  for general
1. information,  in accordance with  the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Address,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all  such notifications either  the Registered Brand of the  Owner,  or the Number of  Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands'  Office,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane ,  8th August, 1885.
B Series.I
SAW  23506 ...
9 A Q 23460 ...
A 3) 23512
A81 23505 ...
2 AC 23436 ...
A3 23446 ...A5*  23440 ...
B =4 23478
9 B L 23463B33  23494
B O 23466
oUtxumtnt$aett+
VORMJ fl 1fS&NU. PsOPalEma.
Horses. i Name.
... Alfred  Busson  .. ... ...
... Anthony  Conwell ... ...
... Anne Galloway
... Albert Ludwig Haase ...
... Anton Lovgreen
... William Ambrose Winwood ...
... Albert  Wallshlager ...
Henry Bennett
John Burke ...
Martin T. Burke
William Burton
ltun or Fain  where  Brand  Neer est  Post Town  of
is to be used .  I  Run  or Farm.
... Callandoon  ... ...  Goondiwindi
... Gympie .. ... ...  Gympie
... Herston Road  ... ...  Brisbane
... Fernvale  ... ... ...  Fernvale
... Waterfield ... ... Bundaberg
... Esk ... ... ... Esk
... Cabbage-tree Creek  ...  Sandgate
... Return Creek  ... ...  Herberton
... Tago Springs ... ... Bollon
... Reserve  ... ... ...  Springsure
... Mount Sibley ... ... Greenmount
e> j 23510  ... ...  Matthew Ambrose Carroll ... ...
5 0 W 23493  ... ... Cahi ll and Burke  ... ... ...
8 0Q 23530  ... ...  Claud Cronk ... ... ... .. .
00 7 23520  ... ...  Charles Osmond ... ...&70 23509  ... ...  Charles Demichelis  ... ... .. .001 23452  ... ...  Charles Mulbrey Gregory ...
701 23432 ... ... Charles Hass  ... ... ...
BO= 23500  ... ...  John Charles Henderson ...
901 23513 ... ... Christopher Wheeler  ... ... ...0-32 23480  ... ...  Carl Freiderick Wilhelm Thiedecke...
0-33 23532  ... ...  Charles Town ... ...
3 0 * 23449  ... ...  Clara  J. Wright ... ... ...
D>3 23456  ... ...  Daniel Ashton ...
1 D A 23526  ... ...  Daniel Gleeson ...
D 2X 23434  ... ...  David Hughes ... ...
2 D c- 23479 ... ... James A.  1)alzell ...
D X3 23477  ...  ...  Daniel Keys ... ...
1 D CD 23484  ... ...  David Smith ... ...
D * 1 23445  ... ...  David Wallace ...
D 2 23511  ... ...  Daniel Walton , j unr... .
Charlotte street ... ... Cooktown
Reserve  ... ... ...  Springsure
Crow 's Nest  ... ...  Crow', Nest
Goodna  ... ... ...  Goodna
Seaforth  ... ... ...  Townsvi ll e
Mowbray Cro ssing  ...  Port Douglas
Commonage  ... ... Oakey
Reserve  ... ... ...  Windorah
Boondooma  .. ... Dalby
Lemow,  Pimpama Island Yatala
Gowrie Creek  ... ...  Toowoomba
Port Douglas  ... ...  Port Douglas
Reserve ...
Reserve ... ...
Wantley street ...
Toowong ... ...
Canterbury Hotel
Sunny Bank
Emu Vale
Teelbah, Canma roo
Dalby
Capella
Warwick
Toowong
Windorah
Roma
Emu Vale
Dalby.
65
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FOIMna  31aND.
Evb
Em8
OE=
E ;q8
S FoD
FQ3
`F1c-
1 Fco
QOni
Q7C
3Q=
Homes.
B 8eribs.
23447
23531
23514
23433
23499
23451
23528
23465
3508
23491
23437
23507
23519
23438
23521
Q  c 9 23524
GJ;p9 23503
0 Q 23504
0 a -3 23443
0
*
8 23529
H A b 23525
H33 23453
4 J 234768J 23442
J 3 C 23468
L O r4 23150
L08 23175
L 2 -3 23301
3M>
9MM
M`d3
3M ;U
M3 :E
M7 :e
M0.<
Poo9
Pv4
P=J3
P -IJ 4
P4c-
P5c.
P5 ;;
P53
P7
1P-3
ROW
R3OD
ROT
R12
R?0
R34
R 05
Rmb
RO*
23448
23464
23489
23470
23475
23458
23455
23481
23474
23485
23487
23461
23492
23498
234972352223457
23515
23171
23467
2319623486
23516
23469
23459
23488
23490
23483
S 9 Q 23527
- O S 23462S-35  23517S2-3  23473
NAme.
Edwin  Donald ... ...
Edward Ellevsen ... ...
Edward Hulse ... ...
Edward ()akhill ... ...
Edward  Novell Readford ...
Frank Bowman
Frederick Cavanagh ...
Carl Friederick Dau ...
Joseph Fanning
Friedrick Scbmitke ...
The Gogango Divisional Board
Gillett  and Co. ... ...
George Crain ..
Isaac Giddins  and John Collie
George Frank Holloway ...
John  Gorman  ... ... ...
George Reynolds ... ...
George Rusden Ogg ... ...
George Turner ... ...
George Henry  Wicks ... ...
Horace James Stretton
Christian Mellor ...
Johann BricIenback ..
Donald Alexander Gunn
John  Sullivan ... ...
William Layton
Lorenz  Schultz
William Watts
Albert Martin ... ...
Martin  Bick ... ...
Mary Ann Pincott ...
Michael Roach ...
Martin Withers ...
Margaret McCarron ...
Jeremiah McCarthy ...
John Paul O'Brien ...
'Peter Dempsey ...
Patrick Fallon ...
Peter Frederkson ...
James Puddle ... ...
Jendorff Peter  Hartvigsen
Patrick McKinlay ...
Patrick McKinlay ...
Peter Henrich Peters
John Patrick Ryan ...
Peter Beck ... ...
William James Reade
Rose Hannah Baker ...
Rochfort Brothers ...
Henry Reuben Hull ...
Richard Harwood
Richard King ... ...
Richard Mathews
Michael  Ratz ... ...
Robert Shute ... ...
Robert Willett ...
Charles James Scott ...
Jeremiah O'Sullivan ...
Soren Jensen ... ...
Andrew Brown ...
Edward Burnham ...231449Too
Timothy Kileen23439
Thomas  Meehan ...23502T3E1
James Abrahams ...23523
Thomas Price ... ...234352Tb
Thomas Dieor Stephens23454
Benjamin  Byeroft ...235182T-
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Brand Nearest Post Town  at
is to be used. Run or Farm.
Speculation  ... .... Chinchill..,
... Stanthorpe  ...  Stanthorpe
... New Cannindah  ... ...  Mount Perry
... Nears Cre ek ,  Colinton  ...  I Esk
... Reserve  ... ... ...  Windorah
... Reserve ... ...
... Thylungra ...
... Mount  Walker ...
... Bowen ... ...
... Kent street ...
... Birdsville
... Adavale
... Ipswich
... Bowen
...  Maryborougli
Rockhampton ...
Torren 's Creek ...
Cunnamulla ...
Reserve ... ...
Inglewood ...
Mackay ... ...
Muttaburra ...
Muttaburra ...
Mount Moffatt ... •
Westbrook ...
... Wolfang ...
... Tiaro ...
... Blenheim ... ...
... Running Creek ...
... Reserve ... ...
... Reserve ...
... Laidley ...
... Reserve ...
Bowen ... ...
Glamorgan vale ...
Gomorrnn ...
Emu Vale ...
Cleveland West ...
Old Cannindah ...
Jericho ... ...
Amby Downs ...
Grandchester ...
Mitchell ... ...
Commonage ...
Chatsworth ...
Redbank ... ...
Fooks ... ...
Habana ... ...
Tinana  Creek ...
Canning Downs ..
Christmas Creek ...
Cooraba ... ...
Nigger Creek ...
Wallabadah
Westbrook, Crosshill
Tarampa ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Gold Fields ...
Reserve ... ...
The Auburn ...
Tamaree ... ...
... Noorama ...
... Burpengary
... Tarampa
... Bannockburn
.. Grantham ...
... Glengallan Swamp
... Reserve ... ...
... Cloncurry... ...
... Isis Scrub... ...
... Mullum Creek
... Mint 's Flat, Coochin
Rockhampton
Hughenden
Cunnamulla
Surat
Inglewood
Mackay
Muttaburra
Muttaburra
Mitchell
Oakey
... Clermont
... Tiaro
... Laidley
... Laidley
... Muttaburra
... Isisford
... Laidley
... St. Lawrence
... Bowen
... Glamorganvale-
... Highfields
... Emu Vale
... Cleveland
... Mount Perry
... Pentland
Roma
Grandchester
MitchellAllora
Gympie
Tiaro
Mackay
Mackay
Maryborough
Warwick
Christmas Creek
Clermont
H erberton
Normanton
Oakev
LaidleyMuttaburra
Cloncurry
Taroom
Chinchilla
Gympie
... R ollon
... Brisbane
Laidley
... Burketown
... Gatton
... Warwick
... St. Lawrence
... Cloncurry
... Bundaberg
... Mullum Creek
... Ipswich
619
B Series.
U 1 = 23472
VC 7 23441
Wm 8 23483
Name.
Andrew Brown
Thomas  Lloyd...
Wil liam Werral
...
... ...
... ...
PIOPRIt.-MK.
Ran or Fars whee+s Reeed  Nearest Port Town st
Is  to be  and. Ran or Far*.
... Bannockburn
... Evora ...
... Sunny Bank
..
... Burketown
... Blackall
... Roma
BRANDS TBANSBBRBBD during  the MONTH of JULY, 1885.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
C p 9 6383
7FY 13206J)( 14858
1 L H 7365
b M T 3584
1 R K 12195
T 1 A 4376
Y7H 12265
Y b F 16274
Y o01 12137
1Y)( 16981
1 Z U 11772
D 0 1 B19019
1 D C'1 B21158H09  822459
L W 1 B21608
0 T W B20928
5AP
POIYRB BLIND.
Horses.
Transferrer.
Leo Damke ... ...
William Gray  Ewan ...
Samuel Carlyon ... ...
Levinge Brothers ...
Mary lane Torkington ...
Kelman and  Robson ...
Samuel  Brown ... ...
John Hull
Henry J. Featherston ... ...
Charles Eatwell Bradbury ...
Campbell, Gibson, and Matthews
The Bank of Australasia
Webb,  Jessop ,  and Another
Duncan and Lehane ...
Henry James Derepas ...
Lowry and Bolton ...
Turner and  Barnett ...
4535 Marquerite M. A. Cassady
Transferree.
Christina Munster ... ...
Rochfort Brothers ... ...
Robert Hamilton  Smith ...
George Levinge ... ... ...
William Henry Nolan ... ...
William Kelman...
The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company
The South Australian Land Mort-
gage and  Agency Company
Samuel Lennon ... ... .. .
Francis Alfred  Purser ... ...
The Queensland Land and Pas.
toral Association
The Bank of New South Wales
The Queensland Land and Pas-
toral Association
Thomas Lehane ... ... ...
Alfred G. Thorne ... ...
A. Neilson and Co. ... ...
John Cameron Turner ... ...
TRANSMISSION BY MARRIAGE.
Marquerite M. A. Roche
CHANGE of RltsIDENOB.
Brand.
D
0
C5
FW9
H5S
NS3
8 RTTAI
Z4Y
AXb
No. of
Certifcnte.
8209
1995
6716
8774
3268
10468
8386
1101
14507
17815
B23358
Name of  Proprietor.
Michael J. Collins ...
Daniel Clowes ...
John Cameron ...
William Fooks ...
Henry Meade  Swift ...
Anders Neilson ... ...
Joseph Taylor ... ...
Thomas Ashney ... ...
John Robert Ashney ...
Humphry Mills Duckhane
Alexander Kirby... ...
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Nanango ..
Agnes Water, Boyne River
...Tilquin
Cooktown ... ...
Leichhardt Station ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Moralyarn ... ...
Commonage ...
Briffney Creek ... ...
Kingsford ...
Neurum Creek ... ...
CORRECTION.
Brand.
F7ni
No. of
Certiflcate.i
B21719
Name of Proprietor.
Frederick Crowdy
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Reserve ...
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Clermont ... ...
Waterview ...
Charters  Towers ...
Tambourine ...
Mount Britton ...
Swan  Vale ... ...
Cooroora ... ...
Nearest  Post Town.
Clermont
Townsvill
Charters Towers
Tambourine
Mount Britton
Isisford
Dalby
Trebourne Creek ... ... Townsville
Maryborough ... ... Maryborough
Widgee Widgee ... ... Gympie
Weranga ... ... ... Dalby
Bowen  ... ... ...  Bowen
Daandine  ... ... ... Dalby
Maclean  ... ... ...  Maclean
Tilbooroo ... ... ... E ulo
Eulane ... ... ... Rockhampton
Yaparaba  ... ... ...  Charters Towers
Rochedale ... ... ...
J
Ingham.
Nearest Post Town.
Nanango ...
Gladstone...
Bollon
Cooktown...
Aramac ...
Rockhampton
Miriam Vale
Gladstone
Gladstone
Miriam Vale
Neurum Creek
Nearest Post Town.
Goondiwindi ...
The following  BRANDS have  been  caneelled : -
8 U) ( Number of Certificate 18043
U 1 2  to  „ B23472
Remarks.
Directory for 1884
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for ge eral information, of
the following Despatch and Enclosures received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BOUNDARIES OF NEW GUINEA PROTECTORATE.
(Correspondence with German Government  on subject of)
Downing Street,
26th June, 1885.
I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transmit to you the undermen.
tioned Parliamentary Papers.
I have &c.,
The Officer Administering the Government of Queensland.
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND GERMANY RELATIVE TO THEIR
IRESPECTIVE SPHERES OF  ACTION IN  PORTIONS OF NEW GUINEA.
(Enclosure No. 1.)
EARL GRANVILLE  to  COUNT  MUNSTER.
Foreign Office,
M. l'AMBASSADEUB, 25th April, 1885.
In the note which I did myself the honour to address to you on the 16th ultimo, I stated that
Her Majesty's Government were disposed to suggest that the boundary between the British and German
-Protectorates in New Guinea should be on the north-eastern coast, the point of intersection of the 8th
parallel of south latitude, and that, as regards the interior, a fair and equal division of the territories
should be arrived at by means of a conventional line or lines, to be drawn from the coast boundary to
some point on the 141st meridian of east longitude, which divides the Dutch possessions from the rest of
the island.
Her Majesty's Government are now prepared to propose a line which will, in their opinion, answer
to these conditions. It would run as follows:-Starting from the coast near Mitre Rock on the 8th parallel of south latitude, it would follow that
parallel until it is intersected by the meridian of 147 degrees east longitude ; would proceed thence in a
straight line in a north-westerly direction to the point of intersection of the 6th parallel of south latitude
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with the 144th meridian of east longitude, and would continue thence in a west-north-westerly direction
until it meets the point of intersection of the 5th parallel of south latitude with the 141st meridian of
east longitude.
This line would give  an area  on the German side of about 67,000, on the English side of about
63,000, square miles, and would nearly approach the water-parting line, or natural boundary.
I should be glad to hear from Your Excellency whether it would be considered by the German
Government to be a satisfactory frontier.
I have, &c.,
GRANVILLE.
(Enclosure No. 2.)
COUNT MUNSTER  to  EARL GRANVILLE.-(Received 29th April.)
(Translation.)  German Embassy,
MY LORD, London, 29th April, 1885.
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 25th instant, in which, with
reference to the contents of Your Excellency's note of the 16th ultimo, the proposal of Her Majesty's
Government with regard to the settlement of the boundaries of the German and British Possessions in
New Guinea is communicated.
This proposal is to the effect that the point on the north-east coast of New Guinea, where the 8th
parallel of south latitude cuts the coast, should form the boundary, and that the line described as under
should determine the boundaries inland of the respective territories.
Starting from the coast in the neighbourhood of Mitre Rock on the 8th parallel of south latitude,
and following this parallel to the point where it is cut by the 147th degree of east longitude, then in a
straight line in a north-westerly direction to the point where the 6th parallel of south latitude cuts the
144th degree of east longitude, and continuing in a west-north-westerly direction to the point of inter-
section of the 5th parallel of south latitude and of the 141st degree of east longitude.
Having submitted the above proposal for regulating the boundary to my Government, I am
empowered to announce the acceptance of it on the part of the Imperial Government.
I have, &c.,
MUNSTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of
the following Extract of a Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Queensland.
HER MAJESTY'S ASSENT TO DEFENCE ACT.
(Despatch conveying)
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  SIR ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE.
Downing Street,
5th June, 1885.
SIR,
I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty will not be advised to exercise her power
of disallowance with respect to the Act of the Legislature of Queensland, entitled " An Act to make
better provision for the Defence of the Colony of Queensland," a transcript of which accompanied your
Despatch, No. 137, of the 29th December, 1884.
I have, &c.,
DERBY.
Governor  Sir A.  MUSGRAVE, K.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
j 7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory.
• S. W. GRIFFITH.
Appleton, Cornelius, Clermont
Aldridge. Henry Edgar, Pialba, Maryborough
Bagley, William, Eton, Mackay
Baker ,  Thomas ,  Barrie, Mackay
Bertram, Andrew, Rockhampton
Biddies, Percy, Urangan, Maryborough
Brown , Henry Arthur, Rockhampton
Brown ,  Alexander ,  Brisbane
Casey, Richard Gardener, Clermont
Clayton, John Ernest, Maryborough
Cranstone , William Lefevre, Clermont
Davies,  Louis Walter, M.R.C.S., Esk
Etheridge, George, Petrie's Creek, Maroochie
Fitzwater, George James, Adavale
Glissan, Augustus Henry, Rocklands, Burketown
Green, Lawrence, Rockhampton
Hanford, James, Nundah
Harvey, Robert, Senr., Glenview, Gladstone
Henriques, Edmund, Junr., Port Douglas
Houghton, Henry Francis, Thursday Island
Houghton, John Thomas, Stonington, Pentland
Jones, Richard Owen ,  Mossman River ,  Port Douglas
Kinnard, Stanley B., Tongy, St. George
Lord,  James, Brisbane
Martin, Boyle, Pialba, Maryborough
Martyr, Charles Parry, Kilcummin, Clermont
Maynard, Henry Alexander ,  South Brisbane
McKenzie, Colin, Wielmoringle, N.S.W.
McG re gor ,  Malcolm, Marybo ro ugh
McGill, James, Nicholas street, Ipswich
Mellefont ,  William Peel ,  Gladstone
Morgan ,  Frede rick,  Rockhampton
Neill, Hugh, Galloway Plains, Gladstone
Orton, Arthur, M.R.C.S., Medical Officer, Stanthorpe
Poole ,  Reginald ,  Daintree River ,  Port Douglas
Rankin, Arthur Hugh, Woodstock, Woolgar
Russell, Henry Edward, Sydney
Selig ,  Herman, Herberton
Shaw ,  Henry Saunders ,  Westlands
Sim, James, Dundathu, Maryborough
Street, William,  Sandgate
Thompson, Arthur Henry, Esk
Turner, Francis Hamilton Beardon, Wolfang, Clermont
Williams, James Frederick, Ambrathulla, Adavale.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House; Brisbane, the seventh
day of August, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS  by " The Crown Lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by  means of maps  or plans and by  reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act  as requires  the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said  land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE  SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Grafton, in the
Cairns Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the seventh
day of August, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS  by " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other thin ga enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actua
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doh
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE  SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Gutchy, in the
Gympie Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
3y  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[1,.s., Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
third year of Her Majesty's  reign , intituled
" An Act to provide for Local Government  outside
the Boundaries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by proclamation, constitute any portion of
the colony not included in any municipality a
Division for the purposes of the said Act, with
such boundaries and under such name as shall be
specified in the Proclamation, and may by like
Proclamation unite two or more Divisions into one
Division, or subdivide any such Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions, and may
reconstruct the same or any part or parts thereof :
And whereas it has been deemed necessary to
abolish the Subdivisions of the Division of Wan-
garatta : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GRAVE, in pursuance of the authority vested in me
as Governor aforesaid, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
the Subdivisions of the Division of Wangaratta.
shall be and the same are hereby abolished.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael  and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Comniander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventh
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to enable certain Public Hospitals to sue and
be sued in the names  of their Treasurer and to pro-
vide for the taking and holding of Real Property
belonging to such  Hospitals respectively,"  it is
among other things enacted, that whenever the
Governor shall deem it expedient to extend the
provisions  of the said recited Act to any hospital
thereafter to be established in any town of the said
colony not mentioned in the said Act, it shall and
may be lawful for the said Governor to declare the
same, by proclamation to be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  :  Now, therefore, I, the Governor
aforesaid , do, by this  my Proclamation , hereby
extend the provisions of the said recited Act, as
amended by a certain other Act of Council passed
in the thirteenth year of Her said Majesty's reign,
and numbered twenty  ; and by  a certain  other Act
of Council X assed in the twenty-sixth year of Her
said Majesty's reign, and numbered one ; and by
a certain other Act of Council passed in the
twenty-ninth year of Her said Majesty's reign,
and numbered nineteen, to the Hospital at Ingham ;
which Acts, from the date hereof, shall be deemed
and taken  to apply to the said Hospital to all
intents and purposes as fully and effectually as if
the said Hospital were specially named in the said
first -recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
>< 1 of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN WINDEYER  EDMONDS,
THOMAS WILLIAM PALMER, and
HARRY BERKLEY ROGERS -HARRISON
to be Commissioners, for the purpose of dividing
Runs , under the provisions of the twenty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ISAAC DUFFIN
to be  a Bailiff  of Crown Lands, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," in the
room of Thomas Ernest Morgan, deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
I -I'S Excellency the Governor, with e adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pl ased
to appoint
WILLIAM BRYCE
to be  a Baili ff of Crown I ands, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM BILLAM,
THOMAS CAHILL,
ROBERT  DAVINSON,
GEORGE JAMES GIFFIN,
HORACE HEYWOOD,
JAMES THORN, and
MARCUS WOLDER WILDSOET
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery, Card-
well, in the room of Julius Tottenham, resigned,
and Edward Walter Brittain, Edwin Whitfield,
Harris Hymes Solomon, and Achille Gieles, who
have left the District.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE GIBBINGS
to be a Bailiff of Crown Lands, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1885.
N O Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Members to fill the vacancies or Subdivision No. 3
f the Wangaratta Division, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has, in pursuance  of the provisions of " The Divi-
sional Boards  Act of  1879  Amendment  Act of  1884,"
been pleased to appoint
JAMES  ALEXANDER  PAGE and
WILLIAM  HENRY  Toms
to he Members for Subdivision No. 3 of the said
Division, in the  room  of Gottlieb Hornung and
Henry Fane De Salis, whose seats have become
vacant.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
NO Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
an Auditor for the Division of Johnstone, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Divisional Boards Act  of 1879,"
been pleased to appoint
CHARLES D'OUSELEY
to be an Auditor for the said Division, in the room
of William Lucken, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
(i IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM EDWARD PARRY-OKEDEN, Police
Magistrate, Gayndah,
to be a Warden at. Gayndah under the provisions
of  "The Gold Fields Act of  1874;"  also  a Commis-
sioner under  " The Mineral Lands Art of  1882."
WM. MILES.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor , with  the advice
of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased to
approve of the undermentioned appointments in the
Post  and Telegraph Department , viz.
GEORGE K EITH BODDINGTON,
vice W.  H. Parish ,  resigned, and
CHARLES R. NORRIS, Operators,
to be Managers ;
JOSEPH  Goopy,
WILLIAM JOSEPH SMITH,
PAUL  MCDONNELL,
WILLIAM GREVII LE GRIMLEY,
CHARD  MASSEY WINNIETT,
THOMAS HANLY SALISBURY,
FREDERICK  JOHN  EVANS,
MORTIMER HENRY TAIT,
MICHAEL BURNETT,
JAMES DARWEN,
THOMAS JOSEPH MCREADY, and
JOHN WM .  JAS. SMITH
to be  Operators ; and
JoH:f T.  PoPE and
GEORGE REYNELL ROEI:UCK, Line
Repairers,
to be  Line  Repairers  in Charge.
T. MACDONALD-PATFRSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
1111
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Lieutenant R. B. R. WILLIAMS, Q.M.D.F.,
to be Master of the Queensland Government steamer
"Lucinda."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE EDMUND HARRIS
to be  a Clerk  in the Registrar -General 's Depart-
ment.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
W. CRAIG  CHRISTIE  MACDONALD, M.B.,
to be Resident Surgeon of the Hospital for Pacific
Islanders  at Ingham.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant CHARLES SAVAGE
to he Inspector of Slaughter-houses, and of Cattle
intended for slaughter, at Thursday Island.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JERICHO
to be  a place  whereat Courts of Petty Sessions
shall be held.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Constable  ROE COYLE
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Jericho.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1_f of the Executive`Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  VAUGHAN
to be a Justice authorised to celebrate  Marriages,
under the provisions of the Act 36 Victoria, No. 12,
within the District, the boundaries of which are
hereunder described.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Commencing at the south-west corner  of Maracas
Run, and bounded thence by the southern boundary
of the colony bearing easterly to the  south-east
corner of Ottawa Run ; on the east by the east
boundary of Ottawa Run and part of the east
boundary of Toronto Run to the south-east corner
of Nappamurro Hnn, the south-east and eastern
boundary of that run to the south-west corner of
Waggan Run ; then by the eastern and northern
boundaries of that run to the eastern boundary of
Ferenze Run, and by the eastern boundary of that
run to the south-east(rn corner of Le Loup Run,
by the southern boundary of that run and of
Wantata Run to the south-east corner of Wantata
Run, and by the eastern boundary of Wantata
Run to the south-east corner of Sunshine Run ; on
the north by the southern boundaries  of Sunshine,
Colamia, Carcory, Wanstead, Yandarran South,
Bidtha and Billa Billa to the north-west corner of
Listore Run; on the west by the western boundary
of Listore, Chatham, Primrose,  and Maracas Runs
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
T
HE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.: --
Figtree Pocket.
Robert Doughty,
John  Garrigon,
William M. Gibson,
James Graham,
George McCullough.
Herberton.
Frederick Haase and
Robert Gibson Miller,
vice  John Foy and Charles M. Heath,  resigned.
Inglewood.
John Meier,
vice  Jacob Cheshire,  resigned.
Pine Hill.
Hugh  Savage,
vice J. A.  Pares,  resigned.
Waterford.
Thomas Armstrong,
Jacob Berthelson,
John Hobson Hinchcliffe,
Stephen Rogers,
James Williamson.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
JT is hereby notified that Messieurs
William Brown,
Murdo Cameron,
Andrew Graham,
William Martin, and
Alfred Wales,
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School  at Ross  Island, Townsville.
B. B. MORETON.
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Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores  of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape  to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group,  and sma ller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
'WHEREASHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a  special  direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment  Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents  and Masters  of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand  at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on ranting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By Hu Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MrSGRAVF, chael and St. Ge.orge. Governor
Guveruor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Cvh ny of Queensland and its
Bependeuries.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following lots of Land will be
offered for Lease by Public Auction, at the under-
mentioned  place, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified, at the upset rental affixed to each Lot
respectively.
The Survey Fee will be charged  according to
the scale established by the Act and  Regulations.
8&14462-L.B.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
GERALDTON,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 5TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1885.
No. of
Lot.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th June, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
'HEREAS by  the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th  of April,  1884 ,  it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published  in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on  granting  a license in respect of any par-
ticular  ship,  forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Government
Agents are required to see that all  such directions
are obeyed  :  Now, therefore , I, the  Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER GRIFrITH,  Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said  Act, do  forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific  Island Labourers  at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland ,  and the sma ll  islands
adjacent thereto; and all  Government A gents and
Masters of Labour Vessels  are require to take
notice of this direction ,  and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand ,  at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day of June ,  A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  27th  June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the  Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April,  1884 ,  it is por-
No. of
Portion. Area.
'Upset
Annual Rent.
I I A. R. P. I £ s.
WHARF BITES.
County of Nares, parish of Johnstone.
(Situated on the north branch of the Johnstone
River, north-east of section 3, Geraldton.)
Special Leases for Wharfage Purposes, under
Section 94, 48 Victoria, No. 28.
1 3 0 0 24 10 0
2 4 0 0 32 10 0
3 5 0 036A 10 0
Terms and Conditions of Sale.
1st. The rent to be paid annually, in advance.
2nd. The  lease  to be for a term of fourteen
years.
$rd. Plans of  the buildings and wharves to be
submitted for the approval of the Government
before erection.
4th. The wharf to be open to the  use of vessels
for loading and unloading in the order of their
arrival.
5th. The right of opening a road through the
leased land , where most convenient, to be reserved.
6th. Government goods to be landed free.
7th. Improvements erected during the term of
lease to be  protected at its termination.
8th. The rent to be appraised at the end of
seven years.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By ib m Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with  the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE ,  the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive  Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim  that the  Lease of  the following
Selec tion  of Land, under the said Act , is declared
forfeited.
.. o
Sz
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
982 James  Rowland ... ...
A. IL P.
1,856  0 0 Beenleigh.
Given under my, Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QDaux I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
o,t n
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist rict.
A. I. P.
3530 Edward Pierce  ... ... 107 0 0  Toowoomba
2852 John Kerr ... ... ... 80 0 0 ditto
3278 Thomas H. Coulson  ...  251 3 0 Brisbane
18 Robert  Barnard  ... ...  169 0 0 Gayndah
1065 William G. Maoa rt ney  ...  6100 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By has Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of  the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVF., the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
person. hereunder named shall be and are hereby
a pointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for
Children's Convalescent Home, Sandgate, estab-
lished by Proclamation dated the 9th April, 1885,
and notice in the  Government Gazette  elated 5th
June, 1885, and the said persons and their successors
shall, as Trustees, have the control and management
of the said Reserve ; and the said Trustees shall be
and are hereby empowered to make by-laws for
carrying out the objects of the Trust, subject to the
approval of His Excellency the Governor in
Council :-
ALEXANDER RAFF,
ALEXANDER ABCHEB,
GEORGE WILKIE GRAY.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAYE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By 11%1 Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.j N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, along and within the west
boundary of Selection No. 561, Toowoomba District,
parish of Meringandan,  containing 3 acres 32
perches (Robert Peter Grant).
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUERY 1
PROCLAMATION.
By Has Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N _pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,I ir ANTHONY Mus .&VE, the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DEscBIPTIoic :
86.12997-D.B.
Road one chain wide, along and within the west
boundary of portion 202, parish of Flinders,
containing  3 acres  2 roods 19 perches The Goolman
Divisional Board).
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five,  and  in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s  reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander .in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section  ninety-five of  " 7ne
Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described  have  been  temporarily reserved for the
purpose named  with respect to each.
85-14197-S.G.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS '  PURPOSES.
85-14405-S.G.
Town of Burketown.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated 8th October, 1884, which is hereby
amended).
County of Porchester, parish of Burke.
Allotments 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, and 11 of section 7.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of allot-
ment 12, and bounded thence on the north i
by Musgrave street bearing 86 degrees 46
minutes 400 links ; on the east by Albert street
bearing 176 degrees 46 minutes 500 links ; on the
south by Sloman street bearing 266 degrees 46
minutes 400 links ; and on the west by allotments
6 and 12 bearing 356 degrees 46 minutes 500 links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  HOSPITAL.
86-14404-S.G.
Burketown.
County of Dorchester, parish of Burke.
15 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 356 degrees 46
minutes and  distant thirty-six chains ; thence by a
line bearing 86 degrees 46 minutes one chain and
fifty links from the north-east corner of section
10, and bounded thence on the west by a  line
bearing 356  degrees  46 minutes ten chains ; on the
north by a line bearing 86 degrees 46 minutes
fifteen chains  ; on the east by a line bearing 176
degrees 46 minutes ten chains ; and on the south
by a line bearing 266 degrees 46 minutes fifteen
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB POUND.
85-14405-S.G.
Town of Burketown.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated 17th April, 1884, which is hereby
cancelled).
County of Porchester, parish of Burke.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 266 degrees 46
minutes and distant sixteen chains ; thence 356
degrees  46 minutes two chains from the north-west
corner of section 15, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing 356 degrees 46 minutes ten
chains  ; on the north by a line bearing 266 degrees
46 minutes ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing 176 degrees 46 minutes ten chains ; and on
the south by a line bearing 86 degrees 46 minutes
ten chains to the p )int of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
85-14594-S.G.
Town of Mungindi, on the Barwon River.
County of Belmore, parish of Mungindi.
4 acres  7 perches.
Commencing  on a deep rut at a point bearing 167
degrees 30 minutes and distant four chains and
seventy links from the south corner of section 1,
and bounded  thence  on the north-east by a line
bearing 130 degrees nine chains and nine links to
another deep rut ; on the south-east by that rut
down to the Barwon River ; on the south-west by
that river downwards to the aforesaid deep rut ;
and on the north-west by that rut upwards to the
point of commencement,
Maryborough.
County of March, parish of  Elliott.
40 acres 1 rood 10 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 120  degrees 33
minutes and distant one chain from the south
corner of allotment 10 of suburban section 1, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a road bear-
ing 30 degrees 8 minutes twenty chains three
links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 120
degrees 20 minutes twenty chains fourteen links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 210 degrees 8
minutes twenty chains three links ; and on the
south-west by a road bearing 300 degrees 20
minutes twenty chains fourteen links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE Foil RECREATION.
85-14596-S.G.
Town of Cunnamulla.
County of Wellington , parish  of CMnnamulla.
24 acre' 12 perches.
Commencing at thetntersection of the east side
of Wicks street by4he north side of Florence
street, and bounded thence on the south by Florence
street bearing 95 degrees twenty chains and seven
links ; on the east by Broad street bearing 5
degrees twelve chains; on the north by a line
bearing 2`5 degrees twenty chains and seven links ;
and on the west by Wicks street bearing 185
degrees twelve chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION.
85-15193-S. 4D.
Town of Cleveland.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 13th October, 1880, which is hereby
amended).
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland.
About 3 roods 20 perches.
Commencing on the shore of Moreton Bay at the
north-west corner of allotment 14A of section 2, and
bounded thence on the south by that allotment
bearing east two chains six links ; on the north-east
by Shore street and a Lighthouse Reserve bearing
3L6 degrees three chains seventy links and 310
degrees two chains fifty links to the shore of
Moreton Bay ; and thence by the shore of that bay
south-westerly and south-easterly to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of a road one chain wide
leading from the proposed new jetty to Shore street.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE AND RECREATION.
85-i"58-s.G.
Town of Abingdon.
Stockyard Creek.
County of Cook, parish of Childers.
About 50 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north and
distant one chain fifty links from the north-west
corner of section 2, and bounded thence on the
south by Hendle street bearing east forty-five
chains ; on the east by a line bearing north to
Stockyard Creek ; on the north by that creek
upwards to the Maryborough and Bundaberg road;
and on the west by that road southerly to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
85-15194-S.G.
On Louisa Creek.
County of Carlisle, parish of Sector.
33 acres.
Commencing on the sea-shore at the north-east
corner of the Quarantine Reserve proclaimed in the
government Gazette  of 1882, volume 2, folio 486,
and bounded thence on the west by that reserve
and a line bearing south about eighteen chains to
Louisa Creek ; on the south by that creek down-
wards to its mouth ; and thence by the sea-coast
northerly 4nd north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
629
85-1440e--8.G.
RESERVE FOR RACECOURSE. bearing 354 degrees 50 minutes twenty-one chains
three links ; on the north by a line bearing east
about fifty-six chains fifty links ; on the east by
a line bearing south about twenty-six chains to
Jumpo Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Nand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
Burketown.
County of Porchester,  parish  of Burke.
320 acres.
Commencing at the eastern shore of a lake at a
post bearing 253 degrees and distant 107h links
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over RR,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
86 degrees  46 minutes  thirteen chains and eighty-
six links ; on the west by a line bearing 176
degrees 46 minutes thirty-six chains ; again on the
south by a line bearing 86 degrees 46 minutes
fifty-three chains and fifty-seven links ; on the
east by a line bearing 356 degrees 46 minutes
fifty-six chains; on the north by a line bearing 266
degrees 46 minutes sixty-one chains and thirty-
two links to the aforesaid lake and passing through
a post four chains therefrom ; and again on the
west by that lake southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
85-14393-L.B.
RESERVE Foa TIMBER.
Gregory River.
County of Herbert,  parish  of Dryander.
About 18 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Public Purposes proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of 1884, part 2, folio 627, and
bounded thence by a line bearing east to the boun-
dary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that boun-
dary south-easterly about five and a-half miles in
a direct line ; thence by a line bearing south to the
head of the Gregory River ; thence by that river
downwards to portion 196; thence by that portion
bearing north -westerly and south-westerly to por-
tion 204; thence by that portion bearing north-
westerly and south-westerly to the north-east
corner of portion 261; thence by that portion, por-
tion 262, and a line in continuation bearing west
about two miles twenty chains ; thence by a line
and portion 290 bearing north and west to the south-
east corner of the Reserve for Public Purposes
aforesaid ; and thence by that reserve bearing north
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
85-14107-9.G.
County of C),urchill, parish of Normanby.
10 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
87, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing 90 degrees 15 minutes  ten chains
and two links; on the east by portion 92 bearing
south nine chains and ninety-seven links ; on the
south by that portion bearing west ten chains and
two links ; and on the west by a road bearing
north ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
85-14840-S.G.
County of Cook, parish of Otoo.
60 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion
1167, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that portion bearing 328 degrees 19 minutes fortyy-
three chains and thirty-one links; on the north-
west by a line bearing 238 degrees 19  minutes
thirteen chains and ninety- nine and a-quarter links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 148 degrees
19 minutes  forty-three chains and thirty links ;
and on the south-east by a line bearing 58 degrees
19 minutes fourteen chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
85-14197--S.G.
(Being part of Forfeited Selection 1143, Mary-
borough District).
On Jumpo Creek.
County of March, parish of Bidwell.
About 132 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Jumpo Creek
at the south-west corner of Forfeited Selection
1143, and bounded thence on the west by a road
C. B. DUTTON
GOD SAVH THB  QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Exce llency  $ir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE.
Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAV R, chael  and St. George. Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dc}W'u'ielwics.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
I Sir ANTHONY MtUSGRAV e, the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 845, Toowoomba District (John Russell).
From the south boundary of Selection 845,
parish of Goombungee, northerly and north-
westerly to near its north-west corner,  containing
5 acres.
NOTE. This road is substituted for part of the
road separating Selection 845 from Selections 996
and 1301.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By  his  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  'AIUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MtrsGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-16451-w.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide resumed from portion 183A,
parish of Tabletop, from its west boundary easterly
and south-easterly to its south bounds , contain-
ing 1 acre 2 roods 16 perches (George Walker).
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD  SAVE  'n Quuir I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884," I, SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid , by and  with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  eighty-five,
and in the forty -ninth year of Her ajesty s
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  TUB QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth  year  of Her Majesty' s reiga.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
G o,D SAYE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 4.
Commencing at the mouth of Wright's Creek on
Trinity Inlet, and bounded thence b , Wright's
Creek upwards to portion 48; thence by portions
48 and 284 easterly to Mackey Creek, by that creek
upwards to portion 104; thence by that portion
north-easterly, and by portions 50, 51, and 237
northerly to Simmond's Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Trinity Inlet; and thence by Trinity
Inlet westerly to the point of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By Hid Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSuuAVR, chael and St. George, Governor
Goteruor.  and Commander •in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of " ° The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama.
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MOURILYAN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on the coast four  miles  north of
Tam O'Shanter Point, and bounded thence by a line
west, the northern watershed of the Hull and Tully
Rivers westerly, the  western  watershed of the
Johnstone River northerly, the northern watershed
thereof easterly ,  and a line north-east to Cooper
Point, and thence by the coast southerly to the
point of commencement, - inclusive of adjacent
islands.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TowNSDILLB LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 4.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on the Reid ?River- at a point
distant three  miles  below the Northern Railway
Crossing, and bounded thence by lines parallel with
the Northern Railway and distant three miles
therefrom northerly to the northern boundary of
the parish of Rokeby, by that boundary, the northern
boundary of the parish of Lansdowne,  and a line
westerly (being the southern boundary of the
Agricultural Area proclaimed on the 24th March,
1884) to a point distant three  miles  westerly from
the railway line ; thence by lines parallel with
the railway and distant three  miles  therefrom
southerly to the Reid River ; and thence by the
Reid River downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto  as an  Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty  five, and in the
forty -ninth year  of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
All Crown Lands within two miles of the pro-
posed line of railway from Cairns to Herberton
(within the Cairns Land Agent's District).
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusaRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the power in nie vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Reserve for Public Purposes in the parish
of Ossa,  containing  2,560 acres, described hereunder,
established by proclamation dated 27th December,
1882, shall be and is hereby cancelled.
DESCRIPTION :
County of Carlisle, xarish of Ossa.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of selec-
tion No. 646 (John McArtney), and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west about
120 chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north about 210 chains ; thence on the north by a
line bearing east about 120 chains to the north-
westernmost corner of Selection No. 6U; and
thence on the east by the western boundary of that
selection  to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thcusand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVB THE QUEEN I
PBOCLA It1TION.
By His  Exce llency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE.
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[r..s.] iDistinguished Or er of St. Mi-
A. ,11USGRAVE,  chael and St.  George, Governor
Governor ,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section 'ten of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHoNY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do , by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been reserved for Township purposes.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
85-14836-8.G.
On the Brisbane River.
County of  Stanley , parish of  Chuwar.
(Including Portions Nos. 155, 156, and 209 to 220.)
About  272  acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River on a road one chain wide dividing this land
from portion 157, and bounded thence on the east
by that road bearing south '  nineteen chains fifty-
four  links ; on the south by another road and a  line
bearing west fifteen chains fifty links  ;  again on the
east by a road bearing south fifty-eight chains
twenty-seven and three -quarter links to a road
dividing this land from portions 2 and 1; again on
the south by that road bearing 269 degrees 29
minutes twenty -nine chains eight links ; on the
west by a road bearing north about eighty-one
chains to the Brisbane liver ;  and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventh day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Ex cellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of section ninety -five of  " TAe
Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir AITEONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Procla-
mation ,  notify and pro claim that the Lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved
for the purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR COAL STAGES FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
85-8866--Rlys.
North Ipswich.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by proclama.
tion dated 9th April, 1885, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar.
About 2 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 280 degrees 51
minutes and distant fifty links from the north-west
corner of allotment 1 of section 7, and bounded
thence on the east by lines bearing 357 degrees 45
minutes four chains and forty-one links, and 10
degrees 51 minutes six chains and eighty links to
the rifle range; on the north by the rifle range and
a line in continuation bearing 280 degrees 58
minutes about five chains to the railway line ;
on the south-west by the railway line south-easterly
to a point bearing 280 degrees 51 minutes from the
starting point; and thence by a line bearing 100
degrees 51 minutes fifty-four links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
86.6488-C. Secy.
Canal Creek.
County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn.
Portion No. 26.
32 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Canal Creek
at the south-west corner of portion 25, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
thirty-three chains and ninety links ; on the east
by a line bearing south ten chains  ;  on the south
by a road bearing west twenty-two chains and
eighty-five links to Canal Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POST AND TELEGRAPH  PURPOSES.
85-14108-8.G.
Pine River.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclif`'e.
33 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
32, and bounded thence on the north-east by the
Gympie road bearing 139 degrees 25 minutes one
chain and sixty -three links and 156 degrees 16
minutes ninety links  ;  on the south -east by a line
bearing 247 degrees 42 minutes one chain and
fifty-four links ; and on the west by portion 32
bearing north two chains and sixty-five links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
85-12259-Sur.
On the Clifton road.
County of Lennox,  parish of St .  Mary.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the Clifton road at a point half-
a-mile westerly from  the north- west corner of selec-
tion 1407, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing south forty chains ; on the south by a
line bearing west eighty chains ; on the west by a
line bearing north eighty chains  ;  on the north by
a line bearing east eighty chains, and again on the
east by a  line bearing south forty chains to the
point of oommencement.
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REeiiRvn FOR CAMPING.
84-19600-- C.E.M.
On Running Creek.
County of Ward, Parish of Telemon.
65 acres.
Commencing on Running Creek at a point about
160 chains above the south-west corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the west by a line bear-
ing north twenty chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east twenty-five chains ; on the east by
a line bearing  south to Running Creek, and by that
creek upwards about forty chains ; and thence by a
line north-westerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By command.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD S avi TEN Q17laa 1
1'1;OCLAMATION.
lly flab lsxcellesicy Sir ANTHONY IV1USGRAVE,Knight Grand Cross ofthe Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MASGRAY IS, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " Tice
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation , notify and proclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved
for Public Purposes.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
85-150-73-L.B.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
dated 27th December, 1882, which is hereby
cancelled.)
No. 1.
County of Carlisle, parish of Ossa.
About 60 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Scrubby Creek
at a messmate -tree marked broad-arrow about
eight chains above the Green Hill Landing, and
bounded thence on the south by a  line bearing east
thirty chains ; on the east by a line bearing north
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing west
to Scrubby Creek, and thence by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
No. 2.
About 300 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Scrubby Creek
at a poplar gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over R
about one mile from its mouth, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing east about fifty
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south about
sixt chains ; on the south by a line bearing west
to Scrubby Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards  to the point  of commencement.
No. 3.
About 3J square miles.
Commencing on the sea-coast at the north-west
corner of selection 584, and bounded thence by that
selection bearing south to the north -east corner of
selection 1193; thence by that selection and a line
bearing west about forty chains ; thence by a line
parallel to and distant forty  chains from the sea-
coast north-westerly to Scrubby Creek; thence by
that creek downwards to the sea -coast ; and thence
by the sea-coast south-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
CIO D SAYI THE gUERN I
PROCLAMATION.
Ills Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
LI... Distinguished Order of St. bli-
. MMi L;tiu1 avE, chael and St. George, Governor
Goooernor.  and Coninmander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
rown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR, CEMETERY.
85-14402-5. G.
Burketown.
County of Porchester, parish of Burke.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 356 degrees 46
minutes and distant 100 chains from the north-west
corner of section 15, and bounded thence on the east
by a line bearing 356 degrees 46 minutes ten chains;
on the north by a line bearing 266 degrees 46
minutes ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
176 degrees 46 minutes ten chains ; and on the
south by a line bearing 86 degrees 46 minutes ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL.
86-16197--8.G.
Town of Tewantin.
County of March, parish cf Noosa.
Allotment 2 of section 11.
1 acre.
Commencing at the south-east corner of allotment
I of section 11, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing east two chains and sixty-six
links ; on the east by a road bearing north three
chains  and seventy-five links ; on the north by
Doonella street bearing west two chains and sixty-
six links  ; and on the west by allotments 3 and 1
bearing south three chains and seventy-five links
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD  Says  TAB QUREW I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for general information, +hatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Read;  and all
persons who may consider their interest s affectedthereby are required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobjections,in writing, within tw( mon- hs
from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen at the  Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
1 The  Purga  Di- The  road separa - Goodna
visional Board ting portion 306
on account of from part of por-
F. Chippen -  tton 905dale
Area.
A. H. P
0 3 1
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
i
T is hereby notified that, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Settled Districts Pastoral
Leases Act of  1876  Amendment Act of  1882," the
annual Rent of the undermentioned Run, situated
in the Settled District of Port Curtis, has been
appraised for renewed lease for ten years from
the date and at the amount specified hereunder.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Name of Run. Name  of Lessee.
Stoodleigh
C
c°.
1885.  £ a. d.
William  Harvey  11 July
f
90 1225 0 0Holt
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at  this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
INo. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 R. J. Logan Part of the road sepa -  Moggill ... 7 1 0
rating portion 206
from part of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
77, 78,  and 19
2 Ditto . ..  One of the reserved ditto ... 2 2 0
roads through portion
206
3 Ditto  ...  Part of road separating ditto ... 1 1 0
portion 206  fr om por-
tions 205 and  208;
from north -west cor-
ner of portion 208 to
road - item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I,r is hereby notified or general information,
that application under' the eighty-ninth
section of  " Vie Crown Lan-ls Act of  1884 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objcetions,in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation .  Parish. I Area.
A. B. P.
The Part of the reserved road Knapp About
Tabragalba through portion 22  (se- 1 0 0
Divisional lection 2955,  Brisbane
Board on District)
account of
W. P. Roe
Nor F.- The closure of this ro ad is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
11' i>r hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, R ithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation. Parish. Area.
- The Nundah The road separating Nundah ...
A.B.P.
1  00
Divisional
Board on
account
of E. A.
McDowall
portion 588 from part
of port ion 18
N.B.-The closu re  of this road is proposed to be car ri ed out in
connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that  application under  the eighty- ninth section
of  "The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this dat .
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices ,  Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pari sh. Area.
A. B. P.
- Andrew Partof road  separating Indooroo- 1 0 28
Bogle  portion 65 from por- piny
tion 89
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton; Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
I
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant. i  Situation . I  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Hobler The  road separating por- Playfair X14 0 0
tions 84 and 85  (selec-
tion  1835,  Rockhampton
District )  from po rt ions
88 and 89.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can  be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
sl
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
I I A. B.. P.
The Glengal -  Road separating por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian  Divisio -  tion 46 from portion
nal Board 47
on account
of Mary
Orange
t2 The Tinaroo Road  separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
Divisonal tions 5 and 11 from
Board on portions 6 and 12
account of
Peter George
Grant
t3 The Ingle -  The reserved  road Rosenthal 7 2 10
t4
wood Divi -  through portion 344
sional
Board on
account of
John Wil-
son
Ditto ... The reserved  ro ad ditto ... 8 2 0
th ro ugh portion 133
+ NOTE.-The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of a road through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t NOTE.- The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1886.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications under  the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing  the undermentioned Roads;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests  affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their  objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED .
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 The Esk One of the reserved Esk
A.
11
R. P.
0 0
Divisional
Board on
account o
Wm. M.
roads through por-
tion 20
Bowman
2 Ditto  ... The reserved  road ditto 8 2 0
3 Ditto  ...
th ro ugh portion 18
The road separating ditto 9 0 0
4 Ditto  ...
port icos 10 and 9 fro m
port ions 11 and 12
The road separating ditto 4 0 0
portion 12 fro m part
6 Ditto F.  E.
of port ion 13
One of the reserved ditto 16 2 0
Bigge roads through por-
tion 19
Nom.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with the  opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
A ll  business in connection with Selections under
" the Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
Month.
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT THE LANDOFFICEB-
Brisbane. Been-leigh.
March  ... ... ...  Tues., 3
Ap ri l ... ... ... „ 7
May ... ... ... „ 5
June  ... ... ...  of  2
July .. ... ... „ 7
August  ... ... ... „ 4
September  ... ... „ 1
October  ... ...  it  6
November  ... ...  it  3
December  ... ...  is 1
Month.
Wed., 11
„ 8
„ 13is  10
„ 8
to 12
to 9It 4
„ 1
to  9
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
AT THB LAND OFFICEE-
15
it 17
AT Poucx
OFFICE-
Too- Warwick. Dalby. Allora.
woomba.
Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885. 1885.
March ...  ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues ., 24 Fri .,  27 Wed.. 25
April ... ... ... „  20 „ 21 „ 24 „ 22
May ... ... 26  „ 26  is  29 „ 27
June  ... ... ... is 22 it 23 to 2d ,. 24
July  ... ... ... „ 27 a 28 „ 31 ,. 29
August ... ... ...  24 „ 25  ,.  28 „ 26
September  ... ... „  21 It 22 „ 25 „ 23
October ... ... ., 26 „ 27 30 „ 28
November  ... ...  It 23 !I ,, 24  „ 27 „ 25
December  ... ... „  21 „ 22  I Wed., 23 to 30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
Month.
Cler- Emerald .! Taro om . Spring- Mt.
wont . •  sure.  Britton.
Date .  Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
March  ...  Thur.,26 Mon., 16 Wed .,  4 Mon .,23 Fri., 6
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August...
September
October
November
December
28
25
30
2724
291
26
31
„ 20 „ 1 „ 27 Tues.,7to 18 „ 6 » 25 Fri., 1
15 „ 3  to  22 „ 6
20 „ 1 „ 27 „ 3
17 „ 5  is  24 „ 7
21  is  2 28 „ 4
19 „ 7  Is  26  is  2
16  Is  41 „ 23 „ 6
21, „ 2 „ 28 „ 4
Banana.
Date.
1885.
Wed., 18
to  15
20
17
15
19
16
21
18
16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone ,  the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the  Land  Office,  St. Lawrence ,  the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Maryborough , the third
Friday in each month.
Ipswich. Esk. 
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
Fri., 6 Wed. 18
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At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenpingering, the second
Wednesday-in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday  in each month.
KENNFDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs•
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns,  the second  Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed.
nesday in  each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell ,  the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office ,  R^ma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office,  Surat,  the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St.  George,  the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITC ,HELL  D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
A.t the Land Office ,  Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Iaisford,  the second Wednes-
day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla,  the second
Monday in each month.
At the  Lana  Office ,  Charlevi lle,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Thargomindah ,  the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Cert ificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
l1\\ Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the land intended
to be granted ,  to the intent  that, by  force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas ,  and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No. 376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south -east corn er of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six  links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy -five and
a-half links  ;  on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.11 ame of Grantee-Thomas John HartleyNussey.
Land granted-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish  of Toombul.
Area - 5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  AND AREA  FOE CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of  Stanley, parish of Toombul ,  portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north-
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five  and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants- and in
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every deed containing the erroneous  name; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON,
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants-60722, 50723, 50724, 50853,
50854.
Date of Grants--13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.Name ofGrantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land granted.-A llotment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4, allotment 3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-Tlie  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Frnas
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NTOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
p'irsuanee of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
trom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names of  the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct  names  shall be taken to have
been inserted  in the  said grants and in  every deed
containing  the erroneous  names  ;  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony , describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant ,,  and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant--12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area- 16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 116 degrees seventy links,
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links ; and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron,  14 acres 3  roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Nedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty.
three links to the point of commencement.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer--The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-A ll otment 6 of  section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
]NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
i Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " I%e Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed containing  the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee--William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-A llotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.  The name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th May, 1835.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Title,; to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the name  of the town, to
the intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name  shall be taken to have been inserted
in the said grant and in  every deed containing the
erroneous name; and such grant  and every such
deed shall operate  and be construed  accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of  Grant-53467.
Date of Grant - 5th November, 1883.
Name of Grantee - William Morgan.
Land  granted .- Allotment  13 of section 2, town
of Inglebogie.
Area- 1 rood 27 ;  perches.
Nature of Error.- The  name of the town having
been described in the  Deed  of Grant as Inglebogie
instead of Baltinglass ,  the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deed of
.. Grant  mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description . shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous  description,  and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of  Grantee-Edward  Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox,  parish of
Brooyar ,  selection  625, Gympie District.
Area- 2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625, Gympie  District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one  chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres for a  surveyed road,Ras shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth , His Excellency  the Governor wi ll, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  "The  Titles to
Land Act of  1858,' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by iastrim' ent
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant--30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion 12,  county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886 ,  and every alternate month after-
wards ,  for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 7th August, 1885.
TN accordance with the l egulations applicable to
Speciil Timber Regulations, a Provisional
License has this day been issued to EDWARD
CURTIS to cut timber on one square mile in the
parish of Goolman.
P. McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act o,f  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gayndah, 14th July, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BELL, Selector, Gayndali
Reserve.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40 Vic. No. h. the 8th day of September next,
Gayndah District. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, andRes. No. 22. show cause why your Selection
56 acres. No. 22, in Gandah District,
Gayndah Reserve. should not be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PAR RY-OKEDEN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
25th day of August instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
i9dol " .
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the- 10th November, 1885.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained ,  on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Stonington.
Claimant of Lease -John Thomas Haughton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a point about twenty-four chains above an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over 30.C in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a north-
east line seven  miles to the Campaspe River at a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 40
in triangle  ; thence on the north-east by the right
bank of the  last-named  river upwards, and by the
left bank of Mundic Creek upwards to a point
about forty chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M over 2 in triangle ; thence on the
north- west  by a south-west line five miles forty
chains crossing  the Campaspe River at a point
about forty-eight chains above a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over 49 in triangle
to the Cape River at a point about four chains
above  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over 41 C in
triangle ; and thence on the south-west by the left
bank of that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Larry 's Peak.
Claimant  of Lease-John Thomas Naughton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable  .. ... 25
Total ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Cape River
at a point opposite a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over 36.C in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a south-west line five miles, crossing
Betts Creek at a point about fifty-five chains below
a sandal -wood-tree marked broad-arrow over SE
within triangle to a point about twenty-four chains
south and fifty-six chains east of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-art ow over S.4 within triangle ;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line ten
miles ; thence on the south-east by a north-east
line five miles to the Cape River at a point about
forty chains below a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 260 within triangle and about forty-
two chains above a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over 25C within triangle ; and thence on the north-
east by the right bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run -Brooklyn.
Claimant  of Lease-John Thomas Naughton.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  8
Total ... ... 33
Commencin  on the left bank of the Cape River
at a point  about twenty-four chains above an
ironbark -tree marked broad. arrow over 30.C in
triangle, and  bounded thence on the north-west
by a north -east line  along the south-east boundary
of Stonington Run seven miles  to the Campaspe
River at  a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over  40 in triangle  ; thence on the north-
east  by a south -east line  five miles  ;  thence on the
south-east by a south- west line six  miles twenty-
four  chains ,  crossing Manoa  Creek at a point about
twenty -eight chains below agum -tree  marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle to the Cape River
at a point about forty-eight chains above a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over 24.C in triangle
on its  south side ; and thence on the south-cast
by the left bank of that riv, r upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Milray No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-George All Pan.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square wiles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 25
Commencing  on the right bank of the Cape River
at a point  about forty chains below a bloodwood-trec
marked broad- arrow  over 26C in triangle and about
forty- two chains  above a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over 25-C in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north-west by a south-west line  along  part of the
south-east boundary of Larry's Peak Run three
miles sixty-three chains ; thence on the south-west
by a south- east line  five mi es ; thence on the
south-east by a north -east line  five miles sixteen
chains to the Cape River at a point about four
chains above a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over
19C in triangle ; and thence on the north-east by
the right bank of that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Milray No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-George A h Pan.
Estimated Area --
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a point about forty-eight chains above a box-tree
marked broad arrow over 24.C in triangle on its
south side, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a north-east line along part of the south-east
boundary of Brooklyn Run six miles eight chains,
crossing Manoa Creek at a point about twenty-eight
chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
M in triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south-
east line five miles to a point about fifty chains
east and eight chains south of a box-tree on the
right bank of Manoa Creek marked broad-arrow
over M G in triangle ; thence on the south-east b
a south-west line five miles, crossing Manoa Cree
at a point about forty chains below the last men-
tioned marked tree and Queer Creek at a point
about sixteen chains below a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over Q2 in triangle to the Cape River
at a joint about thirty-six chains above a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over 18C in triangle
on its west side, and about forty chains below a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 19C in triangle
on its west side ; and thence on the south-west by
the left bank of that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Milray No. 2.
Claimant of  Lease-Alfred Taylor.
Estimated Area-Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 25
Commencing on the right bank of the Cape
River opposite a point about four chains above a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 19C in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a south-
west line along part of the south-east boundary of
Milray No. 1 Run five miles ; thence on the south-
west by a south- east  line five  miles ;  thence on the
south-east by a north-east line five miles to the
Cape River at a point opposite a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 14C in triangle ; and
thence on the north-east by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Milm ay No. 3.
Claimant  of Lease-Alfred Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 241 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 211
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a point about thirty-six chains above a blood-
wood-tree marked broad -arrow  over 18.C in triangle
on its west side and about forty chains below a
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gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 19.C in triangle
on its west sine, and bounded thence on the north-
west by a north-east line along the south-east
boundary of Milray No. 4 Run five  miles,  crossing
Queer Creek at a point about sixteen chains below
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over Q2 in triangle
and Manoa Creek at a point forty chains below a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over MG  in triangle
to the east corner of Milray No. 4 Run ; thence on
the north-east by a south-east line four miles to
the west boundary of Brewarrina No. 2 Run at a
point forty chains east of a bloodwood-tree on the
left bank of Manoa Creek marked broad-arrow
over M.J. in triangle ; thence on the east by a south
line along parts of the west boundaries of Bre-
warrina No. 2 and Brewarrina No. 1 Runs, in all
one mile  forty  chains, crossing the last -named creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over B2 in triangle ;
thence on the south-east by a south-west line three
miles thirty-two chains to the Cape River at a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 134.C• in
triangle ; and thence on the south-west by the left
bank of that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Thyra.
Claimant of Lease-Edward Tyler.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 25
Commencing on the right bank of Betts' Creek
where the north-west boundary of Larry's Peak
Run intersects that creek, being a point about fifty-
five chains below a sandalwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over SE in triangle, and bounded thence on
the south- east  by a south-west line along part of
that boundary one mile forty-eight chains to the
west corner of said run ; thence on the north-east
by a south- east  line along part of the south-west
boundary of the same run one mile ten chains ;
thence on the east by a south line three miles
thirty-two chains ; thence on the south by a west line
five miles ; thence on the west by a north line to
the Northern Railway Line ; thence on the north-
west by that line north-easterly to Betts' Creek at
a point about forty chains above a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over S7 in triangle ; and thence
on the north-east and north by the right 'Dank of
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Thyra No. 2.
Claimant of Lease - Edward Tyler.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  6
Total 31 to
Commencing at the north corner of Larry's
Peak Run, being a point on the right bank of the
Cape River opposite a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over 36C in triangle, and bounded thence
on the south- east  by a south-west line along part
of the north-west boundary of that run three miles
thirty-two chains to ltetts' Creek at a point about
fifty-five chains below a sandalwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over SE in triangle ; thence on the
south by the left bank of that creek upwards to
the Northern Railway Line at a point about forty
chains above a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 67 in triangle ; thence on the south-
east by that line south-westerly about forty chains ;
thence on the west by a north line four miles
sixty-four chains to the Cape River at a point
opposite a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad.
arrow over 45C ; and thence on the north by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name ofltun-.Milray No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-Alfred Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 19
Total ... ... 25
Commencing on the right bank of the Cape
River at a point opposite a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over 14-C within triangle, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a south-west line
along part of the south-east boundary of Milray
No. 2 Run four miles forty chains ; thence on the
south-west by a south- east line  five miles ; thence
on the south- east  by a north- east line  four miles
forty chains to the Cape River at  a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 8'C within  triangle ; and
thence on the north- east  by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run -Milray No. 6.
Claimant of Lease -Alfred Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available 6 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 6 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a tree marked broad arrow over 13;C within
triangle, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a north-east line along the south-east boundary of
Milray No. 5 Run three  miles  twenty-four chains
to the west boundary  of Brewarrina  No. 1 Run IF
thence on the east by a south line along part of
that boundary five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line along part of the south boundary of
the same run two miles ; thence on the south-east
by a south-west line one mile to the Cape River at
a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow ov. r
7'C within triangle ; and thence on the south and
south-west by the left bank of that river upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Milray No. 7.
Claimant  of Lease-Alfred Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 11 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... ... 11 to
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a Moreton Bay ash-tree  marked broad-arrow
over 7.C in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north- east  line  along the south-east
boundary of Milray No. 6 Run one mile to the
south boundary  of Brewarrina  No. 1 Run; thence on
the north  by an east  line three  miles to a  box-tree
marked broad -arrow  over B  over 1 in triangle ;
thence on the  east  by a south  line along part of the
west boundary  of Pajingo  No. 3 Run  and the west
boundary of Burke Creek  Run, in all six miles
sixteen chains,  passing through  a box -tree marked
broad- arrow over  P3 in  triangle to  the Cape River
at a gum-tree  marked broad -arrow  over C in
triangle ;  and thence on the south-west by the left
bank of that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Burke Creek.
Claimant of Lease-James
John Hosking.
Estimated Area-
Miles McDonald and
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 134
Total ... ... 51; to
Commencing on the south-east corner of Pajingo
No. 3 Run  at a tree  marked broad-arrow over P 2.3.
over BC in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along the south boundary of
that run ten miles twenty-eight chains to a box-tree
marked broad- arrow over P 3 in triangle  ;  thence
on the west by a south line five miles to the Cape
River at a gum-tree marked broad arrow over C in
triangle ; thence on  the south by an  east line ten
miles twenty-eight chains to the west boundary of
Pajingo No 2 Run ; and thence on the east by a
north line along part of that boundary five miles to
the point of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crozcn Lands Art of  1884" of the
Run known as Tiereyhoo, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Tiereyboo, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS John Theodore Thomas Boyd, the pas-
toral tenant of the consolidated run known as
Tiereyboo, situated in the Pastoral District of
Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the Colony of
Queensland ,  comprising the runs hitherto known
as Tiereyboo ,  Wieambilla ,  and Picurdab ,  has given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated
the twenty-third day of March, 1885, that he elects
to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided  :  Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said consolidated run known as Tiereyboo,
comprising the runs hitherto known as Tiereyboo,
Wieambilla ,  and Picurdah ,  be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
91  square miles.
Commencing on Dogwood Creek at a tree marked
29, and bounded thence on the north -west by the
left bank of that creek downwards to a point about
thirty chains in a direct line above or up the creek
from the junction on the opposite bank of Eagle
Creek ,  where it is stated there is a tree marked B ;
thence on the west by a south line three miles five
chains ; thence on the south by an east line two
miles  sixty-four chains to a tree marked A, and by
an easterly line along a fence about three miles ;
thence again on the west by a line in a southerly
direction along a fence about three miles sixty
chains to the Condamine River  ;  thence on the
south-east by the right bank of said river upwards
to the west boundary of the Condamine Reserve,
being a point about three  miles in a  direct line
above the junction of Caligwel Creek  ;  thence on
the east by a north line along the  west  boundary of
said reserve five miles twenty -four chains to its
north-west corner; thence again on the south by
an east  line along the north boundary of the same
reserve to its north -east corner  ;  thence again on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the same reserve one mile fifteen
chains ; thence again on the south by an east
line to the watershed between Rocky Creek and
Sandy or Charley 's Creek ; thence again on the
east by that watershed north-westerly to a point
west of a point on the last-mentioned creek
about seventy -two chains above a tree on that
creek marked broad-arrow over LXVI over M ;
thence again on the south by an east line seven
miles twenty chains crossing Sandy or Charley's
Creek at a point about seventy -two chains above
the before-mentioned tree marked broad-arrow
over LXVI over M to Wieambilla Creek at a point
about seventy chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over K ; thence on the north -east by the
left bank of that creek downwards to its junction
with the Condamine River, and by the left bank of.
that river downwards to a point about two miles
forty chains below said junction  ;  thence again on
the west by a south line about two miles forty-eight
chains to a point about one mile thirty-eight chains
west and forty-four chains north of the afore-
mentioned tree on Sandy or Charley's Creek marked
broad-arrow over  LXVI  over M ; thence again on
the north -west by a  li ne bearing about north 252
degrees east eight miles sixty-eight chains to the
Condamine River opposite a point about eighty
chains below Tiereyboo Station  ;  and thence again
on the north -east by a line bearing about north
303 degrees east four miles fifty-eight chains,
crossing the before -mentioned river ,  to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the  land described as follows ,  viz.
91  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River opposite a point about eighty chains below
Tiereyboo Station, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing about north 72 degrees
east eight miles sixty-eight chains to a point about
one mile thirty -eight chains west and forty-four
chains north of a tree on the right bank of Sandy
or Charley's Creek marked broad-arrow over LXVI
over M ; thence on the east by a north line two
miles forty-eight chains to the Condamine River
at a point about two miles forty chains below the
junction of Wieambilla Creek with said river ;
thence on the north -east by a line bearing north
forty-four degrees west crossing the Condamine
River to Colamboola Creek at a point about two
miles forty chains in a direct line up the creek
from its junction with Dogwood Creek  ;  thence on
the north by the left bank cf Colamboola Creek
downwards to said junction  ;  thence on the west
by the left bank of Dogwood Creek downwards to
a tree marked 29; and thence on  the  south -west by
a line bearing  about north  123 degrees east four
miles fifty-eight chains, crossing the Condamine, to
the point of commencement , - exclusive of a selec-
tion of 1,280 acres contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this twenty-
ninth day of July, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD, S Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1885.
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Welltown ,  is published as required
by the Act,  and for the information of those whom
it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the  Matter  of  " The Crown Lands  Art  of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Welltown, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs  (Unsettled ),  in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS Martin Loughlin ,  William Leonard, and
Duncan Sinclair ,  the pastoral tenants of the con-
solidated run known as Welltown ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Darling Downs (Unsettled),
in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising the
conterminous runs known as Welltown, Yarril-
wanna, Kaywanna East, Kaywanna ,  Biran, Tarraba,
Rayleigh ,  and Bumba ,  have given notice to the
Secretary for Public  Lands,  dated the twelfth day
of March ,  1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 " with respect to such run  :  And whereas the
said run  has  been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said  Secretory for Public  Lands as
to the best mode of making a, fair division thereof :
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And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
co, stituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1881 " : And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said run
to be divided : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said ecretary
for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Welltown, and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in
the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.571 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Weir
River  at a tree  marked broad-arrow over D in
shield over LOW J.C. being about sixty chains in
a direct line below the junction of Windamall
Creek, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
line bearing north 339 degrees east four miles
twenty chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over 1
over W in shield on the last-mentioned creek ;
thence again on the south-west by a line bearing
north 342 degrees east one mile fourteen chains to
a tree marked LOW over 1 in shield, RG over J.C.
LOW; thence on the south by a west line about
five miles forty chains ; thence on the east by a
south line, crossing Redbank Creek at a point about
sixty chains below a tree on its right bank marked
broad-arrow over R3, about six miles forty chains ;
thence again on tie south by a west line five miles ;
thence on the west by a north line ten miles ;
thence on the north by an east line five miles ;
thence again on the west by a north line to the
watershed dividing the waters of the Weir River
from those of the Moonie River; thence on the
north-west by that watershed in a north-easterly
direction about twenty-seven miles to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LOW in shield o over LOW side-
ways in shield ; thence again by the last-mentioned
watershed in an easterly direction about one mile
sixty-four chains ; thence again on the east by a
south line to a point one mile sixty-four chains
east of a tree  marked broad-arrow over IV over D
in shield, LOW in shield, 4 over LOW in shield ;
thence again on the north by an east line three
miles sixteen  chains to a tree marked LO over W
in shield, R over P in shield, broad-arrow over 69
in shield ;  thence again on  the east by a line
bearing north 183 degrees 45 minutes  east crossing
Uragara Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
1 over D in shield, broad-arrow over F in shield,
and passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over 11 over D in shield, about eight miles forty
chains to the intersection of the north boundary
fence of Uragara Paddock : thence again on the
south by a west line vlong that fence to the north-
west corner of the said paddock about four miles
forty chains ; thence again on the east by a south
line along the west boundary fence of the last-
named paddock about four miles forty chains to the
Weir River opposite a point about four chains
above a tree on its left bank marked 32; thence
again  on the south and south-east by the right bank
of the said river downwards to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y in triangle ; thence again on
the east by a south line crossing the river about
eight miles twelve chains to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y in triangle ; thence again on
the south by a west line about five miles ten chains
to an oak-tree marked broad-arrow over T in
triangle, broad- arrow  over W in triangle, LOW.
RP; thence  again  on the west by a line bearing
north 346 degrees 30 minutes east about four miles
forty  chains  to a tree marked broad-arrow over RG
in shield, LOW, on the left bank of the Weir
River ; and thence by that bank upwards to a
point opposite and by  a line across  the river to the
point of commencement.
And that he other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:--
274k  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T
in triangle RP (old in rk), and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing north 7 degrees west
about five miles sixteen chains to an oak-tree
marked broad-arrow over W in triangle, broad-
arrow over T in triangle, LOW RP (old mark);
thence on the north by an east line about five miles
ten chains to a box-tree marked br ad-arrow over
Y in triangle ; thence again on the west by a
north line about eight miles twelve chains to
the Weir River at a point opposite  to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over Y in triangle ;
thence on the north-west and north by the left
bank of that river upwards to a point opposite the
west boundary fence of Uragara Paddock, being
about four chains above a tree marked 32; thence
again on the west by a north  line crossing the
river and along the last-mentioned boundary fence
about four miles forty chains ; thence again
on the north by an east  line along  the north boun-
dary fence of the last-mentioned paddock about
four miles forty chains to a point bearing north
183 degrees 45 minutes east and distant about
sixty chains from a tree marked broad-arrow over
i 1 over D in shield ; thence on the east by a
line bearing north 183 degrees  45 minutes east
about five miles to a tree marked LOW on the
right bank of the Weir River ; thence  again on
the east by  a south  line crossing the said river
about nine miles fifty-two chains to a gum-tree
marked M LOW on the right bank of the Callan-
doon branch of the Macintyre River, and by a
continuation of the same line crossing that branch
to its opposite bank; thence again on the north by
the left bank of the last-mentioned branch upwards
to a tree marked broad-arrow over  R; thence again
on the east by a south line about six miles thirty-
three chains to the Macintyre River at a tree
marked broad-arrow over CR; and thence on the
south by the right bank of that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
ninth day of July, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] F. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, 5 Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division  made  under the pro-
visions of "  i he Crown Lands Art of  1884" of the
Run known as Chadford, is published  as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Chadford, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEnEAS Alexander Blair and Samuel Langton
Jones, the pastoral tenarts of the run known as
Chadford, situated in the Pastoral District of
M aranoa, in  the Colony of Queensland,  have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated
the twenty-sixth day of February, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " with respect t' such
run : And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode  of making a
fair division thereof : And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has referred the same to u,;,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report  hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that  the division of the said
run made by  the said Secretary for Public Lands,
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as amended  hereby, be confirmed : And we do
further order that the said run known as Chad-
ford be divided into two parts, and that the part
of the said run referred to in the said Act as the
resumed part sha ll  comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz.:-
30  square miles.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Selection
No. 339 in the parish of Chadford, being a point
bearing north 154 degrees 48 minutes east and
distant  2031-  links from a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 339, and bounded thence on the east by
a north line along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned selection, and by a prolongation of the
same line ,  in all three miles sixty -eight chains ;
thence on the north-east by a north-west line four
miles twenty chains ; thence on the north-west by a
south -west line crossing  K angaroo Creek at a
point about twenty -nine chains west and seven
chains north of a box-tree marked 8Rv on
survey of auction portions about five miles eight
chains to the watershed between Kangaroo Creek
and Wallambilla Creek ; thence on the south-west
by that watershed in a south-easterly direction to
a point about two miles seventy -six chains south
and two miles eight chains west of starting point ;
thence on the south by an east line about two
miles eight chains to a point south of starting point ;
and thence again on the east by a north line about
two miles seventy-six chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all  selected lands within
these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and  upon  the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as fo llows, viz.:-
30  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Kanga roo Creek
at a point about twenty -nine chains west and seven
chains north of a box-tree marked 8Rv on the sur-
vey of auction portions, and bounded thence on
the south -east by a north-east line three miles and
sixteen chains ; thence on the north-east by a north-
west  line five miles  thirty- two chains  ;  thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north 240 degrees east,
crossing Kangaroo Creek at a point about eighteen
chains north and fourteen chains west of a box-
tree marked 12.  13.  R on survey of auction portions,
six miles ; thence on the south-west by a south-east
line about five miles twenty chains to the watershed
between Kangaroo Creek and Wallambilla Creek ;
thence again on the south-west by that watershed
in a south-easterly direction to a point south-
west of starting point  ;  and thence again on the
south-east  by a north- east line  about one mile
seventy-two chains, crossing Kangaroo Creek, to the
point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixth
day of August, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD,
I
Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th August, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that  the Forfeited Run in the Land Agent's
District of Taroom ,  as per the accompanying
description ,  will be open for Occupation License
under Part  V. of  " The  C, own Lands  Act of  1884,"
at the Taroom Land Office, on and after  MONDAY,
the fifth day of Octobe  ,  1885, at an upset annual
rental of 10s. per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE TAROOM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Estramadura Run.
About  95 square miles.
Commencing at the east corner of Spring Station
Run, being a point on the watershed between
Cockatoo-Creek and Cabbage-tree-Creek about one
mile south-west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over III within triangle, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a south-west line along
the south-east boundary of that run about six miles
to the north-east boundary of Indrabanyer Run ;
thence on the south-west by a s-)uth- east  line three
miles thirty-two chains along part of that boundary
to its  east  corner ; thence  again on  the north-west
by a south-west line along part of the south-east
boundary of the last-mentioned run about forty
chains to the north corner of Cockatoo Creek
Run ; thence again on the south-west by a s -)uth-
east  line along the north-east boundary of that run
seven  miles to the north- west  boundary of Kroorngah
Run; thence on the south-east by a north-east line
along part of that boundary t) its north-west
corner; thence on the south by  an east  line along
the north boundary of the last-mentioned run about
seven  miles sixteen chains ; thence on the west by a
south line along part of the east boundary of the
same  run about forty-eight chains to Cockatoo
Creek at a point about forty-six chains above a
gu -tree marked broad-arrow over C over XXXIII
within triangle and about forty-two chains below a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XXXIV
within triangle ; thence again on the south-east by
the right bank of that creek upwards to the
junction of the Fifteen-mile Gully, crossing Cockatoo
Creek at a point opposite an apple-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over C over FM within triangle,
and by that gully to the Main Range at a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over W within triangle ;
thence on the east by that range northerly about
four miles forty chains ; thence on the north by a
west line about seven miles forty-eight chains, pass-
ing through a point bearing north and distant about
one mile eight chains from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XLIII within triangle,
and crossing Cockatoo Creek to an oak-tree at the
head of Cabbage-tree Creek marked broad-arrow
over C within triangle, and by the watershed
between Cockatoo Creek and Cabbage-tree Creek
westerly along the southern boundary of Dawson
Vale Run, passing through a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over W within triangle ; and
thence on the north- east  by the same watershed
north-westerly  along  the south-west boundary of the
last-mentioned run to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
jT is hereby notified for  general information,
that the Porfeited  Runs  in the Land Agent's
District of Taroom,  as per  the accompanying
description, will be open fcr Occupation License
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Taroom Land Office,  on and after  MONDAY,
the 5th day of October , 1885, at an upset annual
rental of 15s. per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE TAROOM  LAND AGENTS  DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Hinchley Run.
About  85 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Mud Creek
opposite a point about four chains above a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over VI within
triangle,  and bounded thence on the north by a
west line three  miles  twenty-four chains to the
watershed between Horse Creek and Mud Creek ;
thence on the west by that watershed in a southerly
direction  passing  about one  mile  forty chains south of
a gum-tree at the head of Mud Creek marked broad-
arrow over M over XVII within triangle to the
watershed between that creek and Wanduan Creek ;
thence on the south-east by the  last-mentioned
watershed in a north-easterly direction and by the
watershed between Mud and Woleebee Creeks
northerly to a point west of the junction of that
creek and Juandah Creek ; and thence  again on
the north by a west line three miles fifty-six
chains crossing  Mud Creek to the point of com-
mencement.
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Formerly known as Tummerumbanya Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Roche'-, Creek
at a point about thirty-two chains above a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over XXVII within
triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line about six  miles  forty chains to the water-
shed between that creek and Bungaban Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed in a south-
easterly direction to a point about six miles twenty-
four chains north and about sixty-four chains east
of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over R over XX I
within triangle ; thence on the  east  by a south line
about nine  miles  thirty  chains, crossing  Roche's
Creek at a point about sixty-four chains above
the last-mentioned marked tree, to the watershed
between Roche's Creek and Sandy Creek ; thence
on the south-west by that watershed in a north-
westerly direction to a point south of starting
point; and thence  again  on the west by a north
line crossing Roche's Creek to the point of com-
mencement.
Formerly known as Wandoan Run.
About 13 square miles.
Commencing on Wandoan Creek at a point about
forty-eight chains below a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over XI within triangle, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line along part of
the south boundary of Salt Pans Run to the water-
shed between the last-mentioned creek and Horse
Creek ; thence on the south-west by that water-
shed southerly to the watershed between
Woleebee Creek and Wandoan Creek,  passing
about (ne mile south of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over XII within triangle;
thence on the south-east by the  lase-mentioned
watershed north-easterly to the south boundary of
the Salt Pans Run ; and thence  again  on the north
by a west line along part of that boundary to the
point of commencement.
Formerly known as Dawson Vale Run.
About 3:3 square miles.
Commencing at the head of Cabbage-tree Creek at
an oak-tree marked broad-arrow over C within
triangle, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a north-west  line ten miles  to a point about fifty-
six chains  north-east of an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over III within triangle ;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line
about one mile fifty-six chains, passing through
the last mentioned marked tree and crossing
Cabbage-tree Creek, to the east corner of Spring
Station Run; and thence on the south-west and
south by the watershed between Cockatoo Creek
and Cabbage-tree Creek south-easterly and easterly,
passing through a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over W within triangle, to the point of com-
mencement.
Formerly known as Bentley Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Bentley Creek at
a point about sixteen chains above a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over XI within triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line
about one mile fifty- ix chains to the watershed
between the Dawson River and Bentley Creek ;
thence on the west and south-west by that water-
shed and the watershed between the last-named
creek and Bungaban Creek southerly and south-
easterly to a gum-tree at the head of Bentley Creek
marked broad-arrow over W within triangle ;
thence on the east by the watershed between
Cockatoo Creek and Bentley Creek northerly to a
point east of starting point ; and thence again on
the north by a west line about three miles fifty-six
chains crossing  Bentley Creek to the point of com-
mencement.
Formerly known as Upper Junction Station.
About 40 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the north and
south branches of Bungaban Creek, being a point
about seven chains south and four chains east of a
large gum-tree marked broad-arrow over J over
NB over XII in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line about six miles forty-
eight chains to the Main Range ; thence on the
east by that range southerly to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B in triangle ; thence on the
south by the watershed between Bungaban Creek
and Roche's Creek westerly to a point south of
starting point ; and thence on the west by a north
ling about seven miles sixteen chains to the point
of commencement.
Formerly known as North Branch of Bungaban
Run.
About 40 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the north and
south branches of Bungaban Creek, being a point
about seven chains south and four chains east of a
large gum-tree marked broad-arrow over J over
NB over XII in triangle, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line about six miles forty-
eight chains to the Main Range ; thence on the
east by teat range in a northerly direction to the
head of the north branch of Bungaban Creek at a
myall-tree marked broad-arrow over N in triangle ;
thence on the north-west by the northern water-
shed of Bungaban Creek south-westerly to a point
north of starting point ; and thence on the west by
a south line about two miles ten chains, crossing
Bungaban Creek, to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Laids,
Brisbane ,  14th August, 1885.IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the portions of land as per the accompanying
descriptions will, on and after  TIIESDAY,
the 29th day of September ,  1885 ,  be open to appli-
cation for Special Timber Licenses , at  the  Mary-borough Land Office, in accordance with the Timber
Regulations dated the 5th June, 1885.
Each applicant will be required to pay the
actual cost  of survey.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRIUT.
Dasc a  PTIox9:
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.
Portion No. 1.
Area-About 850 acres.
Commencing at a point about five chains north
from the south-west corner of portion 83, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion bearing
north sixty chains and three links, east fifteen
chains, and north fifteen chains ; on the north by a
line bearing west eighty- nine chains  and forty links ;
on the west by  a line bearing  south 135 chains and
ninety links ; and on the south-east by the Gigoom-
gan and Tiaro road  bearing 82 degrees two chains
and forty-two links, 46 degrees  twelve chains and
fifty links, 101 degrees four chains, 71 degrees eight
chains , 97 degrees  seven chains ,  56 degrees nine
chains, 4L degrees 30 minutes  seventeen chains, 34
degrees thirty-four  chains , and 59 degrees 20
minutes ten chains to the point  of commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.
Portion No. 2.
Area-About 642 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of  Special
Timber Lease No. 3, parish of St. Mary, and
bounded thence on the east by that lease  bearing
south seventy-nine chains and sixty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west eighty  chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eighty chains and forty links ; and on the north
by a line bearing east eighty chains to the point of
commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.
Portion No. 3.
Area-About 657 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Special
Timber Lease No. 4, parish of St. Mary, and
bounded thence on the south by that lease and a
line bearing west eighty-two chains and twenty-
eight links ; on the west by Special Timber Lease
No. 2 bearing north seventy-nine  chains  and sixty
links ; on the north by a line bearing  east eighty-
two chains and fifty links ; and on the  east by a
line bearing south eighty chains  to the point of
commencement.
County of Lennox,  parish  of St. Mary.
Portion No. 4.
Area-About 630 acres.
Commencing at a point seven chains and seventy-
four links west from the north-west corner of
Special Timber Lease No. 1, parish of St. Mary,
and bounded thence by a line bearing north 134
chains and  twenty links; on the north by a line
bearing east fifty-four  chains and  five links ; on
the east by  lines  bearing south forty-two chains and
seventy links, west thirteen  chains  and seventy-
eight links, and south ninety- one chains  and fifty-
six links ; and on the south by Special Timber
Lease No. 1 and  a line bearing  west forty-three
chains and twenty-eight links to the point of com-
iuencement.
County of  Lennox, parish  of St. Mary.
Area-1,848 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Myrtle Creek
at the north-west corner of portion 101, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion
and lines bearing south 109 chains, west one
chain, and south seventy-seven  chains  nineteen
links ; on the south by a line bearing west 102
chains fifty-five links ; on the west by lines bearing
north 144 chains twenty-one links, 329 degrees
11) minutes four chains ten links, 284 degrees 10
minutes six chains, 262 degrees 10 minutes eight
chains eighty links, 333 degrees 10 minutes nine
chains eighty links, 356 degrees 10 minutes four
chains fifty links, 328 degrees 10 minutes seven
chains ten links, 338 degrees 10 minutes twelve
chains eighty links, 350 degrees 10 minutes five
chains ten links, 342 degrees 10 minutes five chains
fifty links, and 355 degrees 10 minutes seven
chains, to Myrtle Creek ; and on the north by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.
Area, 1,280 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Myrtle Creek
on a road dividing this land from portion 90, a i d
bounded thence on the east by that road bearing
175 degrees 10 minutes seven chains eighty-six
links, 162 degrees 10 minutes five chains fifty-five
links, 170) degrees 10 minutes five chains fourteen
links ,  158 degrees  10 minutes twelve chains ninety-
nine  links,  148 degrees  10 minutes  six chains
ninety-four links, 176 degrees 10 minutes four
chains forty-five link=, 153 degrees 10 minutes ten
chains seventy links, 82 degrees 10 minutes nine
chains thirty-two links, 104 degrees 10. minutes
five chains thirty-nine links, 149 degrees 10 minutes
three chains forty-three links, and south forty-nine
chains thirty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred and twenty-three chains
forty links ; on the west by a line bearing north
118 chains ten links to Myrtle Creek ; and on the
north by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of Dunmora.
Portion No. 1.
Area-About 684 acres.
Commencing on the Gigoomgan and Maryborough
road at the south- east corner  of portion 220, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bear-
ing north forty chains and seventy-four links and
west twenty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing
north fifty-seven chains and fifteen links ; on the
north by a  line bearing east  ninety-eight chains and
seventy links ; on the east by portion 2 bearing south
twenty chains and ninety  links  west fourteen chains
and twenty links, and south thirty-nine chains and
twenty-three links to the Gigoomgan and Mary-
borough road ; and on the south by that road
westerly to the point of commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of Dunmora.
Portion No. 2.
Area-About 597 acres.
Commencing on the Maryborough and Gayndah
road at the north-west corner of portion 5, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion and a
line bearing  south fifty-five chains and ten links ; on
the south by a line bearing west ninety-eight chains
and seventy links ; on the west by a line bearing
north fifty chains and fifty links to the Mary-
1, )rough and Gayndah road ; and on the north by
that road easterly to the point of commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of Dunmora.
Portion No. 3.
Area-Abut 736 acres.
Commencing on the Maryborough and Gayndah
road at the north-west corner of Special 'l'imber
Lease, portion No. 2, parish of Dunmore, and
bounded thence on the east by that lease and
a line bearing south ninety-three chains and
fifty links ; on the south by portion 25, parish
of Gungaloon, bearing west seventy chains
and seventy-one links ; on the west by lines
bearing north forty  chains , west twenty-nine
chains and twenty links, and north thirty-six
chains and fifty links, to the Maryborough and
Gayndah road; and on the north by that road
easterly to the point of commencement.
County cf Lennox, parish of Gungaloon.
Portion No. 4.
Area-About 485 acres.
Commencing on the M aryborough and Gigoom-
gan road at the south-west corner of portion 25,
and bounded thence on the east by that portion
and a line bearing north 115 chains and sixty-nine
links; on thenorth byaline bearing west twenty-nine
chains and twenty links; on the west by lines bearing
south fifty-seven chains, west twenty-four chains
and seventy-five links, and south fifty-eight chains
and forty-four links, to the Maryborough and
Gigoomgan road ; and on the south by that road
easterly to the point of commencement.
County of Lennox, parish of Gungaloon.
Portion No. 5.
Area-About  662 acres.
Commencing on the Maryborough and Gigoom-
gan road at the south-west corner of Special
Timber Lease, portion No. 4, parish of Gunga-
loon, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion bearing north fifty-eight  chains  and forty-
four links ; thence by lines bearing  west  twenty-
four chains and twenty-five links and north forty-
one chains and ten links ; on the north by a line
bearing west forty-one chains and twenty-one
links ; on the west by  a line bearing  south 146
chains  and twenty-four links to the Maryborough
and Gigoomgan  road ; and on the south by that
road easterly to the point of  commencement.
County of March,  pariah  of Gungaloon.
Portion No. 6.
Area-About 720 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Special
Timber Lease No. 7, parish of Gungaloon, and
bounded thence on the east by that  lease  bearing
south 113 chains and forty links ; on the south
by a line bearing west seventy-five chains and
twenty links ; on the west by  a line  bearing north
sixty-five chains and silty links to the Gigoomgan
and Maryborough road ;  and thence  by that road
north-easterly to the point  of commencement.
County of March,  parish  of (J'ingaloon.
Portion No. 7.
Area-About 657 acres.
Commencing at the north- west  corner of portion
250, and bounded thence on  the east  by that por-
tion and a line bearing south 110 chains andfourteen
links ; on the south by  a line  bearing  west  fifty nine
chains; on the west by Special Timber Lease No. 6,
parish of Gungaloon, bearing north 113 chains and
forty links to the Gigoomgan and Maryborough
road ; and thence by that road easterly to the point
of commencement.
County of March, parish of G ungaloon.
Portion No. 9.
Area-About 638 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of  Special
Timber Lease No. 8, parish of Gungaloon, and
bounded thence on the north by that  lease  bearing
east ninety-eight chains ; on the  east  by a line
bearing south sixty- five chains  and forty-nine
links ; on the south by a line bearing west ninety-
seven  chains and twenty links ; and on the west
by a line bearing north sixty-five chains and thirty
links  to the point of commencement.
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County of March,  parish  of Gungaloon.
Portion No. 10.
Area-About 634 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Special
Timber Lease No. 7, parish of Gungaloon, and
bounded thence on the east by Special Timber
Lease No. 9 and a line  bearing  south forty-seven
chains and sixty-nine links; on the south by Special
Timber Lease No. 11 bearing west 133 chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by  n line  bearing
north forty-seven  chains  and twenty links ; and
on the north by Special Timber Leases 6 and 7
bearing east 134 chains and twenty links to the
point of  commencement.
County of March,  parish  of Gungaloon.
Portion No. 11.
Area-About 631 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Special
Timber Lease No. 10, parish of Gungaloon, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing south
forty-seven chains and sixty-nine links ; on the
south by a line bearing west 132 chains and ten
links ; on the west by a line bearing north forty-
seven chains and fifty links ; and on the north by
Special Timber Lease No. 10 bearing east 133 chains
and eighteen links to the point of commencement.
County of March, parish of Denison.
Portion No 8.
Area-About 647 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
226,  and bounded thence on the east by that portion
and a line bearing south 117 chains and twenty
links ; on the south by a line bearing west ninety-
eight chains ; on the west by lines bearing north
thirty chains and eighty links, east about thirty-five
chains  and eighty-two links, and north about fifty-
seven chains andseventy-threelinks, tothe Gigoom-
gan and Maryborough road ; thence by that road
north-easterly to portion 221 ; thence by that
portion bearing south about forty-one chains and
fifty links,  east  twenty-two chains, and north fifty
chains and eight links, to the aforesaid road ; and
thence by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August. 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Islands, as noted hereunder, will
be open for Occupation License under Part V. of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Land A gent's
Office, Mackay, on and after MONDAY, the 5th
day of October, 1885, at an upset  annual  rent of £2
per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Islands maybe obtained by applica-
tion to the Land Agent, Mackay, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Islands .  Approximate Area.
L 1 Isles ... ... ... 4'1 square miles.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Forfeited Run in the Land Agent's Dis-
trict of Clermont, as per the accompanying descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License under
Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Clermont Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the
5th day of October, 1885,  at an  upset price of £15s.
per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Garioch Plains Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing; on the right bank of the Belyando
River at a point about eighty chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over B over XIX within
triangle, and bounded thence on the north-west by
the right bank of that river downwards of the
junction of Mistake Creek ; thence on the north-
east by the left bank of that creek upwards to a
point fifty-six chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over M over X V within triangle ; and thence
on the south by a west line along the north
boundaries of the River Downs and Chance Runs
seven miles fifty-six chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,
f that the Forfeited Run in the Land Agent's
District of Mount Britton, as per the accompany.
ing description, will be open for Occupation License
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Mount Britton Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the 5th day of October, 1885, at an
upset annual rental of 25s. per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE MOUNT BRITTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Drumcondra Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Funnell Creek
at the south-west corner of the Howth Run, being
a point about ninety-four chains below a Moreton
Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 68
in shield, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line five miles twenty chains along part of the
south boundary of the above-mentioned run ;
thence on the east by a south line five miles cross-
ing Kennedy Creek at a point about ten chains
above a box-tree marked broad-arrow over K over
I in shield, and passing thirty-six chains west of a
Moreton Bay ash-tree on the road from Collaroy
Station to Nebo marked broad-arrow over M over
57 in shield ; thence on the south by a west line to
the north- east  angle of the Glasnevin Run and by a
continuation of said line along the north boundary
of that run, in all five miles thirty-two chains,
crossing Kennedy Creek and passing ten chains
north of a tree marked broad-arrow over 602 over
M in shield and ten chains south of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over K in shield to Funnell
Creek at a point about fourteen chains below a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over F over 36 in shield ;
and thence on the west by the left bank of that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
AN Examination of Candidates shall be heldonce a year at the Office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, once a year ,  viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall  be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' noti ce in writing of their inten-
tion ,  accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of 210; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees  of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate sha ll  be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three  years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
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5. Candidates who successfully  pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class licenses
as railway  surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall  examine  candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equ itions.
(r.) Plano trig  nometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f:) Practical examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments, p'an drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &e.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates  receiving  not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second- class certificate , and those
receiving more than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed  as a railway
surveyor  in his  Department, and who does not hold
a license  from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months ' notice  be given such
officer
Department of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO OFFICE OF COMIMSSIONER
OF POLICE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, from persons willing to contract for
Addlitions to the Office of Commissioner of Police,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Commissioner
of Police Office, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Ten'lers must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  an -I at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Fender being accepted,  and undertaking in  that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual  notification of acceptance , a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing  such performance ; other-
wise the Tender  will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Immigration Barracks at Kangaroo
Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Barracks,  Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause I in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted. EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane,  13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MINING SURVEYOR'S OFFICE, GYMPIE.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Mining Surveyor's Office at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  ` ' Mining S'irveyoi's
Of ee, Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed  form, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender , as security  for the duo perfor-
mance of  the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Building for a Morgue at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Morgue, Rorkhampt .n."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
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The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, IMMIGRATION OFFICE, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
the Immigration Office, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Immigration
Ofce, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maekay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £5. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on aproper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  every  Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majest for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender a ill not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND  OTHERS.
GUARD-ROOM AND LOCKUP, VICTORIA
BARRACKS, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untiFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Guard-Room and Lockup, at the Vic-
toria Barracks, Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Guard-Room, 4 c., Vic-toria, Barracks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or hank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
I enders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the toot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, LAKE'S CREEK.
T r
ENDERS will be received at this Office and
1 at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Lake's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Lake's
Oreek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
'Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Eler Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, INGLE W OOD.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Ingle-
wood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick, and at the
Police Station, Inglewood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION ,  ROCKWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House ,  Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 11th of Sepp-
tem ber, fr om persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Station at Rockwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Police Station,  Rock-
wood."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the render, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HOSPITAL AND SURGEON'S QUARTERS,
GERALLTON.
F RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 28th August, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Hospital and Surgeon 's Quarters at
Geraldton, according to Amended Plans.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Hospital, 4-c., Gerald-
ton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
,.,25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day.,
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIO-HTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane . 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
iIENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over  Ross  Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross Creek Bridqe."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is 2
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 41,, per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to -,! per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office
11 until Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the
4th September ,  from persons wi ll ing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bri lge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Erection
Ross Creek  Bride."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
a per cent .  upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering ,  agree-
ing to deposit the sum of  41  per cent. on amount of
Tender ,  in addition to
.1 per cent .  specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  10th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACT ORS, BUILDERS, AND
• OTHERS.
FENCING YARDS OF NEW WORKSHOPS,
NORTH IPSWICH.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four  (4) p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 28th
August ,  1885 ,  from persons wi ll ing to contract for
the erection of Fencing at Yards of New Work-
shops, North Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Fencing
Yards of New Workshops,  North Ipswich."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  T ender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
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complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her  Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Logan Branch.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS-SHED AT KINGSTON.
rj `ENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four (4) p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, 1885, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Goods-shed at Kingston.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender fur Goods-shed
at Kingston."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time H ithin which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  every  Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking' in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender  will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, MARY-
BOROUGH RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4thSeptemb l-r, 1885, for the construction of Four Com-
posite I assenger Carriages  for the Maryborough
Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (2k) per cent. on
amount of  Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c.. can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foreman's Office, Maryborough, on and
after the 17th  instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Norr.- Tende re rs  must clearly  understand  that the  Conditions
of Contract relating to fines  for non -completion  to time will be
strictly  enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
tnder Secretary for Railways.
NOTICE.
TO TAILORS, CLOTHIERS, AND OTHERS.
SUMMER UNIFORMS FOR RAILWAY
EMPLOYEES.
ENDERS will be received at the Railway
Storekeeper's Office, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m., on FRIDAY, the 21st instant,
from persons willing to contract for making
Uniforms and supplying Helmets for the Mary-
borough and Burrum Railway, for the summer of
1885.
Specification and further particulars may be
obtained at the Railway Storekeeper's Office,
Maryborough.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS ,  ALBERT SCHOOL, MARY-
BOROUGH.
T will be received at this  office, and at1 the Court House, Maryborough ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 28th of August,  fr om
persons willing to contract for Additions to the
Albert State School ,  Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Additions,
Albert State School,  Maryborough."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the Court House ,•Maryborou  gh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOLS, BOYS' AND GIRLS',, NORTH
TOOWOOMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Toowoomba, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons willing to contract for Improvements,
Repairs,  &e., at the State Schools, Boys' and
Girls', North Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments , Repairs, cf c., State Schools, North Too-
woomba."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest oa any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, BOGGY CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of
August, from persons willing to contract for Im-
provements and Repairs at the State School, Boggy
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improre-
ments, Repairs, cf c., State School, Boggy Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, STATE SCHOOL, MERRITT'S
CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons  willing to contract for Improvements
at the  State  School, Merritt's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender.for Improve-
ments,  State  School, Merritt's Creek."
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained , at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders  must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BLANTYRE, NEAR IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
L at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons  willing to contract  for Painting the
State School Buildings at Blantyre.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Painting
State School Buildings, Blantyre."
Plan,. Specification.  and form  of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House. Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, BOYS' AND
GIRLS', ONE-MILE, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court Houses, Gympie and Mary-
borough, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th of September,  from persons willing  to contract
for the erection of Additions to the State School,
Boys' and Girls', One-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to State  School, Boys' and Girls', One-Mile,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Gympie and
Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
SEVEN-MILE CREEK, NEAR IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from  persons
willing  to contract for Painting the State School
Buildings at Seven-mile Creek,  near  Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
State School Buildings at Seven-mile Creek, near
Ipswich."
Plan, Specification ,  and Form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at the Court House ,  Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under  Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSETS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL, NORTH
ROCKHAMPTON.
j `ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
ll at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Closets, &c., at the State School, North
Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New
Closets, 4'c., State School, North Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, EMERALD.
r
r ("ENDERS will be received at this Office,
11 at the Court House, Rockhampton, and
the State School, Emerald, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Play-shed
at the State School, Emerald.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State School , Emerald."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Rockhampton, and the
State School, Emerald.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-EMERALD TO CLER-
MONT, ALONG RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the fourteenth
(14th) day of September next, from persons'
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material, except wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general  conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where neces-
sary.
Emerald to Clermont, along railway-a distance
of sixty-three (63) miles,  more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government. and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sutlicient, and any surplus materiai after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
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The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before t.nal
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph. Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim be may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to he done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non. fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forteited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a  memorandum, signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in ]Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best descril tion of approved hard-
wood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being
allowed), with the bark removed, not less than nine
(9) inches in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from tle base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar ; the  top to  be firmly bound at one (1)
inch from its extremity , with good  hoop-iron of not
less than one (1) inch  wide. The top of  each pole
must be  bored for  the insulator  pin, and served
with  a thick coating of  white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble  and earth At angles or  other places,
where required ,  struts or supports of wood must
be supplied and fixed as  directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup.
plied, must be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one  (1) inch from
the top of the bracket .  The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2)  feet .  Joints or splices to be
made as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it ,  must be of the best  quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed  by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on app lication at the Office of the super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, Tele-
graph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATER SON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE TO CAPE YORK
(THURSDAY ISLAND)-SECOND SECTION.FRESH Tenders willbe received at heOffice of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the seventeenth
(17th) day of August next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except wire
nsulators, and iron poles, anal for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
From a point near Cape York. opposite Thursday
Island, to the termination of First Section-a dis-
tance of two hundred (200) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and-any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eighteen (18) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beep completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
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The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
aining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claim ,-  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor  will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
pro perty caused  by the  erection  of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and  at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette ,  to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or othe rwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be  forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a r emorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each  side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within  a radius  of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked  by  fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal ofthe timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of. not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden  poles  are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall hot exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or  splices  to be  made as  directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Yost and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-STANTHORPE
TO THE BORDER (N.S.W.) ALONG RAIL-
WAY LINE.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirty-
first (31st )  instant, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary
for the above-mentioned work, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately,-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where  necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching two wires.
Stanthorpe to Border (N.S.W.) (within Railway
fences), a distance of twenty-seven (27) miles, more
or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper  estimate  and ,requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The .Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.t
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!T contractor wi ll  be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the  contractor fail  to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums  of money which may be due to the  contractor,
together with all plant ,  materials ,  and  implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained damages for  breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in  -a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting  officer might endanger  the line, to be
removed.
All existing  cleared  roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removol of the timber  to the original  width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen  timber must  be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than  twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not  less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt and five (5) inches
in diameter  at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of  six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed. .
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup.
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator  to be not  less than  one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the iefiection  between any two poles shall not
exdeod two (2) feet. Joints or  splices  to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator:with
the binding wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part  of it,  to be of the best quality, and,
together  with the  workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric  Telegraphs ,  or any officer appointed
by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained  on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JE RICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THENCE INTO
BLACKALL.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the twelfth
(12th) day of September next, from persons  desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire,  insulators , brackets,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary for the abovementioned
telegraph work, according to the  terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing  insulators, and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NEw LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersection
with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line-a
distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more  or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall- a distance of
sixty  (60) miles ,  more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegr aphs,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting  and condemnin
any of the work  or materials  in respect of whict
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed  to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the ri ht to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
es
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line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric  Telegraph  Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see  fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if  such  claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys doe to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall  be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining t z) be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract  ;  and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all  plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must  accompany  each Tender ,  also a memo-
randum signed  by the party  tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ;  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the  line to be felled, and
a ll  timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging  -from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the  line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber ,  must be cleared by the
re moval of the timber to the original width of such
roadwa  .  In cases where tracks may become
blockec all  fa llen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  fo llowing the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood(no s ram
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ), with  the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inched in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the  top, and twenty -five (25)  feet in
length  ;  to be carefu lly and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) inch
wide .  The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, brackets firmly  screwed on
with three (3) screws each, and wire  on existing
line to be regulated where necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and  his assistant  as required.
All material  used  in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TOWNSVILLE
TO CARDWELL,  VIA  INGHAM-CLEAR-
ING, RENEWAL OF POLES, ETC.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the seventh (7th)
day of September next, from  persons desirous
of contracting for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders will  state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per pole, for  new ones , where neces-
sary.
3. Price, per foot, for  extra  length of poles,
where necessary.
Townsville to Cardwell,  via  Ingham--a distance
of one hundred and eleven miles, more or less.
The line to be thoroughly cleared, and new poles
erected where required. Approximate number of
poles-eleven hundred.
The present wire to be regulated where neces-
sary, and new insulator pins to be provided by
contractor, and fitted as directed where required.
Approximate number of pins-eleven hundred.
Any wire, insulators, brackets,  and screws
required will be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Townsville. Any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph  Station, as
directe,).
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
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The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government re serves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor  may avail  himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from  any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements in  his possession  on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of  a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a  memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu.
lated, in  the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally  execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent . on the  amount of  the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind itself to accep
the lowest or any  Tender.
Specification.
All trees and uncterwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the hue, to
be removed.
All existing 'cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new poles required must be heavy straigh
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1886-7-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1885.SEPARATE Tenders are invited and will bereceived until noon of MONDAY, the 5th day
of October, 1885, for the conveyance of Post Office
mails, from the first day of January, 1886, as here-
inafter mentioned.
All Tenders  must  be written  on an  approved
form, printed copies of which may be had gratui-
tously, on application at any Post Office in the
colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-
paid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with
the words  "Tender for the Conveyance of Mails,"
together with the number of the service, endorsed
on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender ; and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned-
namely, one, two, or three years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract, and must be accom-
panie.l by a certificate of competency and character
in the case of tenderers who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 12th October next, and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster-General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted,  as a guarantee,
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to
the satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
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In the routes specified, only the  principal  places
of call are, as a rule, named.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be consi-
dered by the Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
entrusted to their care irrespective of the number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
N.B.-The attention of the public is directed to
the following extract from clause 13 of the General
Conditions attached to each contract, which will be
enforced whenever necessary, especially in the case
of mail  routes traversed by coaches es:-
The contractor, or the person or persons
"employed in the conveyance of mails,
" shall not be required to deviate or
" depart from the direct line of road for
"the purpose of receiving or delivering
any private l tters, bags, or news-papers."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from and to , and to  and from.)
2 Brisbane, Tingalpa, Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, dail, except Sunday, and Cleveland and
Redland Bay by horse, twice a week, for one, two,
or three years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie, by buggy, from Bris-
bane to Mooloolah, thence by horse to Gympie,
twice a week,  and once a  week extra to Caboolture,
for one, two, or three years.
8. Tallebudgera and Murwillumbah, by horse,
thrice a week, for one, two, or three years.
9. Village of Logan and Maclean, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf, by
dray, to and from every vessel carrying  mails, for
one, two, or three years.
15. Cooktown and Bloomfield River,  via  River-
view, Helenvale, and South Lea, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
18. Ipswich Post Office and the Railway Station,
by spring-cart, to meet every train, and to clear
letter boxes of guards' vans, for one, two, or three
years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's), by horse, once
a week, for one, two or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station. by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
26. Crow's Nest, Emu Creek, and Nukinenda,
to return by Eskdale, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton, by horse, twice a
day, except Sunday, for one, two, or three years.
31. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to meet every train, for one, two, or
three years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour, Burrau-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
38. Howard Post Office and the Railway Station,
by horse or buggy, to meet every train, for one,
two, or three years.
40. St. George and Mungindi,  via  Baagnall,
Nindigully, and Dareel, by coach, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
44. Rockhampton and Yaamba,  via  Green Lake,
Canal Creek, The Oaks, and Canoona Diggings, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
47. Elliott and Gladstone,  via  Gin Gin, Walla,
Waroo, Gaeta, Rodd's Bay, and Boyne .River, by
horse, twice a week, but once a week only with
G-ieta, for one, two, or three years.
49. St George and Curriwillinghi,  via  Boombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra, and
Furaba, by buggy, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the wharf, by
dray, to meet  steamers and vessels  carrying mails,
for one, two, or three years.
60. Rockhampton Post  Office  and Railway Station
and the Post Office  and the Wharf,  by spring van,
to meet every train ,  and every vessel conve y mg
mails ,  and clear pillar boxes, also to carry Post
Office stores, furniture , &c., as required ,  for one,
two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont ,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek . Croydon, Lake  Station ,  Connor's
Gap, Rookwood ,  Bombandy ,  Leichhardt Downs,
Cotherst' ne ,  and Huntly Downs, by horse, once a
week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton ,  via  Call iope
Post Office ,  MountLarcombe ,  Raglan, and Atherton,
by horse, once a week for one, two ,  or three years.
69A. Gladstone and Rockhampton ,  via  Calliope
Post Office ,  Mount I arcombe ,  Raglan, and Atherton,
by coach ,  once a week, for one, two, or three years.
75. Warwick and  Le burn, vi a  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra Receiving Office,
and Darkey Flat Receiving Office, by coach, once
a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
78. Umbiram, and Booudandilla ,  via  St .  Ronan's
St. Belen's, Beauaraba, Yandilla, Lemon Tree,
Pine Creek, Western Creek ,  Dunmore, Warr Warr,
and Junction ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one or
two years.
79. Mitchell Downs and Westgrove ,  via  War-
roonga , L ilmorey ,  Toolumbilla ,  Womblebank, and
Merivale, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
80. Bowen and Mackay ,  via  Newstead ,  Glencoe,
Ben Lomond ,  Gordon 's Glen ,  Crystal Brook,
Crystal Brook Plantation  (Glen Isla ),  Happy
Valley, Bromby Park ,  Bloomsbury ,  St. Helen s.
Jolimount ,  Hampden, and Cook 's Station ,  by horse,
once a  week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,  via  Palm-tree
Creek, Gwambegwyne ,  Ghinghinda ,Coorada, Zamia,
and Fairfield  (subject to re-arrangement ),  by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit ,  via  Ten -mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann 's, Riverston ,  Barmundoo, Mil-
ton Station ,  Norton and Cania, by horse, once a
week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
91. New Hidden Va lley  (Mount Wyatt), and
Doongmabu lla,  via  Conway 's, Yacamunda, The
Bridge ,  Bowman's, Mount Douglas ,  and Bu ll i
Creek ,  by horse, once a week, for one, two, cr three
years.
94. Townsvi lle and Dalrymple ,  via  Thornton's
Gap, Star River ,  and Dotswovd, by horse, once a
week ,  for one or two years.
97. Pentland and Georgetown ,  via  Lolworth, Car-
goon ,  Wandoo Vale ,  Craigie, Pandanus Creek,
Lyndhurst ,  t. arpentaria Downs, and Charleston,
by horse, once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
97A. Dalrymple and Wandoo Vale,  via  Hill-
grove, Bluff Downs, and Mftryvale ,  by horse, once
a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
99. Charters Towers and Hughenden,  via  Dal-
rymple, South * ick ,  Nulla Nu lla Hotel ,  Cargoon,
Reedy Springs ,  Mount Emu Plains, Mount
Sturgeon ,  and Wongalee ,  by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
99B. Charters  To,  ers and Cargoon ,  via  Dal-
rymple, Southwick ,  and Nu lla N ulla Hotel, by
horse, once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
99c. Cargoon and Hu ghenden ,  via Reedy  Springs,
Mount Emu Plains ,  Mount  Sturgeon and Wongalee,
by horse, once a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
99A. Hughenden and Richmond Downs,  via
Telemon ,  Marathon ,  and Moselle Downs, by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
101. Dungeness and Ingham ,  by boat to Gair-
lock, and by horse from Carr's, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years
102. Cardwell and Junction Creek Telegraph
Station ,  via  Herbert Vale, Lake Lucy, Glen Dhu
Police Barracks, Valley of Lagoons, and Rosella
Plains, by horse, fortn • ghtly, for one, two, or three
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Calliope Dig-
gings, East Stowe, Letter -box near Galloway
Plains, Catfish ,  Upper Calliope Station, Mount
Alma ,  Iona ,  Dungaree ,  Callide,  K roombit, Prairie,
Kooingal, and Barfield ,  by horse ,  once a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.
104i .  Gayndah and Mount Perry,  via  Wetheron,
by coach, once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
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109. Duaringa and Springsure,  via  Pearl Creek,
Waroona, Barangah, Bauhinia Downs, Rolleston,
Albinia Downs, Meteor Downs, Orion Downs,
Wealwandangie, Spring Creek, ardbeign, and
Rainsworth, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
lllA. Bundall and Southport, by horse, thrice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
116. Tiaro and Teebar,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom-
gan, returning  via  Teebar Mine, Clifton, and
Ellerslie, by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
119. hundabere and Gladstone,  via  Kolan Saw-
mills, Kolan, Littabella, Baffle Creek, Taunton,
Erimbula, Rodd's Bay, and Boyne River, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
125. Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Office,
via  Mount Sibley, by horse, daily, except Sunday,
for one, two, or three years.
130. Mount Perry Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by spring-cart, to and from every train, for
one, two, or three years.
133. Listowel Downs and Thorgomindah,  via
Adavale, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley, by horse, or coach when required, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
136. Kilkivan Junction and Dickabram (Kilkivan
Railway line), by horse, once a day except Sunday,
and to conduct Post Office at the latter place, for
one, two, or three years.
143. Stanthorpe and Texas, via Pikedale, Pike's
Creek, and Glenlyon, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
149. Gatton and Wbitestone,  via  Tent Hill, Ma
Ma Creek, and Upper Tent Hill, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
150. Springsure and Tambo, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
151. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via  Jim-
boomba and Veresdale, by coach, thrice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
151A. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via
Jimboomba and Veresdale, by coach, six times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
154. Cooktown and N ormanby Reefs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
155. Townsville Post Office, Wharf, and Rail-
way Station, to all steamers, vessels, and every
train carrying mails, by spring cart, for one, two,
or three c cars.
157. Umbiram and Southbrook, by horse, twice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
158. Bald- Hills and Albany Creek, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
161. Ipswich and Undullah,  via  Riley, Bun-
damba Lagoon, England's Gap, and Rice's Selec-
tion, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley,  via  Lord John's
Swamp and Lucky Valley, by horse, twic a week,
for one, two, or three years.
163. Copperfield and Avon Downs,  via  Clermont,
Native Bee, Gregory s Creek, Lanark Downs, and
Elgin Downs, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
164A.. Isisford and Windorah,  via  Tallundilly,
Louisa Downs, Sedan, and Welford Downs, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer's (Fern
Hill),  via  Coomera, by horse, three times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
170 Thornborough and Union Camp,  via  Wat-
sonville and Stewart Town, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
171. Maryborough and Pialba, by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Tarampa,  via  Tallegalla and
Minden, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
175. Gowrie Junction and Gomoran,  via  Merin-
gandan and Glencoe, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
176A. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, three times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
178. Crow's Nest and Plainby, by horse,  twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
180. Yatala and Pimpama Island, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
185. Kyabra and Eulbertie,  via  Keeroongooloe,
Wombanderry, and Wombanderry South, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
186. Mitchell Downs and Bollon,  via  Womallilla,
Copley's, Holland's, Lusvale, Aberglassie, Toomoo,
Tongy, Grassmere, and Bindebango, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
190. Rockhampton and Balnagowan,  via  Meadow
Flats, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three
years.
196. Bundaberg and North Bundaberg, by horse
or on foot, daily, except Sunday ; and to conduct
the post office at the latter place, for one, two, or
three years.
197. Bollon and Barringun,  via  Fernlees, Bun-
daleer, N oorama, and Thurulgunnia, by coach,
once  a week, for one, two, or three years.
200. Charleville and Minnie Downs,  via  Millie,
Burrundilla, Kamanmulga, Barkathulla, Mount
Morris, and Langto Downs, by horse,  once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
210. Georgetown and Thornborough,  via  Junc-
tion Creek, Tate Telegraph Station, and Tate River
Tin Mines, by horse, once a fortnight, for one, two,
or three years.
213. Clifton and Pilton, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
214. Jondaryan and East Prairie, by horse, twice
a week ; and to act as receiving-officer at East
Prairie, for one, two, or three years.
215. Boulia and Headingly,  via  Herbert Downs,
Glenormiston, and Roxborough Downs, by horse,
once a fortnight, for one, two, or three years.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture, by horse,
twice a week and to act as Postmaster at Upper
Caboolture, for one, two, or three years.
221. Maryborough and Teddington,  via  Tanana,
Jindah Road, to Polynesian Hospital, Woongool,
and Nerada, by horse, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
222.  Oakey C reek and Boah Waterhole, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
223. Greenmount and Kincora,  via  Mount Kent,
North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
225. Thorgomindah and Mount Howitt, via
Conbar, Nundramundoo, Moorinish, Jackson's
Creek, Lara, and Durham Downs, by horse,
fortnightly, for one, two, or three years.
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton,  via  Mount
Hogan, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Bridgewater,
Limestone, Chatsworth, Noranside,  Buckingham
Downs, and Police Camp, by horse, or by coach or
buggy, alternating once a week and once a fort-
night, for one, two, or three years.
234. Hoganthulla Downs and Caldervale,  via
Chesterton, Bogarella, and Babiloora, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
241. Dalveen and Mountside,  via  North Mary-
land Road Schoolhouse, by horse, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion, by buggy, to and from trains, for one, two,
or three years.
243. Adavale and Kyabra,  via  Gooya, Bulgroo,
and Thylungra, by horse, once  a week , for one,
two, or three years.
245. Gladstone and Keppel Bay, to meet  steamers
carrying mails, calling at The Narrows (Monte
Christo), by steam-launch, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
250. Cairns and Goldsborough (Mulgrave Valley),
via  Cambanora (Freshwater Creek) and Peck's, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
251. Roma Post Office and the Railway  Station,
by buggy, to and from every train, for one, two, or
three years.
253. Stonehenge and Vergemont,  via  War.
breccan, Connemara, Dunham Towers, Tally-ho,
and Rosebrook, by horse, once  a week ,  for one,
two, or three years.
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256. Diamantina Lakes and i 1onkira,  via  Daven-
port Downs, by horse, once a fortni,ht, for one,
two, or three years.
257.  Cairns and Herberton,  via  Alley's, by
horse, once a week, mails to be conveyed in one
day each way, for one, two, or three years.
258. Toowoomba Post Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
259. Le yburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville Head
Station, Tummaville School, Wright's, Pillar's,
Baillie's, Clay Waterhole, and Back Creek (Yan-
dilla Homestead Area), by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
261. Bingera and South Bolan, by horse or on
foot, twice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
263. Stanthorpe Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to meet every train, for one, two, or three
years.
265. Rockhampton and Lake's Creek,  via  North
Rockhampton Post Office, by coach, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Stition,
North Bundaberg, to meet every train, and calling
at Post Office there ;  also  Bundaberg Post Office
and Wharf, to meet every vessel carrying mails,by sprig-cwt, forone, two, r three years.
270. Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, byhorse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
272. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
272A. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Downs,
Breadalbane, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath,
and Salmonville, by horse, fortnightly, for one,
two, or three years.
278. Maryburough Post Office and Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
279. Morney Downs and Birdsville,  via  Daroo,
Mount Leonard, Cappa and The Bluff, by horse,
fortnightly, and to  act as  Receiving Officer at
Morney Downs. for one, two, or three years.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by boat,
once  a week , for one, two, or three years.
287A. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by
steamer ,  once a week , for one, two, or three years.
288. Headingly and Camooweal (Lake Francis),
via  Lake Nash, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two,
or three years.
289. Cooktown and Mclvor,  via  Marton, Rose-
bank, Bustard Park, and Pryde's Creek, by horse,
once a  week, for one, two, or three years.
293. Veresdale and Sloper' s,  via  Bromelton
Bridge, Bromelton, and Moloney's, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
296. Cloncurry and Kynuna,  via  Rockliffe,
Strathfield, Beaudesert, Constance Downs, and
Belkate, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two, or
three years.
299. Bundaberg and Bucca,  via  Smith's Crossing,
Bolan River, by horse, twice a week, for one, two,
or three years.
300. Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Watsonville,
Irvinebank, Newellton, and Mowbray, by horse,
once a week, and once a week extra to Watsonville
and Irvinebank, for one, two, or three years.
301. South T.oolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty and non-cont  act mail
steamers , by boat, for one, two, or three years.
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse, thrice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Wharf, by
horse  and spring-cart,  to steamers  and vessels
carrying mails,  for one, two, or three years.
312. Rolleston and Purbrook, via Consuelo and
Warrinilla, by horse,  once  a week, for one, two, or
three years.
315. Cabarlah (Terminus  of Highfields Railway)
and Crow's Nest, via Geham, by coach, thrice a
week , for one year.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare-
won, by horse, daily (except Sunday), for one, two,
or three years.
321. Capella and Capella,  via  Retro, Peak
Downs, and Malvern, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by horse, three times a week. for one, two,
or three years.
323A. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by coach, three times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
326. Mount Eagle and Albro,  via  The Cell,
Epping Forest, and Laglan, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week, and to act as receiving officer at Craiglie,
for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra, by horse, once a
week, and to act as receiving officer at Goomburra,
foi one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergemont,  via  Bladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Fermoy, and idsmore, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham Downs),
via  Bendemere, Muggleton, Clifford, and Roughlie,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
343. Surat and Noorindoo,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklands, Sydenham, Wehl's and Dehnertvale, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
345. Cairns and Edithvale, by steamer, once a
week, subject to three months' notice.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf, by horse and
cart, to all vessels carrying  mails , for one, two, or
three years.350. Muttaburra andForest Grove Township,
via  Ambo, Scarrbury, Camoola, Strath Darr, and
Maneroo (during floods Scarrbury to be omitted),
by horse, once a week, for one, two or three years.
352. Nanango and Gympie,  via  Manumbar and
Glastonbury Creek, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
353. Cooktown Post Office and Wharves or
Anchorage, by dray, and boat if necessary, to all
vessels carrying  mails, for one, two, or three years
354. Cressbrook and Kilcoy,  via  Moorabool•
Gregor's Creek,  Mara  Creek, and Balfour Lagoons,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years
355. Hawkwood and Jinghi Jinghi,  via  Cadarga,
Durah, and Byrne's Station, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
356. Bowen Downs and Uanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
356A. Bowen Downs and Uanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a fortnight,
for one, two, or three years.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS , QUEENSLAND.
VALLEY DRAINAGE.
TENDERS will  be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  of SATURDAY, the
29th instant ,  for the construction of Drains, a
Tunnel through Bowen Hi ll s,  and other works
necessary for diverting the Victoria Park and
Spring Hollow Drainage into Breakfast Creek.
Plans and Specifications may be seen ,  and further
information obtained ,  at the Harbours and Rivers
Office,  Edward street ,  Brisbane.
A deposit of £100 wi ll  be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
Treasury,  Brisbane,
13th August, 1885.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND,
CLOSING  GOAT ISLAND CHANNEL, NERANG
CREEK.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane,  until Noon:of  SATURDAY, 22nd
August, for the work necessary for closing the
back channel between  Goat  Island and the main-
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land, at the mouth of Nerang Creek, according to
Plans and Specifications, to be seen at the Harbour
and Rivers Office, Brisbane, and Post Office,
Southport.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary ,  Treasury.
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF JETTY ,  DUNWICH.
TENDERS will  be received at the Treasury,
1 Brisbane ,  until Noon  of SATURDAY, 22nd
August ,  for the Extension of the Jetty at Dunwich,
according to Plans and Specifications ,  to be seen
at the Harbours and Rivers Office,  Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary, Treasury.
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
TENDERS FOR ALTERATIONS TO STEAMER
"FITZ ROY."NOTICE is hereby given, that the time for
receiving Tenders for the alterations to the
steamer  " Fitz y " has been extended until Noon,
19th August.
The Treasury,
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
Under Seeretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 11th August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tenders of Messrs. PERRY BROTHERS, forIronmongery and Shipchandlery, f'or two
years from 1st January, 1886, has been accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the Requlation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the Burrum Rail-
way from Howard to Bundaberg South.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
mad exist to the adoption of the said line of
Rallway, or any dart thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
1 T is hereby notified that a further Extension of
the Western Railway from Mitchell to Dulva-
dilla will be opened for public traffic on 24th
August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, trains will run between Roma and
Dulvadilla to the following time table :-
Mixed. Mail.
a.m.  P.m.
Roma  .. ... ... dep. 9.0 and 9.25
Dulvadilla ... ... arr. 4.15 „ 1.35
Mail .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
Dulvadiha, ... ... dep. 2.45 „ 9.0
Roma  ... ... ... arr. 6.52 „ 4.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Ra ilways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th  August, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
l a further Extension of the Killarney Branch
Railway from Emu Vale to Killarney will be
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
24th August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, trains between Warwick and
Killarney will run to the following time table :-
a.m. p.m.
Warwick ... ... dep. 10.0 and 440
Emu Vale
... ... „ 11.33 „ 6.13
Killarney ... ... arr. 12.20 „ 7'0
Killarney ... ... dep. 7.15 „ 1.15
Emu Vale ... ... „  8.5 „ 2.5
Warwick ... ... arr. 9' 33 3.33
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information thatthe Railway from Mackay to Eton and Hamilton
will be opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains will run to the following time table
a.m. a.m.
Eton .. ... dep. 7.0 NewburyJune. ... arr. 7.27
Newbury June.... „ 7.30 Hamilton ... „  8.0
Hamilton ... „ 8.30 Mackay ... ... „ 10.0P.M.
... ... „ 3.0 Hamilton ... „
4.30Hamilton ... 4.45 Eton  ... ... „ 5.13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
NOTICE.
FURTHER extension of the South CoastA Rail way (from Loganlea to Beenleigh) was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, 27th July,
1885, on and from which date (and until further
notice) the trains will run  as follows :-
A.M.  P.M.
Leaving Stanley street at 9.0 and 4.30
Arriving  Beenleigh  „ 10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving „ „ 6.45 „ 2.15
Arriving Stanley  street ,, 8.30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
. Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the practice
which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Railway, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying  costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Minister foPublic Works hereby notifiesthat the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before  taking  a pupil, submit  his name, age,
and the fee  to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor . The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to  take pupils.
3. Pupils  are not eligible  to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting  Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared  to pass an examination  by the Chief
Engineer , or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNJIENT SAVINGS BANK
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall , Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane , Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, CabooIture, Charters Towers, Oharleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, 10merald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard ,  Ingham , Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour,
Kilkivan , Kingsborough, Laidley, Leyburn, May-
town , Mackay, Maryborough, Millehester, Mount
Perry, Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra,
Mitchell Downs,  Miles, Nanango , Nerang Creek,
Normanton , Nebo, One-mile Cre?k (Gympie),
Pentland ,  Pimpama , Pine Hill, Port Douglas,
Queensport , Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood , Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane ,  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate , Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro , Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits-of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds  per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of  the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on  Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1885.
HE attention of Employers of Labour isT directed to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed  by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers  desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion  Acts of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty  Sessions  (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor,  and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition tothis fee of lOs.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th July,  1985.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881 "
AND "MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACT OF 1884."
HE Duaringa Marsupial Board having failed
to levy an Assessment for the present
rear, as rovided by the abovenamed Act, I, the
Honourable SAMUEL  WALK  an GRIFFITH, Colonial
Secretary, being the Minister charged with the
administration of the said Act, do hereby, in
accordance with the provisions of section 11 of the
said Act, fix and determine the Rate of Assessment
to be paid on the Stock pastured within the
Duaringa Marsupial District, during the present
year, at the minimum rates provided by the said
Act, namely :-
On every 20 head of cattle and horses ... Is.
On every 100 sheep ... ... ...  1s.
The amount of such Assessment must be paid to
the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where such
stock are pastured, within two months from the
date hereof.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April,  18M.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
HOSPITAL FOR PACIFIC ISLANDERS,
MARYBOROUGH.THE following By-laws. made in pursuance ofthe twenty-sixth clause of the Regulations
under  " The Pacific Island Labourers Act  of 1880,"
by the Committee of Management of the Hospital
for Pacific Islanders, in the Maryborough District,
are published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BY-LAWS.
1. The committee of management shall meet at
the Hospital on the first Thursday in January,
.h.pril,  July ,  and October  ;  and should any public
holiday fall on those days, the committee shall
meet on the day following .  Notice of meetings
shall be given to members of committee by the
secretary.
2. To constitute a quorum there shall be  present
three members of the committee  ;  should that
number not be present within half-an-hour from
the time appointed ,  the meeting will lapse.
3. If the chairman is absent ,  those present shall
elect one of their number to act as chairman for
that meeting only.4. The order of business shall be :-
(a.) to read ,  consider ,  and confirm the minutes
of last meeting ;
(b.) All  inward and outward correspondence
shall be read,  and the secretary shall be
instructed to answer or complete the same ;
(c.) The quarterlyreportof  the resident surgeon
(prove  for in clause 14), including the
statement of actual expenditure and
estimate for that of next quarter ,  shall be
received and considered ;
(d.) The Hospital reports shall  be inspected by
the committee ;
(e) Other business.
Special meetings.
5.  The secretary shall at any time ,  at the request
of the resident surgeon ,  or of any member of the
committee ,  call a special meeting of the committee,
giving not less than forty -eight hours '  notice in
writing ,  and stating the nature of the business to be
considered.
Visiting.
6. Members of the committee may visit and
inspect the Hospital at any time. A book shall be
kept which members of committee paying visits of
inspection shall sign .  No person other than the
officials of the Hospital or persons appointed by
the Government ,  or ministers of religion ,  and those
having servants under treatment ,  shall be admitted
to the Hospital grounds without a written order
from the resident surgeon or a member of the
committee.
Vacancies.
7. If a vacancy occurs in the medical sta ff  of the
Hospital ,  a quorum of the committee may make a
provisional appointment to such vacancy ,  subject
to the confirmation  by the Government.
Sub-committees.
8. The committee may from time to time appoint
sub-committees for the purpose of carrying out
any specific object, subject to the approval of the
committee.
Instructions to warders.
9. Instructions  for the  guidance  of the  Hospital
warders and attendants shall be prepared by the
resident surgeon.
Burials.
10. The burials of patients shall be conducted
by the Hospital staff, and one of the permanent
staff shall  sign the burial report.
Surgeon to  visit  sick islanders on plantations.
11. The resident surgeon shall from time to time,
with the approval of the committee, make such
arrangements for visiting sick islanders on the
various placeF of employment as may seem to him
most expedient. Employers having special need
of surgeon ' s attendance shall send notice in the
form in Schedule A appended to these By-laws.
.inspection of Hospital by committee.
12. The  committee shall appoint one of their
number who shall visit and inspect the Hospital at
least once a week during his monthly tu rn  of duty,
and report in writing at the next quarterly meeting
of the committee.
Admissions ,  discharges ,  and deaths.
13. In connection with admissions and discharges
of patients and notices of deaths ,  the forms given
in Schedules B, C, and 1) re spectively shall be
used.
Report by surgeon.
14. A  quarterly report ,  embracing the particulars
given in Schedule E, sha ll  be made  by the  resident
surgeon to the committee ,  and forwarded by them
to the Colonial Secretary with such remarks as they
may deem fit to make.
SCHEDULE A.
Plantation :
Date :
To the  Resident Surgeon,
Hospital for Pacific Islanders,
Maryborough District.
SIE,
18
I have to request  you to  attend at this Plan-
tation at your earliest convenience to treat
Name of Islander :
Native Island :
Nature of Disease :
Signature.
SoHanULl B.
Plantation :
Date :
To the Resident Surgeon,
Hospital for Pacific Islanders,
Maryborough District.SIB,
18
Plea3e admit for treatment in the Hospital for
Pacific Islanders the Islander hereunder mentioned
Name  of Islanders` :
Registered  number :
Native Island :
Date of  arrival in  Colony :
Name of ship :
Where e' ployed :
Nature  of sickness :
Signature.
*The name under which t e Islander was engaged  to be here
given.
SCHEDULE C.
Hospital for Pacific  Islanders,
Maryborough District,
188
SIR,
I have the honour to inform you that I have this
day discharged from this Institution, ad-
mitted on and who is now fit for work.
Resident Surgeon.
To
SCHEDULE D. 1-
Hospital for Pacific Islanders,
188 .
SIR,
I have the honour  to inform  you that
admitted on died on the .
Cause  of death :
Resident Surgeon.
To
t This paper to be affixed by employer to notice of death for
warded to Inspector of Pacific Islanders.
SCHEDULE E.
Hospital for Pacific Islanders ,  Marybo ro ugh District.
Report for the quarter ending 188
Inmates.
Num be r remaining in Hospital at date of last report :
Number  admitted since :
Number discharged :
Number died :
Remaining under treatment :
Total under treatment :
Remarks :
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Staf .
Number of Staff and Employ4s at date of last
report :
Alterations since :
Present number :
Remarks :
Expenditure during Quarter.
Salaries :
Building :
Meat :
Bread :
Maintenance  ... ...  Fish and vegetables :
1Groceries :
Sundries :
Total ...
Remarks :
Estimate  of Expenditure for next Quarter.
Salaries :
Maintenance :
Remarks :
Property.
State of Hospital property :
State of buildings,  Aso. :
Remarks :
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
INGHAM HOSPITAL.
HIS Excellency the Gove rn or,  with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
approve of the following Rules and Regulations
made by the Committee of and adopted by the con-
tributors to the Ingham Hospital.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Name and locality.
1. Ingham Hospital, Ingham.
Objects.
2. To afford medical aid to in-door and out-door
patients , and to supply the destitute sick with food
and other necessaries.
Funds.
3. The Institution shall be supported by volun-
tary contributions, charges to patients, and police
fines, together with such aid as the Government
may afford.
Government.
4. The government of the Institution shall be
vested in persons  qualified according to the Acts of
Council, who shall alone be entitled to vote, or
take any part in the administration of the affairs.
Qualification.
5. A donation of ten pounds ten shillings in one
sum shall constitute the donor a governor for life ;
a donation of two pounds shall constitute the donor
a governor from the time of payment to the end of
current year ; a donation of one pound shall con-
stitute the donor a contributor from the time of
payment until the end of the current year.
Powers of  governors and contributors.
6. Every subscriber contributing at least one
pound annually, and every governor for life, shall
be entitled to vote at every general meeting.
Every contributor giving one pound (see Rule 5,)
and every subscriber contributing one pound
annually shall have the privilege of recommending
one in-door and one out-door patient ; every gov-
ernor contributing two pounds annually, shall have
the privilege of recommending two in-patients and
two out-patients ; every governor contributing four
pounds annually shall have the privilege of recom-
mending four in-patients and four out-patients ;
and every governor contributing  six pounds and
upwards annually shall have the privilege of
recommending  six in -patients and six out-patients.
Admission  of patients.
7A. Patients shall be admitted by the surgeon,
or in his absence by the wardsman, at any hour on
the recommendation of a contributor, subject to the
provisions of Rule 6. All patients received as
urgent cases without the recommendation of a con-
tributor, shall, if able, pay the full Hospital charges,
as the same shall be determined by the visiting
committee.
7B. In the event of any patient being admitted
by ticket A., B., or D., and being found to be pos-
sessed of  sufficient  means to pay Hospital fees, such
patient shall be responsible for three shillings for
each day whilst  an inmate  of the Hospital.
Special admissions.
8. The visiting committee, or a majority of them,
shall be empowered to admit patients under Form D.
The surgeon shall be empowered to admit patients
in cases of  emergency only, subject to the approval
of such committee.
Mode of voting (general meetings).
9. Governors and contributors (see Rule 6) may
vote either in person or by proxy. When voting
at election of officers, the proxies of governors or
contributors (who must themselves be either
governors or contributors) shall produce their written
authority to the  chairman , who, after  reading it,
shall have  it examined  by the scrutineers appointed
by him. Only in case of contested election shall
the voting be by ballot ; at all other times the
voting shall be open.
Proxies.
10. The written authority for proxies to vote
shall only be in force for the particular  meeting or
any adjournment thereof for which it was given.
officers.
11. The  officers  of the Institution shall  be chosen
from among the contributors (see Rule 6), and
shall be as  follows :-Patron,  president, vice-
president,  treasurer , secretary,  two auditors, and
a committee  of ten. The honorary  officers, with
the exception  of the auditors , shall,  ex  offi cio, be
members  of the committee.
General committee.
12. The general  committee shall meet on the
first Thursday in every month,  to authorise  pay-
ment of moneys lawfully due ;  to consider the
reports of the  surgeon and  visiting  committee for
the past month ; to consider  the admission and
discharge of patients ; to receive  and institute
correspondence ; to consider any complaints ; to
appoint three (3) of its members to constitute a
visiting committee for the ensuing quarter ; to
arrange for  the improvement of the  premises,
subject to the approval of the Trustees ; and to
transact any other business in connection with the
Institution which may appear necessary. The
general  committee shall have power to appoint or
dismiss any paid officer  or servant  of the  Institu-
tion, and to appoint a sub-committee  from among
th, mselves for any specific purpose. If any
member of the committee shall, without showing
reasonable  cause,  absent himself from three con-
secutive monthly meetings, he shall,  ipso Facto,
cease  to be a member of the committee. Should
the necessity  arise,  a meeting of the committee may
be called at any time by ord r of the president,
vice-president, or on the requisition of three
members of the committee, at which meeting the
object for which it is called shall only be con-
sidered.
Quorum.
13. At all meetings of the general committee five
(5) members shall constitute a quorum, but if such
number shall not assemble at the place of meeting
within thirty minutes of the time fixed for the
meeting, no business shall be done ; but such me t-
ing shall  stand adjourned until thr• same day and
hour in the following week, at which adjourned
meeting  three shall form a quorum
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Visiting  committee.
14. The visiting  committee  shall be appoint-d
quarterly, and shall meet at the Hospital  at least
once in each w ek, two (2) to form a quorum, to
see that the  servants  of the Institution perform
their duties, and that the  patients  conform to
the rules  and regulations  of the Institution ; also
that the premises  are kept in  good order. The
visiting committee  is empowered  to suspend any
paid  servant  who violates  the rules , or in any other
way shows himself or herself unfit for his or her
post ; and temporarily to fill up the vacancy until
the first meeti; g of the  general committee.
Vacancies.
15. In  case  of any vacancies  occurring among
the officers of the Institution, the committee shall
fill up the vacant posts till  the next ensuing annual
general meeting.
Annual gene ral meeting.
16. The annual  general meeting of governors
and contributors shall be held on the third Monday
in January in each year, to receive the committee's
report and the treasurer' s statement  for the past
year; to transact any other business of which due
notice has been given ; and to elect honorary
officers for the ensuing year.
Special  general meeting.
17. Special  general meetings  may be called by
the secretary, fourteen (14' days' notice being given
by advertisement of the day  of meeting , and of the
purpose for which the meeting is called, on
authority of the committee, or on a requisition
addressed to him, signed by at least five (5) gover-
nors or contributors (see Rule  6), stating  the object
for which they wish the meeting called.
Right of voting.
18. No paid  officer  or servant of the Institution
shall have the right to sit or vote  at any commit-
tee meeting.
Surgeon.
19. The surgeon shall be appointed by, and be
under the control of, the committee. He shall
have control of the patients,  servants , and stores,
and shall be empowered to issue warrants to
contractors for the goods on their lists for the use
of the Institution, and shall  cause  to be kept a
receipt and expenditure account of all rations,
stores, and supplies used in the Hospital ; he shall
visit the Hospital daily between the hours
of 9 and 11  in the  forenoon, and at such other
times as circumstances  may require ; he shall
keep a medical  record (the property of the
Institution), in which he  sha 1 enter  daily particulars
concerning the admission and discharge  of patients
and any  other matters  affecting  the welfare of the
Institution, such record  being at all times open for
the inspection of the committee ; he shall attend
every monthly  meeting. of the committee , and shall
thereat  present a written report  for the preceding
month showing  the number of patients  admitted
and discharged , and the nature of their  diseases,
also showing  the number  remaining  in the Insti-
tution, distinguishing the paying from the non-
paying patients.
Visiting  surgeons.
20. Shall be appointed by committee on appli-
cation, and shall be certified members of the
Queensland Medical Board,
Secretary.
21. The secretary shall conduct all corres-
pondence, attend all special general and committee
meetings, and take minutes of the proceedings which
he shall transcribe into books kept for that purpose,
and shall assist  the committee in any business
which may be allotted to them. He shall keep a
record of all cheques drawn on the bank, and shall
lay before the committee an account showing the
amount expended during each month. He shall
produce receipts for all payments made by him,
and shall submit them for examination by the
finance committee before the monthly meeting,
and shall keep for inspection a list of persons
qualified to vote.
Tickets.
22. The secretary shall keep a correct list of all
tickets issued to subscribers, and mark off the
tickets as used ; the tickets to be numbered con-
secutively, and initialled by the president and
secretary.
Treasurer.
23. The treasurer's cheques on the bank
account must bear, besides his own, the signature
of a committee-man and be countersigned by the
secretary. In the absence or illness of the
treasurer, the bank account may be operated on
by cheques signed by the secretary and two
members of committee or by three members of
committee. He shall render to the committee an
annual audited account of all receipts and disburse-
ments on the third Monday in January.
President and vice -president.
24. The president, or in his absence the vice-
president, shall be chairman of all meetings.
In the absence of both president and vice-
president, the meeting shall elect a chairman.
Alteration of rules.
25. Notice of proposal to alter or add to these rules
must be given by not less than five contributors in
writing to the secretary, and be by him advertised
fourteen days prior to an annual or special
meeting.
Auditors.
26. The auditors shall examine the accounts
half-yearly, and shall certify to the correctness of
the treasurer's statements.
Religious ministrations.
27.  Any patient may at any time procure the
ministrations of any minister of religion he or she
may think proper, and it shall be the duty of the
wardsman to give notice to the clergyman
immediately.
Visitors.
28. With the exception of office-bearers and
ministers of religion ,  no person shall have access to
the Hospital without written permission from the
surgeon or any member of the committee.
FORM A.
To the Committee of the Ingham Hospital.
GENTLEMEN,-Please admit the bearer
as an  in-door patient of the Ingham
Hospital, and I certify from personal knowledge that
he is unable to pay the Hospital  charges.
I am, Gentlemen, your obedient Servant,
FORM  B.
To the Committee of the  Ingham Hospital.
GENTLSNBN,-- Please admit the bearer
as an  out-door patient of the Ingham
Hospital ,  and I certify from  personal  knowledge that he
is unable  to pay the Hospital  charges.
I am, Gentlemen ,  your  obedient Servant,
FORM C.
To the Committee of the  Ingham Hospital.
GBNTLBMBN,-- Please admit the bearer as an in-door
patient for the Ingham Hospital.
I am, Gentlemen,  your obedient Servant,
FORM D.
Ingham Hospital.
We, the undersigned visiting committee, hereby
authorise the admission of the bearer
to the Ingham Hospital (a6cording  to Rule 8.)
I Visiting  Committee.
1. All servants of the Institution shall obey the
orders of the medical officer ; they shall  also treat
the patients with kindness  and tenderness , be civil
and courteous to visitors,  and at all  times appear
neat and clean.
2. The Hospital buildings  and premises sha ll  be
kept scrupulously clean; every ward  shall be
regularly scoured and kept properly  ventilated ;
the bedding of the  patients shall be kept clean,1
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and immediately after the departure or decease of
a patient the whole of his bedding shall be tho-
roughly well cleansed and aired.
3. The meals of the patients shall be regularly
served at the following hours :-Breakfast at 8
o'clock ; dinner at 1 o'clock ; supper at 6 o'clock ;
and in no case shall the dietary scale be deviated
from without the surgeon's written order. The
medicines and medical comforts prescribed shall
be punctually administered, and in strict accord-
ance  with the surgeon's orders.
4. The state and symptoms of every patient
shall be carefully watched and reported to the
medical officer at the time of his daily visits, but
any material change shall be reported to him
instantly.
5. Every patient shall receive strict attention in
the way of personal cleanliness, both upon admis-
sion  before introduction to the  wards ,  and also
every day during his stay in the Hospital.
6. The clothes of each patient shall be regularly
washed during his stay in the Hospital.
7. The patients shall not receive any improper
food, nor shall they be allowed to accept liquors
or food of any description from friends or visitors,
without the express sanction of the surgeon.
8. No provisions supplied to patients, or any
property whatever of the Institution, shall be con-
veyed away from the Hospital.
9. Visitors (except office-bearers and ministers of
religion) shall be admitted onl between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., and ten only upon pre-
senting  a written permission from the surgeon or
any member of the committee, which shall be
available for the one visit only, unless otherwise
expressed.
10. Visitors shall be requested to enter their
names  and addresses upon entrance in the book
kept for the purpose, and invited to make com-
ments  therein subsequent to their inspection of
the Hospital.
11. No smoking shall on any pretence be allowed
within any portion of the Hospital buildings with-
out the permission of the surgeon; no noise or
disturbance shall be permitted in or near the
wards ; no visitor shall be suffered to remain be-
yond the prescribed hours ; and any infringement
of these or other rules shall be reported to the
surgeon  at his next visit.
12. A complaint-book shall be kept in the en-
trance hall, in which any visitor or patient may
enter, or cause to be entered, a statement of any
grievance or complaint he has against the Institu-
tion, its officers or servants, and he shall authenti-
cate the  same  by his signature, or if unable to
write, by his attested mark, and also insert the
date of entry. This book shall be for the inspec-
tion of the visiting committee, who shall have full
power to deal with the complaints as they deem
fit, but no complaints shall ever be entertained
from patients, unless entered in this book before
their departure from the Institution.
13. At least one light shall be kept burning,
from sunset to  sunrise , in each building containingpatients, and in case of any patient's illness  requir-
ing it (of which the surgeon shall be judge), an
additional light shall be placed in the ward of such
patient.
14. All convalescent patients shall be required to
do such light work about the Institution, without
remuneration, as may be assigned to them, such as
getting wood, clearing up yard, gardening, and
otherwise  assisting  the wardsmen, and all patients
shall be admitted on that understanding. Of their
ability to render such  service  the medical officer
shall  be sole judge, who shall name the kind and
amount of service. The wardsman shall forthwith
enter the same with date in a book, to be called
"The Convalescent Patients' Service Book," every
entry in which shall be initialled by the surgeon.
The wardsmen shall see that the service is faith-
fully rendered, and any refusal on the part of the
patient shall leave him liable to immediate dis-
charge from the Hospital.
15. No servant shall accept it gratuity of any
kind, either from patients or visitors. Should any
gifts  of money be tendered, the donor shall be
respectfully requested to deposit the same in
the Hospital money-box, for the benefit of the
Institution.
16. Any valuables in possession of a patient on
admission shall be delivered to the secretary for
safe custody during the patient's stay, and any
information that may then or subsequently be
obtained respecting any property of a patient
shall be immediately reported to the secretary,
and a record of same shall be kept by the wards-
man in a book kept for that purpose.
17. In event of a patient wishing to make a will
or otherwise dispose of any property he may
possess, the wardsman shall instantly despatch a
special message intimating the fact to the secre-
tary, and to a minister of religion to be named
by the patient himself.
18. No servant of the Institution shall be absent
from the Hospital (except on duty) without special
permission from the surgeon, which permission
shall be given in writing, whenever the required
leave of absence will extend over a night, and the
length of leave shall be specified.
19. No servant shall engage in trade, or have
any occupation beyond his Hospital duties, with-
out the express sanction of the general committee,
nor shall he be allowed to supply any provisions
required by the Institution.
20. Convalescent patients are prohibited from
lounging on the beds during the day.
21. Any patient refusing to obey the rules and
regulations, or for any other cause held to be
sufficient by the surgeon, may be discharged by
him.
22. The matron shall have charge of and be
accountable for all linen, glass, cutlery, cooking
and other utensils, and shall make an inventory of
the same in a book to be kept for that purpose,
in which she shall regularly enter the receipt, loss,
or breakage of any article, She shall at the close
of each year, and at such times as the committee
may require, prepare and submit to them an in-
ventory of everything under her charge.
23. A copy of the Rules shall be open for inspec-
tion by visitors and patients.
Confirmed, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Sec re tary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  14th August, 1885.THE followin g  Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK  ENDING  8rH DAY OF
AUGUST, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 385
Number since admitted ... ... ... 2
Number returned from leave ... ... 1
388
Number discharged 5
Number died ... ... ... ... I
Number absent on leave ... ... ... 5
11
Number remaining at date hereof ... 377
Admissions during the weeds :
Nil.
Re-admissions.
Patrick Burke, 61, miner and labourer ; from Bris-
bane.
Esther Ann Nelson, 63, housewife ; from Too-
woomba.
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Discharged during the week :
John O'Neill,  69; admitted 4th February, 1884;
once since re-admitted.
Sauil. W. Haycraft,  55; admitted 28th October, 1884.
Henry Stuckley,  76; admitted 17th February, 1885.
Jno. Kite,  55;  admitted 27th April,  1883; once
since re-admitted.
Pat. Sullivan, 51; admitted 28th October, 1884.
Death during the week :
Fredr. Blebohm, 54; admitted from Toowoomba
Hospital, 27th April, 1882.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
'HE attention of Owners and Masters of
Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
No. 167.T HE services of the following Corps and Rifle
Club have been accepted, as notified in the
Government Gazette  of the 1st and 8th instant
The Bowen Volunteer Garrison Battery ;
The Brisbane Volunteer Ambulance Corps ;
The Queensland Scottish Rifle Club.
No. 168.
THE following Appointments, Resignations, and
Transfers will take effect from dates mentioned
hereunder : -
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
Lieutenant W. CuoMFTON has resigned command
of the Battery, and is transferred to the Un-
attached List. 31st July, 1885.
Lieutenant W. A. J. BOYD will take over com-
mand of the Battery from the 31st July, 1885.
ROBERT H . LAWSON
to be Acting Lieutenant,  vice  W. A. J.  Boyd, pro.
moted. 31st July, 1885.
The resignation of Sergeant G. CURRY has been
accepted. 7th August, 1885.
COOKTOWN GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Acting Captain E. B. POWER
has been accepted. 31st July, 1885.
W. V. RALSTON
to be Acting Captain,  vice  E. B. Power, resigned.
31st July, 1885.
Battery Sergeant-Major E. PICKERING
to be Acting Lieutenant. 31st July, 1885.
Captain W. V. RALSTON will take over command
of the Battery from the 31st July, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
The resignations of Acting Lieutenants M. C.
McCarthy O'Leary (31st July, 1885) and F. J.
MacgiMcuddy (8th August, 1885) have been
accepted.
EDWARD MANSFIELD
to be Acting Lieutenant. 8th August, 1885.
I'D  " COMPANY, HOWARD.
DAVID P. WHITE
to be Acting Captain. 31st July, 1885.
THOMAS J. WATKINS and
JOHN F. PIzzEY
to be Acting Lieutenants. 31st July, 1885.
"A" COMPANY, ROCKHAMPTON.
JOHN W. JAMES
to be Acting Lieutenant. 31st July, 1885.
E " COMPANY, CHARTERS TOWERS.
WILLIAM H. DEAN
to be Acting Captain. 31st July, 1885.
SAMUEL J. PEEK
to be Acting Lieutenant. 31st July, 1885.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
Sir THOMAS MCILWRAITH, K.C.M.G.
to be Acting Major, with the command of the
Corps. 31st July, 1885.
THE BRISB NE VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE
CORPS.
Surgeon C. F. MARKS will take command of the
Corps till further orders. 10th August, 1886.
No. 169.
OFFICERS Commanding Corps are requested to
forward on the 1st of every month a Return showing
the number of free railway passes issued during
the month. As pass-books were issued for the
convenience of the Force generally ,  and as non-
compliance with the order causes inconvenience and
delay to the Railway Department ,  the particular
attention  --f officers is invited to the matter.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Captain,
Brigade-Major.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
No. 170.
A99 BATTERY, Permanent Force, and therisbane Garrison Battery, will furnis
a Guard of Honour on the 19th instant, on the
occasion  of the Opening of the National Agricul-
tural and Industrial Exhibition, atv Bowen Park,
by His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief.
The abovenamed Corps and the Head-Quarters
Band will parade in Review order at the Adelaide
street Drill-shed at 11  a.m. on  the 19th  instant,
under the command of Major Grieve, R.A., and
proceed to Bowen Park  in time  to take  up a posi-
tion  in front of  the main entrance  before Noon, the
hour appointed for the opening of the Show.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Office of the Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
TO ALL  WHOM  IT MAY CONCERN.
1 1
WILLIAM BROWN, whose description is
below, having, when under suspicion of theft,
deserted from H.M.Q. S. " Gayundah" on the
night of Friday, the 7th instant, attention is hereby
called to Section 81 of  "The Defence Act,"  wherein
it is enacted:-
Any person who-
(4.) Knowing any such man to be a deserter
conceals such man, or aids or assists him
in concealing himself, or aids or  assists in
his rescue ; shall be liable to be impri-
soned with or without hard labour for any
period not exceeding six months."
DESCRIPTION OF WM.  BROWN, 2ND  CLASS P.O.
H eight : 5 feet 2; inches ;
Hair : Black, turning grey ;
Eyes : Grey ;
Marks : Crucifix tattooed on left  arm, and
WB left hand.
H. TOWNLEY W RIGHT,
Senior Naval Officer.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 23 of  1885.
SUNKEN REEF OFF ACHERON ISLAND,
HALIFAX BAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that a Sunken Reef
extends W.S.W. to a distance of one-third
of a mile from the West end of Acheron Island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 24 of  1885.
LEADING LIGHTS, JOHNSTONE RIVER.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that on and after thisdate the following Lights will be exhibited
between sunset and sunrise  at the Johnstone River,
to enable vessels  to navigate the entrance at night
Two white lights are placed,  one on  Flying Fish
Point, the other on the shore on the further side of
the bight of the river, which, when in line on a W.
by N. bearing,  lead across  the outer Bar.
A green light  is placed  on the southern ex-
tremity of the rocks off Flying Fish Point.
At the Pilot Station are placed a red and a white
light, which, when in line  on a S .W. by W. bear-
ing, lead  across the  Flats between Flying Fish and
Coquette Points.
Directions  :-To enter at night, cross the Bar
with the two Leading Lights in line on a W. by N.
bearing,  and, when the water deepens, haul up for
the green  light on the rocks  and pass it at a
distance  of 50 feet ; then follow  along  the Flying
Fish Point shore, and bring the red and white
lights in  line ,  crossing  the Flats towards Coquette
Point. When the water deepens and the Point
is approached, proceed up the river as formerly.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 11th August, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  25  of  1885.
ALTERATION IN THE DIRECTION OF LEAD-
ING LIGHTS AND BEACONS, WIDE BAY
BAR.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Leading
Lights, and the Square  Beacons near Hook
Point,  now lead across  Wide Bay Bar on a S.W.
by W. 4 W.  bearing.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and  Harbours,
Brisbane,  12th August, 1885.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th August, 1885.NOTICE is  hereby given that I intend, on orafter the 8th day of September next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 95th section of
" ?.e Real Property  Act of  1861,  "  to dispense
with the production of Duplicate Bill of Mortgage
No. 98839  from George Edward Litchfield Layton
to W illiam Nutting Tuttle ,  over the lands described
in Deeds of Grant No .  48462 ,  48464, 48465 ,  48466,
and 48540 ,  and in Certificates of Title Nos. 64186
and 64187 ,  registered volume 437 ,  folios 222, 224,
225, and 226, volume 439, folio 50 ,  and volume
436, folios 166 and 167 respectively ,  and will  then
permit a Release to be endorsed upon the Original
of the said Bi ll of Mortgage in this Office, upon
the said Deeds of Grant and Certificates of Title,
and in the Register Books, volumes and folios
aforesaid ,  which entries will complete the registra-
tion of the said Release ; the said duplicate Bill of
Mortgage having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Reverend JosarH WALKER,  a Minister of
the Congregational Denomination,  residing at Ips-
wich, in the Registry District of Ipswich, has
been duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion
authorised to celebrate  Marriages  in the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Police Department,Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE unclaimed Horse h reunder described, nowin the possession  of the Winton Police,
wi ll , unless  previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, at the Police Station, Winton, on the 5th
September next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
One Yellow-bay Gelding (cob), branded X over
a0  off shoulder, star and blaze on face, three white
feet.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Herbert Rocke and Henry Thomas Tompsitt, both
of the City of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria,
for an Invention described as "Improvements in
the treatment of Malt to produce an article of diet
which may be used as a substitute for Coffee."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Herbert Rocke and Henry Thomas Tompsitt,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th August, 1885.
'\ OTICE is hereby given, that Franz Carl
11 Gui ll eaume ,  trading as " Felten  and Guil-
leaume, " of Miilheim on the Rhine, near the City of
Cologne, in the Empire of Germany, Wire Manu-
facturer, has applied , in pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register  in Class  5, in respect of Steel
Wire, Iron Wire, and Wire Rope, and in Class 50,
in respect  of Cordage, Rope, and Twine, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
sF G-vT 4+
Notice is hereby further given, that  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above.
mentioned.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Alfred Shaw and
1 r Thomas Edward White, trading as " Alfred
Shaw and Company, in Queen street, Brisbane,
Hardware Merchants, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47,
in respect of E erosine Vil, a Trade Mark, of which
the following is a representation
WHITE T
KEROSINE OIL
HIGH TEST
REFINED EXPRESSLYFORQUEENS LAND
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered , in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that John Davis,
trading as the Australian Type Foundry
Company at Sydney ,  in the Colony of New South
Wales, has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884, "  to register in Class 13, in respect of Printing
Type , a Trade Mark ,  of which the fo llowing is a
representation.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given , that John  M. Dawson
and Robert  M. Stewart,  trading as  "  Scott,
Dawson ,  and Stewart ," of Creek  street, Brisbane,
Soft Goods Merchants , have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  "The  Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to  register in Class 38,
in respect  of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation :-
REGISTERED  TRADE MARK
,jfa&e PrwdYfww .
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion I shall  register  the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West,
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention entitled "An Improved Device for
Varying the Gauge of Carrying Wheels."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is  my intention to recommend that
a Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters, in  accordance  with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Weldon, of Cochran street, Red Hill, Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, joiner, for an invention
entitled " The Leicester Washing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Weldon, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
J. McF. Robison, Robison and Dodds,  trading as
such at 31, Flinders  street  West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention  described  as an  "  Improved Apparatus
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for the Admixture and Combustion of Air and Gas
for Soldering and other purposes.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the appli-
cants are not entitled to a Patent for such invention,
it is my intention to recommend that a Patent be
granted for the said invention to the said J. McF.
Robison, Robison and Dodds, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes m ntioned n th  ighteenth
section of .. The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
WILLIAM THORNE, of Wellington Point, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Moreton East, who shall, by virtue of
this appointment, give consent in the cases provided
for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth
sections of the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of August,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com.
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West,
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as " An Improved Packing for
the Stuffin Boxes of Piston Rods and other Rods
requiring Packing."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 1.6th July, 1885.
NOTICE, is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Reid, of Dunedin, Otago, in the Colony of New
Zealand, Solicitor, for an invention described as
Reid's Patent Triplex Wire Strainer."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Reid, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office.
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Henry
Brewer ,  of Gympie ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Mi ning Engineer ,  for an invention entitled " The
Reliable Detaching Hook."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Henry Brewer ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act.
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
of
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
EDWARD DESHON, of Coorparoo ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  a Justice  of the  Peace, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar ' s District of Moreton
East ,  who shall , by virtue  of this appointment, give
consent in the cases  provided  for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this  eighth day  of August,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
of GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint JAMES  HENRY  DAVIDSON, of Cleveland,
in the Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the
Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the  Registrar's
District of Moreton East, who shall, by virtue
of this appointment,  give consent in the cases
provided  for in  and by the eighteenth  and nine-
teenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this eighth day of August, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
,,
„
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
NOTICE.
T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held atA the Police Court, A amac, on the fifth
instant, WILLIAM A.  MILLS  was appointed Bailiff
of the Small Debts Court, Aramac,  in place of
G. W. King,  resigned.
EDMUND F. CRAVEN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Aramac, 5th August, 1885.
A T a Special Meeting of the Bench of Magis-
trates sitting at Emerald on the 30t121-
keeper
Jullast, he resignation  of ROBERT BIDDELL as
at Emerald was accepted.
EDWARD WALSH,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Emerald, 5th August, 1885.
A T a Special Meeting of the Bench of Magis-
trates sitting at Emerald on the 30th July
last, the  resignation  of ROBERT  BIDDELL as Small
Debts Court Bailiff for Emerald was accepted.
EDWARD WALSH,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Emerald, 5th August, 1885.
PROCLAMATION.
By is Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusaRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the twenty-first day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAvi THE QuxRN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WARWICK  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of  Parish. No. of Area.Portion
Annual Purchasing Value of
Rent Survey Fee. Price Imp ro ve-
.Lot. per Acre .  per Acre .  mente.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
1  Allora  146 77 2 0 0 0 6 4 8 0 2 0 0
2 Ditto  156 47 0 0 0 0 6 319 0 2 0 03 Goomburra 118(part)40 0 0  0 1 3 319 0f 310 0
4 Ditto  246A 38 0 0 0 0 5 3 7 0 110 0
5 Ditto 252(part) 41 0 0 0 0 5 319 0 110 0
6 Ditto  284 80 0 0 0 0 5 5 6 0 110 07 Leslie...  102 26 1 17 0 0 6 3 0 0 2 0 0
8 Robinson  lA 3 3 16 0 2 0 1 1 0 5 0 01
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in
G overn or .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
Tice Crown Lands  dct of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MusGSAvE,  the Governor afo re said ,  byy and with
the advice of the  Executive  Council, and on the recommendation of the land Board ,  do, b this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent ' s District ,  shall  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY,  the twenty -first day of September ,  1885 :  And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to  say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Annual  Purchasing  Value of
Forfeited Area. Rent Survey Fee .  Price Improve-
Selection .  per Acre. per Acre .  ments.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Tenthi ll  ... ...  916  Hat.  80 0 0 0 0 6 5 6 0 9 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... 917 H.R. 78 1 20 0 0 6 4 8 0) 2 0 0
By Command,
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor. Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
1 Crown Lands Act of  1884, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Lind Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the twenty-first day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person in the said
District sha ll  be as foll ows ,  that is to say :-
In the case  of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish
THE SCHEDULE.
THEIMARYSOROUGH LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within  an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
C. B. DU TON.
Annual Purchasing Value of
Rent  Survey Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre .  per Acre .  ments.
A.  R.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1 Vernon ... ... 995 160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Exce ll ency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Order in Council made on the seventh day  of August , 1885 , I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  order that
the operation of so much  of the forty-third  section of  " The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884 "  as requires land
to be actually surveyed and  marked  on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should be
suspended  with  respect to  the Country  Land described  in the  Schedule  hereto,  and the Surveyor -General
was, by the said Order in Council , re quired to  divide  the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly  divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid , by and with  the advice  of the  Executive  Council,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the Gympie Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said  Act, on  and after  MONDAY,  the twenty -first day of September ,  1885 : And  I do hereby,
by and with  the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to  say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of August,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within an  Agricultural Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of N o. ofParish.  Area.Portion.Lot.
i
Annual  Purchasing  Value ofRent Provisional Price Improve-
per Acre. Survey  Fee. per Acre.  ments.
A.  R.  P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Gutchy ... ..  1v 135 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 1 5 0
2 Ditto ... ... j  2v 48 0 0 0 0 3 319 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
LL.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAvE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventh day of August, 1885, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection , should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, b the saidTOrder in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper  maps  or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands  into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MTSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on  and after  MONDAY, the twenty-first day of September, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to sa,y
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres : Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural
Area No. 1, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Cairns Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the fort, •aia`,h
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Grafton ... ... ! 16v 370 0 0 0 2 0 8 1 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
5 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
G overnor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
1 " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MU8G SAV B, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands Specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Townsville Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the twenty-first day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the  said  District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
By Command,
Purchasing Value ofPrice improvementsper Acre.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWNSVILLE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. i No.  of I Annual  I  Purchasing Value of
of Parish .  Forfeited  Area.  Rent Survey Fee .  Price  Improve-
Lot. Selection .  per Acre .  per Acre .  ments.
1 Beor ... ...
A. R. P. £ s.  d.  £  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
379 204 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 110 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mv8GRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the  Most
A. Musaa VE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor,  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "  TheCrown Lands Act of  1884," IF, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that th- Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 28th day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres : Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural Area
No. 4 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereb 7, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Cairns Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House. Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in theyear of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
No. of
Portion.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing Value of
Area .  Rent Survey  Fee. Price Improve-
per Acre. per Acre.  ments.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ s. d
1 Trinity ... ... lv 84 1 0 0 1 6 9 8 6
2 Ditto ... ... 2v 75 3 0 0 1 6 8 10 6
3 Ditto ... ... 3v 68 0 0 0 1 6 712 6
4 Ditto ... ... 4v 69 2 0 0 1 6 7 16 6
5 Ditto ... ... 5v 83 3 0 0 1 6 9 7 6
6 Ditto ... ... 6v 68 2 0 0 1 6 7 13 0
7 Ditto ... ... 7v 81 2 0 0? 6 9 3 6
8 Ditto ... ... 8v 118 0 0 0 1 6 13 10 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9v 86 2 22 0 0 9 9 17 6
10 Ditto ... ... 10V 78 1 9 0 0 9 9 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... llv 80 2 32 0 0 9 9 3 6
12 Ditto ... ... 12v 76 1 37 0 0 9 810 6
13 Ditto ... ... 13v 85 3 27 0 0 9 9 13 0
14 Ditto ... ... 14v 78 1 24 0 0 9 8 15  6
15 Ditto ... ... 15v 89 2 11 0 0 9 10 1 6
16 Ditto ... ... 16V 62 0 19 0 0 9 7 12 6
17 Ditto ... ... 17v 138 3 0 0 1 6 15 11 0
18 Ditto ... ... 18v 125 3 35 0 0 9 14 7 6
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
2 10 0
2  10 0
2 10 02  10  0
2 10 0'2  10  02  10  02  10  0
4 0 0
2 10 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MtSGRtYS ,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Mackay Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY,  the 28th day of September ,  1886: And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of August
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-north
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No.
of Parish.
Lot.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C. B. DUTTJN.
I f
No. of Forfeited
Selection. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee. Purchasing Priceper Acre.
A. a. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1559 320 0 0 0 0 5 8 1 0 1 10 01  1 Hamilton ...
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
11 Orown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the ti xecutive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-second day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C, B. DUTTON.
GOD S AVE THE QUEEIc !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROCKHAMPTON  LAND AGENT 's DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of Annual  Purchasing  Value of
Forfeited Area . Rent  Survey Fee .  Prio9 Improve-
I  Selection . per Acre.  per Acre .  meats.
1 Stanwell ...
1.  B.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
2163 94 0 0 0 0 4 5 6 0 1 5 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSE TTLED DISTRICTS.
rj1HE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury,
`` at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Att. Mion is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be iorf•ited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Lessee. Name of  Run. District. Area inSquare
Miles.
Amount.
50
£ s. d.
12 10 0
50 12 10 0
33 8 5 0
25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
2421 6 2 6
25 6 5 0
31 715 0
25 6 5 0
6 1 10 0
11 2 15 0
511 12 18 9
John Thomas Naughton ... ... Stonington ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Larry's Peak ...  ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ... Brooklyn .. ...
George Ah Pan ... ... 1Milray No. 1 ...  ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Milray No. 4 ...  ...
Alfred Taylor ... ... ... Milray No. 2 ...
Ditto .. ... ... ... Milray No. 5 ...
Edward Tyler Thyra ...
Ditto . ... ... ... Th,yra No. 2 ...  ...
Alfred Taylor ... ... ... Milray No. 3 ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... M ilray No. 6 ...
Ditto ... . Milray No. 7 ...
James Miles McDonald and John
Hosking ... ... ... Burke Creek ...
North Kennedy ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
South Kennedy ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ... ...
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Department of Public Lands,85-5526-T. Brisbane,  5th June, 1886.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
il IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of theprovisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of 1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road ,  are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days from the
date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
BOOB  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROU GH SELECTION No. 3318 ,  IrswiCH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Mort , County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
M
Description of Road.
1 A strip of  land along and
within the  east  boundary
of portion 37
37 3318
Land
Agent 's How Held.
District.
Ipswich Freehold
Reputed
Owner.
Ola Trulson
Occupier. Bearings.
0. Trulson  North ...
R MARxs.-Selection  partly  fenced and  cultivated.
0
Lengths .  Area.
Ohs. Lks.  Links .  A.R. P.
36 0 100 3 2 1
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk of
Petty Sessions  in Gattox.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
85-14520-D .B. Brisbane , 17th  July, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Referencehereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 ;" and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ACROSS THE BRISBANE RIVER ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and 5ahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
. 0 c
m d Description of  Road. C;
A ;4
I Fro m the south -west 96
corner of port ion 96,  and
parish of No rt h ,  north -  95
easterly th ro ugh por-
tions 96 and 95 to the
Brisbane River
2 From the Brisbane River 7
no rt herly to a re- I
served road in portion
7, parish of Bahl
Parish .  How held . OWne Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks . Links.  A. R. P.
North Freehold Martin M. Fahy 90° 0' 5 00 100 6 0 23 Unimproved forest
Fahy 60° 0' 13 00 land
109° 0' 4 90
48° 30' 11 30
30° 15' 16 00
92° 30' 7 50 irregu-
lar
Bahl  ... Ditto ... John Harris. J. Harris , 20° 0' 3 00 irregu - 2 1 0 Ditto.
i junr. junr . 339° 0 ' 7 50 lar
19° 0' 6 23
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
85-13212 - C.Sol. Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 134 ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
Description of Road.
p
1 A strip  of land along the 134
bank of Ma Ma Cre ek
from the south-west
corn er of portion 13t,
parish of Tenthi ll ,
northerly
How Held.
588 I Helidon ... Freehold
Mixed.
REMARXS.- About 6 chains of the road  passes  through land enclosed by paling -fence valued at 18s.  per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
MACKAY.RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
r 1HE following Time Table will come into operation on MONDAY, 10t.i August, 1885, and continue
.L in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS-DAILY.
Miles Stations . I Mixed. Mixed.
... MACKAY  ...  depart
2 Show  Grounds... ...
4 Racecourse ... ...
5 Te Kowai ... ...
7 Alexandra ... ...
8 Palms  ... ... ...
9 Walkerston ... ...
11 Pleystowe ... ...
12 G re enmount  ... ...
14 Level Crossing... ...
15 Newbury Junction arr.
15 Newbury Junction dep.
18 Level Crossing... ...
21 Victoria ... ...
23 ETON  ... ...  arrive
a.m. p.m.
3.0
A 3.8
A 3.14
A 3.19
A 3.27
A 3*32
3.36
A 3.44
A 3.50
A 3.56
15 Newbury  Junation  dep. 7' 30 4'2
16 Level Crossing ... ... A 7'35j A 41
17 Marian  ... ... ... A 7.40 A 4.12
23 HAMILTON  ...  arrive 18.0 14'30
p.m.
Reputed  Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths.
Owner.
0
PO
Area.
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. a. r.
Sarah Wi lliam 353° 0' 10 50 1 0 0
Robson Robson 270° 0' 0 50
DOWN  TRAINS -DAILY.
stations .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
HAMILTON  ...  depart  ...  8.30 4.46
Marian ... ... ... ... A 8.48 A 5.3
Level Crossing... ...  A 8.53 A 5.8
Newbury Junction  arr. ... 8.58 5.13
ETON  ... ...  depart 7.0 ...
Victoria  ...  A 7.6 ...
Level Crossing ... ... A 7.17 ...
Newbury Junction arr. 7.27 ...
... Newbury Junction dep. ... . 910
Level Crossing... ... ...  A 9.6
5.15 Greenmount ... ... ... A 912 ...
A 5.25  Pleystowe ... ...  A 9.18
A 5.36  Walkerston ... ... ... 9.26
5.42 Palms ... ... ... ... A 9.30
Alexandra  ... ... ...  A 9.35
...  To  Kowai  ... ... ... A 9.48
... Racecourse  ... ... ...  A 9.48
Sh&w Grounds... ... ...  A 9.54 ...
MACKAY  ... arrive ...10.0
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 3.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CUItNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 27th July, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING OF  WESTERN EXTENSION-MITCHELL  TO DULVADILLA.
0 N and after MONDAY, the 24th August,  1885 , the following  Time Table will come into operationbetween  Roma and Dulvadilla until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles  from
Bri#bane. Stations. Mixed .  Mail.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations . I  Mail. Mixed.
a m m. a.m ma
318 RoMA  .. ...  depart
. .
9.0
p.
9.25 DULVADILLA depart
.2-45 ..9.0
344 dillM k 10.55 10.35 arrive 11.45uc a a ... ... Mitchell
311 Mitchell arrive 12.40 11.45 depart 4-35 12'45depart 1.40 11.55 Muckadil la 5.47 2.40
410 DULVADILLA ... arrive 4.15 1.35 RoMA ... ... arrive 6.52 4.30
Brisbane , 12th August, 1885.
TIME TABLE - KILLARNEY BRANCH.
ON and  after  MONDAY, 24th August , 1885, the following Time Table will oome into operation, andand remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Heightfrom from of
Brisbane .  Junction. Formation
Stations. Mixed. Mixed.
feet .  a.m. p.m.
166 1497  WARWICK  . ... depart 104 4 .40 ... ...
167 1 1490  K illarney Junction  ...  10.5 4.45
172 4  1570  Hermitage  ... ... ... D 10.27  D 5.7 ... ...
173 6  ...  Glencairn  ... ...  D 10.40 D 5.20 9.0
174 7 1552 Swan Cre ek  ... ...  10.44 5 .24 ,..
177 10 1696  Mount Sturt  ... ... 11.1 5'41 ...
180 12 1699 Yangan  ... ... ...  11.13 5.53 ... ,,,
181 14  ...  Rockbrae  ... ... ...  D 11019 D 5.59 ...
183 16 1668 Emu Vale  ... ... ...  11.33 6'13
186 19 1653 Ryan's Siding ... 1145 6.25
190 23 1690 Farm Creek  ... .  12.0 6.40
195 28 1691 KILLAnNBY ... arrive 12.20 7'0
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height
from of
Killarney .  Formation.
stations. Mixed.
feet, a.m.
... 1691 KILLABNSY  ... ... ...  depart 7'15
5 1690 Farm Creek ... ... ... ... 7.33
9 1653 Ryan ' s Siding  ... ... ... ..  7.48
12 1668 Emu Vale  ... ... ... ...  8.5
14 ... Rockbrae  ... ... ...  B 8.16
15 1699 Yangan  ... ... ... ...  8.22
18 1696 Mount Sturt  ... ... ... ...  8.34
23  1552 Swan Creek  ... ... ... ...  8.51
22 ... Glencairn ... ... ... .... D 8.55
23 1570 Hermitage  ... ... ... ...  D 9.8
28 1490 Killarney Junction  ... ... ...  9-28
29 1497 WA $wlcx  ... ... ...  arrive 9.33
Mixed.
p.m.
1.15 .., ...
1.33
1.48
2.5 ... ...
D 2.16 ... ...
2.22
2.34 ...
2.51 ... ...
D 2.55 ... ...
D 3.8 ... ...
3.28 ... ...
8.33
(D.) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.  No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
F. CIIRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane,  10th August, 1885. Commissionerfor $ailways.
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TRAFFIC FARNTNGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
Mile q open:
i
77
77
£  a. d. £ •. d. £ a . d. £ a. d.
Week Anding 9th August, 1885 574 1,997 12 5 3,207 4 1 204 12 0 5,409 8 6
Coraespo iding  week last year 653  1,821 2 5 4,488 10 2 816 15 0 6,626 7 7
Increase ...
Decrease ...
... ...
1885 -T')tal Trafli r to Sate ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending  9th August, 1885
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885 -Total Traffic to date ... ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Increase
Passengers ' Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.
176 10 0
...  1,28i' 6 1  112-3 0 1,216 19 1
...
£  it. d.
240 18 1
229 13 2
Total.
210,961 8 6198,076 15 2
£12,88413 4
£  a. d. £ a. . £ a. d.
627 18 2 31 1 8 899 17 11
562 18  4 30 13 6 823 6 0
11 4 11 64 19 10 0 8 2 76 12 11
...
... ...
BUNDABERGt  RAILWAY.
3* 7 7
£ S.  d. £ a. d . £  a. d. £ a. d.
Week  ending 9th August,  1885 66  69 10 5 107 18 0 8 3 11 185 12 4
Corresponding  week  last year... 66 72  18 0 144 8 1 6 17 1 224 3 2
Increase ...
Decrease
1885-Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
36'10 1
27,571 10 1
22,804 2 11
£4,767 7 2
6,451 4 6
6,846 0 3
£394 15 9
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
Week  ending  9th August,  1885 369 490 13 8
I)orreeponding week last year ...  317 389 0 6
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885- Total Traffic to date
1884 -Ditto ditto
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
2,793 1 10 56 8 2 3,340 3 8
1,607  6 10  63 4 9  2,059 12  1
...
1 6 10
... * 38 10 10
101 13 2 1,185 16 0  1,280 11  7
6 16 7 ...
...
105,952 16 7
102,499 16 0
... ...
Total Increase ...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£ S. d.
Week ending 9th August, 1885 170 460 10 2
Corresponding week last year 127 305 12 0
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
1885- Total Traffic to  data ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
... ...
... ...
£3,468 0 7
£  s. d. £  V. d. £ s. d.
1,176 3 6 100 010  1,735 14  6927 19  6 59 5 4 1,29216 9
154 18 2 247 4 1 40 15 6 442 17 9
... 51,257 12 10
34,276 15 10
16,980 17 0
F. CIIRNOW,
Odmzniaaionee'  for Badlwsr.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY - NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
OT EC E is hereby given, that the undermentioned articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
\\ Department ,  Northern Railway .  Owners can obtain the same on application to the Acting
Traffic Manager ,  Townsville ,  and  paying costs. If not released on or before  TUESDAY,  the 17th
November ,  1885, they will be sold by Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS ,  NORTHERN RAILWAY, ON HAND AT TOWNSVILLI STATION,
TO 15TH  JULY, 1885.
Date .  Station where found.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Charters  Towers ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .
Ravenswood Junctn.
1884.
2 May ... Townsville ... goods-shed ...
2 „
8 „
8  to
12 June
12
12
toit
12  to
10 July
10 „
20 „
20  to
20 „
31
31  to
31
31
31 August
2  to Charters Towers ...
2 „ ... Ditto ...
30 „ ... Ditto ...
4 October ...  Homestead
4 „ ... Ditto ...
4 to ... Ditto ...
1885.
6 January
6 „
ofto
„
of
10 . „
9 February
9 to
9 to9
9
„to
9 „
9  to
9 March
9
„
9
10
10
10
10 ...
10 ...
10 ...
9 May
9 to
9 „
9 to
9
9
13
... Ditto ...
... Ditto ...
... Ditto ...
... Ditto ...
... Homestead
... Ditto ...
... Ditto ...
... Ditto ...
... Townsville ...
... Ditto ...
...  Ravenswood  Junctn.
Charters Towers
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Betts' Creek
Ditto ...
Townsville ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Ravenswood
Townsville ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Betts' Creek
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Townsville ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Betts' Creek
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Townsville
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
of
on platform ...
„
goods-shed
on line ...
on platform  ...
2nd-class carriageto
1st-class
2nd-class
on platform ...
2nd-class carriage
...  of to
... 1st-class
... on platform ...to
...
in goods-shed ...
to ...
on line ...
on platform ...
2nd-class carriageIt toit  ,7
„  to
... of to
... on platform ..
... 1st-class carriage
to  to
...  of
... 2nd-classto
„it 7v
... on platform ...
... ...
... ...
... in goods-shed ...
... „ ...
... on platform ...
... 2nd-class carriage
... 1st-class  toto to
... ... 2nd-class
... ...
,f
Ditto ...
Townsville ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
.., 1st- class
... 2nd-class
Place.
„
Ditto
Ravenswood  Junctn. on platform
Article.
1 bag clothes
1 black trunk
1 bag containing wool
1 calico parcel
1 mat rice
1 saddle
1 swag (blue)
1 canvas package
1 jacket
1 whip handle
1 box luggage
1 swag
1 hat
1 box
2 hats
2 handbags
1 tobacco pouch
1 bridle
1 bucket
1 jacket
1 handbag
1 parasol
1bag
1 pair trousers
1 coat
1 billy-can
3 straw hats
1 trunk, addressed " J. Green"
part bag crushed corn
1 package bolts and fastenings
1 gent's hat
1 pair trousers
1 shawl
1 jacket
1 paper parcel
1 stirrup-iron
1 shawl
1 trunk, addressed " Farriher"
1 large and 1 small fan
1 felt hat
1 parasol
4 tin pannikins
1 umbrella
1 billy-can
1 valise
1 jacket
1 parcel hats
1 hand-saw
1 coil wire
1 roll matting
11 jacket
1 bag chaff
1 coat
That
1 whip
1 cloak
1 parasol
1 walking-stick
1  pair gloves
1 boy's hat and 1 fan
1 ocket-book
1 bundle clothing
1 paper parcel
1 tin bottle
1 parcel boots
1 paper parcel balls
1 straw hat
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LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS, NORTHERN RAILWAY, ON HAND AT TOWNSVILLE STATION,
TO 15TH JULY ,  1885- continued.
Date. Station where found. Place. Article.
1885.
11 July ... Cha rters To wers in goods -shed ...  1 bag maize
11 „ ... Ditto ... 2 pieces iron
11 ... Ditto ... 9 empty jars
11 ... Ditto ... 4 coils wire
11 ... Ditto ...  3 bags coke
11 Ditto ...  7 bars iron
11 ... Ditto ... „ 1 pinnion rack
11 ... Ditto ... 4  pieces tim ber
11 Ditto ... I st-class carriage  1 lady' s handbag
11 Ditto ...
„ „
1 pipe
11 Ditto ... 3 parasols
11 Ditto ... 2nd-class  1 coat
11 Ditto ... „ 1 toy bugle
11 Ditto ...  1 paper parcel containing clothes
11 Ditto . 1 girl's hat
13 Rav enswood ... on platform 1 pair boots
13 Ditto .. ... goods-shed  1 case
15 Bet ts' Creek ... on platform 1 paper parcel
15 Ditto ...
„
2 coils wire
15 Ditto ...  „ 1 large  box
UNCLAIMED  PARCELS AND GOODS.
Date. Consignee .  Place. Description.
1884.
31 July ... Woodyear ... ... Townsville ... ... 1 case
8 February ... Burke, c. o. Quinn... Ravenswood Junction 1 paper parcel
28 November ... Erickson ... ... Charters Towers ... 1 spirit level
23 July ... ... Robinson ... ... „ ... 1 frame stand
24 November Gladstone I „ ... 1 small parcel
Department of Public Lands,
85.11353-C.T. Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
FIRST  NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that the Land described in the Book of Reference hele•
under is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the provisions of  "The Public Worh.s
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 "; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections,
in writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed may be seen at the Public Lands Office, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUMED  FOR A.  SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE  VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
Deso ri ption of Land
to be Resumed. How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths. Area. Remarks.
Cho. Lks. Links. A. a. P
1 A strip of land seventy- Freehold  ...  PeterMorrison P. N. North  ...  7 20 78 0 2 90 land  fenced.
eight links wide from Campbell Campbell Partly under culti-Campbell street (oppo- vation  and partly
site Sneyd streets  otherwise im-
north through eastern proved.
suburban allotment
101 to  Breakfast Creek
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE to come into operation on and after  MONDAY, 10th August,  1885, and until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.TATIONS.
Mixed Passen -  Goods. 1 Goods.
ger. i
'd.E' Mon.,
0 o Daily. Wed.,
and Fri.
Rockhampton
2 Yeppen ...
6 Gracemere ...
8 Malchi... ...
10 Kabra ... ...
13 Neerkoll ...
15 Stanwe ll  ...
18 Warren ...
19 Siding ... ...
20 Siding ... ...
24 Wycarbah ...
27
A.M. A.M. A.M.
dep. 5.20 5'45 10'0
... 5.25 5.50 10.8
..• 5'40 6 '5 10'25
... 5'47 6.10 10.35
... 5.55 6.16
... 6.0 6.25
... 6'10
... 6.20
... 8.27
6.37
Spring Creek ... ...  6.43
Westwood  .  f ate' 6'55• dep.
Oakey  ... ... ...
Gogango
Rocky
Tunnel ... ...
Herbert ' s Creek ...
Boolburra ... ...
Duariuga ... ...
Wa ll aroo ... ...
Bridgewater .. ...
Dingo
96 Stanley
arr.
:: € dep.:
102 Walton ...
107 Bluff ... ...
110 Siding ... ...
118 Blackwater
125 Burngrove ...
129 Tolmie's ..
140 Comet
... 1'55
.2.12
149 Yamala  ... ... ... 12.55
159 Winton  ... ... ...
163 Siding  ... ... ...  1'30
165 Emerald  ...  arr. 1'35
165
169
179
183
186
197
208
Emerald dep.
Emerald Downs .
Theresa ... ...
Pe lican . ...
Gordon Downs
Capella ... ...
Oq
212 Betro Creek ...
220 Langton ... ...
227 Clermont arr.
165 Emerald  ...  dep.
171 Range Downs ...
179 Saint  Helens ... ...
183 Glendarriwill ...
188 Siding  ... ... ...
191 Anakie ... .•.
199 Borilla... ...
203 Withersfleld...
213 Woodbine ... ...
218 Siding  ... ... ...
227 Bogantungan €
dep.
arr
235 Hannam 's Gap ...
241 Drummond ... ...
262 Pine  Hill ... ...
271 Alpha ... ...
290 Beta  ... ...
3os Jericho  ... arr.
2.35
2.47
2.57
*3'5
3•253*35
610
.43
10.43
11.0
11'5
11.20
8.50 11.30
7.0 11.45
7.10 11.55
*7'15
7'30 12'10
7.38 12.20
7.50 l2.40
8'
8.15 1•O l•15
8'37 *1'45
847 2.20
9'5 *3'10
9.25 3.40
9.57 4.25
4'45
10'5 4'55
10.25 5.30
*10'45 5'55
10.57 6.12
11.5 6'25
11'25 6'55
11.50 7.20
*12'0 *7.35
12'30 8'15
4.20
4'45
5.547
6'20
8-5
9'05
Daily.
P.H.
...
With
Pass'ger
car riage
attach'd
*12'10
1.35
2'25
5'45
7'O
Mixed. Mixed
Daily .  Daily.
P.M. P.M.510
5. 1  ...
*5'20
5.27
5.35
5.42
*5'50
8.5
15
53
64
70
78
87
8.15 ...  92
6.35 ... 102
6.47 ... 112
7'0 ... 114
.. 117
... 122
... 126
... 134
... ... 140
2'
2.15
*3''*3100
3'45
4.15
4.35
5.0
5'30
Westwoo  .•• dep. 5 '5 3'5 *715 7'S
278 Spring Creek  ... ...  5.121 ... 3.20 ... 7.25 7.15
281 Wycarbah  ... ...  5.20 ... 3 .30 ... 7.30 7.20
1285 Siding  ... ... ...  5.301 ... 315 ...  7.42 7.25
286 Siding  ... ... ... ...
287 Warren  ... ...  5.40 4.0 ... 750 7.35
290 Stanwe ll  ... ... *5.50 ... 4 ' 20 ... 8'0 7'45
292 Neerkoll  ... ...  5.57 ... 4 .28 ... 8.10 7'60
295 Kabra  ... ... ...  6.3 ... 4150 ... 8.17 8'0
297 Malchi ... ... ...  6.8 ... 5.10  ...  8.25 8.5
299 Gracemere  ... ...  6'15 ... *5 ' 20 ... 8'35 8'10
303 Yepoen  ...  9.25 ... 6.33 ... 8150
305 Rockhampton arr. *6'30 ... 5'40  ...  9'0 8'30
•  Trains meet here.
Nora .- The Passenger Trains will only stop as follows :-
At all stations when required.
To pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont Branch  (both Up and Down).
The Mixed Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping -places to pick up and set down passengers when required .  Passengers wishing to alight at
Stopping -places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of depa rt ure from Stopping places shown thus , " Yeppen 5.25," are app ro ximate and merely as a guide to intending passengers and Guards
Ballast trains.
Goods will be received at and forwarded to Alpha and Beta under the published conditbDns  " Loading and Unloading Gates and Sidings."
8.55
950
10'0
8
16
22
31
42
45
50
58
62
267 Gogango  ... ...  4.30 ... 2.40 ... ... ...
272 Oakey ... ... ... 4.45 ... 2.55 ... ... ...
17 Dingo ... € dep. 2.5 11'30 ...
222 Bridgewater  ... ...  2.20 ... 11.50 ...
233 Wallaroo  ... ... 2.50 ... 12.30 ...
240 Duaringa  ... ... *3'10 ... 110 ...
247 Boolburra  ... ...  3.30 ... 1.25 ...
252 herbert's  Creek  ...  345 ... *1'45 ...
258 Tunnel  ... ...  410 ... 2.8 ...
261 Rocky  ... ...  4.10 ... 2120 ...
A.M. A.M. P.Y.
7.0 ... ...
7.25 ... ... ..
7.50 ...
8.5 ... ...
8'30
9.0 ...
9.10 ...
9.50 ... ...
10'5 ... ... ...
203 Walton  ... ...  1115 ... *10'45 ...
209 Stanley  .. ... 1.30 ... 11.5 ... ...
2 arr .  1.50  ... ... ...
STATIONS.
DOWN  TRAINS.
Passen-
ger.
Daily.
G gods. Goods.  Mixed .  Mixed Mixed]
Tues ., Sat.
Daily .  Thurs., Daily. Daily, only.
and Sat.
A.Y. I A.M.
Jericho ... dep. 3'15 5'0
Beta  ... ... ...  4'0 6'20
ine  Hill  ...  5'4400 9 50
Drummond  ...  6.15 10.55
Hannam 's Gap  ...  615 1110
'Boganttingan t dap.
Siding  ... ... ...
Woodbine ...
Witherafleld' ...
Borilla ... ...
Anakie ...siding-
nd
Glearriwill
Sai t Helens ...
Range Downs
Emerald ...
0
I
10710 '12
7'25
7.50 With
8.3 Pass'ger
*8'30 Carr'age
8.40 attach'd
*9'0 •••
9.7 ...
9.20 ...
9.30 ...
9 66 ...
arr.
Clermont dep.
Langton . ...
Retro  Creek ...
Retry ...
Capella ... ...
Gordon Downs
Pelican ... ...
Theresa ..
Emerald Downs
Emerald err.
A.M.
140 Emerald  ... dep.10 '10 ... "6'30
142 Siding  ... ... ...  10-15 ...  8.40
146 Winton  ... ... ... ...
156  Tamale  ... ... 10.50 ... 7835165o et ... ... 11,15 ...  8:15176 To e'8 ... ... *12'0 ... 880 Burngrove  .  12.15  .  8.10
187 Blackwater ... 12'35  ...  915
195 Siding ... ... ... 12.55 ...  10-10
198 Bluff  ... ... ...  1.3 ... 10.20
...276 d arr. 4 .55 ..
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  4th August, 1885.
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TRANSMISSION BY7DEATH.
Date of Name
Death. of Claimant.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands  hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications  are given  below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before  the day specified.
Name of Dooees.d
Proprietor.
1884.
Walter Compignt ,  late  of 20 J my
Gympie, articled clerk
1885.
William  Clacher ,  late of 3 Mar.
South  Bri sbane, clerk
Susan Anderson ,  late of
South Brisbane, widow
Susan Anderson ,  late of
South Bri sbane, widow
Ernest White,  late of
Southport , Esquire
Thomas Hine ,  late of
Northbrook ,  near Ips-
wich,  labourer
Maurice Shaugnasay
Walsh, late of Mary-
borough ,  publican
REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
Mary Ann Compignd , of
Gympie , widow
James Clacher ,  of Bri s-
bane ,  grocer, and
Thomas Coax Dixon,
of South Brisbane,
tanner
18 Mar. Je'siesutherlandAnder-
son, of Brisbane, spin-
ster
vale, suga r- planter
18 Mar.  John Gerard Anderson ,  Allotment 16,  motion  13, parish Fee-simple Will dated 10 Jan- 15 Sept.
of South Brisbane ,  of South Brisbane , city  of  Brie- ln re maindbr nary, 1877
gentleman ,  and Jane bane
Craig ,  wife of Andrew
Craig ,  of Brisbsne -
1884.
10 Dec .  Eaglesfleld Bradshaw Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of pre -  Fee-simple Will  dated 19 May, 221lept.
Barker ,  of Brisbane .  emptive portion 1, parish of 1684
gentleman ;  Frederick Nindooimbah
Hamilton Hart, of
Brisbane ,  gentleman ;
and Art hur  Anthony
Robinson ,  of Helens-
1885.
9 May Edwin Hine ,  of North -  Portion 30,  parish of Dundas  ...  Fee-simple As administrator ...  22 Sept.
brook ,  aforesshid
5 April IGeorge Hyam Pine ro  An undivided moiety in allot- Fee-simple Will dated 14 Jan -  22 Sept.Burn ,  of Marybo ro ugh, ment 19, section 132A,  town of na ry , 1885
shipping -master ,  and Maryborough
Edward Francis Han-
ley, of the same place,
merchant
Ditto ... ... ... 5 April ditto ... ... ...  Allotments 1 to 16 of section 208, Fee -simple ditto  ... ...  22 Sept.
portion  2 of section 191, and
allotment 14, section 188, town
of Marybo ro ugh -
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Bris4 ane , 15th August, 1885.
Estate fP ti l s to.ag oDesc ription claimed to j o iarcuar
and Situation of Land. be Willth i !
.0
2
tranemitted . or se.o erw .
A68
1885.
Allotments 7, 8, and 9 of section Fee-simple Will dated 9 Feb- 22 Sept.
2, and allotment 9 of section 5, r uary, 1884
town of Tewantin  ;  37 acres 1
ro od and  3 perches,  being por-
tion 19, parish of  ,  county
of March  ;  portion 132,  parish
of Glenbar ;  and port ion 123,
pa ri sh of Miva
Allotment 16, section 45, parish Fee-simple Will dated 5 Feb -  15 Sept.
of South Brisbane ,  city of Bris-
bane
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Allotment  16, section 13, parish Life  estate Will dated 10 Jan -  15 Sept.
of South Brisbane ,  city of Bris - nary, 1877
bane
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAEE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The  Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877."  Any person desiring to oppose will
requ ire to  lo tge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
2 roods,  be ing allotment 10 of section 4, town of (loon-
diwindi
2 roods 36 perches, being subdivision A of suburban
portion 169, parish of North Brisbane, city of
Brisbane
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 16th  August,1885.
Name of Applicant.
Alexander McLeod ...
Alexandrina Edmonstone
ruary, 1886
Date within  which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
15th September, 1885.
15th September, 1885.
THO. MYLNE.
Registrar of Titles.
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STATEMENT of RFCFIPTR andJanuary to 30th June, 1885.
1884-- 31st Dec.
To A.J. S. Bank-
Da.
CITY OF BRISBANE,
EXPENDITURE Of the BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL COUNCIL from 1st
£ s. d.
Market Account  ...  1,337 0 3
Fixed Deposits  ... 2,152 15 0
Drainage Account 3,818 15 10
Loan Rate Account 52 18 11
1885-30th June.
To Rates Received-
East Ward ... 2,611 19 6
West Ward ... 2,232 19 0
North Ward ... 1,644 12 0
Valley Ward ... 1,102 1 4
South Ward  ...  1,167 15 8
Kanga ro o Point  Ward 474 15 7
To General  Health Rates ...
„ Loan Rates ... ...
„ Lighting Rates ... ...
Watering  Rates ...
Rent, Manure Depot ...
„ Contract Deposits ...
„ Ferry Rents and dues ...
Government Loans -
Boundary at. Wharves 3,500 0 0
South  Brisbane „ 6,500 0 0
„ „ Drainage  5,000 0 0
Ca.
£ s. d.  1884-31st Dec.  £ a. d. £ s. d.
By A.J. S. Bank-
General  Account ... 4,024 9 5
Boundary at. Wharf 1,029 18 4
Account
1885-30th June.
7,361 10 0 By Works-
5,054
East Ward ... ... 894 0 6
West Ward ... ... 2,573 10 5
North Ward ... ... 2,898 3 9
Valley Ward ... 2,166 13 11
South W ard ... ... 2,892 9 6
Kangaroo  Point Ward 1,723 11 6
13,148
By Sanitary Co. attending
9,234 3 1 Closets  ... ...  8,386
5,232 17 1  „  Scavenging  ... ... 3,757
764 0 10
588 5 0
932 5 0
100 0 0
1,463 17 6
1,340 7 0
15,000 0 0
7 0
5 3 12,143 12 3
Lighting Streets ... 452 11 4
Watering ... ... 1,036 3 7
Victoria Bridge ... 90 1 5
Manure  Depot ... 10 0 0
Contract Deposits ... 912 16 0
Ferries  -  R ages and
Repairs ... ... 1,046 1 t 3
Fire  Brigade  ...  345 12 0
Government-
Interest on Loans 2 ,739 17 2
Repayment  General
Loans  ...  221 15 11
Repayment Petrie's
Bight Wharf Loan 410 19 4
Repayment Loan of
1881 ... 113 8 2
Repayment Roma st.
Market Loan ... 153 2 6
Repayment Town Hall
Debentures Loan ... 255 4 2
To Government  Endowment 8,639 19 0
„ Licenses... .. ...  1,628 5 0
Market Rents, Eagle street 506 13 4
„ Sale Yard  Rent  ... 27 0 0
„ Town Hall Rents ... 670 5 6
Wharfage ... ... 1,745 15 0
„ Sundries-
Screenings  ... ... 277 5 3
Police Fines  ...  142 9 6
Impounding Fees  ... 97 11 6
Permits ...  65 13 0
Refund ,  Ferries  ...  19 15 6
Use of Roller  ... ...  20 5 0
Rent, Town Hall Re-
serve  ... 14 I8 0
StampingWeights ... 3 1 6
A.J.S. Bank, General
Account ... ... 7,819 16 5
Unpresented Cheques 2,005 6 9
- 3,894 7 10
By Interest on Overdraft 45 10 0
„ Market -Roma st re et  1,300 11 2
„ „ Eagle street 80 15 2
„ Spring Hollow Drain-
age .. ...
640 19 3 „ South Brisbane ...
Salaries  and Wages-
Town Clerk's Depart-
2,419 0 0
910 0 0
ment  ... ...  807 13 4
9,825 3 2  City Engineer's De-
partment  ... ...  648 16 0
General  Inspector's
Department  ...  531 13 10
City  Valuer  ... ...  125 0 0
2,113 3 2
By Machinery ,  Repairs, &c.  265 18 7
Town Hall  ... ... 554 4 8
Furniture  ... 63 9 2
Boundary at. Wharves  2 ,175 16 11
Municipal Wharves 193 0 10
Wharves, South Bris-
bane ... ...
Contingencies-
Advertising, Printing,
and Stationery  ... 421 17 0
Screenings  ... ... 308 16 7
The Mayor ... ... 300 0 0
Tools, Timber,  Stamps,
&c. ... ... 144 1 11
Asphalt  Inspectors  ... 120 19 0
Legal Expenses  108 12 7
Impounding  Cattle ... 80 16 6
Auditors ... ... 60 0 0
Election  Expenses  ... 58 1 5
Corporation Yard ... 50 0 10
Paints and  Pipes ... 38 9 6
Hospital ... ::: 25 0 0
Ferries 19 15 6
{ Time Gun ... ... 26 19 8
By A.J. S. Bank-
Market Account ... 183 15 1
Fixed Deposits ... 2,082 15 0
Boundary street Wharf
Account ... ... 466 8 0
Spring Hollow Drain-
age Account ... 1,405 17 10
South  Brisbane  ... 4,090 0 0
„ Wharves 577 0 6
Loan Rate Account ... 2 5 11
Fixed Deposit, Q.N.
Bank ... ... 919 0 0
By Cash on hand ...
5,948 12
1,763
7 9
9 7
10
0
6
9,727 2 4
5 18 3
£65,701  5 9 £65,701 5 9
'683Adoftwom
CITY OF  BRISBANE --continued.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
1885-30th June.
T A J S B k
£ s. d. 1885
B A
-30th June.
B kSJ
£ s. d.
o . . an. -
General Account ... ... 9,825 3 2
y .
M
an -..
arket Account ... ... ... 183 15 1
Drainage Rate Account ... 249 7 9 B oundary street Wh arf Account ... 466 8 0
Market Loan ... ... ... 5,693 15 0 Spring Hollow Drain age Account ... 1,405 17 10
Boundary Street Wharf Loan ... 10,500 0 0 South Brisbane Drai nage Account ... 4,090 0 0
South Brisbane Wharf Loan ... 6,500 0 0 South Brisbane Wha rf Acc ount ... 577 0 6
d0. do. Drainage Loan ... 5,000 0 0 L oan Rate Account ... ... 2 5 11
Town Hall Debentures Loan ... 9,489 11 8 Cash on hand ... ... ... 5 18 3
Spring Hollow  Drainage  Loan ... 11,000 0 0 F ixed Deposits ... .. ... 3,001 15 0
Petrie's Bight Wharf Loan ... 20,827 4 6  G eneral Rates ... ... ... 3,089 2 5
do. do. 1881 ... 6,155 5 0  G eneral Health  Rate s ... ... 1,068 19 2
General Loans ... ... ... 42,525 0 9 L oan  Rates  ... ... ... ... 231 8 1
Unpaid Accounts ... ... ... 531 5 6 L ighting  Rates ... ... ... 125 12 0
Contract Deposits ... ... ... 3,459 5 5  W atering  Rates ... ... 142 0 2
Balance-Profit and Loss ... ... 156,450 17 1 B uildings,  Manure  D epot ... ... 295 0 0
F erry Plant ... ... ... 200 0 0
L and,  Roma street ... ... ... 22,000 0 0
„ Lots 14 and 23 ... ... 65 0 0
M arket  Reserves , Sou th  Bri sbane ... 15,000 0 0
Eagle street ... ... ... 30,000 0 0
Roma street ... ... ... 17,491 18 2
H ealth Rate Accoun t ... ... 5,841 16 0
M achinery, Tools, &e. ... 1,714 0 0
Town Hall  Buildings ... ... 45,000 0 0
Furniture ... ... 693 9 2
W atering  Streets - A pplianc es ... 800 0 0
M unicipal Wharves ... 79,542 3 6
W harfage  Lands , South Bri sbane ... 10,000 0 0
W harves in  progress , South Brisba ne 6,023 11 1)
City  Wharves ,  Eagle street ... ... 28,000 0 0
Sundry  Persons - Re nts ... ... 341 0 0
B oundary  street Wh arves ... ... 10,808 14 9
2288,20615 10 £288,206 15 10
STATEMEIIT of RATES  made during the Half-year ending 30th JUNE, 1885.
Ward . General Rate. General Health Loan Rates .Rates. Lighting Rates .  Watering Rates. Total.
£ s. d. £ S.  d.  £ s. d. £ a. d. £ S.  d. £ a. d.
Fast Ward ... ... 2,763 8 9 1,632 7 10 231 8 4 231 8 4 418 '18 2 5,277 11 5
West Ward ... ... 493 0 02 1 454 8 9  207 18 3 193 17 5 32 2 8 4 671 7 1
North Ward ... ...
,
1,900 11 0
,
1,108 19 5 158 13 11 108 7 4 92 8 2 ,3,36819 10
Valley Ward ... ... 1,374 6 6 803 11 6 114 17  9 55 7 1 64 5 6 2,412 8 4
South Ward ... ... 1,587 15 6 926 0 0 132 7 5 83 7 4 138 6 4 2,867 16 7
Kangaroo Point Ward 645 17 0 376 8 9 53 19 10 ... ... 1,076 5 7
10,764 18  9 6,30116  3 899 5 6 672 7 6 1,036 0 10 19,674 810
STATEMENT  OF CONTRACTS.
Contracts Entered Into. Amount. Expenditure . Balance.
1885. £ a. d. £ a. d £ a. d.
Jany. 1.
Balance due 31st December, 1884, on thirteen Contracts ... 15,317 5 0 9,652 5 3 5,849 0 6
June 30.
Forty-four Contracts entered into for Half-year ... ... ... 1 35,356 14 5 12,974 10 7 22,583 16 10
Extras in Contracts ... 427 6 3
Deductions on Contracts ... 41 12 6
51,101 5 8 22,668 8 4 28,432 17  4
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
ROBERT B. HALL,
City Accountant.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Brisbane Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Municipal Chambers, 23rd July, 1885.
F. M. LASUELLES, Auditors.
THOS. WELSBY,
Examined  and allowed  by the Council, the 11th August, 1885.
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BENJAMIN H. BABBIDGE,
Mayor.
102s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF IPSWICH.
STATEMENT of RBCEIPTs and EXPENDITURE Of the MUNICIPALITY Of IPSWICH, from 1st Januaryto 30th June, 1885.
RncsirTs.
1885 - 1st January.
To Cash in hand ,., ,.. ...
30th June.
itRates-East Ward... ...  186 0 5
West Ward ...  186 19 6
North Ward ... 64 10 0
„  Special Loan Rates ...
„ Endowment  on Rates, 1884-
First Moiety
„ Rents-
Bathe ... ... 11 0 0
Sale Yards... ... 10 0 0
Water Reserve  ... 10 0 0
Messrs . G. H. Wilson
and Co.... . 19 10 0
Messrs. Ginn and
Hooper ... 10 0 0
J. Blanchard ... 0 16 0
Circus  ... ...  1 0 0
,,  Metal and Gravel sold 11 11 6it Old Shed and Timber sold 81 2 0
„ Weighbridge Dues 0 3 0
„ Goat Registration  ...  0 10 0it Car Licenses  ... ...  26 0 0
„ Dray  Licenses  ... ...  40 0 0
„ Discount  ...  0 4 9
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. 1885  - 1st January .  £  s. d. £ s. d
87 17 5 By Queensland National Bank ... 2,708 17 5it Waterworks Account  ... ...  1,265 6 2
85-30th June.
Public Works-
East W%rd 229 8 10
West Ward ...  811 3 2
387 9 11 North Ward ... 184 3 11
44 18 6 General  Work ... 179 8 9
Timber, Metal, &c. 77 19 6
801 17 10 Charges, including
Tools ... ... 74 1 8
1,066 5 10
Street Lighting... ... ... 197 3 4
Printing, Stationery, and
Advertising ... ... 49 11 6
Legal Expenses ... ... ...  17 5 8
Salaries and  Auditor's
Fees ... ... ... ... 183 15 0
Insurance  ... ... ...  3 10 0
Interest on Loans-
62 6 0 Municipality Account 204 9 2
Waterworks Account 1,152 1 8
School of Arts Account 75 16 8
1,432 7 6
it
166 11 3it Waterworks Account-
Interest  ... ... 1,152 1 8
Loan  ... ... 1,265 6 2
2,417 7 10
„ School of Arts Account-
Interest  ...  ...  75 16 8
Inte rest on Rates in arrear  ...  26 15 9it Cheques Outstanding  ...  159 16 9
„ Queensland National Bank,
Overdraft ,.. ... 2,948  4 11
£7,173 2 10
Queensland National Bank-
Inte rest  ...  ... ... 129 18 0
Cheques out last Balance  ...  96 19 2
Cash in hand  ... ... ...  32 3 3
£7,178 2 10
R. J. KBNDALL, Town Clerk. JOSIAH FRANCIS, Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich Municipal Council,
and that the above Statement is correct.
SAMUEL H. BUNTER, IAuditors.W. C. H. KILNER,
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the IPswlcg WATERwonKs, from 1st January to 30th
June, 1885.
1885-1st January.
To Cash in hand ...it Balance,  Bank ...it Municipal Account
„ Rates Collected ..it Cheques Outstanding
„ Cheques Returned
„ Bank Overdraft ...
£ s. d. 1885-30th June.  £ a. d.
... 41 17 1 By Salaries ... ... ... ...  200 16 8
... 32 2 11 it  Office  Expenses - Printing ,  Stationery , &c. 6 5 0
... 1,265 6 2 it Extension of Sub -mains  ...  479 14 3
... 1,464  16 8 „ Enlargement of Reservoir  ... ...  354 3 6
... 104 17 10 „ Laying Service Pipes ... ... ...  30 3 5
... 13 16 6  „  Engine Station Expenses - Coal, Stores,
... 1,427 6 1 Labour, and Repairs ... 776 0 6
ItIncidental Charges ... ... ... 24 14 5
„ Municipality Account .. ... ... 1,265 6 2
itInterest on Government Loan... ... 1,152 1 8it Bank Interest  ... ... ... ...  4 13 4it Error in Cheque... ... ... ...  0 0 3
itCash in hand ... ... ... ... 56 4 1
£4,350 3 3 £ 4,350 3 3
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk. JOSIAH FRANCIS , Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich Waterworks, and that
the above Statement is correct.
SAMUEL H. HUNTER ,
) Auditors.W. C. H. gILNER,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  IPSWICH- continued.
STATEMENT  b f  RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the IPSWICH SCHOOL OF ARTS, from 1st January to 30th
June, 1885.
RECEIPTS.
1885.--1st January. £
To Cash in hand ... 7
Subscriptions ... 85
Government Subsidy ... 66
„ Rents 78
„ Hire of Hall ... ... 113
„ Hire of Piano ... ... 19
Sundry Charges ... 0
Cheques Outstanding ... 42
„ Error in Cheque... ... 0
Queensland National Bank 101
£514
EXPEND ITUB S.
S. d.
1885.-1st January.
By Queensland National Bank ... ... 175 3 3
1885.-30th June.
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...  57 14 8
Gas ... ... ... ... 50 5 11
Books, Periodicals and Newspapers sup-
plied to Library and Reading Room 106 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... 1 0 0
Incidental Charges and Repairs  ... 20 5 3
Tuning Piano  ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Interest and Redemption of Govern-
ment Loan ... ... ... ... 75 16 8
„ Bank Interest ... ... ... ... 5 11 4
Cheque out  last Balance  ... ...  8 2 9
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... 11 0 10
s. d.
4 9
13 6
11 5
0
5
10
14
2
0
2
£514 4 24 2
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk. JOSIAH FRANCIS, Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich School of Arts, and
that the above Statement is correct.
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SAMUEL H. HUNTER, Auditors.W. C. H. KILNER,
42s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Archibald B. Wood, of Brighton road, South
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, builder,
by James Smith, of Boundary street, South
Brisbane, plumber.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court
of the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Archibald B. Wood, having been given, it is
ordered that the said Archibald B. Wood be, and
is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Archibald B. Wood, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Eighteenth day of August, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Archibald B. Wood shall, on the
Seventeenth day of August, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. E, SMITH,
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Adair, of Maryborough, commission
agent, by the said Thomas Adair.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Thomas Adair
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Adair, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Thomas Adair shall, on the Twenty-
fourth day of August, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
W. J. MCGR.ATH,
Maryborough.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Patrick Kennedy, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, labourer, by the said Patrick
Kennedy.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Patrick Kennedy be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in form4
pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Patrick Kennedy, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Twenty-first day
of August, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Patrick
Kennedy shall, on the Twentieth day of August,
1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. C. BEESTON,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Tommy W il liams, of Cairns, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  by himself.
U PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Tommy  Williams
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be  Official  Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Tommy Wil liams, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -first day of August ,  1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Tommy Wil liams shall, on the
Twentieth day of August ,  1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
E. A. MILFORD,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Cairns.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Henry St. George Caulfield ,  of Bundaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland,  produce mer-
chant, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Henry St. George
Caulfield be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee  of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the  creditors of
the said Henry St. George Caulfield, for the
election  of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court, on the Twenty-eighth
day of August, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Henry St. George Caulfield  shall, on  the Twenty-
seventh day of August, 1885,  at Brisbane , deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full,  true, and
accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities  of every kind,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his  creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
R. K. MACNISH,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Bundaberg.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Thomas Nicholas Wi lliams, of
Marybo rough ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
an Insolvent.
MONDAY, THIS TENTH DAY OF AUGUST, A.D. 1885.
UPON  reading the two several Reports of the
Trustee of the roperty of the Insolvent, dated
the seventh day of July ,  1885, and the sixth day of
August, 1885, respectively,  reporting  that the whole
of the property of the Insolvent  has been realised
for the benefit of his creditors, and that a dividend
to the amount of five shillings  and sixpence in the
pound has been paid ; and upon hearing Mr. For,
from Mr. Chamber's Office, on Lehalf of the Trus-
tee, the Court, being satisfied that the whole of the
property of the Insolvent has been realised for the
benefit of his creditors, Both order and declare that
the Insolvency of the said Thomas Nicholas
Williams has closed, and doth fix the Seventh day
of October next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, for
the Trustee to apply to the Court at Brisbane for
his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of August. A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON AND  POWERS,
Solicitors  for Trustee,
Deputy Registrar.
Maryborough.
By A. W.  CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1338 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Timothy Edward Feinn, of Cook-
town, in the Colony of Queensland, packer, an
Insolvent.
( N the Twelfth day of August, 1885, a Certi-
ficate of Discharge was granted to Timothy
Edward Feinn, of Cooktown, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty-first day of November,
1883.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Cooktown.
By his Agent-A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
1364 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liqui-
dation by Arrangement of * the Affairs of
Theodore  Wood,  of Rockhampton, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  poultry farmer.
A LEXANDER R ID, of Rockhampton, iron-monger ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all  debts due to the debtor must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors  for Trustee,
Maryborough.
By their Agent-
ARTHUR  WILLIAMS  CHAMBERS,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1365 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Campbell, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  barrister-at-law,
an Insolvent.ANDREW SEATING, of Taringa, near
Brisbane, has ben appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
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All persons  having in their possession  any of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ABTHUR IMILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Solicitor for Trustee,
Brisbane.
1337 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Miller Elwell, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
draper. an Insolvent.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the saidColony, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of August, A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
J. R. BAXTER BRUCE,
Solicitor, George street, Brisbane,
1339 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
O
N the Ninth day  of September, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  Atticus  Tooth, of
Irvingdale ,  near Dalby ,  adjudicated insolvent on
the Twenty- second day of October ,  1884, will
apply  to the  Supreme Court of Brisbane for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eleventh day of August, 1885.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
1353
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors
instituted by William Jenkins, of Charleville.
.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Lancelot Freston Brettingham, Alfred street,
Charleville, on the Third day of September, 1885,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Town Agent for-
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
LANCELOT  PRESTON  BRETTINGHAM,
Solicitor for Debtor,
Charleville.
1363 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of George Willey, of Maryborougb,
insolvent.A THIRD and Final Dividend of 5 . (making
in all 9s. 5d.) in the £ is payable at my Office
on and after this day (Monday), the third August,
on all admitted  claims.
1340
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edmund Burke, of Charters
Towers ,  telegraph contractor ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the Matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 15th day of May, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
31st day of August instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
1360 44.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Thomas Taylor, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, draper,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the further
Accounts in this Estate to the thirtieth day
of July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
five, have this day been filed in my Office, and all
parties having any claims on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein, are required to
come before me at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
THURSDAY, the 17th day of September next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and if they shall
think fit, object thereto ; and if no exception shall
be taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this tenth day of August, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
Registrar.
Proctors for the said Executors and Executrix.
1347 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Law, late of Warwick,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  hotelkeeper,
deceased.AOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate  of the Will
of the abovenamed William Law, deceased, may
be granted to Francis Grayson ,  of Warwick, afore-
said, storekeeper ,  and James Stewart ,  of same
lace, builder and - contractor, the Executors and
stees named in  the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, A.D. 1885.
1354
HENRY BOYLE,
Fitzroy street, Warwick,
Proctor for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Frampton, late of Gladstone,
in the Colony of Queensland, miner, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Frampton, deceased, may be
granted to Francis Isidore Power, of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland, the sole Executor named
in the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of August, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Francis Isidore Power.
1369 5s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Hutton, late of Warwick, in
the Colony of Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed David Hutton, deceased, may
be granted to Margaret Hutton, of Warwick afore-
said , widow, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, A.D. 1885.
HENRY BOYLE,
Fitzroy street, Warwick,
Proctor for the said Margaret Hutton.
1355 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Sydney Aloysius Hay, late
of Bowen Bridge road, Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, clerk, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
..` tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Robeit Sydney Aloysius Hay, late
of Bowen Bridge road, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, clerk, deceased, may be granted to
Julia Hay, of Brisbane aforesaid, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this eleventh day of August, A.D. 1885.
WILSON AND WILSON,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Eldon Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1348 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of  William  Hall, late of Pilton,
near Toowoomba ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court , that  Letters of Administration
of all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the abovenamed William Hall, deceased who died
intestate ,  may be granted  to Mary  Ha ll, of Pilton,
near Toowoomba aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this seventh day of
August ,  A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
1341
Mar ;aret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Mary Hall.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Wi ll iam Marston, late
of Indooroopilly ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
plasterer ,  deceased .  intestate.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the exi ra-tion of fourteen days  from the date opf the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods ,  chattels ,  and credits of
the abovenamed William Marston, deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to Clara Marston, of
Indooroopi lly aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of August,
1885.
1362
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Clara Marston.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of Mary Hibbard, late of Nundah, in
the Colony of Queensland, wife of Walter
Hibbard, o = same place, farmer, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the
expiration of fourteen days from the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the estate of the abovenamed Mary
Hibbard, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Walter Hibbard, of Nundah, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, the husband of the
said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of August, A.D. 1885.
WILSON AND WILSON,
Eldon Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Proctors for the said Walter Hibbard.
1349 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Ann Taylor, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Ann Taylor deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Tom Taylor, of Bris-
bane aforesaid, clerk, the son of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, AD. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS.
1370
Proctor for the said Tom Taylor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alfred Taylor, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, police constable,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Alfred Taylor, deceased, may be
granted to Herbert Rowland Pasley Durham, of
Brisbane aforesaid, Sub-Inspector of Police, the
Executor according to the tenor of the said Will.
Dated this 14th day of August, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said H. R. P. Durham.
1368 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the  Estates  of William Adams, late of Aramac ;
George Campbell, late of Isisford ; Louis
Conrad, late of Woogaroo ; John Dawson,
late of Kat ;indra  ; James Devereaux, late of
Cooktown ; Michael Hart, late of George-
town ; Patrick Keogh, late of Warenda;.
August or Adolph Schaler, late of Too-
woomba
PURSUANT to " The Intestacy Act of  1877," all
persons having any claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are to-
come in and prove their debts at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Thirteenth day of October next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all bene-
fits accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
1357
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
7s.
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Messrs.  Alexander Reid and Company, Limited.N rOTICE is hereby given, that an Extraordinary1 General Meeting of " Alexander Reid and
Company, Limited," will be held at the Company's
Office, East street, Rockhampton, on MONDAY,
the Twenty-fourth day of August, 1885, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon, when the subjoined
Resolution, which was passed at the Extraordinary
General Meeting of the Company, held the fifth
day of August, 1885, will be submitted for con-firmation as a Special  Resolution:-
Resolution :
That the Company be wound-up and dissolved
voluntarily, under the provisions of  `The Com-
panies Act of  1863,' and that Alfred Septimus
Thompson be, and is hereby appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of such winding-up.
Dated this sixth day of August, 1885.
1358
ALEX. REID,
Managing  Director.
6s.
City and Suburban United Municipality,
Brisbane ,  12th August, 1b85.
H
IS Excellency the Governor in Council, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The United
Municipalities  Act of  1881 ,"  having been pleased
to confer upon the Joint Board of the City and
Suburban United Municipality authority to appoint
a Secretary and Traffic Inspector ,  it is hereby
noti fied that WILLIAM ArroHN has been appointed
thereto by the Joint Board.
1350
F. BE ATTIE,
Pi esident.
4s.
TAKE Notice, that it is my intention t  apply tothe Glengallan Divisional Board,  at its next
meeting on  the 5th September proximo,  for per-
mission  to erect a Licensed Gate on the road
running through my property at Lucky Valley to
the Limestone Reserve thereat.
JAMES HURLEY.
Warwick, 7th August, 1885.
133:3 3s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that in consequence of
the Business of the Partnership heretofore
subsisting between us, the undersigned, and carried
on at Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane, under the
style or firm of " William Sloane and Co.,"  having
been acquired by The Union Mortgage and Agency
Company of Australia, Limited, the said Partner-
ship has been dissolved by mutual  consent ,  as from
the 31st day of March last.
Dated the twentieth day of May, 1885.
1346
JOHN S. HILL.
ERNEST W. ]EHLERS,
By his Attorney-
JOHN S. HILL.
R. J. JEFFRAY,
JAMES DUKE HILL,
By his Attorney-
JOHN S. HILL.
GEORGE FAIRBA IRN, JiNR.
WM. KILGOUR.
5s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
the present  Session  of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to enable the Queensland Collieries
Company, Limited, to construct a Line of Railway
from their property to connect with the Mary-
borough and Bundaberg Railway.
Dated this 22nd day of July, 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD
Solicitors  for the said Company.
1237 3s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is the intentionof the Council of the Municipality of Towns-
ville, one month after the last publication of this
notice, to adopt a Resolution, in accordance with
" The Local Government Act of  1878," to borrow
from the Consolidated Fund the sum of £7,000
(seven thousand pounds), on the Townsville Water-
works Account, for the extension of Water-mains
throughout the Municipality, and for the erection
of Machinery at the Hubert Well, Acacia Vale, as
per Plans and Specifications, which are open for
inspection at the Town Hall, Townsville, daily,
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Town Hall,
Townsville, 31st July, 1885.
T. WILLMETT,
Mayor.
1296A 5s.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
T
HE Council of the Municipality of Brisbane
hereby give notice of their intention to apply
to the Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a
Loan,  from  the Consolidated. Revenue, of £50,000
for the following purposes :-
1. Erection  of Wharf and Stores between the £
Queen's  Wharf and Victoria Bridge ... 35,000
2. Piling and erection  of Wharf, North
Quay
3. Excavating and forming  Adelaide  street,
3,700
between Queen and Wharf streets ... 3,300
4. Excavating  and forming Ann street,
between Brunswick and Boundary
streets ...  ... ... ... ...  3,300
5. Erection of Baths in Arthur street 2,300
6. Formation of Stephens street, South
Ward ... ..  ... ...  ... 1,200
7. Formation of Merivale street , between
Glenelg and Melbourne streets ... 1,200
£50,000
Plans,  Specifications, and Estimates in connec-
tion with the above may be inspec,ed at the Office
of the City Engineer, Town Hall.
BENJAMIN H. BABBIDGE,
W. HENRY G.  MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
13th August, 1885.
1359
Mayor.
8s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that application will
be made to Parliament , during the present
Session  thereof, on behalf of The Prince's Bridge
Company, Limited,  for leave  to introduce a Bill to
authorise  the construction  and maintenance of a
Bridge  across the  Brisbane River, from a point on
the southern bank of the said river, between the
southern end of Boundary street, South Brisbane,
and the southern end of Montagu road, South
Brisbane , to the opposite bank of the said river,
and to enable  the said Company to acquire certain
lands for roads and approaci-es to such Bridge, and
for other the purposes in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the thirteenth day of August, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Applicants.
1361 5s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
T OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
1 apply to the Parliament of Queensland, in
the present session thereof, for a Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, at their discretion,
to sell and dispose of, in any manner they may
think fit, all that piece of land in the county of
Stanley and parishof Toombul, containing sixty-four
acres more or less ,  and being allotments 5 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the Trustees
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thereof ,  to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
wife of John Peter Niquet ,  for her life ,  and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common ,  who shall  attain the age of
twenty-one years ; and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale and hold the
same upon the same trusts as are mentioned in the
said Will with reference to the said land; and to
confer upon the said Trustees all proper and neces-
sary powers for carrying out the objects of the
said Will.
Dated  this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1366
Solicitors for the said Trustees.
8s.
The Phoenix Tin Mining Company ,  Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of thePhoenix Tin Mining Com any ,  Limited,
duly convened and held at the  Office  of the Com-
pany, 227 Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the 20th day
of July, 1885 ,  the subjoined Special Resolutions
were duly passed ,  and at a subsequent Extra-
ordinary General Meeting of the said Company
also duly con's ened and held at the same place, on
the 6th day  of August,  1885, the subjoined Special
Resolutions were duly confirmed :-
"That the Company be wound -up volantarily."
That Thomas Welsby, of Brisbane ,  accountant,
be appointed Liquidator for the purposes of such
winding-up."
Dated this eighth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
1371
J. W. SUTTON,
Chairman.
5s. 6d.
NOTICE.
TOOMBUL DIVISIONAL BOARD.THE Toombul Divisional Board hereby givenotice of their intention to apply to the
Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a Loan out
of the Consolidated Revenue of Twenty Thousand
(920,000) Pounds, to be applied towards the erection
of retaining walls and wharves between Breakfast
Creek and the Hamilton, repayable in 40 years,
in terms of Clause 1 of  t" The Local Works Loan
.Act of  1880," 44 Vic., No. 9.
Plan, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Board's Offices, Breakfast Creek, between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. daily, and between 10 a.m. and 12
noon on Saturdays, for one month from the date
hereof.
JOHN F. BITCKLAND,
Chairman.
THOS. J. BALLINGER,
Secretary.
8th August, 1885.
1367 6s.
V
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands,to make  a .list.uwt,c. i between
"Registered "  and other brands, by placing the words
"  Registered Brand " after the description  of the  former.
Registered brands type will be  used for such  descriptions,
but wherethese words  to not -).pp ear  theordinarytype
only  will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
THE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER "  now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office , William  street ,  Brisbane.
Price ,  Is.  6d;  posted, Is. 9d.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
Notice to W. VEIBERS, holder of Selection
No. 1156, Beenleigh.
I IR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion in accordance  with section 52 of the Act of
1876, on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show  cause  at the Land Court, to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 9th day of September
next, why the -same should not be deemed aban-
doned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
selection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 7th August, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM SUTHERLAND ROss, of Mackay.
Y OU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt, to be holden at Mackay, on Thurs-
day, the 10th day of September
Act 4o Vie., No. 15. next, at Two o'clock p.m., to
Mackay. show cause why your Selection,
No. 1054. No. 1054, Mackay District,William Sutherland Ross.
635  acres. should not be declared forfeited
Parish of Ossa. for the non-fulfilment of the
conditions of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
No. 171.THE following appointments, transfers, resigna-tions, and promotions will take effect from
dates as under :-
The Moreton Mounted Infantry.
The resignation of No. 27, Private H. RODUNZ,
has been accepted. 14th August, 1885.
The 1lforeton Regiment.
W. KINNAIBD-RASE
to be Acting Lieutenant. 11th August, 1885.
CORRECTED NOTICE.
General Order No. 151:  For  "A to B Com-
pany "  read  "A to E Company."
" C " Company.
Private A. WALKER has been granted three
months' leave of absence from the 14th August,
1885.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWi lliam street ,  Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of  Letters by Henry M. Chester,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island ,  addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage ,  1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
(government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
" D " Company.
No. 2, Corporal J. CLARKE, and No. 6, Corporal
J. KENDRICK, to be  Sergeants . 10th August, 1885.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade Major.
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The GOYBRNMRNTP  RINTERaoknowledgeq  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1885. 2 s. d.
Aug. 8.-J. A. Hill ... ... ... ... 0 2 10
10.-W. Cann
... ... 0 4 0
10.-L. C to uglit3 ... ... 0 1 0
10.-A. McMillan
... 0 5 6
10.-P. A. Raymond ... ... 0 5 0
10.-A. Young 0 0 9
10.-E. Marley  ... ... ... ... 0 4 6
10.-W. South .. ... ... ... 0 1 0
1O.-M. R. Walker .. ... 0 1 0
10.-Goolman Divisional  Board ... 1 0 10
10.-Warwict Argue
11 IV i eC
... ... ... 0
1
16
2
0
0. - . omp gn ...
11.-Tiaro Shire Council ...
...
... 1 0 0
12.-Tambo Divisional  Board ... ... 0 8 4
12.-C. H. B. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
12.-J. Meredith ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-J. M. Morgan ... ... ... 0 9 0
12.-N.. Palmer ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-A. Gwynne .. ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
13.-u. C. Boyle ... ... ... 0 12 0
13.-F. R. Bode ... 0 5 0
13. -A. C. Parr ... ... 0 1 6
13.-J. J. Noble ... ... 0 0 9
13.-11. Simonsen ... ... ... 0 2 0
13.-J. R. Craig ... ... ... ... 0 5 7
14.-J. Palmer ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-R. H. Berry ... ... ... 0 1 1
14.-J. Mellwraith ... ... ... 0 2 0
fmpoinbfnp.
U-31PoundkeeperaareremindedthatAdver Memento
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such  Advert-isement will be inserted in the  G azette  unless accon-
paniedby a  remittance aufcientto cover theeo at of its
insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo,  on the 31stJuly, 18-5, by order of  L. R. Beck.
One b,,y gelding, white patch both  sides of saddle,
toroad-arrow over QG over over J near shoulder,
broad-arrow over J near cheek.
If not released on or before the 4th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ALFRED GWYNNE, Poundkeeper.
1351 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Walloon. Driving,
is. 8d. per head.
One red steer, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 28th August, 1885;
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1352
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
is.
I
MPOUNDED at Muttaburra, f om Mount Cornish
Station, on the 3rd August, 1885, by order of E. R.
Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One chesnut mare, silver  mane, near  eye white, star
and snip, blotch near shoulder, M 7A (registered
brand) near quarter.
One bay  mare, near  foie foot bumble, blotch near shoul-
der, blotch off shoulder,  8 KB (registe re d brand)
near  quarter.
If not released on or before the 1st September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN,  Poundkeeper.
1335 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish
Station, on the 1st August, 1885, by order of E. R.
Edkins,  Esquire.  Driving, 6d. each.
One chesnut gelding, white  face,  white feet, draught,
CN near shoulder, 0 Q off shoulder, aged, speck
near eye.
One brown gelding, aged, about  sixteen hands, star,
saddle and collar-marked, AS over W, over like
HOW (registered brand)  near  shoulder,  indistinct
brand off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st September, 1885,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
1336
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Nerang ,  from Carrara , on the 7th
August, 1885.
One bay Omar , like ^ over C  near  shoulder, white star
on forehead, fore feet shod, scar like ( on the
off hip.
M. R. WALKER,  Poundkeeper.
1334 is.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Caiwarra Run, on the
3rd August, 1885, by order of A. J Cotter, Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d.
One brown gelding,  star  on forehead, off eye out, JR
over heart near shoulder.
If not  released on or before  the 28th August, 1885.
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
13 1,2 is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromToolburra, on the
18th July, 1885, by order of T. Coutts, Esquire.
Damages,  2s. 6d.; driving, is. 4d.
One red strawberry cow, like L9H off rump, piece out
of near ear, two  pieces  out off ear.
One red and white heifer, no brands visible.
One yellow and white heifer, indistinct brand off
rump like EN1 (the E faint), top off both ears,
piece out of side  near ear.
One red or yellow and white bullock, like 5EL near
ribs, ear-marked.
Also, on the 27th July, 1885, by order of Mr. T.
Stevens. Driving, Is. 6d.
One red and white steer, like L1Y on rump.
One white heifer, like 7SS on rump, top off  near ear.
One red and white steer, like 6FV off rump.
One red and white steer, like 6FV off rump.
Also, on the 5th August, 1885, by order of J. D.
Macansh, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 6d.
One red and white  steer ,  piece  out each side of top of
near  ear, no brands visible.
If not released  on or  before the 28th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES M. MORGAN, Poundkeeper.
1343 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m enclosed lan s, on
the 7th August, 1885, by order of D. C. Milne,
Esquire. Trespass, 2s.  6d.; driving, 6d.
One bay draught mare, star, off hind foot white, like H
off neck close to jaw.
If not released on or before the 6th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
1344 is.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from Nundah, by order
of the  Manager  of Queensland Railway-Carriage
Company. Driving, is.
One white cow, ILL off rump, G3H over RW off ribs,
ear-marked.
Also, by order of Baker, Pibworth, and Company.
One red cow, like P6H near ribs, the figure blotched.
Also, from the streets, by order of the General
Inspector. Trespass, 5s. per head.-
One red and white cow.
One strawberry cow, G6H off rump ; white heifer calf
at side, unbranded.
• If not  released  on or before the 25th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1356
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
66.
IMPOUNDED at Tiaro, onthe 8th August, 1885,
from the enclosed lands of R. W. Scougall,  Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d .; driving, is. 6d. per head.
One iron-grey mare, indistinct brand like 2 and blotched
brand near shoulder.
One bay horse, like R3T or A8T near  quarter indistinct,
near hind foot white, star.
If not released on or  before the 15th September,1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES McILWRAITH, Poundkeeper.
1372 2s.
Printed and Published by JAxas 0. Base , Government Printer
William street .  Brisbane ,  15th  August, 1886.
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.HIS Excellency  the Governor,  in pursuance ofthe provisions  of "  The Defence Act of  1884,"
has been pleased to make the following additional
Regulations and Amendments in the Regulations
of the 24th of February last, for the general
government, discipline ,  and management of the
Land Force established  under the  said Act.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS FOR THE LAND
FORCE, UNDER  "THE DEFENCE ACT OF
1884."
1. The numbers of the Regulations hereafter
referred to are those of the Regulations of 24th
February, 1855.
Regulation 12 is hereby amended  so as to read
as fo llows :-
"12. Officers who are appointed provisionally
will be called acting officers. They shall rank as
junior to all officers of the same  grade  who have
been gazetted otberwise than provisionally, but in
other respects shall rank as if actually commis-
sioned."
The following additional Regulation to follow
Regulation 30 is hereby made:-
" 30A. The officers respectively, other than the
Commandant, who have power to appoint non-
commissioned officers of various grades shall not
exercise their power to remove or suspend the
persons  so appointed without the approval of the
Commandant ; and such power shall be exercised
only to the extent of a removal from the rank of
non-commissioned officer, and consequent reduction
to the ranks, and not a removal from the Force."
The following additional Regulation to follow
Regulation 43 is hereby made
"43A. Every recruit, before joining a recruit
squad, or receiving any military instruction, must
sign the. service-roll of the corps which he intends
to join, and be regularly attested for service
therein."
[No: 29.
Regulation 44 is hereby  amended so  as to read
as follows :-
" 44. Every recruit must, before  any uniform is
issued to him attend twenty drills, go through a
course  of musketry  or gun  drill,  and pass in
shedrill and the manual  and firing exercise ,  unle s he
has at  some previous time been in  the army, or a
member of a militia or volunteer  force , in which
case it shall  be sufficient  to attend such drills as
the commanding officer  of the corps may order,
and to pass inspection .  The recruit course of
musketry  may, under special circumstances, be
postponed  till after  the issue of uniform."
The following  additional Regulation  to follow
Regulation  46 is  hereby made ,  namely :-
" 46A. (a .)  The commanding  officer may, upon
sufficient  reason , which must be reported to the
Commandant ,  discharge  a recruit  at any time
within  three calendar  months from the date of his
signing  the service-roll, and prior to the issue of
uniform.
" (b.) The discharge may be effected by the com-
manding officer  striking the recruit's name out of
the service-roll, and marking the same with the
word `discharged,' and adding the date and his
(the commanding officer's) signature.
" (c.) Upon any discharge under this Regulation,
the recruit will be entitled to be paid, within
twenty-one days from the date of such discharge,
any pay due to him for recruit drills after the first
ten, and  also any  pay (other than deferred pay)
earned after having been passed into the ranks, to
which he would have become entitled in case he
had not been discharged. But the recruit shall
not be entitled to any pay after the date of his
discharge."
Regulation 47 is hereby amended by omitting
the words " joining the recruit squad," and in-
serting instead thereof the words " signing the
service roll."
Regulation 50 (A) 10 is hereby amended by
inserting the word " Victoria" before the word
" Barracks."
Regulation  50 (B) 2 is  hereby amended so as to
read as  follows :-
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"50(n) 2. He will attend personally  to all matters
of expenditure of stores, carefully check all
vouchers, &c., and initial them for presentation to
the Commandant for signature."
Regulation  50 (B) 5  is hereby amended by
omitting the words  " to the Accountant of the
Colonial Secretary's Department."
Regulation 50 (c) 3 is hereby amended by
omitting the word  " Brisbane"  and inserting  instead
the word  "Moreton."
The following additional Regulations, to follow
Regulation 52, are hereby  made :-
" 52&. Instructors appointed by the Commandant
exclusively for the instruc`ion or Volunteer Corps
or Rifle Clubs may be allowed Government pay at
the rate of 2s. an hour for each hour actually em-
ployed in drill and instruction.
" 52B. Sergeant-instructors of the Defence Force
of class  (B), who are occasionally employed in
instructing Volunteer Corps or Rifle Clubs, may be
allowed Government pay at the rate of 1s. an hour
in addition to their ordinary salaries.
" 52c. For the purpose of the two last preceding
Regulations time will be counted in accordance
with the Regulations contained in section XXI.
52D. An Instructor, in order to obtain pay under
the preceding Regulations, must carry a note-book
and have the time employed in instruction certified
therein by the senior officer or non-commissioned
officer present on each parade."
Regulation 81 is hereby amended so as to read as
follows :-
"81. Any member of the Force who has completed
a first period of three years' service will still remain
a member of the Force unless within one month
gevious to the day of the expiration of such period
ives to his commanding officer notice in writing
is desire to retire on such day. But he may
at any time thereafter retire under Regulation
No. 89."
Regulation 89 is hereby amended by omitting the
words " and who re-engage for a further period."
Regulation 115 is hereby amended and added to
so as to read from pragraph (m) inclusive to the
end thereof as follows :-
"(m)  Absence without leave in writ-  £ 8. d.
ins from any parade or drill
specially ordered by the Com-
mandant or the commanding
officer, or from the annual
inspection, or any muster
parade ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
(n) Absence without leave in writ-
ing from detached drills for one
calendar month continuously... 0 5 0
" (o) Absence without lease in writ-
ing from the  annual  training in
camp, or during the time of
such training ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loss of pay for(p) Absence from parade or duty the parade or
owing to misconduct, or the  . for the day or
consequences thereof ... .., j absencesuch
" Commanding officers must report any case of
drunkenness on duty to the Commandant, who will
give such instructions as he may think proper
thereon.
" All fines not paid or recovered in accordance
with the Act must be deducted on the pay list."
The following additional Regulation to follow
Regulation 120 is hereby made, namely :-
" 120&. Courts of Inquiry shall be convened and
constituted in the following  manner , viz. :-The
Commandant, or the commanding officer of any
Corps may appoint three or more persons, being
members either of the Defence Force or of a
Volunteer Corps, to constitute such Court of
Inquiry, and may summon them to meet at such
times as he thinks fit."
Regulation 121 is hereby amended by inserting
after  the rate of 1 ay prescribed for a lieutenant
the following:-
Adjutant
... .. 14s. per diem.
Quartermaster 14s. per diem."
Regulation 130 is hereby amended by adding at
the end thereof the following words :-" For any
period not exceeding ten continuous days."
Regulations  131 and  132 are  hereby amended by
striking out of each the words  "per diem,"  and
inserting  instead the following :-" For a single
day, and at the rate of 12s. 6d. per diem for any
period not exceeding ten continuous days."
The following additional Regulation to follow
Regulation 132 is hereby made, namely:-
" 132&. Any officer, non-commissioned  officer or
man who , when required, provides a charger or other
horse for  any continuous  period exceeding ten days
will be allowed pay at such rate as may be approved
by the Minister for the occasion."
The following addition is hereby made to Regula-
tion 151, namely : -
" (e.) Buglers and Trumpeters will not be
required to go through a course of musketry or
gunnery for efficiency ; but, in order that they may
be classified as efficient, commanding officers must
certify that they are proficient in the use of their
instruments."
The following addition is hereby made to Regula-
tion 153, namely:-
"  (B). Buglers  and trumpeters will not be required
to go through a course of musketry or gunnery for
extra  efficiency ; but in order that they may be
classified as extra efficient they must, in addition to
obtaining  the certificate required for efficiency, be
present  on the  range  on the days  set apart  for their
corps to go through the  annual course  of musketry
(though they will only receive pay for two of such
days), or in case of unavoidable absence, attend an
extra six  hours' drill in lieu of each day on which
they shall be so absent."
Regulation 157 is hereby amended so as to read
as follows :-
" 157. All recruit drills performed before being
passed into the ranks may be counted towards
efficiency for the year."
Regulation 169 is hereby amended by omitting
the words  " commanding officer "  and inserting
instead the word  "corps."
Regulation 174 is hereby amended by inserting
after  the word  " leave "  the words  " in  writing."
Regulation  195 is  hereby amended by omitting
the words  " and upon their report,  may award such
compensation  as shall be just."
The following additional Regulation, to follow
Regulation 210, is hereby made, namely :-
"210&. When  it is  impossible to trace any loss,
breakage, or damage to an individual, it will come
under the head of " General Damages." These
damages will be chargeable to the Corps, and will
be payable by all ranks in the following proportion,
viz.:-
Officers ... 3 shares each
Non-commissioned officers 2 shares each
Privates, &c. ... ... 1 share each
The proportion will be calculated according to the
numbers on the Service Roll, and not according to
the establishment. The number of shares will be
ascertained  by adding together three shares for
each officer, two for each non-commissioned officer,
and one  for each private ; and the contribution
will be  ascertained  by dividing the amount of the
damage, &c., by the result of such addition."
Regulation  243 is hereby amended by inserting
after  the figures  39 the  figures " 46&, 52A,  52B, 52c,
and 52n,"  and after the figures 88 the figures " 90,
91, 120&,  and 166 to  169," and by altering
the figures  335 to " 334."
Regulation 250 is hereby amended by striking
out the word  " muster " and inserting instead
thereof the word  "service."
Regulation  253 is  hereby amended by omitting
the word  " hour "  at the first place at which it
occurs  therein, and inserting instead the words
" and a -half  hours."
Regulation  254 is  hereby amended by omitting
the word  " .April,"  and inserting  instead the word
March."
The following additional  sections  to follow sec-
tion XXXIII. are hereby made :-
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SECTION XXXIIIA.
VOLUNTEER ARTILLERY CORPS.
" 271A. Artillery Corps on the purely volunteer
system may be formed subject to the Regulations
contained in section XXXIII., as modified by the
Regulations contained in this section.
" 2718. (e) Regulation 253 will not apply to
Volunteer Artillery Corps, but a non-commissioned
officer or gunner, in order to classify as efficient,
must fulfil the requirements hereunder specified:-
(A)  Perform a total of forty-two hours' drill in
the year.
(B) Go through the same course of gunnery and
musketry as that prescribed for the Artillery
of the Defence Force.
" 271c. The attendance in camp will be counted
at 4 hours per diem, and not in accordance with
the provisions of Regulation 266.
SECTION XXXIIIB.
VOLUNTEER RESERVE.
271n.  A Volunteer Reserve may be formed in
accordance with the Regulations contained in this
section.
"271E. Officers will be appointed to receive and
register the names and addresses of all persons
wishing to be enrolled in the Volunteer Reserve.
Such officer will be known as `The Volunteer
Reserve Enrolling Officer.'
" 271F. The following persons will be entitled to
be placed on the Volunteer Reserve, namely :-All
persons under the age of 50 years who have com-
pleted three years of efficient service in the Defence
Force or Volunteer Force of Queensland, or who
have served for three years in the Military Naval
or Auxiliary Forces of the Crown in any part of
tie British Empire.
" 2716. A member of the Volunteer Reserve shall
hold the rank therein which he held when last
serving with a corps or on the staff; but any person
claiming the rank of officer or non-commissioned
officer must prove his right thereto to the satisfac-
tion of the Volunteer Reserve Enrolling Officer.
" 271n. Members of the Volunteer Reserve will
not be required to go through any annual course of
drill or training. They will be exempt from com-
pulsory enrolment in the Defence Force.
2711. In case of war or invasion, or danger of
either, members of the Volunteer Reserve who do
not voluntarily enrol themselves in any corps of
the Active Land Force may be required to serve
in any existing Volunteer Corps or in any new
Volunteer Corps which may be formed. No mem-
ber will be compelled to serve in a lower rank than
that which he holds in the Reserve."
Regulations 300, 301, 310, 312, 315, and 326 are
hereby amended by striking out the word  "Major"
wherever it occurs therein, and inserting instead
therein the word  " Officer."
Regulations 305, 306, and 307 are hereby
rescinded, and the following are substituted there-for:--
" 305. Recruits for 'A' Battery may be kept on
probation for one calendar month after signing the
service-roll, and prior to receiving the free kit and
uniform. While serving on probation they will be
provided with fuel, light, barrack accommodation,
free rations, and pay at the rate prescribed for
gunners.94306. The officer commanding may,upon suffi-
cient reason, which must be reported to the Com-
mandant, discharge a recruit at any time within
the month's probation, by striking his name out of
the Service Roll and marking the same with the
word `discharged,' and adding the date and his.
(the commanding officer' s) signature.
" 307. Upon any discharge under the last preced-
ing Regulation, the recruit will be entitled to pay
up to the day of such discharge, and for twenty-
four hours succeeding, and upon the tender of such
pay he shall forthwith give up all articles of
Government property in his  possession  and quit
the Force."
The following additional Regulation, to follow
Regulation 311, is hereby made, namely:-
" 311A. Non-commissioned officers and men shall
have the right to purchase their discharge at any
time upon payment of double the rates mentioned
in Regulation 311."
Regulation 323 is hereby amended by inserting
after the word -year" the words following:-
" From the date of being drafted into the Reserve
or."
Regulation 327 is hereby rescinded, and the
following substituted therefor :-
" 327. In order to qualify as efficient or extra-
efficient, a bandsman must fulfil all the require-
ments of section XXII or XXIII, as the case
may be, except that he will not be required to go
through any course of gunnery or musketry."
Regulations 332 and 333 are hereby amended by
striking out the word  " Brisbane"  in each, and
inserting instead the word  " Moreton."Re Tie 356 (B) is hereby amended by striking
out the words  " Then re-sign the service-roll in
accordance with these Regulations,"  and inserting
instead the words  " do not then retire."
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAV E,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and ;t-Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty' s reign . intituled  "An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make Payments and do
other acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council , from time to  time,  by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special day  to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Thursday, the 27th instant,
being the first day of the Wide Bay and Burnett
Pastoral and Agricultural Society's Show, to be a
Public Holiday in Maryborough : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
THURSDAY, the 27th instant, shall, within the
Municipality of Maryborough, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twentieth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN'
PROCLAMATION.
By Hss Exce llency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Gove rn or
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed in the forty- first
year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  " An
Art to make  provision ,for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it sha ll  be lawful for the
Governor ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time ,  by proclamation in the
Gazette ,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
*or  in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein  :  And whereas it is
deemed  expedient to proclaim Saturday ,  the 22nd
instant ,  being the day appointed for the opening
of the K ill arney Railway Line, to be a Public
Holiday in Warwick and  K ill arn ey  :  Now, there-
tore, I ,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act ,  and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf ,  and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council , do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify ,  proclaim, and declare that
SATURDAY,  the 22nd instant, shall, within the
towns of Warwick and Killa rn ey, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above -recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Gove rn -
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day
of August ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Authority  :  JAXES C.  BEAL. Government Printer ,  William street .  Brisbane,
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mvsm?AVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
GArernor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  An
Act to  make  provision for Bunk Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such  Holidays,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Friday, the 28th
instant, being the day appointed for playing the
Cricket and Football Matches between the Cairns
and Townsville Clubs, to be a Public Holiday
in Cairns : Now, therefore, x, Sir ANTHONY
MvsGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue
Df the powers vested in me by the above-recited
Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
?8th instant, shall, within the Municipality of
"airns , be observed as a Public Holiday within the
neaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE Q'EEx !
Crown  L aw Offices,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM R. ONBLOW HILL, Acting Police
Magistrate at Springsure,
to be  Acting  Registrar of the Central District
Court,  Acting District Receiver in Insolvency
under the provisions  of  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," and Acting  High Bailiff under the provi-
sions of  " Tki SherV's Act  of  1875," at that place,
during the absence of the Police Magistrate.
A.RUTLEDGE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN GRAxAM MACDONALD, Acting Police
Magistrate at Bowen,
to be Acting Northern Sheriff during the absence
on leave of the Northern Sheriff.
A.RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
I iIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The COLONIAL SECRETARY for the time being
to be the Officer to whom proof is to be made, in
accordance with the conditions of the bonds entered
into by Shipmasters ,  in  pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Pacific  Isla""d Labourers Act of  18^x0,"
that no  kidnapping was allowed, countenanced, or
connived at during the voyages in respect of which
such bonds may have  been entered into.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE R. GLENNY
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Clermont, in the
room of A. Dorsey, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
.11 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER DoRsEY
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Bowen, in the room
of G. R. Glenny,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable THOMAS McBRIDE
to be Inspector ,  of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle
intended for slaughter ,  at Mackay ,  in the room ofSenior- Sergeant Brannelly ,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleasedto appoint
Constable THOMAS HENNESSEY
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector
of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle intended for
slaughter ,  at Pentland ,  in the room of Senior-
Constable McDermott, transfer re d.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE R. GLENNY
to be Registrar of Births ,  Marriages ,  and Deaths
at Clermont, for the Registry District of Clermont,
in the room of A. Dorsey, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th August, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name
CHARLES WILLIAM BOWLY
be substituted for Charles William Bowley,
appearing in the general issue of the Commission
of the Peace published in the  Gazette  of the 1st
January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name
ROBERT RODGER FOWLER
be substituted for Robert Roger Fowler, appearing
in the notification appointing certain gentlemen to
be Magistrates of the Territory ,  published in the
Gazette  of the 28th of March last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
IT
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force :-
ARTHUR EDWARD KEMP
to be Captain;
JAMES ROGERS
to be Lieutenant.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name
FRANCIS HAMILTON BEADON TURNER
be substituted for Francis Hamilton Reardon
Turner,  appearing  in the notification published in
the  Gazette  of the 15th instant, appointing  certain
gentlemen  to be Magistrates of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
•  Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
HIS Fxcellency the Governor di ects it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisiona lly,
CECIL W .  LAVERACK and
GEORGE VALENTINE HELLICAR
to be Lieutenants in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  20th  August, 1885.
JT is  hereby notified that Messieurs
John  Hearne,
Malcolm Meikle,
Robert Philp,
Tertius Martin Sherriff, and
Alexander  Frith West
have been appointed Members of  Committee for
the State School at Mundingburrah.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
W  the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular  ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment  Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of  the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands  within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is  obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th .Tune, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in  the Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GBIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
T is hereby notified for general information
I that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the is'ands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
PROCLAMATION.
d Iii, Excellency Sir ANTEOt t
Knight Grand Cross of the ,Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George. Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown
I Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUS-
GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been reserved for Township
purposes.
RESERVE FOB  TOWNSHIP  PURPOSES.
85-18217-S.G.
On the Dumaresq or Severn River.
(In lieu of the reserve established by proclamation,
dated 6th August, 1875, which is hereby
amended.)
C,u ty of Clive, parish of Texas.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dumaresq
or Severn River at the south-east corner of Texas
Pre-emptive No. 1, and bounded thence by the
eastern  boundary thereof northerly, the southern
and eastern  boundaries of a camping reserve
easterly and northerly, and the southern  and eastern
boundaries of portion 91 easterly and northerly to
a point west from the north-west corner of portion
33; thence by a line and the northern boundary of
33 easterly, the eastern and southern boundaries of
33 southerly and westerly, and the western boun-
dary of portion 8 southerly to the Dumaresq or
Severn River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
Georgetown.
85-16245-S.G.
On the Etheridge River.
County (f  Gilbert, District  of Cook.
About 200 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Etheridge
River at a point bearing 85 degrees and distant
about twenty -five links  fr om the north-east corner
of section 17, and bounded thence on the north by
a line passing along the north boundaries of sections
17, 18,  19 and 20, bearing 265 degrees to Sandy
Creek  ;  thence by that creek upwards to a point
bearing 265 degrees  fr om the south-west corner of
section  4;  on the south by a line passing along the
south boundaries of sections 4 and 3 bearing 85
degrees to the Etheridge River ,  and thence by that
river downwards  to the  point of commencement.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880.''
NOTICE.
Al HEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by  a general  direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting  a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified  island or islands , and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland. being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PUBPvSES.
85-14414-S.G.
On Saltwater Creek.
County of Nares, parish of Whyanbeel.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the south-east corner of selection 305,
and bounded thence on the north by that  selection
bearing west ; on the west by portions 2v and 5v
bearing south ; on the south by portions 6v and 7v
bearing east; and on the east by the Pacific Ocean
northerly and Saltwater Creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s  re ign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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PRt-1CLAM 1TION.
By TTis  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of  the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
Ll.-S-1 chael and St .  George, Governor
A. J1 t-Sutt tVF. and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance  with  the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Art of  1834," 1,  Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Reserve for Camping on Oaky
Creek ,  described hereunder, established by Pro-
clamation dated 13th February ,  1880, sha ll  be and
is hereby cancelled.
DESCRIPTION :
85-14231-Ips.
County of Cavendish, parish of Ravenebourne, part
of portion 4.
200 acres.
Commencing on Oaky Creek at its intersection
by the road from Eskdale to Murphy's Creek, and
bounded thence on the south by that road easterly
to the east boundary of portion 4; on the east by
part of that east boundary bearing north fifteen
chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by a
line bearing west seventy-seven chains and forty-
five links to Oaky Creek, and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON
GOP BAYS THE QU:FElWl
PVOt'LA :1TATIO.N.
13T His Excellency Sir ANTHONY :llvsoRA\
Knight Grand Cross of the Rost
LL. S. Distinguished Or er of St. .b: i-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road d scribed in the Book of Reference here-
under shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide resumed from Selection
No. 5177, Ipswich District. (James  Bennet.)
A strip of land along  and within  part of the
west boundary of portion 112, parish of Goolman,
from the south- east corner  of portion 73 north to a
reserved roa f, containing 1 acre 1 rood.
NOTE.-The above road is substituted for the
road advertised to be closed in the  Government
Gaze'te  of 1st November, 1884, folio 1509, item
No. 2 of the schedule, which is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day
of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of I Ter Majesty's
reign.
.By Command,
-C. B. DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight  Grand Cro ss of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the tenth  sub- section f
section fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify
and declare that the Road hereinunder described
shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 3574,  Ipswich District . (Thomas Perry.)
From the north boundary of portion 90, parish
of Goolman, south-easterly to its east boundary,
containing 1 acre 2 roods.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment H ouse, Brisbane , this twenty- first day
of August, in  the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight  hundred and  eighty- five, and
in the  forty- ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD  SAVE TAE Q VURN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I r is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Read ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobjections,in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans  of the Road can be  seen at  the Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 The Purge,  Di-
visional Board
on account of
F. Chippen-
dale
Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  XP.
The road  separa - Goodna ... 0 3 1
ting portion 306
from part of por-
tion 305
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Grown Lands Act  of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned  Road;  and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
'clans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices , T oowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.
Andrew I Part of road separating
Bogle portion  05 from por.
I Lion St
Indooroo-
pul7
Area.
A. R. F.
1 0 28
Gon SAVIS THE QUEEN
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 R. J. Logan Part  of the road sepa-  WWII  ...
rating portion 206
from part of portion
198, portf' •ns 197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto ... One of the rese7pd ditto ...
roads through portion
206
3 Ditto  ...  Part  of  ro ad separating ditto ...
portion 206 from por-
tions 205 and  208;
from no rth -west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road - item No. 2
01. B.  DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 81st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CZaQSURE OF ROM).
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that  application under the eight jT-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lauds Act  of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road,; and
all  persons  *ho  may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment ,  their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton  ;  Police and Post Offices,
West,good.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
I
Applicant.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Hobler The road separating por- Playfair
tions 84 and 84 (selec-
tion 1835,  Rockhampton
District )  from portions
86 and 89.
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
A. E. P.
7 1 0
2 2 0
1 1 0
14 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ]ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
"Th.e Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " have  been made
or  closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the, Land,
Police, and Post  Offices, Warwick  and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.l! Applicant. i  Situation . Parish. I  Area.
_i.
*1 The Glengal - ! Road separating  por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian Divisio- I tion 46 from portion
nal Board 1 47
on account
of Mary
Orange
t2 The Tinaroo Road  separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
Divisonal tions 6 and 11 fro m
Board on po rt ions 6 and 12
account of
Peter George
Grant
t3 The  Ingle-  The reserved  road Rosenthal 7 2 10
wood Divi -  through portion 344
siotln)
Board on
account ,of
John Wil-
son
t4 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
th ro ugh portion 133
* NOTE -The closu re of this road is proposed to be carried out
In connection  with the  opening of a road  through portion 10,parish of Deuchar.
t NoTv.- The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified or 'eneral information, that
apjllicatioLs linger the eighty- ninth section of
`• The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
or  closing the undermentioned  Roads;  and all
ersons who may consider  their  interests  affected
thereby . are required to transmit to this  Depart-
inent  their  objections ,  in writing , within two
Months from  this date.
Plans of  the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office. Ipswich ; Police and Post offices, Esk.
A. R. P.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
PPRMANEXT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
J T is hereby notified for general information,that application undet the eighty-ninth
section  Of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," has
been made  for closing the undermentioned Poad ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post  Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
Scuint7LIt OP ROAD TO i#E CtOSED.
No. &pplicant .  8itnation .  Paileb . Area.
- The
Tabragalba
Dlyisyional
Board on
account of
W. P. Roe
A. F. P.
i'art of the  reserved  road Knapp About
Lhrough  port ion 22  (se- 1 0 0
lection 2935,  Brisbane
District)
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant  Situation. Pariah.  Ares.
A. R. P.
1 The Esk  One of the reserved Esk ... 11 0 0
Divisional  ro ads through por-
Board on tion 20
account of
win.  M.
Bowman
2 Ditto  ...  The  reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 18
3 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto 9 0 0
po rt ions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
4 Ditto ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
portion 12 fro m part
of portion 13
S Ditto F .  E. One of the reserved ditto  ...  16 2 0
Bigge road$ th ro ugh por-
tion 19
NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out NOTE.-The closure of these  roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening  of another ro ad. in  connection  with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  H itbin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
- The Nundah The  ro ad separating  Nundah ... 1 0 0
Divisional portion 588 from part
Board on of portion 16
account
of E. A.
McDowa ll
N.B.-The closure of this  road is pro posed to be carried out in
connection  with  the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of  the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with Selections under
" /he Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1S68 and
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " will
also  be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OFFICEB-
Brisbane. Been-leigh. Ipswich .  Esk."
Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1885. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  Tues., 3 Wed., 11 I Fri., 6 Wed. 18
April ... ... ... „ 7 „ 8 ., 10
May ... ... ... „ 5 „ 13 „ 1 Tues. 19
June  ... ... ... „  21 „ 10 „ 5
July  ... ... ...  7 S „ 31 ,. 21
September ... ... „  1 19 „ 4 ; „ 15
October  ... ... „  6 „ 4 „ 21
November  ... ... „  3 „ 1 „  6'  „ 17
December  ... ... „  1 9 4,
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEICBHABnT DISTRICT.
Month.
Cler-
mont.
AT THE LAND OrFICF.S-
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ...
August...
September
October
November
December
Emerald .  Taroom . Spring-ur. Britton. Banana.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
Thur., 26  Mon., 16
301 „ 20
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  11885. 1865.
Wed., 4
„ 1
28 1 „ 18 „ 6
251 „ 15 „ 3
30,
27
24
29261
„ 120
17
21
19
16
21
„ 6
2
7
4
„ 2
Mon.,23 Fri., 6
27 Tues.,7
25 Fri., 1
22 „ 5
27  „ 3
24 „ 7
28 „ 4
26 „ 2
23 „ 6
28 „ 4
,. 18
„ 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborougb, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wt dnesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K ENNEDY DISTRICP.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month  afterwards.
At the Land Ottice, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed•
nesday in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OFFICEP- AT POLICEOFFICE-
Too- Warwick. Dalby. Allk,ra.
woomba.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1885. 1886
March  ... ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri .,  27 Wed., 25
April  ... ... ... .,  20 „ 21  .,  24 ., 22
May ... ... ... ., 25 „ 26 ., 29 „ 27
June  ... ... ... „ 22 „ 23 1 „ 28 „ 24
July .. ... ... .. 27 „  24  „  31 ,. 29
August  ... ... ... „  24 „ 25 ,. 28 „ 28
September  ... ... „  21 „ 22 „ 25 „ 23
October  ... ... ..  261 „ 27  ,.  30 ., 28
November  ... ... ..  23 ., 24 „ 27 „ 25
December  ... ... ..  21 „ 22 Wed., 23 „ 30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, R-Ima, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
* The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Date.
1885.
Wed., 18
,. 15
„ 20
17
15
19
16
21
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At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
descriptions  and areas ,  and such grants and ever
such deed  shall operate  and be construed accord-
ingly.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
A t the Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
Alt the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WABREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned In the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct  name shall  be taken to have
been  inserted in the said  grant and in  every deed
containing the erroneous name  ;  and such grant
and every such deed  shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow, portion 5.
Area - 80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31 st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
.dot  of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the land intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in  every  deed containing the erroneous
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULPS  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey .
Land granted-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No.  376.
6 acres and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
1" ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOB CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3  roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north-
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written bein erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said  grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous name ; and
such grants and every such  deed  sha ll  operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants-50722, 50723, 50724 , 50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and  20th
April, 1883, respectively.Name ofGrantee-Fredrick Wa hter.
Land granted.-A llotment  4 of section  3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4 ,  allotment  3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the D eeds of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of  Christian Frnas
Fredrich Wachter , the correct name.
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Departmen  of Public Lands,Brisbane, 3rd July, 1985.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in tae particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency t e Goveitor will, in
pursuance f the provisions of "  The Titles to land
Act  o}' 1858," at the eitpiiation of three months
from the date Hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his 1Tt nil and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names  shall be  taken to have
been insetted  in the said grants and in every deed
containing  the erroneous names;  and  such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281,  5$282 , 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-dohii McDonald.
Lands granted-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates  of Grants-8th September, 1884, acid 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higaori.
Lands gr'anted .-A llotment 6  of section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.---The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Ray Higson. the correct name.
Department of, Public Lands,
Btdsbatie; 10th July, 1885.
E1kRO_A8 IN Dubs.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof,  by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his }and and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land's intended to be
granted; to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid; the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
St,fEDtTLE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-1'or 6 h  216,  county  of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area- 16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley,  parish  of South Brisbane,
portion 216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing; at the south- east coiner  of ortion
215t  and bounded thence on the north by that
portibn bearing west thirteen  chains and  fifteen)
links ; on the west by portion 190 hearing south
seven chains  and thirty- six links ; on  the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links.
12t) degrees eight chains  and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees  two chains , and 103 degrees  30 minutes
three dhaifs  and sixty and a-quarter links ; and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links. 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east ccrner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
beariffg 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
},' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
AN Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1$58," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by fbice of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taker[ to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the etronous name,
an such grant and every such deed  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. P. DuTTdN,
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant- 22nd  October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment  2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  name  of the Grantee
having been inserted as William  Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
*illiarh Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grafitbes
having b'en inserted as RdwIrd Layard And
William Harrison Aimes  instead  o Rdward  'otl '-
ingbam Layard and William  Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
RR11OR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that  the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the sc edule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, l is Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof,  by  instrument  endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Land au the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  descrip tion shall be taken
to have been  inserted in the said grant and in every
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deed containing the erro eons description ,  and such
grant and every  such deed  sha ll  operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Tciomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar,  selection  625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
Public Lands Office,
Ingham, 30th July, 1885.
PROVISIONAL LICENSE UNDER THE
TIMBER hEGULATIONS OF 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the following Provisional License to occupy
Crown Lands, for which an application for a
Special License to cut Timber has been made, has
been issued by me, pursuant to the Regulations
established 5t4 June, 1885, under the provisions of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
WILL. STANLEY WARREN,
Land Commissioner.
SELECTORS under The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
rendt r their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
AMENDED D ESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625, Gympie District, pol'tion  625.
.Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of 'Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 67
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains ; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
gay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards tp
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres for  a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd Jiily, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
dnd the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant a.nd every such deed shall operate afid
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of .Error.-- The  name of  the Grantee
biting been inserted as Katherine  Elizabeth Brio-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentioned
Selector can receive  from the Land Agent in
Mackay the  amount of compensation  to which
he is  entitled for the land taken from his
ielectibii  for Itbad purposes :-
Selectio i No. 543, Mackay District-George
Ricketts.
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Agent's District-Ingham.
Licensees-Thomas Page and William Lovell.
Situation of land-Hinchinbrook Island.
Commencing at a tree branded T.L on the north
coast of Hinchinbrook Island bearing 20 degrees
south of west from south-west corner of Goold
Island ; thence south 100 chains ; thence east eighty
chains to coast line  ; thence north sixty chains ;
thence north-westerly by coast line to point of
commencement.
To contain 690 acres.
Public Lands Office,
Gympie, 14th August, 18$5.
PROVISIONAL LICENSE UNDER THE
TIMBER REGULATIONS OF 1885.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the following Provisional License to occupy
Crown Lands, for which an ip lication for a
Special License to cut Timber has been made, has
been issued by the, pursuant to the Regulations
established 5th June, 1885, under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884."
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner, Gympie.
Land Agent's District-Gympie.
Licensee-Harry Egerton Hilcoat.
Situation of Land-Parish of Woondum.
Commencing at a point bearing 248 degrees 10
minutes and distant 32.33 chains from the south-
east corner of selection 423, and bounded thence
east eighty chains forty-five links ; thence south
fifty-seven chains to Kin Kin Creek ; thence up
that creek for about fifteen chains ; thence south
eight chains ; thence west 80.45 chains ; and thence
north 80.00 chains to the starting point.
To contain one square mile.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Gayndah, 14th July, 1885.
Notice to WIt,LIAM BELL, Selector ,  Gayndah
Reserve.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the Land
Court to  be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40  Vic . No. 15. the 9th day of  September next,
Gayndah  District.
Beg. No. 4
ftomestead.
86 acres.
Gayndah Reserve.
NOTICE.
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and
show  cause  why your Selection
No. 22, in Gayndah District,
should riot be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PAR RY-OKEpEN,
Acting Land aom nissioner.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general  information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the io l l owin g amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 17th November, 1885.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Cooleemen No. 1.
Claimants of Lease - Sydney Chichester Wallace
Barnett and John Cameron Turner.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over CM over
1.2 in triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a
south line four miles forty-eight chains,  passing
through Black Mountain to a point about two miles
forty chains south of that mountain ; thence on the
south by a west line five miles ; thence on the west
by a north line five miles fifty-six chains to the
Cape River at a point about sixteen chains below a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle, and
about twenty-eight chains above a bloodwood-iree
marked broad-arrow over 75C in triangle ; and
thence on the north by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Cooleemen No. 3.
Claimants of Lease -Sydney Chichester Wallace
Barnett  and John Cameron  Turner.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  25  square miles.
Unavailable ... 4 of
Total ... ... 29 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
at a point about thirty-two chains below a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over 66C in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a south line along
the west boundary of that  run six miles  fifty-seven
chains  ; thence on the south by a west line four
miles six  chains ; thence on the west by a north
line to the south-east corner of Cooleemen N o. 1
Run and a continuation of same line along the east
boundary of that run, in all seven miles twenty-
four chains, to the Cape River at a point opposite
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over CM over 1.2
in triangle ; and thence on the north by the left
bank of that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run -Tugurnum No. 1.
Claimant of  Lease-Thomas Jackson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 35 1.0
Commencing on the left bank of the Cape River
opposite a point about twenty-four chains above a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 56.C
in triangle  on its south-west side, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line three miles fifty-
seven chains  ; thence on the south by a west line
seven  miles ; thence on the west by a north line
six miles fifty-seven chains to the U ipe River at a
point about thirty-two chains below a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over 66C in triangle ;
and thence on the north-east by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name  of Run - Tugurnum No. 2.
Claimant of  Lease -Thomas Jackson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 to
Total ... ...  25 to
Commencing on the right bank of the Cape
River at a point about twenty-four chains above a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 56C in
triangle on its south-west side, and bounded i hence
on the  east  by a north line five miles sixty chains ;
thence on the north by a west line five miles ;
thence on the west by a south line three miles sixty
chains to the Cape River at an oak-tree marked
broad-arrow over 63C in triangle ; and thence on the
south by the right bank of that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cornelia.
Licensee-John Parsons.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
25 square miles.
11 II
Total ... ...  36 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Cape
River at a point about thirty-two chains below an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over 49C in
triangle, and  bounded thence on the east by a north
line  six miles  ; thence on the north by a west line
six miles  forty-eight chains to the east boundary of
Tugurnum No 2 Run ; thence on the west by a
south  line along  part of that boundary five miles to
the Cape River at a point about twenty- eight chains
above a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
56C in  triangle  ; and thence on the south-west by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run -Hawthorne Vale.
Claimant  of Lease-Henry  Paradise.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3 11
Total ... ... 28 „
Commencing at the west corner of Stonington
Run, being a point on the left bank of the Cape
River about four chains above a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over 410 in triangle, and bounded
thence on the south-west by a north -east line along
part of the north-west boundary of said run five
miles, crossing  Granite Creek at a point about forty
chains below a box-tree marked broad- arrow over
G1 in triangle and the Campaspe  River at a
point about forty-eight chains above a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over  50 in triangle
to a point forty chains south-west of a point on the
right bank of Mundic Creek about forty chains
below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
2 in triangle ; thence on the north by a  west line
ten miles seventy-two chains,  crossing  the Cam-
paspe River at a point about twenty-eight chains
below a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad- arrow
over C over 54 in triangle and Granite Creek at a
point about forty  chains  below a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G4 in triangle to the east boundary
of Cornelia Run ; thence on the west by  a south line
along part  of that boundary two miles forty chains
to the Cape River at a point about thirty-two
chains below an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over 49C in triangle ; and thence on the south by
the left bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run -Ballabay.
Claimant of Lease - William Totten.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 10
Total ... ... 35 to
Commencing on the right bank of the Cape River
opposite a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked broad-
arrow over 450 in triangle, and bounded thence on
the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of Thyra No. 2 Run three  miles  ; thence
on the south by a west line ten miles to a point
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south of the south- east corner  of Tugurnum No. 1
Run ; thence on the west by a north line to said
corner and a continuation  of same  line along part of
the east boundary of that run four miles twenty
chains to the Cape River, opposite a point about
twenty-four chains above a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over  56C  in triangle ; and thence on
the north by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of  commencement ,-exclusive of
one square mile, town of Capeville.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
[
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 22nd  June, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ;  and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "Tlhe Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Ltichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
Notice to W. VEIRERs, holder of Selection
.No. 1156, Beenleigh.
IR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion in accordance with  section 52  of the Act of'
1876, on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will  show cause  at the Land Court. to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 9th day of September
next, why the  Fame  should not be  deemed aban-
doned and dealt with  as a forfeited  and vacated
selection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
M ckay, 7th August, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  SUTHERLAND  Rosa, of Mackay.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt, to be holden at Mackay, on Thurs-
day, the 10th day of September
Act 40 vie., \ o. 15. next,  at Two o'clock p.m., to
Mackay show  cause  why your Selection,
No.IOb4. No. 1054, Mackay District,William Sutherland Roes.
ens acres. should not be declared forfeited
Parish of  ones. for the non-fulfilment of the
conditions of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
25th day of August  instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway  Branch,
Brisbane , 24th  June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AN  Examination of Candidates shall be heldonce  a year  at the Office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
R ules  for E xamination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  once a year ,  viz., in
the month of August ,  and due notice thereof sha ll
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer  ;  the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months '  notice in writing of their inten-
tion ,  accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210;  such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony.  The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years '  field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second class licenses
as railway surveyors ,  to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall  be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor ,  who shall  apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall  be examined in the following
subjects ,  viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(e.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments ,  plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents ,  conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to deter mination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annuall yprepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chief Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question sha ll  be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent .  of such marks sha ll  be
entitled to a second -class certificate ,  and those
receiving more than 80 per cent .  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor -General of this colony,
to present himself for examination ,  provided that
not less than six months '  notice be given such
officer
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1885.
DIVISION OF GOGANGO.
1
THE following By-law, made by the Board of
the Gogango Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Divisional
1oards Act Amendment Act of  1882.
BY-LAW No. 7.
Carriage and footways.
1. The carriage and footways in the streets and
roads within the Division shall be deemed and
taken to be the carriage and footways as at present
defined, or hereafter to be defined, by the forma-
tion of the  said carriage -ways, or the water-tables or
gutters  at the side of such carriage-ways, or by
the erection of posts at the corners and intersections
of the roads  or streets , and until such carriage and
footways are so  defined there shall be twelve feet
on each side of such road or street to be deemed
and taken as the footway, where the width of the
road or street is one chain, and in the same pro-
portion according as the width of the road or street
shall be  more or less  than one chain.
Removing turf, gravel, 4-c.
2. No persoh shall dig or remove, or cause to be
dug or removed, any, turf, sand, clay, soil, gravel,
or other material from, or cut, fell, destroy or
remove any timber growing upon the said  streets,
roads,  carriage  and footways, or any reserve, park,
quarry or  commonage  under  the management or
control of the  said Board , without the consent of the
chairman  of the said Board, in writing, first had and
obtained for that purpose.
Breaking  the surface of roads, 4-c.
3. No person shall break the surface of in any
way interfere with any road, street, carriage or
footway within the Division without the consent
of the chairman of the said Board, in writing, first
had and obtained ; provided that nothing in this or
the preceding section contained shall affect the
provisions of any existing Act.
Tlcrowing filth  or rubbish on streets , 4 o., *c.
9.. No person shall throw,  or cause  to be thrown
or laid,. any filth, rubbish, or offensive fluid, or
other offensive Hiatt r or thing, or cause, permit,
or suffer any such ofensive matter or thing to fall,
floor, or run from any sewer, pipe, or drain, upon
any road or street, carriage or footway, of public
place, reserve, park,  or commonage  within this
Division.
Drawing or trailing  timber except on wheels.
5. No person shall haul or draw any timber,
stone,  or other thing upon an of the roads or
streets  within this Division otherwise than upon
wheeled  carriages , nor suffer such timber, stone,
or other thing to drag or trail upon any such road
or street.
MISCELLA1cIOt s.
Throwing filth 4-c, cgc., into  streams ,  watercourses,
public weals and dams ,  or other  public  waters.
6. No person shall throw  or cause  to be thrown
in o au7 creeks stream,  public  well, dam, or river
w]hich is not tidal, or into any lagoon, creek, or
waterhole the water of which is used by the
public for domestic purposes, any filth, rubbish,
dead animal, or other offensive matter, nor leave or
cause the same  to be left on the shore or banks
thereof, not permit any pig of swine to stray or
wander in any such  stream , watercourse, public
wel), dam, river, lagoon, creek, or waterhole, nor
obstruct or divert from its channel any stream or
watercourse ; and any person convicted of any of
these offences shall, besides and in addition to the
penalty inflicted therefor, pay the costs of removing
such filth, rubbish,  dead animal , or other  offensive
matter.
Dead animals - mode of removal.
7. If any animal shall die in any part of the said
Division ,  and the  owner  of such animal ,  within
twenty -fout hours after notice in writing shall
have been given him by an inspector or other
officer of the Board, shall not cause the carcase of
such animal to be destroyed by fire, or effectually
removed and disposed of so that no nuisance can
possibly result therefrom, in any part of the said
Division, such owner shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay any sum not exc eding twenty
pounds.
Extinguishing camp fires, 4-c., 4-c.
8. Any person leaving any fire on any road or
track in the Division and not thoroughly extinguish-
ing the same shall be liakle to a penalty not exceed-
ing twenty pounds.
Bathing in public places.
9. No person shall (except in an enclosed build-
ing or bath-house) undress or bathe in any river,
stream, or waterhole near to or within view of any
public street, bridge, or other pl ce of public resort
within the said Division, between the hours of
7 o'clock in the morning and 8 o'clock in the
evening.
Permission to rairy on any noxious trade.
10. After the passing of this By-law no person
shall carry on, or commence to carry on, tl e trade
or business of slaughtering cattle or sheep, fell-
mongering, Making or refining of soap, candles,
or tallo'y, boiling-down, wool-washing, bone-crush-
ing, hide-curing, the tanning, currying, or pre-
paration of leather, skin-dressing, ore-smelting,
sugar-refining, or ny noxious trade or business, in
any place situated at a less distance than one
mile from the boundary of the city of Rockhampton,
or any, township within this Division, unless such
trade, business, or manufactory is specially licensed
by this Board ; and every person so carrying on or
beginning to carry on any, of the trades or businesses
before specified, in contravention of this By-law,
shall, for every day such contravention shall
exist, Forfeit and pay as for a separate offence a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
Licenses  when  to bear date, when to expire, and how
application  for license to be made.
11. The said licenses shall bear date when issued,
and shall expire upon the first Monday of each
January of every year, and may be renewed from
year to year, so long as the licensees shall keep
their premises properly cleansed and in it whole-
some condition, and free from all noisome and
offensive accuzilulations and odours, to the satisfac-
tion of the said Board or inspector.
A j ilications to carry on any of the noxious
trades as enumerated in clause 10 of this By-law
will have to be delivered to the clerk, at the office
bf the Gogango Divisional Board, at or before
4 o'clock p.m. upon the first Monday in January of
every year.
In the event of an application for a license above
mentioned for a fractional part of a year, applica-
tion will have to be made ufider the aforesaid
hegulations upon the first Monday of any month
within the year.
Inspecting slaughter-yards.
12. It shall be 1-wful for the chairman, or any
persuu or persons appointed by him for that pur-
pose, frc}m time to time, and as often as he or they
Inay see fit, to enter upon and inspect any slaughter-
ng-yards, tHnner , or premi s or place used in
he manufacture of soap,  candies , or tallow, or for
he purposes of boiling do n, wool-washing, bone-
crushing, the curing of hides, skin-dressing,
ore-smelting, or sugar-relining, or wherein any
noxious trade or business is carried on ; and the
chairman of the said Board for the time being shall
give such directions for the cleansing of such
slaughtering-yard, manufactory, or other premises
as aforesaid, as to him may seem needful, and any
owner or decupier of such slaughtering-yard,
manufactory, or other premises, re fusing or neglect-
ing to comply with such directions within a
reason•uble time, (such time to be determined by
the chairman of the Board) shall, for everyday
after thq expiration of such time during which
such neglect or refusal shall continue, forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Malicious mischief.
13. No person shall negligently, wilfully, or
maliciously damage any erection, fence, bridge,
Ili
road, street, watercourse, 'off material within the
said Division belonging to or leased or used by or
under the care or control of the said Board.
Lands of the Board  not to be  occupied.
14. No person shall, without leave of the said
Board, reside up3n, occupy, or use, except in accord-
ance with the purp)ses or objects for which the
said Board shall have or hold  the same,  any lands
within the said Division belonging to or leased or
held in trust by or under the control  or manage-
ment of the said Board.
Information to be laid at instance of the Board.
15. All informations, complaints, and summonses
for offences against this By-law shall be sued out,
laid, and prosecuted at the instance of the Board,
or of some person authorised by the chairman in that
behalf, and no other person other than a person
having such authority shall be at liberty to sue out
any information or summons or lay any com-
plaint in respect of any offence thereunder.
Maximum penalty.
16. For every neglect, breach, or offence of or
against any of the provisions of this By-law, where
no specific penalty is hereinbefore provided for
such neglect, breach, or offence, the maximum
penalty shall be ten poufids.
Interpretation  clause.
17. In the foregoing By-law the word " Board "
shall mean the Divisional Board of Gogango, the
word " Division " shall mean the Division of
Gogango, and the word "chairman " shall mean the
chairman for the time being of the said Board, words
imputing the " singular number " shall include the
" plural number" and words imputing the " plural
number " shall include the " singular number,"
words imputing the "masculine gender " only
shall include " females," the word " person " shall
include the corporation, whether aggregate or sole,
and the word " lands " shall include tenements of
every description and tenure.
SCHEDULE.
Gogango Divisional Board.
Whereas has applied to the above Board
to grant him  a license  to carry on the business of
, within a distance  of one  mile from the
boundary of the city of , or town of
, in accordance  with clause 10 of By-law
No. 7 of this Division : Now we, the  said Board, in
pursuance of authority vested in us  by " The Divisional
Boards Act Amendment Act of  1882," authorise and
license the said to carry on the aforesaid
business of , at his premises, situated on
portion No. , in the parish of . This
license to remain in force till the day of
January, 188 , unless forfeited under the 10th clause
of By-law No. 7, Divisional Board of G ogango.
Dated Rockhampton.
Clerk.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Gogango Division this second
day of June, A. D. 1885.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO OFFICE  OF COMMISSIONER
OF POLICE , BRISBANE.
rt\ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the  28th
August, from  persons willing to contract for
Additions to the  Office of Commissioner of Police,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions,  Commissioner
of Police Office,  Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes  with the  Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, BRISBANE.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Immigration Barracks at Kangaroo
Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Barracks, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
M.  (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily beJ. LYONS,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, tinder my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  13th August ,  18 t5.
TO CONTRACTORS' AND OTHERS.
MINING SURVEYOR 'S OFFICE,  GYMPIE.
'TIENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House ,  Gympie ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 4th September,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Mining  Surveyor 's Office at GympiC.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  hfnanp S'urvr gr'g
Qfflce, Gynlne."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit. to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount  of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and  deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Building for a Morgue at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Morgue, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at the  Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
b bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(gee Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, IMMIGRAT.ON OFFICE, MACKAY.
`ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Mackay until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
the Immigration Office, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, ImmigrationOffice, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maekay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £5. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the lime within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 6th August,  1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION,  LAKE S CREEK.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 4tn September, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Lake's Creek.
Tenders to  be  endorsed  " Police  Station ,  Lake's
('reek."
Plan, Speci fication, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agr,-,:ing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on  amount of Tender as security  for  the due
performance  of  the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solis itor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise  l it Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, INGLEWOOD.
T ENDERS will be received at this  Office untilFour o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 4th
September ,  from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station ,  Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station ,  Ingle-
wood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, at the Court House ,  Warwiek ,  and at the
Po li ce Station ,  Inglewood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender ,  is £10. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and de liver at the  office  of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender wil l not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
I Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
GUAR])-ROOM AND LOCKUP, VICTORIA
BARRACKS, BRISBANE.
nnENDERS will be received at this Office unti
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Guard-Room and Lockup, at the Vic-
toria  Barracks , Petrie Terrace.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Guard-Room, 4'c., Vic-
toria  Barracks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 er cent. on amount of Tender as security for
thepdue performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not  be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ROCKWOOD.
r(IENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th of Sep-
tember, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Station at Rockwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Rock-
wood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HOSPITAL AND SURGEON'S QUARTERS,
GERALLTON.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 28th August, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Hospital and Surgeon's' Quarters at
Geraldton,  according to Amended Plans.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Hospital, 4'c., Gerald-
ton,"
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Geraldton and
Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
,,,25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day:
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Supply,
Ross Creek Bridqe."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender  there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 44 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertiking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th  July,  1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
25th September, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering ,  agree-
hi
ins to deposit the sum of 41 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to I per cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Tier Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 10th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN  AND W ESTERN  RAILWAY.
TO CONTRAC rORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
FENCING YARDS OF NEW WORKSHOPS,
NORTH IPSWICH.
'(`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, 1885, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Fencing at Yards of New Work-
shops, North Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
Yards of New Workshops, North Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office,  Brisbane , and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days  from  the usual  notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such performsnee;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Logan Branch.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS-SHED AT KINGSTON.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four (4) p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
August, 1885, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Goods-shed at Kingston.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Goods-shed
at Kingston."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLA.ND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS are invited for the construction ofExtension of the Fassifern Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 721 links, inclusive of Deviations-in accor-
dance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where also forms of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, MARY-
BOROUGH RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th
September, 1885, for the construction of Four Com-
posite Passenger Carriages for the Maryborough
Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (22) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foreman's Office, Maryborough, on and
after the 17th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NoTM.- Tende re rs must clearly understand  that the  Conditions
of Contract  relating to fines for non-completion to time wi ll  be
strictly  enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
NOTICE.
TO TAILORS, CLOTHIERS, AND OTHERS.
SUMMER UNIFORMS FOR RAILWAY
EMPLOYEES.TENDERS will be received at the RailwayStorekeeper's Office, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m., on FRIDAY, the 21st  instant,
from persons willing to contract for making
Uniforms and supplying Helmets for the Mary-
borough and Burrum Railway, for the summer of
1885.
Specification and further particulars may be
obtained at the Railway Storekeeper's Office,
Maryborough.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, STATE SCHOOL, MERRITT'S
CREEK. -TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
at the Cott House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons willing to contract for Improvements
at the State School, Merritt's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Improve-
ment s, State School, Merritt's Cheek."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, ALBERT SCHOOL, MARY-
BOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Maryborougb, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from
persons willing to contract for Additions to the
Albert State School, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions,Albert State School, Mary borough,"
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen. and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOLS, BOYS' AND GIRLS', NORTH
TOOWOOMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Toowoomba, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August,
from persons willing to contract for Improvements,Repairs, &c., at the State Schools, Boys' and
Girls', North Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender ,for Improve-
ments, Repairs, 4c., State Schools, North Too-
woomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders  must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, BOGGY CREEK.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of
August,  from persons  willing to contract for Im-
provements  and Repairs at the State School, Boggy
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments , Repairs, 4'c., State School, Boggy Creek."
Plan, Specification,  and form of  Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND Of HERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL  BUILDINGS,
BLANTYRE ,  NEAR IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
l1 at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 28th of August,
from persons willing to contract for Painting the
Statb Sclhobl Buildings at Blantyre.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for .Painting
State School Buildings, Blantyre."
Plan, Specification, anti form of Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House. Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
or the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, BOYS' AND
GIRLS', ONE-MILE, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Gympie and Mary-
borough, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th of' September, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Additions to the State School,
Boys' and Girls', One-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to State School, Boys' and Girls', One-Mile,
e.G,ympi "
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Gympie and
Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
SEVEN-MILE CREEK, NEAR IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from persons
willing to contract for Painting the State School
Buildings at Seven-mile Creek, near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
State School Buildings  at Seven-mile  Creek, near
Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and Form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSETS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL, NORTH
ROCKHAMPTON.
'FENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Court House,  Rockhampton, until
Four  o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY , the 28th of August,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Closets , &c., at the State School, North
Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New
Closets,  &e., State School, North Rockhampton."
Plan,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Court  House,  Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the  Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY- SHED , STATE SCHOOL, EMERALD.TENDERS will be received at this Office,at the Court House, Rockhampton, and
the State School, Emerald, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 28th of August, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Play-shed
at the State School ,  Emerald.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State School ,  Emerald."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, at the Court House ,  Rockhampton ,  and the
State School ,  Emerald.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 1886-7-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1885.
`EPARATE Tenders are invited, and will be
received until Noon of MONDAY, the 5th
October next, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails,  from the 1st January, 1886.
For fu ll  particulars see  Queensland Government
Gazette  of  the 1st, 8th, and 15th August, 1885,
copies of which may be seen on application at any
Police Office, and List of Mail Services at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-EMERALD TO CLER-
MONT, ALONG RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the fourteenth
(14th) day of September next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material, except wire, insulators ,  brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification  appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where neces-
sary.
Emerald to Clermont, along railway-a distance
of sixty-three (63) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor ,  fr ee of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph
Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall  have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph. Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  fr om the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim be may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into b the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forteited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum ,  signed
by the party  tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the  office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
A ll  new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved hard-
wood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being
allowed), with the bark removed, not less than nine
(9) inches in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five  (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6)  feet, and we ll  coated with the best
coal tar; the top to be firmly bound at one (1)
inch from its extremity, with good hoop-iron of not
less  than one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole
must be bored for the insulator pin, and served
with a thick coating of white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places,
where required, struts or supports of wood must
be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator  to be  not less than one  (1) inch from
the top of the bracket .  The wire to be so stretched
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that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made  as directed, and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, Tele-
graph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post  and Telegrapn Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC  TELEGRAPH  LINE-STANTHORPE
TO THE  BORDER  (N.S.W.) ALONG RAIL-
WAY LINE.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  on MONDAY, the thirty-
first  (31st )  instant,  from persons desi rous of con-
tracting for the  supply of all  material except wire
and insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary
for the above-mentioned  work,  according to the
terms, general conditions ,  and speci fication appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately,-
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price ,  each ,  for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price ,  per mile ,  for affixing insulators, and
stretching two wires.
Stanthorpe to Border  (N.S.W.) (within Railway
fences ),  a distance  of twenty- seven  (27) miles, more
or less.
The wire and insulators to be  supplied by the
Government and delivered  to the  contractor in
Brisbane .  The quantities issued will  be upon the
pro per estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be  held responsible for applying for
sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the conc.
pletion of the contract must be delive re d by the
contractor , fr ee of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2)  months from
the noti fication of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will  be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75)  per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report  and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may. have been made.
The total balance wi ll  be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the  line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any  way  the power to sub-
sequently  rejt,ct or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
prorerty caused by the erection  of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the gro und ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they wi'l
severally execute and deliver at the Office of th,;
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt  and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not  more  than eighty-eight  (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one  (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the de flection between any two poles sha ll not
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exceed two (2)  feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship ,  are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of  Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department.
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTRRSECf1ON WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE TI NCE INTO
BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the twelfth
(12th) day of September next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the abovementioned
telegraph work, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
renders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NEW  LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersection
with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line-a
distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixty (60) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the tovernment, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantifies issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held respon-ible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf', shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys d-ue to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract , as tar  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums  of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself  to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specflcation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton  Bay  ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator in, and served R ith a thick  coating of
white lead
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The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, brackets firmly screwed on
with three (3) screws each, and wire on existing
line to be regulated where necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Oit,cer and his  assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender  forms, and  every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, ]Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TOWNSVILLE
TO CARDWELL,  VIA  INGHAM-CLEAR-
ING, RENEWAL OF POLES, ETC.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
11 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the seventh (7th)
day of September next, from persons desirous
of contracting for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general  conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders will  state  separately:-1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per pole, for new  ones,  where neces-
sary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where  necessary.
Townsville to Cardwell,  via  Ingham- a distance
of one hundred and  eleven  miles, more  or less.
The line to be thoroughly cleared, and new poles
erected where required. Approximate number of
poles-eleven hundred.
The present wire to be regulated where neces-
sary, and new insulator pins to be provided by
contractor, and fitted as directed where required.
Approximate number of pins-eleven hundred.
Any wire,  insulators , brackets,  and screws
required will be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Townsville. Any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract  must  be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the  nearest  Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over  to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will  be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such  report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or otherofficer appoint d by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting  and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such report  and payments may have been made.
The total balance  will he paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provide$ always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the"
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a  memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they  will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor , in Brisbane , within ten (10) days from the
notification  of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent . on the  amount  of the Tender.
The Government  does not  bind itself to accept
the lowest or any  Tender.
Specification.
All trees and unaerwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius cf twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing 'cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a  space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity,
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with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator fin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super.
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
VALLEY DRAINAGE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will bereceived at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
29th instant, for the construction of Drains, a
Tunnel through Bowen Hills, and other works
necessary for diverting the Victoria Park and
Spring Hollow Drainage into Breakfast Creek.
Plans and Specifications may be seen, and further
information obtained, at the Harbours and Rivers
Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
Treasury, Brisbane,
13th August, 1885.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th August, 1885.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Tender of
Mr. R. C.  PATTERSON, for the construction
of the Railway from Howard to Bundaberg, has
been accepted by the Government .  Amount,
£ 101,726 11s .  3d. sterling.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for -Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1 885.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Tender of
Mr. R. C. PAT'rxnsoN , for the construction
of No . 2 Section , Highfields Branch Railway, has
been accepted by the Government. Amount,
£37,173 6s. 9d. sterling.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Seeretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. JAMES GULLAND, for3,000 tons of Coal for the Southern and
Western Railway, has been accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
... NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. SPRIN GALL AND FROST,
for the construction of 50 Hopper-Wagons
for the Southern and Western Railway, has been
accepted. Amount, £2,099 7s. 6d.
A. -O. HERBERT.
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th section
of " An Act to make provision f rthe Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways and for
the Requlation of the  same ,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the Burrum Rail-
way from Howard to Bundaberg South.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of .any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
i' OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the practice
ll which has  obtained  of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
NOTICE.1 T is hereby notified thata further Extension of
the Western Railway from Mitchell to Dulva-
dilla will be opened for public traffic on 24th
August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, trains will run between Roma and
Dulvadilla to the following time table :--
Mixed. Mail.
a.m. p.m.
Roma .. ... ... dep. 9.0 and 9.25
Dulvadilla ... ... arr. 4.15 „ 1.35
Mail. Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
Dulvadilla ... ... dep. 2.45 „ 9.0
Roma ... ... ... arr. 6.52 „ 4.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 12th  August, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thata further Extension of the Killarney Branch
Railway from Emu Vale to Killarney will be
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
24th August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, trains between Warwick and
Killarney will run to the following time table:-A.M. p.m.
Warwick ... dep. 10.0 and 4.40
Emu Vale ... ... „ 11.33 „ 6.13
Killarney arr. 12.20 „ 7'0
Killarney ... ... dep. 7.15 „ 1.15
Emu Vale ... ... „ 8.5 „ 2.5
Warwick ... ... arr. 9.33 „ 3.33
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th  August, 1885.
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NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information thatthe R ailway from Mackay to Eton and Hamilton
will be opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains will run to the following time table :-
a.m.
Eton ... ... dep. 7.0
Newbury June. ... ,; 7.30
Hamilton  ... „  8.30
Mackay ...
Hamilton
p.m.
„ 3.0
4.45
a.m.
Newbury Junc.... arr. 7' 27
Hamilton ... „ 810
Mackay ... ... „ 10.0P.M.
Hamilton ... „ 4'30
Eton  ... ... „  5'13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
NOTICE.A FURTHER extension of the South Coast
Railway (from Loganlea to Beenleigh)  was
opened for  public  traffic on  MONDAY, 27th July,
1ts85,  on and from  which date (and until  further
notice )  the trains will run as  follows:-
AM.  P.M.
Leaving Stanley street at 9.0 and 4.30
Arriving Beenleigh  „  10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving  „ „  6.45 „ 2.15
Arriving Stanley street ,,  8'30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd July, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
l in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885 .  Owners can  obtain the  same  on application
to the Acting Traffic  Manager , Townsville, and
paying  costs.  If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to  defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custod of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Railway, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES.
DAY, the 6th October , 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
T HE Minister for Public Works hereby notifies
that the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not  to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive  pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise , stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared  to pass an  examination by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Kingsborough, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Maytown, Mackay, Maryborough, Mill-
cbester, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's Creek,
Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Creek
(Gympie), Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas,
Queensport, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane ), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville. Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to he undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates o f
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882 and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor , and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21si August, 1885.
BOROUGH OF SANDGATE.
HE following By-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Sandgate, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
published in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Local Government Act of  1878. '
S. W. GRI FFITH.
BY-LAW No. 6.
FOR THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES
AFFECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is necessary and expedient to make
further provision for the abatement of nuisances
affecting the public health, and the removal of
offensive and unwholesome matters from the pre-
mises of owners and occupiers: It is hereby ordered
and directed by the Council of the Municipality of
Sandgate, by virtue of the  " Local Government
Act of  1878," and by the authority of the  same, as
follows :-
Repeal of By-laws.
1. Clauses 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, of By-law 4
are hereby repealed, provided that such repeal
shall not affect anything lawfully established or
perfected thereunder.
Premises to be kept in cleanly condition.
2. Every occupier-or where there is no occupier,
then the owner or landlord-of any house, building,
premises, or place, shall keep such building, or
premises, or place, and the yard and ground belong-
ing thereto, in a cleanly condition, and shall not
stiffer any rubbish, filth, or refuse, to be scattered
about his yard or ground.
Ilia or box to be kept for house r fuse, and cleansed
periodically.
3. Every occupier shall keep a bin or box placed
in his yard for the reception of house refuse, and
all such refuse shall be placed therein, and
removed at least once a month or oftener ; or upon
notice from any inspector of nuisances, and such
bin or box shall be kept by the occupier so as not
to be a nuisance, or cause an offensive smell, or be the
cause of annoyance to adjoining neighbours or to
persons passing along the public street or public
thoroughfare.
Filth, rubbish, 4'c., to be deposited at depot.
4. No person shall deposit, or cause to be
deposited, any sewage soil, human excrement, filth,
or rubbish of any kind whatsoever, or dead animals,
in any other place than the depot for such purpose,
or other place for the deposit of the same, approved
of by the Muncipal Council of Sandgate.
Privy cesspit to be discontinued on notice.
5. Within fourteen days after notice, every
owner, landlord, tenant, occupier or occupiers of
any house, warehouse, or other tenement, shall
discontinue the use of any privy or cesspit which
is not constructed according to clause 13 of this
By-law, and shall cause the said privy or cesspit
to be emptied, and the excavation so used for the
reception of nightsoil or other filth to be filled in
with earth or other deodorising material ; and any
owner, landlord, tenant, occupier or occupiers, of
the said premises, who shall fail to discontinue the
use of the said privy or cesspit or other con-
veniences and remove the contents thereof as
aforesaid, according to notice to that effect signed
by any inspector of nuisances or other officer
authorised in that behalf b the Council, shall
forfeit and pay for such neglect, upon conviction
before any two or more justices of the peace, a sum
not exceeding five pounds for every day's neglect
therein.
Closet pans to be provided, and of certain description.
6. Where no approved cesspit exists every
owner, landlord, tenant, or occupier, shall provide
one or more closet pans where the inspector states
the same to be necessary, of the following descrip-
tion, viz. :-A pan made of galvanised iron of not
less than 2I-gauge, which shall be twelve inches
square and fourteen inches deep, with proper
fitting lid, and also a box for storage and use of
dry earth, and a tin scoop. and the same shall be
kept in a properly constructed privy, with proper
door and other necessary requirements, and at all
times in a fit condition for family use.
Supply of fre.h earth for closet pans to be kept and
used.
7. Every occupier having on his or her pre-
mises, or in use in any privy or closet, any
bucket, closet pan, or other vessel, placed above
the surface of the ground for the reception or
deposit of human excrement, shall keep  at all times
a sufficient quantity of fresh dry earth, with scoop
placed in a convenient situation for use, and
every such occupier or person who shall neglect or
refuse to supply the earth to the excrement in
sufficient quantity to keep the excrement in a dry
state, or who shall suffer any such bucket, closet
pan, or other vessel or self-acting machine to leak
or overflow shall be deemed guilty  of a nuisance,
and be liable for every such offence to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Earth- closet to  be provided unless approved  cesspit in
use.
8. Every landlord, owner, or occupier of any
dwelling-house or other place where persons reside,
or are occupied, neglecting to provide  one earth-
closet, or more where necessary, for the use of the
inmates or occupants thereof, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds,  unless an
approved cesspit is in use and kept perfectly water-
tight, and so as not to be a  nuisance  or injurious to
health, and no such cesspit shall be allowed to fill
within one foot of the level of the surface of the
ground adjoining.
Earth- closets to  be provided for workmen.
9. Every contractor, builder, or owner, shall,
during the erection of any house, building, or
premises, or during the continuance of any works
where workmen are employed, erect and keep for
use on the said premises a properly constructed
earth-closet, with  a sufficient  supply of earth for
the use of such workmen so as to prevent any
nuisance or indecency, and any such  contractor,
builder , or owner  neglecting to provide such earth-
closet accommodation shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds for each day he shall
have failed to provide such earth closet aforesaid.
Niyhtmen  to be employed  for removal of earth-closet
contents.
10. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of
all premises to which an earth-closet is attached
shall cause the excrement and filth in such earth-
closet to be removed by a licensed nightman once
a week, or oftener if it shall be necessary, or as
directed by the inspector of nuisances ; and any
person as aforesaid failing or neglecting to have such
earth-closet cleansed as herein directed, or directed
by the inspector  of nuisances  as aforesaid, shall
be liable to a penalty in any sum not exceeding
five pounds, and each day's neglect shall constitute
a separate offence.
Nightmen  to remove  earth-closet  contents between 5 a.m.
and 7 p.m.
11. No licensed nightman  shall  take away any
earth-closet pans, or cause the same to be done,
except between the hours of 5 a.m. and 7 p.m. in
the event of day service. Nor at any time unless
in properly constructed  carts  for the purpose,
which shall be approved by the inspector of
nuisances, and such nightman shall have his
licensed number on a cord or plate, and affixed to
the door of every such closet during the time the
same is attended to by him.
Privy cesspits to be emptied  between  11  p.m.  and 5 a.m.
12. No licensed nightman shall empty or begin
to empty any privy, cesspit, or pan, or come with
carts or vehicles for that purpose, except between
the hours of 11 o'clock at night and 5 o'clock in
the morning, nor convey with horses and carts the
contents of any privy, cesspit, or pan through any
street or public place, except within the aforesaid
hours,
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Privy cesspits  to be constructed  according to specified
description.
13. No owner, occupier, or other person shall
construct, erect, or build, or cause to be constructed,
erected, or built, any privy cesspit otherwise than
the following description, viz.:-
The wall to be of brick or stone and cement, and
built six inches above the surface of the ground,
and the inside of the pit to be rendered with a coat
of Portland cement or good hydraulic lime, and not
to be  of larger dimensions  than when full will
amount to one cubic yard ; and every such privy
cesspit shall be kept so as not to  be a nuisance or
injurious to health, and shall not be erected within
three feet of the boundary of any land or wthin
five feet of a dwelling-house or other occupied
premises without the consent of the Council.
Cesspits  to be cleaned at stated  periods.
14. The occupier, tenant, landlord, or owner of
all premises to which is attached a cesspit, shall
cause such cesspit to be emptied when directed by
the inspector of nuisances, and every such occu-
pier, tenant, landlord, or owner failing or neglect-
ing to have such cesspit emptied as directed shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each day, and each day's neglect shall constitute a
separate offence.
Privies or cesspits  not to  have attached, underground,
or other drains, or to drain  into river or watercourse.
15. No person shall have or use any privy or
cesspit which shall have connection therewith, or
attached thereto, any pipe or other appliance
capable of being used for the purpose of discharg-
ing the contents of such privy or cesspit upon or
under the surface of any adjoining ground, or into
any drain, sewer, river, watercourse, or creek, nor
shall any person have any privy over any sewer,
water-course, or river, in such  a manner  that the
contents of such privy will fall, drain, or flow into
any such  sewer , water-course, creek, or river. Any
person offending  against  the provisions of this
clause  shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds for each day's offence, and each
separate day shall constitute a separate offence.
Owners of carts for  removal  of nightsoil  to be licensed.
16. No owner or other person -hall use or drive
any cart, dray, or other vehicle for the removal of
nightsoil until andunless the owner orowners of such
cart, dray, or other vehicle has or have been duly
licensed, as provided by clause 26 of By-law No. 4,
viz., two pounds for each cart and five shillings for
each driver.
Night -carts to be closely covered and watertight.
17. No person shall use or drive any such cart
or vehicle  as in  the last preceding  clause unless
the same be at all times perfectly watertight and
closely covered, and having the owner' s name and
address legibly painted thereon on the off or right
hand side of such vehicle ; and the owner of every
such cart or vehicle shall keep the same free from
leakage and in such condition as to be inoffensive
on his premises.
Persons licensed  only  to remove offensive  matter .-Night
soil or earth- closet contents  not to be thrown or buried
on premises  or ground attached.
18. No person or persons other than those duly
licensed for that purpose by the Municipal Council
shall remove by cart or vehicle any human excre-
ment or other offensive matter from any privy,
closet, or house ; and no occupier of any premises
or persons acting under his or her directions, or
otherwise, shall bury, suffer, or cause to be buried,
or thrown, any human excrement, nightsoil, or con-
tents of any earth-closet in any garden or ground
attached to his premises, or otherwise, within the
Municipality, unless permission to do so has been
first obtained from the inspector of nuisances.
Nightmen to disinfect cesspits before emptying.-Carts
to be driven same night to the place appointee for
deposit of  excrement .-Work to be done without un-
necessary noise.
19. Every nightman shall, twelve hours previous
to the emptying of any cesspit or privy, give written
notice to the inspector of nuisances of such empty-
ing, and shall, twenty-four hours previously,
disinfect such privy or cesspit with a sufficient
quantity of carbolic acid, and carefully transfer
the excrement or liquid into carts, which must be
driven to the place appointed by the Municipal
Council during the  same  night the cesspit is
emptied, and such nightman shall perform such
work with as little  noise  as possible, and reinstate
and leave the premises clean, and repair any
damage or breakage done in the performance of
such work, either by himself or his men, to the
privies, floors, doors, or posts of such premises.
Nightmen neglecting to perform work.
20. Any licensed nightman being required by
any ratepayer to do any work for which he is
licensed under this By-law, and who, after reason-
able notice by the ratepayer so requiring him as
aforesaid and upon tender of all lawful charges,
shall fail, neglect, or refuse to do such work, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Sub-inspector to have like authority  as inspector.
21. All the powers and authorities vested in the
inspector  of nuisances  under this By-law may be
exercised by any sub.inspector  of nuisances or
any person authorised by the Council in that
behalf.
Information  at instance  of Council or aggrieved parties.
22. Informations, complaints, and summonses for
offences against this By-law shall be sued out, laid,
and prosecuted at the  instance  of the Council of the
said Municipality or of  some  person authorised by
them in that behalf. But any person aggrieved
may prefer an information on his own behalf before
any justice of the peace and cause the offender
to be summoned to appear  as aforesaid.
Penalties.
23. For every neglect, breach, or offence of or
against  any of the provisions of this By-law, where
no specific penalty is provided for such neglect,
breach, or offence, the maximum penalty shall be
twenty pounds.
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Municipality of Sandgate, and sealed with the
Common Seal of the Municipality, this sixth day of
July, 1885.
W. J. F. COOKSLEY,
Mayor.
F. M. LAsOELLES,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  under my Hand ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely:-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
,3n taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
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Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
[S IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Clauses being substi-
tuted for Clauses 1 and 2 of that section of the
Rules and Regulations for the management of H.M.
Gaols relating to the "Remission of Sentences,"
published in the  Gazette  of the 29th of July, 1863.
1. Prisoners will, by continuous good conduct
and industry, become eligible to a remission of
sentence in proportion to the time served by them
in accordance with the subjoined  scale.  In cases
of cumulative  sentences , the united period is to be
deemed the term of sentence.
(1.) Sentences over twelve months, and not
exceeding five years, a service of five-
sixths.
(2.) Sentences over five years, and not exceed-
ing ten  years, a service of four-fifths.
(3.) Sentences  over ten years, a service of three-
fourths of the term.
2. The provisions of the preceding clause shall
not be applied to sentences commuted from capital
punishment.
Confirmed, with the  advice of  the Executive
Council, under my Hand,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twentieth day of August,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and  eighty- five, and in  the forty-ninth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
AMENDED NOTICE.
r HE following Notification from the Secretaryr
to the Government of India, respecting the
purchase of Remounts required during the year
1886-6, is pnUtished for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
the reception of horses from the 15th September to
the end of the purchasing  season , and not from the
15th August. Purchasing  to commence as soon
after arrival of the shipment as the Remount Agent
may direct.
4. Horses and mares of all breeds will be
received, but they must be within the prescribed
age, 4 to 7 years, except as regards country-breds.
It is to be distinctly understood that, in regard to
classes  I. and III., remounts three years old and
mares  in foal will not be purchased.
5. Greys will not be purchased for horse or field
artillery.
6. The average price for a remount has been
fixed at 250 paid in India at current rate of
exchange; deposit fees are abolished. Every horse
presented for purchase will be valued separately,
and higher or lower prices may be given, provided
that the  average  of the purchases does not exceed
that limit.
(Signed) G. CHESNEY,
Secretary to the Government of India.
Colonial Secretary's O ffice,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars  relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Military Department,
Fort William, 2nd March, 1885.
NOTIFICATION.
WITH reference to the advertisement of the 18th
March, 1884, it is hereby notified that the Govern-
ment of India are prepared to purchase about 1,659
horses suitable for army purposes during the year
1885 -6, classed  as follows :-
CLASS I-WALERS ,  1,260.
In Madras.
Medium Cavalry  and Hussars ... 130
Field Artillery ... ... ... 174 430
Horse  Artillery ... ... ... 126
In Calcutta.
Medium Cavalry and Hussars ... 265
Field  Arti llery  ... ... ...  325 830
Horse Arti llery ... ... ...  240
CLASS II.--COUNTRY-BREDS, 123.
As many  full-g rown horses, the
remainder young stock from 18
months and upwards  ... ... 123
CLASS III.-ARABS AND PERSIAxs, 276.
In Bombay.
Field Artillery ... ... ...  36
Medium Cavalry, Hussars, and Light 276
Cavalry ... ... ... ... 240
Total ... ...  1,659
2. The purchases will be made in Calcutta,
Madras,  and Bombay, and at the various horse
fairs  and horse shows in India, by Remount Agents
under the orders of the Director of the Army
Remount Operations for India.
3. Paragraph 2 of the Rules and Regulations of
the Calcutta Landing and Remount Depot is
changed in so far as the date of opening of the
depot is concerned. The depot shall be open for
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE attention of Owners and Masters of
Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master  of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 26 of  1885.
GUADALCANAR, SOLOMON ISLANDS.
SUNKEN ROCK INPOPAU HARBOUR.
N OTICE is hereby given that a Rock, upon
which there is a depth of 9 feet at low
water, is reported by Mr. Eobertson, Master of the
" Flora," to lie 62, cables N. by E. & E. from the
South-west point of Popau Harbour.
Vessels  entering  the Harbour-which affords
facilities for obtaining wood and water-must, with
South-easterly winds, be careful to haul close up
round the reef off the S. W. point, and anchor as
near to the shore at the S.E. end of the Bay as
practicable.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 18th August, 1885.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 27 of  1885.
LEADING LIGHTS, SOUTH ENTRANCE TO
HINCIIINBROOK  CHANNEL.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that on and after this
-date  the following Lights will be exhibited at
the South entrance to Hinchinbrook Channel, to
enable vessels to cross the Bar and enter the
Channel at night ,  viz.:-
Two white lights leading S .W. 4 W. half a cable
South of  the Fairway Buoy .  The outer light is
placed 1 mile South  fr om Point Lucinda (the
point of land on the South side of the entrance to
Hinchinbrook Channel ),  and stands 10 feet above
high -water level . .  The back light stands 690 feet
from the  fr ont light ,  and at an elevation of 36 feet.
One white light is placed on Point Lucinda
at an elevation  of 10  feet. and shows between the
bearings of S. by E . 4  E. and S .E., or between the
third red and third black buoys.
Two lights ,  the front light red, at a similar
elevation ,  and the back white, at a distance of 537
feet W.  by S., and at an elevation of 33 feet. The
red light is obscured on a S.W . 4 W. bearing, and
is again visible through a small  red sector between
the bearings of S.E . by S. 4 S., in a line with the
black buoy at the anchorage ,  and S.E. 4 S.
Directions  :- Vessels intending to cross the Bar
must bring the two white lights in line bearing
S.W. 4 W.  before Hillock Point is to the northward
of N.N. W. Keep these white  lights in line until
the red and white are nearly in  one;  a vessel will
then be about  4  of a cable from the second red
buoy . Keep the red and white lights in line W. by
S. until the white light on Point Lucinda opens
out on a S . by E. 4 E.  bearing, when a vesselwill be a cable's distance from the third red buoy.
Then ,  if proceeding up the channel , steer N.W. by
W. 4 W. for  the Bluff .  If going to the anchorage
off  Dungeness ,  steer W .N.W., being  careful to
keep within  the white  sector from Point Lucinda
(the southern limit of which bears S.E.) until the
small red sector from the  fr ont light at the Pilot
Station is opened out on a S.E. by S . 4 S. bearing,
when a vessel may bring up in 32 fathoms, the
water deepening further to the northward and
westward to 7 fathoms .  While within this red
sector vessels are clear of the Banks off  the mouth
of the Enterprize Channel.
G. P. HEATH ,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
No. 25  of  1885.
GREYMOUTH HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, 29th July, 1885.
THE fo llowing  Notice  to Mariners , received from
the Greymouth Harbour  Board , is puplished for
general information.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
WHILST dredging operations are being carried
forward on  the Grey River  a white  light will be
shown  from the dredge moored on the north side of
the river opposite the lagoon entrance.
Masters of vessels are cautioned  that the  dredge's
south moorings reach across the river ,  as also a
wire rope  ;  and on steamers approaching this point
they  must ring their bell and slow their engines,
when the wire rope and chain will be slackened on
to the bottom of the river.
M. KENNEDY,
Chairman ,  Greymouth Harbour Board.
Greymouth ,  21st  July, 1885.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd August, 1885.
j OTICE is  hereby given that I inter d, on or
after  the 12th  day of September next, in con-
formity with the provisions  of the 117th  section. of
"TIte Beal Property Act of  1861 ,"  to issue inthe name
of Charles Duncan Bright two Provisional Deeds of
Grant, numbers 33259 and 43857 ,  f'or 40 acres 1
rood and 43 acres 1 rood respectively ,  portions 48
and 49, county of Stanley ,  parish of Redcliffe, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 227 ,  folio 11, and volume 398 , folio 117 ; the
said original Deeds of Grant having been mutilated
and destroyed.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is  hereby notified for public information,that the Reverend  ILDEPEONSUS GARTLAND, a
Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
residing at Rockhampton ,  in the Registry District
of Rockhampton ,  has been duly registered as a
Minister of Re ligion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Police Department,Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE unclaimed  Horse hereunder described, nowin the  possession  of the Winton Police,
will, unless previously claimed ,  be sold by Pub lic
Auction, at the Police' Station, Winton, on the 5th
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 18th  August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  notified for public information, that
the Reverend ARTHUR COWPER JULIUS, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having changed his residence fro m Gayndah, in
the Registry  District of Burnett ,  to Allora, in the
Registry District of Dar ling Downs Central, has
given me due notice of his removal ,  in accordance
with the  provisions of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
T HE following  Notices to  Mariners are
published for general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extracts from New Zealand Gazette, 30th July,
1885.]
.No. 24 of  1885.
BALLAST GROUND , TATA  ISLANDS, GOLDEN BAY.
Marine Department,
Wellington, 29th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that vessels discharging
ballast at the Tata Islands, Golden Bay, must
discharge it within 30 yards of high-water mark of
the southernmost island, and south of the boat.
landing of the same island.
Proceedings wi ll  be taken against any person
discharging ball ast otherwise than as above directed.
W.J. M. LARNACH.
Septem ber next.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
One Yellow-bay Gelding (cob), branded over
m off shoulder, star  and blaze on face ,  three whit
feet.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Benjamin Sparks,
of George street, Brisbane ,  Merchant, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs. and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 42, in respect of Coffee ,  a Trade
Mark ,  of which the following is a representation :-
FINEST
D
c'  AS PREPARED AND °
USED IN THE  63-9
PRINCIPAL TOWNS C3
I P -13 W] P 721 B&I
RrL,
Q  PAIR MEMO
SOLE HOLDER OF THE IGHT M OUEENSLIINB
B .S PARKS  BRISBANE.
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground on both sides under
the words " Cafe Parisien " is dark-blue, the ground
of the left half of the label is red, and the right
half dark-blue. The words " Finest" " B. Sparks "
and " Brisbane " are printed in white letters, and
the words " Principal Towns " in re l letters.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.N l OTICE is hereby given, that Heyde, Todman,1 `  and Company, trading as such at 51, York
street, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
Havana Cigar Importers, have applied, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register, in Class
45, in respect of Cigars, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
QpR DE Alt
A.MURIASYC°
HABANA
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this adv ertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Henry Campbelland Company, trading as such in Belfast,
Ireland, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Desiqns, and Trade Marks Art,
1884," to register in Ila.,s 26, in respect of linen
thread, thread made from hemp, china grass, or
any other materials knoRn as linen thread, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
()b P8
q$*OL MARK O
'4'LFP
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen.
tation inasmuch as the ground work is red, the
words Henry Campbell and Co., Belfast, are white,
the words Trade Mark are black, and the scroll
surrounding hull's head and the bull's head are
partially white shaded with black.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance a ith such application I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
liam Knight Witty, of Yatala, near Beenleigh, in
the Colony of Queensland, for an invention des-
cribed as " Queensland Saccheureka Cattle Food."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said William
Knight Witty, in accordance with the provisions
of  ` ' The Patents, Designs, and Trade Al arks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Pouting, of Rosewood, near Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, for an invention described as
"Ponting's Corn Husker, Thresher, Winnower,
and Bagger."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to r commend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said James
Ponting, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alex-
ander Donaldson Spiers, of 135, Buchanan street,
Glasgow, in the County of Lanark, Scotland, for
an invention described as " Improvements in
Apparatus for Cleaning or Scrubbing the Sides
and Bottoms of Ships Afloat."
Notice is hereby further given, teat unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Alexander Donaldson Spiers, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th June, 1885.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from John
Francis Richardson ,  of Flinders street ,  in the City
of Townsville ,  in the Colony of Queensland, for an
invention described as " The Cleveland Patent
Safety Blasting Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said John
Francis Richardson, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an ap'lioation for a Patent and the com-
pletc' Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Scott's Seed Germinating Pots and
Tray."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the sad invention to the said
Frederick Scott, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desgins, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NEW GUINEA.
MESSRS. GIBBS, BRIGHT, AND CO., of
Brisbane and Sydney ,  have been appointed
Agents for Queensland and New South Wales for
the British  Territory in New  Guinea. The
Australian Executors and Trustees Association,
Limited (J. Chatfield Tyler,  Manager ),  Queen
street ,  Melbourne, will act in a similar capacity for
Victoria.  These are the only agencies  fr om which
authoritative information relative to New Guinea
can be obtained.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland to apply for a Bill to enable
and empower the South Brisbane Gas and Light
Company, Limited, incorporated under the pro-
visions of  " The Companies Act of  1863," to manu-
facture gas and coke and supply the same to the
inhabitants of South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point,
Wooloongabba, and other places in Queensland,
and to empower the said Company to do all things
necessary in and about supplying the same, and
disposing of the residuum from the said manufac-
ture, and for other process for lighting towns, &c.,
which may be found advantageous to adopt, and
the doing all such other things  as are  incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the above objects.
Dated this twentieth day of August, A.D. 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
- Solicitors for the said Company,
1390
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
WAGGAMBA MARSUPIAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given that a rate of 1s. per20 head of cattle or horses or 100 sheep, or,
in the event of insufficient stock, then is. per
square mile, is now made and is payable to the
nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions within sixty days
from date.
Goondiwindi, 4th July, 1885.
A. WARDEN,
Secretary.
1415 4s.
NOTICE.
T is my intention to apply to the Pioneer
I Divisional Board for permission to erect two
pairs of swing Gates on road leading through
selections Nos. 5 and 99, Abington ; one on east
boundary of No. 5, the other on south boundary of
No. 99.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.NOT C E is hereby given, that Louis WALTER
DAVIES, of Esk, WILLIAM EDWARD RAMS-
DEN Wool), of Rockhampton, and HORACE Goocs
BUTTON, of Brisbane, have this day been admitted
as duly qualified Medical Practitioners.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.lD.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORR.OCKS,
Secretary.
`J OHN JAMES i41URPHY, being the only
e applicant, was this day appointed Pound-
keeper,  vice  John Alexander McLean, removed.
R. W. MORAN, PM.
Court House,
Winton, 5th August, 1885.
P. H. SCRATCHLEY,
Her Majesty 's Special Commissioner.
3s. 6d.
CHARLES C. RAWSON,
For N. Q. S. E. Co., Ltd.
3s.
j1
rAKE Notice that this Board intends to apply
for a Loan of £1,000, for water conservation,
drainage, and kerbing of Maytown streets, and
other reproductive works, as provided by 44
Victoria, No. 9, section 6, provisions 1 and 2, and
46 Victoria, No. 17, section  75;  and that Plans and
Specifications lie at the Board's Office for inspec-
tion, as required by the Act 46 Victoria, No. 13,
section 34.
JOHN CARRIGAN,
Clerk  of the Board.
Hann Divisional Board's Office,
Maytown, 4th August, 1885.
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PROCLAMATION.
L.s. j  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAYE, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of;,the
A. QSGRAVB,  Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ANTHONY MU5GRAYB, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare)that the
l Roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as a Public Roads.
85.17696-D.B.
BOOK or RZFERENCE OF ROADS THROUGH  SELECTIONS 5134  AND 3754 , IpswICH  DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As PUBLIC ROADS.
Parish of Goolman, County of Churchill, District  of Moreton.
War-
nee No Description of Road.
No. of
Por-
tion.
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
Date of
 Application
of Selection. How Held. Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Bre
R
adth of
oad. Area. Remarks.
Chs. Ike.
 Links . t. X. P. N
1 From the north boundary  of portion 109 6134 Ipswich ...  5th Nov., 1878 ...  Conditional  Selec- Denis O' Day ... John O' Day  ...  157° 0' 2 95 100 8 0 0 No improvements  on line of road ; to
100 southerly to its south boun - tion ,  "  C.L.A. Act 199° 0' 5 40 8 acres reserved for road purposes. C)D
dary  ;  also, from  the north of 1876 164° d 6 60
boundary easterly to the east 2050 4N 4 40
boundary 1620300 17 00
124° 0' 500
167°0' 4 36
120° 0' 9 74
78°40' 6 20
107° 20' 4 60
68° 40' 6 60
101° 20' 0 89
2 Fro m the north boundary of portion  100 3764 Ipswich ...  16th Nov., 1875  ...  Conditional Seleo -  James Ivory ... ...  178° 0' 0 11 100  4 2 20 No improvements on linel of  ro ad ;
100 southerly to its south boun- Lion, " C.L.A. Act 161°  0' 8 60 16 acres reserved for road
 purposes.
dary ;  thence south -easterly along of  1868 187° 0' 7 00
part of  the south boundary 207° 0' 7 00
150° 0' 11 00
115° 0' 10 00
133° 0' about3 00
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of August, in the yearjof our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gov SAYE ruE QvEEE !
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor. Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
11 "Tlie Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Mourilynn Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the twenty-eighth day of September, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as fo llows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a  Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MOURILYAN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
1 Glady
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
30
Area.
A.  X.  P.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.640 0 0 ' 0 1 0
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
39 5 7
C B. DUTTON.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s. d.
3 0 0
Value of
Improve-
ments.
£ s.  el.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventh day of August, 1885, I did, by and with theadvice of the Executive Council, and on the recommen tion of the Land Boar order tha  
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, b the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the po.ition
of such lots on proper  maps or  plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule,  and has  indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore,  in pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act,  on and after  MONDAY, the twenty-first day of September, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any
one person in the said District  sha ll  be as fo ll ows , that is to say :-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of August, in
the year of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ainth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AG ENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
A. B. P. I £ s. d.
1 Grafton ... 16v 370 0 0 0 2 0
Provisional Purchasin g Value of
Survey Fee .  per 5e. Improvements
£ s. d.
8 1 0
£ s. d. $ s. d.
5 0 0
730
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Lessees and Licensees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into
the Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in
accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Area in
Name  of Lessee  or Licensee .  Name of Run. District. Square
Miles.
Sydney Chichester Wallace Barnett Cooleomen No. 1 ... ... North Kennedy
and John Cameron Turner Cooleemen No. 3 ... ... ditto ...
Thomas Jackson ...
Ditto ... ...
John Parsons ... ...
Henry Paradise
William Totten ...
85-14520-D.B.
... ... Tugurnum No. 1 ...
... ... Tugurnum No. 2 ...
... ... Cornelia ... ...
Hawthorne  Vale ...
... ... Ballabay ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
25
29
35
25
36
28
35
Amount.
£ s. d.
6 5 0
7 5 0
8 15 0
6 5 0
9 0 0
7 0 0
8 15 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th July, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified  far  general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions  of  "The  Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ;"  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit  to the  Secretary for Public  Lands their  objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ipswich.
C. B. D 0 TTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ACROSS THE BRISBANE RIVER, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
,o 00
.mm Description of Road . cp ;4 o
1 From the south -west 96
corner of portion 96, and
parish of  North ,  north- 95
easterly through  por-
tions  96 and 95 to  the
Brisbane River
2 From the  Brisbane  River 7
northerly  to a re-
served road  in portion
7, parish of Sahi
85.11353-C.T.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWER.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the Land described in the Book of Reference here-
under is intended to be resumed for Drainage purposes under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 "; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
resumption of the said land are requested to transmit to the Secretary for Pub lic Lands their objections,
in writing ,  within one month  fr om this date.
A plan of the land proposed to be resumed may be seen at the Pub lic Lands Office,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BB RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
mx
A
Desc ri ption of Land
to be Resumed.
Parish .  How held . Owne Occupier . Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks. Links. A. X. P.
North Freehold Martin M. Fahy 90° 0' 5 00 100 6 0 23 Unimproved forest
Fahy 60° 0' 13 00 land
109° 0' 4 90
48°
30°
30•
15'
11
16
so
00
92° 30' 7 50 irregu-
lar
Sahl  ... Ditto  ...  John Harris, J. Harris , 20° 0' 3 00 irregu - 2 1 0 Ditto.junr. junr . 339° 0' 7 50 lar
19° 0' 6 23
- 0
FORTITUDE  VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North  Brisbane , County of Stanley.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bea rings. Lengths.
Chs. Lks.
North1 A stri p of  land seventy -  Fre ehold  ..  IPeter Morrison P. M. 7 20
eight links  wide from Campbell Campbell
Campbell street (oppo.
site Sneyd street)
no rt h th ro ugh eastern
suburban allotment
101 to Breakfast 0t k
Links. A.  R.  P
78 0 2 Bra
Remarks.
Land fen ced.
Partly under culti-
vation and partly
otherwise im-
prarvtad.
731
85-12212-C. Sol.
Department of Public Lends,
Brisbane,  31st July, 1886.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
RIS Excellency  the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance of theprovisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence  of the  opening of the said  ro ad are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days from the
date of service of this  notice;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Pub lic
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason  of the opening of the said road.
Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. ' Area.
Boos OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 134, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of  Tenthill, County of Churchill,  District of Moreton.
. o ., q
4
Description of Road.
x o
1 A st ri p of land along the 134
bank of Ma Ma Creek
from the south-west
corner of portion 131,
parish of Ten Vaill,
northerly
o v Land  Agent' s How Held.
m
District.
588 Helidon
Owner. 14
Chs. Lks. Links. A. R. P.
Freehold Sarah Wi lliam 3530 0' 10 50 1 0 0
Robson Robsoni 270° 0' 0 50
REMARKS.- About 6 ckains of the ro ad passes  through land enclosed by paling -fence valued at 18s.  per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofN Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are g1'ven below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Nane
of Claimant.
Estate
Description  claimed to
and situation of Land. be
transmitted.
1884. (  1885.
James Malcolm Morri son , 18 April  James Forsyth , of Nor- Allotment  1, section 18, town of Fee-simple Wi ll  dated S De- 5 Oct.
late  of  Normanton manton ,  merchant, and Norman cember, 1882
Bern ard Canning Me-
Groarty,  of the same
place,  police magis-
trate
1873.
Moses  Adsett, late of 10 Feb.
Milton, freeholder
William Boys, of Bris-
bane, merchant, and
Thomas Grimes, of
Kelvin Grove, near
Brisbane,  stone-mason
1881. I
Sir Joshua  Peter, ell, 20 Dee.' Dame Margaret Miller
K.C.M.G., late of Eris-  Bell, widow ; Sir Ar-
baas thur  Hunter Palmer,K.C.M.G.; and Boyd
Dunlop Morehead,
Esquire
1884.
James Malcolm Morri son .  18 April James  Forsyth,  of Nor-
late  of Normanton  manton ,  merchant, and
Bern ard Canning Mc-
Groarty, of  the same
place,  police magis-
trate
Subdivision 2 of western subur -  Fee-simple Will dated 19 De-  22 Sept.
ban allotments 15 and 16, pari sh
of Enoggera
Subdivisions 3, 4, and 5 of section Fee-simple
9 of portions 145 and 155, parish
of Ipswich
C. B. DUTTON.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
cember, 1872
Will dated 18 May , 29 Sept.
1877; and codicil
of 17  March, 1880
Allotments  2,15, and 16 of section Fee-simple  I Will dated  8 Do- 5 Oct.
18, and allotment  11 of section
16, town of Norman
camber, 1882
1885.
Christine  Elenore Trost,
late wife of Johann
Trost ,  of Mutdapilly,
near Ipswich, farmer
3 Jan . Johann Trost, aforesaid Portions 176 and 173, parish
Mutdapilly
of Fec-simple As administrator... 29 Sept.
John Day Stephens, late 10 May Jane Stephens ,  of Bunya Portion 282, parish of Imbil ... Fee-simple As administratria] j 29 Sept.
of Bunya Creek,  near
Gympie, farmer
Creek, widow
THO. MYLNE,
Registvar of Titles.
Ro@Wirar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd August, 1885.
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TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of i
Miles open
forTraffic.
MARYB OROUG}H RAILWAY.
Passengers '  Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£  s. d. £ s. d . £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 16th August, 1885 574 2,701 18 8 3 ,872 14 3 158 13 8 6,733 6 7
Correspoiding  week last year 553  2,160 13 10 4,561 2 8 215 8 7 6,937 5 1
Increase ... ... ... ...  541 4 10  ... . ..
Decrease  ... ... ... ... 688 8 5 561411 20318 6
1885-Total Traffic to date ... ... ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... ...
Total Increase
... ...
... ... ... ...
Week ending 16th August, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Total.
217,694 15 1
205,014 0 3
£12,680 14 10
£  e. d. £ s. d. £  a. a. £ .. d.
77 263 9 4 481 18 7 14 17 4 760 5 3
77 259 15 0 548 11  4 24 12 10 832 19 2
Increase ... ... ... ...  3 14 4
Decrease ...
1885  - Total Traffic to date ...
1884  -D itto ditto ...
Total  Increase
... ...
.00
$as
6W12 9 9'*15  6 72 13 11
...
BUNDABERGF  RAILWAY.
28,331 15 4
23,637 2 1
£4,69413 3
£  a. d. £ s. d. £ r. d. £  P.  d.
Week ending  16th August, 1885 66 48  8 7 97 7 7 3 7 5 149 3 7
Corresponding week last year... 66 59  1 6 114 11 10 4 17 7 178 10 11
Increase ... ... ... ...
*
...
Decrease  ... ... ... 10 12 11 17 4 3 1 10 2 29 7 4
1885-Total Traffic to date ... ... ... ... .. 5,600 8 1
1884- Ditto ditto ... ... 6,024 11 2
Total Decrease ... ... ... £424 3 1
CE NTRAL RAILWAY.
£  s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week  ending 16th August, 1885 369 449 16 6 3,360 19 7 70 15 1 3,881 11 2
Corresponding week last year ... 317 382 0 3 2,141 9 0 79 6 5 2,602 15 8
Increase... ... ... ... 67 16  3 1,219 10 7 1,278 15  6
Decrease ... ... ... ... 8 11 4
1885- Total Traffic to date ... ... 109,834 7 9
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... 105,102 11 8
Total  Increase ... ... ... £4,731 16 1
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£ r. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week  ending 16th August,  1885 170 439 13 9 1,092 18 9 22 6 10 1,510 5 8
Corresponding week  last year 127 333 4 8 861 6 8 26 0 0 1,220 11 4
Increase...  ... ... ... 106 9 1 231 12 1 289 14 4
Decrease .. 48 6 10
1885 Total'Traffio to date ... ... ... 52,767 18  6
1834-Ditto ditto ... .. 35,497 7 2
Total Increase ... ... 17,270 11 4
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the MUNICIPALITY  of MARYBOROUG II for the Half-year ending 30th June, 1885
RaoXIPTS.
Arrears of Rates ...
General Rate,  1880 ...
1881 ...
1882 ,..
1883 ...
1884 ...
„ 1885 ...
Gas Rate, 1882 ,.. ,,.
,, 1883 ... ...
1884 ... ...
1885 ... ...
Government  Endowment ...
Botanic Reserve ... ...
Yululah Reserve ... ...
Carters '  Licenses ... ...
Goat „
'Bus „ ... ...
Victoria Ferry ... ...
Victoria Wharf ... ...
Queen's „ ... ...
Custom-house Jetty ...
Town Hall ... ... ...
Incidentals  .. ...
New Ferry  Approaches  ...
Saltwater Creek Bridge  ...
£
59
4
11
16
85
535
511
0
8
103
90
s. d. £ s. d.
10 1
3 0
1 0
7 8
3 10
13 11
14 0
4 4
7 1
0 10
9 6
31 0 0
8 10 0
45 0 0
012 6
2310 0
560 2 3
90 0 0
112 10 0
75 0 0
74 16 0
35 3 4
868 0 0
86 5 0
Cash on hand 31st Decem-
ber, 1884  ... ... ...  8 3 3
Cash on hand, Gas Rate,
31st De cember ,  1884 ... 0 18 3
Q. N. Bank, Balance, 30th
June, 1`885 .. 3,409 5 2
Q. N. Bank,  Gas Rate, Bal-
ance, 30th June ,  1885 106 0 5
Q. N. Bank, Special Loan Ac-
count, 31 st December ,  1884 734 1 2
Metal on hand 1st January,
1885  ... ...  36 18 6
Sundry Accounts  owing ...
1,425
1,647
Salaries-
Town Clerk  ...  118 15 0
Foreman of Works  ...  100 0 0
Rate Collector and Valuer 100 0 0
Inspector of Nuisances 68 15 0
Office Boy ... ... 21 17 6
Public Analyst  ... ...  5 0 0
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Town Hall ... ... ...
Incidentals  ... ... ...
Petty Cash ...
15 3 Horse ,  &c., and Disinfectants
10 2 Assessment
Advertising ,  Printing, and
Stationer y  . ... ...
39 10 0 Insuran ce on Hall ... ...
Tools and Repairs
streets-
69 2 6
837 12 3
5,309 11 1
376 17 6
Adelaide ... ... ...  149 12 2
Albert  ... ... ...  68 14 7
Ariadne  ... ... ...  0 10 6
Alice  ... ... ...  768 10 2
Ann ... ... ... 58 3 8
Bazaar  ... ... ...  432 14 1
Bowen ... ... 38 16 6
Cheapside  .,.  1 14  6
Churchill  ... ...  2 7 0
Ellena  ... ... ...  235 6 9
Fort ... ... ... 10 16 3
Garden  ... ... ...  2 2 6
John  ... ... ...  18 3 8
Kent  ... ... ...  214 16 9
Lennox  ... ... ...  139 14 6
March ... ... ...  20 18 9
Mary  ... ... ...  1 4 0
North  ... ...  2 11 0
Pallas ... ... ... 812 0
Queen .. ... ... 7916 9
Richmond  ... ...  360 14 8
Richmond lane ... 24 15 6
Streets back of Race-
course ... ... 415 6
Sussex  ... ... ...  21 14 6
Tooley  ... ...  1816 6
Treasure  ... ... ...  4 19 9
Walker ... ... ... 278 0 11
Wharf  ... ...  2018 11
Wilson .. . ... ...  23 12 6
Zante  ... ... ...  63 6 9
Yululah ... ... ...  9 2 10
Cleaning st re et channels 132 16 10
Gayndah road ... 2 2 0
414 7 6
139 8 1
86 6 0
26 0 0
21 7 0
58 10 0
110 2 9
8 0 0
37 4 10
3,201 0 3
0 10 0
373 6 0
941 14 7
69 12 6
801 13 6
72 10 0
0 12 0
2 10 6
131 16 0
21 0 0
1 4 0
196 5 2
430 6 1
371 1 10
6 8 0
0 19 6
17 0 11
46 13 4
11 4 6
1 6 0
Refund ,  General Rate ...
Lighting of Town . ...
New Ferry Approaches ...
Maryborough Bridge ...
New steam runt ...
Saltwater  Creek Bridge ...
Maps  of Municipality
Cattle and Horse Troughs ...
Fire Brigade ... ... ...
Auditors' Fees
Tree-planting
Tiles Acct.
Ferry stre et ...
Victoria Ferry
Repairs - Waterworks ...
90-acre Reserve ... ...
Metal on hand ...
Watering streets ..,
Shade  Trees
Cash on band June 30th, 1885
Q. N. Bank ,  Dr. Balance, 31st
December ,  1884 ..
Q. N. Bank , Gas Rate, Dr.
Balan ce ,  31st Dec .,  1884 ...
Interest... ..
Government Loan  Account
(Old) ... ... ...
Gove rnment Loan  Account
(Special ) ... ... ...
Examined and found correct.
£9,705 18 8
1,200 1 0
239 12 6
85 17 0
257 12 4
323 15 0
£9,70518 8
WHARTON  B. JONES, Town Clerk.
JOHN WOODWARD,  IAuditors.
JAS. MARSDEN,
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARY BORO  UGH-continued.
STATEMENT of Estimated LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the MUNICIPALITY Of MARYBOR  )U H On 30th
June, 1885.
LUBILITIF8. ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Q. N. Bank-
General Fund 3,409 5 2
Gas Rate ... 106 0 5
Water Supply ... 46 9 5
Government Loans-
Old Loan  ... ...  8,689 11 5
Special Loan  ... 4,717 11 0
Waterworks Loan Ac .  47,5 25 5 4
Sundry Accounts Owing-General Fund ... 65 11 5
Gas Rate ... ... 311 6 0
Water Supply .. 4 9 2
Botanic Gardens Subsidy
due ... ... 45 0 0
Auditors' Fees ... ... 21 0 0
Balance of Assets in excess
of Liabilities ... ...
Government  Endow ment -
Balance due...
Cash on hand-
General Fund ... 1 6 0
3,561 15 0 Water Supply ... 3 0 0
Arrears of Rates-
Old ... ... ... 892 18 10
1880 General Rate... 36 11 6
1881 „ ... 57 15 6
60,932 7 9 1882 1) ... 102 13 10
1883 „ ... 190 13 2
1884 „ ... 339 16 4
1885 „ ... 2,898 4 0
1,647 10 2
4 6 0
1879,1880,1881,1882,
1883, and 1884 Gas
Rate ... ... 113 8 1
447 6 7 1885  Gas Rate  ... 742 17 2
4,518 13 2
856 5 3
5,309 10 6 1882 Water Rate ... 13 9 3
1883 „  ... 62 18 10
1884  „ ... 99 16 4
1885  „ ...  2,636 8 0
Water  Rates due -  2,812 12 5
Railway Department 60 0 0
Public Buildings,
Schools, Churches,
&c. .. ... 142 12 0
Consumers at Tinana 65 4 0
Foundries ,  Sawmills,
&c. ... ... 146 0 0
Town Hall Site and Build-
ings ... ... ... 3,246 3 4
New Town Hall Site,
Lennox street ... ... 5,000 0 0
New Stage and Scenery ... 250 0 0
Fittings in Town Hall ... 462 1 0
Market Shed ... ... 70 0 0
Market Reserve  Site  ... 1,000 0 0
Lamp- posts and  Fittings • 378 14 0
Tools and Working Plant,
&c. ... ... 66 6 3
Surveyors ' Instruments... 25 13 0
Stone  Quarry,  Graham's
Creek .. ... ... 60 0 0
Maps  of Municipality 127 8 6
Victoria Ferry Plant 100 0 0
New Ferry Approaches ...  152  5 4
New Ferry Plant ... 801 13 6
Cattle and Horse Troughs 55 11 6
Drinking  Fountains 06 1 11
Fire  Hose ... ... 20 0 0
Telephones ... 30 0 0
Metal  for Pitching on hand 17 0 11
Closets ... ... ... 67 9 0
Tiles on hand ... ... 196 5 2
Maryborough Bridge ...  69 12 6
Botanic Reserve, Rents  due 15 10 0
Bridge „ „ 17 0 0Yululah 41 0 0
Victoria Wharf „ 45 0 0
Queen's 56 5 0
Custom-house Jetty „ 37 10 0
Scavenging  ... 60 0 0
Government Account,New
Victoria Ferry Ap-
proaches .. ..
Maryborough Waterworks
valued at Government
cost ... ... ...  42,345 1  3
Extension of Mains ... 4,706 18 8
Working Plant ... ... 90 0 0
Plant Account ... ... 34 2 0
Water Pipes, Botanic Gar.
dens ... ... ... 20 0 0
Buildings and Fence at
Teddington ... ... 110 8 0
Hose for Hydrant 8 15 6
Repairs to Crossing, Ted-
dington ... ... 47 6 6
413 16 0
12,262 5 11
272 5 0
100 0 0
47,363 5 11
Examined and found correct.
£70,250 19 10 £70,250  19 10
WHARTON B. JONES, Town Clerk.
JOHN WOODWARD' IAuditors,JAMES MARSDEN,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  MARYBOROUG H-continued.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the MARYBOROUGH  WATERWORKS  for the  Half-year
ending 30th June, 1885.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
Water Rate, 1883 ... ... 61 18 0
1884 ... ... 72918 0
1885 ... ... 46517 0
Sale of Water on Wharves
and Stand-pipes ... 19 11 0
Plumbers '  Licenses ... 6 6 0
Cash on hand 31st December,
188 t ... ... ... 11 19 3
Queensland  National Bank,
Cr. Balance ,  31st Decem.
ber, 1884 ... ... ... 973 7 0
Queensland National Bank,
Dr. Balance, 30th June,
1885  ...  ... ... 46 9 5
Dishonoured Cheque ... 10 12 2
Sundry Accounts owing ... 4 9 2
Examined and found correct.
617 7 1
Name  of Contractor.
£2,320 7 0
Locality.
JOHN WOODWARD, IAuditors.JAS. MARSDEN,
STATEMENT of all CONTRACTS entered into by the MUNICIPALITY Of  MARYBOROUGH  during the Half-year
ending  30th June, 1885.
Date. Amount.
UNFINISHED CONTRACTS ON 31sT DECEMBER, 1884.
s. d.
Surveyor -General  ...  Maryborough  ...  Alignment of Portion of Mary- 200 0 0
E. Meredith ...
G. F. White ...
James Gillies ...
John Linklater...1. Pothecary ...
E. J. O'Connor . ...
Hansen and Stephenson
Blackmount
Maryborough
Maryborough
Maryborough
Maryborough
Maryborough
Zante street
M. Hogan ...
James  Gillies  ... ...  Alice street
5,936 2 2 3.783 7 4
Jan. 20
Feb. 2
March 20
19
31
May 12
Feb. 16
M. Hogan
Bogda and Steta kardt...
M. Hogan ... ...
James  Gillies ... ...
M. Hogan ... ...
E. Ryan  ... ... ...
James Hunter ...
James  Hunter ...
Wickhorst ...
M. Garvie ...
CONTRACTS ACCEPTED  SINCE 1sT  JANUARY, 1866.
Perry lane  ...  Forming  ... ...  35
Tooley and Wilson Clearing and Cuttirg Side Drain 34
streets
Bazaar street
...
Metalling  and Blinding ...
Walker  street  . Metalling ...
Walker street  ... I  Forming and  Gravelling ...
Zante and Queen Forming and Gravel ling ...
streets
Perry street
Bazaar and Wharf
streets
EXPENDITURE.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Waterworks Loan Account-Interest and Redemp-
tion to 30th June, 18851,247 13  0 Salaries-
Engineer in Charge ... 133 6 8
Clerk of Works ... 75 0 0
Town Clerk ... ... 56 5 0
Working Expenses... ... 120 16 10
Plant Account ... ... 20 5 0
Firewood Account ... ... 117 0 0
Horse Feed... ... ... 6 18 11
Incidental ... ... ... 1 15 0
Repairs  ...  116 15  6
Improvements to Dam at
Teddington ... ... 47 6 6
Telephone to Teddington ... 50 0 0
1,072 14 0 Sale of Water-Wages 41 16 0
Extension of Mains 83 14 9
Advertising, Printing, and
Stationery  ... ...  2 6 0
Refund, Water Rate, 1885 ... 0 10 7
Interest on Bank  Overdraft
to 30th  June , 1885 5 2 0
Cash on hand to 30th June,
1885 ... ... 3 0 0
Paid.
WHARTON B. JONES, Town Clerk.
Nature of Contract.
bo ro ugh
4.000 yards Metal  ... ... ...  966 13 4
Balance of 3 miles of Kerbing  ...  332 19 1
45,000 Channels  ... ... ...  689 2 6
Balance of 1,000 yards of Metal  ...  118 10 6
Appro aches to New Ferry  ...  1,248 9 3
New Ferry Punt  ... ... ...  1,494 0 0
Putting  in Box -drain and Filling- 25 10 0
in
Laying Channel Tiles 700 0 0
Carting and Spreading 70 chains 100 17 6
Metal -
1
Metalling and Blinding .. ...
Metalli g, £4 17s. per chain ...
£ s. d.
1,438 8 3
264 11 8
£2,329 7 0
Balance.
£ a. d.
200 0 0
454 12 4 512 1 0
229 8 1 103 11 0
510 15 2 178 7 4
118 10 6
968 10 0 279 19 3
763 10 0 1 730 10 0
25 10 0
551 13 9
160 17 6
4,240 11 6 2,259  8 10
ACCOUNT WATERWORKS.
Teddiugton Works  I  Balance of Firewood .. ...
Ann street  ... .  Opening and Filling  Trenches ...
0 0 35 0 0
3 6 34 3-6
148 6 3
2,152 14 10
96168 1,5168
69 3 9 69 3 9
45 0 0 45 0 0
55 15 6 55 15 6
12.12 4 9 122 4 9
106 14 0 ... 106 14 0
6,500 0 4
117 0 0
14 0 3
6,631 0 7
Examined and found correct.
117 0 0
14 0 3
4,371 11 9 2,259 8 10
WHARTON B. JONES,  Town Clerk.
JOHN WOODWARD, Auditors.JAS. MARSDEN,
1407 152s.
736.
S'+ TATEMENT  of RRCEIPTS and  EXPENDITURE of1J January  to the ZOth June, 1885.
MUNICIPALITY OF WARWICK.
DR.
1885 -- 1st January .
To Balance ... ...
30th June.
... 1,064 7
General Rates  ...  309 16 0
,, Endowment on Rates  ...  611 3 10
d.
10
820 19 10
„ Water Rates  ...  229 13 8
„ Carriers '  Li ce nsee  ...  18 0 0
„ Town Hall Rent  ...  35 16 0
„ Commonage Fees 36 6 0
Registration of Dogs andGoats  ... ... 5 2 6
„ Weigh -bridge Fees  ...  18 10 1
„ Butchers '  Licenses  ...  1 12 6
„ Police Court Fines  6 0 0
„ Sale of Voters' List  ...  0 13 0
„ Plumbers' Licenses ... 1 1 0
123 1 1
,, Park Grant  ... ... ... ...  350 0 0
the WARWICK MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from the 1st
Ca.
1885 -5th February. £ s. d. £  s. d.
By Interest on old Loans to
31st Dec., 1884 ... 117 1 10
„ Redemption on ditto ...  24 2 01
Interest on Waterworks
Loan to 31st Dec., 1884 370 18
Redemption on ditto ... 58 11
it
30th June.
New Town Hall-Plans,
Salaries .. .. 182 4
Valuer and Auditors'  Fees 35 0if
7
6
141 3 10
429 10 1
56 19 0
217 4 9
9
0
By Contract Work and Labour-
Canning street  ... ...  21 0 0
Albion street ... ... 85 16 10
Palmerin street ... 11 11 8
Guy stre et ... ... 11 0 0
Dragon street ... ... 97 2 4
Albert stre et ... ... 27 11 8
Fitzroy street ... ... 22 19 4
Grafton street ... ... 20 18 8
Percy street ... ...  43 8 8
Pratten street  ... ...  5 4 0
Locke street ... ... 16 12 0
Rosenthal road ... 61 10 0
Glengallan and Free.
stone Cre ek roads ... 63 4 1
Waterworks road ...  65 2 4
Swan Creek road ... 1 16 0
Roads  in the  Pocket ... 5 6 6
North Toolburra ro ad ... 36 5 4
Water lane, between Guy
and Dragons streets  ...  11 8 0
Foot bridges ... ...  12 2 6
Broken Metal  ... ...  36 12 6
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
Bathurst Burr and Nuis-
ance  Account ...
Town Hall and Weigh-
646 12 5
27 16 8
bridge Expenses  ...  31 3 3
Commonage Expenses  ... 51 14 0
Waterworks  -  Extensions
of Mains  161 19 8
Clearing River and  Sinking
trial  W ell ... ... 44 4 4
Waterworks  Expenses  ...  198 4 6
Public Parks Improve-
ments ..
Printing and Advertising 97 10 5
Election Expenses 1 9 6
Stationery ,  Stamps, and
Office Expenses ... ...  12 19 9
Cab Hire ... ... 10 0 0
Exchange, &c. ... ... 0 9 0
404 8 5
203 5 0
122 8 8
Hose, Reel, and Appliances 63 17 9
„ Balance , A.J.S. Bank ... 191 18 7
£2,688 2 5
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1885-- 30th June.  £ s. d.
To Government Loans  ... ...  20,128 3 3
Interest and Redemption Account, to
30th June  ... ... ...  597  15 11
Outstanding Contracts  ...  46 2 1
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... 2,716 7 11
£2,588 2 5
1885-30th  June .  £  a. d. £ s. d
By Balance, A.J.S Bank .. 191 18 7
„ Fixed Deposit, A. J. S.
Bank  ...  1,527 10 4
Town Hall  Buildin s,to
11
„
Weigh-bridge, Sale-yards,
and Lands attached  ...  2,050 0 0
Waterworks and Plant,
Cottages,  Land , &c.... 17,255 2 11
Furniture and Imple-
ments  . ...  268 9 6
General Rates due ... 846 3 0
Water Rates due ... 821 6 0
Rents due ... .
Endowment on Rates
1,667 9 0
16 15 0
(2nd moiety, 1884) 511 3 10
£23,488 9 2 £23,488 9 2
737
MUNICIPALITY OF  WARWICK- continued.
STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS entered into during the Half-year ending 30th June, 1885, showing amount
due on same.
Date.
18.85.
January 1
„7
09
,,
March 12 ...
April 8 ...
May 13
June 10
Name of  Contractor.
William Day
John Madden
Sylvester Devlin ...
P. Heffernan ...
Goggins and Ke lly
R. Williams ...
William Henry ...
John Gillespie ...
Reid  and Bourke ...
George Smith ...
C. Siebenhausen ...
Philip Thornton ...
W. N. Russell ..
Jones and  Parfitt...
James McMahon...
Contracts entered into.
Amount Eapendi- Balanceof due
Contract. ture. July 1,  1885.
I  £ a.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Outstanding contracts from last half -year 198 10 1 198 10 1
... Gravelling Dragon  street  ... ... ... 78 10 0 78 10 0
... Forming and  Pitching  Cro ssing ,  inter-
section  of Percy and Canning  streets...
... Stumping  and Clearing  road in the
Pocket
... Stumping and Clearing  road near Race.
14 0 0
4 0 0 4 0 0
2 19 6
28 18 0 28 18 0
1 5 0 1 5 0
14 3 6 14 3 6
14 0 0
2 19 6
... Fencing  River, N. Toolburra road ...
...  Re iring Awning ,  Town Hall .. ...
..Sinking Trial Shaft, Queen 's Park ...
... Cutting and Forming Coal Siding ,  Water.
works
... Making Six Foot -bridges and two  Box-drains  ... ... ...
...  Gravelling Albion street ... ...
Supplying Firewood ,  Engine ...
...  Openin and Closing Drains for Exten-
Wsion ater  Mains  ... ... ...
Trenching ,  Recreation Square ..
Cutting and Forming  Water- tables,
Locke street ... ...
Building and Fixing in Fire-plugs
4 10 0 4 10 0
10 18 0 10 18 0
19 12 0 19 12 0
6 8 2 3 4 1 3 4 1
22 11 0 22 11 0
4 12 0 ... 4 12 0
29 14 0 ...
5 12 6 ...
446 3 9 400 1 8
STATEMENT of RATES made for the Year ending 31st December, 1886.
£ a. d.
General Rate,  being Is. in the £ on  £21,994,  annual  valuation  ... ... ...  1,099 14 0
Water Rates  ... ...  1,368 16 9
Special Loan Rate of 2d .  in the ,£  on £21 ,994, annual valuation  ... ... ...  183 5 8
£2,651 16 5
29 14 0
5 12 6
46 2 1
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined  all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Warwick Municipal Council, and that the above Statement  corresponds  therewith.
PETER CONNOLLY, Auditors.
JOHN CANTWELL,
Town Hall,  Warwick,  29th July, 1885.
Examined and passed by the Warwick Municipal Council, this 12th day of August, 1885.
WM. D. WILSON,  Mayor.
FaAs .  B. WOODS, Town Clerk.
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MUNICIPALITY OF CLERMONT.
85s.
BALANCE-SHEET of the CL RMONT MUNICIPALITY for the Half -year ending  30th  June, 1885.
GENERAL  RATE  ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1885-30th June. a. d. 1885-30th June. £ s. d.
To Rates received . ... 173 0 4 By Balance on 31st December, 1884 ... 64 4 11
Government Endowment ... 178 15 3 „  Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 75 16 8
„ Miscellaneous Receipts... ... 1 1 0 „  Contracts............ ... 49 0 0
„ Carriers' Licenses ... ... 9 10 0 „ Interest and Redemption of Loan 32 7 2
Office Expenses .. ... ... ... 22 5 10
Miscellaneous  Labour ... ... ... 21 7 0
„ Working  Expenses ... ... ... 12 12 0
„ Valuation „ ... ... 18 18 0
Legal „ ... .., 717 6
Petty  Cash ... ... 5 0 0
;Destruction of Nuisances ... ... 4 12 6
„ Water Supply ... ... 3 0 4
„ Bank Interest  on Overdraft ... 1 2 6
Balance, 30th  June ,  1885 ... ... 44 2 2
£362 6 7 £362 6 7
738
MUNICIPALITY OF  CLERMONT- continued.
SPECIAL RATE ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. I EXPENDITURE.
1885-30th June. £ s. d. 1885-30th June.  £ a. d.
To Balance , 31st December,  1884  ... ... 13 3 1 By Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 74 3 2
,,  Rates  received  ... ... ... ...  61 0 1
£74 3 2
TOWN HALL ACCOUNT.
£74 3 2
RECEIPTS.
1885-30th June.  £ a. d.
To Balance, 31st December, 1884 ... ... 12 7 7
,,  Rents  Received  ... ... ... ... 70 6 6
EXPENDITURE.
1885-30th June.  £ s. d.
By Supplies ... ... ... ... ... 9 1 11
„ License ... ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
„ Piano ... ... ... ... ... 34 0 0
Balance ,  A.J.S. Bank  ... ... ...  37 10 2
£82 14 1 £82 14 1
FRANK LEYSLEY, H. H. THOMPSON,
Town  Clerk. Mayor.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that we have  examined  all Books, Accounts, and Vouchers
kept by the Municipal Council of Clermont, and that the above  Balance -Sheet  corresponds  therewith.
BENSON HALL, Auditors.H. SALMON,
Clermont, 4th July, 1885.
1408 28s.
ALLORA MUNICIPALITY.STATEMENT of REcElrrs and EXPENDITURE  for the Half- year ending  30th June, 1885.
Da.
To Balance in Bank...
„ Commonage Fees
„ Govern ment Endowment
„ General Rates ... ...
„ Refund on Summons ...
To Government Loan ...
„ Interest and Liquidation
„ Assessors' Fees
„ Improvements ...
Printing ... ...
Salaries ... ...
Balance ... ...
£ s. d.
119 14 4 By Contingencies-
88 1 11
86 10 0
„ Burr Destruction ... ... 107 15 0
„ Interest on Loan .. 7 0 0
„ Balance as  per Bank Book...  22 12 2
CB. £ s. d. £ a. d.
5 18  0 Advertising ... ... 12  19  3
125 19 5 General Expenses ... ...  2 0 0
591710  Miscellaneous  ... ... 116 0
3 9 6 Salaries .. ... ... 65 6 8
Petty Cash ... ... 6 0 0
„ Improvements-
Clearing road ,  Hendon  ...  9 10 0
Forming and Gravelling
Pathway, Drayton street 3 0 0
Planks in Bridge over Dal-
rymple Creek ... 3 0 0
Clearing Elphinstone road 11 15 0
Forming and Gravelling
Pugh' s road  ...  56 0 0
Two Planks  in Bridge ... 3 0 0
Metal for Bridge  ... ...  0 5 0
£311 19 1 £311 19 1
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£ a. d. £ s; d.
224 10 0 By  Balance in  Bank ... ... ...  22 13 2
7 0 0 „ Town Hall ... ... ... ...  300 0 0
10 10 0 „ Furniture ... ... ... ... 13 12 0
51 2 0 „ Government Endowment ... ... 125 19 5
2 10 0 „ Arrears of Rates up to 1884 ... ... 67 19 7
10 3 4 „ Moiety of Rates due for 1885 ... 117 6 2
341 14 0
£647 9 4 £647 9 4
GEO. H. MORTON, Town Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers kept by
the Allora Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Allora, 27th July, 1885.
JAMES DOUGALL, Auditors.JOSEPH STAY,
Examined and allowed by the Municipal Council on the 3rd day of August, 1885.
1394
THOMAS KENNEDY,
Mayor.
32s.
739
SHIRE OF  TIARO.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR HALF-YEAR ENDING  THE 30TH JUNE, 1885.
RECEIPTS.
1884.-31st December.
£ s. d.
To Balance, Q. N. Bank ...
„ Rates received ... .. 1 5 0
„ Government  Grant ... ...  249 15 6
Miscellaneous Receipts ... 0 1 0
EXPENDITURE.
By Contingencies-  £ a. d. £ a. d.
£ a. d. Salary, Clerk and Over-
3 11 2 seer .. ... ... 39 4 1
1 6
Incidental Expenses ... 45 16 2
Petty Cash .. ... 5 10 0
Advertising and Print.
251
„ Balance Overdraft, Q. N.
Bank ...
ing ... ... ...  22  11 6
Valuation and Interest
97 10 6 on Overdraft ... 12 4 4
f)
Capital Account-
Office Furniture ...
Public Works-
Tiaro Bridge road ... 1 14 6
Maryborough and Gym-
pie road ... 50 18 6
Frankatone road ... 69 0 0
Inman street ... ... 1 15 0
Price's street ... ... 2 6 0
John street ... ... 1 0 0
Walker street ... ... 9 12 0
Meakin's road... ... 5 13 0
Knipe's road ... ... 5 8 0
Green Swamp road ... 4 1 0
Skinner's road ... 1 7 6
West Bopple road ... 3 18 0
Pioneer School House
road .. ... 16 8 0
Carey's Gate road ... 4 10 9
Bopple road .. ... 18 14 0
Whannel's road ... 2 8 9
125 6 1
28 2 1
198 15 0
LIABILITIES.
Overdraft, Q. N. Bank
£352 3 2 £352 3 2
£ a. d.
... 97 10 6 Office Furniture
ASSETS.
£  S.  d.
... 38 18 1
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Shire Council of Tiaro, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
P. H. NUGENT, Shire Clerk.
1393
GEO. HOPPER, 2 Auditors.W. G. BAILEY, S
JAMES DOWZER, President.
22s.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T AKE Notice, that applioations have been made to bring the Lands desoribed below under theprovisions  of  " The  Real  Property dots of  1861  and 1877."  Any person  desiring to  oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before  the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Same  of Applicant.
15 acres, being subdivisions 8, 9, and 10 of portion 243,1 William Thomas Atthow
parish of Drayton
3 roods 331 perches, being re-subdivision 1 of subdivision James Finch ... ...
5A of allotment 157, parish of Ipswich
6A perches, being re-subdivision 2, of subdivision 5A of James Finch ... ...
allotment 157, parish of Ipswich
Date within  which  a saw at
may be lodged.
22nd September, 1885.
22nd September, 1885.
22nd September, 1885.
THO. MYLNE.
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd  August, 1885.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.THE following General Abstract,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from theseveral Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the QUEBNSLAND NATIONAL BANK LIMITED ,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken  from the several Weekly
Statements  during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1885.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
., ... ...
Not bearing Interest ..Bills in Circulation .Bearing Interest
... ...
...
Balances  due to other Banks and Branches ...
AMOIINT.
£ a. d.
295,828 0 0
128,374 6 11
.........
Deposits
 ...
rNot bearing Interest  ...Bearing Interest ... 925,661 11872,009 1
Deposits ,  Government ,  bearing Interest  ... ... ... 635,049 12
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this Date ...
Rate of the
 last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits  at the time of declaring such
 Dividend
Brisbane, 18th August, 1885.
2
9
TOTALS.
£ e. d.
295,828 0 0
128,374
 6 11
794,202 19 11
6 2,432,721 3 5
£
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined  Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion and  Bars ... ... ...
Government  Securities ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .. . ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due  from other  Banks  and Branches
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount
 of Assets
TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ r. d.
......... 408,802 10 10
... ......... 51,064 1 1
... ......... 140,484 11 9
6,604 1 0
... ......... 163,878 6 11
3,850,1771 6
... £ 4,621,011 9 1
E. R. DRURY , General Manager.
G. H. PRITCHARD,  Branch Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract
 is a true
 and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during
 the period specified; and that the
 same was  made up from the Wee kly Statements  thereof, kept  in pursuance
 of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this eighteenth day of August, 1885.
F. H. HART, Justice of the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned
 sum of
 £ 295,828 ,  being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the
 annual average of  the money value of the notes in circulation ,  for the year 1885, by the
Queensland National Bank Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,
 is assessed
 at the sum of £2,21814s. 2d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
3,651,126 10  3
652,300 0 0
15 per cent .  per annum.
48,922 10  0
308,141 6 8
RECEIPT.
Received, on the 20th day of August, 1885, the
 sum of £2,218  14s. 2d., for the duty
 assessed as above.
Entd.-Tsos. B. AIRD. For the Commission
GEO, .1E DAY,
 Officer in Charge.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the latter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Banbury F. Eames, formerly of
Gympie, but at present of parts beyond the
seas,  doctor of  medicine , by Augustus Charles
Shout, of Gympie, doctor of  medicine.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court
of the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said  William Banbury T.  Eames , having been
given, it is ordered that the said William Banbury
F. Eames be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Banbury F. Eames, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Twenty-seventh
day of August,  1885 ,  at Eleven  o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Banbury F. Eames shall, on the Twenty-
fifth day of August,  1885, at Brisbane , deliver
to the Trustee in this  Estate  a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind,  and of the names and
residences, so far  as known ,  of his  creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
H. L. E. RIITHNING,
Petitioning Creditor' s Solicitor,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  in f'ormd
pauperis  against Rudolph Henry Newmann,
of Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
bootmaker, by the said Rudolph Henry
Newmann.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Rudolph Henry
Newmann be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in forma paupers*,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee-of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Rudolph Henry
Newmann, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Twenty-seventh day of August, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Rudolph Henry Newmann shall, on
the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far  as known , of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
IIAGNVS  JENSRN,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Gympie.
By his Agents-
REES JONES,  BROWN, AND JONES,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Alexander Balfour, or Capella, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, by Charles
Alexander Balfour.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Charles Alexander
Balfour be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General fleeting of the creditors of
the said Charles Alexander Balfour, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court, on the Third day of
September, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said
Oharles Alexander Balfour shall, on the First
day of September, 1885,  at Brisbane , deliver to
the Trustee in this  Estate  a full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Sealof the Court, this seventeenth
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
JOS. PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By JoHN GUTHRIE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of William Lang, of Mackay, in the
Colony of Queensland, publican, an Insolvent.
F RIDAY, THE FOURTEENTH  DAY OF AUGUST, 1885.
UPON reading the report of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent, dated the twenty.
third day of July, 1885, reporting that the whole of
the property of the Insolvent has been realised for
the benefit of his creditors,  and a  dividend to the
amount of one shilling and fourpence three-farthings
in the pound has been paid, as shown by the state-
ment thereto annexed, and upon hearing Mr. Bruce
on behalf of the Trustee, the Court, being satisfied
that the whole of the property of the Insolvent has
been realised for the benefit of his creditors, doth
order and declare that the Insolvency of the said
William Lang has closed, and doth fix the Seventh
day of October next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
for the Trustee to apply to the Supreme Court at
Brisbane for his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of August, A.D. 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBER7, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1403 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the affairs of Henry
Edward King, of Brisbane, licensed surveyor.
ON the Twentieth day of August, 1885, a Certifi-
cate of Discharge was granted to the above-
named debtor, Henry Edward King, of Brisbane,
licensed surveyor.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the debtor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1404 4s.
7"
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of John Higgins, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, commission agent,
an Insolvent.
R OBERT REYNOLDSON DAWBARN, ofRockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
accountant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REES,  JONES, BROWN, and JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane, and
Quay street, Rockhampton.
1418 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Robert Butteris, of
Hughenden, in the Colony of Queensland,
tobacconist, an Insolvent.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, acc untant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourteenth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Solicitor for Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1381 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Owen McFadden, of Jericho,
Central Queensland Railway, in the Colony of
Queensland, general storekeeper, an Insolvent.
CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the
lJ Colony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REFS  JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane,
and Quay street, Rockhampton.
1419 6s 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Murdo Mackenzie Morrison,
trading as " Morrison and Co.," drapers and
stationers , of Townsville, Insolvents.A FIRST Dividend of ive shillings (5s.) inthe
£ on all duly proved and admitted debts is
now payable by me at Townsville.
Dated at Townsville, this 3rd day of August,
1885.
1416
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Kwong Yot, of Townsville and
Geraldton, storekeeper ,  adjudicated insolvent
on the 8th day of April, 1885.A FIRST and Final Dividend of three shillings
(3s.) in the  £  on all duly proved and admitted
debts is now payable by the undersigned at
Townsvi lle.
Dated at Townsvi lle ,  this  third day  of August,
1885.
1417
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of  Frederick  George  Williams, of
Gympie,  accountant ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
AFIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
L L 1s. 111d. in the £,  is now  payable  at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
1388 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wi lliam Millar ,  of Cooktown,
produce merchant ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
7s. 7d.  in the  £,  is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1885.
1387 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edwin Dyason ,  of Milton, fruit
preserver ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
2s. 8d. in the £, is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official  Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
1386 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Sheehan ,  of Herberton,
miner ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 22nd day of August, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
17th day of September proximo wi ll  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1885.
1389 4s.
745
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Balfour Lipsett, of
Claremont ,  contractor, adjudicated  insolvent
on the 12th day of June, 1885.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in above
Estate. Creditors who have not proved
their debt on or before the 16th day of September
will be excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this eleventh day of
August, 1885.
137 9
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Roderick Mackenzie ,  of Charters
Towers, stationer ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty -ninth day of April, 1885.
FIRST  and Final Dividend of two shillingsA and ninepence (2s. 9d .)  in the  £  on all  duly
proved  and admitted claims is now payable by me
at Townsville.
Dated at Townsvi lle,  this third  day of Augu st
1885.
1380
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Margaret Ballantyne,
late of Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  widow ,  deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof ,  appli cation wi ll  be made to this
Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administration,
with the Wi ll  annexed ,  of all the lands ,  goods,
chattles, credits ,  and effects of the said deceased,
may be granted to Mary Ann Simpson ,  wife of
John  Simpson ,  of Stanthorpe ,  in the colony afore-
said, miner ,  the daughter and one of the next-of-
kin of the deceased.
Dated this twentieth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Administratrix.
1400 1 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
n the Goods of Thomas Frederick Harrison, late
of Monkey Station, Cloncurry River, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Goverment
Gazette ,  application will be made to this Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the goods ,  chattels ,  credits and effects
of the abovenamed deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Charles Joseph Porter, of
Brisbane ,  in the, colony aforesaid ,  solicitor, the
lawfully constituted Attorney of Letita Harrison,
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, the
widow of the abovenamed deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of August,
A.D. 1885. JOHN GEORGE APPEL,
Proctor for the said Charles Joseph Porter,
Brisbane.
1396 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Wi lliam McHoul, late
of Rockhampton , in the Colony  of Queensland,
wool -sorter ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby given,  that after the expira-
l tion of fou rteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that  Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands ,  goods ,  chattels,
credits, and effects  of the  abovenamed William
MCHoul, deceased,  may be granted to Alice
McHoul, of Rockhampton aforesaid ,  the widow of
the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Quay  street, Rockhampton.
Proctor for the said  Alice  McHoul.
By DALY AND HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
1397 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Colin Sinclair, late of Roma, in the
Colony of  Queensland,  drover,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the  eapira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  Colin  Sinclair ,  deceased, may be
granted to George Taylor,  senior, of Merino Downs,
near Roma aforesaid ,  sheep farmer ,  the sole Executor
named in the said Wi ll.
Dated at Roma ,  this thirteenth day of August,
A.D. 1885.
DAVID SALMOND,
Proctor for the said Executor,
McDowall street, Roma.
By his Agents-
Messrs.  DALY  AND HELLICAB,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1402 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of John Thomas, late of Springsure,
in the Colony of Queensland,  boundary-rider,
deceased.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the  publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court ,  that Probate of the Wi ll of the above-
named  John  Thomas, late of Springsure, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  boundary -rider ,  deceased,
may be granted to Terence Brady ,  of Springsure
aforesaid ,  hospital wardsman ,  and Wi lliam Huston,
also of Springaure aforesaid ,  hotelkeeper, the
Executors named in the said Wi ll.
Dated this tenth day of August, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES SYDNEY DICK MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the said Terence Brady and
William Huston.
By his Agents-
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1373 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods  of Henry  Goold,  late of Mackay,
in the  Colony of  Queensland, tobacconist,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  app lication will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administra-
746
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Henry Goold, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Annie Goold, of
Mackay aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of July, 1885.
1421
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Sydney  street , Mackay.
Proctor  for the said  Annie Goold.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Sarah Matilda Conn,
late of Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland,
wife of William John Conn, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Sarah Matilda Conn,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
William John Conn, of Mackay aforesaid, the
widower of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of .July, A.D. 1885.
A. F. B. CHUBB,
Sydney street, Mackay,
Proctor for the said William John Conn.
1420 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  and Codicil of Robert  g ift, late of
Sandgate ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of  the pub-lication hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court ,  that Probate of the Wi ll and
Codicil of the abovenamed Robert  g ift, deceased,
may be granted to Frederick Goodchap, of
Tewantin ,  in the  Colony of Queensland ,  freeholder,
and John Watson ,  of Brisbane ,  in the said colony,
engineer ,  the Executors therein named.
Dated this eighteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON  AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said Executors,
1385
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael Donovan,
late of Bundaberg ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  selector ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands ,  goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Michael Donovan, de-
ceased, who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Bridget Donovan ,  of Bunda be rg ,  in the said colony,
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this fourteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
ROBERT H. DYBALL,
Bourbong street ,  Bundaberg,
Proctor for the said Bridget Donovan.
Town Agents-
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Soli citors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1399 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Horton, of Cunnamulla, in
the Colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Horton, deceased, may
be granted to Henry Waldo Looker, of Cunna-
mulla aforesaid, auctioneer, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this fifth day of August, A.D. 1885.
V. T. KESTERTON,
Proctor for the said Henry Waldo Looker,
Cunnamulla.
By his Town Agent-
H. E. SMITH,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1398 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Andrew Gallie Mackenzie ,  late of
Corinda Station, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier ,  deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the
said Honourable Ccurt ,  that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Andrew Gallie Mackenzie,
deceased ,  may be granted to James Forsyth, of
Normanton ,  in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  merchant,
the surviving Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON  AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said James Forsyth,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1384 6s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby liven, that application will
be made to Parliament, during the present
Session thereof, on behalf of The Prince's Bridge
Company, Limited, for leave to introduce a Bill to
authorise the construction and maintenance of a
Bridge across the Brisbane .iver, from a point on
the southern bank of the said river, between the
southern end of Boundary street, South Brisbane,
and the southern end of Montagu road, South
Brisbane, to the opposite bank of the said river,
and to enable the said Company to acquire certain
lands for roads and approaches to such Bridge, and
for other the purposes in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the thirteenth day of August, 1885.
1361
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Applicants.
5s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended toapply to the Parliament of Queensland, in
the present session thereof, for a.Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, at their discretion,
to sell and dispose of, in any manner they may
think fit, all that piece of land in the county of
Stanley and parish of Toombul, containing sixty-four
acres more or less, and being allotments 5 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the Trustees
thereof, to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
wife of John Peter Niquet, for her life, and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common, who shall attain the age of
twenty-one years ; and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale and hold the
same upon the same trusts  as are  mentioned in the
said Will with reference to the said land ; and to
confer upon the said Trustees all proper and neces-
sary powers for carrying out the objects of the
said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1401
Solicitors for the said Trustees.
8s. .
747.
NOTICE.P)UNDKEEPERS and others are requested,whendescribing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after  the description of the former.
Registered brands type  will be  used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear theordinarytype
only will be  used.
J. C. BBAL,
G overnment  Printer.
ON. SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam  street ,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday  Island , addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, ld. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
(government  Printing Office,
BrishanA.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the rec- ipt
of the following amounts1885.  £ s. d.
Aug. 15.-North Belyando  Marsupial  Board 0 5 0
)) 15.-G. Alchin ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
15.-C. S. D. Melbourne ... ... 0 7 6
15.-Hann Divisional Board ... ... 0 18 0
15.-S. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
15.-R. Perry ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
15.-M. Wafer ... ... ... 0 1 0
15.-W. Mackenzie ... ... 0 1 2
15.-Townsville Bulletin  ... ... 12 13 6
15.-H. Magnay ... 0 7 0
17.-J. Fitzsimmons ... ... ... 0 1 0
17. --R. Masters  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
17.-Pioneer  Divisional Board ... ... 4 8 0
17.-Warwick Municipal Council ... 4 10 0
17.-J. McReady ... ... 0 1 0
20.-Waggamba Marsupial Board ... 0 4 0
20.-T. G. Kerby ... ... ... 0 0 11
20.-Tiaro Shire Council ... ... 0 2 8
20.-Municipal Council, Allora ... 1 12 6
20.-R. J.  Moore  ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-M. R. Walker ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-Carpentaria  Times...  ... ... 2 19 3
20.-A. Gwynne... ... ... ... 0 3 0
20.-J. McAuley ... 2 14 0
21.-Municipal  Council, Rockhampton 5 0 0
21.-W. Cann . ... ... 0 2 0
21.-Municipal  Council, Clermont ... 1 8 6
21.-G. Alchin ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-H. Lloyd ... . 0 1 0
21.-North Queensland Sugar Estate Co. 0 3 0
21.-M. S .  Tolana  ... ... ...  1 9 6
21.-C. Appleton ... ... ... 0 19 0
21.-Maryborough Municipal Council 7 17 6
21.-Daily Northern drgus ...  ... 0 2 0
Impeunbfngs.
L ' Poundkeepersare reminded that.4dvert6aements
of Impounded  Stock  will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE  SHILLING  PSR ANIMAL ;  and no such  Advert-
isement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unles s accom-
paniedby a remittanceruficcient tocoverthecoat of its
i isertion.
IMPOUNDED at Bollon, from Murra Murra Station,
on the 13th August, 1885, by order of George Tate,
Esquire. Driving, 8s. 6d. per head.
One roan and white cow, COB over 1 off rump, off ear
marked ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan and white cow, COB over 8 off rump, off car
marked ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One roan steer, COB over 3 off rump, off ear marked.
One red cow, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One white bullock, COB over 2 off rump, off ear marked.
On(- roan cow, COB over 8 off rump, off ear marked.
One roan cow, COB over 8 off rump, off ear marked.
One roan bullock, COB over 2 off rump, off ear marked.
One roan bullock, COB over 2 off rump, off ear marked.
One yellow bullock COB near rt,mp, off ear marked.
One white bullock, COB over 1 off rump, off ear r.Larked.
One spotted bullock, COB over J off rump, off ear
marked.
One roan bullock, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One white steer, COB vff rump, off ear marked.
One spotted bullock, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One spotted bullock, BT1 off ribs,  off ear  marked.
One roan bullock, BTl off ribs, off ear marked.
One roan heifer, BTl off ribs, off ear marked.
One bald-faced  steer , HW7 off rump , off ear  marked.
One roan bullock, HW7 off rump, off car marked.
One bald-faced cow, H2B near ribs, both ears marked.
One white bullock, 112 B near ribs, both ears marked.
One roan steer, 7DD off rump,  off ear  marked.
One strawberry cow, 112B near ribs, both ears marked.
One bald-faced steer, H2B near ribs, both  ears marked.
One red bullock, H2B near ribs, both can  marked.
One white bullock, BW6 near ribs, both ears marked.
One white bullock, BW6 near ribs, both ears marked.
One red steer, JBf) (the JB conjoined) near rump,
BW6 near ribs,  near ear marked.
One bald-faced cow, JBO (the JB conjoined) near
rump, BW6 near ribs, both ears marked.
One spotted cow, YS near rump, BW6 near ribs, both
ears marked.
One roan steer, BW6 near ribs, both ears marked.
One red bullock, BW6 near ribs, both ears marked.
One roan heifer, YS near rump, BW6 near ribs, both
ears marked.
One spotted bullock, TJ8 near ribs, off ear marked.
One strawberry cow, TJ8 near ribs, off ear marked.
One red steer, H2B near ribs, both ears marked.
One white-faced cow, TJ8 near ribs, off ear marked.
One bald-faced steer, TJ8 near ribs, off ear marked.
One white  steer , TJ8 near ribs, off ear marked.
One spotted  steer ,  8SB near  rump, both ears marked.
One bald-faced bullock, TJ8  near  ribs, both ears marked.
One spotted bullock, TJ8 near ribs, both ears marked.
One spotted bullock, TJ8 near ribs, both ears marked.
One strawberry bullock, TJ8 near ribs, both ears marked.
One white bullock, TJ8 near ribs, both ears marked.
One spotted bullock, ^ over B over diamond near rump,
CW7 near ribs,  near ear marked.
One roan and white cow, CW7 near ribs, both ears
marked ; white bull calf at foot, unbranded.
One bald-faced cow, A over HT near rump, B horizontal
over y off rump.
One red cow, T over GB near rump, both ears marked.
One roan cow, HY off rump, 99 near thigh, both ears
marked.
One spotted bullock, TG off rump, indistinct brand near
rump, both ears marked.
One white bullock, club near rump, indistinct brand
near loins.
One roan heifer, near ear marked, no brand visible.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1405
JAMES McAULEY, Poundkeeper.
54s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Gumbardo Station, on
the 13th August, 1885, by order of E. B. Learmonth,
Esquire.
One red cow, back and front out off ear, Y7J off ribs.
One white bullock, blind  near  eye, like MH near rump.
One yellow and white poley bullock, ear-mark both ears,
7 near loin, J2J off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1406
ALFRED GWYNNE, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma,  from Blythedale, on the
17th July,  1885, by order of Messrs .  Campbe ll,
McLellan and  Co. Damages and driving ,  4s.,6d.
One bay horse ,  like 0 over like 0 or Q over H near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN ,  Poundkeeper.
1392 Is.
IMPOU- DED at \erang, on the 17th August, 1885.
One bay horse, black points, HA over G711 near
shoulder.
M.  R. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
1391 1s.
IMPOLJ\ DED at Hughenden, from Marathon Station,by order of M. M. Chisholm, Esquire. Driv ng
8s. Id
One bay glare, small star, fore legs blemished, white
spots on bae.c, \7F over 3I1T nee shoulder
One clies it pony niire, star in foi ahead, near hind
foot chits, W on er TT near shoulder,  '13T off
shoulder.
76
748
One bay gelding, off eye out, saddle and collar marked,
fistula,  C over C near shoulder, M4C over LT9 off
shoulder.
One blue roan filly, unbroken, near hip down, small
star, like B9H  near  shoulder, like ASO near thigh.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, white stripe under
belly, SC4 off shoulder.
One cliesnut gelding, black spots on rump, blaze on
face, hind feet white, like FH near shoulder, No. 11
near saddle, V2V near thigh.
Also, from Mount Emu, on the 23rd July, 1885.
One roan gelding, saddle-marked, ace of spade near
shoulder, broad-arrow over like  OCT  over over
R off shoulder, broad-arrow near cheek.
If not released on or before the 18th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1376
HENRY MAGNAY,  Poundkeeper.
7s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Ducabrook, by
order of Messrs. Renton and Hawkins, for trespass
on enclosed lands. Driving expenses, 11s. 8d. per head.
One black mare, 1RT (registered brand) over B near
shoulder, t near thigh, like 5DP (registered brand)
off shoulder, near hip down, small  star , hind feet
white, white spots on back.
One chesnut draught gelding, S blotch B over like R or
BE9 (registered brand)  near  shoulder, white spots
on back, wears  near  and off ribs.
One chesnut mare, j  0  X (registered brand) near
shoulder, star.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, bME (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blotch brand near shoulder, white
spots  on back.
One bay entire colt, 99 near neck, off hind foot white.
One dark-bay or brown draught gelding, FFb (regis-
tered brand)  near  shoulder, 177 near neck, NF2(registered brand) near thigh, illegible brand like
31 and other brands off shoulder.
One bay gelding, 8 and blotch over W near shoulder,
near  hind foot and off fore foot white, running star.
One bay draught mare, ZGM (registered brand) over
b8H (registered brand) near shoulder, @N7
(registered brand) near thigh, L off shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey mare, CA5J (registered brand)
over indistinct brand like 5DL (registered brand)
near shoulder,  RB4 (r(gistered brand) off thigh ;
brown filly foal at foot.
If not released  on or before the 15th September, 1885y
will be  sold to  defray  expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN, Poundkeeper.
1732 11s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Alice Downs, on the
3rd August, 1885, by order of W. H. Davidson,
Esquire. Driving, &c , 4s. 6d.
One dark-grey mare, 1 U (part of registered brand)
last letter blotched, possibly P (1UP) over M or
W sideways G sideways near shoulder, C sideways
or small circle near ribs, 131 near neck, DFR off
shoulder.
One brown filly, star, QGY (registered brand) near
shoulder, Y near neck.
If not released on or before the 1st September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1375
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOCNI)ED at Brisbane, from  the streets , by order
of the General Inspector. Trespass, 5s. per head
One red  and white cow, JII off  rumtp.
One red  cow, W2W off  ribs, ear -marked.
One chesnut horse, heart  heart 1  off shoulder, R2L
over D near  shoulder,  star and stripe ,  marked on
knees.
One grey horse, DYP near hip,  W near shoulder, sore
on off shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 25th August, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1395 4s.
I IPOUNDED at Leiburn,  front Talai enclosed
lands, on the 1st August, IS85 , by order  of Frank
11. Hughe s,  E c1uirc. 1) •iving expenses, 2,.
One chesnut  gelding, like 11 1)  conjoined ou er S near
shoulder, ,tar and ,uip.
If not released on or before the 1st September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont,  from Moray Downs, onthe 8th August, 1885 ,  by order of Joseph North,
Esquire, Manager .  Driving, 20s. per head.
One chesnut  gelding,  off  hind foot white ,  blind off eye,
TR over P+ near shoulder ,  G3K near thigh.
One grey gelding, saddle -marks,  WK3 near  shoulder,
like spur off  shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 25th  September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. APPLETON,  Poundkeeper.
1414 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowooinba, from Mr. James Fraw-
ley's paddock below the Range, on the 15th August,
1885. Driving, 9 miles.
One red bullock, 8HJ off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
141.2 Is.
I MPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount CornishStation, on the 14th August, 1885, by order of
E. R. Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One yellow-bay mare, heavy draught, star and snip,
collar-marked, aged, scar over TI L near shoulder,
KK2 (registered  brand) off shoulder.
One dark-bay gelding, star, fore  shoes  on, blotch over
Y-< 1 (registered brand) near shoulder, - over
CM off shoulder, saddle-marked, aged, lame.
If not  released on  or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1411 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Birrie Birrie, for
trespass on enclosed lands, onthe 13th August, 1885,
by Mr. T. Bichiel. Driving, 2s.
One bay gelding, TGS (registered brand) near shoulder,
illegible brand off shoulder, scar on back, fistula-
mark, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 16th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN, Poundkceper.
1410 1s.
I MPOUNDED at Clermont, from Beaufort Paddocks,on the 30th July, 1885, by order of A. B. Brett,
Esquire. Driving, 18s. 4d. per head.
One iron-grey filly, J(n7 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, enlarginent near fore foot, SK near
shoulder , 31NN (registered brand) off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, 1DY (registered brand) over 90
near shoulder, star and stripe, near hind foot white.
One chesnut gelding, bald face, horizontal bar over
MC over A near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, star, NZ4 (registered brand) off
thigh.
One bay gelding, white face, four white legs, b over L
near shoulder, front feet enlarged.
One bay mare, star, near fore and near hind feet white,
like J8P (registered brand) near shoulder, 1BP
(registered brand) off shoulder.
One chesnut colt (yearling), silver mane and tail, near
fore foot white, no visible brand.
One bay gelding long tail, 9V@ (registered brand)
near shoulder, hobble marks on fetlock.
One roan and red neck working bullock, swallow-fork
near car, front quarter off ear, large horns, WJ5
near ribs, CT and indistinct numeral off rump.
One roan working bullock, L CS (registered brand)
near ribs, U or 0 near cheek, greenhide and chain
on neck, lame near hind leg.
One white «orking bullock, ,potted ribs and neck, rope
and chain on neck, half-moon out of near ear,
DU4 (registered brand) near ribs.
One dark-roan working bullock, JN8 (registered
brand) over 9 near ribs, back quarter out of near
car.
One red-roan working bullock, LC5 (registered brand)
u cr 0 near ribs, back quarter out of near car.
One dark-roan cow, dewlap, 6DR off runup, ,hurt horn,.
One white heifer, square out of top of off car, off horn
broken, no N i,ible biand.
One white and roan heifer, ,quart out of top of off car,
no vi,ibie brand.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
1413 17s.
JOHN FITZSIMONS, Poundkeeper. Printed and Published  by Justrs C. Brat„  Government Printer,
Is.1378 William street ,  Brisbane, 22nd august, 1885.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVR, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVR, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim  that the following lots of Land will be
offered for sale by Public Auction. at the uYder-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively. (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON MIDAY ,  TOE 28T2 DAY OF 8EPTBM  R R, 1896.
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No.  Of I  No.  Of  No. of
Lot. Allotment.  motion. Prlou pieAcre.
A. U. P. £ a.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie, town of
Caloundllra.
(Fronting Arthur and Regent streets.)
11
12
13
14
15
16
4
5
13
14
15
16
2 2 0
2 2 0
3 2 12
4 0 37
4 3 6
4 1 6
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
(Fronting Edmund and Regent streets.)
17  2  6 3 2 0 30 0
18 J 4 6 3 2 0 30 0
19 13 6 3 1 6 30 0
20 14 6 3 1 33 30 0
21 ! 15 6 3 2 22 1 30 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Toorbul, town of
Toorbul.
(SiEuabed on Pumice Stone  Channel,  noath of per.
tioa 30, being Kbdivisions of portion 18.)22  1 1 0 137 12 •No ofMo. No ofAAlootment. No. ofSection. Area. PMre 26 2 1 0 2 31 12 0
k - 24 3 1 0 2 18 12 0l
25 4 1 0 230 12 0i I .  R. P. 26 5 1 0 3 32 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 27 6 1 0 3 0 12 0
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane. 28 7 1 0 3 0 12 0
29 8 1 0 2 29 12 0(Being subdivisions of the old Pound  Reserve, near 30 9 1 1 0 28 12 0
the Victoria Park.) 31 1 2 0 2 0 12 0
1 1 A 0 0 274 500 0 32 2 2  0 2 0 12 0
2 2 A 0 0 2310 500 0 33 3 2  0 2 0 12 0
3 3 A 0 0 3210 500 0 34 4 2 0 3 34 12 0
4 4 A 0 0 3510 500 0 35 5 2 0 3 28 12 0
5 5 A 0 0 39- 500 0 36 6 2 0 216 12 0
6 6 B 0 0 3610 500 0 37 1 3 0 1 19 12 0
7 7 B 0 0 29-& 500 0 38 2 3 0 2 1 12 0
8 8 B 0 0 290 500 0 39 3 3 0 2 11 12 0
9 9 B 0 0 31 500 0 40 4 3 0 228 12 0
10 10 B 0 0 300 500 0 41 5 3 0 3 28 12 0
77
750
Price  Per
Aore.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
llotment Section. Area.
A. b P. I S.
TOWN  LOTS- colatinued.
No of  I  No. of  No. of At 'A Jrre.A1lotmeUL  SectionLot.  :I I I A. L. P. 8.
42  10 1  1 1 2 8 0 39 19 3 0 1 0 25 0
43 11 1 2 220 ; 8 0 44 20 3 0 1 0 25 0
44 11 2 2 1 0 8 0 41 1 6 0 1 0 25 0
45 12 2 3 2 10 8 0 42 2 6 0 1 0 25 0
46 13 2 4 337 8 0 43 3 6 0 1 0 25 0
47 14  2  3 0 0 8 0 44 4 6 0 1 0 25 0
48  15  2  4 1 5 8 0 45 5 6 0 1 0 25 0
49 16  2  4 121 8 0 46 6 6 0 1 0 25 0
50 17  2  4 334 8 0 47 7 6 0 1 0 25 0
51 18  2  4 3 39 8 0 48 8 6 0 1 0 25 0
52  19  2 3 3 22 8 0 49 9 6 0 1 0 25 0
53 6  3  1 012 8 0 50 10 6 0 1 0 25 0
51 7 3  1 1 24 8 0 51 11 6 0 1 0 25 0
55  8 3  1 231 8 0 52 12 6 0 1 0 25 0
56  9  3  2 0 3 8 0 53 13 6 0 1 0 25 0
57  1 4  3 2 35 8 0 54 14 6 0 1 0 25 0
58  4 4 2 9 8 0 55 15 6 0 1 0 25 0
59 3  4  4 3 8 8 0 56 16 6 0 1 0 25 0
60 4  4  4 0 19 15 0 57 17 6 0 1 0 25 0
61 5 4 3 3 29 15 0 58 18 6 0 1 0 25 0
62  5 3 2 29 15 0 59 19 6 0 1 0 25 0
63 2  5  3 1 3 15 0 60 20 6 0 1 0 25 0
64 3  5  3 2 11 15 0 61 1 7 0 1 0 25 0
65  4 5 3 2 11 15 0 62 2 7 0 1 0 25 0
66  5 6  3 0 26 15 0 63 3 7 0 1 0 25 0
67  6  5 4 2 18 15 0 64 4 7 0 1 0 25 0
68  7  5  3 0 32 15 0 65 5 7 0 1 0 25 0
69 8  5 3 032 15 0 66 6 7 0 1 0 25 0
67 7  7 0 1 0 25 0
68 8 7 0 1 0 25 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CAIRNS, 69 9 7
0 7
0
0
1 0
0
25
25
0
0
ON MONDAY, THE  12TH DAY OF  OCTOBER, 1885.
70 1
71 11 7 0
1
1 0 25 0
No. or I  No. of No. of Price per 72 12 7 0 1 0 25 0
Lot. Allotment Section . Area Acre. 73 13 7 0 1 0 25 0
I I A. E. P. 74 14 775 15 7
76 16 7
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
25
25
25
0
0
0
TOWN LOTS. 77 17 7 0 1 0 25 0
County of Nares ,  parish of  Sophia, town of 78 18 7 0 1 0 25 0
Woolanmarroo. 79 19 7 0 1 0 25 0
80 20 7 0 1 0 25 0(Situated near  Flirt Point, at the mouth of the 81 1 9 0 1 0 25 0Russell River.) 82 2 9 0 1 0 25 0
1 1 2  0 1 0 25 0 83 3 9 0 1 0 25 0
2 2 2  0 1 0  25 0 84 4 9 0 1 0 25 0
3 3 2  0 1 0  25 0 85 5  9 0 1 0 25 0
4 4 2  0 1 0 25 0 86 6 9 0 1 0 25 0
5 5 2  0 1 0 25 0 87 7 9 0 1 0 25 0
6 6 2  0 1 0 25 0 88 8 9 0 1 0 25 0
7 7 2 0 1 0  25 0 89 9 9 0 1 0 25 0
8 8 2  0 1 0 25 0 90 10 9 0 1 0 25 0
9 9 2  0 1 0 25 0 91 11 9 0 1 0 25 0
10 10 2 0 1 0  25.0 92 12 9 0 1 0 25 0
11 11 2 0 1 0 25 0 93 13 9 0 1 0 25 0
12 12 2  0 1 0 25 0 94 14 9 0 1 0 25 0
13 13 2 0 1 0 25 0 95 15 9 0 1 0 25 0
14 14 2 0 1 0 25 0 96 16 9 0 1 0 25 0
15 15 2 0 1 0 25 0 97 17 9 0 1 0 25 0
16 16 2 0 1 0 25 0 98 18 9 0 1 0 25 0
17 17 2 0 1 0 25 0 99 19 9 0 1 0 25 0
18 18 2  0 1 0 25 0 100 20 9 0 1 0 25 0
19 19 2 0 1 0  25 0 101 1 10 0 1 0 25 0
20 20 2  0 1 0 25 0 102 2 10 0 1 0 25 0
21 1 3  0 1 0 25 103 3 10 0 1 0 25 0
22 2 3  0 1 0 25 0 104 4 10 0 1 0 25 0
23 3 3  0 1 0 25 0 105 5 10 0 1 0 25 0
24 4 3  0 1 0 25 0 106 6 10 0 1 0 25 0
25 5 3 0 1 0 25 0 107 7 I 10 0 1 0 25 0
26 6 3 0 1 0 25 0 108 8 10 0 1 0 25 0
27 7 3 0 1 0 25 0 109 9 10 0 1 0 25 0
28 8 3  0 1 0 25 0 110 10 10 0 1 0 25 0
29 9 3  0 1 0 25 0 111 11 10 0 1 0 25 0
30 10 3 0 1 0 25 0 112 12 10 0 1 0 25 0
31 11 3 0 1 0 25 0 113 13 10 0 1 0 25 0
32 12 3  0 1 0 25 0 114 14 10 0 1 0 25 0
33 13 3 0 1 0 25 0 115 15 10 0 1 0 25 0
34 14 3 0 1 0 25 0 116 16 10 0 1 0 25 0
35 15 3 0 1 0 25 0 117 17 10 0 1 0 25 0
36 16 3 0 1 0 25 0 118 18 10 0 1 0 25 0
37 17 3 0 1 0 25 0 119 19 10 0 1 0 25 0
38 18 3 0 1 0 25 0 120 20 10 j 0 1 0 25 0
Price per
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TOWN  LOTS- conti9rxed.
No of ( No of No of PriceLui. Allotuieut! rution. Area. per Acre.
A.  B. P. t' B.
TOWN  LOTS-oentinued.
N "-k ofT No of No. of
1 rr ! 114ic;/Z D8PUU11 nac41.
t . tc per
Acre.
A. P4. P £' •121 1 0 1 0  25 0 .
122 2 0 1 0 25 0 7 18 1
0
0
1
1
0
0
25 0
25 0123 3 0 1 0 25 0 9 1 0 0 38--a-25 0124 4 0 1 0 25 0
1-'5 5  0 1 0 25 0 10 1 0 1 IJ10 26 0
126 6 0 1 0 25 0 11 1 0 1 l210 35 012 1 0127 7  0 1 0 25 0 13 1 0 01 38 k0 25 025 0128  8  0 1 0 25 0 14 1 0 1 0 0129 9  0 1 0 25 0 15 1 0 1 0 2525 0130 10 0 1 0 25 0 16 1 0 1 0 25 0131 11 0 1 0 25 0 17 1 0 1 0 25 0132 12 0 1 0 25 0 18 1 0 1 0 25 0133 13 0 1 0 25 0 19 1 0 1 0 25 0134 14 0 1 0 25 0 20 1 0 1 0 25 0135 15 0 1 0 25 0 1 2 0 1 0 25 0136 16 0 1 0 25 0 2 2 0 1 0 25 0137 17 0 1 0 25 0 3 2 0 1 0 25 0138 18 0 1 0  25 0 4 2 0 1 0 25 0139  19 0 1 0 25 0 5 2 0 1 0 25 0140 20 0 1 0 25 0 6 2 0 1 0 25 0141 1 0 1 0  25 0 7 2 0 1 0 25 0142 2 0 1 0 25 0 8 2 0 1 0 25 0143 3 0 1 0 25 0 9 2 0 1 0 25 0144 4 0 1 0 25 0 10 2 0 1 0 25 0145 5 0 1 0 25 0 11 2 0 1 0 25 0146 6 0 1 0 25 0 12 2 0 1 0 25 0147 7 0 1 0  25 0 13 2 0 1 0 25 0148 8 0 1 0 25 0 14 2 0 1 0 25 0149 9 0 1 0 25 0 15 2 0 1 0 30 0150 10 0 1 0 25 0 16 2 0 1 0 25 0151 11 0 1 0 25 0 17 2 0 0152 12 0 1 0 25 0 18 02 0 21 00 525 0153 13 0 1 0 25 0 19 2 0 1 0 25 0154 14 0 1 0 25 0 1 3 0 1 0 25 0155 15 0 1 0 25 0 2 3 0 1 0 25 0156 16 0 1 0  25 0 3 3 0 1 0 25 0157 17 0 1 0 25 0 4 3 0 1 0 25 0158 18 0 1 0 25 0 5 3 0 1 0 25 0159 19 0 1 0 25 0 6 3 0 1 0 25 0160 20 0 1 0 25 0 7 3 0 1 0 25 0161 1 0 1 0 25 0 8 3 0 0 5 0162  2  0 1 0 25 0 9 3 0 11 0 225 0163 3 0 1 0 25 0 10 3 0 1 0 1 25 0164 4  0 1 0  25 0 11 3 0 1 0 25 0165 5 0 1 0 25 0 12 3 0 1 0 25 0166 6 0 1 0 25 0 13 3 0 1 0 25 0167 7 0 1 0 25 0 14 3 0 1 0 25 0168 8 0 1 0 25 0 15 3 0 1 0 25 0169 9 0 1 0 25 0 16 3 0 1 0 25 0170 10 0 1 0 25 0 17 3 0 1 0 25 0171 11 0 1 0 25 0 18 3 0 1 0 25 0172 12  0 1 0 25 0 19 3 0 1 0 25 0173 13 0 1 0 25 0 20 3 0 1 0 25 0174 14 0 1 0 25 0 1 4 0 1 0 25 0175 15 0 1 0 25 0 2 4 0 1 0 25 0176 16 0 1 0 25 0 3 4 0 1 0 25 0177 17 0 1 0 25 0 4 4 0 1 0 25 0178 18 0 1 0 25 0 5 4 0 1 0 25 0179 19 0 1 0 25 0 6 4 0 1 0 25 0180 20 0 1 0 25 0 7 4 0 1 0 25 0
8 4 0 1 0 25 0
9 4 0 1 0 25 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ISISFORD, 10 4 0 1 0 25 0
11 4 0 1 0 25 0
ON MONDAY, THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1885. 12 4 0 1 0 25 0
13 4 0 1 0 25 0
No of No. of No. of Price  per 14 4Area 0 1 0 25 0Lot. otment .  section. . Aote
15 4 0 1 0 25 0
16 4 0 1 0 25 0
k A. B. P. $ s. 17 4 0 1 0 25 0
TOWN LOTS. 18 4 0 1 0 26 0
19County of Portland, town of Arrilalah. 20
4 0
4 0
1
1
0
0
25 0
25 0.
situated near the I hompson River on Bunda- 1 5 0 1 0 25 0
barinia Block, about 60 miles north-west of 2 5 0 1 0 25 0
Isisford.) 3 5 0 1 0 25 0
1 1 1 0 1 0 25 0 4 5 0 1 0 50 0
2 2 1 0 1 0 25 0 5 5 0 1 0 25 0
3 3 1 0 1 0 25 0 6 5 1 0 1 0 25 0
4 4 1 0 1 0 25 0 7 5 0 1 0 50 0
5 5 1 0 1 0 ( 25 0 8 5 ' 0 1 0 25 0
6 6 1 1 0 1 0 25 0 9 5 0 1 0 25 0
752
TOWN  LOTS-- COftinued.
)so of  , Ni, of \o. of
Lot, ,Allotment.  Bc.!tion.
89 10 5
90 11 5
91 12 5
92 13 5
93 14 5
94 15 5
95 16 5
96 17 5
97 18 5
98 19 5
99 20 5
100 1 6
101 2 6
102 3 6
103 4 ' 6
104 5 6
105 6 6
106 7 6
107 8 6
108 9 6
100 10 6
110 11 6
111 12 6
112 13 6
113 14 6
114 15 6
115 16 6
116 17 6
117 18 6
118 19 6
119 20 6
111-we rkaAres. Acro
6. a. t.  £ Ib
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 I 25 0
0 1 0 30 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
£ 8. fl.
The purchaser  of lot 11 to pay 130 0 0  for improvements.
„ 31 „ 40 0 0
34 „ 51 17 6
35 „ 100 0 0
37 „ 600 0 0
38 „ 50 0 0
59 „ 20 0 0
81 „ 60 15 0
83 „ 700 0 0
86 „ 660 0 0
„88 „ 2000
„ 92 „ 9000
Improvements on lots 13,  84, and 87 to be valued and added
to upset price.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK-
HAMPTON,
ON TUESDAY, THE 13TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1885.
No. o[ No. of ( No. of  Prloe perArea.L t 'All S to ot ec iomen n, AOre
A.  a. P. £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal, town of
North Bunboona.
(Situated on Dairy Creek,  near  Mount Morgan.)
1 1 1 0 032
2 2 1 0 032
3 3 I 1 0 032
4 4 1 1 0 032
5 5 1 0 032
6 6 1 0 032
7 7 1 0 032
8 8 1 0 032
9 9 1 0 032
10 10 1 0 0 32
11 11 1 0 032
12 12 1 0  0  33
13 1 1 0 0 32
14 14 1 0 0 32
15 15 1 0 6 32
16 16 1 0 0 3`2
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
x
0
0
25 0
25 0
25 0
TOWN Loge--eoxti xed.
No. of No. of No. of Area . Price .peeLot. Jtlotinent  Section . I!  Acre.
'I I A. H. P. £ a.
17 17 1 0 0 32 25 0
18 18 1 g 0 32 25 0
19 19 1 0 0 32 25 0
20 20 1  0 0 32 25 0
21 1 2 0 1 8 25 0
22 2 2  0  1 2 0 25 0
23 3 2 0 1 1- 25 0
21 4 2 0 0 388  25 0
25 5  2  0 0 36? 25 0
26 6 2 0 0 37io 25 0
27 7 2 0 1 3; 25 0
28 8 2 0 1 8 0 25 0
29 9 2 0 0 32  25 0
30 10 I 2 0 0 32 25 0
31 it 2 0 0 32 25 0
32 12 2 0 0 20io 25 0
33 1 3 0 0 32 25 0
34 2 3 0 0 32 25 0
35 3 3 0 0 32 25 0
36 4 3 0 1 8 25 0
37 5 3 0 1 8 35 0
38 6 3 0 1 6 25 0
39 1 4 0 0 36- 25 0
40 2 4 0 0 30 0 25 0
41 3 4 0 1 0 25 0
42 4 4 0 1 0 25 0
43 5 4 0 1 0 25 0
44 6 4 0 1 0 25 0
45 7 4 0 1 0 25 0
46 8 4 0 1 0 26 0
47 9 4 0 1 0 25 0
48 10 4 0 1 0 25 0
49 11 4 0 0 24;0 25 0
50 12 4 0 0 1810 25 0
51 I 1  5  0 1 0 25 0
52 2 5 0 1 0 25 0
53 3 5 0 1 0 25 0
54 4 5 0 1 0 25 0
55 5 5 0 1 0 25 0
56 6 5 0 1 0 25 0
57 7 5 0 1 0 25 0
58 8 5 0 1 0 25 0
5! 9 5 0 1 0 25 0
60 10 5 0 1 0 25 0
61 11 5 0 1 0 25 0
62 12 5 0 1 0 25 0
63 13 5 0 1 0 25 0
64 14 5 0 1 0 25 0
65 1 15 5 0 1 0 25 0
66 16 5 0 0 3510 25 0
Town of South Bunboona.
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
010
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 V 0
0 1 0 2'S 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
0 1 0 25 0
753
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price
per Aare.
No. of
Lot.
Price
per Acre.
TOWN LOS ---eontinusd.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
section.
A. R.  P.  I a 8. A. IL P. £  8.
99 1 3 0 1 0 25 0 6 2 1 0 0 12 0
100 2 3  0 1 0 25 0 7 2 1 0 0 12 0
101 3 3 0 1 0 25 0 8 2 1 0 0 12 0
102 4 3  0 1 0 25 0 9 2 1 0 0 12 0
103 5 3 0 1 0 25 0 10 2 1 0 0 12 0
104 1 5 0 1 0 25. 0 1 3 1 0 0 12 0
105 2 5  0 1 0 25 0 2 3 1 0 0 12 0
106 3 5 0 1 0 I 25 0 3 3 1 0 0 12 0
107 4 5 0 1 0 25 0 4 3 1 0 0 12 0
108 5 5 0 1 0 25 0 5 8 1 0 0 12 0
109 6 5  0 1 0 25 0 6 3 1 0 0 12 0
110 7 5  0 1 0 25 0 7 3 1 0 0 12 0
111 8 5 0 1 0 25 0 8 3 1 0 0 12 0
112 9 5  0 1 0 25 0 9 3 1 0 0 12 0
113 10 5  0 1 0 25 0 10 3 1 0 0 12 0
114 11 5  0 1 0 25 9 1 4 1 0 0 12 0
115 12 5  0 1 0 25 0 2 4 1 0 0 12 0
116 18 5  0 1 0 25 0 3 4 1 0 0 12 0
117 14 5  0 1 0 25 0 4 4 1 0 0 12 0
118 15 5  0 1 0 25 0 5 4 1 0 0 12 0
119 16 5  0 1 0 25 0 6 4 1 0 0 12 0
120 1 6  0 1 0 25 0 7 4 1 0 0 12 0
121 2 6  0 1 0 25 0 8 4 1 0 0 12 0
121V 3 6 0 1 0 25 0 9 4 1 0 0 12 0
123 4 6  0 1 0 25 0 10 4 1 0 0 12 0
124 5 6 0 1 0 25 0 1 5 1 0 0 12 0
125 6 6  0 1 0 25 0 2 5 1 0 0 12 0
126 7 6  0 1 0 25 0 3 5 1 0 0 12 0
127 8 6  0 1 0 25 0 4 5 1 0 0 12 0
128 9 6  0 1 0 25 0 5 5 1 0 0 12 0
129 10 6  0 1 0 25 0 6 5 1 0 0 12 0
130 11 6  0 1 0 25 0 7 5 1 0 0 12 0
131 12 6  0 1 0 25 0 8 5 1 0 0 12 0
9 5 1 0 0 12 0
10 5 1 0 0 12 0
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood, town 1 6 1 0 0 12 0
of Westwood. 2 6 1 0 0 12 0
3 6 1 0 0 12 0
(With frontages to Coverley and Roger  streets.) 4 6 1
5 6 1
0
0
0
0
12 0
12 0
132 1 38 1 0 0 15 0 6 6 1 0 0 12 0
133 2 33 1 0 0 15 0 7 6 1 0 0 12 0
134 3 33 1 0 0 15 0 8 6 1 0 0 12 0
135 4 33 1 0 0 15 0 9 6 1 0 0 12 0
136 5 33 1 0 0 15 0 10 6 1 0 0 12 0
1 7 1 0 0 12 0
2 7 1 0 0 12 0
3 7 1 0 0 12 0
4 7 1 0 0 12 0
5 7 1 0 0 12 0SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, 6 7 1 0 0 12 0
ST. GEORGE, 7 7 1
8
0 0 12 0
7 1 0 0 12 0
ON MONDAY,  THE 12TH DAY  OF OCTOB1ia,  1885. 9 7 1 0 0 12 0
10 7 1 0 0 12 0
ofN N f 1 8  1 0 0 12 0o
w
o. o
AllotmentJ
No. ofSection. Pri'i reAre&
erl:
2 8 1 0 0 12 0
=
3 8 1 0 0 12 0
A. IL F. 1 9 8. 4 8 1 0 0 12 0
5 8 1 0 0 12 0
6 8 1 0 0 12 0
TOWN LOTS. 7 8 1 0 0 12 0
8 8 1 0 0 12 0
County of Belmore, parish of Bogiria, town of 9 8 1 0 0 12 0
Rebel. 10 8 1 0 0 12 0
(Situated on the Bokhara River at Kelly's Point.)
1 1 1 1 0 0 12 0 County of Belmore, parish of Currawildi ,  town of
2 2 1 1 0 0 12 0 Dirranbandi.
3 3 1 1 0 0 12 0
4 4 1 1 0 0 12 0 (Situated on the Balonne River about forty miles
5 5 1 1 0 0 12 0 south of St.  George.)6 6 1 1 0 0 12 0
7 7 1 1 0 0 12 0 81 1 1 1 0 0 12 0
8 8 1 1 0 0 12 0 82 2 1 1 0 0 12 0
9 9 1 1 0 0 12 0 83 3 1 1 0 0 12 0
10 10 1 1 0 0 12 0 81 4 1 1 0 0 12 0
11 1 2 1 0 0 12 0 85 5 1 1 0 0 12 0
12 2 2 1 0 0 12 0 86 6 1 1 0 0 1€ 0
13 3 2 1 0 0 12 0 87 7 1 1 0 0 12 0
14 4 2 1 0 0 12 0 88 8 1 1 0 0 12 0
15 5 2 1 0 0 12 0 89 9 1 1 0 0 12 0
75-1
TOWN  LOTS -continued.
No. of  No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment  Section. Area Price perAura.
s.  P. 1 $ a,
90 10 1 1 0 0 12 0
91 1 2 1 0 0 12 0
92 2 2 1 0 0 12 0
93 3 2 1 0 0 12 p
94 4 2 1 0 0 12 0
95 5 2 1 0 0 12 0
96 6 2 1 0 0 12 0
97 7 2 1 0 0 12 0
98 8 2 1 0 0 12 0
99 9 2 1 0 0 12 0
100 10 2 1 0 0 12 0
101 1 3 1 0 0 12 0
102 2  3 1 0 0 12 0
103 3 3 1 0 0 12 0
104 4 3 1 0 0 12 0
105 5 3 1 0 0 12 0
106 6 3 1 0 0 12 0
107 7 3 1 0 0 12 0
108 8 3 1 0 0 12 0
109 9 3 1 0 0 12 0
110 10 3 1 0 0 12 0
111 1 4 1 0 0 12 0
112 2 4 1 0 0 12 0
113 3  4 1 0 0 12 0
114 4 4 1 0 0 12 0
115 5 4 1 0 0 12 0
116 6 4 1 0 0 12 0
117 7 4 1 0 0 12 0
118 8 4 1 0 0 12 0
119 9 4 1 0 0 12 0
120 10 4 1 0 0 12 0
121 1 6 1 0 0 50 0
122 2 6 1 0 0 25 0
123 3 6 1 0 0 12 0
124 4 6 1 0 0 12 0
125 5 6 1 0 0 12 0
126 6  6 1 0 0 12 0
127 7 6 1 0 0 12 0
128 8  6 1 0 0 12 0
129 9 6 1 0 0 12 0
130 10 6 1 0 0 12 0
131 1 7 1 0 0 12 0
132 2  7 1 0 0 12 0
133 3 7  1 0 0 12 0
134 4 7  1 0 0 12 0
135 5 7 1 0 0 12 0
136 6 7 1 0 0 12 0
137 7 7 1 0 0 12 0
138 8 7 1 0 0 12 0
139 9 7 1 0 0 12 0
140 10 7 1 0 0 12 0
141 1 8 1 0 0 12 0
142 2  8 1 0 0 12 0
143 3  8 1 0 0 12 0
144 4 8 1 0 0 12 0
145 5 8 1 0 0 12 0
146 6  8 1 0 0 12 0
147 7 8 1 0 0 12 0
148 8  8 1 0 0 12 0
149 9 8  1 0 0 12 0
150 10 8 1 0 0 12 0
151 1 9 1 0 0 12 0
152 2 9 1 0 0 12 0
153 3 9 1 0 0 12 0
154 4 9  1 0 0 12 0
155 5  9 1 0 0 12 0
156 6 9 1 0 0 12 0
157 7 9 1 0 0 12 0
158 8 9 1 0 0 12 0
159 9 9 1 0 0 12 0
160 10 9 1 0 0 1 12 0
161 1 10 1 0 0  11 12 0
162 2 10 1 0 0 12 0
163 3  10 1 0 0 12 0
164 4 10 1 0 0 12 0
165 5 10 1 0 0 12 0
166 6  10 1 0 0 12 0
167 7 10 1 0 0 12 0
168 8  10 1 0 0 12 0
169 9 10 1 0 0 12 0
170 10 10 1 0 0 12 0
The purchaser of lot 121 to pay ieou o for improveweut,.
to  n 122  .,  9300 „
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOWNS-
VILLE,
ON MONDAY,  THE 12TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1885.
V'a of 'co of \o. of
Lot Allotment 8e'•t-t. Al eft Price perAcre
A H  &
TOWN LOTS.
County of Gladstone, parish of Jarvisfield, town
of Noondoo.
(Situated  near Barratta  Creek, westof Selection 453.)
1 1 1 0 1 20 15 0
2  2 1 0 1 0 15 0
3 3 1 0 1 0 15 0
4 4 1 0 1 20 15 0
5 5 1' 0 1 20 15 0
6 1 6 1 0 1 0 15 0
7 1 7 1 0 1 0 1 15 08 8 1 0 1 20 i 15 0
9 1 2 0 1 0 15 0
10 2 2 0 1 0, 15 0
11 3 2 0 1 0 15 0
12 4 2 0 1 8 15 0
13  5  2 0 1 0 15 0
14 6 2 0 1 0 15 0
15 , 7 2 0 1 0 15 0
16 8 2 0 1 0 15 0
17 9 2 0 2 0 40 0
18 10 1 2 0 2 0 40 0
19 11 2' 0 1 0 40 0
20 12  2  0 1 0 40 0
21 13 2 0 1 0 40 0
22 14 2' 0 1 0 40 0
23 15 2 0 1 0 40 0
24 16 2 0 1 0 40 0
25 17 2 0 1 0 40 0
26 18 2 0 1 0 40 0
27 1 4 0 1 0 40 0
28 2 4 ' 0 1 0 40 0
29 3 4; 0 1 0 40 0
30 4 4 0 1 0 40 0
31 5 4' 0 1 0 40 0
32 6 4 0 1 0 40 0
33 7 4 0 1 0 40 0
34 8 4 0 1 0 40 0
35 9 4 0 1 0 40 0
36 10 4 0 1. 0 40 0
37 11 4 0 1 0 40 0
38 12  4 0 1 0 40 0
39 13 4 0 1 0 40 0
40 14 4 0 1 0 15 0
41 15 4 0 1 0 15 0
42 16 4 0 1 0 15 0
43 17 4 0 1 0 15 0
44 18 4 0 1 0 15 0
45 19 4 0 1 0 15 0
46 20 4 0 1 0 15 0
47 1 5 0 1 0 15 0
48 2 5 0 1 0 15 0
49 3 5 0 1 0 15 0
50 4 5 0 1 0 15 0
51 5 5 0 1 0 15 0
52 6 5  0 1 0 I 15 0
53 7 5 0 1 0 •15 0
54 8 5 0 1 0 15 0
55 9 5 0 1 0 15 0
56 10 5 0 1 0 15 0
57 11 5 0 1 0 15 0
58 12  5 0 1 0 15 0
59 13 , 5 0 1 0 15 0
60 14 ' 5 0 1 0 15 0
61 15 5 0 1 0 15 0
62 16 5 0 1 0 15 0
63 17 5 0 1 0 15 0
64 18 5 0 1 0 15 0
65 19 5 0 1 0 15 0
66 20 5 0 1 0 15 0
67 1 6 0 1 0 15 0
68 2 6 0 1 0 15 0
69 3 6 0 1 0 15 0
70 4 6 0 1 0 15 0
71 5! 6 0 1 0 15 0
72 6 6 0 1 0 15 0
73 7 6 0 1 0 15 0
74 8 6 0 1 0 15 0
75 9 6 0 1 0 15 0
755
'-No. f
Lot.
TOWN  LOTS - eon€inued.
No. of , No. of
Area.Allotment Section. Price No. ofper Acre. Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price
per Acre.
i
A. B. P. £ d. I A. R. P.  £
76 10 6 0 1 0 1 15 0 10 3 ; 0 2 0  12
77 11 6 0 1 0 1 15 0 11  5 3 0 2 0  12
78 12 6 0 1 0 15 0 12  3 1 0 2 0  12
79 13 6 0 1 0 15 0 13  7 3 0 2 0  12
80 14 6 0 1 0 15 0 14  3 i 0 2 0  12
81 15 ! 6 0 1 0 15 0 15  9 3 ' 0 2 0  12
82 16 6 0 1 0 15 0 16  10  3 0 2 0 1283 17 6 0 1 0 15 0 17  1  4 0 2 0 12
84 1-s 6 0 1 0 15 0 18  2  4 1 0 2 0  12
85 19 6 0 1 0 15 0 19 3 12
86 20 6 0 1 0 15 0 20  4 0 2 0  12
87 1 7 0 1 0 15 0 21 5 4 0 2 0 12
88 2 7 0 1 0 15 0 22  6  4 0 2 0 12
89 3 7 0 1 0 15 0 23 7 4 0 2 0 12
90 4 7 0 1 0 15 0 24  8 4 0 2 0 12
91 5 7 0 1 0 15 0 25 9 4 0 2 0 12
92 6 7 0 1 0 15 0 26  10 4 0 2 0 12
93 7 7 0 1 0 15 0 27  1 5 0 2 0 12
9t 8 7 0 1 0 40 0 28  2 5 0 2 0 12
95 9 7 0 1 0 30 0 29  3 5 0 2 0  12
96 10 7 0 1 0 30 0 30  8 5 0 2 0 12
97 11 7 0 1 0 30 0 31  9 5 0 2 0 12
98 12 7 0 1 0 30 0 32 10 5 0 2 0 12
99 13 7  0 1 0 30 0 33  1  6 0 2 0 12
100 14 7 0 1 0 30 0 34  2  6 0 2 0 12
101 15 7 0 1 0 30 0 35  3  6 0 2 0 12
102 16 7 0 1 0 30 0 36 4 6 0 2 0 12
103 17 7 0 1 0 30 0 37  6  6 0 2 0 12
104 18 7 010 300  38  6 6 0 2 0 12
105 19 7 0 1 0 30 0 39  7  6 0 2 0 12
106 20 7 0 1 0 30 0 40 8 6 0 2 0 12
The  purchaser of lot 17 to pay £320 for  imp rovements. 41 9 6 0 2 0 12
94 „ £310
£12095 42 10 6 0 2 120„
43 1 8 0 2 0 12
44 2 8 0 2 0 12
45 3 8 0 2 0 12
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE , THAR- 46 4 8 0 2 0 12
GOMINDAH, 47  5  8 048  6  8 0 22 0 120 12
ON MONDAY, THE 12TH DAY OF OCTO BER, 1885. 49 7 8 0 2 0 12
50 8 8 0 2 0 12
No. of  I  No. of No of i 51 9  8 0 2 0 12Lot Allotment Se .ction. Area . Pr ce perAcre. 52 10 8 0 2 0 12
53 1 9 0 2 0 12A.  I. P. I £ a 54 2  9 0 2 0 12
55 3 9 0 2 0 12
TOWN LOTS. 56 8  9 0 2 0  12
Town of Eroman a 57 9 9 0 2 0 12.g 58 10 9 0 2 0 12
(Situated on Erounghoola Creek, South Gregory
District.)
1 1 1 0 2 4 40 0
2 2 1 0 1 36 25 0
3 3 1 0 2 0 12 0
4 4 1 0 2 0 12 0
5 5 1 0 1 20 12 03  2 15 0
6 4  2 2 0 0 15 07  2 15 0
8 2 15 0
7  1  3 0 2 0 12 0
8 2  3 0 2 0 12 0
9 I  3  3 0 2 0 12 0
The purchaser of lot 1 to pay £800  for improvements.
„ 2 „ £400 „
„
6
„ £30 it
Given under my Nand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
€ 0D SAVE  THlR QUEEN I
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, G overnment  Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORIAEA REGINJE.
s*** kk :i::i::i::r:j::i:xc k ::its r= is i:sg:kai:: .kkk $ak:i:3Fokk kYakks$ i= k  =:i iF$ * . ***** t**
No. 2.
An Act to Grant Relief to Persons  who, having become entitled to
certain rights as members of the Police Force under  "  The Police
Act of  1863,"  have ceased to belong to that Force, but are still
employed in the Public Service of the Colony.
[ASSENTED TO 14TH AUGUST, 1885.
WHEREAS divers persons, members of the Police Force consti- Preamble.tuted under 11 The Police Act of  1863," having under the
provisions  of that Act made contributions to the Police Superannua-
tion  Fund thereby established, have been since transferred to other
offices in the Public Service, and have thereby lost their right to
claim any superannuation allowance or retiring allowance under the
provisions of the said Act, and it is expedient to grant relief to such
persons :  Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. When any member of the Police Force constituted under police officers
The Police Act of  1863," who became a member of that Force transferred tocivil
before the fourteenth day of September, 1869, and who while he rigts to uper-lose
continued to be a member of such Force regularly contributed annuation and
to the Police Superannuation Fund established under that Act, retiringallowance.
has heretofore been or shall hereafter be appointed by the
Gdvernor
78
758 490 V1UTORUE, No. 2.
Police  Officers' Belief Act.
Governor in Council to another office in the Public Service of the
Colony, not being an office in the Police Force, the Governor in
Council may direct that such person shall have and be subject and
entitled to the same rights, obligations, and privileges, as if he had
been a member of the Civil Service under the provisions of  Zhe
Civil Service Act of  1863 " and  "The Civil Service Act of  1863
Extension Jet,"  and had been appointed to his office under those
Acts on the day on which he was appointed to the Police Force, and
such person shall thereupon have and be subject and entitled to such
rights, obligations, and privileges accordingly.
Amounts to be paid 2. The amount of any moneys payable to any person under the
Rom ons  nd.
ted provisions f this Act shall be payable out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund.
Deduction of 2 per  3. There shall be deducted from the salary of every such person
centum from salaries. and paid to the Consolidated Revenue Fund  a sum  equal to two per
centum per annum.
Arrears of 4. In any  case  in which any such member of the Police Force
deduction to be paid. has been so  appointed to another office before the passing of this Act,
lie shall within six months after the passing of this Act pay to the
Colonial Treasurer, to be paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund, a
sum equal to the amount which would have been deducted from his
salary for the whole time that has elapsed  since  his said appointment
if he had been a member of the Civil Service under the provisions of
If The Civil Service Act of  1863 " and  " The Civil Service Act of  1863
Extension Act,"  and had received as such member a salary equal to
the salary that he has received from time to time as an officer of the
Public Service since such appointment.
Transfer  of 5. A sum equal to the amount which has been contributed to
contributions  to the Police Superannuation Fund  by  any person in respect of whomConsolidated
Revenue Fund. the Governor in Council makes any such direction shall be transferred
from such fund and paid to the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
Short title.  6.  1 his  Act may be cited as If  The Police Officers' Relief Act
of  1885."
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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No. 3.
An Act to  Make  Provision for the Assessment and Payment of Com-
pensation to certain Employers of Paci fic Island Labourers
who have been returned to their Native Islands by order of the
Governor in Council.
[ASSENTED TO 26TH AUGUST, 1885.
WHEREAS it has been made to appear to the Governor of thePreamble.Colony of Queensland in Council that c rtain Pacific Islanders
introduced into the Colony under the provisions of  The Pacific
Island Labourers del of  1880" did not understand the nature of
their  engagements  when they were so introduced, and such islanders
have consequently been returned to their native islands by the
authority of the Governor in Council and at the expense of the said
Colony : And whereas in consequence of such return the employers
of such islanders may have sustained  losses  by reason of being
deprived of their services, and it is expedient that provision should be
made for compensating such employers for such losses : Be it there-
fore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in this present Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same as follows:-
1. The employer of any islander soreturned to his native claimsfor loss of
island may at any time before the first day of January, one thousand serviees of i-LandersI . by ofeight hundred and eighty-six, end to the Colonial Secretary  claimthe Government dermayy ay
setting forth the name of any islander so returned, the time when he be sent in before 1st
was introduced into the Colony, the cost and expense to the employer
January, 1886.
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Court to assessdamages.
of his introduction, the time when the islander ceased to be employed,
and particulars of the loss alleged to have been sustained by the
employer by reason of being deprived of the services of the islander.
Such particulars shall set forth in detail the mode in which the
amount of the alleged loss is made up and computed.
2. For the purposes of investigating such claims and assessing
the amount of loss sustained by the claimants a Court shall be and is
hereby constituted, consisting of the Judge of the Southern District
Court and two assessors.
One of the assessors shall in each case be nominated by the
Governor in Council and the other by the claimant.
Provided that when the same person makes a claim in respect
of the loss of the services of more than one islander the same persons
shall be appointed  as assessors  in respect of the claims made for the
loss  of the services of all such islanders.
Claims to be sent to 3. All  claims , when received by the Colonial Secretary, shall
Judge. be by him forwarded to the said Judge, who shall thereupon appoint a
day and place for hearing and determining the same, and shall give
not less than foixrteen days' notice of such day and place to the
Colonial Secretary and to the claimant.
Name of assessors to 4. Seven days at least before the day so appointed, the Colonial
be given. Secretary and the claimant shall respectively give notice to the other
of them and to the Judge, of the names of the assessors appointed by
the Governor in Council and the claimant respectively.
Procedure of court. 5. At the time and place so appointed by the Judge, or at
some adjournment thereof, the Court shall proceed to inquire into the
claims by such evidence, and in such manner and form of procedure,
as shall appear to the Judge to be most likely to do substantial justice
between the parties. Provided, nevertheless, that the rules of evidence
followed in the Supreme Court shall be observed upon every such
inquiry, unless the Judge shall otherwise direct.
Rules for assessing
damages.
6. In assessing damages the following rules shall be observed:-(L) A claimant shall not, except as hereinafter provided, be
entitled to any damages that have not been actually
sustained, or that are of a merely speculative nature ;
nor for any loss of prospective profits.
(2.) Regard shall be had to the length of time during which
the islanders were actually employed by the claimant.
(3.) No' greater damages shall be allowed than the actual
net difference between the expenditure which has been
actually incurred, or would have been incurred, by the
claimant in respect of the introduction, maintenance,
clothing, medical attendance, wages, and return of the
islanders of whose services he has been deprived if such
islanders had remained in his service for the full period
of three years, and the cost of engaging other labourers
to perform the same work which would have been
performed by such islanders if they had remained in
the claimant's service, together with any loss which has
been actually sustained by the claimant by reason of his
inability to procure other labour.
(4.) A
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(4.) A claimant shall not be entitled to any damages unless
he proves that he has used all reasonable means to supply
the place of the islanders of whose services he has been
deprived.
(5.) Regard shall be had to the probability of the islanders
refusing or becoming incapable to work or dying before
the expiration of the full period of three years.
7. If the assessors agree in assessing the damages their finding How decision
shall he the decision of the Court ; but if a difference of opinion arrived at.
arises between them the Judge shall decide, and his decision shall be
the decision of the Court.
8. The Judge shall determine any point of law that may arise
upon the hearing of any claim ; and an appeal shall lie to the
Supreme Court at Brisbane from any decision of the Judge upon any
such point of law. Such appeal shall be in the form of a special case
in the manner now used with respect to appeals from District Courts,
and the Supreme Court shall have the same jurisdiction in respect of
any such appeal as in the case of appeals from District Courts.
9. When a claimant makes claims in respect of two or more
islanders removed from the same estate, all such claims shall be heard
and determined together.
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Questions of law.
Appeal.
Claims in respect of
several islanders
from same estate.
10. Any time herein prescribed for doing any act may be Extension of time.
extended by leave of the Judge.
11. If an assessor dies, or refuses or becomes unable to act, Death or incapacity
the Governor in Council or the claimant, as the case may be, may of  assessors.
nominate another person as assessor in his stead.
12. No person shall be appointed to act as an  assessor  who is Disqualification.
in the Public Service, or in the employment of the claimant or of
any other claimant.
13. The Judge may allow and add to the amount awarded as Costs.
damages such reasonable  sum as  he may think fit for  costs, assessors'
lees, and witnesses' expenses, but not exceeding in any, case fifty
pounds, exclusive of assessors' fees and witnesses' expenses.
14. The Judge shall certify under his hand to the Governor Payment of amounts
the decision of the Court upon every claim, and the amount, if any, awarded for damage..
so certified to be due to the claimant shall be payable out of any
moneys appropriated by Parliament for that purpose.
15. This Act may be cited as  11 The  Pacific  Islanders'
Employers '  Compensation  Act of  1885."
Short title.
By Authority :  Jsas s C. BSAL, Government Printer, William street , Brisbane.
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No. 4.
An Act to Prohibit the Keeping of Rabbits  in  the Colony of Queensland,
and to Authorise their Destruction.
[ASSENTED To 26TH AUGUST, 1885.
B
E it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legi slative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the  same, as  follows :-
1. From and after the passing of this Act no live rabbit shall  Live rabbits not to
be introduced into the Colony of Queensland, by sea or land ; and any beintroduced into
master of any vessel, or driver or person in charge of any conveyance
the colony.
by land, or any other person, who carries or brings, or allows to be
carried or brought, any live rabbit into the Colony, by any such vessel
or conveyance, or by any other means, shall be guilty of an offence
aghast this Act.
2. No person shall have in his possession or keep on his No lire  rabbits to be
premises any live rabbit ; and any person who has in his possession, or kept'
knowingly keeps or permits to be kept on his premises, any live rabbit,
shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.
3. It
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Straying rabbits may 3. It shall be lawful for any person to destroy any live rabbitbe destroyed. found at any place within the Colony ; and the owner of any rabbit so
destroyed shall not be entitled to recover any compensation for any
loss or damage that he sustains by the destruction of such rabbit.
Turning rabbits loose 4. Any person who turns  loose a  rabbit, or negligently
an offence against suffers a  rabbit to run loose, shall be guilty of an offence against thisAct.
Act, and shall be liable for  all loss and damage  occasioned by such
rabbit to the  person sustaining  the same, as well  as to  the penalties
imposed by this Act. -
Persons authorised 5. The Governor in Council may authorise any bailiff or ranger
to destroy rabbits of Crown Lands, or any other person, to enter upon any land in themay take all neces-
sary steps. occupation of any person, and to destroy any rabbits found thereon.
And any person so authorised may enter upon any land, and may take
such  means as appear  to him most expedient,  and as are  approved by
the Minister, for the destruction of all rabbits found thereon.
Any person obstructing, resisting, or hindering, any person so
authorised in the prosecution of his work of destruction shall be guilty
of an offence against this Act.
Penalties and their 6. Any person offending against any of the provisions of this
recovery. Act shall, for the first offence, be liable on conviction to a penalty
not exceeding fifty pounds and not less than ten pounds, and, for the
second or any subsequent offence, to a penalty not exceeding one
hundred pounds and not less than twenty pounds.
All such offences shall be prosecuted before  any two justices
of the  peace in a summary manner,  and the payment of the penalty
may be enforced by distress  and sale  of the  goods and  chattels of the
offender.
Meaning of
" Minister."
Repeal of 44 Vic.,
No. 3.
Short title.
7. In this  Act the term  11 Minister "  means the Secretary for
Public Lands or other Minister charged with the execution of this
Act.
8.11 The Rabbi t Act of  1880  "  is hereby repealed.
9. This Act may be cited as  " The Rabbit Act of  1885."
By Authority:  JAMES C. BEAL,  G overnment Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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And the Honourable the secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twentieth
day of August, 1885.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act o
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is  practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or  plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third  section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for  selection , and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said- land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
accordingly.
aette,
A. V. DRU'RY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Pine and
Samsonvale , in the  Brisbane  Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN WHITE and
JAMES MCGILL
to be  Trustees  of the  Reserve for  Cricket Ground,
North Ipswich, in the  room of James  Howard Gill,
resigned, and Richard  Joseph  Smith ,  deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN REID and
JAMES JOHN KENNEDY
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery,
Wivenhoe, in the room of  Emanuel Denman and
Peter Thorns  n, resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1885.
I1IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN BOWEN OWEN EVANS
to be a Bailiff '  of Crown Lands, under the p ro -
visions of  "Tlie Crown  Lands Act  of  1884," in the
room of  John  Danaher, dismissed.
C. B. DUTTON.
8.1
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H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM RICHARD ONSLOW HILL
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Springsure Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884.," in the room of J. G. Macdonald, who has
been transferred.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1885.
UIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
DANIEL H. ROBINSON
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Mount Britton Land Agent's Dis-
trict, under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act
.r 1884," in the room of William R. Onslow
Hill, transferred.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
I '
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE at BOUlia
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent thereat, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE at Winton
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent thereat, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1885.
j j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
LL of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
EBENEZEB THOBNE
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Kan-
garoo Point.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
L j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
THOMAS PRYDE-
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
N O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election to
fill  the vacancy caused by the resignation of
William McIntosh as a Member for Subdivision
No. 1 of the Ula Ula Division, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " ne Divi-
sional Boards Act of  1879  Amendment Act of  1884,"
been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM MCINTOSH
to be a Member or Subdivision No. 1 of the said
Division, to fill the vacancy caused by his resigna-
tion.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  DEIGHTON
to be Mining Surveyor at Charters Towers, in the
room of Francis  Walford Mawe, transferred ; and
FRANCIS WALFORD MAWR
to be Mining Surveyor at Ravenswood, in the room
of Frederick Deighton, transferred.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursu-
ance  of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards
Act of  1879, been pleased to appoint
HOWARD SMITH and
GEORGE WILLIAM KETTLE
to be Auditors for the Belyando Division.
WM. MILES.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive Council , has, in pursuance
of the provisions  of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1879, " been pleased  to appoint
J. T. BALL
to be an Auditor for the Murweh Division, in the
room of  W. T. Stephens,  deceased.
WM. MILES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1885.
T is hereb notified for  general information,
I that the Money Order Offices at the under-
mentioned places  have been closed ,  viz.:-
KINGSBOBOU GH and PINE HILL;
and that  a Money  Order Office has been opened at
JERICHO (on the Central Railway).
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following promotions in the Customs
Department, viz.:-
ALFRED HENRY BEDDECK , Clerk, Mackay,
to be Clerk, Rockhampton, in the room of Cutlack,
resigned ;
CLARENCE BALL, Junior Clerk, Mackay,
to be Clerk, in the room of Beddeck, promoted ;
ALFRED ROBERT JAGGARD, Assistant Clerk,
Rockhampton,
to be Junior Clerk, Mackay, in the room of Ball,
promoted.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
llS Excellency the Governor, with the advicej of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD WILLIAM CURTIS
to be Accountant in the Office of the Curator of
Intestate Estates.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
September next.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to approve of the appoint-
ment of
ERNEST OCTAVIUS MITH , Esquire, of Sydney,
as Hawaiian Consul-General for the Australian
Colonies and Tasmania.
WM. MILES. I S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
L IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the  Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOSEPH SHEPPARD
to be Assistant  Registrar  of Births and Deaths
at Ravenswood Junction, for the Registry District
of Kennedy, in the room of James Kennedy,
removed.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Constable JOHN RYAN
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for slaughter at Blackall, in the room of
Senior-Constable P. Ryan, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM RICHARD ONSLOW HILL
to be Acting Police Magistrate at Springsure, in
the room of J. G. Macdonald, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1885.
1H ,IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof th  Executiv  Council  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM RICHARD ONSLow HILL
to be Acting Registrar of Births ,  Marriages, and
Deaths at Springsure ,  for the Registry District of
Springsure ,  in the room  of J. G.  Macdonald,
transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
11
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HUGH MILMAN
to be Acting Registrar of Births ,  Marriages, and
Deaths  at Cooktown , during the absence on leave
of the Registrar.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that
CHARLES WARDE, Esquire,
is to be recognised provisionally as Consul, in
Queensland, for Sweden and Norway.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1885.HIS Fxcellency the Governor dirt c s itto be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
FANsHAwE D. GOSTLING, late Lieutenant 3rd
Brigade, Royal Artillery,
to be a Lieutenant, provisionally, in the Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
1111 to direct that the name
JAMES HANDFORD
be substituted for James Hanford, appearing in
the notification published in the  Gazette  of the
15th instant, appointing certain gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions and
transfers of Teachers in the service of the Depart-
ment of Public  Instruction , viz.:-
JESSE BERNARD FREEMAN
to be promoted to the position of First  Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Allenstown ; to take
effect from the 1st August, 1885.
MATTHEW PURDON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the  State  School at Sandgate ; to take
effect from the 1st September, 1885.
JAMES TASKER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Bulimba ; to take
effect from the 1st September, 1885.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
The Honourable  BERKELEY BASIL MORETON
to be a Trustee of the Queensland Museum.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
" PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by  the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last,  it is  provided
that the Minister may, by  a general  direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis.
tration  of the  said  Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Qazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
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at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland. being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act.,  are declared
forfeited.
0
r C;
ao Name of Lessee. Area. LanD
d Agent's
ist rict.
A. R. P. I
219 John F . Buckland ... 1230 0 0 Cook town
220 James Ferguson ... ... 1230 0 0 ditto
221 Walter Tai for ... ... 1230 0 0 ditto
222 David Ralph Eden .. 1237 0 0 ditto
223 James McClay ... .. 12300 0 ditto
224 Thomas Bunton ... .. 1225 0 0 ditto
225 Edgar  Wright Walker ... 1210 0 0 ditto226 Moses Ward ... .. 1135 0 0 ditto
227 Frede rick J. Brown 1220 0 0 ditto
228 J. B. Hail . .. .. 121(1 0 0 ditto
257 George Armstrong 1233 0 0 ditto
252 Thomas Martin ... .. 1220 0 0 ditto
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of N ew Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the  Proclamation  issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all  islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island- inclusive, together with the is'ands in the
Goselien Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
IN' HEREAS by the  Regulations  made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by  a general  direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a  special  direction
given on granting  a license in  respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAM"JF.L WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Q eensland, bein   the M mister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St .  George ,  Governor
A. MUSGRAVE,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
rN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
1  in  accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council , do hereby
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By UI>38 Excellency Sir ANTHONY  M USGRA1'B,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUsGRAVR, chael and St. George, GovernorGovernor. and Commander in-chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876 ," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice  of the  Executive Council , do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the fo ll owing
Selections  of Land,  under the  said Act,  are declared
forfeited.
d1
 . o
VVY
m
o Name  or  Lessee. Area.
as al
c
6334
11
Land Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
John J.  Jol.nston  . ..  99 3 0 Ipswich
Charles J. Blakeney ... 200 0 0 Blackall
Given tinder my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
August ,  in the  year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTfON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
1't;O:' L 11LATIO N.
t.'} 1: -, N:.\c•ellen(•y Sir AsT11o\T 1IrsoItt' r.,
hnllit Grand t'ro,s of the Most
[I,.s.] 1?i.ti  1gnished Order of `t. '_11i-
A 111LTSOORRAY?, chat•I and St. George. Governor
(Gorer•nur.  and ('iunirinder ill-L,11lef of tile
Ut1tonv  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N  pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance with the 'provisions of  " The
Crown l unls Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGR AVE, the Governor  aforesaid, with
the advice of the 1 xecutive Cout:cil, do hereby
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notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
A. R. P.
6779 Helen Getty
...  160 0 0
166-1 Matthew D. Hamilton  640 0 9
1652 William  II. Couldery 785 0 0
488 Percy George T. Brack 191 0 0
i: 41 Charles 11. Holmes ... 1.254 0 0
141 Edwin Brice ... ... 160 0 0
'Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
Ipswich
Gympie
Gympie
Cairns
Mackay
Herberton
Given under m'y hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QU E EN 1
PIUOC'T,A 1TATION.
".i 11ie Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
hniglit Grand  Cross of  the Most
Di,nn,,,nisl rd Order  of St. Mi-
!..!i ,,.,; hv,.:, clcacl a d 8t. (cur(,-e, ( governor
and 'u. unrau lcr iu L lcicf of the
and itr
l ! I,c „I, try i, c,
N pursuance of section one of  "  The Native
Birds  Protection Act Amendment  Act of  18-4,"
I, Sir ANTE] ONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice  of the Executive  Council,  do, with
the consent of the owner, and by this my Procla-
mation ,  notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the
protection and preservation of all native birds,
except such as are killed by a person on his own
land for the  bond fide  protection of his own crops,
or by a servant killing native birds on the land of
his master  by the  direction of such master for the
bona fide  protection of such master ' s crops.
RESERVE FOR  THE PROTECTION OF NATIVE
BIRDS.
u-12390--A.
(In lieu of the Proclamation dated 24th July, 1885,
which is hereby amended).
County of Livingstone, parish of Graremere.
Commencing at a point bearing about 276 degrees
30 minutes twenty-eight chains from the soutk-east
corner of portion No. 2, parish of Gra cenlere, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing 200
degrees thirty- six chains  sixty links; on the south
by lines bearing 272 degrees 30 minutes eighteen
chains ninety-four links and 273 degrees 30 minutes
thirty-four chains eighty link'i ; on the south-west
by lines bearing 320 degrees 35 minutes thirty.
eight chains fifty links and 320 degrees thirty-nine
chains eighty links ; on the north-west by lines
bearing 34 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven chains
eighty links and 73 degrees 25 minutes twenty-
nine chains eighty links; on the north-east by
lines bearing 138 degrees 10 minutes twenty-three
chains seventy links, 120 degrees 45 minutes
thirty-nine chains sixty links, and 135 degrees
thirty-two chains twenty links to the point of
e immencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the Forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD  SATH THB QIIEEN 1
P1?OCLA 1TATION.
' 3• His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MesGRArP,
knight Grand Cross of the Nlost
LI... Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusuiAvF, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1881," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declaie that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Cairns Racecourse
Reserve, and the said persons and their successors
shall, as Trustees, have the control and manage-
ment of the said Reserve ; and the said Trustees
shall be and are hereby empowered to make By-
laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust,
subject to the approval of His Excellency the
Governor in Council:-
JAMES KENNY,
JAMES RICHARD GORTON, and
ALEXANDER JOHN DRAPER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth of day
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Goa SACK THE QUEEN
r1:0,'r,A 11.1'1'ION.
Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
c 1'. S. j Distinguished Or er of St. N i-
l. M UsuitAYR, chael a d St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Coiimnander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section one of  "  The Native
Birds Protection A rt Amendment  Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the  F xecutive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
Land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved for the protection and preservation of all
Native Birds.
(In lieu of the  Proclamation  dated 18th June, 1885,,
which is hereby amended).
ENOGGERA  RESERVIOR  AND CATCHMENT AREA.
DESCRIPTION :
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
8,295 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
853, and bounded thence on the east by the western
boundaries of portions 61?, 177, 178, 678, and 822
southerly to the watershed between Enoggera and
Gold Creeks ; on the south by that watershed
westerly to D'Aquilar's Range ; thence by that
range north-westerly to the watershed between the
South Pine River and Enoggera Creek ; and on the
north by that watershed easterly to the point of
commen •ement.
Given tinder my Hand and  Seal, at Government
.House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the  forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVR Tns QUEEN 1
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PROCLANI T 1TION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVF,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the authority  in nie vested, and
in accordance with the eighty-fourth section
of  "The Crown , ands Alienation  Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice  of the Executive  Council, do, by
this my  Proclamation ,  notify and  declare  that the
Road hereunder  described  shall  be and is hereby
opened as  a Public Road.
DEscRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 543, Mackay District (George Ricketts).
From the east boundary of selection 543, parish
of Hampden, westerly and south-westerly to the
south boundary. Containing 4 acres 1 rood.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ei hty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty s
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVS TER  QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATIG)N.
By His  Excellency Sir  ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUs GBAVE,  and Commander -in-Chief of th.
Governor.  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the  power  and authority in mevested  under  the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council ,  and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define  and set  apart the Crown Lands
described  in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas  for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 4.
Commencing at the mouth of the Caboolture
River, and bounded thence by that river  upwards
to the western boundary of the ppaarish of Toorbul,
by that boundary northerly to Elimbah Creek, by
that creek downwards to its mouth ; and thence
by the shores of Pumice Stone Channel and
Deception  Bay south -easterly and south -westerly
to the point of  commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 5.
Commencing  at the mouth of the Mooloolah
River, and bounded thence by that river upwards
to the  eastern  boundary of the Blackall Range
'l'imber Reserve, by that boundary northerly and
the northern boundary westerly to the western
boundary of the Brisbane Land Agent's District;
thence by that boundary northerly and the northern
boundary thereof easterly to the coast ; and thence
by the coast southerly to the point of commence-
ment.
Agricultural Area No. 6.
Commencing on Pumice Stone Channel at the
mouth of Elimbah Creek, and bounded thence by
that creek upwards to the western boundary of
the parish of Toorbul, by that boundary southerly
to the Caboolture River, by the Caboolture River
and Wararba Creek upwards to the western boun-
dary of portion 7, parish of Wararba ; thence by
the western boundaries of 7 and 108, the eastern
boundary of 18, and a line to the north-east
corner of portion  6;  thence by a line westerly to
Mount Mee ; thence by D'Aquiler's Range and
the eastern boundary of the Blackall Range
Timber Reserve northerly to the Mooloolah River,
by that river downwards to its mouth ; and thence
by the coast and the western shore of Pumice
Stone Channel southerly to the point of commence-
ment.
PROCLAMATION.
By Has Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. IISGtiRAVE, chael and St. Geor, e, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC HALL.
85-15831-C.
On Cattle or Middle Creek.
County of Aubigny, parish of Maida Hill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cattle or
Middle Creek at the southerly termination thereon
of a road one chain wide dividing this land from
a School Reserve proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  of 1878, part 2, folio 1287, and bounded
thence on the west by that road bearing north five
chains twenty-five links ; on the north by a line
bearing east four chains ; on the  east  by a line
bearing south four cha ns seventy-five links to
Cattle'or Middle Creek ; and thence by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC RECREATION.
85-15831-C.
On Cattle or Middle Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 27th September, 1883, which is hereby
amended).
County of Aubigny, parish of Haida Hill.
13 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Cattle or
Middle Creek at the south-east corner of a Public
Hall Reserve, and bounded thence on part of the
west and south by that reserve bearing north four
chains seventy-five links and west four chains ;
again on the west by a road bearing north nine
chains twenty-five links ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; on the east by a line
bearing south to Cattle or Middle Creek,- and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN J
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MLSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
i N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
! Crown Laads Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation , notify and proclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been permanently reserved
for the purpose named with respect to each.
85-17659-,4.G.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
Bungeworgorai Creek.
County  of Waldegrave,  parish  of Euthuulla.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point two chains south from
the south- east corner  of portion  326, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing south seven
chains and seven and a-half links  ;  on the  south by
a line bearing west seven chains and seven links ;
on the west by a line bearing north seven chains
and seven and a-half links  ;  and on the  north by a
road bearing east seven chains and seven links to
the point of commencement.
85-17286-8.G.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
Teviotville.
(Being part  of the Quarry Reserve established by
Proclamation dated 14th February, 1878,
which is hereby  amended).
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
10 acres 36-&j perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
41, and bounded thence on the north by that portion
bearing west eleven chains and fifty-seven links ;
on the west by a line bearing south eleven chains ;
on the south by a line bearing  east  seven chains
and three links ; and on the south-east by a road
bearing 22  degrees 25  minutes  eleven chains and
ninety links to the point of commencement.
R•ESERVT As AN EXTENSION OF THE RESERVE FOR
CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
85-17287-S.G.
Town of Bundaberg.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg.
Allotment  9 of section 26.
24 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the north corner of allotment 7, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that allotment
bearing 155 degrees 157  links ; on the south-east
by Quay street bearing 65 degrees 100 links ; on
the north-east by allotment 10 bearing 335 degrees
151 links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government
House, Brisbane, thistwenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY 1itTc;etE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVF, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections  ninety- six and ninety-
seven  of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 ,"  1,  Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify  and declare  that the
persons  hereunder  named shall  be and are hereby
appointed Trustees of the Botanic Gardens and
Queen's Park,  Brisbane , and the  said persons and
their  successors  shall, as Trustees, have the control
and management  of the said  Reserve ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make  By-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council
RICHARD BINGHAM SHERIDAN , Esquire,
LEWIS ADOLPHUS  BERNAYS, Esquire, and also
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS,
The UNDER  SECRETARY  FOR PUBLIC LANDS, and
The SURVEYOR-GENERAL, respectively, for the time
being.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE Qv EEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Ex cellency Sir ANTHONY MUSURAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George , Governor
Governor .  and Commander•i -(3hief of tjie
Colony of  Queensland  and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of section  ninety-five of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , notify  and proclaim  that the Land hereunder
described  has been temporarily  •reserved for
Camping and Water.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING  AND WATER.
85-18878-P.L.
On Colosseum Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 26th July, 1877, which is hereby can-
celled.)
County of  Flinders , parish of Miriam Vale.
640 acres.
Commencing on the east boundary of portion
277 at a point thirty chains north of its south
corner , and bounded thence on the west by that
portion,  a line, and  portion 501 bearing southerly
about eighty chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east eighty  chains ; on  the east by  a line bearing
north eighty  chains; and on  the north by a line
bearing west  eighty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane . this twenty eighth
day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY 'MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MuSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dehendenvics.
j N pursuance of the power in me  vested, and
ll in  accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSORAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Reserve for Camping on Petrie
Creek, in the parish of Maroochy,  containing
18 acres, established by proclamations dated 16th
March, 1878, and 12th February, 1879, shall be
and is  hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day
of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notifed for general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. s. P.
1 R. J. Logan Part of the road sepa- Moggill ... 7 1 0
rating portion 206
from part of portion
198, portions  197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 2 2 0
roads th ro ugh portion
208
3 Ditto  ...  Part of  ro ad separating ditto ... 1 1 0
portion 206 from por-
tions 205 and  208;
from north-west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road-item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ;  Police and Post  Offices,
Westwood.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. I Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Hobler The road separating  por- ' Playfair
tions 84 and 85 (selec-
tion 1835,  Rockhampton
Districts from portions
86 and 89.
1
A. R. P.
14 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. i Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1 The Glengal-
lan Divisio-
nal Board
on account
of 31ary
Orange
t2 The Tinaroo
Divisonal
Board on
account of
Peter George
Grant
t3 The Ingle-
wood Divi-
sion•+1
Board on
account of
John Wil-
son
t4 Ditto
I IA.R.P.
Road separating por- Canning  ...  8 3 24
tion 46 fro m portion
47
Road separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
tions 6 and 11 from
portions 6 and 12
The reserved road Rosenthal 7 2  10
through portion 344
The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 133
* Nora.-The closure  of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with the opening  of a road through  portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t Nova. -The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carri ed
out in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of  Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" Tire Crown Lands Art of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office,  Ipswich  ;  Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAFS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant  sitnaven .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Esk One of the reserved Esk ... 11 0 0
Divisional  ro ads through por-
Board on tion 20
account 0
Wm. M.
Bowman
2 Ditto  ...  The  re served road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 18
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 0 0
port ions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
4 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
portion 12 from part
of portion 13
S i Ditto P. E. One of the reserved ditto  ...  16 2 0
Bigge roads through por-
I tion 19
Nora .- The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I r is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lan is Art of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment theirobjections,in writing, within tw( mon hs
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land Office,Ipswich; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation. Parish. Area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
the Police and Post Offices, Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
1 The Purga Di- The ro ad separa-
visional Board  ting portion 306
on account of from part of por-
F. Chippen- tion 305
dale
A. a. P.
Goodna ... 0 3 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
Jr is hereby  notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this -Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
- The Nundah The  ro ad separating  Nundah ... 1 00
Divisional portion 688  from part
Board on of portion 15
account
of it. A.
McDowell
N.B.-The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I r is hereby notified ar general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  to has
been  made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,in  writing , within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation . Parish . Area.
-- The Part of  the reserved  road Knapp
A.  I.  P.
About
Tabragalba through  portion 22 (se- 1 0 0
Divisional
Board on
account of
W. P. Roe
lection 2955,  Brisbane
District)
NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of another  ro ad.
Andrew
Bogle
Situation.
Part of road  separating
portion 65 from por-
tion 89
Parish.
Indooroo-
pilly
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act. at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
" I'he Crown Lands Alienation Art of  186s " and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 to will
also be dealt with by the Land  Commissioners
at their Courts.
Mom TON DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August ...
September
October
November
December ... ...
Mouth
AT rRE LAND  OrFICEa-
i iirisbane Been-leigh.
Date.
1885.
Tues., 3
„ 7
5
2
Date.
1885.
Wed., 11to  8to
„to
to
„
„
„
13
10
8
12
9
4
1
9
[pawich.
Date.
1865.
Fri., 6
to  10
to  1
to  5
to
Area.
A. R. P.
1 0 28
Esk.•
Date.
1885.
Wed. 18
Tues. 19
to3
7 to„ 4
211
6
4
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT TIIE LAND OFFICae-
„
21
15
17
AT POLICI
OFFICE--
Too- Warwici. Dalby. Allora.
woum t a.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1886 1885.  1885. 1885.
March ... Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri., 27 Wed.. 25
April ... to  20  to  21 24 22
May ...
„ „
to  25 » 26 o  29  to  27
June ...
t
to 22 » 23  to  2d  to  24
July ..
.
At  27 » 2S to  31  to  29
August . to  24 „ 25 ,. 23 „ 28
September of 21 „ 22 „  25 „ 23
October ,. 26 to  27 ,.  3) » 28
November 23 to  24 „ 27 „ 25
December 21 to  22  i Wed., 23 to  30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwind.i, the first Friday
in each month.
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LEICBHABDT  DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
Mont .
Cler-
mont. Emerald .1Taroom .
Spring-
sure.
Sit.
Britton. Banana.
Date. Date .  Date .  Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885.  1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March  ...  Thur.,26 Mon.,16 Wed .,  4 Mon.,23 Fri., 6 Wed.. 18
April .. „ 30
,.
20 „  11 to  27 Tues.,7 15
May .. 28, 18 256 Fri 1 20June .. „„ 25 o 15 3 „ 22
.,
5 17July
tot
30 to 20  to  1 „„ 27 toIt 3 to 15August „ 27 ' 17 „ 5
„
to  24 It  7 19September „  24,  21 2 28 4 16
October
„
„ 29 19
„
to
„ 7
toto26 „to 2 21toNovember 26 16 to  4 „ 23 „ 6 18December „ 31 21
„
Ito  21 to  28 „ 4 16
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wi dnesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the
andOffice, Charters Towers, thesecond
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOS.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BuBKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
• The above  Courts  are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Oertilicates of Fullilment of Conditions.
h
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes'
day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR  IN DEED.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to  land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
grantee,  to the intent that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRRD TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of  Grantee -John  Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow ,  portion 5.Area-80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  name of  the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
trom the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
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descriptions and areas, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No. 376.
6 acres and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearin east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east  five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Nussey.1' ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  1 rood 35  perches.
AMENDED DESC RIPTION AND AREA  FOR COR RECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanl ey, parish  of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods  3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north-
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  being erroneous in the,  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act
fate
at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of  the Colony, describe the name of the
intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken
to have been  inserted  in the  said grants and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous  name ; and
such grants  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grants-50722, 50723, 50724, 50853,
50854.
Date of Grants-13th April, 1883, 13th April,
1883, 13th April, 1883, 20th April, 1883, and 20th
April, 1883, respectively.
Name of Grantee-Fredrick Wachter.
Land granted.-A llotment  4 of section 3, allot-
ment 3 of section 4, allotment 3 of section 5, and
allotments 4 and 19 of section 11, town of Argen-
tine.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the needs of Grant as
Fredrick Wachter instead of Christian Frnas
Fredrich Wachter, the correct name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule  hereunder
written being  erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant,  under his  Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names  of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the  said grants  and in every deed
containing  the erroneous  names  ;  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281 , 58282 , 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted.-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-A llotment  6  of section  29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson . the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the  said grant. and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area -16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley,  parisk  of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing  west  thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven  chains and thirty -six links  ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links,
129 degrees eight chains and fifty- seven  links, 140
degrees two  chains,  and 103  degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty  and a-quarter links; and on
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the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of  Grant-17710.
Date of Grant - 28th Augus', 1867.
Name of Grantee - Robert  Wilson.
Land granted .- Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron ,  14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRFCTION  OF
PEED.
County of Stanley ,  parish of Kedron ,  portion  131.
Area - 15 acres 3 roods and 13 ;  perches.
Commencing at the north-east ccrner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links  ;  on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty -one links;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and  forty- three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor a ill, inLapur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to and
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Sea] of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said granis and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward La
'
yard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingbam Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
11  Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, ti is Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and  every such deed  shall operate and be
construed  accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar, selecti n
625,  Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and sever ty-six
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's  Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby Riven, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned In the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The 7 itles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizal eth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
rendt r their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a  lease  under Part IV. of  "The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1886.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 24th November, 1885.
Plans of these Runs may be seen ,  and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained ,  on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Frankfield.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the right bank of the Mistake
Creek at a tree marked C, said tree being about
forty chains below a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over XXXIV in triangle, and bounded
thence on the north by an cast line  five miles
twenty-four chains ; thence on the east by a south
line ten miles, crossing Al iclere Creek at a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over ME o er VI in
triangle ; thence on the south by a west line four
miles fifty-six chains to Mistake Creek, opposite a
point about ten chains above a Moreton Bay ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over XLIII in
triangle ;  and thence on the  west  by the right bank
of that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name ofRun-Miclare.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  38 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  37 „
Total  ... ...  75
Commencing on the right bank of Miclere Creek
ata brigalow -tree marked broad-arrow over ME over
VI in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line along part of the east boundary of
Frankfield Run two miles seventy-two chains to the
north-east corner of that run  ;  thence on the north.
east by a line bearing about north 129 degrees east
sixteen miles seventy -two chains  ;  thence on the
south-east by a line bearing about north 219
degrees east five miles, crossing Miclere Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over XXXVIII
over M in triangle; thence on the south-west
by a line bearing about north 309 degrees east
twelve miles fifty -six chains to the east boundary of
Frankfield Run ; and thence  again  on the west by a
north line along part of that boundary three miles
forty-eight chains, crossing Miclere Creek. to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Lanark.
Claimant of Lease - Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  38 square miles.
Unavailable ... 37 „
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the right bank of Mistake Creek
at a point about thirty -eight chains west of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over M  over XXX in
triangle ,  and bounded thence on the south by an
east line three miles forty-seven chains, passing
through said tree  ;  thence on the east by a north
line seven miles seventy-three chains ; thence on
the north by a west line six miles fifty-seven chains ;
thence again on the east by a north line four miles
fifty-Eix chains ; thence again on the  north by a
west line  five miles to M11stttlre Creelr.  opposite a
point about eighty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over M over IV in triangle ; and
thence on the west and south-west by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mendip.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 37
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the right bank of Mistake Creek
at a point about ten chains above a Moreton Bay
ash-tree marked broad-arrow over M over XLIII
in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
an east line along the south boundary of Frank-
field Run and a continuation of same line, in all  six
miles;  thence on the east by a south line fifteen
miles ; thence on the south by a west line three
miles twenty -four chains to Mistake Creek, at the
junction of that creek with Gregory Creek, being a
point about sixteen chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 34,, in triangle ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of Mistake
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Durdham Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Mistake Creek
at a point about eight chains above  a whitewood-
tree marked  broad -arrow over M over  XXXVIII
in tr iangle, and bounded thence on  the south by a
west line six miles  forty  chains ; thence on the west
by a north line ten miles  ;  thence on  the north by
an east line two miles  fifty  chains to Mistake
Creek ,  opposite a point about sixteen chains south-
westerly  fr om a box -tree marked  broad- arrow over
M over XXIX  in triangle  ;  and thence on the east
by the  left bank of that creek upwards to  the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Bowlee No. 2.
Claimant of Lease - Alexander Speed  Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total  ... ...  50
Commencing on the left bank of Mistake Cr. ek
at a point opposite a tree marked broad -arrow over
M over L in triangle, and bour.ded thence
on the south by a west line along the north
boundary  of x owleo  No.  1 Run and a continuation
of same line, in all seven miles ten chains  ;  thence
on the west by a north line ten miles ; thence on
the north by an east line four miles fifty -six chains to
Mistake Creek  at a point about twenty chains
below a Moreton Bay ash -tree marked broad-arrow
over M over  XLIII in  triangle ;  and thence on the
east  by the  left bank of that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bowlee No. 3.
Claimant of Lease - Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 „
Total ... ... 30 „
Commencing on the left bank of Mistake Creek
at a point about twenty chains below a Moreton
Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
XLIII in triangle, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along the north boundary of Bowlee
No. 2 Run and a continuation of same line, in all five
miles forty-one chains ; thence on the west by a
north line  six miles  to the south boundary of
Durdham Downs Run ; thence on the north by an
east line along part of that boundary five miles
seven chains to Mistake Creek at a point about
eight chains above a whitewood-tree marked broa  d-
arrow over M over XXXVIII in triangle ; and
thence on the east by the left bank of that creek
- upwards to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Bowlee No.1.
Claimant of Lease-Crofton Moat.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 25 it
Total  ... ... 50 ,
Commencing on the left bank of Mistake Creek
opposite a point forty  chains  in a direct line above
a tree marked M. over 30J in triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line along the north
boundary of Recruit Run and a continuation of
same  line, in all five miles ; thence on the west by
a north line ten miles ; thence on the north by an
east line  five miles eight chains to Mistake Creek
at a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
M over L in triangle ; and thence on the east by
the left bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name  of Run- G lenmore.
Claimants of Lease -The South Australian Land
Mortgage  and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Arch-Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13
Total  ... ...  38
Commencing at the north-west corner of Kulka-
buc Run at  a sandalwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over ME over XXVI in triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by an east line along the north
boundary of that run, crossing Miclere Creek at a
point about eighteen chains south and sixty-two
chains  west  of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
ME over XXXIV in triangle and passing about
eighteen chains south of said tree, to the Drum-
mond  Range  ; thence on the east by that range
northerly to the Black Mountain ; and thence on
the north-west by the northern watershed of Miclere
Creek south-westerly to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kulkabuc.
Claimants  of Lease-The South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency Company.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
... 39
... 89
square miles.
a
Total  ... ...  78 is
Commencing on the left bank of Miclere Creek
at a point south of a sandalwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over ME over XXVI in triangle, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line to the
Drummond Range ; thence on the south and south-
east by that range easterly and north-easterly ;
thence on the north by a west line, passing about
eighteen chains south of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over ME over XXXIV in triangle, and
crossing Miclere Creek at a point about eighteen
chains south and sixty-two chains west of said tree, to
the aforementioned sandalwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over  ME over XXVI  in triangle ; and
thence again on  the west by  a south line ,  crossing
Miclere. Creek, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Monteagle No. 2.
Claimant of Lease - Robert Rolfe.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 14 „
Total .. 39 „
Commencing on the right bank of Mistake Creek
at a point about forty chains in a direct line above
a tree marked broad-arrow over M over 30; in
triangle , and bounded thence on the south by an
east line along  the north boundary of Red Rock
Valley No. 1 Run six  miles ;  thence on the east by
a north line  along  one of the west boundaries of the
same run , the west boundary of Monteagle No. 1
Run, and  a continuation of same line, in all ten
miles ,  crossing  Gregory Creek at a point twenty-
five chains south and  ten chains  west of a tree
marked G over  6- in triangle  and passing ten chains
west of said  tree ; thence on the north by a west
line two miles  twenty  chains  to the east boundary
of Mendip Run ; thence on the west by a south line
along part of that boundary five miles eight chains
to its south- east corner  ; thence  again on  the north
by a west  line  along the south boundary of the
same  run three  miles  twenty four  chains  to Mistake
Creek at the  junction  of that creek with Gregory
Creek, being a point about  sixteen chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over M over 344 in
triangle ; and thence  again  on the west by the right
bank of Mistake Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Willesley.
Licensee-Thomas Henry  Hassall.
Estimated Area-
Available ... .., 25 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 6
Total ... ... 31 „
Commencing on the right bank of Mistake Creek
at a point about thirty-eight chains west of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over XXX in
triangle, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line  along  the south boundary of Lanark Run
passin through said tree,  and a  continuation of
same  line, in  all seven miles  seventy-two chains ;
thence on the east by a south line four miles
seventy-two chains to the north boundary of
Frankfield Run ; thence on the south by a west line
along part of that boundary five miles to Mistake
Creek at a tree marked C, said tree being about
forty chains below a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over XXXIV  in triangle ; and thence on
the west by the right bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Barcombe No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Eric Henry Mackay and Arthur
Neville Rolfe.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17
Total ... ...  42 „
Commencing on the right bank of Miclere Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over XXXVIII over
M in triangle, and bounded thence on the north-
west by a line bearing about north 39 degrees east
two miles  forty chains ; thence c n the north-east
by a line bearing about north 107 degrees east six
miles sixteen  chains to the north-western watershed
of Carrol's Creek ; thence on the east by that
watershed southerly to Miclere Creek and by a line
crossing the creek ; thence again on the north-east
by the left bank of Miclere Creek upwards to a
point where the west boundary of Kulkabuc Run
intersects said creek ; thence  again  on the east by
a south  line  along part of the last-mentioned
boundary to a point two miles south of a sandal.
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over ME over
XXVI in triangle ; thence on the south-west by a
line bearing about north 287 degrees east thirteen
miles thirty-two chains to the south corner of
Miclare  Run ; and thence again on the north-west
by a line bearing about north 39 degrees east along
part of the south-east boundary of that run two
miles forty chains, crossing Miclere Creek, to the
point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Dulcigno.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander Speed Webster.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 50 „
R e-amended  Description.
Commencing on the left bank of Mistake Creek
opposite a point about thirty-two chains below a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
XXII in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the Elgin Downs No. 1 Run five
miles eight chains ; thence on the west by a south
line five miles to the north boundary of the Fox
Earth Run crossing Fox's Creek ; thence on the
south by an east line to the north-west corner of
the Durdham Downs Run and by a continuation of
same line along  the north boundary of that run, in
all eleven  miles  eight chains, to Mistake Creek,
opposite a point about  sixteen  chains south-west-
erly from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over XXII in triangle ; thence on the north-east
by the left bank of that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Elgin Downs No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian Joint Stock
Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 32 „
Total ... ... 64 „
Re-amended Description.
Ccmmencing on the left bank of Mistake Creek
at a gum-topped box-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over VII in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by a west line six miles forty chains ;
thence on the west by a south line eight miles;
thence on the south by an east line ten miles
twenty-four chains to Mistake Creek, opposite a
point about thirty-two chains below a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over XXII in
triangle ; and thence on the east by the left bank
of that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1885.
t' HE following Amended Description is  sub-
stituted for that published in page 1906 of
the  Government Gazette  for 1885 ,  Part I.
C. B. DUTTON.
RESERVE  FOR CII STOXS' PURPOSES.
85-18430-s.G.
Town of Wallangarra.
County of Bentinck, parish of Tenterfield.
- Allotments 1, 2, 25, and 26 of section 1.
1 acre.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-
west side of Tenterfield street by the north-west
side of Border street, and bounded thence on the
north-east by Tenterfield street bearing 330 degrees
250 links ; on the north-west by Rayleigh street
bearing 240 degrees 400 links ; on the south-west
by allotment 24 bearing 150 degrees 250 links ;
and on the south-east by Border street bearing 60
degrees 400 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the  and as  per description herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Brisbane, will be
open for Occupation License under Part V. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Brisbane Land
Office, on and after MOND,%Y, the 12th day
of October, 1885, at an upset price of £3 per
square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Parish of Whiteside.
About 3;  square miles.
The vacant  land in  the parish of Whiteside
within the following boundaries, viz. :-Bounded on the north by portions 53,93, 75, a
reserve , and 103, parish of Caboolture ; on the east
by portions 60 and i 2, parish of Whiteside ; on the
south by  portions 88, 89, 93, 89 ,  38, 43 , 57, 75, a
reserve , 81 and 15, parish of Whiteside ; and on
the west by a line north along the  east  boundary of
portion  85A, parish of Caboolture.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards , for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
1T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt , North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy ,  will be conducted at the HeadOffice in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office  of the Land Board,
Brisbane , 28th August, 1S85.
I T is hereby notified that  a Land Board Court,
for the purpose  of determining  BBeirts and for
such other business  as may be required. will be
held at the Court  R oom of  the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
16th day of September proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
A N Examination of Ca didates shallbe held
once a year at the Office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inteii-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field  service and  a fee of 910; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted o
examination  shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina.
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class  licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern.
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far  as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plano trigonometry.
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(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments, p'an drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall aunuallyprepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving more than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who d,-)es not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
sible that it is written in respectful language, and
shall so far make himself acquainted with the
subject thereof before presenting the same.
10. Every motion entered on the notice-paper
shall be struck out unless the member who has
given such notice, or someone authorised by him,
be present when the business is called in order.
11. All notices of motion shall be written and
signed by the member making the same, and
handed to the clerk ; such notices shall be filed in
order as received, and be placed in succession on
the orders of the day for consideration.
12. No motion being placed on the orders of the
day shall be withdrawn without the permission of
the Board.
r
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1885.
GRANVILLE DIVISION.T r 'HE following By-laws,  made by the Board of1 the Granville Division ,  having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act Amendment  Act of  1882."
BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATING  THE MEETINGS AND PROCEEDINGS OF
THE SAID BOARD.
1. The Board shall meet for the transaction of
general business on the last Wednesday in each
month, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
2. The Board shall commence  business as soon
after the time stated  in the summons as there is a
sufficient number of members in attendance to con-
stitute a quorum.
3. A. quorum shall consist of one-half of the
members of the Board.
4. If at the expiration of half-an-hour from the
time specified in the summons there is not a
quorum present, the meeting may be adjourned
until such time as the members may think fit.
5. At all meetings of the Board when there is
not a quorum present, such cii cumstance, together
with the  names  of the members then present, shall
be recorded in the minute book.
6. The chairman, if present, shall preside at all
meetings of the Board, and in his absence (or if
after being present he shall retire) such hoardsman
as the members present shall choose shall preside.
7. The order of business shall be as follows,
viz. :-Reading and confirmation of mi utes ;
Reading of correspondence (inward and
outward) ;
Receiving petitions  or memorials ;
Reception of committee reports ;
Consideration of tenders ;
Business arising  out of minutes of previous
meetings ;
Consideration of notices of motion or the
orders of the day ;
Presentation of notices of motion for the next
meeting
8. No discussion shall be allowed on the  minutes
of proceedings excepting as to their correctness, or
for any necessary rectification of clerical  errors.
9. Every petition or memorial shall be presented
by a member of the Board, who shall be  respon-
BY-LAW No. 2.
ORDER OF DEBATE.
1. The chairman shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
2. When the chairman is called upon to decide a
point of order or practice, he shall state the rule
applicable to the case Without argument or com-
ment.
3. Every member, when speaking, shall rise and
address the chairman, and shall not address any
other member excepting through the chairman.
4. I f two or more meribers shall rise to speak at
the same time, the chairman shall decide which
member is entitled to precedence.
5. Any member may require the question or
matter under discussion to be read for his  informa-
tion at any time during the debate, but not so as to
interrupt any other member while speaking.
6. No member shall be allowed to speak twice on
any matter under discussion excepting in reply or
by way of explanation, nor for longer than ten
minutees at one time.
7. On being called to order by the chairman, any
member who is speaking shall at once resume his
seat  and be silent until the  sense  of the Board has
been taken on the point of order.
8. No member shall be allowed to speak dis-
respectfully of any resolution arrived at by a
majority of the Board ; but he may enter his pro-
test against  any of the proceedings of the Board,
and the protest shall be recorded in the  minutes.
Notice of such intention of protest must, however,
be given on the adoption of the resolution objected
to.
9. No motion the effect of which, if carried,
would be to rescind any resolution which has already
passed the Board, shall be entertained during
the current divisional ear, unless a call of the
whole Board has been
year,
made for that purpose,
and no such motion for rescinding any resolution
which shall have been negatived by the Board
shall be again entertained during the current
divisional year.
10. Any number of amendments may be pro-
posed on a motion before the Board, and when
more than one amendment is moved and seconded,
the question shall first be put on the last amend-
ment, and then on the next to the last, and so on to
the original motion in the inverse order in which
they are moved, except when such motion or
amendment shall relate to the fixing of salaries,
rates,  or other matters of finance, in which case the
lowest sum shall be put first, then the next lowest,
and so on to the highest.
11. Any motion for adjournment of meeting or
debate, if seconded, shall be immediately put with-
out discussion, and it such motion be negatived it
shall not be competent for any member  to make a
similar  motion until some other business shall have
intervened. On resuming any discussion which
has been adjourned, the mover of such adjourn-
ment  shall speak first.
12. The chairman shall, on taking the sense of
the Board, put the question first in the affirmative,
then in the negative. Every member present shall
be compelled to vote, and the vote of every member,
on a division, shall be entered in the minutes.
13. The chairman of any meeting shall take
part in all the proceedings of the Board, and in
case  of an equality of votes he shall have a cast-
ing vote in addition to his original vote.
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BY-LAW No. 3.
COMMITTERS.
1. There shall be at least two permanent com-
mittees of the Board, to be called respectively the
Committee of Finance, and the Improvement Com-
mittee; each of which shall consist of two mein-
bers and chairman.
2. The chairman of the Board shall be  ex officio
chairman of the Finance Committee,
3. All cash accounts. bills, and vouchers, and
all monetary transactions shall, in the first instance,
be submitted to the Finance Committee, and be
signed by the chairman of the same as guarantee-
ing their correctness, previously to their settle-
ment. The Finance Committee shall submit a
report to the Board, once in each quarter, of the
whole receipts and disbursements of cash on
account of the Division, and shall certify to the
correctness of all cash accounts entered on the
books of the Division.
4. An account shall be opened with such bank
as the 3oard may direct, and all moneys received,
from whatever source, shall be paid into the said
bank to the credit of the Divisional Fund, and no
moneys shall ba paid except by cheque signed
by the chairman and one or more members of the
Finance Committee.
5. All matters connected with public buildings,
making or repairing roads or bridges, or other
public works whatsoever, shall be submitted to
the Improvement Committee, and a written report
made thereon to the Board.
6. The chairman of every committee shall take
minutes of the proceedings, and enter the same in
committee minute book.
7. The Board may, for consideration of any
matter, resolve itself into a committee of the
whole.
8. All committee reports submitted to the
Board shall be written out fairly on foolscap-paper
and duly signed by the chairman of such committee,
care being taken to leave sufficient marginal space
to admit of their being bound into books-s if neces-
sary.
9. Committee reports, with the exception of
those submitted by the Finance Committee, shall
be laid on the table at least one week prior to being
adopted or rejected by the Board.
10. The report of the Finance Committee may,
if deemed necessary by a majority of the Board,
be acted upon at once by the Board.
11. Any special committee may be dissolved by
vote of the Board at any time.
BY-LAW No. 4.
REGULATING THE PAYMENT OF RATES.
1. A ll  annual rates and assessments shall become
due and payable after the expiration of seven days
from the day appointed by the Board for holding
the court of appeal against the assessment. Pro-
vided that where any valuation has been appealed
against the rates in respect of such valuation shall
not become due and payable until after the expira-
tion of seven days from the day on which the
decision of such court in the matter of such appeal
shall have been pronounced.
2. All rates shall be paid to the clerk, at the
Board's office, between the hours of 10 o'clock a.m.
and 3 o'clock p.m. on office days.
BY-LAW No. 5.
MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS.
1. No permanent appointment shall be made to
any office under the board until an advertisement
has been published in one or more of the local
papers, calling for applications from competent
persons to fill such appointment.
2. All such appointments shall be made by a
majority of the votes of the Board.
3. On the first meeting after the election of the
chairman the Board shall fix the amount of remu-
neration or salary to be allowed to each officer
employed under the Board for the current divisional
year.
4. The clerk shall have charge of the common
seal, and all charters, books, and records of the
Board, or relating to the property thereof, and the
same shall be kept in such place as the Board shall
direct.
5. The clerk shall on no account affix the common
seal to any document without the express order of
the Board.
6. A book shall be kept in which members
attending each Board meeting shall sign their
names, from which it list snail be prepared of the
number of times each member has attended, and
the same shall be published yearly.
7. It shall be competent for any member, without
any previous notice, to move for a call of the
whole Board to consider any subject at the next or
any subsequent meeting, and upon such motion
being carried due notice thereof shall be given in
the notice-paper of the day for which such call is
made, and any member not in attendance when
such order of the day or notice of motion comes
under consideration, or not in attendance at the
voting upon such question, or any amendment
thereon, whether of adjournment or otherwise,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
shillings, unless reasonable cause for such absence
be shown to the satisfaction of the Board.
8. All tenders for public works, or otherwise,
shall be advertised for in one or more of the local
newspapers. The Boar3 reserves to itself the
right of accepting or rejecting any tender, from
the highest to the lowest.
9. No contract shall be made or work under-
taken which will involve expenditure in excess of
the estimated revenue for the divisional year.
10. The Board shall, in every year, within three
months after the annual election, prepare a schedule
of the works proposed to be carried out during the
then current year, with the estimated cost thereof,
and also an estimate of the probable revenue for
the year.
11. The clerk shall not be at liberty to show,
lay open, or expose any of the books, papers, or
records of the Division to any other than a boards-
man, without leave from the Board, excepting as
otherwise provided by law.
12. The chairman, or in his absence the clerk, on
the requisition of two members of the Board, may
at any time summons an emergency meeting of the
Board within the space of seven days.
13. The clerk shall, by circular, notify each
member of the Board at least seven days previous
to such emergency meeting.
14. In case of emergency the chairman shall be
authorised wo expend the sum of ten pounds, such
expenditure to be reported to the Board as its next
sitting.
15. The chairman may suspend any officer of the
Board for misconduct, and shall report the same
to the first meeting of the Board to be further
dealt with.
16. No person shall draw or cause to be drawn
upon or across the roads of the said Division any
timber or other thing otherwise than upon wheeled
carriages, nor suffer any timber, stone or any
thing which shall be carried entirely or in part
upon wheeled  carriages  to drag or trail upon any
part of the roads of the said Division.
17. No person shall cut or remove any timber,
nor dig or remove any earth, sand, gravel, stone, or
other material from any road, public reserve, or
any land belonging to or in care of the Board of
the said Division without written consent of the
said Board. Provided that nothin herein con-
tained shall affect the provisions of any existing
Act.
18. No person shall build upon or erect a fence
on or in any way hold possession of any portion of
any public reserve under the control of the Board
within the said Division without having first
received the sanction of the Board in writing.
19. No person shall in any manner unlawfully
obstruct or cause any obstruction to the free use of
the roads within the said Division.
20. It shall not be lawful for any person or
persons to throw or shoot, or cause to be thrown or
shot, any glass, rubbish, or any other substance on
any road, street, or reserve within this Division,
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and any person or persons so offending shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds (£5)
for every such offence.
21. Any person who shall suffer any pigs or goats
belonging to him or her, or under his or her charge,
to stray or to be tethered or depastured in any im-
proved road, street, or public place within this
Division, shall be liable, on conviction of the offence,
to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings.
22.  When any  animal dies  on any road,  street,
or public place within this Division,  or in  any place
where it would be offensive to neighbours, the
owner  thereof shall immediately burn or otherwise
effectually dispose of  the carcass , and every such
owner'sho shall not so burn or  otherwise  dispose
of such carcass  within twenty-four hours after the
receipt of  notice so  to do  from  the Board or an
officer thereof , shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  fire pounds .  If any such  owner shall
neglect to burn  or otherwise  effectually  dispose of
such carcass , the chairman, or any officer appointed
by the Board, may order the  same  to be burnt at
the expense  of the  owner ,  such cost to be rceover-
able from such owner in addition to the above-
namedpenalty.
23. Bathurst Burr is hereby d"clared  a noxious
weed and nuisance  within the  meaning of  section
40 of  " The Divisional Boards Act Amendment
Art of  1882," and two chains shall be the distance
from any Crown land or public road within which
the person in charge of any public reserve, or the
owner of ratable property, as the  case  may be, is
hereby required to abate such  nuisance.
24. For every neglect or breach of or offence
against  any of the provisions of these By-laws,
the maximum penalty shall be twenty-pounds.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed
by the Board of the Granville Division this twenty-
ninth day of April, 1885.
JOHN WEARIN,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my band, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane,  27th  August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVAL AND RE-ERECTION, COURT
HOUSE, GATTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
September, from persons willing to contract for
the removal and re-erection of Court House at
Gatton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Removal, 4'c., Court
House, Gatton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gatton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender,  is £5. (See  clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and de liver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days  fr om the usual noti fication of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, COOLGARRA.
TENDERS will he received at this Office, and
at the Court House, H erberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Coolgarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Cool-
garra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender m.ey be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court  House,  Herberton.
The amount  of preliminary  deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft  or bank notes  with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day.
from the usual notitication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 18ri5.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, PORT
DOUGLAS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Port Douglas, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th September,
from persons  willing  to contract for Additic ns
to Police Station, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Police
Station,  Port Douglas."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed .o com-
plete the work, an I at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Lender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND O'1 HERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, BRISBANE.
r EN DERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Immigration Barracks at Kangaroo
Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New .15mmigration
Barracks, Brisbane."
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Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tenderl may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£54). (See Clause I in the General Conditions
attached to the specification.)
Tenders must be on a pproper printed form, and
state the times within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreein_g•to deposit the sum of 10 per  cent. on
amount of Tender,  as security  for the due perfor-
mance of  the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted , and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MINING SURVEYOR'S OFFICE, GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September,
from persons  willing to contract for erection of
Mining Surveyor's Office at Gympie.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Mining Surveyor'sOffice, Gympie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at  the Court  House,  Gympie.
The amount  of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft, or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See  Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper  printed form, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender.
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sung of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of  the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and  deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender  will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Building for a Morgue at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Morgue, Rockhampt n."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance- of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, IMMIGRAT ON OFFICE, MACKAY.
1
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
 at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
the Immigration Office, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Immigration
Office, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £5. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed f ni,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the  usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such  performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con•
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
TTnder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLTCE STATION, LAKE S CREEK.
T
ENDERS will be received- at this Office and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th September, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Lake's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Lake's
(reek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum or 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to tier Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, INGLE  WOOI).
TENDERS will be received  at this  Office untilFour o'clock P.M. on FRIDAY, the4th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station, Inglewood.
'benders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Ingle-
wcood."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick, and at the
Police Station, Inglewood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10.  (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  ag reeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ROCKWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th of Sep-
tember ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Station at Rockwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Rock-
wood."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the 'render, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party,
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK , TOWNSVILLE.
j
rENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 25th of
September ,  from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to tie endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Mary borou gh.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the  Tender, is a
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender  there must be a memo-
randum signed  by the party  tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 4a per cent .  on amount of
Tender ,  in addition to 21 per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSYILLE.
'
TENDERS will be received at this Officeuntil Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
25th September ,  from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be end rsed  "  Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent .  upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 42 per cent. on amount of
Tender ,  in addition to -,! per cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
an  undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Duplication between Brisbane  and Ipswich.
TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS, TIy1BER-
GETTERS, AND OTHERS.
SQUARED SLEEPERS.
T
rT`ENDERS will be received  at this  Office until
11 Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
September, 1885, from  persons willing to contract
for the supply of Squared Sleepers for the Duplica-
tion of the Line between Brisbane and Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Squared
Sleepers "
Specification and form of Tendt r may be seen,
and further particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the  Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tender.. must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and at the foot of every Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed  by the party tendering  agreeing
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to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of
the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute
and deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Cortract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofExtension of the Fassifern Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 72-1 links, inclusive of Deviations-in accor-
dance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where also  forms of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders,  endorsed  " Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for 1 ailways not later  than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
-WM-. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railwa j  Iepartment,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, MARY-
BOROUGH RAILWAY.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office until
Four o'clock p m. on FRIDAY, the 4th
Septem er, 1885, for the construction of Four Com-
posi,te Passenger  Carriages for the Maryborough
Railway.
A deposit of two  and a-half (22) p r cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Speci.ftcation$, &c.,, can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineers Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foreman's Office, blaryborough, on and
after the 17th instant.
The lowest or ahy Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
\oTK.-Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to fines for non-completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, TOWNSVILLE
ORPHANAGE.
TEN DERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of September,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing and
Gates at the Townsville Orphanage.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing and
Gates, Poivnsville Orphanage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDRRSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACT O RS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO RESIDENCE AND PLAY-SHED,
ETC., AT THE STATE SCHOOL ,  SPRING.
SURE.
J
`ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court  House,  Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 11th of
September ,  from persons wi ll ing to contract for
the erection of Additions to the Teacher 's Resi-
dence and Play-shed, &c., at the State School,
Springsure.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Residence and Play-shed ,  c 'c.,  State School,
Springsure."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON.
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL,  ENOGGERA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFpur o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 25th of
September ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Additions to the State School,
Enoggera..
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
dtgt a School,  Enoggera."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at tliisOffice.,
'Fenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, BUNDAMBA UPPER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th of September,
from persons willing to contract for the necessary
Improvements and Repairs at the State School,
Bundamba Upper.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments, Repairs, 4'c., State School, Bundamba
Upper."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL,  BOYS' AND
GIRLS', ONE-MILE ,  GYMPIE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court Houses, Gympie and Mary-
borough ,  until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
4th of September ,  from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Additions to the State School,
Boys '  and Girls ',  One-Mile,  Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  f or Additions
to State School, Boys' and Girls', One-Mile,
Gympie."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Gympie and
Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
(For the Under Secretary,)
J. F. SLOAN.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 188E-7-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1885.SEPARATE Tenders are invited, and will be received until Noon f MONDAY, the 5th
October next, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails , from the 1st Januar , 1886.
For full particulars see  Queensland Government
Gazette  of the 1st, 8th, and 15th August, 1885,
copies of which may be  seen  on application at any
Police Office, and List of Mail Services at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-EMERALD TO CLER-
MONT, ALONG RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the fourteenth
(14th) day of September next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material , except wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where neces-
sary.
Emerald to Clermont, along railway-a distance
of sixty-three (63) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notR ithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before l nal
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work br materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or  materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by "The Electric TelegraJ h Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Govern nent against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so cau ed to roads; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete. the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall he forteited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender , also a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the tire stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Hrisbane, within ten (10) davs from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required  must be  heavy straight
saplings of  the best description of approved hard-
wood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being
allowed), with the hark removed,  not less  than nine
(9) inches in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal tar; the top to be firmly bound at one (1)
inch from its extremity, with good hoop-iron of not
less than one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole
must be bored for the insulator pin, and served
with a thick coating of white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicularposition, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places,
where required, struts or supports of wood must
be supplied and fixed as directed
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark  according  to pattern sup.
plied, must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator  to be  not less  than one (1) inch from
the top of the bracket. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
male as  directed, and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Tele; raphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, Tele-
graph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDOT ALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-STANTHORPE
TO THE BORDER (N.S.W.) ALONG RAIL-
WAY LINE.
fIENDERS will be received at the Office of
!! the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirty-
first (31st) instant, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary
for the above-mentioned work, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must  state  separately,-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching two wires.
Stanthorpe to Border (N.S.W.) (within Railway
fences), a distance of twenty-seven (27) miles, more
or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract  must  be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over  to the Government within two (2) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing , such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall  be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right tp
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail  to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required  by the Govern-
ment, it  shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his  possession  on the ground. and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract,  shall be  forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained damages  for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also  a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does pot bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance  mentioned , which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to be
removed.
All existing  cleared  roads which may become
blocked by fallen  timber must  be cleared by the
removal of  the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks  may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than  twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed,  not less  than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty- five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of  six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron  of not less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for .the
insulator pin, and served with a thick  coating of
white lead.
The poles to be  not more  than eighty,  eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator  pins (to be provided by the contractor),
to he of split ironbark according  to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted  as directed  ; the lip of the
insulator  to be not  less than one  (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed  two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the  insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the  Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant  as required.
All material used in the  construction  of this work.
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the  workmanship , are to be subject
to the final approval or  rejection  of the  Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to  inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THRNCE INTO
BLAC$ALL.
fj1ENDERS will be received at the Office of
11 the Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on SATURDAY, the twelfth
(12th) day of September  next, from persons  desirous
of contracting  for the supply of all material except
wire,  insulators , brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship  necessary  for the abovementioned
telegraph work,  according  to the terms,  general
conditions ,  and specifications  appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra' length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NEw LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersection
with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line-a
distance of fifty-four (54) miles,  more or less.
This work will consist of the erection  of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires,  one on  top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixty (60) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of ]llectric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf', shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Govermnent.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use  of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to  prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion  arising from  the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent , from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claiih
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
vbork remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
ih his possession on the ground,  and all sums of
rhoney, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit of  a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
rhust accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent, on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to
be removed.
All existing  cleared roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber,  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the  original  width of such
roadway.  In cases  where  tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed , leaving
a cleared  space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in  diameter
at five (5) feet  from  the butt, and five  (5) inches
in diameter  at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of six (6) feet
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick  coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards  apart, unless  by special  permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the  ground ,  placed in a per-
pendicular position,  and well rammed  with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places  where required
struts or  supports  of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less than  one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not  exceed two
(2) feet. Joints  or splices  to be  made as directed
and the  wire  tied  to the insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
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Poles to be trimmed, brackets firmly screwed on
with three (3) screws each, and wire on existing
line to be regulated where necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the- workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE - TOWNSVILLE
TO CARDWELL,  V1 l  INGHAM - CLEAR-
ING, RENEWAL OE POLRS, ETC.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY ,  the seventh (7th)
day of September next, from persons desirous
of contracting for all workmanship necessary for
the above -mentioned work ,  according to the terms ,
general conditions ,  and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders w il l state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones ,  where  neces-
sary.
Prie,  per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
Townsvi lle to Cardwe ll, vid Ingham - a distance
of one hundred and eleven miles ,  more or less.
The line to be thoroc)ghlp clea red ,  and new  poles
erected where requiredd Aliproxithate number of
poles - eleven hundred.
The pre sent wire to be regulated where neces-
sary ,  and new insulator pins to be provided b
contractor ,  and fitted as directed where  require
Approximate number of pins - eleven hundred.
Any wire, insulators ,  brackets ,  and screws
required will be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Townsville. Any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered  by  the contractor, free
of charge ,  at the nearest
Telegraph Station, asdirecte').
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three  (3) months
from the noti fication of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-flve (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, theSuperintendent of Electric TeleMalt or otherofficer appointed by him in that behalf', shall havefull power at any time afterwards, before final pay.
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report  acid p44i4ents tliay have been made.
The total balance will be paid *hen the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satl9fac-
tion of the Government.
The Goverment reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the  trausmissioti  of mnes-
sages  prior to final cbth iletion. Such the of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act " for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa.
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or otherproperty caused by the erection f the line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and if such claimsare not defrayed, the Superintende t is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bitid itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new les required must be heavy straight
saplings or-the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron  of not less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
New Roles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where 'required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied, and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbatk according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
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The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
ntractor to shift camp for the Inspectingo
er and his assistant as required.
All m iterial used in the construction of this
work,  or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintende n t of Electric Telegraphs, or any
ollicer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super.
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane,
Telegraph  Offices, Bowen and Townsville.
T. MACDONAL1)-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Commissioner for RPilwavs' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
OT CE is  hereby given ,  that a  List of  Articles
in the  custody  of the Lost  Property De-
partment ,  Southern and Western Railway, was
published  in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July,  1885.  Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager ,  Brisbane, and
paying costs .  If not released on or  before TUES.
DAY, the 6th  U ctober ,  1885 , they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CUR-NOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
T T is hereby notified for general information
1 that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz. :-
Post and Telegraph Office, Redcliffe-C.SKINNER-,C499.
Police Station, Gin Gin - Wx. STANKE-
£420.
Police Stafon, East Bundaberg - Hnwnv
CLAuxE-£437 7s.
Drill-shed, Townsville - JAMES MILLER-
£51S 10s.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th  section
of  " An Art to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the Requlation , f the  same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the Burrum Rail-
way from Howard to Bundaberg South.
I he Maps or Plans and Book of  Reference can
be seen at this  Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions , Bundaberg ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
,*. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby  given, that the practice
which has  obtained  of Employes in the
Railway Department  presenting Testimonials to
others over them ,  or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited,  and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-N, ORTHERN
RAILWAY.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
1\ in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment ,  Northern Railway ,  was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885 .  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Acting Traffic Manager ,  Townsville, and
paying costs .  If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th  November ,  1885 ,  they will be sold
by Public  Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE Minister for Pub lic  Works  hereby notifies
that the  following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved ,  viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil ,  submit his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor .  The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party ,  except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils ,  and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise ,  stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must ,  when called upon, be
prepared to pass an examination  by the Chief
Engineer ,  or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified that a further Extension of
the Western Railway from Mitchell to Dulva-
dilla will be opened for public traffic on 24th
August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice,  trains  will run between Roma and
Dulvadilla to the following time table :-
Mixed. Mail.
a.m.  p.m.
Roma .:. ... ... dep. 4'0 and 9.25
Dulvadilla ... ... arr. 4.15 „ 1.35,
Mail .  Mixed.
R"' a.m.
Dulvadiha ... .., dep. 2.45 „ 9.0
Roma ... ... arr. 6-52 „ 4 30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th August, 1885.
N OTICE.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
a further Extension of the Killarney Branch
Railway from Emu Vale to Killarne will be
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
24th August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice,  trains  between Warwick and
Killarney will run to the following time table
a.m.  P.m.
Warwick ... ... dep. 10.0 and 4.40
Emu Vale ... ... „ 11.33 „  6-13
Killarney ... ... arr. 12-20 „  7-0
Killarney ... ... dep. 7.15 „  1-15
ValeE 8.5 25mu
Warwick ... _ ...
„
arr.  9-33„„  3-33
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  12th August,  1885.
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NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information thatthe Railway from Mlackayto Eton and Hamilton
will be opened for p1ublic t raffle on 10th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains will run to the following time table :-
a m.
Eton  ... ... dep. 7.0-
Newbury June. .. „ 7'30
Hamilton ... 830P.111.
Mackay  ... ... 3.0
Hamilton  ... 4'45
a.m.
Newbury June.... arr. 7'27
Hamilton ... 810
Mackay ... ... „ 100
p M.
Hamilton 4.30
Eton .. 5.13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1881.
NOTICE.A FURTHER exten•ion of theSouth Coast
Railway (from Loganlea to Beenleigh) was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, 2i th July,
1885, on and from which date (and until further
notice) the trains will run  as  follows:-
A.M.  P.M.
Leaving St nley street at 9'0 and 4.3t
Arriving Beenleigh „ 10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving „ „ 6.45 „ 2.15
Arriving Stanley street„ 8.30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railway s' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd July, 1885.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, As r, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall , Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk. Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipiw ich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Kingsborough, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Maytown, Mackay, Maryborougb, Mill-
chester, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's Creek,
Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles,  Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre•:k(Gympie), Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas,
Queensport, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane , Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkersion, Wares ick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds  per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £z00, the above rates of
interest will be payable on f;200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigra tion Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1885.
THE attention  of Employers of Labour is
directed to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General .  in which the functions of the recently
anointed  Agent for Emigration on the Conti.ient
ourope are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882  and  1884 "  will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions  (as Sub-
Immigration Agents )  throughout the Colony,  fr om
whom all necessary forms therefor, and  informa-
tion  connected therewith ,  may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigra tion Agent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1885.THE following Returns ofthe Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich are published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 15TH DAY OF
AUGUST, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 377
Number since admitted ... 3
Num be r returned from leave  ... ... 1
381
Number discharged  ... ... ...  5
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave  ... ... ...  2
8
Number remaining at date hereof ... 373
Admission during the week :
John  Patterson ,  67, shepherd  ; from Dalby  Hospital ;
last  employed by  Scottish Australian Investment Com-
pany.
Re-admissions.
Chas. Smith,  86, shepherd.
Thomas Stanley, 74, labourer.
Discharged during the week :
Thos .  Martin ,  67 ; admitted 28th March, 1884.
Joseph Whitmore, 38;  admitted 25th November,
1884.
Jas. Jones ,  64; admitted 5th March ,, 1885.
Thos . Murphy ,  48; admitted 8th  May)1884.
Geo. Lloyd, 65;  admitted 1st Apri l, 1880.
Death  during the week :
Charlotte  Warburton,  59; admitted 8th November,
1883 ,  from trisbane Hospital.
RETURN FOR THE W anx ENDING 22ND DAY OF
AUGUST, 1885.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 373
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... 3
Number returned from  leave  ... ...  2
378
Number discharged  ... ... ...  2
Number died ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ... 1
3
Number remaining at date hereof ... 375
Admz ssions during the week :
Nil.
Re-admissions :
Anthony Dunlop, 74; from  Brisbane.
Thomas Merrill ,  66; from Brisbane.
Mary Ann Hough, 66; from  Brisbane.
Discharged  during the week:
Edward Gordon, 63; admitted 26th February, 1885.
Joanna Stapleton ,  64; admitted 13th March, 1884.
Deaths  during the week :
Nil.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th August, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to approve
of the  formation ,  under section 53 of  "  The Defence
Art of  1884 ,"  of a Rifle Club at Thargomindah, to
be called  "  The Thargomindah Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th August, 1885.
THARGOMTNDAH RIFLE CLUB.
H
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to approve of the following Rules for the
management  of the civil affairs of " The Thargo-
mindah Rifle Club."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES.
1. That this Club shall be known as "The
Thargomindah Rifle Club."
2. Any person may become a member of the Club
on payment of one  guinea  (Ial 10) per annum.
3. The  business  of the Club shall be managed by
a president, treasurer, and six members of com-
mittee ;  four to form a quorum.
4 The office-bearers and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the Club,
which shall be held during the month of July
in each year.
5. Any office-bearer or member of committee
being absent from three consecutive meetings of
the committee shall be liable, at the discretion of
the committee, to have his seat declared vacant.
6. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation or by enforced retirement under
Rule 5, may be filled up by the committee.
7. All meetings of the committee shall be
convened by the secretary ; but should he fail to do
so within seven days after receiving a requisition
signed by three members of the committee, any
three such members may themoelves convene a
meeting of the committee.
8. No meeting of the committee shall be held to
have been duly convened  unless a  written notice be
forwarded to each member thereof at least twenty-
four hours prior to such meeting.
9. The annual meeting of the Club for the
election of office-bearers shall be convened by
advertisement in at least one paper circulating in
the district, and not less than fourteen days'
notice shall be given of such meeting ; country
members to be advised by circular.
10. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle-
men appointed at the preceding annual meeting,
shall be laid before the members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have
power to fill  the position.
11. The subscription of each member shall
become due on the 1st July in each year, and
no one shall be entitled to the privileges of
membership until his subscription be paid.
12. No member by reason of his being such shall
have any estate or interest in the property of the
Club other than a right to use the Club's property
at the rifle ranges, in accordance with the resolu-
tions or decisions of the committee.
13. A general meeting of the Club shall be
called at any time by the secretary on receiving
a requisition signed by not less than five (5)
members ,  the time  and object of such meeting
to be advertised.as provided in Rule 9.
14. Any member may be expelled from the Club
against  whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting specially called to
consider the case ; ten to form a quorum.
15. Practice days of the Club shall be Wednes-
days, but the committee may, on giving due notice
to each member, alter the time as they may think
necessary, or appoint  such  other days in addition
to the above as may appear expedient.
16. After providing for the necessary  expenses
of the Club, the committee may expend the balance
of the subscriptions and other funds of the Club in
granting  prizes to  its members ; the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
17. In addition to the annual subscription, the
committee  shall have power to exact  an entrance fee
not exceeding  ten shillings (10s.) from each member
who shall compete  in a match  for prizes ; provided
always that the entrance fees be devoted to the prize
list.
18. The  rules  for the matches and club  practices,
the distances , the conditions of firing, the nature
and value  of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
19. The committee shall have power  to frame
such by-laws as may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of this Club.
20. That this Club shall be one in which the rifles
become the property of individual members accord-
ing to clause  279, section 34 of  " The Defence Act,"
and each member shall have the privilege of pur-
chasing the description of rifle he may prefer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
L
T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of, deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
a taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of lOs.
S. W. GRIFFITII,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1885.
NOTICE.
7 'HE  attention of Owners and Masters of
I Vessels is hereby directed to section 36 of
the Act 13 Vic., No. 28, which provides that if
any African or Asiatic native, or any native of the
Pacific Islands, having been brought to the colony
on board any ship, shall be found in distress, the
Government may supply the necessary relief and
convey him to the port from which he was shipped,
and recover the cost thereof from the owner or
master of the ship by which he was brought to
the colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office, ,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified, for  general  information that
t applications  will be received by the  Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no  such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars  relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
SALE OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY.THE unclaimed Horse hereunder described, nowin the possession of the Winton Police,
will, unless previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, at the Police Station, Winton, on the 5th
September next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
One Yellow-bay Gelding (cob), branded over
aD off shoulder, star and blaze on face, three vihite
feet.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
No. 28  of  1885.
INNER ROUTE  TO TORRES STRAITS.
CHANGE OF SHAPE  AND COLOUR  OF BEACON
ON a, REEF.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the beacon on a
Reef ,  near Cape Tribulation ,  is now square
and painted black ,  instead of being red and tri-
angular as formerly.
G. P. HEATH ,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Ilarbours,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  29 of 1885.
AUXILIARY LIGHT, CAPE CLEVELAND.
l N and after this date, a small Catoptric Light
J will be exhibited from the East side of the
Cape 60 feet below the principal light. The two
lights in line on a E. by 8. ; S. bearing, lead
midway between the 4-foot and the 20-foot rocks.
During South-easterly winds, sma ll  craft, when
bound round Cape Bowling Green, will find
smoother water by using this passage than by
passing outside the Salamander Rock.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 24th August. 1885.
QUEENSLAND  DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENC 11, C. U.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1885.
No. 172.
THE following appointments, promotions, and
transfers will take effect from dates as
under :-
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
CECIL W. LAVERACK and
GEORGE V. HELLICAR
to be Acting Lieutenants. 21st August, 1885.
"A " Company.
Corporal R. MUNRO, " B" Company, Toowoomba,
is transferred to above Company. 22nd August,
1885.
" C" Company.
Private E. Locs.E, " C " Company, Warwick, is
transferred to above Company. 22nd August
1885.
" B " COMPANY, TOOWOOMBA.
Corporal R. MUNRO is transferred to  "A"
Company, Moreton Regiment. 22nd August, 1885.
"C" COMPANY, WARWICK.
No. 39, Private SCHOTT, has been granted six
months' leave of absence. 20th August, 1885.
No. 17, Private E. LOCKE, is transferred to " C "
Company, Moreton Regiment. 20th August, 1885.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER MOUNTED RIFLE
CORPS.
Captain A. C. GRANT has been granted two
months' leave of absence from the 20th August,
1885.
Lieutenant C. WARDE will take command of the
Corps during the absence of Captain Grant.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
J. W. GREEN
to be Colour-Sergeant. 20th August, 1885.
THE GYMPIE CADET CORPS.
ARTHUR E. KEMP
to be Acting Captain ;
JAMES ROGERS
to be Acting Lieutenant. 18th August, 1885.
No. 173.
It is hereby notified for the information of officers
commanding corps that all papers in connec-
tion with the annual pay and efficiency should be
returned to Head-Quarters as soon as possible  after
the issue of pay. These papers should be accom-
panied by an application embracing all further
claims to pay mark-men's prizes, or efficiency, which
commanding officers wish to put forward on
account of their corps.
The particular attention of officers is directed to
this matter in order that all claims may be speedily
settled.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane , 29th  August, 1835.
N
OTICE  is hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 29th day of September next, in
conformity with the provisions of the  117th  section
of the  "  Real Property  Act of  1861 ,"  to issue, in
the names of  John  Markwell ,  Edward Barton
Southerden ,  and William Alexander Curphey, two
Provisional Certificates of Title, Nos. 4730 and
4733 ,  for 21 acres 3 roods 8  pperches of land ,  portion
41, county of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly, and
2 roods of land ,  allotment 1, section 70, parish and
town of Rockhampton, respectively ,  and more par-
ticularly described in Register Books, volume 42,
folio 248, and volume 45, folio 1, respectively ; the
original Certificate of Title having been lost or
mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  29th August, 1885.
N OTICE is  hereby given that I intend ,  on or after
the 29th day of September next, in con-
formity with  the 117th  section of the  " Real Pro-
perty  Act of  1861 ," to issue .  in the name of Adam
Walker ,  two Provisional Deeds of Grant, Nos.
25178 and  25179,  for 1 acre and 1 acre of land
respectively ,  allotment 2 of section 19 and allot-
ment 12 section 25 respectively, parish and town
of St. George, and more particularly described in
Register Book ,  volume 206, folios 188 and 189
respectively  ;  the said original Deeds of Grant
having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  29th August, 1885.
l N
OTICE  is hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 29th day of September next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 95th section
of  " The  Real Property  Act of  1861, "  to dispense
with the production of duplicate Bill of Mortgage
No. 74248, from John Worburton to the Buuda-
berg Permanent Building and Investment Society,
over the land described in Certificate of Title No.
58216, Register  Book,  volume 393, folio 206, and
will then permit a Release from the said Bunda-
berg Permanent Building and Investment Society
to the said John W"rburton to be endorsed upon
the original of the said Bi ll  of Mortgage in this
Office ,  and to be entered upon the said Certificate
of Title, and in the Register Book, volume and folio
aforesaid ,  which entries will complete the Registra-
tion of the said Release ; the said duplicate Bill of
Mortgage having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
1 "The Crown Lands Aet of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRLVK, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the S. hedule hereto, anti situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSD 1Y, the 15th day of October, 1885: And T do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
1 Anduramba ...
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
A. R. P.
893aR 80 0 0
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual  Purchasing
Rent Servey Fee. Price
per Acre . per Acre.
£  s. d.  £ s.  d. £ s. d.
0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSG 1AVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Di-tinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland an 1 its Dependencies.
!
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authoritie- in me vested under the provisions of  "The
 Crown Lances Act of  1884, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recom.endation of the Lend Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 15th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
N o.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing
Area . _, ent Survei l  Fee. Pri ce
per Acre. per Acre.
1 Killarney ... ... ... 1849(part)
A. R. r.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
180 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor,  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS
by an Order in Council made on the twentieth day of August, 1885, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recomme, dation of the Land Board. order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1881" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground belt re it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order In Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
By Command,
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said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps  or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lauds specified in the said Schedule hereto.
being situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the fifth day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any  one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
in the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres : Provided  always  and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person within Agricultural Area
No. 1, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall  nevertheless
form part of the said  Brisbane  Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and  in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Com
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN1
mand,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. I.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. of Area.Portion.
Annual
Rent
per Aere.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
1 Pine ... ... ... ... lv  160 0 0 0 0 3
2 Dit'  o ... ... ... 2v  160 0 0  0 0 3
3 Ditto ... ... ... 3v  160 0 0 0 0 3
4 Ditto ... ... ... 4v  160 0 0  0 0 3
5 Ditto ... ... ... 5v  160 0 0  0 0 3
6 Ditto ... ... ... 6v  160 0 0 0 0 3
7 Ditto ... ... ... 7v  160 0 0 0 0 3
8 Ditto ... ... ...  8v  160 0 0 0 0 3
9 Ditto ... ... ... 9v  160 0 0  0 0 3
10 Ditto ... ... ... by  160 0 0  0 0 3
11 Ditto .. ... ... 11v  160 0 0  0 0 3
12 Ditto ... ... ... 12v  160 0 0  0 0 3
13 Ditto ... ... ... 13v  160 0 0  0 0 3
14 Ditto ... ... ... 14v 160 0 0 0 0 3
15 Ditto ... .. ... 15v  160 0 0  0 0 3
16 Samsonvale ... ... ... lv  160 0 0  0 0 4
17 Ditto ... ... ... 2v  160 0 0  0 0 4
18 Ditto 3v 160 0 0 0 0 4
19 Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
... 4v 160 0 0  0 0 4
20 Ditto ... ... ... SV  160 0 0  0 0 4
21 Ditto ... ... ... 6v  160 0 0  0 0 4
22 Ditto ... ... ... 7v 160 0 0 0 0 4
23 Ditto ... ... ... 8v  100 0 0  0 0 4
24 Ditto .. ... ... 9v  160 0 0  0 0 4
25 Ditto ... ... ... 10v  160 0 0 0 0 4
26 Ditto ... ... ... 11v 160 0 0 0 0 4
28 Ditto ... ... ... 12v  150 0 0  0 0 4
29 Ditto ... ... ... 13v  160 e0 0 0 4
30 Ditto ... ... ... 14v  160 0 0  0 0 4
31 Ditto ... ... ... ' 15v  150 0 0 0 0 4
32 Ditto 16v  160 0 0  0 0 4
33 Ditto
... ... ...
17v  160 0 0 0 0 4
34 Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
... 18v 160 0 0  0 0 4
35 Ditto ... ... ... 19v  115 0 0  0 0 4
36 Ditto ... ... ... 20v  160 0 0  0 0 4
37 Ditto ... ... ... 21v  160 0 0  0 0 4
38 Ditto ... ... ... 22v  160 0 0  0 0 4
39 Ditto ... ... ...  23v  160 0 0  0 0 4
40 Ditto ... ... ... 24v  160 0 0  0 0 4
41 Ditto ... ... ...  25v  160 0 0 0 0 4
42 Ditto ... ... ... 26v  160 0 0 0 0 4
43 Ditto ... ... ... 27v  160 0 0  0 0 4
44 Ditto 28v  220 0 0  0 0 4
45 Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
... 29v  160 0 0 0 0 4
46 Ditto ... ... ... 30v 160 0 0  0 0 4
47 Ditto ... ... ... 31v 160 0 0  0 0 4
48 Ditto ... ... ... 32v 160 0 0  0 0 4
49 Ditto ... ... ... 33v 160 0 0  0 0 4
50 Ditto ... ... ... 34v 160 0 0  0 0 4
51 Ditto ... ... ... 35v 160 0 0 0 0 4
52 Ditto ... ... ... 36v 160 0 0  0 0 4
53 Ditto ... ... ... :-,7v 160 0 0  0 0 4
C. B.  DUTTON.
PurchasingProvisional Pri ce per
Survey Fee. Acre.
£ e. d. £ a. d.
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 0 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
5 6 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 6 0
614 0 1 6 0
6 0 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
6 0 0 1 5 0
6 14 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0614 0 1 5 0
5 6 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
6 14 0 1 5 0
614  0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
614 0 1 5 0
6.14 0 1 5 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Mosl
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of  St. Michael  and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested  under  the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Art of  1884 ," 1,  Sir ANTHONY Musaeave ,  the Governor afo re said ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Brisbane Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after THURSDAY ,  the 15th day of October ,  1885 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres  :  Provided always and I do hereby
further declare that the maximum area which may. be selected by any one person within Agricultural
Areas Nos .  1 and 5 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Areas Nos.1 and 5 to be Districts
for the  purposes  of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes they shall never-
theless form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection or
Portion.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Purchasing
Survey Fee. Price
per Acre.
Portion. A. R. P. £ s. d.
1 Wickham ... ... ... 5 117 1 24 0 0 6
2 Ditto , ... ... ... 6 91 2 2d 0 0 6
34
5
£ s. d £ s. d.
5 6 0 2 0 0
5 6 0 2 0 0
6 0 0' 2 0 0
614  0  2 0 0
6 0  0  2 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1885.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Lessees or Licensees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into
the Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the  Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which .  declares  that  unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Area in
Name  of Lessee  or Licensee .  Name of Run .  District .  Square
Miles.
Amount.
( £ s. d.
Alexander Speed Webster ... ... Frankfield ... ... ... South Kennedy ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lanark ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Miclare ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mendip ... ... ... ditto ... 75  18 15  0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Qurdham Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... .. ... Bowlee No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Bowlee No. 3 ... ditto ... ... 30 7 10 0
Crofton Moat ... ... ... ... Bowlee No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
The South Australian Land Mortgage Glenmore ... ... ... ditto ... ... 38 9 10 0
and Agency Company, Limited
Ditto Kulkabuc ... ... ... ditto ... 78 19 10 0
Robert Rolfe Monteagle No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 39 9 15 0
Thomas Henry iassall ... Willesley ... ... ... ditto ... ... 31 7 15 0
Eric Henry Mackay and Arthur Barcombe No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 42 10 10 0
Neville Rolfe
Maroochy ...
Mooloolah ...
Ditto ...
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
Selection.
... 3743 130 0 0
... 3895 160 0 0
... 3896 159 2 0
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
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Department of Public Lands,
85-16508--C.T. Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information, that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their  estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption, and their  claims for  compensation  on account  thereof, within
sixty (60) days  from  the date  of service  of this  notice ;  and the said  parties  are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BB RESUMED FOR A SEWER  IN CONNECTION  WITH THE
FORTITUDE  VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
a
w o Description of Land
,m x to be Resumed.
A
Parish of North  Brisbane , County of Stanley.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
I A st ri p of land seventy -  Fre ehold  ...  PeterMorrison P. M. North ...
eight links wide from Campbe ll  Campbell
Campbell  street (oppo-
site  Sneyd st reets
north through eastern
suburban allotment
101 to Breakfast Creek
Lengths.
Chs. Lks.
7 20
Links .1 A.  R.  P
78 1028&
Remarks.
Land  fenced.
Partly under culti-
vation  and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the above-mentioned road can be seen at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane.
85-13212-C. Sol.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ,"  having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days  fr om the
date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Pub lic
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 134, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
Description  of Road.
9
1 A strip of  land along the
bank of Ma Me Creek
fro m the south-west
corner of portion 131,
parish of  Tentiiill,
northerly
M f
o_o
a
0 Land Agent's
° District.
Occupier.  Bearings.
How Held .  Reputed  Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths.
Owner.
1
134  588 Heltdon  ...  Freehold
Chs. Lks. Links .  A. a. P.
Sarah William 3539 0' 10 50 1 0 0
Robson Robson 270° 0' 0 50
}
a
eag??
REMAars. - About 6 chains of the road passes through land enclosed by paling-f ence valued at lsa. per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road  can be seen at the office  of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1885.
David Rill ,  late of Christ-  o June
mas Creek,  farmer
Benjamin Lapisb ,  late of
Ipswich, labourer
Name
of Claimant.
Thomas Harding, of
Toowong ,  Storekeeper,
and Edward Caswe ll ,
of the Logan River,
farmer
1884.
17 Mar .  John Lapish ,  of Ipswich,
1885.
joiner
William Deagon ,  late of 5  May
Sand ate, gentleman
Ann Deagon ,  of Sand-
gate, widow
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  29th August, 1885.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Portion 50 ,  parish of Telemon,
and portion  219, parish  of Indoo-
roopilly
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Fee-simple
Allotment 6 of section 29, town of
North Ipswich
Allotment 1 of section  20;  allot-
ment 1 of section 19; subdivi-
alons 19,  20, 26, and 27 of allot-
ment 2 of section  2;  allotment 2
of section  14;  subdivisions 23,
24, 26,  30, 31,  and 32 of allot-
ment 4 of section 2; allotments
6 and 7 and subdivision A of
allotment 5 of section 2, subdi-
visions 21 and 22 of allotmei.ts
2 and 3 of section  2;  subdivi-
sions 34 and 35 of allotment 9
of section 18; re -subdivision s
of subdivisions 2 and 11, and
subdivisions 3 and 12 of allot-
ment 2,  and subdivisions 4. 5,
13, and 14 of allotment 3 of sec-
tion  2;  subdivision A of allot-
ment 1 of section  14;  subdivi-
sion 1 of allotment 6 of section
1 ; subdivision 1 of allotment 4
of section 1; allotments 1, 2,
and 3 of section 15; allotments
1, 2, and 3 of section 16; subdi-
visions 1, 3, 4, and 5 of all ot-
ment 2 of section 4; allotment
9 of section  17;  subdivision 6
of allotment 1 of section 4; sub-
division A of allotment 3 of
section 1 and part of allotment
1 of section 2, village of  Sand.
gets,  and portions 21, 22,  84, 89,
91, 101,  and subdivisions A and c
of port ions 87 and 11e; subdivi-
sion A of portion 86, and subdi-
vision 2 of portion 102, parish
of Nundah
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
I
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
68
1885.
Will dated 28 May, 5 Oct.
1886
1885.
Will dated 28  May,  5 Oct.
1885
1885.
As  administratrix5 Oct.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring  the Lands  described below under theprovisions  of  " The Real  Properly dote of  1861 and 1877 ."  Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to lodge,  by himself  or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said  Acts, on  or before the day named.
Desc ription and Situation of Land.
6 acres  1 rog4 38 perches ,  being subdivision 2 of
portion 75 ,  parish of Drayton
23  & perches, being re-subdivision 2 of subdivision 7 of
suburban portion $0, parish of Ipswich
1 rood 341 perches, being subdivision 2 of section 7,
town of Toowoomba
30 acres,  being portion 103, parish of Yeerongpilly ..
2  roods ,  being allotment 15, section 17, town of
Cleveland
2 roods ,  being allotment 40 of section 27, town of
Ipswich
1 acre 1 rood 14 perches ,  being subdivision 2 of allot-
ment 21, parish of Enoggera
1 rood and 1 rood, being allotments 1 and 20, respec-tively, ofsection 92, town of Maryborough
811 perches ,  being subdivisions 8, 9, and 10 of eastern
suburban allotment 6A, parish of North Brisbane
101 perches ,  being subdivision 7 of suburban allotment
Si, parish of North Brisbane
47 acres,  being  portions 141 and 142, parish of Enoggera
86 perches,  being allotment  2, section  26, parish of
South Brisbane,  City  of  Brisbane
Name of Applicant.
John Peters ... ...
John Welsh  ... ... ...
Edwin Robinson ... ...
Mark Cockeri ll
Aaron Walmeley ... ...
Thomas Fitz Patrick ...
William Leworthy Good Drew
A. O. Pretious
Charles Le Brocq
Philip  Law rence
George Wight
Matthew Adam
may be lodged.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
29th September, 1885.
... ...  29th September, 1886.
V
R iatrar of  Titibs '  Off". THO.  kttLNI.
Bri><bsab, 29th Augq #% 1885.  Reg ear of Titles.
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. Passengers '  Goods and LiveMiler open' Pares .  Stock.torTra®c.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Tots).
£ a. d. £ a. 4. £ a . d.  £ a. d.
WPek endin, 22nd August, .185 574 3,292  15 11 3,629 9 10 160 13 2 7,08218 11Correspo ,ling  week i asi year  653  2,594 17  6 4,352 17 4 332 16 2 7,280 11 0
Increase...  ... ...  697 18 5
* -Decrease  ... ... ... ...  723 7 6 1723  0 197 12 1
1885- T )tal Traffic to late  ...  ... ... 224,777 14 0
1884 - Ditto ditto ...  ... ... 212,294 11 3
Total  Increase
MARYBOROU GH RAILWAY.
£12,483 2 9
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. a. £ a. d.
Week ending 22nd August, 1985 77 216 19 11 558 11 2 25 19 8 801 10 9
Corresponding  week  last year...  77 322 5 8 517 7 10 25 4 9 864 18 8
Increase... 1 41 3 4 0 14 11
Decrease 105 5 9 63 7 6
1885 -Total Traffic to date ... 29,133 6 1
1884  -Ditto  ditto ... 24,502 0 4
Total Increase £4,631 5 9
BUNDABER G  RAILWAY.
Week ending 22ndAugust, 1885
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1886-Total  Traffic to date ...
1884- Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 22nd August, 1885
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884- Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week  ending 22nd  August, 1885
Corresponding week last year
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1886- Total Traffic to date ...
1884--Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
r
Two weeks ending  15th and
22nd August ,  1885*
Corresponding week last year... i
Increase ...
Increase ... .I
1886---Trial Traffic to  dWm ...
'dim
Total Increase
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No of
£  a. d. £ s. d. £  e. d. A a. d.
66 41 11 0 101 4 8 6 1 8 147 17 4
66 69  3 7 114 14 10 28 10 11 212 6 4
2712 7 1310 2 23.9 3 64 12 0
5,748 5 6
6,237 0 6
£488 15 1
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£ s. d.
369 560 4 11
317 409 7 8
... ...
170
127
150 17 3
£  s. d. £ a. d. £ a, d.
3,032 8 5  144  13  8 3,737 7 0
1,748  16  1 65 2 8 2,223 6 5
NORTHHRN RAILWAY.
£  a. d. 1 £ s. d.
40615 5  1  1,422  8 10
312 3 8 1,088 0 0
94 11 9 334 8 10
...... ...
... ... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
113,671 14 9
107,326 18 1
£6,245 16 8
£ a. d. £ s. d.
88 10  '9  1,867 16 0
39 4 5 1,439 8 1
0 .13 8
428 6 11
54,685 13  6
86,936 15 3
17,698 18 3
31 93 4 1 42 7 1 1 0 6 1 13611 7
186 11 7
•  Trat k for 16th not  jwdyed  In tlmi tot ynbUcattOn.
F. GURNOW,
Oammiiao_Mr for B.ilrays.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th Aug ust,1885.
G
RX RAL ABSTRACT
 showing the AVBBAGs LIABILITIES and ASSETS,  and the CAPITAL and PEOFIT8,  of the undermentioned BAxxa
 of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter ended
on the 30th
 June, 1885.
BANKS.
LIABILITIES.
£ a. d. £  a. d.
Bank  of Australasia ,., .,. 37,493 13 10 ...
Union Bank of Australia ,,, 48,7871311 ...
Australian Joint Stock  Bank , , 9540816 1 ......
Commercial  Banking Company of Sydney
, ,37,97710 0 ...
Bank of  New South )vales ... ... ,,, 88,042 0 0 ...
Queensland  National Bank, Limited .., ... 295,828 0 0 ...
London Chartered Bank of Australia ... ... 7,684 0 0 ...
Mercantile  Bank of Sydney... ... ... ... ...
TOTALS 611,22113 10
BANKS.
Bank of Australasia  ... ... ...
Union Bank  of Australia
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ... ...
Commercial  Banking Company of Sydney ...
Bank  of New South Wales ... ...
Queensland  National Bank. Limited... ...
London Chartered Bank of Australia ...
Mercantile Bank of Sydney ,,. ... ..,
TOTALS
BANKS.
Bank of Australasia
 . ... ... ...
Union Bank  of Australia  ..,
Australian Joint •gtook Bank ... ... ...
Commercial
 Balking Company of Sydney ..,
Bank of
 lvew South Wales
Queensland National Bank , Limited...
London Chartered
 Bank
 of Australia
Mercantile Bank
 of Sydney... ... ...
£ a. d.
1,600,000 0 0
1,500,000 0 0
500,000 0 0
600,000 0 0
1,000,000 0 0
652,300 0 0
1,000,000 0 0
300,000 0 0
7,152,300 0 0
ASSETS.
Coined Gold  and Gold and Silver in Government  Securi-
Silver , and other  Bullion or Bars ,  and ties and Stamp Landed
 Property.
Coined Metals. Stamp Account. Account.
Notes in Circulation Notes in Circulation Bills in Circulation Bills in Circulation Balances due to other Deposits not bearing
not bearing Interest.  bearing Interest.
 not bearing Interest.  bearing Interest.
 Banks. Interest.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
67,797 0 3  25,235 19 0127,557 10  1  90 16  9272,005 17  4 16,844  7 11
101,731 3 3
147,274 15  3  16,714 12
 7408,802 10 10
 51,064 1 1
21,302 14 1 ...
26,875 18 11 ...
1,173,347 10 0 109,949 17 4
Capital paid up
to date.
Aid  Branches .
£ s. d. £ a, d. £ s. d.
5,08818 8 ,,, 2,424 12 3 146,735
5,671 2 10 193,440
1,563 9 4 11,332 15 6 363,786
428 7 6 1,037 2 5 187,038
264 9 3 1,224 9 3 435,751
128,374 6 11 *794,202 19 11 925,661
164 11 11 1,282 5 3 30,606
206 11 11 11,940
141,764 18 4 811,504 4 7 2,294,959
£ s. d. £ s. d.543 13  6  37,696 18
 7
...  35,780 15
 9
... 60,817 3 7
... 16,288 0 11
...  38,898
 12  5
... 140,484 11 9
... 16,000 0 0
... 7,074 13 6
543 13 6 353,840 16  6
Rates per annum  last Dividend.
14 per
 cent. per annum ,  including
16 per cent. per annum and Bonus
121 per cent. per annum and Bonus
25 per cent. per annum
171 per cent. per annum and Bonus
15 per cent. per annum
6 per cent .  per annum ...
9 per cent. per annum
t  Deposits  bearing interest .. ... £ 872,009 19 9
$ Government deposits bearing interest £835 ,049 12 6
£1,507,05912 3
Deposits  beating
Interest.
d.
2 0  182,890 19  4
8 2 463,047 5 4
16 6 611,042 19 11
12 2 288,133 0 7
2 9  874,834 19
 7
11 2 11,507,059 12 3
9 7  15,028 10
 74 10 21,858 17  6
7 2 3,963,896 5 1
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks, including
Notes, Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description, excepting
Notes, Bills,and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
Total Liabilities.
£ s. d.
374,633 6 1
710,949 10 31,083,134 17  4
514,614 12 8
1,400,117 0 10
3,651,126 10 3
54,764 17 434,005 14  3
7,823,346 9 0
Notes
 and Bills of Balances  due from
other Banks .
 other Banks.
£ s, d. £
3 018 14 11 ...,1,11011 6 5,554
3,408 3 1 856
1,334 15 8 4,398
2,361 0 0 2,333
6,604 1 0 •163,878
323 14 5 ...
,.. ...
18,161 0 7 177.021
Bonus.
Bonus of 6s .  per share
Total Amount of
Assets.
s. d.  £  s. d. £ `• d.
886,250 14 10 1,020,543 1 1
6  11  1,771,261 3 9 1,941,355 4 919  3  1,024,227 14  9 1,378,160  5 11
3 6  695,062  12 2 818,814 15 619 11 1,554,273 10  1  1,761,856 10  36 11 3,850,177 1  6 4,621,011 9 1
428,135
 0 11  465,761 9 5
57,075 1 1  91,025 13  6
16  6  10,266,463 15  1 12,098,528 9 6
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
Amount of  the Beseived
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
112,000 0 0 750,000 0 0
120,000 0 0  1,109,075 13  0
31,250 0 0  246,259 19  9
75,000 0 0 7(1,556 0 9
87,500 0 0 570,000 0 048,922 10  0 308,141 6 8
30,000 0 0  97,855 14  5
13,500 0 0  154,867 10 10
518,172 10  0 3,937,756 5 6
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th August, 1885.THE following General abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS ofthe BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from te 1st APRIL to 30th JUNE, 1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK Of NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st APRIL to 30th Jura, 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing InterestBearing Interest(
Bills in Circulation f Not bearing InterestZ Bearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks ...
£ s. d.
TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
88,042 0 0 Coined (fold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
264 9 3
Deposits
"' "'
Not bearing Interest ... ... 435,751 2 9
i Bearing Interest ... ... 874,834 19 7
Total Amount of Liabilities...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ...
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend and Bonus declared ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane , 21st August, 1885.
Total Amount of Assets
8. d.
ALEX. ARCHER,  Manager.
J. W. CRIBB, Accountant.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.147,274 15  3
16,714 12 7
38,898 12 5
2,361 0 0
2,333 19 11
1,554,273 10 1
1,761,856 10 3
I, Alexander
 Archer,
 declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period speci fied ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Gove rn or and Council of the Colony  of New  South Wales,
4 Victoria, No.  13.
Declared before me at Brisbane, this twenty-first day of August, 1885.
R. J. COTTELL, Justice of the Peace.
ALEX. ARCHER.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of
 £ 88,042 ,  being one Quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation ,  for the year 1885, by the
Bank of New South Wales ,  in the
 Colony  of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of £660 6s. 3d.
By the Comi; issioner  of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
88,042 0 0 (told and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... .. .
Government Securities ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .. ... ... ... ...
264 9 3 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... .. ..
Balances due from other Banks ..
1,224 9 3 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
1,310,586 2 4 due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ..
£ 1,400,117  0 10
1,000,000 0 0
... 171 per
 cent. per annum.
87,500 0 0
570,000 0 0
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-first day of August, 1885, the sum of £660 6s. 3d. for the duty assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Taos. B. AIaD. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland ,  25th  August, 1885.THE following SUMMARIES Of RAINFALL,  taken at Meteo rological Stations in the Colony during
July,  1885, are published for general information.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JULY, 1885.
SHOWING  the Latitude ,  Longitude ,  and distance  fr om Sea -coast of each Station ;  the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of same ; the days of Rain, and Total Fa ll .
Name of station .
Latitude(South ). Longitude Dis tance from(East). Sea-coast .
Maximum in 24  hours
and date .
No. of
days Rain
fell.
Total
Rainfa ll.
Allora ... ... 28° 1'
Miles.
152° 1' 97
Inches.017 Date.22nd 2 Inches.0.81
Araniac ... ... ... 22 58 145 25 266 0.37 31st 1 0'87
Aubu rn,  The ... ... 26 2 150 35 155 0.18 23rd 2 0.23
Bansna¶ ... ... ... 24 80 150 10 80
Beenleigh4F ... ... ... 27 49 153 8 10
Biddenhaml ... ... 26 89 146 18 450
. 0. 6Bindangot  ... ... ... ... .. 06 23rd0 1 0
Blackall  ... ... ... 24 27 145 42 290 0.16 31st 1 0.15Bloomfleld River ... ... 15 50 145 20 2 1.33 18th 11 2.82
Bloomsbury  ... ... ... 20 89 148 32 12 0'03 30th 1 0.03
Bollont ... ... ... 28 10 146 61 840 0'11 6th 2 0.14
Bon Accord  ... ... ... 27 33 151 10 115 0.22 23rd 2 0.24
Boondooma ... ... 26 10 151 2 120 0.76 22nd 3 0.82
Boweni  ... ... ... 20 1 141 18 on coast
Braeside ,  Dalveene  ... ... 28 30 150 61 120
Brisbane  . ... ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0.04 15th 2 0.05
Bundaberg  ... ... ... 24 53 152 22 8 0.04 14th 1 0.04Buren da¶ ... ... 25 45 146 42 440
Burrandawant ... ... 0.08 23rd 2 0.15
Bastard Head ¶ ... ... 24 9 161 50 on coast
Camboon Q ... ... ... 25 1 150 25 105
Cabulture  ... ... ... 27 7 152 55 8 0.60 16th 1 0.50
Cairns ... ... 16 50 145 45 on coast 1.50 18th 11 4.27
CaloundratT, ... ... ... .. on coast
Cape Moreton ... 27 1 153 28 off coast 0.86 17th 8 3.24
Cardwell  ... ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.40 31st 5 1.86
Central Railway ,  33-mile  ... 23 40 150 10 47
420
0.20 14th 2 0.30
Charlevilleq  ... ... ... 26 25 146 13
Charters Towers ¶ ... ... 19 2 146 19 70
Chudleigh Parki ... ... 20 45 144 10 175
Clermonti  ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 130
Cleveland' ... ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast
Cloncurryq  ... ... ... 20 25 140 31 210
Condamine Plains* ... ... 26 67 150 6 136
Cooktown ... ... 15 27 145 15 on coast 0.80 18th 8 1.43
Creen Creek¶ ... 18 0 142 0 119
Cumberlandt ... 0'13 31st 1 0.13
Cunnamullaq ... ... 28 5 146 40 470
Dalby  ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 0.02 22nd 1 0.02Degilbo* ... ... ... 85 29 151 69 50
Emerald  ... ... ... 23 28 148 6 190 0'02 3rd 1 0.02
Enoggera Reservoir  ... 27 27 162 65 16 0.05 16th 5 0.16
Eulot¶  ... ... ...
Gayndah¶' ... ... ... 25 88  " 161 86 72
Georgetownf  ... ... 17 57 143 40 176
Gilbert Riverf ... ... 17 54 143 0 133
Gladstoneq  ... 23 60 161 20 on coast
Gold Creek Reservoir 27 28 152 54 14 0.15 16th 5 0.80
Goodna¶ 27 36 162 56 21... ... ...
Goondiwindi  ... ... 28 32 150 24 186 0.50 23rd 1 0.50
Gympiec  ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30
Hawkwoodt  ... ... ... 25 55 150 50 ... 0.14 28rd 2 0.21
Helidon¶' ... ... ... 27 39 152 3 60
Herbert River Meonade *  ... 18 26 146 6 6,
Herbert River ,  Trebonnet ... 18 26 145 66 15 0.30 12th 5 0.89
Highb uurryy,  Mitche ll River$ * 16 28 144
4
1
10
100
190Hughendenq  ... ...
Inkermani  ... ... ...
20
19
50
66
41
147 25 10
Inglewood  ... ... ... 28 26 161 7 140 0.80 22nd 2 1.00
Inskip Point  ... ... 25 60 163 5 off coast 0'68 81st 7 1.24
Ipswich  ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.15 16th 1 0.16
Isisibrdf  ... ... ... 24 15 144 20 350
Jimbour  .. ... 27 17 151 12 114 0.15 22nd 3 0.25
Johnstone River ,  Geraldtont 18 it 146 6 7 0.76 18th 14 3.60
Johnstone River Goondi *  ... 18 13 146 10 12,
Johnstone River Innishowen 18 13 145 60 10 0.82 13th 14 3.40,
Johnstone River ,  Mourilyan  I 18 13 145 61 12 2-06  31st 11 5.55
Junction Creek  ... 17 45 144 9 78 006 23rd 1 0'06
Kilkivan  .. ... ... . 26 5 152 22 40 0.35 23rd 1 0.35
Kimberley ¶ ... ... .... 17 28 141 0 off coast
Langmornt  ... ... ... 24 20 150 10 25 0.61 23rd 3 0.73
Leyburn  ... ... ... 28 1 151 38 121 0.57 23rd 2 0 58Low Island  ... ... . 16 30 145 45 off coast 0.27 23rd 5 0.68
No Return received .  t New  station .  t No Rain Ten.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JULY,  1885- coatixuad.
SHOWING the Latitude ,  Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station  ; the maximum
during 24 hours ,  and date of  same  ;  the days of Rain, and Total  Fa ll -continued.
Name of Station. Latitude Longitude Distance f rom(South). (East).
No. of T t lurs o a
Ses,coast .  and date . days Bain .fell.
Miles .  Inches. Date.
I.ytton  ... ... ...  27° 25'  163° 1 '  on coast 0 .09 14th
Mackay  ... ... ...  21 10 149 6 5 0*09 19th
Mackay, St .  Helensq  ...  21 11 149 0 12
Mackinlaytq
Mackay,  The Hollow  ... ..
Marlboroughq  ... ...  22  67 150 1 40
Maryborough¶ ... ...
Maryborough,  Yengarielf  ...  24 35 152 43 18
Maximum in  24 ho
0.09 19th
Maryland  ... ... ...  28 33 152 2 ... 0.26 23rd
Maytownq  ... ... ...  16 59 144 20 66
Millaquin ,  Bundaberg* ..,  24 63 152 23 7
Miles ... ... 26 88 160 8 180 0.56 24th
Minerva Downs ,  Clermontt 22 40 147 30 150 0 .10 3rd
Mitchell's  .. ... ...  26 31 147 51 362
Mount Cornisht
... ...  21 68 144 45 235 0110 29th
Mount Morris 's 25  38 145  54 455
Mundoolun ... ... ... 27 54 163 10 18 0.03 23rd
Murweh ¶ ... ...  26 28 146 10 496
Muttaburraq  ... ...  22 2 14t. 49 238
Nanango  ... ... ...  26 41 152 10 68 0-03 23rdNebo T  ... ... ...  21 55 148 10 50
Niveq  ... ... ...  25 30 146 31 $00
Normanton¶ ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
Orion Downs ... ... 24 17 148 24 160 0 .08 15th
Pentlandt  ... ... ... 0.40 31st
P ro udfoot Shoal  ...  10 35  141 0  off coast 0105 28th
Pikedale  ... ... ...  28 37 151 40 110 0 .66 22nd
Pine Rivert ...  ... ... 27 17 153 6 6 0.25 31st
Port Douglas  ... ...  16 30 145 24 on coast 0.03 14th
Rockhampton  ... ...  23 26 150 26 25 0'03 15th
Roma  ... ...  26 37 148 48 260 0 .26 24th
Sandgate
...  27 33 153 6 on coast 0'20 15th
Severnfeldt *  ... ... ... ... ... 0.64 25th
Southportq  ... ... ...  27 58 153 30 on coast
Springsure  ... ... ...  24 2 148 10 220 0 .06 23rd
Stanthorpe ... ... ... 28 40 152 0 90 0.16 23rd
St. George  ...  ... ...  28 6 148 33 295  0-17  16th
St. Lawrenceq  ... ...  22 21 149 30 8
Suratq  ... ... ...  27 11 149 2 250
Tamboq  ... ... ...  24 60 146 15 285
Taroom  ... ... ... ... ...  0.01 21st
Telemon  ... ...  20 40 143 60 200 014 Slot
Texas  ... ...  28 51 151 12 145 0 ,52 22nd
Thargomindahq  ... ...  27 59 143 37 600
Thornboroughq  ... ...  16 56 144 50 60
Toowoomba  ... ... ...  0 34 152 10 80 0.39 23rd
Torres Straits , Goode Islands 10 33 142 10 off coast
Townsville ¶... ... ...  19 18 146 50 on coast
Warwick  ... ...  28  12'  152 16 90 0.46 24th
Welford Lagoonstq
Welltown  .  28 30 149 46 280 0 .20 24th
Werabone ,  Surat1 (' ... ...  27 20 149 0 257
Whyenba,  St. Georget 28 28 148 88 300 0.06 6th
Wintonq  ...  20 80 142 40 880
Woodlands  ...  23 5 150 48 8 0.06 16th
Yuelba Experimental Farms'  26 44 149 22 251
Inches.
3 0.12
6 0.18
6 0.18
8 0.37
8 0.63
3 0.19
1 0.10
2 0.06
1 0'08
1 0108
1 0.40
4 0.18
2 0.72
3 0.43
1 0.03
1 0-03
1 0.26
1 0.20
4 0.85
3 0.12
2 0.20
2 0.27
1 0.01
1 0114
2 0.67
2 0.48
1 0.48
1- 040
1 0106
6 013
No Return received . t New  station .  41  No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during  the month ,  5.55 inches ,  was at Johnstone River . Greatest number of  days  rain fell, 14 at Johnstone River.
Greatest tall in 24 hours ,  2,05 inches ,  on 31st ,  at Johnstone River.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXP ENDITURE by  the ToWNSVILLB Flu BRIGADE BOARD for theYear 1884.
DR. RECEIPTS. CR. DISBURSE MENTS.
£ s_  d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d
1884.- April 24. 1884.-- Jan. 1.
To Subsidy from Municipal 138 0 0
Council
By Dr.  Balance,  A.J.S. Bank ...
March 22.
123 18 8
Dec. 17. Cheque-book  0 4 2
„ Subsidy from Colonial 136 0 0 Dec. 31.
Secretary Engine -housekeeper  ..  38. 6 0
272 0 0 Attendances at Practices 60 3 0
Dec. 31.
„
and Fires
Dr. Balance,  A.J.S. Bank 7 19 6 „  Printing and Advertising 13 12 0
Repairs to Engine -house 11 13 7
and Apparatus
„ Hydrants and Unions  ...  17 15 9
„ Secretary  ... ... ...  12 0 0
Petty Expenses ...  ...  4 10 4
„ Interest on Overdraft  ...  7 17 0
166 0 10
£279 19 6 £279 19 6
Dr. Balance A. J. S. Bank  ... 7 19 6
LOUIS RYAN,Examined and found correct. Auditor.Townsvi lle,  22nd July, 1885. Not1462
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R ECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of GAYNDAH for the Half-year ending 30thJune,  1885.
DR.1885-January 1.
To Balance, Queensland National Bank ...
Rates,  General  ... ... ... ...
Rates, Special  ... ... ...
Government Endowment ...
Licenses  ... ... ... ...
Rents ... ...
Miscellaneous ...
Stock Assessment ...
Dog Registration
£ a. d.
20 7 6
46 18 3
9 9 1
55 5 6
2 15 0
2 15 0
4 10 6
19 14 9
0 15 0
,,Redemption on Loans -Old ... ...
June 30 . „  New Loan ... .
Overdraft ,  Queensland National Bank , "  Inte rest on Loans-Old  £10 0 9
Maryborough  ... ... ... ...  74 8 10 New £2 16 3 )
£236 19 5
LIABILITIES  AND ASSETS.
CR.
By Salaries  ... ... ...
Ferry Dues ...
Petty Charges ... • •
Auditors'  Fees .. ... ..
Printing  and Advertising
Expenses , General
Impounding Fees  ... ... ...
Stationery  ... • • . ... ...
Bathurst Burr  ... ... ... ...
Allowance to Mayor ... ... ...
Valuing ... ... ... ... ...
Roads-
River Cro ssing ... ...
Maryborough ... ... ...
Mount Debateable ... ...
Dalgangal  ... ... ... ...
£ a. d.
39 13 4
2 10 01  14 10
4 4 0
11 10 4
7 11 9
2 10 0
2 0 0
12 12 0
5 0 0
10 0 0
5 16  0
72 17 0
26 4 0
11 0 0
2 1 2
6 18 0
12 17 0
£236 19 5
£ a. d. £ s. d.
To Old Loan Account  ... ... ...  398 2 0 By Town Hall and Land ... ... 400 0 0
New Loan Account  ... ... ...  98 12 0  „ Furniture ,  Bell, Stationery , &c. ... 50 0 0
Overdraft ,  Q. N. Bank ,  Maryborough 74 8 10  „  Chains ,  Tools, Wire, &c.  ... , ...  30 0 0
Balance ...  ... ... ... ...  91 2 10
£571 2 10 £571 2 10
PHILIP GEO. CORNWALL,
D. PARRY-OKEDEN,  Town Clerk . Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts , Vouchers,  and Receipts of the
Corporation of Gayndah ,  and the above Statement corresponds  therewith.
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MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.STATEMENT of R CEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL  of ROCKHAMPTON for
the Half -year ending  30th .Tune, 1885.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
To Balance ,  A.J.S. Bank-
Special Loan Rate
Account  .. ...  952 6 5
Cash in hand  ...  0 0 1
„
„
General Rates-
Archer Ward  ...  183 0 1
Fitzroy Ward 101 14 6
Leichhardt Ward 84 1 4
Special  Loan  Rates  ... 77 6 1
Carriers '  Licenses ... 196 15 0
River Frontage Ac-
count - Wharfage
Dues  ...  2,868 0 4
Miscellaneous  Account 39 14 6
Asphalt Account  ...  70 10 0
Market  Reserve Rents 216 14 9
Town Common Fees  227 6 2
Endowment  Account
(1st moiety, 1884)  2,222  11 4
Charges Account  ...  11 10 2
Sanitary Account  ...  218 15 2
Broken Metal Account 15 16 6
A.J.S. Bank - Bal-
ance , 30th June,
1885 ... ...
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
General Account, Janu-'
ary 1,  1885  ... ...  9,789 19 0
Archer Ward - Daymen
By Balance,  A.J.S. Bank
952 6 6  and sundries  ...  1,060 15 6
6,533 14 11
Town Common  ...  90 4 0
Salaries  Account  ...  668 18 11
Fitzroy Bridge ... 18 4 0
Charges Account  ...  1,094 9 0
Sanitary  Account ...  380 0 7
Fitzroy Ward-Daymen
and sundries  ...  ...  698 9 8
Leichhardt Ward-Day-
men and sundries  ... 1,074 16 8
Loan Account -Amount
repaid ... ... ... 135 2 4
River Frontage Account
-Daymen and sundries 423 0 1
Asphalt Account-Day-
men and sundries  ...  244 8 2
Stone-crusher ... 391 3 2
Lighting  Account  ... 384 10 2
Interest  Account -
Government Loan  ...  648 4 9
Interest  Account-A.J.S.
Bank ...  ...  ... 407 3 0
10,404 3 2 „ Elections  Account  ... 49 8 9
Defalcations  Account ...  134 17 8
7,903 16 6
2
Balance  A.J.S. Bank - Special Loan
Rates Account  ... ... ...  246 9
£17,890 4 7
Examined and allowed by us this 30th day of July, 1885.
GEO. CHURCH,
G. J. TOWNSEND,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council this 13th day of August, 1885.
J. B. MORTLEMAN, I Auditors.FREDK. REID,
25s.
£17,890 4 7
Auditors.
J. WAKEFIELD,  Mayor.
Way. j4YIS , Town Clerk,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  ROCKHAM PT ON- continued.
STATEMENT Of RATES m&de, CONTRACTS entered into ,  and ASSETS and LIABILITIES of the MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL of  ROCKHAMPTON, for Half- year ending 30th June, 1886.
Contracts entered into  ...  ... ... Nil.
LIABILITIES.
To Loan Account
(General ), Govern.
men t
Loan Account ,  Special
Government ...
A.J.S. Bank, Over-
draft
„ To Balance
Municipal Properties
-per valuation Vic-
toria Park  ...  ... 11,300  0
Municipal Sale Yards
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
By Uncollected Rates-
Archer Ward,£1,487
25,665 0 9 lOs. ld. ; Fitzroy
Ward,£132412s.7d.;
8,000 0 0 Leichhardt Ward,
£906 9s. 7d. . 3,418 12 3
10,404 3 11 „ Uncollected Special
44,069 3 11 Loan Rates ... 489 10 10
44,396 11 0
„ Uncollected Wharf-
age Dues . ... 434 19 8
,,Uncollected Sanitary
Accounts  ...  ... 129 10 4
Uncollected Market
Reserve Rents ... 178 13 6
:,,.'Uncollected Sundry
Account  ...  ... 30 7 10
,,,Uncollected Botanic
Garden Trust Loan 400 0 0
5,081 14 5
Reserve  ... .. 1,000 0 0
Municipal Market
Reserve  ...  ... 42,900 0 0
Municipal Buildings
on Reserve... ... 7,800 0 0
Municipal  Wharves 9,400 0 0
Municipal  Town Hall
Reserve  ...  ...  5,280 0 0
Municipal Buildings
on Reserve  ... 750 0 0
Municipal Public
Baths  ... ... 1,750 0 0
Estimate value Stone-
crusher ... ...
Estimate Sanitary
0 0550
Plant ... ... 185 0 0
80,915 0 0
Endowment  Account,
2nd Moiety, 1884...
„ A.J.S. Bank Balance-
Special Loan Rates
2,222 11 4
Account ... ... ...  246 9 2
£88,465 14 11 £88,465 14 11
Rates made  ... ... ... .. Nil.
Examined and allowed by us this 30th day of July, 1885.
GEORGE CHURCH, IAuditors.G. J. TOWNSEND,
Allowed  and adopted by the Municipal Council  this 13th  day of August, 1885.
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  Of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL  of ROCKHAMPTON for the
Year ending 30th June, 1885.
WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
To Revenue Account-Water Rates, &c. ... 1,164 12 1
Construction Account 10 16 0
1,175 8 1
„ A.J.S. Bank, Balance 30th June
1885  ... ... ... ... ...  13,931 16 7
£15,107 4 8
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By A.J. S. Bank-Balance 1st January,
1885 ... ... ... ...
„ Loan Account-Paid
Account Redemption 145 12 8
Interest Account,  Bank 533 9 0
InterestAccount-Gov-
ernment  Loan  ...  729 8 0
„ Salaries  Account ...  349 3 4
Charges Account ... 1,213 3 10
Construction Account 1,367 4 10
,,  Defalcations Account 528 15 7
Examined and allowed by us this 30th day of July, 1885.
10,240 7 5
4,866 17 3
£16,107 4 8
GEO. CHURCH, Auditors.
G. J. TOWN SEND,
Allowed  and adopted  by the Municipal Council this 13th day of August, 1885.
J. WAKEFIELD,  Mayor.
J. WAKEFIELD, mayor.
Wu, Davis, Towu Clerk,
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STATEMENT
MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON- continued.
of RATES made ,  CONTRACTS entered into ,  and AssET9 and LIABILITIES of the MuNIcnPAL
COUNCIL of  ROCKHAMPTON, for Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNTS.
Contracts entered into  ... ... ...  ... Nit.
LIABILITIES. AsswTs.
£  a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
To Loan Account, Govern- By Uncollected  Rates  ...  5,823 3 10
ment... ... 28,864 11 3 to Properties per valua-
A.J.B. Bank, Overdraft  ...  13,931  16 7 tion-Water  Reserve
42,796 7 10 Land,£10,000; Build-
ing on do.,  2500; Re-
servoir Reserve Land,21,200; Waterworks,
Machinery and Con-
struction  Account,
£21,089 15s.  8d.;
Reservoir Account cost
£3,287 4s.  4d. ... 36,076 19 7
£42,796  7 10
Rates made  ...  ... ... ... ... Nil.
41,900 8 6
Balance  ... ...  896 4 6
Examined and allowed by us this 30th day of July, 1885.
£42,796  7 10
GEO. CHURCH, Auditors.G. J. TOWNSEND,
Allowed and adopted by the  Municipal  Council this 13th day of August, 1885.
Wu. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
J. WAKEFIELD, Mayor.
1431 92s.
A BSTRACT STATEMENT of the  RECEIPTS
the Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
RECEIPTS.1885-Jan. 1. £ a.
To Balance ... ... ... ... 15 14
June 30.
„ Rates Coll ected ... ... ... ... 113 4
First Moiety of Endowment of Rates,
1884 ... ... 287 14
Refund of Interest paid... ... ... 87 10
Carriers '  Licenses  ... ... ...  21 0
Fines -Po lice Court ... ... ... 5 7
Registration Fees - Sale of Yokes ... 46 3
„ Rents  ... ... ... ... ... 68 11
Deposits on Contract  ... ... ...  23 2
Sundry Receipts .. ... 124 10
„ Overdraft, Queensland National Bank 48 10
and EXPENDITUR E of the MUNICIPALITY  of RouA for
EXPENDITURE.
d. 1885-June 30.
3 By Town Clerk's Office ... ...
Petty Cash ... ... ...
0 „ Publin Works ... ... ...
Refund Deposit on Contract ...
4 „ Printing and Advertising ...
0 „ Sundry Disbursements ... ...
0 „ Exchange and Bank Interest ...
6 „ Interest  on Consolidated Loans
0 „ Amount paid in Liquidation ...
0 „ Cash in Hand (overdrawn cheque)
0
0
9
£841 6 10
SPECIAL LOAR RATE ACCOUNT.
Jan. 1ce. - £ a. d.
To Balan 178 18 8
June 80.
Rates Collected  ... ... ... ... 6 8 8
Jan. 1.
To Balance
£ e. d.
142 2 0
6 0 0
416 6 6
2 0 0
24.7 6
97 11 9
1 8 9
125 15 6
25 7 10
0 2 0
£841 6 10
Jan. 5. £  S. d.
By Interest paid  ... ... ... ...  87 10 0
June 30.
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  96 12 4
£184 2 4
R ECREATION RESERVE ACCOUNT.
June 30.
... £169 3 4 By Balance ...
ARTESIAN WELL ACCOUNT.
Jan.1.  £ a. d.
To Balance  ... ... ... ... 92 11 6
£92 11 6 £92 11 6
We hereby certify that the above  is a true  Abstract  of the Financial Statement of the Roma
Municipality for the Half-year  ending  30th June, 1885.
EDWARD A. REE8, Town Clerk.
Town Hall ,  Roma,  29th July, 1885.
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£184 2 4
... £169 3 4
Jan. 6.  £ s. d.
By Transfer  to General Revenue  ... ...  50 S 8
May 8.
Transfer  to General Revenue  ... ...  41 15 3
June  $0.
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... 0 14 0
DANL. DESMOND, Auditors.THOMAS A. SPENCER, I
JOHN H. IRWIN,  Mayor.
348.
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOOWOOMBA.
REVENUE and EXPBNDITURB of the MUNICIPALITY of TOOWOOMBA for the Half-Year ended80th June, 1885.
Da.
Balance ,  A.J.S. Bank ...
General Rate  Account-
East  Ward ...
West  Ward ... .. .
t outh Ward ... ...
To
Lighting Rates ... ...
Special Loan !fates ...
Water Kates ... ...
Rate Endowment, 1884-
1st Moiety
Fees for E re ction of
Verandas . ...
Sale of Water Pipes .
Impressions  -  Corporation
Seal ..
Water supplied at Water-
works
Rent of Hall .. ..
Fines  ... ... ..
Crossings  ... ... ..
Sale of Stone ,  Corporation
Quarry
Rent,  Corporation Sale
Yards  ... ... ...Licenses-Cab-drivers
of
„
it
„
„
„
„
„
Drays and Cabe
„
„
Rents - Swamp Reserves ...
Balance,  A.J.S. Bank ...
£  a. d. £ a. d. CR.  £ a. d. £ a. d.
... 1,362 6 7 By Salaries  ... ... ... ...  237 1 8
Wages, &c., Foreman of
67 7 2 Works and Inspector of
13 0 6 Nuisances  ... ... ...  160 9 1
64 8 6  „  Auditors '  Fees  ... ...  15 0 0
135 6 2  „  Printing,  Advertising, &c. 58 11 8
11 18 10 „ Stationery  ... ... ...  2 17 2
1 12 2  „  Law Costs ... ... - ...  12 18 10
307 11 2 „ Interest-
1,188 19 7 „ Redemption ,  re  Govern-
ment Loans ... ... 143 4 2
820 17 2 A.J.S .  Bank ... 9 4 0
Government Loans  ...  699 4 3
2 0 0 „ Incidental Expenses  ...  21 1 9
0 16 6  „  Nuisances ... ... ... 7 13 0
„ Petty Cash  ... ...  16 0 0
1 1 0 984 9 10
Bathurst Burr  ... ... ...  8 0 0
1 13 6  „  Corporation Quarry  ... ...  132 1 9
7 7 0 „ Swamp Account ... ... ... 1 0 9
6 15 0  „  Street Lamps  ... ...  141 5 0
15 15 0 „ Town Hall... ... ... 29 8 9
62 7 6
87 10 0
2 0 0
100 0 0
„ Stone -crusher ,  Engine,  &c. ... 451 10 0
Fire Brigade  ... ... ...  45 0 0
„ Election  Expenses  ... ...  7 7 0
„ Street  Watering  ... ... ...  14 14 6
„ Crossings  ... ... .. ...  8 8 4
„ Water Supply  ... ... ...  504 15 6
„ Works  and Repairs-
287 4 6 East  Ward ... ... 711 18 7
8 10 0 West Ward  ... ...  114 18 4
... 792 7 6 South Ward  ... ...  453 6 5
1,279 18 4
£3,996 10 6 £3995 10 6
LIABILITIES  AND ASSETS.
1884 .- 31  Deer.  £ a. d.
To Government Loans  ...  27,740 17 10
1885.-30 June.
To Interest on Government
Loans  ... ... ...  699 4 8
Balance,  A.J.S. Bank ...
Sundry Accounts Unpaid
Balance  ... ... ...
£  a. d. 1885.-So June.
By Rate Endowment, 1884
-2nd Moiety... ...
„ General Rates in acre, r
Lighting Rates in arrear
28,440 2 1 „ Special Loan Rates ` in
792 7 6 arrear .. ...
503 17 4 „ Water  Rates in arrear ...
1,771 2 5
Rents ,  Swamp Reserves„
£ a. d. £ a. d.
3,206 19 11
1,188 19 7
253 15 7
39 15 7
1,110 7 10
4,610 18 11
107 7 0
4,3:,4 1 10
215 2 0
„ Stone-i rimher , Errgt-n4; &c. - -- ... 450 0 0
„ Waterworks  ... ...  20,600-0 0
£31,607 9 4
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
Date .  Names.
1884.
August 4 ... Heffernan and McMul lin
„ ... Joseph Bernard ... ...
October 6 ...  John Dwyer ... ...
1885.
April?  ...  Michael  Lee ... ...
May 6  ...  Toowoomba Foundry Co.
„
„
Daniel McStay ...
Walker ax d Daniels ...
June 2  ...  Albert Kitchimham
$81,607 9 4
Description  of Works .  Amount .  Expended .  Balance.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Curbing, &c., portion of Herries street-
Balance ,  31st December ,  1884 ... 62 0
Constructing  North  Section of Herries
street B ridge-Balance ,  31st Decem-
ber, 1884 .
Destroying Bathurst Burr ,  &c Balance,
31st  December, 1884 ... ... ...
Constructing Approaches to Herries
146 18
14 17
street Bridge  ... ... . ...  58 0
Conetructin cast -iron  Street Roller 55 0
Repairing  West street  ... ... ...  29 19
Constructing Covered Stone  Drains,
Margaret  street  ... ... ... ... 86 19
Sinking and Const ru cting  Well, Long
street-say  ... ... ... ... 55 0
0 62 0 0
4 146 18 4
6 8 0 0 817
00 68 ...0  0 •••550 0
0 ... 29 19 0
3 15 0 0 71 19 3
0 55 0 0
£ 508 14 1 289 18 4 218 15 9
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MUNICIPALITY OF  TOOWOOMBA- continued.
STATEME N T Of RATES  Made  to 41ST DECEMBER, 1885.
Ward. General Rates. Lighting  Rates . Total . Water  Rates. Grand Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
East ... ... ... ... ... 1,092 12 0 146 18 7 1,239 10 7 ... .•.
West ... ... ... 929 8 0 139 5 5 1,068 13 5
South 559 4 0 69 2 4 628 6 4
2,581 4 0 355  6 4 2,936 10 4 1, 79575 4 4,693 15 8
Toowoomba, 30th July, 1885.
JOHN M. FLYNN, Town Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Toowoomba Municipal Council, and that the above Statements correspond therewith.
RICHD. C. LAKII\ G, Auditors.J. BARNETT,
Examined and passed by the Toowoomba Municipal Council the 3rd day of August, 1885.
JOHN GARGET,
Mayor.
1428 68s.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gayndah, 14th July, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BELL, Selector, Gayndah
Reserve.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40 Vic. No. 15. the 8th day of September next,
Gayndah District. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, andReg. No. 22. show  cause  why your Selection
sox red
No.  22, in  Gandah District,
Gayn ah Reserve. should not be declared forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
Notice to W. VEIRERS, holder of Selection
No. 1156, Beenleigh.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion in accordance with section 52 of the Act of
1876, on the above Selection, I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court, to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 9th day of September
next,  why  the  same  should not be deemed aban-
doned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
selection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
ON the Fifth  instant, the Bench of Magistrateshere appointed JOHN JAMES MURPHY Bailiff
of the Central District  Court,  and also Bailiff of
the Small  Debts Court, Winton.
R. W. MORAN, P.M.
N OW published at the Government Pri tingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNoP-
8I8 OF  THE QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phsanogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
is. 10d., 4o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office,  William  street ,  Brisbane , "  Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F .R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory,  F.R.G.S ., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony ,  9d. ; to England and the Austra lian
Colonies ,  Is. 6d.
Public Lands Office, JAMES C. BEAL.
Mackay, 7th August, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  SUTHERLAND  ROSS, of Mackay.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend theLand GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1,974, WITHCourt, to be holden at Mackay on Thurs-,
day, the 10th day of September REGULATIONS.
'clock p.m., to
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeAct 40 Vic., No. 15. next, at Two o
Mackay. show  cause  why your Selection, in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
No.10 . No. 1054 of  1874," together with "Regulations for theMackay District, ,William Sutherland Ross.
ass scree. should not be declared forfeited Management  of the Gold Fields of the waole of the
Parish of Ossa . for the non-fulfilment of the Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
conditions of occupation. additional.
THOS . MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Pi inter.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the  Judges  of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint RICHARD AsH KINGSFORD,  of Cairns,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  a Justice of the
Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Regis-
trar 's District of Cook ,  who shall ,  by virtue
of this appointment ,  give consent in the cases
provided for in and by the eighteenth and nine-
teenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„  GEORGE R. HARDING, J.It  CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Moylan ,  of Sandy Creek ,  near Pine
Hill, in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  publican,
by Edward Moylan.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day,it is ordered  that the aid Edward Moyl n
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Edward Moylan ,  for the election of a Trustee,  be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Tenth  day of  September ,  1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Edward Moylan shall, on the Eighth
day of September ,  1885, at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and  liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
first day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
JOS. PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By JOHN GUTHRIE,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Robert Murray, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper and draper, by the
said Robert Murray.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Robert Murray be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Robert M urray, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Principal Registrar, Supreme
Court, Brisbane, on the First day of September,
1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Murray Robert
shall, on the Thirty-first day of August instant,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND FITZG ERALD,
Insolvent's Solicitors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Frederick Wills, of Mackay, in the
Colony of Queensland, by Edward Frederick
Wills.
UT PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
V is ordered that the said Edward Frederick
Wills be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
ire formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Edward Frederick
Wills, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Ninth day of September, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Edward Frederick Wills shall, on
the Seventh day of September, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ERNEST WINTER,
Brisbane.
Town Agent for-
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
SAM. B. WRIGHT,
Insolvent' s Solicitor,
Mackay.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Ellis Wheeler, of Bundaberg, in the Colony
of Queensland, draper, by the said Ellis
Wheeler.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Ellis Wheeler
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Ellis Wheeler, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Ninth day of September, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Ellis Wheeler shall, on the
Seventh day of September, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
sixth day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Edward Bowdick Swayne. of
Plane Creek, near Mackay, in the Colony of
Queensland, sawyer, an Insolvent.
FRIDAY, THE THIRTY-FIRST DAY OF JULY, 1885.
PON reading a report of the Trustee of theTJ property of the Insolvent, datedthe twenty-
third day of May last past, reporting that the
whole of the property of the Insolvent has been
realised for the benefit of his creditors, but'that
the Estate has not realised sufficient to pproduce
any dividend, and upon hearing Mr. Unmaek, from
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Mr. Bruce 's Office, on behalf of the Trustee, and
the Court ,  being satisfied that the whole of the
property of the Insolvent has been reali sed for the
benefit of his creditors , doth order  and declare that
the insolvency of the said Edward  Bowdick  Swayne
has closed ,  and doth fix the Seventh day of Sep-
tember next ,  at Ten o 'clock in the forenoon , for the
Trustee to apply to the Supreme  Court,  at Brisbane,
for his release.
Given under the Seal  of the Court, this  twenty-
sixth day of August ,  A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1433 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING in Chambers.
In the Matter of Midland Mitchell ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  stationer ,  an Insolvent.
FRIDAY ,  THE THIRTY -FIRST DAY OF JULY, 1885.
U PON reading the report of the Trustee of theproperty  of t  Ins lvent ,  dated th  twen y-
first day of  July  last past, reporting that the
whole of the property of the Insolvent has been
realised for the benefit of his creditors ,  and that
a dividend of two shillings in the pound has been
paid as shown by the statement thereto annexed,
and upon hearing Mr. Unmack ,  from Mr. Bruce's
Office,  on behalf of the Trustee ,  the Court, being
satisfied that the whole of the property of the
Insolvent has been realised for the benefit of his
creditors ,  doth order and declare that the insol-
vency of the said Medland Mitchell has closed,
and doth fix  MONDAY,  the Seventh day of
September next ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
for the Trustee to apply to the Supreme Court at
Brisbane for his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
sixth day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1432
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
8s.
In the Matter of  George Craig ,  of Cunnamulla, in
the Colony of Queensland,  auctioneer, an
insolvent.
N the Twenty-sixth day of August instant a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
George Craig ,  of Cunnamu lla,  auctioneer ,  who was
adjudicated insolvent on the seventh day of
January, 1884.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
F. W. P. THoMPsoN,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Roma,
By his Agents-
Deputy  Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1461 5s. 6d.
In the Assigned Estate of J. C. Brigg and Co.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in this
matter .  Creditors who have not proved
their debts by the 26th day of September, 1885,
wil be excluled.
Dated this 20th day of August,  1886.
HENRY  A. BROWN,
trustee.Wtmy 0b4mb6n,  Rdokh mpton.
10  -- -8e. dd.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Tommy Williams,  of Cairns, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.FREDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, in th
Colony of Queensland, accountant,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated  this twenty-fifth day of August, 1885.
1435
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Fri-derick Russell, of
Allora, in the Colony of Queensland,  licensed
publican, an Insolvent.
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate at Warwick, on the Fifteenth
day of September, 1885, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this 26th day of August, 1885.
1436
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Pannam, of Townsville,
general  dealer, an Insolvent.
A DI I' [DEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed  Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 16th day of February, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 23rd day of September next will be excluded.
J. B HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 25th August, 1885.
1444 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Hans Peter Jorgensen, of Bris-
bane ,  baker ,  an insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated
who have not  proved their  debts by
the 2nd day of September next will  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  25th August, 1885.
1443 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Al fred Redstone, of Cairns,
school -teacher ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared ii
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 12th day of December, 1884.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by the
21st day of September next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency
Lutwyohe Chambers,
& l*ue ,  24& August ,  1885.
811
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Arbuthnot, Junr., (f
Killarney, labourer, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 31st day of October, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
14th day of September  next  will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1885.
1411 4s.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Jane Hillard, of  Bundaberg,
insolvent.ALL Claims against  the above  Estate must besent to the Trustee on or  before the 15th
day of September, or they will not be  recognised,
and all  Creditors who have not proved their debts
by aforesaid date will be excluded from partici-
pating  in any dividend.
Dated this 27th day of August, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1445 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of Mary Walker ,  of Nerang,
adjudicated insolvent on the fourth day of March,
1885.
Creditors who have not pro ved their debts by
the 6th day of September ,  1885, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of August, 1885.
FREDERIC  HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street, Brisbane.
1446 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of Michael Thomas Casey, of
Goodna ,  adjudicated insolvent on the eighth day of
June, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by
the 6th day of September ,  1885, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of August, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street,  Brisbane.
1447 4s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.ADIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of Daniel Grigg ,  of Bundaberg,
adjudicated insolvent on the fifteenth  day of May,
1885.
Creditors who have not proved  their debts by the
15th day of September ,  1885, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of August, 1885.
FREDERIC  HORWOOD,
210, Queen street,  Briebsao.
14x8 - `
• Trustee.
.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Cornelius Cuthbert, of
Ipswich, painter ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
6s. Id .  in the  £,  is now payable at this
Office upon all proved preferent claims only.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chaml: ers,
Brisbane,  27th  August, 1885.
1452 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Peatey ,  of Fairymead,
Bundaberg ,  labourer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of5s. 5d .  in the £ ,  is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
1453 4s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Elizabeth Sophia Epple, late of
Charleville, in the Colony of Queensland (wife
of John Jacob Frederick Epple),  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be  made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed  Elizabeth Sophia Epple,  deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to John Jacob
Frederick Epple, of Charleville, in the said colony,
husband  of the  said deceased.
Dated at Charleville, this twelfth day of August,
A.D. 1885.
L. F. BRETTINGRAM,
Proctor for the said  John  Jacob Frederick Epple,
Alfred  street, Charleville.
By his Agents-
CRAMBERs, BRuc$, AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1439 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of James Gillespie ,  late of the
Claremont Island Lightship ,  mariner ,  deceased.
1
N OTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of  fourteen days fro m the date of the
publication hereof, application will  be made to the
said Honourable Court,  that Letters of Administra-
tion ,  with the Will  of the abovenamed deceased
annexed ,  may be granted to Edwin Westaway, of
Brisbane ,  chief clerk in the Ports and Harbours
Department, the lawfully constituted attorney
of Elizabeth Emma Williams ,  wife of Thomas
Williams, of Sydney ,  in the  Colony  of New South
Wales ,  painter ,  the sole Legatee named in the said
Will.
Dated this twenty-second day of August, 1885.
CH$MBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Pm+oct s for the seS i Edwin Westaws ,Q • Brww.
.-140 - - 8s.
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In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods and Estate of Francis Gillespie, late
of Leyburn, in the Colony of Queensland,
carpenter, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the i eal  and personal  estate and effects
of the said Francis Gillespie, deceased, may be
granted to Francis Gillespie, of Leyburn aforesaid,
the eldest son and heir-at-law of the said deceased.
Dated this 10th day of April, A.D. 1885.
1430
JAS. MURRAY,
Proctor for the said Francis Gillespie,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William McNeille, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, draper, deceased.N!' I OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-L tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed William McNeille, deceased, may
be granted to Elizabeth McNeille, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, widow, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D.
1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
1455
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Allen, late of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Ccurt, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Allen, deceased, may be
granted to Christopher Hurworth, of Bowen Hills,
in the Colony of Queensland, schoolmaster, and
Henry Hermann Simon, of South Brisbane, in the
said colony, gentleman, the Executors named in the
said Will.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D.
1885.
1456
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Lyons, late of
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
saddle and harness maker, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed James Lyons, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Margaret Lyons,
of South Brisbane, in the said colony, the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
August, A.D. 1885.
EDWARD JOSEPH CORBETT,
Proctor for the said Margaret Lyons,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1454 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Gaven, late of Sandy Creek,
near Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier, deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to the said Honourable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Probate of
the Will of  the abovenamedPatrickGaven ,  deceased,
may be granted to Mary Gaven ,  of Sandy Creek
aforesaid , widow, the  sole Executrix named in the
said Will of  the said deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers, in the Colony
Queensland, this fifteenth day of August, 1
ALFRED ROBERTS,
Proctor for the said Mary Gaven,
Mosman street, Charters Towers.
Brisbane Agents-
CHAMBEBS, BEIICE, AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1427 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Hoskings,
late of Charters Towers, in the Colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased.
I OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
t r lion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed William Hoskings,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Matilda Hoskings, of Charters Towers, widow of
the said deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers, this fifteenth day of
July, A.D. 1885.
ALFRED ROBERTS,
Solicitor and Proctor for the said Administratrix.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BEIICE , AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1450 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Kevin, late of Ravens-
wood Junction, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra.
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Jessie Kevin, of Ravenswood
Junction aforesaid, the lawful widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of August, 1885.
FOLLETT MILFORD,
Proctor for Administratrix.
By his Agent-
LEOPOLD F REDERICK BEB.NAYS,
George street, Brisbane.
1464 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Edward Hart, late of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
builder and contractor, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
lN tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Go,,ernment Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed deceased may be granted
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to Wil liam Kirk ,  of Townsville ,  timber merchant,
and Joseph Hodel, of the same place, grazier, the
Executors named in and appointed  by the said Will.
Dated at Townsvi lle ,  this 31st day of July, 1885.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the Executors,
Denham street ,  Townsville.
BY ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Agents,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
1465 6s. 6d.
HEREBY give notice that I intend to
apply to the Court of Petty Sessions at
owen  on the 16th day of September next for a
license  to erect three Public Gates on the main road
from Bowen to Mackay , in terms  of the Act 28
Vic., No. 19. BERTIE C.PARR.
Newstead, 8th August, 1885.
1423 3s.
NOTICE.THE Partnership therto existing  betweenLionel Knight Rice, Henry Stormont Finch
Hatton, Harold Heneage Finch Hatton, and
Charles Walter  Toussant , of the  firm of  " Rice and
Co.," in the properties of Mount Spencer, Hasel-
wood, Barclay Downs, having been dissolved, and
Lionel Knight Rice having been appointed Receiver
under Deed of Dissolution dated January 1st, 1884,
the business of the firm will be carried on by the
said Lionel Knight Rice or whom he may appoint.
(Signed ) LIONEL KNIGHT RICE.
Receiver for Rice and Co.
1425 4s. 6d.
NOTICE.
TOOMBUL DIVISIONAL BOARD.
T
HE Toombul  Divisional Board hereby give
notice of their intention to apply to the
Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a Loan out
of the Consolidated Revenue of Twenty Thousand
(£50,000 )  Pounds ,  to be applied towards the erection
of retaining wa ll s and wharves between Breakfast
Creek and the Hamilton ,  repayable in 40 years,
in terms of clause 1 of  " The Local Works Loan
Act of  1880,"  44 Vic., No. 9.
Plan, Speci fications , &c., can be seen at the
Board 's Offices ,  Breakfast Creek ,  between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. daily ,  and between 10 a.m. and 12
noon on Saturdays ,  for one month  fr om the date
hereof.
JOHN F. BUCKLAND,
Chairman.
THOS. J. BALLINGER,
Secretary.
8th August, 1885.
1426 6s.
I HEREBY give notice that itis my intention to
apppply to the Johnstone Divisional Board, on
SATURDAY,  3rd October ,  for permission to erect
one pair of Licensed Gates, of hardwood ,  16 feet
wide, on the Road running through Selection No. 6,
Land Agent District  M ourilyan.
CHAS. E. ADAMS.
1424 38.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
LOST from Emmaville ; supposed to be stolen :
Bay Draught Filly, rising 4 years, 162 hands,
branded FJK near shoulder, hind feet white, white
under collar both sides, small stripe, curly mane
and tail, pulled. £5 reward if stolen, on convic-
tion ; £1 for information leading to recovery ; £2
on delivery to
FRANCIS J. KELLI,
1461
Emmaville, Vegetable Creek.
3s. 4d.
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I HEREBY give  notice  that I have this day sold
L the Ironmonger y Business  hitherto carried on
by me, under the style of Perry Brothers," to
Messrs.  G. Bond, H. Perry, G. Perry, and E.
Markwell.
All debts due to or owing by the late firm will
be received and paid by them, and their receipt
will be  a sufficient  discharge.
(Signed ) WILLIAM PERRY.
Dated,  Brisbane , 26th May, 1885.
In reference to the above announcement, we
beg to intimate that we have this day entered into
Partnership, and intend carrying on the said busi-
ness under the same style as hitherto, viz., " Perry
Brothers."
GEORGE BOND,
HERBERT PERRY,
GEORGE PERRY,
EDMONSTONE MARKWELL.
26th Ma y, 1885.
1434 7s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland to apply for a Bill to enable
and empower the South Brisbane Gas and Light
Com any, Limited, incorporated under the pro-
visions of  " The Companies Act of  1863," to manu-
facture gas and coke and supply the same to the
inhabitants of South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point,
Wooloongabba, and other places in Queensland,
and to empower the said Company to do all things
necessary in and about supplying the same, and
disposing of the residuum from the said manufac-
tare, and for other process for lighting towns, &c.,
which may be found advantageous to adopt, and
the doing all such other things as are incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the above objects.
Dated this twentieth day of August, A D. 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
1390
Solicitors for the said Company,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby liven, that application will
1' be made to Parliament, during the present
Session thereof, on behalf of The Prince's Bridge
Company, Limited, for leave to introduce a Bill to
authorise the construction and maintenance of a
Bridge across the Brisbane River, from a point on
the southern bank of the said river, between the
southern end of Boundary street, South Brisbane,
and the southern end of Montagu road, South
Brisbane, to the opposite bank of the said river,
and to enable the said Company to acquire certain
lands for roads and approaches to such Bridge, and
for other the purposes in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the thirteenth day of August, 1885.
1361
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Applicants.
5s. 6d.
TAKE Notice that his Board intends to apply
L for a Loan of £1,000, for water conservation,
drainage, and kerbing of Maytown streets, and
other reproductive works, as provided by 44
Victoria, No. 9, section 6, provisions 1 and 2, and
.16 Victoria, No. 17, section 75; and that Plans and
lecifications lie at tl,e Board's Office for inspec-
tion, as required by the Act 46 Victoria, No. 13,
section 34.
JOHN CARRIGAN,
Clerk of the Board.
Hann Divisional Board's Office,
Maytown, 4th August, 1885.
1374 18s.
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HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
Price, Is. 6d; posted , Is. 9d.
NOTICE.P) UNDKEEP ERS and  others are requested,whendescribing  brands,to make a distinction between
" Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand " After  thedeso ri ption of the former.
Registered  brands  type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where  these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
William street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, 1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Goverhment Printer.
(government  Printing Office,
Briahnne.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885.  t s. d.
Aug. 22.-B. D. Macpherson 0 7 0
24.--Roma Municipal Council... ... 2 0 0
24.-Gayndah Municipal Council ... 1 5 6
24.-M. A. Carroll ... ... ... 0 1 4
24.-B. C. Parr ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
24.-A. O. Jones .. ... ... ... 0 4 0
25.-C. Fassler ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
25.-J. Hanlon .. ... ... 0 2 6
25.-Goolman Divisional Board .. 1 1 6
25.-Charters Towers Municipal Council 5 0 0
26.-J. G. A. Peddle ... ... ... 0 5 9
26.-M. A. Spencer ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-Toowoomba Municipal Council ... 3 8 6
26.-G. J. Vertue ... ... ... 0 2 0
26.-J. Murray ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
27.-H. A. Brown ... ... ... 0 3 0
27.-S. Nevile ... ... .., ... 0 2 0
27.-C. H. B. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
28.-E. B.  Henning ... ... ... 0 1 0
28.-T. J. Franklin ... ... 0 2 0
28.-Townsville Fire Brigade Board ... 1 15 6
28.-J. T. James-Wallace ... ... 0 1 0
28.--F. J. Kelly... ... ... 0 10 0
28.-J. Meredith ... ... ... 0 2 0
28.-M. Wafer ... ... ... 0 1 0
28.-W. Cann ... 0 1 0
28.-T. Thomas .., 0 5 0
28.-W. Totten ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
28.-Charters Towers Herald ...  ... 8 0 0
28.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
28.-F. Willams ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
cMpclznbings.
C,-4 Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no suc?i
Advertisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied  by a remittance sufficient  to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from -Mount Brisbane unenclosed
lands,  by order of F. J. M. Bowman, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d.
One red cow,  like  11011 over 7QL; roan calf at foot.
One roan cow, like G4C off ribs.
One red and white steer, like N8R  off rump.
One spotted steer, like V5  b off ribs.
Also, from Cluen, Wivenhoe enclosed lands, by order
of R. Vernor, Esquire. Dri,,  ing, 3s. 4d.
One spotted bullock, like 2SF off rump.
One red cow, like F-"O over 7QL.
If not released  on  or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
D. B. McPHERSON, Poundkeeper.
1422 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, on 18th August, 1885,
by order of Inspector of Brands.
One chesnut  mare, aged, saddle-marked,  2 over AT
near shoulder ,  TY (registered brand, numeral
indistinct ) )ff shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 18th  September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1459 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Caiwarra Station, on
the 18th August, 1885, b-y- order of A. J. Cotter,
Esquire. Driving, 8s. 4d. each.
One red roan cow, ILA near rump, like No. 9 near
thigh, top off  near ear.
One roan cow, blotch brand near rump, near ear
marked.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
1458
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Isiaford, from Ruthven, by order of
Messrs. Urquhardt and Armstrong. Driving and
damages,  5s. 10d. per head.
One roan and white bullock, 2BC (registered brand)
near  ribs, piece out of back near ear.
One red and white bullock, snaily  horns , RL1 (regis-
tered brand) near ribs, piece out of back  near ear.
If not released on or  before the 16th September, 1885,
will be  sold to  defray  expenses.
THOS. JAS. FRANKLIN, Poundkeeper.
1457 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, by order
of the General Inspector. Trespass, 5s. per head.
One red and white cow, G7H off ribs, ear-marked.
One Chesnut horse, CP (reversed) near shoulder, star
and snip, off hind foot white.
One chesnut horse, JFT (the JF conjoined) off shoulder,
like V near shoulder, white face, fore feet and
near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 5th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1419 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry, from Fort Constantine,
on the 29th July, 1885, by order of W. G. Marshall,
Esquire.
One bay gelding, like J over WJR near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like 014 near shoulder, like 3BN off
shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 25th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO.  J. VERTUE, Poundkeeper.
1267 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Northampton, on the
18th August, 1885, by order of J. C. Higginson,
Esquire. Driving, &c., 7s.
One black mare, off hind foot white, grey  hairs near
fore foot, RO over like b near shoulder.
CORRECTED BRAND.
Also, from Alice Downs, on the 16th July, 1885, by
order of W. H. Davidson, Esquire. Driving, &c., 4s. 6d.
One bay draught gelding, star, collar-marked, white
spots on back, small  scars near  thigh, DB (the B
blotched)  near  shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 15th September, 1885,
Hill be sold to defray  expenses.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
1438 2s.
IMPOUN DED at Toowoomba, from View Point, on
the 20th August, 1885, by order of W. N. Walker,
Esquire. Driving expenses, Is.
One roan steer, ML4 near rump.
One strawberry steer, like WK4 near rump, piece hang-
ing back near car, piece off front and back off car.
Also, by H. E. Easto- , Esquire.
One white steer, like 3UN or 3VN off loin, slit near car,
piece out back off car.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1460 3s.
Printed  and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer
William street ,  Brisbane , 29th August, 1885.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT  OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1885.
T
H E Honourable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Additional Members Act of  1885," a Writ hath this day been issued,
and the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Second
Member to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the
Electoral District of Fortitude Valley.
Place of Nomination ... ... Fortitude Valley.
Date of  Writ ... ... ... Wednesday,  2nd September, 1885.
Date of Nomination ... ... Thursday ,  10th September, 1885.
Polling Day ... ... ... Monday ,  14th September, 1885.
Return of  Writ...
... ... Wednesday,  16th September, 1885.
By Command  of the  Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the  Legislative  Assembly.
By Authority  : Jsiis C. BEA;  Government  Printer,  Willi am street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORI}E  REGINA-E.
No. 5.
An Act to provide for the Additional Representation of certain portions
of the Colony in the Legislative Assembly.
ASSENTED TO 1ST SEPTEMBER, 1885.
BE it enacted bythe Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, b  and withthe advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legisla-
tive Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:-
The Eleetoi al District of Fortitude Valley shall return two Electorate  of Forti-
members to the Legislative Assembly, instead of one member as pro- tads valley to returnb two  membe ,
vided by 16 The Electoral Di8tricts Act of  1878."
2. Forthwith after the passing of this Act, the Speaker of the writ  to be issued for
Legislative Assembly, or, if there is no Speaker or he is absent from seco" d member
the Colony, the Governor, shall issue his writ for the election of a
second member for the said electoral district.
3. The Electoral District of Mitchel shall be divided into two Mitchell Districtid,
electoral districts, which shall be called respectively Mitchell and of Mid } Elan orates
Barcoo, and the boundaries whereof shall be as described in the Barcoo.
Schedule  to this Act.
Each of such Districts shall return one member to the Legisla-
tive Assembly.
4. The
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Townsville  District 4. The Electoral District of. Townsville shall be divided intodivided
Townsosv-Elect i l  andoratesof two electoral districts, which shall be called respectively Townsville
Musgrave . and Musgrave, and the boundaries whereof shall be as described in
First electoral rolls.
Lists to be made up
from existing rolls
tthder certain condi-
tions.
the Schedule to this Act.
The Electoral District of Townsville shall return two members,
and the Electoral District of Musgrave one member, to the Legislative
Assembly.
5. For the purpose of preparing the first electoral rolls for
the said Electoral Districts of Mitchell, Barcoo, Townsville, and
Musgrave, the following provisions shall have effect :-
The Governor in Council shall appoint and notify by
proclamation a day or days, not less than fourteen days
nor more than two months after the passing of this Act,
for holding Revision Courts for each of the said electoral
districts.
Provided that, if any such Revision Court shall
not be held at the time appointed, the Governor in
Council may approve of the proceedings of any such
court held at any time within one month after
the day appointed, and the proceedings of such court,
when so approved, shall be as valid as if the court had
been held at the appointed time.
The justices of the peace resident in the present Electoral
District of Mitchell, or such of them as shall meet for
the purpose, shall constitute the Revision Court for
the Electoral Districts of Mitchell and Barcoo, which
court shall be held at Blackall ; and the justices of
the peace resident in the present Electoral District of
Townsville, or such of them as shall meet for the purpose,
shall constitute the Revision Court for the Electoral
Districts of Townsville and Musgrave, which court shall
be held at Townsville.
The clerks of petty sessions at Blackall and Townsville
respectively, shall, at the opening of each such Revision
Court, produce the electoral rolls then in force for the
present electoral districts of Mitchell and Townsville
respectively, au d the quarterly electoral lists last com-
piled for the said electoral districts, and all notices
of objection made to any persons objected to in the said
lists. The court shall thereupon, from the names con-
tained in such rolls and lists and otherwise as hereinafter
provided, make up lists of the persons who are qualified
to vote for the electoral districts for which such court is
a Revision Court as hereinbefore provided, and in so
doing shall be guided by this Act and the following
provisions :-
(a.) The names of all persons on such rolls shall be
inserted in the lists for the districts for which
they are respectively qualified to vote, unless the
statement of their residence or the situation of
their property in such rolls is insufficient to denote
the electoral district within which such residence
or property is situate.
(b.) In
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(b.) In the event of such statement being insufficient,
or if the residence or situation of the property
of any persons whose names are on such rolls
is not therein specified ,  the court shall  proceed to
inquire ,  by such evidence as it thinks fit or upon
its own knowledge ,  into such residence or the
situation of such property ,  and shall insert in such
lists the names of such persons as are by such
inquiry ascertained to be entitled to be so inserted.
(c.) Every such  list shall specify the residence or the
situation of the property ,  as the case may be, of
every person so inserted therein.
(d.) For the purpose of ascertaining the residence or
situation of the property of any person, the court
shall be at  liberty to refer to any claim theretofore
sent in or made under " The Electoral RollsAct of
1879 ,"  and the contents of such claims shall be
taken to be  prvmd  facie  true  and correct.
(e.) No name shall be inserted in any such  list of any
person who is proved to the satisfaction of the
court to be dead.
( f.) The  court shall inquire into and adjudicate upon
all objections duly made to persons whose names
are in the quarterly electoral  lists, and if any
objection is substantiated and proved to its satis-
faction, shall expunge the name  of the person
objected to and shall include the names of all
persons not  -so expunged in the lists for the
districts for which  they  are respectively entitled
to vote.
(I.) Every such court shall have power to adjourn from time court to have pow.r
to time, for any period or periods not exceeding seven t adjourn for certain
days. Provided that no such adjourned court shall  be
held after the thirtieth day from the day appointed by
the Governor in Council as aforesaid.
(5.) Except as herein ( herwise provided ,  the provisions of
the twenty -second, twenty-third ,  and twenty-sixth sec-
tions of  41 The Electoral Rolls Act  of  1879"  shall extend
and apply to the said Revision Court, so far as the
same are respectively applicable thereto.
(6.) The presiding Judge ,  Crown Prosecutor ,  or Justice shall List to be signed and
sign his name to every page of each list made up  by the torw ,tded to the
court, and the  clerk of  petty sessions shall immeditely and by hi oebe
thereupon forward the same to the returning officer of Printed'
the electoral district to which it relates ,  who shall
cause the same to be arranged in alphabetical order, and
the names to be numbered in regular arithmetical pro-
gression ,  and shall  cause two fair copies thereof to be
prepared ,  one of which he shall forward certified under
his hand to the Colonial Secretary, and from the other
he shall  cause printed copies to be prepared ,  duly certi-
fied by him,  at the Government  Printing Office, or other
convenient printing office approved  by the  Colonial
Secretary ,  and in every such list shall be distinguished
in
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in the manner now used the  names of the  electors of
each police district or portion of a police district within
the electoral district ,  and every such list shall be in the
following form :--
THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF .-ELECTORAL
ROLL FOR THE YEAR 1885.
Electoral Roll of Persons qualified to vote for the Election of
Members of the Legislative Assembly in the year 1885 ,  Electoral
District of , of which 1 am Returning Officer.
Returning Officer for
Dated this day of
Lists to be in use till
new  rolls prepared.
First returning
officers.
Present sitting mem-
bers to elect for
which electorate
they will sit.
Christian and
Surname. Residence. Qualification.
A.B.
Where  situate or
how arising.
The lists so prepared as aforesaid shall be the
electoral rolls for the several electoral  districts hereby
created, until rolls for such districts have been prepared
under  11 The  E lectoral Rolls Act of  1879, "  or other
law relating to the preparation of electoral rolls.
(7.) Notwithstanding  anything  in the thirty -second section
of  The Elections  Act of  1874 " contained ,  the Governor
in Council may, for the  purposes of the first election to
,be held for the several electoral districts hereby created,
appoint persons to be returning officers for the said
electoral districts who ane not registered as electors of
such districts respectively.
6. Within seven days after the passing  of this Act the then
sitting member for the present Electoral District of Mitche ll  shall
signify, by writing under his hand ,  addressed to the Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly, or,  if there is no Speaker or he is absent from
the Colony ,  to the Governor ,  whether he elects to sit for the Electoral
District of Mitchell or the Electoral District of Barcoo. And
he shall  thereupon be deemed to have been elected for the district
for which he so elects to sit, instead of for the present Electoral Dis-
trict of  Mitchell.
If he fails to make such election within the period aforesaid
he shall  be deemed to have been elected for the Electoral District
of Mitche ll.
And within the same period the sitting member for the present
Electoral District of Townsvi lle shall  signify, in like manner, whether
he elects to sit for the Electoral District of Townsville or the Electoral
District of Musgrave .  And he shall thereupon be deemed to have
been elected for the district for which he so elects to sit, instead of for
the present Electoral District of Townsvi lle.
If he fails to make such election within the period aforesaid
he shall  be deemed to have been elected for the Electoral District
of Musgrave.
No writ to be issued 7. No writ  shall be issued  after the passing of this Act for the
for present districts .
election of a member for either  of the  present Electoral Districts of
Mitchell and Townsvi lle.
8. As
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Additional MemberE Act.
8. As soon as the first electoral rolls for the several electoral Rorie to be tranq-
districts hereby created have been completed, the returning officers mitted to Speaker or
Governor when pre-for the said several districts shall send copies thereof respectively, pared.
certified under their hands, to the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly,
or, if there is no Speaker or he is absent from the Colony, to the
Governor.
9. Upon the receipt of the roll for any such district, the Speaker Writ to be issued.
or Governor, as the case may be, shall issue his writ for the election of a
member or members, as the case may be, to represent such district in
the Legislative Assembly, unless, under the provisions hereinbefore
contained, there is already a sitting member for such district, in which
case no writ shall be issued until the occurrence of a vacancy in the
representation. Provided that, in the case of the Electoral District of
Townsville, if there is a sitting member a writ shall be issued for the
election of one member only.
10. This Act may be cited as  I he Additional Members Act  Short itle.
of  1885."
THE SCHEDULE.
No. 1.-ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF MITCHELL.
Commencing on the eastern watershed of the Belyando River on the Central
Railway  Line;  thence by that watershed northerly to the 22nd parallel of south latitude;
thence  by that  parallel of latitude west to the Great Dividing Range ; thence by the
Great  Dividing Range northerly to the northern watershed of the Thomson River;
thence by the northern and western watershed of that river westerly and southerly to
the 24th parallel of south latitude  ;  by that parallel of latitude east to the watershed
between the Barcoo and Alice Rivers and the  Thomson.  River; thence by that watershed
easterly and north-easterly to the  Great  Dividing Range ; by that range  southerly to
the Central Railway Line ; and thence by that Railway  Line  easterly to the point of
commencement.
No. 2. ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF BABCOO.
Commencing at the junction of the Thomson and Barcoo Rivers, and bounded
thence by the western boundaries of Alliance and Alliance South Runs bearing south;
thence east by the southern boundaries of Alliance South, Forrester's Retreat South,
and Raglan Runs to Cheviot Range ; thence by that range and the southern watershed
of the Barcoo River south-easterly and north-easterly to the Great Dividing Range;
.thence by the Great Dividing Range to the eastern watershed of the Belyando River;
thence by that watershed northerly to the Central Railway Line ; thence by that
railway line westerly to the Great Dividing Range ; thence by that range northerly to
the watershed between the Thomson River and the Alice and Barcoo Rivers ; thence
by that watershed south-westerly to the 24th parallel of south latitude ; by that parallel
of latitude west to the western watershed of the Thomson River; and thence by that
watershed southerly to the junction of the Thompson and Barcoo Rivers, the point of
commencement.
No. 3.-ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF T0wNSVILLE.
Commencing at the mouth of Bohle River ,  and bounded thence by that river
upwards to the south-west corner of portion 115 ,  parish of Coonambelah ,  containing
1,663 acres  ;  thence by the south boundary of that portion and a line east to Ross
River  ;  thence by Ross River downwards to the sea-coast  ;  and thence  by the  sea-coast
north-westerly to the point of  commencement,-and including all islands adjacent
thereto.
No. 4.--ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF MUSORAVE.
Commencing at the mouth of the Burdekin River, and bounded thence by that
river upwards to its junction with the Bogie River ; thence by a line bearing west to
the watershed between the upper and lower waters of the Burdekin River ; thence by
the watershed separating the Upper Burdekin waters from those flowing direct to the
coast north-westerly to the watershed separating the Herbert River from the Lynd and
Mitchell Rivers ; thence by that watershed and a line bearing north-east to Cape
Grafton ; thence by the sea-coast south-easterly to the mouth of the Burdekin Ri N,er to
the point of commencement,--including all islands adjacent thereto, but exclusive of the
Electoral District of Townsville.
By Authority . JAMRS C. BaAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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No. 6.
An Aot to Amend and  Continue the Operation  of "The Marsupials
Destruction Act of 1881."
[ASSENTED TO 18T SEPTEMBER, 1885.
BB it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and withthe advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legisla-
tive Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :----
1. " The Marsupials Destruction Act of  1881 " shall be, Continuation of act
amended as hereinafter provided, and shall remain in force tiiitll the 45 Tic., No. 4.
thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight hundred mid ei :; l i t
six, and thereafter until the end of the then next session of l'arli, e t
2. The term "Marsupial "  in the  said Act shall in(111dc' AniciA,,,rIt ,
kangaroo-rat. ,1t tinit1011 0,
•M rupial.
3. The rates of bonus payable in respect  of scalps of ntarsti- xatec,!IpeeltiN,t 11,
pials killed within any District shall  be fixed by the Board at their t ],tz&se id
rr,bi ''`
first meeting after the time appointed  for the annual elect ion of
members ,  and in case no rates are  fixed by the Board, shall he the
rates specified in Schedule B of the said  Act, and `t'or the scalp of
every kangaroo -rat, twopence.
The
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.M1rsupials Destruction, Act Continuation Act.
The rates so fixed shall continue to be the rates for the district
for the twelve months next ensuing.
Provided that the rates so fixed shall not exceed two shillings
for the scalp of a kangaroo or walla.roo, or one shilling for the scalp of
a wallaby or paddamelon, or sixpence for the scalp of a kangaroo-rat,
nor shall such rates be reduced below the rates specified in the said
Schedule, or twopence for the scalp of a kangaroo-rat, without the
consent of the Minister.
Money at credit  of 4. Any moneys standing to the credit of the account of any
o Hoaarxds.may he paidt District may from time to time be transferred and paid by the Colonialto ho
Treasurer to the credit of the Board of the District in some Bank to
be appointed by the Board, and when so transferred and paid shall he
held and applied by the Board for the purposes of the said Act.
Payments  to he When any such transfer has been made, the payments required
made by Secretary ofBoard instead d ofby by by the nineteenth section f the said Act to be made the Colonial
Colonial Treasurer.Treasurer shall be made by the Secretary of the Board of the District
under the direction of the Board. But no payments shall be made
in excess of the amount actually standing to the credit of the Board.
Areounrs of  Board When any such transfer has been made, the accounts of the
to be audited. Board shall be audited from time to time by the Auditor-General or
an officer of his department, and the members and secretary of the
Board shall be deemed to be public accountants within the meaning
of  " The Audit Act of  1874."
Act may he extended 5. The Minister, at the request of the Board of any District,to dingoes.
may authorise the application of the funds standing to the credit of
the account of the District in payment of a bonus for the destruction
of dingoes at a rate not exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
When any such authority is given it  shall remain  in force until
withdrawn by 'the Minister on the like request.
While any such authority is in force, the provisions of the
said Act relating to the scalps of marsupials, and to anything done or
to be done with or in respect to scalps of marsupials, shall extend and
apply to scalps of dingoes and to anything done or to be done with
or in respect to scalps of dingoes as fully and effectually as if
the terms 11 dingoes " and " scalps of dingoes " were used in the said
Act wherever the terms " marsupials  " and " scalps of marsupials "
are used therein respectively, and the term scalps " shall so far as
necessary be deemed to include scalps of dingoes.
Short title 6. This Act may be cited as  " The JJfarsvpials Destruction Act
Continuation  Act of  1885."
By Authority :  JAYX9  C. BEAt, G overnment  Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the third
day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the  necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Jarvisfield, in the
Townsville Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
B His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRLVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s. ]  Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MuSGxlvE ,  chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  a Proclamation issued under
the H and of the Governor and the Seal of the
Colony ,  under date the seventeenth  day  of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -one, the boundaries of the Clermont
Gold Field  were defined pursuant to the provisions
of  " The Gold Fields Acct  of  1874," 38  Victoria,
No.11: Now, therefore,  I, Sir ANTHONY MusGReve,in pursuance of the power vested in me as Governor
of the said colony ,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council,  do, by this my Proclamation,
declare that the boundaries therein published have
been amended ,  and do now proclaim the following
as being the area and boundaries of the said
Gold  Field :-
C LERMONT GOLD FIELD.
Districts  of Leichhardt  and South Kennedy.
Area-About 1,689 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Douglas Creek
with Sandy Creek ,  and bounded thence by Sandy
Creek and Huntley Creek north -easterly to the
south-west corner of Pre-emptive Purchase Wena
No. 3, by the  west boundary of that portion north,
by the  south -west boundary of portions 41, 4t ,
and 35, parish of Wen a,  by the north -west boun-
daries of portions 35, 36, and 37 to the northern
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watershed of Huntley Creek, by that watershed
north-easterly to the south-east corner of portion
24, parish of Wolffang, by the north-east boun-
daries of portions 24, 23A, 23, 19, 17, and a line
in continuation north-westerly to the northern
watershed of Wolffang Creek ; thence by a line
north-westerly to Black Mount ; thence by the
eastern and northern watershed of Carrol's Creek
to the junction of Carrol's Creek with Miclere
Creek ; thence by a line west to Mistake Creek, by
that creek upwards to its head in the Drummond
Range, by that range southerly to the head of
Theresa Creek, by that creek downwards to the
north-west boundary of Slateford Run, by that
boundary north-easterly to Sandy Creek, and by
that creek  upwards to  the point  of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of all alienated  and reserved
lands.
Given  under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this  fourth day of Sep-
tember ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight  hundred  and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command.
WM. MILES.
GOD SAvz  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY bl USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor . -  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the present
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Act to provide for the Additional Representation
of certain  portions  of the Colony  in the Legislative
.Assembly ,"  it is amongst other things enacted that,
for the purpose of preparing the first Electoral
Rolls for the Electoral Districts of Mitchell and
Barcoo, constituted thereunder , the Governor in
Council shall appoint and notify by Proclamation
a day or days, not being less than fourteen days
nor more than two months after the passing of the
said Act, for holding Revision Courts for each of
the said Electoral  D istricts : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB,  the Governor aforesaid,
in pursuance of the powers and authority vested in
me by the said Act, do hereby appoint TUESDAY,
the sixth day of October next, to be the day for
holding the Revision Court at Blackall, for the
purpose of preparing the first Electoral Rolls for
the said Electoral Districts of Mitche ll  and Barcoo
respectively.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By  11,. Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand ' Cross of the Most
( L.c.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. M ran RA V F, chael and St. George, Governor
Gueernor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  an Act passed in the presentyear of Her  Majesty's reign ,  intituled  " An
Art to provide  for the  Additional Representation
of certain portions of the Colony in the Legislative
Assembly,"  it is amongst other things enacted that,
for the purpose of preparing the first Electoral Rolls
for the Electoral Districts of Townsville and
Musgrave ,  constituted thereunder ,  the Governor in
Council shall appoint and notify by Proclamation
a day or days, not being less than fourteen days
nor more than two months after the passing of the
said Act, for holding Revision Courts for each of
the said Electoral Districts : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGR 1VE, the Governor  aforesaid,
in pursuance  of the powers and authority vested in
me by the said Act, do hereby appoint I UESDAY,
the twenty-ninth instant, to be the day for holding
the Revision Court at Townsville, for the purpose
of preparing  the first Electoral Rolls for the said
Electoral Districts of Townsville and Musgrave
respectively.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUERN I
PROCLAMATION.
By, His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY NI USORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSORAVF, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from  time  to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient  to proclaim Friday, the 25th instant.
being the opening day of the Annual Show of the
Agricultural Society of Southern Queensland, to be
a Public Holiday in Beenleigh : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in  that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify, proclaim, and declare that
FRIDAY, the 25th instant, shall, within the
Town of Beenleigh, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Excellency Sir ANTHONY JNIUSO iAVV1,
A. 11 L--,GRAVE,
(iurernor.
Knight Grand Cioss of the 1lost
Distinguished Order of St. lti-
chae] and St. George, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
ER-EAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other arts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
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borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 9th
instant, being the day appointed for holding the
Annual Race Meeting of the Gym pie Jockey Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Gympie : Now, there
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me
by the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling inc in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 9th instant, shall, within the
Municipality of Gympie, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
I'ROCLAII 1TIOIV.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty  s reign , intituled  "An
Art to  make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other  acts on such  holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to  appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in  any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 30th
instant, being  the day appointed for holding the
Annual Show of the Southern Queensland and
Border Agricultural  and Pastoral  Association, to be
a Public Holiday in the Logan District : Now,
therefore , I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid ,  in virtue of the powers  vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that  behalf, and by and with the
advice of  the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 30th instant, shall, within
the Logan District, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the  meaning  of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
inent House, Brisbane, this third day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVR THE QURRN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
.1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM SHEFFIELD PAUL,
NORMAN RULE, and
WILLIAM GIBBON,
to be Commissioners for the purpose of dividing
runs  under the provisions of the twenty-ninth
section of - The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
DAVID MORRISON,
to be a Bailiff of Crown Lands under the provisions
of  " The Crowma Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
11
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
I8 Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has, in pursu-
ance of the provisions of  " The  Divisional Boards
Act of  1879," been  pleased to appoint
THEODORE  PHILIP WINNING
to be an Auditor for the Division  of Carpentaria,
in the room of Walter  Howard, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1879," been pleased to appoint
JAMES THOMAS CARVER
to be an Auditor for the Division of Indooroopilly,
in the room of Joseph Ball, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, on the recom-
mendation of His Honour Mr. Justice
Harding, and with the advice of tho Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN JAMES O'HARA WooD, B.A.,
to be Clerk Associate to His Honour.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
• Constable  ROE  COYLE
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at Jericho.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
L j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM BRYCE
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
[S IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
WALKER REDMOND, L.S.A.,
of his appointment as Health and Medical Officer
at Gladstone.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Fire Brigades Act
Amendment Art of  1882," been pleased to dispense
with the  services  of the Charters  Towers Fire
Brigade.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignations tendered by
FREDERICK  JOHN sON and
F. C. BREWER
of their respective appointments as Superintendent
and Assistant Superintendent of the Charters
Towers Fire Brigade.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd September ,  1885.
I
T is hereby  notified that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881 ,"  1 have appointed
JOHN HAY Ross
to be  a Member of the Duaringa Marsupial Board,
in the room of  Albert A.  Wright,  r esigned.
S. W. GRI FFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 188x.
T is hereby notified that
Thomas William  K itchener
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Cometville,  vice  J. H.  Craw-
ford,  resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that
ANNIE MACMILLAN
be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Allenstown, Rock-
hampton ; to take effect from the 1st September,
1885.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goselien Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH. I
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th June, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular  ship, forbid the  recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by  the Regulations made under
r 1 the abovementioned  Act, and  published in
the  Gazette  of the  18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any speci fied island or islands ,  and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed  :  Now, therefore, 1, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all  Government  Agents  and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion ,  and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane ,  this twenty.
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
i ' H Ell EAS by  the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April , 1884 ,  it is por-
vided that the Minister  may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special  direction
given on granting  a license  in respect  of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified  island or islands , and Government
Agents are required to see that all such  directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAM-JEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the  Minister charged with the
execution  of the said Act, do forbid  the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers  at the island of New
Guinea, and the  small islands adjacent  thereto ;
and all  Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take  notice of this direction,
and see that the same is  obeyed.
Given under my Hand,  at Brisbane , this twenty-
sevventh  day of June ,  A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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PROCLAMATION.
Pr His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRA-VF
Knight Grand Coss of the Most
1 c.s.J Distinguished Order of St. Jli-
A. 11usuRAvF, chael and St. George. Govcrnoi
Governor.  and Cowmander-in-Chief of tIn
Colony of Queensland and it-
pcpcn,lcncies.
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
j- vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council,  and upon  the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this second  day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTO N.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE,
THE STANTHORPE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 1.
Commencing on the  Main  Dividin g  Range at the
south-east corner of the Wallangarra Town Reserve,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along the east boundary of that reserve and a pro-
longation thereof, in all about two miles sixty-
eight chains ,  to the south boundary of the Ballan-
dean Run  ;  thence on the north by a west line
along part of that boundary about three miles ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing south-
west three  miles thirty  chains to the Main Dividing
Range  ;  and  thence on the  south by  that range
easterl to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of the allan  arra Town Reserve of 0,560 acres,
and all  selected  and alienated lands.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing on the right bank of Maclntyre
Brook at the western boundary of the parish of
Inglewood ,  and bounded thence by the weste rn  and
northern boundaries of that parish northerly and
easterly to Canning Creek, by that creek upwards
to the northern boundary of the parish of Cool-
munda ; thence by the northern and north -eastern
boundaries thereof easterly and south-easterly, and
the northe rn,  eastern, and southern boundaries of
the parish of Terica easterly, southerly, and
westerly to the eastern boundary of the Warroo
Homestead Area  ;  thence by the eastern, southern,
and western boundaries thereof southerly ,  westerly,
and northerly to Bracker 's Creek ; and thence by
that creek and Maclntyre Brook downwards to the
eastern boundary of the Inglewood Town Reserve,
by that boundary southerly, the southern boundary
westerly ,  and the western boundary northerly to
Maclntyre Brook  ;  and thence by Maclntyre Brook
downwards to the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dumaresq
or Severn River at the north -western boundary of
the parish of Gunyan ,  and hounded thence by that
boundary north -easterly about eight miles in a
direct line ; thence by a line bearing about 327
degrees to Oaky Creek about one mile above the
northern boundary of the parish of Arcot , by Oaky
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of
portion 51, parish of Texas, by that boundary
westerly, and the western boundaries of 51 and
32 Pre-emptive Purchases southerly to the
Dumaresq or Severn River ;  and thence by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Agricultural  Area No. 4.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dumaresq
or Severn River at the western boundary of the
parish of Maidenhead, and bounded thence by that
boundary north-easterly about one mile; thence by
a line east  to the western boundary of portion 47,
by that boundary northerly and the northern boun-
dary thereof easterly, a line north and the
western boundary of the parish of Aitkin's Flat
northerly to the southern boundary of Mingoola
Hun ; thence by a line north-easterly crossing
Pike's Creek to the western boundary of Mingoola
Run, by that boundary northerly  and a line east
alone,, the northern boundary of portion 68, parish
of Mingoola, to the watershed between the Severn
River and Tenterfield Greek (the boundary of the
colony), by that watershed south-easterly to the
confluence of those streams ; and thence by the
Dumaresq or Severn River downwards to the point
of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 5.
Commencing at the confluence of Accommodation
Creek with the Severn River, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north about  four miles  ; thence
by a line bearing east to the western boundary of
the parish of Marsh, by that boundary northerly
to the watershed  separating  the Severn River from
the Condamine River, by that watershed easterly
to the Great Dividing Range (the boundary of the
colony) ; thence by that boundary southerly to the
northern boundary of Tenterfield North Run, by
the northern and north- western  boundaries thereof
westerly and south-westerly to a point distant two
miles in a south -westerly direction from the pro-
ected  line of  railway from Stanthorpe to the
Border ;  thence  by lines  parallel  with  tie railway
and distant two miles therefrom  north-westerly to
Accommodation  Creek ; and thence by that creek
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
PI?OCT,A: i,DTIO N.
Ry fl:is Excellency Sir ANTHONY 1los:r,v,
Knight Grand Cioss of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. 11. i-
A. MusGR,wE, chael aid St. George. Governor
Governor.  and Coniniander-in-t'I,it f of the
Colony of Queelt,laud and its
Dependencies.TN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  " The Cs own
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board. o, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT 'S DIST AICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing  on Munna  Creek at the south-east
corner of portion 1682, garish of Marodian, and
bounded thence by the southern boundary
thereof and a line west to the eastern boundary of
portion 355; thence by  a line  south to Running
Creek, by that creek downwards to Munna Creek ;
and thence by Munna Creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[[,.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSORAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
(:,,re,•i,oi •.  and Cotnniander-in-Chef of the
Colony of Queensland and its
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE.
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this second  day of Sep-
tember ,  in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NANANGo  LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries.-
.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
Commencing at the confluence  of Barambah and
South  Barambah  Creeks, and bounded thence by
Barambah  Creek upwards to the west boundary of
portion  96, parish  of Barambah ; thence by the
western ,  northern ,  and eastern boundaries  thereof,
the northern boundary of Pre-emptive Purchase 2,
and the northern boundary of the parish  of Baram-
bah easterly ,  and the eastern  boundary southerly to
the range separating the waters  of the  Brisbane
River from those of the Burnett, by that  range south-
westerly and  a spur  range  (forming the northern
boundary of the  raromeo Homestead  Area )  south.
easterly  to the confluence  of Taromeo Creek with
Cooyar Creek, by that creek  upwards to  the south-
east corner  of portion 1, parish of Cooyar, by the
south and  west boundaries  of that portion and a
camping reserve to Yeraman  Creek, by that creek
downwards  to the  road  from Taromeo  to Nanango,
by the southern side of that road north-easterly and
a  (forming the  southern  boundary of thea spur  rang
Taromeo omestead Area) south-westerly to the
range separating the waters  of the Brisbane River
from those of the  Burnett,  by that  range south-
westerly to the southern boundary of the parish of
Kunioon, by that boundary westerly, the western
boundary thereof northerly,  the southern and
western boundaries of the parish  of Boonenne
westerly and northerly, and the southern boundary
of Dangore westerly to the Boyne River, by that
river downwards to the northern boundary of
Dangore, by that boundary and the northern boun-
dary of the parish of Boonenne easterly to the
western boundary of the parish of Coolabunia, by
that boundary and the western boundaries of the
parishes of Booie and Charlestown northerly, and
the northern boundary of the parish of Charlestown
easterly to the eastern boundary of Cherbourg
Run, by that boundary northerly to South Bar-
ambah Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
All Crown Lands within the parishes  of Boonarb
and Nangar.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
All Crown Lands within the parish of Neumgna.
Agricultural Area No. 4.
All Crown Lands within the original boundaries
of Chahpingah Run.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
r N pursuance of the power and authority in me
1I vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IrswICH LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area N o. 2.
Commencing at the confluence of Flagstone and
Lockyer's Creeks, and bounded thence by Flag-
stone Creek upwards to the south-west  corner of
portion 14, parish of Campbell, by the southern
boundary thereof easterly ; thence by a line south-
westerly  along  the boundary of the Ipswich Land
Agent's District about three miles ; thence by a
line south-easterly to the confluence of Spinach
and Ma Ma  Creeks, by Ma Ma Creek upwards to
the south-western boundary of the parish of White-
stone  ; by that boundary south-easterly, the
southern boundary thereof easterly, the eastern
boundary northerly, the northern boundary
westerly, and the north-western boundary south-
westerly  to . Ma Ma Creek, near portion 13 ; by
Ma Ma Creek downwards to the southern boun-
dary of portion 170, by that boundary westerly
and the eastern boundary of the parish of Tent-
hill northerly to Lockyer Creek ; and thence by
that creek  upwards  to the point  of commencement.
i'ICOCL IAlATIO N.
By kiss Excellency Sir ANTHONY 1ILTSGRAV'E,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] l)istingnished Order of St. Ili-
A. M050RAY-1., ehael and St. George, Governor
Gueei•,iw %  and Commander in-Chief of the
(' -l ily o Queensland and it.
IN pursuance of the power andauthority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane, this fourth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing at the confluence of the Macintyre
Brook with the Dumaresq or Severn River, and
bounded thence by the western watershed of the
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Macintyre Brook northerly to the northern boundary
of Bengalla East Run; thence by that boundary
westerly, the north-western boundaries of Bengalla
East and Bengalla south-westerly, and the north-
eastern boundary of Merawa north-westerly to a
point south from the east corner of Goondiwindi
Run ; thence by a line north and the north-eastern
boundary of Goondiwindi Run north-westerly to
the eastern boundary of portion 6, parish of Tingan ;
thence by a line north to Commorin Creek, by that
creek and the Weir River downwards to the western
boundary of portion 24A, parish of Broomfield ;
thence by the western boundaries of 24A, 23, 22,
21, 19, and 18 southerly to the south-west corner of
14;  thence by a line south to the Macintyre River ;
and thence by the Macintyre and Severn Rivers
upwards to the point of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By T-tis Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[t.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. M tSGRAV E, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, notify andproclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved for
the purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR PILOT AND HARBOUR  PURPOSES.
85-16250-S.G.
Town of Geraldton.
County of Nares, parish of Johnstone.
Allotments 7 and 8 of section 3.
2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 6,
and bounded thence on the north-east by the
Esplanade bearing 148 degrees 30 minutes 200
links ; on the south-east by allotment 9 bearing
252 degrees 40 minutes 258 links ; on the south-
west  by allotments 13 and 14 bearing 328 degrees
30 minutes 200 links ; and on the north-west by
allotment 6 bearing 72 degrees 40  minutes 258
links to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE Fos  POLICE PADDOCK.
85-17564-s.G.
Aramac.
County of .Rodney, parish of  Marathon.
About 640 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Aramac Creek
at its intersection  by the west boundary of Aramac
Town -Reserve , and bounded thence on the east by
that reserve bearing south about 183  chains ; on
the south by a line bearing west about thirty-five
chair. s ; on the west by a line bearing north
to Aramac Creek ; and on the north by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
85-17557-8.G.
County of Chelmsford, parish of Mar.
719 acres 3 roods 4 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 173 degrees 27
minutes  and distant fifty-two and a quarter links
from a tea-tree marked broad-arrow over RES, and
bounded thence on the south-east by  a line  bearing
71 degrees eighty chains and forty-two links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 341 degrees eighty-
nine  chains and forty-six links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing 251 degrees eighty  chains and
forty-seven links ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing 161 degrees eighty- nine chains  and forty-
eight links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
i'i;OCL 1\r ATION.
3y liis I.\rellen(V• Sir ANTHO\ Y 1 1i'SU1iA% E,
k inr. Tit Grand Cross of the Most1 ' .Q .  l i'. in,t:ishrd Order or tit.  1111-A. 111e•w,11AVF . elr;irl anal St. George. Governor
(1,,'Ie,•e1  anal l' oi riiander in-Chief of the
l'-d-11\ of Queensland and its
11vp -iidene:es.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I.
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Roads described hereunder shall be and are
hereby opened as Public Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS :
85-16859-C. Sol.
Road one chain wide, along and within the north
boundary of portion 19, parish of Mort, contain-in 4 acres  3 roods. (Thomas Bridson Cribb.)
1TOTE.-This road is substituted for the road
separating portion 19 from portion 20, which is
hereby closed.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 3413, Brisbane District. (Seth Brook.)
From the east corner of portion 81, parish of
Telemon, south-westerly for fifteen  chains sixty-six
links along and within the south-east boundary,
containing 1 acre 2 roods 10 perches, taken from a
reservation  of 8 acres.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 6003, Ipswich District. (Thomas John Coogan.)
From the south boundary of portion 107, parish
of Dixon, northerly to its north boundary, contain-
ing 7 acres  2 roods 18 perches, taken from a
reservation of 12 acres 3 roods.
Given under my Nand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and  Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety -seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my  Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
that the  Land hereunder described has been
temporarily reserved for the  purpose  named, and
placed under the control of the Municipal Council
of Townsville.
RESERVE FOR  QUARRY.
-Myra.85-14819-Myra.
Townsville.
County of Elpinstone, parish of Stewart.
About 16 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the Northern Railway Line at
the south- east  corner of portion 592, and bounded
thence by the railway line south-easterly about ten
chains to a railway reserve ; on the south by that
reserve and a line bearing west about thirty chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 592, and on the north by that
portion bearing east to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD ,Si1B THE QUEEN I
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PPOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSORAVE, ehael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Ct)lony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of section ninety-five of  The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," 1, Sir  ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY.
85-17715-$.G.
Normanton.
County of Norman, parish of Norman.
19 acres 3 roods 11 perches.
Commencing at a post bearing 109 degrees 15
minutes  and distant 326 links from a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over CR, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a road bearing 218
degrees seventeen  chains and thirty links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 315 degrees twelve
chains  and sixty links; on the north-west by a line
bearing 45 degrees seventeen chains and sixteen
links ; and on  the north-east by a line bearing 135
degrees ten  chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
83-17561-S.G.
Town of Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
10 acres.
Commencing on the high-water mark of Rose Bay
at the north corner of addition for Girls' Grammar
School, and bounded thence on the south-west by
that land bearing 130 degrees thirteen chains and
sixty links,  and passing  through a post 244 links
from said high-water mark ; on the south-east by a
line bearing 40 degrees nine chains and twenty
links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 310
degrees nine chains  and eighty links to the high-
water mark  of Rose  Bay, and passing  through a
post thirty links from said high-water mark ; and
on the north-west by that high-water mark south-
westerly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR GIRLS' GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
86-17562-s.G.
Town of Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
15 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  on the high-water mark of Rose Bay
at a point  bearing 310 degrees and distant twenty-six
chains and ninety- five links  from the west corner
of section fifteen, and bounded thence on the south-
west by  a line  bearing 130 degrees eighteen chains
and ninety-five links  and passing  through a post
sixty-eight links from said high-water mark ; on the
south- east  by a line bearing 40 degrees eight chains
and eighty-five links ; on the north-east by the
Grammar School Reserve bearing 310 degrees
thirteen chains and sixty links to the high-water
mark of Rose Bay,  and passing  through a post 244
links from said
high-water mark ; and thence bythat high-water mark south-westerly to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  SCHOOL.
65-17660-S.G.
Currajong Creek.
County  of Bowen, parish of Walla.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing 260 degrees 30
minutes  and distant twenty-one chains and sixty-
two links from the north-west corner of portion 1Z i 0,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
south ten chains ; on the south by a line bearing
east ten chains ; and on the east by a line bearing
north ten chains to the point of commencement.
RasERVT  FOR SCHOOL.
85-17568-S.G.
East Bundaberg.
County of Cook, parish of Iialhie.
1 acre 3 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at a point fifty links west from the
south-west corner of portion 3A, and bounded
thence on the south by a road bearing west six
chains and twenty and seven-tenth links; on the
north- west  by a road bearing 45 degrees eight chains
and seventy-seven and eight-tenth links ; and on
the east by a road bearing south six chains and
twenty and seven-tenth links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL.
85-17563-S.G.
County of  Canninq, parish  of 20-ooloolah.
11 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 49 degrees and
distant 242 links from the south-east corner of
portion 158, and bounded thence on the south-east
by a road bearing 69 degrees 45 minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links and 13 degrees 45 minutes five
chains and forty-eight links ; on the north by a
road bearing 269 degrees 50 minutes eleven chains
and twenty-two links, 323 degrees 34 minutes four
chains and twenty-six links, 289 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and seventy-nine links, 256 degrees 30
minutes one chain and sixty-eight links, and 229
degrees 30 minutes three chains and eight links;
and on the mouth-west by a road bearing 112
degrees 9 minutes two chains and forty-two links,
116 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and fifty-one
links, and 165 degrees 51 minutes seven chains and
three links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
1'KOCL,MATION.
By Ili..  Excellency Sir ANTHONY 11 rsa I AvF.,
knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, ehael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections  ninety -six and ninety-
seven  of  1'he Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons  hereunde' named shall be and are hereby
appointed Trustees of the Botanic Gardens and
Queen's Park, Brisbane,  in lieu  of the Board of
Management established by notice in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  dated 12th May, 1884, which is
hereby abolished ; and the said persons and their
successors shall, as  Trustees,  have  the control
and management  of the said Reserve ; and the said
Trustees Shall be  and are  hereby empowered to
make  By-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of Nis Excellency
the Governor in Council
RICHARD 13INGRAM  SHERIDAN. Esquire,
Lewis ADOLPHUS  13ERNAYS,  Esquire, and also
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS,
The TINDER SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS, and
The SURVEYOR-GENERAL, respectively, for the time
being.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth ear of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTO N.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st September, 1885.
RETURN of all Applications for Timberand other Licenses  made  to and granted by
the Land Commissioners during the months and at
the places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
ABAMAC.
(F)r the Month of July, 1885.)
Michael Green .. , To cut and split slabs...
Ali  Wan ... ... „ ... ,.,
A mount
Description  of License. of
Fee.
C. J. Kingston
£ a
0 15
0 15
0 15
BEENL$IGH.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Alfred Watt ... ... To cut  timber in log... 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Atkin Jerom ... ... „ 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
(For the
William Sheedy
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Michael Curtain
Ditto ...
William Blair
Ditto ...
James McFadyen
Ditto ...
Lum Bing ...
Lure  Hoy ...
Thomas Green
athaniel Buck
Harry Lockton
Richard Rowe
S. S. Smith ...
BIBDSVILLE.
Mouth of July, 1885.)
To cut firewood ...
To remove  stone ...
To remove sand ...
To cut firewood ...
To remove  stone ...
To cut firewood ...
To remove  sand ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut timber in log ...
To cut and  split slabs
0 10
0 5
„
To cut firewood ...
... ...
... ...
To cut timber in log...
B LACBALL.
(For the Month of July,  1885.)
M. Jorgensen... ... Ti ecut  firewood
C. Gantz ... ... „ .., ,..
W. Russell ... ... „ ... ...
Ditto ... ... To remove  timber in log
F. H. Ahnfeldt ... To cut  fencing stuff ...
BOULIA.
(For the  Month of  July,  1885.)
George Smith ... ... I To cut timber  in log...
Bowax.
(For the Month of July,  1885.)
W. H. Williams ,,.
Tom Ming ... ...
Ali Wing ... ...Ali Can ... ...All Ming ... ...
Ah Chan ... ...Ali Sun ...
Joseph Emmerson ...
James (S.S. Islander) ...
William (S. S. Islander)
To cut timber in log...
To cut firewood ...
... ...
.. ...
... ...
0 5
0 10
0 5
2 0
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 16
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 6
0 15
1 1 t0
0
0
1
0
0
5
10
0
10
10
10
10
5
15
15
0
„ 0
To cut timber in log... 0
To cut fencing stuff ... 0
0
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
T. Chippendale ... To cut firewood ...
Ditto ... ••• •••
F. Chippendale ... To cut and  split slabs
E. McQuade ... ... „ ... ...
Overend and Co. ... „ ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... „ ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... „
Ditto ... ... „ .
Ditto ... ... „
Ditto ... .., „ ... ...
Ditto ... ... „ ...
T. Chambers ... ... To cut timber  in log...
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 ;10
0 5
LlcENsES- continued.
Applicant' s Name. Description of License.
BRISBANE -c ontinued.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
C. Chambers ...
S. P. Nelson ...A. Ibbotson ...
G. Featherstone
W. Hennessy ...
Ditto ...
G. Bishop ...
Ditto ...
W. Rest ...
J. Gibson ...
J. Heavens ...
W. Desique ...
W Cowell
E. Neill ...
J. Powell ...
G. Carter ...
W. Link ...
J. Simpson ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
R. Stirling
Ditto
J. Murray
Ditto
J. McGilvray ...
T. Appleby
Ditto
M. Carroll
Ditto
J. Lander
Ditto
A. Ruddle
Ditto
G. B rown  ...
W. Worknan ...
J. Mahinny
Ditto
S. Burgess
Ditto
H. Ioberts
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
D. Smith
G. Smith ... ...
J. Meteyard ... ...
Ditto ..
Overend and Co. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
J. Markwell ... ...
J. K. Wilkinson ...
Ditto ... ...
G. Taylor  ...  ...
J. Pollock ... ...
P. Caffney ... ...
P. McCormack ...
G. Gridley ...
D. Cogill ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. Grindley ... ...
P. Caffney ... ...
D. Campbell ... ...
Ditto ... ...
P. Seeney ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Thomas Lorton ...
William Harrison ...
Thomas Lorton
To cut timber  in log...
To cut firewood ...
To cut  and split slabs
To cut timber  in log...
... ...
... ...
To cut  and split slabs
To cut timber  in log...
„
,.. ...
To cut timber  in log...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 5
0 10
1 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
,., 0 5
.,. 0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
... 0 5
... 0 5
0 5
... 0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
BUI` DABEBG.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
W. Knight ... ... i To cut  timber in log... I 0 5
J. Knight ., ... ; It ... ..  0 5
Lie$NSEB- continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
BUNDABE  RCS-continned .
(For the Month
A. M. Broom ..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
J. Williamson ...
J. Williamson, junr. ..
R. Williamson
W. Cox
Ditto
T. Fallon
T. M urchie
G. Skyring
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
of July, 1885.)
„
... To cut  and split slabs...
To cut timber  in log...
„
BURRETOWN.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Ah Ching ... ... To cut and split slabs
Ditto ... ... ,, ...
Ditto ... ... „
H. Betts  ... ...
(For the
N. J. Ensen ...
Willie ... ...
Peter ... ...
F. Christoe ...
F. Hodde ...
(For
Charles  Fassler
Charles Roberts
Ditto ...
J. Graham ...
William Taylor
Peter Bowie ...
CAIRNS.
Month of July, 1895.)
... I To cut firewood ...
H
CHARLEVILLE.
the Month of July, 1885.)
... To cut firewood ...
... To cut  and split slabs ...
... To cut timber  in log ...
To out firewood .
To out  and split slabs
(For the Month  of July, 1886.)
CHARTERS ToWBlis.
William Grubb ...
George Chipperfield ...
Jackson and Mitchell...
Richard Rose .. ...
J. C. Nicholson ...
George  K olass
Tom Sue ...
Sun Lee ...
To cut  and split slabs
To cut firewood
To cut timber in log...
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs
John Rebgetz .. ... .. ...
Edward Nicholls ... To cut firewood ...
J. P. Lynch ... ... To cut timber in log...
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Bernard  Cordes ... To cut  firewood
Thomas Read... .... To cut and split slabs
Robert Read ... i  It  ...
Edward Joyce ...
William Marley ...
Charles tlawdrey ...
John Meagher ...
John Meagher, junr....
William G. Lewis ...
William  H. Fawkes ... ,
Alfred Fawkes ...
Henry Nieht ... ...
Jacob  Erickson ...
William Pohl... ...
Christian  Jamieson ...
Ah Gap ... ...
Lee Bow ...
Alexander  Fran ce  ...
Robert Lane ... ...
George Cook ... ...
John  W. Hodgson ...
Reuben  W. Hodgson...
To cut firewood ...
To cut  and split slabs
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Amount
of
Fee.
Applicant' s Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£  S.
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 10
0 5
0 10
0 15
0 15
1 10
1 0
0 5
1 0
0 15
0 15
1 10
1 10
0 15
1 0
0 5
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 15
015
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
£  S.
CLONCURRY.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
G. R. Bountiff I Hardwood ... 0 15
James Freelin „ ... ... 0 15
CIINNAMIILLA.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
G. Edwartls .. ... To cut firewood 0 10
Mooy Bros. ... ... i To out timber in log ... 0 5
€tAYNDAH.
(For the Month of Jul •, 1885.)
John Hamer ... . To cut timber in log... 0 5
Ditto ... ...I „ ... ... 0 5
GERAL D TON.
(For the Month of Jul , 1885.)
John McEwen ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
John Leahy ... ... „ ... ... 0 6
Jeremiah Donovan ... „ ...  0 5
Charles Greenrose ... „ ... ... 0 5
GLADSTO NE.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Joseph Bennedick ... To cut and split slabs 1 0 15
James Ferguson . To out timber in log... 0 6
GooNDIWINDI.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Chas. Waller ... ...
I
To out timber in log .. ( 0 5
D tto ...  ... 1  „ ... ...  0  5
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of  July,  1885.)
A. Burgess ... ... To cut timber  in log... 0 6
J. Cha nbers ... ... is ... ... 0 5
W. Sie Ion ... ... If ... ... 0 5
W. Re,d ... ... „  0 5
H. Ha ;•ris ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
E. Pedersen ... ... „ ... 0 5
T. Appleby ... ... „ ... 0 6
J. Dul o ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
T. O'Donovan ... „ ...  0 5
C. Keleher ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. N. Ularke ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Datb, Henderson, Bar-
tholomew and Co.... „ ... ... 0 5
H. Hatch,  senr . ... „ ... 0 6
G. F. St. J. Carter ... „ ... 1 0
McGee, Luya, and Co. „ ... ... 3 10
G. P. 1). Miller ... „ ... ...  0 5
Steel Greer  ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Henry Hatch ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
James Duke ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
Greer and Miller ... „ ... ... 1 5
T. K. Harvey .. ... „ ... ... 0 5
Jas. Andrew, junr. ... „ ... ... 0 10
H. H. Drysdale ... „ ... ... 0 5
J. Fitzpatrick... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
J. Sharp ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
J. Brown „ ... ... 0 10
C. Tomkins ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
R. Henwood ... .,. 0 10
R. Collisson ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
B. Collisson ... „ ... ... 0 10
M. Armanasco „ ... ... 0 10
J. Dalton ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
John Naylor ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
Johnson Naylor ... „ ... ... 0 10
J. Hennett ... ... „ 0 10
P. Graney ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
E. Brewer ... ... „ ... 0 10
J. Kelly ... .. „ ... ... 0 10
J. Barry ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
C Luis hwaite ... „ ... ... 0 10
R. I icl, to ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
G. Arr  anasco  ... „ ... ... 0 10
G. Bal ar .. ... „ ... ... 0 10
J. Quaclrey „ 0 10
A. Arc-.anasco  ... „ ... ... 0 10
A. Polc tti ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
S. Polc ti ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
G. Poletti ... „ ... ... 0 10
P. Byr ie ... ... To cut and split  slabs 0 15
H. Roc well ... ... „ ... 0 15
J. Glec ion ... „ 0 15
W. Smerdon ... ... „ .. ... 0 15
McDermott and Owen „ ... ... 12 15
J. Tatnell ... „ ... ... 0 15
H. Hatch ... ...  Special ... 5 0
LicaNsas - continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
HERBEB.TON.
(For the Month of July ,  1885.)
J. Shea ...
A. Thompson ...
J. Shea ...
T. Damascus ...
J. Shea
T.  Damascus ...
J. Erickson
J. Gibbons
P. Campbell
J. Miller
P. Scanlan
F Gotzsch
G. Gane
E. Hoehl ...
W. McN amee...
W. J. Macnamara
J. Casey ...
J. Madden ...
To out firewood
To cut and aplit slabs
To cut firewood ...
if ... ...
... It ... ...
... if ...
... if ... ...
...  To  out and split slabs...
... To cut firewood ...
INGHAM.
(For the Month of July ,  1885.)
James Young Beale ...
Lorentz N .  Wildsen ...
Daniel Holland ...
Thomas Page... ...
William Art hur ...
Hans Hansen...
James Higgins ...
Thomas Page ,  junr. ...
William Smith ...
Robert Brown ...
Page and Lovell
To cut  and split slabs
To cut  timber in log...
It
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
William Bennett ...
John Murphy... ...
Frank  V. Nicholson ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Mark Greet ... ...
John Bai ey ... ...
Joshua Greet ... ...
Michael Guilfoyle ...
John Heire ...
Joseph Harding
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Charles Tipping
James Forsyth
Ditto ...
Joseph Fyfe ...
John Lemuel Bolden...
Ditto ...
Henry Albert Brigg ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Luke Power ...
Isaac Colville ... ...
Samuel McLeary
John James Hanley ...
James Nesbitt ...
William Barram ...
Ditto ...
Charlie Scaroni ...
Francis Scaroni ...
S. II. Colquhoun ...
Ditto
John Gregory...
Samuel Hurathouse ...
Ditto ... ...
Joseph Fyfe ... ...
To dig and remove stone
To cut timber in log ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
To cut and split slabs
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
To cut timber in log...
,f ... ...if  ... ...if  ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut timber in log...
... ...
... ...
... ...
To out and  split slabs
if  ... ...
To cut  and  remove in log
To cut and  split slabs
„ ... ...if
... ...
of  ... ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs
To cut firewood ...
To cut and remove in log
... ...
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Amount
of
Fee.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Amount
of
Fbe.
£ s.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
1 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
2 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 16
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
0 6
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 5
0 6
0 5
£  S.
IPSWICH-continued.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Joseph  McCarthy ...  To cut and remove in log 0 5
Ditto ...  ... ... 0 5
Ditto 0 5
Patrick Ford  ... ... „ ... ...  0 5
Michael Ford .. „ 0 5
Richard Hogsflesh
Rogers ...  ...  To dig and remove sand 0 10
William Corkhill  ...  To cut  and remove in log, 0 5
MACKAY.
(For the Month  of July ,  1885.)
Wi lliam Taylor  ...  To cut timber in log... 0 6
0 6John Murray ... ... + .. •
MARYnOSOUGH.
(For the Month of July ,  1885.)
Wilson ,  Hart, and Co.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James Wray ... ...
J. Deacon ...
J. Eilbeck ...
P. Golden ...
R. J. Deacon ...
Samson  Ivey ...
Edwin Rayner
L. Spohr ..
George Thuricht
Ditto ...
Taylor Bros. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
T. A. Ridgway
Ditto ...
Arthur Rayner
Ditto ... ...
Wilson ,  Hart ,  and Co.
E. G. Grout ... ...
Tocutand remove in log,
of  ...
To out firewood
To cut and split slabs
To cut firewood ...
Tocutandremove inlog
To  out  firew d .
To cut and remove in log
,f
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
2 10
5 0
MOUNT BRITTON.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
William Tranter ... To cut timber  in log... 0 5
James  Davis  .. .. . „ ... ... 0 6
MUTTABURRA.
(For the  Month  of July.)
Ali Foo ...
G. Morris
G. Bourne
R. F. Geddes ...
Ah Yung
To cut and split slabs 0 16
... 0 15
„
To cut  firewood
NANANGO.
(For the Month of July.)
F. Zawmsoil  ... ...  To cut and split slabs
P. Vogt is ...
S. Grimley  ... ...  To cut limber in log...
NERANG.
(For the Month of July.)
Arthur Binstead ,  junr. Tocut andremoveinlog
Ditto ... ...
John H .  Maynard ...
Nelson Reid ... ...
Jesse Bird ... ...
Timothy Buckley ...
Ditto ... ...
George H .  Dodds ...
Arthur Binstead ...
Ditto ... ...
James G. Anderson ...
Frank Nixon ... ...
Ditto ...
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 16
0 15
1 10
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
NORMANTON.
(For the Month of July.)
Ali Foo  ... ...  To cut firewood .. 1 0
AhFoo ... ... is ... ...` 1 01
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Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
PORT DOUGLAS.
(For the Month of July.)
D. P. Thomas... To cut timber in log... 0 5
R. Ryan ... „ ... ... 0 5
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
John  Biner .. ...
Ludwig Halberling ...
Godfrey Deippler ...
Ernest  Haebereicht ...
John Toomey ...
Ah Sow ...
Wm. Henry Jackson...
Ernest Haebereicht ...
To cut firewood ... 0 10
o to
0 10
1 10
0 10
... ... 1 0
To cut  timber in log . 0 5
To cut  and split slabs 2 5
ROCKHAMPTON.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Wm. Chas. Easton ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
Rom.&.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Gotlob Roebeig
Edward Monaghan
William Brumpton
William Christie
John Moran ...
Henry Albeck
William Hall...
Ditto ...
... To cut firewood
... To cut and split slabs
... ...
... ...
...
To cut timber in log...
To cut firewood ...
To cut timber in log...
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 5
0 5
Henry Kadel . ...
Green and Bellgrave...
Ditto ...
Alfred Waldren ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
ST. GEORGE.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Robert Butwell,  senr . To dig brick-earth ... 0 5
Robert Butwell, junr. „ ... 0 5
ST. LAWRENCE.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
George  Smithson  ... I To cut firewood ...
SOUTHPORT.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Thomas Cowderoy ... To cut  and split slabs
Fergus O'C. Hall ... „ ... ...
Samuel  Ryder ... ... ...
Thomas Dolan ... To cut timber  in log...
J. R. Walker ... ... To cut and split slabs
Wm. Swadkins
Thomas Hopewell
Th Cram ...omas
John  Cram ...
SPRIRGSURE.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Frederick Dilly ... To cut firewood
STANTHORPE.
To cut firewood
...
(For the Month  of July,  1885.)
Frederick Glohe  ... To cut  and split slabs
David  Castles
Charles Donovan
James Magerry
Mart in Wills ...
John Allengham
Charles McCarthy
Francis  Carbery
Leonard G. Dean
Maurice  O'Oonnor
Michael  Frawley
George Noble...
Michael Darcey
Thomas Fletcher
James  Whitehead
James  Whitehead ...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
...
To cut  and split slabs
To dig and remove
brick-earth ...
One brick mould ...
1 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
2 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 1q
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
Applicant 's Name.
LICENSES - continued.
Description  of License.
TAvaao.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Jas. Russell ... ... To cut firewood
Goon Fung ... ... „
G. Young ... ...
Wm. Lynch ... ...  To cut fencing stuff ...
Jas. Stone ...
R. McMaster ...
M. Whelan ...
Wm. Lord ...
M. Hartford ...
... ...
... To cut timber  in log ..
TENN IN GERINGI-.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
John Russell ... ... ( To cut and split slabs ( 0 15
THARGFOMINDAH.
(For the Month of  July, 1885.)
Charles Chow  ...  Hardwood  ... ...  0 15
Jimmy Ah Lum ... I  „ 0 15
ToowooMBA.
(For the  Month of July,  1885.)
Richard  Cobb... ... I  To remove stone
Martin  Kelly ... ...  T ,)  cut fire wood
Thomas Horrocks  ...  To remove stone
Thomas Russell  ...  To split slabs...
Charles Hedges
TOWNSPILLE.
(For the Mouth of July, 1885.)
Hans  Toshenzen ... To cut and  split slabs
Thos . Gordon... ...
N. 'Wallace  ... ...  To cut firewood
C. Naidee ...
T. Taumboie ...
T. Nicholls ...
J. Lenehan ...
R. Cuthbert ...
G. Johnson ...
J. Simpson ...
H. Carlsen ...
J. Hoffie ...
D. McLean ...
J. Kennedy
A. Hartley
J. Mather
Ditto
A. Greensill
Ditto
D. Anderson
J. Matchett
E. Blanche
T. Orme
F. Tealby
...
...
...
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
o 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
5 0
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0
0 5
0 5
To dig and remove ...
To cut timber in log ...
... ...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
0 10
1 0
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
WARWICK.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Thomas Cox ...
A. Thompson...
W. Melroz ...
J. Sanderson ...
Wm. Gurney ...
Wm. Stewart ...
A. Mitchell ...
Geo. Pullen ..
Wm. Melward
T. W. Bradford
Ditto ...
Edwd. Peachey
Edwd. Day ...
To cut timber  in log...
„
... ...
.
To cut  and split slabs
To cut timber  in log...
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
WOOL (BAR.
(For the Montlt of July , 1885.)
J. H. Carson ...
Ah Fat ...
::; To cut firewood ... 1 10
0 10
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Department  of Public Lands.
Brisbane , 4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may  consider  their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at this Office ;
and at the Land Office, Gladstone ; Police and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
*1 Messrs. The reserved road Alma
A. R. P.
24 0 0
2
Stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
through Selection
321. Gladstone Dis-
trict
The road separating Burpengary 2 0 0
tain portions 44 and 46
from portions 39
and 40
The area of this  ro ad is proposed to be changed into a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T 1' is hereby notified for general information, that
j application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may  consider  their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobjcctions,in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land Office,Ipswich; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BR CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 The Purga Di- The  ro ad separa -  Goodna ...
visional Board ting portion 306
on account of from part of por-
F. Chippen- tion 305
dale
A. H. P.
0 3 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T its hereby notified for  general information,that . application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands  A ct of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
The Nundah
Divisional
Board on
account
of E. A.
McDowall
Situation . I Parish. Area.
--- --
I
A. R.  P.
The road separating  Nundah ... 1 00
portion  588 from part
of portion 15
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under  the eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Po lice, and Post Offices , Warwick and  Herbertoa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I I A. R.P.
*1 The Glengal -  Road separating per- Canning  ...  8 3 24
Ian  Divisio - ,  tion 46 fro m portion
nal Board 47
on  account
of Mary
Orange
t2 The Tinaroo Road separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
Divisonal tions 6 and 11 from
Board on portions 6 and 12
account of
PeterGeorge
Grant
t3 The Ingle- The reserved  ro ad Rosenthal 7  2  10
wood Divi- through portion 344
sionsl
Board on
sec-unt of
Jo'` Wil-
son
t4 Ditto ...  The  re served  ro ad ditto ... 8 2 0
th ro ugh portion 133
Nora-The closure of  this  ro ad is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening  of a road  through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t NOTE.-The  closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be car ri ed
out in connection  with the opening of other roads.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  " have been made
for closing the undernltentioned Roads ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of  he  Roads can be seen at the Land
Office,  Ipswich  ;  Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1
2
3
4
a
A. S. P.
The E,k One of the reserved Esk ... 11 0 0
DivisionalI roads through por-I
Board on tion 20
accounto
win. 31.
Bowman
Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 18
Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
Ditto  ...  Theohe road  separating' ditto ... 4 0 0
portion  12 from part
of portion 13
Ditto F. E. One of the reserved ditto 16 2 0
Bigge roads
tion  19
N.B -The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in I \ on..-The closure of these rids is proposed to be;carri•d out
connection with the opening of another  road . I  in connection  with the  opening of  another  road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the eighty-ninth section of
" Th e-  Crown Lands Act of  1884 has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen at  this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
B. J. Logan Part of the road sepa - Mogg ill A.7 R. P.1 0
rating portion 206
from part of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... ' 2 2 0
roads through  portion
206
3 Ditto  ...  Part of  road separating ditto ... 1 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
,THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884.
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 thu Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twe-ity-fifth
section of the above-recited Act. at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
" b le Crown Lands Alienation Act of  186t' " and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
portion 206 from por-
tions 206 and  208;
from north -west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road - item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified for general information,
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby at  e  required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office ,  Rockhampton  ;  Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No.Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Hobler  The road separating  por- Playfair
tions 84  and 85  (selec-
tion 1836,  Rockhampton
District )  from portions
86 and 89.
A.  R. P.
14 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
PERM_1.NENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I t' is hereby notified for general information,
that application under  the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within to o
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices,  Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation .  Parish. Area.
The
Tabragaiba
Divisional
Board on
account of
W. P. Roe
Part of the reserved road
through portion 22 (se-
lection 2955,  Brisbane
District)
Knapp
A. 1. P.
About
1 0 0
NozL.- The closure of this road it proposed  to be carried out
connection with the opening of another road.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ...
August ...
September
OctoberNovember
c-+eember
MORETON DISTRICT.
ATTRz  LANDOYFICEB--
Been-3risbane. leigh.[pswich .  Esk. 
Date .  Date .  Date . Date.
1885. 1886. 1865.
... Tues .,  3  Wed., 11 Fri., 6
... „ 7 „ 8 1 „ 10
... to  5 to  13  to I
... „ ''2 „ 10+ „ 6
1885.
Wed. 1S
Tues. 19
21
15
17
••• „
7 „ 8 „ 3
...  It  4 „ 12 „ 7
... „ 1 „ 9 „ 4 .
6  IV  4 ,. 2
.••  IV 3  „ 1 „  61  „
... 1 „ 9 „ 4
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April
May
June
July
august ...
September
October
November
December
AT THE LAND OFFICIrt - ATPoI.tc-II OFFICE-
Too-
wooml a. Wirwicl.. Dalby. Allora.
Date
1885.
Mon., 23
„ 20It 25
22
„ 27
„ 24It 2126i
23
21
Date
1885.
Tues , 24
Datf. Date.
1885. 1885.
Fri., 27 Wed., 25
„ 21I „ 24
,.
26 ,. 299
., 23 2d
let 31
22 25,
27 „ 302.4 1, 27
., 23IV
22
Wed
22
27
24
29
26
23
28
25
30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEIcnHABI.T DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OFFICY.S-
..moot .  sure. Britton.
Spring- Mt.Cler - Emerald ' Taroom Banana.
Date. Date. Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1886.  1885. 1885. 1885.
March  ...  Thur .,26 Mon., 18 Wed .,  4'Mon .,23 Pri., 6 Wed., 18
April  .. ..  30 „ Al „ 11 „ 27 Tues.,7 )I 15
May .. ,. 28,  „  18 „ 6 „ 25 Fri., 1
„
20
June  .. „  25 „ 15 „ 3 „ 22 „ 5 „ 17
July ...
1
„ 30 20 1 327 15
August ...
„
„
„
27, „ 17 „  5
„ „
„ 24 „ 7
„
„  19
September „  241 „ 21 2 „ 28 „ 4
„
16
October  „  29 „ 19 „  7 „ 26 „ 2 „ 21
November 2, 61 18 4 23 6 18
December
„
„ 311 „ 21
„
„  2
„
„ 28
„
„ 4
„
„
16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day  in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
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WIDE BAY AND BrII ET'r DISTRI( r.
At the Land Office, Maryboiough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gyro ie, the first AV- dues-
day in each month.
At the Land (Alive, Bundaberg, the ecoud
Saturday in each month.
J3 RNETT DI.rRICT.
At the Lind Office, Uayndali, the second Toes
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningeriug, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Nanango,  the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K ENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every  alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday  in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktow n, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, 1'. rt Douglas, the first AVed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, the second Wediics-
day in each month.
DISTRI(r 't'  BURN I.
At the Land Office, Aornratiton, ti" second
Tuesday in each mouth
At the Land Office, llughenden, the first Tne--
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown. the first `1'e&
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each rnonth.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Aramac, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford , the second  Wednes-
day  in each month.
WARRE G0 DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Cunnamu ll a, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land  Office , Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday  in each month.
In the  event of any  of the above days falling on
a holiday , the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts , when necessary, in addition to the
above ,  will be  duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above  Courts are only held for the purpoee of dual, n, w.,1,
• DDlloatfone  for Certilicatee of Fultiluient of Conditions.
Departmenit of Publie Lands,
Brisbane , 31st July, 18r._)-
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OT I C E is hereby given, that the Deeds of
I Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereund( r
written t,einur erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance oot' the provisions of  "The Title.v +o Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
trom the date hereof', h3 instrument endors(d
on sucl, Peed" of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colon-,-, describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions an 1 areas
shall  be t-iken to have been inserted in t ire said
grants and in  every deed  containing  the erroneous
descriptions and areas ,  and such grants  and every
Such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Jolm Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  3 roods.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No.  376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
eas- boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half -wile hearing 1outlr6 degrees 30 minutes
cast live chains and to el, e and three-quarter links
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine ]inks to the
point of conunreneenlent.
N o, of Grant-1'.',1 15.
Date, of Grant-],,t July, 1NG5.
N auie of U rantee-ThomasJohn f fartlev Nitssev,
Land granted.-Portion 377, county of Stanley ,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOE CORRECTIOS
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods  3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north.
ern boundary  line of  that portion bearing east
eleven  chains  and seventy- five and a-half links ; on
the east by  a road one  chain and fifty links wide
bearing north  6 degrees 55 minutes  west five chains
eleven links  ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
1 N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
i such Peed of Grant. under his hand and tl.e Sea]
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and it every deed
840
containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow, portion 5.
Area- 80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson  instead  of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names of  the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the  said grants  and in every deed
containing  the erroneous  names  ;  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the  Colony,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent  that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant: and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty  and a-quarter links and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links,  and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  111, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION JF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 3.58 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted.- Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald,  junior ,  the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459  and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment 6 of  section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN TEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor a ill, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes,  as joint tenants. .
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William  Harrison  Amies, the
correct names.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned  in the  schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, fi is Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three monthsfrom the date hereof, by instrument dorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and eve, y such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED To.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCIIIPTION FOB CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar , selection
625, Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north l,43 chains and sever.ty-six
links ; on the north-west by  a line  bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chaff, s ; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and  east  fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres  for a surveyed road,  as showli  on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the  Seal  of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DL TTON .
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant--554242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion 12,  county of Forteseue.
parish of Taroom,  43 acres.
Nature of Error.-Tbe  name of the Grantee
having  been inserted  as Katherine  Elizabeth  Brac-kett (wife  of John Brackett),  instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Br'xkal (wife  of  J`obn  Bro it 1, fhe
earrec' na'ttie.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under "The Crunon. Lands Alien-ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a  lease  under Part IV. of  " 'I he
Crown Lands Act (f  1884,"  are hereby  required
to lodge applications  in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
,Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERAN G.
T is hereby  notified for  public  information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886 ,  and  every  alternate month after-
wards ,  for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DIJTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business  under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of LF•ichhardt, North Renneny,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office  in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the La, d board,
Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
15th day of September proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Land  Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th August, 1885.
Notice to S. W. Gns t, holder of  SelectionsNos.
973, 1115, 1212,  Beenleigh.
SIR,-It having  been  reported to me that you
have  failed  to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion,  in accordance  with  section 62  of the Act of
1876, on the above  selections , I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 14th day of October
next, why the  same  should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt  with as  forfeited  and vacated
selections.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gayndah, 14th  July, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BELL ,  Selector ,  Gayndah
Reserve.
YOU are hereby  called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Gayndah on Tuesday,
Act 40 Vic.  No. id. the 8th  day of September next,
Gayndah District.
Reg. No. 22.
Homestead.
66 acre,,.
Ga3 udah Reserve.
at 10 o'clock in the  forenoon, and
show cause why your Selection
No. 22, in Ga, ndah District.
should not be  declared  forfeited
for non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
W. E. PAR RR  OD'kN,
Acting Laud Ctblmiatfm'eT.
go
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Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
Notice to W. VETEERS, holder of Selection
No. 1156,  Beenleigh.
i ' IR,--It having been reported to me that youhave failed to fulfil the condition  of occupa-
tion in accordance with section 52 of the Act of
1876, on the above S lection ,  I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court. to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 9th day of September
next , why the  same should not be deemed aban-
doned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
sel ection.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
M • ckay, 7th August, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  SUTHERLAND Rosa, Of Mackay.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend theLandCourt, to be holden at Mackay, on Thurs-
day, the 10th day of September
Act 40 Vic., No.  16. next,  at Two o'clock p.m., to
Mackay. show  cause  why your Selection,
No tam No. 1054 ,  Mackay District,William Sutherland Rose.
M  acres. should not be declared forfeit d
Pariah of  Osea. for the non-fulfilment of the
conditions of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane,-4th September, 1885.THIS is to certify that Messrs. FRANK CHENERY,HARRY STBWABT COTTRELL, HENRY  JOHN
HEMMY, and ERNEST ROBINS WARREN ,  having
exhibited evidence of competency as Surveyors,
have been  licensed to effect Surveys under the
provisions of  "The Crown  Lands Act  cf 1884," and
subject to the rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TrLLY,
Surveyor-General.
had three  years ' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the  examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  (, orern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwi,e.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting- Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shalt  examine  candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b)  Algebra  as far  as quadratic equations.
(r.) Plane trig,nometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
V..) Practical  examination  in use and adjust.
ment of instruments, p'an drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books. &c.
(q.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annuallyprepare
papers  on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates  receiving not less  than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving  more  than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed  as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license  from the Surveyor. General of this colony,
to present himself  for examination , provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.A N Examination of Candidates shall beheld
once a year at the  office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways ,  S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Bi ules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210; such fees, in the
case of all candidates  admitted  to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination  shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor forQu8 or one of the  neighbouring colo ies, or has  nut
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
DIVISION OF BAUHINIA.THE following By-laws, made  by the  Board ofthe liauhmnia Division ,  having been  approved
by His Excellency  the Governor in Council, are
hereby published  in the  Government Gazette,  in
acccrdanco  with  the provisions  of  "The  Divisional
Boards Act Amendment  Act of  1882."
BY-LAW No. 17.
GOATS.
1. All goats kept on the Springsure Town
Reserve, or within one mile of the towns of Comet
and Rolleston. shall be registered in the Divisional
Clerk's Office on or before the first day of January
and the first day of July in each year, and an
annual fee at the rate of one shilling shall be
charged for every female or wether goat above the
age of six mcntlhs, and an annual fee at the rate of
ten (10) shillings for every buck goat so registered ;
rate fees to be paid at time of registration : Pro-
vided that every owner of more than three female
or wether goals shall pay an annual tee at the rate
of five (5) s illings for registration of each and
every such goat, above the  age of  six months, over
three in his possession.
2. Every registered goat shall have a  triangle
composed of three pieces of wood not less than
eighteen (18) inches in length fixed round its
neck, with its registered number legibly inscribed
thereon.
3. All unregistered goats, or any registered goat
having no triangle fixed on its neck ,  may be taken
possession of by the Inspector of Nuisances, or
other officer of the Board,  and  sad or deetroybd at
the optaieu of the Board.
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4. All goats  taken possession  of by the Board's
officer shall be kept in custody of that officer f,,r
twelve hours, duet, g which time any goat may be
claimed  by its owner, and shall be restored on pay-
ment to that officer of the regi.tration fee and a
fine of two shillings and sixpence (2s. Gd.).
5. Any person  taking or atieinpting to take an
unregistered goat out of the N ssession of the
Board's officer shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds.
Department of Public Works  and Mines.
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
DIVISION OF CABOOLTURE.THE following By-law,  made  by the Board ofthe Cabool.ure Division. having  been approved
by His Excellency the Governor  in Council, is
hereby published in the  Government  Gazette,  in
accordance  with the  provisions  of  " The  Divisional
Boards Act Amendment Act of  1882."
BY-LAW No. 18.
TENDERS AND APPLICATIONS.
1. No applications received for any vacant situa-
tion in connection with the Board, and no tenders
called for by the Board, shall be opened except at
a sitting of the whole Board in committee met for
the consideration  of same,  and then only by the
chairman of such committee.
2. Applicants and te n erers  shall ,  in all instances,
be invited to send sealed tenders.
BY-LAW No. 19.
REGULATING MEETINGS.
1. The last clause of By-law -No. 9, Chap, 1,
Rule 5, is hereby rescinded and the following
substituted :-
The Board shall commence busine s as soon after
the time stated in the summons as there shall be a
sutl,cient number of members in attendance to
constitute a quotum, but if at the expir.tion of
one hour from the time specified in the summons
there shall not be a quoiuin present such meeting
shall lap.e, and  the business th•tt was  ar ang,d
for sup It lapsed meeting shall be considered at the
next meeting (special or otherwise) of the B and
and at anv  time during such meeting as the chair-
man shall think fit.
2 The Board shall hold its quarterly  meetings
for general business on the Friday on or after the
full moon in January, April, July, and October,
and at such other times as  may  be appointed by
general resolution  of the Board.
t lause 19 of By -law 16 is hereby rescinded, and
the above substituted.
BY-LAW No. 20.
FOOTPATHS OBSTRUCTION.
3. Any person who shall obstruct or damage the
footpaths  in  any of the streets of Springsure. or any
tow n in the I }ivision of Bauhinia, by riding, driving,
leading ,  or allowing his horses . cattle, or vehicles
to cross or  remain on  any such foothpath shall,
upon conviction, be liabie to a penalty not exceed-
ing five  pounds.
BY-LAW No. 21.
RETIRING  M EMBERS TO BE NOTIFIED.
One month previous  to the  annual election of
members of the Board the clerk shall, by registered
letter ,  give notice to the retiring members that
their seats on the Board are liable to become
vacant.
BY-LAW No. 22.
Clause 12, Bc-law 16, is hereby rescinded and the
foil. wing substituted :-At any meeting of the
Board at which a quorum shall not be present,
such circun stance together with the names of the
members (then) present shall be recorded in the
minute book.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by
the Board of the Division of Bauhinia, this 10th day
of April, A.D. 1885.
WALTER HENRY HOLT,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Band. at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forts-ninth  year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Oommgnd,
WM. MILES.
BY-LAW No. 8.
REGULATION  OF THE TIMBER TRAFFIC.
1. By-law No. 5, passed by the Board on the
second day of August, 1882 , shall be and the same
is hereby repealed.
2. No person shall use or employ upon any
public road, street, highway, thoroughfare, under
the control of the Board within the Division, any
waggon , dray, trolly,  or other vehicle carrying
timber ,  and drawn by more than two horses or four
bullocks .  unless there shall have been paid in
respect of such vehicle the charge hereinafter
specified.
3. Every  such vehicle used or employed as afore.
said shall be subject to a charge at the following
scale, viz.:
For every such vehicle having spoke wheels with
8-inch ti.-es or upwards .  10s. per annum.
6-inch tires, 20s .  per annum or 8s. 6d. per quarter.
5 „ 30s. „ lOs.
4 „ 40s. „  12s 6d.
3 60s. .,  17s. 6d.
Tires under 3 inches ,  70s. per annum or 20s. per
quarter.
Block wheels with any tire , £ 5 per annum for each
pair of wheels.
4. No person shall use or employ any such
vehicle having wheels with tires thereon of less
width than two- and-a -half (2k) inches.
5. Every owner or other person using or employ-
ing, or intending to use or employ, any  such vehicle
as aforesaid for the purpose of drawing tim ber
shall, on payment of the charge hereinbefore pro-
vided in re -peel of the same, be entitled  to demand,
and shall receive from the divisional clerk, at the
office of the Board,  a certificate  in the form of
the schedule hereto. Every such certificate- shall
specify the period, not being  less th  in  three months,
in respect of which such payment is made, and no
person shall, after the expiration of such period,
use or employ any rush vehicle for the purpose
aforesaid ,  until  he  shall have paid tl,e charge at
the rate hereinbefore specified ,  in respect of the
further period, if any, during which  he proposes
so to use or employ such vehicle.
6. Every such  owner or other person who is a
ratepayer of the Division, and whose rates are not
in arrear ,  shall be entitled to a deduction from the
charge hereinbefcre specified of a sum equal to the
a-mount of r. tes due and pa3 able by him for the
year in respect of which,-or in respect of part of
which, he pays the charge herein before specified,
and the sum so deducted shall be then and there
paid to the divisional clerk as of payment such
rates, and entered in the rate book accordingly.
Provided that such deduction shall not be made to
any ratepayer or firm consisting of ratepayers in
respect of more than three vehicles so used or
employed by him or them as aforesaid.
7. No person shall draw or cause to be drawn
upon any part of any road in the Division any
timber otherwise than upon a wheeled vehicle, or
suffer any timber to drag or trail upon any road
within the Division.
8. Every such vehicle  as aforesaid , whilst so
used or employed ,  shall have the name of its owner
painted  on some conspicuous part on the off side
thereof ,  in letters of not less than one inch in
length.
9. Any person committing a breach of any of the
provisi us of this By-law shall be liable to a pbnalty
nbt excbbding  tai pound .
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SCHEDULE.
This is to certify that (name  of owner) the owner cf a
(state kind of vehicle), upon the wheels of which the
tires are not less than  (state number ),  inches in breadth,
to be used in carrying timber within  this  Division, has
paid to the divisional- clerk ,  in pursuance of the pro-
v isions of By -law No. 8, the sum of  £  s. d., being
the cluirge in respect of the said (describe vehicle),
from the day of to the day
of , 1885.
Dated this day of , 188
Divisional Clerk.
The foregoing  By-law was made  and passed by
the Board of the Caboolture Division , this 8th day
of April, A.D. 1885.
M. BATTEHSBY ,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
DIVISION OF HIGHFIELDS.THE following By-laws, made by the Boardof the  High fields Division ,  having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council , are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette,  in accordance  with the  provisions of "  The
Divisional  Boards  Act Amendment  Act  of 1n82.
BY-LAW No. 4.
1. The  words  -on such days as the Board  may
direct" are hereby added to clause 2 of original
By-law 2.
2. Clause 1 of original By-law 3 is hereby
repealed, and the fo llowing clause is substituted
therefor :-
3. Any person who shall occasion any kind of
obstr'iction in or upon any road, street, tho ough-
fare, or any public place within the Division ; or
ringbark , cut,ft 11 or remove tim ber,  or  remove gravel,
turf, stones ,  sand, or other material therefrom, with-
out the consent in writing of the Chairman of the
Board, shad be liable on conviction to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds .  provided that nothing
herein contained shall affect the provisions of any
existing Act.
BY-LACY No. 5.
1. The fee payable for every gate licensed under
the provisions of  " The Enclosure of Roads Act of
1864 " shall be one pound per annum.
2. Bathurst-burr or Sco ch-thistle are hereby
declared to be noxious weeds and nuisances within
the meaning of 'Ike  Divisional  Boards Ac t Amend-
ment At t (f)  1882,"  and a distance  of two  chains  front
any Crown Lands or public road shall be the dis-
tance within which any person in charge of a public
reserve, or the owner of any ratable property, a-
the case may be, shall be required to abate any
such nuisance.
3. In the event of any carcase of any animal being
found on any road ,  or on any water or other reserve.
or on any land within fifty yards of any street, road.
or lane, the Board shall give notice to the owner of
such animal to destroy the said carcase, and ai-y
such owner who shall refuse or neglect to comply
wit'i such notice %ithin twenty-four hours alter
receiving the same shall be liable to a penalty.
4. If any person having a pigstye shall allow
the same to t ecome a nuisance, and after notice
in writing  being given by the duly authorised
officer of the Board to abate such nuisance shall
negiect or refuse to comply with such notice, he
shall  be  liable to a penalty not exceeding five
}1ouuds.
5. Any privy or cesspool becoming a nuisance
shall be forthwith closed, emptied, or deodorised,
as may be or,:ered by the Board or their duly
authorised officer. Any owner  or occupier failing to
comply with any s-,ch order within seven days
after receiving notice in writing shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
6. Any person erecting a privy or water-closet
within fifty yards of the bank of a creek or dam.
or allowing filth from any privy or water-closet to
drain into a creek or  data,  shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
7.  Any person who shall cast any filth or rubbish
into a watercourse ,  or water-table ,  or waterhole, or
who shall allow  any matter detrimental  to the public
health to drain into any watercourse or waterhole,
shall be liable to a penalty.
8. Any owner or occupier of any land who shall
allow to accumulate on such land any matter
detrimental  to the public  health ,  and who after
being notified by any duly authorised officer of the
Board to remove the same shall neglect or refuse
to comply with such notice of removal within seven
days, shall be liable to a penalty.
9. No person shall bathe in any creek or water-
hole within view of persons passing along any road
or street within the Division ,  under a penalty not
exceeding two pounds.
10. Any person drawing or causing to be drawn
upon any part of the roads of the said Division any
timber, stone, or other thing, otherwise than upon
wheeled carriages, or suffering any timber, stone,
or other thing which shall be carried principally
or in part upon wheeled carriages to drag or trail
upon any part of any of the roads of the said
Division ,  shall be liable to a penalty.
11. The driver of any vehicle and every horse-
man on all roads within the said Division shall,
when meeting any vehicle or horseman, keep on the
left o  -  near side of the road, and shall in no manner
wilfully prevent any person riding, driving, or
walking from passing the said vehicle ,  or shall
hinder or interrupt the free passage of any person
riding, driving ,  or walking on any road in the said
Division.
12. Every person who wilfully and without
lawful excuse rides or drives any horse or other
animal ,  or drives or wheels any carriage ,  cart, or
other  -vehicle upon ,  along ,  or across any footway,
or water channel ,  or gutter formed  by the Board
by the side of any street or road ,  save as herein-
after mentit ,ned, shall forleit a sum not exceeding
five pounds ,  together with such sum not exceed-
ing ten pounds as may be expended by the Boar d
in repairing the damage done by him to such foot-
way or channel.
13. If any land shall front to or adjoin or abut
upon any footway formed by the Board in any
street or  road,  and if access with horses and
vehicles from such road or street to such-land is
required by the owner,  he shall give notice to the
Board of such requirement, and shall submit a
specification of the crossing he requires to make
to the Board.
14. Any person injuring any public tank, well,
or reservoir, or any apparatus connect d therewith,
or the approaches thereto, or taking out and wast-
ing water from any public tank, pump, well, or
reservoir ,  or taking away any bucket ,  chain, rope,
or taking away or leaving open any gate, sliprail,
fence, or doors belonging or attached to any en-
closed or partly enclosed public pump, tank, well,
water reserve ,  dam or reservoir within the Division,
sha ll  be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds
15. No person in charge of travelling stock shall
be allowed to depasture such stock on any road, or
on any reserve over which the Board has control,
within the Division for a longer period than
twenty-four hours, under a penalty : provided
that nothing herein contained shall be held to
abridge the rights of persons in charge of travelling
stock under the provisions of any existing Act.
16. Any person leaving any fire on any road,
street. or thoroughfare, or on any reserve within
the Division under the control of the Board, shall
be liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
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17. For every breach of or offence against any
of the provisions of these By-] iws where no
s ecific penalty is provided, the maximum penalty
shall be ten pounds.
18. In the foregoing By-laws the word person "
shall include corporations whether aggregate or
sole; the word " lands " shall extend t,> tenements
of every tenure or description; words importing;
masculine gender shall include feminine; words
importing singular number shall include plural.
and  rise i'ersu.
.E'he foregoing By-laws were m•tde and passed by
the Board of the Division of Highfields, this 21st
day of July. A.ti., 1885.
D. MUNRO,
Chairman.
Confirmed , with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  under my Hand ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this third day of Sep-
tember ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-eighth year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, WARWICK.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Court House at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Court House,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be,
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is  £ 50. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DE IGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION DEPOT, ROCKHAMPTON.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
New Immigration Depot at Rockhampton.
Tends rs to be endorsed  "New Immigration
Depot, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper  printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of  10 per  cent. on
amount of  Tender ,  as security  for the due perfor-
mance of  the Contract  in the event  of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
I
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
under  Sevrefory.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August ,  18S5.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
REMOVAL AND RE-ERECTION, COURT
HOUSE , GATTON.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office antiFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the  11th
September ,  from persons willing to contract for
the removal and re-erection of Court House at
Gatton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Removal ,  c 'c., Court
House ,  Gatton."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ,  and at the Court Housi, Gatton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender ,  is £5. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete  t he work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days  fr om the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, PORT
DOUGLAS.
T ENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Port Douglas, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th September,
from persons willing to contract  for Additions
to Police Station, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions ,  Police
Station, Port Douglas."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See clause  1 in the  General Conditions
attached  to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within wh ch it is proposed 'o c 'm-
plete the work, ani at the foot of every T 'nder
there most be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
lender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise  the Tender  will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessar ily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under- Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, COOLGARRA.
TENDERS will he  received  at this Office, and
i at the Court House, Herberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd October. from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station  at Coolgarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Cool-
garra "
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office,  and at the  Court  House,  Herberton.
The amount  of pretirninar3 deposit. to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15 (See Clause  1 in the General Conditions
attached  to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day.,
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
September ,  from persons willing  to contract for
erection of New Immigration Barracks at Kangaroo
Point,  Brisbane.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "New Immigration
Barracks, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender' may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained, at this Office.
The amount  of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or  bank notes  with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached  to the  :  pecification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the  limp within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreein  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  lender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of  the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted , and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver  at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing  such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, IMMIGRATION OFFICE, MACKAY.
r TENDER S will be  received at this Office, and
at the Court  House,  Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th September,
f rom persons willing to contract  for Additions to
the Immigration  Office, Mackay.
Tenders to be  endorsed  "Additions,  Immigration
Qfflce, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay.
The am )unt of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £5. (See Clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which It is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
TO CONTRAC TORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ROCKWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th of Sep-
tember,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection of Police Station at Roekw god.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Rock-
wood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further t articulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
'1 he amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the fender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
st to the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must tie a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross  Creek Beidoe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborou.
The amounght of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is 1
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenaers must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must be a memo-
randum  signed by the party tendering, agreeing to
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deposit the sum of 44 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to I per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undert-ik:ng in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
ENDERS will be received at this Office
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
25th September,  from persons  willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron  Swing  Bridge  over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Erection
Ross Creek Biddge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
4 per cent upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on ' a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there  must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering,  agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 4.J per cent.  on amount of
Tender. in addition to I per cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DETGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Duplication between Brisbane d Ipswich.
TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS, TIMBER-
GETTERS, AND O rHERS.
SQUARED SLEEPERS.
ATE NDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
September,  18S5, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of Squared Sleepers for the Duplica-
tion of the L•ne between Brisbane and Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Squared
Sleepers "
Specification and form of Tender  may be seen,
and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering agreeing
to deposit  the sum of  10 per  cent .  on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of
the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute
and deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, th  25th
instant, for the construction of fifty (50) Low-Sided
Open Goods Wagons, 14 feet long, for the Southern
and Western Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (24) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Toowoomba
and Maryborough, on and after the 11th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
oTe. Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract  relating to fines for non -completion to time wi ll ) )
strictly  enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Cor tract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
T
ENDERS are invited for  the construction of
Extension  of the Fassifern  Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length  16 miles 75
chains 724 links , inclusive of Deviations - in accor-
dance with Plans,  Sections , Drawings,  General
Conditi,,ns, and Specifications, which  may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer , Brisbane, on
and after  i'VIONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where  also forms  of Tender and other  information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender fdi" Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No.  2," must be
deposited at the office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not  necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 20th August, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, TOWNSVILLE
ORPHANAGE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of September,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing and
Gates at the Townsville Orphanage.
Tenders to 'be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing and
Gates, Townsville Orphanage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  TO RESIDENCE AND PLAY-SHED,
ETC.,  AT THE STATE SCHOOL,  SPRING-
SURE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House ,  Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 11th of
September , fr om persons willing to contract for
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the erection of Additions to the Teacher 's Resi-
dence and Play-shed, &c., at the State School,
Springsure.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Residence and Play-eked, 4'c., State School,
Spriugsure."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON.
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETc., STATE
SCHOOL, BUNDAMBA UPPER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th of September,
from persons willing to contract for the necessary
Improvements and Repairs at the State Schoo
Bundamba Upper.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments, Repairs, 4'c., State School, Bundamba
U itpper.
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich. -
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL, ENOGGERA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of
September, from  persons willing  to contract for
the erection of Additions to the State School,
Enoggera.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions,
State  School, Enoggera."
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders  must be sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE ,  188E-7-8.
Post  and Teleg  aph Department,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1885.
LEPAR.ATE Tenders  are invited , and will be
  JJ received  until Noon  of MONDAY, the 5th
October next, for the conveyance  of Post Office
Mails, frost}  the 1st Janus , 1886.
For Mill particulars  see Queensland Government
Gazette  of the 1st. ' 8th ,  and 15th August, 1885,
copies of which may be seen on application at any
Police Office,  and List of Mail Services at any
Post Otiice in the t.'olon .
The Governmentwillnot  nece $sarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-EMERALD TO CLER-
MONT, ALONG RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the fourteenth
(14th) day of September next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the sapply of all
material, except  wire , insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms.
general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to he screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where neces-
sary.
Emerald to Clermont, along railway-a distance
of sixty-three (63) miles . m, ire or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor  in Bri +hane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for suti cient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract  must  be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station , as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General  Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer  appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power  at any time  afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of  the work or  materials  in respect of
which  such report and payments  may have been
made. The total  balance  will be paid when the
entire contract shall  have been completed to the
satisfaction  of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government  against any  claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in hi't ossession on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract.
shall he forfeited to the Government, and the
amount  shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
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A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work mutt
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the ti.i.e stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required  must  be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved hard-
wo-d (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being
allowed), with the bark removed,  not less  than nine
(9) ii.ches in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal far; the top to be firmly bound at one (1)
inch from its extremity, with good hoop-iron of not
less than one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole
must be bored for the insulator pin, and served
with a thick coating of white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places,
where required, struts or supports of wood must
be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark  according  to pattern sup-
plied, must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from
i lae top of the bracket. The wire to  be so  stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made  as directed, and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding  wire  supplied.
Contractor to shift,, camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every  information , may be
obtained on apilication at the Office of the Su er.
intendent of L+ lectric Telegraphs, Brisbane, ele-
graph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATER SON,
Postmaster-General.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THENCE INTO
BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received  at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on SATURDAY, the twelfth
(12th) day of September  next, from persons  desirous
of contracting for the supply  of all material except
wire, insulators , brackets,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary for the abovementioned
telegraph  work,  according to the terms ,  general
conditions ,  and specifications appended  hereto.
renders  must state separately :-
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing  and timber
work.
2. Price, each,  for extra poles,  where  necessary.
3. Price , per foot ,  for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NEw LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersection
with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line-a
distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixty (60) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and banded
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials in respect  of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion  arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see  fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment.of the contract; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant,  materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
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A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, ag:eeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
tha inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removeu.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
rozdwa,y. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being hllowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each _pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five t6) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one  (1)  inch from the top of the
pole The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as direc-ed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, brackets firmly screwed on
with three (3) screws each, and wire on existing
line to be r(gulated where necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work, or "nv part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of f':leetrie Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th August, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TOWNSVILLE
TO CARDWELL,  VIA  INGHAM-CLEAR-
ING, RENEWAL OF POLES, ETC.TENDEttS will be received at the Office of thesuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, -intil Noon on MONDAY, the seventh (7th)
day of September n. xt, from persons desirous
of con tracting  for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms.
general conditions, and specification appended
nereto.
Tenders will state separately:-1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per pole, for new  ones , where neces-
sary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where  necessary.
Townsville to Cardwell,  yid  Ingham -a distance
of one hundred and eleven miles, more or less.
The line to be thoroughly cleared, and new poles
erected where required. Approximate number of
poles-eleven hundred.
The present wire to be regulated where neces-
sary, and new insulator pins to be provided byy
contractor, and fitted as directed where required.
Approximate numi er of pins-eleven hundred.
Any wire, insulators, bracket,  and screws
required will be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Townsville. Any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph  Station, as
directed).
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy--five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequei tly reject or condemn any portion of the
work , r materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
of orded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtair ng materials, on signing a Bond inderunifying
the Government against any claims foi compensa-
tion v rising from the action of the contractor :
Provi( ed always that it shall be law'ul for the
Super ntendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he ma v see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for co npensation for damage to fences or other
propel ty caused by the erection of the  line, also
for da nage so caused to roads; and if such claims
are no - defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pa) the same from any moneys due to the con-
tracto,..
She tld the contractor fail to proceed in the
execut ion of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
-nent, t shall be in the power of the Government,
by a n )tire in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
co teri tina.te the contract, as far  as re,ates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enfia ce the
penalt  es for  the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to toe con-
tractoi, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
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sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to be
ent; red into by the contractor  or otherwise as
penalties for  the non -fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  he considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertakii ,g in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond
to Her I Majesty in  a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent .  on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
T is hereby notified for  general information
that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted, viz. : -
Additions, Police Station, Dalby -- J.s.
B ENwicx-£330.
EDWARD DETGHTON,
Under Secretary.
MAP OF GYVIPIE GOLD FIELD.
N Sale at this Office, and at the  Warden's
Office, Gympie, New Map of Gympie Gold
Field, showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts,
Sections of  Claims, &c. Price,  2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1h85.
Specification.
All trees and unaerwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eig-t (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, whhich in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked  by  fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tr..cks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not
less than nine (9) inches in diameter at five
(5) feel, from the butt. and five t5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best teal tar; the top to
be firm'y bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole must be bored for the
insulator pin, and served  with a thick  coating of
white lead.
New poles to be sunk five  (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well
rammed with rubble and earth .  At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
must be supplied,  and fixed as  directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
must be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the bracket. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two.(2) feet. Joints' or splices to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph  wires are  to be regulated
where necessary.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender  forms,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Tc it graphs, Brisbane,
Telegraph Offices, Boa en and Townsville.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the Mon-y Order Offices at the under-
mentioned  places have been  closed ,  viz.:-
XINQSBORou GH and  Print HILL ;
and that a Money Order Office  has been opened at
JE RICHO (on the Central Railway).
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Ot$ce,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  under the 14th section
1 of  "An Act  to make provision  f or the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the Requlation  if  the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863 ,  that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the Burrum Rail-
way from Hos and to Bundaberg South.
The Maps or  Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office ,  and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions ,  Bundaberg ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office ,  in writing ,  within one month
fr om this date ,  any well -grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Iailways.
Under Secretary  for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that the practice
which has obtaraed of Employes in the
Railway Pet artment presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the .rime, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby ppro-
hibited, and will render the person  so  offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st Augu it, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-N ORTIfERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Pr(perty De-
par'ment , Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government  Gezette  of  the 15th August,
1885.  Owner s can  obtai.t the same on application
to the Acting Tiaflic Manager, Townsville, and
paying  costs . If not released on or before TUES-
1)AY, the 17th November,  1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to detray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner ,,for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Railway, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES•
DAY, the 6th October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.T HE Minister for Public Works hereby notifiesthat the following Kegulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2 One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils  are not  eligible to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish  a return  of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared  to pass an examination  by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
NOTICE.A FURTHER extension of theSouth Coast
Railway (from Log+inlea to Beenleigh) was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, 27th July,
1885, on and from which date (and until further
notice) the trains will run as follows :-
A.M. P.M.
Leaving Stanley street at 9.0 and 4.30
Arriving Beenleigh „ 10.45 „ 6.15
Leaving ., „ 6'45 „ 2.15
Arriving Stanley street,, 8'30 „ 4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that a further Extension of the Killarney
Branch Railway from Emu Vale to Killarney was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
24th August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, trains between Warwick and
Killarney run to the following time table :-
a. n. p.m.
Warwick .. .. dep. 10.0 and 4'44
Emu Vale „ 11.33 „ 6.13
Killarney .. arr. 12"20 „ i'0
Killarney ... ... dep. 7.15 „ 1.15
Emu Vale  ... „ S'S „ 2.5
Warwick ... ... arr. 9'33 „ 3.33
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that the South Coast Linefrom Bethania Junction to Logan Vill a e
will be opened for public traffic  on  MONDAY,
the 7th September  instant , on and from which date,
and until  further notice,  trains  will run to the
following time table :-
UP TRAINS.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Stanley street . .. dep. 9.0 4.30 5.25
Beenteigh  ...  arr. 10 .45 6.15 ...
Logan Village ... arr. ... ... 7.30
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. A.M.  P.M.
Logan Village ... dep. ... 8.25 ...
Beenleigh  ... dep. 6' 45 ... 2.15
Stanley street  ...  arr. 8.30 10'30 4'0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby  notified  that a further Extension of
the Western  Railway from Mitchell to Dulva-
dilla was opened  for public traffic on 24th August,
1885,  on and  from which  date,  until further notice,
trains run between  R oma  and Dulvadilla to the
following time  table :-
Mixed. Mail.
a.m.  P.M,
Roma  ...  dep. 9 .0 and 9.25
Dulvadilla  ... ...  arr. 4 .15 „ 1.35Man. Mixed.
&m.
ELM.
Dulvadiha ...  dep. 2 .45 „ 9.0
Roma  ... ... ...  arr. 6 .52 „ 4.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 31st August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information thatthe Railway from Mackay to Eton and Hamilton
was opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains run to the following time table :-
a.m. a.m.
Eton ... ... dep. 7'0 NewburyJunc.... arr. 7'27
Newbury June.... „ 7.30 Hamilton ... „ 8.0
Hamilton ... „ 8.30 Mackay ... ... „ 10.0
p.m. p.m.
Mackay  ... ... „ 3.0 Hamilton 4.30
Hamilton 4.45 Eton .,. ... „ 5.13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1885.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.
THE attention f Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed  by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearl y defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers  under the provisions of  " TIe Immigra-
tion  Acts of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Suh-
Immigration  Agents) throughout the Colony, frcm
whom  all necessary  forms therefor , and informa-
tion connected  therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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The Treasury,
Queensland , 31st August, 1885.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, thatLicenses'  from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned  persons  during the month
of August, 188-5.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Rb:T lIIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
Name. Tame.
Holmes, John ...
Creevey, Jane` ...
Kirby, Timothy
Mathewson, John
Laurence, John
Buchbach, W. F. It.
Burke, Louisa
Flanagan, Michael
McColl, Duncan
Knust, Chas. Edwd.
Hawkins, George ...
Ah Chow ...
Eccles, Joseph ...
McManus, Ellen ...
Cadden, William .
Frost, William ...
Casey, Andrew
Doy les, James J.
Emmerson, A lfreci
Fitzgerald, James...
MacPherson, Mary
Torpie, John
Volling, Henry
,it. Ledger, William
Osborne, Henry M.
Olsen, John
Allora
Augathella
Boulia
Beenleigh
Blackall
Bundaberg
Cairns
ditto
ditto
Cloncurry
Cooktown
Gilberton
Herberton
ditto
Isisford
ditto
Jericho
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Mitchell
ditto
Maryborough
`ormanton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
O'Shaughnessey, Tho.. J.
Pearce, James R....
Slott, Walter R. ...
Bourke, Margaret
Fulton, Robert
Taylor, Alfred Charlc.,
Brown, William ...
Parsons,  Edwin ...
Rankin, Alexander
Hartley, Catherine
Burke, ttichard ...
Stack, Cathne.
Crowe, William ...
Eggerstedt, Claus ..
Gibbons, James ...
Miall, Wm. Geo.. .
Beal, John ...
Murphy, James ...
... Ravenswood
ditto
Richmond
... Rockhampton
....; ditto
ditto
Roma
St. George
ditto
Thornborough
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
,.. Warwick
Watsonville
AUCTIONEERS.
Daveney ,  Chas B.... ...
Lambert ,  Thos. A. ...
Markwell, I. J. .. ...
Cardew, Francis F. L. ...
Keane,  William ... ...
Day. Frederic  L. ... ...
Wolfe,  Robt. T. S.
Blackwell , Win. Edwd. ...
PACKET LICENSES.
e.s. "Katoomba"
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALER.
Mcllwaine and Guy ... (  Townsvi ll e
Armstrong, R.
Butcher, J.
Beel, W. ..
Bristow, H. B.
Boult, E. J. ...
Cottier , W. ...
El lis, W. ... ...
Griffiths, John
Lucas ,  John ...
Lake,  T. A. ...
Lee, F.
Munro, J. E.
McDougall, D.
McLean, J. ...
Meaburn, J. ...
Nightingale, E. J.
Pain, J.
Ituaca, Fredk.
South, J. H.
Smith, G....
Selmes, J....
Thorpe, A....
Tait, G.
Thomsen, W.
Williams, C.
Allora
Brisbane
ditto
Bundaberg
Gayndah
Hughenden
Normanton
Townsville
s.s. " Curragong "
s.s. " Ranelagh "
s.s. " Barrabool "
s e. " Rodondo "
s.s. " Eurimbla"
s.  a.  "Derwent"
s.s. "Palmer"
s. s.  "Boko"
s.s. " Elamang "
s.s. " Glanworth "
s.s. "Wentworth"
S. s. " Pacific "
I.S.  " Quirang "
s.s. " Alexandra "
a s. "Fitzroy "
s.s. IsLeura ft
s.s. "President "
s.s. "Burwah"
... ... s.s. " Keilawarra "
B.S.  "Tinonee"
... a.s."Egmont"
s.e. " Ly-ea-moon "
s.s. "City of Melbourne"is98 9Y  "I $ Previously gazetted James Creevey to error.
LIcENus  GRANTED-continued.
'Name. Nano.
Gardenier, R. L.
Albertson, A.
Beech, T. W. ...
Jordan, F.
Phillips, J. A.
Downey, Patk.
McElnea, Jane
Keane,  Mary M.
Cornwall, Philip G.
McGill, James
Harding,  Wm. St. J.
Morgan, Jane
Hennessey , J. D....
BILLIARDS.
Boulia
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
Charters Towers
ditto
Cairns
Gayndah
Ippswich
3futtaburra
Tenningering
... Toowoomba
BAGATELLE.
Christisen ,  A. ... ... ! Clermont
Bushell ,  Mary T .... ... !  Goondiwindi
White,  Wm. E. ... ... St .  George
TRANSFERS OF PUBLICANS' LICENSES.
AUGUST, 1885.
From-
Michael  Sullivan ...
L. Ryder ...
John O'Brien ...
Mercy  Waldock ...
James Wilson ...
Edwin Allen ...
William  Robertson
Alfred Gebbett ...
Charles  Baker ...
Sarah Burton ...
George Let ding
Mary  Pearson
To-
ALLOBA.
... John Hurley
BLACxeLL.
... I Edward Campbell
BRISBANE.
... William Patten
... Henry  Myers
... Richard  Eat
George E. Patten
James kleorn
... J. H. Wren
... Charlotte Kelly
... Peter Murphy
... Christopher Wright
... James Rogers
CHART88S TowEBs.
Bernard Geraghty
M. J. Thomsen
Andrew Goodall
J. S. Parnell
W. T. Birkbeck
Charles Wood
Duncan McColl
H. P. Thomsen
P. Tighe ...
James Halpin
::. William O'Brien
Margaret Inch
CLEVELAND.
... ' James McGlynn
GYMYIE.
J. V. Sanders
W. H. tiutler
F. Hopkins
HEBBEBTON.
... ... G. P. Hides
MACKAY.
... ... Andrew Dickin
MABYBOROUGH.
... ... I John Conlon
MITOlELL.
... ... I Wm. Weir
MUTTASIIBBA.
William McGrath
G. H. Horsley
James  Fogarty
C. R. Smith ...
Alfred Allen ...
Michael Brennan
Claus Eggerstedt
E. B. Heath
Austin Carigg
D. Heavey
E. McDonnell
A. M. Rheuben
Wm. Landers
J. W. Phillips
R. D.D.  Martin
... Wm. Lahey
NOBataNTOR.
Eugene Winter
Patrick Owens::
M. Penhallwrick
... F. H. Kitton
TA$oox.
... Neil McCabe
TNOENBOUCUGH.
... F. H. Gillis
TI ABO.
... T. Roberts
ToowOOMB A.
T. Watson
M. McNamara
TowNSVILL1.
... S. ])unwoodio
... George Smith
... Ann Landers
Wm Champion
Gustave Brunet
Wiaw cog.
John Quinn
.,. Michael Ta?ty
... J. Allman
Robert Burnett
J. Allms  n ... .. .
Patrick Mtirphy ...
T. J. CoeteUo
WwDox".
... I Henry Hall
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Air, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall , Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison ), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,Coomera Township, Cooktown, Uunnamulla, Da bv,
Drayton, 1-:merald, Esk. Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard,  Ingham , Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Kingsborough, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Mavtown, Mackay, Maryborougb, Mill-
chester, Mount Perry. Morven, Murphy's Creek,
Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles, Nanango,
Nerang Creak, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre -k
((' ,ympie), Pentland, Pimp•cma, Port Douglas,
Queensport, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane , Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port. Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate , Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-borough, T ursday Island, Toow:tomba, Townsville,
Tietro, Walkersion, Warii ick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, Yeng. irie,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits  exceeding  £100, but not
exce' ding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof,  and at  the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposit- exceeding 2200. the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £201 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can he made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further  information can be obtained  by applying
either by 1 'tter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
I T is he 'eby notified for general information,
that ito fee will in future be demanded or
taken at tie Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledi -ments of married women touching the
execution  (f  deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be a,
heretofore, namely:-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
lOs. ; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane. 3rd September, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN  FOR THE  W EEK ENDING 29TH DAY OF
AUGUST, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at, date of previous Report ... ... 375
Number since admitted ... ... ...  6
Number returned from leave ... ... 1
382
Number discharged  ... ...  3
Number died  ... ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave  ... ... ...  3
7
Number remaining at date hereof ... 375
Admission during the week :
Andrew  Stanton , 72, labourer ; from Maryborougb ;
last employed by Mr.  Clements, near  Maryborough.
Thos. Walter, 61, sheep  overseer  ; from Blackall ; last
employed by Mr. O-ovett.
John Day, 75, labourer ; from Goondiwindi ; last
employed by Mr. Coventry.
Thos Carroll, 76, sawyer;  from Brisbane  and Tweed
River ; last  employed  as sawyer , Tweed River.
Be-admissions.
N ichael Irwin ,  70, sawyer  ;  from Bundaberg  ;  living
with friends.
Philip Carroll,  63, labourer  ; from  Brisbane.
Discharged during  the week :
Matthew Rice, 63; admitted 10th January, 1884;
twice since  re-admitted.
Jos. Samin, 50; admitted 15th June, 1875 ; four
times since  re-admitted
Thos. Sheldon, 59; 16th June, 1885.
Death during the week :
Ed. Healey, 54; admitted 2nd September, 1880;
once since  readmitted.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend PETER MARY BUCAS, a Minister
of the Roman Catholic Penominatio i, having
changed his residence from Cloncurry. in the
Registry District of Burke. to Charters Towers, in
the Registry District of Kennedy, has given me
due notice of his removal, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for  general  information that
l applic•itions will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars  relating
to the number  and class  of labourers required, the
nature of  the work to be done, and tho rate of
vv li pkoposefl tb bb paid.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane,  3rd September, 1885.
' r
OTICE  is hereby given, that  FRANCIS  BowE,
of Maryborough , WILLIaM  DrNI.oP, of
Dalbv.  and THOMAS DEALTRY ATKINS, of Ipswich,
have this day been admitted as duly qualified
Medical Practitioners.
JOSEPH BAN CROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HOEROCKS,
Secretary.
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QLTEF N SLAN D D1 h l: ' i; FO {lC'F
GE:NJ+ VI k1, OI{1)LIi.
By Cot.(,-, :t. U. A. Fri:acu.
manclant.
llt-id-Quarter-..
llri.,bane, 1,t `eptetnbor,
No. 17 t.
r 'SHE following appointments ,  resig nations, pro-
motions ,  transfers ,  etc., will take effect
from the dates mentioned hereunder :-
A" BATTERY,  PERMANENT FORCE.
FANSHAWE D. GOSTLING, late Lieutenant, 3rd
Brigade, Western Division ,  Royal Artillery,
to be Acting Lieutenant ,  on probation. 25th
August, 1885.
Gunner H .  T. SMITH,  deceased, is struck off the
strength of the Battery .  30th August, 1885.
THE MORETON  REGIMENT.
" B " Company.
Private E .  J. MEAES is transferred to " E "
Company from this date.
" D " Company.
No. 52 ,  Private H. TROMPSON,  is granted three
months' leave of absence from this date.i\ o. 40. Private W. MAINE, is granted six weeks'
leave of absence from this date.
" F" Company.
The resignation of Private  D. CASEY  is accepted.
31st August ,  12585.
GYMPIE  CADET CORPS.
F. HENSLEY
to be Acting Colour -Sergeant;
WILLIAM  F ERGUSON a 0 -1
A. JOSEPH
to be Acting Sergeants.
No 175.
IT is hereby notified for the informat ion o' non-
commissioned officers, gunners, and  driv, is of
Batteries ,  that the following vacancies ei.st in
"A"  Battery ,  Permanent Force
11 gunners.
4 drivers.
Physical standard.
Height for gunners  ...  Sft. Bin.
Chest measurement  ...  35in.
The services of men possessing good certi.icates
of character will be accepted.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER ,  Captain,
Brigade-M£ jor.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1;85.
LOST  HORSES.
JA1ST and Description  of Horses lost fromBollon ,  the property  of the Quee stand
Police  Department:-One chesnut gelding ,  branded broad -arro, over
QG over 3RH  near shoulder ,  small star  and mall
lump under near jaw-bone ; lost on the 13th 'pill.
1885.
One bar gelding , branded broad-arrow ov r QG
near  shoulder, 2WS over R near rib,, lost n the
5th March, 1885
Poundkeo  l ers a' •e ro' best d to r.ctc  f )"_,C 1
and to communicate  with the Police if rh,
into their hands.
- fa,l
D. T, SEY MO"E,
eio+l imissi'd stir  of Po. ice.
Patent Office,
13rikbane. 20th  May, 1885.
` t )TIC'h, i, herf'hy given, that Beale and Coni-
i tradin s. ttvlt ,it 83 Queen trec',
lti ihart . 11 portci l:ive applied. in pru•'ua ice of
t,ie pros isions  of  "The P,ttenl ,. DFSiyas, and
/  I'll(/6 _lf r•h.  Act.  l s,  I." to register In Cla'
in rc.lmct ..f yen inu lfaeltine. and Clay, a in
relTect of \lu,teal lu.trtitnent, a Trade ,llark, of
w•hicli the fol iOtvt ins; i" :t representation: --
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the  date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazelle  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants  for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall re .-ister the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY.
Registar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Adelaide
Milling and Mercant ile Company, Limited,
trading as such ,  in Eagle street, Brisbane, and
Victoria Square ,  Adelaide ,  in the province of
South  Australia ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "  The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884." to register in Class 42,
in rest ect of  Flour, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a  representation:-
STEAM MILLS.
J. HART & CO.,
PORT ADELAIDE.
Notice is hereb3- further givven, that ttnle,,s before
the expiration  of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advei tisenient in the
Queensland jorernmernt  Gazette  it is shown toy
my satisfaction that the applicants  for  registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act abovementioned.
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  May, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Cheese.
brough Manufacturing  Company ,  Consoli-
dated ,  trading as such ,  of the city, county, and
State  of New York ,  in the United States of
America ,  Manufacturers of Emollient ,  Remedial,
and other preparations of Petroleum ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents,
De..i.gns,  and 't 'rade  Masks Art,  1884," to
register, in Class  1, in respect of anti-
cot•rosix es and antiseptics ; in Class 2,  in respect
of veterinary and sanitary purposes and insecti-
cide ; in ('lass :3, in respect  of medicine
for intermix' aid etter-i• l u,e and pharmacy as a
base  for  OmO 1 ael t awd ph•trmacouiical prepara-
ttn-. n t'le 1. , re p-'t of s c getable or Writ eral
products u-2d in ruanufact'.:ro acid the arts; in
Class t7, in respect of common soap, lubricants,
and axle Paste; in Class,18, in respect of perfumery,
'Dili article s hair  p':n,dei, ort'ams, ios otiq-les,
pre},>srru*oud f*1r the t,t4yth), and ttalut yc ; ai;d in
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Class 50, in respect of leather preservative, harness
paste, and waterproof boot paste, a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a representation :-
VASELINE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered,  in compliance  with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in the several
classes  above-mentioned, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1885.
!\' OTICE  is hereby given, that  William Webster
11 t and Alexander B. Webster ,  trading as
"Webster and Company ,"  in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants ,  have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  -the Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating Oil. a Trade  Mark of which
the following is a representation  :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Dr. John Francis
Churchill 's Inhaltants Company, Limited,
trading as such ,  at 74 Gresham House ,  London,
Manufacturers  and Chemists ,  have applied in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation
for human use, a Ti ade Mark of which the follow-
ing is a  representation:-
8 P I R 0 N E
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this  Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in  accordance
w ith the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
XT OTICE is hereby given, that Evan Rowlands,
1 1  of 116, Collins street West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Co ony of Victoria, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Desiqns, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation:-
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the  Act above- mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKE:` EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that Thomas Higginand Company, trading as such at No"  33,
Tower Buildings West, in the City of Liverpool,
England, Salt Manufacturers, have applied. in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 42, in respect of Salt, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
EUREKA .
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance, with such application. I
shall  reg stet  the said Trade Mark in accordance
with  the provisions  of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAItENEY,
Aegtstrefr of Patents, &c.
E.ROWLANDS
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registra tion
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance with such app lica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Markin accord-
ance with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th  -July, 1883.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that William Web-
ster and Alexander  B. Webster,  trading as
" Webster and  Company,"  in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants, hive applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-
150  0
a4
1500
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENTY,
Rogistrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that Robert Harper
and Company, trading as such at No. 12.
Flinders Lane East, Melbourne, in the Colony of
Victoria, Merchants, have applied, in  pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marlys Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Matches, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
C is
• 1 11 1 1 1- • 1
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the some
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Wi ll is
Gorman Dodd ,  of San Francisco, in the United
States of America ,  engineer ,  for an invention
described as " Improvements in Water Jacket
Smelting Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Wil li s Gorman Dodd ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
1J OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application  for a  Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87 ,  Bourke street West, Mel-
bourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an inven-
tion described as " Improvements in Meters for
Measuring Liquids."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance  with  the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application fora Patent and the complete
Spgr cationannexed thereto, received from Edward
Waters,  of 87,  Bourke street  West,  Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria ,  for an invention described
as " Process of Extracting and Saecharifying
Ingredients of Amylaceous Substances by Treat-
ment with Malt."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisemc nt in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Frederick Cooke Farquhar, of 24, Long Acre, Lon-
don, England, engineer, for an invention described
as " Improvements in Filtering Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Frederick Cooke Farquhar, in accordance
with the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application 'for Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Percival Everitt, of London, England, for an
invention described as "Improvements in Weighing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the  said  invention to the said Percival
Everitt,  in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY.
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
iT
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Bryan
Champney Burstall, of William street, in the City
of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, merchant,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Cupolas, Receivers, and Convertors Employed in
the Manufacture of Iron and Steel and in the Smelt-
ing of Metals."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Bryan Champney Burstall, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent with complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from J. W.
Holliday and Alford, trading  as such,  of Ashleigh
House, East street, Ipswich, Queensland, joiners
and carpenters, for an invention described as "The
Ariel Sea."
Notice is hereby further  given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is m intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
J W. Holliday and Alford, in accordance with the
provisions  of " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th  July,  1835.
NOTICE, is hereby given,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received  fr om
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, in the
City of  Melbourne ,  in the Colony of Victoria, for
an invention described as " Improvements in Oil
Burners."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted fo° the sa d invention to the said
Edward Waters ,  in accordance  with  the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 9th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Scott, of Pine Mountain, near Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an  invention
described as " Scott's Seed Germinating Pots and
Tray."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to niy satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the sa d invention to the said
Frederick Scott, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desgins, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  30th July, 1885.
11
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, rec ived from
Niels Hansen, of Ann street , Valley,  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Niels Hansen's Washing Fluid."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Niels
Hansen, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks At,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1885.NOTICE  is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete  Specification annexed thereto , re ceived from
Richard Ericksen James, of 53 ,  Howe Crescent
South, in the City of Melbourne, in the Colony
of Victoria ,  for an invention described as " Im-
provements in Cylindrical and Roller Crushing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Richard Ericksen James, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a  Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Richard Edward Jarman, of Queen street, Bris-
bane, in  the Colony of Queensland, Saddler and
Harness Maker, for an invention  described as
" The Grant, Jarman improved Holster and Car-
bine Fixings."
Notice is hereby further given,  that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is  proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicant  is not  entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend  that a Patent be granted for the said
invention  to the said Richard Edward  Jarman, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed thereto ,  received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, in the
City of  Melbourne , in the Colony of Victoria, for
an invention  described  as " Improvements in
apparatus and appliances  for carrying Money
and Parcels in Stores."
Notice in hereby further  given ,  that unless h ithiu
two months  from the date of the  first appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern•
ment Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction that
the applicant is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted for the said  invention to the said
Edward Waters,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the  complete
specification  annexed thereto ,  received from
Clement Van de Velde, of Bond  street,  in the City
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, for
an invention  described  as " Improvements in the
Manufacture of Bread, and apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is  proved  to my satis-
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faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Clement Van de Velde, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th  July,  1885.
NOT[CE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for
an invention described as "An improved Cleansing
Compound."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the s id invention to the
said Edward Waters, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patens, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
R. THOMAS LILLIS has  been appointed to
act as  Poundkeeper  at Cunnamulla,  pro
tem.,  in place of Mr. Ramage, resigned.
CHRIS. FRANCIS, C.P.S.
Court House,
Cunnamulla , 18th August, 1885.
R. THOMAS LILLIS  has been appointed
Acting Bailiff for the Small  Debts Court,
at Cunnamulla ,  pro tem.
CHRIS. FRANCIS, C.P.S.
Court House,
Cunnamulla, 15th August, 1885.
BOROUGH OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTO N .NOTICE is hereby  given,  that the MunicipalCouncil of North Rockhampton intei.d to
adopt a proposition for Borrowing the Sum of
Seven 'thousand Pounds, under the provisions of
" The Local  Government  Act of  1878."
The purposes for which the Loan is to be
applied are :-
1. Drainage ... ... ... ... 1,500
2. Construction of Council Chambers 1,400
3. Floating Baths ... ... ... 600
4. Wharf ... ... ... ... 500
5. Forming, Grading, and Metalling
Roads  ... ... ... ...  3,000
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Wiliam
Adam Dixon, of Pitt street, in the City of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, and Felix
Auguste Ratte, of Roseland street, St. Leonards,
near Sydney aforesaid, for an invention described
as "An impro: e3 process for the extraction of
Cobalt, Nickel, and Manganese from their ores,
and from oxydized products containing these
metals,  and for the  manufacture  of Sulphate of
Manganese."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
cf this  advertisement  in the  " Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the s id invention to the
said  William Adam Dixon and Felix Auguste
Ratte, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Ti•ade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.ASITTING of the above Court was held beforeHis Honour Sir Charles Lilley, Knight,
the Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the
said Court, on Tuesday, the 1st day of September
instant.
There being no business on the paper, the Court
as adjourned till TUESDAY, the 6th day of
October next.
Dated this first day of September, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
TAMES McILWRAITII has this day been
J re-appointed Poundkeeper at Tiaro for the
ensuing twelve months, by the Bench of Magis-
trate.,  at Tiaro.
By Order,
JONATH iN PICKING,
C.P.S.
Police Office,
Tiaro, August 12th, 1885.
£7,000
Plans and specifications of the works, and
estimate and statement of proposed expenditure
of the Loan, are open for inspection of the rate-
payers at the Council Chambers.
By order, -
JAS. COKER,
Town Clerk.
Council Chambers,
North Rockhampton, 13th August, 1885.
1468 6s. 6d.
NOTICE.THE Partnership exi ting between Thomas
Farry and  Son has this day been dissolved,
Thomas  Farry having disposed of his interest to
James  Farry his  son, who will continue to carry
on the business in Queen street, under the same
style of " T. Farry  and Son, "  and will receive and
pay all accounts owing  to and by the  late firm.
THOMAS FARRY.
JAMES FARRY.
Witness-
E. J. FOLEY.
Dated 3rd September, 1885.
1498 4s.
PARLIAMEN IAllY NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland to apply  for a Bill to enable
and empower the South Brisbane Gas and Light
Com1 any, Limited, incorporated -under the pro-
visions of  " the Companies Act of  1863,"  to manu-
facture gas and coke and supply the same to the
inhabitants of Son h Brisbane, K angaroo Point,
Wooloongabba, and other  places in Queensland,
and to empower the said Company to do  all things
necessary in and about supplying  the same, and
disposing of the  residuum  from the said  manufac-
ture, and for other process  for lighting  towns, &c.,
which may be found advantageous to adopt, and
the doing all such other  things as are incidental or
conducive  to the attainment  of the above objects.
Dated this twentieth day of August, A D. 1885.
MACDONALD-PATEASON & FITZGERALD,
1390
Solicitors for the said Company,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His  Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael ant St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
A. MUSGRAVE, of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
Governor.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the alvice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-18538-C. Sol.
BooR OF REFESENC= OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 339 AND 341,  PARISH  OF TAMROOKUM, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Tamrookum, County of Ward, District of Moreton.
I
Description of Road . No. of Portion. How Held. Reputed Owner .  Bearings .  Lengths.
1 From the
 reserved  ro ad in portion 339 northerly to the north 339 Freehold
boundary
2 From the south boundary of portion 341 no rt herly to  Bandy  341 Ditto
Creek with  a branch  ro ad no rt h -westerly
.. John Collins 165° 27'
... Ditto ... 182° 0'
198° 0'173°  0'
162° 0'1900 30'
174° 10'
160° 0'
166° 0'
185° 0'
293° 0'
311° 0'
300° 0'2240  0'
Breadth
of Road. Area.
Chs. Links. Links. A. R. P.
15 45 100 1 1 14
5 0 100 14 15
30 0
7 0
16 0
10 0
10 0
7 0
10 0
35 10
3 28
10 6
4 95
1 52
Remarks.
Road slightly  widened at the c rossings
 of Sandy Creek.
Nora. - The road described in the above Book of Reference is substituted for the corresponding part s of the reserved roads in port ions 339 and 341,  which are  hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this fourth day of  September, in the year  of our  Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,  and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SA' R THE QvuN ! C. B. DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION. ,
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
 Knight Grand  Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of  St. Michael and St .  George ,  Governor  and Commander -in-Chief of the
A. MvsGRA.vs, Colony
 of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in accordance with the eighty-fourths ection of "
 The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Execu ti ve Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Pub lic Road.
85-10449-C.
Booth OF RBFBEENCB
 OF ROAD
 THROUGH SELECTIONS
 Nos. 5228 AND 6062 ,  IPswicH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Coochin , County of Ward,  District of Moreton.
Reter-
ence No.
1
2
Description of Road.
A strip of  land along
 the south
boundary of portion 214A
A strip of land
 along part of the
east boundary of portion 245
No. of
Por-
tion.
214A
245
No. of I Land Agent'sSelect District.tion.
6228
6062
Ipswich
Ipswich
How Hold . ;
 Reputed Owner.
Under  " C.L.A. Act
of 1876"
Under "C.L.A. Act
of 1876"
Occupier.
Jacob Frank  .. ,
 I. Frank ...
Daniel  Neurath ...
Bearings.
270°
 0'
360° 0'
Lengths. Breadth of
Road.
Chs.lks. Links.
40 26 100
10 0
 100
Area. Remarks.
. S. P.
4 0 0  12 chains enclosed with paling fence; cleared and cultivated.
1 0 0  No improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this fourth day of September ,  in the year; of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THB QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVli, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, B.:tin ;wished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in- _'hief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council  made  on the third day of September, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third seotion of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper  maps or plans :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and author ties in me vested
under the provisions of  "Tlie Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Townsville Land Aggent's District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 20th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres :
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Townsville Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of September,
in the year or our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of tier Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B.  DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWNSVILLE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional
survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
1  Jarvisfield ... ... ... 1v
A. R.
280 0
P. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
2  Ditto ... ... ...  2v 240 0 0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
3  Ditto ... ... ... 3v 240 0 0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
4  Ditto ... ... ... 4v 160 0 0 0 1 0 6 14 0 3 0 0
5  Ditto ... ... ... 5v 100 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
6  Ditto .. ... ...  6v 80 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
7  Ditto ... ... ... 7v 80 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
8  Ditto ... ... ...  8v 160 0 0 0 1 0 6 14 0 3 0 0
9  Ditto ... ... ... 9v 80 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
10  Ditto ... ... ... 10v 90 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
11  Ditto ... ... ... llv 130 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 3 0 0
12  Ditto ... ... ... 12v 60 0 0 0 1 0 4 8 0 3 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... 13v 240 0 0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ... 14v 240 0 0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... ... 15v 40 0 0 0 1 0 3 19 0 1 3 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... ... 16v 120 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 1 3 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... ... 17v 120 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 3 0 0
18 Ditto ... ... ... 18v 12000 0101 600300
19 Ditto 19v 60 0 0 0 1 0 4 8 0 3 0 020  Ditto ...... ...... ...... . 20v 90 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
21  Ditto 21v 80 0 0 0 1  0  5 6 0 3 0 022  Ditto ...... ...... ...... 22v 80 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
23  Ditto ... ... ...  23v 80 0 0 0 1 0 5 6 0 3 0 0
24  Ditto ... ... ... 24s' 80 0 u 0 1  0  5 6 0 3 0 0
25  Ditto ... ... 25v 110 0 0 0 1 0 1 5 6 0 3 0 0
26  Ditto ... ... ... 26v 140 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 3 0 0
27  Ditto ... ... ... 27v 240 0 0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
28  Ditto ... ... ...  28v 290 0 0 0 1 0 7 3 0 3 0 0
29  Ditto ... ... ... 29v 190 0 0 0 1 0 6 14 0 3 0 0
30  Ditto 30v 130 0 0 0 1  0 6 0 0 3 0 031 Ditto ...... ...... ...... 31v 130 0. 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 3 0 0
Ditto ... ... ...  32v 120 0 0 0 1 0 1 6 0 0 3 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s ] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVF, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I. Sir ANTHONY  MuSG aiva , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 20th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare  that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be  as follows, that is to  say:-
In the ease of lands  within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WARWICK  LAND AGENT' S DISTETCT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish .
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
A. R. P.
1 Robinson ... 258 34 0 0
2 Killarney ... 835(part) 19 3 0
3 South Toolburra 1028 165 0 0
4 Robinson ... 1138 75 2 0
85-13212-C. Sol.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 1 0
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 6
1
Purchasing
Survey Fee. Price
I  per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
3 7 0 3 0 0 250 0 0
211  0  1 0 0 ,..
6 14 0 1 5 0 ..
4 8 0 2 0 0 250 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
1
I
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance of the
provisions of "  The Public Works Lands Resumption  Act  of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days  fr om the
date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 134, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, Distriet of Moreton.
.o %.d aI 0
2 o i f
on Land Agent's ldHH Re ut d  O i iB thL ADescript on o Road.
6
c d District. ow .e p e ccup er.Owner.
ear ngs . eng s . rea.
s a
m P+
1 A strip of  land along the 134 688  Helidon  ..  Freehold Sarah William 3539  0' Chs. Lks .10 60 Links . A. R. P.1 0 0
bank of Ma Ma Creek Robson Robson  270° 0' 0 50
from the south-west
corner of  portion 131,
parish of  TenVaill,
northerly
60
REMARKS.- About  6 chains of  the road  passes through land enclosed  by paling-fence valued  at 18s.  per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
864
D
85-16508--C.T.
epartmen Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance of theprovisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878," having been pleased to c nfirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information, that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are  requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their  estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption, and their  claims  for compensation  on account  thereof,  within
sixty (60) days  from  the date of  service of  this  notice  ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been  resumed
and the damage that may be  sustained  by reason of the said resumption.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BR RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE  VALLEY  DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North  Brisbane , County of Stanley.
oZ Description of Landto be Resumed. How Held.
a
0
Area.  Remarks.E
2 :3
ay a
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
Chs. Lks.
1 A strip of land seventy -  Freehold ... PeterMorrison  P. M. North ... 7 20
eight links wide  from Campbell Campbell
Campbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd  street)
north through eastern
suburban  allotment
101 to  Breakfast Creek
Links. A. R. P
78 0 2 8A  Land fenced.
Partly  under culti-
vation  and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the above-mentioned road can be
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane.
seen at the Office of the
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
ALTERATION OF TIME TABLE-SOUTH COAST LINE.
OPENING OF LORAN VILLAGE EXTENSION-SOUTH COAST LINE.
ON and after MONDAY, the 7th  instant, Trains will run as  follows:-
UP TRAINS.
i
Miles  Stations .  Mixed. Msxed .  Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
. STANLEY  STREET dep .  9.0 4.30
1 Wooloongabba ... 9.4 4.34
3 Fairfield  ... ... A 9.14 A 4.44
3 Yeronga ... A 9.18 A 4.48
4 South Coast Junction  9'22 4.52
5 Rocklea  ... ... 9'29 4.59
6 Salisbury ... D 9.33 D 5.3
8 Cooper's Plains ... 9.40 5.10
9 Sunnybank ... ... 9.45 5.15
11 Runcorn ... ... , D 9.54 D 5.24
12 Spring Creek ... D 10.0 D 5.30
17 Kingston .. ... D 101 5 D 5'45
18 Loganlea ... ... i4•24 5.54
20 Bethania  Junction ... 10.33 6.3
22 Waterford ... ...
26 Buccan ... ...
27 LOGAN VILLAGE arr.
21 Hawthorne ... ... D 10.36
22 Holmview ... ... A 10.40
24 I BBENLEIGEI  ... arr. 10.45
D 6.6
6.10
6.15
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles
B lgh .  Stations.
p.m.
5 25 .. BEENLEIGH ... doP.
5.29 i 2 Holmview ... ...
A 5.39 3 Hawthorne ... ...
A 5'43
5.47 ... LOGAN VILLAGE dep.
5.53 ... Buccan ...
D 5.57 ... Waterford ... ...
6.4 j
6.9 4 Bethania Junction ...
D 6.18 6 Loganlea ... ...
D 6.24 7 Kingston ... ...
D 6.39 12 Spring Creek ...
6.48 13 Runcorn
6 57 15 Sunnybank ...
7.6 1
D  7-2311
7 30
16 Cooper' s Plains ...
18 Salisbury
19 Rocklea ... ...
20 South Coast Junction
21 Yeronga ... ...
21 Fairfield
23 Wooloongabba ...
24 STANLEY STREET arr.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
6.45 ... 2.16
A 6.50  ...  A 2.20
D 6.53  ... D  2.23
8.25
D 8.32
849
6.57 8.58 2.27
7.6 9.7 2.36
D 7'15  D 9'16 D 2.45
D 7.30  D 9.31 a 8.0
D 7.37 D 9.37 D V7
7.45 9.45 3.34
7.50 9.51 3•2O
D 7.57 D 9.58 D 027
8.1 10.2 3.31
8.8 10.8 3.88
A 812 A10.12 A 3.42
A 8.15 A10.16 A 3.45
8.25  10-25'  3.55
8.30 10.30 4.0
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D.) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shown thus  (A 9.14)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways,
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Week ending 30th August, .886
Correspo iding  week last year
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
,,,
1885- T)tal Tra ffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
Ines open
forTraffio.
Passengers ' Goods  and Live
Fares. Stock.
£  it.  d. £ s. d .  I £ s. d. £ s, d.
626 2,159 14 3 5,268 1 8 192 14 1 7,62010 0
553 1 .905 1 2 4,628 4 6 209 9 4 6,742 15 0
Week  ending 30th August,  1885  77
Corresponding week last year... 77
Increase ...
Decrease
1885 -Total Traffic to date
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase  ...I
254 13 1 639 17 2
...
MARYBOROUGFH RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. J
...
L  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
292 14 3 618 3 0 13 18 5
196 16 5 642 0 9 12 0 2
95 17 10
...
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
Week ending 30th August, 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease
66
66
£ s. d. £ s. d.
37 18 0 81 19 10
50 2 5 158 2 3
12' 4 5
1 18 3
2i'17  9 ...
...
s. d.
6 5 1
12 14 2
76' 2 5 6- 9 1
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week  ending  30th August,  1885 369
Corresponding week  last year... 317
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ...
1885 -Total Traffic to date
1884  - Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
£ s. d.
476 2 9
383 15 2
16 15 3 ...
Total.
232,398 4 0
219,037 6 3
£13,36017 9
£ s. d.
924 15 8
850 17 4
73 18 4
30,058 1 9
25,352 17  8
£4,705 4 1
£ s. d.
126 2 11
220 18 10
-94 15 11
5,874 8 4
6,457 19 4
£583 11 0
it.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
4,071 4 6 91 6 7  4,638 13 10
1,515 11 11  65 4 8 1,964 11 9
92 7 7  2,555 12  7 26  111 2,674 2 1
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 30th August, 1885
Corresponding week last year
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1885-Total Traffiffie to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending 30th August 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
170
127
...
31
E s. d.
354 0 9
325 19 2
£ s. d.
1,467 1 8
869 10 3
28 1 7 597 11 5
MACKAY RAILWAY.
118,210 8 7
109,290  9 10
98,919 18 9
£  it.  d. £ s. d.
251111 1,84614 4
3716 1  1,233 5 6
12...4 2
613 8 10
...
1 038 15 6 1 35 6 7 1...
56,482  7 10
$8,170 0 9
18,312 7 1
75 3 1
211 14 8
877 15 0
F. CURNOW iuai is
Commissioner for Rtelways.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NT
OTtCE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission o f
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose  must  do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of i Name
Death .  of Claimant.
Desc ri ption
and situation of Land.
1885.
James Adams ,  other - 20 Feb. George Say ,  of Gebam , Portions 2967 and 3043,  parish of
wise James Algernon grazier ;  and James North  Brunch
Adams, late of North Porter ,  of North
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.,
Fee-simple
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
f 1885.
Will dated 28 Janu -, 12 Oct.
ary, 1885
Branch,  near Too-  Branch, grazier
woomba ,  grazier
1884.
Be rn ard Harkins ,  late of 25 Sept .  Mary JaneMillmau,wife Re-subdivisions 3 and 4 of subdi -  Fee-simple
Bri sbane, miner of Samuel Millman .  of visions 37 and 38 of surburban
Brisbane ,  cooper ,  for- allotment 211, parish of South
merly widow of the Brisbane
deceased
1873.
William Thompson ,  late 17 Aug. William Bcaufo y Deane  Pot tions 87.88,106, and 107, in the  Fee -simple
of Bayview ,  Ballintra , Freeman Thompson ,  Drayton Agricultural Reserve
county  Donegal ,  in i, of  same placeIreland, surgeon
1885.
Basil Robe rt on Lethem ,  17 Mar.  Annie Robinson Lethem ,  Portions 5, 7, and 9,  parish of Life estate
late of Pine River ,  widow  Warner
farmer
1895.
Basil Roberton Lethem, 117 Mar. Charles Basil Lethem, of Portions 5, 7, and 9,  pari sh of
late of Pine River ,  Warwick, su rv eyor ;  Warner
farmer and Herbe rt William
Lethem ,  of reresdale
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 5th September, 1885.
12 Oct.
THO. MYLN F.,
Registrar  of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice,  that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions  of  " The  Real  Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the  day named.
Description  and Situation  of land.
10 acres, being subdivision I of portion 213, parish ofIpswich
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1885.
As administratria 5 Oct.
Will dated  2 May , 12 Oct.
1871,  and codicil,
3 May, 1871
Will dated 20 Sep- 12 Oct.
tember, 1851, and
codicil 18 October,
1861
Fee simple I Will dated 20 Sep-in remain -  tember ,  18•-51, and
der
1
codic il 18 October,
1861
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
MUNICIPALITY OF GLADSTONE.
BALANCE-SHEET of the GLADSTONE MUNICIPALITY for the Half-year ending 3Cth June, 1885.
RECEIPTS. E$PENDITu ii.1985-1st January. £ a. d. 1885-30th June. £ a. d.
To Balance at A.J S. Bank 8 0 5 By Interest and Redemption of Loan 31 4 2
Tate Endowment ... 98 7 9 „  Repairs to Streets and Roads ... 135 12 1
hales collected ... ... 211 6 9 „  Repairs, &c., to Floating Baths 20 2 6
Re'vrvoir Rent ... ... 12 5 0 „  Erecting  and Working Condenser 7 9 0
Batt Dues ... 4 11 9 „  Sinking Well ... ... 39 6 2
„ To.% a  Hall  Rent ... 14 2 0 „  Repairs and Cleaning  out Reservoir 29 14 0
„ 01d House  Rent... ... 3 16 3 „  Repairs and  New Tools... ... 11 18 9
Interest , &c. ... ... 21 1 0 „ General Expenses ... ... 23 7 7
„ Salaries and Fees . 72 2 0
„ Town  Hall Insurance and Repairs 2 14 6
Balance  at A.J .S. Bank ... ... 0 0 2
£373 10 11 £373 10 11
STATEMENT of RATE made  for the Year 1885.-A General  Rate of One Shilling in the  Pound ... £219 15s.
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Richard Lock ... ... ... 5th October, 1885
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MUNICIPALITY OF  GLADSTONE -continrned.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITI r S.
To Unpaid  Rates ...
„ Capital Account
W. HIGGINs, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, 16th July, 1885.
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G. A. 1)EUCHAR, Auditors.JAMES HAWTHORNE,
22s.
STATEMENT of REVENUE and EXPENDITURE of the SHIRE COUNCIL of MIDDLE RIDGE for theHalf-year ending 30th June, 1885.
DR.
1885-1st January.  £ s. d.
To Balance ,  Union  Bank  ...  93 10 11
,, Rates in hand ... ... 1 11 9
„ Government Endowment,
(1st moiety ,  1884) ...
„ General Rates ..
„ Refund Expenses - Leasing
and Burr  ... ... ...
„ Refund Burr ... ...
£ s. d.
2,460 3 6
2,811 18 7
£5,272 2 1
£  s. d.  1885- 30th June.
By Public Works-
ASSETS.
d. £
By Uncollected Rates .. 2,460
„ Balance  at A.J.S. Bank 0
Reservoir and Cottage...
Floating Baths ... ..
„ Town Hall
Old House ... ...
„ Bell Tower ... ::
Furniture
JOHN  McL. BRUCE ,  Mayor.
Examined and found correct.
1,606 11 6
141 3 6
811 10 10
158 18 9
23 5 10
s. d.
3 6
02
70 8 0
2,811 18 5
CR.
£5,272 2 1
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Day labour ... ... 7 17 6
95 2 8 Mackenzie street  ... ...  95 6 4
Ruthven street ... ... 69 9 4
204 3 6 Hume street  ...  16 0 0
104 2 3 Bathurst Burr  ... ...  7 10 0
Sprin street ... ... 10 0 0
7 5 3 Eton  We road ... ...  5 0 0
1 0 0 Plaby's Well,  Mackenzie
street  .. ... ... 14 14 6
Well, West Swamp road.. - 80 19 8
„ Contingencies--
Furniture  ... ... ... 2 10 0
Audit ... ... ... 4 4 0
Petty Cash ... ... ...  2 0 0
Sundries  .. ... 4 0 0
Printing and Advertising 15 15 3
Salaries  ... ... ...  38 6 8
305 17 4
66 16 11
„ Balance in Union Bank  ...  39 0 5
£411 13 8 £411 13 9
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Contracts ... ... ... 90 0 0 By Shire Ha ll  Account  ... . ...  278 18 0
Sundries  ... ...  12 0 0 „ Government Endowment  ... ...  208 4 6
Balan ce  ... ... ... ... ...  440 0 0 „ Office Fu rn iture  ... ... ... ...  31 0 0
„ Tools Account  ... ... ... ...  9 10 6
Rates in arrear  ... ... ... ... 14 7 0
£542 0 0 £542 0 0
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined  the Accounts and Vouchers kept by
the Shire Council of Middle Ridge,  and that  the above  Statements  correspond therewith.
HUGH M. NELSON, Auditors.BENJAMIN BRI l'TAIN,
Approved by the Shire Council of Middle Ridge, this 6th day of August, 1885.
MARTIN STENNER,
President.
FREDERICK WAITE,
Shire Clerk.
1477 36s.
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland, 4th September, 1885.
THE following SU14YARY Of OBSERVATIONM taken at the METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, BRIBBANa , during the Month of AUGUST,  1885, is  published  for general  information.
•.••••• T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
 Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1885.
LaT., 27° 28'  3' 8.; LONG.,  153° 1st
 15h E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE  MEAN  S EA LEVEL ,  100 FEET;  DrsTANCE  FROM SEA-COAST ,  10 MILES.
BAROYRTRI.
Corrected to 32°
8BLF -aZOIBTZR139
TSERIIOYRTBRS.
Fahrenheit, and
reduced to mean ti m
4
sealevel. mw
qo0
W
a a
a
m as
8
a
a
a
Al
e coq
llaxii••ttm 301487 30'419 30'493 149'0 115.0 57'5
Mean ,« .. .« ... ... ... 30.223 30'118 30.186 1397 108'4 46.8
Minimum ... ... ... .« ... ... 29'900 29833 29918 990 80.6 37.0
1 I
Summary of
 August,  1885.  Mean Shade Temp .,  64.4 degrees .  Rain fell on 5 days.
.. 1884 ... 63'1 ... 5
1883 «. 6411 ... 4
ISS2 ... 621 ... 8
1881 ... 62'7 ... 8
1880 ... 63.4 ... 0
1879 ... 62'9 ... 16
1878 ... 64'8 ... 5
1877 ... 63'6 ... 5
1976 ... 62'3 ... 4
0'00 ... 4'14
14.67 ... 3.12
2'23 ... 5.67
0'31 ... 3.1
0'32 ... 4 95
14 Negative .  Prevailin; Winds, N.E. and B.W.
77 ... 17 .. S.W. and N.E.
73 ... 0 ... N.E. and S.W.
78 ... 15 ... S.W. and N.E.
80 ... 13 ... N.E. and S.W.
93 .., 0 ... N.E. and S.W.
45 48 ... S.W.
4 ... 9 ... S.W.
80 ... 13 ... S.W.
79 ... 14 ... S.
The weather has been warmer than usual during the month, the mean shade temperature, 04.4°, being 1.3' over the average of this month for the previous ten years, and 1.29  over the previous three years. The highest reading in shade,
87.0°, was on the 15th, the lowest on grass, $7'0°, was on the 13th. The highest barometric reading ,
 30.493,  inches ,  was at 9 p.m. on the 18th ,  and the lowest ,  29.833 Inches ,  at 3 p .m. on the 11th .  The mean barometric reading ,  30.176 Inches ,  is '144
inches over the average of the month .
 Rain fell on  5 days ;
 the total fall ,  0'25 inches ,  being 2.0 inches under the average of the month for the previous ten years .  The maximum fall during 24 hours. 0.07 inches ,  was on the 1st 4th ,  and 31st.
The total amount of rainfall during the year 1885,  up to 31st August ,  is 15.89 inches ,
 on 72 days. The rainfall ,  during the same period in 1884 ,  was 3063 inches, on 93 days .  For turther information as to the rainfall of the colony, sap general
summary published monthly in the Government
 Gazelle.
°
aJ m
a C tea
lCn
a
87-0 588.5
HYOROMRTLR . RAIN. WIND .
 c.oUD . OZONE.
Temperature  Temperature of
of Air .  Evaporation.
a a
c 0,
o „
43'0 680 85.0
a a
0. .e
66.0 65'0
CL
as
Humidity.
 p Summary  of Direction. 0-10.
9 a a
a a
W W
73.0 62.0 '93
1
78.3 47'7 1 30 4 61.3 74'1 57-8 58.5 64.9 54.9 •74
8T0 380 200 64'6 880  5310 49'0 09'0 4i'6
a
a
a
•91 1 '90  •007 ...
 N2
•57
'55 1 '47
81
.a ao
sd 9a . m. 3p.m .  1 9p.m.
sr o
w A
•001
'61 '000 ...
 W3
NE1N1 NE19N2
NWOI82 NWO1SO
BE 1,FA I SE2E0
SW1SW2 SW4S2
NE20
NW O
SE 2i 00
SW 5, 0 0 0 3 6  00
Total Rainfall ,
 0'25 Inches .
 Evaporation ,  4.53 inches,
0.38
1'37
4'42
4.27
... 1.43 ... 3.50
.« 1.30 ... 4'05
Electrical Observations -
 79 Positive;
a
a
a
a,
a,
aCL
10 10 10 6 9
2.0 3'4  2.1 3.8 6'3
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Gcvernmevt Meteorological Observer.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENcir, C.M.G., R.A., Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
No. 176.
r1 `HE services of the Thargomindah Rifle Club have been accepted by His Excellency the Commander-
in-Chief, as notified in the  Government  Gazette  of the 29th August, 1885.
No. 177.
A short course of instruction for non-commissioned  officers  and gunners of Artillery Batteries will
commence at the Victoria Barracks, Brisbane, on the 22nd Se tember.
Those joining will receive the pay of their rank in the Permanent Force, with quarters in Barracks,
rations, fuel,
light, &c., and they will for the time being form a part of " A " Battery, and will attend alldrills and duties.
Passages from and to the Head-Quarters of their corps will be paid.
As the number will be limited to twenty, early application should be made. Any who show a
special aptitude for imparting drill and instruction may be retained for a further course should they so
desire, and will be available for appointment  as Instructors  if qualified.
No. 178.
The Commandant has much pleasure in publishing for general information the results of shooting
in the annual course of musketry, 1884-85. Of the number, 684, who began the course, 112 became
marksmen. In nineteen instances men were debarred from taking money prizes, having failed to make
themselves  efficient.
No. 7, Sergeant C. E. Fryer, " B " Company, 1st Queenslanders, takes the prize as the best shot
in the Force.
The Commandant authorises a special prize of £5 being granted to Private Philp, "A"
Company, Toowoomba, in consideration of the fine score (200) made by him at  ranges  up to 600 yards.
The course of target practice consisted of shooting at 200, 300, 500, 600, 700, and 800 yards, ten
rounds at each distance. Position at 200 yards standing, at 300 kneeling, and at 500, 600, 700, and 800
yards lying down.
Badges for marksmen, the best shots of corps, and the best shots in the Force, will be issued at
once, and will be worn for one year from date of receipt. Badges will be worn on the left arm just above
the  cuff.
QUEENSL&ND DEFENCE FORCE.
Best Shot in the Force.
No. 7, Sergeant C. E. FRYER, " B " Company, 1st Queenslanders-196 points.
£10 0 0
Marksman ... ... ... 2 0 0
£12 0 0
Second Best Shot in the Force.
No. 1, Colour- Sergeant  BLRRoN, "  C " Company ,  1st Queenslanders - 191 points.
£7 0 0
Marksman  ... ... ...  2 0 .00
£9 0 0
Third Best Shot in the Force.
No. 45, Private W. L. GRANT, "A" Company, Mackay-189 points.
£5 0 0
Marksman ... ... ... 2 0 0
£7 0 0
Special Prize for Shooting up to  600  Yards.
No. 18, Private PHILP, " A " Company, Darling Downs-200 points.
Special Prize ... -„ £5 0 0
Marksman ... ... 2 0 0
£7 0 0
CORPS.
No. Rank.
22 Bombardier ...
16 Ditto ...
3 Sergeant ..,
34 Gunner... ...
12 Ditto ,..
45 Ditto ...I  Sergeant-Major
r £ s, d,
TOWNSVILLE GARRISON BATTERY.
C. Davis ... ... ... 166 1 No ...
C. Martin ... ... ... 162 Yes ... 3 0 0 Best shot in corps, £2
J. George ... ... ... 141 No
J. T. Poultene ... .. 110 NoyJ. Wiltshire... ...
.
... 107 No
T. Ahern .. ... ... 100 No
B. J. French ... 96 Yes ... 1 0 0 2nd best shot in corps
39 men completed  the course.
870;
Or c.""
CORPS-rontinued.
No. Rank.
22 Sapper ...
29 Sergeant
13 Sapper ...
51 Ditto
33 Ditto
7  Sergeant
97 Sapper ...
17 Corporal
57 Sapper ...
8 Private ...
i
Name. If  efficient.Amount.
£ s. d.l
11 Corporal ...
12 Lance-Corporal
4 Colour.Sergeaut
27 Private ... ...
14 Ditto ...
10 Corporal ...
6 Sergeant ...
6 Ditto ...
30 Private... ...
23 DittoCaptain...
9 Corporal
22 Private ... ...
16 Ditto
2 10 0 Best shot in corps, £2
1 10 0 2nd ditto ditto, £1
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
5 Corporal ... r H. Reid ... ... ... 182 Yes ... 2 0 0 Only 27 men completed the
3 Sergeant ... Grimes ... ... ... 181 Yes ... 2 0 0 course ; no corps prizes.
32 Private ... ... J. Skinner ... ... ... 161 No
6 Corporal ... Grant ... ... ... 152 Yes ... 1 0 0
10 Private ... ... A. Crawford ... ... 139 Yes ... 0 10 0
4 Sergeant ... T. O. Ogilvie ... ... 132 Yes ... 0 10 0
12 Private ... ... G. Rinks ... ... ... 131 Yes ... 0 10 0
" D " COMPANY, 1ST QUEENSLANDERS.
21 I Private ... ... Deery ... ... 173 No
Captain ,.. Pain ... ... ... 172
10 Private ... ... Siater ... ... ... 147 Yes
13 Ditto ... ... Crease 137 Yes
21 Ditto ... ... Fischer ... ... 136 Yea
2 Corporal ... Clarke 132 Yes
3 Ditto ... ... Reid ... ... ... ... 131 Yes
27 Private .. ... Airey ... ... 130 Yes
6 Corporal ... Kendrick .. I 130 1 Ye
30 men completed the course.
5 Sergeant  ... Doyle
Remarks.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
H. Smith ... ... ... 159 Yes ... 4 0 0 Best shot in corps, £3
Gall ... ... ... ... 152 Yea ... 3 0 0 2nd best shot in corps, £2
Ross ... ... ... ... 149 Yes ... 1 10 0 3rd „ „ £1
Dickie ... ... ... 143 Yes ... 0 10 0
Brown ... ... ... 142 Yes ... 0 10 0
Lowray .. .. ... 139 Yes ... 0 10 0
Dempster ... .. ... 138 No
Barry .. ... 137 Yes ... 0 10 0
Crookall ... ... ... 135 Yes ... 0 10 0
82 men completed the course.
" A" COMPANY, isT QUEENSLANDERd.
... Gray
"A" COMPANY, TOOWOOMBA.
... 1 184 Yes ... 2 0 0 Cnly 23  men completed the
"B " COMPANY, 1ST QUEENSLANDERS.
J. Eddison ... ... ... 180 Yes ... 5 0 0 Best shot in corps, £3
A. Phillipps... ... ... 180 Yes ... 4 0 0 2nd £2
D. Lauhain ... ... ... 179 Yes ... 3 0 0 3rd L
J. B. Simpson ... ... 170 Yes ... 2 0 0
A. Robertson ... ... 168 Yes ... 1 0 0
E. J. Bancroft ... ... 167 No
H. Smith ... ... ... 165 Yes ... 1 0 0
W. Lanham... ... ... 165 Yes ... 1 0 0
J. A. Thomas ... ... 158 Yes ... 1 0 0
W. M Armstrong ... ... 151 Yes ... 1 0 0
G. A. McFarlane ... ... 149
H. Taylor ... ... ... 139 Yes ... 0 10 0
G. Diggle ... ... ... 131 Yes ... 0 10 0
L. Grant ... ... ... 130 Yes ... 0 10 0
45 men completed the course.
" C " COMPANY, 1sT QUEENSLANDERS.
10 Corporal ... Doyle
12 Private... ... Cambourne ...
Lieutenant ... Godsall ...
16 Private ... Maloney ...
32 Ditto ... ... Williamson ...
28 O. R. Sergeant... Gilbert ...
6 Acting Sergeant Cumming ...
22 Private... W. Doyle ...
23 Ditto ... ... Dobson ...
Lieutenant ... Renwick
39 Acting Sergeant Beer ...
9 Sergeant ... Creeth
40 Private ... Hilder
10 Ditto ... Lewis
15 Acting Corporal Gray ...
8 Private ... ... Murray
25 Ditto  ...  Rae ...
31 Acting Corporal Horton
Score.
150 ; Yea ... l 1 0 0 1 Only 17 men completed the
l I J course ; no corps prizes.
177 Yes ... 2 0 0
177 Yes ... 2 0 0
164
154 Yee ., 1 0 0
151 Yes ... 1 0 0
146 Yes ... 0 10 0
139 Yes ... 0 10 0
138 Yep ... 0 10 0
136 Yes ... 0 10 0
" B" COMPANY, TOOWOOMBA.
172
172 Yes
161 No
158 Yes
140 Yes
134 Yes
133 No
2 0 0
1 0 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
132 Yes ... i 0 10 0
132 Yes ... 1 0 10 0
course ; no corps prizes.
Only 20 men completed the
course; no corps prizes.
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CO UPS -- contiu«cd.
N o. Rank. Name. Score If ellicien . Amount. Reinarks.
s.  d.
19 Private ... Ransonie
15 Ditto ... McNally
27 Lance-Corporal Vetter
25 Corporal ... Warnock
20 Private  ...  Schrimfe
5 Colour -Sergeant Murray
Lieutenant ... Purser ...
58 Lance -Corporal t  Adderton
9 Corporal ... ' Boldwe ll
48 Ditto  ...  Johnston
33 Ditto  ...  Godson
C " COIIPAN Y, WARWICK. -
11-5 Yes 2 0 0 Only 7 men  completed
131 No course ;  no corps prizes.
11 A " COMPANY, MARYBOROUGII.
,,, 172 Yes ...  5 0 0 1 Beat shot in corps, 3
151 Yes .. 3 0 0  2nd .. ., £2
.., .•. 148 Yes  ...  1 10 0 3rd „ „ £1
147 Yes 0 10 0
... ... 142
. 142 Yes  ...  0 10 0
... 140 Yes  ...  0 10 0
... ... ... 140 1 NoI
135 1 Yes 0 10 0
45 men completed the course.
33
16
60
23
20
14
7
5
13
Private  ... McLeod
l.itto  ...  Boyns
Ditto ... Bunny
Ditto  ...  Greenwood
Ditto ... Cavaye
Surgeon  ...  Thurston
Sergeant  ...  Tracy
Ditto  ... Anderson
Lieutenant  ... Koch
Corporbl  ..  Hamilton
Private  ...  Brewer
4 1 Colour -Sergeant
26  !Private ...
"  B " COMPANY ,  GYMPIE.
... ... .. 164 No
... ... ... 158 Yes ... 4 0 0
... ... ... 151 No
... ... ... 145 Yes ... ' 2 10 0
136 ; Yes  ...  1 10 0
43 men completed the course.
"A" COMPANY,  ROCKHAMPTON.
... ... ... 164 + ...
... 152 Yes  ... , 1 0 0
141 Yes ... j 0 10 0
... ... ... 138
.. 131 Yes  ...  0 10 0
... ... 131 Yes ... , 0 10 0
Best shot in corps, 93
2nd best shot in corps, £2
3rd best shot in corps, £1
Only 12 men completed the
course ; no corps prizes.
" B  " ('011P ANY, ROCK HAIIPTON.
Sumpter ... 152 Yes ... 1 0 0 Only 12 men completed the
Rasmusscu ... ... ... I 139 Yes 0 10 0 course ; no corps prizes.
35 Private  ... Morley
30 Ditto  ...  Hazle
6 Ditto  ...  Bamford
Lieutenant  ...  7)immock
50 Corporal  ...  Thorpe
49 Sergeant  ...  Gogay
2 Private ... Walker
23 Sergeant  ... G ibson
21 Private  ...  McDonald
24 Sergeant  ...  Perry
8 Private ... Mitchell
47 Ditto  ...  Gralaw
3 Ditto ... Griffith
32 Ditto . ..  Grimstone
6 Ditto ... McHugh
12 Corporal  ...  Murry
14 Private  ... Christy
9
84
2
120
5
Captain... ...
Private ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Colour- Sergeant
"A" COMPANY, MACKAY.
... ... 178
... ... 168
... ... 166
... ... 164
Yes
Yes
Yes
... ... 163 Yes
... ... 163 Yes
158 Yes
... ... 155 Yes
... ... 147 Yes
... ... 147 Yes
... ... 143 Yes
... ... 140 No
... ... 140 Yes
... ... 140 Yes
... ... 136 No
... ... 133 Yes
... ... 131 No
55 men completed the course.
5 0 0 Best  shot  in corps, £3
3 0 0 2nd  best shot in  corps, 1;2
2 0 0 3rd best shot in  cores, £1.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
0 10 0
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Armed with Sniders
A. J. Thynne ... ...  151
T. W. Jeans  ... ... 140 Yes ...  4 0 0 Best shot in corps, £3
A. H. Brookes  ... ... 135 Yes ...  3 0 0 2nd best shot in corps, £2
A. Bell  ... ... ...  129 Yes  ...  1 10 0 3rd best shot in corps, £1
T. Son ter ... ... ...  128 No
J. W. Green ... ... 123 1 Yes ...  0 10 0 1
96 men  completed the course.
By Order
J. SA N DERSON LY STER, Captain,
Brig ade Major.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Goan, of Dugandan, in the Colony of
Queensland, lately as publican, now out of
business, by Perkins and Co., Limited.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act_of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said John
Goan, having been given,  it is  ordered that the said
John Goan be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his  Estate . And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said John Goan, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
on the Tenth day of September, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said John Goan shall, on or before the
Eighth day of September next, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known , of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the said Petitioners,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
• In formd pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Cubitt, of Rockhampton,  news agent,
by the said James Cubitt.
TJPON the  hearing  of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said James Cubitt be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in formd
pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said James Cubitt, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the 17th day of September, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Cubitt shall,
on the 16th day of September, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a fall, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of  the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his  creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this 31st
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
L. F. Banwnvs,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
George Bolger, of Townsville, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said George Bolger
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of  the creditors of the said
George Bolger, for the election of a Trustee, bo
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fifteenth day of September, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said George Bolger shall, on the Fourteenth
day of September, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BrtrcE. AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Town Agents for-
EDWIN NORBrs,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Philip Marshall, of Jane street, South Bris-
bane, labourer, by the said Philip Marshall.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Philip Marshall
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Philip Marshall, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Tenth day of September, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said - Philip Marshall shall, on the
Eighth day of September, . 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of  his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
6 Chancery Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Robert John Gamble, of Townsville,* in the
Colony of Queensland, fitter and boiler-maker,
by the  said  Robert John Gamble.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Robert John
Gamble be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that  James  Boyne Hall,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee  of his  Estate . And it  is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Robert John Gamble, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the  Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventeenth day of Sep-
tember, 1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Robert
John Gamble shall, on the Fifteenth day of Sep-
tember, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this  Estate  a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on  oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
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kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirty-
first day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
GERARD FREDERICK BUTT,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Townsville.
By his Agents-
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
George street, Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Archibald Cameron McPherson ,  of Richmond,
fencer ,  by James William Collier ,  of Richmond,
tobacconist and stationer.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court
of the debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Archibald Cameron McPherson ,  having been
given ,  it is ordered that the said Archibald Cameron
McPherson be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First  G eneral Meeting of the creditors of
the said Archibald Cameron McPherson, for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Seventeenth day
of September ,  1885 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon . And  it is further ordered that the
said Archibald Cameron McPherson shall, on the
Sixteenth day of September ,  1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this thirty-
first day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MA RSLLND,
Solicitors for Petitioning Creditor,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  an Insolvency  Petition  against
Joseph Andrew  Row, of  Townsville, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  jewe ller, by himself.
U PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
J is ordered that  the said Joseph Andrew
Row be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate . And it is  further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Joseph Andrew Row, for the  election of a Trustee,
be held at  the Office of  the Registrar of this
Court,  on the Eleventh day of September, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock  of the forenoon . And it is
further ordered that the said Joseph Andrew
Row shall , on the Tenth  day of September, 1886,
at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of eve"y
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of  his  creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
sixth day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
G. A. ROBEI TS AND LEu,
Insolvent 's Solicitors.
Townsville.By-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  in formd
pauperis  against Rudolph Henry Neumann, of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, boot-
maker, by the said Rudolph Henry Neumann.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Rudolph Henry
Neumann be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Rudolph Henry
Neumann, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
Twenty-seventh day of August, 1885, at • Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Rudolph Henry Neumann shall, on
the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on o ith, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of August, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MAGNUS JENSEN,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Gympie.
By his Agents--
REES  JoNEs,  Baoww , AND JONES,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.;-,
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Brid et Brown, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, boarding -house-
keeper, an Insolvent.
UPON reading  the report of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent , filed-  the second
day of September, 1885 ,  reporting that the whole
of the property of the Insolvent has been realised
for the benefit of her creditors ,  and a dividend to
the amount of four shillings and sixpence in, the
pound has been paid ,  the Court ,  being satisfied
that the whole of the property of the Insolvent
has been reali sed for the benefit of her creditors,
doth order and declare that the Insolvency of the
said Insolvent has closed ,  and doth further order
that the Trustee be at  li berty to  apply for her
release on the Twenty -fifth  day  of September
instant, at the Chambers of His Honour The Chief
Justice, at the Supreme Court House , William
street, Brisbane,
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this second
day of September 1885.
1507
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
78.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Pinkney Wormwell, of Eagle
Farm, near Dalby, in the Colony of Queens-
land, selector, insolvent.
O
N the Second day of September, 1885, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
Pinkney Wormwell, of Eagle Farm, near Dalby
aforesaid, who was adjudicated insolvent on or
about the month of June, 1881.
Dated this third day of September, 1885.
• WILLM. BELL,
A. M. DRYSDALE,
Solicitor, Dalby.
By FO%TON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors,
Brisbane  and Ipswieh.
1502
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Murray, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper and
draper, an Insolvent.
FREDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, inthe Colony of Queensland, accountant, has
been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this 2nd day of September, 1885.
1482
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Alfred Chick, of Charters Towers,
in the Colony of Queensland, stockman, an
Insolvent.
T HE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the Police
Magistrate, at Charters Towers, on the Twenty-
second day of September, 1885, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this 29th day of August, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
DALY AND HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
Agents for-
Deputy  Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
1490 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of George Willey, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, draper, an
Insolvent.
ON the Thirtieth day of September, 1885, atTen o'clock in the forenoon, George Willey,
of Maryborough, draper, adjudicated  insolvent on
the seventh day of April,  1883, will apply to the
Supreme Court at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this thirty-first day of August, 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Maryborough.
By their Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1484 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Beattie Gallogly, of
Bowen Downs, accountant, insolvent.
' T HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate at Aramac, on the Fifth day of
October next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 28th day of August, 1885.
1467
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
• IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Hong Chong ,  of Charters Towers,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A
DIVIDEND  is about to be declared in the
matter of the abovenamed Insolvent, ad.
judicated on the twenty -eighth day of November,
1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
26th day of September, 1885, will be excluded.
JAMES  STOCKWELL,
Official Trustee.
Supreme Court House,
Bowen, 25th August, 1885.
1504 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Catherine Mary Kelly and
Francis Marian Kelly, of Charters Towers, in
the Colony of Queensland, dressmakers,
adjudicated insolvent on the 16th day of
March, 1885.AFIRST and Final Dividend of one shillingand sixpence half penny (Is. 61.d ) in the £
on all duly proved and admitted claims is now
payable by me.
Dated at Townsvillle, this 29th day of August,
1885.
1501
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Frederick Russell, of
Allora , licensed publican ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 24th day of June, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
30th day of September instant wi ll  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 2nd day of September, 1885.
1492 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Butler ,  of Boma, com-
mission agent ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  on preferent claims only is
intended  to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the 27th
day of February, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
22nd day of September instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  1st day of September, 1885.
1496 4s.
4
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Wing  Long ,  of Clermont ,  store-
keeper ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 20th day of May, 1885.
Creditors  who have not  proved  their debts by the
30th day of September instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  2nd day of September, 1885.
1493 4s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of James  Loughery ,  of The 4-Mile,
near Ravenswood ; publican,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 27th day of February, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
30th day of September instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 2nd day of September, 1885.
1494 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Geo. Townsend Elworthy, of
Mount Perry, chemist, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 23rd day of March, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
30th day of September instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane , 1st day of  September, 1885.
1495 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Eugene Anthony Schubert, of
Clermont ,  hairdresser and fruiterer, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 22nd day of April, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
30th day of September instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chaml ers,
Brisbane, 2nd day of September, 1885.
1497 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Vickery Jones, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  miner and selector ,  insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter  of William Vickery Jones, of Charters
Towers,  miner  and selector, adjudicated insolvent
on the nineteenth day of May, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the twenty-third day of September, 1885, will be
excluded.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of August, 1885.
1479
E. D. MILES,
Trustee.
5s.
AT a Special  Meeting of the Bench of Magis-
trates held at Emerald on the 18th instant,
CnASLEs DOCK was appointed Poundkeeper for the
period of Three months.
EDWARD WALSH,
Acting Clerk Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Emerald, 24th August, 1885.
In the Insolvent Estate of Hansen and Gorgensen,
sugar-planters, late of Doolong ,  near Mary-
borough.A SECOND and Final Dividend of 2s. 4d. in
£ is now payable at my Office, Lennox street,
Maryborough.
P. BRENNAN,
Trustee.
25th August, 1885.
1478 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estates of John Graham, of Maryborough
merchant' s manager , and Charles Robert
Powell, of Maryborough, brewer, in Liquida-
tion.
A MEETING of Creditors of the above will be
held at the Office of the undersigned on
MONDAY, the 7th September next, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of granting
the discharge of the Trustee.
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
Ma borough,  24th  August, 1885.
1476 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of the Honourable William Thornton,
late of K angaroo  Point, Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
"T OTICE is hereby given that the Accounts in
I. the above Estate, from the tenth day of July,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, to the
thirtieth day of July, one thousand  eight  hundred
and eighty-five, have this day been filed in my
Office, and all parties having any claim on the said
estate, or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in before me at my Office, Supreme
Court House, William street ,  Brisbane ,  on or before
Thursday, the Eighth day of October  next, and
inspect the said Accounts, and if they shall think
fit object thereto, and if no exception shall be taken
to the said Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into at my said Office on the above day at
the hour of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 3rd day of September, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
BUNTON AND LITTLE,
Proctors for Executors,
Queen street Brisbane.
1500 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Andrew Fletcher, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, fruiterer, deceased,
intestate.
£
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Andrew Fletcher, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Mary Fletcher, of
Brisbane aforesaid, spinster, sister and only next-
of -kin of the said eceased.
Dated this 31st day of August, 1885.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK BERNAYS,
Proctor for the said Mary Fletcher,
1483
George street, Brisbane.
6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Rebecca  Bagna ll , late
of Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
spinster, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the ext ira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abo enamed  Rebecca
Bagnall , deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted  to William Thomas  Bagnall , of Copperfield,
in the said colony,  miner , the brother of the said
deceased.
Dated at Warwick, this first day of September,
1885..
OWEN EDWARD C. CAMPBELL,
Proctor for the said William Thomas  Bagnall,
Palmerin  street,  Warwick.
1481 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jeremiah Harney, late of Fernvale,
near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, deceased.
X OTIC E is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above Jeremiah Harney, deceased, may be
granted  to John Noonan, of Tarampa, near Ipswich
aforesaid,  grazier , the sole Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this second day of September,
A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1486
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Executor.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Lyons, late of
Woo ll ongabba ,  South Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  drayman ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that  Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed William Lyons ,  deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Margaret
Lyons, of Woollongabba ,  in the said colony, the
widow  of the said  deceased.
Dated at Brisbane , this third  day of September,
A.D. 1885.
EDWARD JOSEPH CORBETT,
Proctor for the said Margaret Lyons,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1488 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Kinsela, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Kinsela, deceased, may
be granted to Judith Kinsela, of Brisbane, the sole
Executrix  named in  the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this third day of September,
A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
1499
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Thomas Bird, late of Blue
Water Creek, near Townsville ,  in the Colony
of Queensland, selector, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court , that Probate  of the Will of
the abovenamed deceased may be granted to
Matthew Rooney, of Towsville aforesaid ,  builder
and contractor ,  and Joseph Hodel ,  of the same
place, livery-stable -keeper, the Executors named in
the said Wi ll .
Dated  this twenty-fourth day of August, 1885.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
1487
Proctors for the said Executors,
Denham street, Townsville.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Cameron Macduff, late of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, tobacco-
nist, deceased.
,? OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Cameron Macduff,
deceased, may be granted to Duncan Stewart,
of Ipswich aforesaid, accountant, and Alexander
Macgregor, of the same place, builder, the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this first day of September,
A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1485
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Norris, late of Yulebah,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Norris, deceased, may
be granted to Jane Norris, (f Yulebah afore-
said , wife of the abovenamed deceased, the sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Roma, this twenty-seventh day of
August, A.D. 1885.
DAVID SALMO +D,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
McDowall street, Roma.
By his Agents--
DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1489 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Christian Batzloff, late of West-
brook, near Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland,  farmer , deceased.
l N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will he made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed  Christian Batzloff, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Caroline Batzloff, of
Westbrook,  near  Toowoomba aforesaid, the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twenty-eighth day of
August, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for
gthe said Caroline Batzloff.
1480 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry  Burton, late  of Rocheiiale,
Cloncurry in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.T OTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Henry Burton, deceased, may
be granted to Colin John McCulloch, of Rochedale,
Cloncurry, in the Colony of Queensland, the sole
Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
August, A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the Executor,
1506
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.5S. 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Robinson  Benson , late of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, doctor
of medicine, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of ourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be marl a to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named John Robinson Benson, deceased, may be
granted to William Knox D'Arcy, of Rockhampton,
in the said colony, solicitor, one of the Executors
and Trustees named in the said Will, reserving
leave for Samuel Walker McGowan,  the remaining
Executor and Trustee named in the said Will, who
resides out of the jurisdiction of the said Honour-
abe Court, to come in and prove at any time here-
after.
Dated at Brisbane, this 21st day of August,
A.D. 1885.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Wi lliam Knox  D'Arcy.
1491 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the land, estate, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of Rose McArdell, late of Dranmell,
county of Armagh, parish of Craggen, Ireland,
formerly of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, spinster, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and  singular the  lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and  effects of  the abovenamed Rose
McArdell, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Catherine Lennon, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, the sister of the said
deceased.
Dated this fourth day of September, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES JOSEPH PORTER,
Proctor for the said Catherine Lennon,
1503
Queen street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Francis  Winterheld, late of Mary-
borough , in the Colony  of Queensland, free-
holder, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the  date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that  Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Francis  Winterheld,  deceased,
may be granted to Richard Bingham Sheridan, of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
(formerly of Maryborough, in the colony afore-
said , Sub-Collector of Customs), and Valentine
Barbeler , of Maryborough  aforesaid , baker and
grocer , the Executors and Trustees named in the
said Will.
Dated this thirty-first day of August, A.D. 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Richard Bingham Sheridan
and Valentine Barbeler.
1505 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd September, 1885.
Herbert Bourne and Co. v. Mary Mulligan.
To ALL PERSONS COrCERND.
`AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Farias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's equity of redemption, right, title, and
interest (if any) of, in, and to all that piece or
parcel of land situated in the county of Stanley,
parish of North Brisbane, situated at Fortitude
Valley, being subdivision 13 of allotment 79,
containing 144 perches, more or less, - Com-
mencing on  a private road sixty and three-
quarter links wide at a point on the eastern corner
of subdivision 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road by  a line bearing  south 58
degrees  east sixty-two links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing  south  32 degrees  west one chain and
fourteen  links ;  on the south-west by north-
eastern boundary of subdivision 22 by a line
bearing north 58 degrees west sixty-two links ; and
on the north by south- eastern  boundary of suL-
division 14 by a line bearing north  32 degrees
east one chain  and forty- six links  to the point of
commencement  ; being whole of the land contained
in Certificate of Title No. 19008. Subject to
Bill of Mortgage, No. 101877, to William Joseph
Bevington ,  to secure  the repayment of £200 and
interest at 10 per cent., repayable first February,
1885.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public  auction , at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the Thirteenth day of
October next, at Twelve o'clock Nooq, unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
1506
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
12s.
TAKE Notice  that this Board intends to apply
for a Loan of £1,000, for water conservation,
drainage ,  and kerbing of Maytown streets, and
other reproductive works ,  as provided by 44
Victoria ,  No. 9, section 6, provisions 1 and 2, and
46 Victoria , No. 17,  section 75 ;  and that flans and
Specifications lie at the Board's Office for inspec-
tion, as required  by the Act 46 Victoria, No. 13,
section 34.
JOHN CARRIGAN,
Clerk  of the Board.
Hann Divisional Board's Office,
Maytown, 4th August, 1885.
1374 18s.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.LOST from hmmaville ; supposed to b  stolen :
Bay Draught Filly,  rising  4 years, 161 hands,
branded FJK near shoulder, hind feet white, white
under collar both sides, small stripe, curly mane
and tail, pulled. £5 reward if stolen, on convic-
tion ; £1 for information leading to recovery ; £2
on delivery to
1461
FRANCIS J. KELMy,
Emmaville , Vegetable Creek.
3s. 4d.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
NOTICE ishereby given ,  that application willbe made to Parliament ,  during the present
Session thereof ,  on behalf of The Prince 's Bridge
Company, Limited ,  for leave to introduce a Bill to
authorise the construction and maintenance of a
Bridge across the Brisbane Biver ,  from a point on
the southern bank of the said river ,  between the
southern end of Boundary street, South Brisbane,
and the southern end of Montagu road, South
Brisbane ,  to the opposite bank of the said river,
and to enable the said Company to acquire certain
lands for roads and approaches to such Bridge, and
for other the purposes in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the thirteenth day of August, 1885.
1361
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Applicants.
5s. 6d.
NOTICE.
T HE Partnership hitherto existing betweenLionel Knight Rice, Henry Stormont Finch
Hatton, Harold Heneage Finch Hatton, and
Charles Walter Toussant, of the firm of " Rice and
Co.," in the properties of Mount Spencer, Hasel-
wood, Barclay Downs, having been dissolved, and
Lionel Knight Rice having been appointed Receiver
under Deed of Dissolution dated January 1st, 1884,
the business of the firm will be carried on by the
said Lionel Knight Rice or whom he may appoint.
(Signed) LIONEL KNIGHT RICE,
Receiver for Rice and Co.1425 4s. 6d.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. - ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing  Office,William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
()N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
N-11 in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act or
1871," together with "General  Rules in Insol-
vency." Super- royal8vo . Price  2s. 6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
N OW published at th  Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane ,  A SYxor-
8I8 OF THE QunENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phsenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names.  By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F .L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half -bound .  Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the  Colony,
Is.  10d .,  to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William  street ,  Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony,  9d. ; to England  and the Australian
Colonies ,  is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Officein pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874,' together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
T HE ALL - RANGE  QUEENSLANDREGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
Price, is.  6d; posted, Is. 9d.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested,when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
°` Registered" and other brands , by placing  the words
" Registered  Brand "after  thedescription of the former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear theordinarytype
only willbe used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street, Brisbane-in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
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t) N SALE
AT THE
G OV E R N M E N T PRINTING OFFICE,William street, Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4s. per 100; by post 5s.
Ballot Papers ,  in packets  of 500 each - price, 5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed, 5s. yer 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per 100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers, 5s. per 100; postage , Is. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation, 6s. 6d. per 100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month-5s. 6d. per 100 plain; ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage, 1s. 8d. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d. ruled ; postage,
1s.10d. extra.
Valuation Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Rate  Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books, in books, 200 each, 4s. ; posted, 4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger, 12s. 6d.; postage, 2s.
Ledger, 17s.; posted, 21s. 10d.
Rate Book, General Cash Book, Valuation Register, and
Register of Rates Received, 17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book, 10s.; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d. per book of 50 each ; postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book, 5s.; postage, Is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION-DEMY QUARTO.
£ s. d.
Full bound ... ... ... .., ... 5 5 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Postage, 15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881, 5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882, 5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1883.4, 5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884, 20s. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners of Registered
Brands, 2s .  6d. ; postage ,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
Bathurst Burr  Act (1863) ... ...
Bi ll s of Exchange  Act (1884)
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
1884 .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to Land Act  of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Cron n Lands Act of 188 t ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest) ... 0 3 0 4
Customs  Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 1881 ... ... 1 0 1 2
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete)  2  0 2  2
District  Courts Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
livisional Boards  Act (1879) ... .. 1 0 1 1
Divisional  Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882  ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional  Boards  Agricultural  Drainage
Act of 1884... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
1884 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Education  Act (1875 ) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Elections  Act (1874) ... ... . 1 0 1 1
Electoral  Districts Act (1078) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral  Rolls Act (1879) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Fencing Act  (1861 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Fire  B rlgades :Act (1881) ... ...  0 6 0 7
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1875) ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Immigration Act of  1882  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863- 65-68, and
1879), complete ...  ... ... 2 6 2 7
Imported Sugar Refiners Act (1874 ) .. 0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Insanity Act of 1884 ... ... 1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877 ) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Judicature Act (1876) . .. 1 6 1 10
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4s. 6d.; bound 5s.
Jury Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act (1879) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878)... . 1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations ... 0 6 0 7
Mines  Regulation Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal  Endowments Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877) . 0 6 0 7
Native Birds  Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation Act (1877) ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Oyster Act (1874) .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders Act (1880) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) .. ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell and ti5che-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Preferable  Liens on Crops Act (1870) 0 6 0 7
Publicans Acts ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans  Acts (1863- 64 and  1870) com-
plete  ... ... ...  2 0 2 4Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) 1 0 1 1
Sale of Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs  Act Amendment
Act of 1882 ... .. . 0 6 0 7
Sale to  Local Authorites Land Act of
1882 ... .. .. 0 6 0 '1
Savings  Bank Amending Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District  Pastoral  Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 . 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands Act (1876) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863  ... 2 0 2 3
Tramways Act of 1882 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act (1881) .. 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act ... ... ... ... 0 6
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9
Defence Act Regulations ... 1 0
Friendly Societies Act (1876) .. ... 1 0
Insolvency Act of 1874, with Rules ... 2 6
Masters and  Servants Act ... 1 0
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6
Stamp Duties  Act ... ... ... 1 0
© 7
o 11
1 2
1 2
2 10
1 2
0 8
1 2
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The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledge s t he r ecei pt IMPOUNDED at Emerald, from Withersfield Stat on
of the followin amounts 1885, by orderenclosed lands on the 21st Augustg1885. f, s. .1.
,,
of M essrs. Gibson and Allen. Driving expenses, 8s. 4d.
Aug. 29.-Shire Council Middle Ridge ... 1 14 0 One bay mare, 5EG near shoulder.
29. --R. Jones ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 If not released on  or before the 15th September, 1885,
29.-Bundanba Divisional Board ... 0 2 0 will be  sold to defray  expenses.
29.--P. Brennan ... .. ... ... 0 9 0 C. LOCH, Poundkeeper.
31.-North Rockhampton  Municipal 1474 1F.
Coun il 0 6 6... ... ...c
31.-G. M. Leigh ... ...
...
... 0 1 0 IMPOUNDED at Millchester, from Burdekin Downs,
31.-Townsville Municipal Council ... 10 10 0 on the  21st  August, 1885. Driving, 2s. 6d.
„ 31.-H. Crew .. ... ... 0 1 2 One bay gelding,  2MM near  shoulder.
31.-H. Magnay  .. ... ... ... 0 5 0 One Chesnut gelding,  g7 off  shoulder, near hind foot
31.-C. J. Kingston ... ... 0 0 7 white, blaze and snip.
31.-Gladstone  Municipal  Council ... 1 2 0 One black gelding, JR4 over JB3  near  shoulder, W22
31.-G. A ubray ... ... ... 0 7 0 near rump.
31.-G. Lock ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 One bay gelding, TC near shoulder.
31.-IJ. N. Argus ... ... ... 2 8 8 One bay mare, W7V off thigh.
Sept. 1.-L. Lewis ... ... ... ... 0 0 7 One blue roan colt, HO or HQ.7 (the HO conjoined)
2.-Marsland and Mar sland ... ... 0 5 0 near  shoulder.
2.-C. H. B. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0 One bay colt, unbranded.
2.-C. Cawley ... ... ... ... 0 2 7 If not released  on or before the 15th September, 1885,
3.-O. E. C. Campbell ... ... ... 0 6 6 will be sold  to defray  expenses.
4.-Tiaro Divisional B oard ... ... 1 0 6 brEO. AUBREY Poundkeeper.
4.-Williams Brothers ... ... ... 0 1 0
,
1473 7s.4.-L. McLennon ... ... 0 1 0
4.-Morton and Powe rs ... 0 6 6 CORRECTED BRANDS.
4.--J. Stockwell .. 0 5 0 MPOUNDED at Hughen hen, from Marathon, by
4.-Ida Mechanics Ins titute ... ... 0 5 0
I
order of M. M. Chisholm, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
4.-Miners  Institute , G regor y ... 0 10 0 near hip down small starOne blue-roan filly unbroken4.-J.  G.  Bess ... ... ... 0 1 0 ,, , ,like B9H near shoulder like A8U or A8N near
4.-J. P. Ball  ... ... ... ... 0 2 9
,
thigh.4.-.A.. Gwynne ... ... ... ... 0 11 0 One chesnut gelding, black spots on rump,  blaze on
mpaunbinga.
&W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Emerald, from Withersfield  Stationenclosed lands , on the 16th August,  1885 , by order
of Messrs . Gibson and Allen. Driving  expenses, 8s. 4d.
per head.
One chesnut horse, near fore foot and hind feet white,
Pd over ti conjoined  near shoulder , H off shoulder.
One grey horse,  B near  shoulder, B6H near thigh,
diamond 7 diamond off thigh.
One spotted cow, JU7 off ribs ; calf at foot,  same brand.
One red heifer, JU7 off ribs.
One strawberry heifer, D6A near rump.
One spotted heifer, WOO near ribs.
One white bullock, BL2 near rump.
One roan bullock, BL2 near rump.
One roan bald-faced heifer, QL2 near ribs.
One white steer, QL2 near ribs.
One white  steer , 2LQ, off ribs.
Ons spotted heifer,  FS8 near ribs.
One red steer, FS8 near ribs.
One white cow, FS8  near ribs.
One red bald-faced cow, SY8 near ribs, and E U,l off
rump.
One white cow, AOW over LL1 off ribs, WOO near ribs.
One roan bald-faced cow,  FS8 near ribs ; roan calf at
foot, unbranded.
One red bald-faced  cow, FS8 near ribs  ; calf at foot,
unbranded.
One red bald- faced steer , FS8 near ribs.
One red steer, FS8 near ribs.
One spotted cow, D8X  near ribs.
One red and white steer, 5A W off ribs.
One yellow cow, white back, XY2 over FS5 near ribs,
ZE2 off shoulder; yellow heifer calf at foot,
unbranded.
One red and white bullock, both ears slit, blotched
brands  on rump.
One red and white bullock, 7YQ off ribs, indistinct
brand  like  1 rA blotched off rump, ro pe on neck.
If not  released  on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. LOCH, Poundkeeper.
face, hind feet white, like FH near shoulder, No.
11 near saddle, V2V near thigh, W4 over Z8Y off
thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
H. MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
1470 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Hughenden
Station, by order of R. Gray, Esquire.  Damages,
2s. 6d.
One bay gelding,  small star , off hind foot white, p
over Z or N horizontal near shoulder, illegible brand
off shoulder, 4 off cheek.
If not released on or before  the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
1471 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Afton Downs, o
the 12th August, 1885, by order of C. N. Armytage,
Esquire. Driving, 3s.
One brown  mare, small star ,  saddle-marked, D near
chee k, 2 horizontal over WW off shoulder.
One brown yearling colt,  star in forehead , hind feet
white, progeny of above, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
1472 2s.
I MPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo, on the 22ndAugust, 1885, by order of L. R. Beck, Esquire.
One chesnut gelding, white face, blind near eye, like
W blotch U near shoulder.
One brown gelding yearling, like 7 near cheek.
One bay gelding, hind feet white,  star , like blotch and
KZ near rump.
Also, on the 24th August, from same place.
One grey mare, collar-marked, QYR near shoulder, 7T
over U off shoulder.
One brown hollow-backed gelding, J near cheek, B over
J over w near shoulder.
Also, on the 26th August, from  same  place.  Damages,
2s. 6d. per head ; driving, 3s.
One bay mare, white patch off side neck, 5J off shoul-
der, 7JK near shoulder.
One bay filly, two years old, 5J,-'  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, 2U cl over YV9  near  shoulder, N over
Ll 0- near thigh.
One brown mare, Y9Y near shoulder.
One piebald mare, OCR near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ALFRED GWYNNE, Poundkeeper.
1508 IN.
i
I Printed and Published  by JAMES C. BEAT, (;overnment Printer,
1475 25s. William street ,  Brisbane, 5th September, 1895.
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TO THE
QUEENSLAN D
t1iobernment6aP$tP
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] SATURDAY,  5TH SEPTEMBER ,  1885 . [No. 41.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1885.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT Of BRISBANE , including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of
August, 1885, is published  for general  information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of August one hundred and eighty -five births were registered in
Brisbane Registry District ,  being ninety-one males and  ninety- four females ,  the number being
twenty -two more than in the previous month  of July.
In the month of August ,  1884, there were one hundred and sixty -five births registered,
the number for the corresponding month of this year being twenty more than in August of last
year.
DEATHS.
There have been seventy deaths registered in the district during the month-thirty-eight
males and thirty-two females ; the excess of births over deaths being one hundred and fifteen.
The number of deaths was twenty-one less than was registered in the previous month of
July.
In the month of August, 1884, there were fifty-three deaths registered ; the number for
the corresponding month of this year being seventeen more than in August of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUM-EBB of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within and outside the MrNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of BRISBANE, f ro m the 1st to the
31st August, 1885 ; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR ,  and PROPORTION of
DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS, also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE
YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Rest?  V
District of
Brisban
Estimated
Population
to 31st Dec.,
1882.
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 24.39 per cent. of the deaths  were  of children
under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 31.03, and the rate
in the whole Registry District 27.14.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the dis-
trict, is  seen to have been 6.67 per cent. within, and 9.23 per cent. outside, the municipality, and
7.62 in the whole Registry District.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent Home, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths occurring in
these institutions numbered fourteen during the month, or 20'00 per cent. of the total number of
deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of August, together with
the mean shade temperature  and mean  atmospheric pressure , is seen as  follows:-
Period.  Number of Deaths .  Mean Shade Temperature . {  Mean Height of  Barometer.
August, 1885. 70 64.4 30.176
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the
month was 87.0 degrees, on the 15th, and the lowest, 38'0 degrees, on the 14th.
The mean shade temperature of the month was 64.4 degrees ; the average during the
month of August for the previous ten years was 63.1 degrees.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was
43'0 degrees, took place on the 16th-viz., from a maximum of 87.0 degrees to a minimum of
44.0 degrees.
The mean daily range of temperature in shade was 30.4 degrees.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.176 inches ; the average of the same month during
the previous ten years was 30 .144 inches.
Rain fell on 5 days ; the total fall, 0.25 inches, being 2.0 inches under the average of
the month for the previous ten years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 0'07 inches, was on the
1st, 4th, and 31st. The total rainfall of the year 1885, to 31st August, was 15.89 inches, on 72
days. The rainfall during the same period in 1884 was 30'63 inches on 93 days.
The following table shows the  mean  of barometer, mean shade temperature,  maximum
temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Blzsbane in the month of August for a period of ten years :-
Year. Mean ofBarometer.
Mean Shade
Temperature.
Maximum in  minimum on
Shade . Grass.
Mean
Humidity.
• Rainfall.
Inches .  I Days.
Prevailing
Winds.
1885 30.176 64.4 87'0 37.0 707 0.25 5 N.E.
1884 30.131 63.1 84.0 40'0 '763 0138 5 S.W.
1883 30.161 64.1 83.0 34.0 778 1.37 4 N:.
1882 30.113 62.3 82.0 36.0 781 1.43 8 S.W.
1881 30.142 62.7  83.0 39.0 •666 1'30 8 N.E.
1880 30.147 63.4 84.5 36'0 •647 0'00 0 N.E.
1879 30'095 62.9 83.0 42.0 '720 14.67 16 S.W.
1878 30.115 G4.6 91.0 40.0 •635 2.23 5 S. W.
1877 30.208 63.5 87.0 40.5 647 0.31 5 S.W.
1876 30.200 62'3 83.5 34.5 •655 0.32 4 S
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows:-
Males.  Females. Total.
.Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 8 4 12
Lady Bowen  ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Children 's ditto  ... ... ... ... 1 ... 1
Diamentina Orphanage
Infants '  Asylum  ... ... ... ... 1 ... 1
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ...
Lock  Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  Gaol  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Depot ... ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent Home ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Total ... .. 10 4 14
6 NOTE.- The average death-rate of children under 1 year ,  as compared  to births ,  during the  ten years ended
31st December ,  1883 ,  throughout the whole of Queensland ,  was 13 .33.- TWO Vital Statistics  of 1883.
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The following table shows  the onuses  e!f dearth of peens of both  mace ,  under  one year,
total under five years ,  and over Are 'years  ; also,  the proportion per cent .  of deaths  from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the mouth :-
Clams. Causes of Death.
I. Zymotic  diseases ...
II. Constitutional  diseases
III. Local  diseases . ...
IV. Developmental  diseases
V. Violence ...
Causes not specified ...
All causes
Class.
1.
IL
IV.
V.
Under talunder
1 Tear . 6  years.
2 5
1 2
6 8
4 4
Over
S years.
6
12
27
3
3
Total.
11
1436
7
3
Proportiea
per cent.
15.71
20'00
50.00
10.00
4.29
... ... ... ...
13 19 51 70 100.00
Order .  Nature  of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Clams
sad Order.
Zmcoslo DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic  diseases.- Measles,  1; croup,  1; whooping cough,  2 ; typhoid
fever, 1 ;  infantile fever ,  1; erysipelas ,  1; cold, 1; dkarrhaea,  l ... ... 9
2 Enthetic diseases .- Sypkilis , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
3  Dietic  diseases .-Atrophy, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
4  Parasites  diseases ... ... ... ..... ...
CONSTITUTIONAL  DISBAses.
1 Diathetic  diseases .- Anaemia ,  1; tumour ,  1 ; mortification ,  1 ... ... ... 3
2 Tubercular  diseases .-Taber  mesenterica ,  2; phthisis ,  9 ... ... ... ... 11
LoaAL DISEASES.
1 Disease ,  of the nervous  system.- Congestion of brain,  2,  apoplexy,  2;
paralysis ,  1; epilepsy ,  1 ; convulsions ,  4 ; brain disease , 1 ... ... 11
2 Diseases of the organs of circulation .- heart  disease,  3 ... ... .... ... 3
3 Diseases  of the  respiratory  system .- Bronchitis, 2 ; pneumonia ,  S ; congestion
of lungs, 1; lung disease ,  1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7
4 Diseases of the digestive  organs .- Enteritis ,  2;  gastritis ,  1 ; peritonitis, 1;
hernia ,  1; liver disease ,  2 ; Spleen ,  1... ... ... ... ... 8
5 Diseases  of the urinary  organs .- Nephria ,  4;  cystitis,  1 ... ... ... ... 5
6 Diseases of the organs of  generation.-Ovarian tumour ,  1 ... ... ... 1
7 Diseases  of the  joints and bones  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Diseases of the integumentary system  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
DBVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental diseases of children  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Developmental diseases  of  adults.-Childbirth,  2 ... ... ... ... 2
3 Developmental diseases  of old  people .- Old  age,  1 ... ... ... ... 1
4 Developmental diseases  of nutrition.-At ro phy,  4... ... ... ... ... 4
VIOLENCE.
1 Accident  or  negligence .- D ro wning ,  1; Fractures ,  contusions ,  &c.,  2  ... ...  3
2 Wounds in battle  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Homicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ...
4 Suicide ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 Execution  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Causes not specified or Bl-defined ...
TOTAL... ... ... ... ... ...
70
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as arising
fr om external causes, three are ascribed to accident ,  none to homicide ,  and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars
Males .  Pemal es.
Drowning, accidentall y . ... ... adult 1
Killed by fall from  a horse ... ... „ 1
Killed by falling from a height... ... „ 1
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1865.
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BnAL, Government Printer, William strs Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
THE following  Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of August last, is published for general
information ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth  Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names , Address,  or Brands  may be  incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all  such notifications  either the Registered  Brand of the Owner , or the  Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
B Series.
1tBHFR BRAND.
Horses. cattle. Name.
PBOPRIF MR.
Run or Farm where Brand  Nearest Post Town of
is to be used .  Run or Farm.
Ib
A9> 23586  ... ... Alfonzo Arena ... Kent street  ... ... Maryborough9 A W 23560 ... ... R. S. and  J. Archer ... ... Forsdale GladstoneSAM23539  ... ... Alfred Ernest Hatfield ... Mackay  ... Mackay
4A1 23538  ... ... Andrew Horner ... ... Mount Blackwood,  The Mackay
Leap
5 A M 23572  ... ... Hans Jorgen Heidemann ... Goorah ... ... ... Tiaro
A O c. 23674 ... ... William Alexander Jones ... Fairy Flat, Scrubby Creek St. Lawrence
A 3  c- 28598  ... ... Joseph Aspinall Canning Downs South ... Dalveen
A;2!4 23544 ... ... Iver Anderson ... ... Frank street, Newtown ... Maryborough
O B W 23550 James Robert Borbridge ... Reserve ... ... ... Isisford
B Q 3 23611 Charles Brown Reserve ... ... ... Dalby
Brill 25571 James Boyle Reserve ... ... ... Morven
B  510 23547 Thomas Bice Etheridge ... ... GeorgetownBMS 23641 John Brown Henderson ... Muir street ... Toowoomba
7B0 23551 Busteed and Naughton ... Macrossan ' s Bridge ... Mac rossan's Bridge
B 4m 29623 Bridget Shay ... ... Nerang ... ... ... Nerang
i.e > 23593  ... James A. Cochran ... Tamworth ... Hughenden
b O W 23543 Charles Brady ... ... Rockey Creek ... Yeulba
9 eW 23579  ... Charles Barnicoat ... ... Cawarral ... ... Rockhampton0,3;D 23617 ... Carl August Riedrich ... Selection 592 ... Charters Towers
D,3 v 23540 David Dank ... ... Barolin .. ... ... Bundaberg
D ri 2 23597 David Lloyd ... ... Port Douglas ... ... Port Douglas
D3 23568 John Edgar Dean ... ... Woodlands ... Maryborough
'F5 W 23595 Frank Burns ... Mackay ... ... Mackay
2''Q 23601 Francis Conroy ... Bromelton ... Veresdale
F 5 2 23563 Friederich Harch ... Hatton Vale ... ... ' Grandchester
94
886
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B Series.
020 23661
801 23546
Q b aD 23587
Q 7 -3 23594(1-42  23609
H>9  23583
HOC) 23578H,3v 23626H40  23536H53  23548
H 2 23622
H8*  23613
9 J 23666
J •< O 23533
L2-4 28606Lc-0  23604
Lr13 23619L13  23584
M2> 23605
M7>  23567M3 0 23620
MM 1 23552MM 3  23569O MM  23610
MX 7 23612
M 3 C'1 23602
MgjO 23542
M lio 23535M,300  23549M2-3  23699
M2 -<  23573
M8 -<  23616
'Nc.1 23590
P 2W  23592
3Pc 23553
P ;; 7 23554P10  23559
R8=RC -2
R2
R2*
23591
23558
23534
23581
23583
8 200 23601480  23618
8mO 23576
3831  23575483  2355638-3  23566
S 9 23582
T4Q 23603I TM  23577
T O .0  23570
TP4 2359673 23624
Tbin 236143T-3  23588
T 1 ' 23555
U O O 23608
U 7  CO 23607
OYM 23545
Y O C 235643Y-4  23562
P022M asnrrn.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
of*
...
.66
...
...
Name.
Gilbert Dowling ... ...
Gregory  Haskard ... ...
John Gould Shield ...
George  Thorp ...
George Vines ...
PYOPBIETOL
Bun or  Farm  where Brand
is to be used.
Nearest ,Post Tows at
Bun or Farm.
... Terrica Crossing ...
... Mount Gravatt ...
... Water Reserve ...
... Lower Herbert ...
.. Habana ... ...
Andreas Axelsen (as Trustee for 116t Tiaro, .. ..
bent Azelsen)
Henry D. Daunton ..,
Isaac James Howard ...
Henry Dendle ...
Charles Meizner
John Neill ...
John Howard ...
John Jensen ...
Jimmy Ah Moon
Luke Fisher ,  senr. ... ...
John Lloyd ...
Andrew George Roatz ...
James Miller  ... ... ...
A. G. Ingram . ... ...
Andrew James Murray ...
Jane McDougall ... ...
James Moore ... ... ...
John Moore . ...
John McKenzie ...
George Michael Hess ... .
John McLaughlin ... ...
John McMullen ... ...
Margaret  Quinn ... ...
John McSweeney ... ...
Michael Toohey ...
John McCarnley, junr.
Percy Atkinson MorleyLawson
John  Noske ...
. , , Upper Cape River
.. j8ary -G',r$ekSpringsure
Belle Vue...
Moss Vale
Reserve ...
... Gootchie ...
... Reserve ...
... Gatton ... ...
... Helidon ... ...
Nerang .
, , , Tattersall's Hotel
.. Inglewood
.. Mount Gravatt
... Bundaberg
... Ingham
... Mackay
Tiaro
Charters Towers
Clermont
-Springsure
Bowen
Surat
Aramac
... Gundiah
... Windorah
... Gatton
... Helidon
... Nerang
... Boulia
Landsborough  Downs  ... Cloncurry
Beleura ... 17mbiram
Reserve  ... ... ... Hughenden
South Toolburra ... ... Warwick
Reserve ... ... ... Ysamba
Watsonville ... ... Watsonville
Proserpine  ... ... Bowen
Clumber ... .. ...  Fassifern
29-Gang , S. W. R., Rocky Yeulba
Creek
Barolin ... ... ... Bundaberg
Woodford ... ... Caboolture
Walloon ... ... ... Walloon
Mount Pleasant ... ... Rockhampton
Maroolingar and Quandong Gladstoneand Herbert
... ...
Patrick  Brennan ... ...
John Piston ... ... ...
Patrick Kiley ... ... ...
Patrick J. Leahy ... ...
Christopher Clerke ...
Richard George Hill ...
John Robinson .
George Beumont Rigby ...
William Reeves ...
Samuel John  Burgess... ...
Charles  Serjant ... ...
Samuel Elvin  ... ... ...
Michael O'Shea ... ...
Michael O'Shea ... ...
Samuel Stewart
Thomas Chapman  (as Trustee
William Scott)
Thomas Carey... ... ...
Thomas Evans  ... ... ...
John Thomas Glancy ... ...
Timothy Baleen ... ...
Thomas McGovern ... ...
Timothy Sullivan ... ...
Henry Joseph Turner ...
John and George Pitt ...
Herbert Charles Macllwaine
Patrick J. McDonagh ...
Johan Hartcke ... ...
William Henry  Barker ...
William Orange  Barnier ...
... Gomoran  ... ... ...  Toowoomba
Flinton ,  Moonie River  ...  Dalby
... Warwick ... ... ... Warwick
Lyon street ... ... Warwick
Thargomindah ... ... Thargomindah
... Ball Hills... ... ... Bald Hill
,,, Zillman's Waterholes ... Downfall Creek
Reserve ... ... ... Windorah
, , , Taroom Station ... ... Taroom
... Macrossan's Bridge  ... Macrossan's Bridge
for
Mellum Creek  ... ...  Mellum Creek
Port Douglas  .  Port  Douglas
Mount Valley, Scrubby  St. Lawrence
Creek
Charters  Towers  ... ...  Charters Towers
Charters  Towers  ... ...  Charters Towers
Lonly  Home, Engelsburg  Harrisville
Bouple ... ... ... Tiara
Cunnamulla .
Rosewood Crossing, C.R.
Tinana .., ... ...
Curry ... ... ...
Mount Kent ... ...
60-Gang, C.R. ... ...
Crofton street ... ...
Gramzow  ... ... ...
Cunnamulla
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Gympie
Greenmount
Alpha
Bundaberg
Beenleigh
,,, Townsville ... ... Townsville
Auburn Hotel  ... ...  Hawkwood
... Waterford ... ... Waterford
... Nindooimbah ... ... Beenleigh
,., Reserve ... ... ... Blackall
887
FOXX>z gam.
B Series.
5  WO  23589W,3 c-1 23621SW-3  23557
3 W-3 23615
sZ 15 » 23580
Z b N 23537
Horses. Oattie. Name.
... ... William Derrick ... ...
... ... William Wilkison ... ...
William Wright ... ...
William Naunton Thomas ...
... ... Nina  Clerk ...
NYBANK  GH SCI- 0
ARCHIVECOMMITTE
P &OPSIzTOS.
Ran  or Farm where Breadto to  be 'sad. Nearest Post Town ofRun or Fars.
... Lagoon Creek ...
... Eton ...
... Maryboroagh ...
... Kensington ...
... Westholm ...
... Myrtle Creek ...
... Jondaryan
... Mackay
... Maryborough
... Cairns
Ingham
... Upper  Mary River
BRANDS TRANSFERRED during  the MoirrH of AUGVST, 1885.
Brand. No. ofCertinoate.
7 A L 2801
BBBT7 569999
DS)( 10701
J5
C 10529
2 N E 9454
PU 5 15469
T J b 3690
4 U A 14066
U R O 8955
3 'Z, S 13298
R 2  -3 B21165
W9 B22699
W1K 3578
No. of
oertineate.
ORANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand.
CY8
LoK
><1 S
1DC
Transferror.
August Lebrenz ... ... ...
Mackay and Devereux ... ...
Theophilus Stuart Beatty ...
John Bladden ...
The Executors of John Lynch...
The Trustee of John Cann ..,
Adolphus John Nagel ... ...
Robert Parker ... ... ...
Thomas  Jones ... ...
John Nisbett ... ... ...
Margaret  Ebenston ...
Christian Stumer, senr.... ...
Francis Augustine Rochfort
Wason and Gielis ...
bert Greatorex Nichol ...
Transferree.
Edward Stezemann ... ...
Mackay and Co....
The South Australian Land
Mortgage  and Agency Co.
Thomas Bladden ...
Elizabeth Mary Lynch ... ...
William Henry Walter Cann ...
Percy Nagel ... ...
Emily Martin ... ... ...
Stephen Jones ... ... ...
Ann Phillips ... ...
John Charles Roberts ... ...
Christian  Stumer , junr.... ...
Rochfort Brothers
Hugh Wason .. ... ...
CORRECTION.
William Bewley ... ... ... Arthur Wyatt Sheppard (as  Trus-
tee for Margaret Emily Mona
Bewley)
Name of Proprietor.
8162  Gilbert Gostwych Cory ...
6679 Angus Gibson  and Bros....
13971 Charles Lock ... ...
11553 Thomas Stewart ... ...
B20675  Arthur M.  MaoIlwaine ...
Bun or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Vacy  Plains  ... ... ...
Bingera  ... ... ...
Emerald. ...
Carriers '  Arms, Barron River...
Townsville ... ...
CoRR I CTION.
Brand.
Fv3
No. Of
Oertincate.
B23465
Name of Proprietor.
Wilhelm Frederick Daw...
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Mount Walker ...
Name of Nun or farm where
Brand is to be used. Nearest Post Town.
Branch Creek  ... ... Dalby
Huntley  ... ... ...  Clermont
Glenora  ...  Normanton
Roma ...
Ayr ..
Mont Cornish
Cockatoo Creek
Winton ...
Surat ...
Ravenswood
Woodford ...
Glamorgan Vale
Wa llabadah
Thornborough
Blackall ...
Nearest  Post Town.
Dalby ...
Bundaberg
Emerald ...
Cairns ..
Townsville
Roma
Ayr
Bwen Downs
Taroom
Winton
Surat
Ravenswood
Caboolture
Glamorgan  Vale
Normanton
Thornborough
... ... Blackall
Remarks.
... Directory for 1884
Nearest  Post Town.
Ipswich ...
The following  BRANDS have been cancelled :-
H U 0 Number of Certificate 4899
Y Qf 3 „ „  18677
R I W „  ,, B234963S  3 „ „ B23575
W -< b „ „ B23268
... ...
Remarks.
List for July, 1885
By Authority:  JAmis C. BEAn,  Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbattas
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O
ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORLE REGIME.
No. 7.
An Act to Amend " The Crown Lands Act of 1884 " with respect to
the Selection of Land before Survey and in other respects.
[ASSENTED O 4rTH SEPTEMBER, 1885.
W
HEREAS it is desirable to amend  The Crown Lands Act of  Preamble.
1884 " in certain particulars : Be it enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:-
1. This Act shall be read and construed with, and as an amend- Short title.
ment of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" hereinafter called "The
Principal Act," and may be cited as  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884
Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Power to suspend
Land Board, may suspend the operation of the forty-third section of OCrown L nos ct
of
the Principal Act with respect to any land situated in any of the districts of 1884."
specified in the Schedule hereto which did not at the commencement
of the Principal Act form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection under  " 7 he Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876. " And thereupon the following pro-
visions shall have effect:-(1.) Any application to select  any of such  land must give a
clear description  of the locality  and boundaries of the
land applied  for, and must state  whether it  is already
surveyed  or is  unsurveyed.
(2.) Every
95
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Crown, Lands  Act of  1884  Amendment Act.
Selections must be (2.) Every selection applied for must, before the application
marked. is lodged, be marked at the starting point of the
description by a marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in diameter, and such
tree or post must be maintained until the boundaries
of the land have been surveyed.
A statement that the marking has been duly effected
must accompany the application.
(3.) In Agricultural Areas, the boundaries not having
frontage to roads or natural features must be rectangular
and be directed to the cardinal points, unless any other
general bearings are adopted for that portion of country.
Selector  may employ (4.) If any selection of unsurveyed lands is not surveyed
a licensed surveyor . by the Minister within three months from the date of
the approval of the application by the Commissioner,
the selector may apply for the Minister for a refundment
of the survey fee, and, if the survey is not made
within two months from the date of such application,.
may employ a licensed surveyor to effect the survey
at the cost of such selector, and on such survey being
made and approved by the Board the survey fee shall be
refunded to the selector.
(5.) If upon the survey it appears that, by reason of a prior
application or any other reason, the applicant cannot
obtain the whole of the land applied for, he may abandon
the application and demand back the deposit of the first
year's rent and the survey fee.
(6.) If for any other reason the applicant wishes not to
proceed with the application, he may demand and receive
back the deposit of the first year's rent less twenty per
centum thereof, but shall not receive back the survey
fee.
(7.) The approval of the application by the Commissioner
shall not be confirmed by the Board until the land has
been surveyed.
Notice of confirms- (8.) When a selection has been surveyed and the Board has
tion to be given  to confirmed the approval of the Commissioner, notice of
selector.
such confirmation shall be given to the selector, as
provided by the fifty-first section of the Principal Act.
On confirmation  (9.) When the application has been confirmed by the Board,
license to issue . and the applicant has paid the value of the improve-
ments on the land (if any), he shall be entitled to
receive from the Commissioner a license to occupy the
land comprised in the application according to the
boundaries as defined by the survey.
(10.) In other respects the provisions of the Principal Act
shall be applicable.
Conditions f occu- 3. When any selector of land under the provisions of « The
patios dispensed who resides personally and  bondwith in certain case s. Crown Lands .alienation Act of  1876,"
fide  thereon, or any owner in fee of land which, if it had not been alienated
from the Crown, would be country land, who  resides  personally and
bond fide  thereon, selects under Part IV of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884 " other country land adjoining the laud whereon  be so resides,
he shall, to such case, but for so long only as he continuously  and  bond
fide  re sides on either portion of land,, be exempt  from performance of
the condition of occupation  in respect  of the others
Provided
19" VICTOR LE,  No. 7. 891
Crown  Laiic1. Act of  188  t  Anienclmerit  Act.
Provided that such exemption shall not extend to any selections
of greater area in the  aggregate t haul the maxim um area allowed to
be selected  by one  person in  the district, inclusive of the land whereon
the selector resides.
4. The provisions of the last preceding section shall not enable Not to enable accq,u-
a selector to obtain a Deed of Grant under the provisions of the
vsitiouithout
of
reaiducenc'edae.
seventy-fourth section of the Principal Act, unless the condition of
occupation is performed in the manner by that section prescribed.
5. Notwithstanding the provisions of the fourth sub-section  Amendment of sub-
of the seventy-fourth section of the Principal Act, a  lessee of  two or section (4) of section
more contiguous Agricultural Farms, the aggregate area whereof does
74 of  Principal Act.
not exceed one hundred and sixty  acres , and who is not, and has
not been during the term of the lease of any of the Farms, the lessee
of any other contiguous Agricultural Farm, may take advantage
of the provisions of that section in respect of any or all of such
Farms : Provided that the conditions of the said seventy-fourth
section are fulfilled in all other respects.
When a lessee of an Agricultural Farm has at any time during
the term of the lease been the lessee of another contiguous Agricul-
tural Farm or other contiguous Agricultural Farms the aggregate
area whereof, including- the first-mentioned Farm, exceeds one
hundred and sixty acres, he shall not be entitled to take advantage
of the provisions of that section in respect of any of the Farms.
6. And whereas (h)ttl)ts have arisen as to the total amount Declaration of rights
which may become pavahle as rent by a lessee of an Agricultural Farm of selectors ofv
-5 Agricultural Farm8the area whereof does not exceed one hundred and sixty acres, who of 160 acres.
becomes entitled to a Deed of Grant of the laud in fee-simple under
the provisions of the seventy-fourth section of the Principal Act :
Be it declared and enacted as follows-
If the amount paid by any such  lessee as  rent in respect of the
Farm for the five years preceding the time when he so becomes
entitled to a Deed of Grant exceeds  a sum  equal to two shillings and
sixpence  per acre of the land comprised in the Farm, the lessee shall
be entitled to have returned to him  a sum  equal to the difference
between the  sum so  paid and  a sum  equal to two shillings  and six-
pence  per acre.
THE SCHEDULE,
The Land Agents' Districts  of Beenleigh ,  Brisbane ,  Ipswich ,  Toowoomba,
Warwick, Gv inpie, Maryborough,  Bundaberg, Gladstone, and Rockhampton.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, (io,Crnmeut Yrulter, \'i'illiaw street, Brisbane.
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And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands  is to give the necessary directions herein
VOL. XXXVII.j SATURDAY,  121n SEPTEMBER, 1885. [No. 41.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the tenth
day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHE1IEAS by  " 1'he Crown lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " 1'he Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into.lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or fans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the. advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and narked on the ground before it is proclaimed
Open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
accordingly.
tttp,
A. V. DRUHY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands  in the parish of Grandehester, in
the Ipswich Land Agent 's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, thetenth
day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
his Excellency The Governor in Council.
VV
W HEREAS  by "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of'  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper neaps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provision,,
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with t+ie advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
96
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Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the  necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Maroochy, in the
Brisbane Land Agent's .District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House,  Brisbane , the tenth
day of September, 1885.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Act of
!! 1884,"  it is amongst  other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions  of  " Th.e Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into  lots  without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by  means of maps  or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the  commencement  of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the  said  Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land  Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Trinity, in the
Cairns Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS MOWBRAY
to be Warden at Mackay, under the provisions of
"7%e Gold Fields Act  of 1874," also a Commissioner
under  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1882."
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THE RESERVE FOR A POUND AT BURKETOWN
(Fide Gazette  of 15th August, 1885)
to be a place at which a Public Pound shall be
established.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Constable THOMAS HENNESSY
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at
Pentland, for the District of Kennedy, in
the room of Senior-Constable McDermott , trans-
ferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Sergeant PAUL LovE
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at Clermont, in the room of
Senior-Sergeant Armstrong, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES JAMES WHITLEY
Deputy Registrar-General, to be Acting Registrar
of Patents during the absence on leave of the
Registrar.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior -Constable THOMAS KING
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Wood-
ford.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
H IS  Exce llency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisiona lly,
JOHN JOSEPH BYRON
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secrets 's Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
NORMAN BUCHANAN
of his appointment as Acting Lieutenant in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
1
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
 notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
JOHN WILLIAM GREEN
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that  the name
GEORGE JAMES FITZWALTER
be substituted for George James Fitzwater, appear-
ing in the notification published in the  Gazette  of
the 15th ultimo appointing certain gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory.
S. • W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
R
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve that a State School, to be called the
BINGERA STATE SCHOOL,
be established at Bingera and Branyan Homestead
Area, near Bundaberg.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th September,  1885.-
T is hereby notified that
George Reesden Ogg
has been appointed a member of Committee for the
State School at Muttaburra,  vice  H.  Bell, who has
left the District.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June,  1884,
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.W HEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  G azette ,  or by a special direction
given on granting a  li cense in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see  that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small  islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given  on granting  a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
I
.r -u 0C."LAIVIATIWN.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY M I*SO KA V E,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGRAV E, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land ,  under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All  that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islannds adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
o'
oho
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
6801 Thomas Kilner ... ... 80 0 0 Ipswich
5776 Thomas Lay ... ... 60 0 0 ditto
950 Jane Hanly
... 67 2 0 Mackay
1359 Samuel Augustus  Mather 60 0 0 ditto
146 Elizabeth Eleanor Parker 647 0 0 Port  Douglas
359 John William Thomson ... 300 0 0 Cairns
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
fly I:sS Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  ]11usGnAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. ll rsun Avn, chael and  St. George ,  Governor
Guceeitur.  and Commander.in -Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
.Dependencies.
P
pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Roads d scribed hereunder shall be and are
hereby opened as Public Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS :
85-19510-C. Sol.
Road one chain wide resumed from portion 91,
parish of Fassifern, being a strip of land along
and within the cast boundary of the portion, and
containing 3 acres 3 roods 27 perches. (William
,, eelev).
85-9898- w.
Road one chain wide resumed from pre-emption
Western Creek Run, from its east boundary
north-westerly to the west boundary, containing 4
acres 2 roods 11 perches, taken from a reservation
of 6 acres. (The Scottish Australian Investment
Company, Limited).
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THS QUERN I
PItOCLAM ATION.
By  His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[1...J chael and St. George ,  Governor
A. A i 1-s+. is >,vx, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Gueer i,or.  Colony of  Queeuoland and it,
iih oelideneics.
I
N  pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884, "  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and proclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved
for the purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR DRILL SHED.
85.13744-C.K.
Town of Townsville.
County rf Elphinstone, paris'i of Coonambelah.
Allotments 6 to 15 of section 154.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-east
side of Morehead street by the south-west side of
Mcllwraith street, and bounded thence on the
north-east by Cannan street bearing 109 degrees
29 minutes five chains ; on the south-east by
Davidson street bearing 199 degrees 29 minutes
five chains ; on the south-west by allotments 15 and
5 bearing 289 degrees 29 minutes five chains ; and
on the north-west by Morehead street bearing 19
degrees 29 minutes five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES.
b3-14:307-1'.O.
Town of Maytown.
Cou,lty of Chelmsford, parish of Mayfown.
Allotment 12 of section 5.
I rood 28 perches.
Conlnlencing at the north-west corner of allot-
ment 11, and b4 Funded thence on the north by
Leslie street be.lring 272 degrees 50 minutes
170 links ; on the west by High street bearing
182 degrees 50 minutes 250  links;  on the south by
allotment 13  bearing 92  degrees 50 minutes 170
links  ;  and on the east by allotment 11 bearing 2
degrees 50 minutes 250 links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE IOR RAILWAY PU RPOSIS.
85-15187-R1i s.
On the Norman River.
County of Aornian ,  parish  (f kS'tokes.
About 29 square miles.
Commencing oIi the left bank of Norman River
at a point about four miles below the junction of
Wills Creek,  and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing south about two miles  ;  on the south
by a line bearing west seven miles  ;  on the west by
a line bearing north to Norman River  ;  and by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
85-15187--111 s.
On the Norman River.
County of Nornian, parish of Norm +n.
About 500 acres.
Commencing on the Norman River at the north-
east corner of selection 62, and bounded thence on
the south by that selection bearing west to its
north-west corner ; thence by a line bearing north
to the Norman River ; and by that river upwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
85-15187-$1ys.
On Norman River.
County of Norman, parish of Norman.
About 2,000 acres.
Commencing on left bank of Norman River at
the junction of a small creek about fifty chains
below Double Isle Landing, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about ninety
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south two
miles ; on the south by a line bearing east two miles ;
on the east by a line bearing north to Norman
River ; and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
85-18 528--S.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by notice in
the  Government Gazette  dated 31st March,
1876, which is hereby amended.)
County of Derby, parish of Weale.
About 1,030 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
6A, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south sixty-nine  chains  and sixty-eight
links; on the south by lines bearing 269  degrees
54 minutes seventy-eight chains and seventy-one
links, and 269  degrees  27 minutes seventy-three
chains and ninety-nine links; on the west by a
road bearing north sixty-three chains and sixty-five
links ; and on the north by the same road bearing
90 degrees 18 minutes seventy-five chains and
ninety-nine links, north seven chains and fifty-two
links, and east seventy-six chains and seventy
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON .
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
chael and St. George, Governor
A. MusGRAVu, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor. Colony of Queensland and it.
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  " Tlie Native
Birds Protection Act Amendment Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the Land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved for the protection and preservation of all
Native Birds mentioned in the Schedule to the
" The Native Birds Protection Act of  1877."
RESERVE FOR THE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION
OF NATIVE BIRDS.
Description :
County of Canning, parishes of Toorbul, Beerwah,
and Bribie.
Pumice Stone Channel and the shores thereof
for a distance of five chains landward,-exclusive
of all alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane. this eighth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. M USGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in "the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Agricultural Area No. 4.
Commencing on Willie Creek at the north-west
corner of a Camping Reserve in the parish of Clerk
(proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  for 1884,
volume 1, page 1374), and bounded thence by the
western boundary of the reserve and of portion
141, parish of Clerk, south to a point forty chains
south from the north-west corner of portion 141 ;
thence north-westerly to the south-east corner of
portion 260, by that portion north to the south
boundary of portion 191, by that boundary east to
Willie Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 5.
All Crown Lands situated on -the right bank of
the Bloomfield River within one mile thereof, and
extending ten miles upwards from its mouth.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MusGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Reserve for Public Purposes on
the RussellRiver,  containing2 ,035acres, established
by proclamation dated 17th September, 1884, shall
be and is hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eighth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in  the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVH THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th  September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is  hereby notified for general information,that  applications under  the eighty- ninth section
of  "The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884"  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this  Office ;
Police and  Post  Offices, Brisbane ,  and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE COOKTOwN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing on the coast about six miles north
from the mouth of the Endeavour River, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ; on the west by a line bearing south and
distant six miles from the Cooktown Municipal
boundary ; on the south by a line bearing east to
the coast and distant six miles from the Cooktown
Municipal boundary ; and on the east by the coast
northerly to the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
Commencing at the confluence of the east and
west Aormanby Rivers, and extending up the
left bank of the West Normanby River to its
source by a depth of two and a-half miles,
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Pari.h. Area.
A. S. P.
*1 The Ithaca Part of the road separat- Enoggera 1 2 18
Divisional ing portion 486 from
Board on portion 498
account of
David
Gordon
*2 Ditto, on Part of the road separat- Ditto ... 2 1 20
*3
account  of ing portions 481 and
the Trustees  313 from portions 499
of the late and 314
Bishop
O' Quinn
Ditto ...  Part of the road separat -  Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
portion 314
*4 John Fielding Part of one of the re- Mooloolah 0 1 36
served roads through
portion 48
4 Gustave The reserved road Ditto ... 0 2 12
Adolf Riebe through portion 46
* N art:.-The closure of these  roads is proposed  to be carrie
in connection with the  openingot other  ro ads.
t
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands  A ct of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
and at the  Land Office, Gladstone ; Police and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. s. P.
*1 Messrs .  The reserved  road Alma  ...  24 0 0
Stirrat th rough selection
Brothers 321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
2 J. F. Foun -  The  road separating Burpenga ry  2 0 0
tain portions 44 and 46
from portions 39
and 40
* The area of this road is proposed to be changed into  a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for generalinformation, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment theirobj  ections,in  writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at the Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Purge Di- The  ro ad separa -  Goodna ... 0 3 1
visional Board ting portion 306
on account of from part of por-
F. Chippen -  tion 305
dale
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing  the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their  objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
-- The Nundah The road separating Nundah ... 1 0 0
Divisional portion 588 from part
Board  on of portion 15
account
of E. A.
McDowell
N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with the opening  of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that
j applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick and Herberton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1
I
The Glengal -
I
Road separating por-
I
Canning  ...
A. R. P.
8 3 24
Ian  Divisio -  tion 46 from portion
nal Board 47
on account
Maryof
Orange
t2 The Tina ro o Road separating por- Herberton 2 2 38
Divisonal tions 5 and 11 from
Board on portions 6 and 12
account of
Peter George
Grant
t3 The Ingle-  The reserved road Rosenthal 7 2 10
wood Divi -  through portion 344
sional
Board on
account of
John Wil-
son
t4 Ditto The reserved  ro ad ditto ... 8 2 0
th ro ugh portion 133
* NoTE.-The closure  of this  road is pro posed to be carried out
in connection  with the  opening of a road  through portion 10,
parish of Deuchar.
t Nora.- The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried
out in connection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
!
T is hereby notified for  general in formation, that
I applications under  the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of 1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at  the Laud
Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant Situation . Parish. Area.
1 The Esk One of the reserved
A. S. T.Esk  11 0 0
2
Divisional
Board on
account o
Wm. M.
Bowman
Ditto  ...
roads through por-
tion 20
The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
3 Ditto  ...
through portion 18
The road separating ditto ... 9 0
4 Ditto
portions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
S Ditto F. E.
portion 12 from part
of portion 13
One of the  re served ditto ... 16 2 0
Bigge roads  through por-
tion 19
N
No'rs.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be.-carrie out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 '  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider  their interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections , in writing , within two months
from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pariah. Area.
A. P. P.
1 R. J. Logan Part of the road sepa -  Moggi ll  ... 7 1 0
rating portion 206
from part of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto . ..  One of the reserved ditto ... 2 2 0
ro ads through portion
206
3 Ditto  ...  Part of  ro ad separating ditto ... 1 1 0
portion 206 from por-
tions 205 and 208;
from north -west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road - item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I T is hereby notified  for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
1
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I I
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Hobler The road separating por- Playfair
tions 84 and 85 (selec-
tion 1836 ,  Rockhampton
District )  fro m po rt ions
86 and 89.
A. S. P.
14 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
Jr'is hereby notified for  general information,that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation. Parish . I  Area.
A. E. P.
- The  part  of the reserved  road Knapp About
Tabragalba th ro ugh portion 22  (se- 1 0 0
Divisional  lection  2955, Brisbane
Board  on District)
account of
W. P. Roe
Nars .- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with Selections under
" ['he Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 of and
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876" will
also be dealt with by the  Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July .
August  ...
September
October
November
December
Month.
March ...
April ...
May
June
JulyAugust::*.
September
October
November
December
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICES--
Brisbane . Been - Ipswich. Esk.•Leigh.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1886. 1885.
... ... Tues., 3 Wed., 11 Fri., 8 Wed. 18
7 8 10
... ... „ 5
to
13 „ 1 Tues. 19
... ...  of  2  to  10  to  5
2187 3...  of 9)„it
...  to 4 to 12 „ 7
... ...
1
„ 9 „ 4 „ 16
... ...  to  8  of 4 to 2
... ...  to  3  to  1  to 6 to 17
... ...  to  1  to  9 „ 4
DARLIN G  DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND O FFICiF-
AT Pouca
oFFrcx-
Too- Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.
woomba.
Date. Date.
1885. 1886.
Mon., 23 Tues., 24
of  20
u 22  of  23
of 27 „ 28
it 21
of 25 „ 28
... ... » 24
... ... to 21
... ... „ 28
... ...  It 23
of 21
u 25
22
27
24
it M
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
Fri., 27 Wed., 25is 24  of  22is  29 ,, 27
2d ,. 24
of 31 of  29
..
28  of  26
of 25 „ 23
„ 30 a 28
27 of  25
Wed., 23 of 80
At Miles, the third Thursday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LBICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICF.s--
Month.
Cler- Emerald .  Taroom.
moot.
Spring -  Mt. Banana.
sure. Britton.
Date .  Date. Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885. 1885. 1885. 1886.
Thur 26 Mon 16 Wed 4March 18Mon 23  Fri 6 Wed....
April ..
.,., .,
» 30 is 20 to 1 ., ., ,if 27  Tues.,7  is  16
May 628 18 25  Fri. 1 „ 20..
June  ..
n
,.  25
„ „
15 „ 3
,»if 22 „ b  of  17
July 30
„
120 27 3 15
August ...
of
„  27
„ofto17 „ 6 to24 It„ 7 ofof 19
September of 24 so 21 „ 2 n 28 „ 4 of  16
October  if 29 of 19 so  7 26 „ 2 „ 21
November 26 16 4 a 23 6 „ 18
December
so
so 311
so
so 21
so
of  2 „ 28 to 4 of  16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
Sao
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gymrie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRIC r.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in  each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF  COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Cairns,  the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MABANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rkma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday,
in each month.
At he Land Office, Blackall , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford,  the second  Wednes-day in each month.
WARREG O DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tliargomindah. the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.
Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
* The above Court s are only held for the purpose of dealing with
• npJlcationa for Cert ifleatek of Fnltilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEPS.
%TOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1I'4 Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHE DULF.S ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas.! ol in Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
A,nnENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
So. 376.
6 acres and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-] st July, 1865.
T1 ame of Grantee-Thomas John HartlevNussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north-
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  "The Title.; to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant  apd in  every deed
901
containing the erroneous  name ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERERD TO.
No. of Grant - 27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 187 5.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-Couuty  of Ward, parish of
Barrow ,  portion 5.
Area - 80 acres.
lVature of  Misnomer .- The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Alathieson instead of John Mathewson ,  the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
l Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed sliall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION JF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of .gedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; -on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd  July,  1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
I Grant mentioned in the schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
At  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the said  grants  and in every deed
containing the erroneous  names ; and  such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281 ,  58282, 58283.
Date of  Grants-9th February, 1885
Name of Grantee -John  McDonald.
Lands  ggranted.--Portions  181, 182,  and 18:i,
county of M ferivale ,  parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer - The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, j unior ,  the correct name.
Nos.  of Grants - 56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September ,  1884, and 15th
October ,  1884 ,  respectively.
Name of Grantee - William Higson.
Lands granted .- Allotment 6  of section 29, town
of Westwood  ;  and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as Wi ll iam Higson instead of
William  Kay  Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
"is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land  granted.-Allotment 2 of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  name  of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes,  as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-' rhe  names  of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William  Harrison  Amies, the
correct names.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-EdR and Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625,  Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north-west by  a line  bearing 67
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one  chains ; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres  for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
J and Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed sha ll  operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion 12,  county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
1 ` HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Emu Creek is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Emu Creek ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Peter McKillop, the pastoral tenant of
the run known as Emu Creek ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Moreton, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the sixteenth day of June,
1885, that he elects to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884":  And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be  divided:  Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run known as
Emu Creek be divided into two  parts,  and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows ,  viz.:-
About 641 square miles.
Commencing on Emu Creek at the south corner
of portion 44, parish of Djnan ,  and bounded
thence by a line north -westerly along the south-
western boundaries of 44 and 28 ; thence by a line
west along the south boundary of portion 4 to the
south-west corner thereof , by the  western boun-
dary of  portion' 4  north to
Bum Bum Creek, bythat creek downwards to  portion 26;  thence by a
line north -westerly along the south -western boun-
dary thereof to the Blackbutt Range ; by that
range south -westerly to the Great Dividing Range,
by that  range south-easterly to the source of
Gowrie Creek  ;  and thence by Gowrie and Emu
Creeks downwards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
122k  squarelmiles.
Commencing at the confluence of Googa Googa
Creek with Emu Creek ,  and bounded thence by
Emu Creek upwards to the western boundary of
portion 11, parish of Eskdale ; thence by the
western and south-western boundaries of portions
11, 12,  and 26,  and the eastern watershed of Emu
and Pierce 's Creek south -easterly ,  and by the
southern watershed of those creeks and the Great
Dividing Range south-westerly to the source of
Cowrie Creek ,  by that creek and Emu Creek
downwards to portion 44,.parish of Djnan ;  thence
by a  line north-westerly along the south-western
boundaries of 44 and  28;  thence by a line west
along the south boundary of portion 4 to the south-
west corner thereof ,  by the western boundary of
portion 4 north to Bum Bum Creek, by that creek
downwards to portion  26;  thence by a line north-
westerly along the south -western boundary thereof
to the Blackbutt Range, by that range north-
easterly to a spur ridge forming the eastern water-
shed of Googa Googa Creek ; and thence by the
eastern watershed of Googa  Googa Creek  southerly
to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal  of the  Board ,  this fourth
day of September ,  A.D. 1885.
E. DESHON ,  Members of the
T.S.  SWORD ,5 Land Board.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming  the division made under the pro-
visions of "  the Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Crow's Nest, is published as required
by the Act, and for the  information  of those whom
it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Crow 's Nest, situated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Edward Wilmot Pechey, William Smith,
Charles Barnes, Matthew Gleeson, Matthew
Grehan, and Augustus Mitchell, the pastoral
tenants of the run known as Crow 's Nest ,  situated
in the Pastoral District of Moreton, in the Colony
of Queensland,  have given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the eleventh day of
February, 1885, that they elect to take  advantage
of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 " with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the the said Secretary for Public
Lands has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act o  1884 " : And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run known as
Crow's Nest be divided into two parts, and that
the part of the said run reterred to in the said Act
as the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
About 7
s
square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Perseverance
and Crow 's Nest Creeks, and bounded thence on
the south  by Crow' s Nest Creek upwards and the
northern boundary of Crow 's Nest Town Reserve
westerly  ;  on the west by portion 38, a timber
reserve  (proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1875,
page 793),  and portions 35, 18, and 33 northerly to
the watershed separating Crow 's Nest Creek from
Anduramba Creek ; on the north-east by that water-
shed south -easterly  ;  and on the east by a spur
ridge southerly to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About  54  square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Perseverance
and Crow 's Nest Creeks ,  and bounded thence on
the east by Perseverance Creek upwards to the
south  boundary of portion 28, parish of Ravens-
bourne ; thence by portions 28, 13,  and 12 southerly
to Oaky Creek ;  on the south by Oaky Creek down-
wards, portion 37, Perseverance  Creek,  downwards,
and the northern boundary of a timber reserve
(proclaimed in the  Government Gazette ,  1876, page
1417)  westerly ; on the west by portions 2340,
1287 ,  2685, and 22, parish of Crow 's Nest,  northerly
to Crow's Nest Creek ;  and on  the north by Crow s
Nest Creek  downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board, this  fifth day
of September ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD,  Land Board.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Cressbrook ,  is  published  as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter  of the  division of the Run
known as Cressbrook ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton ,  in theColony of Queens-
land.
WHE$EAs David Cannon McConnel and James
Henry McConnel ,  the pastoral tenants of the run
known as Cressbrook, situated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton, in the Colony of Queensland,
have given notice to the Secretary  for  Public
Lands, dated the sixth day of April ,  1885, that
they elect to take advantage of the provisions of
"The Crown  La>>ds Act of  1884 "  with respect to
such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof  :  And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has referred the
same to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson
Sword, being the Land Board constituted under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has caused the said run to be divided  :  Now upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said run known as Cressbrook be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said J et as the resumed part shall com-
prise and include the land described as follows,
Viz.:-
About 124 square miles.
Commencing on Ivory's Creek at the south-west
corner of portion 5, parish of Biarra ,  and bounded
thence by that portion easterly to the Colinton
road, by that road south-easterly to portion  15;
thence by portions 15, 20 ,  19 and 21 to the south-
west corner of 21 ; thence by a line east and a
camping reserve southerly and 'easterly to the
Colinton road, by that road southerly to the north
corner of portion  132;  thence by a road south-
easterly to portion 106, by portions 106 and 126
westerly and a line south along the west boundary
of portion 126 to portion 30; thence by a line west
to a road along Ivory's Creek, by that road
northerly to portion 18, by that portion east to
Ivory's Creek; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall  comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz. :
About 44  square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
107, parish of Biarra, and bounded thence on the
south by a line east to the Colinton road, on the
east by that road to a camping reserve, by that
reserve south -westerly ,  north-westerly ,  and north-
easterly ; thence by a line north along the west
boundary of portion 112, parish of Cressbrook, to
the south corner of portion 140, parish of Biarra ; on
the north-west by the road along the south-east
boundaries of portions 140, 136, and 130 south-
westerly to portion 107; and on the west by that
portion bearing south to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of the Colinton road, ten chains
wide.
Given under the seal of the Board, this ninth
day of September, A.D. 1885.
[L.a.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD,  3 Land Board.
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NOTICE.
SELECTORS  under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render  their titles under that Act, and receive
instead  thereof  a lease under  Part IV. of  " He
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications  in connection  therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
L
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  " The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869 ,"  connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt ,  North  K ennedy,
and South Kennedy ,  will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  28th August, 1885.
i
T is hereby  notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such  other business as may be required ,  will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane ,  at, 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
15th  day of September proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1885.
Notice to S. W. Gx.dY, holder of Selections Nos
973, 1115, 1212, Beenleigh.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion,  in accordance  with section 52 of the Act of
1876, on the above  selections , I have to request
that you will show  cause  at the Land Court to be
holden at  Beenleigh , on the 14th day of October
next , why the same should not be deemed
abandoned  and dealt  with as forfeited and vacated
selections.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Blackall, 1st September, 1885.
Notice to Joax KAMANAGH, Selector, Blackall.YOU are hereby called upon, under section 52of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," to attend the Land Court, to be holden at
Blacka ll on TUESDAY, the 3rd day of October
next , at Ten o'clock a.m., there to show cause why
your Selection, No. 56, Blackall District, shall not
be forfeited fcr non-fulfilment of the conditions of
residence.
ROWLAND MORRISBY,
Land Commissioner.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane , 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AN Examination of Candidates shall be heldonce a year at the Office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year,  viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of 210; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted o
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for  examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully  pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class licenses
as railway  surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  and they shall have  preferable claims
for employment  in the  Railway Department of
this colony when suitable  openings  may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The  examination  shall be conducted by the
Inspecting, Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far as  quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway  curves.
V..) Practical  examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments , plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork  contents , conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annuallyprepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet  Engineer,
and on his  approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number  of marks  representing the
proportional value of each question  shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving  more than 80 per cent. to a  first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon anyy officer employed  as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months'  notice  be given such
officer.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.
DIVISION OF ARAMAC.THE following By-law, made by the Board ofthe Aramac Division. having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act Amendment Act of  1882."
BY-LAW No. 13.
WHERFAS  by " The Divisional Boards Act of  1879"
and  " The Divisional Boards Art Amendment Act
of  1882," any Division may make By-laws for all
or any of the purposes in the said Acts mentioned :
It has been resolved by the Board of the Aramac
Division, by and with the sanction of His Excellency
the Governor in Council. that section 5, chapter 1 of
Bl -law No. 8 of the said Division shall be and is
hereby repealed, and that the following By-law
shall be in force within the said Division from the
date of the publication hereof :-
To be read after section IV. of chapter 1 of
By-law No. 8:-
Any person taking or attempting to take any
unregistered goat or any registered goat, having
no collar or triangle fixed on its neck, out of the
possession of the Board's officer shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Division of Aramac this 30th day
of April, A.D. 1885.
A. R. BROWN,
Acting Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
DIVISION OF CARPENTARIA.
r] ' HE following By-law, made by the Board
1 of the Carpentaria Division, having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, is hereby published in the  Government
Gazette,  in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act of 1882."
BY-LAW No. 17.
That export wharfage rate on wool from Norman-
ton be reduced from one (1) shilling per bale to
sixpence per bale.
`1 he foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Division of Carpentaria, this
23rd day of June, A.D. 1885.
A. S. HAYDON,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, WARWICK.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Court House at Warwick.
Tenders to  be endorsed  ". Yew Court  .Souse,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £50. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION DEPOT, ROCKHAMPTON.
F
r ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
New Immigration Depot at -Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Depot, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, PORT
DOUGLAS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Port Douglas, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the  .25th  September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions
to Police Station, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Police
Station, Port Douglas."
Plan, Specification , and form  of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£10. (See clause 1 in the  General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, awl  at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contraot in the event of the
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Tender being accepted ,  and undertakingin that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, COOLGtARRA.
TENDERS will he received al tlii- Offs. e, and
j at the Court House, H erberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Coolgarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Cool-
garra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit , to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day:
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
ITnder  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Immigration Barracks at Kangaroo
Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Barracks, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£54). (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK,  TOWNSVILLE-
TENDERS will be received at this  Office  until
j Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 25th of
September ,  from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross  Creek Bridge."
Plan ,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses ,  Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is 91
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of every Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  agreeing to
deposit the sum of 421 per cent .  on amount of
Tender, in addition to 1 per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
lTnder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
t ENDERS will be received at this Office
1 until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
25th September, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron Swing Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Erection
Ross  Creek Brzdge."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 41 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to per cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertakin in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Duplication between Brisbane and Ipswich.
TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS, TIMBER-
GETTERS, AND OTHERS.
SQUARED SLEEPERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
September ,  1885,  fr om persons willing to contract
for the supply of Squared Sleepers for the Duplica-
tion of the Line between Brisbane and Ipswich.
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Tend ors to be endorsed  " 1 (in coo , f>>r  S1 yeui'c(l
Sleepers "
specification and form of Tender may be seen,
and further i,,i •ticulars obtained, at tie Ciiiet
Engineer's t )11hr, , Bri,batte, and at the Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders mrt-t be Sent in on pr,per printed forms,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be  it
memorandum signed by the party tendering agreeing
to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of
the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute
and deliver  at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN  DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 2331 MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe Northern Railway Extension from 200
miles to 233  miles 20  chains -in length 33 miles
20 chains- in accordance  with Plans, Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions, and Specifications,
which may  be seen  at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also, at  the Commissioner for Railway-,' Ollice.
Sydney, and the Railway Offices. 'lell,oiirtx and
Adelaide, on and after SATI " ,'D V, t { e 17 111
October next, where also form. of Condor and
other information can be obtained,.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tendcr.l;n 1:., t ,! sic r, _l u,-t1i-
ern Railway from  200  Altles to Jfoyhcntlt,i,'  iittl,t
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways, at Brisbane, not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. W.M. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 7th September, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING -STOCK,  WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o 'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the 25th
instant ,  for the construction of fifty  (50) Low-Sided
Open Goods Wagons ,  14 feet long ,  for the Southern
and Western  Railway.
A deposit of two  and a-half  (22) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank  draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See elau,e 1:3 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specificati.ou.)
Drawing-. Specification,. &c.. call be Seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Othce, iii isbane, at the
Locomotive Supwrintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foremen's Otlices, Toowoomba,
and Maryborough. on and after the 1 itlt instant.
The luwe-t or any Tender will not nece„drily be
accepted.
Nor} -Tenderers  iunt ('lea rir nndrr,tuud that the t uilflitiuny
of Contract relating to lilies tar uuu-eutul , ictioi, tot tai e tii  it  t,e
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QIUEENSLAND 1,AII,vV_AYs, S.D.
S,au1IIERN AND AS ESTEtiN RAILWAY.
li,ssit'ertt Br ,c,ach-Coi.too o•t 1so. 2.
CONTRACT FOR AVORK.TEN DER. are invited forthe construction of
l,:vtell,ion of the Fas,ifern 13rancb from
iiaarisille to the Teviot in length  16 stiles 75
eltaitt,  7!  links, incltt,iye of Deviation,-in aeeor-
dance wwitit PI-in,, Sections, Dram1n,_,s, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be Seen
at the  Office of the Chief Engineer, 13ri,hane, on
and after  MONDAY, the 5th October, ISti5,
where also forms of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch - Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY ,  the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 20th  August, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railway's Office,
Brisbane , 10th September, 1885.
SouTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
supply of Three Thousand Tons of Coal for Loco-
motives, etc, Southern and Western Railway.
Samples to be supplied to the Stores Depart-
ment, Ipswich, previous to the 18th September,
15;:,.
Further particulars may be obtained at this
Oliiee. and at the xailway Stoiekeepcr's Office.
Ips« ]ch.
A. O. 11 ER BERT
lender Secretary for Hallways.
Department of Public Instruction.
Brisbane, 10t1t September. 1855.
TO CONTRACTORS AND 0Th [ E ]; S.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, EMU CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and War-
wick, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
2nd of October, from persons willing to contract
for Improvements and Repairs at the State School,
Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments , Repairs, State School, Emu Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1885.
TO CON TRACTORS AND OTHERS.
AI)DIT'IO N S TO TEACHER' S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, MURPHY'S CREEK.
r ENDERS will be received at thi, Office. and
at the Court llon,es, Toowoomba and Ipso ich,
until Fonr o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd of
October, from persons wtlltnr, to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Teacher', Re-idenee,
State School, Murphy's Creek.
Tcuders to lee endorsed  " Tender for A,ltlttiou:
to Teacher's I?esitle,i,•e, State School, Murphy's
Creek."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under `ecretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th  August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING  AND GATES, TOWNSVILLEORPHANAGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office. andat the Court House ,  Townsville, until Four
(O'clock p.m. on F RIDAY,  the 25th of September,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing and
Dates at the Townsville Orphanage.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Fencing and
Gates ,  Townsville  Orphanage."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLANI).
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.
GENDERS will be received at the 't'reasury,
Brisbane ,  until  Noon of SATURDA N-, the
10th October, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater , Townsville,  a distance  of about 1,5(0
feet.
Plan and Specification may be  seen  at the Har-
hours and  Rivers Offices. Sydney, Brisbane,
Rockhampton. and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender.
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
cepted.
Treasury, Brisbane,
11th September, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEEN SLA N D.
NEW JETTY, CLEVELAND.
"ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
10th October, for the construction of a Jetty from
the west side of the Point, Cleveland,  extending
into Raby jay.
Plans and  Specifications  maybe  seen , and further
information obtained, at the Harbours and Rivers
Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in  accordance  with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, BUNDAMBA UPPER.
r1EN DERS will be received at this Office, and
at the  Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th of September,
from persons willing to contract for the necessary
Improvements and Repairs at the State  School,
Bundamba Upper.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Ineprove-
naents, Repairs, 4-c., State School, BundambaUpper."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th  August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL, ENOGGERA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office  untilFour o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 25th  of
September,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Additions to the State School,
Enoggera.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Additions,
State School, Enoggera."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
E. B. CLTLLEN,
Under  Secretary.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
Treasury, Brisbane.
11th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS. _
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICE, 188E-7-8
Post and Teleg  •aph Department,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1885.
SFPAIIATE Tenders  are invited , and will be
received until  Noon of MONDAY, the 5th
October next, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails, from the 1st January, 1886.
For full particulars see  Queensland Government
Gazette of  the 1st, 8th, and 15th August, 1885,
copies of which may be seen on application at any
Police Office, and List of Mail  Services at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 10th  September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-NEW LINES
WITHIN RAILWAY  FE NCES-BRISBANE
TO HELIDON, AND TOOWOOMBA TO
DALBY (JUNCTION) -ADDITIONAL WIRES
-HELIDON TO TOO WOOMBA (ALONG
RAILWAY LINE).TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until  Noon on FRIDAY , the sixteenth
(16th )  day of October  next, from persons desirous
of contracting  for the supply  of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets ,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary for the abovementioned
work,  according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately:-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing  and timber
work on new  lines.
2. Price, per  mile, for clearing existing line,
Helidon  to Toowoomba (along  Railway).
3. Price, each , for extra poles ,  where necessary.
4. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing  brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
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B&&ne  to Helidon-two wires (within railway
fences)- a distance  of seventy-one (71)  miles, more
or legs.
Toowoomba to Dalby (Junction)-within rail-
way fences-two wires,  a distance  of fifty-four
(54) miles,  more or less.
Helidon to Toowoomba (along railway line)-
two additional  wires on present  poles-a distance
of thirty (30) miles,  more or less.
The wire (No. 6, BWG),  insulators , brackets,
-ind screws to be supplied by the Government, and
slivered to the contractor in Brisbane within
three (3) months after the acceptance of the
Tender. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus  material after  the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within  six (6) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
offiser  appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contraect shall have been completed to the  satisfac-
tien of the  Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the lines for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
lines not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently  reject  or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising from  the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys  due to the  contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to  satisfy any  such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be  responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by  the erection of the lines, also
for damage so caused  to roads ,  or railway works ;
and if such  claims are  not defrayed, the Superin-
tendeat is authorised to pay the  same from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with  all  plant, materials ,  and implements
in his possession  on the ground ,  and all  sums of
money, whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penal ties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the  amount sha ll  be con-
sidered  as ascertained damages  for breach of
contract.A. deposit of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must  accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the  time stipulated , in the event of the
Teaadar being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself  to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the lines to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the lines to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which, in the judgment of the inspecting officer,
might endanger the lines, to be removed. Every
care is  to be taken not to damage the railway
works.
Poles to be straight saplings of the best descrip-
tion of hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed,  not less
than thirty-one and a-half (311.) inches in circum-
ference at  five (5) feet from the butt,  and nineteen
(19) inches  in circumference  at the top, and twenty-
six (26) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred one (1) foot above and one (1)
foot below the surface of the ground, the charred
portion to be well coated with hot coal tar ; the top
to be firmly hooped at two (2) inches from the
extremity with good hoop-iron of not  less than
one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be truly
bored for the insulator pin, and served with a thick
coating of  white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts  or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles  sha ll  not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be  trimmed , and brackets  firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each ,  as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material  used in the construc ti on of this
work ,  or any  part of it, to be of the best quality,
and,  together with the  workmanship ,  are to be
subject to  the final approval  or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer  appointed by him  to inspect the same.
Tender  forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric  Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
ADDITIONAL WIRE-EMERALD TO CLER-
MONT, ALONG RAILWAY.TENDERS will bereceived at heOffice of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the fourteenth
(14th) day of September next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material, except wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price, per mile, for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where neces-
sary.
Emerald to Clermont, along railway-a distance
of sixty-three (63) miles,  more or less.
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The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
Ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a. bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remp,ining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into b the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
All new poles required must be heavy straight
saplings of the best description of approved hard-
wood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being
allowed), with the bark removed, not less than nine
(9) inches in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt,
and five (5) inches in diameter at the top, and
twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over a
space of six (6) feet, and well coated with the best
coal far; the top to be firmly bound at one (1)
inch from its extremity, with good hoop-iron of nr
less than one (1) inch wide. The top of each pol
must be bored for the insulator pin, and served
with a thick coating of white lead.
New poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places,
where required, struts or supports of wood must
be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator  pins  (to be provided by the contractor),
to be of split ironbark  according  to pattern sup.
plied, must be fitted  as directed  ; the lip of the
insulator to be  not less  than one (1) inch from
the top of the bracket. The wire to be so stretched
that the  deflection  between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made as directed , and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
Contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, must be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Su r-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, ele-
graph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department, +
Brisbane , 10th September, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the Post Office at Texas has been made
a Selling Office for Postal Notes, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Post Card and
Postal Note .Act  of 1880."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.
T T is hereby notified for general information
1 that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-Mining Surveyor's Office, Gympie - W. F.
STRETTON-£159 17s.
Police Station, Lake's Creek-JoHx WOTHEa-
spooN-£450.
Additions, Commissioner of Police Office, Bris-
bane-ALEX. WHI1' ECROss-£280.
Repairs to Fence, Roma Gaol-WARREII Baos--
£240.
Post and Telegraph Office, Dungeness-E. C.
CORBRTT-£378 11s.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender ofMr. PETER B OWN for fencingYards of New Workshops, Ipswich, has
been accepted. Amount, £523.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Seeretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 7th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of Messrs. E. AND J. HEADLAND
for the erection of Goods-shed at Kingston,
Logan Railway, has been accepted. Amount, £149.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE Tender  of Messrs .  G. AND E .  NEGUS, for
the construction of 4 Composite Carriages
for Maryborough  Railway ,  has been accepted.
Amount,  22,745  16s.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
MAP OF GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
0
N Sale at this Office, and at the Warden's
Office, Gympie, New Map of Gympie Gold
Field, showing Gold  Mining Leases , Reefs, Shafts,
Sections of Claims, &c. Price,  2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby  given , under the 14th section
of  " An Act to  make provision  for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the  Burrum Rail-
way from Howard to Bundaberg South.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Bandaberg ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereb required  to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of  any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the practice
Lr which has obtained of Employ6s in the
Ra ilway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby pro-
hibited ,  and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of  the 15th August,
1885.  Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Acting Traffic  Manager , Townsville, and
paying  costs . If not  released  on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
1 \
N OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Railway, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th .July, 1885. Owners can obtain the same on
application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES='
DAY, the 6th t October, 1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Minister for Public Works hereby notifiesthat the following  Regulations  for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit his  name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish  a return  of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared  to pass an examination  by the Chief
Engineer , or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that the South Coast Linefrom Bethania Junction to Logan Village
will be opened for public traffic on MONDAY,
the 7th September  instant ,  on and  from which date,
and until further  notice, trains  will run to the
following  tipie table
UP TRAINS.
 . M. P.Y. P.M.
Stanley street ...  dep. 9.0 4.30 5.25
Beenleigh  ...  arr. 10 .45 6'15
Logan Village ...  arr. ... ... 7'30
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. L.Y. P.M.
Logan Village  ...  dep. ... 8'25
Beenleigh  ... dep. 6. 45 2.15
Stanley street  ...  arr. 8 .30 10'30 4'0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
1T is hereby notified that a further Extension of
the Western Railway from Mitchell to Dulva-
dilla was opened for public traffic on 24th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains run between Roma and Dulvadilla to the
following time table :-
Mixed. Hail.
a.m. p.m,
Roma  .. ... ... dep. 9.0 and 9.25
Dulvadilla ... arr. 4 '15 is 1.35
Mail .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
Dulvadilia ... dep. 2.45 „ 9.0
Roma ... ... ... arr. 6 .52 is 4'30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1885.
NOTICE.A FURTHER extension of the South Coast
Railway (f rom Loganlea to Beenleigh) was
opened for public  traffic on MONDAY, 27th July,
1885, on and from which date (and until further
notice )  the trains will run as follows :-
A.M. P.M.
Leaving Stanley street at 9'0 and 4.30
Arriving Beenleigh  is  10.45  is  6'15
Leaving is is 6.45  is  2.15
Arriving Stanley street ,,  8.30  is  4.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1885.
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NOTICE.IT is hereby notified for general information,
that a further Extension of the Killarney
Branch Railway from Emu Vale to Killarney was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
21th August, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, trains between Warwick and
Killarney run to the following time table :-
Warwick ...
a.m.
dep. 10.0
p.m.
and 4140
Emu Vale „ 11.33 „ 6.13
Killarney ... arr. 12.20 „ 7.0
Killarney ... ... dep. 7'15 „ 1'15
Emu Vale ... „ 8.5 „ 25
Warwick ... ... arr. 9'33 3.33
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information thatthe Railway from Mackay to Eton and Hamilton
was opened for public traffic on 10th August,
1885, on and from which date, until further notice,
trains run to the following time table:-
a.m. a.m.
Eton ... ... dep. 7'0 Newbury June.... arr. 7'27
Newbury June.... „ 7.30 Hamilton ... „ 8.0
Hamilton ... „ 8.30 Mackay ... ... „ 10.0
p.m. p.m.
Mackay ... ... „ 3.0 Hamilton ... „ 4.30
Hamilton ... „ 4.45 Eton ... ... „ 5.13
F.  CUR-NOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1888%
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville'
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Kingsborough, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Maytown, Mackay, Maryborough, Mill-
chester, Mount ferry, Morven, Murphy's Creek,
Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre?k
(Gympie), Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas,
Queensport, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 9th September , 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
1HE following  Notice to  Mariners is published
,(- for general  information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extracts from New Zealand Gazette, 20th August,
1885.]
No. 29 of  1885.
REPORTED DANGER OFF CAPE PALLISER.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 17th August, 1885.
CAPTAIN JOHNSON, of this Department, has made a
survey of that part of the coast off Cape Palliser
where the s.s. " Ionic " is reported to have struck
on the 28th June last, and finds that there is a
patch of sunken rocks extending about seven cables
south of the easternmost of the two points forming
the Cape, with a bank of foul ground extending
one and a-half miles from the shore.
He states that if Masters comply with the direc-
tion given in the  -New Zealand Pilot,  viz., " not
to round the Cape within two miles," their vessels
will be in perfect safety.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 9th September, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners  is publishedfor general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Office of the Marine Board of New South Wales,
Sydney, 26th August, 1885.
ALTERATION-RICHMOND RIVER LIGHTS.
IT is hereb notified for general information,
that on and after the night of TUESDAY,
the 15th of September, the Red Light at the
Richmond River Heads will be discontinued, and
two Bright Lights exhibited in lieu thereof. These
lights will bear E.S.E. and W.N.W. magnetic
from each other at a distance of 100 feet.' The
upper light shown from the tower will be visible
from seaward at a distance of 10 or 12 miles ; the
lower light will not be visible at so great a
distance.
FRANCIS HIXON,
President.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.THE following Petition, praying foran altera-tion in the number of Councillors of the
Municipality of Mackay, is published in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Loral Government Act
of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Town Hall,
Mackay, 8th July, 1885.
To His Excellency the Governor and the Executive
Council of Queensland.
We, the Council of the Municipality of Mackay,
humbly pray that you will be pleased, under the
provisions of  " The Local Government Act of
1878," to make an order increasing the number of
Aldermen for the said Municipality from six to
nine, to be apportioned into three Wards, as con-
tained in the Ratepayers' Petition herewith.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
Signed by the Mayor and Town Clerk, on
behalf of the said Council of the Municipality
of Mackay, and the seal of the Municipality
affixed hereto.
The seal of the Council of the Municipality of
Mackay was affixed in the presence of
JOHN HARVEY,
Mayor.
WM. GEO. HODGES,
Town Clerk.
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THE following Petition, praying for the sub-
1 division of the Municipality of Mackay, is
published in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Local Government Art  of 1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
To His Excellency the Governor in Council and
the Executive Council of Queensland.
We, the  undersigned ,  Ratepayers of the Muni-
cipality of Mackay, humbly pray that you
will, in accordance with the provisions  of  " Ehe
Local Government Act of 1878 ,"  make an order
subdividing the Municipality of Mackay into three
Wards with  three Members  to each Ward, such
Wards to be bounded  as follows :-
WEST WARD.
iommencing at the northern end of Sydney
street ; thence by the \ Pioneer River westwards to
the Nebo road ; thence along the Nebo road south-
westerly to Shakespeare street ; thence along
Shakespeare street eastward to Sydney street ;
thence along Sydney street northwards to the
point of commencement.
EAST WARD.
Commencing at the northern end of Sydney
street ; thence by that street southwards to Sh ke-
speare street ; thence  by that  street eastwards to
Goldsmith street; thence by that street north-
wards to the Pioneer  .River  ;  thence along the
river westward to the point of commencement.
SOUTH WARD.
The remainder of the Municipality.
The Council of the Municipality of Mackay
have signified their approval to this subdivision,
and also to this increase of the number of Alder-
men.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
James Jenson ,  Tennyson street
Danl .  Murray, Sydney street
W. Matthews ,  Sydney street
F. Riechelmann ,  Victoria street
Saml . B. Wright, Victoria street
Richard Kenna ,  Victoria st eet
H. J. Bland ,  Victoria street
Chas. Webster ,  Sydney street and elsewhere
Fred. Bourne, Nelson street
W. Deller, Sydney street
A. Williamson, Victoria street
F. R. Hawke, Victoria street
J. H. Thornber, Victoria street
F. Deising ,  Victoria street
John Ward,  Macalister street
S. Hill , Albert street
C. Camus, South Sydney street
Jno. Christie, Wood.street
T. V. Chataway, Victoria street
W. M. Forster, Sydney street
Chas. V. Hynes, Sydney street
Jos. P .  Kemp, Sydney street
W. Wilkinson,  draper , Sydney street
Albert  Carpenter ,  draper, Sydney street South
John  Swanson,  Sydney  street
W. J. Swanson, Sydne street
Walter E. Perroux ,  Juliet street
Martin Beck ,  Sydney street
F. H..O'Reilly,  Sydney street
P. Poole, Sydney street
Andrew Byrne ,  Brisbane st re et
James W. Smith ,  Sydney street
T. H. Bussey ,  Brisbane street
Robert Fleming ,  Sydney street
Thos. Anderson, suburbs
P. Stenson, Sydney street South
P. M. Hynes, Sydney street
E. Bromberg, Sydney street
J. H. Sharp, S dney street
Henry B. Black, Sydney street and Lagoons
John  Wright,  Sydney street
Clement Munee ,  Shakespeare street
W. J. Byrne, Mackay
J.  It.  Ba rn es, Mackay
Frank Schneider, suburbs
E. Staines ,  Mackay
Ed. P. Ashdown, Victoria street
James McLellan, Victo ri a st reet
Andrew Dickson ,  Victoria street
W. Edwards ,  Wellington street
H. Edwards ,  Wood street
M. Barron, Wood street
Geo. H .  Crompton, Wood street
J. C. Matland, Shakespeare street
W. G. Pearce ,  Brisbane street
E. Barron ,  Victoria street
J. Wallace ,  Victoria street
R. H. Talbot ,  Victoria street
George Glass ,  Victoria street
Wm. Abraham ,  Victoria street
James Croker ,  Fernlees
A. C. Luya ,  Sydney street
Ed. Eav es , Sydney street
H. P. Thomson ,  Albert street
A. F. B. Chubb,  North street
W. Lobee,  Sydney streetWin. Long ,  Wood street
M. K lingner ,  Carlisle street
Hugh C. Adrian ,  Macalister street
Archd .  Mclnty ,  e, Tennyson street
Henry Cross ,  M calister street
P. O'C. Russell ,  Beach road
James Hodges ,  Sydney street
J. Barry, Sydney street
R bert Bradhu'  y, Alfred st reet
Charles Inner;, Tennyson street
B. McGuire ,  Wood street
George Wood, Wood street
William Robertson ,  Victoria street
S dney A.  Nottingham ,  Albert street
E. Reid, Brisbane street
Jno. Hy. Williams ,  Wellington street
John Montgomery ,  Shakespeare street
Samuel Modwell (his X mark ),  Dellar street
H. D. Petersen ,  Alfred and Byron streets
Charles T. Regan, Moore street
J. Millward, Carlisle street
S. George, Loge's road
Neil McArthur ,  Beach road
William Nidd ri e, Moore street
T. 'reemi 1g, Carlisle street
Sampson Trelva ss, Shakespeare street
Charles W. Kingwell ,  Tennyson street
George Dimmock ,  Beach  road
H. Burrowes ,  Albert street
P. McClusky ,  Victoria street
H. Barnes, Macalister street
F. Black, Sydney street
B. Gray, Sydney street
George Stark, River street
H. C. McKay ,  Cemetery road
Wilhelm Loge ,  Wood street
C. Lenehan ,  Albert street
George Harris, Gregory street
James O'Brien ,  River street
W. P. Fay, Al bert street
Wi ll iam Kelly ,  River street
W. O. Wilson ,  Wood street _
John Hamil ,  Victoria street
Henry Field, Victoria street
J. G. E. Grolow Sydney street
Con. Kelly  (his ± mark), Victoria street
W. Applet, Victoria streetGeorge Heath ,  Victoria street
Jas. Irosteck ,  Victoria street
W. J. Cameron ,  Victo ria street
Evan Davis, Nebo road
W. H. Fegan ,  Carlyle street
A. Wagner  (his X mark ),  Brisbane street
P. R. Mackenzie ,  Alfred street
John Armstrong, Brisbane street
James J. Lalor, Carlyle st re et
John McLellan ,  Nelson street
Jose Siez, Macalister street
Martin Gibson, Victoria street
Hans Bensen ,  Carlyle street
G. H. Lindsay ,  River st reet
John C. Martin ,  Sydney streetWin. Geo. Hodges, Shakespeare street.
I, Patrick  Stenson ,  being one of the persons
signing the  above  Petition ,  do solemnly and
seriously deelire  that all the signatures affixed to
the said Petition  are the genuine signatures of the
persons whose  signatures  they purport  to be ; and
that such  persons are inhabitant  householders of
the District therein referred to.
PATRICK STENSON.
Signed and declared by the said declarant in my
presence ,  this fourth day of August, 1885.
Taos .  MOWBRAY, P.M.
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MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
T HE following By-law. made by the MunicipalCouncil of Brisbane ,  having been approved
by His  Excellency the Governor in Council, is
published  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Local  Government  Act of  1878.'
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BY-LAW No. 40.
VICTORIA BRIDGE TRAFFIC REGULATIONS.
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is necessary  and expedient that pro-
vision should be made to regulate the traffic so far
as relates  to the  passage of  live stock on the Vic-
toria Bridge, between Queen and Melbourne
streets , in the Municipality of Brisbane : It is
hereby ordered by the Municipal Council of the
said Municipality, by virtue of the powers and
authorities  in them  in this behalf vested, and by
the authority of the same as follows :-
hours for cattle traffic.
1. Any person, being the owner of or being the
person in charge of or responsible for the same,
who shall drive or cause or permit to be driven
upon or  across , or cause or permit to enter upon
the Victoria Bridge, any loose horses, cattle, sheep,
or pigs, except between the hours of 11 o'clock at
night and 5 o'clock in the  morning , shall be deemed
to have committed a breach of this clause of this
By-law. Horses or cattle being driven for the
purpose of being impounded are exempted from
the operation of this  clause  of this By-law.
Foot passengers-Rule of road.
2. Every foot passenger going on or crossing the
bridge aforesaid shall keep on the footway on his or
her right-hand side of the bridge, and no person
shall loiter or cause any, obstruction or wilfully
delay or impede the passing of any other person on
the said bridge.
Penalty.
3. For every breach or offence  against  any of the
provisions of this By-law the maximum penalty
shall be X20.
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Municipality of Brisbane on the 27th day of July,
1885, and sealed with the common seal of the
Municipality this 17th day of August, 1885.
BENJAMIN BA.BBIDGF,
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth  year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRA.VE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Of ce,
Brisbane , 11th Soptenber, 1886.
MARTDOAOUGH  HOSPITAL.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Amendments of Regu-
lations  1, 9, and 18,  made  by the committee of and
adopted by the contributors to the 31aryboroughHospital:-
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
Name.
1. The Maryborough and Wide Bay and Burnett
District Hospital.
Voting.
9. All subscriptions for the current financial year
must be paid before the advertised hour of the
annual meeting to entitle subscribers to a vote at
that meeting ; provided that all persons who have
paid their subscriptions for the preceding year shall
be entitled to vote at that  annual Ming.
I.
Every subscriber contributing
£1 and upwards annually shall be entitled to One vote
£5 and upwards Two votes
£10 and upwards Three „
Life members One vote.
And every such subscriber or life member may
vote either in person or by his proxy duly autho-
rised in writing.
U.
Churches , friendly societies, to.
Churches, friendly  societies , and other as-
sociations , contributing £1 and up-
wards  annually, shall be entitled to... One vote
£5 and  upwards annually shall be entitled to Two votes
£l0and upwards annually „ if Three „
Such votes shall be given through their minister,
manager , or other officer duly appointed for that
purpose.
Provided  always  that paid officers of the Hospital
shall not vote on any matter relative to the Insti-
tution.
Duties  of the  committee.
18. The committee shall meet once in every fort-
night (three to form a quorum), for general busi-
ness,  and monthly for the  examination  of accounts,
and for the payment of moneys due to the officers,
servants , and contractors to the Institution, and for
the payment of other debts lawfully contracted.
They shall also, in May in each year, call for and
decide on tenders for the necessary supplies for the
ensuing year. They shall have power to reject
inferior articles supplied by contractors, and to call
for fresh tenders. They shall also visit the wards
of the Hospital, listen to any complaints, and sug-
gest and carry out what improvements they may
deem requisite, subject to the approval of the
Trustees, to whom they shall submit any plans and
specifications as may be required for the alteration
or enlargement  of the Hospital buildings. The
committee shall present at the  annual meeting a
report of the general condition of the Institution,
accompanied by
ml e
of the receipts and
disbursements ade up to the 30th June in each
year, and duly audited.
In case of  any vacancy  occurring  amongst the
honorary  officers  of the Institution, the committee
shall have power to fill up the vacancy for the
remainder  of the year.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Rules are
correct, as revised  and passed  at the Annual General
Meeting of the subscribers to the Maryborough
Hospital, held at the School of Arts, Maryborough,
on Monday, the 20th July, 1885.
H. PALMER,
President.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
B. W. 9RIFFITH.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1885.THE attention f Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the  Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for  Emigration  on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the  provisions  of  " The Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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BUNDABERG FIRE BRIGADE.
T
HE following By-Laws,  made  by the Bunda-
berg Fire Brigade, having been approved by
His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
published  in pursuance  of  "The Fire Brigades Act
of  1881."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
1. The  Brigade shall be called  "The Bundaberg
Fire Brigade."
2. The uniform of the Brigade shall be a fire-
man's helmet,  belt,  tunic, trousers ,  and boots, and
is only to be worn when the Brigade is called out
for drill or service at a fire .  Every member must
keep his uniform clean and in good repair.
3. The  Brigade sha ll  consist of twenty-eight
members, inclusive of officers  ;  the duties of such
members to be defined  by the  Regulations.
4. The Brigade sha ll  be under the command of a
superintendent and two assistant superintendents,
and it shall be the duty  of the superintendent to
take command at all fires and general practices ;
but in his absence the next senior assistant super-
intendent  to take  the place of the superintendent.
The duties of other officers to be in accordance
with  the supplementary rules.
5. Every person shall, after admission as a
member ,  be presented with a copy of these By-laws
and Regulations ,  and shall  also give his address
to the superintendent ,  and upon changing his
residence sha ll  give notice in writing to the
superintendent of the same within seven days of
such removal.
6. Every  -member shall appear in uniform at all
fires and practices ,  or shall be required to give a
satisfactory reason to the superintendent for not
appearing in uniform.
7. Members sha ll  not leave any fire or practice
without permission of the superintendent or assis-
tant superintendent in charge
8. Any member guilty of misconduct may be
suspended by the superintendent or assistant super-
intendent in charge ,  who sha ll  report the same to
the Board forthwith.
9. Every member shall report himself to the
officer in command upon arriving at any fire or
general practice.
10. Every member who does not attend at least
one out of three consecutive drills sha ll  be reported
to the Board ,  except he be absent on leave from the
superintendent.
11. A general practice sha ll  be called by the
superintendent as often as he may think advisable,
but not less than once in each month.
12. No member shall  appear in his uniform, or
any part thereof ,  except at fires and practices,
unless with the consent of the superintendent.
13. Any  member wishing to leave the Brigade
sha ll  give fourteen clear days '  notice to the super-
intendent ,  in writing, of his intention ,  and shall
deli ver up all articles of uniform belonging to the
Brigade.
14. In the event of the death of any member,
the Brigade bell shall  be tolled one hour prior to
the funeral  ;  and each member is expected to follow
the deceased to the place of burial in full uniform,
with crape on the left arm.
REGULATIONS.
1. The  Brigade shall  be divided into three com-
panies -one Hose and Reel Company ,  one Engine
Company,  and one Hook and Ladder Company ;
and each member of the Brigade shall  have a
number on the Fire Roll - the first number to
commence with the captain of No .  1 Reel, and so
on consecutive ly through the Company.
2. There shall be appointed to the Hose and
Reel Company eleven members of the Brigade, to
be divided as follows  :-One  captain ,  two branch-
men, four for coupling and uncoupling and to have
charge of hose wrenches ,  four men to look after the
hose,  wind and unwind same, and to look after its
safety ,  and see after lamps or lights when neces-
sary. The fir§t number to commence with the
captain of No. 1 Reel and proceed consecutively to
No. 11.
3. The captain of the reel shall be responsible
for the proper and efficient working of the same.
He shall receive all orders, in case of fire or other-
wise,  fr om the superintendent or assistant superin-
tendent, and see that such orders are carried out
to the best of his ability ,  and sha ll  report at once
to the superintendent any damage or repairs
that may be requisite to, the reel, hose, &c.
4. The  Engine Company shall consist of one
captain ,  one to couple delivery-hose ,  three for
coupling and uncoupling suction -hose, and one to
look after ropes, tools , &c. The captain of the
engine shall see that everything in connection
therewith is in good repair and in proper working
order  ;  he sha ll  see that the engine in all parts is
oiled ,  so that pumping -gear ,  wheels, &c., work free,
and make report of any damage or requisite repairs
that may be necessary to the engine or gear
connected with it to the superintendent. The
Company shall be numbered from Nos. 12 to 17.
5. The engine keeper shall have charge of, and
shall be responsible for, all material when on the
Brigade premises ,  deliver over to the captain or
senior branchman ,  or other authorised member of
the Fire Brigade, requisite machinery according to
Company ,  and see that captains or other authorised
members return same to the Fire Station, and
report any loss or damage that may take place to
the superintendent .  In case of fire he sha ll  see
the bell properly to lled and attended to ; he shall
deliver over to the members of the Brigade (if any
there ),  irrespective of number or position ,  all  neces-
sary  material ,  and aid in the rapid despatch of same
to fire ; he sha ll  also attend on the superintendent or
assistant superintendent ,  and when required by
them convey their orders to the various captains,
and upon neglect of such orders report same to the
superintendent immediately.
6. The assistant superintendents shall act in the
place of the superintendent in his absence ; they
shall aid the superintendent in carrying out the
discipline of the Brigade .  In case of fire they shall
receive his orders and see that all  orders issued are
obeyed ; they shall to the best of their ability pre-
vent the members of the Brigade from being
interfered with directly or indirectly in the suppres-
sion of fire.
7. In all cases of fire alarm the members shall
muster at the Brigade Station as rapidly as possible,
and, irrespective of numbers or places ,  assist in
despatching whatever machinery or gear may be
deemed necessary ,  and upon arrival at any  fire take
their proper positions ,  unless otherwise ordered by
the superintendent or assistant superintendents.
8. In all  cases where the hose and reel are not
required ,  the Hose and Reel Company sha ll  assist
the Hook and Ladder Company ,  as the superin-
tendent or assistant superintendents may direct.
9. In the absence of a captain ,  the senior branch-
man shall  take his place ,  and appoint a second
branchman to act , and  so on in rotation. ,
10. The captaincies and other positions in each
company shall be filled up by members of the
company or companies  (in rotation if possible),
subject to the approval of the superintendent.
The captains to report continued absence of mem-
bers of respective companies to the superintendent.
11. Members of the Brigade will distinctly
understand that they are only under the control
of their own officers, and are not on any occasion
when engaged in extinguishing a fire to speak to
or take orders  fr om any other person .  All inquiries
must be referred to the officers.
12. The Brigade must perform their duties as
silently as possible  ;  order ,  coolness,.promptitude,
and despatch are indispensable.
SIGNALS FOR WHISTLE.
One call-Go  on, if on road  ;  commence  work, if at
fire.
Two call s-Stop, if on road  ;  cease work ,  if at fire.
Three calls-One more length of hose or suction
required ,  as directed.
Four calls-Coil up and place  apparatus on carriage.
Continuous whistles indicates danger ,  or calling
members to rally round captain or superintendent.
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FIRE SIGNALS, ALARM BELL.
One toll-Fire "Bundaberg Central." from Kennedy
Bridge to Maryborough street
Two tolls-Fire "Bundaberg West," west of Mary-
borough street.
Three tolls-" North Bundaberg"
Four tolls-Fire " East Bundaberg," east of Salt-
water Creek.
Five tolls-Fire " Bundaberg South," south of Salt-
water Creek.
(Between the Signals the Alarm is rung.)
OBSERVATIONS.
No fireman should enter alone any premises on
fire, for, should he be overpowered by heat, smoke,
&c., his life might be lost. If, however, he enters
in company with others he may be easily drawn
back by means of his leather belt, or by a rope
attached to the same ; observing this precaution he
may safely enter places where otherwise it would
be attended with extreme danger.
Immediately on the discovery of a fire in a
house, all the windows and doors should be closed
to prevent a current of air being formed. If this
is not done, the slumbering flames, being fanned
by the air, will break out with great fury; whereas,
by closing the doors and windows, and introducing
a stream of water by means of scaling ladders from
without, and pointing the director or branch-pipe
into the building so that the water may be thrown
upon the fire, it will more effectually extinguish
the fire than if thrown from without.
In moving the hose when full, the men should
be very careful to lay hold of the beckets (or
loops) which are fastened round for this purpose,
and see that there  is a man  to each loop. In
taking up the hose the same order is to be observed
as in  laying it down, each man coiling up his
length and carrying it back to the reel. In coiling
the hose remember to keep the swivel screw out-
side and the rivets also outside.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of Septem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1884.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely:-For every acknowledgment taken, whether b fore
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of IOs.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified  for general information that
applications  will be received by the  Immigra-
tion Agent  at Brisbane , and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers,  by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions ,  from persons  desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars  relating
to the number and  class of  labourers required, the
nature of  the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th September, 185.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 5TII DAY OF
SEPTEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 375
2Number since admitted ... ...
Number returned from leave ... ... 3
380
Number  discharged  ... ... ... 4
Number died ... ... ... ... 3
Number  absent  on leave ... ... ... 1
8
Number remaining at date hereof ... 372
Admissions during the week:
Andrew Burns, 64, labourer ; from Cunnamrilla ;
last employed by Mr. McDonald, Mr. King, and lassrs.
Cobb and Co., on stations in the neighbourhood of
Cunnamulla.
William Marshall, 22, labourer ; from Brisbane ;
last employed by Messrs. Bashford and Co.,  Stantherpe.
Discharged during  the week :
Peter Collins, 69, admitted 28th October, 1881; twice
since  re-admitted.
Jas. Tiernay, 61; admitted 19th March, 1895.
Jas. Evans , 45 ; 9th October, 1884.
Jno. McDonald, 65; 27th March, 1885.
Death: during the week :
1st September, Alexander McLaren, 56; admitted
28th October, 1880.
2nd September, Jas. Heffernan, 89.
5th September, Eliza Slaven, 69, admitted 28th
February, 1879.
QUEEN SLAND  DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 10th September ,  1996.
No. 179.
HE following appointments,  transf , sad
other changes wi l take effect from tbue dates
mentioned hereunder
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
JOHN J. BYRON
to be Acting Lieutenant. 8th September, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
Lieutenant DESHOI is granted six months' leave
of absence, from the 7th September, 1885.
A. ANDERSON and Bugler F. SUPER are trans-
ferred to the above Regiment from the Naval
Brigade. 8th September, 1885.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
Colour-Sergeant G. VERNAL, " A" Company, to be
Sergeant-Instructor to " A " and " E " Companies,
Charters Towers, with pay at the rate of £80 per
annum, from Ist July, 1885.
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BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Colour-Sergeant J. W. GREEN
to be Acting Lieutenant. 8th September, 1885.
Corporals JAMES ORB,
H. W. ti ELYAR, and
A. BELL
to be Sergeants. 8th September, 1885.
ROMA. VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Acting Sergeant C. E. KNOWLES
to be Acting Colour-Sergeant. 8th September,
1885.
Private F. W. E. FAITHFULL
to be Acting Sergeant. 8th September, 1885.
BUNDABERG VOLUNTEER MOUNTED RIFLE
CORPS.
THOMAS RUDDELL to be Drill-Instructor, with
pay at the rate of 2s. per hour for drill performed.
This appointment to date from 1st July last.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1885.
y OTICE is hereby givcn that I intend, on or
1 after the 26th instant, in conformity with
the provisions of the 117th section of  " The Real
Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of
John Jones, a Provisional Certificate of Title,
numbered 34446, for 10 perches, subdivision 5 of
section 2 of portion 204, parish of Enoggera,
bearing an endorsement thereon purporting to be a
transfer of the whole of the Land contained therein
to George Laurence, and more particularly described
in Register Book, volume 233, folio  198;  the said
original Certificate of Title having been lost or
mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
FIFTH Supplementary  List  of Surveyors
licensed to act under the provisions of  " fl he
Real Property  Act: of  1861  and  1877,"  whose
names were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished  on 2nd January, 1885.
No. 180.
OFFICERS commanding Batteries and Companies
are requested to forward without delay a roll
containing the name and complete measurement
for Tunic and Trousers of every non-commissioned
officer and private in their respective Corps. If
the above information is not supplied, considerable
extra expense will fall on the Corps for fitting,
&c.
No. 181.
THERE  will be a Muster Parade of every Corps
in the Defence Force, including Volunteer and
Cadet Corps, on SATURDAY, the 26th instant.
Officers commanding Corps will call the Parade
for whatever hour is  most convenient , and will
issue instructions  that every article of equipment
that  has been issued  will be carried and closely
inspected ,  viz.:-
Rifle, jag, and sight protector
Bayonet and scabbard
Belt, frog, and pouch
Water bottle
Haversack
Intrenching tools.
All deficiencies will be noted and reported to
Head-Quarters, and it is particularly requested
that the muster roll be forwarded to the Brigade
Office by the first post after the parade.
No. 182.
OFFICERS commanding  Corps are requested to
return the Annual Pay and Efficiency Returns to
the Brigade-Major as soon as the pay has been
distributed and the receipts entered. It is notified
that this course is absolutely necessary in order
that the returns may be forthcoming if required
for any purpose in connection with the distribution
of deferred pay for the year 1885-86. It is
further notified that copies of the documents will
be obtainable  at any time  on application to the
B rigade -Major.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane ,  12th September, 1885.
N
OTIC E is  hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 12th day of October next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the  117th  section of
the  " Real Property  Act of  1861 ,"  to issue, in the
name of Edward Armstrong ,  a P rovisional Deed
of Grant ,  numbered 49799, for 34iu perches, all ot-
ment 9,  section 10 ,  town of Georgetown .  and more
particularly described in Register  Book,  volume
452, folio  59;  the said original Deed of Grant
having been lost or mislaid.
TKO. MYLNR,
kegistrar of Titles.
Name . Address.
Desgrand, G. R. ... Warwick
Fryar, Thomas L. ... Brisbane
Hill, W. E.
Roberts, Sydney G. ... St. George
Walter, Samuel ... ... Brisbane
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
LOST HORSES.
L IST and Description of Horses lost fromBollon, the property of the Queensland
Police Department :-
One chesnut gelding, branded broad-arrow over
QG over 3RH  near  shoulder,  small  star and small
lump under near jaw-bone ; lost on the 13th April,
1885.
One bay gelding, branded broad-arrow over QG
near  shoulder, 2WS over  8 near ribs  ; lost on the
5th March, 1885
Poundkeepers  are  re quested  to note these horses,
and to  communicate  with the Police if they fall
into their hands.
B. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 5th September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that the following gentle-
men have been appointed Commissioners for
taking Affidavits, &c.:-
PHILIP PALMER AewEw ,  Esquire, Post and
Telegraph Manager ,  Southport;
JOHN kRCHIBALD, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Ravenswood ;
CHARLES JAMES BuRNs, Esquire, Solicitor,
Sydney ;
CLEMENT  ARNETT COLLARD, Esquire, Clerk of
Petty  Sessions , Port Douglas ;
THOMAs J. HUNT, Esquire, Attorney-at-Law,
Philadelphia, United States of America ;
MAGNUS JOSEPH PYRE, Esquire, Solicitor,
London ;
WILLIAM  SAM WELL,  Esquire, Police Magis-
trate and Goldfields Warden, Georgetown ;
FREDERICK VAUGHAN, Esquire ,  Police Magis-
trate, Birdsville ;
JOHN JAMES O'HAEA WOOD, Esquire, Associate
to His Honour Mr. Justice Harding, Bris-
bane.
J. HARRISON BYRNE,
Associate to His Honour The Chief Justice of
neensland.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th  September, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that  I have  acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed- thereto ,  received from
William Pocock, of "TheBrisbane Exchange ," Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, for an invention
described as " Improvements in Belt  Pulley."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Pocock ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Barraclough, of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South 'Wales, for an invention described as
" A new and improved method of producing from
Kerosine Oil of any density, flame (producing light
and heat) to be emitted through a burner without
the aid of a wick, for use in lamps, stoves, and
heating apparatus , and improved apparatus for the
purpose of effecting the same."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the s id invention to the
said William Barraclough, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that And rew Newell
and George Lush, trading as " Newe ll  and
Company, "  in Collins street West, Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, Merchants ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 47, in respect of Kerosene Oil, a Trade
Mark, of which the following is a representation :-
PEABODYS)
oS.oN R
FNEo
C
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th-September, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby  given ,  that John Newton
Beach, of Nos.  24 and 25, Hart street,
Bloomsbury ,  London ,  England ,  Manufacturer, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents ,  Designs ,  and 2-ade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 3, in respect of a preparation
of Cod Liver Oil  and Milk, a Trade Mark, of
which  the following is a representation :-
(1)
1W  q
CARNRICK'S
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement! in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Tarde Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
(1)
TRAD ARK
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
NOTICE, is hereby given, that John Thomson,
of Brooklyn, in the State of New York, in
the United  States of America ,  Engineer ,  has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 13 ,  in respect of Staples, a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
regi stered ,  in compliance with such application,
I shall  register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
BRAND
EXT RA
FIRETEST 150.
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months  from the date of
the  first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in comp liance  with such  application, I
shall register the said  Trade  Mark in accordance
w.th the provisions  w'the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th  August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Herbert Rocke and Henry Thomas Tompsitt, both
of the City  of Melbourne , in the Colony of Victoria,
for an Invention  described  as " Improvements in
the treatment  of Malt to  produce  an article of diet
which may be used as a substitute for Coffee."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from  the date of  the first appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
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went Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Herbert R.ocke and Henry Thomas Tompsitt,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade  Marks A•-t,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885,
N OTICE is hereby given, that Vorwohler Port-
land Cement Fabrik (Prussing, Planck, and
Company), trading as such in Holzminden, in the
Em ire of Germany, Cement Manufacturers, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 17, in respect of Cement, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :--
Q
a
OQ °
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground work in the outer
circle is red, and the lion printed  in the centre is
blue.
Notice is hereby given, that unless before the
expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for the registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance with such applica-
tion ,  I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with  the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1885.
T
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Alfred Shaw and
Thomas Edward White, trading  as " Alfred
Shaw  and Company ,  in Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Hardware Merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  " The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47,
in respect of E erosine  (:  il, a  Tr ade Mark, of which
the following is a representation :-
WHITELIGHT
KEROSINE OIL
UICI1 TEST
REFINED EXPRESSLYFOR
QUEENSLAND
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such appliea-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that John M. Dawsonand Robert M. Stewart, trading as " Scott,
Dawson, and Stewart," of Creek street, Brisbane,
Soft Goods Merchants, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3H,
in respect of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
REGISTERED TRADE MARK
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion I shall  register  the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Franz Carl
Guilleaume, trading as " Felten and Guil-
leaume," of Mallieim on the Rhine, near the City of
Cologne, in the Empire of Germany, Wire Manu-
facturer, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 5, in respect of Steel
Wire, Iron Wire, and Wire Rope, and in Class 50,
in respect of Corda e, Rope, and Twine, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
I?.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
pplete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Edward  Waters ,  of 87 ,  Bourke 'street West,
Melbourne ,  in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention entitled  "An  Improved Device for
Varying the Gauge of Carrying Wheels."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
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ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that
a Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that John Davis,
trading as the Australian Type Foundry
Company at Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 13. in respect of Printing
Type, a Trade Mark, of which the following is a
representation.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the appli-
cants are not entitled to a Patent for such invention,
it is my intention to recommend that a Patent be
granted for the said invention to the said J. McF.
Robison, Robison and Dodds, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West,
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as  " An Improved Packing for
the Stuffing Boxes of Piston Rods and other Rods
requiring Packing."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Weldon, of Cochran street, Red Hill, Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, joiner, for an invention
entitled " The Leicester Washing Machine."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Weldon, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
J. McF. Robison, Robison and Dodds, trading as
such at 31, Flinders street West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described  as an  " Improved Apparatus
for the Admixture and Combustion of Air and Gas
for Soldering and other purposes.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed  there'o, received from John
Reid, of Dunedin ,  Otago, in the Colony of New
Zealand, Solicitor ,  for an invention described as
Reid's Patent Triplex  Wire  Strainer."
Notice is  hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved  to  my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John  Reid,  in accordance with the provisions
of  The Patents, Designs, aid Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Henry
Brewer, of Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,
Mining Engineer ,  for an invention entitled " The
Reliable Detaching Hook."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Henry Brewer ,  in accordance with the provisions
of " The Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,
1884.'
WILLIAM T. BLAKENFY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGIRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the tenth day of September, 188.5, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land  Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "  The  Croton Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore,  in pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
tinder the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MI,TSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being  situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any one
person  in the said District  shall be as  follows, that is to say:-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, -
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No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Portion. Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Provisional PurchasingRent
per
Acre .
Survey Fee , per Acre.
A.  it.  P. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
1 Grandchester ... ... ... 1v 90 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSG}RAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and &t. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
jN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSE  RAV E, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
or
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS LAND AG}ENT's DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Annual Purchasing
Forfeited Area .  Rent Survey Fee. Price
Selection .  per Ac re ,  per Acre.
A.  it.  P.  £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
1 Belenden Ker ... ... 488  194 0 0 0  1 0 21 2 3 3 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A . MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of April, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was,  by the  said Order in Council, required  to  indicate the position of such land  on proper  maps or
plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly Indicated the position thereof on proper
maps  or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board , do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act,  on and after  MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that  the maximum  area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
1 Wilda  sh... ... ... ... 21v 29 1 0
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 0 3 3 0 0
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
. £ s. d.
1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE , Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in.
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
I " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Sea],  at Government  House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of September,
in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand eight hundred  and eighty- five, and in  the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAYS THE QvaBN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of  Parish.
Lot.
Annual Purchasing PriceNo. of Portion .  Are a. Rent Survey Fee. per Acre.
per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Curra ... ... ... , lv 160 0 0 0 0 3 713 4 1 0 0
2 Ditto  ... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 3 7 13 4 1 0 0
3 Ditto 3v 160 0 0 0 0 3 7 13 4 1 0 0
4 Ditto 4v 181 0 0 0  0  3 8 10 2 1 0 0
5 Ditto  ... 5v 375 0 0 0 0 3 9 7 6 1 0 0
6 ! Ditto 6v 552 0 0 0 0 3 13 15 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... 7v 1 533 0 0 0 0 3 13 6 6 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  M uSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGSAVE, Distinguished Order  of St.  Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1' V W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the tenth day of September, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown /.ands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection , should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
plans :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position of such land on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVF, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the i'airns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-visions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any  one person
in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the  case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAYE THE QIIEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No.
of
Lot.
1 Trinity
Parish.
No. of
Portion.
... 19v
Provisional
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
7 3  -0
Area.
A. R. P.
290 0 0
Annual
Bent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 6
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
s. d.
2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
LL.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
G overnor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
l " The Crown Lands  Art of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  byy and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, b this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Nanango  Land Agent' s District ,  sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY, the  26th day of October ,  1885 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD S AVE THE QIIEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THL NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Annual  Purchasing
Forfeited Area .  Rent Survey Fee. Price
Selection,  per Acre. per Acre.
By Command,
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Nanango ... ... ... 177 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
''924
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the tenth day of September, 1885, I did, by andwith the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open fr selection, should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGuAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And
I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to sayIn the case of lands within a  Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 5 in the said District shall be 610 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 5 to be a District
for the purposes of the said A et ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of  Parish. No. of Area.
Lot. Portion.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional PurchasingPriceSurv ey  Fee. per Acre.
A. R. P. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Maroochy ... ... ... 1v 23 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRLVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Townsville Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 26th day of October, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :=
In the  case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this tenth day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual
Rent Survey Fee.
per Acre.
By Command,
A. Y. P. £ a. d. £ s. d.
1 Halifax .., ...
... ... 536 1,000 0 6 0 0 1 13 16 0
025
Department of Public Lands,
85-16508 - C.T. Brisbane ,  28th  August, 1886.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the  resumption  for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest  in
the land required for the said resumption ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within
sixty  (60) days from the date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary  for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane ,  County of Stanley.
2 a Description of Land
.e Z to be  Resumed.
a
How Held. Occupier .  Bearings.
a I
Area .  Remarks.
l
I
Links .  A. R. P.
78 1 0 2 8A Land fenced.
Partly under culti-
vation and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
Reputed
Owner.
1 A strip of land seventy -  Fre ehold Peter3Morrison P. 31. North
eight links wide from Campbell  Campbe ll
Campbell street (oppo-
site  Sneyd street)
north through  eastern
suburban allotment
101 to Breakfast Creek I
Lengths.
Chs. Lks.
7 20
A Plan and Book of Reference of the above-mentioned road can
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane.
85.13812-C. Sol.
be seen at the Office of the
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
1
j IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance  ofthe
i 1 provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878," having  ben pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are  requestedto
deliver to the Secretary for Pub lic Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within  sixty (60)  days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 134 ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  As A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
Description of Road. °
c Land  Agent's How Held.a District.
1 A strip  of land  along the 134
bank of Ma Me Creek
fro m the south-west
corner of port ion 134,
parish of Tent:iill,
northerly
588 Helidon
0
Reputed  Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths. e c Area.Owner.
Freehold Sarah
Robson
m Pd
P4
Chs. Lka .  Links .  A. R. P.
Will iam 353° 0' 10 50 . 1 0 0
Robson , 270° 0' 0 50
RE&ARKs.- About 6 chains of the  ro ad passes through land enclosed by paling -fence valued at 18s. per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
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TRAFFIC EARN 1N US.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of
Miles open
forTra ffic.
Week  ending  6th Sept., 1885...
Correspo  iding week 1 not yeas
Increase...
Decrease ...
1885 -T  ta l T raf e•  i o late ...
1884  - Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending 6th Sept., 1985...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1886 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884  -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
24 12 6 182 3 9
BUNDLBER G RAILWAY.
Week ending  6th Sept.,  1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ..
1885-Total Traffic  to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
£  a. d.  le a. d.
626 2,293 9 0 5,712 0 0  583 19  0
553 1,932 14 11 4,936 16 4 271 5 2
... 36014 1 775  3 8 312  13 10  1,448 11  7
MARYBOROUGHRAILWAY.
Paeren;era' Goods and Live Parcels and
Pares .  stook. Miscellaneous
£14,809 9 4
226,178 2 8
£ •.  d. £ i. d.
77 220 12 9 714 1 3
77 196 0 3 531 17 6
66
66
£ a. d.
28 19 1
63 2 6
£ s. d.
69 15 7
149 8 3
34 3 5 79 12 8
£ a. d.
13 18 7
15 18 11
2.0 4
£  it.  d.
3 3 4
5 15 5
2 '*1'2 1
£ s. d.
948 12 7
743 16 8
204 15 11
Total.
£ s. d.
8,589 8 0
7,140 16 5
240,987 12  0
31,006 14 4
26,096 14 4
£4,910 0 0
£ a. d.
101 18 0
218 6  2
116 8 2
... 5,976 6 4
6,676 5 6
£699 19 2
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
week ending 6th Sept.,  1885...0rreeponding week lass  year...
Increase ... ... ...
Deoreast ... ...
1'85 -Total Truffle Iodate
1884 -Dil to ditto
Total Increase
369
817
121,548 7 11
... 111,648 9 8
.., ... £9,899 18 3
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 6th Sept., 1885 .. ,
Corresponding week last year
Increase...  ...
Decrease ...
1K85-Total  T raffi,- Iodate ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Incren se
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
170 336 18 4 1,499 4 0 67 14 5 . 1.903 16 9
127 299 15 3 786 12 8 23 18 4 1,110 6 3
t t
.., 37 3 1 712  11 4
£  r, d.  L a d .
54 16 7 3,337 19 4
31 12 4 2,357 19 10
4-
23 4 3 979 19 6
43 16 1 793 10 6
58,386 4 7
39,280 7 0
... £19,105 17 7
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Week  ending 6th Sept ..  1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
31 40 13 2 42 14 2 1 16 2 85 13 6
£  a. d. £ s. d.
429 2 2 2,854 0 7
414 14 8 1,911 12 10
14 7 6 842 7 9
297 8 2
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY AOTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
OTICB is hereby given, that applications  have  been  made for the  Registration of Transmission ofN'title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so  by lodging  a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased Date  of, Name
Proprietor .  Death .  of Claimant.
1886.
Isabella Taylor ,  late wife  ;  7 Feb.  Bernard William Smith,
of George Taylor ,  of of Thornbo ro ugh,
Tho rn bo ro ugh ,  publi -  blacksmith
can
John Jardine ,  late of
Rockhampton, gold
commissioner
Desc ri ption
and Situation of Land.
.allotment 3, section 6, town of
Thornbo ro ugh
1874.
27 Feb.  John Robert  Jardine,  of Subdivision 39 of portion  73,
Aberfoyle,  grazier parish  of Archer,  and allotment
1885.
Margaret Compton, late
wife of Henry Comp-
ton, of Bowen Hills,
storeinan
Edwin  Welsby ,  late of
Brisbane ,  Civil servant
Thomas  McCarthy, late
of Mount Perry ,  store-
keeper
William Cahill ,  late or
Sherwood ,  farmer
Amy Hepsie howling or
Wright or  Smellie, late
of Ayr, in Scotland
1, section 1, town of Cawarrai
24 June Henry Compton sto re-  Subdivision 26 of suburban per -
said tion 129, parish of North  Bris-bane
1879.
7 May  i  Hannah  Welsby,  of Bris- Subdivision 1, allotment 5, sec -
bane, widow
l
tion 71,  town of Ipswich
1885.
14 Jan .  Ann M^Carthy, of  Mount  Portion 61,  pa ri sh of Mount
1881.
19 Nov.
1884.
6 Jan.
1885.
Alfred Henry Dewson ,  18 July
late of Brisbane ,  clerk
Perry, widow ; John Perry ,  allotments 8 and 15 of
Coates ,  of Bundaberg ,  section  2  of mineral  selection
bank manager ; and 174,  county of Bowen
Malachi  Shearin, of
the same place ,  farmer
James Cahill ,  of Christ- Portion  15, parish of Oxley
mas Creek ,  farmer
y . 0[
Mate Particulars of
claimed to Willbe or otherwise. ,cBtransmitted.,
ass
188
Fee-simple Will dated 17  Oct., 26 Oct.
1884
Fee-simple  Will dated  17 Sep- 26  Oct.
Fee-simple
tember ,  1872
As administrator 1 12 Oct.
Fee-simple As administratrix 1 19 Oct.
Fee-simple Will dated 22 De-
126 Oct.
Fee-simple
Robert Russell  Smellie ,  Subdivisions I and 2 of  allotment' Fee simple
of Brisbane ,  engineer 7 of section 36, city of Brisbane,
parish  of North  Brisbane ; part
of subdivision I of all otment
25, parish of Toombul
cember,  188 1
As administrator , 17 Oct.
with  Will annexed
Sarah Ann Dewson ,  of Re-subdivision 151, subdivision  2 Fee-simple As admiuiatratrix 12 Oct.
Brisbane, widow of suburban portion 176, and
subdivision  2  of western sub-
urban allotment 17, parish of
South Brisbane
Registrar  of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 12th September,  1880 .  Registrar  of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTIOE.
r(1A K  K Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring  the Lands described below under  the
L provisions of  " The Real  Property dots of 1861 and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require  to lodge,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Deseriptaun and Situation  of Land. Nome of Applicant.
1 rood 24.7. perches, being re-subdivision 6 of sub- '1'homa:s Jerman Pethebridge
division 1 of allotment 2 of section  40, town of
Mary borough
2 roods,  being  the western half of allotment 10 of Patrick Kelly ... ... ...
section 4, village  of Allora
3 acres, being subdivision  1 of suburban allotment  110, James  Clarke Cribb ... ...
parish  of Ipswich
2 roods 9  perches,  being allotment 7 of section  24, Fredericlt  Gustavus Hamilton
town  of Bowen
1 rood, being  allotment 2 of section  3, town of Ipswich G eorge  Ware ...
7 acres, being  subdivision 2 of allotment  129, town  of George  Zimmala
Toowoomba
26-1e0',Uperches, being south-v extern portion of allotments Richard Ash Kingsford ...
8 and 13 of section 84, town of Maryborough
rood Zia perches, being the north- eastern  portion of Edward  Burton  Southerden ...
allotments  8 and 13 of section 84, town of Mary-
borough
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
12th  October, 1853.
12th October, 1885.
12th October, 1885.
12th October, 1885.
12th October, 1883.
12th October, 1883.
12th October, 1883.
12th October,  1895.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, THO. MYT.E,
Brisbane, 12th September, 1885.  Regist-rar of Titl o .
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LOANS TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES, 30TII JUNE, 1885.
STATEMENT, for  the IIALF-Y EAR ended 30TH JUNE ,  1885 ,  of  all  Sums ADVANCED to and PAID  by LOCAL
AUTHORITIES ,  published in terms of Section  X. of  "The Local Works Loans Act of  1880."
AmountTerm
ofof Indebtedness,Loan . 31 December, 1884.
MUNICIPALITIES.
Allora ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ... ...It ... . ... ..
„ (since  31st December, 1884)...
(since  31st December, 1884)...
Brisbane Board of  Waterworks
It (since 31st December, 1884)
Bowen  ... ... .. ...
Bundaberg ...
Blackall ...
(since  31st December, 1884) ...
Charters Towers
(since 31st December, 1884)'
Clermont... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
(since 31st December, 1884)
Dalby ... ... ...
Drayton (a) .. ...
Gayndah ... ... ... ...
„ .. ... ... ...
Gladstone ... ... ..
Gympie ... ...
9 swich (5) ,.. ... ...ackay ... ... ... ...
.. ... ... ...
Maryborough (c) ... ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma  ... ... ... ...
Sandgate  .. ... .. ...
Toowoomba ... ... ...
Townsville
(since  31st December, 1884)
Warwick ... ... ...
DIVISIONAL  BOARDS.
Barolin  ... ...
„ ... ... ... ...
Bulimba  ... ... ... ...
Caboolture ...
Cairns  ... ... ... ...
Coomera  ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
Daintree ...
Douglas  (d) ... ...
„ ( since 31st December ,  1884) ...
Esk  ...
Glengallan  (since 31st December, 1884)
Hinchinbrook  ... ... ...
Hughenden  ... ... ...
Ithaca  (e)... .. ...
(since 31st December ,  1884) ...
Johnstone ...
„ (since 31st December, 1884)
Kargoolnah
Nundah  (since 31st December ,  1884)...
Pioneer  ... ...
Ravenswood  ... ... ...
Southport  ... ... ...
„ (since 31st December, 1884)
Thuringowa  ... ... ...
Tinana  ... ... ... ...
Tinaroo  (f) ... ... ...
Tingalpa  ... ... ...
Toombul  ... ... ... ...
Walloon  ... ... ...
Woolloougabba ...
(since 31st December, 1884)
Annual
Payment in
Redemption
of Loans.
Amount paid  for Ilalt-year
to 30  June,  1885.
Interest. Redemption.
ears. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s.
40 230 6 1 14 0 0 5 16 1 1 3 11 229
40 42,746 16 8 2,598 10 1 1,077 9 1 221 15 11  42,525 l
30 000
30 15,000 0 0
715. 9
2 S 296 4 8 ... 16,000 0 0
21 34,506 17 7 3,248 18  4 966 3 5 524 8 1 43,982 9 621 10,000 0 0  ...
14 15,591 13 4 1,616 13 4 400 0 0 408 6 8 15,183 6 8
40 91,163 9 4 5,541 13 4 2,297 16 6 473 0 2 1170.6909 240
40 81,662 17 6 101 1 7 41 18 4 8.12 6 1 1,654 5 0
10 6,167 4 6 906 10 0 156 13 4  296 11  81 5,870  12 10
21 2,161 18 4 187 4 0 55 0 4 38 11 8  2,123 6 8
14 1,500 0 0 151 11 3 1,500 0 0
10 500 0 0 64 15 0 12 10 0  19'476 480 2 6
40 3,44016 0 204 3 4 86 6 0 15 15 8 3,425 0 4
10 7,102 10 0 11,295 0 0 201 17 3 208 14 0 9,393 16 010  2,500  0 0
40 1,064 12 0  64 14  4 26 16 8 5 10 6 1,059 1  6
40 8,922 9 10 539 11 8 447 9 4 92 2 4 8,830 7 6
21 5,397 5 6 454 0 9  269 17  4 184 3 6 5,213 2 0
10 2,000 0 0 20 5 6 ... 2,000 0 0
40 5,590 0 3 338'18 6 140 15 6 28 13 9 5,561 6 6
40 350 0 0 ... ... 350 0 0
40 398 2 0 24 3 10 10 0 9  2  1 2 396 010
10 98 12 0 19 8 6 2 9 3 7 5 0 91 7 0
40 1,026 16 7 62 8  4  25 17 7 5 6 7 1,021 10 0
10 2,248 2  2  388 10 0 56 4 0 138 1 0. 2,110 1 2
40 47,302 0 3  2,864 15  0 1,191 5 11 241 1 7  47,060 18  8
40  5,781 1 4 319 1 8 5 145 14 4 29 19 11  5,751 1 5
30 11,701 2  9  771 18  4  294 16  1 91 3 1 11,610 9 8
10 1,440 7 6 194 5 0 37 10 0  59 12  6 1,380 15 0
40 54,833 5 11 3,277 1 8 1,439 0 7 257 0 0 54,576 5 11
10 4,602 10 0 647 10 0 115 1 0  208 14  0  4,393 16  0
40 54,634 4 9 3,316 14 6 1,376 9 9  281 18  0 54,352 6 9
10 8,000 0 0 ... 233 6 8 .. 8,000 0 0
40 4,990 0 2 303 6 8 125 15 6 25 17 10 4,964 2 4
10 2,071 2 4 291 7 8 51 15 6  93 18  4 1,977 4 0
40  27,740 17 10  1,684 16 10  699 4 3 143 4 2  27,597 13 8
40 38,345 4 4 2,562 13 5 1,049 6 4 172 15 7  42,881 1 1140 4,709 3 2
10  8,272 11  6 1,165 10 0  206 16  3 375 18 9  7,896 12  9
40 20,128 3 3 1,195 11 10 506 15 9 91 0 2 20,037 3 1
10 4,202  9 9 653 19 6
5 363 16 0 92 8 0
10 3,268 9 10 498 11 6
10  3,330 10 10  479 3 0
10 960 5 0 129 10 0
5 1,542 19 6 462 0 0
10 145 1 0 25 18 0
5 200 0 0 46 4 0
10 400 0 0 51 16 0
5 4,500 0 0
5 500 0 0
10 460 5 0 64 15 0
10 600 0 0
10 552 6 0 77 14 0
10 1,700 0 0 220 3 0
10 4,000 0 0
10 1,000 0 0
5 1,000 0 0 ...
10 600 0 0
21 1,823 9 4 156 0 0
10 1,000 0 0 1
10 7,544 13 1  11,108-10 5
21 5,669 10 0 1 448 10 0
10 1,253 9 0 ; 194 5 0
10 1,000 0 0 ,
10 1,000 0 0
21 1,944 0 0 156 0 0
10 576 3 0 77 14 0
5 1,800 0 0 ...
5 819 0 0 231 0 0
10 1,000 0 0 129 10 0
10 1,255 10 8 194 5 0
10 720 3 9 97 2 6
14 113 17 6 12 2 6
14 647 13 6 81) 16 8
10 2.000 0 0
10 2,000 0 0  1 ...
1  698,416 7 6
... ... 4,202 9 9
... 363 16 0
... 2,268 9 10
85 15 0  153 16  6  3,176 14  4
... ... 960 5 0
...
... 1,542 19 6
... 145 1 0
2 3 3 ... 200 0 0
,,. ... 400 0 0
... 5,000 0 0
11 10 2 20 17 4 439 7 8
... ... 600 .0 0
... ... 552 6 0
... ... 1,700 0 0
5,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
600 0 0
4511 9 32 8 3 1,791 1 1
1,000 0 0
... ... 7,544 13 1
... ... 5,669 10 0
... ... 1,253 9 0
26 7 6 ... 2,000 0 0
1,944 0 0
,.. ... 576 3 0
. 1,800 0 0
... + 819 0 0
... 1,00000
...
1,255 10 8
,,. ... 720 3 9
113 17 6
617 13 6
Balance Due,
30 June, 1595.
4,000  ()  U
14,241 16 6 14,959 7 7 693,4561911
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that Butcher ,  Felton ,  and Company ,  trading as such at No .  186, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  and at  No. 111,  Pitt street , Sydney, New South Wales,  Importers ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class
42, in respect of Hops,  a Trade  Mark of which  the following is a  representation:-
01-1010M
Ptit up expressly for  Famiiy use.
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless  within four months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queenelttnd Government Gazette  it be proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants for registration of this Trade Matk are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance
with such application I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILL IA-M T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
MUNICIPALITY 01,1 DALBY.RECEIPTS and  EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY OF DAI.: ii from the 31st December ,  1884, to30th June, 1885.
DE..
1885-1st January. £ s. d.
To Balance at Commercial  Bank  ... ... 44 4 1
30th June.
To General Rates received ... ... 113 19 It
Water Li censes ... ... ... ... 8 10 0
General Carriers' Licenses ... .. 3 10 0
Sundries received ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Endowment on Rates  ... ... ... 182 3 7
Registration  of Goats  ... ... ... 24 6 0
Rent of Town Hall, per Divisional Board 6 10 0
Commonage  Fees  ... ... ... ... 50 4 0
Fines at  Police Court ... ... ... 1 0 0
Cheques Outstanding ... ... ... 12 9 5
Balance at  Commercial Bank, Overdraft 72 10 2
£520 7 9
31st  July, 1885.
Ca.
1885-30th June.  £ s. d.
By Town Clerk's Salary ... ... ... 66 4 11
„ Labour Account ... 207 14 6
it Deserve  Inspectors ... ... ... 33 3 10Cartage  ... ... ...2 14 0
Removal  of Carcasses ... ... ... 1 15 0
Stationery ... ... ... ... 2) 4 11
„ Insurance  on Town Hall ... 2 10 0
Sundries  paid Tr.. desmen, etc. .. 1 g 2 10
Printing and Advertising ... ...  26 3 6
Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
„ Bathurst Burr Contracts... ... 38 0 0
„ Dalby Fire Brigade (subsidy) ... ... 10 18 6
„ Valuation for 1885, per S. Butterworth 12 0 0
„ Bridge, Drayton street ... ... ... 19 15 0
„ Loaming Foo paths ... ... ... 3 7 6
„ Solicitor's Fees  ... ... ... ...  1 1 0
„ Half-year's Interest, Loan  ... 140 5 11
„ Half -year's Interest  on Special  Loan 29 3 4
„ Overpayment by Treasury (first Moiety) 1 0 0
SAMUEL BUTTERWORTH,
} Auditors.JULIUS OTTO,
BALANCE SHEET.
LIABILITIES.
1885-80t.h June. £ s. d.
To balance of Loan from Government  ...  5,590 0 3
,,  Commercial Bank, Overdraft... ... 12 10 2
£5,662 10 5
JOHN YOUNG  BLACK, Town Clerk.
£520 7 9
•£5,662 10 5
Examined and allowed by the Municipality of Dalby. this  eleventh day of August, 1885.
M. FORD,
Mayor  and Chairman of Meeting.
SAMUEL BUTTERWOIRTH, I Auditors.J ULIUS OTTO,
RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on Account of Special Loan . Water Supply,  for Half-year ending
30th June, 1884.
Ds. CH.
1885--1st January  £  s. d. I  1885 -1st January.  £ s. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... 10 17 5 By Windn. ill and Tank  Account ... ... 6 11 0
30th  June . 30th June.
Rates  received during Half-year ... 17 2 10 „ Labour ... 3 3 0
„ Balance at Commercial  Bank  ... ...  18 6 3
£28 0 3
J0EE  YOUNG  BLACK, Town Clerk.
1509
ASSETS.
1885- 30th  June. £ s. d.
By value of Windmill ,  Tank , and Wells  1,550 0 0
„ Town Hall and Furniture  ... ...  250 0 0
Arrear of  Rates  ..  2,235 17 5
General Balance  ... ...  1,526 13 0
PACKET H0 P S.
isUTCHER ,  dEMOW &  CO.,
£28 0 3
Ill: FORD, M.+f or.
SAMUEL BUTTERWORTH, IAuditors.JULIUS OTTO,
39s.
9s0
STATEMENT of Ace-ouNTs of the  MUN ICIPALITY Of SANDGATE for the Half -year ending 30thJune, 1885.
R.BCEIPTS.
June 30, 1885.
To Balance brought forward
,,
Rent  ... ... ...
„ Permits ...
„ Licenses ...
„ Endowment
„ General Rates
Health Rates
„ Miscel laneous
„ Overdraft ...
£ a. d.
... 138 17 10
... 28 18 6
0 10 0
41 0 0
... 880 1 3
200 1 9
62 0 9
3 16 0
... 223 5 4
Scavengin g ... ... ... ... 51 17 4
Cash in Hand  ... ... ... ...  16 1 9
June 30, 1885.
To Balance forward...
„ Rates-
£1,568 11 5
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
£ s. d.
183 11 4
January ... ... ... ...  1 13 11
February  ... ... ... ...  1 1 9
March ... ... ... ... 0 1 9
April  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
May ... ... ... .. ... 4 11 7
June  ... ... ... ... ...  56 7 6
LIABIL ITIES.
June  30, 1886.
To Government Loan
„ Interest, Le.
„ Overd raft
Balance ... ...
Date. Same.
11 February ...
24 April ...
24 April ...
4May ...
1 June ...
£247 12 10
£ s. d.
... 2,071 2 4
.,. + 145 13 10
... 228 5 4
... 1,508 7 3
£3,948 8 9
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
Election  Expenses  .. ...  10 5 6
Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Advertising .. ... ... ... 18 16 0
Stationery  ... ... ... ...  10 17 t;
Printing  ... ... ... ...  11 5 2
Petty Cash 2 10 0
Postage  ... ... ... ... ...  6 10 0
Furniture, Mayor 's Room  ... ..  37 12 1
Fencing ,  Signal Row  ... ... ...  34 1 6
Fencing ,  Shade Trees  .. ...  82 8 0
Valuer  ... ... ... ...  60 0 0
Bathing -houses  .. ... ... (3610 0
Labour  ... ... ... ... ...  660 5 3
Salaries ,  Town Clerk  ... ... ...  120 16 8
Salaries ,  Overseer  .. ... ...  84 0 0
General Expenses  ... ...  66 2 2
Shelter Sheds  ... ... ...  150 0 0
Manure  Depot  ... ... ... ...  35 5 0
Sanitary  Account-
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...  25 0 0
Advertising  ... ... ...  10 5 0
Stationery  ... ...  2 17 6
By Refund  Interest, &c.
„ Bank Balance ...
£1,568 11 5
£ r. d.
145 13 10
101 19 0
€247 12 10
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
By Town Hall ... ... ... ... 2,101 0 0
Hall Fu rn iture ... ... ... ...  181 14 6
„ Fu rn iture-Mayor ' s Room  ...  37 12 1
„ Office  Furniture  ... .., ...  55 0 0
„ Municipal  Wharf  ... ... ...  374 19 3
Esplanade Seats  ... ... ...  42 17 6
Esplanade Fencing  ... ... ...  139 7 0
Fencing Signal Row ... ... ... 34 1 6
Fencing Shade Trees  ... ... ...  82 8 0
Bathing-houses  ... ...  266 10 0
Shelter Sheds ... ... ... ... 150 0 0
Tools,  &c. ... ... ... ... 61 5 0
Cottage , Manure D epot ... 30 0 0
Arrears-Rates ... ... ...  233 13 2
Special Loan  Account -Balance  ...  101 19 0
Cash in Hand  ... ... ... ...  16 1 9
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
Nature.
£3,948 8 9
I
Amount . I Expended. Balance.
1 £ s. d.
Wm. Street .. Bathing -house and  Gangway ...  66 10 0
M. Robinson  ...  Four 8helter Sheds  ... ...  200 0 0Wm. Street  ...  103 Shade Tree Fenees  ... ...  82 8 0
Thos. Allard  ...  Cottage and Shed ... ... 138 10 0
Wm. Street  ...  Fencing ... ... ... 34 1 6
521 9 6
£ s. d. £ s. d.
66 10 0
150 0 0 50 0 0
82 8 0
30 0 0 108 10 0
34 1 6
362 19 6 158 10 0
Examined with the Books  and Vouchers kept by the  Municipal Council of Sandgate, and we
declare the  same  to be  correct.
Sandgate ,  July 20, 1885.
DAVID LOVE , Auditors.W. J. HOOKER. I
Allowed by the  :Municipal Council of Sandgate this 8rd day of August, 1885.
W. F. J. COOKSLEY,
F. M. LABCELLEs,  Town Clerk .  Mayor.
1511 39s. 6d.
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STATEMENT of Accovxrs of the MUNICIPALITY of SANDGATB for the Half -year ending 31st
December, 1884.
December 31.
To Rent
General Rates ...
Permits -...
Licenses ... ...
Endowment ...
RF.CRTPTS.
£ s. d.
8 10 6
703 16 9
0 10 0
5 b 0
812 15 3
£1,527 17 6
SPECIAL  LOAN ACCOUNT.
EXPENDIT TBS.
By Overdraft, 30th June, 1884
„ Labour  ... ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ...
Printing  ... ... ...
General Expenses ...
„ Auditors' Fees ... ...
Advertising ...Stationery ...
Petty Cash ... ...
Interest  ... .. ...
Replanade  Fencing ...
Bathing -houses ...
„ Cash in Hand ... ...
Bank Balance ...
£ s. d.
83 18 11
736 0 1
100 0 0
11 9 0
85 19 4
5 5 0
12 5 6
9 12 6
6 0 0
0 2 4
139 7 0
200 0  0
3 11 4
135 6 6
£1,52717 6
December  31. £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance ,  30th June ,  1884  ...  105 0 3 By Refund ,  Interest  ... ...  145 13 10Rates-  „  Bank Balance ... ... ... ... 183 11 4
July  ... ... ... ... 25 4 1
August  ... ... ... ... ...  22 14 11September ... 47 11 8
October ... ... 104  14 11
November ... ... ... ...  9 16 11
December  ... ... ... 14 2 5
£329 5 2
T4IABIT A TIES.
December 31, 1884.
To Government Loan ...
„ Interest, &(-. ... ...
„ Balance ... ...
£329 5 2
ASSETS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
2,160 11 2  By Land , Town Hall  ... ... ...  2,101 0 0
145 13 10  „  Hall Furniture ... ... ... 181 14 6
1,517 14  10 „ Municipal  Wharf ... ...  374 19 3
Esplanade seats  ... ... ...  82 17 6
Esplanade Fencing  ... ... ...  139 7 0
Bathing -houses  ... ... ...  200 0 0
Office  Fu rn iture  ... ... ...  55 0 0
„ Toole  ... ... ... ... ...  20 0 0
„ Pump  ... ... ...  11 5 0
„ Maps  ... ... ... ... ...  30 0 0
Arrears Rates  ... ... ...  305 7 5
Special Loan Account ,  Balance  ...  183 11 4
General Account, Balance  ... ...  135 6 6
Cash in Hand  ... ... ...  3 11 4
£3,823 19 10
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
£3,823 19 10
Name .  Nature .  Amount. Expended.
1884.
September 1 ...
September 1 ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Wm. Street  ...  461 chains fencing  ... 139 7 0 139 7 0
Wm. Street  ...  4 Bathing -houses  ...  200 0 0 200 0 0
339 7 0 339 7 0
Examined with the Books and Vouchers kept by the Municipal Council of Sandgate, and we
declare the same to be correct.
D. LOVE, Auditors.Sandgate, 19th January, 1885. W. J. HOOKER,
Allowed by the Municipal Council of Sandgate this eleventh day of February, 1885.
F. M. LASCELLEs, Town Clerk. W. J. F. COOKSLEY, Mayor.
BOROUGH OF SANDGATE.
STATEMENT of ATTENDANCE for the Half-year ending 31st December, 1884.
Name.
°a ° a Pa Total.
a o w
W. Deagon ,  Mayor  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 3 ... 2 12
T. Coward ,  Alderman  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 2 7 ... 16
J. Anderson, Alderman ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 ... ... 2 6
C. McLeod,  Alderman ... ... ... ... ... 5 4 5 .. 14
L. Drouyn, Alderman ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7 4 ... 2 13
S. Maxwell ,  Alderman ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 -3 ... 2 10
W. J. F. Uooksley, Alderman .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 1 ... 2 8
T. Holmes ,  Alderman  .. ... ... ... 6 4 6 ... 16
Alderma nH. Wakefield ... ... 6 2 6 ... 14,
I
Sandgate,  2nd February ,  1885. F. M. LASCELLES ,  Town Clerkk.
1512 30e.
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"JURY ACT OF 1867."
IN conformity w hthe provisions of the seventh
section of  " The Jury Act of  1867,!' 31 Vic.,No. 34, Ihereby appoint
W. O. HODGEINSON, Esquire,
to be a Deputy Sheriff for the purpose of issuing
Jury  Summonses  for Jurors for the District Court
holden at Hughenden, in the Colony of Queens-
land, under the said Act.
Given under my hand  and seal of  office, at Bris-
bane, the tenth day of September, A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held atBurketown on the 18th day of August, 1885,
Mr. JAMES HALM was appointed Poundkeeper for
the Burketown Pound for twelve months, in place
of John Read, resigned.
By Order,
JOHN FARQUHARSON,
Court House,
Burketown, 19th August, 1885.
Acting C.P.S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Edmund Turner, of South Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, builder, by himself.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
U it is ordered that the said Edmund Turner
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Edmund Turner, for the election of a Trustee, bo
held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court,
on the Twenty-fourth day of September, 1885, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Edmund Turner shall, on the
Twenty-second day of September,  1885 ,  at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of the Petition of James Beattie,
late of George street, Brisbane, but now of
Sandgate , in the Colony  of Queensland,
fruiterer ,  for an order of adjudication of In-
solvency against himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is  ordered that the said James Beattie
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate . And it  is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Beattie ,  for the election of a Trustee , be held
at the Office of the Principal Registrar ,  Supreme
Court,  Brisbane , on the Tenth  day of September,
1885 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon . And it is
further ordered that the said James Beattie shall,
on the Eighth day of  September,  1885 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a fu ll , true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and  li abilities  of every  kind,  and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Henry Elliott, of Ravenswood, miner, by the
said  Henry Elliott.
j j PON the  hearing  of this Petition this day, it
V is ordered that the said Henry Elliott
be, and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that James Stockwell, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Henry Elliott, for the election  of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Sixteenth day of September, 1885,
at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further  ordered that the said Henry Elliott
shall, on the Fifteenth day of September, 1885,
at Bowen , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a fu ll ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind,  and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
FOLLETT MILFORD,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Ravenswood.
Agent-
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor,  Bowen.
Principal Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Frederick Dickey Hogg andVincent Percy King, trading as" King and Co.,"
of Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeepers.
MONDAY,  THE SEVENTH  DAY OF SE PTEMBER,
A.D. 1885.
U
PON reading the reports of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvents, dated the twenty-
first  day of August, 1885, reporting that the whole
of the propert of the Insolvents has been realised
for the benefit of their creditors, and that two
dividends, the first at the rate of four  shill ings and
sixpence in the pound, and the second at the rate
of two shillings and elevenpence three farthings in
the pound, have been paid, as shown by the state-
ment thereto annexed, and upon hearing Mr.
Fox, from  the office  of Chambers, Bruce, and
McNab, on behalf of the Trustee, the Court being
satisfied  that the whole of the property of the
Insolvents  has been realised for the benefit of their
creditors, doth order and declare that the insol-
vency of the said Frederick Dickey Hogg and
Vincent Percy King, trading  as aforesaid, has
closed, and doth fix the Twenty-fi rst  day of October
next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the Trustee
to apply to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane, for his
release.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of September, A.D. 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, Bnrcn, AND MCNAB,
1535
Solicitors for Trustee,
Brisbane.
98.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Banbury F. Eames, of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, doctor
of medicine, an Insolvent.
-TEREMIAH SWANTON CULLINANE, of
0 Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper ,  has been appointed Trustee of the pro-
pertyof the Insolvent.
A l persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not proved their debts must
forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of September, A.D. 1385.
1542
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement ,  instituted  by William Jenkins,
of Charleville, Publican.
TAMES GEORGE GREEN, of Charleville, has
been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons  having in their possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this ninth day of September, 1885.
L. F. BRETTINGRAM,
Solicitor for Debtor,
Charleville.
By his Agents-
WM. BELL,
Principal Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Brisbane.
1541 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Charles Alexander Balfour, of
Capella, in the Colony of Queensland,  store.
keeper,  an Insolvent.
fl ENRY ARTHUR BROWN, of Rock.hampton, in the Colony of  Queensland,
accountant,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must diver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fifth day of September, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REES JONES,  BBOwN,  and JONES,
So licitors for the  P rustee,George street, Brisbane, and
uay street, Rockhampton.
1514 6s. 6d.
n t e upreme ourt of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of William  Peters,  of Thoruborough,
miner,  an Insolvent.
rf" HE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Cairns, on
the Thirtieth day of September instant, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  before the Police Magis-
trate.
Dated this seventh day of September, A.D. 1885.
1523
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
as.  6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of  William Cox,  of Brisbane,
labourer ,  an Insolvent in  form a' pauperis.
iN the Ninth day of September, a Certificate of
Discharge was  granted to William Cox, of
Brisbane ,  who was  adjudicated  insolvent on the
fourteenth  day of  March ,  A.D. 1884.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
W. H. OsaoRNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
6, Chancery Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
1529 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of Albert  Carpenter ,  of Mackay, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  draper ,  an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last  Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at Mackay
aforesaid ,  on the Twenty-eighth day of September,
1885 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourth day of September , A.D. 1885.
1519
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Edward Moylan, of Sandy Creek,
near  Pine Hill, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, an Insolvent.
D OBERT REYNOLDSON DAWBARN, of
r Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
accountant ,  has been appointed  Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons  having  in their  possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors  who have  not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this eleventh day of September, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
REES JONES, BROWN , AND JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
George street, Brisbane, and Quay street,
Rockhampton.
1546 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Frederick William Bamford, of
Mackay, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  cabinet-
maker,  an Insolvent.
O
N the Twelfth day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Frederick William
Bamford ,  of Mackay  aforesaid ,  adjudicated in-
solvent on the fourth day of April, 1884, will
apply to the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland, at
Brisbane ,  for a  Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this seventh day  of September,  A.D. 1885.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Mackay.
By his Agent--
ERNEST WINTER,
Queen  street,  Brisbane.
1518 5s. 6d.
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In the Matter of Patrick McKenny ,  of Mackay,
saddler ,  insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend  at the rate of six shillings(O's.) in the  £  is now payable at my Office.
1st September, 1885.
W. J. BYRN E,
Trustee,
Brisbane street .  Mackay.
1528 3s. 6d.
In the Estate of Je ro me Brandon Ryan ,  furniture
dealer ,  of Rockhampton ,  insolvent.
OTICE is  hereby given that the Dividend of
6d. in the  £,  gazetted on the 8th August, in
this matter has been withdrawn.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 9th  September, 1885.
1549
H. A. BROWN,
Trustee.
3s.
In the  Insolvent Estate of Hansen and Gorgensen
sugar-planters , late of Doolong, near Mary-
borough.
` SECOND and Final Dividend of 2s 4d. in,
£ is now payable at my Office, Lennox street,
Maryborough.
P. BRE  NNAN,
Trustee.
25th August, 1885.
1478 3s.
In the Supre i e Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
Iq the Will of Charles Frederick Louis Tooth, of
Walloon Station, near Banana,station manager,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Gorernment Gazette,  application
will be made to the said Honourable Court, in its
Fcclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Charles Frederick Louis
Tooth may be granted to Nicholas Edward Nelson
Tooth and Annie Tooth, Executor and Executrix
named in the said Will, leave being reserved to
William Thomas White, the other Executor of the
said Will, to come in and prove the said Will at any
time thereafter.
Dated this fourth day of September, A.D. 1835.
HENRY WALKER,
Kent street, M aryborough,
Proctor for the said N. E N. Tooth and
Annie Tooth.
By his  Agents-
ROBERTS AED ROBERTS,
Solicitors,  Brisbane.
1522 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Jarson, late of New Farm
road, near Brisbane, in the Colons of Queens-
land, freeholder, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed deceased may be granted to Mary
Jarsen, of the same place, widow of the said
deceased, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this tenth day of September,
A. D. 1885.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
1531
Proctors for the Executrix,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Denis Murphy ,  late of Ipswich, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  labourer ,  deceased.
`1 OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Probate  of the Will
of the aboven  imed Denis Murphy ,  deceased, may
be granted to Christopher  Gorry  and Jacob Born,
of Ipswich aforesaid ,  the Executors named in the
said Will.
Dated at Ipswich ,  this eighth day of September,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1520
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executors.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of George  Hunter ,  late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland,  mining engineer,
deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Ccurt, that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed George Hunter ,  deceased, may
be granted to Hannah Ricketts Hunter, of Ipswich
aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole Executrix named in the
said Wi ll.
Dated at Ipswich ,  this eighth day of September,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Hannah Ricketts Hunter.
1521 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Loveday ,  late of Too-
woomba ,  in the Colony of Queensland, shep-
herd, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
1,:iblication hereof ,  application will be made to the
b.iid Honourable  Court.  that Probate  of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Loveday, deceased
(and which said Will has been destroyed since the
death of the said testator ),  or Letters of Adminis-
tration with the said Will annexed ,  may be granted
to  Mary  Loved ,y, of Toowoomba aforesaid, widow,
one of the Executors and the sole devisee named
in the said Wi ll , and Benjamin Brittain ,  of Too-
woomba aforesaid ,  gentleman ,  the other of the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this eighth day of Sep-
tember ,  A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Solicitor and P roctor for the said Executrix,
Margaret  street, Toowoomba.
1524 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Allingham, late of Kangaroo
Hills Station, near Townsville, in the Colony
of Queensland,  grazier , deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Allingham, deceased, may
be granted to Frances Allingham, of Kangaroo
Hills Station,  near  Townsville, in the Colony of
Queensland, a idow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated this ninth day of September, A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
1531
Proctors for the Executrix,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
(;s.
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In  the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of J ohn Allen ,  late of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  gentleman,
deceased.
T
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed John Allen ,  deceased, may be
granted to Christopher Hurworth ,  of Bowen Hills,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  schoolmaster, and
Henry Hermann Simon ,  of South Brisbane, in the
said colony ,  gentleman ,  two of the Executors named
in the said  Will, John Lloyd,  of South Brisbane
aforesaid ,  tailor ,  the other Executor named in the
said  Will, having  renounced Probate thereof.
Dated this ninth day of September, A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON  AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
1532 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
Tn the  Lands and Goods of Edward Charles
Watson,  late of Mountain  View,  near Roma,
in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  selector, de.
ceased, intestate.NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fourteen  days  from the publication
hereof in  the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court.  that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed Edward Charles Watson, deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Henry Barton
Watson , of Mountain  View,  near Roma aforesaid,
gentleman ,  the father and next -of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Roma ,  this seventh day  of September,
s. D. 1885.
JOHN FOWLES,
Town Hall Chambers,
McDowell street, Roma,
Proctor for the said Henry Barton Watson.
By his Agents-
CHAMBEas,  Baucs , AND McN s$,
,Brisbane.
1525 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Edgar Driver ,  late of
South Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
cab proprietor ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fou rt een days  from the  date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands ,  goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Edgar
Driver, deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to  Albert  John Driver ,  lately of Powlett,
near Inglewood ,  in the Colony of Victoria ,  gentle.
man, and Horace Driver ,  lately of West Shel.
bourne, near Sandhurst ,  in the said colony, farmer,
but both at present residing in Brisbane, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  brothers ,  and two of the
next-of-kin of the said deceased.
I'ated at Brisbane, this tenth day of September,
1885.
REES JONES, BROWN ,  AND JONES,
Proctors for the said Albert John Driver and
Horace Driver,
George street ,  Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
1537 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William McIntosh,
late of St. Ge -)rge ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier ,  deceased.Nj OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-_ tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that  Letters of Adminis-
tration of the lands ,  goods ,  chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed William McIntosh,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Annie McIntosh ,  of St. George aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at St. George aforesaid, this seventh day
of September ,  A.D. 1885.
MARK CHARLES ZAHEL,
Anderson's Buildings ,  St. George,
Proctor for the said Annie  McIntosh.
By his Agent-
JOHN GUTHBIE,
Solicitor,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
1549 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ann Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby give, that the Accounts in
the above Estate, from the thirteenth day
of March, 1875, to the seventeenth day of August,
1885, have this day been filed in my Office ,  and all
parties having any claim on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein, are requested
to come in before me, at m said Office, Supreme
Court House, North quay, Brisbane, on or before
TUESDAY, the thirteenth day of October next,
and if they think fit ,  object thereunto  ;  and if no
exception shall be taken to such Accounts the
same  will be duly inquired into at my said Office,
on the above day, at the hour of Ten in the fore-
noon.
Dated this fourth day of September, 1885.
WILLIAM BELL,
Registrar.
FOXTON ND CARDEW,
Proctors for Enoch Bostock, the Executor,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
1515 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of Hannah Olsson, late of Beau-
desert ,  in the Colony of Queensland, wife of
Bengt Olsson ,  of same place ,  farmer ,  deceased,
intestate.
}\' OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honour.
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the estate  of the  abovename i Hannah Olsson,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Bengt Olsson ,  of Beaudesert, in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer, the husband of the said
deceased.
Dated this tenth day of September ,  A.D. 1885.
WILSON AND WILSON,
1543
Eldon Chambers,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Bengt Olsson.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will and  Codicil of Arthur  Hill  Wood, late
of Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman. deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days f ro m the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that  Probate of  the Will
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and Codicil of the abovenamed Arthur Hill Wood,
deceased, may be granted to William Munro, of
Rockhampton aforesaid, bookseller, one of the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will and
Codicil, reserving leave for the Reverend Charles
Murlay and Robert McAdam, the remaining
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will
and Codicil, who reside out of the jurisdiction
of the said Honourable Court, to come in and prove
at any time hereafter.
Dated this seventh day of September, 1885.
REEK JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Proctors for the said William Munro,
1544
Quay street,  Rockhampton, and
George street,  Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of William H. Brown, late of
Hughenden ; Sarah Connolly, late of Helidon ;
Alexander Davis, late of Thargomindah;
Edgar Driver, late of Brisbane ; Walter H.
Fereday, late of Brisbane, George Yates Jones,
late of Aramac ; John Moltzen, late of George-
town ; William Meston, late of Beaudesert ;
William McLau hlan, late of Cooktown ; JohnMcGrillis, late of Rockhampton; Bedell S.Owen,
late of Wellshot; William Thomas Poppleton,
late of Yaamba ; a in-+n named Peter, late of
Hughenden ; - Willinni Parsons, late of Nor-
manton ; Thomas Powell. late of Brisbane ;
William Porter, late of Clermont ; Rosetta
Preece, late of Brisbane ; Adam Richie, late
of Hughenden ; 1 ht,mas Stewart, late of
Mitchell; William Sn herland, late of Cler-
mont; Tom Smith, late of Brisbane ; Arthur
Trenchard, late of Tambo ; and William
Warren, late of Wellshot.PURSUANT to "  he Intestacy Act  of 1877," allpersons having any claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their debts at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Ninth day of November next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all bene-
fits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 9th September, 1885.
1533
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestat. Estates.
9s.
DISSOLUTION OF PA11Tr;ERSIIIP.THE Partnership styled Messrs. "Christison
Bros.," of Lammermoor and Cameron Downs
Stations, Mitchell District, haring expired by
efduxion of time, it is hereby dissolved. In future
all debts owing to or due upon Lammermoor will
be received and paid by Robert Christison, and all
debts due to or owing by Cameron Downs will be
received and paid by Thomas McKnight Cameron
Christison.
ROBERT CHRISTISON.
JOHN BEDDOE.
T. 31. C. CHRISTISON.
Witness to the signatures of Robert Christison,
John Beddoe, and Thomas McKnight Cameron
Christison-
WALTER HAYS, J.P.
Lammermoor, this twenty-fifth day of August,
1885.
1513 6s.
LOST, from Alligator Creek, Norman Road, on1st September, 1885:-One Bay Nuggetty
Draught Horse, branded like I over - - over
conjoined  near  shoulder, L7F off shoulder. Lost,
twenty miles from Cloncurry, on 27th November,
1884:-A Bay Colt, branded MW4 near shoulder,
L7F off shoulder ; one Bay Colt, MW4 near
shoulder, L7P off shoulder; one Bay Colt, MW4
near  shoulder, L7F off shoulder.
LOUIS PFITZENMAIER.
1547 4s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
of the Great Western Carriers' Company,
Limited.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a General Meet-
ing of the Company will be held at my
Office,  Mansfield Buildings ,  Quay street, Rock-
hampton, on  WEDNES PAY,  the fourteenth day of
October ,  1885,  at Three o 'clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of receiving and passing the Accounts
of Messrs .  Robert Ker Bell  and James Williamson,
the Liquidators of the said Company ,  and hearing
any explanation that may be given by the said
Liquidators ,  and for declaring a final dividend of
any surplus that may be in the Liquidator 's hands
to the credit of the said Company ,  and for the final
dissolution of the said Company , under  sections
132 and 133 of  " The Companies  Act, 1863."
Dated this twenty -eighth day of August, 1885.
1536
W. K. D'ARCY,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Solicitor for the Liquidators.7s. 6d.
THE DAY DAWN EXTENDED GOLD MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.A FINAL Meeting of Shareholders f the
above Company will be held at the Coin.
pang' s Office,  Mosman street,  Charters Towers, on
WEDNESDAY, the 14th day of October, 1885.
at 3  P.M.
BusINEss  :-To receive Report and Statement of
Accounts of the Liquidators.
THOS. BUCKLAND, ILiquidators.E. D. MILES,
1548 3s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
apply to the Parliament of Queensland, in
the present session thereof, for a Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, at their discretion,
to sell and dispose of, in any manner they may
think fit, all that piece of land in the county of
Stanley and pari shof Toombul, containing sixty-four
acres more or less, and being allotments 5 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the Trustees
thereof, to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
wife of John Peter Niquet, for her life, and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common, who shall attain the age of
twenty-one years ; and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale and hold the
same upon the same trusts as are mentioned in the
sa d Will with reference to the said land ; and to
confer upon'the said Trustees all proper and neces-
sar wers for carrying out the objects of the
said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1545
Solicitors for the said Trustees.
8s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTIGE is hereby given, that it is intended
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland to apply for a Bill to enable
and empower the South Brisbane Gas and Light
Coml.any, Limited, incorporated under the pro-
visions of  "The Companies Ac't  V1863,"  to manu-
facture gas and coke and supply the same to the
inhabitants of South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point,
Wooloongabba, and other places in Queensland,
and to empower the said Company to do all things
necessary in and about supplying the same, and
disposing of the residuum from the said manufac-
ture, and for other process for lighting to,% ns, &c.,
which may be found advantageous to adopt, and
the doing all such other things as are incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the above objects.
Dated this twentieth day of August, A D. 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
1390
Solicitors for the said Company,
Queen street, Brisbane.6 s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
T HE Partnership therto existing  betweenLionel Knight Rice, Henry Stormont Finch
Hatton, Harold Heneage Finch Hatton, and
Charles Walter Toussant, of the  firm of  "  Rice and
Co.," in the properties of Mount Spencer,  Hasel-
wood, Barclay Downs, having been dissolved, and
Lionel Knight Rice having been appointed  Receiver
under Deed of Dissolution dated January 1st, 1884,
the business of the firm will be carried on by the
said Lionel Knight Rice or whom he may appoint.
(Signed) LIONEL KNIGHT RICE,
1425
Receiver for Bice and Co.
4s. 6d.
r
AKE Notice that his Board intends to apply
for a Loan of £1 ,000, for  water conservation,
drainage ,  and kerbing of Maytown  st re ets, and
other reproductive works, as provided by 44
Victoria, No. 9, section 6, provisions  1 and 2, and
46 Victoria, No. 17, section 75; and that Plans and
Specifications lie at the Board's Office for inspec-
tion, as required by the Act 46 Victoria, No. 13,
section 34.
JOHN CARRIGAN,
Clerk of the Board.
Hann Divisional Board's Office,
1374
Maytown ,  4th August, 1885.
18s.
TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
LOST from Emmaville ; supposed to be stolen :
Bay Draught Filly, rising 4 years, 162 hands.
branded FJK near shoulder, hind feet white, white
under collar both sides, small stripe, curly mane
and tail, pulled. £5 reward if  stolen , on convic-
tion ; £1 for information leading to recovery ; £2
on delivery to
1461
FRANCIS J. KELLY,
Emmaville, Vegetable Creek.
3s. 4d.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp  Duties  Act q f  1866,"
"The Stampe'l  Transfer Act  of  1972  ," and
"The Stamp  Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,'
Together with  the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted  .. ... ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of  Parliament  passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1888. Price,  one shi lling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
6th August, 1881.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
(IN SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
IIJJ  in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874" together with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. f;. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at the  Government Print ing
Office, William  street, Brisbane , A SyNop-
sI8 OF THE QIIEBNSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phienogamous  and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of  Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an Index  of Orders,
Genera,  and Vernacular  Names.  By Fredk . Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial  Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. decoy, half-bound. Price, £1  Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,Is*10d., 4o England an  the Australian Colonies,
2s. 841.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 6s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
GULL) FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government  Printing Officein pamphlet  form , "The  Gold Fields Act
of  1874 ," together  with  " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold  Fields  of the whole of the
Colony."  Demy 8vo. Price  Is.  Postage, 2d
additional .
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
THE ALL - RANGE QUEEN BLANDREGISTER "  now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office,  William street, Brisbane.
Price ,  Is. 6d;  posted ,  is. 9d.
NOTICE.
DOUNDKEBPER S  and others are requested, when
r describing  brands, to make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered  Brand " after thedesoription of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only willbe used.
J. C. BEALL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New  Guinea, in a
series of  Letters by Henry M .  Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday  Island ,  addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, 1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
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N SALE
AT TAX
1 O V E R  N M E NT PRINTING OFFICE,
E William street .  Brisbane:-
DIVISIJNAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers,  4s. per  100; by post 5s.
B,11ot Papers ,  in packets of 500 each-price ,  5s.; by
post, 68.
Vouchers  for Services Performed ,  5s.  jet 100; postage,
Is.  extra.
Vouchers  for Articles Supplied ,  5s. per 100;  postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per  100;  postage ,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms ,  5e. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Forms  of Valuation ,  6s. 6d .  per 100; posted ,  8s. 4d.
Monthly Time  Sheets of Mechanics and others emplo yed
during the  month- 5s. 6d . per 100 plain ; rued,
7s. 6d . ;  postage ,  Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly P ro gress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d .  per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d .  ruled ; postage,
ls.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books ,  in books, 200 each,  4s. ; posted ,  4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger ,  12s. 6d.;  postage, 2s.
Ledger , 17s.;posted ,  21s. lOd.
Rate Book, General Cash Book ,  Valuation  Register, and
Register of Rates Received ,  17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book ,  10s.; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d .  per book of 50 each  ;  postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto ,  100 in a book ,  5a.;  postage ,  is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
RavISuD EDITION - DSMY  Q UARTO.
B  J.  d.
Full bound  ... ... ...  5 5 0
Half bound  ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage,  15s. extra.
BOUND  ACTS.
Bound  Acts of 1881,  5s.;  posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882, 5e. ;  posted, 6e.
Bound Acts of 1883-4, 5s. ; posts d, 6e.
Bound Acts of 1884,  20s. ; posted,  21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List  of all Owners of Registered
Brands, 2e .  6d.; postage ,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
Bat hurst Burr Act (1863) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Exchange Act (1884 ) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
1884 .. ...  ...  ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (187 7) ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers Act (1874 ) ... 0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to Land Act of 188.2  . 0 6 0 7
(:rose n Lands Act of 1881  ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of  1884  ( Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Digest ) ... 0 3 0 4
Customs Duties Act (1870 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1874 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 1884 ... ... 1 0 1 2
Diseases  in Sheep Acts  (complete) . 2 0 2 2
District Courts Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
bivisional Boards Act  (1879 ) ... .. 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882 ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
1884 .. ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Education Act (1875 ) .. 0 6 0 7
Elections  Act (1874) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Electoral Districts Art (1878) ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Rolle Act  (1879) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing Act (1861) ... 0 6 0 7Fire Brigades  Act (1881 ) ... .. 0 6 0 7
With
Price. Postag.
s. d. s. d.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882... ... ... ... ... 0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1875 ) ...  0 6 0 7•
Government Loan Act (1881 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884 ) .. ... ...  1 0 1 2
Immigration Act of 1882  ... ..  0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts  (1863 -65-68, and
1879), ccmplete  .. ... ...  2 6 2 7
Imported Sugst Refiners Act (1874 ) ...  0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874  ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Insanity Act of 1884  ...  1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877) 0 6  0  7
Judicature  Act  (1876) ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unboundi, 4s .  6d.; bound 5s.
Jury Act  of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act (1879 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878 )... ..  1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880  . ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880  ...  0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of  1882  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations  ...  0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation Act (1881 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877)  ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection Act Amendment
Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Oyster Act  (1874) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders Act (1880)  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869 ) .. ...  1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Re gulations ) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-she ll  and BSche -de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884  ... .. ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Cro ps Act (1870 )..  0 6 0 7
Publicans  Acts  ... ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts  (1863 -64 and 1870) com-
plete  ... ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 4
Pub li c Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ...  1 a 1 1
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882  ... .. ...  0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act of
with
Price .  Postage.
s. d.  S. d.
1882 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Savings Bank  Amending Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) .. ... .. 0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts  Pastoral  Leases Act of
1876 ... ... .. ... ...
Sheep Brands  Act (1876) .. ...
Trading Companies  Act of 1863 ...
Tramways Act of 188 2 ... ... ...
United  Municipa lities  Act (1881 ) ...
United  Municipa lities  Act of 1881
Amendment  Act of 1884 ... ...
Volunteer  Act ... ... ...
Wages  Act (1870 ) ... ... ...
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ...
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 0 2 3
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 11
Defence Act Regulations  ... ...  1 0 1 2
Friendly Societies Act (1876) .. ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874 ,  with Rules  ...  2 6 2 10
Masters and Serreuts Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp  Duties Act ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
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With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... ... 5 0 7 2
GOLD FIELDS ACT WITH REGULATIONS'
Just published  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
„ Interpretation Sheets... ... 0 3 0 1
Spirit Calculation Books ... ... 1 0 0 1
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the  following amounts
1885.  £ s. d.
Sept. 7.-A. McDowall ... ... ... 0 1 6
7.-C.  Loch ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
7.-J. Thompson ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-W. H. Smith ... ... ... 0 1 0
8.-H. Mea re s ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
8.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
8.-J. Walker and Company ... ... 0 1 1
9.-Lilley and Sullivan ... ... 0 11 0
9.-S. Jones ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
9.-Middle Ridge Shire Council ... 0 2 6
10.-J. Fowles ... ... 0 6 6
10.-J. Fitzsimons ... ... .. 0 3 0
10.-W. J. Byrne ... ... ... 0 3 6
10.-P. Lenihan ... .. 0 2 0
10.-Warwick Arg:us ...  ... ... 0 16 3
10. --Tarampa Divisional Board ... 1 0 0
10.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 4 0
10.-E. Dempsey ... ... ... 0 1 0
10.-C. R. Lilleyman ... ... ... 0 1 0
10.-W. A. Mills ... ... ... 0 1 0
10.-C. Loch ... ... ... 0 4 0
10.-T. Bossley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-J. Stockwell ... ... ... 0 0 6
11.-H. A. Brown ... ... ... 0 4 0
11.-E. D.  Miles  ... ... ... 0 10 0
11.- Western Star  ... ... ... 0 0 7
11.-E. T. Wright ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-L. Pfitzenmaier ... 0 10 0
11.-J. A. McKinlay ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-W. Morgan ... ... 0 1 0
11.-W. Dawson .. ... ... ... 3 0 8
11.-W. B. and B. News  ... ... 2 17 10
11.-R. R. Fowler ... ... ... 0 10 0
9inpounbings.
tW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate  of  Onn SHILLING Pica ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance s+fficient  to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Aratnac, from Boongondoroo Sta-tion Desert, on the 3rd September, 1885, by order
of Mr. George Porter. Driving expenses, 8s. 4d.
One light-bay horse, blaze down face, hind feet white,
white marks on saddle, like J in circle off neck,
like IV over C in circle off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. ALEX. MILLS, Poundkeeper.
1539
IMPOUNDED  at Brisbane , from the  streets , by order
of the G eneral  Inspector.  Trespass , Ss. per head.
One chesnut horse, 1FV over 127 near shoulder, star,
off hind foot white.
One black mare, S over J1W near shoulder, like D off
shoulder, S near rump.
One white cow, G t,2 over M L5 near rump.
One red cow, M2 U off rump.
If not re leased  on or before the 15th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1530
.1IPOUNDED at Leyburn, from the enclosed lands of
I+ Talgni, on the 4th September, 1885. by older of
Frank H. Hughes, Esquire. Damages, 2e. 6d. per
head ; driving  expenses , 2s. per head.
One spotted steer, blotched brand off rib4.
One white heifer, HJ3 (registered brand) off loins.
One roan heifer, illegible brand on off shoulder, hole
and slit near ear.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN FITZSIMONS, Poundkeeper.
1526 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Ronia, from Normoyle, n the
2nd September, 1885, by order of Mr. R. A. Whip-
ham. Damages and driving, 2s. 10d.
One brown mare, like EHP conjoined (the E reversed)
over WD (the D reversed)  near  shoulder, like E
over 2 heart and blotch brand off shoulder, near
hind foot white, star.
One black entire, 7 LC (registered brand) near
shoulder, off hind foot white, star, hipped off side ;
damages, £2.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
1527 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bundamba enclosed
lands. Driving, 8d. per head.
One white heifer, like 3R (last letter blotched) off
rump.
One red and white heifer, no visible brand.
Also, from Walloon enclosed lands. Driving is. 2d.
per head.
One strawberry steer, like D X0 (registered brand) off
rump.
One clerk-brindle bullock, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1538 45.
IMPOUNDED at Emerald, from enclosed lands
Gordon Downs, on the 31st August, 1885, by order
of Conran  B ro s. and  Co. Driving  expenses , 4s. 2d. each.
One chesnut  mare,  bald face, A over JT near shoulder,
3XV near thigh ; foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay gelding,  star and  snip,hind feet and off fore
foot white, 4JF near shoulder.
One brown  gelding , rope on neck,  RB4 near  shoulder.
One grey gelding,  T near  shoulder.
If not released on or  before the 2nd October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. LOCH, Poundkeeper.
1610 4s.
IMPOUNDED at. Taroom, f rm Kinnoul, on thetad
September, 1885, by order of  James  Anderson,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 2a.
One bay gelding, JAC (registered brand) near shoulder,
like scar mark or indistinct brand off shoulder, off
hind fetlock white.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
1516 is.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough,  from enclosed garden
of Mr. P. Ramsay , on 1st  September,  1885. Dam-
ages , £1 each.
One chesnut  mare, star ,'3 EF (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
One brown horse, shod all round,  near  hind foot white,
collar -marked, like XU3 (re gistered  brand) near
shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 25th September, 1885,
will be  sold to  defray  expenses.
HENRY MEARES, Pouudkeeper.
1s.
1517 20.
Printed  and Published by JA.xrs C BEAT, Government Printer,
William street .  Brisbane ,  19th Septeaiber, 1885.4s.
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PIlOCLAIT A TION•
By His Excelleucy Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[ r,. ] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MCSOItAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  The
Croon Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the  Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim  that the following lots of Land will be
offered for  sale  by Public Auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven  o'clock on the days
specified , at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively. (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON MONDAY,  THE 26TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1885.
k o . of No. of ! No. of  I PriA ce per
i/VR 611 V/ • paV41VLL. Acre.
A.  A.  P.  R.  a
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy, town ofYandina.
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
6 1
7 1
2 2
3 2
4 2
2 3
3 3
ivnninnf
1 3 8
1 3 8
1 3 8
1 3 8
1 0 32
0 2 30
0 3 23
2 3 23
2 3 23
1 1 16
1 1 0
1 2 37
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
[No. 45.
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot Allotment Section Area.
PrlOe per
Acre.
13 4 3 2 0 0 8 0
14 9  3  1 0 25 8 0
15 1  4 0 3 10 8 0
16  2  1 0 14 8 0
17  3 4 1 1 30 8 0
18  5  4 1 1 0 8 0
19  6  4 1 1 36 8 0
20  1 5  2 2 22 8 0
21  2  5  3 3 8 8 0
22  3  5  2 1 21 8 0
23  4  5  2 3 8 8 0
24  5 5  2 019 8 0
25  6  5  2 3 8 8 0
26  7 5  1 1 11 8 0
27  8 5 1 3 33 8 0
28  1 6  1 1 34 8 0
29 2 6  1 017 8 0
30 3 6 0 4 4 8 0
31 4 6 0 2 32 8 0
32 7 6 1 023 8 0
33 8 6 0 3 3 8 0
34 9 6 0 3 3 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CHARLE-
VILLE,
ON MONDAY, THE 2ND DAY of NOVEMBER, 1885.
N o of N o. of I No, of Area. Price  PerLot. Allotment.  Section. Aar.
TOWN LO
A.
TS.
B. P, £ s•
County of Orrer y, parish
of Charle
of
vill
Ch
e.
arleville, tow n
(With fron tages to Edward an d Watson street s.)
1' 4 15 1 0 0 50 0
`'2 5 15 1 0 0 50 03 2 25 1 0 0 50 0
4 3 25 1 0 0 50 0
5 4 25 1 0 0 50 0
6 4 26 0 2 20 50 0
7 2 27 1 0 0 50 0
8 3 27 1 0 0 50 0
9 4 27 1 0 0 50 0
99
942
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CLERMONT,
ON MONDAY,  THE 2ND DAY OF NOVEMBER ,  1885.
No. of l Allotmentof No. of I Area. I PriceLot. llotment Section .  per Acre.
I I I A.  R. F.  I 2 a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Talbot, parish of Khosh Bulduk, town
of Capella.
(With frontages to Abor and Peak Downs street.)
1 1 3 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 30 0
(With frontages to Huntley and Abor streets.)
2 5 6 0 2 0 30 0
3 3 7 0 2 0 30 0
4 4 7 0 2 0 30 0
5 5 7 0 2 0 30 0
6 6 7 0 2 0 30 0
7 1 8 0 2 0 30 0
8 3 8 0 2 0 30 0
9 4 8 0 2 0 30 0
10 5 8 0 2 0 30 0
11 6 8 0 2 0 30 0
12 7 8 0 2 0 30 0
13 9 8 0 2 0 30 0
14 10 8 0 2 0 30 0
(Fronting Huntley street.)
15 4 11 0 2 0 70 0
The purchaser  of lot 15 to pay 2200 for  improvements.
TOWN  LOTS- eo+ttinued.
No. of  !  No.  of  No. of A _--I Price POP
Lot.
(
lot ne nt  Section. t Acre.
! I  .  It.  P.
6 6 13 0 1 0 100 0
7 7 13 0 1 0 100 0
8  8 13 0 1 0 100 0
9  9 13 0 1 0 100 0
10 10 13 0 1 0 100 0
11 11 13 0 1 0 100 0
12 12 13 0 1 0 100 0
13 13 13 0 1 0 100 0
14 14 13 0 1 0 100 0
15 15 13 0 1 0 100 0
16 16 13 0 1 0 100 0
17 17 13 0 1 0 100 0
18 18 13 0 1 0 100 0
19 19 13 0 1 0 100 0
20 20 13 0 1 0 100 0
21 1 14 0 1 0 100 6
22 2 14 0 1 0 100 0
23 3 14 0 0  37J-  100 0
24 4 14 © 1 78 100 0
25 5 14 0 0 36 100 0
26 6 14 0 1 16" 100 0
27 7 14 0 0 39o 100 0
28 8 14 0 1 0 100 0
29 9 14 0 1 0 100 0
30 10 14 0 1 0 100 0
31 11 14 0 1 0 100 0
32 12 14 0 1 0 100 0
33 13 14 0 1 0 100 0
34 14 14 0 1 0 100 0
35 15 I 14 0 1 0 100 0
36 16 14 0 1 0 100 0
37 1- 15 0 1  0-&  100 0
38 2 15 0 0  371%  100 0
39 3 15 0 0 34-1A0-  100 0
40 4 15 0 0  38190 100 0
41 5 I 15 0 0 3510 100 0
42 6 15 0 0 36; 100 0
43 7 15 0 1 1 100 0i
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON MONDAY,  THE 26TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1885.
No.  of  +  No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment.  Section. Area.
Prlaa pee
Acre.
A.  R.  P. 2 a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town
of Ipswich.
(With  frontages  to Mourilyan and Johnstone
streets.)
(With frontages to Ferrett and Cribb streets.) 44
4
1
2
16
1
0 1 0 100 0
1 1 64 0 1 134 150 0 5 6 0 1 0 100 0
2 2 64 0 1 13 150 0 46 3 16 0 1 0 100 0
3 3 64  0 1 16 150 0 47 4 16 0 1 0 100 044 4 64 0 1 194 150 0 48 5 16 0 1 0 100 049 6 16 0 1 0 100 05 5 64 0 1 224 150 0 50 7 16 0 1 0 100 06 6 64 0 1 26 150 0 51 8 16 0 1 0 100 07 7 64 0 1 294 150 0 52 9 16 0 1 0 100 08 8 64 0 1 321 150 0 53 10 16 0 1 0 100 09 9 64 0 1 5 150 0 54 11 16 0 1 0 100 010 10 64 0 1 5 150 0 55 12 16 0 1 0 100 011 11 64 0 1 5 150 0 56 13 1G 0 1 0 100 012 12 64 0 1 04 150 0 57 14 16 0 1 0 100 0
(With frontages to a road and Park street.) 58 15 16 0 1 0 100 0
13  8  94 0 1 4 50 0 59 16 16 0 1 0 100 0
14  9 94 0 1 24 50 0 60 17 16 0 1 0 10) 0
15 10 94 0 1 04 50 0 61 18 16 0 1 0 101) 0
16 11 94 0 1 0 50 0 62 19 16 0 1 0 1a) 063 20 16 0 1 0 100 0
64 1 17 0 1 0 100 0
65 2 17 0 1 0 100 0
66 3 17 0 1 0 100 0SALE AT MOURILYAN, 67 4 17 0 1 0 100 0
ON MONDAY,  THE 16TH  DAY OF  NOVEMBER, 1885. 68 5 17 0 1 0 100 0
69 6 17 0 1 0 100 0
No. of No.  Of No. of IA Price per 70 7 17 0 1 0 100 0Lot. Allotment Section . rea. Acre. 71 8 17 0 1 0 100 0
72 9 17 0 1 0 100 0
A. B. P. I £  . 73 10 17 0 1 0 100 0
74 11 17 0 1 0 100 0TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Mourilyan, town of 7576
12
13
17
17
0
0
1
1
0
0
100
100
0
0Mourilyan. 77 14 17 0 1 0 100 0(With frontages to Sparrow and Gulland streets.) 78 15 17 0 1 0 100 0
1 1 13 0 1 0 100 0 79 16 17 0 1 0 100 0
2 2 13 0 1 0 100 0 80 17 17 0 1 0 100 0
3 3 13 0 1 0 100 0 81 18 17 0 1 0 100 0
4 4 13 0 1 0 100 0 82 19 17 0 1 0 100 0
5 5 13 0 1 0 100 0 83 20 17 0 1 0 100 0
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SALE AT PINEHILL,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
310. Of
Lot.
No. of No .  of Price  Per
;Allotment ,  section. Area. Acre.
A. R. P. S a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Tambo, parish of Jericho, town of
Jericho.
(With frontages to Darwin and Pasteur streets.)
1 15 1 0 1 0 8 0
2 16 1 0 1 0 8 0
3 1 2 0 1 0 8 0
4 13 2 0 1 0 8 0
5 14 2 0 1 0 8 0
6 15 2 0 1 0 8 0
7 16 2 0 1 0 8 0
8 18 2 0 1 0 8 0
9 15 3 0 1 0 8 0
10 16 3 0 1 0 8 0
11 17 3 0 1 0 12 0
12 12 4 0 1 0 8 0
13 13 4 0 1 0 8 0
14 17 4 0 1 0 8 0
15 18 4 0 1 0 8 0
16 19 4 0 1 0 8 0
(With frontages to Pasteur and Tyndall stree.s.)
17 2( 5 0 2 0 8 0
18 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
19 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
20
6 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
22 7 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
23 8. 5 0 2 0 8 0
24 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
25 1 8 0 1 30 20 0
26 2 8 0 2 10 18 0
27 3. 8 0 2 0 12 0
28 4 8 0 2 0 8 0
29 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
30 6 8 0 2 0 8 0
31 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
32 8 8 0 2 0 8 0
33 9 8 0 2 10 8 0
34 10 8 0 1 30 8 0
(With frontages to Tyndall and Davy streets.)
1 9 0 2 0
2 9 0 2 0
3 9 0 2 0
4 9 0 2 0
5 9 0 2 0
6 9 0 2 0
7 9 0 2 0
8 9 0 2 0
9 9 0 2 0
10 9 0 2 0
1 10 0 2 0
2 10 0 2 0
3 10 0 2 0
4 10 0 2 0
5 10 0 2 0
6 10 0 2 0
7 1C 0 2 0
8 10 0 2 0
9 10 0 2 0
10 10 0 2 0
1 11 0 2 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No of  I  No. of No of. p
Lot. Allotment .  Section . Area. Acre.
A.  a. t. 8 a.
56 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
57 3 I 11 0 2 0 8 0
58 4 11 0 2 0 8 0
59 5 11 0 2 0 8 0
60 6 11 0 2 0 8 0
61 7 11 0 2 0 8 0
62 8 11 0 2 0 8 0
63 9 11 0 2 0 8 0
64 . 10 11 1 0 2 0 8 0
(With frontages to Davy and Huxley streets.)
65 1 12 0 2 0 8 0
66 2 12 0 2 0 8 0
67 4 12 0 2 0 8 0
68 5 12 0 2 0 8 0
69 6 12 0 2 0 8 0
70 7 12 0 2 0 8 0
71 8 12 0 2 0 8 0
72 9 12 0 2 0 8 0
73 10 12 0 2 0 8 0
The purchaser of lot  11 to pay £ 30 for improvements.
25 „ £160
ze „ £120
27 „ £30
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
T EIARGOMINDA H,
ON MONDAY, THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
W' of No of I No of ` v- - Area I Price perUt. All oimoot t3ect  nn Aere.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Wellington, parish of Thargomindah,
town of Thargomindah.
(With frontages to Henry and Moore streets.)
1 1 18 1 0 0 25 0
2 2 18 1 0 0 25 0
3 3 18 1 0 0 25 0
4 4 18 1 0 0 25 0
5 5 18 1 2 0 25 0
6  6 18 1 2 0 25 0
7 7 18 1 2 0 25 0
8 8 18 1 2 0 25 0
9  1 19 2 2 0 26 0
10 2 19 2 2 0 25 0
11 3 19 2 2 0 25 0
12 4 19 2 2 0 25 0
13 1 20 4 0  264  25 0
14 2 20 4 0 26 a 25 0
15 3 ! 20 4 0 26-1#-0 25 0
16 4 20 4 C 26 0 25 0
17 5 20 4 0 27 25 0
18 6 20 4 C 27 25 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Price er
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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General Post Office.
Brisbane , 31st August, 1885.
No.  S.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1885.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requeste I to
1r g ve the correct number of the  page  on which  they may  have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery. `
Pereons in the country making written application should accompany such written  applications
with the amount of postage required  for transmission  ; and, in addition to th" former  particulars, are
requested  to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other  information  tending to
prevent an unnecessary  transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster  is required to file  these  Lists, and to plac, them where any  person may see and
search them.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Postmaster-General.
NOTE: The DEAD LETTSS Bisaisca of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a .m to Four p .m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
1W  c, Colonial; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ; a, South
Australia; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A. 28 Adclley Edward, Gum Holes Station s
29 Admans Walter, Brisbane a
1 ABBOTT John, Brisbane n z 30 Admes Mrs. A. H., Miva Bridge o
2 Abdey Thomas, Toowoomba c 31 Adrews J., Stanthorpe s
3 Abel John, Tambo c 32 Agen T., Plane Creek c
4 Abel John, Windorah c 33 Agen Mrs. T., Plane Creek c (2)
5 Abel J. T., Cooper's Creek c 34 Agnew -, Red Hill c
6 Abell F. W., Sandgate c 35 Agnew G. M., Brisbane c
7 Aberdeen A., Kangaroo Point c 36 Agushi - (carpenter), Mitchell c
8 Abrahams C., Toowoomba o c 37 Ah Chang, Burenda c
9 Abrahams  James,  Cloncurry c 38 Ah Clack (Wah Shue), Chatsworth c
10 O'Connor Towns.Ackerman John alias  Harr 39 Ah Cow Ellangowan c,, yVille c 40 ,Ahern Miss E., Nerang c
11 Acorn Miss Mary, Rockhampton s 41 Ahern P., Tambo c
12 Adair Miss Kathleen, Ipswich c 42 Ah Foo, Manuka Station c
13 Adair R., Sandgate c 43 Ah Gun Mrs., Betts Creek c
14 Adams Mrs. A., Rockhampton c 44 Ah Hin, Terrick c
15 Adams Charles,  Brisbane n z (2) 45 Ah Hing, Port Douglas c
16 Adams G., Brisbane c 46 Ah Hone, Toowoomba s
17 Adams John, Blackall c 47 Ah Hong, Mackay c
18 Adams J., Townsville c 48 Ah Hap, Muttaburra c
19 Adams J. H., Brisbane c 49 Ah Kean (gardener), Breakfast Creek u c
20 Adams J. L., Valley c 50 Ah Kong, Gympie c
21 Adams J. L., Sandgate c 51 Ahlberg A., Brisbane c
22 Adams Miss Kate, Brisbane c 52 Ah Lee (gardener), Burdekin s
23 Adams L., Rockhampton c 53 Ah Lin, Hughenden c
24 Adems Walter, Rockhampton u k 54 Ah Long (farmer) Tinana c
25 Adamson Mrs. Ann, Stanthorpe u k 55 Ah Me, Charters  Towers c
26 Adamson John, Ipswich c 56 Ah Pack, Boulia c
27 Adamson R., Mitchell  Extension c 57 Ah Quoi (Ah Lin),  Palmer road c
100 .
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58 Ali Sam (fruiterer), Mackay o c(2) 163 Xrndts -, South Brisbane c
59 Ali Sam, G •mpie c 164 Arnold A. A., Townsville c60 Ali Sin J., Mackay c 165 Arnold Miss E., Townsville c
61 Ali Sin and Co., Port Dougla., c (2) 166 Arnoldi and Co..llessrs., Brisbane c
62 .1h Sing, Gympie c 167 Arnoldi M. B., Brisbane s
63 Ali Sue, Bundaberg Station c 168 Arp Mrs., Brassall c
64 Ali Tong (cook), Police Barracks c 169 Ashinan George, Pentland c
6.5 Ali Tong (gardener), Port Curtis road c 170 Ashton W. B., Barcoo River u k
66 Ali Wha, Mackay c 171 Ashton W. J., Townsville c
67 Ali Won, Hughenden c (2) 172 Ashworth Mitchell, Millchester u k
68 Ah Wow, P.O. Mitchell o 173 Askers Leonard (cook), Burketou it c
69 Ak You (care of McLean's Hotel), Warreyo River c 174 Atkins R., Yeppoon f
70 Ainsworth John, Brisbane u k and f (2) 175 Atkins R. St. Ledger, Yeppoon f
71 Aitken William (dairyman), Tingalpa c (2) 176 Atly John, Brisbane c
72 Aitken William, Tingalpa o 177 Atwell D. Draney, Macalister c
73 Aitkens -, Gympie c 178 Auchenbac -, Tambo c
74 Alderson Mrs., Burketown c 179 Austen John, Rockhampton it z
75 Aldridge W. E., Maryborough c 180 Austin .T., Cedar Creek c
76 Alexander - (carrier ), Foyle View Station c 181 Austin J., North Rockhampton c
77 Alexander Christopher, Cloncurry in 182 Austin J. H., Brisbane c
78 Alexander Edward, Kangaroo Point c 183 Austin William, Pentland c (3)
79 Alexander James, Brisbane o 184 Austin Richard, Sandy Creek c
80 Alexander John, Reserve, Roma c 187) Avers Miss, Rockhamppton c
81 Alexander William, Aramac o 186 Avery -, Toowoomba c
82 Alford -, Valley c 187 Avery George, Rockhampton c
83 Allan B., Gympie o 188 Avery William, Brisbane b (2)
84 Allen -, Western Railway Extension c 189 Axelaon N., Gympie c
85 Allen Henry, Burketown c 190 Axford Mrs., Charters Towers c
86 Allen John George, Cloncurry c 191 Ayers Charles, Gympie u k
87 Allen Stephen, Windorah a (2) 192 Azlett D. Williamson, Bulimba c
88 Allen W. (carrier ), Thargomindah s 193 Aylward Edmond, Brisbane f
89 Allen William, Brisbane u k 194 Ayres Charles, Gympie f
90 Allen William, Brisbane o c 195 Ayrton -, Wickham terrace c
91 Alley George G., Springsure c (2)
92 Allworth W., Herberton c
93 Alton William, Port Douglas a B.
94 Amale W. H., Townsville c
95 Ambler H., Gatton s 1 BACHMANN B., Ronia c
96 Antnr Jesse, 58  Gang, Central Raihr yo 2 Badhain G., Brisbane u k
97 Andersen Charles, Cloncurry in 3 Bailey -, Townsville c
98 Andersen N. P., Maryborough f (2) 4 Bailey Ada, Rockhampton o
99 Anderson A. (ruiner), Georgetown c 5 Bailey Miss Annie, South Bundaberg a
100 Anderson A., Roma c 6 Bailey Frank, Katandra c
101 Anderson A., Mary River c 7 Bailey Mrs. George, Townsville c
102 Anderson Alfred, Charters Towers c 8• Bailey Henry, Bundaberg c
103 Anderson Alfred, Mackay c 9 Bailey John E., Charters Towers c
104 Anderson Andrews, Mary River c 10 Bailey L., Townsville c
105 Anderson Mrs. A., Charters Towers in 11 Bailey L. J., Cunnamulla c
106 Anderson, Charles, Rockhampton o c 12 Bailie Frazer and Duvall, Clifton c
107 Anderson Ch., Townsville s 13 Bailie Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane  in
108 Anderson Mrs. C., Bundaberg c 14 Baird -, Townsville c
109 Anderson George, Paddy's Creek c 15 Baird John, Charters Towers c
110 Anderson G., Brisbane c 16 Baird Mrs. M., Townsville c (2)
111 Anderson Hector, Rockhampton u k 17 Baird W., Rockhampton in
112 Anderson  Mrs. Hugh , Nundah u k 18 Baird William, Charters Towers c
113 Anderson James,  Cairns s 19 Baisden Charles, Bundamba o c
114 Anderson  James, Macalister c 20 Baker Felix, Maryborough c
115 Anderson  John, Brisbane n z 21 Baker Mrs . G. R., Spottrawoode c
116 Anderson John, Mitchell c 22 Baker S., One-Mile c
117 Anderson J., Toowoomba c 23 Baker William, Cloncurry c
118 Anderson Mrs. L. M., Charters Towers o 24 Baldwin John, Baffle Creek c
119 Anderson Thomas, Warwick c 25 Balfe - senr., Paddington c
120 Anderson Thomas (drover), Mungindi s 26 Ball E., Emu Vale c
121 Anderson T. (care of Mr. W. Brown), South Bris- 27 Ball Henry, Stanthorpe s
bane c 28 Ballard -, Brisbane u k
122 Anderson Mrs. T. H., Spring Hill c 29 Ballett Mrs., Rockhampton o
123 Anderson Walker, Brisbane a 30 Balough -, East Bundaberg c
124 Anderson W. H., Gladstone c 31 Balthes H., Gympie c
125 Anderson C. 0., Townsville f 32 Bamberg Mrs. M., Warwick c
126 Andrew H. R., Gregory River u k 33 Bamberg -, Mitchell c
127 Andrew H. R., Brisbane s 34 Banks Harry, Green Tree o
128 Andrews -, Mackay c 35 Bannon Miss Mary, Brisbane c
129 Andrews C. B., Brisbane c 36 Barber Ben, Betts Creek c
130 Andrews G., Sandgate c 37 Barber William, Brisbane c
131 Andrews James, Gootchie Siding c (2) 38 Barel J. S., Alpha c (2)
132 Andrews R., Nive Downs c 39 Barker -, Brisbane c
133 Andrews R. T., Westgrove c 40 Barker Miss, Brisbane u k
134 Andrews W. F., Gympie c (2) 41 Barker Miss A. Brisbane s
Z135 Andy Miss M. A., Enoggera c 42 ownsville sBarker C. F., T
136 Annear William, Gympie n z 43 Barker G., Dilalah Station s
137 Ansell -, South Pine road c 44 Barker J. W., Spring Hill u k (2)
138 Antcleff J. W., Townsville s 45 Barker R. O., Brisbane c
139 Anthill - (milkman), Woongarra Scrub c 46 Barker Samuel, Townsville s
140 Anthony Thomas, Cunnamulla u k and s 47 Barker Walter, Charters  Towers u k
141 Anthony Thomas B., Brisbane in 48 Barkley Robert, Cloncurry c
142 Apjohn Thomas, Brisbane u k 49 Barley Mrs., Jericho c
143 Appelby John (carrier), Clermont c 50 Barnecoat H., Gympie c
144 Appleton Henry, Bongo road c 51 Barnes and  Hawkesworth, Brisbane c
145 Appleyard R., Burenda Station s and c (6) 52 Barnett Mrs.,  Brisbane c
146 Archer Mrs. C., North Brisbane c 53 Barnett Frances,  Blackall m (5
147 Archer J., Jimbour u k (2) 54 Barnett G. G., Pine Tree Hill c
148 Archer Joseph, Macalister c 55 Barnett Henry, Woolgar u k
149 Archer W. G., Brisbane it k 56 Barnett  Miss  L., Bundaberg c
1.50 Archibald J., Brisbane c 57 Barr Mrs. H. E., Charlotte  street c
151 Argent M. A., Yengarie c 58Barr William, Gympie c
152 Arkell A., Yengarie c 59 Barrat Miss S. Ann, Brisbane u k
153 Arkell T., Inglewood n z 60 Barratt John, Hughenden c
154 Armit Capt., Dunrobin u k 61 Barren J., Gympie c
155 Armit Mrs. J. A. H., Townsville c (2) 62 Barrett John, One-Mile c
156 Armstrong Miss, Rockhampton c (t3 Barrett John, Gympie c
157 Armstrong Edward, Cooktown c 64 Barrie James, Ida o
158 Armstrong H. T., Maryborough s 63 Barrie James, Cloncurry c
159 Armstrong Miss Ma , Brisbane u k 66 Barrie James, Allora c
160161Armstrong William, Rockhampton u kArmstrong W. H., Brisbane c 6768 Barron Mrs. John, GympieBarrow Mrs., Yerang c
182 Arndt  Carl, Maryborough c 69 Barrow  T., r, erang Creek a
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7 Barrow T., Brisbane c 176 Bennett :Hiss Mary, Rockhampton o c
71 Barrows -, Ipswich o 177 Bennett Miss M. A., Brisbane u k
72 Barry J., Tambo c 178 Benny J., Cloncurry c
73 Barry John Waters, Cairns n k 179 Benson Alexander, Pyramid Sugar Co., Cairns c
74 Barry Miss Kate, Brisbane u k 180 Benson Mrs. A., Kangaroo Point c
75 Barry Mrs. L., Alpha c 181 Benson Miss E., Georgetown c
76 Barry Miss Mara Rockhampton o c 182 Bentil W. F., Laidley c
77 Barry Rev. M., Blackall c (2) 183 Bently Mrs. J., Emu Vale c
78 Barry Thomas, Mount Mistake c 184 Bently J., Goondiwindi s
79 Barryinore G. W., Warwick o c 185 Benwell Mrs. W., Cairns c
80 Barter Mrs. J.,  Beaudesert c 186 Beresford John F., Cunnamulla c
81 Bartholomew H. E., Mungindi m 187 Berg Anton, Gold Creek o
82 Bartle Thomas, Gympie s 189 Bergin T., Warwick u k
83 Barton D. R., Aramac c 189 Bergstrom Oscar J., Kangaroo Point c84Bartlett Mrs. G.,  Brisbane c 190 Berlin -, Back Plains c
85 Barton James, Brisbane c 191 Berliner Arthur Leo, Brisbane u k
86 Barton John,  Brisbane c 192 Berman Edward E., Charters Towers o c
87 Barton Mrs. R., Brisbane c 193 Bernhard C., Townsville c
88 Barton T., Nerang Creek c 194 Berry -, Townsville c
89 Barton Mrs. T. H., Tambo o 195 Berry John, Bollon c
90 Bass B. B., Goodna c 196 Bertiene Philip, Bundaberg c
91 Bass G., Charters Towers u k 197 Bertlesen Tom, Brisbane c
92 Bass James, Aramac u k 198 Bertwistle R., Townsville c
93 Batchelor A., Rishton u k 199 Betts Mrs., Rockhampton c
94 Bates Mrs. Anastasia, Brisbane u k 200 Betts John, Spring Hill c
95 Bates Mrs. F.,  Brisbane n z 201 Bevensen C., Townsville c
96 Bate F. W., Rockhampton c 202 Bevetzie Mrs., Brisbane o
97 Bates G. H., Brisbane a 203 Bey  Mrs., Brisbane c
98 Bates  James Pine Hill road c (2) 204 Bever Heinrich  Maryborough o c
99 Bates John,  Blackall s 205 Bezzene  John, Charters Towers m
100 Batmen  Mrs., Brisbane m 206 Bianchi C., Blackall c
101 Battersley R. J., Nerang c 207 Biaiichi Carlo, Capperfield c
102 Bauer Frank Bulimba o c 208 Bidgood J., Banana c
103 Bauley B. E., Charters Towers o c 209 Bingham Samuel, Ipswich u k
104 Bawden B. H., Winton u k (3) 210 Bingman Henry E., Eastmore o
105 Baxendale Robert, Rockhampton n z 211 Bills Joseph, Queen street c (3)
106 Baxter Mrs., Pine Hill s 212 Billborough E. T., Warenda Station a
107 Baxter F., Brisbane u k 213 Billson G. H., Brisbane u k
108 Baxter Y., Riverstone f 214 Binns Sam (sailor), Maryborough o c
109 Beacon W. (care of Mr. Ball), Hughenden road c 215 Birchfield -, Bowen street c
110 Bead llavid (care of R. Moss), Blackall f 216 Bird Miss, Boggo road c
ill Beaby J1r. S. P., Killarney c 217 Bird G., Jericho c
112 Beard H., Townsville c 218 Bird John, Cunnamulla a
113 Beasley C. (care of M. Cral), xoondiwindi c 219 Bird John, Charleville o
114 Beasley John, Jericho c 220 Birkett John, Pine Hill c
115 Beasley Miss Mary Ann, Roma c 221 Bishop C., South Brisbane c
116 Beat H., Normanton m 222 Bishop D. S., Brisbane u k
117 Beaton C., Elmina  Station s 223 Bishop H. W., Brisbane u k
118 Beattie Arthur, Comonin c 224 Bishop J., Gympie c
119 Beattie  Miss  A. U., Brisbane a 225 Bishop William, Gympie u k
120 Beattie C., Kangaroo Point c 226 Bissal  William M.,  Brisbane c
121 Beattie David, Charleville c 227 Black  Messrs .,  Hamleigh c
122 Beattie John, Charters Towers m 228 Black Mrs., Clark's Creek c
123 Beattie  John, Aramac c 229 Black August, Highfields c
124 Beattie Robert, Townsville o c 230 Black H. H., Roma c
125 Beatty George, Bundaberg c 231 Black J.,  Brisbane c
126 Beavan  J., Warwick c 232 Black James, Gympie c (4)
127 Becht Johann, German Station-c 233 Black John, Mitchell c
128 Beck Conrad, Charleville c 234 Black  Samuel , Cairns o
129 Beck James, Walkerston c 235 Black Mrs. S., Bundaberg c
130 Beck Miss Mary A., Rolleaton o and c (2) 236 Black  Thomas,  Dawn Hill c
131 Becke John W., Mount Morris o 237 Black W., Townsville c
132 Beckett Miss  Ada, Brisbane c 238 Black W., Kelvin Grove c
133 Bedard  Joseph, Gympie c 239 Blackboro -  Brisbane c
134 Bedford  Mrs. R ., Charters Towers c (2) I40 Blackburn William,  Tiaro c (2)
135 Beetham  A. A., Ingham n z 241 Blackburn Mrs. W., Gympie c
136 Bogg Mrs., Morven o 242 Blacker Stewart  (care  of T. W. (Jillham), Book.
137 Beggan Mrs. B ., Charters Towers c wood u k (3)
138 Behan  M. (butcher ),  Hope street c 243 Blacker Stewart J ., Rookwood u k (5)
139 Behn Rockhamton s 244 Blacker  Stewart (care of T W Gillham) Book-
140
, p
Beigle Ernest ,  Helidon c (2)
. ,.
wood u k
141 Beilly John, Charleville c (2) 245 Blacker Stewart J. M., Rookwood o
142 Belch --, Rockhampton c 246 Blacker  Stewart J. M. Rookwood u k (12)
143 Bell Mrs. A., Sandgate c 247 Blacker W., Charters +owers o
144 Bell Alfred, Nive Downs o 248 Blackett L., Townsville c (2)
145 Bell Angus, Bulimba c 249 Blackie Miss, Gladstone c
146 Bell Bavid (carrier), Beta c 250 Bladin F. J., Bundaberg c
147 Bell George, Bulimba c 251 Blaine Mrs. M. J., Millchester c (2)
148 Bell H. (watchmaker), Goondiwindi a 252 Blair George, Little Ipswich c
149 Bell H. L., Muttaburra c 253 Blair W., Townsville c
150 Bell J., Pine Hill c 254 Blake -, Highgate Hill c
151 Bell J., Rockhampton c 255 Blake Mrs. C., Ipswich c
152 Bell James, Mackay c 256 Blake J. V., Bundaberg u k
153 Bell James, Mynip u k 257 Blake M. (carrier), Isisford c
154 Bell John, Bulimba c 258 Blake Mrs. S. P., Port Douglas c (2)
155 Bell Nicholas, Bulimba c 259 Blakey E. J., Brisbane u k
156 Bell Paul Thomas, Lord John Stamp c 260 Blakey  James, Brisbane c
157 Bell Thomas, Allenstown c (2) 261 Blanchard  Samuel,  Limestone Creek o
158 Bellairs G., Samford o c 262 Blanche Miss Victoria,  Brisbane c
159 Bellamy C. P., Kempsey s 263 Blanks  Miss, Maryborough c
160 Bellam  J. A., Nive Downs c 264 Bluitt Mrs. A., Mackay c
161 Bend G., Bundaberg c 265 Blissing Michael,  Bulimba c
162 Bendt Christian, Coochin Coochin c 266 Blood James,  Ingham  u k and c (3)
163 Bengtzen Mrs. Ann M., Mackay o c 267 Bloomfield -, Emu Vale c
164 Bengtzon Suen, Bundaberg f 268 Bloomfield C. H., Emu Vale c (2)
165 Benhagen Lina, Lowood o 269 Bluett George, Charters Towers s
166 Benjamin H., Brisbane c 270 Blyth Alfred, Brisbane u k (2)
167 Bennett - Townsville c 271 Blyth J. R., Georgetown m
168 Bennett --, New Farm c 272 Bosch Thomas, Stanthorpe c
169 Bennett C., Hughenden c 273 Boden Edward, Herberton t
170 Bennett Edward, Macalister o 271 Bohan F., Upper Coomera c
171 Bennett Mrs. E., Gympie c 275 Bohan M., Hilton road c
172 Bennett H., Yew Farm c 276Boisson  Richard,  Townsville f
173 Bennett John, Three-mile Creek c 277 Boland ----, Mitchell c
174 Bennett John, Bog c, road c 278 Ball Joseph, Toowoombs o
175 Bennett Mrs. M.,  Queenton c 279 Bollman  F., South  Brisbane c
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280 Bolton F., Ipswich c 386 Brickley Miss Mary, Rockhampton d
281 Bolton G., Surbiton c 387 Bridger W., Brisbane c
282 Balton James, Brisbane in 388 Briere J., Mockland c (2)
283 Bolton Thomas, Windorah c :389 Briggs -, Valley c
284 Bond H. W., Brisbane c 390 Briggs Edmund H., Bundaberg o c
287) Bond John, South Brisbane o c 391 Briggs R., Valley c
286 Bone F. R., Ingham c (2) 392 Briggs T., One-Mile e
287 Bonham F. or I)., Cooktown c 393 Bright C., Valley c
288 Booth H., Rockhampton c 394Brightwell G., Logan road c280 Boothnion E. B., Maryborough in 395 Brittain Mrs. J. A., Brisbane c
290 Boothroyd B., Brisbane s and u k 3 396 Brittle Edward, Isisford c
291 Bopf Anthony, Pine Hill c 397 Broadley R., Townsville w a
292 Borgert J. W., Gowrie road c 398 Brockett .John, Dunwich c
293 Borham H., Nive Downs s (2) 399 Brockett Miss S. F., South Brisbane c
294 Borland Alexander, Herbert River c 400 Brockinann A., South Brisbane c
295 Borthwick William, Nerang s 401 Brockman David, Brisbane c
296 Borwick  - Irvinebank c 402 Brodie Robert, Maynard street u k
297 Bosner  Bat, l lbow Valley c 403 Brogdan James, One-Mile c
298 Bosworth  Mrs., Mitchell c 404 Bromberg Simon, Rockhampton c
299 Bothell  Mrs. P., Walkeiston c 405 Brook Edwin, Marlborough c
300 Boultbie  Mrs. M., Vernon  Estate t 406 Brook Mrs. H. F., Logan road c
301 Boulton  C. J., Cape River c (2) 407 Brook James Charles, Brisbane s
302 Boulton W. E., Spring Vale c 408 Brooke M., Brisbane u k
303 Bourke  James, Charters Towers o c 409 Brookhouse Joseph, Dee River c
304 Bourke  Mrs. M. E., Townsville c 410 Brooks Miss, Brisbane c
305 Bourke  R. D., Townsville c 411 Brooks John, Homebush u k
306 Bourke  William, Townsville c 412 Broom Dr., Nerang Creek c and u k (2)
307 Bourne J., Gatton c 413 Broom A. M., Mackay c
308 Bowater  J., Queenton c 414 Brophy Michael, Hughenden c
309 Bowden  Ambrose,  Brisbane c 415 Brough John, Brisbane o c
310 Bowden E. J., Mulgrave River c (2) 416 Brougham Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o c
311 Bowden James, Gympie c 417 Broughton -, Dalby c
312 Bowden Robert, Brisbane o c 418 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton c
313 Bowen Thomas, Gympie c 419 Brown Dr., Brisbane c
314 Bower M., Pine Hill c 420 Brown A., Adavale c
315 Bewer8 Facing, O'Connell Town o 421 Brown A., Valley c
316 Bowie J., Monkira c 422 Brown A. C., Gundiah c
317 Bowse Thomas, Brisbane c 423 Brown Alexander, Mitchell c
318 Boyce -, Townsville c 424 Brown Alexander, Ipswich c
319 Boyce W., East Bundaberg c 425 Brown Alfred, Valley c
320 Boyd Mrs., South  Brisbane c 426 Brown C., Townsville c
321 Boyd E., Beaufort Station c 427 Brown Mrs. Cath., Brisbane o c
322 Boyd J.  K., Brisbane c (2) 428 Brown Charles, Charters Towers c
323 Boyes  Miss A., Townsville c 429 Brown D., Charters Towers c
324 Boyle -,  Brisbane c 430 Brown E., Emu Vale c
325 Boyle Daniel, Victoria Downs o 431 Brown Mrs. E., Gympie c
326 Boyle Mrs. Thomas, Grey  street, Brisbane c 432 Brown Edmund, Bowen Hills u k
327 Boyns G., Gympie c 433 Brown Elijah, Brisbane u k
328 Boys  A., Mitchell c 4.34 Brown Edwin, Brisbane c
329 Boys George L., Brisbane o 435 Brown F., Burenda s
330 Boysen  Ben, East  Maryborow'h c 436 Brown Mrs. G., Graceinere c
3:31 Brabazon Robert, Richmond )owns u k 437 Brown George, Brisbane u k
332 Bradbrook A., Brisbane c 438 Brown George, Windorah c
383 Bradford Mrs., Brisbane c 439 Brown Henry (stoker), Brisbane u k
334 Bradley -,  Brisbane c 440 Brown Mrs. J., Clermont w a
:335 Bradley Mrs. Alma, Townsville c 441 Brown.[., Mackay c
336 Bradley F., Charleville c 442 Brown J., Maryborough c
337 Bradley George, Spring  Hill c 443 Brown J.. Valley c
338 Bradley J., Carters Towers o 444 Brown J., Brisbane  s and c (2)
3:39 Bradley William,  Brisbane c 445 Brown Mrs.  J., Brisbane o
340 Bradshaw  George, Townsville c 446 Brown J., Maryborongh s
341 Bradshaw Thomas, Roma s 447 Brown James, Bowen Hills c
342 Bradstock Charles, Rockhampton o c (2) 448 Brown J. A., Canoona c
343 Brady Mrs., Townsville s 449 Browne J. B., Ravenswood c
344 Brady Con., Tambourine c 450 Brown J. H., Stauthorpe 8
345 Brady Cornelius, Tabragalba c 451 Brown John, Brisbane u k
:346 Brady .John, Georgetown f 452 Brown John, Surbiton Station u k
347 Brady P., Jericho c 453 Brown John, Augathulla c
348 Bragg B., Bundaberg c 454 Brown John, Hoganthulla o
349 Bragg  Mrs. Charles, Lutwyche c 455 Brown Joseph, Eulo m (2)
350 Bragg W., Valley c 456 Brown Joseph, Mitchell c
351 Braid D., Adavale s 457 Brown J. R., Noosa road c
352 Braiding C., Rockhampton u k 458 Brown J. S., Brisbane c
353 Branch  S., Brisbane c 459 Brown  Miss  L., Townsville c
3.54 Brand E., Kolan c 460 Brown Lizzie, Maryborough o
355 Brand John, Brisbane o 461 Brown Malcolm (baker), Caboolture u
356 Brandon B., Charleville c 462 Brown Pat, S. and W. Line u k
:3557 Brannelly Pat, Brisbane c 463 Brown R., Maryborough c
358 Braun Charles, Valley c 464 Brown R. H., Gympie c
359 Braun J. A., Kynuna c 465 Brown Samuel, Ipswich c
360 Braun .)times  .J., Brisbane in 466 Brown S. W., Brisbane c
361 Branre Mrs. Emily, Mackay c (2) 467 Brown T. M., Maryborough c (2
362 Bray -, Stanthorpe s 468 Brown \V., Brisbane c (3)
%3 Bray -, Brisbane c 469 Brown William, Brisbane c
:364 Bray J. (grocer), Stanthorpe c 470 Biown W. J., Beaudesert c
365 Brazel Patrick, Brisbane c 471 Browne -, Ravenswood c
:366 Brennan -, Pine Hill c 472 Brown A., Townsville t
:367 Brennan James, Pine Hill c 473 Browne Edward, Charleville c
368 Brennan  Miss Kate M., Nerang Creek o c 474 Browne F. W., Mitchell c
369 Brennan  M. (carrier), Kilkivan c (2) 475 Browne  H., Brisbane m
370 Brennan  Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton u k 476 Browne James, Valley c
371 Brennan Ryan, Brisbane u k 477 Browne  Samson ,  Blackall c
:372 Brennan Thomas, Mount Brisbane o c 478 Bruce Jemima,  Brisbane o
373 Brennand H., Adavale c 479 Bruce John, Brisbane u k
374 Brennen -,  Talavera c 480 Bruce Peter, Dalby o (3)
375 Brennen  James, Widgee Crossing c 481 Bruhn John , Brisbane c (2)
376 Brennen M., Maryborough c 482 Brundt A., Adavale c377Brergreen John, Brisbane c 483 Brunner A., Pine Hill s
378 Brewse G., Toowoomba c (2) 484 Brunton A., Miles c
'379Brewer Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton e (2) 485 Bruschweiler Emil, Brisbane c
:;b0 Bi ewer J., Bundaberg c 486 Brush Charles, Townsville s
:3.51 Brewer R., BAMckhaInptoti c 487 Bryant Miss, Red Hill c
382 Brewser August, Saltwater Creek c 488 Bryant H. U., Mackay c
3€3 Brewster Mrs. E,, Bri.,baue c• 189 Bryant John, Augathulla c
:;N1 Briady Michael, Mitchell u k 19,00 Ery3nt Juhn, Dickabrain c
3v5 Briant Joseph, Cooktown o c 491 Bryant Joseph, Cooktown u
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492 Bryce Frank .T., Pine Hill u k 6 Caddy James, Charters Towers c
493 Bryce J., Brisbane u k 7 Cadell If., Queen  street s
494 Bryson Miss H. J., Brisbane c 8 Cadzow John, Charleville s
495 Buchanan Mary Ann. Herbert River o 9 ('affvn Dr., Brisbane in
496 Buckingham --, Gynipie c 10 Cahill Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
497 Buckingham A., Gvtnpie it k3) 11 Cahill W., Townsville it k
498 Buckingham John Thos., Brisbane n k 12 Cain James, Yengarie e
499 Buckingham W. T., Charleville c 13 Cain P., Ann street c
500 Buckley H. (Forbes 0. .1.), Warenda o 14 Caine John, Mackay c
501 Buckley H., Ipswich c 15 Cairncross C. C., Spring Hill c
502 Buckley P., Valley c 16 Cairns Alexander, Charters Towers s (2)
503 Buckley Thomas, Gympie c 17 Caitcheon Capt., Rockhampton c
450 Bulic -,  Bundaberg c 18 Caldwell W. H., Bundaberg s! ,
505 Bullock E. J., Valley c 19 Calind  Huan , Cooktown c
506 Bundensen  P., Tiaro c 20 Callaghan Mrs., Raymond Terrace c
507 Bunkins  William, Brisbane u k 21 Callaghan Dan., Nerang Creek c
508 Bunnen Ellen,  Ravenswood c (2) 22 Callaghan F. H., Brisbane c
509 Bunzle A., Brisbane c 23 Callaghan John, Cloncurr3 o
510 Burbantz J., Kenilworth  Station in 24 Callaghan M., Townsville c
511 Burgoyne Edward,  Beauaraba c (2) 25 Callanan Charles, Charters Toirers o
512 Burgoyne J. L., Townsville c 26 Callenhan Mrs., Clermont c
513 Burke Mrs., Valley c 27 Calley A. E., Port Douglas  s and o (3)
514 Burke D., Rockhampton c 28 Calley Charles J., Port Douglas it k
515 Burke E., Charters Towers c 29 Cambridge -, Tambo s516 Burke Mrs. H., Rockhampton s 30 Cameron D., Camlett e
517 Burke J., Cairns s 31 Cameron D. C. K., Southport c
518 Burke James, Red Hill c 32 Cameron E. J. or L., Stanthorpe c
519 Burke Johanna, Charters Towers o c (2) 33 Cameron J. P. G. N., Eulo c
520 Bu ••ke Michael (care ofP. Bokser), Brisbanef (2) 34 Cameron Mif•s A., Rockhampton s521 Burke P., Bundaberg a 35 Cameron P., f'R.rt Douglas c
522 Burke Peter, Springsure u k 36 Camfield Walter, South Brisbane c
523 Burke Thomas, Terrick Terrick c 37 Campbell Archibald, Ravenswood in
524 Burke Walter, Charters Towers in 38 Campbell Augustus Ava, Brisbane it k
525 Burking Mrs. M. E., Coochin Coochin c 39 C. npbell Bruce, Cumberland c
526 Burley H. C., Gilbert River o 40 Campbell Colin, Brisbane it k
527 Burn B., Townsville c 41 Campbell C., Logan c
528 Burne J., Cashmere c 42 Campbell Mrs. C., Logan c
529 Burnell G., Greenmount c 43 Campbell C. A., Aramac s
530 Burnes C., Charters Towers c 44 C mpbell C. A., Dalgonally c
531 Burnett J. K. or E., Lutwyche c 45 Campbell Duncan, Lerida Statiwr c
532 Burnie -, South Brisbane c 46 Campbell George, Vilele Plantation o
533 Burns , Gibb street c 47 Campbell Hugh, Brisbane u k
534 Burns Mrs., Red Hill c 48 Campbell John, Milton c
535 Burns Henry, Rockhampton it k 49 Campbell John, Rockhampton e
536 Burns John, Warwick c 50 Campbell J., Mount Morris e
537 Burns John, Brisbane c :;1 Campbell J., Gooyea c
:538 Bursts J. C. J., Caboolture o 52 Campbell J., Maryborough c
539 Burns Mrs., Tilboroo Station c 53 Campbell J., Townsville c (2)
540 Burns Thomas, Logan Line c s54 Campbell Robert, Kelvin Grove it k
541 Burns W., South Brisbane c 55 Campbell Sarah, Gympie c
542 Burrow Henry, Aramac c 56 Campbell T. R., Townsville e
543 Burr Alfred, botts Creek o 57 Campbell W., Cairns c
544 Burrol E. H., Townsville it k 58 Campbell W., Burketown c
545 Burrows Frank L., Goondiwindi s 59 Campradt C., Charters Towers c
546 Burrows G. R., Brisbane in 60 Canavan James F., Stev. art Town s
547 Burt George, Adavale c 61 Cander Robert, Brisbane it k
548 Burt R. L., Brisbane s 62 Candy Edward, Brisbane u k
549 Burt W. J., Blackall s 63 Cane J., Brisbane u k
.5..50 Burton -, Valley c 64 Cann Mrs. D., Charters Towers c
551 Burton  Miss  Annie, South Brisbane u k 65 Canning J., Mackay u k (2)
552 Burton J., Mount Morris o 66 Cannon Mrs., Nerang c
553 Burton  James, Gladstone c 67 Cannon George, Marvborough c
554 Burton T. S., Goondiwindi c 68 Cannon  W., Nerang c
555 Bushby  Mrs., Brisbane c 69 Canny M., Cooktowu c
556 Bushman  Miss Jane,  Western Creek c 70 Cantwell Walter,  Rockhampton n k557 Bushman  Miss M. J., Brisbane c 71 Canty P.,  Spring Hill c
M8 Bushell  -, Yellow Waterholes c 72 Carbines  and Taylor Messrs., Brisbane c
559 Busteed J., Aramac s (2) 73 Cardell E. L., Townsville e560 Butchard H. W., Georgetown s 74 Carey  -, Mitchell c
561 Butcher D., Rockhampton tt k 75 Carey Mrs., Valley c
562 Butcher W. S., Miles c 76 Carey A ., Bttrrandilla c
563 Butel Felix, Maryborough c 77 Carlaw  William,  Cooktown o
564 Butler H., Woollongabba c 78 Carlon John, Jimbour c
56 Butler James , Townsville s 79 Carlsen Jacob,  Townsville c
566 Butler T. L., Goondiwindi c 80 Carlson J., Maryborough c
567 Butler John (draper), George street c 81 Carlton Mrs., Townsville c
568 Butler Mrs. T. F., Townsville c 82 Carmichael -, Pioneer Estate e
569 Butler Thomas, Mount Morgan s 83 Carmichael Jack, Mitchell c (4)
570 Butler W., Goondiwindi c 84 Carmichael Malcolm, Windorah c
571 Byers W. H., Brisbane c 85 Carmody James, Spring Hill c
572 Byrne -,  Brisbane t 86 Carmody James, Brisbane e
573 Byrne Mrs., Brisbane s 87 Carr J. W., Clonrurrli e
574 Byrne Edward, Chatsworth c 88 Carney William, Roma c (2)575Byrne Miss J., Brisbane s 89 Carnley -, Mitchell c276Byrne J., One-Mile c 90 Carolan John, Dalby o c
'277Byrne James, Maryborough c 91 Carrll James, Cooktown c
278 Byrne John (selector ), Macalister c (2) 92 Carpendale J. D., Burenda o579Byrne John, Lagoon Creek o 93 Carpenter E., Alpha u k
580 Byrne Miss Mary, Sandgate e 94 Carpenter Henry, Charters Towers c
581 Byrne Peter, Clermont o c 95 Carpenter H. E., South Brisbane c
582 Byrne Thomas, McArthur River c 96 Carr  Mrs., Brisbane u k
583 Byrne Thomas, Burketown c (2) 97 Carr  Miss  Lizzie, Charters Towers o
584 Byrne Timothy, Nerang Creek c 98 Carr W., Homestead e
58.5 Byrne William,  Brisbane m 99 Carrell Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane it k
586 Byrnes Mrs. Ann, Spring Hill a 100 Carrol -, Euston road c
587 Byrnes G., Cunnamulla o 101 Carrol John, Glenprairie c
588 Byrnes James, Waterford s 102 Carroll Frank, Richmond c
589 Bysum S., Miles c 103 Carroll  James ,  Merivale Station c
104 Carroll  James , Cloncurry c
C. 105 Carroll J. T., Goondiwindi s
106 Carroll Mrs. L., Toowoomba o
1 CACHPOLE -, German Station c 107 Carroll Michael, Gympie c
2 Cadden -, Sherwood c (2) 108 Carroll M., Spring Creek c
3 Cadden -, Petrie Terrace c 109 Carroll Patrick, Upper North Pine o
4 Cadden J., George street c 110 Carroll Patrick J., Bulloo River in
5 CRddet) S., George street c 111 Carroll Thomas, Brisbane
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112 Carson Mrs. R. J., Townsville c 218 Clark J. D., Brisbane c
113 Carstesen P. C., Maryborough c 219 Clark John H., Hugghenden c
114 Carter Charles, Charters Towers e 220 Clark Marmaduke, Herbertou e
115 Carter F. W., Bowen c 221 Clark Marquis, Silverfield c
116 Carter James A., Stourvale c 222 Clark S., Townsville c
117 Carter John James, Brisbane u k 223 Clarke - (farmer), Laidley c
118 Cartlidge Miss 1..  Sandgate c 224 Clarke - (chemist), Bundaberg c
119 Cartose Mrs. F. 1A., Brisbane s 225Clarke Mrs., Townsville c
120 Cartright John, Gympie c 226 Clarke A., Townsville c
121 Carver  Miss,  Emu Vale c 227 Clarke A. J., Charters Towers c
122 Carwardine  B. Isisford c 228 Clarke E., Clermont c
123 Case James,  Tiargomindah s 229 Clarke Mrs. E., St. George's Bridge a
124 Casemore  W. One-Mile c 230 Clarke George, Charters Towers c
125 Casey John, kavensbourn u k 231 Clarke G., Warwick c
126 Casey  Miss  Julia, Rockhampton c 232 Clarke G. H. W., Hughenden road o c
127 Cash P. H. Townsville c 233 Clarke H., Isisford s
128 Cash Mrs. S. A., North Pine c 234 Clarke James, Lower Herbert u k
129 Cash W. G,, Lorne Station c 235 Clarke J. (storekeeper), Roma c (2)
130 Cashel  W., Charleville c 236 Clarke J., Gympie c
131 Cashier  A., Mackay s 237 Clarke S. F., Windorah c
132 Cassady  J., Mungalla c 238 Clarke William, Cloneurry s
133 Cassells H., Brisbane c 239 Claton R. B., Alpha c
134 Cassels S., Brisbane s 240 Claybourne C., Gympie c
135 Cassells  S., Cloncurry s 241 Clayton W., Spring Hill c
136 Casserly J., Bundaberg in 242 Clayton W., Rockhampton s
137 Cassidy E. H., Northampton Downs a 243 Cleary James, Emu Vale c
138 Cassley Thomas Gillen's Siding Station u k 244 Cleary .J., Cumberland c
139 Casson  Mrs. Charters Towers o 245 Cleary Mrs. K., Mitchell c
140 Casson A., 1'ownsville o 246 Cleary Michael, Betts Creek c
141 Casson  J., Cairns s 247 Clegg Henry, Charters Towers a
142 Castles J., Roma c 248 Clein Henry, Rosewood c
143 Castrell Henry, Charters Towers c 249 Clements -, Bundaberg c
144 Cato Arthur, Brisbane t 250 Clarke Mrs. E., Townsville c
145 Caulfield J. (care of Capt. White), Brisbane u k 251 Clifford F., Brisbane c
146 Cause James A., Gympie a and o c (2) 252 Clifford Ferry, Cooktown c and o c (2)
147 Cave -, Brisbane c 253 Clifford Mrs. M., Ipswich c (2)
148 Cavenagh James, Mount Crosby c 254 Clint James G., Townsville o
149 Cavendish Mrs. James,  Brisbane o 255 Clint John, Brisbane u k and o c (2)
150 Cay S. M., Kangaroo Point c 256 Clint John, Brisbane u k
151 Cette A., Brisbane c 257 Close E. C. Bundaberg c (4)
152 Charkoski - (farmer ), Yengarie c (2) 2.58 Closs Mrs. b., Townsville u k
153 Chalmers Win. Me1)onald, Charters Towers o c 259 Closs John, Brisbane u k
154 Chamberlain Miss Mary, Mackay c 260 Clough James, Forest Grove c (2)
155 Chamberlain William, Gympie u k 261 Clough John, Valley c
156 Chambers George Clermont o c 262 Clough Sam, Townsville c
157 Chambers John, Gym pie u k 263 Clough T., Forest Grove c
1.58 Champion Mrs., Maryborough c 264 Cluen Gordon, Stanthorpe c
159 Chapman Alfred,  Brisbane c 265 Clunes Miss M., Brisbane c
160 Chapman  Miss  C., Brisbane c 266 Clynton Hubert, Rockhampton s
161 Chapman  Miss  Elizabeth, Bulimba o c 267 Coady E., Emu Vale a
162 Chapman  Miss  Ellen, Toowoomba o c 268 Cobham -, Kangaroo Point c
163 Chapman Mrs. E., Old Cleveland road c 269 Cobon J. J., Townsville c
164 Chapman E. A., Croydon o 270 Cobon Thomas (Survey Camp), Mackay s
165 Chapman Peter, Mackay u k 271 Cochrane -, Townsville c
166 Charett  Miss  A., Toowoomba c 272 Cochrane Mrs. H. Rockhampton c
167 Chas  Dem See,  Boolboonda c 273 Cochrane  Isaac , lanango c
168 Charley A., Gundiah c @) 274 Cochrane  James  Wellshot u k (2)
'169 Charley Li Way, Port Douglas c 275 . Rockhampton cCochrane, W. H
170 Charley M. H., Burketown c 276 Cockayne John, oooktown c
171 Chart -, Cunnamulla c 277 Cockburn -, Townsville c
172 Chedgey -, Roma u k 278 Cockford -,  Brisbane c
173 Chessborough  Charles,  Charters  Towers a 279 Cocking John, Mackay c
174 Cheesborough Charles H., Isisford c and s (3) 280 Cockin -, Gracemere c
175 Cheesnlan Alfred James, Roma s 281 Cockren M., Mackay c
176 Chellingworth F. R., Ingledown o c 282 Cody Miss Mary C., Rockhampton o c
177 Ching  Miss (gardener ), Roma c 283 Cuffey Miss Bride,  Brisbane u k
178 Chirgen  Miss Minnie ,  Stanthorpe s 284 Cuffey Mrs. Ellen, Tiaro o c
179 Chirnside A. S., Townsville in 285 Cof land Miss, Valley c
180 Chong Chew Fook, Roma c 286 Coghlan C., Brisbane m
181 Christensen J. C., Gympie f 287 Cohen Samuel G., Tambo s
182 Christensen Peter, Bundaberg o c 288 Cocken Frederick, Gympie c (2)
183 Christensen P., Valley c 289 Cocken W., Gympie c (2)
184 Christensen Thomas, Maryborough o c 290 Cole Brownlow, Toowoomba c (2)
185 Christian William, Burketown c 291 Cole J. J., Laidley c
186 Christiansen Anders, Mackay o c 292 Cole Mrs. J. J., Laidley c
187 Christiansen L., Maryborough c 293 Cole J. L., Charters Towers u k
188 Christie E., Edward -street u k 294 Colecorm F., Brisbane c
189 Christie Mrs. Elizabeth, Paddington o c 295 Coleman -, (Shire contractor), Cook-town u k
190 Christie John C., Rockhampton c (2) 296 Coleman Cowen, Cloncurry o c
191 Christie W., Brisbane u k 297 Coleman Mrs., Toowoomba c
192 Christol J. P., Springsure c 298 Coleman Thomas, Cunnamulla s (4)
193 Chung Chap, Rockhampton c 299 Coles -, Toowoomba a
194 Chinch J., Bulimba c 300 Colley John, Cooktown u k
195 Churchill Mrs., Yengarie c 301 Collier Miss  Bessie, Brisbane  in
196 Churchill and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c 302 Collier Sidney  icarrier ), Cloncurry c
197 Chancery  Miss  K., Rockhampton c 303 Collingwood -, Breakfast Creek c
198 Chancy -, Cloncurry m 304 Collins -, Valley c
199 Clancy Arthur, George street c 305 Collins - (Works Department),  Brisbane c
200 Clancy Thomas,  Brisbane c 306 Collins Miss E. A., Brisbane c
201 Clancy T., Mitchell c 307 Collins F., Baratta Creek c
202 Clapperton Mrs., Gympie c 308 Collins Henry, St. George c
203 Clipperton Mrs. E. Y., Glastonbury e 309 Collins H., Toowoomba c
204 Cla re  Feodore , Kangaroo Point c 310 Collins James, Townsville c
205 Clare Joseph Brisbane s 311 Collins James, Spring Creek c
206 Clare Miss  R. Herberton c 312 Collins James Aramac c
207 Clark -, Mitchell c 313 Collins Mrs. James, Townsville o
208 Clark Mrs., Spring Hill c 314 Collins John Brisbane u k
209 Clark Arthur, Maryborough c 315 Collins John, Mitchell o
210 Clark A., Mackay c 316 Collins J., One-mile c
211 Clark Benjamin, Mackay u k 317 Collins J. H., Townsville c212Clark Charlie, Mackay u k 318 Collins William, Three-mile Creek c
213 Clark D., Dalby c 319 Collins W., Monkland c
214 Clark Frederick, Townsville c 320 Collins W., Townsville c
215 Clark H., Tiaro c 321 Collins W. R., Brisbane c
216 Clark John, Bundaberg c 322 Collison Charles (painter), St. George a
217 Clark J., :Mary borough c :123 Colman Thomas, Cunnamulla s
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324 Colquhon Mrs. E., Charters Towers c
325 Colquhoun James, Cooktown c
326 Coltsworth W., Gympie c
327 Comerford John, Homestead s
328 Comley James, Brisbane c
329 Comors B., Gympie c
330 Comptin F., Brisbane c
331 Compton R., Bundaberg c
332 Comyn Mrs., Caxton street c
333 Conaty J., Townsville o
334 Concameron Joseph, Marlborough u k
335 Concard W. F., Bundaberg s
336 Condell Wellsley, Townsville c
337 Conley -,  Thompson Estate c
338 Conley Mrs. F. C., Rockhampton c
339 Conlin James ,  Bu renda c
340 Conlon  -  Burenda c
341 Conlon  J., 'Walloon s
342 Bonnell  -,  Mitchell c
343 Connell Peter, Russell River o e (3)
344 Conner J., Cape River c
345 Connil  James, Brisbane c
346 Connelly -, Betts Creek c
347 Connolly -, Mitchell c
348  Connolly Henry,  Brisbane u k
349 Connolly Jeremiah, Ann street c
350 Connolly Michael, Currawillinghi s
351 Connor Jeremiah, Windorah c
352 Connor T., Gympie c
353 Conale D., Murphy's Creek c
354 Conolly -, Betts Creek c
355 Conolly Charles Pentland c
856 Conolly C. H., netts Creek c
3.57 Constant Fred.,  Burketown c
358 Conway Christie, Cloncurry o
359 Conway John Fassifern Station c (3)
360 Conway M., Lunnamulla s
361 Conway Miss Maggie, Corbean Estate c
362 Conyers -, Townsville c
363 Conyers H. B., Cairns c
364 Coogan Martin, Ipswich c
365 Cook Arthur, Caboolture o e
366 Cook Charles,  Brisbane u k
367 Cook C., Rockhampton c
368 Cook Miss Frances, Southport o
369 Cook James ,  Brisbane c
370 Cook John  (carrier ), Alpha c
371 Cook R., Bundamba c
372 Cook William,  Teneriffe c
373 Cooper  - (hospital dispenser ),  Brisbane c
374 Cooper -,  Harvest Home a
375 Cooper  Captain ,  Bundaberg c
376 Cooper George, South B ri sbane c
377 Cooper G., Bundaberg c
378 Cooper J. H., Brisbane c
379 Cooper  Samuel , Chatsworth c
380 Coote  - (jewe ller),  Queen street c
381 Coote William,  Mackay c
382 Cootes Miss, Oxley c
383 Cope G., Gympie c
384 Cope P .,  Miles c
385 Copeland  -  Petrie terrace c
386 Copeland J., townsville a
387 Coop George, Gympie c
388 Copping  -,  Brisbane c
389 Corbett -,  B ri sbane c
390 Corbett -  Kedron Brook c
391 Corbett E., olara Creek c
392 Corbett James, Georgetown u k
393 Corbett James, Charters Towers c
394 Corbil Samuel, Twin Point c
395 Corkill Charles, St. George c
396 Cormack Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
397 Cormack David ,  Ravenswood c
398 Cornaghi A. R. Blacka ll  a
399 Corner R. B., Wive Downs c
400 Corney J., One-Mile c
401 Cornish George, Eaton Vale o
402  Cornish William, Churchill c
403 Corr Charles, Betta Creek s
404 Corrigan Hugh, Cloncurry u k
405 Corrigan J., Boggo  road c
406 Corry John,  Brisbane u k
407 Corry J., Cloncurry c
408 Cort R., Brisbane u k
409 Cosgrave John Brisbane u k
410 Coss James, Allandale o
411 Coste llo Charles, Saltbush Park o
412 Costello John ,  Brisbane a
413 Costello John,  Brisbane o c
414 Coste llo Michael ,  Nanango a
415 Costloo W., Brisbane c
416 Costello David, Yeulba c
417 Cotching H. A., Brisbane u k
418 Cotter Mrs. P .,  Brisbane c
419 Cottere ll Wil liam, Bowen terrace c
420 Coughlan John C.,  Brisbane c
421 Court A., Warwick c
422 Courtice  Mrs. F.,  Bundaberg e
423 Courtis W. A., Brisbane m (2)
424 Courtland Miss Mary, Stanthorpe c
425 Cousins W. J., Gympie c (4)
426 Couttes William, Mackay c
427 Coutts Norman, Brisbane u k
428 Cowan Robert, Mackay c
429 Cowan Thomas, Burketown u k
430 Coward P., Warwick c
431 Cowel Harry, Bundaberg c
432 Cowett Frank, Townsville c
433 Cowley Miss, Brisbane c
434 Cowrie John, Cooktown o c
435 Cowley -, Upper North Pine c
436 Cox Miss, Burwood s
437 Cox Albert, Rockhampton o c
438 Cox Thomas, Valley c
439 Cox W., Charters Towers c
440 Cox W. J. (junr.),  Brisbane c (2)
441 Coyle  Miss  Mary, Maryborough o
442 Coyne O. Birmingham, Gootchis  Siding c
443 Crabbe A. R., Terrick c
444 Cragg R., Yarrambah s
445 Craig Limmie and Frazer, Mount Hutton c
446 Craig Mrs., Rockhampton c
447 Craig  Miss,  Roma c
448 Craig E., Roma c
449 Craig Stewart, Brisbane c
4.50 Craig William,  Brisbane s
451 Craigh Mrs., Brisbane c
452 Cramacchi Giovanni, Charters Towers f
453 Cramp H. E., Portland Downs o
454 Cramp S., Brisbane a
455 Crank Miss A., Ipswich n k
456 Cranley Mrs., Mitchell c
457 Crathy Jeremiah,  Brisbane f
458 Cravins Leon, Cooktown in
459 Crawford -, Townsville c
460 Crawford -,  Brisbane s
461 Crawford Mrs. C., Townsville c
462 Crawford F., South Brisbane c
463 Crawford H., Brisbane in
464 Crawford James, Burketown c
465 Crawford Mrs. J. A., Brisbane c
466 Crawford S., Charters Towers u k
467 Crawford William, Goondiwindi u k and c (2)
468 Cramley Fred.,  Callandoon e
469 Cready Miss Ellen, Toowoomba c
470 Creagon C., Burenda c
471 Creak David,  Brisbane c
472 Crediford  T. Brisbane u k
473 Creese Mrs. NL. A., Winton u k
474 Creevy  James, Charters  Towers o c
475 Creeyle Harvey A., Cooktown c
476 Crefcomer - 4clerk),  Tinana c
477 Creig Mrs. William ,  Brisbane u k
478 Creighton W., Normanton a
479 Creley Matthew,  Yengarie c
480 Crickwell  Miss  A., Brisbane c
481 Crilly Miss J., Walkerston c
482 Crisp Miss L., Charters Towers c
483 Croft -, Goodna c
484 Croft Mrs. L., South Brisbane c
48.5 Croker F., Queenton c
486 Crompton  G., Brisbane a
487 Crondan Mrs. E., Townsville o c
488 Cronin Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
489 Crook 0., Smithfield a
490 Cropley John,  Brisbane a
491 Crosbie Captain, Rockhampton f
492 Crosbie  G., Townsville c
493 Crosby T., Cloncurr c (2)
494 Cross  and Pascoe Mesers. , Yeppoon c
495 Cross C. (fisherman),  Miles s
496 Cross George (carrier),  Comongin c
497 Cross H., Kangaroo  Point c
498 Cross H. E., Charters Towers c
499 Cross  John, Queensland Club c
500 Cross Robert, Normanby  Bridge c
501 Cross R., Apollonian Vale c
502 Crossley John, Queensland Club c
503 Crossley Walter ,  Townsvi lle u k
504 Crosthwaithe John Maryborough o
505 Crowley Mrs. G., aharleville c
506 Crowley George A., Mitchell c
507 Croydon Mrs. Fred .,  Maryborough c
508 Cruickshank  -,  Woon ggarra c
509 Cruickshank John, Rockhampton a
510 Cruickshank John, Emerald Downs c
511 Cruse William, Townsville c
512 Crutchfield H. J., Goondiwindi c
513 Cuff William, Rockhampton o c
514 Cull Miss Ann, Gympie c
515 Cullan A., Maryborough u k
516 Cullen J. J. Paroo Rivers
517 Cullen M., kulo s
518 Cully  T., Rangan o
519 Cumminghs  Mrs., Murdab c
520 Cummings  Mrs., Betts Cre ek c
521 Cummings  Miss  M. A., South  Brisbane c
522 Cummins John, Gooyea  Station m ,  s, and c (4)
523 Cummins Mrs. Wm., Walloon c
524 Cumnen Mrs. H., Stanley  street c
525 Cum  Sew, Roma s
526 Cunliffe  -,  Ann street c
527 Cunningham Mrs. Ann ,  Rockhampton o c
528  Cunningham Nichole s, Berbege Station u k
529 Cunningham  W m., Bulimba c
530 Curd H.  E., Hughenden s
531 Curran John,  Tinana c
532 Curran  J., Gympie c
533 Curran  Miss  Mary A .,  Rockhampton o c
534 Curran  Michael ,  Severn River c
535 Curran  P., Gracemere c (2)
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536 Currey Martha, Brisbane s 89 Day Mrs., Townsville c
537 Currie and Heagnev, Kilkivan Railway c 90 Day E., South Brisbane c
538 Currie Mrs., Bulimba c 91 Day Frank, Ipswich ni
539 Currighan Hugh, Cloncurry u k 92 Day G., Rolleston mr k
540 Curry Christina, Townsville c 93 Day U., Rolleston c
541 Curry Miss Emnia, South Brisbane c (2) 94 Day Richard (painter), Red Hill o
542 Curtis Alfred, Brisbane u k 95 Day Robert, Maloney's Gate c
543 Curtis A., W. R. Extension e 96 Day Mrs. Sarah, Fernvale c (2
544 Curtis Miss E., Gympie c 97 Dayle P., Rockhampton c
545 Curtis E. T., Rockhampton s 98 Deacon Mrs. Tiaro c
546 Curtis T., Gympie c 99 Deagon C., Townsville c
547 Cusack Miss Annie,  Brisbane o c 100 Deaken -, Dabed Station c
548 Cuskelly  Mrs. S., Brisbane c 101 Deakin Owen, Adavale c
549 Cuthberton William,  Brisbane  in 102 Dealy Patrick, Cooktown u k
103 Dean Mr. and Mrs., Brisbane e
104 Dean Nathan, Brisbane u k
D. 105 Dean W., Brisbane u k
106 Deane Patrick, Charters  Towers c
I DABEE SING G. G., Rockhampton c 107 Dearle Mrs. E., South Bundaberg c (2)
2 Dade William, Thargmnindah s 108 Dearlove Mrs., Charters Towers c
3 Daintree George, Cairns c 109 Dearnan John, Comongin o
4 Dakin G. F. (farrier), Gundiah c (2) 110 Dear and Woodroid (Riverview Estate), Soutn
5 Dale Richard, Mackay n k Brisbane o
6 Daley Patrick,  Inlet c 111 Dear James, Hinchinbrook u k (2)
7 Dall Mrs., Gayndah road c 112 Deary Thomas, Stanthorpe s
8 Dallas Donald, Brisbane ,4 113 Deede -, Brisbane u k
9 Dallas  Mrs., Cairns c 114 Decry W. H., Maryborough o
10 Dally Arthur T., Brisbane u k 115 Deikms Walter,  Brisbane o c
11 Dalton John, South Kolan c 116 Dekin John, Betts Creek c
12 Dalton Mrs. S. E., South Brisbane o c 117 Delacour Mrs. S.,  Charters  Towers a
13 Daly  James, Cairns o 118 Delaney  M., Townsville c
14 Daly J., Cairns c 119 Delaney  Martin, Brisbane s
15 Daly  Keran , Mackay u k 120 Delaney Michael, Jericho in
16 Dalzeel W. H., Townsville s 121 Delaney S. J., Brisbane in
17 Damisch J., One-Mile c 122 Delaney W., Rockhampton c
18 Dance W. J., Rockhampton u k 123 Deller  and Williamson ,  Brisbane a
19 Daniel -, Logan Bridge c 124 Delohery  Thomas, Brisbane o
20 Daniel Matthew,  Brisbane c 125 Dempsey  Miss, Brisbane u k
21 Daniels Miss , Port Douglas e 126 Demuth H., Rockhampton c
22 Daniels E.,  Spring Hill c 127 Denby J. W., Boggo road c
23 Daniels Miss Elizabeth, Maryboroiigh o e 128 Denison James, Burketown a
24 Daniels J. H., Petrie' s Bight c 129 Denman Peter, Roma o
25 Danielson A. G., Townsville c 130 Dennard Henry, Gowrie road c
26 Daniner Mrs. J. M., Cunnamulla s 131 Dennis -, South  Brisbane c
27 Dann  Mrs., Millchester c 132 Dennis Mrs. M., Maryborough c
28 Dantel Gottlieb,  Brisbane o c 133 Dep ler Godfrey, Cairns o
29 Dargon P., Townsville e 134 De Raene John, Cairns .,4
30 Dark H., Ipswich c 135 Dering C., Alpha c
31 Darley John, Emu Vale c 136 Derling E., Nundah Station c (3)
32 Darley J. W., Breakfast Creek c 137 1)errington  E., Barcaldine c
33 Darling  James, Cairns a 138 De Valdy Lewis, Charters Towers c
34 Dartnell D., Grey street c 139 Devery Johnny,  Brisbane u k
35 Dass and Co. Messrs.,  Brisbane c 140 Devine Mat., Surbiton  Station c
36 Davey and Party  Messrs.  W. T., Clermont o c 141 Devlin James Kelly, Laura in
37 Davidge A., Maryborough u k 142 Devonshire Richard, Yarron Vale s
38 Davidson  Mrs., Mitchell e 143 Dewezer  Mrs. P.,  Toowoomba e
39 Davidson A., Mackay c 144 Diamond John,  Clermont o
40 Davidson  Miss E., Brisbane e 145 Dibble John , Mackay u k
41 Davidson B., Maryborough o c 146 Dibbs Joseph,  Brisbane u k
42 Davidson Foster,  Brisbane n k 147 Dick Miss Mary,  Millchester  Creek u k
43 Davidson  Miss  Maggie, Sandgate c 148 Dick W. H., Goondiwindi a
44 Davidson Capt. P., Brisbane c 149 Dickens Miss , Sandgate c
45 Davidson Robert,  Brisbane c 150 Dickens A., Brisbane in
46 Davie A., Alexandra c 151 Dicker John, Cunnamulla a
47 Davie John,  Brisbane u k 152 Dicker T. W., Herbert River u k
48 Davis David, Nudgee o c 153 Dickins Walter,  Brisbane o c
49 Davies  Mrs. E., Betts Creek c 154 Dickinson Thomas, Brisbane u k
50 Davies Mrs. Esther, Ravenswood e 155 Dickman George, Brisbane o
51 Davies  E. J., Brisbane s 156 Dickmann C. F., Yeulba c
52 Davies John,  Brisbane s (2) 157 Dickson R., Maryborough s
53 Davies John, Lake Station o 158 Dickson R., Maryborough s
54 Davies M. J., Chinchilla c 159 Dickson S., South Brisbane e
55 Davies Miss Sarah,  Brisbane o c 160 Dickson T. E. Maryborough s (2)
l56 Davies  William (care of  Mrs. Hales), Richton u k 161 Dickson W'V., l ownsville c
57 Davis (carrier ),  Roma c 162 Dignam S. P., Clermont c
58 Davis -, Mitchell c 163 Dignain Mrs. Mary, Maryborough o c
59 Davis Mrs., Walloon Creek e 164 Dilas Miss Maggie, New Farm s
60 Davis A. H., Cooktown c 165 Dillon  Mrs., Flinders street c
61 Davis  Benjamin, Brisbane u k 166 Dillon James, Gympie c
62 Davis  Bernard,  Brisbane u k 167 Dimond Mrs. L., Fast Maryborough u k
63 Davis Mrs. C., Charters Towers c (2) 168 Diveny Patrick,  Hughenden  road a (2)
64 Davis Mrs. C., Ipswich c 169 Dixon George, Brisbane u k
65 Davis C., Townsville c 170 Dixon Henry, Charters Towers c
66 Davis  D., Widgeegoara o 171 Dixon  Isaac,  Rolleston s
67 Davis E.,  Townsville c 172 Dixon Mrs. J., Ipswich c
68 Davis Edward ,  Comongin s 173 Dixon J. R., South Brisbane u k
69 Davis H., Brisbane c 174 Dixon L. C. (surveyor), Valley c
70 Davis H., Pine Hill u k 175 Dixon T. R., South Brisbane u k
71 Davis J., Mackay s 176 Dobbie John,  Fernvale c
72 Davis J., Brisbane u k . 177 Dobbie W., Fernvale c
73 Davis J.,  Gracemere c (3) 178 Dobbin J., Johnstone River s
74 Davis Jack,  Townsvi lle c 179 Dobbinson J., Valley c
75 Davis  James, Mackay s 180 Dobbs  H. (farmer ), Bundaberg c
76 Davis J. W., Bindango s 181 Dobson -, Gold Creek c
77 Davis  Miss  L., South Brisbane m 182 Dodds J. H., Enoggera c
78 Davis R., Petrie- terrace c 183 Dods James,  Hoganth ulla c
79 Davis S. H., Cambooya c (2) 184 Dodsworth Mrs. L ., Brisbane c
80 Davis Thomas  (carrier ),  Normanton c 185 Doel John,  Brisbane s (2)
81 Davis  T. H. (carrier ),  Cun namulla c 186 Dogerty -, Lutwyche c
82 Davis  Walter ,  Brisbane o 187 Doherty Matthew, South  Comongin c
83 Davis W., Clermont c 188 Doherty P., Burdekin Tank c
84 Davis  William,  Spring Hill c 189 Dolan John,  Beauaraba c
85 Davison G. T., Cooktown s (2) 190 Dolan John Brisbane u k
86 Dame  - (carrier), Pentland c 191 Dolan M. kidnapper Station c
87 Dame  W., Townsville c 192 Dolphin 'I., Toowoomba o
88 Dawson  Mrs. D.,  Bogimildi Station  9 193 Doltan Patrick, Gympie c
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194 Doman Henry, Ingham c 300 Durack P. J., Cloucurry o
195 Doinjahn Hermann, Harrisville c :301 Durran Miss Mary, Tiaro c
196 Donalds -, Kilkivan c (2) 302 Durston A., Thargomindah n z
197 Donaldson John, Cooktown u k 30:3 Dwight W., Charleville s
198 Donaldson John, Cooktown o 304 1)wite William, Cunnamulla c
199 Donaldson R., Gyinpie c 30.3 I)wyer Mrs,, Paddington c
200 Donely George, Mitchell o 306 Dwyer J., Petrie terrace c
201 Donevan John, Gracemere c 307 Dwyer James, Ipswich o c
202 Donke B., Copperfield o c 308 Dwyer Joseph, Townsville o
203 Donnell -, Brisbane c 309 Dwyer M., Gympie c
204 Donnelly D., Morven o 310 Dwyer Miss M., Ipswich c
205 Donnelly H., Townsville c 311 Dwyer Martin, Brisbane c
206 Donnelly Henry, Normanton c 312 Dwyer Martin (labourer), South Brisbane o c
207 Donnelly J., Bowen Hills c 313 Dwyer Patrick, Rockhampton u k (2)
208 Donnelly John, Brisbane c 314 Dwyer Timothy, Charleville s209 Donner -, Brisbane c 315 Dyer Alfred E., Palpara Station o
210 Donnollan Patrick, Murphy's Creek o 316 Dyer Harry, Pentland c
211 Donnelley - (carrier ), Goondiwindi s 317 Dyer H., Pioneer Estate u k
212 Donohan Timothy (care of Ashby), Windorah c 318 Dyer Mrs. Susanna, New Farm c
213 Donohue P., Mitchell c 319 Dyke Mrs. S., Brisbane in
214 Donohue William, Bundaberg u k 320 Dyne Mrs., Petrie terrace c
215 Donovan --, New Farm road 321 Dyson -, Tongy c
216 Donovan F. J., Gold Creek c
217 Donovan J., Cairns c
218 Donovan W., Cambooya o E.
219 Donson -, Rockhampton c
220 Dooley J., Bowen terrace c 1 EADE -, Townsville u k
221 Doonan --, One-Mile c 2 Eaglesham William, Maryborough u k (2)
222 Doran John, Gympie c 3 Earl Thomas, Townsville c
223 Doran Valentine, Charleville o c 4 Earle Miss Jane, Cooktown o
224 Doran William, Mount Brisbane u k (2) 5 Earley M. Ruthven c
'225 Dorsett A., Bundaberg c 6 Earp H., Warrigal Creek c
226 Doughlass - Cairns c 7 Eaton Miss A., Brisbane c
227 Douglas -, Townsville c 8 Eaves G., Blackwater c
228 Douglas Mrs., Brisbane u k 9 Eaves Geo. (station master ), Dingo c
229 Douglas Mrs. J., Old Cleveland road c 10 Ebsen C. P., Townsville c (2)
230 Douglas James, Curriwillinghi s 11 Edds W. and Co., Wharf  street c
231 Douglas Robert, Brisbane o 12 Ede Richard, Brisbane u k
232 Douglas T., Cairns c 13 Edelmann Henry, Maryborough a
233 Douglas William, Boongoondoo c 14 Eden John, Clermont c
234 Doughty -, Valley c 15 Edgecumbe Mrs. E. J., Port Douglas c
235 Doughty Mrs., Valley c 16 Edgerton Charles, Kilcummin c
236 Doughty F. L., Rosewood s 17 Edgley -, Charters Towers c
237 Douglas Robert, Mount Maria c 18 Edmunds H., Brisbane c
238 Dovey C., Charters Towers c 19 Edwards  Mrs., Brisbane  in
239 Dow Miss E., West Paddington c 20 Edwards Edward, Bowen Bridge o c (2)
240 Dowd Mrs., Gympie c 21 Edwards Mrs. E., South Brisbane u k
241 Dowd Edward, Isisford o 22 Edwards F., Townsville c
242 Dowdall Mrs. J.,  Brisbane  in 23 Edwards  Miss Frances  White, Brisbane u k
243 Dower W., Townsville c 24 Edwards  Geo. (carpenter ), Brisbane c
244 Dowling Mrs. A. P., Mackay c 25 Edwards James,  Bowen o
245 Dowling Patrick, Kynoona c 26 Edwards Morgan  (miner ),  Queenton c
246 Dowling R., Oxley c 27 Edwards R. S., Brisbane c
247 Dowling Thomas, Adavale c 28 Edwards  William, Mitchell c
248 Downer Michael, P.O. Brisbane s 29 Edwards  William, Airdmillan o
249 Downes Thomas, Nundah c 30 Edwin J.  (Courier  Office),  Brisbane c
250 Downey J., Bowen Hills c 31 Egan  -, Petrie  terrace c
2.51 Downey Mrs. John, Clermont o 32 Egan Daniel ,  Tickleman c
252 Downey  M., Brisbane c 33 Egan James ,  St. Lawrence c (2)
253 Downey Thomas,  Blackall a 34 Egan John  (carrier ),  Pine Hill c
254 Downing A.. Thargomindah a (2) 35 Egan Miss  Julia (care  of Mrs. Mooney), Kedron
2.55 Downing C. (wheelwright),  Port Douglas c (3) Brook c (2)
2.56 Doyle Andrew B.,  Thargomindah s 36 Egan Miss  Kate, Rockhampton u k
257 Doyle P., Allora c 37 Egan M., Goodna c.
2.58 Doyle  P., Railway  Yards,' Ipswich c 38 Egan Miss  Margt. Ann,  Bundaberg c
259
260
Doyle  Patrick ,  Toowoomba o
Cl kW hitt d 3B Tk
39 Egan Michael,  Goodna c (2)
E h
261
oncurry u an. yrw , ). c (Dra e
Draper B. H.,  Rolleston c (2) 4041 erstone cgerton  C., CotEgerton Miss C.,  Sandgate o c
262 Draper H., Rockhampton o 42 Eggilson Mrs., Dundathit c
263 Draw Thomas  Henri,Chinchill a
"
43 Eggleton  Mrs. Ellen, South  Brisbane o c
264 Drew  Mrs. (care of Mrs. Casten ), Valley u k 44 Eichenloff Miss, Coorparoo c
265 Drew  C., Chatsworth o c 45 Eichmann  C. C. F. (miner), Gympie c
266 Drew Mary, Mitchell u k 46 Eisenstgredte Denis Brisbane a
267 Drinkwater W. H., Brisbane u k 47 Eldridge Peter C., imperial Hotel, Townsville c
268 Drummond  J., Townsville c (3) 48 Elkins  G. (care of J. Scott), Dynevor Downs in
269 Drysdale George, Crow' s Nest c 49 Ellerson  Henry J., Aramac o
270 Duffer P. W., Brisbane s 50 Elliott Mrs., Valley c
271 Duff John A., Burketown in (4) 51 Elliott Mrs. E. J., Charters Towers c
272 Duffy  Mrs., Sandgate c 52 Elliott Mrs. M. J., Brisbane u k273Duffy Mrs. Michael  Charters Towers a 53 Ellis Mrs., Bowen  street c
274 Duffy Miss  Sarah , 1€iockhampton o c 54 Ellis James,  Townsvi lle a
275 Duglas John, Rockhampton c 5.5 Ellis William, Rockhampton u k
276 Durgin Daniel , Blackall a (2) 56 Ellis W. A. F., Lutwyche c277Dumpy -, Blackall c 57 Ellson G. H. (drover), Cooper's Creek in
278 Dun Mrs. Ann, Brisbane u k 58 Ellson J., Townsville a
279 Dunbabin Joseph, Cooktown u k (3) 59 Ellwood  Paul, Mossman  River u  k, f, and c (3)
280 Duncan John, Gympie c 60 Elsdale M .,  Maranoa River c
281 Duncan William,  Brisbane c 61 Elson Peter, Townsville c282Duncan W., Mount Abundance c 62 Emery  R. (11-Gang), Q. C. Railway c
283 Duncan W. F. (wheelwright), Cloncurry c 63 Emmerson  J., Aramac u k (2)
284 Dunden J., P.O. Tambo c 64 Ellis James, Townsville s
285 Dunford Mrs., Charleville o 65 English -,  Norman Reserve
286 Dunleary John,  Brisbane c 66 Englemoar  Coney, Bundaberg c
287 Dunlevy Miss Ellen,  Sandgate o 67 Enis  P., Brisbane c
288 Dunn -, Mitchell c 68 Ennis  John, Two-Mile c
289 Dunn G.  B., Rolleston c 69 Ennis  William (carrier ),  Pine H il  c
290 Dunn Samuel Gympie c (2) 70 Enteman Frederick  Boonbyjan c
291 Dunn S. G., Gympie c 71 Entwistle  Thomas, Rockhampton u k
292 Dunn Mrs.  Eliza , Cloncurry o c 72 Erickson Mrs., Gympie c
293 Dunne Martin, Charters Towers o 73 Ericksson  Harold ,  Townsvi lle o
294 Dunning P., Pine Hill c 74 Ericksen P., Tiaro c
295 Dunning Phoebe, Bundaberg o 75 Ervin David,  Mackay u k
296 Dunocombe S., One-Mile c 76 Escoline W. R., Charleville u k
297 Dunstan  Captain James , Charters  Towers s 77 Ester  - (care of Mr. Woollmerhouser ),  Gympie
298 Dunstan  John, Gympie o road c
299 Dupois  H., Inkerman o 78 Estler John ,  Bundaberg c
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79 Estorn Ted, Rockhampton c 71 Fisher -, Brisbane e
80 Ettlinger L., Tiaro c 72 Fisher Mrs., Maryborough e
81 Euree H Brisbane s 73 Fisher Alfred Brisbane c
82
.,
Evans -, Ipswich c 74 ,Fisher Mrs. G., Brisbane c
83 Evans Valley c 75 Fisher James, Cairns in
84 Evans Mrs., Ipswich c 76 Fisher John, Norwood o
8:5 Evans Mrs., Brisbane c 77 Fisher John, Brisbane u k
86 Evans  Miss,  Ipswich u k 78 Fisher J . (carrie r), Cloncurry c
87 Evans  B. E., Mount Margaret s (2) 79 Fisher John J.,  Brisbane c
88 Evans C., Brisbane c (2) 80 Fisher Paul, Brisbane c
89 Evans C. Evan, Manuka Station o 81 Fitkin George, Brisbane u k
90 Evans J., Charters Towers c 82 Fittell Miss E. J., Sunnyside u k
91 Evans James (care of  Mrs. Holins), Woogaroo u k 83 Fitzclarence Mrs., Rockhampton in
92 Evans  Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c (2) 84 Fitzgerald Austin, Tambo s
93 Evans Robert, Maryborough m 85 Fitzgerald I)., Enoggera o c
94 Evans  R. N., Burketown c 86 Fitzgerald E., Charleville c
95 Evans St. George, Townsville f 87 Fitzgerald J. W., Nive Downs c (2)
96 Evans  Thomas, Boggo road c 88 Fitzgerald .Tames, Brisbane o c
97 Evans Thomas, Brisbane o 89 Fitzgerald T., Brisbane c
98 14: vans W. E. (solicitor), Charters Towers c 90 Fitzgerald W., Gympie c (2)
99 Everitt H., Gayndah road o 91 Fitzgibbon E., Gympie c (2)
100 Everitt  James, 48 Leichbardt street c 92 Fitzpatrick Mrs., Charters Towers c
101 Everitt Mrs. J., 42 Leichhardt street c 93 Fitzpatrick Daniel, Gundiah c
102 Everitt  William, Galway Downs o 94 Fitzpatrick Gregory, Thargomindah c
103 Everton Mrs. Emma, Brisbane o c (3) 95 Fitzpatrick G., Cunnamulla c
104 Eveth John, Plane Creek ni:ot c 96 Fitzpatrick P., One Mile c
105 Ewan W. Forbes, Brisbane o 97 Fitzsimmons Mrs. H., Rockhampton c
106 Ewens James, Cairns c 98 Flanagan -Denis, Toowoomba s
107 Ewin R., Mitchell c 99 Flanagan  J., Yuelba s
108 Ewing S dne y, Rockhampton s 100 Flannery J., Townsville c
109 Exton Mrs. E., Rockhampton c 101 Flarthay James, Bowen Downs c
102 Fleck J., Tambo c
103 Fletcher -, Oxford Estate c
F. 104 Fletcher Allen (carrier ), Townsville c
105 Fletcher Edward, Red Hill c
1 FABER Joseph, Cunnamulla s 106 Fletcher Jacob (A. C.), Aramac u k
2 Fabian J. (farmer), Upper Kedron c 107 Fletcher James, Woolloongabba u k
3 Fabian James, Enoggera c 108 Fletcher V. B., Marlborough f
4 Fadel Adolph, Western Creek c 109 Flensguard Mrs. A., Spring Hill c
5 Fagan E. (care of  Cabe), McKinley's Gap in 110 Flimen Miss  Maggie,  Betts Creek c (2)
6 Fagan G. or J., Morley Station in 111 Flint G., Roma c (2)
7 Fagan Hugh, Gympie c 112 Flood and Co.  Messrs.,  Coonamble s (2)
8 Fahey J., Kilkivan c 113 Flood John,  Ban Ban c
9 }'ahey Miss Jane, Mackay u k 114 Florance  J., Valley c
10 Fahey Miss Mary, Maeka y n k 115 Flowers W. Townsville c
11 Fairfax J. A., Southport c 116 Fluerty L. h., Hungerford c
12 Fairley Mrs. or Miss M., Burenda o 117 Flyger John, Maryborough c (2)
13 Fairlie James, Brisbane o 118 Flynn Mrs. Alice,  Ingham c
14 Fairly Mrs., Burenda in 119 Flynn Mrs. Elizabeth,  Bowen Hills c
1:, Fedlon Miss  Ann,  Toernweil/e n k 120 Flynn J. (Pastoral  Butchering  Co.), Brisbane c (2)
16 Fallon John, Authoringa o 121 Flynn J. W., Brisbane c
17 Fallows Louisa E., Mackay o 122 Flynn Richard, Mackay a
18 Fancher  William ,  Roma c 123 Flynn William,  Brisbane c
19 Fannon Mrs. Ellen, Ipswich c 124 Fogarty - (butcher ),  Brisbane c
20 Farley G. (case of J. Parkers), Cairns u k 125 Fogarty James, Eulo a (2)
21 Farley Michael, Walkerston c 126 Fogarty John , Macka f
22 Farran  H., Terrick c 127 Fogarty J .,  Charters  Towers c
23 Farrell -, Mitchell c (2) 128 Fogarty James, Gympie o
24 Farrell  -,  Six-Mile c 129 Fohrman Edward ,  Burketown o c
25 Farrell  -,  Berarah Station c 130 Foldi N., Cooktown s (2)
26 Farrell Miss D. Lutwyche c 131 Foley -, Isisford c
27 Farrell James ,  Ikoma o c 132 Foley Edmund J., Herberton c
28 Farrell John, Burketown c 133 Foley John (care of Edrd.  Hill), Hughenden o
29 Farrelly Pat, Lower Burdekin c 134 Foley John Lower Herbert c
30 Farmer  -, Woongarra Scrub c 135 Foley M., charters Towers c
31 Farmer L. L., Neardie c 136 Fou Chung, St. George c
32 Farthing  -, Boggo road c 137 Fong  Sing  St. George c
33 Fat Sing, Chatsworth c 138 Foord A. f1. Herberton in
34 Faulkner  Miss E., Brisbane n k 139 Foote John, bichmond c
3.5 Feddersen Bob, Rockhampton o c 140 Forbes  H., Warenda o
36 Fee or Tee -, Townsville c 141 Forbes J., Maryborough c
37 Feed C. F. St. George c 142 Forbes J., One-Mile c
38
,
Feeney Mrs. Margaret, South Brisbane o 145 Forbes W. A., Mackay a
39 Feeney William, Adavale c 144 Forbice W., Townsville c
40 Feeney Mrs. Willie, Seaforth Estate, Lower Burde. 145 Ford Mrs.  (care  of Jas .  Spark s), South  Brisbane c
kin f 146 Ford C. W., Dillalah c
41 Feeney W., Burke s 147 Ford G., Cairns c
42 Feldham Mrs. M. L.,. Fern vale o c 148 Ford James ,  Queenton c
43 Fellingham H., Brisbane s 149 Ford John,  Bundaberg c
44 Fellows Simeon, Townsville c 150 Ford Mrs. Sarah, Gold Creek R
45 Feltham Frank, Brisbane s 151 Ford Thomas,  Brisbane c
46 Fely Mrs. (dressmaker ), Mitchell c 152 Forde John (labou rer), Roma o c
47 Fenevriegel Mrs. Charlotte, Bowen Hills o c 1.53 Foreman G., Townsville c
48 Fensgaurd Mrs. A. Spring Hill c 154 Forman  George ,  North Pine River c
49 Fenton James  H., Brisbane u k 155 Forest J.,  Blacka ll c
50 Fenton Mrs. Kate, Rockhampton c (2) 156 Forster D. (farmer ),  Tinana c
Si Fenwick D. L., Hughenden c 157 Forster Joseph  Brisbane o c
:,2 Ferguson Brothers, Aramae c 1.58 Forsyth John 6 Rockhampton u k (2)
53 Ferguson -, Miles c 159 Foster Charles , charters Towers ct)4Ferguson H., Waroonga Station c 160 Foster R .,  Charters  Towers c
55 Ferguson  Mrs.  J., Cairns c 161 Foster Thom as, Thargomindah a
56 Ferguson  John, Cairns u k 162 Foster Thomas ,  Herberton c
57 Fermann - (chemist ), Warwick c 163 Fowes Mrs. A., Valley c
58 Fermann  H., Gympie c 164 Fowler Mrs . C. M., Brisbane  in
59 F'ermer  Mrs. F.  B., Brisbane c 165 Fowler Mrs. E., Charters  Towers c
60 Ferrier  G. H., Brisbane a 166 Fox Mrs., Cooktown c
61 Ferrington J. R., Enoggera c 167 Fox John L. (grocer ), Valley c
62 Few Miss Frances , Lutwyche c 168 Framanchi  Giovani ,  Queenton a
63 Fidler  W. Y., Eulo in 169 Frampton  John,  Rockhampton a
64 Fielding W., Georgetown m 170 Frances  J., Brisbaue c
65 Finger
Conrad, Mount Calton c
171 Francis  Mrs., Brisbane c
66 Fink Magnus,  Cloncurry  s and  c (4) 172 Francis  F. G., Charleville  a and c (3)
67 Finlay  W., Goodna c 173 Francis James  (engine-driver ),  Brisbane u k
68 Finnamore  J., Brisbane c 174 Francis J., Brisbane u k
b'9 Finney  J., Brisbane c 175 Francis  John ,  Charleville a
70 Fisher  -,  Spring  Hill c 176 Francis Michael, Mitchell o
17 Francis Thomas, Brisbane c178 Franklin C.H., Hughenden c
179 Franklin, C. J., Red Hill c
180 Franz Carl, Bris ane o c
181 Franz Mrs. E, Biindaberg c
182 Fraser--, Eight-mile Plains c
183 Fraser - (milkman ), Oxley cl,
184 Fraser Alex. (compositor),  Bris ane c
185 Fraser Charles, Pentland o
186 Fraser D., Brisbane u k
187 Fraser George,  Brisbane a
188 Fraser Hugh, Gympie a
189 Fraser Jessie, Pentland o
190 Fraser John, Townsville f
191 Fraser Paul, Ann  street f
192 Fraser Mrs. S., Mackay c
193 Fraser S. J., Ravenswood Junction c
194 Fraser T. (care of Mr .  Lester ),  Roma o
195 Fraser William, Rockhampton c
196 Frazer, McDonald, and Company,  Roma c (2)
197 Frazier, A., Muckadilla c
198 Fredrick Edward, Tarhamlea Colliery o
199 Freeding E., Herbert River c
200 Freeman Michael, Cooktown a
201 Freeman William, Goondiwindi s
202 Freeney --, Roma Line c
203 French --,  Brisbane s
204 French George, Brisbane u k
20.) Frew Archibald, Mitchell c
206 Frick Mrs. M. Valley c
207 Friend. John, 'townsville c
208 Frier Captain J. ("Lallah Rookh "), Cooktown c
209 Frisell Matthew, Rockhampton f
210 Fritaker Mrs. A., North Pine River c
211 Fronde Miss, Spring Hill c
212 Fry J. B., Townsville s
213 Fry William, Gairloch Plantation u k
214 Fuggle F., Brisbane m
215 Fulde W., P.U. Toowoomba
216 Fuller W., Gundiah c
217 Fullerton Alexander, Cairns c
218 Fullerton D., Allenstown c
219 Fulton R., Cairns c
220 Fulton Robert, Mackay c
221 Fulton Robert, George street c (2)222 Fvrlton --, Brisbane u k
G.
1 GADNER Oscar, Brisbane c
2 Gadeby Fred. Adamson, Toowoomba c
3 Gaffior Goff Jacob, Greenmount c
4 Gaffney F.,  Mackay c
5 Gafne Patrick, Charters Towers c ('2)
6 Gall James, Kangaroo Point c
7 Gallaghen John, Crosshill c
8 Gallagher -, Binpera Plantation c
9 Gallagher Mrs., Jericho c
10 Gallagher J., Mackay u k
11 Gallagher Lizzie, Charters Towers o
12 Gallagher Thomas, Gympie c
13 Galloway S., Burketown c
14 Galvin E., Adavale c
15 Galvin  Patrick, Gracemere  Station c
16 Galway Valley c
17 Gamble William  Brisbane o
18 Gambling -, N e Junction c
19 Gana ,  Foon ,  Sin Yep ,  Apollonian Vale c
20 Gannon Miss Maria, Brisbane u k
21 Gannon William, Thargomindah a
22 Ganton Mrs. William, Townsville u k
23  Gar Mrs., Thursday Island it k
24 Garden Charles,  Townsvi lle  u k and o c (5)
25 Gardener -,  Spring Hill c
26 Gardener Mrs. or Miss, West End o
27 Gardener William, Valley c
28 Gardiner C. N., Crown Lands Office s
29 Gardiner Miss Margaret,  Longreach Hotel o c
30 Gardiner William, Herbert  street c
31 Gardiner W. J., Kelvin Grove c
32 Gardner C. H., West End c
33 Gardner E. A., Brisbane m
34 Gardner Gilbert, Bloomfield  River u k
35 Gardner William,  Herbert street c
36 Garlant Hu Percy, Churchhill m
37 Garrett A. (h ue " Phillipine "), u k
:38 Garrett  Pat.,  W aterford o c
39 Garstone Tom (care  of Mr .  Nichols ),  Harriaville o
40 (larton George (labourer ),  Enoggera o c (3)
41 Garvey Miss J., Rockhampton c
42 Garvie Dan, Charters Towers c
43 Gates - (photographer),  Brisbane c
44  Ga(jena  Joae/,im, Ipswich c
45 Gats Shin  (gardener ),  Cooktown o c
46 (rand C. S., Warwick c
47 Gandin  Mrs. M .  K., Spring Hill c
48 Gautier B., Brisbane c
49 Gaven M., Charters Towers o
50 Gavestone J. J., Townsville c
51 Gavestone  J . S., Townsvi lle c
52 Gavin Patrick, Albert street, c
53 Gayford G., Marburg c
54 Gayner  Miss  E., Boggo c
55 Gaynor John  farmer ),  Boggo c
56 Gaynor Mrs. John, Boggo c
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57 Geaney J. P., Fumer's Creek c
58 Geary Mrs. Mary Ann, Enoggera c
59 Gearyy W. J., Enoggera c
60 (leddes Henry, Charters Towers c
61 Geddes James, Cairns c
62 (4eddis Joseph (care of 1). Miller), Bowen f
u:3 Gee Charles (Matthew's circus), Maryborough c
and s (2)
64 Gee George, Ballandean s
65 Geender Mrs. M., Mackay c (2)
66 Gehman G., Betts Creek c
67 Gent Miss E. A. (care of Mrs Simons), Rockhamp-
ton c
68 George John, Thargomindah c
69 Geraghty L. R. (care of C. W. Bernann),  Beau-
desert a
70 Geraghty Mrs. P., Brisbane u k
71 Gerard A., Cunnamulla a
72 Gerard A. B., Cun namnulla a
73 Gerard A. G., Cunnamulla a (3)
74 German J., Fairymead c
75 Gibb Mrs. C. D., Paddington c
76 Gibbons J. H., Windorah c
77 Gibbons W., Wright's Creek c
78 Gibbs -, Valley c
79 Gibbs Mrs., Valley c
80 Gibbs Mrs. Grace, Ipswich road c
81 Gibbs James, S  ring Hill o c
82 Gibbs Samuel,
Ipswich road s83 Gibson C., Maryborough c
84 Gibson George, Bundaberg c
85 Gibson George,  Dillalah c
86 Gibson J., Townsville c
87 Gibson J. A., Brisbane c
88 Gibson J. C. or O. (teacher ), Pine River c
89 Gibson J. T., It ynuna o
90 Gibson  William ,  Gympie c (2)
91 Gibson W. (hawker),  Brisbane c
92 Gibson W., Gympie c
93 Giesemann , F. A. C., Emu Vale o c
94 Gilks W., Airdmillan  Plantation f
95 Gilbert - (care of J . Willmett), Georgetown c
96 Giles  Elias  J. (H.M.S . " Gayundah  "), Brisbane u k
97 Giles Joseph Henry ,  Oloncurry s (2)
98 Giles W.,  Brunswick streets (2)
99 Giles W., Toowoomba a
100 Gilhie  R. (contractor ), Adavale c
101 Gill Walter  F. (care of  G. Gordon), Cloncurry a
102 Gill J., En era  c (2)
103 Gillespie  H., Rockhampton c
104 Gillespie  James ,  Townsville c
105 Gillespie John , Warwick c
106 Gillian  Miss  L. A., Charters  Towers a
107 Gillies  Miss Erieville ,  Milton o
108 Gillies  H., Maryborough c
109 Gilloola  Miss Mary, Mackay c
110 Gilmor  M., Southport u k
111 Gilmore  Peter  (miner ),  Charters Towers o e
112 Gilser ,  H., Tinana c
113 Ginners  -,  Brisbane s
114 Gisborne E. A. W., Barron River c
115 Gisborne  F. A. W., Barron River t
116 Gladdish  C. Ingham o c
117 GIahorn  William ,  Thargomindah o
118 Gleason  D. G pie c
119 Gleason John rmminer), Charters Towers o c
120 Gleeson M., Cabarlahh c
121 Glenderman  Mrs., Old Cleveland road
122 Glenny Mrs. Alice , Oxley c (2)
123 Glinderman Andreas ,  Woollongabba c
124 Glinderman A., German Station c
125 Glinnon  Thomas Bundalla Station e
126 Glover  Thomas , ,worth Quay c
127 Glynn  Miss Anne  (care  of J. B .  Barry ),  Townsville
128 Glynn
2)Charles, Walloon c
129 Glynn  Mrs. Jane,  Ipswich road c (3)
130 Godcombe Frank ,  Charters  Towers c
131  Goddard  Robert, Burketown  it  k (2)
132 Goddes  Henry, Charters  Towers e
133 Godengi B., Brisbane m
134 Godfrey  Daniel  T., Brisbane u k
135 Godfrey F., Cloncurry c
136 Godson W., Charters c
137 Godwin J., Ipswich u k
138 Golasprick  Miss  Charlotte , Brisbane c
139 Goldby Mrs. J., Coomrith Stations
140 Golding James, South Brisbane c
141  Golding N. J., Stoney Point a
142 Goldsmith -, Gregory terrace c
143 Goldspink Mrs., Melbourne street e
144 Goldstein Alick, Townsville in
145 Goldsworth William, Union Camp o
146 Goldsworthy J., German Station c
147 Goll L., Yengarie c
148 Golegher Mrs. A.,  Townsville c
149 Goodall -. (cook,  s.s. "Duke of Buckingham")
Brisbane u k
150 Goodfellow -, Rockhampton c
151 Goodfellow Mrs., Maryborough c
152 Goodfellow J., Maryborough a
153 Gooding W. L., Mitchell  a and c (2)
154 Goodison W. G., Nive Downs  s and c (6)
155 Goodison W., Goodna c
156  Goodisaon Walter,  Brisbane  it  k
157 Goodman -,  Paddington c
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15.4 Goodwin -, Kelvin Grove c 260 Grenier, .J., Toowoomba c
159 Goodwin 'Miss, Ipswich c 261 Gribbin Ellen, Brisbane u k
160 Goodwin Charles, Charters Towers c 262 Grire Jaiies aid John, Whittonri c
161 Goodwin Miss Clara, Ipswich road o c 263 Grieve Gideon J., Brisbane u k
162 Goodwin Miss Mary, Ipswich it k 264 Grieve John, Burenda u k (5)
168 GotAwin Thomas, (.yinpie c (3) 265 Griffath -, Sluing Hill r
164 Goold A. T., Brisbane c 266Griffen George, Kedron Brook u k
165 Goo Loong (storekeeper), Gympie c 267Griffin Denis (care of McDonald Brothers), Chai -
166 Goon Sing, Cairns c lotte Plains s (2)
167 Gordon and Dairs Messrs., Brisbane c 268Griffin James, Jericho s
168 Gordon -, Logan road c 269 Griffin J., North Pine c
169 Gordon - (care of Paton,  care 'of Watson and 270 Griffin J., Bundaberg c
Ferguson), Queen street c 271 Griffith - (bootmaker), Adelaide street c
170 Gordon George, Hughenden c 272 Griffith -, Nive Downs c
171 Gordon G., Bowen o 273Griffith H. (carrier), Clermont c172Gordon James,  Ba rolin c 274Griffith Miss M., Brisbane c173Gordon Mrs. J., Ithaca Creek 275 Griffith S., Rockhampton u k (2)
174 Gordon Walter, Bundaberg u k 276 Griffiths -, Townsville c
175 Gordon William,  Brisbane o c 277 Griffiths David, Gympie c
176 Gordon W., Charters Towers c 278 Griffiths George (labourer), Cooktown o c
177 Gore Joseph, Bulimba u k (2) 279 Griffiths John, Brisbane c
178 Gorman -, Ipswich c 280 Griffiths J., Townsville s
179 Gossage Mrs., Brisbane s 281 Griffiths William, Charters Towers o c
180 Gostelos E., Toowoo nba c 282 Grigoris Hattigey Don, Brisbane f
181 Gough - (junr.), Pine Nlountains e 283 Groat Andrew , Brisbane c
182 Gough Robert, West End c 284 Grogan Anthon Nive road c (2)
183 Gould Lionel, Mackay it k 285 Grogan Brian, Blackall c
184 Gould Patrick, Mitchell o 286 Grogan Charles,  Brisbane c
185 Gonsalles Fernando, Brisbane o c 287 Grose Mrs., Coorparoo c
186 Govett -, Townsville c 288 Grose John Tiaro c
187 Gowan -, Brisbane o c 289 Grossman Ernest, Woolloongabba o c
188 Gower Miss M., Brisbane u k 290 Grosvenor Captain, Gladstone e
189 Gow Fook (cook), Mackay o c (3) 291 Groul Robert (care of Bashford), Cooktown c (2)
190 Goy Albert, Charters Towers e 292 Grove T. (care of Mr. May), Brisbane c
191 Grace M., Mount  Abundance  c 293 Grunnar Charles (care  of H. Williams), Mount
192 Grady Miss Maria, Brisbane c Morgan c
193 Graham -, Herberton c 294 Gschwend Gabriel, Pentland c
194 Graham Mrs., Mackay c 29.5 Guild J. or T., Brisbane m
195 Graham Miss Ellen, Townsville o 296 Guilfoyle C., Mackay c
196 Graham G., Thargomindah s 297 Guinan James, Charters Towers u k
197 Graham James, Muckadilla c 298 Gunderson Andrew, South Brisbane o e
198 Graham Mrs. Jane, Eulo s 299' Gun Man Lee, Townsville c
199 Graham J. (sawyer), Gym pie c 300 Gunn Mrs., Southport c
200 Graham J., Kilcummin c 301 Gunner Mrs. H., Gregory terrace e
2OI Graham Patrick, Bulzanma e 302 Guppy George, Georgetown u k
202 Graham Robert, Donnybrook c 303 Guppy Thomas, Georgetown c
`203 Graham Robt. James, Sprim;sure c 304 Gurdler Richard A. (painter), Adelaide street e204Graham Samuel, South Brisbane c (2) 305 Gurnett - (miner), Charters Towers e205 Graham Thomas (carrier ) Mitchell c (2) 306 Gurney G. H. Brisbane c
206
,
Graham William. Blackall in 307
,
Gurney G. W., Brisbane c
207 Graham Wm. A. J., Brisbane u k 308 Gurney Miss Lizzie, Brisbane s208 Gralton  Miss  M., Valley c (2) 309 Gustavesen Charles, Brisbane f
209 Granshaw G., Spring Hill c 310 Gusthart J ames,  Townsville c
210 Grant Messrs., Bundaberg s 311 Guthrie J., Gayndah c
211 Grant -, South Brisbane c 312 Guy C. H., Rockhampton c
212 Grant Alexander, Gym pie c 313 Guymer B., Marlborough c (2)
213 Grant  James,  Kangaroo Point c
214 Grant John, Goondiwindi s
215 Grantham H. (a. a. " Duke of Westminster"), Bris-bane uk H.
216 Grantham W. (s.s. "Duke (,f Westminster") Bris- 1 HACK S. Townsville c,bane u k and c (3) 2 ,Hackett M., Cloncurry a
217 Granville F. D. Brisbane c
l
3 Hadden W. (care of Bashford, Twelve-mile Camp),
218 ympie c (3)Grasanick  A., G Cooktown c
219 Granells  Theo., Ipswich a 4 Hafford Sam. B., Cunnamulla n z
220 Graveson  James, West End c 5 Haggarty Herbert, Georgetown s
221 Gray Mrs.,  Merivale street c 6 Wagger James (junr.), Huglenden o
222 Gray  Miss Stanley street s 7 Hahn -, Rosewood Gate c
223 Gray E., Welltown Station c 8 Haines Mrs., Pocket, Gympie c
224 Gray Mrs., Townsville u k 9 Halbert E., (billiard-table maker), Brisbane u k
225 Gray Henry A. (schooner "Minnie Young"), Inskip 10 Halkett Col. C.,  Brisbane c
Point o 11 Halkjar F. C., Townsville c
226 Gray Mrs. James, Maryborough c 12 Hall and Locke, Eulo s
227 Gray Mrs. J., Ipswich c 13 Hall Miss (care of Mrs.  Handley), New Farm uk
228 Gray J. 0., Townsville c 14 Hall Mrs David, Rockhampton o
229 Gray Miss Mary, Brisbane o c 15 Hall Edgar, Inglewood c
230 Gray Miss Mary, Gladstone road u k 16 Hall Miss H., Boaford Station, Pine Hill c
231 Gray William, Arlington c 17 Hall J. (care of Gargett), Mitchell Extension c
232 Graydon Pat. and Wm., Brisbane u k 18 Hall John, Mitchell Railway c
233 Green Mrs. A.,  Brisbane a 19 Hall Miss Polly (passenger  s.s. " Duke of Bucking-
234 Green Miss A. (care of Mr. Carroll), Muckadilla u k ham "), Brisbane u k
235 Green Mrs. Mary E., South Brisbane o c 20 Hall Robert J., Brisbane c
236 Green S., Samford c 21 Hall T. S., Bundaberg c
237 Green Mrs. S.,  Beaudesert o 22 Hall W., Townsville c
2.38 Green Thomas,  Brisbane c 23 Hall William Donnybrook c
239 Green Thomas (labourer), Hope street o c (2) 24 Hall W. J., 'ownsvrlle a
240 Green William, Adavale a 25 Hallam Mrs. (Lying-in Hospital), Brisbane c
241 Green William, Albion  Sawmills c 26 Hallam  Mrs. F., Blackall c
242 Green W. J., Blackall c 27 Hallane M., Logan Village cJ
243 Greenalck  Miss, Townsville e 28 Hallcrow - (Victoria), Ingham c
244 Greener Frederick, Aramac o 29 Hallett Miss F. or H., Ipswich c
245 Greenfield W. H., Brisbane s 30 Hallett Thomas,  Brisbane  in k
246 Greenhalgh Robert, Brisbane u k 31 Hallett T., Dickabram ii k
247 Greenlees James, Mitchell c (2) 32 Halliburton Edward, Macalister in (2)
248 Greer  Francis  (carrier ), Thargomindah c 33 Hallman P., Warwick c
249 Greer Josepph, Townsville c 34 Halloran W. B., Townsville c
250 Gregg J. F., Ann  street c 35 Hallows J. K., Rockhampton u k
251 Griff P (s.s. " Waroonga  "), Brisbane u k 36 Halls Thomas Brisbane f
252 Greig Mrs., Townsville c 37 Hallworth G., Gympie c
253 Greig G., Townsville c 38 Hamea C. H., Charters Towers in
2.54 Greig Joseph,  Townsville n z 39 Hameliton Win., Valley,'Brisbane c
255 Greig R., Townsville c 40 Hamell  - (line- repairing  party), Cunnamulla
256 Greig  Mrs. Sarah ,  Mitchell s 41 Hamil  -, Cunnamu lla c (2)
257 Grendon -, Mackay u k 42 Hamill J. (telegraph camp), Cunnamulla c
258 Grendon C., Plane Creek c (2) 43 Hamilton Jas. A., Brisbane c
259 Grendon C., Mackay o 44 Hamilton ,Joseph, Brisbane o c
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45 Hamilton Thorsus, Northampton Downs c 1 14 1-1 awers -, N omirsant"n
46 Hamilton William, Gold Creek o 145 Haw hook, Hughenden c
47 Hanunet C. F. (care of Dickers.), Terrick u k 146 Hawghty George, P.O., Charter, Tovor, s
48 Hammling J., Noosa c 147 Hawker Edward, P.O. Rowa c
49 Hampton C., Charters Towers u k 148 Hawkins Charles, Twelve-mile Camp, Cooktown a
50 Hampton W., Plane Creek o 149 Hawley W., Cloncurry c
51 Hancox Henry, Georgetown u k 150 Hay T., Bowen Bridge road c
52 Handen Andrew, Brisbane s 151 Hayes Denis, Pine Hill c53 Handley Ur. C., Cunnaumnlla c 152 Hayes J., Bowen Bridge c
54 Handley Mrs. E., (passenger s.s. " Cloncurry"), 153 Hayes Thomas, Galway Dovn,, Jundah n
Cooktowu c 154 Hayes T. N., Waverley Station c
55 Hanley Jobu (care of McDonald), Goondiwindi c 155 Hayes W. H., P.U. Brisbane c
56 Hanlon James, Brisbane u k 1511 Hayman Miss, Y.O. Brisbane in
57 Hanlon Mrs. M. A., Horse-shoe Bend, Gympie c 157 Hayter Stephen, Cootharaba road c
58 Hanly James, Toowoommba s 158 Haythorne David (hairdresser), Victoria srreet u k
59 Hanly P., l nurngar s 159 Hayward Mrs. E., Green Tree o
60 Hanna James (carrier), Wittown c 160 Hayward Geo. (care of Mylan), Pine Hill road c
61 Hannan Mrs. Kate (care of Con. Feehely), Towns- 161 Haywood John, Mary River Camp u k and o (2)
ville u k 161 Hazell - (painter ), Southport c
62 Hannegan Miss, Deborah School, Gayndah c 163 Hazel Frank, P.O. Townsville s
63 Hannon Patrick, Townsville s 164 Head Mrs., Bulimba c
64 Hanrahan J. I., Glen Lea, Jundah c 165 Head Henry, Deep Creek, One-Mile c
65 Hanrahan Michael, Springsure c 166 Head J. Maryborough c
66 Hansen C., Tiaro c (7) 167 Heads *. (carpenter), Fortitude Valley c
67 Hansen C., Stanthorpe c 168 Heal R . Walkerston c68 Hansen Edvardt, Charters Towers f 169 Healy W. A., P.O. Charleville u k
69 Hansen Mrs. Eliza, Walkerston c 170 Healy F., Townsville c
70 Hansen Mrs. Eliza, Homebush c 171 Healy  James,  P.O. Brisbane u k
71 Hansen J., Townsville c 172 Healy Jerry, P.O. Ipswich c
72 Hansen Ludwig, Sandgate c 173 Healy Jerry, Tambo f
73 Hansen V., Charters Towers c 174 Healy W. S. (care of Hemphill), Burketown c
74 Hansen W., Pialba c 175 Heap Mrs. Alice, Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
75 Hanson Brede, Brisbane c 176 Heap C. J., Didsbury, St. George u k
76 Haper H., Mount Abundance, Roma c 177 Heary  Jeremiah ,  Townsville c
77 Happer J., Thargomindah a 178 Hearleke Mrs., Townsville c
78 Harbegy Mrs., Townsville c 179 Hearn Mrs. A ., Blackall c
79 Harch Frederick, Laidley c 180 Hearn G., P.O. Lutwyche u k (2)
80 Harding Albert W. (care of .Mason), Durundur s 181 Heaton W., Albert  street ,  Brisbane c
81 Harding Miss Amy, (s.s. " Duke of Westminster"), 182 Heddle  M., Normanton s (2)
Brisbane u k 183 Hedgelong Chas., Logan road c
R2 Harding John, Pine Hill o 184 Hee Mrs. H., Cairns u k
83 Harding Win., P.O. Rockhampton u k 185 Heenan B., Townsville c
84 Hardrick J. D. (of Manchester), Elmina Station, 186 Heffernan  G. E., P.O. Cunnammulla c
Nebine Creek u k 187 Heffernan  W., Lutwyche c
85 Hardy A., Warella Vineyard c 188 Hefford John (care of Bingin), Maryborough road c
86 Hardy J. P., Gympie c 189 Helier Edmond, P.O. Cooktown c
87 Hare James (s.s. " Chyebassa"), Brisbane u k 190 Heidrnan J., Maryborough c
88 Harford A. W. (care of Hawkins), Townsville u k (3) 191 Heinrick Mrs., Ferry  lane,  Maryborough c
89 Harley Mrs. M. A., Lady Mary road, Gympie c (2) 192 Helland T., Red Hill, Gyumpie c
90 Harm Win., Bundaberg c 193 Helland T., One-Mile, Gympie c
91 Harner A., The Leap c 194 Helhnuth C., Alberton c (2)
92 Harney Patrick, Mossman river o 195 Helwig Moritz, P.O. St. Lawrence f
93 Harper Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k 196 Hely C. B., Townsville c
94 Harper John, Ipswich c 197 Henderson  Mrs., Basin  Pocket c
95 Harper Edward T., Brisbane c 198 Henderson  -, Toowoomba c
96 Harper W., Rolleston c 199 Henderson George  (carrier ), Pine Hill a
97 Harper \Vashington, Rolleston s (2) 200 Henderson Miss Helen , P.O. Brisbane c
98 Harrigan Win., Rockhampton c- 201 Henderson Hugh  (care of Young), Maryborough u k99 Harrington Miss H., Mitchell o 902 Henderson James , Cooktown o
100 Harris C., P.O. Ipswich u k 203 Henderson J. H., Brisbane f
101 Harris F. W. (care of Pastoral Butchering Company), 204 Henderson Peter ,  Edward street ,  Brisbane c
Brisbane s t05 Henderson  T. G., Boot Mart, Maryborough c
102 Harris H. M., St. George Creek, Charters  Towers o 206 Henderson  Wm., P.O.  Tambo s
103 Harris Henry Thomas, Cunnamulla s 207 Henderson  W. W., Brisbane u k
104 Harris J. F. M., Rockhampton c 208 Hendrickson Mrs. C., Rockhampton c
105 Harris Joe, P.O. Ballandean o 209 Hendricksen H., Beauly Estate ,  South Brisbane c (2)
106 Harris Mark, Brisbane o 210 Hendry Andrew, Gympie c
107 Harris Nathan, Ipswich Quarries in 211 Henkensmeyer Carl (saddler), Georgetown o
108 Harris T. G., P.O. Queenton c 212 Henkler  John, Bundaberg c
109 Harris Thos., Rockhampton e 213 Henn  Win. (ship "Duke of Abercorn "), Brisbane
110 Harris Wm. Ii., Charters  Towers o c u k (2)
111 Harris Walter Jesse, P.O. Brisbane u k (2) 214 Hennessy  Mrs., Cairns c
112 Harris W. J. (painter ), Cunnamu lla s 215 Hennessy  -, North Pine c
113 Harris William, Townsville o c 216 Hennessy James  (care of  Chilcott), Burketown in
114 Harrison Mrs. C., Newtown,  Ipswich c 217 Hennessy  J., P.O. Rockhampton in
11.5 Harrison Ellen, Cairns o 218 Hennessy T., Bulimba c
l 16 Harrison G. and Co.,  Brisbane c 211, Hennett  J., Gympie c
117 Harrison Miss G. (care of Mrs. Denby), South 220 Henning  -,  Mitche ll c
Brisbane c 221 Henrichs Albert, P.O. Maryborough f
118 Harrison H., P.O. Caboolture s 222 Henricks G., near Drayton c
1151 Harrison H., Warwick s 223 Henricksen H., Maryborough c
120 Harrison John .Tames, P.O. Rockhampton c 224 Henry Mrs., Herbert street, Spring Hill a
121 Harrison Mrs. Win., P.O. Bundaberg u k 22.5 Henry Miss M. E. (care of McShane), Dalby c
1'.'2 Harrowby Samuel, Boondoon Station o 226 Henschele K. G., Toowoomba c
123 Hart E., P.O. Thargomindah c 227 Hepburn Wm. L., P.O. Charters Towers c
124 Hartley F., Petrie  terrace c 228 Herbertson F., Mitchell c
125 Hartley Mrs. H., Charters Towers c 229 Herd J., Goodna c
126 Hartley 0., Queenton a 230 Herd Robert, P.O. Brisbane u k
127 Hartman G. R., P.O. Brisbane o c 231 Herley Greta, Ellerslie, The Range o
128 Harvey Mrs. E., Upper Kedron c 232 Herlihy Michael, P.O. Mackay u k
129 Harvey G., Noosa road c 233 Herrnanseu Peter, Gootchie c
130 Harvey G., Charters Towers c 234 Herrod Joseph, P.O. Banulaberg it k
131 Harvey H. G., One-Mile c 235 Heslin Mrs. J., P.O. Ipswich c
132 Harvey Robert, P.O. Brisbane u k 236 Heys -, Mitchell c
133 Harvey R. W., Mitchell c 237 Hibberd F. G., Queenton c
134 Harvey William, Maryborough road c (2) 238 Hibbert C. E., P.O. Brisbane u k
13:5 Haskew T. R., P.O. Brisbane u k 239 Hickbla..s George, P.O. Ravenswood s
136 Haslett .James, Brisbane c 240 Hickly Matthew, Victoria street, Spring Hill u c
137 Hassall W. W., Tambo in and w a (4) 241 Hickey P., One-Mile c
138 Hassell J. C., Sandgate c 242 Hickey Patrick, Charleville c
139 Hassell R. F., Sandgate e 243 Hickey Thomas, Yengarie o and c
1-10 Haswell John, Charters Towers u k 244 Hicks P. Charles (care of Gore), Roma u k
141 Hatton John Maxwell, Rockhampton c 245 Hickson Mrs. Charles, P.O. Pine Hill c
112 Harms Carl (blacksmith), Cloncurry c 246 Hickson Thus. J., Peak Downs, Clermont in
143 Haviland A. E. (care of Nutting), Surbiton, Fine 247 Hickyou Thos. J., Pine Hill in
Hill u k (2) 248 Hickson  Walter S.,  Beaudesert c
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Higgins  ---, Ipswich c 351 Homberger Alfred, P.O. Brisbane f
Higgins Chas., Ipswich c (2) 352 Honan Abraham (coach bodymaker), Brisbane o c
Higgins J. and Co., Clermont c 353 Houge Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane c
Higl'iame  Edward Albert, Brisbane u k 3:4 Hood Andrew (grazier), Springsure c
Highinan  John, Sportsman's Arms Hotel, Pal by c 35.5 Hood John, Brisbane c
Higson .J., State' chool, Walloon c 356 Hood John H., Blackall c
Higson R., P.O. Brisbane s 357 Hood W., Red Hill, Brisbane c
Hill -, Townsville c 358 Hoolahan Thomas  (care  of Joice), Gundiah c
Hill David (coachbuilder), P.O. Rockhampton it k 359 'Hooper F., Rockhampton o c
Hill Harry, Y.O. Townsville c 360 Hooper Fred., Rockhampton c
Hill H. M. Herbert River c 361 Hooper G., Gympie c (2)
Hill J. E. Loader, Bowen Hills c 362 Hooper Geo. H., Gympie c
Hill J. H., P.O. Brisbane u k 363 Hooper John, Brisbane c
Hill Mrs. Kate McQuarrie, Townsville o c 364 Hooper W., Cairns s
Hill N. W. G., P.O. Rockhampton u k 365 Hooper Mrs., W., Cairns s
Hill R. A., Ravenswood s 366 Hooworth J. W. E., P.O. Brisbane a
Hill Miss S., Bowen terrace t 367 Hope F. S., Roma s
Hill Stephen, Marion Creek, West Hill Station c 368 Hopes H. G., ('loncurry c (2)
Hill Mrs. Uriah, P.O. 1%larylorough u k 369 Hopewood George, Gympie c
Hill W., Mines Department, Brisbane s 370 Hopkins Mrs., Mount Douglas Station c
Hillard Mrs. Jane, Bundaberg c 371 Hopkins H., P.O. Brisbane m
Hillier John, P.O. Brisbane o c 37 2 Hopkins Jno., Belyando c
Hinchelwood Thos., P.O. Rockhampton c 373 Hopkins W. E., Leichhardt Downs u k
Hinchey John, Emerald u k 374 Hopkinson James, Carriage Works, Goodna s
Hind Miss Sarah, Betts Creek c 375 Hop Jck., Cairns s
Hineman  Chas., Charters Towers c 376 Hoope W., Charters Towers c
Hing  Sing , Cairns c 377 Hoope Mrs. Wilhelmina, Charters Towers c
Hing Tai and Co., Bundaberg s 378 Hopton Wm., Brisbane c
Hinsch  Fred., Gympie c 379 Horace - (care of Kennedy), Petrie terrace c
Hinsch Wm., Maryborough c 380 Horan Anne Teresa, Wharf street Brisbane u k
Hinchelwood Wm., North Quay, Brisbane a 381 Horan Dan, Chatsworth c
Hipwell J., Smithfield, Cairns s 382 Hordern Jas., P.O. Stoney Point c
Hislop Mrs., George street, Brisbane c 383 Horgan Cornelius, P.O. Brisbane s
Hislop D., P.O. Caboolture 384 Horgen Christian (carrier), Pine Hill c
Hitchener Alf., P.O. Ipswich e 385 Horkan George, P.O. Cloncurry c (2)
Hitchener A. (care of Mrs. Selkirk), Gympie o 386 Horley A. :M., P. O. Isisford u k
Hives Win., P.O. South Brisbane c 387 Horly Miss B., :Mackay a
Hoare W. G., Red Hill c 388 Horne Master C., P.O. Isisford in(2)
Hoare W. G. (fencer and splitter) North Pad- 389 Gatton cHome  W.,dington c (2) 390 ,Homes E. G., P.O. Brisbane c
Hobbs Theodore, Milton s 391 Horrell William (care of Smith), Kilkivan c
Hobson Win, and Co., Charters Towers in 392 Harrigan E., Burenda c
Hockie J., Mitchell c 393 Horrocks -, Townsville c
Hocking Mrs. E., Hodgkinson road, Charters 394 Horsburgh Charles, Maryborough o
Towers c 395 Horsley G. Mallum, Milo Adavale m
Hockings Mrs., Woolloon abba c 396 Horsley William, Townsville c
Hockings Mrs., Charters Towers in 397 Horsten Ferdinand, Isisford fHocklebee -----, P.O. Leyburn c 398 Horton -, Foyleview c
Hockleen Fred., Strathmore Station c 399 Horton John, Bowen c
Hockley , Burenda Station c 400 Horton William, Adavale c and o (2)
_
Hodge H., Townsville c 401 Norwood J., Townsville c
Hodge J., Brassall c 402 Hosking Mrs. A., Queenton c
Hodge John, Charters Towers in 403 Hoskings W., Cloncurry u k
Hodges L. G., Brisbane u k and c (4) 404 Hoskins Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
Hodgson Mrs . E. A., Red Hill, Gympie c 405 Hoskins J., Hilton road Gympie c (2)
Hodgson S .,  P.O. Brisbane u k 406 Houlahan Pat. (carrier), St. George s
Hodgson Wm., Adavale c 407 Hourigan D., Owanyilla c
Hodson - ,  Burdekin c 408 Housten J., Roma c
Hodson Mrs. E., Cairns u k 409 Houston R., Stanthorpe c
Hogan Mrs. Anna, Overland's Sawmills, Charters 410 Houston Win., Nanango c
Towers c (2) 411 Howard Mrs., South Brisbane c
Hogan Alice, Brisbane o 412 Howard -, Dundathu c
Hogan Miss  B., P.O. Sandgate c 413 Howard Alfred, Hamleigh Plantation Ingham c
Hogan Mrs. E., Toowoomba c 414 Howard Henry (undertaker), Brisbane
Hogan J., Milo Station c 415 Howard Mrs. Kate, Chester street Valley c
Hogan J. C., (blacksmith), Adavale c 416 Howard Mrs. Susan Brown, P.O. Ipswich u k (2)
Hogan J. C., (buggy builder), Adavale c 417 Howard W., Bundaberg c
Hogan John , (tank  sinker ),  Cunnamulla s 418 Howard Walter (care of Fairlie and Sons), Mary
Hogan at. (miner ), Gympie c (2) borough u k (3)
Hogan Thos., Gympie C 419 Howard William, Goolman Siding c
Roger F., Hattonvale f 420 Howart John,  Brisbane s
Hogg David, Lutwyche c 421 Howarth Thomas, North Bundaberg u k and c (2)
Hohenhans -, P.O. Gympie c 422 Howe John, Barcoo c
Rohn Geo., Gympie c 423 Howe Miss M aria,  Petrie's Bight, Brisbane c
Holden G. F., Burketown o 424 Howe Moran, Rosewood o c and c (5)
Holden H., P.O. Mackay c 425 Howe William, Hill End, South Brisbane c
Holiday Joseph, Toowoomba c 426 Howell -- (hawker),  Cunnamulla s
Holland Chas. (saddler), Colloroy Station c 427 Howells D., One-Mile c
Holland Miss  Ellen  (care of Richmond ),  Roma c (2) 428 Hower Martin, Charters Towers c
Holland J., P.O. Brisbane u k 429 Howes Mrs., Marlborough c
Holland J., Given  terrace c 430 Howitt Thos., North Bundaberg c
Holland W. (carpenter), P.O. Gympie o 431 Howlin M., P.O. Brisbane s
Holliday Miss Jane, P.O. Ipswich u k 432 Hows -, Caboolture c
Hollman J., Charters Towers c 433 Howson Mrs. Geo., P.O. Brisbane in
Holloway  Mrs. Jessie ,  Townsville c 434 Howson Geo., P.O. Brisbane in  and s (2)
Holmes  -,  Hughenden c 435 Hoy Peter, Belyando Hotel,  via  Clermont o
Holmes -  (lorryman), Townsville c 436 Hubers  F., Macalister c (2)
Holmes -,  Townsville c 437 Hubertson  Francis, Cunnamulla c
Holmes -  (dairyman) Townsville c 438 Hucking J., Nokundra, Thargomindah o
Holmes  E., Buderim Mountain Sugar Co., Moo- 439 Hudson Alfred, P.O. Charleville u k
loolah u k (2) 440 Hudson John  (carrier ), Betts Creek c
Holmes  Edwin, P.O. Toowoomba c 441 Hudson William, Maryboro h o c
Holmes E. G., P.O. Brisbane u k 442 Hue Charles, Upper Cape Gold Field c
Holmes J., Engineer's Department, Ipswich c 443 Huen J. (miner), Charters Towers c
Holmes J., Warwick o c 444 Hughes E. A., Lutwyche c
Holmes John, Engineer's Office, Ipswich c 445 Hughes Evan M., P. 0. Charters Towers u k
Holmes  P., Brisbane road, Gympie c 446 Hughes F., Mitchell c
Holmes S., Townsville c 447 Hughes J. A., Cunnamulla c (4)
Holmes  T., New terrace, George street, Brisbane c 448 Hughes Mrs. J. A., Petrie  terrace iii
Holmes T. (carrier), Townsville c 449 Hughes John M., Townsville o c
Holmes T., Townsville c (3) 450 Hughes M., St. Georg e c
Holmes T., One-Mile c 451 Hughes Owen, P.O. ockhampton o
Holrsea Walter, P.O. Adavatc u k 452 Hughes  R., Charters Towers c
Holmes W., Townsville c 453 Hughes Richard, P.O. Brisbane u k
H, It P., Yeppion •nad c 454 Hughes  Thoe.,  Bog a road c (2)
Holyman -, Tiaro c  455 Hughes  W. (carrier),  Hughenden, •
95;)
456 Hughes \V., P.O. Hughenden t
457 Hughes Win., P.O. Georgetown c and in (2)
458 Hughes  William (care of Presley), Mitchell c
459 Hugheston -, Eulo s
460  Huh Jas., 15-Mile Railway Branch, Cooktown c
461 Hubert A., Cloncurry road c
462 Hull :Mss Polly, P.U. Roma c
463 Hume W. H., Gympie c
464 Humphreys Miss (care of Johnston), Noorama Sta-
tion s
465 Humphrey P. A., P.U. Brisbane u k
466 Humphries Miss, Junction Hotel c
467 Humphries - (printer), Cairns c
468 Humphries - (printer), Townsville c
469 Humphries J., P.O. Taroom s
470 Hundtofte L., P.O. Townsville c
471 Hunn C., P.O. Mackay u k
472 Hunt -, Milton c
473 Hunt Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton c
474 Hunt F., Maryborough c
475 Hunt J., P.O. Brisbane u k
476 Hunt W. S., P.O. Brisbane u k
477 Hunter - (care of Greenup), Texas c
478  Hunter  E. Verdon, P.O. St. George c
479 Hunter F. C., Townsville c
480 Hunter  Mrs. J., Pine Hill o
481 Hunter J. Pine Hill c
482 Hunter  James N., iiawicb c
483 Hunter  Miss M. -\.. B,,N%en -.tre«•t 11,i-bane c
484 Hunter  Mrs. It., Wellington 11 ef, ('ha, ter,
Towers c
485 Hunter T., Charters Tort e, , „t
486 Hunter Mrs. W., Cooktow n
487 Hurley James, Logan roa 1
488 Hurley John, St. Helena-489 Hurley Thomas, Roma c
490 Hurtsberg A., P.O. Brisbane ,
491 Husband J., Cooper's Creek
492 Huston -, Nanango o
493 Huston Mrs. Mary, Castle Hill. T":' ].• ,llr
494 Huston W., Q.N.R. Station, Chit t, , Ttw r r
495 Hutcheon C., Wire-fence, Taroo,n
496 Hutchings  Charles, P.U. Taroon ,
497 Hutchings Miss Eliza , P.O. Brisb;,oe
498 Hutchings  John, Lucky Prop, Charter, T,- e, u k
499 Hutchinson  Mrs. Florence, South llri,banr o c
500 Hutchinson  John (carrier ), Pine Hill c
501 Hutchison  D., P.O. Brisbane c
502 Hutchison James  (care of  Sutherland), South
Brisbane f
Hutchison  O. R., P.O. Adavale c
Hutson James, Winton c
Hutton Mrs. John, P.O. Brisbane u k
Hutton Mrs. W., Gregory Terrace, Brisbane c
Huybers F., Chinchilla Station c (2)
Huybers Frank, P.O. Cunnamulla c
Hwale Miss M., P.O. Brisbane c
Hybers Daandine, Dalby c
Hyde Mrs. 1:I., P.O. Nundah u k
Hyden C., Townsville c
Hynes  John, Maryborough f
I.
INCE W. C. (care of  Bradley and Co.), Valley u k
Ingfer Herman , Boggo c
Inglis  John, P.O. Brisbane u k
Ingvall John (care of Toohey),  Brisbane +s
Inch Miss B., P.O. Queenton it k
Irvine Ferguson, P.O. Mackay c
Irvine kbl)ie (compositor), South Brisbane it k
Ier•iru FF' J.gris  C.  L. P.O. _llo.-)eu/ it /..
Irvine Fergus (1., Mackay o
Irvine G. W., Curriv,illingi Station ,
Irs ing David, i)rllalah Station it lk
Irving H. H., P.O. Ta,ul,(, ci,•, ing Win., Mitchell and Hon,a H- tcn-ion r
Irving W. H., Wickham street Valley c
Irving \1'. H.. Petrie terrace c
Irving W. 1I., Minnie 1)on us, Clerlnot,t e
Irvin J., Townsville c
Irvine Josh, Gy,npie c
Isaacs Charles, Bulin,ha c
I,bister F.. Gvmpie c
Isherwood Jli-s Margaret, P.O. Brisbane c
Tsles D. (s.s. Company), Brisbane u k
Jssitt Edward (care of Rrahant and Co.), BriShane c
J.
1 JACK James Bundaberg o c
2 Jackson -, Cairns c
3 Jackson ---- (produce  dealer ), Brisbane c
4 Jackson -, Brisbane road c
5 Jackson Mrs., Brisbane u k
6 Jackson Mrs. (care of Wilson), Boggo s
7 Jackson Mrs., Pine Hill c
8 Jackson Mrs., Stanthorpe s
9 Jackson F. D., Brisbane s
10 Jackson George (carrier), Bette Creek c
11 Jackson Harry, Eulo m
12 Jackson H. J., P.O. Brisbane u k
is  Jackson James, Petrie terrace u k
14 Jackson John  (care of White ,  carrier ),  Pine Hill c
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9, .I .o-k-.on L.'" i,, l i i .+ \ l ., •h„r",,; 1,
17 i.u;k,,,n I,or,i, and
18 Jackson Robert, Ipsss ich c
19 Jackson Mrs. Reuben, Charters Tower-; 6
20 Jackson H. H., Ipswich c
21 Jackson W., Adavale a
92 Jackson Will., Enoggera c
23 Jacobsen S., Gym ie c
24 Jacobson John, Miva Gundiah c (4)
2.i Jago -, Brisbane c
26 Jago John (commission agent), Valley c
27 James -, Woolloongabba c
28 James David, Brisbane c
29 James D. (fruiterer), Rockhampton s
30 James George, New Farm c
31 James Henry (carrier), Aramac c
32 James Joseph, Charters Towers c
33 James R.,
Gympie c34 James Samuel, Ashford's Hill, (ayrnpie c
35 James T. H., P.O. Brisbane c
36 James William (care of Mrs. Tighes), Brunswick
street c
37 James W., Tenn son, Mackay c
38 Jamieson Jno., James  street , Valley c
39 Jamieson Miss Mary (care of  Mrs. Deacon), Sand.
gate c
40 Jamieson Robert, Uickabram u k and c (2)
41 Jamieson Robert, Nogoa c
42 Jamieson William, Woolloongabba u k
13 I ane T., Charters Towers a
14 .I anvan John, Brisbane f
4:, .laver, B. C., AV olloongabba c
46 .tan-on f'.. H. R,ockhan,l,ton o
47 )ardine Jli„ (care of ITeurell), Bri.bane C
1. Jardine J. (lunr.). Brisbane c
49 .lardine'\\*n,. (I,luml,er). 1'.O. B,t.,baneit k
"0 T tr%i, 1,ic,tt. Colonel .1., P.O. ll,i,la.,ne f
:,l .I are i, W., Brisbane c
-,2  Ta,rgen C., Bri,baue c
.leti -ry H., 1'.O. Jlort•en o
31 .1,-tftev 11t•,. 1:.,  Al  (4ha o
lefferiee..1., lbs khaut p tor, c
ah .1 'fferie, 'i'., Wharf street, Brisb.o.. c
:,7 •l enkin, .1., Gympic c
.'t .leitki,,, J., Oue-Jlile, (ivtai,if.
'(9 .le,tki,,,  N. (carrier), .\ramac c
GO Jenkins R. P.. Brisbane c
61 Jenkins Will., P.O. One-Mile c
62 Jenner Mrs. Ellen, Crown street, Petrie tar, ace f-
63 Jenner E. W. A. (care of Mm-s. Francis), Solt(h
Brisbane c
64 Jennett M. or Mrs., P.O. Maryborough c
65 Jennings --,  K unga c
66 Jennings Geo. Nerang Creek c
67 Jensen -, liiaro c
68 Jensen Anders, Pie Creek road Gympie c
69 Jensen A., Gympie c
70 Jensen Christian, Pialba c
71 Jensen Christian, Charters Towers o c
72 Jensen Christian P., Long Bridge, Rockhampton c
73 Jensen Christy (care of Ash), Bunda Bunda, Saxby
River c
74 Jensen C., Weranga c (2)
75 Jensen C., Bog-go road c
76 Jensen Fred, Cooktown c
77 Jensen Jens, Ithaca Creek c
78 Jensen Julius, care of Burns, Philp, and Co. c
79 Jensan J. M. Gympie s
80 Jensen M., Townsville c
81 Jensen Mrs. M. Keroline, Long Bridge, Rockhanrp
ton c
82 Tenet, Neil, C.,Harbour, Bundaberg c
83 .) ensen N. ('., Townsville c84 Jensen Neil, ihawker ). Tiara c
tt) Jenter. Mr,. Hugh. Bnndaml,a c
81;  .1epa... Thous:+,, Jlile, c
7 levees Frank. P.( . Blackall c
.S .lih,utear 1,.. P.O. Winton c
rttt .1iut111\ Al, Chong, Emerald c
10 .iinks AVilliau,, Mo,•al,v c
91 .Tocke]„o„ r0,)i,ev street, MI.rtytlo, 'ugh C
92 .Toha,t,oii Charles (carter),  Mackay  c93 I nhu Al. Tsang (farnter), Tirana c
94 loh,t, Mrs. Ann'-. Charter, Towers o c
9. Toht„ Emil F. H. (engineer), Mount Cotton c
91; l olin, (, eor•ge, Capella c
97 .T ohm, (:., (%vmisie c
9t' fobs (r., "Io,ntan s Paddock. ('barter, Towers c
99 .1oln,s Rrtdolf, P.O. Biro daher•s; c
100 Johnsen Jolla, (schooner "Just in Time "), Towns-
ville f
101 Johnson -, John,onian Club, Brisbane c•
102 Johnson -, P.O. Pentland c
103 Johnson Mrs. (care of 'Mrs. Costin), Brisbane it k
104 Johnson B., Eliza terrace, lied Hill c
105 Johnson C., Elizabeth street, Gynrpie c
106 Johnson Mrs. E. (care of Mrs. Dunstan), Charter]
Towers c
107 Johnson Mrs. E., William street, Rockhampton c
108 Johnson Fred. (fencer ), Mitchell c
109 Johnson Henry E., Mount Morris Station c
110 Johnson James,  Gunnawarra Station ,  Herberton
uk
111 Johnson John, Goondiwindi o c
112 Johnson  Josh (carpenter ),  Cooktown e
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113 Johnson J., P.O. Brisbane c 13 Karey Mrs. Mary ,  Lockey Creek ,  Ipswich c
114 Johnson J. R., Stanley street, Woolloongabba c 14 Karrey David, Rockhampton c
115 Johnson J. R. (smith ),  Maryborough o c 15 Kathahutty Podeeingho, No .  126  Hosnebush,  Mackay f
116 Johnson Peter ,  P.O. Brisbane c 16 Kavanagh  - (care of Smith ),  Walker 's Pocket c
117 Johnson Robert ,  P.O. Ipswich c 17 Kavanagh Miss, P.O. Brisbane u k
118 Johnson Thomas, Townsville c 18 Kay David ,  Irwin Bank ,  Wild River f
119 Johnson Thos., Surve y  Camp, Bald Hills c 19 Kay F. J., Ravenswood o
120 Johnson Mrs. T .  J., Receiving Office, Cedar Creek 20 Kay Wm., Macalister c
c (2) 21 Kay Wm., Miles c
121 Johnson W. (care of Robertson ),  Spring Hill c 22 Kealey F, P.O. Cloncurry c
122 Johnston Mrs., Walker street, Maryborough c 23 Kean John, Charters Towers u k
123 Johnston Alexander ,  Bundaberg c 24 Keaney J., West street ,  Rockhampton c
124 Johnston A., Adavale c 25 Keane J .,  Douglas street ,  Enoggera c
125 Johnston Charles, Meat Preserving Co., Queens- 26 Kean P., Perth street, Toowoomba c
port c 27 Kearney  -,  W.R. Extension, Mitchell c
126 Johnson C., Jericho c 28 Kearney James, Lockey Creek c
127 Johnston G. A., Ferry street ,  Maryborough c 29 Kearney P., Bolsover lane, Rockhampton c
128 Johnston James, Hargrave road, West End c 30 Keating  Edward ,  P.O. Bowen c
129 Johnston John ,  Cunnamu lla s 31 Keats 1': ,  Albert Sawmills Crows  Nests
130 Johnston Mrs. M .  M., Charters Towers c 32 Keatz W .,  Alfred street, Valley
131 Johnston Ro be rt J .,  Meat Preserving Co., near 33 Ked Mo, Brisbane c
Southport c 34 Kee Chon ,  Westwood c
132 Johnstone C., Mount Pleasant road ,  One-Mile c 35 Keedle John, Mount Morgan s
133 Johnstone Miss Ellen  (care of Blaney ),  Toowoomba o 36 Keefer D., Nive Downs c and o c (2)
134 Johnstone Mrs. E .,  Boundary street ,  Brisbane c 37 Keegan John  (care of O'Rouke ),  Beta c
13.5 Johnstone  George, P .O. Brisbane o c 38 Keegan John Thomas  (carrier Morven c
136 Johnstone M., Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c 39 Keegan John  (care of  Irwin), [East Canning street u k
137 Johnstone T., Gympie c 40 Keenan W. J., Apollonian Vale, Gympie c
138 Johnstone W. A., Clermont s 41 Keer J., Mentone c
139 Jolly -, Eight -mile Plains c 42 Keid J. H., Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c
140 Jolly  -,  Homemead c 43 Keighley E. C., P.O. Charters Towers c
141 Jolly David, Sandgate c 44 Keillaher T., Charlevi lle c
142 Jolly D., Homemead ,  Eight -mile Plains c 45 Keirse Miss Kate, Toowoomba o
143 Jones  -,  near Old Gaol ,  Rockhampton c 46 Keith A., P.O. Townsville c
144 Jones  -,  DrIllham c 47 Keith Mrs. W. (care of Jas .  Keith ,  Hurford's Flying
145 Jones Arthur  " Bristol Cottage ,"  Spring Hill u k Gang ),  Gympie Railway c
146 Jones A. P.,  k O. Brisbane o c 48 Keith J., P.O. Toowoomba c
147 Jones A. R., Bunda berg c (2) 49 Kellar Miss ,  Toowoomba c
148 Jones Mrs. Bella ,  Queenton c (3) 50 Kelleher Denis, Maryborough u k
149 Jones David  (miner), Charters  Towers o c 51 Kelliget M., Mackay c
150 Jones D. R., Reedy Creek Station, Mount Co rn ish c 52 Ke lligher Thomas ,  Bunda Station c
151 Jones Miss Eliza ,  Milton c 53 Kelleher Denis, Nive Downs Station c (2)
152 Jones Mrs. E .  Oxford street ,  Rockhampton c 54 Kelley  --,  P.O. Nanango c
153 Jones F. (carrier ),  Pine Hill c 55 Ke lly Mrs .,  State School ,  Townsvi lle u k
154 Jones Harold ,  Cumkillenbar ,  Dalby u k 56 Ke lly Alfred  (painter ),  P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
155 Jones Mrs. Helen ,  Day Dawn Ridge ,  Charters 57 Kelly Miss Charlotte ,  P.O. Townsvi lle c
Towers c (2) 58 Kelly Mrs .  H. T., Wellington Reef, Charters
156 Jones Henry , Rogers  street ,  Brisbane o c Towers c
157 Jones Hy. (late of Derby ),  P.U. Brisbane a 59 Ke lly Mrs .  Helena, We llington Reef, Charters
158 Jones John  0., P.O. Charters Towers m Towers c
159 Jones John Wm .,  Riverside ,  Rockhampton o c 60 Kelly J., P.O. Townsvi lle c
160 Jones J., Townsville c 61 Kell J.  B. (care  of Curley ),  Lagoon Pocket,
161 Jones J., Rockhampton c
llyy162 Jones J., One-Mile c 62 Kel J .  J., Blackall c
163 Jones J. A., Howard Estate, Maryborough c 63 Kelly Jas .,  Nive Downs c (2)
164 F (care of YounJones J Bros ) Kalainia64 Kelly John  (carrier ) Morven c. g . ,. ,Ayr u k 65 ,Kelly John ,  P.O. Townsville s
165 Jones J. R., Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c 66 Kelly Lena ,  Emerald o
166 Jones Miss L. (care of Holliman ),  Logan road c 67 Kelly Miss M., Gill street Charters Towers c
167 Jones Miss M., Waterloo, Valley 68 Kelly Mrs. M .,  Charters 'l'owers s
168 Jones Mrs. E .  J., Norfolk road ,  Brisbane c 69 Kelly Martin ,  P.O. Nanango c
169 Jones Miss M .  L. A., P.O .  Brisbane c 70 Kelly Owen ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
170 Jones P., Townsvi lle c 71 Kelly Peter ,  Glamorgan Vale c (2)
171 Jones Saliesin ,  Charters Towers c 72 Kelly Thos., Kanyan Station c
172 Jones Thomas, P.O. Rockhampton u k 73 Kelly W .  G. (trave lling  saddler), Mount Mar-
173 Jones Thomas ,  Pine Hill m garet s
174 Jones T., Pine Hill c 74 Kelly William, Cape River ,  140-Miles c
175 Jones Wil liam ,  Chatsworth o 75 Kelly William ,  P.O. Ravenswood c
176 Jones W., Victoria Plantation, Herbert River s 76 Kelso James (carrier ),  Bohle River c
177 Jones W. B., Mackay t 77 Kettie Miss M., P.O. Brisbane s
178 Jones W.  0., Gympie c (2) 78 Kendal Miss Eliza, P.O. Townsvi lle u k
179 Jonnas W. Augustus, Bundaberg c 79 Kenda ll A. J., Bendena Station c
180 Johnstone Miss Jessie ,  P.O. Brisbane c 80 Kendall C., Stanley street east ,  South Brisbane c
181 Jordan H., P.O. Bollon s 81 Kendrick Mrs. T .,  Newtown Ipswich c
#182 Jordan Mrs. J ., (care of Mrs. Lanyon), 13-Gang, 82 Kencally Miss  (dressmaker ), Warren street c
Clermont c 83 Kenna Patrick ,  Reserve, Gracemere c
183 Jorganson Hans, Clermont c 84 Kenna W .,  Gympie c (2)
184 Jorgensen C., Gympie c 85 Kennedy Mrs. A., Brisbane o
185 Joromon John ,  Ravenswood c 86 Kennedy J., Gympie c
186 Joselle  -,  Richmond, Mackay c 87 Kennedy J., Cardwe ll c
187 Jewell W. H., Upper Cape c 88 Kennedy J. A., Cardwe ll c
188 Joyce Festus  (care of Ram and  Co.), Mitchell c 89 Kennedy Jno., Hilton road, Gympie c
189 Joyce Mrs. M .,  Goodna c 90 Kennedy John (care of Scanlan ),  Woo lloongabba c
190 Judd E. P., P.O. Brisbane s 91 Kennedy T., Sturt street, Townsvi lle s
191 Judd F .,  Bulimba Wharf u k 92 Kennedy T., Townsvi lle c
192 Juncker August, P .O. Brisbane n z 93 Kennedy Thomas ,  Townsvi lle c
193 June Charlie  (care of Thomson ),  Jericho c 94 Kennedy W., Wickham street, Brisbane c
194 Jung Boy Emerald c 95 Kenney Miss, Don River c
195 Jurgins Claus, Bowen  C 96 Kenneth Miss, White Horse ,  Gympie c
97 Kent Mrs .  Catherine ,  Toowoomba o
98 Kent Harry ,  P.O. Rockhampton c
K. 99 Kenny Mrs .  M., Marybo rough c
100 Keogh H., P.O. Townsvi lle c
1 KAARUS Mrs. P., Ann street,  Valley c 101 Keogh Patrick ,  Weranga c
2 Kachel Gotlieb Rosewood o c 102 Keogh Thos. ,  Cooktown o c
3 Kachell Miss  d., Blacka ll $ 103 Keppert C. (selector), Plain Creek c (2)
4 Kadwe ll -,  Ann street ,  Brisbane c 104 Ke rn ey Mrs .  E, Bolsover lane, Bockhampton c
5 Ka ffel Wi lliam P.O. Brisbane c 105 Kerr Miss M. A., Excelsior Hotel ,  Brisbane c
6 Kaiser C.  M., 'Voolloombilla 106 Kerr Wm .,  Alfred street ,  Valley c
7 Kalany Soore  Geyandi* Appou, Wirulernnere Plaata 107 Kerr Wm .,  East Brisbane c
Lion, Bundabery f 108 Kewin Patrick  (care  of McPherson ),  Amby Downs
8 Kalway -, Paddington c Station m
9 Kane Mrs. R., Mitchell o 10'J Kewin Miss Fanny, P.O. Townsville c
10 Kane Thomas ,  Kilkivan Railway o 110 Kettel Thomas ,  Adavale c
11 Kantz Jos., Brisbane f 111 Kettle  - (carrier )), Westwood c
12 Kappen  -,  Ferry lane ,  Maryborough e 112 Keys John , Warilda s
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113 Keyser Miss Kate, P.U. Brisbane c 25 Lamph Patrick, Lutwyche c (3),
114 Kibble J., Enoggera road c 26 Lanaghon M., Oxley c
115 Kidd Mrs. J., P.O. Brisbane e 27 Lander  Miss  Wilton House Bowen  terrace c
116 Kiernan E., Eight-Mile, Railway Line c 28 Landergeld Adam, Adavale o
117 Kit Fred., Mitchell o 29 Landers Mrs., Sandy Creek c
118 Kirfoyle Thos., Galway Downs o 30 Landrigan M., Oval, Enoggera road c
119 Kilkelly Michael, Glamorgan Vale c 31 Landy J., Redcliffe Tambo c
120 Killoran Mrs. P.O. Queenton o 32 Lane Mrs., Berry street, Spring Hill c
121 Killeen in i3ridge*t P.O. Maryborough c 33 Lane -, Victoria street, Brisbane c
122 Killeen  Mrs. Mary, Gympie o 34 Lane Bernard  Macrossan 's Bridge o
123 Killeen Pat. (care of F. H. Bonne,) P.O. 15-Mile, 35 Lane Henry, kO. Brisbane u k
near  Cooktown c 36 Lane T., Charters Towers a
124 Kilpatrick James, Dalby c 37 Lang - (care of Paterson and Fitzgerald),  Bris-
125 Kim Sue, Adavale c bane c
126 Kindness  James  (joiner ), P.O. Brisbane s 38 Langdale Thomas (printer), Brisbane c
127 King Mrs., Genoa street, Maryborough c 39 Langden J., Apollonian Vale c
128 King Allan (groom), Brisbane o c 40 Langdon N., Ravensworth s
129 King Arthur,  Sandgate o 41 Langelier Capt. J. F. B. (care of Green), Valley u k
130 King C. W. (surveyor), Guinbah, Warrego River s 42 Langer E., Yellow Waterholes, Maryborough road c
131 King G., Ravenswood c 43 Langford W., Alfred street Valley c
132 King  Geo., Ravenswood c 44 Langlands Thomas (printer), P.O. Brisbane o c
133 King Herbert M., Warwick c 45 Lanham -, Dillalah c
134 King  Isaac ,  Surfa ce Hill ,  Gympie c (3) 46 Lanigan Richard, 17-mile Camp, Cooktown Rail-
135 King J. J., Blackall c way c
136 King James, Blackall c 47 Lannam H., Ingham c
137 King James,  Stanley street , South Brisbane u k 48 Lannan W. C. and Co., Bundaberg s
138 King Thomas (storekeeper), Townsville as 49 Lapworth -, Victoria street, South Brisbane c
139 King W., Normanton s and c (3) 50 Larens P., South Brisbane c
140 Kingsbury George, P.O. Arainac u k (2) 51 Larkin Michael (timber- etter) Cooktown o c
?141 King Yeen, Townsville c 52 Canner Mrs. (care of Beddoe) Bindango Station c
142 Kinsel T., P.O. Charters Towers c 53 Larner Miss M., P.O. South irisbane m
143 Kirby Charley, F.U. Cloncurry o .i4 Larrard - (accountant), Queen street, Brisbane c
144 Kircher J., Ipswich c 55 Larsen Lars, Tiaro c (2)
145 Kirk George, P.O. Upper Cape c 56 Larsen Neils E. (farmer), Laidley c
146 Kirk Miss Mary, P.O. G mpie u k 57 Larssen Andrew, Kalkie Bundaberg c
147 Kirkpatrick F., Kedron Brook  (3) Latham W., Brisbane o148 Kleatker C., Kolan c 59 Latz Friedriech Boggo o c
149 Kleatker L., Kolan c 60 Lauchlan Was. (draper), Spring Hill c
150 Klein C.,  Klein  Siding c 61 Laughton E., Monkira c
151 Kuaggs George, P.O. Charters Towers c 62 Laurance Mrs. Thos., P.O. Brisbane u k
152 Knapman and Smith, Plain Creek c 63 Laurence A., Townsville o
153 Knapman H., Walkerston c 64 Laurence Franklin, Telegraph Office, Norwood o
154 Knapp Thomas, Burenda Station c 65 Laurence T., Gympie c
155 Kneath Andrew  (care  of John Parkes) Maryburough 66 Laurie W. A. P.O. Cloncurry u k (3),
u k 67 Lauson Carl, Townsville o
156 Knight H., Ravenswood o 68 Lawler -, Burenda c
157 Knight W., Queen  street,  Brisbane u k 69 Lawler Mrs. E.  B., Brisbane c
158 Knip e  Charles, Dalgonally ,  Cloncurry in 70 Lawless John,  Hughenden s
159 Knoker  H., Townsville c 71 Lawless S., Stanthorpe c
160 Knopke E., Stanthorpe c 72 Lawlin J. H., Stanley  street , South  Brisbane c
161 Knopke J. L., Laidley c 73 Lawlor  -,  Boundary  street, Spring Hill c
162 Knott B. H., Thargomindah s 74 Lawlor Mary Jane (care of Hood), Burenda Station o
163 Knott W. H., Francis  street , Kangaroo Point c 75 Lawlor W., Burenda c
164 Knowles Thomas,  Brisbane c 76 Lawrance Mrs., P.O. Townsville c
165 Knox  M., Brisbane o 77 Lawrance Charles, Townsville c
166 Knox W., Charters Towers c 78 Lawrence Mrs., Spring Hill c
167 Kohler J., West End c 79 Lawrence -, Lutwyche c
168 Konchloshie John, Maryborough c 80 Lawrence Charles, P.O. Townsville c
169 Kong On and Co., Port Douglas c 81 Lawrence F. (carrier), Hughenden c
170 Kong Sung ,  Hughenden o c 82 Lawrence Harry (German Harry, hawker), Win-
171 Kong Woh  On, Cairns c dorah s
172 Kong  Yak, Cairns c 83 Lawrence Henry, P.U. Townsville u k
173 Koob F.,  P.O. Tinana c 84 Lawrence Mrs. J., Waterford c
174 Koon Lan ,  Langlo Publio -house c 85 Lawrence John, Consuelo,  Rolleston c (3)
175 Kosniski  A., Montague  road, Hill End c 86 Lawrence William, kodney Downs Station u k
176 Kosler  Mrs. Caroline ,  P.O. Maryborough c 87 Lawrie William Alexr., P.O. Townsville u k
177 Krager  Mrs. Logan road c 88 Laws Mrs., P.O. Stony Creek c
178 Krause L., 1ownsville 89 Lawson  F., Charters Towers c
179 Krew Miss E., P.O. Mackay f 90 Lawson Mrs. J .  C., Maryborough u k
180 Kroning Otto, Walloon State School c 91 Lawson ,  Robert ,  St. Lawrence c
181 Kruck M., Dugandan c 92 Lawson Robert, Adavale s
182 Krunn A., Mackay s 93 Lawson W. R., Queenton c
183 Kuhlke George Heinrich ,  Brisbane u  k] 94 Lawther Mrs. A. (Star Family Variety Troupe),
184 Kuinen  Miss Jane,  P.O. Rockhampton c Isisford c
185 Hussen Z. Rockhampton 95 Lax Mrs. J., Bond street, West End c
186 Kyhl H. '] ., Gympie f 96 Laycock -,  Fortescue street ,  Brisbane c
187 Kyensankie A., South Brisbane c; 97 Lea Wm., 24-Gang Stanley Creek c
98 Leah B., Toowoomba c
99 Leach Robert, Windorah in
L. 100 Learson Mrs. C., P.O. Cairns s
101 Leary  Henry , P.O. Brisbane o c
1 LABATT -, Betts Creek c 102 Leary Michael, Melbourne  street , South Brisbane c
2 Labutt P.,  Charters Towers c 103 Leather T., Rochdale  Station ,  Taroom c
3 Lalrun ung  Mrs .  Jane ,  Rockhampton c (2)
r
104 Leavers Wm. (fruiterer), Leichhardt  st re et ,  Brisbane c
4 , Peak Downs cLacey J 105 Leavey James, P.O. Cloncurry o
5 Lacy Dyson,  Brisbane c 106 Lebin Mrs., Milo Station, Adavale u k
6 Lafrentz M., Union street ,  Spring Hi ll e 107 Ledger T. A., P.O. Roma s
7 Lahaan P .,  Farleigh Estate c 108 Lee  Mrs., near new  Gaol, Rockhampton c
8 Lahey John (blacksmith), Pine Hill c 109 Lee -, Brunswick  street ,  Brisbane c
9 Laimar F .,  Rockhampton s (2) 110 Lee  R., P.O. Brisbane u k
10 Laing George, P.O. Brisbane o c 111 Lee F. R., Roma o
11 Laing James ,  Pilot  Station ,  Cooktown a 112 Lee George, Hanley's Hotel, Donnybrook, Roma c
12 Laing Peter ,  Townsvi lle c 113 Lee Mrs. Gertrude, P.O. Ipswich u k
13 Laird James (head gardener), Botanical  Gardens, 114 Lee Mrs. John , Brisbane o
Brisbane c 115 Lee John (fruiterer ), Dalby c (2)
14 Lairue  Miss  Annie  P.O. Mackay u k 116 Lee  Patrick, Nanango o
15 Lamb - Red Will c 117 Lee Robert E. (Matthews ' Great World Circus),
16 Lamb E., Townsville c Brisbane s
17 Lamb F. (care of Wills), Mackay c 118 Lee W. (tin miner), Stanthorpe c
18 Lamb Henry, Townsville f 119 Lee W. A., Boundary  street , South Brisbane c
19 Lambert  Edgar , Mitchell o c 120 Leech Mrs. Thos., arters Towers s
20 Lambert  Frederick ,  St. George  Hospital o 121 Leeding George  (hotel -keeper ),  Brisbane c
21 Lambert  .T., Strand , Townsville c 122 Lee Foo On, Mackay c
22 Lambert S., Warwick c 123 Lee Mook Jie, Ipswich c
23 Laming  R., Gympie c 124 Leen Quey  (care  of Wall  Lee), Cairns c
24 Lamolte  George ,  Goedooga ,  via WalgAtt s 125 Lee Yet  Shan,  Cairns c ; .,
101
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126 Lee Young, Mackay o c r229 Lorner John, Morinish c
127 Leffler W., Boma a 230 Loryme Thomas, Cambooya c
128 Leman Samuel E. (care of Beal and Co.), Brisbane c 231 Lox William Roma o
129 Ledge Phil P U. Normanton s a (6) 232 Lou Wellcamp chlin and Co
130
., .
Leach - (oyster saloon), Brisbane c 233 g .,Lou Gall, Windorah c
131 Leighton James, Tharwa c 234 Lourigan Thomas, South Coast Railway, near brii-
132 Leiseman Rudolf, P.O. Fernvale f bane c
133 Leisham Miss Harriet (care of Henry Joseph) 235 Warwick cthe HospitalLoury R,
Gympie c 236 ,.,Love A. G., Burketown s (2)
134 Leisham  Miss  Jessie, P. U. Brisbane u k 237 Love Miss J. D. (s.s. "Doruuda "), Brisbane it k
135 Leitch Darid, P.O. Brisbane u k 238 Lovedale C., Townsville c
136 Leitz -, Railway Hotel, Roma c 239 Lovedale Mrs. Mary, Toowoouiba c
137 Leman Alexander, Cooktown o c 240 Lovell -, Gregory terrace c
138 Leman Alexander, P.O. Brisbane in 241 Lovell C., Sandgate c
139 Lemerson William, Canterbury c 242 Lovell  Miss  Nellie, P.O. Cooktown in
140 Lemmon J. H., Cunnamulla s 243 Lover - Townsville c
141 Len C. F., Coorparoo c 244 Loveridge k t P.O. Brisbane u k142 Lenahan  Miss  (care of Mrs . Kelly), Valley c (2) 245 Loveridge Elias, P.O. Normanton f
143 Lenahan W., I.M. Gaol, Townsville o 246 Loveridge J., P.O. Ipswich c
144 Lenehan D., Cork Station c 247 Lovesy John, Capalaba c
145 Lenham George (care of Morgan ),  Brisbane road a 248 Lovett Master Edward (care  of Butler, Rath, and
146 Lenbam W., Townsville c Downey), Logan River c
147 Lerman Captain (brig "Julia M. Avery"), Towns- 249 Lowe Mrs. A. M., (hotel-keeper), Mackay c
ville s 250 Lowe J. (tinsmith), Charleville c
148 Lennan Captain, P.O. Cairns s 251 Lowe Palmer, Brisbane c
149 Leon H. W., Bundaberg c 252 Lowe Robert, Maryborough c
1.50 Leonard E. A. (surveyor),  Ingham c 253 Lowry T., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
151 Leonard P. C., Townsville c 254 Low Sea, Maryborough s
152 Leong Ah Yek, Gympie c 255 Lowther Thomas, P.O. Cooktown f
153 Leong Hay Sing Port  Douglas c 256 Loyal John, Thargomindah c
154 Leovdick John, J3owen Downs c 257 Loynne Thos., Greenmount c
155 Le Pla R., P.O. Townsville c 258 Loyynes James care of May), Valley c
156 Leppin - Townsville c 259 Lubisch Karl, P.O. Rockhampton f
157 Lergessner 'k. Lutwyche 260 Luby R., Townsville c
158 Leslie Mrs . argaret, Ipswich c 261 Lucas J. R. (carrier), Clermont c
159 Letts and Laybutt (merchants ), Maryborough in 262 Lucas Mrs. Wm. G., Hospital, Brisbane c
160 Leveson -, Dalby c 263 Lucas W. E. (carrier), Clermont c
161 Leveson L. (ink  manufacturer ), Brisbane c 264 Luckman -, Sexton street, Petrie terrace u k
162 Levey and Co., Brisbane s 265 Luis A. (ship steward), Cooktown o c
163 Levey -, Wickham terrace c 266 Lumsden -, Oxley c
164 Levy T., Gregory  terrace c 267 Luneberr J. (shoemaker), George street Brisbane c
165 Lewis Albert, One-Mile, Gympie o 268 Lunn Miss Ann A., P.O. Brisbane o c
166 Lewis Abbott, Argentine c 269 Lupton J., Highgate Hill c
167 Lewis F., Apollonian Vale c 270 Lymburner Mrs., Burdekin River c
168 Lewis George, Palatine Hill, Gympie m 271 Lynch - (care  of Coolson), Bundaberg c (2)
169 .Lewis H, Charleville o 272 Lynch Edward, Adavale c
170 Lewis H ., P.U. Brisbane c 273 Lynch Edward, Monkira Station a
171 Lewis H.  V., P.O. Charleville o 274 Lynch F., Farrier's Creek, Connemara Station is (2)
172 Lewis J. T., P.O.  Jondaryan c
27
Lynch Mrs. J., Kent street, Rockhampton u k
173 Lewis L Ma borough c 6 P Roma u kLynch Jereh O
174
.,
Lewis M. L., P.O. Gympie  s 277 .., .Lynch Pat., (railway ganger ), Waterford c
175 Lewis Mosley, New  Terrace ,  Brisbane u k 278 Lynch  Miss Sarah  (care  of Mrs. Dunwoodie), Mul•
176 Lewis  Samuel , (care  of Ashman),  Pentland c grave Place, Spring Hill u k
177 Lewis  Thomas  (carrier ), Charters  Towers o c 279 Lynch T. F., Gairloch  Plantation c
178 Lewis W. (carriage  trimmer ), Paddington u k 280 Lynch Thos., Connemara  Station , Jundah s
179 Lewis Wallace Fortitude Valley c 281 Lynch W. Pine Hill c
180 Ley Mrs A V O Brisbane sP 282 Brisbane sne C i'L O
181
. ., .. .
Leyden Patrick, Bulimba u k (2) 283 .y ., .Lynn Mrs. W., P.O. Townsville c
182 Leyston  Jas Highgate Hill Brisbane c 284 Ipswich road South  Brisbane aLyon F D
183
., ,
Light  Mies E . P., P.O. Brisbane s 285 . ., ,Lyon James, P.O. Bundaberg c
184 Linden H., Gympie c (2) 286 Lyons Mrs., Ann street,  Brisbane c
185 Linderbery C. A., Yengarie c 287 Lyons Arthur, Royal Mail Hotel, Torrens Creek c
186 Lindsay J. S., Maryborough c 288 Lyons John, P.O. Brisbane u k
187 Lindsay W. H., Maryborough c 289 Lyons Myllo, P.O. Charters Towers c
188 Lindsey Elizabeth P.O. Oxley u k 290 Lyons Robert (solicitor), Bundaberg s
189 Lines Alexander, I oma c 291 Lyson Francis, Ipswich road c
190 Ling Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 292 Lythgoe Thos., P.O. Brisbane u k
191 Lingard James, Upper Edward street, Spring Hill c 293 Ly Tong, Hermit Park c
192 Linn Miss. (care of Mrs. Wellington), Maryborough c
193 Linnane Jas., P.O. Charters Towers m
194 Linney Frederick, P.O. Cook-town c X.
195 Lint Mrs., Hospital, Brisbane c
196 Liscombe A. R., North Comongin c 1 MAC Mies Bridget (care  of Marks), Dalrymple c
197 Lissant Mrs., P.O. Brisbane s 2 Mac G. M., Cloncurry c
198 Lister A., Maryborough s 3 Machon  Harry,  Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
199 Little Mrs., Mortimer street, Ipswich c 4 Mack Michael  and Caroline , Mutdapilly o c
200 Little C. R., Brisbane c 5 Maddigan Jno. Rockhampton c
201 Livingstone --, P.O. Mackay s 6 Maddox George (care  of Griffiths), Minnie Downs at
202 Livingstone  (merchant ), Charters Towers c 7 Madge Thomas, Helidon c
203 Livingstone A. M., Charters Towers c 8 Madsen  Hans , P.O. Bundaberg f
204 Livingstone A. R. (merchant), Charters Towers c 9 Magee B., Goodna c (2)
205 Livingstone  George,  Brisbane o 10 Mage T., Rockhampton c
206 Lloyd  Mrs.  (care  of Lloyd,  carrier ), Pine Hill c 11 Magner Edward, P.O. Brisbane u k
207 Lloyd --, Nundah c 12 Magoffin  Miss  (care  of Lloyd), Autboringa, Aug.a•
208 Lloyd J., P.O. Brisbane u k thella m
209 Lloyd Mrs. K., Gregory terrace c 13 Magoffin David, Authoringa Station o
210 Lobb Thos., Railway Works, Rockhampton s 14 Magoffin Esther L., Authoringa Station o
211 Lock John, P.O. Cunnamulla s 15M offin Kate E. (care of Lloyd), Authorin ,n
212 Lockhart Thos., Burenda c (3) Station o
213 Lockhart Thos., Augathella s 16 Maguire Miss E., Jerimbool Station, Darlii g
214 Lockhead Kate, Stanley street, South Brisbane o Downs s
215 Lockwood J. D., Cloncurry c 17 Maguire J., Herberton c
216 Logan Robert, Blackall c 18 Maher -, P.O. Brisbane s
217 Lonergan J., Nerang c 19 Maher Daniel, P.O. Blackall o
218 Lonergan John, Gairloch Sugar Co., Lower Herbert c 20 Maher D., One-Mile c
219 Lonergan -, Harcourt street, Valley c 21 Maher T., Rockhampton c
220 Loney John, Charleston, Johnstone River c 22 Maher Mrs., P.O. Pine Hill c
221 Long James, Bridge street, Valley u k 23 Mahon T., Clifton c
222 Long Mrs. M., One-Mile c 24 Mahoney Mrs. B., West street, Rockhampton c
223 Longley Miss P.O. Brisbane c 25 Mahoney Mrs. E., P.O. Herberton c
224 Loogon Miss 1'lary, P.O. Pine Hill c 26 Mahoney J. (care of McLochlan), Betts Creek s
22ii Lop-dale Harry, P.O. Cloncurry c 27 Mahoney Michael, P.U. Brisbane u  k-
226 Loppes Manoll Miguel (care of Capt. Aadem), Towns. 28Mahoney Patrick, Barker street, New Farm o c
ville c 29 Mah Sing Dey, Maryborough c
227 Lord -, Kalara, North Quay c 30 Maier George, Hospital, Brisbane c
228 Lord Alfred (wheelwright), Rockhampton u c 31 :flair Geo., P.O. Goondiwindi b
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32 Malcolm Andrew, McLeod's Creek in 127 Matthews Mrs. H .,  Mitchell c
33 Maley D., P.O. Hughenden c 128 Matthews John, Labour ,  Cooktown o c
34 Mall Miss Annie, St. George s 129 Matthews J., Merivale street ,  South Brisbane c (2)
35 Mallea Mrs. Carmelo  (Mary Peckham ),  Towns- 130 Matthews Theodore  (circus proprietor ),  Brisbane  in
ville u k (2) 131 Matthews T. H., Gympie c36 Mallen Henry  (coachman), P.O. Brisbane o c 132 Atatherson D., Rockhampton o c
37 Afallett T. D., Union Hotel, Three-Mile, Crocodile c 13.3Mathewson Aft  s. E.,  Bolsover street, Rickhamiton c
.38Mallet Thomas, Gympie c (2) 134 Matthews R., Cloncurry c
39 Mallow Sarah, Commercial Hotel, Toowoomba o 135 Mattie  --,  Townsville c
40 Malone Anthony J., Survey Camp, Logan Creek c 186 Maudsley J. B., Townsville; c
41 Malony H. M., Townsville e 137 llaurihan R. B., :Maryborough c
•12 Man  and Brown (selectors ),  Boomerang  Lagoon, c 138 Mauji Carmine, P.O. Brisbane f
•13 Manahan John, P.O. Rockhampton c 139 Maule Harry  (care of  Mrs. Neill ),  James street
44 Mauch Henry  (farmer ),  Yangan o c Valley c
45 Manion Al., One-Mile c (3) 140 Maunsell Geo., Bundaberg c
41; Manby -, Bowen terrace, Brisbane c 141 Mattnsell Peter, P.O. Townsville u k
47 Mann  - (painter ),  Charters Towers c 142 Mayor --,  Townsvi lle c
18 Mann George ,  Isisford c 143 Mayor  James  (care of Fisk  Fort),  Bowen c
49 Mann George N., Morven o 144 Mayor  James, Hughenden c
50 Mann J.,  Cattle Station , Nive Downs c 145 Mawby  R. (carrier ), F.O. Rockwood c
51 Mann J. S., Cattle Station , Nive Downs c 146 Mawdiley Mrs. Geo .,  East street ,  Rockhampton c
52 Mann R., Mackay c 147 Mawhinney  --,  Dungeness c
53 Mansell Mrs Countess  street Petrie ter-A 148 Maxton J. The Strand Townsville c. ,.,
race o c (2) 149 , ,May Mrs., P .O. Brisbane c (2)
54 Mansfield John ,  Millungera Station c 1.50 May  Jesse, Warwick c
. 5 Manson Thomas ,  Cloncurry u k 151 May  Mrs. M .,  Queenstou c
56 Mant G. B., Burketown c 152 May Richard E., Portland Station u k
57 Mantbe J. R., Emu Vale o 153 May  Thomas, Curriwillinghi s (3)
58 Manus Thomas, Shamrock Hotel 54-Mile Tank, St. 154 Mayhank Thos., P.O. Brisbane u k
George road a 155 Maybury Mrs. Ellen (care of Briscoe), Woorong
59 Man Yeck,  Cairns c Station, Roma u k60 Marcus E .  J., Warwick c 156 Mayfield  -,  Lutwyche u k
61 Marcusen J. P., European Hotel ,  Cooktown c 157 Mayes W. H., P.O. Stanthorpe c (3)
62 Mar Goo, Yengarie c 158 Mayen Miss Annie, Pine Hill a
63 Markerw Mrs. B .,  Bolsover street ,  Rockhampton c 159 Mayne E. A. Dunrobin o
64 Markham  - (care of Doyle ),  Pamerama Downs, 160 Mayne Joseph, Mount Morgan c
Floraville s 161 Mead Mrs., P .O. Brisbane s
65 Markham Michael  (care of Dunnet ),  Cashmere c (2) 162 Meade John  (carrier ),  Toowoomba s
66 Marks Henry, P.O. Isisford c 163 Meagher  Miss  M. (care of Ryan) ,  Hawthorne, Nc.w
67 Marks James  Cooper's Creek s Farm c
68 Marks Miss Raomi ,  Mount Cotton c 164 Meahers Edward, P.O. Brisbane c
69 Marks Peter H., Northampton  S tation, Barcoo 165 Meaney Miss Nellie ,  P.O. Brisbane a k
River u k 166 Mears M., Gympie c
70 :Marks Dr. K. (s. s. " Duke of Westminster"), 167 Medland Miss, Maryborough c
Brisbane u k 168 Medland Mrs. M .,  McAlister street ,  Mackay c
71 Marks William, Adavale Station s 169 Medley Joseph ,  P.O. Brisbane o c
72 Marley A. L., Stanthorpe c 170 Medlicott H. E., P.O .  St. Lawrence a
73 Marlor Charles, Hope street ,  South Brisbane s 171 Meeham George, Aramac s
74 Marr Thomas, Charleville s and o (2) 172 Meehan John (m iner ),  Charters Towers c
75 Marriott Mrs. A .,  P.O. Brisbane s 173 Meehan J. (labourer), Bundaberg c
76 Marry B., Townsvi lle c 174 Megaw  - (care of the Wardsman ),  Hospital,
77 Marsden Jas., P .O. Charters Towers c Rockhampton c
78 Marsden  J., Thomson  Estate, Brisbane c 175 Megaw David, Deepwater ,  vid  Roma c
79 Marsden  W., Thompson  Estate, Brisbane c 176 Megaw S., Pine Hill c
80 Marsh James  (farm labourer ),  South Brisbane o c 177 Mehrens Mrs. H .,  Toowoomba c
81 Marshall Mr. and Mrs., Toowoomba c 178 Meier C., Bundaberg c
82 Marshall Miss Alice L., P.O. South Brisbane o 179 Meiers J., Maryborough c
83 Marshall A. C., Toowoomba c 180 Meiklejohn Rev. Wm. D., Springsure c
84 Marshall  Charles, P.U . Townsville u k 181 Meissig Mrs., Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c
85 Marshall Mrs. F. A., Macrossan street, Townsville c 182 Meisner P., Townsville c
$6 Marshall ,James,  Townsville c 183 Meldon Martin ,  Highfields road c
87 Marshall J. A. and Co., Isisford c 184 Melhouse  Henry (carrier),  Pine Hill c
88 Martin  -,  Enoggera ro d c 185 Melrose Alt:s. Jane, Kedrora Brook c
89 Martin Angus (contractor), Bulloo Downs.,, 186 Melton E.  Townsville c
90 Martin Christopher, P.O. Roekham stein c 187 Melville 1-i. D., Townsville e
91 Martin Charley  (seaman ),  P.O. Brisbane o c 188 Melville Win., Victoria Mill s
92 Martin F., Gundiah Sawmills c 189 Melvin John, Macrossan Bridge c
93 Martin Harry, Lyndhurst  Station c 190 Men, Francis  (cook ),  Rockhampton o e
94 Martin Henry, P.O. Cloncurry c (3) 191 Mengen Jost ,  Highfields road c
95 Martin James (tminer), P.O. Charters Towers c 192 Mennie Miss, Valley c
96 Martin John ,  Tainbo c 193 Menzies  -,  Flinders street ,  Townsville c
97 Martin Mrs. J .  P.O. Charters Towers c 194 Menzies - Ipswich Boarding -house, Brisbane c
98 Martin J. C., Thompson Estate c 195 Menzies F., Townsville c
99 Martin Larry  (bookmaker ),  Rockhampton c 196 Menzies John, Bartley street ,  Spring Hill c
100 Martin R. H., Eagle Farm Junction c 197 Menzies Wm., Bartley street ,  Brisbane c
101 Martin W. G., Mackay o c 198 Menzies W. J., Townsville c
102 Martindale C. C., Clare Station, Clermont c 199 Menzies W. J. (accountant), Townsville c
103 Ernest ,  Eliza be th Downs, Bu rketown s andMart 200 Menzies W. J. (commission agent ),  Townsville c
y) 201 Mercer Alex., Paris  street , West End c
104 Martyn E. (care of O'Brien and Co.), Cumberland, 202 Mercer R. (carter), One-Mile, Gympie c
Georgetown s 203 Mercilla Michael,  Brisbane f
105 Alartyn Mrs. M., Brisbane c 204 Meredith C. R., Brisbane o
106 Mason  C., P.O. Ipswich c 205 Meredith John, Toowoomba c
107 Martin Valentine ,  P.O. Mungindi s 206 Merrifield J. (33 "Duke of Westminster  "),  Bris-
108 Massey -, Toowoomba c bane u k
109 Massey -, Hoi e Station, South Brisbane c 207 Merriileu ))  Zackariah, P.O. Tcnvnsville a k
110 Massey 1)., Y.U. Brisbane u k 208 Merriman  W., Cunnatuulla s (3)
111 Massey 1). K. (blacksmith), Kedron Brook c 209 Merritt  E., Dalby c
112 Massey T., P.O. Maryborough u k 210 Merritt Thomas,  (drover ),  P.U. Ipswich c
113 Massey William  (carpenter , s.s. "Duke of Buck- 211 Merritt Thomas,  (drover ), P.O. Dalby c
ingham") Brisbane u k 212 Merritt T. H., Crow 's Nest c
114 Massie  - (butcher ),  P.O. Brisbane in 213 Merry Geo., Mackay o
115 Masters M., P.O. Maryborough c 214 Metcalf E. L. (care of Gotfretson ),  Bowen c
116 Masters  T. H., P.O.  Maryborough c 215 Metcalf J. L., Brisbane s
117 Masterton Mrs. G. Nf., Townsville c 216 Metzla ff  Carl F .,  P.O. Cairns c (2)
118 Mather James, Townsville c 217 Metzger F. W., Brisbane c
119 Mathers Alfred  (care of Ramny, Gargett and Co.), 218 Mewing H., Nerang c
Mitchell Extension c 219 Meyers Thomas, Bullock Team, Blackall c
120 Mathews - , P.O. Herl,erton c :3'20 Mecco Liberxtto (seaman ), Cooktown u c
121 Mathews H., Torilla Station c '221 Mitchell  Mrs. R .,  Pine street ,  Ipswich c
122 Mathews John (Cingalese cook), P.U. Cooktown c 222Mitchell Mrs. A., Aland street, Charters Towers c
123 .Mathews T. A., P.U. Adavale s 223 Mitchell William P.O. Cairns c
124 Mathews T. H.. CCyinpie c 224 fliers Thomas (care  of Phillips), Surat c
12.5 '\1atson 'I'honiia;`, Riverview, 1 ekhanipti ii  c 225Miens Thomas, Charleville c
12G Mathews Albert (care of Mullay), Lat daborougli 226 Mier., Tlionsaa A. ,., Burencla Station, Mitchell c
Dou  11', is oruiantoti u k (2)  227 Miklitz -,  Fine  Mountain c
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228 Milan John, Rouia c 326 Moran John, Railway Workshops, North Ipswich c
229 Miledy Miss Maggie, P.U. South Brisbane c 327 Moran Miss Kate, P.O. Brisbane e k
230 Miles  Mrs., Cooktown o 328 Moran M., Queen' s Hotel  Cairns o
281 Miles  Mrs., Boundary street ,  South Brisbane c 329 Moran Richard, O'Connell Town o c
282 Miles  Capt .  Edward ,  P.O. Brisbane t 330Moran  Robert , Cloncurry c
233 Miles William, P.O. Cooktown c 331 Moramy Mrs. Bridget, Yengarie c
2.'# Milford Henry, (lreehdale , Twubo c 332 Moreley Edwin, Gundiah c
235 Millar  Adam, Mitchell c 333 Mo re field  John  (fisherman ), Rockhampton c
236 Miller -, Kenigo  street , Gregory terrace c 334 Moreton  H., Ingham o c
237 Miller -, Miles c 335 Morgan Miss, Oxley c
238 Miller Mrs., Maryborough a (2) 386 Morgan  A. A., Cairns c
239 Miller  Mrs., Macrossan ridge c 337 Morgan Ernie, P.O. Brisbane a
240 Miller  Mrs. C.,  Townsville c 338 Morgan  John, P.O. Brisbane u k
241 Miller C., Warwick c 339 Morgan John, P.O. Hughenden u k
242 Miller C., Nive Downs Station c 340 Morgan Joseph (care of Weeks), Brucedale,  Roina c
243 Miller Fred.,  Ballangeich Station,  Stony Point, 341 Morgan Pat, Gyympie c
Cooper' s Creek m 342 Morgan Peter, Gympie c
244 Miller Henry, Toowoomba c 343 Morgan P., Gympie c
245 Miller  H. Lelchhardt street ,  Spring Hill c 344 Morgan R., P.O., Enoggera c
246 Miller John Charles, P.O. St. George s 345 Morgan Thomas  (care of  Boyd), Nundah c
247 Miller Miss  Rysin ,  P.O. Brisbane u k 346 Morgan  Thomas ,  Betts Creek c (2)
248 Miller  R., Iilkivan Railway Line c 347 Morgan W. (carrier), Plane Creek c
249 Miller W., Mitchell c 348 Morgan W. P., Rockhampton c
2.50 Miller W,, Sonthpot t Hotel f 349 Morley E., P.O. Tiaro c
251 Miller Mrs. W. C., P.O. Brisbane it k 350 Morley S., Tiaro c
252 Milliken Mrs., Clermont c 351 Moriarty A. (care of Floyd), Gairloch Plantation o
253 Mills E., Tambo s 352 Morison Robert, Burketown in
254 Mills G., One-Mile c 353 Morison Roderick, P.O. Townsville u k (2)
255 Mills John T.,  Cootharaba  red, Gympie c 354 Morris -, Plane Creek c
256 Mills John Wishart (care  of Murray, Gas Works), 356 Morris Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
Townsville u k 356 Morris C. (selector),  cid  Homebush c
257 Mills J., Townsville c 357 Morris Chas. A., St. George c
258 Mills Stahlfort, Cleveland road c 358 Morris William, Geraldton c
259 Mi lls  S. (merchant ),  Mary lyorough c 359 Morris William (carrier ), Mitchell c
260 Mills  T., Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane c 360 Morris William  (carrier ),  care  of Skinner, Ada-
261 Mills W., Nundah c vale c
262 Mills W. J., Ann street , Kelvin G ro ve road c 361 Morris  W. (carrier ),  Horse Teams,  Adavale c
263 Milner  Miss Eliza ,  Rockhampton o c 362 Morris  W. i Toowoomba. c
264 Milner  Mrs. S .,  Ann street , Valley c 363 Morrison  G., i.0. I with c
263 Milner T., Townsville c (2) 364 Morrison Joseph brig " Lady Mabel"), Roc
266 Milson R. R. (care of Broadie ), Nive Downs c hampton n z
267 Milton J., Lutwyche e 36.5 Morrison  Richard  Charters  Towers u k
268  Mimbrey  Thos .,  Rosewood Diggings c 366 Morrison W. T., +he Dee c
269 Mitchell  =-,  St. Leonards Estate c 367 Morriss --, Jordan's Hotel, Toowoomba 4
270 Mitchell  Mrs. Amelia ,  Aland street , Charters 368 Morriss  Oliver, P.O. Gympie u k
Towers c 369 Morriss Thomas  (carrier ),  Lynn  Station, George
271 Mitchell  C. J., Mantuan  Downs ,  Springsure c town c
272 Mitchell  Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Charters Towers c (2) 370 Morrow J., Laidley c
273 Mitchell E. V., Toowoomba o 371 Moraby Jas., Mount Morris c
274 Mitchell Mrs. John ,  Carriers '  Arms,  viii  Towns- 372 Mortimer R., Norwood c
ville u It 373 Mortison Miss, Mackay c
275 Mitche ll  Jno., Charters Towers road c 374 Morton Chas., Curriwillinghi s
276 Mitchell J., Wickham  street ,  Brisbane c 375 Morton Henry, Loganholme  c
277 Mitchell  J. E., Rockhampton o 376 Morton  M., 13 O.  Cairns a
278 Mitchell  Mark, P.O. Cloncurry u k (2) 377 Moscatt Alfred, P.O. Brisbane c
279 Mitchell  Richard, P.O. Gympie f (4) 378 Mossbye  James  (contractor ),  Gumbardo c
280 Mitchell  Thomas,  Newtown ,  Ipswich o c 379 Mossman  G., Rockhampton c (2)
281. Mitchell W., Sandy Creek,  Charters  Powers s 380 Moss  C., Cloncurry c
.282 Mitchell W. C., Maryborough c 381 Mott David Governor  Blacka ll  Hotel , Toowoomba
283 Maekfnrd II. (care  of McGhie , Luya, and Company), 382 Mould J., 14omebush c
South Brisbane c 383 Moule -, Eton e
284 Moffat  H., Elizabeth street ,  Brisbane c 384 Mow Lamb (cook), Johnstone River c
285 Moffat Jamee ,  Nive Downs c 385 Mouart Mrs. Annie,  Charters Towers c
286 Moffat  John ,  P.O. Townsville u k 386 Moxluain Mrs. Sarah Jane, Herberton c
237 Moffat P., Eight- mile Plains c 387 Moyes  Mrs., Tia ro c
288 Moffet  Andrew (farmer ),  Tiaro o c 388 Moyes H., Maryborough c
289 Mogan J., Red Hill One-Mile c 389 Moytan Edtatrd, Sandy  Creek  Arannac bad c
290 Mogford John,  l ad Aington c 390 Moylan E., Royal Mail Hotel, Aramac road c
291 Mohr  Henry ,  Bowen c 31+1 Moyle A., Roma
292 Mole  S., Townsville c 392 Moyr G., G pie c
293  Moll Fred., Blackall s 393 Moyne Josiah S., P.O. Tiaro u k (2)
294 Molloy John, Charlevllle o 394 Muck Chee Tong, Roma c
295 Molloy J., Pine Ridge, Did Rockhampton s 395 Muggler F., Laidley c
296 Molloy P., Newtown,  Ipswich c 396 Mujgleton  S., Burketown c
297 Molloy R . (care Ross and Dunbar ), Gold Creek c 397 Muir Mrs . G., P.O. Brisbane a
298 Molloy  Mrs. U .,  Police  Barracks ,  Mackay c 398 Muir Mrs.  R., Brisbane c
299 Molony  M., Roma c 399 Muir William, Goodna u It
300 Moloy Richard, Gympie c 400 Muir W. P.O. Georgetown o
301 Mottmann F., Woollongabba c 401 Muirhead  A. (care of Mrs .  Jackson ),  Stanley street
302 Monahan  John, Rockhampton c South Brisbane c
303 Monk Miss  Eliza ,  P.O. Townsville c 402 Muirhead  James ,  P.O. Rockhampton u k
304 Montgomery  - (saddler ),  Brisbane m 403 Muirhead Michael, London  Farm , Mooloolah u k
305 Montgomery Charles,  Rockhampton c 404 Muirhead W. A. (care  of Mrs . Jackson), Stanley
306 Moody Francis ,  Ravenswood u k street ,  South Brisbane c
307 Moody  Thomas ,  Townsville c 405 Mulhall  Miss Maria ,  Merivale street, South Bris-
308 Mooney  Miss  Mary ,  P.O. Brisbane o e bane o c (2)
309 Mooney  Miss  Mary (care of Mrs.  Webb), Southport o 406 Muller  Henry ,  Toowoomba c
310 Mooney T., Kedron Brook c 407 Mullen Mrs. C ., Constance  street, Valley c
311 Moore Mrs. Catherine, St. George Creek, Charters 408 Mullins B., Mackay c
Towers c (2) 409 Mullins  James ,Brisbane c
312 Moore  Georggee, Townsville c (2) 410 Mullins  J. P. (drover  in charge of travelling  stock),
313 Moore H .,  Bungeworgor*i Station, Roma c Advale c in (4)
314  Moore H., P.O. Mitchell u k 411 Mullins M., P.O. Betts Creek s
315 Moore John, P.O. Townsville u k 412 Mulvey Owen, Betts Creek c
316 Moore John, Little  Brunswick street , Valley c 413 Mumford Mrs., Happy Valley, near Lutwyche c
317 Moore J., Bulimba c 414 Munckton Henry, Aramac s
318 Moore J. (care Kilgour ),  Mount  Morris Station, 415 Munford David, Ann street,  Brisbane n
Langlo River in 416 Munro Mrs .,  Russell street, Brisbane u k
319 Moore  Miss Laura , Day Dawn Ridge, Charters 417 Munro Alex., Windorah s
Towers c 418 Munro John P Mitchell u kO
323 Moore Miss M.  J., Macro ssan  Bridge o 419
, . .
Munro William (care of Polglass and Co.),
321 Moore S., Blackall u k 'roowoomba e
322 Moore William (bookmaker), Charleville c 420 'Munro W. R., Bonibah, Georc*etown  in
323 Moore W., Ilerberton c 421 'Munroe James (care of Webber), Jay's Camp,
324 Monahan Mrs. Catherine, 'Metropolitan Hotel, Kyabra Station s
Mackay o 422 Murdoc Mrs. Catherine, P.O. Brisbane c
es, Un!on Camp, Hodgkin,on o s,nd32i Mora 423 'Murdoch Wm. (butcher), Rockhampton a cn (y)
424 Murphy -, Gumbardo c
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425 Murphy Mrs. South  Brisbane c I 51 McClean John Ewing (care  of Mathewson and Co.426
,
Murphy Mrs. Alice, Hughenden c photographers ), Queen street o427 Murphy A. (tailor),  Roma c 52 McCleary Andrew, Rockhampton u k
428 Murphy A., Red Hill, Gympie c 53 McClelland J. (bookseller),  Charters  Tnwevs in
429 Murph Miss  Bessie,  (care of  Corbett), Clara Creek 54 McClosky Salem,  Bundaberg o
hotel c 55 McCollum Miss Mary, Rockhampton o c
430 Murphy  Mrs. Ellen , P.O. Ipswich c 56 McConachy --- (innkeeper ), Mackay c
431 Murphy James S., Ayr c 57 McConachy B,, Mitchell c
432 Murphy John, P.O. Mackay c 58 McCondley Mrs. John, Townsville 8
433 Murphy John,  Springsure c 59 McConechy Mrs. B.  Pine Mountain v (2)
434 Murphy J., Nive Downs  Station c (2) 60 McConnell James, Townsville a
43.5 Murphy J., Grey  street ,  South Brisbane a (2) 61 McConnell J., Tiaro e
436 Murphy J., Valley Railway , Brisbane c 62 McCoombe D., Brisbane c
437 Murphy J., Twenty-three Mile, B. and M. P. Rail- 63 McCoombs Miss Eliza, Rockhampton a
way c 64 McCoy -,  West End c
438 Murphy J., Townsville c 0 McCoy Mrs. Jane, Petrie  terrace o c
439 Murphy Matthew, P.O. Ipswich u k 66 McCracken H., Clermont m
440 Murphy Peter,  Sandgate c 67 McCrea Mrs. R., Rockhampton c
441 Murphy P., Rockhampton c 68 McCredie W., Townsville c
442 Murphy P. P., P.O.  Brisbane c 69 McCulloch Alex., Yengarie o
443 Murphy  Mrs. P .,  Margaret street ,  Brisbane c 70 McCullock -, Glenroy c
444 Murphy R., Mitchell c 71 McCulloch M., Brisbane c
445 Murphy Mrs. S. J., Holybrook, near Ipswich e 72 McCulloch John, Brisbane u k
446 Murphy Thomas, P.O. Boma c 73 McCollum G., Albion  c
447 Murphy Wm., Dillalah a 74 McDade Wm. Janes, Bowen u k (2)
448 Murray -,  Plane Creek e 75 McDermott and Doherty, Rockhampton e
449 Murray Alfred, Donnybrook a 76 McDermott P,, Brisbane s
450 Murray Alfred D.,  Sandgate u k 77 McDonald At m., Toowoomba s
451 Murray Charles (stonemason ), Kynuna e 78 McDonald Airs., Rockhamptonc
452 Murray Frank, (care of Weale,  surveyor ), Comie- 7! McDonald r1 ., Nive or Tambo c
marra c 80 McDonald C. H., Normanby Reefs c
453 Murray Frank, Wilford Downs Station, Barcoo 81 McDonald D., Thargunuindah o
River a 82 McDonald Henry, Charters Towers c
454 Murray Henry, Mary  street , Gympie c 83 McDonald .1 ii*,  Petrie terrace c
455 Murray Mrs. Isabella C., 4-Gang, Mitchell line o e 84 McDonald .i. hn, Charters Towers s
456 Murray John, Mackay c 85 McDonald John,  Burketown c
457 Murray John, Victoria  street , Mackay o 86 McDonald Mrs. J., Wickham terrace o
458 Murray J. (drayma i), Mackay a 87 McDonald M., Blackall c
459 Murray J., Peak Downs, Clermont c 88 McDonald Robert, Rockhampton u k
460 Murray Mrs. L., Leichhardt  street, Brisbane o 89 McDonald Mrs., Beaulie  terrace c
461 Murray Mrs. M., P.O. Brisbane s 90 McDonough Miss Jane, Brisbane c
462 Murray W., Townsville c 91 McDougal Mrs., St. George a
463 Murrell Benjamin, P.O. Brisbane o c 92 McDougal  Miss ]Bella, Townsville a
464 Murrey Bruce,  Redfe rn  street , Ipswich road ii k 93 McDougall Mrs. M., Townsville a (2)
463 Murrey William, P.O. Rockhampton s 94 McDoule  --, .Baroo s
466 Murry J., P.O. Brisbane f 95 McDowell and Andrews .  Ingham e
467 Murtagh P., Mackay c 96 McDowell  --,  Ingham c
468 Myers H., P.O. Eulo c 97 McDowell W., Townsville is k
469 Mylna James, Lornsly, Charters Towers c 98 MoB agh Miss  Ann, Brisbane u k
470 Myre L. J., P.O. Townsville e 99 McE rlane James , Brisbane c
100 McEwan Mrs., Ipswich c
101 McEwan Miss D .,  Brisbane c
Ye. 102 McEwan John (care  of Mr. Walter Hay), Noosa
Heads  u k and m (4)
1 McADAM A., Gympie e 103 McFadden Miss A. J., Charters Towers c
2 McAdam F., Rockhampton c 104 McFaddon A., Blac ka' l e
3 McAfee Miss M. A., Maryborough o e 105 McFarlan A., R,ockha npton c
4 McAldon Thomas,  Brisbane a 106 McFarlan J. H., Brisbane m
5 McAleese Miss Margt., Rockhampton c 107 McFarlane Waterford c
6 McAlister Mrs., Charters Towers s 108 McFarlane ---, Lanark c
7 McAlister A., Mellum Creek o 109 McFarlane Archibald, Maryborough n z
8 McAlister Mrs. Grace, Pine Dill e 110 McFarlane Charles, Cunnantulla s
9 McAlister John, Warwick c Ill McFarlane J., Townsville a
10 McAlister R., Millchester c 112 McFarlane John, Fllangowan c
11 McAnn D., Miles c 113 McFarlane Robert W., Gymple u k
12 McArdle Thomas, Alpha c 114 McFerran  Charles, South Brisbane a (2)
13 McArdle  Thomas ,  Jericho c 115 MoGain F., Alpha  Station a
14 McArthurs E. H. (surveyor), Maryborough e 116 McGoun  Miss  Bridget, Rockhampton o c
15 McArtin  James, Cairns e 117 McGarvey  Peter, Brisbane u k
16 McArtney M., Alpha c 118 McGath Thomas,  St. Helena c
17 McAteer John,  Toowoomba o a 119 MeGauley Miss Jane, Ipswich  is  k
18 McAulay  Miss  Christina (care of Donald Miller, 120 McGaw T homas,  Nive Downs c
merchant ),  Bowen u k 121 McGeay Willie, Gundiah c
19 McAuliffe  F., Condamine c 14 McGee Captain J., Maryborough c
20 McAuliffe  J. D., Barcoorah c (2) 123 McGill C., W. R. Extension c
21 McAurthur Miss M. A. (care of Mrs. E. Lindsay), 124 McGill Edward,  St. George s
Townsville s 125 McGillivray And Co. G. and T.,  Surat m
22 McAvoy John, Blackall c 126 McGinness Miss Mary, Hamilton Hotel u k
23 McBarron  T., Hughenden o 127 McGintz Patrick,  Burenda a (2)
24 McBride James (carrier), Hughenden c 128 McGlynn John, Tambo u k
25 McBride S., Mackay c 129 McConnell J., Highfields c
26 McBride Mrs. S .,  Townsville a (2) 130 McGoun  Mrs., Brisbane e
27 McBride W. J., Eulo a 131 McGovern John,  Townsvi lle a
28 McCabe E., Cook-town a 132 McGowan  - (care  Mrs. Collier ),  Union street c
29 McCabe Mrs, John, South Brisbane e 130 McGowan Mrs. C. J., Brisbane e
30 McCabe  M.. Townsville e 134 McGowan  George ,  Maryborough e
31 McCaffrey W., Boolboonda in 135 McGowan Mrs. K. A., Brisbane c
32 McCall Duncan, Normanton c 136 McGraskin -,  Boggo c (2)
33 McCallum  J. (s.s. "Dt(ke of Argyle"), Brisbane u k 137 McGrath A., Boorara  Station m
34 McCallum J. C., Rockhaml Eton a 13b McGrath  Miss Annie ,  Brisbane a
35 McCann  F., North Bundaberg c 139 McGrath Ganger,  Bundamba c
36 McCann  Martin ,  Brisbane n a 140 McGrath M ichael  (labourer ),  Brisbane o e
37 McCarthy -,  East Brisbane e 141 McGrath  M., Gympie e
38 McCarthy  Mrs.,  Gym pie c 142 McGrath  Owen ,  Townsvi lle  is  k
39 McCarthy  Annie , Walloon a 143 McGrath  Pat., Brisbane o c
40 McCarthy Mrs. B.,  I wich c 144 McGrath William, Valley u k
41 McCarthy  Mrs. E ., Herbert River e 145 McGregor -,  Newstead a
42 McCarthy E. J., Monkland c 146 McGregor  Duncan .  Cunnarnulla m
43 McCarthy G. F., Brisbane m 147 McGregor  James. Townsville a c
44 McCarthy Harry, Charters Towers s 148 McGregor John,  Brisbane c
45 McCarthy  Honors ,  Brisbane o 149 McGroggan  Liazie ,  Brisbane u k (2)
46 McCarthy Jeremiah,  Brisbane u k 150 McGuffin James, Autharinga o
47 McCarthy John,  Brisbane f (2) 151 McGuinees D., Aramao c
48 McCarthy Michael,  Brisbane u k 152 McGuire -,  Hughenden e
49 Gympie c (2)McCarthy Mrs M 153 McGuire Q eorge mpie cG50 . .,McCauley --, 51" Whar f street e 154 y,McGuire Hugh, Brisbane c
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135 11cGuire Philip, Townsville s 328 McMillan Andrew, Marathon Station c
136 McHattie J. A., Blackall s 329 MeMillan A., Mackay c
157 McHughs -, Water street c 330 McMillan Mrs. A., South Brisbane c
1.58 Mclndry - Oakwood c 331 McMillan D., Cloncurry m
159 McInerney William, Brisbane n z 332 McMillan John, South Brisbane u k
160 McInnes Norman, Hughenden c and o (2) 333 McMorrow Hugh,  Ballandean f
161 McInnes Donald, Jundah c 334 McMullan Mrs. J., Lansborough Downs u k
162 McInroe Christy, Townsville o 335 McMullen J. (commercial traveller), Ipswich s
163 McIntosh Annie, Bowen Hills o 336 McMurdo -, Brisbane c
164 McIntosh James, Valley s 337 McMurty Robert, Brisbane u k
165 McIntosh J., Toowoomba c 338 McMain Jos. (care of Mr. Green), Cooktown c
166 McIntosh J., Paddington c 3.39 McMavin -boarding-house), Edward street c
Ro167 McIntosh W., Canmaroo c 340 ma c (2)McNally -,
168 McIntyre H., Brisbane u k 31.1 McNally Alexander, Charters Towers c
169 McIntyre James, Brisbane n k 342 McNally James, Stanley street o c
170 Mclvor James, Blackall c 343 McNally John, Bowen c
171 McKay Mrs., Cairns c 344 McNamara Miss, Brisbane it
172 McKay Miss Catherine, Maryborough o e 345 McNamara Edward, Roma u k
173 McKay Con., Palparara c 346 McNamara Stephen, Charters Towers c (2)
174 McKay C., Townsville c 347 McNamee Thomas, Charters Towers c
175 McKay David, Thornton o 348 McNaught -, South Brisbane c
176 McKay D. F., Rockhampton c 349 McNaught John, South Brisbane o c
177 McKay Edward James D Brisbane c
i
3.50McNaught J. (moulder), Grey street c
178 McKay James (painter ), M ilton c 351 McNeil H., Plane Creek c (2)
179 McKay J., Maryborough c 352 McNeill John, Blackall s
180 McKay John,  Brisbane c 353 McNelly -, South Brisbane u k
181 McKay John, Charters Towers c 354 McNerly Miss M., Clermont c
182 McKay Joseph, Brisbane u k 355 McNicholl Mrs. E. J., Boggo road c
183 McKay J., Hodgson c 3.56 McNeuna - (care of Dickins), Terrick Station c
184 McKay Robert,  Brisbane u k 357 McNiven -, Oxley c
185 McKay William (" Duke of Westminster "), Bris- 358 McParland J. (drover), Nive Downs c
bane u k 3.59 McPherson -, Gracemere c
186 McKay W., Maryborough c 360 McPherson Mrs., Wickham terrace c
187 McKee Mrs., Roma c 361 McPherson A. Innes, Brisbane it k
188 McKeerin Tom., Brinbah Station c 362 McPherson J., Gympie c
189 McKelvey Ross, Cloncurry o c 363 McPherson J., Rosemount c
190 1VIcKenner W., Cairns c 364 McPherson W. W., Nive Downs c
191 McKennon Neil, Gympie a 365 McPhie Allan, Herbert River c
192 McKenzie A., Malvern c 366 McRay James, Charleville s
193 McKenzie A., Brisbane n z 367 McRea John, Charters Towers c
194 McKenzie Andrew G., Carinda u k and c (7) 368 McRitchie A., South Brisbane c
195 McKenzie Duncan, Tiaro c 369 McRorie P., Goondiwindi c
196 McKenzie  Mrs. Duncan , Gootchie c 370 McSpadden Joseph, Townsville u k (2)
197 McKenzie J., Logan road m 371 McTavish Miss, Brisbane f
198 McKenzie J., Townsville c 372 Mc Vicar D., Wamfrmnderrj c
199 McKenzie J. H., Townsville c
200 McKenzie Roderick (carrier ), Greentree u k
201 McKenzie R. G., Charters Towers m N.
202 McKenzie T. G., Cooktown u k
203 McKenzie Wm. (labourer) Rockhampton o c (2) 1 NAHRANG C., Gundiah o c
204 McKenzie W. R., Etheridge c 2 Nailneu E., Saddler's Crossing, Ipswich c
20.1 McKeown Patrick, Toowoomba o c 3 Naish Mrs. H., Lutwyche c
206 McKeown P., Charters Towers c 4 Nale -, Valley c
207 McKeown P., Homebush c 5 Nall Robert, Fortitude Valley c
208 McKeown William, Toowoomba c and o c (2) 6 Nally Mrs. John (care of Fox and Sundly Broths.),
209 McKernane M., Thargmnindah a Lotus Creek u k
210 McKie G., Cloncurry c 7 Nally P., Brisbane s
211 McKiernan Frank, Rocky Creek o 8 Napp T. (care  of T. C. McMann), Mitchell Downs c
212 McKillop  Mrs., Brisbane c 9 Nash -, Junction Hotel, Logan c
213 McKimm R., Crocodile c 10 Nash J., Goodna c
214 McKinder J., Constantine Station u k 11 Nation Geo., Townsville o215McKinlay Aulity, Fairney View c (2) 12 Naughton Mrs., Charters Towers c
216 McKinley R. A., Winton c 13 Naughton T., Millchester Creek c
217 McKinnon Angus, Mitchell Downs c 14 Naughton W. jun. (care of Osburn), Charters
218 McKinnon J. (carrier), Charleville c Towers c
219 McKnight Mrs., Toowoomba c 15 Naylor -, Ipswich c
220 McKowan -, Toowoomba c 16 Neafe S., Lutwyche c
221 McKrow R. carrier), Hughenden road c 17 Neal Jonathan, Pyramid Plantation, Cairns u k
222 McLachlan Thomas, Black's Waterhole o 18 Neale T., West End e223 McLain F., Alpha Station c 19 Neale Amos, Toowoomba c
224 McLaren A., Isisford s 20 Neale Thomas, Cooranga c
225 McLaren H., Brisbane u k 21 Neale Thomas, Cooranga, Gayndah u k
226 McLaughlin J., Cooktown c 22 Neale Douglas F., P.O. Townsville u k
227 McLean  - (ss. " Benderwit "), Cooktownr c 23 Neale Thomas, Maryborough s
228 McLean  Miss  (care  of W. McGregor), Kangaroo 24 Nean James, Goondiwindi c
Point u k 25 Needam Miss K. B. (care of Agnes Power). Rock.
229 McLean D., Townsville c hampton c
300 McLean Mrs. D. (care of Brown and Co.), Bris- 26 Neelsson S., Townsville c
bane m 27 Neep Henry, Tiaro c
301 McLean Lachlan, Adavale o 28 Neil Edward, Little Ipswich c (2)
302 McLean S., Alpha c 29 Neil M., Eulo c
303 McLeard A., Hylands Station c 30 Neil W. R., Cairns c
304 McLeash Duncan, Oakey Creek c 31 Neill Alexander (care of John Collins), Townsville it k
305 McLeman George, Townsville u k 32 Neill Catherine, Brisbane u k
306 McLennan A., Rockhampton c 33 Nellsen C, H., G.P.O. Brisbane c
307 McLeod  Miss (care  of Mr.  Evans ), South Brisbanec 34 Neilsen Hans, Homebush c
308 McLeod A., South Brisbane c 35 Neilsen J. C., Maryborough c
309 McLeod A. C., Warwick c 36 Neilson J., Tiaro c
310 McLeod A. S., Thorgomindah s 37 Neilsen  Rasmine,  Five-Ypile Gate, Railway Line c
311 McLeod D. A., Broadsound c 38 Neilson -, Sandy Creek, Charters Towers o
312 McLeod G. (care of Garget and Co.), Killarney c (2) 39 Neilson Christen, Laidley c
313 McLeod H. M., Brisbane c 40 Neilson Mrs. C., Rockhampton c
314 McLeod W., Inglewood c 41 Neilson Hans, Denman's Camp, Pialba road
315 McLeod Mrs. W. F., Maryborough c 42 Neilson  Hans,  Pialba c
316 McLow Thomas, Goondiwindi m (2) 43 Neilson Mrs. Hans, P.O. Samford c
317 McMahon M. C., Imbil road c (2) 44 Neilson Mrs. R. M., Townsville c (2)
318 McMahon James, Clara Creek o (2) 45 Neilson L., Maryborough road c
319 McMahon James, Gympie c 46 Neilson Mrs. L., Townsville c
320 McMahon Joseph, Daroo Station m and a (2) 47 Neilson Thomas (care  of C. Bertram), Toowooomba o
321 McMahon J., New Farm c (2) 48 Nelson -, Bundaberg c
322 McMahon J., Gympie c 49 Nelson  Miss,  Valley c
323 McMahon  Miss  Mary, Gympie u k 50 Nelson Carrie, Townsville o
324 McMahon P., Gundiah c 51 Nelson E., Maryborough f
325 McMasters A. G. S., Nive Downs c 52 Nelson H., Queenton c
326 MoMasters  G. S., Nivo Downs c 53 Nelson James B., Townsville
327 McMillan Miss, Townsville c (2) 54 Neilson E., P.O. Brisl an
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t 5 Nelson Mrs. O. W., Townsville s
56 Nelson P., Townsville c
57 Nelson R., One-Mile, Gympie c
58 Nelson R. A., Gundiah c
59 Nerger Geo., Maryborough c
I;0 Nesbit Geo., Windorah c
I;1 Neuton T., Gympie c
62 Neville James, Goondiwindi c
63 Newbery  F., Kilcanman  Station, Clermont c
64 Newell A. H., Stanwell c
65 Newman -, West Milton c
I;6 Newman Mrs., Valley c
67 Newman August, Charters Towers c (2)
C8 Newman C., P.O. Brisbane c
69 Newman J., Kedron c
,0 Newman  Mark , Railway Camp, Miva Bridge s
7 1 Newman  Mrs. W., Goondiwindi s
7 2 Newrath D., Rosewood c
73 Newton --, Bundaberg c
7 4 Newton Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
7.i Newton Mrs., P.O. Warwick u k
7 6 Nichol Adam, Leichhardt  street , Brisbane c
77 Nicholas Mrs., Townsville c
748 Nicholas Mrs. J., Mungarr  Sawmills,  Maryborough
uk
7 9 Nicholas William, near  Cunnamulla s
80 Nicholls C. H., Oxley c
81 Nicholls  James Brisbane c
82 Nichols Geo., Kilkivan Line, Gundiah c
83 Nichols  James ,  Mungarr s (2)
84 Nichols Thomas, Goondiwindi a
$5 Nicholsen J., Maryborough c
$6 Nicholson Mrs. Annie, Charters Towers c (2)
$7 Nickels John, Gympie cNicolarsen J. T., Tambo R.O. c
89 Nielsen C., Laidley c
90 Nielson G. Gill, Laidley c
91 Nielsen Petter, Walkerston P.O. c
92 Nielson M. E., Brisbane f
!)3 Nielson P., Aurora Plaptation c
94 Nimmo J., One-Mile c
95 Ness F., Dalby a
6 Nessen E. (care of A. Johnson), Bundaberg c
97 Nett Miss F., South Brisbane c
98 Nobbs Ewan, P.U. Cairns c
99 Noble Chas., 1)ee River c
100 Noble W. Brisbane c
1(1 Nock E., Walley c
162 Noice -, Donnybrook c
103 Nolan Charles, P.O. Brisbane o c
104 Nolan E., Townsville c
105 Nolan James, Stanthorpe c
106 Nolan J., Townsville c
107 Nolan Miss Margaret, Mackay c
108 Noon Caleb (care of J. J. Murdock), Condemella
Station c
109 Noonan Mrs. Thomas, Nanango c
110 Noonan T. H., Walloon c (2)
111 Noonan William, Seaforth, Lower Burdekin t
112 Noonan William,  Seaforth , Lower Burdekin u k
1 3 Noonan G., P.O. Mackay s
114 Norris W., Townsville c
115 Nooten D., Brisbane c
116 North F. W. (care of Barrit), Fleming's Store,
Mount Morgan u k
117 Northway  Miss E., High 'gpte Hill, Brisbane u k
118 Norton Arthur, Charters Towers o c
119 Norton John, Pine  Hill c (2)
120 Norton M., Maryborough o
121 Norton  Miss  M., Bulimba road,  Brisbane c
122 Norvack F. Southport c
123 Nowland Isirs. James, Dalby s
124 Nugent -, Ravenswood c
12.5 Nugent Mrs., Newtown c
126 Nunan W.,  Seaforth , Lower Burdekin u k
127 Nunn H., Gympie c
1'98 Nutt Mrs. T., Clermont c
129 Nutting John B., Cooper's Creek s
0.
1 O'AGERS .James,  Rockhampton s
2 Oakes C.  L., Pikedale , Warwick s (2)
3 O'Brien  -,  St. George c
4 O'Brien - ,  Brisbane u k
5 O'Brien  -,  Toowoomba o
t; O'Brien  -,  Toowoomba c
7 O'Brien and Bolt Messrs .,  Brisbane c
8 O'Brien Miss  (care of Hassal ), Oxley c
9 O'Brien Miss B., Goodna c
10 O'Brien Miss B., Rockhampton c
11 O'Brien D., Warwick c
12 O'Brien J. E., Supreme Court ,  Brisbane c
13 O'Brien J. E., James street Brisbane cit  O'Brien George ,  Tambo o c
1.5 O'Brien George, Homestead ,  Charters Towers cit;  O'Brien H., Clermont c
17 O'Brien J., Cooktown c
18 O'Brien James, South Brisbane c
19 O'Brien Jno., Townsville c
20 O'Brien M. J., Bunda berg  in
21 O'Brien Maurice, Saltwater Creek road c
2'9 O'Brien  Miss Margaret ,  Toowoomba u k
23 O'Brien Michael , (xoondiwindi c
24 O'Brien P., Stony Pinch c
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25 O'Brien Pat. J.,  Brisbane s
26 O'Brien R., Red Hill, Gympie c
27 O'Brien Miss Sarah (care of Michael  Ryan), Lut-
wyche c
28 O'Brien Simon, Dackabram c
29 O'Brien Thomas , Jericho c
30 O'Brien William, Toowoomba c
31 O'Brien A. (blacksmith),  Brisbane a
32 O'Callaghan John,  Tiaro c
33 O'Connel M. J., Indooroopilly c
34 O'Connel M. J., Pine  Mountain c (2)
35 O'Connell  Maurice,  Ravenswood o c
36 O'Connor Edward, Gympie c
37 O'Connor -, South  Brisbane o c
38 O'Connor -,  Cairn s c
39 O'Connor Charles, P.O. Cairns c
40 O'Connor John , Ipswich a
41 O'Connor John, Gympie in
42 O'Connor M. (care of M. Keidy), Nicholson's Gap c
43 O'Connors P., Red Hill c
44 O'Connor P. T. (care of H. G. Farquharson), Cler-
mont s 3)
45 O'Connor Patrick, P.O. Brisbane u k
46 O'Dea John, P.O. Brisbane u k
47 Odgers Mrs. M.,  Charters Towers c
48 O'Doherty  M., Townsville c49 O'Donnell Bridget , P.U. Gympie u k (3)
50 O'Donnell  Mrs. E., Cairns c
51 O'Donnell  James, Cawarral c
52 O'Donnell James  (care of Benjamin ), Tongy Station c
53 O'Donnell John, Georgetown c
54 O'Donnell John,  Brisbane c
55 O'Donnell M., Townsville c
56 O'Donnell Martin,  Killarney Line c
57 O'Donnell Richard,  Rockhampton c
58 O'Donnell W., Cairns c
59 O'Donnell W., Curriwillinghi  Station , St. George c
60 O'Donnell W., Rosewood c
61 O'Farrell --, Lower Clifton  terrace c
62 O'Farrell  Miss,  Lutwyche c
63 Offenstangel  -,  Kolan c
64 O'Flyn -, Spring Hill c
65 Ogden William, Logic  Plains o
66 Ogier  Miss,  Ipswich u k
67 O'Grady Mrs. D., Lowood,  via  Ipswich s
68 O'Grady John, G.P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
69 O'Hara T., Waroonga c
70 O'Kane  H., Surat c
71 O'Keefe  Mrs., Grimes '  Hill, Boggo c
72 O'Keefe  Mrs., Boggo road ,  Brisbane c
73 O'Keefe  Miss  M. A. (care  of Messrs .  Edwards and
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
Cha_pman),  Brisbane c
O'Keefe R., Dillalah c
O'Keefe W., Toowoomba s
O'Kelly Owen, P.O. Brisbane u k
O'Larey Mrs. Cora,_  Townsville c
O'Laughlin John, aroo c
O'Lea J., Gympie c
O'Leary J., Mar borough c
O'Leary M. F., Weat End c
O'Leen Thomas, Fortitude Valley o c
O'Lera A. J., Bowen c
O'Live G. W., Dalby c
Olive G. W. (care of Postmaster),  Bundaberg c
Olive Mrs. T . (care of  J. Donnelly ),  Banon Station a
Oliver -,  Tinana c
Oliver J., Pine Hill c
Oliver J ., Surat a
Oliver Mrs. J., Lutwyche c
Oliver S., Arthur  street, Brisbane c
O'Lonergan Robert, P.O. Brisbane n k
Olsen J., Townsville c
Olsen Miss Mini, Rockhampton o c
Olsen P.,  Gymp ie e
Olpon P., South Brisbane f (2)
Olsten Jacob, Gundiab c
O'Mahouey C., P.O. Roma c
O'Malley Miss, South Brisbane c
O'Neill and Company Messrs., Charters Towers s
O'Neill Mrs.. Cooktown c
O'Neill Mrs. C. M., Charters  Towers c (2)
O'Neill James,  Cairns c
O'Neil James, 17-mile Creek,  near  Cooktown c
Orchard C.,  Enoggera c (2)
Orchard Wm., Townsville u k
O' Reen Mrs. K., Maryborough c
O'Reily F., Townsville c
O'Reily Joseph, Cloncurry o
Orden Miss ,  Brisbane c
O'Rielly Patt, Brisbane u k
Ormiston R. F. H. (care of R. Natham),  BowenDowns s
113  Orphen John, Coogan,  Jondargan e
114 Orr J.  A., Brisbane c
115 Orr, George A.,  Lutwyche c
116 Orr J. H., Winton c
117 Osborne  G., Brisbane c
118 Osborne Joseph Oxonhoath , Tiaro o c
119 Oshanghnessy  .. T., Herberton a
120 O 'Shay Denis , Gold Creek c
121 O' Shea  -,  Roma c
122 Ostenfeldt  F. (care of Larsen ),  Blackmount c
123 O'Sullivan  D., Ipswich o
124 O' Sullivan G. (care of Cruickshank and  Coy.),
Townsville c
125 O'Sullivan J. (care of Dr . Wells), Ipswich c
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126
127
O'Sullivan Margaret, P.O. Gympie s IO'Sullivan P., airns c 7374 Paul H., Tinana cPaul J. J., Cairns P.O. in
128 O'Sullivan P., Cairns c (3) 75 Paul Lionel F., Charleville Plantation near Mary-
129 O'Sullivan T., Toowoomba s borough u k
130 O'Sullivan T. (care of Miss Kate Lehane), Brisbane 66 Paull Mary C., Charters Towers o c
u k (2) 77 Paull W. A., Augathella c
131 O'Sulloven T. (care o Ja)nesSwan), Bedford Station cT 78 Pau Ching,  Port Douglas a132O'Toole M., Petrie errace c 79 Payne Frederick, P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
133 Ott Mrs. J., Brisbane c 80 Payne Fred., Gandy, Maryborough c
134 Ottaway C. W., Blackall c 81 Payne F., West End c
135 Otto Augusta, Fernvale c (3) 82 Payne F. A., Maryborough c
136 Ouscombe John, Rockhampton o c 83 Payne William (care of Mr. Ally), King's Creek s
137 Outram W., Emu Vale s (2) 84 Payson P., Gympie c
138 Overall Henry, Townsville c 85 Peake Frederick P ramid Plant, Cairns o
139 Owen  Miss, Brisbane f 86 Peaks R . C., P..risbane u k
140 Owen J. A. (care of Commissioner Wright), Bris- e7 Pearce Mrs., Lutwyche c
bane u k (3) 88 Pearce  George Oakey Creek o c
141 Owen Miss Fmil , Brisbane u k 89 Pearce  J. S., Queenton c
142 Owen John, Brisbane u k 90 Pearce Samuel, Clermont c
143 Owen W., Clermont c 91 Pearce Mrs. Sarah ,  P.O. Brisbane in
144 Owens -, Kedron Brook c 92 Pearce  W. (care of W .  White ), Thargomindah s
145 Owens J., Rockhampton c 93 Pearse  A. (s.s. " Duke of Westminster "),  Brisbane
146 Owens.). G , Spring Hill c uk
147 Owens P. (care of Clapiton), Cooper's Creek c 94 Pearson  Mrs., Gym ie c
148 Owens Mrs. P., Clonourry  road, near  Normanton e 95 Pearson  Mn., Hill End c
149 Owens Stephen, Red Hill, Gympie c 96 Peathorpe Miss , P.O. Brisbane c
150 Oxlade George, Petrie Terrace,  Brisbane  it  k 97 Peaty F., Fairymead c
151 Ozernite -, Woollongabba c 98 Peck Charles Albion c
99 Peck H. J., Townsville s
100 Peden Eliza, Charleville o
P. 101 Pedersen  E., One-Mile, Gympie c
102 Pedersen  I. Tiaro c
?1 PABST J. L., Gympie c 103 P., P.O. Brisbane o cPedersen  J.
2 Page T. H., Cairns o 104 Pedlar G., Spring Hill c
3 Paget William, Paddington n k (2) 105 Pedlar J. C., South Brisbane c
4 Paige  T. H., Sandgate c 106 Pedwell C., Pine Hill c5 Paige T. H Brisbane s 107 Pegg Abraham, South Bundaberg c
6 Palethorpe John, Gatton c 108 Peglar Edward, Bowen c
7 Palmer -, Roma o 109 Pegus -, Tambo s
8 Palmer Edward ,  Townsville  s and c (2) 110 Peile Joseph, South Brisbane s
9 Palmer E. H., Bulimba c 111 Peirll Rev. P. Ernest, Brisbane u k
10 Palmer E. H., Brisbane c 112 Pellin -, Mitchell c
1 t Palmer Henry B., 17-Mile Rooks c 113 Pendergost William, Gympie o
12 Palmer Mrs. M., Roma c 114 Pendleton James,  Breakfast Creek c
13 Palmer William, Scrubby Creek c 115 Pendreigh Mrs. E., Charters Towers c
14 Palmer William J., Cairns f 116 Pengelly George, Gympie s
15 Palmer W. H., Red Hill c 117 Penhallurick and Hoskin, Gunz-tree Camp, Aranigc
16 Palphry W., Aramac e road c
17 Palsson P., Rockhampton f 118 Pennells W., Emu Vale c
18 Pamerley William, Townsville q 119 Percy and Durant,  South Brisbane c
19 Pantly G. (care of B, Mehl), Crow's Nest a 120 Perkins J., Eskdale c (2)
20 Pantly G., Highfields c 121 Lower Her-Perkins Nicholas (Victoria  Sugar -mill),
21 Panzram -, Nerang c
,
bert c
22 Papplewell John, Charters  Towers o e 122 Perkins Patrick ,  Boonara o
23 Pardox and Joynt  Mesem .,  Townsville c 123 Perkins J., One-Mile c
24 Pares N. J., Townsville c 124 Permewan James, Adavale s
25 Park Robert ,  Roma  street ,  Brisbane a (2) 125 Perrett George,  Brisbane o a
26 Parker Mrs., Kelvin Grove4C 126 Perriman Mrs. E.  H., Brisbane o c (2)
27 Parker Mrs. Emily, Charters Towers c (2) 127 Perry A. T. scare of  E. Morgan ), Warwick c
28 Parker F., Lutwyyche e 128 Perry  Miss  Ellen, P.O. Brisbane u k
29 Parker George, Gunibardo c 129 Perry Henry, Pine Hill c
30 Parker James, Milton e 130 Perry Miss  Marian , S ring Bill e
31 Parker J., Brookfield o 131 Perry J, A. (care of Brodie), Augathella e33 Parker  J. Townsville c 132 Perry Mrs. M., Mackay c
33 Parker William John, Goondiwindi s (3) 133 Perrse William,  Tallebudgera a
34 Parker W., Aramac c 134 Perrson Petras,  Brisbane u k
35 Pakes Thomas, Spring Hill c 195 Pescod  Samuel , Townsville o c
36 Parkington  -  Townsville c 136 Peters Mrs., Dundatha e
37 Parkinson Rev. Matthew  H., Brisbane a (3) 137 Peters C., Selby House, Wickham  terrace c
38 Parkinson T. P., Maryborough c 138 Peters L., Maryborough c
39 Parnell J., Jondaryan c 139 Peters  P., Tinana c
40 Pass J. W., Charters Towers c 140 Peters Samuel, Charters Towers s
41 Paviett Geo., Kilcummin c 141 Peters W., Townsville c
42 Parrott Henry,  Brisbane a 142 Peters W,, Laidley c
43 Parry James, Toowoomba u k 143 Petersen -, Cameron's Paddock, Mackay e
44 Parson Mathew, Burketown o 144 Petersen Andrew, Townsville c
45 Parsons C., Queentown Hill, Charters  Towers c 145 Petersen A., Bundaberg o
46 Parsons Mrs. Catherine, Queentown Hill, Charters 146 Petersen Charles, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
Towers c (2) 147 Petersen  C., Rockhampton c
47 Parsons Mrs. Ellen, P.O. Brisbane u k 148 Petersen  Hans, Bundaberg c
48 Parsons T., Rockhampton u k 149 Petersen Johan H., Maryborough o
49 Parsons Mrs. A., Lutwyche c 150 Petersen  John, Charters Towers c
50 Partridge Henry,  Hughenden e 151 Pertersen J. C., Tirana c
51 Pascoe Francis, Cooktown c 152 Petersen Peter, Tinana Creek c
52 Pascoe  John, Spring Hill c 153 Peterson Mrs., Maryborough c
53 Pascoe W., Charters  Towers o 154 Peterson A., One-Mile, Gympie c
54 Passey Edward, Rockhampton u k 155 Peterson C., Gin Gin c
55 Pattle Albert, Homebush o a 1 56 Peterson It., Clermont c
56 Patches  Mrs. M. A., Newtown c 157 Peterson  J. H. Mangan c
67 Paterson S. S. (care  of - Smith ),  Ipswich c 158 Peterson N., Walkerston a
58 Paterson  H., Townsville c 159 Peterson N. G., Cardwell c
59 Paterson  John ,  Plainby a 160 Peterson Peter, P.O. Boggo c
60 Paterson Miss  J., G.P.O.  Brisbane c 161 Peterson W. J., Valley c
61 Paterson Miss  W. H,, Rockhampton e 162 Petie William,  Brisbane c
62 Patman and Staab ,  Charleville c 163 Petrie Frank, Charters Towers 0 C
63 Patrick  F., Kedron Brook c (3) 164 Petters Mrs. Laura, Charters Towers c (2)
64 Pat rick H., Imbll road ,  One-Mile c 165 Pettersen A. L., Nudgee c
65 Pat ron  Gregory,  Charters Towers c 166 Pettersan A. L. Hendra, Eagle Farm e
66 Patten  J. D. C., Normanton e 167 Pettersan A. L., Nudgee road c
67 Pattersoh Hen ry  (care  of M essrs.  Young Brothers), 168 Petterson Johan,  Townsville f
Faiyfnead C 169 Pfetzenmair L. Cloncurry c
68 Patterson  W., Maryborougb e 170 Phelan John l ,ockhampton o c (')
69 $attawon  John, Cloncurry 9 R 171 Phelan M., oloncl;rry c
70 Pattle  Thos .,  Toowoomba c 172 Phelan Thomas, Rockhampton c
71 Patton  16.. J.  One-Mile e 173 Philepson W. (care of T. Murray), Springer's Creek c
72 Patton T., Back Plains, C.ifton c 174 Phillips C. S., Johnstone River o
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175 Phi ll ips E., Rockhampton u k
176 Phillips F. W., Ravenswood s
177 Phillips G., Brisbane c
178 Phillips James, Brisbane o
179 Phillips John, Augathella c
180 Phillips John ,  Chipendall Station c
181 Phillips John  (care of Duffy ),  Bundaberg e
182 Phillips John ,  Spring Hill c
183 Phi llips J., Townsville c
184 Phillips J. N., Townsvi lle c
184 Phi ll ips Mrs. K., Rockhampton c (2)
186 Phillips L., Bundaberg c
187 Phillips Richard  (care of Captain Levick ),  Cook-
town c
188 Phillips Richard  (barque  "  Owns "),  Cooktown
189 Phi llips W., Surat s
190 Phillips W., Townsville c
191 Phi ll ips W. H., Surat c
192 Phillips W. J. Nive Downs o
193  Philp  James, 1 lackall n z
194 Pickham Thomas,  (care of Mr .  Wright), Westbrook
Crossing u k
195 Pickey P. Brisbane u k
196 Pickham Ihomaa  (care of Mr .  Wright ),  Westbrook
Crossing o
197 Pickin Wm. Rockhampton o c
198 Pickworth d. R., Bowen c
199 Piene C., Nerang  p,
200 Pierce S., Pine Hill c
201 Piercy T., Cairns a (2)
202 Pierpoint Miss (care of Dr .  Ramsden Woods ),  Bris-
bane u k
203 Piesken  -,  Valley  c
204 Piggott F. James, Brisbane  in
205 Pyke - ,  Wynnum c
206 Pitcher William ,  Gympie c
207 Pincher Austin (care of McGhie ,  Luya, and  Co.),
Brisbane c
208 Pitken Miss Polly, Rockhampton c
209 Place J. G. (care of F. Mathews ),  Brisbane u k
210 Plant J .  H., Charters Towers u k
211 Plant Louis D., G.P .O. Brisbane u k (2)
212 Plastow E., Rockbampto 8
213 Plate G. (care of Mrs .  C. 1an 4en ),  Brisbane a
214 Plat Mrs .  A., Petrie to race c
215 Platt John (care of ayno Bros. ),  Peak Vale,
Clermont n z and  in  (2)
216 Platt John,  Rookhampton u k (2)
217 Player G, (care of Mr. Tra p sfield ),  South Bris.
bane c
218 Pleason John ,  Charters Tgwera o c (2)
219 Plester Tboln E .,  Brisbane o c
220 Plewr IT.' F.,  Rockhampton e
221 Plunkett C. R., Adavale a
222 Plunkett C. R., Isisford a
223 Plunkey  -,  Bundaberg c
224 Fopo re James,  Rockhampton c
225 Pointifex  --,  Southport c
226 Pointon Thomas ,  One-Milq c
227 Poland Dr. James  $.,  Rockhampton c
228 Po lleri A., Brisbane s
229 Polleri A., Marybp rough o c
2Q Pollock Martin, Charters Towers o c
231 Po ll ock Thomas, Lutwyche c
232 Polsen  - -,  Pilot  13tatigp, Bundaberg c
233 Polworth A., Lion Creek c234 Ponting George, Ipswich c
236 Poole Tl om ,B  Brisbane  o
237 Poole Mrs. Ega}ly, Harrisville c
238 Poole R., Cat  g
239 Poolman F. W., Brisbane  in
240 Pope Miss E llen  (s.s. "Duke of Buckingham"),
Brisbane u k (2)
241 Pope J., Ballinagowan c
242 Pope ,  J. B., Charleville o
243 Porter Daniel, Deep Creek c
244 Porter J. A., I ppsswich
c245 Porter J. J., Maryborougb s
246 Porter Will atp, G.P.O. Brisbane n k (2)
247 Porter William, P.0, Ipswich o c
248 Porter W. St. Lawrence c
249 Porth C., worth Paddington c
150 Poultney Jopeph , $ edron Brook o e
251 Pout Jno .,  Ter rick c
252 Powell Mr& B .,  Townsvi lle c
253 Powell Mrs. G .  Gold Creek c
254 Powe ll H. W., Blackall f
255 Powe ll Jno. R .  (care of S .  W$rre  ),  Toowoo,nba a 2)
256 Powe  Mrs. Thos .,  Ked ron Brook c
257 Powell William ,  Brisbane c
258 Powell Wn}. E., G.P.U. Brisbane u k
259 Power Mrs.  Ipswich  (2)
260 Power E., Alpha c
261 Power G., Gylgpie c (2)
262 Power John, Warwick o
263 Power John, Mackay o p
264 Power J., Gym pie c
235  Power J. W., Maryborpugh
266 Power Thomas ,  Port Douglas a
257 Power S., Laidley c
268 Power W., Miles c.
269 Power W. H., Ro lleston c
270 Poynter E., Tewantin c
271 Pratt J., Cloncurry c
272 Prebble E. W., P.O..Rockbampton u k
273 Prendergast John (care of J. Mahony), Warrego
River m
274 Preston  Andrew , Lagoon Pocket ,  Gympie c
275 Preston J., One-Mile c
276 Preston J. F., Isis Downs Station c
277 Price -, South Brisbane c
278 Price C. T. 1). (care of Robinson ),  Cooparoo c
2#79 Price Henry, Her bert 's Creek c and u k (2)
280 Price H. D., (s.s. "Cuzco "),  Brisbane u k
281 Price John ,  Dawson 's Farm, Tingalpa c
282 Price  S. Valle  c
283 Price  Willie Townsville c
284 Priebe C.,  iloowoomba c
285 Prin ce  -, Rockhampton c
286 Prior C., Ipswich c
287 Prior Patrick ,  Brisbane o c
288 Prior P., Brisbane c
289 Prior Thomas, Smith field o
290 Pritchard  -,  Beaudesert, c
291 Pritchard Mrs., Marlborough a
292 Pritchard W. E., Beaudesert c (2)
293 P ront  -,  Homebush c
294 Proskie C., Horseshoe Bend c
295 Prosser R., Gyie, c
296 Prouse H., Rocmkhpampton c
297 Poufert Saul, Rosewood Scrub c
298 Prust Henry ,  Georgetown o
299 Priece H. F., South Brisbane c
300 Pryor J., Sandy Creek c
301 Pugh  - (agent Mutual Life Association of Aus-
tra lia),  Gympie c
Pullen James  (care of Hall ),  Valley c
Pullon Jos .,  Georgetown c
Punch William, Wlyanbah street, St. George  in
Purcell Mrs .  M. A., West End c (2)
Purce ll  Mrs .  Sarah ,  Charters Towers o
Purdie Geo . (care of J .  1"lusse'l),  Gro olooma a
Purdie J . (care of Mrs. Davie- ),  Brisbane u k
Purdon Andrew ,  Bulimba c
Pyne E., P.O. Brisbane a
Pyne T. 0., Gympie in
Q.
1 QUEELY E. G., Ingh*m e
2  Queely E .  St. Geo. ,  I ham c (2)
3 Quigley M .,  Cunnamulla  in
4 lain Mrs . (a.s. "Panjore  "),  Brisbane u k (6)
5 Quin C.  A., Southport c
6 Quin Chun,  Mackay c
7 in John, Charters Towers u k
8  Quin Margaret  (s.s. " Duke of Buckingham),"
Brisbane u k
9 Quin Mrs .  Peter, Rockhampton u k
10 Quinn Miss ,  Westwood c
11 Quinn Bernard ,  Hughenden c
12 Quinn Con .,  Valley c
13 Quinn  Miss Ellen, Valley c
14 Quinn George Gympie c
15 Quinn John, Tiaro c
16 Quinn John, Roma c
17 Quinn Mrs .  M., Albion c
18 Quinn Miss Martha  (care of John Anderson),
Charters Towers c
19 Qujn}l jobert, Bunda berg c
20 Quinn Robert, Brisbane o c21 Quinn Th s . (ca e of Blo dworth) ,  Torga Station a
22 Quinn Thomas Power Herberton c
23 Quirk D., Thargominuah a
24  Quirke P. D. Charters Towers c
s25 Quong Ah ,  Mackay
A.
1 RACK Mrs . E., Burdekin Bridge,  Charters Towers
2 Radcliff? -,  P.O. Boggo c
3 Radcliffe Mrs., P .O. Junction c
4 Radcli ff A., P.O. Cooparoo, o c
5 Radford S., Charters  Towers c
6 Rafter Mrs .  B., Petrie terrace c
7 Rain  - (care of  A4rency Co.),  Bris-
bane c
8 Rainbow W., Brisbane u k
9 Ralls E .,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
10 Ralston  --  Cairns c
11 Ralston R. It., Carcony Station, Oharleville t
12 Ramholtz Carl, Southpo rt  o c
13 Ramons J. J., One-Mile c
14 Rampling Harry, De) b Station ,  Charleville c
15 Ramsay  -,  Spring U) c
16 Ramsay Mrs., Spring H c
17 Ramsay R., Lutwyphe  Cemetery u 4
18 Ramsey  -,  Lutwyehe Cemetery c
19 Ramsey Mary Ann ,  Bollon o
20 Ramus Charles (schooner "  Seabreese  "),  Brisbane o
21 Randle ft., pring Hip e
22 Randle R.  W ., Ro-la hampton c
23 Rankin Phillip, Tambo o
24 Rankin R., Townsville c
25 Ransom E., Brisbane c
26 Ransom G., South  ]Brisbane a
$7 Rasmussen Frede ck,  Gympie o
28  Rasmussen N., Mackay c
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29 Raven R., Brisbane c 1133 Roach P., Blackall c
30 Raulingson William, 11 swich it k 134 Robb Andrew, Dunwich c
31 Rawlins  George H., Cownaville o c 135 Robb A. H., Plain Creek, Charters Towers c
32 Ray Oharlhs, P.O. Brisbane o 136 Robb James, Millohester c
33 Rayment F. V., South Brisbane o c 137 Robb Thomas, Townsville c
34 Read David, Landsborne Downs c 138 Roberts  Mrs. (care of  Mrs. Stapleton), Brookfield c
35 Read Mr... Susanah, Windorah in 139 Roberts Miss Amy, Ipswich c
36 Retulford John Edward Widden, Burketown e  140 Roberts  Miss  Ann, P.O. Charter s Towers c
37 Redmond  Samuel , Clairmont n k 141 Roberts Charles, Cairns c
38 Redfewin Fred., Brisbane u k 142 Roberts D., Cairns s
39 Redgewed Geo. (care of George and Co.), Mitchell c 143 Roberts D., Herberton s
40 Redgwell T. (care of John (xargets), Mitchell s_ 144 Roberts E. A., G.P.O. Brisbane in
41 Redmond Mrs. Minnie, Rockhampton c 145 Roberts Mrs. B. J., Deep Creek, One-Mile c
42
43
Reed R., Apollonian Vale, Gympie c 146
Reed G or B k k 3t d
Roberts Mrs. George (care of F. Hawkins), Charters
T
44
ge,e ur e own c an ( )u
Reed Joseph, Toomoo Station, Cumnamulla o 147
owers c
Roberts Howell, Cootharaba road, Gympie o c
45 Reed William H., Penal Establishment, St. Helena o 148 Roberts J. J., One- Mile c (2)
46 Reeves Mrs., Ravenswood c 149 Roberts J., G.P.O.  Brisbane s
47 Reeves Mrs., Pine Hill c 1.50 Roberts J., Student  Plantation , Brookfield c (2)
48 Reeves James (care  of J. Mann), Breakfa.-4 Creek s 151 Roberts M. H., Chraters Towers c (3)
49 Reeves Mrs. R.,  Ravensw ood c 152 Roberts Mrs. S., Townsville c
50 Reagan Mrs. Denis ,  Brisbane u k 153 Roberts Thos., Charters Towers c (2)
51 Regan Miss  Mary, Roma o 154 Roberts Thomas, Herberton u k52 an P., Townsville c 155 Roberts W. H., Pine Hill c
53 Regan P., Highfield c 156 Robertson -, Townsville c
54 Rehreny  Mrs. Pauliene  N., Brisleane e 157 Robertson Mrs., Wharf  street Brisbane c;55 Reid E. V., Mclvor c 1.58 fooney), Herberton cRobertson A. (care of James
56 Reid Julievo Ann, Cairns c 159 Robertson Alex., Southport c
57 Reid J. A., Muttaburra c 160 Robertson Alex., Spring Hill c
58 Reid James, Brisbane o 161 Robertson Chas., Emerald c
59 Reid James, Roma c (2) 162 Robertson D. S., Southport c
60 Reid .Tames, Townsville u k 163 Robertson E. B. N., Charters Towers c
61 Reid John, Betts Creek c 164 Robertson Geo. (ketch " Ruby "), Cooktown c62 Reid John McEwin, Fernvale c 165 Robertson J., Junction Estate, South Brisbane c
63 Reid Joseph, Brisbane u k 166 Robertson J. W., Gympie c
64 Reid W., Cunnamulla c 167 Robertson  James  A. (care of Hoolby,  Berger, and
65 Reid William H. (care of J. Johnstone), Torrens Co.), Bundaberg s
Creek c 168 Robertson Joseph, Maryborough o c
66 Reilly --, R. W. Extension, Roma c 169 Robertson Mrs. Lizzie, Queenton e
67 Reilly B., Gympie c (3) 170 Robertson Mrs. Mary, Townsville c (2)
68 Reiman Edward, Rockhampton o c 171 Robertson Mrs. N. A, Townsville c
69 Rei tters T. M., Tootvoontlsi f 172 Robertson W., Ipswich s
70 Reinbae Madam, Charteis Towers c 173 Robertson Wm., New Farm c
71 Reirden --, Plane Creek c 174 Robertson W. B., Townsville c
72 Reis C., P.O. Hamilton c 175 Robins  Elizah , Betts Creek c (2)
73 Reis Martin , Valley c 176 Robins G., Charters  Towers c
74 Reiton Thomas (care of George Hays), Rockhampton c 177 Robinson -, Georgetown e
75 Remilton Mrs. Agnes, Mackay c 178 Robinson -, Kolan, Bundaberg c
7 6 Remilton W., Mackay c 179 Robinson  -, Bowen street ,  Brisbane c
77 Renton A. (care of Focks), Brisbane u k 180 Robinson -,  Courier  Office,  Brisbane c
78 Renwick W. A. (care of Comrie), 1'.0. Windorah o 181 Robinson Mrs., Doughboy Creek c
79 Renwick Walter, Mount Abundance it k 182 Robinson A., Herberton c
80 Resell -, Spring Hill c 183 Robinson Alexander, Charters Towers c
81 Rethwen Mrs., Clermont s 184 Robinson C. J., P.O. Brisbane in
82 Revie R., Mackay n z 18.5 Robinson  D., Ballendean c
83 Reynolds Mrs., Westwood c 186 Robinson  E. A. (s.s. "  Tinonee "),  Brisbane s (2)
84 Reynolds -, Spring Hill c 187 Robinson F., Mary River c
85 Reynolds Mrs. bl., Allenstown c 188 Robinson G. E., Avoca Hotel, Spring Hill c (5)
86 Rice C., Surbiton c 189 Robinson  Henry H ., Brisbane o c
87 Rice Mrs. E., Charters Towers s 190 Robinson H. H., Mackay c
88 Rice W., Mitchell c 191 Robinson  Isaac,  P.O. Brisbane u k
89 Richards E., Gympie c 192 Robinson J., G mpie c
90 Richards J., Gym pie c 193 Robinson J.. Maryborough c (2)
91 Richards J., One-Mile c 194 Robinson Mrs. J. (care of  C. Skyring), Bundaberg
92 Richards J. T., Gympie c c (2)
93 Richardson A., Maryborough u k 195 Robinson John, South Brisbane c
94 Richardson Miss Agnes, P.O., Bri sbane u k 196 Robinson Mrs. K., Ipswich c95 Richardson  Miss Cuisae , Jericho c 197 Robinson M., Mitchell u k
96 Richardson W. H., Brisbane c 198 Robinson Robt., Rockhampton c
97 Richardson Mrs. J., Gympie c 199 Robinson Mrs. S.,  Rose Hill ,  Tingalpa o c
98 Richardson Mrs. Jane, Mitchell a 200 Robinson S. T., Goondiwindi o c
99 Richardson John, Wychee Wychee, Pine Hill o 201 Robinson  Shaw ,  Rockhampton u k
100 Richardson  Stephen , Caboolture c 202 Robinson  W., Brisbane c
101 Richardson Mrs. W., Charters Towers s 203 Robinson  W. H., Milchester c
102 Riches  S. W., Brisbane u k 204 Robeson A. Alex., En era u k
103 Richmond  - (care of Bassett ),  Roma c (2) 205 Robison Ebenezer,  Brisbane c
104 Richmond  --,  Roma c 206 Robson Detective ,  Brisbane c
105 Richmond  Mrs. Thomas ,  Rocky Waterholes u k 207 Robson F ., Georgetown c
106 Ricks Mrs., Overend 's Sawmills, Charters Towers c 208 Robson (1., Townsville c
107 Rickweds -, Toowoomba c 209 Robson J.  M., Brisbane c
108 Ridding Miss  (care of  Rev. Gerald Robinson),
Brisbane u k
210
211
Robson Thomas ,  South  Brisbane u k
Robson Thomas, Brisbane o c
109 Riddle  John (junr.),  Brisbane c 212 Robustelli  Sig.  Gu seppe, Cloneurry m
110 Ridgway  John,  Morstone  Downs o 213 Rochester Wi ll iam, Townsville u k
111 Riding -, Nundah c 214 Rockley  Miss M .,  George street, Brisbane c
112 Ridland John, Rockhampton o c 215 Rocks George ,  Brisbane u k
113 Ridley John, Jondaryan s 216 Roddie J. D., Bundaber? c
114 Kidney  Jonas,  Townsville c 217 Rodgers James, Townsvi lle u k
115 Rigby A. H. I., P.O. Brisbane c 218 Rogers Mrs. Catherine , Valley o
116 Rigby  Thomas , Queensport o c 219 Rogers  Charle4, Imbil c
117 Riley -,  Cairn s s 220 Rogers  G. (care of Mrs.  Frazer ), Lutwyche in
118 Riley J., Stanthorpe c 221 Rogers J . J., Brisbane f
119 Ruey James ,  Austral Downs ,  Boulia c (2) 222 Rogers  John A ., Charters Towers u k
120 Ri :ey M., Port Douglas c 223 .  Logan road, Brisbane cRogers S
121 Riley  M., Hu henden c 224
^
Rogers William ,  Mackay c
122 Riley M. A., lockhampton c 225 Roney Booths,  South Brisbane c
123 Riley  Michael, Hughenden c 226 Rollo H., Pine Hill c
124 Urn low  Charles,  Roma c 227 Rolton R. J., P.O. Brisbane o c
125 Rimmer Edward ,  Hinchinbrook Island u k 228 Ronayn  W., Brisbane s
126 Ring  John, Tilberoo Station ,  Eulo o 229 Rooe  -, Fortitude Valley c
127 Rinistead  -,  Townsville c 230 Rooks John, Thargomindah s
128 Riordan Miss Nora , G.P.O. Brisbane f 231 Roope  Catherine ,  Rockhampton o c (2)
129 Ritchie  --,  Sadd 's Bridge, Charters  Towers c 232 Rose F., Townsville c
130 Ritchie  David, Roina s 233 Rose W., Pine Hill a
131 Ritter Miss  J., Toowoomba m 234 Rosenthal Victor,  Brisbane o c
132 Roach  J. (care of W. McMahon), Port Douglas  c (3) 235 Ross- Maryborough c
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236 Ross  --,  Cooktown c 5 Saini Cristofero ,  Brisbane  in
237 Ross  -,  Nerang Creek c 6 Sainsbury W., Georgetown c
238 Ross Mrs., Rockhampton c 7 Sala Guiseppa, Charters Towers c
239 Ross Alex .,  Townsville c 8 Salisbury R., jun .,  Rockhampton c
240 Ross Alexander, Mount Hutton Station, Mitchell c 9 Salkeld -  (care of Manwaring ),  Brisbane c
241 Ross A. F., 1)iilncca c 10 Salmond A. H., Brisbane s
242 Ross C.,  Stanwell  in 11 Salter Henry C. (Superintendent Fire BrigaAle),
243 Ross David ,  South Brisbane c Townsville s244 Ross J., Port Douglas c 12 Salter William ,  Southport c
245 Ross J. P .,  Tiaro c 13 Salwin  -,  Bowen e
246 Ross James ,  Cloncurry c 14 Sam Ah Chee, Windorah c
247 Ross John  (care of Thomas Ro bertson), Chinaman 15 Sampford Peter ,  Gympie c
Creek c 16 Sampson H. U., Rockhampton o c
248 Ross Joseph H. (s.s. " Gayundah  "),  Brisbane u k 17 Sampson Miss M., Townsville s
249 Ross Malcolm, Nundah c (3) 18 Samson E., Brisbane c250 ltoss Samuel ,  Georgetown e 19 Samuel Alexander, Cunnamulla s
251 Ross Samuel ,  Etheridge c 20 Sam Yee ,  Maryborough c
252 I:oss W., Clermont c 21 Sandberg Johann ,  Brisbane c
253 Ross W. (care of London Pyramid Plant ),  Cairns c 22 Sander Mrs. Mary ,  Va lley c
254 Loss Walter, Adavale o 23 Sandar Willie, Mitchell c255Ross W. M., G. P.U. Brisbane c 24 Sanders Edward ,  McKinley Downs o
256 Ross  Williamn ,  Maryborouph u  k- 25 Sanderson  -,  Gympie c257Rosser J. T. G.P .O. Brisbane s 26 Sanderson Arch . (butcher ),  Mount Abundance o c
258 Rosser T., Kangaroo Point c 27 Sands J .  J., Yeppoon c
259 Ro csiter -  (care of Miller ),  Bowen c 28 Sanson Miss E., Victoria Plantation c
260 Rothwell  -,  South Brisbane c 29 Sargeant  -,  Brisbane c261 Round and Coy. Messrs ,  Brisbane c 30 Sargeant J., Townsvi lle c
262 Rounding J. C. (care of The Hon. E. Chubb ),  Bris- 31 Sargent J. or J .  H. Wills, Brisbane u k
bane u k 32 Sargent W., Valley c
263 Rowan Robert ,  Cooktown o c 33 Sarte  Mrs. A. (boarding house ),  Charters Towers c
264 Rowe Michael ,  Dalhy c 34 Sater A. J., Mackay u k
265 Rowe W., Dalby c 35 Sauer D,, Mitchell c
266 Rowland  E ., Charleville  in 36 Sauer P .,  Mackay c
267 Rowland H. Maryborough c 37 Saunders Mrs. Edward, Rockhampton o
268 Rowlands Mrs. E .  M., Maryborough c 38 Saunders Walter (collector ),  Enoggera c
269 Rowlands Mrs. M .,  Gy mpie c 39 Saunders W. H., Cunnamulla c
270 Rowley Mrs. A .  0., Thompson Estate c 40 Savage A. H., Brisbane c
271 Rowling  -,  Brisbane  in 41 Savage A. W. (care of Mr. Bowden), Beauaraba s
272 Roy Mrs., Saltwater Creek road c 42 Savage D., South Brisbane c
273 Royle Mark ,  Townsvi lle c 43 Savage James, Langlo Downs e
274 Rack M .,  Stanthorpe s 44 Savage John ,  Cairns o
275 Ruddell D. W., Burketown c 45 Savory J. J. (care of Mr. Little), Springsure u k  (7)
276 Rudgewell -,  Mitchell c 46 Sawyer R., Adelaide street, c
277 Ruddy James, Royal Victoria Barracks ,  Brisbane 47 Sayers T. R., Townsville u k
48 Saytor J., Townsvi lle o
2178 Ruft G. F., Rockhampton c 49 Scanlen Patrick ,  Brisbane s
279 Ruge William ,  P.O. Brisbane f 50 Scanlon D., Windorah c
280 Rush W .,  Dalby c 51 Scanlon J., Townsville c
281 Rushton George H., Eton c (2) 52 Scanlon Samuel ,  Clifton Railway Station n z
282 Russ G.,  Roma o 53 Scannell T., Rockhampton o
283 Russell Adam Neva Downs, Warrego c 54 Scarborough W., Rockhampton o
284 Russell Ben., ?Warroo Station c 55 Schacht Julius ,  Maryborough s
28.5 Russell  - (care of A .  B. Jones ),  Nivo Junction c 56 Schadel C., Logan Downs c
286 Russell H .  E., Bowen c 57 Schafer Miss A., Gympie c
287 Russell R., Dundo Station ,  Thargomindah 58 Schaht T., Maryborough s
288 Russell R..  Blackall c 59 Schattling H.,  Gympie a
289 Russell Robert, Roma c 60 Schelk M., Rockhampton c
290 Rutherford Henry, Diamond Plains c 61 Sche ller W. (blacksmith ),  Ann street c
291 Rutherford J., South Brisbane c 62 Schelpp W., Brisbane c (2)
292 Rutherton .T., Rockhampton c 63 Schenck J. M., Emerald c
293 Rutheledge G., Listoive Station ,  Blackhall s 64 Schluter -, Sandy Creek c
294 Rutheledge W., Isisford s 65 Schmick A., Laidley e
295)Ryan  -,  Herberton c 66 Schmidt August ,  Rosewood c
296 Ryan Miss Ada, St .  George 's Creek c 67 Schmidt C., Gundiah c (2)
297 Ryan D .,  Pine Hill c 68 Schmidt C. A., Rockhampton c
298 Ryan D . (care of Savage ),  Alpha c 69 Schmidt F. (carrier ),  Cloncurry c
299 Ryan D .,  Kooralbya c (2) 70 Schmidt Rev. C. F., Rockhampton c
:300 Rvan Denis, Bunda berg o c 71 Schodel  -,  One-mile Swamp c
301 Ryan E .,  Hughenden c 72 Schofield G., One-Mile c
302 Ryan George ,  Rockhampton c 73 Scholefield Miss Mary, Rockhampton o
303 Ryan J .,  Mitchell c (3) ,. 74 Scholl  - (storekeeper),  Dalby c
304 Ryan J .,  Jeppene Crossin'gc 75 Scholz Emil  (care of Mattheson ),  Brisbane f
305 Ryan James ,  Bunda berg o e 76 Scholz E .  Townsvi lle a
306 Ryan James ,  Hawthorne Estate, E. Brisbane c 77 Schook Wi lliam ,  Brisbane c
307 Ryan James, Roma o 78 Schoolp Mrs., Boggo road c
:308 Ryan Mrs. Johanaha ,  Rosewood c 79 Schroeder  - (carrier), Tambo c
30'J Ryan Johanna ,  Red Hill ,  Brisbane o 80 Schroeder  -,  Pentland c
310 Ryan John ,  Dalb o c 81 Schubert T., Gympie  c A2)
311 Ryan Miss Kate ,
Rockhampton o c
82 Schumdt  C. or 0 .,  Gun iah c
312 Ryan Miss Kate, Portland Place, Brisbane u k 83 Schwarz Mrs. Pauline ,  Gympie c
313 Ryan Kate ,  Mitchell Downs o 84 Schwats ,  J. H., Woolloongabba c
314 Ryan Maggie ,  Rosewood c and o (2) 85 Schwemsburg  -  Rockhampton c
315 Ryan Miss  Mary, New Farm ,  Brisbane u k 86 Schwinchalt  -,  Townsvi lle c
316 Ryan Mat .,  Killarney c 87 Schy Mrs .  Minnie ,  Ipswich c
317 Ryan Michael, Roma c 88 Scobie J., Townsvi lle c
318 Ryan Miss Norah ,  Rockhampton c 89 Sco rer Mrs .,  Ross Island s
319 Ryan P .,  Townsville c (2) 90 Scorer Mrs. A .,  Ross Island c
320 Ryan P .,  Mitche llc 91 Sco re r F .  (Cairns Chronicle ),  Cairns c
321 Ryan P .,  Kynuna Sta ti on ,  Winton c 92 Scott  - (H.M. Customs ),  Townsville c
322 Ryan Pat., Gympie c 93 Scott Mrs .,  Milton c
323 Ryan Patrick ,  Brisbane c 94 Scott Mrs . (late Miss Trix ),  Sandgate c
324 Ryan Patrick ,  Townsville c 95 Scott Archibald E., C irrawi ll inghi s
3-- 5 Ryan R., Barrie Plantation ,  Mackay c 96 Scott Mrs .  Catherine ,  Brisbane e
326 Ryan Mrs .  F., Valley c 97 Scott Donald, Brisbane
327 Ryan W .,  Maryborough  in 98 Scott D .,  94 Wharf street c
328 Ryan Wm .  H., Cunnamulla s 99 Scott Frank ,  St. George  ,a Bridge s
329 Ryan W .  T., Rockhamptoni in 100 Scott James  (labourer ),  Rockhampton o c
330 Ryan W .  T., Marmadella c 101 Scott John ,  Gympie u k
331 Ryan Mrs .  William, Marybo rough n z 102 Scott John, Gympie c
103 Scott J., Cooktown c
S. 104 Scott J ,,  Gym pie o
105 Scott Mrs. J .  S., Townsville c
1 tiACHAN George,  Walkerston r 106 Scott J. W., Brisbane c (2)
2 Sachan Henry ,  Boomerang Lagoons c (2) 107 Scott J. H. or J. W., Isisford
3 Sagar Alfred ,  Brisbane o c 108 Scott Lupton ,  Jericho c
4 Sagges E .,  Mount Morgan c 109 Scott Robert ,  Gympie c
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110 Scott R. H., Gynipie c 215 Shriek H., Pine Hill c
111 Scott Thomas, Ipswich c 216 Shrouder Albert, Hughenden c
112 Scott T. E., Maryborough c 217 Shum Herbert, Brisbane u k
113 Scott  Messrs.  T. and M., Leichhardt street c 218 Siddons George, Mackay c
114 Scott William R., Brisbane ii k 219 Siebhold Oswald, Southport o
115 Scott W. R. (care of Mr. Pridy),  Stanley street c 220 Siebich C. W., Milo Station o
116 Scriven John (care of Mr. W. Champion), Charters 221 Siegert William, Charters Towers f
Towers c 222 Siegman -, Brisbane f
117 Scully D., Townsville c 228 Sigauto John, Southport c
118 Scully J., Townsville c 224 Silcox P., Spring Creek a
119 Scurr A. C., Dalby s 225 Silkie  -,  Queen street a
120 Scyka -- (timber- getter ), Baffle Creek c 226 Silwar Dan (Cingalese), Maryborough o c
121 Seaby IV., Aramac c 227 Sim - (care of Wood Bros. and Boyd), R. Creek c
122 Seagrave -, Marburg Sawmills o 228 Simm J., Walker's Pocket c
123 Sealinburder Miss,  Maryborough c 229 Simmons Mrs. E. M., Fernleigh c
124 Searle James, Mary River c 230 Simmons Henry, South Brisbane c
125 Searles  Mrs. H .,  Pine Hill c 231 Simons Hugh, Rockhampton n z
126 Seaton Mrs. Annie, Townsville c 232 Simon  L., Cairns c
127 Secombe Harry, Cooper's Creek m 233 Simonsen - (care of Mr. Daniells), Valley c
128 Seeds Mrs. A.,  Ipswich a 234 Simple David, Nive Downs c
129 Seeker David, Brisbane u k 235 Simpson  Miss,  Red Hill c
130 Seidel - (Harbours  and Rivers Department), 236 Simpson Allan,  Brisbane c
Brisbane c 237 Simpson E., Maryborougli c
131 Seidel lMrs. (1. F., Brisbane n 1. (2) 238 Simpson G., Bundaberg c
132 Selby J. F., Townsville c 239 Simpson G., Valley c
133 Selby Thomas, Cairns c 240 Simpson John  (fencer ), Toorak Station c (2)
134 Sell Levi , South Brisbane a 241 Simpson Mrs. John W., Betts Creek o
135 Seller Stephen (bailiff), Plane Creek c 242 Simpson Jos. (of Penrith, care of Mr. Butcher), Alice
136 Semanhame  B., Cooktown f River Crossing u k
137 Semmens W., Burketown a 243 Simpson J., Burenda s
138 Semple A., Deep Creek c 244 Simpson Magnus, Cairns o c
139 Settler Richard, Bulimba c 245 Simpson W. H. (carpenter), Burenda c
140 Severna Henry, To%% naville c 246 Sims Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
141 Stewart William F., (.aw o-g1 tiwn e 247 Sims James, Mungindi c
142 Sewell Miss Alice, Sandg'atk c 248 Simsen - (W. R. Extension), Mitchell c
143 Shaffer A., Monkira c 249 Sinclair A. O. C., West End c
144 Sheirer A., Woollongabba c 250 Sinclair John, Walker's Pocket c (2)
145 Shall Mrs. Haman, Charter, Towers c 251 Sinclair J., G mpie c (2)
146 Shallen Const. W., Mackay c 252 Sinclair  Miss  Kate, Sexton  street o e
147 Shanagher Miss Ellen, Sonthl ort e 253 Skamp Robert, Brisbane in
148 Shanahan  Maurice , Petrie terrace s 2.54 Skew John, Gympie o c
149 Shanahan Thomas, Gympie in 255 Skifligton Michael, Nive Downs c (2)
150 Shanks Anthony, CopktowMn o 256 Skitler William, Oxley c (2)
151 Shannon John, Rockhaml top c 257 Skinner  Messrs.,  Inglewood s
152 Shannon M., Tambo c 258 Skinner -, Nerang Creek a
153 Shannon Thomas, Laidley a 259 Skinner -, Mount Wyatt c
154 Shanweker Auryustua, F.OVw f e 260 Skinner Alexander, Rockhampton s
1:x5 Shapland Miss Lucy, Brisbane c (2) 261 Skinner E., Goodna c
156 Shard --, Brisbane e 262 Skinner John, Charleville s
157 Sharp - (engine -driver), Toowoonrba c 263 Skinner  T., Brisbane a
1.58 Sharp Samuel A ., Brisbane c 264 Skipper - (poultry dealer), Brisbane c
159 Sharp W., Brisbane c 265 Skipper B,, South Brisbane c
160 harpe -, Flinders road c 266 Skuse William, Dunwieb c
161 'Shaughnessy -, Mourylian R 267 Skuthope Thomas, Mitchell o
162 Shaughnessy Mrs. R. A., Brisbane e 268 Slade A. J., Hamilton o a
163 Shaw -,  Kilcummin c 269 Slaney James , Brisbane u k (2)
164 Shaw A. (carrier ), ring Rill c 270 Slatter  Jawed , Mackay c (2)
165 Shaw Alexander, Pine Hill e 271 Slattery Thomas, Cooktown f
166 Shaw C., Townsville e 272 Slaughter  - (coal merchant), Brisbane c
167 Shaw E., Cremor c 273 Slaughter A. (blacksmith), South Brisbane e
168 Shaw F. S., Barcaldine c 274 Slean William,  Brisbane u k
169 Shaw G. (contractor), Sherwood c 275 Slebnyell Charles, Rosewood Station c
170 Shaw Henry (carrier), Pine Hill a and in (2) 276 Sleinwehi S., Southport c
171 Shaw H. (L. E. Ashby ), Isiaford in (2) 277 Slipper Mrs., Brisbane u k
172 Shaw Robert, Aoni}ybrook a 278 Sloan George, South Brisbane c
173 Shaw Thoniea, Brisbane a 279 Sloan Miss Janet (care  of C, Maxwell Paul, Messrs.
174 Shaw William, Wert End e Scott, Dawson, and Stewart), Brisbane u k
175 Shea Eli, Tambo c 280 Sloan J., Normanby Reefs c
176 Sheahan P Chatsworth c 281 Townsville cSloane J
177
.,
Shearer W., Eulo a 282
.,
Sloane Robert, Ingham in
178 Shearirl M., One-Mile c 283 Smallman -, Mitchell a
179 Sheehan Mrs., South Brisbane a 284 Smallwood William, Southport e
180 Sheehan Michael ,  Brisbane u k and c (3) 285 Smart Alfred, Tambo c
181 Sheercht ---, Pine Hill o 286 Smiles  C., Windowie a
182 Shelly J., Townsville p 287 Smith -,  Makeraton street c
183 Shemmin John Morris, Brisbane n z 288 Smith -, North Ipswich a
184 Shepherd -, Cooparoo c 289 Smith -, Logan road c
185 Shepherd  -, Mitchell a 290 Smith -,  Petrie terrace a
186 Shepherd H., One-Mile c 291 Smith -,  Brisbane c
187 Shepherd P., Pine Hill c 292 Smith Mrs., Townsville c
188 Sheppard R. A, (care  of Messrs . F. and L. (4. Bauer),
k
293 Smith Mrs ., Charters Towers a
Bloomfield River, u
189 She ri dan -, Kangaroo Point a
294
295
Smith Alex. L.,  Mackay n z
Smith Alfred, Torrens Creek n
190 Sheridan Mary, Maryborough o 296 Smith Mrs. A., Charlotte  street o
191 Sheridan Miss E.,  Ravenswood u k 297 Smith  Bowden, Brisbane c
192 Sherman  Geor ge, Ipswich o c 298 Smith Miss Bridget,  Brisbane o c
193 Sherrard - (care of SpringaliFrost ), Ipswich c 299 Smith Mrs. Bridget,  Townsville c
194 Sherrin Miss M. (Q., Southport o 300 Smith  B. J., Ravenswood s
195 Sherrington Duncan, Kilkivan  Railway Works o 301 Smith Mrs. Catherine, Charters Towers o n
196 Sherrington J. Veresdple e 302 Smith Charles (labourer),  Brisbane o c
197 Sheuward  B., Brisbane f 303 Smith Miss Celia,  Charleville o c
198 Sheulan Miss, Spring Hill o 304 Smith Mrs. C.,  Kelvin Grove o
199 Shiel  Miss  B., Ipswich c 305 Smith Charles Adamson, Brisbane s
200 Shield E., Kangaroo Point c 306 Smith Mrs. C. C., Windorah c
201 Shield  Miss F .,  Brisbane a (2) 307 Smith C. E., Red Hill c
202 Shield  M., Maryborough c 308 Smith  Mrs. C.  F., Townsville a
203 Shields Miss  Annie, Southport o 309 Smith C. F. Townsvilie a
204 Shields  Michael , Kilkivan e 310 Smith Miss ti.,  Cunnamulla a
205 Shimvers H. Hughenden a 311 Smith  Miss  D., Gowrie Station c
206 Shine Miss Norah ,  Brisbane c 312 Smith Edgar F., Brisbane in and f (3)
207 Shipman  F. T., Brisbane an 313 Smith Miss Ellen, Southport o
208 Shipperd T., Cloncurr a 314 Smith  Miss Emma ,  Townsville c
209 Shipston  -, South  Brisbane a 315 Smith  Mrs.  B. Hill End c
210 Shirras W,, Emerald c 316 Smith F., Brisbane o
211 Short J., South Brisbane a 317 Smith F., Wharf  street o
212 Shortall Kate, Brisbane o 318 Smith F. M., Brisbane c
213 Shott Mrs. Brisbane c 319 Smith F. P., Brisbane c
214 Shove George, Cloncurry c 320 Smith F. W., Brisbane c
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321 Smith George, Brihbane c 427 Spencer George, Bundaberg o c
322 Smith George, Brisbane s 428 Spencer George, Petrie's Bight c
323 Smith Geo. (stonemason), Brisbane s 429Spencer Richard, Cairns f (2)
324 Smith George, Cashmere s 430 Spendelone Phaxbe, Rockhampton o
325 Smith G., Townsville o 431 Spillane Daniel,  Brisbane u k
326 Smith G. J., South Brisbane c 432 Spinks, Elijah, Valley c
327 Smith G. V., Buienda c 433 Spinks J., Callandoon, u k
328 Smith Miss Helen,  Red Hill u k  434 Splatt James, Goondiwindi m
329 Smith Henry, Maryborough n z 435 Splurey Miss  Minnie, Rockh ampton o c
330 Smith Henry, Townsville u k 436 Spwait Mrs. S., Betts Creek c
331 Smith Henry, Mitchell o 437 Spraight -, Townsville c
332 Smith Henry, Careens Station c 438 Spratt J. B., Windorah s
333 Smith Henry,  Brisbane u k 439 Spreick Mrs., Charters Towers s
334 Smith H. (care of J. Byrne and Co.), Ipswich c 440 Springor W., Clermont road c
335 Smith H., Charters  Towers s (2)  441 Sprowles T., One-Mile c
336 Smith H., Ar neta Downs c 442 Spurl W., One-Mile c (2)
337 Smith H. H., Valley c 443 Spurrell W., One-Mile c 3
338 Smith H. J. (clerk), Survey Office s  444 Squellins  G., Warwick c
339 Smith H. M., Macnade c 445 Squires F. P., Windorah s
340 Smith Herbert McNeill, Macnade f 446 Staak C., Laidley Scrub c
341 Smith H. N. (care of Hutton, surveyor), Her- 447 Stace Octamus,  Millungera s
berton c 448 Stacey Roland  Sutherland , Burketown o
342 Smith Jacob, South  Brisbane c  449 Stack Mrs. Kate, Lower Herbert f
343 Smith  James , Toowoomba c 450 Stack Michael, Ravenswood o c
344 Smith James, Yeulba c 451 Stahl A., Gympie c
345 Smith .James Brice, Mount Cotton c 452 Stallworthy W., Cunnamulla c
346 Smith Mrs. or Miss  Jessie,  Rona c  453 Stanbrough Miss Agnes , Brisbane o c
347 Smith John, Killarney 0 454 Standley G. (care of Mrs. O'Dery), Brisbane it k
348 Smith John, Townsville c 155 Stanley Mrs., Gympie c
349 Smith John, Gympie c 456 Stanley John, (miner) Rockhampton o c (2)
350 Smith IMr.,. John, Minnie Downs s 457 Stanney F., Townsville c
351 Smith Mrs. John, Milton c 458 Stanvar -, Townsville c
332 Smith Joseph, Toc wooutba c 459 St i,.we/l J. W. F., Mackay c
353 Smith J. (hotelkeeper), Ipswich road c 460 Stapleton -, Mitchell road c
3..54 Smith J. (care of W. Gesch) Kanyan c 461 Stapleton Mrs. (care of Mrs. E. M. Dines),
35.5 Smith J., Gympie c Ipswich c
356 Smith J., Kelvin Grove c 462 Starkin B., Woolloongabba c
357 Smith John A., Pine Hill o 46.3 Startin J., Kelvin Grove c
358 Smith J. W., Brisbane u k 464 St. Clare Mrs. M., Ravenswood e
359 Smith  Maggie, Roma o  465 Stebbins D., Maryborough c
360 Smith Miss Mary, Bundanba c 466 Steele Robert,  Brisbane c
361 Smith Mrs. Mary, Mackay c 467 Stein -,  Brisbane c
362 Smith Mrs. M., Cunnamulla s 468 Steiwert Alfred , Yengarie c
363 Smith Mrs. M., Toowoomba e 469 Steinwehr Siegfried , Brisbane o c
364 Smith  Mrs. M., North Quay c 470 Stem Mrs. L., Mitchell Downs c
365 Smith N., Townsville o 471 Stephen Herbert W., Cunnamulla s
366 Smith N. L., Bundaberg c  472 Stephens  A., Red Hill c
367 Smith P., Charters Towers c 473 Stephens  H., Brenda s
368 Smith Richardson, South Brisbane c 474 Stephens Joseph (carrier ), Cunnamulla s
369 Smith R., (miner), Charters Towers c 475 Stephens J. D. Mackay c
370 Smith S.,  Edward street c  476 Stephens  Miss  Mary,  (xympie c
371 Smith Miss  S., Brisbane  in 477Stephens  Miss Mary,  Phillip's Grand  Hotel u k
372 Smith Thomas, Queenton c (2) 478 Stephens Richard, Nebo c
873 Smith  Thomas ,  Bundaberg c 479 Stephens R. (Pearlwel_ lJ Oxley c (2)
374 Smith Thomas, Townsville c 480 Stephensen J. C. J. MMaryborough e
375 Smith Mrs. T. A., Brisbane u k 481 Stephenson Mrs., Melbourne  street c
376 Smith Walter, Adelaide  street c  482 Stephenson Fountain,  Brisbane c
377 Smith Mrs. Walter, Arthur  street c  483 Stephenson J., Petrie  terrace c
378 Smith  Walter Henry  (care  of Mr .  Johnson), Good 484 Stephenson  Lizzie ,  Maryborough o
Tem plars'  Hotel ,  Edward street u k 485 Stephenson R. Macdonald  (care of  John Stephens),
379 Smith Walter  J., Breakfast Creek c Brisbane u k and c (4)
380 Smith  William  (carrier ),  Cunnamu lla c  486 Stephenson A. J., Brisbane s
381 Smith  William ,  Charters Towers c  487 Sterling Mrs. W .,  Brisbane c
382 Smith William,  Ipswich  road c  488 Stevens Mrs., Dundathu c
383 Smith William, Gympie c 489 Stevens  Miss, Brisbane c
384 Smith  W. (carter ),  Rockhampton e  490 Stevens Mrs. C .  Ipswich c
385 Smith W., Brisbane u k 491 Stevens F. B., 'oowoomba c
386 Smith W., Nive Downs c  492 Stevens  John,  Homestead o
387 Smith W. A. (photographer ),  Bundaberg s c (3) 493 Stevens  John,  Brisbane n z (2)
388 Smith  W. A., Cloncurry s 494 Stevens J., Currawinga s
389 Smith W. G., Brisbane u k 495 Stevens Robt . (miner ), Charters Towers c
390 Smithbarry IL C., Normanton c  496 Stevens  W. C., Brisbane s
391 Smyrell  Mrs., Logan road o  497 Stevens Z. labourer), Caboolture o e
392 Smyth  Mrs. Charles, Alfred street u k 498 Stevenson J ames,  Townsville c
393 Smyth James,  Brisbane u k  499 Stevenson John (engineer),  Morayfield a
394 Smythe  - (agent ),  Brisbane  in 500Stevenson John Valley c
395 Smythe G. A., Cunnamulla c 501 Stewart  Mrs., Toowoomba u k396 Snow  Francis H .,  Brisbane s  502 Stewart  Charles , Mackay u k
397 Snow J., Ann  street o  503 Stewart C. H., North Pine c
398 Snow S., Brisbane c 504 Stewart David , Cairns o c
399 Sohngren  Christian , Westbrook c  505 Stewart G. (tinsmith), Bundaberg c
400 Soillense Montagu ,  Townsville e  506 Stewart Hugh, Toowoomba c
401 Somerset Arthur F.,  Rockhampton c  507 Stewart J., Goondiwindi m
402 Somerville John,  Burketown c  508 Stewart James  Plantation  Creek o c
403 Sommers Mrs. F .,  Rockhampton c 509 Stewart  Mrs. Yames, Gympie c
404 Soppa Carl, Bundaberg c 510 Stewart J. Duncan, South Brisbane o
405 Sorensen H. F., Maryborough c  511 Stewart J. H. Georgetown c
406 Sorensen  J., Tiaro o c  512 Stewart  R., l4ew Farm c
407 Sorensen John, Gympie c  518 Stewart  W., Leichhardt  street e
408 Sorenson  -, (carpenter ),  Brisbane c  514 Stichnoth  Mrs. Ludwig  (care of Mrs.  W. Stoldt),
409 Sorenson  Mrs. A .,  Balnaa wan c Flinders street ,  Townsville f
410 Sorrensen  -,  One-mile Creek c  515 Stiles John  Tarlton ,  Rockhampton c
411 Sorrensen  Christin  Kundsen ,  Brisbane f  516 Stinton  William Rockhampton o c
412 Sothern J. R. Tiaro c 517 Stirling  James ,  Brisbane u k (2)
413 Soutar Alex .  (hairdresser ),  Mitchell c (3)  518 St.  John Michael ,  Brisbane u k
414 Souter Hector,  Springsure o  519 St. Leifer W.,  Tinana c
415 Sowden  Thomas ,  Charters Towers s  520 Stock E., Cloncurry c (2)
416 Spackman  H., Orient Station s (3)  521 Stockall  G., Stanwell c (3)
417 Spain  M. (Police Station ),  Mackay c 522 Stockley W., One-Mile c
418 Spark William , Thargomindah u k  523 Stoddart Walter, Etheridge u k (3)
419 Sparke Albert,  Brisbane u k  524 Stodert  Mrs. E ., Valley c
420 Sparks F. W., Spring Hill c 525 Stokes A. E., Consuela c
421 Sparrow Frank, Dalby s 526 Stokes H., Churchill c
422 Spaven Miss Agnes, Brisbane o c 527 Stokes Mrs. W. H., Lutwyche c
423 Speacheb H., Cloncurry c 528 Stallrig W illiam , Gympie c
424 Speering T., Gayndah e 529 Stone Miss, Valley c
425 Spence F. J., Charters  Towers e  530 Stone D. G., Gympie u k
426 Spencer C. T., Ingham e 531 Stone William, Valley e
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532 Stone William, Mount Hutton u k 4 Tait D., Brisbane c
533 Stones J. Henry, Brisbane u k 5 Tait Mortimer H., Ipswich c
534 Storey W. (meat works), Queensport in 6 Tai Shun, Eulo s
535 Storey W. H Valley c 7 Talbot James, Mount Morris e
536 Stork Edward, Cloncurry c 8 Talty Hugh (care of Hanrahan, No. 1 Gang), Killar-
537 Strachan Miss Charlotte, Gympie in and c (2) ney Line c
538 Strachan M. (packer), Cairns c 9 Tan.ton Henry, Brisbane c
539 Straffon Henry P Brisbane sBundaberg u k 10 Tandy F O540 , ., . .Straine David, Charters Towers c 11 Tandy F., P.O. Rockhampton ,i
541 Stralow Mrs. E. (care of Mr. Conrad, blacksmith), 12 Tandy John L., Brisbane c (2)
Lower Dawson road s 13 Tandy J. L., Maryborough c512Sraiger J., Red Hill c 14 Tandy John Latter, Brisbane u k (2)
543 Stranks W. J., Townsville o c 15 Tanna -, Cairns o c
544 Stratford John Collins, Rockhampton n, k (2) 16 Tanner Mrs. M. (care of Mrs. Roberts), Ravens-
545 Stratford J. and M., Palpara Station o wood s (3)
546 Street Thomas C., Brisbane c (2) 17 Tate -, Macky c
547 Strehlow F. (care of Charles Konrad, blacksmith), 18 Tatham H., Mount Gravatt c
Rockhampton s 19 Taugher James, Brisbane u k548 Strickland Francis, Brisbane u k 20 Taulbert -, South Brisbane c
549 Stringer H Mar Beta sborou h c 21 Tavion H OP550 ., y g ., ..Stripp William,  Brisbane s  22 Taylor -, Park road, off Boggo road c
551 Stritch Jas. (care of Mr. Laerty), Rockhampton c 23 Taylor Mrs., Bowen terrace c
552 Stroh  Henry , Aramac c 24 Taylor Amelia, P.O. Queenton u k (2)
553 Stronach A. (plasterer), Maryborough o 25 Taylor Charles, Tambo c
554 Strong John, Boggo c 26 Taylor Mrs. E. J., Mackay c
555 Strong J., Toowoomba c 27 Taylor Miss F., P.O. u k
556 Strong Miss Lizzie, Boggo c 28 Taylor Geo., Paddington c
5.57 Strew Christy (care of Mr. Archer), Graceinere c 21) Taylor Geo., Pine Hill c
558 Struthers A., Townsville c 30 Taylor G. H., Townsville c
559 Strutt - (draper), Cairns c 31 Taylor James, Alpha c
560 Stuart Campbell,  Brisbane o c  32 Taylor James, Ipswich c
561 Stuart Henry, Maryborough c 33 Taylor John, Herberton c
562 Stuart L. C., Glenora c 34 Taylor Joseph, Red Bank, Goodna a
563 Stuart William, Turbot street u k 35 Taylor Mrs. R., Townsville o
564 Stuckey -, Burketown c 36 Taylor R. W. B., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
665 Stuckey H. Gould, Burketown s (3) 37 Taylor S., Petrie terrace u k
566 Stuckey and Coope, Rockhampton c 38 Taylor Samuel(care of George Graethead,Woongara)
567 Stuart Robert, Mackay s Bundaberg o
568 Stumper -,  Miles c  39 Taylor Miss  Sarah  Ann, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
569 Sturk  Miss  J., Queenton c 40 Taylor Thomas, Queenton in
570 Styles George, Gympie c 41 Taylor T. A. (care of -- Kilgour), Mount Morris c
571 Styles G. Frederick, Nive Downs s 42 Taylor Walter J., Beta c
572 Suhl C., Fern Vale c 43 Taylor Walter John, Claremont u k
573 Sullivan -, Brisbane c 44 Taylor Wm. E. (s.s. " New Guinea "), Brisbane u k
574 Sullivan Mrs., Gym pie c 45 Taylor W. J., Brisbane u k
575 Sullivan Cornelius  care  of Mr. Richard Tarrant), 46 Tearle --, Tiaro c
Gympie u k 47 Teamer D., Rockhampton c
576 Sullivan D., Spring Hill c 48 Tegart Charles, P.O. Texas s
577 Sullivan D., Valley c 49 Telfer W., One-Mile c (2)
578 Sullivan G. (care of Mr. Cruickshank), Townsville c 50 Telling J., Gumbardo Station, Adavale in (2)
579 Sullivan George T., Dotswood Station s 51 Tellvas H., Plain Creek Mackay c
580 Sullivan  Mrs. Henry, Dotswood a 52 Templeton A., Townsville c
581 Sullivan John, Valley c 53 Templeton John H.(s.s."Duke of Argyll"),Brisbane
582 Sullivan John C., Hughenden u k  u k (2)
583 Sullivan Mauri ce, Brisbane s  54  Tennant Arthur, Gold Creek-, via BrooA1ield u k
584 Sullivan P. C., Toowoomba in 55 Terfloth Christopb,  Blackall o c
585 Sullivan Thomas , Charters Towers o c 56 Terry --,  30-Mile  Camp, Railway c
586 Sullivan Timothy,  Brisbane u k  57 Terry Thomas (care of Rev. Arch. Glennie),Bris-
587 Summer P. Petrie terrace c  bane u k (2)
1588 Summers Mrs., Blackmount c 58 Tees Thomas, Goondiwindi s
589 Summers A., Burdekin c 59 Teye and Shepherd Messrs., Charters Towers iu590 Sunderland R., Gympie c 60 Thuche F., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
591 Sung Chong, Maryborough s tit Theakston Capt. H. J. (schooner " Fern''), Rock
592 Sun Lee, Port Douglas c hannptou a
593 Sun  War  On, Gerutan  Station c 62 Theefer John, Gympie c
594 Surenne Mrs., Maryborough c 63 Theiman J., Mitchell c
595 Surenne J. G., Maryborough c 64 Theobald Geo:, P.O. Blackall o
596 Sutcliffe John F., Southport u k 65 Thick Mrs. Jane, Hughenden c (2)
597 Sutherland --, Emerald c 66 Thill Mrs. Annie, Emerald u k
598 Sutherland G. H., Mount Cotton c 67 Thirloway R., P.O. Brisbane s
599 Sutherland J., Pine Hill c 68 Thomas -, Waverly c
600 Sutherland R., Milo Station  in and c (3) 69 Thomas and Burnett Messrs.,  Maryborough c
601 Suthers N., Gympie c 70 Thomas A., The Range, Rockhampton c602 Suter A., Charters Towers c 71 Thomas Carpenter, Bloomfield c
603 Suter Thomas,  Townsville s (2) 72 Thomas David, Gold Creek e
604 Svenson  Miss  Adeline, Kangaroo Point c  73 Thomas George, Ro lleston c
605 Swaine  Mrs., Collingwood Estate c 74 Thomas G. C. (civil  engineer ),  Brisbane o c
606 Swainn  William A., Brisbane c 75 Thomas Henry (care of Ruddell), Burketown
607 Swainson Mrs., Mitchell o 76 Thomas G., Townsville c
608 Swanson G., Tiaro o 77 Thomas J. P., Gregory Terrace c
609 Swanson  G. J., Pine Hill c 78 Thomas John, Charters Towers s
610 Swanson Jacob, Brisbane o c 79 Thomas Richard, Hu hendein o c
611 Swanson J., Tiaro c 80 Thomas W., Mount Pleasant c (2)
612 Swarbrick Daniel, Sir John Young Hotel c (3) 81 Thomas T., Queenton c
613 Sweating  Miss, Spring Hill c 82 Thomason E., Gympie c (2)
614 Sweeney James, Gympie c 83 Thom Line Hee, Cairns c
615 Sweeney Michael, Charters Towers o c (2) 84 Thompson -, Mitchell Downs c (2)
616 Sweeney Patrick (care of C. B. Rey, Esq.), Yealbone, 85 Thompson -, Westgrove c
Balonne River s  86 Thompson Ambrose,  Brisbane c
617 Sweeney  Samuel , Cloncurry c 87 Thompson and Co. A. J., Brisbane c
618 Sweeney  Mrs. Sarah , Buliinba road c 88 Thompson C. J., Charters Towers o
619 Sweeney William (carrier ) Betts Creek c 89 Thompson Christopher (care of M`Leau) Brisbane
620
,
Swepson J., Lady Mary Hill c 0 c
621 Swersen  Peter,  Brisbane c (2)  90 Thompson Clarence, South Brisbane c
622 Swinton E. T., Cooper's Creek s 91 Thompson E., Hughenden c
623 Swinton Mrs. M., Mackay c 92 Thompson Mrs. E., Brisbane u k (2)
624 Swithenbank Albert, Charters Towers c 93 Thompson G. (care of D. Femerone), Valley
62.5 Sykes Mrs., Lutwyche c 94 Thompson G. W., Wickham  terrace c
626 Symonds --, Valley c 95 Thompson George,  Brisbane c
627 Symonds  Miss Jessie,  Bowen terrace 96 Thompson, George, Cairns c
628 Symonds J. A., Rockhampton c 97 Thompson George, Cunnamulla c
629 Symon Revd., Ravenswood c 98 Thompson H., Miles c
99 Thompson H., Red Hill c
T. 100 Thompson J., Adavale c
101 Thompson J., Bowen c
1 TUCKER G., Ayr c 102 Thompson J. A., Brisbane
9 Tai Kee, Cairns c 103 Thompson James, Valley c
3 Tait A.,  Townsville c (3) 104 Thompson  John,  Charters  Towers m
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105 Thompson John, Cooktown s 207 Tozer W. G., Pyramid Sugar Company, Cairns o
106 Thompson John, Charters Towers in 208 Trainer Joseph, Clermont o c
107 Thompson John, Cunnamulla s 209 Travers Ernest, Russell River, Cairns o
108 Thompson John, Cunnamulla s 210 Travers P., Port Douglas c
109 Thompson J. R., Rockhampton c 211 Travers Vernon, Cairns o and u k (6)
110 Thompson Miss Lizie, St. George Bridge c 212 Trayner John, Jericho Station o
111 Thompson Louis, Herberton c 213 Tree Mrs. R., P.O. Townsville c
112 Thompson R., P.O. Brisbane c 214 Treen W., Rockhampton u k
113 Thompson W., Terrick Plantation, Barcoo River f 215Treenbath Richard, Millchester Creek c
114 Thompson Mrs. W., Petrie Terrace s 216 Trealich John (care of R. .1. Lathes,), Bowen
115 Thomson A. B., Townsville u k and c (2) Downs c
116 Thomson Arthur, P.O. Rockhampton s 217 Trevarthen Edward, Charters Towers c
117 Thomson Mrs. Elizabeth, Charters Towers s 218 Trickett E., Paddington c
118 Thomson Henry C., Rockhampton e 219 Triffett R., Springsure c
119 Thomson J., Townsville c 220 Trigg Charles, Valley o c
120 Thomsen Mrs. Catherine, Mackay c 221 Tripcony G., Goondiwindi c
121 Thomson Mrs. Jane, South Brisbane o e 222 Tritton C., Townsville c
122 Thomson M. C., Nive Downs c 223 Trousen L. B., Ipswich c
123 Thomson  Mrs. R ., Charters Towers c 224 Trott W., Gundiah c
124 Thomson Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton o c 225 Trotser Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
125 Thoon H., Brisbane c 226 Trout R. T., Spring Hill c
126 Thoon H., Johnson River c 227 Trowell William, Brisbane u k
127 Thorne Mrs., Brisbane c 228 Trundle J. H. (care of Cannon), Brisbane c
128 Thornby H., Boggo road, South Brisbane u c 229 Trust F., Thargomindah s
129 Thornton -, Townsville c (2) 230 Tucker Mrs., New Farm c
130 Thornton A. A., Charleville c (2) 231 Tucker H. M., Petrie  terrace o c
131 Thornton A., Adavale c 232 Tucksford Mrs., Mitchell c
132 Thorogood D., Roma c 233 Tuke Edwin, Toowoomba c
133 Thorogood David,  Minnie  Downs, Tambo c 234 Turnbull A., Gympie c
134 Thorp Sydney D., Warenda o 23.5 Turnbull Hugh, P.O. Brisbane u k
135 Thorpe  H., Brisbane u k 236 Turnell Mrs. E., Townsville c (2)
136 Thrower H. T., Rockhampton o c 237 Tume Mrs., Jericho c
137 Thynne Jas., Barambah o c 238 Turner E ., Valley c
138 Tibbey Mrs. Geo., P.O. Brisbane o 239 Turner E., Maryborough c
139 Tickle W. (care of Fletcher), P.O. Ballandean s 240 Turner H., Woolloongabba c
140 Ticknel Mrs. Fan, Sugar Plantation, Yeppoon u k 241 Turner J. H., Cunnamulla s
141 Tickner James, Rockhampton u k 242 Turner J., Charters Towers c
142 Tier Miss A., (Ilooper's Creek s 243 Turner Mary,  Bindango Station o
143 Tier W., Normanton or Cloncurry o-s 244 Turner W., KynunaStation. Winton c (2)
144 Tier William, Cloncurry s 245 Turner William, Rockhampton c
145 Tiffeny  Miss Maggie , Brisbane u k 246 Turne D., Rockhampton c
146 Tifton H. R., Toowoomba u k 247 Tush D., Thargomindah c
147 Till Chas., Gympie c 248 Tutton A., Cooktown a
148 Till Chas. A., Charters Towers  Boarding -house, 249 Tweed Ben., Cooktown c
Townsville c 250 Twiss  E., Adavale c
149 Till John, Toowoomba u k 251 Twogone H., Alpha c
150 Till Mrs., Toowoomba n z 252 Twort Thomas, Sandy Cfeek, Charters 'rowers u k
151 Till Mrs. S., Toowoomba  s and c (2) 253 Tye Kee, Cairns c
152 Till  Samuel , Toowoomba c (3) 254 Ty Lee, Maryborough c
153 Tilney Mrs. Ambrose, Jondaryan c 255 Tyaan H. A., Bonus e
154 Timberley -, Lutwyche c
155 Timmins Mrs., Valley c
156 Timmony Mrs Valle c
157
., y
Tincknell Jas., Lower Landsdowne c U
158 Tindale Arthur, Goondiwindi P.O. s 1 SouthUNDERWOOD -- (care of  Slide tailor)159 Tinlly J. A., Meat Preserving Ce.'s Works, Queens- , ,Brisbane u kport c 2 Underwood Mrs. Chas. Blackall c160 Tinsley  Fred, Jericho c 3
,
Adavale cUnderwood C.161 Tobando -, P.O. Aramac c 4
,
Nive DownsUnderwood C. Augathella c162 Tobanis Mrs., P.O. Roma c 5 ,, MorvenUnderwood J. W. (care of Williams)163 Tobber Friedrich, Gundiah f ,Downs s164 Tobin  Mrs. Chas.  (care  of W. W. Davis), Bando 6 Charters Towers cUren HStation,  Eulo s 7 ., Yengarie cUrquhart K. R.165 Tobin Patrick,  Townsvi lle o R ,Central Chambers cUril --166 Tod Robt. C., P.O. Rockhampton t (4) 9 ,Urquhart Duncan Aramac c167 Todd -, Paddington c 10 ,(care of Williams)Urry Wm Morven Doutins a168 Todd -, Rockhampton c 11 . ,Brisbane u kUrwin James169 Todd Alexander, P.O. Brisbane u k 12 ,E. L. PUsher Mrs O Lutwyche c170 Todd W., Maryborough c , . ..
171 Toll Edwin, P.O. Brisbane u k
172 Tollafield Job, P.O. Townsville c
173 Tolley Edw. J. (care  of J. Cameron),  Kensington
Downs u k
V.
174 Tolley E. J., Rockhampton u k 1 VALLIS A., Gladstone c1"5Tolson  Jas., Townsville c 2 Vallon L., Cairns c
176 Tom Ben.,  Tinana c (2) 3 Vare and Donaldson, Townsville n z
177 Tombleton -,  Brisbane c 4 Varendorf Aug. (care of Ehrhardt ), Millchester a
178 Tom Chow, Mackay o c 5 Varrie Andrew, Valley c
179 Tomlinson Mrs. C., Townsville c 6 Vaughan Wm., Rockhampton c
180 Tomlinson Thomas, Warwick o c 7 Vaunlon C., Queenton, Charters Towers c
181 Tommy Ali You, Maryborough c 8 Verald -, Ipswich Reserve , Harrisville c
182 Tompkins Josiah , Chatsworth c 9 Vesper Mrs. F., P.O. Brisbane c
183 Tom on John, Charters Towers in 10 Vespermann --, New Gaule c
184 Toms  George, Gregory  terrace c 11 Vicker George (labourer ), Pentland c
185 Tomson  Mrs. (care of Mrs. Thomson ), Woolloon- 12 Vickers John C.,  Tallebudgera o c and c (3)
gabba c 13 Vickers W. E., Tallebudgera c
186 Tonkinson R., Tinana c 14 Victor  Mrs. Frances  Mary,  Enoggera c
187 Toohey Mrs. Jessie, Valley c 15 Victsew T., Charleville c
188 Toohey M., Apollonian Vale c 16 Volk Ludwig, Clermont c
189 Toohey M., Gympie c (2) 17 Von Lossberg,  Warwick f
190 Toomey Jas., 7 North Phoenix, Gympie c 18 Voss  H. (care  of Pixley), Brisbane Gaol u k
191 Toomey P., Maryborough c 19 Vould Winge , Bundaberg o c
192 Tooth  H. H., Bowen c 20 Vowells John,  Charters Towers  in
193 Toothy T. J., Maryborough c
194 Topham W., Spring Hill c W.
195 Topp J. W., Samford u k
196 Torckler Robt.  M. (cutter  " Daisey"), Cuoktown 1 WADDINGTON-Farleigh, Mackay c
c (2) 2 Wade Frank (care of Beasley ), Rockhampton c
197 Torckler Robert (cutter  " Daisey"), Mackay c 3 Wade J., Chinchilla c
198 Torr B., Townsville c 4 Wade  J., Ravenswood c (2)
199 Tovey W. G., Lutwyche c (2) 5 Wade William,  Hospital, Cairns e
200 Towers  Andrew, Tiviot P.O. u k 6 Wa Tong,  Cairns c
201 Towill J., Pine Hill c 7 Wagner C., Pine River c
202 Townsend  Miss Emma , Gyinpie c 8 Waggataffe Mrs., Townsville o
203 Townsend J. It., Mount Pleasant c 9 Wainwright -. Gotha street Valley c
204 Townsend John, G.P.O. Brisbane c 10 Waite Elijah, Anne street Valley u k
205 Toyson -- Marburg c 11 Waite James, South Brisbane c
206 Tozer  H. P., Rockhampton  u k and f (3) 12 Wake T. (care of Wells ), Leith street u k.
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Wakebam Flora Mrs., East lane, Rockhampton c 115 Warren David S., P.O. Brisbane c
Walsh W., Irish Town c 116 Warren Frank, Womblebank via Mitchell c
Waldron Mrs., Tooley  street , Maryborough c 117 Warren J. L., Townsville c (2)
Walford -, Burketown c 118 Warren J., Seaforth Estate, Burdekin c
Walker -, Gundiah c 119 Warren L. P., Roma o (2)
Walker Springsure Station, Thargnmindah a 120 Warren Nicholas, Charters Towers u k-
Walker and Mclntyyre, Toowoonba C 121Warren S., (care Boyd), Ripple Creek, Herbert River o
Walker A. (feilmouger), Townsville u k 12'2 Warren William, P.O. Cloncurry c
Walker Allred P.O. Adavale a 123 Warron J. L., Flinders  street , Townsville a
Walker E. (care of Lonergan), Western Mail Hotel c 124 Warsnip Edward, P.O. Brisbane u k
Walker E. (waggon maker), Brisbane u k 125 Waters Chas. W., P.U. Hughenden u k (2)
Walker Fredk. (care  of P.O.), Brisbane u k 126 Waters John, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
Walker F., Goondiwindi c 127 Waters William (farmer ), Rosewood o c
Walker J. H., Cedar Creek c 128 Watkins Mrs., Abbott  street , Cairns c
Walker G. J., P.O.  Brisbane c 129 Watkinson Miss A. L., Richmond street, Mary-
Walker J., Red Hill c borough a
Walker J., The Arcade, Maryborough c 130 Watkin William, Newton, Ipswich c
Walker J. McGavin , Brisbane c 131 Watkins Mrs B., Abbott street, Cairns c
Walker James, P.O. Townsville c 132 Watkins  Mrs. Margt ., Charters Towers o c
Walker Joseph Mrs., Gympie o 133 Watson Bros., Cloncurry c (2)
Walker M., Gympie c 134 Watson - (care of Gray), P.O. St. George c
Walker Mrs.  M., near  St. Patrick's Reef, St. 135 Watson A. W., Creek  street c
George c (3) 136 Watson D. M., P.O.  Brisbane o
Walker P., P.O. Townsville c 137 Watson Mrs. Elizabeth, William  street,  Paddington
Walker R,, Railway Reserve, Townsville c (2) oc!2)
Walker R. (carrier ), Stonehenge c 138 Watson F. H., Cloncurry c (2)
Walker Richard (polisher), Millchester u k (2) 139 Watson Francis, Queenton s
Walker T. C., P.O. Brisbane c 140 Watson Fredk. (Club Hotel), Toowoomba c
Walker W., P.O. Mackay c 141 Watson G., Gympie 0
Walker W. E., Exeter street, West End c 142Watson Geo., 1'.O. Hughenden u k
Walker William (carp  of McIntyre), Spring Hill c 143 Watson G. S., P.O. Hughenden c
Walker William, P.O. Brisbane u k 144 Watson George, Betts Creek, near Townsville u k (3)
W HWalke Victoria Plantation Lower Her- 145 Watson H Grey street South  Brisbane c. .,y ,bert u k 146 ., ,Watson J., Woolgar,  cia  Richmond Downs s
Wall Ed ward, P.U. Normanton a 147 Watson J. E., The Park, Gracemere c
Wall Gough,  Hope street, South Brisbane u k 148 Watson J. P., Brisbane c
Wall Kate, Rockhampton c 149 Watson James (care of Baptie ), South Brisbane u k
Wall T., George  street ,  Brisbane c 1,50 Watson Mrs. Margaret, Roma e
Wallace ---, Homebush c 151 Watson S., Mitchell c (3)
Wallace --, Pilot Station, Bundaberg c 152 Watson Samie C., Ipswich c
Wallace Messrs. (planters), Woongarra c 153 Watson J., Mary borough  u k and c (2)
Wallace Charles (care  of Chapman), Mackay c 1.54 Watson W. (care  of Palmer ), Georgetown e
Wallace Edmund, P.O. Brisbane c 155 Watson W. J., P.O. Brisbane a
Wallace Mrs. Jessie,  Brisbane c 156 Watt Mrs .  E. (care of Ha ll ),  Charlotte  street c
Wallace J., Gympie c 157 Watt D. H. Leamington Estate, Coorpoora c
Wallace J., P.O. Townsville a and o (2) 158 Watt James, Water  street ,  South Brisbane c
Wallace J. A., Pine Hill o 159 Watt Capt. (s.s. "Qunga," A.S.N. Coy .), Brisbane
Wallace Mrs. J. T. James, Killarney c 160 Watts Charles,  Racecourse , Toowoomba c
Wallace Robert, P.O. Blackall c 161 Watts Mrs. E ., Hilton  road ,  Gympie c (2)
Waller --, Petrie terrace c 162 Watts J. (late  of Glasgow ),  Brisbane uk
Waller F. J., Queen's Hotel, Townsville s 133 Watts Mrs. J ane, Brisbane o c
Waldron E., Paddington c 164 Warner Paul, Bundaberg s
Wallice Miss Alice, Y.O. Brisbane c 165 Waugh G., George street, Brisbane u k
Wallis W., Queen's Arm Hotel, Goondiwindi s 166 Waugh John,  Charters  Towers  road , Townsville c
Wallis W. H. (carrier), Pine  Hill c (2) 167 Wansmann S., G.P.O . Brisbane f
Walmaley --, Townsville c 168 Waygood -,  Rosvale c
Walmaley John (care  of Hay), Noosa c 169 Wayer Wm., (care of White Horse Hotel,) Too-
Walsh --, Bloomsbury  Station ,  vid  Aramac c woomba c
Walsh Bridget, Gympie o 170 Wagstaff H. B., Rockhampton  Station u k
Walsh J.,  Mitchell c 171 Wayte Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k
Walsh J. (Conner's Hotel) Mackay c 172 Way Man and  Co., Roma a
Walsh Mrs. J. J. (care of koberts), Brisbane s 173 Wealth  James  (carrier ), Hughenden c
Walsh John, Townsville o 174 Wear Henry, Brisbane c
Walsh John (care of Williams' Sawmills), Charters 175 Weare J Water Reserve, Charters  Towers c (2)
Towers c 176 Wearne J. E., Fitzroy street, Rockhampton c
Walsh Mrs. M. J., West street, Ipswich c 177 Weatherall William, Tallwood c
Walsh R., Goondiwindi s 178 Weaves Richard, Rockhampton s
Walsh P., Yetman a 179 Webb -, (carrier), Beta e
Walsh P.,  Kent street , Maryborough c 180 Webb C., G.P.U. Brisbane a
Walsh Patrick, P.O. Brisbane u k 181 Webb Mrs. E.,  Jane  street, Valley c (2)
Walsh Robert (storekeeper), Yetman a 182 Webb J. (moulder), Glamorgan Vale o c
Walsh Robert Henry, Gayndah c 183 Webb John (case of Jeffries),  Ourrayah s
Walsh William (care of Little, s.s. " Vassel"), 184 Webb Wm. Skilton, Townsville u k
Cooktown u k 185 Webb Miss Sarah  Brisbane u k
Walter Wm Stratton street, Valley c 186 Webb Thos.  and Sons ,  Brisbane c
Walter and Port Douglas cNY., 187 Webber Mrs., Bundaberg c
Walton A. G., Princess  street ,  Petrie terrace a 188 Webber E. P., Gympie o
Walters  Mrs., New Farm o 189 Webber Edmond ,  near junction Ipswich road c
Walters Mrs., Cheater  street, Valley c 190 Webber Henry,  Harrisville c
Walters Thos., P.O. Blackall m 191 Webber  L., Roma c
Walters William,  Chester street , Valley c 192 Webster  --, Jv an c
Wan Gow (gardener ) Lowlands c 193 Benowa PlantationWebster  A (care  of  Muir ),
Wanliss Wm., P.O.  Brisbane c
,.,Southport c
Warburton J. (care of McMickin), Cashmere 194 Webster Alex. Speed,  Parson 's Lagoon , CoppeVfleld e
Station ,  near St .  George u k 195 Webster D., Boggo c
Ward Alf. (Railway  Line ),  Ravenswood o 196 Webster Jas., G.P.O. Brisbane c (2)
Ward Mrs. Alice, P.O. Toowoomba o 197 Webster  Miss  Minnie,  Enterprise Hotel, Charters
Ward F., P.O. Rockhampton c Towers c
Ward George,  Stertrum ,  near Mitche ll c 198 Weckmen Charles, Walloon c
Ward Miss Mary,  Townsville c 199 Wedell Edward, P.O. Cloncurry f
Ward W.  P., Brisbane c 200 Wedlaugh  Johnny,  Rockhampton o
Ward Captain  ("  Day Dawn ") Brisbane s (2) 201 Weeks -, 161 Edward  street c
Ward S., P.O. Boggo c 202 Weeks S., Townsville o
Ward Mrs. S. W., Boggo s 203 Weeks Thomas  (bootmaker ),  Townsville o
Ward W. A., Barringun, Burke, N.S.W. s (2) 204 Wegner C. F., Laidley c
Wardale C. H. Brisbane f 20.5 Wehh Robert,  Murweh o
Wardeen W .,  Hughenden c 206 Weirmann Johann, Strand, Townsville c
Wardley -,  Hargrave 's road ,  South Brisbane c 207 Weiss -, Tinana c
Wardle G., G.P.O. Brisbane a 208 Weisberger  J., Brisbane c
Wardle H. D. (care  of Martin ), Ipswich u k 209 Welch James  (carrier ),  Hughenden c
Wardley E. Burenda  Station , Warrego Rvier m 210 Welch Jno ., Broughton c
Wark Mrs.,  Brisbane a 211 Welch Mrs. Mary, Foley' s Hotel , G.P.O. f
Warkintine F. Illott,  Prince  of Wales Hotel, 212 Welchman Gerald, Nebo, Mackay u k
Rockhampton c 213 Weldon  J., Townsville c
Warman Edmund, G.F.O. Brisbane a 214 Welland -, Mackay c
Warner C.  J., Kanyan c 215 Wellington Arthur  (miner), Townsville o c
Warnock  Wm. (baker ) South Brisbane e 216 Wellington T., Gympie o
Warren Alfred  ,  F., 1.0. Aramac e 217 Wellington William ,  Clonourry c
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Welldon A.,  Three  Crown Hotel, Rockhampton c
Welldon R Rocky Waterholes c
Wellman J. H. (care of Cameron), Proserpine,Bowen s
Wells Miss E., P.O. Townsville s
Wells E. H., Stewart River, near Nanango s
Wells W. (late of Sydney), Rockhampton s
West C. T., Gladstone c (2)
Ar'estaway Jaines, Rockhampton in
Weston A. J., Cloncurry c
Weston W. J., Adavale o
`'Vett.,Lein A. (care of Watt), Toowoomba c
Whalon -, Roma s
Whallon J. (drover), Mitchell c
Whatrnore Geo., Bendama  Station , Nebine Creek,
St. Geurgu s
Whealor Miss Bridget (care of Lenton), St.
Lawrence cWheatley W.H., Boonara s (2)
Wheele Mrs. Lucy, Herberton o c
Wheeler -, Ravenswood c
Wheeler C., Shakespeare Hotel, George  street c
Wheeler Mrs. J., Petrie terrace c
Wheeler J., Townsville c
Wheeler Mrs. J. A., Townsville c (2)
Wheeler Wm. (draper), Adelaide street c
Whelan Miss Maria, P.O. Charters Towers u k
Whelan Mrs. M., Queenton, Charters Towers c (2)
Whelan Michael, Petrie terrace u k
Whelan Patrick (baker), Charters  Towers c
Whelan Richard, P.U. Mackay u k
Whelan Thomas, Brisbane c (2)
Whelan William  Clara Creek ,  Burenda c
Wbelu F., P.O. Townsville n z
Whinuray Miss Jane, Toowoomba u k
Whinuray Was., Toowoomba c
White - (bricklayer), Maytown c
White Mrs., Gympie c
White Mrs. A., Flinders  street,  Townsville c
White A., Bundaberg u k
White Mrs. A. (care of  Trout, butcher), Red Hill c
White Alfred, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
White Mi. D., Emu Vale, Warwick c
White Daniel, Herberton c
White Ellen, Gympie o
White E. J., G.P.O.  Brisbane u k
White J. E., One-Mile c
White J. R., Gympie c
White James, Bourbon street, Bundaberg c
White John (carpenter), Bundaberg c (2)
White Richd., Lady Mary  Boarding House,
Gympie c
White W. G., Rose Hill, Maryborough c
White William, P.O. Southport c
White Wm. C., Brown township,  yid,  Springsure c
Whiteny William  (miner ), Charters Towers c
Whitworth  Dr., F reemason 's Hotel , Gympie c
Whitely J., Townsville c
Whiting W. S., Brisbane u k
Whitmore -, Pine Hill Jericho c
Whitmore George,  George street ,  Brisbane c
Whitmore C., Rockhampton u k
Whittaker C., Gladstone road, Woolloongabba c
Whittaker  D. (farmer ), Upper Mary c
Whittaker George,  Granada  Station, near Clon-
curry, u k
Whittington  Mrs. M ., P.O. Brisbane c
Whittle G. (builder),  Stan ley street c
Whitworth  E., Rockhampton c
Whorry Mrs.  31. A., near railway fence, Charters
Towers c
Why John, Upper_  Bnndamba c
Whybrow Mrs. W., Toombul,  German Station c
Whynwray -,  Bunda be rg c
Wibberley F., Brisbane u k
Wickham -, Upper Roma  street c
Wickham  Chas. ,  Cooktown c
Wickham G. J., State School  Logan Creek c
Wiees  -,  Carrier 's Arms  Hotel, Townsville c
Wierment Carl ,  Charters Towers c
Wightman A. (care of Dunlop ),  Nive Downs,
Burenda s
Wilde A.,  Chatsworth , rid Cloncurry c
Wiley Thomas (care of Ward  and Reid), Kanyan c
Wilhelmsen  J., Rockhampton c
Wilbey  John,  Charters Towers t
Wilkes Joseph, Mackay o
Wilkie August, Thompson Estate, South  Brisbane c
Wilkins W., 15-mile Railway Camp e
Wilkins W., Endeavour River c
Wilkinson  Miss,  Gympie c
Wilks  James, P.O. Brisbane s
Wilcox W. A., P.U.  Cunnamulla s
Willer A. C., Ann  street ,  Brisbane c
Willett E.,  George street c (2)
Willett Hugh W. H., Gotha street, Valley c
Willey J., Charters  Towers c
Williams -, Toorak c
Williams -  (mining secretary ), Gympie c
Williams - (cab proprietor), Brisbane c
Williams and Company, Southport c
Williams Mrs., Rom% c
Williams A., Rockhampton s
Williams A., Ipswich c
Williams A. M. (carpenter), Leichhardt street c
Williams Arthur, Stanley street c
Williams C. C., Kapriona,  yid  Winton, c
Williams C. E., Bimerah  Station,  yid  Isisford c
319 Williams Daniel, P.O. Roma s
320 Williams E. J. H., Cloncurry o
321 Williams Mrs. E.  M. (49 gang ,  Central Railway),
Rockhampton o
322 Williams Mrs. Eliza, Maryborough o c
5S3 Williams Evan, Y.U. Maryborough u k
324 Williams F. F., P.O. Cairns c
325 Williams F. G., Mary street, Gympie c
326 Wildams G., Glengallan c
327 Williams George, Church  street , Valley c
328 Williams Mrs. H., Stanley  street , South Brisbane
c (2)
329 Williams H. E., G.P.O. Brisbane c
330 Williams Henry, P.O: Brisbane c
331 Williams Henry, Water street, South Brisbane c
332 Williams Mrs. J.,  Petrie terrace c
333 Williams J., Roma c
334 Williams J., One-Mile c
335 Williams -, Stanley street,  South Brisbane in
336 Williams J. S., Church  street, Charters Towers
337 Williams ) Zachariah , Gympie o
338 Williams James, Cloncurry c
339 Williams Jno. (draper), Spring Hill c
340 Williams Jne. Mitchell Downs c
341 Williams John,  Horseshoe  Bend, Gympie c
342 Williams John F., Toowoomba o c
343 Williams  Jno., Mexican  Ridge, Charters Towers
c (2) .
344  Willinn a John, Miltcheater c
345 Williams Joseph , Brunswick street, Valley c
316 Williams Mrs. L. (care  of Taylor),  Kent street,
Valley c
347 Williamson M. A., Cooktown c
348 Williams 0., One-Mile c
349 Williams P., One-Mile c
350 Williams Pat., Gympie c
351 Williams Robert, Bulloo River, Adavale s
352 Williams Reid, Broughton c
353 Williams Richd. (s.s. "Austral  "), Townsville a
354 Williams Richd., G.P.O. Sydney u k
355 Williams Mrs. S. Vulture street,  West End u k
356 Williams S. W., ' ownsville c
357 Williams  Miss Stella , P.O. Brisbane c
358 Williams T., One-Mile c
359 Williams J. G., G mpie c
360 Williams  Thomas  (care of Cobb and Company), Nive
Downs road o
361 Williams W. J. (care  of Mullins , drover), Adavale
s (2)
362 Williams W. H:, Hinchinbrook o
363 Williams W. J., Eton c
364 Williams William  (contractor ),  Stanley street, South
Brisbane c
365 Williamson Henry  (care of Raines ),  Normanton c
366 Williamson J., New Farm c
367 Willis Charles Kedron Brook c
368 Willis T. C., kerberton u k
369 Willis R. H., Batavia e
.
370 Willoughby -,  South rt c (2
371 Willoughly J., Glenlyon Station, Pike' s Creek, Texas a
372 Willows  Mrs., Boggo road, South Brisbane c
373 Willis George  (care  of Potts ,  Paul, and Sargeant),
Eagle street a
374 Wilson Bros.,  Kifnana Station c
375 Willson -, P.O. Jericho,  Central Railway c
376 Wilson  -,  Western  Railway Extension ,  Mitche ll  c
377 Wilson -,  Terrick Station c (2)
378 Wilson - (care of manager  Coruna  Station),  vid
Aramac c
379 Wilson  - (care of F. H. Smith),  Mackay c
380 Wilson  -  Australian Chambers, Queen street c
381 Wilson -,  P.O. Brisbane c
382 Wilson Captn .,  Queensland Government Magazine
Department ,  Brisbane u k
383 Wilson  Miss Boundary street, Brisbane c
384 Wilson A., ]Bisbane o
385 Wilson Alice, Georgetown o
386 Wilson A. E., Bundamba c
387 Wilson  C. (storekeeper), Bette  Creek c
388 Wilson D., Stanley street c
389 Wilson  David  (baker ),  Hughenden c
390 Wilson Edgar, Townsvi lle c
391 Wilson G. C., Kilinon  Station Townsville e
392 Wilson  Frank, Jane street Va l ley u k,
393 Wilson G., Rockhampton c
394 Wilson J., Miles, S. and W.  Railway c
395 Wilson J., Townsville c
396 Wilson J., Townsville c
397 Wilson J. C. (care of  Scott, Dawson ,  and Stewart),
Brisbane c
398 Wilson J. R., Gympie c
399 Wilson James,  Brisbane o c,  in,  and u k (3)
400 Wilson James  (sawyer ),  Tinana o c
401 Wilson James,  Hamleigh , Lower Herbert c
402 Wilson John, Cambooya c
403 Wilson Miss Nellie, Woolloongabba c
404 Wilson S., Amity Point, Brisbane River c
405 Wilson Thomas, Brisbane f
406 Wilson W., Cleveland road c
407 Wilson W. C., Brisbane c
408 Wilson William, Cairns o
409 Wince -, Cardwell c
410 Winch William (bricklayer), Brisbane c
411 Windham C., Townsville c
412 Windward -, Frienburra c
413 Wingfield T. T., P.O.  Brisbane  in
414 Winnett E., Evora  Station, Blacka ll o
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415 Wins Tom, Townsville f 11 Yee Yong (Chinese labour), Mackay o e (3)
416 Winter A., Logan road, Hughenden Estate c 12 Yen Lee, Townsville s
417 Winter Herman Royal Mail Hotel, Aramac road c 13 Yeo Charles, P.O. Goondiwindi u k
418 Wise and Mitchell, Chancery Chambers, George 14 Yong Noy Fat (gardener), Maryborough c
street c  (4) 15 York James, P.S. Rockhampton u k
419 Wise A. B., Gympie 16 York William, P.O. Aramac c
420 Wise  Mrs. Emma , Ravenswood c 17 Young Mrs., P.O. Brisbane s
421 Wiseman J. R., P.O. St. George u k 18 Miss (dressinaker), Brunswick street,Youn
422 Witham J. S Brisbane o
g
risbane c
423
, .
Witham W. (butcher),  Millchester c 19 Young Andy (care of Davis), Paddington road c
424 Withers  S., Charters  Towers c 20 Young Charley, P.O. Mackay c
425 Witte C., Arthur  street, Valley c 21 Young C., Yarrow Vale Station, Eulo s
426 Qualtrough  street , IpswichWobeske Hennrick 22 Young Mrs. F. care of Mrs. Gunn), Brisbane c,
road c 23 Young George, P.O. Townsville u k
427 Woisnop J., P.O. Brisbane u k 24 Young Harry,  Brisbane c
428 Wolfe Joseph (unr.), Betts Creek c 25 Young James, P.O. Brisbane c
429 Wollmerbouse John, Teddington road c 26 Young James, P.O. Hughenden u k
430 Wong Chut Poi, Roma c 27 Young  James,  P. O. Cairns m
431 Wong Fung, Mount Morgan c 28 Young Miss Margaret, P.O. Brisbane u k
432 Wong Ghee Hing, Mitchell c 29 Young Miss  Margaret , Upper Edward  street,
433 Wong Tung (care of Yue Yuen), Cooktown f Brisbane c
434 Wood - (forwarding  agent ), Pine Hill c 30 Young Robert W., Townsville o
435 Wood Mrs., P.O. Brisbane s 31 Young Wm., P.O. Cunnamulla s
436 Wood Mrs. E. T., The  Range , Rockhampton c 32 Younger John, P.O. Isisford c (2)
437 Wood G. H., Rockhampton c 33 Yuen Noy, Hughenden c
438 Wood George, G.P.O. Brisbane c
439 Wood John, Bundaberg c Z.440 Wood Jos. (care  of McLeod's Camp), Bundaberg and
Gladstone roads c 1 ZANNEHA J. Delta c441 Wood Theodore, South Brisbane c 2 Zappy Joseph, Rockbampton c442 Wood T. (carrier ), Adavale s (2) 3 Nundah cZedlow A.443 Wood Thomas, P.O. One-Mile, Gympie u k 4
,
East Brisbane cZohu Mrs.444 Wood Tom, G.P.O. Brisbane c 5
,
Ipswich road cZohu Mrs.445 Wood William, Richmond Downs a ,
446 Wood William,  Cunnamulla s
447 Woods Mrs., G.P.O. Brisbane s Initials,  &C.
448
449
Woods Christy, 3 Flying Gang, Pine Hill c
Woods James, Oxley c 1 A.B.C., P.O. Brisbane c
450 Samford road cWoods T. A. (care of Fitzgerald) 2 Advertiser K.S., P.O. Brisbane c
451
,
Woodfield  Miss  (s.s. "Quetta"), Cooktown c 3 Alice  Miss  (care  of Mrs. Houny), Charlotte street,
452 Woodgate Mrs. W. (carrier ), Pine Hill c (3) . Brisbane c
453 Spring Hill cWoodgett Mrs. near Royal Oak 4 Alpha, P.O. Bundaberg c
454
, ,
Woodhouse R., Tiaro c 5 Balgoo, Bundaberg o c
455 Woodley Mrs. G., P.O. Eulo in 6 Bastian  (Cingalese ), Mackay o c
456 Woodward Arthur Herbert River, Townsville f 7 Bobe S.S. (care of Galti), Portland Station c
457
,
Woodward A. W. H.M. Customs c 8 Boongerard (Cingalese), Bundaberg o c
458
,
Ravenswood cWoodward H. Q. N. Railway 9 Box 79, P.O. Bundaberg c
459
, ,
Gympie cWoodward J. Caledonian Hill 10 Captain and Owners " Dancing Wave," Mary-
460
,,
Charters  Towers  inWoodward J. H. Queenton borough e,,
and u k (4) 11 Carrier (of springers  goods),  Beta c
461 Woodward S., Goondiwindi s (2) 12 Carrolis (Cingalese), Bundaberg o e
462 Wooldrige -, Ipswich c 13 Charley (an Arab), she herd, Hughenden o c
u463 Wooldrige George (care of Colman ),  Connemara 14 rbot  street oC. N., Ashford villa, T
Station via Jundah o 15 Colorado Silver Mining Company  (care  of Kauf-
464
,
Wooley  Berger  and Co., Townsville c mann), Townsville o c
465 Wooler George, P.O. Brisbane c 16 Cornellis Appoo Bundaberg o c
466 Woollon B. Cochrane street,  Paddington c 17 Coowongo Bundaberg o c
467
,
Woolmerhouse - , Tinana c 18 David, Homebush  Plantation c
468 Wopes W. P.O. Isisford c 19 Dick (S.S.I.), (sailor )  Mackay o c
469
,
Word John Mitchell c 20 Dundre (S. S. I.), Bundaborg o c
470
,
Harrisvi lle sWorg Lee  Ho ngg 21 George Morteloup (Kanaka ),  Beaudesert , Hughen-
471
,
Workman J. W., P.U. Caboolture a (2) den c
472 tW P ma u ki O R 22 Habillbill (S. S.I. ), Cairns o c
473
ng on ,orm . o.
Worrall John, P.O. Bundaberg c 23 Harry (S.S.I.), Cairns o c
474 Worth H. P.O. Normanton c 24 H.J.$., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
475
,
Toowoomba eWorthing Thos. 25 Jatohami, Burketown c
476
,
Pine Hill cWragge A. W. 26 Jerry, (S.S.I.) (care of  Mann ), Rockhampton c
477
,
Wren J. E. Brisbane s 27 J.H. (of Govan), P.O. Brisbane u k
478
,
Wright (Inspector Court-house), Maryborough c 28 Koman  (S.S.I.), Hambledon Cairns
479 Wright-, Gold Creek c 29 K.S., P.O. Brisbane c (4)
480 Thompson  Estate cInkes streetWright Mrs. Alice 30 Lewah (S. S.I. ),  Bundabergo c
481
,,
Townsville o cWright C. S. F. I grocer) 31 Lingally (of Sandwich,  Bundaberg o c
482
,
Wright G. W. Townsville c 32 Manager , Arrowfield Station,  Roma c
483
,
Pyramid Sugar Coy.,  via  Cairns oWright G. W. 33 Manager ,  Branxton Station, Roma,
484
,
G.P.O. Brisbane u kWright Henry Crawford 34 Manager,  Mun alala , St. George c
485
,
Brisbane u kWright Jas. (bricklayer) 35 Maibihi (S.S.I ), Bundaberg o c
486
,
Pine Hill cWright James 36 Manwatta  (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o e
487
,
Raff street eWright John (joiner ) 37 Moses S.S.I.). Cairns o O
488
,
Railway Works,  Rockhampton u kWright John 38 Oouballo (S. S. I.)  Bundaberg o c
489
,
P.O. Bongo road cW right  Mrs. Leonard 39 Perseverance PA Brisbane c (2)
490
,
Wright W. H Bundaberg c 40 Proprietor  City  Tavern Hotel,  Brisbane a
491
.,
Burdekin Bridge cWright  William 41 Q.S.S. Co., Cardwell c
492
,
ParooP.O. EuloWri ht William  (care of Feehan ) 42 . H., P .O. Brisbane c,,g
River m 43 R. M. C. G., P.O . Cairns s
493 Wright William (care of Tardy), Beechal Station, 44 R.Y.S., P.O. Rockhampton e
Eulo m 45 Secretary, Anglo-Saxon G.M. Co., Gympie c
494 Wright William (care  of Tardy),  Beechal Station
Eulo m
46 Secretary Bricklayers, Society, Mary  street, Bris
bane c
495 Wyatt Mrs. Mary, Mackay c (2) 47 Secretary, Chatsworth cl496 Wylde E.,  Bingera Bundaberg u k 48 Social C ub, Pine Hill c
497
,
Wyles Joseph Muckadilla,  vid  Roma o 49 Soileau (S.S.I.), Bundabergo c
498
,
Wylie Robert Lutwyche c 50 St. George Lodge, St. George c
499
,
Wynn Richd. North Pine c 51 Stranger, Moreton Island c500 ,Wynn (farmer), Pine River c 52 Suakim, P.O. Townsville c
53 Suffolk, P.O. Charters Towers c (4)
Y. 54 Sandally, Bundaberg o c55 Sasse Souri (S. S.I. ), Tiaro o c
1 YAN Mrs. A. J., Dalby o 56 Sasso (S. S. I. ), Tiaro o c
2 Dalby cYan Chas Hibernian Hotel 57 Trustees of the Australian Institution  of Marine
3
,.,
Yantsh Joseph (storekeeper), Hughenden Estate c Engineers (care  of Riding), Bald Hills o c
4 Yarde Wm., P.O. Aramac c 58 United Operative Bricklayers, Brisbane c
5 Yarwood Walter, P.O., Brisbane u k 59 Waitong (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
6 Yates -, German Station c 60 Wingerali (Cingalese), Homebush o c
7 Yates J., Townsville c 61 W.R., P.O. Brisbane c
8 Yates R. A. (seed merchant), Brisbane s 62 W.T., P.O. Brisbane f
9 Yates S., P.O. Charters Towers u k 63 X 24, P.O. Brisbane c
10 Yeates Robert (contractor), Mitchell Downs c 64 Yepeon, Cairns o c
By Authority :  JLUEs C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
[No. 47.
ON  and after MONDAY, 21st September, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Brisbane.
Miles
from
Junction.
Stations.
Height
or
Formation
feet.
166 .. 1497
167 1 1490
172 4 1570
173 6 ...
174 7 1552
177 10 1696
180 12 1699
181 14
183 16 1668
186 19 1653
190 23 1690
195 28 1691
WARWICK ... ... depart
Killarney Junction ...
Hermitage ...
Glencairn ...
Swan Creek
Mount Sturt
Yangan ...
Rockbrae ...
Emu Vale ...
Ryan's Siding
Farm Creek
KILLARNEY
Mixed. Mixed.
a.m.
10.0
10.5
D
D
10.44
11.1
11.13
D
11.33
1145
12.0
arrive 112'20
p.m.
4'44
4.45
10.27 D 5.7
10.40 D 5.20
11.19
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles
from
Killarney.
Height
of Stations. Mixed.
Formation.
feet. a.m.
... 1691 KILLARNEY ... ... ... depart 7'15
5 1690 Farm Creek ... ... ... ... 7'33
9 1653 Ryan's Siding... ... 7.48
12 1668 Emu Vale , .. ... 8.5
14 ... Rockbrae ... ... ... D 8.16
15 1699 Yangan ... ... ... ... 8.22
8 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... ... ... 8'34
21 1552 Swan Creek ... ... ... ... 8.51
22 .. Glencairn ... ... ... D 8'55
23 1570 Hermitage ... ... ... ... D 9.8
28 1490 Killarney Junction ... ... ... 9.28
29 1497 WA&i ICK ... ... ... arrive 9'33
i
5'24
5'41
5'53
D 5.39
6'13
6'25
6'40
7.0
Mixed.
p.m.
115
1.33
1'48
2.5
n 2.16
2.22
2.34
2.51
D 2.55
D 3.8
1 3.28
1 3.33
(D:) Train eto s tooick up passengers on drivers obeercin passeu ers waitinnon lp atforme. asenperg_wis
to alfglt ehouldgive  due  notice to C u ra fie persons eaCe inteuditng  passengers  should go on thesd
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.  Commissioner  for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
N and tfter MONDAY, 21st September, 1885, the following Time will come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS-BRISBANE, INDOOROOPILLY, OXLEY, AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
• t
Pas .  Mail. Pas .  Pas.  rag.  Goods .  Mixed .  Pas. Pas .  Mixed .  Toow'mba Mixed .  Pas. Pas. Pas.
4
Stations .  Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Da ily .  Daily ex c.  Saturdays Daily .  Pas. Daily. Daily. Daily, Daily.
Saturdays .  only.
Daily.
T P.O . P. P. L.R.
Pas.
a.m. a.m .  A.M. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  P.M. p in. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
59 BRISBANE depart 5 .30 5'50 7.30 910 9.40 10'0 12.20 10 1.25 2.35 3.40 4 '20 4.30 5.18 5.30
27 1 Milton  ...  5.34 ...  7.34 9.4 b 9'43 10.4 12'24 1.4 1.29 2.39 b 3.43 b 4.23 4'35 b 5.21 5.34
27 2 Toowong  ,,,  5.38 ... 7 '38 9.8 b 9.46 10.10 12'28 1.8 1.34 2.44 b 3.47 b 426 440 b 5 '24 5.38
76 3 Taringa  ...  d 5'41 ... d 7.41 d 9'11 d 10'13 d 12.31 d 1.11 1'37 d 24 7 ... 4'44 5.41
56 4 INDOOROOPILLY ... 5'16 ... 7 '46 9'15 b 9.51 10.20  12'35 1.15 1'41 2.51 b 3.55 b 4.32 4'50 b 5.30 5.48
5 Chelmer  .., ,,, ...  d 7.49 ,., d 10'24  ...  d 1'45 d 2.54  ... ...  d 4.53 d 5.33
5 Graeeville
 ... ... a  7,50 .,.  a 10•:6 ... a 1*46 a 2'55 a 4 .55 a 5'38 ,,.
78 6 Sherwood  ., ...  5.53 ... 7'53 9'58 10-30 12'43 ... 1'48 2.58 b 4.0 b 4.38 4.58 5.39
7 South Brisbane Juno .  5'56 ,,. 7.55 b 10'1 10.35 12.46 ... 1.51 3 '1 b 4.2 b 4.42 5 .0 5.42 ...
63 8 OXLEY  ,. ...  6.0 6'10 8.0 ... b 10.5  10-40  12.50  ...  1.55 3'5 4.5 4'45 5'5 5'45 .,.
82 10 Darra  ...  a 6'16 - ... a 10.10 - a 12-57 ... a 4.10 a  4-52-  a 5.51 „•
49 12 Rolston  ..,  a 6.22  ... ...  a 10.15 ... a 1.4 ... ... ... a 4.15 a 459 a 5.57 ...
43 14 Goodna  ... ... ..,  6'28 ... ... 10.20 ... 1.12 ... ... ... 4.23 5.6 ... 6.4
68 16 Redbank  ... ... .., 6'34 ... ... 10.26 ... 1.22 ... ...  4.30 5.14  ... 6.11
91 18 Riverview  ... ... 6'40 ... ... 1032 ...  1-28  ... ... ... 4'38 5.20 6.17 ...
19 Dinmore
 ... ... ...  6'44 ... ... 10.35 .., 1.30 ,.. ... ... 4.40 5'24 ... 6.21 ,,,
75 21 Bundamba  ... ... ... 6'53 ... ... 10'41  ... 1.38 ... ... .,, 4 .46 5.30 6 28 ,.,
73 22 Booval  ... ,..  a 6'54  ...  I a 10.45 ... a  1-42  ... ... ...  a 4.49 a 5'34 a 6'32 ..,
89 23 Limestone ... i d 10.49 ... d 1.48  ... ... ...  d 4.53 d 5'36 ... d 6.31
65 24  IPSWICII .,,  arrive 7.0 ...  10-55  ...  1.52 ... ... .., 5'0 5.41  ...  6.40
84
I, Stations.
mm.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
DOWN TRAINS (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
t
Goods.
Daily.
Toow'mba
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Daily exc.
Saturdays.
Pas.
Saturdays
only.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
P.
Mixed.
Daily.
P.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
6'30 7.55 10.35 11'30
6'33 7.59 10.39 1131
6'37 8.3 10.43 11.38
6'41 d 8.7 d 10.47 d 11.41
6'46 8'11 10.50 11.45
d 8.49 ... ... d 114 8
a 6.51 ., a 11.49
6'53 8.18 10.58 11.52
8155 8'21 11.1 11.54
7'0 8.25  115 12.0
a 8'31
816 11'25
8 53 11.31
9.0 ...
9.5 11.40 ...
... 9.12 11.45
a 9.18 ...
d 9.21 ...
,,. 9.25 1155
Pas.
Daily.
a.m. a.m, a.m. a.m. a.m. am. a.m. a.m.I IPSWICH depart 7.30 .., 9.45 ... 11.15 11.20
1 Limestone .. d 7 33 ... d 948 d 1122
2 Booval  ,.. ...  a 7 37 ... a 9.52 ... ... a 11.27
3 Bundamba
 .., ... ... ...  7.42 ... 9 .57 ... ... 11.32
5 Dinmore ... ... ,.,  7.49 .. 105 ... 11.40
6 Riverview  .., ,.. ...  7.53 ... 108 ... ... 11.43
S Redbank  ,.. .,.  7,68  ... 1014 .. ...  11.50
10 Goodna ... ... .,.  8.4 ... 10.25 ... ... 12.0
12 Rolston ... ,., ,..  a 8.10 ...  a 10.30 ... a 12.8
14 Darra a 8'16 ... a  10.38 ... a 12.12
16 OXLEY 6.50 8'10 8 .25 ... 10.45 10'55 ... 12.20
17 South  Brisbane June. 6.54 8.14 8.29  ... e  10.481 10'59 12.23
18 Sherwood
 ... ,..  6158 8118 8'32  ...  11.4 ... 12.25
18 Graceville  ..  a 8.58 a 8.18 ... ... ... a 11.6 ... ..,
19 Chelmer ... d 6'59  d 8.19 ... ... ... d  11.8 ,.,
20 INDOOROOPILLY  ... 7'3 8.23 898 9.20  ... 11.14  ...  12.35
21 Taringa ... .. .  7.7 8.27  e  9.23 ... d 11.18 ... d
22 Toowong  ••.  7.11 8.34 8.45 9.27 ... 11.22  ...  12.40
23 Milton .. .  7'15 839 8.49 9.30  11.25 12.44
24 BRISBANE arrive 7.20 8'45 855 9'35 11.8 11'30 12.15 1250
•  Passengers from Toowong ,  &c., for Mail Train ,  must go on to Oxley by Local Train in advance.
t Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Trains leaving Brisbane at 9.40 a.m., 3.40 p  in.,  4.20 p .m., and 5.18 p .m., will stop at stations between Brisbane
and Oxley by signal to take
 on passengers for stations  beyond Oxley.
(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should
 give due notice to Guard.  No persons except intending passengers should go on  these  platforms.
(e) Train stops to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
The 10.35 p.m. Train from Brisbane will stop at all usual stopping places on Saturdays.
Brisbane , 15th Septenlber,1885.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... 2.35 ... ... ... 6115 ...
d 2.38 ... ... d 6.18 ..,
a 2.42 ...  ... a 6.22 ..,
2.47 ... ... 6.27 ...
.,. 2'54 ... ... 6.34 ...
2.57 ... ... 6.37 ...
3.4 ... ... 6.44 ...
3.10 ... ... 6'50 .,,
a 3.16 ... ... a 6.56 ..,
a 3'23 ...  ... a 7'3
2.0 3.30 3.40 5'10 ... 7'10 7'15
2.4 3'14 5.14 ...  e  7'14 7'19
2.6 ... 3'48 5.20 ... ...  7-23
a 2'8 ... a 3.50 a 5.22 ... ... a 7'26
d 21 0 ... d 3'52  d 5'24 ... d 7'28
1'50 2.13 ... 3'55 5.30 6'10 ... 7'32
d 1'53 d 2'17 ... d 3'58 d 5'34 d 613 ... d 7.36
1'57 2.21 ... 4'2 5.38 6'17  7'26 7'40
2'0 2.26  45 5-44  6.2'1 74 1
2'5 2'30 3'55 410  5'50 6'25 7'35 7'50
Mail.
Daily.
r.P.O.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m. p.m.
9.25 9.40
d 9.43
a 9'47
,,, 9.53
,,, 10.0
,., 103
... 10.10
... 10-17
a  10-23
a 10.291
10.3510,39
,,, 10'43
10.61
d 10.54
.., 10.58
11.2
10.26 11.7
(P.) Stops at Toowong  Sports  Ground ,  if required ,  on Saturdays.
(T.P.O.) Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard 's Vans of these Trains.
Passengers  for stations between Oxley and B, isbane by Down Trains arriving at Oxley at 10.45 a.m., 3.30 p in., and 7.10 p.m,
will be required to change carriages at Oxley, and will be taken to their destinations by Suburban  Trains leaving
Oxley at 10.55 a.m., 3-40)).m., and 7.15 p.m., respectively.
;y= Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop. At stations or stopping  places  where a letter is show
before the time ,  this indicates the approximate departure time from such station or stopping place .  Passenger
should therefore be in advance of this time  to ensure  Train being stopped by  signal.
F. CURNOW, Commiss .r for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE .-SUNDAY TRAINS.
ON  and after  SUNDAY,  20th September, 1885 ,  the following TIME TABLE will come into operation untilfurther notice :-
BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICH-SUNDAYS.
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
A.M. A.M. P.M.
BRISBANE  ... ... dep.  90  9.20 12.55
Milton ... ... 9'4 9'24 12.59
Cemetery Road ... ... ... D 9.27 D
Toowong ... ... ... 9.8 9.29 1.7
Taringa ... ... ... D 9.11 D 9'32 D
Indooroopilly ... 9.15 9'38 1 1116
Chelmer ... ... ... D 9.41 D
Graceville ... ... ... ... A 9.43 A
Sherwood ... ... ... 9.22 9.4 1.24
South Brisbane Junction ... 9.24 9.47 1.26
arr.
dep. 9.30
9.50 1.30Oxley ... ...
Darra ...
Wolston ...
Goodna ...
A 9.36
A 9.44
arr.
dep. 9.52
... 9.59Redbank ... ..,
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Booval .., ..,
Limestone ... ,
IPSWICH
A 10.6
A 10.9
10.19
A 10.24
A 10.27
arr. 110.33
P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
3'0 3.45 5.20 9'20 ...
3.4 3.49 6.26 9.24 ...
1.4 D 3.9 D 3.54 D ... ...
3.12 3'57 6.31  9.32 ...
1.10 D 3.15 D 4.0 D 6.34 D 9.35 ...
3.21 4.6 6.40 9.41 ...
1.191 D 3 .24 D 4 .9 ... E 9.44
1.21' A 3.26 4.11 ...
3.29 1 4.14 5.49 9.49
3 31 4.16 5.51 9.51
4.20 5.55 9.55
3.35 6.0
A 3.41 ...  A 6.6 ...
A 3.49 .,,  A 6'12 ...
3.57 ... 6.20 ...
4.4 ... 6.30 ... ...
A 4.11 ...  A 6.37 ... ...
A 4.14  ...  A 6'39 ... ...
4.24 ... 6.45 ...
A 4.28 ... A 6'48 ... ...
D 4.31  ...  D 6.51 ...
4.37 ... 6.55 ... ...
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
A.M. A.M.
IPSWICH  ... ... dep. 7.20 ...
Limestone ... ... ... D 7'23 ...
Booval ... ... ... A 7.27 ...
Bundamba ... ... 7'31 ...
Dinmore ... ... ... 7.38 ...
Riverview ... ... ... A 7.40 ...
Redbank ,.. 7'48 ...
Goodna ,,, ... ( arr. ... ...dep. 7.55 ,..
Wolston ... ... ... A 8.0 .,,
Darra ... ... A 8.7 ...
Oxley ... ... arr. ...dep. 8.15 10.0
South Brisbane Junction ... 8-19 10.5
Sherwood ... ... ... 8.21 10.10
Gracevi lle ... ... ... ...  A 10'12
Chelmer ... D 10.14
Indooroopilly ... .,, 8 29 10.18
Taringa  ... ... ...  D 8.3 D 10.21
Toowong  ... ...  8.38 10.28
Cemetery Road ... ... ... D 10.29
Milton ., 8.43 10.33
BRISBANE  ...  arr. 8 .50 10.40
P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M. P.M.
1.0 ... ... 610 ... ...
D 1.3 ... ... D  6.3 ... ...
A 1.6 ... ... A 5.6 ... ...
1.11 ... ... 5.10 ...
A 1.17 ... ... A 5.16 ...
D 1.20 ... ... A 5.18 ...
1.26  ... ... 5.25 ...
.. ... ... . ...
1934 ... ... 5.35 ... ...
A 1.41  ... ... A 5.40 ... ...
A 1.47 ... A 5.48  ... I ...
1.54 2.15 • 4.30• 6.0 10•p
1.58 2.19 4.34 6.5 104
2.1 2.21 4 .36 6.8 10.7 ...
A 2.3 A  2.23 A  4.38 ...
D 2'5 D 2 '25 D 4 .40 .. ...
2.9 2.29 4.44 6.16 10.14 ...
D 2.12 D 2.32 D 4 .47 D 6.19 n 16 '17 ...
2.17 2.38 4.53 6.26 10.22 ...
D 2.18  D 2.39 D 4.54 D ...
2.20 2.43 4.58 61 3 10.26 ...
225 12 .50 5.5 6.40 10.31 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to  pick up passengers ,  and will set  them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to take on passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting, and will set them down when required.
(E) Train stops to set  down passengers ,  who should  give  due notice to Guard.
NoTu .- Season Tickets are not available  by these trains.
NOTB.- Tickets may be purchased  at all stations and gates on Saturday, available  for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
ON and after MONDAY, 21st SEPTEMBER, 1885, the following Time Table will come into i
UP TRAINS. BRISBANE, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
m.a
Cow G
M
.-n
~
14
58
a5
w  AV
mM
Stations.
t
Goods. Mixed.
L.B.
Mail.
T.P.O.
Southern Passenger .  Mixed.Mail.
Mon., Thur., it
and Sat.
L.B. 1 L.B.
a.m, a.m .  R.M.  noon. p.m.
BRISBANE  ...  depart  ... 5.50 3.40
I
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
65 24 IPSWICH arrivedepartt
123 27  garrabin ..,
1046 30  Walloon ...
1-10 35 Rosewood ,.,
198 40 Western Creek ...
279 43 Grandcheeter
573 47 Victoria Tunnel ...
336 51 Laidley .., ...
311 51  Forest.  Hill .,.
3.37 60 Gatton ... .,,
384 66 Grantham
462 71  Helldon ...
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
arrive
C
788 83  Murphy's Creek ...
15,31)  91 Higbflelds ...
2003 98 ltarlaxton
.1921 101 TOOWOOMBA f
1853
1717
1577
103 Cranley .., ...
105  Wetalla ... ...
108 Gowrie Junction...
I577 108
171.2  Ili
1696 113
1771 117
1524 124
Gowrie Junction...
Charlton
Wellcamp
Westbrook ..
Oambooya
1651  132 Greenmount ...
137 Nobby ...
1130 141  King 's Creek ,..
1434 143 Clifton .. ...
1 161 145 Clifton Colliery ...
152 Talgai ..
1500  151 Hendon ... ...
1.564 157 Deuchar.. ...
1459 161 Toolburra ...
1472  163 Lyndhurst
1497 ! 166 WARWICK
depart
arrive
depart
arrive
departI
168 East Warwick ... ...
175 Liinestoue Quarry ...
179 Silverwood ... ...
2108 186 Cherry Gully ... ...
190 Maryland .,, ...
2906 194  Dalvepn  ... ... ...
3004  199 T iulimbah
2656 207 STANTHORPE  ...  arrive
1577 104  Gowrie Junction  ...  depart
1454 113 Gowrie  ... ... ...
1314  120 Oakey  ... .., ,..
1257  129 Jondaryan .., ...
122.5  138 Bowenville .., ...
1122  149 B axland ..
1123 152 DALBY  ... [
arrive
depart
1075  167 Macalister
1035 180  Warra  .., ... ...
191 191 ramp
986 203 Chinchilla
217 217 Camp
221 221  m. Siding
972 231 Miles ,..
1067 243 Drillham
1056 257 Dulacca ...
1020 271  C)iann1ng
989 281  Yeulba ...
1018 293
986 307
978 317
972 323
1064 329
1170 338
1169 441
1137 356
1113 370
1104 371
1249 381
1387 440
1443 410
WaIlumbilla Siding ,,,
Blythdale  .. ..
ROMA  ... arrivtdepart
Bnngeworgorai  ... ...
Hodgson  ... ...
Brinsop  ... .. ...
Muckadilla
l
arrive
l departAmby  .., ...
East Mitchell  ...
MITCHELL 1
arrive
depart
Vomallila
lungallala
... 7.0
... 7.15
a 7.24
... 7.33
.,. 7.45
a 7'57
8.8
8.13
a
.
8.28
8 43
d 8'50
9.5
a 9.17
... 9.30
9.40
10.14)
10.48
d 11.13
11.15
7.10 11.45
a 7-20 b 11.52
a 7.18 b 11.59
7.40
d 7.50
a 7'57
a 8.10
8.40
8.45
9.15
d 9.30
9.50
10.0
a 10.7
a 10.28
10.40
a 10.51
a
a
lI 6
11.13
11.25
...
12.15
a 12.26
12.42
1.5
a 1.22
a 1.51
1 59
2.19
2.64
3.25
d 3.50
4.19
d 4.51
d 55
5.27
5.47
a 6.11
6.44
a 7.17
737
7.47
a 8.14
...  a 8.47
9.10
9.0  9.25
a 9.20  a 9.38
a 9.45  a 9.53
a 10.20  a 10.15
10.45  10.30
10.56  10.35
a 11.45  a 11.5
d 12.33  d 11.40 1
12.40  11-45
1.40  11.55
d 2.20 d 12'25
3.35
DIILBYDILLA ... arrive 4.15
s arrive
1 dppgrt
arrive
depart
1.10
1.35
p.m.
... 5.0
... 5.15
... I a 5.28
... 5.35 ...
... 5.50
...  a 6.5
... 6.15 ..,
... 6.20 ...
... a 6.35
.., 8.50 ...
. ,.  d 6.57
... 7.22
...  a  7'35
... 7.50 ..,
... 8.5
... 8.35 ...
... 9112 ,,,
...  d 9.38 ,..
...  9.50
12.0  510
a 12.10 ... a 5.20
a 12.18 + ,.. a 6.28
12.30
d 12.42
a 12.48
a 1.0
1.20
1.30
1.55
d  2-7
2.25
2.35
a 2'41
a 3.0
3.7
a 3.17
a 3.29
a 3.35
3.50
4.10
a 4•I4
d 4.48
a 5.4
5.35
a 5.50
6.15
a 6.30
6.55
540 I
a 5551
620
64.5
a 7.5
a 7.41
7.50 ...
1
Brisbane ,;15th September, 1885.
AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
operation until further  notice:-
ROMA, DULBYDILLA, WARWICK,  AND STANTHORPE.
Stations.
DULBYDILLA
Mungallala
Womallila
MITCHELL
depart
arrive
.
depart
Fast Mitchell ... ...
Qmby ...
Muckadilla f arrivedepart
Brinsop ... ...
Hodgson  ... ... ...
Bungeworgorat .
ROMA ... arrivedepartl
Blythdale .. ...
Wallumbilla Siding
Yeulba arrivedepart
Channing ... ...
Dulacca ... ...
Drillbam
Miles ...
221 m. Siding
217 Camp
Chinchilla
191 Camp
(
arrive
depart
24.5
3.10
d 3.55
I 4.26
4.35
d 4.39
a 5.12
5.42
5.47
a 6.2
a 6.24
a 6.39
6.52
7.2
a 7.25
a 7'58
8.22
8.37
a 9.2
a 9.30
a 10.3
10.27
10.32
d 10.54
d 11.5
11.40
oa d 12.7
0 12.35
a 1.6
Warra ...
Macalister
DALBY ... arrive g 140depart ... 820 $
.
2.0
Blaxland a 8199  E"  a 2.6o
Bowenville ... ... ... a 9.5 a 2.37
Jondaryan  ... ... ...  9.25 o 2'56Oakey ... ... ... ... 9.50 ss 3'19Gowrie ... ... ... ...  a 10.18 a 3.43
(cowrie Junction ... arrive ... ...
STANTHORPE ... depart ...
Thulimbah ... ... ...
Dalveen  ...  ... ... ...
Maryland  ... ... ...
Cherry Gully ... ... ...
Silverwood ... ... ...
Limestone  Quarry ... ...
East  Warwick .. ...
WARWICK arrive
...departLyndhurst ... ...
Toolburra ...
Deuchar  ... ... ...
Hendon ... ...
Talgai ... ...
Clifton Colliery ... ...
Clifton ... ... ...
King 's Creek ... ...
Nobby ... ...
Greenmount ..
Cambooya arrivedepart
9.15
a 9'47
10.5
at  10.17
10.30
a 10.52
d 11.4
a 11.25
11.35
11.55
a 12.5
a 12.12
a 12.27
12.37
a 12.42
a 10
1.6
116
d 130
1.55
2.20
230
a 2.52
a 3'4
d 3.10
p.m. a.m.
9.0
9.50
d 11.5
1146
12.45
d 12.501
a 1.40
2.30
2.40
a
ait
4.30
4.45 ...
a 4'65 ...
a 6.4 ...
a 6.20 ...
5.29 ...
a 6.36 ...
a 6.55 ...
6'5
6.15 ...
d 6.25 ...
6'45
7.10 ...
7'15 ...
a 7.45 ...
a 8.0
d 8.10 ...
Westbrook ... ...
Wellcamp ... ...
Charlton...
Gowrie Junction ...  arrive
Gowrie  Junction ...
Wetalla ... ...
Cranley ..
TOOWOOMBA • {
Harlaxton ...
Highlields ...
Murphy's Creek
Helidon ...
Grantham
Gatton
Forest Hill
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandchester
Western  Creek
Rosewood
Walloon ...
Karrabin...
IPSWICH
depa rt  ... 10.35 3.30 3.55 8.25
a 10.47 a 3.42 a 4.6 a 8.37
a 10.55 a 3.60  e  4.15 a 844
arrive 11.5 4.2 4.27 8.57
depart 6.25 ----- 4.50
... d 8.35  ... ...  d 4.57 ...
7.2 5.28 ...
7.40 ... 6 6
arrive 8.15 ... 6.35
depart 8.30 6.50 ..,
.., a 8.44 a 7.4 ...
... 9.0 ... ... 7.20 ...
... a 9.22  ,,, ... a 7.37 ...
... 9.30 ... ... 7.45 ...
a 9.45 ... ... a 8.0
arrive 10.0 ... ... 8.15 ,.,
depart 10,5 8.20 •..
... a 10.11 a 8.28
10.26  ...  8.42I ...  ...
... 10'il ...  1 8.55 ...
a 10'49 a 9•
arrive 11.0 ... 9.15
depart 11.15 1 t ... 9.25
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane, see Suburban
I
{
BRISBANE ... arrive
t
Passenger . Goods.
I
Mo., Thu.,
and Sat.
L.B.
ISouthe rn Mail.
Mail.
983
t
Mixed .  Goods.
DOWN TRAINS,
$ awe
L.B. T.P.O. L.B.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
12.15 10.25
3.5 0,2$~'
3.45' l .64.10.
1
A
4,,m1
owla
Time Table.
60
:a aid
5
o y v
oaoa
84"'a OZ6
dFF
F3 m oa,,m
ai0so.FOO
W0
a a x
o 4t fl °' a
99
ra ,3 V' t
'
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE- SANDGATE AN O RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
ON and  after  SUNDAY,  20th September ,  1885, the following Time Table will  come into operationuntil further notice :-
UP TRAINS - SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles)  Stations.
SANDOATE  ... depart
2 Cabbage -tree... ...
4 Nudgee ...
6 Toombul ...
7 Nundah ...
8 Junction ...
9 Lutwyche ...
9 Albion... ...
10 Mayne ... ...
11 Bowen Hills ...
11 Exhibition ...
12 Normanby ... .
13 BRISBANE  ...  arrive
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
1010 1.15 4.15 6.15
a a a a
10.10  1.25  4-25 5-25
a a a a
10'18  1-33 4-33  5.33
10.23  1-37  4.38 5.38
10.27 1.41  4-42 (  5-4210-30 1.44 4.46 5•46
10.33 1.47 4.501 5.50
a a a a10-36 1-52  4.55
10.40 155 5.0
1x45 2.0 5'5
5.55
8.0
6.5
p.m. p.m.
6.15
a
... 6.26
a6-0  6356-4  6.40
6.8 6.446-11 6-47
8.14 6.50
a a
6.19 6.56
6.24 7.0
6.30 7.5
DOWN TRAINS - SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles Stations.
S.M. S.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. Ip.m.  p.m. p.m.
BRISBANE  ...depart 9-0 10-0 12.56 2-30 4-15, 5-15 7.15 9'2'51
1 Normanby  ... ...  9.4 10.4 1.0 2-34 4.19 5 .19 7.19 9 29
2 Exhibition  ... ...  9.8 10.8 11 2.38 4.23 5'23 7.23 8.33
2 Bowen Hills  ... ...  a a a a a a a a
3 Mayne ... ... 9.13  10-13  1.11  2-43  4.28 5.28 7'28 9.38
4 Albion ... ... ... 9.16 10.16 1.15  2-46  4.31  5-31 7-31  9 41
4 Lutwyche ... ...  9-181 0.20  1-20 2-50  4.34 5.34  7-35  9.45
5 Junction ... ..  9-2-11 10-24 1-25 2-55  4.38 6.38 7.40 9.00
6 Nundah  ...  9.27 10.30 1.33 3-0 4.43 5.43 7.45 9'55
7 Toombul  ... ... a a a a a a a
9 Nudgee ... ... 9.36 10.38 1.41  3-8  ...  5-50  7.53 10.3
11 Cabbage -tree  ... ...  a a a a ... a a a
13 SANDOATE  ...  arrive 9.46 10-48 1.51 3.20 ... I 6.0 8-5 10-131
(a) Train stops by signal to take  on passengers , and will set them NoTE .- Season  Tickets are not available by these trains.
down  when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should give NoTE.- Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on
due notice to guard .  Saturday, available for Sunday only.
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
I Sat.  Sat.M. Stations .  Mixed Pas. Pas. 1Expr's Mixed Pas .  Mixed Pas .  Mixed iMixed Mixed) only .  Pas. Pas . (Mixed only. Pas.
a.m.
SANDOATE dep. 8.43
2 Cabbage -tree ... a
4 Nudges  ... ...  6.53
6 Toombul ... a
7 Nundah ...  arr. 7-1
... RAcr coussi dep.
... Hendra . ...
SandgateRoadar.
8
9
9
10
11
11
Junction ...  dep. 7.5
Lutwyche ... 7-9
Albion  ... ...  7.12
Mayne  ...  7.15
Bowen Hills ... a
Exhibition  ...  7.20
Normanby ... 723
BRISBANE arr.  7-2813
a.m.
8.10
a
a
A.M. a m .  a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  P.M. p.m.  p.m. p.m. p.m.88  910  ... 11.0 ... 115 ... 3.15 ... 4.10 5'28  6-28  ...
a ... ... a ... a ... a  ...  a a a ...
816 ... ... 11.10 ... 1125 ... 3.25 ... 4.20 5.38  6-38  ...
8.26 ... ...  11-18 ... 133 ... 3.331 ... 4.28 5.46  6-46  ...
8-171 e 8-30
8.21 e
8.24 8 36
827  e  838
a e8-32 e  8.42
8.35 e
8.40 8.50
10.10 ... 12'5 ... 2'10 ...
a ... a I ... a
...  10-25 11-23 12-181 .38  2-2010-29 11-27 12.22  1-42 2-24
9.21  10-33 11.30 12.25 1.45  2-27
...  10-36 11.33  12-28, 1.48 2.30
... a a a  a  a
10.41  11-37 12-33 ,  1-52  238
10-45 11.40 12.38 1.55 2.40
9.35 10.501 11.45 12.43  2-0  2.45
p.m.
8.30
a
8.40
a8-48
8.53
8.57
9.0
9.3
a
9.7
9.10
9.15
p.m. p.m.
730 10.10
a a7-40 10.20
a a7-48 10'28
3'50 ... ... ..  70
a ... ... ... a
a ... ... ... - a
4-0 4-33  5.51 6 51 7.84-4 4-37  5.55  6-55  7.124-7 4-40  5.58  6-58 7-15
4.10 4.31 6.0 71  7'18
a a a a a
4.16 4'49 6'5  7-5  7.234-20  4.53 61 7-9  7.28
4'25 4.58 6.13 7.13  7-33
7.53 10.337-57 10.37
8.0 10.40
8.3 10.4:3
a a8-7  10.47
8.11 10.51
8.15  10-55
DOWN TRAINS - DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
Miles Stations .  MixediMixed' Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
a m. a.m .  a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
... BRISBANE  ...depart  6-40  7-35 9.10 10-0  11-20 1215
Normanhy  ... ».  6.43 7.3811 9.14  10-3  11.24 12.19
2 Exhibition  ... ...  6.48 7'43 9.18 10-7  11-29 12-23
2 Bowen Hi lls  ... ...  a a a a a a
3 Mayne  ... ...  6-53  T48  9-25 10-13 11.33  12-28
4 Albion  ... ... 6-56 7` 51 9.27 10.161  11-36 12-31
4 Lutwyche  .. .  7-0 755 9-30 10-19 11.41 12-36
5 Junction  ...  arrive 75 8-0 9.35 10.23 11.45 ...
Sat.
Pas. only. Mixed Mixed  Pas. Pas . Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p,m. p.m.
1.10  1-35  2.15 3.10  4-31  5.25 5 47 6.25  9-15 11-101-14  1-39  2-19  3.14 4.34 5.29  5-51  6.29  9-19 11-13
1.19 1.43  2-24  3.19  4-39 5-33  5.55 613 9.23 11.18
a a a a a a a a a a1-23  148  2-30 3-23 4-44 5-38 6-0 6-38  9.28  11-23
1.26  1-51 2-33  326  4-47 5-41 63 6-41  9.31  11-261-31  1.51  2-36 3-31  4.51 5.45  6-7  6.44 9'35  11-301-35 1-58 2-39  3.35 4.56 5.50 6.12  6.50  9-3s 11.35
Sandgate Road depart  ..,  a a ... a ... a ...
6 Hendra .. ... ... a a ., a ... a
8 RAcsoouasE ... arrive ... 8.6 9.45 ...  11-55 ...  1-41  ...
Junction  ...depart 7.6
6 Nundah  ... ...  7-11
7 Toombul  ... ...  a ...
9 Nudges  ... ...  7.19 ...
11 Cabbage-tree... ... a
13 SA NDGATE  ...  arrive 7.2P . ...
10.28
a10-351
a10,451
12.40
12.48
a
12.55
a
1.5
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them
down when required .  Passenger s  wishing to alight should give
due notice to Guard.
1'592-4
a
2.11
a
2.21
3-40
3.41
3.47
3.51
a
3.564-0
4.5
2.4)2-45
2.52
3.2
a a
a a ...3-45  6.18 ...
4.57 5.51 ... 8.51  11-36
6.2 6.56 ...  6.56 9.43 11.41
a a ... a a a5-10  6.4  ... 7-4 9-50 11.49
5.20 6.14 ... + 714  10-0  1159
(e) Up Train  leaving Sandgate at  8-8 a.m. will stop at stations
between  Junction  and Brisbane to set down passengers  from sta-
tions beyond Junction only.
NOTE .-On Saturdays only.
The Train timed to leave Brisbane at  12-15 p.m .  will leave at  12-22 p.m.
The Train timed to leave Racecourse at  12-5  p.m. will make a trip  to Nundah ,  and reach Brisbane at 12-48 p.m.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  15th September ,  1885. Commissioner for Railways.
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ROVT1!ERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY,
TIME  TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
ON  and after  MONDAY,  21st September ,  1885, the following Time Table will  come into operationuntil further notice
UP TRAINS.
Height of I Miles
form. level from i
above h.w. StanleyStreet.
Stations. Passenger.
t
Goods.
Mixed.  Mixed .  Mixed. Mixed.
feet. I a.m.
21 STANLEY  STREET  depart 5•25
31 1 Wooloongabba ... ... 5.29
20 3 Fairfield... ... ... A 5.39
40 3 Yeronga... ... ... A 5.43
34 4 South Coast Junction ... 5.47
Softstone Pocket ... D
78 6 S.  BRIE.  JUNCTION arrive 5.55
Height of Miles
form. level from
above h.w. S Brisb.June.
Stations.
feet.
78 ... S. Bais. JUNCTION depart
Softstone Pocket
34 2 South Coast Junction ...
40 3 Yeronga... ... ...
20 4 Fairfield... ... ...
:i1 5 Wooloongabba ...
21 6 STANLEY STREET arrive
a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... 9.20 12.10 3.15 6.25
7.30 9.24 12.14 3.19 6.29
A 7.40 A 9.35 A 12.25 A 3.29 A 6.39
A 7.44 A 9.38 A 1228 A 3.33 A 6.43
A 7.48 9.42 12.32 3.37 6.47
D D D D D
7.55 9.50 12.40 3.45 6.55
DOWN TRAINS.
t
Goods.
Passenger. Mixed.
t
Goods.
Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
6.15 8.15 10.50 1.15 4.10 7• 20
D D D D D D
6.23 8.23 10.58 1.25 4.18 7.28
A 6.27 A 8•27 A 11.3 A 1.30 A 4.21 A 7.32
A 6.30 A 8.30 A 11.6 A 1.34 A 4.24 A 7.35
6.40 8.41 11.16 1.45 4.34 7.45
8.45 11.20 4.40 7.50
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers, and will set them down when required.  Passengers  wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms . Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
(t) Carriage to be attached for conveyance  of passengers  at their  own risk.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 15th September,  1885. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
ALTERATION OF TIME TABLE-SOUTH COAST LINE.
OPENING OF LOGA.N VILLAGE EXTENSION-SOUTH COAST LINE.
()N and after MONDAY, 21st September, Trains will  run as follows :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles )  Stations .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
STANLEY  STREET  dep. 9.0 4.30
1 Wooloongabba ... 9.4 4.34
3 Fairfield ... ... A 9.14 A 4.44
3 Yeronga ... A 9.18 A 4.48
4 South Coast Junction 9.22 4.52
5 Rocklea ... ... 9.2:1 4.59
6 Salisbury ... ... D 9.33 D 5.3
8 Cooper's Plains ... 9.40 5'10
9 Sunnybank ... ... 9.45 5.15
11 Runcorn ... ... D 9.54 D 5.24
12 Spring Creek ... D 10.0 D 5.30
17 Kingstop .. ... D 10.15 D 5.45
18 Loganlea ... ... 10.24 5.54
20 Bethania Junction ... 10.33 6.3
22 Waterford ... ... ...
26 Buccan ... ...
27 LOGAN VILLAGE  arr. ...
21 Hawthorne  ... ...  D 10.36 D 6.6
22 Holmview  ... ...  A 10.40 6.10
24 BEENLEIGH  ...  arr. 10 .45 6.15
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles
B lgh. Stations.
p.m.
5 25 ... BEE1NLEIGH  ... dep.
5• 2 9  2 Holmview
A 5.39 ,  3 Hawthorne ... ...
A 5.43'
5.47 LOGAN VILLAG clep.
5.53 ... Buecan
D 5.57 ... Waterford ...
6.4
6.9 4 Bethania Junction ...
D 6.18 6 Loganlea ...
D 6-24, 7 Kingston .
D 6.391 12 Spring Creek
6.48 13 Runcorn ...
6 57 15 Sunnybank ...
16 Cooper' s Plains
7.6 18 Salisbury ...
7.23 19 Rocklea ... ...
7.30 20 South Coast Junction
21 Yeronga ... ...
21 Fairfield
... 23 Wooloongabba ...
... 24 1 STANLEY STREET arr.
Mixed .  Mixed. Mixed.
a, M.  a.m. p.m.
6.45 ... 2.15
A 6.50 ... A 2.20
D 6.53 ... D 2.23
8.25
83.2
1349
6.57 8.58 2.27
7.6 9.7 2.36
D 7.15 D 9.16 D 2.45
D 7.30 D 9.31 D 3.0
D 7.37 D 9.37 D 3.7
7.45 9.45 3.15
7.50 9.51 3.20
D 7'57 D 9.58 D 3.27
8.1 10.2 3.31
8.8 10.8 3.38
A 8.12 A 10.12 A 3.42
A 8.15 A10.16 A 3.45
8.25 10.25 3.55
8.30 10.30 4.0
1-
'(A.)  Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D.) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shorn thus (A 9.14) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE--FASSIFERN BRANC1I.
ONand after MONDAY, 21st September,  1885, the following  Time Table  will come into operationuntil further  notice:- UP TRAINS.
Miles stations
from and Stopping Places.
Brisbane. { Mo
t
Goods.
ndays only.
t
Goods. Mixed.
I A.M. A . M. P.M.
24 Ii wlca ... ... ... dep. 5.45 11.30 5.30
25 'Little Ipswich... D 11.35 D 5.35
20 Churchill ... n 11'41 D 5.40
28 Yamahato ... D 11.52 D 5'50
30 Hampstead ... D 12.4 D 6.0
32 Purga ... ... A 12.16 A 6.10
33 Goolman ... ... ... D 12.23 D 6.15
34 Hillside ... . ... D 12.29 D 6.20
35 Rockton ... D 12.35 D 6.25
36 Peak Crossing ... A 12.43 A 6.30
37 Flinders .. A 12.49 A 6.35
39 Churchbank ... ... D 12.59 D 6.45
42 HAR RISVILLE ,,, ... arr. 7'0 1115 7'0
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles stations t tGoodsfrom
lLar' isviltd. and Stopping Places.
Mixed. Goods.
.
Saturdays only.
A.M. P.M. P.M.HA $VILLE ... dep. 7'25 3'0 7'15
3 Churchbank ... ... D 7.40 D 3.16
5 Flinders .. A 7'50 A 3.26 ...
6 Peak Crossing ... ... A 7.55 A 3.32
7 Rookton ... D 8.0  D 3.40
8 Hillside ... ... D 8.5 D 3.46
9 Goolman ... ... ... D 8.10 D 3.52
10 Purga ... ... A 8'15 A 3.59 I
12 Hampstead ... ... D 8,25  D 4.11 ...
14 Yamahato ... ... D 8.35 D 4.23 ...
16 Churchill D 8'45 D 4.34 ...
17 Little Ipswich D 8'50 D 4.40
18 IPswlos ... arr. 8.55 4.45 8.45
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
(t)  Carriage  to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their own risk.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885. Commissioner for Railways.
QUERNSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
and after  MONDAY, 21st September ,  1885, the following Time Table will come into operation
until further  notice:-
1011
103105
106
112
117
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Toow0OMBA
Cranley
Wetalla
depart
Pengarry Junction
106  in.  13 ch. Gate
108  in. 23 ch. Gate
109  in.  28 ch.  Gate
110 in. 17 ch. Gate
110  in.  55 ch. Gate
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
00
m.  P.M.
7'50 3.0
A 8.0 A  3-10'
A 8'8 A 3.181'
...  8.10  3.20 5
., A A
A 8.25 A
111  in.  9 ch. G ate ...
A A
A 8'40 A
A { A
A A
3.35
i Meringandan  ... ... 8.55 { 4'5
113  in.  23 ch. Gate .. A  I  A
114 in. 8 ch. Gate . ! A 9.8 1 A
CABARLAH  arrive  9.30 1 4.40
11
12
14
17
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
CABARLAS depart
114 m. 8 ch. Gate ...
113  in.  23 ch. Gate ...
Meringandan ...
111 in. 9 ch. Gate ...
110  in.  55 ch. Gate ...
110  in. 17 eh. Gate ...
109  in.  28 ch. Gate ...
108  in. 23 ch. Gate
106 in. 13 ch. Gate
Pengarry JunctionWetalla
Cranley
TO0wOOMBA arrive
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
a.m. p.m.
9.40 5.0
A 10.2 A 5.22
A A
10.15 5.35
A A
A A
A 10.30 A 5.50
A A
A 10.45 A 6.5
A A
11.0 6'10
A 11.2 A 6.22
A 11.10' A 6.30
11.20 1 6'40
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Prdaettgere wishing
to alight  should give  due notice  to Guuard.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1886.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC  TIME  TABLE-BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
ON and after MONDAY, 21st  September ,  1885, the following Time  Table  wi ll  come into operation
until  further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Height
from from of
Brisbane .  Junction .  Formation.
tGoods. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mondays only.
stations.
feet. a.m. am. p.m.
24 ... 65  IPSWICH  .. ...  depart 5.30 11.40 5.50 ...
25 98 Fassifern Junction... ... 514 ... 11.45 5.55 ...
26 ... 93 Brisbane Valley Junction... AL 5.38 A 11.50 A 6.0 ...
29 .. Brassall  ... ... ... ...  A 11.59 A 6.9 ...
31 3 181 Pine Mountain  ... ... ...  12.18 6'28
.33 7 135 Bora llon  ... ... ... ...  12.29 6.39
35 9 231  Glamorgan  ... ... ...  12.40  6150 ...
37 11 118 Fairneyview  ... ... ... 12.51 7.1
.40 14 161 Fernvale ... ... ... 6.38 1.8 7'18
gg 17  146 V  me 1.25 7`35
45 19 174 LowooD ... ...  arrive  7.0 1.35 7'45 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height t
fro m of Stations .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Goods.
Lowood .  Formation .  Saturdays only.
feet .  a.m. p.m. p.m.
174 LowooD ... ... .. depart 7.10 1.55 8.5
2 146  Verner*  ... ... ... .. 7'20 2'5
5 161 Fernvale ... ... ... ... 7'37 2'22 8'27
8 118 Fairneyview ... ... ... ... 7.54 2.39 ...
10 231 Glamorgan ... ... ... ... 8 15 2.50 ...
12 135 Borallon ... ... ... ... 8.16 311 ...
14 181 Pine Mountain ... ... ... 8.28 3.13 ...
16 ... Brassall  ... ... ... ...  A 8.46 A 3.31 ...
19 93 Brisbane  Valley Junction  ... ... 8.55 A  3.40 A 9.27
20 98 Fassifern Junction  ... ... ... ...  9.0 ... 8.45  ...  9.31
21 65 IPSWICH  ... ... ...  arrive 9.5 3.50 9'35
(A) Train  stops  by signal to take on  passengers,  and will  set them  down when required . Passengers wishing
to  alight  should give due notice to Guard.
$ Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their  own risk.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON and after MONDAY,  the 28th  September, 1885, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry Railway wi ll come into operation until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.  DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Stations .  Mixed.
p.m.
BUNDABSRG depart 3.0
3 Oakwood  ... ...  D
5 Sharon  ... ... s
10 Gibson' s Siding ... D
12 Binges ... ... 3.50
16 Goondoon ... ... D
•20 Bolan ... ...  4.25
23 Maroondan  ... ...  A
28 Gin Gin ... ... 5.0
-30 Watawa arrive Af depart
16 Stockyard Creek ... D
41 Moolboolaman  ...  5'50
44 Gi ll en 's Siding ... A
56 Boolboonda  ... ...  A
.58 Wonbah ... ... D
63 Wolca .. ... D
64 Drummer's Creek ... A
66 MOUNT PARRY arrive 7'30
43 Maroondan  .,. ...  I A
46 Nolan ... ... ... 10.10
50 Goondoon  ... ... D ...
... 54 Binges .. ... 10.40
56 Gibson 's Siding  ...  D ...
61 Sharon ... .,. A ...
... 63 Oakwood  ...  D ..
... 66 BUNDABREG arrive 11.30
36 Watawa arrive  9.0 ...depart 9115 ...
38 Gin Gin ... ... 9.30
... ,.,
22 Gi llen's Siding  ...  A ...
,.. 25 Moolboolaman  ...  8'10
30 Stockyard Creek .. a ...
ties stations. Mixed.
a.m.
MoUNT PBnwr dep .  6'30 ...
2 Drummer ' s Creek A ..,
3 Wolca ...
8 Wonbah ... ... D ...
10 Boolboonda A
Noss .-( A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down where required.  Passengers
wi%hing to alight  should give  due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains  stop on Drivers  observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers wishing to alight should
g ive  due notice  to Guard .  No person except intending passengers  should go  on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
.104
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MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY (AND BIIRRIIM BRANCH).
TIME TABLE.
ON and after THURSDAY, 1st October, 1885, the following Time Table for the Maryborough
VV'' Railway, and the Burrum Branch, will come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles STATIONS. Mixed.  Passenger . Goods. ( Goods.  Mixed .  Mixed. -
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
MABYBOBOUGH depart 7'0 7'30 8.0 1.15 2.20 4.0 .,.
2 Croydon Junction ... ... A 7'35 A 8.8 A 1'22 ... A 4.5 ...
2 Croydon Junction depart A 7'6 ... ... ... A 2.26 ... ...
6 Aldershot ... ... A 7'22 ... ... .,. A 2'40 ... ...
15 Torbanlea ... ... A 7'58 ... ,.. ... A 3'10 ... ...
17 Burrum  ... ... ...  A 8.6 ... ... ... A 3.16 ... ...
18 HOWARD ... arrive 8.10 ... ... ... 3 •20 ...
3 Sunbury  ...  depart  ...  A 7'38 A 8.12 A 1'26  ...  A 4.8 ...
5 Oakhurst  ... ...  A 7'44 A 8 .22 A 1 '33 ... A 4'1..
9 Yengarie  ... ...  8 10 8.42 1 '55 ... 4.30
10 Graham's Creek  ... ...  A 8'3 A 8 '47 A 1 .59 ... A 4.33 ...
12 Mungar  ... ... ... ...  A 8.9 A 8'57 A 2.8 ... A 4'41
15 Antigua . ... . ... ... A 8.18  *  A 9'12  *  A 2'23  ... *  A 4'54 ...
17 Owanyi ll a  ... .. ...  A 8'24 A 9'22 A 2'33 ... A 5'2
20 Blackmount  ... ...  A 8'33  A 9'37 A 2'48 ... A 5'10
22 Tiaro .,, arrive  ... ... *9.47  ... ... ...I  depart  ... * 8.40 9155 3.0  ...  5'21 ...
23 Kooringa  ... ... ...  A 8.43 A 9'59 A 3.5 ... A 5.25 ...
26 Bopple  ... ... ...  A  8-52  A 1012  A  3,20  ... A 5
a330 Gundiah arrive  *9.5 ... ... *5.50depart  t
...
9 '20 10 .32 *3.42 6'5
•.
32 Gootchie  ... ... ...  A 9.27 A  10'40  A 3.53 ... A 6.11 ...
38 Banyan ... ... ... ... A 9.50  A 11.10 A  4'35 ... A 6.32 ...
39 Kilkivan Junction  ... ...  9'54 11 .15 4.40 ...  A 6.35 ...
40 Thompson 's Flat  ... ...  A 9.58 A 4.45 ... A 6.39 ...
...arriveGunalda ... ve ... ... ... *5.0depart  ...  1010 ...  5.7 ... 6'50 ...
46 Kadina  ... ... ...  A 10.19  ...  A 5'21  ...  A 7.2
49 Curry  ... ...  A 10.29 .. . A 5.40 ... A 7'13 ...
51 Harvey 's Siding  ... ...  A 10'35 ... A 5'48  ...  A 7'21 ...
54 Correll a  ... ... ... ...  A 10.44  ...  A 6.3 ... A 7.33
56 Tamaree  ... ...  A 10.51  ...  A 6.13  ...  A 7'41 ...
61 GYMPr$ ... ...  arrive ...  11.10  ...  6.40 ... 8'0 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles  STATIONS, and Goods . Passenger .  Mixed.
t Timber t Timber
and Goods. Mixed.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
... GYMPi x ... ... depart 5'25 7'30 ... ... 4.0 ...
5 Tamaree  ... A 5'48 A 7'45 ... ... A 4.17 ... ...
7. Corrella ... ... ... A 5'58 A 7'52 ... ... A 4'24 ... ...
10 Harvey' s Siding ... ... A 6.13  A 8'2 ... ... A 4.35
12 Curra ... ... ... A 6'23 A 8'8 ... ... A 4,43 ... ...
15 Kadina ... ... ... A 6.38 A 8'17 ... ... A 4,53 ... ...
18 Gunalda  ... ... ... 6'55 8 '28 ... ... *5.7 ... ...
21 Thompson's Flat ... A 7'8 A 8.37 ... ... A 5.19 ... ...
22 Kilkivan Junction ... 7'12 *8.40 ... 12'30 5'23
23 Karvan  ... ... ... A 7'18 A 8'44 ... A 12.34 A 5.27 ... ...
29 Gootchie .. ... A 7'48 A 9'4 ... A 1.3 A 5'47 ... ...
31 GundiaL• arrive ... *9.10 *5.55depart*8.0 25  ... 1.12 6'10 ... ...t
35 Bopple ... ... ... A 8'18  A 9'38  ... A 1'32 A 6'23 ... ...
38 Kooringa  ... ...  A 8'33 A 9'51  ...  A 1'46  A 6'35 ... ...
39 Tiaro  ... ... ... *8.40 *9.55 ... 1.50 6' 38 ...
41 Blackmount  ... ...  A 8.48 A 10.0  ...  A 1'58 A 6'44 ...
44 Owanyilla ... ... A 9.3 A 10'10 ... A 2.12 A 6.56 ... ...
46 Antigua  ... * A 9'12 A 10.16 ... *A 2'23 A 7'4 ... ...
49 Mungar  . ...  A 9.28 A 10.25  ...  A 2.37 (  A 7'16 ... ...
51 Graham ' s Oreek  ...  A 9'38 A 10'31  ...  A 2'45 A 7'23 ... ...
52 Yengarie  ... ...  9.45 10 .35 ... 2.50 7'28 ...
56 Oakhurst ... ... A 10.3 A 10.50 ... A 3'10 A 7.43 ... ...
58 Sunbury A 10.13 A 10.56 ... A 3'20 .a 7'50 ... ...
59 Croydon Junction ... A '10'18 A 11.0 ... A 3'25 A 7'53 ... ...
HOWARD ... depart ... ... 8'40 ... ... 4.0 ...
1 Burrum ... ... ... ... .., A" 8.44 ... ... A 4'3 ...
3 Torbanlea  ... ... ... ...  A 8'54 ... ... A 4'10 ...
12 Aldershot ... ... ... ... A 9.38 ... ... A 4'40
16 Croydon Junction ... ... ... A 10'0 ... ... A 4 53 ...
61 M&RYBO$OUGH....arrive 10'30 11'10 10.10 3.35 8'0 5' 0  ...
*  Trains meet here.
t Passenger  Carriages are attached to these Trains. Passengers travelling thereby must clearly understand
they do so entirely at their own risk.
(A.) Trains stop by  signal to  take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should notify the Guard at preceding station.
The times shown thus (A 6.45) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely
intended as a guide  to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNO W,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885. Commissioner for 4ailways.
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE  to come into operation on and after  MONDAY, 10th August,  1885, and until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
a)
STATIONS.
Mixed Passen -  Goods.
ger.
Goods.
Rockhampton dop.
2 Yeppen ...
6 Gracemere ..•
8 Malchi... ...
10 Kabra ...
13 Neerkoll
15 Stanwell
18 Warren
19 Siding ...
20 Siding ... ...
24 Wycarbah ...
27 Spring Creek...
30 Westwood  ... dp•
33 Oakey ... ... ...
38 Gogango ... ...
44 Rocky ... •••
47 Tunnel
53 Herbert 's Creek .••
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa ... ...
72 Wallaroo ... ...
83 Bridgewater .. ...
€d88 Dingo dep.
96 Stanley ... ...
102 Walton ... ••.
107 Bluff ... ... ...
110 Siding  ... .. ...
lis Blackwater ..•
125 Burngrove ... ...
129 Tolmie's
140 Comet
149 Yamala
159 Winton
163 Siding ...
165 Emerald
1
°i Mon.,
8 c Daily. Wed.,
and Fri.
Daily.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M.
5'20 3'45  1  10'0 ••.
5.25 5'50 1018
S'40 6 '5 10'25
5.47 6.10 10.35
5.55 6'16 10.43
6.0 6.25 11.0
61 0 6 '30 11'5
6.20 6.43 11.20
6.27 6 50 11 30
6.37 7.0 11.45
64 3 7110 11.55
6'55 *7.15
7'30 12'10
7.381 12.20
7.50 12.40
8'5 1'08.15 1.15
8'37 *1.45
8.47  2'20
9'5 *3'10 •..
9.25 3.40 ...
9.57 4.25
4'45
10'5 4'55 •••
10.25 5.30 ...
*10'45 5'55
10.57 6.12 ...
11'25 6 '55
5
••.
11.50 7.20 ...
*12'0 *7'35 •..
12'30 8'15 ..•12,, 15  8.55 ...
1.30 9.50 ...
1'35 10'0 ...arr.
165 Emerald dep. ••.
169 Emerald Downs . ...
179 Theresa  • aa)i
183
,
Pelican  . ... ... ...  u
186 ° Gordon Downs ... 61
197 8 Capella  ... ... ... ... 5206 pq Retro  ... ... ... A,
212 Retro Creek ... ... ... .e
e220 Langton  ... ...
227 Clermont arr. ,., •••
165 Emerald  ...  dep. ... V55 ... ...
171 Range Downs  ... ...  2.12 ... ...
179 Saint  Helens  ... ... ...  2.35 ...
183 Glendarriwill  ... ...  2.47 ...
188 Siding  ... ... ... ... 2.57 ... ...
191 Anakie  ... ... *3.5 •••
199 Boril la ... ... ...  1 25 ... ..
203 Withersfield ••• 3'35 With
213 Woodbine  ... ... ...  4.5 ... Pass'ger
218 Siding  ... ... ... ...  4.20 ... carriage
227 BO antral  € arr . ...  ... attach'dg g an dep . 4'45 ••. *12.10
235 Hannam 's Gap  ••• ••.  5'20 1 ... 12'50
241 Drummond ... ... ... 5.47 ... 1.25
252 Pine Hill ... ... ... 6 '20 { ... 2'25
271 Al  ha ... ... ... 7'15 ... 4'5
290 Bea  .•. ..  8'5 ... 5'45
305 Jericho ...  arr. 9 '0 ... 7'0
Mixed. Mixed
Daily. Daily.
P.M. P.M.
... 5 57
••• *5'20
... 5.27
... 5.35
... 5.42
••. *5'50
6.5
6.15
... 6.35
... 6.47
... TO
DOWN  TRAINS.
15
34
53
64
70
78
87
92
102
112
114
117
122
126
134
140
STATIONS.
Jericho
Beta ...
Alpha
Pine Hill
Passen-  Giods. Goods. Mixed. Mixed Mixed!
ger.
Daily.
Tues.,  Sat.
Daily. Thurs., Daily. Daily. only.
and S ta.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M.
dep. 3'15 5'0
.•. 4'0 6'20
... 4'50 8'0
...  540  9'50
6.15 10.55
6'35 11'307.10 *12.10
7'25
7.50 With
8.3 Pass'ger
Drummond ...
Hannam 's Gap ...
Bogantnngan gipt .
Siding  . ... ...
Woodbine ...
Withersfield
Borilla ...
Anakie ...
Siding ... .
Glendarriwill
... *8.30 Carr'age
... 8.40 attach'd
...
*9.9.7 ...
Saint Helens ... ...
Range Downs ...
Emerald  ...  arr.
•8
16
22
31
42
45
50C!8
62
2'0
2.15
3.0
*3'10
3'45
4.15
4.35
5.0
5'30
Clermont dep.
Langton ... ...
Retro Creek ...
Retro ...
Capella... ...
Gordon Downs
Pelican ... ...
Theresa .. ...
Emerald Downs
merald arr.
0
8
9.20 ...
9.30 ...
9.55
... 140 Emerald  ...  dep. 10'10 ••.
,,, 142 Siding ... ... ... 10.15 ...
... 146 Winton ...
,,, 156 Yamala ... 10.50
... 165 Comet  ... ... 11'15
176 Tolmie 's ... ... *12'0 •••
180 Burngrove ... ... 12.15 ...
... 187 Blackwater  •••  12'35 •••
...
... 261 R ocky .•.  4'10
... 267 Gogango  ... ...  4.30
... 272 Oakey ... ... ... . 4.45 ...
;:: 275 Westwood  ... f d p• 5'55
... 278 Spring Creek ... ... 5.12 ...
... 281 Wycarbah ... ... 5.20 ...
... 285 Siding  ... ... ...  5.30 ...
... 286 Siding  ... ... ... ... ...
... 287 Warren ... ... 5.40 ...
... 290 Stanwell  ... ... *5'50 •..
... 292 Neerkoll ... ... 5.57 ...
,,, 295 Kabra  ... ... ..  6.3 ...
... 297 Malchi ... ... ..  1 6.8 ...
... 299 Gracemere  ... ... 16 1 5  ...
... 303 Yeppen ...  6 25
... 305 Rockhampton arr. *6'30 ...
195 Siding ... ... ... 12.55 ...
198 Bluff ... ... ... 1.3 ...
203 Walton  ... ...  1'15 ...
209 Stanley  .. ...  1.30 ...
arr. 12'550 •••217 Dingo dep. .
222 Bridgewater  ... ...  2.20 ...
233 Wallaroo ... ... 2.50 ...
240 Duaringa ... ... *3'10 ,,.
247 Boolburra  ... ...  3.30 ...
252 herbert's Creek  ... 3 4 5 ...
258 Tunnel 4 0
*  Trains meet here.
"6'30
6.40
7.35
8'10
8'55
9.10
9'35
10.10
10.20
*10'45
11.5
11'x0
11.50
1.2.30
1-25
*1'45
3.8
TO
7.25
7.50
8.5
8.90
9.10
950
10'5
2'20 ...
2'40 ...
2.56
3'5 .. *7.35 7'53-20I .,, 7.25 7.15 ,,.
3.301 7.30 7.20 ...3-W.. .... 7.42 7.25 .
4.0 ... 7.50 7.35 ...
4'20 ... 8'0 7'45 ...
4'28 ... 8.10 7.50 ...
4.501 ... 8.17  8-0'...
5.10 ... 8.25 8.5 ...
*5'20 ... 8 '35 8'10 ...
5'33 8'50 ...
5'40 ... 9 '0 8'30 ..•
NoTi .- The Passenger Trains will only stop as  follows:-At all stations when required.
To pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont Branch  (both Up and Down),
The Mixed Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping -places to pick up and set down passengers when required .  Passengers wishing to alight at
Stopping -places must  tell  the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure from Stopping places shown thus, "Yeppen 5.25," are approximate  and merely  as a guide to intending passengers and Guards of
Ballast trains.
Goods will be received at and forwarded  to Alpha  and Beta under the published conditbns "Loading and Unloading Gates and Sidings."
F. CURNOVr,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office, Commissioner  for Railways.
Brisbane , 4th August, 1885.
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MACKAY RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
I HE following Time Table  will come into operation  on MONDAY, 1Ot i  August, 1885, and continuein force until further  notice:-
'UP TRAINS-DAILY.
Miles Stations.
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY.
Mixed. Mixed .  Mixed .  Stations .  Mixed.
a.m.
... MACKAY  ...  depart ...
2 Show  Grounds... ...
4 Racecourse ...
5 Te Kowai ...
7 Alexandra ...
8 Palms ... ...
9 Walkerston ...
11 Pleystowe ...
12 G reenmount ...
14 Level Crossing...
15 Newbury Junction arr.
15 Newbury Junction  dep. ...
18 Level Crossing...
21 Victoria ...
Mixed .  Mixed.
p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.30  ... HAMILTON  ...  depart  ...  8.30' 4.46
A 3.8 ... Marian  .. ... ... ...  A 8.48 A 5.3
A 3.14  ...  Level  Cro ssing ... ...  A 8.53 A 5.8
A 3.19  ... Newbury Junction  arr. ... 8 .58 5.13
A 3.27
A 3'32
3.36
A 3.44
A 3.50
A 3.56
23 ETON  ... ...  arrive
15 Newbury Junction dep.
16 Level Crossing... ...
17 Marian  ... ... ...
23 HAMIx.a oN ... arrive
5.15
A 5.25
A 5.36
5.42
7.30 4.2 ...
A 7.35 A 4.7
A 7.40 A 4.12
8.0 l4.30 ...
ETON ... ... depart 7.0
Victoria ... ... A 7.6
Level Crossing... ... A 7.17
Newbury Junction arr. 7.27
Newbury Junction
Level Crossing...
Greenmount ...
dep. ... 9.0 ...
A 9.6 ...
A 9.12 ...A. 9.18 ...
9.26 ...
A 9.30
A 9.35
A 9.43 ...
A 9.48 ...
A 9.54 ...
10.0 ...
Pleystowe
Walkerston
Palms ...
Alexandra
Te Kowai
Racecourse ...
Shaw Grounds...
MACKAY ... arrive
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 3.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, F. CUItNOW,
Brisbane , 27th July,  1885 .  Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority : LAMBS C. Bann, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the
seventeenth day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
$fth year of Her present Majesty's reign,
intituled "  An Act to provide fur the Union of Muni-
rip rlities for the better Maintenance and Manage-
ment of Main Roads and other Local Works,"  it
is amongst other things enacted that, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, the Governor in Council
may, for certain purposes therein mentioned, by
Order in Council, constitute any two or more con-
terminous  municipalities a  United Municipality, and
assign  a name thereto : And whereas by a certain
other Act passed in the fo, ty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign , intituled " An Act to Amend the
United Municipalities Art of  1831," it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governing Body of a
United Municipality shall be a Joint Board con-
sisting  of a representative or representatives of any
local authority having jurisdiction within such
United Municipality; and that the number of
representatives to be appointed for the several
local authorities shall be prescri ed by the Governor
in Council, by the Order in Council constituting
the United Municipality, and may from time to
time be varied by a further Order in Council ;
And whereas a Petition was lately presented to
His Excellency the Governor in Council by the
Local Authority of the Municipality of Mary-
borough, praying that the said Municipality and
the Division of Granville might be constituted a
United Municipality for-
(1.) The control and maintenance of all ferries
which are now or may hereafter be
established between the said Municipality
and Division, including the approaches to
such ferries ;(2.) The regulating, licensing, andtaxing of
all vehicles plying, used, or kept within
the said Municipality and Division;
The making of By-laws for the common
benefit of the said Municipality and
Division ; and,
(4.) For all other purposes not inconsistent
with the powers conferred and obligations
imposed upon local authorities by the
laws in force for the time being.
And whereas such petition was duly published and
notified in the manner required by law : And
whereas no counter petition has been presented to
His Excellency within the prescribed period of
three months from the publication of such
petition : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Counoil, doth Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that
the said Municipality of Maryborough and the
Division of Granville shall be and are hereby con-
stituted a United Municipality, under the name of
" Tie United Municipality of Maryborough and
Granville," for the purposes following, that is to
f
say :-
(1.) The control  and maintenance of all ferries
which are now or may hereafter be
established  be tween the said  Municipality
and Division ,  including the approaches to
such ferries ;
(2.) The regulating, licensing, and taxing of
a ll  vehicles plying, used, or kept within
the said Municipality and Division ;
(3.) The making of By-laws and all other
purposes necessary for the proper control
and maintenance of such ferries, and the
regulating, licensing, and taxing of such
vehicles.
And His Excellency, by and with the advice
aforesaid, doth further order and direct that the
number of Representatives to be appointed by the
said Local Authorities, to form the Joint Board
of such United Municipality, shall be as follows,
that is to say
Maryborough ... 3 Representatives.
Granville ... ... 3 Representatives.
In all ... 6 Representatives.
And the  Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the
seventeenth day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
fl
7HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Art of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots  by means  of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the ]and described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary, for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown lands in the parish of South Kolan, in the
Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the
seventeenth day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by " The Crown Lands Act of1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by  means  of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board. may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for set-ction be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Sahl, in the
Ipswich Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
By H Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAV$,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MvsaxAVe, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W IfEREAS by a Proclamation made by His
Excellency SAMUEL WENSLEv BLACKALL,
bearing date the 22nd of September, 1869, it was
declared that the building or premises known as
the " Hospital " attached to the Military Barracks
at Brisbane, should be a Lunatic Reception House :
And whereas it is deemed necessary to rescind
the said Proclamation : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance of the powers
and authorities in me vested, and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby rescind the
said Proclamation of the 22nd of September, 1869.
Given under my Nand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Muse RAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-thief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty a reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Wednesday, the 23rd
instant, being the opening day of the Annual Show
of the Mackay Agricultural, Pastoral, and Mining
Association, to be a Public Holiday in Mackay :
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Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that WEDNESDAY, the 23rd instant, shall, within
the Municipality of Mackay, be observed as a
Public Holiday within  the meaning  of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
THERE AS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Baak Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other  acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in  any part thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Tuesday, the 22nd instant,
being the first day of the Annual Race Meeting of
the Cooktown Jockey Club, to be a Public Holiday
in Cooktown : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling mein that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify , proclaim, and
declare that TUt! SDAY, the 22nd instant, shall,
within the Municipality of Cooktown, be observed
as a Public Holiday within the meaning of the
said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane . this seventeenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with.the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignations of
HENRY  S MITH and
JOHN JONES BYERS
as Trustees  of the Port Douglas General Cemetery
Reserve.
C. B. DUTTO N.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
I I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES HURLEY
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the
parish of Greennount, in the room of °Arthur
"andeleur Robinson, who has left the District.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands
Brisbane, 18th Septemter, 1885.
L J IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
FRANK STEVENS
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the
parish of Greenmount.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th September, 1885.
CORRECTION.
i T is hereby notified that  the names of
1 RICHARD  JAMES GOR TON and
ALEXANI ER FREDERICK JOHN DRAPER
are to  be substituted  for James  Richard Gorton
and Alexander  John Draper,  erroneously inserted
in the Proclamation appointing them Trustees of
the Cairns Racecourse Reserve , which  appeared in
page 769 of the  Government Gazette  for 1885,
Part 2.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
>L 11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GOTTLOB BENZ
to be a Trustee of the  Reserve  for Pasturage and
Water on Sandy Creek, in the parish of Warwick,
in the room of  Thomas Tilley, deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th September, 1885.
IS  Excellency  the Governor, with  the advice
1 of the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
HENRY APLIN
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Hospital ,  George-
town.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
N O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election to
fill the vacancy in Subdivision No. 3 of the
Dalrymple Division, If is Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Art of  1879  Amendment Act  of 1884," been
pleased to appoint
BERNARD  NAUGTON
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 3 of the said
Division, in the room of Angus Crause,  whose seat
was declared vacant under sub-section 3 of section
7 of  " Th e Divisional  Boards Act Amendment Act
of  1882."
WM. MILES.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Depart-
ment of Ports and Harbours, viz.
FREDERICK  J. BoWTON
to be Pilot at Cleveland Bay, in the room of W. J.
Risby, resigned ;
JOHN W. H. WILLIAMS, Coxswain at Port
Hii ehinbrook,
to I e Pilot at the Johnstone River, in the room of
N. H. Mogenson, resigned.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th September, 1885.
HH IS Excellency the Governor directs it o benotified that he has, on behalf of Her Majesty,
been pleased to accept the  services  of a Volunteer
Rifle Corps, to be enrolled at Maryborough, under
the provisions of  "The Defence Act of  1884" and
the Regulations of 24th February, 1885 ; that
such Corps shall be known and designated as " The
Maryborough Volunteer Rifle Corps," and that
the establishment thereof shall be as follows:-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenant ... ... 1
Total Officers ... 2
Color-Sergeant ... ... 1
Sergeants 2
Corporals ... ... ... 2
Bugler  ... ... 1
Privates ... ... ... 40
Total non -commissioned  officers  and men 46
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
I T is hereby notified-  that, in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The Marsupials  Destruction
Act of  1881," 1 have appointed
JAMES CAVANOUGII
to be  a Member  of the l ila Ula Marsupial Board,
in the room of  P. C. Close,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
PULTE NEY EDWARD DALZELL
to be Acting Lieutenant in the Marine Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
ROBERT H. LAwsoN
of his appointment as Acting Lieutenant in the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11. of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions and
transfers of Teachers in the service of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, viz.  :-
FLORENCE AINE
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at the Diamantina Orphanage ;
ELIZABETH FIELDING
to be promoted to the position of Fourth Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Brisbane ;
ALICE ELEANOR SOPHIA ROBINSON
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Brisbane ;
ELEANOR SARAH SCOTT
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Infants at West
End, Brisbane ;
WILLIAMENA KATE MARIA SLAUGHTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Brisbane ;
KATHARINE SMALLMAN
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Brisbane  ;  all  to take effect  fr om the 14th Sep-
tember, 1885.
SARAH HILL LLOYD
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Infants at
Rockhampton  ;  to take effect from the 1st Sep-
tember, 1885.Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
ALFRED MORRIS
to be Acting Captain ; and
FREDERICK FINCH
to be Acting Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch
of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sir JAMES COCKLE, K night,
The Honourable WILLIAM HENRY WALSH,
M.L.C., and
WILLIAM HEMMANT, Esquire,
to be Honorary Commissioners for Queensland, in
London, for the purposes of the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition, to be held in London during
the ensuing year.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
I1IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
JoHN  GRAY  MCNAB
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
rj`HE following appointments of Members of
11 Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz. -
Bundamba Upper.
Ephraim Hughes,
vice  James Ryan ,  resigned.
Goomburra.
Henry Black,  senr.,
vice  E.  Thompson, who has left the District.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1885.
L
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of State Schools
at the fo llowing places ,  viz.:-
NEWTOWN (Maryborough), and
TARAMPA.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
1 7 HEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by it general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
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titular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction.
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I
T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRTFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  /gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbg^pa1Ji5 t ppty,
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Mvsa$AVE,Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.1,  Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. 111 U SO BAV E, chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of section  nine- five of "  n eCrown Lands  Act of  1884," , Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do, by this  my Proclama-
tion, notify and teen that the Lands hereunderdescribed have b en temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
85-16623-C. Secy.
Bollon.
County of Belmore, District of Maranoa.
640 acres.
Commencing at a marked tree eighteen chains
south of the south-west corner of allotment 6, section
4, town of Bollon, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east eighty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing south eighty chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west eighty chains ; and
on the west by a line bearing north eighty chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
86-18402-L. B.
On Yandaran Creek.
County of Cook, parish of Yandaran.
510 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Yandaran
Creek at the north-west corner of portion 12, and
bour,led thence on the east by that portion bearing
south sixty-six chains and sixty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing west ninety-seven chains ;
thence by a line bearing 315 degrees twenty-six
chains forty-three links to Yandaran Creek ; and
by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
85-18505-Gym.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On King King Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated 24th July, 1884, which is hereby
amended.)
County of March, district of Gympie.
About 100  square miles.
Commencing at the east corner of a timber
reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1874,
page 1921, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north to the south boundary of portion
1, parish of Noosa ; thence by that boundary
bearing west to King King Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the south- west  corner of Special
Timber License No. 68; thence by the west
boundary of that license bearing north to its north-
west corner ; thence by a line west to the timber
reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1884,
part 2, page 376 ; thence by that  reserve and a
line  bearing south-west to the road from Cootha-
raba to Gympie ; thence by that road north-
westerly and westerly to the boundary of the
Gympie Gold Field ; thence by that boundary
south-easterly and south-westerly to the north-
west corner of selection 474, parish of Woondum ;
thence by that selection bearing  east  and south to
the road on the north boundary of selection 748 ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the south-
west corner of selection 1016; thence by that
selection bearing north to Boundary Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the south-west corner of
selection 217 ; thence by that selection bearing north
and east to the south- west  corner of selection 1284;
thence by that selection bearing north,  east, and
south to selection 891 ; thence by that selection
bearing east, south, and west to selection 275 ;
thence by that selection and selection  359 bearing
south,  east,  and south to a point  west of  the north-
wost oorn r of selection 907; thence by a line and
poipp4ion4 907,$$1, ap4
1010bea4ng  notpouth1
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selection and 575 bearing east to the north-east
corner of the last -named selection  ;  thence by that
selection and a line bearing south to Sig-mile
Creek  ;  thence  by that  creek upwards to the
north -west boundary of the first -mentioned timber
reserve  ;  and thence  by that  reserve bearing north-
easterly and south -easterly to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated and selected
lands,  and two State Forest Reserves of 640 acres
each ,  proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1884,
part 1, page 1188.
RssaRVE FOR WATER.
84-19684-5.0.
County of  Stanley , parish of  Maclean.
2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing 301 degrees 29
minutes and distant two chains and half a link
from the north -west corner of portion 305, and
bounded thence by lines bearing 27 degrees 4
minutes three chains twenty-one links ,  281 degrees
13 minutes two chains forty-seven and a-half  li nks,
201 degrees 22 minutes one chain ten links, 149
degrees 18 minutes two chains sixty -nine  links to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of Sep-
tember ,  in the  year  of our Lord, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Goo SAT! THU Qvzuw I
degrees 39 minutes one chain seventy -two links ;
on the north -west by a lane bearing 12 degrees
two chains ninety links  ;  again on the south-
west by a line and allotment 11 bearing 282
degrees one chain twenty-eight links  ;  and again
on the north -west by Bow street bearing 12 degrees
two chains 15, o links to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twelfth day of Sep-
tember ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATs THE QUuux I
PIiOCL4MATION.
By  His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.]  Disting uished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George. Governor
Governor ,  and Commander in-('liief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Roads described in the Book of Reference
hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
PROCLAM 4TION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVE,
Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[1..s.) ehael and  St. George ,  Governor
A. JIB ,,K+vx, and Commander-in-Chief of the
(,ooernur .  Colony of Q ueensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety -five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVR,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  do, by this  my
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR  COURT HOUSE.
84-23213-C. Secy.
Town of Charters Towers.
(In lien of the Reserve for Municipal Purposes
established by proclamation dated 18th July,
1877 ,  which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Davenport, parish of Charters Towers.
Allotments 12 to 21 of section 11.
2 acres  2 roods 31; perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of Hodgkinson street by the west side of Church
street ,  and bounded thence on the east by Church
street bearing south five chains and forty links; on
the south by Aland street bearing west five chains ;
on the west by allotments 22 and 11 bearing north five
chains and forty links ; and on the north by Hodg-
kinson street bearing east five chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR MUNICIPAL PURPOSES.84-23313-C. Secy.
Town of Charters Towers.
County of Davenport, parish of Charters Towers.
Allotments 1 and 10 of section 7.
1 acre 0 rood 22 perches.
Commencing at the south -west corner of allot-
ment 9,  and bounded thence on the north -east by
that allotment and allotment 4 bearing 102 degrees
three chains  ;  on the south -east  by allotments
3 and 2 bearing 192 degrees five chains 1, s links ;
on the south -west by Gill street bearing 280
DEsCRIPTIONs :
Road one chain wide ,  resumed from Selection
No. 6322 ,  Ipswich District . (John McLaughlin.)
From the west boundary of portion 139, parish
of Clumber ,  north -easterly to its east boundary,
containing 2 acres 3 roods, taken from a reserva-
tion of 4 acres.
Road 150 links wide ,  resumed from Selection
No. 2628 ,  Toowoomba District . (E. J. Pillar.)
From the south boundary of selection 2628,
parish of Gore ,  north-easterly to its east boundary,
containing  2 acres  2 roods 9 perches, taken from a
reservation f6 acres.
Road 3 chains wide, resumed from Selection No.
1922, Rockhampton District . (William Harvey
Holt.)
From the north -west corner of selection 1922,
parish of Glenprairie ,  south -easterly to its south-
east  corner, containing 44 acres.
NoTE .- This road is substituted for the road
separating selection 1922 from selection 1273
(items Nos. 1 and 2 of the schedule published in
the  Government Gazette  of 5th July ,  1884), the
whole of which is hereby  permanently  closed.
Road 3 chains wide, resumed from Selection No.
99, Mourilyan District . (Robert John Tooker.)
From the east boundary of portion 11, parish of
Mourilyan ,  north-westerly to Liverpool Creek,
containing 26 acres 1 rood 26 perches ,  taken from
a reservation of 62 acres.
Road one chain wide ,  resumed from portion 46,
parish of Caboolture.
From the north -west corner of portion 74 north-
westerly through portion 47 to the " Upper Cabool-
ture Farms Road, "  containing 2 roods. (John
James Walker.)
A triangular piece of land ,  containing  4 acres 2
roods 16 perches ,  cut off the west corner of portion
69, parish of Alfred ,  Bounty of Churchill . (Dennis
Dwyer.)
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of Sep-
tember ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DurTON.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the power  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
declare that so much of the Proclamations dated
9th April, 1885, and the 14th August, 1885, respec-
tively, as relates to the name and style of the
Reserve therein set forth be rescinded, and that the
Reserve in question shall be  and is  hereby named
THE CHILDREN'S CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL.
Given under my Hand and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Ares.
•1
A.:.  P.
The Ithaca  Partoftheroadseparat -  Enoggera 1 2 18
Divisional ing portion 486 from
Board on portion 498
account of
David
Gordon
*2  Ditto,  on'  Part of the road separat- Ditto  ...  2 1 20
account of ing portions 485 and
the Trustees 313 from portions 499
of the late and  $14
Bishop
O'Quinn
*3 Ditto  ...  Part of the road separat -  Ditto ... 1 3 8Ing portion.  313 frog}
portion 31%
*4  John Fielding Part of one of the re -  Mooloolah 0 1 36
served roads through
portion 46
4 Gustave The reserved road Ditto ... 0  2 12
Adolf Riebe through portion 46
GOD SAVE  THE QrERN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in nie vested, and
in accordance  with the eighty-fourth  section
of  "The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY  MUSGBAVE ,  the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my  Proclamation , notify and declare that the
Road hereunder described shall be and is hereby
opened as  a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain  wide , resumed from Selection
No. 495, Mackay District. (John Cook.)
From the south boundary of selection 495,
parish of Hampden, north-westerly and south-
westerly back to that boundary,  containing 4 acres
3 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAV'  711B QUERN I
• NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed out
in connection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT  is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " 7We Crown Lando Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office;
and at the Land Office, Gladstone ; Police and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
0. 1DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No.
*1
2
Applicant.
Messrs.
Stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
tain
situation.
The reserved road
th ro ugh Selection
321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
The road separating
port ions 44 and 46
from portions 39
and 40
Parish.
Alms
Burpengary
Area.
A. 1.  P.
24 0 0
2 0 0
* The area of this road is pro posed to be changed into a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
Ir is hereby notified for  general information, thatapplication under the eight-ninth  section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884 '  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons  who may  consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobj  ections,in writing,  within  two months
from this date.
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Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
I The Purga Di-
visional Board
on account of
F. Chippen-
dale
Situation .  Parish .  A-'ea.
A. R. P.
The road separa- Goodna ... 0 3 1
ting portion 306
from part of por-
tion 305
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I r iii hereby notified for  general information,
that application  under  the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made  for closing  the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons  who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.R.P.
- The Nundah The  ro ad separating Nundah ... 1 00
Divisional portion 588 fro m part
Board on of  portion 15
account
of E. A.
McDowall
N.B.-The  closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands.
Brisbane ,  14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices , Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. A
A. R. P.
1 R. J. Logan Part of the road sepa- Moggill ... 1 7 1 0
rating portion 216
from part of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
I 77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto ... i One of the reserved ditto ... 2 2 0
roads through portion
206
3 Ditto Part of  road separating ditto
portion 206  from  por-
tions 205 and 208
1 1 0
from north -west cor-
ner of portion  206 to I i
ro ad-item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that  application under  the eighty- ninth section
of  "The Crown  Lands Art of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment  their  objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office ,  Rockhampton  ;  Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
C. B. DUTTON.
1epartment  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th July, 1896.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act uf'  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant  Situation. Parish Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Esk One of the reserved  Esk ... 11 0 0
Divisional  ro ads through por-
Board on tion 20
account0
Wm. M.
Bowman
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto ... 8 2 0
through portion 18
3 Ditto ...  The  ro ad separating  ditto .. 9 0 0
portions 10 and 9 from
portions 11 and 12
4 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
of
rti
n
12
13
from parttion
Ditto F.  E. One of the reserved ditto  ...  18 2 0
Bigge  ro ads  through por-
tion 19
NorE.-The closure of these  roads is proposed  to be parfi4 p qt
itl cgi}rientlpii with 40 opgniitg or  i*nottier rgad.1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1
A. R. P.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
P. H. Nobler The road  separating  por- I Playfair 14 0 0
tions 84 and 85 (selec-
tion  1835,  Rockhampton
District ) from portions
86 and 89.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
Iis hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act ef'  1884 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within tvi o
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant Situation Parish .  I Area.
{ A.:.P.
The Part  of the reserved  ro ad Knapp About
Tabragalba through portion 22 (se- 1 0 0
Divisional lection 2955,  Brisbane
Board on  District)
account of
W. P. Roe
NOTE.-The closure  of this  road is proposed topie Ferried nnp
,nuneetion with 0f onPnin of of „ q "
„I r.1, t-, , I „ T i, .. . flt, 'M ;'oil •
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "  The  Crown Lands  Act  of" 1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
" I  tie Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  186h " and
" The frown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT rHE LAND  OFFICES-
Month .
drtsbane. Seen- Ipswich . ileigh. Esk.•
Date.
1885.
Date. Date.
1885.  1866.
Date.
1886.
March ... ... Tues., 3 Wed., 11  Fri., 6 Wed. 18
April ... ... „ 7 8 10
May ... ... „ 5 13 1 Tues. 19
June ... ... 10 6
July ... ... 7 8 3, 21
August ...
Se tember
... 4 12
9
7i4  15p
October
...
6 4 2
November ... 3 11 1 6 „ 17
December ... „ 1 ). 9
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT POIACaAT THE LAND  OFFICEs- OFFICE-
Month.
Too- Warwick.
woomba. Dalby .  Allora.
Date Date . Date. Date.
1865.  1885. 1886. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri .,  27 Wed., 25
April  ... ... ... „ 20 „ 21 „ 24 „ 22
May ... ... ... „ 25  26 „ 29 „ 27
June  ... ... ... „ 22  „ 23 „ 2d ,.  24
July ... ... ... 27 „ 28 „ 31  29
August ... ... ... „  24 „ 25 „ 23  26
September  ... ... „ 21 „ 22 „ 25 23
October ... ... „ 26 27 „ 30 28
November  ... ... „  23 „ 24 „ 27 25
December  ... ... „  21 „ 22 Wed., 23 30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICifHARDT DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
Cler - Emerald . Taroom .ISpring- Mt.
mont .  sure .  Britton. Banana.
Date .  Date .  Date .  Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1885.  1885. 1885. 1886.
March ... Thur .,26 Mon .,  16 Wed .,  4 Mon .,23 Fri., 6 Wed., 18
April ... 30 „ 20  „  1 „ 27 Tues.,7 16
May ... 28, „ 18  „  6 „ 25 Fri., 1 20
June ... 26 , „ 15 3 „ 22 „ 5 17
July .. 30 „ 20  „  1 „ 27 „ 3 15
August ... 27 17 „ 5 „ 241 „ 7 „ 19
September 24 „ 21 „ 2 „ 28 4 16
Octobor 29 „ 19 „ 7 „ 2e 2 21
November 26 . 16 4I 23 6 18
December
„,31  21 „ 2 I{ „„ 28 „
„ 4 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
MgA4ay lff & R QAt1l,
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,' the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers,;the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF COOS.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BUBRE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed.
nesday in each month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in cash month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At he Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Iaisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WABREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified  from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing wltlj
aAp1}PFlieAp for Vortiontoq 8f 1'iillJ wnt of PAA4111eRN,
1000
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the  date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31 st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
.L' Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " °The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas, and such grants and every.
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land ranted.-Portion  716, county of Meri-
vale, parish  of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area- 320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash,  selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing east and distant
two chains  from  the south -east corner  of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east  forty-six  chains and  twelve links ; on
the east by  portion  700 and 701 bearing north
seventy- one chains  and thirty- one links ; on the
north by portion 1157  bearing west  forty- six chains
and four  links ;  on the west  by a road bearing
south forty- seven chains and  twenty- seven links,
by lines  bearing east nine chains ,  south nine chains
and ten links ,  and west nine chains , and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains  and ninety links to
the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Great mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed  containing  the erroneous  name, and
such grant  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-59242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct  name,
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No.  376.
6 acres and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains  and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide  bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
1,' ame of Grantee-Thomas John HartlevNussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA  FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north-
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees  55 minutes  west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line  bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such  Deed of Grant,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent  that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
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containing the erroneous  name  ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, pariah of
Barrow , portion 5.
Area- 80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  name of  the Grantee
having  been  inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant- and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area- 16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley,  parish  of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
215, and  bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing  west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven  chains  and thirty- six links ; on  the south-
west by  a road bearing  115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two  chains , and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty  and a-quarter links and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees  five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point  of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron,  14 acres 3  roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION  OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area- 15 acres 3 roods  and 13f perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees  50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NTOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deeds ofGrant mentionea  in the  schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, inpursuance of th  provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his  Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the names  of the  intended
Grantees, to the intent  that,  by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous names  ;  and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885.
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted.-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of  the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-564,59 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William  Higson.
Lands granted.-A ll otment  6 of  section  29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer .-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William  Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th  July,  1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
J OTICE is hereby given, that the  Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor ,% ill, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " Tice Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  name of  the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes,  as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fot:.'er-
ingham Layard and William  Harrison  Amies, the
correct names.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, H is Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Pate of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-EdR and Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar, selection
625,  Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres fora surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
T
HE following Amended Description of the
Charters Towers Land Agent's District is
published  for general information.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
T
HE  following Amended Description of the
Ravenswood Land Agent's District is pub-
lished for general information.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE RAVENSWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the confluence of the Bogie and
Burdekin Rivers, and bounded thence by a line
west to the north-eastern watershed of the Upper
Burdekin River, by that watershed north-westerly
to the Northern Railway, near Cunningham
(Ravenswood Junction), by the railway line south-
westerly to the Burdekin Hiver; and thence by the
Burdekin River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
IT is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive from the Land Agents in
whose districts their selections are situated the
amount of compensation to which they are entitled
for the land taken from their selections for Roadpurposes:-Selection No. 1115, Bundaberg District-Peter
Petersen.
Selection No. 1618, Rockhampton District-
Medora Ellen Macdonald.
Selection No. 495, Mackay District-John Cook.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
CI ELECTORS  under  " The Crown  Lands  Alien-
ation Act of  1876 "  who may desire to sur-
rendc r their titles under  that Act,  and receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of  " 'lie
Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"  are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
T is hereby notified  for public  information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, foi the  purpose of receiving applications for
certificates  of fulfilment  of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE CHARTERs Towuiis LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the confluence of the Burdekin
and Suttor Rivers, and bounded thence by the
Suttor and Cape Rivers upwards to the Campaspe
River; thence by a line south to the southern
watershed of the Cape River, by that watershed
south-westerly to the western watershed of the
Cape River ; theace by that watershed and the
western watershed of the lurdekin River north-
westerly, the northern watershed of the Clarke
River and the north-west boundary of South
Merino Run north-easterly to the Burdekin River,
by that river downwards to the north-west boundary
of Yandilla Run, by the north-west boundaries of
Yandilla and Poon Boon Runs north-easterly, the
north-east boundaries of Poon Boon and Yallock
Vale and a line in continuation thereof south-
easterly, the north and part of the east boundary of
Dotawood, the north boundary of Avoca and a line
east to the north-eastern watershed of the Upper
Burdekin River, by that watershed south-easterly
to the Northern Railway near Cunningham
(Ravenswood Junction), by the railway line south-
westerly to the Burdekin River; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
Me6t
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869,"  connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt , North  Kennedy,
and South Kennedy ,  will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required ,  will be
held at the  Court Room of the  Land Board, at
Brisbane ,  at 10 o 'clock  a.m. on TUESDAY, the
29th day of September instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W, a, SCOTT,
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section 52 of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I have to call upon
the undermentioned Selectors, as per Schedule, to
show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at Mary-
borough, on FRIDAY, 16th October, 1885, why
their respective Selections should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the conditions of
occupation :--
District.
I
Locality.
1140 Maryborough
1275 Ditto
1278 Ditto
1290 Ditto
1283 Ditto
1306 Ditto
1328 Ditto
1334 Ditto
1310 Ditto
1373 Ditto
1393 Ditto
1397 Ditto
1399 Ditto
1405 Ditto
1415 Ditto
1421 Ditto
1158 Ditto
1459 Ditto
1473 Ditto
1510 Ditto
1514 Ditto
Name.
Henrig Eisentrager  ...  Gungaloon
Robert Whannel ... ... Woocoo
Wi lliam Quinn ... Doongal
George Thomas  Lockyer  ...  ditto
Henry Thornloe  Smith  ... Woocoo
John Young  ... ... ...  Doongal
James Quinn ... ... ... ditto
Francis  Kelly  Stringer  ... Woocoo
Abraham Boldery  .. ...  Doongal
Daniel Raddy  ... ...  ditto
David Bryce  Hunter  ... ditto
Henry Alfred  Andrew  ...  Glenbar
John Moore .. ...  Doongal
John August  Wieland  ...  ditto
Albert George  Andrew  ...  Miva Home-
stead Area
Thomas  Helenus Moffat  ...  Poona
Frank Hanley  ... ...  Bro omfield
Edward Woolmer  ... ...  Warrah
Franz  Kopp  ... ... ...  Ferguson
John William Stibbs  ..  Doongal
Edward Clifford ... .., ditto
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, Sth September, 1885.
Notice to GEORGE STANLEY BOSANQUET, Of
Mackay.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be Bolden at Mackay, on THURS-
Act 40 Vic.  15 sec. 52.
DAY, the 8th day of October
No. 1146. next ,  at 2  o'clock p.m., toshow
Mackay.  cause  why your Selection should
George Stanley Bosanquet.not be declared forfeited for the640 acres.
Kelvin Grove.  non-fulfilment of the condition
of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
Notice to FRANCIS WINTERHELD and CARL  LEDERE,
Executors of Augustus Bauer, Selection 901,
parish of Dunmora.
I T having been reported to me that you havefailed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above selection, I have to request
that you will show  cause  at the Land Court to be
holden at Maryborough, on FRIDAY, 16th
October, 1885, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS  ANDREW BENNErr,  holder of
Selection  No. 1940, W.R., parish of Allora.
UNDER Section  52  of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby  call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
1940, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  14th September, 1885.
Notice to  MARK LovEDAY, holder  of Selections Nos.
3246, T .R., 3316, T.R., parish of North Branch.
UNDER Section  52 of  "  The Crown Lands
lJ Alienation  Act ,of  1876,"  I hereby call upon
M
to show cause at the  Land Court  to be held at
woomba ,  on the 26th day  of October,  1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selections:
Nos. 3246 and 3316 ,  Toowoomba  Register, should
not be declared forfeited for non -fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
JOHN REID  WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM DUNLOP ,  holder of Selection
No. 2105, W.R., parish of Allora.
E
NDER Section 52 of  "  The Crown Lands
1  Alienation  Act  of  1876 ,"  I hereby call  upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection, No.
2105, Warwick Register ,  should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK KELLY, holder of Selection No-
2065, W.R., parish of Goomburra.
U
NDER Section  52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to  show cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2065 , Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissoner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba , 15th September, 1885.
Notice to  THOMAS KENNEDY, holder of  Selection
No. 2126, W.R., parish of Allora.
U
NDER  Section 52  of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1876," I hereby call upon
you to  show cause at  the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
oclock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2126,  Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1885.
Notice to S. W. GRAY, holder of Selections Nos.
973, 1115, 1212, Beenleigh.
S
IR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion, in accordance with section 52 of the Act of
1876, on the above  selections , I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 14th day of October
next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and vacated
selections.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Blackall, 1st September, 1885.
Notice to JOHN KAVANAGH, Selector. Blackall.YOU are hereby called upon, u der s ction 52
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," to attend the Land Court, to be holden at
Blackall on TUESDAY, the 3rd day of October
next , at Ten o'clock a.m., there to show cause why
your Selection, No. 56, Blackall District, shall not
be forfeited for non-fulfilment of the conditions of
residence.
ROWLAND MORRISBY,
Land Commissioner.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th  September, 1885.I T is hereby notified for general information
that
Mr. SAMUEL WALTER
has been licensed to effect surveys under  the pro-
visions of  "Tice Crown Vands  Act of  1884."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th September, 1885.THIS is to certify that Messrs. JOHN AHERN,FREDERIC WILLIAM BARLOW,  and ALFRED
HARRY BURBANK,  having exhibited evidence of
competency as Surveyors ,  have been Licensed to
effect Surveys under the provisions of  " the Crown
Lands Act  of  1884," and subject to the Rules of
this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
MAP OF GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
N Sale at this Office, and at the Warden's
ll Office, Gympie, New Map of Gympie Gold
Field, showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts,
Sections of Claims, &c. Price, 2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AN  Examination of Candidates shall be heldonce a year at the Office of the Chief
Engineer for Railways, S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works,
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and' leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210;  such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second class licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
V..) Practical examination in use and adjust.
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annuallyprepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving more than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SUB-MARINE MINING STORE, LYTTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
October, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Sub-Marine Mining Store at Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Sub-Marine Mining
Store, Lytton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £8.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the no
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, GEORGETOWN.
rj1ENDERS will be received at this Office and
11 at the Court House, Georgetown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Powder
Magazine at Georgetown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Powder Magazine,
Georgetown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Georgetown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
ill). (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con•
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTOY
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, WARWICK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
j Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Court House at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Court Souse,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £50. (See clause  1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be  on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON, ,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION DEPOT, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
New Immigration Depot at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Depot, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary do posit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a grope'- printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per  cent. on
amount of  Tender,  as  security  for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in 1list event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessar ily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, PORT
DOUGLAS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Port Douglas, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th September,
from persons willing to contract for Additions
to Police Station, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Police
Station, Port Douglas."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at. this
Office, and at the Court House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10.. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreein to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
'l'ender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing  such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not  be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, COOLGARRA.
TENDERS will be  received  at this Office, and
i at the Court House, B erberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Coolgarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Cool-gar-Pa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  sign ed by the party
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tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day,
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 13th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the  25th
September, from persons willing to contract for
erection of New Immigration Barracks at Kangaroo
Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Barracks, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.Tf ENDERS will be received at this Office until11 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of
September, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Material required for an Iron Swing
Bridge over Ross Creek, Townsville.
'Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Supply,
Ross  Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville and
Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
at the foot of' every Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, agreeing to
deposit the sum of 4 per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to  -'  per cent. specified
above, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
T,-4 ,-r will not he taken into enngideratien.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
eeoepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 10th July, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER ROSS CREEK, TOWNSVILLE.
f ! `ENDERS will be received at this Office
1 until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
25th September, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of an Iron String Bridge over Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Erectior
Ross Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville and Mary-
borough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of tender.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 4, per cent. on amount of
Tender, in addition to
.1 per cent. specified above,
as security for the due performance of the Con-
tract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
MABYBOBOUGH RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS-SHED AT YENGARIE.
rjTE.vDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Goods-shed at Yengarie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Goods.
shed at Yengarie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tendcr may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Erisbanc, and Engineer's Office,
Maryborougb.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of
the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted, and undertaking in that event to execute
and deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,
in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1855.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Sandgate Railway.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DOUBLE  LINE BRIDGE OVER BREAKFAST
CREEK.
'FENDERS will be received at this Office until
I Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on  FR I  JAY,  the 9th
October,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Double Line Bridge over Breakfast
Creek.
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Tenders to be endorsed  -' Double  Live Bridge
over Breakfast Creek."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained at the
Chief Engineer' s Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must  be sent in on  proper  printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the  work,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of ?.acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majestyfor securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. IIERBERT,
Under  secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN DIVISION.
l%orthern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 2334 MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.T are invited for the construction of1 the  Northern Railway Extension from 200
miles to 233 miles 20 chains-in length 33 miles20 chains-in accordance with Plans, Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions, and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also, at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after SATURDAY, the 17th
October next, where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway from  200  Miles to Hughenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways, at Brisbane, not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WINE. MMILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  7th September, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, CENTRAL
RAILWAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October,  1885 , for the construction of the
following _Carriages  for the Central Railway,
Viz.:-
3 Second Class Carriages,  32 feet long.
3 Composite  Carriages , 37 feet long.
A deposit of two  and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of Tender,  in cash  or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton, on  and  after the 28th uistant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily he
accepted.
NoTE.- Tenderers must clearly understand  that the Cnnditions of
Contract relating to fines for non -completion  to time A ill be strictly
enforced.
A. O. IIERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways,
Under Secretary for Railways' Offices,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS. CENTRAL RAIL-
WAY (ROCKHAMPTON).TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour  o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October, 1885, for the construction of thirty-five
(35) Bogie Ballast Wagons for the Central Rail-
way.
A deposit of two and a-half (2k) per cent., on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification )
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NOTE.-Tende rers  must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to  flues for non-completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
instant,  for the construction of fifty (50) Low-Sided
Open Goods Wagons, 14 feet long, for the Southern
and Western Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (22) per cent. on
amount  of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Toowoomba
and Maryborough, on and after the 14th  instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
\orr,.-'''enderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of contract  relating to  tines for non-completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORJiS.TENDERS are invited for the construction ofExtension of the Fassifern Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot - in length 16 miles 75
chains 721- links ,  inclusive of Deviations - in accor-
dance with Plans, Sections ,  Drawings ,  General
Conditions ,  and Speci fications ,  which may be seen
at  the Office of the Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY ,  the 5th October, 1885,
where also forms of  Tender and  other information
can be obtained.
Tenders ,  endorsed  "  Tender for Extension of
Fass ifern  Branch - Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY,  the 6th November, 1885.
The lo,'-est or  any Tender not necessarily
accept d.
WM. MILES,
/ Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, BOGGY CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd of
October,  from persons willing to contract for Im-
provements ,  Repairs, &c., at the State School,
Boggy Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Impro' e-
ments,  Repairs, 4'c., State School, Boggy Creek."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.
EPARATE Tenders will be received at this
1 Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY. the Nth of
October, from persons willing to contract for the
several works required in the erection of a State
School for Boys at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender . for Brickwork,
Carpenter or Joiner's Work, and Plumber's Wurk,
as the case may be."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE 'SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, HAPPY
VALLEY (KEDRON BROOK).Tr ENDERS will be received at this Office untilj Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection of a State School and Residence at Happy
Valley, Kedron Brook.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender. for State School
and Residence, Happy Valley, Kedron Brook."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be  sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minster does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
ROSE VALE.
.ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
Tat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th of October,
from persons willing to  contract  for the erection of
Fencing  and Gates at the State School, Rosevale.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Rosevale."
Plan , S cification ,  and form  of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the Court House, Ipswich, and at the State
School, Rosevale.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, EMU CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Toowoomba and War-
wick, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
2nd of October, from persons willing to contract
for Improvements and Repairs at the State School,
Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments , Repairs, State School, Emu Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, MURPHY'S CREEK.
TENDERS will be received  at this  Office, and
at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and Ipswich,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd of
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Teacher's Residence,
State School, Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Murphy's
Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Ipswich.
Tenders  must be sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th August,  1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, TOWNSVILLE
ORPHANAGE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Town' ville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of September,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing and
Gates at the Townsville Orphanage.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing and
Gates, Townsville Orphanage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, STATE SCHOOL, ENOGGERA.TENDERS will  be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th of
September, from  persons  willing to contraet for
the erection of Additions to the State School,
Enoggera.
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Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions,State School, .Enoggera."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
10th October, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville, a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may be seen at the Har-
bours and Rivers Offices. Sydney, Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Treasury ,  Brisbane,
11th  September, 1885.
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
NEW JETTY, CLEVELAND.
ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
11 Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
10th October, for the construction of a Jetty from
the west side of the Point, Cleveland, extending
into Raby Bay.
Plans and Specifications maybe seen, and further
information obtained, at the Harbours and Rivers
Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury ,  Brisbane,
11th September, 1885.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR  THE SERVICE , 188E-7-8.
Post and  Teleg aph Department,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1885.SEPARATE Tenders  are invited , and will bereceived until Noon of MONDAY, the 5th
October next, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails,  from the 1st January, 1886.
For full particulars see  Queensland  Government
Gazette  of the 1st, 8th, and 15th August, 1885,
copies of which may be seen on application at any
Police Office, and List of Mail Services at any
Post Office in the Colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegrapn Department,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the nine-
teenth (19th) day of October next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except iron poles, wire. insulators,
'brackets, and screws, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the undermentioned telegraph work,
according to the terms ,  general  conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately:-
DEVIATION.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each ,  for wooden poles, where neces-
sary.
PRESENT LINES.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing existing wires ,  etc., in
accordance  with  clauses  10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Cape Capricorn, from
a point on existing line-a distance of ten (10)
mil, more or less.
Present  lines -Narrows to Sea Hill,  via  Pilot
Station (Koppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per  cent . on the value of the work
reported to have  been  completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of  the line  for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Art "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line and
other works,  also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if such claims are not defrayed ,  the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
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in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated ,  in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within ten  (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the new line to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
A ll  trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles required must be heavy
straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed ),  with the bark removed ,  not less
than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five  (5) feet
from the butt, and five (5)  inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet ,  and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin ,  and served with a  thick  coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth .  At angles or
other places ,  where required ,  struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1)  inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed , and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired, bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Poles to be replaced, re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood, where necessary. Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles, where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
tagether with the workmanship ,  are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to  inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENIEN.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November  next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  anri for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms , general
conditions ,  and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile ,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden  - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more  or less.
The wire, insulators ,  and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon
the proper  estimate and requisition  of the con-
tractor ,  who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor ,  free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed  by the  officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before  final pay-
ment shall  be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beer completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use  of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages prier to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act  " for ob-
taining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the  action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he-may  see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
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property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment. by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money  which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all plant ,  materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into  by th o contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non -fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing  to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the  Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight  (8) feet it width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fa llen tim ber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart ,  to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth .  At angles or other places
where required ,  struts or  supports  of wood or iron
to be supplied ,  and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T-4TACTNaLD-PA.TERSON,
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 10th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-NEW LINES
WITHIN RAILWAY  FENCES-BRISBANE
TO HELIDON, AND TOOWOOMBA TO
DALBY (J U NCTION) -ADDITIONAL WIRES
-HELIDON TO TOOWOOMBA (ALONG
RAILWAY LINE).
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on FRIDAY, the sixteenth
(16th) day of October  next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the abovementioned
work, according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
renders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for  clearing  and timber
work on new lines.
2. Price, per mile, for clearing existing line,
Helidon to Toowoomba (along Railway).
3. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
4. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Brisbane  to Helidon-two wires (within railway
fences)-a distance of seventy-one (71) miles, more
or less.
Toowoomba to Dalby (Junction)-within rail-
way fences-two wires, a distance of fifty-four
(54) miles, more or less.
Helidon to Toowoomba (along railway line)-
two additional wires on present poles-a distance
of thirty (30) miles, more or less.
The wire (No. 6, BWG), insulators, brackets,
and screws to be supplied by the Government, and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane within
three (3) months after the acceptance of the
Tender. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole  contract  to be completed and handed
over to the Government within  six (6) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
r
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the  same;  but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the lines for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
lines not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegrajh Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see  fit.
The poiltractor will be responsible for all claims
for nl ri' atiq{}for  44T.4Fe ffwf' or Pt pf
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property caused by the erection of the lines, also
for damage so caused to roads, or railway works ;
and if such  claims are  not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums  of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money , whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the lines to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the lines to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which, in the judgment of the inspecting officer,
might endanger the lines, to be removed. Every
care is to be taken not to damage the railway
works.
Poles to be straight saplings of the best descrip-
tion of hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed, not less
than thirty-one and a-half (31;) inches in circum-
ference at five (5) feet from the butt, and nineteen
(19) inches in circumference at the top, and twenty-
six (26) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred one (1) foot above and one (1)
foot below the surface of the ground, the charred
portion to be well coated with hot coal tar ; the top
to be firmly hooped at two (2) inches from the
extremity with good hoop-iron of not less than
one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be truly
bored for the insulator pin, and served with a thick
coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less  than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceea two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The cQfltractor to uhift camp for the trlspcotingQfAnol, Au4 ho &l ietant s requirva,
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part  of it, to be of  the best  quality,
and, together  with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to  the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the  Super-intendent of  Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster -General.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general informationthat the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz. :-
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Winton-
Josx Loxa-£450.
Hospital, Geraldton-E. CoucH MAN-£1,527.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following definition of a supple-
ment to a newspaper, viz.:-
A publication consisting wholly or in great part
of news or reading matter such as that which
commonly appears in a newspaper, or of adver-
tisements printed on a sheet or sheets of paper,
unstitched ; or consisting wholly or in part of
engravings, prints, or lithographs illustrative of
articles published in the same or a previous issue
of the newspaper.
Such publication must in every case be published
with the newspaper, and have the title of the
newspaper printed at the top of every page or
sheet, and must bear also the date of publication,
which must be the same as that of the issue of the
newspaper with which it is published.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction by the Government of Railways and for
the Requlation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the Burrum Rail-
way from Howard to Bundaberg South.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
`T OTICE is hereby given, that the practiceN TI
has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered on^-i to grave objections, is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person so offending
liable to ctisn,isstl.
WM. MILES,
ot,retar-7 fey £+sbiiv 'Y erk-gs
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property  De-
part ment,  Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885. Owners can obtain the Articles on applica-
tion to the Acting Traffic Manager Townsville, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th  November ,  1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Rpilvavs' Office,
Brisbane ,  6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN  RAILWAY.N l rOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a List of Articles in the custody of the  Lost  Property De-
partment ,  Southern and Western Railway, was
published in fu ll in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the Articles on
application to the Traffic Manager ,  Brisbane, and
paying costs .  If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the  6th October,  1885,  they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified that a further  Extension ofthe Western Railway from Mitchell to Dulva-
dilla was opened for public traffic on 24th August,
1885, and until further notice  trains will run
between Roma and Dulvadilla to the following
time table:-
Mixed. Mail.
a.m. p.m
Roma ... ... ... dep. 9.0 and 9.25
Dulvadilla ... ... arr. 4.15 „ 1.35
Mail.  Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
Dulvadilla ... ... dep. 2.45 „ 9.0
Roma .. ... ...  arr. 6 .52 „ 4 30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that a further Extension of the Killarney
Branch Railway from Emu Vale to Killarney was
opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
24th August, 1885. Until further notice, trains
between 'Warwick and Killarney will run to the
following time table:-
Warwick
Emu Vale
Killarney
Killarney
Emu Vale
Warwick
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Minister foPublic Works hereby notifiesthat the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit his  name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to  take pupils.
3. Pupils  are not eligible  to receive  pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting  Surveyor.
4. Furnish  a return  of your pupils, and whether
in receipt  of pay or otherwise ,  stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared  to pass an examination  by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that the South Coast Line
from Bethania Junction to Logan Village
was opened for public traffic on MONDAY, the
7th September instant, and until further notice
trains will run to the following time table :-
UP TRAINS.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Stanley  street . .. dep. 9.0 4.30 5 25
Beenleigh ... arr. 10.45 6-15 ...
Logan Village ... arr. ... ... 7-30
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. A.M. P.M.
Logan Village  ... dep. ... 8'25 ...
Beenleigh ... dep. 6-45 ... 2-15
Stanley  street ... arr. 8 .30  10-30 4.0
i CURNOW,
Cot iirtiuncr fvr Ral.hyaira,
a.m. p.m.
dep. 10.0 and 4.40
„  11-33 „  6-13
arr. 12.20 „ 7'0
dep. 7.15 „ 1.15
it 8.5 „ 2.5
arr. 9.33 „ 3 33
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  31st August, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified  for general information thattheRailway  from  Mackayto Eton and Hamilton
was opened  for public  traffic  on 10th August,
1885. Until further notice  trains will run to the
following time  table:-
a.m.
Eton  ... dep. 7.0
Newbury June.... „ 7-30
Hamilton  ... „  8.30
p.m.
Mackay  ... ... „  310
Hamilton 4.45
a.m.
Newbury June.... arr. 7-27
Hamilton ... „  8.0
Mackay ... ... „ 10.0
p.m.
Hamilton ... „ 4-30
Eton ... ... „ 5.13
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 31st August, 1885.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1885.THE attention f Employers of Labour isdirected  to a notice  which  appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing  copy  of a letter
addressed  by the  Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General . in which the  functions  of the  recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " 1'he Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST, Go RALPH GORE,
I igrati9n Age,
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Avr,  Banana,  Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, VBoulia. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ip3wich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbonr, Kilkivan, Kingsborough, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Mavtown, Mackay, Maryborough, Mill-
chester, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's Creek,
\Fnttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles, Nanango,
N erang Creek, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre?k
(Gympie), Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas,
Queensport, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate , Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder :
on deposit, exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of  the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is hereby notified that Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following conditions:-
1.  Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed at the examination,
and, if  successful , to attend a Grammar School, are
to be nominated.
2. The Examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Tpswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved; and scholars from
any school maintained by the State may present
themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year  of examination , have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, in
special cases , be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall ,  when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The  Examination  will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department
end at.11e pppapps hinted for tht, rilrPr?ee ht
questions will be the same in all places. The
candidates' papers  must  be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number. Before the
Examination beeins, each candidate must fill up a
form showing the name, number, motto, age, sex,
and school attend d, and seal up the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelo fes, and the can-
didates' papers, are to be forwarded under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately alter the
examination.
5. The subjects of  examination  will be the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth class in a State school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, for a
period of three years, and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
under  " The Grammar Srho,)ls Act (f  1860," or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling expenses of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his parents.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a competitive examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be 'held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock a.m. on the 1st of
December next, in the  following  subjects
English Language and Literature,
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry).
French or German.
English History.
Greek and Roman History.
Natural Science (one only of the  following
subjects to be taken,  name ] y :-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all students
who will not have attained the age of nineteen
years on  the 31st day of December next, or who
are State School scholars under five years'  standing,
and who have resided in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making application to be examined, submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting  the date of his birth, and must state the
alternative  subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to  be examined  in French, or
in German, and in which of the four  subjects
under the head of " Natural  Science"  he elects to
be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 1886, and of the  annual  value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates, not ex-
ceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains in  attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity  as a matriculated  student,
PRymept will be wade annually, halff early, Q1,
t11e : t)Vr': thl7tiisF}r p ly; a the nptio i} tlta 1I
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first payment  is made,  a certificate  from  the Regis-
trar , or other responsible officer of the university
attended by the exhibitioner,  must  be produced,
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each
subsequent payment is made a certificate must be
pn seated to the effect that the applicant remains in
attendance on lectures at that university
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction, not later than the
20th day of October next, their names, with par-
ticulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated ; accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar School,
or from a Magistrate, that they ha-, e resided in the
colony for the two years immediately preceding the
examination, or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£ 5) as a  guarantee that
he will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of examination may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination begins.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
MACKAY FIRE BRIGADE.
T HE following By-Laws, made by the MackayFire Brigade,  having been  approved by
His Excellency the Governor  in Council, are
published in pursuance of  "The Fire Brigades Act
cf 1881."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
It having been found necessary to amend the
By-laws of the Mackay Fire Brigade, it has
th. refore been decided by the Mackay Fire
Brigade, and assented to by the Board, that all
By-laws passed and in force prior to the 5th day
of August, 185, shall be annulled, and the
following shall be the By-laws and Rules  governing
the said Brigade.
1. The Brigade shall be known as " The Mackay
Fire Brigade."
2. The objects of the Brigade shall be to attend
(with the means of extinguishing)  all fires where
the services of the Brigade may be required or
necessary.
3. The Brigade shall  consist of  twenty-six
members,  to be elected as provided in rule 7,
except that all members now in the Brigade shall
be consid red as having been so elected.
4. A special meeting of the Brigade may be
called by the superintendent at any time, or by the
secretary. upon receiving a requisition signed by
seven members  specifying the objects for which
such meeting is to be called. Provided that at
least three days' notice of  such meeting  be given
to each member.
5. The general meeting of the Brigade shall be
held in the Engine Station, on the first Thursday
in each month, at 8 p.m. sharp ; seven members to
form a quorum. In the event of a quorum not
being present at half-past 8, the  members  present
shall have the power to adjourn the meeting to
some  future date.
6. The Brigade shall have power to make rules
for the government of debate  at all meetings,
which rules  shall be  inserted in the minute book.
All business shall be transacted  at a general meet-
ing of the  Brigade, except  in case of  a special meet-
ing (called under Rule IV), when only the business
for which the meeting  is called  shall be considered.
All questions shall be decided by vote of the mem-
bers present ,  and if  they should be equally divided
on a question  the presiding officer shall have a
second  or casting vote.
7. Any person between the  ages of  twenty-one
and forty years residing within one mile from the
station house, and being desirous of becoming a J or other property of the  Brigade,  or who shall wear
tjfflPp t#?P ; ?!IQ+by propogP410 1. file' NAM 94 -90t 0 ofPPpf RR 4107 of W
seconded at a monthly meeting, and balloted for at
the monthly meeting next ensuing. The candidate
must have been known to his proposer and seconder
for at least six months. A majority of the mem-
bers present must vote in favour of a candidate
before he can become a member.
8. The officers of the Brigade shall consist of the
superintendent, assistant superintendent, captain
of the hose and reel, captain of the engine, and secre-
tary. The latter three officers to be elected by the
members of the Brigade at the annual meeting, to
be held in the Engine Station on the first Thursday
in  N l arch in each year.
9. The superintendent shall take and have com-
mand at all fires, practices, meetings, and parades,
receive all moneys due to the Brigade, and pay out
the same to the parties entitled thereto.
10. The assistant superintendent shall act with
and under the direction of the superintendent, and in
his absence shall perform all his ditties.
11. The secretary shill keep correct minutes of
the proceedings of all meetings and conduct all
correspondence.
12. On an alarm of fire being given, it shall be
the duty of each member to proceed immediately
to the station and hasten to the fire with the
necessary apparatus, and not to leave the fire
without permission from the officer in charge, nor
until the apparatus has been returned to the
station and the roll called.
13. The Brigade shall meet for practices on the
second and third Thursday in each month at 8 p.m.
sharp.
14. The roll shall be called at all meetings,
practices, and fires. Any member not being in
proper uniform, or not answering to his name when
called, shall not receive a mark. Officers to be
in attendance a quarter of an hour before practice.
15. Any member not receiving a mark for two
consecutive months, and who shall not tender a
sufficient excuse for his absence, shall be struck off
the roll. Members unavoidably absent may send
to the secretary a written excuse within three
days, such excuse to be dealt with by the Brigade
at the first meeting thereafter. Any member
refusing  to obey the  officer in command ,  or using
improper language when on parade, at meetings,
fires, or practices, or appearing at any of the same
in a state of intoxication, or who shall at any
time be guilty of unseemly conduct, or do any
act calculated to bring discredit upon the Brigade
or in any way detrimental to its interests,
shall be immediately suspended by the officer in
command ,  pending an investigation to be held at
the general meeting  of the  Brigade next ensuing.
Any charge brought against a member shall be
investigated at a special meeting or general meet-
ing, Lotice of the charge to be given in writing to
the accused, by the officer or member making such
charge, seven days prior to the meeting, and if
such charge shall be proved the member shall be
liable to be fined or suspended or expelled as the
meeting may determine.
16. Any member who has been fined shall pay
the amount of the fine within one month from the
date of its infliction, and if at the expiration
of the time allowed the fine be not paid such
member shall be considered as expelled from the
Brigade. No fine shall exceed the sum of five
shillin ggs,  or be less than one shilling.
17. No member who has been expelled  from
the Brigade shall be eligible  'for selection.
18. In no case shall a member be allowed more
than three consecutive months '  leave of absence in
each year.
19. The secretary shall  enter the names and
addresses of all members of the Brigade, and any
member, changing his residence must notify the
same to the Secretary at once.
20. In the event of the death of any member, the
bell shall,  if agreeable to his relations ,  be tolled,
and each member, if able to attend ,  shall follow the
remains of the deceased to the place of interment
in full uniform.
21. Any member carelessly or wilfully damag-
ing, or making away with any part of the uniform
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the permission of the superintendent, shall be sus-
pendtd and dealt with as provided by Rule 15. All
members upon enrolment shall sign a guarantee
to return all uniform and accoutrements on leaving
the Brigade.
22. To prevent confusion and misunderstanding,
it is absolutely necessary that  sileace  and obedience
to the officers shall be observed, that no one shall
use the whistle but the superintendent, or, in his
absence, the officer in charge, who shall surrender
the same on the arrival of his superior, and every
member shall  make  himself thoroughly acquainted
with the regulations and endeavour to do his work
s.nartly.
23 L\o rule shall be suspended or repealed, nor
shall  any new rule be  made, unless  by the  consent
of a majority of the members present at  a special
meeting called  for such purpose, of which meeting
one month' s notice in writing  shall be given.
24. Any member who shall conduct  himself
offensively towards the members of the Brigade
may be expelled by a two-thirds vote of the mem-
bers of the Brigade at a special meeting called for
that purpose.
25. The uniform of the members shall be a blue
serge shirt with the number on the breast, serge
trousers with red welt down the outside seam,
black leather helmet with  brass  mountings. The
officers may wear, by permission, instead of the
serge shirt,  a serge sac  coat with red facings and
also a helmet denoting their rank.
DRILL FOR  PRACTICES , FIRES, & C.-ORDER OF
MARCH.
18 2
20 4
6
8 7
10 9
12 11
14 13
16 15
Three calls.-To make up Bose and pack  engine.
Continuous whistling.-All hands to waster round the
officer in command to receive orders.
MAXIMILLIAN KLINGNER,
uerintendent.
PATRICK STENSON,
Assistant Superintendent.
P. FRANCIS DUFFY, Secretary.
These By-laws were approved by Mackay Fire
Brigade Board  at a meeting  held on the 6th day of
August, A.D. 1885.
For the Board,
WM. GEO. HODGES,
Secretary.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of Sep-
tember, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.
T
HE  following Proviso to By-law No. 20 of the
By-laws of the Rockhampton Municipality,
having been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, is published in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Local Government Act of
1878."
PROV ISO TO BY -LAW No. 20.
Provided that on Saturday  evenings,  between
the hours of 7 and  10 o'clock,  no vehicle,
public or private , shall be  driven at other than a
walking pace when proceeding in East street,
between r itzroy and  Derby  streets.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Rockhamp-
ton, on the  thirtieth  day of  July, 1885,  and con-
firmed by  subsequent resolution passed on the
thirteenth day of August, 1885.
J. WAKEFIELP,
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk.
W.M. DAVIS, Tovln Clerk.
The Common Seal of the Municipal Council of
Rockhampton  was affixed  hereto by us, this twenty-
eighth day of August, 1883.
J. WAKEFIELD,ROSE, RIIEL ,  AND ENGINE  P RACTICE.
No. 1 will receive first length of hose, start from the
engine, run it out and connect with second length, then
fall back to levers to pump.
No. 2 will receive second length, run it out, connect
to third length, then fall back to levers.
No. 3 will receive third length, run it out, connect to
fourth length, then fall back to levers.
No. 4 will receive fourth length and branch pipe, run
it out, connect to branch pipe and hold the latter in his
right hand.
No. 5, 6, 7, and 8 will receive auction hose out of
side pockets and connect the same as in the case of 1, 2,
3, 4, then fall back to levers.
Nos. 9 and 10 will unfold levers on each side and
stand ready to pump.
Nos. 11 and 12  will remove sway bar ,  take the lock
of lever and stand ready to pump.
Nos. 13 and 14 wi ll  be ready to unlock the ladders
from the engine ,  fit them if required ,  then fall back to
levers.
Nos. 15 and 16 will receive the dam ,  fix  it, ' connect
hose to engine, and fall back to levers.
Nos. 17 ,  18, 19 ,  and 20 wi ll  assist Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Captains will mount engine on each side and give out
the hose, 8u,., as required.
WHISTLE CALLS.
One call.-To go on if on the road ; to commence ftf
at a fire.
Two 9611e, -To stup if,on t i-m read  1 to erase -working if
ri r fire,
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninta year of her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
Mayor.
A. MUSGRAVE.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Insanity Act of  1884,"
been pleased  to appoint the building or premises
known as the " Hospital," attached to the Defence
Force  Barracks  at Brisbane (exclusive of the two
refractory cells attached to the  stores  and kitchen
of the said building), and hitherto used as a Lunatic
Reception House, to be a Lunatic Reception
House  for the purposes  of the abovementioned
Ac1<. W, aRIp'ITH:
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1885.
THE following  Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK  ENDING  12TH DAY OF
SEPTEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 372
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... 8
Number returned from leave ... ... 0
380
Number discharged ... ... ... 3
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ... 0
4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 376
Admissions during the week :
Henry Carter, 42, tobacconist ; last employed by Mr.
Dowridge, George street, Brisbane.
Saml. Francis, 33, marine diver; last employed by
Captain Miller, Torres Straits.
Jno. Bevan, 62, shepherd ;  last  employed by Mr..D.
Brown, butcher, Cunnamulla.
Geo. Kenny, 58, stevedore ; last employed by the
Queensland  Mercantile  and Agency Company, Brisbane.
Saml . Munce, 68, clerk  ; last  employed by Mr. Clarke,
chemist, Brisbane.
Jno. Patrick, 23, labourer ; last employed by Mr.
McWhannel, Rodney Downs.
Re-admissions.Geo. Cornish, from Brisbane Hospital.
Jno. J. Dekins, 49, butcher, from Brisbane Hospital.
Discharged during the week :
Ephraim Stronell, 63, homeopathic practitioner ;
admitted 301h March, 1874; once since re-admitted.
Jno. Grant, 39, labourer ; admitted 25th June, 1886.
Jos. E. Cross, 40, labourer; admitted 25th June, 1885.
Death during the week :
Miclil. O'Dea, 77, labourer; admitted 23rd November,
1880.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th September, 1885.
7 HE following notification by the Chief Secre-tary, Tasmania, is published for general
information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOVERNMENT OTICE.
No.  252.
Chief Secretary's Office,
31st August, 1885.
THE Governor in Council has been pleased to make
the following Regulations under the 2nd Section of
"The Scab Act,  1883," 47 Victoria, No. 16:-
1. All sheep imported into  Tasmania  from the
Colonies of Victoria, New South Wales, Queens-
land, and South Australia may be landed at Hobart,
Launceston, or Torquay, and not elsewhere.
2. Any person intending to land at Hobart,
Launceston, or Torquay, in this Colony, any `beep
from any place beyond this Colony or any depend-
ency thereof, shall give to the Chief Inspector not
less than three days' notice in writing of his inten-
tion to do  so, and  every such notice  shall  contain a
statement  of the number of the Sheep intended to
be imported, and the time when such sheep are
expected to arrive at such place ; and any person
who imports any such Sheep and neglects to give
notice thereof  in accordance  with this Regulation
shall, upon conviction, be liable to a penalty of not
more than Five Pounds.
3. All Sheep imported from the Colonies of
Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, and
South Australia must be accompained by a certifi-
cate from the Inspector of Sheep at the port of
shipment-
That (a) they  are and always have been free
1r t  all Infectious or eobtaslous diseases,
That (b) they were bred  in one  of the above-
mentioned Colonies.
That (c) the pens for confining the sheep on
shipboard were such as could not possibly
have at any time contained diseased
sheep.
4. That all store sheep so imported shall be
landed at Hobart, Launceston, or Torquay, and not
elsewhere, and shall, upon landing, be taken direct
from the vessel to the recognised dip at -the Port
of Hobart, Launceston, or Torquay ; and shall,
before being submitted to Public Auction, disposed
of privately by the consignee, or driven outside
the town boundary, be dipped under the supervision
of an Inspector or such person as he may appoint,
in a Scab destroying preparation of such strength
and heat as may be approved by the Chief
Inspector;  and all expenses  in connection with
driving and dipping such sheep shall be defrayed
by the importer or consignee.
5. Sheep imported for slaughter shall not be
allowed to be taken outside the town boundaries
until they have been dipped to the satisfaction of
the Chief Inspector of Sheep or such officer as he
may appoint.
6. Any person purchasing Colonial fat sheep and
mixing them with imported sheep, the Colonial
sheep shall under no condition be separated from
the imported ones for the purpose of being driven
for sale to yards outside the town boundary
without being first dipped.
7. Any person offending  against  any of the fore-
going Regulations shall incur a penalty not
exceeding the sum of Five Pounds.
The Regulations contained in Government
Notice No. 126, of 4th April, 1884, and Govern-
ment Notice No. 27, of 26th January, 1885, are
hereby rescinded.
By His Excellency's Command,
ADYE DOUGLAS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Prert Act s.
The fee to. 'be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
an taking an acknowledgment  is  5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information that
l applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number  and class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a posi ion
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
d. W, 19I UFk'ITI3,
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  31  of  1885.
RAILWAY  BRIDGE  OVER LOGAN RIVER.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the waterway
under the centre span of the Railway Bridge
over the Logan River is now open for navigation.
The width  of the span is 95 feet ,  the depth at low
water 10 feet, and the clear height  fr om ordinary
high water to the girders overhead is 24 feet.
The bay  on the north side is not clear for
navigation.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 18th  September. 1885.
NOTICE,NOTICE is hereby given ,  that on and after the
10th day of September,  1885,  the Stores
recently erected by the Queensland Mercantile
and Agency Company ,  Limited ,  situate on the
north side of the river ,  adjacent to Bulimba
Ferry ,  in the Division of Booroodabin ,  Brisbane,
will be set apart for the purpose of a bonded ware-
house ,  to be known as the " Commercial Bond,"
for the ware housing of dutiable goods previously
to the payment thereon of duties, or to exportation,
in accordance with  the 11th  clause of  " The Customs
Act of  1973."
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
H. M. Customs,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1885.
NOTICE.
A COURT  of  Registration  and Revision will beholden at  the Police Office ,  Geraldton, in the
Police District of Mourilyan ,  on TUESDAY, the
7th day of October next,  for  the purpose of con-
sidering claims to have names registered, and
revising the Roll for that portion of the Musgrave
Electorate whereof I act as Clerk of Petty Sessions.
.  MARTIN O 'DONOHUE , C.P.S.
Court House,
Geraldton, 8th September, 1885.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Henry Campbell
and Company ,  trading as such in  Belfast,
Ireland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the_  provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in 'lass 26, in respect of linen
thread, thread made from hemp ,  china grass, or
any other materials known as linen thread ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :--
u+
• ***D*. MAR*
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen.
tation inasmuch as the ground work is red, the
words Henry Campbell and Co., Belfast, are white,
the words Trade Mark are black, and the scroll
surrounding bull's head and the bull's head are
partially white shaded with black.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trp,de Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above•meationcd,
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Ben'amin Sparks,
N of G eorge street ,  Brisbane , Merchant, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Olass 42, in respect of Coffee ,  a Trade
Mark ,  of which the following is a representation :-
ULL3
FINEST o
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AS  PREPARED AND °
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PRINCIPAL TOWNS
;9& (1112-3
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SOLE KDEtBF TIC ICNT M WEENSUNY
B .S PiHHS  BRISBANE.
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground on both sides under
the words " Cafe Parisien " is dark-blue, the ground
of the left half of the label is red, and the right
half dark-blue. The words " Finest " " B. Sparks "
and  "Brisbane" ar  printed in white letters, and
the words " Principal Towns " in re i letters.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that  Heyde,  Todman,
N  and Company ,  trading as  such at 51, York
street, Sydney ,  in the Colony of New South Wales,
Havana Cigar Importers ,  have applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register ,  in Class
45, in respect of Cigars ,  a Trade  Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
O?v DIE
0  VA
AM  URI ASvC"
Ry
aABAN
Notice  is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade  Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance  with  such application, I
shall register  the said  Trade Mark in accordanep
with the provisions of the said Act.
t LhAM Ti B1 AKT ' Y40000" 61"FaR000', 01
PROCLAMATION.
f L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
 Commander-in-Chief of the
A. MUSGRAVE,
 Culony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
T N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,
 I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the  advi se  of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
.L declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85.19257-L.B.
BOOK OF REFERENCE
 OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 157, 40 ,  AND 159, ON WOOLLAMAN  CREEK,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Dugandan, County of Ward, District of Moreton.
Refer-
ence No. Description of Road.
oa oa
GU
Land Agent's
District.
Date of
Application
of Seleetion.
How Held.
1 From the west boundary of portion 157 157 5925 Ipswich ... 5
 May,
 1881 .. .  Conditional under
easterly to the Woollaman Creek
Reputed Owner .  Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
Ohns.links)l  Links .  A.  R.  P.
Thos. Beckwith  ...  120° 0' 1 40 100 1 0 0 No improvements.
118° 40' 4 50" C. L. A. Act of
1976"
2 From the north boundary
 of portion
 40 40
 4245 ditto .. 14 August ,  1876 ... Homestead under
south-easterly
 along Woollaman Creek
 " C. L. A. Act of
with
 a branch
 south -westerly to
 the 1875 "
west boundary
William Crawford .. 141° 50'  5 25 100 16 0 0 No improvements.
1740 0' 1 67
206° 25' 6 00
192° 0' 9 40
147° 0' 6 70
130° 30' 5 50
183° 30' 4 33
165° 0' 3 01
306° 10' 4 80
202° 20' 4 00
95° 50' 9 05
159' 0' 8 86
88° 15' 6 70
113° 0' 2 40
156° 5' 6 86
125' 0' 1 43
90• 40' 4 00
146° 30' 1 30
193° 46' 6 08
201° 50' 3 90
1510  20' 2 65
1910 0' 4 90
1990 0' 3 05
176° 0' 5 28
1100 30' 4 87
175° 40' 2 50
Remarks.
r217° 20' 2 80
.0 J 255° 0' 10 40
239° 50Y 10 8o
207° 10' 6 90
M 198° 30' 1 55
From Woollaman Cre ek north-westerly 159 6040 ditto
 ...  26 July, 1981 ... Conditional under E. H. O'Neill ... 303° 5' 5 00 100 3  s  0 No improvements.
along that creek to the north boundary
 "
 C. L. A. Act of  269° 0' 3 00
of portion 159 1,376,1 355°  30' 9 80
289° 0' 7 60
263° 30' 3 30
355° 40' 7 50
Nora .- The road through Selections Nos. 5925 and 60M is resumed under the provisions  of section  81 of  "The  Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1876."
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of September ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty.
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN 1
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By
 His Excellency
 Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order  of St.  Michael nd St . George,  Governor and  Commander-in-Chief
A. MUSGRATF, of the Colony
 of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
N pursuance
 of the authority  in me Vested,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE ,  the Governor  aforesaid ,  with the  advice  of the Executive Council, do ,  by this  my Proclamation , notify  and declare that
I the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder  shall be and is  hereby opened as a Public Road.
85.4435-D.B.
BOOR OF REFEREN ,CB OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM THE MOUNT PERRY ROAD TO THE KOLAN RIVER ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of Gin Gin and Joanborough, County of Bowen, District of Wide Bay.
Description of Road. No. of Portion . No.  of Selec- Land Agent 's How Held. Reputed Owner .  Bearings .  Lengths . + Breadth Areation, District , of Road.
Chs. Links,
i
Links. A. a.
 P.
i A strip of  land along and within the
 south-west  I ...
 1115  Bundaberg  ...  Homestead  " C. L. Peter Petersen  ...  316° 0' 59 32 100 6 1 12
boundary
 of Selection 1116, parish
 of Gin I  A. Aot of  1876 Widened at
Gin  crossings  of
creeks.
2 From the south boundary of portion 13A, parish 13' 561 Ditto ... Freehold
 ... ... Alfred Henry  353° 40' 48 23  100 37 2 0
of Joanborough, northerly
 and north- Brown 28° 20' 24  13 widened at
westerly to the B olan River 14° 40' 8 14 c ro ssings of
318° 0' 5 06 creeks and
286° 0' 9 09 at the
110  0' 4 30 Kolan River
346° 0' 3 72
234°
 (Y  4 97
313° 0' 10 53100 0' 8 92
19° 0' 4 95
314° 0' 5 04
10° 0' 14 56
3t5° 0' 12 66
320° 0' 20 76
336° 3,' 18 62
329° 10' 31 03
283° 0' 15 28
290° 15' 26
 54)
261° 0' 8 8e
277° 0' 10 88
310° 0' 11 00
Remarks.
50 acres reserved for road purposes.
I
NOTE.- The road th ro ugh Selection 1115 is resumed under the pro visions of section 84 of  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-fire, and in the
forty-nihth 3
 ear of Her  Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAYE THE QUEIex l
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MTJSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael  and St.  George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
A. SfUSGRAVF., Colony of Queensland
 and its  Dependencies.
Governor.
[
N pursuance of the authority in me vested. T, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do, Ly this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-18539-C. Sol.
BOOK OF REFERENCE of ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS  1618  AND 376, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AY A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of  Herbert, County of Livingstcne.
Refer- i Description of Road
No. of
Por-
No. of Land Agent'sSelec- How Hold Reputed Owner Occupier Bearings Lengths Breadth of Area. Remarks..ence ho.f t Ion. Lion. District. . . . . . toad.
1 From  the west boundary of selection 1618 1618 Rockhampton Under  "  C.L.A. Act
 Medora Ellen i R .  S. G. Macdonald 113°
Cho. lks.
i  Si
Links . s.  It. P.
200 1 1 0 No  in  prow mens.
of 1618 south -easterly to south of 1876 "  Macdonald i
3 i
boundary.
From the north-west boundary of 376 376 Rockhampton Freehold  ... ...  Robert Stair Gra- R. S. G. Macdonald  113° 32 47 100 6 1 2, No'mp rovements.
selection 376 south -easterly to the ham Macdonald 141° 31 64
south boundary.
NOM- The road described in the above Book of Reference is substituted  for the  surveyed road reserved in Selections Nos.  '86  and  (63,  which Is bcreb y  c'osed.
The road th ro ugh Selection No .  1618 is  1 roclaimed  under  the provisions  of section 84 of  "The Crown Land* A ienation Act of  1876.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,
 this eig h teenth day of September ,  in the year of our Iord  cue  thousand eight Lundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
 reign .
Ty Con mind,
C. P. DUTTON.
GoD SATE THE Qr=Er !
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MvsGRAva, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS byan Order in Council made on the seventeenth day of September, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of November, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN Z
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPswICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
No. of AnnualParish . Portion. Area. Rentper Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. 1  £ s.  d.
1 Sahl ... ... ... ... 1v 80 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0( 1 0. 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s. j By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusoaAvE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Comutinder-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventeenthday of September, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act q'  1884 " as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
Plans: And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps  or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in nie vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  18*4," J, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Second day of November, 1885: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in  the said District shall be as follows, that is to sty:-In case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABEEG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
No.
of
I ot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
AnnualRent
per Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ .c,  d. £ '. d. £ .>.  d.
1 South Kohn ... ... ... lv 75 0 0 0 0 5 1 1 10 0
I i
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  M  TSGRAVls, Knight Grand Cross  of the  Most
A.  MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.W !' HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of July,  1885, I did, by and with' the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  order that
the operation of so much of the  forty-third  section  of  The Crown /.ands Act of  1884"  as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor -General
was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
plans : And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
ma Ts  or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the  Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto ,  being situated in the Cairns Land Agent's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after  MONDAY,  the 2nd day  of November,  1886: And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area  which  may be selected by any one person
in the  said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of September,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GoD SAVE  THE QUEB2i l
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Smithfield ...
Bearings .  Lengths.
Approximate Area. I Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P.
6v 250 0 0
By Command,
£  8. if.
0 0 6
Purchasing
Price
per 4,cre.
£ s.  if.
2 0 0
Department  of Public Lands,
85-16707 - Sur. Brisbane , 18th  September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  a* d in pursuance of the
LL provisions of  " The Public  Works  Land* Resumption  Act of  1878,"  having been pleased to confirm
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptions, are requested to deliver
to the Secretary for Pub lic Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land  required for the
said  resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days from  the date
of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary  for Public Lauds
is  willing  to treat for the purchase  of the  lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason of the said resumptions.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT'S DIsTIt1CT.
Within Agricultural  Area No. 2.
No. of  I  ! Annual
Portion.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A RIFLE  R ANGE NEAR ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
•
O
a d
No. of Reputed
Description .  Por- How  Held . Owner . Occupier.tion.
1 A triangular  piece of land
cut off the north-west
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
2 Part  of a proclaimed road
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 597 fro m re-sub-
division c
A strip of land running
across the southern part
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4 A strip of land running
across the southern part
of port ion 527A
5 A strip of land running
across the southern part
of port ion 527s
° a
a
C. B.  DUTTON.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
4 s.  if.
7 3 0
C. B. DUTTON.
Area .  Remarbo.
Ohs. Lks .  Links .  A. it. P.
527 Freehold Michael M. Garvey  69° 36 '  1 431  Irregu-  0 0 siy,  Part of a mflking-
Oarvey ` lar yard out ag.
527 Crown  The Unoccu-  1 69° 36'
land Crown pied
527 Freehold Michael ditto
Garvey
527A  ditto ...
527s  ditto ...
i ditto  ...  ditto
Thomas ditto
Neden
I
2 87 Irregu - 10 1 3m6
lar
f
69° 30 '  4 35 200  0 2 28 -3  Unimproved.
69° 36' 2 23 200 10 1 ditto.
69° 36' 3 13 200 0 2 17- Nort h-east boun-
dary  of portion
fenced, otherwise
unimproved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned resumptions can be seen at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions in Toowoomba.
107
1024
Department of Public Lands,
85-16508 -C.T. Brisbane , 24th  August, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption, and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within
sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary' for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BB RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
a
d uz
91
Description of Land
to be Resumed.
1 A st rip of land seventy -
eight links wide from
C ll ree (oppo-amp s t tbe
site  Sneyd street)
north  through  eastern
suburban allotment
101 to Breakfast Creek
vation and part If
otherwise im-
proved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen at  the Office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Brisbane.
Department of Public Lands,
85-13812 - C.SoI. Brisbane , 31st  July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
I i IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
1 1 provisions of "  The Public Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878," having been pleased to  confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parries entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands  is willing  to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
Boos OF RBFERENCB  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 134, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
0
4z0 w C00 ..o0= ent'sLand  A4. Desc ri ption of Road.
e ,
g
District. How Held . ReputedOwner.
Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
oa
Area.
1 Cho. Lks . Links . A.  R. F.
1 A strip of  land alon g  the 134 588 Helidou  ...  Freehold Sarah William 353° 0' 10 50 1 0 0
bank of Ma Ma Creek I Robson Robson 270° 0' 0 50
fro m the south-west
corner of portion 131,
parish of Tentliill,
northerly
g6o
RaMARKs.-About  6 chains of  the road  passes  through land  enclosed  by paling -fence valued at les .  per chain.
u c
How Held Reputed Occupier Bea rings Lengths Area Remarks.. Owner. . . . .06
Freehold Peter Morrison P.  31. North ... Chs. Lks.7 B) Links.' A. R. P.78 10 2 8 Laud fenced.
Campbell  Campbell Partly  under culti-
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of
Mlile% open
for TratRO.
Week rn'l »,K 13th Sept., 1 ,b, 633
Correspo cling  week iaat year 553
tnerease... ...
L'ecreass ...
1485 -T .t.a l Trat i  o .late ...
1884 -  Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending  13th Sept.,  1885 1  77
Corresponding week last year... 77
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
;e  a. d. £ a. d.
334  15 2  708 3 1
238 11 5 441 12 5
96 3 9 266 10 8
1485 -Tot al Traffic to date ... ...
1884  -1litto  ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending 13th Sept., 1885 1  66
Corresponding week last year... 66
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ...
BUNUABERt+ K.AILWAI.
£ a. d.
50 14 10
73 10 11
e. d.
84 9 3
121 17 3
22 16 1 37 8 0
1885-Total  Traffic to date ...
1884- Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 13th Sept .,  1885 369
Corresponding week  last  year... 317
Increa se... ...
Decrease
1485 -Total  Traf a tedate ...
1884  --Di to  ditto ...
Tota l Increase
Week ending 13th Sept., 1885 170
Corresponding  week  last year 127
Increase...
Decrease ...
1e1j5 - rota)  i  raffi. to `tat•e
1884-Ditto ditto
total Increase
Week  ending 13th Sept ..  1885 31
Correspon ding  week last year... ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1885-Total T raffic to date
1884 -- Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Pasren ; ers' 'rood.  nd tint  Parcels and
Fares. Stock  litacellaneou• Total.
R. r. s f a. d. t a. d.
2,308 0 6 5,848 12 11 582 7 5 8,739  0 101,825 4 1 4,869 19 6 212 0 9 fli 6,907 4 4
482  16 5 978 13 5 370 6 8 1,831 16 6
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£  e. d. £ a. d.
555 4 0 3,657 6 11
384 15 10  2,792 18 5
170 8  2 864 8 6
... ...
114 ORTHIt1 N ttAILWAI.
249,726 12 10
233,085 7 0
£16,641 5 10
£  it. d £ a d.
40 12 8 1,083 10 11
27 18 11 708 2 9
12 13 9 375 8 2
... 32,090 5 3
... 26,804 17 1
£5,285 8 2
£  a. d.. £ a. d.
4 13 11 139 18 0
4 0 8 199 8 10
0 13 3
59 10 10
6,116 4 4
6,875 14 4
1759 10 0
£  e. d. £ r. d.
62 8 3  4,274 19 2
46 10  1 I 3,224 4 4
15 18 2 1,050 14 10
125,823 7 1
114,872 14 0
£10,950 13 1
£  S.  d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £  jr. d.
383 1 11 1,196 6 0 39 2 9 1,618 10 8
319 7 2 852 9 10 32 5 8, 1,204 2 8
63 14 9 • 343 16 2 6 17  1  414 8 0
60,004 15 3
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£19,520 5 7
39 16 9 78 10 9 11 10 122 19 4
... ... 40,484 9 8
420 7 6
F. CURNOW,
C ommi . einner  for Kailvways.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER .NOTICE:.
TAKE Notice, that applioationh have been made to bring the Lanis desoribe .1 below  under theprovisions of  " l'he Real  Property Aols of  1861 and 1877." Any person  destrtn to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the ay named.
Descript ion and Situation  of [and .  Name of Applies '.
1 rood 8-$ perches,  being  subdivision 1 of allotment 63, Thomas Byrne...
to*n of Ipswich
1 rood  41 perches, being subdivision 9 of allotment 8 Henry L. Groom
of section  6, town of Toowoomba
I rood 41 perches, being subdivision 8 of allotment 8 of Frederick W. Groom
section 6, town of Toowoomba
I rood, 4}perches,  being  subdivision 7 of allotment 8 of', Amelia M. Groom
section 6, town of Toowoomba
341 perches, being allotment 1, and 37; perches, being j henry Herbert Elliott
allotment  2 of section 11, town of Iphwieh  Thomas  Hugh Coulson
l rood, being allotment 14 of section 2, town of Ipswich Ditto ... ...
32 perches, being allotment 5 of section 29, town of Ditto
hIpswio
3 roods 36 perches ,  being allotment 2 ,  and 3 roods 4
perches , being  allotments 2 and 3 of section 17,
town of Ipswich
I acre  $7-r  perches ,  being subdivisions 1 to 11 of
allotment 4 of section 111, and 2 roods 35 4Fou
perches, being subdivisions 13 to 19 of allotment
4 of section 111, town of Marybo ro ugh
1 acre 1 rood 10 perches ,  being allotment 2 of section
1l, parish of Nundah and town of Sandgate
Registrar  of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane , 19th September. 1$85.
Ditto ...
Data  within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
... 19th October, 1885.
19th October, 1885.
19th October, 1885.
19th October, 1885.
and 19th October, 1885.
19th October, 1885.
19th October, 1885.
19th October, 1885.
William Frederick Harrington
and Frederick Bryant
MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS TOWERS.
STATEMENT  of IRLCEIPT3 and EXPl11 'PDITUa 11 for the Half-year ending  30th June, 1885.
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
1885. -'Fan. 1.
To Balance at Bank
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
133 15 3
d.
Marv Louisa Wilson a d Wil- 19th October, 1885.
Liam Douglas  Grimes
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
EXPENDITURE.
£  S.
By Plant's Bridge,  repairs 6 10 0
„ Gill street  ... 46 19 10
Mosman street  ..  86 18 2
Tools  ... 1 11 0
„ General Maintenance .. 18 1 8
„ Mosmali street South
General Rates ...  ...  434 19 6
Government Endowment 716 4 4
Government  Grant in
aid of Recreation Re-
serve  ... 350 0 0
Carriers' Licenses 38 0 0
Coach Licenses 31 10 0
Driver,9' Licenses 12 0 0
'Goat Registration Fees
„
and Fines 51 5 0
Police Court Fines and
loots 61 1 0Seal Impressions  1 10 0
Voters '  Rolls 1 5 0
Stile of  Tout. Account
Water Survey . 1 10 0
„
„ Scavenging  Fees ... 0 5 0
it
„
a
H
£ e. d.
(contract) .. ...  178 2 6
Waterworks Maiuten-
Slice  ...  125 15 10
Dog Kennel (P.W.L.
Account, ref und) 10 5 8
Dog Kennel, repairs •.. 1 0 0
Fire Brigate Vote (8 per
cent.) 130 18 6
Salaries 268 10 0
Nightmeu's Wages ... 194 12 2
„ Charwoman .. ... 9 0 0
Goat  Ranger 's Fees 12 13 9
1,719 9  10 „ Summons  and Witness
„
Fees ... 1 5 0
Office Furniture 5 0 0
Printing.. ..  16 10  0
Stationery ... 6 15 0
Advertising 4012 0
Inspectors of Accounts'
Fees 6 6 0
Petty Cash 3 0 0
Half Vehicle Licenses,
Divisional Board 20 5 0
Fencing  Account (Re-
creation Reserve  Grant ) 201 12 0
Sundries...  ...  23 3 5
Refunds, Overpaid Rates 0 19 0
Harness  . , . .. 0 6 6
Fodder . 33 18 0
Canvas Hose 51 9 8
General Expenses 6 8 0
Tools (P.W. Loan
Account) 2 3 0
Election Expenses .. 2 0 0
MunicipalChambers (Re-
„
£1,853 5 1
Adopted by the Council, Ith August, 1885.
HENRY B. WALKER, Town Clerk.
Audited and found correct.
fund  P.W.L. Account ) 262 10 0
Insurance , Municipal
Chambers
Balance at Bank
19th October, 1883.
8 2 0
1,777  3 8
76 1 5
£1,853 5 1
W. D. CASEY,  Mayor.FRANCIS W.BEATTIE,IAuditors.R. TREGASKIS,
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MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS  TOWERS--contintied.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the Half-year ending 30th June, 1855.
PUBLIC WORKS SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
To Balance at Bank
„ Valance  of £10,000 Loan
„
received from Treasury 2,500 0 0
Fixed Deposits with-
drawn :-
Bank  of Australasia ... 2,000 0 0
Bank  of New South
wales  ... ... 500 0 0
Queensland National
Bank ... ... ... 500 0 0
Interest on Fixed De-
posits ... ... 180 0 0
Rates .. ... 464 3 6
General Account Refund,
,iitnieipal Chambers ... 262 10 0
General  Recount Refund,
Dog Kennel .. 10 6 8
Sale of Lime Account,
Deane street ... 4 1 6
„
97 12 0
6,411 0 8
£6,508 12 8 1
Adopted by  the Council, 4th August, 1885.
41BNRY B. WALKER,
Toga Clerk.
Audited and found correct.
STATEMENT Of RacRIPTa apd EXPR,*MMTUEE for the Half- year ending  30th  June, 1885.
8PTCIAL LOAN (WATER SUPPLY) ACCOUNT.
RECBIPTa.
£ t. d. £ i. d.
To Bali .nce ... ... ...
R4te9  ... ... ... 109 is 9
„ Ws}ter (sales ) ... 40 4 0
Piping (sales ) ... ...  2 16 8
76 6 7
152 16 5
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Refunds, Account Rates 10 13 0
Interest on Overdraft ... I 0
„ Bank  of Australasia,Fixed Deposit, 12 months
at 5 per cent.  ...  ... 2,000 0 0
Redemption on £5,000 198 15 0
Interest on £7,500 ... 164 0 10
Tank and Spouting, Hall
„
(Suspense) 3t 6 8
Special Loan Account
(Suspense) ...  2 11 2
Purchase  of Court  House 850 0 0
Hodgkinson street 134 10 3
Mosman street  ... ...  8 19 6
Mary street 283 2 0
Eliza beth street 196 12 c
Gill street  ... ... 9 6 0
Marion street  ...  96 14 8
Aland street 163 5 4
Deane street  ...  801 12  6
$elux?1  street 24 10 0
Anne street .. 14 3 4
Ryan street  ... ...  23 12 6
Church street  South ...  59 14 2
Jackson street 26 19 0
King street  ...  49 12 0
Tool%  .. 6 7 5
Gard's lase ... 176 17 8
Jackson's lane ._. ... 169 6 7
Balance at Bank
„
5,497 0 1
1,011 12 7
£6,508 12 8
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
FRANCIS
EGASK
W. BE4.TTTEIS, IAuditors.. ,
EXPII miTuZE.
By Tools Account ...
Water-pipes Account
Machinery Account
Fuel ... ...
Wages ... ...
„  Sundries... ...
£ s. d.
2 10 0
11 18 6
1 5 0
86 16 0
26 3 4
3 10 1
£ s. d.
82 2 11
147 0 1,, Balance...
£229 3 0
Adopted by the Council, 4th Auglist, 1885.
HEYRY B . WALKER,
Town Clerk.
Audited and fQnnd  correct.
Racazrra.
To Balance  Government Grant Account
£229 3 0
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
IAuditors.FRANCIS W.TREGASKIS,,
BALANCE SHIRT , 30th June, 1885.
GENE$AL ACCOUNT.
£ a. d.
„ Reereat}qo ppgrve  ... ... ...  148 8 0
Cspital Ac9quut ... .. 641 10 11
£789 18 11
Adopted by tl#o Council ,  4th August, 1885.
HiwnY  B.  WALYER,
Town Clcr.
Audited and found correct.
EXPE N DITIIES. £  8. d
By Balance Current  Account  at Bank 76 1 6
„ MatheipaticalInstruments 26 16 0
„  Office  Fu rn iture 116 11 6
Tools and Plant  ...  60 0 0
„ dash in Hand 15 0 0
„ Horse  ...  60 0 0
Carts and  {lam }es, 63 0 0
Stable  and Yards 80 0 0
Canvas  Honc .. 40 0 0
Municipal Chambers 262 10 0
£'789 18 11
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
FRANCIS W. B EATTIE,
H. TREGASKIS, Auditors.
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MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS  TOWERS- continued.
PUBLIC  WORKS  SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
BALANCE SHEET, 30t11 June, 1885.
RECEIPTS.
To Rates ... ... ... ... ... 443 10 6
„ Government Loan ... ... ... 9,602 10 0
£10,046 0 6
Adopted by the Council, 4th August, 1885.
HENRY B .  WALKER.
Town Clerk.
Audited  and found  correct.
£10,046 0 6
£ s. d.
By Bank Balance Current Account ... 1,011 12 7
Fixed 1)eposit ... ... ... ... 2,000 0 ( 
Court House  Building ... ...  850 0 0
Tank and Spouting,  Hall (Suspense)... 34 6 8Waterworks (Suspense ) ... ...  2 11 2
Capital Account ... ... ... 6,147 10 1
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
FRANCIS W. BEATTIE, IAuditors.R. TREGASKIS,
BALANCE SHEET , 30th June, 1885.
SPECIAL LOAN (WATER SUPPLY) ACCOUNTS.
RECEIPTS.
d
EXPENDITDSE.
£ d
To Rates  ... ... ... .
£
..  368
s. .
16 6 By Bank Current Account ... ... 147
s.
0 1
„ Government Loan ... ... . .. 3,45. 16 4 Water Reserve l'ank ... ... ... 300 0 0
Cottage ... ... ... ... ... 60 0 0
Water Pipes ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
„ Machinery ... ... ... ... 600 0 0
„ Capital Account ... ... ... 1,717 12 9
£3,824 12 10 £3,824 12 10
Adopted by the Council, 4th August, 1885.
HENRY B. WALKER,
Town Clerk.
Audited and found correct.
General Rate  ... ... ... ... 1 ,1. in the £
Public Works  Special Loan Rate  ...  is.  in the £
Special Loan Rate  (Water Supply) ... 6d. in the £
Name  of Rate.
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
FRANCIS  W. BEATTIE, IAuditors.R. TREGASKIS,
SCHEDULE OF RATES MADE FOR 1885.
Amount of Rate.
Adopted by the Council, 4th August, 1885.
HENRY B .  WALKER,
Town Clerk.
Audited  and found  correct.
1885.
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
R. TREGASKIS, Auditors.FRANCIS W. BEATTIE,
SCHEDULE OF CONTRACTS entered into for the Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
Names. Particulars .  Amount.
Jan. 6 ..
May 12
May 19
Paid .  Balance .  Remarks.
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
C. J. Fraser... ... i  Tank spouting and ven -  34 6 8 34 6 8
tilator ,  Town Hall
Roberts and Gregory  Forming, kerbing , and 178 2 6 178 2 6
channelling Mosman
street South
James Trevaskis ... 20 carte firewood  ...  26 10 0 ...
i
Adopted by the Council, 4th August, 1885.
TENEY  B. WALKER,
Town Clerk.
Audited and found correct.
1691
Where Levied. Remarks.
Whole Municipality ...  let moiety levied from 1st
January to 30th June
Whole  Municipality  ...  let moiety levied f ro m let
January to 30th June
In main portions of Moe -  lot moiety  levied from let
man and Gill streets January to 30th June
only
£ s. d.
Completed ; P. W.
Loan  Account
... Completed ;  General
Account
26 10 0 Not  completed; Gene-
ral Account
W. D. CASEY,
Mayor.
R. TREGASKIS, Auditors.FRANCIS W. BEATTIE,
1288.
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MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABER.G.
STATEMENT of R CEIPTS and EX PENDITURE  for the Half-year ended 30th June. 1885.
MUNICIPAL FUND:
RECEIPTS.
1885-January 1  £ s. d.
To Balance  credit at Q. N .  Bank  ...  776 5 11
June 30.
To Ferry Committee ,  Half Share net
proceeds ... ... ... ... 125 0 0
Dray Licenses  ...  28 0 0
Voters' Rolls-Municipal By-laws 1 3 0
Gove rnment Endowment (First
Moiety on 1884 Rates ) ... ...  1,185 8 8
f7
General  Rates  ... ... ...  779 19 3
Overdraft at Q. N. Bank  ... ...  40 4 0
£2,936  0 10
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1885 - June 30.
By Contingencies-
Law Expenses ... ...  18 18 0
Auditors '  Fees  ...  10 10 0
Valuation ,  1885  ...  35 0 0
Office Furniture ... 9 5 0
Rent of Offices  ...  20 0 0
Petty Cash  ... ...  15 0 0
Printing and Advertising 62 2 0
Municipal Elections ... 4 11 6
General Expenses  ...  8 14 1
Tools ... ... ... 2 5 0
,,
Salaries-
Town Surveyor ... 65 10 8
Nuisance Inspector and
Rate  Collector  ...  35 0 0
Town Clerk  ... ...  80 0 0
Works and  Repairs-Woondooma street ::: 0 6 8
Walla street 3 13 4
Targo street  ... ...  5 5 0
Bourbon street 7 4 8
Kennedy Bridge ... 3 0 0
Quay street  ... ...  76 9 4
Woongarra street  ... 2 3 4
Barolin street  ... ...  1 11 0
Marybo rough street  ...  3 14 0
Reservoir ,  Sec. XLIII. 1 15 0
Tantitha street 155 9 0
Ba rolin and Targo
streets  .  1,667 1 6
Maintenance Metal ...
Bundaberg  Gas Company
Scavenging  of Munici-
pality ... ...
CONTRACTORS'  DEPO' ITS.
January 1.  £ s. d.
To Balance to credit at Government Savings
Bank  ... ... ... ... ... 197 2 0
June 30.
„ Amount received from Contractors  ,..  14 14 6
£211 16 6
182 5 7
180 10 8
1,927 12 10
10 16 6
80 12 6
554 2 9
£2,936 0 10
June 30.  £ s. d.
By Amount of Deposits retu rn ed  ... ...  211 16 6
SPECIAL LOAN  RATE  ACCOUNT.
£211 16 6
January 1. £ s. d. i June 30.  £ s. d. £  jr.  d.To Balance to credit at Q. N .  Bank 540 13 11 By Redemption of Loan  ...  287 4 0
June 30. „ Interest on Loan  ...  166 1 0
,,  Special Loan Rates received  ... ...  468 4 7
£1,008 18 6
„ Balance to  credit at.
Q. N. Bank ... ...
GENERAL  HEALTH RATE  ACCOUNT.
June 30.  £ s. d.
To General Health  Rates received ... ...  343 2 0
453 5 0
555 13 6
£1,00818 6
June 30.  £ a. d.
By Scavenging  of Municipality  ... ...  149 18 4
„ General Expenses  ... ... ...  0 4 2
Salary --Inspector of Nuisances  ...  12 10 0
Balance  to credit at Q. N .  Bank ... 180 9 6
£343 2 0 1 2343 2 0
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MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG- continued.
STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
June  30, 1885 . 9 s. d.
Queensland National Bank-
Overdraft at date (Muni-
cipal Fund ) ... ...  40 4 0
Interest accrued ... 10 1 8
The Treasury-
Half-yearly payment in
respect of loan In-
terest and Redemption
Contractors  (account works
in progress)-
Daniel Duncan - six
months '  scavenging,
payable monthly ...
Sundry Accounts-
Wages ... 3 4 8
Bundaberg  Gas Co. 14 10 0
Goodwin Brothers ... 4 13 0
J. Rowland ... 3 6 6
Balance  of Assets in excess
of Liabilities ... ...
GOVERNMENT  LOAN ACCOUNT.
Amount  Outstanding
ARSr.TS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
June  30, 1885.
Bank Balances-
Credit  Special  Loan Rate
Account, Q. N. Bank 555 13 6
50 5 8 Credit General Health
ditto ... ... ... 180 9
£ s. d.
6
736 a 0
Stock-reduced 6 percent.-463 5 0 Office Furniture 27 4 3
Ferry Plant ... ... 144 16 0
General Plant... ...  88 8 6
449 15 0
25 14 2 Government Endowment
(Second Moiety due on
2,650 10 1 1884 Rates) ... ...
£3,629 9 11
Arrears of Rates-
General  Rate Account 717 4 7
Special  Loan Rate Ac-
count ... 433 1 11
General Health Rate
Account ... .. 297 3 0
£6,167 4 6
STATEMENT of Cox cre entered into  for Half-year ended 30th  June, 1885.
No, Contractors' Name.
260 8 9
1,447 9 6
1,185 8 8
£3,629 9 11
Nature of Contract . Where  carried out. Amount.
£ s. d.
31 Yates and Fairbrother  ...  Two box -drains  in position  ...  Quay street  ...  59 0 0
32 Linklater and Klatke  ...  Footbridge over Saltwater Creek ,  &c. Tantitha street 138 13 8
33 Woolley ,  Bergin ,  and Co. ... Supply of 1,000 closet pans and 120
lids ... ... ... ... 246 10 0
34 Daniel Duncan  ... ...  Scavenging  of Municipality for
twelve months 899 10 0
35 Yates and Fairbrother ... Box-drain in position ... ... Quay street ... 16 16 0
36 R. Grayson  ... ... ... I  Valuation of Properties improved
since last  valuation  ... ... ...  35 0 0
Total Amount of Contracts ... ... ... £ 1,395 9 0
B. THOMPSON, Town Clerk.
Bundaberg , 16th July, 1885.
ANDREW M. GOODWIN, Mayor.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Municipal Council of Bundaberg, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
23rd July, 1885. J. A. SIMPSON, Auditors.W. G. LEWIS, j
FERRY COMMITTEE.
STATEMENT of REexrrTs and EXPENDITURE for Half -year ended 30th June, 1885.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
January 1, 1885. £ s. d. June 30,  1885. £ .e. d. £ s. d.
To Balance  at Q. N.  Bank ... 0 0 1 By  Bundaberg  Municipality
June 30.
„ Six months ' rent of Ferry 355 10 0
-half share
„ Bolan Board ...
...
...
125
125
0 0
0 0
„ Overdraft at Q. N. Bank 37 11 0 250 0 0
South approach ... 40 16 6
„ North approach ... 2 0 0
42 16 6
Advertising, Printing ... 0 7 6
„ Salary  and Office Ex
penes ... ... 5 4 11
General Expenses ... 3 5 0
Working Expenses ... 91 7 2
100 4 7
£893 1 1 £893 1 1
R. TiaoEPSON,  Secretary.
Bundaberg , 17th July, 1885.
J. C. WALKER,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Ferry Committee ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
ANDREW M. GOODWIN, IAuditors for DivisionalGEO. C. WALKER, Board of Bolan.
J. A. SIMPSON, Auditors for Municipality
Bundaberg, 22nd July, 1885, W. G. LEWIS. 5 of Bundaberg.
1664 98s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
`TATEMENT  of the RECJIPTS and EXPSNDITURa of the MUNICIPALITY of TowNsvILLa for the  Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
RBCBIPTS.
1884-31st December. £  S.  d.
To Cash in band ...
1885-30th June.
To Rates-
North Ward 76 8 2
South Ward ...  91 12 6
East  Ward... ... ..  545 2 0
West Ward ..  896 5 1
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
ExrarDITURB.
£ e. d.  1884-31st December .  £ s. d. £ s.  d .
4 4 10 By Balance due Australian
Joint Stock Bank
1885 - 30th June.
By Works-
East Ward  .. ..  688 8 0
West Ward .. ...  694 3 0
North Ward .. ...  147 6 6
1,109 7 9 South Ward .. ... 283 19 0
„ Lighting Retes-
North Ward ... ..  2 8 6
East  Ward. . .. .. 157 8 7
West Ward .. 75 15 1
Rents-
Ferries ... . .. ...  408 6 8
Town Hall... ... 66 15 0
Creek  Frontsgep  ... ...  144 15 0
House  ... ... ...  31 17 0
Ground Rent  ... ...  177 15 0
Allotments Leased  ...  49 9 6
Queen's Wharf  ... ...  91 9 5
Licenses-
Cabs, Drays, &c. ... ... 241 17 6
Plumbers  ... .. ...  4 4 0
235 12 2
970 7 7
246  1 6
Deposits on Contracts ... 2q0 8 6
Government Endowment ... 1,450 11 11
Sundries-
Registration of Goats ... 10 10 0
Expenses  re  Allotments
Leased  ... ... ...  0 6 0
Permits  ... ...  9 10  0
Fees for Tapping Mains ... 7 15 0
Fees for Affixing Corporate
Seal  ...  2 12 6
Sale of By-laws and Voters'
Rolls  ... ... ... 3 4 0
Half Fines and Pound Fees 3 17 10
Wharfage ,  Queen's Wharf 25 0 0
Sale of Material on Queen's
Wharf ... ... ... 28 10 0
Half Cost of Culvert near
the Show Grounds, pad
by Divisional Board of
Thuringowa ...
Balance  due Bank of Aus-
tralasia  ... ... ...
91 5 4
BlvksWth Work, repair.
ing and sharpening
)) Queen's Wharf-
Repairs  ...  .. ...  905 5 6
Purchase of Buildings ... 300 0 0
)) Cleaningand Lighting Town
Hall ... ... 62 11 2
Lighting Streets .. .. 112 0 0
Goods Supplied-Tools,
Timber, &c. .. 114 10 9
Contract  Deposits  refunded 295 8 6
Redemption of Government
Loan ... ... ...
Interest on Government91 8
2,504 3 11
1,813 16 6
1,206 5 6
7
Loan ... .  264 8 8
Interest  on Overdraft ... 33 1 10
Salaries-
Town Clerk's Office ...  168 13 4
Rate Collector-
Salary  ... £110 4 6
Commission 42 19 2
163 3 8
Works Office ... ... 243 8 4
Inspector of Nuisances .. 82 5 9
Health Officer  ... ... 33 6 8
Contingencies-
Town Hall Repairs ,  Tools,
and Outbuildings .. 31 7 0
Repairs , Ferry Approaches 17 10 0
Fencing Town  Common ...  46 7 2
Advertising , Printing, and
Stationery  ...  229 16 3
Alignment  Survey of
Flinders street  ...  55 0 0
Mayor ' s Allowance  ...  125 0 0
Legal  Expenses ... ...  96 18 8
Election Expenses  ...  54 16 0
)t
so 0 0 Auditors '  Fees  . ...  88 17 0
Petty Cash  and Stamps ...  44 11 6
6,044 9 2 Commission - Sales of
Leases, &e. .. ... 112 18 6
Planting  and tending
Trees on the  Strand  ... 31 13 4
30 0 1
Rent of Railway Frontage 15 0 0
Expenditure Proposed
New Loan .. 1 7 0
Surveying and Drawing
Inetrum ents  ... .  34 13 1
Office Fittings ,  Town Hall 3 16 8
Charges, Removing Gas
Lamp  .. .. ...  1 $ 0
Removing  ]!Tight-coil 3 10 0
Fees for Inspections ... 6 4 0
Valuation, Market Reserve
Leases ...  10 10  0
Painting Notice Board .. 0 5 6
Municipal Valuation Fees 82 10 0
Witness '  Expenses (Coup-
. cil v.  McCallum) ...  8 7 0
Cab Hire ... ... 2 2 6
Winding and Repairing
Clocks at Town Hall ... 5 0 0
Removal of W. C. and
Dead Horse 6 0 0
Subsidy to Fire  Brigade 222 11 6Bank of Australasia
(Cheque  Book) .. 1 0 0
Expenses ,  8ringTime Gun 9 19 6
Transfers  to Loan Account
(Unauthorised Expendi-
680 12 9
1,837 5 s
2,027 15 9
£10,605  8 9 £10,505 8 9
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STATEMENT Of IIFCEIPT9 and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY
ending 30th June, 1885.
LOAN AccoUNT.
RECRIP Cs.
1884-31st December. £
To Balance at Credit in A.J S.
Bank ... ...
1885-30th June.
To Refund from General Ac-
count  for Unauthorised
Expenditure
Rates-
North Ward
South Ward
East Ward ..
West Ward
MIUI ICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE -ron,, need.
2,027 15
21 17 4
... 9 14 8
1t2 9 0
... 112 l6 5
- 296 1 7
s. d. £ a.
2,651 11
of TOWNSVILLF  for the Half-Year
EXPENDITURE.
d.  1885 -30th June. £ s.  d.
By Interest on Loan ...
0 „ Redemption of Loan
`alaries (portion of Refund)
Commission (portion of Re-
fund) ... ... ...
9 „ Forage (portion of Refund)
Works :
North Ward-
Mitchell street ... ...
Ea.t Ward-
Flinders street (King
5 street to the creek) ... 30 0 0
Flinders street (Den-
ham street to Wick-
ham street) ... ... 69 12 3
Flinders street (pathway
A.S.N. Co.'s)... ... 4 4 6
Denham street (east side) 18 1 5
Oxley street ... ... 47 18 0
West Ward-
Flinders street (Den-
ham street to Morris
street)  ...  ...  340 5 9
Flinders street  (culverts) 301 2 9
Denham street (west side) 14 14 4
Sturt street  (east) ... 0 1 0
Wills  street  .. ...  25 14 0
Stokes street  .. ... 17 3 0
Walker street  ... ...  3 18 6
£ s. d.
194 19 11
241 9 3
38 11 0
8 2 4
3 5 0
379 10 0
169 16 2
702 19 4
STATEMENT Of 1 ECEIPTS
1885 - 30th June.
To Rates -
£ 1,966  4 2
and EXPENDITU RE Of the MUNICIPALITY of TOWNSVILLE  for the  Half-year
ending  30th  June, 1885.
WATERWORKS  ACCOUNT.
East Ward... ... ... 772
West Ward ... ... 547
North Ward  ...  ... 56
Charters Towers road ... 47
Carried forward
a. d. £ s.
17 4
7 5
9 11
19 4
1,424 14
IRORIPT8.
0
Balance at  Credit in Bank of
Australasia ... ...  3,224 11 2
£4,966 4 2
£ a. d.
Brought forward ... ... 1,424 14 0
To Rent of Stana Pipes ... 2 0 0
„ Sale of Water Pipes 2 5 0
„ Amount received from the
Treasury on account of
Government Loan ... 4,709 3 2
... £1,424 14 0 I
E XPENDITURE.
1884-'J1st December. £  a. d. £
By Balance due Australian
Joint Stock Bank ... ...
1885-30th June.
By Pumping  Engine-
Fuel ... ... ... 132 11 0
Repairs ... ... ... 16 14 4
„ Water Pipes-
Purchase Coot ... ... 46 1 0Duty  ... ... 13 7 0
Co,t of Laying ... ... 187 8 6
Cartage ... ... ... 61 10 0
1,800
149
308
New Pumping Plant-
Second Instalment paid
account Machinery ... 876 5 10
Wharfage and Lighterage 118 10 4
Cartage to Hubert Well... 79 5 6
1,074
Ifubert Well-
Purchase Cost of Cylinders 166 10 7
Lighterage of Cylinders ... 5 0 0
Cartage to Well Cylinders 5 0 0
Foundations for Engine ... 70 0 0
s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Brought forward ... ... 4,984 1 5
0 11 By Salaries-
Town Clerk's Office ... 79 6 8
Rate Collector's
Salary ... £52 1S 10
Rate Collector's
5 4 ; Commission 31 16 6
6 6
1 8
246 10 7
Purchase of Water Meters  e7  19 7
Goods Supplied ... ... 98 12 7
Wages ... ... ... 345 9 6
Interest on Loan ... ... 785 1 5
Redemption of Loan ... 128 13 4
Officer  in Charge-
Salary  ... £130 0 0
Forage Al
lowanoe ... 18 16 8
£6,138 2 2
84 15 4
148 16 8
Draftsman ... ... ... 29 6 8
Contingencies-
Advertising and Stationery 12 12 6
Petty Cash and Stamps ... 20 9 10
Premium (Scheme for
Street Watering) ... 21 0 0
Repairs to Clock at Pump-
ing Station ... ... 0 12 6
Preparing Plans (Over-
time) ... ... ... 5 5 0
Cablegram to Leeds  re
Machinery ... ... 2 14 2
Balance at Credit Bank of
Australasia ...
342 5 4
62 14 0
749 1 5
Carried forward ... ... £4,984 1 5 £6,138 2 2
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LIABILITIES and ASSET,; of the MUNICIPALITY of TOWNSVILLE  a s on 30th June, 1885.
GENERAL  ACCOUNT.
LIABILITIES.
1885-30th June.  £ s. d.
To Contract Deposrts ... ... 82 0 0
Amount'received as rent of allotments
leased in suspense  ... ... ...  127 8 10
) )
Overdraft at Bank of Australasia ... 6,01.4 9 2
Amount due to Government under
the provisions of  " The Local Works
Loans Act of  1880," by which the
do bt will be liquidated in forty years 10,490 3 8
To Amount due to Government under the
provisions of  " The Local Works
Loans Act of  1880," by which the
debt will be liquidated in ten years...
„ Amount at the credit of Loan Rates
Account, to be applied in liquidation
of Loan ... ...
ABORTS.
1885-30th June.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
By arrears of Rates-
General Rates  ...  1,596 5 3
Lighting Rates ... 36 11 11
1,632 17 2
Sundry Rents in arrear 106 2 0
„ Town Hall-
Building ... ... 2,000 0 0
Outbuildings ... 31 7 0
Strong Room ... 176 10 0
Furniture ... ... 210 13 0
))
2,418 10 0
392 1 5
26 17 0
Instruments  ... ... 34 13 1
Tools ,  Gratings , &c. ... 40 0 0
House  Property ... 300 0 0
Expenditure  re  Health
Loan, to be refunded ...
Queen's Wharf -
Valuation  ...  ... 1,500 0 0
Account owing by
W. H. Smith and
Sons for labour ... 23 18 0
1 7 0
Ferry Approaches ...
Band  Instruments ...
Surveying  and Drawinv
1,523 18 0
LOAN ACCOUNT.
By Balance at Bank of
Australasia  ... ... 3,22411 2
„ Arrears of Rates 392 8 6
8,272 11 6  1  „ Stock-
998 19
WATERWORKS  ACCOUNT.
1
B ro ken Metal  ... 552 2 0
Marble Curbing  ...  126 14 8
678 16 8
749 1 5
To Amount due to Government under the
provisions of  " The Local Works
Loans Act of  1880," by which the
debt will be liquidated in forty years 82,564 3 10
By Balance at Bank of
) )
2
8
Pump  ... ...  300 0 0
Theodolite and Level 68 9 0
5,985 7 10
Water Meters  ... ...  244 15 5
Stock-
Pipes, Lead, and Fit-
tings ... ... 480 0 0
Firewood ... ... 67 0 0
Tools, &c. ... ... g0 0 0
Machinery  and Working
Plant-
Engine and Machi-
nery  at Pumping
Station ... ... 2,842 17
New Pumping Plant
(cost to  date) ... 2774 1
Portable  Engine and
Australasia ... ...
Property-
Pumping Station
Land  at Rising  Sun 1,192 3 0
Land at Acacia Vale 400 0 0
Hubert Well ... 239 12 1
Hubert Well Found-
ations for machinery 70 0 0
Store  Room at Acacia
Vale ... ... 43 0 0
1,944 16 1
Arrears of Rates  ...  1,63.' 18 5
Reservoir ... 3;094 4 3
Water Service  Mains  ... 16,091 0 6
637 0 0
£58,579 16 1
Excess of Liabilities over
Assets ,  as per Balances
of Capital Accounts-
General Ledger  ...  10,267 16 0
Loan Ledger ... 4,975 14 3
Waterworks Ledger Y,181 10 11
--17,425  1 2
£58,579 16 1
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE-eontinued.
STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS entered into by the MUNICIPALITY of TOWNSvILLE during the Half-year
Date. Name of Contractor.
McGovern, ) ohs ...
McCallum, George
ugle.y ,  Martin ..
Newman and Co....
Scott  Bros. ...
Deane, Peter
Jan. 13 ... Black, Robert
13 ...
29 ...
„ 29 ...
„ 29 ...
29 ...
May 18 ...
June 1 ...
1 ...
„ 23
Deane, Peter
Mulligan, Peter
Wheelan, J. H.
Glynn, John
Mullins, J....
Vidulich, J.
Gordon,  Thomas
Stewart, James
Glynn, P.
Paid. Balance.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
157 0 0
x5 0 0 47 7 0
252 0 0
97 0 0
139 15 0
165 10 01 165 10 0
1885.
787 14 31 787 14 3
19 0 0 19 0 0,
14 18 9 14 18 9
18 12 6 18 12 6
10 19 0 10 19 0
11 9 0 11 9 0
38 5 6 38 5 6
91 12 0
10 0 0 10 0 0
14 10 0 ...
91 12 0
14 10 0
£1,900 13  0  £1,747  4 0 £153 9 0
Quigley , Martin ... Filling-in ... Flinders street (King
street  to Lower
Ferry)
Deane, Peter ... Forming street Mitchell street ...
s. d.3000 V e. 4.l £ s. d.30 0 0
$7910 01 37910  0
1885.
6312  0  6312 0 1
179 9 0 , 179 9 0
64 16 3 64 16 3
53 8 9 53 8 91
840 0  01 1
Jan. 13 ... ; Deane, Peter Brick culvert ... Flinders street
„ 13 Deane, Peter .. Brick culvert ... Flinders street
April 20 Fraser and Smith... Brick culvert ... Flinders street
20 Quigley, John Brick  culvert ... Flinders  $treet
June 1 ... Quigley, John ... Forming
kerbing,
street,
and
t
Deahsm street  ...
footpath
1 ... Byrne, M.... Forming
kerbing,
footpath
streot
and
Flinders  street (Ap-
lin street to Jones
street
438 15 0
Jan. 1 ... Dunn, John
Feb. 17 ... $yrne, M....
April 20... Quigley, John
April 20... Glynn, P. .. .
April 20... Deane, Peter
April 20... O'Donoghue, Riehd.
£1,311 9 6
50 0 0
£2,044 11  01  £820 16 01 2 1,223 15 0
WATERWORKS  ACCOUNT.
B4I, QB qr CQNT4QTS UNFINISHED 31ST DYCE.BER, 1884.
£ 8. d. £ s. d. £ a. d
Mitchell ,  John  ...  Casti pg firewood  ...  Pumping station  ... I  47 0 0 47 0  01
ending 30th June, 1885.
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
Nature of Contract. I Locality. Amount.
BALANCE  OF CONTRACTS UNFINISHET) 31ST DE CEMBER, 1884.
£ s. d.1
Forming street  ...  Hale street ... ... 157 0 01
Fencing Town Com - Town Comm on ...  72  7 0
Mon
Forming street ...
Filling over culvert
Kerbing  and chan-
nelling
Forming street ...
Flinders street .. , 252 0 0
Stanley street ... 97 0 0
Sturt street ... 189 15 0
Mitchell street
CONTRACTS ACCEPTED  SINCE  18T JANUARY,
Repairing Queen's Queen's Wharf ...
Wharf
Filling  a hole  ... Fletcher street ...!
Broken metal ... Warburton street ..
Broken metal ... , Warburton street...
Broken metal ... Stanton Hill
Broken metal ... Stanton Hill ...
Erection of fender Queen's Wharf
piles
Completion of Town Town Common
Common fence
'Stumping  and elear - Mcllwraith and
ing streets  Palmer streets
Stumping streets ... Macrossan and Tully
streets
Well and Pump-
ing Station
Pumping Station...
Pumping Station ...
Hubert Well ...
LOAN ACCOUNT.
BALANCE OF CONTRACTS UNFINISHED  31ST DECEMBER, 1884.
Coi,T>i, eTo ACCEPTED  SINCE  18T JANUARY,
CONTRACTS ACCEPTED  SINCE 18T  JANUARY, 1885.
Carting water pipes  Charters Towers 1 49
to road
Laying wine . $etween Hubert
Carting firewood ...
Carting firewood ...
Sinking  well and
laying foundations
for machine
Laying mains
49 0 0
113 1 0
65 11 0
20 0 0 42 10 0
70  0 0 830 0 0
74 7 6
£438 19 61 2872 10 0
STATEMENT of RATES made during the Half-year ding 30th June, 1885.
Rate.
General Rate
Loan Rate
Lighting Rate
Water Rate
North  Ward . South Ward.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
160 16 0 270 15 6
40 4 0 ...
5 17 2 ...
125 10 1
East  Ward . @Fest  Ward Charters rowersRoad.
£ a. d.
841 14 0
210 8 6
140 5 8
1,061 12 1
840 0 0
383 15 0
Total.
£  a. d. £ 8. d. £ a. d.
76511 6 ...  2,03817 0
191 7 11  .. 442 0 5
100 4  5 .. 246 7 3
1,001 17 8 27  14 6 2,216 14 4
Total  ... ... ... . 2332  7  2270 15 6I £2,254 0 31 £2,059  1 61 £27 14 6 £4,943 19 0
F. L. A>¢MITAGE, Town  Clerk . II. MEDHURST, Acting  Accountant.
We hereby certify that we have  examined  the Books and Vouchers of the Municipality of
Townsville for the Half-year ending 30th June, 1885, and that we find the above Statement correct.
Approved by the Council this 17th day of August, 1885.
1693
0 0
113 1 0
65 11 0
62 10 0
900 0 6
Aplin and Glebe 74 7 0
Estates
JNO. F. ECHLIN, IAuditors.RICHD. TIDDY,
T. WILLMETT,  Mayor.
262s.
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MUN ICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
-tTATEJIENT of  RECEIPTS and ExPEiet iTunB of the MrNICIPLLTTY  of MACKAY  for the  Half-year ending the 30th June, 1885.
•ro
RsoairTS.
£ s. d.
Rat es  received for Half-year
Government Endowment ...
Rents of Leased  Lands .. 86 3 9
Rents of Ferries and
Wharves . ... ... 8 5 0
Registration of Cattle
Registration  of Prays
17
,f
Fees  for Verandahs
Police  Court  Fines...
Refunds of Drains, Pipes, &c.
Balance ... ...
14 10 0
23 0 0
1 10 0
5 4 10
i s. d.
D ISBURSE M ENTS.
707 0 2 By Balance last Audit, 31st
£ s. d. £ s. d.
19 101884 ... .. .. 1.759972 6 2  December ,
Interest on Loans... ... 478 0 5
Redemption of Loans ... 180 15 6
Interest on Overdrafts and
94 8 9 Exchange ... ... 109 0 8
Labour-
37 10 0 G eneral  Work ... ... 126 2 0
Victoria street ... 34 2 0
Shakespeare  street 26 8 0
6 14 10 Carlyle and Albert  streets,
118 17 0 Curbing ... 6 0 0
1,691  15 10 Albert street 16 13 6
Nelson street ... 19 8 0
Nebo road ... ... 10 16  0
Romeo  stre et  ... 9 19 8
Thomas road 8 8 0
767 16 7
Wood street ... ... '8 0 0
Milton street ... 3 8 6
Sydney stre et South ... 3 4 0
1Refund Account... ... 19 17 3
1,
Cartage
Gravel and Ballast  ... 11 2 0
Timber .. .. ... 42 0 8
Bricks and Pipes  ... .. 11 11 0
Blacksmithing and Iron-
mongery  ... ... ...  16 18 7
Contingencies-
Watering Streets 9 18 0
Horse  Hire  ... 12 17 0
Sundries  . ... ... 16 7 6
Removing  Nuisances  ...  6 16 0
Election  E xpenses .. 8 15 0
Expenses  interviewing
Premier, &c, ... 8 10 0
Subsidy th Poundkeeper 10 0 0
Rent - School of Artb  ...  2 10 0
Stamps and Stationery,
Plans, &o. ... 18 4 2
Printing and Advertising 43 18 0
Fi re  Brigade  ...  77  15 8
Costs of Court ... 1 9 8
Assessment  ... ... 48 0 0
„ Salaries-
To*n Clerk ... 125 0 0
Overseer of Works ... 100 5 ()
Inspector  of Nw sanee +s .. 76 0 0
Rate Collector  ... ...  17 13 9
Auditors ... ... 6 6 0
Expenses -So licitor ...  19 16  7
To Dr.  Balance at Commercial
Bank . .
292 5 11
111 1 3
80 6 1O
265 1 0
348 1 4
93,620 12  9 3,68012 9
£2,243 7 10
£2,243 7 10
LOAN ACCOUN T FOR DRAINAGE.
To Amount paid out of G eneral Account
£ r. d.1
651 12  0 1 By Balance  on 31st December, 380 19 6Labour-Albert street ... ... 18 0 0
Wood street ... ... 32 15 3
Tennyson street ... ... 36 11 9
Lime and Cement ... ... 21 16 3
Cartage .. ... .. 11 0 0
„ Ironmongery ... ... 1 14 3
„ Bricks ... ... ... 23 0 0
Salaries  ... .. ... 25 15 0
170 12 6
£651 12 0 2651 12 0
By Balance as above  ... ... 1,691 15 10
Amount paid on Loan
Account  ... ... ...  651 12 0
2,243 7 10
92,243  7 10
s. d. £ s. d.
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QUEEN'S PARK  ACCOUNT.
£ s. d. £ a d.
To Balance last Audit. ... ... 60 15 9 By Labour ... ... ... ... ... 92 8 0
Dr. Balance at Bank
... ... ... 32 12 4 „ Ironmongery ... ... ... ... 0 8 3
„ Sundries ... ... ... ... 0 11 10
£93 8 1 £93 8 1
We hereby certify that we have  examined  the Books and Vouchers of the Municipality of Mackay,
and find the above  Statement  to be in accord therewith. GEO. A. Aj
Mackay, 17th July, 1885. JOHN ALLENHER, Auditors.
STATEMENT of LIABILITIES and ASSETS on the  30th June, 1885.
LIABILITIES.
E s. d.
To Dr.  Balances at Banks  ... 2,243 7 10
Balance at Banks-
Queen's Park Account 32 12 4
Government  Account-
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £
2,276
Old Loan .., ... 5,781 1 4
Drainage  ... ... 11,701 12 1)
Bridge ... ... ... 1,440 7 6
18,923
By Uncollected Rates  ...  2,462 1 6
Queen's Park  Grant ... 300 0 0
Government Endowment
0 2 (Balance ) ... ..  318 10 3
Refunds  ... ... ...  94 11 9
Balance ...
£21,199 1 9
We certify the above to be correct.
WM. Goo.  HODaas,  Town Clerk.
Town Hall,
Mackay, 17th July, 1885.
1594
--- 482 10 0
14,056 8 3
3,160 3 6
Council land  ... ... 3,600 0 0
„ Tools,  &c. ... ... 222 10 0
0 7 „ Office Furniture  ...  60 0 0
„ Plant ... ... ... 100 0 0
Stock on hand  ... ...  100 0 0
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below,  and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a (Javeat at my Office on or before the day speci fied.
Name  of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Estate
Description claimed to
and Situation of Land, be
transmitted.
1586.
Thomas  Nugent, late of 29 May Catherine Nugent, of Subdivisions 4 and 8 of allotment
South Brisbane grocer widowSouth Brisbane 133, parish of South Brisbane, 1879. ,
Thomas Morgan .  late of 11 June Jane Morgan , of Mount  Subdivision 22 of allotment 257,
Mount Perry ,  hotel- Perry, widow  parish  of North  Brisbane ;  allot-
keeper ment 5, section 8,  town of Na-
nango
1885.
John Peter Christensen, 19May Anders Christensen, of Po rt ion 61, parish of Kalkie
late of Kalkie ,  farmer Kalkie ,  farmer
1883. I
William Murphy, late of 23 April ' Richard  Murphy, of Allotment  1, section 8, town of
Cunnamulla ,  store- Cunnamuila, sto re - Cunnamulla
keeper keeper
William  Joss,  late of
Cowrie ,  farmer
Maria Louisa Evens, late
wife of Cec il  William
Evens ,  of Mackay,
bank clerk
Adam Moody, late of
Oxley ,  farmer
Donald Tuach McKenzie,
late of Claverton
Downs ,  sheep inspec-
tor
Matthew O'Sullivan, late
of Warwick ,  solicitor
John Johnston, late of
Ipswich
1886.
11 May  Elizabeth Joss, of
Cowrie ,  spinster
1884.
2 May Cecil William Evens
afo re said
1884.
26 July  John Graham, of South
Brisbane ,  publican,
and Thomas Austin,
of Brisbane ,  sto re man
1885.
8 Mar.  Elizabeth  Tnaeh McKen-
zie, of the same place,
widow
24 Feb .  i Mary  Frances O'Sulli-
van, of Warwick,
widow
1872.
9 Oct .  John James Johnston,
of Ipswich, clerk
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  19th  September, 1885.
Portions 18 and 22, parish of
Glencoe
Subdivision A of allotment 4 of
section 4s, town of Mackay
Portions 352 and 359,  parish of
Tamrookum
1 rood 3 perches ,  subdivisions 10
and le of eastern suburban allot-
ment 11, pariah  of North Bris-
bane
subdivisions 1 and 3  of portion
283, subdivisions 1 and  3 of por-
tion 284,  portions  281 and 282,
port ions 362, *53, 354 ,  and 355,
par ish  of Robinson  ;  and allot-
ment 18, section 51, town of
Warwick
£21,199 1 9
JOHN HARNEY, Mayor.
70s.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
Fee-simple As administratriz...
a. d.
1885.
19 Oct.
Fee-simple  i  Asadministratrix  .. 28 Oct.
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Will dated  6 Feb -  26 Oct.
ruary, 1883
As administrator  ... 2 Nov.
Fee-simple Will dated 14 June , 2  No.
1883
Fee-simple As administrator .. 2 Nov.
Fee-simple Will dated 4 De- 26 Oct.
cember, 1877
Fee-simple Will dated 1 March, 19 Oct.
1884
Fee-simple  I Asadministratrix ... 9H Oct.
1 rood 21 perches ,  part  of allot- Fee -simple  As heir-at-law ... 26 Oct.
ment 9, and western suburban
allotment 19, parish of Ipswich ;
16 perches ,  part  of allotment 2,
eectIott 9, and 1  rood 7; 6
perches ,  part of allotment 10,
section 49, town or Ipswich ;
portion 101,  and 2 acres, part  of
portion 80, parish of Bressall;
and 640 acres ,  county  of Clin-
ton, parish  unnamed
THO. MYLN E,
Registrar of Titles.
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THE EIGHTEEN H Half-yearly STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  to the 30th J unie , 1885.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. 31st Dec., 1884.
EXPENDITURE.
£ x. d.
30th -June, 1885.
Dray and Cab Licenses ...
Rent of Town Hall ...
Rent of Allotments Leased
for Arrears ... ...
Rent of Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Wharves
Interest on Ratesin Arrear
General Rates ...
Dog Registration Fees ...
Goat „ „ ...
Rent of River Frontages
Cash  for Repairs  to Drains-
Harbours and Rivers
Department... ... 11 9 0
J. V. S. Barnett ... 1 0 0
P. E. Seagren  ... ... 1 15 0
Cash for Lease from V.
Brown ...
Fines for Breaches of Bv-
Laws ... ... V..
Botanic Reserve Grant
Account ... ...
Ditto, Rent Account ...
Government Endowment
to 30th June, 1884 ...
Wharf Loan Account, No. 2-
Received from Treasury
on Loan
30th  June, 1885.
Balance,  Q. N. Bank as per
Bank Pass Book  ...  1,469 8 11
Add Cheques not presented
-No. 1142 £1 5 6
„ 1144 2 15 4
4 0 10
34 5 0
50 10 0
38 7 0
609 16 9
1 16 7
414 9 11
1 4 0
3 6 6
82 5 9
14 4 0
4 16 9
2 6 0
200 0 0
28 4 0
518 17 8
2,000 0 0
1,473 9 9
£  S.  d.  £ a.  d.
Overdraft, Q. N. Bank ...  1,433 12 6
Add Cheques  not presented
-No. &81 £4 16 0
8rs7 3 12 0
907 8 8 0
908 2 8 0
917 7 13 0
'26 17 0
1,460 9 6
22nd June, 1885
Interest, Q.N. Bank Account 61 7 0
General Works Expenses ... 49 9 9
Repairs to Bathing-shed ... 25 16 0
Wages Account-
Charlotte street ... 198 14 0
Helen street ... ... 10 4 0
Hope street ... ... 48 8 0
Hill  street ... 2 8 0
Baird road ... ... 17 16 0
Green street ... ...  2 16 0
Furu ea ux street ... 129 11 0
May stre et ... ... 15 4 0
Adelaide street ... 11 12 0
Annan road ... ... 39 2 0
Hogg street  ... ...  2 0 0
477 15 0
Foreman of Works .. 88 0 0
Botanic  Reserve  Expenses 168 12 9
Salaries  Account-
M. A Lyons, Town Clerk 124 1 8
B. E. Emanuel , Acting
Town Clerk ... ... 11 16 0
V. Brown,  Commission
on Rates  ... ... 28 11 4
V. Brown, Inspector of
Nuisances  ... ... 20 0 0
184 9 0
General Expenses  Account... 15 8 2
Town Hall Expenses Account 53 5 0
Printing ,  Advertising, and
Stationery-
Govt. Printer, Advertising 5 17 0
Independent ,  Printing and
Advertising ... ... 22 14 6
Courier ,  Printing and
Advertising .. .. 21 1 6
Mcllwraith and Hartley,
Printing and Advertising 1 5 6
E. Pickering ,  Stationery  ...  2 16 0
53 14 6
Stone-breaking Account ... 30 17 6
Stone -cutting ... ... ...  4 16 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... 17 10 0
Wharves  Expenses  ... ...28 8 0
Auditors' Fees 16 16 0
Leased Allotments Expenses
Account ... ... ... 16 4 3
Valuation  Expenses  ... ... 15 0 0
Law Expenses  ... ... 173 5 0
C.V. Fire  Brigade Endowment 40 0 0
Govt. (Old) Loan Interest
Account to 31st Dec., 1884 223 14 8
Ditto, Liquidation Account... 46 1 2
Wharf Loan Interest Account 137 3 7
Ditto, Liquidation Account... 89-16 10
Q.N. Bank, Fixed Deposit
Account ... ... ...
496 16 3
2,000 0 0
£5,477 19  8 £5,477 19 8
RATES MADE DURING THE HALF-YEAR.
A General Rate of One  Shilling in  the Pound upon all Assessable Property within the Municipality.
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO DURING THE HALF-YEAR.
Edward  R aymont, to make Gate at Botanic Reserve for the sum of five pounds.
John  Clunn and Sons ,  for supply of Timber during present Municipal Year.
W. Franks and Co., for general supplies durin present Municipal Year.
W. Broodbank, for painting front of Town Hagll, at sum of eight pounds ten shillings.
C. Shields, for latticework on Town Hall verandahs, at sum of eighteen pounds.
J. Byrne, for cleaning Hall and Chambers. at sum of seventeen pounds for Municipal Year.
J. Byrne, for lighting Nall, at whole night, seven  shillings  ; half night, four shillings and sixpence.
J. Byrne, for lighting Cofneil Chambers, at one shilling per night of meetin*.
E. Feinn, for removing night-soil, as per scale of charges arranged by Council.
It. Feinn, paling fence at Botanic Reserve, at sum of one pound ten shillings.
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MUNICIPALITY OF COOITO WN- contiia aced.
LIAnILITIes.
31st December, 1884.
Due on 40 years' Loan at
date as per Treasury State-
ment of 28th February,
£
1885 ... ... ... 8,922
30th June, 1885.
Less paid during half-fear
in Redemption ... .. 46
31st December
Due on Wharf Loan at date
as per  Treasury Statement
of 28th February, 1885... 5,397
30th June, 1885.
Less paid during half-year
in Redemption  ... ...  89
30th June, 1885.
Interest due on 40 years'
Loan to date .. ... 223
Interest due on Wharf Loan
to date ... ... ... 137
Wharf Loan  No. 2 to date
Overdraft, Q.N. Bank ...
Balance of Rents  received on
leased  Allotments  in excess
of Rates due at time of sale
Ass*se.
s. d. A r. d.
30th June, 1885.
Rates  in arrear  ...
Less  amounts  secured by
9 10
leased  Allotments ...
1 2
P. O. Reserve ...
Working Plant ... ...
Town Hall ...
8,876 8 8 Office Furniture ...
5 6
Endowment  on Rates to 31st
December, 1884 ... .
Endowment  on Rates to 30th
June, 1885 ... ...
6 10
Wharf Account - Amount
paid Government for Pur-
6,807 8 8 chase  ... ...
14 8
Fixed Deposit Account in
Q.N. Bank .., ...
Balance ... ...
3 7
360 18 3 1
2,000 0 0
1,478 9 9
70 16 6
£18,089 1 10
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given, that i is intended
during the  present Session  of Parliament to
apply for a Bill to amend  "The South Brisbane
Mechanics Institute Act of  1863," to enable the
Corporation of the South  Brisbane  Mechanics
Institute to sell or dispose of the whole or any
portion of the present allotment of land, together
with the buildings erected thereon, and to apply
the proceeds of such sale in the purchase of a new
site  and the erection of New Buildings thereon,
to be called " The South Brisbane School of Arts,"
and for the formation of a Library and Class
Rooms in connection therewith.
M. A. Lyons, Town Clerk.
Examined  with the Account  Books  and Vouchers of the Municipality of Cooktown,  and found
correct.
B. E. EMANUEL, Auditors.W. R. HUMPHRYS,
Examined and pasved  by the Municipal Council of Cooktown, on the 6th  day of August, 1885.
EDWARD D'ARCY,
Mayor.
1598 82s.
Police Department,
Commi'ssioner 's Off ce,
Brisbane,  3rd September, 1885.
LOST HORSES.LIST and Description of H rses lo t from
Bollon, the property of the Queensland
Police Department :-One chesnut gelding, branded broad-arrow over
QG over 3RH near shoulder, small  star  and small
lump under  near  jaw-bone; lost on the 13th April,
1885.
One bay gelding, branded broad-arrow over QG
near  shoulder, 2S over  8 near ribs ; lost on the
5th March, 1885.
Poundkeepers are requested to note these  horses,
and to  communicate  with the Police if they fall
into their hands.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that pplication will
be made to Parliament during the present
Session thereof, on behalf of the Mount Morgan
Gold Mining Company, Limited, for leave to intro.
duce a Bill to authorise the construction and main-
tenance of a line or lines of railway between Mount
Morgan and a point on the Central Railway between
Gracemere and Stanwell, and from the terminus
at Rockhampton of the railway line, or within a
short distance thereof, to said Company's works,
near Rockhampton, with branches as therein pro-
vided, and to enable the said Company to acquire
certain lands in the parish of Rockhampton and
other localities in the said Bill referred to, and for
other the purpose in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the fifteenth day of September, 1885.
1663
HART AND FLOWER,
Solieitors  for Applinnts.
6s.
1585
T. W. CONNAH,
President.
D. MAPLESTON,
Secretary.
5s. 6d.
To the Esk Divisional Board.
I HEREBY give notice that  it is  my intention to
apply, on the 20th of October next, for Two
Licensed  Gates  on the Road between portions 31
and 19 and 22 , parish of Dixon.
WILLIAM -TITMARSH.
1590
£ s. d. £ a. d.
240 15 1
82 18 8
157 16 5
60 0 0
76 0 0
2,197 0 0
60 0 0
618 17 7
414 9 11
933 7 6
5,821 4 6
2,000 0 0
6,784 13 6
£18,089 1 10
3s.
L
OST, from Alligator Creek,  Norman  Road, on
1st September,  1885 : One Bay Nugget
Draught Horse, branded like I over -()- over (tY
conjoined near  shoulder, L7F off shoulder. Lost,
twenty miles  from Cloncurry, on 27th November,
1884 :-A Bay Colt, branded  MW4 near shoulder,
L7F off shoulder  ; one Bay Colt , MW4 near
shoulder , L7F off shoulder;  one Bay  Colt, MW4
near shoulder , L7F off shoulder.
LOUIS PFITZRNMAIER.
1849  4s.
1089
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE HABD[NG.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Wi ll iam Granville Norris, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  solicitor ,  by the said
William Granville Norris.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,  it
is ordered that the said William Gramrille
Norris be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be  Official  Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Granville Norris, for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court ,  on the Twenty -fourth day of September,
1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said William Granvi lle
Norris sha ll ,  on the Twenty -second day of Sep-
tember ,  1885 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the  Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
veri fied on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his cre ditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this ninth
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
H. C. BEESTON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter  of an Insolvency Petition against
Arthur  Murphy, of Mackay ,  cont actor, by the
said Arthur Murphy.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said  Arthur Murphy be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in forma
pauperis ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Arthur Murphy ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the Second day of October, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock in the fo renoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Arthur Murphy sha ll , on the
'thirtieth  day of September ,  1885 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts
and  liabili ties of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the  Court ,  this fifteenth
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
SAM. B .  WRIasr,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Mackay.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HANDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Edward Lloyd Elwood, of the Isis  River, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  selector ,  by himself.
UPON the hearin of this Petition this day,it is  ordered that the said Edward Lloyd
Elwood be ,  and he is hereby  adjudged  insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it  is further ordere d
that  the First General  M eeting  of the creditors of
the said  Edward Lloyd Elwood ,  for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of  the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the  First day of October, 1885,
at  Elevenlo'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Edward Lloyd Elwood shall,
on the Twenty -ninth day of September ,  1885, at
Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourteent
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
MORTON AND PowERS,
Bundaberg.
By CHAMBERS,  Bnucu,  AND MCNiR,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of the Petition of William O'Leary.
of The Horse Shoe Bend Hotel ,  Kilkivan
Railway Line, in the District of Wide Bay, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  hotelkeeper, for an
order of adjudication of Insolvency against
himself.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that William O'Leary be,
and he is hereby ad ,judged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, It squire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Wil liam O'Leary, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court,  Brisbane ,  on the Twenty-fourth
day of September ,  1885 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the
forenoon .  And it  is further ordered that the said
William O 'Leary shall, on the Twenty-second day
of September ,  1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and  re sidences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inabi li ty to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourteenth
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HORACE Tozaa,
Gympie,
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
By WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wi ll iam Greig ,  of Gympie, in the
Colony of Queensland, miner ,  an Insolvent,
in forma pauperis.
O
N  the Eleventh day of September ,  1885, a
Certificate of Discharge which had been
suspended for three months from the eleventh day
of June ,  one thousand eight hundred and eighty.
five, was granted to William Greig ,  of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  miner, who was adjudi-
cated insolvent  in forns d pawperis  on the twenty-
fifth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-four.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
MAGNUS JENSEN,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Gympie.
By his Agents-
REES JONES,  BRowN ,  AND JONES,
Brisbane and Rockhampton.
1560 6s,
108
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Beattie ,  of Sandgate,
fruiterer ,  an Insolvent.
TOSEPH PEIRSON ,  of Brisbane ,  accountant,
!J has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all  debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.Dated this eleventh  day of  September, 1885.
1559
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE MIKIN.
In the Matter of  " The  Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter  of the  Maroochie Steam Naviga-
tion Company,  Limited  (in Liquidation).
H IS Honour Mr. Justice Mein has, by an Orderof the 8th day  of Jul ,  1885, appointed
WILLIAM JAMES HOOKER, Of Queen  street, Bris-
bane ,  to be Official Liquidator of the abovenamed
Company.
Dated this sixteenth day of September, 1885.
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for Official  Liquidator,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1571 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Charles Alexander Balfour, of
Capella ,  in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  store-
keeper ,  an Insolvent.
j N pursuance of the Order of this Court, made
herein on the Sixteenth day of September
instant ,  it is hereby notified that a meeting of
creditors in the Estate of the abovenamed Charles
Alexander Balfour will be held at the Office of the
Principal Re gistry ,  Supreme  Court  House, Bris-
bane ,  on THURSDAY ,  the first  day of October,
A.D. 1885 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon ,  for the
removal of Mr. Henry  Arthur  Brown ,  the present
Trustee in the said Estate ,  and for the appointment
of another person  to fill  his office.
Dated this eighteenth day of September ,  A.D.1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Wil liam O'Lear  ,  of the  Horse Shoe Bend Hotel,
Kilkivan  way Line,  in the District of
Wide  Bay, in the  Colony of  Queensland , hotel-
keeper ,  was adjudged insolvent on the four-
teenth day of September. 1885.THE First Meeting  of Creditors will be heldat the Office of the  Principal. Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane ,  on the Twenty-fourth
day of Septem ber,  1885 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Until  the election of a Trustee ,  all  persons
having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them ,  and all debts due to
the Insolvent must  be paid to  James Boyne Hall,
Escuire,  the  Official Trustee in the Estate.
Creditors must forward their proofs  of debts to
the Offic al Trustee.
HoiAez TozsR,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ym ppie,
Sol citor for the Insolvent.
By WILSON AND WILSON,
1573
Queen street,  Brisbane.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Charles Merritt Cherry, of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
draper, an Insolvent.
WEDNESDAY ,  THE SIXTEENTH D(Y OF SEPTEMBER,
1885.
LTPON reading  a report of  the Trustee of theproperty of the Insolvent, dated the nine-
teenth day of August, 1885, reporting that all the
assets in this Estate have been realised for the
benefit of creditors ,  and that beside preferent
claims there had been paid a dividend  (on concurrent
claims ) of four shillings and four pence (4s. 4d.) in
the pound, the Court being satisfied that all the
assets have been realised and a dividend paid as
aforesaid ,  doth order and declare that the insolvency
of the said Charles Merritt Cherry  has closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seven-
teenth day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REES JONES ,  BRowN , AND JONES,
Solicitors for Trustee,
George street, Brisbane, and Rockhampton.
1574 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Wil liam Sheehy ,  of Bogan-
tungan ,  Emerald ,  and Capella ,  all in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an In-
solvent.
T HE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police  Magistrate  at Springsure ,  in the Colony of
Queensland on THURSDA Y, the  eighth day of
October next,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Rags JONES,  BRowN,  and JONES,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
1561
George street, Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formk paupers.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the  Matter  of Martin Finney, of Gold Creek,
in the Colony of Queensland, labourer, an
Insolvent.
THE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent, to take place at the Supreme
Court House, George street, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-first day of October, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of Septem -
ber, A D. 1885.
BUNTON AND  LITTLE.
1582
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
58.
In the Matter of Francis Noble Hicks ,  of Brisbane ,
dealer, in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be paid in theabove Estate. All Creditors who have not
proved must do so before TUESDAY, the
thirtieth day of September  instant , or they will be
excluded from participating in said Dividend.
J. H. SMITH,
Trustee.
31, Town Hall,  Brisbane.
1581 3s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tim CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Joseph  Sparks,  of Ipswich,  tailor,
an Insolvent.
rl' HE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent ,  to take  place at Ipswich,
before the Police  Magistrate ,  on the Seventh day
of October,  1885, at Ten o 'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 15th day of  September, 1885.
1569
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registi r.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Smith .  late of Marryy-borough, in the Colony of Queensand, pub-
lican ,  now of Gympie ,  in the said colony,
miner,  an Insolvent.
ON the  Twelfth day of October ,  one thousandeight hundred and eighty -five, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon ,  Thomas Smith ,  formerly of Mary-
borough ,  now of Gympie ,  adjudicated insolvent on
the  twenty-first day of January ,  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, will apply to the
Supreme Court ,  Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of
Discharge.
WILSON AND WILSON,
Town Agents for-
Queen street ,  Brisbane
JAMES MALCOLM STAFFORD,
Solicitor for the said Thomas Smith,
1572
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Iu the  Matter of Thomas Hicks ,  of Toowoomba,
farmer, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 13th day of April, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
28th day of September instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
1579 48.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of William  Jackson ,  of Cooktown,
cabinet-maker, an Insolvent.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.A FIRST Dividend, at the rate  of 11s. 6d. in
the 9 ,  is now  payable  at this  Office upon
debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
1580 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edgar Giles, of Rockhampton,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.AA FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of Is. 2;d. in the £,is now payable at this Office
upon  debts proved.
J. B. HALL.
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 17th  September, 1886.
1678 to.
In the Insolvent Estate of Hansen and Gorgensen,
sugar -planters ,  late of Doolong, near Mary-
borough.
A SECOND and  Final Dividend of 2s. 4d. int is now payable at my Office, Lennox street,
Maryborough.
P. BRENNAN,
Trustee.
25th August, 1885.
1478  38.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands  and Goods  of William  McQuaker
(commonly  known as William  M uaker),
late of  Bundaberg , in the Colony of Queens-
land, master mariner, deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
tion of  fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof  in the Queensland  Government
Gazette ,  application  will be  made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of  Administration
of the lands  and goods  of the  abovenamed Wil-
liam McQuaker  (commonly known as Wil liam
Macquaker ),  deceased ,  who died  intestate, may be
granted  to Arthur Neill, of  Bundaberg ,  in the said
colony, pilot, the duly  constituted  attorney of
Joseph McQuaker, of Girvan, Ayrshire , in that
part  of Great  Britain and Ireland called Scotland,
the Father  and next -of-kin of the said  deceased.
Dated  at Bunda berg .  this  eleventh  day of  Septem-
ber, A.D. 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Proctors  for the  said  Arthur Neill,
Bourbon street,  Maryborough.
1653 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Wi ll  of Robert Godsa ll,  of Toowoomba,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  contractor,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication here of ,  application wi ll  be made to the
said Honourable  Court ,  that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Richard Godsall, deceased, may be
granted to Eleanor Godsa ll,  of Toowoomba afore-
said ,  widow of the deceased ,  John Gargett, of
Towoomba afore said ,  contractor, and John Mullaan
Flynn ,  of Toowoomba ,  town clerk ,  the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, A.D.
1886.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
1570 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Lands and  Goods of  William Staniford
Gatfield ,  otherwise William  Gatfield ,  late of
Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queensland, joiner,
deceased ,  intestate.N O rIC Eis hereby given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days  from the publication
hereof ,  application  will  be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court ,  that Letters  of Administration of
all the  lands, goods , chattels, credits,  and effects of
the abovenamed  William Staniford Gatfield ,  other-
wise  William Gatfield ,  deceased, who died intes.
tate ,  may be granted  to Eliza Gatfield ,  of Brisbane
aforesaid ,  the widow  of the said  deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day of Sep-
tember,  A.D. 1885.
CHA-MBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for the  said Eliza Gatfield,Queen street,  Brisbane.
1577 6s.
1042
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the  Will of Michael Christie, late
of Bundanba ,  near Ipswich, in the  Colony of
Queensland .  farmer, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Accounts inthis Estate, from th  twen y -second day of
May, one  thousand eight hund red and eigty-four,
to the second day of September ,  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, have this day been
field in my Office, and all parties having any claims
on the said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested
therein, are requested to come before me, at my
Office,  Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or
before  TUESDAY,  the 20th day of October, and
inspect the said Accounts, and if they shall think
fit object thereto ;  and if no exception shall be
taken to such Accounts the same will be duly
inquired into at my said Office,  on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o 'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourteenth day of September, A.D.
1885.
WILLM. BELL,
LILLEY AND O'SULLIPAN,
Brisbane  and Ipswich,
Proctors for the Executor.
1562
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Charles Watterson, late
of South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, freeholder,  deceased.
1%j OTICE is hereby  given , that after the
I ' expiration  of fourteen  dys from the
publication hereof, application  will be made
to the said Honourable Court, that Letters of
Administration of all the land, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Charles
Watterson, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Margaret Watterson, of Townsville, in
the Colony  of Queensland , the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
September, A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Administratrix.
1575 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Ross, late of Greenwood
Farm, Owanyilla,  near  M aryborough, in the
Colony  of Queensland , farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expiraexpira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said  Honourable
Court, that  Probate of the Will of  the abovenamed
deceased be granted to John Ross, of Owanyilla,
near  Maryborough, in the colony  aforesaid ,  grazier,
the sole  Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this 12th day of September, 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1565
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said John Ross.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods and Estate of Mary Garvey ,  wife of
Michael Garvey, late of North Branch, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  deceased.
L
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion df fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said lonourable Court ,  that Letters of Administra-
tion of all  the goods ,  chattels ,  credit! ,  and efect$
of the abovenamed Mary Garvey, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Michael Garvey,
of North Branch. in the said colony, the husband
of the said deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of May, A.D. 1885.
JAMES MURRAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Michael Garvey.
1552 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William James Crawford, formerly
of Toowoomba, but late of Sandgate, in the
Colony of Queensland, hawker, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed William James Crawford, deceased,
may be granted to Peter McDonald, of Charlotte
Plains. near Cunnamulla, in the said Colony of
Queensland, grazier, the sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated at Toowoomba, this tenth day of September,
A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOY DE MACKAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Executor.
1557 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Murphy, late of Teviotville,
near  Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.N 1 \OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira- r " tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named James Murphy, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to William Murphy, of Teviotville
aforesaid, farmer, the Father and  next -of-kin of
the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich. this fifteenth day of Sep-
tember, A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said William Murphy.
1558 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Caskey, late
of Spring Creek, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Thomas Caskey, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Margery Casket',
of Spring Creek aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twentieth day of
February, A.D. 1882.
JAS. MURRAY,
Proctor for the  said  Margery Caskey,
Margaret street, Toonoomba.
1566  6s.  M.
1043
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Pemberton Walcott, late
of Warwick ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date ofthe
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of
the abovenamed John Pemberton Walcott, deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to James Perry
Walcott, of Warwick ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
bailiff ,  the Father of the said deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, A.D.
1885.
MACPHERSON  AND MISKIN,
Proctors for the said James Perry Walcott,
1583
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended toapply to the  Parliament of Queensland, in
the present session thereof ,  for a Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being  of the  Will of Ann
` -'tl E ALL -RANGE QUEENSLAND
REG ISTER "  now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office , William  street, Brisbane.
Price, is.  6d;  posted ,  1s. 9d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R. G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy.
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony , 9d.;  to England and the Austra lian
Colonies,  19. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet  form ,  "The Gold Fields A't
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 1s. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Eliza N  oble, late of Ipswich,  in the Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, at their discretion,
to sell and dispose of, in any manner they may
think fit, all that piece of land in the county of
Stanleyand pari shof Toombul, containing sixty-four
acres more or less, and being allotments 5 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the Trustees
thereof. to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
wife of John Peter Niquet, for her life, and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common ,  who shall attain the age of
twenty-one years ; and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale and hold the
same upon the same trusts as are mentioned in the
said Will with reference to the said land ; and to
confer upon the said Trustees all proper and neces-
sary powers for carrying out the objects of the
said Bill.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for the said Trustees.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are regnested,when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
"Registered" and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after thedesoription of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear theordinar3 type
only will he used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street, Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of'  Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police  Magistrate, Thursday  island, addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, id. additional.
1568 8s. JAMES C. BEAL,
NOTICE.
`AKE Notice,  that it is my intention to apply
1 at the Court of Petty Sessions ,  Isisford,
on TUESDAY,  the twentieth day of October next,
for permission to erect two pairs of Gates on
Ruthven Run, across the road leading  fr om Isisford
to Stonehenge .  One pair a distance of one mile from
Ruthven  Head Station ,  and the other pair about
twenty-five  miles  fr om Ruthven Head Station.
The Gates to be sixteen feet wide ,  and in accord-
ance  with the Act.
A. URQUHART,
For Armstrong and Urquhart.
Ruthven, September 11th, 1885.1584 5s.
N OW published at the Government Pri tingOffice, William street,  Brisbane ,  A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLOBA ,  containing both
the Phienogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. dewy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
1s. 10d., ,o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BAL,
Government .Printer.
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the  Govern.
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp  Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE  at the  Government Printing Office'William street ,  Brisbane:-Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of  Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty,  touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order  in Council of the
23rd day of August , 1883 . Price,  one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printerr
5th August, 1881.
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ON SALE
AT THE
(10 V E R N At ENT PRINTING OFFICE,It William street. Brisbane:--
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4s ,  per  100; by post 5s.
B41lot Papers ,  in packets of 500 each-price ,  5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. Fer 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied ,  5s.  per  100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  59. per 100 ;  postage, Is. extra.
Warrant Forme ,  6s. per 100  ;  posted, 6 8.
Forms of Valuation ,  6s. 6d. per  100;  posted ,  8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ; ruled,
7s. 6d . ;  postage ,  Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly P ro gress of Works executed during the month
5e. 6d. per 100 plain  ;  79. 6d. ruled  ;  postage,
1s.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books, in books ,  200 each, 4e. ; posted ,  4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger ,  12s. 6d. ; postage, 2s.Ledger, 17s.; posted,  21s. 10d.
Rate Book, General Cash Book, Valuation Register, and
Register of Rates Received, 17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book,  IN.;  posted, 138.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2e. 9d. per book of 50 each  ;  postage ,  6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book ,  6s.;  postage ,  Is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
Ravisen EDITION-DEBT  QUARTO.
£ s. d.
Full bound ... ... ... ...  6 5 0
Half bound  ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... .... ... 3 16 0
Postage ,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts  of 1881 , 5s.;  posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882, 5s . ;  posted, 6e.
Bound  Acts of  1883 .4, 5s. ; posts d, 6s.
Bound  Acts  of 1884 ,  20s. ; posted ,  21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of  all Owners of Registered
Brands,  2s. 6d.;  postage ,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
IT ith
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Bathurst Burr  Act (1863 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Bi ll s of Exchange  Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brands  Act of 1872 Amendment Act of1884...  . ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle  Slaughtering  Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 7
Corrected  Titles  to land Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Crow n Lands Act of 1884  ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Digest ) ...  0 3 0 4
Customs Duties  Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs  Duties  Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence  Act of 1884  ...  1 0 1 2
Diseases In Sheep  Acts (complete) . 2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act  (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... 2 0 2 2
livisional  Boards Act  (1879 ) ... ..  1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards  Act Amendment Act
of 1882  .. 1 0 1 1
Divisional  Boards  Agricultural  Drainage
Act of  1884 .. .. 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
1884 . ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Education Act (1876) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Elections  Act (1874) ... 1 n 1 1
Electoral  Districts Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Electoral Rolls Act  (1879) ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing Act (1861) ... ...  0 6 0 7
fire Bngades  Act (1881) ...  0 6 0  V
wit i,
Price.  Postag.
s. d. s. d.
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882 ... 0 6 !' 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold  Mining Companies  Act (1875 ) ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health  Act (1884) ... ... ... 1 'a 1 2
Immigration Act of 1882 ... . 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863-65-68, and
1879),  complete ... ...  ...  9 6 2 7
Imported Sugax Refiners  Act (1874 ) ... 0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lanus Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ... 1 6 1 3
Insanity Act of 1884 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Judicature Acct (1876 ) .. ...  1 6
Ditto, Additional  Rules  of Court
under the, with  Forms and Index,
unbound , 4s. 6d . ;  bound 5s.
0
1
Jury Act of  1884  ... ... 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act (1879) ... ... 0 6 0 It
Licensing Boards  Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ...
Local Government  Act (1878)...
Local Government Act Amendment Act
6
6
1 10
0 7
1 11
of 1880 ...  .  . 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of  1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupial  Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of 1882 ... ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto  Regulations  ... 0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation  Act (1881)  ...  ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection  Act (1877) . 0 6 0 7Native B irds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 • 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation  Act (1877 ) ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Oyster  Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders  Act (1880 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) ..  1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell  and fiche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of  1.884  ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision  Act of  1882  ... 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops  Act (1870).. 0 6 0 7
Pub li cans  Acts  ... ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans  Acts (1863 -64 and 1870) com-
plete ... . ... .. 2 0 2 4
Prolic Works Lands  Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sale of  Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Sale  of Food  and Drugs  Act Amendment
Act of 1882  .. .. ... 0 6 0 7
Sale to Local  Authorites Land Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 '1
Savings Bank Amending  Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral  Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District  Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of  1882 . 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands  Act (1876) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies  Act of 1863 ...  2  0 2 3Tram wa FAct of 1882 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment  Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Volunteer  Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages  Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Cemetery  Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 11
Defence Act  Regulations  ... ... 1 0 1
Friendly Societies  Act (1876) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency  Act of 1874, with Rules ... 2 6 2 l0
Masters and Servants  Act .. 1 0 1 2
Sma ll  Debts  Courts Act 0 6 0 8
Stamp Duties Act ... ... ... I 0 1 2
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With
Price Postage
Schedule 3
v. d.  ..d
POUYDIsE1iPERS' BOOK.
s. d. s. d.
.. .. 6 o 7 2
GOLD FIELDS  ACT WITH REGULATIONS.
Just published ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs  Tariff ... ... ...  0 1 0 1
Interpretation Sheets ... ...  0 3 0 1
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ...  1 0 0 1
H ANSA RD.
Sessional subscriptio n  ,., .,. ,,,  6 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q' arteriv Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  Is. per animal.
All other Notices ,  3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on 1st
insertion only ,  and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi
cient to cover the cost .  If by cheque ,  exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested - the freight to be payable -  by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ..
Bundaberg... ...
Ipswich ... ..
Mackay  ... ... ...
Marybo ro ugh
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
Townsville
M. S. TOLANO.
G. J. YOUNG.
W. TATHAM.
F. RIECHSLMANN.
W. DAWSON.
W. MUNRO.
J. H. ROBERTSON.
T. WILLMETT.
The GovERNMENT PBINTISB acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885. 8 s. d.Sept. 12.-J. Murray ... 0 6 0
„ 12.-C. T .  Turner  ... ... ...  1 10 0
12.-Thos .  Li ll ie ... ... ...  0 6 0
14.-H. Meares  ... .. ... ...  0 1 0
14.-Darling Downs  G azette  1 8 1
14.-J. J. Murphy  ...  0 10 0
„ 14.-J. A .  Holmes ... 0 1 2
14.-W .  F. Burnett ... 0 1 014.-Mackay Standard  ... ...  0 0 7
14.-T. P .  Shepherd .. ... ... 0 1 0
14.-Morton and Powers 0 6 6
„ 15.-C. H .  B. Mackay  ... ...  0 6 0
15.-Wallambilla Divisional Board ,.. 0 9 0
16.-Li ll ey and O 'Sul li van ... 0 5 6
16.-G. J .  Young and Company  ...  4 18 6
17. --W. J .  Hall  .. ... ... ...  0 0 10
17.-Morton and Powers 0 6 6
17.-A. W .  Compigne  ... ...  0 4 6
17.-J. Stevenson  ... ...  0 2 0
17.-J. Murray  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
17.-J. M .  Morgan  ... ... ...  0 5 0
„ 17.-P ar kinson and Company  .. ...  0 3 0
18.-C. Appleton  ... ...  1 0 0
18.-Charters Towers Municipal Council 1 8 0
„ 18.-Townsville Municipal Council  ...  2 13 0
18.-W. Cann 0 1 0
18.-Mackay Municipal Council  ...  3 10 6
„ 18.-Dalrymple Divisional Board ... 3 16 0
18.-Kargoolnah Divisional Board ... 0 8 4
„ 18.-C'ooktown Municipal Council 6 2 6
„ 18.-J. R .  Norris  ... ... ...  0 0 9
18.-A. de Havilland  ... ...  0 6 0
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Art or1871," together with " General Rules  in Insol-
renco ."  Super-royal Svo. Price  2s. 6d .  Postage
1.d. additional.
.T. C;. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Impounbings.
SF Powndkerpers are reminded that Advertise-
rne-nts  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rats  of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and  no  inch
Advertisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  soles
accompanied by a remittance sifficient to  cover  the  cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah,  from Mount Mar
garet ,  on the 27th August ,  1885 ,  by order of Aleir
Donaldson,  Require.  Driving expenses,  14s. 2d. pe
head.
One white bullock, triangle near rump,  triangle near
cheek,  ear-marked off ear.
One roan cow ,  like AA2  (the A ' s conjoined )  off rump,
off earmarked.
One brindle cow, 82L over 8 near ribs,  ear-mark near
ear ; bull  calf at foot.
One roan and white bullock,  0MM over blotch near
ribs,  N9 and  like blotched S near rump,  near ear
marked.
One red bullock, HW7 off rump, 1 off thigh, off ear
marked.
One  roan and white bullock,  like K09 over 0 near ribs,
near  our marked.
One red and white heifer, white face,  6RF off ribs, off
ear marked.
One brown and white cow, RD off rump,  9 off ribs, off
ear marked.
One white steer,  roan ears, blotched brand near rump,
near ear marked.
One roan bullock,  like T and Bl off rump, like blotched
3 off thigh, near ear marked.
One white steer,  2VB off rump, off ear marked.
One white cow,  like blotched 2VB off rump,  both ears
marked.
One white bullock, TY1 off rump,  both ears marked.
One red and white bullock,  white face, like blotched
DM1 near ribs, 0 near cheek,  near ear  marked.
One red heifer,  C and like B or 8 near rump,  like V and
blotched brand off rump,  near ear mar ked.
One  roan and white cow, COB over 0 off rump, off ear
marked.
One white bullock,  C near loin,  RL near rump, L7A
off loin ,  near ear marked.
One  roan and white bullock, like blotched TBl over
small blotch off rump,  near ear marked.
One white cow, MAI near rump,  like 7 near cheek, off
ear marked.
One yellow and white bullock,  like blotched WOR near
loin, both ears marked.
One red steer ,  JI over cross near rump ,  like 2 and
blotched brands off rump,  both  ears marked.
One  roan and white bullock ,  JV near rump,  near ear
marked.
One roan heifer, no visible brands,  near ear marked.
One brown and white spotted bullock ,  TY1 off rump, 0
near rump,  0 near neck,  both ears marked.
One red and white heifer, white face ,  H9 and like J
horizontal and reversed off  rump,  both ears
marked.
One red and white cow, white face ,  like D anchor U near
ribs ,  near ear marked  ;  bull calf at foot.
One red and white heifer,  white face, no visible brands,
near ear marked.
One flea-bitten grey gelding,  J horizontal over D hori-
zontal near  shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER ,  Poundkeeper.
1650 30s.
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I3POUNDED  at Winton ,  from Elderelie Station, on
the 1st September ,  1885, by order  of F. L. C. Ridg-
way, Esquire.
One ye llow working bullock ,  A off ribs.
One red bullock ,  white face ,  DYO off ribs ,  MP near ribs.
One red and white steer ,  TY5 near ribs.
One  bay mare ,  T over like 7M con joined near shoulder,
like UBA near thigh ,  MY3 o$ shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th September, 1885,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN J. MURPHY,  Poundkeeper.
1554 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, n the 8t  September,
1885 ,  by order of H.  Monckton, Esquire, for trespass
on Plantation.
One black horse, long tail, few white spots on near thigh,
off fore  foot white,  small sore  on inside near fo re
foot, like WW over heart heart 5 (Gympie Pound
Brand )  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MEARES, Poundkeeper.
1555  is.
'POUNDED  at ;Warwick, from Lucky Valley, onI the 22nd  August,  1885, by order oflMr.  D. Sweeney.
One brown filly , .-, over DX  near shoulder , near hind
foot white, long tail, white spots on back.
Also, from Canning Downs , on the 29th August, 1885,
by order of  J. D. Macansh ,  Esquire .  Damages ,  4s. 2d.
One white cow, like RD7  on ribs, top  out of both ears ;
young  calf  at foot.
One white  heifer, large piece  out of middle  of off ear,
no brands visible.
One strawberry heifer ,  heart 6 heart  off rump ,  red ears,
One chestnut horse ,  hind feet  white ,  white face, white
on back ,  blotch near  shoulder, like f) blotch L tad
over J reversed off shoulder.
If not released on or befo re  the 25th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. M. MORGAN,  Poundkeeper.
1567 5e.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from  Oxley, by order ofGeorge Strong,  Esquire.  Damages, £1.
One bay  horse , td over heart heart 1 near shoulder,
90 or 9C off '  shoulder ,  20 near side, star.
Also, from the  streets ,  by order  of the  General In-
spector. Trespass,  5s. per head.
One red and white cow, SL5 off rump.
One bay  pony ,  like WRL over blotch  near shoulder.
One bay horse, MD near neck ,  star and stripe.
If not  re leased on or before  the 25th September, 1885,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1576 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay ,  from Peri  Estate, on the
let September, 1885.
One bay  mare,  R6W over U9 near  shoulder,  small star.
If not  released on or before  the 30th September, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1656
THOS.  P. SHEPHERD ,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla,  from Moongowrie, on
the 26th August,  1885,  by order of C. A. Turner,
Esquire. Driving,  2s. per head.
One black mare, small star on forehead,  near hind foot
white, 7YT over like NOU near shoulder.
One chestnut  gelding, NOU near shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  FB near shoulder ,  F on near neck,
JJ near thigh ,  white specks on back.
One bay gelding ,  P (horizontal )  over P near shoulder,
small star on forehead.
Oue bay gelding ,  AH5 near shoulder, small star on
forehead ,  hind feet white ,  fore feet a  li ttle white.
One bay gelding ,  JB over 2 heart heart near shoulder,
like 2FN over like 7DU off shoulder ,  star on fore-
head.
If not released on or  before the 25th September, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS  LILLIS,  Acting Poundkeeper.
1651 6e.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Hobartville, on the
18th August, 1885, by order of Mr. Wm. Holland.
One brown gelding,  star , near fore foot  and near hind
foot white, P4E (registered brand) off shoulder,
4FF near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star and snip, off fore foot and hind
feet white, H2S (registered brand) over 8@R
(registered brand) near shoulder, PbD(registered
brand) off shoulder.
One black  mare , saddle and collar  marked ,  star in fore-
head ,  white spots  on muzzle , WJ over PbD
(registered brand)  near  shoulder.
One brown gelding, star and snip, white saddle marks,
like P blotched over PbD(registered  brand) near
shoulder, Q off shoulder.
One grey lding ,  collar -marked , lame near fore  foot,
like So W 8 (registered  brand) over JC near
shoulder.
One black  mare ,  star , RJ8 (registered brand) overPbD(registered brand)  near shoulder  ;  chesnut
colt  foal at  foot, unbranded.
If not released  on or before the 25th  September, 1885,
will be sold to  defray  expenses.
C. A PPLETON, Poundkeeper.
1589 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, on the 10th September
1885, by order of Sub-Inspector Ahern.
One bay gelding ,  running star, near  hind foot white,
saddle-marked,  aged , like.-, over H  over . blotched
near  shoulder.
If not  re leased on or before  the 9th  October, 1886,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN , Poundkeeper.
1586 Is.
I MPOUNDED at Clermont ,  from Frankfield, on t h30th August,  1885,  by order  of Messrs.  Mackay
Neville, Rolfe, and Co.
One chesnut gelding ,  WC over m near  shoulder.
If not  re leased on or before the 6th October, 1885
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. APPLETON,  Poundkeeper.
1587 is.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont,  from Laglan, on the8th ' September, 1885, by o der of Mr. E. B.
McLean ,  Manager .  Driving ,  15s. per head.
One chesnut mare ,  star , P 2 L (registered brand) over
diamond in C near shoulder , P  U 3 (registered
brand )  off shoulder.
One chesnut gelding ,  3 white feet ,  blaze face ,  R over 6
near shoulder, 8 heart heart over 2'F B (registe red
brand) off shoulder.
One bro wn mare, scum over near eye, star ,  near hind
foot white, 3 Q 9' (registered brand )  near shoulder.
One dark -brown or black mare , Y 1N (registered
brand) near shoulder , R  B 4 (registered brand)
near shoulder, like 0i 3 L (registered brand) off
thigh.
One dark-bay gelding ,  long tail, JHR conjoined off
shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  old scars on wither ,  33 near neck, 1
on near shoulder and near thigh.
One chesnut mare, like 533 near neck , NM 3 (regis-
tered brand )  near shoulder , Y Y 9 (registered
brand)  off shoulder,  like C3L off thigh (last
character very  uncertain).
One chestnut gelding, hind feet white ,  blaze face, 2 JNJF+
(registered brand)  near shoulder.
One gre y mare ,  MD near shoulder ,  2 near cheek, tip off
near ear.
One bay mare, draught ,  blind off eye, 818 over(registered brand) near shoulder , R  B 4 (re gistered
brand )  near thigh ,  4 near cheek.
One light -bay mare,  black points .  short tail,  Z Ti's
over J 0 Q (registe red brand )  near  shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 20th October, 1885,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
1588
C. APPLETON,  Poundkeeper.
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THE  GERMAN NEW GUINEA COMPANY.
(Despatch from .Foreign Office respecting)
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to irect the publication, f r gene ,al information, ofthe following Extract of a Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Queensland.
No. 46. Downing Street,
6th August, 1885.
SIB,
I have the honour to transmit to you, for your information and for that of your Government,
copies of a letter from the Foreign Oiice, enclosing a Despatch from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin,
with the translation of the " Letter of Protection " granted by the German Government to the German
New Guinea Company, and of the Decree relating to transactions and natives.
I have, &c.,
Governor  Sir A .  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,
etc., etc., etc.
FOREIGN OFFICE  to  COLONIAL OFFICE.
FRED . STANIEY.
Foreign Office,
24th July, 1885.
SIB,
I am directed by Lord Salisbury to transmit to you herewith, to be laid before Colonel
Stanley, copy of a Despatch from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Berlin, enclosing a translation of the
text of the " Letter of Protection" granted by the German Government to the German New Guinea
Company.
A translation of the Decree relating to transactions with natives is annexed.
The Under Secretary of State,
Colonial Office.
I am, &c.,(Signed) T. V. LISTER.
(No. 231.)
Berlin, 23rd May, 1885.
Mr LORD,
With reference to your Lordship's Despatch No. 218 of the 29th ult., and to previous
correspondence, I have the honour to enclose herewith to your Lordship an extract, together w ith
translation from the official  Nord Deutsche Aligemeine Zeiturg  of yesterday's date, giving the text of the
" Letter of Protection" (Shutzbrief) granted to the association of German subjects, entitled the New
Guinea Company, for the prosecution of German Colonial enterprises in New Guinea and the islands of
the Western Pacific, over which the German Government has assumed sovereignty.
The Earl Granville, K.G.
109
I have, &c.,
(Signed) E. MALET.
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Extracted front Nord Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung of May 22nd,  1885.
TRANSLATION.
WE, William by the Grace of God, German Emperor, King of Prussia, &c., &c., declare and ordain
by these presents :
Whereas, in August, 1884, we promised our protection to an association of German subjects, which
has in the meantime adopted the name of the New Guinea Company, for a Colonial enterprise undertaken
by them in  islands  of the Western Pacific which are not under the sovereignty of any other Power :
Whereas this Company has, through an expedition fitted out by itself, acquired and taken into
occupation, under control of our Commission on the spot, harbours and portions of the coast with a
view to cultivation, and to the establishment of commercial stations, and that these districts were there-
upon placed under our protection by our ships of war.
Whereas the two German firms which had previously erected factories and acquired territorial
rights on a part of those districts, have joined the Company, and whereas the Company, legally repre-
sented by our " Geheimer Commerzienrath," Adolph v. Hausemann, has now shown that it undertakes to
create and maintain such political institutions as will promote commerce and make the land and soil
available for cultivation, as well as bring about and preserve peaceful relations with the natives, and all
that may conduce to their civilization, has in making this declaration proposed that to assist in carrying
our these objects, an Imperial letter of protection should delegate to it the right to exercise territorial
sovereignty under our sovereignty, with the exclusive right under the supervision of our Government
of taking unclaimed land into occupation and disposing of it and concluding contracts with the natives
respecting title to landed property.
We grant to the New Guinea Company this our Letter of Protection, and confirm hereby our
assumption  of the sovereignty over the districts in question.
These districts are-
1. That part of the mainland of New Guinea which is not under British or Dutch sovereignty.
This district, which, at the proposal of the Company, we have permitted to be called " Kaiser
Wilhelm's Land," stretches on the north coast of the island from the 141st degree of longitude (east of
Greenwich) to the point in the vicinity of Mitre Rock where the 8th degree of south latitude cuts the
coast, is bounded on the south and west by a line which follows closely the 8th degree of latitude up to
the point where the latter is intersected by the 147th degree of east longitude, and then runs in a straight
line in a north-west direction to the intersection point of the 6th degree of south latitude, and the 144th
east  longitude, and again in a north-west direction to the intersection of the 5th degree of south latitude
and the 141st degree east longitude, and hence follows this line of longitude to the sea.
2. The islands lying off this portion of the coast of New Guinea,  as well as  the islands of the
archipelago which has up till now been known as the New Britain Archipelago, and is now, at the
proposal of the Company, and with our authorisation, to bear the name of Bismarck Archipelago, and all
other islands north-east of New Guinea situate between the equator and the 8th degree of south latitude,
and the 141st and 154th degrees of east longitude.
Moreover, we grant to the said Company, in return for their engagement to create and mainta in
the political organisation undertaken by them, and to defray the costs of an adequate administration of
justice, herewith the rights implied in territorial sovereignty, as well as the exclusive right to take into
occupation unoccupied land in the protected territory and to dispose of it, and to conclude contracts with
the natives  as to  territorial titles, all this being under the supervision of our Government, which will
take the necessary steps to guarantee such rights of possession to which a former lawful title can be
shown, and to protect the natives.
The regulation of the administration of justice, as well as the direction and conduct of relations
between the protected districts and the foreign Governments remain in the disposition of our Government.
We promise and order hereby that our officials and officers shall carry out this our Letter of
Protection by protecting and supporting the Company and its officers in all lawful ways.
This, our Imperial Letter of Protection, we grant to the New Guinea Company on condition that it
completes its legal organisation according to the prescriptions of German law within a year from this date
at latest, that the members of its Board of Directors, or persons otherwise entrus ed with the conduct of
affairs, are members of the German Empire, making due reservation respecting future amplifications of
this our Letter of Protection, and such direct ions as may issue from our Government with a view to giving
effect to it, as well as such further dispositions as may be found advisable in the exercise of our
sovereignty over the protected territory, to observe which the Company is engaged under pain of losing
their claim to our protection.
In witness whereof we have executed this Letter of Protection with our own hand, and sealed it
with our Imperial seal.
Given at Berlin, 17th May, 1885.
P. WILHELM.
V. BISMARK.
TRANSLATION.
DECREE OF  THE IMPERIAL  CHANCELLOR OF JUNE  8, 1885.
With reference to their  letters of  the 25th of March and the 8th and 10th of April last, I beg to
inform the Committee of the New Guinea Company that I have caused to be published in the Australian
Press a proclamation of the Imperial Commissioner, von Oertzen, containing the following provisions to
be enforced within the German protectorate, the limits of which are laid down in the Imperial Charter
of May 17th last :-
1. New acquisitions of land without consent of the German authorities are invalid, and none but
older and justly acquired rights will be protected.
2. Arms, ammunition, and explosives, as well  as spirits , shall not, for the present, be supplied to
the natives.
3. Natives are not to be exported from the German protectorate  as labourers , except from those parts
of the  Bismarck  Archipelago where this has been done before, and only for employment in German
plantations  and under the control of German officials.
The Commissioner has already been authorised by telegraph  to issue a proclamation  embodying
the points mentioned under No. 1.
For the Imperial Chancellor,
(Signed) HATZFELDT.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-
fourth day of September, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by "The Crown T.ands Act of1884,"  it is  amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of  maps or plans  and by  reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act  as requires  the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without  actual  survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of  maps or plans,
and by reference to known or  marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board,  and in pursuance  and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for  selection  be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said  land into  lots,  and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
of the power and authority vested in me by the
said Act, do, by this my Proclamation, appoint
Bonanga to be a crossing place for the intro-
duction of Sheep from the Colony of New South
Wales.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane. this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
LANCELOT BERNARD RAwsoN
to be a Bailiff of Crown Lands under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
Il IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ALEXANDER MILLS
to be Sheriff's Bailiff, under the provisions of  " TheSheriff's Act of 1875," at Aramac, in the room of
G.  W. King,  resigned.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," 1 have appointed
THOMAS W. CONRAN,
FREDERICK  N. W. CAVAYE, and
FRANCIS H. B. TURNER
to be Members of the Belyando Marsupial Board,
in the room of Robert Bell, Hugh Boadle, and
Robert Rolfe, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1885.
u IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Djuan, in the
Toowoomba Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governs
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty-
first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
An Act for the Prevention and Cure of Diseases
in Sheep,"  it is amongst other things enacted that
no sheep shall be introduced from an adjacent
colony at any crossing places other than those
appointed from time to time by Proclamation in
the  Government Gazette :  Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY NIUSGE 4VE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, and by virtue
provisionally,
JAMES FRIEND
to be Captain, and
WILLIAM PEEL MELLEFONT
to be Lieutenant, in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1885.
11
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
KENNETH HUTCHISON
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Reserve of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1885.
HIS Excellency  the Governor has been pleased
to direct  that  the name
WILLIAM DAVID COLMAN
be substituted  for William Colman ,  appearing
in the notification appointing certain gentlemen to
be Magistrates of the  Territory,  published in the
G azette  of the 22nd of April last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT A. RANKING
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Barcoo.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.HIS Excellency theGovernor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM JOSEPH CASTLING
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Townsville.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that ,  in pursuance of  " The
Marsupials Destrucion  Act cf  1881," I have
appointed
T. S. ARMSTRONG and
THOMAS PAIN
to be Members of the Paroo Marsupial Board, in
the room of Theophilus Beatty and James Scott,
resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.HIS Excellency theGovernor di ects it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
ALFRED NOnnIs
to be Acting Captain ; and
FREDERICK FINCH
to be Acting Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch
of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 24th September. 1885.
[1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j J of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions and
transfers of Teachers in the service of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, viz. :-
ROBERT HARDY BERRY
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the new State School at Ithaca Creek ;
EDWIN HOLDAWAY
to be transferred to the position of Read Teacher
of the State School at Sugarloaf ;
JOHN MILES
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Fig-tree Pocket, near
Brisbane ;
ARTHUR HENRY OUTRIDGE
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at German Station ;
JOSEPH DOUGLAS RIDLEY
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Kirchlieim ;
JOHN GORDON STEWART
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the new State School at Rocklea ; all to take
effect from the 28th September, 1885.
WILLIAM MADDISON HAYNE
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Ipswic•li
North; to take effect from the 1st Septeiiiber. 1885.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Ptiblic Instruction,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.THE following appoi tments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
Cattle creek.
Thomas Ferry,
George Henry Philip Wieneke,
vice W.  W. Finnimore and George Gibson, resigned.
Killarney.
Edward Hansen,
vice  H.  Watts,  resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF1880.11
NOTICE.
W
,7 HEREAS by the Regulations made under
i the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAM-,TEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of Now
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1884.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information
that  recruiting  of Pacific  Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which  are more  particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the  Proclamation  issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of cast longitude to East Cape, with  all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group,  and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
W HEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by  a special direction
given on granting  a license in  respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting  of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland. being the Minister charged with the
execution  of the said Act, do forbid the Recruwting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small  islands
adjacent thereto ; and all Government Agents and
Masters  of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that  the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June. A.U. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OP 1880."
'WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER. GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand  at Brisbane , this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By llis Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MusaRAvB, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGFRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following lots of land will be
opened to application for Special Leases, at the LandOffice, Cairns, at Eleven o'clock onMONDAY,
the 9th day of November, 1885, at an annual rental
of £1 per acre.
The Survey Fee will be charged according to
the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
85-20260-8.0.
PROCLAMATION.
iy 111. Exccdh'ncy Sir ANTHONY  MUSGUAV ,
KKnight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] 1ii.tniguished Order of St. Mi-
A. TVIV-,ORAVh, cliael and St. George. Governor
Gute,,iue.  and Cuniniander in-Chief of the
(', I,mv of Quccn.,laiid and its
.i.i wndencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with  the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE , the Governor  aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Selection of Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
A.  R.  P.
1154  Robert  James Belbin  ...  674 0 0
Land Agent's
Distri ct.
Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
I'l:OCLAMATION.
'y Itis Ex(sellehcy Sir ANTHONY M1U8GRAVs,
knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
LL.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. D1eSOEAVE, chael w.d St. George, Governor
Goveruur,  and Commander-iii-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Croiv*
Lands A ct of  1.884," I, Sir AN tHONY MV8GE.AVB,
the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board ,  do, by this my  Proclama-
tion,  hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fourth day of
September,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
Name of Lessee. Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
SPECIAL LEASES.
No. of
Lot.
rio. of
Portion. Area.
1 . I A. B. P.
County of Nares, parish of Grafton.
(Situated on the Mulgrave River between portions
397 and 272.)
1 A About 12 2 0
2 B „ 10 1 0
3 c „ 9 2 0
4 D „ 8 3 0
5 E „ 7 3 0
6 F „ 7 3 0
7 c „ 8 1 0
$ 9 2 0
9 I „ 10 1 0
10 J „ 9 2 0
Terms and  Conditions  of Lease.
1st. The  rent  to be paid annually,  in advance.
2nd. The lease to be  for a term  of five years.
3rd. The Government reserving the right to
resume the land during the currency of the Lease
upon giving six niotiths' notice, without compensa.
tion for Improvements.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day
of September, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
I#y Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUBENj
C. B. I)ti'T1ON.
GOD SAVE THE QIIBEN I
THE SCIIEDtJLE.
The Roma Land Agent's District.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 5.
Commencing at the confluence of Amby Creek
with the Maranoa River, and bounded thence by
Amby Creek upwards to portion 18, parish of Bute ;
thence by the south-westef-n boundary of that
portion north-westerly and  a line  north along the
western boundary thereof to a point distant five
miles from the Southern and Western Railway ;
thence by lines parallel with the railway  and dis-
taut  five miles therefrom westerly to the Maranoa
River ; and thence by that river downwards to the
point  of commencement.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power and authority in me
1 vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 4.
Commencing at the mouth of Wright's Creek on
Trinity Inlet, and bounded thence by Wright's
Creek upwards to portion 48; thence by portions
48 and 284 easterly to Mackey Creek, by that creek
upwards to portion 107 ; thence by that portion
north-easterly, and by portions 50, 51, and 237
northerly to Simmond's Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Trinity Inlet ; and thence by Trinity
Inlet westerly to the point of commencement.
r11OCLAMATIO2N.
By Has Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been reserved as an extension of the
Urandangi Town Reserve.
PROCLAMATION.
By  11" Excellency - Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the Land hereunder described has been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named, and
placed under the control of the Jondaryan Divi-
sional Board.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Beauaraba.
3 acres 2 roods 25 perches.
Commencing at the original north-east corner of
selection 3295, and bounded thence on the east by
a road bearing south 543 links; on the south-west by
a road bearing 289 degrees 976 links ; thence bearing
337 degrees 246 links ; and on the north by a road
bearing east 1,019 links to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,C. B. DUTTON,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MuSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
I Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and proclaim that the Land here-
under described has been permanently reserved
for the purpose named.
RESERVE AS AN EXTENSION OF THE URANDANGI
TOWNSHIP RESERVE.
On the Georgina River.
Resumed from the Singleton No. 1 Run, Gregory
North District.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Georgina
River at the south corner of the Town Reserve
(proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1883, part 2,
page 415), and bounded thence on the north-west
by that reserve bearing north-east one mile eight
chains ; on the north-east by a line bearing south-
east about seventy-two chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west about ninety chains to
the Georgina River ; and on the sot'ith-west by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the ear of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
85-15814---P.I.
Humpy Bong.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclif`'e.
Portion 208.
19 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
194, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing west sixteen chains and fifty links ; on the
west by a road bearing north three  chains  and fifty
links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 45
degrees twenty-three chains and thirty-three links ;
and on the east by portion 194 bearing south twenty
chains to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD Sivi THE QuB$N I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
LL.S.J Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.111 souAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , with  the advice of the Executive  Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described  hereunder shall be and is
hereby  opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 1057, Mackay District. (Michael Ready.)
From the reserved road in selection 1057, parish
of Mia Mia, southerly and easterly to Head's
Crossing over Cattle Creek, containing 9 acres
3 roods, taken from a reservation of 21 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested,  I.
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road 150 links wide. resumed from Selection
No. 1956, Toowoomba District. (John Mathieson.)
From the south boundary of selection 1956,
parish of Milton, northerly and south-easterly
through the south-eastern part of the  selection
back to the south boundary,  containing 3 acres
2 roods.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B.  DUTTON.
GQD SAVE  THE Qruuzt  I
DESCRIPTION :
Road 150 links wide (widened at the crossing of
Jolimont Creek), resumed from Selection No. 859,
Mackay District. (John Henry McLean.)
From Jolimont Creek south-easterly through
selection 859, parish of Ossa, to a reserved road,
containing 11 acres 1 rood, taken from a reservation
of 16 acres 2 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
pro claim  that the Reserve for Water (known as
Red Jacket  Swamp ),  in the parish  of Enoggera,
established by Proclamation dated 28th May,
1884 , shall be and is hereby placed under the
control of the Shire Council of  Toowong.
Given under my hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
September, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
Department •f Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
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Plans of  the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Offices. Toowoomba, Dalby, and I swieh ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDU1 R  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant  . I  situation .  Parish .  Area.
A.  K.  P.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
1 John Reilly The road separating Geham 3 1 30
portion 870A and 899
from part of portion
1005
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
2 Patrick The road separating Jondaryan 32 2 0
Landy portion 154 from part
of portion 356 and its
continuation  through
that portion
3 William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee through portion 844
4 Jaines The road separating  ditto 8 0 21
Jiclvor portion 1514 from
vacant land and part
of portion 1392 About
5 Patrick Part of the ro ad separa - ditto 3 3 0
Landy ting portion 1391 from
portion 1392 About
6 Patrick The reserved road  ditto 18 3 0
Landy through portion 1392
and its continuation
southerly  along part
of west boundary of
that portion and
westerly along part
of north boundary of
portion 421
7 The  Part  of the  reserved  Coochin 3 0 19
Goolman road through portion
Divisional 5
Board on
account
of Messrs
Bell and
Hyde
8 Ditto The road  separating  ditto 3 3 19
portion  172 from por-
tion 173 About
9 Ditto  Part of the  road separa - ditto 1 0 0
ting portions  11'2 and
173 from portion 174 About
10 Ditto Part of the toad  sepses - ditto 0 2 0
tuts  portion 65 from
portion 80 About
ll Ditto Part  of reserve  between ditto 19 0 0
12
About
Reserve between Oaky ditto 21 0 0
Creek and portions
47, 64, and 8o
Oaky; Creek and por-
tions 45. 5. and 171
Nara.'Tho closure of these  roads and reserves  is proposed to
be carried out in connection with the opening of other roads and
reserves.
13epartit<eitt of Pdblie Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T  is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  "  The Crown Lands  Act  of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
anti all petsous who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Dep trtilaetit their objections ,  in -writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
and at the Land Office,  Gladstone  ;  Police and Post
Offices,  Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
*1
2
Applicant.
Messrs.
stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
tain
Situation.
The reserved road
through  Selection
321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
The  road separating
portions  44 and 45
frotn portions 39
and 40
Parish.
Alma
Burpengary
Area.
A. R. P.
24 0 0
2 0 0
* The area of this road is proposed to be changed into a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.
*1
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
The Ithaca
Divisional
Board on
account of
David
Gordon
*2 Ditto, on
*3
account of
the Trustees
of the late
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto ...
*4 John Fielding
4 Gustave
Adolf Riebe
Part of the  road separat-
ing portion 486 from
portion 498
Part of the road separat-
ing portions 485 and
313 from portions 499
and 314
A.  R.  P.
Enoggera 1 2 18
Ditto ...  2 120
Part of the road separat- Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
portion 314
Part of one of the re- Mooloolah 0 1 36
served ro ads through
portion 48
The reserved road Ditto ... 0 2 12
through portion 46
* NoTE.-The closure of these roads is proposedto be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" This  Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLO8 t).
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 R. J. Logan Part of the road sepa-
rating  portion 206
fro m part of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
Moggill ...
A. I. P.
7 1 0
2 Ditto  ...  One of  the reserved ditto 2 2 0
roads through portion
206
3 Ditto  ...  Part  of  ro ad separating
portion 206 from por-
tions t6b and 208 ;
from north -west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road-item No. 2
ditto ... 1 1 0
Department of Publio Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I Tishereby noti$d foi ' genet aliniforihation, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobj ections,in writing, within two monl lls
from this date.
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Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at the Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 The Purga Di-
visional Board
on account of
F. Chippen-
dale
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that. application under the eights-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 to has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
- The Nundah The  ro ad separating  Nundah ...
Divisional portion 588 from part
Board on of portion 15
account
of E. A.
McDowall
t R.  V.
100
N.B.-'the closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
$ risbane, 31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY  CLOStJ1t1 Oil` ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Aet of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton  ;  Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
U. B. DUTTON.
No.
1
Applicant.
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. a, P.
The road  separa - Goodna ... 0 3 1
Ling portion  306
from part of por-
tion 305
Situation.
T EMPORARY CLOSURE.
F. H. Hobler The road separating por-
tions 84 and 85  (selec-
tion 1836, k ockhampton
District )  from portions
86 and 89.
Area.
A.R.P.
Playfair
!14 0 0
Department of Public  Lairds,
flrisbane, 31st  July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for  general information,
that  it ligation  under the eighty-ninth
sectidti  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 to has
been made for closing  the tiridettnetitioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
Parish.
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,in writing, within tR o
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Fo. Applicant situation.
The Part of the reserved road
Tabragalba through portion  22 ,se-Divisional lection 2955, Brisbane
Board on District)
account of I
W. P. Roe
Parish .  Area.
f -
Knapp
A. S. P.
About
1 0 0
Non.,.-The closure of this  road is proposed  to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of "  The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  186 8 to  and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MOBETON DISTRICT.
ATTEE  LANDOFFICE6-
Month.
drLsbane. Been-leigh. Ipswich. Esk.•
Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
Tues 8 Wed 11 8Fri 18WedApril ... ., .,7 „ 8
.,
to  10
.
may ... » 5 „ 13 of 1 Tues. 19
June 2 10 6...
July
...
7 8 3 21..
August
...
4
„
12
of
7...
September ... „ 1
„
„ 9
0110 4 15
October 6 to  4 2'
November
December 3...  , 1 1 „ 9„ 61
1
DARLING Downs DISTRICT.
M h
AT POLICY
AT T$E  LAND  OFFIC$b-
orrICE-
ont .
Teo- Warwick .  Dalby .  Alldra.
wooriibs.
Date Date. Date. Date.
1886. 1886. 1886. 1885.
March ... ... Mon., 23  if 24  Fri., 27 Wed., 25
April ... ... „ 20 „ 21 24 o  22
May ... ...
ttoIt  25 „  26 n 29 „ 27
June
July
It  22 to 23  of  3' ,• 24
27 28  si 29
August ... ...
„ „
to  24 „ 25
to3s
26
September ... 21 „ 22 26 „ 23
October ... 26 „ 27 30 „ 28
November ... 23
I
„ 24 27 26
December ...
„
21 „ 22 1{ ed., 23 to  30
At Miles, the third Thursday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land  Office,  Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
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Month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Cler-
mont.
AT THE LAND  OFFICES-
Emerald .  Taroom . Ssu eg BrIMt. Banana.
Date . I  Date.
1833. 1883.
March ... Thur.,261 lfon.,16
April .. „ 30 „ 20
.flay
June
July
August
September
Oet.,btn-
November
December
Date. i Date .  Date .  Date.
1885.  1885.  1855. 1885.
Wed., 4 Mon.,23 Fri., 6 Wed., 18
1 „ 27 Tues.,7 „ 15
6 „ 25 Fri., 1I „ 2018
15
20
1721
19
16
21
22  „ 5
271 „ 3
17
15
„
24 1  „ 7I „
28 „ 42
7
4
2
19
16
21
18
16
3
5
11
2' „ 2
23 „ 628 „ 4
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land  Office,  St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gymrie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTBIC r.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Ingham , Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters  Towers ,; the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day  in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rema, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At he Land Office, Blackall, thefirst Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, A ill be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
n.nuilcations for Certificates of Ful filment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DE1 D.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash, selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
two chains from the south-east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east forty-six chains and twelve links ; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 bearing west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east nine chains, south nine chains
and ten links, and west nine chains, and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point of commencement.
1U07
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
fr om the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such  Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
215, anti bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links,
129 degrees eight chains and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links, and 347 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th August, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.  Portion 131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron,  14 acres 3  roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  131.
Area- 15 acres  3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north-east Corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chains and forty-one links;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty.
three links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st  July,  1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  "The  Titles toLand
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony,  describe the land intended
to be granted ,  to the  intent that ,  by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No. 376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve  chains  and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
11' ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA  FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north
ern roundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
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E1IRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
s-t forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
p,irsuanee of the provisions of  " The Titles to Laid
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his i-laud and the Seal
of the Colony describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to tie intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous names; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, 1i is Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885.
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted.-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56t59 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884. respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment 6  of section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Raking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-the  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the  correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885,
ERROR !X DEED.
'
'OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of
the At aforesaid, the correct name shall be
talien to have been inserted in the said grants and
in ,every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEt nLE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Eayard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ngham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-RdR and Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of  Brooyar, selection
625,  Gympie  District ,  portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank  of Wide  Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing  this  land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on  the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy -five links ,  and passing through a post
275 links  fr om the said creek  ;  on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north -west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety -one chains ; on the east
by lines  bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east  fifty  chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of 29
acres for a surveyed road ,  as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NI OTICL is hereby given, that theDeed ofGrant mentioned in the schedul  ereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three monthsfrom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal.
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous  name ; and  such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow,  portion 5.
Area-80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
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RESERVE FOR CEMETERY, THARGO-
MINDAH.THE following Rules and Regulations made bythe Trustees for the Reserve for Cemetery,
Thargomindah, pursuant to  " The Cemetery Art of
1865," having been approved and confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor in Council, are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
C. B. DUTTON.
RULES AND REGULATIONS MADE BY THE
TRUSTEES OF THE THARGOMINDAH
CEMETERY.
1. The hours appointed for the performance of
funerals are from 8 o'clock a.m. to l o'clock p.m.
from September to April inclusive, and from
8 o'clock a.m. to 5 o'clock p.m. from May to August
inclusive. On Sundays the hours appointed for
funerals are from 8 o'clock to 9 o'clock  a.m., and
from 2 o'clock to 5 o'clock p.m. throughout the
year. No funeral will be allowed to take place at
any other time, unle's  in cases  of great urgency,
and upon the written authority of two Trustees.
2. The several fees and charges set forth in
Schedule A shall be payable in respect of the
several matters therein mentioned. All fees and
charges must be paid at the time of application for
the thing or matter in respect of which they are
payable.
3. The Trustees, or person appointed by them for
that purpose, shall determine the size and position
of all graves and vaults to be sunk in the cemetery.
No catacombs shall be allowed.
4. No person will be allowed to prepare a grave
within the cemetery except the sexton appointed
by the Trustees or his  assistants.
6. All graves made in the cemetery shall be sunk
at least six feet ; not more than two bodies of
adults shall be interred in one grave. One grave
only will be allowed on a 9 x 5 allotment (un-
selected) open ten inches from the boundary. An
adjoining allotment will be reserved in all cases for
six months. Three graves will be allowed on the
two allotments. No adult's grave to be reopened
till after the expiration of six months ; no child's
grave till after the expiration of three months.
6. Applications for interment must be made in
writing to the Trustees, or persons appointed by
them for that purpose. Every application must
be in the form of and must contain the particulars
specified in Schedule B, must be signed by the
applicant, and must be accompanied by the proper
fees.
7. An authority, in the form of Schedule C, shall
thereupon be given, which shall be the sexton's
vi arrant  for preparing the grave.
8. The person applying for the interment must
deliver to the sexton the authority so given,
together with a memorandum containing the par-
ticulars specified in Schedule D, and signed by the
applicant.
9. The hour named in the application and in the
last-mentioned  memorandum  is to be the hour at
which the funeral procession is to arrive at the
cemetery ; the hour so named must be punctually
observed.
10. All charges will be remitted on the burial of
any poor person in the cemetery (except in the case
of burials by persons under contract with the
Government or any public hospital to perform such
burials) upon its being proved to the satisfaction
of at least three Trustees that the deceased died a
pauper, or that the relations and friends of the
deceased are unable to pay the costs and charges
of burial. In cases in which paupers are buried
by persons under contract with the Government or
with any public hospital to perform burials, the
tcharges will be in accordance with the scale se
forth in Schedule A.
11. Orders for interment must be handed to the
sexton at least six working hours before the hour
fixed for the funeral, otherwise an extra charge
will be made in accordance with the scale in
Schedule A. No free interment will be allowed
without such notice.
12. No funeral will be allowed to take place
(except under circumstances of the most urgent
nature, ant upon the written authority of two
Trustees, or a certificate  of some  duly qualified
medical practitioner) without a certificate of the
registration of the death, signed by the District
Registrar or a certificate of a coroner  or magis-
tr.,te holding an ingL_ est or inquiry ; such authority
or certificate must be delivered to the sexton
before the funeral  enters  the gates of the cemetery.
13. Applications for permission to have a private
grave prepared, a vault constructed, or a monument,
tombstone, or tablet erected, must be made to the
Trustees, or the person authorised by them to
receive s ch applications. Should the  application
be approved, a permission in the form of Schedule
E will (if necessary) be granted to the person
applying.
14. Persons requiring brick graves or vaults to
be made in the cemetery must submit plans of them
for the approval of the Trustees, and construct
them under the direction of a surveyor or other
person appointed by the Trustees. Every coffin
placed in a vault or brick grave must be bricked
in, cemented, and covered with  a slab of stone,slate,
or iron ; and ei cry such coffin must have on the
lid a leaden or copper pi}: to with the name of the
deceased occupant stamped thereon.
15. A copy of every epitaph or inscription pro-
posed to be engraven or placed on any monument,
tombstone, or tablet, must iie submitted to the
Trustees for approval, and they may withhold .uch
approval should the proposed epitaph or inscription
appear to them inappropriate or unbecoming.
16. 1 he Trustees may order the removal of any
monument, tombstone, or other erection which
shall not have been sanctioned by them, and of anyy
trees or shrubs planted on or near any grave which
may in their opinion be objectionable.
17. All monuments, vaults,  graves, and grave-
stones must be kept in repair and proper con-
dition by or at the expense of the owners.
18. The sexton and other persons employed by
the Trustees are not allowed to receive any gratuity
for the performance of their duties without the
special permission of the Trustees, granted upon
application made to them by the person interested.
Any infringement of this rule will lead to the
immediate dismissal of the person offending.
19. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all
special grants, and of the position of all graves in
the cemetery, shall be kept by the Trustees, and
be open to inspection upon the payment of the
charges mentioned in Schedule A.
20. `A'he cemetery will be open daily to the public
from sunrise to sunset.
21. The sexton has authority to exercise all the
powers conferred by sections 36 and 39 of  " The
Cemetery Act  oJ' 1845" inrespect ofany persons
who shall behave indecorously, or commit any
trespass or injury to the trees, Bowers, or erections,
or otherwise infringe any of the provisions of the
said Act.
22. The single graves in the public grounds of
the cemetery may be converted into private graves
on payment of the sum of fifteen shillings for each
grave  so converted.
SCHEDULE A.
CHARGES.
Public Graves.
£ s. d.
A single grave, in open ground ... ... 1 0 0
A single grave, in open ground, for children
under eight years ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
A single grave, in open ground, for a stillborn
child ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
In cases of burials by contractors-
A single grave, in open ground (Rule 10),
adults ... ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
A single grave, in open ground (children
under eight) ... ... ... 0 8 0
Private Graves.
Land for graves (unselected), 9 feet by 5 feet 1 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 5 feet 2 2 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 9 feet 4 4 0
Land for graves (eelected), 9 feet by 12 feet 6 6 0
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Interment fee, including cost of sinking grave £ s. d.
6 feet ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Children under eight years ... ... 1 0 0
Stillborn child ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each
grave over 6 feet, each additional foot as
under-
For first additional foot ... ... 0 5 0
For second additional foot ... ... 0 7 6
For third additional foot ... ... 0 10 0
And so on, for every additional foot ... 0 10 0
For opening a grave or vault... ... ... 0 15 0
For certificate of right of burial in private
graves 0 5 0
For all interments which take place on a
Sunday, unless the grave be opened on
the previous day (additional fee) .. 0 7 6
For all interments not taking place within
the prescribed hours (additional fee) ... 0 10 6
For all interments where the notice required
under Rule 11 is not given (additional
0 10 6
For iron label (to be charged in all  cases) ...  0 2 6
SCHEDULE B.
Application for grave.
To the Trustees of the Thargomindah Cemetery.
A grave in the Thargomindah General Cemetery is
required by the undersigned, in accordance with the
undermentioned particulars
1. Name of the deceased :
2. What denomination :
3. Late residence of the deceased :
4. Rank of the deceased :
5. Age :
6. Where born :
7. Minister to officiate at interment :
8. Day of funeral :
9. Hour of same :
10. In what portion of Cemetery is deceased to be
buried :
11. Number of grave on plan :
12. If a public grave :
13. If a private grave (unselected), what width :
14. If a private grave (selected), what width :
15. If a family vault or brick grave, what width :
16. What depth :
17. If first or second interment :
18. Nature of disease, or supposed cause of death :
(Signature)
Representative or Undertaker.
Order received this day of 18
at o'clock in the noon.
Trustee or Secretary.
Answers to be written opposite the above questions
at the time of giving order.
SCHEDULE C.
Thargomindah General Cemetery.
To the Sexton,
You are hereby, on the application of
authorised to prepare  a grave  for the interment
of deceased, in such place as shall be
appointed for that purpose, the proper fees having been
paid by the  applicant.
Fees paid, £
Trustee or Secretary.
SCHEDULE D.
Memorandum  for sexton  to enable him to prepare grave
of the proper size.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width of coffin (widest part) :
Hour of funeral :
(Signature)
Undertaker or Representative.
Date.
SCHEDULE E.
Form of certificate of right of burial in the Thar-
gomindah  General Cemetery.
On the application of and in
consideration of payment by him of the sum of £
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged
the Trustees of the Thargomindah General Cemetery,
in pursuance of the Aot 29 Vi-;toria, No. 15, Dave
agreed to grant, and hereby do grant unto the said
his executors and administrators, the
right to dig or make a grave or vault on that piece of
ground feet long by feet broad, lying
within the portion of the said cemetery, described as
and marked No. compartment No.
on the map or plan of the said cemetery, kept
by the said Trustees, and the right to erect and place
on the said piece of ground a monument or tombstone,
subject to such charges in respect of such monument or
tombstone as may from time to time be established ;
and it is hereby declared that the said his
executors  and administrators shall be entitled to have,
maintain , and keep up such vault, monument, or tomb-
stone, to and for the sole and separate use of the
said and his personal representatives for
ever : Provided always, and it is hereby declared, that
this grant is made subject to the terms and conditions
following, that is to say, First, that the said piece of
ground shall be kept and used by the said
and his  personal  representatives, solely as a burying
place, and that no other use shall be made thereof.
Second, that no enclosing  wall, fence,  building, monu-
ment, or tombstone shall be erected or placed on
the said piece of ground until a plan thereof shall
have been exhibited to the said Trustees, and their
authority given for the erection thereof. Third, that
the said grave or vault, and such fence, wall,
building, monument, or tombstone (if any) shall
be maintained and kept up by the said
and his personal representatives, in proper repair,
to the satisfaction of the said Trustees. Fourth,
that the said and his personal  representa-
tives shall, in the  use of  the said piece of ground,
and access  thereto, be subject in every respect to such
rules  and regulations as the Trustees of the said cemetery
may from time to time make, and shall not be entitled
to exercise the right to bury or inter therein, except on
payment of such charges as shall from time to time be
established by the said Trustees.
Given under our hands  and seals , at Thargomindah,
in the Colony of Queensland, this day of
A.D. 18 .
Trustees,Thargomindah
General Cemetery
Signed  by the  above Trustees
presence of
Register No.
Compartment No.
in the
The foregoing Rules and Regulations were
adopted  at a meeting  of the  Trustees  of the Thar-
gomindah General  Cemetery, held this 20 th  day of
May, one thousand  eight hundred  and eighty five.
F. A. POWELL , Chairman.
CHRISTOPHER A. QUIN,
JAMES McCOLL, Trustees.JOHN LEAHY,
F. W. REEVE,
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-second day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render  their  titles under  that Act,  and receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of 64 The
Crown  Lands  Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications  in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1SS5.
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RESERVE  FOR BOTANIC GARDENS AND
QUEEN'S  PARK ,  BRISBANE.THE following  By-laws, made by the Trusteesof the Reserve for Botanic Gardens and
Queen's Park, Brisbane ,  pursuant to  " The Crown
Lands Act  of  1881 ," having been approved and
confirmed by His  E xcellency the Governor in
Council, are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
C. B. DUTTON.
1. The Gardens will be closed between the hours
of sunset and sunrise, and any person found therein
after the gates have been so closed will be liable to
a penalty.
2. IN o persons visiting the Gardens shall walk
over any of the beds or borders, or injure any of
the trees, plants, or flowers.
3. Young children are not to be allowed to enter
the Gardens  unless  accompanied by parents or
guardians.
4. No carriage of any description, and no person
riding on horseback, shall enter the Gardens except
by special permission of the Trustees.
5. No person shall moor, or by any means fasten
or attach any vessel lying in the river to ' he river
frontage of the Gardens, and no person shall ship,
or embark, or laud, or discharge any goods or
passengers or other persons at any place within
the limit of the Gardens, except with the consent
of the Trustees.
6. No visitor entering the Gardens shall be
accompanied by a dog ; and any dog found in the
Gardens without an  owner  will be destroyed.
7. The Ranger, or any other official acting under
the order of the Trustees, is empowered to turn out
of the Gardens any person who is intoxicated and
who is using profane, obscene, abusive, or insulting
language, or who is offending against decency ; and
any person who while in the Gardens shall make use
of profane, obscene, abusive, or insulting language,
whether addressed to any other person or not, or
who shall be guilty of any indecent behaviour,
shall be liable to a penalty.
8. Any person who shall violate any of the above
By-laws shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
£10.
9. The Gardens being maintained for the recreation
of the public,  visitors are  invited to co-operate with
the Trustees in.preserving order, in -protecting the
plants from injury, and in preventing  as tar as
possible any infraction of the By-laws.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
:,ji strict kill visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON..
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
r( 'HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as East Haldon, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1881,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as East Haldon, situated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS William Drayton Armstrong, the pastoral
tenant of the run known as East Haldon, situated
in the Pastoral District of Moreton, in the Colony
of Queensland, has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the thirteenth day of April,
1885. that he elects to t:ike advantage of the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act (f  1884 " with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword. being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " 1'he Crown
Lands Act of  1884": And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run known as
East Haldon be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
About 45 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Blackfellows'
and Black Duck Creeks, and bounded thence by
the watershed separating those creeks south-
easterly about twelve miles in a direct line ; thence
by a line bearing about 55 degrees to the western
edge of the table-land forming the north-eastern
watershed of Blackfellows' Creek, and by the table-
land north-westerly to that watershed ; thence by
north-eastern and eastern watersheds of Black-
fellows' Creek south-easterly, and the eastern
watershed of Black Duck Creek southerly to the
Great Dividing Range ; by that range north-
westerly and the western watershed of Black
Duck Creek northerly to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About  45 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Blackfellows'
and Black Duck Creeks, and bounded thence by
the watershed separating those creeks south-
easterly about twelve miles in a direct line ; thence
by a line bearing about 55 degrees to the western
edge of the table-land forming the north-eastern
watershed of Blackfellows' Creek ; thence by the
edge of the table-land, the north-eastern watershed
of Blackfellows' Creek, and a line north-westerly to
Blackfellows' Creek near the south-east corner
of portion 53, parish of Whitestone ; and thence by
Blackfellows' Creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixteenth
day of September, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. IfrESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, ) Land Board.
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Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Kilcoy, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under  Sec retary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Kilcoy, sii uated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Louis Hope, the pastoral tenant of the
run known as Kilcoy, situated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton , in the Colony  of Queensland,
has given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the twenty-sixth day of February, 1885, that
he elects to take advantage of the provisions of
" The Crown La-ids Act of  1884" with respect to
such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a  fair division thereof : And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has referred the
same to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson
Sword, being the Land Board constituted under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ":
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has caused the said run  to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made  by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said run known as Kilcoy be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall com-
prise and include the land described as follows,
viz.:-
About  31  square miles.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
178, parish of Kilcoy, and bounded thence by
portions 178. 93, 103, 153, 92, 117, 7336, 151, 169,
and 171 westerly and southerly to the watershed
separating the waters of Sheep Station Creek from
those of the Brisbane River ; thence by that water-
shed northerly to the watershed separating the
waters of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; and thence by that
watershed and the north-eastern watershed of
Sheep Station Creek south-easterly to the point
of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall  comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.
About 17 square miles.
Portion B-Area, about 4  square miles.
Bounded on the north by portions 144, 170,
selection 7355, portions 109, 134, selections 7450
and 7447, and portion 164; on the east by selection
7353, portions 159, 157, 176, and selection  7252;
and on the south-west by the watershed separating
the waters of Kilcoy and Sheep Station Creeks
from those of the Brisbane River.
Portion C-Area, about 11 square miles.
Bounded on  the north by portions 175, 136, 173,
selections  7575, 7455, 7497, portion 177, selections
7495, 7496, 7360, Oakey Creek, a reserve, and
Sheep Station  Creek ; on the east by Kilcoy Creek,
portions 124, 156, 155, 160, 179, s• lections 7533,
7534, 7251, 7250, portion 158, Kilcoy Creek, portion
130, and selections  7387 and 7110; on the south by
a line  westerly  to Goonneringerringgi Mountain
and the watershed separating the waters of gilcoy
and Sheep  Station  Creeks from those of the Bris-
bane River; and on the west by the same water-
shed, inclusive of a timber reserve on the south
boundary.
Portion D-Area, about 2 square miles.
Bounded on the south by Selection 7072 and
portion 34; on the east by Kilcoy Creek ; on the
south by portions 207 and 204; and on the west
by portions 129 and 149.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixteenth
day of September ,  A.D. 1885.
E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, j Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1885.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."HH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  desires it to be
notified,  in pursuance  of the fifty-fifth  section of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the land
hereunder described has been  resumed from the
lease of  the Singleton No. 1 Run, in the Gre ory
North District, with the view of the said land
being reserved  as an extension  of the Urandangi
Township Reserve.
C. B. DUTTON.
RESERVE AS AN EXTENSION OF THE URANDANGI
TOWNSHIP RESERVE.
On the Georgina River.
Resumed from the Singleton No. 1 Run, Gregory
North District.
About MO acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Georgina
River at the south corner of the Town Reserve
(proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1883, part 2,
page 415), and bounded thence on the north-west
by that reserve bearing north-east one mile eight
chains ; on the north-east by a line bearing south-
east about seventy-two chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west about ninety chains to
the Georgina River; and on the south-west by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Public Lands Office,
Tambo, 7th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Provisional
1\ License is hereby granted to JAMES THoMAs
ALLAN to cut and remove Timber from the land
hereunder described :-
DISTRICT OF TAMBO.
Area-One square mile.
Description of boundaries.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked M over X on
its south side half-a-mile east of the east boundary
of Birkhead No. 1 Run ; thence north one mile,
thence west one mile, thence south one mile,
thence east one mile to the point  of commence-
ment.
F. H. HYDE,
Acting Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Tambo, 7th July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that  a ProvisionalLicense has been granted to JAMES THOMAS
ALLAN to cut and remove Timber from the land
hereunder described :-
DISTRICT OF TAMBO.
Area-One square mile.
Description of boundaries.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree branded D and
blazed on its south and east sides half-a-mile south
of a Moreton Bay ash tree branded M under X
standing one mile ea,t of the M over X tree at the
south-east corner of No. 1 Block, and bounded by
a line south one mile, east one mile, north one mile,
west one mile to point of commencement.  
F. H. HYDE,
Acting Land  Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I have to call upon
the undermentioned  Selectors , as per Schedule, to
show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at Mary-
borough, on FRIDAY, 16th October, 1885, why
their respective  Selections  should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment of the conditions of
occupation:-
District. Name.ame. Locality.
o
1140 Maryborough Hen ri g Eisentrager Gungaloon
1275 Ditto-...  Robert Whannel ... Woocoo
1278 Ditto ...  William Quinn Doongal
128) Ditto ..  George Thomas Lockyer ditto
1283 Ditto ...  Henry  Thornioe Smith Woocoo
1306 Ditto ... John Young ... ... Doongal
1328 Ditto ..  James Quinn... ditto
1334 Ditto ...  Francis Kelly St ri nger Woocoo
1310 Ditto ...  Abraham Boldery Doongai
1373 Ditto ...  Daniel Raddy ditto
1393 Ditto ...  David Bryce Hunter ditto
1397 Ditto ... Henry Alfred Andrew Glenbar
1399 Ditto ... John Moore . Doongal
1415 Ditto ... John August Wieland ditto1115 Ditto ... Albert George Andrew diva Home-
stead Area
1421 Ditto . Thomas Helenus Moffat Poona
1458 Ditto ...  Frank Hanley ... Broomfield
1459 Ditto ...  Edward Woolmer ... Warrah
1473 Ditto ...  Fronz Kopp .. . Ferguson
1510 Ditto ...  John William Stibbs Doongal
1514 Ditto ...  Edward Clifford ... ditto
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Public I ands Office,
Ipswich ,  18th September, 1885.
To WILLIAM  CRAWFORD , Dugandan.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
the 6th November  next, at Ten
No. 4245. o 'clock in the  forenoon, and
Wm. Crawford. show cause cause  why your Selec.Dugandan. tion No.  4245 , Ipswich District,Portion 40.
610 acres. should not be declared forfeited
Homestead Areas Act for the  non-fulfilment of theof 1875.
condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Pub lic Lands Office,
Mackay ,  8th September, 1885.
Notice to GEORGE STANLEY BOSANQUET, Of
Mackay.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be Bolden at Mackay ,  on THURS-
Act 40 Vic. 15 sec. 52. DAY,  the 8th day of October
No. 1146. next, at 2  o'clock p.m., to show
Mackay.  cause why your Selection should
George Stanley Bosanquet.not be declared forfeited for the
640 acres.
Kelvin Grove.  non-fulfilment of the condition
of occupation.
THOS .  MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  17th September, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK MCKEOWN, holder  of Selection
No. 3925, T.R., parish  of Ramsay.
NDER Section 52 of  "The Crown Lands
U Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October,  1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection,
No. 3925, Toowoomba  Register , should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 17th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM McKEOWN, holder of Selection
No. 3738, T.R., parish of  Ramsay.
LTNDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
fen o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection,
No. 3738, Toowoomba Register, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
Notice to FRANCIS WINTER HELD and  CARL LEDERF,
Executors of Augustus  Bauer , Selection 901,
parish of Dunmora.
I T having been reported  to me  that you have
failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above selection, I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court to be
holden at Maryborough, on FRIDAY, 16th
October, 1885, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS ANDREW BENNETT,  holder of
Selection No. 1940 ,  W.R., parish of Allora.
UNDER  Section 52 of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876 ."  I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora ,  on the 28th day  of'  October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection, No.
1940, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  14th September, 1885.
Notice to MARK LovEDAY,  holder of Selections Nos.
3246, T .R., 3316, T.R., parish of North Branch.
U NDER Section  52 of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to  show cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selections.
Nos. 3246 and 3316, Toowoomba Register, should
not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM DUNLOP, holder of  Selection
No. 2105, W.R., parish of Allora.
NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown LandsU Alienation Act of 1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2105, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK KELLY, holder of Selection No
2065, W.R., parish of Goomburra.
U NDER Section 62 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2065, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissoner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS KENNEDY,  holder of Selection
No. 2126, W.R., parish of Allora.
U
NDER Section 52 of  "  Tice Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
A llora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection, No.
2126,  Warwick Register ,  should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane , 26th August, 1885.
Notice to S. W. GRAY, holder of Selections Nos.
973, 1115, 1212, Beenleigh.
` IR,-It having been reported to me that you
1J have failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion,  in accordance  with section 52 of the Act of
1876 ,  on the above selections ,  I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court to be
holden  at Beenleigh , on the 14th day of October
next , why the  same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and vacated
selections.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Blackall, 1st September, 1885.
Notice to JOHN KAVANAGH, Selector. Blackall.
YOU are hereby called upon, under section 52
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," to attend the Land Court, to be holden at
Blackall on  TUESDAY, the 3rd day of October
next , at Ten o'clock a.m., there to show cause why
your Selection, No. 56, Blackall District, shall not
be forfeited for non-fulfilment of the conditions of
residence.
ROWLAND  MORRISBY,
Land Commissioner.
In the Matter of the division of the Emu Creek
Run, in the Settled District of Moreton, and of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884."
I T is  hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor in Council
having remitted the above matter to the Land
Board for reconsideration ,  a Court will be held at
the Lands Office ,  Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the
Thirteenth day of Octo ber,  1885 ,  at Ten o'clock
a.m., for that purpose ,  in terms of the 20th section
of the abovementioned Act, at which persons
interested or their agents, together with such wit-
nesses as they may bring ,  may appear and be heard
touching the division of the said Emu Creek Run.
By order of  the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON,
For the Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other 'business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
29th day of September instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
MAP OF GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
O
N Sale at this Office, and at the Warden's
Office, Gympie, New Map of Gympie Gold
Field, showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts,
Sections of Claims, &c. Price, 2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th June, 1885.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AN Examination of Ca didates  shall be heldonce a year at the Office of the Chief
Engineer  for Railways ,  S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works,
Rule. for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination  shall be held at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane ,  once a year, viz., in
the month of August,  and due notice  thereof shall
be given in the  Government  Gazette  and  leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of  Examiners  shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the  Staff and
the Inspecting Surveyer ;  the names  of the railway
surveyors shall  be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates  for examination  shall give  not less
than three months' notice  in writing  of their inten-
tion , accompanied by testimonials  and certificates
of field service  and a  fee of 210; such  fees, in the
case of all candidates  admitted  to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees  of candidates  not admitted to
examination  shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified  for examina-
tion who does not hold a  license  as surveyor for
this  or one of  the neighbouring  colonies ,  or has not
had three years' field experience  on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully  pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first  or second class licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified  in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette,  and they shall have  preferable claims
for employment  in the Railway Department of
this colony when suitable  openings  may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The  examination  shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other  members  of the Board the  subjects  in which
they  shall  examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall he  examined  in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far  as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway  curs es.r.
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Cf.) Practical examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to deteranination
of latitude and true meridian.8. The Board ofExaminers shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chief Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving more than 80 per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,RAVENSWOOD.
f 1 ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the. Post Office, Ravenswood, until Four
oclock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Addi-
tions to Post and Telegraph Office at Ravens-
wood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Post and
Telegraph Office, Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Ravenswood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
££15. (See  clause 1 in  the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due  performance  of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that  event to execute  and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond  to Her Majesty  for securing  such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCKUP, GYMPIE.
J"ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Kitchen
and Washhouse to Lockup at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Lockup,
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
,See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Sr ci ficatiQn )
Tenders must be on a proper p inted form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be  a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days fro m the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, ETC., TO PRIVATE BOXES,
GENERAL POST OFFICE, BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th Octo-
ber, from persons willing to contract for Additions
and Alterations to Private Boxes at the General
Post Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, 41c., Gene,•ul
Post Ofce, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£11). (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must toe on a proper printed form, and
stats' the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
,Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STORE, ETC., WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,
WINTON.
`ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Winton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Store
and Office for the Water Supply Department at
Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Store, 4'c., Winton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Winton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender, as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, aBond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGITON,
Under  Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, INGLEWOOD.FRESH Tenders willbe received at his Office
until  Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
of October, from persons willing to contract for
-erection of Police Station, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Ingle-
wood."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained , at this
Office ; at t'e Court House, Warwick ; and at the
Police Station, Inglewood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
bap bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is £ 10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper  printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing to  deposit the sum
of 10  per cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being  accepted ,  and under-
taking in  that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within
fourteen  days  from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to  Her Majesty  for securing
such  performance ;  otherwise  the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, ROCKHA MPTON.FF II RSH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th October,
from persons willing to contract for erection (f
a Morgue at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Morgue, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form ui Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work,  an] at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'render being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing such performance  ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 17th  September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SUB-MARINE MINING STORE , LYTTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 2nd
October ,  from persons willing to contract for
erection of Sub -Marine Mining Store at Lytton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Sub-Marine Mining
Store,  Lyltoa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £8.
(Se  Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  e very Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, WARWICK.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o' clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 16th
October , fr om persons willing to contract for
erection  of New Court  House  at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Court House,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  at the  Court  House,  Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender ,  is £60.  (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, GEORGETOWN.
rMENDERS will be received at this Office and
1. at the Court House, Georgetown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection  of Powder
Magazine  at Georgetown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Powder Magazine,
Georgetown."
Plan, Specification, and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Georgetown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must ne on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on.  amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
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performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance;
otherwise  t)Ie Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd September, lbb5.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
'NE W IMMIGRATION DEPOT, ROCKHAMPTON.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October,
f:oni persons willing to contract for erection of
New Immigration Depot at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Depot, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the 't'ender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane,-27th August, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, COOLGARRA.
TENDERS  will he received  at this Office, and
i at the Court House, H erberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Coolgarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Cool-
garra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
The amount  of preliuninar3  deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tende*ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day,
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Tinder Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane Valley Branch-Second Section.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
O 1'HE R S.
GATEKEEPERS' COTTAGES ON THE SECOND
SECTION, BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
I`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
1  Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Gatekeepers' Cottages on the Second
Section, Brisbane Valley Branch.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Gatekeepers'
Cottages on the Second Section, Brisbane Valley
Branch."
Plan, Speci ication, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a, memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
a -,cepted .
A. O. HERBERT,
Under secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS- SHED  AT YENGARIE.
T
ESDERS will be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9tti
October, from.  persons willing  to contract for the
erection of Goods-shed at Yengarie.
Tenders  to  be endorsed  " Tender for Goods-
shed at I'engarie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
Maryborough.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed forms.
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of
every 'l'ender there  must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering  agreeing to
deposit the  sum of  10 per  cent .  on amount
of Tender  as security  for the due  performance of
the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accep ted, and undertaking  in that event to execute
and deliver at time Office of the Crown  Solicitor,
in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from  the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 16th September, 1885.
SOUTHERN ANE3 WESTERN RAILWAY.
Sandgate Railway.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DOUBLE LINE BRIDGE OVER BREAKFAST
CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of Double Line Bridge over Breakfast
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Double Line Bridge
over Breakfast Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her M aestyyfor  securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN  DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 233# MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe Northern Railway Extension from 200
miles to  233 miles  20 chains-in length 33 miles
2u chains- in accordance  with Plans, Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions, and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also,  at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after SATURDAY, the 17th
October next, where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway from 200 Miles to Hughenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways, at Brisbane, not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Rai]way Department,
Brisbane , 7th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofExtension of the Fassifern Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 72;} links, inclusive of Deviations-in accor-
dance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the  Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after  MONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where also forms  of Tender and other information
van be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Work".
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, CENTRAL
RAILWAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, 1885, for the construction of the
following Carriages for the Central Railway,
Viz.:-
3 Second Class Carriages, 32 feet long.
3 Composite Carriages, 37 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (4) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the S ecification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton,  on and after  the 28th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.NOTE.- enderers must clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract relating to  lines for non -completion to time will  be strictly
enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, CENTRAL RAIL-
WAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October, 1885, for the construction of thirty-five
(35) Bogie Ballast Wagons for the Central Rail-
way.
A deposit of two and a-half (2) per cent., on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification )
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can  be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at,the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ara .- Tenderers must clearly understand that the ConditionsNI
of Contract relating to  lines  for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
DeparWnent of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, BOGGY CREEK.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd of
October,  from persons  willing to contract for Im-
provements , Repairs, &c., at the State School,
Boggy Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improi e-
ments , Repairs, 4'c., State School, Boggy Creek."
Plan, Specification,  and form of  Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be  sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, HAPPY
VALLEY (KEDRON BROOK).TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a State School and Residence at Happy
Valley, Kedron Brook.
Tenders to be endorsed 11 Tender for State School
and Residence, Happy Valley, Sedron Brook."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October, from persons willing to contract for the
several works required in the erection of a State
School for Boys at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Brickwork,
Carpenter or Joiner's Work, and Plumber's Work,
as the case may be."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND O rkIERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
ROSEVALE.
VENDERS will be received at this Office, andTat the Court House, Ip wich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th of October,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Fencing and Gates at the State School, Rosevale.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Rosevale."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the Court House. Ipswich, and at the State
School, .t{osevale.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 10th  September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, MURPHY' S CREEK.
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court  Houses, Toowoomba and Ipswich,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the  2:d1nd of
October,  from persons wi ll ing to  contract for the
erection  of Additions to the  Teacher 's Residence,
State School, Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Murphy's
Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, REPAIRS, ETC., STATE
SCHOOL, EMU CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Toowoomba and War-
wick, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
2nd of October, from persons willing to contract
for Improvements and Repairs at the State School,
Emu Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments , Repairs, State School, Emu Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
10th October, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville, a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may be seen at the Har-
bours and Rivers Offices, Sydney, Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Treasury, Brisbane,
11th September, 1885.
Under  Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
NEW JETTY, CLEVELAND.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
10th October, for the construction of a Jetty from
the west side of the Point, Cleveland, extending
into Raby Bay.
Plans and Specifications may be seen, and further
information obtained, at the Harbours and Rivers
Office, Edward street, Brisbane.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
I Treasury, Brisbane,
11th September, 1885.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THENCE INTO
BLACKALL.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at the Office
of the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the seven-
teenth (17th) day of October next, from persons
desirous  of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned telegraph work, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specification ap-
pended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for timber work (clearing
not required).
2. Price, each, for extra pole, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.4. Price, per mile, for affixing sulators and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NEw LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to  intersec-
tion with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line
-a distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
BlackalI-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixty (60) miles, more or less.
T1e wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane within one month after the
acceptance of the tender. The quantities issued
will be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of
the contractor, who will be held responsible for
applying for sufficient ,  and any surplus material
after the completion of the contract must be de-
livered by the contractor, free of charge, at the
nearest Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole ccntract to be completed and handed
over  to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will he paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed  to the  satisfac.
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph  A ct "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys duo to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far  as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with  all plant, materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground ,  and  all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to he
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of  a sum equal  to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable  for the due
performance  of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they  will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course  of the  line to be marked  out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top ,  and twenty -five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and we ll  coated with the best coal tar  ;  the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch fro m its extremity,
with good hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) inch
wide .  The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground ,  placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulator .pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supp li ed,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one  (1) inch from the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles sha ll  not exceed
two (2)  feet .  Joints or splices to be made as
directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supp lied.
Poles to be trimmed ,  brackets firmly screwed on
with three  (3) screws each ,  and wire on existing
line to be regulated where necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, to be of the best qualit ,
and, together with the workmanship , are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
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QUEENSLAND.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES, 1886-7-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1885.
SEPARATE Tenders are invited and will be
t" received until noon of ,VOINDAY, the 5th day
of October, 1885, for the conveyance of Post Office
mails, from the first day of January, 1886, as here-
inafter mentioned.
All Tenders must be written on an approved
form, printed copies of which may be had gratui-
tously, on application at any Post Office in the
colony ; and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-
paid), addressed to the Postmaster-General, with
the words  " Tender fur the Conveyance of Mails,"
together with the number of the service, endorsed
on the cover, or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe, by their
numbers as below, the mail services for which they
tender ; and every Tender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each
service ,  as well as for the periods mentioned-
namely, one, two, or three years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract ,  and must be accom-
p&nie.l by a certificate of competency and character
in the  case  of tenderers who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering, or their  agents, are  required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane, on the 12th October next, and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster -General a sum
equal to ten per cent. of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted ,  as a guarantee,
until their bonds and contracts shall be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to
the satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
In the routes specified ,  only the  principal  places
of call  are, as a rule ,  named.
No claims for ferry or other dues will be consi-
dered b the Department.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the G eneral
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
entrusted to their care irrespective of the number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
N.B.-The attention of the public is directed to
the following extract from clause 13 of the General
Conditions attached to each contract, which will be
enforced whenever necessary ,  especially in the case
of mail routes traversed by coaches :-
" The contractor, or the person or persons
" employed in the conveyance  of mails,
" shall not be required to deviate or
"depart from the direct line of road for
"the purpose of receiving or delivering
" any private letters, bags, or news-papers."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(Services from and to, and to and from.)
2. Brisbane ,  Tingalpa , Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, daily, except Sunday, and Cleveland and
.Redland  Bay by horse,  twice  it week, for one, two,
or three years,
7. Brisbane and Gympie ,  by buggy ,  from Bris-
bane to Mooloolah ,  thence by horse to Gympie,
twice a week ,  and once a week extra to Caboolture,
for one, two ,  or three years.
8. Tallebudgera and Murwillumbah, by horse,
thrice a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
9. Village of Logan and Maclean ,  by horse,
twice a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the  Wharf, by
dray, to and from every vessel carrying mails, for
one, two, or three years.
15. Cooktown and Bloomfield River ,  via  River-
view ,  Helenvale, and South Lt a, by horse ,  once t
week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
18. Ipswich Post Office and the Railway Station,
by spring -cart ,  to meet every train, and to clear
letter boxes of guards '  vans, for one, two, or three
years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo  (Clegg 's), by horse, once
a week ,  for one, two or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station, by spring -cart, to meet every train, for
one, two ,  or three years.
26. Crow's Nest, Emu Creek ,  and Nukinenda,
to return by Eskdale, by horse ,  once a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton, by horse, twice a
day, except Sundry, for one, two, or three years.
3I. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to meet every train ,  for one, two, or
three years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah ,  via  Jimbour ,  Burran-
dowan ,  Boondooma ,  and Cooranga ,  by horse, once
a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
38. Howard Post Office and the Railway Station,
by horse or buggy ,  to meet every train ,  for one,
two, or three years.
40. St. George and Mungindi ,  via  Baagnall,
Nindigully ,  and  Dareel, by coach ,  twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
44. Rockhampton and Yaamba ,  via  Green Lake,
Canal Creek ,  The Oaks, and Canoona Diggings, by
horse, once a week ,  for one, two, or three years.
47. Elliott and Gladstone,  via  Gin Gin, Wa ll a,
Waroo ,  Gaeta ,  Rodd 's Bay ,  and Boyne  -River, by
horse, twice a week ,  but once a week only with
Gaeta ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
49. St George and Curriw il linghi,  via  Boombah,
Doondi, Curriwildi ,  Nee Nee ,  Boorimberra, and
Euraba, by buggy ,  once a week ,  for one, two, or
three years.
59. Maryborough Post Office and the wharf, by
dray ,  to meet steamers and vessels carrying mails,
for one, two ,  or three years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and Railway Station
and the Post Office and the Wharf ,  by spring van,
to meet every train ,  and every vessel conveying
mails, and clear pillar boxes ,  also to carry Post
Office stores, furniture , &c., as required ,  for one,
two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont ,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek ,  Croydon, Lake Station ,  Connor's
Gap, Rookwood ,  Bombandy ,  Leichhardt Downs,
Cotherst' ne ,  and Huntly Downs, by horse, once a
week ,  for one, two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton ,  via  Calliope
Post Office ,  MountLarcombe ,  Raglan ,  and Atherton,
by horse, once a week for one, two, or three years.
69A. Gladstone and Rockhampton ,  via  Calliope
Post Office,  Mount Larcombe ,  Raglan ,  and Atherton,
by coach, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn ,  via  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra Receiving Office,
and Darkey Flat Receiving Office, by coach, once
a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
78. Umbiram ,  and Boondandilla ,  via  St. Ronan's
St. Helen's, Beauaraba ,  Yandi ll a,  Lemon Tree,
Pine Creek ,  Western Creek ,  Dunmore, Warr Warr,
and Junction ,  by horse, once a week, for one or
two years.
79. Mitchell Downs and Westgrove ,  via  War-
roonga, Kilmorey ,  Toolumbi lla,  Womblebank, and
Merivale ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one, two, or
three years.
80. Bowen and Mackay ,  via  Newstead ,  Glencoe,
Ben Lomond ,  Gordon 's Glen ,  Crystal Brook,
Crystal Brook Plantation  (Glen Isla ),  Happy
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Valley, Bromby Park, Bloomsbury, St. Helen's.
Jolimount, Hampden, and Cook's Station, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,  via  Palm-tree
('reek, Gwambegwyne, Ghinghinda,Coorada, Zamia,
and Fairfield (subject to re-arrangement), by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit, via Ten-mile Creek,
Boyne Reef, Mann's, Riverston, Barmundoo, Mil-
ton Station, Norton and Cania, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
91. New Hidden Valley (Mount Wyatt), and
Doongmabulla,  via  Conway's, Yac imunda, The
Bridge,  Bowman's,  Mount Douglas, and Bulli
Creek, by horse, once a week, for one, two, cr three
years.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple,  via  Thornton's
Gap, Star River, and Dotswo"d, by horse, once a
week, for one or two years.
97. Pentland and Georgetown,  via  Lolworth. Car
goon, Wandoo Vale, Craigie, Paudanus Creek,
Lyndhurst, t'arpentaria Dowi s, and Charleston,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
97A. Dalrymple and Wandoo Vale,  via  Hill-
grove, Bluff !)owns, and Maryvale, by horse, once
:i week, for one, two, or three years.
99. Charters Towers and Hughenden, via Dal-
rymple, South ick, Nulla Nulla Hotel, Cargoon,
Reedy Springs, Mount h;inu Plains, Mount
Sturgeon, and Wongalee, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
99n. Charters To ers and Cargoon,  via  Dal-
rymple, Southwick, and Nulla Nulla Hotel, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
99c. Cargoon and Hu htnden, via Reedy Springs,
Mount Emu Plains, Mount Sturgeon and Wongalee,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
99A. Hughenden and Richmond Downs,  via
Telemon, Marathon, and Mose le Downs, by horse.
once  a week , for one, two, or three years.
101. Dungeness and Tngham, by boat to Gair-
lock, and by horse from Carr's, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years
102. Cardwell and Junction Creek Telegraph
Station,  via  Herbert Vale, Lake Lucy, Glen Dhu
Police Barracks, Valley of Lagoons, and Rosella
Plains, by horse, fortn ghtly, for one, two, or three
years.
103. Gladstone  and Banana ,  via  Calliope Dig-
gin s , East Stowe, Letter-box near Galloway
Plains, Catfish, Upper Calliope Station, Mount
Alma, Iona, Dungaree, Callide, Kroombit, Prairie,
Kooingel, and Barfield, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
104x. Gayndah and Mount Perry,  via  Wetheron,
by coach,  once a  week, for one, two, or three years.
IN.. Duaringa and Springsure,  via  Pearl Creek,
Waroona,  Barangah , Bauhinia Downs, Rolleston,
Albinia Downs, Meteor Downs, Orion Downs,
Wealwandangie, Spring Creek, ardbeign, and
Rainsworth, by horse, once a week, for one, two,
or three years.
111A. Bundall and Southport, by horse, thrice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
116. Tiaro and Teebar,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom-
gan, returning  via  Teebar Mine, Clifton, and
Ellerslie, by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
119. rundabere and Gladstone,  via  Kolan Saw-
mills,  Kolan, uttabella, Baffle Creek, Taunton,
Erimbula , Eodd's Bay, and Boyne River, by horse,
once a week , for one, two, or three years.
125. Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Office,
ria  Mount Sibley, by horse, daily, except Sunday,
for one, two, or three  years.
130. Mount Perry Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion , by spring-cart, to and from every train, for
one, two, or three years.
133. Listowel Downs and Thorgomindah,  via
Adavale, Tintinchilla, Commongin, Ardoch, and
Norley, by horse. or coach when required, once a
week , for one, two, or three years.
136. Kilkivan Junction and Dickabram(Kilkivan
Railway Line), by horse, once a day accept Sunday,
and to conduct Post Office at the latter place, for
one, two, or three years.
143. Stanthorpe and Texas,  via  Pikedale, Pike's
Creek, and Glenlyon, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
119. Gatton and Whitestone,  via  Tent Hill, Ma
Ma Creek, and Upper Tent Hill, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
150. Springsure and Tambo, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.
151. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via  Jim-
hoomba and Veresdale, by coach, thrice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
151A. Village of Logan and Beaudesert,  via
Jimboomba and Veresdale, by coach,  six times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
154. Cooktown and Normanby Reefs, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
155. Townsville Post Office, Wharf, and Rail-
way Station, to all  steamers ,  vessels , and every
train carrying mails, by spring cart, for one, two,
or three ; ears.
157. Umbiram and Southbrook, by horse, twice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
158. Bald Hills and Albany Creek, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
161. Ipswich and Undullah,  via  Riley, Bun-
damba Lagoon, England's Gap, and Rice' s Selec-
tion, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
162. Warwick and Elbow Valley, via Lord John's
Swamp and Lucky Valley, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
163. Copperfield and Avon Downs,  via  Clermont,
Native Bee, Gregory's Creek, Lanark Downs, and
Elgin Downs, by horse,  once  a week, for one, two,
or three years.
164A Isisford and Windorah,  via  Tallundilly,
Louisa Downs , Sedan , and Welford Downs, by
horse,  once  a week, for one, two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer's (Fern
Hill),  via  Coomera, by horse, three  times a week,
for one, two, or three years.
170 Thornborough and Union Camp,  via  Wat-
sonville and Stewart Town, by horse,  once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
171. Alaryborough and Pialba, by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Tarampa,  via  Tallegalla and
Minden, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
175. Gowrie Junction  and Gomoran ,  via  Merin-
gandan and  Glencoe, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
176x. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton, by steamer, three times a
week, for one, two, or three years.
178. Crow's Nest and Plainby, by horse , twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
180. Yatala and Pimpama Island, by horse, once
a week, for one, two, or three years.
185. Kyabra and Eulbertie,  via  Keeroongooloo,
Wombanderry, and Wombanderry South, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
186. Mitchell Downs and Bollon,  via  Womallilla,
Copley's, Holland's, Lusvale, Aberglassie, Toomoo,
Tongy, Grassmere, and Bindebango, by horse, once
a week , for one, two, or three years.
190. Rockhampton  and Balnagowan,  via  Meadow
Flats, by horse,  once a week , for one, two, or three
years.
196. Bundaberg and North Bundaberg, by horse
or on foot, daily, except Sunday  ; and to  conduct
the post office at the latter  place , for one, two, or
three years.
197. Bollon  and Barringun ,  via  Fernlees, Bun-
daleer, 1\ oorama, and Thuriilgunnia, by coach,
once a week , for one, two, or three years.
200. Charleville and Minnie Downs,  via  Millie,
Burrundilla, Kamanmulga, Barkathulla, Mount
Morris, and Langlo Downs, by horse,  once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
210. Georgetown and Thornborough,  via  Junc-
tion Creek, Tate Telegraph Station, and Tate River
Tin Mines, by horse, once a fortnight, for one, two,
or three years.
213. Clifton and Pilton, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
214. Jondaryan and East Prairie, by horse, Twice
a week ; and to  act as  receiving-officer at East
Prairie, for one, two, or three years.
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21.5. Boulia and Headingly,  via  Herbert Downs,
Glenormiston, and .Roxborough Downs, by horse,
once a fortnight, for one, two, or three years.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture, by horse,
twice a week and to act as Postmaster at Upper
Caboolture, for one, two, or three years.
221. Maryborough and 'feddington,  via  Tinana,
Jindah Road, to Polynesian Hospital, Woongool,
and Nerada, by horse, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
222. Oakey C reek and Boah Waterhole, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
223. Greenmount and Kincora,  via  Mount Kent,
North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
225. Thorgomindah and Mount Howitt,  via
Conbar, Nundramundoo, Moorinish, Jackson's
Creek, Lara, and Durham Downs, by horse,
fortnightly,  for one, two , or three years.
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton,  via  Mount
Hogan, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Bridgewater,
Limestone, Chatsworth, Xoranside, Buckingham
Downs,  and Police Camp, by horse, or by coach or
buggy, alternating once a week and once a fort-
night, for one, two, or three years.
234. Hoganthulla Downs and Caldcrvale,  via
Chesterton, Bogarella, and Babiloora, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
241. Dalveen and Mountside,  via  North Mary-
land Road Schoolhouse, by horse, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion ,  by buggy ,  to and from trains, for one, two,
or three years.
243. Adavale and Kyabra.  via  Gooya, Bulgroo,
and Thylungra, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
245. Gladstone and Keppel Bay, to meet steamers
carrying  mails, calling  at The Narrows (Monte
Christo), by steam-launch, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.250. Cairns and Goldsborough (Mulgrave Valley),
via  Cambanora (Freshwater Creek) and Peck's, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
2.51. Roma Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to and from every train, for one, two, or
three years.
253.  Stonehenge and Vergemont,  via  War.
breccan, Connemara, Dunham Towers, Tally-ho,
and Rosebrook, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
256. Diamantina Lakes and ,qonkira,  via  Daven-
port Downs, by horse, once a fortni ht, for one,
two, or three years.
257. Cairns and Herberton,  via  Alley's, by
horse, once a week, mails to be conveyed in one
day each way, for one, two, or three years.
258. Toowoomba Post Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or three
years.
259. Leyburn and Yandilla,  via  Tummaville Head
Station, Tummaville School, Wright's, Pillar's,
Baillie 's, Clay Waterhole, and Back Creek (Yan-
di la Homestead Area), by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
261. Bingera and South  B olan ,  by horse or on
foot, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
263. Stanthorpe Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to meet every train, for one, two, or three
years.
265.  Rockhampton and Lake's Creek,  via  North
Rockhampton Post Office, by coach, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway St ition,
North  Bundaberg ,  to meet  every train ,  and calling
at Post Office there  ; also  Bundaberg Post Office
and Wharf, to meet every vessel carrying mails,
by spring- cart , for one, two, or three years.
270. Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.212. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
272A.  Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Downs,
Breadalbane, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath,
and Salmonville, by horse, fortnightly, for one,
two, or three years
278. Maryb trough Post Office and Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
279. Morney Downs and Birdsville,  via  Daroo,
Mount Leonard, Cappa and The Bluff, by horse,
fortnightly, and  to act as  Receiving Officer at
Morney Downs. for one, two, or three years.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by boat,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
287A. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by
steamer, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
288. Headingly and Camooweal (Lake Francis),
via  Lake Nash, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two,
or three years.
289. Cooktown and Mclvor,  via  Marton, Rose-
bank, Bustard Park, and Pryde's Creek, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
293. Veresdale and Sloper's, via Bromelton
Bridge, Bromelton, and Moloney's, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
2t.6. Cloncurry and Kynuna,  ria  Rockliffe,
Strathfield, Beaudesert, Constance Downs, and
Belkate, by  horse , fortnightly, for one, two, or
three years.
299. Bundaberg and Bucca,  via  Smith's Crossing,
Kolan River, by horse, twice  a week , for one, two,
or three years.
300. Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Watsonville,
Irvinebank, Neweliton, and Mowbray, by horse,
once a week, and once a week extra to Watsonville
and Irvinebank, for one, two, or three years.
301. South Toolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty  and non-cont act mail
steamers, by boat, for one, two, or three years.
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse, thrice a week, for one, two, or three years.
308. Gladstone Post Offi& a and the Wharf, by
horse and spring -cart ,  to steamers and  vessels
carrying mails, for one, two, or three years.
312. Rolleston and Purbrook,  via  Consuelo and
Warrinilla, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
315. Cabarlah (Terminus  of Highfields Railway)
and Crow's Nest,  via  Geham, by coach, thrice a
week, for one year.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare-
won, by horse , daily  (except Sunday ),  for one two,
or three years.
321. Capella and Capella,  via  Retro, Peak
Downs, and Malvern, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan, via
Three-Mile Dig-,ings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by horse, three times a week. for one, two,
or three years.
323A.  Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by coach, three times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
326. Mount Eagle  and Albro,  via  The Cell,
Epping Forest, and Laglan, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week, and to act as receiving officer at Craiglie,
for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra, by horse, once a
week,  and to act as receiving officer at Goomburra,
foi one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergemont,  via  Bladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Fermoy, and Lismore, by
horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham Downs),
via  Bendemere, Muggleton, Clifford, and Roughlie,
by horse,  once a week ,  for one, two, or  three years.
343. Surat and Noorindoo,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklands, Sydenham, Wehl' s and  Dehnertvale, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
345. Cairns and Edithvale, by steamer,  once a
week ,  subject io three months '  notice.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf, by horse and
cart, to all vessels carrying  mails,  for one, two, or
three years.
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350. Muttaburra and Forest Grove Township,
via  Ambo, Scarrbury, Camoola, Strath Darr, and
Maneroo (during floods Scarrbury to be omitted),
by horse, once a week, for one, two or three years.
352. Nanango and Gympie, via Manumbar and
Glastonbury Creek, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
353. Coaktown Post Office and Wharves or
Anchorage, by dray, and boat if. necessary, to all
vessels carrying mails, for one, two, or three years.
354. Cressbrook and Kilcoy,  via  Moorabool
Gregor's Creek, Mara Creek, and Balfour Lagoons,
by horse, once a week, for one. two. or three years
355. Hawk wood and Jinghi Jinghi,  via  C'adarga,
Durah, and Byrne's Station, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.3%. Bowen Downs and Uanda, via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse,  once a  week, for
one, two, or three years.
356A. Bowen Downs and Uanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra, and Aberfoyle, by horse, once a fortnight,
for one, two, or three years.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUG HENJ•EN.
TENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  nntil Noon  on MONDAY,  the thirtieth (30th)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
eon tr,icting for the supply of al I material , except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles, an I for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms ,  general
inditions ,  and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile ,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each ,  for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden  -  a distance of one
hundred and fifty  (150) miles ,  more or less.
The wire ,  insulators ,  and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor ,  who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor ,  free of charge ,  at the nearest
Telegraph Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine  (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75)  per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final  p ay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such  report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beer completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "  The Electric Telegraph  Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property  caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the  con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government , it shall be  in the power of the Govern.
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all plant ,  materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated ,  in the event  of the  Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver ,  at the  Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within  ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government  does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (2 )) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle-track  of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be  removed.
A ll  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked,  all  fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart ,  to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth .  At angles or other places
where required ,  struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river  or road crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to  be supplied  and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so s retched  that the  deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied  to the  insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be  of the  best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC  TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-
TIONS  AND REPAIRS  TO LINES ON
CURTIS 1LAND.
TENDERS will  be received at the Office of
1 the . uperintendent of Electric Telegraphs,Brisbane, until Noon  on MONDAY,  the nine-
teenth  (19th) day of October next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except iron poles, wire, insulators,
brackets ,  and screws ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned telegraph work,
aceording to the terms ,  general conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :--
DEVIATION.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, p;r mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each ,  for wooden poles ,  where neces-
sary.
PRESENT LINES.
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing existing wires, etc., in
accordance with clauses 10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each ,  for new poles ,  where required.
New Branch  (deviation ) to Cape  Capricorn, from
a  point  on existing line-a distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
Present lines - Narrows to Sea Hill,  via'  Pilot
Station  (K oppel Bay )- length, thirty  (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles ,  wire, insulators ,  brackets, and
screws to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor ,  who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient ,  and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three  (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Condition.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy- five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
fu ll  power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemnin
any of the work or materials in respect of whic
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac.
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages ,  prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in ally way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa.
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it bhall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line and
other works ,  also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if such claims are not defrayed ,  the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a nntice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of  a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the new line to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track of not  less  than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the  clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles required must be heavy
straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed), with the bark removed ,  not less
than nine (9) inches in diameter at five  (5) feet
from the butt, and five  (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6)  feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop-iron of not less than one (1)  inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places, where required, struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
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the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired, bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Poles to be replaced, re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood, where necessary. Iron insu-
lators must lie replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles, where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be ust d on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, loth September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-NEW LINES
WITHIN RAILWAY FE NOES-BRISBANE
TO HELIDON, AND TOOWOOMBA TO
DALBY (JUNCTION)-ADDITIONAL WIRES
-HELIDON TO TOOWOOMBA (ALONG
RAILWAY LINE).TENDERS will be 'received at the Office ofthe Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on FRIDAY, the sixteenth
(16th) day of October  next, from persons desirous
of contracting  for the supply  of all material except
«ite, insulators , brackets,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary  for the  abovementioned
work ,  according  to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification  appended hereto.
renders must state  separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work on new lines.
2. Price, per mile, for clearing existing line,
Helidon to Toowoomba (along Railway).
3. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
4. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching  two wires.
Brisbane  to Helidon-two wires  (within railway
fences)-a distance of seventy-one (71)  miles, more
or less.
Toowoomba to Darby (Junction)-within rail-
way fences-two wires,  a distance  of fifty-four
(54) miles, more  or less.
Helidon to Toowoomba (along railway line)-
two additional wires on present poles-a distance
of thirty (30) miles, more or less.
The wire (No. 6, BWG), insulators, brackets,
and screws to be supplied by the Government, and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane within
three (3) months after the acceptance of the
Tender. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as  directed.
The whole contract to be completed and banded
over to the Government within six (6) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make  use of the  lines for the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
lines  not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials, on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any  such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the lines, also
for damage  so caused to roads, or railway works ;
and if such  claims  are not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys dae to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as tar as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to  enforce  the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may  be due to the contractor,
together  with all  plant, materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money ,  whether  named in  the Bond to  be entered
into by  the contractor or otherwise, as  penalties  for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the  amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained damages for  breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must  accompany each Tender , also a memo-
randum  signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance  of the contract
within the  time stipulated , in the event of the
Tender being  accepted  ;  and undertaking in that
event that they  will severally execute  and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the  lines  to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on  one side  of the lines to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which, in the judgment of the inspecting officer,
might endanger the lines, to be removed. Every
care  is to be taken not to damage the railway
works.
Poles to be straight saplings of the best descrip-
tion of hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed,  not less
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than  thirty-one a d a-half (31-1) inches incircuut-
ferenee at five (5) feet from the butt, and nineteen
(19) inches in circumference at the top, and twenty-
six (26) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred one (1) foot above and one (1)
foot below the surface of the ground, the charred
portion to be well coated with hot coal tar ; the top
to be firmly hooped at two (2) inches from the
extremity with  good  hoop-iron of not less than
one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be i ruly
bored  for the insulator  pin, and served with a thick
coating  of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk  five (5) feet in the  ground , placed in a per-
pendicular position,  and well rammed  with rubble
and earth.  At angles or  other places where required,
struts or  supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less  than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire  supplied.
Poles  to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender  forms,  and every information, may be
obtained on application  at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster -General.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general informationthat the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Police Station, Tiaro-FznG1rsoN AND HOLDEN-
£560.
Police Station, Pialba-J. KYLE-£550.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
It. F. O'CALLAG nAN having repudiated his
Tender for erection of Police Station at One-mile,
Gympie, is disqualified from successfully tendering
for any public works under this Department for
twelve months from this date.
WM. MILES.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is  hereby notified for general information,that the name of the stopping place at
163-Mile ,  Warwick Railway ,  has been altered
from  "  LYNDHURST  "  to " ROSEHILL."
F. CURNL )W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that a further extension of the Queensland
Northern Railway to Torren's Creek - a distance of
179 miles from Townsville - will be opened for
public traffic  on MONDAY,  5th October, 1885.
Time Table is shown on page 1094.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 23rd September, 1885.
• OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plau
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Burrum Railway from Howard to Bundaberg
South have been approved and confirmed ; and
that, in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th  section
of " An Act  to make provision  for the Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways and for
the Requl ation  ' f the  same ,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Extension of the Burrum Rail-
way from Howard to Bundaberg South.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg ;  and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
front this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the Said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Rail  \\vays.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that the practice
which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby pro-
hibited, and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st  August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
• RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Northern Railway, was published in full
In the  Government  Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885 .  Owners can obtain  the Articles  on applica-
tion to the Acting Traffic  Manager , Townsville, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to  defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment ,  Southern and Western  Railway, was
published in full in the  Government Gazette  of the
4th July, 1885. Owners can obtain the Articles on
application to the Traffic Manager,  Brisbane, and
paying costs. If not  released on  or before TUES
DAY , the 6th October,  1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Minister foPublic Works hereby notifiesthat the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:-
REGULATIONS.
1. Before taking a pupil, submit  his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish a return of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared to pass an examination by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Post and Telegraph Department, ' _
Brisbane , 21st September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of thc* Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the undermentioned Regulations
for the erection of Telephone Lines unconnected
with Exchanges.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
REGULATIONS FOR THE ERECTION OF TELEPHONE
LINES UNCONNECTED WITH E XCHANGES.
1. The sole right to erect and control telephone
lines over public roads is vested in the Govern-
ment, but permission will  be granted ,  in certain
cases, to private persons to erect or use telephone
lines through government  or public  lands, or over
roads, &c.
2. The Post and Telegraph Department may
either
(a) Erect the line and keep it in order,
charging the usual rental of £5 for the
first mile or any intermediate distance,
and a proportionate rate of 25s. for every
additional quarter of a mile or fraction
thereof ; or
Grant permission for its erection upon
payment of  an annual  royalty of 10s. per
mile for the first 5 miles, and 5s. per mile
or fraction of a mile exceeding 5, but
will undertake no responsibility in con-
nection with the maintenance or repair
of such line.
The Government reserves the right of deciding
which of these two courses will  be  approved.
S. When a  telephone wire can be run on the
poles of a telegraph line ,  the Post and Telegraph
Department  willl, if  approved ,  carry a wire thereon
at the rate before-mentioned ,  marked  (a), but the
Government reserves the r'ght to determine on
what telegraph  lines telephone wires may be
allowed.
4. Permission to have telephone lines can only
be granted to private persons conditionally upon
their being used solely for the business of the
the applicants  ;  any attempt to use such  li nes for
other than their own business ,  by the applicant s-,
will be met by a withdrawal of the permission
granted ,  and the forfeiture of any rent paid.
5. No telephone will be allowed in the operating
room of any telegraph station ,  and any arrange-
ment made with an officer of the Post and
Telegraph Department for attending to same
must be a private one; the telephone being located
in his private quarters or other place approved by
She Government.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  21st September, 1885.
T is hereby  notified for general information,
1 that the Post Office at Camooweal (late Rock-
lands )  has been made a Selling Office for Postal
Notes,  in accordance  with  the provisions of  " The
Post Card and Postal Note Act of  1880."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSO:\.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following definition of a supple-
ment to a newspaper ,  viz.:-
A publication consisting wholly or in great part
of news or reading matter such as that which
commonly appears in a newspaper, or of adver-
tisements printed on a sheet or sheets of paper,
unstitched ; or consisting wholly or in part of
engravings, prints, or lithographs illustrative of
articles published in the same or a previous issue
of the newspaper.
Such publication must in every case be published
with the newspaper, and have the title of the
newspaper printed at the top of every page or
sheet, and must bear also the date of publication,
which must be the same as that of the issue of the
newspaper with which it is published.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blacka ll , Bogantungan, Boulia ,  Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg ,  Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown,  Cunnamulla , Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Kingsborough, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Maytown, Mackay, Maryborough, Mill-
chester, Mount Perry, Morven, Murphy's Creek,
Muttaburra, Mitchell Downs, Miles, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Creek
(Gympie), Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas,
Queensport, Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma,
Rosewood, Shipping Office (Brisbane), South
Brisbane, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, South-
port, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, Yengarie, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to he undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of.
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenin s.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of. the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 24th September, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners is publishedfor general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extract from, New Zealand Gazette, 3rd September,
1885.]
No. 31 of  1885.
PORT OF NEW RIVER.
Marine Department,
Wellington,  N.Z.,  28th August, 1885.
THE New River Harbour Board notify that the
south ends of the training-walls are marked by
buoys instead of beacons, red on the starboard and
black on the port hand, going up the river from
the sea. The buoys are the ordinary beer hogs-
head, slung by the middle.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a competitive examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock a.m. on the 1st of
December next, in the following subjectsEnglish Language ndLiterature.
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry).
French or German.
English History.
Greek and Roman History.
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects to be taken, namely :-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all students
who will not have attained the age of nineteen
years on the 31st day of December next, or who
are State School scholars under five years' standing,
and who have resided in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have re0ded in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making application to be examined, submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting the date of his birth, and must state the
alternative subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to be examined in French, or
in German, and in which of the four subjects
under the head of " N atural Science" he elects to
be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 188F, and of the annual value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates, not ex-
ceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains in attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity as a matriculated student.
Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment is made, a certificate from the Regis-
trar, or other responsible officer of the university
attended by the exhibitioner, must be produced,
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each
subsequent payment is made a certificate must be
presented to the effect that the applicant remains in
attendance on lectures at that university
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction, not later than the
20th day of October next, their names, with 1J .r-
ticulars showing that  they  are eligible under the
conditions-above- stated; accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar School,
or from a Magistrate, that they have resided in the
colony for the two years immediately preceding the
examination, or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£5) as a guarantee that
he will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of examination may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination begins.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is hereby notified that Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following conditions:-
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed at the examination,
and, if successful, to attend a Grammar School, are
to be nominated.
2. The Examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved; and scholars from
any school maintained by the State may present
themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year  of examination , have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, in
special  cases , be a proved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The Examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department
and other persons appointed for the purpose. The
questions will be the  same in all  places. The
candidates '  papers must be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number. Before the
Examination begins, each candidate must fill up a
form showing the name, number, motto,  age, sex,
and school attended, and seal up  the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelopes, and the can-
didates' papers, are to be forwarded  under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
5. The subjects of examination will be  the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth  class  in a State school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, for a
period of three years, and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
under  " The Grammar Schools Act of  1860," or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling expenses of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar Schooraud the  residence
of his parents.
B. B. "MO1l TON.
11,1
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st September, 1885.
THE following Petition, praying for the con-
stitution of the Town of Normanton as a
Municipality, is published in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Local Government Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
To His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
X.C.M.G., Governor of the Colony of Queens.
land, &c., &c.
The Petition of the undersigned, householders
in Normanton, humbly showeth :-
1. That the population of Normanton is between
eight hundred  and nine  hundred persons.
2. That the inhabitants desire that the Town
shall be declared a Municipality under the provi-
sions of  the Act 42 Victoria, No. 8, clause 13.
3. That you will take into your favourable con-
sideration  this Petition.
And your humble Petitioners, as in duty bound,
will ever pray.
Stephen McCann, Brown street, selector
John R. Cowan Caroline  street, solicitor
Samuel Ledlie,'Normanton, dairyman
Patrick Jones,  Brown  street, publican
J. Lindsay, Brown street, saddler
W. P. Valkenburg, Borck street, draper
Karl Schormann butcher
T. S. McCann, brown street, bookkeeper
Ch. Borck, Borck street, storekeeper
H. B. Rafferty ,  Landaborough street ,  cordial manufac-
turer
A. Wolfensberger, Brown street, bootmaker
John Thomas, Brown street, wheelwright
D. A. Menzies Landsborough street, carpenter
J. A. Marshal, Landsborough  street, merchant
W. Bray, householder
John Francis Long, freeholder, carpenter
Joseph Vaskess, householder,  carpenter
J. B. Henry, householder, cooper
Anonio George, householder, carpenter
Cain Be ll  householder, miner
Wi lliam Fogarty ,  householder ,  carrier
Winfred Clarke,  householder
William Nevin, householder , carrier
Anne Davis, householder
Theo. P. Winning householder, bookkeeper
A. G. Monger, publican, Landsborough street
A. Potson, Matilda street , storeman
John Cowan, householder,  carpenter
W. H. Andrews, householder,  carrier
T. C. Nielson, householder, labourer
Jno. Ledlir, householder, draper
Mrs. Merrick householder
William Bartlio , Woodward street, clerk
John Powell, Woodward  street, storeman
T. K. Tracy, Woodward street, householder
R. Davison, householder
T. Blyrody, householder
Alex. Donnelley, householder Little Brown street
Charles Mullin, householder, 'Brown street
T. Maloney, householder, Brown street
John Scanlan, householder, Brown street
Michael Carr, publican Brown street
W. H. Buchanan , builder,  Brown street
A. Johnston, plumber, Brown street
B. Andersen, publican
Edwd.  Rand ,  householder ,  Borck street
Michael Leahy freeholder Normanton
Raff and Coy, (per Hugh kerr), freehold, Normanton
A. Parton, freehold, Normanton
T. W. P. Hughes, freehold, Normanton
H. Heussler ,  freehold ,  Normanton
J. V. Grahame
A. M. Arundel ,  accountant, Normanton
Wm. J. Mathers auctioneer ,  Normanton
H. Dauth, householder, Normanton
A. Peterson, householder, Normanton
Kenneth Macrae, commission agent, Normanton
Chas. R. Smith ,  publican, Normanton
S. Simons, watchmaker ,  Normanton
W. Lennox Maclure ,  chemist, Normanton
D. Roberts, news agent, Normanton
C. Armstrong, Landsborough street, Normanton
Henry Lancaster contractor ,  Normanton
Thomas Loloon, tuilder, Normanton
Archd. McPhun, plumber, Normanton
Mrs. Downey householder, Normanton
C. F. F. Wachter, baker, Normanton
W. F. Carr, painter, Normanton
J. Buzza ,  carpenter ,  Normanton
Charles Hurman, printer, Normantou
William Hamilton, labourer, Normantou
E.  Q.  Bates,  storeman , Normanton
John Morris, publican, Normanton
W. J. Crowley, hop-beer, Normanton
H. G. Munroe, householder, Normanton
W. Smith, storeman, Normanton
Thos. S. Dyson, householder, Normanton
R. W. Comley, chemist, Normanton
H. Houldsworth,  storeman , Normanton
Jno. W. Handcock,  storeman , Normanton
J. W. Murray,  storeman , Normanton
M. A. Hedgelong, accountant, Normanton
J. M. Temple, storekeeper, Normanton
Charles Morrison, storekeeper, Normanton
Andrew Murphie, contractor, Normanton
Thomas Robb, clerk, Normanton
W. Williams, butcher, Normanton
W. H. Price, painter, Normanton
Edward Lawson, baker, Normanton
F. H. Hilton, householder, Normanton
Henry Neumann, householder, Normanton
Johan Euler, householder, Normanton
Richard Wainright, householder, Normanton
G. H. Woodelton, photographer, Normanton
H. Forrester, householder, Normanton
N. McTavish, baker, Normanton
Peter  Bellagaccia , waiter, Normanton
Chas. Edwards, commission  agent , Normanton
R. G. Shanklin, clerk, Normanton
William J. Turner, butcher, Normanton
W. Hempseed, blacksmith, Normanton
Mark Barker , hairdresser, Normanton
S. Achimovich, storekeeper, Normanton
James Murphy, storeman, Nornianton
Else Johnsen, drayman, Normanton
J. Swansen, householder, Normanton
W. Harris, carrier, Normanton
E. J. Yeomans,  storeman , Normanton
R. Williams, householder, Normanton
G. F. Baxter, householder, Normanton
J. Cavanagh, publican, 3-Mile
A. T. Saunders, dairyman
Chas. B. Hely, hotelkeeper, Brown street
J. A. Helen, baker, Normanton
John Clements, contractor, Normanton
James Prier, carrier Normanton
Wm. Walter  Russell , labourer, Normanton
David Swan, builder, Normanton
Robt. Currie, butcher, Normanton
Signed and forwarded, on behalf of the house-
holders of Normanton, by
May 20th, 1885.
H. B. RAFFERTY.
I, HUGH  BERNARD RAFFERTY,  of Normanton,
being one  of the  persona signing the above Petition,
do solemnly  and sincerely declare that all the
signatures affixed  to the  said Petition are the
genuine signatures  of the  persons whose signatures
they purport to be,  and such persons are inhabitant
householders  of the District  therein referred to.
H. B. RAFFERTY.
Signed and declared  by the said  declarant, in my
presence , at the Police Office, Normanton, this
24th day  of June, 1885.
J. VIVIAN  WILLIAMS, P.M.
Boundaries  of the  proposed  Municipality of
Normanton.
Bounded on the south -west by a line parallel with
the south -west side of Brown street and distant
therefrom south -westerly one mile ; on the north-
east by a line para llel with the south -west side of
Brown street and distant there fr om north -easterly
one mile and forty chains ; on the north -west by a
line bearing  45 degrees along the south-east
boundary of Selection 37, James Sutherland, and
crossing the Norman River; and on the south-east
by a line bearing 225 degrees along the north-west
boundary  of the Racecourse Reserve, crossing the
Norman River, and distant about 162 chains from
the north-west boundary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.H  IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to direct that, for the purposes of  " The Lieensinq
Boards A ct of  1879 " and  " The Licensing Board..
Amendment  Act of  1880, "  the District for which
the Licensing Board for the District of Toowoomba
shall have  jurisdiction shall  include the Police
District of High fields.11 S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
21st September, 1885.THE following Petition ,  for the constitution asa separate municipality of a portion of the
Bulimba Division ,  is published in pursuance of the
provisions of  11 The Local Government  Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
To His Excellency the Governor in Council.
The humble Petition of the undersigned, inhabi-
tant householders in the Country District hereunder
described, humbly showeth :-
1. That your Petitioners are inhabitant house-
holders in the Country District commencing at the
junction of Norman's Creek with the Brisbane
River, and bounded by that river downwards to
its junction with Bulimba Creek upwards to Rich-
mond Bridge ; bounded thence by the Cleveland
Road up to Norman's Creek Bridge, and thence to
the point  of commencement.
2. That your Petitioners  possess ratable pro-
perty in the said District.
3. That your Petitioners are desirous of having
the said District constituted a Shire under the pro-
visions of  " The Local Government Act of  1878."
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that
Your Excellency may be pleased to take such steps
as the law requires, and upon consideration of this,
our humble Petition, to constitute the said District
a Shire.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
Thomas Crouch Elizabeth F. Coxen
James Crouch James S. Cary
G. F. Crouch Daniel Keogh
E. W. Crouch Thomas C. Storey
A. J. Crouch John Thompson
R. A. Crouch Edwin Barlow
E. Parker Thomas Spence
James Manderson William Duffield
D. T. Lyons Henry Carter
Peter Chr. Linnett Philip George Laurens
W. C. Walker J. B. Matthieson
Raymond  Geo. Hall John McMah
George Clark Win. Lewis
John  Jaggs  his
E. Smaln Jn. James x Bidiscome
Wi lliam T. Brett mark
B. Davis John Henry Toop
H. Brett P. D. Cooper
Edward Pashen Mary Cooper
G. Love Daniel Baldwin
David Denholm Jane Brett
Robert McA llister Thomas Law
Saml .  D. Emack P .  W. Morris
Peter Starkie James Shaw
John F. Thomson J. S. Johnston
Alexr. H. Thomson Joseph PashenJoseph Bateman George Pashen
R. Illidge John Pashen
John Metcalf J. D. Switzer
Christian Rosenthal  Jose ?h Higgans
Thomas Riding  H. J. Colbourn
George R .  McNei lly  George  Balmer
Robert Crawford C. Manley
James Greenhough Walter Howarth
Elizabeth  A. Crouch J. Watson
James Carothers Thos .  Wm. Atkinson
Frederick Clothier Tom Poett
John Nexus W. T. Smallman
T. C. Port Elizabeth Carr
Thos. Mattson John Allen
Thomas Walker John Hitchcock
Jas. Thorpe William Rees
T. F.  Merry  Solomon Lowe
I, John Negus, of Bulimba,  near Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  being one  of the persons
signing the  above Petition ,  do solemnly  and sin-
cerely declare that all the  signatures  affixed to the
said Petition are the  genuine signatures of the
persons whose signatures  they purport to bo, and
that such  persons  are inhabitant householders of
the District therein referred to.
JOHN NEGUS.
Signed and declared by the said declarant in my
presence , this 26th day of August, 1885.
- S. Fa&sza, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
T
HE following By-law, made by the  Municipal
Council of Gympie, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor  in Council, is
published  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Local  Government  Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
LIGHTING OF PUBLIC  STREETS AND  OTHER PUBLIC
PLACES.
IN pursuance of the power vested in the Council
of the Municipality of Gympie, under  " The Local
Government  Act of  1878," the following By-Law
is enacted :-
If any person or persons shall knowingly,
wilfully, or maliciously remove, destroy,  damage,
or injure any lamp or lamp-posts, pillars, lamp-
irons, pipes, plugs, wires, or other machinery or
apparatus, matter, or thing connected with the
lighting of public streets and other public places
within the Municipality of Gympie with gas or
otherwise, or used for or in connection therewith,
or shall alter,  exchange , or remove the burners
thereto belonging, or extinguish, or cause to be
extinguished,  the said lamps  or the flame there-
from, the person so offending in any of the  respec-
tive premises shall for every separate  act or  offence
forfeit and pay any  sum not exceeding  five pounds,
together with the amount of  the expense  incurred
by the Council in consequence of the breach hereof.
Passed by special order of the Gympie Municipal
Council on the sixth day of May, 1885,  and con-
firmed by  a subsequent  resolution passed on the
third day of June, A.D. 1885.
WILLIAM FERGUSON,
Mayor.
The common seal of the Municipality of Gympie
was affixed hereto the third day of June, 1886.
WILLIAM FERGUSON,
JAS. G. K IDG}ELL,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that no fee. will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely:-For every acknowledgment taken, whether b fore
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,10s.; the foe payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of lOs.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
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Brisbane, 25th September, 1883.
T
HE  following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 19ri1 DAY OF
SEPTEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in A,yluni
at date of previous Report ... ... 376
Number since admitted ... ... ... 8
Number returned from leas c ... ... 1
385
Number discharged 2
Number died ... ... ... ... 0
Number  absent on leave ... ... ... 2
4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 381
Admissions during the week :
John 0-11, 68; last employed mining on the Gilbert.
Christn. Hensel,  87; last employed at Chinchilla.
Wm. Jno. Maguire, 22; five niontlis in colony ; last
employed at Trouton's, chemist.
Jno. Studders, 37 ; last employed at Normanton train-
ing horses.
Thomas Taylor,  72;  twenty-one years in Dalby-tent-
making for storekeepers, driving cattle, &c.
Henry Stanley,  66;  last two years employed by Mr.
Flood and others.
Wm. Steward, 70; last employed at Marralla Station.
William Hendren,  53;  re-admitted, from Brisbane.
Discharged during the week :
Michl. Slaven, 69, bricklayer; admitted 19th Septem-
ber, 1877; re-admitted five times during that period.
Wm. Bell, 40, labourer ; admitted 3rd Februry, 1883 ;
once re-admitted.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITED
MUNICIPALITY.
R
EFERRING to the Order in Council
published in the  Gazette  of the 7th of March
last, constituting the " City and Suburban United
Municipality," His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the several Component Municipalities
having consented to the Joint Board of the United
Municipality exercising and performing within the
limits of the Component Municipalities all the
powers and duties conferred or imposed upon Local
Authorities with respect to regulating, licensing,
and taxing vehicles plying, used, or kept therein,
the Joint Board of the said United Municipality
is hereby autoor sed and empowered to exercise
and perform . uc h p .wers and duties within such
limits, and to assume all obligations in connection
therewith to which Local Authorities are made
subject by the laws in force for the time being
relating to the government of Municipalities. And
it is hereby prescribed that such powers, duties,
and obligations shall be exercised, performed, and
assumed by the Joint Board of the said United
Municipality, under and subject to the provisions
of  "The Local Government Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
IT is hereby notified that FRANK CHENERY, of
Brisbane , HARRY STEWART COTTRELL, Of
Ipswich, HENRY JOHN HEMMY, of Brisbane,
ERNEST ROBINS  WARREN, of Ipswich, FREDERIC
WILLIAM BARLOW, of Toowoomba, ALFRED HARRY
BURBANK, of Mackay, JOHN AHERN, of Townsville,
are licensed as surveyors qualified to act under the
provisions and for the purposes of  " The Real Pro-
perty Acts of  1861  and  1877," and subject to the
regulations of this Dcpartnunt.
TI30. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers. by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Reverend JOHN a Minister of the
Congregational Denomination residing at Woolloon-
gabba, in the Registry District of Brisbane, has
been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony
of Queensland, under the provisions of  " 1'he
Marriage Art of  1864."
(For the Registrar-General,)
CHARLES J.- WHITLEY,
Deputy Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend  HERBERT Mum, B.A., a Minister
of the Church of England  Denomination ,  residing
at Townsville, in the Registry District of Towns.
ville, has been duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate  Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
(For the Registrar-General,)
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Deputy Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend PETER ASTON, a Minister of the
Primitive Methodist Denomination, residing at
South Brisbane, in the Registry District of Bris-
bane, has t een duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
(For the Registrar-General,)
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Deputy Registrar-General.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.
HE undermentioned unclaimed Horse, now
in the hands of the Chinchilla Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Dalby, on the 17th
October next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Light-brown Horse, about 15 hands high, small
star on forehead, lung tail, white spots on back,
branded 3D C over -, over M near shoulder, 100
near thigh, indistinct brand like star near cheek.
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Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd September, 1885.
LOST HORSES.
IA
1ST and Description of Horses lost from
Bollon, the property of the Queensland
Police Department :-
One Chesnut gelding, branded broad-arrow over
QG over 3RH near shoulder, small star and small
lump under near jaw-bone ; lost on the 13th April,
1885.
One bay gelding, branded broad-arrow over QG
near shoulder, 2WS over 8 near ribs ; lost on the
5th March,  1885,
Poundkeepers are requested to note these horses,
and to communicate with the Police if they fall
into their hands.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Immigration O ff ce,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion Acts of  188 2  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa.
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
QUEEN SLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
No. 184.
IT is notified for  general information  that on the14th September, No. 8, Corporal R. Cuthbert,
Ipswich Field Battery,  was tried  on the following
charge by a District Court Martial:-
Marge :
Disobeying ,  in such a manner as to  show a wilful
defiance of  authority, a lawful command given per-
sonally by his superior officer in the execution of
his office, in that he, at Ipswich, Queensland, on the
28th August, 1885, when personally ordered by
Battery Sergeant -Major Foreman, of the Ipswich
Field Battery, to fall in, did not do so, at the same
time saying " I will see you damned first."
Finding :
Guilty.
Sentence :
To be reduced to the ranks.
The sentence was confirmed, the confirming
officer  adding, " I consider that the Court have
dealt leniently with this case."
In communicating  the above to the Force, the
Commandant desires to draw the attention of
members  to the fact that at all times when in
uniform  they are subject to military law, and that
acts or words which in civil life would be of com-
paratively little consequence may then become very
serious offences.
Officers  and non-commissioned  officers cannot be
expected to perform their duties if they do not feel
that they will receive proper support from those
above them, and the Commandant takes this oppor-
tunity of stating that  as long as he  has the honour
to command the Force he will not view lightly
any contempt of superior authority, which, if per-
mitted, would shortly make any Force little better
than an armed mob,
No. 185.
ALL the Metropolitan Corps, Volunteers included,
will, after muster on the 26th instant, march to the
Queen's Park, and be formed up in line of quarter-
columns at 4.45 p.m., for inspection by the Com-
mandant ; after which a short march out will take
place.
Any company whose strength exceeds 25 files
will be formed in two companies.
For the march out the Moreton Mounted Infantry
will furnish the advanced guard, and the Queens-
land Scottish the rear guard.
Officers on the Unattached List are invited to
attend.
No. 186.
THE following appointments, resignations, promo-
tions, and transfers, will take effect from dates
mentioned hereunder:-
BRISBANE FI LD BATTERY.
Gunner ROBERT CHANDLER is transferred to the
Moreton Regiment.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
ROBERT CHANDLER, " B " Companyy, is trans-
ferred to the above Company from the Brisbane
Field Battery.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Corporal W. CAHILL to be Acting Color-
Sergeant. 18th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
The resignation of Acting Lieutenant NORMAN
BUCHANAN has been accepted. 8th September,
1885.
GLADSTONE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
BENJAMIN  JOYNER,
FREDERICK  SMITH,  senr.,
JOHN E. CoASE
to be Acting Sergeants. 18th September, 1885.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Police Court,
Brisbane, 19th September, 1885.
A T a Meeting of the Justices in Petty Sessions
held at the Police Court, Brisbane, on the
fourth day of August, A.D. 1885, ROBERT LEE
BRYCE was appointed Inspector of Weights and
Measures for the Police District of Brisbane.
THOMAS W. FRASER,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
A T a Special Petty Sessions  held this day, Mr.
THOMAS LILLIS was appointed Poundkeeper
at Cunnamulla for the ensuing  twelve months.
CHRIS. FRANCIS,C.P.S.
Court House,
Cunnamulla, 16th September, 1885.
AT a Special  Sittings this day, Mr. THOMASLILLIS was appointed  Bailiff to  the Small
Debts  Court at Cunnamulla.
CHRIS FRANCIS,
Registrar.
Court House,
Cunnamulla, 16th September, 1885.
I HAVE this day appointed WILLIAM ALEX-
ANDER MILLS to be Bailiff of the Central
District Court, Aramac, in the room of G. W.
King, resigned.
G. G. MILLER,
Judge Central District Court,
Brisbane, 24th August,  1885.
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ANNUAL REVISION COURT.N OTICE is hereby given, that he Annual
Revision Court for that portion of theKennedy Electorate as is  comprised within the
Police District of Ravenswood, will be held in the
Court House, Ravenswood, at Ten a.m. on THTJRS-DAY, the 5th day of November next.
By order of the Bench,
W. G. KELLY CUSACK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Clerk of Petty Sessions' Office,
Ravenswood, 19th September, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Revision Court for that portion of the Burke
Electorate comprised within the Police District of
Etheridge, will be held at the Court House, George-
town, on MONDAY, the fourth day of November
next, at Ten o'clock a.m.
WM. WATKINS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Georgetown, 11th September, 1885.
"ELECTORAL ROLLS ACT."
"HE Annual  Revision  Court will be held at the
Court House ,  Charters Towers ,  at Ten o'clock
on TUESDAY,  the 3rd day of November ,  1885, for
the purpose of revising the Electoral  List for that
portion of the Electoral District of Kennedy as
comprised within the Police Distict of Charters
Towers.
ADAM C. HALDANE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
during the present Session of Parliament to
apply for a Bill to amend  "The South Brisbane
Mechanics Institute Act of  1863," to enable the
Corporation of the South Brisbane Mechanics
Institute to sell or dispose of the whole or any
portion of the present allotment of land, together
with the buildings erected thereon, and to apply
the proceeds of such sale in the purchase of a new
site and the erection of New Buildings thereon,
to be called " The South Brisbane School of Arts,"
and for the formation of a Library and Class
Rooms in connection therewith.
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T. W. CONNAH,
President.
D. MAPLESTON,
Secretary.
5s. 6d.
NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
carried on at Blackall, in the Colony of
Queensland, between William Pitt Tozer and
Richard Lane, under the name and style of
" Richard Lane, Hotelkeeper," has this day been
dissolved by mutual consent, the said William
Pitt Tozer retiring from the said Partnership. The
said Richard Lane will carry on the business under
the name of Richard Lane, and will pay and receive
all debts due by and to the late Partnership.
Dated at Rockhampton, the second day of
September, A.D. 1885.
W. P. TOZER.
RICHD. LANE.
Witness  to signatures  of William Pitt Tozer and
Richard Lane-
Police Office, Jos. PAi'risors,
Charters Towers, Solicitor, Rockhampton.
18th September, 1885. 1621 6s.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
ADAM AND GENTLEMEN,-Under the provisions of the Railway Laws, I have the honour to
M inform you that the Lands mentioned in the annexed Schedule are required for the line of Railway
from Howard to Bundaberg South, and to request that you will furnish me with the particulars of your
estate and interest in the said lands, of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers, and of the claims
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing, upon behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to
the amounts of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the lands taken, or to
be taken, or by  reason  of damage sustained or to be sustained by you, arising out of the resumption of
said lands.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen, your most obedient Servant,
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner  for Railways.
To Mrs. Mary Fox, Messrs. Cameron Simpson, Henry Morgan, Matthew McMurtrie, and William
Collins.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .  Occupier .
114 Mary  Fox ...
(widow )
Unoccupied ...
93 Cameron Simpson do. ...
93A Do . do. ...
104 Henry  Morgan ... do. ...
112 Matthew McMur-
trie
do. ...
133 Wm .  Collins  ... do. ...
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway.
Description of Land. Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 1 0 Section 21, allotment 5, town
of Bundaberg ; town allot-
ment , partly fenced.
Whole of allotment
taken.
0 1 36 Section 56,  allotment 3, town
of Bundaberg;  town allot-
ment;  unimproved.
Whole  of allotment
taken; includes part
of road diversion.
0 0 30 Section 56, allotment 4, town
of Bundaberg ; town allot-
ment; unimproved.
Required for road
diversion ;  includes
severance on creek
boundary.
0 0 12 Section 22, allotment 20,
town of Bunda berg ; town
allotment ; unimproved
No severance.
1 0 0
.
Section 21, allotments  20, 19,18, 17, town of Bundaberg;
town allotments ; unim-
proved.
The whole of the al-
lotments taken for
South Bundaberg
Station.
0 0 12 Section 4, allotment 2A, town
of Bundaberg ; town allot.
ment ;  unimproved.
No severance.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE , Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested  under  the provisions of
" Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,  and situated
in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY, the 9th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice  aforesaid , declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be  as follows , that is to say:-In the case of lands  within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under  my Hand and Seal,  at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand eight hundred  and eighty- five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE Qu r i
THE SCHEDULE.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish . No. of Portion. Area.
I
A. B. P.
1 Wildash ... ... 13A 47 1 36
2 Ditto ... ... 14A 39 3 17
3 Ditto ... ... 15A 41 3 28
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee. Purchasing Priceper Acre.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ S. d.
0 0 6 319 0 2 0 0
0 0 6 3 7 0 2 0 0
0 0 6 319 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MITSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,  by  and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, b this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 9th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this twenty-fifth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ToowooMBA LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
A. R. P. £ S. d. £ S. d.
1 Djuan  ... ... ... ...  3  695 0 0 0 0 4 13 16 0
2 Ditto ... ... ...  5  640 0 0 0 0  4 9 4 0
3 Ditto ... ... ...  6 637 2 0 0 0 3 9 2 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 7 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
5 Ditto . .. ... ...  8 606 2 0 0 0 3 9 2 0
6 Ditto  ... ... ... 9 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... 10 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... 11 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... 12 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... 13 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... 14 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... 18 577 0 0 0 0 4 9 2 0
Parish. No. ofPortion.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing
Area .  Rent  Survey Fee. Price
per Acre .  per Acre.
£  S. al.
1 5 0
1 5 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 5 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in.
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"the Crown Lands Art of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Bowen Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 9th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District  shall be as  follows, that is to say:-
In the case of  lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign,
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No.
of
Let.
Parish.
1 Dryander
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within  an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
427
A. R. P. £ s. d.
153 0 0 0 0 3
£ s. d. £ 8_d.
6 0 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
tL.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
jN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Cooktown Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after  MONDAY, the 9th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid , declare that  the maximum area which  may be selected by any one  person in  the said
District shall be  as fo ll ows , that is to say
in the  case of lands  not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 2 in
the said District shall be 5,120 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 2 to be a District for the
purposes  of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Cooktown Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN! C. B. DUTTON.
DESCRIPTION :
The Cooktown Land Agent's District.
Grazing Area No. 2.
All Crown Lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's District to the southward of the northern
watershed of the Morgan River and a line west therefrom,-exclusive of part of Agricultural Area No. 1
and of Agricultural Areas Nos. 2, 3, and 4.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE COOXTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 2.
No.
ui
Lot.
parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
Annual
Rent  Survey Fee.
per Acre.
.4. R. P.  £ s. d. - .£ S. d.
1 Solander ... ... ly 3,305 0 0 0 0 04 §5 5 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Musalt&vR, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A. MUSaRAVF, guishe i Order of St. Michael and St. George. Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependei,cies.
NTHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-fourth day of September, 1885, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section , f  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the tosition
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whey, as the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : 1\ ow,therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 9th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand ei::ht hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN?
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within an  Agricultural Area.
Reputed
No.
of  Parish.
Lot.
No. of Area.Portion.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional PurchasingPriceSurvey Fee. per Acre.
1  Djuan
A.
lv  160
R.
0
P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £
0 0 0 4 6 14 0 1
s. d.
5 02 Ditto ...... ...... 2v  160 0 0 0 0 4 6 14 0 1 5 0
3  Ditto 3v  160 0 0 0 0 4 614 0 1 5 0
4 Ditto ... ... • ill  160 0 0 0 0 4 6 14 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... ... JV 160 0 0 0 0 4 6 14 0 1 5 0
Ditto ... . . 6v 160 0 0 0 0 4 6 14 0 1 5 1)
7  Ditto ...
.
... 7v  160 t i  0 0 3 614 0 1 i) 0
8 Ditto ... ... 8v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
9  Ditto ... ... 9v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
10  Ditto ... ... by 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... 11v 140 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 1 5 0
12 Ditto ... ... 12v 157 1 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 1 5 0
13 Ditto ... ... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 4 6 14 0 1 5 0
14 Ditto ... ... 14v 278 2 0 • 0 0 4 7 3 0 1 5 0
15 Ditto ,.. ... 16v 278 2 0 0 0 4 7 3 0 1 5 0
Department  of Public Lands,
85-16508-C.T. Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
1.1 provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information, that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within
sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF
U
I o Desc ri ption of Land
,
Z to be  Resumed. Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths. q Fia
LAND INTENDED TO BB RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE  VALLEY  DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
How Held.
4
1 A strip  of land  seventy-
eight  links  wide from
Oampbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd street)
north  through easterq.
suburban allotment
101 5  Breakfast Greek
Freehold
C. B. DUTTON.
C. B. DUTTON.
Area. Remarks.
as
Cbs. Lks. Linka. IA. R. P.
PeterMorrison P. 31. North ... 7 20 78 { 0281  Land fenced.
Campbell Campbell  Partly under  culti-
vation and partly
otherwise im-
proved.
I I I
A. Pli,n and Book of Reference
Clerk  of Petty Sessions,  Brisbane,
of the abovementioned  road  can he seen at the Office of the
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 24th September, :855.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T LIE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury,
at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., N. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall beforfeited.
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run.
James Rutherford ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
DittoDitto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Frederick  Peppin andJohn Webber
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
George Frederick Peppin
Thomas Chellingworth
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
David Ferguson and Alexander Fer-
guson  ... ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney .
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James  Milson ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
James Milson and Oscar de Satge ...
Ditto ... ... ...
The Australasian Mortgage and Agency
Company , Limited  ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
William Howie and John Hastie
Howie
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
James  Andrew Henderson
Edward Wienholt ...
James Thompson Tilbury
Ditto ... ...
Peleenah ... ...
Barrivituari ...
Varney ... ...
Mooradonka ...
Barrivituari No. 2
Ulva No. 3 ...
Peleenah No. 2 ...
Cobra
Pmalaka ..
Nargully
Campoo ... ...
Milkinbrinna ...
Milkinbrinna West
Yendah No 2 ...
Bampton ...
Wanganella No. 2...
Ingledoun No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2
ditto  No. 3
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.5 ...
ditto No.  6  ...
Cania Downs No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto No.  6
ditto No.  8
ditto No.9
Terriboah South ...
ditto North ...
Curlew .. ...
Coradilla ... ...
Morbella ...
Congie East ...
ditto West ...
Blackrock No. 3 ...
ditto No. 4 ...
ditto No.  5  ...
Wango East ...
Marawilla  East  ...
Moorabinna No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 4
ditto  No. 5
Prairie No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto  No. 6 ...
Ida No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2
Savanaka  No. 1
ditto No. 2 ...
Chester No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto  No. 4  ...
Meatiboo ... ...
Briseis  ...
Roodee No. 1 ...
ditto  No. 2  ...
Savanaka  No. 3 ...
Mama No . 1 ...
ditto No.  2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Gerara  ... ...
Warendah No. 12 ...
Cania Downs No. 5
ditto No. 7
C. B. DUTTON.
Area in  I
District .  Square  Amount.
Miles.
Gregory North ... 50
£ a. d.
12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 401 10 2 5
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... 75 1815 0
ditto
...
75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 70 17 10  0
... ditto ... ... 39 915 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
ditto ... 50 12 10 0
ditto .. ... 50 12 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... ... 81 2 2 6
ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 62 15 13  9
ditto ... ... 751 1818 9
ditto • .. ... 90 22 10 0
ditto ... ... 541 13 11 8
ditto ... ... 74 18 10  0
ditto ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ...  1 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... .. I 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... .. 181 4 13 4
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 581 16 11  8
... ditto ... ... 25 6 6 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 98 24 10 0
ditto ... ... 88* 22 1 8
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
... ditto ... ... 951 23 16  3
... ditto ... ... 94 23 10 0
... ditto ... ... 90 22 10  0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
... ditto ... 49 12 5 0
... ditto 50 12 10  0
... ditto ... ... 121 3 2 6
ditto ... ... 66 16 10  0
... ditto ... ... 51 1215 0
... ditto ... ... 45 11 6 0
... ditto ... ... 821 20 12  6
... ditto ... ... 17 4 5 0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 29 7 5 0
... ditto ... ... 100 1  25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 971 24 6 8
... ditto ... .... 491 12 8 9
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IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
I. provisions of  " The Public Wdiks Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the
date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public
Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH  PORTION  134, INTENDED TO  BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
a o
.:' Description of Road
0.2 0:0 Land Agent 's How Held. Reputed Occupier.  Bearings.  Lengths.  I  Area.
°q x o A
District. Owner.
1 A strip  of land along the 134
bank of Ma Ma Creek
fro m the south-west
eorner of  portion 134,
parish  of Tent: ill,
northerly
688 Helidon Freehold
1 I
rr
REMAaas.-About  6 chains of the  ro ad passes th ro ugh land enclosed by paling -fence valued at 189. per chain.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Gatton.
Department of Public Lands,
85-16707-Sur. Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOM,BA.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, and npursuance of th
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptions, are requested to deliver
to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required for the
said resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the date
of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason  of the  said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO  BE  RESUMED FOR A RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOOWOOMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
p No. of ReputedI CS Description. Por- HowHeld. Owner.
.QA tion.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st  July, 1585.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
A
1 A triangular piece of land
cut off the north-west
corner of re -subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths. Area.  Remarks.
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. It.  P.
527 Freehold Michael M. Garvey 690  36' 1 43 }  Irregu -  0 0 bps Part of a milking-
Garvey lar yard out off.
2
4
13
Part of a proclaimed road
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 627 from re-sub-
division c
A strip of  land running
across the southern part
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
A strip of  land running
across the southern part
of portion 527A
A strip of land running
acro ss the southern part
of portion 827E
527 Cro wn The Unoccu -  69° 36' 2 87 Irregu- 0 1
land Crown pied lar
627 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  69° 36' 4 35 200 0 2 28;. unimp ro ved.
Garvey
527A ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto  ...  99° 36'  2 23 200  0 1 3o& ditto.
6272 ditto ... Thomas ditto ...  69° 36'  3 13 200  0 2 17,E North- east boun-
Neden dary  of portion
fenced, otherwise
unimp roved.
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. A.  P.
Sarah William 363° 0 '  10 50 1 0 0
Robson Robson  270° 0' 0 50
A Plan and Book of Refe re nce of the abovementioned resumptions can be seen at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions in Toowoomba.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 22nd September, 1885.
THE following SUMMtnIES Of RAINFALL, taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
August, 1885, are published for general information.
T. MA CDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF  AUGUST, 1485.
SRowiNG  the Latitude,  Longitude ,  and distance from Seacoast of each Station; the maximum
during 24 hours ,  and date of same ; the days of Rain ,  and Total Fall.
Name of  Station. Latitude Longitude  Distance from(South). (East). Sea-coast .
Allora ... ... ... 28° 1' 152° 1'
Aramac¶ ... ... 22 58 145 25
Auburn, The* ... ... 26 2 150 35
Ayrshire Downst¶ ...
Banana  ... ... ... 24 30 150 10
Beenleigh ... 27 49 153 8
Biddenham¶ 25 39 146 18
Bindangot'f ... ... ...
Blackall ... ... ... 24 27 145 42
Bloomfield River . ' 15 50 145 20
Bloomsbury ... .. 20 39 148 32
Bollon ... ... ... 28 10 146 51
Bon Accord ... ... . 27 33 151 10
Boondooma 26 10 151 2
Bowen¶ ... ... ... 20 1 141 16
Braeside , Dalveen* ... ... 28 30 150 51
Brisbane ... ... ... 27 28 153 6
Bundaberg ... ... ... 24 53 152 22
Burenda¶ ... ... ... 25 45 146 42
Burrando want
Bustard Head ... ... 24 9 151 50
Camboon ... ... ... 25 1 150 25
Cabulture ... ... ... 27 7 152 55
Cairns ... ... ... 16 50 145 45
Caloundrat ... ... ...
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28
Cardwell ... 18 6 146 0
Central Railway, 33-mile ... 23 40 150 10
Charleville ... : ... 26 25 146 13
Charters Towers¶ ... 19 2 146 19
Chudleigh Parkif ... 20 45 144 10
Clermont¶ ... ... , 22 45 147 38
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 32 153 18
Cloncurry¶ ... ... 1 20 25 140 31
Condamine Plains ... ... 26 57 150 6
Cooktown .. 15 27 145 15
Creen Creek¶ ... ... 18 0 142 0
Cumberlandt¶ ... ...
Cunnamullaf 28 5 145 40
Dalby ... ... 27 30 151 15
Degilbo* ... ... ... 35 29 151 59
Emerald ... ... ... 23 28 148 6
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55
Eulot¶ ...
Gayndah .. 25 38 151 36
Georgetownf ... 17 57 143 40
Gilbert Riverqr ... 17 54 143 0
Gladstone 23 50 151 20
Gold Creek Reservoir* ... 27 28 152 54
Goodna .. ... 27 36 152 56
Goondiwindi 28 32 150 24
Gympie ... ... 26 12 152 38
Hawkwoodt... 25 55 150 50
Helidon¶ .. ... 27 39 152 3
Herbert  River, Macnade  ... 18 25 146 6
Herbert  River , Trebonne .. 18 26 145 55
Highbury, Mitchell River* 16 28 144 1
Hughenden¶ ... 20 50 144 10
Inkerman  ... ... 19 56 147 25
InglewoodT ... 28 26 151 7
Inskip Point 25 50 153 5
Ipswich ... 27 38 152 48
Isisford¶ ... 24 15 144 20
Jimbour ... ... 27 17 151 12
Johnstone River, Geraldton 18 14 146 6
Johnstone River, Goondi ... 18 13 146 10
Johnstone  River , Innishowen 18 13 145 60
Johnstone River, Mourilyan 18 13 145 61
Junction Creek ... I 17 45 144 9
Kilkivan  ... ... 26 5 152 22
Kimberley¶ ... ... 17 28 141 0
Langmorn  ... ... 24 20 150 10
Leyburn ... 28 1 151 38
Low Island ... ... ... 16 30 145 45
Miles.
97
265
155
80
10
450
290
2
12
340
115
120
on coast
-120
10
8
440
on coast
105
8
on coast
on coast
off coast
on coast
47
420
70
175
130
on coast
210
136
on coast
119
470
112
50
190
16
72
176
133
on coast
14
21
185
30
60
5
15
100
190
10
140
off coast
28
350
114
7
12
10
1278
40
off coast
25
121
Maximum in 24 hours No. ofdays Rain
and date. fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches. Date. Inches.
0.07 31st 2 0'09
0.05 31st 1 0'05
0140 3rd 1 0140
0.02 3rd 1 0.02
0.93 2nd 14 4'88
0.33 20th I , 0'98
0.03 22nd 1 0 03
0.28 31st 3 0'32
0'20 31st 4 0'36
I I
0.07 4th 5 0.25
0.20 5th 4 0.38
0.10 24th 4 0.25
0.13 5th  5 0'29
0.20 31st 1 0.20
0.10 31st 1 0.10
2.30 19th 12 11.38
0.50 5th  2 1'00
0.92 1st  10 3.21
0.93 22nd  9 3.30
0.17 25th  2 0.24
0.04 22nd 1 0'04
0.15 31st 1 0.15
0.06 4th 1 0.06
0.70 30th 15 3.51
0.28 29th 2 0'30
0.06 24th 2 0.09
0.07 31st 4 0.14
0.50 25th 2 0'51
0.07 26th ! 2 0.12
0.10 4th 2 0.13
0.07 23rd 1 0.07
0.40 25th 1 0'40
0.17 24th 3 0.26
1.25 19th 10 5.61
1.30 21st 7 2.95
0.45 29th  3 0.56
0.13 24th 4 0.36
0.08 5th 3 0.19
0.17 30th 4 0.34
2.81 1st 14 9.99
2.79 1st I 15 9'41
1.83 1st 15 9.80
0 14 22nd 2 0'22
0.30 24th 3 ( 0.53
0.19 17th 2 0.31
0.02 3rd 1 0 02
1.00 30th  12 3.69
* Na R tilri  reeeiys4  t Now d4 mop, I No Baia tall>
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST,  1885-co inued.
SsowING the Latitude, Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of same ; the days of Rain, and Total  Fa ll -continued.
Latitude Longitude Distance from Maximum in 24 hours da vs
No. of
Rain TotalName of Station. (South). (Eas). Sea-coast .  and date. fell. Rainfall.
I ytton 27' 25'
Mackay 21 10
Mackay, St. Helens 21 11
Mackinlavf
Mackay,The Hollow
Marlborough ... 22 57
Maryborough
Marpborough, Yeugaric 24 35
Maryland .. 28 33
Mav'town¶ ... ... 15 59
i11illaquin, Bundaberg 24 53
Miles ... 26 38
Minerva Downs, Clermontt 22 40
Mitchell ... ... ... 26 31
Mount Cornish; 21 58
Mount Morris IT ... 25 38
Mundoolun ... ... 27 54
Murweh ... ... ... 26 28
MuttaburraT ... ... 22 2
Nanango ... ... 26 41
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55
Nive¶ ... ... 25 30
Noruiantonj ... ... 17 38
Orion Downs ... 24 17
Pentlandt¶ ... ... ... ...
I'roudfoot Shoal ... 10 35
Pikedale ... ... ... 28 37
Pine River ... ... ... 27 17
Port Douglas ... ... 16 30
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25
Roma ... ... 26 37
Sandgate¶ ... ... ... 27 33
Severnfield ... ... ...
Southport) ... ... ... 27 58
Springsure ... ... 24 2
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40
St. George ... 28 5
St. Lawrence¶ ... ... 22 21
Surat ... ... ... 27 11
Tambo ... 24 50
Taroom T ... ... ...
Telemon¶ ... 20 40
Texas .. 28 51
Thargoinindah¶ ... 27 59
Thornborough ... ... 16 55
Toowoomba ... .. ... 27 34
Torres Straits, Goode Island* 10 33
Townsville ... ... 19 18
Warwick ... ... ... 28 12
Welford Lagoons¶...
Welltown ... ... 28 30
Werabone,  Surat  ... ... 27 20
Whyenba,  St. George 28 28
Winton¶
... ... ... 20 30
Woodlands  ... ...  23 5
Yuelba Experimental Farm 26 44
153' 1'
149 5
149 0
Miles.  Inches. Date.
on coast 0 '25 30th 3
5 0.37 21st 2
12 0'30 21st
Inches.
0'44
0.46
0'45
0.17 29th 5 0'50
150 1 40 0.30 26th 1 0'30
0'31  1_16th I 8 ! 1'44
152 43 18 0.50 26th 4 0'92
152 2 ... 0'08 31st 1 0'08
144 20 65
152  23 7 0118 5th 1 0.18
150 8 180 0.12 24th 3 0'31
147 30 150 0 05 25t li 2 0'07
147 51 362
144 45 235
145 54 455
153 10 18 0'07 26th 2 0'12
146 10 495 0111 23rd 1 0'11
144 49 238
152 10 68 0.51 25th 8 o'97
148 10 50 0.24 24th 2 t 0'36
146 31 300
141 25 38
148 24 160 0.08 26th 1 0.08
141 0  off coast 0'16 20th 3 0'2 2
151 40 110 0.06 22nd 1 . 0'06
153 5 6 0.10 22nd  0'2.2
145 24  on coast 1.10 3rd 9 2'66
150 25 25 0', 4 26th 3 0.06
148 48 260 0'02 24th 1 0'02
153 6 on coast
0.06 23rd 3 0.10
153 30  on coast
148 10 220 0.03 26th 2 0'05
152 0 90 0.10 31st 1 0'10
148 33 295 0.02 30th 1 0.02
149 30 8
149 2  2550 0.09 23rd 1 0.09
146 15 285 0.01 23rd 1 0'01
143 50 200
151 12 145 0.12 21st { 1 0.12
143 37 600
144 50 50 0105 28th 1 0.05
152  10 80 0 .28 31st 3 0.32
142 10 off coast
146 50 on coast 0'?0 21st 2 0.38
152 16  1  90 0'03 31st 1 0.03
149 46 230 0.15 4th 2 0.18
149 0 257 0.17 22nd 1 0'07
148 33 300  0.02 22nd 1 0'02
142 40 320
150 48 3 1.26 26th 19 2.37
149 22  251 0'08 23rd 1 0'08
*  No Return  received. t New  Station . IV  No Rain fell.
Greates  Rainfa ll  du ri ng the mouth , 11.38 inches ,  was at  Cairns .  Greatest number of days rain  fell, 19,  at Woodlands.
Greatest fall in 24 hours , 2.81 inches ,  on 1st , at Johnstone River.111DMUND MACONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICI+,.
r['AKE  Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "The Real  Property  Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption  and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
8 acres, being eastern suburban allotment 133, parish of Agnes Keith, wife of George
Ipswich William Keith
36.5  perches ,  being subdivisions 2 and 3 of allotment James MacKeau ...
1 of section 42, town of Rockhampton
Date within which a Caveat
I may be lodged.
26th October, 1885.
26th October, 1885.
Registrar  d Titloa' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  26th September,  1886. Registrar  of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF  1861  AND 1877."
j O'1'ICE is hereby g iven , that  applications  have been made for the  Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands  hereinafter  mentioned. Particulars of such applications  are given  below, and
any person desiring  to oppose  must do  so by lodging a Caveat at my Office  on or before  the day  specified .
Name  of Deceased
Proprietor.
John Deschamps ,  late of
Bundaberg ,  gentleman
Margaret  Carmichael,
late wife of Laughlan
Carmichael , of B ri s-
bane ,  chemist
Eliza Linwood ,  late wife
of William Linwood,
of Brisbane ,  builder
Date of Name
Death .  of Olaimant.
1884.
13 April ,  William Harvey Holt, of
Olenprairie ,  grazier
1885.
Description
and Situation of Land.
I Fee-simpleSubdivisions 2, 3, and 4 of por- I
tion 33,  pariah of Kalkie;  allot-'
ments 15 and 16,  section 20;
,allotment 17, section 24; allot-
ment 9, section 36; allotments
9 and 10, section 49; allotment
2, section 22; subdivisions 3, 4,
17, 18, and 19 of suburban allot-I
ment 11 of section 42, town of
Bundaberg ;  and an undivided
moiety of portion 104,  and sub-
division A of port ion 88, parish
of Kalkie
29 May ! Laughlan Carmichael Subdivision 3 of portion 662,
aforesaid
15 July
1879.
Abraham Thomas ,  late of 16 April Edward Thomas, of
Rosalie Plains Toowoomba
1885.
Robert Sydney Aloysius 25 July Julia Hay,  of Bowen
Hay, late of Bowen
Bridge, clerk
Bridge road, widow
William Welsby ,  late of
Ipswich ,  farmer
1876.
10 July Hannah Welsby, of
Brisbane, widow
1883.
John Pownall , late of  8 Oct .  Eliza Maria Pownall, of
Boggo road ,  farmer  Boggo road, widow
Ernest  White , late of
Southport ,  Esquire
1884.
10 Dec .  Eaglesfleld Bradshaw
Barker ,  of Brisbane,
gentleman ;  Fre de ri ck
Hamilton Hart , of the
same place ,  gentle-
man; and Art hur An-
thony Robinson, of
Helensvale ,  sugar-
planter
PACKET
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1865.Will dated  7 April, 9 Nov.
1884
Fee-simple Will dated  14 Jan -  26 Oct.
nary, 1881
Fee-simple As administrator  ... 26 Oct.
Fee-simple Will dated  31 July, 2 Nov.
1877
Fee-simple Will dated  14 Feb- 26 Oct.
ruary, 1884
Fee-simple Will dated 7 July, 2 Nov
1872
Fee-simple Asadministralris ... 2 Nov.
Fee-simple Will dated  19 May, 2 Nov.
1884
Eegistrar  of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  26th September,  1885.  Registrar of Titles.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that -Butcher ,  Fehon ,  and Company ,  trading as such at No .  186, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  and at  No. 111,  Pitt street ,  Sydney ,  New South  Wales,  Importers ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register  in  Class
42, in respect of Hops, a Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is a representation : -
esUTCMER ,  FEHON A CO.,
Euoggera
William Linwood afo re -  Re-subdivision 16 of subdivision
said 32 of portion 167,  parish of
I South Brisbane
Portion 1902, parish of  Rosalie...
Subdivision 7 of portion 143,
parish of Enog era
32 perches, subdivision 2 of
allotment 5  of section  71, town
of Ipswich
Portion 7n  parish of Mundoolun,
and an  undivided moiety of
portion 187,  parish of Moffatt
Subdivisions 103 to 106 of allot-
ment 1 of section 11; re -subdi-
visions 91, 92, and 94 to 96 of
subdivision 6 of allotment 7 of
section 9; subdivisions 10 to 12,
14, and 5 to 7 of allotment 2 of
section 9 ;  subdivision 43 of allot-
ments 9 and 13 of section 9;
subdivisions 24, 25, 26 of allot-
ments 11 and 12 of section 9;
subdivision 29 of allotment 13
of section 9; subdivisions 68,
71 to 82, and 86 to 88 of allot-
ment 8 of section 9, town of
Southpo rt ;  subdivisions 1 to 13,
19 to 31,  37 to 93,  96 to 134 of
port ion 92; re-subdivisions 4 to
12 and 19 of subdivision 4 of
port ion 2,  and re -subdivisions 3
to 11,  16 to 47,  50 to 56, and 61
to 63 of sudivision 3 of portion
2, parish of Beaudesert
CH010E
HOPS.
Put up expressly for Famuy use.0_1
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within four months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it be proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants for registration of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance
with such application I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
Vv LLIAM T. BLAS.ENEY,
.. _ ,etrar of Patents; bc.
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TRAYFIC FA.BNING S.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
JiNo.open Passengers '  Goods and Live parcels andF ares. stock .  miscellaneous.torT raffio.
£  S.  d.  £ a. d . £  d.
Week  ending 20th Sept., . 885 623 2,217 8 5 6,161 8 6 259 12 5
Correspo Lding week 1set year  653 1,761 3 10 6,315 18 4 436 13 4
1 norease...
Decrease
... ... ... 456 4 7
1885 -T -)tal  Traffic to date ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
... ...
... ...
154 9 10 177 0 11
... ... ... ..
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
77 220 3 9  580 19 8
77 208 14 11 586 7 3
Week ending 20th Sept., 1985
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1885 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week  ending  20th Sept., 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic to date ...
1884- -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
...
11 8 10
.. 5 7 7
... ..
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
66 47 7 2 86 19 11
66 64 2 8 134 10 7
Total.
t a. d.
8,638 9 4
8,513 15 6
124 13 10
258,365 2 2
241,599 2 6
£16,76519 8
£  a. d. £ a. d.
33 13 8 834 17 1
15 10 8 810 12 10
18 3 0 • 24 4 3
...
...
£  S.  d.
37 4 5
6 9 9
30 14 8
16 15 6  4710  8 ... 33 11 6
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
...
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. 2 a. d.
Week ending 20th Sept .,  1885 369 615 6 6 3,720 18 2 75 18 2 4,312 2 9
Corresponding  week last  year... 317 365 9 9 2,027 4 2 62 0 1 2,464 14 0
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
... 149 16  8  1,693 14  0 1318 1 1,857 8 9
1886 - Total  Traffic tedate ...1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
...
NORTHE RN RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
Week ending  20th Sept .,  1885  170 I 356 15 6
Corresponding week last year 127 354 0 0
Increase... ... ...
Decrease ...
2 15 6
£ a. d.
1,376 3 10
1,089 1 6
287 2 4
1885--Total  Traffic to date  ... ...1884-Ditto  ditto ... ... ..
Total Increase ...
Week ending 20th Sept.. 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Inc rease...
Decrease
1885 - Total Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
i
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
31 49 16 7 51 7 4
Total Increase ... ...
...
£ a. d.
34 19 10
59 12 9
32,925 2 4
27,615 9 11
£5,309 12 5
£ a. d.
171 11 6
205 3 0
£793 1 6
130,135 9 10
117,327 8 0
£12,808 1 10
£ s. d.
1,767 19 2
1,502 14 3
265 4 11
24 12 11 ...
..
d.
2 1 7
61,772 14 5
41,987 3 11
£19,78610 6
£ a. d.
103 4 6
£523 12 0
T F. CUBNOW,
O  fW wq..
6,287 15 10
7,080 17 4
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NORTHERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
THE following Amended Time Table will come into operation on and after  MONDAY,  5th October,  1885:-
UP TRAINS.
4
7
7
8
8
13
16
23 !
27
30
35
41
48
49
STATIONS. Mixed. , Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
1i
Mixed. StAIIONS.
P.R.
6.20 TORRP:Ns CREEK ... dep.
A 6.30 173- anile ...
A 6.4 )  168-Inile .. ... ...
A 6.41 162-mile ... ...
A 6.43 Warrigal
6.45 Springs ..
All.  A.M.  P.M. P.M.
TowNSVILI .I. ... dep.  7-30
Cluden .. ..  A. 7'40
Stewart 's Creek ..  A 7:50
7-mile Siding .,. . . A 7'51
Roseneath ... ...  A  7-53
Powder Magazine ...  7-55
Antil Plains ...
Eliot  ... ... ...
Woodstock .., ...
Double Bar re l ... ..
Philp 's Siding .., ..
Reid River ..
Cardington ... ..
Chisholm's ..
Haughton  Valley ..
53 Ravenswood  June. arr.
53 Ravenswood June. dep.
58 Grass Hut
66 Kirk River
71 Mount Wright ... ..
76 RAv r.Nswwoon ... arr.
53 Ravenswood June, dep.
59 Fanning  ... ... ..
63 Exley .., ... ..
67 Macrossan Br., NewStn.
77 Plum Tree Flat...
82 Charters Towers I
85 Sandy Creek ...
88 88-Inile ...
93 Southern Cross...
101 Powlathanga ...
108 Balfe 's Creek ...
114 Lamond ... ...
121 121 m. 60 ch. ..
127 Homestead ...
131 Sensible Creek ...
135 Mundic Creek ...
140 'Cape  River
117 Bett 's Creek
149 Springs . ...
157 Warrigal...
16. 116'2-mile ..
168 I  16 •i-mile ... . .
173 173-mile ,,,
arr.
dep.
arr.
dep.
179 TORRENS Casax arr.
8.0 1.0
A 8.10 A 1.101
A 8.20 A 1.18'
A 8• 2 1 A 11.9
A 8.23 A 1.21
*8.25 1.24
A 8.46 A 1'401
A 8.56 A 1.48
*9.20 2.10
A 9.32 A 2'22
A 9.42  A 2.321
*9.55 *2.4.5
A 10.15 A 3'.5
A 10.41 A 3'30
10-45  *3.35
11.10 4.0
11-20  410
A 11.36 A 4.26
A  11-50  A 4.40,
NOON.
12.0 4.50
P.M.
A 121.32  A 5.191
*12.45 5.35
1.30
A 1.39
A 1.49
A 2.3
A  2-27
2.48
A  3-6
A 3"29
3.45
A 3.56
A  4-9
A 4.25
4.45
4.55
5.1
A 5'26
A 5.42
A 6'4
6.20
6.40
RAVENSWOOD ... dep. 5'50 ... 7.0 ...
Mount Wright ... ... A 6.11 ... A 7 24 ...
Kirk River ... ... A 6-34 ... A 7'44 ,..
Crass Hut ... ... ... A 7-6 ... A  8'16 .,.
Ravenswood June, arr. 7'25 ... 8.35
Ravenswood June. dep. ... 7.40 ... 8.50
Haughton  Valley... ... ... 810 ,,, *9.10
Chisholm 's... ... ... ... A 8.4  •,  A 9.14
Cardington  ... ... ... A 8"27 ... A 9.37
Reid River ... ... ... ... 8'45 .., *9.55
Philp 's Siding  ... ..  A 8'58  ...  A 10.9
Double Barrel  ... ...  A 9'6 ... A 10.16
Woodstock ... .. ... * 9.20 ...  10.30
Eliot  ... ... ... ... A 9.40 ... A 10'50
Antil Plains ... .. ... A 9-50 ... A 11.0
Powder Magazine  .. ... 10.5 ... 11.15
ltoseneath  ... ... ... ... A 10.8 .,, A  11'18
7-mile Siding ... ... A 10'10 ... A 11.20
Stewart 's Creek ... . A 10.11 ,.. A 11.21
Cluden ... ... 1
. .
.. A 10.201 ... A 11.30
TOWNSVIIl.N; arr . ... 1030 ,,,  11-40
.
*  Trains meet here.
(Al Trains stop to pick up and set  down passengers on giving  notice to Guards.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 26th September, 1885.
£3 REWARD.
L OST from Cooper's Plains, onthe 29th August,a Grey Horse, branded 394 near neck,  2J V
near  shoulder. Anyone delivering the same to
" A. LUCAS AND Co.," Stanley street, Brisbane, will
receive the above Reward.
1608 3s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that application will
be made to Parliament during the present
Session thereof, on behalf of the M, unt Morgan
Gold Mining Company, Limited, for leave to intro-
(lice a Bill to authorise the construction and main-
tenance of a line or lines of railway between Mount
Morgan and a point on the Central Railway between
Gracemere and Stanwell, and from the terminus
at Rockhampton of the railway line, or within a
short distance thereof, to said Company's works,
near Rockhampton, with branches as therein pro-
vided, and to enable the said Company to acquire
certain lands in the parish of Rockhampton and
other localities in the said Hill referred to, and for
other the purpose in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the fifteenth day of September, 1885.
15t3
HART AND FLOWER,
- Lt L.
6s.
j
t
arr .Bette Creek dep.
Cape River
Mundic Creek ..
Sensible Creek
nome-'teau dep .
121 in. 60 ch. ...
Lamond ... ..
Balfe 's Creek
Mixed-
Mondays
excepted.
Mixed,
Mondays
excepted.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed
A.M. A.M .  A.M. A.M. P.M.
... ... 8.15
... ,,. A 8'35
,,, ... A 8.50
... ... A 9.5
A 9.191
A 9.44
. 9.50
9'55
,,, ... A 1015
,.. A 10311
A 10'44
.,, 10.55
... 11.0
,,, ,. A 11.16
... ... A 11.391
... ... 11'57
P.N.
A 12.18
,., ... A 12.42
A 12.56
... A 1.6
1.15
710 145
...  A 7'26 A 2.1
... 7.55 2.30
... A 8.6 A 2.41
A 8.20 A 2.55
8.35 3.10
Mixed.Mond'ys
only.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed,
Mondays
only.
A.M. A.M.
4.30 ... Powlathanga ... ...
IA 4'49. ... Southern Cross .,, ... ...
A .1.21 ... 88-mile ...
A 5.41 Sandy Creek ... ... ...
6.3 Charters Towers € dep. f 610
Plum Tree Flat  ... ...
...
A 6'16
Macrossan  Br., New Stat. 6'45
... Exley ... ... ... ... A 6.56
Fanning ... ... ... ... A 7-10
Ravenswood  June. arr. ... 7'25
3'15
*3.35
A 3.39
A 4.2
4.20
A 4.34
A 4.41
4.55
A 5.15
A 5.25
5.40
A 5.43
A 5.45
A 5.46
A 5.55
6'5
*8.25 6.50
A 8.28 A 6.53
A 8.30' A  6-55
A 8.31 A 6.56
A 8.40 A  7-5
8.50 7'15
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended tojN apply to the Parliament of Queensland, in
the present session thereof, for a Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, at their discretion,
to sell and dispose of, in any manner they may
think fit, all that piece of land in the county of
Stanley and parish of Toombul, containing si xty-four
acres more or less, and being allotments 5 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the Trustees
thereof, to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
1 wife of John Peter Niquet, for her life, and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common, who shall attain the age of
twenty-one years ; and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale and hold the
same upon the same trusts as are mentioned in the
said Will with reference to the said land; and to
confer upon the said Trustees all proper and neces-
sary _powers for carrying out the objects of the
said Bill.
Dated  this  thirteenth  day If  August, 1885.
160'5
FOXTON AND CARDFW,
Solicitors for the said Trustee..
85.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Durant, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland,. jeweller, by the said Edward
Durant.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Edward Durant be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in formd
t
auperia,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
e Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Edward Durant, for the election
of a Trustee. be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Eighth day of October, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Edward Durant shall, on
the Sixth day of October, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of  every  kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Ah Way, of Port Douglas, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper's assistant, lately
trading as a storekeeper at Kingsborough, in
the said colony, under the style or firm. of
" Gin Sing and Co.," by tie said Ali Way.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Ali Way be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Ah Way, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Sixth day of October, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Ah Way shall, on the Fifth day of October,
1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFREI) DOWN,
G. A. ROBEI.TS AND LEU,
Townsville,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for Insolvent.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Louis Alexander, of Roma, in the Colony of
Queensland, photographer, by the said Louis
Alexander.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Louis Alexander
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is turther ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Louis Alexander, for the election or a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Eighth day of October, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Louis Alexander shall, on the Sixth day
of October, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
T)eputy Registrar.
DAVID  SALMOND,
Roma.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Adolph Grossman ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  hawker ,  by Alexander Stewart
and Wi lliam Hemmant ,  trading as "Stewart
and Hemmant ,"  warehousemen.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, andupon proof satisfactory o the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvenc yy
alleged to have been committed by the said Adolph
Grossman ,  having been given ,  it is ordered that the
said Adolph Grossman be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Adolph Grossman, for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Thirtieth day of
September ,  1885, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Adolph
Grossman shall ,  on the  Twenty-eighth day of
September, 1885 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so fpr as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal  of the  Court, this twenty-
first day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. G. UNMACK,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Petitioning Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
David Bowen. of -Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, labourer. by himself.
(
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said David Bowen be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, he Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said David
Bowen, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the Eighth
day of October, 1885, a Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said David
Bowen shall, on the Sixth day of October, 1885, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
112
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY-
THE CHIRP JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Frederick William Russell, of Red Hill, Bris-
bane, builder, by the said Frederick William
Russell.
TON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis order d th t the said Frederick William
Russell be, and he is hereby adjudged. insolvent
in formd pauperis,  and that James -Boyne Ha ll,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Frederick William
Russell, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court on the
First day of October, 1885, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is 'further ordered that the said
Frederick William Russell shall, on the Twenty-
ninth day of September, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of 'Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HANDING.
In the Matter of Henry Lollo, of Eton, near
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland, an
Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Mackay, on
the Sixteenth day 'of October, A.D. 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, before the Police Magis-
trate.
Dated this twenty-third day of September, *.D.
1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
A. ROMILLY,
Mackay,
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
1620
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Yates, of Maryborough,
contractor, insolvent.
ON the Twenty-third day of September instant,
a Certificate of Discharge was granted to
James Yates, of Maryborough, contractor, who was
appointed adjudicated insolvent on the Fourteenth
day of August, 1878.
Dated at Brisbane, this 25th day of September,
1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
ants  for-
K. MACNISH,
Bundaberg.
1619
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of Joseph Pattison, and Co., of Rock-
hampton,  merchants , adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-fourth da of June, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Ninth day of October, 1885, will be excluded.
Dated this eighteenth day of September, 1885.
1597
ROBT. R. DAWBARN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-tion by Arrangement of the Estates of John
Graham, of Maryborough, merchant' s manager,
and Charles Robert Powell, of Maryborough,
brewer.
T a Meeting of Creditors held at the Trustee's-
- Office, Maryborough, on MONDAY, the 7th
day of September instant, after receiving Trustee's
report and audited accounts, it was unanimously
resolved that the Liquidation be now closed and
that the Trustee be now released.
ROBT. JONES,
Trustee.
1622 4s..
In the Insolvent Estate of Maurice Fox,  Cairns.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the-
Matter of Maurice Fox, of Cairns ,  pub li can,
Insolvent ,  adjudicated insolvent on the eighth day
of January, A.D. 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Fifteenth day of  October, 1885, will be excluded.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, A.D.-
1885.
DANIEL  PATIENCE,.
Trustee..
1609 4s..
In the Insolvent Estate of Patrick McKenney,. of
Mackay, saddler.
A FIRST Dividend  of six shillings  (6s.) in the-
£ is now payable at my Office,  Brisbane
street , Mackay.
1599
J. E. NOAKES,
Chairman of Meeting.
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee..
38.
In the Insolvent Estate of Patrick Joseph O'Dea
and Wi lliam Glennon,  trading as " O'Dea and
Glennon," of Mackay,  storekeepers.A FIRST and Final Dividend of one shilling
and fourpence  (1s. 4d.) in the  £  is now
payable at my Office, Brisbane street, Mackay.
1600
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee.38.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Hanbury Permein, formerly
of Roekham ton, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer,  and lately of Palmerston, in the
Northern Territory of South Australia, sur-
veyor, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Hanbury Permein,
deceased, may be granted to Alfred Witt, of
Miriam Vale, Port Curtis District, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, the sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, A.D
1885.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the said Alfred Witt.
By his Agents--
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1598 7s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In .the Will of John Klinge, late of Middle Ridge,
Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Klinge, deceased, may be
granted to John George Zimerle, of Middle Ridge,
Toowoomba aforesaid, the sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of September, A.D.
1885.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Toowoomba and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said John George Zimerle.
1601 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Joseph Kelso, late of
the Alice River, District of Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Joseph Kelso, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Matilda Kelso, of the
Alice River aforesaid, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this 14th day of September, 1885.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the Ap licant,
Denham street, Townsville.
By their Agents--
ROBEBTS AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
1618 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christian Friedrich Wilhelm Spann,
late of Rosevale,  near  Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE ishereby given , that after the expira-tion of fourteen da s from th  dat of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Christian Friedrich Wilhelm
Spann , deceased, may be granted to Gustav
Rudolph Weise, of Ipswich aforesaid, rope-maker,
the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-fourth day of
September, A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executor.
1623 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Christy Mohr, late of
Banana, in the Colony of Queensland, carrier,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1. tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Christy Mohr, deceased,
who died intestate, may granted to Jaspar Mohr,
the half brother and only next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-first day of Sep-
tember, 1885.
1604
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for  the said Jaspar Mohr.
6s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of John Byrne ,  late of Mount
Pleasant ,  One-Mile ,  Gympie, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  miner, deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub li cation
hereof, appli  cation will be made to the said Hon.
ourable Court , that Letters  of Administration of
all  the estate of the abovenamed John Byrne,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Patrick  Byrne, of Excelsior Road ,  near Gympie, in
the said colony ,  the eldest brother of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this nineteenth day of Sep-
tember, A.D. 1885.
HORACE TOZER,Gym 10,
Proctor for the said Patrick Byrne.
By his Town Agents-
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1603 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Johann Ludwig Spletter, late of
Fassifern, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland,  farmer , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-piration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Johann Ludwig Spletter,
deceased , may be granted to Carl Dickmann, of
Englesburg , near Ipswich, storekeeper, one of the
Executors  named  in the said Will, the other
Executor having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-third day of Sep.
tember, A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane  and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Carl Dickmann.
1607 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Bugden, formerly of War-
wick, but lately of .Rockhampton, both in the
Colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the
expiration of fourteen days from the
date of the publication hereof, application will be
made to the said Honourable Court, that Letters
of Administration with the Will annexed of the
abovenamed David Bugden, deceased, may be
granted to Prudence Bugden, of Rockhampton
aforesaid,' the widow of the said deceased, Charles
Clark, of Warwick aforesaid, gentleman, and James
Robertson Ross, of the same place, bank manager,
the Executors therein named, having renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, A.D.
1885.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Quay  street ,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for  the said Prudence Bugden.
By DALY  AND HELLICA$,
Brisbane.
1612 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Flynn, late of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, cab
proprietor ,  deceased ,  intestate.N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen  clays from the publication
hereof, application will be made tothe said
Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administra-
tion  diveante minore  act ate  of all  the lands,
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
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named James Flynn, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Patrick Hanlon, of Brisbane,
in the said colon y„boat-maker, and Thomas Law-
less, of Brisbane aforesaid, grocer, the lawfully
elected guardians of Susan Flynn, Francis Flynn,
Margaret Flynn, John Flynn, and Daniel Flynn,
infant children of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of September,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said Patrick Hanlon
and Thomas Law'ess,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
1613 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Hawkshaw Rylands, of
Broadwater ,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  freeholder ,  deceased ,  intestate.N ' i OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-1 tion of fourteen days from data of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed John Hawkshaw Rylands,
deceased. who died intestate, may be granted to
Frederick Connah, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman ,  the lawful constituted
attorney of John Hylands, of Thelwall, in the
county of Chester, in England,  wire  manufacturer,
the Father and one of the next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixteenth day of Sep-
tember, A.D. 1885.
ERNEST WINTER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Frederick Connah.
1611 6s. 6d.
Re William Mudge, the younger, late of Hergott
Springs, in the province of South Australia,
and lately of Birdsville, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  teamster ,  deceased ,  intestate.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persona Act  of 1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all creditors and other
persons having any claim or demand against the
estate of the abovenamed William Mudge, the
younger, deceased, who died on the twentieth day
of February, 1885, and in whose estate Letters of
Administration were duly granted to Herbert
Edward Smith, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  solicitor , the duly consti-
tuted attorney of William Mudge, the elder, of
Wasleys, in the said province of South Australia,
farmer, the Administrator of the estate and effects
of the said deceased, in South Australia, are hereby
required to send in writing the particulars of their
claims or demands to the said Herbert Edward
Smith, addressed to Queen street ,  Brisbane afore-
said , on or before the twenty-eighth day of October
next ; after the expiration of which time the said
Herbert Edward Smith will proceed to distribute
the assets  of the  said deceased among the parties
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which the said Herbert Edward Smith shall
then have had notice ,  and that the said Herbert
Edward Smith will not be liable to any person or
persons for the assets or  any  part thereof so
distributed of whose claim or demand he shall not
have had such notice aforesaid.
Dated this twenty-third day of September, 1885,
GEORGE E. MARKWELL,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Administrator.
1610 10s.
NOW published at th  Government Print ing
Office ,  William street ,  Brisbane ,  A SYNOP•
818  OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Pheenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous  and  aturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk .  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound .  Price, £1 1s.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
IS.  10d .,  4o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
HE ALL  - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER "  now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office ,  William street, Brisbane.
Price, 1s.  6d;  posted,  is.  9d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.NOW published , at the Government PrintingOffice, William street,  Brisbane , " Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F. R. G. S., &c. " ; 209 pages, dewy
8vo. Price,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to England and the  Austra lian
Colonies ,  1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing  Ofice
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields At
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the w;.-)le of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
additional.
. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and other p are requested. whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
`Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing  the words
" Registered Brand " after tbedeso ri ption  of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions,
but where these  words do not  appear theordinsr3 type
only will be used.
J. C. BRA.L,
Gove rn ment PrintPt
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing  OfficeWilliam street ,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters  by Henry M . Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday  Island ,  addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, 1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
ON SALE at the Government Printing Otlice,
William street, Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the
ajesty,
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883 .  Price ,  one shi lling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
" The Stamp  Duties Act of 1866,"
"  The Stamped  Transfer Act  of  1972,99 and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together  with the  Regulations thereunder.
S.  d.
Price „  ... ... ... 1 0
Posted  ,. ... ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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0N  SALE
AT TH$
'+ OVERNtENT PRINTING OFFICE,
G William street.  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination  rapers, 4s. per 100; by post 5s.
BRl.lot Papers,  in packets of 600 each-price ,  6s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. per 100  ;  postage,
is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supp lied ,  5s. per 100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per 100; postage ,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms ,  6s. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation,  6s. 6d.  per 100 ;  posted,  8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d.  per 100 plain  ;  ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage ,  is. Sd. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
59. 6d .  per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d. ruled  ;  postage,
1s.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ;  postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s .  6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books, in books,  200 each, 4s. ; posted,  4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger ,  12s. 6d.; postage, 2s.
Ledger ,  17s.; posted ,  21s. 10d.
Rate Book,  General Cash Book,  Valuation Register, and
Register of Rates Received,  17s. each  ;  posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book,  10a.; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d.  per book of 50 each  ;  postage,  6d. extra.
Ditto ,  100 in a book ,  so.; postage,  is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION-DBMY  QviBTo.
B s. d.
Full bound  ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
Half bound  ... ... ... ... ...  4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound  Acts of  1881,  5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882,  5s. ; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1883-4,  so.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884,  20s. ; posted,  21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners  of Registered
.  Brands, 2s. 6d . ;  postage,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Bathurst Burr Act (1863) ... 0 6 0 7
Bi lls of Exchange Act (1884) ... .. 1 0 1 1
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ... 0 6 0
Carriers  Act (1874) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to  land Act of 1882 0 6 0...
Act of 1884Crown L nd 1 0 1 Ra s
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Di est) 0 3 0 4g ...
Customs Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 7
Customs Duties Act (1874 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 1884 ... 1 0 1 2
Diseases in Sheep Acts  (complete) 2 0 2 2
District Courts Act (1867 , 1872,1878)
complete ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1879) . 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882 ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
0 6 0 7Education l t  (1875) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Act (1874 ) 1 0 1 1... ...
Electoral Districts Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Rolls Act  (1879) 0 6 0 7...
Fencing Act  (1861 ) ... ... 0 6 0
Fire Brigades ,Act (1881 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
With
Price. Poetag.
s. d. s. d.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882... . . ... . 0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1876 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884 ) ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Immigration Act of 1882 . 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts  (1863 -66.68, and
1879),  complete  ...  2 6 2 7
Imported sugar Refiners Act (1874) ...  0 6 0 8Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874  ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Insanity Act of 1884  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Judicature Act (1876)  ...  ...  1 6 1 10
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4s.  6d. ; bound 6s.
Jury Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act  (1879 ) ... ..  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878 )... ..  1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880  ... ... ..  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884  ... .. ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations  ...  0 6 0 7
Mines  Regulation Act  (1881 ) .. ...  0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 .. 0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Oyster Act (1874 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Paci fic Islanders Act (1880 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act  (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell  and Bfiche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881 ) . ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Pub licans Acts ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts (1863 -64 and 1870) com-
plete  ... ..  2 0 2 4
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ...  1 0 1 1
Sale of Food and Drugs Act  (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882  ... .. ..  0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorite. Land Act of
1882... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Savings Bank Amending Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 It
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ...  0 6 0 7
Settled District  Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands Act (1876) .. ...  0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863  ...  2 0 2 3
Tramways Act of 1882 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipa lities Act (1881 ) ...  0 6 0 7'
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery  Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 11
Defence Act  Regulations  ... 1 0 1 2
Friendly  Societies  Act (1876 ) ...  1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874 ,  with Rules 2 6 2  10
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Small  Debts  Courts Act ...  0 6 0 8
Stamp Duties Act ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
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With
Price.  Postage.
S. d.  R. d.
P0UNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
+
Schedule  3 •
d. s. 2
GOLD FIELDS  ACT WITH REGULATIONS.
Just published  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff  ... ... ... ...  0 1 0 1
Interpretation  Sheets ... ...  0 S 0 1Spirit Calculation B oks  ... ...  1 0 0 1
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription ... ... 6 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
.Qqua-terly  Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock,  19. per animal.
All other Notices,  3e. for the first eight  lines and
3d. for every additional  line (eight words to a line).
Table  matter  charged 50 per  cent. extra on ]  atinsertion ly, and a proportional extra charge for
-small-sized type.
All orders  must be accompanied by a remittance suffi
dent to cover the cost. If by cheque, exchange must
be added,  but p rivate  cheques will not be  received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by  ship or rail, if so
eequested-- the freight to be payable  by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall  ... ... ...  M. S. ToLAxo.
Bundaberg... ... ... G. J. YovlcG.
Ipswich ... ... ...  W. TATHAx.
Mackay  ... ... ...  F. RIBCHBLxANN.
Maryborough ... ... W. DAwsoit.
Rockhampton ... ... W. Muwno.
Toowoomba  ... ...  J. H. RonBRTeox.
Townsville  ... ...  T. WILLMETT.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1886.  £ s. d.
Sept. 19.--J. Mcllwraith ... ... 0 9 7
„ 19.-J. Murray  ... ... ... ...  0 0 6
19.-F. Galley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-C. Loch ... ... . ... 1 0 0
21.-Carpentaria 2Wnes  ... ...  5 18 6
21.-C. S. D. Melbourne ... ... 0 7 6
21.-W. J. Byrne ... ... 0 7 0
21.-Townsville Bulletin  and  Herald...  14 17 3
21.-Hamilton and Hamilton  ... ...  0 6 0
21.-Dawbarn and Gavin  ... ...  0 5 0
23.-H. G. Gillies ... ... ... 0 3 0
23.-Armstrong Brothers  ... ...  1 0 0
23.-R. Middleton  ... ... ...  1 0 0
23.-F. Heard ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
23.-T. McAuley .. ... ... 1 10 0
24.-Lilley and O'Sullivan ... ...  0 6 0
24.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
24.-W. Thomas ... ... ... 0 1 0
24.-S. Nevile .. ... ... ... 0 2 0
24.-Dawbarn and Gavin ... ... 1 0 0
24.-Hill, Clark, and Company ... 2 0 0
24.-W. Hann 0 5 9
24.-W. Read and Company ... ...  0 10 0
25.-Lilley and O' Sullivan  ... ...  0 5 0
25.-Dalby Fire Brigade ... ... 0 7 0
25.-J. Mcllwraith ... ... ... 0 8 0
25.-J. E .  Noakes . 0 4 01
25.-Collector of Customs, Port Adelaide 0 1 9
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871 ,"  together with  " General Rules  in  Insol.
vency . "  Super -royal8vo .  Price 2s .  6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. G. BEAL,
Government Printer.
mponnbings.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise`
meats of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PBS. ANIMAL  ;  and no  such
Advertisement  will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at  Beaudesert , from  Bromelton, on the
29th August, 1885, by order  of Mr. J. Elliot.
One red and white bullock, like J4Z off ribs, ear-marked
both can.
If not released on or before the 6th  October, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
FREDCK. WILLIAM DEAN, Poundkeeper.
1596 is.
IMPOUNDED at Tiaro, from Gigoomgan, on the 14th
September, 1885, by order of George Mant, Esquire.
Driving ,  6a. 2d .  per head.
One black mare, like 2AR near shoulder ;  damages, £3.
One black draught colt, like WJ6 over blotch, hind feet
white.
One bay horse, like A near shoulder, hind feet white.
One black horse, WH over 7 near shoulder, 4 near
thigh, 7 near cheek, star.
One bay horse, blotch like J8  on near rump.
One grey mare ,  like UD3  near  shoulder.
One brown horse, like U7U  near  rump, 138 near thigh,
hind feet white , star and snip.
If not  released  on or before the 20th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES McILWRAITH, Poundkeeper.
1695 7s.
i
IMPOUNDED at Emerald, from Witberafield Station,
off unenclosed lands, on the 14th September, 1885,
by order of  Messrs.  Gibson and Allen. Driving
expenses , 8s. 4d. per head.
One red bald-faced heifer, 5AW off ribs.
One white cow, J2R near rump.
One spotted cow, %Y2 over FS5 near ribs, ZE2 off
shoulder.
One white bullock, T1H near rump,  3 on neck, marks of
bow on neck.
One red and white bullock, W2B near ribs.
One spotted steer,  F88 near ribs.
One red and white steer, HG4 near ribs.
One white steer, BL2 near rump.
One chesnut horse, bald face, near fore and hind feet
white,  V7D near shoulder.
One roan steer , JU7 off ribs.
One red steer, JU7 off ribs.
One roan heifer, JU7 off ribs.
One white steer , JU7 off ribs.
One white steer, JU7 off ribs.
One white poley-heifer, 5FV off rump.
One red and white  steer , 5FV off rump.
One roan and white cow, 4UC 4U 0  off ribs.
One red bull calf, 4UC off ribs.
One white cow, 4UC  off ribs.
One red and white bull, SGO over 4UC near rump.
If not released on or before the 13th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. LOCH, Poundkeeper.
1602 20s.
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IMPOUNDED  at Bollon ,  from Murra Murra, on the
15th September, 1885, by order of G. Tate, Esquire.
Driving ,  8s. 6d .  per head.
One strawberry bullock, off rump, ears marked.
One roan and  white heifer, BT1 off rump, off ear
marked.
One spotted bullock ,  COB off rump ,  off  ear marked.
One roan  cow, IIW7  off rump ,  off ear marked  ;  calf at
foot, unbranded.
One red and white bullock, HW7 off rump, off ear
marked.
One roatz  bullock,  W near  rump,  ears marked.
One roan cow, M near rump, ears marked  ;  calf at foot,
unbranded.
One  ro an bullock ,  BTl off rump ,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One spotted bullock, BT1 off rump,  off ear  marked.
One bald-faced heifer, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One red bullock, BTl off rump, off ear marked.
One spotted bullock, BT1 off rump, off ear marked.
One spotted bullock, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One bald-faced bullock, MUNRO near ribs, ears
marked.
One roan bullock ,  COB off rump ,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock, COB near rump, off ear marked.
One roan bullock, JR over  0  near rump,  ears  marked.
One roan bullock, HW7 off rump, off ear marked.
One roan and white  bullock, COB  off rump, off ear
marked.
One white bullock, COP near rump,  off ear marked.
One roan steer, COB off rump, off ear marked.
One bald -faced bullock ,  IS near rump ,  near ear marked.
One red bullock ,  COB off  rump ,  off ear marked.
One brown horse ,  a near shoulder,  5TN off shoulder.
Also, from Yancho, on the 15th September, 1885, by
order of James Lorimer,  Esquire.  Driving,  3s. per
head.
One Chesnut horse, 8HR near shoulder.
One brown mare ,  E 0 near  shoulder, EO near neck, YD
near rump
Also ,  from Honeymar,  on the 141h September, 1$85,
by order of Charles Bowman, Esquire.  Driving, 5s.
per  head.
One  bay mare, B8Z off shoulder,  6 near thigh.
One Chesnut horse,  B8Z near shoulder.
If not  re leased on or before the 30th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES McAULEY, Poundkeeper.
1605
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra ,  from Mount Cornish
Station , on the 17th September, 1885, by order of
E. R. Edkins ,  Esquire. Driving, 6d.
One red and  white bullock,  large star ,  rope and chain on
neck , off horn broken, X4L off ribs, A 1Q (regis-
tered brand)  near ribs.
If not released on or before the 16th  October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN,  Poundkeeper.
1615 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Banana,  from Barfield Station,  on then
12th  September ,1885 ,  by order of  F.Bracker ,Esquire.
One black gelding, AH near shoulder , OYY off  shoulder.
If not released on or before the  13th  October, 1885,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
1616
W. THOMAS,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Blackall ,  from Northampton, on the
9th September ,  1885, by order  of J. C.  Higginson,
Esquire. Driving,  &c., 7s.
One brindle working bullock ,  swa ll ow -fork near ear,
off ear blocked ,  off  horn down ,  m  over 88 near
shoulder , WH1 (registered brand )  and large scar
near ribs , DR5 (re gistered brand) near loin, scars
near rump and off loins.
One black working bullock ,  white in belly,  like diamond
in part of circle off rump ,  two clubs near horn.
If not released on or before the 20th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1617
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Brist ,ane, from the streets , by order
of the G eneral Inspector .  Trespass, 5s. per head.
One bay-roan horse, B3P near shoulder, star, white spot
on off hind foot.
One brindle cow, like 6WK off rump ,  rope round neck.
Also, from Nundah, by order of J. L. Zillman.
Esquire .  Damages, 21.
One chesnut pony, DW near shoulder, heart heart 1 off
shoulder , star,  near hip down.
One flea -bitten grey horse, JL5 near shoulder, NM3 off
shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 5th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1614 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Tiaro, from Antigua, on the 19th
September,  1885,  by order  of Mr.  Antill .  Damages,
2s.  6d.; driving,  is.
One red and white spotted  heifer, like J3N on rump.
One white heifer,  like 8EP off rump.
One white steer ,  like 8EP off rump.
One red steer ,  8EP off rump.
One white  steer ,  8EP off rump.
One white heifer ,  8EP off rump.
One white  spotted steer ,  8EP off rump.
One red and white  bullock ,  CP5 on rump.
If not released on or before  the 20th October, 1885,
will  be sold  to defray expenses.
JAMES McILWRAITH,  Poundkeeper.
1624 8s.
30s.
Printed  and Published  by JAxis C.  B$AL, Government Printer,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane ,  26th September, 1885.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO MONO
VICTORIA REGINAL
No. 8.
An Act to make Better Provision for the Management of Public
Charitable Institutions.
[ASSENTED TO 22ND SEPTEMBER, 1885.
HE fEAS Public Charitable Institutions have been and may  Preambi..Whereafter be stablished in the Colony- of Queensland , and
maintained wholly or in part at the public expense, and it is desirable
that better provision should be made for the good government of
such Institutions, and for the maintenance and support of the inmates
thereof : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. In this Act the following terms shall have the meanings  set Int. rpretstion.
against them respectively-
Minister "-The Minister charged with the execution of
this Act ;
Curator "-The Curator in Insanity appointed under  The
" Insanity Act of  1884 ;"
Institution "-A Public Charitable Institution to which the
provisions of this Act are applicable ;
Inspector "-The inspector of the Institution appointed
under this Act ;
K Visiting
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Charitable •In8titution8 Management Act.
" Visiting Justice "-A justice of the peace appointed to visit
the Institution ;
" Visiting Medical Officer "-The Medical Officer appointed
to visit the Institution ;
" Superintendent "-The Superintendent or an Assistant
Superintendent of the Institution ;
" Inmate "-An inmate of an Institution ;
" Prescribed "-Prescribed by Regulations  made  under this
Act.
Application of Act. 2. The Governor may, by Order in Council, declare any public
Institution 'which is maintained  wholly or in part at the public
expense for the reception, maintenance, and care of indigent  persons,
or other  persons  requiring medical or other aid or comfort, not being a
Hospital for the  Insane  or a Hospital established under the Statutes
relating to Hospitals, and not being an Orphanage within the  meaning
of " The Orphanage8 Act of  1879," to be a Public Charitable Institu-
tion for the purposes of this Act, and may, by the like Order in
Council, declare that all or any of the provisions of this Act shall
be applicable to such Institution. And the provisions of this Act so
declared to be applicable shall thereupon apply to such Institution
accordingly.
Governor in Council 3, The Governor in Council may make Regulations for all or
may make
any of the following purposes, that is to say-Regulations.
(1.) Regulating the conditions of admission of persons into
any Institution, or the discharge  of inmates  therefrom ;
(2.) Maintaining the discipline and good order of any
Institution ;
(3.) Requiring inmates of an Institution to do  such manual
or other work as they are capable of doing ;
(4.) Providing for the removal of inmates from one Institu-
tion to another ;
(5.) Imposing punishments by way of fine, solitary confine-
ment, hard labour, or deprivation of food or comforts,
upon inmates guilty of disobedience to the Regulations ;
(6.) Any other matters that may be necessary to be pre-
scribed for the purpose of carrying this Act into
execution.
The Regulations shall be published in the  Gazette,  and when so
published shall have the force of law.
Inspectors and 4 . The Governor in Council may appoint fit and proper
visiting justices. persons , being justices of the peace, to be inspectors or visiting
justices  of any Institution or Institutions ; and may appoint fit and
proper persons, being legally qualified medical practitioners within the
meaning  of the laws in force for the time being relating to the
qualification of medical practitioners, to be medical officers to visit
any Institution or Institutions.
Superintendents and 5. The Governor in Council may appoint for every Institution a
matrons.
superintendent and matron, and, if necessary,  an assistant  superin-
tendent or matron.
Officers. The Minister may appoint such and so many other officers,
attendants, and servants as may be necessary for the proper manage-
ment of the Institution.
6. Every
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6. Every inmate shall, when he is of sufficient means, be liable inmate liable for
upon demand to pay all  sums  of money which may be demanded  of maintenance.
him for and in respect and on account of his maintenance in an Insti-
tution, and the same may be recovered from him in the manner herein-
after provided for recovering the same from any relative.
7. In the case of public charitable Institutions which are Curator  to manage
established for the reception, maintenance, and care of indigent estates of inmates of
certain otor.persons, and are declared bythe Order in Council to be established Powers oof  Curator.r.
for that purpose, the Curator shall undertake the general care, protec-
tion, and management of the estates of all inmates of the Institution,
and may--
(a) Take possession of, retain, sell, or dispose of, any pro-
perty of an inmate, whether real or personal ;
(b) In his own name sue for, recover, or receive, any money
or other property due or belonging to an inmate, or
damages for any conversion of, or injury to, any such
property ;
(c) Apply any money so recovered or received or the
proceeds of any such property in defraying the cost of
the maintenance of the inmate in the Institution ;
(d) E xercis& in the name of an inmate any power which the
inmate might exercise for his own benefit ;
(e) In the name and on behalf of an inmate, appoint any
person to act as' attorney or agent fdr the inmate for any
purpose connected with property of the inmate.
Provided that the powers conferred by this section shall not be
exercised by the- Curator without the consent of the inmate, except so
far as may be necessary to provide for the cost of the maintenance of
such inmate in the Institution, and the due preservation of such
property.
8. The relatives of an inmate hereinafter mentioned shall, if Relatives of inmate
they are of sufficient means, and if such inmate is not of sufficient liable for
means, be liable to defray the cost of such inmate's maintenance in
maintenance.
an Institution.
9. If any relative of an inmate refuses or neglects to pay on Payment of main-
demand any sum of money which is demanded of him by the Curator, tenon day be
then any justice of the peace may, upon the complaint of the Curator,
or any person authorised by him in that behalf, issue his  summons
to the relative named in such complaint, requiring him to appear
before any two justices, at a certain time and place to be -therein
named, to show cause why he should not pay such money.
10. Any two justices of the peace may hear and determine Justices may make
any such complaint in a summary way and make such order therein order for main-
as they think fit.
tenance.
11. The relatives of an inmate shall be held liable for his order of liability of
maintenance in the order and according to the priority hereinafter relatives.
enumerated-
(1) Husband or wife ;
(2) Father or mother ;
(3) Children of the age of twenty-one years.
12. If it appears to the justices that any relative, liable as  afore- Relatives tocantri-
said, is unable  alone  to pay any sum of money so demanded of him, ab litycording to
but is able to contribute towards the payment thereof, the  justices
may,
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may, in their discretion, order two or more of such relatives to pay
any such sum of money, and may prescribe the proportion which
each shall contribute for that purpose ; and if it appears that such
two or more relatives are unable to pay the whole of such sum of
money but are able to contribute toward payment thereof, the justices
shall direct such relatives to pay weekly or otherwise a sum in propor-
tion to their ability.
Duration of order. 13. The justices may by their order specify the time during
which any sum ordered to be paid for maintenance shall be paid.
Order may be varied. 14. Any relative ordered to pay or contribute as aforesaid
Penalty on officers
or servants  illtreating
inmates.
Superintendents of
Institutions , &c., to
show to inspector and
medical officer the
whole of the house
and answer questions.
may at any time after the making of the order, upon giving at least
fourteen days' previous notice in writing to the Curator, apply to any
two justices to vary or discharge the order upon showing the altered
circumstances or means of such inmate or relative, and such justices
may (if they see fit) vary the order accordingly or discharge it alto-
gether ; and any such relal ive may in like manner from time to time
apply to have any such order varied or discharged.
15. Any superintendent, officer, attendant, servant, or other
person employed in an Institution, who strikes, wounds, ill-treats, or
wilfully neglects, any inmate, shall, for every such offence, be liable to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or to be imprisoned for any
period not exceeding six months.
Nothing in this section contained shall prejudice or affect the
civil or criminal responsibility (if any) of the offender at common
law, or under any statute.
16. The superintendent or other officer in charge of any
Institution shall-
(1.) Show to the inspector, visiting justice, and visiting
medical officer, when required, every part thereof, and
every inmate therein ;
(2.) Give full and true answers, to the best of his knowledge,
to all questions which the inspector, visiting justice, or
visiting medical officer asks with reference to the
Institution and the inmates therein ;
(3.) Produce to the inspector, visiting justice, and visiting
medical officer respectively all books prescribed to be
kept; and
(4.) Produce all such returns as are required by the inspector
or visiting justice.
Every such superintendent, or other officer, and every attendant or
servant employed in an Institution who(a) Conceals, or attempts to conceal, or refuses or wilfully
neglects to show, any part of the Asylum, or any
appurtenances or building belonging thereto, or any
inmate therein, from or to the inspector, visiting justice,
or visiting medical officer ; or
(b) Does not give true and full answers to the best of his
(c)
knowledge to all questions asked by the inspector,
visiting justice, or visiting medical officer in reference
to the matters aforesaid ; or
Neglects or refuses to produce to the inspector, visiting
justice, or visiting medical officer any books prescribed to
be kept ; and also all orders relating to inmates admitted
since
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since the last visit of the inspector, visiting justice,
or visiting medical officer, and such other documents
relating to any inmate as the inspector, visiting justice,
or visiting medical officer requires to be produced, or to
produce such returns  as aforesaid ;
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or to
imprisonment for any period not exceeding six months.
17. Every letter written by an inmate in any Institution shall  Letters of inmates
be forthwith forwarded unopened to the person to whom it  is to be forwarded.
addressed.
Any superintendent who fails to comply with the requirements  Penalty.
of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds
in respect of every such  offence.
18. Complaints against inmates for offences  against  the Regula-  Mode of dealing with
tions shall be heard and determined in a summary way by the inspector, offenders.
or visiting justice, or a police magistrate, or any two of them, who arerespectively hereby empowered and authorised to hear and determine
the same and to impose the prescribed punishment.
The complaint shall be preferred by the superintendent, and
information  of the nature and substance thereof shall be given to the
accused person , but without any formal  summons or  other writing
unless  required by the presiding inspector, visiting justice, or police
magistrate.
Provided that no punishment, other than a fine or discharge
from. the Institution, shall be imposed without the approval of the
visiting medical officer, or of the superintendent, if he is a legally
qualified medical practitioner.
No appeal shall be brought from any decision upon any such
complaint either by way of  certiorari,  prohibition, or otherwise.
19. Except as hereinbefore otherwise provided, all offences  Penalties ma be sued
against this Act may be prosecuted in a summary way before any two for summ arily
justices under the provisions of the law in force for the time being
regulating proceedings on summary convictions, and if any penalty
is not paid either immediately after the conviction or order, or within
the time appointed by such conviction or order, the same shall be levied
by distress and sale of the offender's goods and chattels, and in default
of distress shall be enforced in manner directed by law.
And all persons aggrieved by any such conviction or order may Appeal.
appeal therefrom in the manner and subject to the conditions prescribed
by the Acts regulating appeals to District Courts.
20.  " The  Benevolent Asylum Wards Act of  1861 " is hereby  NPs of 25 via,
repealed.
21. This Act may be cited as  " The Charitable Inetitutiona Short itle.Management .dot of 1885."
By Authority  :  Julie  C Bsat ,, Government Printer ,  Wi lliam street,  Brisbane.
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SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unsettled Districts ,  have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing ,  to this Depart-
ment ,  before the 24th December, 1885.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
G REGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Name of  Run-Peleenah.
Claimant of Lease - James  Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 ..
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of  Kene-garry Run at a point ten chains north and fifty-one
chains east of a tree marked broad -arrow over
I over XXXV in triangle on the west side of the
Diamentina River ,  and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundaries
of Derrewarra and Ulva Runs ,  in all five miles
forty chains to a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow over  U over  65 in triangle on its east side ;
thence on the west by a north line nine miles ten
chains to a coolibah -tree on Warra Creek markedbroad-arrow over N over 47 in triangle  ;  thence on
the north by an east line crossing Gurigcurica
Creek at a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow in
triangle five miles forty chains to the north-west
corner of  K ennegarry Run at a post marked broad-
arrow over N over  45;  and thence on the east by a
south line along the west boundary of the last-
named run nine miles ten chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Barrivituari.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  36 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  14 II
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north -west corner of Bunda
Bu lla Run at a point four chains south and five
chains west of a beefwood -tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 19 in triangle on its east side,
and bounded thence on the east by a south line
along the west boundary of the last -named run
nine miles forty chains to its south -west corner ;
thence on the south by a west  li ne along part of the
north boundary of Coombara Run to its north-west
corner at a post marked broad-arrow  ;  thence on
the west by a north  line nine miles forty chains to
a point on Nails Creek ,  fifty -three chains west of
a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over N over 21
in triangle  ;  and thence on the north by an east
line passing through the said tree and crossing
Spring Creek at a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 20 five miles twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Varney.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ,.. ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total 50 „
Commencing  at the north -west corner of Ulva
Run at  a point thirty  chains east of a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over  U over  64 in triangle on
its east side ,  and bounded thence on the east by a
south line along the west  boundary  of the last-
named run nine  miles to the  north  boundary of
Yenda Run at a point forty-one  chains east of a post
marked broad -arrow  over U over  68 in triangle ;
11s
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thence on the south by a west line partly along the
last-named boundary  and passing  through the said
post and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
r over 69 in triangle,  five miles  forty-five chains to
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 70
in triangle on its south- east side  ; thence on the
west by a north line nine  mi.es to  a point eleven
chains north and  thirty-eight  chains  east of a scrub-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over  62 in triangle
on its east side ; and thence on the north by an
east line five miles  forty-fi ve chains passing th ro ugh
a coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over U over 64
in triangle  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Mooradonka.
Claimant of Lease - James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  67 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  33
„
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Coom-
barn Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line along
the west boundary of the last-named run nine miles
forty chains to its south-west corner at a point
thirteen chains north and one mile twenty-six
chains west of a tree on the Diamantina River
marked broad-arrow over I over XLVII in triangle;
thence on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundary of Kenegarry Run, passing
about eight chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over T over IV in triangle on Peleenah Creek
to a most marked broad-arrow over N over 45 at the
north-cast corner of Peleenah Run, and thence
along part of the north boundary of the said run,
in all ten miles forty chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 46; thence on the west
by  a north line nine miles forty chains to a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 43 at the south-
west corner of Wanganella No. 2 Run ; and thence
on the north by an east line along the south boun-
dary of the said run, passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 41 at its south-east corner,
and by a continuation thereof crossing Mooradonka
Water-hole at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over N over 42 in triangle, in all ten miles forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Barrivituari, .Yo. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-Available... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16
„
Total ... ... 50
„
Commencing at the north-west corner of Barri-
vituari Run at a point fifti -three chains west of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 21
in triangle, and bounded thence on the eastby a south
line along the west boundary of the last-named run
nine miles  and 40 chains to a post marked broad-
arrow at the north-east corner of MooradonkaRun; thence onthe south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the last-named run five
miles twenty chains, crossing Mooradonka Water-
hole at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
IV over 42 in triangle to a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 41 at the south- east corner  of Wanga-
nella No. 2 Run ; thence on the  west  by a north
line  along the east boundary of the last-named
run nine miles forty chains to a post marked broad.
arrow over N over 23 at its north-eatt corner, and
thence on the north by an east line  to  the south-
west corner and along part of the south boundary
of Wallamunda No. 2 Run,  passing  through a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 22
in triangle on its north side, in all five miles twenty
chains to point of commencement.
Name of Run---U[va No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 401 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
„
Total ... ... 404 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Varney
run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over U
over 70 in triangle on its south-east side, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north borndary of Yendah No. 2 Run to
its north-west corner and by a continuation thereof,
in all four miles forty chains, passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 71
in triangle  on its south side to a post marked broad-
arrow over U over 72 ; thence on the west by a
north line  nine miles  to a stake about sixty-eight
chains eastof  a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
U over 61 in triangle ; thence on the north by an
east  line four miles  forty chains to the north-west
corner  of Varney Run at a point eleven chains
north and  thirty-eight chains east of a scrub-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over 62 in triangle on
its east side  ; and thence on the east by a south
line  along the west boundary of the  last-named
run nine miles  to the point of  commencement.
Name of  Run-Peleenah No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James  Rutherford.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10 of
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Peleenah
Run at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over U
over 65 in triangle on its east side ,  and bounded
thence on the south by a west line along parts of
the north boundaries of Ulva and Varney Runs, in
all five miles forty chains, passing through a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 64 in tri-
angle to a point thirteen chains north and twenty-
six chains east of a whitewood-tree marked broad.
arrow over U over 63 in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the west by a north line nine miles ten
chains, passing twenty-nine chains east of a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 50 in tri-
angle on its south side to a point twenty-five chains
east  of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N
over 49 in triangle'; thence on the north by an east
line five miles forty chains to a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over N over 47 in triangle at the north-
west corner of Peleenah Run; . nd thence on the east
by a south line along the west boundary of the last-
named run nine miles ten chains  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cobra.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10 H
Total  ... ...  50
Commencing at the south-west corner of Moora-
donka Run at a post marked broad-arrow over N
over 46, and bounded thence on the south by a
west line along parts of the north boundaries of
Peleenah and Peleenah No. 2 Runs, in all five
miles twenty chains, crossing Gurigcurica Creek at
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle, and
passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 47  in triangle  to a point nine-
teen chains north and eight  chains east of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 48
in triangle on its north-east side ; thence on the
west by a north line nine miles forty chains to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over 44; thence
on the north by an east  line crossing  a small creek
at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle
five miles twenty chains to a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 43 at the north-west corner of
Mooradonka Run ; and thence on the east by a
south  line along  the west boundary of that run
nine miles  forty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name  of Run-Pinalaka.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area--
Available
... 40 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 10
„
Total ... ... 50
„
Commencing at the north-east corner of Cobra
Run at a post marked broad-arrow over N over 43,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of that run, crossing a
small creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
in triangle, five miles twenty chains to a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 44; thence on the
west by a north line passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 28, nine miles forty chains
to a post marked broad-arrow over N over 27 ;
thence on the north by an east  line passing  through
a post marked broad-arrow over N over 25, five
miles twenty chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 24 at the north-west corner of Wan-
ganella No. 2 Run ; and thence on the east by a
south line along the west boundary of the last-
named run nine miles forty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Nargully.
Claimants of Lease-Frederick Peppin and John
Webber.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  15 to
Total  ... ...  75 of
Commencing at the north- west corner of Tacoora
Run at a point three chains north and twenty-five
chains west of a beefwood -tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 50 in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a south line
along the east boundary of the last-named run ten
miles to the north boundary of W ilpa lly No. 2
An at a point sixteen chains east of a coolibah-
tree marked broad- arrow  over U over 48 in
triangle on its west side  ;  thence on the south by
a west line along part of the last-named boundary
three miles sixty chains to the north -west corner
of the said run at a point fifty chains north and
seven chains east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 47  in triangla ; thence again en-
the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the said Wilpally No. 2 Run, passing
seven chains east of the last-named tree five miles
to a point nine chains west of a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over 45  in triangle on
its south -east side  ;  thence again on the south by a
west  line two miles  forty  chains to a point ten
chains north  and sixteen chains west  of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 46 in
triangle ; thence on the west by a north line
fifteen miles to a point one chain south and fifty.
nine chains east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 53 in triangle on its south side ;
and thence on the north by an east line six
miles twenty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Campoo.
Claimants of Lease-Frederick Peppin and John
Webber.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ...
... 75
Commencing at the south- west  corner of Nar-
gully Run at a point ten chains north and sixteen
chains west of a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over  U over  46 in triangle on its north-west
side, and bounded thence on the south by a
west line five miles to a ooolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over  87*  in triangle on
its north  side ; thence  on the  west  by a north
line passing seven  chains west of a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 86 in
triangle,, through a giddiah tree marked broad-
arrow in triangle two chains west of a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 85 in
triangle and two chains east of a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over 84 in triangle,
fifteen miles to a point bearing north 102 degrees
east and distant twenty-one chains from a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 54 in
triangle ; thence on the north by an east line
five miles, passing one  chain south of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 53 in triangle
on its south side to the north-west corner ofNargully
Run at a point one  chain south and fifty-nine
chains east of the last-mentioned tree ; and thence
an the east by a south line along the west boundary
of the last-named run fifteen miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Milkinbrinna.
Claimants  of Lease-Frederick Peppin and John
Webber.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
Campoo Run seven chains west of a beefwood-
tree marked b road-arrow over U over 86 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a south line
along part of the said boundary three miles seventy-
five chains to a cooli bah-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 87 in triangle ; thence on the south by a
west line fifteen chains  ;  thence again on the east by
a south  line passing through a  coo 'bah-tree  marked
bro ad-arrow over U over 42 in triangle on Muddy-
boro Waterhole, six miles five chains toa whitewood-
tree marked broad -arrow over U over 41 in triangle
on its north side ; thence again on the south by a
west  li ne five miles to a post marked bro ad-ar row ;
thence on the west by a north line passing th ro  ugh
a tree marked N in square on Umpadiboo Creek,
ten miles to a point fifteen chains north and
thirt -three chains east of a beef wood-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 88 in triangle ;  and thence
on the north by an east line five miles fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Milkinbrinna West.
Claimants of Lease-F rederick Peppin and John
Webber.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 of
Total  ... ...  50 of
Commencing at the south -west corner of Milkin-
brinna Run at a post marked broad-arrow, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line five
miles to a post marked broad -arrow  ;  thence on the
west by a north  line ten miles ,  passing twenty-four
chains east of a wi llow -tree marked broad-arrow
over D over 3 in triangle  ;  thence on the north by
an east line ,  crossing Umpadiboo Creek about
twenty -four chains below a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 30 in triangle on its south-
east side, five miles to the north-west corner of
M ilkinbrinna Run at a point fifteen chains north
and thirty -three chains east of a beefwood-tree
marked broad -arrow over U over 88 in trian le ; and
thence on the east by a south line along the west
boundary of the last-named run , passing through a
tree on Umpadiboo Creek marked N in square, ten
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Yendah No. 2.
Claimants of Lease- Frederick Peppin and John
Webber.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  10 of
Total 70 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Yen-
dah Run at a point eighteen chains west of a post
marked broad -arrow over U over 68, and bounded
the  nee  on the east by a south line along the west
boundary of the last -named run ten miles to the
north boundary of Tacoora Run at a point bearing
210 degrees and distant four chains from a tree
marked broad-arrow over U over 49 in triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line along parts of
the north b,undaries of the  last-named  and Nar-
gnllyRuns passing three chains north of a  beef wood-
tree  marked bro ad-arrow over U over 50 in triangle
and th ro ugh a tree on a sma ll  creek marked broad-
arrow over U over 51 in triangle seven milestoapost
marked broad-arrow ;  thence on the west by a north
line ten miles to a point sixty -four chains east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 71 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by an east line to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 70 in triangle
at the south-west corner of Varney Run, and by a
continuation of same line along part of the south
boundary of that Run, also passing through a
giddiah-treo marked broad -arrow over U over 69
in triangle, in all  seven miles to the point of com-
mencement.
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Name of Run-Bampton.
Claimant of Lease-George Frederick Peppin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable 9
Total ... 39
Commencing at the south-west corner of Wil lly
No. 2 Run at a point ten chains south and fifty-
seven chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 44 in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line six
miles to a point twenty-six chains north and four-
teen chains west of a willow-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over D in triangle ; thence on the
west by a south line one mile five chains to a point
fourteen chains east of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over I in triangle on its west
side ; thence again on the south by a west line one
mile forty chains to a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 41 in triangle on its north
side at the south-east c rner of Milkinbrinna Run ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of
the east boundary of the last-named run six miles
five chains, passing through a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 42 in triangle on its south
side to a point fifteen chains west of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 87 in triangle
on its north side at the south-west corner of Campoo
Bun; thence on the north by an east line passing
through the said tree and along the south boundary
of the last-named run, and by a continuation of the
same line in all seven miles forty chains along one
of the south boundaries of Nargully Run, passing
ten chains north of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over IT over 46 in triangle to the west
boundary of Willpally No. 2 Run at a point nine
chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 45 in triangle on its south-east side ;
and thence again on the east by a south line along
part of the last-named boundary five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wanganella No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing at the north -west corner of Barri-
vituari No .  2 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 23, and bounded thence on the east
by a south line nine miles forty chains to a post
marked broad -arrow over N over 41; thence on
the south by a west  line five miles twenty chains
to a post marked broad -arrow over N over 43 ;
thence on the west by a north line nine miles forty
chains to a post marked broad -arrow over N over
24;  and thence on the north by an east line five
miles twenty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ingledoun No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 It
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Nails Creek at
a point about  thirty-two  chains north and six
chains east of a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over N over 15 in triangle on its north -east side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along part of the west boundry of Wa ll amunda
No. 2 Run, six miles thirty chains to its north-west
corner at a point two chains south and fourteen
chains east of a beefwoo 3-tree marked broad-arrow
over N over 40 in triarg 'e ; thence on the north by
a west line along part of the south boundary of
Merrion Downs No. 6 Run, passing two chains
south of the last-mentioned tree one mile twenty-
five chains to a post marked broad-arrow over N
over  39;  thence again on the east by a north line
one mile along part of the west boundary of the
last-named run to a post marked broad -arrow over
N ova r  38;  thence again on the north by a west
line eight miles fifty-five chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 37 ; thence on the west by
a south line four miles twenty chains  to Nails
Creek at a point thirty-four chains above a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over N over 7 in triangle;
and thence on the south by the left bank of the
said creek downsrds to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Ingledoun No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... Q „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Nails Creek
opposite the south-east corner of Ingledoun No. 1
Run at a point about thirty-two chains north and
six chains east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 15 in triangle, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line along part of
the west boundary of Wallamunda No. 2 Run two
miles sixty-two chains to a stake; thence on the
south by an east line ten miles to a stake ; thence
on the west by a north line passing through a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 26 in triangle five
miles seventy chains to Nails Creek at a point
thirty-four chains above a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over N over 7 in triangle ; and thence
on the north by the right bank of the said creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ingledoun No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 0 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Nails Creek at
the south-west corner of Ingledoun No. 1 Run,
being a point thirty-four chains above a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over N over 7 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
partly along the west boundary of the last-named
run, passing through a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 37 at its north-west corner, and
also passing through a stake on the dra track
to Ingledoun Station, six miles thirty-two chains to
a post marked broad-arrow over N over  36;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles
to a post marked broad-arrow over N over 35 ;
thence on the west by a south line two miles fifty
chains to a post marked broad-arrow over N over
34 near the head of Nails Creek ; and thence on the
south by the left bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ingledoun No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
V9
Estimated A rea-
Available ... ... 50
Unavailable ... ... 0
square miles.
Total ... ...  50 of
Commencing at the south-west corner of Ingle-
doun No. 3 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 34 near the head of Nails Creek, and
bounded thence on the west by a south  line seven
miles thirty chains, passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 33 to a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 32 ; thence on the south by
an east line ten miles  to the west boundary of
Ingledoun No. 2 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 26 ; thence on the east by a north line
along part of the said boundary three miles
forty-eight chains to Nails Creek at a point thirty-
four chains above a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over N over 7 in triangle ; and thence on the
north by the right bank of the said creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ingledoun No. 5.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 81 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total .. 81 „
Commencing at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 25 on the north boundary of
Pinalaka Bun, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line sixty-eight chains to a stake at the
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south -west corner of Ingledoun No. 2 Run ; thence
on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of the last -named run ten miles to a
stake at its south -east corner ; thence on the east
by a south line along part of the west boundary of
allamunda No. 2 Run sixty-eight chains to the
north boundary of Barrivituari No. 2 Run, at a
point forty chains west of a coolibah -tree marked
broad -arrow over N over 22 in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the last -named run, pass-
ing through a post marked broad -arrow over N
over 23 at its north-west corner, along the
the north boundary of Wanganella No. 2 Run, pass-
ing through a post marked broad -arrow over N
over 24 at its north-west corner and along part
of the north boundary of Pinalaka Run, in all ten
miles, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Ingledoun No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Uhellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable  .. ... 0
Total  ... ... 50 „Commencing at the south -west corner of Ingle-
doun No. 6 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 26, and bounded thence on the
south by a west  line along part of the north
boundary of Pinalaka Run two miles sevent -five
chains to a post marked broad -arrow over Wover
27 at its north-west corner; thence on the east
by a south line along part of the west boundary
of the last-named run two miles fifty-two
chains to a post marked  broad-arrow  over
N over 28 ; thence agtanu on _ the _ south by
a west line crossing a branch of Gurigeurica Creek
at a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow over N over
29 in triangle ,  and passing through a mound seven
miles  five chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 30; thence on the west by a
north line passing through a post marked bro ad-
arrow over N over 31 ,  five miles sixty-two
chains to a post marked broad -arrow over N
over 32 at the south-west corner of Ingle-
doun No. 4 Run  ;  thence on the north by an
east line along the south boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 26 at its south-east corner ;
and thence again on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of Ingledoun No. 2
ltun to a stake at its south -west corner ,  and by a
continuation of same line ,  in all three miles ten
chains along the west boundary of Ingledoun
No. 5 Run to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Canis Downs No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total  ... ...  100 it
Commencing at the north -east corner of Glan-
mire No. 5 Run at a post marked broad -arrow over
N over 57, and bounded thence on the west by a
south line along part of the east9boundary of the
last-named run ten miles to a post marked broad-
arrow over N over .53; thence on the south by an
east line ten miles to a mound; thence on the east by
a north line ten miles ,  crossing Gurigcurica Creek
at a coolibah-tree marked broad -arrow over N over
54 in triangle on its south side to a post marked
bro ad-arrow over N over 55; and thence on the
north by a west line ten miles, crossing Gnrig-
curica Creek at a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 56 in triangle on its west side
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Canis Downs No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chel li ngworth.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  621 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0
Total  ... ...  62- „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Cania
Downs No. 1 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over  53, and bounded thence on the west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
Glanmire No .  5 Run, crossing Warra Creek at a
coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow over N over 52
on its north side, six miles twenty chains to a post
:narked broad-arrow over N over 51 ;  thence on
the south by  an east line ten miles twenty-five
chains, passing through a coolibah -tree on a small
creek marked broad-arrow  over  N over  50 in triangle
on its south side to a point on the west boundary
of Peleenah No. 2 Run twenty -nine chains east of
the last-mentioned tree ; thence on the east by a
north line along part of the last-named boundary
three miles sixty-eight chains to a point twenty-five
chains east of a coolibah -tree on Warra Creek
marked broad -arrow over N over 49 in triangle on
itsnorth-westside ;  thence on the northbyawest line
twenty-five chains to the said tree; thence again on
the east by a north line two miles thirty -two chains
to a mound at the south -east corner of Canis Downs
No. 1 Run  ;  and thence again on the north by a
west line along the south boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cania Downs No. 4.
Claimant of Lease - Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  751 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 „
Total ... ... 751 „
Commencing on the east boundary of Canis
Downs No. 2 Run at a cooli bah-tree on Warra
Creek marked broad -arrow over N over 49 in tri-
angle on its north -west ride, and bounded thence
on the west by a north  li ne along part of the east
boundary of the last -named run to a mound at the
south -east corner of Canis Downs No. 1 Run, and
by a continuation of the  some  line along the east
boundary of the last -named run, crossing Gurig-
curica Creek at a coolibah -tree marked bro ad-arrow
over N over 54 in triangle on its south side to a post
marked broad -arrow over N over 55 at its north-
east corner ,  and by a further continuation of the
same line, in all sixteen miles twenty-eight chains
to the south boundary of Ingledoun No. 6 Run at a
point about forty -eight chains east of a mound ;
thence on the north by an east line along part of
the last-named boundary ,  crossing a small creek
two chains south of a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 29 in triangle, four miles forty
chains to the west boundary of Pinalaka Run at a
post marked broad -arrow over N over 28 ; thence
on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundar y  of the last -named run to a post marked
bro ad-arrow over N over 44 at the north-west corner
of Cobra Run ,  and by a continuation of the same line,
in all sixteen miles twenty -eight chains along the
west boundary of the last-named run to the north
boundary of Peleenah No. 2 Run at a point nineteen
chains north and eight chains east of a coolibah-
tree on Warra Creek marked broad -arrow over N
over 48 in triangle on its north -east side ; and thence
on the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the last-named run, and by a con-
tinuation of the same line, in all four miles forty-
five chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cania Downs No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area--
Available  ... ...  90 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 90 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of Canis
Downs No .  5 Run at a post marked bro ad-arro w
over N over 58, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of the last-
named run passing through a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 63 to its north-east corner, and
by ,a continuation of the same line, in all fifteen
miles to the south boundary of Mama No. 2 Run
at a post marked broad-arrow over N over  64;
thence on the north by an east line six miles along
part of the last -named boundary to a post marked
broad -arrow over N over 69; thence on the east
by a south line fifteen miles to the north boundary
of Canis Downs No .  1 Run at a point forty-nine
chains east of a coolibah -tree marked broad-ar row
over N over 56 in triangle on its west side ; and
thence on the south by a west line along Fart of the
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last-named boundar *, passing through the said tree
tc a post marked goad-arrow over N over 57 at
the north-east corner of Glanmire No. 5 Run; and
by a continuation of the said  line, in all six miles
along pert of tl a north boundary of the last-named
run to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Canis Downs No. 8.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  543 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0
Total
Commencing at the south -west corner of Peleenah
No. 2 Run at a point thirteen  chains north and
twenty -six chains  east of a whitewood -tree marked
broad -arrow  over U over 63  in triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the auuth by a west line
along  part of the north boundaries of Varney and
Ulva No. 3 Runs  to a stake  at the north-west
corner of the latter, and by a contbiuation of the
same line, in  all ten miles twenty-five  chains ,  passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over U
over 61 in triangle on its south- west  side to a post
marked broad-arrow over U over 60; thence on the
west by a north line five miles twenty-two chains to
a post marked broad-arrow over N over 51 at the
south-west corner of Cania Downs No. 2 Run ;
thence on the north by an east line  along  the south
boundary of the last- named run  ten miles twenty-
five chains  passing  through a coolibah-tree marked
broad -arrow over N o or 50 in  triangle on its
south side to the west boundary of Peleenah No. 2
Run at a point tweny- nine  chains east of the last-
named tree; and thence on the east by a south line
along part of the last-named boundary  five miles
twenty-two chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Canis Downs No. 9.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Chellingworth.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 74 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total ... 74 „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Canis
Downs No. 6 Run at a point forty-nine chains
east . f a coolibah tree marked broad-arrow over N
over 56 in triangle on its west side ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along the east
boundary of the last named run, fifteen miles to
the south  b  undary of Mama No. 2 Run at a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 65 ; thence on the
north by  an east  line along  part of the said
boundary to a post at the south-west corner of
Mama No. 3 Run, and by a continuation of the
same line, in all three miles thirty-three chains
along the last-named boundary to the west
boundary of Ingledoun No. 4 Run at s postmarked
broad-arrow over N over 33; thence on the east by
a south line along the last -named boundary to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over 32, and by a
continuation of the  same  line along the west
boundary of Ingledoun No. 6 Run, in all eleven
miles twelve chains passin through a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 31 to a post
m -trked broad-arrow over N over 30 at its south-west
c )rner  ;  thence again on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary, of the last-named
run two miles forty -five chains ,  passing through a
mound to the north-west corner of Cania Downs
No. 4 Run at a point f rty-eight chains beyond
same ; thence again on the east by a south line
along part of the west boundary of the last-
named run three miles sixty-eight chains to a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 55 at the north-
east corner of Cania Downs  No.1 Run ;  and thence
on the south by  a west line along  part of the north
boundary of the last -named run six miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Terriboah South.
Claimants of Lease - David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Availabl e ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16
Total ... .. 50 to
Commencing at the north-west corner of Pallico
Run at a post marked broad-arrow over A over 46, I
and bounded  thence on  the north by an  east line
ten miles, passing through a post marked broad-
arrow over A over 46 to a post marked broad-arrow
over A over 47; thence on the east by a south line
crossing a branch of Terriboah Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over Aover 52 in triangle,
and another branch of the same creek at a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over A over 53 in triangle,
five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 54; thence on the south by a west line ten
miles  to the east boundary of Pallico Run at a post
market broad-arrow over A over  73; and thence
on the west by a north line along part of the east
boundary of the last- named run  five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Terriboah North.
Claimants of Lease - David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Available ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 „
Total  ...  50 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Yandah
Run at a post marked bro ad-arro w over  A over 44,
and bounded thence on the  west  by a north line
along  the  east boundary of the last-named run five
miles to a mound at its north -east corner  ;  thence
on the north by an east line ten miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over  A. over 51; thence on the
east by a south line five miles to the north
boundary of Terriboah South Run  at a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 46; and thence on the
south by a west line along part of the siad
boundary to a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 45 at the north-east corner of Pallico Run, and
by a continuation of same line along partof the north
boundary of the last-named run, in all ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Curlew.
Claimants of Lease-David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  16
Total ... 50
Commencing at the south -east corner of Pallico
Run at a post marked broad -arrt  w over A over 72,
and bounded thence on the west by at north line
along part of the east boundary of the last-named
run five miles to a post marked  broad -arrow over A
over 73 at the south-west corner of Terriboah South
Run ; thence on the north by an east  lice along the
south boundary of the  last-named run ten miles to apostmarked broad-arrow over Aover 54 at its south-
east corner  ;  thence on the east by a south  line five
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over  A over 56 ;
and thence on the south by a west  line ten miles
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 71 to the point  of commen cement.
Name of Run-Coradilla.
Claimants of Lease-David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  67 square miles.
Unavailable ... 33 is
Totals 100 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Coora-
bulka East Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over C over C, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of
the last -named run ten miles to a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 39 at its north-east
corner ; thence on the north by an east line ten
miles to a post marked broad-arrow ; thence on the
east by a south line ten miles to a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 3 ; and thence on the
south by a west line passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 2 ten miles to the point of
commen cement.
Name of Run-Morbella.
Claimants of Lease-David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  67 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  33
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Tipo-
guleu-no East Run at a post marked brc ad-arrow
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over A over 45, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to the south  boundary of
Coorabulka East Run at a• point thirty-six chains
east of a  coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A
over 1 in triangle ; thence on the north by an east
line along part of the last-named boundary to a
post marked broad-arrow over C over C at the
south-west corner of Coradilla Run, and by a con-
tinuation of same line along part of the south boun-
dary of the last -named run, in all ten miles passing
through and twenty chains beyond a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 2; thence on the east by
a south line ten miles to a mound on the north
boundary of Terriboah North Run ;  and thence on
the south by a west line along part of that boun-
dary to  a mound at  the north-west corner of the
said run, and by a continuation of same  line along
part of the north boundary of Yendah Run, in all
ten miles  to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run - Congie East.
Claimants of Lease - David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area—
Available ... ... 67 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 83 is
Total ... ... 100 It
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cora-
dilla Run at a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 39, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line ten miles to the south boundary of Kasouka
No. 3 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 37 ; thence on the north by - an east
line along part of the last -named boundary to a
mound of earth at the south -east corner of the said
run, and by a continuation of same line ,  in all  ten
miles to a post marked bro ad-arrow over A over
36; thence on the east by a south line ten miles
twenty  chains to a post marked  broad- arrow at the
north -east corner of Coradill a Run, and thence on
the south by a west line along the north boun-
dary of that run ten miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run- Congiie West.
Claimants of Lease--David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area--
Available  ... ...  181 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 It
Total  ... ...  181 „
Commencing at the south -west corner of Congie
East Run at a post marked broad -arrow over A
over 39, and bounded thence on the south by a
west line along part of the north boundary of
Coorabulka  East Run one  mile forty- five chains
to a post marked broad-arrow over A over  38;
thence on the west by a north line along one of the
east boundaries of Marion Downs No .  12 Run five
miles  thirty- seven chains ; thence again on the
south by an east line 53 chains  ;  thence again on the
west by a north line along one of the east boun-
daries of Marion Downs No. 12 Run four miles
forty- three chains to its north -east corner at a point
bearing north 310 degrees east and distant  thirty-
two chains from a post marked bro ad-arrow over
K over XXII ;  t' ence on the  north by  an east line
along part of the south boundary of  Kasouka  No. 3
Run two miles eighteen chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 37 at the north-west
corner of Congie East Run ; and thence on the east
by a south line along the west boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Blackrock No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Available  ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 It
Total ... ... 50 to
Commencing  at a mound  at the south -east corner
of Morbella Run, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of the
last -named  run ten miles  to the south boundary of
Coradilla Run at a point twenty  chains east of a
post marked broad-arrow over A over 2; thence
on the north  by an east  line along part of the south-
boundary of the  last -named run to a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 3 at its south-west corner,
and by a continuation of same line in all five n iles
passing  through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 4 in triangle on a small creek
to a point thirty-six chains beyond  same  ; thence
on the east by a south  line ten miles  to a post
marked broad-arrow over A over 50; and thence
on the south by  a west line  to a post marked broad-
arrow over A over 51 at the north-east corner of
Terriboah North Run, and by a continuation of
same line in all five miles along  a part of the north
boundary of the said run to the point of  commence-
ment.
Name  of Run-Blackrock No. 4.
Claimants of Lease- . avid Ferguson  and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 131
Total ... ... 581 „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Terri-
boah South Run at a post marked broad arrow over
A over 54, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the last-
named run five miles, crossing  Terriboah Creek
at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A
over 53 in triangle, and another ranch of the
same creek  at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 52 in triangle to a post
marked broad-arrow over A over 47; thence on
the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of Terriboah South Run one mile fifty-
two chains to a post marked broad-ar. ow over A
over 46 at the south -east corner of Terriboah North
Run ; thence again on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the last -named run five
miles  to the south boundary of B.ackrock No. 3
Run at a post marked broad-arrow over A over 51;
thence on the north by an east line along part of
that boundary to a post marked bro ad-arrow over A
over50in triangle ,  and by a continuation of same line,
in all  six miles  fifty- two chains to a post marked
broad arrow over A over 49 ; thence on the east by
a south line passing eight chains east of a coolibah-
tree marked broad -arrow over A over 48 in  triangle
on Terriboah Creek,  ten chains east of  a coolibah-
tree marked broad -arrow over N over 62 in
triangle on the other branch of the said creek and
twenty chains east of a  coolibah-tree  marked broad-
arrow over N over 61 in triangle on Whitewood
Creek ,  in all ten miles to a point fourteen chains
north and thirty -two chains east of a post marked
broad-arrow;  and thence again on the south by an
east line five miles  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run - Blackrock No. 5.
Claimantsof Lease-David Ferguson and Alexander
Ferguson.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 to
Total  ... ...  25 to
Commencing at the south -west corner of Black-
rock No. 4 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over
A over 54, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line  along the south boundary of the last-
named run five miles to its south -east corner at a
point fourteen chains north and thirty -two chains
east  of a post marked broad -arrow  ;  thence on the
east  by a south line five miles to a point thirty-two
chains east of a post marked broad -arrow over N
over 60; thence on the south by a west line passing
through the said post to a post marked broad-arrow
over A over 67 at the north -east corner of Glanmire
Run, and by a continuation of same line, in all
five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 56 at the south-east corner of Curlew Run ;
and thence on the west by a north line along the
eastern boundary of the last-named run five miles
to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run -Wango East.
Claimant of Lease - The Commercial  Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Pierrie
Run at a post marked broad-arrow over C over 10,
and bounded thence on the north by an  east line
along part of the south boundary of Marawilla
Run five miles to a point seventeen chains east of
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 11
in triangle on its west side ; thence on the east
by a south line ten miles to a stake marked
broad-arrow ; thence on the south by a west line
passing through a post marked broad-arrow to a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle
at the north-east corner of Walga Run, and by a
continuation of the same line ,  in all five miles along
part of the north boundary of the last-named run
to a post marked broad-arrow at the south-east
corner of Pierrie Run ; and thence on the west by
a north line along the east boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Marawilla East.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... 50 „
Commencing at the south -east  corner of Mara-
willa Run at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over 12 in triangle on its east side, and
bounded thence on the  west  by a north  line along
the east boundary of the last-named run ten miles
six chains to the south boundary of Fen Run at a
post marked broad-arrow over A over  79;  thence
on the north by an east line along.part of the south
boundary of the last-named run to a stake at its
south-east corner, and by a continuation of same line,
in all five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over
A over 78 ; thence on the east by a south line pass-
ing seven chains east of a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 76 in triangle, through a wattle-
tree marked broad-arrow over A over 75 in  I riangle
eleven chains east of a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 74 in triangle, and through a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over F over
XXXV  in triangle ,  in all ten miles six chains to
a point sixteen chains beyond the last-named tree ;
and thence on the south by a  west line passing
through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Moorabinna, No 1.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking
of that boundary three miles to the north-west
corner of the said run at a point fifty chains north
of a post marked broad-arrow ; thence again on the
east  by a south line along part of the west boundary
of the last-named run fifty chains to the said post;
thence again on the south b a west  line sseny g
through
gain
tree marked broad-arrow over Cover 7
in triangle on Rocky Gully seven miles to a point
bearing north 351 degrees east and distant nineteen
chains from a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over 6 in triangle ; thence again on the west
by a north line eight  miles  twenty-four chains to
the south boundary of Marawilla East h un at a
point forty-six chains east of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow in triangle ; and thence again on the
north by an east line twelve chains along the lnst-
named boundary to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Moorabinna No. 2.
Claimant of Lease - The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-Available ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... 181 „
Total ... ... 881
Commencing at the north-east corner of Wango
East Run at a point seventeen chains east of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 11
in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a
south line along the east boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to its south-east corner at a
stake marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by
an east line passing  through a post marked broad-
arrow over C over 2,  and a  coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over 3 in triangle on its south-
east  side, three miles nine chains to a point twenty-
eight chains east thereof ; thence  again  on the west
by a south  line one mile passing  through and to a
point five chains south of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over 4 in triangle on its west
side ; thence again on the south by an east line five
miles to a point bearing north 240 degrees east
and distant thirteen chains from a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over 5 in triangle ;
thence on the east by a north line to the south-west
corner of Moorabinna No.1 Run at a point bearing
north 251 degrees east and distant  nineteen chains
from a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over 6 in triangle, and by a continuation of same
line, in all eleven miles to the south boundary of
Marawilla East Run at a point forty-el ht chains
east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle ; and thence on the north by a west line
along parts of the last-named boundary and the
south boundary of Marawilla Run, passing through
the last-named tree and a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over 12 in triangle, eight miles
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Moorabinna No. 4.
Commercial Banking
67 square miles.
33 „
... 66 square miles.
Claimant of Lease - The
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
... 32 „ Available ...
... 98
Unavailable ...
Commencing  at the south- east corner of Mara-
willa East Run at a point sixteen chains south of a
coolibah- tree on  K ing's Creek marked broad-arrow
over F over  XXXV in triangle,  and bounded thence
on  the westby a north line along part of the  east boun-
dary of the  last-named run passing  through  the said
tree one mile fifty-two chains to a point nineteen
chains  north  and eleven chains eas of a coolibah-tree
marked  broad -arrow  over A over  74 in triangle on its
south side  ;  thence on the  north  by an east line nine
miles sixty -eight  chains to a point bearing north
230 degrees east and distant twenty-five chains
from a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow over A
over  67 in  triangle on its south -east side  ;  thence
on the east by a south line  one mile  forty chains to
a mound  at the north-west corner of Glenbower
Run, and by  a continuation  of the same li ne, in all
nine  miles thirty  chains along  the west boundary
of the said run to the north boundary of Nyama
No. 1 Run at a point forty-eight chains north and
seventy-two chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over  9 in triangle  on its north
side ; thence on the south by a west line along part
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
Total ...
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Moora-
binna No. 1 Run at a point nineteen chains north
and eleven chains east of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 74 in triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along part of the east boundary of Marawilla
East Run, passing through a wattle-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 75 in triangle on its south
aide six miles sixty-six chains to a point ten chains
south and 7  chains east  of a wattle-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 76 in triangle on its north-
east side ; thence on the north by an east line pass-
im about sixteen chains north of a coolibah-tree on
King's Creek marked broad-arrow over F over
XXXI in triangle, thirteen miles sixty-four chains
to the west boundary of Glanmire Run at a point
ninety-four chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 69 in triangle ; thence on the
east by a south line along part of the last-named
boundary, passing through the said tree, to its
south-east corner at a post marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line along the
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west boundary of Glountane Run, in all eight miles
twenty-six chains to the north boundary of Glen-
bower Run at a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 66; thence on the south by a west line along
part of the last-named boundary three miles seventy-
five chains to a mound on the  east  boundary of
Moorabinna No. 1 Run ; thence  again  on the west
by a north line along part of that boundary one
mile forty chains to the north-east corner of the
said  run at  a point b  -aring  north 230 degrees east
and distant twenty-five chains  f rom a  coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A over  67 in  triangle on
its south- east side,  and thence again on the south
by a west line along the north boundary of the said
Moorabinna No. 1 Run nine miles sixty-eight
chains to the point of c 'mmencement.
Name of  Run-Moorabinna No. 5.
Claimant of Lease -- The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 67 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 93 „
Total ... ...100 „
Commencing at the north -west corner of Moors-
binna No .  4 Run at a point ten chains  south and
seven chains east of a wattle -tree marked  broad,
arrow over A over 76 in triangle on its north-east
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along part of the east boundary of Marawi lla
East Run ,  one mile thirty -eight chains to the
south boundary of Fen East sun at a p oat marked
broad-arrow  over A  over  78 ; thence  on the north
by an east line along part of the last -named boundary
of the said run one mile sixty -one chains to.its
south- east corner at a post marked broad -arrow ;
thence again on the west  by a north line along part
of the east boundary  of u  East  Thin  six -m-lles
thirty- one chains to a point fourteen chains west of
a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over A over 81
in triangle on its west side  ;  thence a ain on the
north by an east line passing through the fast-named
tree to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
A over 80  in triangle on its east  side  at the south
west corner of Pallioo Run,  and by a continuation
of the same line along the south boundary of the
last-named run and part of the south boundary of
Curlew  Run, pissing through a coolibah -tree marked
broad -arrow in triangle on its west side, crossing
King's Creek at a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over T over C in triangle ,  and passing through a
post marked broad-arrow over A over 72, in all
twelve miles nineteen chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over A, over 71 at the north west
corner of Glangire Ruq ; thence  on the east by
a south line along the west boundary of the last-
named run ,  passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 7,0, in triangle on C,ootah Creek,
seven miles seventy-four chains to the northeast
corner of Moorabinna No. 4  Run, at a point ninety.
four chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow
over A over 69 in tr gle, and thence  on  the south
by a west line along the north boundary of the
last-named run, paasm about sixteen chains north
of a ooolibah, tree on King's Creek marked broad-
arrow over F over  X in  triangle,  thirteen
miles sib -four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-- Prairie No. 1.
Claimant of  Lew-James MUson.
Estimated A,nea-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the  south-west corner of Drinan's
Gorge No. 1 Ran at  a post  marked broad-arrow
over A over 25, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line  eight miles  fifty chains to a point
five chains south and four chains west of a• coohbah.
tree marked broad-arrow over A over 26 in triangle;
thence on the west by a north line twelve miles
eleven chains to a point on the south-east boundary
of Hamilton No. 14 ]Run at a point bearing north
50 degrees east and distant forty-five chains from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over K over VII
in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a north-
east line along the south -east boundary of the last-
named run three  miles  thirt -three chains to the
west  boundary of Elizabeth Downs No. 1 Run at a
point thirty-six chains south of a cairn ; thence on
the east by a south line along the west boundary
of the last-named run four miles forty-four chains
to a post marked broad-arrow ; thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary of
the last -named run, crossing a small creek at a
coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over A over 22
in triangle, two miles forty chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 21 at the north-west
corner  of Elizabeth Springs No. 2 Run; thence
again on the east by a south line along the west
boundary of the last-named Rnn five miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over A over  23;  thence again
on the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of the last-named run three miles sixty
chains to a post marked broad-arrow over A over
24 at the north-west corner of Drinau's Gorge No. 1
Run ; and thence again on the east by a south line
along the west boundary cf the last-named run five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prairie No. 2.
Claimant of Lease - James Milson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the north-west corner of Drinan's
Gorge No. 2 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over A over 2•), and bounded thence on the east by
a south line along the west boundary of the last-
named run to its south-west corner ,  passing seven
chains east  of a, coolibah- tree on a small cre ek
marked broad- arrow  over A over 19 in triangle and
twenty -two chains east of a post marked broad-
arrow over A over 18,  and by a continuation of
same line, in all ten miles passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over A over 16 to a point forty
chains beyond same ;  thence  on  the south by a west
line ten mil es to a post marked broad -arrow over A
over 29  ;  thence on the west  by a north  line ten
miles to the south -west corner of Prairie No.1 Run
at a point five chains south and four chains west of
a ooolibah-tree marked broad. arrow over A over 26
in triangle; and thence on the north by an east line
ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Prairie No.  S.
Claimant of Lease - James Milson.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total  ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south -west corner of Prairie
No. 2 Run at a post marked broad -arrow over A
over 29, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along the south boundary of the last-
named run ton miles to its south -east corner at
a point  forty  chains south of a post marked
broad-arrow  over A  over 16 and twenty -six chains
north of a coolibah -tree on a small creek marked
broad-arrow over A over 15 in triangle ; thence
on the east  by a south  line five miles, passing
through the last-named tree and through a post
marked broad  arrow  over A over N to a point Forty
chains south of same  ;  thence on the south by a
west line ten miles to a point  twenty- five chains
south of a coolibah-tree on  a small  creek marked
broad-arrow over  A over  31 in triangle  ;  and thence
on the west by a north line five miles ,  passing five
chains east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over 30 in triangle to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run--Prairie No. 6.
Claimant of Lease- -James Milson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 85 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10} „
Total ... ... 951 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Prairie
No. 3 Run at a point forty chains south of a post
marked broad-arrow over A over 11, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line two miles forty-
three chains, passing through a post marked broad-
arrow over A over 12 to a point forty chains south
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of same  ; thence on the north by an east line six
miles twenty- one chains  to a point twenty-five
chains south and twenty-six chains east of a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 14 in
triangle ; thence on the east by a south line eight
miles fifty-six chains to a post, marked broad-arrow
over N over 36 at the north-east corner of Ingle-
doun No. 3 Run ; thence on the south by a west
line along the north boundary of the last-named
run ten miles to its north-west corner at a post
mai ked broad-arrow over N over 35 ; thence on the
west by a north line passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over A over  8 and a  coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A over 9 in triangle,
eleven miles  ten chains to the south boundary of
Prairie No. 3 Run at a point forty chains south of
a post marked broad- arrow  over A over 10; and
thence  again  on the north by an east line along
part of the last-named boundary three miles fifty-
six chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ida No. 1.
Claimants of Lease -James  Milson  and Oscar de
Satge.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... .. 84 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total... ... ... 94
Commencing on the south-east corner of Merrion
Downs No. 8 Run at a point thirty-eight chains
north and forty-five chains east of a tree on
Spring Creek marked broad-arrow over T over
XXXV in triangle, and bounded thence on the
east by a south  line crossing  Spring Creek along
part of the west boundary of Merrion Downs No. 6
.Run, eleven  miles  to a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 38 at the north- east  corner of Ingle-
doun No. 1 Run ; thence on the south by a west
line along  one of the north boundaries of the last-
named run eight  miles  fifty-five chains to the east
boundary of Ingledoun No. 3 Run at a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 37; thence on the west
by a north  line along  part of the last-named b 'un-
darv,  passing  through  a stake  on the dray track to
a post marked broad- arrow  over N over 36 at the
south- east  corner of Prairie No. 6 Run, and by a
continuation of the same line along the east boun-
dary of the  last -named run, in all ten miles sixty-
six chains  to a point twenty- five chains  south and
twenty- six chains east of  a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 14  in triangle  ; and thence
on. the north by an east line to the south-west
corner of Merrion Downs No. 8 Run at a point
forty chains south of a post marked broad-arrow
over A over 15, and by a continuation of same
line, in all eight miles thirty-three chains along the
south boundary of the last- named  run to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Ida No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease -  James Milson  and Oscar
de Satg&
Estimated Area
Available ... ... ...  80 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... 90 „
Commencing at the north- west  corner of Merrion
Downs No. 8 Run at a point fourteen chains south and
124 chains  east of a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow  over T over XXV in triangle on Spring
Creek, and bounded thence on the east by a south
line twelve miles forty-three chains crossing Spring
Creek  and passing  through a post marked broad-
arrow  over A over 15 to the north boundary
of Ida No. 1 Run ; thence on the south by a
west line along part of the north boundary of that
run to its north- west corner , and by a continuation
of the same  line, in all seven miles  fourteen chains
along one  of the north boundaries of Prairie No. 6
Run crossing Malwa Creek to a point forty chains
south of a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 12 ; thence on the west by a north line
passing through the said post along one of the east
boundaries of the last-named run to the south-
east corner of Prairie No. 3 Run, and by a continua-
tion of the same line along the west boundary of the
last-named  run, passing through a post mark^d broad-
arrow over A over 11 and a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 15 in triangle on the south
side to the south-east corner of Prairie No. 2 Run,
and by a further continuation of the same line, in all
twelve  miles  forty-three chains along part of the
east  boundar c of the last-named  run, passi ng through
a post marked broad-arrow over A over 15 to the
south-west corner of Drinan's Gorge No 2 Run at a
point forty-one chainq south and twenty-two chains
east  of a post marked broad-arrow+t)ver A over 18 ;
and thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the  last-named  run seven miles
fourteen  k'hains  passing through a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A over 17 in triangle on
its west side to the point of comencement.
Name of Run-Savanaka No. 1.
Claimant of Lease -The Australasian Mortgage
and  Agency  Company (Limited).
Estimateu Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... 50
Commencing on the right bank of Ump id' boo
Creek opposite a point twelve chains above a
coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over U over 12
in triangle  on its west side, and b unded thence on
the north-west by a south-west line along the south-
east boundary of Nyama No. 3 Run four miles fifty-
two chains to a pest marked broad-arrow near the
border of Lake Machattie ; thence on the south-
west by a south- east line passing  twelve chains
south-west of a coolibah-tree on the border of the
said lake marked broad-arrow over U over 8 in
triangle ten miles to apointfifty -sixchains  north-east
of a whitewood-tree marked brQad- arrow  over Dover
6'm  triangle  ; thence on the south-east by a north-
east  line passing through a whitewood-tree marked
broa a-arrow over D over 6 in  triangle on  its south
side,  four miles fifty- six chains  to Umpadiboo Creek
at a point forty-five chains above a coolibah-tree
on its left bank marked broad- arrow  tver U over
22 in triangle on its south-west side ; and thence
on the north-east by the right bank of the said
creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run- Savanaka No. 2.
Claimants of Lease -- The Australasian Mortgage nd
Agency  Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
„
Total ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Umpadiboo
Creek near St. Albans Station at a point twelve
chains above a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 12 in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north-west by a north-east line crossing the left-
hand channel of Umpadiboo Creek at a I oint thirty-
eight chains below a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 9 in triangle on its north side,
and by a continuation of same line, in all five miles
six chains to a point eight chains south of a bood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 80 in
triangle on its west side; thence by a north line
thirty-two chains passing through the last-named
tree to a point twenty-four chains north of same ;
thence on the north-east by a south-east line ten
miles twenty-two chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over 92 in triangle on
its north-east side ; thence on the south-east by a
south-west line passing through a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over U over 91 in triangle, five
miles twenty-four chains to Umpadiboo Creek at a
point forty-five chains above a coolibah-tree on its
left bank marked broad-arrow over U over 22 in
triangle on its south-west side; and thence on the
south-west by the left bank of the said creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Chester No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19 „
Total ... .. 49 „
Commencing on the right bank of Umpadiboo
Creek at a point forty-five chains above a coolibah-
tree on the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over
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IT over 22 in triangle on its south-west side, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a south-west
line along the south-east boundary of Savanaka
No.1 Run, passingthroughawhitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over 5 in triangle on its south
side to its south corner, and by a continuation of
same line, in all five miles thirty-two chains to a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over Dover 6 in
triangle ; thence on the south-west by a south-east
line ten miles to a post marked broad-arrow ;
thence on the south-east by a north-east line three
miles four chains to the west boundary of Milkin-
brinna West Run at a point twenty-four chains east
of a willow-tree marked broad-arrow over D over 3
in triangle ; thence by a north line  along  part of the
west boundary of the last-named run one mile forty
chains to its north-west corner; thence by an east
line along part of the north boundary of the said
run about sixty chains to Unnpadiboo Creek at a
point thirty chains below a coolibah•tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 30 in triangle; and thence
on the north- east  by the right bank of the said
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Chester No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The  Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 20 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Umpadiboo
Creek at a roint forty-five chains above a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 22 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a north-
east line along part of the south-east boundary of
Savanaka No. 2 Run four  miles  forty-eight chains
to a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over U
over 91 in triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-east by a south- east line  ten miles  passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 89 in triangle to a point fourteen
chains beyond  same;  thence on the south-east by
south-west line four miles sixty-six chains to the
north boundary of Milkinbrinna West bun; thence
on the south by a west line one mile forty chains to
Umpadiboo Creek at a point twenty-four chains
below a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over U
over 30 in triangle  on its south -east  side. and
thence on the south-west by the left bank of the
said creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name  of Run-Chester No. 4.
Claimants  of Lease-The  Australasian Mortgage
and Agency  Company , Limited.
Estimated  Area--Available . ... ... 121 square miles.
Uuavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 121
Commencing at the east corner of Chester No. 2
Run at a point fourteen chains south- east of  a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 89 in
triangle on its north- east  side, and bounded thence on
the north-west by a south-west line  along  the south-
east boundary of the last-named run four miles
sixty-six chains to the north boundary of Milkin-
brinna West Run ; thence on the south by an east
line  along  parts of the north boundaries of Milkin-
brinna West and Milkinbrinna Runs, p, ssing
fifteen chains north of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 88 in triangle,  six miles
sixty-eight chains to a point one mile seventy-four
chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over IT over  86 in triangle  ; thence on the
north-east by a north-west line four  miles sixty-six
chains to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Meatiboo.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian  Mortgage
and Agency Company Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 68 square miles.
Unavilable ... ... 0
Total ... ... ... 66
Common  ing at time south-east corner of «hitu-
lania Run at a post marked broad -arrow over U
over 83, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of the last-n med
ren ten miles to the east boundary of Nyama Run,
at a point fifteen chains north of a 1 ost marked
broad-arrow ; thence on the west by a south line,
passing through the said post, along parts of the
last-named boundary and the western boundary
of Savanaka No. 3 Run,  two miles  fourteen chains,
passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 79 in triangle on its north side,
to a point twenty-four chains north of a bloodwood-
tree marked b, oad- rrow over U over 80 in
tirangle on its west side ; thence on the south-west
by a south- east line  along the north-east boundary
of Savanaka No. 2 Run,  ten miles  twenty-two
chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 92 on its north-cast side ; thence by a
south-west Lne along part of the south-east boun-
dary of the last- named  run fifty-six chain to a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over IT over 9l
in triangle on its south-west side, at the nor' h
corner of Chester No. 2 Run ; thence again on the
south-west by a south- east line along  part of the
north-east boundary of the  last-named  run three
miles thirty-two chains to a point thirty-six chains
north- east  and thirty-eight chains north-west of a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 90
on its north-west side ; thence on the east by a south
line passing  sixty-four chains west of a post marked
broad-arrow ; thence by an east line sixty-four
chains to the south- west  corner of Whitulania No.
3 Run at a point sixty-one  chains  south and three
chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 82  in triangle  ; and thence
again on the east by a north line along part of the
west bounda, y of the said run, passing three chains
wear of the  last-named  tree, two miles twenty-two
chains to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Briseis.
Claimants  of Lease - The Australasian Mortgage and
Agency  Company Limited.
Estimated  AreaAvailable ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 11 of
Total... ... 51 it
Commencing at the north-west corner of Milkin-
brinna Run at a point seven chains west of a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 86
in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by a
west line  along part  of the north boundary of the
last -named run one mile sixty -seven  chains to the
south- east corner  of Chester No. 4 Run ; thence on
the south- east  by a north-west  line along  the north-
east  boundary of the  last-named ran to  its north
corner ,  and by a continuation  of same  line ,  passing
through a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over U over  89 in triangle on its north -east side,
along part  of the north -east boundary  of Chester
14o.  2 Run ,  in all eleven miles  thirty-four  chains,
to the south- west corner  of Gerara  Run at a point
thirty- six chains  north- east  and thirty-eight chains
north-west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 90 in triangle on its north-west side ;
thence on the north by an  east line along  the south
boundary of the  last-named  run ten  miles to the
west boundary of Campoo Run at a point twenty
chains north and two chains west of a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 85 in
triangle ; and thence on the east by a south line,
passing two  chains  west of the said tree along I art
of the last-named boundary  and cro ssing a smell
creek at a giddiab-tree marked broad -arrow in
triangle , eight  miles  five chains to the p )iut of
commencement.
Name of Run-Roodee No. 1.
Claimants  of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 45 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 45
Commencing at the south-west corner of Ulva
N o. 3 Run at a post marked broad-arrc w over U
over 92, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the  last-named
1120
run nine miles to a stake on the south boundary of
Cania Downs No. 8 Run ; thence on the Werth by
a west line along part of that boundary, passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
U over 61 in triangle on its south-west side, to a
post marked broad-arrow over U over 60 at the
south-west corner of the said run, and by a con-
tinuation of said line, in all five miles, to a post
marked broad-arrow over U over  59;  thence on
the west by a south line to a post marked broad-
arrow over U over 58 at the north-east corner of
Whitulania No. 3 Run, and by a continuation of
same line, in all nine miles, along one of the east
boundaries of the said run to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over U over 57 in triangle on its north-
east side ; and thence on the south by an east line
five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Roodee No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage and
Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated irea-
Available  ... ... 821 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 it
Total ... ...  824 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Yendah
NTo. 2 Run at a point sixty-four chains east of a
giddiah-tree qiarked broad-arrow over U over 77; in
triangle on its south side, and, bounded thence on
the east by south line along the west boundary of
the last-named run ten miles to the north boundary
of Nargully Run at a post marked broad-arrow ;
thence on the south by a west line along part of
the last-named boundary and by a continuation of
the same line along the north boundary of Campoo
Run, passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over U over 53 in triangle on its south side,
in all eight miles twenty chains, to the east boun-
dary of Gera: a  Run at a point bearing north 102
degrees east and distant twenty-one chains from a
beefwood-tree marked broad- arrow  over U over 54
in triangle ; thence on the west by a north line
along part of the east boundary of the last-named
run to the south-east corner of Whitalania No. 3
Run, and a continuation of the same line along one
of the east boundaries of that  run,  passing  six
chains west of a giddiah-tree, marked broad-arrow
over U over 56 in triangle  on its  south-east side,
in all  ten miles, to a post narked broad-arrow ;
and thence on the u rth by an east  line to  a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 57 in
triangle on its south-cast side at the south-west
corner of floodee No. I Run, and by a continuation
of the same line along the south boundary of the
last-named run to apost marked broad-arrow over
U over 72, and by a further continuation of the
same line, in all eight miles twenty chains, along
part of the south boundary of Viva No. 3 Run,
passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 71 in triangle on its south side,
to the point of commencement,
Name of  Run-Savanaka No. 3.
Claimants  of Lease-William Howie and John
Hastie Howie.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 17 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
,7
Total ... ... 17 „
Commencing on the left bank of Umpadiboo
Creek at a point thirty chains below a eoolibah-tree
marked broad-ar ro w over  U over  6 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line four
miles along part of the south boundary of Nyama
No. 1 Run to  its south -east  corner  at a point fifteen
chains south of a post marked broad -arrow ; thence
on the east by a south line two miles fou rt een
chains, passing through a bloodwood -tree marked
broad- arrow over U over 79 in triangle on its.north
side,  and a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over TJ  over 80 in triangle on its west side to a
point eight chains south thereof;  thence on the
south -east by a south -west line along the north-east
boundary of Savanaka No. 2 Run five miles sixty
chains to Umpadiboo  Creek  at a point about twelve
chains above a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 12 in triangle on its west side ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of the said
creek upwards to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Mama No. 1.
Claimants  of Lease-William  Howio  and John
Hastie Howie.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 80 square  miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north -east corner  of Black-
rock No. 3 Run at a point thirty-six chains east of
a coolibah-free marked broad-arrow over A over 4
in triangle  on its south  side, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line. along the cast boundary
of the last- named run ten miles  to the north boun-
dary of Biackrock No. 4 liun at a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 60; thence on the south
by an east line  along  part of that boundary to a
post marked broad-arrow over A over 49, and by a
continuation  of the same  line, in all ten miles,
crossing  Terriboah Creek to a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 67 ; thence on the east by a
north line ten miles to the south boundary of
Eton Vale No. 2 Run at a post thirty- six chains
west of a  cairn ; and  thence on the north by a west
line along part of that boundary to a post marked
broad-arrow over A over 5, and by a continuation
of the same  line, in all ten miles , along pa, t of the
south boundary of Eton Vale No. 1 Run, to the
point of  commencement.
Name of  Run-Mania No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-William  Howie and John
Hastie Howie.
Estimated Area-Available ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Mama
No. 1 Run at a post thirty -six claims  west of a
cairn, and bounded thence on the west by a south
line along the  east  boundary of the last-named
run ten  miles to a post marked broad-arrow over
N over 67; thence on the south by an east line
ten miles, passing  through a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 64  and a  post marked broad -
artow over N over 65, to a post marked broad-
arrow  over N  over  66; thenoe on the east by a
north line  ten miles  to the south boundary of Eton
Vale No. S. Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over A over 7 ; and thence on the north h a west
line along part of the last-named boundary and
part of the south boundary of Eton Vale No. 2
Run, in all ten miles, passing through a cairn,
to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Mama No. 3.
Claimants  of Lease-William Howie and John
Hastie Howie.
Estimated Area-Available ... ...  29 square miles
Unavailable ... ...  0 „
Total ... ... 29 „
Commencing at the north- west corner of Mama
No. 2 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over A
over 7, and bounded thence on the west by a south
line along the  east  boundary of the  last-named
Run ten miles to its south- east corner  at a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 66 ; thence on the
south by an east line two miles seventy-two chains
to the west boundary of Ingledoun No. 4 Run at a
postmarked broad-arrow over N over 33 ; thence
on the east by a north line along part of that
boundary.  passing  through a post marked broad-
ar ro w  over N over 34 at the head of Nails Creek,
and along the west boundary of Ingledoun No. 3
Run to a post marked broad-arrow over N over 35,
at the south-west corner of Prairie No. 6 Run, and
by a continuation of same line, in all ten miles,
along part of the west boundary of the last-named
Run, to a post marked broad-arrow over A over 8
at the south-east corner of Eton Vale No. 3 Run ;
and thence on the north by a west line along part
of the south boundary of the last-named run two
miles seventy-two chains to the point of commence-
ment.
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Name of Run-Gerara.
Claimant of Lease-James Andrew Henderson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ...
... 100
Commencing at a point on the west boundary of
Campoo Run, twenty chains north and two chains
west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
U over 85 in triangle, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line ten miles to the south corner
of Meatiboo Run at a point thirty-six chains
north-east and thirty-eight chains north-west of a
beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 90
in triangle on its north-west side; thence on the west
by a north line ten miles along one of the easternboun-
daries of the last-named run to a point sixty-one
chains south and sixty-four chains west of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 82 in
triangle ; thence on the north by an east line to
the south-west corner of Whitulania No. 3 Run,
and by a continuation of the same line along the
south boundary of that run, in all ten miles, to its
south-east corner, at a point six chains west of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 55 in
triangle on its south-east side ; and thence on the
east by a south line to the north-west corner of
Campoo Run, at a point bearing north 102 degrees
east and distant twenty-one chains from a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 54 in triangle,
and by a continuation of the same line, in all ten
miles, al ng part of the west boundary of that ruu,
passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over U over 84 in triangle, at the r outh end
of Gerara waterhole, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Warendah No. 12.
Claimant of Lease-- Edward Wienholt.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Canary
No. 2 Run at  a cairn,  and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north-east line along the south-east
boundary of the last-named run eleven miles thirty-
eight chains to the south-west boundary of Waren-
dah No. 7 Run at a point thirty chains north-
westerly of a post marked broad-arrow over K over
XIII ; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line  along part of the last-named boundary,  passing
through the said post  and along  the south-west
boundary of Warendah No.11 Run,  passing th ro ugh
a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow  over K over
XIV in  triangle and a  post  marked broad-ar ro w
over K over %V, in all five miles seventy-two
chains ,  to the south  corner  of the  last -named run
at a point bearing  north  328 degrees east and
distant eight  chains fro m  a post marked broad-
arrow  over K over XVI ; thence on the south-east
by a soot -west line five miles  forty- six chains to a
post marked broad-arrow over A over 35 ; and
thence on the south by a west line to a post marked
broad- arro w over  A over 36 at the north-east corner
of Congie East Run, and by a continuation of the
same  line, in all eight  miles  twenty-seven  chains,
along the north boundary of the last-named run, to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cania Downs No. 5.
Claimant of  Lease-James  Thompson Tilbury.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 971 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total  ... ... 97* „
Commencing  at the south -east corner of Black-
rock No. 5 Run at a point thirty- two chains east of
a post marked broad-arrow over N over 60, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundary of the last-nam. d run to its
north-east corner, and by a continuation of the
same line, in all  ten miles, along part of the east
east boundary of Blackrock No. 4 Run, to a point
about eight chains south and twelve chains east of
a coolibah-tree on  a small creek  marked broad-
arrow  over A over 48 in  triangle  ; thence on the
north by an east line nine miles sixty-nine chains
to a point twenty-eight chains north of a post
marked broad -arro w  over N over 63; thence on
the east by a south line ten miles, passing through
the said post, to the north boundary of Glanmire
No. 5 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over N
over 58 ; and thence on the south by a west line
along part of the last-named boundary, and by a
continuation of same line, along the north boundary
of Glanmire No. 4 Run, passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 59, in all nine
miles  forty-eight chains, to the point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Canis Downs No. 7.
Claimant of Lease-James Thompson Tilbury.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 494 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 is
Total ... ... 494
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cania
Downs No. 5 Run at a point eight chains south
and twelve  chains east  of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 48 in triangle on its north
side , and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along  part of the east boundary of Blackrock
No. 4 Run five miles to the south boundary of
Mama No. 1 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over A over 49; thence on the north by an  east line
along part  of the  said  boundary of that run to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over 67 at its
south- east corner , and by a continuation of the
same line, in all  ten miles, along part of the south
boundary of Mama No. 2 Run, to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 64 at the north-west
corner of Cania Downs No. 6 Run ; thence on the
east by a sonth line  along  the west boundary of the
last-named run five miles to the north-east corner
of Cania Downs No. 5 Run at a point twenty-eight
chains  north of a post marked broad-arrow over N
over 63; and thence on the south by a west line
along  the north boundary of the last-named run
nine miles  sixty- nine chains  to the point of com-
mencement.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Labona North.
Claimant of Lease-James Kirk.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 13
„
Total ... ... 40 „
Further re- amended Description.
Commencing on the left bank of Carmichael or
Well-watered Creek at a point about forty chains
below a Moreton'Bay ash-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over XXXV  in triangle , and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along part of
the east boundary of Doongmabullo North Run five
miles ;  thence on  the north by an east line eight
miles  ; thence on the east by a south line three
miles  forty  chains to  the Carmichael or Well-
watered Creek at a point about twenty-four chains
above  a tree marked  broad-arrow  over C over
XLIII  in triangle  ; and thence on the south by
the left bank of that creek  upwards  to the point of
commencement.
By Authority :  Jeatas C .  BEAL ,  Uovernment  Printer, William  street, Bris bane.
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has been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board thereof, or to land therefrom, until the crew
and passengers thereof have been inspected by the
Health Officer, nor until the steamship or vessel,
as the case may be, has been by him admitted to
pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th September, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
VOL. XXXVII.] MONDAY,  28TH SEPTEMBER, 1885.  [No. 52.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L. s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Mus GRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS information  has been received by
the Government that a certain infectious
disease call ed Sma ll -pox has been found to exist
in the Colony of New South  Wales,  and it is
deemed necessary to guard against the introduction
of the said disease into the Colony of Queensland :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid ,  in pursuance of the power in
me vested  by " Tlie Quarantine  Act of  1863," do,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  hereby
notify that portions of the said Colony of New
South Wales  are infected with the said disease,
and that it is probable that such disease may be
brought from the said colony into the  Colony of
Queensland  :  And, with the advice aforesaid, I do
order and direct that no steamship or other vessel
arriving in this colony  fr om ,  or having  touched at
any port of the said Colony of New South Wales,
shall be permitted to come higher up the Brisbane
River ,  within the port of Brisbane , than the Lytton
Wharf ; or to come nearer any wharf or landing
place within the ports of Maryborough  or Rock-
hampton than a distance of two hundred yards ;
or to communicate with the shore at any  port within
this colony until such steamship ,  or other vessel,
to appoint
it  r ttt,+
JOHN NEWELL
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Musgrave.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th September, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK SMITH, M.D.,
to be an Assistant Health Officer at the Port of
Brisbane, for the purposes of  "The Quarantine
Act of  1863."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority : JAirss C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XXXVII.] MONDAY,  28TH SEPTEMBER, 1885. [No. 53.
PARLTAMENTARY NOTICE.Nj OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to1 apply to the Parliament  of Queensland, in
the present session thereof, for a Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow,  deceased , at their discretion,
to sell and dispose  of, in any manner  they may
think fit, all that  piece  of land in the county ofStanley and parish of Toombul, containing sixty-four
acres more or less , and being allotments 5 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the  Trustees
thereof, to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
wife of John Peter Niquet, for her life, and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common ,  who shall  attain the age of
twenty-one years  ;  and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale  and hold the
same upon the same trusts as are mentioned in the
said Will  with reference  to the  said land; and to
confer upon the said Trustees all proper and neces-
a rry po ers for carrying out the objects of the
Dated this  thirteenth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1631
Solicitors for the said Trustees.
40s.
By Authority : Joxns C. Brai,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbar.e.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
POLICE DISTRICTS.*
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Amended Boundaries
of the Police Districts of Cardwell, Charters
Towers,  and Ingham.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
CARDWELL POLICE DISTRICT.
Commencing on the coast four miles .  north of
Tam o' Shanter Point, and bounded thence by a
line west, the northern watershed of the Hull and
Tully rivers westerly, and the eastern  watershed
of the Herbert River above the confluence of Rudd
Creek south-westerly to the confluence of Rudd
Creek with the Herbert River ; by the northern
watershed of Rudd Creek north-westerly to the
western watershed of the Herbert River ; by that
watershed and the western watershed of the Burde-
kin River southerI to the south-eastern boundary
of Lucky Downs Run ; thence by the south- eastern
boundaries of Lucky Downs and Jervoise Downs
north-easterly to the Burdekin River,  near  the con-
fluence of  the Dry River, by the Burdekin River
upwards to the Dry River ; thence by the southern
watershed of the Burdekin River, above the con-
fluence of the Dry River, north-easterly to Sea
View  Range ;  by that  range north -westerly to the
southern source of Garrawalt Creek ; by that creek
end the Herbert River downwards to Elphinstone
Creek ; thence by a line bearing east to Mount
Leach Range ; by that range northerly to a point
west from the northern extremity of Haycock
Island ; thence by a line east to the coast ; and
thence by the enn st northerly to the point of com-
mencement, inclusive of Hinchinbrook Island and
other adjacent islands.
CHARTERS TOWERS POLICE  DISTRICT.
Commencing at the confluence of the Sutto; and
Burdekin Rivers, and bounded thence by the
northern watershed of the Gape River westerly to
the western watershed of the Burdekin River. by
that watershed northerly to the south-eastern boun-
dary of Lucky Downs Run ; thence by the south-
eastern boundaries of Lucky Downs Run and Jer-
voise Downs north-easterly' to the Burdekin
River, by that river downwards to the north-
west boundary of Yandilla Run, by the north-
west boundaries  of Yandilla and Poon Boon Runs
north-easterly, the north-east boundaries of Poon
Boon  and Yallock Vale  and a  line in  continuation
thereof south-easterly, the north and part of the
east  boundary of Dotswood, the north boundary of
Avoca and  a line east  to the  north-eastern water-
shed  of the Upper  Burdekia  River, by that water-
shed south -easterly and a line  south to the northern
bend of the Kirk River, by that river and Panda-
nas Creek downwards  to the Burdekin River, and
thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
INGHAM POLICE DISTRICT.
Comm-ncing on the shore of Halifax Bay at the
mouth of  Saltwater  Creek, and bounded thence by
that creek upwards to  its source  in the Sea View
Range, by that range north-westerly and the
western watershed of the Star River southerly to
the north-west boundary of Poon Boon Run, by
part of that boundar r and the north-west boundary
f Yan ilia southerly to the Burdekin River, by
the Burdekin River upward-4 to tie confluence of
the Dry River ; thence by the southern watershed
of the Burdekin River above the confluence of the
Dry River north-easterly to Sea View Range, by
that range north-westerly to the southern source of
Garrawalt Creek, by that creek and the Herbert
River downwards to Elphinstone Creek ; thence by
a line bearing  east  to Mount Leach Range, by that
range northerly to a point west from the not them
extremity of Haycock Island ; thence by a line
east to the  coast ;  and thence by the coast southerly
to the point of commencement,-inclusive of the
Palm Isles, and other adjacent islands, but exclu-
sive of Hinchinbrook Island.
• The de8criptions of the d ifferent Police Di8lrtets throughout the Colony  will  be found in the Gazettes  of  the 17th  of  December,
1881,  7th of February,  1885, and  the 14th  of March,  18 86.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , let October, 1885.
H IS Excellency The Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been'pleased to direct  that  the following Schedules, Nos. 1 and 2 respectively, be-
substituted for the Schedules Appended to the Revised Instructions relating to.
Quarterly Registration and Revision Courts and to the Compilation of Electoral Ro lls,
published in the  Gazette  of the 17th of December, 1884, page 1905.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
SCHEDULE 1.
Showin the Principal Police Office in each Police District, or portion of Police District, in,
each Electorate of the Colony,  for the purposes of  " The Electoral Bolls Act of  1879."
Electoral  District .  Police  District . Principal
11
Electoral District . Police District. PrincipalFelice O fte . I Police 18oe.
Aubigny
Balonne
I
Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Highfields  ... Highfields
St. George  ...  St. George
Surat  ...  Surat
Moonie  ...  Southwood
Goondiwindi ... Goondiwindi
Toowoomba ... Toowoomba
Bollon  ... Bollon
Aramac  ...  Aramac
Blackall  ...  Blackall
C1 C1 t
Ravenswood  ...  Ravenswood
Townsville  ...  Townsville
"' Charters Towers Charters Towers
Ingham ... InghamBarcoo ,,, ermont  ...  ermon
Isisford ... Isisford
Tambo ... Tambo Springsure ... Springsure
l Windorah ... Windorah Rockhampton Rockhampton
ClermontClermont ...Leichhardt ...Blackall  ...  Rockhampton Rockhampton I Emerald  ...  Emerald
Banana  ...  Banana
Bowen ... Bowen Taroom  ...  Taroom
Bowen  ,,, Ayr ... ... AyrClermont ...  Clermont Logan  ...  Logan Beenleigh
Cape !liver ... Pentland
Mackay ... Mackay ... Mackay
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Bulimba  ...  Cleveland
..
Cleveland
{
Roma Roma
Logan Beenleigh Maranoa Mitchell  ... Mitchell
Ipswich  ... Ipswich Maryborough...  Maryborough...  Marybo rough
Bundanba Goodna  ...  Goodna
Normanby  ...  Harrisville Clermont  ...  Clermont
Mitchell ... Aramac  ...  AramacNorman  ...  Normanton Isisford ... Isisford
Hughenden  ...  Hughenden Hughenden  ...  Hughenden
Burke Cloncurry  ... CloncurryEtheridge  ...  Georgetown Moreton ... Brisbane  ...  Brisbane
Burke  ...  Burketown
l Gilbert ... Gilberton Mulgrave ,,, Bundaberg  ... BundabergTenningering ... Tenningering
Burnett  ,,, Gayndah GayndahNanango ... Nanango  I Ayr ... ... Ayr
Cairns  ...  Cairns
Carnarvon ... Stanthorpe  ...  Stanthorpe
(  Cardwell  ...  Cardwell
. Inglewood Inglewood Musgrave  .... Herberton ...  Her be rton
Clermont ... Clermont ... Clermont
Ingham  ...  Ingham
Mourilyan  Geraldton
L Townsville ...  Townsville
Douglas ...  Port  Douglas
Cairns  .. Cairns I St. Lawrence ...  St. Lawrence
Cook ,,, Thornborough Thornborough Rockhampton Rockhampton
1 Palmer ... Maytown Normanby ... Nebo ... Nebo
Herberton ... Herberton Clermont ... Clermont
Cook ... Cooktown Emerald ... Emerald
Dalby ... Dalby ... Dalby North Brisbane Brisbane
Warwick ... Warwick Northern Condamine
Darling Downs Allora  ...  Allora Downs DalbyLeyburn ... Leyburn
Oxley BrisbaneToowoomba ... Toowoomba ..
Gregory
Winton ... Winton
Boulia  ...  Boulia
Windorah ... Windorah
Diamantina ... Birdsville
Gympie ... Gympie ... Gympie
-Ipswich  ... Ipswich ... Ipswich
Kennedy
Drayton and Toowoomba ... Toowoomba Port Curtis ...
{Toowoomba
Enoggera  ...  Brisbane  ...  Brisbane Rockhampton
Fassifern I Normanby . Harrisville Rosewood ...Logan  ... IBeenleigh South  Brisbane
BrisbaneFortitude Valley Brisbane ...
Brisbane
Miles
Dalby
...  Brisbane
Gladstone ...  Gladstone
Rockhampton Rockhampton
Rockhampton Rockhampton
Marburg  ...  Marburg
Brisbane  ...  Brisbane
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SCHEDULE  1.-continued.
Electoral District.
Stanley
'Townsville
Warwick
Principal Police
O®ces.
Police District.
Ipswich
Crow's Nest
Gatton
... Esk
Nanango
Toowoomba
... Townsville
... Warwick
Principal
Police  Office.
Ipswich
Crow's Nest
Gatton
Eel
Nanango
Toowoomba
Townsville
Warwick
SCHEDULE 2.
Showing the Electorates or portions of Electorates in each Police District of the Colony, and the Principal
Police Office in each Po lice District.
Police Districts.
Allora ... Allora ...
Adavale ... Adavale ...
Augathella ... Augathella ...
Aramac  ...  Aramac ...
Ayr ... Ayr
Bowen  ...  Bowen
Blackall  ...  Blackall ...
Boulia  ...  Boulia ...
Burke ... Burketown ...
Bunda be rg ... Bundaberg ...
Banana  ...  Banana ...
Bollon ... Bollon ...
Brisbane ... Brisbane
Cairns  ...  Cairns
Clermont ... Clermont ... i
Crow's Nest  ...  Crow's  Nest...
Charters Towers Charters Towers
Cape River  ...  Pentland (Betts'
Creek)
Cardwell  ... Cardwell
Cook  ...  Cooktown
Cleveland  ...  Clevelandr
Condamine  ...  Miles
Cloncurry ... Cloncurry
Charleville  ...  Charleville ...
Cunnamulla  ...  Cunnamulla...
Dalby ... Dalby
Diamantina  ...  Birdsville •....
Douglas ... Port Douglas
Emerald ... Emerald ...
Etheridge ... Georgetown ...
Eulo  ... Eulo ...
Esk ... Esk ...
Gatton ... Gatton ...
Gilbert ... Gilberton ...
Goodna ... Goodna ...
Gladstone  ... G ladstone ...
Gympie ... Gympie ...
Gayndah .. Gayndah .
Goondiwindi  ... Goondiwindi
Herberton ... Herberton ...
Highfields ... Highfields ..
Hughenden ... Hughenden
Electorates or portions of
Electorates in each Police
District.
Darling Downs ( rt of)
Warrego (part of)
Warrego  (part of)
Mitchell (part of)
Musgrave  (part of)
Bowen (part of)
Bowen  (part of)
Barcoo
Gregory (part of)
Burke  (part of)
Mulgrave  (part of)
Leichhardt (part of)
Balonne  (part of)
North  Brisbane
South Brisbane
Fortitude Talley
Enoggera
Bulimba  (part of)
Oxley
Moreton
Musgrave  (part of)
Cook (part of)
Clermont
Mitchell (part of)
Leichhardt (part of)
Normanby (part of)
Bowen  (part of)
Barcoo  (part of)
Stanley (part of)
Kennedy (part of)
Bowen (part of)
Musgrave  (part of)
Cook (part of)
Bu limba  (part of)
No rthern Downs  (part of)
Burke  (part of)
Warrego (part of)
Warrego  (part  of)
Dalby
Northern Downs  (part of)
Gregory (part of)
Cook (part of)
Leichhardt (part of)
Normanby  (part  of)
Burke  (part of)
Warrego (part of)
Stanley (part of)
Stanley (part of)
Burke (part of)
Bundanba  (part of)
Port Curtis (part of)
G mpie
Wide Bay (part of)
Burnett (part of)
Balonne  (part of)
Musgrave (part of)
Cook (part of)
Aubigny (part of )
Burke  (part of)
Mitchell (part of)
Electoral District .  Police District.
Charlevi ll e ... Charleville
Augathella  ...  Augathella
Cunnamulla  ...  Cunnamulla
Warrego ... Eulo .. Eulo
Thargomindah Thargomindah
Adavale  ...  Adavale
Tambo  ...  Tambo
Principal
Police Oface.
Maryborough ...  Maryborough
Wide Bay ... Tiaro  Tiaro
Gympie  ...  Gympie
Police Districts. Principal PoliceOsices.
Electorates or portions of
Electorates in each Po lice
District.
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Isisford  ...  Isisford
Ingham ... Ingham
Inglewood  ...  Inglewood
Leyburn ... Leyburn
Logan ... Beenleigh
Maryborough Maryborough
Marburg
Mackay
Mitchell
Moonie
Mourilyan
Marburg ...
Mackay ...
Mitchell ...
Southwood ...
Geraldton ...
Norman  ...  Normanton ...
Normanby ... Harrisville
Nanango  ...  Nanango
Nebo ... Nebo ...
Palmer  ...  Maytown ...
Ravenswood Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton Rockhampton
Roma  ...  Roma
Springsure  ...  Springsure ...
Stanthorpe  ...  Stanthorpe ...
Surat  ...  Surat ...
St. George  ...  St. George ...
St. Lawrence St. Lawrence
Somerset  ...  Thursday Island
Taroom  ...  Taroom ..
Tambo ... Tambo ... t
Tenningering Tenningering
Thargomindah Thargomindah
Thornbo ro ugh Thornbo ro ugh
Tiaro  ...  Tiara ...
Townsville  ...  Townsville...
Toowoomba ...  Toowoomba
Ipswich
Bundanba (part of)
Stanley (part of)
Barcoo  (part of)
Mitchell  (part of)
Musgrave  (part of)
Kennedy  (part of)
Carnarvon  (part of)
Darling Downs  (part of}
Logan
Fassifern  (part of)
Bulimba  (part of)
Maryborou h
Wide Bay part of)
Rosewood
Mackay
Maranon (part of)
Balonne  (part of)
Musgrave  (part of)
Burke  (part of)
Fassifern  (part of)
Bundanba  (part af)
Burriett (part of)
Stanley (part of)
Normanby  (part of)
Cook (part of)
Kennedy  (part of)
Rockhampton
Blackall
Normanby  (part of)
Po rt  Curtis  (part of>
Lichhardt (part of)
Maranoa  (part  of)
Leicbhardt (part of)
Carnarvon (part of)
Baloune  (part  of)
Balonne  (part of)
Normanby  (part of)
In no Electorate
Leichhardt (part of)
Barcoo  (part of)
Warrego ( art of)
Mulgrave  (part  of)
Warrego  (part of)
Cook (part of)
Wide Bay (part of)
Townsville
Musgrave  (part of)
Kennedy  (part of)
Drayton and Toowoomba
Aubigny (part of)
Darling Downs ( art of)
Balonne  (part of)
Stanley (pa rt  of)
{
Warwick ... Warwick ...
Windorah ... Windorah ...
Winton  ...  Winton ...
Warwick
Dar li ng Downs  (part of)
Barcoo  (part of)
Gregory  (part of)
Gregory  (part of)
By Authority  :  Jsaies C. Baaz ,  Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORLIEJ REGINJ.
N o. 9.
An Act for  granting to Her Majesty certain Increased Duties of
Customs.
[ASSENTED TO 30TH  SEPTEMBER, 1885.
WHEREAS we, Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects,  Prea ble.
1' the Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, have, towards raising the necessary supplies to
defray the expenses of the Public Service, freely and voluntarily
resolved to give and grant to Your Majesty the several duties herein-
after mentioned : We therefore humbly pray Your Majesty that
it may be enacted, and be it therefore enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament  assembled , and by the authority of the  same  as follows-
1. Upon the importation of the goods mentioned in the Schedule  Increased uties on
to this Act into  Queensland , whether by  sea or land , there  shall be certain goods.
levied, collected, and paid to Her Majesty in lieu of the Customs duty
(if any) now levied upon the importation of such goods, duty at the
rates in the said Schedule set forth, and such duty shall be payable also
upon any of such goods which are now in any bonded warehouse.
2. This Act shall be read and construed with and as an amend-  Acts incorporated.
ment of  11 The Customs Duties Acts of  1870, 1874, 1876,  and  1880 "
respectively.
3. No
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Drawbacks allowed. 3. No goods entered out for drawback on or after the nineteenth
day of August one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, shall be
entitled to a greater amount of drawback than the duty actually paid
on such goods.
Duties on articles  4. Every person who before the passing of this Act had made
contracted for before or entered into any contract or agreement for the sale or delivery in
commencement of
this Act. Queensland, on or at any time after the nineteenth day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, of any goods whereupon
any new duty or additional duty is payable under the provisions of
Purchaser may this Act, shall be at liberty to add to the contract price so much
abandon contract.
money as will be equivalent to the duty or additional duty which
by reason of such provisions has been paid or made payable on such
goods, and shall be entitled, by virtue- of this A ct, to be paid the
same accordingly by the purchaser of such goods, and to sue for and
recover the same against such purchaser. Provided 'that in every
case where an addition is so made to the contract price the purchaser
may at his option, by notice in writing under his hand served on the
other party to the contract within fourteen days after the passing of
this Act, declare the contract null and void, and the same shall be
null and void accordingly.
Liquors containing  5. Any wine, spirit, cordial, or compound, or any other liquor
more than 30 percent. of proof spirit.whatsoever, imported into the Colony which contains a greater
proportion than thirty per centum of proof spirit, shall be deemed
to be spirits so as to render the same liable to the payment of duty
thereon at the highest rate which now is or shall hereafter be fixed
by law as chargeable on any spirits whatever.
Colourable evasion  6. When goods are imported into Queensland which, in
of duty. the opinion of the Collector of Customs, certified by him to the
Colonial Treasurer, are a substitute for known dutiable goods liable
to a fixed rate of duty, or possess properties substantially the same as
those of such dutiable goods, the Treasurer may by Order under his
hand direct that a duty be levied on such goods at the same rate as
that payable on such dutiable goods.
Every such Order shall be published in the  Gazette  and one
other newspaper published in Queensland, and a copy thereof shall be
kept exhibited in the long room or other public place in every
Custom House ; and a copy of every such Order shall be forthwith
laid before both Houses of Parliament.
If any importer or other person by whom duty is payable in
respect of any such goods disputes the correctness of the rate of duty
so determined by the Treasurer, he may appeal from the Treasurer's
order in the same manner and subject to the same conditions as are
prescribed by the thirtieth section of " The Customs Act of  1873."
And thereupon the same proceedings shall be had and taken as are
prescribed with respect to appeals under the provisions of that section.
Duty on partially 7. When any goods, which in a raw or unmanufactured state
manufactured goods. would be liable to a lower rate of duty on importation, are before
importation subjected to any treatment which, in the opinion of the
Collector of Customs certified by him to the Colonial Treasurer and
confirmed by the Treasurer, has been applied by way of partial conver-
sion , or preparation for the conversion, of such goods into an article of
merchandise which would be liable on importation to a higher rate of
duty, but so that the goods cannot fairly be charged with such higher
rate,
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rate, then such goods shall be liable on importation into Queensland
to duty at a rate equal to one-half of the duty which would be charge-
able upon the article of merchandise into which they have been so
partially converted or prepared to be converted.
8. This Act shall be deemed and taken to have  come  into Commencement anti
operation and to have been in force on and from the nineteenth day short..title of Act.
of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and may be
cited as " The Customs Duties Act of  1885."
THE SCHEDULE.
ARTICLES.
Machinery for Manufacturing, Sawing, and
Sewing, Agricultural, Mining, and Pastoral
Purposes, Steam Engines, and Boilers ...
Brandy and other Spirits or Strong Waters, of
any strength not exceeding the strength of
proof by Sykes' Hydrometer, and so in pro-
portion for any greater strength than the
strength of proof .. ... ...
Spirits, Cordials, or Strong Waters, sweetened or
mixed with any article so that the strength
thereof cannot be exactly ascertained by
Sykes' Hydrometer ... ... ... ...
Timber, Logs ...
Timber, Undressed ...
Timber, Dressed ...
QCANTITIES. EATS.
... 5 per centum  ad
valorem
per gallon ... 12 shillings
per gallon ...
per 100 super-
ficial feet
per 100 super-
ficial feet
per 100 super-
ficial feet
12 shillings
1 shilling
1 shilling
1 shilling and
6 pence
The duty on Timber to be estimated as on a thickness of one inch,
and to be in proportion for any greater thickness.
By A uthority  :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORLE REGIME.
No. 10.
An Act to  Impose a  Duty on  Beer  Manufactured  in Queensland and
to Provide for the  Registration of Breweries.
[ASSENTED TO 30TH  SEPTEMBER, 1835.
WT J'HEREAS we Your Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects , the  Preamble-Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland i
Parliament assembled, have, towards raising the necessary supplies to
defray the expenses of the Public Service, freely and voluntarily
resolved to give and grant to Your Majesty the duties hereinafter
mentioned : And whereas it is expedient to make provision for the
Registration of Breweries : We therefore humbly pray Your Majesty
that it may be enacted, and be it therefore enacted by the Queen's
Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the  same , as follows :-
1. This Act may be cited as  " Tlie Beer Duty Act of  1885." Short itle.
2. In the construction of this Act, unless the context other-Interpretation.
wise indicates-Beer " means and includes ale, porter, and all other malt
liquors, and all fermented beverages made in imitation
of beer or malt liquors and brewed in whole or in part
from malt :
" Bre*ery "
122
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" Brewery " means and includes any place or premises where
beer is made :And all offices, granaries, mash-rooms,
cooling-rooms, vaults, cellars, warehouses, store-rooms,
and other premises attached or appurtenant thereto,
in which any material to be used in the manu-
facture of beer is kept or stored, or where any
process of manufacture of beer is carried on, or where
any apparatus connected with such manufacture is kept
or used, or where any of the products of brewing or
fermentation are stored or kept, shall be held to be
included in and to form part of the brewery in connec-
tion with which they are used or to which they are
attached or appurtenant ;
"Brewer" means and includes any person who ccupies,
carries on, or conducts a brewery, and any agent,
superintendent, manager, foreman, or other person
acting or apparently acting in the general manage-
ment, control, or working of a brewery which is not
managed or conducted by the owner personally, and also
any joint stock company which is exclusively or partially
engaged in carrying on or conducting a brewery ;
" Cask " includes any hogshead, half-hogshead, barrel, kilder-
kin, firkin, and keg, or other receptacle containing beer;
" Minister " means the Colonial Treasurer or other Minister
charged with the administration of this Act ;
" Chief Inspector " means the Chief Inspector of Breweries
appointed by the Governor in Council for the purposes
of this Act ;11 Inspector " means the Chief Inspector or an Inspector of
Breweries appointed by the Governor in Council for
the purposes of this Act ;
" Stamps " means the beer duty stamps prescribed under this
Act;
" Regulations " means Regulations made under this Act ;
Prescribed " means prescribed by this Act, or by the Regu-
lations.
Power of Minister. 3. The Minister shall have and may exercise in relation to the
collection of the duties imposed by this Act the like powers and authori-
ties as the Colonial Treasurer has and may exercise in relation
to the collection of Stamp Duties under  The Stamp Duties Act of
1866," or any Act amending or in substitution for that Act, so far as
the same are applicable to the several matters and things in this Act
mentioned.
. And the provisions of the said 16 Stamp Duties Act of  1866 "
or any Act amending or in substitution for that Act, shall, so far
as the same are applicable, and so far as they are not inconsistent with
this Act, extend and apply to the Stamps and Stamp Duties authorised
and imposed under this Act.
Inspectors of 4. The Governor in Council may appoint fit and proper personsBreweriee. to be Inspectors of Breweries, and may appoint one of such Inspectors
to be Chief Inspector of Breweries.
Breweries  to be 5. From and after the first day of October, one thousand
registered .
eight hundred and eighty-five, it shall not be lawful for any
person or corporation to carry on the business of a brewer unless the
brewery wherein such business is carried on is registered under the
provisions of this Act.
Any
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Any person or corporation offending against the provisions of
this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five hundred
pounds, and a further penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every day
during which the offence is continued.
6. Every person or corporation desiring to carry on the Mode of registration.
business of a brewer shall, before commencing or continuing to carry
on such business, send to the Chief Inspector, or the Inspector (if any)
at the place where the business is intended to be carried on, a notice
in writing in the form or to the effect set forth in the Schedule to
this Act.
Such notice shall be verified by the declaration of the person
sending or giving such notice, or, if it is sent by more than one
person, then by one of such persons ; and every such declaration shall
be in the form or to the effect set forth in the said Schedule.
7. Every such notice shall be accompanied by a fee of five Registration fee.
pounds, which shall be paid into the Consolidated Revenue.
The like fee shall be payable upon renewal of the registration
as hereinafter prescribed.
8. Every brewer shall forthwith after giving such notice, and Bond to be given.
in the first week of the month of January in each succeeding year
after the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, execute and
deliver to the Chief Inspector or Inspector, as the case may be, a bond
to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, with two sufficient sureties,
to be approved by the Chief Inspector, in a sum equal to twice the
estimated amount of duty that such brewer will be liable to pay under
this Act during any one month, and conditioned-(1.) That he shall pay or cause tobe paid, as directed by this
Act, the duty payable on all beer made by or for him
before the same is removed for consumption or sale,
except as hereinafter provided ;
(2.} And that he shall in all respects faithfully comply with
the requirements of this Act and the Regulations
without fraud or evasion.
The Chief Inspector shall fix the sum for which the bond shall be
given in each case, and in so doing shall be guided by the quantity of
beer that the brewery is capable or likely to be capable of producing
in any one month.
9. Every such notice and bond shall be sent by the Inspector  Registration by
to the Chief Inspector, who shall thereu p on register the brewery. chief Inspectorof Breweries.
Such registration shall continue in force until the seventh day Renewal.
of January in the year next succeeding the date of registration, except
in the case of breweries which are registered before the seventh day
of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, in which
case the registration shall continue in force until the seventh day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven.
Such registration must be renewed in the first week of the
month of January in each succeeding year.
10. There shall be charged, levied, collected, and paid for the Excise duty on
use of Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, upon all beer brewed beer-
or manufactured within the Colony of Queensland which on or after
the
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the first day of October, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
is removed  from a brewery for consumption  or sale,  an excise duty of
threepence per gallon, which duty shall be paid by the brewer by
whom such beer is made in the manner and at the times hereinafter
specified.
Vessels inwhich 11. Beer  shall not be removed from a brewery for consumption
beer may be removed .
or sale  except in hogsheads, half-hogsheads, or barrels, or in vessels of
such  smaller size as  may be approved by the Chief Inspector.
Any beer found in a brewery or removed therefrom in vessels
of a size  not approved by the Chief Inspector shall be forfeited, and
may be seized by any Inspector or officer of police.
Books to be kept by 12 . Every brewer shall from day to day enter or cause to bebrewer.
entered in books, to be kept by him for that purpose, the kinds of
beer made by him, and the estimated quantity of each kind  in gallons,
and the actual quantity sold or removed for consumption or sale,
specifying  the size and  kind of each cask in which it is removed.
Books to be open to 13 . The books required to be kept by the last preceding section
inspection . shall be open  at all reasonable  hours in the daytime to the, inspection
of any  Inspector , who may take extracts therefrom or transcripts
thereof.
Entries to be verified 14. The entries made in such books shall at the end of each
by declaration. month be verified by the solemn declaration of the person by whom or
under whose direction they were made.
Every such declaration shall be written in the book at the end of
such entries, and be signed by the person making such declaration,
and the same shall be in the following form or to the effect thereof  :-
69  A.B., solemnly and sincerely declare that the foregoing
entries were made by me, and that they state truly,
according to the best of my knowledge and belief, the
estimated quantity of the whole amount of beer brewed,
the actual quantity sold, and the actual quantity
removed from the brewery occupied by
at from the first day of the month
of 188 , to the last day of such
month ; and further that I have no knowledge of any
matter or thing required by law to be stated in such
entries which has been omitted therefrom. And I make
this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of  `  The
Oaths Act of  1867."'
And every brewer shall also, in case the original entries in his
books were not made by himself, subjoin thereto and sign the follow-
ing declaration:-
Monthly returns.
I, C.D., solemnly and sincerely declare that, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, the foregoing entries fully set
forth all the matters required by law, and that the same
are true in the several particulars thereof. And I make
this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of  ' The
Oaths Act of  1867.' "
15. Every brewer shall render to an Inspector, on or before
the tenth day of each month, a true statement in writing in duplicate,
take
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taken from such books, showing the estimated quantity in gallons
of beer brewed in his brewery during the preceding month, and the
actual quantity sold or removed for consumption or sale.
16. Every brewer who neglects to keep any books, or to make Penalty for not
any declaration, or to furnish any statement, required by this Act, king aboostrke
or
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for every day
during which such neglect continues.
17. The Minister shall provide suitable stamps to be called Beer Duty Stamps.
Beer Duty Stamps," for denoting the amount of duty to be paid on
beer ; and such stamps shall be sold to brewers only.
18. Every brewer shall affix to every cask containing beer, Casks to be stamped.
before it is removed from a brewery (except in case of removal under
permit as hereinafter provided), stamps denoting the amount of duty
payable on the beer contained in such cask under the provisions of
this Act, and such stamps shall be cancelled by the Inspector at the
time of the removal of the beer from the brewery.
19. Every brewer who neglects to affix the stamps hereby Penalty for not
required on any cask containing beer before its removal from the pack in casks orages.
brewery, or sends out from the brewery a cask containing beer on
which the stamps hereby required are not affixed, or on which such
stamps having been affixed are not so cancelled, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every cask in respect of which
he so offends.
20. When beer is removed from a brewery in bottles for the stamps for beer in
purpose of sale or delivery, the stamps denoting the duty payable on bottles.
such beer shall be affixed upon the butt of the carter's delivery book,
and shall be cancelled by the Inspector at the time when the beer
leaves the brewery.
Any brewer who neglects to affix the stamps hereby required
upon the butt of a delivery book, or sends out from the brewery any
beer in bottles without having affixed the stamps hereby required upon
such butt, or without such stamps having been  so cancelled , and any
person  engaged in carting or delivering beer from a brewery who
refuses to produce his delivery book at any time to an Inspector, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
21. The Minister shall cause permits for the removal of beer  Minister to prepare
to be prepared in the prescribed form, and shall cause a sufficient permits.
supply thereof to be kept on hand by each Inspector.
22. Any brewer may upon obtaining a permit remove  or Beermay in certain
cause to be removed from his brewery to a bonded warehouse cases  be removed
approved by the Collector of Customs under 41 The Custom8 Act,  1873,"
upon permits.
any quantity of beer of his own manufacture, in quantities of not less
than five barrels at a time, without affixing stamps on the casks
containing such beer.
Every such permit shall be granted by an Inspector upon the
application of the brewer and under the prescribed conditions.
The brewer shall affix upon every cask containing beer so Casks to  be stamped
removed before it is removed from such warehouse, the same stamps,
wnr housveng
and shall procure the same to be cancelled in the same manner and
under the same penalties,  as are  herein prescribed with respect to beer
removed from a brewery,
28. A permit
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Permit to be affixed 23. A permit must be affixed to every cask so removed, and
to cask .
must be cancelled in the same manner and at the same time and under
the same penalties as are herein prescribed with respect to stamps.
Beer improperly 24. If any beer is knowingly removed or conveyed from anT-
forfeiteedd.to be brewery or warehouse contrary to the provisions of this Act or theme'
Regulations, then such beer together with the casks containing the
same  and the boat cart carriage or other conveyance in which the same
is found together with all horses or other animals made use of in
such removal or conveyance, and any chattels articles or things made
use of for the purposes of such removal or conveyance, shall be
forfeited and may be seized by any Inspector or officer of police.
Power of Inspector to 25 . Any Inspector may at any time and in any place call upon
examine vehicles . the person in charge of any brewer's cart, or other vehicle engaged in
carting or delivering beer from a brewery, to stop for the purpose of
having the casks found thereon and the carter's delivery book examined,
and any such person who refuses to stop on the demand of the
Inspector, or to allow the Inspector to examine his delivery book
or any cask or package in such vehicle, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding fifty pounds.
Penalty for  removing 26. Any person who knowingly removes or receives from any
beer in undamped
cask or package. brewery or warehouse any beer contained in any cask or package on*
or in respect of which t e proper stamp has not been affixed, or on or
in respect of which a fraudulent or false stamp is affixed, or on or in
respect of which a stamp once cancelled is again used, shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
Penalty for evasion 27. Any brewer who evades or attempts to evade the
of duty. payment of any duty payable under this Act, or fraudulently neglects
or refuses  to make true and exact entry and report of any matter or
thing in the manner required by this Act, or to cause to be done
any of the things by this Act required to be done by him, or who
intentionally makes any false entry in any books hereby required
to be kept, or in any statementI hereby required to be made, or know-
ingly allows or procures the same to be done, shall, for every such
offence, forfeit all the beer made by or for him and then in his custody
or possession , and all the vessels, utensils, and apparatus used in making
the same, and shall in addition be liable to a penalty of not less than
one hundred nor more than two hundred pounds.
Forging stamps  or 28. Any person who makes, sells , uses, or has in his possession
dies a felony . any false or counterfeit stamp or permit, or makes, sells, uses, or has
in his  possession  without the authority of the Chief Inspector any die
for printing or making stamps or permits, or who procures any such
stamp or permit, or without the authority of the Chief Inspector any
such die, to be made by any other person shall be guilty of felony,
and shall be liable on conviction to be kept in penal servitude for any
term not exceeding seven years, or to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding two years with or without hard labour.
Spoilt beer. 29. When any beer has from any cause become unfit for
consumption, a brewer may sell the same for manufacturing purposes,
and such beer may, under a permit from an Inspector, be removed
from the brewery without affixing thereon the stamps hereby
required. Provided that such beer must be removed in casks con-
taining not less than twenty-five gallons each, and having the nature
of the contents plainly marked on the outside thereof.
30. Every
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30. Every brewer shall by branding cause to be marked  all casks to be
upon every cask containing beer brewed by him before it is removed branded withnaive of brewer.
from the brewery the name of the brewer and the place where it was
brewed.
Any brewer who fails to comply with the requirements of
Otis section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for
each cask not so branded.
Any person other than the owner of a cask so branded , or some
person lawfully authorised by him so to do who knowingly and wilfully
removes or defaces such marks therefrom shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds for each cask from which any mark is so
removed or defaced.
31. When malt liquor or tun liquor in the first stages of fer- Certain kinds of
nientation known as unfermented worts is sold and delivered by dutr
not liable to
one brewer to another for the purpose of producing fermentation or
enlivening old or stale beer or other fermented liquors, it shall not be
liable to the duty imposed by this Act, but no delivery shall be
made upon any such sale until after the prescribed notice to an
Inspector.
32. When an Inspector is satisfied that any beer upon which  Drawback onspoilt
duty has been paid has been rendered unfit for consumption after  its beer.
removal from the brewery in which it was  made , and has been returned
to the brewery, he may at any time within thirty days after such
return allow to the brewer who paid the duty on such beer drawback
stamps equal in value to the duty paid thereon.
33. The absence of the proper stamps from any cask  con- Absence of stamps
prima  facie  evidence
taining beer after its removal from the brewery where the beer was and notice that duty
brewed shall be  prima facie  evidence that duty has not been paid upon not paid.
such beer, and shall be notice to all persons that the duty has not been
paid thereon.
And if any cask containing beer is found after removal from
the brewery where the beer was brewed not having thereon the
stamps hereby required, every such cask shall be liable to be seized
by any Inspector or officer of police, and to be forfeited ; but this
provision shall not apply to any cask containing beer which is
removed under a permit.
34. Any person who withdraws any beer liable to duty fromrersons withdrawing
any cask upon which the proper stamp
'
has not been affixed for the beer from unstamped
purpose of bottling the same, or who carries on or attempts to carry penalty.  to
on the business of bottling beer in any brewery or upon any premises
having communication with a brewery except in accordance with
such conditions as may be prescribed, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding one hundred pounds, and all chattels and utensils used
in such bottling or business shall be liable to be forfeited.
35. All breweries, warehouses, stores, or premises, whether Inspection of
connected with a brewery or not, where an Inspector  has reason to br er' es and otherpla.
believe that any beer liable to duty under this Act is stored or sold,
and every house licensed for the sale of intoxicating liquors, and
every store or cellar adjacent thereto, shall at all times be open to
inspection by an Inspector, who shall have power to search , examine,
and take account of all casks and packages found therein in which
beer is contained.
36. Any
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Penalty for 36. Any person who obstructs,  resists , or molests any Inspector
obstructing Inspector . in the performance of his duty under this Act shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds.
Drawback  on beer 37. There shall be allowed upon the exportation of beer
exported. manufactured in the Colony a drawback of the duty paid thereof. ',
under this Act ; and drawback stamps equal in value to the duty so
paid shall be allowed to the brewer of the beer so exported,
Regulations. 38. The Governor in Council may from time to time make,
alter, and revoke Regulations for all and any of the purposes of this
Act, and all Regulations so made shall be published in the  Gazette,
and shall take effect from a date to be named therein, and after such
date shall have the force of law as if they had been contained in this
Act.
Penalties for
breaches of Act and
Regulations.
Procedure.
39. Any person who commits an offence against this Act or
the Regulations for which no other penalty is hereby imposed, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
40. All offences against the provisions of this Act may be
prosecuted, and all penalties and forfeitures hereby imposed may be
recovered, in a summary way before any two justices at the suit of
an Inspector, and if any such penalty is not paid the sum may be
recovered by distress and sale of the goods of the offender.
THE SCHEDULE.
.Notice by Brewers.
To the Inspector of Breweries.
Date 188
NOTICE is  hereby given that , of , in
Queensland , intend , under the name or style of , to carry on or
engage in  the business of brewing in the building owned by situated
in street , in , in Queensland.
Name of every person carrying on the business, with
place  of residence ... ... ... ...
Description of all buildings on the brewery premises,
and description of wall, fence, or other outside
boundary of premises ... ... ...
Number of wort boilers and other permanent vessels,
and capacity of each ... ... ..,
Manner of boiling worts, whether by direct action of
fire or by steam ... ... ... ...
Average number of brewings per month ... ...
Statement of the total quantity of beer made, and
sold or removed from the brewery, during the
year immediately preceding the date of this no-
tice  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Declaration verifying Notice.
I, , of , solemnly and sincerely declare that the
several statements set forth in the foregoing notice are true and correct in the several
particulars thereof  ;  and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867."
Declared before me,  this day
of 188
Justice of the Peace.
By Authority: Jens C. BxAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
dr
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QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE- XILLARNEY BRANCH.
ON  and  after MONDAY,  21st September ,  1885, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Height
from from of  stations.  Mixed .  Mixed.
Brisbane .  Junction .  Formation
feet. a.m. p.m.
166 1497 WARWICK  . ...  depart 10.0 4.40
167 1 1490 Ki llarney Junction ... 10.5 4.45
172 4 1570 Hermitage  ... ... ... D 10.27 D 5.7
173 6 ... Glencairn ... ... ... D 10.90 D 5.20
-174 7 1552 Swan Creek ... 10.44 5.24 ...
177 10 1696 Mount Sturt 11.1 5.41 ..
180 12 1699 Yangan ... ... ... 11.13 5153
181 14 Rockbrae  ... ... ... D 11.19 D 5.59
183 16 1668 Emu Vale  ... ... ... 11.33 6'13
186 19 1653 Ryan's Siding ... 1145 6'25
190 23 1690 Farm Creek ... 12.0 6.40
195 28 1691 K ILLARNEY ...  arrive 12.20 7.0
DOWN TRAINS.
Bliley
from
Killarney .
Height
of
Formation.
Stations. Mixed. Mixed.
feet. a.m.  p.m.
... 1691 KILLARNEY ... depart 7'15 1'15 ... ...
5 1690 Farm Creek ... 7.33 1.33 ..
9 1653 Ryan's Siding... 7'48 1.48 ... ...
12 1668 Emu Vale ... 8.5 2.5 ...  ...
14 ... Rockbrae  ... ... ... D 8'16  D 2.16 ...
15 1699 Yangan  ... ... ... ... 8'22 2.22
18 1696 Mount Sturt  ... ... ... ... 8'34 2.34 ...
2J 1552 Swan Creek  ... ... ... ... 8.51 2.51
22 Glencairn  ... ... ... ... D 9.55 D 2.55 ... ...
23 1570 Hermitage ... ... D 9.8 D 3.8
28 1490 Killarney Junction ... ... ... 9.28 3.28
29 1497 WARWICK  ... ... ... arrive 9.33 3.33
D. Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers stitingonPlatforms .  Pas• ersg wiavia
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passen gers ehu.A1d go on these
pl.,tforms.
Brisbane ,  15th September, 1885.
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F. CURNOW,
Commissiondir for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
ON and  efter MONDAY,  21st September ,  1885, the following Time will come into operation until further notice:-
UP  TRAINS-BRISBANE, INDOOROOPILLY, OXLEY, AND IPSWICH  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Pas. Mail .  Pas. Pas .  Pas. Goods .  Mixed .  Pas. Pas. Mixed .  Toow 'mba Mixed.  Pas.  Pas.
.  p stations .  Daily. Daily .  Daily .  Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily exc .  Saturday Daily. Pas. Daily .  Daily. Daily.
^"A 19 or p n Saturdays. only. P. LB. LB.
Pas.
a.m. a.m .  am. A.M. am. a.m .  pm. p.m .  P.M. p.m.  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
W BRISBANE depart 6 '30 5150 7'30 910 9.40 '  1010 12.20 1.0 1.25 2.35 3'40 4120 410 5118 5.30
21f 1 Milton  ... ...  594 ... 7134 914 b 9143 10-4 12.24 1.4 1'29 2 .39 b 3'43 b 4.23 4.35 b 6.81 5.34
2f 2 Toowong  ... ...  5.38 ... 7 '38 9.8 b 9.46 10.10 12.28 1.8 1'34 2.44 b 347 b 4.26 4.40 b 5'24 6.38
76 3 Taringa  ... ..,  d 5'41 ... d 7'41 d 9 '11 ... d 10.13 d 12.31 d 1.11 1.37 d 2.47 ... ... 4.44  ...  6141
69 4 INDOOROOPILLY  ...  5.46 ... 7 '46 9.15 b 9.51 10.20 12'35 1'15 1.41 2.51 b 3.65 b 4.32 4.50 b 5.30 5.46
6 Chelmer
 ... ... ... ...
 d 7'49  .. , d 10.24 ... d 1.45 d 2.54 ... ... d 4.53 d 5.33 -
6 Graoeville ... a 7.50  ...  a 10.26  ... ...  a 1'46 a 2.56  ...  a 4.55 a 5.38 ...
18 6 Sherwood  ...  6 62 As ... b 9.58 10.30 12.43 ... 1'48 2.58 b 40 b 498 4.58 5.39 ...
7 South Brisbane Juno .  5'58 ... 7 '55 ... b 10.1 10.35 12.48 ... 1151 3.1 b 4.2 b 4.42 5.0 5.42 ...
13 8 OXLEY ... ... 610 6.10 8.0 ... b 10.5  10-40  12.50 ... 1'55 3.5 4.5 4.45 5.5 5.45 ...
82 10 Darya
 ... ...  a 8' 16 ... a 10,10- a 12.57  ...  a 4.10 a 4.52 - a 6.51 ...
49 12 Rolston  ... ... ...  a 6.22  ... ...  a 10.15  ...  a 1A ... ... ... a 415 a 4.59 ... a 6.57 ...
43 14 Goodna ... ... 6.28 ... ... 10.20 ... 1'12 ... ... ... 4.23 6.8 ... 6.4 ...OR  16  Redbank ... ... 8.34 ... ... 10.26 ... 1.22 ... ... ... 4.30 5.14 ... 6.11
91 16 Riverview ... ... 8'40 ... ... 1032 ... 1.28 ... ... 4.36 5,20 ... 6.17 ...
19 Dinmore ... ... ... 8.44 ... ... 10.35 ... 1.30 ... .. ... 4.40 5.21 ... 6-21 ...
75 2l Bundamba  ... ... ...  8.53 ... ... 10.41 ... 1.38  ... ... ...  4.46 6.30 8.28 ...
73 22 Booval  ... ... ...  a 6.54 ... ... a 1045  ...  a 1.42 ... ... ... a 449 a 5.34 a 8.32 ...
99 33 Limestone  ... .. ... ... ... ...  d 1049 ... d 1.46  ... ... ...  d 4.53 d 6.36 ... d 6'35 ...
66 24  IPSWICH  ...  arrive  ...  7.0 ... ... 10.55 ... 1.52 . .. ... ...  5.0 5141 ... 6.40 ...
stations.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
LB.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
DOWN TRAINS  (SUNDAYS  EXCEPTED).
t
Goods.
Daily.
Toow'mba
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Daily exc.
Saturdays.
Pas.
Saturdays
only.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
L B. I P. I P.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
lllzed.
Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
6.30 7.56 10-36 11.30
6.33 7.59 10'39 11.34
6.37 8.3 10.43 11.38
8141 d 81 d 10-47 d 11.41
6.46 8111 10.50 11.45
d 8'49  ... ...  d 11'48
a 6.61 a 11.49
6.53 8118  10-58  11.52
8'55 8'21 1111 11.54
7.0 8.26 11'5 12.0
a 8.31 ...
a 8.37 ...
8.45 11'25 ...
... 8.53 11.31 ...
... 9.0 ...
... 915 11'40 ...
... 9.12 11'45 ...
a 9.18 ... ...
d 9.21 ...
...  9-25  11.56
Pas.
Daily.
Mail.
Daily.
r.P.o.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m .  am. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
IPSWICH
 ...  depart ... 7-30 ... 9.46 ... 11'15 11.20
,.. ... d 7'33  ...  d 9'48  ... ..,  d 11'221 Limestone ... ...
2 Booval
 ... ... ... ... a 7'37 ...  a 9.52  .,. ... a 11'27
3 Bundamba
 ... ... ... ... 7'42 ... 9.57 ... ... 11-32
6 Dinmore
 ... ... ... 7'49 .. 1015 11.40
6 Riverview
 ... ... ... ... 7.53 ... 108  ...  ... 11.48
e Redbank
 ... ... ... ...
 7.58 ... 1014  .. ...  11.50
10 Goodna ... ... ... 814 ... 1025 ... ... 12.0
12 wolaton
 ... ... ...
 a 8.10 ... a 10,30  ... ...  a 12-6
14 Darya
 ... ...
 a 8.16  ...  a 1036  ... ...  a 12.12
16 OXLEY
 ... ... 64 0 8.10 8125 ... 1045 1055 ... 12.20
17 South Brisbane June .  6'54 8,14 8'29 ... e 10.48 10'59  ...  12.23
18 Sherwood ... ... 6168 8'16  8-32  ... ... 11.4 ... 12.25
18 Graceville
 ... ...  a 8.58 a 9.18  ... ... ... a 111 ... ...
19 Ohelmer  ... ...  d 6.5 d 8.19 ... ... ... d 11.8
20 INDOOBOOPILLY  ...  7.3 8.23  8.38 9.20 ... 11.14
21 Taringa
 ... ... 7.7 8'27  e  9'23 ... d 11'18 ... d
22 Toowong ... ...  7.11 8.34 8.46 9.27 ... 11.22 ... 12'40
23 Milton
 ... ... 7.15 8.39  8.49 9'30 ... 1125 ... 12.44
24 BRISBANE arrive 710 8.45 855  9.35 11.8 1130 12.15 12.50
•  Passengers from Toowong ,  do., for Mail Train ,  must go on to Oxley by Local Train in advance.
t Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
(a) Trans stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Trains leaving Brisbane at 9.40 a.m., 3.40 p  m.,  4.20 p .m., and 5.18 p.m., will stop at stations between Brisbane
and Oxley by
 signal  to take an passengers for stations beyond Oxley.
(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
( e) Train stops to set down passengers .  who should give due notice to the Guard.
The 10.35 p.m.  Train from bane will  stop at all usual stopping places on Saturdays.
Brisbane ,  15th Se ber,1885.
p.m. P.M. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. ...
... ... 2.35 ... ... ... 6115 ... 9.25 9.40 ...
d 2'38  ... ... ...  d 6.18 ... ... d 9.43 ...
a 2-42 ... ... ... a 6'22  ... ...  a 9.47 ...
2'47 ... ... ... 6.27 ... ... P53 ...
... ... 2'54 ... ... ... 6.34 ... ... 100 ...
... ... 2'57 ... ... ... 697 ... ...  101  ...
... ... 3.4 ... ... ... 6'44  ... ... 1010 ...
... ... 3.10 ... ... ... 6.50 ... ... 1017
a 3'16  ... ... ...  a 6.56  ... ... a 1023
a 7.3 ... a 10.29... a 3.23  ...
... 21)  3.30 3.40 5110 ...  7-10 7.15 ... 1035 ...
... 2.4 ... 3.14 5.14 ...  e  7.14 7.19  ...  10-39  ...
... 2.6 ... 3'48  5.24) ... ... 7.23 ...  10-43  ...
a 2.8 ... a  3.50 a 5.22 ... ...  a 7.26  ... ... ...
d 2'10
 ...  d 3.52 d P24  ...  d 7.28 ...
1'50 2.13 ... 3.55 590 61 0 ... 7.32  ... 1051 ...
d 1.53 d 2.17 ... d 3.58 d 5.34 d 6.13 ... d 7.36 ... d 10'54 ...
1.57 2.21 ... 4.2 5.38 P17 7.26 74 0 ... 1058 ...
2'0 21 5
 ... 4.5 5.44  6.29 ... 71 4  ...  11.2 ...
2.5 2.30 3'55 4.10  5150 8'25 7.35  7-50  1025 117 ...
(P.) Stops at Toowong Sport s Gro und ,  if required ,  on Saturdays.
(T.P.O.) Travel li ng Post Office  Vans  are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted In the boxes attached to the Guard's  Vans of these Trains.
Passengers for stations between Oxley and Brisbane by Down Trains arriving at Oxley at 10.46 am., 3.30 p.m., and 7.10 p.m.,
wi ll be  required to change carriages  at Oxley , and will be taken to their destinations by Suburban Trains leaving
Oxley at 10,55 a.m., 3.40 p.m., and 7'15 p.m .,  respectively.
Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop .  At stations or ng places where a letter Is shown
before the time, this indicates the approximate depa rt ure time from such n or stopping place .  Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by s
F. CUR NOW,  mmissioner for Railways.
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M.
dep. 9 0
...  9.4
...  9-8
... D 9.11
... 9.15
TIME TABLE .- SUNDAY TRAINS.
O N and after  SUNDAY,  20th September, 1885 ,  the following TIME TABLE will come into operatioi until
further notice :-
BETWEEN BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH-SUNDAYS.
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
BRISBANE
Milton
Cemetery Road
Toowong ...
Taringa ...
Indooroopilly
Chelmer ...
Graceville
Sherwood ... ...
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darya ...
Wolston ...
Goodna ...
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
IPSWICH
arr.
dep.
arr.
dep
9.22
9.24
9.30
A 9.36
A 9.44
.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
A  10-6
A 10.9
9.52
9.59
10-19
A 10.24
... A 10'27
arr. 10.33
.. 3.57
... j 4.4
I
A 4.11
A 4.14
4.24
A  4-28
D 4.31
4.37
6.20
6.30
A 6.371 ...
  6.39' ...
6.45 ...
A 6.48
D 6.51
...
...
...
6.55 ( ... ...
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
L.M.
I P S W Ic Ii  ... ...  dep. 7.20
A.M. P.M. P.M.
9'20 12.55 3.0
9.24 12.59 3.4
D  9-27 D 1.4 D 3.9
9.29 1.7 3.12
D 9.32 D 1.10 D 3.15
9.38 1.16  3-21
D 9.411 D 1.19 D 3.24
A 9.431 A 1.21 A 3.26
9.41  1.24  3-29
9.47 1.26 1 3 31
9.50 1.30 ...
3.35
A  3-41
... ... A 3.49
A.M.
Limestone  ... ... ...  D 7.23 ...
Booval  ... ... ...  A 7.27 ...
Bundamba  ... ... ...  7.31 ...
Dinmore  ... ... ...  7'38
Riverview  ... ... ...  A 7'40 ... D
Redbank  ... .. ...  7.48 ... 1.26
Goodna
... • ••
(
dep. 7.56 ...Wolston  ... ... ...  A 8-0
Darya  ... ... ...  A 8.7
arr.Oxley ••• ••• dep. 845 10.0
South  Brisbane  Junction  ...  8-19 10.5
Sherwood  ... ... ...  8121 10.10
Graoeville ... ... ... ... A 101.1
Chelmer  ... ...  D 10.14
Indooroopilly  ... ...  8.29 10-18
Taring-  ... ... ... D 8.32 D  10-21
Toowong  ... ...  8.38 10-28
Cemetery Road ... ... D  10-29
Milton  ... ... ...  8.43 10-33
BRISBANE  ... ...  arr. 8.60 10-40
P.M. P.M. P.M.
... ... 6.0
1.3 ... ... D 5.3
1.6 ... ... A 6.6
... ...
1.17 ... ... A  6.16 ...
1120 ... ... A 5.18 ...
... ...
1.34
A 1.41
A 1.47
1.54
1.58
2.1
A 2.3
D 2.52-9
D 2.122-17
D 2.18
2.20
2.25
t..
P.M.
...
... ...
6.10 ...
A 6.48 ...
2.15 4 .30 6.0 10.9
2.19 4.34 6.5 10.4
2.21 4 .36 6.8 10.7 ...
A 2.23 A 4.38 ...
D 2.25 D 4.40 .. ...
2.29 4 .44 6.16 10.14 ...
D 2.32 D 4.47 D 6.19 D 10.17 ...
2.38 4 .53 6.26 10.22 ...
D 2.39 D 4.54 D ...
2.43 4.58  6-33  10.26 ...
2.50 5 .5 6.40 10.31 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers,  and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to take on passengers,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting,  and will  set them down when required.
(E) Train stops to set down passengers,  who should give due notice to Guard.
NoTa.- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may  be  purchased at all stations and gates on Saturday,  available for Sunday only.
Mebane, 16th d.ptember,1680,
P.M. P.M. P.M.
3.45 5.20 9120 ...
3.49 5.26 9.24 ...
D 3.54 D ... ...
3.57 5.31 9.32 ...
D 4.0 D 5.34  D 9.36 ...4-6  6.40 9.41 ...
D 4.9 ... E 9.44 ...
4.11 ... .. ...
4.14  5-49  1 9.49
4.16 5151 9.61 ...
4.20 5.56 9.55 ...
6.0
A 6.6
... A 6.121 ... ...
... ... ... ...
... 6.36 ... ...
... A 6.40 ...
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railway#%
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
0 N and  after MONDAY , '  21st SEPTEMBER ,  1885,  the following  Time  Table  will  come into
UP TRAINS.
58
s ra. I a.m. am. noon. p.m.
5.50 3.40
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
... depart
65 24 IPSWICH t
arrive
depart
:::
123  27 Karrabin ... ... ...
104 30 Walloon ... ...
140 35 Rosewood ... ...
198 40 Western Creek
.
...
279 43 Grandohester £C
arrive
depart :::
573 47 Victoria Tunnel ... ...
335 51 Laidley  . ... ...
391 54 Forest Hill ... ...
337 60 Gatton ..
384 66 Grantham
462 71 Helidon  ... {
arrive
depart
788 82 Murphy's Creek ... ...
1530 91 Highflelds
2003 98 Harlaxton
1921 101 TOOWOOMBA € evedepart
1853 103 Cranley ... ...
1717 105 Weta lla . ... .
1577 108 Gowrle Junction... arrive
1577 108 Cowrie Junction ... depart
1712 111 Charlton ... ...
1698 113 Wellcamp
1774 117 Westbrook .. ...
1524 124 Cambooya i
arrive
depart
1651 132 Greenmonnt ... ...
137 Nobby  ... ... ...
1430 141 King 's Creek ... ...
1434 143 Clifton ... ...
1464 145 Clifton Colliery ... ...
152 Talgal  ... ... ...
1500 154 Hendon  ... ... ...
1568 157 D euchar ... ... ...
1459 161 Toolburra ... ...
1472 163 Lyndhurst
.
.
1497 166 WARWICK { arrivedepart
168 East Warwick ... ...
175 Limestone Quarry ...
179 Silverwood ... ...
24M 186 Cherry Gully ... ...
190 Maryland ... ...
2906 194 Dalveen ... ... ... ...
3004 199 Thulimbah ... ...
2666 207 STANTHORPE ... arrive ...
1577 108 Cowrie Junction ... depart ...
1454 113 Gowrie  ... ... ... ...
1314 120 Oakey ...
1257 129 Jondaryan1225  136 Bowenville
1122 149 Blasland
arrive1123 152 DALBY ... depart
1075 187 Macalister
1035 180 Warra ..
191 191 Camp
986 203 Chinchilla
217 217 Camp ... ... ...
221 221 m .  Siding ... ...
972 231 .Miles arrive ..... depa rt ...
1087 243 Drillham ...
1066 267 Dulacca... ...
1020 271 Charming ...
986 281 Yeulba  ...
€ depart
1018 293 Wallumbilla Siding ... ...
986 307 Blythdale ... ...
978 317 .ROMA arrive
972 323
..
Bungeworgoral
C
...
depart
...
9.0
a 9.20
1064 329 Hodgson ... ... a 9.45
1170 338 Brinsop ... ... ... a 10.20
1169 344 Muckadilla arrive 10'45
1137 356 Amby ...
C
...
depart
...
10.55
a 11.45
1113 370 East Mitchell ... d 12.35
1104 371 MITCHELL srrive 12.40depart 1.40
1249 381 Womallila ... ... d 2.20
1387 400 Mungallala ... 3:35
1443 410 DULBYDILLA ... arrive 4.15
BRISBANE ,  IPSWICH ,  TOOWOOMBA, DALBL
t I +
ai Goods. Mixed .  Mail .  33outhern Passenger .  Mixed.
ss
Stations . Mail. Mon.,Thur.,
and Sat.
L.B. T.P.O. L.B. L.B.
BRISBANE
7'0
7'15
a 7.24
7.33
7.45
a 7.57
8.8
8'13
a 8.28
8.43
d 8.50
9.5
a 9.17
9.30
9'40
10.10
10.48
d 11.13
11.25
7.10 11.46 12.0 510
a 7.20 b 11.52 a 12'10  ...  a 5'20 ...
a 7.78 b 11.59 a 12.18 ... a 6.28 ...
7.40 ... 12.30 ,.. ... ...
d 7'50 ... d 12.42  ... ... ...
a 7.57 ...  a 12.48  ... ...
a 8110 ...  a 1.0
!
... ...
8.40 ... 1.20 ...
8.45 ... 1.30 ... ... ...
9.15 ... 1.65
d 9.30  ...  d 21
9150 ... 2.26 ... ... ...
10.0 ... 2.35 ... ...
a 10.7  ...  a 2.41  .. ... ...
a 10.28  ...  a 3.0 ... ... ...
10.40  ...  3.7 ... ...
a 10.51 ... a  3-17 ... ...
a 11.6  ...  a 3.29
a 11.13 ...  a 3.3511-25  ...  3.50 ... ... ...
... 4.10 ... ... ...
a 4.14
d 4.46
a 5.4
... 5.35
... a 6.50
6.16
a 6.30
... 6'55
... 12.15 P; ... 5.40
... a 12.26 a  ...  a 5.55
12.42 ° ... 6.20
1.5 A ... 645
a 1.22  £ ...  a 7.5
a 1.51 8  ...  a 7.41
1.59 0 ... 7.50
... 2.19
... 2.54
... 3.26
d 3.50
4.19
d 4.51
d 5.5
... 5.27
5.47
a 611
644
a 7.17  ... ... ... ...
7.37
... 7.47
a 8.14
a 8.47
910
9.25
a 9'38
a 9.53
a 10.15
... 10.30
10.35
a 115
d 11.40
... 11.45
11.55
d 12.25
1.10
1.35
5.0
5.15
a 5.28
6.35
5.50
a 6.5
6.15
620
a 6'35
650
pm.
d 6.5 ...7-227!50 7.35
85
835
9'12
d 9.38
9.50
$ risbaue, 15thiSeptember,1885.
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AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAINS ON  THE MAIN LINT.
operation until further notice :  -
ROMA ,  DULBYDILLA ,  WARWICK, AND STANTHORPE.
Stations.
DIILBYDILLA  ...  depart
Mungallala ...
Womallila
MITCHELL arriveI depart
East Mitchell ...
Amby ... .
Muckadilla t depart
Brinsop ... ...
Hodgson ... ...
Bungeworgorai ..
SOMA ... arrivedepart
Blythdale ...
Wallumbilla Siding
Yeulba ...
Channing ...
Dulacca ...
Drillham
Miles ... ..€
arrive
depart
arrivedepart
t
Passenger.  Goods.
No., Thu.,
and Sat.
L.B.
a.m. a.m.
211  M. Biding  ...  ... ,.
217 Camp ...
Chinchilla ... ...
191 Camp
warm
Macalister
...
arriveDkLBY depart ... 820
Blaxland  ... ... ...  a 8.29
Bowenvi lle  ...  a 9.5
J ondaryan  ... ... ...  9.25
Oakey ... ... ... ... 9.50
(cowrie  ... .. ... ...  a 1018
(cowrie Junction  ...  arrive ...
10-35  3.30 ` 3'55 8.25
a 10.4 7  a 3.42  e  4.6 a 8'37
a 10.55 a 3.50 e 4'15 a 8.44
STANTHORPE ... depart ... ... 9.15Thulimbah ... a 9.47 ...
Dalveen  ...  ... ... ... ... 1015
Maryland  ... ... ... ...  a 10.17 ...
Cherry  Gully  ... ... ... ...  10.30
Silverwood  ... ... ... ...  a 10.52
Limestone  Quarry  ... ... ...  d 11.4 ...
East Warwick a 11 26
... ... 1136WARWICK
t
arrive
c depart 11'66 44 ••
Lyndhurst  ... ... ... ... a 12.5 a 4.55
Toolburra  ... ... ... ...  a 12.12 a 5.4
Deuchar  ... ... ... ... ...  a 12.27  ...  a 5.20 ...
Hendon  ... ... ... ... ...  12.37  ...  5.29 ...
Talgai  ... ... ... a 12.42  a  5,36  ...
Clifton Colliery ... ... ... ,., a 110 a 6.55
Clifton  ... ... ... ...  1.6 6.5
Bing 's Creek 1116 l ... 6.15
Nobby  ... ... ... ..,  d 1.30 f ... d 6.25
Greenmount  ... ... ,.,  1.56  6-45
Cambooya • ( strive 220 I ... 7.10jl  depart
...  230 ... 7.15
Westbrook  ... ... ... a' 2.52 ... a 7.45
Welleamp  ... ... ... ...  a 8.4 .., a 8.0
Chariton ... ... ...  d 3.10 ... d 8.10
Gow ri e Junction  ...  arrive ... ..
(cowrie Junction  .:.  depa rt ...
Wetalla  ... ... .. ..
Cranley ...
TOOWOOMBA arrivedepart  6.25
Harlaxton  ... ...  d 0'36
Highselds  ... ...  7.2
Murphy 's Creek 7.40
Helidon arri ve 8.15{ depart  8.30
Grantham ... ... a 8.44
Gatton  ... ...  9.0
Forest Hill ... ... a 9.22
Laidley  ... ...  9.30
Victoria Tunnel . a 9.46
Grandohester
C
snare 10.0
t depart 10.6
Western Creek  ... ...  a 10.11
Rosewood ...
Walloon ...
Karrabin.,.
IPSWICH
BRISBANE
11.5 4.2 4.27 8.57 ...
... 10.26
... ... 10.41 ...
... ... a 10.49
S arrive 11.0 ...
depart  11.15
Southern
Mail.
L.B.
am.
Mail.
T.P.O.
t
mixed.  Goods.
L.B.
a.m. P.M.
2.45 ... 9.0
3.10 ... 9.50
d 3.55  ...  d 11.5
4.25 ... 11.45
4.35 ... 12.45
d 4'39  ...  d 12.50
a 5.12  ...  a 1.40
5.42 ... 2.30
5.47 ... 2.40
a 6.2 ... a 3.5
a 6.24  ...  a s•45
... a
... 6.52
7.2
6.39 ... a 4.10
4.30
... a 7.25 ...
... a 7.58 ...
8.22 ...
837
... a 9.2
a 9.30
a 10.3 ...10-27  ...
10.32 ...
d 10.54 ...
d 11.5 ...
11.40
d 12-7 ...
12.35 ...I
1.
16a
40
S 2.0
E0 a 2.8
a 2.37 ...
C 2.56 ...
A; 3.19 ...
E.; a 3.43 ...
4,50
d 4.57
... 5.28 ...
... 6.5 ...6-35  ...
... 6.50 ...
a 7.4 ...
... 7.20 ...
... a 7'37
7.45 ...
a 8'0
... 8.15 ...
... 8.20 ...
... a 8'28 ...
8.42
8.55
a 9•
... 9.15
... 9.25
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see Suburban Time Table.
... arrive 112.15
DOWN TRAINS.
...
*C Q
BE
8113
F. CUBNOW,
Commissioner for-L$ ailways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC  TIME  TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
ON and after SUNDAY, 20th September,  1885, the following Time  Table  will  come into operationuntil  further notice :-
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles!  stations.
a.m. p.m.
SANDOATE  ...depart 10-0 1-15
2 Cabbage -tree ... ...  a a
4 Nudges  ... ...  10-10  1.25
6 Toombul  ... ...  a a
7 Nundah  ... ...  10.18 1.33
8 Junction  ... ...  10.23 1.37
9 Lutwyche  ... ...  10.27 1.41
9 Albion  ... ... ...  10.30 1.44
10 Mayne  ... ... ..  10.33 1.47
11 Bowen Hills ... ... a a
11 Exhibition  ... ...  10.36 1.52
12 Normanby  .. ...  10.40 1.55
13 BRISBANE  ...  arrive 10.46 2.0
Niles Stations.
•
BRISBANE  ... depart
1 Normanby ... ...
2 Exhibition ...
2 Bowen Hills ...
3 Mayne ...
4 Albion ... ...
4 Lutwyche ...
6 Junction ...
6 Nundah ...
7 Toombul
9 Nudges
11 Cabbage-tree ... .
13 SANDOATE  ...  arrive
A.M. a.m.
9.0 10.0
9.4  10-4
9.8 10.8
a a
9.13 10.13
9.16 10.16
9.18 10.20
9.22 ,  10-249-271 10-30
9.a36 110a.38
a
:461 0-48
p.m. I p.m .  p.m. P.M. P.M.
4.15 5.15 ... 6.15 8.30
a a ... a a
4.25 5.25 ... 6.26 8.40
a a a a
4.33 5.33 6.0 6.35 8.484-38; 5.38 ( 6.4  6-40 8.53
4.42 6.42  6-8  6.44 8.57
4.46 5.481 6.11 6.47 9.0
4.501  5-50; 6.14 6.50  9-3
a a a a a4-55 5.55 6.19 8.56 9.7
5.0 8.0 6.24 7.0 9.10
5.5 8.5  6-30 T5 9.15
(a) Train  stops by signal to take on  passengers , and will set them  I  Nars .- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
down when regdred .  Passengers  wishing to alight should give NoTE.- Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates
due notice to guard .  Saturday ,  available for Sunday only.
on
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
I sat. Bat.
It.  stations .  Mixed  Pas . '  Pas. Expr 's Mixed Pas .  Mixed Pas .  Mixed Mixed Mixed only .  Pas. Pas .  Mixed only. Pas.
S.M.
BANDOATE dep. 6.43
2 Cabbage -tree ... a
4 Nudges  . ...  6.63
6 Toombul ... a
7 Nundah ...  arr. 7.1
.., RAcacounsa dep.
... Hendry ...
SandgateRoadar.
8 Junction ...  dep. 7.6
9 Lutwyche .. 7-9
9 Albion  ... ..  7.12
10 Mayne .. 7.16
11 Bowen Hills .. a
11 Exhi bi tion ., 7.20
Normanby 7.23
13 BRISBANE arr. 7.28
Milesi stations.
a.m.
8.10
a
a
8.17
8.21
8.24
8.87
a
8.32
8.35
8.40
a.m. X.M. a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
8.8 910 ... 11.0 ... 1.15 ... 3.16 ... 410 52$
a ... ... a ... a ... a ... a a
8118 ... ... 11.10 ... 1.25 ...  3-25 ... 4.20 5.38
a a  a
a
... a a
P.M. P.M.
6a•2e :::
6-38
s ...
8.26 ... ...  11-18 ... 1.33 ... 3133 ... 4.28 6.46 6.48
... ... 10.10 ... 112.5
...... a ... aas  ,.. a ...
e 8.30 ... 10.25 11,23 12.18 ,  1,38
e 10.29 11.27 12.221 1.42
8.36  0-21 10.33  11-30 12-25 1.45
e 8.38  ... 10.36 11.33  12-28. 1-48
e ... a a a s
e  8•42  ... 10.41 11.37 12.33 1.52
e 10.45 11.40 12.381 1.55
8.50 9.35 1050 11.45 12,43 i 2.0
2.10 ...
a a ...
7-0
a
a
P.M. P.M.
7.30  10-10
a
7.40 10a.20
a a7-48 10-28
2.20 3.40 4.0 4.33 6.51 6.51 7.8 7.63 10.332-24 3.44 4.4  4-37 6.55 8.55 7.12 7.57 10.372-27 3.47 4.7 4.40 5.58 6.58 7.15 8.0  10-40
2.30  3-51 4.10 4.44 6.0 T1 7.18 81 10.43
a a a a a a a a a
2.36 3.56 4.16 4.49 6.6 T6 7.23 8.7 10.47
2.40 4.0 4.20 4.53 6.9 7.9 7.28 8.11 10.612-45 4.5 4'25 4.58 6.13  7-13  7-33 8.15 1065
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
Mixed MixedlXixed
a.m.
...
BRISBANE  ...depart 8.40
Normanby  ... _.  6.43
2 Exhibition  .. ...  6.48
2 Bowen Hills  ... ...  a
3 Mayne ... ... 6.53
4 Albion  ... ..,  8.56
4 Lutwyche . 7'0
5 Junction  .,,  arrive 7S
•
.6
7
9
11
13
Sandgate  Road depart ,.,
Hendra ...
RscEcoulaR ...  azure ...
Junction  ...depart 7-8
Nundah  ... ... 7.11
Toombul  ... ...  a
Nudges  ..,  7.19
Cabbage-tree.. . a
SAND OATE  ...  arrive TIP,
...
2.40
2.46
2.52
a
3.2
4-57 5-515-2  6.56
a a
5.10 8.4
a a
5.20 6.14
6.51 11.36
6.56 9.43 11.41
a a a
7.4 9.50 11.49
7.1a a4 100 11a.59
10,28
a
1035
a
10.46
A.M. p.m.  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
11.20 12.15 1.10 1.35 2.15 3.10 4.31 6.25 5.47 6.25 9.16 11.10
11.24 12.19 1.14 1.39 2.19 3.14 4.34 5.29  6.51  6-29 9.19 11.13
11.29  12-23 1.19 1.43 2.24 3.19 4.39 5.33 5.55 6.33 9.23 11.18
a a a a a a a a a a a a
11.33 12.28 1.23  1-48 2.30 3.23 4.44 6.38 6.0  AS  9.28 11.23
11.36  12-31 .26 1.51 2.33  3-26 4.47  5-41 6.3  6-41 9.81  11-26
11.41 12.36 1.31 1.54 2.36  3,31 4.61 5'45  6-7 6-44 9.35 11.30
11.45 ... 1.35 1.58 2.39 3.35  4-56 5.60 6.12  6-50 9.38 11.36
a ... a ... ... a ...
11.55 ... 1.41 ... ... 3.46 ...
12.40
12.48
a
12.55
a
1.5
(a) Train  stops  by signal to  take on passenvers ,  and will not them
down when required .  Passenger s  wishing to alight should give
due notice  to Guard.
(e) Up Train  leaving Sandgate at 8.8 a .m. will stop  at stations
between  Junction  and Brisbane to set down passengers  from sta-
tions  beyond Junction only.
NOTE .- On Saturdays only.
The Train timed to leave Brisba n e at 12.16 p.m .  will leave at 12.22 p.m.
The Train timed to leave Racecourse at 12.6 p.m. will make a trip to Nundah ,  and reach Brisbane at 12.48 p.m.
am. am.
7.35 9.10
7.38  9-147-43 9-18
a a
i Bat.
M ed Mixed Mixed Pas. only.  Mixed Mixed Pas.  Pas. Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
S.M.
10.010-310-7
a
7.48 9.26 10.13
7`51 9.27 10.16
7.56 9.30 10.19
8.0 9.35 10.23
a a ...
a a ...
8.6 9.45 ...
1.59
2.4
a
2.11
a
2.21
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
P.M. P.M.P.M.P.M.P.M.P.M.
12.56 2.30 4.15 5.15 7.15 9.25' ... ...
1.0 2.34  4-19 5.19 7.19 9.29 ,.. .,.
1.5 2.38 4.23 5.23 7.23 9.33 ... ...
a a a a a a ... ,..
1.11 2.43  4-28 5-28 7.28 9.38
1.15 2.46  4-31 5.31 7.31 9 41 I ...
1.20  2-50 4.34 5.34 7.35 9.45 ... ...
1.25 2.55 4.38 5.38 7.40  9-50'...1-33 3.0 4.43 5.43 7.46 9.55 ... ...
P41 a a a a1.41 3.8 ... I  5-50 7.53 10.3 1 ...
a a ... a a a ...
1.51 3.20 ... i 6.0 8.5  10-13 ... ...
a ...
a ...
6.18 ...
F. CURNOW,
Dthla*ne, l6tl _ieptsmber, I8$L Commissioner for  Railways,
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
ON  and after MONDAY, 21st September, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operationuntil further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Height of ! Miles
form .  level  Stanley  I Stations.
above h.w. Street.
Passenger .  t Mixed . Mixed .  Mixed.
Goods.
feet . a.m.
21 STANl  BY STREET  depart 5.26
31 1 Wooloongabba ... ...  5.29
20 3 Fairfield... ... ... A 5.39
40 3 Yeronga ... ... ... A 6.43
34 4 1 South Coast Junction ... 5.47
1 Softstone Pocket ... D
78 6 S.  BRIE. JUNCTION arrive 5.55
Height of Milesfromform .  level S.  Brisb . Stations.
above b .w. June.
feet.
78 ... S. BUIS. JUNCTION depart
Softstone Pocket ...
34 2 South Coast Junction ...
40 3 Yeronga ... ... ...
20 4 Fairfield ... ... ...
31 5 Wooloongabba ...
21 6 STANLEY STREET arrive
Mixed.  Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
t
Goods.
a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
9.20 12.10 3.15 6.26
7.30 9.24 12.14 3119 6'29
A 7.40  A 9.35 A 12.26 A 3.29 A 6.39
A 7.44  A 9.38 A 12.2 A 3.33 A  9. 43
A 7'48 9.42 12.32 3.37 6.47
D D D D D
7.55 9 .50 12 .40 3.46 6.55
Passenger .  Mixed.
t
Goods.
a.m. a.m . a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
6.15 8 .15 10.50 1.15 4.10 7.20
D D D D D D
6.23 8.23 10158 1.25 4.18 71 8
A 6.27 A 817 A 11.3 A 110 A 4.21 A 7.32
A 6.30 A 8.30 A 11.6 A 1.34  A 4.24 A 7.35
6.40 84 1 11.16 1.45 434 7.46
8145 11.20 4.40 71 0
(A) Train stops by signal to pick  up passengers,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers  wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending  passengers  should  go on these
platforms.
(t)  Carriage to be attached for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 15th September , 1885 .  Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
ALTERATION OF TIME TABLE-SOUTH COAST LINE.
OPENING OF LOGAN VILLAGE EXTENSION-SOUTH COAST LINE.ON and after MONDAY, 21st September, Trains will run as  follows:-
UP TRAINS.
i
Miles  stations.  Mixed. Mixed .  Mixed. MilesB lgh .  Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
a.ni. p .m. p.m.
...  STANLEY STREET dep . 9.0 4.30  5'25 ... BEENLEIGH  ... dep.
1 Wooloongabba  ... 9.4 4.34  5.29 2 Holmview ... ...
3 Fairfield  ... ... A 9.14 A 4.44  A 5.39  3 Hawthorne ... ...
3 Ye ronga  ...  A 9.18 A 4.48 A 5.43
4 South  Coast Junction 9.22 4.52 5.47 ... LOGAN VILLAGE dep.
5 Rocklea  ... ...  9.29 4 .59 5.53  ...  Buccan ...
6 Salisbury  ... ...  D 9.33 D 5.3 D  5.57 ... Waterford ...
8 Cooper 's Plains  ... 9.40 5.10 6.4
9 Sunnybank  ... ... 9.45 5.15 6.9 4
11 Runcorn  . ... D 9.54 D 5'24 D 6.18 6
12 Spring  Creek  ... D 10.0  D 5.30 D 6.24 7
17 Kingston  ..-  ... D 10.15 D 5.45 D 6.39 12
1S Loganlea  ... ... 10.24 5.54 6.48 13
20 Bethania  Junction  ...  10.33 6 .3 6 57 15
16
22 Waterford  ... ... ... ... 7.6 18
26 Buccan  ... ... ... ... 7.23 19
27 LoGAN VILLAGE arr. ... ... 7.30 20
21
21 Hawthorne  ... ...  D 10.36 D 6.6 ... 21
22 Holmview  ... ... A 10• 6.10 ... 23
24 BRENLEIGH  ...  arr. 10 .45 6.15 ... 24
Bethania Junction ...
Loganlea ...
Kingston .
Spring Creek
Runcorn ...
Sunnybank ...
Cooper ' s Plains
Salisbury ...
Rocklee...
South Coast Junction
Yeronga ... ...
Fairfield ...
Wooloongabba ...
STANLEY STREET arr.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. A.M.
Mixed.
p.m.
6.45 ... 2.15
A 6.50 ... A 2.20
D 6'53  ...  D 2.23
... 8.25
... 8.32 ...
... 8.49 ...
6.57 8.58 2.27
7.6 9.7 2.36
D 7'15 D 9.16 D 2.45
D 7'30  D 9.31 D 3.0
D 7.37 D 9.37 D 3.7
7.45 9.45 3'15
7'50 9.51 3.20
D 7.57  D 9.58 D 3.27
8.1 10.2 3.31
8.8 10.8 3.38
A 8.12 A10.12 A 3.42
A 8.15  A10.16 A 3.45
8.25 10.25 3.55
8.30 10.30 4'0
(A.) Trains stop by signal  to take on  passengers,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight  should give  due notice  to Guard.
(D.) Train slops to pick  up passengers  on drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms .  Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice  to Guard. No persons except  intending vassengers  should go on thei e
platforms.
The times shown  thus (A 9.14) at platforms  and sidings are the approximate  times-only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
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QURXNSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-FASSIFERN BRANCH.
ON and after  MONDAY,  21st September ,  1885, the following Time Table wi ll come into operation
until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
tMiles  ` Stations Goods.  tfrom and Stopping Places . Goods Mixed.
Brisbane .  Mondays only.
A.M. A.M .  P.M.
24 IiSwlc n ... ... ... dep. 5 '45 11.30 5.30
25 Little Ipswich ... ... ... ... D 11.35 , D 5.35
26 Churchill ... ... ... ... D 11'41 D 5'40 ... ...
28 Yamahato ... ... ... ... D 11.52 D 5.50 ... ...
30 Hampstead ... ... ... ... D 12.4 D 6.0 ... ...32 P uurrggaa A 12.16 A 6.10
33 Goolman  ... .. ... ... .. D 12.23 D 6.15 ...
34 Hi llside ... ... .. D 12.29 D 6.20 .. ...
35 Rockton  . ... .. D 12 35 D 6.25 ...
36 Peak Crossing ... ... ... ... A 12.43 A 6.30
37 Flinders  ... ... ... ... ... A 12.49 A 6.35
39 Churchbank ... ... ... ... D 12.59 D 6.46
42 HABRIsVILLB ... ... arr. 7.0 1 .15 7'0 ... + ..
DOWN TRAINS.
Was
from
Har'isvlUe.
Stations
and Stopping Places.
a.m.
7.50
A 8.0
A 8.8
t
Goods.
tGoods.
Saturdays only.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
HAB.EISVILLE ... ... dep. 7.25 3.0 7.15
3 Churchbank ... ... ... D 7.40 D 3.16 ... ... ...
5 Flinders ... ... ... A 7.50 A 3.26
6 Peak Crossing ... ... ... A 7.55 A 3.32
7 Rockton ... ... ... ... D 8.0 D 3.40
8 Hi llside  ... ... ... ... D 8.5 D 3.46
9 Goolman ... ... ... ... D 8.10 D 3.52
10 Purga ... ... ... ... A 8.15 A 3.59
12 Hampstead ... ... ... D 8.25 D 4.11
14 Yamahato ... ... ... D 8.35 D 4.23
16 Churchill ... ... ... D 8.45 D 4.34
17 Little Ipswich ... ... ... D
.
8.50 D
.
4-401
.
...
18 IPSWICH ... ... ... WT. 8 55 4 45 8 45 ... ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(n) Train stops to pick up  passengers,  on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending  passengers  should  go on these
platforms.
(t) Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their own risk.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
•J
ON and after MONDAY, 21st September,  1885, the following Time  Table  will come into operation
until further notice :-
IIP TRAINS. Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
0.4
Saturdays only.
• mm
Stations. - -
101
103
106
106
112
117
ToowooMBA depart
Cranley ... ...
Wetalla
Pengarry Junction
106 m. 13 ch. Gate
108 m. 23 ch. Gate
109 m.  28 ch. Gate
110 in. 17 ch. Gate
110 in. 55 ch. Gate
111 in. 9 ch. Gate
Meringaudan ..
113 in. 23 ch. Gate
114 m. 8 oh. Gate
CABASLAH
8.10
A
A
A
A
A
Mixed.
p.m.
3.0
A 3.10
A 3.18
3.20
A
8.25 A 3.351
A
8.40 A 3.505
A
A , A
8,55 4.5
A A
A 9.8 A
arrive  i 9.30 4.40
4.18
l
DOWN  TRAINS.
Stations.
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
... CABARLAH depart
... 114 in. 8 ch. Gate ...
113 in. 23 ch.  Gate ...
5 Meringandan
... 111 m. 9 ch. Gate
110 in. 55 ch. Gate
... 110 m. 17 ch. Gate
109  in. 28 eh. Gate
108  in. 23 ch. Gate
106 in. 13 ch. Gate
11 1 Pengarry Junction
12 1 Wetalla ...14 Cranley ... ...
17 TOOWOOMBA arrive
S.M.
9.40
A 10.2
A
10.15
A
A
A 10.30
A
A 10.45
A
11.0
A 11.2
A 11.10
11.20
p.m.
50
A 5.22
A
5.35
A
A
A 5.50
A
A 6.5
A
6.20
A 6.22
A 6.30
6.40
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required.
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
Psseesgers wishing
F. CU.RNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
ON and after MONDAY, 21st  September ,  1885, the following Time Table will come into operationuntil further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from Milesfrom Heightof Stations. Goods. Mixed . Mixed.
Brisbane .  Junction .  Formation. Mondays only.
feet. a.m. a.m. p.m.
24 ... 65  IPSWICH  .. ... depart 5.30 11.40 5.50 ...
25 ... 98  Fassifern Ju ction ... ... .. 5.34 ... 11. 45 ... 6.55
26 ... 93  Brisbane  Valley  Junction ... A 6.38 A 11.50
.
A 6.0 ...
.29 ... Brassall  ... ... ... ... A 11 59 9 ...A 6
31 3 181  Pine Mountain ... ... ... 12.18 6.28 ...
33 7 135  Borallon  ... ... ... 12.29 6'39 ...
35 9 231  Glamorgan ... ... 12.40 6.50 ...
37 11 118  Fairneyview ... ... ... 12.51 7.1
40
43
14
1
161  Fernvale  ...
V
...  6.38 1.8
1.25
7'18
7'35
45
7
19
erners146
174  LowooD ... ... arrive 7.0 1.85 7.45 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height t
from of Stations . Mixed . Mixed. Goods.
Lowood .  Formation . Saturdays only.
feet. a.m. p.m. p.m.
174 LowooD ... ... ... depart 7.10 1.55 815 ...
2 146 Verners ... ... ... ... 7.20 2'5 ...
5 161 Fernvale ... ... ... ... 7.37 2.22 8.27 ...
8 118 Fairneyview ... ... ... ... 7.54 2 '39 ... ...
10 231 Glamorgan ... ... ... ... 8.5 2.50
12 135 Borallon ... ... ... ... 8.16 31 ...
14 181 Pine Mountai n ... ...  8.28 3.13 ...
16 ... Brassall ... ... ... ... A 8'46 A 3.31 .,.
19 93 Brisbane Valley Junc tion ... ... 8.55 A 3.40 A 9.27 ...
20 98 Fassifern  Junc tion ... ... ... ... 9.0 ... 3.45 ... 9'31 ...
21 65 IPSWICH ... ... ...  arrive 9.5 - 3.50 9135 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
f Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
Stations.
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON and after MONDAY, the 28th September, 1885, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry Railway will come into operation until further notice:-
UP  TRAINS. DOWN TRAINS.
boles Stations. Mixed . - Miles
p.m.
... BVNDABRBG depart 3.0
3 Oakwood ... .. D
6 Sharon  ... ... A
10 Gibson's Siding ... D
12 Bingera  ... ... 3.50
16 Goondoon  ... ...  D
20 Bolan ... ... 4.25
23 Maroondan  ... ... A
28 Gin Gin  ...  ...  5.0
30 Watawa f arrive Adepart ...
96 Stockyard Creek ... D
41 Moolboolaman  ... 5.50
44 Gillen's Siding ,.. A
56 Boolboonda  ... .,. A
58 Wonbah ... ... D
63 Wolca .. .,. D
64 T)rummer'n Creek ... A
66  M OUNT  PERRY  arrive 7'30
... MOUNT Psxnr dep.
2 Drummer's Creek ..,
3 Wolca ...
8 Wonbah ...
10 Boolboonda ...
.,. 22 Gillen' s Siding
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways
Mixed.
a.m.
6'30
A
... ' D
.. 25 Moolboolaman ...
,.. 30 Stockyard Creek ...
"' 36 Watawa arrivet depart
38 Gin Gin ... ...
. 43 Maroondan  ... ...
... 46 Bolan.. ... ...
... 50 Goondoon ... ...
... 54 Bingera
56 Gibson's Siding ...
. , , 61 Sharon ... ...
63 Oakwood ... .
66 BUNDABBBG arrive
D
A
A
8'10
D
9.0
9.15
9.30
A
10.10
D
10.40
D
A
D
11.30
NOTE.-( A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will  set them down where required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains  flop  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard. No person except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
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PUBLIC TIME  TABLE.-
TIME TABLE to come into operation on and after  MONDAY,
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Mixed.
Monday
only.
am.
Rockhampton dep. 5120
2 Yeppen  ... ... ...  5125
6 Graoemere  ... ...  5'38
8 Malchi ... ... ... 5 44
10 Sabra  .. ... ...  5.52
13 Neerkoll  ... ... ...  6.3
15 Stanwell  ... ...  6'10
18 Warren  ... ... ...  8.18
19 Siding  ... ... ...  6.21
20 Siding  . ... ...  6.26
24 Wyoarbah ... 6.35
27 Spri ng Creek  .. ...  6145
30 Westwood € arr.  6'55dep.
33 Oakey  ... ... ... ...
38 Gogango  ... ... ... ...
44 Rocky ...
47 Tuun,;l .. ... ...
53 Herbert 's Creek ... •••
58 Boolburra  ... ... ...
65
... ••• ...all72 aroo
83 Bridgewater
88 Dingo ... ...€dep.
96 Stanley ... ... ...
102 Walton ...
107 Bluff ...
110 Siding
118 Blackwater
125 Burngrove
129 Tolmie's
140 Comet •..
149 Yamala ...
159 Winton  ... ... ...
163 Siding  ... ... ...
165 Emerald ...  arr.
166 Emerald  ... dep.
169 Emerald Downs ...
179 Theresa ... ...
183 Pelican .. ...
86 Gordon Downs ...
197 arrCapella  ••• €dep.
206 0-4 Rezro .. .. ...
212 Retro Creek ...
220 Langton ... ...
227 Clermont .•. arr.
165 Emerald ...  dep.
171 Range Downs ... ...
179 Saint  Helens ... ...
183 Glendarriwill ... ...
188 Siding  ... ... ...
191 Anakie  ... ... •••
199 Borilla  ... .. ...
203 Withersfleld •.. SIT.
213 Woodbine ... ...
218 Siding  ... .. ..
227 Bogantungan... € dp•235 Hannam's  Gap  •..
241 Drummond ... ...25
2721 AAlph a ... ...
290 I Befia  ... ... ...
303 I Jericho  ... ...  arr.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
A.M.
5'45550
6'5
6l0
615
6.33
6'30
6.40
6.43
6.46
6.58
7.8
07'15
Goods.
Daily.
a.m.
Goods.  I Goods.
Daily. Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
A.M.  a.m .  a.m. noon. p.m.
... ...
10 010.7
... ... 10'2610-32
... ... 10.40
... 10-55
11'5
11.18
11'221
1126
11'45
11.55
12'10
12.25
12.45
1'10
1.23
01'452 ,20
03'10
3'38
4.24
4'444'54
so
5'56
6.13
7. 7.40 ...
7.55 ...
8'7 8.15
8.34850
9.5
9960-53
10'510,27
*10'45
1x55 ...
11.5
11'26 ...11.50 ...
12'0 ••.1210  ...
12.55 ...
1.20 ...
1'35
6'25
6'55720
'7'35815
8'55
10'0
9'40
61 0 ... ... 12.0
6.50 ... ... 12.18
7.20 ... ... 12.55
... 7'40 ... ... 1110
... 7.50 ... ... 1120
08'30
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
p.m. p..m p.m.
1'0 ... 5'0
111516 ... 05'205 b
... 5.25
... ... 5.30
... ... 5.43
... ... *5'50
... ...  6 *5
6.10
8.30
... ... 7'0
6'46
... 09.0 ... ...
02.5.
... ...
... 9 ... ... 2• .. ..
... 9.50 ... ... 3.0
... 10-20 ... ...  3.35
10'45 ... ... 4.0
2'0
2.15
2•
3.5
*8.15
3'45
4.14
4.40
5.5
5'30
1 1 5 ... ... 7'0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2.12 ... ... 7.25 ... ... ... ... ...
2.35 ... ... 8.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2.45 ... ... 8.20 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2.57 ... ... 8.45 ... ... ... ... ... ...
03.5 ... ... *9.0
3.25 ... ... 9.33 ...
3.34 ... ... 9' W 0- ... ... ... ... ... ...
4.5 ... 38 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4.20 ... ... 11.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
*4'45 5'50 ... ... ... 0121  0 ... ...
5'20 0616 .. ... 12'50 ...
5.45 7.0 ... ... 1.25 ... ...
6'20 7'40 ... *2-25 ... ... ...
07.15 09.0 ... 4'5
8' 5 10'20 ... ... ... ... 05.45 .. ... .. .
9'0 *11'20 ... ... ... ... 7'0 ... ... ...
*  Trains meet here.
NOre.- The Passenger Trains will only stop as  follows:-At all stations when required.
To pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont Branch  (both Up
and Down).
Accommodation for passengers will be provided on the Adve rt ised Goods Trains, but the Depa rt ment will not guarantee to run these Trains
as adve rt ised .  Notice of altered running or stoppage of any Adve rt ised Goods Trains will be obtainable at Stations.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
28th SEPTEMBER, 1885, and until further notice:-
STATIONS.TATIONS.
...  Jericho  ... ...  dep.
15 Beta  ... ... ld p.a
53 PPiinpe Hill
••• •••64 Drummond ...
70 Hannam's Gap ..•
78 Bogantnngan ••. dep.
87 Siding  .. ... ...92'  Woodbine  ... ...
102 Withersield ... ...
112 Bonilla  ... .. ..
114 Anakie  ... ...
117 Siding ...
122 Glendarriwill ...
120 Sabot Helens ...
134 Range Downs ...
140 Emerald ...
IPasaenger .  Goods .  Goods. Mixed.
Monday ,  Monday,Wedn'day, Daily. Daily. Wean day,
Friday .  Friday.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
3.15 a'0 ...
4'0 7.15
4'50 *9.0 ...
5'40 10'15 ...
a.m.
6.15 11.0 ... ...
*6'35 11'30 ..• ...7.105 •12'10 ::: :::
7.50
8.5
'8'30
8•
'9'0
9.8
9.20
990
9•
10'10arr.
Goods.
Daily.
am.
DOWN  TRAIN S.
Mixed. Goods. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Mined.
Daily . Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Saturday
only.
a.m. noon. p.m. p.m. p.m.  P.M.
4.45 ...
... *5.45 ...
••• '7'15
...
... 8.15
... 8.55
... 9.90 ...
... 10'0 ...
12.15
12.55
1.20
*9•5
2.30
*$ 0s 30
3.50
4.10
4.40
5'10
... 12'0 ...
... it. ...
... 1.5 ...
... 1• ,,,
'Q•5 ..
... *3115 ...
... 3• ...
... 3.40 ...
... 4.15
... 4'30 ...
Clertmont ...  dep.
7 Langton ...
15 Retro Creek ...2130
° "Gordon Downs :::
4! Pelican ... ...
se Theresa ...
58 Emerald  Downs ...62 erald ... an.
140 Emerald142 siding
Spring Creek
Wycarbah
Siding ...
Siding ...
Warren .
Stanwell
Neerkoll ...
146 Winton  ... ... ...
156  Tamale  ... ... ...
165 Comet  „ ... ...
176 Tolmie 'a .•• .••
180 Burnggr•oove
187 Blackwater ... ...
195 Siding  ... ... ...
198 Bluff ... ...
203 Walton  ... ... ...
209 Stanley  ... .. ...
217 Dingo ... , arr.
" € dep.
222 Bridgewater ... ...
233 Wallaroo ... ...
240 Duaringa ... ...
247 Boolburra ...
252 herbert 's Creek .•.
258 Tunnel  ... ... ...
261 Rocky ... ... ...
267 Gogango ...
272 Oakey ...
275 Westwood
... dep.
arr.
•• dep.
Sabra ... ...
Maluhi ... ...
Grappceeennmere •••
Rockhampton
...  70  7'10
7115 7.35
7• 8.5
... 8.0 8"25
•80  09 *0
... 9'0 9.45
... 911 10.0
...  9.  1015
9' 1110
. • 10'0 11'15
10'10 '8'30
10.25  ...  6.55
10.50 ...  7.35
11115 ...  8'10
19'O ... 8'55
12.10 ... 0.10 ...
12'36  ...  9'35
12.55  ... 10.10
1.3 ..,  10,25 ...
1'15 ... *10'45 ...
1.30 ... 114
1'50
2'5
2 20 ... 11.50 ...
'50 ... 12'20 ...2'50'*'
*3.10 ... 110 ...
31  ... 1.25 ...
3'45 ... •1'45 ...
4.0 2.8 .•.4.10 2.20 ...
4.35 ... 2.40 ...
4.56 ... 2.55 ..,
5'0
5'10 ... 3'5
5.20 .. 3.20 ...
5'28 ... 3'35 ...
5.40 ... 3.55 ...
5.43  ...  410 ...
5146 ,., 4.4 ...
*5150 ... 4'20
5.58 4'35 ...
85 4.56 ...
610 .,, 5.10 ,..
6'15 .. '5'20 ...
6.25 ... 5.35 ...
'6'30 ... 5'40 ...arr.
... '7.15
... 7.25
... 7.35 ...
... 7.46 ...
... 7.50 ...
... 7• ...
8'0
8.40 ...
8.18
8.25
8.7 ...
8.55
9'0
Tra ins meet here.
7
7.10
7.20
7.30
794
798
7'45
7•b0
... ... 8.0
8.5
1'45 ... 8'10
155 ... 8.25
2'0 ... 8'30
The Mixed and Goods Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and set down passengers when required .  Passen-
gers wishing to alight at Stopping places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure from Stopping places shown thus , " Yeppen 5 '25," are app ro ximate and merely as a guide to intending passengers
and Guards of Ballast Trains.
Goods will be received at, and forwarded to, Alpha and Beta under the published conditions  " Loading and Unloading Gates and Sidings."
F. CUR-NOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
11031
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY (AND BURRUM BRANCH).
TIME TABLE.
ON and after THURSDAY, 1st October,  1885, the following Time Table for the MaryboroughRailway, and the  Burrum Branch ,  will come into operation until further  notice:-
Miles  STATIONS.
MABYBOBouGH depart
2 Croydon Junction ...
UP TRAINS.
Mixed .  Passenger .  Goods . Goods .  Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M. P.M.
7'0 7'80 8'0 1.15 2.20
... A 7.35 A 8.8 A 1.22 ...
2 Croydon Junction depart A 7.6
6 Aldershot A 7.22
15 Torbanlea ... ... A 7'58
17 B urrum  ... ...  A 8.6
18 HOWARD  ...  arrive 8.10
3 Sunbury  ... depart ...
5 Oakhurst  ... ... ...
9 Yengarie  .. ... ...
10 Graham's  Creek ... ...
12 M Ungar  ... ... ... ...
15 Antigua  .. ... ... ...
17 Owanyilla ... .. ••
20 Blackmount ...
22 Tiaro ... arrive ...I depart
23 Kooringa  ... ... ...
26 Bopple ... . .. ... ...
30 Gundiah
arrive
depart ...
32 Gootchie  ... ... ...
88 Banyan  . . ... ...
39 Kilkivan Junction ... ...
40 Thompson's Flat ... ...
43 Gunalda ... arrive ...depart
46  Kadina ... ... ... ...
49 Curra  ... ... ... ...
51 Harvey's Siding ...
54 Corre ll a ... ... ...
56 Tamaree ... ...
61 GYMPIS  ... ...  arrive
Mixed.
P.M.
4'0 ...
A 4.5 ...
A 2'26 ...
... A 2.40 ...
A 3.10 ...
A 3.16 ...
... 3'20 ... ..
A 7.38 A 8.12 A 1.26 ...
A 7'44  A 8.22 A 1'33 ...
8.0 8.42 1.55 ...
A 8.3 A 8 .47 A 1.59 ...
A 8.9 A 8.57 A 2.8 ...
A 8.18 * A 9.12  *  A 2.23 ...
A 8.24 A 9.22 A 2.33 ...
A 8.33 A 9'37 A 2.48 ...
+9.47 ...
*8.40 9.55 3.0 ...
A 8'43 A 9.59 A 3'5 ...
A 8'52 A 10'12 A 3.20 ...
*9.5 ... ... ...
9'20 10.32 *3.42
A 9.27 A  10-40 A 3.53 ...
A 9.50 A 11.10 A 4.35 ...
9'54 11.15 4.40 ...
A 9.58 A 4.45 ...
*5.0
10'10 ... 5.7 ...
A 10'19 ... A 5.21 ...
A 10.29 ... A 5.40 ...
A 10.35 ... A 5'48 ...
A 10.44 ... A  6-3  ...
A 10.51 ... A 6.13 ...11-10  ... 6.90 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
A 4-8 ...
A 4'1r
4.30 ...
A 4.33+ ...
A 4.41 ...
• A 4.54 ...
A 5'2 ...
A 5.10 ...
5.21 ...
A  5-25  ...
A 5.33 ...
*5.50 ...
6'5 ...
A 6'l l ...
A 6'32 ...
A  6-35  ...
A  6-39  ...
6'50 ...
A 7'2 ...
A 7'13
A 7'21 ...
A  7-33  ...
A 7'41
8'0 ...
Miles STATIONS. t Timber Passenger .  Mixed . t Timber Mixed.  Mixed.and Goods . and Goods.
A.M.
Gvurix ... ... depart 5'25
5 Tamaree ... ... A 5.48
7 Corrella ... ... ... A 5.58
10 Harvey's Siding... ... A 6'13
12 Curra ... ... ... A 6.23
15 Kadina ... .. A 6.38
18 Gunalda ... ... 6-55
21 Thompson's Flat ... A 7.8
22 Kilkivan Junction ... 7-12
23 Ka :•van ... ... A 7.18
29 Gootchie A 7.48
31 Gundia # arrive ...depart *8'0
35 Bopple ... .. A 8.18
88 gooringa  ... ...  A 8.33
39 Tiaro ... ... ... *8.40
41 Blackmount ... ... A 8.48
44 Owanyilla ... ... A 93
46 Antigua ... ... ... * A 9.12
49 Mungar . ... ... A 9'28
51 Graham's Creek ... A 9.38
52 Yengarie  ... ...  9.45
56 Oakhurst ... ... A 10'3
58 Sunbury ... ... A 10-13
59 Croydon Junction ... A 10.18
A.M. A.M .  A.M. P.M. P.M.7-30 ... ... 4.0 ... ...
A  7-45  ... ... A 4.17 ... ...
A 7'52 ... ... A 4.24 ... ...
A 8'2 ... ... A  4'35 ... ...
A 8'8 ... ... A 4.43 ...
A 8'17 ... ... A 4.53 ... ...
8.28 ... ... *5 .7 ... ...
A 8.37 ... ... A 5.19 ... ...
x8.40 ... 12'30  5-23  ... ...
A 8.44 ... A 12.34 A 5.27 ... ...
A 9.4 ... A 1.3 A 5'47 ... ...
+9.10 ... ... x5.55 ... ...
9'25 ...  1-12  6'10
A 9.38 ... A 1.32 A  6-23  ... ...
A 9'51 ... A 1'46 A 6.35 ... ...
*9.55  ... 1.50  6-38
... . .
A 10.0 A 1.58 A 6'44 ... ...
A 10.10 ... A 2.12  A  6-56  ... ...
A 10.16 ... *  A 2'23  A 7.4 ... ...
A 10.25 ... A 2'371 A 7'16 .. ..
A 10.31 ... A 2.45 A  7-23  ... ...10-35  ...  2-50  I 7' 28 ... ...
A 10.50 ... A '3'10 A 7.43 ... ...
A 10.56 ... A 3.20  -1 7-50  ... ...
A 11'0  ...  A 3.25  A 7'53 ...
... HOWARD ... depart ... ... 8.40 ... ... 4.0
1 Burrum  ... ... ... ... ... A 8.44 ... ... A 4.3 ...
3 Torbanlea ... ... ... ... A 8.54 ... ... A 4'10 ...
12 Aldershot ... ... ... ...  A 9.38 ... ...  A 4.40
16 Croydon Junction ... ... ... A 10'0 ... ... A 4 53 ...
61 M&BYBOROUGH... arrive 10'30 11.10 10.10 3.35 8.0 5'6 ...
•  Trains meet here.
t Passenger  Carriages are attached to these Trains. Passengers travelling thereby must clearly understand
they do so entirely at their own risk.
(A.) Trains  stop by signal  to take on  passengers, and will set them down when required .  Passengers wmhing
to alight should notify the Guard at preceding station.
The times shown thus (A 6.45) at platforms and sidings arc the approximate times ox.ly, a ad n.ercly
intended  as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNO W,
Brisbane, 10th September, 19$5. Commissioner for Railways.
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MACKAY RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
1
THE following Time Table will come into operation on MONDAY, lOt i August, 1885, and continue
in force until further notice
UP TRAINS-DAILY.
Miles Station s.  Mixed.
... MACKAY  ...  depart ... 3.0
2 Show G ro unds ... ... ...  A 3.8
4 Racecourse  ... ... ...  A 3.14
6 Te Kowai  ... ... ...  A 3.19
7 Alexandra  ... ... ...  A 3.27
8 Palms  ... ... ...  A 3.32
9 Walkerston  ... ...  3.36
11 Pleystowe  ... ...  A 8.44
12 Greenmount  ... ... ...  A 8.60
14 Level Cro ssing ... ... ...  A 8.66
15 Newbury Junction arr. ... ...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.THE following Ame ded Time Table will  come into operation on and after  MONDAY, 5th October,  1885 :-
'.7
STATIONS.
UP TRAINS.
B.M. P.M. p.m.
21 Victoria ...
28 ETON  ... ...  arrive
16 Newbury Junction dep. ...
18 Level  Crossing .. ... ...
15 Newbury Junction dep.
16 Level Cro ssing... ...
17 Marian... .
28 HAxiLToN ... arrive
Mixed.
A.Y.
TOwNSVUa .E ... dep. 17.30
4 Cluden ... A 7•
7 Stewart'sCreek... A  7-
7 7-mile Siding  ... ...  A 7.51
8 Roseneath  ...  A 7.63
8 Powder Magazine  ...  7.65
13 Antil Plains ... ...
16 Eliot  ... ... ...
23 Woodstock ... ... ...
27 Double Barrel  ... ... ...
30 Philp 's Siding  ... ... ...
35 Reid River  ... ... ...
41 Cardington  ... ... ...
48 Chisholm 's ... ...
49 Haughton valley ...
63 Ravenswood June. arr.
63 Ravenswood June. dep.
58 Grass Hut ... ... ...
66 Kirk River  ... ... •..
71 Mount Wright ... ... •.•
76 RAVENSwooD  ...  arr.
63 Ravenswood June. dep.
59 Fanning  ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...63  Riley
67 Macrossan Br., New Stn.
77 Plum Tree Flat...
82 Charters Towers 1
86 Sandy  Creek ...
88 88-inile .. .
93 Southern  Cron...
101 Powlathanga ...
108 Balfe 's Creek ...
Bett's Creek
... Cape River
A.Y. A.Y.
8.36
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on ngers,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to . ht should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 3.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office , F. CUJ NOW,
Brisbane ,  27th July, 1885 .  Commissioner for Railways.
err.
dep.
114 Lalnond  ... ... ...
181 121 m.  80 ch. ... ... ...
127 Homestead  ... ...
131 Sensible Creek  ... ... ...
136 Mundie Creek  ... ... ...
140 Cape  River
147 Bett 's Creek I
149 Springs  ... ... ... ...
157 Warrigal ... ... ... ...
162 162-mile ... ... ... ...
188 188-mile ... ... ... ...
173 173-mile  ... ... ... ...
179 TOaaENS CernS arr.
A.Y. P.Y. P.Y.
8.0 1.0 ...
A 8.10 A 1.10 ...
A 8.20 A 1.18 ...
A 8.21 A 11.9 ...
A 8.23 A 1.21 ...
•8.25 1.24 ...
A 8.48 A 1.40 ...
A 8.56 A 1.48 ...
•9.30 2.10 ...
A 9.32 A 2.22 ...
A 9.42 A 2.32 ...
•9.55 •2.45
A 10.15 A 3.5 ...
A 10.41 A 3.30 ...
10.46 .3.35 ...
11.10 4.0 ...
11.20 4.10
A 11.38 A 4.26
A 11.50 A 4.40
NOON.
12.0 4.60
Y.Y.
A 12.32 A 5.19
•12.45 5.36
1.30
A 1.39
A 1.49
A 3.3
A 2.27
2.48
A 3.6
A 3.29
3.45
A 3.56
A 4.9
A 4.26
4.46
4.55
A 5.1
A 5.28
A 5.42
A 6.4
A 6.20
6.40
7.25
... 9.0
... A 9.6
... A 9.12
... A 9.18
... 9.26
... A 9.30
... A 9.35
... A 9.48
A 9.48
A 9.5410-0
A.Y.
64, ... 7.10
A 6.18  ...  A 7.26
6.45 ... 7.55
A 6.66  ...  A 8.6
A  7-10  ... A 8.20
RA V ENSwoon  ...  dep. 5 .50 ... 7.0
Mount Wright  ... ...  A 6.14  ...  A 7.24
Kirk River  ...  A 6• ... A 7.44
Grass Hut  ... ... ...  A  7-6  ... A 8.16
Ravenswood  June . arr. 7.25 ... 8.35
Ravenswood June. dep. ... 7.40
Haughton valley ... ... ...  8.0
Chisholm 's... ... ... ... A 81
Cardington ... ... ... A 8.27
Reid River ... ... ... ...  8145
Philp 's Siding  ... ... ..  A 8.58
Double Barrel  ... ... ...  A 9.6
Woodstock  ... ... ...  09.20
Eliot . ... ... ... A 9•
Antil Plains  ... ... ...  A 9•
Powder Magazine  ... ...  10.5
Eoseneath  ... ... ... ...  A 10.8
7-mile Siding  ... ... ...  A 10.10
Stewart 's Creek  ... ... ...  A 10.11
Cluden ... ... ... ... A 10.20
TowNsvlla .E ... arr. ... 10.30
•  Trains meet here.(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to Guards.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  26th September, 1885.
arr.
dep.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
7.30 4.2
A 7.85 A 4.7
A 7.40 A 412
8.0 4.30
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY.
Mixed. Mixed. Stations .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
HAMILTON  ...  depart  ... 8.30 4.46
Marian  .. ... ... ...  A  8-48 A 5.3
Level Crossing ... ...  A 8.63 A 5.8
Newbury Junction  arr. ... 8158 5.13
Newbury Junction arr. 7.27
ETON  ... ...  depart 7.0 ... ...
Victoria  ... ...  A 7.6 ... ...
Level  Crossing ... ... A 7.17 ... ...
...  Newbury Junction dep.
Level Crossing... ...
6.15 Greenmount ... ...
A 5.25  Pleystowe ... ...
A 5.86 Walkerston ... ...
5.42 Palms  . ... ...
STATIONS.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed,
Mondays
only.
xed-
MMiondays
excepted.
Mixed,
Mondays
excepted.
Mixed.
Mixed.
Mond'ys
only.
P.Y. A.Y.
6120 TORRzNS Caner' ...  dep. ...
A 6.30 173• mil e ... ... ... ...
A 6.40  168-mile  ... ... ... ...
A 6.41 162-mile  ... ... ... ...
A 6.43  Warrigal  ... ... ... ...
6.45 springs  ... ... ... ...
... Mundic Creek
... Sensible Creek
... Homestead
... 121 m. 60 ch.
... Lamond
... Balfe 's Creek
Alexandra ...
To Kowai ...
Racecourse ... ...
Show Grounds... .
MACCKAY ... arrive
{
arr.
dep.
g arr.
1 dep.
4.30 ... Powlathange
A 4.49  ...  Southern Cro ss ... ...
A 5.21  ...  88-mile  ... ... ...
A 5.41  ...  Sandy Creek ... ...Rrr.8.6 ... Charters Towers € dep.
... ...  Plum Tree Flat ... ...
... ...  Macrossan Br., New Stat.
... ... Exley  ... ... ...
Ravenswood Juno. arr.
...
Mixed. Mixed.
A.Y.
8.15
A 8.95
A 8.50
A 9.6
A 9.19
A 9.44
9.60
9.65
A 10.15
A 10.31
A 10.44
10.55
11.0
A 11.16
A 11.39
11.57
P.Y.
A 12.18
A 12.42
A 12.56
A 1.61-15
1.45
A 2.12-30
A 2.41
A 2.55
3.10
A.Y. P.Y.
8 50 3.15 ...
•9.10 •3 .35 ... ...
A 9.1 A 3-39  ... ...
A 9.37 A 4 .2 ... ...
•9.55 4.20 ... ...
A 10.9 A 4.34 ... ...
A 10.16  A 4.41 ...
10.30 4.56 ... ...
A 10.60 A 5.15 ...
A 11.0 A 5.26
11.15 5.40 •8.26 6.60
A 11.18 A 5.43 A 8 .28 A 8.53
... A 11• A 5.46 A 8.90 A 6.55
A 11.21  A 5.46 A 8.31 A 6.58
... A 11• A  5.55 A 8.40 A 7.6
11.40 6.6 8.50 7.16
F. CUBNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority  :  JAM$s C.  BwAL, Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane;
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
obrr.nment1atittP
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] FR.IDAY, 2ND OCTOBER, 1885.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ArvHoiY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.  a.]  Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested,I and in accordance with provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MvsGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim  that the following lots of land will be
offered forsale by Public Auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively. (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
And I further notify and proclaim that the Town
Lots in the Town Reserves of Mirani, Wallangarra,
and Taroom, which may remain unsold, shall, at
and after Eleven o'clock on the day following such
Auction, and for one month subsequent to the day
of sale, be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON MONDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF NovEHBEB, 1885.
Do of  No. of No of
Lot. Aotment Section.
--
Area, 1. wtper Acre..
A. R. P.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
[No. 58.
TOWN Loss - continued.
No. of
section. Area.
Price
per Acre.
14 14 1 2
15 15 2
16  16  2
17 17 2
18 18 2
19 19 2
20 20 2
21 1 4
22 2 4
23 3 4
24 4 4
25 5 4
26 6 4
27 7 4
28 8 4
29 9 4
30 10 4
81 11 4
32 12 4
33 13 4
34 14 4
35 15 4
36 16 4
37 17 4
38 18 4
39 19 4
40 20 4
41 1
42 2
43 3
44
4
TOWN LOTS. 45  5County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon, town of
46Mirani. 1 76(Situated near the Pioneer River ,  on the Hamilton 48 8
and Mackay Railway.) 49 9
1 1 2 0 1 9 50 0 50 10
2 2 2 0 1  9 60 0 51 11
3 3 2 0 1 9 50 0 52 12
4 4 2 0 1 9 50 0 53 13
5 5 2 0 1 9 50 0 54 14
6 6  2  0 1 9 50 0 55  .15
7 7 2 0 1 9 50 0 56 1
8 8 2 0  1 9 50 0  57 2
9 9 2 0 1 9 50 0 58 3
10 10 2 0 1 9 50 0 59 4
11 11 2 0 1 9 50 0 60 5
12 12 2 0 1 9 50 0 61 6
18 13 2 0 1 9 50 0 62 7
A. B.  P. I  A a.
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 . 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 6 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 .50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 91 50 0
0 1 f* 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9; 50 0
0 1 9* 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 9 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 226 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
126
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No of No. of
Lot. Allotment.
TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Section.
63 8 7
64 9 7
65 10 7
66 11 7
67 12 7
68 13 7
69 14 7
70 15 7
71 1 8
72 2 8
73 3 8
74 4 8
75 5 8
76 6 8
77 7 8
78 8 8
79 9 8
80 1 10 8
81 1 11 8
82 12 8
83 13 8
81 14 8
85 15 8
86 1 9
87 2 9
88 3 9
89 4 9
90 5 9
91 6 9
92 7 9
93 8 9
94 9 9
95 10 9
96 11 9
97 12 9
98 13 9
99 14 9
100 15 9
101 16 9
102 17 9
103 18 9
104 19 9
105 20 9
106 1 11
107 2 11
108 3 11
109 4 11
110 5 11
111 6 11
112 7 11
113 8 11
114 9 11
115 10 11
Area Prier f'erAcre.
A.  B. P. I £ S.
0 1 13 50 0
.0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0  2  26  50 0
0 226 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 1 1 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 84 50 0
0 1 15k 50 0
014; 500
0 1 11* 50 0
0 1 184 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 01 1 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 5; 50 0
0 1 1 50 0
0 0 35 50 0
0 1 10 50 0
0 1 6 50 0
0 1 2 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 113 50 0
0 1 13 50 0
0 1 182 50 0
0 1 114 50 0
0 1 3; 50 0
0 1 144 50 0
0 1 7; 50 0
0 2 262 50 0
0 2 262 50 0
0 2 26; 50 0
0 2 262 50 0
0 2 262 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
0 2 26 50 0
SUBURBAN LOT.
Parish of Howard.
(Situated south-east of the town of Mackay,
adjoining portion 165.)
Portion.
116 J 165B J ... J 4 2 1 25 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, PORT
DOUGLAS,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
No of i No. of No. ofLot. Allotment.  Section. Area.
Price Per
Aare.
A. a. P. ! a,
TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Salisbury, town of
Port Douglas.
(Fronting Warner street.)
1 18 4 0 1 0 70 0
2 20 4 0 1 0 50 0
3 21 4 0 1 0 50 0
The purchaser of lot 1 to pay 246 for imp rovements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, SPRING-
SURE,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
No of No. of -
Lot. Allotment.
i
No. of
Section. Area . (
Price per
Acre.
£ s.A.  R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Denison, town of Springsure.
(With frontages  to Pinnacle and Gap street.)
1 2 21  1 1 8 50 0
2 3 21  I 1 1 8 50 0
3 4 21  '  1 1 8 50 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, STAN-
THORPE,
ON MONDAY , THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
NO. of  No. of ' No. of  I Area. Price perLot. llotmentI Section . ,  Acre.
I i A.  R.  P.  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Bentinck, parish of Tenterfield, town
of Wallangarra.
(Situated on the border of Queensland and New
South Wales, at the intersection of the Inter-
colonial Railway Line.)
1 0 1 0
2 0 1 0
2 0 1 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 U 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
4 0 2 132
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 9 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 2 0
4 0 1 17
5 0 0 391
5 0 1 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
7 0 1 39
7 0 2 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 2 0
7 0 3 22
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
10 0 2 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
1159
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment  Section. ti perAcre.
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No of J No. of No. ofLut. Allotmen Secti n. Ares. Pricepar Acre.
A. L. Y. E aI.
57 1 11 0 124 12 0 139 0 1 0 12 0
58 2 11 0 2 0 12 0 140 0 1 0 12 0
59 3 11 0 2 0 12 0 141 0 1 23 12 0
60 4 11 0 2 0 12 0 142 0 1 0 12 0
61 5 11 0 2 0 12 0 143 0 2 4 12 0
62 6 11 0 2 0 12 0 144 0 125 12 0
63 7 11 0 2 28 12 0 145 0 1 29 12 0
64 11 12 0 2 0 12 0 146 0 1 33 12 0
65 1 14 0 2 7" 12  0 147 0 1 38 12 0
66 2 14 0 2 0 12 0 148 0 2 21 12 0
67 3 14 0 2 0 12 0 149 0 2 0 12 0
68 4 14 0 2 0 12 0 150 0 2 0 12 0
69 5 14 0 2 0 12 0 151 0 2 0 12 0
70 6 14 0 1 39 12 0 152 0 2 0 12 0
71 7 14 0 2 27 12 0 153 0 2 0 12 0
72 8 14 0 2 0 12 0 154 0 2 0 12 0
73 9 14 0 2 0 12 0 155 0 2 0 12 0
74 10 14 0 2 0 12 0 156 0 2 0 123;0
75 11 14 0 1 3221 12 0 157 0 2 0 I 12 0
76 1 15 0 2 0 12 0 158 0 2 0 12 0
77 2 15 0 2 0 12 0 159 0 2 0 12 0
78 3 15 0 2 0 12 0 160 0 2 0 12 0
79 4 15 0 1 4 12 0 161 0 2 0 12 0
80 5 15 0 2 0 12 0 162 0 2 0 12 0
81 6 15 0 2 0 12 0 163 0 2 0 12 0
82 7 15 0 2 0 12 0 164 0 2 0 12 0
83 8 15 0 1 212 12 0 165 0 2 0 12 0
84 1 16 1 0 0 12 0 166 0 2 0 12 0
85 2 16 1 0 0 12 0 167 0 2 0 12 0
86 3 16 1 0 0 12 0 168 0 2 0 12 0
87 4 16 1 0 0 12 0 169 0 2 0 12 0
88 5 16 0 339 12 0 170 0 2 0 12 0
89 6 16 0 338k 12 0 171 0 2 0 12 0
90 7 16 1 0 0 12 0 172 0 2 0 12 0
91 8 16 1 0 0 12 0 173 0 2 23 12 0
92 9 16 1 0 0 12 0 174 0 2 0 12 0
93 10 16 1 0 0 12 0 175 0 2 0 12 0
94 11 16 0 2 Of 12 0 176 0 2 0 12 0
95 1 17 1 0 0 12 0 177 0 2 0 12 0
96 2 17 1 0 0 12 0 178 0 2 0 12 0
97 3 17 1 0 0 12 0 179 0 2 0 12 0
98 4 17 1 0 0 12 0 180- 0 2 0 12 0
99 5 17 1 0 0 12 0 181 0 2 0 12 0
100 6 17 1 0 0 12 0 182 0 2 31 I 12 0
101 7 17 1 0 0 12 0 183 0 2 0 12 0
102 8 17 1 0 0 12 0 184 0 2 0 12 0
103 9 17 1 0 0 12 0 185 0 2 0 12 0
104 10 17 1 0 0 12 0 186 0 2 0 12 0
105 1 18 1 0 0 12 0 187 0 2 0 12 0
106 2 18 1 0 0 12 0 188 0 2 0 12 0
107 3 18 1 0 0 12 0 189 0 2 0 12 0
108 4 18 1 0 0 12 0 190 0 2 0 12 0
109 5 18 100 120 191 0 2 0 12 0
110 6 18 1 0 0 12 0 192  0 2 0 12 0
111 7 18 1 0 0 12 0 193 0 1 27 12 0
112 8 18 1 0 0 12 0 194  0 2 0 12 0
113 9 18 1 0 0 12 0 195  0 2 0 12 0
114 10 18 1 0 0 12 0 196  0 2 0 12 0
115 1 19 1 0 0 12 0 197  0 2 0 12 0
116 2 19 1 0 0 12 0 198  0 2 0 12 0
117 3 19 1 0 0 12 0 199  0 2 0 12 0
118 4 19 1 0 24 12 0 200  0 2 0 12 0
119 5 19 1 0 0 12 0 201  0 2 0 12 0
120 6 19 1 0 0 12 0 202  0 2 0 12 0
121 7 19 1 0 0 12 0 203  0 2 0 12 0122  8 19 1 0 0 12 0 204  0 2 34 12 0
123 9 19 1 0 0 12 0 205  1 0 0 12 0
124 1 20 0 1 35 12 0 206  1 0 0 12 0
125 2 20 0 1. 0 12 0 207  1 0 6 12 0
126 3 20 0 1 0 12 0 208  1 0 0 12 0
127 4 20 0 1 0 12 0 209  1 0 0 12 9
128 5 20 0 1 0 12 0 210  1 0 0 12 0
129 6 20 0 1 0 12 0 211  1 0 0 12 0
130 7 20 0 1 0 12 0 212  1 0 0 12 0
131 8 20 0 1 0 12 0 213  1 0 0 12 0
132 9 20 0 1 0 12 0 214 1 0 0 12 0
133 10 20 0 1 0 12 0 215 1 0 0 12 0
134 11 20 0 1 0 12 0 216 1 0 0 12 0
135 12 20 0 1 0 12 0 217 1 0 0 12 0
136 13 20 0 1 0 12 0 218 1 0 0 12 0
137 14 20 0 1 0 12 0 219 1 0 0 12 0
138 15 20 0 1 0 12 0 220 i 1 0 0 12 0
1160
No. of
Lot.
221
222
223
224
Ares.
A. E. P.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
Pries per
Aces.
----mow
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TAROOM,
ON MONDAY,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Fortescue, parish of Taroom, town of
Taroom.
(With frontages to Bridge and Bonner  streets.)
1 7 6 0 2 0 20 0
2 2 8 0 2 0 26 0
3 7 8 0 2 0 20 0
4 8 8 0 2 0 20 0
6 9 8 0 2 0 20 0
6 10 8 0 2 0 20 0
(With frontages to Bonner and Graham streets.)
7 3 13 0 2 0 20 0
8 6 13 0 2 0 20 0
9 7 13 0 2 0 20 0
10 8 13 0 2 0 20 0
11 9 13 0 2 0 20 0
12 10 13 0 2 0 20 0
13 1 14 0 2 0 20 0
14 2 14 0 2 0 20 0
15 3 14 0 2 0 20 0
16 4 14 0 2 0 20 0
17 6 14 0 2 0 20 0
18 6 14 0 2 0 20 0
19 7 14 0 2 0 20 0
20 8 14 0 2 0 20 0
21 9 14 0 2 0 20 0
22 10 14 0 2 0 20 0
(With frontages to Bridge and Bonner streets.)
23 1 15 0 2 0 20 0
24 2 15 0 2 0 20 0
25 3 15 0 2 0 20 0
26 4 15 0 2 0 20 0
27 5 15 0 2 0 20 0
28 6 15 0 2 0 20 0
29 7 15 0 2 0 20 0
30 8 15 0 2 0 20 0
31 9 15 0 2 0 20 0
32 10 15 0 2 0 20 0
(With frontages to Hutton and Bridge streets.)
33 1 16 0 2 0 20 0
34 2 16 0 2 0 20 0
35 3 16 0 2 0 20 0
36 4 16 0 2 0 20 0
37 5 16 0 2 0 20 0
38 6 16 0 2 0 20 0
39 7 16 0 2 0 20 0
40 8 16 0 2 0 20 0
41 9 16 0 2 0 20 0
42 10 16 0 2 0 20 0
TOWN  LOW--6OnCinWd.
No. of No. of
Allotment section.
8
10
31
31
31
31
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOWNS.
VILLE,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment No. of A PriceresSection .  I per Lot.
I  A.R.  P. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville.
(With frontages to Eyre and Cook streets.)
1 1! 39 0 1 0 50 0
2 2 39 0 1 0 40 0
3 3, 39 0 1 0 40 0
TOWN  LOTS-- eOftiia$td.
NO. of  Na of No. of
Lot. m Section. Ares.
Prle•.  ow
Lot.
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
i
A. R. P. £  a.
0 1 0 40 a
0 1 0 40 a010 400
0 1 0 40 a
0 1 0 40 00 1 0 40a
0 1 0 45 0
39 0 1 0 45 0
39 0 1 0 40 0
39 0 1 0 30 0
39 0 1 0 30 0
39 0 1 0 30 0
39 0 1 0 30 a
39 0 1 0 30 0,
39 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 30 a
40 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 30 a
40 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 30 0'
40 010 30a
40 0 1 0 30 0
40 0 1 0 20 0
40 0 1 0 20 a
40 1 0 1 0 20 0
40 0 1 0 20 0
40 0 1 0 20  0-40  0 1 0 20 0
40 0 1 0 20 0
40 0 1 0 20 0
40 0 1 0 20  0-40 0 1 0 20 0
(With frontages  to Cook and Rose streets.)
39 1 45
40 2 45
41 3 45
42 4 45
43 5 45
44 6 45
45 7 45
46 8 45
47 9 45
48 10 45
49 11 45
50 12 45
51 13 45
52 14 45
53 15 45
54 16 45
55 17 45
56 18 4557  19  45
58 20 45
010 700-
0 1 0 60 0
0 1 0 60 0
0 1 0 60 0-010 600010 600
0 1 0 60 0
0 1 0 60 0
0 1 0 60 0•
0 1 0 70 0
0 1 0 40 0-
0 1 0 40 0•
0 1 0 40 0,
0 1 0 40 0
0 1 0 40 0
0 1 0 40 0010 400
0 1 0 40 a
0 1 0 40 0
0 1 0 40 0
(With frontages to Rose and Warburton streets.):
69 1 48 0 1 32 60 0
60 2 48 0 1 3 50 0
61 3 48 0 1 7 50 0
62 4 48 0 1 12 50  0-63  5 48 0 1 17 50 0
64 6 48 0 1 21 50 0
65 7 48 0 1 26 50 0
66 8 48 0 1 30 50 0
67 9 48 0 1 35 60 0
(With frontages to Queen and Gregory streets,}
68 5 78 ' 0 2 0 150 0
69 19  78 0 1 24 200 0
70 3 79 0 2 0 180 0'
71 4 79 0 2 4 200 0
72 6 79 0 2 0 140 0'
73 7 79 0 2 0 140 0
74 8, 79 0 2 0 140 0
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOWNS-
VILLE,
TOWN  LOTS- oontinued.
ON MONrAY,  THE 23RD  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885. No. ofLot.
No. of
Allotmen
No. of
t Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No.  Of
section. Area.
Price per
Lot. A.  R.  P. a.
I A.  It.  P. £ a. (With frontages to Alexander and Stanley street
TOWN LOTS. West )
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambela l,
town of Townsville. 77 1 85
.
0 1 0  25 0
(With frontages to Paxton and Alexandra street 78 2 85 0 1 0 20 0
West.) 79 3 85 0 1 0  20 0
1 1 81 0 1 19 161 0 80 4 85 0 1 0 20 0
2 2 81 0 1 0 113 0 81 5 85 0 1 0  20 0
3 3 81 0 1 0 50 0 82 6 85 0 1 0  20 0
4 4 81 0 1 0 96 0 83 7 85 0 1 0 20 0
5 5 81 0 1 0 90 0 84 8 85 0 1 0  20 0
6 6 81 0 1 0 101 0 85 9 85 0 1 0  20 0
7 7 81 0 1 0 103 0 86 10 85 0 1 0  20 0
8 8 81 0 1 0 90 0 87 11 85 0 1 0 15 0
9 9 81 0 1 0 133 0 88 12 85 0 1 0  15 0
10 10 i 81 0 1 0 94 0 89 13 85 0 1 0 15 0
11 11 81 0 1 0 50 0 90 14 85 0 1 0  15 0
12 12 81 0 1 0 50 0 91 15 85 0 1 0 15 0
13 13 81 0 1 0 57 0 92 16 85 0 1 0  15 0
14 14 I 81 0 1 0 51 0 93 17 85 0 1 0 15 0
15 15 81 0 1 0 40 0 94 18 85 0 1 0 15 0
16 16 81 0 1 0 77 0 95 19 85 0 1 0  15 0
17 17 81 0 1 300 129 0
96 20 85 0 1 0 20 0
18 1 82 0 1 0 133 0 97 1 86 0 1 0 35 0
19 2 82 0 1 0 80 0 98 2 86 0 1 0  30 0
20 3 82 0 1 0 80 0 99 3 86 0 1 0  30 0
21 4 82 0 1 0 83 0 100 4 86 0 1 0  30 0
22 5 82 0 1 0 80 0 101 5 86 0 1 0  30 0
23 6 82 0 1 0 80 0 102 6 86 0 1 0  30 0
24 7 82 0 1 0 80 0 103 7 86 0 1 0  30 0
25 8 82 0 1 0 80 0 104 8 86 0 1 .0 30 0
26 9 82 0 1 0 80 0 105 9 86 0 1 0  30 0
27 10 82 0 1 0 100 0 106 10 86 0 1 0  35 0
28 11 82 0 1 0 50 0 107 11 86 0 1 0  20 0
29 12 82 0 1 0 40 0 108 12 86 0 1 0  20 0
30 13 82 0 1 0 40 0 109 13 86 0 1 0  20 0
31 14 82 0 1 0 40 0 110 14 86 0 1 0  20 0
32 15 82 0 1 0 40 0 111 15 86 0 1 0  20 0
33 16 82 0 1 0 40 0 112 16 86 0 1 0  20 0
34 17 82 0 1 0 40 0 113 17 86 0 1 0  20 0
114 18 86 0 1 0  20 0
35  181 82 0 2 0 91 0 115 19 86 0 1 0  20 0
36 20 82 0 1 0 50 0 116 20 86 0 1 0 20 0
37 1 83 0 1 0 100 0 117 1 87 0 1 0 50 0
38 2 83 0 1 0 65 0 118 2 87 0 1 0  30 0
39 3 83 0 1 0 65 0 119 3 87 0 1 0  30 0
40 4 83 0 1 0 65 0 120 4 87 0 1 0  30 0
41 5 83 0 1 0 65 0 121 5 87 0 1 0  30 0
42 6 83  () 1 0 65 0 122 6 87 0 1 0 30 0
43 7 83 0 1 0 65 0 123 7 87 0 1 0  30 0
44 8 83 0 1 0 65 0 124 8 87 0 1 0  38 0
45 9 83 0 1 0 65 0 125 9 87 0 1 0  40 0
46 10 r3 0 1 0 90 0 126 10 87 0 1 0  40 0
47 11 83 0 1 0 30 0 127 11 87 0 1 0  20 0
48 12 83 0 1 0 25 0 128 12 87 0 1 0  20 0
49 13 83 0 1 0 36 0 129 13 87 0 1 0  20 0
50 14 83 0 1 0 40 0 130 14 87 0 1 0  20 0
51 15 83 0 1 0 40 0 131 15 87 0 1 0 20 0
52 16 83 0 1 0 40 0 132 16 87 0 1 0  20 0
53 17 83 0 1 0 40 0 133 17 87 0 1 0 20 0
54 18 83 0 1 0 40 0 134 18 87 0 1 0 20 0
65 19 83 0 1 0 40 0 135 19 87 0 1 0  20 0
56 20 83 0 1 0 50 0 136 20 87 0 1 0  32 0
57 1 84 0 1 0 60 0 137 1 88 0 124 0 70 0
58 2 84 0 1 0 45 0 138 2 88 0 1 0 54 0
59 3 84 0 1 0 40 0 139 3 88 0 1 0  30 0
60 4 84 0 1 0 40 0 140 41 88 0 2 0 63 0
61 5 84 0 1 0 40 0 5
62 6 84 0 1 0 40 0 141 6 88 0 1 0  34 0
63 7 84 0 1 0 40 0 142 7 88 0 1 0  40 0
64 8 84 0 1 0 40 0 143 8 88 0 0 370 25 0
65 9 84 0 1 0 40 0 144 9 88 0 0 33io 20 0
66 10 84 0 1 0 50 0 145 10 88 0 0 29io 20 0
67 11 84 0 1 0 30 0 146 11 88 0 0  24-19-0 20 0
68 12 84 0 1 0 25 0 147 12 88 0 1 11 45 0
69 13 84 0 1 0 25 0
70 14 84 0 1 0 35 0 (With frontages to Stanley  street.)
71 15 84 0 1 0 30 0 148 1 89  1 0 1 22,-so 37 0
72 16 84 0 1 0 30 0 149 2 89 0 1 1 o 20 0
73 17 84 0 1 0 30 0 150 3 89 0 1 9io 24) 0
74 18 84 0 1 0  25 0 151 4 89 0 1 5-r-0 20 0
75 19 84 0 1 0 25 0 152 5 89 0 1 1io 25 0
76 20 84 0 1 0 40 0 153 6 89 0 1 17 25 0
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TOWN LOW-00stinued.
TOWN  LOTS -- Continued.
No. of
Lot.
N
Allo
o. of
tment
N
Sec
o. of
tion. Area.
Price
per Lot. No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area. p
Price
er Lot.
A. R.  P. £ a. £ .154 1 92 0 1 8 30 0 A. Y. P. .
155 2 92 0 1 8 30 0 187 7 93 0 1 0 40 0
156 3 92 0 1 8 30 0 188 8 93 0 1 0 40 0
167 4 92 0 1 8 30 0 189 9 93 0 1 0 40 0
158 5 92 0 1 8 30 0 190 10 93 0 1 0 40 0
159 6 92 0 1 0 30 0 The purchaser of lot 1 to pay £66 for improvem ents
160 7 92 0 1 0 30 0 ,. „ 2 „ £65 to
161 8 92 0 1 0 30 0
4 itit  6  it £30£120 11to
162 9 92 0 1 0 30 0 „ 7 .. £66 to
163 10 92 0 1 0 30 0 9 „,. 10  to £66£70 „„
164 11 92 0 1 0 31 0 13 is 936 „
165 12 92 0 1 0 40 0 It14 ofto16 to £5£36 „„166 13 92 0 1 0 30 0 it  „ 17  it £46
167 14 92 0 1 0 36 0 18 „ £66 „
168 15 92 0 1 0 30 0
is  21 „
is 35 is
AN
£55
,1OR
169 16 92 0 1 20k 30 0
itis 117 it £50 „
170 17 92 0 1 3' 30 0 „ 124  it £40OR "136  ,, £00 1,171 18 92 0 1 0 30 0  1, ,138 to  £72 1
172
1
19 92 0 1 0 30 140 „ £16 OR0
„141  OR £20 of73 20 92 0 1 0 30 0 1, 1 S8 ,, £35 „
174 21 92 0 1 0 30 0 it 164  it £55
175 22 92 0 1 0 35
Q
0 11166 11 £50to ,167  ,. £30 to176 23 92 0 1 0 30 0 175  to  £25
177 24 92 0 1 0 38 0 » ,177  , £40 to
178 25 92 0 1 0 30 0  Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
179 26 92 0 1 0 30 0  House, Brisbane, this first day of October,
180 27 92 0 1 0 30 0  in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
181 1 93 0 1 0 40 0  hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty.
182 2 93 0 1 0 40 0  ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
183
184
3
4
93
93
0
0
1 0
1
40 0 By Command,
185 5 93 0
0
1 0
40
40
0 C. B. DUTTON.0
186 6 93 0 1 0 40 0 GoD SAVH TEl QVZslF )
By Authority t JAat$s C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
THE following  Notices, issued by Her Majesty's
1 Special Commissioner for the Protected
Territory in New Guinea, are pub li shed, at his
request ,  for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NEW GUINEA.
NOTICES BY  HIS EXCELLENCY  HER MAJESTY'S
SPECIAL COMMISSIONER FOR THE  PROTECTED
TERRITORY IN NEw GUINEA.
THE following Notices are published for general
information and guidance:-
(a)-Officers and Government Agents.
1. Captain ANTHONY MUSGRAVE (who has been
appointed a Deputy Commissioner for the Western
Pacific) has been placed in charge of Port Moresby,
.and the coast extending from Hall Sound to Round
Head.
2. The Honourable JOHN DOUGLAS, C.M.G.,
Government Resident at Thursday Island, has,
with the permission of the Queensland Govern-
ment, accepted the position of Government Agent
for the Protectorate.
3. Officials will be appointed at other points of
the coast when required or practicable.
Portions of coast unsafe to Traders and others.
Traders and others are cautioned  against  visiting
the following portions of the coast and islands in
the Protectorate :-From Kerepunu to South Cape
(including Moresby Island),D'Entrecasteaux Group,
Engineer Group, Woodlark Group, Jurien andJouvency islands ; also from East Cape to the
German boundary on the north- east coast.
hermits.
Persons desirous of visiting, exploring, trading,
,or cutting timber within the limits of the Pro-
tectorate are informed that they must apply by
letter to Her Majesty's Special Commissioner for
permits. They must specify in detail for what
purposes the permit is required, giving the names
and addresses of their partners (if any) who may
be connected with the undertaking.
Letters for Her Majesty's Special Commissioner.
Letters for Her Majesty's Special Commissioner
should be addressed to the  care  of the Postmaster
at Cooktown, by whom they will be forwarded to
His Excellency.
Mails.
There is no regular mail  service  to New Guinea,
but letters are forwarded by all vessels proceeding
to Port Moresby from Cooktown.
Registration of Vessels trading to New  Guinea.
Vessels trading to New Guinea will be registered
at Port Moresby.
Regulations made by Commodore Erskine at Port
Moresby on the 6th November,  1884.
1. Port Moresby is the  sole  port of entry for
goods, &c., within the limits of the Protectorate.
2. Captains of all ships, on arrival at Port
Moresby, are required to produce their manifests
and papers for the inspection of the Deputy Com-
missioner ,  and no  spirituous liquors are to be
landed without his written  consent.
3. No firearms, gunpowder, dynamite, or any ex-
plosives are to be landed under  any circumstanses.
4. No settlement or acquisition  of land is on any
account to  be permitted.
5. The captain of any vessel arriving at Port
Moresby is required to declare and report if he has
any infectious  diseases  on board.
NOTE.-The landing of firearms  and ammunition for
the personal  use of persons  possessing  permits from Her
Majesty's Special  Commissioner ,  will be allowed by a
written permission  from the Deputy  Commissioner at
Port Moresby.
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The Micassar  Gold  Prospecting Association.
An association ,  styling itself the Micassar Gold
Prospecting Association ,  has not been recognised
by Her Majesty ' s Special Commissioner, and it
does not possess a permit to explore or prospect
for gold or minerals in British New Guinea.
GIVEN at Port Moresby, under my hand, this
nineteenth day of September, 1885.
P. H. SCRATCHLEY,
Her Majesty 's Special Commissioner.
G. SEYMoUR FORT,
Private Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
il
lS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that, at the request of Sir Peter H.
Scratchley, Her Majesty's Special Commissioner
for the Protected Territory in New Guinea, and
for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions
of Article  26 of  the Western Pacific Order in
Council of 1877, he has been pleased to consent to
the reception in Queensland of persons deported
from the Protected Territory in New Guinea under
the provisions of that Order.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority ,::  JAM N C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ORDER  IN COUNCIL. And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions hereinAt the  Government  House ,  Brisbane,  the first
day of Octobers, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Art of
1884 ,"  it is amongst other  things enacted
that with respect to land Which, before  the passing
of the said Act bad been proclaimed open for
selection , or for  sale  by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is  practicable  to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots  by means of maps or plans  and by reference
to known or  marked  boundaries or starting  points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at an time within two years
after  the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third  section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such  lots on  proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means (f maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points : 1` ow, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surve, or-General is hereby required to chvide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Berwick and
Lanercost ,  in the Ingham Land Agent 's District.
.PJIOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY R4 USGRATIa,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A.  111USGRAVIC, chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Clhief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by an Act passed in the forty-third
year of Her  Majesty's re ign, intituled
"An Act to provide for Local Government outside
the Boundaries of Municipalities ,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by proclamation ,  constitute any portion of
the Colony not included in any municipality a
Division for the purposes of the said Act, with
such boundaries and under such name as sha ll  be
specified in the Proclamation ,  and may by like
Proclamation unite two or more Divisions into one
Division ,  or subdivide  any  such Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions ,  and may recon-
struct the same or any part or parts  thereof:  And
whereas it has been deemed necessary to amend
the boundaries of Subdivisions Nos. 1 and  2  of
the Tingal ppa Division :  Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MosGasva ,  in pursuance of the authority
vested in me as Governor aforesaid, and of all
other powers enabling me in that behalf, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notif  , pproclaim, and
declare that the boundaries of Subdivisions Nos.
I and  2  of the Tingalpa Division shall be as
follows ,  that is to say :-
SUBDIvISION No. 1.
Commencing at the  mouth  of Serpentine Creek,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards to the
south -east corner of portion 107, parish of Redland ;
thence by the southern and western boundaries of
129
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the same portion and part of the northern boun-
dary of portion 379 to the Serpentine Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to the north -east corner of
portion 384 ,  by the northern boundary of that
portion to the eastern boundary of portion 403,
by that  east boundary to its north -east corner ;
thence by a line bearing north-west to the south-
east corner of portion 345 ,  by the eastern boun-
daries of portions 345 and 368 ,  by the northern
boundary of portion 368, by part of the east and
part of the north boundary of portion 421, by the
east and north boundaries of portion 420, by the
north boundary of portion 159 and the south
boundary of portion 144, the eastern and north-
eastern boundaries of portions 364, 397, and 157,
in the parish of Redland ,  and the north -eastern
boundaries of portions  104, 107,  and 109, parish of
Capalaba ,  and part of the southern boundary of
portion 84 westerly to Tingalpa  Creek, by that
creek upwards to the Rocky Crossing Bridge, by
the south side of the Old Ipswich and Cleveland
road to the Broadwater Bridge, by the northern
boundaries of portions 353, 352 ,  351, 350, 345, 344,
to the north -west corner of portion 332, all in the
parish of Bulimba , by the  east side of the main
road from Brisbane  to Waterford  to its junction
with the Loganholme road ,  by the latter road
south -easterly to the south -east corner of portion
156, parish of Yeerongpilly ,  by part of the east
boundary of that portion and the northern boun-
daries of portion 395, parish of Redland, the
northe rn  and part of the eastern boundaries of
portion 394 ,  the northern and part of the eastern
boundaries of portion 139, the northern and part
of the eastern boundary of portion 122, the
eastern boundary of portion  121 to the  north-west
corner of portion 176, parish of Mackenzie, by the
northern boundaries of portions  176, 177,  178, 261,
238, the eastern boundary of the last-named
portion, and part of the easte rn  boundary of
portion 236 to California Creek. by that creek
downwards to its confluence with the Logan River,
and by that river downwards  to the  point of com-
mencement ,- inclusive of an island in the Logan
River, being portion 130 ,  parish of  Albert.
S uBDIVIBION No. 2.
Commencing on the shore of Moreton Bay at
the mouth of Eprapah Creek ,  and bounded thence
by that creek upwards to the south corner of
portion 26 ,  parish of Cleveland  ;  thence along the
Capalaba road to its junction with the Brisbane
and Cleveland road on the north boundary of
portion 92 ,  parish of Capalaba  ;  thence along that
road to Tingalpa  Creek, by that  creek upwards to
the south -east corn er of portion 84, by part of the
southern boundary of that portion ,  the north and
east boundaries of portions 109 and 107, the
north -east boundaries of portions 108 and 104,
parish of Capalaba ,  the north -eastern and eastern
boundaries of portions 157, 397 ,  and 364 ,  parish of
li',edland, to the south -east corner of the last-
named portion , by the  southe rn  boundary of
portion 144 ,  by the northern boundaries of portions
159 and 420, by the easte rn  boundary of the last-
named portion ,  by part of the north and part of the
eastern boundaries of portion  421, by  the north and
the eastern boundaries of portion 368, the eastern
boundary of portion  345;  thence by a  li ne south-
east to the north-east corner of portion  4.03,  by
part of the eastern boundary of that portion
and the northern boundary of portion 384 to
Serpentine Creek, by that creek downwards to the
north boundary of portion  379, by the  northern
boundary of that portion to its north-east corner.
by the western and southern boundaries of portion
107 to Serpentine Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to its confluence with the Logan River, by
that river downwards to Moreton Bay, and by the
shore of the bay northerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Sea] ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
September ,  in the year of our Lord, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the  forty- ninth year of Her Majesty's
reig.i.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
J
P11OCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ANTHONY STPSGR.AVF.Knight Grand Cross of the Most
; I )istingmshed Order of St.  N1 -JMI SUIIAVV, ell-W-1 aml St. George. Governor
Guternur.  and t' om ilia nder in-Chief of the
nv of Queen,land and it t
1 %el en' ir%e,e.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, inti-
tuled  "An Act to Establish a Board of Pharmacy
in Queensland, and to  make  better prevision for
the Registering of Pharmaceutical Chemists and
for other Purposes,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that from and after a day to be notified
by the Governor in Council by proclamation, and
not being less than one month after the making
and certifying of a register as provided by the said
Act, the seventh section of  " The Medical Act of
1867," and so much of the third, eighth, ninth,
tenth, seventeenth, and twentieth sections thereof as
relates to chemists and druggists, shall be repeated :
And whereas the Board of Pharmacy established
under the said Act have, in pursuance thereof,
made a register, and it was on the fifteenth day
of September last certified to me, under the hand
and seal of the President of the said Board, that
such register had been made: Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MIISGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in
pursuance of the authority vested in me by the
said Act, do, by this my Proclamation, appoint and
notify the First day of November next as the day
from and after which the seventh section of  " The
Medical Act of  1867," and so much of the third,
eighth, ninth, tenth, seventeenth, and twentieth
sections thereof as relates to chemists and druggists,
shall be repealed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Gon SAVE TEE QUUUN t
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
REUBEN JOHN DENMAN
to l,e a Bailiff of Crown Lands, under the provi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEOIWE R. GLENNY
to be Land Agent for the Clermont Land Agent's
District, under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Acts of  1868  and  1876," and
" the Crown Lands Act of  1884," in the room of
A. Dorsey, who has been transferred.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
u IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has, in pursu-
ance of the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards
Act of  1879," been pleased to appoint
ROBERT G .  MILLER
to be an Auditor  for the  Tinaroo Division, in the
room of  John  Cairns ,  resigned.
WM. MILES.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, Ist October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK ORME PARVALL, Junior, Chief Inspector
of Distilleries,
to be also Chief Inspector of Breweries.
.TAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT H .  HARVEY
to be Assistant  Pilot at Thursday  Island.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
I f
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS LILLIS, Bailiff of the Small Debts Court,
Cunnamulla,
to be Sheriff' s Bailiff, under the provisions of  " The
&S'hcrs Act  of  1875 ,"  at that place, in the room
of C. E.  Ramage, resigned. A.RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.HIS Excellency theGovernor di ects it to benotified that he has  been  pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
WILLIAM CAHILL
to be Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN RICHMOND JEKYLL, late Captain R.M.
Light Infantry,
to be Keeper of Her Majesty's Gaol at Brisbane,
in the room of F. R. Bernard.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS CUTHBERT, L.R.C.S., &c.,
to be Medical Officer at Ravenswood, in the room
of H. Finlay, M.D.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
Captain H. TOWNLEY WRIGHT, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer, Q.M.D.F.,
to be also Naval Superintendent.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been  pleased
to appoint
ROBERT MUTER STEWART , Esquire,
to be a Member of the Board of Advice to consult
with and advise the Agent-General for Queens-land in London, i  the room of Alexander Lang
Elder, deceased.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 28th September, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to
appoint
ALEXANDER REID
to be Acting Sub-Lieutenant in the Marine Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
DONALD MILLER
to be  Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
Acting Lieutenant FRED SCHOFIELD
to be Acting Captain; and
ROBERT THOMPSON
to be Acting Lieutenant, in the Tolunteer Branch
of the Defence Force. -
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.RIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Central
Board of Health, of
JOHN MARLOW
as General Inspector of Nuisances, for the pur-
poses  of  " Zhe•Health Act of  1884."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.RIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM CROMBIE
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Mitchell.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HERBERT H. BLAKE
to be a Government Agent, on the Supernumerary
Staff, to accompany vessels licensed to carry Pacific
Islanders.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.THE following appointments of Members ofCommittees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Cooper's Plains.
James Oxford,
vice  S. Manning, who has left the District.,
Coorparoo.
James  Bennett,
James Eden Burstall,
Hugh W. E. MacKay,
vice M.  Armstrong, A. G. Brabazon, and F. W ecker,
who have left the District.
San(lgale.
Lewis Drouyn,
rice E. B.  Southerden, resigned.
13. B. MOJ ETON.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following appointments and
transfers of Teachers in the service of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, viz.:-
WILLIAM ERNEST BENBOW
to be classified as a Teacher of Class If., Division
2, in the service of the Department. and appointed
to the position of First Assistant Teacher in the
State School at Rockhampton North ; to take
effect from the 1st September, 1885.
JOSEPH RICHARD NoRRIS
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Boys at Mackay.
Li DIA ELTZABETH NORRIS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Inf ants at
Mackay.
MARY O'DwYEB
to be transferred to the position of Second Assis-
tant Teacher in the State School for Girls and
Infants at Mackay.
HoNoR THOMAS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants at
Mackay ; to take effect from the 28th September
ultimo.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th  J une, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
11 11''
W EREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship ,  forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Government
Agents are requi re d to see that all such directions
are obeyed  :  Now, therefore ,  I, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH,  Colonial Sec re tary
of Queensland ,  being the Minister charged with the
execution of the  said Act, do  forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland ,  and the small islands
adjacent thereto;  and all Government  Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction ,  and see that the same is
obeyed. -
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS
by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
HEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAM_JEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Q - icensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea ,  the boundaries of
which  are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to  say,-" All  that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea ,  commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Gove rn ment of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive ,  together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits ,  and also the D 'Entrecasteaux
Group ,  and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MusciaAva, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from  Selection
No. 332, Townsville District. (George Thomas
Bird).
From the south boundary of selection 332, parish
of Halifax, north-easterly to its north boundary,
containing 8 acres 3 roods, taken from  a reservation
of 15 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE'
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crow3 Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES.
85-20688-M 1yrs.
Town of Charters Towers.
County of Davenport, parish of Chatters Towers.
Allotment 11 of section 7.
1 rood 2 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of allot-
ment 10, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that allotment bearing 102 degrees ninety links ; on
the south- east  by a lane bearing 192 degrees two
chains ninety-one links ; on the south-west by Gill
street bearing 280 degrees 39 minutes 901'a links ;
and on the north-west by Bow street bearing 12
degrees two chains ninety-three links to the point
of commencement.
RESERV E  FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES.
85-21002-P.O.
Town of Ravenswood.
County of  Gladstone , parish of  Ravenswood.
1 acre 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Elphinstone
Creek at the termination of the south -west side of
Water street, and bounded thence on the north-east
by that street bearing 320 degrees 230 links ;
on the north -west by Raven stree t  bearing 230
degrees 782 links ; on the south -west by Macrossan
street bearing 114 degrees 43 minutes 190 links to
Elphinstone Creek, and on the south-east by that
creek upwards to the point ofeommencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
85-18786--Townsville.
On Major Creek.
County of .Elphinstone, parish of Rokeby.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Major Creek
at the south-east corner of selection 541, ano
bounded thence on the north by that selection and
a line bearing west about seventy-three chains
fifty links ; on the west by a line passing along the
east boundary of selection 628 bearing south
about eighty-seven chains ; on the south by a line
bearing east about seventy-three chains fifty links ;
on the east by a line bearing north to the main
Townsville and Bowen road ; thence by that road
westerl to Major Creek, and thence by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By  Command.
C, B. DUTTON,
99V @*T1 TUB RVIIX !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY ilfuso$AvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAV$,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do ,  by this my Proclama-
tion ,  hereby define and set apart the Urown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of October,
in the year of'  our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 3.
Commencing on Ivory's Creek at the south-west
corner of portion 5, parish of Biarra, and bounded
thence by that portion easterly to the Colinton
road, by that road south-easterly to portion 15 ;
thence by portions 15, 20, 19 and 21 to the south-
west corner of 21; thence by a line east and a
camping reserve southerly and easterly to the
Colinton road, by that road southerly to the north
corner of portion  132;  thence by a road south-
easterly to portion 106, by portions 106 and 126
westerly and a line south along the west boundary
of portion 126 to portion  30;  thence by a line west
to a road along Ivory's Creek, by that road
northerly to portion 18, by that portion east to
Ivory's Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MUSGRAVE, chael andSt. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
he .toad d;.scribed hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-21952-C. Sol.
DESCRIPTION :
Road two chains wide, resumed from Selection
891, parish of Pilton, from its north-west boundary
south-easterly to its south-east boundary, contain-
ing 8 acres. (William McKinstry.)
NOTE.-The above described road is substituted
for the road separating selection 891 from selections
1390 and 1909.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON,
Gop BATA Zfig WSW
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PROCLAMATION.
By Ilis Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. b tVSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gurernor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in we vested, and
in accordance  with the eighty-fourth section
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Road hereinunder described shall be and is hereby
opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road two chains wide, resumed from Selection
No. 6153, Ipswich District. (James Dickens.)
From the west boundary of portion 19, parish of
Byron, north-easterly to its north boundary, con-
taining 3 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD Siva THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVF, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of the authority in me vested, I
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive  Council, do,
by this my Proclamation , notify  and declare that
the Roads described in the Book of Reference
hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DES RI PT1O'It8 :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 6322, Ipswich District. (John`UcLaughlin.)
From the west boundary of portion 139, parish
of Clumber, north-easterly to its east boundary,
containing 2 acres  3 roods ,  taken from a reserva-
tion of  4 acres.
Road 150 links wide, resumed from Selection
No. 2628, Toowoomba District. (E. J. Pillar.)
From the south boundary of selection 2628,
parish of Gore, north-easterly to its east boundary,
containing  2 acres 2 roods 9 perches, taken from a
reservation f 6 acres.
Road 3 chains wide, resumed from Selection No.
1922, Rockhampton District. (William Harvey
Holt.)
From the north- west corner  of selection 1922,
parish of Glenprairie, south-easterly to its south-
east corner ,  containing 44 acres.
NoTS.-This road is substituted for the road
separating selection  1922 from selection 1273
(items Nos . 1 and 2 of the schedule published in
the  Government  Gazette  of 5th July, 1884), the
whole of which is hereby  permanently  closed.
Road  3 chains  wide, resumed from Selection No.
99, Mourilyan  District. (Robert John Tooker.)
From the east boundary of portion 11, parish of
Mourilyan, north-westerly to Liverpool Creek,
containing 26 acres  1 rood 26 perches ,  taken from
a reservation of 62 acres.
Road one chain wide, resumed from portion 46,
parish of Caboolture.
From the north- west  corner of portion 74 north-
wester )y through portion 46 to the Upper Cabool-
ture Farms Road," containing 2 roods. (Join
James  Walker.)
A triangular piece of land, containing 4 acres 2
roods 16 perches, cut off the west corner of portion
69, parish of Alfred, county of Churchill. (Dennis
Dwyer.)
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Reserve for Police Camp on
Toonka and Tilpoo !tuns, Gregory South District,
containing two square  miles , established by Pro-
clamation dated 30th June, 1882, shall be and is
hereby cancelled.
Given under my Itand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty s
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
I Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public-Road.
85-16036-C. Sol.
DESCRIPTION :
New Road through Selections Nos.  403  and  615,
Rockhampton District.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selections
Nos. 403 and 615, Rockhampton District
(Edward Bates).
From the north-west boundary of portion No.
131, parish of Gavial, south-easterly and parallel
with the Fitzroy River, through  portions  Nos. 131,
132, 133, and 134, to the south-east boundary of
the last-mentioned portion .  Containing 6 acres
2 roods 13 perches, and being part of the road
from the Crocodile Creek Bridge to the Rock-
hampton Town Common.
NOTE.-The road described above is substituted
for the roads advertised to be closed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 15th December, 1883, folio 1568,
items Nos. 5, 6, and 7 of the published schedule,
which are hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this first day of
Uctober, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, thatapplications under the eighty- inth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
1 Johann The road separating Dundee ...
Muller portions Sand 10 from
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ...
port ion 8 from por-
tion 12
3 I John  Martin The  road separating Westwood
port ions 121 and 122
from portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the  Police  and Post Offices ,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Area. No. Applicant . Situation . Parish. Area.
A. S. P. A. B. P.
4 0 16  - The Nundah The  ro ad separating Nundah ... 1
00
Divisional
Board on
portion 688 from part
of portion 15
2 2 0 account
of E. A.
McDowall
0 2 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ; and all
persons who may consider  their interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pariah. Area.
N.B.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROAD.I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;  and,
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment they  objections, in writing, within 'two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land
Office, Rockhampton; Police and Post Offices,
Westwood.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
C. B. DUTTON.
A.  I.  P.
1 R. J. Logan Part  of the road sepa -  Moggill  ...  7 1 0 No.
rating portion 206
from part  of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 2 2 0
roads through po rt ion
206
3 Ditto  ...  Part of  ro ad separating ditto ... 1 1 0
port ion 206  fr om por-
tions 205 and  209;
from no rth-west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road-item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I'1` is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under  the eighty-ninth  section of
The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment theirobj cctions,in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans  of the  Road can be seen at the  Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police  and Post Offices ,  Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  I. P.
1 The Purga Di- The ro ad separa -  Goodna ... 0 3 1
visional  Board ting portion 306
on account of from part of por-
F. Chippen- tion 305
dale
1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish.
TEMPOiaAiti G`LOSUBE.:
F. H. Hobler I Tie "col d separating per- Playfair
istriot )  from portions
I ' 86 and 89.
n 1835, Rockhampton
' `t1*,84 and  85 (selec-
Area.
A. R. V.
14 o 0
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st  July, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,that application under the eighty-ninth
section  of IsThe Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons  who may  consider  their  interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing , within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ipswich.
C. B. DUTTON.
A.  B.  P.
- The Part of  the reserved road Knapp About
Tabragalba  through  portion  22 (se- 1 0 0
Divisional lection 2955, Brisbane
Board  on District)
account of
W. P. Roe
NOTE.- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the  opening of another  ro ad.
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TEMPORARY AND  PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
aq hcatlons under the  eighy-ninth  section of
" Tha Crown Lands Act o,t'1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Toowoomba ,  Dalby, and I ppswich  ;  Police
and Post Offices ,  Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrlsville.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th  September, 1885.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  To BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  I Parish. Area.
TEMPORARY  CLOsuRE.
I 1John Reilly  The  road separating  G3ham 3 1 30portion 870A and 899from part of portion I1006
PZE3UBENT CLOSURE.
2  Patrick The road separating Jondaryan 32 2 0
Landy portion 154 from part
of portion 356 and its
continuation th ro ugh
that po rt ion
3 William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee th ro ugh portion 844
4 James The  ro ad separating ditto 8 0 21
Mclvor portion 1514 from
vacant land and part
of portion 1392 About
6 Patrick Pa rt  of the  ro ad separa - ditto 3 3 0Lundy  ting  portion 1391 from
portion 1392 About
6 Patrick  The reserved  road ditto 18 3 0
Lundy  through portion 1392
and its continuation
!southerly  along part
of west boundary of
that portion and
y The
Goolman
Divisional
Board on
account
of Messrs.
Bell and
Hyde
8 Ditto
westerly along part
of north  boundary of
port ion 421Part- of  the reserved Coochin 3 0 19
rod thtdgh  j Wktion
5 -
The  road separating  ditto  -  S". 3 19
portion  172 from  por- ' - -
tion 173 About
9 Ditto Part  of the road separa - ditto 1 '0 0
ting portions 172 and
173 from portion  174 About
10 Ditto Part  of the  road separa -  ditto 0 2 0
ting portion 65 from
portion 80 About
11 Ditto Part  of reserve  between ditto 19 0 0
12
Oaky,Creek and por-
tions 45, 5, and 171 About
Reserve between  Oaky ditto 21 0 0
Creek  and portions
47, 64, and 80
Nors .- The closure of these  roads and reserves  is proposed to
be carried out in connection  with the  opening of other roads and
reserves.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  at this Office;
and at the Land Office, Gladstone; Police and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1 Messrs. The reserved road Alma
A. 1. P.
24 0 0
2
Stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
through  Selection
321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
The road  separating Burpengary 2 0 0
tain portions 44 and 45
from portions 39
and 40
*  The area of this road is proposed to be changed  into a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish. Area.
*1
A. 1. P.
The Ithaca Part of theroadseparat -  Enoggera  l. R2.
Divisional ing portion  486 from
Board on portion 498
account of
David
Gordon
*2 Ditto ,  on Part of  theroadseparat -  Ditto  ...  2 1 20
*3
account of  ing portions 485 and
theTrustees  313 from port ions 499
of the late and 314
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto ... Part of the road  separat- Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 813 from
portion 314
*4 John Fielding Part of one of the re- Mooloolah 0 1 36
served roads th ro ugh
portion 4s
4 Gustave The reserved road Ditto  ...  0  2 12
Adolf Riebe through port ion 46
* NoTE.-The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected hereby are required to transmit to his
Department their objections, i g writipg ,  within
twomQllthI from this dAte,
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above -recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
,(The crown J t?UI*Alien q(n 4ot J#19VO" mid
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" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876" will
also be dealt  with by the Land  Commissioners
at their  Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..,
August ...
September
October
November
December
Month.
Brisbane.
Date.
1885.
... Tues., 3
AT L'YF .  LANDOFFICES-
B een-
leigh.
i
Ipswich .  Esk. 
Date .  Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885.
Wed., 11 t Fri., 6  Wed.  18
8 10
13 „ 1 Tues. 19
10 „ 6
8 „
3
„ 21
12,  :: 7
9! »
SI
„ 15
4 „
1 17
9i
3
1
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND  OFFICZE - OryicsCILFFIC>+-
Too-
werwielc .  Dalby. Allora.woomba.
Date Date Date. Date.
1865.  1885. 1885. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues  ,  24 Fri .,  27  Wed..  25
April  ... ... ... „ 20 „ 21 „ 24 „ 22
May ... ... ... 25 „ 26 „ 29 „ 27
June  ... ... ... „  22 „ 23 „ 2d „ 24
July .. ... ... „ 27 „ 20  , „ 31 „ 29
August  ... ... ... „  24 „ 25 ' „ 29
September  ... ... „  21 „ 22 „ 25
October  ... ... „  26 „ 27 „ 30
November ... ... „ 23 „ 24 „ 27
December  ... ...  21 „ 22 wed.. 23 „
26
23
28
25
30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICBHARDT  DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE LAND OPPICFS-
Cler- Emerald .) Taroom . Ming- Mt.
wont .  sure .  Britton.
Date .  Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1 1885. 1885.
March  ... ,Thur .,26 Mon ., 16  Wed., 4 Mon .,23 Fri., 6
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ...
August...
September
October
November
December
30
28
25
30
27
24
29
26  JJ
31
It20
18
16
20
17
21
19
16
21
27 Tues.,7
25 Fri., 1
22 „ 5
27 „ 3
24 „ 7
28I „ 4
2n „ 2
23 „ 6
28 „ 4
15
20
17
15
19
16
21
18
16
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday  in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRIC r.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Laud Office, MART, the Steoncl T11iir '
Banana.
Date.
1885.
Wed., 18
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,' the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers,'the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesdayin each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.At he Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Iaisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
anulications for Cert ificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.THIS is to certify that Messrs. JAMFS FRENEYand JOHN JOSEPH MURPHY, having exhibited
evidence of competency as Surveyors, have been
Licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
" T'he Crown Lands Act of  1884," and subject to
the rules of this Department.
W, /LCOCK TULLY,
1 RrYe7orig er 1,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
'RETURN of all Applications for Timber
Licenses  made  to and granted by the Land
Commissioners  during the months and at the places
hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
jAmount
Description of License. of
Fee.
BBENLBIG}H.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Edward  Harrison
Ditto ...
£ s.
To cut and remove  in log, 0 5
BowhN.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
0 5
10W. A. Page ... ... To cut and split fencing 1I
stuff
Ah Gee ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
John Ming ... „ ... ... 0 10
Ah Sam ... „ ... ... 0 10
Henry Davis ... ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Henry  Payonseek ... „ ... ... 0 5
John McGeary ... ,, .. ... 0 5
Pan Gee ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
John Mullen ... ... „ ... ... 1 0
Tim Choug ... „ ... ... 0 10
Ah Q,uy ... ... „ 0 10
William Brock ... To cut and  remove  in log 0 6
V illiam Henderson ... To cut firewood . 0 10
Maurice Lynch ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Michael McNamara ... „ ... ... 0 5
William Emerson „ ... ... 0 5
Samuel McDonald „ .. 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ 0 5
Ditto ... „ ... 0 5
Ditto ... ... „ ... 0 5
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
S. Cotton ...
J. Newman ...
A. Jones ...
R. Crank ..
S. Shuttlewood
J. Jarvis
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditt o
Ditto
A. Goeths
Ditto
H. Wrigley
G. L. Bury
Ditto
P. Marshall
G. L. Bury
G. T). Traill
G. '1'raill
W. Simpson
t)itto
Overend and
Ditto
Dii to
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Co.
To cut  and  remove in log
„
To dig and remove earth
To cut  and remove in log
To cut  and split slabsToe ut and remove in log
„ ... ...
„
To cut  and split slabs...
BUNDABEEG.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
J. Seep ... ... To cut and split slabs
J. Swallow ... ... „ ... ...
J. Toft ... ... „ ... ...
J. E. Cocking... ... To cut and remove in log
Ditto it .
Jno. Wassel ... ... To cut and split slabs
Wni Wassel ... „
J. T. Fallon ... ... To out and remove in log
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 5
LICENSES - continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Samuel Cochrane ... To cut and remove in logs 0 10
CHARTERS TOWERS.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Michael Gorsely To cut firewood ... 1 0
Jackson and Mitchell To cut and remove in log 0 10
John Mitchell ... „ ... ... 0 6
William Jackson ... „ ... ... 0 5
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Charles Johnson ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
William H. McKean... „ ... ... 0 5
Adolph Madge ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
Gong Sing ... ... „ ... ... 0 15
Ah Yee ... ... „ ... ... 0 15
CLONCURRT.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Ali Nee ... ... Hardwood ... ... 0 15
CooxTOwN.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
John McKeown ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Ali Pan ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
Ah Pan ... ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
T. Eastwell ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
S. O'Neill ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
H. Petersen ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
E. Bayne ... ... „ ... 0 10
P. Jensen ... ... „ .. 0 10
T. Roberts ... ... „ 1 0
T. Roberts ... ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
J. Reynolds ... ... ; To cut and remove in log 0 5
. I ... 0 50. Reynolds ...
J. Platt ... ... 0 5
G. Tarrant „ ... ... 0 5
C. Muir ... 0 5
J. Hami ... ... „ ... ... 0 5
W. Rodrigue ... „ ... ... 0 10
M. Daly ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
DALBY.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Edward Ridger ... I To cut and split slabs 0 15
Frank Feltham ... „ 0 15
Thos. Harper ... .... „ 1 10
GILBERTON.
(For the Month of June, 1885.)
Ah How ... .... To cut firewood .. 0 10
Ali Shin ... ... „ ... .... 0 10
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Henry Marten ... j To cut firewood ... 0 10
GLADsTo NB.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Herbert S. Owbridge... To cut and remove in log 1 0
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
H. F. Hillcoat ... To cut and remove in log
Jas. Fraser ... .
McGhie, Luya, and Co.
L. Cameron ... ...T. .1. Ball ... ...
Fullerton and Smith ...
tSa•nl. Gould ...
W. Stephens ...
G. Quadrey ...
P. Bartolo ...
C. Antonio .
W. H. Whitford
D. Cassady ...
R. Ross ...
T. Bull ...
W. Tel ...
C. Dun junr....
C. McCall ...
Jno. Doran ...
Wm. Turner ...
H. E. Hillcoat ...
G. F. St. J. Carter ...
,,
To cut  and split slabs
To cut and remove in 1ogI
To dig and remove earth
Special ... ...
0 6
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
010
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 6
1 5
fi 0
5 0
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LIcENSEs - continued.
Applicant 's Name.
HEEBEETON.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
A. Marchbanks ... ( To cut firewood ...
lAmount
Description ofLioense. of
I Fee.
R. Lorenzi ...
J Lian
E. P. Williams ...  To cut timber in log...
B. Caratti ... ... To cut  firewood ...
A. Guidicatti ... ... „
J. Brockey ... ...  To cut and split slabs
HUGHENDEN.
(For the Month of August,  1885.)
John Frost ... ... i To cut and  remove in log
George Hays ... ... „
William McReady ... „ ... ...
William Stirling ... „ ...
James  Alfred Cochrane To cut and  split slabs
William McReady ... To cut firewood ...
John Attwell ... ... „ ...
James Alfred Cochrane it ... ...
INGHAM.
(For the Month of August,  1885.)
Ali Finn ... ... To cut firewoodAli Ghee ...
Alt Pow ...Ali Sue ...
John Broadman
William Jayes
Yenn Inn ...
Yong Yenn ...
Sue Chin ...
„
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of August,  1885.)
O'Connor and Kerr ... To out  and split shin-
gles, &c.
William Irving ... To cut  and remove in log
Christian Duholm ...
Thomas Kehoe ...
„
„
John Merlehan  ... „ ...
Hen Albert Brigg  ...  To dig and remove  gravel
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
„
„
„
„
Ditto ... ...  of ... ...
James Horne ... ... To cut  and remove in log
Ditto ... ... „ ... ...
Edward Curtis ...  Special
ISISPOBD.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Charles Hutchinson  .. .  To cut  and split slabs I
Tommy Ali Nook $I
MACKAY.
(For the Month of August ,  1885.)
Archibald McIntyre... I To cut  and  re move in log
MABYBOROUGH.
(For the  Month of August ,  1885.)
Thomas A. Ridgway ... To cut  and remove in log
Wilson, Hart, and Co. „ ... ...
Ditto ... ... „ .. ...
Albert Welden ... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
James  Gilchrist  ...  Tocutand removeinlog
Ditto ,, ..
Henry Storold  ...  To cut  and sp lit slabs, &c.
Frederick Prove  ...  To cut  firewood ,  &c....
B. Livingstone  ...  To cut and remove in log
W. Williams and Co....
Ditto ...
Jas. Gilchrist ...
Wilson ,  Hart ,  and Co.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
John  Thompson ...
„
MILES.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
John McCallum ... '1'o cut and remove in log
A. F. Waraker
Ditto
++
,+
Wm. Akers ... ... is
Ditto ... ... to
R. Lewis ... ...
J. Geddes ... ...
G. Warren ... ...
J. Geddes ... ... „ ... ...G. Warren ... ... „ ... ...
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
1 10
1 0
0 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 10
0 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
2 10
1 10
0 15
05
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 10
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
Applicant's Name.
LICENsEs-^ ontinued.
Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ a.
MUTTABUEEA.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
James Shute ... .... To cut and split slabs... 0 15
William  Shea ... ... „ ... ... 0 15
NEBANG.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
William Duncan ... To out and remove  in log 0 5
William Duncan, junr. „ ... ... 0 6
John Duncan ... ... „ 0 5
George Duncan ... ,+ ... 0 5
Thomas McIntire ... „ ... ... 0 5
NOBMANTON.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Jimmy Ah Shew
...
I To cut firewood ... 1 0
Hamed Alli To cut timber in log... 0 5
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the  Month of  August, 1885.)
Ah Bow ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Chum Yow ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
Ernest  Haeberecht ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
Alex. Agnew McCrea To cut firewood ... 0 10
ROCKHAMPTON.
(For the Month of  August, 1885.)
Orr Brothers ... ... To c tit and remove  in log 0 5
Ditto  ...I ,+ ... ...  0 6
John Cunningham  ... it ... ...  0 6
ROMs.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Stephen Crane
Joseph  Plummer
Ditto
A. M. Hertzberg
Ditto ...
To cut  and split slabs... 0 15
To cut  firewood  ...  01,0
To cut and split slabs 0 15
Tocutandremoveinlog 0 5
1) ... 0 5
S OUTHPORT.
(For the Month of August ,  1885.)
John Cowderoy  ...  To out and split slabs 0 15
SPBINGSUEE.
(For the Month of August ,  1885.)
George Swat es .. To cut and remove in logl 0 5
... .... 0 6George Swates, junr.... + It
STANTHOBPS.
(For the Month of August ,  1885.)
James Cornford  ...  To cut and split slabs 0 15
TAMBO.
(For the Month of August ,  1885.)
Patterson Bros .  ... To cut and remove in log 0 5
J. T. Allan ... .... Special 5 0
TAROOY.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Frederick Webb ... To cutand removein log 1 0
THABGOMINDAR.
(For the Month of August ,  1885.)
Henry Reid ... . To cut and split slabs 0 15
Charles Hoggott  ... I „ ... ... 0 15
James Bette  ... ...  To remove stone ... 0 10
Ditto .. . To out and split slabs 1.10
James M. Smith ... ... ... 0 15
(For the
Daniel Meade
Martin Keller
William Jones
Henry  Berghcefer
Conrad Berghcefer
Henry Keller
Michael Connor
John Flynn ...
TOOWOOMBA.
Month of August, 1885.)
... To cut and remove in log
... To cut  and split slabs
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the Month  of August , 1885.)
J. Welirman ... ... 1 To cut firewood ...
ditto
J. Mitchell
WARWICK.
(For the Month of Auust, 1885.)
W. H. Allen ... ... To cut and split slabs
G. Butman ... I „ ... ...
Wm. Stowell ... . To cut and  remove inlog
H. Goodwin .. .... „ ... ...
Richard Hall ... .... „ ...
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0  10
1 0
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 5
0 5
1].76
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
f0 fifE  CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."
T HE Leases of the undermentioned Selections,having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor ,  are now lying at the several Land A gents'Offices ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
BEENLEIGR.
1234 1 Weedon, R.
BOWEN.
328 0 0
565 Orr, G. H. H. ... ... 1,477 0 0
614 Hess, Elizabeth ... ... 1,000 0 0
617 Thumann, J. B. ... ... 120 0 0
647 Dickey, J. H. ... ... ... 1,020 0 0
659 Hoare, J. P. ... ... ... 296 6 0
661 Crofton, C. J. ... ... ... 625 0 0
665 Andrews, J. ... ... 160 0 0
666 Jocliheim, W. ... ... ... 314 0 0
676 Fischer, D. ... ... ... 640 0 0
685 Lott, W. ... 242 0 0
694 Gordon, W. ... ... ... 120 0 0
BRISBANE.
3947 Westawav, E. ... ... ... 218 2 0
3966 Smith, CE. ... ... ... 630 0 '0
4018 Lander, H. A. ... ... ... 306 1 0
4038 Sommers, J. ... ... ... 155 0 0
4076 Skerman , F. J.... ... 76 0 0
4078 Munro, E. ... ... ... 90 0 0
4113 Corcoran, S. ... ... ... 200 0 0
4122 Peek, F. W. ... 282 2 0
4136 Pontifex, A. R.... ... ... 670 0 0
4150 Hislop, J. ... ... ... 703 0 0
4188 Carroll, M. .. ... ... 120 0 0
4321 Heinemann, E.... ... ... 250 0 0
4327 Stirling, R. ... ... ... 360 0 0
4347  Bestmann ,  H. ... ... ... 200 1 0
4349  Johnson, F. G.... ... ... 503 0 0
4408 Harrison, S. ... ... ... 640 0 0
4419 Sidey, A. ... ... ... 48 0 29
4427 Callaghan, J. 1,080 0 0
4430 Knox, R W. ... ... 1,280 0 0
4431 Noble, A. ... ... 1,280 0 0
4448 Mathews, G. W. ... ... 624 0 0
4456 Parker, W. H.... ... ... 1,254 0 0
4457 Adams, J. L. ... ... 447 0 0
4464 Pink, J.... ... ... ... 609 0 0
4483 Swain , J. W. ... ... ... 1,163 0 0
4528 Hicks, J. ... ... 929 0 0
4540 Langdon, A. ... ... ... 127 2 0
BUNDABERG.
977 Williams, W. H. ...
1338 Cathcart, A. J.... ...
1459 Webb, R. ... ...
1462 Schmidt, G.
CAIRNS.
587 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
400 0 0
476  1  Paoli, F. ... ... ... 1,238 0 0
CHARLEVILLE.
14 Jenkins, J. B. ... ... 640 0 0
18 I Ryan, K. ... ... .... 121 2 0
CLERMONT.
262 Ahern,  J. ... ... 1 1,280 0 0
295 Moat, C. ... ... ...  250 0 0
COO%TO WN.
141 Wilkins,  W. ... ... ... 321 2 36
DALBY.
1317 McGoldrick, A. ...
1560 Dowling, P.
1601 Grimley, S. ... ...
1613 McGregor, P. ...
1633 Cavanagh, Anastasia ...
0 AYNDAR.
453 0 0
80 0 0
102 2 0
320 0 0
133 3 0
38 I Humphery,  Augusta M. ... 1,272 0 0
70 80041 Q, „, ,,,  I ft  05 e A
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LEASES LYING FOR  DEt IVERY - Continued.
GYMrIE.
1502 Dowzer, G. ... ...
1628 Leahy, M.
1610 Richardson, M. ...
1698 i Purcell, M.
1699 Scheuber,  11. G. ...
1705 Daly, Bridget ...
1722 Purcell, M.
35
159
179
181
HERBERTON.
Noyes, A. T.
Carr, W. T. ... ...
Quinlan, T.
Jackson, G.
INGRAV.
362 Newman, G.
Pierce, W.
Simmons, G.
Sopp, A.
Roessler, G.
IrswIcu.
6709 Taylor, W. ... ... ... 240 0 0
6746 I Schmeider, C. ... ... ... 80 0 0 
6769 Bennet, Annie ... ... ... 53 2 17
7128 Grigor, Janet ... ... ... 320 0 0
7137 Guilfoyle, M. ... ... ... 323 0 0
7214 Fleischmann, H. ... ... 118 0 0
7362 Loughran, J. ... ... ... 734 0 0
7412 Randall, E., junior ... ... 82 1 0
MA RYBOROUG H.
1519 Wood, J. B. ... ... ... 637 0 0
MOURILYAN.
111 Grant, A. ... ... ... 1,280 0 0
PORT DOUGLAS.
246  1 Walsh, C.
RoCR$AMPTON.
2006 Ryan ,  Honorie ... ...
2193 Kerr , G. ... ...
2241 Dempsey , J. ... ...
2245 Struber, S.
2290 Leivesley ,  T., senr.
2296 Morgan , T. S. ... ...
2298 Morgan , A. J.... ...
2319 Morgan , F. G.... ...
2342 W heatley, G. .. .
2349 Cameron, D . ... ...
ROMA.
Morgan, D.
433 ( Trenouth, G. ... ... ... 961 0 0
SPRINGSURE.
91 I Milliken, G. ... ... ... I 830 0 0
ST. LAWRENCE.
192 Macartney , J. A. ... ... 1,280 0 0
SURAT.
96 I Macartney, M. J. ... ... 1,000 0 0
Toowooi .nA.
3518
3954
3997
4054
403
421
460
463
467
468
478
494
495
499
535
543
557
568
602
603
2282
2288
2457
2501
2535
0044
Name of Lessee.
TOWNSVILLE.
Area.
A. R. P.
2,560 0 0
200 0 0
640 0 0
572 0 0
460 0 0
627 0 0
51 0 0
329 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
320 0 0
601 0 0
1 79 0 0
255 0 0
465 0 0
200 0 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
5,052 0 0
1,250 0 0
5,120 0 0
2560 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
184 0 0
1,280 0 0
160 0 0
700 0 0
Althaus, J. ... ... ... 640 0 0
Hearn, J. ... ... ... 317 0 0
McAlister, C. ... ... ... 260 0 0
Butcher, W. ... ... ... 500 0 0
Friend, J. 201 1 0
Stout, J. ... ... 150 0 0
Somer, H. J. D. ... ... 220 0 0
Cruickshank, F. ... 640 0 0
Condon, P. ... ... ... 241 1 0
Fun, J. ... ... ... 50 3 0
Meehan, Winifred ... ... 180 0 0
Ripley, G. ...
Wellington, C....
52 2 0
240 0 0
Stout, J. ... ... ... 400 0 0
Condon, W. ... ... ... 240 0 0
WARWICK.
Henry, P. ... ... 293 1 0
Ditto ... ... ... I 285 0 0
Mowen, J. ... ... ... 159 0 0
Collins, T. .. ., ' 80 0 0
Tickle,  J. .,, ,,, ,,, g0 0 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act t f  1858." at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  area  shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area ; and such  grant  and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The 1 itles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed  accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-51'929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of Grantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-Allotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23o perches.Nature of Error.-The area of  the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23 perches,
instead of 1 rood 25170perches, the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erro neous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act  of 1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous description ;
and such grant and  every  such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE  ABbYR  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED of GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash, selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant.
two chains from the south-east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east forty-six chains and twelve links; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 bearing west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east nine chains, south nine chains
and ten links, and west nine chains, and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point  of commencement.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-Portion  216, county of Stanley,
parish of South  Brisbane.
Area- 16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley,  parish  of South Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing west thirteen  chains  and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty -six links  ; on the south-
west by  a road bearing  115 degrees seventy links.
129 degrees eight  chains  and fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and a-quarter links and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
links,  and X1+7 degrees six chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th Augus', 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION  OF
1-RED.
County of Stanley, parish of .Kedron, portion  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 134 perches.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing .368 degrees 60 minutes fourteen,  chains
and fifty links; on the north by portjon 132
bearing west thirteen  chains  and forty-one links ;
on the west by a road bearing 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links ; and on the south by
portion 129  bearing east  eight chains and forty.
three links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICF, is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, , describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
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grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No. 376.
6 acres and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east  boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
cast five chains and twelve and three-quarter links;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-] at July, 1865.
`' ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stan'ey, parish of' Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres  3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy -five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED:
N
U 1'I' )  L  is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Art of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land granted.-Portion  12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of .Error.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as Katherine Elizabeth Brac-
kett (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct  na.ue.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
r Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of " Tke  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the  expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his ii and and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been  inserted in  the said grants  and in every deed
containing  the erroneous names ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1895.
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted.-Portions  181, 182, and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald, junior, the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56159 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment 6  of section 29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858, county of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
ANOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule her under
written  being erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor it ill, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Sea] of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted  in the said grants and
in every deed  containing  the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby iven, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned 1'n' the sc edule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of ".The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the  said grant  and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON..
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Nance of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625,  Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183  chains and  seventy-sixlinks; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one  chains ; on the east
by lines bearing south 156  chains  and eighty-three
links and east fifty  chains  and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commt'ncement ,- exclusive of 29
acres for a surveyed road,  as shown  on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department  of Public Lands,
•  Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DJED.
lv
OTICE  is hereby given , that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned  in the  schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  wi ll , in pur.
suance of the pro visions  of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three monthtt
from the  date  hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of  Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the name of the intended
grantee ,  to the intent  that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct  name shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such  deed shall  operate and be con
atrued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th  September, 1885.
RESERVE FOR BOTANIC GARDENS AND
QUEEN'S PARK, BRISBANE.THE  following By-laws, made  by the  Trusteesof the Reserve for Botanic Gardens and
Queen's Park ,  Brisbane ,  pursuant to  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1881,"  having been approved and
confirmed  by His  Excellency the Governor in
Council ,  are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
C. B. DUTTON.
1. The Gardens will be closed between the hours
of sunset  and sunrise , and any person found therein
after the gates have been so closed will be liable to
a penalty.2. I\ o persons visiting the Gardens shall walk
over any of the beds or borders, or injure any of
the trees ,  plants ,  or flowers.
3. Young children are not to be allowed to enter
the Gardens  unless accompanied  by parents or
guardians.
4. No carriage  of any description, and no person
riding on horseback, shall enter the Gardens except
by special  permission  of the Trustees.
5. No person  shall moor , or by any means fasten
or attach any vessel lying in the river to the river
frontage of the Gardens,  and no person  shall ship,
or embark, or land,  or discharge  any goods or
passengers  or other  persons  at any place within
the limit of the Gardens, except with the consent
of the Trustees.
6. No visitor  entering  the Gardens shall be
accompanied by a dog ; and any dog found in the
Gardens without  an owner will  be destroyed.
7. `f ite Ran:zer,er - any other  official  acting under
the order of the  Trustees ,  is empowered  to turn out
of the Gardens  any person who is intoxicated and
who is using profane, obscene ,  abusive, or insulting
language , or who is offending  against  decency ; and
any person who while in the Gardens shall make use
of profane, obscene ,  abusive, or insulting language,
whether addressed  to any other person  or not, or
who shall be guilty  of any indecent  behaviour,
shall be liable to a penalty.
& Any person who shall  violate any of  the above
By-laws  shall  be liable  to & penalty  notexoeeding £5 .
9.  The Gardens beingmalntainedf3r the recreation
of the public ,  visitors are invited to co-operate with
the Trustees  inpreserving  order ,  in protecting the
plants from  injury, and in preventing as tar as
possible  any inraction of the By-laws.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five , and in  the forty-
ninth year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 22nd June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. Of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow, portion 5.
Area-80 acres.
A'ature of Misnomer.--The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
t
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District  will  visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886, and every alternate month after-
wards,  foi the  purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive  from the Land Agents in
whose  districts their  selections  are situated the
amount  of compensation to which they are entitled
for the land  taken from  their  selections  for Roadpurposes:-Selection No. 5925, Ipswich District-Thomas
Beckwith.
Selection No. 6071, Ipswich District-Denis
Gorman.
Selection  No. 6074, Ipswich District-William
Beech.
Selection  No. 6153, Ipswich District-James
Dickens.
Selection No. 906, Helidon District-Timothy
McCarthy.
Selection No. 949, Helidon Di strict-Samuel
Dear.
Selection No. 3358, Toowoomba District-John
Galligan.
Selection No. 3390, Toowoomba District- Honora
Cunningham.
Selection  No. 899. Gympie District-Donald
McIntosh.
Selection  No. 1051, Gympie District-Cornelius
Michael O'Sullivan.
C. B. DUTTON
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  "The Crown Tar,ds Alien-ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render  their titles under that Act,  and receive
instead  thereof a lease  under Part IV. of  "7he
Crown Lands Act (f  1881," are hereby required
to lodge applications  in connection  therewith at
the Land Ofce of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B.  DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  17th  August, 1885.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section 62 of  "The Crown LandsAlienation  Act of  1876," I have  to call upon
the undermentioned Selectors ,  as per  Schedule, to
show cause at the Land  Court to be held  at Mary-
borough , on FRIDAY, 16th October, 1885, why
their respective Selections should not be declared
forfeited for non -fulfilment of the conditions of
occupation :-
00 1
.o District. Name. Locality.d
1140 Marybo rough Henrig Eisentrager ... Gungaloon
1295 Ditto ... Robert Whannel  ... ... Woocou
1278 Ditto William Quinn ...  Doongal
1290 Ditto George Thomas  Lockyer...  dittoI t83 Ditto Henry Thornloe Smith ... Woocoo
1306 Ditto John Young  ... ... ...  Doongal
1328 Ditto James Quinn... ... ditto
1331 Ditto Francis  Kelly Stringer ...  'Vooeoo
1314) Ditto Abraham Boldery  ... ...  Doongal
1373 Ditto Daniel Raddy ... .. ditto
1393 Ditto David Bryce  Hunter ... ditto
1397 Ditto Henry Alfred Andrew ... Glenbar
1399 Ditto John  Moore  ...
...  Doongal
1405 Ditto John August Wieland ... ditto
1-115 Ditto Albert George Andrew Miva Home-...
1421 Ditto
stead Area
Thomas Helenus Moffat  ...  Poona
1458 Ditto Frank  Hanley  ... ...  Broomnfeld
1459 Ditto Edward  Woohner  ... ...  Warrah
1473 Ditto Fronz Kopp ... . . Ferguson
1510 Ditto John William Stibbs Doougal
1514 Ditto Edward  Clifford . . ditto
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich,  28th September, 1885.
IN accordance with the Regulations applicableto Special Timber Licenses, a Provisional
License has been issued to FREDERICK MADDICK to
cut Timber on one square mile of country in the
pari h of Fassifern.
PETER McLE:1LN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 18th September, 1885.
To WILLIAM CRAWFORD, Dugandan.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be  held at Ipswich  on FRIDAY,
Ipswich.
No. 42.15.
Wm. Crawford.
Dugandan.
Portion 40.
610 acres.
Homestead Areas Act
of 1875.
the 6th November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and
show  cause cause  why your Selec-
tion No. 4`24,5, Ipswich District,
should not be declared forfeited
for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 8th September, 1885.
Notice to GEORG E STANLEY  BOSANQUET, Of
Mackay.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be holden at Mackay, on THURS-
Act 40 Vic. 15  Sec. 53 DAY, the 8th day of October
No. 1146. next, at 2 o'clock p.m., to show
Mackay. cause why your Selection should
George Stanley Bosanquet.not be deellared forfeited for the
640 acres.
Kelvin Grove.  non-fulfilment of the condition
of occupation.
THOS. MOWBRAY,
Acting Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  17th Septem ber, 18)35.
Notice to PATRICK MCKEOWN,  holder of Selection
No. 3925 ,  T.R., parish of Ramsay.
U NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown LandsAlienation Act  of 18'76," I hereby call upon
C
to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
woomba, on the 26th day of October, 18u5, at
Ten o 'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection,
No. 3925, Toowoomba .  1{egister, should not be
declared forfeited for non -ful filment of the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN REI D WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 17th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM McKEOwN, holder of Selection
No. 3738, T.R., parish of Ramsay.UNDER Section 52 of  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
ren o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection,
No. 3738, Toowoomba Register, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condi.
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS ANDREW BENNETT ,  holder of
Selection No. 1940, W.R., parish of Allora.
UNDER Section  52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Art  of 1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora ,  on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock  in the  forenoon, why your Selection, No.
1914), Warwick Register ,  should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
L. G. BOARD,
Land  Commissioner.
JOHN  REII ) WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner 's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
Notice to  FR"cIs WINTERRELD and CARL LEDERE,
Executors of Augustus Bauer, Selection 901,
parish of Dunmora.
1 T having been reported to me that you have
failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above selection ,  I have to request
that  you  will  show cause at the Land  Court to be
holden at  Mar borough, on FRIDAY, 16th
October ,  1885 ,  why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 14th September, 1885.
Notice to MARK Lov$DAY, holder of Selections Nos.
3246, TR., 3316, T.R., parish of 11Torth Branch,
U NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why our Selections,
Nos. 3246 and 3316, Toowoomba Repster, should
not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM DUNLOP, holder of Selection
No. 2105, W.R., parish of Allora.
U NDER Beetion 62 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause at the  land Court to be held at
Allora,  on the 28th day of  October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock  in the forenoon , 'why your Selection, No.
2105, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment  of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba,  15th September, 1886.
Notice to PATRICK  K ELLY ,  holder of Selection No.
2065 ,  W.R., parish of Goomburra.
NDER Section  52 of  "  The Crown LandsU Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I hereby  call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora ,  on the 28th day of October ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon , why your  Selection, No.
2066 ,  Warwick Register ,  should not be declared
forfeited for non -fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissoner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September, 1885.
Notice to Tnoiu s  K ENNEDY,  holder of Selection
No. 2126 ,  W.R., parish of Allora.
UNDER Section  52  of  "  The Crown LandsAlienation  A ct off 1876, "  I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the land Court to be held at
Allora ,  on the 28th day of October ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection, No.
2126, Warwick  Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment  of the condi tion of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1885.
Notice to S. W. GRAY, holder of Selections Nos.
973, 1115, 1212, Beenleigh.SIR,-It having been reported to me that you
have failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-tion, ii accordance with section 624fthe Act of
1876,  on the above selections,  I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 14th day of October
next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and vacated
selections.
PETER McLEAN,
Lana Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Blackall, 1st September, 1885.
Notice  to JonN KAVANAGII, Selector ,  Blacka ll.YOU are hereby called upon ,  under section 52
of  " The  Crown Lands  Alienation Act of
1876," to attend  the Laud Court , to be holden at
Blackall on  TUESDAY, the 3rd day of October
next,  at Ten o'clock a.m., there to show cause why
your Selection, No. 66, Blackall District,  shall not
be forfeited for non-fulfilment of the conditions of
residence.
ROWLAND MORRISBY,
Land  Commissioner.
In the Matter of the division of the Emu Creek
Run, in the Settled District of Moreton, and of
" The Crown Lands Act  of  1884."
T is hereby noti fied for general information,
JL that His  Excellency the Governor in Council
having remitted the above matter to the Land
Board for reconsideration , a Court  will be held at
the Lands Office ,  Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the
Thirteenth day of October, 1885 ,  at Ten o'clock
a.m., for that purpose ,  in terms of the 20th section
of the abovementioned Act, at which persons
interested or their agents, together with such wit-
nesses as they may bring ,  may appear and be heard
touching the division of the said Emu Creek Run.
By order of the Land Board,
P. W. SR A ANON,
For the Secretary,
MAP OF GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
ON Sale at this O$lce, and at the  Warden'sOffice, G ie, New Map of Gympie Gold
Field, showing Gold  Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts,
Sections  of Claims, &c. Price,  2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGILTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd September, 1885.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane,  24th June, 1886.
AMENDED RULES FOR THE ADMISSION
OF RAILWAY SURVEYORS.AN Examination  of Candidates shall be heldonce  a year at the Office of  the Chief
Engineer for Railways,  S.D., at a date to be fixed
by that Officer.
The Examination will be conducted under the
following Rules.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works,
Rules for  Examination  of Candi dates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  once a year ,  viz., in
the mouth of August, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of two railway surveyors on the Staf l' and
the Inspecting Surveyer  ;  the names  of the  railway
surveyors shall  be taken in rotation  according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  910; such fees, in the
case of all candidates  admitted  to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
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4. No candidate shall be qualified  for examina.
tion who does not hold a  license  as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second  class  li censes
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable claims
for employment in the Railway Department of
this colon when suitable openings  may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The  examination  shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the  Board the subjects in which
they shall  examine candidates.
7. Candidates  shall be examined  in the  following
subjects,  viz.:-
(a.) Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane  trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting  out of railway  curves.
(f.) Practical  examina ti on in use and adjust-
ment of  instruments ,  plan drawing, grad-
ing earthwork  contehts, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to deter ,nination
of latitude  and true meridian.
8. The Board  of Examiners  shall  annually prepare
papers on  the various  subjects for examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chiet  Engineer,
and on his  approval thereof they shall be prin ted.
9. The number of  marks  representinz he
proportional value of each question shaft be
determined by the Chief  Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates  receiving not less  than 60 and not
more than 80 per  cent .  of such marks shall be
entitled  to a second -class certificate ,  and those
receiving more than  80 per cent .  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief  Engineer shall  have the option of
calling upon anyy  officer  employed  as a railway
surveyor in his  Department ,  and who does  not hold
a license from the $Surveyor -General of  this  colony,
to present  himself for  examination ,  provided that
not less than six months '  notice be  given such
officer.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION , JERICHO.
tFRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the  Court  House ,  Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 23rd  October,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station  at Jericho.
Tenders to be endorsed "Police  Station,  Jericho."
Plan ,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and-further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at  the Court  House ,  Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause  •1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deli ver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen day.
fr om the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise  the Tender will not be  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND  OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS'  QUARTERS,
INGHAM.
?! ENDERS wi ll  be received at this Office, and
1. at the Custom House ,  Ingham, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Sub-
Collector of Customs '  Quarters at Ingham.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Sub - Collector's
Quarters ,  Ingham."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Ingham.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within a hich it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
the re  must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll not necessar ily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION,  FOREST  GROVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the  Court House ,  Blacka ll ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 6th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection  of Police
Station  at Forest Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Forest
Grove."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at  the Court  House ,  Blackall.
The amount  of preliminary  deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with  the Tender ,  is 215.
(See Clause  1 in the  General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed  form, and
state the  time  within which it proposed  to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum  signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per  cent .  on amount
of Tender, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS TO FENCES, ETC., GAOL, SOUTH
BRISBANE.
TENDERS will bereceived at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, from persons willing to contract for
Alterations to Dividing Fences and erection of
Shed at the Gaol, South Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Alterations, ic., Gaol,
South Brisbane."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
"render being accepted ,  and  undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not ke taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 24th  September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
RAVENSWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Office, Ravenswood, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Addi-
tions  to Post and Telegraph Office  at Ravens-
wood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Post and
Teleyraph Office,  Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Ravenswood.
The amount of preli minary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See  clause  1 in the General conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender  be ing accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown So licitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
` - _ Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 11385.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCKUP GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Kitchen
and Washhouse to Lockup at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Lockup,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amoun t of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender,  as security  for the  due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office  of  the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, ETC., TO PRIVATE BOXES,
GENERAL POST OFFICE,  BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this  Office untilFour  o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 9th Octo-
ber, from persons  willing  to contract for Additions
and Alterations to Private  Boxes at the  General
Post Office,  Brisbane.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Additions,  4'e., General
Post Once,  Brisbane."
Plan,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit,  to be enclosed
by bank draft  or bank notes  with the  Tender, is
£10. (See Clause I in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on  a proper printed  form, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at the  foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for the
due performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver  at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma'es for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STORE, ETC., WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,
WINTON.
T TENDERS will be  received at this Office, and
1 at the Court  House, Winton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October, from
persons  willing  to contract for erection of Store
and Office for the Water Supply  Department at
Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Store,  4'c., Winton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Winton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed  form, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at the  foot of every  Tender there
must be a memorandum signed  by the party ten-
dering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10  per cent.
on amount  of Tender,  as security for the due per-
formance  of the Contract  in the  event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking  in that event to
execute  and deliver  at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within  fourteen  days fro m
the usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
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Department  of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th  September, 1885.
TO CONTgA,GTQRS AND OTHERS.
POLICE  STATION,  I.NGLEWOOD.FRItSH Tenderb will  be received at this  Officeuntil. Pouro?oloal p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 16th
of ()ctriber, from  pes oeks willing to contract for
erection  of: Police Btatibn Inglewood.
Tenders '  to, be endore4  "  Police Station , Ingle-
.,.
Plan ,  8 ifica ti on,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  an lulf :iter particulars obtained , at this
Offi6w.,  at''te Court House,  Warwick ; and at the
Police Stetiop ,  Inglewood.
Tb+ a on t of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
byy bmk drkh  or bank notes with  the Tender, is R 10.
(see ( ee.1  fit the General Conditions  attached to
the 8pffca#on, ).
Tenddts ttlt nst. be on a proper printed form, and
ata$  W,4=9 within which it is proposed to
aeagpletR, $  work, and at  the foot of every
Tt ,ihii4' ;  t be a memorandum signed
IATDa 7' t  tl eg,  agreeing todeposit the sum
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security
$nt  Ae due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being  accepted ,  and under-
tikifoin test event to execute  and deliver at the
Q&s  of theCrown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,  within
l days from the usual  notification of
sconce ,  a  Bond to Her Majesty for securing
ee k manca i otherwise  the Tender  will notbe  taken into consideration.
Tjie lowest or Any f ender  will not necessarily be
eecept d
EDWAIID DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  ot• Public Works  and .1 Ines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, ROCKHAMPTON.
F R198H Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the  Court House ,  Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on F RIDAY, the 9th October,
from persons willing to contract  for erection of
a  Nor Morgue at  Rockhampton.
Toners to be endorsed  "Morgue, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained ,  at this
Otfiee,  and at the  Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of  preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank  draft or  bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1  in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  b, on a proper printed f •rm, and
state the  time wi hin which it is prop sed 'o c ,m-
plete the work ,  and at the  foot of evt'ry Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 pi r
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'fender being  accepted ,  and undertaking  in thatereot
to execute and deliver at the  Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen  days from
the  usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The Lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Bri sbane , 3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, WARWICK.
ENDE RS will be received  at this Office until
Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October,  from persons willing  to contract for
erection  of New Court House at W'Varwick.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " New Cou,  t House,
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
office, at the Court House, Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed  by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £50. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
[Ender Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, GEORGETOWN.
rnENDERS will be received at this Office and
1 at the Court House, Georgetown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Powder
?Magazine at Georgetown.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Powder Magazine,
Georgetown."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Georgetown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£I0. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed force, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed by the  party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum or 10 per
cent ,  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the  Contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver  at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor, in Brisbane , within  fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to tier Majesty for  securing  such perfo rmance ;
otherwise the Tender  will not be taken  into con•
sideration.
The lowest or and Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWA RD DEIGHTOIT,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane,  3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION DEPOT, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th October,
from  persons  willing to contract for erection of
New Immigration Depot at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Neu, Immigration
De at' Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to conr-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the-party tender-
ing, agreein to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
aniount of Tender, as security for the due
Tenderof the Contract in the event of the 'Gender
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being accepted ,  and undertakin  in that event to
execute and deliver at the Of ce of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual  notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEI(HTON,
tinder Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1886.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane  Valley  Branch - Second Section.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND0 rHE RS.
GATEKEEPERS' COTTAGES ON THE SECOND
SECTION, BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCfI.
IIENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Gatekeepers' Cottages on the Second
Section, Brisbane Valley Branch.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender far Gatekeepers'
Cottages  ors the  Second Section, Brisbane Valley
Branch."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  and  Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forhmis,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender an security for the due
performance  of the  Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptan ce , a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into cdn-
aideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
aeoepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
M U Y'IAROU GH RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
6 OODS,8RED  AT YEN GARIE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.in. oti PRIDAY,  the 9tn
October, fr om persons willing to contract for the
erection of Goods-shed at Yengarie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Goods-
shed at Yengarie. "
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the 6bief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane ,  and Engineer 's Office,
Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
every  Tender  there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering agreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 per cent .  on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of
the Contract in the event of the Tender being
accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to execute
and deliver at the Office of the  Crown  Solicitor,
in Brisbane , within  fourteen days fro m the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing arch performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTE RN RAILWAY.
S andgate Railway.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
DOUBLE LINE  BRIDGE OVER BREAKFAST
CREEK.
1
T 101  )ERS  will be received at this Office until
Pour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRI DAY, the 9th
October ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Double  Line  Bridge over Breakfast
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Double  l ine Bridge
over  Breakfast Creek."
Plan, Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained at the
Chief  Engineer 's  Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on roper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there mint be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per cent .  on amount of  T ender as security for
the due rformanoe of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event  to execute  and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen
days f rom the usual notification of ac ceptance, a
Bond to Her  Majesty for  securing auehformance ;
otherwise the Tender  will  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTBEN  RAILWAY.
Western Ext,  neion-y -Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
T FNDERS are invited for the construction of
the 9th Section of the Western  Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville---in length 71 miles
45 chains 983k links, inclusive of Deviatiotis'-in
accordance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and
Wee
cifications, which may be seen
at the Office of Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November, 1886,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Te n der A !P 9th Section of
Western Extension,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
December, 1886.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted. WK. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOLrri RRN  RmtwAvs.
North Coast Ifailway-Contract No. 1.
CONTRACT ?OR 'WORKS.
TEN DERS  are invited  for the construction of
the 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltnre-in length 25 miles 4 chains 26 links,
inclusive  of Deviat  ons-=in accordance  with Plans,
tections ,  Drawings ,  General Conditions ,  and Speci-
fication ,  which may  be seen at the Office of the
Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane ,  on and after  MONDAY,
the 9th November,  1886 , where  also forms of
Tender and  other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Te*des'  J rr the let  ,Section  of
forth Coast  Railway ,"  must  be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN DIVISION.
Northern  Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 233}  MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.TENDERS are invited for the construction ofthe Northern Railway Extension from 200
miles to 233 miles 20 chains-in length 33 miles
20 chains - in accordance with Plans ,  Sections,
Drawings ,  General Conditions ,  and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices  of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsvi lle ;  the Office
of the Under  Secretary  for Railways ,  Brisbane ;
also, at the Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Sydney ,  and the Railway Offices ,  Melbourne and
Adelaide,  on and after  SATURDAY, the 17th
October next ,  where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "  Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway from 200 Miles to Huyhenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of  the Under  Secretary
for Railways ,  at Brisbane ,  not later than Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  7th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
(MENDERS are invited for The construction of
1. Extension of the Fassifern Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 721 links, inclusive of Deviations-in accor-
dance with Plans ,  Sections ,  Drawings ,  General
Conditions, and Specifications ,  which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane, on
and after  MONDAY,  the 5th October, 1885,
where also forms of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No.  2," must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDA, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, CENTRAL
RAILWAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October,  1885 , for the construction of the
following Carriages  for the Central Railway,
Viz..-
3 Second Class Carriages ,  32 feet long.
3 Composite  Carriages ,  37 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (2;) per cent. on
amount of  Tender ,  in cash  or bank draft, must
accompany  each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions -attached to the Specification.)
Drawings ,  Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer 's Office ,  Brisbane ,  and at the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton ,  on and after  the 28th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nora .- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time will be  strictly
enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, CENTRAL RAIL-
WAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
October, 1885, for the construction of thirty-five
(35) Bogie Ballast Wagons for the Central Rail-
way.
A deposit of two  and a-half (24) per cent., on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office,  Brisbane , and at the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nara .- Tenderers must clearly understand  that  the Conditions
of Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE  SCHOOL, HOWARD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses ,  Maryborough and
Howard, until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 30th of October ,  from persons wi ll ing to con-
tract for the erection  of Additions  to the State
School at Howard.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender for  Additions
to State School, Howard."
Plan ,  S ecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  andp further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at the Court Houses ,  Maryborough
and Howard.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, KILLARNEY.
"GENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd of October,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the State School at Killarney.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
State School, Killarney."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
COOMERA LOWER.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
l at the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd of October,
from persons  willing to  contract  for the necessary
Improvements , &c., at the State School, Coomera
Lower.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments , 4'c., State School, Coomera Lower."
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Plan ,  Specifica ti on,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at  the Court  House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, MACKAY
NORTH.
n1ENDERS will be received at this Office and at
.L the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th of October, frompersons willing to contract for the erection of a
Play-shed at the State School, Mackay North.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Mackay North."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at the Court House , Mackay.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  TO TEACHER 'S RESIDENCE  AND
PLAY- SHED ,  STATE SCHOOL,  SPRINGSURE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court Houses, Rockhampton and  Spring-
sure, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
23rd of October ,  from  persons willing to contract
for the erection of Add tions to Teacher 's Resi-
dence and Play -shed at the State School,  Spring-
sure.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  f or Additions
to Residence and Play -shed, State School ,  Spring-
sure."
Plan, S cifica tion,  and form '  of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses ,  Rockhampton and Spring-
sure.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.
EPA-RATE Tenders will be received at this
1 Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October , from persons  willing to contract for the
several  works required in the erection of a State
School  for  Bois at  Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Brickwork,
Carpenter or Joiner's Work, and Plumber's Work,
as the case  may be."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, HAPPY
VALLEY (KEDRON BROOK).TENDERS will bereceived at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a State School and Residence at Happy
Valley, Kedron Brook.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School
and Residence, Happy Valley, Kedron Brook."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
E. B. CULLEN,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OrHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
ROSEVALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th of October,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Fencing and Gates at the State School, Rosevale.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Rosevale."
Plan, Specification. anti form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the Court House, Ipswich, and at the State
School ,  Eosevale.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
EXTnNSION OF TIMB.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
24th October, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville, a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and S cification may be seen at the Har-
bours and Rivers Offices, Sydney, Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the S ecification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury,  Brisbane,
11th  September, 1885.
Under Secretary.
E. B. CULLEN
Under Secretary.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
NEW JETTY, CLEVELAND.TENDERS willbe received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
10th October, for the construction of a Jetty from
the west side  of the Point, Cleveland,  extending
into Raby Bay.
Plans and Specifications may be seen ,  and further
information obtained, at the Harbours  and Rivers
Office, Edward street,  Brisbane.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with  in accordance  with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury ,  Brisbane,
11th  September, 1885.
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QUELNSLAN D.
CONVEYANC9 OF MAILS.
TENDERS FOR THE SERVICES ,  1886-4-8.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane,  29th July, 1885.
S
EPARATE  Tenders are invited and will be
received until noon of MONDAY ,  the 5th day
of October ,  1885, for the conveyance of Post Office
mails ,  from the first day of January ,  1886 ,  as here-
inafter mentioned.
All Tenders must be written on an approved
form ,  printed copies of vtrhich itiay be had gratui-
tously ,  on application at any lost Office in the
colony  ;  and may be forwarded  (if by post, pre-
paid ),  addressed to the Postmaster -General, with
the words  "  Te ader  fot' th.e Conveyance of Mails,"
together with the number of the service, endorsed
on the cover ,  or may be placed in the Tender Box
at the General Post Office.
Tenderers are requested to describe ,  by their
numbers as below ,  the mail services for which they
tender  ;  and every Fender will be taken to include
the entire service as called for.
Tenders on separate forms are required for each
service, as well as for the periods mentioned -
namely ,  one, two ,  or three years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract,  and must be  accom-panied by a  certificate of competency and character
in the case of tenderers who have not held a con-
tract previously.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents, are required to
be in attendance at the General Post Office, at
Brisbane ,  on the 12th October next and must then
forthwith pay to the Postmaster -tr',reneral a sum
equal to ten per cent .  of the amount of such of
their tenders as may be accepted ,  as a guarantee,
until their bonds and contracts sha ll  be executed,
for their duly commencing and carrying on the
service tendered for.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable tifiie, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will  hot  be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to
the satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
In the routes specified ,  only the  principal  places
of call are, as a rule, named.
No claims for ferry or other duet will be consi-
dered b the Department.
The general Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post  Office, or at any Post Office in the Colony.
Contractors are bound to convey all mails
endtiieted to their care irrespective  of the  number
of horses required.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or  any  Tender.
N.B.-The attention of the public is directed to
the foll owing extract from elatiae 18 of the General
Conditions attached to each contract ,  which will  be
enforced whenever necessary ,  especially in the tae
of mail routes traversed by coaches :-
" The contractor ,  or the person or persons
"employed in the conveyance of mails,
" shall  not be required to deviate or
depart from the  dirdet line of road for
" the purpose of receiving or delivering
" any private letters,  bags,  of  news-PAWS."
T, MACf) ONALD-PATERSON.
SERVICES REQUIRED.
(&i' ices  from  and to, and  to and from.)
2, Brisbane , Tingalpa, Capalaba, and Cleveland,
by coach, daily, except Sunday, and Cleveland and
Redland Bay by horse,  twice a week , for one, two,
or three years.
7. Brisbane and Gympie, by buggy,  from Bris-
bane to Mooloolah, thence by horse to Gympie,
twice a week, and once a week extra to Caboolture,
for one, two, or three years.
8. Tallebudgera and Murwillumbah, by horse,
thrice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
9. Village of Logan and Maclean, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
13. Port Douglas Post Office and the Wharf, by
dray, to and from every  vessel  carrying mails, for
one, two , or three years.
15. Cooktown and Bloomfield River,  via  River-
view, Helenvale, and South Lea, by horse, once a
week, for one, two, or three years.,
18. Ipswich Post Office and the Railway Station,
by spring-cart, to meet every train , and to clear
letter boxes of guards' vans, for one, two, or three
years.
20. Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's), by horse, once
a week,  for one , two or three years.
25. Toowoomba Post Office and the Railway
Station, by spring- cart, ,to meet every train, for
one, two, or  three years.
26. Crow's Nest, Emu Creek, and Nukinenda,
to return by Eskdale, by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or  three years.
27. Toowoomba and Drayton, by horse, twice a
day, except Sunday, for one, two, or three years.
31. Dalby Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to meet every train, for one, two, or
three years.
37. Dalby and Gayndah,  via  Jimbour,  Burran-
dowan, Boondooma, and Cooranga, by horse, once
a week ,  for one ,  two ,  or three years.
88. Howard Post  Office and the Railway Station,
by horse or buggy, to meet every train, for one,
two, or three years.
40. St. George  and Mungindi ,  via  Baagnall,
Nindigully,  and Dareel , by coach, twice a week, for
one, two, or  three years.
41.. ttoekhatnptoti and Yaatnba,  via  Green Lake,
Canal Creek, The Oaks, and Canoona Diggings, by
horse,  once  a week, for one, two, or three years.
4'. 91liott and Gladstone,  ttia  din Gin Walla,
Waroo, Gaeta, $odd's Say, and Boyne River, by
horse, twice a week, but once a Week only with
Gaeta, for one, two,  or three  gears.
49. St George and Curriroillinhi,  nit  Boombah,
foondi, Curriwildi, ties 2fiee, obrittiberra, and
Euraba, by buggy,  once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
89. Maryborotigh Post Office and the wharf, by
dray, to meet  stea mers and vessels  carrying mails,
for one, two, or three years.
60. Rockhampton Post Office and Railway Station
and the Post Office and the Wharf, by spring van,
to meet every traits, and every vessel conveying
mails, and clear  pillar  boxes , also to carry Post
Office stores, furniture, &c., as required, for one,
two, or three years.
66. St. Lawrence and Clermont,  via  Waverley,
Lotus Creek, Croydon, Lake Station, Connor's
Gap, Rookwood- Bombandy, Leichhardt Downs,
Cotherstone, ana Huntly Downs, by horse, once a
week, for one,  two, or three years.
69. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office, MoiintLarcombe, Raglan, and Atherton,
by horse,  once a week  for one, two, or three years.
69A. Gladstone and Rockhampton,  via  Calliope
Post Office , Mount  t arcombe ,  Raglan , and Atherton,
by coach,  once a week , for one,  two, or three years.
75. Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Sandy Creek
Receiving Office, South Toolburra  Re ceiving Office,
and Darkey  Flat Receiving  Office, by coach, once
a week, for one, two, or  three years.
78. Umbiratn,  and Boondandilla , via St .  Ronan's
St. Helen 's, Beauaraba , Yandilla, Lemon Tree,
Pine  Creek, Western Creek,  Dunmore , Warr Warr,
and Junction, by horse,  once a week , for one or
two years.
79. Mitchell  Downs and  Westgrove, via  War-
roonga , Kilmorey, Toolumbilla, Womblebank, and
Merivale, by horse, once  a week , for one, two, or
three years.
80. Bowen acid Mackay,  via  Newstead, Glencoe,
Ben Lomond, Gordon's Glen, Crystal Brook,
Crystal Brook Plantation (Glen Isla), Happy
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Valley, Bromby Park ,  Bloomsbury ,  St. Helen's.
Jolimount ,  Hampden ,  and Cook 's Station ,  by horse,
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
88. Taroom and Bauhinia Downs,  via  Palm-tree
Creek ,  Gwambegwyne ,  Ghinghinda ,Coorada ,  Zamia,
and Fairfield  (subject to re -arrangement ), by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
89. Gladstone and Kroombit ,  via  Ten -mile Creek,
Boyne Reef ,  Mann's ,  Riverston ,  Barmundoo, Mil-
ton Station ,  Norton and Cania, by horse, once a
week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
91. New Hidden Valley  (Mount Wyatt), and
Doongmabu lla,  via  Conway 's,  Yacainunda, The
Bridge, Bowman 's, Mount Douglas, and Bulli
Creek, by  horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two,  cr three
years.
94. Townsville and Dalrymple ,  via  Thornton's
Gap, Star River ,  and Dotswood ,  by horse, once a
week ,  for one or two ears.
97. Pentland  and ggetown,  via  Upper Cape,
LolWorth,  Cargoooon,  Wandoo Vale ,  Craigie, Pan-
dahus Creek, Lyndhurst,  Carpentaria Downs, and
Charleston ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one ,  two, or
three years.
97x. Dal mple aid Waidoo Vale,  via  Hill-grove,  D6whs, and Maryvale ,  by horse, once
a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
99. Charters Towers and  I-Righenden ,  via  Dal-
rymple, South, ick, Ntilla  .Nulls Hotel,  Cargoon,
Reedy Springs ,  Mount Emu Plains; Mount
Sturgeon,  and Wongalee ,  by horse, once a week,
for one ,  two, or three years.
99x. Charters To*ere and Cargoon ,  via Dal-
rymple, Southwick ,  and Nu lla Nu lla Hotel, by
horse,  once a week,  for one,  two, or three years.
99c. G'ag an iighEifdefl;  viliRee d ¢  Springs,
Mount Emu Plains ,  Mount  Sturgeon andWongaleej
by horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years,
99x. ld henclen and Richmond Downs,  via
Telemon,  Marathon,  and Moselle Downs,  by horse,
once a weak,  for one,  two, or three years.
101. Dungeness and  Lig  ham ,  by boat to Gairi
lock, and by horse from Carr's, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
102. Cardwell and Junction Creek  Telegrap h
Station,  via  Aerbert  'Pale, Lake Lucy, Glen Dhu
Police  Barracks, 'Valley of Lagoons,  and JIosella
Plains ,  by horse, fortnightly ,  for one, two, or three
years.
103. Gladstone and Banana,  via  Calliope Dig.
gins, Radt  Sto$'e, Letter-box near Galloway
Pla ns,  Catfish ,  Upper Calliope Station, Mount
Alma, Iona ,  Dungaree ,  Callide,  Kroombit,  Prairie,
Kooingal,  and Barfield,  by horse, once a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.
104i . Gayndah and Mount Perry,  via  Wetheron,
by coach, once a week,  for one, two ,  or three  years.
109. Duaringa and Springsure ,  via  Pearl Creek,
Waroona, Barangah ,  Bauhinia Downs, Rollestot,
Albinia Downs ,  Meteor Downs ,  Orion Downs,
Wealwandangie, Spring Creek ,  ardbeign, and
Rainsworth ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one, two,
or three years.
111x.  Ashmore and Southport ,  via  Benowa and
Btindall ,  by horse, thrice a week ,  for one, two, or
three years.
111x .  Ashmore and • Southport ,  via  Benbwa and
Bundall ,  by horse, six times a week ,  for one, two,
or three years.
• 116. Tiara and Teebar ,  via  Glenbar and Gigoom .,
gan, returning  via  Teebar Mine, Clifton, and
Ellerslie, by horse ,  thrice  a week,  for one, two, or
three years.
119. Bundaberg and Gladstone ,  via  Xolan Saw-
mills, Rolan ,  Littabella ,  Baffle Creek ,  Taunton,
Erimbula ,  Rodd 's Bay, and Boyne  River,  by horse,
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
125. Greenmount and Emu Creek Post Office,
via  Mount Sibley, by horse ,  daily ,  except Sunday,
for one, two,  or three years.
130. Mount Perry Post Office and Railway Sta-
tion ,  by sprin -cart ,  to and from every train, for
one, two ,  or three years.
133. Listowel Downs and Thorgomindah,  via
Adavale, Tintinchi ll a,  Commongin , Ardoch, and
Worley,  by horse ,  or coach when required, once a
week ,  for one ,  two, or three years. .
136. Bilkivan Junction and Dickabram  (%ilkivan
Railway 1 ine ),  by horse, once a day except Sunday,
and to conduct Post Office at the latter place, for
one, two ,  or three years:
143. Stanthorpe and Texas ,  via Pikedale ,  Pike's
Creek ,  and Glenlyon ,  by horse ,  once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
149. Gatton and Whitestone ,  via Tent Hill, Ma
Ma Creek ,  and Upper Tent Hill ,  by horse, thrice
a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
150. Springsure and Tambo ,  by horse, once a
week, for one ,  two, or three years.
151.  'Village of Logan and Beaudesert ,  via  Jim-
boomba and Veresdale ,  by coach ,  thrice a week,
for one ,  two, or three  years.
151x .  Village of
Logan and Beaudesert,  viaJimboomba and Veresdale, by coach, six tines a
week ,  for one, two, or three years.
154. Cooktown and N ormanby Reefs ,  by horse,
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
155. Townsville Post Office ,  Wharf, and Rail-
way Station ,  to all  steamers, vessels ,  and every
train carrying mails, and to clear pillar -boxes, by
spring cart, for one ,  two, or th ree years.
157. Uinbiram and Sotithbrook ,  by horse, twice
a week, for one, two ,  or three years.
158. Bald Hills and Albany Creek, by horse,
twice a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
161. Ipswich  and Undullah,  via  Ripley, Bun-
damba Lagoon, England 's Gap ,  and Rice's Selec-
tion, by horse ,  twice a week, for one, two ,  or three
years.
162. Warwick and Rlbow Valley,  via  Lord John's
Swamp and Lucky  Valley,  by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
163. Copperfield and Avon Downs,  via  Clermont,
Native Bee ,  Gregory 's Creek ,  Lanark Downs, and
Elgin Downs ,  by horse, once a week ,  for one, two,
or three years.
164`. Isisford and Windorah ,  via  Tallundi lly,
Louisa Downs ,  Sedan ,  and Welford Downs, by
horse, once a week, for one ,  two, or three years.
168. Coomera Township and Spencer 's (Fern
Hill ),  via  Coomera ,  by horse, three times a week,
for one ,  two, or three years.
170. Thornborough and Union Camp ,  via  Wat-
sonville and Stewart Town, by horse ,  once a week,
for one, two ,  or three years.
171. Maryborough and Pialba ,  by coach, twice a
week, for one, two, or three years.
172. Rosewood and Tarampa ,  via  Tallegalla and
Minden, by horse, twice a week, for one, two, or
three years.
175, Gowrie Junction and Gomoran ,  via Merin-
gandan and Glencoe ,  by horse ,  twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
176. Brisbane and Woody Point Jetty, via
Queensport and Lytton ,  by steamer ,  daily ,  for one,
two, or three years.
176.. Brisbane  and Woody  Point Jetty,  via
Queensport and Lytton ,  by steamer ,  three times a
week ,  for one ,  two, or three  y ears.
178. Crow 's Nest and Plainby ,  by horse ,  twice a
week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
180. Yatala and Pimpama Island, by horse, once
a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
185. %y abra and Eulbertie ,  via  Keeroongooloo,
Wombanderry ,  and Wombanderry South ,  by horse,
once a week ,  for one, two ,  or three years.
186. Mitchell Downs and Bo llon,  via  Womallilla,
Copley 's, Holland 's, Lusvale ,  Aberglassie ,  Toomoo,
Tongy ,  Grassmere ,  and Bindebango ,  by horse, once
a week,  for one,  two, or three years.
190. Rockhampton and Balnagowan ,  via  Meadow
Flats ,  by horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two, or three
years.
196. Bundaberg and North Bundaberg, by horse
or on foot ,  daily, except Sunday  ;  and to conduct
the post office at the latter place ,  for one ,  two, or
three years.
197. Bollon and Barringun ,  via  Perulees, Bun-
daleer ,  Noorama ,  and Thurulgunnia ,  by coach,
once a week ,  for one ,  two, or three years.
200. Charlevi lle and Minnie Downs ,  via  Mil lie,
Burrundilla,  Kamanmulga,  Barkathulla, Mount
Morris, and Langlo Downs, by horse, dried a week,
for one,  two,  Or  three Tears.
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210. Georgetown and Thornborough,  via  Junc-
tion Creek, Tate Telegraph Station, and Tate River
Tin Mines, by horse, once a fortnight, for one, two,
or three years.
213. Clifton and Pilton, by horse, twice a week,
for one, two, or three years.
214. Jondaryan and East Prairie, by horse, twice
a week ; and to  act as  receiving-officer at East
Prairie, for one, two, or three years.
215. Boulia and Headingly,  via  Herbert Downs,
Glenormiston, and Roxborough Downs, by horse,
once a  fortnight, for one, two, or three years.
220. Caboolture and Upper Caboolture, by horse,
twice a week and to act as Postmaster at Upper
Caboolture, for one, two, or three years.
221. Maryborough and Teddington,  via  Tinana,
Jindah Road, to Polynesian Hospital, Woongool,
and Nerada, by horse, daily, for one, two, or three
years.
222.  Oakey C reek and Boah Waterhole, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
223. Greenmount and Kincora,  via  Mount Kent,
North Branch, and Gentleman's Seat, by horse,
twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
225.  Thorgomindah and Mount Howitt,  via
Conbar, Nundramundoo, Moorinish, Jackson's
Creek, Lara, and Durham Downs, by horse,
fortnightly, for one, two, or three years.
230. Lyndhurst and Gilberton,  via  Mount
Hogan, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
233. Cloncurry and Boulia,  via  Bridgewater,
Limestone, Chatsworth, Noranside, Buckingham
Downs, and Police Camp, by horse, or by coach or
buggy, alternating once a week and once a fort-
night, for one, two, or three years.
234. Hoganthulla Downs and Caldervale,  via
Chesterton, Bogarella, and Babiloora, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
241. Dalveen and Mountside, via North Mary-
land Road Schoolhouse, by horse, daily, for one,
two, or three years.
242. Ravenswood Post Office and Railway Sta-tion, by buggy, to and from trains, for one, two,
or three years.
243. Adavale and Kyabra.  via  Gooya,  Bulgroo,
and Thylungra, by horse, once  a week , for one,
two, or three years.
245. Gladstone and Keppel Bay, to meet  steamers
carrying  mails,  calling at The Narrows (Monte
Christo), by steam-launch, twice a week, for one,
two, or three years.
250. Cairn§ and Goldsborough (Mulgrave Valley),
via  Cambanora (Freshwater Creek) and Peck's, by
horse, once  a week , for one, two, or three years.
251. Roma Post Office and the Railway Station,
by buggy, to and from every train, for one, two, or
three years.
253. Stonehenge and Vergemont,  via  War.
breccan, Connemara, Dunham Towers, Tally-ho,
and Rosebrook, by horse, once a week, for one,
two, or three years.
256. Diamantina Lakes and Monkira,  via  Daven-
port Downs, by horse, once a fortni ht, for one,
two, or three years.
257. Cairns and Herberton,  via  Alley's, by
horse, once a week, mails to be conveyed in one
day each way, for one, two, or three years.
258. Toowoomba Post Office and Middle Ridge,
by horse, thrice  a week , for one, two, or three
years.
259. Le burn andYandilla,  via  Tummaville Head
Station, Tummaville School, Wright's, Pillar's,
Baillie 's, Clay Waterhole, and Back Creek (Yan-
dilla Homestead Area), by horse, once a week, for
one, two, or three years.
261. Bingera and South Bolan, by horse or on
foot, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
263. Stanthorpe Post Office and Railway Station,
by coach, to meet every train, for one, two, or three
years.
265. Rockhampton and Lake's Creek,  via  North
Rockhampton Post Office, by coach, daily, for one,
two, or three years
266. Bundaberg Post Office and Railway Stition,
North Bundaberg, to meet every train, and calling
at Post Office there ; also Bundaberg Post Office
and Wharf, to meet every vessel carrying mails,
by spring-cart, for one, two, or three years.
270. Grandchester and Woolshed Creek, by
horse, twice a week, for one, two, or three years.
212. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, daily, for one, two, or three years.
272A. Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and Wynnum,
by horse, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years.
276. Boulia and Birdsville,  via  Marion Downs,
Breadalbane, Cluny, Glengyle, Carcory, Roseheath,
and Salmonville, by horse, fortnightly, for one,
two, or three years.
278. Maryburough Post Office and Railway
Station, by spring-cart, to meet every train, for
one, two, or three years.
279. Morney Downs and Birdsville,  via  Daroo,
Mount Leonard, Cappa and The Bluff, by horse,
fortnightly, and to act as Receiving Officer at
Morney Downs, for one, two, or three years.
287. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by boat,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
287x. Port Douglas and Daintree River, by
steamer, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
288. Headingly and Camooweal (Lake Francis),
via  Lake Nash, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two,
or three years.
289. Cooktown and Mclvor,  via  Marton, Rose-
bank, Bustard Park, and Pryde's Creek, by horse,
once a week, for one, two, or three years.
293. Veresdale and Sloper' s,  via  Bromelton
Bridge, Bromelton, and Moloney's, by horse, thrice
a week, for one, two, or three years.
296. Cloncurry and K nuna,  via  Rockliffe,
Strathfield, Beaudesert, Constance Downs, and
Belkate, by horse, fortnightly, for one, two, or
three years.
299. Bundaberg and Bucca, via Smith's Crossing,
Bolan River, by horse, twice a week, for one, two,
or three years.
300. Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Watsonville,
Irvinebank, Newellton, and Mowbray, by horse,
once a week, and once a week extra to Watsonville
and Irvinebank, for one, two, or three years.
301. South Toolburra Station and Darkey Flat,
by horse,  once a week , for one, two, or three years.
306. Port Douglas Jetty and non-conti  act mail
steamers , by boat, for one, two, or three years.
307. Coomera Township and Wonga Wallen, by
horse, thrice  a week , for one, two, or three years.
308. Gladstone Post Office and the Wharf, by
horse and spring- cart ,  to steamers and vessels
carrying  mails , for one, two, or three years.
312. Rolleston and Purbrook, via Consuelo and
Warrinilla, by horse, once a week, for one, two, or
three years.
315. Cabarlah (Terminus of Highfields Railway)
and Crow's Nest,  via  Geham, by coach, thrice a
week , for one year.
316. Highfields Railway Station and Koojare.
won, by horse, daily (except Sunday), for one two,
or three years.
321. Capella and Capella,  via  Retro, Peak
Downs, and Malvern, by horse, twice a week, for
one, two, or three years.
323. Rockhampton and Mount  Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by horse, three times a week. for one, two,
or three years.
323A. Rockhampton and Mount Morgan,  via
Three-Mile Diggings and Bouldercombe (Crocodile
Creek), by coach, three times a week, for one, two,
or three years.
326. Mount  Eagle  and Albro,  via The  Cell,
Epping Forest, and Laglan, by horse, once a week,
for one, two, or three years.
328. Port Douglas and Craiglie, by horse, once
a week, and to act as receiving officer at Craiglief
for one, two, or three years.
333. Allora and Goomburra, by horse, once a
week, and to  act as  receiving officer at Goomburra,
foi one, two, or three years.
334. Winton and Vergemont,  via  Bladensberg,
Warrnambool Downs, Fermoy, and l.ismore, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
340. Yuleba and Maymead (Durham Downs),
via  Bendemere, Muggleton, Clifford, and Roughlie,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
343. Surat and Noorindoo,  via  Russell Park,
Oaklands, Sydenham, Wehl' s and  Dehnertvale, by
horse, once a week, for one, two, or three years.
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345. Cairns and Edithvale ,  by steamer, once a
week ,  subject to three months '  notice.
349. Cairns Post Office and Wharf ,  by horse and
cart, to all vessels carrying  mails ,  for one ,  two, or
three years.
350. Muttaburra and Forest Grove Township,
via  Ambo ,  Scarrbury, Camoola ,  Strath Darr, and
Maneroo  (during floods Scarrbury to be omitted),
by horse ,  once a week ,  for one, two or three years.
352. Nanango and Gytbpie ,  via  Manumbar and
Glastonbury Creek ,  by horse ,  once a week ,  for one,
two, or three years.
353. Cooktown Post Office and Wharves or
Anchorage ,  by dray ,  and boat if necessary, to all
vessels carrying mails, for one, two, or three years.
354. Cressbrook and Kilcoy ,  via Moorabool.
Gregor 's Creek ,  Mara Creek ,  and Balfour Lagoons,
by horse, once a week, for one, two, or three yyears.
355. Hawkwood and Jinghi Jinghi,  via  Cadarga,
Durah ,  and Byrne 's Station, by horse ,  once a week,
for one ,  two, or three years.3%. Bowen Downs and Uanda, via  Caledonia,
Wagra ,  and Aberfoyle ,  by horse, once a week, for
one, two ,  or three years.356A. Bowen Downs and Uanda,  via  Caledonia,
Wagra ,  and Aberfoyle ,  by horse, once a fortnight,
for one ,  two, or three years.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane .  17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE - MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENI>EN.
j' EN  DERS  will be received at the Office of the
I Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY ,  the thirtieth (30th)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and for all workmanshi pp
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms, general
conditions ,  and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price ,  per mile ,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price ,  each ,  for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden  -  a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles ,  more or less.
The wire ,  insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government end delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge ,  at the nearest
Telegraph Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine  (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but, notwithstand-
in such report and payment on account, theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall  be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
sneh report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have  been  completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any port ion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the (Uovern ment against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government ,  it shall  be in the power of the Gove rn -
ment. by a notice in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract, as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money ,  whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non -fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as su re ties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated ,  in . the event of the Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown So licitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet  from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight  (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging  from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the  line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, fo ll owing the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart ,  to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular posi tion ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth .  At angles or other places
where required ,  struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or  ro ad '  crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
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All material  used  in the  construction of this
work , or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together  with the workmanship , are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same,
Tender  forms ,  and eve ry information , may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electtid Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD=P,iTERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegrapn Department,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-AL TERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTI8 ISLAND.
f)ENDERS  will be received at the Office of
l the Superintendent of Electric 't'elegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until  soon on MONDAY,  the nine-
teenth  (19th )  day of October next,  from persons
desirous of contracting f6r the supply of all
material except iron poles , wire,  insulators,
brackets ,  and screws ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned  telegraph work,
according to the terms ,  general  conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately:-
DEVIATION.
1. Price ,  per mile ,  for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each ,  for wooden poles ,  where neces-
sary.
PRESENT LINES.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price ,  per mile ,  for thoroughly overhau ling
and repairing existing wires, etc., iii
accordance with clauses 10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price ,  each ,  for new poles ,  where requited.
New Branch  (deviation )  to tape Capricorn, from
a point on existing line - a distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
Present lines - Narrows to Sea Hill,  vie  Pilot
Station  (K eppel Bay )- length , thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire ,  insulators ,  brackets, and
screws to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor ,  who will be held
responsible for applying for i tifficient ,  and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by. the contractor, free
of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three  (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will  be made  monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. bit the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the sathe ; but, notwithstand.
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
ofllcer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power  at any time afterwards , before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed  to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line  for the transmission of mes-
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may  avail himself of the facilities
afforded by " The E'leetrie Telegraph Acct "  for
obtaining materials, ott  signing  it Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion  arising ftoin  the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, froth moneys due to the contractor,
if riot otherwise settled, to satisfy  any such claim
he tray  see fits
The Contractor will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of  the line and
other wotks,  also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if  such  claims art,  not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is  authorised  to pgy the  same  from any
m(meys due to the Cot tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
exe6ntion  of, or to complete  the Work iii the manner
and At  the rate of  progress  required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the poster of the Government,
by & notice in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to  the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the  non-fttlfimetit  of the contract ;  and all
slims of money *hich  may be due to the contractor,
together with  all plant, materialo, and implements
in his possession  on the grourd, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment  of the  contract , shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
lidered as ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit  of a sum equal  to ten (10) per cent.
of the total  tender  cost of the whole work must
accompany  each Tender,  also a memoranduiu signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance  of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any  Tender,
Spec cation.
The course of the  neW  litre to be marked out by
the contractor, tinder the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
*ell ramthed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, Struts Of supports of
Wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and iiitderwood standing within forty
(40) feet opt each side of the lice to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle t a k of not less than eight (8) feet iii width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judp ent of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked b fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space  of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles requited must be heavy
Straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed), with the bark removed , not less
than nitre (9) inches in  diameter  at five (5) feet
from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the topp, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
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upwards over  a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best  coal tar  ;  the top to be firmly
bound  at one  (1) inch from  its extremity, with
good hoop -iron of  not  less than one (1)  inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with  a thick coating  of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be  sunk five  (5) feet in the
ground, placed  in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed  with rubble and  earth .  At angles or
other places, where  required ,  struts or supports of
wood must be supplied  and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be  provided by contractor),
to be  of split iroubark according to pattern sup-
plied,  and to be fitted as directed  ;  the  lip of the
insulator to be not less than one  (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The  wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed  two (2)  feet . Joints or splices to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding  wire supplied.
The existing telegraph  wires are to be regulated
and repaired ,  bad joints  and ties replaced,  ate.,
where necessary.
Poles to be replaced ,  re-set, rimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood,  where necessary.  Iron insu-
lators must  he replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles, where  necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be us d on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the  Inspecting
Officer and his a ssistant as required.
All material used  in the construction  of this work,
or any part of it ,  to be of the  best quality, and,together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the  final pproval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or any officer appointed
by him to  inspect the same.
Tender  forms,  and every  information, may be
obtained on application at the Ole  of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-NEW LINES
WITHIN RAILWAY  FENCES-BRISBANE
TO HELIDON, AND TOOWOOMBA TO
DALBY (JUNCTION)-ADDITIONAL WIRES
-HELIDON TO TOO WOOMBA (ALONG
RAILWAY LINE).
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on FRIDAY, the sixteenth
(16th) day of October next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire,  insulators , brackets,  and screws ,  and for all
workmanship necessary for the abovementioned
work ,  according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
renders must state  separately:-1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work  on new lines.
2. Price ,  per mile ,  for clearing existing line,
Helidon to Toowoomba (along Railway).
3. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
4. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
5. Price ,  per mile ,  for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Brisbane to Helidon-two wires (within railway
fences )- a distance  of seventy-one (71)  miles, more
or less.
Toowoomba to Dalby (Junction)-within rail-
way fences-two wires, a distance of fifty-four
(54) miles, more or less.
Helidon to Toowoomba (along railway line)-
two additional wires on present poles-a distance
of thirty (30) miles, more or less.
The wire (No. 6, BWG), insulators, brackets,
and screws to be supplied by the Government, and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane within
three (3) months after the acceptance of the
Tender. The quantities  issued  will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor ,  fr ee of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months
fro m the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
G eneral Conditions.
Payment  will be made  monthly  to the extent of
seventy -fire (75 )  per cent .  on the  value  of the work
reported to have been completed  by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ;  but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed  by him  in that  behalf ,  shall have
full  wer at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall  be made ,  of rejecting and condemnin g
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such  report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The G overnment reserves to itself  the right to
make use of the lines for the transmission of mes.
sages prior to final completion.  Such use of the
lines not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by  " The  Electric Telegraph .  Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims  for compensa-
tion ari  si from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to  satisfy any  such claim
he may see  fi t.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property  caused  by the  erection of the lines, also
for damage so caused to roads ,  or railway works ;
and if  such claims are not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys die to the contractor.
Should the  contractor fail to  proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required  by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice  in the Queensland  Government  Gazette,
to terminate  the contract ,  as far  as  relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to  enforce  the penal-
ties  for the  non-fulfilment  of the contract  ;  and all
sums of money which may be due  to the  contractor,
together with all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the  Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or  otherwise, as p nalties for
the non-fu1£1ment  of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for  breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent.
of the total  tender cost  of the whole work
must accompan  each Tender ,  also a memo-
randum signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the  due performance  of the  contract
within the  time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being  accepted  ;  and undertaking in that
event that they  will severa lly execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days  from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender,  a Bond to  Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty  (20) per  cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind  itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification,
The course of the  lines  to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the  inspecting
officer.
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All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the lines to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which, in the judgment of the inspecting officer,
might endanger the lines, to be removed. Every
care  is to be taken not to damage the railway
works.
Poles to be straight  saplings of  the best descrip-
tion of hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed), with the bark removed,  not less
than thirty-one and a-half (31;) inches in circum-
fe rence  at five  (5) feet fro m  the butt, and  nineteen
(19) inches  in circumference  at the top, and twenty-
six (26 ) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred one (1) foot above and one (1)
foot below the surface of the ground, the charred
portion to be well coated with hot coal tar ; the top
to be firmly hooped at two (2) inches from the
extremity with good hoop-iron of not less than
one (1) inch wide. The top of each pole to be truly
bored for the insulator pin, and served with a thick
coating  of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk  five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less- than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the InspectingOfficer and his assistant s required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender  forms,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH-NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL - ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THENCE INTO
BLACKALL.
FRESH Tenders will be received at the Officeof the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the seven-
teenth (17th) day of October next, from persons
desirous  of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire,  insulators , brackets, and
screws , and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned telegraph work, according to the
terms, general conditions, and specification ap-
pended hereto.
Tenders must  state  separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for timber work (clearing
not required).
2. Price, each, for extra pole, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.NE w LINE.
From present terminus (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersec-
tion with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Lino
-- a distance  of fifty-four (54) miles ,  more  or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixty (60) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane within one month after the
acceptance of the tender. The quantities issued
will be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of
the contractor, who will be held responsible for
applying for sufficient, and any surplus material
after the completion of the contract must be de-
livered by the contractor, free of charge, at the
nearest Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect  the same ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub.
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The .Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion  arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the  rate  of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queen.land Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all  sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground ,  and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the duo
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor. in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
noting atiou of the acceptance of the' render, a Bond
to Her Majesty in  a sum  equal to twenty, (2(k) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
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The Government  does  not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed,  not less than nine  (9) inches in  diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt,  and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from tile base upwards over  a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best  coal tar  ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less  than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick  coating of
white leaf .
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight;  (88)
yards apart, unless by special  permission; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other laces where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided  by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from  the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched  that the
deflection between any two poles  shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to  be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding  wire  supplied. - - -
Poles to be trimmed, brackets firmly  screwed on
with three (3) screws each, and wire on  existing
line to be regulated where  necessary as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the  construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quali ,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or  rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every  information ,  m" ay be
obtained on application at the Office  of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd September, 1885.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Burrum Railway from Howard to Bundaberg
South have been appro ved and confirmed ; and
that, in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act  27
Victoria,  No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence so confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the practice
which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections, is hereby pro-hibited, and will render the person so offendingliable todismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the  name of  the stopping  place at
163-Mile, Warwick Railway, has been altered
from " LYNDnuRST " to " ROSEHILL."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
i T  is hereby notified for general information,that a furtl .er extension  of the  Queensland
Northern Railway to Torren's Creek-a distance of
179 miles from Townsville-will be opened for
public traffic on MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
Time Table is shown on page 1094.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.
N OTICE is hereby given , that a List of Articlesin the custod of the Lost Property Do-
p rtment,  Northern  Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the  15th August,
1885. Owners can obtain  the Articles  on applica-
tion  to the A  Traffic Manager,  Townsville, and
papin  c e&-on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November,  1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th July, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
t in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Southern and Western Railway, was
published  in  full in the  Government  Gazette  of the
4th July ,  1886. Owners can obtain  the Articles on
application  to the  Traffic  Manager,  Brisbane, and
paying costs.  If not  released  on or before TUES.
DAY, the 8th October,  1885, they will be sold by
Public Auction to  defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Minister foPublic Works hereby notifiesthat the following Regulations for the taking
pupils by Railway Surveyors are approved, viz.:
REGULATIONS,
1. Before taking a pupil, submit  his name, age,
and the fee to be paid for tuition.
2. One pupil only will be allowed to each Rail-
way Surveyor. The assistant Railway Surveyors.
are not to take pupils.
3. Pupils are not eligible to receive pay as one
of the party, except on the certificate of the In-
specting Surveyor.
4. Furnish  a return  of your pupils, and whether
in receipt of pay or otherwise, stating amount of
pay ; also length of time in the service.
5. Every pupil must, when called upon, be
prepared to pass  an examination  by the Chief
Engineer, or whoever he shall appoint.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  30th September, 1885.
I
T is  hereby notified for general informat"on, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the  undermentioned persons during the month
of September, 1885.
JAMES R .  DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
RETAIL  SPIRIT DEALERS.
Name. Place.
Kelly, Patrick  ... ...  Allora
Balzen, Wm. ... ... Aramac
Heazle, Wm. ... ... ditto
Jennings ,  A. ... ... Beenleigh
Waters, Washington  ...  ditto
Blair ,  William  ... ...  Birdav il le
Curtain, Michael  ... ...  ditto
Groth ,  Johann H. ... ditto
Dank ,  John  ... ...  Bowen
Cahill, J. E. .. ... Brisbane
Low, Augustin F. ... Cloncurry
Straw , George  ... ...  Cooktown
McDonald ,  fit  xander  ...  Gayndah
Clements ,  George  ...  liughenden
Searle, James M.... ... Maryborough
aavner, Elizabeth  ...  Miles
Cavanagh ,  Robert  ...  Mitchell
Kenny ,  Thomas  .. ...  ditto
Madden ,  Michael  ...  ditto
Williams ,  Lemuel  ...  ditto
Cox,  Thomas  .., ...  Mount Perry
Hillier ,  William  ... ...  Mutteburra
Bridge,  Joseph  . ...  Normanton
McLean, Robert  ... ...  Port Douglas
Kroger ,  Frederick  ...  Ravenswood
Bezolt,  Michael'  Warwick
AUCTIONEERS.
Bell, A. B.
Frost ,  Thomas ...
Dalziel ,  James .
Ellwell ,  Richd. M.
Lloyd ,  John Arthur
Smith ,  Wm. R. ...
Grimstone , John F.
Ogden ,  Edwin Jas.
Mayon ,  Arthur 6.
Lennon, John
Taaffe, Joseph
Nelson, Wm.
Jackson, James
McColl, D.
Hunt ,  George
Murray ,  W. F. ...
Thompson ,  George
Mills, William ...
Graham ,  Rd. ...
Ma re nken ,  J. P. ...
Zerbe, Martin
Fox, Henry
Bond ,  William
Farrell, John
... Brisbane
... ditto
.. Cloncurry
... Charters Towers
... Charleville
... Cooktown
... M ackay
... Neran gg
... Tliornborough
BILLIARDS.
,.. Brisbane
... $undaberg
... Clermont
Cooktown
.., Cairns
Dalby
BAG4.TBLLE.
Maryborough
ditto
Muttaburra
Nanango
Fort Douglas
Taroom
Toowoomba
Thargomindah
Winton
Hosford ,  W. ... ... Brisbane
Hogan ,  Matthew  ...  Ma borough
Barkley ,  J. ... Rockhampton
TRANSFERS OF PUBLICANS '  LICENSES.
SEPTsMBER, 1885.
From- To--
ADAVALE.
Henry Volling  ... ...  I  W. D. Spinks
AnAY.ac.
James Sorohan  ... ...  I J. C. Wright
AYR.
Andrew Tyrrell  ... ...  I Wm. Herbert
BLACICALL.
Patrick O'Rourke  ... j N. Warren
LICENSED  GRANTED- continued.
From- To-
BOULIA.
T. J. Kirby  ... ...  W. McGrath
B$IsBAaa.
A. G li ndeman  ... ...  N. H. Andersen
W. Brown  ... ...  C. Baker
G. F. Pott  ...  H. T. Pickett
CoovTowN.
E. Thompson ... ... G. Burton
GATTON.
Michael Cain  ... ...  Geo. Tidy
GLADSTONE.
Thomas Ashney  ... ...  John R. Ashney
GoowDI wINDI.
C. J. Donelley  ... ...  I H. E. Donelley
GYxPIE.
Mary Edwards  ... ...  I  S. J. Byrne
Irawzca.
Jarrett Philips  ... ...  I  Oath .  Philips
Nona u,NTON.
J. Bridge  ... ... .:. +  George Fogarty
ST. GEORGE.
W. Reynolds  ... ...  Wm. Mitchell
TaNNIN & ERING.
John  McKenzie  .. ...  J Alex .  Miller
TQWNSPILLE.
F. G Lawbourn ... ... P. D. Bourke
F. W. A. Thaler  ...  Henry Figg
John  Bunting  ... ...  William White
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st August, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANI,
BRANCHES  of the above are now open atAllora ,  Aramac ,  Ayr, Banana ,  Beenleigh,
Blacka ll,  Bogantungan ,  Bou lia, Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg, Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell ,  Caboolture ,  Charters Towers, Charlevi lle,
Clermont ,  Cleveland ,  Clifton,  Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Towuship, Cooktown ,  Qunnamulla,  Dalby,
Drayton ,  Emerald ,  Esk, Eton ,  Fernvale ,  Fortitude
Valley ,  Gatton ,  Gayndah ,  Geham ,  Georgetown,
Geraldton ,  Gladstone, Goodna ,  Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie ,  Gin Gin ,  Herberton,
Howard ,  Ingham ,  Ipswich ,  Isisford ,  Jericho,
Jimbour , K ilkivan, Kingsborough ,  Laidley, Ley-
burn ,  Maytown, Mackay ,  Maryborough, Mill-
cbeater ,  Mount Perry ,  Morven, Murphy 's Creek,
Muttaburra ,  Mitchell Downs, Miles, Nanango,
Nerang Creek ,  Normanton ,  Nebo, One-mile Creek
(Gympie ),  Pentland ,  Pimpama ,  Port Douglas,
Queensport ,  Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton, Roma,
B.osewood ,  Shipping Office  (Brisbane), South
Brisbane ,  Springsure ,  S. and W .  Railway ,  South-
port, Stanthorpe ,  St, George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate ,  Tambo ,  Taroom ,  Tewantin ,  Thorn-
borough ,  Thursday Island, Toowoomba ,  Townsville,
Tiaro ,  Walkerston ,  Warwick,  Watsonvi ll e, Win-
ton, Yengarie ,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shilling upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  0" , at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
tour pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By  His  Excellency 's Command,
JAMES R .  DICKSON.I
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  30th  September, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to  Mariners  is publishedfor  general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extract from  New Zealand Gazette , 10th September,
1885.]
No. 32 of  1885.
EAST CAPE ISLET, NORTH ISLAND.
Marine Department,
Wellington,  N.Z., 8rd September, 1885.
OWING to several casualties to vessels having
occurred in the vicinity of East Cape, the attention
of masters of vessels is specially called to the
undermentioned directions in " The New Zealand
Pilot,"  viz:-
" There is a channel nearly one mile wide between
the cape and the islet ,  but, as the winds here are
liable to die away suddenly, leaving  a vessel at
the mercy of the tides and swell, it cannot be
recommended. There are several shoal patches off
East Cape, which, together with the strong tides,
make the passage between the cape and the islet
not a desirable one. A shoal patch, with 3; fathoms
water on it, on which the sea would break in heavy
weather, lies off the north-east point of the cape,
about two-thirds of a mile ; this is the line of
breakers reported by H.M.S. `Eclipse' in 1864.
There is another patch, nearly a mile S .E. S. of
the former, with 21 fathoms water on it, at the
entrance  to the  passage between East Cape and the
islet."
Masters are advised to avoid the passage between
the islet and the mainland as unsafe.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 32 of  1885.
INJURY TO LIGHTHOUSE, TANGALUMA.
NOTICE is hereby given, that in conseque -1 c •ofan explosion  of one of the  lamps  at Tanga-
luma Lighthouse, the Light-room has been seriously
injured.
A Temporary Light of less power will be exhibited
from the same  position until further notice.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  33  of  1885.
ADDITIONAL LEADING LIGHTS, CLEVELAND
BAY.
' OTICE is hereby given, that on after this
l1\\ date, two additional Leadings Lights will
be placed 644 yards apart, near the mouth of Koss
Creek, which, when in line, will lead between
Virago Reef and the detached reef off Magnetic
Island.
The front light, which is red, stands near the
outer end of the western breakwater, and is about
12 feet above high-water springs.
The back light, which is white, stands near the
eastern end of the high land at the Pilot station,
and is about 50 feet above high-water springs.
The line of lights leads 300 feet to the westward
of the Flag Buoy, which marks the western and of
the detached reef.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, Ist Octobef, 18155.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
I T is hereby  notified that Examinations forScholarships to Grammar Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following conditions :-
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers  of the schools at which  they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed  at the examination,
and, if successful ,  to attend a Grammar  School, are
to be nominated.
2. The Examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough ,  Rockhampton ,  and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved ; and scholars f rom
any school maintained by the State may present
themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year  of examination ,  have not
been pupils at a Grammar School ,  have been in
fairly  regular attendance  for the  previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period  as may, in
special cases ,  be  approved by the Every
candidate for a Scholarship sha ll , when nominated
for examination ,  submit to the Department of
Public  Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The Examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department
and other persons appointed for the purpose. The
questions  will be  the same in all places. The
candidates '  papers must be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number .  Before the
Examination begins ,  each candidate must fill up a
form showing the name ,  number ,  motto, age, sex,
and school attended ,  and seal up the same in an
envelope .  These sealed envelopes ,  and the can-
didates' papers, are to be forwarded under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
5. The subjects  of examination will  be the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth class in a State school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported  as being of  sufficient merit.
7. The  scholarships will be tenable ,  during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Par liament, for a
period of three  years , and will be of  the value
stated below.
8. The  successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
under  " The Grammar Schools det of  1860," or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by- laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will  also  pay. once in each year, the
reasonable travelling expenses of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his  parents.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 15th  September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to direct that a competitive  examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held  at Brisbane,
commencing  at ,9 o'clock  a.m. on the 1st of
December  next , in the following  subjects :-
English Language and Literature.
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to and inolu Ling  Analytical
Geometry).
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French or German.
English History.
Greek and Roman History.
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects to be taken, namely :-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all students
who will not have attained the age of nineteen
years on the 31st day of December next, or who
are State School scholars under five years '  standing,
and who have resided in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making application to be examined ,  submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting the date of  his birth,  and must state the
alternative subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to be examined in French, or
in German ,  and in which of the four subjects
under the head of N atural  Science" he elects to
be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 188(1, and of the annual value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates ,  not ex-
ceeding  three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination ,  and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some  university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains in attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity as a matriculated student.
Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment is made, a certificate from the Regis-
trar ,  or other responsible officer of the university
attended  by the exhibitioner, must be produced,
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university  ;  and  be fore each
subsequent payment is made a certificate must be
presented to the effect that the applicant remains in
attendance on lectures at that university.
Intending candidates  must forward  to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction ,  not later than the
20th day of October next, their names ,  with par-
ticulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated  ;  accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar  School,
or from a Magistrate, that they have resided in the
colony, for the two years immediately preceding the
examination , or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£ 5) as a  guarantee that
he will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of examination may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination  begins.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
MUTTABURRA HOSPITAL.
[] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
11 the Executive  Council,  has been pleased to
app ro ve of  the following Rules made by the Com-
mittee of and adopted  by the contributors to the
Muttaburra Hospital.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Nanne.
1. The Muttaburra Hospital.
Object.
2. The object of the Institution is to afford
medical and surgical aid and treatment  to in-door
and out-door  patients ,  both paying  and non -paying.
Support.
3. The Institution to be supported by voluntary
contributions ,  charges  to patients ,  and such aid as
the Government  may afford.
Go rernnnent.
4. The government of the Institution shall be
vested in donors of ten pounds (£10) or upwards in
one sum , who shall be called life governors, and in
subscribers of the sum of two pounds (£2) and
upwards and under ten pounds (£10) annually, who
shall be called governors : Provided that  all annual
subscriptions shall become due on the first Wed-
nesday in June, and that no person may vote at
any meeting of governors or committee of the
Institution whose subscription shall not have been
paid at least  one month previously to such meeting
Privileges  of subscribers.
5 Every annual subscriber of two pounds (£.2)
shall have the privilege of recommending one (1)
in-door and one (1) out-door patient, and every
annual subscriber  of a larger amount shall be
entitled to recommend one (1) in-door and one (1)
out-door patient for every additional two pounds
(£2) contributed. Every life governor shall be
entitled to recommend two (2) in-door and two (2)
out-door non-paying patients ; such privilege to be
exercised  annually.
Besides  the patients who shall be free of charge
any life governor or governor may recommend an
unlimited number of paying patients, provided that
all such  recommendations  shall be made through
the recognised printed forms as shown on Schedule
A. Every donor of (£1) one pound shall receive a
ticket in form of Schedule B, entitling him to
admission  to the Hospital, if sick and without means,
within a period of twelve (12) months from the
date  of such ticket. Such ticket to be transferable.
'Voting.
6. Every governor is-entitled to one (1) vote at
all general meetings, either personally or by proxy,
provided that such governor shall have paid his or
her subscription and become qualified  at least one
(1) month prior to the holding of such meeting.
All proxies shall be in the form of Schedule C, and
signed by such governor, and be available for the
meetin g specially named therein, or an adjourn-
ment thereof, and be presented by some duly quali-
fied governor. All voting shall be by slow of
hands,  unless  a ballot be demanded by at least two
(2) governors . At all  general meetings of governors
ten (10)  shall form a quorum  ; but if ten (10) shall
not attend .  at such meetings ,  the same  shall be
adjourned  for one week  to the  same time and place,
and at such adjourned meeting five (5) governors
shall  form a quorum.
Provisions  for calling special general  meetings.
7. The secretary may be empowered at any time,
upon the written request of any three (3) governors,
to call by advertisement in the nearest  local news-
paper  a special general meeting  of governors,
to be held not less than fourteen (14) days after
appearance of advertisement. Business of such
meeting to be stated in advertisement.
Elections.
8. The president, vice-president, treasurer, sur-
geon, secretary, auditors, and all paid officers of
the Institution, shall be elected at the  annual general
meeting of governors, which shall be held on the
first Wednesday in December. The trustees shall
be two (2) in number, and shall be elected at a
special general  meeting  of governors held one (1)
month subsequent to advertisement in the nearest
local newspaper. Their office shall be permanent,
and in case of death, resignation, or absence from
the district exceeding twelve (12) months, or
incapacity from any other  cause  of either of the
said trustees, the vacancy shall be filled at a special
general  meeting of the governors, to be held as
aforesaid. In contested elections the voting shall
be by ballot. The chairman shall appoint two (2)
scrutineers. If the votes are equal, the  chairman
shall have  a casting vote.
Management.
9. The management of the Institution shall be
vested in  a committee consisting  of the president,
vice-president,  treasurer , and twelve (12) governors,
to be elected at the  annual general  meeting, and to
be called the committee  of management , four (4)
to forma quorum. The committee of management
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shall direct the general business of the Hospital, servants, and stores, and shall be empowered to
and have power to enter into contracts for issue warrants to the contractors for the goods on
the supply of provisions, and all other articles the lists for the use of the Institution, and shall
required for the use of the Hospital, to direct
payment to be made therefor ,  and to appoint
and discharge all paid officers and servants of the
Institution ,  except as hereinafter  provided. They
shall meet in the Hos ppital ,  or other suitable place,
on the second Wednesday in each month ,  or oftener
if necessary ,  and at such times as they may
appoint.  Any member  of committee ,  being a
contractor to the Hospital ,  shall have no vote or
voice in any matter relating to supplies for the
Hospital .  in which he may be directly or indirectly
interested .  The committee shall meet monthly for
the appointment of the house committee ,  and the
reception of their report and the transaction of
any other business.
The committee shall present at the annual meet-
ing in each year a report of the general condition
of the Institution,  accompanied  by a statement of
the receipts and disbursements duly audited.
The medical officers, the secretary, the wardsman
and matron,  as well as the servants  of the Institu-
tion, shall be elected and appointed by the
committee from time to time as  may be required,
who shall have power also to discharge the same on
due cause  ?shown. The Board shall in every case
prescribe the duties of those employed, and shall
at their first  meeting in  each month appoint a
house  committee  of three (31.
t acancies.
10. In  case  of any vacancy occurring among the
members of the committee of twelve (12), or of the
treasurer  or auditors, the committee, through its
secretary , shall forthwith  call a special meeting for
the purpose of electing a person to fill up the
vacancy, and in the event of such  meeting falling
through, the  remaining members of  the committee
shall fill such vacancy.
President and vice -president.
11. The president, or in his absence the vice-
president, shall be chairman of all meetings of
committee. In the absence of the president and the
vice-president, the meeting shall elect a chairman.
The chairman  at all meetings  shall have  a casting
vote.
Treasurer.
12. The treasurer shall receive all money from
the secretary, and shall deposit  the same in a
Bank , to be approved of by the committee , at least
once a month, and shall pay all accounts authorised
by the committee to be paid. All cheques drawn
on the Hospital funds shall be signed by the
treasurer , secretary, and two (2) members of the
Committee of Management, and shall bear the
Hospital seal.
Fecretary.
13. The secretary shall convene and attend all
meetings, whether general or of the committee,
take minutes of the proceedings and enter them in
a book to be kept for the purpose, and assist the
committee  in any business which may be allotted
to them. He shall examine all accounts  against
the Hospital, and prepare them for submission to
the treasurer and committee. He shall receive
payment of all subscriptions and donations, and
shall give receipts for the same on printed forms
prepared for the purpose, and shall pay over to the
treasurer all such money within one week, or as
soon as same  shall amount to the sum of five (5)
pounds. His salary shall be fixed at the annual
general meeting  of governors.
Auditors.
14. The auditors  shall examine  the treasurer's
financial  report, with all accounts, vouchers, and
documents relating thereto, and shall report thereon
to the  annual general  meeting. They shall receive
one guinea  each as  remuneration  for their services.
Working  committee.
15. The committee  of management  shall appoint
three (3) members in rotation  from their own
number, who shall be  a visiting  committee for one
(1) mouth , and shall consult  with the surgeon as to
matters  of internal management, investigate any
complaints, and report to the committee  of mana ;e-
3nent at each meeting.
S'urgeox.
16. He shall be a du'y qualified medical prac-
titioner. He shall have control of the patients,
cause to be kept a receipt and expenditure  account
of all rations, stores, and supplies used in the
Hospital. He shall visit the Hospital daily be-
tween the hours of nine (9) and twelve (12) in the
forenoon, and at such other times  as circumstances
may require, except 'by the sanction of the com-
mittee, when lie may absent himself for such time
as they may think fit. He shall write, or cause to
be written, upon every medicine dispensed by him
or the dispenser the name of the patient for whom
it is prescribed and the time at and the  manner in
which it is to be administered, and this, however
frequently the same medicine may be repeated.
He shall cause the medicines to be administered as
directed, and he shall keep, or cause to be kept,
ready for immediate use a proper supply of the
necessary apparatus in cases of accident and
emergency. He shall keep a record containing
particulars of the admission and discharge of
patients, &c., and shall attend every monthly meeting
(or other meeting, if required) of the committee,
and shall thereat present a written report for the
preceding month. His salary shall be fixed at
the annual general meeting of governors.
Servanta.
17. The servants of the Hospital shall be such
as shall be deemed necessary by the committee of
management . The managing committee,  or in case
of urgent necessity, the working  committee, shall
have power to remove  any servants  for misconduct,
and appoint  successors  as required, and shall also
have power to fix the rate of their  remuneration.
Patients.
18. Patients shall be divided into two (2) classes-
free and paying, and shall be admitted to the Hos-
pital on the order of  any annual  subscriber of two
pounds (£2), or on presentation of a donor' s ticket,
as specified  in section  (5). The paying  patients
shall pay such  sum as,  judging by their circum-
stances , the working committee shall determine.
Urgent cases shall be admitted to the Hospital at
any time. Free patients shall be liable to no
charge. Patients, when sufficiently convalescent,
and also patients guilty of misconduct, may be
discharged from the Hospital by the  surgeon,
with the concurrence of the working committee.
The working  committee  shall have power to
give to destitute convalescent patients, when
discharged from the Hospital,  a sum not exceed-
ing (£10) ten pounds. No pregnant female for
the purpose of confinement,  no persons  epilep-
tic or incurably diseased,  or suffering  from  deli-
rium tremens ,  lunacy, or syphilis, shall be eligible
for admission until  special wards  have been pro-
vided for such patients ; nor shall any child under
fire (5) years of age be admitted,  except in cases
of accident, or for a surgical operation ; but the
surgeon shall have discretionary power to admit in
such prohibited cases, subject to the approval of
the working committee. No patient shall give
reward or gratuity to any of the wardsmen, nurses,
or other  servants . Any patient having any cause
of complaint shall make the same known to any of
the committee, whose duty it will be to bring it
before the visiting committee Non-paying patients,
judged by the surgeon sufficiently convalescent to
he well able to assist in the work of the Institu-
tion, shall be so employed. Patients shall conduct
themselves in an orderly  manner , and shall strictly
observe all the directions of the surgeon as conveyed
by matron or wardsman. They shall take the medi-
cines  at the time directed, and they shall take
no other medicines than those prescribed, and
they shall not conceal or put away any portion
of the medicine or diet administered to them.
No one shall leave his or her ward and go
into another ward or apartment, nor leave
the house, nor remain out a longer time than
that for which leave has been granted, nor
shall introduce visitors, nor receive medicines,
victuals, li uors, &c.. without  express leave of  the
surgeon. Fatients having money  or valuables in
their possession  on admission  shall deliver up the
same to  the wardsman ; such money and valuables
shall be returned to them in safety when they are
discharged, subject to any f pecial order of the
commttee. Every patient  offending against the
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above regulations will be discharged for irregu-
larity. Out-door patients shall attend and apply
for their  medicines  at the Hospital, between the
hours  of ten (10) and eleven (11) in the forenoon
daily, except in such  cases  as the visiting committee
may direct the attendance of the surgeon outside
the Hospital.
Alteration of By-Laws.
19. No by-law of the Institution  shall be  altered,
nor shall any new by-law be  passed , except at the
annual general meeting ,  or at a special general
meeting  of governors, called for the purpose by
advertisement  for one month in the  nearest local
newspaper .  such  advertisement  to contain  a state-
ment of the  business  proposed to be discussed.
All propositions  for alterations  of or additions to
the by- lawn shall be  sent in writing to the secre-
tary, and shall be signed by  at least  ten (10)
governors ; the secretary shall thereupon  cause an
advertisement to be published in the manner above
mentioned, calling  a meeting  for the consideration
of such proposed alteration of or addition to the
by-laws.
Conduct of meetings.
20. At the annual general meeting any business
relating to the Institution maybe transacted. The
business to be transacted at all special general
meetings  shall be confined to the business stated
in the notice-paper. No resolution passed at the
annual general meeting ,  or at any special general
meeting of  governors , shall be rescinded except at
a special general meeting  to be called for the pur-
pose ,  or at any  annual general meeting.
Religious ministrations.
2r1. Ministers of religion shall have  free access
at all suitable  times  to patients of their respective
denominations, subject to the approval of the
surgeon.
Visitors.
22. Visitors to patients shall be admitted on such
days and hours as the committee of management
may appoint, subject to the approval of the surgeon.
All visitors  must sign  their names in a visitor's
book, if able to write, stating residences and object
of visit.
Seal.
23. A seal shall be procured bearing a suitable
device, to be fixed upon by the committee of man-
agement  ; such  seal sha ll  remain  in the custody of
the secretary, and he shall attach an impression
thereof to all cheques and other documents  relating
to Hospital business.
SCHEDULE A.
To the Surgeon or Wardsman, Mut taburra Hospital.SIR,
Please  admit  the bearer, , as a
patient of the Muttaburra Hospital.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
Life Governor,
or
Governor.
SCHEDULE R.
To the Surgeon or Wardsman, Muttaburra Hospital.'
Admit the bearer, , a contributor
of one pound,  if sick  and without means.
Issued by
Place and date
Available for twelve months. Transferable.
SOAEDULE C.
To the Chairman, Mut.tahurra Hospital.
I hereby  empower  to vote for
and on  my behalf, at meeting of the
Governors  of the Muttaburra  Hospital, to be held on
Governor.
Date.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MCSGBAVE.
By Command,44. W. URIFFITE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
WALKERSTON  CEMETERY.THE following Regulations ,  made by theTrustees of the Walkerston Cemetery,
having  ben approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council ,  are published in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Cemetery  Act  of 1865."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
WALHEESTON CEMETERY.
Regulations.
1. The fees and charges set forth in Schedule A
shall be paid at the time the order is given for the
pre paration of a grave, or when the permission of
the Trustees is obtained for the erection of any
vault ,  monument ,  tombstone ,  or enclosure of a
grave within the said cemetery.
2. The Trustees shall allot the size or position of
all graves or vaults to be sunk in the cemetery.
3. No grave shall be dug at the depth of less
than six feet for an adult, or of five feet for a child
under- twelve years of age. All graves shall be dug
by the sexton or his deputy duly appointed by the
secretary to the Trustees.
4. The undertaker or person ordering a grave
shall furnish to the sexton or his deputy a memo-
randum in form of Schedule D at the time that
the Trustees'  permission  is handed to him.
5. The sexton shall have power to refuse to
break the ground for the purpose of dig ing a
grave, or to allow the ground to be broken by any
person for the purpose of making or erecting any
vault, monument, tombstone, tablet, railing, or
other structure, until a receipt be produced to him,
signed by one or more of the Trustees, for the
amount of fees or charges to be paid under
Schedule A.
6. Application for permission to have a grave
prepared, a vault constructed, or any other
structure erected, or any epitaph or inscription to
be engraved thereon, must be made to the Trustees,
whereupon a permission, in form set forth in
Schedule B, will be granted to the party appl ng,
on payment of the charges set forth in, Schedule A.
7. Orders for interment must be given to the
sexton or his duly appointed deputy to dig the
grave at least eight clear working hours before the
hour fixed for the funeral ; if not, an extra charge
will be made as set forth in Schedule A.
8. Parties requiring brick graves or vaults to be
made in the cemetery will be required to submit
plans of  same  for the approval of the Trustees, and
every coffin placed in a vault or brick grave must
be bricked in, cemented, and covered with a slab
of stone, slate, or iron, and every such coffin must
have on the lid a copper plate with the name of the
deceased stamped or written thereon.
9. At the time an application is made to have a
grave prepared, the name, age, last place of resi-
dence, the probable cause of death of the deceased,
together with the other particulars set forth in
Schedule C, must be stated by the applicant.
10. The sexton or any other person duly ap-
pointed nmst be informed of the hour fixed for a
funeral, which shall be understood to mean the
hour at which the procession is to arrive at the
cemetery.
11. The hours fixed for the performance of
funerals shall be from nine o'clock  a.m. to six
o'clock p.m., from the month of September to the
month of April inclusive, and from nine o'clock
a.m. to five o'clock p.m. for the remainder of the
year. On Sundays the hours for funerals shall be
from two o'clock p.m. to five o'clock p.m. Except
in cases of great urgency, no funeral will be allowed
to take place between the hours of six o'clock p.m.
and nine o'clock a.m., and then only subject to
such conditions as the Trustees may impose.
12. A plan of the cemetery,  a register of all
special grants, and of the position of all graves in
the cemetery. shall be kept by the Trustees, and
shall be open to inspection of parties interested
upon payment of the charges  mentioned in S
dale 1.
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13. All monuments, raults,  graves , and grave-
stones must be kept in repair and proper condition
at the expense of the owners.
14. No funerals will be allowed to take place,
except under circumstances of the most urgent
nature, without a certificate of the registration of
death, signed by the District Registrar, or a certi-
ficate of coroner or magistrate holding an inquest
or inquiry ; such certificate to be delivered to the
sexton or other person duly appointed before the
funeral enters the gate of the cemetery.
SCHEDULE A.
SOALB OF CH ARGES.
Public Graves.
£ a. d.
A single grave, in open ground (including
sinking)... ... ... 1 0 0
A single grave, in open ground, for children
under twelve years (including sinking) 0 12 6
A single grave for stillborn children ... 0 7 6
Single  burials by Government and Hospital
contractors--
Adults ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
Children  010  0
Private Graves.
Land for graves (unselected), 8 feet by 4 feet
(exclusive of sinking) ... ... 1 0 0
Land for graves (selected), 8 feet by 4 feet
(exclusive of sinking ) ... ...  2 0 0
Land for graves  (selected ),  8 feet by 8 feet
(exclusive of sinking ) .. .. 3 0 0
Land for graves  (selected ),  8 feet  by 12 feet
(exclusive of sinking ) ...  5 0 0
Interment fee for sinking 6 feet 0 15 0
Re-opening grave or vault ..  ... ... 1 0 0
Certificate of right of burial in all private
graves  ... .. ... ... ... 0 5 0
For all interments which take place on
Sundays, unless the grave be opened on
the previous day (additional fee) ... 0 7 6
For all interments where the notice re uired
under Rule 7 is not complied with addi-
tional foe) ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
Permission to erect headstone or railings 0 10 6
Iron labels  (to be charged in all  cases) ... 0 5 0
Copy  of register  ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Inspection of plan or register... ... 0 1 0
SCHEDULE B.
Form of certificate of right of  burial in  the Walker-
aton Cemetery.
On the application of and upon the
payment of the sum of £ which is hereby acknow.
ledged to have been received ,  the Trustees of the
Walkerston Cemetery ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of 29 Vi-t., No. 15, have agreed to grant, and do hereby
grant unto the said permission to dig or
make a grave or vault on that piece of ground
feet long feet broad, lying within the portion
of the said cemetery described as and marked
No. compartment on the map or plan of the said
cemetery, kept by the said Trustees, with permission to
erect or place on the said piece of ground a monument
or tombstone, on payment of such charges as may from
time  to time be established ; and it is hereby declared
that the  said  shall be entitled to have, main-
tain, and keep up such vault, monument, or tombstone
according to the terms of this permission, to and for
the sole and separate use of the said
and his representatives for ever : Provided always,
and it is hereby declared, that this grant is made sub-
ject to the terms and conditions following ,  that is to
say,-Firstly, that the said piece of ground shall be
kept  and used  by the said and his repre-
sentatives ,  solely as a place of burial, and that no
other use shall be made thereof. Secondly, that no
enclosing wall, fence ,  building ,  monument ,  or tomb-
stone shall be erected or placed on the said piece of
ground until a plan thereof shall have been submitted
to the said Trustees for their approval, and their
authority given for the erection thereof. Thirdly, that
the said grave, vault, wall, fence, building, monument,
or tombstone shall be maintained and kept up by the
said and his representatives, in proper repair,
to the satisfaction of the said Trustees. Fourthly, that
the said and his representatives shall, in the
use of and access to the said piece of ground, be sub-
ject in every respect to such rules and regulations as the
Trustees of the said cemetery may f ro m time to time
duly  make and pro vide ,  and s)rall not exercise the right
to bury or inter therein ,  except on payment of such
charges as shall from time to time be duly established
by the  said Trustees.
Given under our hands and seals ,  at Walkerston, in
the Colony  of Queensland, this day of
A.D. 18 .
Trustees,
5Walkerston  Cemetery.
Signed by  the said Trustees,  in the presence of :
Reg. No. :
Compartment No.:
SCHEDULE C.*
To the Trustees of the Walkerston Cemetery.
A grave in the Walkerston  Cemetery is required
by the undersigned , in accordance with the under-
mentioned particulars:-1. Name ofdeceased :
2. Denomination :
3. Late  residence :
4. Profession :
5. Age last birthday :
6. Where born:
7. Officiating  minister :
8. Day of funeral :
9. Hour  of same :
10. Portion of Cemetery in which the deceased is to
be buried :
11. Number  of grave on plan :
12. If public grave.-
13. If private  grave  (unselected), what width :
14. If private  grave  (selected ), what width :
15. If family vault or brick grave, what width :
16. Depth  of grave :
17. Whether  first or second interment :
18. Nature of disease ,  or supposed cause of death :
(Signature)
Representative or Undertaker.
Order received this day of 18
at o'clock in the noon.
Sexton.
* Answers to be written opposite to the above questions at the
time o f  giving the order for interment.
SCHEDULE D.
Information  to sexton  or his duly appointed dfputy to
enable him to prepare grave of the  size  required.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
Length of cofdn :
Width of coffin (widest part)
Hour of funeral :
(Signature)
Representative or Undertaker.
Date :
HANS JOHANN  INVERS,
THOMAS WILLIAM FROST,
ROBT. EDWARD DONALDSON,
ANDREW TIDEMANN,
R. S. P. BROWN,
PATRICK COSTIGAN,
CHARLES HILL,ANDERS SCE-IMIDT,
JAMES HURLEY,
Approved-
Trustees
of the
Walkerston
Cemetery.
J
R. E. DONALDSON,
Chairman ,  Trustees.
Walkerston ,  12th August, 1885.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. MUSGRAVE.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1885.
T
HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Rr TURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 26TH DAY  OF
SEPTEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ...  381
Number since admitted  ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave  ... ... 0
381
Number discharged ... 0
Number died  ... ... ... ... 0
Number  absent on leave  ... ... ... 3
3
Number remaining  at date hereof ... 378
admissions  during the week :
Nil.
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
Nil.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
A
MEETING of Owners competent to vote is
hereby  convened  for Twelve o'clock Noon
of SATURDAY, the 31st October, at the Court
House,  Winton, to elect a sheep Director for
Gregory North Sheep District, in room of Mr.
F. L. C. Ridgway,  resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd October, 1884.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
re spect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar  of Titles in  respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real  Property Acts,  will be as
heretofore ,  namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken ,  whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
lOs. ; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April,  1884.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion  Agent  at Brisbane , and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers,  by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1885.
CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITED
MUNICIPALITY.
REFERRING to the Order in Councilpublished in the  Gazette  of the 7th of Mar h
last, constituting the " City and Suburban United
Municipality," His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the several Component Munici alities
having consented to the Joint Board of the United
Municipality exercising and performing within the
limits of the Component Municipalities all the
powers and duties conferred or imposed upon Local
Authorities with respect to regulating, licensing,
and taxing vehicles plying, used, or kept therein,
i he Joint Board of the said United Municipality
is hereby autt onsed and empowered to exercise
and perform such powers and duties within such
lim its, and t o  assume  all obligations in connection
therewith to which Local Authorities  are made
subject by the laws in force for the time being
relating to the government of Municipalities. And
it is hereby prescribed that such powers, duties,
and obligations shall be exercised, performed, and
assumed by the Joint Board of the said United
Municipality, under and subject to the provisions
of  "The Local Government Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
No. 187.
T
HE following appointments,  resignations, pro.
motions, etc., will take effect from dates
mentioned hereunder :-
THE MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
No. 5, Sergeant J. G. McNAB,
to be Acting Lieutenant. 17th September, 1885.
No. 7, Corporal J. HISLOP,
to be Sergeant. 17th September, 1885.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Acting Lieutenant R. H.
LAWSON has been accepted. 17th September, 1885.
The resignation of Sergeant P. C. LINNETH has
been accepted. 25th September, 1885.
Gunner G. BELLANT has been granted  six months'
leave of absence. 25th September, 1885.
CHARTERS TOWERS CADET CORPS.
ALFRED NORRIs
to be Acting Captain.
FRED. FINCH
to be Acting Lieutenant. 18th September, 1885.
No. 188.
THE services of the Maryborough Volunteer
Rifle Corps  have been  accepted by His Excellency
the Commander-in-Chief, as notified  in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of the 19th  instant.
No. 189.
THE following  names  are added to the list of
marksmen  published in General Order No. 178.
"A" COMPANY, MACKAY.
Color-Sergeant NOTTINGHAM:
If efficient-Yes.
Points-137.
Amount-10s.
No. 190.
RIFLE CLUBS.
A supply of Martini-Henry Rifles having arrived
in the Colony, Rifle Clubs can be supplied therewith
as noon as  they are marked.
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Presidents of Clubs are requested to forward
demands for the total number of rifles required,
and it is also desirable that they should at the same
time demand a supply of ammunition to last for
several months, to avoid the extra expense involved
in forwarding small quantities.
It is requested that a cheque for the exact sum
to pay for the rifles and ammunition may be sent
with the requisitions, payable to the " Paymaster,
Defence Force."
No. 191.
Trizes for Shooting.
THE following sums of money are allotted to
Corps as under from  the vote for "Prizes for
Shooting and Drill," viz.:-
1. To the following Corps, which had no chance
of competing for prizes awarded at the Lytton
Encampment, 1885. £7 each.
"A" Company, Rockhampton.
B " ditto ditto.
A" ditto Mackay.
" A" ditto Charters Towers.
Townsville Garrison Battery.
Cooktown ditto ditto.
(2) To the Corps below mentioned the sum set
opposite each, being in proportion to the number of
eflicients :-
£ s. d.
Brisbane Field Battery ... ... 17 4 0
Moreton Mounted Infantry ... 4 16 0
Brisbane Garrison Battery ... 3 12 0
Townsville ditto ditto 3 12 0
Cooktown ditto ditto ... 2 16 0
Brisbane Engineers  ... 31 12 0
"A" Company, 1st Queenslanders 7 4 0
`B" ditto ditto ... 16 0 0
•`C" ditto ditto ,.. 8 0 0
"D" ditto ditto ... 10 8 0
"F " ditto ditto ... 14 0 0
"A" ditto Toowoomba ... 11 4 0
"B" ditto ditto ... 10 8 0
"C" ditto Warwick ... 3 12 0
"A" ditto Maryborough ... 16 16 0
"B" ditto Gympie ... ... 21 12 0
"A" ditto Rockhampton ... 4 8 0
"B" ditto ditto ... 4 16 0
"A" ditto Mackay ... ... 18 16 0
"A" ditto Charters Towers ... 5 4 0
Brisbane  Rifle Volunteer Corps ... 18 4 0
3. The sums above-mentioned are to be devoted
exclusively to rizes for shooting  with small arms
or guns, and (commanding Officers  are advised to
so arrange  the prize- list as to encourage  those who
are backward in shooting  rather  than allow a few
of the best shots in the Company (who have already
been provided for) to carry off the bulk of the
money.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Captain,
Brigade-11 ajor.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd October, 1895.
OTICE is  hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 3rd day of November next, in
conformity with the provisions  of the 117th  section
of  " The  Real Property  Act of  1861,"  to issue in
the name of Henry Gielis a Provisional Deed of
Grant, numbered  49774,  for 29 perches ,  allotment
12, section 6, town of Georgetown ,  and more par-
ticularly described in Register Book ,  volume 452,
fo lio  34;  the said original Deed of  G rant having
been lost, mislaid, or destroyed.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.IT is hereby notified that JAMES F$E 10 1, of
Cooper' s Plains, and JOHN JOSEPH MURPHY,
of Mackay ,  are licensed as Surveyors qualified
to act under the pro visions and for the purposes of
" l he Real Propert y Acts of  1861  and  1877," and
subject to the regulations of this Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles,
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given that I intend, on orafter the 23rd day of October  instant, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th  section
of  " The Real Property Act o  1861,"  to issue in
the name of Francis Paoli a Provisional Deed of
Grant, numbered 50460, for 80 acres, portion 44,
parish of Bunya, with a memorandum of Transfer
endorsed thereon in favour of William Cagnacei ;
also in the name of Giovanni Prosdocimi, a Pro-
visional Certificate of Title, numbered 61298, for
1 acre 3.q-18W perches, re-subdivision 9 of subdivision
B of portion 245, parish of Enoggera,  and more par-
ticularly described in Register Books, volume 455,
folio 220, and volume 417, folio 38, respectively ;
the said original Deed of Grant and Certificate of
Title having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that J. K. Blogg
and Company, Limited, trading  as such in
Sandridge Road, South Melbourne, in the Colony
of Victoria, Manufacturing Chemists and Dry-
salters, have applied, in  pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 43, in respect of Hop
Bitters, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
0
TAKZA
.etas WPM
M4L LY10=01F.R paTTIMQ  Miff.
EC.
The Trade Mark varies from the above repre-
sentation, inasmuch in the vacant space are the
words, " Among the recent discoveries in chemistry
not the least important is the preparation of bit-
ters, having hops for their principal ingredient.
Of all Hop Bitters the formost place must be
given to that made from the delicate hops grown
in the celebrated garden of Utica, N.Y., U.S A.
Those who suffer from liver complaints, dyspep-
sia, constitutional weakness ,  or overtaxed mental
powers, will find the Utica Hop Bitters invaluable,
and their delicious flavour render them acceptable
to the most sensitive palate."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that S. Hoffnunoand Company, trading as such in Charlotte
street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
General Importers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in
respect of Cigarettes, a Trade Mark, of which the
following  is a representation :-
Patent Office.
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Henry Campbell
and Company, trading as such in Belfast,
Ireland, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 26, in respect of linen
thread, thread made from hemp,  china grass, or
any other materials known as linen thread, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
P
PATENTED  MAR.5181 C)
***DL MAIL*
.O
r
•
N
MMT
---i NEW YORK . 2---
DECIRION.
SELDOMEQUALED ••+-NEVER EXCELLED.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is  shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade  Mark are not  entitled to have the same
registered,  in compliance  with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the  provisions  of the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that John M. Dawson
and Robert  M. Stewart, trading as "Scott,
Dawson, and Stewart," of Creek street, Brisbane,
Soft Goods Merchants, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884." to register in Class 38,
in respect of Articles of Clothing, a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :-
REGISTERED TRADE MARK
9\
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground work is red, the
words Henry Campbell and Co., Belfast, are white,
the words Trade Mark are black, and the scroll
surrounding bull's head and the bull's head are
partially white shaded with black.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application I
shall register the said 'rade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.t
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
(MU
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that he AdelaideMilling and Mercantile Company, Limited,
trading as  such, in Eagle street, Brisbane, and
Victoria Square, Adelaide, in the province of
South Australia, have applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
STEAM MILLS.
J. HART & CO.,
.lfade ro, n r.
i
i. Size .....
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four Months from the date of thefirstappearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction  that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered , in compliance with such applica.
tion  I shall register  the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &a.
PORT ADELAIDE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
ofthis Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act abovementioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patentq, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1885.
1N
OTICE is  hereby given, that Wi ll iam Webster
and Alexander B. Webster ,  trading as
"Webster and  Company," in Mary street, Bri.-
bane ,  Merchants, have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
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Marks  Act,  1884," to register  in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating  Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Thomas Higgin
and Company, trading as such at No. 33,
Tower Buildings West, in the City of Liverpool,
England, Salt Manufacturers, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to re ster
in Class 42, in respect of Salt, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
EUREKA ,
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration  of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it  is shown to my satis-
faction that  the applicants  for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered , in compliance with such application, I
shall register  the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the act above -mentioned. -
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
Pattent Office,
Brisbane , 1st July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that Dr. John  Francis
l Churchill' s Inhaltants  Company, Limited,
trading  as such , at 74 Gresham House, London,
Manufacturers  and Chemists , have  applied in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to  register
in Class  3, in respect of a Medicinal Preparation
for human  use, a  Trade Mark of which the follow -
ing is a representation :-
S PI RON E
Notice is hereby further given, that unless l,cfore
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, iu compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade .Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Ofce,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.
T
OT ICE is hereby given, that Evan Rowlands,
of 118, Collins street West, in the City of
Melbourne; in the Co'ony of Victoria. has applied,
in pursuance of the rovisions of  "The Patents,
,Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
E. ROWLANDS.
Notice is hereby furthergven, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  re istered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLARENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that William Web-
ster and Alexander B. Webster, trading as
" Webster and Company," in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47. in
respect of Illuminating Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
1501,
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have  the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall  register  the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above- mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 30th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
LI and Company,  trading as  such at No. 12,
Flinders Lane Fast, Melbourne, in the Colony of
Victoria, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of"  The Patents, .Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Matches, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
1 i.
, j A wt e I J
J
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have  the some
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, ke,
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave acceptedan application for a I atent and complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Willis
Gorman Dodd, of San Francisco, in the United
States of America, engineer, for an invention
described as "Improvements in Water Jacket
Smelting Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be g, anted for the said invention to the said
Willis Gorman Dodd, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885N .
\'
OTIC E is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
• an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Edward Waters , of 87 , Bourke street West. Mel-
bourne, in the Colony of Victoria ,  for an inven-
tion described as " Improvements  in Meters for
Measuring Liquids."
-Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
>r dward Waters ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,
1881."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and the completeS pecifi cation a nexed thereto, received from Edward
Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, for an invention described
as " Process of Extracting and Saccharifying
Ingredients of Amylaceous Substances by Treat-
ment with Malt."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
apphcant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.NOTIC E is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Frederick Cooke Farquhar, of 24, Long Acre, Lon-
don, England ,  engineer ,  for an invention described
as " Improvements in Filtering Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Frederick Cooke Farquhar, in accordance
with the provisions of "  The .Patents, Designs, and
Ztrade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, ,&T4e,
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Percival Everitt, of London. England, for an
invention described as Improvements in Weighing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Percival
Everitt,  in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd July, 1885.
i
N OTICE is hereby  given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Bryan
Champney Burstall ,  of William street,  in the City
of Melbourne ,  in the  Colony of Victoria,  merchant,
for an invention described as " Improvements in
Cupolas,  Receivers,  and Convertors Employed in
the Manufacture of Iron and Steel and in the Smelt-
ing of  Metals."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queenslana Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Bryan Champney Burstall, in accordance with the
provisions  of  " The  Patents,  .Designs, and Trade
Harks  Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.
fNOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent with complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from J. W.
Holliday and Alford, trading as such, of Ashleigh
Hou-.e, East street, Ipswich, Queensland, joiners
and carpenters, for an invention described as "The
Ariel Sea."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
J W. Holliday and Alford, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th  March, 1885.Tr HE attention of Employers of Labour is1 directed to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date ,  containing  copy  of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion Acts  of  1882  and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.
HE undermentioned unclaimed Horse, now
in the hands of the Chinchilla Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Dalby, on the 17th
October next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
12. The Christmas Vacation will commence on
Saturday, December 11th. 1886, and end on
Saturday, February 26th, 1887.
TABLE  I.---SITTINGS OF THE  J UDGE AS THE FULL
COURT.
17th February
10th March
7th April
19th May
28th July
Light-brown Horse, about 15 hands high, small
star  on forehead ,  long tail ,  white spots  on back,
branded 3DL over over  M near  shoulder, 100
near thigh ,  indistinct brand like  star near cheek.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
LOST HORSES.
LIST and Description of Horses  lost from
Bollon, the property of the  Queensland
Police Department
One Chesnut gelding, branded broad-arrow over
QG over 3RH near shoulder,  small star and small
lump under  near jaw -bone ; lost on the 13th April,
1885.
One bay gelding, branded broad-arrow over QG
near  shoulder, 2WS over  8 near ribs  ;  lost on the
5th March, 1885.
Poundkeepers  are requested  to note these  horses,
and to communicate with the Police if they fall
into their hands.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
THE THIRD DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
REGULSE GENERALES.
JT is hereby  ordered-
1. That the following shall be the Law Calendar
for the year 1886.
2. The Judge will  sit sas the  Fu ll  Court for the
purpose of hearing appeals and other business on
the days fixed in Table No. 1.
3. At all sittings of the Circuit Courts, Crown
business shall commence on the first day, and
Civil business on the second day.
4. Insolvency business will be taken by the
Judge in Chambers on the ordinary Chamber days,
and on such other days as he may especially
appoint, notice whereof sha ll  be given to the
PPrriincippal Registrar.
5. Trials and hearings before the Judge may
be set down for any Chamber day.
6. The Judge will sit in the Matrimonial Causes
Jurisdiction on any Chamber day when there is
business on the paper of which parties shall have
given him notice.
7. Chamber days and hours shall, except as here-
inafter provided ,  be Mondays ,  Wednesdays, and
Fridays ,  at 11 o'clock a.m.; and at 11 a.m. the
Registrar sha ll  send to the Associate a list of all
summonses and matters returnable at Chambers,
together with the affidavits and papers connected
therewith .  The Judge will also take business in
Chambers on any day be may specially appoint,
notice whereof shall be given to the Registrar.
8. Chamber days and hours shall, during the
Christmas and Winter  V acations ,  be Wednesdays,
at the same hour.
9. The offices of the Sup re me dourt shall  be open
from 10 a.m .  until 3 p.m. upon all lawful days,
except Saturdays ,  when the offices shall be closed
at 12 noon ;  in Vacation the offices shall be open
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., except on Saturdays, when
they shall close at 12 noon.
10. The offices will  be closed on New Year's Day,
St. Patrick 's Day, Good Friday, Easter Eve, Easter
Monday, EasterTuesday ,  St. George 's Day ,  Queen's
Birthday ,  Ascension Day, Prince of Wales '  Birth.
day, St. Andrew 's Day, Separation Ds v. Christmas
Day and three days fo llowing Cbristn :as Day.
11. Winter Vacation will commence on Saturday,
June 26th ,  1886, and end on Saturday ,  July 24th,
1886,
18th August
8th September
6th October
10th November
8th December
TABLE II .-- BOWBN CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal  Sittings.
Wednesday ,  3rd March
Wednesday ,  2nd June
Wednesday ,  1st September
Wednesday, 24th November
Civil Sittings.
Thursday, 4th March
Thursday, 3rd June
Thursday, 2nd September
Thursday, 25th November
TABLE III .- CHARTERS TOWERS CIRCUIT COUNT.
Criminal  Sittings. Civil Sittings.
Wednesday, 21st April I Thursday, 22nd April
Wednesday, 13th October  I  Thursday, 14th October
TABLE IV.-TowNSOILLE CIRCUTT COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Wednesday, 28th April
Wednesday,  20th October
Civil Sittings.
Thursday, 29th April
Thursday,  21st  October
TABLE V.-COORTOWN  CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Friday, 7th May
Friday, 29th October
Civil  Sittings.
Saturday, 8th May
Saturday , 30th October
TABLE VI.-MACRAT CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Wednesday ,  16th June
Wednesday ,  17th November
Civil  Sittings.
Thursday, 17th June
Thursday, 18th November
POPE A. COOPER,
Judge of the Northern Supreme Court of Queensland.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane,  1st October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that CHARLES JOSEPH
• PARKINSON ,  of Rockhampton ,  and  GEORGE
PEARSON,  of Gympie ,  have this day been admitted
as duly qualified Medical Practitioners.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.THE Annual Revision  Court for the Electoral
District of Maryborough and that portion of
the Electoral District of Wide Bay comprised
within the Police District of Maryborough will
be held at the Court House, Maryborough, on
THURSDAY, the 5th day of November  next, at
Eleven o'clock a m.
By order,
C. A. J. WOODCOCK, C.P.S.
Court House,
Maryborough ,  23rd September, 1885.
PILOCLAMATION.
[L.0,.] By  His Excellency Sir A.NTHOvt MUselA 'Pn, Knight Grand Cross of the  Most Distinguished  Order  of  at, Michael nd St. George,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
A. MusoRAvn,  Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.14 pursuance of the authority in me vested,  and in accordance  with the eighty-fourth  section of " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir AirTSON?  Musa nivu, the GovernorI aforesaid,  with the advice of the Eaecntive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,  notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereinunder shall be and is  hereby
opened as a Public Road.
85.21404-D.B.
Boot or RunRncca or RO AD THr0uon SuLICTIONa NOs. +1925 AND 6071,  I PSWICH  D ISTRICT ,  I1'ITBIIDID TO Bia PROCLAIMZD is .L PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Dugandan,  County of Ward,  District of Moreton.
Refer-
saoe No. Description of Road.
No. Of
Portion .
I
Salad
lion,
Land Agent's
District. How Held Reputed Owner. Reat4ngs. Lengthy.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remake.
Chs. Ike.
Conditional  Selection  °  C. L.  Thomas Beckwith .. .. 2100 0' 14 50.1 From the reserved road in Portion 157 southerly to its mouth 167 6026 Ipswich
Fa
Links.  A.  a.  P. tO
100 5 $ 0 Selection not enclosed. O. .
boundary  A. Act of  1670 180° 0' 16 so
2450 0' 6 0
160° 0' 11 80
ley 4W a 54
2 From the south boundary of Portion 157 southerly through Por- 187 6071  ditto  ... ditto .. Denis  Gorman  ... ...  165° 40' 6 76 100 2 0 0 ditto.
tion 187 to its south boundary 1310 0' 5 40163° 0, a 90
189° a 4 ss
Given  ender my Hand and Seal, at Geverament House ,  Brisbane, this first day of  October ,  in the year of oar Lord one  thousand  eight hindred and eighty-five, and in the forty.
ninth year of Her Majesty's raid.
By Command,
C. B. DUTION.
(o>o pan run Qrm i
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. MusoRAv=, By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished;Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor,  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
o+
IN  pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  and in accordance with the eighty -fourth section  of  "The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I ,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governoraforesaid ,  with the advice o the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereinunder shall be and is hereby
opened as a pub lic Road.
85-15509--D.B.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS  Nos. 906  AND 949, HELIDON DISTRICT,  AND SELECTION  No. 6074,  IPSWICH DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of  Tenthill ,  County of Churchill ,  District of Moreton.
Refer-
eaoe No.
1 A strip of land one chain  wide  along and within the
east boundary of portion 151
161 906 Helidon
 ...
2 A strip of land one  chain wile along  and within
part of the north boundary of portion 183
183 914 Ditto ... ...
3 A strip of land one  chain wide along  and within
part of the west boandsey  of portion  198
196 6074 Ipswich
 ...
Description of Road. No. ofPortion.
No. of Land Agent 's Date ofSelec - District . Application oftion.  Selection.
Hew Held. Reputed Owner .
 Oceupier .  Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area .  Remarks.
Cbs. links. I Links. A. X. P.
4 September ,  Freehold ;  origina lly  Timothy McCarthy Timothy McCarthy 180° 4 16 42
108 .  a selection under
the  " C. L. A. Act
of 1876"
I  January ,  1990 Conditional selec- Samuel Dear
 ...  Samuel  Dear ... 90° 111 4 3
tion , "-C.  L. A.
Act
 of 1876"
19 August ,  1881 Homestead . "
 C.
 L. William Beech  ...  William Beech  ...  190° W Ll 46
A. Act of  1876"
100 070
100 220
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of October ,  in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in„ the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD
 Siva T=
 Quzziv !
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
A. M118GRAVE,  Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
TN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify anddeclare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a  Public Road.
85.2125-D.B.
BOOK
 OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS
 3390, 3358 ,  AND 3295 ,  ToowOOMBA  DISTRICT , INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of
 Beauaraba ,  County of Aubigny.
Description of Road. ox
1
I
From the north -east corner of selection 3390
3390 along and within the east boun-
dary of that selection south to its south-
east corner
o
a
2 Land Agent's
District.
3390  Toowoomba ...
dittoP From the north-east corner of selection 3358 3358
3358  along and  within the east boun-
dary of that selection to its south-east
corner
3 1 From the north boundary of selection 3295 3295
th ro ugh that selection south -easterly to
its east boundary
3296 ditto
Date of
Application
of Selection.
How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
IChns. links.
 Links. A.  R.  P.
10 November ,  1880 Homestead under Honora Cunning -  180' 0' 25 1 150 3 3 0 Unimproved.
"C. L. A. Actof ham
1976"
21 September ,  1880 ditto
 ... ...  John Galligan  ...  180° 0' M)  2 160 6  0 0 Unimproved.
18  May, 1880  ...  ditto ... ... John Roser  ..,  157° 0'
 4 20 200 2 3 4 Unimproved.109G 0' 11 35
I I I
Remarks.
Nare.-The road through Selections Nos. 3368
 and 3390 is resumed under thprovisions of section 81 of
 "The
 Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876"; that through  Selection  No. 3:195  under an agreement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government Aouee, Brisbane ,  this first day of October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN
By Command,
C. B.
 DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSoalva, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
A. MUSGRAVE,
 of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAYB, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare- that
I the Road described in the Boob of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-21510-.-T.
Descri ption of Road.
BOOT OF REFEBBNCB OF ROAD
 DOWN GLASTONBURY  CREEK, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED 48 A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of Brooyar and  King, County of Lennox, District of Wide Bay.
No. of Selec -  Land Agent 's Date of
Lion. Dist ri ct . Application ofSelection.
How Held. Reputed Owner. Bea ri ngs .  Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area .  Remarks.
Chs. Links .  Links .  A. A. F.
I From the south boundary of forfeited selection 1097 Gympie ... Forfeited ... The Crown 341° 0' 13 18 100 1 1 0
1097, parish of Brooyar, northerly to the
no rth boundary
I From the south boundary of selection 1051, 1051 Ditto ... 20 February, Conditional selec- C. M. Sullivan 355° 0' 16 10 100 1 2 0
parish of Brooyar, northerly to Glastonbury 1878. tion
 " C. L. A.
Creek
 Act  of 1876."
3 From the south boundary of selection 487, 487 Ditto ... 12 June, 1874 Freehold ... ... , John Conway ... 310° 40' 5 80 150 6 3 0 Area of road taken from a rawnation of eight
parish  of King, northerly to Glastonbury 339° 41' 21 48 acre. Road widened at crossing of  Glaston-
Creek 12'  12 00 bury Creek.
4 From the crossing of Glastonbury Creek along 899 Ditto ... 17 Ap ril, 1877 Freehold .,. ... . Donald McIntosh 13° 12' 2 94 irregular 2 0 0
that cre ek northerly through selection 899, 357°
W. 10 24
parish of Brooyar ,  to a  reserved road
Norg .- The road through Selections 899 and 1051 is resumed under section 84 of  '`The  Crown  Lands  Aiteaatton Act of 1876."
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House,  Brisbane , this first  day of  October, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
GOD 8LYd THB QII2811
By Command,
C. B. D(TTTON.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the  Most  Distin-
A. MUSG}RAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
_IVTHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the first day of October, 1885, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection , should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots. and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper  maps or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands  into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof' on proper
maps or plans  : r ow, therefore,  in pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under
the Provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Ingham Land Agent's District. shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 16th day of November. 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be  as fo llows , that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this first day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
TSE INGHAM LAND A GENT'S DIBTBICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
Annual Provisional PurchasingRent  PriceSurvey Fee. per Acre.per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Berwick ... ... lv 160 0 0  0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
2 Ditto ... ... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 1 10 0
3 Ditto ... ... 3v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
4 Ditto ... ... 4v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
5 Ditto ... ... 5v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
7 Ditto ... ... 7v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
8 Ditto ... ... 8v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
10 Ditto ... ... 10v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
11 Ditto ... ... 11v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
12 Ditto ... ... 12v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
13 Ditto ... ... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
14 Ditto ... ... 14v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0' 110 0
15 Ditto ... ... 15v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 1 10 0
16 Ditto ... ... 16v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
17 Ditto ... 17v 640 0 0  0 0 5 9 4 0 110 0
18 Ditto .., ... 18v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
19 Ditto ... ... 19v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
20 Ditto ... ... 20v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
21 Ditto ... ... 21v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0; 1 10 0
22 Ditto ... ... 22v + 160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0, 2 0 0
23 Ditto ... ... 23v 160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0 2 0 0
24 Lanercost ... 1v 160 0 0  0 0 5 6 14 0' 1 10 0
25 Ditto ... ... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 01 110 0
26 Ditto ... ,,.  By 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
27 Ditto ... ... 4v 160 0 0 0 0 5 614 0 110 0
28 Ditto ... 5v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0, 1 10 0
29 Ditto ... ... 6v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
30 Ditto ... ... 7v 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0 1 10 0
31 Ditto ... ... 8v 160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0; 2 0 0
32 Ditto ... 9v 160 c) 0 0 0 6 ' 614 0 2 0 0
33 Ditto ... ... 10v 160 0 0 0 0 6 6 14 0 1 2 0 03 Di
o
,, 11v 160 0 0 006  614 0 2 0 0
35 Ditt
.
12v ! 160 !) 0 0 0 6 1 6 14 0 1 2  0 0
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'ROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
i Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 16th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres :
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall never-
theless form part of the said Ipswich Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this first day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
THE  SCHEDULE.
THE IPswIcn LAND AGENT'S DIITBICT.
Within  Agricultural Area No. 3.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of No. ofParish. Portion.Lot.
Annual Purchasing
Area.  Bent Survey Pee. Price
per Acre .  per Acre.
A. B. P. £  S. d. £  S. d £ a. d.
1 Biarra  ... ... ...  123 633  0 0 0 0  9 9 2 0 2 10 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... 124 640 0 0 0 0 9 9 4 0 210 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... 125 448 0 0 0 0 9 8 1 0 2 10 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 133 432 3 0 0 0 9 8 1 0 2 10 0
6 Ditto ... ... .:. 134 638 2 0 0 0 9 9 2 0  2 10  0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A.  MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of  the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the  provisions of  " The
1 Grown Lands  Act of  1884, "  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation,  notify and declare that  the Country  Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Clermont  Land Agent's  District ,  shall  be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after MONDAY, the 16th day  of November,  1885: And I do hereby, by and
with  the advice aforesaid,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows,  that is to  say:-
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this first day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE Quinn !
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CLEBMONT LAND AGENT's DISTBICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of Annual Purchasing
Forfeited Area .  Rent survey Fee. Price
Selection.  per Acre,  per Acre.
1 Stevenson
A. B. P. £  S. d. £  S. d. £ a. d.
158 80 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1  0 0
13-9
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PROCLAMATION.
[L a.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAPE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "TAeCrown Lands  Act of  1884 ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with th
advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the  Land  Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District ,  sha ll  be open to selection under the pro visions of the said
Act, on and after  MONDAY,  the 16th day of November ,  1885 : And I  do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District sha ll be as fo llows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this first day of  October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVI TER Quill I
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
1 Ferguson
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual
Area. Rent Survey Fee.
per Acre.
A. x. P.  £  it. if.  £  S. if.
2821 55 2 22 0 0 3 3 19 0
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
Data of
Death.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
£ s.  if.
1 0 0
N OTICE is hereby given,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified
Name  of Deceased
Proprietor.
William Stark, late of
Redland Bay, farmer
Wiegand Vollmerhause,
late of Tinana Creek,
farmer
William Stuart Hether-
ington ,  late of MiA-
chester ,  bootmaker
Donald Coutts ,  late of
Brisbane ,  gentleman
John Henry Joseph
Blake ,  late of Bris-
bane ,  gentleman
Fletcher Berresford Moor,
late of Cornwa ll , in
England ,  gentleman
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
I
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
1886.
15 July Agnes Stark ,  of Red -  Port ion 8, parish of Redland ...
land Bay, widow
1879.
10 Sept .  Gert ru de Vollmerhause ,  Allotment 8, section 136, parish
of Tinana Creek, widow of Tinana
1886.
20 June James Hetherington, of
3Jillahester
1869.
27 Dec.  James Ross Coutts, of
Brisbane ,  clerk; John
Coutts ,  of the same
place ,  clerk ; Thomas
Coutts ,  of the same
place  ;  Katherine Gray
Muir ,  wife of James
Muir, of Brisbane,
gentleman  ;  and the
said James Muir
1885.
2 Jan .  Andrew Joseph Thynne,
of Brisbane, gentle-
man
Albert Banister, of
London ,  butcher
Allotment 2, section 4, town of
Millchester
Two undivided third shares in
subdivisions 1, 8, 9, section 1;
8, 14, 15,  16, 22,  section  3;  3, 4,
section  4;  18, 19, 24, section  5;
1, 2, 6, 23,  section 8; and 21
and 22,  section 7 of suburban
all otments 8, 9, and 10; and
subdivisions 2, 4, and 8 to 22
and 68 to 80 of suburban allot-
ments 8, 9, and 10,  parish of
Bulimba
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
•
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Particulars of V8$Will
or otherwise. i2aft
1886.
As administratrix ...  3 Nov.
As administratrix, 10 Nov.
with  will annexed
Will dated 5 June ,  17 Nov.
1882
Will dated 22 Sep- 3 Dec.
tember, 1860
Port ion 260, parish of Mackenzie ;  Fee-simple Will  dated 10 Jan- 10 Nov.
port ion 12,  parish of Macken -  uary, 1884
sie; re-subdivision 13 of subdi-
vision 3 of port ion 124,  parish
of Toombul
Subdiv isions 8 and 9 of section 7, Fee -simple Will  dated 12 Octo- 10 Nov.
portions 12  and 12a ,  parish of  bar,  1880
Nerang
.Registrar  of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  3rd October,  1885. Registrar  of Titles.
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Department of Public Lands,
85-13212 -C.Sol . Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
[j IS Ex cellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuan ce of the
1 provisions of "  The  Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the  ro ad described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Secretary for Pub lic Lands the particulars of, their estate and interest in the land required
for the said road ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within six (60 )  days  fr om the
date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that  the
Secretary  for PublicLands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed and the damage that may
be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 134 ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
Parish of Tenthill ,  County of Churchill ,  District of Moreton.
. C
Description  of Road.
P4
omAIs
Land Agent 's How Held. Reputed  Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
District. Owner.
Area.
Cho. Lks .  Links .  A. a. P.
1 A strip of land along the 134 588 Helidon  ...  Freehold Sarah Wi ll iam $63° 0' 10 50 1 0 0
bank of Ma Ma Creek Robson Robson 270° 0' 0 60
fro m the south-west
corner of portion 134,
pariah of Tent2d ll ,
northerly  r
Rau&ua.--About  6 chains of  the road  passes  through land  enclosed  by paling -fence  valued  at 18s .  per chain.
A Plan  and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the  office of the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions, Gatton.
Department of Public Lands,
85-16707- Sur. Brisbane ,  18th September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS  FOR RIFLE  RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
E 1'-Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of theprovisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ,"  having been pleased to confirm
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said  resumptions, are requested to deliver
to the Secretary for Pub lic Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required for the
said  resumption and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days from the date
of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason  of the  said  resumptions.
C. B.  DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A RIFLE RANGE NEAR ToowooKBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
a 0
ox
fDescription .  Por HowHeld. O ,k' r Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths .  Area .  Bemaslis.wne .tion . PARA
Cho. Lks . Links .  A.  it.  P.
1 A triangular piece of land 627 Freehold Michael M. Garvey 69° 36 '  1 .434 Irregu - 0 0 5o  Part of a milking.
cut off the north -west Garvey lar yard out 09 .
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
2 Part of a pro claimed road 527 Cro wn The Unoccu -  69° 36' 2 87 Irregu- 0 1
separating re-subdivision land Crown pled lar
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527 from re-sub-
division c
A strip of land running 527 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  69° 36' 4 35 200 0 2 28;, Unimp ro ved.
across the southern part
of re-subdivision A of
subdivision  1 of portion
527
Garvey
4 A strip of land running 527A ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto  ...  69° 36 '  2 23 200 0 1 3M ditto.
5
across the southern part
of port ion 527A
A strip of land running
across the southern part
of po rt ion 527a
627E ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  69° 36 '  3 13 200 0 2 17&6 North -east boun-
Neden dary of  portionfenced, otherwise
unimproved.
A Plan and Book of'Reference of the abovementioned reaumptions can be  seen  at the office of th•
Clerk of Petty Sessions in Toowoomba.
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Department of Public Lands,
85-16508 ---C.T. Brisbane ,  28th August, 1885
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
I IS Excellency  the Governor , with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance of theprovisions  of  "The Public  Works Lands Resumption  Act  of  1878," having  ben pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is  hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary  for t'ublic  Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within
sixty  (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF LAND INTENT ) ED TO  BE REsuMED FOR A SEWER IN  CONNECTION  WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of dtanley.
t5 c Description of Land
.mZ to be Resumed. How Held.
Reputed
Owner.
1 A strip  of land  seventy - I  Freehold  ...  Yeter3lorrison
eight links wide  from Campbell
Campbell  street (oppo-
site Sneyd street
north th ro ugh eastern
suburban  allotment
101 to Breakfast Creek
I i otherwise im-
proved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  22nd September, 1F85.
MADAM AND GENTLEMEN.-Under the provisions of the Railway Laws, I have the honour to
inform you that the Lands mentioned in the annexed Schedule are reuired for the line of 1 allway
from Howard to Bundaberg South, and to request that you will furnish me' with the particulars of your
estate and interest in the said lands, of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers, and of the claims
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing, upon behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to
the amounts of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the lands taken, or to
be taken , or by  reason of damage sustained or to be sustained  by you,  arising out of the resumption of
said lands.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen, your most obedient Servant,
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mrs. Mary Fox, Messrs. Cameron Simpson, Henry Morgan, Matthew McMurtrie, and William
Collins.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Refe rence.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
a, OF
C. B. DUTTON.
Area. Remarks.
Chs. Lks. Links. , A. B. P.1
P. N. North  .. 7 20 78 1  0 2 8-O- Land fenced.
Campbell I Partly under culti-
vation and partly
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway.
Description of Land.
A. R. P.
114 Mary Fox ... Unoccupied ... 0 1 0 Section  21, allotment 5, town
(widow) of Bundaberg ; town allot-
ment, partly fenced.
93 Cameron Simpson do . ...  0 1 36 Section 56 ,  a ll otment 3, town
93A Do.
of Bundaberg; town allot-
ment;  unimproved.
do. ... 0 0 30 Section  56, allotment 4, town
of tundaberg  ;  town allot-
ment; unimproved.
104 Henry Morgan... do. ... 0 0 12 Section 22, allotment 20,
112
133
Matthew McMur-
trie
Wm. Collins ...
town  of Bumdaberg; town
allotment ; unimproved.
do. ... 1 0 0  Section 21, allotments 20, 19,
18,17, town of Bundaberg;
town allotments ; unim-proved.
do. ... 0 0 12 Section 4, allotment 2A, town
of Bundaberg ; town allot-
ment; ; unimproved.
Remarks.
Whole of allotment
taken.
Whole of allotment
taken ; includes part
of road diversion.
Required for road
diversion  ;  includes
severance  on creek*
boundary.
No severance.
The whole of the al-
lotments taken for
South Bundaberg
Station.
No severance.
-  A0
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TRAFFIC RARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
IneqNo. f t'assen , ers' Goods and Lire Parcels androri open , Fares . Stock .  Miscellaneous.for 1` tatHc.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
Week  en 4ine  27th Sept., 188E  693 1,873 10 7 5,287 17 8
Correspo.. ling week last yeas  553 1,768 0 7 6,864 6 9
Increase... ...
Decrease
Total.
£  a . d. £ a. d.
106 3 3  -7,26711 6
198 15 9  8,831 3 1 .III
105 10 0 .
... 1,576 9 1 92 12 6 1,563 11 7
1485-Total  14a89e,o .late
. ... :. ::: 265,632 13 8
1&4 - Ditto  ditto  .. 250,430 5 7
Total Increase ... ... ... t .. .. £15,202 8 1
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending  27th Sept., 1885 77
Corresponding week  last year... 77
Increase...
Decrease
•.. ...
...
1186  - Total Traffic to date ...
1884  -Ditto  ditto ...
Total  Increase
..
£  S.  d.
238 18 1
245 1 9
£ a. d.
549 8 3
689 15 9
6. 3 8 90 7 6
BUNDAB1t ;RG R.A1LW Al.
£  S. d. £  S. d.
Week ending  27th Sept .,  1885 1  66 36 15  7 138 14 8
Corresponding week last year ...  66 53 3 2 111 12 1
Increase...
Decrease
1885- Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease
27 2 2
is * 7 7 ...
CENTRAL  RAILWAY.
2 s. d.
Week  ending  27th Sept.,  1886 369 489  18 11  3,284 8 0
Oeerespondiug week last year ... 317 334 17 2 2,348 8 3
Increase...Decreast
1885 -Tot al Traffic to date
1834  - Dit t.o ditto
Total  Increase
Week ending  27th Sept., 1885
Oorresponding week last year
Increase...
Decrease
1886 -- total £raffi.• to date ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Teta) Increase
...
170
127
155 1 9 935 19 9
NORTI1E RN RAILWAY.
I2 a. d. £ s. d.
385 1 7 1,430 15 11
332 15 0 940 6 6
2 a. d £ a. d.
15 5 6 803 11 10
16 5 6 901 3 0
1 0 0 97 11 2
33,728 14 2
28,516 12 11
£5,212 1 3
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
6 2 8 181 12 6
5  15 2  170 10 5
0 7 6 11 2 1
... 6,469 8 4
... I 7,251 7 9
£ e. d.
86 4 4
154 12 2
68710
£ a. d.
42 11 1
29 16 6
£781 19 5
2 a. d.
3,860 11 3
2,837 17 7
1,022  13 8
133,996 1 1
120,165 5 7
213,830 15 6
£ a. d.
1,858 8 7
1,302 18 0
62 6 7 490 9 5 12 14 7 655 10 7
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
63,631 3 0
43,290 1 11
£20,341 1 1
£  a. d. £ a.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 27th Sept .,  1885  Si  71  17 0 42 2 9 1 15  5 115 15 2
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease
1886-Total  Traffic to date
1884 -Ditto ditto
.,, £639 7 2
Total  Increase
F. UIIBNOW,
Oommiuioner for Railways.
General Poet Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland,  2nd October, 1885.
1HE following
 SVlIMAIY of OBsnivAT10Ns taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,  BRISBANE,  during
 the Month
 of SEPTEMBER,  1885,  is published  for general  information.
T. MACDONALD -PATERSON , Postmaster -General.
SUMMARY  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE DURING
 THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIT., 270 28 '  3" S.; LONG., 153° 16'  15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  100 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
IAl OUUTT1.
Maxim,Im
Mean
Minimum
... «1 NI «.  ...
HTeloaZTll .  SILT-aaGISTIzINe
Tlalxoaaraaa.
Corrected to 82°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to  mean of Air . Evaporation.
sealevel.
a
a
a
a a a a
... 30.444;30385 30.468 78.0 90.0
.30'224 3&141 30 189 681
... ',29.869129.730 2 .879 59.6
75-6
65.0
a a
72.0 70.0
63.1 62.3
58.0 54.0
Summary of September ,  1885.  Mean Shade Temp .,  691 degrees ,  Rain fell on 10 days.
1884 ... 68.1 ... 9
... 1883 «. 66.9 ... 5
1882 ... 70'5 ... 6
1881 ... 66.1 l ... 12
1880 ... 68.2 ... 8
...
1879 ... 67.0 ... 14
1878 ... 70'4 ,.. 8
1877 ... 67.8 7
1870 «. 66.7 ... 0
Evaporation ,  5.80 inches. Electrical
 Observations--
 74 P sitive ;  16 Negative. Prevailing Winds, N.E.
... 0-87 6.20 ... 76 ... 14 ... N.E.
2.08 5.01 ... 72 ... 18 ... N.E.
... 0-61 ... 5.79 ... 63 ... 27 ... N.E.
2,61 4.46 ... 70 ... 20 ... S.W. and N.E.
1.95 ... 4-51 ... 78 ... 12 ... N.E. and S.W.
... 4.57 3.87 ... 70 ... 20 ... S.W.
... 2.90 ... 4.84 ... 76 ... 14 ... N.E.
1.28 ... 5.33 ... 78 ... 12 ... N.E.
2-32 ... 5'17 ... 63 ... 27 ... S. and B.W.
The weather  has been slightly wanner than usual during the month ,  the mean shade temperature ,  691°, being 1.6° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 0-6°  over the previous three years .  The highest reading in shade,
92•0, was on the 23rd ,  the lowest on grass ,  42,5°, was on the morning of the 1st. The highest barometne reading, 30-468,  inches ,  was at 9 p.m. on the 7th, and the lowest, 29730 inches, at 3 p.m. on the 23rd .  The mean barometric  reading ,  30,184,
inches ,  is -105 inches over the average of the month .  Rain fell on 10 days ;  the total fall, 0 .89 inches, being 1.22 inches under the average of the month for the previous ten years .  The greatest fall during 24 hours ,  028 inches ,  was on the 16ttb. The
total rainfa ll for the year 1886,  to September 30th ,  was 16.78 inches ,  on 82 days .  The rainfa ll for the same period ,  in 1884,  was 31.50 inches ,
 on 102 days .
 For further information as to the rainfa ll of the colony ,  see general summary published
monthly in the Government
 (casette.
a a
aco
Humidity.
i a
a a
i7a am
my as
aW90M
LAIN .  WIND. CLOUD. OZONL.
M
a
0
n
a
73.0 68-0 •97 .93
651
 89-4
 •68
61.0 566 -62
26.3 0.02
90 0-00
Summary  of Direction.
9 a.m. 3 P.M. 9 P.M.
NB NE2N1 NE21N0 NE25
811 NW3I82 NW180 NW1
E0 SE2E1 SEOEO BE3
W4 owe W4 8WO81 8W2
.I.
0-10.
A
a
a
a
a
a
10 10 10
4i
0
3.9 2.0
5
3.4
0
6*4
hJ
0 0 2 4  00
1 4 1560 131'0 58.0 92.0 62.0 38.0 088
•66 •78
 1366 106.6 53.2 79-7 63.4
-32 •49
 79.0 72.0 42.5 73-0 44.0
Total
 Rainfall,
 0-89 inches.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LunILITIRS and AsssTs of the CoxwnBcIAL BANK or AUSTRALIA,  LIUITBD,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the
several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th
 SRPTExBRR ,  1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
----- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average  Amount of  the LIABILtTmms and ASSETS of the CoxxRnIcAL  Buz  of AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during  the Quarter  from  the 1st JULY to 30th  SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. ToTALs. ASSETS .  AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ r, d.  £  s. d. £ r.  d.
Notes  in Circulation
c
Not bearing Interest
 ;:;
...
.....  ......  Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals
... ...
18,973 4 5 18,973 4 5Bearing Interest  G old and Silver in Bul lion and Bars ..,
Government Securities
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ......
Bills in Circulation
c
Not bearing Interest .. ...
 246 18 4 Landed
 Property
 .. ... ...
Bearing Interest 246 18 4 Notes and Bills of other Banks 302 4 g 302 4 7
Balances due from other Banks
 ,., ... ...... ......
Balances due to other Banks  ,., ... ... ...  680 12  3 680 12 3 Amount of all  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts of 102,402 11 8 102,402 11 8
Deposits Not bearing Interest  ...  6,25014 5  every  description,  excepting Notes ,  Bi lls, and Balances{ Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...  101,055 7 8 107,306 2 1 due to the said Bank
 from other Banks .., ..,
Total Amount of Liabilities... ... ... ... ... £ 108,233 12 8 Total Amount of Assets ... ... £ 121,678 0 8
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date
 ... ... ...  600,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
 ,,. ... ... Ten per cent.  per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared
 .,. ... ... ... ... .,. ...
 25,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  .,, ...  204,716 5 6
Brisbane,  21st October,
 1885. EDWARD JONES ,  Manager.
W. H. GILBERT ,  Pro Accountant.
I, Edward Jones ,  make Oath,
 that to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified  ;
 and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof,
 kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria,  No. 13.
Declared before me at Brisbane,  this
 first day of October,
 1885. EDWARD JONES.
R. GAILEY,  Justice of the Peace.
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BOROUGH OF NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DisBVBSEXINTS of the BosoifGH of NORTH ROCKHAMPTON for the
Half-year ending 30th June, 1885.
To
„It
„
„
RECEIPTS.
£  S.
Cash in Hand  ... ...  .. 8 19
Endowment  (1st Moiety) on  1884 Rates 646 17
General Rates for 1885 ... ... ...  103 2
Arrears  ... ... ... ... 7 16
Miscellaneous Receipts  ... ... ...  68 18
Fines  ... ... ... ... ... 4 11
Charges  .. ..  0 18
Queensland National Bank, Overdraft...  541 8
DIBBVa sBHENTS.
d. £ r. d. £ s. d.
8 By Queensland National Bank,
2 Overdraft  ... ... ... ...
0 „ MountHedlow road,  Repairs 25 18 0
6 „ Moore 's Creek Bridge, Re-
0 pairs  ... ... 110 0
0 „ Elphinston street, Clearing 12 0 0
0 „ Kalka Creek Well ... ... 34 19 6
9 „ Abyssinian  Well ... ...  1 6 0
„ Yaamba Road Well ... 12 18 6
„ General  Maintenance  ...  371 12 5
„
It
£1,382 11 1
J. W. FACE,
Mayor.
Examined and allowed by us this twenty-ninth day of July ,  one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five.
J. SPIERS, Auditors.RICHARD  SYNAN, I
Allowed and adopted this fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five.
JAMES COKE e, Town Clerk.
RATES MADE.
£ a. d.
General  Rate  ... ... ... ... ...  832 9 0
-CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
£ s. d.
No. 11 - Box Drain ,  Edward street  ... ...  87 3 9
No. 12-Clearing Peter street  ... ...  6 0 0
£93 3 9
LIAniLITIES. ASSETS.
£ d. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
72 4 1
460 3 5
Pasturage Reserve ... ... ...  4 0 0
Advance on Endowment ... ... 400 0 0
Deposit Account  ... ... ...  5 0 0
Charges Account - Sta-
tionery ,  Printing , &c. ... ... 127 6 2
Law Costs  ... ... ...  2 2 0
Advertising.-.. ... ... 30 13 0
Compensation  ... ... ...  8 0 0
Rent of Chambers  ... ... ...  14 17 6
Valuation for 1886... ... ... 75 0 0
Furniture  ... ...  1 5 0
Audit Fees ,  1884  ... ... ...  6 6 0
Plant Account  ... ... ...  3 11 6
Surveying Account  ...  30 0 0
Salaries Account ... ... ... 126 16 0
Interest on Overdraft ... ... 15 2 6
Cash in Hand  ... ... ...  0 3 11
Adjustment of Accounts  re  Gogango
Board  (1st Payment ) ... ... ...  464 16 6
Unpresented Cheques ... ... ... 6 18 1
Queensland National Bank ,  Overdraft  ...  541 8 9
Balance  ... ... ... ...  670 8 11
Uncollected  Rates  ... ...  729 7 0
Ditto Arrears . .. ...  24) 16 2
£1,382  11  1
970 3 2
Endowment on Rates for 1884
(2nd Moiety ) ... ... ...  646 17 2
Cash in Hand  ... . ... ...  0 3 11
Furniture  (less  depreciation )... ...  68 5 0
Plant, &c.; £8 11s .  6d. (less
5 per cent .) ... ... ... ...  8 3 0
£1,68312 3 £1,68312 3
Examined and allowed by us this twenty-ninth day of July ,  one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five.
J. SPIERS, Auditors.RICHARD SYNAN, I
Allowed and adopted this fifth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five.
J. W. FACE,
JAs C'oKER, Town Clerk, Mayor.
1632 438.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of  " The  Real  Property Acts of  1861 and 1877."  Any person desiring to oppose wilt
require to  lodge, by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  Form B of Said Acts,  on or before the day named.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
1 acre 2 roods 81 perches ,  being  suburban allotment 16 Philip Gidley King, George II 3rd -November, 18S5.
at Kanga roo  Point,  parish unnamed  ; and 210 Poynter Heath, and Alex-
acres, being allotments 4, 5, 6, and 7, parish of ander Charles Grant
ToombulI acre, being allotment 6 of section  9, village of Allora Edward Pugh ... ... ... 3rd November, 1895.
35 acres  1 rood, being portion 160, parish of Drayton Lewis Adolphus Bernays 3rd November, 1885.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1885. Registrar of Titles.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Mary Jane Hempsted, trading as " John Hempsted and Company," ofFortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, Aerated Water Manufacturer, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 44, in respect of Aerated, Mineral, and Artificial Waters, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
Cos
QUEENSLANDE
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before the expiration of four months from the date o
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration, of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with
the provisions of the said Act.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.F OR the purposes mentioned n th  ighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint `h19OPSILUS PARSONS PUGH, of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to
be a Justice of the Peace in the  Registrar's
District of Warwick, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment , give  consent in the cases  provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth  sections
of the said Act.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.it GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.'
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth-section  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
HszRY REGINALD BurrANsHAw, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Wide Bay, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth  and nineteenth sections
of  the said Act.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, A.D.1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
of GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
r
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " Z7ie Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
RICHARD  KBau , of Murphy's Creek, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Moreton West, who shall, by virtue of
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
this  appointment , give  consent in the cases  provided
for in and  by the eighteenth  and nineteenth
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this thirtieth  day of September , A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
J. P
„
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Cotirt of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  ighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint EDWARD BOND BAE sR, of Glenelg, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to
be a Juetice of the Peace in the Registrar's Dis-
trict of Darling Downs East, who shall, by virtue
of this appointment, give consent in the cases
provided for in and by the eighteenth and nine-
teenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this thirtieth day of 'September,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864,"
we, the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint MICHAEL O'MALLEY, of Howard, in ' the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Wide Bay, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give consent in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of
the said Act.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J,
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NOTICE.R. JOHN HEALY has this day been
appointed Poundkeeper at Gympie for
twelve months from the date hereof,  vice  Mr.
Samuel  Barter, dismissed.
JOHN PARRELLY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 22nd September, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.THE Annual Revision C urt for such portions
of the Electorates of Fassifern and Bun-
danba as  are comprised within the Police District
of Normanby will be holden at the Court House,
Harrisville, on TUESDAY, the 3rd day of Novem-
ber, 1885, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
J. M. B LACK,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Harrisville, 28th September, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
A
COURT of Revision for revising  the Annual
List for the Electoral District of Carnarvon,
comprised within the Police District of Stanthorpe,
will be held at the Court  House , Stanthorpe, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, on TCTESDAY,
the third day of November  now next ensuing.
Court House,
G.DEUCHAR,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Stanthorpe, 26th September, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Hale, of Rockhampton ,  merchant,
trading as " William Hale, and Co.," by the
said Wi ll iam Hale.
U PON the hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said William Hale  be ,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Ha ll , Esqui re ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Wi ll iam
Hale, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court ,  on the Fifteenth
day of October ,  1885, a Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Hale shall, on the Thirteenth day of
October ,  1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
fifth day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART  AND FLOWER,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the In$olvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Mark Simon ,  of Brisbane ,  tailor and outfitter,
by Mark Simon.
U PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Mark Simon be, and
he is here by adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Boyne Ha ll , Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Mark
Simon ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Office of the  Principal Registrar, Sup eme Court,
Brisbane ,  on the Fifteenth day of October, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon . And it  is further
ordered that the said Mark Simon shall, on the
Thirteenth day of October ,  1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the  Trustee in  this  Estate  a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of  the names
and residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors,
and of  the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ERNEST WINTER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Insolvent's Solicitor.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition a Anat
Clement Edward Hamilton, of Tambo, selector,
by John McGuire ,  of the same place ,  store-
keeper.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court
of the debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the acts of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Clement Edward Hamilton ,  having been
given, it is ordered that the said Clement Edward
Hamilton be ,  and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Ha ll, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Clement Edward Hamilton ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Principal Registrar ,  Supreme Court ,  Brisbane, on
the Fourteenth day of October, 1885 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Clement Edward Hamilton shall, on
the Thirteenth day of October ,  1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts
and  liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this 28th
day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACDONALD -PATERSON AND FITZGERALD,
Solicitors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Arthur  Turner ,  of Paddington ,  Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland, contractor, by the
said Arthur Turner.
j' i PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it.
v is ordered that the said Arthur Turner
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further orde re d that the
First General Meeting of the cre ditors of the said
Arthur Turner,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office  of the Be  strar of this Court,
on the Ninth day of  October,  1885, at Eleven
o'clock  of the  forenoon .  And it is further ordere d
that the said  Arthur  Turner shall, on the Eighth day
of October,  1885 ,  at Brisbane, deliver  to the Trustee,
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his  debts  and  liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of September, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
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In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Wil li am Sheldon ,  of Rubyanna,-
near Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
sugar-planter ,  an Insolvent  ;  and in the Matter
of Wi ll iam Jauncey Cruger, of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  sugar-planter, an
Insolvent.
Amalgamated by Order of 4th December,  1884.
WEDNESDAY, THE 30TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, A.D.
1885.
UPON  reading the four several Reports of the
IIJJ  Trustee of the property of the Insolvents,
dated the Twenty -second day of September, 1885,
reporting that the whole of the properties of
the oint and several estates of the abovenamed
Insolvents has been reali sed for the benefit of their
respective creditors ,  and that dividends, to the
amount of twenty shi ll ings in the pound and
interest at the rate of eight pounds per centum per
annum in the joint estate ,  six shill ings in the pound
in the separate estate of the Insolvent Wil liam
Sheldon ,  and twenty shi ll ings in the pound and
interest at the rate of eight pounds per centum per
annum in the separate estate of the Insolvent
William Jauncey Cruger ,  have been paid. And
upon hearing Mr. Fox, from the office of Chambers,
Bruce, and McNab ,  on behalf of the said Trustee,
the Court ,  being satisfied that the whole of the
property of the said Insolvents has been realised
for the benefit of their creditors ,  cloth  order and
declare that the insolvency ,  joint and separate, of
the said William Sheldon and William Jauncey
Cruger has closed. And doth fix WEDNESDAY,
the Twenty -fifth day of November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  for the Trustee to apply to
the Supreme Court at Brisbane for his release from
the joint and separate estates of the said Insolvents
Given under the Seal of our Supreme Court of
Queensland, this first day of October,  A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
1674 12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Archibald B. Wood,  of Brighton
Road,  South Brisbane,  builder,  an Insolvent.
TAMES SMITH ,  of Boundary street, South
V Brisbane,  plumber,  has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must,  deliver them to
the Trustee,  and all  debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.Creditors-who have n t yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for Trustee,
1667
Queen street,  Brisbane.
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Alexander Balfour, of
Capella ,  in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper ,  an Insolvent.ROBERT REYNOLDSON DAWBARN has
been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet pro ved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of October, 1885.
1673
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edmond Turner ,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony  of  Queensland ,  contractor, an
Insolvent.
E UGENE DOCTOR,  of Brisbane,  in the Colonyof Queensland ,  accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons  having  in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of October, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
1669 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of George Bolger, of Townsville, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, an
Insolvent.CLEMENT HENRY GUY, of Townsville,general agent, has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the abovenamed Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deli ver them to the
Trustee ,  and all  debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of October, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1668 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Alfred Redstone,  formerly of
Cairns,  but at present of Brookfield, near
Brisbane,  in the Colony of Queensland,  school-
teacher,  an Insolvent.
T
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before His
Honour Mr .  Justice Harding ,  at the Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on WEDNES-
DAY, the 21st day of October ,  1885 ,  at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this 29th day of September, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
REES JoNES,  BROWN, and JoNES,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane,
and Rockhampton.
1648 6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the  Matter  of George Willey ,  of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  draper, an
Insolvent.
O N the Thirtieth  day of September ,  1885, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
George Willey, of Maryborough ,  draper, who was
adjudicated insolvent  on the  sixth  day of April,
1885.
Dated  this  first day of October ,  A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON  AND POWERS,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Maryborough.
Deputy Registrar.
By CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1664 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Bain ,  trading as "Bain
and Company ,"  of Brisba n e. in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grocer, an Insolvent.
O
N  the Fourth day of November ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  John  Bain,  of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the Twenty -third day of April, 1884,
will apply to this Honourable Court, at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of October, 1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
1654
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Insolvent.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ME.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Matthias Grehan, of Highfields,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper and
butcher, an Insolvent.
f N the Twenty-eighth day of October, 1885, at
l\ Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Matthias Grehan,
the abovenamed Insolvent, adjudicated insolvent
on the fourth day of November, 1881, will apply
to the Supreme Court at Brisbane, for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this first day of October, A.D. 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND Mc NAB,
1665
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
d.4s.6
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Hans Peter Jorgensen ,  of Bris-
bane, baker ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS:AA FIRST  and Final  Dividend,  at the rate of. 3s. 5d.  in the  £,  is now payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
1641 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Sheehan, of Herberton,
miner, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate ofis. 10d. in the £,  is now  payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1885.1642 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Alfred  Redstone ,  of Cairns, school-
teacher ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
2s. 6d .  in the  £,  is now payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
1643 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN IN SOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Pannam ,  of Townsville,
general dealer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST Dividend,  at the rate of 2s .  2-'4-d. inthe £, is now payable at this Office upon
debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee  in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
16 t4 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Butler, of Roma, com-
mission agent ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend, at the rate of
19s. 9d .  in the  £,  is now payable at this
Office upon proved preferent claims only.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
1645 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of El lis Wheeler ,  of Bundaberg,
draper, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 26th day of August, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
12th day of October proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  25th day of September, 1885.
1646 4s.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in theMatter of Wm. H. Macpherson, of Mackay,
adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth day of
March, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixteenth day of October ,  1885 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of September, 1885.
1655
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee, Mackay.
• 3s. 6d.
In the Estate of R. Hunter and Company, in
Liquidation.A THIRD Dividend of 2s. 6d. in the £ is
payable at my Office, 219 , Q ueen street, on
this day, MONDAY , 28th September,  1885, on all
admitted debts.
1630
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Francis Laurie ,  of Rockhampton,draper, adjudicated insolvent  on the 18th  day
of May, 1885.A FIRST andFinal Dividend of ten shillings
and one halfpenny (1Os. Osd.)  in the £ on all
duly proved and admitted claims is now payable
at my Office.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this  22nd  day of Sep-
tember, 1885.
1629
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Miller  Elwell,  of Charters
Towers, draper, adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-fouth day of July, 1885.
A DI VI UE  ND is about to be declared in the
above Estate. Creditors who have not proved
their debts on or before the Twenty -fourth day of
October ,  1885, will be excluded from all participation
in such Dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 24th day of Sep-
tember, 1885.
1628
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Robert Butteris, of
Hughenden, tobacconist ,  adjudicated insolvent
on the twenty -fourth day of July, 1885.A DIVIDEND is about to be declared in the
above Estate .  Creditors who have not proved
their debts on or before the Twenty -fourth day of
October ,  will be excluded  from-all p rticipation in
such Dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 24th day of Sep-
tember ,  1885.
1627
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," and
in the Matter of the Land and Goods of Jessie
Wilson, late of Mourilyan Habour, deceased.
To the Executors of the Will of the abovenamed
Jessie Wilson, deceased.
.TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for andobtain Probate in the Estate of 7 lyWilson,
or show cause within sixty days after the date
hereof to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court
of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why an Order
should not be made for me to administer the said
Estate of Jessie Wilson, I shall, at the expiration
of sixty days, apply by etition to the said Court,
or a Judge of the said Court, for such Order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
Brisbane, 30th September, A.D. 1885.
1663
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland:
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Benjamin  Davison , late of Port
Douglas, in the Colony of Queensland, mer-
chant, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
11 the above Estate, from the death of the
abovenamed Benjamin Davison, to the seventh day
of September, 1885, have this day been filed in my
Office; and all persons having any claims on the
said Estate, or being interested therein, are re-
quired to come in before me, at my Office, Supreme
Court House, George street, Brisbane, on or before
TUESDAY, the 27th day of October next, and
inspect the said Accounts, and if they should see
fit object therto ; and if no exception should he
taken to the said Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into at my said Office, on the above day,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of September, 1885.
WILL M. BELL,
CHAMBERS, Bitucu, AND MCNAB,
Proctors for Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1635
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Callaghan Foote, late of South
Toolburra,  near  Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland, labourer,  deceased.N l 'OTICE is hereby given, that  after the ex-1 piration of fourteen  days from the date of
the publication hereof,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed  Callaghan  Foote, de-
ceased , may be  granted to  Henry Cleary, of
Warwick  aforesaid ,  farmer ,  and Francis Barron
Woods,  of same place, town clerk , two of the
Executors named in  the said Will,  reserving leave
for the Reverend  James  John Hor4n, the  remain-
ing Executor appointed by the  said  Will, to come
in and prove  at any time  hereafter.
Dated this twenty-ninth day  of September, A.D.
1885.
1650
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the  said Executors,
Fitzroy  street,  Warwick.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION,
In the Lands and Goods of Maria Robinson, late
of Montpellier Road, near Brisbane. in the
Colony of Queensland, deceased, intestate.N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court,
that Letters of Administration of all the lands,
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Maria Robinson, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to James Robinson, of Mont-
pellier Road, near Brisbane aforesaid, the widower
of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane aforesaid, this 30th day of
September, 1885.
P. HARDGRAVE,
1652
Proctor for the Applicant,
6, Australian Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6a. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Caroline Tegg Lukin, late of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
spinster , deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the lands of the abovenamed Caroline Tegg
Lukin, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to George Lionel Lukin, of Gympie, in the
said colony, the brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Gympie, this fifteenth day of Sep-
tember, A.D. 1885.
FRANCIS I. POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said George Lionel Lukin.
By his town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Brisbane.
1636 63.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Joseph Glanville Downing, late of
Glanvi ll e Dale, near Warwick ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  labourer, deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  app lication will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects
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of the abovenamed Joseph Glanville Downing,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
John Downing, of Glanville Dale aforesaid,  farmer,
the Father of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of  September, A.D.
1885.
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the  said  John Downing,
Fitzroy street, Warwick.
1649 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Ernest Morgan, late of
Port Douglas, in the Colony of Queensland,
Crown lands ranger ,  deceased.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas Ernest Morgan ,  deceased,
may be granted to William Abel Turner, clerk in
holy orders, and David Peter Thomas, merchant,
both of Port Douglas aforesaid, the Executors
named in and appointed by the said Will of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 8th day of August, 1885•
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1633 6s.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Elizabeth Sophia Epple, late of
Charleville, in the Colony of Queensland (wife
of John Jacob Frederick Epple),  deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-
N tion  of fourteen days from  the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honour-
able  Court, that Letters of  Administration of all
the lands  of the  abovenamed  Elizabeth Sophia
Epple,  deceased, who died intestate, may  be granted
to John Jacob Frederick Epple, of Charleville, in
the said colony, husband of the said  deceased.
Dated at Charleville, this twenty-ninth day of
September, A.D. 1885.
L. F. BRETTINGHAM,
Proctor for the said John Jacob Frederick Epple,
Alfred  street,  Charleville.
By his  Agents-
--CHAMBERS, Baucu , AND MCNAB,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1638 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Timothy O'Leary,  late  of Bundoora
Station. Leicbhardt District, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  Timothy O'Leary,  deceased,
may be granted to Daniel Martin, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, butcher, and Michael
Ryan, of Rockhampton aforesaid, blacksmith and
wheelwright, the sole Executors and Trustees
named in the said Will.
Dated this 23rd day of September, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the  said Executors.
By his Agents-
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors, Brisbane.
1626 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Andrew McMurtrie ,  late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, dray-
man, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate  of the Will
of the  abovenamed Andrew McMurtrie, deceased,
may be granted to Martha McMurtrie ,  of Rock-
hampton, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this twenty -third day of September, A.D.
1885.
JOS. PATTISON,
Proctor for the Executrix,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Solicitor, &c.,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1672 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Michael  O'Connell, late of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  painter, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Michael O'Connell, deceased, may be
granted to Eliza Lyons, the sole Executrix named
in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of September,
1885.
CHAM BERS BRUCE , AND McNAB,
1637
Proctors for Executrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Treverne Hockin, late of
Southport, in the Colony of Queensland,
surgeon, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
with the Will annexed of the abovenamed George
Treverne Hockin, deceased, may be granted to
Cordelia Fanny Hockin, the sole Devisee in the said
Will named.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of September,
1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1639
Proctors for Petitioner,ane.
Queen street, Brisb
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Edwards, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased.
OTIC E is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Henry Edwards, deceased, may
be granted to Sarah Jane Thorne, the wife of
Charles Thorne, of Brisbane aforesaid, clerk, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated the second day of October, A.D. 1885.
A. G. UNMACK,
1662
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
5s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of George Little, late of Gladstone, in
the Colony of Queensland, bank  manager,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion with the Will annexed of the abovenamed
George Little, deceased, may be granted of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the said
deceased, to Graham Lloyd Hart, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, solicitor, the lawfully
constituted attorney of James Little, accountant,
and James Henry, chemist, both of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, the Executors named
in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this first day of October, 1885.
1670
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for Administrator.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Adolphe Lichtenstein, late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, fruit
merchant, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Adolphe Lichtenstein,  deceased,
may be granted to Henry Lee Davis, of Brisbane,
in the said Colony of Queensland, jeweller, the sole
Executor  named  in the said Will.
Dated this first day of October, A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said Henry Lee Davis,
1666
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Alfred Exton Parsons, late of
' Manor Farm, near Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof ,  application will  be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Alfred Exton Parsons, deceased,
who died  intestate, may be granted to Mary
Parsons, of Manor Farm, near Rockhampton, in
the said Colony, the wife of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this twenty-second day
of September, A.D. 1885.
JOS. PATTISON,
Proctor for the said Mary Parsons,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
JoHN GUTHRIE,
Solicitor, &c.,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1671 6s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE.
T HE Partnership hitherto existing between
Bernard Magee and Micheal Enright,  carry-
ing on business at Beaudesert as General Store-
keepers, has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent.
The business in future will be carried on by Mr.
Micheal Enright, who will discharge all liabilities
and receive all debts owing to the late firm.
B. J. MAGEE.
M. ENRIGHT.
Witness-
THos. BBANFORD.
Beaudesert, 23rd September, 1885.
1647 As. 6d.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the  Business
1 heretofore carried on  by the undersigned,
Sydney Sharwood, of Aramac,  general forwarding
agent,  and Hugh George Eccles, of Pine Hill,
also general forwarding agent,  under the syle of
Sharwood  and Eccles ," has this day been dis-
solved, and the right, title, and  interest  in the said
business  at Pine Hill and Jericho  has this  day been
sold by us to George Page Shakspeare, of Pine
Hill , Central Queensland Railway Township, hotel -
keener, who will receive  all moneys  due to the
said  firm, and also  pay all moneys due by the
said firm  ; and 1, the undersigned, George Page
Shakspeare, hereby give notice that I intend to
carry on the  said  business under the said style of
"Sharwood an Eccles," under the management
of the said Hugh George Eccles.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of August, 1885.
SYDNEY SHARWOOD.
H. GEO. ECCLES.
GEO. P. SHAKSPEARE.
Witness to the signature of Sydney Sharwood-
GEo. PoaTaa.
Witness to  the signature  of Hugh George Eccles-
GUSTAV A. HENDEaSON.
Witness to  the signature of George Page Shaks-
peare-
A. EMERsoN.
1657 8s.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
TAKE Notice that the Partnership hitherto
3 existing  between the undersigned, Horatio
Alma Brett and Francis Richard Ravenhill, of
Maryborough, as auctioneers, stock, station, and
commission agents, trading  under the style or
firm of " Brett, Ravenhill, and Co.," has been
dissolved by mutual  consent.
The said Francis Richard Ravenhill will pay all
debts due by  the late  firm, and receive all moneys
owing  to the said firm, and will carry on the
business  in future solely on his own account, under
the style or firm of " Frank R. Ravenhill."
Dated at Maryborough, this seventh day of
August, A.D. 1885.
H. A. BRETT.
FRANK R. RAVENHILL.
Witness-
W. J. McGRATH,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
Take notice that I have this dal, assigned to
Francis  Richard Ravenhill, of aryborough,
auctioneer,  stock,  station,  and commission agent,
all my right, title, and interest in and to any debts
to the late firm of " Brett, Ravenhill, and Co."
Dated at Maryborough, this seventh day of
August,  A.D. 1885.
H. A. BRETT.
Witness-
W. J. McGRATH.
1658 9s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP. -
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershipheretofore  subsisting  between us, the under-
signed, John Woods Moss and William Huet, at
Wellington Road, East Brisbane, under the style
or firm of " The Woolloongabba Steam Joinery
Works,"  was, on  the 30th day of September, 1885,
dissolved by mutual  consent.
All debts owing from or due to the late firm will
be discharged or received by the said John Woods
Moss, who for the future will carry on the business
on his own account.
Dated the thirtieth day of September, 1885.
JOHN W. MOSS.
WILLIAM SUET.
Witness to the signature of J. W. Moss-
L. F. BEaNAYS,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
Witness to the signature of William Huet-
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
1651 68.
1928
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE is  hereby  given , that the  Partnership
heretofore subsisting between the under-
signed ,  William Evans  and Phillip William Howse,
at George street, Brisbane ,  as Saddlers, under the
style or firm of " Evans and Howse," was, on the
twenty -ninth day of September ,  1F85, dissolved by
mutual consent.
All debts owing from or due to the late firm will
be discharged or received by the said Phillip
William Howse ,  who for  the future  will carry on
the business on his own account.
Dated the twenty -ninth day of September, 1885.
W. EVANS.
P. W. HOWSE.
Witness-
L. F. BERNAYS,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
1634 5s. 6d.
r HE undersigned have this day entered into
r Partnership as Booksellers, Stationers, andNews Agents, under the name, style, or firm of
" Crawford and Thompson."
The business will be carried on at 140, Queen
street, and at Chancery Buildings, George street.
Dated this first day of October, A.D. 1885.
F. CRAWFORD.
J. H. THOMPSON.Witness-A. W. CHAMBERS,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
164D 4s.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply
to the Gogango Divisional Board for permis-
sion to erect a Licensed Gate on the Road running
through portion No. 959, parish of Cawarral, county
of Livingstone.
HENRY BEAK.
21st September, 1885.
1656 3s.
PARLIAMENTARY  NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given,  that it is intended
during the present Session of Parliament to
apply for a Bill to amend  " :The South Brisbane
Mechanics Institute  Act of  1863,"  to enable the
Corporation of the South Brisbane Mechanics
Institute to sell  or dispose of the whole or any
portion of the  present  all otment of land, together
with the buildings erected thereon ,  and to apply
the proceeds of such sale in the purchase of a new
site and the erection of New Buildings thereon,
to be called  "  The South Brisbane School of Arts,"
and for the formation of a Library and Class
Rooms in connection therewith.
. 1585
T.W. CONNAH,
President.
D. MAPLESTON,
Secretary.
5s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that application willbe made to Parliament during the present
Session thereof, on behalf of the Mount Morgan
Gold Mining Company ,  Limited ,  for leave to intro-
duce a Bill to authorise the construction and main-
tenance of a line or  lines of railway between Mount
Morgan and a point on the Central Railway between
Gracemere and Stanwell, and from the terminus
at Rockhampton of the railway line, or within a
short distance thereof ,  to said Company 's works,
near Rockhampton ,  with branches as therein pro-
vided,  and to enable the said Company to acquire
certain lands in the parish of Rockhampton and
other localities in the said Bil referred to, and for
other the purpose in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the  fifteenth  day of September, 1885.
1563
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for Applicants.
6s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended to
apply to the Parliament of Queensland, in
the present session thereof, for a Bill to enable the
Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased, at their discretion,
to sell and dispose of, in any manner they may
think fit, all that piece of land in the county of
Stanley and pari sh of Toombul, containing sixty-four
acres  more or less, and being allotments 6 and 6 of
portion 5, devised by the said Will to the Trustees
thereof, to be held in trust for Ann Eliza Niquet,
wife of John Peter Niquet, for her life, and after
her death in trust for such of her children, as
tenants in common, who shall attain the age of
twenty-one years ; and to enable the said Trustees
to invest the proceeds of such sale and hold the
same upon the same trusts as are mentioned in the
said Will with reference to the said land ; and to
confer upon the said Trustees all proper and neces-
sary powers for carrying out the objects of the
said Bill.
Dated this thirteenth day of August, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1606
Solicitors for the said Trustees.
8s.
Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th September, 1885.
(N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
( " The District Courts Act  of  1867,"  I have
appointed
Mr. THOMAS LILLIS
Bailiff of the Southern District Court at Cun.
namulla, in the room of Mr. C. E. Ramage, resigned.
This appointment to take effect from August 16th,
1885.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Jndg3 of the Southern District Court.
n OW published at the  Government Printing
l Office ,  William street ,  Brisbane ,  A STwor-
8I8 OF  TUB  QUEENSLAND FLORA ,  containing both
the Phaano  amour  and Cryptogamous  Plants ; with
a Classified Index  of Indigenous and  Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index  of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial  Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra) to any Post Town in the Colony,Is. lCd., +o England  and the  Australian  Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
I.
HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER"  now ready at the Govern.
ment Printing  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price,  Is.  6d;  posted ,  is. 9d.
The GOYRRNMBNT Pa .INTEn acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts :--
1885.  £ a. d.
Sept.  28.-H. Magnay ... ... ... ...  0 9 9
„ 28.-J. Palmer  ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
28.-C. S. D. Melbourne 0 7 6
„ 28.-North Rockhampton Municipal 2 3 0
Council
29.-  Western  Star  ... ... ... 0 0 7
29.-W. South  .. ... ... ...  0 4 4
29.-W. McOulla  ... ... ...  0 10 11
30.-W. Henese  ... ... ... ...  0 0 4
1. -H. Boyle ..
1.-,J. H. Robertson ...
1.--Sharwood and Eccles
1.-Sharwood and Eccles
1.-H. Beak
1.-W. J. Byrne
1.-W. E. Benbow ... ...
1.-Municipal Council, Cairns
2.-Gympie Times
2.-W. Dawson...
2.-W. Keane ...
2.-C. Egan ...
2.-J. 0. McManus
... 0 12 0
2 8 8
1 0 0
2 0 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 0 9
4 17 6
0 1 2
0 9 0
... 0 2 0
0 1, 0
0  8  6
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gmpaunbingx.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded  Stock  w ill be charged for at the
rate of  ONE  SHILLING  pan  AinxAL ;  and no  such
Advertisement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance s q icient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Cypress Downs, o
the 19th September, 1885, by order of Piper and
Collins .  Damages  and driving, 11s. tad.
One bay gelding, AD9 over W7W near shoulder, hind
feet  white,  blaze,  saddle-marked.
If notreleased on or before  the 20th October, 1885,
will  be sold  to defray  expenses.
1659
MPOUNDED at Brisbane, fr om the streets ,  by orderI of the General Inspector.  Trespass,  5s. per head.
One yellow and white cow, like 2G ti off rump.
One strawberry heifer ,  no visible brands.
One red and white heifer, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 5th  October, 1886,
will be sold to  defray  expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1653 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Elderslie Station, on
the 1st September, 1885, by order of F. L. C. Ridg-
way, Esquire.
One yellow working bullock, A off ribs.
One red bullock, white face, DYO off ribs, MP near ribs.
One red and white steer, TY5 near ribs.
One bay mare, T over like 7M conjoined  near  shoulder,
like UBA near thigh, MY3 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN J. MURPHY, Poundkeeper.
1625 41*
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Ideraway enclosed
lands,  on the 25th September ,  1885,  by order of
E. J. Cadell, Esquire. Driving and  damages,  4s. 6d.
One bay horse ,  7EH near shoulder, indistinct brand off
shoulder, like 2 off thigh, star.
If not  released  on or before the 27th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM KEANE, Poundkeeper.
1660 is.
I MPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Ideraway enclosedlands, on the 25th September, 1885, by order of
J. J. Cadell, Esquire.  Damages  and driving, 4s. 6d.
One bay horse, 7EH near shoulder, indistinct brand
like G1D off shoulder, like 2 off thigh, star.
If not  released on or  before the 27th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM KEANE, Poundkeeper.
1661 15.
Pri nted and Publisbed by JAMES C. Bxsr., Government Printer,
William  street, Brisbane, 3rd October, 1880.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the  CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and Of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY ,  at BRISBANE ,  during the QUARTERS ended
30tH SRPTEMBER ,  1884, and 30TH SEPTEMBER ,  1885, respectively ,  showing the INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head  thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th September ,  30th September , Decrease .  Increase.
1884. 1885.
TAXATION.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ...
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c.
Grain ,  Malt, &c.
Sugar and  Molasses  ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c.
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c....
Timber ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ...
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Export Duty on Cedar ...
I
£  S.  d. £ s. d.  £  a. d. £ a. d.
69,918 5 2 75,648 3 7 ...  5,729 18  5
6,687 16 2 7,334 5 2 ... 646 9 0
9,400 11 4  10,913 15 1 ...  1,513 3 9
36,321 17 4 36,288 3 8 33 13 8
19,233 3 4 21,295 3  3  ... 2,061 19 11
32,363 18 8 32,044 12 3 319 6 5
6,721  1 8  9,090 17  0 ...  2,370 15  4
881 15 6 813 8 9 38 6 9
8,527  8 9 9,818 0 8 ... 1,290 11 11
15,143 17 8 16,734 19 6 ... 1,591 1 10
... 33710 2 ... 33710 2
2,179 15 4 3,217 0 1 ... 1,037 4 9
36,378 15 6 39,759 7 4 ... 3,38011 10
3,758 6 5 263,325 6 6 391  6 10  19,959  6 11
7,979  9 11  9,073 2 2 ... 1,093 12 3
24t 1 2 124 3 10 119 17 4
8,223 11 1 9,197 6 0 119 17 4 1,093 12 3
STAMP  DUTY ...  ... ... ... ...  26,225 14 9
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distillers ... ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ...
All other Licenses ... ... ... ...
TOTAL TAXATION ... ... £
35,025 1 4 ... 8,799 6 7
104 1 8 1 92 8 2 11 13 6
150 0 0 90 0 0 60 0 0
26 0 0 ... 26 0 0
2,195 7 5 2,097 8 8 97 18 9
3,585 5  1 3,243 10 7 341 14 6
597 10 0 470 0 0 127 10 0
370 0 0 ,' 590 0 0 ... 220 0 0
354 2 0 360 16 9 ... 6 14 9
7,382 6 2 1 6,944 4 2 664 16 9 226 14 9
285,589 18 5 1314,491 18 0 1,176 0 11 30,079 0 6
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE- continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1884.  30th Sept ..  1885.
TERRITORIAL  REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales-Auction ... ... ...
it Selection ... ... ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases
Rents, Act of 1884 ... ... ... ...
Timber Licenses and other Receipts ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ...
Decrease.  Increase.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d.
10,229 7 10 16,541 6 2 6,311 18 4
2,660 9 9 441 10 10 2,218 18 11
450 0 0 ... 450 0 0
24,032 3 9 21,67819 7 2,353 4 2
... 380 8 9
1,094  14 11  1,315 13 7
6,071 3 6 1,724 1 8
380 8 9
220 18 8
4,347 1 10
44,537 19 9 42,082 0 7 9,369 4 11 6,913 5 9
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs ... ... ... ... ... 242,320 6 10 248,385 0 9 ... 6,064 13 11
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 2,807 11 6 4,016 15 6 ... 1,209 4 0
Occupation Licenses, Act of 1884 ... ... ... 405 15 0 ... 405 15 0
245,127 18 4 252,807 11 3 ... 7,679 12 11
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 1,155 0 0 1,406 10 0 ... 251 10 0
Mining Leases and other Receipts ... ... 1,859 11 11 3,042 13 4 ... 1,184 1 5
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 368 15 0 843 6 3 ... 479 11 3
3,383  6 11  5,297 9 7 1,914 2 8
TOTAL TERRITORIAL  ... ...  293,049  5 0 300,187  1 5 9,369  4 11 16,507 1 4
REVENUE FROM PUBLIC WORKS
AND SERVICES.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western ...
Maryborough and Gympie ...
Bundaberg and Mount Perry
Central ... ... ...
Northern ... ...
Mackay ... ...
88,193 2 10 86,986 6 2  1,206 16  8
10,533 8 4 11,235 16 8 ... 702 8 4
2,422 11 9 2,402 6 7 20 5 2
32,884 0 8 47,731 0 9 ... 14,847 0 1
16,532 5 9 21,353 1 1 ...  4,820 15  4
... 555 1 11 ... 555 1 11
150,565 9 4 170,263 13 2 1,227 1 10 20,925 5 8
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps  ... ... ...  20,964 6 0 22 ,291 8 4 ... 1,327 2 4
Contributions from Imperial Government 450 0 0 981 9 11 ... 531 9 11
and the other Colonies
Commission on Money Orders ... ... 1,054 7 3 1,171 10 3 ... 117 3 0
22,468 13  3  24,441  8 6 ... 1,975 15 3
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 18,087 6 9 20,619 17 1 ...  2,532 10 4
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage and Harbour Dues... ... 4,617 17 2 4,079 18 10 537 18 4
Marine Board ... ... ... ... 274 7 0 300 14 6 ... 26 7 6
Graving Dock ... ... ... ... 894 9 5 96 7 6 598 1 11
5,586 13 7 4,477  0 10  1,136 0 3 26 7 6
ESCORT FEES  ... ... ... ... 576 7 6 85 15 9 490 11 9
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS  AND SERVICES  197,284 10 5 219,890 15 4 2,853 13 10 25,459 18 9
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment  of Title Deeds 1,019 15 11 1,554 18 0 ... 535 2 1
Registrar -General ... ... 3,100 1  0  4,202 7 7 ... 1,102 6 7
Sheriff ... ... ... 302 10 3 176 15 8 125 14 7
Courts of  Petty Sessions  ... ... ... 442 6 10 419 13 5 22 13 5
Shipping  Master  ... ... ... ... 232 9 0 309 13 3 77 4 3
All other  Fees  ... ... ... ... 286 7 6 591 13  9 ... 305 6 3
5,383 10 6' 7,255 1 8 148 8 0 2,019 19 2
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
8 17 6Sheriff ... .. 13 1 0 4 3 6
341 4 3Courts of  Petty Sessions 1,295 10  1 954  5 10
83 11 5Confiscated  and Unclaimed Property 92 6 7 8 15 2
8 11 1021 1 10 12 10 0Crown's Share of Seizures .. ...
141 15 8All other Fines ... 169 10 0 27 14 4
1,591 9 6 1,007  8 10 584 0 8
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT OF THE  QUARTERS'  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter  ended Quarter ended
30th Sept., 1884. I 30th Sept.,  1885.
OTHER  RECEIPTS-continued.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property
Government Printer ... .,,
Surcharges  and Refundments
Letters of Registration ...
Balances  in Intestacy ...
Chinese Immigration Receipts
Wharves ... .
Powder Magazines ... .
Civil Service Superannuation Fund
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies ...
„ Public Balances... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ...
TOTAL OTHER  RECEIPTS ...
TOTAL  RzvuNQE PROPER ...
£ s. d.
707 17 7
719 9 8
159 8 10
570 0 0
90 0 0
305 13 3
427 8 10
304 3 2
7,727  5 10
2,183 16 5
1,675 10 6
Decrease.  Increase.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
2,084 11  4 ... 1,376 13 9
860 18 3 ... 141 8 7
180 12 3 21 3 5
... 570 0 0
4,140 14 1 4,140 14 1
210 0 0 ... 120 0 0
30817 4 ... 3 4 1
295 17 8 131 11 2
296 15 0 7 8 28,124 16  8 ... 397  10 10
2,849 0 9 ... 665 4 4
1,707 9 0 , ... 31 18 6
14,870 14  1 21,059 12 4 708  19 4 6,897 17 7
21,845 14 1 29,322 2 10 1,441 8 0 8,917 16 9
797,76) 7 11  863,891 17  7I 14,840 7  8 80,96317 4£
Deduct Decrease
1,117 5 61,411 0 0
7,207 10 6
38 5 4
323 2 5
... 14,840 7 8
INCREASE OF REVENUE PROPER ON CORRESPONDING QUARTER ,  1884... £ 66,123 9 8
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections,  London ...
Ditto  British ...
Paci fic Islanders '  Fund
.
...
Diseases in Sheep Act  Fund ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ...
Pound Sales ...
Assurance Fund,  Real  Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ...
Po li ce Superannuation  Fund ...
Gold Fields Homestead  Act  Fund ...
Marsupials Destruction  Act  Fund
Trust Fund,  Audit Act ... ...
Vice-Admiralty Account ... ...
TOTAL S PECIAL RECEIPTS ...
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received at each PORT of the COLONY and paid into
the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended 30th September, 1884, and 30th
September, 1885, respectively.
Port. Quarter ended 30th Quarter ended 30thSeptember ,  1884.  September, 1885.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 120,792 15  0 135,011 1 7
Ipswich ... ... ... ... 7,228 7 2 7,384 2 3
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 12,328 0 11 14,014 11  6
Burnett River ... ... 3,495 14  1 3,566 10  6
Gladstone ... ... ... 733 4 11 525 12 6
Rockhampton ... ... 27,803 1 10 30,891 3 10
Mackay  ... ... 6,278 9 8 5,533 1711
LawrenceSt 223 6 5 129 4 5.
Cleveland Bay
hi b k
...
... ... 33,387 19  6
75 6 3
33,646 19 11
105 11 7n roo ...Port Hinc
Port Denison ...
...
... 1,232  2  10 1,302 19  1
Normanton ... ... ... ... ... 6,369 14 6  6,500 14 1
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8,142 16  6 6,951 9 3
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,870 6 2  2,121 1  0
Port  Douglas ... ... 2,606 0 4 2,015 6 4
Thursday Island ... ... ... ... 2,298 17  9  2,379 16  9
Burketown ... ... ... ... 1,431 3 2 1,692 12 3
Dunge J ... ... ... 493 13 3 267 1 5Bard ... ... ... ... 6,067 6 3 9,285 0 4
TOTAL ... ... 243,768 6 5 263,325 6 6
... 371 9 7
... 285 14 8
... 477 3 1
... 425 0 7
... 29 7 6
... 9,555 11 7
... 635 0 5
... ... ... ...
1,917 8 6 ...  800 3 0
2,512  10 0 ... 1,101 10 0
6,177 3 7 1,030  6 11
340 6 9 ... 302 1 5
214 5 9 108 16 8
445 19 7 ... 74 10 0
610 14 8 ...  325 0 0
559 5 1 ... 82 2 0
1,447 3  1 ... 1,022 2 6
47 11  0 ... 18 3 67,996 15  6  1,558 16  1
749 14 9 ... 114 14 4
118 19 7 ... 118 19 7
£  21,876 11  2 23,137  17 10 2,697 19  8 3,959 6 4
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the  EXPENDITURE  of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND during the
QUARTERS ended 30th September, 1884, and 30th September, 1885, respectively.
IQuarter ended Quarter ended I
30th Sept.,  1884,  30th Sept.,  1885.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
NO. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule A. ... ... 1,250 0 0 1,250 0 0
Schedule B. ... ... 6,990 12 3 7,627 7 1
Schedule C. ... ... 50  () 0 50 0 0
Schedule D. ... 6,156 6 9 5,673 7 9
Endowments  to Munici-
palities  ... ...  22,410 14  4 25,307 17 10
Endowments to Divis-
ional Boards ... 466 0 0 ...
£ 37,323 13 4 39,908 12 8
No. 2.-EXECUTIVE
AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Gov-
ernor ...
Executive Council ...
Legislative Council ...
Legislative Assembly ...
Legislative Council and
Assembly ... ...
585 0 0 577 0 0
279 10 2 269 14 11
865 17 3 850 16 4
949 16 7 938 6 7
2,284 10  9 2,57819 9
4,964 14  9 5,214 17 7
No. 3.-COLONIAL SEC-
RETARY.
Colonial Secretary's De-
partment .. ... 1,544 5 8 1,421 4 6
Registrar-General ... 2,884 17 0 1,558 6 1
Registrar of Titles ... 1,810 6 9
Registrar of Patents ... ... 37 10 0
Po lice ... . , . ... 37,019 9 5 36,087 3 0
Water Police ... 1,011 12 1 793 10 7
Harbour of Refuge,
Thursday  Island  ... ... 16 13 4
Petty Sessions ... ... 5,678 10 5 9,266 19 4
Government Printing ... 13,315 3 3 10,223 5 10
Agent-General for the
Colony ... ... 672 2 5 642 19 8
Immigration  ... ...  8,329  1 7  4,027 10  2
Lunatic Asylums ... 4,849 5 7 4,906 10 2
Lunatic Reception Houses 548 11 3 556 17' 9
Colonial Stores... ... 8,437 10 4 7,604 8 5
Gaols  ... 2,313 12 1 2,760 1 6
Penal Establishment,
St. Helena ... 2,889 19 2 2,606 17 10
Reformatories ... ... 529 6 5 500 18 5
Benevolent Asylum,
Dunwich ... ... 1,643 4 8 1,932 11 7
Schooner "  Mavis "  1,764 1 0 710 8 4
Steamers " Lucinda "
and "Otter" ... .. 1,125 10 4
Steamer  " Kate" ... 771 3 2 168 1 9
Defences and Defence
Force ... ...  6,368 13 10 19,009 0 7
Marine Force ... ... .. 2.074 2 6
Charitable Allowances... 11,842 16 7 15,587 10 2
Medical and Medical
Board ... ... 788 0 9 905 5 2
Central Board of Health 40.10 0 181 2 1
Grants in aid of Public
Institutions 1,851 10 3 1,589 5 0
Agricultural and Horti-
cultural  Societies  ... 2,081 11 0 2,421 10 11
Repairs,  &c., Country
Court Hou-es ... 679 14 11 280 10 4
Two Gun- boats  ... ... 1,899 13 9
New Steamer to replace
" Kate " ... ...
Colonial and Indian
Exhibition ...
Royai Commission, New' I
2,629
500
1 10
00
Guinea  ... 4,205 7 1
Miscellaneous Services ...  1 3,466 13 11  5,724 0 3
£ 121,321  6 9 145,767 5 0
No. 4: ADMINISTRATION
OF JUSTICE.
LawOfficersof theCrown
Supreme Court... ,-.
Sheriff ... ...
District Courts... .,.
Insolvency ... ...
Intestacy ... ...
1,517 14 9 1,679 13 7
1,519 8 11 1,670 9 10
1,355 16 11 1,200 0 6
2,610  13 9 2,285 14 3
349 19 6 352 2 1
256 1 9 235 7 8
7,639 15 7 7,423 7 11
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept., 1884. 30th Sept.,  1885.
d.
No. 5.- -SECRETARY FOR
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department .. ... 1,069 10 11 1,018 4 5
Inspection ... 1,184 3 4 1,421 5 7
Special Instruction ... 32 10 0 42 10 0
State Schools ... 23,535 12 4 27,997 2 10
Buildings .. ... 9,895 16 10 7,640 9 10
Provisional Schools ... 2,639 13 1 3,364 14 10
Grammar Schools ... 542 19 0 782 18 6
Orphanages ... 3,431 6 6 5,631 0 9
Deaf, Dumb, and Blind
Institution ... ... 20 0 0
Museum ... ... 813 19 10 ,  489 9 0
£ 43,145 11 10
No. 6.-COLONIAL
TREASURER.
Treasury ... ...
Refundments .
Interest, Commission,
and Exchange
Miscellaneous  Services...
Customs ... ...
Border Patrol ... ...
Distillation ... ...
Government Analyst ...
Marine  Board ... ...
Shipping Office . ..
Harbours and Pilot De-
partment
Lighthouses &Lightships
Powder Magazines ...
Oyster Fisheries
Engineer, Harbours and
Rivers ... ...
No. 7.-SECRETARY
FOR LANDS.
Department of Public
Lands ...
Land Board ...
Division of Runs ...
Sale of Land ..
Bailiffs and Rangers of
Crown Lands ...
Survey of Roads ...
Pastoral Occupation ...
Reserves ... ...
Botanical Gardens ...
Survey of Land ...
Trigonometrical Survey
Miscellaneous ... ...
No. 8.-SECRETARY
FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public
8 91 34,178 9 2
1,883 0  31  2,248 15 11
280 5 1 1,003 1 3
1,034 5 9 1,C98 7
408 0 3
10,490 0 3
899 17 11
1,247 5 8
125 17 3
457 2 3
215 2 5
10,393 13 f;
5,883 15 9
280 11 0
79 19 7
Works ... ... 2,317
Buildings  ... ... 12,860
Roads ... ... ... 1,306
Mines ... ... ... 4,337
Department for Railways 2,732
Railways—Southern a d Western 49,512
Maryborough and
Gympie ... ... 7,145
Bundaberg to Mt. Perry 3,957
Central ... ... 23,978
Northern ... ... 10,188
£ 118,337
NO. 9.-POSTMASTER-
GKNRRAL.
Chief  Office ...  ...  2,648
Post and Telegraph Offices 18,916
Conveyance  of Mails . .. 25,763
Contingencies  ... ... 9,926
Meteorological Observer 140
No. 10.-AUDIToR-
GENERAL.
57,395
48,407 15 9
740 10
10,184 5
10
1
1,051 7 2
1,173 4 2
131 2 4
399 11 8
209 6 2
9,054 10 5
5,378 17 3
184 10 8
32 13 10
2,811 8 1
19,464 1 25,788 11 0
3,836 13 9
2,606 10 2
1 11 68,263 15 8
13 11 6,510 16 2
19 1 2,070 7 1
11 5 25,967 19 3
15 7  14,300 16  9
15 10 151,620 19 1
9 0 2,88013 80 10  20,667 15 6
19 0 28,370 16 0
9 9 10,491 14 5
17 0 135 2 3
15 7
Department ... £ 1,241 13 7
No. 12.-SPECIAL SUP-
PLEMENTARY APPRO-
PRIATION ... 78,502
450,971 2 8
8 6
Grand Total  £ 529,473 11 2
0 5
4 8
19 11
15 4
13 7
1,387 11 10 1,288 4 8
35,066
2,279 3 3 2,694 7 11
1  233 18 2
841 6 3
2,844 0  111 2,823 0 9
1,063 19 10 1,488 6 10
449 13 4 366 8 8
3,112 16  0  3,481 15 4
2,017  14  111  1,682 12 6
567 2 6 1,145 17 7
11,018 4 1 14,849 6 7
629 10 1 912 2 10
552 1  91  887 4 9
24,534  6  81 31,406 8 2
62,546 1 10
1,394 0 9
527,867 17 11
4,635 6 7
532,503 4 6
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters ended
30th September ,  1884 ,  and 30th  September, 1885,
respectively.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1884  30th  Sept .,  1885.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
Immigration ... 54 15 8 40,184 7 8
Electric Telegraphs ... 13,712 1 1 13,244 6 8
Railways-
Southern and Western 123,248 12  2 128 ,463 13 0
Central ... ...  34,585  1 11 39,910 13 10
Northern ...  35,384 19  3  50,405 7 1
Maryborough ... 21,901 18 1 30,981 0 7
Bundaberg ... ... 3,673 17  1 2,590 12 4
Bowen  ... ...  572 2 7 835 15 3
Mackay ... 21,734 4 9 17,644 7 7
Cooktown to Maytown  20,386  3 7 14, 918 13 10
Herberton to the Coast 1,487 18 4 1,959 6 11
Cloncurry to Gulf
Carpentaria  ...  391 19 4
Extension Surveys  ...  3,432 5 1 289 4 4
Rolling Stock ... 70,121 14 4 13,632 14 1
Harbours and Rivers  ...  26,950 4 2 26,522 4 9
Loans to Local Bodies... 12,750 0 0  25,800 0 0
Loans  to Water Supply  7,171  14 11 12 8 11
Roads and Bridges  ...  79 13 4 66 7 6
Buildings  ...  ...  954 5 1 2,949 5 6
Defence of the Colony ...  5,875 13 5
Road Boards  and Shire
Councils ... 510 18 6 14 0 11
Water Storage, Main
Roads  ...  15,765 3 8
Main  Roads to Gold
Fields ...  44 1 5 ...
TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the  Quarters ended
30th September,  1884,  and 30th September, 1886,
respectively.
Total... £ i23,827 2 11 20,215 7 6
Assessment  on Sheep  ...  3,252  17 8 692 1 8
Assessment  on Stock-
Brands Act  ... 820 4 0 837 6 3
Pound Sales  ...  69 14 9 56 18 3
Police Reward Fund ... 5 0 0 1,336 19 8
Police  Superannuation
Fund ..
£ 8. d. £ s. d.
.. ... 12,950 0 0
Immigration  - London 2,479 0 11 3,084 2
Gold Fields  Homestead
Quarter ended Quarter ended
30th Sept., 1884.  30th Sept .,  I.M.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
882 12 4 1,176 10 10
I
Act .. ...  4 0 0 927 0 3
Audit Act  Fund ...  1,384  19 9 577 12 3
Chinese Immigration
Fund ... 1,070 0 0 1,010 0 0
Pacific Islanders  Fund 5,591 15 6 5,701 11 7
Marsupial  Act  Fund ... 8,266 1 4 4,674 19 6
Beal Property Act -
Assurance  Fund  ...  0 16 8 1 2 11
Vice Admiralty Court... ... 118 19 7
Valley  Drainage  ... ...  20 2 8
Total ... £ 398,756 11 4 432,457 7 2
I
SURPLUS REVENUE FUND.
S PECIAL APPROPRIATION.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters ended 30th September ,  1884 ,  and 30th September, 1885,
respectively
Quarter ended quarter ended
30th Sept .,  1884. 30th Sept .,  1885.
Steamers  .. ... ... ... ...
Improvements - Harbours and Rivers ... ...
Lighthouses ... ... ... ... ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ...
Water  Storage-Main Roads  ... ... ... ...
Defence of  the Colony ... ...
Total ...
BALANCE OF  THE CONSOLD VENUE FUND,
a Credit Balance, 30th June, 1885
Revenue for Quarter ended 30th September,  1885 ...
Expenditure for Quarter ended 30th September, 1885
.,. ... £267,104 2 0
... ... ...  863,891 17  7
£1,130,995 19 7
... 532,503 4 6
b Surplus ,  30th September ,  1885 ... ... ... ... ... ... £598,492 15 1
a 80th June,  1886- Unexpended  Balance of Special Revenue  Appropriate  .. ...  £100,043 4 5
b 30th  September, 1885-Unexpended Balance of Special  Revenue Appropriate .. 95,407 17 10
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
October, 1885.
By Authority  :  JAYS C. Biz, Government  Printer,  William street ,  Brlebane.
628 6 3
21 3 6 1,901 3 4
1,851 0 0  3,140 15  0
2,755  6 6$2,484 13  5
£ 50,690 9 8 6,041 18 4
30TH SEPTEMBER, 1885.
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Colonial Secretary' o Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
THE FEDERAL COUNCIL OF AUSTRALASIA ACT 1885."(Despatch respecting)
HIS Excellency the Governor has been  pleased  to direct the publication  for general  information of
the following Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the Colouies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QVEENSLAND.
Downing Street, 14th August, 1885.
SIB,
You will have learnt by telegraph that the Act for constituting a Federal Council of Australasia
has been passed by both Houses of Parliament, and has received the Queen's Assent. This measure
had passed the House of Lords and was awaiting its second reading in the I louse of Commons when Her
Majesty's present advisers assumed office, and they lost no time in considering its provisions and the
various suggestions which had been made for its amendment. I have had the advantage of frequent and
full communications with the Agents-General, who clearly explained to me the views and wishes of their
respective Governments.
2. I had no difficulty in deciding that, amid the pressure of other business demanding. attention
at a late period of the session, there could be little or no prospect of such full discussion of the measure
as would be necessary in order to do justice to and in some measure to reconcile the divengeut opiaioua
which some of the- colonial Governments. had presented for consideration, especially as the gtetivne
raised were such as would have required more complete eeplanations than could b attained bTtelegx .
I concluded,
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I concluded, therefore, after careful examination of the amendments which had been placed before me,
that with one exception, to which I will presently refer, it was my duty not to propose or assent to any
amendment  of the Bill. Beyond adding the 31st clause, my predecessor had adhered as closely as
possible to the Draft prepared by the Convention at Sydney, where all the Colonies were very efficiently
represented; and it would have been inexpedient to make any avoidable alterations in that Draft unless
such alterations could be previously considered by the same or a similar Convention.
3. The Act has accordingly been passed without any amendment in either House of Parliament
beyond the omission of the last eleven words of the 31st clause. These words were not in the Draft of the
Bill as it was sent out to the Colonial Governments for their consideration in my predecessor's Despatch
of the 11th December last. He caused them to be added because, if the principle of the 31st clause were
to be accepted, it was desirable that a Colony having ceased to be represented in the Federal Council
should have the power of freeing itself from the operation, within its borders, of any legislation
which under altered circumstances might have ceased to be applicable or desirable. But my predecessor
had, as I understand, in compliance with the representations of the four Colonial Governments which
were most desirous to see the Council constituted, agreed to omit the words in question ; and I concurred
in the opinion that an addition made after the Colonies had been formally consulted should not, however
desirable in itself, be retained in the Bill in opposition to those representations.
4. With regard to the principle of the 31st clause there has been more discussion than on any
other detail of the Act.
I fully agree that if this measure had been intended, or could operate, to effect an actual con-
federation or union of any four or more Colonies, it would have been undesirable to introduce into it any
provision facilitating, or perhaps even suggesting, the disruption of such union. But as the Colonial
Constitutions remain unaffected, securing to each Colony that self-government which it now enjoys
independently of the other Colonies, and as at any time it may become the wish of the majority of the
Colonies who have joined the Council to apply to themselves through its agency some legislation which
may not be applicable or acceptable to one or more of their number, it appears reasonable that there
should be left open a mode of retiring from the Council. I am happy to say that this view ultimately
commended itself to the Governments of the four Colonies which now desire the establishment of the
Federal Council, and that in order to remove the objections of the Government of New South Wales they
consented to the retention of the clause.
5. 1 need not say that I have giv@rt my full and anxious consideration to the objections expressed
by the Government of New South Wales, and to the suggestions which they made for the amendment of
the Bill, in order to obviate those objections. They desired to amend the Bill so as to establish, although
in a different way, the principle for which the Government of New Zealand had previously contended,
namely, that the legislation of the Council should not be operative in or in respect to any Colony without
the express consent in each case of the Legislature of such Colony .  The Government of New Zealand
had proposed that the legislation of the Federal Council should in each case be subsequently adopted
by the Legislature of a Colony before it could become operative therein, while the Government
of New South Wales desired that the Council should not proceed to deal with many subjects unless the
Legislatures of all the Colonies represented in the Council had previously concurred in referring those
matters to it.
6. I could not, as I have explained, adopt the amendments proposed on the part of New South
Wales  ;  but believing as I do that it is of the greatest importance to Imperial as well as Colonial interests
that the Federal Council should have the cordial and active co-operation of both New South Wales and
New Zealand, I sincerely trust that the Governments of those Colonies will, after further examination
of the question, be satisfied that there is no practical impediment in the way of their taking part in the
Council.
7. The Federal Council will be of no less value as a deliberative  than as  a legislative body.
Referring to the first of the subjects specified in section 15 of the Act, it is, I think, agreed that at no
previous  time  have the interests of Great Britain and her Colonies in the Pacific been of greater or of
more pressing  importance than at this moment ; and, as the Colonies have strongly urged, those interests
cannot fail  to be permanently affected by the policy and action of the present time. It must be probable
that the consideration of the relations of this country and the Colonies with the islands of the Pacific
will be among the first subjects to which the Council, when constituted, will address itself. Her
Majesty's Government would of course give their best attention to the separate recommendations of
New Zealand or New South Wales on such a subject ; but it is obvious, as my predecessor insisted
with much force, that if the Colonies, not having consulted and acted together, do not unite in their
recommendations , the power of Her Majesty's Government to advance British interests must be greatly
diminished.
8. There appears, however, to be no reason why any Colony should apprehend that it would imperil
to any material extent the independent action of its Legislature by consenting to be represented in the
Federal Council. It is to be anticipated that there will be cases in which the subject of legislation or
discussion in the Council may be of importance to some only of the Colonies ; as, for instance, if the
matter should be one concerning those Colonies only which havA territory within the tropics, or one
concerning those Colonies only which are conterminous on the mainland of Australia. In such cases a
Colony not interested in, or objecting to, such discussion could direct its representatives to take no part in
it ; or, if the  legislation  adopted at the instance of some Colonies should be inapplicable or objectionable to
others, a provision could be enacted in the Act of Council indicating that it applies only to certain specified
Colonies. And the Governor could be instructed under the 17th section of  " Ike Federal Council of
A w tralasza  Art,  1885," not to assent to an:p Act of Council to which the representatives of any Colony or
Colonies had formally objected, unless it contains such a provision.
9. While,
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9. While, therefore, Itshould be unwilling to press any Colony to join the Council  i Iless and until
it is satisfied that this course will be advantageous, I trust that it may be found practicable  to arrange for
the representation therein of New South Wales and New Zealand ; and I will only add that I have had
much satisfaction  in assisting to pass a measure  which, although in its present shape it is tentative and
capable of improvement and development, may, if judiciously used, be of much value to the Australasian
Colonies, and to British interests generally.
I have, &c.,
FRED. STANLEY.
Governor , Sir A.  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1885.
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF AUSTRALASIA ACT 1885."
(48 & 49  Viet.,  Ch.  60.)
IS Excellency the Governor,  has been pleased to direct the publication for general information of
the  following  Act of the  Imperial Parliament to Constitute a Federal Council of Australasia.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
ARRANG EMENT
section.
Definitions ... 1
Institution of Federal Council ... ... ...  2
Power  to make laws .. 3
Session  of Council ... ... ... ... 4
Constitution of Council ... ... ... 5Appointment, &c.of representatives ... ... 6
Place of sitting of Council .. .. 7
Summoning  and prorogation of Council ... ...  8
Governors to report  names  of representatives .. 9
Vacancy in representation not to affect Acts of
Council ... .. ... ... ... 10
Special Sessions  of Council ... ... ... ... 11President of Council ... ... ... ... 12
Quorum and voting ... ... ... ... ... 13
Oath  or affirmation  to be taken by members ... 14
Matters subject to legislative authority of Council 15
Powers to Governors to refer questions for deter.
mination  of Council ... ... ... 16
Royal  assent to Bi ll s passed  by Council ... ... 17
OF SECTIONS.
section.
Power to Her Majesty to disallow Act to which
Governor has assented in Her Majesty 's name 18
Bills reserved for signification of Her Majesty's
pleasure  ... ... ...  19
Acts of Council  when assented  to to have force of
law ... ... ... ... ... 20
Publication of Acts ... ... ... ... ...  21
Acts of Council to  supersede colonial enactments 22
Standing orders  for conduct  of business ... ...  23
Committees of Council ... ... ... ...  24
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An Act to constitute a Federal Council of  Austral *
ABSENTED TO 14TH  AUGUST, 1885.
WHEREAS it is expedient to constitute a Federal Council of Australasia for the purpose
of dealing with such matters of common Australasian interest, in respect to which united
action is desirable, as can be dealt with without unduly interfering with  the manage-
ment of the internal affairs of the several Colonies by their respective Legislatures :
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and
consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal and Commons in this present Parliament
assembled  and by the authority of the  same as  follows:-
1. In this Act  unless  the context otherwise require the following terms  shall bear  .Definition.
the meanings set opposite to them respectively:-
" Colonies."--The Colonies (including their respective dependencies) of Fiji,
New Zealand, New South Wales. Queensland,  Tasmania, Victoria, and
Western Australia, and the province of South Australia, and any other
Colonies that may hereafter be created in Australasia, or those of the
said Colonies in respect to which this Act is in operation :
" Crown Colony."-Any Colony in which the control of public officers is
retained by Her Majestyy's Imperial Government :
" Her Majesty' s possessions  in Australasia."-The Colonies and such other
territories  as Her  Majesty may from  time to  time declare by Order in
Council to be within the operation of this Act :
" Council."-The Federal Council as hereby constituted :
" Governor."-The Governor Lieutenant-Governor or other officer  adminis-
tering the government of the Colony referred to with the advice of his
Executive Council except in the case of a Crown Colony, in which case
the word shall mean the Governor Lieutenant-Governor or such other
officer alone.
2. There
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Institution of 2. There  shall be in and for Her Majesty 's possessions in Australasia  a Federal
Federal Council. Council constituted as hereinafter provided, and called the Federal Council of Austral-
asia,  which shall have the functions, powers, and authority hereinafter defined.
Power to make laws. 3 . Within such  possessions  Her Majesty shall have power by and with the advice
and consent of the Council to make laws for the purposes hereinafter specified, subject
to the provisions herein contained respecting the operation of this Act.
Session of Council. 4. A session of the Council shall be held once at least in every two years.
Constitution of 5. Each Colony shall be represented in the Council by two members except in the
Council. case of Crown Colonies, which shall be represented by one member each. Her Majesty
at the request of the Legislatures of the Colonies may by Order in Council  from time to
time increase  the number of representatives of each Colony.
Appointments, &c. of 6 . The Legislature of any Colony may make such provisions as it thinks fit for
representatives. the appointment of the representatives of that Colony, and for determining the tenure
of their office.
Place of sitting  of 7. The first session of the Council shall be held at Hobart in the Colony of
Council. Tasmania  ; subsequent  sessions  shall be held in such Colony as the Council shall from
time to time determine.
Summoning and 8 . The Council shall be summoned and prorogued by the Governor of the Colony
prorogation  of in which the session shall be held, and shall be so summoned and prorogued by procla-Council.
mation published in the  Government  Gazette  of each of the Colonies, and shall meet at
such time and at such place as shall be named in the proclamation.
Governors  to report R. The Governor of each Colony shall from time to time transmit to the
names of represn- Governors of the other Colonies  the names  of the members appointed  to represent thetatives. Colony of which he is the Governor.
Vacancy in  repre- 10. Notwithstanding any vacancy in the representation of any Colony, the
sentation  not to Council shall be competent to proceed to the despatch of business and to exercise the
affect acts of Council.authority hereby conferred upon it.Special sessions  of 11. At the request of the Governors of any three of the Colonies  a special sessionCOUMA. of the Council shall be summoned to deal with such special matters as may be  mentioned
in the proclamation convening it. Until the Council shall make other provision in that
behalf, any such  special session  shall be summoned by the Governor  of Tasmania and
shall be held at Hobart.
Presidentof Council. 12. The Council shall in each  session  elect one of its members to be president.
Quorum, and  voting. 13. The presence of a majority of the whole number of members of the Council
for the time being representing a majority of the Colonies with respect to which this
Act is in operation shall be necessary to constitute a quorum for the despatch of
business , and all questions which shall arise in the Council shall be decided by the votes
of a majority of the members present including the president.
Oath or affirmation  14. No member of the Council shall sit or vote until he shall have taken and
to be taken  by subscribed before the Governor of one of the Colonies the oath of allegiance contained
members. in the Schedule hereto. Provided that every member authorised by the law of the
Colony which he represents to make an affirmation instead of taking an  oath may make,
such affirmation  instead of the oath hereby required to be taken.
Matters subject to  15. Saving Her Majesty's prerogative and subject to the provisions herein con-
legislative authority tained with respect to the operation of this Act, the Council shall have legislative
of Council. authority in respect to the several matters following:-(a) The relations of Australasia with the islands of the Pacific :
(b) Prevention. of the influx of criminals :
(c) Fisheries in Australasian waters beyond territorial limits :
(d) The service of civil process of the courts of any Colony within Her
Majesty' s possessions  in Australasia out of the jurisdiction of the
Colony in which it is issued :
(e) The enforcement of judgments of courts of law of any Colony beyond
the limits of the Colony :
(f) The enforcement of criminal process beyond the limits of the Colony in
which it is issued, and the extradition of offenders (including  deserters
of wives and children and deserters from the Imperial  or colonial naval
or military forces) :
(q) The custody of offenders on board ships belonging to Her Majesty's
Colonial Governments beyond territorial limits :
(h) Any matter which at the request of the Legislatures of the Colonies Her
Majesty by Order in Council shall think At to refer to the Council :
(i) Such of the following matters as may be referred to the Council by the
Legislatures of any two or more Colonies, that is to say-general
defences, quarantine, patents of invention and discovery, copyright,
bills of exchange and promissory notes, uniformity of weights and
measures , recognition in other Colonies of any marriage or divorce duly
solemnized or decreed in any Colony, naturalization of aliens, status of
corporations and joint stock companies in other Colonies than that in
which they have been constituted, and any other matter of general
Australasian interest with respect to which the Legislatures of the
several Colonies can legislate within their own limits and as to which it
is deemed desirable that there should be a law of general application.
Provided that in such cases the Acts of the Council shall extend only to
the Colonies by whose Legislatures the matter shall have been so
referred to it and such other Colonies as may afterwards adopt the same.
Every Bill in respect of the matters marked  (a) (b)  or (c) shall, unless previously
approved by Her Majesty through one one of Her Principal  Secretaries  of State, be
reserved  for the  signification of Her  Majesty 's pleasure. 16. The
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16. The Governors of any two or more of the Colonies may upon an address of
the Legislatures of such Colonies refer for the consideration and'determinatiou of the
Council any questions relating to those Colonies or their relations with one another,
and the Council shall thereupon have authority to consider and determine by Act of
Council the matters so referred to it.
17. Every Bill passed by the Council shad be presented for Her Majesty's assent
to the Governor of the Colony in which the Council shall be *sitting, who shall declare
according to his discretion, but subject to the provisions of this Act and to Her
Majesty's instructions, either that he assents thereto in Her Majesty's name, or that
he withholds such assent, or that he reserves the Bill for the signification of Her
Majesty's pleasure, or that he will be prepared to assent thereto subject to certain
amendments to be specified by hint.
18. When the Governor assents to a Bill in Her Majesty' s name, he shall by
the first convenient opportunity send an authentic copy of the Act to one of Her
Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State ; and if Her Majesty within one year after
receipt thereof by the Secretary of State thinks fit to disallow the Act, such disallow-
ance  (with a certificate of the Secretary of State of the day on which the Act was
received by him) being signified by such Governor by message to the Council or by
proclamation in the  Government Gazette  of all the Colonies affected thereby shall annul
the Act from and after the day of such signification.
19. A Bill reserved for the signification of Her Majesty's pleasure shall not
have any force unless and until within one year from the day on which it was presented
to the Governor for Her Majesty' s assent  such Governor signifies, by message to the
Council or by proclamation published as last aforesaid, that it has received  the assent
of Her Majesty.
20. All Acts of the Council, on being assented  to in manner  hereinbef ore
provided, shall have the force of law in all. Her Majesty' s possessions  in Australasia in
respect to which this Act is in operation, or in the several Colonies to which they shall
extend (as the case may be) and on board all British ships other than Her Majesty's
ships of war whose last port of  clearance  or port of destination is in any such
possession  or Colony.
21. Every Act assented to in the first instance shall be proclaimed in the
Government Gazette of  the Colony in which  the session  of the Council at which it was
passed was held, and shall  also be  transmitted by the Governor  assenting  thereto to the
Governors of the several Colonies affected thereby, and shall be proclaimed by them
within the respective Colonies of which they are Governors.
22. If in any case the provisions of any Act of the Council shall be repugnant
to or inconsistent with the law of any Colony affected thereby, the former shall prevail,
and the latter shall so far as such repugnance  or inconsist ency extends have no
operation.
23. The Council may from time to time make and adopt such standing rules
and orders as may be necessary for the conduct of its business, and all such rules and
orders shall be binding on the members of the Council.
24. The Council may appoint temporary or permanent committees of its
members to perform such duties, whether during the  session  of the Council or when
the Council is not in session, as may be referred to them by the Council.
25. The Council may appoint such officers and servants as may be necessary for
the proper conduct of its business, and may direct the payment to them of such
remuneration  as it may think fit.
26. The necessary expenditure connected with the business of the Council shall
be defrayed in the first instance by the Colony wherein the expenditure is incurred, and
shall be ultimately contributed and paid by the several Colonies in proportion to their
population .  The amounts  payable by  the several Colonies shall be assessed and appor-
tioned in case of difference by the Governor of the Colony of Tasmania.
27. It shall be the duty of the Governor of each Colony to direct the payment
by the Colonial Treasurer or other proper officer of the Colony of the amount of the
contribution payable by such Colony under the provisions of the preceding section.
28. Whenever it shall be necessary to prove the proceedings of the Council in
any court of justice or otherwise, a certified copy of such proceedings, under the hand
of the clerk or other officer appointed in that behalf by the Council, shall be conclusive
evidence of the proceedings appearing by such copy to have been had or taken.
29. The Council may make such representations or recommendations to Her
Majesty as it may think fit with respect to any matters of general Australasian
interest, or to the relations of Her Majesty 's possessions  in Australasia with the
possessions  of foreign  powers.
30. This Act shall not come into operation in respect of any Colony until the
Legislature of such Colony shall have passed an Act or Ordinance  declaring  that the
same shall  be in force therein, and appointing a day on and from which such operation
shall take  effect, nor until four Colonies at the least shall have  passed  such Act or
Ordinance.
31. This Act shall cease to be in operation in respect to any Colony the Legisla-
ture of which shall have passed an Act or Ordinance declaring that the  same shall cease
to be in force therein. Provided nevertheless that all Acts of the Council passed while
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this Act was in operation in such Colony shall continue to be in force therein unless
altered or repealed by the Council.
32. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as The Federal Council of shortAustralasia Act 1885.
THE
title.
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THE SCHEDULE.
I, do swear that I will be faithful and bear true
allegiance to Her Majesty Queen Victoria and her successors in the Sovereignty of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland : So help me God.
NOTE.- The naive of the Sovereign of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland for the time being is to be substituted from time to time ,  with proper terms
of reference thereto.
By Authority  :  J"= C. Bswt , Government  Printer ,  William  street,  Brisbane.
e-A
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
urn umen#
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] THURSDAY, 8TH OCTOBER,  1885. [No. 63.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed  in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty's reign ,  intituled  "An
Act to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  from time to time,  by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part  thereof ,  or in  any city, town ,  borough,
or district  therein  :  And whereas  it is deemed
expedient to proclaim  l+ridayy, the 9th instant, being
the day  appointed  for holding the Annual Race
Meeting  of the Cairns Jockey Club, to be a Public
Holiday  in Cairns : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor  aforesaid ,  in virtue of the
powers  vested in me by the above-recited Act, and
of all other  powers enabling  me in that  behalf, and
by and with  the advice  of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify ,  proclaim, and
declare  that FRIDAY, the 9th  instant, shall,
within the Town of Cairns, be observed  as a Public
Holiday within the  meaning  of the  said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this eighth day of
October, in the  year of our  Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that  he has been pleased to  appoint,
provisionally,
GEORGE  HARDING
to be Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that  the name
STANLEY B. KENNARD
be substituted for Stanley  B. Kinnard ,  appearing
in the  notification of the appointment of certain
gentlemen to be Magistrates  of the Territory,
published in the  Gazette  of the 15th of August
last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority  :  JAxnS  C. BEAL, Government  Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
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BRANDS ACr OF 1872. "THE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of September last, is published for generalinformation, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
Registrar  of Brands' Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1885.
i
I ANCHLa BRAND. raorarh'roa.
P. If. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Horses. Cattle. Name . run or Farm  Where Brand  le,.rust Post Town ofis to be used .  Run or r'arm.
A 4 c. 23656 ... J. and A. Spea rritt ... Cooktown... Cooktown
A 5 c 23679 ... ... James  Armana sco ... Monkland, One-mile Gympie
3  A* 23646 ... Edward Wildi ng ... Gregory ... ... B undaberg
83>1 23632 ... ... Andrew  Braze l ... Muttaburra ... Muttaburra
BQ4 23670 ... ... A. B. Carver ... ... ... Quamby .. ... Cloncurry2 BM 23663 ... ... William John Bridge ... Kedron Brook ... LutwycheB83 23654 ... ... Millsteed and Co. ... ... Thargomindah ... ThargomindahB2-3 23651 ... ... Trimble Broth ers ... ... Queen street ... Brisbane
BC  1 23639 ... ... John Burke ... ... ... Kalamia ... ... Ayr
D•`d 7 23696 ... ... Charles Rober t Pitma n ... ... Laidley ... ... ... Laidley0-39 2 <628 ... ... Charles Turne r ... ... ... Moonjarie ... ... Cunnamulla
4O g 23633 ... ... William Chris tian,  ju nr. ... ... Retreat  ... ... ... Isisford
1 D ni 23674 ... ... David John Ca rseldin e ... Neurum Creek, Kilcoy ... CabooltureD-42 23630 ... ... Donald Fraser ... ... ... Gold-fields ... ... WoolgarD,3c- 23665 ... ... John Drinan ... ... Boothulla... ... ... Charleville
D 4 c- 23684 ... ... John O'Dea ... ... ... Reserve ... ... ...  'IDalbyD0)4 23681 ... ... Dennis  Styles ... ... ... Tambo ... Tambo
E 7 W 23699 ... ...  Emil  Bromberg ... ... ... Mackay ... ... ... MackayE01 23682 ... ... Edward Dunne ... ... ... Augathella ... ... Augathella
2 E'+d 23629 ... ... Edward Phillott Cunnamulla ... ... Cunnamulla
E co 8 23687 ... ...  Edward Stegemann ... ... ... Slack's Creek ... ... Slack's Creek
RF
• i
William Allen Walte rs ... Reserve ... ... ... Blackall
Q 3 L 23678 ... ... John Golson ... ... Argentine... ... ... Star River
2  Q :E 23683 ... ... George Webb ... ... Lutwyche... ... ... Lutwyche
139
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B Series.
I H>  ' 23643
H8 23676H 4&d 23692
H7  X 23667
H-38 23690
b H - 23627
H 5 C 23700
H 9 23652
J -43 23626
J 4 C 23695
L 1c. 23666
3 L r1 23672
LE N3  23671
M>8 23677
M m 4 23640
M b = 23653
M 9 23636
M4 :E  23664M5* 23685
M b 23689
Uc-0
21Uc-
31U;Ej
23688
23668
23649
P b c. 23655
P C47 23645
P b B 23660
4P`d 23669P;08 23680
8 Q= 23635
R40DRC-3
Rc5
2Rc.
7RE
5R0o
R0
23693
23631
23659
23657
23697
23650
23698
58Q  23641
833:  23638SS*  23673
TQ 23642
,
23675
91'I 23648
b  Tc-  23662
7  T c- 23634
TC7 236471
VE 23694
V -44 23686
R'OEY&S sasxn.
hoses. Qatue.
...
...
...
Name.
James  Alfred Shepperd ...
Henry Goldbrach ... ...
Henry Potter ... ...
Henry  Shorr  ... ... ...
Henrich Teskie ... ...
Harriet Sushanna  Tune ...
Hugh Wallace ... ...
William James Hendle ...
John  Fraser ... ...
William Ray ... ...
John Landers ... ... ...
Percy Smith ... ...
Louis Niebling
Mary Mc kuslan ...
Meredith Brothers .
Colin John McCulloch
William Walter Mason
Michael Webb ...
William Murphy ...
William Meech ...
James Nolan ... ...
John Jensen ... ... ...
Charles Walter Raleigh ...
John Pringle ...
Patrick Langton
Philip Morgan
Charles Chatfield
Peter Riley ...
Hans Halkeer ...
Richard Bbldioke ... ...
John Robert ... ... ...
James Soper  ... ... ...
James Rielly ... ...
Richard Charles Morris ...
Robert Richardson ... ...
Reinhold Volkie ...
Christian  Sorensen
Heffernan  K. Smith ...
Charles William Scott
Thomas Cody ... ...
Thomas James Franklin
Timothy Heraty ...
John Thompson ...
John Thompson ...
Thomas  William Usher
John Macpherson ...
George Frederick Moloney ...
PROPRIaTO K.
Run or Farm wbere Brand
is to be nsL
Range  View ...
Isisford . ...
Richmond
Nerang ... ...
Mount Beppo ...
Grinstead... ...
Lower Herbert ...
Nudgee ... ...
Nearest Post Town of
Sum  or Parse.
Pilton
Isisford
Richmond Downs.
Nerang
Esk
Roma
Ingham
Breakfast Creek
... Cashmere...
... Kilkivan ...
... Withersfield
... Dunmore ...
... Ipswich
... St. George
... Kilkivan
... Withersfieid
Western Creek
Station
... Ipswich
... Greenfield  ... ... Ingham
... Eulo ... ... ...  Eulo
... Rochdale ... .... ... Cloncurry
... Accacia  Bank, Barron Cairns
River
... Kedron Brook ... ... Lutwyche
... Warrnambool  Downs  ... Winton
... Island  ... ... ... Inglewood
... Emu Creek  ... ...  Crow's Nest
... North Arm ... ... Maroochy
... Adavale ... ... ... Adavale
... Fairymount
... Curra ...
... Gootchie ...
... Goodna
... Tchanning
... Port Douglas
... Gympie
... Gundiah
... Goodna
... Yeulba
... Scrubby Creek ...
Retu rn  Creek ...
Annan  River ...
Victoria  Mill ...
Dalgonally
Reserve ... ...
Adavale .
Limestone  Creek ...
... Beaudesert
... Barwon Park
... Cabbage-tree Creek
... Reserve ... ...
... Isisford ... ...
... Enoggera ...
... Cooper's  Plains ...
... Reserve ... ...
... Slack's Creek ...
... Commonage, Ayr
... Tarbrax ...
$ Wp 23661  ... ... William Wood ... ... ... Dinn,ore ... ...
Wm 9 23644  ... ... Wilhelm Werth ... ...  Rosevale ... ...
1 W-4 23691  ... ... Wilhelm Flesser ... ... ...  Logan Reserve ...
5 W `d 23637  ... ... William Pilcher  ... ... ... Bleak House ...
... Port Douglas
... Herberton
... Cooktown
... Eton
... Richmond Downs
... Clermont
... Adavale
... Rockhampton
... Beaudesert
... Blackwater
...  Etoggera
... Ravenswood
... Isisford
... Brisbane
... Cooper' s Plains
... Ayr
... Slack's Creek
... Townsville
... Richmond Downs
... Brisbane
... Ipswich •..
... Logan Reserve
... Gympie
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BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the MONTH of S EPTEMBER, 1885.
Brand.
AT7
F4H
HE8
ow
C
P7a
bRM
3UU
)(4>(
Y EEO
oec
No. of
Certificate. Transferror.
3679 Anderson, Timms, and Co.
6737 The Executor of John Frederick
Hartwig
3160 Daniel Ralph Emmerson ..
9 The  Executors  of Jacob and Wil-
liam Low
463 John and Robert Bell ... ...
11794 Peter Gurshstarfen ...
5066 The South Australian Land
Mortgage  and Agency Co.
9553 Thomas George Lamb ... ...
8523 MacG re gor and  Co. ... ...
4339 William Barker ... ... ...
4339 Eaglesfield Barker ... ...
14321 John Fleming Echlin ... ...
16048 William G raham ...
B21814 Vernon, Binnie, and Dalzeil ...
Transferree.
The Union Bank of Australia ...
Johann Ferdinand Hartwig ...
The Bank of New South Wales...
T. Macdonald-Paterson ... ...
Alexander Bayne ...
John  Gurshstarfen ...
Robert Muir ... ...
James Higgins  ... ... ...
MacGregor and Co. ... ...
Eaglesfield Barker ...
The Bank of New South Wales...
James  Ledwith  and Co .... ...
Thomas Henry Smith ... ...
The Cloncurry Copper and Smelt-
ing Co.
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate. Name  of Proprietor.
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used. Nearest Post Town.
Boroondara ... Lilyvale
Darby McGrath's Water- Ebenezer
course
Proserpine ... ... ... Bowen
Glenearn ... ... Surat
Riverstone ... ... ... Gladstone
Don River ... ... ... Bowen
Benowa  ... ... ... Nerang
Wagaby ... ..
Durham Downs ... ...
Rosealla Plains ... ...
Rosealla Plains
Mount Edington, Cashmere
Mount  Pleasant ... ...
Cloncurry ... ... ...
Nearest Post Town.
9 B G 6255
B 4 M 6511J 7:P  2203WK B 8222005  11684
5 S K 12057
George Whittington ...  I  Mackay ...
Robert Livingstone Mearns
Joseph McGhee ... ...
Andrew Becker ... ...
John Dickens .. ..
John Skuthorpe ... ...
. Mackay ...
Queen street ... ... ... Brisbane ...
Southport ... ... Southport...
Kilcoy ... ... ... ... Caboolture
Elderslie ... ... ... Winton ...
Nogilla ... ... ... ... Bollon ...
CORRECTION.
8Bc- B23463 John Burke, junr. Tago Springs, Bundaleer Curriwillinghi ...
The following BRANDS have been cancelled :-
b B Y Number of Certificate 7638
R b K 14862
T S b „ 2011
5 Y R 11855
4 B C- B23186
Y 7  40 B21841
St. George
Thargomindab
Dalrymple
Dalrymple
Cardwell
Enoggera
Cloncurry
Remarks.
... Directory for 1884
„
List for July, 1885
By Authority : 5,1 ME.s C. BEAL, Government Printer, William s' r.-et, Brisbane
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication,  for general information, of
11 the following Extract from a Despatch received from the Secretary  of State  for the Colonies.
Queensland.
No. 52.
proclaimed open for  selection  under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land d;saribed in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
sail  land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
Sin,
I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty will not be advised  to exercise her power
of disallowance with respect to the Act of the Legislature of Queensland, entitled  " An  Act to amend
urrd  consolidate  the L,iw  relati ng to Patents  Jr iInventions and the Registration of Designs  and Trade
lllczrk  a transcript of which accompanied your Despatch, No. 112, of the 23rd of October,  1884."
I have, &c.,
FRED. STANLEY.
Governor  Sir A.  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,
etc., etc., etc.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House,  Brisbane , the eighth
day of October, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS by  " Tlie Crown Lands Act of
1884,"  it is  amongst other things  enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the  said  Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means  of maps or plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operati .n of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection,  and may  require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to i„tl sate the position of such lots  on proper maps
or plans:
And whereas  the land descr ibed  in the S j edule
hereto had,  before the passing  of the  said Act, been
I
accordingly.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Downing Street,
17th August, 1885.
A. V . DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
T Z SC$EA'ULIr.
Crowe Lands in  tho  pparrial of Glenbora, to tho
Ingham Land  4g©ut's District.I
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the eighth
day of October, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS  by "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or  plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after  the commencement  of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said  land into lots,  and to  indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Victory and
Salisbury, in the Port Douglas Land Agent's
District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
A t the Government House, Brisbane, the eighth
day of October, 1885.
PRESENT :If is Excellency The Governor i  Council.W HEREAS by " The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection , or for sale by  auction , under the pro-
visions  of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of  maps  or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land  Board , may, at any time within two years
after  the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation  of so  much of the forty-third section
of the  said  Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed  and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open  for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the  passing of  the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with t e advice of the
Executive C ouncil, on  the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operatiQn
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as  requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked  on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for  selection  be suspended with respect to the
land  described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into  lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Nanango, in the
Nanango Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor , with  the adviceof the Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT DENT  OSWALD
to be  a Trustee of the Reserve  for Cemetery at Port
Douglas, in the room of John Jones Byers, re-
signed.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the  Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
ANDERS  SCHMIDT
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in theparish ofGreenmount, in the room ofFrank Stevens,
resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JoHN GRAHAM MCDON ALD
to be Warden at Bowen, under the provisions of
" The Gold Fields Act of  1874," also a Com-
missioner , under  " The Mineral Lands Act of
1882."
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
J. BRADLEY
to be Mining Registrar  for the Nebo Gold Field.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable J. GEARY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
inteude4 for slaughter at Tallebudgera.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office.
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant  DALTON KFLLY
to be Inspector  of Slaugliter .hou,es and of Cattle
intended  for slaughter at Leyburii,  in the room of
Senior -Constable J. Warner.  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
11 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
H. ST. GEORGE CAULFIELD
to be a Clerk in the Immigration Department, in
the room of A. E. W. Blackburne, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.RIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable J. FARQUHARSON
to be Acing Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector
of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
slaughter at Gilberton.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it t benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
JOHN EDWARD HINTON
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
i IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
The Reverend J. FLEMING MCSWAINE
to be Honorary Chaplain in the Volunteer Branch
of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
t 1 IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
1 1 notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force :-
EDWARD JAMES CURD
to be Captain ; and
PHILIP JOSEPH SHERIDAN and
E. L. WILSON
to be Lieutenants.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office.
Brisbane ,  8th October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council .  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Fire Brigades Art
Amendment  Act of  1882 ,"  been pleased to dispense
with the services of the Dalby Fire Brigade.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.W 1I E REAS by the Regulations made u der
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  n'aaette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the small islands
adjacent thereto ; and all Government Agents and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that  the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand,  at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
" PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by  a special  direction
given on granting a License in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that  all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents  and Masters  of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion, and see that  the same is  obeyed.
Given under my Hand at  Brisbane , this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
HEREAS by the Regulations  made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by  a general  direction
published in the  G azette,  or by a special direction
given on granting  a license in  respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or  islands,  and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAM'JEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the islands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
A. MUSGRAVE, cbael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-C1 ief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following lots of Land will be
opened to application for Special Leases, at the Land
Office, Cairns, at Eleven o'clock on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of November, 1885, at an annual rental
of £1 per acre.
The Survey Fee will be charged according to
the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
85-20260-S.G.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY ML'SGIiAvE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Selection of Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
76
k p I
F. C1 Name of  Lessee.ao  Area.
26
Land Agent's
District.
A.  R. P.
Charles Petersen ... 1 160 3 0 (Herberton.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane. this seventh day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
reign.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
r N pursuance of the power and authority in me
1 vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land isoar.J, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
SPECIAL LEASES.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. Area.
A. B. P.
County  of Nares, parish of Grafton.
(Situated on the Mulgrave River between portions
397 and 372.)
1 A About 12 2 0
2  B „ 10 1  ( )
3 c „ 9 2 0
t D „ 8 3 0
5 E ., 7 3 0
6 F 7 3 0
7 G „ 8 1 0
8 9 2 0
9 10 1 0
10 J „ 9 2 0
lermn.s and Conditions of Lease.
1st. The rent to be paid annually, in advance.
W.  The lease to be for a term of five years.
3rd. The Government reserving the right to
resume the land during the currency of the Lease
upon giving six months' notice, without compensa-
tion for Improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
100D SAVE THE QUFEN I
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
G nD SAVE  THE  QUEEN l
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing at the mouth of the Mossnian River,
and bounded thence by the Mossman and South
Mossman Rivers upwards to a point about one
mile above the south-west corner of portion 122,
parish of Victory ; thence by a line south-easterly
to the Coast Range, by that range southerly and
the southern boundaries of the parishes of Victory
and Salisbury easterly to the Mowbra River, by
that river downwards to its mouth ; and thence by
the coast north-westerly to the point of commence-
ment.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gorernor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
l
N pursuance of section one of  "The  Xative
 Birds Protection Act Amendment Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, with
the consent of the owner, and by this my Procla.
mation, notify and proclaim that the Lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved
for the protection and preservation of the following
Native Birds, viz. :-
The Tallegalla or Scrub Turkey,
The Bronzewing and all wild Pigeons,
The Emu,
The Regent Bird,
The Quail.
DESCRIPTIONS :
Counties of Cavendish and Aubigny, parishes of
Crow's Nest and Douglas.
8114 acres 11 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selection
1893, parish of Crow's Nest, and bounded thence
by the western boundary lines of tl•at selection
to the north corner of selection 2689; thence by
the north-eastern boundary of that selection and the
north- eastern and  part of the south eastern boun-
daries  of portion 554 to the north corner of selec-
tion 1670; thence by the north- eastern , south-
eastern, and  south-western boundaries of that
selection  to the north corner of selection 1677 ;
thence by  the weste rn boundaries of that selection
and selection  1678 ; thence by the south boundaries
of selections 1678, 1676, and portion 90, to the
north-west corner of portion 87; thence by the
west boundaries of portions 87, 74, 51, 37, and 34;
thence by the south boundaries of portions 34, 33,
and  32; thence by the west boundary of portion 17,
the south  boundaries  of 17, 18, 19, and 20; thence
by the east boundary of portion 20, the south
boundaries  of portions  26 and 24 , part of the west,
the south, and the east boundaries  of selection 1291,
the east boundaries of 936 and  1317, the north
boundaries  of 1317, the north  and west boundaries
of 1022,  and part  of the north boundary of 936
and the  north boundary  of 1893  to the  point of com.
mencement ,-  exclusive of selections  1734 and
portions  103, 97,  95, 96 , 82, 81, 42, 43, 44, 28.
County of Cavendish, parish of Emu Creek.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point due east and  distant forty-
one chains  eighty-six  links from  the south-east
corner of  portion 6, parish of Emu Creek, and
bounded thence by lines  bearing 90 degrees  eighty-
four chains thirty-four links, 136 degrees seven
chains seventy-two links, 180 degrees three chains
eighty- seven links , 209 degrees five chains seventy-
two links, 203 degrees sixteen  chains thirty-six
links, 239 degrees  three chains seventy-three links,
206 degrees five chains silty-two links, 166 degrees
seven  chains seventy- six links , 8 degrees two chains
seventy-five links,  213 degrees six chains  thirteen
links, 183 degrees four chains , 149 degrees eight
chains thirty  links , 179 degrees three chains twelve
links, 158 degrees 30 minutes seven  chains twenty-
nine links,  180 degrees  seven chains  eight links,
270 degrees seventy- nine chains  ninety-two links,
360 degrees eighty chains to the point of com-
mencelnent ,-being the land included in Selection
7209, Ipswich Register.
County of Aubigny, parish of Douglas.
954 acres.
Commencing  at the  north-west corner of selection
1098, parish of Crow's Nest, and bounded thence
by the west and south boundaries of that selection,
part of the west and south boundaries of 989, part
of the south boundary of 990, part of the south-
western boundary of 1013; thence by lines bearing
south , west, and north to the south- east  boundary
of 1384; thence by part of the eastern boundary
of 1384 to the south boundary of portion 106 ;
thence by part (f the south and south-eastern
boundary lines of that portion bearing north-
easterly to the point of commencement,-being the
whole of the land included in Selection 1112,
Toowoomba Register.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of October,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSORAvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
I Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRA Vx,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
EXTENSION OF THE RESERVE FOB CUSTOMS
PURPOSES.
Town of Bundaberg.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama.
tion dated 28th August, 1885, which is hereby
amended).
County of Cook, parish of J3undaberg.
Allotments 9 and 10 of section 26.
1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the north corner of allotment 7, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that allot-
ment bearing 155 degrees one chain fifty-seven
links ; on the south- east  by Quay street bearing
65 de  rees  two chains ; on the north-east by
Tantitha street bearing 335 degrees one chain
thirty-six links to the Burnett River ; and on the
north-west by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL.
85-6781-P.I.
Monkland.
County of March, parish of Gympie.
Portion No. 151.
3 acres  2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 70,
and bounded thence on the north-west by that
portion bearing 43 degrees 45 minutes nine chains
and seventy six links ; on the north-east by portion
175 and  a line  bearing 133 degrees 45 minutes
three chains and seventy-nine links ; on the south-
east  by portion 306 bearing 223 degrees 45 minutes
nine chains and ninety links ; and on the south-
west by a road bearing 316 degrees 15 minutes
three chains and seventy-eight and a-half links to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty'sreign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TUB QUE13w 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
I Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , notify and  proclaim  that the Lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for
the purpose named with respect to each.
RsSRRVE FOR  SCHOOL OF ARTS.
85-14397-P.O.
Town of Maytown.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated 17th June, 1884, which has been
reserved for Post and Telegraph purposes).
County of Chelmsford, parish of Mayytown.
2 roods 4 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 30 degrees 24
minutes and distant IjLos-o links from the north-west
corner of section 6, and bounded thence on the
north-west by High street bearing 30 degrees 24
minutes five chains and fifty-five links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 120 degrees  24 minutes
one chain ; on the south-east by a line bearing 210
degrees 24  minutes five chains and three links ; and
on the south by a line bearing 272 degrees 50
minutes  one chain and Ioa links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
85-22040-s.0.
Town of Port Douglas.
County of Nares, parish of Salisbury.
About 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the low-water mark of the inlet
at the north-west corner of wharf site D, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that wharf
site  bearing 82  degrees 30  minutes  about two
chains twenty links I on the north-east by a line
bearing 346 egrees 30 minutes two chains twenty-
seven and  a-quarter links ; on the north by wharf
site F bearing 280 degrees about one chain thirty
links to low-water mark ; and thence by low-water
mark  southerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
85-15886--Col. Secy.
Veresdale.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by notice in
the  Government Gazette  dated 20th November,
1873, which is hereby amended).
County of Ward, parish of Logan.
45 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
16, and bounded thence on the west by a road
bearing north twenty-two chains and sixty-seven
links ; on the north-east by another road bearing
120 degrees  nineteen chains  and fifty -eight links,
and 101 degrees 30 minutes thirteen chains and
forty  and a-half links ; on the east by portion 43
bearing south ten chains and eight links ; and on
the south by portion 16 bearing  west  thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SA YE THE QUEEN I
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1 PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVEKnight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.MUSORAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety -seven of  "  The Crown  Lands Act of
1884 ," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council , do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the Land hereunder described has
been temporarily reserved for the purpose named,
and placed under the control of the Pioneer
Divisional Board.
R ESERVE  FOR QUARRY.
85.1457 0-D.&
Mackay.
County of Carlisle, parish of Bassett.
19 acres 0 roods 4 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
118, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing west twelve chains and fifty links ; on the
west by a road bearing north fifteen chains and
twenty-two links ; on the north by portion 120
bearing east twelve chains and fifty links ; and on
the east by portion 118 bearing south fifteen chains
and twenty-two links to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
October. in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
2089, Rockhampton District, parish of Meadow
Flats, from the south boundary north-easterly to
the esplanade  along  the sea-coast,  containing 8
acres  2 roods 26 perches, taken from  a reservation
of 12  acres  (James Cairns).
Road 150 links wide, resumed from Selection
No. 157, Cooktown District (Richard  Madge).
From the south -east  corner of Selection 157,
parish of Hann, north-westerly to the west-boun-
dary near the south -west corner ,  containing 16
acres  3 roods 38 perches, taken from a reservation
of 37 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
ad one chain wide, resumed from Selection No.
reign.
By Command, C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TH E  QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L. s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare that
the Roads described hereunder shall be and are
hereby opened as Public Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS :
Road two chains wide, resumed from Selection
No. 1060, Toowoomba District (Margaret Egan).
From the south boundary of Selection No. 1060,
parish of Westbrook,  northerly  to its north boun-
dary, containing 4 acres.
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN 1
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THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."THE Leases ofthe undermentioned Selections,having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor ,  are now Lying at the several  Land A gents'
Offices ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HIIME,
Under  Secretary.
BOWEN.
605 Webb,  T. ... ... ... 1,280 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1885.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
BRISBANE.
4213 Mohr, C. 100 0 0
4429 ( Durack, J. J. .. ... ... 1,240 0 0
1275
1289
1334
BUNDABERG.
403 0 0
320 0 0
1,000 0 0
Fagg, R.
Moir, J....
Johnston, A. A.
CA IRN.S.
16  !McDonald, J. .
CH ARLEYILLE.
6 Jenkins J. B.
CooKTOwN.
251 Stuckey, H.
DALBY.
1614 Morgan, W.
G1 AYNDAH.
670 0 0
641 0 0
66 0 0
350 0 0
52 Sinn, J. ,. ... ... ... I 1,269 0 0
58 Doherty, J. M.... ... .. . 500 0 0
GLADSTONE.
563 Archer , J. ... ...
554 Archer, R. S.
2,560 0 0
2,560 0 0
GOONDIWINDI.
111 1 Treweeke ,  W. H. ... ... 220 0 0
GYMPIE.
1572 Stanley, J. 640 0 0
1654 Tatford,  G.  ... 361 0 0
1663 McIntosh, D. ... ... 310 0 0
1665 Caulley, T. .,. ... 152 3 20
1669 Laurie, W. ... ... .. 160 0 0
1673 Chippindall, A. H. 1,280 0 0
1677 Morton, T. ... ... 40 0 0
1678 Houldsworth, J. ... ... 40 0 0
1689 Standen, T., junr. . ... 549 0 0
1695 Shanahan, J. ... ... .... 1,280 0 0
1707 Smith, L. S. ... ... 5,120 0 0
1711  Standen ,  T., junr . ... ...  640 0 0
1719 Giles, R. ... ... 1,280 0 0
1720 Ezzy, A. ... ... 1,280 0 0
HERBERTON.
185 Molloy, P. ... ... .... 500 2 20
214 Atkinson, E. ... . I 200 0 0
6370
7237
7314
73GO
7321
7397
7 )3U
7439
7451
IPSWICH.
Duncan ,  A. ... ... ... 80 0 0
Philp, J. (spinster) ... ... 100 0 0
Case, W. 400 0 0
McCormack, M. A. (spinster 40 0 0
Philp, J. D. ... ... 60 0 0*Bradshaw, W.... ... 231 2 0
JIirst, J. ... ... 320 0 0
Randall ,  E., senr. 80 0 0
Buchanan ,  J. ... ... ... 120 0 0
a0
LEASES LYING FOE  DBLIV B RY-Continued.
boa'
.om
4V;
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Name of Lessee.
LEICHHARDT.
16 Pearce, C. W. ... ...
MACKAY.
930 Edwards , J. A..
)58 Ditto ..
1078 Bell ,  M.... ...
1122 McLennan, A....
1388 Gill, F....
1526 . 0ohdes , A. ... . .
MARYBOROUGH.
149
1525
7 NickolTs, J.
ooth, N. E. N. ...
MOURILYAN.
54 Smyth, T. ...
67 Hamilton, J. T.
NANAIIGO.
215 Douglas, J.
38 Han, C. ..
174
190
202
203
1802
2267
2275
2285
2289
2324
2391
429
491
511
513
518
550
NoRMANTON.
PORT DouGLAs.
Bannon, M .  J. F. ...
Young, G. ...
Feez , A.... ... ...
Feez ,  A. F. M.... ...
ROCKHAMPTON.
Ogg, E.  K. ... ...
Conachan, J. ... ...
Belward, T.
Skinner ,  H. ... ...
Morgan , F. A.... ...
McKenzie ,  S. (widow)...
Archer, A. ... ...
ROMA.
Wieneke,  J. ... ...
Ryan , D. ... ...
McKenna , F. ... ...
Smith, A. H. ... ...
Harding , J. B.... ...
Harth , H. ... ...
STANTHORPE.
220 (Macansh , J. D.... ...
TAMBO.
35 Doyle, J. C. ... ..
41 Browne, T. M.... ..
53 Ditto ...
3869
4065
4070
40`!8
4103
4105
4124
ToowoouBA.
Porter , A. ... ...
Ibell , J.. ... ...
1, reyling , W. .. ...
Trousdell, J. G. ...
Breydon, J. (widow) ...
Breydon ,  R. .. ..
Elborne,  A. ... ...
TO WNSVILLE.
351 Saunders, G.
411 Cuthbert, A.
445 Marron, T. ...
528 Meehan, D.
559 Hughes, J. ...
575 Bell , C.... ..
576 Madden, C. W.
587 Mo ll oy, E. ...
Area.
A. R. P
688 0 0
633 0 0
656 0 0
120 2 15
587 0 0
51 1 0
320 0 0
60 0 0
394 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
402 0 0
88 2 0
400 0 0
...
1,280 0 0
1,000 0 0
1,280 0 0
2,270 0 0
194 1 6
800 0 0
640 0 0
5,120 0 0
1,157 0 0
700 0 0
54 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
49 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
85 1 0
472 0 0
247 0 0
278 2 0
630 0 0
1,000 0 0
500 0 0
754 0 0
30 3 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY' CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
I A.  It.  P.
Wildash 110 3 34John Barnet The road separating selec-
tion 1269 from part of
selection 1187
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section of
" Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884 ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, i  writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
1 Johann
Moller
The  ro ad separating Dundee  ...
portions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
4 0 16
2 Ditto  ... The  road separating ditto ...
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
2 2 0
3 John Martin The road separating Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and 12i
from portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified  for  general information, that
application under  the eight- ninth section of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  '  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office';
Police and Post Offices , Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. ! Area
A.  a. P.
1 R. J. Logan Part  of the road sepa -  Moggill  ... 7 1 0
rating portion 206
from part  of portion
198, portions 197, 76,
77, 78, and 19
2 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 2 2 0
roads through port ion
206
3 Ditto Part  of  ro ad separating ditto ... 1 1 0
portion 206 from por-
tions 205 and 208 ;
from  north- west cor-
ner of port ion 206 to
road-item No. 2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under  the eighty -ninth section of
The Crown: Lands Act of  1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment theirobjections,in writing ,  within twe months
from this date.
Plans  of the Road can be  seen at  the Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
S CHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
1 The Purga  Di- The  road separa-
visional Board  ting portion 306
on account of from part of por-
F. Chippen- + tion 305
dale
Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
Goodna ... 0 3 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT its hereby notified for general information,that application  under  the eights--ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, Aithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office
and at the Police and Post Offices, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
- The Nundah The  ro ad separating Nundah ... 1 00
Divisional portion 588 from part
Board on of portion 15
account
of E. A.
MCDowa ll
N.B.-The  closu re  of this road is proposed  to be carried out in
connection  with  the opening of another road.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for  closing the  undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who  may consider  their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within
two months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  at this Office ;
and at  the Land Office, Gladstone ; Police and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No.
s
2
Applicant.
Messrs.
Stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
tain
Situation.
The reserved  ro ad
th ro ugh Selection
321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
The road  separating
portions 44 and 45
from portions 39
and 40
Parish.
Alma
Burpengar y
Area.
A. A. P.
24 0 0
2 0 0
The area  of this road  is proposed to be changed into a reserva-
tion for road  purposes.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
1  applications under  the eighty- ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act uf'  1884 " have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests  affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Offices.  Toowoomba, Dalby, and Ipswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  of ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.  Area.
I A. H. P.
1
TEMPORARY  CLOSURE.
John Reilly The road separating Geham
portion 870A  and  899
from part of portion
111005
3 130
PERMANENT  CLOSURE.
2 Patrick That  road separating Jondaryan 32 2 0
Landy portion  154 from part
of portion  356 and its
continuation through
that portion
3 William The  reserved  road ditto 13 0 31
Lee through portion 814
4 James The road separating  ditto 8 0 21
Mclvor portion 1514 fro m
vacant land and part
of port ion 1392 About
5 Patrick Part of the ro ad separa -  ditto 3 3 0
Landy ting port ion 1391 from
portion 1392 About
6 Patrick The reserved  road  ditto 18 3 0
Landy through portion 1392
and its continuation
[southerly  along part
of west  boundary of
that portion and
westerly along part
of north  boundary of
portion 421
7 The Part of  the reserved  Coochin 3 0 19
Goolman road th ro ugh portion
Divisional 5
Board on
account
of Messrs.
Bell and
Hyde
Ditto  The  ro ad separating  ditto 3 319
portion 172 from por-
tion 173 About
9 Ditto Part  of the  ro ad separa -  ditto 1 0 0
ting port ions 172 and
173 fro m portion  174 About
10 Ditto Part  of the road separa -  ditto 0 2 0
11
12
Oaky  Creek and por-
tions 46, 5. and 171 About
Reserve between  Oaky  ditto 21 0 0
Creek and portions
47, 64, and 80
NOTE.-The closure of these roads  and reserves  is proposed to
be carried out in connection with the opening of other roads and
reserves.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date,
ting portion 65 from
portion 8o About
Ditto Part  of reservebetween ditto 19 0 0
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation . Parish. Area.
•1 The Ithaca Part  of the road separat- Enoggera A. A. P.1 2 16
Divisional
Board on
t f
ing portion 486 irons
portion 498
+2
accoun o
David
Gordon
Ditto ,  on Part of the road separat - Ditto  ... 2 1 20
account  of
theTrustees
of the late
ing portions 485 and
313 fro m portions 499
and 314
*3
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto Part of  the  road separat- Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
*4 John  Fielding
port ion 314
Part of one of the re- Mooloolah 0 138
served  roads th rough
portion 48
4 Gustave The res erved road  Ditto ...  0 212
Adolf Riebe  th rough portion 46
• NoTE.-The closure  of these roads  is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening  of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
,,THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
i T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land  Commissioners  appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" will
hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with  Selections under
" L'he Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  186 ' " and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month
ATv ss  LAND OrFiess-
.
Brisbane. Been-lsigh. Ipswich. Esk'
Date.  Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1886. 1866. 1885.
March  ... ... ... Tues.,  3  Wed., 11 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
17  0
may 5 13 1 Tues. 19
... ... ... 2  10 5
July ... ... ... 7 Sc , 3 „ 21
August ... ... ... 4 12 7
September ... ... 1 91 4 15
October ... ... 6 4 2
November ... ... 3 1 6 „ 17
December ... ... 1 9 4
DARLIN G  DOWNS DISTRICT.
month.
AT THE LAND OFFICIIt-
Too-
woomtaWarwic l . Dalby .  Allora..
AT POLICE
OFFICs-
Date Date .  Date. Date.
18b5.  1885.  18E5. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri., 27 Wed.. 26
April ... ... ... „  20 „ 21 „ 24 » 22
May ... ... ... „ 25  „  26 „ 29 „ 27
June  ... ... ... „  22 „ 23 „  26 ,. 24
July .. ... ... „  27 ., 28 „ 31 „ 29
August  ... ... ... „  24 ,, 25  ,.  29  „ 26
September  ... ... „  21 „ 22 „ 26 „ 23
Octobe r ... ... „  26 „ 27 30 „ 28
November  ... ... „
M1
» 24 ,, 27 „ 25
December ... ... „ 21 „ 22  Wed., 23 „ 30
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each mouth,
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Month.
1895. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March  ... Thur .,26 ISion .,  16 Wed ..  4 Slon .,2;;April  .. „ 30 „ 24), „ 1 „ 27Mar  ... ., 28 „  181 „ 6 „ 25
Jane
J lily ...
25
„ 3:)
,. 15' „ 3, „ 22
., LI) 11 1 i 27August „ 27 „ 17  5 21
September'
., 24 „ 21 „  2 28Oct -b^r „ 29 „ 19 7 „ 2November
„  26 16 „ 4  ,. 23
December 31 „ 21 „  2  „ 2h
185.5.  I S-45.
Fri .,  6 Wed. 18
Tues .,7 I 15
Frt., 1 „ 20
5 „ 1711
„ 3 „ 15
„ 7 „ 19
„ 4 „ 16
„ 2 21
6 „ 18
4 „ 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office. Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Fri lay in each month.
At the Land Office, Gymfie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRIC".
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1,485, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Offi -e, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.A.t the Land Office, Charters Towers, thesecond
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Laud Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BPRKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At' the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell. the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, R^ma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each Month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in cash month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
i-i each month.At he Land Office, Blackall, thefirst Tuesdayin each month.
• 't'he above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
auplroatiou +  for Certificates of Ful filment of Condition.
LEICRHARnT DISTRICT.
AT THS LAND OYYICF:S-
Cler- 1Emerald ,I Taroom ,  spring-1 Mt, , Banana.Mont, sure . (Britton.
Date Date .  Date. Date .  Date .  1 Date.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes.
day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.Special Court s, when necessary, in addition t  the
above, a ill be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  10th July, 1886.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given , that  the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant- and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO
No of Grant-2362.
Date of Grant-12th June, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Edward Deighton.
Land granted.-  Portion 216, county of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane.
Area- 16 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of South  Brisbane,
portion  216.
Area-17 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
215, and bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing vi est thirteen chains and fifteen
links ; on the west by portion 190 bearing south
seven chains and thirty-six links ; on the south-
west by a road bearing 115 degrees seventy links,
129 degrees eight chains anr  fifty-seven links, 140
degrees two chains, and 103 degrees 30 minutes
three chains and sixty and ii-quarter links and on
the east by a road bearing 32 degrees five chains
three links, 359 degrees four chains and sixty-two
lit ks, and 347 degrt  es six  chains and seventy-three
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-17710.
Date of Grant-28th Angus-, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Robert Wilson.
Land granted.-Portion  181, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron, 14 acres 3 roods and 17 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION OF
I RED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion.  131.
Area-15 acres 3 roods and 13; perches.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of portion
129, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 358 degrees 50 minutes fourteen chains
and fifty links ; on the north by portion 132
bearing west thirteen chairs and forty-one links;
on the west by a road beatil)g 160 degrees fifteen
chains and forty-three links. and on the south by
portion 129 bearing east eight chains and forty-
three links to the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shrill be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-5t`929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of (Jiantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-Allotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23h perches.
Nature of F_rror.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23 $ perches,
instead of 1 rood 25,7n perches, the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of 1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
 ate, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash , selection
716,  Marwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing  east and distant
two chains from the south- east  corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east forty- six chains  and twelve links; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy- one chains  and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 hearing west foity-six chains
and four  links  ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east  nine  chains, south nine chains
and ten links, and west nine chains, and 1iv a road
bearing south fourteen  chains  and ninety links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1\ Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three n•onths
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  3 roods.
AMENDED DEsCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No.  376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains  and six links  ; on the north by a line
bearing  east eleven chains  and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south  6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve  chains  and thirty-nine links to the
point of  commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Data of Grant-]st July, 1865.
blame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA  FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acre§ 3  roods 3 perches.
Commencing  at the north -west corner  of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north
ern I oundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven  chains  and seventy-five and a-half  links ; on
the east by  a road one  chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees  55 minutes  west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line  bearing west
10 minutes south eleven  chains and  thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
1
01104,  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
N  Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Gove rn or will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Art of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
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in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
containing the erroneous names ; and such grants
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54242.
Date of Grant-30th January, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Katherine Elizabeth Brackett.
Land g ranted.-Portion 12, county of Fortescue.
parish of Taroom, 43 acres.
Nature of Error.- The  name  of the Grantee
having been inserted  as Katherine  Elizabeth Brac-
kett  (wife of John Brackett), instead of Katherine
Elizabeth Brockel (wife of John Brockel), the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  11 The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar,  selection  625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar, selection
625, Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the south by
that road and a line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183 chains and seventy-six
links; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres  for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
,NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned  in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneou- in the particulars therein
sat forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant,  under his  Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the names  of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and  in every deed
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Grants-58281, 58282, 58283.
Date of Grants-9th February, 1885.
Name of Grantee-John McDonald.
Lands granted.-Portions  181, 182,  and 183,
county of Merivale, parish of Robinson.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted as John McDonald instead
of John McDonald,  junior , the correct name.
Nos. of Grants-56459 and 56753.
Dates of Grants-8th September, 1884, and 15th
October, 1884, respectively.
Name of Grantee-William Higson.
Lands granted.-Allotment  6  of section  29, town
of Westwood ; and portion 1858,  county  of Paking-
ton, parish of Westwood.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the  grantee
having been inserted as William Higson instead of
William Kay Higson. the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR  IN DEED.N'OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds ofL' Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  being-erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of the
intended grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force of
the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies,  the  correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Eda and Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William harrison Amies, the
correct names.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will , in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in  every deed
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containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDDLE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant - 20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mahhieson.
Land granted .- County  of  Ward,  parish of
Barrow ,  portion 5.
Area - 80 acres.
Nature of  Misnomer .- The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson ,  the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.j T is hereby notified for general information
that the lands as per descriptions herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Burketown, will be
open for Occupation License under Part V. of  "  Vie
Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Burketown LandOffice, onand after TUESDAY, the 15th day of
December, 1885, at an upset price of £1 per
square mile.
C. B.  DUTTON.
THE BLTRKETOWN L.LND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Lot 1. -About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Car-
pentaria at the mouth of the Leichhardt River, and
bounded thence on the cast by that river upwards
about six miles in a direct line to Lot 11; on the
south by Lot 11 bearing west to the Albert River
Reserve ; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Gulf of Carpentaria ; and on the
north by the shore thereof easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lot 2.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on theshore of the Gulf of Car-
pentaria at the mouth of the Leichhardt River, and
bounded thence on the west by that river upwards
about five and three-quarter miles in a direct line
to Lot 10; on the south by Lot 10 bearing east and
Disaster Inlet downwards to its mouth ; and on the
north-east and north by the shore of the Gulf of
Carpentaria westerly to the point of commencement.
Lot 3.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Disaster Inlet,
near its mouth at the north-west corner of Lot 4,
and bounded thence on the east by Lot 4 bearing
south about  five miles  ; on the south by Lots 8
and 9 bearing west to Disaster Inlet ; and on the
west and north by Lisaster Inlet downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Lot 4.-About 25 square mileq.
Commencing on the right bank of Disaster Inlet,
near its mouth at the north-east corner of Lot 3,
and bounded thence on the west by Lots 3 and 8
bearing south about six and a-half miles ; on the
south by Lot 7 bearing  east  about five miles ; on
the east by Lot 5 bearing north to the Gulf of
Carpentaria ; and on the north-east and north by
the shore thereof westerly and Disaster Inlet
upwards to the point of commencement.
Lot 5.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Carpen-
taria at the north-east corner of Lot 4, and
bounded thence on the west by Lots 4 and 7
bearing south about six miles; on the south by Lot
6 bearing  east  about five miles ; on the east by
West Inverleigh Run bearing north to the Gulf of
Carpentaria ; and on the north by the shore
thereof  westerly  to the point of commencement. I
Lot 6.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the western boundary of West
Inverleigh Run at the south- east corner  of Lot 5,
and bounded tlher.ce on the east by West Inverleigh
bearing south about five miles ; on the south by a
line bearing west about five miles to Lot 14 ; on
the west by Lots 14 and 7 bearing north about
five miles; and on the north by Lot 5 bearing east
about five miles to the point of commencement.
Lot 7.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Lot 4.
and bounded thence on the east by Lots 5 and 6
bearing south about five  miles ; on  the south by
Lot 14 bearing west about five  miles ; on  the west
by Lots 13 and 8 bearing north about five miles ;
and on the north by Lot 4 bearing  east  about five
miles to the point of  commencement.
Lot 8.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Lot 3,
and bounded thence on the  east  by Lots 4 and 7
bearing south about  six miles ;  on the south by
Lot 13 bearing west about four  and a-quarter
miles ; on the west by Lot 9 bearing north about six
miles;  and on  the north by Lot  3 bearing east
about 41 miles to the point  of commencement.
Lot 9.-About  25 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Wool-
shed run, and bounded thence on the west by that
run bearing south about  6 miles ; on  the south by
Lot 12 bearing  east  about  four and a-quarter miles ;
on the east by Lot 8 bearing north about  6 miles ;
and on the north by Lots 3 and 10  bearing west
about four and a-quarter  miles  (crossing  Disaster
Inlet) to the point of commencement.
Lot 10.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Leichhardt
River at the north-west c, 'rner of Woolshed Run,
and bcunded thence on the south by that run and
Lot 9 bearing e , st to Disaster Inlet ; on the east by
Disaster Inlet downwards to Lot 2; on the north by
Lot 2 bearing west to the Leichhardt River ; and
on the west by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Lot 11.-About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Leichhardt
River at the north-east corner of Timor Run, and
bounded thence on the south by that  run bearing
west to the Albert River Reserve ; on the north-
west by that reserve north-easterly to Lot 1 ; on the
north by Lot I bearing  east  to the Leichhardt
River; and on the east by that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Lot 12.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing  at the  south- east  corner of Wool-
shed Run, and bounded  thence on  the west by that
run bearing north  about six miles  to Lot 9; on the
north by Lot 9 bearing east about  four and a-
quarter  miles ;  on the east by Lot 13 bearing south
about six miles ; and on the south by St. K ilda and
Kateyford No. 1 Runs bearing  west about four and
a-quarter  miles to the point  of commencement.
Lot 13.-About 25  square miles.
Commencing on the north boundary of St. Kilda
Run at the south- east corner  of Lot 12, and bounded
thence on the west by Lot  12 bearing  north about
six miles ;  on the north by Lot 8  bearing east
about four and a-quarter  miles  ; on the east by
Lots 7 and 14 bearing south  about six miles ; and
on the south by Dwaroon and St. Kilda Runs
bearing west about four ani  a  quarter miles to the
point of commencement.
Lot 14.- About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the north boundary of Dwaroon
Run at the south-east corner of Lot 13, and
bounded thence on the  west  by Lot 13 bearing
north about  five miles ; on  the north by Lot 7
bearing east about five miles ; on the  east  by Lot
6 and a line bearing south about  five miles ; and
on the south by a line along the north boundary of
Dwaroon  Run bearing west about  fide miles to the
point  of commencement.
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Department of Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.THE following order of the  Land  Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  1 he (rvira  Lunds drt i;f'  1884" of the
Run known as Dogwood South ,  is publis:,ed as
required  by the  Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
the east by  a north line about six miles  fifty-six
chains crossing  Colamboola  Creek at a point about
sixteen chains  below a tree  marked  C7 to the
Southern and Western Railway Line; and thence
on the north by that line souili-westerly to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all alienated
lands or land reserveda for other purposes than
timber.
Given under the  seal of  the Board, this first day
of October,  A.D. 1885.
[L.s. ] E. DESHON. Members of the
T. S. SWORD, S Land Board.
In the  Matter  of  " The Crown Lands  Art  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Dogwood South ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Darling Downs Unsettled,
in the Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS Thomas  McNulty , the pastoral tenant of
the consolidated run known as Dogwood South,
situated in the Pastoral District of Darling Downs
Unsettled ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising
the conterminous runs hitherto known as Dogwood
South and  Colamba South ,  bas given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the fourth day of
August, 1885, that he elects to take advantage
of the provisions of  " The Crown  Lands Art of
1884 " with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said  ` erretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being  the Land
Board constituted under the provisions  of .. The
Crown Lands  Art of  188V:  And whereas the
said Secretary for Public  Lands  has caused the
said run to be divided  :  Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned .  we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Dogwood South ,  comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part & all  comprise and
include the land described as foll ows ,  viz.:-
1041  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Colamboola
Creek at a point about sixteen chains below a tree
marked C7, and bounded thence on the west by a
south line about two miles; thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south 44 degrees  east  to the Conda-
mine  River at a point about two miles thirty-six
chains below the junction of Wieambilla Creek with
said river ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed between the last-mentioned river and
Colamboola Creek ; thence on the south-east by
that watershed north-easterly to the watershed
between Charley's Creek and Dogwood Creek ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to the southern and Western Railway
Line ; thence on the north by that line westerly to
a point north of starting point ; and thence again
on the west by a scuth line about four miles fifty-
six chains crossing Colamboola Creek to the point
of commencement, -exclusive of all alienated or
reserved lands within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
272 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Dogwood Creek
at a point where the Southern and Western Rail-
way Line crosses that creek, and bounded thence
on the west byy said creek downwards to the junc-
tion of Clamboola Cr,eh : thence on the south by
the right bank of that creek upwards about two
miles
forty chains ; thence on the south-west by aline bearing Borth 44 degrees east crossing , said
creek about three  miles stzteen  chains ; thence on
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-
sections  I  and 2 of Section 2 of  " 7lie Crown
Lands  Art of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council ,  on the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board ,  may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto K hich
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a  Run,  and which had ,  before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1)
(2)
Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is u surveyed.
Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. RUIIE,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.I T is hereby notified thatthe undermentioned
Selectors can receive from the Land Agent in
Mackay the amount of compensation to which
they are entitled for the land taken from their
selections for Road purposes
Selection No. 983, Mackay District-Alfred
Thompson.
Selection No. 1031, Mackay District-Ola
Petersen.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.I T is hereby notified thata Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining 'Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be held
at the Court Room of the Land Board at Brisbane,
at 10 o'clock  a.m. on  TUESDAY, the 13th day of
October instant.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brishane , 25th  September, 1885.
RESERVE FOR BOTANIC GARDENS AND
QTJEEN'S PARK, BRISBANE.
r HE  following By-laws, made  by the  Trustees
r  of the Reserve for Botanic Gardens and
Queen's  Park,  Brisbane ,  pursuant  to  "The CrownLands Act of  188t ,"  having been approved and
confirmed  by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, are hereby published  in the  Government
Gazette.
C. B. DUTTON.
1. The Gardens will be closed between the hours
of sunset and sunrise, and any person found therein
after the gates have been so closed will be liable to
a penalty.2. ,' o persons visiting tbe'Gardens shall walk
over any of the beds or borders, or injure any of
the trees, plants, or flowers.
3. Young children are not to be allowed to enter
the Gardens unless accompanied by parents or
guardians.
4. No carriage of any description, and no person
riding on horseback, shall enter the Gardens except
by special permission of the Trustees.
5. No person shall moor, or by any means fasten
or attach any vessel lying in the river to the river
frontage of the Gardens, and no person shall ship,
or embark, or land, or discharge any goods or
passengers or other persons at any place within
the limit of the Gardens, except with the consent
of the Trustees.
6. No visitor entering the Gardens shall be
accompanied by a dog ; and any dog found in the
Gardens without an owner will be destroyed.
7. Tile Ranter, or any other official acting under
the order of the Trustees, is empowered to turn out
of the Gardens any person who is intoxicated and
who is using profane, obscene, abusive, or insultilg
language, or who is offending against decency ; and
any person who while in the Gardens shall make use
of profane, obscene, al usive, or insu'ting language,
whether addressed to any other person or not, or
who shall be guilty of any indecent behaviour,
shall be liable to a ppenalty.
8. Any person who shall violate any of the above
By-laws shall be liable to a penalty notexceeding £5.
9. The Gardens being maintainedf or the recreation
of the public, visitors are invited to co-operate with
the Trustees in preserving order, in protecting the
plants from injury, and in preventing  as tar as
possible any infraction of the By-laws.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-fifth day of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act o f  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Lt ichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERAT G.
j T i, hereby notified for public information, that
ii the  Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards , fol the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates  of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELEC1'OIS under  The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
rend, r their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  '` The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
ti-e Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Maryborough ,  4th September, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section 52 of  " Tlie Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 ," 1  have to call upon
the undermentioned Selectors ,  as per Schedule, to
show cause at the Land Court to be held at Mary-
borough , on FRIDAY , 16th October , 1885, why
their respective Selections should not be declared
forfeited for non -fulfilment of the conditions of
occupation:-
District.  Name. Locality.
114400 Mary borough Hen rig Eisen Irager Gungaloon
1275 Ditto Robert Whanuel Woocoo
1278 Ditto William Quinn Doongal
125'4 Ditto George Thomas Lock% er ditto
1'283 Ditto
...
Henry Thornloe Smith Woocon
1306 Ditto John Young ... ... Doongal
1328 Ditto James Quinn ditto
1334  Ditto
...
Francis  Kelly Stringer Woocoo
131  Ditto ..,  Abraham Boldery ... Doongal
1373  Ditto ...  Daniel Raddy ditto
1393  Ditto David Bryce Hunter ditto
1397  Ditto Henry Alfred Andrew Glenbar
131x9  Ditto John Moore .. Doongal
14'45  Ditto John August  Wieland ditto
1415  Ditto Albert George Andrew 3liva Home-
stead Are a
1421  Ditto Thomas  Helenus Moffat Poona
1458 Ditto Frank  Hanley ... . Broom field
1459 Ditto Edward  Woohner ... ... Warrah
1473 Ditto Franz Kopp .. . Ferguson
151,1 Ditto John William  Stibbs Doongal
1511 Ditto Edward Clifford . . ditto
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich ,  18th September, 1885.
To WILLIAM CRAWFORD, Dugandan.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the Land
Court to be held at Ipswich  on FRIDAY,
Ipswich.
No. 4246.
Wm. C'awford.
Dugandan.
Portion 40.
610 acres.
Homestead  Areas Act
of 1875.
the 6th November  next, at Ten
o'clock in the  forenoon, and
show cause cause  why your Selec-
tion No.  4245 , Ipswich District,
should not be declared  forfeited
for the  non-fulfilment (f the
condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFABLANF, holder of Selec-
tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
I
T having been reported to me that you have
failed in performance of the conditions of
residence on the above selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December, 1885. why the same should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner,  Gympie.
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
Notice to W. D. PERRETT, Peak Mountain.YOU areh reby called upon tattend he LandCourt, to b  held at Brisbane, on TUESDAY,
the third day of November next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show  cause  why your Selections,
Nos. 3823 and 4570, Brisbane District, should not
be declared forfeited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba ,  17th September ,  18'35.
Notice to PATRICK MCKEOWN,  holder of Selection
No. 3925, T .R., parish of Ramsay.
UNDER Section  52  of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba ,  on the  26th day of October ,  1885, at
Ten o 'clock in the forenoon , why your  Selection,
No. 3925 ,  Toowoomba Register ,  should not be
declared forfeited for non -fulfilment of the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN RE  I D WARNER,
Land . Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba, 17th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM McKiowN ,  holder of Selection
No. 3738, T .R., parish of Ramsay.
UNDER  Section 52 of  "The Croton Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba ,  on the 26th day of October ,  1885, at
Ten  o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection,
No. 3738 ,  Toowoomba Register ,  should not be
declared forfeited for non -fulfilment of the condi.
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS ANDRSw BSNNETT ,  holder of
Selection No. 1940, W.R., perish of Allora.
UNDER  Section 52 of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Art of  1876 ,"  I hereby call ul)on
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection, No.
1940, Warwick Register ,  should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Maryborough, 4th September, 1885.
Notice  to FRANCIS  WINTERHELD and CARL  LEDERE,
Executors of Augustus  Bauer , Selection 901,
parish of Dunmora.
I T having been reported to me that you have
failed in performance of the condition of
residence on the above selection, I have to request
that you will show  cause  at the Land Court to be
holden at Maryborough, on FRIDAY, 16th
October, 1885, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited and vacated
selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 14th September, 1885.
Notice to MAex LOVEDAT, holder of Selections Nos.
3246, T.R., 3316, T.R, parish of North Branch.UNDER Section 52 of" The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Too'woomba, of the_ 26th day of October,  18k, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why.your Selections,
Nos. 3246 and 3316, Toowoomba Register, should
not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM DUNLOP, holder of  Selection
No. 2105, W.R., parish of Allora.
r '' NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
V Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause at the  Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2105, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK KELLY, holder of Selection No.
2065, W.R., parish of Goomburra.
U
NDER Section 52 of  " The Croton Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2065, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN  REID WARNER,
Land Commissoner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  15th September,  1885,
Notice to  T HOMAS KENNEDY ,  holder of Selection
No. 2126, W.R., parish of Allora.UU NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown LandsAlienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora ,  on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection, No.
2126 ,  Warwick Register ,  should not  be declared
forfeited for non -fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 26th August, 1885.
Notice to S. W. GRAY, holder of Selections Nos.
973, 1115, 1212, Beenleigh.SIR,-It having been reported to me that youhave failed to fulfil the condition of occupa-
tion, in accordance with section 52 of the Act of
1876, on the above selections, I have to request
that you will show cause at the Land Court to be
holden at Beenleigh, on the 14th day of October
next, why the same should not be deemed
abandoned and dealt with as forfeited and vacated
selections.
PETER McLEAN,
Lanu Commissioner.
In the Matter of the division of the Emu Creek
Run, in the Settled District of Moreton, and of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
T T is hereby notified for general information,
j that His Excellency the Governor in Council
having remitted the above matter to the Land
Board for reconsideration, a Court will be held at
the Lands Office, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the
Thirteenth day of October, 1885, at Ten o'clock
a.m., for that purpose, in terms of the 20th section
of the abovementioned Act, at which persons
interested or their agents, together with such wit-
nesses as  they may bring, may appear and be heard
touching the division of the said Ewii Creek Run.
By order of the Land Board,
P: W. SHANNON,
For the  Sedretary.
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MAP OF GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
O
N  Sale at this Office ,  and at the Warden's
Office ,  Gympie,  New Map  of Gympie Gold
Field ,  showing  Gold  Mining Leases ,  Reefs ,  Shafts,
Sections of Claims,  &c. Price ,  2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SUPREME COURT HOUSE, ROCK-
HAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of Nov-
ember, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of new Supreme Court House at Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Supreme Court
House, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER DALRYMPLE CREEK,
ALLORA.TENDERS will be received at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
October,  from persons  willing to contract for con-
struction of a Timber Bridge over Dalrymple
Creek, near Allora.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Dalrymple Creek
Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at .the Court Houses, Warwick and Allora.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is
.1 per cent. upon amount of contract.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at  the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed  b the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 5 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
urformance  of the Contract in the event of the
tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to  execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from  the usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary,
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE,
MARYBOROUGH.
t' ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
the Lunatic Reception House, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Reception
House, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough."
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause  1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'Fender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken  into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, SUB-INSPECTOR POLICE
QUARTERS, MAYTOWN.TENDERS will be received at this Office andat the Court House, Maytown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November,from persons willing tocontract for Additions
to Sub-Inspector of Police Quarters at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Sub-In-
spector's Quarters, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maytown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION ,  JERICHO.
L IRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
I  and at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 23rd -October,
from persons willing to contract for erection  of
Po lice Station  at Jericho.
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Tenders to be endorsed " Police  Station, Jericho."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proffer printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen day:
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.SUB-COLLECTOR OF USTOMS' QUARTERS,
INGHAM.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Ingham, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Sub-
Collector of Customs' Quarters at Ingham.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Sub - Collector's
Quarters, Ingham."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Ingham.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of a very Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, FOREST GROVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Forest Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Forest
Grove."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be.enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is £15.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. oA amount
of Tender, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1685.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS TO FENCES, ETC., GAOL, SOUTH
BRISBANE.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, from persons willing to contract for
Alterations to Dividing Fences and erection of
Shed at the Gaol, South Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Alterations, 4'e., Gaol,
South Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
RAVENSWOOD.
r
/ENDERS will be received- at this Office, and
at the Post Office, Ravenswood, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Addi-
tions to Post and Telegraph Office at Ravens-
wood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Post and
Telegraph Office, Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Post Office, Ravenswood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September ;  1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCKUP ,  GYMPIE.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 16th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Kitchen
and Washhouse to Lockup at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Lockup,
Gympie."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, . and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary
Department of Pub lic Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STORE ,  ETc., WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,
WINTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House , Winton,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Store
and Office for the Water Supply Department at
Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Store ,  4'c., Winton."
Plan ,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House,  Winton.
The amount of pre liminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the .  time within which it is pro posed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and unde rt aking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender wi ll  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION ,  INGLEWOOD.FRESH Tenders will  be received at this Officeuntil Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the 16th
of October ,  from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station ,  Inglewood.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Police Station, Ingle-
wood."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ; at the Court House, Warwick ; and at the
Police Station ,  Inglewood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender ,  is £ 10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is pro posed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreein to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of  Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted ,  and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE ,  WARWICK.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, f rom persons will ing to contract for
erection of New Court House at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  New Court  House,Warwick."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, at the Court House, Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is  £60. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum s1'gned by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and de liver at the Office of the Cro wn
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE ,  GEORGETOWN.
rl,ENDERS will be received at this Office and
1 at the Court House ,  Georgetown ,  until Four
o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the 23rd October, from
rsons willing to contract for erection of Powder
Magazine at Georgetown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Powder Magazine,
Georgetown."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at the Court House, Georgetown.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
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performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Ker Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTO.1 .Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,Brisbane, 3rd September, 1585.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW IMMIGRATION DEPOT, ROCKHAMPTON.
I 'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton. until
Four o'clock p.m. on Fill DAY, the 16th October,
from persons Willing to contract for erection of
New Immigration Depot at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " New Immigration
Depot, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on  a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be  a memorandum signed  by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the  Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted , and undertaking in that event to
execute and  deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance; otherwise
the 'ender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1885.
S OUTHERN AND  WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF FOUR -ROOMED  GATE COTTAGE
AT 7 MILES 64  CHAINS ,  SOUTH  COAST LINE.
II1ENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 23rd
October,  fr om persons willing to contract for
erection of Four-roomed  Gate Cottage at 7 miles
64 chains ,  near Cooper 's Plains,  South Coa- t Line.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Erection  of Fuur-
roomed Cottage at 7 miles 64 chains ,  South Coast
Line."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained at Office of
Engineer for Existing Lines, North Brisbane Rail-
way Station.
Tenders must be sent in on  proper  printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the  T ender  will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
Ibe accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under secretary for Railways. M
Tinder Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane Palley Branch-Contract No. 2.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
O t HE R S.
GOODS-SHEDS ON THE SECOND SECTION,
BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
October, from persons  willing  to contract for the
erection of Goods-sheds on the Second Section,
Brisbane Valley Branch.
Tenders to bet ndorsed  " Tender for Goods-sheds
on the  Second Section, Brisbane Valley Branch."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
T(nd-rs must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to  execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
the lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
a :cepted .
A. O. HERBERT,
Tinder  Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Exte  nsion- Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT  FOR WORKS.
' ' FNDERS  are invited for the construction of
the 9th Section of the Western Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville - in length 71 miles
45 chains  951  links, inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance with Plans ,  Sections ,  Drawings ,  General
Conditions ,  and Specifications ,  which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane, on
and after  MONDAY,  the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for  9th Section of
Western Extension ,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 18th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway - Contract No. 1.
CONTRACT  FOR WORKS.
'l-ENDERS are invited for the construction of
IL the 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltilre-in length 25 miles 4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations-in accordance with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and Speci-
fication, which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after MONDAY,
the 9th November, 1885, where also forms of
Tender and other information can be obtained.
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Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for the 1st Section of
Forth Coast Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than 4 o'clock p in. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN  DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. S.
FROM 200 MILES TO 2331 MILES, H UGH-
ENDEN.
TENDERS are invited for the construction ofthe Northern Railway Ext nsi  from 200
miles to 233 miles 20 chains-in length  33 miles
20 chains-in accordance with Plans, Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions, and Specifications,
which may  be seen at  the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also, at the  Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after SATUIIDAY, the 17th
October next, where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway from  200  Miles to Huyhenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways, at Brisbane, not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 7th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Cie. tract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
l'[1ENDE  R S are  invited for the construction of
1  Extension  of the Fassifern  Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains  721 links,  inclusive  of Deviations- in accor-
dance  with Plans,  Sections ,  Drawings ,  General
Conditiins, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer,  Brisbane, on
and after  NiONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where  also forms  of Tender and other  information
can be  obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGES, CENTRAL
RAILWAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
October, 1885, for the construction of the
following Carriages for the Central Railway,
Viz.:-
3 Second Class Carriages, 32 feet long.
3 Composite Carriages, 37 feet long.
A deposit of two  and a-half (2k) per cent. on
Amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the S ecification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foremen's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton,  on and  after the 28th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Norr:.- Tende re rs must clearly understand that the  conditions of
Contract  re lating to fines for non -completion to time will be strictly
enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
nder  Secretary for Railways.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, HOWARD.
I `ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Maryborough and
Howard, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 30th of October, from persons willing to con-
tract for the erection of Additions to the State
School at Howard.
Tenders to be endorsed  " ?ender for Additions
to State School, Howard."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Maryborough
and Howard.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, l st October,  1885,
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, KILLARNEY.
I'ENDEIW will be received at his Office, andat the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRI f)AY, the 23rd of October,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the State School at Killarney.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
State School, Killarney."
Plan, Specificatiov, +nd form of Tender may he
seen , and further par..cttltir., obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
'l'enders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE AND
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, SPRINGSURE.
r1ENDERS will be received at this  Office, and at
1 the Court Houses, Rockhampton and Spring-
sure , until Four o'clock p.m. on FHIDA1, the
23rd of October, from  persons willing  to contract
for the erection of Additions to Teacher's Resi-
dence and Play-shed at the State School, Spring.
sure.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Additions
to Residence and Play-shed, State School, Spring-
se' e."
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Rockhampton and Spring-
sure.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 1st October, 18135.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
COOMERA LOWER.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd of October,from persons willing tocontract for the necessary
Improvements, &c., at the State School, Coomera
Lower.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "Tender for Improre-
ments,  4c., State School, Coomera Lower."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, MACKAY
NORTH.
MENDERS will be received at this Office and at
1 the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th of October, from
persons  willing to contract for the erection of asons
at the State School, Mackay North.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
Mate School, Mackay North."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, ROCKHAMPTON
CENTRAL.SEPARATE enders will be received at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Rockhampton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October, from persons willing to contract for the
several works  required in the erection of a State
School for Bo s at Rockhampton Central.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Brickwork,
Carpenter or Joiner's Work, and Plumber's Work,
as the case  may be."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be  sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
f the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, HAPPY
VALLEY (KEDRON BROOK).
T ENDERS will be received at this  Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th of
October, from persons willing to caittraet for the
erection of a State School and Residence at Happy
Valley, Kedron Brook.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School
and Residence, Happy Valley, Kedron Brook."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office. -
Tenders must be  sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
HYDRAULIC ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.
TANK AND DAM, GLAMORGAN VALE.
ENDERS, endorsed  " Tender ,for Tank and
I  Dam near Glamorgan Vale,"  will be received
at the Treasury until Noon on TUESDAY, the 20th
October, 1885, for excavating and forming a Tank
and Dam in the Rosewood District.
Specification may be seen and full particulars
obtained on application at the Hydraulic Engineer's
Office, Edward street, Brisbane, or to the Officer in
Charge, Glamorgan Vale.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
Under Secretary.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
24th October, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville, a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may be seen at the Har.
bours and Rivers Offices, Sydney, Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury, Brisbane,
11th September, 1885.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOODFORD
TO A POINT ON THE PRESENT LINE
BETWEEN CABULTURE AND YANDINA.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MON l)AY, the second (2nd)
day of November next, from persons  desirous of
contracting for the supply of all  material , except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Woodford to a point on the present line between
Cabulture and Yandina, a distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and banded
over to the Government within two (2) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payinent will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
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superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into b the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a  memorandum,  signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing  within one
chain on each  Bide  of the line to be felled, and all
timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track  of not less  than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting  officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a  clear  space  of not less than twenty (20) feet
in width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being  allowed ), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; co be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of  six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of  not less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth . At angles or other places where
required,  struts or  supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator  to be  not less than  one (1) inch from
the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made as directed , and the  wire  tied to the insu-
lator with the binding  wire  supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each , as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENDEN.
'rEN DERS will be received at the Office of the
i Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November  next , from persons desirous of
contracting  for the supply of all  material,  except wire,
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the  terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :- -
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge , at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The  whole  contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
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officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beer completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use  of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials, on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion  arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and  at the rate of progress required by the
Government , it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment , by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates
to the work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums  of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also  a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PLTERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegrapn Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.
MENDERS will be received at the Office of
J. the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the nine-
teenth (19th) day of October next, from persons
desirous  of contracting for the supply of all
material  except iron poles,  wire ,  insulators,
brackets, and screws, and for all workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned telegraph work,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must  state  separately :--
DaviATION.
1. Price, per  mile , for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per  mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles,  where neces-
sary.
PRESENT Lnius.
1. Price, per mile,  for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing  existing wires , etc., in
accordance with causes 10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Cape Capricorn, from
a .point on existing line-a distance of ten (10)
miles ,  more  or less.
Present  lines -Narrows to Sea Hill,  via  Pilot
Station (Keppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire,  insulators , brackets, and
screws  to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities  issued will  be upon the proper  estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from  the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer  appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
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full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy  any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line and
other works, also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if such claims arc, not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneya due to the cor tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to  enforce  the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ;  and all
sums  of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant , materials, and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract,  shall be  forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally  execute and  deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the  acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the new line to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be  sunk  four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles required must be heavy
straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed), with the bark removed, not less
than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5) feet
from the butt, and five (6) inches i n diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places, where required, struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins Ito be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between Ray two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired, bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Pole3 to be replaced, re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood, where necessary. Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles, where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All  material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 10th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-NEW LINES
WITHIN RAILWAY FENCES-BRISBANE
TO HELIDON, AND TOOWOOMBA TO
DALBY (JUNCTION)-ADDITIONAL WIRES
-HELIDON TO TOOWOOMBA (ALONG
RAILWAY LINE).
TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on FRIDAY, the sixteenth
(16th) day of October next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material except
wire,  insulators , brackets , and screws , and for all
workmanship  necessary  for the abovementioned
work,  according  to the  terms ,  general  conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must  state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work on new lines.
2. Price, per mile, for clearing existing line,
Helidon to Toowoomba (along Railway).
3. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
4. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
5. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two-wires,
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Brisbane to Helidon - two wires  (within railway
fences )- a distance of seventy-one (71)  miles, more
or less.
Toowoomba  to Dalby  (Junction )- within rail-
way fences - two wires ,  a distance  of fifty-four
(54) miles, more or less.
Helidon to Toowoo mba (along railway line)-
two additional wires on pre sent poles-a distance
of thirty  (30) miles ,  more or less.
The wire  (No. 6, BWG ), insulators ,  brackets,
and screws to be supplied by the Government, and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane within
three  (3) months after the acceptance of the
Tender .  The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor ,  fr ee of charge ,  at the  noarest Telegrap't
Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6)  months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ;  but  notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the lines for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
lines not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "  The Electric Telegraph  Act " for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
P ro vided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the lines, also
for damage so caused to roads ,  or railway works ;
and if such claims are not defrayed ,  the Superin-
tendent is  authorised to pay the same from any
moneys done to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non -fulfilment of the contract  ;  and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as  penalties  for
the non -fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as  ,  ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must  accompany  each Tender ,  also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking in that
event that they will severa lly execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the lines to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the lines to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away .  Any branches over-
hanging from trees beyond the distance mentioned,
which, in the judgment of the inspecting officer,
might endanger the lines ,  to be removed. Every
care is to be taken not to damage the railway
works.
Poles to be straight saplings of the best descrip-
tion of hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay
ash being allowed ),  with the bark removed ,  not less
than thirty-one and a -half (31J )  inches in circum-
ference at five  (5) feet from the butt, and nineteen
(19) inches in circumference at the top ,  and twenty-
six (26)  feet in length  ;  to be carefully and
thoroughly charred one  (1) foot above and one (1)
foot below the surface of the ground ,  the charred
portion to be well coated with hot coal tar  ;  the top
to be firmly hooped at two (2)  inches from the
extremity with good hoop-iron of not less than
one (1) inch wide .  The top of each pole to be truly
bored for the insulator pin, and served with a thick
coating of white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty -eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5)  feet in the ground ,  placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth .  At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied ,  and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1)  inch from the top of the
pole .  The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed ,  and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each ,  as directed.
The contractor t. shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or, any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD -PATE RSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  23rd September, 1886.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH - NEW LINE ALONG
CENTRAL RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM
JERICHO TO INTERSECTION WITH
PRESENT BLACKALL  -  ARAMAC LINE,
AND ADDITIONAL WIRE THENCE INTO
BLACKALL.FRESH  Tenders will be received at the Officeof the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  on SATURDAY, the sevet!-
teenth  (17th )  day of October nrxt ,  from persons
desi rous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire, insulators ,  brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned telegraph work ,  according to the
terms, general conditions ,  and specification ap-
pended  Hereto.Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price , per mile ,  for timber work  (clearing
not required).
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2. Price, each, for extra pole, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
5. Price, per mile, for  affixing  brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching wire.
NE w LINE.
From present  terminus  (Jericho), Central Rail-
way Extension, along surveyed route to intersec-
tion with present Blackall-Aramac Telegraph Line
-a distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
ADDITIONAL WIRE.
From intersection of new work with present
Blackall-Aramac Line into Blackall-a distance of
sixt (60) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, brackets and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane within one month after the
acceptance of the tender. The quantities issued
will be upon the proper estimate and requisition of
the contractor, who will be held responsible for
applying for sufficient, and any surplus material
after the completion of the contract must be de.
livered by the contractor, free of charge, at the
nearest Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will he paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph  Ace"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond iindemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by  a notice  in the  Queenalassd Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the  non-fulfilment  of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
auras of money, whether named in the Bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of  a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible  persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they  will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification  of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent . on the amount of the Tender.
The Government  does  not bind itself to accept
the-lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet
in length; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from t e base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin. and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be'not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and
fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the, pole. The wire to be so stretched that the
deflection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as
directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, brackets firmly screwed on
with three (3) screws each, and wire on  existing
line to be regulated where  necessary  as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant as required.
All material  used  in the construction of this
work,  or any part  of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the' workmanship, are to be
subject to ,the  final  approval or rejection of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general infgrmatiozt
I that the undermentioned Tenders' have, teen
accepted, viz.:-
New Immigration Barracks, Brisbane-W. P.
CLARK-£ 14,255:
Ross Creek Bridge, Townsville-G. H. RoYcn-
£18,091.
Guard Room and Lockup, Victoria  Barracks-
A. ANDznsoN-£420.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
TT is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the name of the Station at 147-Miles,
Northern Railway, has been altered from " BETI  S'
CREEK " to " PENTLAND."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the name of the stopping place at
163-Mile, Warwick Railway, has been altered
from " LY NDHURST " to " ROSEHILL."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of TnE  QUEENSLAND RAILWAY
CARRIA GE, WA GON, AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
LIMITED ,  for 50 low -sided open Goods Wagons, has
been accepted .  Amount , £ 1,493 15s.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. J. W. BARRY ANDCOMPANY, for the construction of the Second
Section of the Highfields Branch Railway, has
been accepted. Amount, £39,201 8s. 6d.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. JAMES ULBONEY, for the
supply of 105,0')0 Squared Sleepers, at £13
per hundred, has been accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.THE Tender ofMessrs. STAFFORD BROTHERS,for the supply of 3,000 Tons Coal required
for the Southern and Western Railway, has been
accepted, viz :-Delivered at Bundamba, 8s. per ton,
and at North Ipswich, 8s. lOd. per ton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1885.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Burrum Railway from Howard to Bundaberg
South have been approved and confirmed ; and
that, in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
OTICE is  hereby given, that the practice
which has obtained of Employes in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over  them, or  of accepting the same, being
conside re d open to grave objections ,  is hereby pro-
hibited,  and will  re nder the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
I that  a furtl .er extension  of the Queensland
Northern Railway to Torren's Creek-a distance of
179 miles from Townsville-was opened for public
traffic on MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articles
in the custody of the  Lost  Property De-
partment ,  Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885. Owners can obtain the Articles on applica-
tion to the Acting Traffic Manager ,  Townsville, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th  November ,  1885 ,  they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
CONVEYANC F. OF MAILS.SEPAItATE Tenders are invited, and will bereceived up to Noon of MONDAY, the 26th
instant, for the conveyance of Mails, as under,
subject to the usual conditions, as published in the
Government Gazette  of 3rd instant :-
Services required from and to and to and from.
7. BRISBANE AND GYMPIE, by coach, three times
a week, for one, two, or three years, from 1st
January , 1886.
336. NORTH PINE AND RE DCLIFFE, by coach or
buggy, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years, from 1st January, 1886.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Post Office at Northcote has been made a
Selling Office for Postal Notes, in accordance with
the provisions of  The Post Card and Postal Note
Act of  1880."
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1885.
NOT1CE TO MARINERS.
No. 34 of  1885.
BASS STRAIT.
SUNKEN ROCK OFF CLEFT ISLAND, ANSER
GROUP.INFORMATION has been received from the
Officer in Charge of the Department of Ports
and Harbours in Victoria, that a Sunken Rock,
which is not shown on the Chart, and upon which
at low water there is a depth not exceeding 10 feet,
lies 61 cables North from Cleft Island, Anser
Group.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1885,
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora , Aramac,  Ayr, Banana ,  Beenleigh,
Blackall ,  Bogantungan,  Boulia,  Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell ,  Caboolture ,  Charters  Towers, Jharleville,
Clermont, Cleveland ,  Clifton ,  Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla ,  Dalby,
Drayton,  Emerald, Esk, Eton ,  Fernvale ,  Fortitude
Valley,  Gatton ,  Gayndah ,  Geham ,  Georgetown,
Geraldton ,  Gladstone ,  Goodna ,  Goondiwindi,
Central Railway ,  Gympie ,  Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard ,  Ingham, Ipswich ,  Isisford ,  Jericho,
Jimbour ,  Kilkivan ,  Laidley ,  Leyburn ,  Maytown,
Mackay ,  Maryborough ,  Millchester ,  Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy 's Creek, Muttaburra ,  Mitchell
Downs ,  Miles, Nanango ,  Nerang Creek ,  North-
cote, Normanton , Nebo,  One-mile Cre?k  (Gympie),
Pentland ,  Pimpama ,  Port Douglas ,  Queensport,
Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton ,  Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office  (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane,
Springsure ,  S. and W .  Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate ,  Tambo, Taroom ,  Tewantin ,  Thorn-
borough ,  Thursday Island ,  Toowoomba ,  Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston , Warwick,  Watsonvi lle, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shi ll ings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R .  DICKSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is hereby notified that Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following conditions
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed at the  examination,
and, if successful, to attend a Grammar School, are
to be nominated.
2. The Examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved; and scholars from
any school maintained by the State may present
the--r selves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year of examination, have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by,the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, in
special cases, be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The Examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department
and other persons appointed for the purpose. The
questions will be the same in all places. The
candidates' papers must be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number. Before the
Examination begins, each candidate must fill up a
form showing the name, number, motto,  age, sex,
and school attended, and seal up  the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelopes, and the can-
didates' papers, are to be forwarded under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
5. The subjects of examination will be the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth  class  in a State school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and. thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, for a
period of three years, and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar  School established in the colony
under  " The Grammar Schools Act of  1860," or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by- laws  and regulations
of thu school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable trav l1ing expenses  of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his parents.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
_j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a competitive  examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held  at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock A.M. on. the 1st of
December next, in the following  subjects
English Language ndLiterature.
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to  and including  Analytical
French or German.
English History.
Greek  and Roman  History.
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects  to be taken,  namely  :-Chemistry,
Physics,  Botany , or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all  students
who will not have attained the  age of nineteen
years on the 31st day of December next, or who
are State  School scholars under five years'  standing,
and who have resided in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making application to be examined, submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting the date of his birth, and must state the
alternative  subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to be examined in French, or
in German, and in which of the four subjects
under the head of "Natural Science" he elects to
be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
oommencing in 188f, and of the  annual  value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates, not ex-
ceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains in attendance upon lectures in such uni.
versity as a matriculated student.
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Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment is made, a certificate from the Regis-
trar, or other responsible officer of the university
attended by the exhibitioner, must be produced,
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each
subsequent payment is made a certificate must be
presented to the effect that the applicant remains in
attendance on lectures at that university.
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction, not later than the
20th day of October next, their names, with par-
ticulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated ; accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar School,
or from a Magistrate, that they have resided in the
colony for the two years immediately preceding the
examination, or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (f:5) as a guarantee that
he will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of examination may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination begins.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th (Tctober, 1885.
T HE following Return  of the  Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETU R N 70$ THB WEEx awDING 3iw DAY  OF
OCTOBER, 1885.
Number of  Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous  Report  ... ...  378
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... 4
Number  returned from leave  ... ...  2
384
Number  discharged  ... ... ...  2
Number died  ... ... ... ... 2
Number  absent on leave  ... ... ... 1
5
Number remaining at.date hereof ... 379
Admission during the week :
James Taylor, 59, drover ; from Rockhampton
Hospital ; no employment for past two years.
.Re  - admissions :
James Cronin, 67, mariner ; labourer.
John Brehm, 67, shepherd.
Michl. Slaven, 69, bricklayer.
Discharged during the week :
Pat. J. Bacon, 26, chemist ; admitted 11th April,
1885.
Wm. Jno. Maguire, 22, butcher ; admitted 15th
September, 1885.
Deaths during the week :
John Fogarty, 75, farmer ; admitted 10th March,
1885, from Toowoomba Hospital.
Chas. Smith, 86, shepherd; admitted 19th November,1872; four times  since  re-admitted.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITED
MUNICIPALITY.REFERRING to the Order in Councilpublished in the  Gazette  of the 7th of March
last, constituting the "City and Suburban United
Municipality ,"  His Excellency the Governor, with
the  advice of the Executive  Council,  directs it to be
notified that the several Component Municipalities
having consented to the Joint Board of the United
Municipality exercising and performing within the
limits of the Component Municipalities all the
powers and duties conferred or imposed upon Local
Authorities with respect to regulating, licensing,
and taxing vehicles plying, used, or kept therein,
he Joint Bo rd of the said United Municipality
is hereby aut or sed and empowered to exercise
and perform !uch p ,were and duties within su h
limits, and 1o  assume  all obligations in connection
therewith to which Local Authorities are made
subject by the laws  in force  for the time being
relating to the government of Municipalities. And
it is hereby prescribed that such powers, duties,
and obligations shall be exercised, performed, and
assumed  by the Joint Board of the said United
Municipality, under and subject to the provisions
of  "The Local  Government  Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
-3n taking an acknowledgment is 5s. i  addition t
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified  for general  information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent  at Brisbane , and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number  and class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 24th instant, in conformity with
the provisions of the 117th section of  "The Real
Property Act of  1861,"  to issue in  the name of the
Queensland Investment and Land Mortgage Com-
pany, Limited, a Provisional Certificate of Title,
numbered 64734, for 36 perches, allotment 18 of
section 2, parish of North Brisbane, City of Bris-
bane, and more particularly described in Register
Book, volume 440, folio 214; the said original Cer-
tificate of Title having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 10th October, 1835.
N OTICE is hereby given that I intend, on or after
the 24th instant, in conformity with the pro-
visions of the 117th section of  " The Real Property
Art of  1861,"  to issue in  the name of Harriet Heal
a Provisional Certificate of Title, numbered 24894,
for 1 rood and 24 perches, subdivisions 53 and 52
of portion 207, parish of South Brisbane, and more
particularly described  in Register  Book, volume
178, folio 140; the said original Certificate of Title
having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1885.THE attention of Employers of Labour isdirected to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
ap inted Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of urope are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of " The Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882 and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa.
tion connected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1885.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.
1 HE undermentioned unclaimed Horse, now
in the hands of the Chinchilla Police, will,
unless previousl claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, at the Court House, Dalby, on the 17th
October next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Light-brown Horse, about 15 hands high, small
star on forehead ,  long tail ,  white spots on back.
branded  3D L over ,  - over M near shoulder, 100
near thigh ,  indistinct brand like star near cheek.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane,  3rd September, 1885.
LOST HORSES.LIST and Description of Horses lost from
Bollon,  the property of the Queensland
Police Department
One chesnut geldin gg, branded broad-arrow over
QG over 3RH near shoulder ,  small  star and small
lump under near jaw-bone  ;  lost on the  13th April,
1885.
One bay geldin branded broad -arrow over QG
near shoulder , 2WS over 8  near ribs  ;  lost on the
5th March, 1886.
Poundkeepers are requested to note these horses,
and to communicate with the Police if they fall
into their hands.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Cran, of Yengarie, in the Colony of Queensland,
and Henry Cathcart Arthur Young, of Fairymead,
Bundaberg, in the said Colony, for an invention
described as " The more effectual drying of ordinary
granulated Sugar."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of- this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
meat Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Robert Cyan and Henry Cathcart Arthur
Young, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  Beale  and Com-
pany, trading  as such at 83 , Queen street,
Brisbane ,  importers , have applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents , esigna, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 6, in
respect of  Sewing Machines, and in Class 9, in
respect of Musical Instruments , a Trade Mark, of
which the following  is a  representation
a
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it  is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicani s for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered,  in compliance  with such applica-
tion, I shall register the  said  Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Beale and Com-
pany, trading as such  at 83 , Queen street,
Brisbane, Importers, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 9, in
respect of Musical Instruments, a Trade Mark, of
which the following  is a representation :-
INERVA
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four  months from  the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same  registered,  in compliance with such
application, I shall register the said Trade Mark
in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application  for a  Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from Edwin
Tatham, of Mullen' s street ,  Balmain ,  near  the City
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
for an invention described as " An Improved Liquid
Meter."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edwin Tatham, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  16th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that John Davis,trading as the Australian Type Foundr yy
Company at Sydney, in the Colony of New Soutlr
Wales, has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 13. in respect of Printing
Type,  a Trade Mark ,  of which the following is a
representation.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant  for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall  register  the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance  with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th September, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that Andrew Newell
and George Lush, trading as  "  Newe ll and
Company," in Collins street  West,  Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria ,  Merchants ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "  The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 47, in respect of  K erosene Oil, a Trade
Mark ,  of which the following is a representation :-
PEA BODY 'S_-
---150510 XNEDN
R cO.f7
BRAND
EXTRA
FIRE  TE ST 150.
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months f rom the date of
the
at
appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with  the provisions  of the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting  Registrar of Patents,  U.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that John Thomson,
of Brooklyn ,  in the State of New York, in
the United  States of America ,  Engineer ,  has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions  of " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 13, in respect of Staples ,  a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application,
I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st July, 1885,
NOTICE is hereby given, that Vorwohler Port-landI Cement Fabrik (Prussing, Planck, and
Company), trading as such in Holzminden, in the
Empire of Germany, Cement Manufacturers, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 17, in respect of Cement, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
o OR
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation  inasmuch  as the ground work in the outer
circle is red, and the lion printed in the  centre is
blue.
Notice is hereby given, that unless before the
expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants for the  registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered , in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Franz Car-
Guilleaume,  trading as  "Felten a d Guilj
leaume," of Miilheim on the Rhine,  near  the City of
Cologne, in the Empire of Germany, Wire Manu-
facturer, has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,18842" to register in Glass 5,in respect ofSteel
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W'fre, Iron Wire, and Wire  Rope, and in Class 50,
in respect of Cordage ,  Rope ,  and Twine, a Trade
Mark  of which the  following is a representation :-
Gw
rv%%
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark  is not  entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that John NewtonBeach,  of Nos .  24 and 25,  Hart street,
Bloomsbury,  London, England,  Manufacturer, has
applied,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " Tke
Patents , Designs,  and 2 ade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in lass 3, in respect of a preparation
of Cod Liver  Oil and Milk, a Trade Mark, of
which the  following is a representation :-
TRAD ARV
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1885.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Alfred Shaw and
N Thomas  Edward White, trading as Alfred
Shaw and Company ,"  in Queen street, Brisbane,
Hardware Merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  "27ie Patents, Designs, and
T•ade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47,
in respect of Ke ro sine Oil, a Trade Mark ,  of which
the following is a representation :-
WHITELIGHT
KEROSINE OIL
HIGH TEST
REFINED EXPRESSLYFOR
QUEENS LAND
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade  Mark  are not entitle4 to have the
same registered ,  in comp liance  with such. applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
William Barraclough, of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, for an invention described as
" A new and improved method of producing from
Kerosine Oil of any density , flame  (producing light
and heat) to be emitted through a burner without
the aid of a wink, for use in lamps, stoves, and
heating apparatus, and improved apparatus for the
purpose of  effeo ting the same."
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless within
two months  from  the date of the  first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Barraclough, in accordance with the
provisions of " .Tke  Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENAY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
CARNI#I'K'8
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall  register  the said Tarde Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Heyde, Todman
1 and Company, trading as such at 51, York
street, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
Havana  Cigar Importers, have applied, in pur-
suance of  the provi sions  of ' Tke Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register, in Class
45, in respect of Cigars, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation :-
lag
rA A.M aaa-S C'_'
HUMAN
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration  of four  months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such applieation, I
shall  register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th  September, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Pocock ,  of "The Brisbane Exchange ,"  Bris-
bane ,  in the  Colony of Queensland ,  for an invention
described as " Improvements in Belt  Pulley."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is pro ved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Pocock,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting; Registrar  of Patents,  &,c.
'142
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Benjamin Sparks'
of George street, Brisbane, Merchant, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Desiqns. and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Glass 42,  in  respect of Coffee, & Trade
Mark, of which the following  is  e representation :-
F I NEST
;f 1 1) 0(CE E-9
©I2I9
:JUV
O AS PREPARED AND
USED IN THE
PRINCIPAL  TOWNS c
PR ANCE
(D'A p I IPAR to E Ao
SYIf Ml9i  ilE NNYRR N 0
B . S PARKS BRISBANE.
The Trade  Mark  differs f om the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground on both sides under
the words " Caf6 Parisien " is dark-blue, the ground
of the left half of the label is red, and the right
half dark-blue. The words " Finest " " B. Sparks "
and "Brisbane "  are printed in white letters, and
the words " Principal Towns " in rel letters.
Registrar shall send to the Associate a list of all
summonses  and matters returnable at Chambers,
together with the affidavits and papers connected
therewith. The Judge will also take business in
Chambers on any day be may specially appoint,
notice whereof shall be given to the Registrar.
8. Chamber days and hours shall, during the
Christmas and Winter Vacations, be Wednesdays,
at the same hour.
9. The offices of the Supreme Court shall be open
from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. upon all lawful days,
except Saturdays, when the offices shall be closed
at 12 noon ; in Vacation the offices shall be open
from 10  a.m. to 1 p.m., except on Saturdays, when
they  shall close at 12 noon.
10. The  offices will be closed on New Year's Day,
St. Patrick's Day, Good Friday , Easter  Eve, Easter
Monday, EasterTuesday, St. George's Day, Queen's
Birthday, Ascension Day, Prince of Wales' Birth-
day, St. Andrew's Day, Separation Day, Christmas
Day and three days following Christmas Day.
11. Winter Vacation will  commence  on Saturday,
June 26th. 1886, and end on Saturday, July 24th,
1886.
12. The Christmas Vacation will commence on
Saturday, December 11th, 1886, and end on
Saturday, February 26th, 1887.
TABLE I.-SrrTIN GS OF THE JUDGE AS THE FULL
COURT.
17th February 18th August
10th  March  8th September
7th April 6th October
19th May 10th November
28th  July 8th December
TABLE II.-BOWEN CIBAuIT COURT.
Criminal  sittings. Civil Sittings.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the 3rd MarchWednesday Thursday 4th Marchfirst  appearance  of this advertisement in the
,
Wednesday, 2nd June
,
Thursday, 3rd JuneQueensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my Wednesday, 1st September Thursday, 2nd September
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of Wednesday, 24th November Thursday,  25th November
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
regiered ,  in compliance with such application, Ist
shal l register the said Trade Mark in accordance TABLE III.-CHA RTEus Towzus CIRCUIT COURT.
ith th i i f th id A tons ow e prov s e sa c .
Criminal Sittings Civil SittingsWILLIAM T. BLAKENEY, . .
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Wednesday, 21st April
Wednesday, 13th October
In the Supreme Court  of' Queensland, Bowen.
THE THIRD DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
REGUL ,E  GENERALES.
JT  is hereby ordered-
1. That the following shall be the Law Calendar
for the year 1886.
2. The Judge will sit as the Full Court for the
purpose of hearin app eals and other business on
the days fixed in Table No. 1.
3. At all  sittings of the Circuit Courts, Crown
business shall  commence on the first day, and
Civil business on the second day.
4. Insolvency business wi ll  be taken  by  the
Judge in Chambers on the ordinary Chamber days,
and on such other days as he may especially
appoint ,  notice whereof sha ll  be given to the
Principal Registrar.
5. Trials and hearings before the Judge may
be set down for any Chamber day.
6. The Judge wi ll  sit in the Matrimonial Causes
Jurisdiction on any Chai}iber day when there is
business on the paper of which parties shall have
given him notice.
7. Chamber days and hours shall, except as here-
inafter provided, be Mondays ,  Wednesdays, and
Fridays, at 11 o'clock  a.m.;  and at 11 a,m. the
Thursday, 22nd April
Thursday, 14th October
TABLE IV.-TOWNSVILLE CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Wednesday, 28th April
Wednesday, 20th October
Civil  Sittings.
Thursday, 29th April
Thursday, 21st October
TABLE V.-COOYTOWN CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal Sittings.
Friday, 7th May
Friday, 29th October
Civil sittings.
Saturday, 8th May
Saturday, 30th October
TABLE VI.-MACHAY CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal  Sittings. Civil  Sittings.
Wednesday, 16th June Thursday, 17th June
Wednesday, 17th November, Thursday, 18th November
POPE A. COOPER,
Judge of the Northern Supreme Court  of Queensland.
JAMES 'STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" Th.e Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and decla re  that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Toowoomba Land Agent 's District ,  sihall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  SATURDAY,  the 21st day of November ,  1885 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall  be  as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ToowooMBA  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion.
Annual
Area.  Rent Survey Fee.
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
1 Rolleston ... ... ... 80B
A. R. P. £ s.  d. £
31 1 0 0 0 6 3
s. d. £ s. d.
7 0  2  0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... 1v 51 0 0 0 0 5 3 19 0  1  1 10 0
PROCLAMATION.
[ L.S.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY M USGBAVRO, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-
Governor .  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the eighth day of October ,  1885, I did ,  by and withthe  advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation f the Land Board , order that
the operation of so much of the forty -thud section of  " The Crown hands Act of  1884 "  as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor -General
was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots speci fied in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps  or plans  :  Now,  therefo re ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MusGiuvE ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and decla re  that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Ingham Land  Agent's  District ,  shall  be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY ,  the 23rd day of November, 1885 :  And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said District sha ll  be as fo llows ,  that is to  say:-
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of 'October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-
ninth year of tier Majesty 's  re ign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGHA M LAND  AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
AnnualRent
per Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
I A. R. P. £
s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Glenbora ... ... ... lv 160 0 0 0 0 3 12 16 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 3 1216 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... 3v 160 0 0 0 0 3 12 16  0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 4v 1,280 0 0 0 0 3 27 12 0 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ... 5v 1,280 0 0 0 0 3 27 12  0 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... 6v 160 0 0 0 0 3 12 16 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... 7v 640 0 0 0 0 3 17 8 0 1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... 8v 160 0 0 0 0 3 12 16 0 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... 9v 160 0 0 0 0 3 12 16 0 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... 10v 1,280 0 0 0 0 3 27 12 0 1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... + 11V 1,280 0 0 ; 0 0 3 27 12 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusGEsv$, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGBAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Comm'nler-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twenty-third day of July, 1885, I did, by and With
1' 1' the advice  of the Eleeutiie Council,  and on  the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third  section  of  "Tile Crown Lands At of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be sus-
pended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
Was, by the Said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps or
plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "The Crown Landt Act of  1984," I, Sir Altrnoxt MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the  Ezeeativ f, Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board , do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule
hereto, being situated in the Cairns Land Agent's District,  Shall be  open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 23rd day of November, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be s elected by any
one person in the said District shall be  as follows ,  that is  to say :---
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
October, in the year of oitr Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
Goo SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIBNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
C. B. DUTTON.
No. AnnualNo. of Approximate
of  Parish.  RentPortion. Area. per Acre.Lot.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
A.  It.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. d.
1 Cairns  10v 365 0 0 0 1 0 16 8 0 8 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S,] By His Excellency  Sir AItTHONY Musaa.&  , Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
A. Mumsve, Distinguishes Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor  and Commander-
Gover  nnr;  in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland  and its  Dependencies,
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authoritie* in me  vested under the provisions of  " I%#
Crown Lan ds  Act  of 1884, t Sir Aaraosy MUSGEaV9, the Governor aforesaid, by  and With the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Lind Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gladstole (Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on  and after  MONDAY, the 23rd day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area Which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as folio ws, that is to say :-
In the  case of lands not within an Agricultural Area,  6,120 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane , this ninth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Ner Majesty 's reign.
GoD SAVE THE QUIBI! I
By Command,
C. B.  DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Ferleited
Selection.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Survey Fee.
A. R. 1'. £ s. d. £ s. d
1 Kroombit ... ... ... 98 4,906 0 0 0 0 0'
4
41 8 0
2 Biverston ... ... 211 701 0 0 (1 0 1 13 16 0
3 Ditto *" .212 610 0 0 0 0 1 9 2 0
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PROCLAMATION,
[L.S. i By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRPvit,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin.
A. MUSGRAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Ohief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the eighth day of October, 1885, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The r rowx Laadr Act  of 1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect  to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor- General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said laud into lots, and to indicate the rosition
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands  into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : I' ow, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Croton Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Port Douglas Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 23rd day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres :
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any  one person within Agricultural Area No, 2 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And fo>< the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Iloard, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 2 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that fQr administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Port Douglas Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and  Sea], at  Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord ppe thousand eieht hundred and eighty-five, and in the
fort, -ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEE13 !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural  Area No 2.
No.  Of Annual4entPortion . Ada' pe r Acre.
Proviaionpl
Swvey Yee.
hsiprtrice
per Acre.
£ s. d. £ s. d. S. d.
1 Salisbury ... ... 1V 80 0 0  0 0  6 5  0 0  2 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... 2v 80 0 0  0 0 6 5 6 0  2 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... 3v 36 0 0 0 0 6 3 7 0  $ 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... 4v 50 0 0 0 0 6 3 19 0  2 0 0
6 Ditto ,,, 5V 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v 50 0 0 () 0 .n 9 t9 0 2 0 0
7 Ditto ... , .. 7v 50 0 0 006 3190  2 0 0
8 victory ... ... rv 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... 2v  50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... 3v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... 4v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... 5v 00 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... Cv 60 0 0 4 0 S 319 0  2 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... 7v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
15 Ditto ,., ... 8v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... 9v 530 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... 10v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
18 Ditto ... 11v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0  2 0 0
19 Ditto ... 12T 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0 2 0 0
20 Ditto ... ... 137 b0 0 0 0 0 6 a 19 0 2 0 0
21 Ditto ... ... 14v 50 0 0 0 0 6 319 0 2 0 9
22 Ditto ... ... 15v 50 0 0  0 0 6 319 0 2 0 0
29 Ditto ... .. 16v ' 70 0 0 0 0 6 1 4 8 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] $y His Excellency Sir AwrnoNT MUSGEAVB,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. Mtr44 $4VE, Distinguished  Order  of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Uomm ander.u*•
Governor .  Chief  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.W7 HEREAS by an Order in Council made  on the eighth day of October,  1885 , 1 did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on  the recommendation of the Land  Board, order that
the operation  of so much  of the forty-third  section  of  "'ike Cores  Lands .4e# Qt'  1884" as requires land
to be actually  surveyed  and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed oppg for  selection , should l
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the schedule hereto,  *nd the Suryeyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land  into  lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper  maps  or plaps : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said schedule,  and has  indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1,  Sir  ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the  Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
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being situated in the Nanango Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 23rd day of November, 1885: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty- ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NANAN GO LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of Par ish.
Lot.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional Purehasing
Survey Fee. Priceper Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Nanango 105 0 0  0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
2  Ditto ... ... 2v 145 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
3  Ditto
... 3v  145 0 0  0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
4  Ditto 4v  145 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 05 Ditto ... 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v  160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto 1600 0 003 6140  1 0 08 Ditto ... ... 8v  140 0 0 0 0 3 610 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after MONDAY, the
23rd day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which said lands may be selected shall be 3d. and £1 per
acre  re spectively ,  and that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall  be as  follows, that is to say :-In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this  'ninth day of
October ,  in the year of  our  Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
C. B. DUTTON.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parishes of Mort and Thornton.
Block No. 1.
Bounded on the north by the northern boundary of the parish of Mort ; on the east by the
eastern boundary thereof ; on the south by portions 87 and 68'; and on the west by portions 90 and 121,
parish of Mort.
Block No. 2.
Bounded on the north by portion 55, parish of Mort ; on the east by portion 195, parish of Mort,
and portion 125, parish of Thornton ; and on the south and west by portions 135 and 112, parish of
Thornton ,  and 52,  parish of Mort.
Block No. 3.
Bounded on the north by selection 7050 and portions 135,125, and 124, parish of Thornton ; on
the east by the eastern boundary of the parish of Thornton, and by portion  218;  on the south by the
southern boundary of the parish of Thornton ; and on the west by portions 105, 96, 118, 93, 120, 123,
119, 87, 113, 130, 134, 116, 115, 82, 81, and 97.
Block No. 4.
Bounded on the north by portions 107 and 134, parish of Mort ; on the east by portions 73, 84,
136, 29, 61, 31, 64, 33, 34, and 35 ; on the south by portions 129, 135, and 130 ; and on the west by
'andy Creek and portions 115, 102, 117, 88, 76, 75, 79,  128,  and 127.
Block No. 5.
Bounded on the north by portions 130, 135, and 129, parish of Mort ; on the east by portions 42
and 43, parish of Mort, and 57, parish of Thornton ; on the south by portions 60, 55, and 58, same
parish ; and on the west by Sandy Creek.
 ,  .Exclusive of ali enated ,  selected ,  or reserved lands.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MuSGRAV S, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor. Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
1 Crown Lands Act of  1884," and  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Nxecutive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after MONDAY, the
16th day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the  annual  rent and purchasing price at which said lands may be selected shall be 6d. and £2 per
acre respectively, and that the  maximum area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE  THE Quui !
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 6.
Parish of Bribie.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 9, parish of Bribie, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing  east  (along the south boundaries of portions 14 and 16) about ninety chains to a
point north from the north-west corner of the Caloundra Town Reserve (proclaimed in the  Government
Gazette  for 1883, vol. 2, page 43) ; thence by a line bearing south to the north boundary of portion 54;
thence by portions 54 and 39 westerly, southerly,  and  easterly to the western boundary of the Caloundra
Town Reerve ; thence by that boundary and a line in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of portion 27; thence by a line bearing  west  about ninety chains to a point south from the south-east
corner of portion 9; and thence by a line bearing north to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
alienated, selected, or reserved lands.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.4.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MU8GRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," and  "fhe Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885," 1, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder,  and situated  in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be
open to  selection ,  under  the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the 23rd day of
November,  1885 : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the annual rent
and purchasing  price at which  said  lands  may be selected shall  be 3d. and £1 per acre respectively, and
that  the maximum  area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows,
that is to say:-In the case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres :
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare that  the maximum  area which may be selected
by any one  person  within Agricultural Area No. 1 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall never-
theless form part  of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of October,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Whiteside.
Bounded on the north by portions  53, 93 ,  75, a reserve , and 103, parish of Caboolture  ; on the east
by portions 60 and 72, parish of Whiteside ; on the south by portions  88, 89, 93, 89, 38 ,  43,  57, 75, a
reserve, 81 and 15,  parish  of Whiteside ; and on the  west  by a line north along the  east boundary of
portion 85A,  parish  of Caboolture,- exclusive  of alienated, selected,  or reserved lands.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
i T  is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous Occupants in theundermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, have been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo ,  with the sanction of the Government ,  to the persons
hereunder particularised.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Transferror. Name of Transferree.
BURNBTT DISTRICT.
Matthew Ridler,  John`, Row Ridler,  Edward Knox  ... ... ...
and Boyd Dunlop  Morehead, as
executors  of R. B .  Ridler and J. C.Ridley, deceased
Matthew Ridler ,  John Row Ridler,
and Boyd Dunlop  Morehead, as
executors  of R. B. Ridler and J. C.
Ridler ,  deceased
Edward  Wienholt
Waldemar Henrick Rothe ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
John Cameron  Turner ...
Edward Wienbolt, William Charles
Williams, and William Kent
John Cameron Turner and Sydney
Chichester Wallace  Barnett
Joseph O'Reilly ...
Frank Glodschal Johnson
Thomas Wills Conran and Henry
Lewis Conran
Charles Deane Rowe ... ...
Donald Campbell ... ... ...
Tottenham Lee Richardson and Joseph
O'Reilly
William Chalmers Brown (by his
attorney,  Alexander Brown) and
Alexander Brown
George Trimble ... ...
Theophilus Stewart Beatty ... ...
Nicholas Clarke kiadleir,  John James
Phelps ,  and Daniel McDonald
Bernard Hsydon
Tottenham Lee Richardson ...
The Queensland Mercantile
Agency  Company, Limited
Clonmel.
Name of Run.
...  Dugallen and Pugallen East.
Splinter Creek, The Island, Three
Moon Station ,  Dalgingal, Broad-
water ,  and Monal.
Yaparaba.
Margaret  Vale, Margaret Vale No.
and
The South Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company,  Limited
The Trust and Agency Company of
Australasia , Limited
George William Sawtell and John
Burkett Sawtell ... ...
Tottenham Lee Richardson ... ...
Charles  Bonner Chalmers ...
$enry Crotherp ...
The South Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company Limited
Nicholas Clarke  Sadleir and Francis
Brush
Then Corporation of the Bank ofAustral *
1, Margaret  Vale No.  2, Margaret
Vale  No. 3, Margaret  Vale No. 4,
Margaret  Vale No . 5, Margaret
Vale No.  6, Margaret  Vale No. 7,
Margaret  Yale No . 8, Margaret
Vale No .  9, Seymour, Seymour
No. 1, Seymour No. 2, and Sey-
mour No. 3.Cando-for.
Campsie East.
Idalia, I4alia No. 1, Jdalia No. 2,
and Idalia No. 3.
Emelie.
Gournams ,  Gragin ,  Graman ,  Gullin-
gutta ,  Coolootpi ,  Wallaugra, Bur-
burgate, and Edgeroy.
Waterloo No. 2.
Mundradoe.
Glenora, Glenora No. 1, and Glen-
ora No. 2.
Ruston ,  Euston No. 1, Euston No.
2, Burton No. 8, Ruston No. 4,
huston No .  6, Ruston No. 6,
Ruston No. 7, and Euston No. 8.
Dora Ville, Harricks, Hsrric*s No.1,
Rarricks Nq. 2, Harrclts No. 3,
Harricks  No. 4, Lilly Lake,
(Tenors, $arban Vale, Waverley,
Timora, Timora No. 1, Waverley
No. 1, Waverley No. 2, Glenore
No. 1, Harban Vale No .  1, Dora-
ville No. 1, Doraville No. 2, and
Doraville No. 3.
John Ernest  Seating  ... ... ...
COOF. DISTRICT.
Samuel  William Cook ... ... Spring.
William Kelly  ... ... ... ... Annual  Tenancy.Patrick O'Brien ,  Edward  Hupt, and Blackwell,
Bernard  Peter Brodie  ... ... ...
William Steele
David Peter  Dickson  ... ... ... Dagworth.
Thomas Lauclilen Kelly ...
DARLING DOWNS.
John  Franklin McMullen,  as In -  Charley's  Creek East.
spector for the time  being of the
Union  Bank of Australia , Limited
The Queensland  Investment and Land
Mortgage  Company, Limited
Samuel  Brown ... ... ... ...
Alexander  Raff ... ... ... ...
Edward  Bassingthwaighte ... ...
John Charles eydon  ... ... ...
The Queensland  Mercantile and I Byerlin.
Agency Co;npany4Limited
The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company, Limited
Alexander Raff and John Robertson
George Henry Bassingthwaighte ..
Mrs. Mary Jane Heydon and Patrick
Albert Clynes
Blytheland, Highlands ,  Brigalow
Creek, Meandarra, and Noon.
doomally.
Werra Warra North.
Jingi  Jingi East.
Binigi  and W  icanna.
Gustavus  John Waterhouse ... ...  Ebeuazer  Vickery ... , Warr Waar.
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Name of Traneferror.
TuAwarais of Rurre - oontiansd.
Name of Transferree.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT,
William Livingstone Reid (by his William Graham
attorney ,  Richard Neville Colley)
and Rosa Thompson Reid (by his
attorney ,  Walter Reynell)
Thomas Purcell
William Kelman
The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
James Tyson  ... ... ... ...
The Corporation of the Bank of  New' James Tyson
south  Wales  (by their attorney,
Alexander Archer)
Richard Wingfield  Stuart  ... ...  The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company,  Limited
Richard Wingfield Stuart  ... ...  The Queensland Mercantile and
Agency Company,  Limited
GRE(ORY  8Q1TTII  DISTRICT.
The Commercial Banking Company of The Queensland Mercantile and
Sydney Agency  Company,  Limited
Robert Collett Edwin Hampton and Robert Collett Edwin Hampton ...
Michael Rowan
Robert Collett Edwin Hampton  ...  The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Alexander Reid  (by his attorney,  George Davidson and Isaac Blekemere
Alexander Ogilvie Grant)
The Commercial Banking Company of Denis Skeahan... ... ...
Sydney
Robert Shaw Moore and Frank Alex- Richard Feehan  ... ... ...
ender Powell
Anthony  George Robinson
Alfred Taylor ..
Charles Overend  Garbutt
Andrew  Broad ...
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... George Robinson  ... ... ...
... George Ali Pan ... ...
... The Queensland National Bank,
LimitedAS S441 Tenancy.
The Australian Joint Stock  Bank ...
William Oswald Gilchrist  (b  his John Brown Watt and Edward Cun-
attorney,  John Brown Watt) and  ningbani
John Brown Want
Sir Thomas Mcllwraith ,  K.C.M.G. ...  The North Australian Pastoral Com-
P"y
John Cameron Turner and Sydney Jo emerop  Tumor  ... ...
Chichester Wallace Barnett
William John  Turner  Clarke  (by his  Joseph Clarke .,, .,. ... ...
executors ,  W. J. Clarke and J.
Clarke)
Joseph  O'Shea  ... ... ... ... Michael O'Shea ..
Charles Overend Garbutt and John Arthur Mackay  McIl waine ...
Radcliffe Wilson
The Corporation of the Bank of New Patrick Helux
South Wales  (by their attorney,
Alexander Archer)
-44
SOUTH KENNEDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run.
Bullu Bullu No .  1, Bu ll u Eullu
No. 2, Bullu Bullu No. 8, Bullu
Bullu No. 4. Bullu Bullu No. 5,
Bullu Bullu No. 6, Loxa No. 1,
Loxa No .  2, Loza No .  3, Loxa
No. 4, Beechwo rt h No. 4, Beech-
worth No . 5, Tolarno No. 1,
Tolarno No .  2, Oawswortb ,  Prest-
bury , Livingstone No. 1, Living-
stone No .  2, Livia g4tone No. 3,
Livingstone No. 4, Tolarno No. 3,
Tola rn o No. 4, and Tolarno
No. 5
Manilla No. I Manilla No. 2, East-
wood, and Eastwood South.
Mungerebar No.1, Mungerebar No.
2, Mungerebar No 3, Mungerebar
No. 4, Mungerebar No. 5, Gal-
belly,  Ballinacourtie, Riversdale,
Mookleindamba,  Mallow, and
Doverale.
Randwick Downs No. 1, Randwick
Downs No. 2, Ranwiok Downs
No. 3, Randwick Downs No. 4,
Randwick Downs No. 5, Rand-
wick Downs No. 6, Randwick
Downs No .  7, Longcharps, Long,
champs No. 1, and Longobamps
No. 2.
Pitt ,  Curran,  Nap, and  Ben.
Hound ,  Fox, and Hare.
Mooraberree,  Moohuree,  Cunning-
hilla ,  Pentitude ,  and Mundooran.
Ashby  de la Zouch.
Ashby  de  in  Zouch.
Unthill.
Rasmore,  Kaffir,  and Carraway.
Tigris, Euphrates ,  Cyprus , Dizaraili,
Gladstone,  Mooliampah,  Alppha,
Bets ,  Lamba,  Epsilon ,  Eta, Ami•
cron,  Kappa,  Iota ,  Zeta,  Zambda,
Sigma ,  Rho, and Orientos.
Waroora No .  1 and  Waroora No. 2
Milrayy No. 1 and  Hilray No. 4
Blunder No. 1,  Blunder No. 2a and
Blunder No. S
Ravenswood No. 2 and Ravenswood
No. 5
Dalmore and Dalbeg
Crimea.
Cooleeman No. 1, Cooleman No. 2,
Cooleeman No. 8, and Cooleeman
No. 4
Kangerong,  arge ong  West, and
Kangerong South.
Eletohingtou Park, No. 2.
Mullaburra.
Victoria Downs X9. 1.
George Ah Pan  ... ... ...  Alfred Taylor .. ... ... . , . Nevena.
Alfred Taylor  ... ... ... ...  The Union Bank of Australia, Limited Nevena.
I  homas Lodge 'Murray -Prior and Thomas de Montmorenci Murray -  , Arranmore.
Thomas de Montmo re nci Murray- Prior i
Prior
Thomas Skuthorpe  ... ... ...  William James Forrester,  Henry Belmont No. 1, Ricltstpn4 No. 1,Newcomen, William Holland ,  and' Richmond No. 2, and Richmond
Ro bert Lismo re Moore No. 4.
Timothy O'Sullivan Green  ... ...  I Raleigh Gilbert  Davidson  ... ...  Hugh's Hill and South Wynyard.
Name of Transferror.
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TRANSFER of Rmrs - continued.
Name of Transferree. Name of Run.
SOUTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT- continued.
The Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales
Shepherd Smith
Raleigh Gilbert Davidson
John Henry Clarke
Richard Keatinge
John Henry Clark ... ...
Eric Henry  Mackay  and Charles
Swayne Coveney (by his executors,
Henry Austin and Laidley Mort)
Horace Charles Chase... ... ...
Lachlan McLennan, senior ..
George  Fox, Thomas  Lindley, and
Robert Lindley
George Lewis Golden ... ... ...
John  Beattie  ... ... ... ...
The Queensland  National Bank,
Limited
The Corporation of the Bank of Aus-
tralasia (by their attorney, E. S.
Parkes)
Samuel  Renwick ...
John William Powell and William
Charles Webb
Lachlan  McLennan ,  junior ... ...
Lachlan McLennan,  senior ...
Margaret Bell (widow)
James Lalor ...
Timothy O'Sullivan Green ... ...
William Bovey (by his  executors,
William Henry  Hyne  and George
Francis  Bridgman ), and Edward
Maitland Long
Sir Francis  Murphy,  Francis Reid
Murphy (by his attorney, Sir
Francis  Murphy), and Alexander
Dyce Murphy
Raleigh  Gilbert  Davidson ... ...
William  Frederick  White ...
Frederick Walter Biddulph ...
Frederick Walter Biddulph and
Edmund D'Olier Foot
Raleigh Gilbert Davidson ... ...  Bradwell Grove.
Raleigh Gilbert Davidson ... ... Carry  Coates, Craven, and Wyn-
yards.
George Whittingham and John Carry Coates, Craven, Wynyards,
Whittingham Bradwell Grove, Hugh 's Hill,
and South Wynyard.
The Corporation of the Australian Startlemere and Maidenhead No. 3.
Joint Stock Bank
Frederick Henry Ogilvie Bundock, Catawba and Catawba No. 2.
Edward Ogilvie Bundock,  Francis
Forbes Bundock, and Charles
Wyndham Bundock
The Corporation of the Australian Lornesleigh No. 2.
I Joint Stock Bank
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Eric Henry Mackay, Arthur James Huntley, Huntley West, and Upper
Milson, and Leslie James Milson Huntley.
The Union Bank of Australia,  Rongaring , South  Rongaring, and
Limited Girrah
Farquhar Charleson and Lachlan  Ingle  Downs and Goombleburra.
McLennan , senior ,  the executors in
the estate of the late Duncan
McLennan
The Union Bank of Australia, Table Land.
Limited
Charles Frederick Golden ... ... Bundi, Yambone,  and Sollow Hills.
The Corporation of the Australian Derby No. 2.
Joint Stock Bank
George Cartwright Langhorne, George Llandilo.
Beaumont h igby, and Charles
Alexander Smyth
The Corporation of the  Bank  of New Tombul and The Rhyddings.
South Wales
Charles Alexander Smyth ... ... I Anney Berry.
Charles Alexander Smyth ... ... Clive.
Farquhar Charleson and Lachlan Gordon.
McLennan ,  senior ,  the executors
in the estate of the late Duncan
McLennan
Farquhar Charleson and Lachlan Honeycombe.
McLennan ,  senior ,  the executors
in the estate of the late Duncan
McLennan
Margaret Bell (widow) and William Aughriss and Woodhill.
Bell
William Lalor... ... ... ... Cooinbah and Ridgeland.
Raleigh Gilbert Davidson ... Argyle.
William Henry Hyne and George Burton Downs No. 2.
Francis Bridgman
The Scottish Australian  Investment  Bulimba, Doonmunya , and Neinbaa.
Company, Limited
George  Whittingham and John
Whittingham
The Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia
Edmund D'OlierFoot, Arthur Randal
Foot, and Frederick Walter Bid-
dulph
Enmund D'Olier Foot, Arthur Randal
Foot, and Frederick  Walter Bid-
Charles Boydell Dutton, Archibald
Francis Dutton, and Henry Richard
Dutton
Lachlan McLennan,  senior , and Lachlan
McLennan, junior
Alexander Dorsey ... ...
Lachlan McLennan, junior ...
John Brown Watt ...
Edmond Davis ... ...
dulph
John Davy Witham ...
Argyle.
Humboldt No. 3.
Cungelella.
Lake Salvator.
Conciliation Creek Block B., and
Conciliation Creek Block C.
Farquhar Charleson and Lachlan I Rockvale.
McLennan the elder, executors in
the estate of the late Duncan
McLennan
Edmund Davis  ... ..  Prairie.
Farquhar Charleson and Lachlan Lorraine.
McLennan the elder ,  executors in
the estate of the late Duncan
McLennan
William Oswald Gilchrist ... .. Triangle and Didcot Fast
The Corporation of the Australian Prairie.
Joint Stock Bank
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TRANSFER OF  RUNS - continued.
Name of Transferror. Name of Transferree. Name of Run.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT- continued.
George Cartwright Langhorne , George Charles Alexander Smyth ... ...
Beaumont Rigby, and Charles
Alexander Smyth
William Frederick White  ... ...  The Corporation of the Bank of
William Joseph  Kahle AustralasiaJames Thomas Marsh Bell  and Francis
Colville Hyde
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Ambrose Francis Cooke Cox ... ... The Queensland National Bank,
David Benjamin
Limited
... The Queensland Co-operative  Pastoral
Company, Limited
James Lalor  ... ... ... ...  William Lalor... ...
Jacob Low  and William  Low (by their Thomas  Macdonald-Paterson
executors ,  Hugh  Muir Nelson and
Joseph Capel Smyth)
John Piper and Frederick Collins ...
The Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales  (by their attorney,
Alexander Archer)
John Moore  . ... ... ...
Mrs. Mary Jane Heydon .. ,..
Hurtle Fisher, William Baldwin (by
his executor ,  James Ephraim Wolfe
and John Ryder Jones,', and John
Charles Manchee
Frank Buckle Bays  ... ... ...
George Ralston  Ross ... ... ...
Francis Doyle  ... ... ... ...
James Mansfield Niall ,  Daniel Budge,
and Robert Barr Smith
Daniel Budge,  James Mansfield Niall,
and Robert  Barr Smith
William Carver
John  Moore ...
Llandilo.
Shotover.
Baralaba.
Mercurah Back Block.
Warroo, Tongy ,  Tongy South,
Boatman, Promised Downs,
Brumby Plains ,  Boatman West,
Boatman South, Wilky ,  Yarran
Plains, Dingwall ,  Lang Boyd,
Yarran Plains North ,  Spring
Waterhole No. 3, Rolling Do no
No. 1, Alfred Downs, Humbug
Plains, Rolling Downs No. 2,
Rolling Downs North ,  and Spring
Waterhole No. 4.
Eumamurrin and Bengalla.
Merroombill ,  Moullit ,  Kargurrah,
Kourraminbah ,  Moongoolna,
Wallala ,  Noona ,  Donga ,  Algiers,
Tripoli ,  Essex ,  Tripoli Back Run,
South Muccadilla ,  Byanbunno
East, Tripoli Back Run East,
Glenlyyon , G lenearn Back Run,
and Noons South.
North Yambugle.
Drysdale Ponds No. 5.
James Cavanough  ... ... ...  Drysdale Ponds No. 5.
Mrs. Mary Jane  Heydon  and Patrick
Albert Clynes
R. Goldsbrough and Company ,  Limited,
and Hurtle Fisher
George Ralston Ross  ... ... ...
Frederick  Vaughan ...
The South  Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company ,  Limited
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Robert Barr Smith ...
Robert Barr Smith ...
The Mercantile Bank of Sydney  ...  Mrs. Jane Barton Allan
The Mercantile Bank of Sydney  ...  Mrs. Jane ' Barton Allan
Sir Francis  Murphy ,  Francis Reid
Murphy ,  and Alexander Dyes
Murphy
Francis Murphy ,  Francis Reid Mur-
phy, Alexander Dyce Murphyhis attorney,  Francis Reid Murphy
Thomas James  Nankivell and Edward
Fanning
John Thomson  ... ... ... ...
Walter Williamson and W illiam Henry
Lindsay Thornbm
Sir Francis Murphy ,  Francis Reid
Murphy  (by his attorney ,  Sir Francis
Murphy), and Alexander DyceMurphyFrancis Murphy, Francis Reid
Murphy  (by his attorney ,  Sir Francis
Murphy ),  and Alexander Dyce
Murphy
Sir Francis Murphy ,  Francis Reid
Murphy  (by his attorney, Sir
Francis Murphy ),  and Alexander
Dyce Murphy
James Tolson and William Justin
Beauchamp Cameron
The Bank of New South  Wales ...
The Bank of New South Wales ...
Falkiner Minchin Hewson ...
The New Zealand Loan and Mercan-
tile Agency Company
William Vil liers Brown and Alex-
ander Henry Rourke.
The Bank of New South  Wales ...
The Bank of New South Wales
The South Australian Land Mort-
gage and  Agency Company Limited
North  Guralda.
Shirley Downs.
Wallabella Back Block.
Wallabe lla Back Block.
Womel.
Bon Venture No. 2.
Delta ,  Saltbush Park,  Delta No. 2,
Adelaide,  Hermit's Home No. 1,
Hermit's Home No .  2, Hermit's
Home No.  3, and Hermit's Home
No. 4.
Birkhead No. 5.
Windeyer Creek,  Birkhead Creek
No. 1, Cheetham Hill No. 2,
Windeyer East, and Agnes
Downs.
Romulus.
Camberwell ,  Shirburn ,  Sheep Hill,
Forest Hill, Dulwich South,
Creswell Crags ,  Dulwich North,
Moonbong.
Mount Pleasant  No. 2 and Mount
Pleasant  No. 2 West.
Maneroo ,  Mane roo East ,  Mecsland,
Talleyrand, and Omega.
Cumbi Cumbi.
Camberwell South.
Forest Hill No. 2.
Hawarden.
The Bank of New South Wales  ...  Jericho No rt h and Jericho East.
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Name of ransferror.
Tx.AxsiS$  or  Ruxs-continued.
Name of Transferree.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT-- continued.
George  Fairbairn ... ... ... Francis Goode Cunningham ...
Henry Rourke  (by his executors,
Alexander Henry Rourke and
William Villiers Brown)
Henry Alexander Leishman by his
executor, Henry James
ft
Leishman)
Robert Jonathan  Jeffray and William
Murray
James  Tyson ...
The Corporation of the  Australian
Joint Stook Bank
John  Frasprand JohnMonckton Brown
John  Fraser ,  Charl es Brown (b7 his
attorue:, John Monckton Brown),
and John Monskton Brown
Patrick Morgan ,  James Watkins, and
William  Watkins
The Western Queensland Pastcral
Company, Limited
Mars  Buckley ... ... ...
Walter  Williamson and  William
Henry Lindsay Thornton
The Union  Mortgage  and Agency
Company of Australia, Limited
Frederick George Docker, Thomas
George Clarke, and Alexander
Henry Smith
Name of Rua.
Barcal  fine  Downs  No. 1, Bereal-
dine Downs No 1 East,  Barcal-
dine Downs No. 2, Barcaldine
1'own No. 2 East , Foxhall No. 1,
Foxhall No. 1 South, Heullan
South, Heullan East, Barcaldine
No. 3, Barcaldine No. 3 East,
Barcaldin e No. 3 West,  Barcal-
dine No. S North ,  Barcaldine No.
4, and Barcaldine No. 4 East.
l:)elebra and Upton.
Mooresland, Mya.ll Downs, Prairie,
Bonnie Doon, Hayston, Finis,
Bonnie Doon No. 2, and Max-
weltown.
Prairie Lagoon No. 5 South.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
James Rutherford ,  William Franklin
Whitney, and Walter Russell Hall
Patrick Morgan, William Watkins,
and James Watkins
William Selman ...
William Kelman  ... ... ...
William Charles Hill and William
Clark
Joseph Patrick Dunne,  and John
Dunne
The New Zealand Loan and Mercan-
tile Agency Company, Limited
Tyson,
D4 No.  5 and Dempsey.
Cunno No. 4.
Westerton, Deawabodtheroling,
Babbillora, and Watershed.
D 4 No. 5 and Kempsey.
Authoringa West.
Bonedtha ,  Merrigen ,  Hurtle Vale,
Murweh ,  Murweh West , A. No.
1, Minitta ,  Bunburra Cheverel,
Maaooupe ,  Melvi lle Forast, Too-
rack ,  Toorumburry ,  Varna Yarra,
and Pericoota
Berkshire No. 1 and Berkshire
No. 2.
Westerton ,  Deawabodtheroling,
Cunno No .  4, Babbilloora, and
Watershed.
Edmund D'Olier Foot, Arthur  Randal  George Patterson and Edmund Pat-
Foot,  and Fredrick Walter Beddulph terson
William  Kelman  ... ... ...  James Tyson ...
James Rutherford,  William Franklin James Tyson ... ... ... ... Barbara Plains.
Whitney, and Walter Russell Hall
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
tT is hereby notified for general information ,  that the interest  of the  previous  Occupants in the1,ieeuses of the t}ndgmpnttoned Runs of Crown  Lands ,  situated  in the Upsettled  Districts ,  has been
transferred ,: daring the Quarter  ended 30th  ultimo,  with  the sanction  of the Government, to the
upde entioned  persons,
Name of Traneferror.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Transferree .  Name of Run.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Charles Deane  Rowe ... The Trust and A ncy Company of
I
Spring Hill,
Australasia, Limited
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Arthur Wyatt Sheppard .,. . William Kilgour * Cumberland and Oumberlan3 No. 1.
Ditto ... ... ... William  Kilgour and Eric  Henry  I  Murdock No. 2 and  Glen  Alfred.Mackay *
William  Kilgour ... ... Charles Smith ...  Coraeld.
Arthur Wyatt Sheppard ... William Kilgour and Eric Henry  Iflurdook No. 1.
Mackay *
Ditto ... ... William Kilgour Cumberland NQ. $.
ourWilliam Kil Charles Smith Cumberland No SgDitto ... ...... ..ditto *  Cumberland  and Cumberland No. 1.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
William Justin  Beauchamp Cameron  I  The Bank of New South Wales Borderland  West  and Borderland
East.
*  First renewal of License.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
T is hereby  notified for general information ,  that the interest of the previous Occupants in theI Leases of the undermentioned Runs, held under the  provisions of  " The Settled Districts Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1876,"  has been transferred during the Quarter ending 30th September ,  1886 ,  with thesanction  of the  Secretary for Public Lands ,  to the undermentioned persons.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Name of Run.
Helidon No. 2
Bererum No. 1
Mariana No. 1
Wonbah ...
Morenish No. 2
Cannon Valley ,..
Mountain Home No. 2
Ditto ...
Crystal Brook No. 6
No. 7
No. 3
No. 4
„ „ No.5
Lanercost ...
Stoneleigh
Blackstone
Name  of Tranaferror. Name  of Traneferree.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF MORETON.
... I John Cameron Turner ... ... I Andrew Scott
SETTLED DISTRICT' Off' WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
... ... H. A. Brett and F. R. Ravenhill ...  Richard  Walter Scougall.
... ... Ditto ... Ditto.
... ... A. If. W.  Shand  and N. G. Buchanan T homas Province.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
I  Alexander Stuart  ... ... ... I  The Mercantile Bank  of Sydney.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
J. G. O'Connell and W.  A. Brown ...
J. Emmerson , W. Strickland, and
R. H. Smith ... ...
R. H. Smith and Joseph Emmerson
F. R. Bode ... ... ...
Ditto ...
W. J. Dangar and F. R. Bode
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ' ... ...
William Grey Ewan ... ...
e
Ditto  . ...
Ditto ... ...
The Corporation of the Bank of
New South Wales.
Robert Harrison Smith and Joseph
Emmerson.
Robert Harrison Smith and James
McDonald.
William John Dangar.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
The Queensland Investment and
Land  Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Department  of Public Lands,
85-16707-Sur. Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEARTOOWOOMBA.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptions, are requebted to deliver
to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required for the
said resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the date
of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the  damage  that may be
sustained by reason of the said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFUBRNcl3 OF LAND INTENDED TO  BE  RESUMED FOR A RIFLE R ANGE 1(BAR  TOOWOONBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
a No. of
c
Description .  Por- How Held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
tion.
00
oa
Area . BemaaLe.
Cho. Lks .  Links .  A. s. P.
1 A triangular pie ce  of land 527 Freehold  M ichael  if.  Garvey 69° 36 '  1 43} Irregu - 0 0  5t  Part of a niiiking-
cut off the no rt h -west Garvey Tar yard out o(.
corner  of  re -subdivision
c  of  subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
Part of a proclaimed road 527 Crown The Unoceu-  68° 86 ' 2 87 Irtegn- 0 1 3-,,
separating fe-subdivision land Croltn pled lar
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527 from re-sub-
division c
A strip of  land running  527 Freehold Michael ditto  69° 98 '  4 38 200 0  228 Unimproved.
across the southern part  Garvey
of re-subdivision a of
subdivision  1 of portion
527 I
4 A strip of  land running  527A ditto
across the southern part
of portion 527A
5 A strip of land  running  627s ditto
across the southern part
of portion 527B
ditto ... ditto ...  69° 36'  2 23 200  0 1 3;o ditto.
Thomas ditto ...
Neden
69° 36'  3 13 200 10 2 17 0- North- east boun-dary of  port  it
fenced,oiherwise
unimpiwved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned resumptions can be  seen at the office of
Clerk of Petty  Sessions  in Toowoomba.1
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Department of Public Lands,
85-22177 - D.B. Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified fir general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to  be  opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878  ;"  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month fro m this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. D U TTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS  6 88, 686 .  AND 692, HELIDON DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Ravensbourne ,  County of Cavendish ,  District of Moreton.
CD Description ' f Road.
d
*1 Fro m the reserved road
easterly th ro ugh se-
lection 688 to its east
boundary
•3
1
N OTIC  K is hereby giv
Title to the Lands
any person desiring to opp
Name of  Deceased
Proprietor.
Jerrett Phillips ,  late of
Feruvale ,  li censed
victuall er
David Art hur lames, late
of Llwynon ,  in Wales,
in the United King-
dom of Great Britain,
master mariner
Mary Hibbard ,  late wife
of Walter Hibbard, of
Nundah ,  farmer
Mary Aisbett, late wife
of John Aisbett, of
Ravenswood, store-
keeper
John Pownall ,  late of
South  Brisbane ,  farmer
George Howard ,  late of
Marybo ro ugh ,  gentle-
man
John Campbell ,  late of
Swan Creek, farmer
William McNeille, late
of Brisbane ,  draper
Matthew Burton ,  late of
Brisbane ,  carpenter
James Bennett ,  late of
Sydney, grocer
Harriet Heal ,  late wife
of John Daniel Heal, of
Brisbane ,  gentleman
An irregular piece of
land along and within
pa rt s of the west and
north boundaries (at
othe north-west cr-
I
ner) of selection 686
A stripof landonechain)
wid lon h-g a d ie a n w t
in part of  the south
boundary of selection
692
; c0
c
,; Date of
otog
.
Application How held
xa x A .of
0
c P
Selection.
17  688 Helidon 3 Feb., 1876 Homestead ,
1875 Act
16 686 ditto  ditto  Freehold,
Homestead,
1875 Act
22  892 ditto  1 'eb., 1876 Homestead,
Reputed Occupier a , Breadth
Owner. Cas tses.
7 A of
Road.
Area.
ohs. Iks .  Links . A.  R. P.
Ellen Mc- Ellen 71° 33' 5 19 100 2 0 0
Farlane , McFarlane 117° 43' 6 75
wife of ' 750 25• 0 82
Andrew 128° 51' 7 48
McFarlane 60° 35' 035
Thomas Thomas 360° 0' 5 99 irregu- 6 (1 0
Murphy Murphy 59° 19, 5 82 lar
1 90° 14' 11 0 1
60°50' 036
79° 11' 986
John Mc-
Quillan
John 90°
McQu il lan,
14' 39 73 100 4 1 0
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
'REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
Date of
Death.
1885.
17 July
23 Feb .
en, that applications have been made for the Registration  of Transmission of
hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications  are given  below, and
ose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or  before  the day specified
I ill *
Name Description Estateclaimed to Particulars ofWill ;81of Claimant. and Situation of Land. be
transmitted. .02or otherwise.
ca8
1885.
Catherine Phillips, of  Re-subdivision 1 of subdivision 1 Pee -simple  Will  dated 9 July , 10 Nov.
Fernvale, widow  of portion 61, parish of North 1885
Cecil Shuttleworth  Re-subdivisions 8 and 9 of sub -  Fee-simple As administrator .,.  10 Nov.
Fison, of Bri sbane, divisions  10, 11,  and 12 of east-
shipping inspector
25 June Walter Hibbard afore-
said
1884.
28 Aug .  John Aisbett  aforesaid
1883.
8 Oct .  Eliza Maria Pownall, of
South Brisbane, widow
18 April  Maria Howard ,  of  Mary-borough, widow
1885.
22 Feb .  Timothy Murphy, of
Swan  Creek ,  and Fran-
cis  Ration Woods, of
Warwick
30 July  Elizabeth McNei ll e, of
Brisbane, widow
1873.
29 Aug .  Elizabeth Sophia Bur-
ton, of Brisbane, widow
1872.
21 Sept. William Frederick Ben-
nett ,  of Burwood, near
Sydney,  dentist
11 Dec .  Alfred George Heal, of
Brisbane ,  a minor
1875 Act
* Grating land.
ern suburban allotment 110,
parish of South Brisbane
Portion 329,  parish of Toombul Fee-simple
Subdivision 4 of all otment 9 of Fee -simple
section 41, town of Bowen
Subdivisions 20 and 21 of section Fee-simple
4 of port ion 214, parish of South
Brisbane
Allotments 1, 2, 3, 4 ,  9, and 10 of Fee-simple
section 11,  town of Bingham
Port ion 873 ,  parish of Cunning -  Fee-simple
ham
Portion 546,  parish of Kedron  ...  Fee-simple
Portion  632, parish  of North  Bris- Life estate
bane
Subdivision 14 of allotment  2 of Fee -simple
section  85, parish  of Rockhamp-
ton
Subdivisions 52 and 53 of portion Fee -simple
207, parish of South Brisbane
As administrator ... 17 Nov.
As administrator ... 24 Nov.
As administratriz ... 10 Nov.
Will  dated 23 Jan - 17 Nov.
nary, 1879
Will dated  15 Octo- 17 Nov.
ber, 1878
Will  dated 3 June , 10 Nov.
1877
Will dated 29 June, 10 Nov.
1868
As heir -at-law  ... 24 Nov.
As heir- at-law  ... 10 Nov.
Registrar  of Titles '  Office ,  THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 10th October, 1885.  Registrar  of Titles,
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Department of Public Lands,85-16508-C.T.  Brisbane, 28th August, 1885
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption  At  of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within
sixty  (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may  be  sustained by reason of the said resumption.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER  IN CONN1 9CTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE  VALLEY DRAINA GE Woaxs.
m
o Description of Land
,m Z to  be Resumed.
01
1 A strip of land seventy -
eight links  wide from
Campbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd street)
north through eastern
suburban  allotment
101 to  Breakfast Creek
Parish of North Brisbane ,  County of Stanley.
o 0
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bea rings . Lengths.
Ala
ai
Area . Remarks.
Freehold  ... PeterMorrison P. X. North ...
Chs. Lks.
7 20
Links.
78
A.
0
It.  P.
2 8 Land fenced.
Campbe ll Campbell Partly under culti-
vation and  parity
otherwise im-
proved.
A Plan and Book of Reference
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane.
of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1885.
A,[ADAM AND GENTLEMEN,- Under the provisions of the Railway Laws ,  I have the honour to
11111  inform you that the Lands mentioned in the annexed Schedule are required for the line of Railway
from Howard to Bundaberg South ,  and to request that you wi ll  furnish me with the particulars of your
estate and interest in the said lands ,  of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers ,  and of the claims
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing ,  upon behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to
the amounts of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the lands taken, or to
be taken ,  or by  reason of damage sustained or to be sustained by you ,  arising out of the resumption of
said lands.
I have the honour to  be, Madam and Gentlemen ,  your most obedient Servant,
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mrs.  Mary Fox,  Messrs.  Cameron Simpson,  Henry Morgan,  Matthew McMurtrie,  and William
Collins.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Quantity of
Owner's Name. Occupier .  Land taken  by Description  of Land.
Railway.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
114 Mary Fox ... Unoccupied  ...  0 1 0 Section  21, allotment 6, town Whole of  allotment
(widow ) of Bundaberg  ;  town allot- taken.
ment , partly fenced.
93 Cameron Simpson do. ... 0 1 36 Section  56, allotment 3, town
of Bundaberg ;  town allot-
ment; unimp roved.
Whole  of allotment
taken ;  includes part
of roa d diversion.
93A Do . do. ... 0 0 30 Section  56, allotment 4, town
of Bunda berg ;  town allot-
ment; unimp roved.
Required  for road
diversion ;  includes
severance on creek
boundary.
104 Henry  Morgan ... do. ... 0 0 12 Section 22, allotment 20,
town of Bundaberg ; town
allotment  ;  unimproved.
No severance.
112 Matthew McMur - do. ... 1 0 0 Section  21, allotments  20, 19,The whole of the al-
trie 18, 17, town of Bunda berg;
town allotments ; unim-
proved.
lotments  taken for
South Bundaberg
Station.
133 Wm. Collins ... do. ... 0 0 12 Section 4, allotment  2A, town
of Bundaberg  ;  town allot-
ment ; unimp roved.
No severance.
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Week  anlins 4th Oct., .48F ..
Correapo  1 ling week i ast year
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885 -- T tai Trafficto Sat. ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
Week  ending 4th  Oct., 1585 ...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease
1'385 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884  --nitto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 4th Oct., 1886 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885--Total  True  to date ...
1884---Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 4th Oct., 1885 ...
0 ,rresponding week last year...
I ncrease... ...
Decrease  Ai.  ...
1886-Total Trails  tedate ...
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Week ending  4th Oct.,  1885 ...
Corresponding week last year
Increase...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Truffle to date ...
1884--Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending 4th Oct., 1885
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884- -Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
TRAFFIC BABNINO S.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No.
Niles or en Pasren ; ers' Goods and Live Parcels and
rorl`ram0 . Fares .  Stock .  miscellaneous.
MARYBOROUGFH RAILWAY.
£  a. d.  £ s. d.  £  v.  d.  £ a. d.
633 1,980 1 7 4,950 6 2 243 17 9 7,1 h74 5 6
553 1,872 15 3 6,128 10 8 252  8 5  8,253 14  4
... 107 6 4
... .,.
77
77
£ a. d.
231 7 10
247 6 10
1519 0
... ...
..
...
... ...
... ...
... ...
BUNl3ABERGF  RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
66 43 6 6
66 52 1 6
...
816 0
6,624 12 1
7,462 7 7
.66
£ a d.
369 377 4 7
$17 423 19 8
85 7 3
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
------- --
4615 1
.i. ..i
... ...
170
127
£ a. d.
428 6 4
342 19 1
.. ...
1,178  4 6 i 8 10 8
...
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
702 18 6 17 2 6
715 2 8 12 13 3
4 9 2
Total.
1,079 8 10
272,8W 19 2
258,683 19 11
014,122  19 3
12 4 2 ... 23 14 0
£ a. d.
108 14 6
152 6 2
4310 8
s. d.
2,546 0 5
2,126 3 9
£ a. d.
3 3 9
6 13 2
3-9  5
£ s. d.
46 1 2
62 5 10
34,680 2 11
29,491 15 8
£5,188 7 3
£ a. d.
951 8 9
975 2 9
£ a. d.
155 3 9
210 19 10
55 16 1
£837 15 6
£ a. d.
2,969 8 2
2602 9 3
419 16 8 366 16 11
6 4 8
...
£ a. d.
918 16 1
1,020 18 11
10i,  2 10
...
£ a. d.
66 18 9
34 3 11
32 14 10
186,966 7 3
122,767 14 10
£14,197 12 5
a. d.
1,414 1 2
1,398 1 11
15 19 3
65,045 4 2
44,688  3 10
£20,357 0 4
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£ s. d.
31 41 11 4
...
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
41 19 6 4 8 8 8719 6
£727 6 8
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PASSENGER FARES, GOODS RAZES, ETC.
I N force on  and from the Opening of the Extension of the  SOUTH COAST LINE  to Logan Villageon 7th  Septem ber,  1885 ,  and until further notice.
STATIONS.
Stanley Street and--
Rocklea  ... ... .. .
Salisbury
Cooper ' s Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston
Loganlea
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ...
B uccan .. ...
Logan Village .,.
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ,,. ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Wooloongabba and-
Rocklea... .. .
Salisbury
Cooper ' s Plains ...
Sunny Bank
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction
Waterford ... ...
Buccan  . ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Fairfield and-
Rooklea
Salisbury .. ...
Cooper's  Plains ...
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea .. ...
Bethania  Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buocan  ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ...
Hohnview ... ...
Beenleigh
Yeronga and-
Rocklea  ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Cooper ' s Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runco rn  ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buccau ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawtho rn e ... ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh
South Coast Junction and-
Rockles  .... ...
Salisbury ...
Cooper '.  Plains
single Fares.
1st Class.2nd Class.
s. d. e. d.
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
1 b 1 0
1 7 1 1
2 4 1 7
... 2 6 1 9
210 111
3 1 2 2
3 8 2 7
3 9 2 8
3 0 2 1
... 3 1 2 2
3 4 2 4
0 8 0 5
0 8 0 bOil  0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4 0 11
1 7 1 1
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
3 1 2 2
3 8 2 7
3 9 2 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 4 2 4
... 0 4 0 3
... 0 6 0 4
0 $ 0 5Oil  0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4 011
... 1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 5 1 8
... 2 7 1 10
3 2 2 8
... 3 4 2 4
... 2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
3 0 2 1
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6Oil  0 7
1 2 0 9
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 5
2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
3 2 2 3
3 4 2 4
2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
3 0 2 1
0 2
0 2
0 4
STATIONS.
South Coast Junction  and-continued
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...
Runcorn  ... ... ...
Spring Creek  ... ... ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ... ...
Bethania Junction
Waterford  ... ... ...
Buccan  ... ... ... ...
Logan Village  ... ... ...
Hawtho rn e ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Rocklea and-
Salisbury ...
Cooper 's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview
Beenleigh ...
Salisbury and-
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...Xingston
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buocan . ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorn e ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Cooper 's Plains and-
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston
Loganlea ...
Bethania  Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Sunny Bank and-
Runcorn ... ...
Spring  Creek  ... ... ...
Kingston
Loganlea  .. ... ...
Bethania Junction ... ...
Waterford
Buecan  ... ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne  ... ...
Holmview  ... ... ...
Beenleigh r
Single Pares.
1st Class .  2nd Class.
s. d. s. d.
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 9 1 2
1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
3 1 2 2
3 2 2 3
2 5 1 8
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
0 3 0 2
0 8 0 2
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
1 6 1 0
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 5
2 5 1 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
2 2 1 6
2 5 1 8
2 7  '110
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 e-
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
1 11 Z 4
2 2 1 6
2 10 1 11
3 0 2 1
2 1 1 5
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 5
1 2 0 9
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
1 11 1 4
2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
1 9 1 2
1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
1 6 1 0
1 9 1 2
2 5 1 8
2 6 1 9
1 7 1 1
1.10 1 3
4. 1
143
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PASSENGER FARES, Sou  FR  COAST LINE-continued.
STArio -Ns.
Runcorn and-
spring Creek
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Bethania  Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Spring Creek and-
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Kingston and-
Loganlea ...
Bethania  Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Loganlea and-
Bethania  Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan. ...
Logan  Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview
Beenleigh ...
Bethania Junction and-
Waterford ... ...
Buccan  ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh
Waterford and-
Buccan  ... ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Singlo Fares.
1st Class .  2nd Class.
s. d. 8. d
0 3 0 2
0 9 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 3 0 10
1 6 1 0
2 1 1 5
2 2 1 6
1 4 0 11
1 6 1 0
110 1 3
0 8
0 9
1 0
1 4
1 11
2 1
1 2
1 4
1 7
0 5
0 6
0 8
0 11
1 4
1 5
0 9
0 11
1 1
0 3
0 5
0 8
1 2
1 4
0 6
0 8
0 11
0 2
0 3
0 5
0 9
0 11
0 4
0 5
0 7
0 3 0 2
0 6 0 4
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
0 6 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6
STATiors.
Ipswich and-
Rocklea  ... ... ...  211 2 0
0 3 0 2 Salisbury ... ... ...  2  11  2 0
0 9 0 6  Cooper's Plains 3 2 2 3
0 11 0  7 Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  3 4 2 4
0 3 0 2 Runcorn ... ... ... 3 8 2 7
0 3 0 2 a ring Creek  ... 3 11 2 9
0 6 0 4 Kingston ... ... ...  4 6 3 2
Loganlea  ... ... ...  4  10 3 5
Bethania Junction  ... ...  5 1 3 7
Waterford ... ... ...  5 3 3 8
0 6 0 4  B uccan  ... ... ... ... 5 10 4 1
0 8 0 5 Logan Village ... ... ... 6 1 4 4
0 5 0 3 Hawthorne ... 5 3 3 8
0 6 0 4 Holmview ... ... ... 5 5 3 10
0 9 0 6 Beenleigh  ... ... ...  5 7 3 11
NOTE.- For Goods and other Rates ,  see Rates  for Coaching and Goods Traffic published 1st January and
.6th July,  1885, respectively.
Commissioner for Rails  ays' Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1985.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Buccan  and-  Y.  d.
Logan Village .. ... ... 0 3
Hawthorne ... ... 0 11
Holmview  ... .. ... 1 0
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 1 4
Logan Village and-
Hawthorne .. ... ..  I  1 0
Holmview ... .. ..: 1 2
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  1 6
Ham thorne and-
Holmview
Beenleigh
Single Fares.
1st Class .  12nd Class.
0 3
0 5
8. d.
0 2
0 7
0 8
0 11
0 8
0 9
1 0
0  2
0 3
Holmview and-
Beenleigh  ... ...1 0 3 0 2
South Brisbane Junction and-
Rocklea  ... ... ...  0 6 0 4
Salisbury ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Cooper's Plains  ... ... 0 9 0 6
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  1 0 0 8
Runcorn  ... ...  1 2 0 9
Spring Creek ... 1 5 1 0
Kingston  ... ... 2 1 1 5
Logan lea  ... ... ... 2 4 1 7
Bethania Junction  ... ...  2 7 1 10
Waterford ... ... ... 2 10 1 11
Buocan  .. ... ... 3 4 2 4
Logan Village  ...  3 8 2 7
Hawthorne  ... ... ...  2 10 1 11
Holmview  ...  3 0 2 1
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  3 2 2 3
SALE UNDER THE PROVISIONS  OF  " THE CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Case, the warehouse rent on which has not been
paid for six months, will be sold by Public Auction ,  at the  City  Auction Mart ,  Brisbane, on the
9th day of November ,  being one month from date hereof ,  in accordance with the provisions and authority
of the 114th section of the above Act.
RLFF's BOND.
Date .  Bond Mark.
1883.
24th  August  ...  L929
Goods.
case  clothing ...
By whom warehoused.
Parbury, Lamb, and Co.
Customs , T. M. SING,Zrisbane, 9thOctober, 1885. Collector  of Customs.
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NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
THE following Amended Time Table will come  into operation  on and after  MONDAY, 5th October, 1885:-
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Mixed,
Monday
only.
Mixed.
Monday
excepted.
DOWN TRAIL'S.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
A.Y. A.M.
Mixed,
Monday
exc'pted
A.M.
Mixed. Mixed .  : Mixed. Mixed.
P.M.feet.  A.Y. A.M. P.M.
7 TowNsVUW.E ... dep .  7.30 8.0 1.0
5 4 Cluden . .. . A 7.40 A 8.10 A 1.10
64 7 Stewa rt 's Creek ... A 7*50 A 8 .201 A 1.18
7 7-mile Siding  ... ..  A 7.51 A 8.211 A 11.9
8 Roseneath  ... ..  A 7'53 A 8 .23 A 1.21
ill 8  Powder Magazine  ...  7.55 *8.25 1 1-24123 13 Antil  Plains  ... ...  A 8.46; A 1-40
117 16 Eliot  ... ... ...  A 8.56 .  A 1.48'
205 23 Woodstock  ... ... ... *9.20
204 27 Double Barrel  ... ... ...  A 9-32
30 Philp 's aiding  ... ... ...  A 9.42
2,43 36 j Reid River  ... ... .. *9.55
41 Cardington  ... ... A 10.15
48 Chisholm 's . ... ... A  10-41
563 49 Haughton  Valley ... ...  10.45
918 53 Ravenswood Junc .  arr. ... 11.10
63 Ravenswood Junc, dep.
1+28 58 Grass Hut ... ...
898 66  Kirk River ...
1108 71  Mount  Wright ...
817 77 RAVENSWOOD  ...  arr.__63 avenswood Junc  dep.
991 69 Fanning  ... ... ..
63 Exley  ... ... ...
828 67 Mac ro ssan Br., NewStn.
1004 82 Charters Towers ( dep.
85 Bandy Creek ...
88 88-Inile  .. ... ..
93 Southern Cross...
101 Powlathanga ...
1067  108 Bal fe's Creek ...
114 Lamond ... ...
122 122-mile  ... .. ...
arr.1127 127
132
135
140
1318 147
149
157
163
168
173
.528 179
77 Plum Tree Flat... ...
Homestead
"' dep.
Sensible Creek... ...
Mundic Creek ... ...
Cape River .. ...
arr.Pentland
arr.
dep.
Springs  ... ... ...
Warrigal ... ... ...
162-mile  ... .. ...
168-mile ...
173-mile  ... ... ...
Toaaxas CREEK arr.
6 0 '•. 7.10
A 6'16  ...  A 7.26
6.45 ... 7.55
A 61 6  ...  A  8'6
A 7'1 ... A 8'20
7-25  ... 8.35
AO 7• ...
A 7'44 ...
A 8.16 ...
8.35 ...
7.40
8.0
A 8.4
A 8.27
8.45
A 8.58
A 9.6
*9.20
A 9.40
A 9'50
10.5
A 10.8
A 10.10
A 10.11
A 10.20
10.30
a.m.  A.Y. P.M
8.15
I
... ...
A 8.35
A 8.50
A 9.5
A 9.19
A 9.44
9.50
9.65
A 10 15
A 10.31
A 10.44
10.55
11.0
A 11.16
A 11.39
*11.57
P.M.
A 18.18'
A 12.421
A. 12.56
A 1'6 , ..
1.15 I
1.45
A 2.11
2.30 1
A 2.411
A 2.65
3.10
8.50 3.15
*9.10 *3.35
A 9.14 A 3.39
A 9.37 A 4.2
... 4
*9.55 4.20 ... ...
A 10.9  A.  4.31 ... ...
A 10.16 A 4.41 ...
10.30 4.55 ... ...
A ],0.60 A 5.15
A 1 0 A 5'25
*11.15  5-40  *8.25 6.50
A 11.18 A 5'43' A 8.28 A 6.53
A 11.20 A 6.4•il A 8.30 A 6.56
A 11.21 A 6.48 A 8.31 A 6.56
A 11.30 A 5.55 A 8.40 A 7.5
11.40 6.5 8150 7.16
*2.10
A 2.22
A 2.32-
*2.45 ...
A 3.5 ...
A 3.30 ...
$3.35 ..,
4-0  ...
... 4'30 I
A 4.19
A 5.21
A  5-41
... 6.5
11-20 4-10
A 11'36 A 4'26
A 11.50 A  4-4t ...
NOON.
12-0  4.50
P.M. I
A 12.32  A 5'19; ...
1.2.45 5.35
1'30
A 1.391 ... ...
A 1.49
A 2.3 ... ...
A 2'27  ... ...
2.48 ...
A  3-6  ... ...
A 3"29 ... ...
3.45 ... ...
3.60 ... ...
s 4.1 ... . ...
A 4.14 ... ...
A 4.30
4.50 ..
4.55 ... ...
A 5.1 1 ... ...
A  5-26  ... ...
A 5.42 , ... ...
A  6-4
A 6.20
6'40
Mixed.
P.M.
6.20
A 6.30
A  6*40
A 8.41
A 6.43
6-45
STATIONS.
Tosar.NS CREEK ...  dep.
173-mile  ... ... ...
168-mile  ... ... ...
162-mile  ... ... ...
Warrigal  ... ... ...
Springs  ... ... ...
Pentland ... arr.dep.
Cape River ... ...
Mundic Creek ... ...
Sensible Creek ...
Homestead . arr.
" dep.
122-mile  ... ... ...
Lamond ... ...
Balfe's  Creek ... ...
Mixed.
Monday
only.
A.M.
Powlatbanga ;
ISouthern Cross  ... .. ...
88-mile ...
Sandy Creek  .. ... ...
Charters Towers  ... € deparr.
.
:::
Plum Tree Flat .. . ...
Mac ro ssan Br., New Stat. ...
Exley  ... ... ... ...
Fanning  ... ... ...
Ravenswood  June.  arr. ...
RAVINSWOOD  ...  dep. 5.50
Mount Wright  ... ...  A 6.14
Kirk River  ... ...  A 6.34
Grass Hut ... ... A 7.6
Ravenswood June .  arr. 7.25
Ravenswood June. dep. ...
Haughton Valley...
Chisholm 's... ...
Cardington ...
Reid River... ...
Philp's Siding ...
Double Barrel ...
Woodstock
Eliot
Autil  Plains
Powder Magazine
Roseneath ... ...
7-mile Siding
Stewa rt 's Creek ...
Cluden
TowNsvu .I.E ... arr.
*  Trains meet here.(A) Trains stop  to pick up  and set down passengers on giving notice to GuardsCommissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  26th September, 1885.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
F. CUR-NOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
TAKE Notice, that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "The Real  Property  Acts  of  1861  and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation  of Land . Name of Applicant.
section 15, town of Ipswich Thomson
2 roods ,  be ing allotment 10 of section 7, town of Dalby  George Jones ...
2 roods, being allotment 5 of section 35, parish and William Emmerson
town of Rockhampton
36 perches, being a ll otment 3 of section 21, parish  of John  Rogers ...
South  Brisbane
of eastern suburban allotment 41
2.1-} perches , be ing subdivision 1 of allotment  11 of  John Came ron and Alexander
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
1 rood , be ing allotment 15 of section 4, town of Ipswich John Ddacartnev  .. ... 110th November, 1885.
10 acres 2 roods, being allotment 3 of sect ion 93, parish Elizabeth Tuach McKenzie  ...  10th November, 1886.
of Cleveland
25 acres 1 rood 18 perches ,  being portion 84, parish of I John Confrey Jones  . ..  1 10th November, 1885.
Rockhampton
67 acres , be ing portion 83, parish of Bundanba  ... '  James  Ivory ... ..  110th November, 1885.
28-i` o  perches ,  be ing resubdivision A of subdivision 11 Patrick McNamara  ... ...  10th  November, 1885.
10th  November, 1885.
10th November, 1885.
10th November, 1885.
10th November, 1885.
Registrar of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
.Brisbane,101th October, 1885. -  Refit rar of Titles.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and A88ETS of the MERCANTILE BANK OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
'Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 30th JUNE to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No.
 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GE ERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of he LIABILITIES and AssETS of the MERCANTILE BANGOP SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 30th JUNK to 30th SiPTEMBER,1885.
LIABILITIES.
Notes, in CircutatlonNot bearing InterestBearing Interest ,,.
lation Not bearing Interest...i CiBill rcus 11 Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other  Banks ...
Deposkts ,,. ,,,
Not bearing Interest...
f Bearing Interest
Depo-4ts, Government, bearing Interest ...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
214 5 8
21,515 7 9
22,960 6 4
214 5 8
i 76,923 1 6  121,398 15  7
Total Amount  of Liabilities
 ... ... ... £ I 121,613 1 3
Amoudt of the Capital Stock paid up at this Date ...
Rate  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ...
Lmoun !t of the Reserved Profits at the  time of declaring  such Dividend
t
300,000 0 0
Nine
 per cent.
13,500 0 0
154,867 10 10
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined
 Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .. ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances 'due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount
 of Assets
£ r. d.
TOTALS.
£ a. d.32,879 10 3
10,305 4 4
120,807 9 10
163,992 4 5
JOHN S. DEUCHAR,  Manager.
ROBT. YOUNG, Accountant.
, John Seafield Deuchar ,  make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and
 faithful Account of
 the Average Amount of Assets  and Liabilities of the
Bank airing the peri od specified ;  and that the same was made up from the weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance  of the  provisions  of the Act of the G overnor and  Council.
above
s
sworn before me, at Brisbane , this seventh day of October, 1885.
A. A. MACDIAaMID, Justice of  the Peace.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH,  C. M.G.,  R..A., Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.No. 192.
HE following  appointments ,  resignations , promotions, and transfers will take effect from the dates
1 mentioned  herennilei.
BRISBANE  FIELD BATTERY.
The resignation of Sergeant H. HocKINas has been accepted. 8th October, 1885.
No. 46, Gunner POSTILL, is granted six month's leave of absence. 8th October, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
"A" Company.
Lieutenant H. BLAKE has been granted six months' leave of absence. 2nd October. 1885.
" B " Company.
No. 12, Lance-Corporal A. PHILLIPS, is transferred to " E " Company. 2nd October, 1885.
\'o. 30, Private J. A. THOMAS, is transferred to " E " Company. 2nd October, 1885.
" C" Company.
The resignation of Bugler J. H. BREEDON has been accepted. 1st October, 1885.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
"A" Company.
Acting Sergeant AMBROSE
to be Sergeant.
" C" Company.
The resignation of No. 58, Private G. BAxxs, has been accepted. 8th October, 1885.
NORTH KENNEDY.
" A " Company.
The resignation of No. 45, Lance-Corporal V. SELT,EEIM, has been accepted. 2nd October, 1885.
TOWNSVILLE GARRISON BATTERY.
Sergeant EDWIN COMPTON
to be Sergeant Instructor with pay at the rate of £60  per annum , and also Magazine-keeper at Towns-
ville with additional pay at the rate of £20 per annum.
Sergeant-Major W. GBJSEN
to be Infantry Instructor with pay at the rate of £80 a year.
COOKTOWN GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Gunner H. TROTTER has been accepted. 8th October, 1886.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Sergeant W. CAHILL
to be Acting Lieutenant. 1st October, 1885.
BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADET CORPS
The resignation of Lieutenant WHISH has been accepted.
BUNDABERG MOUNTED VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Acting Lieutenant F. SCHOFIELD
to be Acting Captain. 30th September, 1885.
No. 25, Private R. THomrsoN,
to be Acting Lieutenant. 30th September, 1885.
No. 4, Private J. GILL,
to be Acting Sergeant-Major. 8th October, 1885.
No. 2, Private O. NoTT, and
No. 33, .Private J. EAST,
to be Acting Sergeants. 8th October, 1885.
BOWEN VOLUNTEER GARRISON BATTERY.
D. MILLER
to be Acting Lieutenant. 29th September, 1885.
GLADSTONE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
J. FRIEND
to be Acting Captain. 23rd September, 1885.
W. P. M ELLAFONT
to be Acting Lieutenant. 23rd September, 1885.
No. 193.
CORRECTED NOTICE.
IN General Order No. 191, dated 25th September, 1885, paragraph 2, opposite Brisbane Field
Battery,  read  "216 8s. O d." instead of " £17 4s.  Od."; and add " Ipswich Field Battery, £17 4s. Od."
No. 194.
"A" Battery will proceed to Lytton on the 19th for a course of gun drill and practice. Recruits
and others who have not been through the course of squad drill  and rifle exercises will  re main at the
Victoria  Barracks.
No. 195.
BoAnns for the examination of officers will assemble at Brisbane and Townsville about the middle
pf next mouth, Officers desirous of presenting thenisplves for pX633Ag Ub ors xpquesee4 to aprld g
po"ago } to y  rde'M or  'it o $ r
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No. 196.
IT is  hereby notified  for general information  that the Class of Infantry  Instruction will cease
from to-morrow.
No. 197.
A RETURN showing the effective strength of the various Corps composing the Queensland hefence
Force on the 26th September  last is  hereby published for the information of the Force generally.
Officers  commanding  those Corps that did not muster will make every preparation to secure a full
muster on the 5th December next.
The Commandant  regrets to see such large  numbers recorded  as "absent  without leave"  in certain
Corps, and he  suggests  that Officers  commanding  should avail themselves of their powers by fining those
who cannot account satisfactorily for their absence.
MUSTER ROLL.
PERMANENT FORCE.
CORPS.
STAFF.
Head-Quarters Staff ... ...
Commanding  F. A. ... ...
Principal Medical Officer
Staff Sergeants  ... ... ...
Veterinary Surgeon ...
"A" Battery
Brisbane  Field Battery  ... ... ...
Ipswich „ ... ... ...
Brisbane  Garrison Battery ... ...
Townsvi lle it ... ...
Cooktown it ...
Moreton Mounted Infantry )
Brisbane
Beenleigh
Head -Quarters  Band ... ...
Moreton Regiment - Staff  ... ...
„
„
„
„
„
" A  to Company ...
,"B„
"C»
"D„
to
„
„toto
to toto to „E„
"F„
Brisbane Engineers
Toowoomba , 'A " Company
" "  Boo
Warwick, " C"
Maryborough, "A"
"C  it
„
„
„29
Gympie, " B" „ ...
Rockhampton, "A"  to
,•to " .DL
Macka "A"
to
y, „
Charters Towers, "A"  to
Townsville, " B" „
Ravenswood, " C" „
Townsville, "D" „
Charters Towers, "E" „
Howard, " D"
Brisbane  Volunteer  Mounted Rifle Corps
Bundaberg „ to of ...
Gympie „  It it  ...
B risbane Volunteer Rifle  Corps... ...
Queensland  Scottish
(
" A" Commpany
Rifles ,  Brisbane 96B" ...
Cairns  Volunteer Artillery ... ...
Roma Volunteer Rifles  ... ... ...
Mackay  Volunteer Mounted Rifle Corps
Townsvi lle  to „ ...
Bowen Garrison Battery ... ... .. .
Brisbane Ambulance  Corps ... ...
Marybo rough  Volunteer  Rifle Corps ...
Hughenden  „ „ ... ...
Gladstone
Southport
Totals
19
AB.SEIST.
PRESE NT. I I TOTAL.
With  Without
Leave .  Leave.
4
3
1
1 ...
1
1 .
66
10
45 21
DEFENCE FORCE.85
8
11224
3
1
5
4
2
1
5
86
9
4
12
12
13
22
14
16
20
5
33 28
55 2
VOLUNTEER
10 4
30
28
57
67
36
33
61
24
30
17
30
33
68
1,627
21 77
33 68
9 55
19 54
7 56
16 55
17 42
24
10 64
9 53
12 58
5 55
... 24
22 70
12 90
14 50
21 86
9 6118  62
11 56
5 66
11 55
13 52
5 63
61
38 63
O RANI)
TOTAL.
66
61
4 61 1,642
CORPS.18 32
17 47
71  14131
41 177
36 82
16 83
... 48
30
14 33
8 50
... 35
69 881
601
8 51
2,599 2,599
REMARKS.
Including Dalby.
Did not muster.
Did not muster.
Did not  muster.
Just formed.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LISTER,
Captain,
Brigade-Major.
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ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
ELECTORAL LISTS.THE Annual Revision Court for that portion of• the Electoral District of Maranoa situated in
the Police District  of Roma , will be held at the
Court House, Roma, on TUESDAY, the tenth day
of November, 1885,  at Eleven o'clock a.m.
FRED. R. BANBURY,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Roma , 5th October, 1885.
BURNETT ELECTORATE.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GAYNDAH.
r F HE  Annual Revision Court for Revising the
Annual Electoral List for the above district,
will be held in the Court House, Gayndah, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon , on TUESDAY, the
10th  day of November next.
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gayndah,  29th September, 1885.
ANNUAL ELECTORAL COURTS.
T
HE Annual Revision Courts for the Electoral
Districts of North  Brisbane , South  Brisbane,
Fortitude Vslley,  Enoggera , Oxley, Moreton, and
for that portion of the Electoral District of Bulimba
situated  in the Police District  of Brisbane , will be
held at the Police Office, Elizabeth  street ,  Brisbane,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon of TUESDAY,
the Tenth day of November next.
THOMAS W. FRASER,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
ELECTORAL LISTS.
THE Annual Court for Revision of ElectoralLists of the Electorates or portions of Elec-
torates within the Police District of Toowoomba,
will be held in the Court House at Toowoomba, on
WEDNESDAY, the Fourth day of November
next, at Ten a.m.
Dated at Toowoomba, this 7th day of October,
1885.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of  the Bench.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.THE Annual Revision  Court for the purp-se of
revising  the Electoral List for that portion of
the Electoral District of Darling Downs comprised
within  the Police District of Allora, will be held at
the Court  House , Allora, on TUESDAY, the Tenth
day of November,  A.D. 1885 ,  at Eleven o 'clock in
the forenoon.
By order,
HENRY LUDGATE,
Court House,
Allora, 6th October, 1885.
Acting C.P.S.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
T
H E Annual  Revision  Court for the purpose of
Revising  the Electoral Lists for the District
of Dalby and that portion of the Electoral Dis-
trict of Northern towns comprised within the
Police District of Dalbv, will be held at the Court
House, Dalby, on TUES])AY, the Third day of
November, A.D. 1885,  at Eleven  o'clock in the fore-
noon.
By order,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 8th October, 188E.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.N OTICE is hereby given , that the Annual
Revision  Court for  Revising  the Wide Bay
Electoral Roll, for that portion of the Electorate of
Wide Bay  comprised  within the Police District of
Tiaro, will be held at the Court  House,  Tiaro, on
TUESDAY, the Tenth day of November, 1885, at
Ten a.m.
JONATHAN PICKERING, C.P.S.
Court House,
Tiaro, 6th October, 1885.
Brisbane , 7th October, 1885.I HAVE this day appointed
JOHN  JAMES MURPHY
to be  Bailiff of  the Central District Court holden
at Winton.
G. G. MILLER,
Judge Central District Court.
A
T a Special Court of Petty  Sessions  holden at
Aramac on Tuesday, the 22nd September,
WILLIAM  ALEXANDER MILLS was  appointed Pound.
keeper at Aramae  for the ensuing  twelve months.
EDMUND F. CRAVEN, P.M.
Police Office,
Aramac, 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
AT a Special Sitting in Petty Sessions held atROi a, PATRICK LENIHAN has this day been
appointed Poundkeeper at Roma for the ensuing
twelve months.
FRED. R. BANBURY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Roma, 1st October, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864,"
we, the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint The Honourable JOHN DOUGLAS, C.M.G.,
of Thursday Island, in the Colony of Queensland,
Police Magistrate, to be a Justice of the Peace in
the Registrar's District of Somerset, who shall,
by virtue of this appointment, give consent in the
cases provided for in and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this sixth day of October, A.D. 1885.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against
Charles Fdwin Knowles, of Roma, in the
Colony of Queensland, painter, by the said
Charles Edwin Knowles.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the  said  Charles Edwin
Knowles be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Charles Edwin Knowles ,  for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Fourteenth day of October, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Charles Edwin Knowles shall,
on the Twelfth day of October, 1885 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  ve ri fied on oath, of his
debts and  liabili ti es of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the  Insolvent,
Brisbane.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter  of an Insolvency  Petition  against
Christopher Murtagh, of Woolloongabba,
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
labourer , by Christoper Murtagh.
U
PON  the hearing of this  Petition  this  day, it is
ordered that  the said  Christopher Murtagh
be, and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be  Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting  of the creditors  of the said
Christopher  MZurtagb,  for the  election of  a Trustee,
be held  at the  Office of the  Begistrar  of this Court,
on the  Fifteenth day of October, 1885,  at Eleven
o'clock  of the forenoon . And it is further ordered
that  the said  Christopher Murtagh shall, on the
Thirteenth, day of October, 1885,  at Brisbane,
deliver  to the Trustee  in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts
and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the  causes of his  inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERT  W. KING SFORD,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
George street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of David Dougall, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, plumber, an Insol-
vent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at the Supreme
Court,  at $risbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
on the Twenty-eighth day of October  instant, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1714 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Fox, of Cairns, boot and
shoe maker ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST Dividend ,  at the rate of 3s .  7d. in the
£, is now payable at this Office upon debts
proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee  in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chamlers,
Brisbane ,  6th October, 1$85.
1691 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Gustave Leibinger ,  of Beenleigh,
baker ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 1s.  1M. in
the £, is now payable at this Office upon
debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1885,
X694 44,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of William Vickery Jones, of
Charters Towers, in  the Colony  of Queensland.
miner and selector, an Insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend  of four shillings in the £
has been this day declared upon all debts
which have been proved ,  and the same will be paid
at any time on application at my Office ,  Mosman
street ,  Charters Towers.
Dated the 28th day of September, 1885.
E. D. MILES,
1687
Trustee.
4s. M.
In the Matter  of Mary Walker.  of Nerang.
insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend in the aboveEstate of 3s. 18d .  in the  £  is now payab ie
at my Office on all debts proved and  admitted.
Dated this 9th day of October, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street.
1708 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederick Joshua Wathepi Beard-
more, late of Cooktown, adjudicated insolvent
on the 13th day of February, 1884.
A THIRD and Final Dividend of sixpence half-
penny (61d.) in the £, making in all four
shillings and tenpence halfpenny (4s. 102d.) in
the £, on all duly proved and admitted claims, is
now payable at my Office.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 3rd day of October,
1885.
1715
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Bell, of Rockhampton,
grocer, adjudicated insolvent on the 7th day
of January, 1885.
FIRST and Final Dividend of three-halfpence(112d.) in the £ on all duly proved and
admitted  claims is  now payable at my Office.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 3rd day of October,
1885.
1716
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Kerr Bell, trading as
"James Bell and Co.," of Pine Hill, adjudicated
insolvent on the 24th day of December, 1884.
A SUPPLEMENTARY Dividend of twopence
C1 (2d .)'in the  £,  making in all ten shillings and
fourpence (10s. 4d.) in the £, on all duly proved
and admitted  claims, is  now payable at my Office.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 3rd day of October
1885.
1717
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Estate of  Francis  Hicks, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, at the  rate of nine shillings
(9s.) in the £,  is now  payable at my Office,
31, Town Hall, upon all debts proved and admitted.
J. H. SMITH,
Trustee.
Brisbane , 7th October,  1885,
1690 OR,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Daniel Williams, formerly of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, but
late of St. Leonard's, Sussex, England, con-
tractor, deceased.
 
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Accounts in
the above Estate, from the fifteenth day of
July, 1884, to the third day of October, 1885, have
this day been filed in my Office ; and all parties
having any claims  on the  said Estate , or being
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House,
William Street,  Brisbane , on or before WEDNES-
DAY, the 11th day of November, 1885,  and inspect
the said Accounts,  and if  they should think fit
object thereto ;  and if no exception  shall be taken
to such Accounts,  the same  will be duly inquired
into  atm said  Office, on the above day, at the
hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this eighth day of October , A.D. 1886.
A. J. THyxxE,
Proctor for Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1707 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Adam Moody, late of Leann
Apple Tree, near Oxley,' in the Colon? of
Queensland, farmer,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
11 i the above Estate to the first day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, have
this day been filled in my Office. And all parties
having any claims on the Estate, or being other-
wise interested therein, are required to come before
me at in Office, Supreme Court House, William
street, Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY, the
Twelfth day of November  next , and inspect the
said Accounts, and if they shall think fit object
thereto ; and if no exception shall be taken to such
Accounts the same will be duly enquired into at
my said Office on the  above  day, at the hour of Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this seventh day of October, an. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Cs4RLES  J osRP:K  POBTB$,
Proctor for the  Executors,Queen street, Brisbane.
170-
Registrar.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Robinson Hunt, late of
Cairns, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Cony t, that Letters of Administration, with
the Will annexed of the said deceased, of the lands
of the said deceased, may be granted to Mary
Unbehaun, wife of Ernest Henrich Ludwich Anton
Unbehaun, of Cairns, in the said Will named Mary
Hunt, widow of the said deceased, claiming a life
estate  in the said lands under the said Will, the
Executor and Trustee named in the said Will having
renounced Probate and execution thereof.
Dated at Brisbane, this ninth day of October,
1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for Petitioner,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
IM 611, 64,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Sinnott, late of Aramac, in
the Colony of Queensland, senior-constable of
police, deceased.
ll !
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed George Sinnott, deceased, may be
granted to Ann Sinnott, of Clermont, in the" said
colony, the widow of the said deceased, and the
sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this 28th day of September, 1885.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the Executrix,
Clermont.
By his Agents-
R.$ES JONES ,  BROWN,  AND JONES,
Brisbane  and R ockhampton.
1701 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William McMaster, late of
Morinish, in the Colony of Queensland, miner,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenameWilliam McMaster, deceased, who
died intestay e., may be granted to Andrew John
Baxter McMaster, of Iorinish aforesaid , miner, a
son of the said deceased, Jessie McMaster, widow
of the said deceased , having renounced her right
and title  to such Letters of Administration.
Dated this third day of October, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Quay  street,  Rockhampton,
and George street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Applicant.
1699 6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of August Dunemann, late of High-
fields , in the Colony of Queensland,  farmer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after  the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed August  Dun e,mann , deceased, may
be granted to Ferdinand Hartwig, of Highfields
aforesaid ,  farmer , the sole Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1885.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Toowoomba and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Ferdinand Hartwig.
1697 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Patrick Curtis, late of
March, near Orange, in the Colony of New
South Wales, tailor, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that  after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Patrick Curtis, deceased, may
be granted to Catherine Mary Curtis, at present of
Brisbane, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this seventh day of October.
1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Catherine Diary Curtis,
1706
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
-1306
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ma garet Brown, late of Cania
Gold Fields, in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the dite of
the publication hereof , application  will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovena.ed Margaret  Brown , deceased,
may be granted to Ralph Milner, late of Otago,
New Zealand, but now of Cania, in the Col my of
Queensland,  farmer , the sole Executor  named in
the said Will.
Dated this fifth day of October, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Quay street, Pwckhanipton,
1706
and George  street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Ralph Milner.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alfred Church, late of Gin Gin, in
the Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
j OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1I r tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Alfred Church, deceased, may be
granted to Eliza Church. of Gin Gin, in the Colony
of Queensland, widow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated this first day of October, A.D. 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1678
Bourbon  street,  Bundaberg,
Proctors for the  said Eliza  Church.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Hugh Nolan, late of
Brassal , in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, go-)ds, chattels, credits, and
effects  of the abovenamed Hugh Nolan, deceased,
whi died intestate.,may be granted to Ellen Nolan,
of Harrisville, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this fifth day of October, 1885.
OI{ARLES FREDERICK CHUBB,
1685
Brisbane street , Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Ellen Nolan.
6s.
In the Supre ne Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Caroline Nielsen. late wife of Gulik
Nielsen, of Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication Jiereof in the  Queensland Go-ernment
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Caroline Nielsen, deceased, may be
granted  to Gulik Nielsen, of Bundaberg, in the
Colony of Queensland. contractor and labourer, the
sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this first day of October, A.D 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1679
Bourbon  street , Bundaberg,
Proctors for the said Gulik Nielsen.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Hall or Hoy, late of Ounna-
mulla, in the Colony of Queensland, boarding-
housekeeper, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Hall or Hoy, deceased,
may be granted to John Anderson. of Cunnamulla
aforesaid. houelkeeper, one of the Executors named
in the said Will, leave being reserved for Henry
Waldo Looker, the other Executor, to come in and
prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this twentieth day of September, A.D.
1885.
VADE THOMAS KESTERTON,
Cunnamulla,
Proctor for the said John Anderson.
By his Agent-
HERBSET E .  SMITH,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1703 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of' Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JUR[SDICTION.
In the Lands of William Sheehan, formerly of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland, and
late of Tenterfield, in the Colony of New
South Wales, freeholder, deceased, intestate.Nr OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands of the abovenamed William
Sheehan, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Annie Sheehan, of Warwick aforesad,
widow of the deceased.
Dated at Brisb one, this sixth day of October,
1885.
. 1689
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Annie Sheehan.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL J(JRISDICTION.
In the Land of Christian Batzloff, late of West-
brook, near Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
O FILE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the  said Ron-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the land of the abovenamed Christian Batzloff,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Caroline Batzloff, of Westbrook, near Toowoomba
aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this seventh day of October,
A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Caroline Batzloff.
1695 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will  of Denis Bergin ,  late of T)inmore, near
Ipswich ,  in the  Colony of  Queensland, free-
holder ,  deceased.
OTIC E is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Ccurt,  that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Denis Bergin ,  deceased, may be
granted to Anne Bergin ,  of Dinmore aforesaid,
widow ,  the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich .  this seventh day of October,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1692
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
1307
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Michael Kenny, late of Cunnamulla,
in the Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court. that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Michael Kenny, deceased, may
be granted to Edward Brown, of Cunnamulla
aforesaid, grazier, and Richard Murphy, of Cunna-
mulla aforesaid, merchant, the Executors named in
the said Will.
Dated this twentieth day of September, A.D.1885.
VAD THOMAS KESTERTON,
Cunnamulla.
Proctor for the said Edward Brown and Richard
Murphy.
By his Agent-
HFRBERT E. SMITH,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1704 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil  of THOMAS LENTON, senior,
late of St. Lawrence, in the Colony of Queens-
land, storekeeper , deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed  THOMAS LENTON,
senior , deceased, may be granted to Thomas
Francis Tagg, of Rockhampton, in the Colony of
Queensland, merchant, one of the Executors and
Trustees therein named, the other Trustees and
Executors, Mark Millet Christian, of Willangi
Station, in the said colony, grazier, and John
Adair, of St. Lawrence, in the said colony,  gentle-
man, having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated this thirtieth day of September, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the said Thomas Francis Tagg.
By his Agents-
HART  AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1681 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the-Lands and Goods of William Munro, late
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Qu ensland,'
gentleman ,  deceased ,  intestate.
' OTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made  to the said
Honourable  Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, at d effects
of the abovenamed William Munro, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to John Robb Baxter
Bruce, of  Brisbane  aforesaid , the duly constituted
attorney of Charles Munro, of Achorn Dunbeath,
county Caithness, Scotland, the Father of the said
deceased.
Dated this fifth day of October, A.D. 1885.
R.EE 3 JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
1686
Proctors for the Petition:-r.
George street, Brisbane.
68.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Charles Alexander
MacDonald, late of Fernlees Station, in the
Leichhardt District, in the Colony of Queens-
land,  grazier , deceased.NOTICE is hereby  given , that  after the  ex-piration f ourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will bo made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovcnamed Charles Alexander
MacDonald, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Peter Fitzallan MacDonald, of Yaamba,
in the said colony, grazier, the Father of the said
deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton, this second day of
October, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES S D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the said Peter Fitzallan MacDonald.
By his A gents-
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors, -
Queen street, Brisbane.
1683 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Intestacy Act of  1877."
and in the Matter of the Land and Goods of
James McCready Batson McEwan, late of
Brisbane, deceased.
To the Executors of the Will of the abovenamed
James McCready Batson McEwan, deceased.
TAKE Notice, that  unless  you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Estate
of James McCready Batson McEwan, or show
cause within fourteen days after the date hereof
to the  satisfaction  of the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, or a Judge thereof, why an Order should
not be  made  for me to administer the said Estate
of James McCready Batson McEwan, I shall, at
the expiration of fourteen days, apply by petition
to the said Court, or a Judge of the said Court,
for such Order, and the same will be made
accordingly.
Brisbane, 9th October, A.D. 1885.
1709
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "The Intestacy A tof 1877," and
in the Matter of the Land and Goods of Jessie
Wilson, late of Mourilyan Habour, deceased.
To the Executors of the Will of the abovenamed
Jessie Wilson, deceased.
TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
.L obtain Probate in the Estate of Jessie Wilson,
or show  cause  within sixty days after the date
hereof to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court
of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why an Order
should not be made for me to administer the said
Estate of Jessie Wilson, I shall, at the expiration
of sixty days, apply by petition to the said Court,
or a Judge of the said Court, for such Order, and
the same will be made accordingly.
Brisbane, 30th September, A.D. 1885.
1663
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
William Reynolds v. T. B. Foden, J. Alexander,
J. McMann, J. Majury, and Mary Louisa
Ronald.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNFD.
FAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Faeias  has
been  issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in' the above  action,  and -that all Defen-
dant- Mary Louisa Ronald's right, title,  and in-
terest (if any) of, in, and to all that piece or parcel
of land situated in the county of Wodehouse and
parish of Wodehouse,  containing  two roods, more
or less, being allotment 2 of section 4, and the
whole of the lani contained in Deed of Grant No.
12753, volume 75, folio 17.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county and parish aforesaid, containing two
roods, more or less, being allotment 3 of section 4,
and the whole of the land contained in Deed of
Grant No. 12754, volume 75, folio 18.
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Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county and parish aforesaid, containing 2 roods,
more or less , being allotment 8 of section 4, and the
whole of the land contained in Deel of Grant No.
12755, volume 75, folio 19.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in the
county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, and town of
Mackay, containing 39 perches, more or less, being
allotment 3  of section 42, and the whole of the land
contained in Deed of Grant No. 12970, volume 76,
folio 234.
Also, all those pieces or parcels of land situated
in the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, and
town of Mackay, containing 2 roods 29 perches
and 2 roods respectively, more  or less,  being allot-
ments 2 and 3 of section  8, and the whole of the
land contained  in Deeds of Grant Nos. 12988 and
12989, volume 77, folios 2 and 3.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, and town
of Mackay, containing 2 roads. more or less, being
allotment 3  of section 9, and the whole of the land
contained in Deed of Grant No. 12990, volume 77,
folio 4.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county and parish of Wodehouse, Fort Cooper,
containing  2 roods, more or less, being allotment 1
of section 5, and.the whole of the land contained in
Deed of Grant No. 14098, volume 86, folio 112.
Also, all those pieces or parcels of land situated
in the county of Carlisle and parish of Howard,
each containing  5 acres, more or less, being allot-
ments  3 and 2 of section 68, and the whole of the
lands contained in Deeds in Grant No. 14425 and
11426, volume 89, folios 189 and 190.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Howard, con-
taining 20 acres,  more or less, being portion 192,
and the whole of the land contained in Deed of
Grant No. 14427, volume 89, folio 191.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay,  containing  2 roods, more or less, being
allotment  8 of section  38, and the  whole  of the land
in Deed of Grant No. 14510, volume 91,Efolio 24.
Also, all that piece- or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle and parish of Wodehouse,
containing  84 acres ,  more or less , being portion 29,
and the whole of the land contained in Deed of
Grant No. 15455, volume 98, folio 219.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Wodehouse and parish of Wode-
house, containing 41 acres, more or less, being
portion 34, and the whole of the land contained in
Deed of Grant No. 15956, volume 98, folio 220.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, containing
20 acres, more  or less,  being portion 204, and the
whole of the land contained in Deed of Grant
No. 16212, volume 105, folio 226.
Also, all that piece  or parcel  of land situated in
the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, containing
20 acres, more or  less, being  portion 219, and the
whole of the land contained in Deed of Grant
No. 16213, volume 105, folio 227.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard, containing
20 acres ,  more or less , being portion 218, and the
whole of the land contained in Deed of Grant
No. 16214, volume 105, folio 228.
Also, all those three pieces or parcels of land
situated in the county of Wodehouse, parish and
town of  Elphinstone, containing 2 roods, 2 roods,
and 2 roods, more or less, respectively, being allot-
ments 8, 9, and 10 of section 2, and being the whole
of the lands  contained  in Deeds of Grant Nos. 17112,
17113, and 17114, volume 115, folios 124, 125, and
126.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in
the county of Carlisle, parish of Howard. containing
20 acres, more or less, being portion 212, awl the
whole of the land contained in Certificate of Title
No. 14359, volume 111, folio 129.
Subject to Life Estate No. 34294-Transmission
by Death. In consequence of the death of William
Reynolds on the 18th day of May, 1867, and of his
Will dated 17th May, 1867, an estate in the within
laud fax tie term of her natural life her6tlte trans.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
34s.
mitted to Mary Louisa Reynolds, widow of said
deceased (now Mary Louisa Ronald, wife of
William Ronald), as appears by Probate copy of
Will aforesaid, and the declaration of vary
Louisa Ronald, produced 24th June,  1874, at 11 a.m.,
entered 31st July, 1874.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at Woods' Post Office Hotel,
Mackay, on TUESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of
November next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless
this Execution is previously satisfied.
1718
JOHN McDONALD,
Chairman.
BULIMBA DIVISION.
T
HE  Bulimba Divisional Board hereby give
notice of their intention to apply to The
Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a Loan of
k;800, for the purpose of providing a Water Supply
at Bulimba, Queensport, Hemmant, Lytton, and
Wynnum.
5th October, 1885.
1684 3s. 6d.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Partner-
ship lately subsisting between us, the under-
signed, Henry little Bell and George .Nusden Ogg,
carrying on business as Storekeepers and General
Merchants at Muttaburra, in the Colony of Queens-
land, under the style or firm of "Ogg, Bell,
and Co.," has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent. A ll  debts due to or owin by the said
late firm will be received and paid by the said
George Rusden Ogg, who will continue the said
business under the style or firm of " Ogg and Co.,
General Merchants, Stock and Station Agents."
As witness our hands, this twenty-first day of
April,  A.D. 1884.
HENRY L. BELL.
GEO. R. OGG.
Witness  to signature  of H. L. Bell-
Aavnua Beowx, J.P.
1700
T. W. CONNAH,
President.
D. MAPLESTON,
Secretary.
5s. 6d.
6s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
during the  present Session  of Parliament to
apply for a Bill to amend  "The South Brisbane
Mechanics Institute Act  of 1863," to enable the
Corporation of the South Brisbane Mechanics
Institute to sell or dispose of the whole or any
portion of the present allotment of land, tggether
with the buildings erected thereon, and to apply
the proceeds of such  sale in  the purchase of a new
site and the erection of New Buildings thereon,
to be called "The South Brisbane School of Arts,"
and for the formation of a Library and Class
Rooms  in connection  therewith.
1585
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors  for Applicants.
PARLIAMENTARY  NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that application will
be made to Parliament during the  present
Session thereof ,  on behalf of the M .  unt Morgan
Gold Mining Company ,  Limited, for leave to intro-
duce a Bill to authorise the construction and main-
tenance of a line or  lines of railway between Mount
Morgan and a point on the Central Railway between
Gracemere and Stanwe ll,  and  from the terminus
at Rockhampton of the railway line, or within a
short distance thereof ,  to said Company's works,
near Rockhampton ,  with branches as therein pro-
vided,  and to enable the said Company to acquire
certain lands in the parish of Rockhampton and
other localities in the  said  Dill referred to, and for
other the purpose in the said Bi ll  mentioned.
Dated the fifteenth day of September, 188.5.
100.1
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v N SALE
AT THEGOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4s. per  100; by post 5s.
Ballot Papers, in packets of 500 each-price,  59.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed, 5s. rer 100 ; postage,
1s. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per  100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages  Vouchers , Sc. per 100 ;  postage, 1s. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation, 6s. 6d. per  100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month-5s. 6d. per 100 plain ; ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage, Is. 8d. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d. ruled ;  postage,
ls.10d.  extra.
'Valuation Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books, in books, 200 each, 4s. ; posted, 4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger, 129.  6d., postage, 2a.
Ledger, 17s. ; posted, 21s. 10d.
Rate Book, General Cash Book, Valuation Register, and
Register of Rates Received, 17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book, 10s. ; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d. per book of 50 each ; postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book,  5L;  postage, Is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION- DExY  QUARTO.
s. d.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts  of 1881, 5s. ;  posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882 ,  5s. ; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of  1883-4, 5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884 ,  20s. ; posted ,  21s. 8d.
ON SALL.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884+
With Alphabetical List of all Owners of Registered
Brands, 2s .  6d., postage, 2d. extra.
ACTS.
Bathurst Burr Act (1863) ... ...
Bills of Exchange Act (1884) ...
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877) ...
Carriers  Act (1874)
Corrected Titles to Land Act of 1882 ...
Crown Lands Act of 1884
Crown Lands Act of  1884  (Regulations)
Crown Lands Act of  1884 (Digest) ...
Customs Duties  Act (1870) ... ...
Customs Duties  Act (1874) ... ...
Defence Act of 1884  ... ...
Diseases in Sheep Acts  (complete)
District  Courts Act (1867, 1872,1878)
complete  ... ... ... ...
With
Price.  Postage.
a. d. a. d,
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
1 0
0 6
0 3
0 6
0 6
1 0
2 0
2 0 2
IDivisional Boards  Act (1879) ... 1 0
Divisional Boards  Act Amendment Act
of 1882 ...
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884. ... ..
Divisional  Boards  Endowment Act of
1 0
0 6
1884. ... ... 0 6
Education Act (1875) 0 6
Elections  Act (1874) ... 1 0
Electoral  Districts Act (1878) ... ... 0 6
Electoral  Rolls Act (1879) ... ...  0 8
Fencing Act  (1861) ... ... 0 6
Fire Btigades ,Aot (1881 ) ... ...  0 6
wits
Price.  Postag.
a. d. s. d.
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1875) ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) .. ... ... 1 0  1 2
Immigration  Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding  Acts  (1883 -65-68, and
1879), ccmplete .. ... ... 2 6
Imported Sugar Refiners Act (1874) ... 0 6
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
2 7
0 8
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874  ... ... 1 6 1 8
Insanity Act of 1884 .. 1 0 1 2
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ...  0 6
Judicature Act (1876)  ...  1 6
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms  and Index,
unbound, 4s. 6d.; bound 5s.
Jury Act  of 1884
Licensing Boards  Act (1879)
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... .. ...
Local Government Act (1878) ... ..
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ...
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ...
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884 ... ...
Mineral Lands Act of 1882 .. ...
Ditto  Regulations ...
Mines Regulation Act (1881) ... ...
Municipal  Endowments  Act (1876) ...
Native Birds Protection Act (1877)
Native  Birds Act  Amendment  Act (1877)
Native  Birds  Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 .
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884
Navigation  Act (1877) ... . • .
Oyster Act (1874) .. .. ...
Pacific Islanders  Act (1880) ... ...
Pastoral Leases  Act (1869)
Patents ,  Designs,  and Trade  Marks Act
6
6
0
0
6
6
0 7
1 10
0 7
0 '!
0 7
1 11
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 8
0 7
0 7
1 1
of 1884 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell and dche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870).. . 0 6 0 7
Publicans A eta ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts  (1863 -64 and  1870) com-
plete... .. ...  2 0 2 4
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Sale of Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) . 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 ... ..  ...  0 6 0 7
Sale to  Local Authorites Land Act f
1882... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 't
Savings Bank  Amending  Act  of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District  Pastoral  Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 . 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 .. ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ...  2 0 2 3
Tramways Act of 1882 ... . ... ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act (1881) .. 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 11
Defence Act Regulations ... ... 1 0 1 2
Friendly Societies Act (1876) ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency  Act of 1874, with  Rules  ...  2 6 2 l0
Masters and Servants Act . 1 © 1 2
Small D.bts Courts Act . ... ... 0 6 b -8
Stamp Duties  Act ... ... ... 1 0 ..1 2
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With
Pric3.  Portage
s. d.  S. d.
i'OUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
a. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... ... b 0 7 2
GOLD FIELDS ACT WITH REGULATIONS.
Just published  ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tari ff ... ... 0 1 0 1
)) Interpretation Sheets. .. ...  0. 3 0 1
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ...  1. 0 0 1
HANSARD.
Sessional  subscription  ... ... ... ...  5 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q. iarterly  Subscription ... ...
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  is. per animal.
All other Notices ,  3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line  (eight  words to a line).
Table  matter  charged 50  per cent .  extra on 1st
insertion  only,  and a proportional extra charge for
small -sized  type.
All orders  must be accompanied  by a remittance suTii
cient  to cover the cost . If by cheque,  exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels  forwarded  to any address  by ship  or rail, if so
requested - the freight to be payablk  by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF  GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall  ... ... ...  M. S. TOLANO.
Bundaberg ... ... ... G. J. YOUNG.
Ipswich ... ... ... W. TATHAM.
Mackay  ... ...  F. RIECHELMANN.
Maryborough ... ... W. DAwsoN.
Rockhampton ... ... W. MUNRO.
Toowoomba  .. ..  J. H. ROBERTSON.
Townsville  ... ...  T. WILLMETT.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :-Rules made it,
pursuance of an  Act of Parliament  passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one  shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office,  William  street ,  Brisbane , "  Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony ,  9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies , is.  6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
(Pi !1'HE ALL - RANT E Q EEN SLAND
11 REGISTER"  now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing  Office,  William street, Brisbane.
Price, xs  6d;  posted, Is. 9d.
NOTICE.PO UNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a .listinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  b?  placing  the words
"  Registered Brand  "  after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descript ions,
but where these words do not appear theordinar- type
on11 will be used.
J. C. BJCAL,
Government Prii ltei.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
)N SALE,  at the Government Printing  Office
in pamphlet form ,  "The Ins olvenc y Act of
1871,,"  together with "General Rules in  Inscl-
'encv." Super -royal 8vo . Price  2s. 6d .  Postage
id. additional.
J. 0. BEAL,
G ove rnment .  Printer.
N OW published at the Government Printing
Office,  William street ,  Brisbane ,  A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phienogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F .L.S., the Colonial  Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy ,  half-bound . Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the  Colony,
Is. 10d., 1-o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. &l.
10 0
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
The GovE nNMENT PR INTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts
1885. 2 a. d.
Oct. 5.-Morton and Powers .. .. 0 13 0
„ 5.-T. Beanland ... ... 1 18 0
„ 5.-J. Benstead ... ... 0 2 0
„ 5.-J. Fitzsimmons ... 0 1 0
„ 6.-T. Lillis ... 0 6 0
5.-R. J. Salsbury ... 0 1 0
5.-C. S. D. Melbourne .. ... 0 8 6
6.-W. Cann ... .. 0 2 0
„ 6.-C. S. D. Melbourne ... ... 0 7 6
6.-Municipal Council, Charters Towers 2 0 0
„ 6.- Carpentaria  Times ... ... 3 18 0
6.-J. Muirhead ... ... ... 0 10 0
6.-Marsland and Marsland ... 0 4 6
7.-D. Sharplez ... 0 2 1
7.-J. McAuley ... ... ... 0 1 0
7.-F. Spenceley .. 0 1 0
7.-Lilley and O'Sullivan 0 6 0
8.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... 0 1 0
8.-C. H. B. Mackay 0 6 0
8.-J. G. O'Sullivan 0 2 0
9.-Mackay Mercury ... .. 0 1 0
9.-W. Bennieter ... ... ... ... 0 1 8
„ 9.-T. P. Sheppard ... ... .. 0 4 0
„ 9.-G. J. Young and Co. 4 18 4
„ 9.-J. Meredith ... 0 7 0
„ 9.-H. Lloyd 0 1 0
„ 8.-R. Middleton ... ... ... ... 0 1
Jmpounbings.
&W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged  for at the
rate  of OnE SHILLIN G  PEE ANIMAL  ;  and  no  MCA
Advertisement will be inserted  in  the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance auicieni to  over  the cost
of at:  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from the enclosed lands
of Felton, by order of James Tyson, Esquire.
One bay horse, like 3 or 5A' near shoulder , small star
in forehead.
If not rgleaeed on or before the 30th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
37a-
JO1.RN FITZSIAtONS,  Poundkeeper.If.
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IMPOUNDED  at Eulo,  from Goonamurra, on 1st
October, 1885, by order of H. B. Whittingham,
Esq. Driving, is. 6d. each.
One real cow, bald face,  like 1  over 0 near rump,
•• over WB  near loin ,  like  101 off loin,  near ear
marked.
One white heifer,  red ears , no v;sible  brands ,  near ear
marked.
One roan bullock, bald  face, like  gB1 off rump, top off
off ear.
One spotted bullock, G3G over like 1 near rump,
near ear marked.
One red and white cow, HW7 over like 9 off rump,
off ear marked.
One red and white bullock, like CB or CR  near rump,
like 0 near cheek,  near ear marked.
One red bullock, NN4 near ribs , near ear marked.
If not  released  on or b'fore the 30th October, 1885'
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
1712  7s.
MPOUNDED  at Brisbane,  from Bowen Bridge, byI order of Charles Stott .  Damages, £1.
One red and white cow, 7JB or TJ8 off ribs, ear-marked,
horns turned down.
Also, from the streets, by order of the General
Inspector.
One strawberry cow, brown head and neck, 8MP off
rump, old scars on back.
If not released on or before the 15th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1698 2s.
IMPOUNDED at South Bundaberg, from plantation,
Burnett River, on the 15th September, 1885, by
order of Mr. Ord. Driving  expenses , 8d. per head ;
damages , 10s. per head.
One roan and white cow, N1U over blotch brand off
rump, OUK (registered brand) off loin, ear-
marked.
One red steer calf, unbranded , ear•markei.
If not  released on or before  the 20th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. BENSTED, Poundkeeper.
1676
IMPOUNDED  at Muttaburra ,  from  Mount Cornish
Station, on the 27th September,  1885,  by order of
E. R. Edkins ,  Esquire . Driving, 6d. per head.
One  roan working bullock , MC$ C or at (registered
brand )  near rump ,  near ear marked.
One white  working bu ll ock ,  large blotch like D7 near
ribs ,  like IMO near shoulder ,  near ear marked.
If not released on or before  the 27th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN,  Poundkeeper.
1682 2s.
IMPOUNDE I) at Roma , from the streets, on the 5th
October,  1885 , by order of the Municipal Council.
Damages, 5s.
One chesnut horse,  like 2 over  DC near shoulder, like
MF2 (registered brand) over like PD3 (registered
brand), the P very indistinct, off shoulder,  star and
snip, hind feet white, piece out  of near ear.
If not released on or  before the 3rd November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
] 694 1s.
JMPOUNDED  at Mackay,  from Town Common, on
the 26th September,  1885, by P. Stenson.
One grey mare, of near shoulder.
One bay rig, like 8 near cheek, like DC7  near  shoulder ;
damages, £5.
One bay mare, like T7D off shoulder.
One bay mare, blotch near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. P. SHEPHERD, Poundkeeper.
1710 4e.
IMPOL' LADED at Cunnamulla, from Rocky Paddock,
on the 23rd September, 1885, by order of John
McDonald, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. per head.
One strawberry cow, 7EW over 6 off rump, two notches
out of  near ear.
One red heifer, top off near ear, like ILA, indistinct orI HA near ump.
One spotted bullock, both ears swallow-marked, like RJ7
off ribs.
One red and white bullock, both ears  swallow -marked,
RJ7 off ribs.
One spotted bullock, both ears marked, RJ7 off ribs.
One red bally bullock, both ears marked, like A over G
near rump, like G or number near ribs.
If not  released on  or before the 20th October, 1885,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS LI LLIS, Poundkeeper.
1680 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Nanango, from Taabingah, on the
1st October, 1885.  Driving expenses ,  3s. per head.
One bay mare, like 8HH or 01111  near  shoulder, 81111
off shoulder,  0 near  cheek,. OVP off shoulder.
One chesnut yearling foal, like OHH  near  shoulder.
If not released on or  before the 3rd November, 1885,
will  be sold to defray  expenses.
J. G. O'SULLIVAN, Poundkeeper.
1693 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Woodford,from The Homewood, on
17th  September, 1885.
One red and white spotted cow, A2U (registered
brand) off rump.
One roan heifer, A2U off rump.
One red and white heifer, star on forehead, A2LT off
rump.
One red and white cow A2U off rum.
One red and white spotted steer, A2Upoff rump.
One red and white cow, like KIQ off rump, blotch like
A2U off hip.
One white cow, roan cheeks, A2U off rump.
One roan heifer, A2U off rump.
One red and white cow, bald head, A2U off rump.
One red and white heifer, A2U off rump.
One red and white heifer, bald head, A2U off rump.
One red and white heifer,  star  on forehead, A2U off
rump.
One strawberry cow, A2U off rump.
One red and white cow, A2U off rump.
One red and white poley heifer, not branded.
One red and white cow, A2U off rump.
One red and white heifer, not branded.
One red and white heifer, not branded.
One red and white cow, A2U off rump.
One red and white heifer, not branded.
One red and white spotted  steer , A2U off rump.
One red  and white  heifer, A2U off rump.
One red and white steer , bald face , A2U off rump.
One red and white bull, not branded.
One blue and white bull, not branded.
One red and white bull, not branded.
One red  and white  bull, not branded.
One red  and white  bull, not branded.
One red and white heifer, ZSO (registered  brand) off
rump.
roan heifer, Z40 off rump.
One red and white spotted heifer ZSO off rump.
One red and white heifer, ZSO off rump.
One red and white heifer, ZS0 off rump.
One red steer, star on forehead, ZSO off rump.
One red and white heifer, ZSO off rump.
One red and white heifer, ZS0 off rump.
If not  released on  or before the 20th October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS BEANLAND, Poundkeeper.
1677 36s.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the paddock of
Mr. W. Farquharson, Hudson's Creek, on the 1st
October, 1885.  Damages  and driving,  3s. 8d.
One roan horse, 8PH off shoulder, like  MD near shoul-
der, MY3 near thigh,  collar -marked,  star.
If not  released  on or before the 30th October, 1885
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1711 is.
Printed  and  Published by J.axra 0. BsAU Govern ment  Pilate
William street ,  Brisbane , 10th  October, 1885.
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE , including the CITY  and SUBURBS , for the Month of
September, 1885, is published  for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of September one hundred and seventy-nine births were registered in
Brisbane Registry District, being ninety-seven  males  and eighty-two females, the number being
six less  than in the previous month of August.
In the month of September, 1884, there were one hundred and fifty-nine births registered,
the number for the corresponding month of this year being twenty more than in September of
last year.
DEATHS.
There  have been  eighty-three deaths registered in the district during the month-fifty-
two males and thirty- one females  ;  the excess  of births over deaths being ninety-six.
The number of deaths was thirteen more than was registered in the previous month of
August.
In the month of September, 1884, there  were  seventy-nine deaths registered; the number
for the  corresponding  month of this year being four more than in September of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS Of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  from the lot to the
30th September ,  1885 ; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR ,  and PROPORTION of
DEATHS under ONE YBAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS ; also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE
YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 39.62 per cent. of the deaths were of children
under five  years  ; the rate in the suburban  parts of the  district having been 20.00, and the rate
in the whole Registry District 32.53.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year,  as compared  to births in the dis-
trict, is seen  to have been 15.45 per cent. within, and 5.80 per cent. outside, the municipality, and
11.73 in the whole Registry District.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants ' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration DepOt, and
Convalescent Home,  are all in the  Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths occurring in
these  institutions numbered twenty-one during the month, or 25.30 per cent. of the total number
of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of September, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows:-
Period.  I  Number of Deaths.
September, 1886.
Mean  Shade Temperature . Mean Height  of Barometer.
83 69.1 30.184
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade recorded at the Brisbane Observatory during the-
month was 92.0 degrees, on the 23rd, and the lowest, 44.0 degrees, on the 1st.
The mean shade temperature of the month  was 69 .1 degrees ; the average during the-
month of September for the previous ten years was 67.6 degrees.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was
38.0 degrees, took place on the 23rd-viz., from a maximum of 92.0 degrees to a minimum of
54.0 degrees.
The mean daily range of temperature in shade was 26.3 degrees.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.184 inches ; the average of the same month during
the previous ten years was 30.079 inches.
Rain fell on 10 days ; the total fall, 0.87 inches, being 1.22 inches under the average of
the'month for the previous ten years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.26 inches, was on the
16th. The total rainfall of the year 1885, to 30th September, was 16.78 inches, on 82 days.
The rainfall during the same period in 1884 was 31.50 inches on 102 days.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature, maximum
temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at.
Brisbane in the month of September for a period of ten years :-
Y Mean of Mea n Shade Max imum in Minimum on Mean
Rainfall. Prevailingear. Barometer. Tem perature. Shade. Grass . Humidity.
Inches .  I Days.
winds.
1885 30.184 69.1 92.0 42.5 -670 0.09 10 N.E.
1884 30.126 68.1 93.0 45.5 •990 0.87 9  N.E.
1883 30.063 6619 85.0 37.0 •690 2.08 5  N.E.
1882 30.090 70.5 92.0 45.0 •740 0.61 5  N.E.
1881 30.094 6611 85.0 44.0 •653 2.51  12  S.W.
1880 30.081 68.2 88.0 44.0 •730 1.95 6  N E
1879 29.984 67'0 84.0 43.0
..
•696 4.57  14  S.W.
1878 30.009 70.4 94.0 45.0 •645 2.90 8  N.E.
1877 30.189 67.8 87.0 43.0 •636 1.28 7  N.E.
1876 30.005 66.7 88.0 39.0 •649  2.32  9 S
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows:-
Males.  Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 15 1 16
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 1 1 2
Children's ditto ... ... ... ... 1 1 2
Diamentina Orphanage ... ... ... ... ...
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ...
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Dep6t ... ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent Home ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total ... ... ... ... 17 4 21
NoTE.-The average death-rate of children under 1 year, as compared to births, during the ten years ended
31st December, 1883, throughout the whole of Queensland, was  13.33.-Tide  Vital Statistics of 1883.
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The following table shows the  causes of  death of persons of both  sexes , under one year,
total under five years ,  and over five years  ;  also, the proportion per cent .  of deaths from such
causes in  Brisbane and suburbs during the month:-
clan. Causes of Death. Under1 year . Totalnnder5 years. Over5 years. Total. Proportionper cent.
I. Zymotic  diseases ... ... 9 14 10 24 28.92
II Constitutional  diseases 2 2 18 20  24.10.
III. Local  diseases ... ...
... 3 4 19 23  27-71
IV. Developmental  diseases ... 7 7 4 11  13.25V. Violence ...
Causes not specified ...
5 5  6.02
All causes ... ... 21 27 56 i 83 100.00
Class.
1.
IL
IV.
V.
Order. Nature of  Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
ZYMCTIO DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic  diseases.-Diptheria, 2; croup, 2; typhoid fever, 3; infantile
fever, 1; erysipelas, 1; dysentery, 2; diarrhoea, 5 ; rheumatism,  2 ... 18
2 Enthetic  diseases.-Syphilis, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... i 1
3 Dietic diseases.-Want  of breast milk, 5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
4 Parasitic diseases ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
CONSTITUTIONAL DIsnAsas.
1 Diathetic  diseases .-Cancer, 1 ... ... 1
2 Tubercular  diseases.-Phthisis, 15 ; hydrocephalus,  3; abscess , 1 ... ... 19
LOCAL  DISEASES.
1 Diseases of the nervous  system .- Paralysis , 1;  convulsions,  2 ... ... ... 3
2 Diseases  of the organs of circulation.- Heart  disease,  6 ... ... ... ... 6
3 Diseases  of the respiratory  system .-Bronchitis, 2 ; pneumonia, 4,  congestion
of lungs, 1 ; asthma, 1;  abscess of lungs, 1... ... ... ... ... 9
4 Diseases of the digestive  organs.-Peritonitis,  1; Intussusception , I ; hepatitis,
2 ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 4
5 Diseases of the  urinary organs .-N  ephria, 1 ... ... ... ... ... 1
6 Diseases  of the organs of generation ... ... ... ... ... ...
7 Diseases  of the joints  and bones ...
8 Diseases  of the integumentary  system .. . ... ... ... ... ...
DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental diseases  of children -Premature  birth,  2 ... ... ...
2 Developmental diseases  of adults.- Menorrhagia , 1 ... ...
3 ' Developmental diseases  of old  people .- Old  age, 2 ... ... ...
4 Developmental diseases  of nutrition .-Marasmus ,  6 ... ...
1
2
3
4
5
2
1
2
6
VIOLENCE.
Accident or negligence .- Scalds, 1;  sunstroke ,  1 ; fractures ,  contusions, &c., 3 5
Wcunds in battle  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Homicide ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Suicide  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Execution  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Causes not  specifced or ill-defined ...
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... 83
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external causes, five are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars :-
males.
Accidentally scalded .. . ...
Females.
... ... ... adult 1 ...
Sunstroke ... ... ... ... ... child ... 1
Accidentally killed by fall of anchor ... ... ... adult 1 ...
„ run over by tram car ... ... ... „ 1 ...
„ killed by fall from a height ... ... 1 ...
For the Registrar -General,
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Deputy  Registrar -General.
General Registry  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1885.
By Authority : JAMS C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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LE(ISL-ATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1885.
THE Honourable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Enoggera, in the room of JOHN LLOYD BALE, Esquire, whose seat
in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof
by the said John Lloyd Bale, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Albion.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Wednesday, 14th October, 1885.
Date of Nomination ... ... Thursday, 22nd October, 1885.
Polling Day ... ... ... Monday, 26th October, 1885.
Return of Writ... ... ... Thursday, 29th October, 1885.
By Command of the Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  JAYIC C. Bsn, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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General Post Office.
Brisbane, 30th September, 1885. !
No. 9.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to
g(ve the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their  Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the country making written application,, should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to th - former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to plac? them where any person  may see and
search them.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Postmaster•General.
NJTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH  of the General Post Office  is  opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four  p.m.: on  Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria;- a, South
Australia ;  t, Tasmania ;  n z, New Zealand ;  w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A. 28 Addison  -,  Warra c
29 Agen  Miss  J., Plane Creek c
1 ABBOT -,  Cairns c 30 Ah Boy  (gardener), Emerald c
2 Abbot  Wi lliam ,  Minerva Creek e 31 Ah Cew, Emma c
3 Abbot W.,  Tambo road c 32 Ah Chock ,  Gympie c
4 Abbots George ,  Brisbane u k 33 Ah Chong (gardener ),  Peak Downs c
5 Abell F.  W., Sandgate c 34 Ah Chong  (cook ),  Lorida Station c
6 Abel John F., Tanglo River c 3.5 Ah Chong Thomas  (fruiterer ),  Roma c
7 Aberdeen Mrs. F .,  South Brisbane c 36 Ah Chy,  Fairleigh c
8 Abow George ,  Morney Plains e. 37 Ah Cohn (cook ),  Spring Station c
9 Ace -, Bundanba c 38 Ah Donie Lermonth road ,  Johnstone River c
10 Acheson R. (hawker ),  Windorah c 39 Ahern J .  b. (miner ),  Cawarral s 2)
11 Ackly  Mrs. D .,  Boggo road m 40 Ah Fan ,  Queen 's Park Reserve , lkhampton
12 Adair -,  Jondaryan c 41 Ah Gee  (Chinese labourer ),  Rockhampton o
13 Adair  Miss Olive ,  Charters Towers c (2) 42 Ah He (Chinaman ),  Roma s
14 Adair Robert ,  Sandgate c 43 Ah  Hee, Alice Springs fi
15 Adams  Mrs. A .,  Rockhampton c 44 Ah  Hin, Nive Downs c
16 Adams Charles ,  Crocodile road c 45 Ah  Hing  (care of E. Greenup ),  Texas
17 Adams Henry ,  Homebush o c 46 Ah Hong ,  Johnstone River c
18 Adams James ,  Lake 's Creek c 47 Ah Hoe  (care of Ben Sue ),  Roma c)
19 Adams John ,  Moury lian Sugar Co. c 48 Ah Jam (cook ),  Lily Vale e
20 Adams  John (engineer ,  steamer " Clara  "),  Johnstone 49 Ahlers Mrs. D. J. H., Maryborough-c
River m 50 Ah Lin,  Peak Downs c
21 Adams John  (care of  Afro. Galt) Gregory u k 51 Ah  Long ,  Pine Hill c
22 Adams J., South Brisbane c 52 Ah  Loo, Port Douglas c
28 Adams J. L. Man fred Downs u k 53 Ah  Lo , Evesham c
24 Adams W kilmorey c 54 Ah Luke ,  New England Station e !
25 Adason John Gairloch c 55 Ah Mari, Roma s
26 Adcock J. R.  h rieb&ne m 56 Ah  Mo. (gardener),  Rockhampton:o c.(2)
27 Adcock W., (Jharters Towers 57 Alt  Nee  (cook),  Evesham c
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58 Ahnfeldt F. H., Beta c Anderson P., Evesham c
59 Ah Quong Gympie c Anderson Robert, Rockhampton c
60 Ali Sam (G5hinaman), Mackay o c Anderson Robert,  Queen 's Park, Rockhampton c
61 Ali Se Port Douglas c Anderson Thomas,  Baranga  Station s
62 Ali Sing, Richmond c Anderson Thomas, Ipswich u k
63 Ali Sing, Ferry Reserve, Rockhampton c Anderson T. (care of Mrs. W. Brown), South Bris-
64 Ah Sinn, Mackay o c bane c
65 Ah Tye, Queen's Park  Reserve ,  Rockhampton c Anderson T1 F. Brisbane u k
66 Ah Way, Gympie c Anderson W. alley c
67 Ah Yong, Port Curtis road c Andreas J., Junction Estate c (2)
68 Ah Yong (cook),  Manfred Downs c (2) Andreasen Andre, Bundaberg c
69 Ah Yow (gardener ),  South Brisbane o c Andresen  Hans , Bundaberg c
70 Aitcheson William,  Ipswich c Andresen J. C., Maryborough c
71 Aitkenhead David  Mackay n z (3) Andrew H. R. (care of J. Gill, Esq., Brinsaclitf),
72 Aitkin W. South  Brisbane c Howard u k
73 Akes D., 'alley o Andrews -, Mackay c
74 Albion Mrs. A.,  Roma c Andrews Mrs. Ethel, Herberton c
75 Alchin -, Alice Downs c Andrews J., Cairns c
76 Alcott -,  Little Ipswich c Andrews P. G., Brisbane u k and c (2
77 Alder and Allen , Messrs .,  Brisbane o e Andrews Robert, West rove Station
78 Alderson Robert,  Charters Towers u k (2) Andrews W., South Brisbane c
79 Aldridge James Charters  Towers u k Andrews William T., Goodna c
80 Aleake -, M aytown c Angels -, Valley c (2)
81 Alexander North Branch c Annan J. Charters Towers c
82 Alexander J., I ,oekhampton s Annan V , Mackay s
83 Alexander P., Amby Downs o Arming Mrs. James, Charters Towers u k
84 Alexander Robert, Rockhampton c Anning W., Charters Towers c
85 Alexander William, Charters Towers u k (2) Anson C.,  Isis c
86 Alexander W. A., Brisbane e Anthony Miss Ellen, Breakfast Creek s
87 Alford E., Rockhampton u k Anthony W. (builder), Glenelg street c
88 Alford George (s.s. `New Guinea "), Brisbane u k Antil A., Mil chaster c
89 Allan -, Petrie terrace c Antler Mrs. A., Rockhampton c
90 Allan  George  (hawker), Dalby c Apjohn  Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
91 Allan Robert, Woolgar u k (3) Appel Adam, Brisbane f
92 Allard Frank,  Brisbane o c Appo Cornellis (labourer), Bundaberg o c
93 Allen Miss Catherine, Brisbane o Archer Frederick, Brisbane o
94 Allen Edwin, Gowrie Junction c Archer Joseph (care  of Mr. Linch), Jimbour c
95 Allen Henry, Ayrshire Downs c Archer J. (s.s. " Waroonga "), Brisbane u k
96 Allen James, Gympie c Archer J., Jimbour u k (2)
97 Allen John, Emerald c Archibald -,  Bowen Hills c
98 Allen John (grazier), Townsville o c Archibald  Mrs., Bowen  Bridge c
99 Allen John,  Bogantungan c Archie A., Brisbane s
100 Allen  J. (care  of B. D.  Morehead ), Brisbane c Arkel A.,  283-miles a
101 Allen J.  S., Brisbane c Arkenstall Mrs., Milton c
102 Allen Mrs. Mary, Ann street n z Arkenstall Ch., Spring Hill c
103 Allen Robert (engineer ), Middle Camp c Arkenstall  E., Enoggera c
104 Allin William (care of  Mr. Welch), Blackall c Arman Thomas E., Logan Bridge c
105 Alley George G., Taroom c (2) Armangle Jimmey Gordon Downs c
106 Allsop Ellen, Townsville u k Armit Mrs. J. A. ii., Townsville c
107 Alston C. A., Stint street c Armour John (carrier ), Evesham c
108 Althans Jacob, Toowoomba o Armour John,  Evesham c
109 Alton Mrs., Rocky Waterholes c Armour John, Charters  Towers c
110 Alton Miss A.,  Brisbane Hospital  in (3) Armst rong  -,  Pine Hi ll c
111 Alton F. E., Augathella u k Armstrong A. J., Charters Towers
112 Amess John,  Charters Towers c Armstrong Francis G., Rockhampton u k
113 Amos  Mrs., Bowen c Armstrong John, Rockhampton c
114 Amos James (baker), Gympie c Armstrong J.,  Tate Telegraph Station c
115 Am ton T., Charters Towers s Armstrong J., Thornborough c (2)
116 Andersen Miner (surveyor), Gundiah c (2) Armstrong Regd. C. F., Cairns s (5)
117 Andersen Niels,  Brisbane o c Arnell William,  Musket Flat c (2)
118 Andersen N. H., Logan road c Arnold - (carrier), Barcoo River c
119 Anderson James (master of schooner " Zoe "), care of Arnold -, Peak  Downs Station c (3)
Pilot of Maryborough s (2) Arnold -, Dalby c
120 Anderson  Messrs ., Wickham street c Arnold Miss, Brisbane c
121 Anderson -, Valley c Arnold Mrs. Jane, Roma o
122 Anderson -, Vulture street c Arnold John,  Brisbane o c
123 Anderson -, Milton c Arnold John, Brisbane u k
124 • Anderson -, Roma terrace c Arnold J., Roma s
125 Anderson -, Charters Towers c (2) Arnold Percy F., (care of F. Merritt, Esq.), Dalby
126 Anderson -, Bogantungan c ii k and f (3)
127 Anderson, Mrs., Sandgate u k Arnold Mrs. Sarah, Gladstone road o c
128 Anderson, Alfred, Betts Creek c (2) Arnoldie R.,  Brisbane c
129 Anderson Andrew, Cootharaba road c Arrowsmith Thomas, Richmond Downs a
130 Anderson Andrew, Mr. Toowoomba o Arthurs Miss North Rockhampton c
131 Anderson A., Charters Fowers, in Arthy -, Pownsville c
132 Anderson A., Charters  Towers s Ashby Horace, Southport f
133 Anderson A., Charters Towers c (2) Ashfield Ambrose (farmer ), Forrest Hill c
134 Anderson A., Cairns c Ashfield A., Maryborough c (2)
135 Anderson A., Bowen c Ashton John  Brisbane c
136 Anderson A. C., Toorilla c Ashton W., aoomboora c
137 Anderson Carl, Bundaberg c Ashton W. J., Dalby c
138 Anderson Charles, Maryborough c Aslar John, Brisbane in
139 Anderson Christian, Cootharaba road c Asmus Mrs. Anna, Maryborough s
140 Anderson C., Pialba c Aspinall Alfred,  Rockhampton c
141 Anderson C., Bundaberg c Aspinall Mrs. F.,  Brisbane e
142 Anderson David South  Brisbane c Aspland Edwin Hyne (care of S. & G. Grimes), Hope
143 Anderson, F., ughenden s Island ,  Coomera u k
144 Anderson George, Townsville f Asplin William, Aramac u k
145 Anderson George, South  Brisbane c Atkins  Mrs., Me rivale c
146 Anderson G., Peak Downs c Atkinson Mrs., Bundaberg c
147 Anderson Mrs. Geo., Mackay u k Atkinson George,  Queensport s
148 Anderson H., Toowoomba o Atkinson Georges (of Dublin) Brisbane u k
149 Anderson  Mrs. H . D., Lutwyche u k Atkinson J. A., Wairana c
150 Anderson James, Valley o c Atkinson Thomas, Charters  Towers c
151 Anderson  James , Ipswich road n z Attwells Thomas, Maryborough c
152 Anderson John, South Brisbane c Augus -, per Gilbert Brewery c
153 Anderson John, Mitchell c Austin W. (care of J. Overend), Pentland c
154 Anderson John,  Brisbane c Augur D. (care of Captain Lawson,s.s. "Cloncurry")
155 Anderson J., Thornborough c Brisbane u a
156 Anderson J., Valley c Austin John, Charleville o
157 Anderson J. E., Rockhampton c Avarche J., Kelvin Grove road c
158 Anderson L. M. (carrier), Rockwood c (2) Awen -, Northcote c
159 Anderson M., Mackay c Ayles Mrs., Capalaba c
160 Anderson Mrs. M. M., Bowen Hills c Myles G., Clermont u k (2)
161 Anderson N. C., Laidley o c Ayrton Felham, Delta Station u k
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B. 104 Baiele yy H., Brisbane o
105 Bass George W., Charters Towers u k
1 BAAR M.,  Brisbane c 106 Bassett Miss, Brisbane u k
2 Babington  John G.,  Watsonville c 107 Bassett W. F., Brisbane u k and c (2)
3 Bachelor Henry ,  Cootharaba road c 108 Batchelar F. C., Brisbane u k
4 Badger and Eldridge ,  South Brisbane c 109 Bates  G., North Quay c
5 Badger H .  E., V index Station o c (2) 110 Bathurst Charles Edwd .,  Brisbane u k
6 Badger J., Walkerston o 111 Batten John ,  179 Queen street u k
7 Bailey Mrs., Rockhampton c 112 Batten John H .,  Hill street u k
8 Bailey  C. H., Gympie a 113 Battershill Mrs. E .  Humpy Bong c
!9 Bailey George, Capella c 114 Batty Mrs., South Brisbane s
10 Bailey W .,  Townsvi lle c 115 Batzloff Frederick ,  Main Range c
11 Bailey W., Logan c 116 Bauer George, Bopple o
12 Bailey William L. (Dr.), Toowoomba  in 117 Bauer J., Oakey Creek c (2)
13 Bailie Joseph,  Northbrook c 118 Baumant J. W., Geraldton c
14 Bailie  William, Brisbane u k 119 Bawden F., Maryborough c
15 Bai llie and Smith, Toowoomba a 120 Bawden J., Maryborough a
16 Bain -,  Martin street c 121 Bawden John, Charters Towers o
17 Baines James Charlevi lle a 122 Baxter S. W., Langlo Downs o
18 Baird John M., Townsvi lle a 123 Bayne Harriet ,  Drayton c
19 Baisley Mrs. Walter ,  Brisbane u k 124 Baynes J., Ipswich c
20 Baker Alfred ,  Brisbane u k 125 Bea hie Thomas ,  Brisbane a
21 Baker Charles ,  Brisbane c 126 Beahan J. J., Walkerston o
22 Baker David (of Armidale ),  Rockhampton s 127 Beahen Daniel, Cooktown c
23 Baker E .  H., Rockhampton c 128 Beale Miss ,  Brisbane s
24 Baker F .,  Spring Hi ll c 129 Bean Mrs. Alfred ,  The Junction m
25 Baker J .,  Brisbane c 130 Boarder T., Laidley o c
26 Baker R .,  South Brisbane c 131 Beardon J., Townsville c
27 Baker S.  T., Argentine c 132 Beary  John , Brisbane u k
28 Baker Wm . (builder ),  Roma street c 133 Beasly Mrs., Brisbane u k
29 Baker W., Brisbane m 134 Beaton Alex., Clermont c
30 Baker W .  B., Gympie  in 135 Beattie James,  North  Ipswich o
31 Bakewell Mrs., Brisbane u k 136 Beattie James, 219 Queen street c (2)
32 Balantyne J., Spring Hi ll c 137 Beattie James, Temple Buildings c
33 Baldwin James, Muttaburra u k 138 Beattie  James  (grocer), George street c
34 Balfour Peter, Brisbane u k (2) 139 Beattie J., George street c
35 Balfour Samuel ,  Rockhampton o 140 Beattie John ,  Barcaldine c
36 Batiman  -,  South Brisbane c 141 Beattie John  (builder ),  Jane street u k
37 Ball B .,  Ravenswood Junction u k 142 Beattie Robert ,  Townsvi lle o c
38 Ball Dr .  Be rtram, Southport s 143 Beattie R. H., Townsville a
39 Ballantyne W., Brisbane c 144 Beattie Samuel  (care of Revd. I. Harding), The
40 Ba llerstone R. G., Brisbane c Grange,Pimpama c
41 Ballet G., Charters Towers c 145 Beatty H. S., Brisbane o
42 Ballier J. (watchmaker ),  Mitche ll a 146 Beaumont -,  Bockhanfton o
43 Ballinger James, Teebar Station c 147 Beaumont Mrs. S .,  Capella o
44 Bramblin Wm .  Powlathango Lake Station o 148 Beaumont W. (carrier ),  Northampton c
45 Banbe ry  Mrs.11,  Warwick c 149 Bechl Frederick Mount Pleasant o c
46 Bancroft J., Townsvi lle c 150 Beck John W.,  Mount Morris o
47 Banister Joseph ,  Ipswich c 151 Beck W .,  Gympie o
48 Bankia Sandgate c 152 Becker  -,  Sandgate c
49 Banks B. T , Bundaberg e 153 Becker  - (farmer ),  Pine River c
50 Banks Thomas, Bundabe rg  c 154 Beckendike Mrs., Brisbane u k
51 Banner James  (care of J. Harrison ),  Gympie m 155 Beckett  A., Queen  street c
52 Bannies Henry seaman ),  Townsville o cW 156 Beckett Joseph,  Charleville c53 Bannon  M. L., inton c 157 Beckett Joseph, Jimbour Station o
54 Bannon W. Mborough caa ryy
'
158 Beckett Miss S., Surat c
55 Banton J., Bar caldine e 159 Beckett W illiam Roma c
56 Bararate lli G. Jericho o c. richo 160 Beddoe George  'Townsvi lle c
57 Barber - Estate c 161 Bedingfeld Richard, Brisbane f and o c (2)
58 Barber H. 4., Tongy Station u k 162 Bedington Wi lliam, Brisbane f
59 Barber James ,  Warnambool Downs c 163 Beer  .I., Rockhampton c
60 Barclay John ,  Stonehenge o 164 Beeston and Jarvis (bu il ders),  George street c
61 Barker  - (care of Mr. Berkleman ),  Fitzroy Vale c 165 Beeston and Son  (joiners), Boggo c
62 Barker Mrs., Lheichardt street c 166 Beeston Mrs., Paddington c
63 Barker Mrs., Charters Towers c 167 Beeston Thomas, Murphy 's Creek c
64 Barker C. F., Townsvi lle s and c (2) 168 Bees Yon, Gympie c
65 Barker F., Spring Hi ll c 169 Behnke W (care of J. Baker ),  Upper Caliope
66 Barker G., Di llalah a Station f
67 Barker H. L. Brisbane c 170 Behrens E. J. (care of Mrs.  Campbell), Hill  End
68 Barnard F. di., Watsonv ille c uk
69 Barnes Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Brisbane c 171 Beiar August, Maryborough c
70 Barnes George ,  Va lley c 172 Beighley  (engine driver ),  Emerald c
71 Barnes J., Townsvi lle e 173 Belchen A., Rockhampton c
72 Barnett  -- (carrier ),  Kynuna Station c (2) 174 Belford James ,  Ipswich n'c
73 Barnett  -  Mrs., Warry street c 175 Be ll (timber getter ),  Fern Vale c
74 Barnett H. F., New Farm road c 176 Bell Miss, Highgate Hi ll a
75 Barnett James F., Brisbane c 177 Bell Andrew , Brisbane  c
76 Barnett W illiam, Brisbane c 178 Bell A., Charters  Towers a
77 Barr Mrs., Bowen o 179 Bell C. C., Brisbane c
78 Barrher T. or Mrs .  T., Wa lloon Creek c 180 Bell E .  A., Beaudesert c
79 Barren John Gympie c (2) 181 Bell George A., Rockhampton u k
80 Barrett E. Ipswich o 182 Bell Mrs. Henry, Sandy Creek ck '81 Barrett John, Palmerv ille c 183 Bell J., West cin
82 Barrett J.,  Kangaroo P int e 184 Be ll Thomas, Allentown c
83 Barrett J. C., Cooktown o c 185 Be ll W . (  umper ),  Pine Hi ll e
84 Bar rett Mrs. J .  H., Jordan Valley u k 186 Be llamy J. A., Lorne station e
85 Barrie James ,  Bowen s 187 Belle Mrs., Rockhampton c
86 Barrington A. Townsv ille a 188 Bender ,  Charles ,  Pine Hill c
87 Barron John, Brisbane c 189 Benedict Nicholas  (cook ),  Tow nsville o e
88 Bar rott Edward  (fireman ,  s.s. " Wistow Ha ll ") 190 Benharp Kern  (fruiterer ),  Clermont c
Brisbane u k 191 Benjamin  -,  Junction Road Hotel c
89 Barry Mrs .,  Ipswich  c 192 Bennet, J. R. Windorah a
90 Barry Mrs. Kangaroo Point c 193 Bennet ,  R., *indorah c
91 Barry A .,  Brisbane c 194 Bennet -, Lands Office c
92 Barry Charles ,  Ruthven  in 195 Bennett Mrs., Va lley c
93 Barry Edward ,  Townsvi lle a and c (2) 196 Bennett Miss, Spring H ill c (2)
94 Barry Henry, Manfred Down c 197 Bennett C., Hughenden s
95 Barry James Cooktown c 198 Bennett G., Rockhampton c
96 Barter -. Mount Morgan c 199 Bennett G. H. (hawker), Ada Vale c
97 Barth Justin .  South Brisbane f 200 Bennett H. (carrier ),  Pentland e
98 Barth J .  M., Woo lloongabba c 201 Bennett H. E., Pentland c
99 Bartholomew E., B risbane c 202 Bennett John, Three -mile Creek o c
100 Bartley J., Gayndah road c 203 Bennett M., Mi llcheater c
101 Bartley Robert E .,  Charters Towers o c 204 Bennett R., Rona m
102 Barton  -,  Milton c 205 Bennett Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton c
108 Baselgy Walter, Brisbane u k 206 Bennett  S pero ,  Gympie a
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207 Bennett S. K., Brisbane c 309 Boasley G., Maryborough c
208 Benson Mrs. Agnes, Kangaroo Point c 310 Boctcher Max., Brisbane o
209 Benson Charlotte, Rosewood c 311 Boden John, Balaclava c
210 Benson J. W., Brisbane u k 312 Bodiehan Miss Olive, Mackay o
211 Benson P., Lowood c 313 Bodkin -, Roma o c
212 Bent George, Lorida c 314 Bogle James, Stanley street c
213 Bentley E. (tailor), Hughenden e 315 Bohan M., Gympie c
214 Bentley Mrs. E., Hughenden c 316 Boissey J., Ipswich c
215 Bently Johanna, Mackay o 317 Bolam T., Charters Towers c216Benton C., Charters Towers s 318 Boland James, Yeppoon c
217 Benson Henrv, Manifred Downs c 319 Boland ohn, Rockhampton c
218 Benyon H., Townsville c 320 Boleman Francis, Cooper's Plains road e
219 Berge E., Isisford c 321 Boley Mrs. Anna, Brisbane o c
2i0 Bergin S., Bundaberg c 322 Bollman F., Thompson  Estate c
221 Berhin John, Ann street c 323 Bolton Edward, Muttaburra o c
222 Bern ard R. H. Roma s 324 Bolton E., Barcaldine o c
223 Bernard R. A. (agent Matthews' Circus), Bris- 32.5 Bolton F., Ipswich cbane s 326 Bolton H. F., Amby Downs o
224 Berry Mrs. E., Rockhampton o 327 Bolton Thomas, Brisbane c
225 Berry John, Bolton c 328 Bolton W., Burrum c
226 Berry Martin, Monkland c 329 Bolton W., Capella c
227 Berthond G., Cairns in 330 Bolton W., Roina o
228 Bertheson J., Cootharaba road c 331 Bond -, Stratton c
229 Bertram  -, Bundaberg e 332 Bond George, Murphy's Creek c
230 Bertwhistle - (butcher), Bundaberg c 333 Bonham P., Brisbane s and c (2)
231 Best Fanny, Brisbane o 334 Bonnar  -, Churchill c
232 Best John (cooper), Eagle  street o 335 Bonner Harry (cook, care of Mr. Ramsey, dam
233 Beaton  -, South Brisbane c maker ), Evesham c
234 Bestnich T.,Charters Towers e 336 Bonnick Thomas, Cootharaba c (2)
235 Bettison John, Georgetown c 337 Bonner Peter, Cooktown o c
236 Betts -, Waters Cottage, Rockhampton c] 338 Bonovette Andrew, Charters Towers o c
237 Bette Miss, Bowen Hills c 339 Booker E., Gympie c
238 Bevan  P., Murphy's Creek c 340 Boulds J. W., Carlton Hotel u k
239 Beverley Wm. George, Racecourse o c 341 Boomer Frederick, Charters Towers c
240 Bexfield John, Brisbane o 342 Boon John, Brisbane u k
241 Biddley G. C., Boggo road c 343 Booth A. R. B., Brisbane c
242 Bidgood - (care of Mr. Pattison), Rockhampton 344 Booth Joseph, Rome o
uk 345 Booth J. B., Brisbane u k
243 Biga lla  Carl, Coochin a 346 Boothes  Ernest ,  Brisbane c
244 Bighey George, Townsville in 347 Boothroyd  B., Brisbane u k (7)
245 Biggerstaff  James, Lake's Creek c 348 Bost William, Aramac e
246 Biggs -, Fernvale road c 349 Borehers L. Brisbane c
247 Biggs  Henry, South Brisbane c (2) 3.50 Borgwalth 1trs. C. Mackay c
248 Billingham Richard, Drayton c 351 Bottcher Max., Brisbane o
249 Billoft C., Nebo c 352 Bourke Mrs., Rockhampton o
250 Binks Mrs. A.  E. B., Brisbane o 353 Bourke J. H., Brisbane e
251 Binstead  Mrs. (captain ),  Brisbane a 354 Bourke Mrs. P. D., Townsville c
252 Birchley G. H , Gordon Downs o (2) 355 Bourke W., Charters Towers c
253 Birchley R. F. (care of Mr. Dixon) Linda c 356 Bourke Mrs. W., Townsville c
254 Birchley T., Maryborough c 357 Bourrowes Mrs. E., Townsville c
255 Bird -, Townsville c 358 Bouyle S., Brisbane a
256 Bird C. (care of Mr. Taylor), Marathon in 359 Bowden J. H. (miner), Rockhampton o c
257 Birdup Mrs. G. H., Brisbane o 360 Bowden Mrs. Win., Laidley c
258 Birnie A. D., Brisbane c 361 Bowden W. R., Thompson Estate c
259 Birtwell John, Dunrobin Station c (2) 362 Bowe James, Hughenden c
260 Bischoff J. D., Bundaberg a 363 Bowe John, Georgetown c
261 Bishop Mrs., Valley e 364 Bowen E. (bricklayer), Brisbane a
262 Bishop Mrs., Brisbane o 365 Bowen John,' Brisbane u k
263 Bishop Miss, Turbot street c 366 Bowen J. H., Cunnamulla s
264 Bishop C., Valley c 367 Bowen Thomas, Gympie e
26.5 Bishop Mrrs. G., Brisbane c 368 Bower Bowyer, Mulgrave Camp e
266 Bishop Thomas Cassner, Walloon c 369 Bower C., Brisbane c
267 Bitcock W. and C., Agnes River, Bowen o a 370 Bower Mrs. C., Brisbane c
268 Black Miss, Australian Hotel e 371 Bowers Thomas, Rockhampton a
269 Black H. H., Roma c (2) 372 Bowers Nathan, Rockhampton c
270 Black J., Ipswich c 373 Bowles George, Mackay c (2)
271 Black Maggie, Mackay o 374 Bowrrows W. H., Brisbane s
272 Black Mrs. S., Bundaberg c 375 Boyce J. W., Bundaberg c (2)
273 Blackall -, Charleville n z 376 Boyd -, Isis River e
274 Blackburn John, Habana c 377 Boyd Frederick, Beta c
275 Blackman Harry, Rockhampton c 378 Boyd John (carrier ), Kelvin Grove s
276 Blackman Harry J., Brisbane c 379 Boyd John, Brisbane c
277 Blackoe Frederick, Maryborough c 380 Boyd J., Maytown c
278 Blackwell Mrs. G., Townsville c (2) 381 Boyd Thomas, Ayrshire Downs c
279 Bladden Thomas, Roma o c 382 Boyd William, Mackay u k
280 Blair  , Coal Falls, Ipswich c 383 Boyd W., Charters Towers c
281 Blair A., Ipswich c 384 Boyley M. (carrier), Hughenden road c
282 Blake Mrs. (dressmaker), Charters Towers c 385 Boyns George, Gympie c (3)
283 Blake Colin Thomas (care  of Mr. Turnbull), Moggill 386 Boys E. F., Rockhampton u k
Ferry, Ipswich u k 387 Boy en Benj., East Maryborough c
284 Blake E., New Cleveland Point c 388 Brabazon R., Homestead c
285 Blake Mrs. Ellen, Red Hill-c 389 Bracey or Brady Fred., Coringsby Estate o
286 Blake J., Townsville o 390 Brache S. blacksmith), Dalkeith c
287 Blake S. P., Port Douglas c (2) 391 Bradburn Patrick,  Brisbane u k
28.4 Blanchard Charles Hy., Boggo road c (2) 392 Bradey W., (care of Hennessy) Chatsworth c
289 Blankonet  Augustin, Cooktown c 393 Bradfield Mrs. A., Townsville c
290 Bleaton A., Rockhampton c 394 Bradford D., Toowoomba c
291 Blenkinsop and Co.  Messrs.,  Brisbane c (3) 395 Bradford George,  Brisbane  in
292 Bligh Peter, One-Mile e 396 Bradly Mrs. Alma, Townsville c
293 Blight  Miss  H. (core of W. J. B. Cameron), Uanda 397 Bradshaw Michael, Mackay o c
Station, Hughenden c (2) 398 Bradshaw W. R., Brisbane o
294 Bloomer T., Brisbane c 399 Brady and Seganto, Brisbane c
295 Blow Miss Lucy, Brisbane o c 400 Brady Mrs., Brisbane c
296 Blume Frederick, Rockhampton c 401 Brady Patrick, One-Mile Swamp o c (2)
297 Blumenthal Prof. Jos. and Count, Pine Hill o c 402 Bragg W. (care of Mr. Harrison), Valley e
298 Blundell Henry (care of Mr. Badgery), Roma u k 403 Bragg W. J., Bopantungan c
299 Blunden John, Charters Towers s 404 Brailling C., Springs o
300 Blunt - (tinsmith), Charters Towers c 40.5 Brake Mrs., Stanwell c
301 Blunt William, Rockhampton a 406 Brand W., Gympie e
302 Blush Kate, Rockhampton c 407 Brandt A., Blackall c
303 Blyth A., One-mile Saw Mills c 408 Branagrove Thomas, Lakes Creek c
304 Blyth Miss Hannah, Uanda c 409 Brasher R., Mackay c (2)305 Blyth Peter, Gympie c 410 Brassel -, Gowrie Junction c
306 Blythe G. G., Brisbane o 411 Braun F., Beenleigh c
307 1,,iardman Mrs , Spring Creek c 412Branca Mrs. E., Walkerston c
308 13oare John F., Gyni pie o 413 Braure Carl C., Valley c
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414 Bray George (carrier), Pine Hill s 516 Brown J.. Gyympie c415 Bray William, Merritt's Creek c 517 Brown Mrs. J., Boggo road c416 Braydon  James,  Katandra  Station o 518 Brown Lynn E., Rockhampton c (2)417 Breckenridge -, Townsville c 519 Brown Michael, Nive Station c418 Brecley E. A., Gordon Downs c 520 Brown Pat. (care of Mr. Preshly), Mitchelle (2)419 Breedon Mrs. Jane E., Sandy Creek c 521 Brown  Miss  Rose, Sandgate c420 Breen Miss T., Capella c 522 Brown R. A., Gytopieo c421 Brennan John, Logan  Bridge c 523 Brown Thomas, Valley o c422 Brennon  John, Selso Sheep Camp c (2) 524 Brown Tom, Muttaburra c423 Brennan J., Brisbane c 52.5 Rodney Downs ii kBrown Thomas H.424 Brennan J., Gympie c 526
;
Brown William, VV arwick c425 Brennan  Mrs. M., Kangaroo Point c 257 Brown William (care of Stone and Clews), Rock426 Brennan  Thomas, Warwick o hampton c427 Brennan T., Charleville c 528 Brown W. (baker), Wharf street c428 Brennan T., Gympie c 529 Brown W. H. (chemist), Townsville c429 Brennand H., Windorah c (2) 530 Browne Miss  (care of Mr .  King ),  Mackay430 Brennen John, Toowoomba c 531 Browne Bridget, Cairns u k
431 Brennon A., Valley c 532 Browne Charles, Gin Gin o c432 Brett William, South Brisbane o c 533 Browne Miss C. A., Clermont o433 Brewer Mrs. E., Turbil road c 534 Browne C. F., Townsville c
434 Brewer Thomas, Turbill road c 53.5 Browne C. F., Brisbane o c
43.5 Brewer Thomas, One-Mile c 536 Browne Charles John, Gympie n
436 Brewster Mrs. Ellen, George  street c 537 Browne H., Maryborough c
437 Brice A., Rockhampton c 538 Browne  Samuel , Charters Towers c
438 Brick (storekeeper), Muttaburra s
R
539 Browning Miss, Toowoomba u k (2)
439 Brick George (porter), ockhampton o c 540 Browning F. T., Brisbane u k
440 Brickwell James, Dalby c 541 Browning.John, (4ympie u k
441 Bride Robert, Gladstone o c 542 Bruce G., Warta c
442 Bridges A., Grandchester c 543 Bruce H. S., St. George s
443 Bridson W. (carrier), Eldersly c 544 Bruce It. A., Springsure o
444 Brien Mrs.  James ,  Brisbane o 555 Bruhn F., Tm woomba c
445 Briggs W., ConsetvilIe c (2) 546 Brunner A., Pine Hill s
446 Bright E., Richmond Downs in 547 Bruschweiler E. (baker), Boggo road oc
447 Bright W. A., Hope Island u k 548 Brushanber Fred., Sandy Creek c
448 Biinley -,  Tinalac 549 Bryant Mrs. J. C., Emerald c
449 Briske Guslif, Amby Downs o 550 Bryant W., Paddington c
4.50 Bristow Mrs. M. A., Mackay c 551 Bryne James, Vulture street c
451 Britcher  H. E., Edington n z 552 P,ryne James, Brisbane Valley Branch o c.
452 Brittle Thomas, Amby Downs s 553 Bryson Alexamler, Rorkirood m
453 Britton W., Police  Department , Brisbane c 554 Bryson Mrs. A, South Brisbane s
454 Broadbent G., Bundaberg c 555 Bryson  Sam. and  Davis  Isaac, Eversbam a
455 Broadrick  Mrs., Lntwyche
-c- 556 Bucaber  Miss Kate , Lower Burdekin c456Brockett Annie E.,  Pine Hill o 557 Buchanan  Arch. M. Townsville u k,
457 Brodie  Miss, Kangaroo Point c 558 Buchanan Donald, Gairns c
458 Brodie G. G., Hughenden a 559 Buchanan H., Alfred street e
459 Brohman  J., Bowen  Brid ge c 560 Buchanan  J., Townsville c
460
.Bromley R. A., Russel River c] 561 Buchanan  Mrs. James, Toowoomba c
461 Brook H., Toowoomba o 562 Buchanan  W., Dungeness o462 Brook Mrs. H .  J., Logan Road c 563 Buchert Ernst Wilhelm, Rockhampton  u k and f (2)
463 Brook  Miss Maggie , Walkerston it k 564 Buchert Ernst Wilhelm, Roekhawnpton u k (2)
464 Brook John, Cardwell c 565 Buckhardt -, Vindex Station c
465 Brookhouse -, Dee c 566 Buckholtz H., or Hughey Aheran, Jericho c
466 Brooks A. (station  master ), Reid River c (5) 567 Buckley -, Emu Creek c
467 Brooks  Miss  Annie, Ross Island f 568 Buckley J., Roma c
468 Brooks A. T., Reid River c 569 Buckley J. J., Home Creek o
469 Brooks Miss Ellen, Brisbane s 570 Buckley Michael (carrier), Muttaburra c (2)
470 Brooks Mrs. M. A., Townsville c 571 Buckley Miss M., Brisbane c
471 Brosendorff  Ernest,  Warwick o 572 Buckley Patrick, Ipswich o c
472 Broughton George, Rockhampton c 573Budge Wm. Henry, Charters Towers o c
473 Brown and Guthrie  Messrs.,  Thornborough o c 574 Budgett Doctor, Brisbane c
474 Brown -tailor), Gympie c 575 Budrere Miss  Maria , Rockhampton o c
475 Brown -  (care of Mr . Jones),  Barcaldine c 576 Budrere Nichol:-.g, Rockhampton o c
476 Brown ---,  Cairns u k 577 Budsworth  H. Bai caldine s
477 Brown - (care of Howard Smith and Co.), Towns- 578 Bugs  and Co. Messrs ., Brisbane s
ville c 579 Bul'ford S., Bundaberg o
478 Brown  Mrs., Maryborough c 580 Bull Mrs. J. S., Gympie c
479 Brown Adam, Laughton Station c 581 Bullen  Miss M., Brisbane o c
480 Brown Alexander (s.s. "Gulf of Carpentaria"), 582 Buller Arthur, Charters Towers o
Brisbane u k 583 Bullock J., Valley c
481 Prown Alfred T. G. (care of Mr. Brabazon), Hogarth 584 Bulow H., Fernvale c
Meat Preserving Co., Oakey Creek s 585 Bundy Val., Brisbane in
432 Brown Alfred, Elderslie c 586 Bunzle A., Brisbane
483 Brown A., Bundaberg c (4) 587 Burbank A. H., Queensholme c
484 Brown A. (contractor), Gympie c 588 Burdeck J. (horsedt'iver), Esk Railway c
48.5 Brown A., Ipswich c 589 Burford A. (s.s. " Warreggo "),  Brisbane
486 Brown Captain (late of  " Jessie  Kelly"), Brisbane s 590 Burgess  G. A. W., Maryborough c
487 Brown C., Maryborough c 591 Burgin  Joseph, Charters Towers c
488 Brown Mrs. Cath. M., Brisbane o c (2) 592 Burke  Miss  A.1 Bundaberg o
499 Brown Dickson ( barrister ), Bri8bane r 593 Burke  Miss Bridget  D., Brisbane u k
490 Brown  E., Rockhampton c 594 Burke  Katie ,  Brisbane c
491 Brown Miss Ellen ,  Brisbane c 595 Burke M., Rockhampton c
492 Brown Mrs. Emma ,  Petrie terrace o 596 Burke  Miss M .,  Charters Towers c
493 Brown  Mrs. E ., Gympie c 597 Brisbane cBurke  P
494 Brown Miss  Ettie, Maryborough c 598
.,
Burn M., Rockhampton' c
495 Brown E. E., Townsville s 599 Burnell  and Jones Messrs., Bowen c
496 Brown  F., Maryborough s 600 Burnes William , Thorndale Station is
497 Brown Mrs. G., Gracemere c 601 Burnett Mrs. L.,  Brisbane c
498 Brown  G. L., Ada Vale c (3) 602 Burns  A., Gympie 0
499 Brown H., Richmond Downs c 603 Burns Charles, Dr*3tton c
500 Brown James ,  Rockhampton u k and c 604 Burns  Christopher, Beta c
501 Brown  James, Cassilis Station c 605 Burns J. H., Maiyborough c
502 Brown James R., Brisbane u k 606 Bu rn s  Mrs. P .,  Petrie terrace c (2
503 Brown John,  Flanagan J ., Smith J.,  and others sign- 607 Burns Thomas,  Brisbane u k (2)
ing, Etheridge o c 608 Bnrns William,  Charters  Towers c (2)
504 Brown John, Goondi c 6a) Burr A., Peak Downs Station o
505 Brown John, Charters Towers c 610 Burritt F. E., Stanthorpe c
506 Brown John, Charters Towers t 611 Burrows William ,  Brisbane c
507 Brown John, Bundaberg, u k 612 Burt B., Cooktown c
508 Brown John, Lurgan Farm c 613 Burton Mrs. (care of R. Burton), Brisbane c
509 Brown John, Blackall c 614 Burton James, Beaudesert c
510 Brown John, Gympte c 615 Burton W., Highgabe Hill u k
511 Brown Mrs. John, Toowoomha c 616 Burtsal W., Maxwelton c
512 Brown Joseph, Bundaherge 617 Burzza George, Maryborough c
513 Brown J., Royal Hotel o 618 Butcher C., Roekhatnpton u k
514 Brown J. Gin Gin o 619 Butcher S., Rockhampton e
515 Brown J. (12 gang), Clermont Branch c 620 Butler - (tinsmith), Rockhampton o
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Butler Miss Agnes ,  Townsville c
Butler Alexauder ,  Petrie terrace o
Butler E .,  Monkland c
Butler James , Valley o c
Butler John ,  Isisford  in (2)
Butler Mrs. T .  F., Townsville  in
Butler Wi lliam  (senior ),  Enoggera o c
Butler Wi lliam ,  Royston c
Butler W., Brisbane c
Buttercase Mrs. R .,  South Brisbane c
Buttercup Mrs. South Brisbane c
Butterfield  C., The  Oaks Station s and c (2)Butterfield F., Fernvale c
Buttler Charles ,  Rockhampton s
Butwell F., Comet c (2)
Byer Thomas Coutharaba  road c
Byok G. G. i3riabane c
Byrne Charles ,  Gympie c (S)
Byrne George Thomas, Laidley c
Byrne James ,  Pine Hill s
Byrne James Her bert River f
Byrne John , Valley c
Byrne J .,  Brisbane o
Byrne J. H.  Charleville c
Byrne Miss kate, Charters Towers c
Byrne  Mary, Brisbane o
Byrne P., Pine Hi ll c
Byrne Thomas, Little Ipswich f
Byrne Thomas, Charters Towers c
Byrne Wi ll iam G .,  Manfred Downs c
Byrnes  -,  Brisbane c
By rnes  John, Marybo rough c
Byrnes M .,  ownsvi lle c
Bywater John ,  Brisbane u k
C.
1 CADDEE John  (saddler),  Brisbane o c
2 Cadden Petrie terrace c
3 Cadden C., W arra  in
4 Cadden J., George street c
5 Cade ll F. Tiaro c
6 Cadman Joseph Mane roo c
7 Cahill Edward, Mitche ll s
8 Cahi ll James South Brisbane c
9 Cahill John ,  iToosa  road c
10 Cahi ll Mrs .  J., Rockhampton c
11 Cahi ll J. J., Brisbane o c
12 Cahi ll Pat .,  Winton c
13 Cahill Wi lliam, Townsville u k
14 Cain Miss Ellen, Roma c
15 Cain J .,  Gayndah c
16 Cain James ,  Chinchilla c
17 Cain John  (Chinaman), Mackay c
1R Cain Mrs .  8 Stratton c
19 Caine Mrs .  Emil , Gregory terrace o c
20 Caine John J., Gregory terrace o c
21 Caine Thomas Gympie c
22 Cai rn cross William, Lilyvale o
23 Cairns David, Bowen u k
24 Calderwe ll -,  Alderly c
25 Caldicutt Mrs. Kangaroo Point c
26 Caldwe ll  Miss 12artha,  Ipswich n z
27 Caldwe ll Wa llace, Bunda Bunda  in s and c (7)
28 Caldwe ll W. O. Avon Downs  in and o c (2)
29 Calford John ,  Tinton o
30 Calford Mrs. John ,  Winton u k (3)
31 Callaghan Mrs., Turbot street c
32 Callaghan Mrs. C.,  Mackay c
33 Callaghan F., Townsville c
34 Callaghan John, New Farm  road c3M5 Callanan Charles, Winton c
36 Ca llen W. (baker ),  One-mile Swamp c
87 Calton W., Brisbane a
38. Cameron  -,  Listowel Downs c
39 Cameron Mrs., Vulture street c
40 Came ron A ,  Pine Hi ll o
41 Cameron A .  D., Charters Towers c
42 Came ron A. D., Pine Hi ll c
43 Came ro n Messrs .  A. D. and C. J., Ipswich c
44 Cameron Hugh  (carrier )  Langton c (2)
45 Came ron Hugh ,  Bowen b owns o
46 Came ron J .,  Gympie o
47 Cameron Thomas Rockhampton c
48 Came ro n T .,  RocChampton c
49 Cameron Thomas ,  Charlevi lle n z
50 Campbell  -,  Basin Pocket c
51  Campbell -,  Richmond Downs c
52 Campbe ll  Miss, Kangaroo Point c
53 Campbe ll Alexander ,  Bingera Station o (2)
54 Campbe ll Alex .,  Cairns c
55 Campbe ll Alfred, George street c
56 Campbell A., Red Hill c
57 Campbe ll Miss Cath .,  Brisbane o c
58 Campbell C., George street c
59 Campbell Daniel ,  Dalrymple o c
60 Campbell Miss E .,  Charters Towers c
61 Campbell George, A lice Downs e
62 Camp bell George ,  Hughenden u k
63 Campbe ll H. Ayrshire Downs c
64 Campbell Join, Ipswich c
65 Campbell John,  Kulan c
66 Campbell John, Barcaldine c
67 Campbell J. Basin Pocket c
68 Campbell M'alcoxnbe, Toorak c
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69 Campbell Robert, Roma a
70 Camp be ll R. (wharf labourer ),  Rockhampton c
71 Campbell  Win. (stockman), Rockhampton o c
72 Campbell W., Port Douglas c
73 Campbell W. F., Brisbane u k
74 Campenella Charles, Muttaburra c
75 Campion George, Valley c
76 Candrick Thomas ,  Newtown c (2)
77 Cannay W., Charters Towers o
78 Canning Mrs., Charters Towers c
79 Cannon Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
80 Cannon G., Bunda berg o
81 Cannon R., Mackay c
82 Canper William ,  One-Mile c (2)
83 Capperton F. W., Rockhampton c
84 Cardell E. S., Townsvi lle c
85 Carden Mrs., Water street c
86 Carey Mrs .,  Gibbs street c
87 Carey Bridget ,  Geraldton o
88 Carey J .,  Charters Towers c
89 Carggill G. J., Brisbane u k
90 Carline G. T., Withersfield c (2)
91 Carbon -  Charters Towers c
92 Carlyle G. 11, Withersfield c
93 Carmaine Mrs., Ravenswood Junction c
94 Carmody James, Spring Hill c
95 Carney Mrs. M .,  Woomballilla c
96 Carnie M., Johnstone River c
97 Carpenter R., Rockhampton c
98 Carr Mrs. Edmund ,  Charters  Towers c
99 Carr James  (carpenter ),  Va lley c
100 Carr Miss Lizzie ,  Charters Towers o c (2)
101 Carr Michael, Richmond Downs o
102 Carroline Mrs., Pine Hill c
103 Carroll  -,  Gunalda c
104 Carroll Frank Manfred Downs o
105 Carroll John  (labourer ),  Dalby o c
106 Carroll J., Sandy Creek c
107 Carroll Michael, Ravenswood c
108 Carrol M., Drayton c
109 Carroll P., North Pine River c
110 Carroll Thomas, Vindex Station c
111 Carroll Thomas ,  Elders lie Station c
112 Carron  -,  Cairns c
113 Carruth D. A., Rockhampton u k (2)
114 Carson Alex .,  Brisbane o
115 Carson W. A., S ring Hi ll c
116 Carstein  -,  Albert  street c
117 Cartan Thomas  (care of Mrs. Brewer), Swan
Creek s
118 Carter Mrs. (fruiterer },  Mitchell o
119 Carter Mrs., Toowoomba c
120 Carter Fred . (carrier ),  Bowen c
121 Cartwright Miss Helen M. (care of Mrs. Sheavington
Adelaide street o
122 Case Mrs. T .,  Brisbane c
123 Casey Charles  (butcher ),  Va llcy c
124 Casey John (dealer )  Rockhampton o c (3)
125 Casey Patrick ,  Brisbane Valley Branch o c
126 Casey Patrick Hugh  (cook in " Emma Jane "),
Mackay c (2)
127 Casey William Tewantin c
128 Cash James ,  North Pine c
129 Cash Mrs. Sarah Ann, North Pine c
130 Cashel E.,  Northampton Downs s
131 Cashman Edward ,
Brisbane s (2)132 Cassar Revd .  James ,  Westwood c (2)
133 Casserly James ,  Brisbane  in
134 Casson Joseph, Cairns c
135 Castle Mrs. C . (care  of Mr .  Clark ),  Ipswich road c
136 Castling J. R., Toowoomba c
137 Cathcart  -,  Springsure c
138 Cattermole Miss Eliza , Spring  Hi ll c
139 Cattermole Mrs. Eliza H. Harris terrace
'140 Cavanagh Hu h, Valley H ospital  in
141 Cavanagh H. (tea merchant ),  Watsonville c
142 Cavanagh H., Gympie c
143 Cavanagh James (ca er),  Hughenden c
144 Cavanagh Mrs. J .,  Burrum o
145 Cavanagh J. J., Galton c
146 Cavanagh Sarah Annie, Brisbane o
147 Cavanar J.,  Langton Station c
148 Cavanough  - gang),  Billyboo Creek
149 Cave Mrs. John One -Mile u k
150 Caverley -, Grairns c
151 Cecil John, Gympie s
152 Cervey James Betts Creek o
153
,
Chalk  - (produce dealer ),  Brisbane c
154 Chalk John  (sawyer ),  Breakfast Creek c
155 Chalmers  -  Paddington c
156 Chalmers H., Brisbane s
157 Cham bers C. H. Charters Towers u k
158 Chambers Mrs. ii a bec ca, Toowoomba f
159 Chambers T., McKinlay c
160 Chand  -,  Little Ipswich c
161 Chandler E. B., Cooktown  in
162 Chant  -,  Toowoomba c
163 Chaplin George Edward ,  Brisbane u k
164 Chapman  -,  Bunda berg c
165 Chapman Miss ,  Homebush c
166 Chapman Mrs. P .,  Mackay o
167 Chapman Bo bert ,  Bowen Downs s
168 Chapman Thomas ,  Paddington u k
169 Chapman William ,  New Farm o c
170 Chappel Fred .,  Rockhampton u k
171 Chaptman -,  Amby Downs c
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172 Charles Catherine, Cape Rive c 278 Clements James Maryborough c
173 Charles Lewis, Cairns c 274 Clements  W., 1V?aekay c
174 Charleson Christopher (care  of Parbury, Lamb, and 275 Clemesha Sam (blacksmith), Brisbane o c
Raff), Brisbane u k 276 Clemesha S. or T., Bowen s
175 Charlesworth Samuel, South Brisbane o c 277 Clemonts Andrew, Rockhampton c
176 Charlie Ah Yet (cook), Toowoomba c (2) 278 Clendinning E. R., Aramac c
177 Charlton M. C., Gladstone c 279 Cliff J., Cooktown c
178 Chavasse G. J., Townsville c 280 Cliffert Timothy Larada Station c
179 Chearnley Walter C., Kenilworth s 281 Clift F., Merivaie c
180 Cheeny Mrs., Bundaberg c 282 Clighim George Georgetown c
181 Chenery Frank, Queensholme in 283 Cline Andrew, hockhampton c
182 Cherry H. K., Middle Ridge o 284 Cline Henry (carrier), Warnambool Downs c (2)
183 Cherry Jonas (care  of R. Hanger), Rockhampton c 285 Clint John, Mount Abundance c
184 Cherry Mrs. W., Lorne Station u k 286 Cloriston T., Pine Hill c
185 Chew James, Richmond c 287 Close E. C., Bundaberg s
186 Chibnall D. (care of Mr. McKendry), Warrego in 288 Close E. C. (junior), Gympie s and c (5)
187 Chidlow W., Glengallan s 289 Close John, Lake's Creek c
188 Child Mrs. H. C. (care of Mr. Armstrong) Mutta- 290 Clutton William, Toowoomba s
burra c (2 291 Clynton Hubert Rockhampton in
189 Childs Mrs. Dr., New Farm road s 292
,
Coad John (musician), Brisbane in
190 Childs T. A., Bundamba c 293 Coalter William Waringa Creek o
191 Chisholm -, Vindex c 294 Coates  Isaac,  AAa Vale c
192 Chisholm Walter,  Brisbane u k 295 Coateeworth J., Gympie c
193 Chislett George, Esk c 296 Coats William, Alpha Creek o
194 Chorley A., Herberton c 297 Cobbett Mrs., South Brisbane c
195 Chree John,  Brisbane c 298 Cobow J. J., Mackay u k
196 Chridland A., Rockhampton u k 299 Cochrane Mrs. Elizabeth, Roma u k
197 Christensen Andrew,  Bunga Farm c 300 Cochrane James, Charters Towers a
198 Christensen C., South Brisbane c 301 Cochrane W. H. (carpenter), Townsville c
199 Christensen Peter, Clermont c 302 Cochrane W. H., Rockhampton c
200 Christensen P., Pine Hill c 303 Cochrane W. H. Capella c
201 Christensen Adolph,  Brisbane a 304 Cockburn  Mrs. lane ,  Horse -shoe Bend c (2)
202 Christie James, Mitchell n z 305 Cockings John, Copperfield u k
203 Christie John, Gregory terrace u k 306 Cocks John, Bundanba c204Christiensen -, South Brisbane c 307 Cooly M., Reidsville c
205 Chuck Shmg, Townsville c 308 Coe John George, Gympie c
206 Chung Far Hin (gardener), Gympie s 309 Coghlan D., Sprin Vale c
207 Churchill H., Toowoomba c 310 Coghlan D. J., Hubert's Hotel c
208 Cif" Denis, Glenmore c 311 Cogzell Edward  (glazier )? Brisbane o c
209 Civier  James  (carter ), Gympie c 312 Coken Frederick, Gympie c
210 Chambrook William, Lake's Creek c 313 Coker W. J., Beaconsfield c
211 Clancy  Miss,  Sandgate c 314 Cole G. H., Ipswich c
212 Clancy  Dan (dam-maker ), Jundah c 315 Cole J. J. Laidle e
213 Clancy J., Mitchell c 316 Colecorn P., Brisbane u k
214 Clancy Miss K., Rockhampton c 317 Coleman -, Bulimba c
215 Clancy Michael, Maryborou h o c 318 Coleman  A. Valley c
216 Clanfield John, (care of Thomas Davis, carrier) 819 Coleman Joke (care of J. Black), Amby Downs c
Wiltown c 320 Coleman  Joseph,  Johnstone River Diggings s
217 Clansen  Hans  Jorren, Maryborough o 821 Coleman J. D., Iaiaford a
218 Clipperton Francis Wm .,  Clermont o c 322 Coleman Thomas  (care of Mathews '  Circus) Bris.
219 Claque  R., Brisbane c bane o
220 Clare  -, (s. s. " Moreton  "),  Brisbane c 323 Colk W.  M., Brisbane u k
221 Clare Andy, Cairns c 324 Collier Mrs. or Miss Emma ,  Brisbane o c
222 Clare John, Mitchell o 325 Collier G., Northampton Downs c
223 Clare Miss M., Herberton c 326 Collin P. (care of Pyramid Sugar Company),
224 Clark Mrs., River terrace c Cairns c
225 Clark Mrs. Spring Hill c 327 Collinan Jas., Capella c
226 Clark Mrs. Rockhampton c 328 Collins - (junior ),  Basin Pocket c
227 Clark D., Iockhampton c 329 Collins A. J., Rockhampton e
228 Clark B. L., Rockhampton c 330 Collins Charlotte ,  Brisbane s
229 Clark Frank ,  Beenleigh u k and s (3 331 Collins C., Burnett River c
230 Clark James, Roma c 332 Collins  C. D., Amby Downs u k
231 Clark  James  (care  of John Bell), Caboolture 333 Collins George, Hughenden o c
ukandc 2 334 Collins James, Prince of Wales Hotel, Mackay o
232 Clark James, Valley o c 3,35 110  1 tins James, Gatton a 2
233 Clark James ,  Enoggera c 385 Collins John J. (care of Mr. A. P. Jones), Evora
234 Clark J., Cooktown c Station m
235 Clark J. D., Brisbane c 337 Collins J. C., Langham c
236 Clark Miss Selina  (passenger per s.s . "Chyebassa"), 338 Collins J. J. (care of A. P., Jones), Evora Station o
Brisbane f 339 Collins Maggie, Mackay o
237 Clark T. A., Townsville u k 340 Collins Miss Maggie, Mount Pleasant c
238 Clark William Brown, Walloon c 341 Collins Mat. (carrier), Herberton c
239 Clark William Henry, Harcourt street o c 342 Collins M., Cooktown c
240 Clark W. M. (labourer), Brisbane o c 343 Collins  Miss  M. A., Charleville in
241 Clarke and Smith, Alph Station c 344 Collins Miss R. V., Brisbane c
242 Clarke  -,  Lake's Creek c 345 Collings A., Macke c
243 Clarke Christopher, Ayrshire Downs c 346 Collingwood  -, Breakfast Creek c
244 Clarke Mrs. C., Appollonian Vale e 347 Collopy J. C., Cairns c
245 Clarke C. A., Queen street c 348 Colman John, Amby Downs c (2)
246 Clarke D., Cairns c 349 Colquhon Mrs. E., Charters Towers c (2)
247 Clarke Mrs. E .  Millchester c
'
350 Colville D., St. George's Bridge u k
248 Clarke James , Boggo road c 351 Colville  Isaac  Imrie, Grandchester
249 Clarke James, Nerang Creek c 352 Colyer Thomas, Brisbane o
250 Clarke John ,  Townsv ille s 353 Coombs Robert, Roma c
251 Clarke John  (carrier ),  Pine Hi ll c 354 Comfort H., Rockwood c
252 Clarke J. (care of Mr. Irving), Brandon u k 355 Compton Miss Lizzie, Townsville u k
253 Clarke J., Gympie c 356 Condell W. 0., Hughenden c (2)
2.54 Clarke J., Gympie c 357 Condon James Warwick a
255 Clarke John Jeff erson,  Warwick o 358 Condon  John,  Townsvi lle c (2)
256 Clarke Miss Martha, Valley c 359 Conelly William, Winton c
257 Clarke Robert J.,  Roma o 360 Coney P., Three -mile Creek c
258 Clarke  Williams,,  Blackall n z 361 Conlan C., Gy npie c
259 Clarke Wm. (labourer), Cooparoo o c 362 Conley  -,  Thompson Estate a (2)
260 Clarke W., Millchester c 363 Conlon Patrick, Gympie e
261 Clarke W. J., Brisbane c 364 Conn R. J., Brisbane of
262 Clarkson M., Brisbane c 365 Conn W. R., Kangaroo Point c
263 Clarkson Thomas, Jinghi Jinghi s 366 Connard - (Custom House), Townsville in
264 Clarque Mrs. E., Appollonian Vale c 367 Connell Martin, Brisbane u k
265 Claverie Henry Toowoomba n z 368 Connell Michael (carrier ), Betts Creek a
266 Clayne H., Park street c 369 Connell P. (agent New Zealand Insurance Co.)
267 Clayphan W. S., Brisbane u k Gayndah c
268 Clayton Mrs. South Brisbane c 370 Connelly Miss Annie, Townsville c
269 Cleary Mrs. , Mitchell c 371 Connelly Mrs., Brisbane c
2, 0 Cleary Miss Maria, Brisbane u k 372 Connen - (care of Union Foundry), Maryborough c
271 Rockham ton u kClement Ernest 373 Cleveland cConner Miss S272 p,Clements Mrs. A., Mackay  c . "!.,4 374 .,Conners -, Rosewood Gold Diggings c
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3 75  Conners Daniel, Townsville c
376 Conners J., Hu ghenden c
377 Conno lly John  (per s. s. " Quetta "),  Brisbane c
378 Connolly Miss M., Brisbane c
379 Connor and Garner Messrs., Amby Downs c
380 Connor R., Townsville c
381 Connors John (care of Mr. Brabason), Oaky Creek c (2)
382 Connors John ,  Gympie c
383 Connors P. Red Hill c
384 Connerton J., New Crown Hotel c
385 Conrad  - (blacksmith ),  Cawarral c
386 Conroy Mrs. E . (care of Mr .  Cooper ),  Companion
Creek s (2)
387 Conro y Mrs .  G. Townsvi lle c
388 Considine W. Wari ,  Rockhampton c
389 Conyers S. W'., South Brisbane c
390 Cougan James, Dalby u k
391 Cook  -,  Comet c
392 Cook Mrs . (care of Mr .  Holmes ),  Sandgate c
393 Cook F .,  Laidley c
394 Cook James ,  Brisbane c (2)
395 Cook Joseph Winton s
396 Cook J .  G., Eliza be th  street c
397 Cook J .  G. Mitchell Downs c
398 Cook M ., )i risbane s
399 Cook Robert  (care of Wm .  Cook ,  St. Helens),
Mackay u k (2)
400 Cook William  (ploughman ),  Mackay o c
401 Cooke John ,  Jericho c
402 Cooke Samuel Enoggera c
403 Cooley Mrs., Logan road c (2)
404 Cooley Mrs. (laundress ),  Rocky Water Holes c
405 Coomber William, Gympie o
406 Coombes  James ,  Clermont Branch c
407 Coombs Edward, South Brisbane o c
408 Coombs J., Logan Vi llage c
409 Coombs J., Gympie c
410 Coonan Mrs. J .,  Eagle Farm c
411 Coop -  (surveyor ),  Cooktown o c
412 Cooper Mrs. Charlotte ,  Little Pocket o c
413 Cooper E., Bunda be rg c
414  Cooper Mrs. Joseph, Gympie c
415 Cooper Ro be rt  (carrier ),  Pentland c
416 Cootes Fanny ,  Brisbane o
417 Cope C.,  Bu limba c (2)
418 Cope J .,  Boundary street c
419 Cope Thomas  (confectioner ),  Stanley street o c
420 Copeland  -,  Red Hill c
421 Copeland Miss J .,  Red Hill c
422 Copp  -,  G ympie c
423 Copp John Henry ,  Pine Hill o
424  Coppin P., Norwood u k
425 Corbett Andrew  (care of Green ),  Rockhampton f
426 Corbe tt Edward, Clara Cottage c
427 Corbett P. M., Lsk c
428 Corbett Walter ,  Rocky Water Holes u k (2)
429 Corbett W., Valley c
430 Corcoran Mat., Ravenswood Junction o
431 Cordingly Wm. (seaman ),  Brisbane o c
432 Core Mrs .  Margaret ,  Boggo road o c
433 Corkin John ,  Laidley c
434 Corney John ,  Brisbane s
435 Cornish Rd. (coach builder ),  Marybo ro ugh c (2)
436 Cornish Thomas, Brisbane a
437 Corr Henry ,  Kensington Downs c
438  Correy Malachi  ( care of McPherson), Amby Downs
Station u k
439 Corser J. S. (hospital ),  Townsville u k
440 Cortell E. J., Brisbane c
441 Cosgrove Robert ,  Larada c
442 Cosmech Miss Bridget ,  Townsville c
443 Costello Miss Annie  (care of Thos .  McGrath),
Gympie s
444 Costello J., Sandy Creek c
445 Costick  -,  North Rockhampton c
446 Costin Mrs. Eliza be th ,  Kelvin Grove road c
447 Costin E. S., South Brisbane s
448 Coston E., L4nsborough Downsc
449 Cotham Mrs. Sarah ,  Rockhampton c
4.50 Cottew J. E., Brisbane  in
451 Cottis Miss Emma ,  Mitchell street c
452 Cottle P., Woo lloongabba c
453 Cottrell W., Ross Island u k (4)
454 Cottrill Mrs. A .,  Pioneer Estate c
455 Cottrill James, Mackay u k
456 Conchman E., Brisbane c
457 Coughlan J., Brisbane c
4.58 Coughlan  0., Q. C. Railway o
459 Coughlin Thomas, Companion Creek o
460 Coulson Enos ,  Delta Station o c
461 Court A., Warwick c
462 Courteney R. H., Bunda berg u k and c (2)
463 Cousin W. B., Geraldton c
464 Cousins J., Gracemere c
465 Cousins W. J., One-Mile c
466 Coutts  -  St. George c
467 Coutta H., Enoggera road c
468 Coveney Patrick, Muttaburra c (2)
469 Cowan Mrs., Rockhampton c (2)
470 Cowan E., Ayrshi re  Downs c
471 Cowan Thomas, Blackall u k (2)
472 Cowe William  (labourer ),  Brisbane o c (2)
473 Cowles William  (care  of Mr .  Lade ),  Queen street c
474  Cowley Alfred, Burnett River s
475 Cowlishaw Frank ,  Mackay c
476 Cox -,  Sugar Loaf Creek c
47 7 Cox -, Kangaroo Point c
478 Cox George,  Brisbane u k
479 Cox Wil lie, Toowoomba c
480 Cox W. J. (junior ),  Melbourne street c
481 Coyle J., Maryborough c
482 Crabb Thomas, Three -mile Creek c
483 Craib John, Townsville c
484 Craib John ,  Rockhampton u k and c (3)
485 Craig J., Warwick c
486 Craig Robert Mackay n z (2)
487 Craig R. S., i3indango c
488 Craig W. J., Brisbane  in
489 Craigie Dave  (hairdresser ),  Cairns c
490 Crate Miss' Lavinia  (care  of Rev. McKintosh),
Bowen terrace f
491 Craven John ,  Brisbane m
492 Crawford Miss, Townsvi lle s
493 Crawford Mrs. C.,  Townsville c
494 Crawford Henry, Lytton s and  m(2)
495 Crawford H., North Rockhampton c
496 Crawford Miss Jennie ,  Townsville u k
497 Crawford John ,  Brisbane o c
498 Crawford J., Spring Hill c
499 Crawford S. Bosworth Station o
500 Crawford W., Royal Hotel c
501 Crawley Mrs. R .,  Rockhampton c
502 Creagh G., Churchi ll  c
503 Crean C., Winton c
504 Creed G., Charleville c
505 Creegan Michael Aramac u k
506 Cregan Patrick , }Va ll ey o c
507 Creo Christian  (farmer ),  North Pine o c
508 Creswell J. F., Maryborough s
509 Crichton A., Gympie c
510 Cridland F. G., Barcaldine s
511 Crimp Charles Townsvi ll e u k
512 Crisfield W., *ithersfield c
513 Crisp E., Clermont  e  (2)
514 Crisp Miss L., Charters Towers c
515 Cristiansen T. P., Upper Caliope
516 Croaker Fred .,  Gympie c (2)
517 Croatie Patrick, Marybo rough s
518 Crock  -,  Highgate Hi ll c
519  Crofton Walter C.,  Iaisford f
520 Crofton Walter C., Stoneheng m
521 Croker  -,  Logan road c
522 Croker Alfred ,  Rocky Waterholes o c (2)
523 Crocker W. J., Beaconsfield c
524 Crombie  -,  Manfred Downs c
525 Crombie Mrs., Sandgate c
526 Crombie Edward ,  Cloncurry c
527 Crombie E., Muttaburra c
528 Crombie  J ames, North Quay c
529 Crone R., Jericho Station c
530 Cronin James  (labourer )  Fairfield o c
5.31 Cronin J. D., Davenport Downs c
532 Crook David, Smithfield u k, a and a (4)
533 Crosbie Captain Robert (barque  " Tobago  "),  Rock-
ham pton u k
534 Crosbie William (contractor ),  Coomera  in
535 Crosby George ,  Georgetown c
536 Cross -, Oondoo roo c (2)
537 Cross Edmund , Gympie  o c
538 Cross E. (care of McArthurs, warehousemen );  Bris-
bane c
539 Cross George  (care of V .  C. Presley ),  Mitchell o
540 Cro ss H., Kangarroo Point c
541 Cross R., Gympie c
542 Cross Samuel  (ferryman )  Geraldton o c
543 Cross Thomas J., Muttaburra c (3)
544 Cross William ,  Gympie o
545 Cross William ,  Brisbane c
546 Crosse John R .,  Culli nlaringo o
547 Crosse Miss M. C., Brisbane u k
548 Crozier John .  Brisbane, Va lley Branch:o c
549 Crow  -,  Plainby c
550 Crow John, Ipswich c
551 Crowe Miss M., Brisbane u k
552 Crowle George  (carrier), Pentland c
553 Crowle Henry, Gympie c
5.54 Croseton W. F., Springsure u$k
555 Crozier D., King st re et c
556 Cruickshank J., One-Mile c
557 Cruickshank  Miss  M. (care of J. Manderson), HillEnd u k
558 Crumlish Daniel ,  Winton f
559 Crump Wi ll iam ,  Brisbane u k
560 Cubitt Mrs. R .  C. (care of Mr .  Powe ll , storekeeper),
Cairns u k
561 Cudlitz Mrs., Johnstone River c
562 Cudmore Mils, Gympie c
563 Cullen E. B., Brisbane c
564 Cullen John ,  Brisbane c
565 Cullen Thomas R., Clermont c
566 Culli mane J. S., Brisbane a
567 Cullock D., Brisbane c
568 Cuming G., (bodymaker ),  Nundah c
569 Cummings G., Townsville c
570 Cummings Miss G., Kangaroo Point c
571 Cummings J., Cairns c
572 Cummings James, Cha rt ers Towers c (2)
573 Cummings M., Roma c (2)
574 Cummings P., Gympie c
575  Cummins Miss G., Petrie terrace c
576 Cummins James, Bungle Creek c
577 Cundy H D. (blacksmith ),  Valley c
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578 Cundy R. (care of Mr. Mitchell), Maryborough c 74 Davis Mrs. E., Betts Creek c
579 Cunningham -, Port Curtis road c 75 Davis E. A., Paddington c
580 Cunningham - (fencer), Gracemere c 76 Davis Fisher J., Rockhampton c
581 Curley Barney, Winton o 77 Davis George, Valley c
582 Currall Thomas, Rockhampton o c 78 Davis James, Hughenden c
583 Curran -, Gracemere c 79 Davis John, Valley c
584 Curran Mrs., Brisbane c 80 Davis Joseph, Rockhampton c
585 Curran P., Gracemere c (2) 81 Davis J., Bogantungan c
586 Currie -, Cooktown s 82 Davis J. S. B., Baffle Creek c
587 Currie C., One-Mile c 83 Davis Mrs. Mary Ann, Bogantungan o
588 Currie Donald, Red Hill u k 84 Davis Percy, Winton c
589 Currie Mrs. G. H., Clermont s 85 Davis R., Petrie terrace c
590 Currie John (carrier), Blackall road c 86 Davis Simon (care of S. Milford), Charters
591 Currier Mrs. William, Fern Vale o Towers s (2)
592 Currier P., North Rockhampton c 87 Davis S., Bundaberg u k
593 Curry Gerald A.,  Brisbane o c F8 Davis Thomas (carrier ), Emerald c
594 Curtis Mrs., Maryborough c 89 Davis Mrs. T., New Farm c
595 AmbyCurtis B (care of A McPherson Es ) 90 Davis T J Breakfast Creek u k. . , q.,Downs c 91 . .,Davis William, Bundaberg u k
596 Curtis Miss M. H., Brisbane c 92 Davis William, Roma o
597 Curty Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 93 Davis William Evesham c
598 Cutliff J. (care of J. F. Duncan), Gin Gin c 94 Davis W. H., Brisbane in
599 Cuthbertson B. H. (care of Mr. Gillett), Lousie Saw 95 Davis W. J., Box Vale Station c
Mills, Torren's Creek c (2) 96 Davy Mrs. Rose, Ravenswood Junction c600 Cutler R., Maryborough c 97 Dawes G., East Darr s
601 Cuvrean Henri, Ravenswood Junction f (2) 98 Dawson John (builder), Red Hill c
99 Dawson W. W. (care of Finney, Isles, and Co.),
Brisbane c
D. 100 Day -, Cairns c
101 Day John, Queenton c
1 DABERKOW F., Central Chambers, Queen street c 102 Day John Edmund, Daroo Station a
2 Dackenfield W. E., Mitchell c 103 Day J. H., Minerva Downs c
3 Dahl M., Johnstone River c 104 Day Mrs. Sarah, Fern Vale c (2)
4 Daily, or Darly - (contractor), Mitchell c 105 Day W.. Toowoomba c
5 Daintree E., Brisbane c. 106 Deakin John, Charters Towers c
6 Daley Joseph, Gympie C 107 Deakin John, Ravenswood Junction c (4)
7 Daley T. C., St. Helena c 108 Dean Charles H., Paddington c
8 Dall Mrs., Gayndah road c 109 Dean James, Warra Warra c
9 Dalrymple W., Blackall c (2) 110 Dean Jeremiah, Townsville c
10 Dalton A. (46 Gang), Q. C. Railway c 111 Dean Joe, Gympie c
11 Dalton Charles, North Rockhampton c 112 Dean Robert, St. George c
12 Dalton Edward, Jondaryan a 113 Dean W. (Matthews'  circus ), Maryborough a (3)
13 Dalton H. (care of Smith Bros.), South  Brisbane c 114 Dear George, Warroo o c
14 Dalton J., Millbank c 115 Dearing  Miss  Annie, (care of Mrs. Thomson),
15 Dalton Thomas (care  of John Flynn), Nicholas Kangaroo Point c
Gapa 116 Dearle Mrs. E., Bundaberg o c
16 Daly George (kanaka  , Townsville c
L
117 D' Balmain B. (care  of Mr. De'Kok), Barron River o
17 Daly George Caffey, aidleyy c 118 Debelin -, Mungar c
18 Daly J. (care of Telegraph  Office), Mitchell o c 119 DeBurk John,  Brisbane c
19 Daly  Miss  Mary  (care  of Mrs. Bussey), Mary- 120 De'Coppet Constant,  Bowen f
borough e 121 Decourcey George (cabman ), Albert street o c
20 Daly Mrs. P., Rockhampton c 122 De'Coyn -, Cairns c
21 Daly Z. B. (care of  Sovereign  Hotel),  Brisbane s 123 Dee David, Millchester c
22 Dance G. B. (care of C. Voss), Kercheim c 124 Dee Mrs. Tilley, Charters Towers c
23 Dandy Miss, Warwick u k 12.5 Dee Wm. Lloyd, Bundanba c
24 Daniel William (labourer), Rockhampton o c 126 Deegan Finton, Brisbane f
25 Daniel E., Spring Hill c 127 Deegan C., Ipswich c
26 Daniells Miss Elizabeth, Maryborough o c 128 Deegan Michael, Toowoomba c
27 Daniells W., Paddington c 129 Deigton Thomas (ploughman), Herbert River c
28 Daniells W. (carrier), Fernvale c 130 Deighton Thos. (care  of Dr. Candiotti), Cler-
29 Danielson  G. W. (patient), Ipswich Hospital a mont u k and c (3)
30 Danielson H., Ipswich ro ad c (2) 131 Delaney Mrs., Gracemere c (2)
31 Danvers Frank,  Maxwelton c (2) 132 Delaney  James, Brisbane c
32 Darby Mrs., Bog 5o road c 133 Delaney M., Evesham c (3)
33 Darcy Lawrence (carrier), Port Douglas c 134 Delaney M. (railway  clearer ), Barcaldine c
34 Dark H., Ipswich c (2) 135 Deluxe A., Cleveland c
35 Darling Julia (care  of Mr. Boyd), Bogantungan o 136 Demesque -,  Merivale street c
36 Darly or Darby Thomas, Townsville s 137 Dempsey Mrs., Petrie  terrace c
37 Dartnell D., South Brisbane u k 138 Dempsey John, Valley o c
38 Darwin  J., Brisbane c 139 Dempsey J., Humpy Bong c
39 Dawson - (solicitor ), Maryborough c 140 Dempsey P., Derby street c
40 Danzey J., Rockhampton c 141 T., Gladstone cDempse
41 Davenport Mrs., Brisbane c 142 Denby . (care of Phillips), Townsville cC
42 David Leo, Westgrove c (2) 143 Denny Fred. Chas.,  Brisbane a
43 Davidson Mrs., Petrie  terrace c 144 Denning F., Lake's Creek c
44 Davidson Mrs., Petrie's Bight c 145 Dennis A., Beaconsfield c
45 Davidson Mrs., Bundaberg c 146 Dennis W. (drayman), Brisbane c
46 Davidson C. B., Valley c 147 Dennis W., West End c
47 Davidson Hercules, Brisbane u k 148 Dent William (builder), Gympie c
48 Davidson Hugh, Alpha o 149 Derban -, Little George  street c
49 Davidson John Arthur, Charters Towers c 150 Derman -, Brisbane c
50 Davidson R. G., Bogantungan c 151 Deshon F. A., Mackay c
51 Davidson Wm. James, Charters Towers c 152 Desmond  Miss, Brisbane c
52 Davie James, Werna c 153 Dessinger Jose ph, Highfields road c
53 Davies Mrs. (storekeeper),  Petrie terrace c 154 De St.  Maur  G., Thornborough c
54 Davies Miss, Khelo c 155 Deuble Jacob, Toowoomba c
5.5 Davies David, Townsville u k 156 Devenish Chris. A., Brisbane c
56 Davies G., Brisbane a 157 Deveny  James  (care of Mr . Longhry), Ravenswood
57 Davies Joseph, Normanby  square c ad
58 Davies J D Gympie c 158 Roma oDeverish F
59
. .,
Davies J. M., 3 Mary street o c 159
.,
Devine  Ba rnard ,  Cape lla  in
60 Davies Thomas, Gympie c 160 Devlin J., Walkerston c
61 Davies Thomas S., Rockhampton o 161 Dew  Mrs. E .,  Townsvi lle c
62 Davies Walter, Brisbane c 162 Dibley G. and Sons,  Brisbane c
63 Davis - (publican), Ravenswood Junction c 163 Dicken Mrs. C., Dalby c
64 Davis -, Bundanba c 164 Dickens T. B., Cairns c
6.5 Davis - (silversmith ), George street c 165 Dickie A., Rockhampton c
66 Davis  Miss  (care of D. J. Seymour, Commissioner 166 Dickson Mrs., South  Brisbane c
of Police), Brisbane c 167 Dickson E. J., Lower Burdekin o
67 Davis Mrs. (matron, Sick Children's Hospital), Bris- 168 Dickson G. H., Isisford c
bane c 169 Dickson Robert (saddler),  Barcaldine c
68 Davis Mrs., Petrie terrace c 170 Dickson T. E., Maryborough a
69 Davis Mrs., Charters Towers c 171 Dierig W., Brisbane o
70 Davis C., Ravenswood Junction c (2) 172 Dillon Daniel, Gympie c
71 Davis Mrs. C., Millchester c 173 Dillon  James care  of Mr. Brodie), Nive Downs c
72 Davis David, Rockhampton c 174 Dillon John, Lily Vale c73 Davis Evan, Bogantungan c 175 Dillon John, Sandy Creek c
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176 Dilson and Co. Messrs. G. H., Brisbane c
177 Dinelade J. C., Kangaroo Point c
178 Dingle Mrs. E. ,  St. George 's Creek c
179 Dingley James  (painter ),  Amby Downs c
180 Dinneen Edward, Emu Vale c
181 Dinneen Patrick ,  Charters Towers c
182 Divall Robert or John ,  St. Helena c
183 Dixon Benjamin  (porter ), (care of Mr. John
Cameron), Muttaburra n z (2)
184 Dixon Miss Elizabeth ,  Cambooya c
185 Dixon J., Lockyer 's Creek c
186 Dixon L. C. (surveyor ),  Valley c
187 Dixon  L. G., Adelaide  street c
188 Dixson John ,  Mitchell s
189 Dixson Mrs. J., Brisbane u k
190 Dobbins A., Capella c
191 Dobbins P., Bogantungan c
192  Dobbs G., Bunda berg e
193 Dobson and Co. Messrs., Capella c
194 Dodson T. W., Westwood c (3)
195 Dohherty Thomas ,  Lake's Creek o
196 Doherty Denis, Townsville c
197 Doherty James  (care of Mr .  Herbert ),  Rockw(s)d c
198 Doherty John (labourer ),  Cooktown o c
199 Dolan John Beauraba c
200 Dolman E.  V,  Brisbane c
201 Dolphin T., Ipswich o (2)
2)2 Domrow Charles, Fern Vale c
203 Donnelan Mrs., Thompson Estate c
204 Donagh Mrs., West street c
205 Donald  -,  Kalkie c
206 Donaldson Mrs., Valley c
207 Donaldson George, Mackay o
208 Donaldson Joseph, Rockhampton c
209 Donavan Mrs., Valley c
210 Dongs Jack, Johnstone River o
211 Donhue  -,  Ho ppee st re et c
212 Donkin Ro be rt ,  Rockhampton a
213 Donnellan Mary ,  Warwick o
214 Donnelly John ,  Ayrshire Downs c
215 Donnelly Mrs. R .,  Rockhampton c
216 Donney Mrs. Jane ,  Rockhampton o c
217 Donohue Martin , P.O.,  Brisbane a
218 Donohue William  (care of Mr .  McGill ),  Bunda-
berguk
219 Donovan John (labourer ),  One-mile Creek o c
220 Donovan John ,  Cape lla c
221 Doolan John ,  Cootharaba road c
222 Doolan John, Lowood c
223 Doolan Mrs. Martha  (care  of Adam ,  Bailey andCo.), Maryborough a
224 Doolan Michael ,  Cootharaba c
225 Doolan W. M., Brisbane c
226 Doonan M., Charters Towers o c
227 Dooran Alice; Mitchell o (2)228 Doran John ,  Gympie c
229 Doran John, Sprin gers o
230 Doran Valentine , R ockhampton o c
231 Dorgan Denis ,  Loganholme c
232 Dorsett A., Bunda berg c
233 Dond James  (care of H. Cross ),  Gin Gin c
234 Douga ll David (care of Joseph Woonboon),
Copperfield Hotel u k
235 Douglas  -,  Kelvin Grove c
236 Douglas D. (clerk ),  Valley c
237 Douglas Edward, Capella u k
238 Douglas L., Sandgate o
239 Douglas S. or J .  Rockhampton c
240 Dow Miss E., West Paddington c
241 Dowd Miss Mary ,  Ravenswood Junction o
242 Dowe A .,  Northampton c
243 Dowley Mrs., Peak Downs Station c
244 Dowling H., Brisbane c
245 Dowling James, G mpie c
246 Dowling Michael Mount Abundance c
247 Dowling R. P., Iomebush c
248 Dowling W. J. (joiner ),  Bulimba c
249 Downard J. W., Brisbane  in
250 Downey Mrs., Mitchell c
251 Downey John  (carrier ),  Mitche ll a
252 Downey Thomas  (labourer ),  Ann street c
253 Downie J., Paddingon c (2)
254 Downs  -,  Basin  Pocket  c
255
256
257
2.58
2.59
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
Dowse W., Jimbour Woolshed o
Dowson George,  Bundaberg c
Doyle - (racecourse ),  Ipswich c (2) 1
Doyle Mrs. Annie,  Brisbane c 2
Doyle Miss C., South  Brisbane a 3
Doyle  Mrs. E .,  Brisbane c 4
Doyle James, Gympie o (2) 5
Doyle John, Rockhampton c 6
Doyle John (tailor),  Brisbane c 7
Doyle  Mrs.  J., Brisbane o 8
Doyle Lizzie (care  of  Mrs. Bird), Toowoomba o 9
Doyle  Martin ,  Tate Tin Mines o 10
Doyle Michael Drayton c 11
Doyle P., Walloon c 12
Draais  -,  Davis' Wharf, Logan c 13
Dragon  -'  Beenleigh c 14
Drake Mrs., River  terrace c 15
Drake T., Vulture  street c 16
Drane J. S., New Farm road c 17
Drassas  Panagiotin  (manager  of the Soudan War 18
Panorama), Rockhampton a 19
Drawbridge , Brisbane u k 20
Drew Robert (baker), Brisbane u k (2) 21
Drew R. Brisbane c
Driscoll Timothy (labourer), Amby Doi; ns o e
Driscoll Timothy, Brisbane c
Drogerre Paul, Brisbane f
Drummond David, Maryborough u k
Drummond James, Ripple Creek c
Drysdale Joseph, Isisford c (3)
Duckenfield W. E., Mitchell c (3)
Duckwitz A., German station c
Duckworth James, Toowoomba c
Dudgeon A. B., Broughton vale o
Dudley John, Townsville c
Due Mouline ,  Moncara Station a
Duff Hugh, Winton u k (2)
Duffy Mrs., Roma c
Duffy Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
Duffy Ernest James, Rockhampton s and in (2)
Duffy James, Drayton c
Duffy S., Brisbane u k
Duffy T. Burrum c
Dugen W., Muttaburra c
Duggan  - (milkman ),  Mackay c
Duggan Edmond, Cooktown o
Duggan John, Ayrshire Downs c (2)
Duggan Pat. (labourer), Laidley o c
Duggan Peter  (dairyman ),  Mackay c
Duggan P., Cootharaba c (2)
Duglass - (baker), Geraldton c
Duglass - (care of Mr. Grewcock), Capella c
Duke William, Rockhampton c
Dumaresq Mrs. C. L., Brisbane in
Dumaresq Mrs. E .,  South Brisbane m
Dumas A. (care of E. Bradley), Charleville c (2)
Dumas G. S. R., Towers Creel, o
Du Moulin C. A., Marion Downs c and a (4)
Dumphy Margaret, Rocky Waterholes o
Duncan John, One-Mile c
Duncan J., Pimpama c
Dundas John Cootharaba road c
Dunell -, Rockhampton c
Dunkley -, Brisbane c
Dunlop -  (junior )  Bowen Hills e
Dunn Andrew, Bundtaberg c
Dunn A., Dalb sDunn Henry, Barcaldine c
Dunn J., Brisbane u k
Dunn Patrick, Monkland c
Dunn P. (care of Mr. Cavaye), Langton c
Dunn R., Cambridge Downs c
Dunn Samuel, Gympie e
Dunne Mrs .,  Sprmgsure c
Dunne Patrick ,  Charters Towers u k
Dunne Tom, Toowoomba o
Dunne William, Betts Creek o
Dunning K., Kohlan c
Dunnion Thomas Brisbane e
Dunaford Mrs., ]drisbane o
Dunstan Mrs .,  Ipswich road s
Dunstan Richard  (care  of Fountain )  Logan Line e
Dunsban Richard  (labourer ),  Beenleigh o c
Durach M. J., Gregory River o
Durant (jeweller ).  Brisbane c
Durham Thomas, Roma o
Durham Mrs. Thomas, Roma o
Durie Mrs., Townsville c (2)
Duriety W. J., Charlotte Plains c
Durram Miss Mary, Tiaro c
Durston S., Pie Creek Road c
Dutsch Adolf Bloomfield f
Dulton - Rockhampton in
Dulton Mrs,.,  Brisbane c
Dutton Robert, Rockhampton n z
Durne Thomas, Bowen Hills c
Dwyer Joseph, Cairns c
Dwyer Michael, Charters Towers c
Dwyer M., Gympie c
Dyer (painter), Warren street e
Dyer Mrs. G. F., Gympie in and a (3)
Dyer J. F., One-Mile c
Dymock John, Galton c
Dyson -, Paddington e
E.
EAGAN Miss, South Brisbane c
Eagens  J., Drayton c
Eager Miss , Valley c
Eames -  (carpenter ),  Bundaberg c
Eames  -,  Norfolk road c
Earl Joseph H., 17 Wharf  street o c
Earle - ,  Beenleigh c
Earle Mrs. C., Boggo road c
Earley G., South  Brisbane c
Earp - Plum Tree c (2)
Earp H., 1Warrigal Creek c
Easterbrook  Miss Nellie , Queen street e
Earterman Maggie,  Rocky Gully o
Easton  H. E., Brisbane c
Eastwood E. H., Cooktown a (2)
Eathorne  S. J. (labourer ),  Roma o c
Eaton W., Charters Towers c
Eavard Count, Cairns c
Eaveins William ,  Redland Ba c
Eaves George, Central Railway c
Echlin Mrs. H., Cooktown c
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22 Edd r Mrs. (care of Mrs. Richards ),  Charters
Towers c
F.
23 Eddy Silas ,  Canoona o c 1 FAENKE Julius ,  Tarampa f
24 Edelman L., Brisbane c 2 Fagan Hugh ,  Gympie c
25 Edeson Francis, Comet c 3 Fahy John, P.O. Mitche ll u k
26 Edge Alfred E., Brisbane u k 4 Fairbairn P., Beaconsfield c
27 Edlund W., Pine Islet c 5 Fairhall Eugene, Pine Hi ll s (2)
28 Edmunds G. H., Brisbane c 6 Fairhall E., Evesham c
29 Edmondson A. W, Pine Hi ll  c 7 Fairley Mrs. (care of Brown ),  Bulimba c
30 Edward James ,  Ipswich u k 8 Fairly James ,  Y.O. Brisbane  in
31 Edwards Mrs. A .,  Charters Towers c 9 Falconer C. (care of Gilbert), Isisford s
32 Edwards Frank ,  Brisbane u k 10 Falkiner Mrs., Brisbane c
33 Edwards Fred .,  Gympie c 11 Falkiner and Co. J., Brisbane c
34 Edwards George  (carpenter ),  Brisbane c 12 Falls Stephen ,  Warroo c
35 Edwards G., Richmond c 13 Fan Jimmey ,  Warroo Station c
36 Edwards James  (gardener), Ipswich c 14 Fang Gong  Tuck Port Douglas c
37 Edwards James, Gympie c 15 Farinsworth A., Townsville c
38 Edwards John ,  Sandy Creek c 16 Farquharson Henry G. Muttaburra a
39 Edwards Joseph, Rockhampton c 17 Farraher F., Charters  fl owers o
40 Edwards Patrick, Townsville f 18 Farre ll Miss L., P.O. Brisbane c
41 Edwards Richard, Dunga llan Farm c 19 Farrell W., Bunda berg a
42 Egan James ,  Queenton o 20 Irarrell W., Bundaberg c
43 Egan J., Companion Creek o 21 Farre lly B. (care of Kruse ),  Gympie c
44 Egan Mary, Charters Towers u k 22 Farrer  -,  Windorah c
45 Egan S . (merchant ),  Charters Towers c 23 Farrington Michael ,  Mackay c
46 Egerton  F., Capella c 24 Farthin  -,  Boggo road c (2)
47 Eggersted Mrs. M .  J., Townsville c 25 Fat To Beare of Sun Yom Lee and Co.  ),  Palmerville s
48 Eggilson  -,  Dundatha c 26 Fawcett John Brisbane c
49 Egsbane Mrs. Portland c 27 Fawkes S. F. care of Leader ),  Betts Creek c
50 Ehler Mrs ., 1 oowoomba c 28 Fay Thomas ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
51 Ehmann F .,  Cometvi lle c 29 Feeling John , Maryborough  o
52 Ehsmann C., Dalby c 30 Feening Miss M., Dalb c
53 Eisenlor Mars August ,  Rockhampton c 31 Fehring Mrs. Emma ,  Boggo  road o c
54 Eldrett Mrs. M., Woo lloongabba c 32 Fenton A. B. Peak Downs Station c
55 Eleak Mrs., Rockhampton c 33 Fenton Mrs. late,  Rockhampton c
.rib Elyer John  (care of Messrs .  Brabant ),  B ri sbane c 34 Fenwick James L., Downs Hill c (2)
57 Ehck -  (s.s. "Eurimbla"), Brisbane c 35 Ferguson  -,  Cairns c
58 Elkin Catherine ,  Brisbane o 36 Ferguson Miss ,  B risbane c
59 Ellender Joseph, Brisbane c 37 Ferguson James, Hughenden c
60 Elligott  -,  Her berton c 38 Ferguson N., Rockhampton c
61 Elliott Edith, Surbiton Hotel o 39 Fernan Miss Rosa Ann, Amby Downs u k
62 Elliott E., Brisbane c 40 Ferrero G. D., Toowoomba c
63 Elliott Mrs.  E. J. Betts Creek c 41 Ferrier Thomas, South Brisbane u k
64 Elliott William ,  *arwick c 42 Ferris Thomas, Cambridge Downs c (3)
65 Elliott W. E. Warwick a 43 Fetherstone Arthur, River Downs c
66 Ellis A. R. 7lownsville m 44 Fielder F. W., Maneroo c
67 Ellis F .  W. (care of W. Kelman, surveyor ),  Meteor 45 Fielder W., South Brisbane c
Downs c (2) 46 Fielding Michael ,  Brisbane o
68 Ellis James  Townsville c
t
47 Filbeg Mrs., Boggo  road c
69 Ellis John , Brisbane c 48 Filbin James, South Brisbane o c
70 Ellisson C., Mount Esk c 49 Finch Miss L.,  Ipswich road c
71 Elmes Samuel Ipswich o c 50 Finch Thomas ,  Westbrook c
72 Eladale  -, k itchell Downs c 51 Findlay Angus, Marybo rough o c
73 Elson Peter ,  Townsvi lle c 52 Findlay W.  B.  Brisbane c
74 Elwe ll Hen ry, Bulimba c 53 Finerty -, Netts Creek c
75 Elyer J., Clermont c 54 Finger Mrs., Brisbane u k
76 Eme ry -  (care of Mr .  Stack ),  Beenleigh c 55 Finhoff Henry, Mitchell f
77 Emmett E., Dalyrymple o 56 Finnigin Joseph ,  Watsonville u k
78 Emmett S. E. (produce merchant ),  Brisbane c 57 Fink Magnus ,  Cloncurry c
79 Emmitt Pat rick ,  Rockhampton f 58 Findlay Wm. D., Townsville u k
80 End rick A., Rockhampton c 59 Finn Miss J., Gympie a
81 Enever James  B.  Buhmba o c 60 Finton J., Bodo P.O. c
82 England John, Clermont c 61 Firehle John, Boggo road o c
83 England J., Lorne Station u k 62 Fischer Fred., Boggo road o c 1
84 Englelom K. A., Brisbane a 63 Fisher Reynolds , Rockhampton in
85 English Miss L., Mackay o 64 Fisher Mrs. (care of Mrs .  Hill ),  Rockhampton s
86 Ensko  Mess Mary ,  Brisbane u k 65 Fisher Miss Cracow Station s
87 Entwistle G. F., Brisbane  in 66 Fisher A. W., Beta c
88 Erchels J. Andrew, Townsvi lle c 67 Fisher J. Clermont c
'89 Erickson A. (selector), Mackay o c 68 Fisher  W ,  Charleville m
90 Ermeny Frederick ,  Brisbane o c 69 Fitch A .,  Brisbane s
91 Escolme Wm. Richard ,  Charlevi lle c and u k (2) 70 Fitton James ,  Dalgonally Station c
92 Estreich Wi lliam ,  Gowrie  road c 71 Fitzgerald -, Allnora c
93 Euren Henry  (miner ),  Queenton c 72 Fitzgerald Mrs. Caroline ,  P.O. B risbane o c
94 Evans -, Bowen c 73 Fitzgerald Mrs. C. M., Brisbane c
95 Evans -, Ipswich c 74 Fitzgerald Denis, Maryborough  in
96 Evans Mrs .  A.,  George str et c 75 Fitzgerald D. C. Brisbane P.O. a (2)
i97 Evans A. N.,  One-Mile c 76 Fitzgerald H., E sk c
98 Evans C., Brisbane c 77 Fitzgerald James, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
99 Evans C., Townsville o 78 Fitzgerald James F., Pine Hill c and o (2)
100 Evans C. H. Warra o 79 Fitzgerald J. W., Nive Downs c
101 Evans Miss kith ,  Charters Towers o c 80 Fitzgerald M., Logan Railway c
102 Evans George  (care of A .  Young), Fairy Mead 81 Fitzgerald P., Brisbane c
u k (2) 82 Fitzgerald Wm., Black Gully c
103 Evans G. (care of Messrs .  Stans field and Douglas), 83 Fitzgibbon Mrs., Milton c
Herberton c 84 Fit herding Mrs., Mount Morgan s
104 Evans H. J. (215 miles ), Q.  C. Railway o 85 Fitzmau rice A., B risbane c
105 Evans J. (tinsmith ),  Charters Towns u k 86 Fitzmaurice J., Evesham Station c (2)
106 Evans L., South Brisbane u k 87 Fitzpatrick Miss Flo ri e  (care of Gibbs ),  Rock.
107 Evans Miss Maud, Ipswich c hampton c (2)
108 Evans R., Gin Gin c 88 Fi tzpatrick Mrs. James ,  Augathella o
109 Evans Mrs. R .,  Gin Gin c 89 Fitzpat rick James ,  Brisbane c
110 Evans W., Thargomindah a 90 Fitzpat ri ck Miss Lizzie, South Brisbane o c
111 Evans W., Charters Towers c 91 Fitzpatrick Mrs. Mary, Bundanba c
112 Evans W., Cairns c 92 Fi tzpatrick Simon, Mackay o c
113 Evans W. F., Bulimba c 93 Fitzpat rick Thomas ,  Logan Line c
114 Evans W. J., Townsville c 94 Fitzpat rick Timothy, Buaraba o
115 Eve ritt  - (tailor ),  Leichhardt street c 95 Fitzsimmons H., Pine Hi ll c (3)
116 Evers F ritz, Charleville c 96 Fitzsimmons S., Tambo road c
117 Eves -  (galvanized iron worker ),  Valley c 97 Flanagan Miss Bridget, P.U. B risbane o c
118 Ewin Robert ,  Brisbane u k 98 Flanagan J. R., Bunda be rg c
119 Ewing H. J., Isisford  in 99 Flanagan M., Maryborough a
120 Ewing Sydne , Rannes c (2) 100 Flannigan J., Ipswich c
121 Exford Mrs. Isaac ,  Charters Towers u k 101 Flawin Daniel  (care of Austin), North Pine c
122 Exton  Mrs. E.,  Rockhampton c 102 Flawn Daniel  (care of Austine), North Pine n k
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103 Fleetwood Thomas, Barcaldine t 208 Freeman  Edward Donne, Wilford Lagoon t
104 Flemming Bros., Rockhampton c 209 Freeman George, Cairns c
105 Fleming Miss E. (care of  Pierce), Ross Island n k 210 Freeman J. A., Brisbane f
106 Fleming John, Richmond Downs c 211 French J., Brisbane c
107 Fleming M., Mackay c 212 Frenchie -, Kensington c
108 Flemington John, P.O. Brisbane u k 213 Frendenberg E., Woolloongabba c
109 Fletcher Oxford Estate c 214 Friend John, SSningsure s
110 Fletcher -, Brisbane c 215 Friend John, Hughenden s
111 Fletcher Allen,  Townsville c 216 Frich Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane c
112 Fletcher Henry, Rockhampton o c 217 Friches Thomas, Roma o c
113 Fletcher J., Maryborough o 218 Frickie Frederick, Monduran c
114 Fletcher  Miles,  Dalmally c 219 Frieschkorn Mrs. L., Townsville c
115 Flint Miss M. E., 21-Mile Camp c 220 Frith Frank, Winton o c
116 Flood Arthur, P.O. Brisbane t 221 Fritriker A., North Pine River c
117 Flower and Phillip,  Brisbane c 222 Fritsch -, Nudgee road c
118 Flynn -, Kelvin Grove road c 223 Fritz Johana Jacob, Nundah c
119 Flynn Mrs.  E., Bowen Hills c 224 Frost Mrs., Beenleigh o
120 Flynn J., Kelvin Grove road c 225 Frost  Miss  Julia, Alice River o
121 Flynn J., Brisbane c 226 Frost W., Walkerston it k
122 Flynn J., Kelvin Grove c 227 Fryer Thomas L., Southport c
123 Foaley John, Evesham  Station c 228 Fulcher  -,  Enoggera c
124 Foerhels -, Cairns c 229 Fuljames J., Pine Hill c
125 Foley H. E., Ma town c 230 Fullarton, Rooke and Co., Toowoomba c
126 Foley C. H., Paddington c 231 Funk Miss Mary, Scarborough o
127 Foley Miss Mary (care of Mrs . O'Rourke), Rock- 232 Funkner Frederig, Brisbane f
hampton c 233 Furber Thomas, Aramac c
128 Foley Michael, Fortitude Valley c 234 Furey Pat. (care of Evelyn), Landsborough o
129 Foley Patrick, Eton c 235 Furlong  Miss,  P.O. Brisbane c
130 Foley Thomas, Lutwyche c 236 Furlong  John, Gympie c
131 Follington W. J. (care of Mrs. J. Kane), Roma c 237 Furse James H. Kensington Downs c
132 Foo Sung, Gympie c 238 Fury -, South Brisbane c
133 Foote John D Rockhampton u k 239 Fwanyns -, Rockhampton c
134 Foote Alice, Townsville o 240 Fyall George, South  Brisbane c
135 Foo Sing Chong, Moreton Bay s
136
137
Forbes -, Windorah c
Forbes Arthur, Maryborough c G.
138 Forbes G., Brisbane c
139 Forbes J., Brisbane c 1 GADSBY F. A., Hospital, Brisbane c
140 Forbes  Thomas, Clermont Railway c 2 Gaffey James, Mount Hutton c
141 Forbics W., Townsville c 3 Gaffney Pat., Winton road c (2)
142 Ford Edward, P.O. Brisbane u k 4 Gaffrey D. E., Brisbane c
143 Ford John, Blackall u k 5 Gayer J., Gympie c
144 Ford T. B., North Pine e 6 Gainer Patrick ,  Blackall s
145 Ford Miss N., Lirnesleigh c 7 Gaiske Joseph,  Fe rnvale o c
146 Ford Thos. Queensport c 8 Gale Edwin, Townsville s (2
T147 Ford Mrs. I'. N., Gympie c 9 owers cGalhor Mrs. D., Charters
148 Ford William, Rockhampton o c 10 Gallacher John, Mackay u k
149 Ford Wm. Fred., Thompson Estate c 11 Gallagher J., Muttaburra c
150 Fordham  D., Brisbane c 12 Gallagher Jno., Spring  Hill c
151 Forman  B. J., Muttaburra s 13 Gallagher .) ohn, Yaamba c
152 Foreman  James ,  North Pine o c 14 Gallagher  Mrs. Mary ,  Charters  Towers c
153 Forest  James, P.O. Brisbane u k 15 Gallagher  M., Brisbane c
154 Forester  C. E., Dungeness c 16 Gallagher  M., Charters Towers o
155 Forrester  A., Manuka Station c 17 Gallan John,  Mount Morgan o c
156 Forrest  John ,  Cairns c (2) 18 Galler James ,  Warwick s
157 Forsyth  W., Bogantungan c 19 Galloghy  Michael, Geraldton o c
158 Foskett  -  Fortitude  Valley c 20 Galoghy M., Geraldton c
159 Foster -,  Brisbane c 21 Galsworthy T., Goodna u k
160 Foster  -,  Brisbane c 22 Galton George Toowoomba c
161 Foster Miss Annie ,  Sandgate c 23 Gambazzi J., (5airns c
162 Foster Daniel ,  Maryborough c 24 Gamble F. R.., North Quay s
163 Foster Isaac ,  Mackay u k 25 Gambling Joshua, Goodna c
164 Foster  James, Brisbane c 26 Gam Chang ,  Townsville s
165 Foster John ,  Muttaburra c 27 Gandin Mrs. M. K., Spring Hill c
166 Foster Thomas ,  P.O. Brisbane s 28 Gani G., Nundah c
167 Fountain -, Rocky Water Holes c 29 Gannon Geo., Mitchell c
168 Fowles Mrs. W .  L., Petrie  terrace c 30 Ganson G., P.O. Brisbane u k
169 Fox and McGee, Cambridge Downs c 31 Ganzer John, Murphy's Creek o c (2)
170 Fox M., Cairns c 32 Gard  Mrs., Charters Towers c171 Fox Thomas, Cairns c 33 Gardener Wm., Valley c
172 Fox P. J., Paddington c 34 Gardener Edward, Toowoomba o
173 Frampton John, Rockhampton f 35 Gardiner John ,  Spring Hi ll o
174 France Joseph, Brisbane c 36 Gardiner Richard, Goodna c
175 Francis  -,  Bundaberg c 37 Gardiner C. H.. West End c
176 Francis Mrs., South  Brisbane c 38 Gardner F. Mitchell c
177 Francis A., Clermont c 39 Gardner Jon, Muttaburra Yn (2)
178 Francis F., Ipswich c 40 Gardner W., Spring Hill c
179 Francis  James, Logan Village s 41 Garethy James, Cooktown Hospital c
180 Francis James N .,  Charters  Towers o 42 Garde W., Rockhampton c
181 Francis  Samuel ,  Brisbane o 43 Garrett George, Gympie c
182 Francis  T., Rosebrook  Station c 44 Garrett Wm., Townsville c
183 Francy  Patrick, Harrisville c 45 Garrcock John, Townsville u k
184 Franck  E., Cooper 's Plains c 46 Garry F.,  Brisbane o c
185 Fraser Const .,  Toowoomba c (2) 47 Gautier -, P.O. Brisbane c
186 Fraser  Alexander ,  Toowoomba c 48 Gavan James, Winton c (2)
187 Fraser A., Townsville c 49 Gavon M., Spring Hill c
188 Fraser  Chas.,  Capella c (2) 50 Gay  Thomas,  Moorooloo  Station o189Fraser  David,  Brisbane c (2) 51 Gearn John, Thomson River c
190 Fraser  John,  Rockhampton o c (2) 52 Geary Mrs . (care  of Williams), Valley e
191 Fraser  and Co.  J., Brisbane c 53 Geary J. H., Cairns c
192 Fraser  Miss K. (care of Fraser ),  Rockhampton c 54 Geary R., Winton c
193 Fraser  Const .  Percy ,  Toowoomba c 55 Geary W. J., Enoggera c
194 Fraser P., Dalb c 56 Gebbie Alex.,  Spring Hill c
195 Fraser P., One-Mile c 57 Gedge A., Isisford c
196 Fraser P., Townsville c 58 Gedge W. H., Bundaberg c
197 Fraser P. H., Brisbane c 59 Gee  Miss Bopple  Siding c
:198 Fraser R., Dalby c 60 Gee  E., 1 'oowoomba s
199 Fraser Wm., P.O. Brisbane u k (2) 61 Gee G ., Geraldton o
200 Fraser  W., Townsville c 62 Gee Jak., Cooktoown c
201 Frasier  Wm., Augathella c 63 Gee J., Cooktown s
202 Frawley  John ,  Gebam c 64 Geenden Mrs. M., Mackay c
203 Frayne Wm., Winton a 65 Gee Sing, Port Douglas c
204 Frazer  P., Townsville c 66 Gent and Petersen, Townsville, o c (2)
205 Fredricksen Peter, Allora o c 67 George R. H., P.O. Coomer u k
206 Fredricksen T., Coreena Station c 68 Gennings John, Springers Hotel c
207 Fredriclsen Mrs. N., Rockhampton c 69 Geraghty A., Withersfield c
Geraghty Patrick, South Brisbane c
Gerrard G., One-Mile c
Gervin James (s.s. "Quetta "), Brisbane u k
Gibb George, Winton n z
Gibbons W., Cairns c
Gibbs -, Ipswich road c
Gibbs J., Valley c
Gibson and Allen, Muttaburra c
Gibson and Smellie, Cooktown c
Gibson Mrs., Brisbane c
Gibson Mrs. (care of Mr.  Menzis ), Buudaberg c
Gibson Alx.,  Wambiana Station o
Gibson George, P.O. Rockhampton u k
Gibson G., Gympie c (2)
Gibson John, Cairns c
Gibson Mrs. L., P.O. Brisbane c
Gibson Robert,  Townsville c
Gibson Win., Gympie c (3)
Giddings Francis, Ayrshire Downs c (2)
Giddis James, Murphy's Creek c
Giddons J., Warra w a
Gifford Geo., Cairns c
Gilbert -, Taroom c
Gilbert -,  Isla Station c
Gilbert Miss Annie, P.O. Brisbane c
Gilbert Miss Emily, Townsville c
Gilbert E.,  Isla Station c
Gilder Mrs.,  Brisbane c
Giles Joseph  H., Muttaburra s (2)
Gill Miss (care of Mrs .  Bell), Brisbane  in
Gill J. (fanner), Woogaroo s
Gill J.,  Ennogera c
Gill J., Kelvin Grove c
Gill R., Gladstone c
Gillespie T. J., Brisbane o
Gillham Thos., Rockwood  Station c
Gillham W., Rockwood  Station c
Gilliard -, Winton c
Gilliot H., P.O. Brisbane a
Gillick P., Gympie c
Gilliland Mrs. Margt., North Pine c
Gillis Mrs. Annie M. A., Fortitude Valley a
Gillman P. W., Normanton .n z
Gilmore M., Betts Creek c
Gilmore W., Spring Hill c
Gilmour  -,  One-mile Swamp c
Gilson R. K., Nive s
Gines  T., Rockhampton c
Gin Sing,  Port Douglas c
Girke Johann, Laidley Scrub c
Girvin James (s.s. "Quetta  "),  Brisbane u k
Gindicate Antoni,  Brisbane o
Gladstone A., Charters  Towers c
Gledden R., Mackay c
Gleeson A. H., Roles, c
Gleeson G. F., Ayrshire Downs u k
Gleeson James, Charters Towers c
(Tleeson Michael ,  Mitche ll  c
Glen Charles, Rockwood  Station in (2)
Glenny -, Bulimba c
Glindon Patrick, Gympie c
Gloster C.  H. M., Muttaburra c
Glovell Mrs. M., South  Brisbane c
Glover George  M. Rockhampton  in
Glover Thomas, forth Quay c
Glover William,  Maryborough e
Glynn D.,  We llshot Station c
Glynn Mrs.  J., Ipswich road c
Goar William, P.U. Brisbane u kGoddard Robert, Brisbane u k
Goddard W., Cooper' s Creek  in
Goddes  H., Charters Towers c
Godfrey -,  South Brisbane c
Godson Win.,  Townsville c
Godwin A. G pie c
Goertz Brisbane s
Go Fat - Eulo c
Goffery T., G T la oGogan Davids ownsville o c
Gok Main Port  Douglas s
Golding 1Vltrs. E., P.O. Brisbane s (2)
Golding Jas., South  Brisbane c
Golding Mrs. J.  E., Townsvi lle  in  (3)
Goldland Robert,  Bundaberg u k (2)
Goldon C.,  Northampton Downs c
Goldring A.  Mitchell s
Goldapin Drs.,  B ri sbane c
Goldstint Alex.,  Townsville  in
Goldstige A., P.U. Brisbane f
Gollan John,  Spnngsure u k
Goaber  R. H., Comet c (2)
Gooby James ,  P.O. Townsville c
Goodair -,  P.O. Brisbane o c
Goode Thos., P.O. South  Brisbane u k
Goodfellow  Mrs., Maryborough c (2)
Goodfellow J., Maryborough c
Goodfellow  Mrs. Margaret ,  Charters  Towers o c
Gooding Frank,  Charters Towers c
Goodlad John,  Geraldton c
Goodson W. H., North  Rockhampton c
Gordon ---,  Logan road c (2)
Gordon F., Amby Downs o
Gordon George,
Spring Hill cGordon James, Charters  Towers c
Gordon Josiah , Ithaca Creek c
Gordon J. (J. P.), Brisbane o c
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Gordon  Mrs. S., Brisbane u k
Gordon Win. J., Cloncurry c
Goss Geo., Cleveland c
Goody Hugh,  Townsville is k
Gough Mrs. (senior ),  North Ipswich c
Gough  Mrs., Brisbane s
Gough Robt.,  West End c
Gough Mrs .  R., Brisbane o
Gould -,  Toowoomba c
Gould Wm.,  Toowoomba c (2)
Gouildling Clara, Gympie o
Govette C.,  Townsvi ll e c
Gowan Anthony,  Brisbane c (2)
Gowan Geo .,  Fo rt itude  Valley c
Gow Fook,  Mackay o c
Grace Mrs., Charters Towers c
Grace Rachel ,  Winton c
Grace M. Bollon c
Grady John,  Hughenden u k
Grace Mrs. M .,  Port  Douglas c
Graham H .  M., Warwick c
Graham Jas .,  Townsvi lle s
Graham John ,  Gympie s c
Graham John ,  Windorah s
Graham M .,  Springsure c
Graham Thos., Mitche ll  c
Graham Wi ll iam ,  Fortitude  Valley o e
Graney Miss Mary ,  Gympie f
Grant Mrs .,  South Brisbane c
Grant Mrs .,  Maryborough c
Grant Alexander , P.O. Gympie c
Grant A.  H., Beenleigh c
Giant  George, P .O. Brisbane u k
Grant  Geo., Rockhampton c
Grant G., South Brisbane c
Grant Mrs .  Henry, Pine Hi ll  c (2)
Grant James ,  Charters Towers c
Grant James ,  Cabooltu re  c
Grant Jas .,  Kangaroo Point c
Grant John , Gatton c
Grant Walter ,  Roma u k
Grasswick  A., Gympie c 12)
Granville F., Fortitude  V alley c
Granville F. D., Fortitude  Valley c
Grath Thomas ,  Charlevi ll e c
Graves George, Tiaro c
Gray Mrs., Warwick c
Gray Mrs., Mackay c
Gray Mrs .,  Bundaberg c
Gray Mrs .  E. Marburg c
Gray James ,  Aouth Brisbane c
Gray James Aramac c
Gray John  L , Brisbane c
Gray John  P., Rockhampton s
Gray Maggie, Va lley o
Gray Robert,  St. George c (2)
Gray T., Gladstone c
Gray W.,  Pine Hill c (2)
Gray W.,  Monkland c
Grayson John ,  Highfields c (2)
Gready John ,  Mitche ll  u k
Greathead G. H., Southwick Station c
Greaves John, Fortitude Valley o c
Greaves J .  B., P.O. Brisbane o c
Grebe H., Charlevi ll e c
Greeg  -, Maryborongh  c
Green Mrs .,  Valley c
Green A.,  South Brisbane c
Green C.,  Sppring Hill c
Green E .,  Mackay c
Green F .,  One Mile c
Green George, Muttaburra c
Green Geo.,  Bimbah c
Green G .,  Maryborough u k
Green Henry  (care of T. Green ),  Roma u k
Green H., Wallah c (2)
Green John ,  Cootharaba road c
Green J .,  Gym ie c (2)
Green J .  H.,  Northcote c
Green Robert ,  Evesham terra ce  u k
Green R .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
Green Sidney ,  Brisbane o c
Gre en Thomas, Roma c
Green Thomas ,  South Brisbane o c (3)
Green Mrs .  W., Inglewood s
Green  W., Rockwood c
Green W. H., Brisbane c
Greenarch Mrs. Eliza ,  Rockhampton c
Greene F .  South B ri sbane c
Greene Mrs .  G. H., Va lley c
Greene H. S., Muttaburra c (2)
Greene J .  Cuth bert, Brisbane  in
Greensi ll Miss  Mary, Fortitude Valley o c
Greenwood W. J., Brisbane c
Greer Mrs .  Sarah, Townsville e
Gregg J. F., Kelvin Grove  ro ad c
Gregg Wi ll iam ,  Kelvin Grove o c
Gregory Fredk .,  Charters Towers o c
Gregory G.,  Brisbane c
Greig And rew ,  P.O. Brisbane s
Greig ,  G., Townsvi lle c
Grell William ,  Withersfield c
Gre ndon C .,  P.O. Brisbane c
Grense ll  Mrs. Thomas, Charters Towers e
Grenland S. E., Brisbane fGrenville H .  X., Hughenden s
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282 Gresbrook Francis, Cleveland c 54 Hamilton David, Duaringa c
283 Gresty J. T., Beaudesert m 55 Hamilton G., Breakfast Creek c
284 Grey John R., Kangaroo Point c 56 Hamilton G. C., P.O. Jundah c
285 Grey Miss M. A., Brisbane c 57 Hamilton Mrs. H., John street, Valley c
286 Gribble C., Blackall m 58 Hamilton James (carpenter), Rockhampton o c
287 Griese Carl, Townsville c 59 Hamilton J. C., Millungra c
228 Griffin -, Rockhampton c 60 Hamilton John, P.O. Charters Towers u k
289 Griffin James, Pine Hill a 61 Hamilton T., Brisbane street, Ipswich c
290 Griffin Patk., South Brisbane c 62 Hamilton Thomas, Townsville c
291 Griffin T. E., Northern Railway o 63 Hamilton W., Barcaldine Station s
292 Griffith -,  Brisbane c 64 Hamilton W. Gympie c
293 Griffith J., Milton c 65 Hamley H.Ii., Mount Morgan o c
294 Griffith Richard, Nive Downs c 66 Hammling John, Noosa c
295 Griffith S., Rockhampton u k 67 Hammond H., P.O. G mpie u k
296 Griffith Miss, P.O. Rockhampton u k 68 Hammond J. (care of Dr. Ahern), Townsville u k297 Griffith Mrs. D., Mitchell c 69 Hanaahan -, Rockwood Station s
298 Griffith David, Mitchell u k 70 Handford Mrs., Bowen street, Brisbane c
299 Griffith John, Brandon  Stores o 71 Hankinson Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
300 Grigg -, Bundaberg u k (2) 72 Hanley Edward, Hope street South Brisbane c
301 Grigg J., Rockhampton u k 73 Hanley Miss Kate (care of i iss Markwell), Break-
302 Griggs Mrs. Martha Ann, Charters Towers u k fast Creek c
303 Grimes T. Pyramaid Plantation o 74 Hanlon Mrs. M. A., Horseshoe Bend, Gympie c (2)
304 Grimmin C. H., Richmond c 75 Hanlon T., Stoney Point s
305 Grose Mrs., Brisbane c 76 Hann Mrs. H. Ross Island t
t306 Gross Louis, Y.O. Brisbane in 77 Hann J. H., l histle street, Blackall c
307 Grove F. (care of May), Brisbane c 78 Hanna Miss Jane, Brisbane c
308 Gunnett Lauman, Emerald is 79 Hannaha 1)., Gympie c
309 Guen Miss L., P.O. Brisbane c 80 Hanrahan John (road party), Marlborough c (2)
310 Guidera Patrick, Clermont c 81 Hanrahan Roger, P.O. Esk c
311 Guilfoyle James, Pine Hill c 82 Hansen-,  Yaamba road c
312 Guilfoyle W., Cairns c 83 Hansen A., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
313 Guinane Thomas, Lake's Creek c 84 Hansen A., Capella c
314 Gulck Henry, Logan c 85 Hansen Christian, Nive Downs Station n z
315 Gulten Frank, Charters Towers c 86 Hansen H. D., Capella c
316 Gun -, Esk c 87 Hansen J.  0., Charters Towers c
317 Gun Wah, Port Douglas s 88 Hansen Joseph, Maryborough c
318 Gundry -, Pine Hill c (2) 89 Hansen Mads (care of Newton), Woolloongabba c
319 Gundry John, Withersfield c 90 Hansen W. T. (carrier , Bogantungan c
320 Gunn D., Brisbane c 91 Hansford John, Capella in.
321 Gunn Jas., Red Hill c 92 Hanson Thomas (care of Weinholt), Warenda Station
322 Gunningham John, Bundaberg f u k (3)
323 Gusthardt Miss C., Townsville in 93 Harbut Catherine, Toowoomba o
324 Gustke Herrman, Richmond c 94 Harcourt A., Stanley  street, South Brisbane c
325 Guthrie T., Brisbane u k 95 Hardgrave Mrs. S. (care  of Mrs. O'Driscoll), Bunda.
326 Gutt Siegfrid, P.O. Brisbane f berg c
327 Guy J., South Brisbane c 96 Harding Mrs., Kent street, Rockhampton c
328 Gwillim G., Townsville u k 97 Harding Albert W., Durundur Station in
329 Gwyness J., Brisbane n z 98 Harding Miss Phoebe, P.O. Richmond c
99 Harding  Mrs. Richard widow ), Charters Towers c
100 Hardy Henry  care of  Hardy), Rockhampton cBH. 101 eta cHardy H. G.,
102 Hargraves J., P.O. Rockhampton c
1 HAACKE W., Laidley c 103 Hargraves  John,  P.O. Brisbane c
2 Haagen R .,  Pine River c 104 Harken Mrs., Bu limba road c
3 Hatercoht C., Charters Towers o c 105 Harkins E. Gympie c
4 Hacker George, P.O. Townsville u k 106 Harlen J., hornbury  street, S ring Hill c
5 Hadden J. W., P.O. Adavale c 107 Harley Mrs. M. A., Gympie c (2)
6 Haddington Robert, North Rockhampton c 108 Harlow Edward ,  Pine street ,  Ipswich c
7 Hadkins Sydney, P.O. Capella s 109 Harman Ganger S. (No. 1 Gang ), Clermont o
8 Hadrell J., P.O. Townsville c 110 Harper E. T., Burrum c
9 Hagert - (care  of King), Winton c 111 Harper James, Cairns c
10 Haig H. G. Cairns c 112 Harricks Thomas, Warwick o
11 Haines R., Townsville c 113 Harrington -, Cairns c
12 Haines H. (care  of Cavaye),  Langton c 114 Harrington (care of Wakefield), Rockhampton c
13 Haire -, Water street, South Brisbane c 115 Harrington John H., P.O. Blackall c
14 Haisell John, Well Shot Station c 116 Harris , P.O. Brisbane s
15 Hale J., Scarbury, Muttaburra c 117 Harris  ,  Pratten street ,  Brisbane c
16 Hale J. L., Hughenden c 118 Harris Charles, Sugar Mills, Hope Island o
17 Hale Peter, Albion Pottery a 119 Harris Charles, Cootharaba Sawmills, Noosa u k
18 Ha ll Mrs., Tivoli c 120 Harris  D., P.O. Yaamba c
19 Ha ll Mrs., Pine Hill o 121 Harris Daniel, P.O. Marlborough c
20 Hall -, P.O. Brisbane c 122 Harris Ernest A., Homebush Plantation ,  Mackay
21 Hall -, P.O. Charters Towers s uk
22 Hall Mrs. A., Roma c 123 Harris Henry, (miner), Charters Towers u k
23 Hall Amos Rosevale Farm, Warwick c 124 Harris H. M., Charters Towers c
24 Hall Mrs .  b., P.O. Rockhampton c 125 Harris  J., P.O. Rosewood m
25 Hall Mrs. David, P.O. Rockhampton c 196 Harris J., Margaret street Brisbane u k126Hall B. Edgar, Inglewood o 127 Harris  J. W. (carpenter), hrisbane c
27 Hall Edmund, P.O. Brisbane u k 128 Harris Leon (watchmaker), Brisbane c
28 Hall Edward, P.O. Ipswich s 129 Harris M. A., Queen street, Brisbane c
29 Hall J., P.O. Brisbane s 130 Harris Spencer, Mount Lonsdale c
30 Hall J., Ravenswood Junction c 131 Harris Stanley, Dalby a
31 Hall J., Ann street, Brisbane c 132 Harris Thomas, Cairns c
32 Hall  Mrs. J.,  Surat o 133 Harris W., Brisbane o
33 Hall James N., Listowell Downs c 134 Harris  W. J. (selector),  St. Helena e
34 Hall Mrs. Mary J., Ipswich u k 135 Harris W. Jacob, Thornborough c
35 Hall Mrs. Richard, Brisbane o c 136 Harrison Miss, Waterworks road, Brisbane c
36 Hall T., P.O. Ipswich 137 Harrison E., Muttaburra a
37 Ha ll Thomas , P.O. Charleville m 138 Harrison Mrs. E., Newtown Ipswich c
38 Hall  W., P.O. Brisbane u k 139 Harrison H. (care of Muir), Southport s
39 Hall Wm., Kingston c 140 Harrison James, Cooby Creek o c
40 Hall Mrs. William, James street, Valley c 141 Harrison H. (care of Plunkett), Galway Downs c
41 Hall W. J. (care of Holland), Hughenden road c 142 Hart Mrs., Limestone Hill, Ipswich c
42 Hallam Peter, Paradise Farm, Seven-mile Creek c 143 Hart - Wharf street, Brisbane c
43 Halle Mrs . A., Humpy Bong c 144 Hart E., P.O. Brisbane c
44 Hallett Thomas, P.O. Brisbane u k 145 Hart John, Brisbane c
45 Halley John S. (H.M.Q.S. "Advance"), Cook- 146 Hart M., Surrey street, Brisbane c
town c 147 Hart S., P.O. Rockhampton a
46 Halliday -, East Maryborough c 148 Hart William , Kenigo street , Valley c
47 Hallworth G., Gympie c (2) 149 Hartegan John, Oakey Creek c
48 Hallyburton Wi1Lam, Rockhampton f 150 Hartley -, William Amt. Rockhampton c
49 Halpin Dermont, P.O. Jericho c 151 Hartley J., Charters  Towers c
50 Halverson C. M., Charters Towers c 152 Hartley R., Portland Downs ,  Blackall c
51 Haman Mrs. A .,  Mossman street, Charters Towers e 153 Hartman  Gerard ,  Brisbane f (2)
52 Hamilton  Mrs., P.O. One-Mile 4 154 Harvey --, Brighton street ,  South Brisbane e
53 Hsmslton Miss (care of Mrs.  McLoughlin),  Bris. 155 Harvey G., One-Mile e
bane el 136 Harvey G., Charters Towers c
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157 Harvey Garrett, Paddington o c
158 Harvey H. (care of Parbury, Lamb and Co).,
Brisbane u k
159 Harvey Richard (farm labourer), Mitchell o c
160 Harvey T., Wienholt  street , Rockhampton c
161 Harvey Wm., Bulimba c
162 Harwood James Henry, Hinchinbrook Island u k (2)
163 Haskell Frank H., Rockhampton u k
164 Hassall G. F., P.O. Brisbane u k
165 Hassall T. H., P.O. Normanton s
166 Hassell John,  Barcaldine Station c
167 Hassell R., P.O. Queenton c
168 Hassell W. (care of Fraser), surveyor, Blackall c
169 Hatcliff G., P.O. Maryborough u k (2)
170 Hattigy Don Gugories (care  of David Hendrickson),
Brisbane f
171 Hatton Edwin,Hungry Farm, Cooper's Plains c
172 Hang C. P., Laidley c
173 Hankinson T. F., Townsville n z (2)
174 Hausmann  Rev., Pink Lilley c
175 Hausmann Rev., Rockhampton c (2)
176 Havard W., P.O. Cairns m
177 Havers P., Kolas c
178 Hawell Mrs. Louisa, Fortitude Valley o
179 Hawkin Thomas (Quartermaster H. M.Q. S.
" Advance"), Brisbane u k
180 Hawkins Wnz., Ipswich c
181 Hay Thomas, P.O. Cairns c
182 Hay Thomas H., P.O. Cairns o
183 Haydon \V., Oxford  street , Milton c
184 Hayes Mrs., Stanley  street , South Brisbane u k
185 Hayes Mrs., Kholo c
186 Hayes Mrs., Plane Creek c
187 Hayes  -  Plane Creek c
188 Hayes H., bingera c
189 Hayes Jas., Thomas  street ,  Kangaroo Point c
190 Hayes  James , Northcote Antimony Mines s
191 Hayes John, Windmill  street , Valley o c
-192 Hayes John  (carrier ),  P.O. Mitchell c
193 Hayes J. P., Brisbane c
194 Hayes  Thomas,  P.O. Milton c
195 Haymes  Mrs., Brisbane m
196 Haynes  Miss E ll en ,  P.O. Rockhampton c
197 Haynes  Geo. F .,  P.O. Brisbane o c
198 Haynes  T., Given terrace c
199 Haynes  T. S., Rookwood  Station c
200 Hayward E. (care of O'Hearn ),  Richmond road c
201 Hayward James,  Bridge  Hotel ,  Stanley street, South
Brisbane o c
202 Haywood Wi lliam  (painter ),  P.O. Brisbane o c
203 Hazel Wi lliam Valley c
204 Hawell  C. R. Townsville c
205 Hazell  J., Wickham  street, Valley c
206 Hazelwood  John, Strathdarr  Station , Muttaburra n z
207 Headley  J., Cairns terrace ,  Paddington c
208 Headrick  Mrs. E .,  P.O. Brisbane c
209 Healey  J. Charters Towers c
210 Healey W1 A. P.O. Charleville u k
211 Healey Mrs. Liz., Woolloongabba c (2)
212 Healy J., P.O. Georgetown c
213 Henry  Miss ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
214 Hearn  Mrs. G., P.O. Lutwyche c
215 Hearndon Wm., P.O. Brisbane o b
216 Heary James  (cabman ),  Brisbane c
217 Hecken be rg  Geo., Warrambool c
218 Hedge  Charles (tentmaker )  P.O. Brisbane o c
219 H edges Joseph,  Inverness, Mackay u k
220  Hedley Mrs., Graham street Brisbane c
221 Hee Hing ,  Port Douglas c
222 Heele  Ipswich c
223 Heeren  Julius, Redbank  Plains c
224 Heeren Theodore ,  Ipswich c
225 Heeren  Theo . (care of Diekmann ),  Engelsburg c
226 Heffernan  R. D., Bundabe c
227 Hegarty  D. (drover)), P.O. It  George s
228 Hearty  D. G., P.O. Dalby s
229 Heidemann  -,  Rockhampton c
230 Heinig Wm., Charters Towers c
231 Helsham E. (care of Mrs .  French ), Maryborough o
232 Hely Mrs. (care of Mrs .  Bains), Wickham terrace
233 Hemm )ant Miss  (care of Finney ,  Isles,  and Co.),
Brisbane c
Hemson Miss ,  Brisbane road  Gympie c
Henderson Mrs. (storekeeper ),  Mackay c
Henderson  -,  Amby Downs c
Henderson George, Nive Downs o
Henderson George  (carrier ),  Comet s
Henderson  John  James ,  P.O. Charters Towers u k
Henderson Mrs. Rebecca , P.O. Fortitude Valley o c
Henderson  T. G. Maryborou h c
Henderson W., lririsbane u k (2)
Hendley Mrs., Hope street ,  South  Brisbane c
Hendley C .,  Gympie c
Hendaberg  (sto rekeeper ), Lowood c
Hennessey  H. Toowoomba o
Henn - (thinaman ), near Rockhampton c
Henricks  C. W., Mackay f
Henricks C. W., Mackay f
Henricks  John,  Hoganthulla s
Henricksen  M., Bundaberg c
Henricksen Peter  (carpenter ), South Brisbane c
Henry H., Gympie o
Henetton  Elias (carpenter ),  Roekhampton o c
Henwood  -,  Homebuah c (2)
Herbe rt Captain Sydpey Cuffe , $ erberton m
257  Herbert J. J. ( Wool fend Downs), Barcoo!River a 1
258 Herbert John, Lay's Farm Drayton c
259 Herbert 0. T. M., St. Helena o
260 Herbertson F., Mitchell c
261 Herbertson James, South Perseverance Gympie u k
262 Herford Mrs., Grey street, South Brisbane c
263 Hermann Martin  (bricklayer), Bundaberg c
264 Herwin Michael  (care of Cran), Mary River c
265 Herzell J., Wickham street, Valley c
266 Hester Mrs. F. G., P.O. Brisbane o.
267 Hetley F. W., Cootharaba road c
268 Heuer Gustave J., Ravenswood Junction c
269 Hewens D., Gympie c
270 Hewer Dr., Gympic c
271 Hewer Dr., P.O. Cairns c
272 Hewitson John, P.O. Queenton c
273  Hewlett Robert, Sandy Creek, Ipswich c
274 Heyden John, Rockhampton c
275 Heydon James M. (farmer), Fernvale o c
276 Heyme Harry, Meat Works, Lake's Creek in
277 Heywood W., Bowen c
278 Hichis Julius, Crescent road, One-Mile c
279 Hickett Mrs., Comet c
280 Hickey John, Hickey Farm, Toowoomba c
281 Hicklen A. (care of Hancock and Co.), Ipswich c
282 Hickson Captain ,  Rockhampton Downs c
283 Hickson H., Bundaberg c
284 Hickson J. P., P.O. Townsville c
285 Hickson W. S., P.O. Townsville s (3)
296 Higgens Francis (labourer), Paddington c
287 Higgins -, Allora c
28b Higgins J., Bundaberg c
289 Higgins M. Lakes Creek Works c
290 Higginson 1. H., Townsville c
291 Higgs Thomas, Lerida Station, Muttaburra s
292 Higham Edward A. P.O. Brisbane u k
293 Higham J., care of Legg, Lutwyche c
294 Highland M., Rookwood Station, Landaborough
River c
295 Higson R., P. O. Bundaberg s
296 Hild and Mylne, Brisbane c
297 Hildebrandt Capt .  Schiffowerft ,  Brisbane is
298 Hill -  (care of Shepherd ),  Blackstone c
299 Hill -, Waterloo c (2)
300 Hill -, Ward' s Cottages, Spring Hill c
301 Hi ll -, North  Rockhampton c
302 Hill Alfred ,  Cairns c (2)
303 Hill C .  T. (care of McAnsh ),  Warwick c
304 Hill C .  W., P.O. Killarney c
305 Hill Edward, Huugghenden o
306 Hill Esther ,  Rockhampton o
307 Hill Master G., P.O. Brisbane u k
308 Hill George,  P.U. Townsville u k
309 Hill H. (carpenter), P.O. Mackay u k
310 Hill James ,  P.O. Maryborough s
311 Hill J. H., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
312 Hill John Henry, Emerald Gold Fields m (2)
313 Hill Jno., Crown street, Brisbane c
314 Hill Ludsvie, North Rockhampton c
315 Hill M., Blackstone c
316 Hill P. C., Gympie s
317 Hill R., Ann street ,  Brisbane c
318 Hill R. A., Ravenswood a
319 Hill S .,  North Rockhampton c
320 Hill Solomon, Blackstone c
321 Hill  Wm., Barcaldine ,  Blackall c
322 Hillcoat R., Canobie Station, Normanton u k
323 Hille Jno .,  Townsville c
324 Hillier Miss  (care of Dr. Kesteven ),  Brisbane c
325 Hilton Horace, P.O. Hughenden m and u k (2)
326 Hilton John, Hardgrave road, South Brisbane c
327 Rimes Geo. Brisbane c
328 Hincks T., Bundaberg c
329 Hinds David, Tewantin c
330 Hinds W., Ipswich c
331 Hine - (architect ),  Brisbane s
332 Hine  -,  Lower Budekin c (2)
333 Hineman C. Charters Towers c (2)
334 Hines J., Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
335 Hinkson Jno., Cambooya c
336 Hinrick Claus • Wilhelm ,  Hinrick's Farm, Too;
woomba c
337 Hinsch F., Gympie c
338 Hinsch W., Maryborough c
339 Hinton H. W., Belgrave street, Brisbane u k
340 Hirst Mrs. Annie, Cooktown c
341 Hitchiner  Alfred,  P.O. Gympie f
342 Hoare Mrs., Boggo road c
343 Hoare  -,  Crook street ,  Brisbane cl
344 Hoare Jas .  care of Brad  ,  Nive Downs Station c
345 Hobbs T., Ravenswood Junction c
346 Hobkirk E. 0., Clermont c
347 Hockings R., One-Mile c
348 Hodge Charles, Mount Pleasant, Gympie c
349 Hodge Henry, Cootharaba road c
350 Hodge W. Mitchell o
351 Hodge William ,  Bundaberg c
352 Hodges G. P.O. Richmond Downs c
353 Hodgson J., Gladstone road, South Brisbane c
354 Hodnett -, Wharf street Brisbane c
355 Hodson Dr., Southport c
356 Hodson John R., Katandra o
3.57 Hodoon W. (care of Herbert ),  Brisbane a
358 Hoelocker Mrs., Rocky Waterholes c
359 Hoey Jun . (carpenter ),  Ann street Valley e
360 Hoey Thos .  W., Gympie c
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361 Hoffmann A., Mount Pleasant , One-Mile c
362 Hogan Mrs., Spring Creek, Toowoomba c
363 Hogan Mrs. A .,  Overland 's Saw-mi lls, Charters
Towers c
364 Hogan Alice  (care of Mrs. Deighton ),  South Bris-
bane o
365 Hogan Miss Annie, P.U. Brisbane c
366 Hogan Miss Anne (s.s. " Cloncurry  "),  Brisbane c
367 Hogan J., Anne street ,  B ri sbane c
368 Hogan Katey ,  Betts Creek c
309 Hogan Mrs. M .,  Clifton c (3)
370 Hogan Miss Nora  (s.s. " Cloncurry  "),  Brisbane c
371 Hogan P., Gympie c
372 Hogan P., Charters Towers c
373 Hogan Patsy ,  Amby Junction c
374 Hogan R., Paddington c
375 Hogarth W., Maryborough c
376 Hogg - ,  Mackay c
377  Hogg  Jno., Laidle_y o
378 Hodgskins  Mrs' W, P.O. Brisbane  in
379 Hohn G .,  Gympie c
380 Holborn L. (care of Stuart ),  Rockwood c
381 Holroft - (engineer), Bundaberg c
382 Holden A. K., Timmins River c
383 Holden Paul ,  Brisbane o
384 Holder H., P.O. Toowoomba c
385 Holdern  -,  Charters Towers c
386 Holdstock S. (bri cklayer ),  Bowen Hills c
387 Holland Arthur E., Brisbane o
388 Holland C., Capella c
389 Holland C., Clermont c
390  Rolland Charles Emerald c
391 Holland Mrs. Charles H. (care of H .  H. Holland,
saddler), Capella u k
392 Ho lland F. T., Monkira c
393 Holland George ,  Rockhampton c
394 Ho lland J., Supreme Court, Brisbane c
395 Holland J. P.O. Brisbane u k
396 Holland W'., Rockhampton c
397 Hollander Paul, Dalby c
398 Hollands  -,  Capella c
399 Holliday ,  Ecleston ,  and Jarvis  (contractors ),  Wool-
400 Holliday N., North Rockhampton c
loongabba c
401 Hol lingsworth Samuel ,  Townsvi lle s
402 Holloway E. H., Muttaburra c (3)
403 Holloway Hans, Peak Downs Station ,  Capella c (2)
404 Hollway John, P.O. Muttaburra c
405 Holman D. F., Jinghi Station c
406 Holmberg Johan ,  Isisford f
407 Holmes  - (restaurant ),  Edward street ,  Brisbane c
408 Holmes Al be rt ,  Southport o
409 Holmes Fred .,  P.O. Charters Towers c
410 Holmes R. Y., Newtown ,  Ipswich c
411 Holsney Alfred,  Rockhampton  c
412 Holsten  H. J., Adavale o (2)
413 Holt E .  L., Muttaburra c
414 Holt John ,  Townsville c
415 Holzhenier  -,  Cleveland c
416 Honey E., Barenya Station, Muttaburra c (2)
417 Hon Nek ,  Townsville c
418 Hood F .  E., Muttaburra c
419 Hood P .,  P.O. Brisbane c
420 Hood Robert ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
421 Hooker  - (Gas Company ),  Ipswich s
422 Hooker C. (carrier ),  Winton c (2)
423 Hookham Pat rick, Townsvi lle c
424 Hoolaban Thomas, P.O. Cootharaba c
425 Hooleban Miss Ellen, P.O. Pine Hill c
426 Hoohninten W., Charters Towers c
427 Hopcroft Benjamin ,  P.O. Waterfgrd o
428 Hopes  W. (care of Devise ),  F.O. Pine Hill c
429 Hopkins Mrs.,  Belyando c
430 Hopkinson  -,  North Ipswich c
431 Hoppner Carl ,  North Rockhampton c (2)
432 Hoppe W., Charters Towers c
433 Hopsick John  (Union Found  ),  Maryborough c
434 Horace  (care of Kennedy).  Pet rie Terrace c
435 Horan Mrs. , Wa ll street, Brisbane c
436 Horan James ,  Emerald c
437 Horkin Mrs. B .,  Wilton street ,  South Brisbane u k
438 Horne W. L. (care of  Muir), Benowa s
439 Hornifield Aug., Morinish iggings c
440 Hor ricks Rev. Geo.,  Blackall e
441 Horsfield G. (carrier ),  P.O. Jericho c
442 Horslie Ad ri an Rockhampton o e
443 Horton  -  builton c
444 Horton J., Townsville c
445 Horwood J., Lutwyche c
446 Hosken Mrs. T .,  Toowoomba u k
447 Hoskin M. A., Avenel  rid Mitche ll o
448 Hoskin John ,  One-Mile c
449 Hoskings Henry ,  Charlevi lle c
450 Hoskins sear .  J., Mount Pleasant, Gympie c (3)
451 Hoskins jun. J .,  Mount Pleasant ,  Gympie e
452  Hotson  Mrs., Bolsover street ,  Rockhampton c
453 Houf Mrs .  J. H., Fernlie Cottage, Ipswich c
454 Houit John ,  P.O. Brisbane s
45.5 Hoult  by.,  Cambooya c
456 Houston Sam. (.Matthews '  Circus ),  Brisbane s
457 Howard Mrs., Her bert street ,  Brisbane c
458 Howard  --,  Bowen terrace c
459 Howard Mrs. A .,  Hamleigh Plantation, near
Ingham c
460 Howard A. (care of Nolan ),  Cardwell c
461 Howard Andrew, P.O. Townsvi lle a
Howard Henry, Bundaberg c
Howard Miss llen, P.U. Gympie u k
Howard Joseph P.O. Brisbane u k
Howard Mrs. Kate, Chester street, Valley c
Howard Miss Lilian, James street, Toowoomba o
Howcroft Miss (care of R. Gray), Sandgate f and
u k (3)
Howcroft Joseph (bushman), Charters Towers o c
Howden A., P.O. Brisbane c
Howell W. (merchant), Toowoomba u k
Howens Mrs., Burrum c
Howie Robert, Victoria Plantation, Herbert River
uk
Howitt J. C. (care of Grimes), Coomera c
Howles D., One-Mile c
Howlett James, G_ ympie c
Howlett Walter, Evesham c
Howard - , Mt. Vince,  near Eton c
Hoy Sung, Port Douglas c
Hubner J., P.O. Fairfield c
Huddlestone Charles, P .O. Betts Creek u k
Hudson  -  Retro c
Hudson B ., Toowoomba c
Hudson  John (carrier, care of Scho llic ),  Oondaroo
Station Winton a
Hudson R. R. and Co.,  Brisbane c
Hudspth Robert, (care of Hopkins ), Wellahot c
Huff Mrs. Joseph ,  Wycarbah  via  Aramac o
Huges E. C., Ipswich road e
Hughes Mrs.,  Spring  Hi llc
Hughes A .  C., Brisbane c
Hughes Miss  Annie  Townsvi lle o
Hughes  Arthur, P.b. Winton in
Hughes B., Ruthven  Stations
Hughes Evan Moses ,  P.O. Charters Towers c
Hughes  H. A. Norwood c
Hughes  Henry, P. O. Beenleigh n z
Hughes Mrs. J .  A. Booval c
Hughes John J., 11iount Davenport o
Hughes M., P.O. Rockhampton c
Hughes R., P.O. Rockhampton c
Hughes S., Brunswick street ,  Brisbane c
Hughes Wm. (carrier ),  Reidsville c (2)
Hughes W., P.O. Mitchell o
Hughes  W. (care  of Presley ),  Mitchell c
Hull C., Gympie c
Hull Robert, Ann street, Valley e
Hume James  T., Aberarder,  Bowen terrace n z
Humphrey James, P.O. Mackay u k
Humphreys  P. A., P.O.  Maryborough c
Humphries J., P.O. Springsure a
Humphries J. O. (miner ), Charters Towers o c
Humph ri es Sidney, P.O. Rockhampton a
Hung Chooy, Gympie c
Hunt Mrs. E .,  Bolsover street ,  Rockhampton c
Hunt J .  (care  of Scott ),  Hornet Bank Cottage c
Hunt S .,  Brisbane c %
Hunt Sarah ,  Moss Creek ,  Rockhampton c
Hunt W., Bunda be rg c
Hunt W. (care of Correy ),  Aramac Station c
Hunter Miss ,  P.O. Brisbane a
Hunter Alex .,  Grey street ,  Brisbane o c
Hunter E. W., Brisbane c
Hunter John ,  O'Reilly 's Hi ll , Breakfast Creek c
Hunter John ,  Ba llantyne Estate, Kennedy terrace c
Hunter John  (barque  " Peri "),  Brisbane u k
Hunter Joseph ,  B ri sbane c
Hunter R., We llington Reef, Charters Towers c
Huntington Mrs.,
elling Rockhampton e
Hurcum Richard ,  P.O. Muttaburra e
Hurley Mrs .  Ellen, Union street ,  Spring Hill o c
Hurman  Henry (farmer  Red Hill o c
Hurst  Henry, Listoel Downs e
Hurst W ., Barcaldi wne c
Husband J .,  Cooper 's Creek ,  Bourke a
Huston Mrs .  M., Castle Creek, Townsvi lle c
Huston S .,  Gordon Downs Station c
Hutcheson Mrs. J .  P.O. Rockhampton c
Hutchinson -, I.O. Brisbane c
Hutchinson  ,  Charlevi ll e c
Hutchinson Mrs. Floren ce ,  Stanley street, South
Brisbane o c
Hutchinson  G., Brisbane c
Hutchinson  John,  Buderim Mountain c
Hutton G., Dagwuorth c
Hutton H. D., Dnwich o
Hutton James ,  P.O. South Brisbane u k
Hutton Thomas, Leichhardt street Sp ri ng Hill c
Hyland John E. (saddler), Gordon Downs o
Hyland M., Rockwood Station  in  and s (2)
Hynes, George ,  Herberton o c and o (2)
Hynes John ,  Herbert Tin Field u k
Hynes John, Brisbane o
Hyslop -, Musket Flat c
I.
1 ILLENDEN Mrs. W. G., P.O. Warwick c
2 Inkley Miss, P.O. Brisbane o
3 Innes George, Royal Arcade, Brisbane o c (2)
4 Innes H., P.O. Brisbane c
5 Innes Henry or Richard, P.O. Brisbane u k (2
6 Inns  Biehard, P.O. Brisbane  it k
7 Innes H .  Mervyn, P.O. B ri sbane u k
8 Inning R., Maida ,Hill c (2)
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9 laser - (labourer), Rockhampton c 80 Jensen Jens, Pentland c
10 In Yan Mrs. M., Ipswich c 81 Jensen John, Gympie c
11 Irvine Andrew, Clermont o c 82 Jensen Neils C. (labourer), Bundaberg c
12 Ironmonger C. W., Brisbane c 83 Jensen P. C., Gin Gin c
13 Irvine George, Manfred Downs o 84 Jensen R., Woolloongabba s
14 Irvine Henry, Gympie c 85 Jensen W., Laidley c
15 Irvine John, Barcaldine s 86 Jensen Mrs. W., Mackay o
16 Irvine Miss Sarah Jane, P.O. Townsville u k 87 Jester Mrs., Sandy Creek, Clermont c
17 Irving Henry H., P.O. Hughenden u k 88 Jew Joseph (contractor), Bundaberg c
18 Irving Henry H., P.O. Ma borough u k (2) 89 Jewitt A. K., Hughenden o c
19 Irving J. Loftus, Charters Towers c 90 Jim Ah Sing, Gympie c
20 Isaacs D., Crystal Brook c 91 Jimmy Quin Tee, Cooktown s
21 Isaacs M., Cooktown s 92 Jinks John, Bundaberg e
22 Isedale Alexander, Gympie s 93 Job J. (storekeeper), Bundaberg c
23 Isele M., Fisher and Vulture streets, South Bris- 94 Johansen and Christensen, Homebush c
bane c 95 Johansen -, Gatton c (2)
24 Isler Mrs., Homestead, Northern Railway o 96 Johansen Mrs. C., Red Hill, Gympie c (2)
25 Ives David, St. George o c (2) 97 John Stephen, Pine street, Ipswich u k
98 Johns E. F. R., Mount Cotton c
99 John J., Mossman's Paddock, Charters  Towers c
J. 100 Johns Walter, Walker's Pocket, Gympie u k
101 Johnsen John (labourer), Boggo road o c
1 JACK Mrs. (care of Hern), Gordon Downs Station c 102 Johnsen John, Jimbour Station o
2 Jack A., Gairloch c 103 Johnsen Miss Laura, Abbott  street,  Cairns c
3 Jack George, P.O. Maryborough c 104 Johnsen P., P.O. Ipswich c
4 Jack Thos., Gordon Downs c 105 Johnson Capt., Coomba, Rockhampton e
5 Jack W. T. (carpenter), Thursday Island o 106 Johnson -, Johnsonian Club, Brisbane c (2)
6 Jack Blue Arse, Peak Downs Station c 107 Johnson Mrs., Rosa  street , Brisbane c
7 Jacklin William, P.O. Townsville c 108 Johnson Mrs., Wister Cottage, Petrie  terrace c
8 Jackson -, Cairns c 109 Johnson A., Trafalgar,  Diamantina road c
9 Jackson Mrs. Edwin, P.O. Charters Towers u k 110 Johnson Mrs. C., Comet c
10 Jackson E., Geraldton c 111 Johnson D., Yaamba road c
11 Jackson Mrs. E., Geraldton in 112 Johnson Fredk., Rockhampton o c
12 Jackson F. D., Brisbane s 113 Johnson Fred  (care  of Mrs. Aitkens), Toowoomba c
13 Jackson George,  Bazaar street , Maryborough c 114 Johnson F., Edward  street ,  Brisbane c
14 Jackson G., Charters Towers c 115 Johnson F. T., P.O.  Brisbane f
15 Jackson G., Townsville c 116 Johnson G. A., Ferry street, Bundaberg a
16 Jackson John (care of Mrs. Rouske), Qeeenton c 117 Johnson H., Augathulla c
17 Jackson Joseph Robert, Brandon u k (2) 118 Johnsou Mrs. H ., Horse-shore  Bend, Gympie
18 Jackson J., Inskip Point c 119 Johnson Jas., Belyando c
19 Jackson J., Hospital, Townsville c 120 Johnson Jas., Bundaberg e
20 Jackson J. S., Townsville c 121 Johnson Mrs. John, P.O. Ross  Island o
21 Jackson Richard, Fairymead, Bundaberg o 122 Johnson Joseph (carpenter ), P.O. Cooktown c
22 Jackson Thomas, Manuka Station c 123 Johnson J., P.O. Aramac c
23 Jackson T., Moorooloo  Station c 124 Johnson J., Davenport Downs c
24 Jackson T. E., P.O. Bundaberg s 125 Johnson J. P., P.O.  Brisbane c
2.5 Jackson William (cabinet -maker ), Charters  Towers c 126 Johnson  Mars,  Rainbow Ridge,  Charters Towers c
26 Jac Poore (fruiterer ),  Roma e 127 Johnson P., Thompson  street ,  Brisbane c
27 Jacob J.  Bundaberg e 128 Johnson  Mrs. S. H., Charters Towers a
28 Jacobs 'William,  Mitche ll o 129 Johpson T. P., P.O.  Brisbane f
29 Jaques  Agustus , Capella c 130 Johnson W., P.O. Blackall c
30 Jago John ,  Wickham street ,  Brisbane c (2) 131 Johnson W. (care of Robertson), Amy street,  Spring
31 James F. W., Hughenden c Hill c
32 James C. C., Bulimba c 132 Johnson W. A., Eulo o
33 James F. W., Marathon Hotel, Hughenden c 1.33 Johnson W. G., P.O. Cooktown c
34 James Mrs. Elizabeth, Amber road, North Rock- 134 Johnson W. H., Bogantungan c
hampton c 135 Johnson Captain W. H., Brisbane e
35 James H. C., Thompson's Hotel, Cairns c 136 Johnson W. P., Ann  street,  Valley c
36 James  Mrs. M. A., Water street, South Brisbane c 137 Johnston Mrs., Coorparoo c
37 James Richard engineer), Peak Downs Station o 138 Johnston Mrs., Townsville c
38 James R., Peak Downs c (6) 139 Johnston Mrs., Walker  street , Maryborough a
39 James R., Charters Towers u k 140 Johnston Alfred, P.O. Blackall in
40 James  R. H., One-Mile c (2) 141 Johnston Charles, Fortitude Valley c
41 James S., Gympie c 142 Johnston C. R., Cook  street , Townsville c
42 Jamieson Joseph,  Terra ce  street , Ipswich o c 143 Johnston C. N., Thornsborough c
43 Jane J. L. (s.s. "Duke Westminster"), Brisbane uk 144 Johnston Fred, Ipswich e
44 Janes -, Richmond c 145 Johnston G. A., Ferry street, Maryborough c
45 Janes F. W., P.O. Richmond c (2) L46 Johnston  Mrs. H ., Bolsover  street, Rockhampton c
46 Janes G., Paris street , Brisbane c 147 Johnston  James , Belyando e
47 Janke William, P.O. Townsville 148 Johnston Mrs. J.,  Hardgrave road,  South Brisbane c
48 Jansen J., Townsville c 149 Johnston Miss L., Wharf  street, Brisbane u k
49 Jacques Guss (carrier ), Pine Hill c 150 Johnston Mrs. Mary, Mitchell o c
50 Jardine Mrs., Wickham  street , Valley c 151 Johnston Mrs. M. M., Drew street, Charters Towers c
51 Jardine Mrs. Stanley  street,  Townsville c 152 Johnston  Sam (care of  Mrs. Cargol), Logan road c
52 Jardine J. W., South Bundaberg s 153 Johnston Mrs. S., Alexandra  Boarding -house,
53 Jarvis A., Petrie Terrace c Rockhampton c
54 Jefferies S., Wharf  street , Brisbane c 154 Johnston W., Logan Downs c
55 Jeffery Alfred (care of Wilson and Co.), Sugar 155 Johnston W., Spring Creek, Drayton c
Mills, near Brisbane u k 156 Johnston W. Joseph, Cemetery  street ,  Brisbane s
56 Jeffery  Samuel , Waterview terrace, South Bris- 157 Johnstone David, Railway Station, Toowoomba o
bane c 158 Johnstone F., Moolboolaman c
57 Jeffries Mrs., Waterview, South Brisbane c 159 Johnstone Harry, North Rockhampton c
58 Jeffries R., Middle Ridge c 160 Johnstone James (care of Quinn), Ravenswood
59 Jeffries  Samuel , Waterview terrace, South Bris- Junction o
bane c (2) 161 Johnstone S., Boundary street,  Brisbane c
60 Jelf, George, P.O. Jericho c 162 Jonathan Fredk . (farmer ), Rocky Waterholes o c
61 Jelley A., P.O. Brisbane u k 163 Jones -, Rosewood Scrub c
62 Jemmenson  Thomas  (care  of  Gosseur), Cabbage-tree 164 Jones -, Amby Downs c
Creek e 165 Jones - (cook), Wellshot c
63 Jenkins -, Spring Creek c 166 Jones Mrs., Amby Downs c
64 Jenkins -,  Bundaberg c 167 Jones Mrs., P.O. Jondaryan u k
65 Jenkins Mrs., Charlotte  st reet ,  Brisbane e 168 Jones A. B., Junction, Mitchell Downs c
66 Jenkins , Charles , Cairns c (2) 169 Jones A. H., P.O . Townsville s
67 Jenkins F., Logan  Railway e 170 Jones A. R., Wickham  terrace c
68 Jenkins George, P.O. Mitchell e 171 Jones C., William street, Valley c
69 Jenkins John,  Bingera c 172 Jones David, P.O. Rockhampton u k
70 Jenkins R., Blackall c 173 Jones David, West End,  Brisbane c
71 Jenkins T. J., Retreat Farm, Drayton c 174 Jones D., Raglan street, Charters Towers c
72 Jenkinson  Mrs. (care  of Newton), Milton u k 175 Jones D., One-Mile c
73 Jenkins, Thomas,  Bell street , Ipswich o c,' 176 Jones D. R., Richmond P.O. e
74 Jennings Miss, Carlton  House u k 177 Jones D. R., Townsville c
75 Jenson Anton,  Mackay o c 178 Jones Edward, P.O., Ipswich u k
76 Jensen A., Gympie c 179 Jones  Mrs. Elizabeth , Oxford street Rockhampton: c
77 Jensen G., Gympie c 180 Jones  Mrs. E .,  Hodgkinson street ,  Charters Teweru c
Jensen H.  M. Bundaberg e
*
181 Jones Fredk.,  Cairns c
79 Whava Creek cJensen Jens., 182 Jon es George  (farmer ),  P.0. Biisbans o e
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183 Jones G. A., Brisbane c (2) 47 Keling Gefery, Gehain c
184 Jones Henr ic cG m 48 Kellar C Withers-(care of Anderson) Retreat Creek
185
y, y p
Jones Hugh, Dalby c
. ,,field c
186 Jones H., Day Dawn Ridge, Charters Towers c 49 Kelleher M. F., Toowoomba o
187 Jones H. A., Charleville s 50 Kelleher John, Evesham Station c
188 Jones Jas. (saddler), Yaamba road c (2) 51 Kelleher John, Mitchell o
189 Jones John Bathurst, Lagoon Fawn, Ipswairh c 52 Keller Friedrich (care of Grimes), Bogg o
190 Jones Mrs. John, Ravenswood Junction c 53 Kellerman Charles, Fanning o
191 Jones Miss Josey, P.O. Townsville c 54 Kelley Mrs. Win., P.O. Brisbane c
192 Jones J. H., Muttaburra a 55 Kelly Cairns c
193 Jones J. (care of Young), Evorsham Station s ..16 Kelly Rockhampton c
194 Jones J., Logan Railway Junction c 57 Kelly Mrs., Bundaberg c
195 Jones J. J., Walker's Pocket, Gympie c 58 Kelly Mrs., P.O. Hughenden c
196 Jones  Miss  Kate, P.O. Brisbane u k 59 Kelly Sergeant, Roma c
197 Jones Mrs. Lucy L.  L., Bogantungan c (3) 60 Kelly A. (care of McLean), Mingralanlxne s
198 Jones Mary, Charlotte  street , Brisbane o 61 Kelly David,  Fortescue  street, Spring Hill o c
199 Jones  Mrs. M . (care of Allen), Eton c 62 Kelly Frank (care of Sanford), Gympie c
200 Jones Mrs. M., Yellow Waterholes, Nebo c 63 Kelly Mrs. F., William street, Rockhampton e
201 Jones Miss  M., Hughenden c 64 Kelly Mrs. H. S., Wellington Reef, Charters Towers c
202 Jones  R., Bushman 's Arms, 80-Mile c 65 Kelly James (care of Beale and Co.), Brisbane c
203 Jones R Bulimba c 66 Kelly James Qut en's Park Reserve North Rock
204
.,
Jones R., Custom House Hotel, Bundaberg c
, ,hampton c
205 Jones R., Betts Creek c 67 Kelly John, Bundaberg and Mount Perry Railway
206 Jones R. A., Charters Towers o uk(2)
207 Jones Mrs. P., Overland's Saw Mills, Charters 68 Kelly John, P.O. Gympie c
Towers c 69 Kelly John J., Elderslie Station, Winton c (2)
208 Jones T. H., 48 George street, Brisbane c 70 Kelly Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o
209 Jones Thomas Owen, P.U. Gympie u k (2) 71 Kelly Mrs. Mary, Ipswich o
210 Jones Thos., Cairns c 72 Kelly M., Mulgrave c211Jones T., P.O. One-Mile c (2) 73 Kelly P., Lakes Creek Works c
212 Jones T. (coachbuilder), Roma s 74 Kelly Patrick J., Harvey's Camp, Canobie c213Jones T., Strathdarr Station s 75 Kelly Patrick J. J., Maxwelton Station c
214 Jones William, Clermont o 76 Kelly P. (shoemaker), Gladstone c
215 Jones William (miner ), Charters Towers o c 77 Kelly P., Capella c (6)
216 Jones Wm., Alma  street, Rockhampton c 78 Kelly S., Maryborough c
217 Jones W., Brunswick street, Valley s 79 Kelly William, Cape River c
218 Jones W., Roma Hotel, Roma s 80 Kelly Wm., Howard c
219 Jones W. M., Maryborough c 81 Kelly W. (care Parbury, Lamb, and Raff), Brisbane c
2.0 Johnstone C. N., Thornborough c 82 Keltie David, P.O. Bundaberg s
221 Jordan --, Cairns c 83 Kelvin J., Logan c
222 Jordan  Miss,  Long Bridge, Rockhampton c 84 Kemp E., P.O. Toowoomba s
223 Jordan John, Dalby c &5 Kemp James (labourer), Tewantin o c
224 Jordan R., Stewart's Creek, Johnstone River u k 86 Keminiski A., Adelaide  street, Maryborough c
225 Jorgensen  Hans,  Logan's Creek, Esk c 87 Kempthorne Mrs. C., Oakey Creek c
226 Joyce H. C., Nive Downs, Augathella n z 88 Kendrick A., Nive Downs f
227 Joyce Joseph (billiard-marker), Thursday Island o c 89 Kenna W., Gyinpie c
228 Joyce T., P.O. Jericho c 90 Kennedy Mrs., 39 Wharf street, Brisbane c
229 Jubb Eliza, Fontland Farm, Drayton c 91 Kennedy -, Musket Flat c
230 Judge  Eliza , Hazeldean o 92 Kennedy Charles, Blythdale s
231 Jungman F., Capella c 93 Kennedy George, Bundaberg c
232 Junin Thomas, Petrie's Bight o c 94 Kennedy  Miss  Janie, Derwent Hotel, Townsville n z
233 Just L., P.O. Brisbane u k 95 Kennedy John, Lilyvale c
234 Just W. M., Cootharaba c (2) 96 Kennedy John, P.O. Brisbane c
235 Jydth -, Merton road, Brisbane c 97 Kennedy John Wesley, P.O. Brisbane u k
98 Kennedy J. F., Rockhampton c
99 Kennedy J., Queen street, Gympie c
S. 100 Kennedy T., Gympie c
101 Kennedy William (care of Johnson ), Manfred
1 KABLER Henry, George street, Brisbane c Downs u k (5)
2 Kairnon J., Bundaberg c (2) 102 Kennedy W., Bulimba c
3 Kaisehagen W., Gympie c 103 Kennedy W., Inglewood o
4 Kaiser - (mining surveyor), Thornborough o c 104 Kenny Airs. Anna, P.O. South Brisbane o c
5 Kalmund A., P.O. One-Mile c 105 Kenny Bernard, Gympie u k
6 Kariks J. H. H., Brisbane c 106 Kenny David (miner ), Gympie c
7 Karleson J., Laidley c 107 Kenny Patrick, Cooktown o
8 Karlsen -, Mackay c 108 Kenny Thomas, Moggill c
9 Karoll Mrs. F., P.U. Maryborough f 109 Kent G., Brisbane c
10 Kaulto  Matson , P.O. Brisbane f 110 Kent Thomas (wheelwright), Northampton Station c
11 Kavanagh P., Powell's Camp, Evesham c 111 Kent T. (care of Jones), Barcaldine Station c (2)
12 Kawgui -, P.O. Townsville c 112 Kent Thomas, Vindex Station o
13 Kay Mrs. Robt., Ann street, George street, Bris- 113 Kenwick -, Howard c
bane e c 114 Kenny H., Mackay c
14 Kayser - (minin  surveyor), Herberton c 115 Keogh Mrs., Mackay o
15 Keane J., Myrtle Creek c 116 Keots E., Albert Saw-mills (Crow's Nest) a
16 Keane Miss M. A., Charters Towers c 117 Keogh Hy., Charters Towers c (2)
17 Keane P., Valley c 118 Keogh Mrs. M., Bogantungan c
18 Kearley George, Terrace street, New Farm c 119 Kerber Ferdinand, Nive Downs c
19 Kearney Michael, Greenmount Farm, Toowoomba c 120 Kerber Franz Neilson, Coinno>ugle, Roekharnpton e
20 Kea rney Mrs . M., Lockyer's Creek c 121 Kerney Mrs. E., Bolsover lane, Rockhampton c
21 Kearney Thomas, P.O. Richmond Downs c 122 Kerridge J. (blacksmith). Maryborough c
22 Keatinge  and Molloy, P.O. Muttaburra c 123 Kerr -, Kangaroo Point c
23 Keating  Andrew,  Rosa  Island f 124 Kerr P. W., Johnstone River c
24 Keating  M., Valley c 125 Kerr Win. (wheelwright), Betts Creek (2)
25 Keating  P. J., Herberton c 126 Kershan William, P.U. Brisbane u k
26 Keating William,  Freezing  Works, Queenspoit c 127 Kershaw William, Mudgeraba Saw-mills o c
i 27 Keats - (care of  Griffiths, ironfoundry), Too-128 Ketle George, Union Foundry, Maryborough c
woomba c 129 Kettlewell C. P., Brisbane c
28 Keatz Edward, P.O. Brisbane s 130 Kettle R. (miner), Rockhampton c
29 Keaveny John, Lakes Creek u k 131 Kevin Roger, P.U. Roma u k
30 Kedston W., Maryborough c 132 Kewin Edwin, (bushman), P.O. Mitchell o c
31 Keefe -, Tiaro c 133 Keys Edward, Key Farm, Ipswich c
32 Keefe Andrew, Sandy Creek, Charters Towers c 134 Keys Charles  (carrier ), Winton c
3.3 Keefer D., Nive Downs c 135 Keyes Patrick, Maryborough o c
34 Keely Miss M., P.O. Blackall c 136 Keys W. H. (care of Atkins), Ayrshire Downs c ;2)
35 Keen, Thomas, Yeulba c 137 Keyson -, Ganges street, West End c
36 Keenan John, P.O. Brisbane u k 138 Kidwell T. H., P.O. Townsville c
:47 Keene G., Wickham street, Valley c 139 Kiernan  Miss  (care of Petersen), New Farm c
38 Keene T. senr., Stone Park, Brisbane s 140 Kiepe Carl, Toowoomba c
39 Keep J., Warwick s 141 Kilby Mrs. W. Alfred street, Valley u k
40 Keer Geo., P.O. Rockhampton c 142 Kileher T., Charleville c
41 Keid J. H., Stanley street, South Brisbane c 143 Kilkely James, P.O. Brisbane u k
42 Keighly Edward, 19 Bowen street, Brisbane e 144 Killoran Michael, Ravenswood Junction c
43 Keighle E. C. (care of Townatall), Brisbane f 145 Kincart Sam, Rockhampton c
44 Keirse  J., Muttaburra c 146 King -, Walker's Pocket c
45 Keith Geo. B., P.O. Waterford o 147 King A. (care of Win. Kin'), Isis c
Keith James (selector), Russell River c, 148 King Mrs. E. M., Red $ill, Gympie c
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14 King F. G., Haddon Down s 43 Langhorne John Lewis, Y.O. Rockhampton u k
150 King George, King's Cross Farm, Bundaberg c 44 Langley James, Afton Downs, Hughencien o c
1:;1 King James (miner), One-Mile o c 45 Langton A., Ross Island c
152 King Pat., Dagworth, Winton c 46 Langton Mrs. Alice,  Ross  Island c (2)
153 King R. (s. s. " Cloncurry "), Cooktown u k 47 Langhton Geo. R., Geraldton c
154 King William, Sportinan's Arms, Betts Creek o 48 Langhton Thomas, Isis Downs o
155 King Wm., G mpie c 49 Lannan Miss Ann P.O. Brisbane o c
156 Kinnoud J., Cootharaba c (2) 50 Lannon Reuben, charters Towers c and s (2)
157 Kirchner Herman, Coochin s 51 Lappe Ludwig, East Maryborough c
158 Kirhner Frederick (care of McPherson) Amby 52 Lapraix Mrs. J., Highgate Hill, South Brisbane c
Station c 53 Lapworth Joseph, Poplar Farm, Ipswich c
159 Kirk Miss Mary, P.O. Gympie u k 54 Larkin -, North Rockhampton c
160 Kirk Mrs. W., Richmond Downs u k 55 Larkin John G., P.U. Brisbane s
161 Kirken John, Brisbane c 56 Larkin Michael, P.O. Townsville in (2)
162 Kirkland Chas. (engine driver), Gympie c 57 Larrens P., Brisbane c
163 Kitchen John, P.U. Brisbane u k 58 Larsen Ole, Maryborough c
164 Kitchen J., P.U. Brisbane u k 59 Larsen L. A., Bundaberg c
165 Kleil H. A., Diddelebah c 60 Larson C., P.O. Brisbane s
166 Klein H., Warnambool Downs c 61 Larson L. C., Charters Towers c
167 Kleir August (waiter), Gympie c 62 Lathan W., Normanby Hill, Brisbane c
168 Kline Andrew (care of Miclaud), Sand Creek c 63 Lattimer -,  Saw Mills,  Tingxlpa c
169 Kloyye Frederick, Rockhampton f 64 LanderJohn (passenger  s.s. "Duke of Sutherland'")
170 Knight and Fraser, Charters Towers c Townsville c
171 Knight E., P.O. South Brisbane u k 65 Laughlin James (stockman ), P.O. Brisbane o c
172 Knight G. H., Gym ie c (2) 66 Laughrey James, Hiy/henden u k
173 Knight R. P., P.O. Brisbane u k 67 Langridge David,  Bundaberg c
174 Knirke Miss Louisa, Gowrie road c 68 Laurance  Mrs. Mary,  P.O. Rockhampton u k
175 Knowles -, Brunswick street, New Farm c 69 Laurens Mrs., Bowen  Terrace c
176 Knowles -, Waterworks road, Red Hill c 70 Laurie David, P.O. Rockhampton c (3)
177 Knox A., Aramac s 71 Lave Thomas, P.O . Brisbane o c
178 Knox W., Cairns c 72 Lavercombe W. (care Duffy), Little Amby c
179 Knox Mrs. John, Kelvin Grove road c 73 Lavey William, Gympie o  and c (2)
180 Knox Thos., Cairns c 74 Lavis Thos. (care Evans ), South Toolburrao
181 Knox William, Brisbane c 75 Lavis Thos., P.O. Dulacca s
182 Knudson  Miss  (care of  Mrs. Rawson), Maryborongh c 76 Law Mrs., North Ipswich c
183 Koerner E., Mitchell c 77 Law H. J., Boggo c
184 Koester W., P.O. Cairns c (2) 78 Lawer P. C., Te Kowai, Mackay c
185 Kohn W., Laidley c 79 Lawrence Mrs. A., P.O. Rockhampton c
1s1; Kolley W., South Brisbane m 80 Lawrence D., Townsville o
187 Kong Yuen (gardener), Rockhampton o c 81 Lawrence Frederick, P.O. Blackall u k
188 Koppe Mrs. 1)., Queenton  c 82 Lawrence H., P.O. Pine Hill c
189 Korber Ferdinand, Nive Downs c 83 Lawrence Sol. L. (commercial traveller ), P.U. Mary;
190 Korbez Ferdinand, Nive Downs c borough c (7)
191 Kouchloskie John, Maryborough c 84 Lawrence W. D. (s.s. "Keilawarra"),  Brisbane c
192 Kraft F., East Brisbane c 85 Lawrie William A., P.U. Townsville u k (2)
193 Krager Mrs., Logan road c 86 Lawrie  W. S., Rockhampton c
194 Krehuke Christopher,  Main Range  Farm, Too 87 Lawson  Mrs. C. A., Ross  Island c (2)
woomba c 88 Lawson Mrs. Elizabeth, Ross Island c
195 Kretschinann  Frederick, Yandilla c 89 Lawson  Mrs. L.,  Ross Island c
191; Krich M., Gowrie road c 90 Lawson  Michael, New Zealand Insurance Co.,
197 Krough H., P.U. Mackay c Bunda berg o
198 Krumbach W., P.O. Bundaberg c 91 Lawson Wni., Townsville c
199 Krupp T., Gatton u k 92 Lea Wm., 24 Gang, Walton Creek, Central Railway c
200 Kuhlke George  Heinrich , P.U. Brisbane u k 93 Leach J.,  Sandgate c
201 Kum Gin, Westland f 94 Leahy Al.,  Reidsville c
202 Kum Wor, Townsville a 95 Leahy  Thomas, Princess street ,  Petrie Terrace c
203 Kung Sing, Gym )1e c 96 Leary John, 24 Albert  street ,  Brisbane c
204 Kutzinann Mrs. Maria, Charters Towers o c 97 Leaver T. P. P. (care of Macarthur, (railway
T b
98
oowoomsurveyor), a m
Lebris Mrs., Peat's Ferry, P.O. Homebush s
L. 99 Ledwidge Joseph,  Brisbane o
100 Ledwith James -,  Brisbane c
1 LABURNXY -, Lakes Creek c 101 Lee Mrs.,  Brunswick street ,  Brisbane c
2 Lacey P., Marathon, Hughenden c 102 Lee Chas. (gardener ), Cootharaba roads
3 Lackey -, P.U. Brisbane n z 103 Lee Charles May, Coliney  Station ,  Pine Hill c
4 Ladden Mrs. P., Georgetown c 104 Lee E., Charleville s
5 Ladbrook Richard, Y.O. Brisbane u k 105 Lee George, P.O. Townsvile s
6 Lade - (wood -carter ), Logan road c 106 Lee George (Matthew' s Circus), P.U. Brisbane m
7 Lade Carl, Woolloongabba c 107 Lee G. (agent Matthew 's World  Circus), Mary-
8 Lade It., Bulimba Creek c borough s
9 Lafield Alexander, P.O. Pine Hill c 108 Lee John (saddler ),  Bu lloo Downs s
10 Laidlaw Walter, Rockhampton c 109 Lee John, Beauly Estate, South Brisbane •c
11 Laing George, P.O. Brisbane o c 110 Lee John (fruiterer ), Dalby c
12 Laing J., Pilot  Station , Cooktown c 111 Lee  Mrs. Laurence , P.O. Ipswich u k
13 Laing  Miss  M., Charters Towers c 112 Lee M., Glenearn,  Surat c
14 Laird James, P.O. Townsville u k (3) 113 Lee Patrick, Y.O. Blackall u k (2)
15 Lakin  Horace James,  P.O. Brisbane o 114 Lee William, P.U. Aramac c
16 Lally  J. (farmer ),  Gracemere c 115 Lee William, P.O. Dalby o c
17 Lamb H., Townsville c 116 Lee W., Burrum, Maryborough s?
18 Lamb Robert,  Barcaldine Station c 117 L ee Mrs.  W., Pine Hill c
19 Lamb  Mrs. Rosanna , Mowbray Town, Kangaroo 118 Lee Chong Mrs., P. O. Brisbane c
Point o c 129 Lee  Eck (storekeeper ), Port Douglas c
20 Lambe - (tobacconist), Brunswick  street c 120 Lee King, Roma c
21 Lambe William, Y.U. Townsville c 121 Lees John,  Brisbane o
22 Lambert - (wheelwright ), Southport c 122 Lees Wah, Townsville c
23 Lambert John, Roma c 123 Lee Poe, Port Douglas c
24 Lambert P. J., Denison  street, Rockhampton c 124 Lefebure  B., Palace  Hotel,  Brisbane H
25 Lambert  T., Springsure c 125 Le Feuvre F. (saddler), Esk c
26 Lamond J., Thompson  Estate c 126 Leguss A., Mary street, Brisbane c
27 Lam Sing, Port Douglas c 127 Lehye C., Amby Downs, Roma c
28 Lancashire  Geo., Petrie's Bight c 128 Leigh Mrs. H. A., " The  Oaklands ,"  Leigh Estate,
29 Land John, P.O. Townsville u k Rockhampton s
30 Landblow John (care of Wylie), Beaconsfield Station, 129 Leibow P. M., Charters  Towers o
Aramac u k 130 Leishman  Ellen  (care of Mrs .  Kift ),  Shorncliffe,
31 Landells -, Sandy Creek c Sandgate o
32 Lane  Mrs., Southport c 131 Leitch David, P.O. Brisbane u k
33 Lane J. J., Survey Camp, Port Douglas o 132 Lenard  Mrs. (midwife ), Russell street, South
34 Lane William,  Main street,  Brisbane u k Brisbane c
3.5 Lane W., Carandotta c 133 Lenhoff - (carrier ), Gayndah c
86 Laneberg J. (bootinaker), Ann street, Brisbane c 134 Lenehan Denis, Lerida Station c
37 Lang John, Gladstone c 135 Lenatti James,  Barcaldine c
38 Lang John, P.O. Rockhampton u k 136 Lennox David, Eton c
39 Lang J., P.O. Rockhampton s 137 Lennox Mrs. E., Millcliester c
40 Lang  Sgniuel  T., Charters Towers c 138 Lennox John (care  ,of Stewart- Bros.), Ruckwuod
41 Langan F. (labourer), Bundaberg o c Station u k
42 Lange  Heinrich ,  Freudenthal  Farm, Toowo.omba c 139 Lent h ., Evesham c
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140 Leonard Christopher, Y.O. Betts Creek c 238 Long David, P.O. Brisbane c
141 Leonard Robert, P.O. Winton c 239 Long David, Charters Towers s
142 Leong All Yek, China Flat, Gympie s 240 Long Miss Elley, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
143 Leslie Mrs. (care of Mrs. Kent), Valley c 241 Long F. W., Vulture street, South Brisbane c
144 Leslie A., P.O. Brisbane c 242 Long H. C. (care of M. C. Long), P.U. Fortitude
145 Leslie Chas. (professional singer), Brisbane s Valley c
146 Leslie George, Cairns c 243 Long Jeremiah, Norton c
147 Leslie Thomas, Brisbane c 244 Long John, Retro Siding o
148 Levi Mrs., Perry street, Spring Hill c 24.) Long J. W. (school teacher), Brisbane c
159 Levy H. (commercial traveller), P.O. Brisbane s 246 Long P., Gympie c (2)
150 Lew Charles, P.O. Coorparoo c 247 Longden J. N. (mining manager), Charters Towers c
151 Lewis Charles, Monkland, Gympie c 248 Longland G. (railway surreyor), Betts Creek c
152 Lewis D., Aramac c 249 Longman James, Hardgrave road, South Brisbane c
153 Lewis E., Murray street, Rockhampton u k 250 Lon Dick (gardener), Roma c
154 Lewis George, Gympie c 251 Lord David, P.U. Brisbane u k (2)
155 Lewis M. L., Gympie c 252 Lord F., Jondaryan c
156 Lewis Robert, (;lydesdale Sugar Mill, Hemmant c 253 Lord Mrs. Jean L., Peel street, South Brisbane c
157 Lewis Thos., Charters Towers c 254 Lord Robert, Drysdale Ponds, Maranoa River c (2)
158 Lewis Thomas (care of Carson), Leichhardt Downs, 255 Lord R. G., East Darr Station, Muttaburra c
Rockhampton f 256 Lorrens Mrs. Englebert, Kangaroo Point c
159 Lewis T. A. and Co., Toowoomba c 257Lorrigan T., Logan Railway c
160 Lewis W., Grey street, South Brisbane c 258Lostur Mrs., Rockwood Station c
161 Lewis W. F., Kangaroo Point c 259 Loughary James, P.O. Hughenden u k
162 Lewis W. G., Harcourt andChester streets, Valley uk 260 Loughry James, P.O. Muttaburra o and c (2)
163 Liberth -, Thompson Estate, Brisbane c 261 Loughry James, P.O. Hughendeu u k
164 Licht John Fred, Licht Farm, Toowoomba c 262 Louse M., Temple Buildings, Queen street, Bris-
165 Lidde Peter, P.O. Walloon o bane c
166 Liddell John, P.O. Port Douglas c 263 Loveday Miss R., Ocean View, Southport o
167 Linahan R., Amby c 264 Lovegrove C., Fort Constantine Cloncurry s
168 Linch F., Pine Hill c 265 Lovegrove C. R., Cloncurry c
179 Lincoln J. (care of Willoughby Thorne), P.O. Eulo o 266 Lovell Miss Nellie, P.O. Cooktown in
170 Lincum Thomas (hotel-keeper), Winton c 267 Lovett Edward (travelling cattle), Broadsound to
171 Linden Charles, Barcaldine o Clermont c
172 Linden C., P.O. Winton c 268 Low Mrs. D., Augathella c
173 Linden H., Gympie c 269 Low Thos. S., P.U. Brisbane c
174 Linden James, Herberton o 270 Low All Mow, Port Douglas c
175 Linden James, Barcaldine Station c 271 Lowe Miss L., P.O. Charters Towers s
176 Lindgren C., Yarrawin Station, Warra Creek s 272 Lower Edwin Thos., Townsville c
177 Lindrum Alexander, Stanthorpe c 273 Lowes W., Minnie Block, Northcote c
178 Lindsay - (care of Armstrong), Plain Creek c 274 Loxton Mrs. F., Ann street, Brisbane c
189 Lindsay -, Mackay c 275 Loyd A., Muttaburra c
180 Lindsay James, Braeside Colliery, Bundaberg c 276 Loyd J., Kelvin Grove road c
181 Lindsay Jno., Windorah, c 277 Luace Miss M., P.O. Charters Towers c
182 Lindsay Peter, Gympie c 278 Lucas G. R., Clermont c
183 Lin Dy, Millchester s 279 Lucas Miss L. (care of Mrs. Ellens), Goodna c
184 Lingard Mrs. J., 31 Upper Edward street, 280 Lucas Miss M., P.O. Charters Towers c
Spring Hill s 281 Lucas Mrs. R. (carrier), Charleville c
185 Lingwood Mrs. M., Sandy Ridge, Blackall c 282 Luck E. C., Coobirie, Comet c
186 Linnehan James (care of O'Lery), 23 Mile Camp, 283 Luckay August, Brassall, Ipswich c
Stanthorpe Railway c 284 Ludewig Rudolph, Pine Hill c
187 Linneman J., Jericho c 285 Ludgate Henry (miner), P.O. Brisbane o c
188 Linninglon J., Railway Extension, Q.C. Railway c 286 Luhr Franz (labourer), Beenleigh o c
189 Lin On Tie Johnstone River c 287 Luken C. (carrier), Winton c
190 Lin Yer Hop, Muttaburra c 288 Luker W Woolloongabba s
191 Lister G. F., Mount Pleasant, Mackay c 289 Lumb R. If. (care of Stuart Bros. and McCaughey),
192 Lister J., Kelvin Grove c Rockwood Station m (3)
193 Lister P. M., Charters Towers o 290 Lumsden J. (butcher), Upper Kedron c
194 Lister Thomas, Brisbane c 291 Lund A., Evesham c
195 Little Mrs., Mortimer, Ipswich c 292 Lund Carl (labourer), Maryborough o c
196 Little Mrs. Mary Anne, P.O. Brisbane f 293 Lund Edward, Cairns c
197 Litsin Martin, Sandy Creek f 294 Lund Martin, Evesham c (2)
198 Litzster -, Saw-mills, Townsville c 295 Lung Carl, Monkland c
199 Liveston Mrs., P.O., Charters Towers m 296 Lunn Mary Annie, Ixion Farm, Gympie c
200 Livingstone Mrs. Agnes, P.U. Charters Towers m 297 Lunney Patrick, Hughenden o c
201 Livingstone Mrs. Agnes, P.O. Townsville s 298 Lyall W. (saddler), Muttaburra c
202 Livingstone A. M., Charters Towers c 299 Lynam --, Rockhampton o
203 Llewelln Henry, Peter Creek, Cobb's Camp u k 300 Lynch Edward, Mackay o c
204 Llewellyn H. W., Plane Creek c 301 Lynch Hugh, Cooktown c
205 Lloyd Alice, Bowen o 302 Lynch James, Belyando, Pine Hill u z
206 Lloyd A. H., Dumbleton, Mackay c 303 Lynch Jeremiah, P.U. Winton c
207 Lloyd David (packer), Herberton in 304 Lynch Pat. (railway ganger), Waterford and Logan
208 Lloyd G., P.O. Brisbane u k Line c (2)
219 Lloyd Harry, South Brisbane c 305 Lynch Wm. P., Winton c (2)
210 Lloyd James, Ann street, The Oval c 306 Lynch Thomas, Toowoomba c
211 Lloyd Mrs. Kate, William street, Gregory terrace 307 Lynch Thomas, P.O. Warwick c
c 308 Lynch Will., Richmond Downs o c
212 Lloyd L., Muttaburra s 309 Lyndin C., Saxby Station c
213 Lloyd R. H., P.O. Brisbane c 310 Lynn John (labourer), P.O. Brisbane o c
214 Lloyd W., Rockhampton c 311 Lynn N. (care of B. Lynn, Survey Office), Brisbane
215 Lloyd W. J., P.O. Alberton c 312 Lynngqust W., Beehive c
216 Lloyd W., Northampton Downs c 313 Lyons Mrs., Bogantungan c
217 Loader Beatty (journalist), Hughenden u k 314 Lyons Frank, Ipswich road c
218 Lock William, Royal Hotel, Brisbane c 315 Lyons John (care of Orr, carrier), Aramac c
219 Lockhart Mrs., Burenda Station s 316 Lyons Leo, Yaamba c
220 Lockhart T. (blacksmith), Elengow, Warrego River s 317 Lyons S., Brena Station, Landsborough c
221 Lockwood J. (care of M. Mitchell), Homebush road, 318 Lyon S. (engineer, s.s. "Bonnington "), Brisbane u k
Mackay u k 319 Lyons W., 92 Wharf street, Brisbane c
222 Loffy Jacob (contractor), Railway line, Townsville c 320 Lysaght Miss M. (care of Mrs. Highfield), Highgate
223 Logan Thomas, Southport s Hill, South Brisbane c
224 Logan William, Queen's Park Reserve, North Rock- 321 Lyte H., Beauly Estate, South Brisbane c
hampton c 322 Lythgue Thomas, Boggo road s
225 Logan W. (care of Langton Station), Peak Downs c
226 Logan W. (s.s. " New Guinea "), P.O. Brisbane u k
227 Logg W., Logan road c (2) X.
228 Lohmann John, Tate Tin Mines c
229 Lollier Miss Margaret (care of Patrick Carney), P.O. 1 MAAS B., Royal Hotel, Brisbane s
Bundaberg c 2 Mace Edward, Peel street, South Brisbane c (2)
230 Lomas and Coy., North Rockhampton c (2) 3 Mack Daniel, Ipswich c
231 Lonias F., North Rockhampton c 4 Macklin Miss A., Winchester College, Southport u k
232 Lomas Mrs. Sarah A., West End c .1 Madden Edward, Ann street, Valley s
233 Londroff Jemmy, Queen's Park Reserve, North 6 Madden -, Fort street, Maryborough c
Rockhampton c 7 Madwick E. C., Rockhampton s
234 Lonergan Thos., Australian Hotel, Muttaburra u k 8 Madigan Michael, P.O. Warwick c
235 Loney John, Charleston c 9 Maglone .Tohn (care of Cox), Ipswich o c
2343 Long , Boundary street, Brisbane a 10 Magoffin James, )soma o
237 Long B., North Rockhampton c 11 Maguire 11M. J., Cooktown o
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12 Magnay  H., Townsville c 108 Martin Mrs. J., New Farm c
13 Maher Daniel, Tulurra, near Muttaburra c 109 Martin J., Petrie Terrace c
14 Maher Miss M. J., East street, Rockhampton s 110 Martin J. B., Werna Station, Winton s
15 Maher P., P.O. Mackay o 111 Martin Owen, P.O. Townsville c
16 Maher Thos., P.O. Blackall c 112 Martin Mrs. P., P.O. Rockhampton o
17 Maher Thos., P.O. Blackall c 113 Martin R. W., Eagle Farm Junction c (2)
18 Maher Timothy, Pine Hill c 114 Martin Thomas, Townsville Grammar School in
19 Maher Timothy, Rockhampton o 115 Martin T., Mountside c
20 Maher Miss Kate (care  of Jones), Boonara Station c 116 Martin William, Police Office, Townsville c
21 Mahon P., Racecourse, S. and W. R. c 117 Martin Win., Ayrshire Downs c
22 Mahon T. H., Bundall, Southport c 118 Martin Wm., Edward street Brisbane c
23 Mahone -, Hamilton Railway Station c 119 Martyn Mrs. Mary, P.O. Brisbane c
24 Mahoney Logan c 120 Martyn -, Northampton c
25 Mahoney -, Capella o 121 Masers C., Y.O. Ipswich c
26 Mahoney Richard, Ravenswood Junction c 122 Mason J., Ipswich o
27 Mahoney W., Mount Shannon, Gowrie c 123 Mason Lottie, Depot Rockhampton o
28 Mahoney Thomas, Leichhardt  street,  Brisbane c 124 Massey James, Kedron Brook c
29 Mahoney T., Theresa Creek c 125 Massey Mrs. W., P.O. Waterworks road c
30 Mahoney William (care of T. Mahoney), Hutton 126 Mather W. H., Aramac road c
Lane o c 127 Mathers Alfred, Woolshed, Northampton Downs c
31 Mahony D., Malvern Hills, Blackall c 128 Matheson Donald, Herberton c
32 Mahony Mary A., Rockhampton o 129 Matheson Duncan (carrier ), P.O. Isisford c
33 Maidement H., Gordon Downs School c 130 Mathews --, Boggo road c
34 Maike C., East Maryborough c (2) 131 Mathews H., Rockhampton a
35 Maike W., East Maryborough c (2) 132 Mathews J. (care of McNamara), Rockwood  Station c
36 Mails Peter Henry, P.O. Blackall u k 133 Mathews W. J., Beta c (2)
37 Main John, P.O. Brisbane u k 134 Mathewson Jno., Beenleigh c
38 Mainwaring Thomas, P.O. Warwick o 135 Mathewson W., Aramac c
39 Mainwaring  William, P.O. Warwick s 136 Mathieson Colin, P.O. Roma o
40 Maing George ,  Bowen  Terrace c 137 Matsen Frank, Capella c and o (2)
41 Maire Adolph, Queen's Park Reserve, Rockhampton c 138 Matson and Peterson, Clermont c
42 Maitland G. R., Valley o 139 Matthews C. (World Circus), Maryborough s
43 Malcolm Ernest (labourer), Charleville o c 140 Matthews Mrs. H., Mitchell c
44 Malcolm John, Goondi  Plantation , Johnstone River c 141 Matthews Capt. Thos., Gympie a
45 Malam W., Betts Creek o c 142 Matthewson -, Wellington c
46 Mallett Thomas, Gympie c 143 Matthewson Mrs. E., Bolsover  street,  Rockhamp-
47 Malone Mrs. Bath Cottages, Montague road, ton c
South Brisbane o 144 Maule Mrs. Harry, P.O. Brisbane nn k
48 Malone Patrick, Brisbane Valley Branch o c 145 Maunton F. J. (miner), Dee River c
49 Malone P., Clermont c 146 Maurier Thomas, North Rockhampton c
50 Maloney -, Ipswich c 147 Jlauji Carmino, P.O. Brisbane u k
51 Maloney - (hawker), Amby c 148 Mayer James (care of  Fisk), Albion  Station,  Rich-
52 Maloney James, Rocky Waterholes c (2) mond Downs c
53 Maloney Lawrence ,  Mackay f 149 Mawby R. (carrier ),  P.U. Hughenden e
54 Malpas 0. K., Winton a 150 Mawdsley G., East street,  Rockhampton c
55 Malton Mrs. -A.,  Commissioners  Gully, Gympie c (3) 151 Mawhenny  -,  Dungeness c
56 Manley  C. (care Stuart Bros. ),  Rockwood c 152 Mawl Jas . (farmer ),  Plane Creek ,  Mackay c
57 Mann C. W., Blackall o 153 Maxwell R., Charleville c
58 Mann Capt. G. R., Ipswich a 154 May G., Charters  Towers c
59 Mann John ,  P.O. Brisbane u k 155 May Richard  E., P.O. Brisbane u k
60 Mann John, P.O. Brisbane u k (5) 156 May R. E., Portland  Station, near Isisford u k
61 Mannel Samuel , P.O. Winton c (2) 157 May R. E., Portland  Station u k
62 Manning  -,  Mitchell c 158 May Robert, P.O. Breakfast Creek s
63 Manning  P., Gunalda c 159 May Mrs. Sarah A., Ross  Island c
64 Mansfield  -,  Collinton  Station c 160 May Mrs. S. J., Ross Island c
65 Mansfield Roswell, Aramac f 161 May Mrs. S. J., Flinders street, Townsville c
66 Mansfield Roswell ,  Kilcummin Station c 162 May Thomas (drover), Charters Towers o c
67 Manson D., Townsville c 163 Maybank James, Etheridge Gold Field c
68 Mant C. E . E., Cedars,  Mackay o 164 Mayers W. G. (tobacconist),  Queen street, Bris-
69 ro PMarb Brisbane c bane c
70
.,y
Marches Lorenzo di Giovanni, Surat f 165 Maynard J. Howard, P.O. Brisbane c
71 Mardin E. (care of Land  Commissioner ),  Bunda- 166 Maynard  Miss  Mary, Apple-tree Flat, Yaamba ra
berg o c 167 Mayne  Bros.,  Withersfield c
72 Marefield -, No. 8 Gang, Capella c 168 Meade - Charleville c
73 Mari Miss Amelia (care of Henry Lewis), Cabool- 169 Meadow John (carrier ), Mitchell c
ture c 170 Meakin  and Skinner , Eden Farm ,  Fernvale c74Markey  Miss  Julia ,  P.U. Brisbane u k 171 Meakin James, Eden  Farm , Fernvale c
75 Marks -, Woolloongabba c 172 Meanwaring William, P.O. Warwick s
76 Marks David, P.O. Bowen c 173 Mears Ed., Hope street, South Brisbane c
77 Marks Henry,  Ruthven Station c 174 Mears W. R., P.O.  Brisbane c
78 Markwell W. Allison  (licensed surveyor ), George- 175 Meathan S., North Rockhampton c
town o c 176 Mede Edward (tank- sinker ), Charleville c
79 Markwell  Mrs. W . (care of Markwell ,  surveyor), 177 Medill J., Alpha c
Mackay c 178 Medlane Thos., Charters  Towers c
80 Markwick  A. J., Queen  street ,  Brisbane c 179 Medley Daniel, Cairns c
81 Marlke Rudolph ,  Bundaberg c 180 Medlicott H., St. Lawrence s (2)
82 Marlow G., Dalby u k 181 Medlicott H. E., Richmond Downs c
83 Marlow Mrs .  M., Dalby c 182 Medows Wm., Alice Downs c
84 Marney D., P.O. Brisbane c 183 Meeghan Eugene, Warbrecan Station c
85 Maroney P. (farmer), Warwick c 184 Meehan, Little, Chick, and Others, Charters Towers c
86 Marr John, Mackay u k 185 Meenin J., Ninderoo c
87 Marratt  Thomas  (carriers), Charters Towers c (3) 186 Mehens Mrs., P.O. Bundaberg u k
88 Marron  Mrs. T .,  tuartsdale ,  Townsville c 187 Melchart W. F., Maryborough c
89 Marsden Mrs., Queen' s Park Reserve , North Rock- 188 Meliney P. (care of Pickering), Royal Hotel
hampton c 189 Mellor A. E., Star Station,  Star River c
90 Marsden Miss, South street ,  Ipswich c 190 Mellows Phillip (carrier ), Amby Downs c
91 Marsdon Peter ,  Margaret street ,  Brisbane f 191 Melrose W. (schooner "  Minnie  Young "), Mary-
92 Marsh C .  W. (care  of Merewether), Bowen a borough s
93 Marshal Mrs. F., P.O. Muttaburra c 192 Melton Geo., Paddington o
94 Marshall Agnes,  P.O. South Brisbane s 193 Melville D., P.O. Brisbane m
95 Marsha ll Alfred , (passenger  "  Dorunda  "),  Brisbane 194 Meng Francis (Chinaman cook), Rockhampton o c
uk 195 Mengel Conrad,  Munchausen  Farm,  Toowoomba c
96 Marsingbell Toney  (care of Papen ),  Peak Downs 196 Menz V .,  Main Range,  Toowoomba c
Station c 197 Menzies  - (commission agent ),  Townsville c
97 Martin  -, North Ipswich c 198 Menzies John, Rockwood Station c
98 Martin  Miss, Charters Towers c 199 Mercer Andrew,  Brisbane c
99 Martin Ed. and Son ,  Brisbane o c 200 Merlow Captain, Wharf  street ,  Brisbane c
100 Martin  Mrs. E ., P.O. Brisbane s 201 Merrant E. H., Ayshire Downs o c
101 Martin Frank ,  Hampton Saw Mills,  Merret 's Creek 202 Merrix George, Murphy's Creek u k
uk 203 Merry Frank L., Q.N. Bank, Cloncurry u k
102 Martin George, Prince of Wales Hotel, Townsville c 204 Merry Mrs. S. J., Ross  Island c
103 Martin G., Charters Towers c 205 Meskel ----, P.O. Hunhenden n z
104 Martin G., Dalby o c 206 Meskill Michael, P.O. Richmond Downs  u k and a (3)
105 Martin James, Gladstone c 207 Metyard Mrs., Bradley  street ,  Brisbane c
106 Martin James, Walloon e 208 Meyer F., Richmond c
107 Martin John, P,0, Muttaburra o 209 Meyer M. E. (land agent), Town Hall,  Brisbane o  C
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Meyer Mrs. Johanna, Churchill c 311 Mohr Henry, Don River, Bowen c
Meyers Edward, Stanley street, Brisbane o c 312 Moles Mrs. M. A., Carlton Hill, Gympie c
Meyers H., Tingalpa c 313 Moll F. 0., P.O. Blackall s
Meyers Thomas (carrier), Winton c 314 Moller C., Bundaberg c
Micheal E., Nundah c 315 Mollanson Thomas, Y.O. Brisbane c
-Micheal Miss Mary (care of Mitchell), Gregory 316 Molloy B., Ipswich o
terrace c 317 Molloy Mrs. R., Police Barracks, Mackay c
Mitchell Mrs. A., Charters Towers c 318 Molloy Thomas (care of Kandrick), Newtown c
Mickleson A. (care of Ramm), Mitchell c 319 Moloney Mrs., P.O. Townsville c
Mickleson Otto, Maryborough c (3) 320 Monahan John (publican), Jericho s
Micklitz Mrs. J. T., Ipswich o 321 Monckton Henry, Ipswich c
Middleton Master Thomas F., P.O. Gympie n k 322 Monckton W., Prior's Pocket, Goodna c
Midgley Thomas (fireman "Elanda), Cootharaba 323 Monk C., Isisford c
n 324 Monk Miss M. (s.s. "New Guinea "), Brisbane u k
Mickletz Joseph, Maranon Bridge c 32.) Monrad A. (care of Reis), 16 Warren street, Bris;
Milehane Mists (care of Mrs. Cein), North Quay c bane f
Milen Miss, Woodend Ipswich s 326 Montgrnnery C. J., Charters Towers c
Miles A. (carpenter), Apring Hill c 327 Montgomery Richard, No. 2 Flying Gang, Capella c
Miles C., Horse-shoe Bend, Gympie c 328 Montgomery R. (pastoral butchers'), Spring Hill c
Milestone -, Vulture street, South Brisbane c 329 Mon Tare, Gympie c
Milford C., Cressbrook c 330 Moo Chin Jah, Bellvue c
Milksham Frank (labourer), Bundaberg o c (2) 331 Moodey Miss (care of Lack), Emu Plains, Bowen c
Millan H. and Co., Bowen s 332 Moody W. H. (carrier), Betts Creek c
Millar Frank, P.O. Brisbane n k 333 Moody George, Gordon Downs, Capella c
Millar J. (labourer), Bundaberg c 334 Moody (4. E. (selector), Cairns c
Millar William (carpenter), P.O. Townsville u k 335 Mooney Miss, Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
Millard W. H., Boundary street, Brisbane s; 336 Mooney Barnard, Maryborough c
Millard J. H. (tailor), Boundary street, Brisbane c 337 Mooney William, Brunswick street, Fortitude
Miller Mrs., Barker street, New Farm c Valley o c
Miller - (stonemason ), Red Hill c 338 Moorcroft Thomas, More's Farm, Nudgee u k
Miller Miss, P.O. Townsville u k 339 Moore and Co., Brisbane-c
Miller and Mole, Bundaberg c 340 Moore Allan, P.O. Brisbane s
Miller Adam, Drayton c 341 Moore Barlow A., P.O. Brisbane•f
Miller A. (contractor), Capella c (2) 342 Moore Mrs. C., St. George Creek, Charters Towers c
Miller A. B., North Rockhampton c 343 Moore Mrs. Ellen, Ravenswood Junction c (5)
Brisbane u kOMiller Charles John P 344 Moore H (care of Mur hy Silver Field) Herber-, ..
Miller E., P.O. Brisbane o
p ,. ,ton c
Miller Frank (stonecutter), P.O. Brisbane u k and 345Moore H., Boundary street, Brisbane c
s (2) 346 Moore James H., Northampton Station nz in (2)
Miller Frank, P.O. Brisbane u k 347 Moore Jas. ('bus driver), Highgate Hill c
Miller H., P.O. Charters Towers s 348 Moore James, P.O. Emerald c
Miller H. (greengrocer), Spring Hill c (2) 349 Moore John, Amby Downs c
Miller James, Westlands Station c 350 Moore Thomas, Herberton s
Miller James, Rockwood Station c 351 Moore William, Millchester u k
Miller James, P.O. Brisbane u k 352 Moore William, Georgetown m
Muttaburra sMiller  John 353 Moore W P Brisbane u kO,
Miller John (care of Blunden', P.O. Muttaburra in 354
., . .
Moore W. (s.s. " Chyebassa "), Brisbane u k
Miller John, Bundaberg c 355 Moore W. F., Commercial Hotel, Ipswich c
Miller J. (care of Nixon and Alley), Rockhampton c 356 Moore W. H. (fencer), Y.O. Brisbane o c
Miller J. Chas., P.O. St. George o c 357 Moran Edward, South street, Rockhampt
Miller Mrs. J. (care of Martin), Red Hill c (2) 358 Moran G., Rockhampton c
Miller P., Clermont c 359 Moran John, Port Douglas c
Miller Thos., Gordon Downs c 360 Moran J., Brisbane c
Miller William, Townsville c 361 Moran J., Adelaide street, Brisbane c
Miller William (carpenter), Goongha Plantation, 362 Moran Robert, Glenmorn, Drayton c
Johnstone River c 363 Moran William P. (care of,Gould, Upper Crossing)1
Miller William, P.O. Wintonm and c (3) Cloncurr River c
Miller W., Brisbane c 364 Morat E., Townsville c
Miller W. (carpenter ), Rockhampton c 365 Morcom W., Brisbane c
Millever A., Amby Downs Station c 366 More - (dairyman), Millchester c
Millgate W. A., Victoria Plantation, Mackay o 367 More David, P.O. Winton u k
Mills E. S., Rockhampton c 368 Moreton Miss C. (care of Benjamin ), Sandgate c
Milne E .,  Bundaberg c 369 Moreton J. F., Rockhampton c
Milne G., P.O. Brisbane c 370 Moreton W. H., Eton Vale Estate in
Milne Master H. F., P.O. Brisbane c 371 Morgan - (carpenter), Maryborough c
Milne  Miss  J. N. (s.s. " Warrego "), Brisbane u k 372 Morgan -, Monkland, Gympie c
Milner Miss  E. J., P.O. Rockhampton c 373 Morgan Mrs., Clarence  street , South Brisbane c
Mills --  (farmer ),  Bulimba c 374 Morgan Alex., P.O. Brisbane s
Mills Geo., Beenleigh c 375 Morgan Mrs. Annie, Boggo road c (2)
Mills Geo., Red Hill, Gympie c 376 Morgan D., Springaure Triangle c (2)
Mills Mrs. J., Gympie o 377 Morgan D., Excelsior Reef, Gympie c
Milton -- (care of Britcher ), Charleville c 378 Morgan H. (blacksmith), Winton c
Milton Mrs. M. A., Charters Towers o c 379 Morgan H., Excelsior road, Gympie c
Minahan Mrs., One-Mile c 380 Morgan Mrs. J., Woondoonia street, Bundaberg c
Minhane Miss Ellen, P.O. Maryborough u k 381 Morgan Mrs. Mary, P.O. Charters Towers o c
Minus J. C., P.O. Brisbane o 382 Morgan Mrs. M., Rainbow Reef, Charters Towers c
Minster Harry, P.O., Brisbane c 383 Morgan Pat, Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
Miskin August, Laidley c 384 Morgan Mrs. T., Betts Creek c
Miskin John, Brisbane c 385 Morley Miss Julia, Headingham Creek c
Mitchell --, St. Leonardo Estate c 386 Moris -, Homebush c
Mitchell Alex., Muttaburra o c 387 Morrice John, Wickham terrace c
Mitchell A., Walker's Pocket, Gympie c 388 Morris -, Bowen Bridge c
Mitchell A., Warnambool Downs c 389 Morris Mrs., One-Mile c
Mitchell D., Windorah c 390 Morris A. N. Gympie c
Mitchell  Mrs. E .,  Paddington c 391 Morris James, P.O. Brisbane c
Mitchell Mrs. E., Charters Towers c 392 Morris Jeremiah, Newry Farm, Toowoomba c
Mitchell James F., P.O. Homestead c (2) 393 Morris John E., Rockhampton o c
Mitchell  James,  Gray Rock Hotel, Rockhampton s 394 Morris J., Retro c (2)
Mitchell J., Gympie c 395 Morris J. R., Herbert street, Spring Hill c
Mitchell Richard, P.O. Gympie f 396 Morris Mrs. Kate, P.O. Winton
Mitchell Richard (care of Philk), Gatton u k 397 Morris Mrs. M. J. (care of Shearsten), Gympie u k
Mitchell R. C., Roma c 398Morris Rowland (miner), P.O. Queenton c
Mitchell S. S., Warwick c 391) Morrison -, Dee c
Mitchell Wm., Albert street, Brisbane o 400 Morrison -, Beaudesert c
Mitchell Wm., Gympie c 401 Morrison Frederick, P.O. Brisbane c
Mitchell W. J., P.O. Jericho c 402 Morrison F., New Star Restaurant, Petrie's Bight c
Mitwood --, Rockhampton c 403 Mofrisom George, Canning Douvns, Mitchell c
Mooar A., Walton terrace, Adelaide street, Bris- 404 Morrison Hugh (fireman), Emerald c
bane m 405 Morrison W. T., Dee c
Moelswell F. (stationer), Queen street, Brisbane s 406 Morrisson R. (carrier). Hughenden road c
Moffatt - (engineer ), Queen street, Brisbane s 407 Morrow .Tas., Ipswich c
Moffatt Miss, Scarborough s 408 Morrow R., Public School, Muttaburra a
Moffatt Mrs. Mary Anne, Greendale, Mackay o 409 Morrow R., P.O. Toowoomba a
Moffatt (auctioneer), Roma c 410 Morrow R., Brisbane a
Moffett John,  Amby Downs ftatltja J 4 411 Morrow Tom, Cairns o
Masher rtoh", Nt ""lil*rn1 N 419 Mgrt iw4 Won, Lirtok e0' to
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413 Mortensen J., One-Mile c 504 Murphy J., Capeville c
414 Mortimer C. (travelling bird fancier), Rockhamp- 505 Murphy J., Peak Downs Station c
ton c 506 Murphy J., Nive Downs Station c
41.5 Mortimer Frances (care of McDonnell, Forest Den), 507 Murphy Mrs. J. P., Ayr c
Charters Towers c 508 Murphy Laurence, P.O. Rockhampton c
416 Mortimer J. (miner), Ipswich c 509 Murphy Martin ("Empress of the North"), Charters
417 Mortimer Thomas (care of O'Rourke and Co.), Towers c
Ravenswood Junction o 510 Murphy Miss Mary, P.O. Townsville o c
418 Mortimer Thomas, Ravenswood Junction o 511 Murphy Matthew, Brisbane Valley Branch o c
419 Morton -, Raff's Plantation, Caboolture c 512 Murphy Patrick, Green Hills, South Brisbane o c
420 Morton Mrs.,  May  Cottage, Ipswich road c 513 Murphy Patrick, Charters Towers c
421 Morton Miss (care of Finney, Isles, and Co.), Bris- 514 Murphy Phillip, Charleville c
bane c 515 Murphy R., Mitchell c
422 Morton Mrs. Catherine, Beenleigh o c 516 Murphy W. C., Northampton Downs Station s
423 Morton D., P.O. Dalby c 517 Murphy W. E., Rockhampton c
424 Morton Henry, P.O. Mitchell in 518 Murray A. D., Toowoomba c
425 Morton H. G., Charters Towers c 519 Murray Capt. (" Hoolet "), Maryborough c
426 Morton James (carrier), Dalby c 520 Murray Cornelius, Stantlcorpe it k
427 Moseley Thomas, P.O. Brisbane a 521 Murray E., Bundaberg c
428 Moss James (ploughman), Mar borough c 522 Murray Frank (care  of Jones),  Barcaldine  Station c
429 Mossman Geo., Survey Camp, Winton c 523 Murray George, Clarence  street , Brisbane c
430 Mossman G., Rockhampton c 524 Murray G., Rockhampton c
431 Mott D., Toowoomba c 525 Murray G., Depot Hill, Rockhampton c
432 Moulday G. (gardener), Dalby c 526 Murray J ames,  P.O. Jericho c
4.33 Mount G., Greentree o 527 Murray James, P.O. Toowoomba u k
434 Mount William H., Charters Towers o c 528 Murray John (carrier), Pine Hill o c
43.5 Mount Win. H., Townsville c (2) 529 Murray John (engineer ), Brisbane s
436 Mountain Jas. F., Townsville s 530 Murray .T. R. (builder), Milton road c
437 Mowatt L., Portland Downs, Blackall c 531 Murray Patrick, P.O. Townsville o c
438 Mower G. J., Victoria  Plantation Ingham s 532 Murray Robert (carrier ), Hughenden c
439 Moxam J. (care of R. Moxam), Northcote c 533 Murray Robert B. (care of Shields), Kolan Saw-
440 Moxley Walter (compositor), Government Printing mills, Kolan River c
Office, Brisbane c 534 Murray Terence, Bundaherg c
441 Moyle William (care Stewart, Rookwood Station), 535 Murrell Miss Ellen F., P.O. Brisbane c
Lower Hill Creek c (2) 536 Murry Charley or (Xenidewe) (S.S. Islander), P.O.
442 Mudleck Abdool (care of Wetjel), Brisbane n k Johnstone River c
443 Mufer Gasper R., Bundaberg c 537 Murry Hon. D.,  Queensland  Club,  Brisbane c
441 Muir A., Maryborough c 538 Murtagh M. J., 1V ewfarm ,  near Emerald c
445 Muir D., Gairlock Plantation c 539 Murtie -, Paddington c
446 Muir John, Queensland Sugar Company, Johnstone 540 Myddleton F. H., P.O. Birdsville c
River c (2) 541 Myers -, 10 North  street ,  Brisbane c
447 Muir John, Johnstone River o 542 Myers H., Sawpit Gully,  Blackall road c
448 Muirhead Michael, P.O. Brisbane u k 513 Myers Thomas (carrier ), Winton road c
449 Muir Miss M., Forester Lodge, Hamilton c 544 Myers Thomas (carrier ), Pine Hill c4.50Mulcahy M., Gympie c 545 Myles -, Bradley's Dam, Roma road c
451 Mulcahy Timothy, P.O. Brisbane n z 546 Myles Thomas (farm labourer),  Bradley's Dam,
452 Muldoon Wm. (care of Murphy), P.U. Fernvale s Charleville o c
453 Mullen Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 547 Myles, Thomas P.O., Charleville u k
454 Mullen James (care of Capt. McPhail, ship 548 Myles Thomas, Charleville s
"Carnatic "),  Brisbane s 549 Mylne J. E., P.O.  Brisbane c
455 Muller -, P.O. Brisbane c 550 Mynehan  J. (care of Burrell ), Georgetown c
456 Muller Epsild, P.O. Crocodile Creek, Rock-
hampton f
5.51 Myers L. J., Goondi Plantation, Johnstone River
s and c (3)
457 Muller F., Fassifern c
458 Mullin J., Muttaburra a (2) Mc.
459 Mullin William (care  of Castles' Sugar Mills),
Loganholme c 1 McALAGAN Barney (barque " Narcross "), Bris-
460 Mulligan Peter, Cooktown o bane u k
461 Mulligan William, P.O. Fassifern n z 2 McAlister F., Mitchell s
462 Mulry J. H. (coach works), Gympie c (2) 3 McAlister Ronald, Cloncurry Gold Fields R
463 Munce -, Gregory  terrace c 4 McArthur - (care of Jordan), Toowoomba s
464 Mundey J. (care of Robinson,  carrier ), Rockwood 5 McArthur Mrs. Ann, Mackay o c
Station c 6 McArthur George, Homebush u k
46.5 Mundstafe Lauritz, One-Mile, Gympie c 7 McArthy John,  Brisbane  Valley Branch o c
466 Mundy John, G mpie in 8 Me ulay Henry, P.O. Maryborough o
467 Munford Mrs., P.O. Ipswich c 9 McAuley W. (care of Dennis ), Rookwood  Station e
468 Munro -,  Commercial  Hotel, George  street, 10 McAuliffe K., Gympie c
Brisbane c 11 McBrea Mrs. R.,  Rockhampton c
469 Munro John (labourer), Coomera Township o c 12 McBride, Finlayson, and Poolman,  Richmond c (2)41-0Munro Mrs. Jno., Rockhampton c 13 McBride J., Hawthorne  street, Woo lloongabba c
471 Munro R., P.O. Rockhampton s 14 McBride  Mrs. S .,  Denham street, Townsville c
472 Munro S., Warwick c 15 McBride Mrs. S., Nebo road, Mackay c
473 Munro Wm., Arthur  street , Fortitude Valley c 16 McBride W., Mount  Morgan c
474 Munro W., Russell  street , South Brisbane c 17 McBryde  T. (care of Hinton , drover), Nebo c
475 Munro D., Queen's Hotel, Charters Towers c 18 McCaffery Win., Esk o c
476 Munsell  Miss, Townsville c 19 McCall A. (carrier ), Pine Hill c44-7Munson John Thos., Texas u k 20 McCullum and Jueson, P.O. Cloncurry c
478 Munson Sam, St. George Bridge o 21 McCallum Hugh, Woodville c (2)
479 Mun Yet, Gympie c 22 McCan A., P.O. Rockwood c
480 Murch A. C., Railway Hotel,  Brisbane o c and s (2) 23 McCann F., Bundaberg c
481 Murch Constable A. C., Police Station, Roma u k 24 McCann Jas. (farmer), Esk c
482 Murdoch -, Wide Bay Rowing Club, Mary- 25 McCann John (cooper), Rockhampton o c
borough c 26 McCann W., Five-mile Water c
483 Y.O. Brisbane n zDuffMurdoch H 27 South  BrisbaneTrafalgar  streetMcCarthy -
484
,.
Murdk.ch John, P.O. Townsville u k (3)
, ,
c (2)
485 Murdock William, Lakes Creek Works in 28 McCarthy Mrs., Brook  street ,  Bowen Hills c
486 Murduck R. R., P.O. Charleville s 29 McCarthy Alf., Mount Abundance c
487 Murgatroyd  Mrs. E . (car%of Mrs . Raff), Mitchell 30 McCarthy Denis, B. K. Camp  Farm, Toowoomba c
street , Townsville c 31 McCarthy James (plumber), P.O. Rockhampton c
488 Murkin  Miss  Annie, P.O. Valley o 32 McCarthy John, Little Pocket, Ipswich c
489 Murphy -, Gladstone road, South Brisbane c 33 McCarthy Miss Norah, Ipswich s
490 Murphy - (care of Mrs .  Baxter ), East Mary- 34 McCarthy J. C. B., P. O. Brisbane c
borough c 35 McCarthy Mrs. M., Reef  street , Gympie c (2)
491 Murphy Mrs., P.O. Mackay c 36 McCarthy P., Cairns c
492 Murphy Mrs. Alice, Hughenden c (2) 37 McCarthy Mrs. T., Rockwood  Station o
493 Murphy Andrew (care of Burns ), Peak Downs u k 38 McCartney Richard, Pine Hill o
494 Murphy  Miss  Cecelia (care of Mills), Muttaburra c 39 McCasey M., P.O. Townsville c
495 Murphy Chas., Rockhampton c 40 McCaull John, P.O. Yaamba c
496 Murphy C. J., Rockhampton c 41 McCaw Jas., Dynevor Downs s
497 Murphy David, Clermont c 42 McCawley Daniel, P.O. Mitchell c
498 Murphy James, Leyburn c 43 McClement George, Bainbridge Farm, Mary
499 Murphy James P., P.O. Charters Towers o c borough c
500 Murphy James P., Townsville c 44 McClifford -, P.O. Ipswich s
501 Murphy James, Telemon c 45 McCoen Thomas, Herberton o
502 Murphy John (care  of Folkinan),  Pine Hill a 46 McCombe Robert (selector ), Plane Creek o603Murphy J, (se re ef Hanley),  Esls a  47 McGoma ty James, Clermont u  is
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48 McConkey A. (plumber), Red Hill, Brisbane c 145 McGloster C. H., Muttaburra c
49 McConnell D. E., Grand Hotel, Brisbane s 146 McGovern J., Townsville c
50 McConnell James, P.O. Townsville a 147 McGowan - (care of Mrs. Collier), Union  street,
51 McCorley P., P.O. St. George c Brisbane c
52 McCormac Patrick, Murphy's Creek c 148 McGowan C. W., Bundaberg c
53 McCormachie A., Brisbane o 149 McGowe John, P.O. Rockhampton u k (4)
54 McCormack -, Eagle Farm c 150 McGrath -, Bundamba c
55 McCormack  Frances, Brassal c 151 McGrath and Co., Bundaberg s
56 McCormack Francis, Sandgate Line c 152 McGrath Captain (s.s. " Cores "), Brisbane c
57 McCormack Jeremiah, Cootharaba road, Monk- 153 McGrath Miss Annie, P.O. Brisbane c
land c 154 McGrath James (wheelwright), Kurrowah a
58 McCormack P., Winton c 155 McGrath Jas., Victoria Mill, Herbert River o c
59 McCormack P., Bowen Downs c 156 McGrath John (care of Crombie), Strathdarr  Station
60 McCormack W. (care of Lindeman), 195-mile Camp, a and in (3)
Q.C. Railway c 157 McGrath J., Ross Island o c
61 McCormack W., Pioneer Station c 158 McGrath J., Toowoomba o c
62 McCormack James (care of Mulvena), Rockhampton 159 McGrath Mrs. Lucy, Maryborough c
uk 160 McGrath Michael, Ellangowan o
63 McColter J., Bundaber c 161 McGrath Michael, P.O. Capella s
64 McCowan -, One-Mile, Gympie in 162 McGrath Thomas (labourer), P.O. Brisbane o c
65 McCrae -, Maxwelton Station, Flinders River c 163 McGrath W., Strathdarr c
66 McCrae -, Treasury  Brisbane c 164 McGregor -, Newstead c
67 McCreadie Robert, P.O. Rockhampton u k 165 McGregor Catherine (passenger , s.s. " Cloncurry"),
68 McCrohan  P. (carrier ), Springsure  c Rockhampton u k
69 McCrow Robert (carrier ) Winton c 166 McGregor -, Bundaberg c
70 McCrystal John, P.O. Jericho c 167 McGroary -, Esk c
71 McCullock Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c 168 McGuiness Miss Ann, P.O. Brisbane c
72 McCullum J., Brisbane c 169 McGuire C., Apollonian Vale, Gympie c
73 McDermott J. J. (chemist), Warwick s 170 McGuire George, Gympie c (2)
74 McDermott P., Traffic  Manager 's Office, Brisbane c 171 McGuire Philip (bushman), Muttaburra o e
75 McDonald Rev., Townsville c 172 McGuire W. (landscape photographer), Mary-
7 6 McDonald - (carrier ), Gayndah c 'borough c
77 McDonald  Miss,  Russell street, South Brisbane c 173 McHugh Margaret, Eagle Farm, Breakfast Creek c
78 McDonald Miss, P.O. Rockhampton c 174 McHugh T. G., Brisbane c
79 McDonald Miss, P.O. Brisbane c 175 Mcllwraith A., Gympie u k
80 McDonald A., Woomenah Rockhampton o 176 McIlhaney B. (carrier), Aramac c
81 McDonald A., Rockwood Station c 177 Mellroy J., Brisbane street, Ipswich c
82 McDonald Charles, Boundary street, Red Hill, 178 McIntosh -, Strathearn Station c
Brisbane n z 179 McIntosh and Dunigan, Dugandan c
83 McDonald Mrs. Chas.,  Brisbane n z 180 McIntosh Alex., Gympie c
84 McDonald Colin, Gladstone c 18t McIntosh Fredk., Winton c
85 McDonald Charles (bricklayer), Mackay o c 182 McIntosh John, P.O. Brisbane s
86 McDonald Mrs. Donald Brisbane o 183 McIntosh John, P.O. Cooktown c
87 McDonald D. L., P.O. balby c 184 McIntosh John, Millchester c
88 McDonald E., Bogantungan c 18h McIntosh John, P.O. Townsville u k
89 McDonald Miss E. (care of  Mrs. Howe), Kangaroo 186 McIntosh John, Lowood c
Point n z 187 McIntosh Mrs. M., Brisbane u k
90 McDonald H., Myall Creek Station c 188 McIntyre James, Brisbane c
91 McDonald H., Queenton c 189 McIntyre James, 129 Miles,  Big Dam c
92 McDonald Mrs. James (care of Allen), Ravenswood 190 McIntyre John, Ipswich road c
Junction o 191 McIntyre J. (carrier), Aramac c
93 McDonald John, Saltern Creek Station n z and o c (2) 192 McIntyre Owen, Brisbane o
94 McDonald John, Derrychraig, Fassifern c 193 McIntyre M., Maneroo Station c
95 McDonald John, Maryborough c (2) 194 McIntyre Richard B., Spring Hill c
96 McDonald J. C., North Rockhampton c 195 McIsaac J., Evesham c
97 McDonald J. (carpenter), York Parade, Spring 196 McJrarr P. (care of Young),  Evesham Station c
Hill c 197 -, Gordon Downs  Station cMcKanceley
98 McDonald  Miss  Kate,  Railway Hotel,  Toowoombac198 McKanna  Francis  (care  of Williams),  Barcaldine
99 McDonald Kenneth, Westwood  c and o c (2) Station c
100 McDonald Malcolm, Rockwood Station o 199 McKay Mrs., Galloway's Hill, Norman Creek c
101 McDonald Murdoch (care of Tully), Bray Station 200 McKay Alex., Rockwood c
West c 201 McKay Augus, Beta c (2)
102 McDonald Norman, Ruthven Station c 202 McKay Miss Annie, Forest Home,  Boggo c
103 McDonald Robert, P.O. Rockhampton u k 203 McKay Miss Eva, Rockhampton c
104 McDonald R., Emerald s 204 McKay E. J. D., Town Hall, Brisbane c
10.5 McDonald Thomas, Cairns c 205 McKay George, Cannibal Creek o
106 McDonald W., Yaamba road c (3) 206 MaEay George, Stanthoipe u  k-
107 McDonald W., Comet c 207McKay G., South Brisbane c
108 McDonnal Hugh, P.O. Brisbane c 208 McKay Hugh, P.O. Winton c (2)
109 McDonnell Mrs., Wickham terrace Brisbane u k 209 McKay James, Terrace  street , New Farm c
110 McDonnell J., Ross Island c 210 McKay James, P.O. Brisbane c
111 McDonnell James, Gympie c 211 McKay John, Northampton Station c
112 McDonnell Robert, Hope  street ,  South Brisbane c 212 McKay John, P.O. Winton c
113 McDougall Mrs. M., Townsville c 218 McKay Jno., Hill End, Brisbane c
114 McDougall D., No. 2 Flying Gang, Clermont o 214 McKay Joseph, P.O. Brisbane c
115 McDougall D,, Clermont c 215 McKay J. (` Forget-me-not"), Charters Towers c
116 McDougall John, P.U. Brisbane u k 216 McKay Miss M., P.O. Rockhampton s
117 McDougall R., St. George Bridge c 217 McKay Miss M. J. (care of Mrs. Hardy, Lockup-
118 McDoul Mrs. J., Beta c keeper), Rockhampton u k
119 McDowall Mrs. J., Aramac o 218 McKay Robert, P.O. Brisbane u k
120 McDowall  J., Brisbane c 219 McKee Thomas (late of  Belfast), P.O. Brisbane s
121 McDowell Alex.,  Barcaldine Station c 220 McKein -, Racecourse, Hamilton c
122 McDowell William, P.O. Townsville u k 221 McKendrick D., P.O. Mackay u k
123 McEntyre D. H., Kent street, New Farm c 222 McKenna -, Mackay c
124 McEvoy Mrs. J ., Bowen Hi lls c 223 McKenna Mrs., Hope street, South Brisbane c
125 McEwan John (care  of Simpson ), Rockhampton u k 224 McKenna Charles C., Charters Towers c
126 McEwan  R., P.O. Brisbane c 225 McKenna Patrick, Q.R., via Emerald c
127 MoEwen  Thomas,  P.O. Brisbane o c 226 McKenzie -,  Im rial Restaurant , Townsville
128 McFadden James, Coomera o c uk
129 McFadden  James  (labourer), Coomera Township o c 227 McKenzie -, Nundah c
130 McFadden  James  (care of Raff), Caboolture c 228 McKenzie  Miss , Central Chambers, Brisbane c
131 McFadden P. (blacksmith), Betts Creek c (2) 229 McKenzie A., Townsville c
132 McFarlane A. B., P.O. Port Douglas o 230 McKenzie Mrs., Frank street, Kangaroo Point c
133 McFarlane  Be rn ard  (care of Moore), Manfred 231 McKenzie Mrs., Logan road c
Downs u k 232 McKenzie Alexander, Maryborough c
134 McFarlane J. H., Ellangowan c 233 McKenzie A. (care of Watson , carrier ), Hughen.
135 McFarlane Mrs. M.,  Bowen terrace c den c
136 McFatchie James, P.U. Brisbane c 234 McKenzie A., P.O. Murphy's Creek u k (2)
137 McGann John, P.O. Rockhampton f 235 McKenzie Duncan (carrier), Jericho c
138 McGarr Patrick,  Eversham  Station  c and a (2) 236 McKenzie D. M., Capella n z
139 McGee Hugh (labourer), Beenleigh o c 237 McKenzie D., Wellshot, Blackall c
140 McGhee Mrs., Roma o 238 McKenzie D., Brisbane c
141 McGill D., Townsville c 239 McKenzie E., Valley o
142 McGill F. (care of McPherson), Amby Downs c 240 McKenzie Kenneth, Contonong Gold Field c
143 McGilley Henry, P.O. Queenton c 241 McKenzie Mrs. K., P.O. Townsville c
144 McGimpsey Jas. (care of Grant), Brisbane u k 242 McKeon B., Gracemere o
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243 McKeonan
244 McKereth W. H., Police Barracks, Petrie Ter-
race u k
245 McKernan Rev. M., Roma s
246 McKerry Daniel, P.O. Brisbane c
247 McKeurie -, Red Hill c
248 McKewin Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
249 McKey John, A mby Station c
250 McKie John, Amby Station c
251 McKie W., Maryborongh c
252 McKiensie Allan, Bundaberg F.
253 McKieson Mrs. E., Wood street, Mackay c
254 McKillop, J., Allenstown c
255 McKinder James, Barcaldine Station c and  it  k (2)
256 McKinlay A., Townsville c
257 McKinnon David, Rockhampton o c
258 McKinnon W. M., P.O. Brisbane c
259 McKinstry George (care of Miller), Morinish
Diggings c
260 McKintosh W., P.O. Lytton s
261 McKinven - (care of Slade), Glengallan Station c
262 McKno W. G. (care of Bligh), Boothnlla Station,
Paroo River u k (2)
263 McKone John (care of Logan), Nive Downs c
264 McKone M., Sandy Creek c
265 McLachlan J. W., P.O. Townsville m
266 McLarm Miss Mary F., Barcaldine Station c
267 McLaughlin - (care of Morehead), Brisbane a
268 McLaughlin A. (carrier), Comet c (2)
269 McLay Mrs., P.O. Sand-ate c
270 McLean Mrs., WestbrooIZ Crossing c
271 McLean Mrs. A. (care of Mrs. Reilly), Richmond
Downsoc
272 McLenane Christina, Gladfield, Jimbour o
273 McLean Dugald (carrier), Ayrshire Downs c (2)
274 McLeanD. (careof BrownandCompany), Brisbane in
275 McLean Finlav, Cairns c
276 McLean Hugh, Johnstone River s
277 McLean James (carrier), P.O. Winton c
278  McLean J., Denham street, Rockhampton c
279 McLean Mrs. J. T., Walkerston c
280 McLean Martin (gentleman), Townsville c
281 McLean Sam. (care of McLean's Comedy Company),
Rockhampton c
282 McLellan Andrew, Northampton Downs c
283 McLennan S. (publican), Petrie terrace c
284 McLeod A. M. (care of Fox), Evesham Stations
285 McLeod Alex. (care of Tully), Rea Station s (4)
286 McLeod Alex., Stonehenge s (2)
287 McLeod Alex. (care of Dumnack), Thylungra
Station s
288 McLeod A., Stonehenge c
289 McLeod Colin, Kelvin Grove road c
290 McLeod James (carrier), Marathon Station c
291 McLeod James, Corona m
292 McLeod M. D., P.O. Roma c
293 McLewin -, Brunswick street, Valley c
294 McLoghlin -, Roma o c
295 McLoude Alex., Stonehenge c
296 McMahon -, Cairns c
297 McMahon B. P., Gympie s
298 McMahon Charles, Gympie s
299 McMahon James, Monkland c
300 McMahon Joseph, P.O. Brisbane f
301 McMahon J., Cloncurry c (2)
302 McMahon J., Gympie c (2)
303 McMahon Mary (care Jones), Boonara Station c
304 McMahon Peter, P.O. Gyympie c
305 McMahon Samuel K. (care Ballantine), Woolloon-
gabba u k
306 McMahon T., Bundall c
307 McManus Bernard, Toowoomba u k
308 McManus James (journalist), Townsville c (2)
309 McManus Joseph (butcher), P.O. Brisbane o c
310 McManus John (care Bannon), Rockhampton u k
311 McManus J. T., Townsville u k
312 McMaster Charles, Kensington, Muttaburra u k
313 McMasters -, Pine Hill c
314 McMillan Archie, P.O. Brisbane c
315 McMillan Hugh, Lagg Farm, Toowoomba c
316 McMillan James, Dunrobin, Aramac road c
317 McMinehan W., Charters Towers c
318 McMullen Jno. (plasterer),  Gregory  Terrace c
319 McMullen J. F., Bonnie Doon Station, Duaringa c
320 McMurdo -, Harris terrace, Brisbane c
321 McMurray - (baker), BBundaberg c
322 McMurray Miss Agnes, Bundaberg c
323 McMurtree -, Kangaroo Point c
324 McNally Mrs. Catherine, Jane street, Fortitude
Valley o c
325 McNamara Miss W., Bremer Cottage, Bundamba c
326 McNamara Stephen, Charters Towers c (2)
327 McNamee Fredk., Homebush o c (2)
328 McNamee Wm., One-Mile, Gympie c
329 McNaught -, Logan road c
330 McNaught E. A., Kangaroo Point c
331 McNaught Mrs. M., Clifton terrace c
332 McNeagle John (stoker, s.s. "Gulf of Carpentaria"),
Brisbane u k
333 McNicol Mrs. E. J., P.O. Brisbane c
334 McNicol James H.. Townsville ni
335 M c\ ieoll W., Mitchell o
336 McPhee Mrs., Homebush u k
337 McPhee Colin, Tinamba s
338 McPhee Mathew, Torbanlea, Maryborough t
339 McPherson -, Gracemere c
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340 McPherson -, Acacia Cottage,  Wickham terrace c
341 McPherson Mrs. Alexander, Ross Island c
342 McPherson D., Gladstone c
343 McPherson D. C., Plane Creek c
344 McPherson D. C., Mackay c
345 McPherson Jno., Red Hill, Gympie c (2)
346 McPherson J., Tiaro c
347 McPherson J. B., Ipswich c
348 McPherson J., Rosemount c
349 McPherson Malcolm, Newfield Farm , Bundaberg  it  k
350 McPherson Norman, P.O. Brisbane f
351 McPherson P., Red Hill, Gympie c
352 McPherson Thomas, P.O. Charleville in
353 McPhie -, Ipswich s
354 McQuade John Winton o c
355 McQuerney --, Cairns c
356 McQurren and Hoddinott, Isisford c
357 McRue Alexander (brig "Linden Webber "), Brisbane
nz
358 McRitchie George, Vulture street,  South Brisbane c
359 McSharry Ja.., Boguntangan c360 McSharry M., Bogantungan m
361 McSharry M. (care of Lindert), Thompson Flat o
362 McSoutay Ned, Cairns c
363 McTavish Miss, Brisbane f
364 McTavish D., Wickham  terrace c
365 McTosh --, Northbrook c
366 McVey Wm., Gympie c
367 McWair John, Brisbane c
368 McWhite J., Brisbane m
369 McWilliaui Miss, P.O. Winton c
N.
1 NAGRIN C., Cairns c
2 Nankarris John, Charters Towers c
3 Nash •-, Hope street, South  Brisbane c
4 Nash James, Isisford c
5 Nathan Mrs. (" Bolwarra "), North Quay c
6 Nathen Miss Alice, Townsville c
7 Naucleir A., Lakes Creek Hotel c
8 Naylan Miss (Commercial Hotel), Ipswich f
9 Neal James, Petrie  terrace c
10 Neal Mrs. T., Herberton c
11 Neale James, Creek street, City c
12 Neale Thos., Maryborough c
13 Neale John, Brisbane c
14 Neban Michael, P.U. Cooktown c
15 Nocton M. (Mt. Morgan) Dee River c
16 Nedergaar F. M.  S., re  Norwood f
17 Neely Jas. (care of Rocher), Lerida Station, vi4
Hughenden m (2)
18 Needer A., Warwick c
19 Neelasen Mrs. L. (near Gas  Works),  Townsville c
20 Nee Low, Burenda, Augathella c
21 Neider A. (ballast camp, 63 Gang), Monk Creek,
Central Railway c
Neil Miss Isabella, Rockhampton c (2)
Neill David, Portland Farm, Sandgate c
Neils John (care of Beaton), Pimpama Saw-mills c
Neilsen Mrs. Ann Christine, Bundaberg c
Neilsen Mrs. C., Charters Towers c
Neilson Hans, Homebush c
Neilsen Jorgen Rockhampton c
Neilsen Mrs. IL M., Townsville c
Neilsen Michael, Bundaberg c
Neilsen Christian, Laidley c
Neilsen J. P., Planted Creek,  e'id  Yaamba c (2)
Neilsen L., Maryborough road c
Neilsen L. Mrs. (water reserve), Charters Towers c
Neily James, Charters Towers c
Nelson Charles (hawker), Roma c
Nelson Chas., Mitchell c
Nelson C., Valley c (2)
Nelson F. C., Fernvale c
Nelson G. (Fitzgerald Plantation), Johnstone River
c
41 Nelson Hans Martin, Ross Island u k
42 Nelson J. J., Mackay c
43 Nelson J. T., Mackay c
44 Nelson Otto (care  Ginggvish),  Ross Island c
45 Neshim Chas., Surat s
46 Nettleford Alph (blacksmith), Jericho c
47 Newton Isaac, Johnstone  River Diggings c
48 Neville P. (care Raff), Morapfield, Caboolture c
49 Newell O. H., Stanwell Rockhampton c
50 Newill Mrs., Red Hill c
51 Newill A . H., Stanwell c
52 Newlands Henry (plumber), Mackay c
53 Newman Mrs., James  street Valley c
54 Newman Mrs. Brunswick street c
55 Newman Dr., Gympie c
56 Newman A. (water reserve), Charters Towers c
57 Newman Miss Bertha  (care  Gashell), Rockhampton
c
58 Newman  F., Laidley,  Ipswich c
59 Newman Robert  (farmer ), Laidley c
60 Newport Robert (Silsoe trave lling sheep ), Monkey
Station c
61 Newton -,  Bundaberg c
62 Newy  Harry, Cairns c
63 Nicholas W. J. (care Harris ),  Charters Towers a
6 1  Nicholls Mrs. Queenton c
65 Nichols Mrs.  Austin ,  Brisbane f
6t; Nicholls  Mrs. E., Spring Hill c
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67 Nichols Fritz (lengthsman ), 12 miles, Loganlea Line c 40 O'Donald William (carrier), Jericho c
68 Nicholls James, 58 George street m 41 O'Donnel Mar , Walloon
69 Nicholson A., Cairns c 42 yO'Donnell --, Cair:: i c (3)
70 Nicholson Mrs. A., Charters Towers c 43 O'Donnell Miss Marv  (care of  Burton), Jowcran, rid
71 Nicholson F., Augathella c Gin Gin u k
72 Nicholson Henry, Maryborough s 44 O'Donnell Rt. (cook), Charters Towers u k and
73 Nicholson John (,,eaman), Mackay o c o (2)74 Nicholson Thos., Murphy's Creek c 45 O'I)onohon Miss Nellie, Toowoomba c
75 Nicholson Christian, Mackay c 46 O'Donohue John, Diamond Downs,  rid  Kil-71;Nicoll --, Melbourne street, South Brisbane c cummun c
77 Niedwiedy Thomas, Maryborough f 47 O'I)',nohue P., Petrie terrace c78 Nielsen J. C., Cooktown c 48 O' l )onovan Dennis, Blackall c
79 Nielsey .T., Bundaberg f 49 O'Donovan 1). (storekeeper), Reidsville, Northern
80 Nightengale F., Logan Railway c Railway c
81 ''Xym;ren John, Lad's Ridge, Queenton c 50 O'Driscott Florence, Ravenswood Junction c
82 Nilson Edward (s.s. " Duke of Argyle ") Brisbane f 51 O'Driscolt .J., Rockhampton s
83 NimmoJohn, Eversham Station,  rid  Muttaburra c 52 O'Dwrraer Mrs., senior, South Brisbane s
84 Nisnmo J., Gympie c 53 O'Flaherty John, Edward street c55 N isbett .T., 1Maryborongh c 54 O'Flaherty 1)r. R. C., Comet s
83 Nixon Edward M., Townsville c 55 O'Farrell Mrs., Gibbon  street,  Valley c
87 Nixon Hiram, Brisbane u k (3) 56 O'Farrell Miss, Charlotte  street ,  Brisbane c
I $8 Nixon John, Roma c 57 Ogden James, Kilmorey Station,  rid  Mitchell c
89 Nixon Mrs. Russell, Wollongong K 58 Ogden W., Northampton Station, Barcoo River c
90 Noble James, Rockhampton o 59 ( )gier Willie, Ipswich u k (3)
91 Nohbs N., G mpie c 60 ()'Grady Miss Maria, Brisbane n kW2Nock Revd. T., Rockhampton u k 61 O'Hanlon Patrick, Burrum Saw-mills, Howard,
93 Nolan -- (care of  Nixon), Aramac road c Maryborough c
94 Nolan (storekeeper), Wynnum c 62 O'Hara'Patk., Gerland Plantation, Townsville c
95 Nolan John, Fernvale c 63 Oh Coin Yow (store), Maryborough c
96 Nolan Miss Mary, Kangaroo Point o c 64 O'Hea Jas. (care of Garget and Coy.), Mitchell c
97 Nolan Miss Margaret, Rockhampton u k (15 Ohl Paul, Brisbane f
98 Nolan Michael, Windorah P.O., Cooper's Creek 66 Ohlrich H. W., Leichhardt street, Brisbane s
99 Nooland Mrs., Comet c 67 O'Kane Cornelius, Emigration Depot s
100 Noonan Mrs. Hanora, Banchory, near Clermont m 68 O'Keefe Mrs., Grimes' Hill, Boggo c
101 Noonan Michael, Deep Creek, Mount Brisbane c 69 O'Keefe Mrs. A., New Farm road c
102 Noonan Michael, Albury Station in 70 O'Keefe Peter, Manfred Downs Station, Flinders
103 Noonan R., P.O. Mount Esk c River c
104 Norman George, Jericho c 71 O'Keefe P., Ipswich c
105 North Fredk. William (care of Barri & Fleming's 72 O'Keefe Mrs., Woodstock St., Maryborough c
store), Mount Morgan Gold Mines, Rockhampton 73 Oldham -, (bailiff ) Mulgrave c
xi k (2) 74 Olds.T., Gympie c
106 North F. W., Isisford c 7.5O'Leara A. J., Bowen c
107 Northcott James, East Maryborough n k 76 O'Leary Barney, Charleville s
108 Northey W., 1'Millchester c 77 O'Learyy Daniel (care of paymaster, Railway),
109 Northlinq.T. (brickmaker), Brisbane c Mitchell c
110 Norton 14 rank, Springsure e 78 O'Leary H., Brisbane o
Ill Norton H. (care of Corner), Buggarilla s 79 O'Leary M., Cairns c (2)
112 Norton John (care of Springer), Aramac road c 80 Olesen Christian, Toowooinba c
113 Norton M., Tooowoomba, c 81 Oliver C. M. (selector), Russel River c
114 Norton M. A., Townsville c 82 Oliver E., Cairns Arms Hotel, Pine Hill o
115 Norton Patrick, Rockhampton o c 83 Oliver George (carrier ), Alpha c
116 Norton W., Qualtrough street, Ipswich road c 84 Oliver Thos., Gympie c
117 Nutt John, Peak Downs s 85 Olouglin Andrew, Warwick u k
118 Notton Mills A., Warwick c 86 Olsen -, Bowen street, Brisbane c
119 Nonloo Harry, Rockhampton o c 87 Olsen Charles, Beta e
120 Noyes Richard, Mount Esk c 88 Olsen R. 0., Hambledon Plantation,  Cairns c
121 Nugent Mrs. Ellen, Maryborough u k 89 O'Mahoney Miss W., Spring Creek c
122 Nugent T., Capella,  ria  Rockhampton c 90 O'Malley Mrs., Mackay c
123 Nunich  Miss Eliza,  Petrie terrace u k 91 O'Malley Miss, Vulture street,  South Brisbane
124 Nunn Herbert, Thompson's Flat, near Gympie c 92 O'Malleyy Luke (62 Gang,  lengthsman ), Q. C. Rail-
way e
93 O'Neall William,  Brisbane c
0. 94 O'Neil Hugh Henry, Rockhampton ii k
95 O'Neil J., Beta
1 O'BEANE Michael, Kangaroo  Point u k 96 O'Neill Mrs.,  Brisbane c
2 O'Bearne J., Northampton c 97 O'Neill Ann, Gympie o
3 O'Brain Miss Kate, Ross  Island c 98 O'Neill Mrs. Bridget, Charters Towers o c
4 O'Bren Henry, Queen's Park  Reserve,  Rockhamp- 99 O'Neill John, Muttaburra c
ton c 100 O'Neill Pat., Jericho c
5 O'Brean B., Charleville s 101 O'Neill P. (care of Laigby), Rockwood Station c
6 O'Brien Mrs., Barcaldine Station, near Blackall u k 102 O'Neill P. (care of Flemming), Normanton road c
7 O'Brien C., Granite Creek, Cooktown 103 Onge Harry, Rocklands c
8 O'Brien  Dennis,  Royal Hotel c 104 O'Neil Martin, Rockhampton u k
9 O'Brien G. E., Jane street, Valley c 105 Opperman H. P., Bundaberg c
10 O'Brien H., Listowel c 106 Orchard  Miss , Brisbane in
11 O'Brien Michael,  Surat c 107 O'Reilly - (saw-mill proprietor), Toowoomba c
12 O'Brien Michael, Muttaburra c (2) 108 O'Reilly F.,  Brisbane c
13 O'Brien Mrs. M ., Bogantungan c 109 Organ J. G. (care of P.O.), Hughenden c (3)
14 O'Brien P., Warwick c 110 O'Reilly Patt, P. O. Brisbane u k
15 O'Brien Richd. (drayman), Paddington o c 111 O'Reily Thomas, Hughenden c
16 O'Brine John, Muttaburra c 112 O'Rielly J., Alpha o
17 O'Brine John, Blackall c 113 Orlando Guiseppe (shipwright), Brisbane f
18 O'Brine John, Flying Gang, Q. C. Railway c 114 Ormis James, Cootharaba road, One-Mile c
19 Ochs Takob, Rockhampton f (2) 115 Ormundson -, Railway Station , Sandgate c
20- Ockelford Albert, Brisbane o 116 O'Rourke JohnHenrli,  Bogantun+gan c
21 O'Condell W., Hughenden c 117 Orr Mrs. Mary, Mitchell c
22 O'Oenner , Cairns c 118 Osborne John (Hospital ), Toowoomba c (2)
23 O'Conner  (wellsinker ),  Beta c 119 Osborne J. (care of Sandford), Gympie c
24 O'Connor  Mrs., Melbourne street , South Brisbane c 120 Osborne J. W., Charters Towers o
25 O'Connor  Eugene, Cawarral , P.O. Rockhampton s 121 O' Shea  Mrs., Gympie or One-Mile c
26 O'Connor James, Warwick c 122 O'Shea W., Mackay u k
27 O'Connor  Miss  Margt., Tribune street, South Bris- 123 O'Shannessy K., Surat c
bane o c 124 O 'Shay J. (Gooding Downs), Stashen c
28 O'Connor P. T. (care of Farquharson), Clermont a 125 O'Sullivan
-Ipswich29 O'Connor Thos., Ross Island c (2) 126 O'Sullivan Miss (care of Carrol), Bowen street, City c
30 O'Connor Thos. J., Queen  street , Brisbane o 127 O'Sullivan David, Brisbane o
31 O'Connors -, Moore's Creek, North Rockhamp-
ton
128 O'Sullivan Denis, Maida Hill, Cattle Creek,  via
Dalby c
32 O'Connrs P., Red Hill c 129 O'Sullivan D., Brisbane u k-
33 O'Connell Mrs., Constance  street , Valley c 130O'Sullivan Miss Ellen (care of Thompson), Club
34 O'Connell G. G., Brisbane c Hotel, Roma
35 O'Connell William, Esk c 131 O'Sullivan Miss Hanorah, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
36 O'Dgen , Beenleigh c 132 Ott Mrs.,  senior,  Maah Ridge, Toowoomba c
87 Odgers James,  Murray  lane, South  Brisbane s 133 Otta Mrs., Nundah c
M n'Dndrrty r}, P'. C1mboweal ri c 134 Otto Mrs. A. 11rrtnv ale, Ipswich c09 V'jj"#)4  - -11 )4crkh +9h t M 100 Oi;ty fl, a. j11wW,f.itli Iti#!et  rr)y t)asyr I' i' Hill I
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136 Owen R. C., Maryborough o c 87 Peacock Jno. (s.c. " Gun-a"), Cooktown s
137 Owens John, Pine Hill o c 88 Peace Mrs., Rockhampton c (2)
138 Owens Joseph, Adelaide street, Brisbane c 89 Peake Fred . (general smith ),  Cairns u k
139 Owens  J., 28, Adelaide  street c 90 Pearce Mrs. E. ,  Queenton ,  Charters Towers c
1 10 Owens T., Brisbane s 91 Pearce Capt.  H. (s. s. "Reliance "), Port  Macquarie s
141 Oxlad C. T., Sundown, Johnstone River c 92 Pearce John J., Brisbane u k
142 Oyanne Mrs. C. H., Brisbane u k 93 Pearce Mrs. J. R., Rockhampton c (2)
94 Pearce Mrs. S. F., Brisbane o
95 Pearce Thomas, Charters Towers a
P. 96 Pearce Thomas, Whyjendra Station, Roma r
97 Pearce Walter, Reserve, Gayntdala c
1 PACHTEN Joseph, G.P.O.Brisbane f 98 Pearce W., Northampton Downs o c
2 Padersen -, East Maryborough c (2) 99 Pearse J. R., Blackall c
3 Page Frederick, P.O. Rona c 100 Pearce W..1., Tait Telegraph Station c
4 Page T. H., Q. N. Bank, Brisbane s 101 Pearson Mrs., Horseshoe Hotel, Logan road c
5 Paget Willm., View  street,  Paddington u k (3) 102 Peat J., Bundanba c
6 Paige J. H., Charlotte  street c 103 Peatty Mrs., Bundaberg c
7 Paige T. H., Bowen terrace c 104 Peck C. J., Yadthor, Cloncurry Crossing m
8 Paisley David, Peak Downs Station c (2) 105 Pedersen E., South Side River, One-mile Creek c
9 Paisley David  (carrier ),  Muttaburra c 106 Peek Miss Alice, Brisbane it k
10 Pale , William riff  ChartersRockwood St tio 107 Pentland cPeers -, a n ,Rivers uk 108 ,Peers Rodgers, Pimpama c
11 Palmer -, Newtown, Ipswich c 109 Pegg Mrs., Junction  P.O., Ipswich road c1
12 Palmer A., Gympie c 110 Pegg - (farmer ), Salisbury, North Brisbane c
13 Palmer Gemyye, Rem re, Aramae e 111 Pegg Mrs. M., Gin Gin, Bundaberg c
14 Palmer George  (carrier), Isisford c 112 Pegg T., Gin Gin, Bundaberg c
15 Palmer Jos. (care of Allen and Sons), Charters 113 Piggott E., P.O. Brisbane c
Towers c (3) 114 Pegus -, Tambo s
1(i Palmer Mrs. M .,  Tiffin street, Roma c 115 Pearson Karolina, Herberton o
17 Palmer R., Ward's Cottages, Brisbane c 116 Peiryman .James, North Pine River o
18 Palmer W.,  Cairns c 117 Pellet -, Cemetry road, Petrie  terrace c
19 Palmertree William, Ipswich, Hungry Flat c (2) 118 Pelling Mrs. Jno. (care of  Beck), Yeulbah c (3)
20 Palyah Frederick, Bowen, Port Denison c (2) 119 Pelma$he Davis, Rockhampton s
21 Painty -, Flinders c 120 Pendergait  John,  Jindabank ,  vid  Maneroo s
22 Pamerley Wm., Townsville c 121 Pendreigh E., Charters  Towers c
23 Panton Mrs., Anderson street, Valley c 122 Penhallurick R., Pentland c
24 Pardoe and Joynt, Townsville c 123 Penn W.,  Brisbane c
25 Pardoe M., Townsville c 124 Pennington T., Herbert Creek, Rockhampton u k
26 Pardy W., Rockhampton o 125 Penning William (s.c. " Cloncurry"), Thursday
27 Parfit Joseph, Listowel Downs, Blackall c Island u k
28 Paris Mrs., New Market Hotel, Roma street c (2) 126 Penrose C., Brisbane s
29 Park Alexr . (care of Keating), Wambina Station, 127 Pent P J.. Mackay c
Charters Towers s 128 Perch T., AZ Island c
30 Parker  -,  Petrie terrace c 129 Perches Miss E., Brisbane c
31 Parker  -,  Recliffe c 130 Percy and Durant ,  South Brisbane c (2)
32 Parker  -,  Mount Morgan e 131 Percra J., Edward street, South Brisbane c
33 Parker A., Tamworth s 132 Perkins Frank ,  Invernie Station ,  near Blackall c
34 Parker Chas., Redcliffe Station c 133 Perkins Michael  (care of McPherson ),  Amby Dov ns
3'S Parker Chas., Hughenden c Station o
36 Parker C. (carpenter ),  Sandgate road ,  Nundah c 134 Perrier Mrs., 160 Ann street c (2)
37 Parker Mrs. E .,  Charters Towers c 135 Perrin Alfred, P.O. Ipswich u k
38 Parker John ,  Rockhampton c 136 Perry C. H., Pine Hill c
39 Parker J. W., Brook field c 137 Perry C., Bribbie  Island, Southport c
40 Parker Robert  (care of Parbury ,  Lamb, and Raff), 138 Perry G. F., Brisbane c
Brisbane c 139 Perry M., Railway Office, Mackay c
41 Parker Thos .,  Muttaburra s 140 Perry Philip, P.O. Townsville u k
42 Parker Wellesly A., Amby Downs Station, near
Roma f (9)
141 Perry T. A. (care of Brodie), Nive Downs, Auga-
thella c
13 Parkes - (contractor ),  Redeliffe c 142 Peter Mrs., Jericho c
44 Parkes -, Maneroo c 143 Peters Claus, Bogantungan c
45 Parkinson Robert ,  Brisbane u k and f (2) 144 Peters Mrs. C., Jericho (Q. C. Railway) c
46 Parkyns R., Apollonian Vale, Gympie c 145 Peters Daniel, Dalby c
47 Parnell Donald  (with cattle ),  Capella c 146 Peters Eliza (care of Peters ),  Maryborough c
48 Parnell D ,,  Scrubby Creek c 147 Peters Hans  (Han's Peter 's Farm ),  Toowoomba
49 Parrott S., Wickham street ,  Brisbane c 148 Peters J. E., Amby Downs o
50
_
Parry Robert ,  Watsonville c (2) 149 Peters T., Brisbane c
51 Parsons  -,  Charters Towers c 150 Peters T. J., Brisbane s
52 Parsons H. H. H., Hospital ,  Rockhampton c 151 Peters W., Maryborough c
53 Pascoe W., Rockhampton c 152 Peters Wm., Laidley c
54 Pasley D. (carrier ),  Winton c 153 Peterson  -,  Belyando c
r..5 Passey Edward ,  Rockhampton u k (2) 154 Petersen  A. L., P.O.  Breakfast Creek c
56 Patason Miss A., Charters Towers c 155 Petersen C., Milton s
57 Paterson  -- (inspector of machinery ).  B ri sbane s 156 Petersen C. (carpenter), Rockhampton e
58 Paterson  Alexr ., Ipswich c 157 Peterson F., East Maryborough c (3)
59 Paterson C. S., Kent street o c 158 Petersen Jorgen Christian  (farmer ),  Tinana Creek
60 Paterson E. (railway contractor ),  Brisbane s (2) P.O., Maryborough c
61 Paterson Henry, P.O., Jericho a 159 Petersen J. (care of Lane ),  Maryborough c
62 Paterson Miss Maggie ,  Maryborough o c 160 Petersen J., near Immigration Depot ,  Mackay c
63 Pates C. A., Kalara, North Quay c 161 Petersen Peter ,  Titana Creek ,  Maryborough c
64 Paton James ,  Charleville c 162 Peterson P., P.O. Cairns s
65 Patrick W., Barcaldine Station ,  Barcoo c 163 Petersen Sussanah, Day Dawn Ridge ,  Charters
66 Patterson E., Maryborough c Towers c
67 Patterson  --,  Bundaberg c 164 Petersen W. (selector ),  Cairns c
68 Patterson  A. L., Brisbane c 165 Peterson - (carrier ),  Winton c
69 P::tterson H., Rockhampton c 166 Peterson Mrs., Pallas street, Maryborough c
70 P..r, terson James ,  Charters Towers u k 167 Peterson Mrs., Owen street, South Brisbane c
11 Patterson Jno., Brisbane Club Hotel ,  corner Wharf 168 Peterson A., One-Mile, Gympie c
and Ann streets, Brisbane m (3) 169 Peterson Mrs. E .,  North Warwick c (2)
72 Patterson Miss J., P.O. Port Douglas c 170 Peterson Frederick, Gracemere c
73 Patterson J. B., Rockhampton c 171 Peterson H., P.O. Clermont c
74 Patterson R. C. (railway contractor ),  Brisbane c (2) 172Peterson H., Ayrshire Downs c
75 Patterson Mrs. T .,  Thomas street, West End c 1703Peterson H., Bundaberg c76Patterson Thos., Roolboonda ,  Mount Perry c 174 Peterson  H. J. Kolidastors ,  Townsville c
77 ]'attison Mrs. A .,  Pine Hill c (2) 175 Peterson John ,  Pialba, Maryborough c
78 Patton W. (hotelkeeper), Fortitude Valley s 176 Peterson  Karl, Bundaberg c
79 Paul Lionell F., Charleville Plantation ,  near Mary- 177 Peterson L., Kangaroo Point c
borough u k (2) 178Peterson T., Townsville c
80 Paul Richard ,  care of ]towers  (carrier ),  Isisford c 179 Petrie Maggie, Brisbane o
81 Paull Miss E., G.P.O. Brisbane f 180 Petry Johann, Allora c
82 Paulsen Mrs. F .,  Brook street ,  Brisbane c 111 Petters Mrs. L.,  Mossman 's Gully, Charters
83 Paulsen Nicholaus (German Consulate), Mary- Towers c
borough f 182 Pettersen Andrew (labourer), Bundaberg o c
84 Paxton  J ames, Ruthven Station ,  Isisford 183 Pettersen A. L. (builder), P.O. Nudgee c
85 Payard Mrs. C., Wnterview Farm, Lower Bur•lek;n 184 Petterson Miss Carolin ,  Wild River ,  Herberton f
185 Pettersen Karl, Bundaberg a
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187 Pfluyrad Carl, Kangaroo Point c 291 Prior Th., Cooktown c
188 Pfluyradt Wilfrhem  (brickmak ( r), Pioneer Estate, 292 Pritchard Mrs. (dressmaker ),  Muttaburra e
Mackay f 293 Pritchard Mrs. A .,  P.O., Townsville c
189 Phelan John  (farm  labourer), Rockhampton o c 294 Pritchard G., P.O. Brisbane c
190 Phippard R., Leichhardt street ,  Brisbane c 295 Proctor Win. (care Acheson ),  Rockhampton f
191 Philip S., Australian Bank, Hughenden c 296 Prosser James, Amby Downs Station c
192 Philp L. S., P.O .  Bundaberg o 297 Prosser Robert ,  Gympie c
193 Phillips  -,  Speed street ,  Brisbane c 298 Pruzeman  W.  A., Marybo rough c
194 Phillips P.O. Brisbane u k 299 Pudie James, Esk c
195 Phillips  -,  Ayrshire Downs ,  Vul Winton c 300 Puitich John T .,  Murray street ,  Rockhampton n k
196 Phillips Chas. ,  Ruthven Station ,  rie"r Isisford s 301 Pullen Jas . (care Hall), Valley c (2)
197 Philips E., Brisbane c 302 Pullister Thos., Ipswich c
198 Phillips F., Brisbane u k (2) 303 Purce Mrs. S .,  Close 's Hotel, Mitchell c
199 Phillips G. (carrier ),  Betts Creek c 304 Purcell  -,  Charters Towers c
200 Phillips John, Bundaberg c 305 Purcell John ,  Alpha o
201 Phillips Mrs. Kate, Rockhampton c 306 Purcell John, St. George c202 Phillips M., Queen street c 307 Purcell J. (care of Pickering ),  Yuleha c (2)
203 Phillips Peter, George street c 308 Purcell Phillip ,  H.M. Gaol ,  Townsville s
204 Phillips Mrs. P .,  Maryvale, Warwick c 309 Purcell Mrs. T .,  Charters Towers c
205 Phillips Saurl., Winton c 310 Purcell T., Manilla Station c
206 Phillips S., Ayrshire Downs c (2) 311 Purser W. E., P.O .  Townsville u k
207 Phillip T., North Rockhampton c 312 Purssell Edward, P.O. Brisbane u k
208 Philips T. H., Wharf street c 313 Purtall  -,  Churchill, Ipswich c
209 Phillips Wm., South Brisbane c 314 Purtell Miss Maria A .,  Maryborough o c
210 Phillips W. H., P.O .  Allora c 315 Purteous  - (painter,  &c.), Ipswich c
211 Phillipps  -,  Chester street ,  New Farm c 316 Pye D. and C.,  Cooktown s
212 Phister James ,  P.O. Dulacca c 317 Pyne Master E., Hospital ,  Brisbane c (2)213 Phylan E. (care of Steward Bros .  and McCanghy),
Rockwood ,  Landsborough o c
318 Pyne T .,  Withersfield c
214
215
Pick R., William street ,  Ipswich u k
Picking Wm., Thompson Estate c (2) Q.
216 Picle Joseph ,  P.O. Brisbane a
217 Pierce Walter ,  P.O. Rockhampton c 1 QUAMB Robert, Barcaldine c
218 Pike C.,  P.O. Emerald u k 2 Queerk -  (schoolmaster ),  Charters Towers c
219 Pilsoon Anders ,  Springsure f 3 Quick Edward ,  Brisbane c
220 Pinchert E., Rockhampton c 4 Quigley John ,  Charters Towers c
221 Pink W .,  Brisbane c 5 Quilton W .  R., Brisbane c
222 Pin Taw Rev .,  Rockhampton c 6 Quin J. (care of P. Baker), Ann street c
223 Pison Mrs. Edith ,  Monkland c 7 Quince William ,  Warwick c
224 Pitt S., Warwick c (3) 8 Quinlan Con . (care of John Murphy ),  Evesham m (2)
225 Plant John ,  Toowoomba c 9 Quinlan Denis  (Martin), Charters Towers, z
226 Planter Henry, Brisbane c 10 Quinlan W., Rockhampton s
227 Planter George, Mackay c 11 Quinn Mrs .,  Toowoomba c
228 Plastow E., Rockhampton s 12 Quinn Hugh, Rockampton o e
229 Pleason John, Charters Towers o c (2) 13 Quinn John  (care of Shaw), Ipswich c
230 Plorska C., Bundaberg c 14 Quinn L., Enoggera road c
231 Plowright T. Rockhampton c 15 Quinn P., Roma s
232 Plumb William  (care of Murray), Alpha c 16 Quinn William ,  Winton c
233 Plumb S .,  Barcaldine Station c 17 Quirk James E .  S., Rockhampton e
234 Plummer E. A., Werna, Aramac c 18 Quirke P. D., Charters Towers c
235 Plunkett C. R., Isisford s c (2)
236 Plunkett John ,  P.O. Charters Towers u k
237 Polak L .  E., Brisbane c R.
238 Pollock Alexander ,  Brisbane f
239 Pollock T., Wickham street, Brisbane c 1 RAAIM Hogan ,  North Pine c
240 Poison J. P., Rockhampton c 2 Rabb Miss A . (cars of J .  Stevens ),  Monsildale u k
241 `sk u kPoole Alfred E., P.O.1 + 3 Radcliff J., Boggo c
242 Poole James ,  Boundary street, Ipswich o c 4 Radford George, Rocky Waterholes c
243 Pooler Wi lliam ,  P.O. Brisbane s 5 Radstock F. D., Laidley c
244 Pope H., Spring Hi ll c 6 Raffing L. (cordial manufacturer ),  Muttaburra e
245 Pope R .,  Wallumbilla c 7 Rafter John  (carrier), Winton o c
246 Porter James  (care of Prisley ),  Mitchell c (2) 8 Ralph R., Clermont c
247 Porter John ,  Ipswich c (3) 9 Ralston C. E., Charleville m and c (2)
248 Porrit Geo., Ipswich c 10 Ramsay Miss, Leichhardt street c
249 Potts Dr. Anna, Brisbane o 11 Ramsay G.  L.  (per s.s. "Quetta "), Brisbane f
250 Poulson  -,  Woolloongabba c 12 Ramsden Joseph  (carpenter ),  Muttaburra c
251 Powell Mrs. Ellen, Bogantungan o 3 Ramsay W. (care of Messrs .  Badgery ),  Roma c
2.52 Powell George, Gympie c 14 Rance George ,  Spring Hill o c
253 Powell Mrs. Jane, Isaac street ,  Spring Hill c 15 Randle Mrs., Stanley street c
254 Powell William ,  Ashburton Plantation ,  Mackay o 16 Ranking Philip W., Townsville c255 Powell William  (care of Cartener ),  Pioneer Estate o 17 Ranley Mrs .  C., Rockhampton c
256 Power Miss Agnes ,  P.O. Rockhampton c 18 Panniich Charlie, Maryborough c
257 Power C., Roma c (2) 19 Ranniussen Arthur, Lorida c
258 Power John ,  Winton c 20 Rasmussen Hans, Bundaberg c
259 power J. and W .,  Clifton c 21 Rawden W. (selector ),  The Leap c
260 Power M., Red Hill, Gympie c 22 Rawlands C., Brisbane m
261 Power Richard, Kensington Downs, Muttaburra c 23 Rawlings Mrs. John ,  Wellington road c
262 Power S., Saw Mills, Laidley c 24 Rawson C. S., Brisbane c
263 Power Wm., P.O .  Dalby  in 25 Ray -  (care of Mr. Ahbutt ),  Charters Towers c
264 Power David  (carrier ),  Rockwood c 26 Ray Mrs. (care of Mr .  Ray, oyster shop), George
265 Poynter Geo. (care of J. L. Andrews ),  Brisbane e street c
266 Pratt Edward ,  Brisbane c 27 Ray G., Charters Towers c267 P rebble Edward, P.U. Rockhampton u k (2) 28 Ray Robert ,  Logan Downs c
268 Prendergast  --  Rockhampton c, 29 Ray R. C., Cairns m
269 Preshe John Jam es ,  Reedy Creek ,  High fields o c 30 Rayment J., Warwick c
270 Preston J. F., Logan Downs, Peak Downs c 31 Rayment Thomas, Ipswich c
271 Preston Thos .,  Mitchell Downs c 32 Rayment W. H., Beta c
272 Price Andrew ,  Canoona Station e 33 Raymond F., Rockhampton s
273 Price E. H., Kangaroo Point c (2) 34 Rayner Robert (care of Mr. Walters ),  Dellalah in
274 Price G. R., Highgate Hill, South Brisbane u k 35 Rayward -, Townsville u k  and c (2)
275 Price J., Evesham Station c 36 Rayward Percy, Charters Towers c
276 Price Richard ,  Woolloon gabby c 37 Rea Mrs .,  Bulimba c
277 Price T., River terrace Kangaroo Point c 38 Read  -,  Bunda bergg c
278 Prichard  - (chemist ;,  Beenleigh c 39 Reahl - (farmer ),  Meringandan c
279 Priddey A. H., P.O. Brisbane u k 40 Reardon -, Ross Island c
280 Priest Ino., Boggo road c (2) 41 Reardon W., Cooktown c
281 Priest Mrs. M .  J., Boggo road o c 42 Reason Walter. Ipsnn ich o c
282 Priestley Charles ,  P.O., Rockhampton c 43 Rebegetzke J., Dotwood c
2'43 Priestly Edward, Betts Creek c 44 Redden G., T,,wnsi i'1cc c
284 Primrose Geo. (care Gartside and Son ),  Brisbane c (2) 45 Redden  .T., Towu- villh c
285 Primmer N., Brisbane n z 46 Redfern ll., liri,bane cj36 Prince G. (care of Young  Bros.), Kalamia Estate u k 47 Redman  ( aeo. Clavering ,  Brisbane u k
287 Prince .  Peter A .,  P.O. Brisbane o c 48 Redman ,  H., Richmond Downs s
288 Pring Charles ,  MeDuwall street ,  Brisbane c 49 Redmayne C. 1). E. Tcm insville o
289 Prior W., Cairns c 50
,
Redmond  -,  Brisbane c
290 Prior Thomas,  Smithfield Cairns o 51 Redmond John, Cairns c
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Redmond John, Springsure c
Redonnet E. B., Brisbane o
Redwood George, Rockhampton c
Reed (or Reid), David, Mackay o
Reed William (timber-getter), Noosa c (2)
Rees B., Charters Towers c
Rees Thomas, Ross Island o c
Rees W., Milton c
Reese G., Brisbane s
Reeves J. W., Kolan o c
Re,,an -, Cairns c
Rsnchle Jacob, Toowoouba c
Reichmann F., Charters Towers c
Reid -, Ithaca Creek c
Reid Miss A., Maryborough c
Reid E., Rockhampton c
Reid F., Upper Bundamba c
Reid F., Rockhampton c
Reid John (care of Mr. Stephens), Lnbil road u k
Reid J. G., Mackay c
Reid M., Mitchell c
Reid M. (second engineer, s.s. " Advance "), Bris-
bane s
Reid Win. (well- sinker ), Roma c
Reid W. G., Brisbane c
Reif Mrs. E., Springsure c
Reif Mrs. John, Springsure c
Reilly .Tames, Evesham c
Reilly J. C., Evesham c (2)
Reilly M., Rockhampton e
Reilly Patrick, Connemara Station o
Reily Thomas, Ravenswood Junction c
Rein Nicholas, Capella c
Reisenleiter Leonhard, Toowoomba c
Relf G. S., Brisbane u k
Reltow J., Brisbane c
Rennison George, Townsville c
Renton Hudson, Brisbane c
Ress A., Mount Esk c
Reuter Carl, Rockhampton s
Revitt Miss A., Brisbane a
Reynolds Mrs. M., Allanstown c (2)
Rhodes Miss A. (care of Mrs. Williams), Mackay u k
Rhule -- (carrier ), Tambo c (2)
Rice G. M., Springsure c
Rice James, Charters Towers c
Richard John, Vindex Station c
Richards --, Red Hill Farm c
Richards - (care of Mr. Masks), Logan Bridge c
Richards -, Charters Towers c
Richards -, South Brisbane c
Richards Miss Elizabeth, Charters Towers
Richards F. (care of Messrs. McGhie. Luya, and
Company, sawmills), Cootharaba c (2)
Richards Henry, Springsure c
Richards J., One-Mile c (2)
Richards Richard, Gympie o
Richards William, Eight-mile Plains c
Richards W. H., Springsure c
Richards W. J. W., Herberton u k
Richards W. T., Mount Pleasant c
Richardson Catherine, Ipswich o
Richardson D. H., West End c (2)
Richardson  Miss  Fanny, Brisbane o
Richardson Robert J. (carriage  and waggon exami-
ner, Q.C. Railway), Emerald u k
Richardson R. C. H., Brisbane u k
Richardson William the Cape, North s
Richmond -, Gotha  street c
Richter W. (builder), Beenleigh c
Ricinde Charles, Withesfield c
Rickard R., Gympie a
Riddle C. D., Gladstone c
Ridge T., Sandgate c
Ridgedale Mrs., Toowoomba road c
Riding D., Kangaroo Point c
Ridland R., Johnston River c
Ried James (trainer), Rockhampton c (2)
Rief Charles, Springsure f
Rieken Miss E. J., Brisbane c
Rielly Luke (care of J. Mullin), Evesham c
Rigby Thomas (meat works), Queensport u k
Riley Edwin J., Rockhampton s
Riley John, Amby Downs c
Riley Michael, Bremer Creek c
1, icy M. (carrier), Richmond c
Riley Mrs. M. A., Rockampton c
Rimmer Edward, Hinchinbrook u k
Rinderman Joseph,  Brisbane in (2)
Riardon David, Mackay u k
Ritcher F., Junction c
Ritchie - (merchant), Cannibal Creek in
Rivers Chas. Wm. (or Agent), St. Lawrence c
Rizins Gustav, German s.s. "Samoa," Cooktown c
Roach John (miner ), Townsville o c
Roach Siblane Louis, Brisbane f
Robarts J., Chartt r, Towers  in
Robert E., Cairns c
Roberts -, Mutt;.hurra cl
Roberts - (wheelwright), Gyinpie c
Roberts Mrs., Deadmaii's Gully c
Roberts Mrs., Charters Towers c
Roberts Chas. (contractor), Augathella in
Roberts Charles C., Charters'lowers o
Roberts  Christopher, Brisbane u k
Roberts (34(foundry), Rockhamptbtl c
155 Roberts 1)., Cairn, s
156 Roberts 1)., Maryborough c
1557 Roberts Ernest, klerbertou c
158 Roberts E., Cairns c
1,:5!1 Roberts Mrs.  B.  J., Deep Creek c (2)
160 Roberts George, Charters Towers o c
161 Roberts John, Rockhampton c
162 Roberts .John (carrier), Springsure c
163 Roberts John, Monkland c
164 Roberts J., Townsville c
165 Roberts J., Winton s
166  Roberts J. (hfateel Life Assaratnee Agent), Winton c
167 Roberts Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
168 Roberts Miss M., Rockhampton c
169 Roberts Mrs. M. A., Charters Towers c (2)
170 Roberts Richard, Charters Towers c
171 Roberts R., Georgetown o c
172 Roberts S. W., Cooktown o
173 Roberts T., One-Mile c (2)
174 Roberts W., Valley c
175 Roberts W. H. (carrier), Pine Hill c
176 Roberts W. P., Northampton Downs s (2)
177 Robertson -- (contractor), Sandgate c
178 Robertson Archd. (care  of Mr. Hunter), Yellow
Waterhole u k
179 Robertson Charles (sawyer), Tinana in (2)
180 Robertson C. (sawyer), Mary borough u k
181 Robertson Chas. (care of Mr. Hansen), Tirana e
182 Robertson C., Geraldton o c
183 Robertson Mrs. E. B. N., Charters Towers c
184 ]Robertson Isabella, Brisbane o
185 Robertson John, Toowoomba o c
186 Robertson J., Junction Estate c (3)
187 Robertson Mrs. L., Qneenton c
188 Robertson Mrs. M., Townsville c
189 Robertson P., Roma o
190 Robertson P., Brisbane c
191 Robertson Miss Sarah, Brisbane o c
192 Robertson S. G., Homebush o
193 Robertson Mrs. William, Charters Towers o
194 Robertson W. B., Eulo c
195 Robertson, W. B., Townsville c (2)
196 Robey Thomas, Brisbane c
137 Robins David, Blackall c
193 Robins Frank (care of A. McMaster), Coreona c
199 Robinson -, :>.voca Hotel c
200 Robinson - (shearer), Ayrshire Downs c
201 Robinson Miss (Eton), Nundah u k and c (3)
202 Robinson Mrs. Barbara H., Kennedy terrace o c
203 Robinson B., Gigumgan c
204 Robinson Christ. Woollongabba c
205 Robinson C. J.,iockhampton s
206 Robinson E., Richmond s
207 Robinson E. G., Capella c (2)
208 Robinson Mrs. E. J., Valley o
209 Robinson Mrs. G. E., Avoca Hotel c
210 Robinson --, Avoca Hotel c
211 Robinson H., Bundaberg c
212 Robinson Henry (care of Mrs. F. Grace), Charters
Towers c
213 Robinson Harry F., Warwick c
214 Robinson Isaac, Brisbane u k
215 Robinson James, Ipswich c
216 Robinson James Win., Brisbane u k
217 Robinson John (carpenter), Brisbane c
218 Robinson J., Roma c
219 Robinson J., Charters Towers c
220 Robinson Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
221 Robinson J. A., Blackalls
222 Robinson Mrs. L., South Brisbane c
223 Robinson Mrs. Mary, Bundaberg o c
224 Robinson Mrs. Rachel, Valley c
225 Robinson T. J., Bulimba o
226 Robinson William, Valley c
227 Robinson W., Rockhampton c
228 Robinson W. W., Maryborough c
229 Robnott F., Brisbane c
230 Robson G., Capella o
231  Robustelle Geiseppe, Rockwood c
232 Robustelle Guiseppb, Rockwood c (2)
233 Rocahate Mrs., Ross  Island  in
234 Roche John (selector), Cairns o c
235 Roche William, Woolston e
236 Roddie James, Brisbane c
237 Rodgers Harry, Muttaburra c
238 Rodgers R., Cairns o c
239  Rodgers Thomas Henry, Townsville  is  k
240 Rodgers William John, Peak Downs c
241 R+odley -, Wharf street c
242 Rodman Mrs. W. H., Rockhampton a
243 Rodney George, One-Mile c
244 Roe A., Rockhampton c
245 Roe S. J., Rockhampton o c
246 Rogers -, George street c
247 Rogers Mrs. (care of Mrs. Selina Buttwell), C•nnet
ville n k
248 Rogers Charles, Cairns c
249 Rogers F., Esk c
250 Rogers George H. ('bus-driver), Lutwyche o c
251 Rogers G. J., Rockhampton c
252 Ro-ers Miss M. (care of Mr. Moffat), lia,:raldbowns uk
253 Rogers P., Gympie c254 Roger Pater, Red Hill c
25Z 14 ers topphen (contractor),  Brisbane  c
256 Rogers  Wi lliam,*Gattop o
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257 Rolins William, Townsville s 359 Ryan Michael (carpenter), South Brisb ne o c
23 8 Rolison Richard, Rockhampton u k (2) 3(30 Ryan Patrick, Winton c
259 Rolley S. senr., Stanley street c 361 Ryan Peter, Racecourse c
260 Rolley Mrs. W., Ipswich road u k 362 Ryan P., Walker street c
261 Romerill Capt. Geo. (brigantine " Sarah Pile 363 Ryan P., Little Ebo Creek 1)
Rockhampton n z 364 Ryan Thomas (Flying Gang), Goo dna c
262 Romet Miss Sarah (care of Mr. Pattison, butcher), 365 Ryan Thos. (sugar-planter), Cardwell a
Rockhampton e 366 Ryan Thomas, Brisbane o
263 Rooney Messrs., Brisbane c 367 Ryder J. A., Columbia c
264 Rooney Mrs. Ellen, Thargomindah u k 368 Ryland Mrs. G., Muttaburra s
265 Rooney M., Pine Hill c 369 Ryne T., Yaamba c
266 Roscoe T., One-Mile c (2)
267 Rose Charles Hughenden c268 ,Rose Charles, Hughenden c S.
269 Rose C., William street c270 Rose J. (carrier), Jericho c 1 SA-BIN, Jim (S.S.I.), Gordon Downs c
271 Rose M., Brisbane c 2 Sachan H. W., Alsatia, Mackay c
272 Rose W. H., Vandyke c 3 Sacker -, Rockhampton u k273Rose W. M., Valley c 4 Sainsbury Maggie, Ma Ma Creek o
274 Rosendahl J. F., 111illchester c 5 Sainsbury W., Georgetown c
275 Rosenow Miss A., Brisbane c 6 Salker F., Ann street c
276 Rosich Peter (cook), Brisbane o c 7 Sallars W. (carrier), Muttaburra c
277 Ross -, Dalby c 8 balreson Thomas (care of H. KaTq), Stonehenge c
278 Ross Morgan and Robertson, Brisbane c 9 Sam Chang (gardener), Cedar Camp c
279 Ross Mrs., South Brisbane c 10 Sam Loy. Stone Creek s
280 Ross Mrs., Ross Island u k 11 Sam Wah (storekeeper), Ravenswood Junction c
281 Ross 1). (photographer), Toowooinba s 12 Sam War, Teebar c
2832 Ross Mrs. E., Rockhampton s 13 Sanders -, Brisbane u k283Ross Frank, Brisbane s 14 Sanders Otto, Woollongabba s
284 Ross Mrs. H., Brisbane is 1.5 Sanford Henry, Union Saw-mills u k
285 Ross James, Brisbane m 16 Sandison Miss B., Brisbane c
286 Ross John, Barcaldine c 17 Sandrinan and Coy. Messrs., Brisbane c
287 Ross J. (White Gates), Rockhampton c 18 Sands A., Breakfast Creek c
288 Ross Maggie M., Townsville o 19 Sandy James, Gladstone c
289 Ros M., Dee c 20 Sang Samuel S., Charters Towers c
290 Ross Robert, Barcaldine c 21 Sard F., Brisbane c
291 Ross R., Beaconsfield c 22 Sargeant C., Brisbane in
292 Ross William, Brisbane s 23 Sariene -, Maryborough
293 Ross William, Adeliade street u k 24 Sargon -, Ipswich c
294 Rostock F. D., Laidley c 25 Sarte Mrs. A., Townsville c
295 Rothman S. Herman, Brisbane f 26 Saunders Robert, Baine River o c
295 Row Josiah, Brisbane c 27 Savage A. M., Brisbane c
297 Rowan George, Brisbane u k 28 Savage C. D., Red Hill u k
298 Rowan Robert, Cooktown o 29 Savage James, Nive Downs c (2)
299 Rowan Robert, Cairns o (2) 30 Savage James, Muttaburra c (2)
300 Rowe --, Stanley street c 31 Savage John, Lerida Station c
301 Rowe Miss E. E., Rockhampton u k 32 Savage J., Sussex street c
302 Rowe Ernest John, Ipswich o c 33 Savage J., West End o
303 Rowe Mrs. H. (nurse ), Charters Towers c 34 Savage T., Muttaburra s t and c (3)
304 Rowland H., Maryborough c 35 Sawyer Mrs. E., Nudgee u k
305 Rowlands Thomas, Ipswich c 36 Sawyer R., Adelaide street c
306 Rowley Mrs., Turbot street c 37 Sascon John, Toowoomba e
307 Royle T. (tailor), Townsville s 38 Say Harry, North Rockhampton c
308 Royle W., Paddington c 39 Sayce Mrs. G., Ipswich c
309 Roys A., Lower Burdekin c 40 Sayers Joseph, Roma u k (2)
310 Rubuck Frederick,  Ferrenteen c 41 Sayers S., Charleville  is
311 Rubenkamm G., Roma c 42 Scanlan E., Capella c
312 Rubet J., Canal Creek c 43 Scanlan J., Townsville c
313 Rudder L. R., Mutaburra s 44 Schafer J. E., Maryborough c
314 Ruddy J., Sandy Creek c 45 Schafer  Miss  Louise, Gympie c
315 Rudolph John, May Downs c 46 Schaff D. (care of J.  Savage ), Rockwood c
316 Rudolphi W., Wongarra c (2) 47 Schattling F. H., Rockhampton c
317 Ruff Thomas, Winton u k 48 Scheeler (wheelwright), Valley c
318 Rugg Joseph, Thornborough e 49 Schefe M., Waterford c
319 Ruhl Conrad (carrier), Tambo c (4) 50 Schefer George, Peak Downs Station f
320 Ruhl Conrad Robert, Pine Hill c 51 Schellf William, Boggo road c
321 Rule T. (inspector of selections), Esk c 52 Schelpp W., Albert street c
322 Rumuf --, Cleveland c 53 Schibrouski A., Belmont Saw-trills c (2)
323 Rumt J. C., Albert River a 54 Schinkle -, Townsville c
324 Ruser John, Rockhampton c 55 Schirer Mrs. John, Rockhampton c
325 Rushbrook Francis, Weranga c 56 Schirmer F., Rockwood o c
326 Rushton Mrs. G. H., Eton c. 57 Schmick A., Laidley c
327 Russell A. (care of John Cameron), Kensington o 58 Schmick A., Wollongabba c
328 Russell George, Jundah c 59 Schmid John, Gympie c
329 Russell George, Townsville c 60 Schmidt Mrs., Logan road c
330 Russell Ge 'rge, Tambo c (2) 61 Schmidt Mrs. A., Yengarie road c (2)
331 Russell John, Oak Farm c 62 Schmidt Conrad, Roma
332 Russell Prosper (care of  Messrs. Stewart), Glen 63 Schmidt H. (watchmaker), Townsville u k
Crift c 64 Schmidt H., West End c
333 Russell Wilkins, Brisbane c 65 Schmidt Johann, Townsville c
334 Russell Win. (seaman), Mackay c 66 Schmidt John, Logan road c
335 Russiter John, Gladstone c 67 Schmidt J. H., Woollongabba o
336 Ruter C., North Side c 68 Schmidt, P., Lerida c
337 Ruthenberg Charles Brisbane f 69 Schneider F., Gayndah c (2)
338 Rutherford Henry, Logan Downs c 70 Schneider, J., Rockhampton c
339 Ruttledge W. E., Isisford n z (2) 71 Schofield John, Monkland c
340 Ruttray George, Gladstone c 72 Schooks William, Brisbane c
341 Rusclon David (salesman ), Bundaberg o c 73 Schotte Mrs., Albert street c
342 Ryan - (carrier), Gayndah c 74 Schrenk -, Barolin Gardens c
343 Ryan Mrs., Ipswich c 75 Schridde Harry, Mackay o
344 Ryan A. (Smith, Ryan, and Fenton), Brisbane in 76 Schubert E. A., Comet c
345 Ryan Miss Annie (care  of Mr. Cross), Gatton c 77 Schuber A., Brisbane c
346 Ryan Anthony, Maryborough c 78 Schulk C., Rockhampton c
347 Ryan D., Bogantungan c (2) 79 Schull C., Northampton Downs c
348 Ryan D. H., Townsville c 80 Schultz -, Maryborough c
349 Ryan Edmond, Rockhampton o c 81 Schultz Gustav, Laidley c
350 Ryan Ed. (care of Mr. McGrath), Muttaburra c (2) 82 Schultz Mrs., Sandy Creek c
351 Ryan Edward, Amby Downs c 83 Schwulz Joheim, South Brisbane f
332 Ryan Miss H. (care of Miss Geldhart, dressmaker), 84 Schwarz Mrs., One-Mile c
Spring Hill c 85 Scot R. (grocer), Valley c
353 Ryan James, Rockwood c (2) 86 Scot T., St. Helena c
354 Ryan James, Langton Station c 87 Scott and McClay, Brisbane in
355 Ryan James, Wou,balilla o 88 Scott - (wharfman), Dep6t Hill c
356 Ryan John (care of Mr. -Mulheran), Tambo c 89 Scott Andrew, Capella c
357 an J Warwick cR Sutnmerhill 90 Scott Miss Annie (care of Mrs Water.land)R
358
y l., ,
Ryan Michael, Cootharaba c
._ ,y
works road
-c
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9l Scott Miss Florence, Cooktown it k 194 Sigvartseii Kirsten, Tewantin c and o (3)92 Scott H., Talavera c 195 Silberman M. (hawker), Clerino it c
93 Scott H., Hughenden c 196 Silcox -, Bowen e
94 Scott James Robson, Mackay it k and c (2) 197 Silvester J. C., Nulla Nulla Hotel c
9:o Scott John (labourer), Rockhampton o e 198 Silriera Mrs. Maria V., Baton Vale Station, Dorlin;t
96 Scott J., Cooktown c Downs f
97 Scott J., Palparara c 199 Sim Mrs. A., Maryborough c
98 Scott J. H., Sandgate c 200 Sim Mrs. Deborah, Petrie  terrace c
99 Scott Miss Margaret, Brisbane it k 201 Sim Janie-, Gyinpie c
100 Scott Peter, Rockhampton c 202 Simmons Mrs., Brisbane s
101 Scott Ralph Secoine (late of Liverpool), Mutta- 203 Siimns George, Brisbane c
burrs in 204 Simms William, Ayrshire Downs c
102 Scott Hobert (o4iip "  Hannah Landells "), Mackay c 205Simonds Miss L., Surbiton Hotel c
103 Scott Robert Cooper, Brisbane s 206 Simonsen - (farmer ), Bundabeig c (2)
104 Scott Samuel, Hilton road c 207 Simpkins Mrs. (care of Manager), Peak Downs o
105 Scott Mrs. Sarah, Mackay o c 204 Simpson - (care of Mr. Bushell), Valley c
106 Scott William (hairdresser), Geraldton o (3) 209 Simpson E. A., Brisbane o
107 Scott William, Rockhampton u k (2) 210 Simpson F. J. 1). (contractor), fine Hill c
1U8 Scott Win. A., Muttaburra u k (6) 211 Simpson H., Cairns c
109 Scott W. If., Landsborough ])owns s 212 Simpson J., W ouilungabba c
110 Scotts W. T., Rockhampton c 213 Simpson Martin, Rockhampton u k
111 Scully Daniel, Manfred Downs c 214 Simpson Wm., Lopata rod, South BrieSam it k
112 Scully E., Gairbach c 215 Simpson W. (blacksmith, care of J. Porter),
113 Scurr A. C., Blackall c (2) Araniac c
114 Seaby Mrs. E., Arainac c 216 Simpton Mrs. (Railway Hotel), Clermont c
115 Seager -, Adelaide street c 217 Sims Mrs., Maryborough c
116 Seaky Mn. Mary, Petrie terrace c 218 .Sin Ah Fare, Clv--'el<tnd Bali a
117 Seal (care of Mr. Simes), Richmond Downs c 219 Sinai Frederick, lulimba farm c
118 Searle C., Ravenswood function c 220 Sinclair D., Bunuamba c
119 Searson Mrs., Charters Towers u 2'21 Sinclair Miss Isabella, Brisbane a
1'20 Seary P. (timber-getter), Tewantin c 222 Sinclair James, Lorne c
121 Seeker Mrs., Fitzroy Avenue u k 223 Sinclair John, One-Mile Sawmill c
12.2 Seden Hairy, Es esham o 221 Sinclair Robert, Gympie c
123 See Chong, Rockhampton e 22.5 Singleton -Mrs., Normanby Hill c
124 Seip A., Meringandan c 226 Sin Kong Ong, Maryborough a
125 Seip John, Meringandan c 227 Sinon George, Brisbane in
126 Seirr Alfred, Rockhampton c 228 Sin Que, Mackay c
127 Selwar David (fisherman), Southport o c 221) Sirn S. (hay-cutter), Richmt nd c
128 Sengstock Albert (bullock-driver), Maryborough o c 230 Sivestre G., Brisbane it k
129 Sengatock Mrs. Louise, Maryborough o c 231 Sjuvist A. (ship " Beatrice "), Brisbane f
130 Seville Charles, Gym ie o 232 Skea John (care of Messrs. Young, Bostock, and
131 Sewell E. (builder), Valley c Coy.), Cambridge Downs u k
132 Sewell Mrs. F., Brisbane c 233 Skene J. (commission agent), Johnston River c
133 Skwlly D., Manfred Downs c 234 Skelly Mrs. H., Charters Towers c
134 Sexton -, Mackay c 235 Skelly Patrick, Daisy Hill Farm c
135 Sexton W., Hughenden c 236 Skiffington Edward, Amby Downs c
136 Seymour C. A. (care of Mrs. Stewart), Rockwood c 237 Skinner Miss, South  Brisbane s
137
,
Seymour Mrs. Elizabeth, Watsonville o 238 Skinner Alexander, Rockhampton s
138 Seymour Miss E .,  Enoggera c 239 Skinner T. H., Brisbane c
139 Seymour G., Ipswich c 240 Skippage Mrs., Gympie u k
140 Seymour Richard, Lakes Creek o 241 Skipper B., South Brisbane c
141 Seymour S. S., Rocknampton e 242 Skinener George, Peak Downs c
142 Shanagher  Miss Ellen , Southport e 243 Slack George (cook),  Kensington Downs c
143 Shanahan Mrs. Cath., Grey street o c 244 Slandered W., Bundaberg c
144 Shannon A., Brisbane o 245 Slater George, Sandgate c
145 Sharp G., Muttaburra c 246 Slater Joseph (s.s. " New Guinea "), Brisbane u k
146 Sharp John, Ravenswood Junction u k (2) 247 Slatter James, Mackay c (2)
147 Sharpe E., Clermont c 248 Slattery John, 'merald u k (2)
148 Shaughnessy Mary, South Brisbane o 249 Slattery P., Mackay s
149 Shaw Alex. (care of Mr. Winter), Hughenden c 250 Slaughter -, Boundary street c
150 Shaw Alfred, Brisbane c 251 Slaughter A. E. (blacksmith), South Brisbane c
151 Shaw A. (carrier), Pine Hill c 252 Slaughter F., Gregory terrace c
152 Shaw F. 1'., George street c 253 Sleaman Mrs., South Brisbane c
153 Shaw George, Brisbane c 254 Sloan James (labourer), Esk o c
154 Shaw Henry, Carribba Station in (2) 255 Sloane Miss Effie (care of Mrs. Grey), Shorncliffe c
155 Shaw Henry, Mr. Clewitt's Selection, Paradise Pad- 256 Sloper A. G., Oxley c (2)
dock c 2737 Small and Coy., Messrs. B. P., Brisbane is
156 Shaw Henry (carrier ), Pine Hill c (2) 258 Smalley John, Rosewood o c
157 Shaw Mrs. J., Highgate Hill u k 259 Smee -, Brisbane u k
1.58 Shaw S. (carrier), Pine Hill c 260 Smee -, Enoggera c
159 Shaw Thomas, Brisbane s 261 Smerdon Alfred( care  of Mr. T. Page), Ross Island o c
160 Shaw William, Brisbane u k 262 Smith -, Constance street c
161 Shaw W., Russell street c 263 Smith -, Brunswick street c
162 Shea Annie (care of E. Lannigan), Rockhampton it k 264 Smith - (care of B. T. Company),  Brisbane c
163 Shea Mrs. M., Western Creek c 265 Smith (draper, opposite Gartside and Sun),
164 Shea Miss M. J., Mandillia s Edward street c
165 Shea Patrick,  junr ., Oakey Creek Farm c 266 Smith -, Kelvin Grove road c
166 Shearer Johd S. (painter), Brisbane u k 267 Smith -, Rockhampton c
167 Shearin James, Oakwood Station in 268 Smith Mrs., Gowrie road c (2)
168 Shearin M., One-Mile c (3) 269 Smith Mrs., Adelaide street c
169 Shears John, Cleveland c 270 Smith Mrs., Townsville c
170 Sheehan John, Dee Gold Fields c 271 Smith Miss, South Brisbane c
171 Sheehan P., Vindex Station c 272 Smith Miss, Pine Hill c
172 Shelley James, Betts Creek c 273 Smith Miss Alicm;, Rockhampton c
173 Shelpp W., Boggo road c (2) 274 Smith Arthur, Townsville u k
174 Shepherd Mrs. 1'. L. C., Blackall c 275 Smith Bromley Charters Towers c175Shepherdson Thomas, Ipswich o c 276 Sniith B., Wellshot c
176 Sheriff J. Logan Line c (2) 277 Smith Charles, Cairns c
177 Sherwin Lizzie W., St. George o 278 Smith Mrs. C. 1'., Isisford c
178 Shesgreen J. (care of A. McPherson), Amby Downs c 279 Smith Mrs. C. t., Townsville c
179 Shevlan Miss, Spring Hill c 280 Smith Charles S., Brisbane c
180 Shield G., Mackay u k 281 Smith Miss E., Gympie c
181 Shields Wm. (Union Club), Brisbane u k (4) 282 Smith E. F., Boma it k
182 Shillingham -, Gympie c 283 Smith E. L., Richmond Downs in c (3)
183 Shirley J. W., Brisbane c 284 Smith Miss Florence, Cooktown u k
184 Shlecht A., Laidley c 285 Smith F. E., West End c
18.5 Short John, Katandra Station 286 Smith F. J. Red Hill c
186 Short P., Oakwood c 287 Smith F. W., Cloncurry
187 Short T., Evesham Station c 288 Smith George, Nive Downs c188 Shorter Mrs. W. D., Ayrshire Downs c 289 Smith George, Port Douglas c
189 Shott Mrs., Brisbane c 290 Smith George, Charters Towers c
190 Show Miss Jeanie (care  of Mr. E. E. Cullen), 291 Smith George, Tivoli c
Montague road f 292 Smith Captain G., Main street c
191 Shuttlewood  James, Bindango of 293 Smith G., Townsville c (2)
192 Siddaway W., Valley c 294 Smith G. R., Belmont  Saw Mills c (2)
193 Sibert C., Woollongabba d 295 Smith Henry, Amby Downs o
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296 Smith Henry (watch-maker), Tu%ti rhi ille c 398 Spelline Dr., Ipswich c
297 Smith Henry, Gympie c 399 Spence Henry, Ipswich c
298 Smith Hy., Ann street, Raff street c 400 Spencer John, Townsville u k (2)
299 Smith H. C., Rockhampton c 401 Spence J. (care of Messrs. Leslie and Co.), Brisbane
300 Smith H., Brunswick street, Valley c 402 Spicer Rev. E. C. Wickham terrace a and c (2),
301 Smith H. (care of Byrne and Co.), North Ipswich c 403 Spicer Rev. E. C. , Blackall c
202 Smith Isaac (bushman), Roma Downs c 404 Spilsbury T., Townsville c
303 Smith James, Barcaldine Station,  rid  Blackall in 405 Spike R., Rockhampton c
304 Smith James (hairdresser), Albert street c 406 Splat -, Criterion Restnt., Brisbane c
305 Smith James (care of P.O.), Rockhampton c 407 Spowart Richard, G.P.O. Brisbane c
306 Smith Jas., Binbirrin c 408 Spreak Thomas (carrier), Pine Hill c
307 Smith Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c 409 Springer Miss Amalie, Brisbane c
308 Smith  Miss  Jessie, Charters Towers c 410 Springer W., Beta c
309 Smith John (care of Ravon), Albilbah, Barcou c 411 Sprowles T., One-Mile c (2)
310 Smith Jno., Bingera c 412 Sparing W. C., Brisbane c
311 Smith John (care of Wilson), Tiaro o 413 Spurrell W., One-Mile c (4)
312 Smith John, Rockhampton o c 414 Squire -, Blackall s
313 Smith John (care of Long, blacksmith), Winton c 415 Squire - (farmer), Moggill c
314 Smith John (de t steward Union Mail steamer 416 Squires Charles Rockhampton u k.p ,
"Nevada") u k 417 ,Squires C. D., Charwell u k
315 Smith John, Charters Towers u k 418 Stacey T. J., Louisa Cottage, South Brisbane c
316 Smith Jolp, Yuelba c 419 Stacey W., Capeville s
317 Smith J., Capella c 420 Stack Hugh, Winton road, z-id Muttaburra c
318 Smith J. (carpenter), Upper Melbourne street, South 421 Staines Alfred, Charters Towers c
Brisbane c 422 Stamp Edwin, Port Mackay u k
319 Smith J. (builder), Petrie terrace c 423 Stamp F., Townsville c
320 Smith J. Tiaro c, 424 Stanbrough Mrs. Agnes, P.O. Brisbane o c
321 Smith J. , Caledonian Hill, Gympie c 425 Stanford A. H., G.P.O. Brisbane a
322 Smith J., Alpha Estate c 426 Stanford Charles, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
323 Smith Mrs. J., Townsville c 427 Stanford J., Peak Downs c
324 Smith Mrs. J., Mackay u k 428 Stanley Mrs., Ipswich P.O. c
325 Smith Mrs. J. B., Athelstaiie Range c 429 Stanley Geo., Rockhampton c
326 Smith J. D., Rosehill c 430 Stanley John, Hospital, Rockhampton c
327 Smith J. H., Townsville u k 431 Stanley Mrs.  Mary  Ann, Caboolture Creek o c (2)
328 Smith J. T., South Brisbane c 432 Stannett. Mrs.. Pine Hill c
329 Smith J. T.. Townsville c 433 Stansfield H., Townsville c
330 Smith Ludlow C., Yarrawonga c 434 Stanthaw Mrs. Rebecca, Rockhampton c
331 Smith Mrs. M., Booval c 435 Staples Mrs. M., Lockyer's Creek c (2)
332 Smith P. (engineer), Red Hill c 436 Stapleton C., Hughenden c
333 Smith P., Rockhampton o c 437 Star W., Mitchell c
334 Smith P., Muttaburra c 438 Starmer W. A., Manford Downs c
335 Smith Revd. H., St. George c 439 Starr Thomas, Winton u k
336 Smith R. M., Brisbane s 440 Start Mrs. A., P. O. Brisbane u k
337 Smith S., Queenton in 441 Steadman Wm., Kirkcubbin Plantation c
338 Smith S. C., Stanley street c 442 Steel -, No. 3 Gang, Clermont Branch c
339 Smith Tarvers, Gympie c 443 Steele W., Brisbane o
340 Srnith Thomas, Ravenswood c 444 Stein Gottlieb, Stone Farm, Toowoomba c
311 Smith T., Gvmpie c 445 Stellmach John, Maryborough c
312 Smith Airs. T., Monkland c 446 Stellwell James, Charters Towers c
343 Smith T. B. G. (manger, South Queensland Orient 447 Stenr F., Mary River cCo.), Brisbane s 448 Stenner W., Xew Farm c
344 Smith T. N., Bundaberg c 449 Stephens Miss Alice, Toowoomba o
345 Smith Thomas R., Brisbane c 450 Stephens R., Spring Hill c
346 Smith William, Gympie c 451 Stephens S., Huntly Station, Clermont u k
347 Smith, William, Gordon Downs o 452 Stephenson Alfred, P.O. Brisbane c
348 Smith William, Brisbane u k 453 Steven -, Walkerston c
349 Smith William (hawker or publican), Georgetown s 454 Steven  Miss (care of H . Pope), Mackay u k
350 Smith W., Linda Station s 455 Stevens F., Cairns c
351 Smith W. E. D., Charters Towers c 456 Steven J. H. (care of W. Kellinan), Meteor Downs c
352 Smith W. H., Northampton Downs in 457 Stevens Miss H., Charters Towers c
353 Smith W. H. (care of Messrs. Beale and Co), Roma c 458 Stevens Mrs. Isabella, Rockhampton o c
354 Smith W. H., Dalby c 459 Stevens John, Winton c
355 Smith W. H. (Temperance Hotel), Edward street c 460 Stevens J., Ravenswood Junction c
356 Smith Wm. P., Bowen o c 461 Stevens Sarah, St. Leonard's Hotel, Humpy Bong o
357 Smith W. S., New Farm c 462 Stevenson - Springsure c358Smith Capt. W. S., Kangaroo Point c 463 Stevenson D., Brisbane c
359 Smith Zachariah, One-Mile c (2) 464 Stevenson George, South Brisbane c (2)
360 Sinyrill Mrs. A., Brisbane c 465 Stevenson J., Springure c
361 Smyth Mrs. Charles, Valley u k 466 Stewart --- (tailor) Townsville c
362 Smyth C. A., Brisbane in (2) 467 ll cStewart C., Blackha
363 Smyth Captain D. (s. "Emma Jane "), Brisbane c 468 Stewart Brothers C., Rockwood Station c
364 Smyth William, Rockhampton o c 469 Stewart Miss C., Cairns c
365 Smyth W. H., Richmond Downs s 470 Stewart Mrs. D., South Brisbane c
366 Snedden David, Charters Towers c 471 Stewart Duncan, Rosewood, Northbrook c
367 Snedden Mrs. J., Goodna c 472 Stewart D. F., P.O. Brisbane c
368 Snell  - (care of Miss Heoy), Boggo road c 473 Stewart Frederick J., Cleveland c
369 Snell W. J., Townsville o c 474 Stewart James, Rockhampton c
370 Snodgrass J. S. B., Brisbane s 475 Stewart John, Georgetown c
371 Snook C., Brisbane c 476Stewart J. R. Townsville c
372 Snow Prof., Brisbane in 477 Stewart M. H. (blacksmith), Mackay f
373 Snow T. (care of Rowan and Thompson), Capella f 478 Stewart Robert, Rocky Camp o
374 Snowden Mrs., South Brisbane c 479 Stewart It., Mitchell c
375 Snowden William, Glen Rock Farm, Ross River c 480 Stewart William (care of T. G. McLean),  Bris-
376 Snowden John F Tiaro P.O. c bane u k
377 Snowdowne Paul F., Brisbane s 481 Stilfox J. (care of W. Drew), Brisbane c
378 Snudden -, Ipswich c 482 Stirling A. W. (barrister-at-law), Rockhampton c
371 Snudden Frederick, Ipswich c 483 Stirling W., Richmond c
380 Solomon Barnet, Palace Royal, Ipswich s 484 Sterton J., Brisbane s
381 Solway -, Edward street, Brisbane c 48.3 Creek road, One-Mile cStockley William, Dee
382 Songel James, Pine Hill c 486
r
Stoddart David, Ross land s and uk (2)
383 Sontar Alexander (hairdresser and tobacconist), 487 Stoddart James G., P.O. Brisbane u k
Mitchell u k 488 Stokes -, North Rockhampton c
384 Soutar A., Mitchell c (3) 489 Stokes Miss, Royal Hotel, Brisbane c
385 Soon John (storekeeper), Dalby o c 490 Stokes Henry, Churchill c
386 Soper Fred, South Brisbane o c 491 Stokes W. (cab proprietor), Brisbane c
387 Soreman -, Wooloongabba c 492 Stone George (care of Harris and Golding), Rich-
388 Soreson P., Ipswich c mond Downs u k
389 Sorhan James, Winton c 493 Stone G., Mort Estate, Toowoomba u k
390 Southern -, Gympie c 494 Stone James, Maryborough s
391 Sowden Thomas, Charters Towers u k 49.5 Stone J. (blacksmith), corner of Logan and Cleve-
292 Sowell E., Ipswich c land road, Woolloongabba c
393 Spargo Janice, Queen's Hotel, Brisbane s 496 Stone J. W. P., Springer, Aramac road c
394 Sparks Mrs. Ann (widow), Roma c 497 Stone Win., Rockhainptou s
395 Sparks F. W., Spring Hill c 4'J8 Stone Wm., Mount Hutton a
306 Sparkb Mrs. S. Stanley street, South Brisbane ,% k 4$9 Stonebridge F. W., G.P.O. Brisbane c
397 Spalding -Mrs. :, V,<liey o 500 Storehouse  Samuel. Roma u k
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501 Storey Wm R (care of Manle Fortitude Valley) 17 Taplin G. P O. Brisbane n z. y ,
c and u k (2) 18 , .Tate James, Richmond Mill, Mackay o
502 Story Ford, Comet c 19 Taylor Captain, Rockhampton c
503 Stott -, North Pine River c 20 Taylor Mrs., Park road, South  Brisbane c
504 Stout G., Ross Island c 21 Taylor Alexander, jun., Paddington o c
505 Stout Jas., Ross Island c 22 Taylor Mrs. Ann, Kelvin Grove o c
506 Stout M. T., Ross Island c 23 Taylor A. C., Ayrshire Downs c
507 Strahan M., Watsonville o c 24 Taylor Benjamin, Warwick o
508 Strahn J., Water street, South  Brisbane c 25 Taylor Charles (care of Berkelman and Lambert),
509 Stranger J., Red Hill c Tambo u k
510 Stratford Charles, Bulimba c 26 Taylor Felix H., G.P.O. Brisbane f
511 Stratford W. J., Ayrshire Downs c 27 Taylor Fredk., Hughenden o c
512 Stradfeldt -, P.O. Spring-sure c 28 Taylor George, Rockhampton c
513 Street Mrs. (care of Street), 231, Queen  street c 29 Taylor George, Ayrshire Downs. Winton u k (3)
514 Street Mrs., Charters Towers c 30 Taylor George (teamster), Rockhampton c
515 Street T. C., 231, Queen street c 31 Taylor and Son G., Merino Downs c
516 Streten Mrs. (opposite Royal Hotel), Mitchell c (2) 32 Taylor Hubert, Cairns c
517 Strong George (farmer), Bogo c 33 Taylor John (care of Bashford andCo.), Cooktownuk
518 Strong James (farmer), Boggo c 34 Taylor John, Aramac u k (4)
519 Struthers A., Townsville c 35 Taylor John, P.O. Aramac c
520 Stuart Mrs., Townsville u k 36 Taylor John, Windsor road, Red Hill c
521 Stuart A. (care of Morehead),  Brisbane c 37 Taylor John, Thompson Estate c
522 Stuart Campbell (labourer),  Brisbane o c (2) 38 Taylor J., Cairns c
523 Stuart Charles, Brisbane o 39 Taylor Joseph (care of L. Meyer), Springsure u k
524 Stuart John, St. George in 40 Taylor R., Albert street, Bundaberg c
525 Stuart J. C., Rockhampton c 41 Taylor Thomas, Mackay c
526 Stuart J. M., Listowel Downs n z 42 Taylor William, Atkin's Sheep Camp, Canobia c
527 Stuart J. W., G.P.O. Brisbane s 43 Taylor William, Listowel Station c
528 Stuart Miss Lettle (care of J. Small),  Bishop's Hill, 44 Taylor W. A., Townsville s
Brisbane u k 45 Taylor W. H., Commercial Hotel, Hererton c
529 Stuart Mrs. S., Townsville c 46 Tegan Samuel G. (care of Beale and Coy.), Brisbane c
530 Stuart William, Millchester c 47 Telford W., One-Mile c
531 Stuart Mrs. W., P.O. Charters Towers c 48 Terien H., Jericho o c
532 Stuck Ontonie, Watsonville c 49 Terry Mrs., Red Hill, Brisbane c
533 Stuck Henry (shepherd), Mitchell o c 50 Terry G. N., New Cleveland road, Brisbane c
534 Stumblis H. (saddler), Drayton e 51 Terry J. (care of Healy), Tambo s
535 Stumbles H., Drayton c 52 Terry S., Old Cleveland road, Brisbane c (2)
536 Sturdy -, Rockhampton c 53 Terry W., Maryborough t
537 Sturrock W. M. (care of Atherton),  Plain Creek  in 54 Teschner Ernest, Clerrrtont f
538 Subrey Mrs., Maryborough c 55 Tevlin Teddy, Muttaburra o
539 Sullivan D., Spring Hill c 56 Texborg Charles, Brisbane o
540 Sullivan John, Maryborou h s 57 Thagney Miss Mary A. (care of A. Boyd),  Ingham c
541 Sullivan J., Lake's Creek, Rockhampton s 58 Thallering James, Doondie street, St. George s
542 Sullivan J. F. (cooper), Rockhampton o c 59 Theerecht J., Pine Hill c
543 Sullivan Mrs. Al., Betts Creek c 60 Theodore J., Stanley street,  South Brisbane c
544 Sullivan Mrs. Thomas, Muttaburra o 61 Thick J., Hughenden c
545 Sullivan  Walter A., Mitchell  Station a 62 Thomas -, Gregory terrace c
546 Sullivan William, Amby Downs, Tambo c 63 Thomas Dr., Rockhampton c
547 Summerfield -, Bundaberg c 64 Thomas Charles Turner, P.O. Isisford u k
548 Summers Mrs., West End c 65 Thomas  Dan, Cambridge Downs c
549 Summers W. A., Wombillilla u k (2) 66 Thomas  D., Charters Towers c
550 Summers W. A., P.O. Brisbane u k 67 Thomas D. D., Judd  street , Petrie  terrace c
551 Sundblow John  (care of  Wiley),  Beaconsfield st re et o 68 Thomas Edward, G.P.O. Brisbane o
552 Sun Hop Hing, Cooktown c 69 Thomas Evan, Charters Towers c (2)
553 Sunnulty L., Brisbane c 70 Thomas Henry, Milton o
554 Sun Wah Lee, Port Douglas c 71 Thomas  Miss  Jane, Warwick c
555 Surenne -, Brisbane c 72 Thomas Jesse (builder), Rockhampton u k
556 Surgey Hermann M., Brisbane c 73 Thomas J., Tooley street, Maryborough c
557 Sutherland ---, Mackay c 74 Thomas Richard (H.M.S. "Paluma"),  Brisbane f (2)
558 Sutherland A., Rockhampton u k (2) 75 Thomas S. (care of Mrs. Kemp),  Sandgate o (2)
559 Sutherland D., Rockhampton c 76 Thomas Ali Chong, Roma c
560 Sutherland John, Roma  street, Brisbane c 77 Thomason G. W., Brisbane c
561 Sutherland Mrs. T., Port Mackay m 78 Thompson  and Fleming ,  Brisbane c
562 Sutton George, Maxweller  Station c 79 Thompson -, Howard c
563 Sutton J. T., Kelvin Grove road c 80 Thompson Burrum c
564 Sutton P. H., Fortitude Valley o c 81 Thompsom -, Yuelba c
565 Sutton S., Maryborough c 82 Thompson Alfd. Waterworks, Winton c
566 Svendsen G., Wombellella  Sawmills o 83 Thompson A., G.P.O.  Brisbane s
567 Swales F., P.O. Mitchell u k (2) 84 Thompson Mrs. E. A., P.O. St. George o
568 Swan -, Pine Hill c 85 Thompson Geo., Rockhampton c
569 Swanson Benjamin, Hewerton c 86 Thompson H., Brisbane c
570 Swards Mrs., Symes street, Valley c 87 Thompson  H. (care of  Royal Hotel),  Brisbane c
571 Swards Jas., (blacksmith) Charters  Towers c 88 Thompson Jacob, Rockhampton c
572 Swean L., Rockhampton c 89 Thompson Jacob, Red Hill,  Brisbane c
573 Sweating Miss, Spring Hill e 90 Thompson James, Rookwood  St., Hughenden c
574 Sweeney Patrick, 13-Camp Gang c 91 Thompson James, Gympie c
575 Sweeney W. (carrier), Betts Creek c 92 Thompson John (s.s. " Cloncurry"), Cooktown u k (2)
576 Sweet Caroline, Port Douglas o 93 Thompson John, Toowoomba c
577 Swe San Loon, Rockhampton c 94 Thompson J., Barcaldine Woolshed , Blackall c
578 Swift J., Cooper's Plains c (3) 95 Thompson J. E., Red Hill c
579 Swift Mrs. Jane, Peak Downs c 96 Thompson J. W., Charlevile c
580 Swords , Valley c 97 Thompson R., Spring Hill c
581 Sylvester P., Geraldton c 98 Thompson Thomas, Mitchell f
582 Symer --, Maryborough c 99 Thompson T. G., G. P.O. Brisbane u k
583 Symith John, P.O. Townsville s 100 Thompson T. W., Stanley street, South  Brisbane s
584 Symond J. A., Rockhampton c (3) 101 Thompson William, Northcote o
102 Thompson W., Aramac c
103 Thomsen S., Townsville c
T. 104 Thomson -, Ross  Island o
105 Thomson --, Mitchell Downs c
1 TAAFFEE  Mrs. M .,  Fortitude Valley c (3) 106 Thomson C. E. (care of  C. L. Badgery), Roma
2 Taeffe  Timothy, Petrie  terrace o c Downs u k
3 Talloar Mrs. F., Kent street,  New Farm c 107 Thomson  James ,  Kent street , Fortitude Valley c
4 Tait D., Bumbleton c 108 Thomson James, Cordelia  street ,  South Brisbane c
5 Tait D., Holman street ,  Kangaroo Point c 109 Thomson  Mrs. Jane, Boundary street, South
6 Tait  John (saddler),  Rockhampton c Brisbane o c
7 Tait L. A., Townsville o 110 Thomson Mrs. K.,  Charters Towers c
8 Talbot James,  Roma o c 111 Thomson Mrs. R. A., Wickham  terrace c
9 Talbot P., Rockhampton c 112 Thomson William M., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
10 Tallermann  Harry,  P.O. Brisbane a 113 Thooburn John, Ipswich c
11 Tally F. C., Townsville c 114 Thorn Mrs. F. A. L., Labrador,  Southport c
12 Tamm  F. H., Amby Downs c 115 Thorn C. (ca re  of Foot), Christmas Creek Station s
13 Tandy John Latten,  Brisbane u k 116 Thornton David,  Ipswich c
14 Tang Gee, Ma borough c 117 Thorogood  D., Isisford c
15 Tanner J. E., Bundaberg c 118 Thoronton  and Ranken , Gledawood,  Woolgar c
16 Tanry T. T., Argyle  Hill, Geham  C 119 Thoronton  T. R., Hughenden c
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120 Thorrold --, Spring Hill c
121 Thorpe H., Rockhampton c
122 Thorpe William, Springsure o
123 Thum Frederick, Charters Towers c
124 Thumpkins J. (travelling  in charge  of Millungera
Cattle), Stoney Pt. c
125 Thurecht J., Gym le c
126 Thurkill T. (care of Moorehead and Coy.),  Brisbane c
127 Thwaites W., Katandra, Muttaburra c
128 Thygerson J., Port Douglas c
129 Tedswell Mrs. E. K., Antigua, Maryborough c
130 Tierney J., Rockhampton c
131 Tierney D., Bolsover street Rockhampton c (3)
132 Tighe Mrs., P.O. Charters Wwers c
133 Tighe P., Charters Towers c
134 Tighe James, Gladstone s
135 Tighe Patrick, Toowoomba c
136 he Tom, Cairns c
137 Ti 1 T., Toowormba c
138 Tillick John, Bulimba Creek c
139 Tills Chas., Gympie c
140 Timms Mrs. Dan., Ross  Island s (2)
141 Timms Fredk., Muttaburra o c
142 Timms George, South Rockhampton o c
143 Tiromey -, Spring Hill c
144 Tobian M., Eaton c
145 Tobin Mrs., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
146 Tobin Mrs. M., Wharf street,  Brisbane c (2)
147 Tobin John, Beta c
148 Tobin W., One-Mile c
149 Todd Mrs., South Brisbane c
150 Todd John, Inkerman street, Woolloongabba c
151 Todd John (passenger  per "Gulf  of Carpentaria"),
Brisbane s
152 Toerson C. (care of - Thuto), South Brisbane o
153 Tolley Edward John (care of J.  Cameron, Kensing.
ton Downs),  near  Muttaburra u k
154 Tomes Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
155 Tomkin B. C., P.O. Brisbane u k (4)
156 Tomkins G. H., Fernvale c
157 Tomlinson -, Valley c
158 Tommy Little, Cairns c
159 Tommy Ali Quee (cook), Lorida  Station c
160 Tompsit Wm. P., Townsville u k
.161 Toms -, Caboolture c
162 Tony Sun, Rockhampton c
163 Tonkin B. C., Gym *e c
164 Toogood H., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
165 Toohey M., Apollonian Vale, Gympie c
166 Toombs Mrs. W. (care of H. Toombs), Clermont c
167 Toomey Lizzie, South Brisbane o
168 Tooms Mrs. Walter, Clermont c
169 Tooth H. H., Bowen c
170 Torckler Robert, cutter "Daisy,"  Johnstone River c
171 Torey -, North Ipswich c
172 Torrey C. F., Jericho c
173 Totten Thomas  Miners'  Arms,  Townsville c
174 Tough James, Oharters Towers u k
175 Towell John, Springsure c
176 Towell John, Gayndah c
176 Towell William, Rockhampton m
177 Towers Mrs., Pentland s
179 Towers Mrs. A lice E.,  Fanning  road, Ravenswood
c (3)
180 Towers G., Brisbane c
181 Townsend -, Tiaro u k
182 Townsend W., Maneroo c (2)
183 Townshend T. S., Hughenden c
184 Toy Charles C., South Brisbane c
185 Trace Mrs.,Yeronggpilly c
186 Tracey J., North Kockhampton c
187 Tranbi J., Dalby c
188 Trayson F., P.O., Charters Towers c
189 Treacy John, G.P.O., Brisbane n z
190 Trechney E., Townsville c
191 Treeland C. A., Mackay c
192 Treen William, Rockhampton u k
193 Tregeison J. P., Ross Island u k
194 Trembath -, Sandy Creek c
195 Trevac E. L., Cairns c
196 Trevarthan E., Charters Towers c
197 Trewern Mrs., Jericho c
198 Trewern G. H., Geraldton s
199 Trezise William (care of S. Allen  and Sons ),  Ravens-
wood c
200 Trially R., G.P.O. Brisbane c
201 Trihey --, Logan road, South Brisbane c
202 Trimball D. F. (care of John Garget and Coy.),
Mitchell c
203 Tritten Jack (care of John Clark), Humpybong c
204 Trittz and Coy.  Messrs ., Toowoomba s
205 Trivia -, Bowenville c
206 Trotter Mrs. Jane, Toowoomba o
207 Troup A., Louisavale n z (2)
208 Troy F., Clermont c
209 Truchel C., Monkland,  One-Mile c
210 Trugtonoske  Miss  Henriette,  Bloomfield c
211 Trundle Mrs. J., Dunoon,  Brisbane c
212 Tuck Mrs., Sandgate c
213 Tuck Miss Lillie, Ross Island o
214 Tuck Margaret, Townsville o (2)
215 Tucker Mrs., New Farm c
216 Tucker Eleanor, Queenton o
217 Tucker F. J., Gympie c
218 Tullock Mrs. Lawrence,  Rockhampton c
219 Tullock W., Gympie c
220 Tully Charles, Amby Downs u k
221 Tully David, Rockwood St., Muttaburra s
222 Tully D., Ayrshire Downs c
223 Tum Poose, Homebush Plantation, Mackay e
224 Turnball --, Townsville c
225 Turnbull William, Cogoon, Warra o
226 Turnbull W., Bundaberg c
227 Turne J. W., Winton c
228 Turnell Mrs., Townsville c
229 Turner  --, Ann street, Valley c
230 Turner Mrs., Mitchell c
231 Turner Arthur Albert, G.P.O. Brisbane c
232 Turner  Edward Townsville c
233 Turner  E. W., Wornborough c
234 Turner Francis, Redcliffe c
235 Turner  G., Capella c
236 Turner G. P., Royal Hotel,  Brisbane s
237 Turner Harry, Brisbane c
238 Turner Henry J. (bricklayer),  Brisbane u k
239 Turner Hugh (care of  New Market Hotel), Towns-
ville c
240 Turner Hy., Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
241 Turner J., South Brisbane c
242 Turner Mrs. J., Bundaberg c
243 Turner J., Rosebrook, Jundah c
244 Turner J. F., Petrie terrace o
245 Turner William, Brisbane c
246 Turner  William, Winton c
247 Turner William, Redcliffe c
248 Turner Mrs. W., Springsure o
249 Tutton J., Brisbane c
250 Tweedy A., Herberton c
251 Twedale Edward, Cecil Plains, Dalby o
252 Tyerman, A. R., G.P.U. Brisbane c
253 Tyerman H., Gympie c
254 Tygeson C., St. Hellena c
255 Tyrel, Sergt., South Brisbane c
256 Tyson H. A., Jundah Station c
U.
1 UDELL Miss  Bertha, Emigrants Home, Towns.
ville u k (4)
2 Ulrick W.,  Boggo road c
3 Umphelby Lieut.,  Garrison  Artilley , Brisbane m
4 Underwood A., Evesham c
5 Underwood A., Corona , Aramac o
6 Uril -, Central  Chambers, Brisbane c
7 Urquhart Andrew, Aramac c
8 Urquhart  Duncan  (carrier ),  Blackall c
9 Urquhart Capt. J., schooner " Gleaner ,"  Rockhamp-
ton n z
V.
1 VALENTINE Edward,  Richmond Downs c
2 Valine -,  Maytown c
3 Valine - (sto re keeper ),  Maytown c (2)
4 Vallis -, P.O. Brisbane c
5 Vance J. B. care of G. W. Gaynor,  Maryborough c
6 Varrie A.,
. are
c
7 Vase Alfred, P.U. Brisbane u k
8 Vaughan -,  care of  Henry H. Vaughan,  Brisbane c
9 Veares J. A., care of Leamouth, Coroona  Station c
10 Vedora Bernardo Della, Charters Towers c
11 Velox John, Rockhampton c
12 Venall Charles, Moggill Ferry c
13 Venie A., care of Stewart, Southport c
14 Vernon Mrs. M., Morton House, Bowen Bridge c
15 Vernier Robert, care of Quick, Brisbane u k
16 Veyhl Ludwig, Brisbane f
17 Vian T. H. and S., Charters Towers u k
18 Vian William, P.O. Brisbane c
19 Vicary James, Meteor Downs, S  ringsure c20 Vicary J. M. (care of R. A. Hopkins), Wellshot
Station, Blackall c
21 Vincent J., One-Mile c
22 Vine -, Rockhampton c
23 Vine --, s.s. "Chyebassa,"  Brisbane u k
24 Vinkerton Robert, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
25 Vining S. W., Brisbane c
26 Vivian J., Rockhampton c
27 Vivian Miss May (care of Buckley ), Cairns s
28 Vogil George, Winton P.O. c
29 Volk Ludwig, Comet c
30 Volker John, Racecourse, Toowoomba c
31 Volker Wilhelm, South Swamp, Toowoomba c
32 Vorley John H. (care of Henry Low), Dotswood
Station, Townsville c
33 Vollhum C., Rockhampton c
34 Von Ruppricht F. A., Brisbane f
35 Vose W. A., G.P.O. Brisbane o c
36 Vowles Frederick, Kilner Farm, Ipswich c
W.
1 WA Ang, Roma c
2 Wade Frank, Capella u k (2)
3 Wade Lizzie, Townsville c
4 Wah Kin, Port Douglas c
5 Wainscott J. C., Orion Downs,  Comet c
6 Wainscott J. C., Roma o c
7 Waldock G., Tingalpa c
8 Waldron --, Red Hill c
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9 Waldron E., Paddington c 109 Watson A. C., Brisbane c
10 Waldron  Mrs., Brisbane c 110 Watson Campbell, Boggo c
11 Waldron F. J. Alpha u k 111 Watson C.M., Stony Creek, Palmer River a
12 Waldron W., olermont P.O. c 112 Watson Mrs. Elizabeth, Paddington  o and c (2)
13 Waldron W.,Springsure c 113 Watson George, Ipswich c
14 Walker Mrs., West End c 114 Watson G., Townsville c
15 Walker Mrs. E.,  Railway Reserve ,  Townsvi ll e c (2) 115 Watson John, Lilydale in
16 Walker C. H., Grammar School, Brisbane c 116 Watson John, Immigration Depot, Townsville u k
17 Walker Fred A., G.P.O. Brisbane c 117 Watson John, Augathulla c
18 Walker George, Lands Office,  Brisbane c 118 Watson John, Kyoomba o
19 Walker George, Kelvin Grove road c 119 Watson John, Leichhardt Hotel, Rockhampton c
20 Walker G. J., P.O.  Brisbane c 120 Watson J., North Rockhampton c
21 Walker Henry, Rockhampton c 121 Watson W. J., Mackay c
22 Walker H. (ironmonger),  Bundaberg s 122 Watson J., Peak Crossing c
23 Walker James (care of D. L. Brown and Co.), 123 Watson J. E., The Peak, Gracemere c
Brisbane u k 124 Watson J. R., Dalrymple c
24 Walker J. G. (care of McPherson), Amby Downs in 125 Watson R., Saltwater Creek road c
25 Walker Miss Ma gie, Charters Towers s 126 Watson Miss Sarah (care of Hamilton), Red Hill c
26 Walker Nathan, Ross Island u k 127 Watson Thos., Oakey Creek c
27 Walker Thomas, Fortitude Valley c 128 Watson William, Churchill, Ipswich c
28 Walker W., Rockhampton c 129 Watson W., Gotha street, Valley c
29 Walker W., Pine Hill c 130 Watason Margaret, Westbrook o
30 Wall Edward (grocer), Valley c 131 Waters G. J., Bunda Bunda Station, via Dalrymple c
31 Wall James, Gipps street, Valley o c (2) 132 Waters James, Plane Creek c
32 Wall T., George street, Brisbane c 133 Waters John, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
33 Wallace -, Royal Hotel, Dalby c 134 Watkins Mrs. Bessie, Brisbane in
34 Wallace -, Inglewood c 135 Watkins Mrs. B., Cairns c
35 Wallace Mrs., Dalby c 136 Watkins F. T., Charters Towers o c
36 Wallace J., Ipswich c 137 Watt and Cunningham  Messrs.,  Cooper Downs c
37 Wallen Mrs., East Darr c 138 Watt Mrs. Ellen (care of Mrs.  Hall), Brisbane c
38 Waller Bros. Messrs., Herberton c 139 Watt Mrs. Ellen, Milton c
39 Waller -, Petrie terrace c 140 Watt James, Water street, South  Brisbane c
40 Wallin W., North Pine c (2) 141 Watters Thomas, Charters Towers c
41 Walls Alex. (care of Dan Robertson), Brisbane u k 142 Watts Mrs. E., Gympie c
42 Walsh -- (Warrill Creek), Ipswich c 143 Watts James, Cairns c
43 Walsh --, Oakey Creek c 144 Weaner Mrs. C., Hughenden o
44 Walsh , Brisbane c 145 Weare J., Water Reserve, Charters Towers c
45 Walsh , Cambooya c 146 Wearne Mrs. J. E. Rockhampton c
46 Walsh Charles (engineer), Brisbane u k 147 Weatherley Mrs. T., Elcote,  Brisbane  in
47 Walsh Frank (care of Thomas Marret),  Betts 148 Webb  Dr., Pentland c
Creek c 149 Webb Miss Annie, Townsville o
48 Walsh Mrs. H. J., Townsville s 150 Webb E. A. Gin Gin c
49 Walsh Jerry (Police Barracks), Blackall c 151 Webb Joseph, Rockhampton u k
50 Walsh John A., Hughenden u k 152 Webb Miss J. (care  of Black ), Mackay u k
51 Walsh John, Clermont c 153 Webb Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
52 Walsh J., Clermont c 154 Webb  Miss  Sarah, G. P. O. Brisbane u k,
53 Walsh John (care of T. Stewart), Rockwood 155 Webb T. H., Maryborough c
Station c 156 Webb William, Douglas street, Fortitude Valley c
54 Walsh John, Sandy Creek c 157 Webb W., Bundaberg c
55 Walsh Joseph, Rockhampton c 158 Webb W. Skilton, Townsville u k (2)
56 Walsh Michael, Gympie c 159 Webber Mrs., Charters Towers in
57 Walsh Michael, Cairns c 160 Webber Henry, Alexander  street , Rocklands c
58 Walsh Michael, Geraldton c (2) 161 Webbell and Lambown  Messrs., Brisbane c
59 Walsh M., Brisbane c 162 Weber E. P. (architect), Gympie c
60 Walsh Peter, Cairns c 163 Weber W., Brisbane c
61 Walsh Mrs. P., Rockhampton u k 164 Webster Andrew, Brisbane c
62 Walsh P., Brisbane s 165 Webster A., Brisbane c
63 Walsh Robert (gingerbeer maker), Brisbane c 166 Webster H., Rockwood Station c
64 Walsh Thomas, Rockhampton o c 167 Webster Mrs. S. (care of F. V. Nicholson), Oakey
65 Walsh William, Hughenden c Creek c
66 Walsh W., Noosa c 168 Webster Mrs. S. A., Yeulba o
67 Walters , Warwick c 169 Weeks James, Rockhampton o c (2)
68 Walters David, Charters Towers s 170 Weeks H. P., Camden House, Stanley street, u k
69 Walters D. Brisbane c 171 Wegner Fritz, Tewantin o
70 Walters John, New Farm c (2) 172 Weiershauser T., Pine Hill c
71 Walters Mrs. Martha, Miclere Creek c 173 Weinert Mrs. P.O. Brisbane in +M
72 Walters T., Clermont c 174 Weir Jas., Cairns c
73 Walters W., Eight-Mile Plains c 175 Weir T., Bo .ven c
74 Walton Saml. G., Georgetown c 176 Weking R., Gympie c
75 Walton E., Gympie o 177 Welby W. (care of G. G. Barnett), Withersfield o
76 Walton T., Jane street, Valley s 178 Welch Christy, Rockwood Station c
77 Walwood Miss E. (care of Dr. Ross), Townsville u k 179 Welch Robert, Evesham Station c
78 Wanstall Alfred (care of Thomas Cohen), Jericho c 180 Welchman Gerald, Nebo, Mackay u k
79 Ward - (World's Circus), Brisbane s 181 Welding F. T. (care of Carl Thomas), North Pine
80 Ward Mrs., Maryborough c River c
81 Ward A. G. I.. Brisbane c 182 Welling Thomas, Townsville P.O. c
82 Ward E., Highgate Hi'l c 183 Wells Frank, Helidon, Toowoomba u k
83 Ward Frederick A., North River East, Port
Mackay in
184 Wells George W. R. (care of Potts, Paul, and
Sargant), Brisbane s
84 Ward H. (Matthew's Circus),  Brisbane s 185 Wells Robt., Lakes Creek o c
85 Ward H. (World's Circus), Brisbane a 186 Wells Robert, Lakes Creek, Rockhampton c
86 Ward Thomas (fencer), Rockwood Station c 187 Wells W. (painter), Rockhampton c
87 Ward William, Highgate Hill c 188 Welman J. H. (care of R. D. Emerson). Proserpine
88 Warde C., Maryborough c Flat s
89 Wardell Bernard J., Bowen o c 189 Welch Chas., Clermont c
90 Warden R. A., Gympie c (2) 190 Welsh James, Gympie c
91 Wardle George, Brisbane u k 191 Welsh John, Kensington Downs c
92 Wardley -, Hargraves road, South Brisbane c 192 Welsh J., Johnstone River o
93 Wards J. G., North Ipswich c 193 Welsh J., Mount Morgan c
94 Ware C. M., Cairns P.U. in 194 Welsh Michael, Cairns c
95 Ware H., Rockhampton c 195 Werner Mrs. August, Amby Downs  Crossing c
96 Waring John, Fernlees, Geham o 196 Werner John, Green Wattle Farm, Toowoomba c
97 Warman W. C., Queens port Meat Works c 197 West Captain, Brisbane c
98 Warner H., Warwick c (2) 198 West Miss B. (care of Kalara  House ),  Brisbane e
99 Warnock Andrew (care of W.  Patterson ), Rock- 199 West C., Bowen c
hampton u k 200 West Edward Toorack Station c
2100 Warnock R. (carrier), Aramac road c 201 Barcaldine  Station cWest Henry,
101 Warren Mrs. J. G. (care of Mrs. Parkes), Waterloo 202 West H., -Peak Downs  Station c
road c 203 West N. M., Cairns c
102 Warren J., Townsville c 204 Westgate Miss (care of Miss Norman),  Brisbane c
103 Warren J. S., Cairns c 205 Western G., Ipswich c
104 Warren T., Bowen Hills c 206 Western -, Cairns c
105 Wason D., Rockhampton c 207 Weston Frederick  (engineer ),  South Brisbane o c
106 Waters M. T., Rockhampton s 208 Weston George, Hughenden c
107 Watson Mrs., Montague road, South Brisbane c 209 Weston John, Bundaberg c
108 Watson Miss, Erinvale, Warwick c 210 Westphal J., Brisbane c
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211 Wetherell --, Kelvin Grove road c
212 Whalen W. (care of Hungerford), Strathmore c
213 Whalinn D. (bootinaker), Rockhampton s
214 Wheeleen - (carrier), Beta c
215 Wheeleen Dan, Victoria Mill, Walkerston c
216 Wheeler J. A., Townsville o
217 Wheelehouse Robert. Beenleigh u k
218 Whelan Mrs., Charters Towers c
219 Whelan George, Aramac o
220 Whelan Patrick (care of Cameron Broths.), Caledonia
Station c
221 Wherry -- (care of Budge), Woolloongabba u k
222 Whinwrayy William, Drayton road, Toowoomba u k
223 Whitby Thomas (care of Stephen Tucker), Winton c
224 White --, Paddington c
225 White -- (care of Jones). Barcaldine Station c
226 White A. B., Wickham terrace c
227 White A. H., Ipswich c
228 White Charles, Brisbane u k
229 White Edward (care of Hill), Bullamon Station s
230 White Mrs. E., Overend's Saw-mill, Charters
Towers c
231 White Miss E. J., Brisbane c
232 White G., Lake's Creek c
233 White Hugh H., Queensport s
234 White Joseph, Bundaberg c
235 White Joseph, Capella c (4)
236 White Joseph, Clermont c
237 White J., Georgetown road c
238 White J. J., G.P.O. Brisbane s
239 White Mrs. Mary Ann, Millchester c
240 White Miss M. (care of McKenzie), Townsville u k
241 White R. T., Ipswich o c
242 Whitehart Mrs. M., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
243 Whitehead Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
244 Whitehead Mrs. M. A., Warwick c
245 Whitemore G., Rockhampton c
246 Whiten John T. (care of Goodman), Kangaroo
Point f
247 Whiteside Mary, Habana, Mackay o
248 Whitham E., Rockhampton c
249 Whithorn James, Brisbane c (2)
250 Whittaker George, Granada street, Cloncurry u k
251 Whitten Robert J. (bricklayer), South Brisbane o c
252 Whittingham -, Alice Downs Station c
253 Whittinghain S. H. F., Toowoomba c
254 Whittington Henry, Brisbane in
255 Whittle G. W., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
256 Whitton W., Rockwood Station c
257 Whitworth -, West End c
258 Whitworth Thomas, Cooktown c
259 Whyte Mrs. H. M. (care of Howard Smith and Sons),
Brisbane c
260 Whyte R., Spring Hill c
261 Weberham -, Gympie c
262 Wicks James, G.P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
263 Widmer Edward, Eton f
264 Widmer O. (tinsmith), Queensport c
265 Wieben Hans, Charters Towers c (2)
266 Wieland Christian, Flinders f
267 Wiershauser Jost, Clermont c
268 Wigston Mrs., Hill End c
269 Wilcox John (care of Barcaldine), South Rockhamp-
ton s
27 0 Wilcox Levi, One-Mile c
271 Wilcox T., Barratta Creek c
272 Wilcox Mrs. T., Barratta Creek c
273 Wilde Mrs., Gipp street, Valley c
274 Wildman John, Mitchell Downs s
275 Wilkie Mrs., Railway Reserve, Brisbane c
276 Wilkie W., G.P.O. Brisbane c
277 Wilkie W. R., Brisbane c
278 Wilkins Mrs., Yaamba c
279 Wilkinson -, Bingera c
280 Wilkinson Mrs., Clark street, Brisbane c
281 Wilkinson Albert, Muttaburra u k
282 Wilkinson Chas., Murphy's Creek o c
283 Wilkinson George, Amby Downs s
284 Wilkinson Harry, Ipswich c
285 Wilkinson Master James, Jericho n z
286 Wilkinson James, Mount Morgan c
287 Williams Capella c
288 Williams Rockhampton c
289 Williams Mrs. (fruiterer), Woolloongabba c
290 Williams Miss, Redland Bay c
291 Williams Miss Alice, Brisbane f (2)
292 Williams Mrs. Annie, Rockhampton o c
293 Williams Arthur (engine fitter), Charters Towers
oc
Williams A. Ipswich c
Williams A., Brisbane c
Williams A. M., Leichhardt street, Spring Hill c
Williams B., Melrose u k
Williams C., South Brisbane c
Williams Mrs. C., Gregory terrace c
Williams E. J., Gympie c
Williams George, Melrose u k
Williams George, North Rockhampten c
Williams Geo., Rosevale c
Williams G., Glengallan c
Williams Henry (carpenter), Augathella c
Williams Mrs. H., South Brisbane cWilliams John, Warwick s
Williams John, Charters Towers c
Williams John, Ayrshire Downs Station c
Williams John, Mitchell River a
311 Williams John, Mount Pleasant c
312 Williams John F., Cashmere Station c
313 Williams Joseph H., Townsville s
314 Williams J., 82-Mile, Q.C. Railway c
315 Williams J., One-Mile c
316 Williams J., Eton c
317 Williams J., Yeppoon P.O. c
318 Williams J., Roma c
319 Williams Mrs. J. A., Toowoomba c
320 Williams Jms., Rockhampton c
321 Williams J. S., Brisbane c
329, Williams Mrs. J. S., Charters Towers c
323 Williams J. T., St. George c
324 Williams J. W., Bundaberg c
325 Williams Mrs. M., Surface Hill, Gympie c
326 Williams 0., One-Mile c (2)
327 Williams Peter (care of the Harbour Master),  Bris-
bane u k
328 Williams Peter, Crow's Nest c (2)
329 Williams Rees, Queen's Park Reserve, North Rock-
hampton c
330 Williams R., Maryborough c
331 Williams R. (care of Higgenson), Northampton Sta.
tion s
332 Williams R. W., Blackston c
333 Williams Thomas (care of Geo. Porter), Aramac c
334 Williams Thomas, Charters Towers m
335 Williams Thomas, Gympie c
336 Williams William, Nelia Ponds Station c
337 Williams William (bricklayer), Mackay s
338 Williams William, Brisbane c
339 Williams W., Bundaberg c
340 Williamson Alfred, Brisbane u k (2)
341 Williamson A. (care of - Gibson), Brisbane c
342 Williamson Messrs. H. C., Capella c
343 Williamson W., Mitchell c
344 Wilhelmson J., Rockhampton c
345 Willcocks S., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
346 Willer Win. (painter), Rockhampton o c
347 Willey W., Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
348 Willgenstein -, P.O. Rockhampton c
349 Willham - (care of - Young), Evesham s
350 Willich C., Charters Towers c
351 Willie Yellow, Mount Esk c
352 Willins Frank, G.P.O. Brisbane in
353 Willis Miss, Yaamba c
354 Willis C. A., Brisbane c
355 Willks G., Miles c
356 Willoughby Miss K. (care of Mrs. Wm. Kingston),
Winton u k (3)
357 Willows IT. D., Brisbane P.O. s
358 Wilmot J., Walker's Pocket, One- Mile c (2)
359 Wilshire John, Brisbane c
360 Wilshire Reuben, Sutton Farm, Toowoomba c
361 Wilson Mrs., Rockhampton  c and s (2)
362 Wilson Mrs., Rockhampton c
363 Wilson Alex., P.O. Maryberough c
364 Wilson Ashton, Rockhampton o
365 Wilson A., Laidley o c
366 Wilson A. E., Bundaberg c
367 Wilson C. L., Muttaburra s
368 Wilson David, Rockhampton o c
369 Wilson Mrs. D., Rockhampton c
370 Wilson Edward Lloyd, Ipswich c
371 Wilson Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton o c
372 Wilson Mrs. Emmeline, Brisbane s
373 Wilson Mrs. E., Rocklea c
374 Wilson E. L., Sandgato e
375 Wilson E. L., Muttaburra s
376 Wilson Henry, Hughenden c (2)
377 Wilson H. H., Capella o
378 Wilson James (sawyer), Brisbane o c
379 Wilson James F., Manfred Downs Station s
380 Wilson Miss Jane, Springvale c
381 Wilson James (sawyer), Tinana o c
382 Wilson John Murdock, Capetown Station c
383 Wilson J. M. (care of George Kavanagh), Brisbane u k
384 Wilson J., Tyrconnell Downs c
385 Wilson J., Valley c
386 Wilson J., Rockhampton c
387 Wilson Mrs. J., Mackay c
388 Wilson J. M., Hope street  South Brisbane c
389 Wilson L., Muttaburra c
390 Wilson Mary A . E., Brisbane s
391 Wilson M., Muttaburra c
392 Wilson R. (care of J. C. Higginson), NorthamptonDowns c
393 Wilson Thomas, Ipswich u k (2)
394 Wilson Thomas, P.O. Brisbane u k
395 Wilson Dr. T., Winton c (2)
396 Wilson T., Ipswich u k
397 Wilson T. B. (surgeon), Rockhampton f
398 Wilson William, Muttaburra c
399 Wilson William (care of  - Gibson),  Brisbane c
400 Wilson W., Bundamba c
401 Wilson W. L., Jericho c
402 Wincen J., Charters Towers c
403 Windettow (care of  Alf. Chick),  Pajingo
Station c
404 Wing Chee, Roma s
405 Winslow William, Amby Downs  Station s
406 Winter Henry, Muttaburra c
407 Winter  H. (care of  -  Milne ), Sandy Creek c
408 Winton  James  A., Royal Hotel , Brisbane c
409 Wise T. B., Charters Towers c
410 Wise J. M., Ocean View,  Southport c
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411 Wiseman Wm., Fortitude Valley o c
412 Withworth T., Kangaroo Point c
413 Wittington G., Nebo c
414 Wittinggttoon W., Withersfield c
415 Wiser Y., 39-Mile, Railway c
416 Wodomey -, Kent street, Maryborough c
417 Wokes A., Glenormiston a
418 Wong Fang, Townsville s
419 Wood Catherine (care of W. R. Peberdy), Jellinbah o
420 Wood Chas., Howard c
421 Wood Mrs. Elizabeth T., The Range, Rockhampton c
422 Wood F. D. F. Rockhampton c
423 Wood G. H. ' jownsville c
424 Wood Mrs. *ichard, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
425 Wood R. T., Cardwell c
426 Wood  Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
427 Wood W., Bowen  Hi ll s c (2)
428 Wood W. Mount Abundance Station c
429 Woodhard H. Isisford c
430 Wooodcock 11?rs. T., Rockbourne, Brisbane c
431 Woodfield Robt., Roma o c
432 Woodforth Mrs., Brisbane s
433 Woodman C. J., North Rockhamption c
431 Wood C.,  Brisbane o
435 Woods F. Winton c
436 Woods  Miss Lizzie ,  Dungeness c
437 Woodward  M., Brisbane c
438 Woodyatt Charles Rockhampton o c
439 Woolcock E. J., 11Iackay o
440 Wooley  Bergin , and Coy. Messrs., Townsville c
441 Woolridge  Mrs. Ipswich c
442 Worrall John Bundaberg c
443 Worsley.T., Valley c (2)
444 Wragge A. M., Pine 11111 c (2)445 Wray Miss Mary, Brisbane c
446 Wren -, Charters Towers c
447 Wrethng J. L., Herberton c
448 Wriggles Albert, Townsville o c
449 Wright and Pickworth Messrs., Charters Towers s
450. Wright Miss, Gympie c
451 Wright Mrs. A., Thompson Estate c
452 Wright Geo., One-Mile c
453 Wright Harry (s.s. "Derwent"), Brisbane c
454 Wright H. D., Mitchell c
455 Wright John Bundaberg c
456 Wright J.  W., Red Hill c
457 Wright Mary ,  Townsvi lle u k
458 Wright Mrs. Mary, Townsville o c
459 Wright Mrs. M. A., Hospital, Brisbane c
460 Wright  Walter Brisbane c
461 Wrigley Jas., gouth Brisbane c
462 Wroe Mrs., Maryborough c
463 Wyatt C., Hughenden a
464 Wyling Harry, Muttaburra m
465 Wyre -, Laidley c
466 W3 rill W., Windmill street, Valley c
Y•
1 YAP Young, Eulo c
2 Yates John, Ipswich road, South Brisbane c
3 Yates R. A., Brisbane s
4 Yates William, Charters Towers c
5 Yee  Ali  Win and Coy., Townsville c
6 Yee Hing Chong, Johnstone River c
7 Yen Lee,  Townsville s
8 Yeon On T., Ruthven Station c
9 Yensch Martin ,  Bunda be rg c
10 Yet Shing, Geraldton c
11 Yetson  Hans, Red Hill c
12 Ying Pang, Roma c
13 Young Dr., Southport c
14 Young  -( Matthew 's Circus ),  Brisbane s
15 Young A., Bundaberg c
16 Young Charles,  Lak es Creek u k (2)
17 Young C., Townsville s
18 Young C., Eulo s
19 Young E., Maryborough c
20 Young Mrs .  E. Ilkeston u k
21 Young James ,  O. Brisbane s
22 Young John, Boxhill Farm, Warwick c
23 Young J., Maryborough c
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Young J., Ipswich c
Young  J., Palparaia Station c
Young J . G., Townsville c
Young J. W., Queen  street Brisbane c
Young R . (fruite rer),  Valley c
Young Thomas, Eulo s
Young Wil liam, Brisbane c
Young  William H. (care  of Buckley ),  Brisbane u k
Young W . A., Oakenden c
Younger William, Townsville m
Youngsen William ,  Townsvi lle c
Yuen Hoy  (fruite re r)  Townsville c
Yull T. W.,  Rockhampton c
Z.
1 ZALNOCKE J., South Brisbane c
2 Zelmat  Henry, Brisbnae o
3 Zemeck J .,  Mary street ,  Brisbane c
4 Zernicke A., Balaclava street, South Brisbane c
:i Zerniske Otto, Woolloongabba c
6 Zemmerle A., Breakfast Creek c
7 Zacpfel Richard, Brisbane f
Initials, &c.
1 A. B. C.,  G.P.O. Brisbane c
2 A. L. (Box G .P.O. , Brisbane c
3 Chinaman , Amby Downs c
4 Bessie Miss, Brisbane  in
5 Big Fred .,  Cairns c
6 Blepop  (S.S Islander ),  Maryborough o c
7 Box  13, P.O.  Brisbane c
8 Bremer Bason  (Colliery Company ),  Ipswich c
9 Butter  Cup, Brisbane m
10 C. C.  C., P.O. Roma c
11 Charley  Meth  (S.S. Islander ),  Mackay o c
12 Chinese Store ,  Marybo ro ugh c
13 Chinese Gar den near State School, Lion Creek c
14 Coolatin (S. S. Islander ),  Bundaberg o c
15 Cottage ,  Box 15 x 15 P.O.  Mackay c
16 Desv -e-moli  ((S. S. Islander ),  Bunda be rg o c
17 E. T .  S., P.0 Roma c
18 Ex Begge,  Dalby c
19 Fanny Thambwage  (S. S. Islander ),  Gordon Downs c
20 Francis ,  G.P.O. Brisbane c
21 Greetima ,  Bunda berg o c
22 Grool ,  Bunda berg o c
23 Harry  "  Bam," S .  S. Islander), Mackay o c
24 Lardo,  (Bunda be rg o c
25 L. B .,  Bu limba c
26 Manager Wire Fencing Coy., Taroom u k
27 Mary Salla  (S. S. Islander ),  Kensington ,  Mutta-
burrs o c
28 Marhey Dooms, Bundaberg o c
29 Ma'iontis  (Malicole ),  Bunda berg o c
30 Marundu re (S. S. Islander ),  Bunda berg o c
31 Massing  (S. S. Islander), Bundaberg o c
32 M. C., P.O., Toowoomba c
33 Milbo ro (S. S. Islander )  Bundaberg o c
34 Missima rie  (S. S. Islander),  Bunda berg o c
35 Myie  (S. S. Islander), Bunda berg o c
36 Nu re ka  (S. S.  Islander), Rockhampton o c
37 Paul  (S. S. Islander ), Rockhampton o c
38 Prop ri etor draught -horse  "  Duke, "  care of R. Heath,
Granville  store,  Warwick c
39 Queensland Congregational Union ,  Woongarra
st reet ,  Bundaberg c
40 R. H .,  P.O. Brisbane c
41 R. P .  Q., P.O. Rockhampton c
42 Sec re tary Master Builders Acc., Brisbane c
43 Seyamvala Gasthama Manice  (care of Postmaster),
Rockhampton o
44 Sion Tamo, Bunda berg o c
45 " T," P .O. Brisbane c
46 Timmy Seven  (S. S. Islander ),  Peak Downs Station c
47 Toney Noam (care of Thomson), Union Downs
. Station c
48 Tonga  (S. S. Islander), Mackay o c
49 W. S . (care  of Laprack ),  B risbane c
50 X. Y. Z., G.P.O.  Brisbane c
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most,
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George, Governor,
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the,
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by  a Proclamation issued under
the Hand of the Governor and the Seal of
the Colony ,  under date the eighth day of August,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy -nine ,  the boundaries of the Spring
Rush Gold Field were defined pursuant to the  pro-
visions of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874 ,"  38 Vic-
toria ,  No. 11  :  And whereas it has been deemed
necessary to abolish such Gold Field : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  in pursu-
ance of the power vested in me as Governor
of the said colony ,  and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclama-
tion ,  declare that the Proclamation above referred
to is hereby rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of
October,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1885.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, thatHis Excellency  the Governor ,  with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been.pleased to
approve of  the undermentioned appontments in,
and dismissal  from, the Post  and Telegraph  Depart-
ment, viz. :-
PETER McGUEKIN,
ALBERT EDWARD MEDLAND,
J. C. DUNCAN,
M. A. SMITH,
R. H. BLACK, and
ARTHUR SNEYD,
to be Operators ;
HARRY L. HARCOURT
to be  Assistant Mechanician ; and
HERBERT FBEDaBICK MANTON ,  Operator,
to be dismissed.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th October, 1885.
! T is hereby notified that in pursuance of the
j provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881 ,"  I have appointed
RICHARD  G ARDINER CASEY
to be a Member of the Blacka ll  Marsupial Board,
in the room of J .  Clinton Higginson ,  resigned ;
and
JOHN J. HAWKINS
to be a Member of the Hinchinbrook Marsupial
Board ,  in the room of E. Cowley ,  who has left the
District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  15th  October, 1885.
u IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
11 of the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to direct that  a Branch  of the  Government Savings
Bank be established at
ADAVALE.
JAMES K. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  14th October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
ELLIOTT BRAND
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Forcer,
S. W. GRIFFITH,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1885.
' IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force
HENRY WALKER
to be Captain ; and
ALLISON SEYMOUR WELLS
to be Lieutenant.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation of
J. W. GREEN
as Acting Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of
the Defence Force, and to appoint him, pro-
visionally, as Acting Lieutenant in the Defence
Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro-
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by  a special  direction
given on granting a  li cense  in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution  of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the  small  islands
adjacent  thereto; and all Government Agents and
Masters  of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction, and see that  the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
rr HE following appointments of Members ofl1 Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz. -
Engelsburg.
Carl Krueger,
Henry Moller,
Johann Stibbe,
Franz Surawski, and
Heinrich Welge.
Seven-Mile Creek.
Alexander Grant,
vice  John Armstrong, resigned.
Yeulba.
David Wallace,
vice  William Norris, deceased.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1886.
FIIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of a State School
at
ToowooMBA EAST.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.j T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All  that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the is'ands in the
Goselien Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1884.
PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."
WHEREAS by the Regulations made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by  a general  direction pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on  granting a License  in respect of any
particular ship, forbid the recruiting of Labourers
at any specified island or islands, and Govern-
ment Agents are required to see that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the  adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
iion,  and see that  the same is  obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.WHEREAS by the Regulations made u der
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is por-
vided that the Minister may by  a general  direction
publ shed  in the  G azette ,  or by  a special  direction
given on granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified  island or islands,  and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, ], the Honourable
SAM 7EL WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary
of Q, :eensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution  of the  said  Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the  small islands  adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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By
PROCLAMATION.
His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MU8GR&VE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
'. v28-
0 Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistri ct.
A. E. P.
363 William  Wrightson 160 0 0 Ingham.
447 Archibald Robertson 160 0 0
429 Lawrence Brown  ...
...  157 0 0
467 Annie  Brennan  ...
..  100 0 0
402 Robert Hutchison 160 0 0 „
411 Axel  Holmberg  ..
.. 160 0 0
394 Horace B. Heaphy 1,000 0 0
443A Eugenio Regezzoli 100 0 0
1101 John  McKinley  ... I  160 0 0 Mackay.
1100  Patrick McKinley
178 Willi tlJ H
...  1  160
827
0 0
0  0
„
ktCam ar. ey
61 Maria T. Martin  ...
..
... . 1,280 0 0
oo own.
Mourllyan.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day
of October,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty -five, and
in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in nie vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHolrY MvsasAvE ,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following Selections of Land ,  under  the said Act,
are declared forfeited.
m
Odza
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist rict.
A. x. P.
820 George B. Molls  ...  329 0 0 Beenleigh
822 Ditto  ...  1,490 0 0 ditto
922 Ditto  ...  80 0 0 ditto
923 Ditto  ... ...  690 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this  thirteenth day
of October ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty-five, and
in the  forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
(ion SAVE THB  QUERN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, I,Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
b this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
tie Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
86-22926-b.
DEsc$IPTIoN :
Road one chain wide through Crown land along
the north boundary of portion 44, parish of Toombul,
at Sandgate.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane, this thirteenth day
of October ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in  the forty- ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lando Act  of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider theirinterests affected
thereby are  required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post  Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish.
- The Glaston- The reserved road Curra
bury Divi- through  selection 888,
sional  Board Gymple District
on account
of Jeremiah
Keliher
Area.
A. s.  V.
6 0 0
Norx .- The area of this road is intended to be changed into a
reservation for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices , Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
10 3 34John Barnet The road  separating selec -  Wildash
tion 1109 from part of
selection 1187
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Drown Lands Act  ot'1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich. and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisvl'lle.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional Board.
on account
of Maurice
Bowers
2 Ditto ...
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R.  '.
The  ro ad separating  Forbes 0 28
portion  7 from por-
tion 8
The road separating
portions  6 and 548
fro m port ions 10 and
551
ditto ... 18 0 0
About
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0
pa rt  of portions 13 and
632 from part of por-
tion 553
4 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto  ...  4  2  16
portions 79, e2, and
83 from portions 87,
86, and 95
5 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto .. 2 2 16
po rt ions 89 and 88
from portions 90 and
91
6 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  16 2 32
portions 548, 551, and
part  of 552 fro m por-
tions 81,  83. 85, 89,
and part  of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
7 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating ditto  ... 118 2 10
pilly Divi- po rt ions  27, 23, 31,33,
sional Board 34, 36 ,  38, 37,  and 38 1
on account from port .ons 23, 29,
of Donald  ,  30, and 32,  parish of
Smith Wal -  Forbes ;  183, parish of
lace Normanby  ;  and 106, l
parish of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road  separating' Forbes  ... 4 0 25
portions 184 and part'
of 1"5,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  fro m port ions
30 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto 9 0 0
po rt ions 32 and 33
f ro m portion 163,
parish of Normanby,
and port ion 34
10 Ditto The  ro ad separating Normanby X10 1 24
portions 181 and 187
from portions 183 and
178 I
11  Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 7 1 8
po rt ion 94 ,  parish of
Mutdapilly ,  and por-
tion  188, fro m portion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Forbes ... 6 0 16
portion 37 fro m por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The  road  separating Normanby 11 0 0
I port ions 189,  9, 21, 20.
19, and 16, fro m por-
tions 4,  10, 11,  12, 13,
11, and 15 About
14 Ditto  ... The road separating ditto  ...  2 0 20
port ions 4 and 5 fro m
portion 10
15 Ditto ...  The road separating Normanby 3 0 0
portions 8 and 9 from
portions 22 and 21 About
16 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating  ditto ... 9 1 8
po rt ions 13.  19, 24,
and 189, from portions
14, 16,  17, 18,  25, and
26, and its continua-
tion  through portion
189
17 Ditto  ...  The  road separating  ditto  ...  4 2  0
portion 18 from por-
tions 25,  28, and 29
18 Ditto  ..  The road separating ditto .. 4 0 0
port ions 28, 27, and
189, f ro m portions 29,
3), 31, and part of 32 About
19 Ditto ... The road  separating  Thorn and 21 0 0
portions 182, 181, 179, Normanby
178, and 177,  parish of
Nonnauby ,  from part
of portion 1, portions
3, 5, and S. parish of
Thorn, and portion
176, par45h of Nor-
i uianby I I
SCHEDULE  OF ]ROADS TO BE  CLOSED- continued.
No. Applicant . Situation.
20
21
The Mutda -  The road separating
pilly Divi - '  portions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board )  from portions 5, 6, 7,
on account' and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
Ditto ...
22 Ditto
23 Ditto
The  road separating
port ions 5,  6, 7, and
17 from port ions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 16
The  ro ad separating
port ion 176, parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tious 8, 9, and 10
The road separating
part of port ion 176,
parish of Normanby,
and portions  10, 7, 1,
and 2 fro m po rt ions
12, 11, 17, 18, 19,  20,
and 21
24 Ditto ... The  ro ad separating
portion 175 from part
of portion 176
25 Ditto ... One of the reserved
roads through portion
175
Parish . ,  Area.
A.  R.  1'.
Thorn ... 14 0 0
ditto ...111 0 0
ditto ... 9 2 4
ditto ... 20  3 10
Normanby 1 2 5
ditto  ...  4 336
23 Ditto ,,,  The road  separating  Thorn ... 6 0 0
27
portion 13 from por-
tions 14 and 15 About
Ditto ... Part of the road sepa- ditto ... 6 2 10
rating  portion 175,
parish of Normanby,
i
from portions 13 and
14
No•rr:.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications under  the eighty -ninth section of
" f'he Crown Lands Act  of  1884" have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ,  and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Road s can be seen at the Land
Office,  Rockhampton  ; Police  and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
1
'
Johann The road  separating
Muller portions 9 and 10 from
Dundee  ...  4 0 16
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto The road separating
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
ditto ..
Ilj
2 2 0
3 John Martin The road  separating
portions 121 and 122
Westwood 0 2 20
from portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
L 1' is hereby notified for  general information, that
L application under the eighty-ninth  section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1881"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ;  and all
persons  who may consider their  interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobjections ,in writing ,  within two mon• hs
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land Office,
Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices, Goodna.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parieb. Area.
A. R.  P.
I The Purga Di- `The road ecpara- • Goodna ... 0 3 1
visional Board 1 ting portion 308on account of from part of por-
I F. Chippeu- • Lion 305 1
dale
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1
T is  hereby notified  for general information, that
 application under the  eighty-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to tr tnsmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within  two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police  and Post  Offices, Oxley.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at this Office ;
and at the Land Office, Gladstone ; Polies and Post
Offices, Cahoolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHRDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish .  Area.
*1
2
A.E. P.
1 Messrs .  The reserved ro ad Alma 24 0 0
Stirrat through Selection
Brothers 321. Gladstone Dis-
trict
J. F. Foun -  I The  ro ad separating Burpengary 2 0 0
tain portions  44 and 45
from portions 39,
and I0
The area of this  ro ad is  proposed  to be changed into a reserva-
tion for  road  purposes.No. ! Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  It.  P.
1 R. J. Logan Part  of the road sepa- Moggill 7 1 0
rating po rtion 2061
from part of portion
198, porti '"ns 197, 76,
7778 and 10
2 Ditto ... One of the reserved ditto
roads through portion
.,. 2 2 0
206 I
3 Ditto ... Part  of  road separating  ditto ... 1 1 0 '•
portion 206 from por-
tions 205 and  208;
from north-west cor-
ner of portion 206 to
road-item No. 2
uopartrnent of t'ublic Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September , 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified t'or;,eneral information,  that
applicatioLS tinder the eighty-ninth section of
f/ir (,'rown  Lands Act u/  11184 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons  a ho may  consider their interests atlectect
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
month :, from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices. Toowoomba, Dalhy, and Ipswi'•h ; Police
and lost Offices, 'l'oowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown l ands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
•1
Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
The Ithaca Part  oftheroadseparat -  Enoggera 1 2 16
Divisional Ing portion 486 from
Board on portion 498
account of
David '
Gordon
•2 Ditto ,  on Part of the ro adseparat -  Ditto  ...  2 1 20
account of ing portions 485 and
the Trustees 313 from portions 499
of the late and 314
Bishop
O'Quinn
*3 Ditto Part  of the road separat -  Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
portion 314
*4 John  Fielding Part  of one of the re- Mooloolah 0 1 36
served roads through
portion 48
4 Gustave The reserved  ro ad Ditto  ...  0 2 12
Adolf Riebe th ro ugh port ion 46
* N (n'F.-The closure of these roads Is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Land,,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T T is hereby  notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The (.Town  Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persona who may consider their interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE OF ROAI5 TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicanl. Situation. Pariah area.
A.  K.  P.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
1 John Reilly  The road separating  Gehain  3 1 30
portion 870A and 899
from part of portion
1005
PERMANENT  CLOSURE.
2 Patrick The road separating Jondaryan 32 2 0
Landy port ion 154  from  part
of portion 356 and Its
continuation th ro ugh
that port ion
3 William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee through po rt ion 814
4 1 James * The road separating ditto 8 0 21
Mclvor po rt ion  1514 from
vacant land and pa rt
of port ion 139'2 About
5 Pat '  ick Part  of the road separa -  ditto 3 3 0
bandy  tang portion 1391 from
port ion 1392
6 Patrick The reserved road
Landy  th ro ugh portion 1392
and its continuation
southerly  along part
of west boundary of
that portion and
westerly along pa rt
of north boundary of
port ion 421
About
ditto 18 3 0
7 1 The Pa rt  of the reserved 1 Coochin ! 3 0 19
footman road through portion
Divisional 5
Board on
account
of Messrs
Bell andHyde
8  Ditto  The road separating ditto 3 3 19
portion 172 from  por-
tion  173 ' About
9 L;tto ,  Part  of the road separa -  ditto 1 0 0
ting port ions 172 and
173 from portion 174 About
to  bitto  Part  of  the road separa -  ditto 0 2 0
ting portion 65 from
portion 80 About
11 Ditto Part  of  reserve between I ditto 1 19 0 0
Oaky Creek and por-
tions 45. 5. and 171
12 Ditto Reserve between Oaky ditto i 21 0 0
Creek and port ions
47, 64 .  and 80
NOTF.-The closure of these roads and reserves is pro posed to
be carried out in connection with 1 he opening of other roads and
reserves.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Land  Commissioners appointed  under the
provisions  of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in  pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section  of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on  the days specified.
All business  in connection  with  Selections under
"Ike Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " and
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " will
also  be dealt with by the Land  Commissioners
at their Courts.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ...
August ...
September
October
November
Dnoember
MO$ETON DISTRICT.
ATTai LANDOFFICia-
Brisbane . Been - I  Ipswich.  Eel.=leigh.
Date. Date.
1886. 1886.
Tues .,  3 Wed., 11
is
... „ 8
... » 3 „
1...  to
1s
10
812
9
4
1
9
DARLIN G  DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT TRi LAND OFFIcas--
month.
Too- Wa
woomta. rwiel ,.
Date Date .
1856. 1885.
March ... Mon., 23 Tues .,  24
April ...  20 ., 21
May ...  25 „ 26
June ...  22 „ 23
July 27 „ 28. toAugust... 24 to  26
September  21 „ 22
October  26 „ 27
November to  231„ 24December  „ 21 „ 22
Date. Date.
1885.  1886.
Fri., 6 Wed.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Maryborough ,  the third
Friday in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BUBNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Gayndah ,  the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office,  Tennin ggering ,  the second
Wednesday in each montli.
At the Land Office ,  Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K ENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office ,  Bowen ,  the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Townsville ,  the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell ,'  the second Monday in March,
1885 ,  and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Herberton ,  the  first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land  Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office ,.  Geraldton ,  the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office ,  Cooktown ,  the second  Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas ,  the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns ,  the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton ,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Hughenden ,  the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown ,  the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Surat ,  the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Blackall ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford ,  the second  Wednes-day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamu lla,  the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Charlevi lle,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
18
10
1 Tues. 19
6
3 „ 21
to 1574
2
8 to 17
0
AT POLICIX
OFFICE-
Dalby .  Allora.
Date. Date.
1886. 1885.
Fri .,  27 Wed..
„ 24
of 29
„
26
„ 31
.. 28
„ 25
,. 30
to  27
Wed., 23
25
22
27
242926
23
2825
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land  Office, Goondiwindi,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEIOHHA &DT DIBTBICT.
AT THi LAND OFFICia-
IMonth.
Cler - Emerald Taroom.
mont.
Spying -  Mt. Banana.
sure .  Britton.
Date .  Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  Z.  1886.
March  ...  Thur .,26 Mon .,  18 Wed .,  4 Mon.,23
April  .. „  30 „ 20 „ 1 of 27
May .. ., 28 „ 18 „ 6 „ 25
22June  ... 26 15 3 „
July  »  30 » 20 „ 1 „ 27
August  ... „ 27  to  17 » 6 „ 24September IV 24  IV 21 » 2  IV 28
October
so
29 of 19 „ 7 „ 26
November  ., 26 ,. 18 „ 4 „ 23
December .  „  31I  IV 21  1,  2I  IV 28
Date. Date.
1885. 1886.
Fri., 6 Wed. 18
Tues.,7 „ 15
Fri., 1 „ 20
„ 5 „ 17
to  3 „ 16It  7 „ 19
„ 4 to 16
» 2 „ 21It 8 „ 18
to  4 „ 16
P ORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
_ In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday ,  the Court will  be held on the following
day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the
above ,  will be duly notified  fr om time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing
auuiications for Cert ificates of Fulfliment of Conditions.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
E R ROR IN DEED.
N
v 1'I' , l,: is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
De,: artment of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
ERROR  IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule here under
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the area, to the
intent that ,  by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area  ;  and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land  granted.-Allotment 17 of section 26,  town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the sc edule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar, selection 625, Gympie District.
Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625,  Gympie District, portion  625.
Area-2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded thence on the smith by
that road  and a  line bearing west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing  north 183 chains and severity-six
links  ; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15 minutes ninety-one chains ; on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres  for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  ]REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of Urantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23-,,76 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23i6 perches,
instead of 1 rood 25170perches, the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereun er
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to. have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be c :nstrued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land ranted.-Portion  716, county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Jerivale, parish of Wildash, selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing  east  and distant
two chains from the south-east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east  forty -six chains  and twelve  links ; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seven one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157  bearing west  forty- six chains
and four links ; on the  west  by a road bearing
south forty- seven chains  and twenty- seven links,
by lines bearing east  nine chains , south  nine chains
and ten links, and west nine  chains,  and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants  and in every deed  containing  the erroneous
descriptions and areas, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No. 376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
r' ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by  a line  bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-Allotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes, as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names of the Grantees
having been inserted as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and William Harrison Amies, the
correct names.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby liven, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor Will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said  grant and in  every deed
containing the erroneous  name  ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name  of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward. parish of
Barrow , portion 5.
Area-80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
i T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the persons hereunder named have been
elected, in pursuance of the provisions of section
six of  "An Act to enable certain Public Hospitals
to sue and be sued in the name of their Treasurer,
and to pr,vide for the taking and holding of Real
Property belonging to such Hospitals respectively,"
as Trustees of the Lying-in Hospital, Mary-
borough, and that the Secretary for Public Lands
has confirmed the appointments
REGINALD BYARD BUCHANAN CLAYTON,
EDWARD BERNARD CRESSET CORSER,
THOMAS MORTON,
WILLIAM WALKER, and
THOMAS SYMES WARRY.
C. B. DUTTON,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane. 16th October, 1885.
i T is hereby notified for general information,that the Islands, as not d hereunder, will
be open for Occupation License under Part V. of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the Land
Agent's Office, Townsville, on and after MONDAY,
the 7th day of December. 1885. at an annual rent
of £5 for each Island.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Islands may be obtained by applica-
tion to the Land Agent, Townsville, or to the
Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. B.  -DUTTON.
Tag TOWNSVILLE LAND AQRNT'S DiarRICT.
Name of Islands.
Acheron ...
Herald ...
Rattlesnake
Approximate Area.
213 acres.
256
480
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the lands as per description herewith, in
the Land Agent 's District of Ingham ,  will be
open for Occupation License under Part  V. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  at the Ingham Land
Office, on and  after MONDAY,  the 7th day of
December ,  1885 ,  at an annual rent of  £ 1 10s. per
square mile.
C. B.  DUTTON.
INGHAM LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Lot 1.-About  25 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Herbert
River at a point bearing west from Mount Echo,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east about two and a•quarter miles to Mount Echo ;
on the east by a line bearing north about five and
a-quarter miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west ; on the west by a line bearing south to the
Herbert River ; and thence by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lot 2.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on Mount Echo at the south-east
corner of Lot 1, and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing north about five and a-quarter
miles  ;  on the north by a line bearing east about
five and a-half miles  ;  on the east by a line bearing
south to Mount Echo Range ; and on the south by
that range westerly to the point of commencement.
Lot 3.-About 25  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Herbert
River at a point bearing west from Mount Echo,
and bounded thence by a line bearing west to Sea
View Range ; by that range southerly about three
miles  to the northern boundary of Forest Park
No.  I  Hun, by that boundary westerly to the
eastern  boundary of Forest Park Run, by that run
northerly  and westerly  to Herke's Creek, by that
creek downwards  to the Herbert River; and
thence by that river downwards to the point of
commen cement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
f T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed'on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of LE ichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
G, B. DUTTON,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COEJBT AT NERANG.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District mill visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, foi the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
-j' HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Grantham, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Grantham, Si' uated in the Pastoral
District of Moreton, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Edward Wilmot Pechey, the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Grantham, situated in
the Pastoral District of Moreton, in the Colony of
Queensland, has given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the eleventh day of February,
1885, that he elects to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of makin a fair division thereof : And
whereas  the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson  Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act o  1884 ": And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has  caused  the said run to
be divided : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do fur-
ther order that the said run known as Grantham
be divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall  comprise  and include the land described
as follows, viz.
About 14  square miles.
Commencing  on the northern boundary of portion
154, parish of Lockyer, at a point about thirty
chains from the north -east corner thereof, and
bounded  thence on  the south by portions 154, 163,
85, 86, 87 , 162, 155, and 157 ; on the west by portion
164 and a timber  re serve  proclaimed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  for 1876, vol. ii., page 589; on the
north by the watershed  separating Buaraba and
Lockyer's Creeks ; and on the  east  by a line south
to the point of  commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral  tenant  shall be entitled to
receive  a lease for  the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the  said  Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
About 14 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
222, parish of Clarendon, and bounded thence on
the east by portions  222, 224 , 244, 240; on part of
the north by portions 242, 239, 245, 246,  and  228;
again on the east  by portion 50;  on  the south
by portions 217, 219A, 230,177, parish of Clarendon,
a. d portions 158 and 154, parish of Lockyer ; on
the west by  a line bearing  north,  starting at a point
on the northern boundary of portion 154 about
thirty  chains  from the north- east corner  thereof,
and on the remainder of the north by the water-
shed  separating Buaraba  and Lockyer's Creeks.
Given under the seal of the Board, this first day
of October, A.D. 1885.
I
I [L.s.] E. DESHON ,  Members of theT. S. SWORD, I Land Board.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming  the division made under the pro-
visions of "  1 he Crown Lands Art of  1884 " of the
Run known as Mitchell Downs,  is published as
required by the Act, and for the  information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Mitchell Downs, situated in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS the Western Queensland Pastoral Com-
pany, Limited, the pastoral tenants of the con-
solidated run known as Mitchell Downs, situated
in the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony
of Queensland, comprising the runs hitherto known
as Barrigomalah, Collitalliba, Kinlock, Moonie No.
1, Dunedin, Tiquiban, Barrabanbel, Balmoral,
Balmoral North, Balmoral South, Balmoral East,
Amby No.1, Amby No. 2, Amby No. 3, Amby No. 4,
Amby No. 5, Strathmore, Yourangle,Yourangle No
3, Crinilus Topaz, an l Dunkeld, have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the fourth day
of April, 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Art of
1884 " with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas  Stevenson  Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Art of  1884": And whereas the
said  Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenants and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby,
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Mitchell Downs,
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part s' ,all comprise  and include the land described
as follows, viz.:-
Area-4504  square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of the  Maranoa
River at  an apple -tree marked broad-arrow over
Yl in  triangle  at the junction of the Woniallila
East Creek, and bounded thence on the south by
an east line four miles  fifty -five chains  ;  thence on
the east by a north line  five miles ;  thence  again on
the south by an east line three miles twenty-eight
chains  ;  thence again  on the east by a north line,
crossing  Womallila  (' reek ,  five miles to a tree
marked CT ; thence on the north by a west line six
miles thirty  chains  ;  thence again  on the east by a
north line  five miles , crossing South Amby Creek at
a tree  marked 34;  thence again on the  north by a
west line fifty  chains ;  thence again on the east by
a north  line five miles  ;  thence on the north-east
by a line  bearing north -north-west six miles sixty
chains ; thence on  the south -east by a line  bearing
east-north -east about  three  miles twelve  chains to
tie intersection  of the railway  line ; thence again
on the north -east  by that railway line  in a north-
westerly  direction, crossing North Amby Creek, to
Basalt Creek  ;  thence  by the  left bank  of the last-
named creek upwards in  a northerly direction to a
point bearing west -south -west from  a remarkable
hill called the Sugar Loaf ; thence by  a line bearing
west-south -west  about one mile thirty -two chains
crossing the last -named  creek  ;  thence  again on the
north-east by  a line bearing  north-north-west about
three miles  to Sawmill Creek ; thence by the left
bank of that creek downwards in a southerly
direction to the north boundary of the Mitchell
Camping Reserve ; thence again on the north by a
west line along  part of the said boundary about
four miles fifty -six chains to the Marancea River ;
thence on the west by the left bank of that river
downwards in a south -easterly direction to a point
north of the intersection of the east boundary of
Pre-emptive Purchase No.  3;  thence by a south
line crossing the river and along the last-named
boundary to the railway line ; thence on the north-
west by the  said  railway line in a  south-westerly
direction to a point east of a tree marked broad-
arrow over  V %'W in  triangle ; thence again on the
south by an east line about two miles forty-eight
chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over WW
over 1 in triangle  ; -thence  on the south -west by a
line bearing south-south -easterly about three miles
twenty-eight chains to a box -tree marked bro ad-
arrow over S in triangle on its north -east side;
thence again on the south -west by a line bearing
south -south -easterly about five miles seventy-one
c-ha ins to a box -tree marked br, -ad-arrow over 04
in triangle on its north -east side ; thence again on
the west by a south line one mile forty -five chains
to a box -tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over
WW in  triangle on its south side, and by a con-
tinuation of the same line, crossing Oolandilla
Creek  and passing sixty-three links east of a tree
marked broad-arrow  over  0 over 3 in triangle, six
miles twelve chains to a point bearing north 285
degrees east and distant eighty -nine links from an
ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over AV over 0
in triangle on its west side; thence on the south by
an east line along a paddock fence about one mile
fifty-eight chains ; thence again on the west by a
south  line about thirteen miles thirty-two chains to
a mulga -tree marked broad-arrow over D in triangle
on its east side  ;  thence again on the south by an
east line passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over DR over G in triangle ,  also a tree
marked broad-arrow over L over DR in triangle
about nine miles to the east boundary of a
township reserve  ;  thence again on the east by
a north line along part of the last -named boun-
dary to the north -east corner of the said re-
serve ab Dut one mile forty chains ; thence again
on the south by an east line along the north boun-
dary of the said reserve two miles twenty-four
chains to the Maranoa River ;  and thence by the
right bank of that river upwards to a point opposite
to and across the river to the point of commence-
ment ,- exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands
contained within these prescribed boundaries.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
Area-4531- square miles.
FIRST PORTION.
Commencing on the right bank of the Maranoa
River at the point where it is intersected by the
east  boundary of Pre-emptive Purchase No. 3, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line along
the said boundary to the railway line ; thence on
the south -east by the said railway line in a south-
westerly direction to a point east of a tree marked
broad-arrow over WW in triangle  ;  thence on the
south by a west line to the said tree about two
miles thirty-two chains  ;  thence on the west by a
north line passing through a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B' in  triangle,  an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over TA in triangle, and an
apple -tree on Aurichen Creek marked broad-ar row
over 3A in triangle on its south side ,  in all  twelve
miles t i enty -four chains to a point fifty-eight
chains north of the last-mentioned tree  ;  thence
again on the south by west  line two miles  ;  thence
again on the west by a north line three miles seventy-
four chains, passing th rough a tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle ,  to a point one mile for tyy-
six chains north of same ; thence on the south-
west by a north -west line one mile seventy chains
to a point four chains north-east and twenty chains
north -west of a tree marked broad-arrow over
WD in triangle  ;  thence again on the west by
a north line five miles twenty -five chains to a point
one mile sixty-seven chains east of an ironbark-tree
marked broad -arrow over W in triangle on its
south side ; thence again on the south by a west line
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four miles forty chains to a point thirty-seven chains
south and eight chains east of an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over K over MH in triangle
on its west side ; thence again on the west by
a north line twelve miles seventy chains to a
point twenty-eight chains south of a brigalow-tree
marked broad-arrow over M H in triangle on its
west side ; thence on the north by an east line
passing fifteen chains south of a tree marked
broad-arrow over MP in triangle, and through a
tree marked NSW over XXXII, nine miles forty
chains to the Maranoa River at a point opposite
a tree marked broad-arrow over M4 in triangle ;
thence on the east by the right bank of the
river downwards in a southerly direction to a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
M3 in triangle ; thence  again  on the north by
an east line, cro ssing  the river and passing
through the last-mentioned tree, to a point four
miles  east thereof ;  thence again  on the east by a
south line five miles to a point seventy-three chains
east of a tree on the left bank of the Maranoa
River marked broad-arrow over Ml in triangle ;
thence again on the north by an east line three
miles seventy-seven chains ; thence again on the
west by a south line five miles to a point about
thirty-two chains east of a tree on the right bank
of Eastern Creek marked 65 in triangle ; thence
again on the north by  an east line  two miles eleven
chains ; thence again on the east by a south
line five miles, crossing Eastern Creek at a
point fifteen chains above a tree marked 62
in triangle on its left bank ; thence  again on
the north by an east line seventy chains ;
thence again on the  east  by a south line five miles
to a tree marked A2 B ; thence on the north-east by
a line bearing south-south- east  about two miles
fifty chains to Sawmill Greek ; thence by the right
bank of that creek downwards in a southerly
direction to the north boundary of the Mitchell
Camping Reserve ; thence  again  on the south by a
west line along part of the said boundary about
four miles fifty- six chains  to the Maranoa River,
and by a continuation of same line across the river ;
and thence by the right bank of the said river
downwards in a southerly direction to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
SECOND  PORTION.
Commencing on the left bank of Basalt Creek
where it is  crossed  by the railway line, and
bounded thence by the left bank of the said creek
upwards in a northerly direction to a point from
which a remarkable hill called the Sugar Loaf
bears east-north-east;  thence  by a line bearing
east -north- east  about forty-eight chains to that
hill; thence on the north- east It= line bearingsouth-south- east  about eighty  to a tree
marked A5 over BC ; thence on the north-west by
a lice bearing east-north- east five miles  ; thence
again on the north- east  by a line bearing south-
south-east five  miles ; thence  on the south-east by
a line bearing  west -south- west  about one mile
sixty-eight chains to the intersection of the railway
line ; and thence on the south-west by that rail-
way line in a north-westerly direction to the point
of commencement, -exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eighth day
of October,  A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, IMembers of theT. S. SWORD, Land Board.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS  under  "The Crown Lasnds.Alien-
ation Act of  1876,' who may desire tosur-
rendt r their titles  under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof  a lease under  Part IV. of  " lie
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Ofce of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
%' HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Oct  of 1884" of the
Run known as Colinton, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTE R C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1881,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Colinton (consolidated), situated in
the Pastoral District of Moreton, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Louisa Lilias Forbes, Frederick Pitman,
and Charles William Forbes, executors of George
Edward Forbes and Alexander Rail', the pastoral
tenants of the consolidated run known as Colin-
ton, situated in the District of Moreton, in the
Colony of Queensland, and comprising the runs
hitherto known as Colinton and Mount Stanley,
have given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated the eighteenth day of May, 1885,
that they elect to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" : And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby,
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Colinton, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz.: _
About  263  square miles.
Portion A (About 215 square  miles).
Commencing  at the confluence of Squirrel Creek
with the Brisbane River, and bounded thence by
Squirrel Creek upwards to portion 26, 1 arish of
Monsildale, by the south-western boundary of that
portion south-easterly and southerly to Monsildale
C reek ; thence by the south-western boundaries of
portions 18 and 39 south-easterly to the southern
watershed of Monsildale Creek; by that watershed
along the southern boundaries of portions 39 and
49 easterly to the watershed separating Monsildale
and Kilcoy Creeks ; by that watershed northerly
to the watershed separating the waters of the
Brisbane River from those of the Mary River ; by
that watershed north-westerly and the watershed
separating the waters of the Brisbane River from
those of the Burnett south-westerly to a point
bearing north from a tree marked broad-arrow
over A over XVI on Avoca Creek ; thence by a
line bearing south to Avoca Creek at the aforesaid
tree ; by, Avoca Creek  downwards  about fifty-five
chains in a direct line ; thence by  a line bearing
315 degrees to the watershed separating the waters
of the Brisbane River from those of the Burnett ;
by that watershed westerly and southerly to the
north- eastern  boundary of Altyre Run ; by that
boundary and the south-western boundaries of
portion 29, parish of Avoca, and 69, parish of
Colinton, south-easterly, and by the south- eastern
boundary of 59 north-easterly to the Brisbane
River ; and thence by that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
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Portion B (About 33 square miles).
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at the south-west corner of portion 1, parish
of Nears, and bounded thence by a line bearing
north (passing along the western boundaries of
portions 1, 32, 33, 3, and 5 )  to the southern water-
shed of Monsildale Creek; by that watershed
easterly ; thence by the Mount Brisbane Range,
forming the watershed between the Brisbane and
Stanley Rivers, south-easterly and a spur ridge
westerly to the source of Grigor's Creek ; by that
creek downwards to the Brisbane River ; and
thence by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Portion C (About 10 square miles).
Bounded on the north by portion 19, parish of
Nukinenda ; on the east and south-east by the
Biarra Range ; on the south by portions 5 L and
12; and on the west and north-west by a reserve,
portion 13, Maronghi Creek, and portions 21, 46,
16, and 10.
Portion D (About 5 square miles).
Bounded on the north by portion 43, parish of
Nukinendah ; on the east by portions 44 and 11 ; on
the south by portions 25, 20, and  23;  and on the
west by portions 22 and 42.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About  122  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River at the east corner of portion 59, parish of
Colinton, and bounded thence by a line south-
westerly (passing along the south-east boundary of
portion 59) one and a-half miles ; thence by a line
bearing west to the eastern watershed of Taromeo
Creek, by that watershed and the eastern watershed
of Googa Googa Creek southerly to the confluence of
Googa Googa Creek with Emu Creek, by Emu Creek
downwards to portion 57, parish of Colinton ;
thence by portions 57, 58, 63, 62, 46, 61, 24, 47, 28,
and 18 northerly and easterly to the Brisbane
River, by the Brisbane River downwards to portion
21, parish of Neara ; thence by portions 21, 19, 48,
51, and 54 easterly and portions 54, 55, 56, and 20
southerly to Nears Creek, by that creek down-
wards to the Brisbane River, by that river' down-
wards to portion 1, parish of Nears; thence by a
line bearing north, passing along the western boun-
daries of portions 1, 32, 33, 3, and 5 to the southern
watershed of Monsildale Creek, by that watershed
along the southern boundaries of portions 49 and
39, parish of Monsildale, westerly to the south-
western boundary of portion  39;  thence by the
south-western boundaries of portions 39 and 18
north-westerly to Monsildale Creek ; thence by the
south-western boundary of portion 26 northerly
and north-westerly to Squirrel Creek, by that creek
downwards to the Brisbane River ; and thence by
that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of alienated, selected, or reserved
lands, but inclusive of the Timber Reserve pro-
claimed in the  Government Gazette  for 1884,
volume 2, page 279.
Given urder the seal of the Board, this ninth
day of October, A.D. 1885.
[L.B.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections l and 2 of Section 2 of  "The Crown
Lands Art of"  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is u surveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 18th September, 1885.
To WILLIAM CRAWFORD,  Dugandan.YOU are hereby called tip :on to attend the LandCourt  to be held at  Ipswich on FRIDAY,
Ipswich.
No. 4245.
Wm. C'awford.
Dugandan.
Portion 40.
610 acres.
Homestead  Areas Act
of 1875.
the 6th November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and
show cause cause why your Selec-
tion No. 4245, Ipswich District,
should not be declared forfeited
for the non-fulfilment  c f  the
condition of occupation.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFABLANF, holder of Selec-
tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that 3 ou have
I failed in performance of the conditions of
residence on the above selection, I have to request
that you will show cause, at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December, 1886, why the same should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner , Gympie.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
j T is  hereby notified  for general information,
! that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed  places  for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation  Licenses , under the  provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77  of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884.'•
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
Notice to W. D.  PERRETT, Peak Mountain.
YOU
are hereby called upon to attend the Land
Court, to be held at Brisbane, on TUESDAY,
the third day of November next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show  cause  why your Selections,
Nos. 3823 and 4570, Brisbane District, should not
be declared forfeited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba ,  17th September ,  1885.
Notice to PATRICK blcKEOWN,  holder of Selection
No. 3925 ,  T.R,., parish of Ramsay.
ND ER  Section  52  of  " The Crown. Lands
U`  Alienation  Act of  lb' 76," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba ,  on the 26th day of October, 185, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  why your Selection,
No. 3925,  Toowoomba Register, should not be
declared forfeited for non -fulfilment of the condi-
tion of residence.
.1,) I IN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 17th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM McKEOwN, holder of Selection
No. 3738, T.R., parish of Ramsay.
UNDER Section  52  of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your 5e.ection,
No. 3738, Toow•ot'mba Register, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAs ANDREW BaxxETT, holder of
Selection No. 1940, W.R., parish of Allora.
T' NDER Section 52 of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call uponU`
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
All )ra, on the 28th day of' October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
1940, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 14th September, 1885.
Notice to MARK LovaDAY, holder of Selections Nos.
3246, T.R., 3316, '1'.R , parish of n orth Branch.
'T'INDER Section 52 of  ".The Crown LandsUNDER
Act of  1876," 1 hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be_held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selections,
Nos. 3246 and 3316, Toowoomoa Register, should
not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM DUNLOP, holder of Selection
No. 2105, W.R., parish of Allora.
U NDER Section  52  of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2105, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to  PATRICK KELLY,  holder of Selection No.
2065, W. R , parish of Goomburra.
U NDF11,  Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  1 hereby call  upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora,  on the 28th day of October ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon , why your  Selection, No.
2065,  Warwick Register ,  should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissoner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to TrroMAs  KENNEDY, holder of Selection
No. 2126, W.R., parish of Allora.
J NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1876," 1 hereby  call upon
you  to show  cause at  the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the  forenoon , why your Selection, No.
2126, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  15th October, 1885.
DIVISION OF CLONCURRY.
HE fo llowing By-law ,  made by the Board
of the Cloncurry Division, having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council ,  is hereby pub li shed in the  Government
Gazette,  in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act Amendment  Act of  1882."
BY-LAW No.  I.
REGULATING  THE MEETINGS  AND P ROCEEDINGS
OF  7 HE  SAID BOARD - GENERAL RULES  FOR
CONDUCTING  BUSINESS.
1. At all ordinary  meetings  of the  Board, so
soon as a quorum of one-half the total number of
members shall be present, business shall be pro-
ceeded with, and the following shall be the order
thereof :--
Reading and confirmation  of minutes , reading
of correspondence (outward and inward), receiving
petitions  or memorials , reception of committee
reports, consideration of tenders,  business arising
out of minutes of previous  meetings ,  consideration
of notices of motion or of the orders of t1le day,
presentation  of notices  of motion for next meeting.
2. No discussion  shall be allowed on the  minutes
of proceedings, except as to their  correctness, or
for any  necessary rectification  of clerical  errors.
3. Every petition  or memorial  shall be presented
by a member of the Board, who shall be responsible
that it is couched in respectful  language , and who
shall,  as far as  possible, make himself  acquainted
with the subject-matter thereof before  presenting
the same.
4. All notices of motion shall be written and
signed  by the member making the  same and
banded to the chairman or clerk. Such notices
shall be filed in the  same order as received, and
be placed  in succession  on the orders of the day,
for consideration.
5. In the absence of any member who has given
due notice of motion, any other member may take
up and move the Fame. If not so moved the
motion  shall lapse.
6. No motion, after being placed on the orders
of the day, shall be withdrawn without the per-
mission of the Board.
No. 2.-Order of debate.
1. The  chairman  shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be
final.
2. When the chairman is called upon to decide
a point of order or practice he shall state the rule
applicable to the case without argument or com-
ment.
3. If two or more members rise to speak at the
same  time the chairman shall decide which member
is entitled to pre-audience.
4. Any member may require the question or
matter  under discussion to be read for his iLfornta-
tion_ at any time during the debate, but not so as to
interrupt any other member while -speaking.
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5. Every member when speaking shall rise and
address the chairman, and shall not address any
other member except through the chairman.
6. On being called to order by the chairman, any
member who is speaking shall at once resume his
seat and be silent until the sense of the Board has
been taken on the point of order.
7. No member shall be allowed to speak twice
on any matter under discussion, except in reply or
by way of explanation, nor for longer than ten
minutes at one time.
8. No member shall be allowed to speak dis-
respectfully of any resolution arrived at by a
majority of the Board, but he may enter his protest
against any of the proceedings of the Board, and
the protest shall be recorded in the minutes. Notice
of such intention of protest must, however, be given
on the adoption of the resolution objected to.
9. No motion the effect of which if carried
would be to rescind any resolution which has
already passed the Board, shall be entertained
during the same divisional year, unless a call of
the whole Board has been duly made for that
purpose, and no such motion for rescinding any
resolution which shall have been negatived by the
Board shall be again entertained during the same
divisional year.
10. Any number of amendments may be pro-
posed on a motion before the Board, and when
more than one amendment is moved and seconded
the question shall first be put on the last amend-
ment, and then on the next to the last, and so on to
the original motion, in the inverse order in which
they are moved, except when such motion or
amendment shall relate to the fixing of  salaries,
rates, or other matters of finance, in which case the
lowest sum shall be put first, then the next lowest,
and so on to the highest.
11. Any motion for adjournment, if seconded,
shall be immediatety put without discussion, and if
such motion be negatived it shall not be competent
for any member to make  a similar  motion until
some other business shall have intervened. On
resuming any discussion which has been adjourned,
the mover of such adjournment shall speak first.
12. The chairman shall, on taking the sense of
the Board, put the question first in the affirmative,
then in the negative. Every member present shall
vote, and the vote of every member on a division
shall be entered in the minutes.
13. Any member shall be at liberty to call for a
division. In such case the question shall be first
put in the  affirmative , then in the negative. The
members shall vote by show of hands, and the vote
of every member shall be recorded. Any member
who shall be present when a division is called for,
and not vote on such division, not being disabled
by law from so voting, shall be liable for every
such offence to a penalty of not less than ten
shillings or more than five pounds.
14. Any member of the Board who shall have
been called to order by the chairman, or who has
persisted  in a line  of conduct which shall have been
decided by the majority of the Board to be dis-
orderly, and who shall refuse to make satisfactory
explanation, retraction, or apology, shall be liable
on conviction for the first offence to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds, and for the second to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
15. The chairman may call a meeting of the
Board at any time when urgent business may re-
quire it. Such call shall be by written or printed
circular letter.
No. 3.-Miscellaneous  regulations.
1. No permanent appointment shall be made to
any office under the Board until an advertisement
shall have been published in one or more of the
local newspapers calling for applications from com-
petent persons to fill such appointment.
2. All such appointments shall be made by a
majority of the votes of the Board.
3. On the first meeting after the election of the
chairman, the Board shall fix the amount of re-
muneration or salary to be allowed to each officer
employed under the Board for the current divisional
year.
4. The clerk shall have charge of the common
seal, and all charters, books, and records of the
Board, or relating to the property thereof, and the
same shall be kept in such place as the Board shall
direct.
5. The clerk shall on no account affix the com-
mon seal to any document without the express
order of the Board.
6. A book shall be kept in which members attend-
ing each Board meeting shall sign their navies,
from which  a list  shall be prepared of the number
of times each member has attended, and the same
shall be published yearly.
7. The chairman, with the consent of one other
member, shall be authorised to expend any sum
not exceeding ten pounds from meeting to meeting,
and such expenditure shall be reported to the
Board at its next sitting.
8. All tenders for public works or otherwise
shall be advertised for in one or more of the local
newspapers, or shall be posted outside the office of
the Board. The Board  reserves  to itself the right
of accepting or rejecting any tender, from the
highest to the lowest.
9. The Board shall in every year, within three
months after the annual election, prepare a sche-
dule of the works proposed to be carried out during
the current year, with the estimated cost thereof,
and also iui estimate of the probable revenue for the
year.
10. No contract shall be made nor shall any
work be undertaken which would involve expendi-
ture in  excess  of the  estimated  revenue for the
divisional year.
11. Any one or more of the above general rules
maybe suspended  pro tem.  in cases of emergency
by vote of a majority of the Board.
No. 4.-Regulating  the payment  of rates.
1. All annual rates  and assessments  shall become
due and pa able on and after the expiration of
seven  days from the day appointed by the Board
for holding the court for the hearing of appeals
against assessments . Provided that when any
valuation is appealed against the rates in  re spect of
such valuation shall not be due or payable until
after the expiration of seven days from the decision
of the court of appeal in the matter of such
appeal.
2. All  rates shall be paid to the clerk at the
Board' s office between the hours of 10 o'clock a.m.
and 4 o'clock p.m.
No. 5.-Protection of roads.
1. No person shall draw, or cause to be drawn,
upon any part of the roads of the Division, any
timber, stone, or other thing otherwise than upon
wheeled carriages ; nor suffer any timber, stone, or
other thing which shall be carried principally or
in part upon wheeled carriages to draw or trail
upon any part of any of the roads of the said
Division.
2. No person shall cut or remove any timber, or
dig or remove any earth, sand, gravel, stone, or
other material from any road or public reserve, or
from any land belonging to or under the control of
the Board of the said Division, without the consent
of the Board : Provided that nothing herein con-
tained shall affect the provisions of any existing
Act.
3. No person shall obstruct any part of the
roads within the said Division, either by depositing
thereon any rubbish or other material, erecting any
fence or any obstruction whatsoever, or by digging
or removing therefrom any earth,  sand , gravel,
stone, or other material without the consent of the
said Board : Provided that nothing in this section
contained shall affect the provisions of any existing
Act.
4. In all proceedings in respect of a breach of
any of the provisions of these By-laws in any court
of petty  sessions  or before  any justice  of the peace,
the clerk or any officer of the Board s pointed by
the chairman, in writing under his hand, may
represent the Board as though he were the party
concerned.
5. The clerk or other  ofcer appointee as last
aforesaid shall be reimbursed out of the Divisional
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Fund all damages, costs, charges, and expenses to the penalty aforesaid for each and every day during
which he may be put, or with which he may which such roads, streets, wa3  s, or passages shall
become chargeable in respect of such proceedings.  remain  of less width than one chain.
No. 6.-Riders and drivers.
1. All horsemen and drivers of vehicles of any
and all descriptions riding or driving through the
streets of the town of Cloncurry  at a furious pace
shall for every such offence forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding  twenty pounds.
2. Every person riding on horseback, or driving
any vehicle licensed or otherwise, shall when meet-
ing any other horseman or vehicle  pass  right arm
to right arm, and on overtaking shall pass on the
right side of the person  or persons in front.
3. Every driver of any dray or wagon found
riding on his dray or wagon on any road or street
within the town of Cloncurry without having his
leading horse or horses under control by  means of
reins shall  be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
No. 7.-Concerning  noisome or  offensive busin-,sses.
1. No person shall carry on the  business of
slaughterer of cattle, sheep, pigs, or other animals,
or the business of fellmonger, tanner, or the  boiling
of animals ,  or parts  of animals ,  or extracting there-
from fat, or any other trade  or business of a noisome
or other offensive nature within the limits of any
township in the Division, nor within the distance of
one mile therefrom, unless the locality within such
distance be approved of and permission in writing
be given by the Board to carry on such business
within such distance. Such permission may be
granted to any person by the Board on receipt of
written application from the person proposing to
carry on the some. Any person committing a
breach of this section shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
No. 8.-Relating  to dead animals.
1. In the event of the  carcase of  any animal being
found on private land within five chains of any
N o.  11.-Carriers plying for hire.
1. On and after the 1st day of January in each
year any person who shall be desirous to  ply  with
any cart, dray, or wagon, for hire within the
boundaries of the town, shall register his name and
place of abode in the office of the divisional clerk,
and shall thereupon and from time to time there-
after receive from the clerk a license, on which
shall be written the applicant' s name,  place of
abode, and number of license; and any such license
shall be in force until the 31st day of December
next after the issuing thereof, and no longer ; and if
any person shall ply as aforesaid without being
licensed, he shall forfeit and pay for every suet
offence a sum not exceeding  25:  Provided always
that when any person shall have in his employ any
servant  licensed as aforesaid, and such person
shall leave his employment before his license shall
have expired, then the license of such servant may
be transferred to any other servant in the employ-
ment of such person by registering the transfer at
the office of the divisional clerk, and the fee for
such transferable license shall be two pounds.
2. Every person licensed under the provisions of
the preceding section shall have his name legibly
painted in letters of not less than one inch in
length upon the off side of his cart, dray, or wagon
used in plying for hire, with the words " licensed
carter," under a penalty not exceeding twenty
shillings.
No. 12.- Registration of oats and dogs.
1. A ll  goats kept in the Division of Cloncurry
shall be registered in the divisional clerk's office.
Such registration shall be effected by the owner of
every such goat delivering to the clerk of the
Board a description in writing of the sex, colour,
age, and distinctive mark (if any) of the same. A
copy of such writing shall be made out and signed
by the clerk and given to such owner and such,
public road within the Cloncurry Division, the writing shall in any proceedin s beevidence that
chairman or any member of the Board shall have such oat has been dilly registered. A fee of one
power to order the removal of the same within shilling for every female goat and wether, and
twenty-four hours at the expense of the owner of five shillings for every he-goat, shall be paid at the
the beast : Provided that in no case shall the expense time of registering the same and not afterwards.
of the removal of any  carcase  charged to such
owner exceed the sum of two pounds.
2. In the event of the  carcase being found in any
highway ,  water ,  or other reserve, a member, or any
officer of the Board shall have power to order the
removal of the same at the expense of the owner
of the beast ,  such expense not to exceed the sum of
two pounds  ;  and in all cases where the owner
cannot be found ,  the expense of removing such
carcase shall be borne by the Board.
No. 9.-Relating  to watercourses and wells.
1. Any person who shall  cast any filth or rubbish
into any  watercourse , waterhole, or well, or who
shall  allow any matter detrimental  to the public
health to  drain into  any waterhole or well, or who
shall deposit any rubbish  in any  other place other-
wise than in the  place set apart  by the Board for
that purpose, shall be liable to a penalty not ex-
ceeding twenty pounds.
2. Any  person  who shall bathe in any public
water  set apart  for the purpose of water supply
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
No. 10.-Roads through  subdiv ided properties.
1. All persons  desirous  of dividing or subdividing
any land within the Division into subdivisions,wliich
shall  necessitate  the opening of new public or private
ways, shall deposit a plan of the proposed subdi-
vision of such  land, showing  the width and position
of all streets, roads, ways,  and passages , with the
clerk of the Division, and no such street, road, way,
or passage shall be less than one chain in width.
2. Any person offending  against any  of the pro.
visions of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds, and where the streets,
roads, ways,  or passages  in any land that  has been
so subdivided shall be of less width than  one chain
the proprietor or other person by whom such land
shall have been so subdivided  sha ll  be  liable to
2. Every registered goat shall have a triangle
composed of three pieces of wood, each not less
than 16 inches long, fixed around its neck, with its
registered number legibly inscribed thereon, and
every  owner of a registered goat  who shall fail to
comply with the requirement of this section shall
be liable to a penalty of one pound.
3. All unregistered  goats may  be taken pos-
sesion  of by the inspector  of nuisances  or other
officer  of the board,  at  any place within the boun-
daries or reputed boundaries of the Cloncurry
Board, and destroyed.
4. All goats so taken possession of by the Board's
officer shall be kept in the custody of that officer
for twelve hours; during which time any goat may
be claimed by its owner, and shall be released by
payment to that officer of the registration fee
together with the sum of five shillings.
5. Any person taking or attempting to take an
unregistered goat out of the possession of the
Board's officer shall be liable, on conviction, to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
6. All dogs over the  age of  six months, kept
within the town and suburbs, shall be registered
by the owner or keeper of the same, at the office of
the Cloncurry Divisional Board, and such registra-
tion shall be in force from the 1st day of January
to the 31st day of December in each year. At
the time of such registration there shall be paid
into the aforesaid office, by the person  registering,
the sum of two shillings and sixpence for each dog,
and the clerk shall give receipt for same, with
description and number. The owner or keeper of
such dog failing or neglecting to register same shall,
upon conviction, be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing twenty shillings for every such offence, exclusive
of costs. Every do shall be taken to be kept by
the person who shall be in  actual  occupation of the
house or premises upon idhioh  such dog shall be
found ,  unless reasonable  proof to the  contrary sha ll
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be adduced, and all unclaimed dogs, after being
retained in custody forty-eight hours, shall be
shot : Provided that this section shall not apply
to dogs belonging to any aboriginal native of the
colony.
No. 13.-- Licensed gates.
The fee for every license or renewal of a license
for a gate erected under the provisions of  "The
Enclosure  of Roads Act of  1864 "  shall be two
pounds.
N0. 14.- Prevention  of fires.
Any person setting fire to any grass ,  scrub,
rubbish ,  or other matter so as to endanger the
safety of property in the Division ,  shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed by
the Board of the Division  of Cloncurry,  this twenty-
fourth day of August. A.D. 1885.
GEO. SEYMOUR,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER DALRYMPLE CREEK,
ALLORA.
I
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
October, from persons willing to contract for con-
struction of a Timber Bridge over Dalrymple
Creek, near Allora.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Dalrymple Creek
Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Warwick and Allora.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is per cent. upon  amount  of contract.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender  there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 5 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
MAP OF GYMPIE GOLD FIELD.
0
N Sale at this Office, and at the Warden's
Office, Gympie, New Map of Gympie Gold
Field, showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts,
Sections of Claims, &c. Price, 2s. 6d.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd September, 1585.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SUPREME COUR r HOUSE, ROCK-
HAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of Nov-
ember, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of new Supreme Conrt House at Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Supreme Court
House, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may he
seers, and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be  a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON.Under Secretary.
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and M mes,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE,
MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
the Lunatic Reception House, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Reception
House, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough."
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.) -
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, SUB-INSPECTOR POLICE
QUARTERS, MAYTOWN.
TENDER'S will be received at this Office andat the Court House, Maytown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November,
from persons willing to contract- for Additions
to Sub-Inspector of Police Quart ers at  Maytd'wn.
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Tenders to be endorsed " Additions, Sul -In-
spector's Quarters, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maytown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance  of the Contract  in the  event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, let October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, JERICHO.
14 RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
L' and at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station at Jericho.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Police Station, Jericho."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proffer printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed  by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to  execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen day-from-the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing  such  performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' QUARTERS,
INGRAM.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11.. at the Custom House, In ham, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Sub-
Collector of Customs' Quarters at Ingham.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Sub - Collector's
Quarters, Ingham."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Ingham.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form,
and. state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of e' cry Teiidor
there  mast be  a memoftn$um s ed by the party
tendering, agreeing tb- deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majest for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, lit October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, FOREST GROVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Forest Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Forest
Grove."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the 3Tender, is £15.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
RAYENSWOOD.
'MENDERS will be received at this Office, andT NDERS
the Post Office, Ravenswood, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons  willing to contract for erection of Addi-
tions to Post and Telegraph Office at Ravens-
wood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Post and
Telegraph Office, Ravenswood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Post Office, Ravenswood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreein to  deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent . on amount of Tender  as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD MOUTON,
trtLder Secretary.
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Department of Pub lic Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STORE,  ETC., WATER  SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,
WINTON.
(GENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House,  Winton,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Store
and Office for the Water Supply Department at
Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Store,  4-c.,  Winton."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Winton.
The amount of pre liminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender, as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender wi ll  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POWDER MAGAZINE, GEORGETOWN.
MENDERS will be received at this Office and
1 at the Court House, Georgetown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Powder
Magazine  at Georgetown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Powder Magazine,
Georgetown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Georgetown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute aDd deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
t•, Efer Majesty for  securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con•
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTONT,
Tinder Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF FOUR-ROOMED GATE COTTAGE
AT 7 MILES 64 CHAINS, SOUTH COAST LINE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilENDERS
(4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
October. from persons willing to contract for
erection of Four-roomed Gate Cottage at 7 miles
6t chains, near Cooper's Plains, South Coat Line.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Erection of Four-
roomed Cottage at 7 miles 64 chains, South Coast
Line."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at Office of
Engineer for Existing Lines, North Brisbai a Rail-
way Station.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreein  to deposit the sum of
10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the us'ial notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Ma'estyyfor  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Under  secretary for Railways.
Tinder Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane Palley Branch-Contract No. 2.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
GOODS-SHEDS ON THE SECOND SECTION,
BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
October, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Goods-sheds on the Second Section,
Brisbane Valley Branch.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Goods-sheds
on the Second Section, Brisbane Valley Branch."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Tinder Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
October, 1885, for the construction of twenty (20)
Ballast Wagons for the Maryborough Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foreman's Office, Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nara.-Tenderers must  clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract rebating  to flees for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western  .Extension - Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
't`FNDERS  are invited for the construction of
the 9th  Section of the Western Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville-in length 71 miles
4.5 chains  951 links, inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance  with  Plans, Sections, Drawings ,  General
Conditions ,  and  Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after  MONDAY,  the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for 9th Section of
Western Extension ,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under  Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 18th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway-Contract  No.  1.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS are invited for the construction of
L the 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltnre-in length 25 miles 4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations-in accordance with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and Speci-
fication, which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on and after MONDAY,
the 9th November,. 1885, where also forms of
Tender and other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for the 18t Section of
forth Coast Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 2331 MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.
'
1
ENDERS are invited for the construction of
j the Northern Railway Extension from 200
miles to 233 miles 20 chains-in length 33 miles
20 chains-in accordance with Plans, Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions, and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also, at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after SATURDAY, the 17th
October next, where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway from  200  Miles to Huyhenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways, at Brisbane, not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 7th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofExtension of the Fassifern  Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 7291 links, inclusive of Deviations -in accor.
dance with Plans, Sections, Drawings,  General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer,  Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where also forms of Tender and other  information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, YEULBA.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Roma, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th of November, from
persons  willing to contract for the erection of a
Kitchen and Covered Way to the Teacher's Resi-
dence, State School, Yeulba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State School, Yeulba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO GIRLS' AND INFANTS' SCHOOL,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four ;'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th of Novem-
ber, from  persons willing  to contract for the erection
of Additiois to the Girls' and Infants' State School
at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to the Girls' and Infants' State School at Charters
Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, HOWARD.
,ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Maryborough_ and
Howard, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 30th of October, from persons willing to con-
tract for the erection of Additions to the State
School at Howard.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Fender for Additions
to State School, H oward."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at the  Court Houses, Miaryborough
and Howard.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, KILLARNEY.
TENDERS- will be  received at this Office, and
at the Court  House , Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd of October,
from persons  willing to contract for the rection
of Additions  to the State School at  Killarney.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
State School, Killar ney."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and  at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent  in  on  proper printed form.
The M inister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE AND
PLAY-S ED, STATT1 SCHOOL, SPRINGSURE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
1. the Court Houses ,  Rockhampton  and  Spriog-
sure, until  Four  o'clock p.m, on  FRIDAY, the
23rd of October4 from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Additions to Teacher's Resi-
dence and play-shed at the State School, Spring-
sure.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Residence and Play -shed ,  State School , Spring-
sure."
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this Office,
avid at the Court Houses, Rockhampton and Spring-
sure.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885,
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTIZERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
O0 0MRRA LOWER.Tt XDERS will be received at this  Office, andat the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on F1tI]tAY, the 23rd of October,
from persons willing to contract for the necessary
Improvements, &o., at the State School, Coomera
Lower.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments ,  4'c., State School, Coonner'a Lower."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
T enders must be sent in on pro per printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J.  G.  ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, MACKAY
NORTH.
ENDERS will be received at this Office and at
L the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
P.M. on FRIDAY, the 30th of October, from
V
arsons will ing  to contract for the erection of a
la -shed at the State School, Mackay North.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
State  School , Mackay North."
Plan ,  Specification, and form  of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be  sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
E. B. CULLEN,
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
HAI4BOtJR WORKS , MACKAY.
LENDERS  will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  of SATURDAY, 14th
November, for carrying  out the following works at
Mackay, vie.
1. Extension  of Ewbanknient.
2. Removal of  Boat-steps and Slip-way from
Sydney  street to Carlyle street ,  and Erection
of Boat-steps at Bonded Store Wharves.
3. Erection of Sheds ,  Fencing ,  Gates , &c., at
Government Wharf.
Plans and specifications may be seen ,  and further
particulars obtained ,  at the  `Harbours and Rivers
Offices ,  Brisbane and Mackay.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender
for No. 1 Contract ,  to be dealt with in accordance
with the provisions of the s cification.
The lowest  or any Tender  not necessarily ac-
cepted,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 16th October,  1886.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
HYDRAULIC ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.
TANK AND DAM, GLAMORGAN VALE.
'T'ENDE$S, endorsed  "Tender .for Tank and
Dam near Glamorgan Yale,"  will be received
at the Treasury until Noon on TUESDAY, the 0th
October, 1885, for excavating and forming a Tank
and Dam in the Rosewood District.
Specification may be seen and :hill particulars
obtained on application at the Hydraulic Engineer's
Office, Edward street, Brisbane, or to the Officer in
Charge, Glamorgan Vale.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted..
E. B. CULLEN,
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary.
EX'T'ENSION  OP T1Mn.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EA-9TERN BRE AKWATER,
TOWNSVILLR.TENDERS will be  received  at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
24th October, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater ,  Townsville ,  a distance  of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may be seen at the Har-
bours  and River s Offices. Sydney, Brisbane,
.itockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the  Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury,  Brisbane,
11th September, 1885,
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th  September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH' LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENI>EN.
'FEN [)ERS  will be received  at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane , until Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November  next, from persons desirous of
contra sting for the supply ofall material, Axcept wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms ,  general
conditions ,  and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately:-
1.  Price,  per mile ,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden  --  a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more or less.
The wire ,  insulators ,  and iron poles to be supplied
by the  Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued wi ll  be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor ,  who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material After
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor ,  free of charge ,  at the nearest
Telegraph  Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine  (9) months
from the noti fication of the acceptance of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75)  per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed  by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; hut, notwithata.nd-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer  appointed by him in that  be half ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report  and  payments  may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract aball have beep completed to the s%tisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use  of the  line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub.
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor  may  avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " Toe hlertric Telegraph Act "  to? ob-
taining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the (foverrunent against any claim :%  for  compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall  be  lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys  due to the contractor,
it not otherwise settled ,  to sat,isfv any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property  caused by the erection  of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to  the  con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed  in  the
execution  of, or  to complete the work  in  the
manner and at the rate of pro gress  required by the
Government ,  it shall be in the power of the Govern.
ment .  by a notice  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette, to  terminate the contract ,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done ,  sad to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all  sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together  with  all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money ,  whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a n sworandpm signed
by the party tendering ,  and twQresponsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated ,  in the event of the Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within ten (10)
days from the notification  of the  acceptance of the
Tender ,  a  Bond  to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.Specification.
The course of the  line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and Underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be fe lled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet  fr om
each pole to be cleared away ,  amid a good straight
bridle -track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be  removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks  may  become
blocked ,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, fo ll owing the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart ,  to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth .  At angles or other places
where required ,  struts or supports of wood or iro n
to be supplied,  and fixed as directed.
At river  or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contra"tor as directed.
The wire to be so wretched that the deflection
between  any two boles shall not exceed two (2)
feet .  Joints or splices  to be  made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied,
The oohtractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of  this
work,  or any part of it ,  to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject  to the filial approval .or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by  him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super.
intendant of  Electric  Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD- PA' ERSON,
Postmaster- General.
Post  sod Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 17th  September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TKLEGttA!I1 WORK -ALTERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of  Rleotric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the nine-
teenth (19th) day of October next,  from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of 'all
material except iron poles ,  wire, insulators,
brackets,  and screws,  and for all  workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned telegraph work
aceording to the termp, general conditions, ant
specification appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately:-
DEVIATION.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
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2. Price, per mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where neces-
sary.
PRESENT LINES.
1. Price, per mile ,  for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing existing wires ,  etc., in
accordance with clauses 10,  11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price ,  each ,  for new poles ,  where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Cape Capricorn, from
a point on existing  line-a  distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
Present lines-Narrows to Sea Hill,  vi a' Pilot
Station (Koppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be' made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such  re port and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  re serves to itself the right to
make use of  the line  for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will  be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the line and
other works ,  also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if such claims are not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys due  to the  cor tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of pro  gress  re quired by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to  be  entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non -fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany e chTender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the  new line  to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river  or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and er^cted by
the contractor as directed.
All  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left  open  within the  clearing.
Any branches overhang' from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
.emoval of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles require d must be heavy
straight saplings of the best  description  of approved
hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not less
than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five  (5) feet
from the butt ,  and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty -five (25)  feet in length ; to be
carefully and tho ro ughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed  with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places, where required ,  struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1)  inch from the
top of the pole. The  wire  to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles sha ll  not
exceed two  (2) feet .  Joints or aplices to be made
as dire cted ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired ,  bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Poles to be  re placed ,  re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood, where necessary .  Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles ,  whe re  necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each , as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
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All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
itendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. M A CDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOODFORD
TO A POINT ON THE PRESENT LINE
BETWEEN CABULTURE AND YANDINA.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the second (2nd)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms , general  conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price. per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Woodford to a point on the present line between
Cabulture and Yandina,  a distance  of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
G eneral Condition..
Payment will be - made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
hill power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising f rom the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not, otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete. the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his  possession  on the ground,  and all
sums of moneyy, whether named in the bond to be
entered into  D' the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall he forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum , signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing  within  one
chain on each side  of the line to be felled,  and all
timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
block d by, fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less than twenty  (20)  feet
in width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter  at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; co be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5)  feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rabble
and earth .  At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and  fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator  to be  not less than one (1)  inch  fr om
the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made as directed, and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
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Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All  material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
EPARATE enders a e invited , and will be
received up to Noon of MONDAY, the 26th
instant , for the conveyance of Mails,  as under,
subject to the usual conditions, as published in the
Government  Gazette  of 3rd instant:-
Services r quired ff"om and to and to and from.
7. BRISBANE  AND GYHPIE, by coach, three times
a week, for one, two, or three years, from 1st
January, 1886.
363. NORTH PINE AND REDCLIFFF., by coach or
buggy, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years, from 1st January, 1886.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Morgue, Rockhampton - JOHN WOTHB$srooN
-£355.
Sub-marine Mining Store, Lytton-GREEN AND
MARSHALL-308.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary, for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1855.
NOTICE.
r j'HE Tender of Messrs .  SPRINGALL AND FROST,
for the construction of 35 Bogie Ballast
Wagons for the Central Railway, has been ac-
cepted. Amount, £2,06012s. 6d.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the  name  of the Station at 147-Miles,
Northern Railway, has been altered from " BET IS'
GREEK " to " PENTLAND."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd September, 1885.NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Map or Planand Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Burrum Railway from Howard to Bundaberg
South have been approved and confirmed ; and
that, in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria ,  No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence so confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1885.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the pradtice
which has obtained of  Employs  in the
Railway Department presenting Testimonials to
others over them, or of accepting the same, being
considered open to grave objections ,  is hereby  ppro-
hibited ,  and will render the person so offending
liable to dismissal.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
N OTICE.
I T is  hereby notified for general information,that the name of the stopping place at
163-Mile ,  Warwick Railway ,  has been altered
from  "  LYNDRuEST  "  to " ROSBHILL."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information,I that a further ext nsion  of the Queensland
Northern Railway to Torren's Creek-a distance of
179 miles from Townsville- was opened  for publictraffic onMONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment , Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of  the lath August,
1885 .  Owners can obtain  the Articles on applica-
tion  to the Ac 'ing Traffic Manager , Townsville, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the  above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, G`harleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidleyy, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborough, Millehester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimppama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton,  Roma , Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane ), South  Brisbane,
Sprmgsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receiv
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest,
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Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five ounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1885.
HE attention of Employers of Labour is
11 directed to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date, containing copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial  Secretary  to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearlf defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " I%# Immigra-
tion Acts of  1882 and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty  Sessions  (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony, from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion connected therewith,  may be  obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th September, 1888.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is hereby notified that Examinations forScholarships to Grammar Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following conditions:-
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed at the  examination,
and, if  successful , tQ attend a Grammar School, are
to be nominated.
2. The  Examinations  will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and At
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved ; and scholars from
any school maintained by the  State  may present
themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year of examination, have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, in
special cases, be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The Examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible  officers  of the Department
and other  persons  a700i nted for the  purpose. The
questions  will be  same in  all places. The
candidates '  papers must be anonymous  and dia.
tinguished by a motto and a  number . Before the
Examination begins, each candidate must fill up a
form showing the  name , number, motto,  age, sex,
and school attended, and seal up the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelopes, and the can-papers, are to be forwarded under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination,
5. The subjects of examination will be the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth  class  in a State school.
6. The scholarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, for a
period of three years, and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar  School established in the colony
under  " Tke Grammar 8eko 9ls Act of  1860," or
other Act of the Legislature.
9. The  Minister  will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling  expenses  of the scholar to and
from the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his parents.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
fi IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a competitive examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock &.m. on the 1st of
December next, in the following subjects :-
English Language and Literature.
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry).
French or German.
English History.
Greek and Roman History.
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects to be taken, namely :-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all students
who will not have attained the age of nineteen
years on the 31st day of December next, or who
are State School scholars under five years' standing,
and who  have resided  in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making  application  to be examined , submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting the date of his birth, and must state the
alternative subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to be examined in French, or
in German, and in which of the four subjects
under the head of ")`latural  Science " he elects to
be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three gears,
commencing  in 1888, and of the  annual  value of
£100, will be awarded to the nandidatea, not ex-
ceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose  papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon-the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university  approved by the Governor in.
Council. and during such time only as such holder
remains in attendance  upon lectures in such uni-
versity as a matriculated student.
Payment will be made annually , half- eai ly, or
quarterly, at the option of the bolder. W fore the
first payment,  is made, a oertilleete from the aegis-
trar, or other responsible officer of the university
attended by the exhibitioner, must be prgduoed,
certifying  that the  applicant is  a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each
subsequent  pa anent is  made  a certi ficate must be
prt seated to the effect that the applicant remains in
attendance on lectures at that university.
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Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction, not later than the
20th day of October next, their  names,  with par-
ticulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated ; accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar School,
or from a Magistrate, that the hay e resided in the
colony f'or the two years immediately preceding the
examination , or that their  parents  have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£ 5) as a  guarantee that
he will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place  of examination may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination  begins.
B. B. MORETO N .
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 14th October, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETrEN FOR THE WEEK EKDIN G  10TH DAY OF
OCTOBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 379
Number since admitted  ... ... ... 1
Number returned from leave  ... ... 1
381
Number discharged ... ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... ...  3
Number absent on leave  ... ... ...  2
6
Number  remaining at date hereof ... 375
Admisaioa during the week :
Wm. Mackay,  63, storeman ;  from Normanton Hos-
pital.
Discharged during the week :
Robert Magill ,  61; admitted 1st June, 1883.
Deaths during the week :
Philip Carroll, 63;  admitted 23rd September, 1880,
and re-admitted 29th August, 1885.
Michel Bailly , 65;  admitted  23rd  December, 1880.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITED
MUNICIPALITY.
R
EFERRING  to the Order in Council
published in the  Gazette  of the 7th  of March
last, constititing  the " City and  Suburban United
Municipality ,"  His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified that the several Component Municipa li ties
having consented to the Joint Board  of the United
Municipality exercising and performing within the
limits of the Component Municipalities all the
powers and duties conferred or imposed upon Local
Authorities with respect to regulating ,  licensing,
and taxing vehicles plying .  used, or kept therein,
the Joint  Bo rd of the said U, ited Municipality
is hereby  nut  or sed and empowered to exercise
and perform  • ueh p veers and duties within  an  h
li , its ,  an > >o assum '  all obligations in connection
therewith to which Local  Authorities  are made
subject by the laws in force for the time being
relating to the government of Municipalities. And
it is  hereby  prescribed that such powers ,  duties,
and obligations shall be exercised ,  performed, and
assumed by the Joint Board of the said United
Municipality ,  under and subject to the  provisions99 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd October, 1884.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments  of married women
touching the execution  of instruments  dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of  the Registrar  of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married  women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely :-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
10s.; the fee payable to a country  Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment  is 5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
{ T is hereby notified for general information that
I. applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers , by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number  and class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane ,  in order  that they  may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description'of labour they may require.
S. W. -GRIFFITH.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane , 17th October, 1835.NOTICE is hereby given that I intend, on or
after the 31st  October  instant ,  in conformity
with the provisions  of the  117th  section of  "The
Real Property Act of  1861,"  to issue ,  in the name
of Alfred  Bryant ,  a Provisional Certificate of Title
with an endorsement thereon, purporting to be a
transfer of the whole of the land therein contained
to John Glenevis Cameron, numbered 75013, for
1 rood and 32  perches, r - ubdivisions 44, 45, 46,
and 47 of subdivision 2 of portion 82, parish
of Toombul ,  and more particularly described in
Register Book 512, folio  3; the said original Cer-
tificate of Title having been lost or mislaid by the
said John  Glenevis Cameron.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Police Department,
Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1886.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.
HE  undermentioned unclaimed Horse, now
in the hands of the Townsville Police, will,
unless previously claimed ,  be sold  by Public
Auction ,  at Townsville ,  on the 14th November
next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
of  The Local  Government  Act of 1878.
By
cob
S. W. GRIFFITH.  shoulder.
gelding, branded 4UG over 22 near
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  36  of  1885.
NEW LIGHTS, MARY RIVER.NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after thisdate the following Lights will be exhibited
for enabling  vessels to navigate  the " Mary River "
at night :-
A small floating light is moored in the position
of the black buoy close to the edge of the Black
Rock just inside the Heads.
Two white lights, placed on the South shore
above the first white  crossing mark , lead through
No. 7
.Cutting o  a S .W.  -1 S. bearing.
Two lights, the nearer of which is red, standing
on the batik on the South side of the channel, and
near the first crossing mark, lead up the lower
reach of the Horseshoe Bend.
A white light is placed on the beacon at the
elbow of the bank, visible from S.W. I W. south
about to N.E.
Two lights on the South shore, the nearer of
which is red, lead past the upper side of the Horse-
shoe Bend.
Two lights on the South shore, lead past the
Beaver  Rock  to abreast  Crab Island  Beacon.
Two lights, the nearer of which is red, are placed
on the South shore and lead through No. 6 Cutting
towards Lower Rocky Point.
A white light is placed at each of the following
places, viz.:-
At Lower Rocky Point.
At the crossing mark in the bight abreast The
Brothers.
At the outer extremity of Upper Rocky Point.
Two leading lights, the  nearer  of which is red,
are placed on the level bank above Upper Rocky
Point, and -lead through No. 2 Cutting at Leslie s
Flats, on an E. t S. bearing.
Two leading lights, the nearer of which is red,
are placed on the North shore  about 2 cables
above the sawmill at Dundathu, and lead through
the cutting  acro ss  the Flats.
Directions.-Vessels  entering the Heads with the
leading lights at the Quarantine Station in line will
haul up round the North Head, and pass the floating
beacon within a short ship's length on the port hand,
bringing the two white lights on the North shore
in line. As the red and white lights. near the first
crossing mark ,  are seen coming into line, keep away,
and retain them in that position until the light on
the elbow of the Horseshoe Bank opens out on a
S.W. s W. bearing, when haul up and round the
bend, bringing the red and white leading lights on
the upper side of the bend, in line before shutting
out the white light at the elbow, on a N .E. bearing.
After pass ln through No. 6 Cutting, and reaching
the light on Lower Rocky Point, stand on until the
light in the bight on the South shore opposite The
Brothers ,  opens out clear of the mangroves, and
then haul up for it, and pass through No. 6
Cutting.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  35  of 1885.
BURNETT RIVER.
GROWTH OF SPIT FROM SOUTH SIDE OF
SEA BEACH.
\. ' OTICE is herebygven, that a spit has extended
from abreast  the first black beacon on the
South shore of Sea Reach, towards the leading line
given by the Lighthouse  at the Heads,  and the red
light at the end of the jetty.
To keep the full depth  of water ,  vessels entering,
when  abreast  of the front bar beacon, must keep
the leading marks and lights open to the northward
until they have passed the black beacon.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1885.
In the Vice-Admiralty Court of Queensland.
I T is hereby appointed as follows:-
1. The Judge will sit on any one of his Chamber
days, as appointed in the Calendar of the Supreme
Court, when there is business on the paper of
which parties shall have given him notice.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.,
Judge.
By the Judge-
tiVILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
15th October, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.I T is hereby appointed-
1. That the following shall be the Law Calendar
for the year 1886.
2. The Full Court will sit for the purpose of
hearing appeals and other business on the days
fixed in Table No. 1.
3. At all  sittings  of the Circuit Courts, Crown
business shall commence on the first day, and
Civil  business  on the third day.
4. The Judge Ordinary  in Matrimonial Causes
will sit on any one of his Chamber days when there
is business  on the paper of which parties shall have
given him notice.
5. Trials  and hearings  before  a single  Judge may
be set down for any Chamber day of the Judge to
whom the cause is assigned.
6. Chamber days and hours shall, except as here-
inafter provided, be Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, from 10 a.m. to half-past 10, unless there
be business in progress  ;  and at 10 a.m. the Regis-
trar shall send to the Associate a list of all sum-
monses  and matters returnable in Chambers,
together with all affidavits and papers connected
therewith.
7. Chamber days and hours shall, during the
Chri-tmas and Winter Vacations, be Wednesdays,
at the same hour.
8. The offices of the Supreme Court shall be open
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. upon all lawful days,
except on Saturdays ,  when the said offices sha ll  be
closed at 12 noon ; in Vacation the offices shall be
open from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., except on Saturdays,
when they shall close at 12 noon.
9. The offices will be closed on New Year's Day,
St. Patrick ' s Day ,  Good Friday ,  Easter Eve, Easter
Monday, Easter Tuesday, Queen's Birthday, Prince
of Wales' Birthday,  Separation  Day, Christmas
Day, and three days following Christmas Day.
10. Winter  Vacation wi ll  commence on Saturday,
12th June, 1886, and end on Saturday, 10th July,
1886.
11. Christmas Vacation  will commence  on Satur-
day, 18th December ,  1886 ,  and and on Saturday,
12th February, 1887.
12. Solicitors' Managing Clerks who hold certifi-
cates from their masters that they have a competent
knowledge of the practice of the Court, and
Articled Clerks who have passed the intermediate
Examination ,  and who  hold  like certificates, may
be beard on applications in Chambers. A list of
such clerks must be kept in the Registry, and
every alteration of such list must be notified to
the Associates. In the  absence of  such clerks, the
solicitors must appear, or instruct counsel.
TABLE  I.-SITTINGS OF THB  FELL CouBT.
Tuesday, 2nd February
Tuesday, 2nd March
Tuesday, 6th April
Tuesday, 11th May
Tuesday, 8th June
Tuesday, 3rd August
Tuesday, 7th September
Tuesday, 5th October
Tuesday, 2nd November
Tuesday, 7th December
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TABLE II.--BRIs Axl2 SITTINGS.
Civil Sittings. Criminal  Sittings. Week Commenting. Judge.
Monday, 15th March
Monday, 17th May
Monday, 29th March
Tuesday, 25th May let February Harding, J.
Monday, 16th August Monday,  80th August 8th February The Chief Justice
Wednesday, 10th November Monday, 22nd November 15th February Harding, J.
22nd February The Chief Justice
TABLE III.- RoiA CIRCUIT COURTS.
1st March
8th March
Harding, J.
The Chief Justice
Criminal Sittings. Civil  sittings.
15th March
22nd March
lEfardinj, J.
Me
Tuesday, 9th March
Tuesday, 10th August
Thursday, 11th March
Thursday, 12th August
29th March
5th April
12th April
19th April
ilh A26
Harding, J.
The Chief Justice
Harding, J.
The Chief Justice
Mein J
TABLE IV:  ToowOOAIIA CIRcvIT COURTS.
prt
3rd May
, .
The Chief  Justice
10th May Mein, J.
Crimin a l Sittings.
Tuesday Uth February
civil sittings.
Thursday, 11th February
17th May
24th May
31st May
7th June
The Chief Justice
Mein, J.
Mein, J,
Harding, J.
,
13th JulyTuesday Thursday, 15th July 12th July Mein J
a
,
19th July The hiof Justice
TABLE  Z'.- 1rawICH CIRoimT COURTS .
26th July
2nd August
Mciu, J.
The Chief 3ustice
9th Au ust J.Mein
Criminal Sittings. Civil sittin gs.
g
16th August
,
Mehl, J.
Tuesday, 16th I'ebru4ry Thursday, 18th February
28rd August
30th August
6th September
Harding, J.
Mein, J.
The Chief Justice
Tuesday, 20th July Thursday,  22nd  July 18th  September The Chief Justice
20th September Harding, J.
TABLE VI. - ROOYHauPTON CIBCDIT COURTS.
27th Sdptotnber
4th October
The Chief Justice
mein, J.
11th October Harding, J.
Crimiaal sittings. civil  Boom. 18th October25th October
The Chief  Justice
The Chief Justice
28th AprilWednesda Friday 30th April
lot Noveuilier
8th November
Mein, J.
The Chief Justicey,
Tuesda 14th Se tember It;tl Septem-Thursday 16th November The Chief Justicey, p ,
ber 22nd November29th N oveuiber
It  ruing, J.
Mein, J.
JM i
TABLE VIII.- MARYBOROUGU CIRCUIT CADETS.
6th December  ...
13th December
.xi,e
Harding, J.
Criminal / ittlpgs.
Thursday,  8th May
Thursday,  23rd September
Civil Sittings, (Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C. J.
„ GEORGE R. HA.RDING, J.
„ CHARLEd STUART MEIN, J.Saturday ,  Sth May
Saturday ,  25th September By their Honours the Justices-
WILLM BILL,
RI5$Ap3 8i,
Registrar.
ae, 1886.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
lot Civil 15th March The Chief  Justice N OTICE is hereby given, that the AnnualN,146 Criminal, M h March Min, J, Revision  Court for the Electoral District of
2u4 Civil, 17th May ... 1Jrrding, T. Ipswich, and so much of the Electoral Districts of
2nd Criminal 26th May The Chief Justice Bundamba and Stanley  as pre  comprised within
3rd Civil 16thI August . ChiefJustine the Police District of Ipswich, will beholden at the
o
,
3rd Criminal, 30th August ding, J. Court House, Ipswich, on WEDNESDAY, thek
4tk Civil , loth November mein, J:  eleventh day of November, at Ten o'clock a.m.
4tk Criminal,  32nd Noeem- The  Chief  Justice F. W. GALLOWAY.ber. Court House,
TQQWQO$ $ A ARD  IPawz012  CIpQVIT COUIT$, Ipswich,  13th October, 1880.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
February ...
July
Mete},J. A COURT of Revision will be held at the Court
far g,  J• L1 House , Aralnac , at 12 Noon, on SATURDAY,
Rows Ctn euI't CQVMT&
)eh
August ...
Mete, J.
Uardiag, J.
ROCKHAMPTON AND MARYBOROUGR CIRCUIT COURTS
April  and May ...
September... ... Mme, J.,
J.
VACATION JUDGE.
Winter Vacation ... ...
Christmas Vacation Harding, J.
Their Honours the Justices will it in Chambers
- during 1886, as follow
the twenty-first day of November next ensuing, for
the purpose of revising the Annual and Supple-
mentary Electoral Lists for that portion of the
Electoral District of Mitchell which is comprised
in the Police District  of Aramae.
EDMUND P. CRAVEN, C.P.S.
Court douse,
Aramac , 3rd t)otober, 1885.
NOTICE.
T HE Annual  Revision Court for that portion of
j the  Balonne  Electorate comprised within the
Police District of Surat, will be holden at the Court
House, Surat, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
November next, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
RICHARD P. TAYLOR,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Surat, 10th October, 1885.
[L.B.1 PR©CLAMATIAA.
A. MUSGRAVE, By His Excellency
 Sir ANTHe1T MUSauuvs,  Knight Grand Cress of the  Most  Distinguished Order of St.  Michael stud St. George, Governor and Commander-in•Chief
Governor.
 of the Colony of Queensland and its  Dependenclos.
N pursuance of the autho rity in me vested ,  I,  Sir ANTHONY'MUlfes  A m the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proela mation ,  notify and declare that
the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder
 shall  be and  is, hereby opened as a Publfe Road,
86.21786---D.B.
Booty  or  RRFRRRNci
 QF ROAD THBOUan SELHCTIONS,
 953, 88f 837, AND! 1031, MAcuAY DISTRICT, INTRNDBD TO BE PzoCt..ax x  D  AS A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
Pariah of Kelvin , County of Carlisle.
Description
 of Road.
1 From the nort h  boundary of select ion 983
south -westerly to the south boundary
No. of Portion . No.  of make-  LedAaont'aLion. DMriet. Now  Held.  l$epnted Owner.  Occupier .  Bearings.  Lengths.
Breadth
of Rand. Area. Remarks.
983 983 Mackay ... Under
 " C.  L. A.  A. Thompson
Act
 of  1876."
2 Ptom the
 north  boundary of selection 882 882 882 Ditto
southerly  to the
 south boundary
S From  the north
 boundary of selection 887 887 887 Ditto
southerly to the south
 boundary
4 From the north boundary
 at selection 1031 1031 1031 Ditto
south -westerly to
 the southwest
 boundary
Cho. winks .  Links. A.  W. P.
A. Thompson ...  229° 0 '  18 20 100- 4 1 4 laimprovementrinterteredwith
202° 30'  24 64 4  acres  reserved for road purposer.
Ditto  ...  Mrs.  Men  Dent  ...  E. Dent  ...  202° 90' 14 02 100 3 3 31 Noimp ro vemeutsinterferedwith;
180° 30 '  16 39 100 7  acres reserved The road purposes.
Ditto
 ... Mrs. PaneerSalter F.  Baiter  ...  186° 30' 17 61 100  2 3 34.  No improvements interfered with;
206° 0 '  19 00 6 acres reserved for road purposes.
Ditto
 ...  Ola Petersen  ... 0. Petersen  ...  206° 0 '  19 13 100 1 326 No improvements luterfezed with.
Not:.-The,os tN4eplt t testioamNoe . 96B and 1031 is resumed under section 84 of  " 7A.  Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of lfle,"
Given under my Hand and Beal, at ;Government
 Roemer Brisbane,  this thirteenth day of October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight huadred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth
 year
 of Her Majesty 's reign .
By Coms9and,
GOD SAY* ssr<. Quint I C. B. DUTTON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in.
Governor. Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1N
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Croton Lands let of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Roma Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the I st day of December , 1885 : And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be  as fo llows , that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 4, in the said District, shall be  320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the paid Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Roma Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of  Pariah.
Lot.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent Survey Fee.
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
1 Balmoral  ... ... lv
A. R. P.
53 1 2
£ s. d. i £ s. d.
0 0 6 3 9 4
£ s. d.
2 0 0
£ s. d.
14 4 3
2 Ditto ... ... 2v 50 0 0 0 0 6 3 5 1  2 0 0  10 6 5
3 Ditto ... ... 3v 80 0 0 0 0 6 5 311  2 0 0  250 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... 4v 80 0 0  0 0 6 5 311  2 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... 5v 80 0 0 0 0 6 5 311  2 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v 80 0 0 0 0 6 5 311  2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVR, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor,  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N  pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "Th
I (.Town Lands Act of  1884, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Lind Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gladstone Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 23rd day of November, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of  Parish.
Lot.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
Annual
Area.  Rent Survey Fee.
per Acre.
1 Kroombit 98
A. R. P. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
4,906 0 0 0 0 04 41 8 0
2 Riverston 211 701 0 0 (1  0 1 13 16 0
3 Ditto 212 1 600 0 0 0 0 1 9 2 0
11
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Department of Public Lands,
85-22177-D.B.
NEW ROAD.
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified f br general  information , that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " Tlhe Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 ;"  and all persons  who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of  the said road  are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within  one month f ro m this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen  at this Office, and at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. DU TTON.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  S ELECTIONS  688, 686. AND 692, HELIDON  DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of  Eavensbourne , County of Cavendish, District of Moreton.
0
*1
*2
*3
How held. ReputedOwner. Area.
Occupier
or
Lessee.
a
va
Breadth
of
Road.
ohs.  Iks. Licks.
Homestead ,  Ellen Mc- Ellen  71° 33'  5 19 100
1875  Act Farlane ,  McFarlane  117° 43' 6 75
wife of 75°  25• 082
And re w 28° 51' 7 48
McFarlane  60° 35' 035
Freehold,
Homestead,
1875 Act
Homestead,
1875 Act
* Grazing land.
A.  A.  r.
2 0 0
Thomas Thomas 360° 0 '  599 irregu- 6 0 0
Murphy  Murphy 59°  19' 5 82 lar
90° 14' 11 0
60° 50' 036
1 791D 11' 966
John Mc- John 90° 14' 39 73 100 4 1 0
Qui llan McQuillan
Department  of Public Lands,
85-16707- Sur. Brisbane , 18th  September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice of the Executive  Council,  and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands  Resumption  Act of  1878,"  having  been pleased to confirm
the resumptions  described  in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is  hereby  notified for general information
that  any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptlons ,  are requested to deliver
to the  secretary  for Public  Lands the particulars of their estate and interest  in the land required for the
said resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty  (60) days from the date
of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason  of the  said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK of REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR  A.  RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOOWOOMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
m
V
a 0
mx
a°1
Description  of Road.
Date of
Application
of
Selection.
From the reserved road 17 688 Helidon 3 Feb., 1876
easterly through  se-lection I t688 to its east
boundary
An irregular piece of 16 686 ditto ditto
land along and within
parts of the west and
north boundaries (at I
the north-west  cor-
ner) of selection 686
A strip of land one chain 22 692 ditto 4 Feb., 1876
wide along and with-
in part of the south
boundary of selection
692
No. of
Description .  Por- How Hold. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
tion.
qA
00
.Ca'•+
Area . Remarks.
Chs.Lks. Links .  A. a. P.
1 A triangular piece of land 527 Freehold Michael M. Garvey 690 36 '  1 43; Irregn - 0 0 5$  Part of a milking-
cut off the no rt h -west Garvey lar yard cut  off.
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
2 Part of a proclaimed road
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527 from  re -sub-
division c
527 Crown  The 1Tnoccu -  6S° 36 ' 2 87 Irregu- 0 1 3,,
land Crown pied lar
3 A strip of land running 527 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  69° 36 '  4 35 200 0 2 28  Unimproved.
across the southern part  Garvey
of re-subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4 A strip of  land  running 527A
across the  southern part
of port ion 527A
5 A strip of  land running 527a
across the southern part
of portion 627n
ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  69° 36'  2 23 200 0 1  , ditto.
ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  69° 36 '  3 13 200 0 2 171,  North -east boun-
Neden dart' of portion
fenced, otherwise
unimproved.
A Plan and Book  of Reference  of the abovementioned  resumptions can be seen  at the office of the
Clerk of Petby  Sessions in Toowoomba.
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Department of Public Lands,
85-16508 - C.T. Brisbane ,  28th August,  1885,
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the adrice of the  Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
11 provisions  of  "Tk e Public  Works  Lands Resumption  Act of  1878,"  having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption, and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within
sixty  (60) days from the date of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary  for Public  Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land  which  has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF
O
b
moo
w7:
Description of Land
to be Resumed.
C. B. DUTTON.
LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH THE
FORTITUDE  VALLEY  DRAINA GE WORKS.
Parish of  North  Brisbane , County  of Stanley.
11ow Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
1 A strip of  land seventy -  Freehold ... PeterMorrisoni  P. M. North ...
eight links wide from Campbell I Campbell
Campbell street(oppo-
site Sneyd street)
north through eastern
suburban allotment
101 to  Breakfast Creek
Lengths.
Chs. Lks.
720
o al
Area .  Remarks.
rx
Links .IA.  R.  P.
78  0 2 e Land f5deed.
Partly  undot  culti-
vation and partly
otherwise im-
pro ved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions,  Brisbane.
Commissioner for Railway;;,' Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd September, 1885.
ADAM AND GENTLEMEN,-Under the provisions of the Railway Laws, I have the honour to
M inform you that the Lands mentioned in the annexed Schedule are required for the line of Railway
from Howard to Bundaberr South, and to request that you will furnish me with the particulars of your
estate acid interest in the said lands, of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers, and of the claims
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I an willing, upon behalf of the Government to treat with you as to
the amounts of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the lands taken, or to
be taken , or by  reason of damage sustained  or to  be sustained  by you,  arising out of the resumption of
said lands.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen, your most obedient Servant,
F. CIIRNO W,
Commissioner for Rail*ays.
To Mrs. Mary Fox, Messrs. Cameron Simpson, Henry Morgan, Matthew McMurtrie, and William
Collins.
SCBEDtTL1f.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Quantity of
Owner 's Name .  Occupier .  Land taken by Description of Land.
Railway.
Remarks.
A. E. P.
114 Mary Fox  ... Unoccupied  ...  0 1 0 Section 21, allotment 5, town Whole of allotment
(widow) of Bundaberg  ;  town allot- taken.
ment, partly fenced.
93 Cameron Simpson do. ... 0 1 86 Section 66, allotment 8, town
of Bundaberg ;  town allot-
ment; unimproved.
Whole of allotment
taken ; includes part
of road diversion.
93A Do . do. ... 0 0 30 Section 56, allotment 4, town
of Bundaberg ;  town allot-
ment; unimproved.
Required for road
diversion; includes
severance on creek
boundary.
104 Henry Morgan ... do. ... 0 0 12 Section 22, allotment 20,
town of Bundaberg; town
allotment  ;  unimproved.
No severance.
112 Matthew McMur - do. ... 1 0 0 Section 21, allotments 20, 19, The whole of the al-
trie 18, 17, town of Bundaberg;
town allotments ; unim-
proved.
lotments taken for
South Bundaberg
Station.
133 Win. Collins  ... do. ... 0 0 12 Section 4, allotment 2A, town
of Bundaberg  ;  town allot-
ment; ; unimproved.
No severance.
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Week ending  11th Oct., .885...
Cor re sponding week last  year
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1885- Total  Traffic to  date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
... ... ...
... ...
MARYBOROUGFH  RAILWAY.
Week  ending 11th Oct., 1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1885 -Total Traffic to date1884-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
TRAFFIC EAR NING S.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of
Miles open
forTraffio.
Passengers '  Goods and Lire Parcels and
Fares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.
£  s. d. £ a.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
663 1,994 2 3 6,179 12 1  206 18  0  8,380 12  4
553 1,654 9 1 5,770 19 1  152 17  9  7,578  5 11
... 339 13 2  408 13 0 54  0 3 802 6 5
£  it.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
77 230 15 8 683 16 6 12 19 10
77 224 5 1 634 15 1  27  14 1
...
...
...
... ...
6 10 7 49 1 4
...
0.0
.46 ...
BUN DA1311RG xAILW AY.
Week  ending 11th Oct., 1885...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
66
66
1835-Total  Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
55 3 7 149 11 5
65 6 11 161 12 5
10'  3 4
...
Total Decrease  ... ... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
102 19 1 947 13 8 8 16 1 1,059 8 10
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. - £ a. d.
Week ending  Ilth Oct., 1885... 369 486 13 11 3,211 14 6 51 3 2 3,749 11 7
Corresponding week last year ...  317 383 14 10  2,264  0 10 42 7 1 2,690 2 9
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1885-Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ... .00
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Week ending  11th Oct., 1885... 170
Corresponding week last year 127
Increase...
Decrease
1885 -- TotalTraffic to date ...
1884 --Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
Week ending 11th Oct.. 1885...
Corresponding week last year...
...
..
31
Increase  ... ... ... .
Decrease ... ...
1885- -Total Traffio to date
1884 - Ditto ditto
Total Inevem"
... ...
... ...
£ a. d.
456 5 0
362 0 9
14 14 3
...
...
£' a. d.
12 1 10
3 4 11
Total.
281,187 11 6
266,262 5 10
£14,925 5 8
£ a. d.
927 11 11
886 14 3
40 17 8
35,607 14 10
30,378 9 11
£5,229  4  11
£ a. d.
216 16 10
230 4 3
8 16 11
12 1 0 ... 13 7 5
...
£  s. d. £ a. d.
1,68519 3 42 1 7
1,127 14 4 4516 8
3 14 1
94 4 3 658 4 11
... ... ...
6,841 8 11
7,692 11 10
£851 2 11
140,714 18 10
125,457 17  7
£15,257 1 3
£ a. d.
2,184 5 10
1,535 10 9
648 15 1
67,229 10  0
46,223 14 7
£21,00516 5
MACKAY RAILWAY.
S.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
47 15 3  32 3 0 3 0 8
£ s. d.
62 18 11
£810 6 7
F. CURNOW,
Cammissionar fm Bailwarys.
1$2
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th:October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.
OTIC Er is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the  Lost  Property
Department ,  Central Railway .  Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic
Manager ,  Rockhampton ,  and paying costs .  If not released on or before  TUESDAY,  the 19th
January, 1886, they wi ll  be sold  by Public  Auction to de fr ay expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS, CENTRAL RAILWAY,  ON HAND AT ROCKHAMPTON STATION,
To 31ST JULY, 1885.
Date.  Station where  Found . Place. Article.
1884.
31 August ... Rockhampton clo ak-room 1 swag
81 ... car riage 1 valise„
31 5 parasols
31
toto 1 saddle-pouch
30 September 19 1 billy
30 on line 6 hats
„
30 cloak-room 1 swagto
30  to 1 water-bag
30 is,  „ pla tform 1  parcel
30
„ on line that
30 ,,  of to 1 „
30 „ „
„
1 of
30 ,. „ „ 2 hats
25 October car ria e 1 coat
27 it  „ g„ . 1 overcoat
29
„ 1 ulster„
29
„
irit-level1 sto
30  to „ p1 ick
30 of „ t1 undle„
31 „
... it
of 1 bag rice
5 November I coat
12 „
„
t
1 of
15 pla form 1 swag
15 of 1 pipe
15
... 1 cheque ($1)
5 December cloak-room ... 1 bag
6 „ carriage 2 parasols
9 to ...cloak-room  ... 1 plane
15 „  of25 „ 1 bag1 package bottlesIS of
25 of  „ on line 1 white hat
27
,,
carriage 1 package clothes
1885.
6 Januar 1 billy8 „ „ ,.. platform ... ... y1 tin-boa
11
,, ... cloak-room ... ... 1 package gum
13  of of
... carriage ... ... 1 eel
15
,,  „ .  99 ... ... 2 bags
18
„ „ „ ... ... I package horse rugs
21
„ „ „ ... 1 handkerchief
21 1 hand-bag„
21
... ...
1 coatof
23 „  of ...... ...... 2 parasols
27
„ „ ... ... 1 pair leggings
29
„ ... ... 1 bundle pile rugs
29
„ „ ... ... 1 box tools
29
„ cloak-room 2 boxes effects„ ... ... ...
31 to Of „ ... 2 hats
31 „ 1 fly„
2 May
...
carriage
...
1 cork hatof
4 „  ... of ...... ...... 1 felt hat
10  of  f, on line  ... 1 „
25 „ 1 cabbage -tree hat
25
„
1 straw hat
25
„
to
carriage 1  parasol
30 „ office 1 bundle clothing„
30  of
30
99 1 to  pine
1 b
31 „
„
... platform
„ ags
1 package hops
31 2 case bars
27  „ carriage 1 whip
28 „ to office ... 1 saddle
10 June carriage 1 bundle  (red handkerchief)„
16
...
1 l d ' thto, of
16 of shed a y as1 bag saltit
91  „ to e
21
„ „
shod 1 dram far
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LOOT PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED Goons, CENTRAL RAILWAY ,  ON HAND AT ROCKHAMPTION STATION,
TO  31ST JULY, 1885-continued.
Date. Station where Found.
1885.
26 June  ...  Rockhampton
26
26
26
26
26
26 .,.
1 July ...
10 ...
15
21
23
23
23
23
„
.,
1884.
to
„
„
tois
It
...
Place.
carriage
shed
cloak-room
shed
to
„
„
cloak-room
carriage
„
„
„
„
17 December  ...  Westwood  ... ...  line
...
Article.
1 smoking-cap
1 case kerosine
1 swag
2 coils wire
1e pty] ar
1 case fruitI  empty quarter-cask
1 billy-can
1 It
1 auger
1 billy-can
1 pair Wellington boots
3 saddle-straps
1 tin potatoes
1 felt hat
20
„ „ 1
25
„ f, 1 „
26
,f 1 „
30 of  „ 1 child's bonnet
17 July Duaringa ... ...  office t stick
1 December  .., „ ... ...  line 2 felt hats
3 July ... Dingo ... ... It 1 felt hat
1885.
1.6 April  ...  Walton
18 4
... ...  of that
.8
9 July ... Blackwater ... ... of ... ... 1 lady's hat
3 October  ...  Tolmie 's Dam  ... „ ... ...  1 water-bag
22 July  ...  Comet ... ...  platform ... ... 1 pack cards
30 September  ... to ... ...  goods-shed ... ...  1 case wool
11 October ... It ... ...  line ... ... 1 felt hat
6 „ ... of ... ... „ ... ... 1 „
17 November ... „
81
... ... „ ... ...  1 „
8 5.
1 March  ... to ... ... „ ... ... 1 „
2 „ ... „ . . . ... It ... ... 1 case kerosine
1884.
25 August  ...  Emerald .. ...  carriage ... 1 package buckles
16 December  ...
.
to 1 bag and top boots
1885.
3 March ...
„
1 brooch
25 „ ... „ ... ... „ ... 1 bat
20 June  ... ... ... 19 .. 1 whip
1 „ .. „ ... ... line ,.. 4 hats
25 „ ... „ ... ... carriage ... 1 bag sundries
30 „ ... „ ... ...  line ... 1 hat
30 ... ... ... carriage ... 2 swags  and package beads
13 March  ...  Capella ... ...  line 2 hats
1884.
22 October  Hannam ' s Gap ... 1 felt hat
22 August  ...  Clermont ... ...  carriage 1 flannel shirt
5 „ ... It ... ... 1 parcel
1885.
7 February  ... „ ... ... ,. 1 paper parcel
9 it to 1 coat
10 to  „ 1 cap
12 „ „ ... line 2 hats
13
„ „ ... carriage 1 swag
13 1 bundle
1884.
30 June  ...  Pine Hill ... platform 1 buggy cushion
30 „  If ... carriage 1  parcel shirts
30 „  ... to to 1 fur muffler
1 July „ of 2 felt bats
1 ,f 1 pair spurs3 „to It Itof 1 whip
7 „ „ ... ... „ 1 parasol
8  „ to ... ... „ 1 parcel clothing
18 „ of „ 1 black hat
21 „ of ... „ 1 • „
26  ... of .., platform 1 lamp
1October ... to 99 ... ( 1 roll leather
to ,, ... carnage 1 parasol
1 Vol ...  It 1 hack shay
1 „ ... ... platf arm ... , l valise
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LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS,  CENTR&L  RAILWAY, ON HAND  AT ROCKHAMPTON STATION,
To 31ST JULY,  1885- continued.
Date. I Station where Found.
1885.
2 February ... Pine Hill
2 „
25 March
25
22 April
22 „
2 July ...
6
20  to ...
22  to  ...
1884.
carriage
99
platform
99
station
11
platform
11
carriage
11
1/ ... ...
„ ... ...
11
11
1193,
11
11
30 October  ... Alpha
30
30
30
30
30
13 December
13  to
1885.
3 February
14 June
29 „
12 February
2 „
1/
11
,,
11
11
11
11
11
11
... ... ,1
11
11
Beta
11
6 April ... ... ...
7 July ... Jericho ... ...
10
10 ...
10 ... ...
11 ... ...
tent
station
carriage
1/
11
Place.
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
Date. station where Found.
1884.
5 July ... ... Rockhampton
1885.
1 January ... ...
26 „ ... ...
6 February... ...  Bogantungan
1884.
20 November ... Pine Hill ...
1885.
24 April ... 11
10 March ... ... „ ...
16 February ... Langton ...
8 May ... ... Beta ... ...
ff
Emerald
,1
11
11
1 bag sundries
1 tarpaulin
28 pieces timber
1 bale hay
1 „
4 bags chaff
71 coils wire
195
8
24 coils wire netting
Article.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
(MAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
.. provisions of  " The Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description  and Situation of Land.
35 perches, being subdivision 17 of eastern subur-
ban allotment 105, parish of South Brisbane35,45 perches, being subdivision 8 of eastern suburban
allotment 36, parish of North Brisbane
,.. 1 case luggage
... 1 box clothing
... 1 carpet bag
...  I boa tea
... ... 6 bags salt
Name of  Applicant.
Caroline Walmeley ... ...
William Henry Lloyd and
William Joseph Barnes
Carver
Article.
1 parasol
1 parcel slippers
1 hand-bag
1 bundle clothing
1 travelling bag
1 bundle clothing
1 revolver
2 coats
1 pipe
1 spectacle case
3 parasols
1 pair boots
1 pair slippers
1 swag
1 jacket
4 buckets
1 necktie
1 overcoat
1 tin-trunk
1 bundle yokes
1 bundle clothing
1 straw hat
1 accordion
1 parasol
1 „
1 parcel clothes
1 dress
1 red shawl
1 hat
1 billy-can
I
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
17th  November, 1885.
17th November, 1886.
Registrar  of Titles' Offige, THO. MYLNE,
rrirbaae,17th O6tbber, 1886. B  giitt  of TI".
Colonial Secretary's O ffce,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.THE following
 General Abstract ,
 showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the LONDON CHARTERED BANK OF AUSTRALIA,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the
several Weekly Statements during the Quarter
 from the 1st
 JULY  to 30th SEPTEMBER,  1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council , 4 Victoria, -No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the LONDON CHARTERED BANK OF
 AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th  SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Notes
 in Circulation 1
Not bearing Interest
 ... , ...
 8,951 1 6
Bearing Interest 8,951 1 6
Bills in Circulation I Not bearing Interest... ... 139 5  11  .........Bearing Interest
 .,, 139 5 11
Balances  due to other Banks
 .., .., ,,, ... 2,417 12 0
Deposits
 ...
,,,
Not
 bearing Interest..
 . ... „ 36,417 13 1 • • • •.. • • •
Beario Interest 21,266 3 8 .........
Deposits ,  Government ,
 bearing Interest
 ... .. 100,000 0 0 157,683 16 9
Total Amount of Liabilities £ 169,191 16 2
I-
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ending 30th
 Sep-tember,
 1886
 ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ...
Rate of the
 last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared
 ... ,., .,, 1.0
Amount of the Reserved
 Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
1,000,000 0 0
6 per cent .  per annum.
30,000 0 0
97,855 14
 5
Total Amount  of Assets
£ s. d.
26,968 4 10
16,000 0 0
340 5 2
s, d.
520,847 11 10 564,156 1 10
,., ,,.
 if  564,156  1 10
A. BROWN,  Manager.
F. J. CURTIS,  Accountant.
1,  Alexand( r Brown ,
 make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average  Amount of  Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
daring the period specified
 ;
 and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the pro visions of  " The Banks and Currency  Statute , 1864."
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of October, 1885.
Taos .  E. WHITE ,
 Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £8
,951, being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the
Chartered Bank of Australia ,
 in the Colony of Queensland ,
 is assessed
 at the sum of £67 2s. 8d.
RECEIPT.
Received, on the 13th day of October, 1885,
 the sum
 of £67 2s.  8d., for the duty  assessed as above.
Entd.-Taos
.  B. AIRD.
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
Coined Gold  and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ...
Landed Property •••
Notes and Bills  of other  Banks  ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
A. BROWN.
annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation, for the year  1885, by the London
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
For the  Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,
 14th October, 1885.
T HE fallowing Ganeral Abstract of the Average Amount of take LIABILITIES,
and AsswTs of the BANK  or AUCTIALASIA ,  Within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from 30th JUNE  to 30th SBPTsMBIB, 1885 ,  is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secrettu y.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and Ass=Ts of the Biwa or AI  sTRLLASIA ,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from 30th JuNa to 30th SBPTIMBfa, 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.  TOTALS.
£ e. d.
Abates in Circulation (
Not bearing Interest  ... 41,777 3 1
Bearing Interest
. t. Not bearing  InterestIn a Ion Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
sanees  due to other Banks
poeits  ,,, C
Not bearing Interest
c Bearing Interest
Total Average of Liabilities ...
, wvnat
 of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
:Able of the  last Divident'declared to the Shareholders
Amount of
 the last Dividend declared  ... ... ...
9,000 18 7
159,152 7 8
289,131 3 9
Amount of  the Reserved Profits at the  time of declaring  such Dividend ,.,
£ s. d.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ,,.
41,777 3 1 Gold  and Silver in Bullion or Bars ...
9,000 18 7
2,132 8 0
448,283 11 5
£  501,194 1 1
... 1,800,000 0 0
16 per cent .  per annum,
including a bonus of es.
per share.
... 112,000 0 0
750,000 0 0
Stamp Account ... ... ...
Landed Property
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank,  including Notes,
Bi lls of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi lls, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
AMOUNT .  ToTAIB.
£ s. d.107,659 13 6
22,860 2 7
658 3 037,900 13  4
5,289 18 2
£ e.d.
921,799 10 1
Total Average of Assets
 ... ... ... ...  P 1,096,068 0 8
J. P. BALBIRNIE•VANS,  Manager.
F. J. TOWNSEND, Accountant.
I, John  Patrick
 Balbirnie-Vans, make oath  that, to the beet of my  knowledge and belief,  the foregoing  Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and 4seets  of the above
Jhek during
 the period  specified ;  and that the  same was made up  from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept  in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me,  at,Erisbane ,  this tenth day of October, 1886.
Taos. E .
 WHITn,  Justice  of the Peace.
J. P. BALBIRNIE•VANS,  Manager at Brisbane.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the
 within-mentioned
 sum of  £ 41,777 3e. ld .,  being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation,  for the year 1886, by the
lank of Australasia,  in the Colony of Queensland,  is
 seemed at the sum of  P313 6s. 7d.
By the Commissioner of  Stamp  Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the First
 day  of October,  1885, the sum of £313 69. 7d.,  for the duty assessed as above.  For the Commissioner,
Entd .- Thos. B.  Also .
 GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N OTrOB is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration  of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications  are  given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Dsesased
Proprietor. Date of NameDeath ,  of Claimant.
I
1885.
instate Particulars ofDescription claimed to Will
and situation of Land. be or otherwise.itransmitted.`
a
sa
1865.
John Jacob Schauer ,  late 23 July Caroline Christina Portion 157,  parish of Redland .,.  Fee-simple As administratriz ...  17 Nov.
of Capalaba ,  teamster Schauer, of Capalaba,
widow
1884.
George Starkey ,  late of 20 Nov .  Richard  George Petty ,  Subdivisions 10, 31,  and 318  of Fee -simple  Will dated 8 Octo -  24 Nov.
Nerang ,  farmer of  Brisbane ,  draper  ;  portion 1,  parish of Giliton ber, 1884
Amelia Ann Starkey,
of Nerang ,  widow;
and Edward Robinson
Starkey ,  of Nerang,
farmer
Registrar of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane, 17th October, 1885. Registrar of Titles.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, Sth September, 1886.
OTICE is hereby given, that Butcher, Fehon, and Company, trading  as such  at No.  186, Queen street,
Brisbane, and at No. 111, Pitt street, Sydney, New South Wales , Importers, have  applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks  Act, 1884,"  to register in Class
42, in  respect of Hops, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation .-
C  H01O:M
PACKET  HOPS.
>uu,omap., FEHON a00,
IN IPut up expreeely for Famuy  use.
Notice is hereby further given,  that unless within four months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it be proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants for registration of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same registered,  in compliance
with such application I shall  register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  to.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.
Jt OTICE is hereby given, that Andrew Usher
and Company, trading as such at West
Nicolson street, Edinburgh, in North Britain,
Distillers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class  43, in respect
of Whisky, a Trade Mark, of which the following
is a representation :-
USHER'S SPECIAL RESERVE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of thefirst appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same  registered ,  in compliance with such
application, I shall register the said Tr de Mark
in accordance  with  the provisions  of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, loci
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  16th October, 1886.
OTIC E is hereby  given, that I have acceptedNan application for a  Patent  and the com lete
Specification  annexed  thereto,  received  from Henri
Galopin, of Bourke  street  West, in the City of
Melbourne and Colony of Victoria,  and James
Evans, of Burwood  road,  Auburn ,  in the said
Colony,  for an invention described as "An Improved
Apparatus  for Charging  Atmospheric Air with
Hydro- carbon  Vapors,  and an Improved Incandes-
cent Burner  for bu  slag same."
Notice is hereby  further given , that  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction that
the applicants  are not  entitled  to a Patent  for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Henri Galopin,  and James Evans ,  in accordance
with the  provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks  Act, 1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting  Registrar of Patentsl &e
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ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Revision Court for that portion of the
Carnarvon  Electorate  as comprised  within the
Police District of Inglewood, will be held in the
Court  House , Inglewood, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
on TUESDAY, the 10th day of November next.
ALEX. McDONALD,
Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Inglewood , 8th October, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
T
HE  Annual Revision Court for the purpose of
Revising the Electoral List for that portion
of the Electorate of Northern Downs comprised
within the Police District of Condamine, will be
held at the Court House, Miles, on TUESDAY,
the 10th day of November next, at 11 a.m.
By order,
EDW. JOHNSON,
Court House,
Miles,  10th October, 1885.
Acting C.P.S.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Revision Court for that portion of the Cook
Electorate comprised within the Police District of
Douglas, will be held at the Court House, Port
Douglas, on TUESDAY, the Tenth day of Novem-
ber, 1885.
C.A. COLLARD,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Port Douglas, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Revision Courts for those portionsof the Electoral Districts of Bowen and
Musgrave contained in the Police District of Ayr,
will be held at the Court House, Ayr, on FRIDAY,
the 20th day of November,  .D. 1885, at Ten
o'clock a.m.
A. CAHILL,
Acting C.P.S. for Police District of Ayr.
Police Office,
Ayr, 21st October, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Peter Hansen ,  at present of Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  miner, by the
Bank of New South Wales.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof  satisfactory  to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvency
all eged to have been committed  by the  said John
Peter Hansen ,  having been given ,  it is ordered that
the said John Peter Hansen be,  and  he is hereby
adjudged insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said  John  Peter Hansen, for
the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court on the Twenty-eighth
day of October ,  1885 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon .  And it is further ordered that the said John
Peter Hansen shall, on the Twenty -sixth day of
October instant ,  at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and  liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourteenth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Petitioning Creditor 's Solicitor,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forme pauperis.
THs CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Walter Snell, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, blacksmith, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Walter Snell be,
and he is  hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Walter Snell, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at Brisbane, on the Twenty-eighth day of October,
1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said W alter Snell shall,
on the Twenty-seventh day of October,  1885, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath,
of his  debts  and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Langlands ,  of Southport ,  by Samuel
Hodgson and Company.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvency
all eged to have been committed by the said John
Langlands, having been given ,  it is orde re d that the
said John Langlands be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Ha ll,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said John Langlands ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at Brisbane , on the Thirtieth
day of October ,  1885, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon .  And it is further ordered that the said John
Langlands shall ,  on the Twenty -ninth day of
October,  1885, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and  li abili ties of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourteenth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ANDREW  JOSEPH THYNNx,
Queen street Brisbane,
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of Jeremiah Swanton
Cull in ane ,  of Gympie ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  storekeeper ,  for an order of adjudication
of insolvency against Patrick Glindon, of
Gympie, in the colony aforesaid ,  miner.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
and upon proof satisfactory to the Court
of the debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Patrick Glindon, having been given, it is
ordered that the said Patrick Glindon be, and he is
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hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Patrick
Glindon, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Principal Registrar, Supreme
Court, Brisbane, on the Twenty-second day of
October, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Patrick
Glindon shall, on the Twentieth day of October,
1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
Ho$Acn TozER,
Gympie,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditor.
By his Town Agents-
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Alexander Tait, of Ipswich, painter, by him-
self.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Alexander Tait
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Alexander Tait, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twentieth day of October, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is furt her ordered
that the said Alexander Tait shall, on the Seven-
teenth day of October, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
C. F. CHUBB,
Ipswich,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THS CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Hinton, of Townsville, in the Colony
of Queensland, builder and contractor, by the
said William Hinton.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said William Hinton
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire. be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said William
Hinton, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the Thirtieth
day of October, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the fore.
noon. Arid it is further ordered that the said
William Hinton shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of
October, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true , and accurate  statement,
veri fied on oath , of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names  and residences , so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Townsville,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Art  1863 " and
in the '.Matter of the Marooehie Steam Naviga-
tion Company, Limited (in Liquidation).
T
HE Creditors of the abovenamed Company are
required, on or before the Thirty-first day of
October, 1885, to send in their names and addresses
and the particulars of their debts  or claims and
the names and addresses of their solicitors, if any,
to William James Hooker, of Queen street, Bris-
bane, auctioneer, the Official Liquidator of the
said  Company, and if so required, by notice in
writing from the said Official Liquidator, are by
their solicitors to come in and prove their said debts
or claims at the Chambers of His Honour Mr.
Justice Mein, in the Supreme Court House,
William street, Brisbane, at such time as shall be
specified in such notice, or in default thereof they
will be excluded from the benefit of any distribu-
tion made  before such debts are proved. WED-
NESDAY, the eleventh day of November, 1885,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the said Chambers,
is appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon the
debts and claims.
Dated this twelfth day of October, 1885.
H. E. SMITH,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
Solicitor for Official Liquidator,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1741 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Adolph Grossman ,  of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  hawker, an
Insolvent.
ALEXANDER  MURRAY ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons  baying in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid t -) the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifth day of October, 1885.
A. G. UNMACY,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Trustee.
1724
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
6s.
In the Matter of William Hale, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, merchant, trading
as " William Hale and Company."ROBERT EYNOLDSON DAWBARN. of
Rockhampton aforesaid, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
t 'reditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixteenth day of October, 1885.
1753
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5$'
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
1898
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
TIia CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the  Matter of  Henry Treloar ,  of Mackay, in theColon:vof Queensland ,  bush carpenter, an
Insolvent , in  formd  pauperis.THE Court  has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police  Magistrate at Mackay , on the Third day of
November next ,  at Ten o'clock in the for noon.
Dated this Cfteenth day of October, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
SAML.  B. WRIGUr,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Mackay.
1731
Deputy Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangem : nt of the  Affairs of Robert
Henry  Allen,  of Gympie ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper.
T
HE Creditors  of the abovenamed Robert
Henry Allen who have not already proved
their debts are required ,  on or before the Four-
teenth day of October, 1885 ,  to send their names
and addresses and the particulars of their debts
or claims to us, the undersigned ,  John Graham and
William Henry Williams ,  the Trustees under the
Liquidation ,  or in default thereof they will be
excluded from the benefit of the dividend pro posed
to be declared.
Dated this first day of October, 1885.
JOHN GRAHAM , Trustees,W. H. WI LLIAMS,
Maryborough.
1723 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of P ro ceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Patrick William Earls, of
Geraldton ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  store-
keeper.NOTIC  E is hereby given ,  that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be  held at the Office
of the undersigned, Denham street ,  Townsville, on
the 27th day of October ,  at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon precisely.
Dated this ninth day of October, 1885.
G. A. ROBERTS  AND LEU,
1747
Solicitors for Debtor,
Denham street ,  Townsville.
5s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of Henry Fuchs, of Maryborough,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  labourer, an
Insolvent.
0
N the Eighteenth day of November, 1885, at
Ten  o'clock in the forenoon , Henry Fuchs.
adjudicated insolvent  on the twenty-ninth day of
October, 1880, will apply to the above Court for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1883.
W. J. McG !IATH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Maryborough.
By DALY  AxD HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
1788 hart 8d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Colburn , of Burrum, in
the Colony of Queensland, timber- getter, an
Insolvent.
(IN the Eighteenth day of November , 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, John Colburn,
adjudicated insolvent on the fourth day of July,
1883, will apply to the above Court for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of October, 1885.
W. J. McGRATH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
By DALY AND HELLICAE,
Brisbane.1738
Maryborough.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. .
In the Matter of Frederick Rawlins ,  of Brisbane,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A TENTH Dividend ,  at the rate of 2d .  in the B,is now payable at this Office upon debts
proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1885.
1737 4s.
Insolvent Estate of Robert ;  Murray, of Brisbane.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe Matter of Robert  Murray, of  Brisbane,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty- first day of
August, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 22nd October ,  1885, will be excluded.
Dated this 15th October, 1885.
1740
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of John Pettigrew, late
of Ipswich, in the Colony of . Queensland,
merchant, deceased.
'T OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
I the Executrix and Executors in the above
Estate ,  fr om the first day of September, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -three, up to
and inclusive of the thirty-first day of August, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, have this
day been filed in my Office ; and all parties having
any claims on the said Estate, or being otherwise
interested therein, are required to come before me,
at my Office, Supreme Court House, William
street, Brisbane, on or  before THURSDAY, the
Nineteenth day of November next, and inspect the
said Accounts ,  and, if they think fit, object thereto ;
and it' no exception sha ll  be taken to such Accounts,
the same will be duly inquires into at my said
Office on the above day, at Ten o 'clock in the fore.
noon.
Dated this fifteenth day of October,  A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
F. W. P. THoMrsox,
Registrar.
Proctor for the Executrix  and Executors,
Brisbane  street, Ipswich.
By his Town Agents -
CHAMBERS, B :iUCE, AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
1746 ge
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of George Morrison, late
of the Seventeen-Mile Rocks, near Oxley, in
the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed George Morrison,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Margaret Morrison, of the Seventeen-Mile Rocks
aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this tenth day of October,
A.D. 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1735
Proctors for Petitioner,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of John  Balmain , late of Goondiwindi,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the lands of the abovenamed John Balmain,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
John Robb Baxter Bruce, of Brisbane, solicitor, the
duly constituted attorney of John Hope Balmain, of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, son
of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of October, A.D. 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Proctors for Petitioner,
George street, Brisbane.1736  5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Osborne, late of Clifton,
near Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, teacher, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application  will be made  to the said Hon.
ourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  Jose ih Osborne, deceased, may be
granted  to John Eaton, of Teebar  Station, near
Maryborough  aforesaid , squatter, the sole Execu-
tor named in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this first day of October,
 .D. 1885.
WILLIAM JOHN McGRATH,
1721
Bazaar street , Mar' borough,
Proctor for the said Executor.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alois guhu, late of Marlborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, shepherd,
deceased.
O-TIC E is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application  will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above.
named Alois guhu, deceased, may be granted to
Mary guhu, of the  same  place, widow, the sole
Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this first day of October,
 .D. 1885.
WILLIAM JOHN McGRATH,
Bazaar  street, M ary borough,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
l7$$  Sc
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Michael Dwyer, late of
Westbrook Homestead Area, near Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expire-
. , tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands, good, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Michael Dwyer, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to William
Dwyer, of Westbrook Homestead Area aforesaid,
selector, the brother and heir-at-law of the said
deceased.
Dated this 27th day of August, 1883.
JAMES MURRAY,
Proctor for the said William Dwyer,
Margaret street, Toowoomba.
1727 5s. 6d:
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of John  Brenna n, late of
H ighfields, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed John Brennan, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Jane Brennan, of
Highfields  aforesaid , the widow of the said
intestate.
Dated this fourteenth day of October, A.D. 1885.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
1728
Toowoomba and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Jane  Brennan.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Patrick Archer Butler, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, grocer,
deceased.
O LICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Patrick Archer Butler, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Mary Butler, of
Brisbane aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this fifteenth day of October,
 .D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen  street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Administratiix.
1742 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Lamb,  late of  Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, labourer, de-
ceased.
! OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-
1 piration of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed John Lamb, deceased,
may be granted to Joseph Augustin Canali, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, Roman
Catholic clergyman, the Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this fifteenth day of October,
A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
178
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the  said Executor.ft
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Carr, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, car-
penter, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour.
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed James Carr, deceased, who died
intestate , may be gran+ed to William Carr, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, labourer, the Father
of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twelfth day of October,
1885.
GEORGE EDMONDSTONE MARKWELL,
1745
Queen street , B; isbane,
Proctor for the said William Carr.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Catherine Holmes Mills,  near Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Catherine Holmes Mills, deceased,
may be granted to Walter James Mills, of Bribie,
near Brisbane , freeholder, and Arthur Thomas
Mills, of Brisbane aforesaid, freeholder, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of October, A.D. 1885.
GEORGE EDMONDSTONE MARKWELL,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor of the said Walter James NI ills and
Arthur Thomas Mills.
1744 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDIC rION.
In the Goods of George Price,  late of  Ann street,
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed George Price, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Martha Ann Price,
of Ann  street , Maryborough, in the said colony,
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Maryborough, this eighth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
POWER AND JENSEN,
Bazaar street , Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Martha Ann Price.
By their A ents-
REEs JONES ,  BROWN, AND JONES,
Brisbane and Rockhampton.
1748 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christian Nielsen, late of Laidley,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, de-
ceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Christian Nielsen, deceased, may
be granted to Frederick Chambers, of Laidley
aforesaid, farmer, the sole Executor named in the
said Will. .
Dated at Ipswich, this fifteenth day of October,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1756
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executor.
6s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Skelton Ewbank Melbourne
Charters, late of Bletchington Park, near
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court. that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed William Skelton Ewbank Mel-
bourne Charters, deceased, li ay be granted to
Philip Frederic Sellheim, of Charters Towers afore-
said, Police Magistrate and Gold Warden, and
George James Lever, of the same place, Manager of
the Bank of New South Wales, the Executors and
Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated the fifth day of October, 1885.
MARSLAND AND  MARSLA.ND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Executors,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1755 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"
and in the Matter of the Land and Goods of
James McCready Batson McEwan, late of
Brisbane, deceased.
To the Executors of the Will of the abovenamed
James McCready Batson McEwan, deceased.TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for andobtain Letters of Administration to the Estate
of James McCready Batson McEwan, or show
cause within fourteen days after the date hereof
to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, or a Judge thereof, why an Order should
not be made for me to administer the said Estate
of James McCready Batson McEwan, I shall, at
the expiration of fourteen days, apply by petition
to the said Court, or a Judge of the said Court,
for such Order, and the  same  will be made
accordingly.
Brisbane, 9th October, A.D. 1885.
1709
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
BULIMBA DIVISION.THE Bulimba Divisional Board hereby givenotice of their intention to apply to The
Honourable the Colonial Treasurer for a Loan of
L800, for the t urpose of providing a Water Supply
at Bulimba, Queensport, Hemmant, Lytton, and
Wynnum.
JOHN McDONALD,
Chairman.
5th October, 1885.
1684 3s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that application will
be made to Parliament during the present
Session thereof, on behalf of the Mount Morgan
Gold Mining Company, Limited. for leave to intro-
duce a Bill to authorise the construction and main-
tenance of  a line  or lines of railway between Mount
Morgan and a point on the Central Railway between
Gracemere and Stanwell, and from the terminus
at Rockhampton of the railway line, or within a
short distance thereof, to saidCompany's works,
near Rockhampton, with brioches as therein pro-
vided, and to enable. the said Company to acquire
certain lands in the parish of Rockhampton and
other localities in the sai I Bill referred to, and for
other the purpose in the said Bill mentioned.
Dated the fifteenth day of September, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for Applicants.
1563 6s.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that i is intended
during the present Session of Parliament to
apply for a Bill to amend  "The South Brisbane
Mechanics Institute Act of  1863," to enable the
Corporation of the South Brisbane Mechanics
Institute to sell or dispose of the whole or any
portion of the present allotment of land, together
with the buildings erected thereon, and to apply
the proceeds of such sale in the purchase of a new
site and the erection of New Buildings thereon,
to be called " The South Brisbane School of Arts,"
and for the formation of a Library and Class
Rooms in connection therewith.
1585
T. W. CONNAH,
President.
D. MAPLESTON,
Secretary.
5s. 6d.
NUNDAH DIVISIONAL BOARD.
U
NDER the  thirty-fburth clause of  11 The Divi-
sional Boards Act Amendment  Act  of  1882,"
Notice is hereby given ,  that it is the intention of
the Nundah Divisional Board to apply to the
Governor in Council for the sum of £500, by way
of Loan ,  for the purpose of erecting Board offices
and Clerk 's Residence at Downtall Creek ,  Gympie
road.
Plans and Specifications and Estimate of such
work are open for inspection at the  Office of the
Board, Downfa ll Creek ,  Gympie road.
WILLIAM HAWKINS,
Chairman.
13th October, 1885.
1733 6s.
NOTICE.
MUNICIPALITY OF COOKTOWN.
N OTICE is hereby given, in accordance with
clause 219 of "  The Local Government Act
of  1878," that it is the intention of the Municipal
Council of Cooktown to borrow the sum of Twenty-
one Thousand Pounds (£21,000), for the purpose of
constructing Waterworks to afford a water supply
to Cooktown, according to plans, estimates, and
particulars, as specified in the report of the Gov-
ernment Hydraulic Engineer, dated 4th December,
1884, and scheme No. 7, as detailed therein, which
said report, plans, and particulars will be open for
the inspection of ratepayers at the Town Clerk's
Office, Cooktown, from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. daily.
By order of the said Council,
M. A. LYONS,
Town Clerk.
Town  Hall, Cooktown,
2nd October, 1885.
1752 6s.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that it is my intention to
apply for permission to place Two (2) Licensed
Gates on my Selections, Nos. 14 and 53, Annan
River, Cook District.
HENRY POOLE.
1751 3s.
WALLAMBILLA MARSUPIAL DISTRICT.
'n.OTICE is hereby given to all Stockowners
l1\\ and Leaseholders in the above district, that
the following Assessment has been made this day,
viz.:-
On every 20 head of Cattle  and Horses  19. 6d.
On every 100 Sheep ... ... ... is. 6d.
Or for every  square mile  of Unstocked
Country held  under  " The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869 " ... ...  is.  6d.
The above Asse6Inent must be paid to'the Clerk
of Petty Sessions, Mitchell, within two months of
the date thereof.
SAM L. STEWART,
Chairman of the Wallambilla  Marsupial Board.
Mitojjell, 7th October, 1885.
t, N , ALE
AT THE
(10 V E K N 1[ E N T PRINTING OFFICE,
F William street, Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4s. per 100; by post 5s.
8'llot Papers, in packets of 500 each-price, 5a.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed, 5s. Fer 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per 100;  postage,
18. extra.
Wages Vouchers, 5s. per 100;  postage, is. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation, 6s. 6d. per 100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month-5s. 6d. per 100 plain; ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage, Is. 8d. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. Gd. per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d. ruled ; postage,
1s.10d. extra.
Valuation Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books, in books, 200 each, 4s. ; posted, 4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger, 12s. 6d. ;  postage, 2s.
Ledger, 17s. ; posted, 21s. 10d.
Rate Book, General Cash Book, Valuation  Register, and
Register of Rates Received, 17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book, 10s.; posted, 138.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d. per Nook of 50 each ; postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book, 5s.;  postage , is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED  EDITION-DzxY QUARTO.
a. d.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ... 6 5 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Postage, 15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881,  5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1883.4, 5s. ; posts d, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884, 2 is. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners of  Registered
Brands,  2s.  6d.; postage,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
Price .
W ith
Postage.
e. d. a. d.
Bathurst Burr Act  (1863) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Exchange Act (1884) ... 1 0 1 1
Brands Act of 1$72 Amendment Act of
1884... ... . .. ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to Land Act of 1882... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 .. 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest) ... 0 3 0 4
Customs Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 1884 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Diseases  in Sheep Acts  (complete) . 2 0 2 2
District Courts Act  (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete .. ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1879) ... - .. 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882 ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
1884 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Education  Act (1875) .. ... .. 0 6 0 7
Elections  Act (1874) ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Electoral Districts Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral  Rolls Act (1879 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fire  brigades Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
1102
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1875 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Government Lean  Act (1881 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act  (1884 ) .. ... ...  1 0 1 2
Immigration  Act of 1882 .. ...  0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts  (1863 -65-68, and
1879 ),  ccmplete .. .  ... 2 6 2 7
Imported Sugst  Refiners Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Inclosed  Lands Act  (1878 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Insanity  Act of 1884  ... ...  1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Judicature  Act (1876 ) .. ..  1 6 1 10
Ditto ,  Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbounii, 4s .  6d.; bound 5s.
Jury Act of  1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards  Act (1879 ) ... ..  0 6 0 '1
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880  .. ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878 )... .  1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880  .. .. ..  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880  ...  0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations  ...  0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation Act (1881) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876 )  0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native B irds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection Act Amendment
Act of 1884  ... ..  0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation  Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Oyster Act  (1874) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Paci fic Islanders Act (1880 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1864  (Regulations) . 0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell and BSche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Cro ps Act (1870 )...  0 6 0 7
Publicans Acts  ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts  (1863.64 and 1870) com-
plete  ... .. ... ... ..  2 0 2 4
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878 ) ...  1 6 1 1
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881) . 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882  ... .. .  0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act of1882...  ... ...  0 6 0
Savings Bank  Amending— Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ...  0 6 0
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 0 6 0
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
Sheep Brands  Act (1876) ...  0 6 0
Trading Companies  Act of 1863 ... 2 0 2
Tramways Act of 1882  ... ...  0 6 0
United  Municipa li ties Act (1881) 0 6 0
United Municipalities Act of 1831
Amendment Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6 0
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ...  0 6 0
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 11
Defence Act Regulations  ... 1 0 1 2
Friendly  Societies  Act (1876 ) .. ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874 ,  with Rules 2 6 9 10
Masters - and Servant ,  Act ... 1 0 1 2
Debts Courts Act ... 0 6 0 .8
$ Dut s  At  ... ... ... 1 0
With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
2OUNDKEIPERS' BOOK.
it.  d. a. d.
Schedule 3 ... 6 0 7 2
GOLD FIELDS ACT WITH REGULATIONS.
Just published  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
CUSTOMS.
Customs  Tariff  ... ... ...  0 1 0 1
to Interpretation Sheets... ... 03 0 1
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ... 1 0 0 1
HANSARD.
Sessional  subscription  ... ... ... ... 6 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q,,arterly Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  is.  per animal.
All other  Notices ,  Be. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on 1st
insertion  only,  and a proportional extra charge for
small -sized type.
All orders  must be accompanied by a remittance sufli
oient to cover the cost. If by cheque ,  exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques wil l not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested - the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ... ... ... M. S. ToLixo.
Bundaberg... ... ... G. J. YOUNG.
Ipswich  ... ... ...  W. TATHAM.
Mackay  ... ... ...  F. RIBCHBLMANN.
Maryborough  ... ...  W. DAwsolr.
Rockhampton  ... ...  W. Mvxao.
Toowoombs  ... ...  J. H. ROBERTSON.
Townsville  ... ...  T. WILLMBTT.
The Gove$ NMBNT PRINTuR acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885.  S e. d.
Oct. 10.- Robert  Grieve  ... ... ...  0 13 0
10.-A. Andersen ... ... ...  0 2 6
10.-Thos.  J. Franklin 0 3 0
12.-M. Palmer  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
12.-W. E.  Hanlon  ... ... ...  0 4 6
12.-J. Hamilton  ... ... ...  0 4 11
12.-T. Beanland ... 0 0 7
12.-W. Dawson  ... ... ... ...  0 16 0
12.-S. M eCahon... ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-J. McAuley . ... 0 1 0
14.-T. Foot and Son ... ... ... 2 0 0
14.-Bundaberg Star  ... ...  ...  0 6 0
14.-Wallumbilla Marsupial Board ... 0 5 6
14.-J. J. Cadell ... ... ... ... 0 0 7
15.-M. Fitzgerald  ... ... ...  0 2 0
15.-Hamilton and Hamilton ... ... 0 6 0
15.-J. Murray  ... ... ...  0 15 6
15.-Toowoomba Chronicle ...  ... 0 3 0
15.-P. Lenihan ... ...
15.-N. McDonald ... ...
15.-D. T. Bray  .. .. ...
0 1 0
0 4 0
... 0 2 6
16.-Douglas Divisional Board  ... ...  1 0 6
16.-J. Me re dith  ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
16.-A. Geddes  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
16.-Cooktown Courier  ... ...  ...  0 3 016.-Tinaroo Divisional Board ...
16.-Li lle and O'Sullivan ... 410 00 5 6
16.-Marslsnd and Msrsland  ... ...  0 7 0
1&-.-C,4rrte  t lboore  Herald ...  ...  12 8 6
16.-M, Fi world  ... ... ...  0 1 0
W  MUM"  0  1 10
--+7. T. Tarter  ...  0 4 0
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Impouithings.
Powndkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded  Stock  will be charged  for at the
rate of ONE  SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo,  from Beechal Station, on the
7th Octo ber,  1885, by order of Martin Feehan,
Esquire .  Driving ,  15s. per head.
One  red and white bullock ,  Z1E off rump, like No. 2 off
cheek ,  off ear marked.
One white bullock , T YO near ribs ,  No. 1 near loin,  like
No. 1 near cheek ,  near ear marked.
One white bullock ,  ZIE off  rump ,  blotch brand off
cheek ,  off ear marked.
One  red and white cow, YZI near rump, JL off  rump,
JL off ribs ,  near ear marked.
One  red cow, bald face ,  like WY near rump, top off
both earn.
One black o.)b gelding ,  star on forehead ,  blotch brand
like W over  WW near shoulder.
One ehesnut mare ,  star on forehead ,  hind feet white, D
over MP near shoulder ,  faint brand like U near
thigh.
If not released on or before the 3rd November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH ,  Poundkeeper.
1750 78.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Kholo, on the 15th
October, 1885 .  Driving , 8d. ; ti espass, 2s. 6d.
One grey horse ,  heart heart 3 near thigh, blotch over
like B in circle near shoulder.
If not  released on or before the 23rd October, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD ,  Poundkeeper.
1754  is.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba,  from Yeme Appo, on the
7th October, 1885, by order of P. V.  Macdonald,
Esquire ,  for trespass.
One roan bullock ,  slit and notch  near ear ,  tip off top
off ear ,  no visible brands.
One red bullock, white face ,  half -circle out off bottom
near  ear, GW2 near rump.
One red and white  spotted cow ,  three notches out off
bottom  off ear ,  XY5 off rump ,  indescribable blotch
brands  near rump.
If not released on or before the 3rd November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
1749 38.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry,  from Dalgonally Station'
on the 12th October ,  1885, by order of Donald
McIntyre, Esquire.
One bay mare ,  star on fo re head ,  white spot on back
R08 over MC off shoulder, 1 heart heart near
shoulder.
One black horse ,  star on forehead ,  blotch brand off
shoulder, scar off shoulder and  flank.
One brown horse, star on forehead, near hind foot white,
VON near shoulder, blotch brand  like VA near
thigh.
One bay ma re ,  G7B horizontal  (head to the left )  thigh,
AC over 2 off shoulder; foal at foot.
If not  released on or befo re the 3rd November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
NEIL MCDONALD, Poundkeeper.
1782 4s.
IMPOUND hD at Ipswich, from enclosed lan s, Mount
Flinders .  Driving ,  2s. 6d .  per head ; trespass,
Is. per head.
One black and white cow ,  like 2WZ (reg istered brand)
near ribs,  piece out under and top  off near ear.
One red cow, like C4L  (registered  brand )  near ribs,
Q()3 (registered  brand )  off rump.
If not  released on or before  the 80th October, 1885,
will  be mild tb  defray expenses.
1719 M. FITZGBR LAD, Pomstltheepai r.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets ,  by order
of General  Inspector .  Trespass ,  5s. per head.
One yellow and white cow, JL2 off ribs, ear-marked.
One red and white heifer ,  unbranded.
Also, from the Pine River ,  by John McNevin.
Damage, £1.
Oi a red and white cow, OX3 off ribs, TP5 off rump,
oar-marked ,  hobbles on.
If not released on or before the 25th October, 1885,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON ,  Poundkeeper.
1734 38.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Roma, from the streets ,  on the 5th
October ,  1885 ,  by order of the Municipal Counc il .
Damages, 5s.
One chesnut horse, like 2 over DC near shoulder, like
MF2 (registered brand )  over  li ke PD3  (registered
braud ,  the P very indistinct )  off shoulder, 2 near
rump ,  DC near hip, star and snip ,  hind feet white,
piece out of near ear.
If not  released on or  before  the  17th November, 1885,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN ,  Poundkeeper.
1730 is.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah,  from Ardoch s tation
on the 2nd  October, 1885. Driving expenses,  7s. 6d•
per head.
One brown gelding,  IF over 4 near shoulder,  half-circle
ovi r  HK  off shoulder,  saddle-marked.
One bay gelding, star and snip ,  four white feet, 2 near
shoulder ,  JJ over horizontal P near thigh, RLL off
shoulder  (the final L faint ),  li ke TWV off rump,
co ll ar and saddle marked.
One bay gelding,  black points,  like small figure 8 before
D near shoulder.
One yellow bay yearling gelding, small star,  near hind
foot white,  like 4 off shoulder.
If not released on or befo re the 3rd Novem ber, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER ,  Poundkeeper.
1757 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m enclosed lan s, Lower
Lansdowne Station, on the 2nd October, 1885, by
order of R. Donaldson, Esquire. Driving and trespass,
10s. 10d. per head.
One bay gelding (draught ),  HB over 0 near shoulder,
hind feet white, like 0 heart heart  (registered
brand )  over E5N (registered brand)  oft shoulder.
One grey  mare, 3 WP (registered trand)  near shoul-
der, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 6th  November, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
1719 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Bollon ,  from Tilquin, on the 7th
October, 1885, by order of John  Came ro n, Esquire.
Driving, 2d.
One brown mare,  blotched brand  near shoulder, 20
near neck.
If not released  on or before the 10th  November, 1885,
will be  sold  to defray  expenses.
JAMES MoAULEY ,  Poundkeeper.
1725 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford ,  from Wellshot Station, on
the 29th September ,  1885, by order of R. A. Hop-
kins, Esquire .  Driving and damages ,  7s. 6d .  per head.
One black horse ,  511 like S  (part of registered brand)
near shoulder. .
If not released on or before the 26th October, 1886,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Tat*. JA& F  $ UXll'biuoi eper.
1710  S6
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
No. 198.THE following appointments, promotions, trans-fers,  and resignations , will take effect from
the dates mentioned hereunder :-
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
JOHN E.  HINTON
to be Acting Lieutenant. 8th October, 1885.
MORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Beenleigh Detachment.
The resignation of No. 44, Private J. A. MALCOLM,
has been accepted . 14th October, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
JOHN W. GREEN
to be Acting Lieutenant. 15th October, 1885.
ELLIOTT. BRAND
to be Acting Lieutenant. 15th October, 1885.
" E" Company.
Private A. ROWBOTHAM is transferred from "B"
Company, Darling Downs Division, to the above
Company. This appointment will bear date 17th
September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
The Reverend J. FLEMING MCSwAINE
to be Honorary Chaplain. 9th October, 1885.
MARYBOROUGH VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
HENRY WALKER
to be Acting Captain. 14th October, 1885.
ALLISON SEYMOUR WELLS
to be Acting Lieutenant. 14th October, 1885.
BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADET
CORPS.
SERGEANr G. HARDING
to be Lieutenant. 5th October, 1885.
E. Ti. WILSON
to be Acting Lieutenant. 9th October, 1885.
MARYBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADET
CORPS.
EDWARD J. CURD
to be Acting Captain. 9th October, 1885.
PHILIP J. SHERIDAN
to be Acting Lieutenant. 9th October, 1885.
No. 199.
The following issue of uniform, &c., to new
Corps will be made at as early a date as pos-
sible :-
ARTILLERY,  ENGINEERS , AND INFANTRY.
For each man.
1 cloth  tunic  ... ...  to last 6 years.
1 serge frock ... „ 3 „
1 pair cloth or tweed
trousers  ... .. 3
1 pair  serge or tartan
trousers  ... ... „ 2
1 forage cap  ...  ... „ 3
1 helmet (complete) ... „ 6
ff
Also the necessary stripes for all the N. C.
Officers on the establishment.
In the Northern District  a second  serge frock
will be subs ituted for the cloth tunic.
The above does not apply to A " Battery.
Existing Corps will be gradually supplied till
the above  scale is  reached, the present clothing
being  used up.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Pri nted and Published by JAMES C. BSAL, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  17th October, 1886
QftCtflMaflb,
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO MONO
VICTORLE  REGIN}E.
No. 11%
An Act to authorise the Temporary Closure of the Victoria Bridge.
[ASSENTED TO 16TH OCTOBER, 1885.
W HEREAS by  " The Brisbane Bridge Act " the MunicipalPreamble.Council of the City of Brisbane were authorised and empowered
to erect and construct a bridge across the River Brisbane at such
place above the Queen's Wharf as the Governor in Council should
approve, subject to the conditions that before any such bridge should be
commenced to be built a plan and specification thereof should be laid
before and approved by the Governor in Council, and that no bridge
erected by the said Municipal Council should be so constructed as to
obstruct the navigation of the River Brisbane by any seagoing  vessels :
Axd whereas under and in pursuance of the powers of the said Act
the said Municipal Council erected a bridge across the said River
Brisbane now called the " Victoria Bridge," which Bridge was so c:)n-
structed that a portion thereof might from time to time be opened to
allow of the  passage  of seagoing vessels : And whereas afterwards,
under the provisions of  "I The Victoria Bridge Act of  1877,"
the said Bridge became vested in Her Majesty: And whereas afterwards,
under the provisions of  " The .Local Government Act of  1878," the
Governor in Council by Proclamation declared that the said Bridge
should be under the charge and control of the said Municipal Council,
and the same is now under such charge and control accordingly :
And153
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And whereas it is not desirable that the traffic across the said Bridge
should at present be interrupted by opening it to allow of the passage
of seagoing vessels : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legisla-
tive Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same as follows :-
Bi1dge may lie  1. Notwithstanding any provisions of  " The Brisbane Bridge
closed. Act,"  or any other Act or law to the contrary, it shall be lawful for
Her Majesty, or for the said Municipal Council, or for any other
Corporation or person charged for the time being with the control
or management of the said Victoria Bridge, to keep the swing portion
of the said Bridge closed.
No action  or other 2. No action, suit, indictment, information, or other proceeding,
proceeding  to be shall be commenced, presented, prosecuted, or maintained against thebrought for
obstrticting the Riversaid Municipal Council, or against any other Corporation or person,
Brisbane  by the for or in respect of the erecting or maintaining of the said Bridge,Bridge.
or the closure of the swing portion thereof, or the obstruction of the
navigation of the River Brisbane thereby, or for or in respect of any
damages, loss, or expenses occasioned or alleged to be occasioned by
reason of such erecting, maintaining, closure, or obstruction, or in
Proviso. anywise whatsoever arising therefrom. Provided that nothing herein
contained shall affect the right of any person to recover damages in
any action commenced against the said Municipal Council before the
commencement of this Act.
Commencement and
duration.
3. This Act shall be deemed and taken to have come into
operation and have been in force on and from the twentieth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and shall eon-
tinue in force until the thirty-first day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, and thenceforth until the end of the then
next Session of Parliament.
Saving clause. 4. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to confer any
vested right or interest upon any person or corporation, or to give rise
to any claim for damages or compensation in the event of this Act
being repealed before the expiration of the term hereinbefore pre-
scribed for its continuance.
Short title. 5. This Act may be cited as  " The Victoria Bridge Closure
Act of  1885."
By Authority  :  a.x$s C.  Bssn,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Friday, 23rd October,  1885.- NO.  71-
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORI}E REGINI.
No. 12.
An Act to Amend "The Probate Act of 1867."
ASSENTED TO 16TH OCTOBER, 1885.
WHEREAS  the provisions  of the forty- first section of  "  The  Preamble.
Probate  Act  of 1567 "  and the Schedule thereunder written
were re-enacted in the said Act by inadvertence, the same provisions
having been repealed by  " The Stamp Duties Act of  1866" : Be it
therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legis-
lative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :-
1. Section forty-one of  " The Probate Act of  1867 " and the
Schedule thereunder written are hereby repealed.
2. This Act shall be deemed to have been in force from and
immediately after the passing of the said last-mentioned Act.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BBAL, Government Pri ter, William street ,  Brisbane.
Repeal of section 41
and Schedule of 31
Vic., No. 9.
Commencement.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORLIED REGINZE.
No. 13,
An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to Parliamentary
Elections and to make better Provision for Preventing Corrupt
Practices at such Elections.
[ASSENTED TO 19TH OCTOBER, 1885.
j][THEREAS it is expedient to amend the laws relating to Pre amble.
yV r Parliamentary' Elections, and to make better provision for
preventing corrupt practices at such Elections : Be it therefore enacted
by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows :-
PART  I.-PRELIMINARY.
1. This Act is divided into Parts  as  follows:-
PART I.-PRELIMINARY;
PART II.-QUALIFICATIONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS  OF ELECTORS;
PART III.--PREPARATION OF ELECTORAL ROLLS;
PART IV.-RETURNING  AND PRESIDING OFFICERS -NOMINATION,
POLLING, AND CONDUC r OF ELECTION S GEN ERALLY ;
PART V.--DECLARATION  OF THE RESULTS AND THE RETURN OF
WRITS OF ELECTION ;
PART VI.-CORRUPT AND ILLEGAL  PRACTICES;
PART VII.--SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS;
PART VIII.-- TEMPORARY PROVISIONS.
Division of Aet.
2. This Act may be oiled as " The secti m dot of  1885." ohm U046
155 8.  This
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3. This Act shall commence and take effect on the first day of
December, 1885.
4. The Acts mentioned in the Schedule to this Act are
hereby repealed to the extent in the said Schedule indicated, except
for the purpose of the completion of electoral rolls the preparation
whereof has been begun under  "The Electoral Rolls Act of  1879."
And for the purpose of such completion the said Act shall continue
in force until such electoral rolls have been duly completed.
Such repeal shall not affect any right or liability, civil or
criminal, incurred at the time of the repeal.
Any claim made or any act commenced to be done under the
said last-mentioned Act shall and may be dealt with and completed
respectively under this Act.
Any roll made out and completed under the said last-
mentioned Act for any electoral district shall be the electoral roll for
that district until a new roll or rolls has or have been completed under
this Act.
Interpretation clause . 5. In the interpretation of this Act the following terms shall,
unless the context otherwise indicates, have the meanings set against
them respectively, that is to say-
" Assembly "-The Legislative Assembly of Queensland ;
" Speaker "-The Speaker of the Assembly for the time
being ;
" Minister "-The Colonial Secretary or other Minister
charged with the execution of this Act ;
" Election "-The election of a member of the Assembly ;
" Electoral District," or " District"-An electoral district
appointed by law to return a member or members to the
Assembly : The term "District" includes where
necessary an electoral division of a district ;
" Court "-A Registration Court hereby constituted ;
" Claim "-A notice by a person claiming to have his name
inserted in an electoral roll ;
" List "-An unrevised list of persons appearing to be entitled
to vote, compiled under the provi sions  of this Act ;
" Roll "-The electoral roll of electors entitled to vote at the
election of a member of the Assembly for the district in
question ;
" Elector "-A person named as such in a roll ;
Electoral Registrar "-The person appointed to perform
in the district, or division of the district, the duties
imposed on electoral registrars by this Act ;
Returning Officer "-The Returning Officer or Deputy
Returning Officer appointed for the electoral district by
the Governor in Council ;
" Presiding Officer "-The returning officer or other person
appointed by him to preside and take the poll at any
polling place within the electoral district, or the sub-
stitute duly appointed of either ;
" Poll Clerk "-The officer appointed by the returning officer
to assist  himself or the presiding officer in taking the
poll at any polling place ;
Scrutineer "-The person appointed by a candidate to act
as scrutineer  on his behalf at any polling place during
the election at which he is a candidate ;
"Natural born subject "-A person born in Her Majesty's
dominions, or whose parents or either of them were or
was so born ; " Naturalised
49° VICTORIA, No. 13. 1411
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Naturalised subject "-A person who in England or
Queensland has been naturalised, and a person made a
denizen of Queensland ;
Corrupt practice"-Any of the following offences-namely,
treating, undue influence, bribery, and personation, as
defined by this Act ;
Elections Tribunal "-The Committee of Elections and
Qualifications constituted under the provisions of  " The
Legislative Assembly Act of  1867," or such other
Tribunal as may hereafter be created for the trial of
election petitions.
PART II.-QUALIFICATIONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS OF ELECTORS.
Qualifications of Electors.
6. Every man of the age of twenty-one years, being a natural Qualifications.
born or naturalised subject of Her Majesty, shall, subject to the
provisions of this Act, if qualified as in this section is provided, and
not disqualified or incapacitated for any cause hereinafter specified, be
entitled to be entered on the roll of electors for the electoral district
in respect of which he is so qualified, that is to say if at the time of
making his claim he-
(1) Is resident in the electoral district, and during the Six Residence.
months then next preceding has resided therein ; or
(2) Has a freehold estate in possession situate in the electoral Freehold.
district of the clear value of one hundred pounds sterling
money above all charges and encumbrances in any way
affecting the same, of or to which he has been seized or
entitled either at law or in equity for six calendar
months next before the time of making the claim; or
(3) Is a householder within the district occupying any house, Household.
warehouse, counting-house, office, shop, or other building
of the clear annual value of ten pounds sterling money,
and has occupied the same for six calendar months next
before the time of making the claim ; or
(4) Has a leasehold estate in possession situate within the Leasehold.
district of the value of ten pounds sterling money per
annum, held upon a lease which at the time of making
the claim has not less than eighteen months to run ; or
(5) Has a leasehold estate, so situate and of such value as
aforesaid, of which he has been in possession for eighteen
months or upwards next before the time of making the
claim ; or
(6) Holds, and has held for six months previous to the Pastoral  license.
time of making the claim, a license from the Govern-
ment to depasture lands within the district at a rental of
ten pounds per annum.
Provided that-
(1) No aboriginal native of Australia, India, China, or of the
South Sea Islands shall be entitled to be entered on the
roll except in respect of a freehold qualification ;
(2) No elector possessing more than one qualification within
a district shall be thereby entitled to have his name
entered more than once on the roll for that district ; and
(3) A person claiming to have his name inserted on an Naturalised British
electoral roll as a naturalised subject of Her Majesty subjects.
must have been so naturalised for the period of six
months before making the claim. 7. When
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Where joint owners
and occupiers sha ll
be entitled.
7. When premises are jointly owned occupied or held on
lease within the meaning of the last preceding section by more
persons than one, each of such joint owners, occupiers, or lessees, shall
be entitled to be entered on the roll in respect of the premises in case
the value of his individual interest therein separately considered
would, under the provisions of the last preceding section, entitle him
to be so entered.
Disqualifications.
Disqualification from  8. Every person nevertheless shall be disqualified from being
insanity ,  crime,  &c. entered or retained on the roll, who-
(1) Is of unsound mind, or in the receipt of aid from any
charitable institution ; cr
(2) Has been attainted or convicted of treason, felony, or
other infamous offence in any part of Her Majesty's
dominions,  unless  he has received a free or conditional
pardon for such offence, or has undergone the sentence
passed on him ; or
Military or  police. (3) Is in the naval or military service of the British Empire
or of Queensland on full pay; or
(4) Is an officer or member of the Police Force.
PART III.-PREPARATION OF ELECTORAL ROLLS.
Registration Courts. 9. The Governor in Council may appoint for each electoral
district one or more places at which a Court of Petty Sessions is held
to be a place or places at which a Registration Court shall be held
for the district. When more than one place is appointed for a district,
such part of the district as is appointed by the Governor in Council
shall be assigned to each Court, and by such name as the Governor
in Council appoints. Any part so assigned is hereinafter called an
electoral division of the district.
When no place is so appointed, the principal place at which a
Court of Petty Sessions is held in the district, or, if no Court of Petty
Sessions is so  held, the nearest place at which a Court of Petty
Sessions is held shall be the place at which the Registration Court
shall be held for the district.
Electoral registrar.
Courts how consti-
tuted and presided
over.
justices are present may act alone.
10. The Governor in Council may appoint for each place
appointed for holding a Registration Court an electoral registrar, who
shall be and act as an electoral registrar for all the electoral districts
or divisions for which a Registration Court is held at that place. If
no electoral registrar is appointed, the clerk of petty sessions for the
place so appointed shall be and act as electoral registrar.
11. (1) The justices of the peace resident in the electoral dis-
trict, or such two or more of them as shall meet for the purpose, shall
constitute the Registration Court, unless aJudge or Crown prosecutor of
a District Court is present, in which event such Judge or Crown prose-
cutor shall, by virtue of his office, form a member of such Court, and it
shall be the duty of any such Judge or Crown prosecutor to attend the
Court if required by the Minister so to do.
(2) Any police magistrate may act as a member of a Regis-
tration Court whether lie resides in the district or not, and if no other
(3)A
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(3) A Judge, if he is present, or, if he is not present, the
Crown prosecutor, or, if no Judge or Crown prosecutor is present, a
police magistrate, if present, shall be the chairman of the Court. If
no such officer is present, the justices present shall from time to time
elect one of their own number to be chairman.
(4) In the event of a deficiency or expected deficiency of a quorum
of qualified justices at any Court, the Governor in Council may appoint
any other justice or justices to perform any of the duties required of
justices of the district by this Act.
(5) No -candidate for election or member of the Legislative
Council or Legislative Assembly shall take any part in the proceedings
at any Court under a penalty of twenty pounds, to be recovered in a
summary way before any two justices of the peace.
12. The decision of the majority of the members of the Regis- Majority to decide.
tration Court shall be the decision of the Court, and in estimating the
majority the chairman shall have a vote, and, when the numbers a e
equal, a casting vote.
13. Every registrar of births, deaths, and marriages shall, Registrar to furnish
during the month of August in each year, furnish to the electoral deaths.
registrars of every electoral district any part whereof is comprised in
the registry district for which he is such registrar of births, deaths,
and marriages, a correct list of all deaths of adult males of twenty-one
years and upwards which have been registered by him during the
twelve months then last past.
14. Between the first and thirty-first days of August in each Rolls to be marked.
year the electoral registrars for every district shall examine the elec-
toral rolls then in force for the district, and also the quarterly electoral
list for July then last past, hereinafter mentioned, and after inquiry
of the residents in the district, and the inspection of rate-books,
lists of selectors, lists of pastoral tenants, and any other documents
accessible to him, shall place the word 11 dead" against the name of
every person named in any such roll or list whom he has  reason to
believe to be dead, the word " left" against the name of every person
whose qualification is residence whom he has reason to believe to have
left the district, and the word disqualified" against the name of every
person whom he has reason to believe to have no qualification or to be
disqualified.
He shall thereupon forthwith send by post to every such person, Notice to be sent to
at his usual or last known place of abode, a notice informing him that persons  whose names
are intended to be
it is intended to omit his name from the electoral roll. omitted from rolls,
When the electoral registrar has reason to believe that any or the statement ofperson named ina roll or list whose qualification is residence hasleft°hose residence is to
the division of the district for which he is registered, or has changed his
be altered.
residence, but in either  case  has not left the electoral district, he shall
write against the name of such person the words " changed residence,"
and in such  case  he shall send by post to such person, at his usual or
last known place of abode, a notice informing him that the statement of
his place of residence is intended to be altered in the roll, area in case
the electoral registrar has reason to believe that such person has gone
to reside in another division of the district he shall forthwith report
the fact to the electoral registrar of that division.
15. The
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Lists to be compiled 15. The electoral registrar shall, from the rolls and list so
from rolls  and
quarterly  list. marked and the notices so received from other electoral registrars, and
including every name thereon, make out a list of all persons qualified to
vote in the district or division of the district, but with the word "dead,"
the word " left," or the word " disqualified," as the  case  may require,
against every name of a person who is believed to be dead, or to have
left the district, or to have no qualification, or to be disqualified, and
the words 11 changed residence from this division," or " changed
residence to this division,"  or " changed residence within this division
or district," as the case may be, against the name of every person who
is believed, or reported as aforesaid, to have so changed his residence
within the district.
Form of annual  list. 16. Such list shall be alphabetical, and shall be in the followingform:-
ANNUAL ELECTORAL LIST.
List of Persons appearing to be qualified to Vote at the Election of Members of
the Legislative Assembly in the year 18 , for the Electoral District of
[within the Division of ].
Dated this day of 188
A.B.,
Electoral Registrar.
Christian Name
and Surname. Residence. Qualification.
Situation of property  in re- Polling
spect of which qualification District.
arises.
Brown, William Charlotte  street  residence
Smith, John Ann street, Forti- freehold Adelaide street, North
tude Valley  Brisbane
And such list shall be the annual electoral list for such district.
Supplementary list. 17. The quarterly electoral list compiled in the month of
October in each year as hereinafter provided shall be the supple-
mentary annual electoral list for the district.
Lists  obtainable on 18 . The electoral registrar shall forthwith  cause  copies to be
payment of fee. printed or fairly written of such lists, and shall deliver a copy to any
person requiring the same, on payment of a reasonable fee therefor.
Lists to be exposed. 19. The electoral registrar shall, not later than the first day
of September in every year in the case of the annual list, and not
later than the tenth day of October in the case of the supplementary
list, expose or cause to be exposed to public view one of such copies at
every court-house in the district to which such list refers, and at such
post-offices and other places as the Minister may direct, and the annual
list shall remain so exposed for a period of not less than thirty days,
and the supplementary list for a period of not less than fifteen days.
Objections to names  20. Any person named in any electoral roll for the timeanlists.  being in force in any district objecting to any other person as not
entitled to have his name retained on any electoral list for such
district, may, on or before the first day of October in every year in the
case of an annual list, and on or before the twenty-fifth day of October
in the case of a supplementary list, give or transmit by post to the
electoral
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electoral registrar, and to the person objected to at his address as
inserted in the list, a notice in writing according to the following
form :-
To the Electoral Registrar for the District of [Division of ]
and to C.D.
I hereby give you notice that I object to the name of C.D. being retained on the
Electoral List for the [ Division of the ] Electoral District of
Dated the day of 18
(Signed) A.B.
Such notice shall be accompanied by the stun of five shillings
sterling for each objection, which sum shall be returned or otherwise
dealt with as hereinafter provided.
21. The electoral registrar shall include the names of all Public notio. o
persons on the annual list who are so objected to in a paper according objections.
to the following form :-
OBJECTIONS TO NAMES IN ELECTORAL LIST.
The following persons have been objected to  as not  being entitled to have their
names  retained on the Electoral List for the [ Division of the] Electoral
District of
Dated tlbe day of 18
A.B.,
Electoral Registrar.
Christian Name and
Surname. Residence. Qualification.
Situation of property in respect
of which qualification  arises.
He shall cause a copy of such paper to be kept fixed on the court-  List of claimants and
house, and such other public places as aforesaid, during fourteen days Objections to be
at the least, beginning on the fifteenth day of October then instant, and
shall on the thirty-first day of October add thereto the name of every
person on the supplementary list who is so objected to, and such
paper shall  remain exposed  to public view until the day appointed for
holding the Registration Court  as hereinafter  provided.
He shall also keep a copy of every such paper to be perused
by any person without payment of any fee at all reasonable hours,
except on Sundays, while the paper  remains so exposed  to public view,
and shall deliver a copy of such paper to any person requiring the
same on payment  of a sum  not exceeding one shilling for each copy.
Revision of Lrsts.
22. A Registration Court for revising the annual lists shall be Registration Court to
held in every year for every district and division of a district  at some be held.
time between the first and the twenty-first days of November inclusive,
at the place appointed by the Governor in Council as hereinbefore
provided.
A notice of the place and time of holding such Court shall
be inserted by the electoral registrar in the  nearest  local newspapers,
and otherwise  made  public at least twenty-eight days previous to the
holding of the Court.
Provided that if the Court is not held at the time appointed
tke Governor in Council may approve of and ratify the proceedings
of the Court if it is held at any time within one month after the time
so appointed, and the lists revised by a Court so held shall be
deemed to be as valid as if the Court had been held at the appointed
time .  23. The
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Proceedings thereat. 23. The electoral registrar shall, at the opening of the
Court, produce all the lists compiled by him, together with the
rolls marked as hereinbefore provided, and also a copy of the papers
containing the names of persons objected to as aforesaid, and all com-
munications received from persons to whom notices have been sent by
him as hereinbefore prescribed, and the Court shall proceed to revise
such lists, and in so doing shall be guided by this Act and the follow-
ing directions and provisions :-
(1) The Court shall inquire into and adjudicate upon every
case where the electoral registrar has marked any name
with the words "dead," "left," or "disqualified," and the
chairman shall expunge from the list-
(a) The name of every person against whose name the
word " dead" appears who is proved to the satisfaction
of the Court to be dead;
(b) The name of every person against whose name the
words "left" or "disqualified" appears who is proved to
the satisfaction of the Court not to be entitled to vote ;
(2)1 The Court shall also inquire into and adjudicate upon all
objections duly made under this Act, and, if any such
objection is substantial and proved to their satisfaction,
shall expunge from the list the name of the person
objected to ;
(3)'The Court may and shall correct any mistake or supply
any omission which appears to have been made in the
list in respect of the christian name or surname or address
or abode of any person included therein, or the nature or
local description of his qualification ;
(4) In the case of any person whose name appears on any roll
as being an elector in respect of the qualification of
residence in another division of the district, and as to
whom it is made to appear that he has changed his
residence from such other division of the district to that
which is assigned to the Court, the Court shall insert his
name in the lust ;
(5) No person's name shall be inserted by the Court in the
list nor shall any name be expunged therefrom except
as hereinbefore provided ;
(6) The chairman shall in open court write his initials against
every name struck out or inserted, and against any part
of the list in which any mistake is corrected, and shall
sign his name to every page of the list so revised, and
no alteration in a list shall be valid unless so initialled ;
(7) When a person whose name appears on a list or roll has
ceased to hold the qualification stated in the list or roll,
but has another qualification entitling him to have his
name entered on the list or roll, he may attend at the
Court and prove such other qualification, or make and
send to the Electoral Registrar a claim in the form
hereinafter prescribed for making claims, and every
such claim shall be produced to the Court : The Court
shall correct the statement of the qualification of any
such elector accordingly;
(8) Any person whose name appears in a list may, at any
time before the Court appointed for revising such list
has completed the revision thereof, notify to the Court
that
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that he elects to vote in the polling district which may
include any specified post-office or court-house in or
near to the part of the electoral district in which his
qualification arises or is situated, and the chairman
shall thereupon in the margin opposite to the name of
such person insert the words "polling district, post-office
or  court-house of A" (naming the post-office or court-
house).
24. No person shall be entitled to have his name entered more No person to have
than once upon any electoral list or lists for the same electoral his name more
district, notwithstanding that he may be possessed of more than one than once on lilt,
qualification within the district, and whenever it appears to the
Court that any person is named more than once in an electorallist for the same district, he may state under which qualification he
desires to remain on the list, but if he fails to state his preference, then
the Court shall retain that entry of his name which on a comparison
of the rolls for the district appears to have been last made.
25. The Court shall have power to adjourn from time to time, Power of adjourn-but no such adjourned Court shall, except as hereinbefore provided, bemeat.
held later than the twenty-first day of November in any year.
26. The Court shall have the same powers as any two  Power to summon
justices in petty sessions to summon and examine witnesses, and to witnesses.
compel the production of any books or documents relating to any
matter necessary for revising any list, in the same manner, and by like
process, as any justice by any law now or hereafter to be in force is
or shall be authorised or empowered to do in cases of summary
convictions or orders. And every person to whom any summons is so
issued shall be entitled and subject to the same rights and liabilities in
all respects as if the summons had been issued on behalf of a prosecutor,
complainant, or defendant, in a case of summary conviction.
Compilation of Rolls.
27. The electoral registrar  shall, on or  before the fifth day of Electoral roll how
December in each year, deliver the lists revised as aforesaid to the compiled.
returning  officer of the electoral district, and such returning officer,
after having received the lists of the electors for the whole of such
electoral district, shall forthwith  cause  a general alphabetical roll of
the electors of the whole electoral district, numbered in regular arith-
metical order and duly certified by him, to be made out and fairly
printed with as little delay as possible, by the Government Printer, or
at some convenient printing office.
A sufficient number of copies of such rolls shall be printed,
and, if the roll is not printed by the Government Printer, twenty copies
shall be sent forthwith to the Government Printer.
When more than one place is appointed for holding Registration
Courts for an electoral district, the names of the electors for each
division shall be placed together in alphabetical order so as to form a
distinct portion of the roll, and each such portion shall be designated
by the name assigned to that division, and the numbering in regular
arithmetical order hereinbefore prescribed shall be preserved
throughout such roll.
Such roll shall be called the 11 Annual Electoral Roll," and shall
be in the following form TE
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THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF
Annual Electoral  Roll  of persons qualified to vote for the election of members
of the Legislative Assembly in the year , for the Electoral District of
,  for which I am Returning Officer.
Dated this  day of 18
(Signed) A.B.
Returning Officer for
No.
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Situation of Residence or
Qualification . Property  in respect  of which
Quali fication arises. Polling District.
BEnNLEI GH DIvISIoN.
1 Adams, James residence Beenleigh
2 Barker, Alfred freehold Beenleigh Post office, Beenleigh
3 Cameron, John leasehold Loganholme
4 Daly, Thomas freehold Eight-mile Plains
5 Everett, Henry
&c.
residence
&c.
Tingalpa
&c.
Adsett, John
NERAN O  DIVISION.
residence Nerang
7 Baker, Edward leasehold Nerang
8 Childs, James freehold Coomera Court House,  Nerang
Dawson, William residence Southport
10 Evans, Henry
&c.
residence
&c.
Tallebudgera
&c.
And so forth according to the number of the divisions of the electoral
district.
• Quarterly Rolls-Claims.
Quarterly Registra• 28. On  the first Tuesday in the months of January, April, July,
tiou Court.
Notice of  sitting
to be given.
and October respectively in every year a Registration Court shall sit
at every place appointed for holding a Court for any District for the
purpose of adjudicating upon claims to registration on the electoral
list of such district, and every such Court shall be called a " Quarterly
Registration Court."
If at the time appointed for the sitting of the Court two justices
are not present, the electoral registrar shall adjourn the Court from
day to day: Provided that the October sittings of the Court shall not be
adjourned to any time later than the tenth day of that month.
29. Fourteen days' notice of the sitting of every Quarterly
Registration Court shall be given by the electoral registrar by adver-
tisement in some newspaper usually circulating in the district.
l i i t h him nga o ave s name inserted in anyRegistration  may 30. A person c
be claimed  by written electoral roll may deliver his claim or send it by post to the proper
application .
electoral registrar for the district in the roll for which he claims to have
his name inserted. The claim must be signed by the applicant with
his own hand, or, if he cannot write, his mark must be attested by a
justice. The claim must be in the following form or to the like effect,
and in it must be set forth sufficient facts to show that the claimant
is possessed of a qualification under this Act :
To the Electoral Registrar of the [ Division in the] Electoral District of
I hereby give you notice that I claim to have my name inserted in the Electoral
Roll for the Electoral District of , My' name and qualification  being as
hereunder stated. And I hereby declare that I am possessed of such qualification and
am of the t ull age of 21 years and upwards.
Christian Name and
Surname, and whether
natural born or naturalised
subject ,  stating in the
latter case the date of
naturalisation.
Residence
(specifying if in a
town the name of
the street).
Qualification.
Length  of residence,if qualification
is residence  ;  or, where
property  is situated ,  its value,
and how long held ,  or to be held,
if qualification  is property.
Dated this day of , 188 .
(Signed) A.B.
The
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The fourth column of the claim shall be filled up in such one
of the following forms  as is  applicable or to the like effect :-
(a)  Residence for six months at  [describing the situation and number of the
portion or allotment  (if any)] ;
(b)  Possession for six months of a  fr eehold estate at  [describing situation as
above directed],  of the clear value of one hundred pounds above all
encumbrances ;
(r) Householde r  at  [describing situation as above directed]  for six months, the
house being of the clear  annual value  of ten pounds ;
(d)  Holder of a leasehold at  [describing  situation  as above directed],  of the
annual value of ten pounds, the lease of which has eighteen months to run ;
(e) Holder  for eighteen months of a leasehold at  [describing situation as above
directed ],  of the annual value of ten  Pounds;
(f) Holder  for six months of a  license from the Government to departure
lands at  [describing  situation  as  above  directed].
And the situation of the property, if any, in respect of which regis-
tration is claimed, shall be specified in such a manner as to enable it
to be clearly identified.
31. The clerk of petty sessions shall  produce every Such Claim to be pro lur.d
claim at the next following sitting of the Quarterly Registration at nett court.
Court.
The declaration contained in any claim shall be taken as  primd
facie  evidence of the qualification  claimed.
When any claim is rejected by the Court the chairman shall
endorse on it the cause of rejection, and the electoral registrar shall
forthwith transmit by post or otherwise to the  person from  whom the
claim was received a notice specifying the cause of rejection.
32. Any person entitled to have his name inserted in an oral application.
electoral roll may personally appear before a Quarterly Registration
Court, and may there make his claim and prove his qualification orally
before the Court.
33. The name of every person whose Claim shows to the Names to be  entered
satisfaction of the Court that he is qualified to be registered  as an in RegistRr.
elector, or who proves his qualification orally before the Court, shall
be then and there entered and registered in the form following, in
a book to be kept by the electoral registrar, and called the Electoral
Register Book" :-
Electoral Register Book for the [ Division of the ]  Electoral District of
List of Names of Persons who have  claimed to  be registered as Electors this
day of 18 .
Situation of Property in
Christian  Name and Surname. Residence.  Qualification .  respect of which qualication
arises.
And every name so entered shall be initialled by the chairman of the
Court. When the Registration Court is held for more than one
district  a separate  register must be kept for each district.
34. After the holding of every Quarterly Registration Court Quarterly electoral
the electoral registrar shall forthwith make out, a correct list to be list to  be compiled
called the " Quarterly Electoral List" of all the names registered atand  exhibited.
such Court in a form similar to that hereinbefore provided in
the case of the annual electoral list, and shall, not later than
fourteen
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fourteen days after the sitting of the Court in the months of January,
April, and July respectively, cause a copy of such list to be published
once at least in some newspaper circulating in the district, and also
expose to public view one copy of such list at every court-house in
the district and at such post-offices and other places as the Minister
may direct, and such list shall remain so exposed until the holding of
the next subsequent Registration Court.
Any person shall be entitled to peruse at all reasonable hours,
except on Sundays, without payment of any fee, any claim sent in by
any person whose name appears in any such quarterly list.
objections. 35. Objections may be made against any person whose name
is inserted in a quarterly list. Every such objection must be sent
to the electoral registrar and to the person objected to, at his address,
as inserted in such list, fourteen days before the day appointed for
holding the next subsequent Court, and may be made by the same
persons, and in the same form and subject to the same conditions, as
hereinbefore prescribed with respect to objections against persons
whose  names  are inserted in the annual list.
Registration  Court  to 36 . The Registration Courts held in the months of April, July,
revise  quarterly lists.
and October respectively shall revise the lists of names registered at
the last preceding Quarterly Registration Court for the district, and
in so doing shall be governed by the provisions hereinbefore contained
with respect to the annual Court so far as the same are applicable.
Provided that no person whose name appears on any electoral
roll already in force in a district shall be retained  as an  elector in any
revised quarterly list for the district.
Quarterly electoral 37. The electoral registrar shall forthwith deliver the list soW1"• revised to the returning officer of the district, and such returning
officer shall, without delay, cause to be made out and fairly printed
from such list or lists a general alphabetical roll, in the form herein-
before prescribed with respect to the annual roll, except that such roll
shall be called a " Quarterly Electoral Roll."
The numbering of the  names  in regular arithmetical order as
hereinbefore prescribed, shall be continued throughout the Quarterly
Electoral Rolls so that the number set against the first name appearing
upon any Quarterly Roll shall be the number immediately succeeding
that which  is set against  the last name appearing on the Annual Roll
or last preceding Quarterly Roll, as the case may be.
Costs.
Vosts in certain 38. If in any  case  it appears to a Registration Court that
s. any person has made or attempted to sustain any groundless or
frivolous and vexatious claim or objection, the Court may order
the payment by such person of the costs or of any part of the costs
incurred by any person in resisting such claim or objection. And in
every such case the Court shall make an order in writing specifying
the sum to be paid, and by and to whom and when and where the
same shall be paid, and in any such case the sum of five shillings
deposited with any objection may be ordered to be applied in payment
of such costs ; but if any objection made is sustained, or no order
for costs is made, the sum of five shillings so deposited shall be
returned to the objector.
Costs  may be  39. If the costs ordered to be paid by any objector exceed the
reeoveiea . amount deposited by him, and if any further sum of money so ordered
to be paid by any person is not paid according to the terms of the
order, the same may be recovered by distress and sale of the goods and
c iattels of the person so  making default.  ,Doll.
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Roll.
40. The annual roll, compiled as aforesaid, shall be the roll of Duration  of rolls,  and
electors entitled to vote in the district at all elections held between wbat  roll to be usedif new one incom-
the first day of January inclusive in the year succeeding that in which plete.
the roll was or ought to have been compiled, and the thirty-first day
of December in the same year, and shall, except as by this section is
provided, be, during that period, conclusive evidence of the title of
every person therein named to vote.
Every quarterly electoral roll shall be deemed an addition to
the annual electoral roll, and shall, in like manner and except as afore-
said, be conclusive evidence of the title of each person therein named
to vote during the then current year.
Provided as follows :-
(1) Any person whose  name is on a  roll at the time of an
election, and who is then subject to any of the disqualifi-
cations enumerated in Part II. of this Act, shall be
disqualified from voting ;
(2) No person whose name is entered on a roll in respect  of Residence  qualifica-the qualification of residence shall be entitled to vote intion must continue to
within nine months
respect of that qualification at any election for such of election.
district  unless at some  time- -within-- nine  months before
the election he has been actually and  bond fide  resident
therein for a period of one.  month ;
(3) No police magistrate or clerk of petty  sessions shall,
while he holds such office, be entitled to vote at any
election ,  except to give  a casting  vote as  returning
officer.
41. If in any year the roll for an electoral district is not Old rolls to continue
regularly made out or is not perfected, the roll or rolls for the pre- to pleteolls
ceding year shall, wholly or in part as the  case  may require, be used
as the roll or rolls for another year.
42. The returning officer for every electoral district shall  Returning officer to
deliver a copy of the roll or rolls for such district to all persons apply- give copies of rolls.
ing for the same on payment of a reasonable price for each copy.
43. No electoral o l shall be invalidated by reason ly that provision against
it has been compiled either wholly or in part from any list or lists formal objections.
which has not been exposed, posted up, printed, kept, or published in
the place or manner, or for the time herein required for such purposes
respectively, nor for any defect therein in form only.
PART IV.-RETURNING  AND PRESIDING OFFICERS -NOMINATION,
POLLING, AND CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS GENERALLY.
Returning Officers.
44. The Governor in Council may appoint, by commission  Returning officers
under his hand and seal, a fit person to be returning officer for  eachfor electoral distriots,
electoral district, such person being at the time of his appointment
registered as an  elector of the electoral district for which he  is to act.
Every such appointment shall be notified in the  Gazette.
In case of sickness or other  cause  preventing .any returning
officer  from acting at any election, the Governor in Council may
appoint  some person go qual ified to act as deputy  returning officer
in stud. A& EVWF
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Returning officers
and other officers to
make declaration.
?olli ag places.
Writs directed to
returning  officers.
45. Every person appointed a returning officer, presiding officer,
or poll clerk under this Act, shall, before he enters on the duties of
such office, make and subscribe a solemn declaration before some
justice in the following form:
I, A.B., do hereby declare that I accept the office of Returning Officer  [or
Presiding Officer at  , or  Poll Clerk,  as the case may be]  for the Electoral
District of , and I do hereby promise and declare that I will faithfully
perform the duties of my office to the best of my understanding and ability, and that I
will not attempt to improperly ascertain or discover, or by any word or action directly or
indirectly aid in discovering, the person for whom any vote is given. And that I will
keep secret all knowledge of the person for whom any elector has voted which I may
obtain in the exercise  of my office,  unless in answer  to any question which I am legally
bound to answer.
Declared before me this A.B.
day of 18
C.D.,
J.P.
And such justice shall transmit the declaration so made by the
first convenient opportunity to the Colonial Secretary.
46. The Governor in Council may from time to time appoint
places for taking the poll for any electoral district, and every place so
appointed shall be notified in the  Gazette.
Provided that no such appointment shall be valid unless such
notification is so published three clear days before the day of nomina-
tion for the election.
Writs.
47. Writs for the election of members to serve in the Assembly
shall be directed to the returning officer of the respective electoral
districts, and in every such writ shall be named the day and place of
nomination for the election, the day for taking the poll at the several
polling places in the event of the election being; contested, and the day
on which the writ is returnable to the Governor or Speaker as the
.'ase may be.
Writs shall be in the following form or to the like effect :-
Victoria, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, &c., &c.
T.s the Returning Officer of the Electoral District of
GREETING :
We command you that you proceed according to law to the election of
Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland for the said district. And
we do hereby appoint the day of in the year of our Lord
to be the day and to be the place of nomination of candidates at the said election
And we do further command you that in the event of the said election being contested
the poll shall be taken on the day of at the several polling places duly
appointed for the said Electoral District. And that you do endorse hereon the name of
the person elected and the date of election, and do return this our writ so endorsed
to the Governor of our Colony of Queensland  [or  the Speaker of the said Legislative
Assembly] at Brisbane not later than the day of
Witness His Excellency , the Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of Our said Colony  [or  The Honourable
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Our
said Colony, as  the case may be],  at , the day
of 188 , in the year of our reign.
Governor [or Speaker].
Nomination and
polling days to be
publicly notified.
48. Th- returning officer shall endorse upon the writ so
directed to him the day on which he receives it, and shall forthwith
give public notice of the day and place of nomination, and of the day
of polling mentioned in the writ, and of the several polling places, and of
a convenient house or place within the Electoral District, to be named
by
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by the returning officer, as the place of nomination at which he will be
present between the hours of four and six o'clock after noon on the
day preceding the day of nomination for the purpose of receiving the
nomination papers of candidates, and shall also as soon as possible give
public notice of any polling place appointed after the issue of the writ.
Provided that a nomination paper may be received by the
returning officer at any time or place before the said hour of four
o'clock.
Nomination.
49. In order that any person may be or become a candidate at How person uaa
an election, he shall be nominated by not less than six persons entitled become candidate.
to vote at such election, in manner following, that is to say,-Before
six o'clock after noon of the day preceding the day of nomination
named in the writ, there shall be delivered to the returning officer, who
shall if required give a receipt for the same, a nomination paper
naming such person as a candidate at such election and signed by
the persons nominating him in the following form
We,the undersigned electors of the Electoral District of , do hereby Form of  nomination
nominate  [state christian name and  surname],  of  [state residence
and occupation],  for the office of member of the Legislative Assembly for the said district,
in pursuance of a writ of election issued the day of 18
Dated this day of 188 .
[Here are to, follow the signatures.]
And such person or some person on his behalf shall, at the time
of the delivery of such nomination paper, pay to the returning officer
in sterling money or bank notes the sum of twenty pounds to be dealt
with as hereinafter provided, and no person who is not so nominated,
or by or for whom or on whose behalf such payment is not made,
shall be, or be deemed to be, a candidate at the election.
50. Immediately on the receipt of a nomination paper it Copy nomination
shall be the duty of the returning officer to post a copy thereof outside paper to be posted.
the nearest police office, or, if there is no police office at the place of
nomination, then in some conspicuous place there.
51. Any person who has been adjudged insolvent, or has had Uncertificated insoi-
his affairs liquidated b arrangement under an Act passed or to be cent incapable ofy ny being  nominated or
passed relating to insolvency, shall be incapable of being nominated  or elected.
elected unless the adjudication or liquidation has been annulled or he
has obtained his certificate of discharge as an insolvent, or the creditors
who have proved their debts under the insolvency or in the liquidation
have been fully paid or satisfied.
52. If the number of persons who are duly nominated  as Result if only the
candidates at any election does not exceed the number of members number to  be elected
to be elected, the returning officer shall, at noon on the day of nominated.
nomination at the place named as aforesaid for the delivery of the
nomination papers, publicly declare such candidates to be duly elected,
and make his return accordingly.
53. If the number of persons who are duly nominated as what to be done if
candidates exceeds the number of members to be elected, then for more nominated than
deciding between such candidates a poll shall take place on the day to be elected.
named in the writ for that purpose at the several polling places
for the district, and the returning officer shall, at noon on the day and
at the place named as aforesaid for the delivery of the nomination
papers, publicly announce the names of the persons who have been
duly nop'.inated as candidates, and that a poll will be so taken, and
shall
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Retirement  of nomi-
nated candidate
before poll.
Witness --
C.D.
The returning officer, on the receipt of such notice, shall omit the
name of the person so retiring from the ballot papers to be used at
the election, or, if any of such papers have been printed, shall erase his
name therefrom.
The person so retiring shall not be capable of being elected at
the election, and if the number of candidates is by his retirement
reduced to the number of persons to be elected at the election, then
the returning officer shall forthwith declare the remaining candidates
or candidate to be duly elected as though the number of candidates
had not exceeded the number of members to be elected, and the
returning officer shall make known as publicly as possible, by adver-
tisement or otherwise, the fact of the retirement of such candidate.
shall  also forthwith publish the  like announcement in some newspaper
published in the district ,  or, if none such is published ,  then in the
newspaper published nearest to the district.
54. If any candidate is desirous of retiring from his candida-
ture he may ,  not later than two clear days after  the day  of nomination,
sign  and deliver to the  returning officer a notice in the following
form or to the like effect
To  the Returning  Officer of the Electoral District of
I, A.B., do hereby retire from being a candidate for election for the Electoral
District of at the ensuing election.
Dated this day of 18
(Signed) A.B.
Destination of money 55. When a poll takes place as hereinafter provided, the
paid  on nomination . moneys paid-to the returning officer as aforesaid by all such candidates
as shall not afterwards receive at the poll a number of votes equal at
least to one-fifth part of the votes received by the successful candidate
if there is only one, or by such one of the successful candidates
if there are more than one as received the smallest number of votes,
shall be forfeited to Her Majesty, and be paid over by the returning
officer to the Colonial Treasurer, and shall form part of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund.
And after every election the returning officer shall pay to each
of the candidates who has retired from his candidature under the
provisions hereinhefore contained, or who has been returned without a
poll, or who has received a number of votes equal at least to such
fifth part whether he is declared elected or not, all moneys so paid by
or for him.
Poll.
Booths to be erected. 56. For taking the poll at an election, the returning officer
shall cause booths to be erected or rooms to be hired and used as such
booths in one place at each polling place as occasion may require.
Returning cfficer to 57. The returning officer of each electoral district shall preside
provide presiding at one polling place within or belonging to his district, and shall by
writing und.. r his hand appoint presiding officers to take the poll at
the other polling places, and shall supply a copy of the roll certified
by him under his hand to each presiding officer.
1 he returning officer, and each presiding officer with the
approval of the returning officer, may in like manner appoint one or
more persons to be a poll clerk or poll clerks  to assist  him in taking
the pill.
In
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In case any returning officer or other presiding officer is
prevented from attendance by illness or other sufficient cause, he may
appoint by writing under his hand a substitute to act for him, who
shall have full power and authority to do all things required by this
Act to be done by his principal, but at his polling place only.
If by reason of the absence of the presiding officer the poll
is not taken at any polling place, the election shall not be therefore
void, but it shall be lawful for the returning officer to appoint another
day not later than thirty days from the day named in the writ for
taking the poll at such polling place, of which appointment due
notice shall be publicly given, and the poll shall be taken accordingly
and be deemed to have been taken on the day first appointed.
Absence of  returning
officer or presiding
officer or substitute
not to invalidate
election.
58. Forthwith after a poll stands appointed for any election, Ballot papers to be
the returning officer shall cause to be printed or written ballot papers printed and
containing the candidates' names in alphabetical order and nothing
furnished.
else, according to the following form-
John Doe
Richard Roe
James Smith
Henry Thompson
and shall supply to the presiding officer of each polling place so many
of such ballot papers as shall be fully equal to the number of electors
likely to vote at such polling place, and shall keep for himself a like
sufficient number for the polling place at which he is to preside.
If two candidates have the same Christian name and surname,
the residence and description of each candidate shall be added to his
name on the ballot paper.
59. At every booth or polling place there shall be one or more Returning officer to
compartment or compartments provided with all necessary materials provide a ballot
for the purpose of enabling the electors to mark the ballot papers as room.
hereinafter provided, and in such booth or polling place no person shall
be entitled to be present other than the presiding officer, the poll clerk,
the candidates and the scrutineers of the several candidates to be
appointed as hereinafter provided, and the electors who for the time
are voting.
The presiding officer or poll clerk may summon to his
assistance in such booth or polling place any member of the
police force for the purpose of preserving the public peace or
preventing any breach thereof, and for removing out of such booth or
polling place any person who in his opinion is obstructing the polling
or wilfully violating any of the provisions of this Act.
60. The `presiding officer shall provide a locked box, of which Presiding officer to
he shall keep the key, with a cleft or opening in such box capable of pro
P
lot box
and
receiving the ballot paper folded as hereinafter mentioned, which box
shall be opened to be inspected by the poll clerks, candidates, and
scrutineers previously to its being locked for receiving the ballot
papers, and such box shall stand upon the table at which the presiding
officer presides.
156 61, At
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Proceedings at the  61. At every poll the voting shall  commence  at eight o'clock
Poll. in the forenoon, and shall finally close at four o'clock in the after-
noon of the  same  day, unless adjourned as hereinafter provided by
reason  of riot or other interruption : Provided that the Governor in
Council may direct that the voting shall in any electoral district, or
at any polling place  or places in an  electoral district, terminate at any
hour later than four o'clock, but not  later  than  six o'clock in the after-
noon, and in  any such case the voting  shall terminate at the time so
directed accordingly.
Appointment of
ecrutineers.j
Questions to voters
Polling districts.
to any question which I am legally bound to answer.
Declared before me this
day  of 18
C.D.
Returning  officer or presiding officer.
62. Each candidate may, by writing under his hand, appoint
one person to be his scrutineer at each booth or polling place at the
election, and every person so appointed scrutineer shall upon his
appointment make and subscribe a solemn declaration in the presence
of the presiding officer in the form following :-
I, A.B., a scrutineer appointed by , a candidate for election in
and for the electoral district of , do hereby solemnly declare that I will
faithfully assist at such election, and that I will not attempt to improperly discover
or by any word or action directly or indirectly aid in discovering the person for whom
any vote is given ; and that I will keep secret all knowledge of the person for whom
any elector has voted, which I may obtain in the exercise of my office, unless in answer
A.B.
63. The presiding officer may if he thinks fit, and shall if re-
quired by any candidate or scrutineer, put to any person claiming to
be an elector, before he votes and not afterwards, the following questions
or either of them, that is to say-
First. Are you the same person whose name appears as (A.B.
number-) in the roll in force for this electoral dis-
trict ?
Second. Have you already voted, either here or elsewhere at
the present election for this electoral district ?
Third. Are you disqualified from voting ?
And if such person claims to be an elector and to vote in
respect of the qualification of residence, the following additional
questions, that is to say-
Fourth. Have you been within the last nine months  bond fide
resident for a period of one month within this electoral
district ?
Fifth. Where was your residence ?
64. For the purposes of any election the Governor in Council
may assign to any polling place or places appointed for any electoral
district a polling district embracing such portion of the electoral
district as the Governor in Council may appoint in that behalf, and
it shall be the duty of every returning officer to give public notice of
all such polling districts in like manner as of polling places.
After such notification of any polling district or districts, every
elector whose qualification arises or is situate within a polling
district so specified, or who has elected to vote within such polling
district as hereinbefore provided, must vote at some polling place
appointed
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appointed for the polling district within which his qualification arises
or is situate, or within which he has so elected to vote, or if he offers
to vote at a polling place other than one appointed for such polling
district must comply with the requirements of the next following
section.
No polling district shall be assigned after the issue of the writ
for any election.
65. When any such polling district has been assigned  as voting in polling
aforesaid, the following provisions shall have effect : districts.
(1) In addition to the questions to voters hereinbefore
authorised, the presiding officer may, if he thinks fit,
and shall if required by any candidate or scrutineer,
put to any elector, before he votes, the following
question-
Sixth. Do you reside or does your qualification arise
within the polling district assigned to this polling
place ?
(2) If such question is answered in the negative by an
elector who does not appear by the electoral roll to have
elected to vote within such polling district, then the
vote of such elector shall not be received at such polling
place unless he elects to record his vote in the same
manner as -a person unable to read, or a blind person,
may vote as hereinafter provided.
(3) The presiding officer receiving the vote of any elector as
in the last preceding sub-paragraph provided shall
thereupon write against the name of such elector in the
roll the words, 16 Voted openly for A.B.," naming the
candidate for whom such elector voted.
66. If upon the examination of the electoral rolls used by the  If elector votes in his
several presiding officers at an election it appears that any elector has P°ll'ngotherdistricdistrict and in
ant votes
voted at a polling place for which the polling district within which  openly, the open vote
his qualification arises or is situated is assigned, and also that the tobe rejecte
same elector has voted openly at another polling place not being one
for which such polling district is assigned, such open vote shall be
rejected by the returning officer, and shall not be taken into considera-
tion by him in ascertaining, as hereinafter provided, the number of
votes recorded for each candidate at the election.
67. The provisions of the three last preceding sections shall Provisions of last
not apply to any elector who is entitled to vote in respect of the apply  tions nnot o
qualification of residence arising within a proclaimed goldfield forming residing on gold-
part of the electoral district. But such elector shall be entitled to
vote at any polling place situate within the electoral district.
68. No person required to answer the questions hereinbefore  consequence of
prescribed, or any of them, shall be permitted to vote until  he has answers.
answered the same in writing, signed by him, to the satisfaction of the
presiding officer, and in such a manner as to show that he is entitled
to vote, and at that polling place, nor unless he answers the first and
fourth of such questions in the affirmative.
Any person required to answer the fifth of such questions
shall do so with particularity, and in such a manner as to clearly
indicate the locality of his residence.
69. The
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Declaration  against  69. The presiding 'officer may if he thinks fit, and shall if
bribery. called upon so to do by any candidate or scrutineer, require any person
claiming to vote to make a solemn declaration against bribery in the
form following-
I [A.B.] do solemnly declare that I have not received or had, by myself or any
person whatsoever in trust for me or for my use and benefit or for the use and benefit
of any member of my family or kindred or any friend or dependent, directly or indirectly,
any sum or  sums  of money, office, place of emolument, gift, or reward, or any promise or
security for any money, office, employment, gift, or reward, by way of consideration,
either expressed, implied, or understood, for giving my vote at this election.
and any person refusing to take the said declaration shall not be
entitled to vote.
No other question of 70. No elector shall at any election be required to answer any
declaration necessary . questions or to take any oath, affirmation, or declaration, except as here-
in provided. And no person claiming to vote at any election shall be
excluded from voting thereat except by reason of its appearing to the
presiding officer, upon putting the questions hereinbefore prescribed or
any of them, that he is not the person whose name appears on the roll,
or that lie has previously voted at the same election, or that lie is other-
wise not entitled to vote under this Act, or except by reason of such
person refusing to answer any of such questions or to make such
declaration.
Ballot papers to  be
given to electors.
To be first  initialled
by presiding officer,
and marked with
elector 's number on
the roll.
And number to be
concealed,
71. When an elector has satisfied the presiding officer that he
is entitled to vote at the election the presiding officer shall deliver to
him a ballot paper.
Before delivery of the ballot paper to the elector the presiding
officer shall mark the same on the face thereof with his initials in ink
or pencil, and shall also write upon the back of the left hand upper
corner of the ballot paper in ink or pencil the number set against the
name of the elector in the electoral roll.
The, presiding officer shall then, and before delivery of the
ballot paper to the elector, fold down the corner of the paper so as to
entirely conceal the number so written, and shall securely fasten the
fold with gum or otherwise in such a manner that the number cannot
be discovered without unfastening the fold.
Elector ' s name to be 72. Upon delivery of the ballot paper to the elector, the
marked on roll.
Mode of voting.
presiding officer or poll clerk shall, upon the copy of the electoral roll
in use  by him, or, in the case of a presiding officer other than the
returning officer, upon the certified copy of the roll supplied to him
by the returning officer, make a mark against the name, of the elector.
The mark  so made on  the roll shall  be .primd facie  evidence of
the identity of the person to whom the ballot paper is delivered with
the elector-  whose name is so marked  on. the ro ll, and of the fact that
such elector voted at the election.
The number marked upon the back of the ballot paper shall,
upon a scrutiny, be conclusive evidence that such ballot paper was
delivered to and used by the person who claimed to vote as the person
against whose  name  such number is set in the electoral roll.
73. The elector having received a ballot paper shall, in one
of the compartments or ballot  rooms  provided for the purpose, strike
out from his ballot paper the names of such candidates as he does not
intend to vote for, and shall make no other mark or writing thereon,
and shall forthwith fold up the paper in such manner as will conceal
the
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the names of the candidates, and deposit it in the ballot box in the
presence of the presiding officer. Provided that while an elector is
in a compartment, preparing hisballot paper, no other person shall
be allowed in such compartment. Provided, nevertheless, that in case
any elector is unable to read, or is blind, he shall signify the fact to
the presiding officer, who shall thereupon, in the booth or polling
place, and in the presence and sight of the poll clerks, candidates,
and scrutineers, strike out the  names  of the candidate or candidates
other than the candidate or candidates for whom the elector says that
he desires to vote.
No elector shall take out of the booth or polling place any
oallot paper either before or after the  same  has been -so marked.
Any elector wilfully infringing any of the provisions f this
section, or obstructing the polling  by any  unnecessary  delay in
performing any act within the ballot room, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanour.
74. If at any booth or polling place a ballot paper has been Duty of returning
delivered to any person who has claimed to vote as an elector, and officer when a second
votr is tendered for
afterwards another person claims to vote at such booth or Tolling one Heine.
place as being the person in whose  name  such first-mentioned ' person
received the ballot paper, the presiding officer shall put to the:.person
so secondly claiming to -vote the prescribed questions, and such. person
and such ballot paper shall be dealt with in all respects in the same
manner as any other person claiming to vote, but his ballot paper
shall not be deposited in the ballot box or allowed by the presiding
officer, but shall be set aside for separate custody.
Every such ballot paper shall be dealt with as hereinafter
provided, and may be allowed and counted by order of, the Elections
Tribunal on a scrutiny, but not other wise . A" -& I d
75. An elector may vote for any number of candidates not Elector may vote for
exceeding the number of members then to be elected. number of members
'to be elected or any
less number.
76. Every ballot paper which- -For what causesballot
ec ed
per to be(1) Does not bear the initials of the presiding officer,  or re
(2) Does not appear to have the elector' s number  Written
upon the back of it by the presiding officer as hereln•
before provided, or
(3) Has such number torn off, or
(4) Contains  a greater  number of names of candidates not
struck out than the number of members to be elected, or(5) Has  upon it any mark or writing not by this Act
authorised to be pat thereon,
shall be rejected at the close of the poll.
77. If the proceedings at any election are interrupted Or Proceedings  in case of
obstructed by any riot or open violence, the presiding officer shall not riot or violence.
for such cause finally close the poll, but shall adjourn the poll at : the
particular polling place at which the interruption or obstruction
happens, to the following day, and if necessary shall further adjourn
such poll from day to day until the interruption or obstruction
has ceased, when the presiding officer shall again proceed with the
business of taking the poll at the place at which it was so interrupted
or obstructed. And any day whereto the poll is so finally adjourned
shall, as to such place, be reckoned the day of polling at such election
within the meaning of this Act. Provided
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Power of presiding
officer.
Presiding officer to
seal and forward
ballot papers to
returning officer.
Returning officerto
examine and count
votes at his poll ing
place and then seal
up the same.
Provided that no adjournment shall be made to any day beyond
that named as the return day in the writ, and if the election has not
been completed by that day the returning officer shall specially return
that fact. And when any poll has been so adjourned by any presiding
officer other than the returning officer he shall ' forthwith give notice
of such adjournment to the returning officer, who shall not finally
declare the state of the poll or the name or names of the member or
members chosen until the poll has been finally closed and the ballot
papers have been examined and counted by him as hereinafter provided.
78. Every presiding officer shall have power and authority to
maintain and enforce order and keep the peace at any election held by
or before him, and shall cause to be arrested and taken before a justice
of the peace any person who is reasonably suspected of personation as
hereinafter defined, or who causes a disturbance.
PART V.-DECLARATION  OF THE  RESULT AND RETURN OF WRITS
OF ELECTION.
79. Every presiding officer other than the returning officer
shall, at the close of the* poll, in the presence of the poll clerk, if
any, and of such of the candidates and scrutineers as may attend,
examine and count the number of votes received for each candidate
at the polling place at which he presided, and shall make out a
written statement, signed by himself and countersigned by his poll
clerk, if any, and any scrutineers who are present and consent
to sign the same, containing the numbers in words as well as figures
of the votes received for each candidate so counted as aforesaid ; and
after making out and signing such statement shall make up in one
parcel all the ballot papers together with the roll supplied to him by the
returning officer (which shall be signed by him and the poll clerk, if
any) and all books and papers used by him during the polling, and in
another parcel all ballot papers set aside for separate custody as afore-
said, and shall seal up suchparcels and permitthe same to be sealed by the
scrutineers present if they so desire, and shall with the least possible
delay deliver such parcels and statement or cause them to be delivered to
the returning officer ; and shall, by the next practicable opportunity
thereafter, also transmit a duplicate of such statement, signed and
countersigned as aforesaid.
80. Every returning officer shall, at the close of the poll, in the
presence of his poll clerk, if any, and of such of the candidates and
scrutineers as may attend, examine and count the number of votes
received for each candidate at his own polling place, and shall make
out a written statement, signed by himself and countersigned by his
poll clerk, if any, and by any scrutineers who are present and
consent to sign the same, containing the numbers in words and
figures of the votes received for each candidate so counted as afore-
said ; and after making out and signing such statement shall make up
in one parcel all the ballot papers, rolls, books, and papers kept and used
by him during the polling, and in another parcel all ballot papers set
aside for separate custody as aforesaid, and shall seal up such parcels
and permit the same to be sealed by the scrutineers present if they so
desire ; and shall-endorse the same when so sealed with a description
of the contents thereof, and with the name of the electoral district
and polling place, and the date of polling, and sign such endorsement
with his name. 81. As
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81. As soon as possible after the returning officer has received Returning officer to
from the several officers the sealed parcels so transmitted open sealed parcelspresiding transmitted by
to him, containing the ballot papers taken at the polling places at presiding officers and
which such officers respectively resided, and the several count the votes, afterpresiding p which each',  parcel to
statements of the numbers of votes so transmitted by them, he be re-sealed.
shall from his own and such other statements ascertain the gross
number of votes for each candidate ,  and shall also ,  in the presence of
his poll clerk  (if any )  and of such candidates and scrutineers as may
attend, open such sealed parcels, and examine and count the number
of votes for each candidate at each polling place ; and after having
counted the same shall make up in separate parcels the ballot papers,
rolls, books ,  and papers received from each presiding officer in like
manner as hereinbefore required concerning the ballot papers, rolls,
books ,  and papers kept and used by him at his own polling place, and
shall seal up, and also permit to be sealed up by the scrutineers, and
shall endorse in like manner as aforesaid ,  the said several parcels, and
deal with the same as hereinafter provided.
The returning officer shall also make out in respect of each
poll ing place a like written statement ,  signed and countersigned as
hereinbefore required, concerning his own polling place.
The returning officer shall also examine the rolls which have
been used and marked by himself and the presiding officers at the
several polling places ,  and ascertain whether any electors appear to
have voted at more than one polling place, and shall make out a list
showing the names and numbers of all electors who appear to have so
voted at more than one polling place, and shall forward a copy thereof
to each of the candidates and shall enclose the original list in the
sealed packet to be made up by him as hereinafter provided.
No returning officer shall  open or examine any sealed packet
in the joint absence of any candidate and his scrutineer unless he has
given twenty -four hours '  previous notice in writing to such candidate,
or to his scrutineer ,  of his intention to open and examine the same.
82. The returning officer,  as. soon as possible after he has Declaration f poll.
examined and counted all the ballot papers taken at the different poll-
ing places and ascertained the gross number of votes received for each
candidate, shall then at the place of nomination openly declare the
general state of the poll so ascertained ,  and shall at the same time and
place declare the name or names of the person or persons elected.
In the event of the number of votes for any two or more
candidates being found to be equal, he shall decide by his casting vote
which shall be elected.
No returning officer shall vote at any election for the electoral
district of which he is the returning officer except in the case of an
equality of votes.
83. The returning officer shall,  as soon as practicable after the Ballot papers to be
declaration of the p oll  at any election ,  enclose in one p acket the transmitted to theClerk of Assembly.
several sealed parcels so made up and sealed by him, and shall
seal up such packet and endorse the same with a description of
the several contents thereof, and the name of the electoral district
and the date of polling, and sign such endorsement with his name,
and shall forthwith transmit such sealed packet to the Clerk of the
Legislative Assembly, who shall safely keep the same for two years
after the receipt thereof.
In
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In case any question shall at any time arise touching the
votes alleged to have been given at any election, the ballot papers
contained in any such sealed packet shall be received in evidence as
proof of such votes in any court of justice or by the Elections
Tribunal upon production thereof, and of a certificate under the hand
of the Clerk of the Assembly that the same were transmitted to him
in due course by the returning officer of the electoral district to which
the same relate.
The Return.
Name of person 84. The name of every person elected and the date of his
elected to be endorsed
on writ. election shall be endorsed on the writ by the returning officer, and
the writ shall be by him returned to the Governor or Speaker, as the
case  may be, within the time  specified  therein.
Election not to be 8 5. ' o  election under this Act shall be liable to be questioned
questioned . by reason of any defect in the title, or any want of title, of any person
by or before whom such election is held, if such person really acted
at such election, nor by reason of any formal error or defect in any
declaration or other instrument, or in any publication made under
this Act or intended to be so made, nor by  reason of .any such publica-
tion being out of time.
Remedy for infor-  86. No election  for any electoral district shall be void in
malities in election consequence  solely of any delay in holding the election at the timeproceedings .
appointed, or in taking the poll, or in the return of the writ, or
in consequence of. any impediment of a merely formal nature. And
the Governor in Council may adopt such  measures  as may be
necessary  for removing  any obstacle of a merely formal nature by
which  the due course  of any election might be impeded.
Provided that the validity of the election and the measures so
taken shall be forthwith declared by the Governor in Council by
proclamation.
'Expenses. 87. All expenses which a returning officer necessarily incurs
in and  about an election under the provisions of this Act shall be
defrayed out of such moneys as shall be appropriated by Parliament
for that purpose.
PART VI.-CORRIIPT AND ILLEGAL  PRACTICES.
Treating.
Treating defined. 88. (1) Every person who corruptly, by himself or by any
other person, either before, during, or after an election,
directly or indirectly gives or provides, or pays wholly
or in part the expense of giving or providing, any meat,
drink, entertainment, lodging, or provision to or for any
person , for the purpose of corruptly influencing that
person or  any other person to give or refrain from giving
his vote at the election, or on account of such person
or any other person having voted or refrained from
voting, or being about to vote or refrain from voting
at such election ; and
(2) Every elector who corruptly accepts or takes any such
meat, drink, entertainment, lodging, or provision ;
shall be deemed guilty of treating.
Undue
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Undue Influence.
89. (1) Every person who directly or indirectly, by himself Undue influence
or by any other person on his behalf, makes use of or defined.
threatens to make use of any force, violence, or re-
straint, or inflicts or threatens to inflict, by himself or by
any other person, any temporal or spiritual injury,
damage, harm, or loss upon or against, or does or
threatens to do any detriment to, any person in order to
induce or compel such person to vote or refrain from
voting, or on account of such person having voted or
refrained from voting at any election ; and
(2) Every person who by abduction, duress, or any fraudulent
device or contrivance impedes or prevents the free
exercise of the franchise of any elector, or thereby
compels, induces, or prevails upon any elector either to
give or to refrain from giving his vote at any election ;
shall be deemed guilty of undue influence.
Bribery.
90. (1) Every person who directly or indirectly, himself or by Bribery defined.
his. agent, gives, lends, or agrees to give or lend, or
offers, promises, or promises to procure or to endeavour
to procure, any money or valuable consideration to or
for any elector, or to or for any person on behalf of any
elector, or to or for any other person in order to induce
any elector to vote or refrain from voting, or corruptly
does any such act as aforesaid on account of such
elector having voted or refrained from voting at any
election ;
(2) Every person who directly or indirectly, himself or
by his agent, gives, lends, or agrees to give or lend, or
offers, promises, or promises to procure or to endeavour
to procure, any money or valuable consideration to or
for any elector, or to or for any person on behalf of any
elector, or to or for any other person for acting or joining
in any procession before or during any election ;
(3) Every person who directly or indirectly, himself or by
his agent, gives or procures, or agrees to give or pro-
cure, or offers, promises, or promises to procure or to
endeavour to procure, any office, place, or employment,
or any profit, advancement, or enrichment to or for
any elector, or to or for any person on behalf of any
elector, or to or for any other person in order to induce
such elector to vote or refrain from voting, or corruptly
does any such act as aforesaid on account of any elector
having voted or refrained from voting at any election ;
(4) Every person who directly or indirectly, himself or by
his agent, makes any such gift, loan, offer, promise,
procurement, or agreement as aforesaid to or for any
person, in order to induce such person to procure or
endeavour to procure the return of any person to serve
in Parliament, or the vote of any elector at any election ;
(5) Every person who, upon or in consequence of any such
gift, loan, offer, promises, procurement, or agreement,
procures or engages, promises, or endeavours to procure,
the return of any person to serve in Parliament, or the
vote of any elector at any election ;
(6) Every
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(6) Every person who advances or pays, or causes to be
paid, any money to or to the use of any other person
with the intent that such money or any part thereof
shall be expended in bribery at any election, or who
knowingly pays  or causes  to be paid any money to any
person in  discharge or repayment of any money wholly
or in part expended in bribery at any election : Pro-
vided always, that this enactment shall not extend or be
construed to extend to any money paid or agreed to be
paid for or on account of any lawful expenses  bond fide
incurred at or concerning any election ;
(7) Every elector who, before or during any election, directly
or indirectly, himself or by his agent, receives,  agrees,
or contracts for any money, gift, loan, or valuable con-
sideration, office, place, or employment, for himself or
for any other person, for voting  or agreeing  to vote, or
for refraining  or agreeing  to refrain from voting at any
election ;
(8) Every person who, after any election, directly or
indirectly, himself or by his agent, receives any money
or valuable consideration on account of any person
having voted or refrained from voting, or having induced
any other person to vote or refrain from voting at any
election ;
(9) Every person who, either directly or indirectly, himself
or by his agent, corruptly conveys or transfers any
property, or pays any money, to any person for the
purpose of enabling him to be registered  as an elector,
thereby to  influence  his vote at any future election, and
every candidate or other person who either directly or
indirectly pays any money on behalf of any elector for
the purpose of inducing him to vote or refrain from
voting, and every person on whose behalf and with whose
privity any such conveyance, transfer, or payment as in
this section is mentioned  is made ; and
(10) Every candidate who, himself or by his agent, convenes
or holds any meeting of electors or of his committee in
any house licensed for the sale of fermented or spirituous
liquors ;
shall be deemed guilty of bribery.
Personation.
Personation defined . 91. Every person who, at an election, applies for a ballot
paper  in the name  of some other person, whether that name is that of
a person living or dead, or of a fictitious person, or who, having voted
once at any such election,  applies  at the same election for a ballot
paper in his  own name , shall be guilty of personation.
Consequence of Corrupt Practices.
Punishment of 92 . If upon the trial of an election petition the Elections
candidate found , on Tribunal reports that any corrupt practice other than treating or
election
guilty  personally of undue influence has been proved to have been committed in reference
corrupt practices . to such election by or with the knowledge and consent of any candi-
date at such election, or that the offence of treating or undue
influence has been proved to have been committed in reference to
such election by any candidate at such election, that candidate shall
not be capable of being elected to or sitting in the Legislative
Assembly for the period of three years, and if he has been elected
his election shall be void. (93.) If
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93. If upon the trial of an election petition in which a charge Punishment of
is made of any corrupt practice having been committed in reference to candidate found, onelection petition,
an election, the Elections Tribunal reports that a candidate at such guilty by agents of
election has been guilty by his agents of any corrupt practice in corrupt practices.
reference to such election, that candidate shall not be capable of
being elected to or sitting in the Legislative Assembly for such
electorate, during the Parliament for which the election was held,
and if he has been elected his election shall be void.
94. (1) A person who commits any corrupt practice other Punishment ofperson convicted on
than personation, or aiding, abetting, counselling, or procuring the in lictment of
commission of the offence of personation, shall be guilty of a misde- corrupt practices.
meanour, and on conviction shall be liable to be imprisoned, with or
without hard labour, for a term not exceeding one year, or to a fine of
any sum not exceeding two hundred pounds.
(2) A person who commits the offence of personation, or of
aiding, abetting, counselling, or procuring the commission of that
offence, shall be guilty of felony, and any person convicted thereof
shall be liable to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years
with hard labour.
(3) A person who is convicted of any corrupt practice shall,
in addition to any punishment hereinbefore provided, be incapable
during the period of three years from the date of his conviction-
(a) Of being registered as an elector or voting at any parlia-
mentary election in Queensland, or
(b) Of holding any judicial office ; and if he holds any such
office the office shall be vacated.
(4) Every person so convicted of a corrupt practice in reference
to an election shall also be incapable of being appointed to and sitting
in the Legislative Council, and of being elected to and of sitting in
the Legislative Assembly, during the three years next after the date of
his conviction, and if at that date he has been appointed to the
Legislative Council, or elected to the Legislative Assembly, his seat
shall be vacated from the time of such conviction.
Illegal Practices.
95. (1) If any person votes or induces or procures any person voting by prohibited
to vote at any election, knowing that he or such person is prohibited eons and publish-g of false state-
by this or any other Act from voting at such election, he shall be ments of withdrawal
guilty of an illegal practice. to be illegal.
(2) Any person who before or during an election knowingly
publishes a false statement of the withdrawal of a candidate at such
election for the purpose of promoting or procuring the election of
another candidate shall be guilty of an illegal practice.
(3) Provided that a candidate shall not be liable, nor shall his
election be avoided, for any illegal practice under this section
committed by his agent without his knowledge or consent.
96. A person guilty of an illegal practice, whether under the Punishment on
last preceding section or under the provisions hereinafter contained conviction of illegal,practice.
shall on summary conviction be liable to a fine not exceeding one
hundred pounds and be incapable during a period of two years from
the date of his conviction of being registered as an elector or voting
at any election held for the electorate in which the illegal practice
has been committed. War,
97. If
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Penalty for
connivance of
candidate at illegal
practice.
Providing of moneys
for illegal practice
or payment to be
illegal payment.
97. If upon the trial of an election petition the Elections
Tribunal reports that any illegal practice is proved to have been com-
mitted in reference to such election by or with the knowledge and
consent of any candidate at such election, that candidate shall not be
capable of being elected to or sitting in the Legislative Assembly for
that electorate for three years next after the date of the report, and if
he has been elected his election shall be void.
He shall further be subject to the same incapacities as if at the
date of the report he had been convicted of such illegal practice.
Illegal Payment and Siring.
98. Every person who knowingly provides money for any
payment which is contrary to the provisions of this Act, or for
replacing any money expended in any such payment, except where the
same is allowed in pursuance of this Act to be an exception, shall be
guilty of illegal payment.
Corrupt withdrawal 99. Every person who corruptly induces or procures any
from a candidature. other person to withdraw frond being a candidate at an election, in
consideration of any payment or promise of payment, and every person
who withdraws in pursuance of such inducement or procurement,
shall be guilty of illegal payment.
Name and address 100. Every bill, placard, or poster, having reference to an
of printer on election, shall bear upon the face thereof the name and address of theplacards.
printer and publisher thereof, and every person who prints, publishes,
or posts, or causes to be printed, published, or posted, any such bill,
placard, or poster as aforesaid, which fails to bear upon the face
thereof the name and address of the printer and publisher, shall, if he
is the candidate, or the agent of the candidate, be guilty of an illegal
practice, and if he is not the candidate, or the agent of a candidate,
shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding one
hundred pounds.
Use of committee
room in house for
sale of intoxicating
liquor or
refreshment, or in
State school, to be
illegal hiring.
101. It shall not be lawful to use-
(a) Any premises on which the sale by retail of any
intoxicating liquor is authorised by a license ;
(b) Any premises where any intoxicating liquor is sold, or is
supplied to members of a club, society, or association
other than a permanent political club ; or
(c) The premises of any State school or school in receipt of
aid from the Consolidated Revenue Fund ;
or any part of any such premises, as a committee room for the
purpose of promoting or procuring the election of a candidate at an
election.
Every person who-Hires or uses any such premises or any part hereof for
a committee room, or
Lets such premises or part, knowing that it was intended
to use the same as a committee room,
shall be guilty of illegal hiring.
Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to any part of
such premises which is ordinarily let for the purpose of chambers or
offices, or the holding of public meetings or of arbitrations, if such part
has a separate entrance and no direct communication ' ith any part of
the premises on which any intoxicating liquor or refreshment is sold
or supplied as aforesaid. 102. Without
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102. Without prejudice to the provisions hereinbefore contained Punishment of
as to the offence of bribery-
illegal  payment,
or luring.
(1) A person guilty of the offence of illegal payment,
or hiring, shall on summary conviction be liable to a
fine not exceeding one hundred pounds ;
(2) A candidate, or an agent of a candidate, who is per-
sonally guilty of an offence of illegal payment, or hiring,
shall be guilty of an illegal practice.
103. No action or suit shall be maintainable by any licensed Actions for liquor or
publican or any owner or keeper of any shop, booth, tent, or other place refreshment suppliedat elections not to be
of entertainment against any candidate or any agent of any such maintainable.
candidate, for any liquor, food, or refreshment of any kind, whether
for man or beast, supplied upon the credit of any such candidate or
agent during the progress of any election under this Act.
Excuse and Exception for Corrupt or Illegal Practice, or Illegal
Payment or Hiring.
104. When, upon the trial of an election petition, the Elec. Report exonerating
andidate  in certain
tions Tribunal reports that a candidate at such election has been guilty ccases of corrupt and
by his agents of the offence of treating and undue influence, and illegal practice by
illegal practice, or of any of such offences, in reference to such elec-
agents.
tion, and further reports that the candidate has proved-
(a)  That no corrupt or illegal practice was committed at such
election by the candidate himself and the offences men-
tioned in the said report were committed contrary to
the orders and without his sanction or connivance;
(b) That such candidate took all reasonable means for pre-
venting the  commission  of corrupt and illegal practice
at such election;
(c) That the offences mentioned in the report were of a
trivial, unimportant, and limited character ; and
(d) That in all other respects the election was free from any
corrupt or illegal practice on the part of the candidate,
then the election of such candidate shall not, by reason of the offences
mentioned in the report, be void, nor shall the candidate be subject
to any incapacity under this Act.
105. When it appears to the Elections Tribunal that any act or
omission  of a candidate at any election, pr of his agent or of any other
person, which would, by reason of being a payment, engagement, or
contract in contravention of this Act, or of otherwise  being in con-
travention of any of the provisions of this Act, be but for this section
an illegal-practice, payment, or hiring, arose from inadvertence or from
accidental  miscalculation or from some  other reasonable  cause  of a like
nature, and in any case did not  arise  from any want of good faith, and
under the  circumstances it seems to  the Elections Tribunal to be just
that the candidate and the agent and other  person, or  any of them,
should not be subject to any of the consequences under this Act of such
act or omission, the Elections Tribunal may make an order allowing
such act or  omission  to be an exception from the provisions of this Act
which would otherwise make the same an illegal practice, payment,
or hiring, and thereupon such candidate, agent, or person shall not be
subject to any of the consequences under this Act of the said act or
omission.
Power  of Elections
Tribunal to except
innocent act from
being  illegal
practice, &c.
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106. Every person guilty of a corrupt or illegal practice, or of
illegal payment or hiring at an election, is prohibited from voting at
such election, and if any such person votes his vote shall be void.
107. Every person who, in consequence of conviction or of the
report of the Elections Tribunal, has become, under this Act or under
any other Act for the time being in force relating to corrupt or illegal
practices, incapable of voting at any election, is prohibited from voting
at such election, and his vote shall be void, if any such person vote.
Limitation of Time for Prosecutions.
108. (1) A proceeding against a person in respect of the
offence of a corrupt or illegal practice, or any other offence against this
Part of this Act, shall be commenced within one year after the
offence was committed, or if it was committed in reference to an election
with respect to which a petition is tried by the Elections Tribunal, shall
be commenced within one year after the offence was committed,
or within three months after the report of the Elections Tribunal
is made, whichever period last expires, so that it be commenced
within two years after the offence was committed, and the time so
limited by this section shall, in the case of any proceeding before
justices for any such offence, be substituted for any limitation of
time contained in any other Acts.
(2) For the purposes of this section the issue of a summons,
warrant, writ, or other process shall, where the service or execution of
the same on or against the alleged offender is prevented by the
absconding or concealment or act of the alleged offender, be deemed to
be the commencement of a proceeding, but save as aforesaid the service
or execution of the same on or against the alleged offender, and not the
issue thereof, shall be deemed to be the commencement of the pro-
ceeding.
109. Any person charged with a corrupt practice may, if the
circumstances warrant such finding, be found guilty of an illegal
practice, which offence shall for that purpose be an indictable
offence, and any person charged with an illegal practice may be
found guilty of that offence, notwithstanding that the act con-
stituting the offence amounted to a corrupt practice, and a person
charged with illegal payment or hiring may be found guilty of that
offence, notwithstanding that the act constituting the offence amounted
to a corrupt or illegal practice.
Suspensory Provisions.
110. The provisions of this Part of the Act relating to the
Elections Tribunal and the incapacities and disabilities to become con-
sequent upon the report of that Tribunal in certain  cases  shall not
come  into operation until an Act has been passed dealing with the
constitution of the Elections Tribunal, and declaring that such pro-
visions shall come into operation.
The provisions of this Part of this Act shall not be taken to
repeal or otherwise affect the provisions of sections sixty-nine, seventy,
and seventy-one of  " The Elections Act of  1874."
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Evidence.
111. In any prosecution under this Act, whether on indictment Defendant and his
or summarily, the person prosecuted, and the husband or wife of such wife competenttent togive
person, shall be a competent witness for the defence.
112. In any prosecution under this Act, and in all proceedings Proof of writ of
in which it is material to prove any writ of election, it shall be suffi- election facilitated.
cient to produce a copy thereof certified by the Governor or Speaker,
and a copy shall be made and so certified simultaneously with or imme-
diately after the issue of any writ of election and shall be transmitted
to the returning officer with the writ directed to him.
113. The certificate of the returning officer at an election that Evidence of eleot ion.
the election mentioned in the certificate was duly held, and that any
person named in the certificate was a candidate at such election, shall,
in any judicial proceeding, be sufficient evidence of the facts therein
stated.
Indemnities.
114. (1) A person who is called as a witness respecting an Obligation  of witness
election before the Elections Tribunal shall not be excused from ce answer'  andcertificate of
answering any question relating to any offence at or connected with indemnity.
such election on the ground that the answer thereto may criminate or
tend to criminate himself or on the ground of privilege.
Provided that-
(a) A witness who answers truly all questions which he is
required by the Elections Tribunal to answer shall be
entitled to receive a certificate of indemnity under the
hand of the President of the Tribunal stating that such
witness has so answered ; and
(b) An answer by a person to a question put by or before
evidence, be in any proceeding, civil or  criminal, admis-
sible in evidence against him.
(2), When a person has received such a certificate of indemnity
in relation to an election, and any legal proceeding is at any time
instituted against him for any offence under this Act committed by
him, previously to the date of the certificate, at or in relation to the
same  election, the Court having cognisance of the case shall, on proof of
the certificate, stay the proceeding, and may in their discretion award
to such person such costs as he may have been put to in the pro-
ceeding.
(3) Nothing in this section shall be taken to relieve a person
receiving a certificate of indemnity from any incapacity under this
Act or from any proceeding to enforce such incapacity other than a
criminal prosecution.
(4) When a solicitor or other person lawfully acting as agent for
any party to an election petition respecting any election has not taken
any part or been concerned in such election, the Elections Tribunal
shall not be entitled to examine such solicitor or agent respecting
matters which came to his knowledge by reason only of his being con-
cerned as solicitor or agent for a party to such petition.
the Elections Tribunal shall not, except in the case of
any criminal proceeding for perjury in respect of such
115. The
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Submission of report 115. The Elections Tribunal, when reporting that certain per-
of Elections sons have been guilty of any corrupt or illegal practice, shall reportTribunal to
Attorney-General. Whether those persons have or have not been furnished with certi-ficates of indemnity ; and such report shall be laid before the Attorney.
General, together with the evidence on which such report was based,
with a view to his instituting or directing a prosecution against such
persons as have not received certificates of indemnity, if the evidence
is, in his opinion, sufficient to support a prosecution.
Other Offences.
Intrusion into  116. Every person who intrudes into any booth or polling place
polling booths. other than the presiding officer, poll clerk, candidates,  scrutineers,
and electors actually voting, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.
Obstructing  117. Every person who interrupts, obstructs, or disturbs the
elections . proceedings at an election shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.
Penalty for neglect 118. Every electoral registrar who is guilty of any wilful mis-
of electoral feasance or wilful or negligent act of commission  or omission  contraryregistrar.
to any of the provisions of this Act, shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds, to be recovered on
summary conviction.
Penalty for  undue  119. Every police magistrate, clerk of petty  sessions , or officer or
influence  by public member of the police force, who, during the time he continues in such
officers.
office, by word,  message,  writing, or in any other  manner  endeavours
to persuade any elector to give, or dissuade any elector from giving, his
vote for any candidate, or endeavours to persuade or induce any elector
to refrain from voting at any election, shall forfeit the sum of one hundred
pounds , to be  recovered  by any person who shall sue for the same without
collusion  within  six months after the commission  of the offence.
Penalty for neglect 120. (1) Every returning officer who after having accepted
by
returning officer , office as such wilfully neglects or refuses to perform any of the duties
whch by the provisions of this  Act he  is required to perform shall for
every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two hundred
pounds.
(2) Every justice ,  presiding officer, or other officer or person,
who wilfully  neglects or refuses to perform any of the duties which by
the provisions  of this Act  he is required to perform shall  for every
such offence forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding fifty pounds.
Governor  may (3 )  Such penalties may be recovered ,  with full costs of suit, by
mitigate or remit the first person who shall sue for the same, without collusion ,  withinpenalty.
six months after the commission of the offence .  Provided that the
Governor in Council may mitigate or wholly remit any such penalty
or forfeiture.
Stuffing ballot-boxes. 121. Every presiding officer or other person who places or isprivy to placing in a ballot box a ballot paper which has not been
lawfully handed to and marked by an elector, shall be guilty of felony,
and shall be liable on conviction to be kept in penal servitude for any
period not exceeding seven years and not  less  than two years, or to be
imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years, with or without hard
labour. Proof that a greater number of ballot papers is found in a
ballot box,  or is  returned by a presiding  officer as  having been received
at a polling place, than the number of electors who voted at such
polling place, shall be  prima facie  evidence that the presiding officer
at such polling place was guilty of an offence against this section.
122. Every
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122. Every person who wilfully misleads any electoral registrar Persons wilfully
in the compilation or preparation of any list, or who wilfully inserts or mLt ngelectoral
causes to be inserted therein any false or fictitious name or qualifica- liableto penalty.
tion, shall on summary conviction of any such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or to be imprisoned for any
period not exceeding three months.
123. Every person who- False answem
(1) Wilfully makes a false answer to any of the questions ae eal, " .
hereinbefore authorised, or
(2) Wilfully makes a false declaration when required to
make a declaration under this Act, or
(3) Wilfully makes any false statement in any claim to be
inserted in an electoral list, or
(4) Wilfully makes any false statement, orally or in writing,
in any Registration Court, in anywise affecting or
relating to the qualification of himself or any other person,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour, and on conviction thereof
shall suffer the penalties of wilful and corrupt perjury.
124. (l) Every returning officer, presiding officer, poll clerk, Penalty for
scrutineer, or other person, who knowingly and wilfully unfastening fold ofP
unfastens the fold upon a ballot paper within which the
ballot paper.
number of an elector is written, unless he is by the
lawful command of some competent court or other
tribunal required so to do ; and
(2) Every returning officer, presiding officer, poll clerk, or Or attempting to
scrutineer who attempts to ascertain or discover, or whomer person forwhom elector vote ;
directly or indirectly aids in ascertaining or discovering or disclosing
knowledge of suchthe person for whom any vote is given, except in the person obtained in
case of a person voting openly, or who having in the exercise of office.
exercise of his office obtained knowledge of the person
for whom any elector has voted, discloses such knowledge
unless in answer to some question put in the course
of proceedings before some competent court or other
tribunal ; and
(3) Every returning officer, presiding officer, poll clerk, or
scrutineer who places upon any ballot paper any mark
or writing not authorised by this Act ;
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and on conviction thereof shall beliable to imprisonment for a y term not exceeding twoyears, with or
without hard labour.
125. Every person who knowingly and wilfully breaks the seal Penalty for breaking
of or opens any such sealed parcel  as is  hereinbefore mentioned, pa 1.or opening
unless he is by the lawful command of some competent Court or
other tribunal required so to do or to produce some portion of the
contents of such parcel, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour,
and on conviction thereof shall be liable to imprisonment for any term
not exceeding two years with or without hard labour.
126. (1) All offences under this Act punishable on summary  Prosecution on
conviction may be prosecuted bei'm-, 4 two justices . summary conviction,and appeal to District(2) A person aggrieved conviction by justices for an court.
offence under this Act may appedi ie District Court against such
conviction.
157 PART VIII.
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All  electors to be
required to send in
fresh claims before
August, 1886.
PART VIII.-TEMPORARY PROVISIONS.
127. In the month of May, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-six, every electoral registrar shall send by post to every person
whose name appears on any Annual Electoral Roll then in force as an
elector for any electoral district or division for which such electoral
registrar is registrar, at the address of such elector, so far as the.
registrar can ascertain it, a notice in the form hereinafter set forth,
together with a form of claim in the form hereinbefore prescribed.
The notice shall be also accompanied by an envelope having
written or printed thereon the words " The Electoral Registrar for the
District of at ," naming the district for
which and the place at which the electoral registrar acts.
The notice shall be in the following form or to the like effect
To A.B. of
You are hereby required to fill up the enclosed form of claim in such a manner
as to show your qualification as an elector for the Electoral District of
and to send it to me before the first day of August next.
The claim may be posted in the enclosed envelope at any time before the first of
August next without any stamp being required.
If you do not send the claim before that day, your name will be omitted from
the Electoral Roll.
C.D.,
Electoral Registrar for the Electoral District of
Any envelope directed as aforesaid or to the like effect shall, if
posted at any time before the first day of August at any post office,
be forwarded to the electoral registrar to whom it is directed free of
postage stamps.
Names to be omitted 128. If any elector whose name appears in an Annual Electoral
unless claim proved Roll, and to whom such notice is sent by post, does not send to the
or known.
electoral registrar before the first day of August, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-six, a claim showing his qualification as an elector,
the electoral registrar shall omit his name from the electoral list
compiled by him in that month, unless-
(1) Such elector is personally known to the electoral registrar
as possessing a qualification  as an  elector for the
electoral district ; or
(2) Some person, personally acquainted with the facts, proves
by solemn declaration delivered to the electoral registrar
before the twentieth day of August that such elector
possesses  a qualification as an elector for the electoral
district.
Form of annual hot 129 . In compiling the annual list in the month of August,
for 1866. one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, every electoral regis-
Proceedings at
Annual Registration
Comet.
trar shall observe the directions in the last preceding section
contained, and shall write against the name of every person whose
name is  inserted in such list the letter C, K, or D, according as
the name was  inserted upon the receipt of a claim from the elector,
or upon the personal knowledge of the electoral registrar, or upon the
solemn declaration of another person, respectively.
130. At every Annual Registration Court held in the year one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, the Court may call for any
claim  or declaration received by the electoral registrar under the
provisions of this Part of this Act, and may examine the electoral
registrar  as to his knowledge of the qualification of any elector against
whose name  the letter K is set in the list. The
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The chairman shall expunge from the list the name of any
person who, upon inspection of a claim or declaration, or upon
examination of the registrar, does not appear to the Court to be
entitled to vote.
Except as herein otherwise provided, the Court shall be guided
by the provisions of Part III. of this Act.
131. Except as by this Part of this Act is otherwise provided , Part  III. to apply
every electoral registrar shall, in compiling the annual lists for the except as modified.
year. one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, be guided- by the
provisions of Part III. of this Act.
THE SCHEDULE . Section 4.
Number of Act. Short Title. Extent of Repeal.
38 Vic. No. 5 ... " The Elections Act of f 1874 " ... The whole not already repealed
except sections 69, 70, and
71.
43 Vic. No. 5 ... " The Electoral Rolls Act of  1879 " The whole.
47 Vic. No. 6 ... " The Elections Act of  1874  Amend- The whole.
meet Act  of  1884 " ... ...
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
T
H E Honourable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Townsville, in pursuance of the provisions of "Tie Additional
Members Act of  1885."
Place of Nomination ... ... Townsville.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Friday, 23rd October, 1885.
Date of Nomination ... ... Saturday, 7th November, 1885..
Polling Day ...
... ... Wednesday, 11th November, 1885.
Peturn of Writ ...
... ... Saturday, 21st November, 1885.
By Command of the Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  Ji.xss C.  B sue,, Government  Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby gn, that Tenders will be
received at this Office until Noon on SATUR-
DAY, the 28th of November next, for supplying
for the Public Service, in the several towns and
places hereinafter named, the undermentioned
Articles in such quantities  as may  from time to
time be required during the year 1886.
Tenders must be made on printed forms, which
may be obtained at the Colonial Stores, or from
the Clerks of Petty Sessions in the towns named.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the Tenderer, and two
persons willing, in the event of the Tender being
accepted, to become sureties for the due perform-
ance of the  contract, and to execute within one
month from the notification of the  acceptance of
the Tender , a Bond  in such amount as the Govern-
ment may determine,  to secure  such due per-
formance.
The envelope  containing  the Tender must be
endorsed "  Tender for Provisions, 4 c."
Samples for places marked' may be seen on
application t  the Colonial Storekeeper, Brisbane.
Further  information  may be obtained on appli-
cation  at the Colonial Stores, and at the several
establishments for which the supplies are required.
Separate Tenders will be required for the articles
enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8,
respectively.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
The towns and places for which contracts will be
required  are as  follows :-
* Brisbane
* Asylum for the Insane, Goodna
*Penal Establishment at S . Helena
* Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich
`Ipswich, including Sandy Gallop Asylum
ga rryyboroughBun berg
Rockhampton
Mackay
Bowen
Townsville
Cooktown
Toowoomba
Roma.
[No. 74.
The provisions and other  articles  required are :-
No. 1.
Bread, 1st quality ...
Fresh beef ...
Fresh mutton
Suet ... ...
Lard . .
Corned Beef
No. 2.
No. 3.
r
Fnu1ich bntHprl
a; v
1 Colonial bottled
Colonial, in wood
Brandy, pale .
Gin, cases of 4 gallons
9
English bottled
0 Colonial bottled
Wine PortSherry ... ...
Na. 4.
Arrowroot ...
Blue ... ...
Butter, salt ...
Candles spermtallow
Currants ...
Coffee I
ground
Hops. ... ...
Jams, 1-lb. tins ... ...
Ke ro sine, best ... ...
Limejuice ... ... ...
Maizemeal ... ... ...
Maizena ... ...
Mustard, Keene 's ... ...
Oatmeal ...
Oil Salad, in bottles ...Castor, in bottles ..
Pepper ... ... ...
Peas, split ... ... ...
Pearl Barley ... ...
... per lb.
.. ... per' lb.
quarts... per doz.
1 pints ..
c
quarts „
pints
...
... per gal.
... .., per doz.
.. ... per case
quarts... per doz.
1pints ... IV
quarts...
pints
...
,,
... per lb.
... per lb.
... 90
... 7)
.•• ff
... per pint
ofper lb.
fp
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Pipes ... ...
Rice ... ... ...
Raisins ... ... ...
Salt
l
coarse
fine .
...
...
Sugar { ion
...
Soap ... ...
Soda ... ... ...
Sago ... ... ...
Starch ... ...
Tapioca ... ... ...
Treacle ... ...
Tobacco IAmericanAmerican cake
Tea
Vinegar ... ... ...
No. 5.
Onions  ...
sh  ...
... ...  per gross
... ... per lb.
... ...
„go... ..' 90
„
... ... to,
... ... to
... ...
... ... 99
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ... per gal.
... ... per lb.
Per cwt.
10. In the event of a difference of opinion be-
tween the contractor and the party receiving the
supplies, as to the quality, the matter is to be
decided,  in cases where  the article is not of a
perishable nature, by a Board of Survey, consti-
tuted thus :-The party objecting shall name one
person as arbitrator , the contractor or his agent
another , and the persons so named, in the event of
any disagreement , will concur in naming a third as
umpire,  whose  decision  shall be final.
11. If the Board decide that the article is not of
property quality, it must be immediately replaced
the contractor ; failing which it willbe held at
is risk, and the substitute will be procured by the
department requiring it, and the expenses charged
to the contractor.
12. In the event of any failure or unnecessary
delay on the part of the contractor in supplying
the articles when required, they will be otherwise
procured and charged in like manner.
13. In  cases where  the article is of a perishable
nature, or where, from some other cause, injury
would be sustained, either by the parties for whom
they are required or by the contractor, by waiting
for a Board of Survey, the head of the department,
or officer  in charge of the establishment for which
the articles are required, shall have power to reject,
at the place of delivery, such article  or articles as
are obviously of inferior quality, it being distinctly
understood that he will be responsible to the Gov-
ernment  for so doing, and that the contractor will
have a right to appeal to the Government, although
in the meantime he must take back the rejected
article and supply good in its stead ; failing which
it will be obtained by the  officer  or party requiring
it, and the  expenses  charged to the contractor.
14. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or
quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivery
or replacing them when required, will also subject
the contractor, upon the report of the officer in
charge of the establishment, to be  mulct in a sum
not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of his
monthly account, as the Government may direct.
It will  also  be in the power of the Government,
upon such repetition, to terminate the contract
forthwith.
15. It will be in the  power  of either party to
limit the duration of the contract by giving, in
writing ,  a notice of two calendar  months to the
opposite party of his intention to end the contract
at the expiration of that period, it being under-
stood that such notice  can be given  only from the
first day of a month.
16. The contractor will be required to prepare
his own account monthly or quarterly, in the pre-
scribed form, which he will deliver in a complete
state  to the officer receiving the supplies.
17. The value of all packages  must  be included
in the price demanded, and no special charge for
ad valorem  duty is to be made.
18. It will be competent for any contractor, with
the sanction of the Government, to transfer his
contract on the first day of any month, provided
the party accepting the same on his behalf shall,
together with two sureties, execute a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  the due performance of the
contract  on the terms and conditions originally
accepted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
. , • .Potatoes Swe t .. 99
Vegetables ,  including cabbage ,  carrots,
and turnips  ... ... ... ... per lb.
No. 6.
Milk ,  new ... ... ... ... ... per quart
No. 7.
Flour,  best  Adelaide ... ... ...  per ton
No. 8.*
Bran  ... ... ... ... per bushl.
Chaff,  best oaten  ... ... ... ..,  per cwt.
best oaten  ... ... ... ... ..
Hay best lucerne
bush ... ... ... ... per load
Maize ...  ... ... ... ... per bushl
*Exclusive of police requirements.
CoNDrTroNS.
1. All the articles required by this notice are to
be of the best quality of their several kinds.
2. Beef and mutton must be supplied in such
proportions as may be required.
3. The  maizemeal  is to be of the finest quality,
and free from an admixture of discoloured grain.
4. The  vegetables  to be supplied, exclusive of
potatoes and onions,  are-cabbage, carrots, and
turnips.
5. The supp li es for immigrants in the different
depSts are to be delivered at such times and places
as may be  required by the Immigration Agent, or
local Immigration  Agent,  as the case may be.
6. The supplies for the penal and charitable
estab lishments in Brisbane and Ipswich are to be
delivered at those establishments by the contractors.
Those for St. Helena and Dunwich will be received
at the Colonial  Stores or  Queen's Wharf.
7. The supplies for the Asylum for the Insane,
at Goodna ,  are to  be delivered at the Railway
Station at Goodna on the requisition of the
Medical Superintendent.
8. Supplies for other places are to be delivered
at the establishments where they may be required,
on the requisition of the officer in charge.
9. The contractor will be bound to furnish any
of the articles tendered for, in such quantities as
may be required, when called upon to do so by the
Government.
By Authority  : dAYn  C. BILL ,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
11.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  21st October, 1885.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN THE
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty- seventh clause of
I it The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the unexpired  terms  of the Leases of the Runs of Crown  lands hereunder
described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction
Rooms of Arthur Martin and Co., Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 24th November, 1885,  at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered  is inserted  opposite  to its name  in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated  area in each case ; and  the highest  amount  bid shall be the annual  rent  for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending  as stated  in the Schedule  annexed.
Should the  realized price per square  mile of any Run so offered not  amount to  Twenty  Shillings ,  the annual rent to be
charged for the first four years of the  renewed lease ,  if granted after the expiration  of the  current lease ,  shall not  be less than
One Pound  per square  mile of the  available area ,  in the event of the  Run not being appraised at a higher rental.
A deposit of the whole  amount bid ,  being the  first year 's rent,  will have to be paid  at the time of sale , together with
the Survey Fee chargeable  on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the  Leases enumerated  below shall be  allowed six months to stock  the country;
failing in  which ,  or not thereafter  maintaining the amount  of stock  thereon as prescribed  by the Act, the Lease may
become  cancelled.
C. B. DUTTON.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF ARTHUR MARTIN AND CO., QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  24TH NOVEMBER,
1885, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Let. Name  at Ems.
1 Sutton No. 2 50
Dewription of Boundaries.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Commencing at one of the north -east corners of Sutton Run, being a
point one chain  north  of a gum-tree marked bro ad -arrow over XVIII
over  Si  over 82 in triangle on its south side ,  and bounded thence on
the south by a west line along one of the north boundaries of the
aforesaid run and a prolongation  thereof,  in all ten miles seventy
chains, to a point twenty -nine chains south and forty -one chains east
of a gum-t re e marked broad-arrow over P over 82 in triangle  ;  thence
on the west by a north line to  the south- east corner of Bosley No. 2
Run, being a point eighteen chains east of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over  CLXXII  over P over B2 in triangle on its west side, and
by a continuation  of same line along  one of the  east boundaries of
the last-named  run, in all ten miles , to the south boundary  of Bosley
No. 1 Run  at a point  about eight  chains east and six chains north of
a tree marked broad-arrow over  CLXX over  S2 over B2 in triangle
on its south aide ; thence  on the north by an east line along part of
ANaWo
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UNEXPIR ED TERMS of  LEeSES  OF SURVEYED  RIINa -- continued.
Lot. Name of Run.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT-continued.
1 Sutton No.2 50 the south boundary of the last-named  run seven  miles seventy-five
-continued  chains to one of the west boundaries of Fort William No. 6 Run;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary three miles forty-nine chains to a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over XXVI over F.W. 6 over 82  in triangle  ; thence again on
the north by an  east  line along one of the south boundaries of the
last-named run three miles forty-five chains ; thence again on the
east  by a south line along one of the west boundaries of same line
three miles to the north boundary of Bengal No. 4 Run at a point
six chains east of  a gum-tree n arked broad- arrow  over XX over S2
over  FW6 in  triangle  on its north side ; thence again on the south by
a west  line along part  of the north boundary of the last-named run,
and passing through the last-mentioned tree fifty chains to  a mulga-
tree  marked broad-arrow over XIX over 82 over B4 in triangle on
its south  side  ; and thence  again  on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of the  last-named  run three miles thirty- 1885.
one chains to the point of commencement ... ... ... 20
,
July
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Fort William No. 6, Bengal Mp,  V""  CH
No. 1 and Peak adjoin ti
Description  of Boundaries.
aE
Yearn.
*
4,4
A N o.
W O
£ s.
1905.
30 June ( 0 12 ,' 2G 0
£ a
,
BURKE DISTRICT
2 Alice Vale... 99 Commencing at the south-west corner of the n a a
whitewood- tree  marked broad-arrow over WD over AV within
triangle, and bounded thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the last-named  run ten  miles to a point bearing
north 345  degrees east  and distant eleven chains from a double-gum
marked broad-arrow over WD over AV over A within  triangle on its
south  side  ; thence on the east by a line bearing north 172 degrees
30 minutes east along  part of western boundary of the Armraynald
Run nine miles six chains  to a point bearing north 70 degrees east
and distant one chain fifty links from a gutta-percha-tree marked
broad- arrow over  AV over 2 within triangle on its south- east side ;
thence on the south by a west line passing through a point bearing
north 263  degrees east  and distant seventy links from a coolibah-
tree  marked broad- arrow  over AV1 over  2 in triangle , and by a con-
tinuation  of same line ,  in all twelve  miles  and fifty -seven chains, to a
whitewood- tree  marked broad-arrow over AV within  triangle on
its south side  ; and thence on the  west  by a north line to a white-
wood-tree  at the  south -east angle  of the  Bustard Plains Run marked
bro ad-arrow  over BP within  triangle on its south side  ;  and by a
continuation of same line along part of one of the west boundaries
of the last-named run, in  all eight  miles sixty chains,  to the  point of 1903.
commencement  . ... ... ... . 18 1 July 30 June 12
NoTE.- The surveyed  run Alroy ,  and the forfeited  surveyed runs Alice
Vale No.  1 and  Alice Vale  No. 2 adjoin this run.
3 Alice Vale  100 Commencing  at the  north-east  corner of the Punjaub  No. 2 Run at a
No. 1 point bearing north  360 degrees east and  distant four  chains from a
whitewood- tree marked  broad- arrow  over P2 over AV1 within
triangle on its south-east side , and bounded thence on the north by
an east  line to a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over AV
within triangle at the south-west corner of Alice Vale Run, and by a
continuation of same  line  along part of the south boundary of that
run, in all ten miles ,  to a point  bearing  north 263  degrees east and
distant seventy links from a coolibah-tree marked broad -arro w over
AV1 over 2  within triangle on its east  aide ; thence on the east by a
south line ten miles to a post marked  broad- arrow over  AV over 1
over 2 within triangle on its  south side; thence on the south by a line
bearing west and passing  through a post marked broad -arro w over
AV over 3  ten miles to a post at  the south -east corner  of Punjaub
No. 2 Run bearing  north  85 degrees east and distant  eleven chains
and five links  from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over AV1
over  P2 within  triangle on east side  ; and thence on the west by a
north  line along the  east boundary of the last-named  run ten miles
to the point  of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... 18 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Alroy, Almore, and Punjaub No. 2, and
the forfeited surveyed  runs Alice  Vale, Alice Vale No. 2, and Alice
Vale No.  3, adjoin this run.
4 Alice Vale 78 Commencing at the north -east  corner of Alice Vale No. 1 Run at a
No. 2 point on the south boundary of the Alice Vale Run bearing north
263 degrees east and distant seventy links  from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over AV1 over 2 within triangle  on its east
side , and bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of the last-named run ten miles forty-ope
chains and twenty-three links  to a point  bearing north 70 degrees
east  and distant one hundred and fifty links from a gutta-percha-
tree marked broad-arrow over AV over 2 within triangle on its
south- east  side ; thence on the east by a line bearing north 162
degrees 30 minutes  east eight chains and thirty links ,  along part of
the west boundary of the Armraynald Run to its south-west corner
at the north angle of the Floraville Downs No. 5 Run, at a point
bearing north 270 degrees  east  and distant four chains and fourteen
L401
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Lot. Name of Run.
Alice Vale
No.  2-
continued
X
, ,
5 Alice Vale 100 Commencing at the south-east angle of the Alice Vale No. 2 Run at a
No. 3 post marked broad-arrow over AV over 2 over 3 at its intersection
with the north-western boundary of the Floraville Downs No. 4
Run, and bounded thence on the south-east by a line along part of
the north-west boundary of the last-named run, bearing north 208
degrees east to the north angle of the Floraville Downs No. 3 Run
at a point bearing north 300 degrees east and distant five chains
and fifty links from a coolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over FD
over 3 over 4 within triangle on its south -east side ,  and by a con-
tinuation of  some  line along part of the north -west boundary of the
last-named run, in all eleven miles twenty-six chains, to a point
bearing north 350 degrees east and distant one chain ten links from
a coolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over AV over 3 over 4 within
triangle on its south-east side ; thence on the south by a west line
seven miles twenty-seven chains to a point bearing north 195 degrees
east and distant 220 links from a coolabah-tree marked broad-arrow
over AV over 3 within triangle on its south side ; thence on the west
by a north line ten miles to a post on the south boundary of Alice
Vale No. 1 Run marked broad-arrow over AV over 3 on its south-
east side ; and thence again on the north by an east line along part
of the south boundary of the last-named run to a post marked broad-
arrov over AV over 1 over 2 at the south-west angle of Alice Vale
No. 2 Run, and by a continuation of same line along the south
boundary of the last-named run, in a ll  twelve miles fifty-two chains
seventy links, to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... 18 1 July 30 June 0 12
NoTB.-The sure eyed runs Almora, Floraville Downs No. 3, and Flora-
ville Downs No. 4, and the forfeited surveyed runs Alice Vale No. 1,
Alice Vale No. 2, and the surveyed Alice Vale No. 4, adjoin this run.
6 Plieenix Park 100 Commencing on the left bank of the Nicholson River at a gum-tree
No. 1 marked bro ad-arrow over N over 75 in triangle ,  and bounded thence
on the east by a north  li ne seven miles thirty -two chains  ;  thence
on the north by a west line ten miles  ;  thence on the west by
a south line eleven miles sixty -four chains to the Nicholson River at
a point about  forty  chains above a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
N over 88 in triangle ;  and thence on the south-east  and  south by
the left bank of that river downwards to the point of commence- 1904.
ment ... ... ... ... 19 1 July 30 June 0 12
Nor .-The surveyed run Lochill, and the forfeited surveyed run
Phoenix Park No .  2, adjoin this run.
7 Phoenix Park 100 Commencing on the left bank of the Nicholson River at a point about
No. 2 forty chains above a box-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 88 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north line along part
of the west boundary of Phoenix Park No. 1 Run eight miles sixty-
eight chains ; thence on the north by an east line nine miles seventy-
four chains ; thence on the east by a south line eleven miles ten
chains to the Nicholson River at a point about two miles forty chains
above a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 97 in triangle ;
and thence on the south and south- east  by the left bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement ... . ... 19 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.- -The forfeited surveyed run Phcenix Park No.1 adjoins this run.
COOK DISTRICT.
8 Byrne'sPlains 60 Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert River at the  west corn er
No. 3 of Byrnes  Plains  No. 1 Run, being a point opposite and north-east
from a gum-tree on the opposite bank of the river marked broad-
arrow over G over 72 in triangle, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by a north-east line  along  part of the north-west boundary of
said run five miles ten chains ; thence on the north-east by a north-
west line twelve miles ; thence on the north- west  by a south-west-
line five miles twelve chains to the Gilbert River at a point north-
easterly of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 58 in
triangle ; and thence on the south-west by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement...
Nora.-The surveyed run Byrnes Plains No. 1 and the forfeited
surveyed  run Byrnes  Plains No. 5 adjoin this run.
Deseription  of Bounda ri es.
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BURKE  DISTRICT-- continued.
links from a gutta-percba-tree marked broad-arrow over FD5 over
AV2 over A within triangle on its south- east side  ; thence on the
south-east by a line along the north-west boundary of the last-
named run bearing north 208 degrees east to a post marked broad-
arrow over FD over 4 over 5 at the north angle of the Floraville
Downs No. 4 Run, and by a continuation of same line along part
of the north-west boundary of the last-named run, in all eleven
miles seventeen chains forty-three links, to a post marked broad-
arrow over AV over 2 over 3 ; and thence on the south by a west line
five miles nineteen chains to a post at the south-east corner of the
Alice Vale No. 1 Run marked broad-arrow over AV over  I  over 2
within triangle on its south side ; thence on the west by a north
line along the east boundary of the last-named run ten miles to the 1885. 1903.
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18 1 July 30 June 0 12
Noss.-The surveyed runs Floraville Downs No. 4 and Floraville
Downs No. 5, and the forfeited surveyed  runs  Alice Vale, Alice
Vale No.  1 adjoin this run.and Alice Vale No.  3
1897.
12 1 July 30 Jun. 0 12
0
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COOK  DISTRICT- continued.
9 Byrne'sPlains 60 'Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert River at a point north-
No. 5 easterly of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 58 in triangle
on the opposite bank of the river, being also the west corner of
Byrne's Plains No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on the south-east by
a north-east line along part of the north-west boundary of that run
two miles sixty chains ; thence on the north-east by a north-west
line twelve miles ; thence on the north-west by a south-west line six
miles fifty-three chains to the Gilbert River opposite a point about
forty-five chains above a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over G over
44 in triangle on the left bank ; and thence on the south-west by the 1885. 1897.
right bank of that river upwards to the point of commencement ... 12 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.-The surveyed run Cunningham Plains, and the forfeited
surveyed run Byrne's Plains No. 3 adjoin this run.
10 Byrne'sPlains 60 Commencing on the left bank of the Gilbert River at a point about
No. 6 fifty-six chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 59
in triangle, being also the north corner of Byrne's Plain No. 4 Run,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a south-west line along the
north-west boundary of that run and a prolongation thereof, in all
six miles sixty chains ; thence on the south-west by a north-west line
twelve miles ; thence on the north-west by a north-east line three
miles ten chains to the Gilbert River at a point about forty-five
chains above a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 44 in
triangle ; and thence on the north-east by the left bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement ... ... 12 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.--The forfeited surveyed runs Byrne's Plains No. 5 and the
surveyed Monteagle adjoin this run.
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UNSURVEYED RUNS.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch.
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN THE
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that. in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of "  The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May, 1870, established under said Act, relating
to the sale by auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the
unexpired term of the Leases of Unsurveyed Runs of Crown lands hereunder" described, which have become vacant by
forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin and Co., Queen
street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 24th November, 1885, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The unexpired Lease of each of the Runs will be only sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for
the correctness of the area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey,
the moneys paid will be returned.
The Government reserve the right of increasing the available  area  if it should be discovered after survey that the
estimate set down opposite each run is less than the character of the country warrants. In the event of the  available area
being increased, the purchaser will be liable for the rent on account thereof during the period  commencing  from date of
unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated  area in  each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the  annual  Rent for the
unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realized price per square mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the annual rent to be
charged for the first four years of the renewed lease, if granted after the expiration of the current lease, shall not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available area, in the event of the Run not being appraised at a higher  rental.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the
country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far  as is  known, may be obtained by application
at this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
SALE AT THE AUCTION Rooms OF ARTHUR MARTIN AND CO., QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY,  24TH  NOVEMBER, 1885,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
11 s
Lot. Name of Run.
1 Byron ... 34
2 Blue  Nobby75
3 Tain ... 50
4 Dingwall ... 50
5 Steady  ... 64
6 Bowline  ... 54
7 Fore  ... 60
8 Nothing  ... 64
9 Off ... 64
DMOrlptioa of Boundaiier.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Blue Nobby Run ; thence east
five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence west five miles ; thence
north ten miles to the point of commencement ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the so:.th-west corner of Edgeroy Run ; thence east ten
miles ; thence south ten miles ;'thence west ten miles ; thence north
to point of commencement... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Argyle Run on the south bank
of th. Nicholson Rlver ; thence up along that river westerly ten miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence north along
western boundary of Argyle Run ten miles to the point of commence-
went ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Tain Run on the south bank of
the Nicholson River ; thence westerly up along course of said river
ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
north along western boundary of Tain hun ten miles to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Commencing at the  south- west corner  of Dickerry  No. 1 Run, and
running thence north twelve -  miles  ;  thence west eight miles ; thence
south twelve miles ; thence east eight miles to point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Steady Run, and running thence
north two miles ; then west eight miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east eight miles ; thence north eight miles to the point of com-
mencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Bowline Run, and running
thence west nine miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east nine
miles ; thence north ten miles to the point of commencement... ...
Commencing at the south-east corner of Fore Run, and running thence
west eight miles ; thence south twelve miles ; thence east eight miles ;
thence north twelve miles to the point of commencement ... ...
Commencing at the south-east corner of Bowline Run, and running thence
west eight miles ; thence south twelve miles ; thence  east eight miles ;
thence north twelve miles to the point of commencement ... ... 1
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Years. I I £ a.
1885. 1904.
19 , 1 July 30 June 0 10
19 1 July 30 June 0 10
1905.
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 I 1 July 30 June 0 10
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Ui x raaD T=ars  or  LEAS$S  or  UNSVavsYRD RUNS- continued.
Lot. Name of Zan.
10 Luff ... 48
11 Her-Away 67
12 Keep ... 67
13 Mepata ... 50
14 Mamberre 50
Deeariptlon of Boundaries.
GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT- continned.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Dickerry No. 2 Run, and running
thence west seven  miles  ; thence south ten miles ; thence east seven
miles  ; thence north ten miles to the point of commencement ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Dickery No. 5 Run, and running
thence west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence north ten miles to the point of commencement ... ... ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Her-Away Run, and running
thence west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence north ten miles to the point of commencement ... ... ...
COOK DISTRICT.
The boundary of the said run commences at a point at the junotion of
the Rivers Lynd or Gilbert and Copperfield, and runs thence almost
south along the River Copperfield seven miles ; thence in a westerly
direction to the foot of Junction Range about twelve miles ; thence
in a north-easterly direction along the foot of the Junction Range to
the 'iver Lynd or Gilbert about sixteen miles ; thence about five
miles along the River Lynd or Gilbert in a south-easterly direction to
the point of commencement  ...
All that portion of country situated between the southern boundary of
the Mopata Run on the northern boundary of the Rienza Run on the
western side of the Copperfield River, bounded on the east by the said
river, and on the west by a hue parallel from the said river five miles
distant therefrom ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0
Yearn  LI  B
unexpired 0 M
Term
A 3
IMP
of Lease.
$o 9
1885. 1 1905.
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
8 1July
1893.
30 June 0 15
t
8 1 July  30 June 0 15
By Luthotity : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of
1.1 the following Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PERMISSION TO Mn,. JUSTICE MEIN TO RETAIN THE TITLE OF " HONOURABLE"
Queensland,
General.
Six,
Downing Street,
31st August, 1885.
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Despatch, No. 50. of the 4th of duly,
and to inform you, in reply, that Her  Majesty  has been graciously pleased to approve of Mr. Charles Stuart
Mein, recently appointed a Judge of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, continuing to wear the CivilUniform which he wore  as an Executive  Councillor, and of the retention by him, within the Colony, of
the Title of "Honourable."
I have, etc.,
FRED. STANLEY.
Governor Sir A.  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,
etc., etc., etc.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-
second  day of October, 1885.
P&ES ]INT :
His Excellency the Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the present
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled itAn
.Act to make better provision for the Management
of Public  Charitable Institutions ,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor may, by
Order in Council, declare any Public Institution
which is maintained ' wholly or in part at the
public expense for the reception, maintenance, and
care of indigent persons or other persons requiring
medical or other aid or comfort, not being a
Hospital for the  Insane, or  a Hospital established
under the Statutes relating to Hospitals, and not
being an Orphanage within the meaning of it The
Orphanages Act of  1879," to be a Public Charit-
able Institution for the purposes of the said first-
recited Act, and may by the like Order in
Council  declare  that all or any of the provisions of
the said first-recited Act shall be applicable to
such Institution : And whereas the Dunwich
Benevolent Asylum is a Public Institution main-
tained wholly at the public  expense  for the recep-
tion, maintenance,  and care  of indigent persons,
and it is desirable that the provisions of the said
first-recited Act shall be made applicable to the
said Asylum : Now, therefore, His Excellency
Sir ANTHONY MvSGRAVn, the Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland,
in Council,  in pursuance  of the power and authorityy
vested in him by the said first-recited Act, doth
declare the Dunwich Benevolent Asylum to be
a Public Charitable Institution for the purposes
of the said Act : And His Excellency doth hereby
further declare that the said Benevolent Asylum
is established for the reception , maintenance, and
care of indigent persons : And His Excellency
doth hereby further declare that all the provisions
of the said first-recited Act shall be applicable to
the said Benevolent Asylum.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-
second day of October, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
11'
HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ,"  it is  amongst other things enacted
that  with  respect to land which, before  the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of  maps or plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries  or starting  points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means (f maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parishes of Marathon and
Cordelia, in the Ingham Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSG}RAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-thief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
\`; HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
third year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to provide for Local Government outside
the Boundaries of M-uniei alities,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by Proclamation, constitute any portion of
the Colony not included in any municipality a
Division for the purposes of the said Act, with such
boundaries and under such name as shall be speci-
fied in the Proclamation, and may by like procla-
mation unite two or more Divisions into one
Division, or subdivide any such Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions, and may re-
construct the same or any part or parts thereof :
And whereas it has been deemed necessary to
subdivide the Division of Tambo : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Governor aforesaid, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that the Division of Tambo shall be sub-
divided as follows, that is to say :-
SUBDIVISION NO. 1.
Commencing on the north-eastern watershed of
the Barcoo River at  a  point bearing east from the
north- east  corner of Birkhead No. 6 Run, and
bounded thence by a line west to the north-east
corner of  said run, by the east and south boun-
daries  of that run, by part of the east boundary of
Birkhead No. 2, by the north and east boundaiy of
Birkhead Creek No. 1, by the east and south boun-
dary of Birkhead No. 5, the south boundary of
Lowdon, by part of the east boundary of Ennis-
killen Downs to the Barcoo River, by that river
downwards to the north- east  corner of Enniskillen
South, by the east boundaries of Enniskillen South
and Bexhill, by parts of the north-east and the
south-east boundaries of Elizabeth Creek, by part
of the north- east  boundary of Glanmire, the north
boundary of Eastbourne, part of the west and the
north boundary of Narrambla West, the north
boundary of Narrambla East to the south-eastern
watershed of the Barcoo River, by that watershed
easterly and north-easterly, and by the north-
eastern watershed of that river north-westerly to
the point of commencement.
SUBDIVISION No. 2.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Birk-
head No. 6 Run, and bounded thence by the north
boundary of that run, by part of the  east, the north,
and west boundaries of Birkhead 1, o. 3, part of the
west boundary of Birkhead No. 2, the north boun-
daries of Paradise Downs Nos. 6, 5, and 2, the
west boundaries of Paradise Downs No. 2 and
Northampton to the Barcoo River, by that river
downwards to the north-west corner of Caerthedine
Run, by the west and part of the south boundary
of that run, by the west boundary of Bexhill, the
north-east boundary of Sheephill, to the Warrego
Range, by that range south-westerly and westerly
to the north-east corner of Mungi Run, by the
east, south-east, and south boundaries of Mungi
and Log Creek to the south-west corner of Gonia
Run, by the south boundary of that run, by the
north-west boundaries of Wallstown and Sanquhar,
by the north and west boundaries of Sanquhar No.
2 and Fermoy, by the south and east boundaries of
Fermoy and Sanquhar No. 2, by the south-east
boundaries of Sanquhar and Wallstown, by the
south boundaries of Listowel Downs Nos. 5 and 4,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
Caranna, by part of the west and the south boun-
dary of Bayswater, the east and part of the south
boundary of Acton, the west and south boun-
daries of Baykool to the Langlo River, b that
river upwards to the north-west corner of Mount
Morris, by the north boundary of that run,
by the west, south, and east boundaries of Hermi-
tage, by part of the south and the west boundary
of Jingidilla, by part of the south boundary of
Bayrik, by the west and south boundaries of Byr-
ganna , by the south and  east boundaries  of Cara-
wan, by part of the south, the east, and part of the
north boundary  of Damson  East, by the east
boundary of Horzfeldt East, by part of the south
boundary of Toolmaree South, by the south  and east
boundary of Toolmaree East, by the  east  boundary
of Metowra East, by part of the south, the east,
and north boundaries of N arrambla East, the north
and part of the west boundary of Narrambla West,
the north boundary of Eastbourne, part of the
north- east  boundary of Glanmire, part of the
south-east and north-east boundaries of Elizabeth
Creek, by the east boundaries of Bexhill and
Enniskillen South to the Barcoo River, by that
river upwards to the south -east corner  of Ennis-
killen Downs, by the east boundary of Enniskillen
Downs, by the south boundaries of Lowdon and
Birkhead No. 5, by the east boundary of Birkhead
No. 5, by the east and north boundary of Birkhead
Creek No. 1, by part of the east boundary of Birk-
head No. 2, and by the south and east boundaries
of Birkhead No. 6, to the point of commencement.
Given under my H and and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GoD SAvB  TIER QUERN J
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN PETBIF,
JOHN HARDGRAVE, and
JOHN SINCLAIR,
to be Ra gers for the Reserve for the Protection
if Native Birds in the parish of Enoggera, under
the provisio  s of section  6 of  " The Native Birds
Protection Act Amendment Art of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWIN WEBBEB,
STEPHEN RYAN,
JOHN  BRUSHABEB, and
DENNIS GOBEY
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Pasturage in the
county of Merivale, in the room of  Messrs.
E. Webber, J. Wilson, S. Ryan, and J. Stevenson,
resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
Louis  ROBINSON
as a Trustee of the Geham General Cemetery
Reserve.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.
NO Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Division of Mutdapilly, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council,  has, in pursuance  of the pro-
visions  of  " The  Divisional  Boards Act  of 1879,"
been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM TATHAM and
ROBERT GINN
to be Auditors for the said Division.
WM. MILES.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  22nd  October, 1885.
rT is hereby notified for  general information, thatALEXANDER WHITECROSS ,  having repudiated
his Tender for erection of Additions to Com-
missioner  of Police Office ,  Brisbane, is disqualified
from  successfully  tendering for any Public Works
under this Department for twelve months from
this date.
WM. MILES.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  on the recom-
mendation of His Honour Mr. Justice
Mein, and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER SMITH
to be Clerk Associate to His Honour ,  vice  Wi ll iam
James Byram, resigned  ;  this appointment to take
effect from the 1st proximo.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sub-Inspector GEORGE T. WARBY
to be Inspector of Brands for the Burke District,
in the room of Inspector Thompson, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
I Executive Council Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to grant to
CHARLES STUART MEIN ,  Esquire,
one of the Justices of the Supreme Court,
who has been for three years and upwards a
Member of the Executive Council and of the
Government of Queensland, permission to retain
the Title of " Honourable " within this Colony, and
to continue to wear the uniform of an  Executive
Councillor, in the terms of the Circular Despatch*from His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, dated the
28th of December, 1863.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS RIDGLEY, M.B.,
to be Acting Health  and Medical  Officer at Towns-
ville during the absence on leave of the Health and
Medical Officer.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Local Government Act
of 1878," been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS MCCRAY
to bean Alderman of the Municipality of Gladstone,
in the room of C. C. Breslin.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd  October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant  DALTON KELLY
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at
Leyburn, for the Registry District of Darling
Do- ns East, in the room of Constable James
Mahoney, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM  CHARLES STOREY
to be Acting  Registrar  of Births ,  Marriages, and
Deaths at Thargomindah, for the Registry District
of Warrego, during the absence on leave of the
Registrar.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 22ndOctober, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant JOHN FERGUSON
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at Burketown, in the room
of Senior-Constable John Farquharson, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
[ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR  SALTER , M.B., Ch.B.,
to be Medical and Health Officer at Thursday
Island.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
* See "Votes and Proceedings "  of the Legiiative Assembly for
Is",  page 418.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY ERNEST HALDANE, late Captain 64th
Regiment,
to be Musketry Instruct-r in the Defence Force of
the Northern District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadviceof the Executive Council, has been pl ased
to appoint
Sergeant STEPHEN IRWIN
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at Normanton, in the room
of Sergeant J. Ferguson, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
JJIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto appoint, provisionally,
JOHN GREGORY O'KANE
to be Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint
Captain HERBERT C. PRICHARD
to be Adjutant of the Moreton Regiment.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th October, 1886.
IS  Excellency the Governor has been pleased
11 to direct that the name
ARTHUR HUGH RANKEN
be substituted for Arthur Hugh Rankin, appearing
in the notification published in the  Gazette  of the
15th of August last, appointing certain gentlemen to
be Magistrates of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
• Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane,  19th October, 1885.
j ] IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
11 notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
ROBERT PBTTIGBEW
to be Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 19th October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that  the name
ELLIOTr BLAND
be substituted for Elliott Brand, notification of
whose appointment as Lieutenant in the Defence
Force appeared in the  Gazette  of the 17th instant.
S. W. 4 RIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
j notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
GEORGE Pococlg.
to be  a  Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
I IIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified  that he  has, in pursuance  of the pro-
visions of  " The Defence Art of  1884," been
pleased to disband  " B " Company, Rockhampton
Regimental  Division, Northern Military District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe
notified that he has, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Defence Act  of 1884," been
pleased to disband " B " Company, arling Downs
and Western Regimental Division, Southern
Military District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to
H be notified that he has, on behalf of Her
Majesty, been pleased to accept the services of a
Company of the Defence Force, to be enrolled in
Dalby, under the provisions of  " The Defence Act
of  1884" and the Regulations thereunder, and that
such Company shall be known and designated as
" B " Company, Darling Downs.
His Excellency further directs that the establish-
ment of this Company shall be as follows:-
Captain ... ... ... 1
Lieutenants  ... ... 2
Total Officers ... 3
Colour -Sergeant ... ... 1
Sergeants ... ... ... 3
Corporals ... ... ... 3
Bugler ... ... ... 1
Privates ... ... ... 50
Total non -commissioned officers and men 58
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following promotions of
Teachers in the service of the Department of
Public Instruction, viz.:-
WILLIAM CORNEIL SPEERING
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Leich-
hardt street, Brisbane ;
AL I XANDEE WALLS
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Leichhardt
street.
Promotions to take effect from the first October,
1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Charitable Restitutions
Act of  1885," been pleased to appoint
PATRICK SMITH, M.D.,
to be Medical Superintendent of the Dunwich
Benevolent Asylum.
S. W. ,GRIFFITH.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1885.
T is hereby notified that
Carl Runge
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Seven-Mile Creek,  vice  Henry
Jacobs,  resigned.
B. B. b2'OLtETt N.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.
JT is hereby notified that  Messieurs
William Henry Butler and
John Myles
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Tewantin,  vice  Messieurs
W. T. Birkbeck and J. V. Sanders, resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1884.
I T is hereby notified for general information
that recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers has
been prohibited within the limits of the British
Protectorate of New Guinea, the boundaries of
which are more particularly described in the fol-
lowing Schedule to the. Proclamation issued by
Commodore Erskine on the 6th November last,
that is to say,-" All that portion of the southern
shores of New Guinea, commencing from the boun-
dary of that portion of the country claimed by the
Government of the Netherlands on the 141st meri-
dian of east longitude to East Cape, with all islands
adjacent thereto south of East Cape to Kosmann
Island inclusive, together with the is'ands in the
Goschen Straits, and also the D'Entrecasteaux
Group, and smaller islands adjacent."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 19th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.W HEREAS by theRegulations made u der
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April, 1884, it is pro.
vided that the Minister may, by a general direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on  ,granting a license in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified island or islands ,  and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, the Honourable
SAMUEL  WALKER G $.IFrITH, Colonial  Secretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, and the sma ll  islands
adjacent thereto; and all Government A eats and
Masters of Labour Vessels are required to take
notice of this direction ,  and see that the same is
obeyed.
Given under my Hand ,  at Brisbane ,  this nine-
teenth day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1884.
" PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT
OF 1880."WHEREAS by the Regulations made underthe abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April last, it is provided
that the Minister may, by a general direction pub-
lished  in the  Gazette,  or by  a special  direction
given on granting a License  in respect of any
particular  ship, forbid the  recruiting  of Labourers
at any  specified  island or islands ,  and Govern-
ment  Agents are required  to see  that all such
directions are obeyed : Now, therefore, I, SAMUEL
WALKER GRIFFITH, Colonial Secretary of Queens-
land, being the Minister charged with the adminis-
tration of the said Act, do hereby forbid the
recruiting of Pacific Island Labourers at any of
the islands within the Louisiade Archipelago ; and
all Government Agents  and Masters  of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this direc-
tion,  and see  that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand at Brisbane, this twenty-
fourth day of December, A D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH-
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th June, 1884.
"PACIFIC ISLAND LABOURERS ACT OF
1880."
NOTICE.
HEREAS by the Regulations  made under
the abovementioned Act, and published in
the  Gazette  of the 18th of April,  1884 , it is por-
vided that the Minister may by  a general  direction
published in the  Gazette,  or by a special direction
given on granting  a license  in respect of any par-
ticular ship, forbid the recruiting of labourers
at any specified  island  or islands, and Government
Agents are required to see that all such directions
are obeyed : Now, therefore, 1, the Honourable
SAMUEL WALKER GSIFFITH, Colonial S ecretary
of Queensland, being the Minister charged with the
execution of the said Act, do forbid the Recruiting
of Pacific Island Labourers at the island of New
Guinea, and the small islands adjacent thereto ;
and all Government Agents and Masters of Labour
Vessels are required to take notice of this  direction,
and see that the same is obeyed.
Given under my Hand, at Brisbane, this twenty-
seventh day of June, A.D. 1884.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
AN pursuance of sections ninety- five, ninet-six,and ninety-seven of  " T'he Crown Lands Aet
of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the Lands hergunder described  have been
permanently  reserved  for Acclimatisation and Hor-ticultural Grounds, andplacecl'under thecontrol of
the Municipal Council. of Mackay,
RESERVE FOR ACCLIMATISATION AND HORTICUL-
TURAL GROUNDS.
83-22918-s.G.
Mackay.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
Portion No. 165x.
30 acres.
Commencing on a mangrove scrub at the eastern
termination  of the north  side of Shakespeare street,
and bounded thence on the south by that st re et
bearing west nineteen chains to Goldsmith street ;
on the west b that street bearing north to the
Immigration Reserve ; thence by that  reserve
bearing east four chains and i.orth  to a mangrove
scrub ; thence by that mangrove scrub north-
easterly, south-easterly, and south-westerly to the
point of  commencement.
Given under my  Baud  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in  the forty- ninth  year of  Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEr 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance  of  section  ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor  aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify  and proclaim  that the Lands hereunder
described  have been  temporarily reserved for the
purpose named  with respect to each.
I
RESERV E FOR  RIFLE RANGE.
86-19668-P.D.
Allora.
County of Merivale, parish of Allora.
Portion No. 156.
47 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 269 degrees 45
minutes  and distant one chain from the north-west
corner of portion 153, and bounded thence on the
east  by a road bearing south twenty-three chains
eighty-six links ; on the south by a road bearing
west nineteen  chains sixty -nine links  ;  on the west
by Pre-emptive Purchase XXIII bearing north
twenty-three chains eighty-five links ; and on the
north by a road bearing 89 degrees 45 minutes
nineteen  chains seventy-two links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
86-22689-6.0.
Town of Townsville.
County of .Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
About  44 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Ross Creek
at the termination of the south-west side of Stanley
street, and bounded thence by a line bearing
north -westerly to the south -east  corner of section
74; thence by the south- west  boundary of that
section , a line, and the south- west  boundary of
section 11 bearing north-westerly to the west
corner of the last-named  section  ; thence by the
south-east side of Flinders  street  bearing south-
westerly to the north-east corner of the reserve
for waterworks ; thence by that reserve bearing
south six  chains  twenty-nine links and west about
one chain seventy links to the Water Supply
Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette,  1872,
page 1676  ;  thence by that  reserve and a line
bearing south  about two chains eighty  links and
108 degrees about thirty chains forty links to
Ross Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  CAMPING PURPOSES.
85-15094-- Riys.
County of Aubigny, parish of Geham.
Portion 470.
4 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the north  corner  of portion 469,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a road
bearing 45 degrees 54 minutes  five chains ; on the
north- east  by portion 471 bearing 135 degrees 54
minutes ten chains  and sixty -three links ; on the
south -east by portion  486 bearing  225 degrees 54
minutes five chains  ;  and on the south -west by
portion  469 bearing 315 degrees 54 minutes ten
chains  and seventy -one links to  the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL  or ARTS.
86-22692--8.G
Town of Cloncurry.
County of Beaconsfield, parish of Cloncurry.
Allotment  5 of section 29.
2 roods.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of allot-
ment 4, and  bounded thence on the south by Scarr
street bearing  west 100 links  ;  on the  west  by allot-
ment 6 bearing  north  five chains  ; on the north by
Daintree street bearing east  100 links ; and on the
east by  allotment 4 bearing south five chains to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION.
86-22688-s.a.
Burketown.
County of Porchester, parish of Burke.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 176 degrees
46 minutes and distant two chains from the south-
east  corner of a pound reserve, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing 176 degrees
46 minutes ten chains ; on the south by a line
bearing 266 degrees 46 minutes twenty chains ; on
the west by a line bearing 356 degrees 46 minutes
ten chains ; and on the north by a road bearing
86 degrees 46 minutes ten chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY.
86-22691-S.G.
Townsville.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by notice in the
Government Gazette  dated  17th October, 1872,
which is hereby amended).
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
About 43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of a small creek at
a point bearing south and distant three chains
ninety links from the south corner of section 63,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north one chain ninety-seven links to Flinders
street ; thence by the south-east side of that street
bearing 51 degrees two chains thirty-six and a-half
links to the reserve for waterworks ; thence by that
reserve bearing east about six chains to the Railway
Reserve ; thence by that reserve bearing south
about two chains eighty links and 108 degrees
twenty-nine chains ; on the east by a line bearing
south eleven chains ; on the south by a line bearing
west fifteen chains to Ross Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards to the small creek aforementioned ;
and thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
86-19!08-M.
On Spring Creek.
County of Lennox, parish of Gigoomgan.
About 75 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Spring Creek at
the south-east corner of portion 2, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing west
sixty-one chains seventy-two links ; on the south-
west by a road ten chains wide bearing 123 degrees
21 minutes about forty-five chains fifty links to
Spring Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Mary River.
(In lieu of the Reserve (etablished by Proclama-
tion dated 9th January, 1885, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
Including Forfeited Selections 1333 and  1425,
Gympie District.
About 1,900 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the south-east corner of selection 921, and
bounded thence on the north by that selection, a
line, and selection 1705, bearing west to portion
1481; on the west by that portion and portions
1482 and 1496 bearing south to selection 924; on
the south by that selection bearing east and south
to Glastonbury Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards to the south-east corner of selection 1318 ;
thence by that selection bearing west, north, and
east to the Mary River ; and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE-
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN' pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown LandsAct q  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been reserved for Township pur-
poses.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
85-14396-L.B.
On Saltwater Creek.
County of Nares, parish of Whyanbeel.
Forfeited Selection 146.
587 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Saltwater Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 56, and bounded thence on the north by
that road and a line bearing  east  104 chains fort -
five links to the Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the
waters of that ocean south-westerly to Saltwater
Creek ; and on the west by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THB QUBBN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MrSGRA YB,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose  named with  respect to each.
RESERVE FOR IMMIGRATION  PURPOSES.
86-22916--8.0.
Town of Mackay.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard.
2 acres.
Commencing at a point twelve chains and fifty-
three links north from the intersection of the south
side of Shakespeare street with the east side of
Goldsmith street, and bounded thence on the west
by Goldsmith street bearing north 500 links ; on
the north by a line bearing east 400 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing south 500 links ; and on the
south by  a line  bearing west 400 links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RACECOURSE.
34-26234-C.U.
Cairns.
County of Naree, parish of Grafton.
135 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 39 degrees and
distant one chain from the north corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the north-west by a road
bearing 39 degrees nineteen chains, 45 degrees 50
minutes eleven chains and ten links, and  55  degrees
10 minutes twenty-eight chains and seventy-four
licks; on the north-east by lines bearing 135 degrees
four chains and twenty-eight links. 214 degrees 53
minutes ten chains and forty-one links, 139 degrees
2 minutes eleven chains, and 181 degrees 34 minutes
eleven chains and twenty-nine links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 230 degrees thirty-eight
chains and twenty-three links ; and on the south-
west by a ro, d bearing 315 degrees twenty-four
chains and sixty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of surveyed road as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Given under my Fand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THB QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five  of "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for Police
purposes without withdrawing same from the
operation of Timber Licenses.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE  PURPOSES.
(In lieu of the Reserve for Police Paddock estab-
lished by Notices in the  Government Gazette,
dated 2nd February, 1871, and 22nd September,
1882, and the Timber Reserve established by
Proclamation dated 23rd June, 1884, and 24th
July, 1884, which are hereby cancelled.)
County of Lennox, parishes of Glastonbury and
Amamoor.
About 1,550 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Pie Creek at
the south-west corner of selection 1171, and
bounded thence by that selection bearing east
thirty- seven chains  seventy-one links and north
twenty chains five links ; thence by selection 644
bearing east  thirty-nine chains sixty-three links to
selection 1376; thence by that selection  and a line
bearing south twelve chains ninety links to selec-
tion 1275 ; thence by that selection and selection
1328 bearing west nineteen chains ninety-five links
and south 128 chains six links to the north-east
corner of selection 1639; thence by that selection,
selection 1337, a line, and selection 1335, crossing
Pie Creek, bearing west about 127 chains to portion
1529; thence by that portion bearing north 106
chains to a road forming the south-east boundary
of selection 1248 ; thence by that road bearing
64 degrees 21 minutes about eight chains fifty
links ; thence by a line and selection 1248 bearing
north about twenty-three chains to selection 1077 ;
thence by that selection bearing east twenty chains
forty-five links to selection 1152; thence by that
selection bearing 180 degrees 48 minutes twenty-
four chains twenty-nine links and east twenty-six
chains to Pie Creek ; thence by  a line  crossing that
creek to its right bank ; and thence by that bank
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of section
121 of  " The Crown Lands At of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify  and proclaim  that the Suburban Reserva-
tion around the town of Ayton, on the Bloomfield
River, established by Proclamation dated 6th May,
1884, shall be and is hereby rescinded.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEDT 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L. s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
7 N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "  The
J. Crown T,ands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this ray Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named  with respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR CUSTOMS  PURPOSES.
86-21350-C.S.
Town of Wallangarra.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion and Notice in the  Government  Gazette
dated 13th June, 1885, and 28th August, 1885,
respectively, which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Bentinck, parish of Tenterfield.
1 acre 1 rood 11 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 150 degrees and
distant one chain fifty links from the south corner
of section 5, and bounded thence on the north-west
by Rayleigh street bearing 60 degrees six chains
six links; on the south-east by Rockwell street
bearing 202  degrees  34 minutes five chains seventy-
six links and 240  degrees one  chain forty-eight
links ; on the south-west by Tenterfield street
bearing 330 degrees three  chains  fifty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  MUNICIPAL  PURPOSES.
85-15305-Secy.
Town of Cairns..
County of Nares, parish of Cairns.
Allotments 1 to 4 and 29 and 30 of section 7.
1 acre.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-east by Abbott
street bearing 135 degrees two chains ; on the
south-east by allotments 5 and 28 bearing 225
degrees five chains ; on the south-nest by Lake
street bearing 315 degrees two chains ; and on the
north-west by Alpin street bearing 45 degrees
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PURPOSES.
5-7185-P.D.
Humpy Bong.
County of Stanley ,  parish  of Redclife.
Part of Portion 226.
5 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Reserve
for Telegraph Office, and bounded thence on the
north by that reserve bearing east ten chains ; on
the east by an esplanade bearing south five chains
on the south by a line bearing west ten ch sins; an
on the west by a line bearing north five chains t
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH  PURPOSES.
85-7185-P.D.
Humpy Bong.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcliff'e.
Part of Portion 226.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Reserve for Police, and bounded thence on the
south by that reserve bearing  west  ten chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north two chains ; on
the north by a road  bearing  east ten chains ; and
on the east by an esplanade bearing south two
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
86-7163--P.D.
Humpy Bong.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated 3rd December, 1878, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of Redcle.
Portions 195, 206, 207, 209,  219, 224 ,  226, and
part of 226.
276 acres 2 roods 24 perches.
Commencing on the shore of Moreton Bay on a
road one chain wide dividing this land from portion
227, and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west twenty chains sixty-seven links ;
thence by a road one chain fifty links wide bearing
south fifty links ; thence by another road dividing
it from 223 and 222 bearing west forty chains
seventy links ; thence by portion 218 bearing south
20 chains and west twenty chains ; thence by a
road dividing it from portions 210 and 205 bearing
south thirty chains, east four chains seventy links,
and south eleven chains fifty links ; thence by
portion 199 bearing  east  sixteen chains fifty links ;
thence by a road dividing it from portions 198 and
208 bearing north twenty- five chains  sixty-two
links and 45 degrees about twenty-five chains fifty
links ; thence by a road dividing it from portion
194 bearing 136 degrees about thirty -one chains
fifty links ; thence by a line bearing south one
chain fifty links ; thence by a road dividing it
from portion 194 bearing west 17 chains fifty
links ; thence by portion 198 bearing south twenty
chains ; thence by portion 196, a line, and portion
190 bearing east twenty-five chains fifty links ;
thence by portions 191 and 192 bearing north ten
chains and 40 degrees thirteen chains five links ;
thence by a line bearing north one chain fifty links
to portion 193 ; thence by that portion west to
Humpy Bong Creek ; thence by that creek down.-
wards to Moreton Bay ; and thence by the shore
of that bay northerly to the point of commence-
ment,- exclusive of surveyed and reserved roads,
a reserve for Post and Telegraph purposes, and a
Police Reserve.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
85-12082-L.B.
On Trinity Bay-White Cliffs.
County of Nares, parish of Mowbray.
About 1,000 acres.
Commencing on the shore of Trinity Bay at the
southern boundary of the Port Douglas Police
Paddock, and bounded thence on the north by the
Police Paddock ; on the west by the Police Paddock
and portions 49 and 51 ; on the south by a line
bearing east (being a line in continuation of the
south boundary of portion 51) ; and on the north-
east by the shore of Trinity Bay.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane ,  this  nineteenth day of
October,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATE THE QUARN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY 1MuSaRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael  and St . George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of "  The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid .  with the  advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this  my Proclamation , notify and
proclaim that the Land hereunder  described has
been temporarily reserved  for Waterworks Store-
yard, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Townsville.
RESERVE FOR WATERWORKS STORRYARD.
85-22691-8.G. -
Town of Townsville,
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
2 acres  1 rood  31 perches.
Commencing on the south- east side  of Flinders
street at a point  bearing 51 degrees and distant
2361  links from  another  point bearing south and
distant 193  links from  the south  corner of section
63, and bounded thence on the north -west by
Flinders  street bearing 51 degrees ten chains ; on
the east by  a line bearing  south  six chains 29
links;  and on  the south by a line  bearing west seven
chains seventy-seven links to the  point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty- second day of
October, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of  Her Majesty's
reign.
By  Command.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE Ql7Bzi I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T T is hereby notified for  general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ;  and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF RO ADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .
i
Parish. I Area.
1 The Pioneer Part of the reserved Eton  ..,  i 0 2 0
Divisional road through selec-
Board  on tion 773,  Mackay
account of District
William
Northey
2 Ditto  ...  Part  of the ro ad sepa - Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating selection 773
from selection 1005,
and also part of
one of  the reserved
ro adath ro ugh selec-
tion 1005,  Mackay
District
The closure of these ro ads is pro posed  to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane . 9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
f T is hereby notified for general information,
I that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands  Art  of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public-Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd  October, 1885,
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the Rents of the  undermentioned Runs
not having been paid on or before the 30th day
of September last, they will become absolutely
forfeited unless the full amount  of rent in each
case,  together with one-tenth added by way of
penalty, be paid into the Colonial Treasury within
ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by law.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Lessee. Run. Rent.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Kennedy ,  James ... ...
Trimble, George ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Inverleigh ... ...
Magowra ...
Tempe Downs No. 2 ...
-e a. d.
24 0 0
30 0 0
78 0 0
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
John Barnet The road separating selec-
tion 1269 fro m part  of
selection 1187
Wildash
A.  X. P.
10 3 34
Department  of Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, thatapplications under  the eighty -ninth section of
The Crown  Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are requi re d to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton  ;  Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
Mackenzie ,  D.... ... ... Lakelteld ... 32 0 o
ditto  (arrears ) ... I  64 0 0
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
Cowley ,  A. S. ...
Craig ,  Siddall, ani Barker ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Emmerson ,  J.... ... ...
Russell .  E. K. .. ...
Stieglitz .  J. C. and W. R. ...
Stone, Hen ry  ... ... ...
Bronte ... ..
Oakey Hills
Woodburn ... ..
Amelia Vale ... ..
Roes Valley ... ..
Stanley Plains  ...
Ashton  (penalty) ...
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
36 0 0
30 0 0
36 0 0
2 0 0
•  SETTLED  D ISTRICT OF  PORT CURTIS.
MacKenzie, Mackenzie ,  and Morenish  Nos. 3 and 4A 5 0 0
Beak  I (penalty)
Robertson ,  Richard  ... ...  Wreck ... ... .. 20 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... . Broadwater  ... ... 24 0 0
SETTLED DISTRICT OF WIDE BAY AND BURNETT.
Broom ,  William  ... ...  Sarahanna  and Agnes 50 0 0
Vale No. 2
Gordon, Henry  ... ...  Tahiti No. 2 ... ... 16 0 0
Maitland ,  Richard  ... ...  Woocoo ... ... 15 0 0
Palmer ,  Henry  ... ... ...  Tomolongyore or Eureka 10 0 0
(arre ars)
Walsh and Mullett ... .... Monduran (arrears) ... 1 210 0 0
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 Johann The road separating Dundee  ...  4 0 16
Muller portions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 2 2 0
po rt ion 8 fro m por-
tion 12
3 John Martin The  road separating Westwood 0 2 is
portions 121 and  122
from portion 123
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October,  18S5.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified forgeneral informationthat application  under  the eight --ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands 4 et of  1884" has been
made  for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections ,  in writing ,  taithin two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. tpplicant .  Situation.
- The Glaston -  The reserved road
bury Divi- through selection 889,
sional  Board Gympie Di-trict
on account
of Jeremiah
Keliher
Parish. Area.
Curra
A.  R. P.
... 5 0 0
Norx .- The area of this road is intended to be changed into a
reservation for  road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDIILE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area
*1
A. R. P.
The Ithaca Part of theroadseparat -  Enoggera 1  2 18
Divisional  Ing portion 488  from
Board on portion 498
account of
David
Gordon
*2 Ditto ,  on Part of the  road separat -  Ditto  ...  2 1 20
*3
*4
account of  lug  portions 485 and
theTrustees 313 from portions 499
of the late and 314
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto ... Part of the road separat- Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
portion 314
JohnFielding Part of one of the re- Mseloolah 0 1 36
served roads through
portion 48
4 Gustave The reserved  road Ditto  ...  0  2 12
Adolf Riebe through portion 46
* Nora.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general  information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been  made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, iu writing, within
two months f rou this 4gtV,
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at t' is  Office ;
and at the Land Office, Gladstone ; Polic - and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*l Messrs. The reserved road
I
Alma  ...
A.  R.  P.
24 0 0
2
Stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
through  Selection
321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
The road separatingBurpengary 2 0 0
tain portions  44 and 45
from portions 39
and 40
* The area of this  road is proposed to be changed into a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department  • f Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
i applications under  the eighty -ninth  section of
The Crown  Lands Act uf"  1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within to o
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at the Land
Offices. Toowoomba, Dalby, and Ipswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish Area.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
1 John Reilly The  road separating Geham
portion 870A and 899
fl from
1006
part of portion
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
2 Patrick
Landy
The road separating
portion 154 from part
of portion 356 and its
continuation through
that portion
Jondaryan
A. R.  P.
3 130
32 2 0
3 William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee th ro ugh port ion 844
4 James The  road separating ditto 8 0 21
Mclvor portion 1514 from
5 Pat rick
Landy
6 Patrick
Landy
vacant land and part
of portion 1392
Part of the road  separa-
ting portion 1391 from
portion 1392
The reserved road
through portion 1392
and its  continuation
southerly  along part
of west boundary of
that portion and
westerly along part
of north boundary of
portion 421
About
ditto 3 3 0
About
ditto 18 3 0
7 The Part of the  reserved Coochin 3 0 19
Goolman road through portion
Divisional 5
Board on
account
of Messrs
Bell and
Hyde
8 Ditto The road separating ditto 3 3 19
portion 172  from por-
tion 173 About
9 Ditto  Part of the road separa -  ditto 1 0 0
ting portions 172 and
173 from  portion  174 About
10 Ditto Part  of the  road separa -  ditto 0 2 0
ting portion 65 from
portion 80 About
11 Ditto  Part of reserve between ditto 19 0 0
Oaky Creek  and por-
tions 46. 5. and  171 About
12 Ditto Reserve between  Oaky ditto 21 0 0
Creek and portions
47, 64 ,  and 8o
Nora.- The closure of these roads and reserves is proposed to
be carried  out in connection  with the opening of other  roads and
reserves.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
i
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty- ninth section
of  " The Grown Lands Act of  1884" have  been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisville.
SCHnDuLE  of ROADS TO BE  CLOSED- continued.
No. Applicant .  ' Situation. Parish . I Area.
20 The Mutda -  The  road separating Thorn
pilly  port ions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board from portions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
M
C. B. DUT TON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BB  CLOSED.
22 Ditto  ... The road  separate ,  g ditto ... 9 2 4
portion 176,  parish of
Normanby, irotu por-
tions 8,  9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto . ..  20 3 10
part of portion 176,
parish of  Normanby,
and port ions  10, 7, 4,
and 2 from portions
12,11 ,17,18, 19,20,
and 21
The road separating Normanby 1 2 5
portion 176  from part
of portion 176
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Ares. 24 Ditto
A. S. P.
1 The Mutda -  The road separating Forbes  ...  5 0 28
pilly  Divi- port ion 7 fro m por-
sional Board, tion 8
on account
of Maurice
Bowers
2 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  18 0 0
portions 5 and 548
from portions 10 and
651 About
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0
part of portions 13 and
532 fro m part of por-
tion 553
4 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto  ...  4 216
portions 79,  b2, and
83 from portions 87,
86, and 95
5 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  2 216
po rt ions 89 and 88
from port ions 90 and
91
6 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  16 2 32
po rt ions 548, 551, and
pa rt  of 562 from por-
tions 84, 83.  85, 89,
and part  of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
7 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  18  2 10
pilly  Divi -  po rt ions 27 ,  28, 31, 33,
sional Board 34, 36,  36, 37, and 38
on account fro m port ions 26, 29,
of Donald 30, and 32, parish of i
Smith Wa) -  Forbes ;  183, pariah of I
lace Normanby  ;  and 106,
parish of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  4 0 25
po rt ions 184 and part
of 186,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  from port ions
80 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
po rt ions 82 and 33
from portion 183,
parish of Normanby,
and portion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 10 1 24
portions 184 and 187
from port ions 183 and
378
11 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 7 1 3
po rt ion 94 ,  parish of
Mutdapi lly ,  and por-
tion 188,  from port ion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  6 0 U
port ion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 11 0 0
port ions  189,9,21,  20.
19, and 18,  from por-
tions 4.  10, 11,  1% 13,
14  and 16 About
14 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  2 0 20
po rt ions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
15 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 3 0 0
port ions 8 and 9  fr om
portions 22 and 21 About
16 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 9 1 8
port ions 13, 19, 24,
and 189,  from portions
14, 16,  17, 18,  26. and
26, and its continua-
tion through portion
189
17 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 2 0
portion 18 from por-
tions 25, 28, and 29
18 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
portions 28, 27, and
189, from portions 29,
30, 31, and part of 32 About
19 Ditto  ...  The road separating Thorn and 21 0 0
portions 182, 181, 179, Normanby
178, and 177,  parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of port ion 1, portions
3, 5, and 8, parish of
Thorn ,  and po rt ion
176, parish of Nor-
manby
26 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 4 3 38
roads th ro ugh port ion
175
28 Ditto  ...  The road separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
po rt ion 13 from por-
tions 14 and 15 About
27 Ditto ... Pa rt  of the road sepa -  ditto ... 6 2 10
rating portion 175,
parish of Normanby,
fro
14
m portions 13 and
Nara.-The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the  opening  of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1885.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACr OF 1884."
LAND  OOMMI881ONRRSt' COURTS.
T is hereby  notified for  public  information, that1 the Land Commissioners appointed  under the
provisions of " ?lie  Crown Lands  Act  of  1884" will
hold  their Courts ,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices,  on the days specified.
All business in connection  with  Selections under
" I Ae Crown Lands Alienation  dot  of  lti6b " and
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 will
also be dealt  with by the Land  Commissioners
at their Courts.
MoRBTONN DISTRICT.
Mouth.
Date. Date.
1s86. 1885.
... ... Tues .,  3 Wed., 11
••• •••  of 7 „ 8
... ...  to 6 „ 13
... ...  to 2 ,, 10
... ...  of  7  to  8
... to 4 „ 12
... ...  to 1 of 9
... ... „ 6  it  4
... ...  to  3 ,, 1
... ...  to  1  to  9
dsisbsne. been-leigh
March ...
April ...
may ...
June ...
July ...August...
September
October
NovemberPoor-ember
AT rxs  LAND Oi rricss-
DARLING DowNS DISTRICT.
Ilona h.
AT  TES LAPD O T TICEt-
21 „ 24
Too- W,arwioi ,.  Dalby .  Allora.
woomba.
Date
1885.
March  ... ... ... Mon., 23
April  ... ... ... ,.  20
May ... ... ... „ 25
June ... ... ... ,. 22
July ... ... ... ,. 27
August  ... ... ... ..  24
September  ... ... ..  21
Octbber ... ... „ 28
November  ... ...  23
December  ... ... „ 21
» 28 „ 29
A.  R.  P.
... 14 0 0
AT P01JC1 s
OFFICa-
n 23 to 26 ,•
„ 2d
lpswieh. Esk.•
Date. Date.
18b5. 1886.
Fri., 8 Wed. 18
10
1 Tues. 19
6
3  to  21
7
4 „ 15
8
6 to 17
4
3191 toto  251 „ 29
,. 22  to  25
It 27 „ 30
„ 24  27It 22 I Wed., 23
25
22
27
24
29
26
23
28
25
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.&t he Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1886.
Tues ,  24 Fri .,  27 Wed..
Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  114 0 0
po rt ions 6, 8, 7, and
17 fro m portions 8, 9,
10,11, and 16
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Month.
Cler-
mont.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August ...
September
October
November
December
LEICHHABDT DISTRICT. MITCHELL  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Blackall , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the  second  Wednes'
day in each month.
AT THE LAND OFFICES-
Emerald Taroom . spring-sure. Mt.Britton. Banana.
Date .  Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1 1885. 1865.
Thur .,28 Mon., 16 Wed.,  4 Mon .,23 Fri., 6
30 „ 20 „ 1  to  27 Tues.,728,  to  18  to  6  to  25 Fri., 1
251 „ 15  to  3  to  22 „ 5
20 271 3,,1, 11 ,,
27, „ 171 „ 5  to  24  to  7
241  to  21 ,, 2 to 28  to  4to 29  to  19  to  7 „ 25 „ 2
26I
:: 16
,,  41  „  23 to
62 to  28 „ 4
Date.
1885.
Wed., 18
15
20
17
15
19
16
21
18
18
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gymrie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K ENNEDY DISTRIC r.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every  alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers; the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rema, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
* The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
I.uniications for Cert ificates of Ful filment of Conditions.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given,  that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act
fate
at the expiration of three months
from the ate hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wi/dash,  selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing east and distant
two chains from the south- east  corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east forty-six  chains  and twelve links ; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 hearing west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty- seven chains  and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east  nine  chains, south nine chains
and ten links , and west  nine chains, and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N Ji F JE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three
months from the date he re of ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed sha ll  operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent  that, by force of the  Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area  ;  and such grant and every such
deed sha ll  operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of  Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land granted.-A ll otment  17 of section 26, town
of Oooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th  July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that  the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such  Deed of Grant,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-57720.
Date of Grant-6th December, 1884.
Name of Grantee - Edward Thomas Homer.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Brooyar ,  selection 625, Gympie District.Area-2116 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOB CORRECTION OF
DEED.
County  of Lennox, parish of Brooyar,  selection
625, Gympie  District ,  portion  625.
Area - 2116 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 730, and bounded  thence on  the south by
that road and a line  bearing  west 157 chains and
seventy-five links, and passing through a post
275 links from the said creek ; on the west by a
line bearing north 183  chains and  seventy-six
links  ; on the north-west by a line bearing 57
degrees 15  minutes  ninety-one chains ;  on the east
by lines bearing south 156 chains and eighty-three
links  and east fifty chains and two links to Wide
Bay Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of 29
acres  for a surveyed road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-55929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of Grantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23-f76 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23-1- perches,0
instead of 1 rood 25170perches, the correct area.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th July, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder1
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce ll ency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expira tion of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Vrant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force of
the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct name sha ll  be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the er roneous name,
and such grant and  every  such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-45448.
Date of Grant-22nd October, 1881.
Name of Grantee-William Harrison Amiss.
Land granted.-A llotment 2  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of  Mi snomer .-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted as William Harrison Amiss
instead of William Harrison Amies, the correct
name.
No. of Grant-47635.
Date of Grant-18th August, 1882.
Names of Grantees - Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes,  as joint tenants.
Land granted.-Allotment 9  of section 4, town
of Bollon.
Nature of Misnomer.-  The names of the Grantees
having been inserwa as Edward Layard and
William Harrison Aimes instead of Edward Fother-
ingham Layard and  William  Harrison  Amiss, th
correct names.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31 st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
1
\OTICF, is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony,  describe the land intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas ,  and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area-5 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No.  376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy-five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east  five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
DI ame of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley.
parish of Toombul.
Area- 5 acres  1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres 3 roods 3 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned In the schedule hereunder
written being er ro neous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiratior of three monthb
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and  in  every deed
containing the erroneous  name  ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow , portion 5.
Area-80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson  instead of John Mathewson., the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that the persons hereunder  named  have been
elected, in pursuance of the provisions of section
six of  "An Act to enable certain Public Hospitals
to sue  and be sued in the name of their Treasurer,
and to provide for the taking and holding of Real
Property belonging to such Hospitals respectively,"
as Trustees of the Lying-in Hospital, Mary-
borough, and that the Secretary for Public Lands
has confirmed the appointments :-
REGINALD BYARD BUCHANAN CLAYTON,
EDWARD  BERNARD CRESSET CORKER,
THOMAS MORTON,
WILLIAM WALKER, and
THOMAS SYMES WARRY.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
TT is hereby notified  for general information, that
the Crown  Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen  respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ;  and that  from and after  the 1st proximo
all business  under the  provisions  of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act o f  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the HeadOffice in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
j T is hereby notified  for public  information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District wi ll  visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act  of 1876" who may  desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act , and receive
instead thereof a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge  applications in connection  therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed  places f'or the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77  of "The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub.sections  1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "Tice Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect  :-(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give  a clear  description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether  it is  already
surveyed or is u' surveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER  Section 52  of  " The Crown  LandsAlienation Act of  1876," I hereby  call upon
the Selectors mentioned  in the Schedule  herewith
to show  cause  at the Land Court  to be held at
Allora ,  on the 25th day  of November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon , why their respectives
Selec tions  should not  be declared  torfeited  for non-
fulfilment  of condition  of residence.
0
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District. Owner . Parish.
Warwick ... F. schreiok ... Allora
Ditto ... W. J. Rooney ... ditto
Ditto ... E. Cowley ... ... ditto
Ditto ... J. Kelly, innr. ditto
Ditto ... E. MCMt sn ditto
Ditto ... J. Hardwick ... Goomburra
Ditto ... E. Hardwick ... ... ditto
Ditto ... Tom. Neale ... Allors
Ditto ... Andrew Rickert ,  sear.... ditto
Ditto ... Adam Rickert ... ... Gloomburra
Ditto .. John Hami ll ... ... Anon .
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th October, 1885.
T N accordance with the Regulations applicable
J to Special Timber Licenses, it is hereby
notified that a Provisional License has this day
been granted to T. S. PRArnif to cut Timber on
one square mile in the parish of Pine.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 15th October, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  BENTRL, Grandcliester.YOU are hereby called upon to attend theLand
Court to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
40 Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich.
No. 5184.
Mr. Bentel.
(irandchester.
Portion 151.
78 acres.
Homestead.
the 4th December  next , at (10) Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause why your Selection No. 6184,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for the  non-ful-
filment of the condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 18th September, 1885.
To WILLIAM CRAWFORD, Dugandan.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
Ipswich.
No. 4215.
Wm. Crawford.
Dugandan.
Portion 40.
810 acres.
Homestead  Areas Act
of  1876.
the 6th November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and
show  cause cause  why your Selec-
tion No.  4245,  Ipswich District,
should not be declared forfeited
for the non-fulfilment t f the
condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
Notice to  PATRICK SULLIVAN, holder of Selection
No. 3163, T R., Westbrook Homestead Area.
Section  52 of  " Tae Chown Lands
UNDER Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 23rd day of November  next, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection No.
3163, Toowoomba Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFARLANE ,  holder of Selec-tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that you have
I failed in  performance of the conditions of
residence on the above selection ,  I have to request
that you will show  cause , at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December ,  1886,  why the  same  should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt  with as  a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner, Gympie.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
Notice to W. D. PERRETT, Peak Mountain.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt,  to be held at Brisbane , on TUESDAY,
the third day of November next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon ,  and show cause why your Selec tions,
Nos. 3823 and 4570, Brisbane District ,  should not
be declared forfeited for the non -fulfilment of the
condition of occupa ti on.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 17th September, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK MCKEOWN, holder of Selection
No. 3925, T.R., parish of Ramsay.
TINDER Section 52 of  "The Crown Lands
lJ Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October , 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your  Selection,
No. 3925, Toowoomba  Register , should not be
declared forfeited  for non-fulfilment of  the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 17th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM MCKEOWN, holder of Selection
No. 3738, T.R., parish of Ramsay.
U
NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection,
No. 3738, Toowoomba Register, should not be
declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condi-
tion of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS  ANDREW BeNNErr , holder of
Selection No. 1940, W.R., parish of Allora.
UNDER Section  52 of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
1940, Warwick  Register , should not be declared
forfeited  for non -fulfilment  of the  condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 14th September, 1885.
Notice to MARK Lov$PAY, holder of Selections Nos.
3246, T.R., 3316, T.R., parish of North Branch.
'UNDER Section 52 of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 26th day of October, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selections,
Nos. 3246 and 3316, Toowoomba Register, should
not be declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of the
condition of residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM DUNLOP, holder of Selection
.No. 2105, W.R., parish ofAllora.
UNDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands.alienation  Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause at the  Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2105, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK KELLY, holder of Selection No.
2065, W.R., parish of Goomburra.
U NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2065, Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissoner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Toowoomba, 15th September, 1885.
Notice to THOMAS KFNNEDY, holder of Selection
No. 2126, W.R., parish of Allora.
T NDER Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
V Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause at  the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 28th day of October, 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection, No.
2126,  Warwick Register, should not be declared
forfeited for. non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
IT is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other 'business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane , at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
10th day of November proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND  OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO HOSPITAL, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court  House, Townsvi lle ,  until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 20th November,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Additions to the Hospital at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Additions to Hospital,
Townsville."
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office,  and at the  Court  House ,  Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender ,  is  M.  (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on  a  proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10  per
cent.- on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in  Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
TOWNSVILLE.
nl1ENDER S wi ll  be received  at this Office, and
I at the Post Office, Townsville , until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from persons  willing  to contract for erection of New
Post rand Telegraph  Offices  at Townsville.
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Tenders to be endorsed  "Post and Telegraph
Oces, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or  bank  notes with the
Tender, is £50. (See  clause  1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on  a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance  of the  Contract in the event
of the  Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event  to execute and de liver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within  fourteen
days from the usual  notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SUPREME COURT HOUSE, ROCK-
HAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of Nov-
ember, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of new Supreme Court House at Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Supreme Court
House, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be  & memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing to deposit the  sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Off ce of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the  Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.,,
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE  OVER DALRYMPLE  CREEK,
ALLORA.
T ENDERS wil be  received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
October,  from persons willing to contract for con-
struction of a Timber Bridge over  Dalrymple
Creek,  near Allora.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Dalrymple Creek
Bridge."
Plan ,  S cification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court  Houses , Warwick and Allora.
The amount of preliminary  deposit, to be
enclosed  by bank draft  or nnk notes  with the
Tender ,  is I per  cent.  upon amount of contract.
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 5 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS , LUNATIC  RECEPTION HOUSE,
MARYBOROUGH.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Ma borough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 30th October,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
the Lunatic Reception House, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additionns ,  Reception
House,  Maryborough."
Plan, S ecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  any  further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Maryborough."
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be  on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be  a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane,  8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, SUB-INSPECTOR POLICE
QUARTERS, MAYTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office and
.L at the Court House, Maytown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November,
from persons willing to contract for Additions
to Sub-Inspector of Police Quarters at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Bub-In-
spector's Quarters, Maytown."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maytown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
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event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS' QUARTERS,
INGHAM.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Custom House, Ingham, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Sub-
Collector of Customs' Quarters at Ingham.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Sub - Collector's
Quarters, In,qham."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Ingham.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
rformance of the Contract in the event of the
Lender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen daysfrom the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, FOREST GROVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Forest Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Forest
Grove."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See Clause  1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreei ng to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STORE, ETC., WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,
WINTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Winton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th October, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Store
and Office for the Water Supply Department at
Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Store, tc., Winton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Winton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount  of Tender, as security for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
'Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
October, 1885, for the construction of twenty (20)
Ballast Wagons for the Maryborou h Railway.
A deposit of two  and a-half (2k) per cent. on
amount of  Tender,  in cash  or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foreman's Office, Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nors.-Tenderers must clearly understand  that  the Conditions
of Contract rela ti ng to fines for non -completion to time will be
strictly  enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Extension-Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
'MENDERS are invited for the construction of
the 9th Section of the Western Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville-in length 71 miles
45 chains 954 links, inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer,  Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other  information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for 9th Section of
Western Extension,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. W M. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
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SOUTHERN RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway-Contract No.  I.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.T`ENDERS are invited for the construction ofj1 the 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltnre-in length 25 miles 4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations-in accordance with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and Speci-
fication, which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief Eng' eer, Brisbane, on and after MONDAY,
the 9th November, 1885, where also forms of
Tender and other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for the 1st Section of
North Coast Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways, not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 2331 MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.
ENDERS  are invited for the construction of
11 the Northern Railway Extension fro m 200
miles to 233 miles 20 chains - in length 33 miles
20 chains - in accordance with Plans ,  Sections,
Drawings ,  General Conditions ,  and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer ,  Rockhampton and Townsvi ll e  ;  the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways ,  Brisbane ;
also ,  at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide ,  on and after  SATURDAY , the 17th
October next ,  where also forms of Tender and
other informa ti on can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "  Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway  from  200  Miles to Huyhenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways ,  at Brisbane, not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 7th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TJ1ENDERS are invited for the construction of
1. Extension of the Fassifern Branch from
Harrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 721 links, inclusive of Deviations-in accor-
dance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
At  the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where  also forms  of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No.  2," must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 20th August, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO GIRLS' AND INFANTS' SCHOOL,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th of Novem-
ber, from persons  willing  to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Girls' and Infants' State School
at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to the 6; irls' and Infants' State School at Charters
Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guaaantee the acceptance
of the lowest or  any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, YEULBA.
P
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
I at the Court House, Roma, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th of November, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Kitchen and Covered Way to the Teacher' s Resi-
dence, State School, Yeulba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Way, State  School, Yeulba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Roma.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, HOWARD.
rj `ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court  Houses,  Maryborough and
Howard, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 30th of October,  from persons  willing to con-
tract for the erection of Additions  to the State
School  at Howard.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to State  School, Howard."
Plan, Specification,  and form of  Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained , at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Maryborough
and Howard.
Tenders must be  sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAY-SHED, STATE SCHOOL, MACKAY
NORTH.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office andat
the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th of October, from
persons  willing to contract for the  erection of a
Plyy-shed at the State School, Mackay North.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Play-shed,
State School, Mackay North."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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r'  VITHER EXTENSION or TIME.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of MONDAY, the
30th November, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville, it  distance  of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may been seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Sydney, Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
. A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the  pro visions
of the Specification.
The lowest  or any  Tender not  necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury,
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
I3'A19BOLtR WORKS, MACKAY.TEND$RS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 14th
November, for carrying out the following works at
Mackay,  viz.:-
1. Extension of Embankment.
2. Removal of Bdat-steps and Slip.wa from
Sydney street to Carlyle  street, and  Erection
of Boat-steps  at Bonded Store Wharves.
3. Erection of Sheds, Fencing, Gates, &c., at
Government Wharf.
Plans and specifications  may be  seen , and further
particulars  obtained, at the Harbours and Rivers
Offices ,  Brisbane  and Mackay.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender
for No.1 Contract, to be dealt with in  accordance
with the provisions of the specification.
The lowest or any Tender not  necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
Under Secretary.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.F i RESH Tenders will be received at the Office ofL the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the six-
teenth (16th) day of November next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except iron poles, wire, insulators,
brackets, and screws, and for all workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned telegraph work,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
DnvIATION.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where neces-
sary.
PusENT LINES.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing existing wires ,  etc., in
accordance with clauses  10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Cape Capricorn, from
a point on existing line-a distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
Present lines -Narrows to Sea Hill,  via  Pilot
Station (Keppel Bay) length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron  poles,  wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requigition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect  the same  ; but, notwithstand.
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay.
ment shall  be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac.
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub.
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa.
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any  such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line and
other works,  also for damage so caused  to roads ;
and if such claims are. not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the  same from any
moneys  due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at the rate  of progress  required by the Govern.
ment, it  shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract , as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant,  materials ,  and implements
in his  possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor  or otherwise , as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract,  shall be  forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for  breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also  a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu.
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.Specification.
The course of the new line to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect.
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
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'Wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and underwood standinwithin forty
(40) feet  on ea-h side of the line tote felled, and
all timber within  a radius  of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track of not  less  than eight (8)$feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhang' from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen timber must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked ,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles required must be heavy
straight  saplings  of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not less
than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five  (5) feet
from the butt, and five (6) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and tho roughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of air  (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar  ;  the top to be firmly
bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop -iron of not less than one (1)  inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5)  feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth .  At angles or
other places, where required, struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as dire cted.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one  (1) inch fro m the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two  (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to ba regulated
and repaired ,  bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Poles  to be replaced ,  re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood ,  where necessary .  Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles ,  where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each ,  as directed.
Hard copper wire ,  weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile ,  w ill be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn ,  which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the  I nspecting
officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction  of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Blactrte Telegraphs ,  or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph  Office,  Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 20th October,  1885.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO BUGHENf EN.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until Noon on  MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November next, from  persons desirous of
contracting for the supply ofall material ,  except wire,
insulators, and iron poles ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms ,  general
conditions ,  and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles,  more or less,
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon
the proper  estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after
the completion  of the  contract must be delivered
bb the  contractor , free of  charge ,  at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine (9) months
from the noti fication of the acceptance of the Tender
General Condition8.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75 )  per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the  officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs ,  or other
officer  appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract  shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion  of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages prior to  final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The .Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials ,  ou signing a Bond indemnifying
the &eve rnment against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from  moneys due to the  contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor  fail to  proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner  and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment. by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together  with  all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
b: entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
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stipulated ,  in the event  -of  the Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event  that they
will severally execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane , within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent .  on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked  out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all  timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than  eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the ,line, to
be  removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, fo llowing the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred  and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth .  At angles or other places
where required ,  struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or  road crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supp lied  and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to  be so stretched  that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of  it, to  be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed  by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on a pplication at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-P1 TERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOODFORD
TO A POINT ON THE PRESENT LINE
BETWEEN CABULTURE AND YANDINA.
T
ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the second (2nd)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship  necessary  for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
2. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Woodford to a point on the present line between
Cabulture and Yandina,  a distance  of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final
payment shall be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made . The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he  may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay  the same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a  memorandum, signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
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All trees and underwood standing  within one
chain on each side  of the line to be felled, and all
timber within  a radius  of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track  of not less  than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less than  twenty (20) feet
in width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from  the butt,  and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the  top.  and twenty -five (25)  feet in
length ; co be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six  (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth .  At angles or other places where
required ,  struts or supports of wood to be supp li ed,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to  pattern sup-
plied ,  and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch  from
the to of the pole .  The wire to be oo stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2)  feet .  Joints or splices to be
made as directed,  and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed ,  and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each ,  as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it ,  to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on appli cation at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.SEPARATE Tenders are invited, and will bereceived up to Noon ofMONDAY, the 26th
instant ,  for the conveyance of Mails, as under,
subject to the usual conditions ,  as published in the
Government Gazette  of  3rd instant:-
Services required  from  and to and  to and from.
7. BRISBANE AND GYMPIE,  by coach, three times
a week, for one, two, or three years, from 1st
January, 1886.
363. NORTH PINE AND REDCLIFFE,  by coach or
buggy, three times a week, for one, two, or three
years, from 1st January, 1886.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. M. WHYTE, for the erec-tion of Goods-shed at Yengarie, has been
accepted. Amount, £130.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender ofTHE QUEENSLAND RAILWAYCARRIAGE, WAGON, AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
LIMITED, for the construction  of 3 second class
carriages and 3 composite  carriages  for the Central
Railway, has been accepted. Amount, £ 3,255.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1895.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. R. WILSON AND COM-PANY, for the erection of Gatekeepers'
Cottages for Second Section-Brisbane Valley
Branch Line, has been accepted. Total amount,
£1,729.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
SOUTH COAST LINE.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
rj1H: following amended Time Table will come
J into operation on and after MONDAY, 26th
October, 1885:-
DOWN.
A.M.
Logan Village ... ... dep. 9.50
Buccan  ... ... ... ... D9.57
Waterford ... ... ... 10.14
Bethania Junction ... are. 10.23
UP.
Bethania Junction ... dep.
A.M.
10.35
Waterford ... ... ... 1044
Buccan  ... ... ... ... D11.1
Logan Village ... ... arr. 1118
DOWN.
A M.
Logan Village ... ... dep. 11.30
Buccan  . ... ... ...  D11-37
Waterford ... ... ... 11.54
Bethania Junction ... ...
P.Y.
12.3
Loganlea ... ... ... ... 12.12
Kingston ... ... ... D12.21
Spring Creek ... ... ... D12.36
Runoorn .. ... ... ... D12.42
Sunny Bank ... ... ... 12.5 0
Cooper's Plains ... ... ... 12.56
Salisbury  ... ... ... ... D1.3
Bockiea ... ... ... 1.7
S. C. Junction ... ... ... 1.13
Yeronga  ... ... ... ... 111.17
Fairfield  ... ... ... ... B1.21
Wooloongabba ... ... ... 1.30
Stanley street ... ... arr. 1.35
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd September, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
r and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Burrum Railway from Howard to Bundaberg
South have been approved and confirmed ; and
that, in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified  for general information,that the name of the Station at 147-Miles,
Northern Railway, has been altered  from " BETTS'
CREEK  " to " PENTLAND."
P. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the name of the stopping place at
163-Mile, Warwick Railway, has been altered
from " LYNDHURST " to " ROSEHILL."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby  notified for general information,that  a further extension  of the  Queensland
Northern Railway to Torrens Creek- a distance of
179 miles from Townsville- was opened  for public
traffic on MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Northern Railway,  was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885 .  Owners can  obtain the Articles  on applica-
tion to the Acting Traffic  Manager ,  Townsville, and
paying costs. If not released  on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November,  1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articlesin the  custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment ,  Central Railway ,  was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on applica ti on to
the Traffic Manager ,  Rockhampton ,  and paying
costs. If not released on or before  TUESDAY,
the 19th January ,  1886,  they  will  be  sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
ON SALE at this Office, and at the respectiveWardens' Offices at Gympie and Ravenswood,
the following Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
Surveyor- General 's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.FOR SALE at this Office, New Map of Town ofToowoomba,  in two sheets  ; price, 1s. each
sheet. Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta ; price,Is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 22nd October, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to  Mariners  is publishedfor  general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extraot  from New  Zealand Gazette , lit October,
1885.]
No. 37 of  1885.
ALTERATION OF POSITION  OF BEACONS
AT WESTPORT.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 25th September, 1885.
THE Westport Harbour Board have given
notice  that,  owing  to the front beacon being
in an unsafe  position, the leading river beacons
from the bar inwards on a south-easterly bearing
will, on and after the 1st October, 1885, be moved
inland about five  chains . The change will scarcely
be observed from ships entering the Buller River,
except that the beacons may not be seen quite so
soon after crossing the bar as at present, but this
is not material. The compass bearing is about the
same.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigb,
Blackall, Bogantun ggan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaber , Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters
Towers, Charleville,Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Ciinnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborougb, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate,, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above  rates o 1
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be  made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES It. DIC KSON'.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
GRAMMAR, SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is hereby notified that Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following conditions:-
1. Candidates must be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed at the examination,
and, if successful , to attend a Grammar School, are
to be nominated.
2. The Examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Tpswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved; and scholars from
any school maintainedby the State may present
themselves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the year of examination, have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance for the previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period  as may, in
special cases , be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certificate attesting date of
birth.
4. The Examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department
and other  persons  appointed for the purpose. The
questions will be the same in all places. The
candidates' papers must be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto and a number. Before the
Examination begins, each candidate must fill up a
form showing the name, number, motto,  age, sex,
and school attended, and seal up the same in an
envelope. These sealed envelopes, and the can-
didates' papers, are to be forwarded under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
5. The subjects of examination will be the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth class  in a State  school.
6. The scholarships
,
awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported  as being  of sufficieut merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Parliament, for a
period of three years, and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The , successful  candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
under  " The  Grammar Schools  A et of 1800," or
other Act of the Legislature.
9, The Minister will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein • and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling  expenses  of the scholar to and
from the nearest  Grammar  School and the residence
of his  parents.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.H._j IS Exce llency  the Governor, with the advicej of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to direct that a competitive  examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock a.m. on the 1st of
December next, in the following subjects
English Language and Literature.
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry).
French or German.
English History.
Greek and Roman History.
Natural Science (one only of the following
subjects to be taken, namely :-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all  students
who will not have attained the age of nineteen
years on the 31st day of December next, or who
are State School scholars under five years'  standing,
and who have resided in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.
Every candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making application to be examined, submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting the date of his birth, and must state the
alternative subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to be examined in French, or
in German, and in which of the four subjects
under the head of " Natural Science" he elects to
be examined.
Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 1886, and of the annual value of
£110, will be awarded to the candidates, not ex-
ceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains  in attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity as a matriculated student.
Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment  is made,  a certificate from the Regis-
trar, or other responsible officer of the university
attended by the exhibitioner, must be produced,
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each
subsequent payment is made a certificate must be
pr, sented to the effect that the applicant remains in
attendance on lectures at that university.
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Secretary for Public Instruction, not later than the
20th day of October next, their  names,  with par-
ticulars showing that they are eligible under the
conditions above stated ; accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar School,
or from  a Magistrate , that they have resided in the
colony for the two years immediately preceding the
examination, or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three  years  immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must,  at the  same  time, forward
the sum of five pounds (45) as  a guarantee that
he will  present  himself for examination, which sum
will be  returned  to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of examination may be  ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination begins.
B. B. MORETON.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1885.
1
THR attention of Employers of Labour is
directed to a notice which appears in the
Gazette  of this date,  containing  copy of a letter
addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the Agent-
General, in which the functions of the recently
appointed Agent for Emigration on the Continent
of Europe are clearly defined.
Applications from employers desirous of indenting
labourers under the provisions of  " The Immigra-
tion  Acts of  1882 and  1884" will now be received
by the several Clerks of Petty Sessions (as Sub-
Immigration Agents) throughout the Colony from
whom all necessary forms therefor, and informa-
tion eonnected therewith, may be obtained.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
Immigration Agent.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1985.
UNITED MUNICIPALITY OF MARY-
BOROUGH AND GRANVILLE.
T
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that the  Local Authorities of the Component
Municipalities  of the United  Municipality of
Maryborough and Granville have certified the
election of the following gentlemen to form the
Joint  Board of the United Municipa lity :-
Maryborough.
NICHOLAS EDWARD NELSON TOOTH,  Mayor.
FREDERICK BRYANT,
Aldermen.WILLIAM HARRIS,
Granville.
JOHN WEARIN ,  Chairman,
WILLIAM FRANCIS RANKIN,
RICHARD HEATH.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.
THE UNITED MUNICIPALITY OF MARY-
BOROUGH AND GRANVILLE.REFERRING to the Order in Council pub ished
in the  Gazette  of the 19th of  September last,
constituting "The United Municippaals of Mary-
borough ad Granville," His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified that each of the
Component Municipalities having consented to the
Joint Board of the United Municipalit  exercising
and performing within the limits of the Com-
ponent Municipalities all the powers and duties
conferred or imposed upon Local Authorities with
respect to-
(1) The control  and maintenance  of all ferries
which are now or may hereafter be
established between the Component Muni-
cipalities , including the approaches to
such  ferries ;
(2) The regulating,  licensing , and taxing of
all vehicles plying, used, or kept within
the Component  Municipalities ;
(3) The making of By-laws and all other
purposes  necessary  for the proper control
and maintenance  of such ferries, and the
regulating ,  licensing, and taxing of such
vehicles :
the Joint Board of the said United Municipality
is hereby authorised and empowered to exercise
and perform such powers  and duties  within such
limits ,  and to assume all obligations in connection
therewith to which Local Authorities  are made
subject by the laws in force for the time being
relating  to the  government of Municipalities.
And it is hereby prescribed that such powers,
duties,  and obligations  shall be exercised, per-
formed,  and assumed  by the Joint Board of the
said United Municipality, under and subject to the
provisions of  " -The Local Government Act of
1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Mar-
supials Destruction  Act Continuation Act of
1885," and at the request of the Rawbelle Mar-
supial  Board, I do hereby authorise the application
of the funds standing to the credit of the account
of the  Kawbelle Marsupial  District in payment of
a bonus  for the destruction of Dingoes,  at a rate
not exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
T
N pursuance  of the provisions of  " The lar-
supials Destruction  Act Continuation Act of
1885 ,"  and at the request of the Blackall Mar-
supial Board , I do hereby  authorise the application
of the  funds standing  to the credit of the  account
of the Blackall Marsupial  District  in payment of a
bonus for the destruction  of Dingoes ,  at a rate
not exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Mar-
supials Destruction  Act Continuation Act of
1885," and at the request of the Jondaryan Mar-
supial Board, I do hereby authorise the application
of the funds standing to the credit of the account
of the Jondaryan Marsupial District in payment
of a bonus for the destruction of Dingoes, at a
rate not exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st October, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 17TH DAY OF
OCTOBER,  1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 375
Num ber since admitted  ... ... ... 1
Number  re turned from leave  ... ...  3
379
Number discharged ... ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... ...  3
Number  absent on leave  ... ... ...  3
6
Num ber remaining at date hereof ... 373
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
R4-admission :
William Dickson  alias  Dick,  63, labourer.
Discharged  during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
John Voger  alias  By. Williams ,  96; an inmate
since foundation of Institution, and previously of
Benevolent Patient Ward ,  Brisbane Hospital ,  from the
year 1859.
Andrew Tait, 63, carpenter ; admitted 29th January,
1883.
John Patrick, 23, labourer ; admitted 8th September,
1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th September, 1885.
CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITED
MUNICIPALITY.
R
EFERRING to the Order in Council
published in the  Gazette  of the 7th of March
last, constituting the " City and Suburban United
Municipality," His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the several Component Municipalities
having consented to the Joint Board of the United
Municipality  exercising  and performing within the
limits of the Component Municipalities all the
powers and duties conferred or imposed upon Local
Authorities with  respect to regulating, licensing,
and taxing vehicles plying, used, or kept therein,
he Joint Bo. rd of the said United Municipality
is hereby aut or sed and empowered to exercise
. nd perform sue 1 i p wers and duties within such
It its ,  an ; o assum  '  all obligations in connection
therewith to which Local Authorities are made
subject by the laws in force for the time being
relating to the government of Municipalities. And
it is hereby prescribed that such powers, duties,
and obligations shall be exercised, performed, and
assumed by the Joint Board of the said United
Municipality, under and subject to the provisions
of "1 he Local Government Act of  1878."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd October, 1884.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that no fee will in future be demanded or
taken at the Office of the Registrar of Titles in
respect of acknowledgments of married women
touching the execution of instruments dealing
with land under the provisions of the Real
Property Acts.
The fee to be demanded and taken at the
Office of the Registrar of Titles in respect of
acknowledgments of married women touching the
execution of deeds relating to land not under the
provisions of the Real Property Acts, will be as
heretofore, namely:-
For every acknowledgment taken, whether before
the Registrar of Titles or a country Commissioner,
10s.; the fee payable to a country Commissioner
on taking an acknowledgment is 5s. in addition to
this fee of 10s.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
1 T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Beale and Com-
l pang ,  trading as such at 83,  Queen  street,
Brisbane ,  Importers of Sewing Machines and
Musical Instruments ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  " The P arents, Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act ,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 6, in
respect of Sewing Machines ,  a Trade Mark, of
which the  following is a representation :-
WERTHEIM
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same  registered, in compliance with
such application, I shall register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
SIXTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names  were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on 2nd January, 1885.
Name .  Address.
Buchanan,  James  ... Maryborough
Margetts , Andrew ... Warwick
Steele , J. D. ... ... Ditto
Cullen, G. T. ... ... Welltown.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885.
Police Department,
Commissioner ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.
(( HE undermentioned unclaimed Horse, now
in the hands of the Townsville Police, will,
unless previously claimed ,  be sold  by Public
Auction, at Townsvi lle,  on the 14th November
next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Bay cob gelding, branded 4UG over 22 near
shoulder.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an  application for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
George Peacock, of the City of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, for an Invention described
as " Improvements in the Preservation of Fruit."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said George
Peacock, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks At,
1884."
CHARLES J."WHITLEY,
(1) Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 24th October, 1835.NOTICE is hereby  given  that I intend, on orafter the 15th day of November  next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th  section
of  " The Real Property Act of  1861 ," to issue in
the name of Christine Hornung, wife of John
Hornung, a Provisional Certificate of Title, num-
bered 38354, for one rood, subdivisions 25 and
26 of allotment 8 of section 18, village of Sandg ste,
angl more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 261, folio 106 ; the said original Certificate
of Title having been lost, mislaid, or destroyed.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  38  of  1885.
GULF OF CARPENTARIA.
WRECK OFF BAR OF NORMAN RIVER.
1T OTICE is hereby given, that the Wreck of the
IN barque " Rockhampton " lies in 16 feet at low
water, N.W. by N. 1 miles from the Lightship at
the Norman Bar.
The Wreck is just  awash  at low water, and its
position is marked by a flag by day, and a light by
night, shown 6 feet above the level of hi h water,from a spar  secured to a portion of the Wreck.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 37  of  1885.
REMOVAL OF BOOM ANP ADDITIONAL
BUOYS NEAR LYTTON.NOTICE is hereby given, that the  Boom acrossthe deep  water  channel, and the Black and
Red Buoys laid down temporarily  near  Lytton, of
which notice  was given  on the 24th April last, are
now removed.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1885.
NOTICE 1-6 MAR1NhRS.
No.  39  of  1885.
DREDGING OPERATIONS, BRISBANE RIVER.
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Dredge is
now working on the West side of the Pelican
Bank  Cutting between Luggage Point and L tton.
Vessels are to pass her dead slow, and, during
the flood tide, are specially cautioned to keep on
the East  side of  the centre of the Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
Chambers ,  Brisbane,
10th October, 1885.
I
N  pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
" The District Courts  Act  of 1867,"  and by
authority of the same, I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and places in the Southern
District during the year 1886.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge of the Southern District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGIO,
Attorney .  General.
22nd October, 1885.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
1886.
Criminal Sittings .  j Civil Sittings.
BRISBANE.
Mon day, 22nd February Wednesday, 24th February
Monday, 19th April Wednesday, 21st April
Monday, `List June Wednesday, 23rd June
Monday, 2nd August Wednesday, 4th August
Monday, 4th October Wednesday, 6th October
Monday, 13th December  Wednesday , l6thDecember
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 6th May Thursday, 6th May
Thursday, 9th September Thursday, 8th September
Thursday, 9th December Thursday, 9th December
ToowooxBA.
Monday ,  8rd May Monday, 8rd May
Monday ,  6th September Monday, 6th Septem be r
Monday, 6th December Monday, 6th December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 18th March Thursday, 18th March
Monday, 16th August Monday, 16th August
Tuesday, 23rd November Tuesday, 23rd November
STANTROBPs.
Tuesday, 16th March . Tuesday, 16th March
Friday, 13th August Friday, 13th August
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
DALBY.
Friday, 16th April Friday, 16th April
Tuesday, 24th August Tuesday ,  24th August
Friday, 26th November Friday, 28th November
ST. Gsoaos.
Wednesday, 24th March Wednesday, 24th March
Monday, 30th Auguist Monday, 30th August
ROMA.
Tuesday, 2nd March Tuesday, 2nd March
Wednesday, 14th July Wednesday, 14th July
Monday, 29th November  Monday , 29th November
CHABLYVILI,R.
Wednesday ,  31st March Wednesday ,  91st March
Wednesday, 15th September Wednesday,l5th September
CuNxAMULLA.
Monday, 5th April  Monday, 6th April
Monday, 20th September  I Monday, 29th September
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions heldhere, JAMES MBBBDITH was reappointed
Poundkeeper and Small Debts Court Bailiff at
Eulo for twelve months from date hereof.
JOHN McGUINNESS,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Eulo, 13th October, 1885.
HAVE this day appointed GEORGE AMnuosE
I as Bailiff of the Northern District Court at
Cairns,  vice  Jos$rg A. BUNTING, resigned. This
appointment to take effect from the 1st day of
August, 1885.
A.  B. NOEL,
Judge Northern District Court.
Court House,
Cairns, 16th October, 1885.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1841.
BLACKALL MARSUPIAL DISTRICT.
Second  Assessment  for Year 1885.
I
T is hereby notified, for the information of Stock
Owners  within the  Blackall Marsupial  District,
that a further Assessment for current year of one
shilling  (is.) on every  twenty  (20) head of  cattle or
one hundred  (100) sheep ,  has this day been made,
and is payable  to the nearest  Clerk of Petty Ses-
sions, within  two (2) mcnths from the date hereof
without further  application  or notice.
Attention  is drawn to  the penalty for non-
payment provided by Section 13 of the Act.
By order of the Board,
R. A. RANKING,
Secretary.
Blackall , 1st Ocob er, 1885
56M 5s. 6d.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
O in pamphlet form ,  "The Gold Fields Alt
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the wi.ale of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price is. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
0 N SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam  street ,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
Narrative of Expeditious to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police  Magistrate , Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland, Price
64. Postage, id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Govern ment Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTE R" now ready at the  Govern-
ment Printing  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price, Is.  6d; posted, is. 94.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MITSGRAVE,
 Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
A. MUSGRAVE, Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
N pursuance of the authority  in  we vested , T, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Couacil, do, by this my Proclamation, notify andI declare that the Roads described  in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
85-22563-C. Sol.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD DEVIATIONS  IN THE PARISH
 OF WALLOON,  INTENDID TO B$ PROCLAIYBD AS PUBLIC RoArs.
Parish of Walloon, County of Churchill, District of Moreton.
Refer-
ence No.
1
t
3
Desarlption of Road.
An irregular piece of
 land  cut out of the north boundary of portion 649...
An irregular piece of land  out  out of the north boundary of portion 463
An irregular piece of land
 out  out of the south boundary of portion 463...
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
Chns . links.l Links .  A.  R. P.
649 Freehold
 ... ...  Michael  Bllesner ...  108° 0' 4 50 Irregular 0 2 2
88° 68' a 49
... 463 ditto ... Johann  Frew  ... I40° 0 '  3 90 dittw ... 1 1 7
900 0' 1 30
50° 0' 4 65 ,
... 463 ditto
 ... ...  ditto  ... ...  61° 2' 7 7
108° 0' 3 40
141° 0' 4 40
ditto ...
 2 336
Remarks.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty.
By Command,
GOD SAYS TH>i QUEEN! C. B. DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. MUSGRAVE,
 By His Excellency Sir ANTIMONY KUSGE AVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief
g overnor .
 of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested
,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall  be and is hereby . opened as a pub lic Road.
85-21958-L.B.
BOOK OF R EFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM DURUNDUB TO THE GYMPIB ROAD, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Beerwah ,  County of Canning, District of Moreton.
No. of Land
 Agent's Date ofEefer- Hew Held .  Reputed Owner .
 Oceupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths.enee No. Description of Road . Portion. seleo- District . Application oftion. selection.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks. FdIP6
00EP-
Chs. links .
 Links .  A. It. P.
1 Commencing on the west boundary and running 4 2143 Brisbane
 ...  8 May ,  1874 Conditional aelec -  William Grigor ... William Grigor  ...  98° 15'  12 00 30o 11 2 0 Fenced.
eastwards tion.  116° 16 57
60° 8 00
2 Continuation of
 ro ad to east boundary of portion 2 2 162 Ditto ... ,..  16 October, 1868 Freehold .., ,,, Ditto ... ,.. Ditto  .,, ..,  60° 8 79 300 6 3 0 Unfenced.
104° 30' 15 80
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
 reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN1
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the second day of July, 1885, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of "  The Croton Lands Act of  1884 " as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, b the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being situated in the Mackay Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 7th day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TUB QUERY !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish .
1 Pelion ... ... ...
2 Ditto ... ...
3 Ditto ... ...
4 Ditto ... ...
5 Ditto ... ...
6 Ditto ... ...
7 Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto ... ...
9 Ditto ... ...
10 Ditto ... ...
11 Ditto ... ...
12 Ditto ... ...
13 Ditto ... ...
14 Ditto ... ...
15 Ditto ... ...
16 Ditto ... ...
17 Ditto ... ...
18 Ditto ... ...
19 Ditto ... ...
20 Ditto ... ...
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY LAND  AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
946 0 0 0 0 1 15 17 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
690 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 110 0 06400 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
1,032 0 0 0 0 1 15 17 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
700 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
510 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
640 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
No. of
Portion.
... ... ... lv
... ... ... 2v
... ... ... 3v
... ... ... 4v
... ... ... 5v
... ... ... 6v
... ... ... 7v
... ... ... 8v
... ... ... 9v
... ... ... 10V
... ... ... 11v
... ... ... 12v
... ... ... 13v
... ... ... 14v
... ... ... 15v
... ... ... 16v
... ... ... 17v
... ... ... 18V
... ... ... 19V
... ... ... 20v
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ," 1,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Counc il , and on the recommendation of the Land Board , do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent 's District ,  sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after MONDAY,  the 7th day of December ,  1885 : And I do hereby,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall  be  as fo ll ows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing
Area .  Rent Survey Fee. Price
per Acre .  per Acre.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Esk  ... ... ... ...  6834 99 3 0 0 0 8 6 6 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael  and St.  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY  Musaaavs , the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the  Brisbane  Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on  and after  MONDAY, the 7th day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that  the maximum  area which may be  selected  by any one  person in the said
District shall  be as follows ,  that  is to say :-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further  declare  that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any  one person  within Agricultural Area No.1 in the  said  District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District for the
purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes  it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISnANE  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Annual Purchasing Value ofArea.  Rent Harvey Fee .  Price Imp rove-
per Acre .  per Aare .  ments.
No. of
Portion.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Radcli ffe ... ... 59 40 2 0 0 0 6 3 19 0 2 0 0 12 11 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir AIr'rnoNY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after  MON DAY, the 7th day  of December ,  1886 : And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands  within  an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in  the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUINN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
C. B.  DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THIS IPSWICH LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of Forfeited AnnualArea. Rent  Survey Fee . perAgcrePriceSelection. per Acre . 8r A.
A. R. P.  ? £ s.  d. £  it. d. £  S.  d.
1 Laidley ... ... 6433 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[t.8.] By xis Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance d execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Mackay Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after MONDAY, the 7th day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid,  declare  that the  maximum  area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be  as follows , that is to say:-
In the case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACHAY  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of Annual Purchasing
Forfeited Area .  Rent Survey  Fee. Price
Selection .  per Acre .  per Acre.
A. R. P.  £  S. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
1 Mia Mia ... ... ... 1344 1,254 0 0 0 0 6 16 13 7 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s. ]  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by an Order in Council made on the twenty -second day of October, 1885 ,  I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said lands into the lots speci fied in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all p owers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of
the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
Schedule hereto ,  being situated in the Ingham Land Agent 's District ,  sha ll  be open to selection, under
the pro visions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY ,  the 7th day of December ,  1885: And I do
hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District sha ll  be as fo llows, that is to  say  :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of
October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty -ninth  year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGHAM  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No annual.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. of Area.  BentPortion. per Acre.
A. Y. P.  $  S. d.
1  Marathon ... 1v  90 0 0  0 0 6
2  Cordelia lv  160 0 0 0 0 63 Ditto ... ...... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 6
4 Ditto ... ... 3v 160 0 0 0 0 6
6 Ditto ... ... 4v 450 0 0 0 0 6
6 Ditto ... ... 5v 800 0 0 0 0 6
C. B. DUTTON.
Provisional PurchasingPriceSurvey Fee. per Acre.
£ S. it.  £ S. d.
10 4 0 2 0 0
12 16 0 2 0 0
12 16 0 2 0 0
12 16 0 2 0 0
16 8 0 2 0 0
27 12 0 2 0 0
1e4
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Department of Public Lands,
86-2 2177- D.B. Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified fir general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be o ned as a Public Road under the provisions of " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878;'  hand all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office ,  Toowoomba.
C. B. DO TTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH SELECTIONS 688, 686, AND 692,  H ELIDON DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE P ROCLAIM ED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Ravensbourne, County of Cavendish, District of Moreton.
z
Description of Road.
*1 From the  re served road
easterly th ro ugh se-
lection 688 to its east
boundary
s2
*3
Au irregular piece of'
land along and within
parts of the west and
no rt h boundaries (at
the no rt h-west cor-
ner) of selection 686
A strip of land one chain
wide along and with-
in part of the south
boundary of selection
692
zaz
qA
Date of
Application
of How held.
S l
0
ection.e
r
17 688 I Helidon 3 Feb., 1876  Homestead,
t  1875 Act
16 686 ditto ditto Freehold ,
Homestead ,
1875 Act
22 692 ditto 4 Feb., 1876 Homestead ,
1875 Act
* Grazing land.
Reputed
Owner.
Occupier
or
Lessee.
to . Breadth
q of Area.
Road.
chs. lks.  Links .  A.  R. P.
Ellen Mc- Ellen  , 71° 36' 5 19 100 2 0 0
Farlane ,
wife of
McFarlane  117° 43' 6 75
75° 25' 0 82
Andrew 280  51' 7 48
McFarlane 60° 35' 0 35
Thomas Thomas 360° 0' 5 99 irregu- 600
Murphy Murphy 59° 19-1 5 82 larg o 5140' 10 36
79° 1l' 966
John  Mc- John 90014139 73 100  4 1 0
Quiilan McQuillan
Department of Public Lands,86-16707-Sur. Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " TJie Public Works Lands Resumption Act  of  1878 ,"  having been pleased to confum
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptions ,  are requested to deliver
to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required for the
said resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the date
of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason of the said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE  RESUMED FOR A RIFLE RANGE NEAR TOOWOOMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
a No .  of Reputed Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths.e
x
Description .  Por- How Held . Owner.lion.
1
0
A triangular piece of land
cut off the no rt h-west
corner of re -subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
Part of a pro claimed road
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527 from  re -sub-
division c
A st rip of land running
across the southern part
of  re-subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
t3
A st ri p of land running
across the southern part
of portion 627A
A strip of land running
across the southern part
of portion 697E
00
sa
Area.  Remasin.
Cho
527 Freehold Michael M.  Garvey 690 36' 1.  24331 Links. 0 R. P.0 0 seaPart  of a milking-
Garvey lar yard cut off.
627 Cro wn The Unoceu -  69° 36 '  2 87 Irregu- 0 1
land Crown pied lar
527 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  69° 38'  4 35 200  0 2 28  Unimproved.
Garvey
527A ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  09° 361 2 23 200 0 1 ditto.
527a ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  69° 36 '  3 13 200 0 2 17  North -east boun.
Neden dary of portio
fenced, otherwise
unimproved.
A Plan a d $ook of Reference of the abov mentioned resumptions can be seen at the o#fida of the
Clerk of Petty Sesiftona in Tddw'ddmba.
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Department  of Public Lands,
56-16608-C.T. Brisbane, 28th August, 1886.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
u IS Excellencthe Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance of the
11. provisions  031" The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within
sixty  (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is wil ling to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
Section  22, all otment 20,
town of Bundaberg ; town
allotment  ; unimproved.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUMED  FOR A. SEWER IN CONNECTION  WITH THE
FORTITUDE VALLEY DaLINAaE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
Description of Land
to be Resumed. How Held.
1 A strip of land seventy -  Freehold
eight links wide from
Campbell  street (oppo-
site  Sneyd street)
north th rough eastern
suburban allotment
101 to Breakfast Creek
Reputed
Owner.
o c
Area .  Remarks.Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
Ohs. Lks.
... PeterMorrison P. M. North ... 7 20
Campbe ll  Campbell
A Plan and Book  of Reference
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ,  Brisbane.
Links .  A. a. P.
78 0 2 8& Land  fenced.
Partly  under culti-
vation  and  partly
otherwise im-
proved.
of the abovementioned road  can  be seen  at the Office of the
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd September, 1885.
MADAM AND GENTLEMEN,-Under the provisions of the Railway Laws, I have the honour to
inform you that the Lands mentioned in the annexed Schedule are required for the line of Railway
from Howard to Bundaberg South, and to request that you will furnish me with the particulars of your
estate and interest in the said lands, of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers, and of the claims
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing, upon behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to
the amounts of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the lands taken, or to
be taken, or by reason of damage sustained or to be sustained by you, arising out of the resumption of
said lands.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen, your most obedient Servant,
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mrs.  Mary Fox,  Messrs.  Cameron Simpson,  Henry Morgan,  Matthew McMurtrie, and William
Collins.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Quantity of
Owner 's Name .  Occupier .  Land taken by
Railway.
114 Mary  Fox ... Unoccupied ...
(widow)
93 Cameron Simpson do. ...
93A Do. do.
Description of Land.
A. R. P.
0 1 0 Section 21, allotment 5, town
of Bundaberg  ;  town allot-
ment ,  partly fenced.
0 1 36 Section 56 ,  allotment 3, town
of Bundaberg; town all ot-
ment; unimproved.
0 0 30 Section 56, allotment 4, town
of Bundaberg ;  town allot-
ment; unimproved.
104 Henry  Morgan ... do. ... 0 0 12
112 Matthew McMur - do. ... 1 0 0
trio
183 Wm. Collins  ...  do. ... 0 0 12
C. B. DUTTON.
Remarks.
Whole  of allotment
taken.
Whole of allotment
taken; includes part
of road diversion.
Required for road
diversion ; includes
severance on creek
boundary.
No severance.
Section 21, allotments  20, 19 ,  The whole of the al-
18,17 , town of  Bundaberg ;  lotments taken for
town allotments  ;  unim- South  Bundaberg
proved.  Station.
Section 4, allotment  2A, town No  severance.-
of Btindab -town  allot--
ment; unimproved.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of
Miles openfor Traffic.
77
77
£ s. d.
Week  ending 18th Oct., :,885 ... 663 2,255 12 4
Corresponding  week last year 553  1,766 16 2
...
Increase ... ... ... ... 488 16 2
Decrease  .,. ... ... ...  1,37i* 2 7 107 7 8 993 14 1
1885 - Total Traffic to date  ... ... ... ... ...  289,406 6 5
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... ...  275,474 14 10
Total  Increase
... ...
Passengers '  I Goods and  Live  Parcels and
Pares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.
... ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending  18th Oct.,  1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1885  - Total Traffic to date ...
1884 -D itto ditto ...
Total  Increase
£ a. d.
234 13 8
243 9 9 1
8 •16 1
...
..
£  s. d. £ a. d.
650 7 3 17 2 11
648 3 0 16 3 3
Total.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
5,768 7 7  194 15  0  8,218 14 11
7,143 10 2 302 2 8 9,212 9 0
2 4 3 019 8
... ...
... ...
BUN1)ABERG  RAILWAY.
Week ending  18th  Oct., 1885...
Corresponding week last year...
£  S.  d. £  S.  d. £  e. d. £ a. d.
66 57 1 4 113 4 0 5 6 6 175  it  10
66 63 1 11 81 19 6 5 4 5 150 5 10
Increase ... ... ... ... 31 4 6 0 2 1 25 6 0
Decrease  ... ... ... 6 0 7 ... ... ...
1885- Total Traffic to date ... .•
1884,-Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Decrease
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
Week ending 18th Oct., 1885... 369 441 11 8
Corresponding week last year ... 317 449 9 11
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1885 - Total Traffic to date ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
...
718 3
£  a. d. £ e. d. £ e. d.
2,514 1 5 22 1 4 2,977 14 5
2,371  12 11  60 5 4 2,881 8 2
142 8 6 .. .  96 6 3
...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Week ending  18th Oct.,  1885... 170
Corresponding week last year 127
Increase ... ...
Decrease
... ...
t885- Total Traffic  to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending 18th Oct., 1885...
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic to date ...1884-Ditto  ditto ...
Total  Increase
...
...
£ a. d.
495 19 2
398 15 9
38 4 0
...
...
...
£13,931 11 7
£ a. d.
902 3 10
907 16 0
5 12 2
36,509 18  8
31,286 5 11
£5,223 12 9
7,017 0 9
7,842 17 8
£825 16 11
143,692 13 3
128,339 5 9
£15,353 7 6
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  S.  d.
1,945  8 11  37 9 0 2,478 17 1
1,105 7 11  70 16  0  1,574 19  8
97 3 5 840 1 0
...
903 17 5
... ...
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
33 7 0
...
69,708 7 147,798 14  3
£21,909 12 10
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £  S.  d.
31 50 11 2 41 11 6 3 9 6 1 95 12 2
£905 17 9
F. UURNOW,
Qammiasioner for Railwaj a
Colonial Secretary's Office,
AMENDED STATEMENT. Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
THE
following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANK or AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the
several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1885, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the COMMERICAL BANn of AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter  from the 1st JULY to  30th SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.
Notes , in Circulation
I
Not bearing  Interest
Bearing Interest
,
£ a, d.
ASSETS.
Coined (fold and Silver and other Coined  Metals  ...
Gold and Silver in Bu llion and Bars ...  ... ... ...
Government Secu rities  ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks  ... ... ... ..,
Balances due f ro m other Banks ... ...
Amount of all Debts dnA to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ,..
TOTALS.
£ a. d.
Not bearing ......
aring  Intteren tarsal
.. "' •
 246 18 4
246 18 4Bills  in Circulation fBe
Balances due  to other  Banks  ... .., ... ... ...  680 12 3 680 12 3
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest  ...  6,250 14 51Bearing Interest ...  ...  ... 101,055 7 8 107,306 2 1
Total Amount of Liabilities... ... ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate
 of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
... ... £ 108,233 12 8 Total Amount of Assets
... ... ... 600,000 0 0
... ... ... Ten per cent. per annum.
.. ... ... 30,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 231,029 11 8
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
 jr.  d. £  S.  d.
18,973 4 5 18,973 4 5
302 4 7 302 4 7
102,402 11 8 102,402 11 8
£ 121,678 0 8
Brisbane, 19th October, 1885. EDWARD JONES,  Manager.
W. H. GILBERT, Accountant.
I, Edward Jones, make Oath, that to the best of my knowledge
 and belief , the foregoing Abstract  is a true
 and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during
 the period  specified  ;  and that the
 same  was made up from the Weekly
 Statements thereof , kept in  pursuance  of the  provisions  of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me at Brisbane,  this nineteenth day of
 October, 1885. EDWARD JONES.
A. A. MACDIABMID,  Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane,  21st October, 1885.
r  B
fo llowing General Abstract ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the ATSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter  fr om the 6th JULY, 1885 ,  to the 28th SEPTEMBER,  1885 ,  is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
ROBT . J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIARILITIES and Asaaxs of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOOK BANK,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the
 6th JrLy, 1885,  to the 28th SSPTEMBER,1885.
LIABILITIES.
Now in
 Circulation Not bearing  Interest
...Bearing Interest
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ e. d. £ s. d.
Gold and Silver in Bu llion or Bare
 ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .
Not bearing Interest...
Bearing Interest ...
Jbimoes due  to other Banks ...
oeite ... Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of
 Liabilities £ 1,119,714 16 2
Hof the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ending 30th Sep.
t.u er, 1885  ... ... ... ... .. .... ... ...la. .f the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders
 ... ... ...
, mwerA
 of the last Dividend and Bonus declared ...
ioe 6
 of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaaing such Dividend
...
500,000 0 0
121 per
 cent .  per annum.
31,260 0 0
255,981 11 9
Total Amount
 of Assets £ 1,372,671 0 1
ALEX. KERR, Assistant  Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL, Accountant.
7, Alexander Kerr ,  make
 oath that, to  the
 beat  of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing
 Abstract  is a true and faithful  Account of the Average
 Amount of Assets  and Liabilities of the  above Bank
the period specified  ;
 and that the same was made up
 from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions  of the Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
$worin before me, at Brisbane , this twentieth day of October, 1885.
C. M. FOSTER,
 Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.The duty  on the within-mentioned sum of £96 ,866 9s .  Od., being
 one quarter's composition
 of the duty payable
/ ra iaa
 Joint Stock Bank ,  in the
 Colony  of Queensland,  is assessed
 at the sum of £71819s. lid.
RECEIPT.
lasived ,  on the 21st day of October, 1885, the sum of
 £718 19s. 11d., for the duty  assessed as above.
Entd .- Taos .  B. AIim.
386,860
 12 3
95,866
 9 0 Coined Gold and Silver ,  and other
 Coined  Metals ...
2,251 15 9 Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances  due from other
 Banks
 ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
9,278 13 8 Bills of Exchange ,
 and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi lls, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
... 625,457 5 6  1,012,317 17
 9
on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation ,  for the year 1885, by the
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY,
 Officer in Charge.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  S. d. £ s. d.265,W7 18 9
......... 18,651 1 2
64,979 19 11
3,222 18 5
1,339 16 2
1,018,869 5 8
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
Date of
Death.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
James Gambling ,  late of
Dinmore, near Ips-
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
1884.
12 June Elizabeth Gambling, of
Dinmore, widow
Subdivision 13 of portion 138,
parish of Goodna
wich, labourer
1881.
John Bridgeman ,  late of 31 Dec .  Ellen Franklin, wife of Part subdivisions 1, 15. 18, and 17 Fee-simple
Hemmant ,  farmer Henry Franklin, of
Hemmant
of portion 139, parish of Tin-
galpa
John Nevin ,  late of 24 Sept .  Kate Nevin, of Gympie,Gymple, farmer  widow Portion 127,  parish of Tuchekoi,and selection 327, Gympie Dis- Fee-simple
trict ,  parish of Tuohekol
1884.
Ernest White ,  late of
Southpo rt,  Esqui re
10 Dec . Eaglesfleld Bradshaw
Barker ,  of Brisbane,
gentleman  ;  Frederic
Hamilton  Hart, of
Brisbane ,  gentleman ;
and Arthur  Anthony
Robinson ,  of Helens-
vale, sugar -planter
11pperches ,  being a reserve in
tern suburban allotment 14,
parish  of North  Brisbane
Fee-simple
John Joseph Lonergan,
late of Brisbane, com-
positor
Dennis Daniel Nolan,
late of Mount Bri tton,
publican
John Johnston ,  late of
Ipswich ,  merchant
James  Griffith ,  late of
Ipswich ,  engine-driver
Edgar Dri ver ,  late of
South Brisbane, cab
proprietor
Robert  Rift ,  late ofSandgate, fr eholder
1885.
24 June Alice Lonergan, of
Brisbane, widow
1884.
6 Aug .  Mary Anne Nolan, of
Mount Bri tton, widow
1872.
9 Oct .  John James Johnston,
of Ipswich, clerk
1884.
3 Oct .  Margaret  Griffith, of
Ipswich, widow
1885.
27 Aug .  Albe rt  John Driver, of
Inglewood ,  gentle-
man ; and Horace
Dri ver ,  of West Shel-
bourne ,  farmer
10 Aug .  John Watson ,  of Bris-
bane,  engineer; and
Frederi ck Goodchap,
of Tewantin, free-
holder
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  24th October, 1885.
Re-subdivision 1 of subdivision 8
of portion 203,  parish of North
B risbane
Allotments  8 and 9 of section 5,
and allotment 6 of section 17,
town of Fort Cooper
Allotment 11 of section  4  parish
of Ipswich
Subdivision 1 of subdivisions 33
and 34 of portion 13,  parish of
Drayton at Toowoomba ; all ot-
ment 6 of section 41, town of
North Ipswich
Allotment  9, section 51, parish of
South Brisbane ,  city  of Brisbane
Allotment  6 of section 8, town of
Tewantin
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1885.
Fee-simple As administratrlx ...  30 Nov.
As administratrix ...  24 Nov.
As administratrix ...  30 Nov.
Will dated 19 May, 24 Nov.
1884
Fee-simple  An administratox ...  24 Nov.
Fee-simple As administratrrx ...  7 Dec.
Fee-simple As heir at law  ...  30 Nov.
Fee-simple As administratrrx ...  30 Nov.
Fee-simple As administrators ...  24 Nov.
Fee-simple  Will dated 19 Octo -  30 Now.
ber, 1874, and
codicil  8 Decem-
ber, 1880
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real  Property  Acts  of  1861  and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to  lodge, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
38 perches ,  being subdivision 15 of section 3 of eastern Stephen Hammill ... ... 24th November, 1885.
suburban allotment 54, parish of North Brisbane
1 rood 201 perches ,  being subdivision 11 of eastern James Foote and Henry Alfred 24th November, 1886.
suburban allotment 118, parish of Ipswich Young
84 acres 2 roods 3 perches,  62 acres  1 rood 24 perches, James Ivory ... 24th November, 1885.
and 30  acres  2 roods 37 perches ,  being respectively
portions 13, 14,  and 16,  parish of Bundanba
244V perches, being subdivisions 3 and 4 of suburban John Anthony  Goldsmith ... 24th November, 1885.
portion 190, parish of North Brisbane
1 rood 341 perches ,  being subdivision 2 of allotment 2 Edwin Robinson 24th November, 1885.
of section 7, town of Toowoomba28,16 perches,  being re-subdivision 3 of subdivision 2A Edwin Woodward Robinson... 24th November, 1885.
of allotment 2 of section 7
Registrar  of Titles' Office,  THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  24th October, 18861 Registrar of Titles
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Lueis Berliner Johnson, of Dolvidella, store.
keeper, by the said Lueis Berliner Johnson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Lueis Berliner
Johnson be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Lueis Berliner Johnson, for the election of
a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Twelfth day of November, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Lueis Berliner Johnson shall,
on the Eleventh day of November, 1885,  at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of  the names
and residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes of  his inability  to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
6, Chancery Chambers,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Kennedy, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, tobacconist and hairdresser,
by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Thomas Kennedy be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate.  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas
Kennedy, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Principal Registrar, Supreme
Court, Brisbane, on the fifth day of November,
1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Thomas Kennedy
shall, on the Third day of November, 1885, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPHER SON AND  MISKIN,
• Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Craig, of Sandgate, in the Colony of
Queensland, builder, by the said William
Craig.
of October, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William
Craig shall, on the Twenty-seventh day of October,
1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trusted in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Mark Simon, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, tailor and outfitter, an
Insolvent.
REDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, in theF Colon f Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this 16th day of October, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1768
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  Arthur  Turner, of Brisbane,
builder, an Insolvent.
JOSEPH PEIRSON ,  of Brisbane ,  accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all  debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventeenth day of October, 1885.
1772
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John Jones, of the Lower
Burdekin ,  selector ,  an Insolvent.
J OHN NEWPORT PARKES,  of Townsville,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of October, 1885.
1781
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
UPON the  hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that th id Willi iC b
In the Assigned Estate of F. C. Brigg and Company.
e sa ra g e,am
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent and that A DIVIDEND of 2s. 6d. in the £ has been,
James  Bo ne Hall Es uire be Official Trustee of declared herein and is now payable at myy , q ,
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the Office, on all duly proved and admitted  claims.
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said HENRY ARTHUR BROWN,
William Craig, for the election of a Trustee, be Trustee.
held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Twenty-ninth day
Fitzroy Chambers, Rockhampton.
1765 3s, 6d,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederick Buggenhagen ,  of Barr's
Scrub ,  near Beenleigh , in the Colony of Queens-
land, an Insolvent.
O N the Twenty-fifth  day of November , 1885, at
Ten o 'clock in the forenoon ,  Frederick Buggen-
hagen, of Barr 's Scrub,  adjudicated insolvent on
the seventeenth day of September ,  1883 , will apply
to the Supreme  Court,  at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this  twenty-second day of  October, A.D.
1885.
1798
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Gottfried Scheu, of the
Johnstone River, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, an Insolvent.
ON the Ninth day of December, 1885, at Ten
1 / o'clock in the forenoon, Henry Gottfried
Scheu, of the Johnstone River,  adjudicated insol-
vent on the seventeenth day of  November, 1882,
will apply to the Supreme Court,  at Brisbane, for
a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, A.D.
1885.
1799
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5$.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of Alfred Chick,  of Charters Towers,
in the Colony  of Queensland, formerly
licensed publican ,  but now stockman, an
Insolvent.
O
N WEDNESDAY,  the Eighteenth day of
November ,  1885 ,  at Ten o 'clock in the fore-
noon , Alfred Chick,  the abovenamed Insolvent,
who was adjudicated insolvent on the seventh day
of November , 1884,  will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane, for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated  this twenty-second day of October, 1885.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
By DALT AND HELLICAE,
Brisbane.
1789 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Balfour Lipsett, of
Clermont, fencing contractor, adjudicated
insolvent on the 12th day of June, 1885.
A
FIRST Dividend of Five shillings (5s.) in the
£, on all duly proved and admitted  claims, is
now payable at my Office.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 20th day of October,
1885.
CARL  HARDEN,
Trustee.
NOTICE.
Above Dividend  is declared in order not to keep
the Creditors, mostly  working men , out of their
money .  Sufficient funds  are reserved to meet the
larger amount  of disputed proofs, but Creditors
who have not established their claims by 30th
November,  1885 , will be excluded.
1802
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
6s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Tait, painter, of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, an
Insolvent.
j1REDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, in the
1' Colony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1885.
1784
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
5$.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Ascot Lake, of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland, shipowner, an
Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND on preferent  claims  is intended to
be declared in the matter of Thomas Ascot
Lake, of Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland,
shipowner , adjudicated insolvent on the thirtieth
day of January, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Seventh day of November, 1885, will be excluded.
Dated this 20th day of October, 1885.
1783
JOHN DAVIS,
Trustee.58.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN IN SOLVENCY.
Insolvent  Estate of  Robert  Henderson , of Ipswich.
A DIVIDEND  is intended  to be declared in the
matter  of Robert  Henderson , of Ipswich,
adjudicated  insolvent on the  fourth day of March,
1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
31st day of October , 1885 ,  will  be excluded.
Dated this  21st  day of October, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen  street.
1785 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Daniel Grigg ,  of Bundaberg,
insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend in the aboveEstate of 2s. 61.d.  in the £ is now payable at
my Office ,  on all debts proved and admitted.
Dated this 19th day of October, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen  street.
1770 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John M .  Sheehan ,  of Dee River,
near Rockhampton ,  publican ,  insolvent, ad-
judicated insolvent on the 6th day of February,
18"C5.
AFIRST Dividend of Two shillings and sixpence(2s. 6d .) in the £ ,  on all duly proved and
admitted claims, is noN payable by me at Quay
street ,  Rockhampton.
Dated at kiockl ampton ,  this 16th day of October,
1885.
1762
ROBT. R. DAWBARN,
Trustee.
48,
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of G. D.  Russell ,  of Brisbane,
insolvent.
A FINAL Dividend  in the above Estate of
3s. 3;d .  in the  £  is now payable at my
Office,  on all debts  proved and  admitted.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street.
1769 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Michael Cameron ,  of Port
Douglas, saddler ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of lOd.
in the  £,  is now payable at this Office upon
debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official  Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.
1792A 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Eugene Anthony Schubert, of
Clermont ,  hairdresser and fruiterer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of 2s.
in the £ ,  is now payable at this Office upon
debts proved.
J. B HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.
1793 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Loughery ,  of the Four-
mile, Ravenswood ,  publican ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
1s. 34d .  in the  £,  is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
1794 4s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Joseph Pattison, of Rockhampton
storekeeper, insolvent, adjudicated insolvent
on the 24th day of June, 1885.
A
FIRST Dividend of One shilling and  sixpence
(ls. 6d.) in the £, on all duly proved and
admitted  claims , is now payable by me at Quay
street,  Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton,  this  16th day of October,
1885.
1761
ROBT. R. DAWBARN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Insolvent  Estate  of James Topham.
I
T is intended to declare a First and Final
Dividend in the above Estate  at an  early date.
Creditors who have not yet proved are requested
to forward proofs cf debts to the undersigned on
or before the 31st October.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
219, Queen  street.
1778  go! @d,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Henry Corbett ,  late of Brisbane,
in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  freeholder,
deceased.
N OTICEis hereby  given , that  after the expira-tion of fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Probate of the Will of
the abovename i Henry Corbett, deceased, may be
granted to Thomas Mitton and William Brown,
both of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of
October,  A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Thomas Mitton and
William Brown.
1796 es.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Goods of John  Hickie, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland,  police constable,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is  hereby given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court,  that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods ,  chattels, credits, and effects
of the  abovenamed deceased ,  may be granted to
Margaret Hickie, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twentieth  day of October,
A.D. 1885.
1771
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Proctor for the Administratrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of James Whelan, late of
West Prairie, Jondaryan, near Toowoomba, in
the Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed James Whelan, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Maria Whelan, of
West Prairie, Jondaryan, near Toowoomba afore-
said, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this nineteenth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
1778
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Maria Whelan.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Richard Pennie, late of
Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
confectioner and grocer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that af er thexpira-tion of fourte n days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the laud, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Richard Pennie, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Mary Pennie, of
Toowoomba aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twenty-first day of
October, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOY DE MACKAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor  for the  said  Mary  Pennie.
Iffl I$$
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Louisa Oram, late of Bowen Hills,
near the  City  of Brisbane ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland, widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Louisa Oram, late of Bowen
Hills, in the City of Brisbane, deceased, may be
granted to  Charles Oram, labourer, of the same
place, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this 20th day of October, A.D. 1885.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
1780
Proctors for the said Executor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Rasmus Madson, of
Oakey Creek, Darling Downs, in the Colony
of Queensland, labourer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the land, goods, chattels, credits,  and effects
of the abovenamed Rasmus Madson, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Annie Marie
Knudsen , wife of Peter Knudsen, of Mar borough,
in the colony aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Administratrix.
1797 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of David McCoy ,  late of Brassall,
near Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
labou rer, deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the  land of  the abovenamed David McCoy ,  deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Jane McCoy.,
of Brisbane aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty -second day of
October,  A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
1792
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Jane McCoy.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Errick Sampson, late of Caboolture,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
h OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the ex-
1 r piration of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable  Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Errick Sampson ,  late of
Caboolture, in the said colony, farmer, deceased,
may be granted to William Brown, of Brisbane, in
the said colony ,  storekeeper ,  and Frederick Samp-
son, of Caboolture aforesaid, farmer, the Executors
named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-second day of October, A.D.
1885.
LW9
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Queen street , Brisbane,got eds
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Laurence Green, late of
Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant, deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all and singular the land ,  goods ,  chattels,
credits ,  and effects of the abovenamed Laurence
Green ,  deceased , who died  intestate, may be
granted to Emily Eugenie Green ,  of Rockhampton
aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this 13th day of October, 1886.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Quay  street ,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Emily Eugenie Green.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1780 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queens and.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Mitchell
Harvey Wallace, late of Geraldton, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  baker ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof i-i the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed  William Mitchell Harvey Wallace,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Ellen Wallace ,  of Geraldton ,  in the said colony,
the lawful widow cf the said deceased.
Dated at Cooktown, this sixteenth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Charlotte street, Cooktown,
Proctor for the said Ellen Wallace.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, Bauch, AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1801 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will  and two Codicils thereto of John
Dawson ,  late of George street, Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, merchant,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Ancillary Letters of
Probate of the Will and two Codicils thereto of
the abovenamed  John  Dawson ,  deceased, may be
granted to Edward Dawson and Thomas Roger
Yeo, both of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, the Executors named in the said Will and
Codicils.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty-second day of
October, A.D. 1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Edward Dawson and
Thomas Roger Yeo.
1795 6s.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of William Nicholls, late of Lytton,
near Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queensland,
deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the  date of the
publication hereof ,  application  will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of  Administra-
tien  of all Gad singular the lands  of the Nbevenawsd
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William Nicholls, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Lucy Ann North Sully, of Bris-
bane, in the said Colony, the wife of John Sully, of
the same place, and the Eldest daughter of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
October, A.D. 1885.
ROBERT W. KINGSFORD,
Proctor for the said Lucy Ann 1N orth Sully,
1791
Temple Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Lowe, late of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland ,  miner,
deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court ,  hat Letters of Administration of all
the lands , gods,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed  James  Lowe ,  deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Jane Lowe, of
Gympie ,  in the said colony, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Gympie ,  this 14th day of October, A.D.
1885.
FRANCIS I . POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Jane Lowe.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1782 5s. 6d.
In the Southern District Court of Queensland,
holden at Brisbane.
John Jackson v. James E. White.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
Registrar's Office,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
T
AKE Notice, that a Warrant of Execution
was, upon the seventh day of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, issued upon a judgment obtained
by the Plaintiff in the above action, on the eighth
day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, and that
all Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title,
and interest, if any, of, in, and to all that piece or
parcel of land, containing eighty (80) acres, being
selection 5285, Ipswich District, portion 101, county
of Churchill, parish of Thornton, and being the
whole of the land described and contained in
Crown Grant, No. 59722, volume 551, folio 232,
which said piece of land is subject to a Bill of
Mortgage, No. 127884, registered 8th September,
1885, from James Edward White to Mary Fox,
widow. Principal sum, 260; repayable 3rd Sep-
tember, 1886. Interest at the rate of £10 per
centum per annum, payable half-yearly.
Will be sold by the Registrar of the Southern
District Court, Brisbane, by public auction, at
Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on
SATURDAY. the twenty-first day of November,
A.D. 1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon of the
same  day, unless this Execution is previously
satisfied.
H. BRAMSTON,
Registrar.
STATUTORY  NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In re  Edgar Driver ,  deceased.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act  of 1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all creditors and other
persons having any claim or demand against the
Estate of Edgar Driver ,  late of South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland , cab .proprietor,
deceased ,  who died on the 27th day of August,
1885, at Brisbane aforesaid  (of whose lands,
goods ,  and estate ,  Letters of Administration were
granted to Albert John Driver and Horace Driver,
both at present of Brisbane, brothers, and two of
the next-of-kin of the said deceased), are hereby
requested to send particulars of their claims or
demands to the said Albert John Driver and
Horace Driver, at the Offices of the undersigned,
their solicitors, on or before the 30th day of Novem-
ber, 1885, after the expiration of which time the
said Albert John Driver and Horace Driver will
proceed to distribute the Estate of the said deceased
among the parties entitled thereto, t: aving regard only
to the claims of which the said Albert John Driver
and Horace Driver shall then have had notice ; and
that the said Albert John Driver and Horace
Driver will not be liable for the said Estate or any
part thereof so distributed to any person or
persons of whose claim or demand they shall not
have had such notice as aforesaid.
Dated this 20th day of October, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
George street, Brisbane, and
Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Albert John Driver and
1786
Horace Driver.
9s.
In the Estate of John Frampton, late of
Gladstone, miner, deceased.
STATUORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.PURSUANT to " he Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons Act  of 1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any
claims or demands  against  the Estate of John
Frampton, late of Gladstone, in the Colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased, who died at Calliope
between the 29th and 30th day of July, 1885,
having duly made and published his last Will
and Testament, bearing date the 27th day of
January, 1883, Probate whereof was duly granted
to Francis Isidore Power, of Gympie aforesaid,
solicitor, on the 14th day of September, 1885, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their claims or demands to the said Francis
Isidore Power, on or before the 15th day of Novem-
ber next ;  and notice  is hereby  also given , that at
the expiration of the last-mentioned day, the said
Francis Isidore Power will proceed to distribute
the assets of the  said  John Frampton , deceased.
amongst the  persons  entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the  said Francis Isi-
dore Power shall then have had such notice, and
that the said Francis Isidore Power will not be
liable for the  assets or  any part thereof so distri-
buted to any person of whose claim the said
Francis Isidore Power shall not have had notice at
the time of such distribution.
Dated this 10th day of October. A.D. 1885.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Francis Isidore Power.
1774 10s.
THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-ment Printing Office-
"  The Stamp Duties  Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped  Transfer Act of 1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... . .. ... 1 0
Posted  .. ,.. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEA1,
Government Printer.
O
N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
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AT THE
1OVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE,CJ William street,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers, 4s. per 100 ; by post 5s.
Ballot Papers, in packets of 500 each-price, 6s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed, 5s. re: 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per 100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers, 5s. per 100; postage,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation, 6s. 6d. per 100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month-5s. 6d. per 100 plain; ruled,
78. 6d. ; postage, Is. 8d. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per. 100 plain ; 7s. 6d. ruled ; postage,
1s.10d. extra.
Valuation Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books, in books, 200 each, 4s. ; posted, 4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger, 12s. 6d. ;  postage, 2s.
Ledger, 17s.; posted, 21s. 10d.
Rate  Book, General Cash Book, Valuation Register, and
Register  of Rates Received, 17s. each ; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book, 10s.; posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d. per book of 50 each ; postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book, 6s.;  postage , Is. extra.
o N SALE
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION-DE ]IY QUARTO.
Full bound
Half bound
Cloth bound
£ s. 'd.
... ... ... 5 5 0
... ... 4 10 0
... ... ... 3 15 0
Postage ,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881, 5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1883-4,  5s. ; posts d, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884, 20s. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Al habetical List of all  Owners of Registered
Brands, 2s .  6d.;  postage,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
Bathurst  Burr Act  (1863 ) ... ...
Bi ll s of Exchange  Act (1884) ..
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877) ...
Carriers  Act (1874) ..
Corrected Titles to Land Act of 1882...
Crown Lands Act of 1884
Cro wn Lands  Act of 1884 (Regulations)
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Digest) ...
Customs Duties Act (1870) ... ...
Customs Duties Act (1874) ... ...
Defence Act of 1884 ... ...
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete)
District Courts Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete ... ...
Divisional  Boards Act (1879)
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882 ...
Divisional  Boards  Agricultural  Drainage
Act of 1884.. ... ..
Divisional  Boards Endowment Act of
1884 . ... ... ...
Education  Act (1875) .. ...
Elections Act (1874) ... ...
Electoral  Districts Act (1878) ... ...
Electoral Rolls  Act (1879 ) ... ...
Fencing  Act (1861) ... ...
Mire Brtgades_Act (1881 ) ... ...
With
Price .  Postage.
a. d. a. d.
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
1 0
0 6
0 3
0 6
0 6
1 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
2
1
2
1
1 0 1
0 6
0 6
0 6
1 0
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
With
Price . Postage.
a. d. a. d.
Fire  Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882... ... ... ... ... 0 6 G 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining  Comp anies  Act (1875) ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Aot (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) .. ... ... 1 0 1 2
Immigration  Act of 1882 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding  Acts (1863 -65-68, and
1879), ccmplete .. ... ...  2 6 2 7
Imported  Sugsz  Refiners Act (1874) ...  0 6 0 8
Immigration  Act of 1882  Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lancis  Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Insanity Act of 1884 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Judicature Act (1876) ... .. ..  1 6 1 10
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4s.  6d.;  bound 5s.
Jury Act of 1884 ... ... ...
Licensing Boards Act (1879)
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ...
Local Government Act (1878)... .
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ...
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ...
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ...
Mineral Lands Act of 1882 ...
Ditto Regulations ...
Mines Regulation Act (1881) ... ...
Municipal Endowments Act (1876) ...
Native Birds Protection Act (1877)
NativeBirds ActAmendment Act (1877)
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ...
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884
Navigation Act (1877) ... ... ...
Oyster Act (1874) ... ...
Pacific  Islanders  Act (1880) ... ...
Pastoral  Leases  Act (1869)
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... ... ... ...
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations)
Pearl-shell and b6che-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ...
Pharmacy Act of 1884 .. ...
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870) ..
Publicans Acts ... ...
Publicans  Acts (1863- 64 and  1870) com-
plete ...
Public Works  Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ...
Sale of  Food  and Drugs  Act (1881) ...
Sale  of Food  and Drugs  Act Amendment
Act of 1882
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act of
Savings Bank Amending  Act of  1882...
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870)
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
6
6
0
0
0
0
77
7
11
0
1
0
0
0
0 6
7
7
7
2
2 4
1 1
0 7
0 7
0 '1
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
2 3
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 .. 0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 .. ' ... ... ...  0 6
Sheep Brands Act (1876) .. ...  0 6
Trading Companies Act of 1863• ... 2 0
Tramways Act of 188 2  ... ... ... 0 6
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6
Wages Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ...  0 6
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act ... ... ...
Cemetery Act ...
Defence Act Regulations ...
Friendly  Societies  Act (1876) ..
Insolvency Act of 1874, with Rules
Masters  and Servants Act ...
Small Debts Courts Act ...
Stamp Duties  Act ... ...
... 0
... 0
1
... 4
... 2
... 1
... 0
... 1
6 0 7
9 0 11
0 1 2
0 1 2
6 2 10
e 1 26 0 8
0 1 2
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The GovERNMENT PaINTJR acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885.  £ s. d.
Oct. 17.-D. B. McPherson ... ... ... 0 2 0
17. -T. Lil lis ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
19.-M. Palmer .. ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-Thuringower Divisional Board ... 2 12 6
19.-Dawbarn and Gaven ... ... 0 10 0
19.-J. J. Murphy ... ... 1 7 0
19.-H. A. Brown ... ... 0 4 0
19.-J. J. Murphy ... ... 0 4 0
20.-G. Boulter ... ... ... 0 3 0
20.-Carpentarl  c Times  ... ...  ... 3 10 3
20.-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
21.-J. McAuley ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
21.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
21.-C. H.  B. Mackay ... ... 0 6 0
21.-C. Lock ... ... ... 0 6 0
21.-G. Browne ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 22.- Wide Bay and Burnett News  ... 1 13 4
22.-C. if. B:Maekay ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 22.-P. J. Barrett... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 22.-Warwick Argus ... ...  ... 1 3 6
22.-W. Tatham ... ... 1 6 3
22.-Lilley and O'Sullivan ... ... 0 5 6
23.-J. M. O'Donohue ... ... ... 0 0 4
23.-C. Appleton ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
23.-T. P. Shepherd ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 23.-C. H. Sutton ... ... ... 0 0 7
„ 23.-J. Meredith... ... ... ... 0 1 023.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 15 0
23.-T. C.  Russell ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
23.-W. Vickers .. ... ... ... 1 6 8
ampounbings.
S' Poundkeepers  are reminded  that Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sicient  to cover the cost
of  its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m unenclosed ands,
Mount Enniskillen, on the 12th October, 1885, by
order of Mr. J. T. Allan. Damages, £5.
One bay entire colt, hind feet white, KA3 (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
1760
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Elderslie, on the
j 15th September, 1885, by order of T. L. C. Ridgway,
Esquire.
One yellow bullock, worker, writing A off ribs, swallow-tail off ear.
One red bullock, white face, U 1 Q (registered brand)
off ribs, like MP near ribs.
One red a-..d white  star , TY5 (registered brand) near
ribs.
One bay mare, draught, aged, T over indistinct brand
near  shoulder, 7 over like UBA over - near
thigh, MY3 (registered brand) off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 10th November, 1885,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
JOHN J. MURPHY, Poundkeeper.
1764 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from Havilah, on t e 1st
October, 1885, by order of Ross McLean, Esquire.
Driving, 12s. 6d. per head.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand like 1 heart heart
blotched off shoulder, mealy nose, near hind and
off fore feet white.
One bay  gelding , TD9 (registered  brand) over R. b P(registered brand) near shoulder, light snip and
star , saddle-marked.
One brown gelding, FB7 (registered brand) near
shoulder,  star in  forehead, circle off thigh.
If not released on or before  the 5th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1766
IMPOUNDED at Allora, on the 9th October, 1885,
by order of A. Shannon. Driving  and damages,
5s. 2d.
One red cow, like W4H (registered brand) off ribs,
top off  near  ear, slit in off ear.
One strawberry heifer, like 3GX (registered brand) near
rump, slit in top and piece out of near ear.
If not released on or before the 3r3 November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
1767 2e.
IMPOUNDED at Eak, from  enclosed  lands, Rosehill,
by order of W. G. White, Esquire.
One black mare, like v  over M  near shoulder ; bay foal
at foot, white face.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
D. B. McPHERSON, Poundkeeper.
1758 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Bladensburg, on the
9th October, 1885, by order of T. G. Cummins,
Esquire.
One red steer, GIG12 over  3 (registered brand) near
ribs, scollop out  near ear.
One red cow, LUQ (registered brand) off rump, like
El near rump, white bell, scollop off ear.
One red cow, bald face, 2UW (registered brand) near
ribs, white belly.
One red heifer, white belly, ZbZ (registered brand)
off rump, key-mark off ear.
One roan bullock , ZbZ (registered  brand) off rump,
key-mark off ear.
One roan bullock, JRE near rump, like 1TO near ribs.
One red and white cow, CE off rump.
One roan cow, PR over C near rump.
One roan heifer calf, unbranded.
One white cow, 1 U Q (registered brand) off rump,
scollop off ear, indistinct brand near rump.
One white heifer calf, unbranded.
One white cow, GM9 off rump, 9 off cheek.
One roan calf, unbranded.
One red cow, bald- face , o$ horn broken, PR over C near
rump, Q$G (registered brand) of shoulder.
One roan heifer, like OA1 near  rump , indistinct brand
off rump.
One white cow, DOT (re gistered  brand) off ribs.
One white bull  calf, unbranded.
One roan steer, no visible brand, off ear split.
One red cow, bald'face, white belly, like O1C off rump.
One red heifer calf, unbranded.
One white bullock, 5UP (registered brand) over 1
near ribs.
Also from Elderalie Station , same date , by order of
John Dickens, Esquire.
One brown gelding, HW7 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One brown gelding, EY4 (registered brand) near
shoulder, like D CIT (blotch in centre of the D's)
near thigh.
One chesnut gelding, silver mane and tail, LH2
(registered brand)  near  shoulder.
One bay mare,  S near  shoulder , 8 near  thigh, star and
snip, off hind foot white.
One black mare, WOU (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One brown colt foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released  on or  before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Is.
1763
JOHN J. MURPHY, Poundkeeper.
27s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Eroongoolab,
on the 12th October, 1885, by order of Russell
Holmes, Esquire. Driving expenses, 17s. 6d. per head.
One grey mare, JR conjoined and S near shoulder, Z7G
off shoulder, saddle-marked.
One brown gelding,  star  and snip,  near  hind coronet
white, like PI blotched over like C blotched near
shoulder, three blotched  brands near  ribs, inde-
cipherable brand and V near thigh, DYR off
shoulder, collar and saddle marked.
One bay  mare, black points, OHU (the U faint) near
rump,  Z over  blotched  indecipherable brand off
shoulder, HW7 (the W horisontal ) off  thigh.
One yellow-bay yearling  gelding,  brown streak along
back-bone, blotched indecipherable  brands nM
shoulder, progeny  of the above.
er.
3s.
1501
One flea-bitten grey gelding, T reversed and R near
shoulder, DX over like N near thigh, FHF off
shoulder (the first F reversed), like faint Y and
blotched brand off rump ,  saddle -marked.
One brown mare, P2L over 1QA off shoulder, JC near
shoulder, saddle-marked ; bay colt foal at foot.
One brown gelding ,  small blotch over B near shoulder,
7XE off shoulder.
One iron -grey gelding ,  J  re versed over like K near
shoulder, 6 near thigh.
One brown gelding ,  star and snip ,  three white feet, J
reversed over  like K near shoulder ,  like 6 near
thigh.
One piebald  mare,  RU (the U horizontal)  near  shoulder.
One chesnut mare, white face ,  three white feet, white
specks on back,  M.  over like K3 (the K blotched)
near shoulder.
One roan entire, M over like K3 (the K blotched) off
shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  black points ,  BBO over 4 off shoulder,
4 horizontal off cheek, 2FN (the F faint) near
shoulder ,  saddle-marked.
One chesnut  mare , white face, three white feet, like HQ3
near shoulder (the Q blotched), collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
1803 15s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Moonjarrie Run, on the
16th October, 1885, by order of C. A. Turner,
Esquire. Driving expenses, Is. 6d.
One roan steer, AJ5 over  2 near  ribs,  near ear marked.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
1804 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay, from Ashburton, on the
6th October,  1885, by order of Mr. Cartner.
One grey gelding ,  H2S near shoulder ,  like H near neck.
One bay mare ,  illegible brand near shoulder ,  near eye
out, small white spots under mane.
If not  re leased on or before the 10th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS.  P. SHEPHERD ,  Poundkeeper.
1805
IMPOUNDED  at Clermont , from  Bowlee, Mistake
Creek ,  on the 15th October, 1885 ,  by order of Mr.
C. Moat.
One brown gelding ,  shod all  ro und ,  be ll  and strap on
neek  H 2$ (registered brand )  near shoulder, NZ4
(re gistered brand )  off shoulder.
One brown mare ,  bell and strap on neck, 2RR (regis-
tered brand)  over bWU (registered brand) near
shoulder, N14 (registered  brand)  off shoulder.
One bay filly foal, NZ4 (registered brand) near
shhoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. APPLETON,  Poundkeeper.
1806
IMPOUNDED at Bollon ,  from Murra Murra, on the
14th October ,  1885 ,  by order of  George Tate,
Esquire .  Driving, 8s. 6d .  per head.
One red bullock ,  COB off rump ,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock ,  COB off rump ,  off ear marked.
One red bullock ,  COB off  rump ,  off ear marked.
One spotted bullock ,  COB  of  rump ,  off ear marked
One roan bullock ,  COB off  rump ,  off ear  marked.
One roan bullock ,  COB off  rump ,  off ear marked.
One spotted bullock ,  COB off  rump ,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock ,  COB off rump, off  ear marked.
One white bullock,  COB off rump ,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock ,  COB off rump ,  off ear marked.
One roan bullock ,  COB off rump ,  AF  ear marked.
One white  heifer ,  Y7J of  ribs ,  off ear  marked.
One white bullock, JB0 (the JB conjoined) near rump,
BW6 near ribs ,  both ears  marked.
One white  bullock ,  JBO (the  JB conjoined)  near rump,
BW6 near  ribs, both  ears marked.
One roan  and white steer, BW6 near  ri bs,  both ears
marked.
Orr}}e spotted cow,  J83 near  rump  ;  calf at  foot unbranded.
Odd red  cow, & Over 7  its r rump.
One white bullock, W near rump.
One roan bullock, GTI off rump, indistinct brand near
rump.
One roan steer, indistinct brand near ribs.
If not released on or before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1777
JAMES  McAULEY,  Poundkeeper.
21s.
IMPOUNDED at Emerald, from W itbersfield  Station,
on the 10th October, 1885, by order  of Messrs.
Gibson and Allen. Driving expenses, 8s. 4d.
One red bullock, white spots,  square  but of  near ear,
F88 rear ribs.
One roan poley bullock, bottom off near ear, BL2 near
rump.
One roan bullock, bottom off near  ear, BL2  near rump.
One spotted bullock, bottom off near ear, BL2 near ribs.
One white bullock, two slits  in near ear, off  ear slit,
DJO over indistinct brand like LK6  near ribs.
One  ro an  bullock, DJ6 near ribs, two  slits near  ear, slit
off ear.
if not released on or before the 6th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. LOCH, Poundkeeper.
1779 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Wellwater, by
order  of E. Bradley , Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One brown horse , hind feet white, about fourteen hands
high ,  M over  t-  near shoulder ,  A over J conjoined
near thigh.
If not  re leased on or before  the 3rd  November
1885 ,  will be  sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE BROWNE ,  Poundkeeper.
1775 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Cl verton Stationa
on 29th September, 1885,  by order of E. Goss,
Esquire .  Driving ,  8s. 4d .  per head.
One chesnut gelding ,  blaze on face ,  fore feet and near
hind foot white, N3V near shoulder, like J::E8 over
M off shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  like RK over J near shoulder, like Xl
(indistinct )  of shoulder.
One bay mare ,  star  and snip ,  205 near neck, 0 near
thigh.
One chesnut gelding, bald face, like W3 (indistinct)
near shoulder ,  like C1 off shoulder.
One bay mare ,  small  star ,  8 near  shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  sma ll star, near fore foot white, like
OR (the C reversed )  near shoulder ,  9 near thigh,
7HT off shoulder.
One grey gelding ,  like 7UZ near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, white  fa ce , near  hind foot white,
HV near shoulder.
One brown gelding, JO t=1 near shoulder, 8 near cheek.
One chesnut mare, white face ,  near hind foot white,
1D near shoulder.
One brown mare, KNl near shoulder ,  writing M near
neck.
One bay  ma re , small star , PD conjoined (the P to left)
near shoulder ,  indistinct brand near thigh.
If not released on or before the 30th October, 1M5,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2e.
3e.
1759
THOMAS LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
12s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood, on
26th September ,  1885 ,  by order of Dowling Bros.
and Co. Driving, 10s.
One yellow-bay mare,  star , off hind foot white, white
spots on back, WL over 2 near shoulder ,  broken.
One dark -bay or brown mare, star ,  white spots on back,
ZY over like  0  in horseshoe near shoulder.
One dark-bay or brown horse, near hind foot white,
blotched brand near shoulder like 5 5 over 71, 5
near thigh.
One black horse, aged, white feet, white spots on back,
small star ,  1 bar near shoulder.
One bay  filly,  long tail, like JE8 (registered brand)
off shoulder (the 8 blotched).
If not released on or before the 26th October, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1776
GEORGE BROWNE ,  Poundkeeper.
be.
PNated  and PubUsii  d by J.nae 0.  aL t r•rrm .aa 1'sfatee
William  a& *'% Brlal *ae, , im.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1885.
THE Honourable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that, pursuant to the requirements of
The Additional diembers Act of  1885," a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election f a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Barcoo.
Place of Nomination ... ... Blackall.
Date of merit ... ... ... Tuesday, 27th October, 1885.
Date of Nomination ... ... Tuesday, 10th November, 1885.
Polling Day ... ... ... Tuesday, 24th November, 1885.
Return of Writ ... ... ... Monday, 7th December, 1885.
By Command of the Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  JAYbs C. B$.z, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbar.e.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor has been  p leased to direct the publication ,  for gene, 'al information, of
the following Despatches ,  with their Enclosures ,  received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
S. AV. GRIFFITH.
(1.) .
ORDERS IN COUNCIL DETACHING THE Q. G. G. " GAYUNDAH " FOR SERVICE
WITH THE AUSTRALIAN SQUADRON.
THE COLONIAL  OFFICE  t o  His EXCELLENCY THE Gov,RNoR.
Queensland ,  Downing Street,
No. 41.  21st  July, 1885.
SIR,
With reference to my Despatch ,  No. 31,  of the 8th  ultimo, and to previous correspondence, I
have  the honour  to transmit  to you,  for communication  to your Government ,  two Orders in Council-one
approving  the provision,  etc., of certain armed  vessels, and the raising,  etc., seamen and others entered
thereon for the defence of Queensland  ;  the other  authorising  the Admiralty  to accept the services of the
Gayundah."
You will observe that the Orders in Council  are so  framed  as to  meet the views  expressed in your
Despatch ,  No. 1, of the 7th of January  last ,  and do not limit the  co-operation  of the  Queensland vessels
with those of the Royal Navy to the time  of war alone.
I have requested the Lords  Commissioners  of the Admiralty  to communicate  with the Com-
mander-in-Chief on the Australian Station in regard to the period or periods for which it will be
convenient that the " Gayundah" shall be taken under his orders.
I have, etc.,
FRED. STANLEY.
Governor  Sir A.  Musgrave , G.C.M.G.,
Etc., etc., etc.
[Enclosure 1 in 1.]
At the Court at Windsor, the 24th day of June, 1885.
PRESENT:
THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.
His ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES.
LORD CHANCELLOR EARL GRANVILLE
LORD PRESIDENT EARL OF  ]K IMBERLEY
LORD PRIVY SEAL SECRETARY SIR WILLIAM VERNON HARCOURT
MARQUESS OF HARTINGTON R. CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
EARL of DERBY `3. TRETBLYAN
SIR HENRY JAMES.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Imperial Legislature entitled  " The Colonial Naval Defence Act,  1865," it
was, amongst other things enacted, in any Colony it shall be lawful for the proper legislative authority,
with the approval of Her Majesty in Council, from time to time to  make  provision for effecting, at the
expense of the Colony ,  amongst others ,  the purposes following ,  viz., for providing ,  maintaining, and
using a vessel or vessels of war subject to such conditions and for such purposes as Her Majesty in
Council fr om time to ,time approves ,  and for raising and maintaining seamen and others ente re d on the
terms of being bound to serve ,  as ordered in any ,  such vessel.
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And whereas by an Act of the Legislature of the Colony of Queensland, No. 27 of 1884, to which
said Act the Royal Assent has been duly given, the Governor of the said Colony of Queensland is
empowered to raise and maintain such and so many officers and seamen as m•iy from time to time be
required to man any armed ships or vessels belonging to Her Majesty's Colonial Government, and it is
enacted by the said Act that the officers of such ships shall be appointed during pleasure, and the
seamen shall be enlisted in the prescribed manner and for the prescribed period of service ; and that
all such officers and seamen sha ll  for purposes of discipline be deemed to be called out for active
service, and be subject to the laws and regulations which under the provisions of the said Act apply to
officers ,  non-commissioned officers, and men of the Marine Force ca lled out for such service ; and it is
enacted further by the  same  Act that the Active  Marine  Force shill be subject to the Queen's Regula-
tions and Admiralty Instructions for the government of Her Majesty's Naval Service ; and every
officer and man thereof shall f rom the time of being called out for active service afloat, and also during
the periods of annual drill  or training afloat, under the pro visions of the said Act, be subject to
" The Naval Discipline Act "  and all other laws then applicable to Her Majesty's Naval Forces in
Queensland, and not inconsistent with the said Act, except that no man shall be subject to any corporal
punishment except death or imprisonment for any contravention of such laws ; and except also that the
egulations may prescribe that any provisions of the said laws shall not apply to the Defence Force.
And whereas the legislative authority of the said Colony have made provision for effecting the
aforesaid purposes ,  and the said  Colony have caused to be constructed certain armed vessels :
Now, therefore, in pursuance ofthe first above-recited Act, Her Majesty is pleased, by and with
the consent of the  Privy  Council ,  to approve the provision, maintenance ,  and use of the said vessels, and
the raising and maintaning the seamen and others entered thereon ,  for the purpose of defending the
coasts  of the said Colony and cooperating with the ships of the Royal Navy.
C. L. PEEL.
[Enclosure 2 in 1.]
At the Court at Windsor, the 24th day of June, 1885.
PRESENT :
THE QUEEN' S MOST  EXCELLENT MAJESTY.
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES.
LORD CHANCELLOR EARL GRANVILLE
LORD PRESIDENT EARL OF ]IMBERLEY
LORD PRIVY SEAL SECRETARY SIB WILLIAM VERNON HARCOURT
MARQUESS OF HARTINGTON MR. CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
EARL of DERBY Ma. TREVELYAN
SIR HENRY JAMES.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council of this day's date Her Majesty was pleased, by and with the consent
of Her Privy Council, to approve the provision,  maintenance ,  and use  by the Colony of Queensland of
certain armed vessels, and the raising and maintaining the seamen and others entered thereon ,  for the
purpose of defending the Coasts of the Colony of Queensland and of co-operating with the ships of the
oval Navy.
And whereas by an Act of the Imperial Leg'slature, entitled  " The Colonial Naval Defence Act,
1865 ,"  it was amongst other things enacted tliat it shall be lawful for Her Majesty in Council, from time
to time ,  as occasion  requires,  and on such conditions as seem fit, to authorise the Admiralty to accept
any offer for the time being made or to be made by the Government of a Colony to place at Her Majesty s
disposal any vessel of war provided  by that  Government ,  and the men and officers from time to time
serving therein ;  and while any vessel accepted by the Admiralty under such authority is at the disposal
of Her Ma jesty ,  such vessel shall be deemed to all intents a vessel of war of the Royal Navy, and the
men and officers fro m time to time serving in such vessel shall be demed to all  intents men and officers of
the Royal Navy, and shall accordingly be subject to all enactments and regulations for the time being in
force for the discipline of the Royal Navy.
And whereas the Government of the Colony of Queensland hath offered to place the armed vessel
" Gayundah  "  and the men and  officers serving therein at Her Majesty 's disposal.
Now, therefore, in pursuance of the last above-recited Act, Her Majesty is pleased, by and wish
the consent of Her Privy Council, to authorise the Admiralty to accept, for such time as the Admiralty
may approve, the offer so made by the Government of the said Colony of Queensland to place at Her
Majesty's disposal the above-named vessel the " Gayundah " and the men and officers serving therein.
C. L. PEEL.
(2.)
THE COLONIAL OFFICE  to  THE GOVERNOR OF QUEENSLAND.
Queensland,  Downing Street,
No. 49. 13th August, 1885.
SIR,
With reference to my Despatch, No. 41,* of the 21st ultimo, relative to the " Gayundah," I
4  August,  1885. have the honour to transmit to you, for communication to your Government, a copy of a letter from the
warrant. Admiralty, forwarding a Warrant authorising that Vessel to wear the Blue Ensign and Pendant of Her
Majesty's Fleet with the Badge of the Colony of Queensland thereon.
I have, etc.,
Governor  Sir A.  Musgrave, G.C.M.G.,
Etc., etc., etc.
[Enclosure in 2.]
THE ADMIRALTY  to  THE COLONIAL OFFICE.
FRED. STANLEY.
L-1578. Admiralty,4th August, 1885.
SIR,
1 am commanded  by my Lords  Commissioners  of the Admiralty to acknowledge the receipt
of your letter of the 21st ultimo,  enclosing  two Orders in Council-one under  section 3  of  " The Colonial
Naval Defence Act of  1865," approving the provision, etc., by the Colony of Queensland  of certain
armed vessels , and the  raising ,  etc., of seamen  and others for the defence of the Colony ; and the other,
under  section 6  of the same Act, authorising the Admiralty to accept the services of the  Queensland
Government Vessel " Gayundah."
See No. 1.
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er of the Queensland Government was to place this vessel at the disposal of the
4 of peace as well as in time of war ; and my Lards desire me to acquaint you, for the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, that they have decided to accept this offer, and the
ief on the Australian Station has therefore been directed to state the period for which
rill be advisable to take the " Gayundah " under his orders, and the duties in which
nploy her.ty. . ms Report will in due course be communicated to the Colonial Office.
4. In view of the fact that the necessary Orders in Council have been obtained bringing the
" Gayundah " within the provisions of  "Tke Colonial Naval Defence Act," my  Lords  are pleased to
issue  a Warrant  authorising that Vessel to wear the Blue Ensign and Pendant of Her Majesty 's Fleet
with the Badge of the Colony of Queensland thereon, viz., a Blue Maltese Cross on a White Field with a
Crows in the centre  ;  and the same is enclosed ,  herewith ,  for transmission to the Agent-General of
the Colony.
5. The original of the Order in Council transmitted by you is herewith returned:
I am, etc.,
The Under  Secretary of State,
Colonial  Office, S.W.
EVAN MACGREGOR.
[Sub-Enclosure to Enclosure in 2.]
By the Commissioners for executing the Office of Lord High Admiral of the United  K ingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, etc.
Whereas we deem it  expedient that the Gunboat 11 Gayundah,"  belonging to the  Colony of
Queensland ,  shall be permitted to wear the Blue Ensign of Her Majesty's Fleet with  the Badge ofthe
Colony thereon, viz., a Blue Maltese Cross on a White Field with a Crown in centre ,  and also a Blue
Pendant.
We do, therefore, by virtue of the power and authority vested in Us, warrant and authorise the
Blue Ensign of Her Majesty ' s Fleet with the distinguishing marks thereon ,  as aforesaid ,  and a Blue
Pendant, to be worn on board the " Gayundah " accordingly.
Given under our Hands, and the  Seal  of the Office of Admiralty, this fourth day of August,
1885.
A. H. HOSKINS,
W. CODRINGTON.
By Command of their Lordships,
EVAN MACGREGOR.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed  in the forty-
third year of Her Majesty 's reign, inti-
tuled  " An Act to p rovide  for Local  Government
outside the Boundaries  of Munici  lities,"  it is
amongst other things enacted that the Governor in
Council may, by proclamation, constitute any
portion of the colony not included in any muni-
cipality a Division for the purposes of the said
Act, with  such boundaries and under such name
as shall be specified in the Proclamation : Now,
therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance
of the authority vested in me by the said recited
Act, and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim, and declare that such portion of the colony
as is comprised within the following boundaries
shall be, and the same is hereby constituted a
Division under and for the purposes of the said Act,
to be called the Division of Woon  arra ;  and that
such Division shall be governed by a Board
consisting of six members ,  and that the boundaries
of such Division shall be as follows, that is to
say
WOONGAB$s.
Commencing on the sea -coast at the south-east
corner of portion 10, parish of Barolin, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that portion
westerly, by the north- east  boundary of portion 40,
by the north-west and south-west boundaries of
portion  29, by  the south-east boundary of portion
40, the north- east  boundary of portion 47, the
south-east boundaries of portions 49, 55, and 54,
part of the south-west boundary of portion 54, the
south-east boundaries of portions 86, 85, 103, and
91, parish of Kalkie, the south-west boundary of
Portion 91, part of the south-east boundary of
portion 90, the south-east boundaries of portions
43, 13, 24, 26, and 34, part of the south-west boun-
dary of portion 34, the south-east and south-west
boundaries of portion 30, in the same parish, to
Salt 'Water Creek ; thence by that creek down-
wards to the Burnett River ; thence by that river
downwards to the sea -coast, and by the sea-coast
south-easterly to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MnsonsvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Musoiuvz ,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  " The
Gold Yields Act of  1874," 38 Victoria, No. 11,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGUAVE, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed
to be a Gold Field under the said Act
MOUNT WYATT GOLD FIELD.
District of South Kennedy.
Commencing at a point bearing north -east for
seven miles 568 links  fr om the top of Mount
Wyatt, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west for ten miles ; on the west by a  line
bearing south for ten miles  ;  on the south by a line
bearing east for ten miles ; on the east by a line
bearing north for ten miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ANTnoNY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
HEREAS by  an Act passed in  the forty-third
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An
Act to provide  for local  Government outside the
Boundaries  of Munic ipalities ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted, that the Governor in Council
may, by proclama ti on,  constitute any portion of
the colony not included in any municipality a
Division  for the  purposes  of the said Act, with such
boundaries and under such name as shall be
specified in the Proclamation : Now, therefore, I,
the Governor aforesaid ,  in pursuance of the
authority vested in me by the  said  recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that  behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do,  by  this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim ,  and declare that such portion of the colony
as is comprised within the following boundaries
shall be and the same is hereby constituted a
Division under and for the purposes of the said
Act, to be called the Division of Torres ; and that
such Division shall be governed by a Board con-
sisting of three (3) members, and that the boun-
daries of such Division shall be as follows, that is
to say :--
DIvisIoH  OF TORRE9.
Commencing on the east coast of the Cape York
Peninsular  a little below Cape Grenville, and
bounded thence on the south by the 12th parallel
of south latitude west to the Gulf of Carpentaria ;
and thence by the sea-coast northerly, easterly,
and southerly to the point of commencement,-
inclusive of all islands adjacent thereto.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ei hty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GoD Siva ini Quu$x  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.A.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
jjJ HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1 third year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
" An Act to provide for Local  Government outside
the Boundaries of Atun  cipalities ,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by Proclamation, constitute any portion of
the Colony not included in any municipality a
Division for the purposes of the said Act, with such
boundaries and under such name as shall be speci-
fied in the proclamation, and shall determine of
how many Members  each Board  shall consist :
And whereas  it has been  deemed necessary to
reduce  the number of Members of the Barolin
Divisional  Board  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, in pursuance  of the authority vested
in me  as Governor  aforesaid , and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that the Barolin Divisional Board shall consist
of six Members ,  instead  of nine as  heretofore.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, L'rist,ane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thcusand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year 'Qf Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE vas QUEEN I
PBOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ArTHOn T MUSGRLVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Q ttecnsland and its
Dept,tdeneies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed  in the forty.
third year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled
An Act to provide for Local Government outside
the Boundaries  of Muni ci  lities, "  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by proclamation, constitute any portion of the
colony not included in any municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such name as sha ll  be specified
in the Proclamation, and may by like Proclamation
unite two or more Divisions into one Division, or
subdivide any such Division into two or more
Divisions or Subdivisions ,  and may reconstruct
the same or any part or parts thereof : And whereas
it has been deemed necessary to amend the boun-
daries of the Division of Hann : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Governor aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim, and declare  that the boundaries of the
Division of Hann shall be as follows, that is
to say :-
DIVISION OF HANK.
Commencing at the mouth of the Mitchell River,
and Hounded  thence by  that river upwards to its
con fluence with the Palmer  River;  thence by the
watershed separating the Palmer  and Mitchell
Rivers easterly to the Coast Range ; by that range
north-westerly to where the road  fr om Byerstown
to Cooktown cro sses it ;  thence by a line bearing
north to the Laura River ,  and by that river down-
wards to the crossing of the road from Maytown
to Cooktown  ;  thence by a  line bearing west to the
Coast Range, by t},iat range northerly to the 12th
para llel of southi latitude ,  by that parallel westerly
to the Gulf of Carpentaria, and by the sea-oaaat
southerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD  Sava  THE QUEU I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Kmht Grand Cross of the Most
f L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. M i-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by  an Act passed in the  forty-thirdyear of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to provide for  Local Government outside
the Boundaries of Municipalities ,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by proclamation ,  cons titute any portion of
the Colony  not included in any  municipality.;
Division for the purposes of the said Act, wth
such boundaries and under such name as shall be
s cified in the Proclamation, and may by like
Proclamation unite two or more Divisions  into one
Division, or subdivide any such Division into two
or more Divisions or  Subdivisions,  and may  re-con-
struct the same or  any part or parts thereof : And
whereas  it has been deemed necessary to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Barolin : Tow,
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therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB, in pursuance
of the authority vested  in me  as Governor afore-
said, and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that the boundaries of the
Division of Barolin shall be as follows, that is to
say
DIVISION OF BAROLIN.
Commencing on the sea-coast at the south-east
corner of portion 10, parish of Barolin, and
bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion westerly ,  by the north -east boundary of
portion 40, by the north -west and south-west
boundaries of portion 29, by the south -east boun-
dary of portion 40, the north -east boundary of
portion 47, the south -east boundaries of portions
49, 55 ,  and 54 ,  part of the south -west boundary of
portion 54 ,  the south -east boundaries of portions
86, 85 ,  103, and 91, parish of Kalkie ,  the south-
west boundary of portion 91, part of the south-
east boundary of portion 90, the south -east boun-
daries of portions 43, 13 ,  24, 26,  said 34, p in of the
south -west boundary of portion 34, the south-east
and p rt of the south-west boundary of portion 30,
parish of Kalkie, to the south-east side of Burnett
street ,  town of Bundaberg ,  by that street south-
westerly to a pro longation of  the  north -east side of
Maryborough street ,  by that  line south -easterly to
a point bearing east from the north -east corner of
portion 32 ,  parish of Bundaberg ,  by the north
boundaries of portions 32, 31 ,  28, and  27, by  part
of the south -east boundary of portion 1 and the
east boundary of portion 17 to the• Burnett River,
by that river upwards to the south -west corner of
portion 1,  parish of Electra  ;  thence by a line
bearing south-easterly to the southern watershed
of the Elliot River  ;  thence by the southern water-
shed north -easterly to the sea-coast ,  and by the
sea-coast north-westt rly to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand  and*  Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command.
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE  TUN  QUINN I
P11 )CLA'VIATFOii.
By TTis F'xecllessey Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
r t..s.J clsael and St. George, Governor
A. N. C, ItAvx, and Commander-in-Chief of the
G-.oeriior.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dopeuduncics.
WHEREAS by my Proclamation bearing datethe thirteenth day of April last, it was
ordered  that no ships  should  enter  the Port of
Thursday  Island until  they had been boarded by
the Government Resident, or by some person
appointed  by him for such purpose, and had
received  permission to enter such  port, and furth< r,
that no ships should enter such port between the
hours  of sunset and sunrise  : Now, I, Sir ANTHONY
MrsGRAVx. the Governor aforesaid,  in pursuance
of the powers  and authorities  in me vested, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
rescind my  said Proclamation  of the thirteenth
day of April last.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House ,  Brisbane, this twenty -eighth day of
October,  in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.j IS Excellency the Governor, with t e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Staff-Surveyor ALFRED STARCKB
to be a Commissioner for the purpose of dividing
runs under the provisions of section 29 of  " The
Crown  Lands Act  of 1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD FRANCIS HANLEY
to be a Trustee of the land granted in trust for a
Reserve for Cemetery at Maryborough, in the room
of Francis  Winterheld,  deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
N O Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed  for holding  an Election to
fill the vacancies caused by  tie  retirement of
P. W. Earls and E. J. Couchman as Members of
the Johnstone Divisional Board, Eiis Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Art of  1879  Amendment
Act of  1884 ,"  been pleased to appointTom CLAUDE CHOLMONDELBY COVENTRY and
LIONEL IQUVAL
to be Members  of the said Board.
WM. MILES.
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursu-
Department of Public Works  and Minesi
U
ance of  -the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards
Act of  1879, ' been  pleased  to appoint
ANDREW FYFE
to be an Auditor for the  Carpentaria  Division, in
the room of Walter J. Chick , resigned.
WM. MILES.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane,  28th October, 1885.HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the adviceof  the Executive Council,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of " Toe  Divisional  Boards Act
of 1879,"  been pleased to appoint
C. D. KEANE
to be an  Auditor for  the Woothakata Division, in
the room of  R. B. Maughan ,  resigned.
WM. MILES.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been  pleased
to appoint
GEORGE  RICHARDS  GLENNY, Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Clermont,
to be Registrar of the Central District Court,
District Receiver  in Insolvency  under the pro-
visions  of  "The Insolvency Art  o f 1874," and High
Bailiff under the provisions  of  " The Sher 's Act
of 1875,"  at that place, in the room of Alexander
Dorsey,  transferred.
These  appointments to take effect  from  the 18th
August last.
A. RUTLEDGE.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
Excellency the Goverpor, with the adviceII ISof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD  TxwrLE CURTIS
to be Locker in the Customs Department at Mary-borough; such appointment to take ffect from the
1st July list.
JAMES F. DICKSON.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
ETON
to be a place whereat Courts of Petty Sessions
shall be held.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the  Executive  Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
Constable  MICHAEL GRIFFIN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Eton.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
.1111 of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
ALFRED HENRY HIGGINSON
to be Clerk to the Senior Naval Officer and Pay-
master to  the Marine Defence Force .  This appoint-
ment to take effect from the 1st of July last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant  DALTON KELLY*
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Leyburn,
in the room of Senior-Constable J. Warner,  trans-
ferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Colonel E. D. R. Boss
to be Visiting Justice to the Dunwich Benevolent
Asylum.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be Polling
Places for the Electoral District of Barcoo :-
BLACKALL
TAMBo
HOME CREEK
WELFORD LAGOON
NORTHAMPTON Dowxs
ISISFORD
JUNDAH
BARCALDINE
AVINGTON
JERICHO and
TERRICK.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
11 H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be Polling
Places for the Electoral District of Mitchell
BoWEN Dowxs
ARAMAC
MUTTABURRA
BEAUFORT
MANERo
LERIDA
• TOWER HILL
SURBITON
FOREST GROVE
JERICHO and
PENTLAND.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
TOWNSVILLE
to be a Polling Place for the Electoral District of
Townsville.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1885.
Il IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
WILLIAM A.  MILLER
of his appointment as Acting Lieutenant in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER STRUART,  late 9th Lanarkshire Rifle
Volunteers,
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Reserve of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1885.
`1
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
ARTHUR EDWARD GIBSON
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
JAMES EDMUND LERascHE
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Queensland Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 26th October, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignations  tendered by
C. A. WHIsn and
JAMES RAFF
of their  appointments  as Acting Lieutenants in the
Grammar  School Cadet Corps.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1885.
1 } IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of a State School
at
WINTON.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885.
CORRECTION.
1 T is hereby notified that the names James
Bennett and James Eden  Burstall , appearing
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 3rd  instant, in a
notice of appointments of Members of Committee
for the State School at Coorparoo, should be
John Smith Bennett and
James Evan Burstall.
B. B. M'ORETON.
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PfOCLAIIATION.
By llii Excellency Sir ANTHONY IN'luSoRAvu.
knight Grand Cro,s of the Most
Ihstinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Meso ty , ehsel and St. George, Governor
Gut erucur.  and Commander in-Chief of tht
Cttlnmv of Queensland and ft,
1_'t.  mlel wles.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all  powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVR,  the Governor aforesaid, byy
and with the advice of the Executive  Council,
do hereby  make and establish the Regulations set
forth  in the Schedule to this Proclamation ,  whereof
all  persons concerned are to take notice and govern
themselves accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  eighty-five,
and in the  forty- ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN!
THE SCHEDULE.
REGULATIONS UNDER  "THE CROWN
LANDS ACT OF  1884."
1. These  Regulations relate only to land open to
selection before survey ,  under the provisions of the
second section of  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884
Amendment  Act  of 1885."
2. Application s which do not give a clear descrip-
tion  of the locality and  boundaries of the land
applied for will be rejected  by the  Commissioner
Survey Fees.
3. Applicants for Agricultural  or Grazing Farms
within areas proclaimed open to selection before
survey under the provisions of section 2 of the last-
mentioned Act will be required to pay provisional
survey fees according to the following scale ; and
when the survey of the boundaries of the land
applied for is completed, the applicants will be
required to pay, or will be entitled to receive,
as the case  may be, such  amount as will make
up the difference, if any, between the amount
so fixed provisionally and the actual cost of survey
of the land.
SCALE.
Acreage. Rate.
As.d.
Not exceeding 30 acres 3 3 0
30 acres and ... ... ... of 40 to 3 13 6
40 „ ... ... ... „ 60 of 4 7 0
60 to ... ... ... so to 416 6
80 „ ... ... ... to 120 to 617 6
120 „ 160 ,, 6 13 0
16o
„ of 240 of 7 7 6
SW „ ... of 320 „ 7 18 0
320
.•. q 4s0 8 18 0
460 to ... to 840 „ 10 1 0
660 to 960 to 12 10 0
960 to 1,280 ,, 1416 0
1,290 2,680 It l8 4 0
2,680
5,120 to
10,000 to
16,000 to ofto„
5,120
10,000
16,000
20,000
„
„
„
„
2210 0
31 0 0
37 16 0
4310 0
Improvements.
4. If any improvements are situated upon the
land applied for,  the app licant must specify in his
application the nature and estimated value of the
improvements . If the  value has been notified in
the Proclamation  by which  the land was declared
open to selection ,  that value must be stated in the
application.
Forms.
5. The Forms in the Schedule to these Regula-
tions shall be used for the purposes to which they
are respectively applicable.
THE SCHEDULE.
E 1.
No.
District of
Maximum Area
Tnz C'RowN LANDS ACT OP 1884."
Application to select an Agricultural Farm before
Survey.
Received this day of 188 . at
o'clock.
Land Agent at
I,• , do hereby apply to become the Lessee
of the Cro wn lands described in the Schedule annexed,
as an  Agricultural Farm, which  lands are now open to
selection before survey under the pro visions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885,"
and I hereby tender the sum of pounds
shillings and pence,  as the  first
year's Rent, together  with the Provisional  Survey Fee
prescribed by the  Regulations.  I have marked the
starting point of the description of the land as required
by the  Act. I am of the full  age of eighteen years. I
select the land for my own use,  and not as the agent or
trustee or servant of or for any other person.  And the
said land, together with all  other land now held by me
as agricultural farms,  under the said Act, in the same
District,  does not exceed acres,  nor one
thousand two hundred and eighty acres in the colony.
(Signature)
Dated this day of 188 .
Area of Land applied for. Rent per  Lore. Deposit.
Acres .  Roods .  Perches.
Survey Pee ...
Torsi,
A d.s.
it
Received from the sum of
pounds shillings  and pence,
as the Rent of the above land and Provisional Survey
Fee.
Land Agent.
•  Insert the Christian  and Surname  at full length.
SOHBDaLE TO APPLICATION.
Date of Proclamation :
Folio  in  Gazette :
No. of Acres in Selection :
County :
Parish or Place :
Nature and Value of Improvements :
Particulars of other Selections held or applied for by
Applicant:
DESCRIPTION OP LAND :
(Stating whether it has been surveyed or is unsurveyed.)
F 1.
District of
Maximum Area
No.
" THx CBowx LANDS ACT or 1884."
Application to select a Grazing Farm before Survey.
RBCBIVBD this day 188 , at
o'clock.
Land Agent at
I,• , of do hereby
apply to become the Lessee of the Crown Lands described
in the Schedule annexed  as a Grazing  Farm, which
lands are now open to selection before survey under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amend-
meat Act of  1885 " ; and I hereby tender the sum
of pounds shillings
and pence ,  as the first year ' s Rent, together
with the Provisional Survey Fee prescribed by the
Regulations .  I have marked the starting point of the
description of the land as required by the Act. I am
of the full age of eighteen years. I select the land for
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my own use ,  and not as the agent or trustee or servant
of or for any other person .  My interest in land in the
same district  is at present as follows ,  viz.:--
Area held  by me  as  G razing  Farms ...
Acres.
Area of freehold land in which I am bone.
ficially interested  ... ... ...
Extent of Interest  ... ... ... ...
Area held by me under Part III. of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884" ... ...
Area held by me under  pastoral lease under
any of the Acts repealed by  "TheQ own Lands  Act of  1884 " ... ...
I am not the holder of  any run  within  twenty-five
miles  of the  Farm now applied for.
I do not hold in the Colony of  Queensland any
Grazing Farms,  the area  of which ,  together  with that of
the Farm now applied  for, exceeds  twenty thousand
acres. And I  am not in  any other  manner  legally dis-
qualified from making this application.
(Signature)
Dated this day of 188
Area of Land applied for.
Acres.
survey Fee ...
TOTAL
Deposit.
A I.
e
d.
Received from the sum of
pounds shillings  and pence ,  as the Rent
of the above land and Provisional Survey Fee.
Land Agent.
•  Insert the Christian and surname at full length.
$ CSSDuLE  TO APPLICATION.
Date of Proclamation :
Folio  in  Gazette :
No. of Acres :
County :
Parish or Place :
Nature and Value of  Improvements :
Particulars of other Selections  held or applied for by
Applicant :
DESCRIPTION OF LAND :
(Stating whether it has  been  parveyed or  is  unsurveyed.)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHoNY MusosAYE,
Kni*ht Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.]  Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j  N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
I in accordance with the provisions of  " Tlae
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE ,  the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selec tions of Land ,  under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Si
M O
.
A
a4
lent per Acre.
A. B.  P.
Land Agent'sDistrict.
407 William  Kelso ... 110 0 of Townsville.
146 Augustus F. Read ... 160 0 0 Herberton.
164 George Harrod ... ... 169 3 0 ditto
155 John Stubbs ... 160 0 0 ditto
168 Frederic H.  X. Walcot  ... 169 3 0 ditto
1181 James  Webster ... ... 1,280 0  0 Cooktown
Given  under  my Hand  and Seal , at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane , this twenty -seventh
day of October ,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
Name of Lessee.  Area.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ;
PI,OCL IM ATION.
3y 11u. I:ccllrnc y Sir A TIIONY MusonAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[T..g. Distin guished Order of St. Mi-
A AlV-0RAVI,  chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
C„hon3 of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,'  1,  Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Wambo Town Reserve ,  No. 35,
containing nine sections ,  Darling Downs ,  established
by notification in the  Government Gazette  dated
4th July, 1855, shall be and is hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
1 eign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVA 4nE QnuSx !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE,  chael and St .  George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
1 Sir ANTHONY MusoiAVS ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
86-25926--D.
Dxsewi TION :
Road one chain wide through Crown land along
the north boundary of portion 44, parish of 1N undah,
at Sandgate.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUKEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY M 08OEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.8.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A, USGKAVS,  chael and St. George , ( error
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,I Sir ANTHONY MUSGHAVE, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened ift a Public Road.
s6-2460 -c. Sol.
DESCRIPTION :
A strip  of land of irregular  width,  about one
chain wide ,  from the north-east corner of portion
80, parish of Moggill ,  south-easterly along Moggill
Creek downwards to a reserved road, containing 1
acre 1 rood 20 perches.  (William Woolcock.)
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NOT-E.-This road is substituted for the road
separating portion 79 from portion 80, and reserved
through portion 80, which is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATE  THE Qun w I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVB, chael
gui
and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety -five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MrSGRA VE,
the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Roma.
In lieu of reserve established by notice in the
Government Gazette,  dated 16th April, 1875,
which is hereby amended.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Euthutla.
1274 acres.
Commencing at a point on a road 150  links
wide dividing this land from portion 261, and
bounded thence on the south by that ro+d bearing
270 degrees 37 minutes 113 chains and fifteen links ;
on the west by a line bearing 37 minutes 113 chains
and fifteen links ; on the north by a line bearing
90 degrees 37 minutes ninety-four chains and fifty-
four links ; thence by a school reserve bearing
south seven chains and seven and a-half links, east
seven chains and seven  links, and north seven chains
and seven and a-half links ,  and a line bearing 90
degrees 37 minutes eleven chains and thirty-nine
links ; and on the east by a line bearing 180
degrees 37 minutes 113 chains and fifteen links
to the point  of commencement.
Rnsnnvs FOR POLICE STATION.
Newtown, Maryborough.
County of Jrch, parish of Maryborough.
Allotments 1 and 8 of section 135, town of Mary-
borough.
1 acre 3 roods 9 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of section 135,
and bounded thence on the north-west by John
street bearing 33 degrees 1 minute ten chains and
one link ; on the north-east by Churchill street
bearing 120 degrees 30  minutes  1561 links ; on the
south-east by allotments 7 and 2 bearing 210
degrees 25 minutes ten chains and seven and
a-half links ; and on the south-west by North street
bearing 300 degrees 4 minutes 203 links to the
point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
Cocktown Railway.
County of Banks, parishes of Solander, Green,
Hann, and Pickersgill.
All lands within five miles of the Cooktown
Railway between  the western  boundary of portion
lv, parish of Solander, and the Normanby River,-
exclusive of alienated and selected lands ,  and the
Catchment Area of Isabella Creek.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  BUILDIN GS, CHARLEVILLE.
On the Warrego River.
County of Orrery, parish of Charleville.
About  4 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego
River on the south-west side of Wills street, and
bounded thence on the north-east by that street
bearing 137 degrees about four chains and twenty
links to Alfred street ; on the south-east by Alfred
street bearing 227 degrees ten chains to Sturt
street ; on the south-west by Sturt street bearing
317 degrees about five chains and twenty links to
the Warrego River, and on the north-west by that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
R ESERVE FOR RECREATION.
Roma.
County  of Waldegrave,  parish of Roma.
5 acres.
Commencing on the cast side of Arthur street
at its intersection with Lovel street, and bounded
thence on the north  by Lovel  street bearing east
five chains  ;  on the east  by Wyndham street
bearing south ten chains ; on the south by George
street bearing west five chains  ;  and on the west by
Arthur street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING  AND WATER.
Moonda Waamba Creek.
County of  Fitzroy, parish of Barambah.
About 310 acres.
Commencing on Moonda Waamba Creek at
a point bearing west from the north -west corner of
portion 223 ,  and bounded thence by a line bearing
east five chains to a road three chains wide  ;  thence
by that  road  bearing 160 degrees sixteen chains, 148
degrees 30 minutes twenty -six chains ,  132 degrees
30 minutes eighteen chains, 166 degrees six chains,
139 degrees fifteen chains ,  123 degrees sixteen
chains, 170 degrees twelve chains and nine  links ;
thence by a line south -westerly to Moonda Waamba
Creek  ;  and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
REsRRvn FOR TIMBER FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
On Millar 's Vale Creek.
Counties of Merivale and Churchill, parishes of
Gladfield,  Gilbert,  Fassifern , and Clamber.
About  14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Millar's Vale
Creek  at the south-east corner of selection 1116,
and bounded thence on part of the west by that
selection and a  li ne bearing north about two and
a-half miles to a  spur  range running f ro m Mount
Cordeaux  ;  thence by that spur range north -easterly
to Mount Cordeaux ; on the north by a line bearing
east about two and three-quarter miles ; on the
east by a line bearing south about three and three-
quarter miles  ;  on the south by a line bearing west
to Spicer's Peak  ;  thence by a spur range south-
westerly about two and three -quarter miles to a
point south of the south -east corner of selection1117.
again on the west byy  a line and selection
1117  be aring north to Millar 's Vale Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
REsBBvE FOE TIMBER.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion dated  14th  August,  1882,  which is hereby
amended.)
County of  llarres , parish of  Barron.
About  66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Breene Creek
with the Barron River, and bounded thence by the
Barron !River downwards to the Herberton and
Cairns road  ;  thence by that road north -easterly to
the watershed between the Mulgrave and Barron
Rivers  ;  thence by that watershed and the water-
shed between the Johnstone and Barron Rivers
south -westerly to a point about one mile north-east
of its junction with the Main Coast Range ; thence
by a line north -westerly to the head of Breene
Creek  ;  and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane, this thirtieth day
of October ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SOTS THE(011l
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.A.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVlf, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.TN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance with the eighty-fourth section
of  " the Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1b76," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSORAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road hereinunder described shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
September, 1882, respectively, establishing and
placing under the control of Trustees the Reserve
for Show Grounds for use of the Fitzroy Pastoral,
Agricultural, and Horticultural Society, containing
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches, shall be anare hereby
rescinded ,  and the land i n  question is hereby per-
manently set apart as a Reserve for School.
Given under my Eland and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
5278,  Ipswich District. (Gottfried Johann Rose-
now.)
From the north- west  corner of portion 164, parish
of Grandchester, south  along  and within part of its
west bounds to the reserved road,  containing 2
roods 31 perches.
Given under my Fand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUINEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sin ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Pro clamation ,  notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
aS-24502- C. Sol.
DESC RIPTION :
Road of irregular width, along the right bank of
Lockyer's Creek, resumed from portion 62, parish
of Tenthill. (Joseph Lowe.)
NoTE.-The above road is substituted for the
road separating portion 62 from portion 60, which
is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane .  this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By kiss Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSORAVi3, chard and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of die
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the  Governor aforesaid, with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the notification and pro.
clamation dated 31st December, 1874, and 18th
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TH IN QUEEN I
PROCLAM 1TION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Mbst
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George ,  Governor
A. MvsG AvR,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the proclamation dated 26th February, 1884,
setting apart allotment 3 of section 59A, town of
Rockhampton ,  containing 1 acre 2 roods 14,
perches, as a Reserve for School Purposes,
shall be and is hereby rescinded ,  and the land in
question is hereby permanently  reserved as a
Public Square or Recreation Ground, under the
control of the Municipal Council of Rockhampton.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD HATE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  October,1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, thatI applications under the ighty-ninth section
of
« The Crown Lands Act of 1884 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two monthsfrom this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE. CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 The Pioneer The reserved road through Eton ... 8 3 0
Divisional selection 758, Mackay
Board on District
account of
William
Eastgate
2 Ditto ,  on The reserved road th ro ugh ditto ... 8 2 0
account of selection 643, Mackay
Mart in District
Murphy
3 Ditto , on Part of  one of the reserved ditto ... 20 1 0
account of roads  through selection
the Colonial  658, Mackay  District
Sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
The closure of these  roads  is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
1615
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
"PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
I
T  is hereb y notified for general information,
that the Rents of the undermentioned Runs,
situated in the Unsettled Districts ,  not having been
paid on or before the 30th day of September last,
they will  become absolutely  forfeited  unless the
full amount of Rent in each case ,  with one-fourth
added by way of penalty, be paid into the Colonial
Treasury within ninety days thereafter, as pre-
scribed by the Acts and Regulations.
C. B. DUTTON.
Nora.-t Additional License Fee for the period between expiration
of license  and commencement of lease.
t Balance of  Rent only,  on account of previous over-
payment.
++Arrears due on  account increased area.
Name  of Lessee.
Brodie, J. B. and P. D.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Christian, Wm.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Name of Run.
BURKE  DISTRICT.
and
Ditto .
Christian ,  Boydell,
McKenzie
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Colt, W. E. G. ...
Ditto
Colless ,  A. and M.
Colless,  Major ...
Crothers ,  Henry ... ...
Ewan , W. G. ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ewan,  Mant and Littleton ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Henry and  Sheaffe ... ...
Kennedy, James ... ...
Ditto .
Kennedy and Flemming ...
Ditto ... ...
Lamb  and McCabe ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
Laing ,  W. MOP. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Macartney. J. A.Kant, Littleton,  and Ewan ...
Miller, A. T. ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto .. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Elizabeth  Downb No. 4
Yeldham  No. 3 ...
Yeldham  (license fee)+
Yeldham  (arrears)++ ...
YeIdham No . 5 ... ...
Bassett No .  2 ... ...
Patricia  ... ... ...
Patricia  (arrears)++ ...
Lochiel ..
Lochiel  ( license fee)+...
Lochiel  (arrears )++ ...
Cliffdale  ... ... ...
Rent.
B  S. d.
5 0
15 0
9 2
10 0
15 0
10 0
15 0
10 0
0 0
0 3
5 0
0 0
Name of Lessee.
RENTS OF  RuNs - eonlinued.
Name of Run.
BURKE  DISTRICT - continued.
McDonald and Johnson
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
McKay .  John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Palmer and Stevenson
Ditto
Ranken and McLeod ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  .... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Shadforth, F. H.
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Sheaffe  and Kennedy
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Smith ,  Charles ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
South Australian Land Mort-
gage and Agency Company
(Limited)
Sutherland ,  James ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Thorne ,  H. M.... ... ...
Trimble , George ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Glenthorn  ... ...  26 0 0
Carmyra llyn  ... ...  25 0 0
Glendon  ... ... ...  26 0 0
Mayfield No .  1 ... ... 12 10 0
Mayfield No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0
Ploravi lle  ... ...  87 10  0
Kara  ... ... ...  44 4 0
Mundradoe .. 6 5 0
Augustus Downs No. 3 37 10 0
Augustus Downs No .  4 37 10 0
Augustus Downs No .  5 37 16 0
Augustus Downs No. 6 29 2 6
Plevna  ... ...  25 17 6
Plevna North  ... ...  11 5 0
Mittegoody  ... ...  87 15 0
Mittegoody West ... 30 0 0
Argylla . ... ...  6 5 0
Culzean No .  2 ... ... 6 5 0
Horbury Plains ... ...  75 0 0
Culzean  . ... ...  12  10 0
dulzean No. 1 ... ... 12 10 0
Gundaria  ...  20 0 0
Gundaris No. 1... ... 2) 0 0
Gundarla No. 2... ... 20 0 0
Yall ock  (penalty) 5 0 0
Yall ock No. 1 (penalty) 3 2 8
Alroy  ...  915 0
Leichhardt Downs No .1 23 13 0
Monga  ...  14 0 0
Monts  (license fee )+ ...  5 12 0
Monmouth ... 15 0 0
Monmouth (license 6 0 0
fee)+
Minroe  ... ... ...  15 0 0
Minroe  (license fee)" ... 6 0 0
Mondurs ... ... ...  15 0 0
Mondura  (license fee)+ 6 0 0
donut Hope  ...  12 10 0
Mount Hope (license 6 0
feet
Murchison ... 15 0
Murchison  (license 6 0
fee)t
Murgah  ... ... ...  15 0
Murgah (license fee)+... 6 0
Momba  ... ... ...  7 10
Mombs  (license fee)t ... 3 0
Monkleigh  ...  12 10
Monkleigh  (license fee)+ 5 0
Montague  ... ..  1210
Montague  (license fee)+ 5 0
Monte Chri stie  ... ... 14 0
Monte Christie  (license 5 12
feet
Monte Mars 12 10
Monte Mars  (license 6 0
feet
Malpas ... 14 0
Malpas  (license fee)+ ... 5 16
Morns  ... ... ...  15 0
Morns (license  feet ... 6 0
Miller 's Point  .. ...  15 0
Miller 's Point  (license 6 0
feet
Moffatt .. 15
Moffatt  (license fee)t... 6
Paddington ... 10
Paddington  (license 4
fee)+
Ditto . ...
Turner, J. C.
Willis ,  Chas. J....
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ferguson, David
Fox, P. J. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Henderson and Skene
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Watson ,  S. G. ...
Watson ,  G. T. ...
Ditto
Palmerston No. 1
Palmerston No. 2
Palmerston No. 3
Godsehal... ...
Beeny urrygon ...M
Bymbell ... ...
Burke ... ...
Eulogilma .. ...
Highland Plains No.1...
Highland Plains No.2...
Highland Plains No.3...
Highland Plains No. 4...
Highland Plains No.  V.
Highland Plains No. 6...
Highland Plains  No. 7...
Verdon  .. ... ...
Verdon No .  1 ... ...
Verdon No. 2
Carlton Hills No. 1
Carlton Hills No. 2
Carlton Hills No. 3
Carlton Hi lls No. 4
Table Top ...
Paroo North ...
Pardo South ...
Pickwick ...
Ernestfield .
Leadmore No. 5
Leadmore No. 6
Leadmore No. 7
Leadmore No. 9
Leadmore  No.  10
Effie Downs No. 1
Rent.
B s. d.
15 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
7 10 0
12 10 0
145 12 0
52 10 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
10 0 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
17 10 0
8 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
6 5 0
7 10 0
12 0 0
7 10 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
13 10 0
48 0 0
60 0 0
45 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
140 0 0
Rockcliffe 7 10 0
Bockcliffe No. 2 ... 6 5 0
Almora ... ... ... 9 5 0
Pyaram  ... ... ...  92 8 0
Miriam Downs  ... ...  61 12 0
Wills  ... ... ...  61 12 0
Pelham  ... ...  11 6 0
Pelham No. 1 ... ... 11 5 0
Pelham No. 2 ... ... 11 5 0
Pelham No. 3 ... ... 11 5 0
Pelham No. 4 ... ... 11 5 0
Pelnam No .  5 ... ... 11 5 0
Pelham No .  6 ... ... 11 5 0
Wi ll s No. 1 ... ... 12 10 0
Wills No. 2 ... ... 12 10 0
Boongalee  ... ...  50 0 0
Warren Vale  ... ...  36 0 0
Holt's Dale  ...  38 0 0
Yaparabs  (balance ) ...  0 14 7
Booriana No. 1 ... 12 10 0
ditto  (license feet 3 2 6
Booriana No. 2 ... ... 6 5 0
ditto (license fed)+ 1 11 3
COOK  DISTRICT.
Walloon .. ... ...  6 6 0
Bald Hill 6 5 0
ditto (license  fee)+... 0 10 6
Bald Hill No .  1 ... 6 5 0
ditto  (license  fee)t... 0 10 5
Lawson  .. ... 6 5 0
ditto (license fee):... 1 11 3
ditto (arrears)" ... 6 5 0
Honed  ... ... ...  6 4 2
Zeredho  ... ... ...  5 8 4
Zaphan  ... ... ...  6 17 8
DARLING DoWxs DISTRICT.
Bank, Commercial, Company
of Sydney
Cavanough, James ... ...
Ditto
Cullen ,  W. H., T. E .,  and J. S.
Ditto
Dight, 1. R., J. G.,  0. H., and
R. R.
Higgins , W. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McDonald ,  Donald ... ...
Ditto
Waldren ,  Alfred
Woodlock ,  W. M. T. and W. J.
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Dit to  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Bingeyrang  ... ...  125 0 0
Moonie No. 1 ... ... 26 5 0
Moonie No. 2 .. ... 25 0 0
Oallingunee  ... ...  26 0 0
Bendiddee .. 50 0 0
Bills  Bills North  (bal- 7 10 2
ante)
Wild Horse Paradise')) 40 0 10
ditto  (arrears)+t ... 3 12 10
Currajong  ... ...  25 0 0
Myrtlegrove  .. ...  26 0 0
Chain of Ponds  ...  25 0 0
Bethebethaba l II ... 63 4 10
Moogoon ... .. ...  48 8 0
Kerambilla Forest  ...  15 2 6
Bethecurriba West  ...  26 0 0
Backlands Dry ... ... 12 10 0
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Cox, Stephen ,  and Dowling ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Rutherford ,  James ... ...
Smith ,  Charles ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
0
0
Melrose No. 1 ...
Melrose No. 2 ...
Fontenot'
Carlton Hills No. 2
Varlton Hills No. 5
ditto  (arrears)++
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Mistroe  .. ... 1010 0
Mistroe  (license fee)+... 4 4 0
ditto (arrears)tt ...
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Foot , T., J. A., T .  T., and  A. N. I Carcarilla  (balance)
122 0 0
60 0 0
77 0 0
40 0 0
48 10 03600
120 0 0
22 10 0
.. 1 0 10 0
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RENTS of  Ruixs-continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run.
NORTHK ENNEDY DISTRICT.
Alford ,  Charles Stone 's Creek .
Ditto ... ditto  (license fee);...
Ditto ... ditto  (arrears):: ...
Ditto ...  Stone 's Creek No. 3
Ditto ...  ditto  (license fee):...
Ditto
Atkinson Edward
ditto  (arrears):: ...
,
Broad ,  Andrew... Ravenswood No. 3
Ditto ... ditto (license fee):
Ditto ... ditto (arrears):: ...
Ditto ... Ravenswood No.  A  ...
Ditto ... ditto  (arrears);: .,
Connor ,  John ... Reattleld West  ( license
fee):
Gill ,  Patrick G.... lionomeith ... ...
Houghton, J. T. Stonington ... ...
Ditto ... Brooklyn ...
Lyall ,  Wm. ... Burntcoat No. 2 .
Ditto ... ditto  (license fee):...
Turner ,  J. C. ... Cooleemen No.1(penalty)
Ditto ... Cooleemen No. 2(penalty)
Ditto ... Oooleemen No.3(penalty)
Ditto ... Cooleemen No. 4(penalty)
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Bank ,  The, Corporation
Australasia
of Breewarina No. 4
Forrester ,  Newcomen ,  Ho1- Richmond No. 4 ...
land ,  and Moore
Irlman ,  U. ...
Kilgour, Wm. ..
North  and Small
Ditto  .:.
Patullo , George
Penhallwick, M.
Ditto ...
... Red Rock Valley No. 2
... Surbiton No. 14 ...
... BonnicordeNo.1
... ditto (license fee):
... Gyrahra  (arrears)+: ...
... Green Tree
... Green Tree No. 1 ...
L EICHBABDT  DISTRICT.
Atkins .  F. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Baumann ,  Henry ...
Buchanan and Wilson
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cook, J. ..
Gerard and Kellaway...
Graham ,  Duncan
Ditto ... ...
Higson ,  W. K. ...
Hinton ,  J. V. and S. ...
Jo lly and Warlow ...
Kable, W. J. ... ...
Richards ,  Henry . .
Ross, J. H . ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Scholfeld ,  J. G. ...
Tait ,  Robe rt  ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Townsley and Towusley
Ditto ... ...
Copley ,  Daniel ...
Ditto ...
Copley ,  P. G. ...
Ferrier ,  Duncan
Hanlin ,  James ...
Holland ,  John ...
Jones ,  Francis ...
Ditto ...
McKenzie, J.
Underwood ;  R. J. J.
... Punchbowl  (balance) ...
... ditto  (arrears):: ...
...  Sutton  ... ... ...
... Reedy Flat No, 2 ...
... ditto  (license fee):...
... ditto  (arrears):$ ...
...  Remnant No .  2 ... ...
Rent.
B a. d.
8 15 0
4 7 6
8 15 0
6 5 0
1 0 10
6 5 0
9 3 4
6 5 0
2 1 8
12 10 0
6 5 0
11 1 8
2 1 8
3 13 4
12 10 0
6 5 0
7 10 0
6 0 0
1 11 3
1 11 3
1 11 3
1 11 3
20 5 0
12 10 0
31 4 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
1 0 10
24 0 0
12 10 0
650
8 0 0
24 0 0
34 7 6
6 5 0
2 12 1
6 6 0
6 6 0
ditto  (license fee ):... 2 12 1
... ditto  (arrears):: ...
...  Wandoo ... ...
... Bloomfield ... ...
... Mackstord ...
... ditto  (arrears )# ...
Bedourie tarrears) ...
Oxton  (penalty) ...
...  Warwick ... ... ...
... Canal  .. ... ...
...  Headbo ro ugh ... ...
6 6 0
77 0 0
32 10 0
60 0 0
80 0 0
27 10 0
61 11 3
50 0 0
30 0 0
68 18 0
... Eringomery  ... ...  36 0 0
... Duneed  ... ... ...  49 10 0
... Morton  ... ... ... 42 10 0
... Remnant  ...  40 12 0
... Mourangee Back 6 5 0
... ditto (lice nse fee).' • • • 4 3 4
... ditto  (arrears  ):S ... 6 5 0
... Lonesome  (balance ) ...  0 6 0
... ditto (arrears);: ... 12 10 0
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Tullundunna North
ditto (arrears)tt
Salamis  ... ... ...
Yancey  . ... ...
Havelock ... ...
Marathon ... ...
Cobbrum ... ... ...
Thule .. .
Dulbydilla North
(arrears) ...
Twtulla Back Block ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Hill, C. Lumley ,  and Douglas.
A. B.
Kirk, G.  M. ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Williamson and Thornton ...
Ditto ... ...
Wipple ,  C. R. ... ... ...
Wilderness No. 1
8 16 0
12 10 0
16 0 02013 11
42 0 0
26 16 0
71 16 0
61 6 0
2 8 0
33 6 6
18 10 0
Chevy Chase ...
Lottie ... ...
Delebra ... ...
Upton .. ...
Loch  Arnoch ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Corbett. Archibald ... ...
Imley ,  Alexander ... ...
Jones ,  Francis  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Rolfe  and Peterson .. ...
Walker ,  Thomas i...
ttto ... ... ...!
North Eure lla  (penalty)
Woolga  ... ... ...
Oblong  ... ... ...
ditto  (arrears)#: ...
Karrot West (penalty)...
Cunno No. 3 . ...
C}}npo  No, $ ... ...
12 10 0
6 6 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
1 11 3
19 16 0
35 0 0
60 0 0
1 11 334 9 6
60 14 10
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.j f is hereby noti fied for general  information, that
applications under  the eighty -ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act  of  1884"' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
menttheirobjcctions ,in  writing, within twc mon hs
from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  at this Office, and
at Police  and Post Offices , Cleveland and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CH19DULE  OF ROADS TO  BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Pariah. Area.
A.  R'P.
1 Hans H.  Heine -  Part of the  road  Redland . 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew  Bogle Part  of the road Indooroo- 1 0 28
separating  por- pilly
tion 66 from por-
tion 89
The closure of these  roads  is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 9th  October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police,  and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
John Barnet The  ro ad separating selec-
tion 1269 from part of
selection 1187
Wildash
A.  R. P.
10 3 34
Department of .Ynbllo Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified for general informationthat application under  the eighty -ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned  Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are re uired to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing , within two
mont h  from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices ,  Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCKEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A.R.P.
- The Glaston -  The reserved  road!Curra ... 5 0 0
bury Divi -  through  selection 889,
sionalBoard  Gympie District
on account
of Jeremiah
Keliher
Nora .- The  aim of this road is intended  to be changed into a
reservation  for road purposes.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.i T is hereby notified for general information,
that  applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The  Urown Lands  Act of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermen tioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objec tions ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  R oads can be seen at the Land
Office,  Ipswich ,  and at the Po lice and Post Offices,
Harrisvi lle.
0. B. DU TTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pariah.
I
Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Mutda -  The road separating Forbes  ...  5 028
pi11y Divi -  portion 7  from por-
sional Board, tion 8
on account
of Mau rice
Bowers
2 Ditto . ..  The road separating ditto  ...  18 0 0
portions 5 and 548from portions 10 and551 About
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0
part of portions 13 and
532  from part of por-
tion 663
4 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto  ...  4  2 16
portions 79,  82, and
83 from portions 87,
86, and 96
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  2  2 16
portions 89 and 88
from portions 9n and
91
6 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  16 2 32
portions 548, 551, and
part of 562 from por-
tions 84,  83. 85, 89,
of d part opty pariah
7 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  18 210
pilly Dtvi-  port ions 27,  26, 31,33,
sional Board 34, 36 ,  36, 37, and 38
on account from portions 26, 29,
of Donald 30,  and 33, parish of
Smith Wal -  Forbes ;  183, parish of
lace Normanb yy;  and 106,
parish of Forbes
8 Ditto  The road separating Forbes
portions 184 and pact
of 185,  parish of Nor-
manby,  from  portions$0 and 32
4 026
9 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 82 and 33
from portion 183,
parish of Normanby,
and portion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 10 1 24
portions 184 and I87
fro m portions 183 and
178
11 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 7 1 3
portion 94,  parish of
Mutdapilly ,  and por-
tion 189, from po rt ion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes ... 6 0 16
port ion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The road se aratin Normanby 11 0 0
I portions 189, 9,  21, 24
19, and 16,  from por-
tions  4,10,11,  12, 13,
14, and  15 About
14 Ditto ...  The  road separating ditto  ...  2 020
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
15 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  Normanby 3 0 0
portions  8 and 9 from
portions  22 and  21 About
16 Ditto  ... The road separating ditto ... 9 1 8
portions 13, 19, 24,
and 190. from portions
14, M, 17,  18, 26, and
26, and  its continua-
tion through portion
189
17 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto ... 4 2 0
portion 18 from por-
tions 25, 28, and 29
18 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 4 0 0
portions 28, 27, and
189, from portions 29,
30, 31,  and part  of 32 About
19 Ditto ... The road separating Thorn and 21 0 0
portions 182, 181, 179, Normanby
178, and 177, parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of port ion 1, port ions
3. 5, and 8, parish of
Thorn ,  and portion
178, parish of Nor-
m=by
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB  CLO8BD - contiuued.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish .  Area.
I 1A. S. P.
20 The Mutda -  The road  separating  Thorn  .... ;14 0 0
pilly Divi -  portions  3, 4, and 19,
sional Boardl from portions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
21 Ditto  ...  The road  separating ditto
po rt ions 5, 6, 7, and
17 from portions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 18
... 14 0 0
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 9 2 4
portion 176,  parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tions 8, 9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road  sep ar ating  ditto  ...  20 810
part of portion 176,
parish of Normanby,
and portions 10, 7, 4,
and 2 from portions
12, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto  ...  The rood  separating
portion 175  fr om part
of portion 170
25 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved
roads  through portion
175
Normanby 1 2 4
ditto ...  4 336
26 Ditto ... The road  separating  Thom ... 6 0 0
27 Ditto
portion 13 from por-
tions  It and 15
Part of  the road sepa-
rating  portion 175,parish
po tionsr 1  and
14
About
ditto  ...  6 210
Norf. The closure of  these roads is pro posed  to be carried on
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th  September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  noti fied for general information,that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884"  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objec ti ons ,  in writing ,  within two
months  fr om this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane,  and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App1teant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.A. V.
The Ithaca  Fart ofthe road se t- Enoggera 1
.
2 18
Divisional  In gB portion 488 from
Board on portion 498
account of
David
Gordon
*2 Ditto, on Part of the road separat- Ditto  ...  2 1 20
*3
*4
account of ing portions 485 and
theTrustees 313 from port ions 499
of the late and 314
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto  ...  Part of the road separst- Ditto ... 1 8 8
ing portion 813 from
portion 314
John Fielding Part  of one of the re -  Mooloolah 0 1 36
served  roads th rough
portion 48
4 Gustave The  reserved  ro ad  Ditto  ...  0  2 12
Adolf Eiebe through  portion 46
* Narz.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE  OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified for general informa tion, that
applica tions under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act  of  1884 '  have been made
for closing the undermen ti oned Roads ; and all
persons who may .  consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
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Plans of the,Roads can be  seen at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No.) Applicant .  situation.
1
2
The Pioneer Part of the reserved
Divisional road th ro ugh select
Board on tion 773 ,  Mackay
account of District
William
Northey
Ditto  ...  Pa rt  of theroad sepa-
rating selection 773
from selection 1006,
and also part of
one of the reserved
madsthroughseleo-
tion 1006,  Mackay
District
Parish. Area.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
T is hereby  noti fied for general information, that
i applications  under the eighty-ninth  section of
The Crown Lands Act of  11384 '  have been made
A.
Eton ... 0
R.
2
P.
0 for closing  the undermentioned  Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests  affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Ditto ... 3 0 0
Plans  of the Roads can  be seen at  the Land
Offices, Toowoomba, Dalby, and Ipswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eight,-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, i  writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. X. P.
1 Johann The road separating Dundee  ...  4 0 16
Muller portions 9 and 10  fr om
.  8 and 12
2 Ditto  ...  The
rt iroad separating ditto ... 2 2 0
port ion 8 from por-
tion 12
3 John Mart in The  ro ad separating Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and 122
from portion 123
Department of PablicLands,
Brisbane ,  4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that  applications under  the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for  closing the  undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department  their  objections ,  in writing , within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at this Officet
and at  the Land Office, Gladstone ; Police and Pos ;
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1 Messrs. The reserved road Alma A.  R.  P.24 0 0
Stirrat
Brothers
J. F. Foun-
th ro ugh Selection
321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
The road separatingBurpengary 2 0 0
tain port ions 44 and 45
from portions 39
and 40
* The area of  this road  is proposed  to be  changed  into  a reserva-
tion for road  purposes.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
j A. R. P.
1
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
John Reilly The road separating Geham
portion 870A and 899
fro m part of portion
1005
3 130
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
2 Patrick  The  ro ad separating  Jondaryan 32 2 0
3
4
lnndy portion 164 from part
of portion 356 and its
continuation through
that portion
William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee th ro ugh po rt ion 844
James The road separating ditto 8 0 21
Meivor po rt ion 1514 from
vacant land and part
of port ion 1392 About
6 Patrick Part  of the  road separa -  ditto 3 3 0Lundy  ting portion 1391  from
portion 1392 About
6 Patrick The reserved road ditto 18 3 0
Landy th ro ugh portion 1392
7
81
9
The
Goolman
Divisional
Board on
account
of Messrs.
Bell and
Hyde
and its continuation
,southerly along part
of west boundary of
that portion and
westerly along part
of north boundary of
portion 421
Part of the reserved Coochin 3 0 19
road through portion
a
Ditto  The road separating
portion 172  from por-
tion 173
Ditto Part of the ro ad separa-
10 Ditto
11  Ditto
12 Ditto
ting portions 172 and
173 from portion 174
Part of the road separa-
ting port ion 65 fro m
portion 80
Pa rt  of reserve between
Oaky  Creek and por-
tions 46 ,  5, and 171
Reserve between Oaky
Creek and port ions
47, 64, and 80
ditto 3  3 19
About
ditto 1 0 0
About
ditto 0 2 0
About
ditto 19 0 0
About
ditto  21 0
Nora .- The closure of these roads and reserves is pro posed to
be carried out in connection with the opening of other  ro ads and
reserves.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for pub lic information, that
the  Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of  " The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884" wi ll
hold their  Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above -recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices ,  on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 " and
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" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April
May
June ...
July ..
August
September
October
November
December
Brisbane.
II
Date.
1885.
Tues., 3
„ 7to  5
2
ATTHE LA11DOrrIcsa-
been-
teigh.
Mont h.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July .August...
September
October
November
December
28
25
22
27
24
,. 24
to 29
to  26
„ 31
28
25
30
27Wed., 23
AT rouCs
OmCI C.-
Date.
1885.
Wed., 25
to 22
to  27
„ 24
to 29is 26
to  23
„ 28
26FE
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFrICRS-
Month.
Cler . Emerald Taroom . Spring- Mt.
wont .  sure .  Britton.
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1886.
March  ...  Thur .,26 Mon ., 16 Wed., 4
April  ..  to  30  is  20  to  1
May .. n 28 „ 18 ,, 6
June  .. „  25 to  15 „ 3
July „ 30 „ 20 1
August ••• „  27 „ 17 „
5
September „  24 ,. 21 „ 2
October „ 29 „ 19 „ 7
November  „  261 ,. 18 „ 4
December „  311 „ 21 „ 2
Date. Date.
1885. 1886.
Mon.,23 Fri., 6
to 27
of25to 22to 27
of24
28It
2to  3
„ 28
Tuee.,7
Fri., 1to  5It  Sit  7
„ 4
to 2
to 6
to  4
Banana.
Date.
1885.
Wed., 18
15
20
17
'15
19
16
2118
16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNE TT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first  Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office , Tenningering , the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
•••  of  7
... 4
... ... „ 6
3
1
Ipswich. Esk.•
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1866. 1886.
Wed., 11 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
of 8 „ 10
of 13I ., 1 Tues. 19
to 10 „ 5It 8 to 3 „ 21
12 „ 7
of 9  to 4 „ 15It 4  of 2
„ 1  to 6  It 17
of 9 to 4
DARLING} DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THS LAND OFFICSB-
23
Too- Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.
woomba.
Date Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1886.
Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri., 27
of 20 „ 21
of 25 „ 26
K ENNEDY  D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,'' the second Monday in March,
1885, and every  alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land  Office ,  Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in  each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Aramac, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Blackall ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Iaisford, the second  Wednes-day in each month.
WAR&Eoo DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Cunnamulla,  the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah , the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certificates of Fulalmmnt of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  80th October, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
IT is hereby  notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive  fr om the Land Agent in
Ipswich the amount of compensation to which
he is entitled for the land taken from his selection
for Road purposes :-
Sel ction No. 5278, Ipswich District-GottfriedJobstin. Rosenow.
C. B. DUT PON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been  inserted  in the said  grants and in
every deed containing  the erroneous  descriptions ;
and such grants and every  such  deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee - Samuel  Clissold.
Land granted.  County of Stanley, parish of
Kedron, portion 91.
Area- 20 acres  1 rood  24 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Sedron, portion  91.
Area- 21 acres  3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degree s  53 minutes  twelve  chains and
fifty-nine links ; on the north by portion 88 bearing
270 degrees 3 minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links ; on the west by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains andfifty-five and a-half links ; and on the south by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes  seventeen
chains and forty links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant - 35896.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1878.
Name of Grantee-- Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox ,  parish of
Glastonbury ,  portion 19.
Area- 159 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox, parish of Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area-162 acres 2 roods  and 9  perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing  89 degrees 52 minutes  thirty  chains and
eighty-eight  and  a-half links ; on the east by a line
Dearing south fifty-three chains and two and a-half
links  ;  on the south by a line  bearing 269  degrees
58 minutes  thirty  chains  and forty- three and a-half
links ; and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes  fifty-three  chains and four links
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
0TI1)E  is hereby given ,  that the Deed ofN Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to
Land Art of  1858,' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name  of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land granted.-A ll otment  17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive , instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st July, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the  Schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the pro visions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony,  describe the land intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions and areas
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
descriptions and areas ,  and such grants and  ever
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-in Y.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant--12144.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Thomas John Hartley Nussey.
Land qranted.-Portion  376, county of Stanley,
parish of Toombul.
Area- 6 acres 9 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA  FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion
No.  376.
6 acres  and 17 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
375, and bounded thence on the west by part of the
east boundary line of that portion bearing north
five chains and six links ; on the north by a line
bearing east eleven chains and seventy -five and
a-half links ; on the east by a road one chain and
a-half wide bearing south 6 degrees 30 minutes
east five chains and twelve and three-quarter links ;
and on the south by a road one chain wide bearing
west twelve chains and thirty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
No. of Grant-12145.
Date of Grant-1st July, 1865.
N ame of Grantee-ThomasJohn Hartley Nussey.
Land granted.-Portion 377,  county of Stanley,
parish  of Toombul.
Area - 5 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND AREA  FOR CORRECTION
OF DICED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Toombul, portion 377.
5 acres  3 roods 3 perches.Commencing at the north-west corner ofportion
376, and bounded thence on the south by the north
ern boundary line of that portion bearing east
eleven chains and seventy-five and a-half links ; on
the east by a road one chain and fifty links wide
bearing north 6 degrees 55 minutes west five chains
eleven links ; on the north by a line bearing west
10 minutes south eleven chains and thirteen and
three-quarter links ; and on the west by a line
bearing south five chains and four links to the
point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous in  the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions- of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Graut-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash, selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing. at a point bearing east and distant
two chains from the south-east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east forty-six chains and twelve links; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion  1157  bearing west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east nine chains, south nine chains
and tea links, and west nine chains, and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1886.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written bew* g erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "Tie Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  area  shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erro neous area ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  "The Titles to Land.
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the -correct  name sha ll  be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant  and  in every deed
containing the erroneous  name  ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land  granted.-County of Ward, parish of
Barrow, portion 5.
Area-80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  " The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the HeadOffice n Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Land Commissioner f r the'Oeenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876" who may desire to sur-
rend&r their ti es under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-5'Q29.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of Grantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-Allotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23A perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23.7 perches,
instead of 1 rood 25-17a perches, the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
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NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections I and 2 of Section 2 of  "the Crown
Lands Act of  1884. Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board,  may suspend  the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
distric' specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not a' the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rnn, and which had, before the
commencement  of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following  provisions  shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is uusurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground  and six  inches in
diameter , and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
Public  Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba ,  20th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section 52 of  " The Crown LandsAlienation Act of  1876," I hereby ca ll  upon
the Selectors mentioned in the Schedule herewith
to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 25th day of November  next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why their respectives
Selections should not he declared forfeited for non-
fulfilment of condition of residence.
a0
y Q
dx Dist rict .  Owner.
1920 Warwick
19.35 Ditto
2047 Ditto
2066  'Ditto
2119 Ditto
2237  Ditto
2238 Ditto
2338 Ditto
1943 Ditto
2075 Ditto
2207 Ditto
F.Schreick
W. J. Rooney
E. Cowley ...
J. Kelly, junr.
E. McMillan
J. Hardwick ... ...
E. Hardwick ... ...
Tom. Neale .. ...
Andrew Rickert ,  senr....
Adam Rickert ... ...
John Hamill  . ... ...
Parish.
Allora
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Goomburra
ditto
Allora
ditto
Goomburra
Allora
JOHN  REID  WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 15th October, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  BENTEL , Grandchester.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
40 Vic ., No. 15.
Ipswich.
No. 6184.
Mr. Bentel.
Grandchester.
Portion 151.
76 acres.
Homestead.
the 4th December next, at (10) Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause  why your Selection No. 5184,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for the non-ful-
filment of the condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 18th September, 1885.
To WILLIAM CRAWFORD, Dugandan.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
Ipswich.
No. 4245.
Win. Crawford.
Dugandan.
Portion 40.
610 acres.
Homestead  Areas Act
of  1875.
the 6th November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and
show  cause cause  why your Selec-
tion No. 4245, Ipswich District,
should not be declared forfeited
for the non-fulfilment c f the
condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
Notice to  PATRICK SULLIV AN, holder of Selection
No. 3163, T It., Westbrook Homestead Area.
TJ'BIDER Section 52 of  " The Crown LandsAlienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
V
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
owoomba, on the 23rd day of November  next, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection No.
3163, Toowoomba Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFARLANE, holder of Selec-
tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that you have
I failed in performance of the conditions of
residence on the above selection ,  I have to request
that you will show  cause , at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December, 1885. why the  same  should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land  Commissioner, Gympie.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
Notice to W. D. Pr.RRETT, Peak Mountain.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt, to be held at Brisbane, on TUESDAY,
the third day of November next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show  cause  why your Selections,
Nos. 3823 and 4570, Brisbane District, should not
be declared forfeited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
j T is  hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
ll for the  purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane , at 10 o'clock  a.m. on  TUESDAY, the
10th day of November proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
1 HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Bloomfield, is published as required
by the Act, and for the  information  of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Bloomfield, situated in the Pastoral
District of Mitchell, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHER EAS James  Moffat, the pastoral tenant of the
run known as Bloomfield, situated in the Pastoral
District of Mitchell, in the Colony of Queens-
land, has given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated the twenty-ninth day of June, 1885,
that he elects to take  advantage  of the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act (f  1884 " with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby,
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said run known as Bloomfield, be divided into
two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
35 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Ravensbourne
Creek at a post marked broad-arrow over B over C,
and bounded thence on the south by the right bank
of the said creek downwards fifty chains ; thence
on the west by a north  line six miles  ; thence on
the north by an east  line  about three  miles to a
post  marked broad-arrow over  D over S ; thence
on the  es at by a south line about one mile to a post
marked broad- arrow  over S over  B ; thence again
on the north  by an east  line four  miles, crossing
Boree Creek,  to a post marked  broad- arrow over
SBB ; thence again on the east  by a south line two
miles to a point bearing 248 degrees 45 minutes
and distant  sixteen links from  a boree -tree marked
broad-arrow  in triangle  on its north- west side ;
thence  again  on the south by a west line, crossing
Boree Creek,  about one  mile sixteen chains to a
post marked broad- arrow over  B over B ; thence
again on  the east by a south line three  miles to a
post marked broad- arrow  over B over B over G ;
and thence again  on the south by a west line five
miles twenty  chains  to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said  pastoral  tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall  comprise  and include
the land described as follows, viz.
53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Ravensbourne
Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
G over  B in triangle , and bounded thence on the
west by a north line  along  a fence, crossing Kelly's
Creek at a bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over G in  triangle , five miles to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over B in triangle ;
thence on the north by an  east line seven miles ;
thence on the west by a south line about six miles
to Eavensbourne Creek at a point fifty chains below
a post on the right bank of that creek marked
broad- arrow  over B over C ; thence by the right
bank of the  said  creek upwards to the last-mentioned
post ; thence  again on  the west by a south line, cross-
ing the creek, about three miles • to a post in a
fence marked broad-arrow over F over B; thence
on the south by a west line four miles thirty-five
chains to a point thirty-two chains north and eight
chains west of an ironwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over F in triangle ; thence  again on
the west by a north line about three miles forty-
eight chains to and  crossing  Ravensbourne Creek ;
and thence  again  on the south by, the right bank
of that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh day of October, A.D. 1885.
[L.a.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, 5 Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
. Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.T HE following order ofthe Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of "  1 he Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Mount Pleasant, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter  of  " Th e Crown Lands  Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of  the division  of the Run
known as  Mount  Pleasant ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa , in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS William Crouch,  the pastoral tenant of
the consolidated  run known as Mount Pleasant,
situated in the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the
Colon  of Queensland , comprising  the conterminous
runs hitherto  known as Mannandilla  No. 1 and
Mannandilla No. 2, has given notice to the
Secretary  for Public  Lands ,  dated the ninth day
of March, 1885 ,  that he elects to take advantage
of the  provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 "  with respect to such run  :  And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said  Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode  of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act o  1884":  And whereas the
said Secretary  for Public  Lands has caused the
said run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice fro m the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands ,  be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said conso lidated run
known as Mount Pleasant, and comprising the con-
terminous runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
sha ll  comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
25 square miles.
Commencing on the left  bank  of the Mannan-
dilla Creek at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow.
over M in triangle ,  and bounded thence on the east
by a south line crossing the said creek about two
miles twenty -seven chains to a point one mile east
of an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over ML1
over M1 over Tin triangle on its west' side ; thence
on the south by a west line to the said tree ; thence
on the south -west by a north -west  line seven miles
fifty-seven  chains to a point thirty -four chains
south- east of a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow
over  M W over  ML2 in triangle  ;  thence on the
north-west by  a north -east line, cro ssing Mannan-
dilla Creek,  three miles forty chains  ;  thence on the
north -east by a south-east line five miles  fifty-three
chains, passing four chains north -east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over  WD in  triangle, to a
point one mile seventy chains beyond same ; and
thence again on the east by a south line about one
mile forty- six chains  to the  point of commencement.
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And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
41  square miles.
Commencing at a point thirty-four chains south-
east of a brigalow -tree marked broad-arrow over
MW over ML2 in triangle, and bounded thence on
-the south-west by a north-west line three miles fifty-
seven chains to an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over M2 in triangle ; thence by a north-east
line forty chains  to an  ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over M over 1 over 2 in triangle ; thence
again on the south-west by a north -west line, crossing
Andromeda Creek about twenty-four chains above
an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over A over
3 in triangle ,  eight miles to a point bearing north
267 degrees east and distant one chain thirteen links
from an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
M2 over MW in triangle  ;  thence on  the north-
west by a north -east line ,  crossing Mannandilla
Creek  and passing  through a tree marked broad-
arrow over M over 11 in triangle on its left bank,
three  miles  forty chains to a point bearing north
167 degrees east and distant one chain seven links
from a tree  marked broad- arrow  over M2 over MH
over ME in triangle ; thence on the north-east by
a south- east  line eight miles to a point bearing
north 154 degrees east and distant thirty-six links
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over  AT over
2 in triargie ; thence by a south-west line forty
chains to a point five chains north-east of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over 1VI over I in triangle ;
thence  again  on the north-east by a south-east line
three miles fifty-seven chains ; and thence on the
south -east by a south -west line, crossing Mannan-
dilla Creek, three miles forty chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh clay of October, A.D. 1885.
[L.a.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
1
THE following order ofthe Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Warrah, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Warrah ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Wide Bay, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS John Harwood ,  the pastoral tenant of
the run known as Warrah ,  situated in the Pastoral
District  of Wide  Bay, in the  Colony  of Queens-
land ,  has given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands ,  dated the twenty -first day of March,
1885 ,  that he elects to take advantage of the pro.
visions of  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" with
respect to such run  :  And whe re as the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us ,  Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword , be ing the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act o  1884  ":  And whereas the said Secre-
tary for  Public  Lands has caused the said run to
be  divided  :  Now, upon reading the said notice
fr om the said pastoral tenant and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed  :  And we do fur-
ther order that the said run known as Warrah
be divided  into two parts ,  and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz.:-
About  19  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Doongal or
Stony Creek  at a point opposite the confluence of
Forbes Creek, and bounded thence on the west by
a line bearing north about four and three-quarter
miles ; on the north by a line bearing east to the
west boundary of a State Forest Reserve, I,y that
boundary south and  a line along  the southern
bowidary thereof east to Doongal Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the  said  Act, shall  comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
About 19  square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Duckinwilla
and Doongal or Stony Creek ,  and bounded thence
by Duckinwilla Creek upwards to a point about
seventy chains above selection 1461; thence by a
line bearing south about one and a-half miles ;
thence by a line bearing east to the west boundary
of a State Forest Reserve, by that boundary south
and a line along the southern boundary thereof
east to Doongal Creek ; and thence by that creek
dowwnards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of alienated or selected land, but inclu-
sive of the State Forest Reserve.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh day of October,  A.D.  1886.
[L.a.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, ) Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
F
HE following  order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of
the Run known as Lower Doongal, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Lower Doongal ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Wide Bay, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Martha Ann Price, the pastoral tenant
of the run known as Lower Doongal ,  situated in
the Pastoral District of Wide Bay, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the seventeenth day of
June, 1885 ,  that she elects to take advantage of the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has  been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred  the same  to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands  has caused the said
run to be divided : Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenant and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed and we
do further order that the said run known as
Lower Doongal be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 8 square miles. .
Commencing on the left bank of Logbridge or
Fifteen-Mile Creek at a point about one and
a-quarter  wiles  above the confluence of Doonga
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or Stony Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing about 234 degrees about four miles and
forty-eight chains; thence by a line bearing about
253 degrees about three  miles  and eight chains to
a point about south- east  from the confluence of
Forbes and Doongal Creeks ; thence  by a line
about south- east  to the Maryborough road, near
the north- west corner  of portion 1, parish of
Gungaloon, by that roan  easterly  to Logbridge
Creels,  and thence  by that creek doss nwards to the
point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the  said pastoral tenant shall be  entitled to
receive a lease for  the term  and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act,  shall comprise
and include  the land described  as follows,  viz.
About 8 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Doongal or
Stony Creek with Logbridge Creek, and bounde I
thence by the latter creek upwards about one and
a-quarter miles ; thence by lines  bearing about
234 degrees  about four  miles  and forty-eight
chains, about 253 degrees about  three miles and
eight chains to a point about south- east from the
confluence of Forbes Creek with Doongal Creek ;
thence by  a line  bearing about north-west to
Doongal Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement,--exclusive
of alienated, selected, or reserved land.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh day of October, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. I)ESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, I Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
s
TH E following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of
the Run known as Mount Lonsdale ,  is published
as required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
51  square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Maranoa
and Warrego Districts at a point one chain west of
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over U in
triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on
the north by an east  line, passing  through the said
tree, to a point ninety-one  chains  beyond same ;
thence on the east by a south line, passing through
an ironbark-tree  near one of  the heads of Mun-
gullala Creek marked broad -arrow  over M over
171 in triangle, twelve  miles  ten chains to a point
one mile thirty-nine chains thirty links west and
three chains north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over DN over M in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the south by a west line four miles fifty-
two ohains, passing through a box-tree marked
broad-arrow  over M in triangle and an iro nbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over D in triangle, to a
point eleven chains west of the last-mentioned tree ;
thence on the west by a north line three miles ten
chains to a point one mile twenty -four chains west
and seven chains south of a blackwattle-tree
marked broad-arrow over MU in triangle ; thence
again on the south by a west line one mile forty
chains ; thence again on the west by a north line
three miles forty-one chains to a point thirty-eight
chains west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over R over Ul in triangle on its south side ; thence
on the north by an east line one mile forty chains.
passing through the last-mentioned tree, to a point
forty-three chains south and two chains eas' of an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over  0  over Ul in
triangle on its north-west side ; thence again on the
west by a north line two miles thirty-nice chains,
passing about six chains west of an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over MW in triangle, to a point
twenty-one chains thirty links west of an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over U over 1 in triangle ;
thence again on the north by an east line ,  passing
through the said tree, three miles forty chains to a
point twelve chains thirty links west of an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over Ul in triangle ; and
thence again on the west by a north line three
miles to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Mount Lonsdale ,  situated in the
Pastoral District  of Maranoa , in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS William Robert McManus, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Mount
Lonsdale, situated in the Pastoral District of
Maranoa , in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising
the conterminous runs known as Mount Lonsdale,
Mount Lonsdale No. 2, Mobile, Umberill, and
Umberill No. 1, has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the second day of July,
1885, that he elects to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " with
respect to such run : And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
mode of making a fair division  thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884":  And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided : Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said p storal tenant, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said  run made  by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said consolidated
ruri known as Mount Lonsdale, and comprising the
runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall
comprise and include the, land described as follows,
1671 square miles.
Commencing at a point ninet  -one chains east of
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over U in
triangle on its west side on the range dividing the
Maranoa  fr om the Warrego Districts ,  and bounded
thence on the n, rth by an east line six miles
twenty-eight chains, crossing Andromeda Creek, to
a large ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow in tri-
angle on its south side; thence on the east by a south
line, again crossing Andromeda Creek' and passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
6 is triangle on its right bank, five miles to a point
bearing north 15 degrees east and distant 104 links
fron an ironbank-tree marked broad-arrow over
ML2 over MW in triangle ; thence again on the
north by an  east line about six miles six chains to
a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over M W over
ML2 in triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-east by a south-east line eight miles eleven
chains to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
MLl over M1 over T in triangle on its west side ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles sixty-
three chains, passing through a coolibah-tree on the
right bank of Aurichen Creek, to a point  *fifty
chains west of same ; thence again on the east by
a south line three miles twenty-five chains to a
point sixty-one chains east of a post marked broad-
arrow  over ML over Fl ; thence  again on the south
by a west line passing through the said post through
a tree marked broad-arrow over V in  triangle, and
fourteen links north of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over ML over U in triangle, ten miles sixty-
one chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
Fl in triangle ; thence on the west by a north line
one mile seventy chains to a point eleven chains
thirty links west and three chains north of a box-
frpt TOR T44 brogdowrow Pvpr PN PYpf 1M in
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triangle ; thence again on the south by a west line
one mile twenty-eight chains ; and thence  again on
the west by a north line, passing through  an iron-
bark-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 171 in
triangle,  near  one of the heads of Mungullala
Creek, twelve  miles  ten chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
seventh day of October, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, 5 Land Board.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, REDCLIFFE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
November, from persons  willing to contract for
the erection of Police Station at Redcliffe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Red-
cli ean."
l, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD D EIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BOAT-SHED, Erc., CUSTOM HOUSE, PORT
DOUGLAS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Port Douglas, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Boat-shed and Flooring Bonded Store at Custom
House, Port -Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Boat-shed, 4-c., Port
Douglas."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
NORMANTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Office, Normanton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th December, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Additions
to the Post and Telegraph Office at Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Post and
Telegraph Ohre, Normanton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Office, Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £ 10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor. in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STEPS, GENERAL POST OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
`TENDERS will be received at this Office until
l Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
November, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of New Steps at the General Post
Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Steps, General
Post  Office."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 28th October, 1886.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCKUP, GYMPIE.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gym ie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Kitchen
and Washhouse to Lockup at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Loch up,
Gympie."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
25. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be  on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work , and at  the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the  usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO HOSPITAL, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th November,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Additions to the Hospital at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions to Hospital,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank  notes  with the
Tender, is £25. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen  days  from
the usual  -notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NZ W POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
TOWNSVILLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post Office, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from  persons  willing to contract for erection of New
Post and Telegraph Offices at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Post and Telegraph
Offices, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is 250. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such  perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public  Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SUPREME COURT HOUSE,  ROCK-HAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House ,  Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of Nov-
ember ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of new Supreme  Court  House at Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  New Supreme Court
House, Rockhampton."
Plan,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may he
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Rockhampton.
'1 he amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
250. (See  Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown So licitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, SUB-INSPECTOR POLICE
QUARTERS, MAYTOWN.TENDERS will be received at this Office andat the Court House, Maytown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November,
from persons - willing to contract for Additions
to Sub-Inspector of Police Quarters at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Sub-In-
spector's Quarters, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maytown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of
10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the
due performance  of the Contract in the event of the
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Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, FOREST GROVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Police
Station at Forest Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Forest
Grove."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is  215.
(Bee Clause  1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender, as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th October, 1885.
SOUTH ERN AND  WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane Valley Branch-2nd Section.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SHELTER-SHEDS AND OFFICES ON THE
SECOND SECTION, BRISBANE VALLEY
BRANCH.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
November, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Shelter-sheds and Offices on the Second
Section, Brisbane Valley Branch.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tenderfor Shelter-sheds
and Offices on the Second Section, Brisbane Valley
Branch."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen,  acid further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
tepders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
JT114t'l' SPPfPtgl'y top Val?wa7q,
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Duplication between Brisbane and Ipswich.
TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS, TIMBER-
GETTERS, AND OTHERS.
SQUARED SLEEPERS.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Officeuntil Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
27th November, 1885, from persons willing to
contract for the supply of Squared Sleepers for the
Duplication of the Line between Brisbane and
Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Squared
Sleepers."
Specification and form of Tender may be seen,
and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under 'Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, MARYBOROUGH
RAILWAY.
r ENDERS will be received at this  Office until
r Four o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the30th
October, 1885, for the construction of twenty (20)
Ballast Wagons for the Maryborough Railway.
A deposit of two  and a-half (2k) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Foreman's Office, Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nora .- Tenderers must clearly understand  that  the Conditions
of Contract  relating to  fines for non-completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY. the 20th Novem-
ber, 1885, for the construction of one hundred (100)
Hopper Wagons for the Southern and Western
Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of lender,  in cash or  bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foreman's Office, Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nm's.-Tenderers  must clearly understand that the conditions
of Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
TTpdpr SpprOtAu for _EAi1Wtly,.
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Extension-Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS are invited for the construction of
j the 9th Section of the Western Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville-in length 71 miles
45 chains 95$ links, inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, at
the Office of the Commissioner for Railways in
Sydney, and at the Railway Office in Melbourne, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for 9th Section of
Western Extension,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway-Contract No. 1.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
I.
TENDERS are invited for the construction of
the 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltnre-in length 25  miles  4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations-in accordance with Plans,
:sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and Speci-
fication, which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief Engineer, Brisbane, at the Office of the Com-
missioner  for Railways in Sydney, and at the Rail-
way Office in Melbourne, on and after MONDAY,
the 9th November, 1885, where also forms of
Tender and other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for the 1st Section of
Forth Coast Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p in. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1886.
QUEENSLAND  RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 233 1  MILES ,  BUGH-
ENDEN.ENDERS are invited for the construction of
11 the Northern Railway Extension  from 200
miles to 233 miles 20 chains-in length 33 miles
20 chains - in accordance with Plans ,  Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions ,  and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer ,  Rockhampton and Towpsville ;  the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways ,  Brisbane ;
also, at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney ,  and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after  SATURDAY, the 17th
October next, where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender, for Extension North-
ern Railway  from  200  Miles  to Hu henaen,"  must
be deposited at the Office  of the Under  Secretary
for Railways ,  at Brisbane ,  not later than Four
o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works,
1siiwa P0940ment,
AP1444f, IT114 APFOllQ t 1016,
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS are invited for the construction ofExtension of the Fassifern Branch fromHarrisville to the Teviot-in length 16 miles 75
chains 722 links, inclusive of Deviations-in accor-
dance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 5th October, 1885,
where also forms of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension of
Fassifern Branch-Contract No. 2,"  must be
deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways not later than Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th November, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane. 20th August, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAN D.
REMOVAL OF SNAGS, BURNETT RIVER.
TENDERS will be received by the Sub-Collector
of Customs, Bundaberg, until Noon of
SATURDAY, 7th November, from persons willing
to contract for the removal of Fallen Trees and
Snags  from the bed of the Burnett River, according
to Specification, to be seen at the Custom House,
Bundaberg.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 27th October, 1885. -
FURTHER EXTENSION  OF TIME.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane , until Noon of MONDAY, the
30th November, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville,  a distance  of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may been seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Sydney,  Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of 2500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily ac-
cepted.
Treasury,
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
Brisbane, 11th September, 1885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND
HARBOUR WORKS, MACKAY.
T ENDERS will be received at th- Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 14th
November, for carrying out the following works at
Mackay, viz.:-
1. Extension of Embankment.
2. Removal of Boat-steps and Slip-way from
Sydney street to Carlyle street, and Erection
of Boat-steps at Bonded Store Wharves.
3. Erection of Sheds, Fencing, Gates, &c., at
Government Wharf.
Plans and specifications may he seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Harbours and Rivers
Offices, Brisbane and Mackay.
A deposit of £100 will be required with Tender
for No I Contract, to be dealt with in accordance
with the provisions of the specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted. •
E. B. CULLEN,
Ruder Secretary.
The Treasury,
POOR% loth ®099* 11119,
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSET, Erc., STATE SCHOOL, MOUNT
GRAVATT.
rr
`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FR In A Y, the 13th of
November,  from persons  milling to contract for
the erection of a New Closet, &c., at the State
School, Mount Gravatt.
'l'enders to be endorsed  " Tender for New
Closet. 4e., State School, Mount Gravutt."
Plan, Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders  must be sent in on p roper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
.T. G. ANDERSON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 29th Octot.er, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAHS AND LAVATORIES, STATE
SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.
r
ENDFRS will be received  at this  Ofhcf. and
at the Court House, St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th of November,
from persons willing  to contract for the erection
of Verandahs and Lavatories to the State School
at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Verandahs
and Lavatories, State School, St. George."
Plan, Speci fication , and form of Tender may he
seen, and further particulars obtainer-',  at this
Office, and at the Court House, St. George.
lenders must  be sent in ors  proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON.
Under : ecretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO GIRLS' AND INFANTS' SCHOOL,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS will be  received  at this Office, and
at the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th of Novem-
ber, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Girls' and Infants' State School
at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to the r-, irls ' and Infants' State school at C/turtet s
Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under St cretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN AND COVERED WAY, STATE
SCHOOL, YEULBA.
T
EN1)ERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Roma, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th of November, from
persons willing  to contract for the erection of a
Kitchen and Covered Way to the Teacher's Resi-
dence, State -ehool, Yeulba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen
and Covered Ray, State School, Yeulba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, R ma.
Tenders  must be sent  in on proper pr•nted form.
The Minister does not tatarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the 'fenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.
FRESH Tenders will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric 'I elegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-
third (23rd) day of November next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material  except iron poles,  wire , insulators,
brackets,  and screws , and for all workmanship
necessary  for the undermentioned telegraph work,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :-
DEVIATION.
1. Price, per mile,  for clearing  and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where neces-
sary.
PRESENT LuqEs.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing existing wires, etc., in
accordance with clauses 10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to a ape Capricorn, from
a point on existing  line-a  distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
Present lines-Narrows to Sea Hill,  via  Pilot
Station (Keppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws  to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per  cent . on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the %ork or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may. have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condefrsn any portion of the
work or  materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the er, ction of the line and
other works, also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if such  claims art: not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the  same from airy
moneys  due to the contractor.
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Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant,  materials , and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract,  shall be  forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane. within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.Specification.
The course of the new line to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where  necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good  straight
bridle track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the 'udpent of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber  must  be removed , leaving
a cleared space of not  less than  twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles required  must  be heavy
straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed ),  with the bark  removed, not less
than nine  (9) inches in  diameter  at five  (5) feet
from the butt,  and five  (5) inches in diameter at'
the top, and twenty- five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of  six (6)  feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places, where required, struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceel two (2) feet.  Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the  insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired, bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
I'ole. to be replace 1, re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood, where  necessary . Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles, where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will he used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the InspectingOfficer and his assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intend nt of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. M t C DO NALD-P % TERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegrapn Department,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1885.
Post and Telegraph Department,Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENI)EN.
1 'EN .IERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material , except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles,  and  for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms, general
conditions ,  and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state  separately:-
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles,
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more or less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor ,  free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine (9) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials  in respect  of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed  to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
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The Gove rnment reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion . Such u, e of the
line not to prejudice in any way  the  power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail liimelf of the tfaci'.ities
afforded by  " The Electric 1 elegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the government  against any claim -.,  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be Lawful for tie
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate  the contract, as far as  relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into  by the  contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the  non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the  party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated ,  in the event of the Tender being
accepted  ;  and  undertaking  in that event that they
will so•verally execute and deliver, at'the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specifcation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction  of the  inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (24)) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away,  and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber . to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked ,  all fallen tim be r must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space  of'  not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart ,  to be sunk four  (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position ,  and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river  or road crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contra"tor as directed.
The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
betwf n any two poses h ll  not exceed two (2)
feet .  Joints or  splices  to be  made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the  Inspecting
Officer and  his assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender  forms , and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-P,tTERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOODFORD
TO A POINT ON THE PRESENT LINE
BETWEEN CABULTURE AND YANDINA.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the second (2nd)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws, and for all
workmanship necessary for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price. per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where  necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Woodford to a point on the present line between
Cabulture and Yandina, a distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires. one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire ,  insulators ,  brackets ,  and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sutbcient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor ,  free of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph
Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy- five  (75) per  cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final
payment shall  be made ,  of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of  the work  or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not.to prejudice in any  way the  power to sub-
sequently reject or condem n.  any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor  may avail himself  of the  facilities
afforded  by "The 1:7ectric Telegra]h.  Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa.
tion arising  from tl:e action  of the contractor ;
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Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim  he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
went, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to he done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor  or otherwise as
penalties for the non- fulfilment of the contract,
shall he forteited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering and two responsible  persons
as sureties,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the  time  stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender  being  accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within ten (19) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the
Tender.The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the  line to be marked  out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing  within one
chain  on each  side  of the line to be felled, and all
timber within  a radius  of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track  of not less  than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the, clearing.
Any branches  overhanging  from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less  than twenty (20) feet
in width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt ,  and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the  top.  and twenty -five (25)  feet in
length ; co be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth . At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to he supplied,
and fived as directed.
Iuaulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup.
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the  lip of the
insulator to be not  less than one  (1) inch from
the top of the pole. The wire to be .4o stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made as  directed, and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-.
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted, viz. :-
Court House, Warwick-W. G. CONLEY-
£3,708.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. Ju sus GEDDES, for the
supply of eight thousand sawn sleepers, for
the duplication of the line between Brisbane and
Ipswich, has been accepted. Amount, £1,260.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. W. CLARE E, forthe supplyof 115  sets  of squared  crossing  sleepers, for
the duplication of the line  between Brisbane and
Ipswich, has been accepted. Amount, 2s. 10d. per
cubic foot.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd September, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Extension of
the Burrum Railway from Howard to Bundaberg
South have been approved  and confirmed ; and
that, in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence  so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified  for general  information,that the name of the  Station at  147-Miles,
Northern Railway,  has been altered from  "  BETTS'
CREEK  " to "PENTLAND."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways. -
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SOUTH COAST' LINE.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
rj'111 -" following amended Time Table will come
into operation on and after MONDAY, 26th
October, 1855:-
DOWN.
A.M.
Logan Village ...
... dep. 9.50
Buccan ... ...
... ... D9 57Waterford  ... ... ... 10.14
Bethania  Junction
... arr. 1023
UP.
Bethania Junction ... dep.
A. M.
1035
Wai erford ... ... ... 1044
Buccan  ... ... ... ... D11.1
Logan Village ... ... arr. 11.8
DOWN.
A M.
Logan Village ... dep. 1130
Buccan  . ... ... ... D11-37
Waterford ... ... ... 11.54
'
Bethania Junction ... ...
. V.i
12'3
Loganlea  ... ... ... ... 12.12
Kingston ... ... ... ... D12'21
Spring Creek ... ... ... i'1236
Runcorn ... ... ... ... n12 42
Sunny  Bank ... ... ... 1250
Cooper's Plains ... ... ... 12 56
Salisbury ... ... ... ... D1.3
Rocklea ... ... ... ... 1.7
S C Junction 1.13. .Yeronga ... ...... ...... ...... E l-17
Fairfield ... ... ... E1-21
Wooloongabba ... ... 1.30
Stanley  street ... ... arr. 1.35
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd September, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the name of the  stopping place at
163-Mile, Warwick Railway, has been altered
from " LYNDHURST " to " RosEHILL."
F. CURN, )W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
i
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that a  further extension of the Queensland
Northern Railway to Torrens Creek-a distance of
179 miles from Townsville-was opened for public
traffic on MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Northern  Railway , was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of  the 15th August,
1885. Owners  can obtai  ; the 1r,ieles on applica-
tion to the Acting Traffic  Manager , Townsville, and
paying costs. If not  released  on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to  defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment , Central Railway, was published in full in
the Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain  the Articles  on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rocklhampton,  and paying
costs .  If not released on or  before  TUESDAY,
• the 19th January, 1886,  they  will be sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
0 N S ."ALE at this Office, and at the respectiveWardens' Offices at Gympie and Ravenswood,
the following Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
Surveyor-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd October, 1885.FOR SALE at this Office, New Map of Town of
Toowoomba ,  in two sheets  ;  price, Is. each
sheet. Also, Map of the Burdedin  Delta ;  price,Is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Oharleville
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Uunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre?k (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimpaina, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
con:litions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exec, ding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits' exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the '11•easury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  31st October, 1885.
i
T is hereby  notified for general informat on, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of October, 1885.
JAMES R. Di,,-,K:-ON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. Place.
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
Hesse, Carl ...
Killeen, Patrick ...
Goodfellow, Rd. M.
Brazier , Wm. ...
McDonald, Donald
Beanland , Thos. ...
Laughren, John ...
Calvert, Geo. ...
ilameron ,  James ...
Dowling, 1hos. B.
Hammond, Geo. ...
Young Sing, Wm.
Brown ,  Henry Jas.
Murphy, Thomas...
Crawford, John H.
McCook, James ...
McKenna, Chas. ...
Worlich, Peter ...
Hughes, John Fredk.
Mihr, George ...
... Bundaberg
... Clermont
... Cloncurry
... Dalby
... ditto
... Esk
... Gatton
... Gilberton
... Herberton
... Inglewood
... Jericho
... ditto
... Marybo ro ugh
... Rockhampton
... Springsure
... Stanthorpe
... ditto
... St. George
... Toowoomba
Watsonville
AUCTIONEERS.
Bradley, John  F.... ... Burketown
Budge, Daniel ... ...  Blackall
Gill,  Francis  .. ...  Brisbane
Jonnes , Walter A. ...  ditto
White, John Warren ...  ditto
Jones, Arthur O.... . Geraldton
Davies ,  Archie  ... ...  Gympie
Harris,  L. A. ... ... ditto
Lloyd- Jones , J. . ... Jericho
Kreibke,  Henry  T. ... Mitchell
Williams,  Saml. B. ... Pine Hill
Cl irk, Edwd. G. ... ... Toowoomba
Ogg, Allan Gordon ... Veresdale
Boyle, Courtney C. ... Winton
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Horan ,  Bridget  ...  ...  Gympie
Goldstone and  Brigston ... St .  George
Ditto ... ... ...  ditto  (for 1886)
Murray ,  Pat rick  ... ...  Thargomindah
Hook Ing, Chung... ...  Townsville
BREWERS.
Perkins and Co. .. ...  Brisbane.
Queensland Brewing Coy.  Bulimba
Thorsborne,  A. .. ... Beenleigh
Stendl and Fleming  ...  l$undaberg
Von Suarski,  Peter  ... Charleville
Tatham ,  Thos . ... ...  Cunnamu lla
Gympie  Brewing  Co. ... Gympie
McKay ,  B. ... ... Mackay
Powell ,  C.... ... ... Marlborough
Stendl, L. .. ... ... ditto
Fitzgerald, Quinlan, and Co. Milton
McLaughlin,  T. ... Rockhampton
Townsvi lle Brewing  Co. ...  Townsvi lle
Perkins and  Co. ... ... Toowooml a
Wilson ,  J. G. ... ... Warwick
BILLI ARDS.
Sheppard,  A. W.... Blackall
Heat  ,  A.... ... ... Charters Towers
Paton ,  J. ... ... ... ditto
Keating, J. E. ... ... Cooktown
McDonald , A. ... ... Gayndah
Nilson ,  Peter  ... ...  Hughenden
Emmerson , A. ... ... Jericho
Gooch, G.... ... ... ditto
McCluskey ,  P. ... ... Mackay
Holt, Win.  R. ... ... Rockhampton
Johnson ,  H. ... ... ditto
McLaren, J. C. ... ... ditto
Nash, C. ... ... ... ditto
Butler, Henry ... ... Tewantin
Cockburn, George ... Thursday Island
St= e',e, Win. B. ... ... Winton
BAGATELLE.
Marshall,  T. ... ... I Rockhampton
TRANSFERS OF PUBLICANS' LICENSES.
From-
Campbell, Edward
Wren, J. H. ...
Kavanagh,  H. M....
Smith, W. S.
Paris ,  Bridget
Thompson , G. II....
Fullalove ,  Thomas
Maddin ,  Thomas...
Murdock ,  Edward
Fretwell,  Isaac ...
Fitzgerald, James
To-
BLACIALL.
... Sheppard, A. W.
BRISBANE.
... Burns, J. H.
... Grant, James
.•. 1 King, James
CAIRNS.
McDonald, James
... Thomas, F liza
COOxTOwN.
... Beavor, John
GATTON.
... Chambers, Frederick
GYMPIE.
...  Kimmond , John E.
HSRBSRTO N.
... ( Courtney , Andrew
Jzaicnn.
... I Linton ,  Thomas
MABYBOBOirGH.
McDowell ,  James  ...  Samson, James
Hommelgard ,  Christian  ...  Morgan, J. G.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Phillips J. ... Phillips, P.
Fitzgerald,  M. ... I Anderson, F. O.
WARwtcs.
Alexander ,  Robert  ...  O'Hagen, James
Connell, Bridget  ... ..  Alexander ,  Robert
Lawe_deceasedj .,  William Lawe ,  Hannah
Yzvi a.
Pickering, Henry  ... ...  Mooney, John
LICENSES CANCELLED.
Name. Place.
• AUCTIONEERS.
Sheppard ,  A. W.... ... I Blackall
Kevin, William
Roch ,  George
P UBLICANa.
... IRavenswoodditto
The Treasury,
Queensland,  28th October,  1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.* .THE following Notice to Mariners is published
for general information.
JAMES It. DICKSON.
No.  11  of  1885.
Soum AUSTRALIA.
SPENCER GULF-GERMEIN BAY, PORT
PIRIE.
ALTERATION OF LIGHTS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that in consequence
of the progress of deepening  operations in the
channel leading  to Port Pirie  necessitating a re-
arrangement  of the lights ,  the two leadin g lights
and beacons  will be removed on  and after  Monday,
the 26th of October, 1885.
It is also intended (about the 1st January,  1886).
to mark the recently deepened  channel  with five
new beacon lights ,  commencing outside or west of
the present chequered buoy.
Further particulars will be  given iu due course.
By order,
R. H_ FERGUSON,
President  Marine Board.
Marine Board  Offices,
Port  Adelaide, 12th October, 1885.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.
THE following Notices  to Mariners are
published  for general  inform itio  .
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extracts  from  New Zealand Gazette, 8th October,
1885.]
No.  38  of  1885.
DRED GING OPERATIONS,  GRE'cMOUrH HARBOUR.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 2nd October, 1885.
THE Greymouth Harbour Board notify that the
dredge, which is  removing  a shoal in the Grey
River ,  should be passed on its lee side ,  which will
be indicated by a red flag on its yard-arm.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
No. 39 of 1885.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 6th October, 188.3.
THE following Notice to Mariners ,  received from
the Harbourmaster ,  Manukau, is published for
general information.
W. J. M. LARNACH.
Notice  is hereby given that soundings have
recently been taken about the bar ,  at the southern
entrance of the Manukau Harbour. The deepest
water found on the bar was 21 fathoms, low tide,
deepening quickly  to 3  and 4 fathoms on each side
of the bar, with the following magnetic bearings :
Ninepin Rock N.W.  by W.,  South Head Light-
house N.E. by N.  N.;  and the South Head
beacons in line now lead clear of the south part of
the Tranmere Shoal and the north-west end of the
Treachery Shoal, and a full cable clear of the
Heron Spit .  at which place there were 5 fathoms
water ,  deepening on the same line of bearings,
N. h . by N.  I  N., to 6 and 7 fathoms clear of the
outer break on the Middle Bank.
NOTE.-The south  part of the Emma Shoal has
grown southward ,  forming a narrow spit across the
original Fanny Channel .  The deepest water found
there was only 9 feet ,  low tide. Yet there is less
sea there in rough weather than in the South
Channel ,  and can be crossed when the tide is well
in. As regards the lead of the North Shore
beacons, they still lead a fairway to and from the
South Channel With the above notes it must be
borne in mind that all the shoals in the vicinity of
Manukau Heads are subject to various changes,
which will be made public when noticed.
THOMAS WING,
Harbourmaster.
Harbour Department,
Manukau ,  25th  September, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  15th September, 1885.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS.
IT is hereby  notified that  Examinations for
Scholarships to Grammar  Schools will be held
on the 15th and 16th of December next, subject to
the following  conditions:-
1.  Candidates  must  be nominated by the head
teachers of the schools at which they attend; and
only such are likely to succeed at the examination,
and, if successful ,  to attend a Grammar School, are
to be  nominated.
2. The Examinations will be held at Brisbane,
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Gympie, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and at
any other places with respect to which applications
may be made and approved; and scholars from
any school maintained by the State may present
the ; selves at those places.
3. Candidates must be children who have not
attained  the age of 14 years on the 31st day of
December in the near of examination, have not
been pupils at a Grammar School, have been in
fairly regular attendance  for the  previous six
months at a State School or other school inspected
by the officers of this Department, and have been
in attendance at such a school for the period of
eighteen months, or such shorter period as may, is
special cases, be approved by the Minister. Every
candidate for a Scholarship shall, when nominated
for examination, submit to the Department of
Public Instruction a certi ficate attesting date of
birth.
4. The Examination will be held under the super-
vision of responsible officers of the Department
and other  persons  appointed for the purpose. The
questions will be the same in all places. The
candidates '  papers must be anonymous and dis-
tinguished by a motto  and a  number. Before the
Examination begins, each candidate must fill up a
form showing the name, number, motto, age, sex,
and school attend d, and seal up the same in an
envelope .  These sealed envelopes, and the can-
didates ' papers,  are to be forwarded under seal
to the Under Secretary immediately after the
examination.
5. The subjects  of examination will be the same
as those prescribed in the Regulations for children
who have reached the Fourth  class in a State school.
6. The st holarships awarded will not exceed one
hundred and twenty in number, of which ninety
will be available for boys and thirty for girls, and
they will be awarded only to candidates who are
reported as being of sufficient merit.
7. The scholarships will be tenable, during good
behaviour and the pleasure of Par liament, for a
period of three  years,  and will be of the value
stated below.
8. The successful candidates may elect to attend
any Grammar School established in the colony
under  " The Grammar Schools  Act of  1860," or
other Act of the  Legislature.
9. The Minister will pay to the Trustees of the
Grammar School which the scholar elects to attend,
the fees prescribed by the by-laws  and regulations
of the school for the instruction of such scholar
therein ; and will also pay, once in each year, the
reasonable travelling expenses of the scholar to and
fr om the nearest Grammar School and the residence
of his parents.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  15th September, 1885.
EXHIBITIONS TO UNIVERSITIES.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a competitive examination for
Exhibitions to Universities be held at Brisbane,
commencing at 9 o'clock a.m. on the 1st of
December next, in the following subjects
English Language and Literature.
Latin.
Greek
Mathematics (up to and including Analytical
Geometry).
French or German.
English History.
Greek and Roman History.
Natural Science (one only of the follon ing
subjects to be taken, namely :-Chemistry,
Physics, Botany, or Mineralogy).
The Examination will be open to all students
who will not have attained the age of nineteen
years on the 31st day of December next, or who
are State School scholars under five years' standing,
and who have resided in the colony for the two
years immediately preceding the examination, or
whose parents have resided in the colony for the
three years immediately preceding the examination.Every' candidate for an Exhibition must, when
making application to be examined, submit to the
Department of Public Instruction a certificate
attesting the date of his birth, and must state the
alternative subjects to be taken by him, namely-
whether he elects to be examined in French, or
in German, and in which of the four subjects
under the head of Natural Science "  he elects tobe examined.
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Exhibitions tenable for a period of three years,
commencing in 1886, and of the annual value of
£100, will be awarded to the candidates, not ex-
ceeding three in number, who attain the highest
places at the examination, and whose papers are of
sufficient merit.
The amount of each Exhibition will be-payable
upon the condition that the holder thereof proceeds
to some university approved by the Governor in
Council, and during such time only as such holder
remains  in attendance upon lectures in such uni-
versity  as a matriculated  student.
Payment will be made annually, half-yearly, or
quarterly, at the option of the holder. Before the
first payment is made,  a certificate  from the Regis-
trar, or other responsible officer of the university
attended by the exhibitioner, must be produced,
certifying that the applicant is a matriculated
student of such university ; and before each
subsequent payment is  made  a certificate must be
pr 'sented to the effect that the applicant  remains in
attendance on lectures at that university.
Intending candidates must forward to the Under
Sepretary for Public Instruction, not later than the
20th day of October next, their names, with par-
ticulars showing that they are eli&ible under the
conditions above stated ; accompanied by a certifi-
cate from the Head Master of a Grammar School,
or from a Magistrate, that they have resided in the
colony for the two years immediately preceding the
examination , or that their parents have resided in
the colony for the three years immediately preceding
the examination.
Each candidate must, at the same time, forward
the sum of five pounds (£5) as a guarantee that
he will present himself for examination, which sum
will be returned to the depositor if he so present
himself, but not otherwise.
The place of  examination  may be ascertained on
inquiry at the office of the Department before the
examination  begins.
B. B. MORETON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich  is published  in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN TOR THE WEEK ENDING 24TH DAY OF
OCTOBER, 1885.
Number  of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of  previous  Report  ... ...  373
Number since admitted ... ... 4
Number returned  from leave  ... ...  3
380
Number discharged ... ... ... 1
Number die ... ... ... ...  3
Number  absent on leave  ... ... ... 1
5
Number remaining at date hereof ... 375
Admission during the week :
Win. Taylor, 45, labourer ; f om the Brisbane and
Muttaburra Hospitals  ;  last employed at Darr River
Downs Station.
Re-admissions :
Pat. Fennell, 62, labourer ; from Brisbane Hospital.
Jas. McDonald, 65, labourer ; from Toowoomba Hos-
pital
Jno. McGetrick,  59, stockman  ; from Toowoomba
Hospital. .
Discharged during the week :
Jeremiah Mahoney, 37, labourer ; admitted 8th July,
1885.
Deaths during the week :
Wm. Atkins, 76; admitted 8th May, 1871; from Too-
woomba Hospital.
Thomas Bird, 73; admitted 8th July, 1884; from
Gayndah Hospital.
Thomas White, 51; admitted 6th June, 1884; from
Rockhampton Hospital.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
CiHEEPOWNERS are hereby notified that the
 , assessment  for 1886, payable under  " The
Diseases in Sheep Art of  1867  Further  Amendment
Act,"  34 Vic., No. 26, at the rate of five shillings
for -every thousand or part of a thousand sheep
owned by them, will be due on the 1st day of
January next, 1886, and returns of the 'umber of
sheep must be made  and assessment  paid at that
date to the Clerk of Petty Sessions  nearest to where
the sheep are kept or pastured.
As far as practicable, return forms will be for-
warded to all sheepowners, but supplies of these
can be procured from all Clerks of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
BRANDS ACT OF 1872"
0
WNERS of Horses and Cattle to the number
of fifty head and upwards are hereby notified
that the  assessment  for 1886, payable under the
abovenamed Act, will be due on the 1st January
next, and must be paid on that date to the Clerk of
Petty Sessions  nearest to  where the stock are kept
or pastured.
As far as practicable, return forms will be for-
warded to  owners,  but supplies of these may be
procured from any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881."N I OTICE is hereby  given  that, in accordancewith section 8 of the abovenamed Act, every
owner of sheep, Cattle, or Horses within the
Colony must, on 1st January next, 1886, render a
return of the same to the Clerk of Petty Sessions
nearest to where such stock are kept or pastured.
Any owner failing or neglecting to make such
return within one month after the above date will
be liable to a penalty of 250; and any owner
wilfully  making a false  return will be liable to a
penalty of £100, or to  six months '  imprisonment.
Any Clerk of Petty Sessions failir.g to forward
returns to  the Chief nspector of Sheep  within one
month from the date  of receipts is liable to a
penalty of £5.
Return Forms will be kept in stock by all Clerks
of Petty Sessions  throughout the Colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and  class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Post Offices at Coomera Township, Goodna,
and Torrens Creek, have been appointed Offices
for the sale of Postal Notes, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Post Card and PostalNote Act of 1880 "; to date from the 1st  proximo.
T. MACDONALD-PATFR8ON.
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NOTICE.CARRIERS, Hawkers, and Others importingdutiable goods borderwise must give due
notice of their approach, and where they intend to
enter Queensland, to the Officer in Charge of the
nearest  Border Customs  Station, stating  when they
expect to arrive at the boundary or other place
appointed for the examination of their goods.
All persons entering this colony with dutiable
goods, nd not giving such notice, will be pro-
secuted, and their  goods, vehicles,  dtc., together
with the horses or other  animals used  in conveying
them, rendered liable to forfeiture.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.THE undermentioned unclaimed  Horse, nowin the hands of the Townsville Police, will,
unless  previously  claimed , be sold by Public
Auction, at Townsville, on the 14th November
next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Bay cob gelding ,  branded 4UG over 22 near
shoulder.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G.,  B.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  27th October, 1885.
No. 200.THE following  appointments ,  resignations, pro-
motions ,  transfers , and other changes, will
take effect from dates mentioned hereunder:-
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
No. 37, Gunner T. A. CoRT, and No. 20, Gunner
R. Cowl ,  have been granted six months '  leave of
absence  from the 12th June, 1885.
The resignation of No. 7, Sergeant W. PERKINS,
has been accepted.  27th October, 1885.
The resignation of No .  64, Gunner WAKEFIELD,
has been accepted. 27th October, 1885.
The resignation of Sergeant J. Aim has been
accepted . 17th April, 1885.
IPSWICH FIELD BATTERY.
The resignation of Bombardier W. PAGE has
been accepted. 27th October, 1885.
No. 55, Gunner DANIEL SLATTERY, is transferred
to the Brisbane Garrison Battery. 23rd October,
1885.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
G. PococK to be Acting Lieutenant. 22nd
October, 1885.
The resignation of Gunner W. E. HOELSCHER
has been accepted. 27th October, 1885.
No. 43, Corporal THOMAS DUFFY, to be Acting
Sergeant ,  vice G .  Curry,  resigned . 27th October,
1885. COOKTOWN GARRISON BATTERY.
Sergeant D. W. HENRY
to be Acting  Battery Sergeant  Major. 27th
October, 1885.
Corporal C. H. SHIELDS
to be  Acting Sergeant. 27th October, 1885.
The resignation of Gunner H.  TROTTER has been
accepted. 27th October, 1885.
THE MORETON MOUNTED INFAN I RY.
The resignation of Sergeant -Major and Staff
Instructor WHITMORS has been accepted. 21st
October, 1885.
R. PETTIGREW
to be Acting Lieutenant. 19th October, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
Captain HERBERT C. PRICHARD, Northamptonshire
Regiment,
to be Adjutant. 21st October, 1885.
ELLIOTT BLAND
to be Acting Lieutenant. 14th October, 1885.
J. W. GREEN
to be Acting Lieutenant. 15th October, 1885.
" F " Company.
The resignation of Private J. COLEMAN has been
accepted. 27th October, 1885.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
B" Company, Toowoomba, has been disbanded.
23rd October, 1885.
The services of a Corps enrolled at Dalby, to be
known  and designated  as " B " Company, Darling
Downs, have been accepted. 23rd October, 1885.
ROCKHAMPTON DIVISION.
B" Company has been disbanded. 23rd October,
1885.
NORTH KENNEDY DIVISION.
"A" Company.
Captain H. E. HALDANE  has been  appointed.
Musketry Instructor in the Defence Force of the
Northern District. 22nd October, 1885.
Private J. LIDDINGTON is appointed Acting Colour-
Sergeant . 27th October, 1885.
"E " Company.
J. G. O'KANE
to be Acting Lieutenant. 21st October, 1885.
MARYBOROUGH VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
H. WALKER
to be Acting Captain. 14th October, 1885.
A. S. WELLS
to be Acting Lieutenant. 14th October, 1885.
GLADSTONE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Private P. WARD has been granted two months'
leave of  absence. 27th October, 1880.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Surgeon J. AHEARNE, Townsville , has been
granted twelve  months' leave of  absence. 24th
October, 1885.
No. 201.
IT is hereby notified, for the information of
Officers Commanding Corps, that in future Railway
Passes wi ll  in no instance be issued for a longer
period than one month at a time.
No. 202.
BOARDS,  as under, for the examination of Officers
of the Defence and Volunteer Forces, will assemble
at the Victoria  Barracks ,  Brisbane , on the 20th and
21st November next, commencing at 10 a.m.
ARTILLERY BOARD.
President :
Lieutenant-Colonel DRVRY, C.M.G.
Members :
Major  GRIEVE, R.A.
Captain FOXTON.
INFANTRY BOARD.
President :
Lieutenant-colonel MEIN.
Members :
Major ADAMS.
Captain DES Vawx.
The Officer Commanding the Moreton Regiment
will arrange for a full parade of the Regiment on
the afternoon of the 21st November, at 3 p.m., for
Battalion drill.
The Officer Commanding "A" Battery will parade
the Battery, with every available man in the ranks,
for drill, on FRIDAY, the 20th November, at such
hours as may be convenient , and on SATURDAY,
the 21st, at 3 p.m.
No. 203.
A BOARD for  the examination  of Officers in the
Northern Military Districts  will assemble  at Towns-
ville on the 27th and 28th November next.
President :
Major GRIEVE, R.A.
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Members :
Major ADAMS.
Captain HALDANE.
Captain Haldane will be good enough to arrange
for parades of the Local Corps for the practical
examination.
No. 204.
THE following Regulations, which have been
drawn up by the Band Committee, and approved
by the Commandant, are published for the guidance
of Societies or others requiring the services of the
Head-Quarters Band:-
1. Application for the services of the Band
should be addressed to the  Brigade -Major, Head-
Quarters,  Brisbane.
2. Applications made to the  Bandmaster or any
member of the Band will not be entertained. The
charge  for a  whole day for the Bandmaster and
twenty men will be £16 10s.; any further or less
number in proportion.
3. The charge for a half-day or an evening will
be half the above rates.
4. Where the Band has to parade before 1 o'clock,
and consequently the men lose a day's work at
their ordinary employments, the rate for a whole
day will be charged. After 1 o'clock till sunset
will count as half-a-day; an evening, after  sunset-
but not exceeding a performance of two hours.
5. Travelling expenses other than rail will be
charged in addition to the above rates.
6. A cheque for the full amount to pay for the
Band should be forwarded with the application ;
the Band will not be notified to proceed till the
above is received.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. F$ENOH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 30th October,  1866.
No. 205.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" D " Company.THE resignation of Private MARcus HODGSON
has been accepted. 30th October, 1885.
No. 206.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information, that
a consignment  of Field  Exercises , ex "Chyebassa,"
are now ready  for issue . A free issue of three will
be made to those Corps who have not hitherto
received any, and the  balance  will be issued at the
rate of three per Corps on payment  of  Is. per book.
No, 207.
THE attsntion of Officers Commanding Corps is
particularly invited to the following instructions
for fixing  the badges  on the Glengarry caps latelyissued:-The leftedge of the badge tobe exactly
two inches from the front of the cap, and the top
and bottom edges of the  badges  to be equi-distant
respectively from the top and bottom edges of the
cap.
t is further notified for the information of
Officers Commanding Corps, that the new helmet-
chains which have been issued with the helmets
will, in many  instan ces , be found too long, and
should be cut to a length which will permit of the
chain, when attached to the helmet, being fastened
under the chin of the wearer. Care must be taken
that the leather which is attached to the chain be
properly stitched where out.
No. 208.
IT is notified for general information, that Captain
H. E. Haldane, Musketry Instructor for the
Northern District, will act generally as Staff Officer
for that district. He will receive his instructions
from the Commandant, and all orders sent out by
him with regard to the affairs of the Defence Force
will be assumed to come from the Commandant.
The Headquarters of the Northern District will
be at Townsville, and all communications from
officers in that district, which have hitherto been
sent to the Brigade-Major, will be addressed to
"The Staff Officer, Northern District, Townsville."
The Staff Office will be established at Townsville
on and after the 15th November next.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Schlichting, of Highbury Grove, Kew,
near  the City of Melbourne, in the Colony of
Victoria , for an  invention described  as an  "Im-proved Amalgamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Scblichting,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Mark:
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Montague Cohen,
of Collins street, West, in the City of
Melbourne and Colorly of Victoria, Solicitor, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 3, in respect of Chemical Sub-
stances prepared for use in Medicine and Pharmacy,
a Trade Mark, of which the following  is a repre-
sentation :-
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that unless before
the  expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette,  it  is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have  the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the  provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Herbert
Rocke and Henry Thomas Tompsitt, both of the City
of Melbourne, and Colony of Victoria, for an inven-
tion described as "Treatment of Crushed Linseed
with Eucalyptus to produce  a new  Antiseptic."
Notice is hereby further given,  that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this  advertisement  in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it  is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention  to the said Herbert Rocke and Henry
Thomas Tompsitt,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1885.N 1 OTICE is hereby given ,  that Owen Gardner, of George street, Brisbane, Manufacturer of
grated Waters,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 43, in
respect of Cordials, Liquors, and Wines, and in
Class 44, in respect of Mineral and gyrated
Waters,  natural and artificial ,  including ginger-
beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne, and Colony. of Victoria, for an
invention described as "Improvements in Apparatus
for Ice-Making and for Refrigerating Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Waters, in  accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents,  Designs, and  Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Brisbane,
28th October, 1885.
IN pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of" The District Courts Act  of 1867," and by
authority of the  same,  I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and places in the Central
District during the year 1886.
GRANVILLE GEORGE MILLER,
Judge Central District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney-General.
29th October, 1885.
CENTRAI. DISTRICT COURT.
LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1886.
mill ',,,
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in
the  Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, I shall register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.NOTIC.$ is hereby given, that William NuttingTuttle and Alexander  Marshall , trading
under the name of " Tuttle and Company," Photo-
graphers, at Brisbane, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 50,
subsection 10, in respect of Photographs, a Trade
Mark, of which the following  is a represonta-
tion
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration  of four months from the date of
the first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government /Tazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same  registered, in compliance with such
application  I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with  the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Civil. Criminal.
GLADSTONE.
Monday, 4th January Monday, 4th January
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Tuesday, 31st August Tuesday, 31st August
ROCKIIAMPTON.
Wednesday, 6th January Wednesday, 6th January
Wednesday, 7th April Wednesday, 7th April
Monday, 7th June Monday, 7th June
Wednesday, 1st September Wednesday, 1st September
BUNDABERG.
Monday, 11th January
Tuesday, 13th April
Friday, 27th August
Monday, 11th January
Tuesday, 13th April
Friday, 27th August
MARYBOROUGH.
Thursday, 14th January
Friday, 16th April
Thursday, 19th August
Thursday, 14th January
Friday, 16th April
Thursday, 19th August
GYMPIE.
Tuesday, 19th January Tuesday, 19th January
Tuesday, 20th April Tuesday, 20th April
Monday, 23rd August Monday, 23rd August
SPBINGSURE.
Saturday, 12th June Saturday, 12th June
Tuesday, 28th December Tuesday, 28th December
CLEEMONT.
Tuesday, 15th June ( Tuesday, 15th June
Thursday, 23rd December Thursday, 23rd December
WINTON.
Tuesday, 22nd June Tuesday, 22nd June
Saturday, 18th December Saturday, 18th December
MUTTABURRA.
Friday, 25th June Friday, 25th June
Wednesday, 15th December We inesday, 15th Decem-
ber
ARAMAC.
Monday, 28th June Monday, 28th June
Monday, 13th December Monday, 13th December
BLACI:ALL.
Thursday, 1st July Thursday, 1st July
Thursday, 9th December Thursday, 9th December
TAMBO.
Monday, 5th July Monday, 5th July
Tuesday, 7th December Tuesday, 7th December
TRADE\\ MARK
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CIVIL SITTINGS,  Southern  District Court,Brisbane, 1886.
Last  day for  filing
Plaint.
February 11th ...
April 8th ...
June 10th ...
July  22nd ...
September 23rd
December 2nd ...
Last day for filing
Plea.
H. BRAMSTON,
February 18th ... February 24th
April 15th ... April 21st
June 17th ... June 23rd
July 29th  ...  August 4th
September 30th October 6th
December 9th... December 15th
District Court Offices,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1885.
Date of Sittings.
Registrar.
Chambers ,  Brisbane,
10th October, 1885.
IN pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
" The District Courts Act  of  1867,"  and by
authority of the same, I do hereby  '  appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and places in the Southern
District during the year 1886.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge of the Southern District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGS,
Attorney -General.
22nd October, 1885.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
1886.
Criminal Sittings.
BRISBANE.
Monday, 22nd February
Monday, 19th April
Monday, 21st June
Monday, 2nd August
Monday, 4th October
Monday, 13th December
Civil Sittings.
Wednesday, 24th February
Wednesday, 21st April
Wednesday, 23rd June
Wednesday, 4th August
Wednesday, 6th October
Wednesday,l5th December
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 6th May Thursday, 6th May
Thursday, 9th September Thursday, 9th September
Thursday, 9th December Thursday, 9th December
TOOWOOMBA.
Monday, 3rd May Monday, 3rd May
Monday, 6th September Monday, 6th September
Monday, 6th December Monday, 6th December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 18th March Thursday, 18th March
Monday, 16th August Monday, 16th August
Tuesday, 23rd November Tuesday, 23rd November
STANTHORPE.
Tuesday, 16th March Tuesday, 16th March
Friday, 13th August Friday, 13th August
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
DALBY.
Friday, 16th April Friday, 16th April
Tuesday, 24th August Tuesday, 24th August
Friday, 26th November Friday, 26th November
ST. GEORGE.
Wednesday, 24th March Wednesday, 24th March
Monday, 30th August Monday, 30th August
ROMA.
Tuesday, 2nd March Tuesday, 2nd March
Wednesday, 14th July Wednesday, 14th July
Monday, 29th November Monday, 29th November
CHARLEYILLE.
Wednesday, 31st March Wednesday, 31st March
Wednesday, 15th September Wednesday,l5th September
CURNAMULLA.
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Monday, 20th September Monday, 20th September
H. M. Gaol,
Brisbane, 26th October, 1885.
W E, the  undersigned ,  do hereby declare and
testify that we have this day been present
when the extreme penalty of the law was executed
on the  body of Walter G.  Gordon ,  lately convicted
at the Circuit Court, Rockham ppton ,  held on the
16th day of September ,  and dul sentenced to
death, and that the said Walter G. Gordon was,
in pursuance of the said sentence , "  hanged by the
neck until his body was dead " :-
Henry C. Thompson, Under Sheriff.
Robert Starkey ,  Acting Gaoler.
Edward Woodward ,  Acting Principal Turnkey.
Thos .  D. Elwell.
F. O'Driscoll.
W. B. Livesey.
Will.  H. Boland.
Wilim. P. Foley.
T. Fitzmaurice,
George Brett , police.
S. Stinson,
John Bendon, )
Jos. S .  Sneyd, Turnkey.
Saml. Gilmour ,  Senior Warder.
I, WILLIAM HoBBS, being the Medical Officer
of the Gaol of Brisbane, do hereby declare and
certify that I have this day witnessed the execu-
tion of Walter G. Gordon, lately convicted and
duly sentenced to death at the Circuit Court, Rock-
hampton, and I further certify that the said Ws ter
G. Gordon was, in pursuance of such sentence,
"hanged by the neck until his body was dead."
Given under my hand, this twenty-sixth day of
October, in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-
five.
W. HOBBS,
Medical Officer.
M
ATHIAS DAVIS is appointed Bailiff of the
Small Debts Court at Cloncurry,  vice  Geo.
J. Vertue,  resigned.
M. GREEN,
Acting C.P.S.
NEIL MALCOLM McDONALD is appointedPoundkeeper at Cloncurry for the  ensuing
twelve months,  vice  Geo. J. Vertue, resigned.
M. GREEN,
Acting C.P.S.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the AnnualRevision Court for that portion of the
Musgrave Electorate as is comprised within the
Police 1istrict of Mourilyan ,  will be held in the
Court  House, Geraldton,  at Ten o'clock a.m. on
SATURDAY,  the 21st day of November next.
By order of the Bench,
MARTIN O'DONOHUE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Geraldton ,  10th October, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.
A COURT for  Revising the Annual Electoral
Lists of the Electoral District of Bowen,
will be  held at the Court  House, Bowen, on
THURSDAY. the 19th day  of November next
ensuing ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
ALEXANDER DORSEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Bowen ,  21st October, 1885.
ANNUAL REVISION COURT.THE Annual Revision  Court  for that portion ofthe Electoral District  of Warrego situated
in the Police District  of Charleville, will be held
at the Court  House, Charlevi lle, on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of November,  1885, at Eleven
o'clock a.m.
R. A. MOORE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Charleville,  16th October, 1886.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander in•Chiet' of the
A.  MVSGGAVE ,  Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
TN
 pursuance  of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation,  noti fy and
1 declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall  be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
$-23755-P.L.
BOOK
 OF REFERENCE  of ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33, 34, AND 35 ,  INTENDED  TO BB PROCLAIM ED  AS A  PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Tinana ,  County of March, District of Wide Bay.
left-
west- Description  of Road .
00
cof
I How Held. Reputed Owner . Bearings . Lengths . BreadthRoad, of Area . Remarks.
links.Chus.
ms
Li P.
1 A strip of  land along and  within the north -west boundary of portion 35 and formin theg 36 Vacant The Crown ° ' 20 0
150150 3 03  0,
south -east  boundary of portion 36
... ... ...
2 From the west corner of portion 34 north -easterly and easterly  to its  south-east  boundary 34 ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 44° 50' 8 33 150 3 1 10
74° 0' 3 0
96° d 13 0
a An irregular piece  of land at the north  corner of portion 33 ... ... ... ... ... 33 ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 710 0' 2 92 Irregular ... 1 2 0
30° 30' 6 57
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,  this  thirtieth
 day of
 October, in  the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty.
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QIIBRN I C. B. DUTTON.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAPE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in nie  vested under the provisions of  " The
I Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Cooktown Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the 21st day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres :
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one  person  within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 2 in
the said District shall be 5,120 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 2 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall  nevertheless
form part of the said Cooktown Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of October,
in the  year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
C. B. DUTTON.
DEscRIrvIoN.
The Cooktown Land Agent's District.
Grazing Area No. 2.
All  Crown Lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's District to the southward of the northern
watershed of the Morgan River and a line west therefrom,-exclusive of part of Agricultural Area
No. 1 and of Agricultural Areas Nos.  2, 3, and 4.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE COOnTowN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within  Grazing Area No. 2.
No.
of
Lot.
No. of AnnualParish . Portion . Area .  Rent Survey Fee.per Acre.
A. R.  P.  £ a.  CI.  £ a. d.I
1 Annan ... ... ... ... 9v 3,600 0 0 0 0 of ;107 7 4 j
Department of Public Lands,
85-16508- C.T. Brisbane, 28th August, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTION FOR DRAINAGE PURPOSES.
IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of theH provisions of "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumption for drainage purposes described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified
for general information ,  that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumption,
are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Pub lic Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said resumption ,  and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within
sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that
the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been resumed
and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the said resumption.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A SEWER IN CONNECTION WITH  M B
FORTITUDE VALLEY DRAINAGE WORKS.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
L o Description of Land
., x to be Resumed.
A
1 A strip of land seventy-
eight links wide from
Campbell street (oppo-
site Sneyd street)
north through  eastern
suburban  allotment
101 to  Breakfast Creek
o a
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths. Area .
PO
Ohs. Lks. Links .  s. it. P.
Freehold  ...  PeterMorrison P. M. North ... 7 20 78 0284
Campbell Campbell
Remarks.
Land fenced.
Partly under culti-
vation  and party
otherwise im-
pro ved.
A Plan and Book  of Reference of the abovemen t ioned  road  can be seen at the Office of tie
Clerk of Petty Sessions Brisbane,
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Department of Public Lands,
85-22177-D.B. Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 ;" and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 688, 686. AND 692, HELIDON DISTRICT,
INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Ravensbourne, County of Cavendish, District of Moreton.
Description of Road.  Z
w
Z
0 0
 
A
From the reserved road 17 688 Helidon
easterly through se-
lection  688 to its east
boundary
Date of
Application
of
Selection.
How held. ReputedOwner.
Occupier
or
Lessee.
ao
1~
Iov
. Breadth
re of Area.
a
Road.
chs. lks .  Links .  A. R. F.
3 Feb .,  1876  Homestead ,  Ellen Mc- Ellen 71° 33 '  5 19 100 2 0 0
1875  Act Farlane ,  McFarlane  117° 43' 6 75
Wife of  '  75° 25' 0 82
Andrew  28° 51' 7 48
McFarlane  60° 35' 0 35
•2 An irregular piece of 16 686 ditto ditto
*3
Freehold ,  Thomas  Thomas  360° 0' 5 99 irre gu-
Homestead ,  Murphy Murphy 59° 19• 5 82 lar
1875 Act 90° 14' 11 0
60° 50' 0 36
79° 11' 966
Homestead,
1875 Act
* Grazing land.
John Mc- John 90°  14' 39 73
Quill an McQuillan
100
6 0 0
4 1 0
Department of Public Lands,
855-16707-Sur. Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, and npursuance of th
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act  of 1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptions, are requebted to deliver
to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required for the
said resumptions  and their  claims  for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the date
of service  of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained  by reason of the said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A RIFLE RANGE NEAR ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
land along and within
parts of the west and
north boundaries (at
the north -west cor-
ner) of selection 686
A strip of land one chain 22 X692 ditto 4 Feb., 1876
wide along and with-
in part of the south
boundary  of selection692  1
00
a No. of .o
oz
Description .  tFoorr-  HowHeld . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  Area .  Remarks
A
1 A triangular piece of land
cut  off the north-west
corner of re -subdivision
c of subdivi sion 1 of por-
tion 527
Chs. Lks .  Links. A. B. F.
627 Freehold Michael M.  Garvey 69°  36' 1 431  Irregu -  0 0 5101 Part of a milking-
Garvey lar yard cut off.
0 Part of  a proclaimed road
separating  re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 627 from re-sub-
division c
527  Crown The Unoccu- 69° 36 ' 2 87 Irregu- 0 1 3f
land Crown pied lar
3 A strip of land running 527 Freehold Michael  ditto  ...  69° 36 '  4 35 200 0  2  2",,  Unimp ro ved.
across the southern part  Garvey
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4
6
A strip of land running
ac ro ss the  southern part
of portion 527A
A strip of land running
across the southern part
of portion 627B
527A ditto  ...  ditto  ... ditto ...  69° 36' 2 23 200 0 1 3T e+Q  ditto.
527s ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  69° 36 '  3 13 200 0 2 17 North -east boon.
Neden dary of po rt io
fenced, otherwise
unimp ro ved.
A Plan and  Book of Reference of the abovementioned resumptions can be seen at the  office of the
Clerk  of Petty Sessions in Toowoomla.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
Miles open
torTraffic.
1 18 9 92  14 4  ...  88 5 3
£  a. d. £ s. d. £ a  .  d. ( £ a. d.
Week  ending 25th Oct., ;885...  663 2 ,180 16 7 4,927 1 5 175 5 11 7,283 3 11
Correspo iding  week last year  553 1,721 16 0 6,071 13 6 123 14 1 7,917 3 7
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
... ...
1885-T )tal Traffic to date ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
...
Paseen ; ers' Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
459 0 7 51 11 10
...  1,14i'12 1 ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
... ...
Week ending  25th Oct.,  1985...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1885 -Total  Traffic  to date ...
1884  -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
BUN1 ) A13J R(+ K,AILW AY.
Week ending  25th  Oct., 1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
77 227 14 4 671 3 2 31 19 10
77 225 15 7 578 8 10 38 7 8
66
66
1885 - Total Traffic to date ...
1884- Ditto  ditto ... ...
Total Decrease ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
Week  ending 25th Oct., 1885... 369 461 15 9 2,876 1 6
Corresponding week last year ... 317  427 3 6  1,468 4 4
Increase...
Decrease
1885- Total  Traffic to date1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
6 7 10 ...
Total.
633 19 8
296,689 10 4283,391 18  6
913,297 11 11
£ s. d.
930 17 4
842 12 1
37,440 16  0
32,128 18 0
£5,311 18 0
£  s. d. £ a. d . £  s. d. £ a. d.
58 9 4 134 19 11 7 10 3 200 19 6
55 11 3 130 1 8 6 17 5 192 10 4
2 18  1 418 3 01210 8 9 2
3412 3 1,407 17 2
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Week  ending 25th Oct., 1885... 170
Corresponding week  last year 127
Increase...
Decrease
1885--Total  T rafe  to date  ...
1884--Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending 25th Oct.. 1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
31
£ a. d. £ s. d.
467 1 5 1,865 9 2
4S0 1 5 957 8 11
37 0 0 908 0 3
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£ r. d. £ s. d.
43 12 7 35 17 10
£988 12 8
Total Increase
F. CURNOW,
Oommisdoa.r fa, Biitwgs.
7,218 0 3
8,035 8 0
£817 7 9
£  s. d. £ a. d.
82 9 11 3,420 7 2
91 15 1 1,987 2 11
... 1,433 4 3
9 5 2 ...
147,113 0 5
130,326 8 8
£ a. d.
58 19 4
57 15 10
1 3 6
£16,786 11 9
£ a. d.
2,391 9 11
1,445 6 2
946 3 9
:: 72,09917 0
49,244 0 5
... £22,85516 7
£  a. d. £ a. d.
3 4 6 82 14 11
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
MADAM AND GENTLEMEN,-Under the provisions of the Railway Laws, I have the honour to
inform you that the Land mentioned in the annexed Schedule is required for the line of Railway
known  as the  Southern Extension, and to request that you will furnish me with the particulars of your
estate  and interest in the said land, of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers, and of the claim
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing, upon behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to
the amount of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the land taken, or to
be taken, or by  reason of damage sustained  or to be sustained by you,  arising out  of the resumption of
said land.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen, your most obedient Servant,
F. CURNOW,
To Mrs. Steele and Messrs . Wallace  and Gibson ,  Warwick.
SCHBDULS.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Commissioner for Railways.
Quantity of
Owner 's Name .  Occupier .  Land taken by Description of Land.
Railway.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
36B Janet Steele and  ...  0 2 0 Section 32, part of allot- Required for new sta-
Wm. Wallace ment 3, town of Warwick tion ,  East Warwick.
and R . G ibson  (Whole of allotment
taken.)
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NN OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Re istration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
1885.
Francis Winterheld, late 25 Aug .  Richard Bingham She -  Subdivisions 1 and 3 of section 7
of Maryborough ,  free -  ridan ,  of Brisbane ,  of portion 1, subdivisions 8, 9,
holder Esquire ,  and Valentine and 10 of section 6 of portion 1,
Barbeler ,  of Marybo -  subdivisions 18 and 19 of section
rough ,  baker 10 of portion 1,  and subdivisions
1, 2, 3, and 6 of section 3 of por-
tion 7,  parish of Walsh; all ot-
ment 8 of section  101k,  and sub-
division 1 of allotment 5 of
section 101e ,  allotments 10, 11,
and 12 of section 101, allotment
8 of section 131, allotment I of
section  111A,  allotment 2 of sec-
tion 8, allotments 4, 6, 7, and S
of section' 127, allotments 13 and
14 of section 66,  allotment 3 of
section 112 ,  allotment 19 of sec-
tion 87, allotments 8 and 19 of
section 77,  and allotment 8 of
section 70,  town of Mary-
bo ro ugh ;  and suburban allot-
ment 4 of section 82, suburban
allotment 1 of section 190, sub-
urban all otments 5, 8, and 7 of
section 210 ,  and subdivision 1
of suburban allotment 4 of see
tion 189,  parish of Maryborough
'1876.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise. o.S
Aa8
1885.
Fee-simple Will dated 4 Octo- 8 Dec.
her, 1881
James Dodd ,  late of Bris -  18 April Henry  James Dodd ,  of Re-subdivisions 2 and 3 of subdi -  Fee-simple  As heir -at-law  ...  30 Nov.
bane ,  army pensioner  Winton , telegraph  vision  40 of portion 272, parish
clerk of North  Brisbane
1882.
William Ling ,  late of 4 May William Tomkins ,  of Portions 161 and 242,'  parish of Fee-simple  Will  dated 25 April, 8 Dec.
Brisbane
Peter Hallam ,  late of 22 May
Alice Downs ,  grazier
William Ring ,  late of
Marybo ro ugh ,  butcher
William MoQuaker, late
of Bundaberg ,  master
mariner
1869.
7 Mar.
1884.
18 Dec.
Gottfried Frederi ck 23 Dec.
Sailer ,  late of Boggo,
farmer
Enoggera ,  storekeeper ,  Goodna 1882
and Charles Howard
Clarkson ,  of Brisbane,
surgeon
Francis Graham Hallam ,l Portions 12 and 13,  pariah of Fer- Fee-simple Will dated 8 May, 8 Dec.
of Brisbane ,  widow guson 1878
Richard Bingham She- subdivision A of allotments I and Fee-simple Will  dated 27 Feb- 8 Dec.
ridan ,  of Brisbane ,  20 of section 92, town of Mary- ruary, 1869
Esquire borough
Arthur Neill ,  of Bunda -  Allotment  12, section  17, town  of Fee simple As administrator ...  8 Dec.
berg ,  pilot  Bundaberg
Christina Sailer ,  of Subdivisions 8 and 9 of eastern Fee-simple Will dated 13 March ,  30 Nov.
Boggo ,  widow  I  suburban allotment 111, parish 1884
of South  Brisbane
Registrar  of Titles" Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbaas,  It  Qotaber,  1668,  $tagistru  of Titles.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1885.
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the LdABILITIEs and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the
1  Feral Weekly Statements during the Quarter  from the 29th JuNN to the 28th SEPTEMBER,  1885, is published  inconformity wi h the second section of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
ROBT . J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average  Amount of the LienrraTi $a and AssnTS  of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during  the Quarter from the 29th JUNE to the 28th  SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.
GM.w in Circulation Not bearing InterestI Bearing  Interest ,..
JW& in CirculationNot bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Arioea due to other Banks ...
Not bearing Interest.., ,.,
Bearing Interest ... ,.,
£ t. d.
205,112 19 4
303,309 6 0
TOTALS. ASSETS . AMOUNT.
a. d.
39,142 17 6 I Coined  Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver  in Bullion or Barr ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ,..
564 411 I Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances
 due from other  Banks  ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
863 9 8 Bills
 of Exchange ,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts
508,422 5 4
Total Amour* of Liabilities
 ... ... ... £  548,992 17 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...  ... ... ... ...  600,000 0 0
EM. of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ...
 26 per cent.  per annum.
Amount of  the last Dividend  declared  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  75,000 0 0
Araonnt  of the Reserve ]  Profits at the  time of declaring  such Dividend
 ... ...  701,556 0 9
Total Amount of Assets
728,318 12 ' 2
£ 844,131 12 10
J. L. ADAMS,  Manager.
Brisbane,  29th  October, 1886. W. H. PARKER,  Accountant.
I, John  Lowry Adams ,  make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the ahovP Rnnk
b ing the period speci fied ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions  of the Act of the Governor  and Council  of the Colony  of New  South Wales,
4Victoria ,  No. 18.
J. L. ADAMS.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane ,  this twenty -ninth day of October, 1885.
A. TnoMson,  Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the  within-mentioned sum of  £ 39,142 17s .  6d., being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual
1'i mercial Banking Company of Sydney, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed at the sum of £293 11e. 5d.
RECEIPT.
keoeived,  on the 30th day of October, 1886, the sum of  £293
 118. 5d , for the duty assessed as above.
Entd .- Taos .  B. Aran.
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due  to the said  Bank  from other Banks
average of the money value of the notes in circulation ,  for the year  1885, by the
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,
 Officer in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY,
 Officer in Charge.
TOTALS.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
.........  96,228 12
 8
86 15 4
16,248 16 1
2,433 12 41,815
 4  3
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.THE following General Abstract of he Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the QrEENSLAND NATIONAL  BANK, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from theseveral  Weekly  Statements during  the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th  SEPTEMBER ,
 1885, is  published in conformity with the second  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL
 ABSTRACT  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANS ,  LIMITED, within the  Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
Not ea Ing Interest
 ... 312,147 10 0 Notlgotee in Circulation f g t ... ... ... ......
161,447
 15  6
Bearing Interest ,., ... ......
Balances due  to other Banks and Branches ... ......
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest ... ... 971,323 16 2Bearing Interest ... ... ... 900,668 11 0
Deposits , Government, bearing Interest ... ... ... 544,474 2 1
Total Amount of Liabilities...
Amount of the  Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT.
£  S.  d.
Coined (bold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
312,147 10 0 Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bare ... ... ... ...
161,447 15 6
903,899 15 11
2,416,466 9 3
£  31793,961 10  8
652,300 0 0
Government
 Securities  ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances
 due from other Banks and Branches ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
 Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ..
£ s.d.
TOTALS.
£  S.  d.399,599 18  9
50,54918 2
152,095 10 11
5,681 10 10
232)855 3 2
3,944,777 18 8
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... ... £ 4,785,660 0 6
Bate  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ...
 15 per cent .  per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... 48,922 10 0
Amount of  the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... 313,431 8 8
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885. E. R. DRURY,
 General Manager.
G. H. PRITCHARD , Branch Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drurv, make Oath, that to the beat of my knowledge and. belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of
 Assets  and Liabilities of the above Bank
bring  the period specified ; and that the
 same was made up
 from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof, kept in  pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South W ales,
4 Victoria,  No. 13.
Sworn before me at Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of October, 1885.
F. H. HART, Justice of the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within -mentioned sum of £312,14710s., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation, for the year 1885, by
he Queensland National Bank Limited, in the Colony of Queensland, is assessed at the sum of £2,3412s. Id.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
---- GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the 28th day of October,
 1885, the sum of £2,3412s.1d. for the duty assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Taos. B. AIan. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Bills in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
HE  following
 Ganeral Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the
11 several  Weekly Statements daring the Quarterifrom 30th JUNE to 30th S$ prEMBES,1885, is published in conformity with the second  section of the  Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENE1tAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average  Amount of the LIABILITIES  and AssiTs  of the UNION BANE OP AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken trom the  several  Weekly Statements
during  the Quarter from 30th JUNE to 30th  SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ,.,f Bearing Interest ... ...
Bills in Circulation S  Not bearing Interest ...t Bearing
 Interest
B ilanecs  due to  other Banks
,...
a. d.
Deposits ,,, ( Not bearing Interest 201,688 5 1Bearing Interest
 ... ...  626,196 2 9
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
TOTALS. ASSETS. I AMOUNT,
£ a. d.
52,740 1 8 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars
Stamp Account ... ... ...
5,900 4 1 Landed Property .. ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due  from other Banks
3 7 5 Amount of all Debts due to the  Bank , including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
727,884 7 10 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
£ 786,528 1 0
Amount of the Capital  Stock  paid up  at this  date ... ... ... ... ... 1,500,000 0 0
Rate of the  last Dividend  and Bonus  declared to the Shareholders
 ... ...
 1e per cent. per annum.
Amount of  the last  half-yearly Dividend a d Bonus declared
 .,. ... ... 120,000 0 0
Amount of the  Reserved Profits  at the time of  declaring such
 Dividend ... ... 1,115,648 2 7
Total Amount of Assets ...
£  S. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
150,793 6 6
185 16 5
38,380 15
 9
932 2 4
5,158 16 10
1,785,265 3 5
... ... £ 1,980,716 1 3
A. THOMSON,  Manager.
C. M. COLLINS, Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the  period specified; and that the  same was made
 up from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof,  kept in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn  before me ,  at Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of October, 1885.
H. ADAMS,  Justice of the Peace.
A. THOMSON.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within -mentioned
 sum of £52 ,740 1s.
 8d., being one quarter's composition  of the duty payable on the annual  average of  the money value of the notes in circulation, for the year 1885, by the
Union Bank of Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,
 is assessed
 at the sum of £ 396 lls.
By the Commissioner  of Stamp  Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the 29th day of October,
 1885 , the sum of £395 Ile, for the duty
 assessed  as above.
For the Commissioner,
Entc'.--T$os . B. AIRu. GEORGE DAY, Officer
 in Charge.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  24th October, 1885.
T tilE following  SuMMARIEs Of RAINFALL ,  taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony duringSeptember ,  1885, are published for general information.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1885.
SHOWING the Latitude, Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of same ; the days of Rain, and Total Fall.
Latitude Longitude  Distance from Maximum in  24 hours No. ofRd TotalainaysName of Station. (South ). (East). Sea-coast .  and date. fell . Rainfall.
Miles .  Inches. Date . Inches.
Allora  ... ... ... 28° 1' 152° 1' 97 0150 19th 5 1.47
Aramac¶ ... ... 22 58 145 25  265
Auburn, The ... ... 26 2 150 35  155 1.30 29th 7 3131
Ayrshire Downst ... ...  0.02 24th 1 0.02
Banana  ... ... 24 30 150 10 80 0.95 20th 4 1.20
Beenleigh ... ... . 27 49 153 8  10 0.40 16th 4 1.05
Biddenham  ... ... .... 25 39 146 18 450 0.08 27th 2 015
Bindangot  ... ... ... .. 0.14 19th 5 0.24
Blackall ... ... ... 24 27 145 42  290 0.07 18th 2 0.12
Bloomfield River ... ... 15 50 145 20  2 0.42 9th 12 1.82
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 39 148 32  12 0135 14th 5 0.85
Bollon  .. ... ... 28 10 146 51 840 0'12 15th 4 0 27
Bon Accord ... ... ... 27 33 151 10  115 0.61 19th 5 0.68
Boondooma ... ... 26 10 151 2  120 0.65 27th 5 1.65
Bowen  .. .. ... 20 1 141 18  on coast 0.07 12th 1 0.07
Braeside, Dalveena ... ... 28 30 150 51  120
Brisbane  ... ... ... 27 28  153 6  10 0.26 16th 10 0189
Bundaberg ... ... ... 24 53  152 22  8 2.34 30th 7 5.15
Burenda ... ... 25 45 146 42  440 0.07 27th 1 0.07
Burrandowan * ... ... ..
Bastard Head 24 9 151 60  on coast 0.62 28th 8 1.65
Camboon ... ... ... 25 1 150 25  105 0.25 19th 5 0.63
Cabulture ... ... ... 27 7 152 55  8 0.10 19th 1 0.10
Cairns  ... ... ... 16 50 145 45 on coast 2.25 9th 12 11.83
Caloundrat ... ... ...  on coast 0.50 8th 4 1.15
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28  off coast 0'33 19th 13 1.83
Cardwe ll  ... ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 1.03 8th 10 3.99
Central Railway,  33-mile  ... 23 40 150 10  47 0.45 27th 4 0 62
Charlevil le ... ... 26 25 146 13  420 0.25 19th 2 0.29
Charters Towers ... ... 19 2 146 19  70 0.34 28th 2 0.60
Chudleigh  Park* ... ... 20 45 144 10  175Clermontit ... ... ... 22 45 147 38  130
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 0.27 20th 7 1.29
Clonourry .. .. ... 20 25 140 31 210 0.01 24th 1 0.01
Condamine Plainsi ... ...  26 57 150 6  136
Cooktown  .. ... 15 27 145 15  on coast 0.35 10th 6 0.63
Green Creeks ... ... 18 0 142 0  119
Cumberlandt¶ .. ... ..
... -5Cunnamulla ... 28 40  470 0.40 16th 3145 0.58
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15  112 0.65 18th 3 0.75
D e gilbo* ... ... ...  35  29 151 59  50
Emerald ... ... 23 28 148 6  190 0.07 27th 2 0.12
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55  16 0.28 16th 7 0.79
Eulot ... ... ...  0.32 15th 1 0*32
Gayndah ... ... 25 38 151 36  72 0.56 18th 5 1.26
Georgetown¶ ... ... 17 57 143 40  176
Gilbert River 1r ... 17 54 143 0  133
Gladstone . ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 0 .95 28th 6 1.67
Gold Creek Reservoir ... 27 28 152 54  14 0.33 16th 5 0.84
Goodna . ... ... 27 36 152 56  21 0.36 16th 6 0.S2
Goondiwindi 28 32 150 24  185 ... ... ... 0.04
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38  30 0 55 19th 4 0199
Hawkwood ... ... 25 55 150 50  0.80 18th 5 1-43
Helidon  .. ... ...  27 39 152 3 60 0.30 22nd 3 0.47
Herbert River ,  Macnade  ... 18 25 146 6 5 1.31 11th 12 6 49
Herbert River ,  Trebonne  18 26 145 55 15 0196 11th 12 3.75
Highbury, Mitchell River* 16 28 144 1  100
Hughendeni ... ... 20 50 144 10  190
Inkerman  ... ... ...  19 66 147 25  10 0.12 14th 1 0.12
Inglewood ... ... 28 26 151 7  140 0.25 19th 3 0.55
Inskip Point ... ...25 50 153 5  off coast 1.40 29th 11 4.20
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.21 16th 6 0.59
Isisford¶ ... ... ... 24 15 144 20  350 1 :
Jimbour 27 17 151 12  114 0.95' 18th 5 1.24
Johns! one River, Geraldton 18 14 146 6  7 0.91; 12th 14 4.49
Johnstone River, Goondi* ... 18 13 146 10  12 _ .W
Johnstone River ,  Innishowen 18 13 145 60  10  0-58  9th 16 4.49
Johnstone River, Mourilyan* 18 13 146 61  12
Junction Creek9 ... ... 17 45 144 9  78
Kilkivan  ... ...  26 5 152 22  40 0.40 18th
Kimberley¶ ... ... 17 28 141 0  off coast
5 0.81
Langmornt*... ... 24 20 150 10  25
Leyburn ... ... 28 1 151 38  121 0.08 16th 3 018
Low Island .. ... ... 16 30 145 45  off coast 0.40 17th I 7 1.78
* No Return received . t  New dtation. T No Rain fell.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER,  1885-continued.
SHOWING the Latitude, Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ;  the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of same; the days of Rain, and Total  Fa ll - continued.
Name of Station. Latitude Longitude Distance from Maximum in 24 hours(South ). (East. Sea-coast . and date.
No. of
days Rain
fell.
Total
Rainfa ll.
Miles.  Inches.  Date. Inches.
Lytton ... ... ... 27° 25' 153° 1' on coast 0124 18th 7 1109
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 0.25 13th 8 0.99
Mackay, St. Helens 21 11 149 0 12 0.32 29th 4 0.51
Mackinlayt ... ... 0.20 28th 1 0.02
Mackay, The Hollow ... ... ... ... 0.30 11th 12 1.14
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 0.44 27th 5 0.91
Maryborough ... ... 1.60 28th 12 3.84
Maryborough,  Yengarie  ...  24 35  152 43 18 1.60 29th 5 3.83
Maryland  ... ... ...  28 33 152 2  ... 0.59 19th 5 1.30
Maytown ... ... ... 15 59 144 20 65 0 01 13th 1 0.01
Millaquin, Bundaberg ... 24 53 152 23 7 2.25 29th 5 4.46
Miles  ... ... ..  26 38 150 8  180 0.24 19th 2 0.34
Minerva Downs ,  Clermontt 22  40 147 30 150 0.10 19th 1 0.10
Mitchell ... ... ... 26 31 147 51 362 0'07 26th 2 0.12
Mount Cornish* ... ... 21 58 144 45 235
Mount Morris* ... ... 25 38 145 54 455
Mundoolun ... ... ... 27 54 153 10 18 0.53 15th 8 1.35
Murweh ... ... ... 26 28 146 10 495 0.19 16th 3 0125
Muttaburra¶ ... ... 22 2 144 49 238
Nanango  ... ... ... 26 41 152 10 68 0.85 19th 6 1.85
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.11 14th 4 0.33
Nive¶ ... ... ... 25 30 146 31 300
Normanton¶ ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
Orion Downs¶ ... ... 24 17 148 24 160
Pentlandt¶ .. ... ...
Proudfoot Shoal¶ ... ... 10-35 141 0 off coast
Pikedale ... ... ... 28 37 151 40 110 0.35 22nd 7 1.70
Pine River ... ... ... 27 17 153 5 6 0.21 19th 8 0.95
Port Douglas ... ... 16 30 145 24  on coast 0 .80 13th 6 1.79
Rockhampton ...  23 25  150 25 25 0.71 28th 10 1.39
Roma  ... ... 26 37 148 48 260 0.25 18th 2 0.28
Sandgate  ... ... ... 27 33 153 6 on coast C•22 28th 8 0.85
Severnfield ... ... ... ... ... 0.32 23rd 5 0.72
Southport ... ... ... 27 58 153 30 on coast 1.15 22nd 7 2.51
Springsure ... ... ... 24 2 148 10 220 0.20 19th 1 0.20
Stanthorpe ... ... ... 28 40 152 0 90 0.50 19th 6 1.94
St. George  ... ... ... 28 5 148 33 295 0.10 15th 2 0.13
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21. 149 30 8 0.52 26th 2 0.56
Surat ... ... ... 27 11 149 2 250 0.06 19th 3 0.16
Tambo ... ... ... 24 50 146 15 285 0.05 28th 2 0.06
Taroom ... ... ... ... ... ... 0.14 27th 3 0.26
Telemon'J ... ... ... 20 40 143 50 200
Texas  , .. ... ... 28 51 151 12 145 0.35 22nd 5 1.10
Thargomindah ... ... 27 59 143 37 600 0.50 14th 2 0.66
Thornborough ... ... 16 55 144 50 50 0.08 14th 1 0.08
Toowoomba... ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 0.17 16th 6 0.58
Torres  Straits ,  Goode  Islands  10 33 142 10  off  coast
Townsville¶... ... ... 19 18 146 50  on coast
Warwick ... ... ...  28 12 152 16 90 0.35  16th 3 0.68
Welford Lagoonste... ...
We ll town ... ... ... 28 30 149 46 230 0.05 28th 2 0.09
Werabone,  Surat  .. ... 27 20 149 0 257 0.25 27th 1 0.25
Whyenba, St. Georget ...  28 28 148 33 300 0 .24 14th 2 0.34
Wintoni  ... ... ... 20 80 142 40 820
Woodlands ... ... ... 23 6 150 48 3 0.59 14th 15 2.25
Yuelba  Experimental Farm  26 44 149 22  251 0.09 18th 2 0.11
*  No Return received . t New station .  ¶ No Rain fell.
Creates Rainfall during the month ,  11.13 inches ,  was at Cairns . Greatest number of days rain  fell,  16, at  Johnston*  River.
Greatest fall in 24 hours ,  2.34 inches ,  on 30th, at Bundaberg.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Thomas William Whitehouse, of DenisonstreetR ckhampton, in t eColony of Qu ensland, gated Water, Cordial, and Ice Manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 " to register in Class 44, in
respect of Ginger Ale, a Trade Mark, of which the following  is a  representation:-
CRYSTAL FOUNTAIN
WORkS.
T,W,WHITEHOUSE
ROCKHAMPTON.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before the expiration  of four months  from the date of
the first  appearance  of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered,  in compliance  with such appli-
cation, I shall  register  the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions T. B
the
Act.
1 Registrar of Patents, &o.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Thomas  William W hitehouse .  of Denison street, Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland , 1Eratcd Water,  Cordial and Ice Manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pursflance
of the provisions of the  "Tice Porten/ e, Designs ,  and Trade Marks  Art,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Liqueurs ,  Cordials , and Wine,  and in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and  rated  Waters,
natural and artificial ,  a Trade Mark, of which the following is a representation :-
wNH irEHOUsF
avFACT & 6.
_.,ns ..
AFB GWRV
I QUp
6 TT >
•lA
.RS
<c 5
Nv
-44 0AIDS06 RAr 1 TE DoqA_s DEN\g
f CAMpO
Notice is hereby arther given, that unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1 Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Richard O'Donnell, trading as " Richard O'Donnell and Company," at
123, Lonsdale Street West, Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, Cordial Manufacturer, has
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to
register  in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors and Spirits, a Trade Mark, of which the following
is a representation
TEETOTALISM il, MoER
o 1DoHxELLs
UNITY-A  LE
ILI, J,
y
'rn
'`'. /
01
(li .,
t,l
k
The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the groundwork of the label
is red ; the words "Concord," "Teetotalism," and "Moderation," are printed in red letters ; the
hand on wliish the name " O'Donnell's " appears is on a yellow ground, as is also the band on which the
word " Concord " is printed. A narrow yellow band encloses We label and the medallion at the head
thereof ; other narrow bands of the same colour appear above and below the words " Unity Ale." In
the design on the lower part of the label all the words printed on the figures. &c., are in red letters ; the
whole of the latter design is encircled with a narrow yellow baud. -Notice is hereby further g;vven, that
unless before the expiration of four months from the date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicant is not  entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with such application, I shall register the said Trade Mark
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions of  " Tlie  Beat Propert y Acts  of  1861 and  1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description  and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant.
1
2 acres  3 roods 15-h  perches ,  being subdivisions 19, 20 ,  1 Henry Dixon ... ...
and 32 of portion 243, parish of Enoggera
18-o perches , being  subdivision 4 of block 14 of eastern Tobias  Norton... ...
suburban all otment 73, parish of North Brisbane
36-1 perches ,  being subdivisions 2 and 3 of block  19 of  Tobias Norton... ...
eastern suburban all otment 73, parish  of North
Brisbane161 pei ches ,  being re-subdivisions 3 and 4 of subdivision Rodger O'Mara ...
1 of suburban allotment 9 of section 6, parish of
Drayton
Date within which  a Caveat
may be  lodged.
30th  November, 1885.
30th November, 1885.
30th November, 1885.
30th November, 1885.
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  31st October ,  1885. Registrar of Titles.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against
John Martin , of Logan Road ,  near Brisbane,
baker, by himself.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it  is ordered that the said  John Martin
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Martin, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at  the Office of the Registrar  of this Court,
on the Twelfth  day of November ,  1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said John Martin shall ,  on the Eleventh
day of November , 1885,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a fu ll , true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this  twenty-
sixth day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors  for the  Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate  statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of  the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Clement Edward Hamilton, of
Tambo, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  selector,
an Insolvent.FREDERICK JOHN DUDLEY SIMPSON,
of Tambo aforesaid, saddler ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of October, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
MACDONALD-PATEBSON AND FITZGERALD,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition'  against
James Alexander John McLeod, late of
Herberton, in the said colony,  commission
agent, by John Guthrie, of Queen street, Bris-
bane, in the said colony.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said James
Alexander John McLeod having been given, it is
ordered that the said James Alexander John
McLeod be, and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Alexander John McLeod, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court on the Fifth day of Novem.
ber, 1885, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said James Alexander
John iM cLeod shall, on the Third day of Novem-
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the Trustee.
.1824 6s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Matthias Grehan, of Highfields,
in the Colony  of Queensland, storekeeper and
butcher,  an Insolvent.
N the Twenty-eighth day of October  instant
a Certificate of Discharge  was granted to
Matthias  Grehan, of Highfields, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper and butcher, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the fourth day of Novem-
ber, 1881.
Dated the 29th day of October, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
. Solicitor for Insolvent,
ber, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this ' 1836
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s.
169
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Glindon, of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland, miner, insolvent.
JEREMIAH SWANTON CULLINANE, ofMary street, Gympie, in the Colony of
Queensland, storkeeper, has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, A.D.
1885.
WILLM. BELL,
HORACE TozER,
Gympie,
Solicitor for the said Trustee.
By his Town Agents-
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1832
Registrar.
Cs. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Thomas  Beason , of Maroochie, in
the Colony of Queensland, an Insolvent.
T HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent, to take place at the Supreme
Court, Brisbane, on the Eighteenth day of Novem-
ber, at half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 27th day of October, A.D. 1885.
1828
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors
instituted by John McPherson, of Brisbane,
grocer.
1 N
OTIC E is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the office
of Mr. A. J. Thynne, Solicitor, Queen street,
Brisbane, on the Twentieth day of November, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of November, A.D.
1885.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Attorney in the Matter of the Petitioner,
1844 Queen street, Brisbane,5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Alfred Redstone, formerly of
Cairns, but now of Brookfield,  near Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, school-teacher,
an Insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Alfred Redstone,
of Brookfield, near Brisbane aforesaid, school-
teacher, adjudicated insolvent on the twelfth day
of December, 1884, will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
1827
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane, and
Rockhampton.
Os.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Richard William King, of
Ravenswood ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper and publican ,  an Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-third day of November, 1885,
i 1 at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon ,  Richard
William King ,  of Ravenswood ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  storekeeper and publican,  adjudicatedinsolvent on the twenty -sixth day of November,
1883 ,  will apply to the Supreme Court of Queens-
land ,  at Bowen ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, 1885.
FOLLET  MILFORD,
Applicant 's Solicitor,
Ravenswood.
Agent-
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor, Bowen.
1892 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of James Venture Mulligan and
James Dowdall, of Thornborougb ,  trading as
"Mulligan and Company ,"  merchants, In-
solvents.()N the Twenty-third day  of November, 1885,
at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon, James
Venture Mulligan and James Dowdall, trading as
Mulligan and Company ,"  of Thornborough, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  merchants ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the seventeenth day of March, 1879,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Bowen ,  for their Certi ficates of Discharge.
Dated this 26th day of October, 1885.
1841
JAMES PETRIE,
Applicants' Solicitor,  Bowen.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of William Martin, of Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-third day of November, 1885,
at Eleven o clock in the forenoon, William
Martin, of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, storekeeper. adjudicated insolvent on the
eighteenth day of February, 1881, will apply to
the Supreme Court of Queensland , at Bowen, for
a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this 26th day of October, 1885.
1840.
JAMES PETRIE,
Applicant' s Solicitor,
Bowen.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Archibald Meston, of Townsville,
newspaper  editor,  an Insolvent.
A
MEETING of the Creditors of Archibald
Meston, of Townsville, newspaper editor,
adjudicated insolvent on the 2nd day of November,
1881, will be held at the Office of the Official Trus-
tee, Lutwyche Chambers,  Brisbane , on the Twelfth
day of November, 1885, at 11 o'clock in the fore-
noon, for the purpose of considering the propriety
of sanctioning the assent by the Trustee to  a scheme
of settlement of the affairs of the Insolvent, and
for the annulling thereafter of the Order of Adjudi-
cation made against the Insolvent.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
1849 7s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of David Dougall, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, plumber, an
Insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1885, at
Ten o'clock in the  forenoon , David Dougall,
of Brisbane ,  adjudicated insolvent on the Twenty-
first day of July, 1885, will apply to the Insolvency
Court ,  at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this 29th day of October, 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1837
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Arthur  George  Anderson, of
Mitchell,  wheelwright ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter  of the  abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 20th day of February, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by the
10th day of  November proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street,
Brisbane , 29th day of October, 1885.
1834 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John McKay ,  of Gympie ,  miner,
an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 20th day of May, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
10th day of November proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche C ambers,
Adelaide street,
Brisbane ,  29th day of October, 1885.
1833 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Liquidation by Arrangement
of Murdo Mackenzie Morrison, trading as
"  Morrison and Company ,"  Townsvi lle.A SECOND and Final Dividend of 3s. 3;d.,
making in all 8s. 31d. in the  £,  is now
payable by me, at Townsville.
Dated 26th October, 1885.
1839
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Alexander Balfour, of
Capell a, storekeeper ,  adjudicated insolvent on
the seventeenth day of August, 1885.A_` DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared.1 Creditors who have not proved their Debts
by the Sixth day of November,  1885, will  be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this twenty -seventh day
of October, 1885.
ROBERT R. DAWBARN,
Trustee.
1852 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Murray, of Brisbane,
insolvent.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend in the above Estate
of 4s .  3d. in the £ is now payable at my
Office on  all debts proved and admitted.
Dated this 29th day of October, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street.
1838 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Wi ll iam Hale and Company,
merchants ,  Rockhampton ,  adjudicated in-
solvent on the 25th day of September, 1885.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to  be declared.Creditors who have not proved their debts
by the  24th day of November,  1885,  will be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 23rd day of  October,
1885.
ROBT. R. DAWBARN,
Trustee.
1809 4s.
A DIVIDEND is intended be declared in
the matter of Thomas James Wheeler, of
Mackay ,  jeweller ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
Sixth day of March ,  1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixth day of November ,  1885, will  be excluded.
Dated this 21st day of October, 1885.
1813
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Matter of William Hugh MacPherson, of
Mackay, publican ,  an Insolvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend of  is.  11d. in the
£  is now payable at my Office.
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee.
Brisbane street, Mackay.
1812 3s.
In the Matter of Wm. Haigh, in Liquidation.
IT  is intended to declare a Final Dividend in theabove Estate without delay.
Creditors whose proofs are not lodged at my
Office before the Tenth November next will be
excluded from participating.
1816
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Peter Williams ,  late of Crow's
Nest,  near Toowoomba ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  labourer ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court ,  that Letters of Administration of
all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed Peter Wi lliams, deceased ,  who died
intestate, may be granted to Margaret W iliams,
of Toowoomba aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this twenty-eighth day of
October,  A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Margaret street ,  Toowoomba,
Proctor  for the  said Margaret Wi lliams.
1819 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Dale, late of Rosevale, near
Dalby,  in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  selector,
deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the ex-
piration of fourteen days  fr om the date of
the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed James Dale, deceased,
may be granted to E lizabeth Fanny Dale ,  of Rose-
vale, near Dalby aforesaid ,  widow of the said
deceased ,  and the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated at Dalby, this 23rd day of October, A.D.
1885.
ALEXANDER MILLER DRYSDALE,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Cunningham street ,  Dalby.
1830 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Watch, late of the Albert
River, in the Colony of Queensland, engineer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts
in the above Estate from the death of the
abovenamed John Waich, to the Sixteenth day of
October, 1885, have this day been filed in my
Office, and all persons having any claims on the
said Estate, or being interested therein, are required
to come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, George street, Brisbane, on or before
THURSDAY, the third day of December next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and, if they should
see fit, object thereto ; and if no exception shall be
taken to the said Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into at my office, on the above day, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, A.D.
1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Elizabeth Ball, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to .the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Elizabeth Ball, deceased, may be
granted to John Hodge Ball, of Toowoomba afore-
said,  grazier , and Joseph Sharp McIntyre, of Too-
woomba aforesaid,  auctioner , the Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated at Toowoomba, this twenty-eighth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
C. H. BOYDE MACKAY,
Margaret  street , Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Executors.
1818 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of William Bates, of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen clays from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed William Bates, deceased, may be
granted to Elizabeth Bates, of Ipswich aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-eighth day of
October, 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Elizabeth Bates.
1825 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Jane Fraser, late of
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Jane Fraser, deceased,
may be granted to Thomas Fraser, of Ipswich,
aforesaid, the widower of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-sixth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Thomas Fraser.
1820 5 s 6d.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
CHAMB $s, Baucu , AND McNAB,
Proctors for Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1846 Gs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edwin Hatton, late of Crown street'
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland
blacksmith, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named Edwin Hatton, deceased, may be
ranted to Ann Maria Hatton, of Fortitude Valley,Wrisbane, widow of the said deceased, one of the
Executors therein named, the other Executors
named therein having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated at Brisbane, this 29th day of October,
A.D. 1885.
ROBERT W. XINGSFORD,
Proctor for the said Ann Maria Hatton,
Temple Buildings, George street, Brisbane.
1835 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Borrie, formerly of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, but
lately of Narrabri, in the Colony of New
South Wales, miner, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration, with
an Exemplification of Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Borrie, deceased, annexed, of
all the goods, chattels, credits and effects of the
said James Borrie, deceased, may be granted to
Heinrich Ludwig Edward Ruthning, the duly con-
stituted Attorney of Charles Collins and Alexander
Frater, the Executors named in and appointed by
the Will of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
October, 1885.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Proctor for the said H. L. E. Ruthning,
1848
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Elizabeth Bay, late of
Sandy  Creek,  near Ipswich ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  wife of Adam Hay, of Sandy
Creek  aforesaid ,  grazier ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N
OT1CE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits and
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effects of the abovenamed Elizabeth Hay, deceased,
who died  intestate , may be granted to Adam Hay,
of Sandy Creek, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland,  grazier , the widower of the said
deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-ninth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
FRANCIS W. P. THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Adam Hay,
By his town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1851
Ipswich.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Reid, late of Burketown, in
the Colony of Queensland, agent, deceased.
N1 OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of ourteen days from the date of the pub-
lication hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration,
with the Will annexed, of all the lands, goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed
George Reid may be granted to Caroline Neale, of
Gympie, in the said Colony, sister of the said
deceased.
Dated at Gympie, the twenty-sixth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Caroline Neale.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1847 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of. Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Cleary, late of Dugandan,
near  Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed James Cleary,  deceased, may
be granted to Terrence Cleary, of Dinner Camp, near
Ipswich ,  aforesaid ,  farmer ,  one of the  Executors
named  in the said Will ; Samuel Sweet,  junior,
and Thomas  Maudsley, both of Dugandan afore-
said,  farmers, the  other Executors therein named,
having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-eighth day of
October, A.D.1885.
FOXTON AND CA.RDEW,
1826
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Robert Chapple, late of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, com-
positor, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tration of the Estate of the abovenamed Robert
Chapple, who died  intestate , may be granted to
Julia Holland, the wife of Henry Holland, of
Gympie  aforesaid , bricklayer, and formerly the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1885.
HORACE TOZER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Julia Holland.
By his town Agents,
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1831 6s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Michael Cumming, of the Star
Hotel, Bay street, Glebe, in the City of Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, hotel-
keeper, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the said deceased, Michael Cumming, in
the Colony of Vueensland, may be granted to
Christopher Adair Quin, of Thargomindah, in
the Colony of Queensland, the lawfully constituted
attorney of Ellen Cumming, the widow and relict
of the said deceased Michael Cumming, now
residing at No. 4, F. Terrace, Denham street,
Glebe, in the City of Sydney aforesaid.
Dated this 26th day of October, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for Administrator.
1822 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Fortescue, of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales , surgeon,
deceased.
VOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-'LNtion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration, with the Exemplification of Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed George Fortescue,
deceased, annexed, may be granted of all the
goods, chattels , credits,  and  effects of the said
deceased to John Lowry Adams, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, bank  manager, the
lawfully constituted Attorney of Francis William
Hill and Patrick James Clarke, both of the City of
Sydney, Esquires, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said deceased.
Dated this 29th day of October, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
1843
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for Administrators.
6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of John Ryan, late of Scrubby Water-
holes, near Cloncurry, publican, deceased.PURSUANT to " The Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons Act of  1867," notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other persons having any
claims or demands against the Estate of John
Ryan, late of Scrubby Waterholes,  near  Cloncurry,
in the Colony of Queensland, publican, deceased,
are hereby required to send in, in writing, parti-
culars  of their  claims  or demands to Messrs.
Chambers, Bruce, and McNab, of Queen street,
Brisbane, in the said colon, solictors for James
Sutherland and James Smith, the Executors of
the said deceased, on or before the Twelfth day
of December next; and notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said John Ryan, deceased, amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims of which the said Executors shall then have
had such notice, and that the said Executors will
not be liable for the assets, or any part thereof, so
distributed to any person of whose claim the said
Executors shall not have had notice at the time of
such distribution.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of October, A.D.1886.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND Mc NAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the  said Executors.
1823 as,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
John Joseph Power, Joseph Henry Little, and
John Robb  Baxter Bruce  v. Paul Hunter.
To ALL  PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all the right,
title, and interest (if any) of the said Paul Hunter,
under and by virtue of an Agreement dated the
tenth day of September, 1884, made between C. C.
Rawlins,  John Joseph Power, Joseph Henry Little,
and John Robb  Baxter Bruce  of the first part, Paul
Hunter of the second part, and John Graham and
Charles Frederick Gataker of the third part, relat-
ing to subdivisions  16 and 17 of portion 2, county
of March, parish of Urangan, being the lands
described in Certificates of Title numbers 67702
and 67703, Volume 426, Folios 182 and 183.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane , on THURSDAY, the Third day of
December  next , at Twelve o'clock Noon,  unless
this Execution is previously satisfied.
1854
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
8s. 6d.
YEERONGPILLY DIVISIONAL BOARD.
1\
OTICE is hereby given, that it is the intention
 of the Yeerongpilly Divisional Board to
widen the Fairfield road from 33 to 50 feet,
running through portions 3 and 4, parish of
Yeerongpilly, and continue said road through
portions 2 and 1, same parish, to the South
Brisbane Cemetery.
All persons interested in the lands to be affected
by this undertaking are requested to set forth, in
writing, any well-rounded objection, and forward
to the Board within one month from date.
Plans and Book of Reference to be seen at the
Board's Office, Rocklea, during office hours.
By order,
C. W. COPELAND,
Divisional Clerk.
Rocklea,  2lth  October, 1885.
1815 6s.
Voluntary Liquidation of the Victoria  Bridge Saw-
mill and Steam Joinery Company, Limited.
T is hereby notified that at an Extraordinary
I General Meeting of the Shareholders of the
Victoria Bridge Saw-mill and Steam Joinery
Company, Limited, the legal number of Share-
holders being present or represented by proxy, the
following Resolution was unanimously adopted:-
That this Company be voluntarily wound-up
under the provisions of  " the Companies
Act of  1863."
At a subsequent meeting called and constituted
in conformity with the Act, the Special Resolution
for voluntary winding-up was unanimously con-
firmed ,  and Messrs .  FREDERICK THOMAS BRENT-
NALL and WILLIAM ALEXANDER WILSON were
appointed Liquidators.
1808 5s. 6d.
NUNDAH DIVISIONAL BOARD.
Under the thirty -fourth clause of  " The Divisional
Boards act Amendment  Act of  1882."
NOTICE is  hereby  given, that it is the intentionof the Nundah Divisional Bo rd to apply tothe Governor in Council for the sum of £500, by
way of Loan ,  for the erecting Board Offices and
Clerk' s Residence at Downfa ll Creek, Gympie
road.
Plans and Specifications and Estimate of such
work are open for inspection at the  Office of the
Board ,  Downfall Creek ,  Gympie road.
WILLIAM HAWKINS,
Chairman.
13th October, 1885.
1821 5s.
NOTICE.
CLONCURRY DIVISIONAL BOARD.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Board intend
borrowing  the sum of Two Thousand Pounds
for  the  Erection of a Divisional Board Hall and
furnishing the same.
Plans and Specifications are now open for
inspection at the Office of the Board.
GEO. SEYMOUR,
Chairman.
Cloncurry, 15th October, 1885.
1945 4s.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office , William street,  Brisbane , "Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the colony ,  9d. ; to England  and the Australian
Colonies, is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
NOTICE.
r
P0UNDKEEPERS and others are requested. when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction bet.v  een
"Registered "  and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered  Brand "after  thedescription of the former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such desoriptioi s,
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
)N SALE,  at the Government Printing  Office
in pamphlet form ,  "The Insolvency Act  or
1871 ," together  with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency."
Super-royal8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postagetd. additional.
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William  street, Brisbane ,  A SrNop-
8I8 OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk .  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy ,  half-bound . Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
19.10d., ko England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " Tice Gold Fields  At 
of  1874,' together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the wi.ole of tl e
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 1s. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
(JN SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
William street,  Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M .  Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, Id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GovernmentlPrinting Office,
Brisbane.
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ON  SALE
AT THE
'1 O V E R  N M E  N T PRINTING OFFICE,
X William  street,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
fomtnation Papers ,  4s. per 100  ;  by post 5s.
B•llot Papers ,  in packets of 500 each-price,  6s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed , Sc.  Fer 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per 100  ;  postage,
1s. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per 100 ; postage, 1s.  extra.
Warrant Forms,  5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation,  6s. 6d.  per  100;  posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly  Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 6s. 6d.  per 100 plain  ;  ruled,
7s. 6d . ;  postage,  1s. 8d.  extra.
Monthly Progress  of Works  executed during the month
59. 6d .  per 100 plain ; 7s. 6d .  ruled ; postage,
1s.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice Books--3s. 6d .  each; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s .  6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Receipt Books ,  in books ,  200 each, 4s. ; posted ,  4s. 6d.
Contract Ledger ,  12s.  6d.; postage, 2s.
Ledger, 17s.;  posted,  21s. 10d.
Rate Book ,  General Cash Book, Valuation Register, and
Register of Rates Received ,  17s. each; posted,
20s. 6d.
Minute Book , 10s.;  posted, 13s.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d .  per book of 50 each  ;  postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book , Ss.;  postage,  1s. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION-DENY QIIAET0.
£ s. d.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881,  So.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1883.4,  U.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884, 20s. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List  of all  Owners  of Registered
Brands, 2s.  6d.; postage, 2s. extra.
ACTS.
Bathurst Burr Act (1863) ...
Bi lls of Exchange  Act (1884) ...
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ...
With
Price .  Postage.S.  d. a. d.
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 1
0 6 0
0 6 0
Carriers Act (1874) .. 0 6 0
Corrected Titles to Land Act of 1882... 0 6 0
Crown Lands Act of 1884 . 1 0 1
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest) ... 0 3 0
Customs  Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0
Customs Duties Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0
Defence Act of 1884 ... 1 0 1
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete) . 2 0 2
District  Courts Act  (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  .. ... ...  2 0 2 2
livisional Boards Act (1879)
Divisional Boards Act  Amendment Act
of 1882 ...
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
Act of 1884... ... .. 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
1884 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Education Act (1875) .. ...  0 6 0 7
Elections  Act (1874) ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Electoral  Districts Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Rolls Act (1879) ... ...  0 8 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Br igades .Act (1881) ... ...  0 6 0 r
with
Price.  Postage.
s. d. S. d.
Fire  Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882... ... ... ... .. 0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Government Dian Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) .. ... ... 1 0 1 2
Immigration  Act of  1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Impounding Acts (1863-65-68, and
1879), complete ... ...  2 6 2 7
Imported  Sugar Refiners  Act (1874) ...  0 6 0 8
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884... .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Inclosed  Lands Act (1878) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Insanity Act of 1884 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Judicature Act (1876) .. 1 6 1 10
Ditto, Additional Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound, 4s.  6d.; bound 6s.
Jury Act of 1884 ... ...  0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act (1879) ... .. 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880 .. .. ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878)... . 1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupial  Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations ... 0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation Act (1881) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 ... 0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation  Act (1877) ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Oyster Act (1874) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders Act (1880 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... ... ... ..  1 0 1 2
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations ) . ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl -shell and BAche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... .. ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870)... 0 6 0 7
Publicans Aots  ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Publicans Acts  (1863-64 and 1870) com-
plete ... .. ..
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ...
Sale of Food and Drugs  Act (1881) ..
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
2 0 2 4
1
0
a
6
1 1
0 7
Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act
of
Savings Bank Amending Act of 1882 ...
Settled Distri cts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ... ...
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
06 01i
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
1876 Amendment  Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts  Pastoral Leases Act of1876 . .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ...  2 0 2 3
Tramways Act of 1882 ... ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act ... ... ... ...
Cemetery Act ... ... ...
Defence Act  Regulations  ... ...
Friendly  Societies  Act (1876) ...
Insolvency Act of 1874,  with Rules ...
Masters and Servants  Act ... ...
Small Debts Courts Act ...
Stamp Duties  Act ... ... ...
0 6 0 7
0 9 0 11
1 0 1 2
1 0 1 2
2 6 2 10
1 0 1 2
0 6 0
1 0 1
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^T'HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
11 REGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment  Printing Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price, 1s. 6d; posted, is.  9d.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment  Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
" The Stamped Transfer Act of  1572," and
"The Stamp  Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the  Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ...
.11
1 0
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
G,•PrnmPnt Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane:-Rules  made in
pursuance of an  Act of Parliament passed in the26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881..
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885. E s. d.
Oct. 24.-J. Benstead ... ... ... 0 2 0
26.-=W. Cann ... ... ... 0 3 0
26.-J. J. Murphy ... ... ... 0 4 0
26.-W. J. Byrne ... ... ... 0 3 626.-W. J. Byrne  ... ... ... 0 3 626.-Eardley and Straker ... ... 0 10 0
26.-W. Hopkins ... ... ... 0 10 0
26.-G. L. Turnbull .. ... ... 0 7 0
„ 26.-Dawbarn  and Gavin ... ... 0 5 0
26.-M. Fitzgerald  ... ... ... 0 2 027.-Parkinson and Co.... ... .. 0 1 2
27.-Townsville Bulletin  and  Herald  ... 14 16 10
„ 29.-T.  v. early  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 29.-Darling  Downs  G azette ... ... 0 18 9
29.-C. H. B. Mackay ... 0 12 0
„ 29.-T. B. Price ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 29.-A. M. Drysdale ... ... ... 0 6 6
„ 30.-D. N. Argun ...  ... ... . ... 1 15 1
„ 30.-Cardwell Divisional Board ... 1 2 4
30.-H. Heywood ...
... ... 0 2 0
30.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 1 0
30.-Dawbarn and Gavin ... 0 5 0
„ 30.-F. W. P. Thompson 0 6 6
30.---G. Browne ... ...
... ... 0 1 0
30.-Irving Bros. ...
... ... 0 2 6
IMPOUNDED at South Bundaberg ,  from enclosed
paddock,  South  Kalkie, by  order of Messrs .  Skyring
Bros. Driving expenses ,  1s. per head.
One bay gelding ,  9EU over Qa near shoulder, like
W  W,1 (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay filly , LY7 over  92 near shoulder.
If not released on or befo re  the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. BENSTED ,  Poundkeeper.
1807 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Kynuna, o  the14th
October, 1885, by order of  Mr. Sloggart.
One bay gelding, JOD over like A over E near shoulder,
aged, 1 U)( (registered brand)  near  thigh, HSL
off shoulder, 6PL (registered brand) off thigh.
One piebald gelding, B over V near shoulder, 4 years,
63 near saddle, 84D off shoulder, 1 off neck.
One brown gelding, writing M over C and blotch over
Z7Z(registered brand) near shoulder, aged.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN J. MURPHY, Poundkeeper.
1810 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish
Station, on 14th October, 1885, by order of E. R.
Edkina, Esquire. Driving, 6d. per head.
One bay gelding, small star, saddle-marked, little white
near hind foot, shoes on, like OND (registered
brand) near shoulder, indistinct brand off shoulder.
One bay draught gelding, white face, black points,
collar-marked, shoes on, indistinct brand like IF
off shoulder, ®R5 (registered brand) near quarter.
Also, from Silsoe Station, on the 14th October, 1885,
by order of W. H. Pincombe, Esquire. Driving.
19s. 2d.
One yellow-bay mare, about  5 years  old, saddle-marked,
A over D near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 13th November, 3885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1811 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from the Town
Common, on the 22nd of October, 1885, by the
Herdsman . Damages , 2s. 6d.
One  roan mare, white  face, three white legs, HJR (the
J and  B conjoined)  near shoulder,  6 near neck,
U5S off shoulder, saddle-marked, bell on.
If not released on or before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1853
Mme}" Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertise-
ments of Impounded  Stock will be charged fbr at the
rate  of ONE  SHILLING PER Arlxsn ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Goondiwindi,  from Mr. S.  Drough-
ton's paddook .  Damages ,  29. 8d.
One bay  gelding , black  points , 5 off ribs, like a with
blotch in centre off shoulder, indistinct brand near
shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
T. B. PRICE, Poundkeeper.
1817 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich ,  from Fernylawn .  Driving,
2s. per head.
One strawberry cow, like FR9 (registered brand) off
rump ; strawberry heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 6th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGEIIALD, Poundkeeper.
1814 2s.
C. T. TURNER ,  Poundkeeper.
16.
I MPOUNDED at Charleville, on the 15th October,
1885, by order of A. Aeschimann, Esquire.
One chesnut horse, blaze, hind feet white, white spots
under saddle, rope round neck, JS near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE BROWNE,  Poundkeeper.
1850 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, fromthe streets, by order
of the General Inspector.  Damages ,  5e. per head.
One light-bruwn horse, AM near shoulder, MM off
shoulder,  star , off hind foot white.
One brown cob horse, 6FF near shoulder.
One red and white cow, like R3Y near ribs,  ear-marked,
top of near horn cut.
Also, from Nudgee, by order of David Wildermuth.
Damages, 10s.
One black horse, B off shoulder,  star  and snip, some
white on off hind foot and near fore foot.
If not released on or before the 5th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1829 4s.
Printed and Published  by Jnxrs C. :P,wz, Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  Slut October, 1886.
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TO THE
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] SATURDAY, 31ST OCTOBER, 1885. [No. 79.
PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGBAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the authority in me vested,
and in accordance with the provisions of
" The Craven Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
Muson. vE, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following lots of Land will be
offered for sale by Public Auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively. (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that the Town
and Suburban Lots in the Town Reserves of Tin-
galpa, Caloundra, Barcaldine, and Boorooman, which
may remain  unsold, shall, at and after Eleven o'clock
on the day following such Auction, and for one
month subsequent to the day of sale, be open to
Selection by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged  according  to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S  AUCTION  ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 15TH DAY OP DECEM BER, 1886.
No. of
Lot.
No of Na of
Allotment .  Sec ti on. Ares
Price per
Acre.
I A. B. P. 1 £ a
TOWN LOTS.
County of Stanley, Mob. of Tingalpa, town of
Tingalpa.
(With frontages to Cleveland road and  Gray
street.)
1 2 5 1 0 0 15 0
2 3 5 1  0 7 15 0
3 4 5 j 1  0 7 15 0
4 6 1 5 t 1  0 8 15 0
QUEENSLAND
obnuintnt 6aPttP
TOWN  aorsintied.
NNo. of
4N66 oLot11otment SeNotioenl. Ares.
A.K. P. I A s.
Prise  paAm.
5 7 5 1 0 151 15 0
6 8 5 1 0 151 15 0
7 9 5 1 0 8 15 0
8 10 5 1 0 8 15 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
(With frontages to Gray and Lytton  streets.)
9 1 4 1 0 0 15 0
10 2 4 1 0 0 15 0
11 3 4 1 0 0 15 0
12 4 4 1 0 0 15 0
13 5 4 1 0 0 15 0
14 6 4 5 0 0 15 0
15 7 4 5 0 0 15 0
(With frontages to Gray  street and Cleveland
road.)
16 1 6 1 0 0 15 0
17 2 6 1 0 0 15 0
18 3 6 1 0 0 15 0
19 4 6 1 1 18 15 0
20 5 6 1 2 32 15 0
21 6 6 1 0 0 15 0
22 7 6 1 0 0 15 0
23 8 6 1 0 0 15 0
(With  frontages  to Prior and Louis  streets and the
Ipswich road.)
24 1 9 1 030 1  15 0
25 2 9 1 0 0 15 0
26 3 9 1 0 0 15 0
27 4 9 1 0 27 15 0
28 5 9 1 2 1 15 0
29 6 9 1 0 2 15 0
30 7 9 1 0 32 15 0
31 8 9 1 122 15 0
32 9 9 1 2 11 15 033 1 9 5 0 0 15 04 1
1
9 4 1 16 15 0
35 1 10 1 124 15 0
36 2 10 1 3 2 15 0
37 3 10 1 0 0 15 0
38 4 10 1 0 0 15 0
39 5 10 1 0 0 15 0
40 6 10 2 2 26 15 0
170
1562
No. of
Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS --continued.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section.
Price
per Aerc.
41 7 10 1 2 1 36 I 15 0
42 8 I 10 2 1 5 15 0
43 9 10 2 0 16 16 0
(With frontages  to Hope street and Cleveland
road.)
44 2 12 1 0 0 15 0
45 3 12 1 0 0 15 0
46 6 12  1 0 0 15 0
47 6 12 1 5 0 0 16 0
(With frontages to Hope and Lodge streets.)
48
49
50
51
52
53
7
7A
9
9A
11
11A
13
13
13
13
13
13
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
County of Canning ,  parish of Bribie ,  town of
Caloundra.
(With  frontages to Regent and Arthur streets.)
51 17 5 3 3 3  15  0
65 18 6 5 0 0 15 0
56 19 5 4 2 16 15 0
57 20 5 4 2 6 15 0
(With  frontages to Wi lliam and Queen streets.)
58
b9
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
Ate&
1 1 0
1 1 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
3 2 1
3 2 1
2 230
4 2 19
4 1 27
3 2 29
(With frontages to George street.)
1
2
4
5
8
8
8
8
3 1 27
4 0 2
3 2 21
4 1 24
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
(With frontages to William and Queen  streets.)
68 1 9 I 4 2 18 15 0
69 2 9 2 3 10 15 0
70 3 I 9 1 4 1 14 15 0
71 4 1 9 1 3 0 17 15 0
SALE AT BARCALDINE,
ON TUESDAY , THE 22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1885.
INo. of , No. of No. of
Lot. (Allotment  Section. Area .
I Price per
sore,
I I
I  A. B. P. £ ti
TOWN LOTS.
ounty of Rodney, parish of Barcaldine, town of
Barcaldine.
(Situated at the 358 mile 20 chain peg on the
Central Railway Line, about half-mile east of
Lagoon Creek.)
1 1 0 1 0
2 1 0 1 0
3 1 0 1 0
4 1 0 1 0
5 1 0 1 0
6 1 0 1 0
7 1 0 1 0
8 1 0 1 0
9 1 0 1 0
10 1 0 1 0
11 1 0 1 0
12 1 0 1 0
13 1 0 1 0
14 1 0 1 0
15 1 0 1 0id  1 0 1 0
17 1 0.1 0
18 1 0 1 0
19 ) 1 0 *1 014
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
No. of  No. of No.  off o. MI o. Of
(q  potwe R  Section.Lot U m nt •  ection,
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
Price per
Ace.
20 20
21 1
22 2
23 3
24 4
25 5
26 6
27 7
28 8
29 9
30 10,
81 11
32 12
33 13
34 14
35 15
36 16
37 17
38 18
39 19
40 0
41 1
42 2
43 3
44 4
.1
A. !t. P. j 2 a.
1 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
2 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
:3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 i 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 10 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1' 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
4 0 1 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
5 0.2 0 8 0
5 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2© 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
8  .0 2 0 8 0
8 0 2 0 8 0
9 1 0 2 0 8 0
45 5
46 6
47 7
48 8
49 9
50 10
61 11
52 12
53 13
54 14
55 15
56 16
57 17
58 18
59 19
60 20
61 1
62 2
63 3
64 4
65 5
66 6
67 7
68 8
69 9
70 10
71 11
72 12
73 13
74 14
75 15
76 16
77 17
78 18
79 19
80 20
81 1
82 2
83 a
8t 4
85 5
86 6
87 7
88 8
89 9
90 10
91 1
92 2
93 3
94 4
95 5
96 6
97 7
98 8
99 9
100 10
101 I 1
1 i63
TOWN LOTS - eOlitsnuqd.
N.  of  V n  of
t. a n.., mhic
102 2 9 0 2 0 8
103 3 9 0 2 0 8
104 4 9 0 2 0 8
105 5 9 0 2 0 8
106  6 9 0 2 0 8
107 7 9 0 2 0 8
108  8 9 0 2 0 8
109 9 9 0 2 0 8
110 10 9 0 2 0 8
111  1 10 0 2 0 8
112 2 10 0 2 0 8
113 3 10 0 2 0 8
114 4 10 0 2 0 8
115 5 10 0 2 0 8
116 6 10 0 2 0 8
117  7 10 0 2 0 8
118 8 10 0 2 0 8
119 9 10 0 2 0 8
120 10 10 0 2 0 8
121 1 11 0 2 0 8
122  2 11 0 2 0 8
123 3 11 0 2 0 8
124 4 11 0 2 0 8
125  5 11 0 2 0 8
126  6 11 0 2 0 8
127 7 11 0 2 0 8
128  8 11 0 2 0 8
129  9 11 0 2 0 8
130 10 11 0 2 0 8
131 1 12 0 2 0 8
132  2 12 0 2 0 8
133  3 12 0 2 0 8
134  4 12 0 2 0 8
135  6 12 0 2 0 8
136  6 12 0 2 0 8
137 7 12 0 2 0 8
138 8 12 0 2 0 8
139  9 12 0 2 0 8
140 10 12 0 V 0 8
Area. Prue perflora
A. L  P.  s •
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
SALE AT BOOROOMAN  (TORRENS
CREEK),
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 22ND DAY OF DECB ][ BBB. 1885.
if" of  Na No. of Arm Drug lrerLnt. AA t Section. Aora
r r
A. s. P. ( 8 a
TOWN LOTS.
County of Woura, parish  of Boorooman , town of
Boorooman.
(Situated near Torrens Creek,  at the present
Terminus of the Great Northern Railway Line.
1 1 1  0 1 0 10 0
2 2 1  0 1 0 10 0
3 3 1  0 1 0 10 0
4 4 1  0 1 0 10 0
5 6 1  0 1 0 10 0
6 6 1  0 1 0 10 0
7 7 1  0 1 0 10 0
8 8 1  0 1 0 10 0
9 9 1  0 1 0 10 0
10 10 1  0 1 0 10 0
11 11 1  0 1 0 10 0
12 12 1  0 1 0 10 0
13 13 1  0 1 0 10 0
14 14 1 0 1 0 10 0
15 15 1 0 1 0 10 0
16 16 1 0 1 0 10 0
17 17 1 0 1 0 10 0
18 18 1 0 1 0 10 0
19 19 1  0 1 0 10 0
20 20 1  0 1 0 10 0
21 1 2 0 1 0 10 0
22 2 2  0 1 0 10 0
23 3 2 0 1 0 10 0
24 4 2 0 1 0 10 0
25 5 2  0 1 0 10 0
TOWN rage-oo»#ia"d.
No of  I  No. of No. of 1'rk b Pet
Lot. Allotmen eeetioa.
IAre. Late.
26 6 2
A.  A.  !.
0 1 0
1 s •
10 0
27 11 2 0 1 0 10 0
28 12 2 0 1 0 10 0
29 13 2 0 1 0 10 0
30 14 2 0 1 0 10 0
31 15 2 0 1 0 10 0
32 16 2 0 1 0 to b
33 17 2 0 1 0 10 0
34 18 2 0 1 0 10 0
35 19 2 0 1 0 10 0
36 20 2 0 1 0 10 0
37 1 3 0 1 0 10 0
38 2 3 0 1 0 10 0
39 3 3 0 1 0 10 0
40 4 3 0 1 0 10 0
41 5 8 0 1 0 10 0
42 6 8 0 1 0 10 0
43 7 3 0 1 0 10 0
44 8 8 0 1 0 10 0
45 9 8 0 1 0 10 0
46 10 8 0 1 0 10 0
47 11 8 0 1 0 10 0
48 12 3 0 1 0 10 0
49 13 3 0 1 0 10 0
60 14 3 0 1 0 10 0
61 16 3 0 1 0 10 0
52 16 8 0 1 0 10 0
53 17 3 0 1 0 10 0
54 18 3 0 1 0 10 0
66 - 19 3 0 1 0 IO 0
66 20 3 0 1 0 10 0
57 1 4 010 100
58 2 4 0 1 0 10 0
59 3 4 0 1 0 10 0
60 4 4 0 1 0 10 0
61 5 4 010 100
62 6 4 0 1 0 10
63 7 4 0 1 0 10 0
64 8 4 0 1 0 10 0
65 9 4 0 1 0 10 0
66 10 4 0 1 0 10 0
67 11 4 0 1 0 10 0
68 12 4 0 1 0 10 0
69 13 4 0 1 0 10 0
70 14 4 0 1 0 10 0
71 15 4 0 1 0 10 0
72 16 4 0 1 0 • 10 0
73 17 4 0 1 0 10 0
74 18 4 0 1 0 10 0
75 19 4 .0 1 0 10 0
76 20 4 0 1 0 10 0
77 1 5 0 1 0 10 0
78 2 5 0 1 0 10 0
79 3 5 0 1 0 10 0
80 4 5 0 1 0 10 0
81 5 5 0 1 0 10 0
82 6 6 0 1 22k 10 0
83 7 5 0 1 0 10 0
84 8 5 0 1 0 10 0
85 9 5 0 1 0 10 0
86 10 5 0 1 0 10 0
87 1 6 0 2 0 10 0
88 2 6 0 2 0 10 0
89 3 6 0 216 -*s 10 0
90 4 6 0 1 0 - 10 0
91 5 6 0 2 0 10 0
92 6 6 0 2 0 10 0
93 7 6 0 2 0 10 0
94 1 7 0 1 0 10 0
95 2 7 0 1 0 10 0
96 3 7 0 1 0 10 0
97 4 7 0 1 0 10 0
98 5 7 0 1 0 10 0
99 6 7 0 1 0 10 0
100 7 7 0 1 0 10 0
101 8 7 0 1 0 10 0
102 9 7 0 1 0 10 0
103 10 7 0 1 0 10 0
104 11 7 0 1 0 10 0
105 12 7 0 1 0 10 0
106 13 7 0 1 0 10 0
107 14 7 0 1 0 10 0
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TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of  No of No. of
Lot. Allotment  Section. Are&
Trfee }sr
done.
A. E. P. L a,
108 15 7 0 1 0 10 0
109 16 7 0 1 0 10 0
110 17 7 0 1 0 10 0
111 18 7 0 1 0 10 0
112 19 7 0 1 0 10 0
113. 20 7 0 1 0  10 0
114 1 8 0 .1 0  10 0
115 2 8 0 1 0  10 0
116 3 8 0. 1 0 10 0
117 4 8 0 1 0  10 0
118 5 8 0 1 0  10 0
119 6 8 0 1 0  10 0
120 7 8 0 1 0 10 0
121 8 8 0 1 0  10 0
122 9 8 0 1 0  10 0
123 10 8 0 1 0 10 0
124 11 8 0 1 0 10 0
125 12 8 0 1 0  10 0
126 13 8 0 1 0 10 0
127 14 8 0 1 0 10 0
128 15 8 0 1 0 10 0
129 16 8 0 1 0 10 0
130 17 8 0 1 0 10 0
131 18 8 0 1 0 10 0
132 19 8 0 1 0 10 0
133 20 8 0 1 0 10 0
134 1 9 0 1 0  10 0
135 2 9 0 1 0  10 0
136 3 9 0 1 0  10 0
137 4 9 0 1 0 10 0
138 5 9 0 1 0 10 Q
139 6 9 0 1 0 10 d
140 7 9 0 1 0 10 0
TOWN  LOTS-eontiuued.
No. of  No. of I No. Of
Lox. Allotment  Section.
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
Area.
Price per
Acre.
A.  IL P. E a.
8 9 0 1 0 10 0
9 9 0 1 0 10 0
10 9 0 1 0 10 0
11 9 0 1 0 10 0
12 9 0 1 0 10 0
13 9 0 1 0 10 0
14 9 0 1 0 10 0
15 9 0 1 0 10 0
16 9 0 1 0 10 0
17 9 0 1 0 10 0
18 9 0 1 0 10 0
19 9 0 1 0 10 0
20 9 0 1 0 10 0
1 10 0 2 0 10 0
2 10 020 100
3 10 0 2 0 10 0
4 10 0 2 0 10 0
5 10 0 2 0 10 0
6 10 0 2 0 10 0
7 10 0 2 0 10 0
8 10 0 2 0 10 0
9 10 0 2 0 10 0
10 10 0 2 0 10 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this thirtieth day
of October,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Authority :  JAYSS 0. BEAL,  Government Printer, Wiliam street, Brisbane.
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By ML Excellency Sir ANTHONY M rso R SV
Knight Grand C. oss of the . l us.
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. M i-
A. MUSGRAVE, Chael  a- d St. George, Gov ernoi
Governor.  and Commander-in-Cl,ief of the
Colony of Queensland and itis
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested,
and in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following lots of
Land will beoffered  for sale  by Public Auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively. (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that the Town
and Suburban Lots in the Town Reserves of North
Caloundra, Emerald, Gatton, Laidley, and Aubigny,
which may remain unsold, shall, at and after Eleven
o'clock on the day following sash Auction, and for
one month subsequent to the day of Sale, be open
to Selection  by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged cevrding to the scale estalydished by the
Act  and Regulation.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,BRISBANE,
ON Tur aDAY ,  THE 22ND DAY OF DECBWBE$, 1885.
No of  (  No. of No. of Price per
Lot. (Allotment Section . Axes. Acre.
SUBUt $ AN Lots.
County of Cannin , parish of Bribie, town of
North Caloundra.
(Situated north of portion 13a.)
A. R. P. £ s.
1 1 JA 2 2 13 30 0
2 2 1A 2 0 33 30 0
3 3 1A 2 2 20 30 0
4 4 lA 2 220 30 0
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8UBUkBAA  LOTS - continued.
No. of No. of 1 No. of
Lot. Allotment  Section.
1
Area. Price perAcre.
A. B. P. S.
3 0 0  30 0
8 0 0 30 0
3 0 0  30 0
3 0 0  30 0
2 3 6 30 0
3 1 25 30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0 30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0  30 0
2 0 0  30 0
2 0 0  80 0
2 0 0  30 0
2 0 0  30 0
3 0 32 30 0
3 0 32 30 0
3 232  30 0
1 3 31  30 0
2 130 30 0
3 0 14 30 0
1 3 20  30 0
I 2 3 27
30 0
1 3 8  30 0
2 1 33 30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0 30 0
4 2 0  30 0
4 2 0 30 0
4 2 0 30 0
4 2 0 30 0
4 2 0 30 0
4 9 0  30 0
4 2 0 30 0
3 0 28 30 0
4 3 23 30 0
5 0 0 30 0
5 0 0 30 0
4 8 39 30 0
2 330 30 0
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No. of
Lot.
SUBURBAN LOTS -- continued.
No. of
Allotment
A. 1. P.
3 2 16
3 0 11
2 025
3 3 14
4 3 38
4 3 38
4 338
4 3 39
4 3 37
4 3 36
4 3 37
4 3 38
4 3 39
2 2 8
4 1 5
No. of
Allotment
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, EMERALD,
ON TUE9 DAT, THE 22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1885.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
section.
No. ofSection.
Area.
Area.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Denison,  parish of Selma,  town of
Emerald.
(Fronting Anakie street.)
A. R. P. £ 8.
1 f 5 1 0 2 0 1 10 0
(Fronting Opal street.)
3 6 3 0 2 0 10 0
(With  frontages to Theresa,  Retro, and Yamala
streets.)
4 ]
5 2
6 3
7 4
8 5
9 6
10 7
]1 8
12 9
13 10
14 11
15 12
0 3 5
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 3 0
0 2 36
0 220
Price
per Acre.
a :.
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
30 0
Price per
Acre.
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
(With frontages to Ruby, Analde, Theresa, and
Yamala  streets.)
16 1 15 0 2 0 10 0
17 2 15 0 2 0 10 0
18 3 15 0 2 0 10 0
19 4 15 0 2 0 10 0
20 5 15 0 2 0 10 0
21 6 15 0 2 0 10 0
22 7 16 0 2 0 10 0
23 8 15 0 2 0 10 0
24 9 15 0 2 0 10 0
25 10 15 0 2 0 10 0
26 12 15 0.2 0 10 0
(With  frontages to Theresa , Opal,  and Yamala
streets.)
0 3 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 2 0 10 0
0 2 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 3 0 10 0
0 2 0 10 0
0 2 0 10 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1885.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Allotment  Section,
-1 -1
Ares. Price perAcre.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton, town of
Gatton.
(With frontages to East, Spencer,  and North
streets.)
A. R. P. £ a.
1  1 16 0 2 0 12 0
2 2 16 0 2 0 12 0
3 3 16 0 2 0 12 0
4 4 16 0 2 0 12 0
5 5 16 0 2 0 12 0
6 6 16 0 2 0 12 0
7 7 16 0 2 0 12 0
8 8 16 0 2 0 12 0
9 9 16 0 1 264 12 0
10 18 16 0 2 0 12 0
11 19 16 0 2 0 12 0
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
(With frontages to Wil liam street.)
6 17 0 2 0 12 0
7  17 0 2 0 12 0
8 17 0 2 0 12 0
(With  frontages to Spencer street.)
2 18 0 2 94 12 0
3 18 0 1 23 12 0
4 18 0 2 202 12 0
5 18 0 1 34 12 0
Parish of Laidley, town of Laidley.
(With frontages  to Swamp and Bremer streets.)
V
1 0 2 0
1 0 2 0
1 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 1 34
3 0 1 34
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 2 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 012 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
(With frontages to Bremer and Church  streets.)
42
43
4445
46
47
4849
50
51
52
2 4
3 4
4 4
5 4
6 4
8 4
9 4
3 5
4 5
5 I 5
7 6
0 3 37 12 0
1 0 114 12 0
1  025-2L 12 0
1 0 391 12 0
0 3 274 12 0
0 3 2 12 0
0 229 12 0
0 3 21 12 0
0 2 26 12 0
0 2 26 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
(With  frontages  to Church  and Frome streets.)
53 2 6 0 2 0 12 0
54 5 6 0 2 0 12 0
55 9 6 0 2 0 12 0
(With frontages to Mort and Short  streets.)
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
3 15 0 2 0
4 15 0 2 0
5 15 0 2 0
6 15 0 2 0
7 15 0 2 0
2 16 0 2 0
3 16 0 2 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
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TOWN LO10 -- Coni n ued. SUBURBAN
LOTS--Continued.
llo of No .  of ( No. of Prloo
U,t. Allotment,  Seotton. Ares. per Aore.
so  at  ;  No. of No. of
Lot. J. fotmen seetton.
I Prier pwArea. Aero.
A. R. P. E  S. 2(With frontages to Mort and Short streets--con-
tinued. )
135
136
103
104
A. B. P.
2 3 18
2 3 18
e.
10 0
10 0
63
64
65
66
7
8
9
10
16
16
16
16
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
137
138
139
105
106
107
5 0 15
2 3 18
5 0 15
10 0
10 0
10 0
(With frontages to Short and Napier  streets.) SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO-
67 2 18 0 2 0 12 G WOOMBA,
68 3 18 0 2 0 12 0 ON TUESDAY, THE 22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1885.
69 4 18 0 2 0 12 0
70 7 18 0 3 8 12 0 We of No.  of Na of Priee per
71 8 18 0 3 8 12 0 Lot.  DL Seotioa Area. Aon.
72 9 18 0 3 8 12 0
73 10 18 0 3 8 12 0 A.  it.  P. £ a.
SUBURBAN LOTS. TOWN LOTS.
(Situated south of the town.) County of Aubigny, pariah of Drayton, town ofD t n74 1 36 6 1 14 10 0 ray .o
75  2 36 5 0 0 10 0 (Fronting Brisbane street.)
76  3 36 5 0 0 10 0 1 12 24  1  0 1 0 ( 25 0
77  4 36 6 0 0 10 0 Parish of Ramsay, town of Greenmount.
78  5 36 6 0 0 10 0
79  6 01 (With frontages to Railway and Hodgson streets.)36 5 0 0 0
80 7 36 5 0 0 10 0 2 1 J 2 1 1 23L 10 0
81  8 36 5 0 0 10 0 Parish of Westbrook, town of Aubigny.
82  9 36 5 0 0 10 0 (Situated between Selections 2237 and 2366, about
83 1 37 4 1 21 10 0 19 miles west of Toowoomba.)
84  2 37 4 0 2 10 0 3 2 1 0 2 0 8 085 3 37 3 223 10 0 4 3 1 0 2 0 8 086  4 37 5 0 0 10 0 5 4 1 0 2 0 8 087  5 37  5 0 0 10 0 6 5 1 0 2 0 8 088  6 37  5 0 0 10 0 7 6 1 0 2 0 8 089  1 38 2 1 1 10 0 8 7 1 0 2 0 8 090 2 38 2 1 17 10 0 9 8 1 0 2 0 8 091  3 38 2 020 10 0 10 9 1 0 2 0 8 092 4 38 1 2 27 10 0 11 1 2 0 2 4 8 093 5 38 1 2 29 10 0 12 2 2 0 2 0 8 094 6 38 1 137 10 0 13 3 2 0 2 0 8 095  8 38 5 0 0 10 0 14 4 2 0 2 0 8 096  9 38 5 0 0 10 0 1b 5 2 0 2 0  8 097 1 39 5 0 0 10 0 16 6 2 0 2 0 8 098 2 39 5 0 0 10 0 17 7 2 0 2 0 8 099 3 39 5 0 0 10 0 18 8 2 0 2 0 8 0100 4 39 5 0 0 10 0 19 9 2 0 2 0 8 0101 5 39 5 0 0 10 0 20 10 2 0 2 39 8 0102 6 39 5 0 0 10 0 21 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
(Situated north of the town.) 22 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
Portion. 23 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
103 23a ... 1 0 0 10 0 24 4 4 100 80
104 24a ... 1 0 0 10 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
105 25a ... 1 0 0 10 0 25 1 5 1 1 24 4 0
106 26a ... 1 0 0 10 0 . 26 2 5 1 113k 4 0
107 27a ... 1 0 0 10 0 27 3 5 3 0 0 4 0
108 28a  ... 1 0 0 10 0 28 4 5 3 0 0 4 0
109 29a ... 1 0 0 10 0 29 1 6 2 0 0 4 0
110 3 0 a ... 0 0 32 10 0 30 2 6 2 0 0 4 0
111 31a ... 6 2 5 10 0 31 3 6 2 0 0 4 0
112 32a ... 5 3 34 10 0 32 4 6 2 0 0 4 0
113 33a ... 5 1 22 10 0 33 1 7 3 1 3 4 0
114 34a ... 4 3 35 10 0 34 2 7 3 1 3 4 0
115 35a ... 5 0 37 10 0 35 3 7 4 238 4 0
116 36a ... 5 0 7 10 0 36 4 7 3 3 39 4 0
117 37a ... 5 0 7 10 0 37 1 8 4 0 0 4 0
118 38a ... 5 0 7 10 0 38 2 8  4 2 8k 4 0
119 39a ... 3 020 10 0 39 3 8 4 2 8" 4 0
120 40a ... 5 1 31 10 0 Portion.
(Situated east of the town.) 40 IA. ... I 2 0 2 1 4 0
121 46a ... 1 0 0 10 0 County of Churchill, parish of Taylor.
123 47a ... 1 0 0 10 0 (Situated on Murphy's Creek, near the town of
123 48a ... 1 0 0 10 0 g )
124  49a ... 1 0 0 10 0 41 61A ... 1 2 3 24 4 0
115 50a ... 1 0 0 10 0 Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government126 6la ... 1 0 0 10 0 this thirtieth day ofBrisbaneHouse
127 52a ... 0 3 17 10 0 ,, in the year of our Lord oneOctober
128 63a ... 6 0 3 10 0 , andthousand eight hundred and eighty-five129 54a ... 5 0 6 10 0 ,in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty a130 65a ... 6 0 3 10 0
reign.131
132
56a'57a ... 5 0105  016 10 010 0 By Command,
133 58a
...
... 3 1 11 10 0 C. B. DUTTON.
134 100 ... 2 3 18 10 0 GOD SAn Tsl Quux !
By Authority JAS 0. BuL ,  Government  Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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HIS Excellency the Governor,appoint
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
PINS HILL and
ALPHA
to be additional Polling Places for the Electoral District of Barcoo.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority : JAbas C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORLE REGIN.
No. 14.
An Act to Amend  "The Friendly Societies Act 1876."
[ASSENTED TO 3RD NOVEMBER, 1885.
WHEREAS it is desirable totransfer the duties of theoffice ofPreamble.Registrar of Friendly S cieties from the Registrar ofthe
Supreme  Court to the Registrar-General : Be it therefore enacted by
the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same,  as follows :-
1. So much of the eighth section of " The Friendly Societies Repeal of part of s.8
Act of  1876"as provides that the Registrar of the Supreme Court of 40 Vie., No. 13.
of Queensland shall be Registrar of Friendly Societies is hereby
repealed.
2. The Registrar-General of Queensland shall be Registrar  of Registrar-Generalto egi of
ribeendl y  Soci8y retieFriendly FSocieties .
F
s.
3. Forthwith after the passing of this Act the Registrar of Registrar  of Supreme
the, Supreme Court shall deliver to the Registrar-General all appli- Court t toRegistrar.
cations to register, register books, rules, and all other records, books, General.
and documents which are in the possession or custody of the Regis-
trar of the Supreme Court as Registrar of Friendly Societies.
4. This  Act may  be cited as  The Friendly  Societies Act Short itle.
1876  Amendment  Act of  1885."
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAG ESIMO NONO
VICTORI}E  REGIME.
No. 15.
An Act to make Provision for Regulating the Width of Streets and
Lanes and to prevent the Subdivision of Land in such a manner
as to be injurious to the Public Health.
[ASSENTED TO 3RD  NOVEMBER.,  1885.
W HEREAS it is desirable that provision should  be  'made for Preamble.
regulating the width of streets  and lanes  and for preventing
the undue subdivision of land : Be it enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-
lative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :-
1. In this Act the following terms shall have the  meanings set Interpretation.
against them respectively, that is to say-
" Street"-A road laid out on any plan of subdivision of
land or otherwise dedicated as a thoroughfare  and forming
the principal  means  or one of the principal  means of
access to any portion of land abutting upon it ;
" Lane "-A road laid out on any such plan or otherwise
dedicated as a thoroughfare and forming an additional
means of access to any portion of land abutting upon it,
to which there  is also access  by a street ;
" Suburban or Country Land "-Any land which, if it were
Crown land, would be suburban or country land within
the meaning of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ;"
174 11 Instrument "--
1574 49° VICTORIAJ, No. 15.
Undue  Subdivision  of Land Prevention Act.
Instrument "-Any deed or other instrument whereby any
land is conveyed, leased, released, transferred, or other-
wise dealt with.
Minimum width of 2. Every street laid out or dedicated after the passing of thissmstreets and lanes. Act shall be of the width of sixty-six feet at the least, and every lane
so laid out or dedicated shall be of the width of twenty-two feet at
the least.
Mode of enforce- 3. If any street or lane is laid out of a less width than thatwent. hereinbefore prescribed, it shall nevertheless be deemed and taken to be
of the prescribed width, and a space of thirty-three feet on each side of
the middle line of any such street and of eleven feet on each side of the
middle line of any such lane shall, by virtue of this Act, without any
further dedication thereof, be and become a portion of such street or
lane.
Registrar  of Titles to 4. If any plan of subdivision of land is lodged at the office of
enforce this  Act. the Registrar of Titles showing a street or lane laid out contrary to
the provisions of this Act, the Registrar of Titles shall take notice of
and give effect to the provisions of the last preceding section with
respect to any land abutting upon any such street or lane which shall
thereafter be transferred under the provisions of  " The Real Property
Act of  1861."
Dwelling-houses not 5. It shall not be lawful to erect a dwelling-house fronting ato be erected within
certain distance of lane laid out after the passing of this Act at a less distance than
lanes. thirty-three feet from the middle line of such lane, or to use as a
dwelling-house any building erected after the passing of this Act, and
being at a less distance than thirty-three feet from the middle line of
a lane, unless in either case the building is at the corner of a street
and a lane.
Houses so erected or 6. If any building is erected or used contrary to the provisions
used to be deemed
nuisances. of the last preceding section, such building shall be deemed to be a
nuisance within the meaning of Part V. of  " The Health Act of
1884," and may be dealt with accordingly.
Plan of  subdivision 7. A registered proprietor of any suburban or country land
of land to be lodged
with Registrar of held under the provisions of  "The Beal Property Act of 1861," who
Titles in all cases. desires to transfer or otherwise deal with part of such land shall deposit
with the Registrar of Titles a map or plan showing the proposed division
of the land, and the area of each portion thereof after division, and
being in other respects in conformity with the provisions of the one
hundred and twentieth section of the said Act relating to maps and
plans deposited under the provisions of that section.
Map showing undue  8. After the passing of this Act it shall not be lawful to
subdivision not to be deposit with the Registrar of Titles any map or plan of subdivision ofreceived except in
certain cases. suburban or country land held under the provisions of  " The Real
Property Act of  1861," in which any allotment or portion of such land
is shown as of a less area than sixteen perches, unless such map or plan
is deposited with, and for the purpose of the registration of, one of the
instruments following, that is to say-
(1) An instrument executed in pursuance of an agreement in
writing made before the passing of this Act ;
(2) A. transfer or lease of land to the owner of land adjoining
the land transferred or leased ;
(3) A transfer of land to Her Majesty or any person on
behalf of Her Majesty or on account of the Public
Service ; (4) A
49° VICTORII E, No. 15. 1575
Undue Subdivision  of Land  Prevention Act.
(4) A transfer of land to or by the council of a municipality
or board of a division ;
(5) A lease for a term of less than ten years.
9. After the passing of this Act it shall not be lawful to  Intrument. to give
register any instrument dealing with any allotment or portion  of effect to undue
subdivision not to b*
suburban or country land which is of a less area than sixteen perches , registered.
unless in one of the cases following, that is to say-(1) When the instrument is a Deed of Grant from Her
Majesty ;
(2) When the instrument is executed in pursuance of an
agreement in writing made before the passing of this
Act, and such agreement is produced to the Registrar
of Titles at the time of registration, and the date of
making the agreement is proved to his satisfaction ;
(3) When the land is not held under the provisions of  11 The
Beal Property Act of  1861," and is the whole of a
portion of land which has been conveyed to the person
by whom the instrument is executed, or his predecessors
in title, by an instrument executed before the passing of
this Act or in pursuance of an agreement in writing
made before the passing of this Act and registered in
conformity with its provisions ;
(4) When the instrument  is an  application to bring such a
portion of land as lastly described under the provisions
of  " The Beal Property Act of  1861;"
(5) When the land comprised in the instrument is the whole
iof the land comprised in
(a) A Deed of Grant, or
(b) A Certificate of Title registered before the passing
of this Act, or
(c) A Certificate of Title registered after the passing
of this Act in one of the cases hereinbefore in
this section mentioned ;
(6) When the land comprised in the instrument is the whole
of the land comprised in a subdivision delineated on a
map or plan of subdivisions, lodged with the Registrar-
General or Registrar of Titles before the passing of this
Act, for the purpose of the transfer of one or more of
the subdivisions comprised in such map or plan ;
(7) When the land comprised in the instrument is the whole
residue of the land comprised in any such instrument
as hereinbefore in this section mentioned after the regis-
tration of any such conveyance or transfer of portion
thereof  as is  by this section permitted ;
(8) When the instrument is a conveyance or transfer of
land to Her Majesty or any person on behalf of Her
Majesty or on account of the public service ;
(9) When the instrument is a conveyance or transfer of
land to or by the council of a municipality or board of
a division ;
(10) When the instrument is a conveyance, mortgage, transfer,
or lease of land to the owner of land adjoining the land
dealt with by the instrument ;
(11) When the instrument is a lease or assignment of a
lease for a term of less than ten years and not containing
an agreement for renewal.
The provisions of this section do not apply to instruments
dealing with  easements  only. 10. It
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Instruments for
undue subdivision
of land prohibited.
Power to suspend
operation of Act.
Penalty  for offences
against and evasions
of Act.
Mode  of prosecution.
10. It shall not be lawful to execute any instrument which by
this Act is forbidden to be registered.
the operation of the Act or any part thereof with respect to any part
of the municipality or division which is used principally for business
purposes and not for purposes of residence.
11. The Governor, at the request of the council of a munici-
pality, or board of a division, may, by Order in Council, and subject
to such conditions as may be imposed by the Order in Council, suspend
12. Any person who offends against, or evades ,  or attempts to
evade, any of the provisions  of this Act  shall  be  liable  to a penalty not
exceeding one hundred pounds.
13. Any offence against this  Act may be  prosecuted in a
summary way before any two justices.
Short itle. 14. This Act may be cited as  The Undue Subdivi8ion of
Land Prevention Act of  1885."
By Authority  :  James C. Brix .,  Government  Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
Supplement to the Queensland Government Gazette, Thursday, 5th November,  1885.-- No. 84.
QnunsIanb,
ANNO QUADRAG ESIMO NONO
VICTORILE REGIN.
An Act to Enable the Trustees for the time being of the Will of Ann
Eliza Noble,  deceased,  to sell  and dispose of certain Trust
Property comprised therein.
ASSENTED  TO 3RD NOVEMBER, 1885.
HEREAS Ann Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich, in the Colony  of Preamble.
r 1' Queensland, Widow, by her Will dated the fifteenth day of
October, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, gave and
devised all her real and personal estate, property,  effects , and things
whatsoever and wheresoever unto Frederick Henry Browne and Enoch
Bostock, of Ipswich aforesaid, their executors and administrators,
upon trust as to those two pieces of land situated in the said Colony,
in the county of Stanley, and parish of Toombul, containing  respec-
tively thirty acres and thirty-four  acres , be the same a little more or
less, being allotments five and six of portion five, to receive the rents
and profits thereof for three years after the said Testatrix's death, and
at the expiration of that period to permit and suffer Ann Eliza
iquet, wife of John Peter Niquet, to use and occupy,  possess and
enjoy the said lands, and to use the rents and profits thereof for
her sole and separate use and benefit, and free from the debts
control, interference, or engagements of any husband, for the
term of her natural life, and at her decease  upon  trust for such of the
children of the said Ann Eliza Niquet as should attain the age of
twenty-one years, or should die under that age leaving lawful issue,
his, her, or their heirs  and assigns  for ever, if more than one, as
tenants
1578  49° VICTORIA.
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tenants in common : And whereas the said Will contained no trust
or power for the sale or conversion of the said described lands and
hereditaments during the life of the said Ann Eliza Niquet : And
whereas the said Testatrix died on or about the tenth day of March,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five, without having altered
or revoked her said Will, which was duly proved in the Supreme
Court of Queensland on the fifth day of May, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, by the said Frederick Henry Browne and
Enoch Bostock, they being the executors named in the said Will :
And whereas the said described lands and hereditaments are unim-
proved and in their present state unproductive : And whereas it is
expedient that the said described lands and hereditaments should be
sold and converted into money, and that such moneys should be
invested and held by the Trustees for the time being of the said Will
upon the same trusts  as are  in the said Will mentioned concerning
the said lands : And whereas it is desirable that the necessary power
in that behalf should be conferred upon the said Trustees : Be it
therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in this present Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same as follows, that is to say:-
Power to Trustees to 1. It shall be lawful for the said Frederick Henry Browne and
sell. Enoch Bostock or other the Trustees or Trustee for the time being of
the said Will of the said Ann Eliza Noble (hereinafter called " the
said Trustees "), at their or his discretion, to sell and dispose of the
whole or any part or parts of the said described lands and heredita-
ments.
Mode of sale. 2. It shall be lawful for the said Trustees in their discretion to
exercise  such power of sale by selling such lands and hereditaments
either together or in lots, and either by public auction or private con-
tract, or by both such modes of sale, and either for cash or on credit,
or partly for cash and partly on credit.
On special conditions 3. It shall be lawful for the said Trustees to insert any special
if necessary .
or other stipulations in any conditions for sale or contract for sale, as
they shall think fit, and also to buy in such lands and hereditaments
or any part thereof at any sale by auction, and to rescind or vary any
contract for sale and to resell the said lands and hereditaments which
shall be so bought in,  or as  to which the contracts shall be so rescinded,
without being responsible for any loss which may be occasioned
thereby.
Application of 4. The said Trustees shall stand possessed of the  money to
purchase money. arise from  any such sale or  sales  upon trust, in the first place, to pay
the costs, charges, and expenses of any such sale  or sales , in the second
place, to pay the costs, charges, and expenses of and attending the
applying for, obtaining, and passing of this Act ; and, in the next
place, to pay off or discharge all rates and taxes due and owing in
respect of the said lands and hereditaments ; and, as to the residue of
such moneys, upon trust to invest the same in their names at interest
upon the security of Government stock funds or securities, or upon
first mortgage of real property, or upon fixed deposit in any bank
in the said Colony ; and to stand possessed of the said securities, and
of the interest and annual produce thereof, upon and for the same
trusts, intents, and purposes  as are  in the said Will contained with
respect to the said lands and hereditaments and the annual profits and
produce thereof.
5. On
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5. On every such sale as aforesaid the receipts in writing of the TmBtees' receipts to
said Trustees for any money which may become payable for the purchase be good discharge..
of any ]ands and hereditaments sold under the provisions hereinbefore
contained shall be good and sufficient discharges to the purchaser or
purchasers thereof, and he or they shall not be bound or required to
see to the application, nor be affected by the misapplication or non-
application thereof.
6.. This Act may be cited as  61 The Noble Estate Enabling short title.
Act."
By Authority :  JAMES C .  B$AL, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-K ILLARNEY BRANCH.
[No. 85.
ON  and after  MONDAY,  21st September,  1885, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Height
from  from of
Brisbane .  Junction .  Formation
stations.11
Mixed .  Mixed.
feet .  A.M. p.m.
166 ... 1497 WABwIc  ... ...  depart 10.0 4.40
167 1 1490  K illarney Junction  ...  10.5 4.45
172 4 1670 Hermitage  ... ... ...  D 10.27 D 6.7
173 6  a lencairn .. ... ... D 10.40 D 5.20
174 7 1552 Swan Creek  ... ...  10.44 5.24
177 10 1696 Mount Start  ... ...  11.1 5'41
180 12 1699 Yangan  ... ... ...  11.13 6153
181 14  ...  Rockbrae  ... ... ...  D 11.19 D 5.69
183 16 1668 Emu Vale  ... ... ...  11.83 6'13
186 19 1653 Ryan's Siding  ... ...  11.45 6'25
190 23 1690 Farm Creek  ... ..  12.0 6.90
195 28 1691 KILLARNEY ... arrive 12.20 7'0
i
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height
from of stations.  Mixed.
Killarney .  Formation.
feet. a.m.40* 1691 KILLABUY ... ... ...  depart 7.15
6 1690 Farm Creek  ... ... ... ...  7.33
9 1653 Ryan's Siding ...  7.48
12 1668 Emu Vale ... ... ... ... 8.5
14  ...  Rookbrae  ... ... ... ...  D 8.16
15 1699 Yangan  ... ... ... ...  8.22
38 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... ... ... 8.34
2 3  1652 Swan Creek  ... ... ... ...  8.51
22 Glencairn  ... ... ... ...  D 8.55
28 1570 Hermitage  ... ... ...  D 9.8
28 1490  K illarney Junction  ... ..  9.28
29 149 7  WARWICK ... ... ... arrive 9.33
Mixed.
p.m.
1.15
1.33
1.48
2.5
D 2'16
2.22
2.34
2.51
D 2.56
D 3.8
3.28
8.38
(D.) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers wishing
to alight  should  give due notice to Guard.  No persons .xoept intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  15th September ,  188$. Commissioner for Bailways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC  TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AN t) RACECOURSE BRAN CHES.
ON and  after  SUNDAY,  20th September,  1885,  the following Time Table will come into operationuntil further notice :-
flee! Stati•na.
UP TRAINS-DAILY-- EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
I
am. p.m.  P.M.P.M.p.m. p.m. P.M.Ssxnekrz ..depart 100 116 4.16 616 ... 616 ai 30
2 Cabbage -tree ... ...  a a a a ... a a
4 Nudges  ... ...  10-10 1125 4.25 6.25 AS 8.40
6 Toombul  ... ...  a a a s a a
7 Nnndah  ... ...  10.18 1.33 4.33 5.33 8'3 8.0 5 AS
8 Junction ... ... 10.23 137 4.38 5.38 6.4 6.40 8.63
9 Lutwyche ... ... 10.27 1.41 442 5.42  68  6.44 8.57
9 Albion  ... ... ...  10.30 1.44 4.48 5••16 8.11 8.47 9.0
10 Mayne ... ... .. 10.33 1.47 4.60 5.50 6.14 6.50 9.3
11 Bowen Hills ... ... a a a a a a a
11 Exhibition ... ... 10.36 1.52 4.55 5.65 6.19 8.56 9.7
12 Normanby .. ... 10.40 1.65 5.0 6.0 6.24  7-0 9-10
13 Batsaaxs ... arrive 1045 2.0 6.5 8.5 8.30 7.5 9.15
DOWN  TRAINS - SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles  stations.
a.m. am.
BSISBkss  ...depart 9.0 10.0
1 Normanby  ... ...  9.4 10.4
2 Exhibition  ... ...  9.8 108
2 Bowen Hills ... ... a a
8 Mayne  ... ...  9.13 1013
4 Albion  ... ... ...  9,16 10.16
4 Lutwyche  ... ...  9.18 1020
6 Junction  ... ...  9.22 1024
6 Nundah  ... ... 9.27 1030
7 Toombul  ... ...  a a
9 Nudges  9.36 10.38
11 Cabbage-tree ... . a a
13 SANnOATE  ...  arrive 9.46 10-48
Sat. Bat.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
5.15 7.15 9.26 ... ...
5.19 7.19 9.29 ... ..,
5.23 7.23 8-33
a aAS518 7128 9.38
5.31 7.31 9 41
5.34 7.35 9.45
5.38 740 9.50
5.43 7.46 8-55
a a a5-50 AS 10-3
a a a
6.0 8.5 10.13
down(a)when  required. byysignalPassengerspassengers, andwill set them Nora .- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.wishing to &Ught should give Nora ,  kkets may be purchased at all Stations and  Gates on
due notice to guard.  Saturday,  available  for  Sunday only.
M. Stations.  Mixed
R.m.
SaivnoATE dep. 6.43
2 Cabbage -tree ... a
4 Nudges  ... ...  6153
6 Toombul ... a
7 Nundah ...  arr. 7.1
... Becrcousss dep.
... 8 agate Road ar.
8 Junction ...  dep. 7.5
9 Lutwyche ... 7.9
9 Albion  ... ...  712
10 Mayne  ...  7.15
11 Bowen Hills ... a
11 Exhibition  ...  7.20
Normanby  ...  7.23
13 Bsrassivs arr. 7.28
Miles Stations.
... BYI8EAxs  ...depart
Normanby ... ...
2 Exhibition .. ...
2 Bowen  Hills ... ...
3 Mayne ... ...
4 Albion ... ...
4 Lutwyche .
5 Junction  ...  arrive
Sandgate Road depart
68 I Hendry
Racscousas  ...  arrive
Junction  ...depart
6 Nundah ... ...
7 Toombul ..
9 Nudges
...
11 Cabbage-tree... ...
13 1 SANDSATZ ... arrive
Pas. Pas . 'Ezpr's  Mixed Pas. Mixed Pas. Mixed  Mixed Mixed only .  Pas. Pea . Mixed only. Pas.
a.m. a.m. am .  A.M. am. P.M.P.M.P.M. p.m. P-=88  9.0 ... 11.0 ... 1.15 ... 8.15 ..
a ... ... a ... a ... a ...
8118 ... ... 11.10 ... 1.21 ...  8.86
I
...
8"26 ... ... 11.18 ... 1.98  ...  3.33 ...
pm. p.m . P.M. P.M.p.m. p.m.
4.10 518 6.28  ... 7.30 10-10
a a a ... A a430 638 6.88 ... 7.40 1020
1x28
5
48
846 ...  7-a48  100.28
8.101 ... ...  10,10  ...  12.5 ... 8.10 ... $10  ... ... ... 7.0 ...
a ... ... a ... a ... a  ...  a ... ... ... a ...
a ... ... a ... a ... a  ...  a ... ... ... a ...
8.17  e8,30  ... 1025 11.33 12.18 138  2-20  3.40 40 41 88-21  e 1029 11.27 12.22 1.42 2.24 3.44 4.4 *37
8.24 8 36 911 10-33  11.30 12.26  1-46  2.27 3.47  41  4.408-27 s8-38  ... 1036 11.33 12.28 1.48 2.30 3.51 4.10 4.41
a e ... a a a a a a a a
8.32  e  8.42 ...  10-41 11.37 12.33 1.52 2.36 3.66 4.16 4x49
8.35  e  10-45 11.40  12-381 .65 $•40 4.0 4.80 4.53
8.40 8.50 9.35 1050  11.45 1243  2-0  246 46 4'25 458
a ... ... a ...
141 ... ..r 345 ...
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.Bat.
Mixed  MixedMixedMixed Mixed Mix Pas .  only .  lied  Mixed Pas. Pas .  Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
am. s.m. am.
6.40 7.35 9.10
6.43 7.38 9.14
0.48 743 9.18
a a a
S.M.
10.0
10.3
10.7
a
6.53 748 9.26 10-13
6.56 761 9.27 10.16
7.0 7.66 9.30 1019
7.5 8.0 9.86 10-23
a
UP TRAINS-•SUNDAYS ONLY.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
12 56 2.30 4.16
1.0 2.34 4.19
1.5 2.38 4.23
a a a
1.11 2.43 4.28
1.15 2.46 4.31
1.20 2.50  4-34
1.25  2-55  4.38
1.33 3.0 4.43
a a
1.41 3.8
a a
1.51 3.20 ...
am. p.m.  p.m. p.m .  P.m. p.m.  P.M. P.M. pin- p.m .  P.M. p.m.
11.20 12.16 1.10 1.35  2-15 3-10  4.81 5.26 6.47  8.25 9.15  11-10
11.21 12.19 1.14 1.39 2.19 3.14 4.34 6111 6.51 6.29 8-19  11-13
11.29 12.23 1-19 1.43 2.84 3-19 4.39  6.33 5.66  8.83 9.23 11-18
a a a a a a a a a a a a
11.33 18.88 1.23 1.48 2.30 3.23 4.44 5.38 6.0 8.38 9.28  11-23
11.38 12.31 1.26 1.51 8.33 3.26 4.47 5.41 6.3 8.41 8-31 11.28
11-41  12.36 1.81  1-54  2.36 8.31 4.51 6.45 8.7 6.44 8-35 11.90
1146 ... 1.35 11 8  8-39 3.35 4.56 6.60 6.18 8.60 8-34 11.35
a ... a
a ... a
8.a6  9-45  ... 11.55
7.6 ... ...
7.11 ... ... 1028
719 ... ... 10-36
a ... ... a
7.29. .... ... 10-45
5.61 6.51 7.8  7-53 10-33
5.56 6.65 7.12 7.57 1037
5.68 8.58 7.15  8.0 10-40
8.0 7.1 7.18 8.3 1043
8.6 7.5 7.23  8-7  10-476-9  7.9 7.88 8.11 1051
8.13 7.13 7.33 8.16 10-65
... 8.18 ...
12-40  ... 1.59 2.40 ... 457 5.61 ... 6.51 11.36
12.48 ... 2.4 8.46 ... 6.2 5.56 ... 6.66 9.43 11.41
a ... a ... a a ... a a a
12.555 ... 2.11 2 62 ... 510 8.4 ... 7.4 9.50 11.49
a ... a a ... a a ... a a a
1-5  ... 2.21 8.2 ... 5.20 6.14 7.14 10.0 11.69
(a) Train stops  by signal to take on  passengers ,  and will set them
down  when required ,  Passengers  wishing to alight should give
due notice  to Guard.
(e) Up Train leaving Sandgate at 8.8 a.m. will stop at stations
between Junction and Brisbane to set down passengers from sta-
tions beyond Junction only.
NOTE .- On Saturdays only.
The Train timed to leave Brisbane at 12.15 p.m .  will leave at  12-22  p.m.
The Train timed to leave Racecourse at 12.6 p.m. will make a trip to Nundah ,  and reach Brisbane at 18.48 p.m.
F. CUBNOW,
Brisbane, 15th  September , 1885.  Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
ON and after MONDAY, 21st September, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operation
until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Height of' Miles
form .  level from
above h.w. Stanleystreet.
stations. Passenger.
feet. a.m.
21 STANLEY STREBT depart 5.25
31 1 Wooloongabba ... ... 5.29
20 3 Fairfield... ... ... A
40 3 Yeronga ... .. ... A
34 4 South Coast Junction ...
Softstone  Pocket
5.47
D
78 6 S.  Bars .  JUNCTION arrive 6.55
Height of miles
form .  level from
above h .w. s nrisb.Jnno.
Stations.
5.39
5.43
t
Goods.
M ixed .  Mixed .  Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
.  9-20  12.10 8.15 6.26
7'30 9.24 12.14 3.19 6'29
A  7-40  A 9.35 A 12.25 A 3'29 A 6.39
A 7.44  A 9.38  A 12.2  A 3.33 A 6'43
A  7-48 9.42  12-32  3.37 6.47
D D D D D
7.66 9.50 12 .40 3.46 6.55
DOWN TRAINS.
t
Goods.
feet. a.m.
78 ... S. Bills. JUNCTIoN depart  6-15
Softstone Pocket ... D
34 2 South Coast Junction ... 6-23
40 3 Yeronga ... ... ... A  6-27
20 4 Fairfield... ... ... A 6.30
31 5 Wooloongabba ... 6-40
21 6 STANLEY STREET arrive
p.m. p.m.
4.30 5.254-34  5.29
A 4.44 A 5'39
A  4-48 A 6.43
4.52 6'47
4.59 5.53
D 5.3 D 5.67
5'10  6-4
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should  go  on  those
platforms.
(t) Carriage to be attached for conveyance  of passengers  at their  own risk.
Passenger. Mixed.
t
Goods.
F. OURNOW,
a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
8.15 10.50 1.15 4.10 7'20
D D D D D
8.23 10'58 1.25 4.18 71 8
A 8.27 A 11.3 A 1'30 A 4-21 A  7-32
A 8.30 A 11.6 A 1.34 A 4.24 A 7.358-41  11.16 1.45 4.34  7-46
8'45 11.20 - 4'40 7'50
Brisbane , 15th September,  1885 .  Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
ALTERATION OF TIME TABLE-SOUTH COAST LINE.
OPENING OF LOGAN VILLAGE EXTENSION-SOUTH COAST LINE.
ON and after MONDAY, 26th October, Trains will run as follows
UP TRAINS.
M. stations .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
... STANLEY ST. dep.
1 Wooloongabba ...
3 Fairfield ... ...
3 Yeronga ... ...
4 South Coast Junct.
51 hocklea ... ...
6  i Salisbury ...
Cooper' s Plains
Sunnybank
Runcorn ...
S ring Creek
8
9
11
12
17 ' Kingston ...
a.m.
9.0
9.4
A 9.14
A 9.18
9'22
9'29
D 9.33
9.40
9.45
D 9.54
D 10.0
... D 10.15
18 Loganlea ... ..
20 Bethania Junction
10-24
10'33 10.35
DOWN TRAINS.
M. Stations.  Mixed . Mixed.  Mixed .  Mixed.
.. BEENLEIGH
2 Holmview
3 Hawthorne
A.M.
dep. 6.45
... A 6.50
D6'53
... LoGAN VILu dep.
Buccan .. ...
Waterford ...
a.m.
Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
... 2.15
... A 2.20
D 2.23
9.50 11.30
D  9-57 D 11.37
10.14 11.54
BethaniaJunct. arr. 6-57 10-235-15 6-9  4
D 5.24 D 6'18 6
D 5.30 D 6.24 7
D 5.45 D 6.89 12
5.54 -48 136-3  6.57 15
22 Waterford ... ... 10.44 ... 7.6
26 Buccan .. ... ... D 11.1 ... 7.23
27 LoGAN PILL.  arr. ...  11-8  ... 7'30
Loganlea ... ... 7-6
Kingston . ... D 7-15
Spring Creek ... D 7.30
Runcorn ... D 7'37
Sunnybank ... 7'45
Cooper' s Plains  ... 7.50
Salisbury ... ... D 7.67
Rocklea  ... ...  8.1
South Coast Junet. 8-8
Yeronga ... ... A 8.12
Fairfield ... ... A 8-15
Wooloongabba ... 8-26
STANLEY ST .  arr. 8'30
16
18
19
20
21
21 Hawthorne ... D 10-36 ... D 6.6 ... 21
22 Holmview ... A 10.40 ... 6'10 ... 23
24 ,  BEENLEIGH  arr. 10 '45 ' ... 6'15 ... 24
1.13 3.38
B 1.17 A 3.42
s 1.21 A 3.46
1.30 8.55
1'36  4-0
(A.) Trains  stop by  signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required . Passengers wishing to
alight should  give due notice  to Guard.
(D.) Train stops  to pick  up passengers  on drivers observing  passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing
to alight should  give due notice to  Guard .  No persons  except intending  passengers should go on these
platforms.
(E.) Train stops to set down passengers, who should give due notice to the Guard.
The times  shown thus  (A 9-14)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane ,  24th October, 1885.
12.3 2.27
1212 2.36
D 12.21 D 2.45
D 12'36 D 3-0
D 12'42 D 3.7
12.50 3.15
12.56 3'20
D 1.3 D 3-27
... 1.7 3'31
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
ON and after  MONDAY,  21st SEPTEMBER ,  1888,  the following Time  Table  will  come into
UP TRAINS . BRISBANE, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
58
a.m. a.m . I  a.m. noon. I p.m.
BBISBANTr  ...  depart  ... ...  5.50 .., 3.40
For Times at Stations between Bri sbane and Ipswich, see Suburban Time Table.
65 84 IPSWICH £ arrive( depart
...
118 27 Karabin
104 S9 Walloon ... .
140 95 Rosewood ... ...
196 49 Western Creek .. ...
279 43 Ora*dehester 1
578
47
Victoria Tunnel ...
Hlbfiaelds ...
Harlaxton
336 1 Laidley ...301 Forest Sill ... ...
30  40 Gatton  ... ... ...
384 66 Grantham
462 71 lielidon ...
Cranley ... ...
W talla
788 82  Murphy 's Creek ...
1634" 91
2003 98
1931 101 TOOWOOMBA
1853 103
1717 105
4677 198
arrive
depart
I arrivedepart
arrive
depart
.. ... ...e
Cowrie Junction ...  arrive
1577 108 Gowrie Junction ...  depart  ...
1712 111 Charlton .,, ...
o17 k4 17  Westbro17
1514 124 Cambooya
Maoalister
Warm ..
191 Camp
Chinchilla
217 Camp
221 m .  Siding
1661 138 Greenmount
137 Nobby ... ...
1430 141 King 's Creek  ... ... ...
1434 143 Clifton  ... ... ... ...
1464 145 Clifton Collie ry  ...
152 Talgai  ... ...
1500 154 Hendon  ... ... ...
1588 157 D ouch ar ... ... ... ...
1459 161 Toolburra  ... ... ...
1472 163 Lyndhurst
1497 166 WARWICK { arri ve ..:depart
188 East Warwick
175 Limestone Quarry ... ...
179 Silverwood  ... ... ...
2408 188 Cherry Gully  ... ... ...
190 Maryland ... ...
2906 194 Dalveen ... ... ...
3004 199 Tbulimbah ...
2666 207 STANTHORPE  ...  arrive
1577
1464
1314
1257
1225
1122
1123
1075
1086
Stations.
t
Goods. Mixed. Mail.
T.P.O.
Mixed.
Mon., Thur.,
and Sat.
L.B.
Southern
Mail.
Passenger.
L.B.L.B.
108 Gowrie !unction ...  depart
113 Gowrie  ... ... ...
120 Oakey  ... ...
129 Jondaryan  ... ...
136 Bowenvi lle
149 Blaxland
152 DALBY  ... arrive
I depart
187
180
191
986 203
217
221
872 231
1067 248
1066 257
1020 271
988 281
1018 293
986 307
978 317
972 328
1064 329
1170 338
1169 344
1137 856
1113 370
1105 371
1249 381
1387 400
1443 410
Miles ...
arrive
depart1
1 arrivedepart
Drillham ... ...
Dulacca  ... ... ...
Charming
Yeulba f depart... arrive
Wallumbilla  Siding ...
Blythdale
BONA ... arrivedepart
Bungeworgorai
Hodgson
Brinsop ...
Muekadill s,
dmby
East Mitche ll
MITCHELL
w omalriia
Mungallala
DULBYDILLA
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
... arrive
Brieban9,  16N fttember , 1885.
.., 4.10
.., a 4.14
... d 446
... a 5.4
... 5.35
... a 5.50
... 6.15
... a 6.30
6.55
... 12.15
...
... a 12.26
... ... 12.42
... ... 1.5
...
a 1.22
a 1.51
... 1.59
2.19
... 2.6.4
... 3.26
d 3.50
4.19
... d 4.51
... d 6.5
... 5.47
a 611
8.44
... a 7.17
... 7.37
7.47
a 8.14
a 8.47
9.0 9.25
a 9.20 a 9.88
a 9.45 a 9.53
a 10.20 a 10.15
10.45 ... 10.30
10.55 ... 10.36
a 11.46 ... a 11.5
d 12.35 ,,, d 11.40
12.40 ... 11.45
1.40 ... 11.55d 2.20 ... d 12.25
3.35  ,,. 1.10
4.15  ... 135
p.m.
7.0 ... 5.0 ...
5.15 ...7.15 ...
... a 7.24  ...
7.33 ...
... 7.45 ...
a 7.57 ...
... 8.8
... 8.13 ...
,., a 8.28  ...
... 8.43 ...
... d 8.50 ...
... 9.5 ...
... a 9.17  ...
... 9.30 ...
... 9.40 ...
10.10 ...
... 10.48 ...
.., d 11.13  ...
... 11.25 ...
7.10 11.46 12.0
a 7.20 b 11.52 a 12.10
a 719  b 11.59 a 12.18
7.40 ... 12.30
d 7.50  ...  d 12.42
a 7.57  ...  a 12.48
a 8.10  ...  a 1'0
8.40 ... 1.20
8.45 ... 130
9.15 ... 155
d 9-30  ...  d 2.7
9.50 ... 2.26
10.0 ... 2.35
a 10.7  ...  a 2.41
a 10.28  ...  a 310
10.40 ... 3.7
a 10.51  ...  a 3.17
a 11.6 ... a 3'29
a 11.13 ... a 3.35
11.25 ... 3.50
a
5.35
5150
a
8.15
6120
a
6.50
d
7.22
a
7.50
8.5
8.35
9.12
d
9.50
5.28
6.5
6.35
6.5
7.35
9.38
...
...
5.10
... a 6.20
... a 6.28
... ...
... 5.40
a 5.55
... 6.20
... 6.45
... a 7.5
... a 7.41
... 7.60
1585
AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
operation until further notice : -
ROMA, DULBYDILLA,  WARWICK ,  AND STANTHORPE.
Stations.
DULBYDILLA ...
Mungallals
Woma ll ila
MITCHELL {
East Mitche ll  ...
Amby ... ..
Muckadills
Bri nsop ...
Hodgson . ...
Bungeworgorai
ROMA ...
Blythdale ...
Wallumbilla Siding
Yeulbe...
Channing
Dulacoa ...
Drillham
Miles ...
221 m .  Siding
217 Camp
Chinchilla
191 Camp
Warns
Maealiater
DALBY ...
Blaxland
Bowenville
Jondaryan
Oakey ...
depa rt
arrive
depart
t
Passenger.  Goods.
Mo., Thu.,
and Sat.
L.B.
am. a.m.
4.26
4.35
d 4.39
a 5.12
5.42
6.47
a 6.2
a 8.24
a 6.39
6.52
7.2
a 7.25
a 7-58
8.22
Mixed. Goods.
L.B.
p.m. a.m.
9.0 ...
9.50 ...
d 11.5 ...
... 1146 ...
... 12.45 ...
... a 11.40
2.30
... 2.40 ...
... a 3.5 ...
a 3.46 ...
arrive ...
depart ...
arrive
depart
arrive ...
depart ...l
arrive
depart
I
arrive
depa rt
Oowrie ..
Gowrie Junction ...
STANTHORPE
Thulimbah
Dalveen ...
Mary land
Cherry Gully
Silverwood
Limestone Quarry
East  Warwick
WARWICK
arrive
depart
... a 10.17  ... ... ... ... ...
... a 9.47 ... ... ... ... ... x .... s
... 10.5 ... ... ...
Southern
Mail.
L.B.
Mai.
T.P.O.
S.M.  a.m.
... 2.45
... 3.10
.., d 3.55
... ... 10.30  ... ... ..
... ... a 10.54 ... ... ...
... ... d 11.4  ... ... ... ... ...
arrive
departC
Lyndhurst ...
Toolburra ...
Deuchar ... ...
Hendon ... ...
Talgai ...
Clifton Colliery
Clifton
King 's Creek
Hobby
Greenmount
Cambooya
u.
a 11.25  ... ... ... ...
11.36 ... ... ...
.....
11.55
a 12.5
... a 12.12
... a 12.27
... 12.37
... A 12.42
depart
... 8.37
... ...  a 9.2
a 9.30
a 10.3
10.27
... ,., 10.32
d 10.54
d 11.5
...  11.40
d 12.7
... q 12.36
a 4.10 ...
4.30 ...
9.50 a 3.19 ... ... ... Soo
a 10.18  a  343  ... CDaiw  .0
° a 1.6
B 1.40 ,..
8.20 8.? 2.0 ...
a 8.29 E p a 2.6
a 9.5 a 237 ...
9.25 2.56
... 916 ... ... ... 9 EPIM! +
... a 1.0
... ... 1.6
1.16
... .. d 1.30
... 1.66
... 210
... ... 2.30
... ... a 2.52Westbrook ...
WellcAmp
Charlton...
Gowrie  Junction ...
Gowrie Junction ...
wets"  ... ...Cranley ...
TOOWO031BA
Harlaxton ...
Highfelds ...
Murphy 's Creek ...
Hendon ...
d 3.10
arrive  ,.. ,.,
a 4.55
a 5.4
a 6.20
6.29
a 5.36
s 5.55
6.5
616
4.46
... d 6.25
... 6.45
... 7.10
... 9.15
... a 7.46
a 8.0
:: d 8.10
depart  ...  10.35 3.30 3165 8.25
a 10.47 a 3.42  e  4.6 a 8.37 ...
a 10.55 a 3.50  e  4.15 a 8.44 ,..
arrive
•
11.5 4.2 4.27 8.57
depart 6.25 . - ........  4.50
72
636
...  528
457 ... ...
5
arrive 8.15
... ... 6.35
... ... ...
•..l depart  8.30 ... ... 6.50 ...
... a 8.44  ... ...  a 7.4 .,,
... 9.0
... ... 7.20
...
a 9.22  ... ... a 7.37 ...
9.30 ... ... 7.45 ...
a 9.46  ... ...  a 8.0 ...
arrive 10.0 ... ... 8.15
depart 10-5  ,.. ... 8.20 ...
... a 10-11  ... ,..  a 8.2810,26
... 842
Grantham ...
Gatton ...
Forest Hill ...
Laidley
Victoria Tunnel
Grandoheater
Western Creek ...
Rosewood ...
Walloon ... ...
Karrabin.,.
IPSWICH
BRISBANE
... ...
10'
a 1049 ...
...
..
a
a 9
arrive 11.0
...
9 16
... ...
depa rt  11,18  ...  9.25
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see Suburban Time Table.
arrive) 12.15 10-25
DOWN  TRAINS.
IPA
D6
ap'e
2
*9 va94
m
.84
a 'd to - -Rio
m0ad da°.p
eo p.,,as,as
o yoe
vaO a..
t Pow .5
1
F. CURNOW,
Commiasiouer foriB,a lwaya.
.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN SAND WESTERN
 RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
0N and Efter MONDAY ,  21st September,  1885,  the following Time will come into operation until further  notice:-UP TRAINS - BRISBANE ,  INDOOROOPILLY ,
 OXLEY ,  AND IPSWICH  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
°
• t
 a Pas . Mail. Pas. Pas. Pas . Goods . Mixed . Pas. Pas , Hued Toow 'm Mixed. Pas . Pas Pea Pas. Mixed. Mixed . M xed.
Stations . Daily. Daily . Daily. Dally . Daily. Bally . Daily . Daily Saturdays Da lly . Pas. Daily. Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.ftturdays. only.
d AT.P.O. P . P. L B LB,
a.m. a.m . a.m, a.m . a m. am . p.m. p.m, p.m. p.m . p.m. p.m, p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. P.m. p.m.
68 .. BRISBANE depart 6.30 6 .60 780 9.0 940 100 12.20 110  1126 236 8-40 420 4130 618 530 8130 7.66 1036 1130
27 1 Milton 5.34 7'84 94 b 949 104 1224 14 129 239 b  3 *43 b  4,23436 b 5.21 534 633 7'69 1039 1134
27 2 Toowong  ... 6138 ... 7.88 918 b 946 1010 12.28 18  1.34 2.44 b  3 *47 b  4,269x40 b 6.24 638 697 83 1043 11.38
78 3 Taringa ... ... 4 5.41 ... d 7.41 d 9•',. ... d 101 d 12.81 4 1'11 1.87 d 2.47 ... ... 4.44 ... 5.41 6 .41 d e•7 d 1047 d 11.41 ..,56 4 INDOOROOPILLY  ... 5.46 ... 7146 9.15 b 9.61 10,20 12,35 1.15  141 2.51 b 3.55 b 432 4.50 b 6.30 5.48 6.46 8111 1050 1145 .,.
5 Chelmer ... ... ... ... d 7.49 ... d 1024 ... 4 1.45 4 2.54 ... ... d 4.53 d 513 d 8.40 ... ... d 11.48 ...
5 Graceville ... ... ... ... a 7.60 ... ... a 10.28 ...  a 1.46 a 2.55 ... ... a 4.55 a 6.36 ... a 6.51 ... ... a 11.49 ...
78 6 Sherwood ... ... 6.52 ... 7.53 ... b 9-68 1030 12.43 ... 1.48 2.58 b 4.0 b 4.38 4.58 519 6.53 8.18 1058 11.52 ...
7 South Brisbane June . 5.58 ... 7 .55 ... b 101 10,36 12.46 ...  1.51 3.1 b 4.2 b 4.42 5.0 542 ... 6156 8.21 11*1 11.54 ...
63 8 OXLEY ... ... 6.0 8.10 810 ... b 10.6 10.40 12.50 ...  1.55 3.5 4.5 4'45 5.5 5.45 ... 7.0 8.25 11.5 12'0
82 10 Darra ... ... a 6.16 a 10.10 a 12.57 ... a 4'10 a 4.52 a 5.51 ... - a 891 ...
49 12 Rolston ... ... ... a 6.22 ... a 1015 ... a 1.4 a 4.15 a 4.69 ... a 5.57 ... ... a 8.37 ... ...
43 14 Goodna ... ... ... 6.28 ... ... 10,20 ... 1.12 4.23 5.6 ... 6.4 ... ... 8146 11.25 ... ...68 18 Redbank ... ... ... 8.34 ... ... 1026 ... 1.22 ... 4.30 5.14 ... 6.11 ... ... 8.63 11.31 ... ...
91 18 Riverview  ... ... ... 8.40 ... ... 1032 ... 1.28 ... ... 4.36 5.20 ... 6.17 ... ... 9.0 ... ... ...
19 Dinmore  ... ... ... 6.44 ... ... 1035 ... 1.30 ... ... 4.40 5.24 ... 6.21 ... ... 9.5 11.40 ... ..4
76 21 Bundamba ... ... ... 6.53 ... ... 10,41 ... 1.38  ... ... 4.46 590 ... 6.28 ... ... 9.12 11.45 ... ...
73 22 Booval ... ... ... a 6.54 ... ... a 1046 a 1.42 ... a 4.49 a 5.34 ... a 6.32 ... ... a 9.18 ... ...
89 23 Limestone ... d 1049 ... d 1.48 d 4.53 d 5.38 ... d 6.35 ... ... d 9.21 ... ...
66 24 IPSWICH .,, arrive ... 70 ... ... 1055 ... 1162 5.0 5.41 ... 6.40 ... ... 9.25 11.55 ... ...
DOWN TRAINS  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
t
Pas . Pas Pas . Pas. Pas . Goods. Toow 'mba Pas . Pas. Pas . Pas. Pas . Mixed . Pas. Pas . Pas. AWL Mixed.
Stations. Daily. Daily . Dally. Daily . Daily. Dally . Pas. Daily . Daily axe.SaturdaysDaily . Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily . Dally. Daily . Daily.Saturdays.Daily.
L.B. L.B. L.B. P. P. P.P•O.
a.m. a.m. A.M. a.m. a.m. a.m.  a.m. a.m.
... IPSWICH  ...  depart  ...  7.30 ... 9.46 11.15 11.20
1 Limestone
 ... ... ..  d 7.33  ...  d 9.48 ... ... d 11.22
2 Booval  .., ... ... ...  a 7.37 ... a 9.52  ... ...  a 11.27
3 Bundamba
 ... ... ... ...  7.42 ... 9.57 ... ... 11.32
5 Dinmoro
 ... ... ...  7-49 .. 10.5 ... ... 11'40
6 Riverview
 ... ... ... ..,  7.53 ... 108  ... ...  11.43
8 Redbank  •.. ... ... ...  7.58 ... 1014  .. ...  11.50
10 Goodna
 ... ,.. ... ...  8.4 ... 10.25 ... ... 12.0
12 Wolaton
 ... .,. ... ...  a 8.10 ... a 10.30 ... ... a 12.6
14 Darra
 ... ...  a 8.16 ... a 10.36  ... ...  a 12.12
16 OXLEY
 ... ,.,  6.50 8.10 8.25  ...  10.45 1065 ... 12.20
17 South Brisbane June .  8.54 8.14 8.29 ... a  10,48  10,59  ...  12.23
18 Sherwood
 ... ...  6.56 8.16 8.32  ... ...  11.4 ... 12.25
18 Graceville
 ... ...  a 6.58 a 8.18 ... ... ,., a 11.6 ..,
19 Chelmer  ... ...  d 6.59 d 8.19 ... ... ... d 11.8
20 INDOOROOPILLY
 ...  7.3 8.23 8.38 9120 ... 11.14 ,.. 1236
21 Tari nga
 ... ...  7.7 8-27 a 9-23  ...  d 11.18 ... d
22 Toowong
 ... ...  7-11 8.34 8.46 9.27  ...  11.22 ... 12.40
23 Milton  ... ...  7.15 839 8.49 9.30  ...  11.25 ... 12.44
24 BRISBANE arrive 7-20 846 855 9.35 11.8 1130 12.15 12.50
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .
 P.m. P.M. p.m. P.M. ...
...
 ...  2.35 ... ... ... 6115 ... 9.25 9.40 ... ...
... ... d 2.38  ... ... ...  d 6.18 ... ... d 9.43 ... ...
a 2.42
 ... ... ...  a 6'22  ... ...  a 9'41 ... ...
... ... 2.47 ... ... ... 6.27 ... ... 9.53 ...
... ... 2'54 ... ... ... 6.34 ... ... 10.0
... ... 2'57 ... ... ... 6.37 ... ... 10.3 ... ...
... ... 3.4 ... ... ... 8.44 ... ... 10.10 ... ...
... ... 3.10 ... ... ... 6.50 ... ... 1017 ... ...
... ... a 3'16  ... ... ...  a 6.56  ... ...  a 1023 ... ...
a 3'23
 ...  a 7.3 ... a 1029 ... ...
2.0 3.30 3.40 54 0 ... 7.10 7.16 ... 1035 ... ...
214 3144 5.14 ... a 7.14 7.19  ...  10.39 ... ...
... 2.6 ... 3.48 5.20 ... ... 7.23 ...  10,43  ... ...
a 2.8 ... a 3'50 a 5.22 ... ... a 7.26 ... ... ... ...
d 2.10 ... d 8.52 d 5.24  ... ...  d 7.28
160 2.13 ... 3.55 5130 8110 ... 7.32 1061
d 1'53 d 2.17 ... d 8.58 d 6.34 d 6 '13 ... d 7.36 ... d 1054 ...
1-67 2.21 ... 4.2 5138 6.17 7.28 7-40 ... 10.58 ... ...
2.0 2.25
 ...  45 5.44 6.21  ... 7.44  ...  11.2 ... ...
2.5 2130 3155 4.10 5.50 6.25 7.35 7.60 1025 111  ...
v Passengers from Toowong ,  &o., for Mail Train ,  must go on to Oxley by Local Train in advance.
t Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
is) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Trains leaving Brisbane at 9.40 a.m., 3.40 p m .,  4.20 p .m., and 5.18 p .m., will stop at stations between Brisbane
and Oxley by signal to take on passengers for stations beyond Oxley.
(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,
 on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard .
 No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
(e) Train stops to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
The 10.35 p.m .  Train from Brisbane will
.mp at all usual stopping places on  Saturdays.Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
(P.) Stops at Toowong Sports Gro und ,  if required, on Saturdays.
(T.P.0.1 Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard 's Vans of these Trains.
Passengers for stations between Oxley and Brisbane by Down Trains arri ving at Oxley at 10.45 a .m., 3.30 p.m., and 7.10 p.m.,
will be required to change carriages at Oxley, and will be taken to their destinations by Suburban Trains leaving
Oxley at 10.65
 am,  3.40 p.m., and 7 '15 p.m .,  respectively.
fig Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop .  At stations or stepping places where a letter is shown
before the time, this indicates the approximate departure time fro m such station or stopping place .  Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by signal.
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
1587
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE .- SUNDAY TRAINS.
ON and  after SUNDAY , 20th September,  1885,  the following  TIME TABLE  will come into operatioi until
further  notice:-
BETWEEN BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH -- SUNDAYS.
UP TRAINS.
srATnoxs.
A.Y. A.M.  P.M. P.B .  P.H. P.Y.
BBISBA IN  ... ...  dep. 90 9.20 12.55 3.0 3.45 5.20
Milton  ... ... ...  9.4 9.24 12.59 3.4 3.49 6.26
Cemetery Road  ... ...  D 9.27 D 1.4 D 3.9 D 3.54 D
Toowong  ... ... ...  9.8 9.29 1.7 3.12 3.57 5.31
Taringa  ... ... ...  D 9.11 D 9 .32 D 1 '10 D 3.16 D 4.0 D 634
Indooroopilly  ... ...  9.15 9138 1.16 3 .21 4.6 5.40
Chalmer  ... ... ... ...  D 9.41  D  1.19 D 3.24 D 4.9 ...
Graceville  ... ... ...  A 9.48 A 1.21 A 3.26 4.11
Sherwood  ... ...  9.22 9 .45 1.24 3.29 4114 5.49
South Brisbane Junction  ...  9.24 9 .47 1.26 3'31 4.16 5.51
arr. ... 9.50 130 ... 4 .20 6.55Oxley  ...
...
... dep. 9.30 3.35 6.0
Darra  ... ... ...  A 9.36  ... ...  A 3.41  ...  A 6.6
Wolston  ... ... ...  A 9.44  ... ...  A 3.49  ...  A 6.12
arr. ,. ... ... ... ...Goodna
...
... dep. 9.52 ... ... 3.57
Redbank
...
6.20
... ... ... 9•59 ... ... 4.4  ...  6.30
P.B.
9.20
9'24 ...
9'32 ...
D 9.35 ...
9.41 ...
B 9.44 ...
9.49 ...
9.61 ...
9.65 ...
Riverview  ... ... ...  A 10.6  ... ...  A 4.11  ...  A 6.37 ...
Dinmore  ... ... ...  A 10.9  ... ...  A 4.1 ... A 6'39 ...
Bundamba  ... ... ..  10.19  ... ...  4.24 ... 6 145 ...
Booval  ... ... ...  A 10.24  ... ...  A 4.28  ...  A 6.48 ...
Limestone  ... ... ...  A 1Q•27  ... ... D 4.31  ...  D 6.61 ...
IPSWICH  ... ...  arr. 10 .33 ,.. ... 4.37  ...  6.56 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
IMAMMMY(s.
A.Y. A.M .  P.Y. P.M. P.M. P.Y. P.Y.
IPawica  ... ...  dep. 7.20 ... 1.0  ... ...  610 ...
Limestone  ... ... ...  D 7'23  ...  D 1.3 ... ... D 6.3 ...
Booval  ... ... ...  A 7.27  ...  A 1.6 ... ... A 6.6 ...
Bundamba  ... ... ...  7.31 ... 1 .11 ... ... 6110 ...
Dinmore  ... ... ...  7.38 ... A 1.17 ... ... A 6.16 ...
Riverview  ... ... ...  A 7.40  ...  D 1.20  ... ...  A 5.1 ..
Redbank  ... ... ...  7.48 ... 1.26 ... ... 6.26 ...
Qoodna ... ... arr. ..dep. 7.65 ... 1.34  ...  5.3b ...
Wolaton  ... ... ...  A 8.0 ... A 1.41 ... ... A 5.40 ...
Darya  ... ... ...  A 8.7 ... A 1.47 ... ... A 6.48
arr. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Oxley ••• dep. 8 .16 10 .0 1.54 2.15 4 .30 6.0 10.0
South Brisbane Junction  ...  8.19 10 .5 1.58 2 .19 4.34 6.6 10'4
Sherwood  ... ... . ...  8.21 10 .10 2.1 2 .21 4.36 6.8 10.7
Gracevi lle  ... ... ... ...  A 10.12 A 2.3 A 2.23 A 4 .38 ... ...
Chelmer  ... ...  D 10.14 D 2.5 D 2.25 D 4.40 .
Indooroopi lly  ... ...  819 10.18 2.9 2 .29 4.44 6.16 10.14
Tar1nsa  ... ... ...  D 8.3 D 10 '21 D 2 .12 D 2 .32 D 4 .47 D 6 .19 D 10.17
Toowong  ... ...  8.38 10.28 2.17 2.38 4 .53 6.26 10.22
Cemetery  Read  ... ... D 10.29 D 2.18 D 2 .39 D 4.54 D .
Milton  ... ... ...  8.43 10.33 2.20 2 .43 4.58 6.33 10.26
B$ISBAxs  ... ...  arr. 8 .50 10 .40 2.25 2 .50 5.5 6 .40 10.31
...
...
see
see
see
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers,  and will  set them down when required.  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to take on passengers,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting,  and will  set them down when required.
(s) Train stops to set down passengers,  who should  give due notice to Guard.
Nays .- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
Nays .- Tickets may be purchased at all stations and gates on Saturday,  available for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane .  15th September. 1835.
1588
QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE FASSIFERN BRANCH.
ON and after  MONDAY, 21st  September,  1885, the following Time Table will come into operation
until further  notice:- UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Brisbane.
Stations
and Stopping Places.
24 IrswIcu ...
25 Little Ipswich
26 Churchi ll
28 Yamahato
30 Hampstead
32 Purga ...
33 Goolman ...
34 Hillside ...
35 Rockton ...
36 Peak Crossing
37 Flinders ..
39 Churchbank
42 HABBISVILLB
t
Goods.
Mondays only.
t
Goods.
A.M. J.Y.
... ... dep. 5.45 11.30
... ... ... ... D 11'35
... ... ... ... D 11.41
... ... ... ... D 11.52
... D ' 12.4
... ... ... A 12.16
... ... ... ... D 12.23
... ... ... ... D 12.29
... ... ... ... D 12.35
... ... ... ... A 12.43
... ... ... ... A 12.49
...  12.59
... arr. 7.0 1.16
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed.
P.Y.
5.30
D  5,35  ... ...
D 5.90 .. ...
D 5.50 ...
D 6.0 ...
A 6.10 ... ...
D 6.15 ... ...
D 6.20 ... ...
D 6.25
A 6.30
A 6.35 ...
D 6.45 ...
7.0
Miles Stations t Goodsfrom
Har'isvi le.
and Stopping Places. Mixed. Goods. .Saturdays only.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
... HASEISVILLS ... ... dep. 7 2`5 3.0 7.15
3 Churchbank ... ... ... D 7.40 1) 3.16 ... ...
5 Flinders ... ... ... ... A 7.50 A 3.26 ... ...
6 Peak Crossing ... ... ... A 7.55 A 3.32 ... ...
7 Rockton  ... ... ... ... D 8.0 D 3.40
8 Hillside ... ... ... ... D 8.5 D 3.46 ... ...
9 Goolman ... ... ... ... D 8.10 D 3.52 ... ...
10 Purga  ... ... ... ... A 8.15 A 3159 ...
12 Hampstead ... ... ... D 8.25 D 4111 ... ...
14 Yamahsto ... ... ... D 8.35 D 4.23 ... ...
16 Churchill ... ... ... D 8.45 D 4.34 ...
17 Little Ipswich ... ... ... is 8.50 D 4.40 ...
18 IPSWICH ... ... ... arr. 8.55 4.46 8.45 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down when required.  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice  to Guard.
(n) Train stops to pick up passengers,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.  No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
( ) Carriage to be attached to these  Goods  Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane ,  15th September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways
QU1ENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.()N and after MONDAY,  21st September,  1885, the  following  Time Table will dome into operation
until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, andb+ Saturdays only.
Stations. - -
101
103
105
106
112
...
117
a.m.
ToowoowBA depart 7.60
p.m.
3.0
Cranley  ... ...  A 8.0 A 8.10
Wetalla  ...  A 8.8 A 3.18
Pengarry Junction  ... 8.10 3120
106 m. 13 ch .  Gate ... A A
108 m .  23 ch . Gate ... A 8.25 A 3.35
109 m .  28 ch .  Gate ... A A
110 m. 17 ch.  Gate  ... A 8.40 A 3.50
110 m .  56 ch .  Gate ... A A
111 m.  9 ch. Gate A A
Meringandan  ...  8'55 4.5
113 m.  23 ch.  Gate .. A A
114 m.  8 ch. Gate  .. A 9.8 A 4.18
CABABLAH arrive 9 '30 4.40
DOWNTRAINS,
Stations.
CABLE depart
114 m.  8 ch. Gate ...
113 m. 23 ch. Gate
Meringandan
111 m .  9 ch.  Gate
...
110 m .  55 ch .  Gate ...
110 m.  17 ch .  Gate ...
109 m .  28 ch.  Gate ...
108 m .  23 ch.  Gate ..
106 m.  18 ch.  Gate ...
Pengarry Junction ...
Weta ll a ... ...
Cranley ... .
TOOWOOMBA arrive
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
a.m.  P.m.
9.40 5.0
A 10.2 A 6.22
10.15 6.35
A A
A A
A 10.30 A 5.50
A A
A 10.45 A 6.5
A A
11.0 6.20
A 11.2 A 6.22
A 11.10 A 6.30
11.20 6.40
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
F. CURNOW,
Compieaioer for Railwa,s.
3risbatis3,  16th 8ept6mber,1886,
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
V
ON and after MONDAY, 21st September, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operation
until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Height
from from of
Brisbane .  Junction .  Formation.
stations. tGoods. Mixed. Mixed.
Mondays only.
feet.  a.m. am.
24 ... 65 IPSWICH  ... ...  depart 6.30 11.40 5.50
26 ... 98  Fassifern Junction ... ... ..  5.34 ... 11.45 ... 5.55
26 ... 93 Brisbane Valley Junction ...  A 5.38 A 11.50 A 6.0
29 ... ... Brassall  ... ... ... ...  A 11.59 A 6.9
81 8 181 Pine Mountain  ... • ..• ... 12.18 6.28
83 7 135 Bora llon  ... ... ... ...  12.29 6.39
85 9 231  G lamorgan  ... ... ...  12.40 6.50
87 11 118 Fairneyvew  ... ..  12.51 7.1
40 14 161 Fernvale  ... ... ...  6.38 118 7.18
43 17 146 Verners ... ... ... ... 1.26 7'36
45 19 174 LowooD  ... ...  arrive 7.0 1.35 7,45
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height t
from of stations .  Mixed. Mixed .  Goods.
Lowood .  Formation .  Saturdays only.
feet .  a.m. p.m. p.m.
... 174 LowooD  ... ... ... depart 7.10 1.56 8.5
2 146 Verners  ... ... ... ...  7.20 2.5 ..
5 161 Fernvale  ... ... ... ,..  7.87 2.22 8.27
8 118 Fairneyview  ... ... ... ...  7.54 2.39 ...
10 231 Glamorgan  ... ... ... ...  8.5 2.50 ...
12 135 Borallon  ... ... ... ...  8.16 3.1 ...
14 181 Pine Mountain  ... ... ...  8.28 3.18 ...
16
•.. Brassall  ... ... ... ... A 8.46 A 3.31 ...19 93 isbane  Valley Junction   8.55 8 40 a 9.27
20 98 Fassifern Junction  ... ...  9.0 31" 9.31
21 66 IPswiwH ... ... ... arrive 9.5 8.50 9.36
(A) Train  stops by  signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them  down  when required.  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice  to Guar&
t  Carriage  to be  attached  to these Goods  Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane , 15th  September, 1885.
F. CURL WW,
Commissioner for Railways.
BUNDABEBO RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON  and  after MONDAY ,  the 28th September ,  1885,  the following Time Table for the  Bundaberg andMount Perry Railway will come into operation until further notice :-
VP TRAINS .  DOWN TRAINS.
Piles Stations.  Mixed.
p.m.
BvnDABBna depart 310
8 Oakwood  ... ...  D
6 Sharon .. ... A
10 Gibson ' s Siding ... D
12 Bingera  ...  3.50
16 Goondoon ... ... D
20 Kolan ..... ...  4.25
28 Maroondan  ... ...  A
28 Gin Gin ... 5.0
9b Watawa arrive Adepart ...
86 Stockyard Creek ... a
41 Moolboolaman  ...  5.50
44 Gillen's Siding ... A
56 Boolboonda  ... ... A
58 Wonbah  ... ...  D
63 Wolca ... D
64 Drummer ' s Creek  ...  A
66 MOUNT PB RBY arrive 7.30
ties stations.  Mixed. --
B.M.
... .. MOUNT PBnRr dep. 6.30 ...
... 2 Drummer's Creek  ..,  A ...
8 Wolea  ... ...  D ...
8 Wonbah  ,..  D ...
10 Boolboonda  .. ...  A ...
22 Gillen's Siding  ... A ...
25 Moolboolaman  ...  8.10
30 Stockyard Creek .. D ...
86 Watawa arrive 9.0 ...1 depart 9.16 ...
38 Gin Gin ... ... 9.80 ...
48 Maroondan  ... ...  A ...
... 46 Kolan  ... ... ...  10.10 ...
... 50 Goondoon  ... ...  D ...
... 64 Bingera  ... ... 10.40 ...
... 56 Gibson 's Siding D ...
... 61 Sharon  ... ...  A ...
... 63 Oakwood ... D ...
... 66 BUNDABBEG arrive 11.30 ...
NoTB.--( A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down where required.
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
Passengers
(D) Trains  stop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to  G uard .  No person except intending passengers  should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railwa s' Ofce,  ;Couuuiaaiouer for Railways.
Brisbane,  15th September, 1886.
p.m.
1590.
PUBLIC TIME ITABLE.-
TIME  TABLE to come into operation on and after  MONDAY,
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Mixed.
Monday
only.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturd+y.
Goods.
Daily.
a.m. a.m. A.M.
Rockhampton dep. 5'20 5'45 ...
8 Yeppen  ... ... ..  6.25 b• ,,,
6 Gracemere  ... ...  5'38 61  ...
8 Maloht  ... ... ...  5.41 6.1 .,,
10 Kabra  ... ... ...  6.6 6.15 ...
13 Neerkoll ... ... ... 8.3 6.23 ...
15 Stanwe ll  ••• •.•  6'10e
18
6'306 •..
18 Warren  ... ... ... ...
19 Siding  ... ... ...  6 21 643 ,.,
20 Siding  ... ... ...  6 2b 6.46 ,,.
24 Wyoarbah  ...  6.36 6.58 ...
27 spring Creek  ... ...  8146 7.8
30 Westwood arr.  6'55  =7'15 ...
.' dep 7'30 ...
33 Oakey  ... ... ...  7.40 ...
38 Gogango  ... ... ... ...  7'55 ...
44 Rocky ... ...  8'7 ...
47 Ti unnel  ... ... ... ...  8.15
63 Herbert 's Creek  ... ...  8'34 ...
68 Boolburra  ... ... ...  85
65 Duaringa  ... ... ...  9'5 ...
72 Wa llaroo  ... ... ... 9'269 63 ...
83 Bridgewater  ... ... ••• ...
88 Dingo  ... ... € Orr. ::: 10'b
02
Stanley  ...
...
... 10'45
10,27
:::
10 Walton .
107  Bluff  • ... ... ... 10.55 ...
t 10 Siding  ... ... ... 1115 ...
11e Blackwater  ... .•• ...  11'26 ...
125 Burngrove  ... ... 11.50 „•
129 Tolmie 's ... ... ... 12'0 ...
140 Comet  ... ... ... •.•  12'30 ...
149 Ynmala  ... ... ... ... 12.55 ...
159 Winton  ... ... ... ... 1'20 ...
183 Siding  ... ... ... ...
165 Emerald  ...  arr. ... 1'85 ...
12'10 ...
12.26 ...
12.45 ...
1'10 ...
=1'45 ...
2.20 ...
=3'10 ...
3.38424 :::
4'44 ...
4'5
5.30 :::
5.6'13 ...
6'25
6'55720
...
*7'35 ...
8'15 ...
9'40
10'0
165 Emerald  ...  dep. ... ... 6'30 ... ••• 1210
1.19 Emerald Downs  ... .. ... ...  6.60 ... ... 12.18
179 Theresa ... ... ... ... ... 7.20 ... ... 12.66
183 Pelican  ... ... ... ... ... 7.40 ... ... 1110
86
n
Gordon Downs  ... ... ••• s7'50 ... ... 1120
197 Capella  ... €dep: :.: =g•0 .:: ::: =2•b•
2u6 e1 Reiro ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 ... ... 2•
212 Retro Creek  ... ... ...  9.50 ... ... 3.0
220 Langton  ...  10.20  ... ...  3.35
227 Clermont  ...  arr. ... ... 10 '45 ... ... 4'0
3'45 •••
4.14 ...
4.40 ...
6.5 ...
5.30 ...
165 Emerald  ...  dep. ... 1155 ... ... 7.0  ... ... ... ... ...
171 Range Downs  ... ... ... 2.12 ... ... 7.25 ... ... ... ... ...
179 Saint Helens  ... ... ...  2.35 ... ... 8.0  ... ... ...
183 Glendarrtwill  ... ... ...  2•45 ... ... 8.20  ... ... ...
188 Siding  ... ... ... ...  2.57 ... ... 8.45 ... ... ... ... ...
191 Anakie .. ... ... ... =3'5 ... =910  ... ...
199 Borilla  ... .. ... ...  326 ... 933 ...
609 Witherasld • • € dep . 9 'bo
213 Woodbine  ... ... ... 4'5 ... ... 10.38 ... ... ...
218 Siding  ... .. ... ... 4.20 ... ... 11.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
227 Bogantungan ..• €  daeprr . ... 5'50
... *11'50 •••
.•.•.
• 12'10  ::: ... ...... •4 '45  ... ... =
2S5 Hannam 's Gap 5.20 '6 '35 ... ... ... ... 12'50 ... •.. •••
241 Drummond ... ... 5.46 7.0 ... ... ... ... 1.25 ...
25
271
2 PineHi ll  ... ... ... 6"20 7'40  ••• ••• .• =2'25 ... ... ...
o Bekaa  ::: ::: ... ... ' 67'185 110220  ... ... ... ...  5.429
'0
5 ... ... ...
906 Jericho  ... ...  arr. ... 9 '1120  ... ... ... ... =7.0 ... .
*  Trains meet here.
Nora.-The Passenger Trains will only stop as follows:-
At all stations when required.
To pick up and  set down passengers  for Stations, and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont Branch  (both Up
and Down)
Accommodation for passengers will be provided on the Advertised Goods Trains ,  but the Department will not guarantee to run these Trains
as advertised. Notice of altered running or stoppage of any Advertised Goods Trains will be obtainable at Stations.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.  Goods.
Daily .  Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
Daily.
A.M.  am .  s.m. noon .  p.m. p.m.
10'010.7 ... ... 1'0 1
... ... 10'26  ... ... 1'156
10.32 ... ...
1040 ...
11'5 •.
1118 ,
11.22 ...
11.26 ,..
11.45 ,,,
11.65 ...
p..m p.m.510
... 5'20b
6
6-26
5.30
5.43
... =5'50
... 6 0
6b
,,, 6.10
... 6'30
... 9.46
7'0
2'0
2.16
... 2.5 ...
3.5 ...
... =3'15 •••
Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
28th SEPTEMBER ,  1885,  and until further notice :--
STATIONS.
15
34
53
64
70
78
87 Siding  ... ... .•.
92 Woodbine .•
102 Withersfield ... ...
112 Borilla  ... ... ...
arr.114
117 Siding ... ...
122 Glendarriwill ... ...
128 Saint Helens ... ...
134 Range Downs ... ...
140 Emerald  arr.
Clermont  ,..  dep.
7 Langton ...
16 Retro Creek ...
.. ...21 q Retro
30 Capella ... ...
41 Gordon Downs ...
44 as Pelican
60 Theresa
58 Emerald Downs ...
62 merald ... arr.
140 Emerald  ... dep. 10 '10
142 Siding  ... ... ...
146 Winton  ... 1026
156 Yamala  ... ... ...  10.50
165 Comet ... ... ... 11,15
176 Tolmie 'a ... ... 12 10
180 Burn rove  ... ...  12.10
187 Blackwater ... ...  12'36
195 Siding ... ... ...  12.55
198 Bluff ... ... ... 1.3
203 Walton  ... ... ...  1.15
209 Stanley ... ... 1.30
€
arr .  1.50217 Dingo .. dep . 2'5
222 Bridgewater 2•
233 Wallaroo  ••• •••  2'50
240 Duaringa  ... ... '3'1G
247 Boolburra  ... ...  3•
262 berbert 's Creek  ... 8454. 0
258 Tunnel  ... ...
Jericho  ... ... dep.
Beta ... .. arr.• dep.
Alpha ... ...
Pine  Hill .•• •••
Drummond .. ...
Hannam '`  Gap •••
arr.
Bogantungaal ... dep.
Anakie  ... ... €dep.
Passenger.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
&m'3'15
4'0
5'4 0 6.15
DOWN  TRAIN S.
Gods. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Mixed.
Daily . Daily.
Monday,
Wedu'day, Daily . Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily-Saturdayonly.
a.m . a.m.
Friday.
A.M. a.m. A.M. noon , p.m. P.M. p.m. p.m.
6'0 ... ... .. ... 4'45 ...
*6.55
7'15 ...
...
::: ...*6'S::: ... ... ...
*7'15
1015 ...  ...
:::
... ... ... ... 8'15
11.0 ... ... ... 866 ...
'6.35 11.30 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Iwo ...7'10 *12'10 ... ... ... ... ... ...
7'25 - ... ... ... 12'15 ... ...
7.50 ... ... ... .. 12.55 ... ... ...
*8 ... ...'30
6
... ... ... ... ... ... *2'5 1 ...
8.40 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2.90 ...
0 :::*9.
9.8
9.20
9.30
9.53
10'10
261 Rocky  ... ... ...  4'10
267 Gogango ... ... ...  4•
272  Oakey ... ... ...  4.56
5.0
278
Siding ...
5.43
5.46
Vying Creek
carbah
5.20
5.28
5.40
1
Siding ...
Warren ..
Stanwell  *5'50
Neer oll  ... ... ...  6.68
Kabra  ... ... ...  6.5
Malohi  ... ... ...  61
Gracemere  ... ...  6115
Yepppen  ...  ... ...  6.25
Rockhampton arr. '6'30
... *3'6 ...
3'20
...
...
...
3.
4.10
4•
5'10
..
...
::: :::
...
... 70 7'10 ... 12'0 ...
... 7•l5 7.35 ... 12.30 ...
... 7• 8'S ... 115 ...
... 8.0 8.35 ... 11 ...
'30 *9.0 ... ' 2'5 ...
... 910 9'45
*3.1 S
...
9.1 ob ... 26 ...
9• 10.16 ... 3• ...
946 11.0 ... 4.15 ...
... 1010 11'15 ... 4'30 ...
... *6130
... ..
... 6.65
... 7.35 ...
... 8'10
... 8'55
... 911
... 9'35
... 10.10 ...
... 10.25 ...
... *10,45
... 11.4
......
...
... 11•
... 12'30
... 110 ...
... 1.25 ...
... *1'45x.8
•••...
... 2'20
... 2.40
... 2.66
...
... '7'15
.. ...
•
.
... 3.20 7.26
7 10
... 3.35 7.35 7.20
... $.55 7.46 790
...
...
4.0
4.4
7.50
7
7.347-39,
4' 20 8'0 745...
.. 435
... ...
... 8.7 ::. 7'60.
4x66 .. . 8•l8 ... ... 8.0...
. 6.10 8.25 8.5..
'5'20 8'40 1'45 ... 8'10...
... 5-351
...
... 81
...
:.:
... 1.55
' .
8.26
8'30
... 405 ...
Trains meet here.
9 0 ... 2 0 . .
The Mixed and Goods Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and set down passengers when required .  Passen-
gers wishing to alight at Stopping places must te ll  the Guard at the preceding station.
The tim es  of departure  fr om Stopping places shown thus , " Yeppen 6 .26," are approximate and merely as a guide to intending passengers
and Guards of Ballast Trains.
Goods  will be received at  and forwarded  to, Alpha  and Beta under the published oonditions "Loading and Unloading Gates and Sidings."
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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MARYBOROUGH  RAILWAY (AND BD'RRUM  BRANCH).
TIME TABLE.
O
N  and  after THURSDAY ,  Ist October ,  1885, the  following Time Table for the Maryborough
Railway ,  and the Burrum Branch ,  will come into operation until further notice :-
Miles  STATIONS.  Mixed.
A.M.
MAB,YBOROUGR depart 7.0
2 Croydon Junction ...
2 Croydon Junction depart A 7.6
6 Aldershot  ... ...  A 7.22
15 Torbanlea  .., ...  A 7'58
17 Burrum ... ... A 8.6
18 HO WARD ... arrive 8.10
3 Sunbury  ...  depart ...
5 Oakhurst  ... ... ...
9 Yengarie  ... ...
10 Graham 's Creek ... ...
12 Mungar ... ...
15 Antigua  ... ... ... ...
17 Owanyi ll a  ... .. ...
20 Blackmount  ... ... ...
22  Tiaro  .., arrivedepart
28 Kooringa
26 Bopple ...
30 Gundlah
32 Gootohie
... ..i
arrive
depart
38 Banyan  ... ... ... ...
89 Kilkivan Junction
40 Thompson's Flat ...
43 Gunalda  ... arrive ...f depart ..
46 Kadina  ... ... ... ...
49 Curra
61 Harvey's Siding
54 Corrella  ... ... ... ...
56 Tamaree  ... ... ...
61 GYMPiz  ... ...  arrive ...
Miles
UP TRAINS.
t t
Passenger . Goods .  Goods. Mixed.
A.Y.  A.M.  P.M. P.M.
7.30 810 1115 2.20
A 7.36 A 8.8 A 1.22 ...
Mixed.
P.M.
4.0
A 4.5
.., A 2.26 ...
A 2.40 ...
3.20
.., A 3.16 ...
.., A 3.10 ...
A 7.38 A 8.12 A 1.26  ...  A 4.8 ..,
A 7.44 A 8.22 A 1.33 ... A 4.1P  ...
8.0 8.42 1.56 ... 4130 ...
A 8.3 A 8.47 A 1.59 ... A 4.331 ,,.
A 8.9 A 8.57 A 2.8 ... A 4.41 ...
A 8.18  *  A 9.12  * A  2.23  ... * A 4.64 ...
A 8.24 A 9.22 A 2.33  ...  A 5.2 ...
A 8.33 A 9.37 A 2• ... A 5.10 ..,
*9.47 ... ...
*8.40 9.55 3.0 ... 5.21 ...
A 6.43 A 9.59 A 8.5 ... A 5.25 .,.
A 8.52  A 10.12  A 3.20  ...  A 5.13
*9.5 .. ... *5.50 ...
9.20 10.32 *3.42  ...  6.6 ...
A 9.27 A 10.40 A 3 .53 ... A 6111 ...
A 9.60 A 11.1 A 4.36  ...  A 6.32 ...
9.54 11.15 4.40  ...  A 6.36 ...
A 9.58 A 4.45  ...  A 6.39 ...
*5.0 .,,
1010  ...  5.7 ... 6.50
A 10.19  ...  A 5.21  ...  A 7.2 ...
A 10°29  ...  A 5.40  ...  A 7.1E ...
A 10.35  ...  A 5.48  ...  A 7.21
A 10.44 ...  A 6.3 ... A 7.33
A 10.51 ... A 6.13  ... A 7.41
11.10 ...  6.40 ... 8.0 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.  t Timber Passenger.  Mixed.and  Goods.
GYtPt  ... ...  depart
5 Tamaree ... ...
7 Corrella  ... ... ...
10 Harvey ' s Siding...
12 Curra ... ...
15 Kadina ... ...
18 Gunalda ... ...
21 Thompson's Flat
22 Kilkivan Junction
...
23 Kanvan  ... ... ...
29 Gootchie
31 Gundiah
35 Bopple ...
A.M. A.M.
6.25 7.30
A 5.48 A 7.45
A 5.58 A 7.52
A 6.13 A 8.2
A 6.23 A 8.8
A 6.38 A 8.17
6.55 8.28
A 7.8 A 8.37
7.12 *8.40
A 7.18 A 8.4
. A 7.48 A 9.4
arrive  ... * 9.10Idepart  *8.0 9.25
...
38 Kooringa ...
39 Tiaro ... ...
41 Blackmount ...
44 Owanyilla
46 Antigua ...
... A 8.15 A 9.38
..i A 8.33 A 9.51
... *8.40 *9.55
... A 8.48 A 10.0
A 9.3 A 10.10
... *A 9.12 A 10.16
49 Mungar . .. ...
51 Graham ' s Creek ...
52 Yengarie ... ...
66 Oakhurst ... ...
58 Sunbury ...
59 Croydon Junction
A 9.28 A 10.25
A 9.38 A 10.31
9.45 10.35
A 10.3 A 10.60
A 10.18 A 10.66
A 10.18 A 11.0
t Timber
and Goods. Mixed .  Mixed.
A.M. A.M .  P.M. P.M.
... ... 4.0 ... ...
... ... A 4.17
... ... A 4• ...
... ... A 4.85 ... ...
... ... A 4• ...
... ... A 4.63 ... ...
*5.7 ...
... A 5.19 ...
... 12.80 5.23
... A 12.34 A 6.27
... A 1.3 A  5.47 ... ...
... *5.56 ... ..
... 1.12 6.10
A 1.32 A 6.23
... A 1.46 A 6.35
... 1.50 6.38
... A 1.58 A 6•
A 2.12  A 6.56 ... ...
... *A 2.23 A 7.4
... A 2.37 A 7.16
... A 2.45 A 7.23
... 2.50 7.28
...
.., A 3.10 A 7.43 ... ..,
... A 3.80 A 7.50
... A 3.25  A 7.63 ...
HOWARD  ...  depart  ... ...  8.40 ... ... 4.0
... ... A 8.44  ... ...  A  4.31 Burrum  ... ... ...
3 Torbanlea  ... ... ... ...  A 8.64  ... ...  A 4.10
12 Aldershot ... ... ... ... A 9.38  ... ...  A 4.40 ...
16 Cro ydon Junction  ... ... ...  A 10.0  ... ...  A 4.53 ...
61 M&xYBOaovan ...  arrive 10.30 11 .10 10 .10 3.35 810 5.6
* Trains meet here.
t Passenger Carriages  are attached to these Trains .  Passengers  travelling thereby must clearly understand
they do so entirely at their own risk.
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down  when required .  Passengers wmhitug
to alight  should notify the Guard  at preceding station.
The times shown thus (A 6.46) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely
intended as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,  F. CURNOW,
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MACICAY RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
11.
THL following  Time  Table  will  come into operation  on MONDAY, 1Gti  August, 1885, and continue
in  force until  further notice:-
UP TRAINS-DAILY. DOWN TRAINS -DAILY.
Miles Stations .  Mixed.
... MACKAY ... depart
2 Show Grounds... ...
,..
4 Racecourse  ... ... ...
5  To Kowai  ... ...
7 Alexandra  ... ... ...
8 Palms  ... ... ... ...
9 Walkerston  ... ... ...
11 Pleystowe ...
12 Greenmount ...
A.M.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Stations. Mixed.
p.m. p.m.
310 ... HAMILTON ... depart
A 3'8 ... Marian  ... ... ...
A 3.14  ...  Level Crossing...
A 3.19 ... Newbury Junction arr.
A 3.27 ...
A 3.32  ...  ETON  ... ...  depart
8'86 ... Victoria ...
A 8*" ... Level  Crossing... ...
A 3'50  ...  Newbury Junction arr.
A 3' ...
...
14 Level Crossing... ,..
15 Newbury Junction  arr. ... ...
15 Newbury Junction dep.
18 Level Crossing... ...
$1 Victoria
233 ETON  ... ...  arrive
16 Newbury Junction dep.
16 Level  Crossing... ...
17 Marian  ... ... ..
23 HAMILTON  ...  arrive
Mixed.
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on  passengers,  and will  set theta down  when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give  due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 3.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CU]tNOW,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1885. Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.THE following Amended TimeTable will come into operation on andafter MONDAY, 5th October, 1885
UP TRAINS .  DOWN TRAINS.
pm
a t
41 X
STATIONS. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
feet.  A.M. A.Y. P.Y.
7 TowievILl a ... dep .  7.30 810 10
5 4 Cluden ... A 7• A 8.10 A 1.10
64 7 Stewa rt 's Creek ... A 7.50  A 8.20 A 1'18
7 7-mile Siting  ... ...  A 7.61 A 8.21 A 11.9
8 Eoseneath  ... A 7.53 A 8.23 A 1.21
111 8 Powder  Magazine ... 7.56  *8-26' 1.24
123 13 Antil Plains  ...  A 8-46 A 1.40
117 16 Eliot  ... ...  A 8.66 A 1'48
205 23 Woodstock  ... ... ...  49.20 •2.10
204 27 Double  Barrel  ... ... ...  A 9.32 A 2.22
30 Philp 's Siding  ... ... ...  A 9.42 A 2.82
243 35 Reid  River  ... ... ... •9.65 ;2.46
41 Cardington  ... ... ...  A 10.15 A 3.5
48 Chisholm's . ... ... ... A  10-41 A 3.30
563 49
948 53
Haughton Valley  ... ...  10.46 $3.35
Ravenswood  June .  err. ... 11.10 410
53 Ravenswood June. dep.
928 68 Grass Hut ... ...
898 66 Birk River .. ...
1108 71 Mount  Wright ... ...
817 77 RAVENSWOOD ...  arr.
53
994 59
63
Ravenswood  June. dep.
Fanning  ... ... ...
11-20 4.10
A 11.36 A 4.26
A 11.60 A 4•
NOON.
828 67  Macrossan  Br., New Stn. ... 12.0 4.50P.M.
77 Plum Tree Flat ... .. ...  A 12-32 A 5.19
1004 82 Charters Towers  € arr. 12.46 536dep. 1.30
... ...
P.M.
81 0 TOREENS Caazx  ...  dep.
4,  6• 173-mile ... ... ...
A 6.40  168-mile  ... ... ...
A 6.41 162-mile ...
A 8'43 Warrigal ...
6.45 Springs ...
Pentland ...
Mixed.
Monday
only.
Mixed,
Monday
only.
A.Y. A.H.
Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
... 8'30  4-45
...  A 8.48 A 5.3
A 8.53 A 5.88-58  6.13
7-0
A 7'6
A 7-177-27
Mixed.
Monday
excepted.
Mixed,
Monday!
eie'pW
A.H. A.Y. A.Y.
8.15
... ... A 8.35
... ... A 9.5
... .» A 9.19
.» ... A 9.44
... 9.50
9.55
... A 10.15
... A 10.31
.. A 10•
... 10.55
... 11.0
... a 11.16
- a 11•
... ;11.57
... dep. ... ...
Cape River  ... ... ... ...
Mundic  (r eek  ... ... ... ... ...
sensible Creek  ... ...
Homestead ,,,
ld 
aerRr. •..
Newbury Junction dep. ... 91
Level Crossing ... ... ...  A 9.6
5.15 Greenmount  ... ... ...  A 9.1
A 5.25 Pleystowe ... ... A 9.18
A 5.36 Walkerston  ... ...  9.26
STATSOrs.
122-mile ...
Lamond  ... ... ... ... ...
Balfe 's Creek  ... ... ... ... ...
4.30 ... Powlathangs  ... ... ... ...
A 4.4 ... Southern Cross  ... ... ... ... ... ...
A 5.21  ...  88-mile  ... ... ... ... ... ...
A  6 •41 ... Sandy Creek  ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.5
.•. ChartersTowers  ...
I
arr. •• ...
7.1
..
dap. 6.0 0
... Plum Tree Flat  ... ... ...  A 6.16  ...  A 7.26
... Macrossan Br., New Stat . ...  6.45 ... 7.55
... Exley  ... ... ... ...  A 6.56  ...  A 81
Fanning  ... ... ... ...  A 7.1 ... A 81 0
Ravenswood June. arr. ... 7 .25 ... 8.35
RAVENSWOOD  ... dep.
Mount Wright ... ...
Kirk River ... ...
Grass  Hut ... ...
Ravenswood  June. arr.
5.50 ... 7.0 ... ... ...
A.  6.1 ... A 7• ... ... ...
A6• ... A 7. ... ... ...
A7.6 ... A 8.16 ... ... ...85 Sandy Creek  ... ... ...  A 1.39 ... ...
88 88-mile  ... ...  A.  1.49 ... ...
93 Southern Cross ... ... ...  A 2.3 ...
101 Powlathanya  ... ... ...  A  2-27  ... ...
1067 108 Belle 's Creek  ... ... ...  2.48 ...
114 Lamond  ... ... ... ...  A 3.6 ... ...
122 122-mile  ... .. ... ...  A 3.29 ... ...
1127 127 Homestead  ... dep.  3.50 ... ...
132 Sensible Creek ... ... A 4.1 ... ...
135 Mundic Creek  ... ... ...  A 4-14 ... ...
140 Cape River  ... ... ...  A 41 0 ... ...
1318 147 Pentland  .. MT. •' • 4.50  ... ...dep. 4 .55 .» ...
149 Springs  ... ... ... ... A 5.1 ...
157 Warrigal ... ... ... ...  A  5-26 ... ...
162  162-mile  ... ... ... ...  A 5'42
168 168-mile  ... ... ... ... A 6.4 ... ...
173 173-mile ... ... ... ... A 6.20 ... ...
.528 179 ToRRENS Csarx arr . ..,  640
A 10• A 5.15 ...
A 11.0 A 5.25
... 5.42 Palms  . ... ... ...  A 9• ...
Alexandra  ... ... ...  A 9.85 ...
7'30 4.2  ...  To Kowai  ... ... ...  A 9.43 ...
A 7'36 A  4'7 ... Racecourse  ... ... ...  A  9-48  ...
A 7'40 A 4.12 ...  Show Grounds...  ...  ...  A 9- ...
8.0  4-30  ...  MACKAY  ...  arrive ... 1010
7.25 ... 8.36 ...
... Ravenswood June .  dep. ... 7.40
... Haughton Valley ... ... ...  8.0
... Chiaholm 's... ... .» ... A  8-4
... Cardington  ... ... ...  A 8.27
... Reid River ... ... ... ...  8.45
... Philp 's Siding  ... ... ..  A 8.58
... Double Barrel ... ... ... A 9.6
...  Woodstock  ... ... ...  *9.20
... Eliot ... ... ... ... A 9•
... Antil Plains  ... ... ...  A 9.50
... Powder Magazine  ... ...  10.5
... Roseneath  ... ... ... ...  A 10.8
... 7-mile  Siding  ... ... ... A 10.10
... Stewart 's Creek  ... ... ...  A 101 1
Cluden A 10•
Towasviu.z ... arr . ..  10.30
10.80 t65 ... ,
A 9.1 A 31 9 ...
A 9.39 A 4.2 ...
*9.65 4.20 ...
A 10.9 A 4.31 ...
A 10• A 4.41 ...
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
Y.Y.
  12.18
A 12.4
A 12.56
A 1.6
1.15
1.46
A 2.12-30
A 2,41
A 2.55
3.10
8.50 3 .15 ... ...
*9 1 0  *3.35 ...
...  01!•15 6.40 -8 .25 6.66
.., A 11.18 A 5.43 A 8' A 6.53
... A 11• A 5-45  A 8• A 6.56
... A 11.21  A 6•,16 A 8.31  A. 6.58
...  All-  A  646 A 8.40 A 7.6
,.. 1140  9*6 8.50 7116
*  Trains meet here.
(A) Trains  stop to pick up and set down passenge rs on giving notice to Guards
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  26th September ,  1886. Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PASSENGER FARES, GOODS RAZES, ETC.
I N force on  and from the Opening of the Extension  of the SOUTH COAST LINE  to Logan Villageon 7th  September ,  1886 ,  and until further notice.
STATIONS.
Stanley Street and--
Rockles  ... ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Cooper ' s Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ...
B uocan  . ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview
Beenleigh
Wooloongabba and-
Rockles ... ... ...
Salisbury
Cooper ' s Plains ...
Sunny  Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buccan . ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Fairfield and-
Rocklea ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Cooper 's Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Sp ri ng Creek ... ...
Kingston ... , ..
Loganlea ... ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford .. ...
Buccan  ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Yeronga and-
Rocklea  ... ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Cooper 's Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Loganlea ... ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buccan  ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
South Coast Junction and-
Rocklea ... ... ..
Salisbury ...
Cooper 's Plains
Binge Fares.
STATIONS.
Single Fares.
' lot Class.  2nd Class.
S. d.  S. d.
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9,
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
2 4 1 7
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
3 1 2 2
3 8 2 7
3 9 2 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 4 2 4
0 8 0 5
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4 0 11
1 7 1 1
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
3 1 2 2
3 8 2 7
3 9 2 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 4 2 4
... 0 4 0 3
... 0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
... 1 0 0 8
1 4 0 11
... 1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
... 2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
3 2 2 3
3 4 2 4
... 2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
3 0 2 1
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6Oil  0 7
1 2 0 9
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 5
2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
3 2 2 3
3 4 2 4
2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
3 0 2 1
1st Class .  I 2nd Class.
South Coast Junction  and-coxtiaued s. d.  S.  d.
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  0 8 0 5
Runcorn  ... ... ...  011 0 7
Spring Creek  ... ... ...  1 0 0 8
Kingston  ... ... ...  1 9 1 2
Loganlea  ... ...  1 11 1 4
Bethanis  Junction  ... ...  2 2 1 6
Waterford  ... ... ...  2 6 1 9
Buccan  ... ... ... ... 3 1 2 2
Logan Village  ... ... ... 3 2 2 3
Hawthorne  ... ... ...  2 5 1 8
Holmview  ... ... ...  2 6 1 9
Beenleigh  ... ... ... 2 10 1 11
Rockies and-
Salisbury ...
Cooper 's Plains
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buccan  ... ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
1 5 1 0
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 5
2 5 1 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
2 2 1 6
2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
Salisbury and-
Cooper's Plains ... ...
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...
Runcorn  ... ... ...
Sp ri ng Creek ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Loganlea ... ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ...Buocan ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ...
... ...Holinview
Beenleigh ... ...
Cooper's Plains and-
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek
Kingston
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 10 1 11
3 0 2 1
2 1 1 5
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 5
1 2 0 9
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
1 11 1 4
2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
1 9 1 2
1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
Sunny Bank and-
Runcorn  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Spring Creek  0 4 0 8
K in gston
... ... ...
1 0 0 8
Loganlea  ... ...  1 2 0 9
Bethania  Junction ... ... 1 6 1 0
Waterford  ... ... ...  1 9 1 2
Buccan  .. ... ... ... 2 5 1 8
Logan Village  ... ... ...  2 6 1 9
0 3 0 2 Hawthorne  ... ... ... 1 7 1 1
0 8 0 2  Holmview  ... ... ... 1 10 1 3
0 6 0 4 Beenleigh  ... ... ...  2 1 1 5
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PASSBYGER FARES, Sours COAST LINE-continued.
Single Fares. Single Fares.
STAnoNS. SrATross.
1st Class. 2nd Class. 1st class.2nd Class.
Runcorn and- s. d. a. d . Buccan and - a. d. a. d.
Spring Creek ... ... 0 3 0 2 Logan Village  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Kingston ... ... 0 9 0 6 Hawthorne  ... .. ...  0 11 0 7
Loganlea ... 1 0 0 8 Bolmview ... ... ...  1 0 0 8
Bethania Junction ... 1 3 0 10 Beenleigh  ... ... ...  1 4 0 11
Waterford ...
B
... 1 6 1 0
2 1 1 5uccan  ... ...
Logan Village ...
...
... 2 2 1 6
Hawthorne ... 1 4 0 11 Logan Village and-
Holmview ... ... 1 6 1 0 Hawthorne  .. ... ...  1 0 0 8
Beenleigh 1 10 1 3 Holmview ... ... ... 1 2 0 9
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  1 6 1 0
Spring Creek and-
Kingston ... of  8 0 5
Loganlea 0 9 0 6 Hawthorne and-
Bethania Junction 1 0 0 8 Holmview  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Waterford ... 1 4 0 11 Beenleigh  ... ... ...  0 6 0 3
Buocan ... ... 1 11 1 4
Logan Village ... 2 1 1 5
Hawthorne ... 1 2 0 9
Holmview ... ... 1 4 0 11 Holmview and-
Beenleigh ... ... 1 7 1 1 Beenleigh  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Kingston and-
Loganlea ... ... 0 8 0 2 South Brisbane Junction and-
Bethania Junction ... 0 5 0 3 Rocklea  ... ... ...  0 6 0 4
Waterford ... ... 0 8 0 5 Salisbury ...  0 6 0 4
Buccan  .. ... ... 1 2 0 9 Cooper ' s Plains ...  0 9 0 6
Logan Vi llage ... ... 1 4 0 11 Sunny Bank ... ...  1 0 0 8
Hawthorne .. .. 0 6 0 4 Runcorn ... ...  1 2 0 9
Holmview ... ... 0 8 0 5 S ring Creek ... ...  1 5 1 0
Beenleigh ... ... 0 11 0 7 Kingston ... ...  2 1 1 5"
Loganlea ...  2 4 1 7
Bethania Junction ...  2 7 1 10
Loganlea and- Waterford ... ...  2 10 1 11
Bethania Junction ... 0 3 0 2 Buocan  . ... ...  3 4 2 4
Waterford ... ... 0 6 0 4 Logan Vi llage ... ...  3 8 2 7
Buccan  . ... ... 1 0 0 8 Hawthorne ... ...  2 10 1 11
Logan Village ... ... 1 2 0 9 Holmview ... ...  3 0 2 1
Hawthorne ... ... 0 6 0 3 Beenleigh ... ...  3 2 2 3
Holmview ... ... 0 6 0 4
Beenleigh ... ... 0 9 0 6
Bethania Junction and-
Ipswich and-
Rocklea ... ...  2 11 2 0
Waterford .. ... 0 3 0 2 Salisbury ... ...  2 11 2 0
Buocan  .. ... ... 0 9 0 6 Cooper ' s Plains ...  3 2 2 3
Logan Village ... ... 0 11 0 7 Sunny Bank ... ...  3 4 2 4
Hawthorne ... ... 0 3 0 2 Runcorn ... ...  3 8 2 7
Holmview ... ... 0 3 0 2 Fpring Creek ... ...  3 11 2 9
Beenleigh ... ... 0 6 0 4 Kingston ... ...  4 6 8 2
Loganlea ...  4 10 3 5
Bethania Junction ...  6 1 3 7
Waterford and- Waterford ... ...  6 3 3 8
Buccan  ... ... ... 0 6 0 4 B uccan  ... ... ...  5 le 4 1
Logan Village ... ... 0 8 0 5 Logan Village ... ...  6 1 4 4
Hawthorne 0 5 0 3 Hawthorne ... ...  5 8 3 8
Molmview 0 6 0 4 Holmview ... 5 6 3 10
Beenleigh ... ... 0 9 0 6 Beenleigh ... ...  5 7 3 11
Nora.-For Goods and other  Rates,  see Rates  for Coaching and Goods Traffic published lot January and
6th July ,  1885, respectively.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st September ,  1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority  :  JAMBS C. B>, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORI}E REGINJ.
N o. 16.
An Act to bring into operation in respect of the Colony of Queensland
an Act of the Imperial Parli ament entitled  "  An Act to Con-
stitute a Federal Council of Australasia ,"  and to refer certain
matters to the Federal Council thereby constituted.
[ASSENTED TO 5TH NOVEMBER, 1885.
WHEREAS. by an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Preamble.Great Britain and Ireland, passed in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign, and entitled  "An Act to Constitute a Federal Council
of Australasia,"  it is enacted that there shall he in and for Her Majesty's
Possessions in Australasia a Federal Council constituted as by the said
Act is provided, and called the Federal Council of Australasia, which
shall have the functions, powers, and authority by the said Act defined :
And by the said Act it is further enacted that each of the Australasian
Colonies shall be represented in the said Federal Council by two
members, except in the case of Crown Colonies, which shall be repre-
sented by one member each ; but that Her Majesty, at the request
of the Legislatures of the Colonies, may, by Order in Council, from
time to time increase the number of representatives for each colony :
And by the  said  Act it is further enacted that the Legislature
of any Colony may make such provision as it thinks fit for the
appointment of the representatives of that Colony and for determining
the tenure of their office : And by the said Act it is further enacted
that the said Act shall not come into operation in respect of any
Colony until the Legislature of such Colony shall have passed an Act
or Ordinance declaring that the same shall be in force therein, and
177 appointing
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Federal Council  (Adopting)  Act (Queensland).
appointing a day on and from which such operation shall take effect,
nor until four Colonies at the least shall have passed such Act or
Ordinance : And whereas it is desirable that the said Act should come
into operation in respect of the Colony of Queensland, and that
provision should be made for the appointment of representatives of
the said Colony in the said Federal Council : Be it therefore enacted
and declared by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the  same, as  follows:-
Federal Council Act 1. In pursuance of the powers contained in the said recited Act,
to be in force  in it is hereby declared and enacted that the said Act shall come intoQueensland from
1st December, 1885, operation and be in force in Queensland on and from the first day of
or afterwards  on December, one thousand eight hundred and eight-five, f at that dateadoption  by three
other Colonies. the said Act is in force in at least three other of the Australasian
Colonies, of which one of the Colonies of New South Wales, South
Australia, and Victoria is one.
If at that date the said Act is not in force in at least three other
of the Australasian Colonies, of which one of the Colonies of New
South Wales, South Australia, and Victoria is one, then it shall come
into operation and be in force in Queensland so soon after the first
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, as it
shall also be in force in at least three other of the said Colonies, of
which one of the Colonies of New South Wales, South Australia, and
Victoria is one.
Subject to the provisions hereinbefore contained, if under the
provisions of any Act or Ordinance of any Colony the coming of the
said Act into operation in such Colony is made contingent upon the
said Act being in force in Queensland, then the said Act shall come
into operation and be in force in Queensland when and so soon as
its coming into operation and being in force in Queensland would
bring it into operation in such Colony.
The coming of the said Act into operation in Queensland
shall be notified by the Governor by Proclamation.
Representatives to be 2. The representatives of Queensland in the Federal Council
appointed by
- shall be appointed by the Governor in Council by Commission in HerCommission under
Great Seal. Majesty's name under the hand of the Governor and the Great Seal of
the Colony.
Tenure of office. Each representative shall hold office for the term of three years
from the date of his appointment subject to the provisions hereinafter
contained.
Qualification of 3. Every person appointed as a representative must, at the
representatives. time of his appointment-
(1) Be a member of the Executive Council, or
(2) Be a member of the Legislative Council or Legislative
Assembly, or
(3) Have been a member of the Legislative Council or
Legislative Assembly at some time within six months
before the date of his appointment.
Representatives may 4. Any representative may be removed from his office by thebe em°oed from Governor in Council by an instrument under the hand of the Governor
and the Great Seal of the Colony, discharging and removing him
from such office.
If
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If any representative fails for a whole Session of the Federal Peremptory causes of
Council to give his attendance in the Council without the leave of removal.
the Governor signified by the Governor to the Federal Council, or
for six months is not a member of either the Executive Council or the
Legislative Council or Legislative Assembly, or becomes insolvent,
or takes the benefit of any Act for the relief of insolvent debtors,
or becomes a public contractor with the Government of any of the
Australasian Colonies in respect of which the said recited Act is in
operation, or is attainted of treason, or convicted of felony or any
infamous crime, he shall be so removed from his office.
5. Any representative may resign his office by a letter addressed Resignation f office.
to the Governor, and upon the receipt of such letter by the Governor
the office shall become vacant.
6. Every appointment, removal, and resignation of a repre- Appointments and
sentative shall be notified by the Governor to the Le islative vacancies to be noti.y g fied  to Legislature by
Council and Legislative Assembly by message forthwith after such message.
appointment, removal, or resignation is made or occurs, if Parliament
is then sitting, or if it is not then sitting, then forthwith after the next
meeting of Parliament, and shall also be publicly notified in the
Gazette.
7. Each representative shall be entitled to be paid from the Representatives to
Consolidated Revenue all reasonable expenses incurred by him in and receive expenses of
about his attendance at the Federal Council or any Committee thereof.
attendance.
8. The office of a representative of Queensland in the Federal office of
Council shall not be deemed an office or place of profit under the Representative not tovacate seat in
Crown within the meaning of  " The Officials in Parliament Act of Legislative Assembly.
1884."
9. In pursuance of the provisions of the said recited Act, the Reference tofollowing matters are herebyreferred to the Federal Council, to the uestiolons fC un tg questions jo lint
intent that so soon as the Legislature or Legislatures of another stock companies, and
Colony or other Colonies shall have referred the same matters offenders.punishment of
respectively to the Council, the said Council may exercise legislative
authority in respect to such matters, and that the Acts of the Council
relating to them respectively shall be in force in Queensland, that is
to say,-
The status of corporations and joint stock companies in other
Colonies than that in which they have been constituted ;
The trial and punishment in one Colony of offenders against
the laws of an adjoining Colony.
10. This Act may be cited as  "The  Federal  Council  (Adopting ) Short itle.
Act,  1885  ( Queensland)."
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House , Brisbane , the fifth
day of November, 1886.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by " The Crown Lands Act of1884,"  it is  amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for  sale  by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is  practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots  by means of maps or plans and  by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting  points,
the Governor  in Council ,  on the recommendation of
the Land Board,  may, at  any time within  two years
after the commencement of the said Act,  suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third  section
of the  said Act as  requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for  selection , and may require the
Surveyor- General to  divide the land into lots, and
to indicate  the position of such lots on pro per maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before  the passing  of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876, '
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without  actual  survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots  by means  cf maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points  : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land  Board ,  and in pursuance  and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order,  and it is  hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the  said  Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the  Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Rolleston, in the
Toowoomba Land Agent a District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House,  Brisbane , the fifth
day of November, 1886.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by " The Crown Lands ,het of1884 ,"  it is amongst other  things  enacted
that  with respect to  land which , before the passing
of the said Act had been  pro claimed  open for
selection , or for sale by  auction , under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Jet of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means  of maps or plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third  section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before  the passing  of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for  selection  under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
178
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the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the  said  Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and n arked on the ground before it  is proclaimed
-,pen for selection be suspended with respect to the
land :13s-.ribed  in the said  Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
sail  land into lots ,  and to indicate the position of
such lots on  proper  maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the  necessary direcons herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Departmnt of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
N O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election to
fill the vacancy caused by tie retirement of
Ebenezer Cowley, as a Member for Subdivision
No. 2 of the tl inchinb , ook Division, His Excel-
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1879  Amendment
Act of  1884,"  been  pleased to appoint
JAMES MULLER KNOX
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the said
Division.
WM. MILES.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 5th November, 1885.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the parish of Booie, in the
Nanango Land Agent's District.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE,  chael and St .  George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HE RE AS  by an Act passed in the forty- first
year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision  for Bank  Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the  advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time ,  by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday ,  either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof ,  or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein  :  And whereas it is
deemed # xpedient to proclaim Wednesday , the 25th
instant ,  bring the day appointed for holding the
Annual Races  of the Rockhampton Jockey Club,
to be a Public Holiday in Rockhampton : Now,
therefore , I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAV E, the Gover-
nor aforesaid ,  in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above -recited Act , and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf ,  and by and
with the advice of the Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify,  proclaim, and declare
that  WEDNESDAY,  the 25th instant ,  shall , within
the Municipa li ty of Rockhampton ,  be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above -recited Act.
Given under my Nand and Seal, at Gove rn -
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of
November,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAPS THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadviceof the Executive Council, has been pl ased
to appoint
JAMES RAFF
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, in
the parish of Stanthorpe, in the room of John
Davidson, resigned.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that a Branch of the Government  Savings
Bank be established at
LUTWYCUE.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
F l
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has keen pleased
to make the following promotions and appointments
in the Department of the Colonial Treasurer, viz.:-
WILLIAM HAPPELL SCHLENCKER, 1st Clerk in
the Pay Branch,
to be Officer in Charge of Securities,  vice  Wight,
resigned ;
JOHN ALFRED BEAL, 2nd Clerk Pay Branch,
to be 1st Clerk,  vice  Schlencker, transferred;
JAMES PROAT
to be Clerk in the Pay Branch ;
JAMES KINMOND, Clerk in the Accountant's
Branch, General Post Office,
to be Clerk in the Pay Branch.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the undermentioned appointments in
the Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
JOSHUA T. DAMES, Line Repairer,
to be a Line Repairer in Charge ; and
FIELDING BOYD EDWARDS,
GEORGE S. GAYLER,
JAMES H. JONES,
ARTHUR FOWLES,
DANIEL MORAN, and
CHARLES T. PERRY
to be Operators.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Crown  Law Offices,
Brisbane , 5tb November, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
ALEXANDER DORSaY , Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Bowen,
to be Registrar of the Northern District Court at
that place,  in the room  of George Richards Glenny,
transferred
This appointment to take effect  from  the 13th
August last.
C. B. DUTTON. I A. RTTTLEDGE.
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS JAMES FRANKLIN
to be Sheriff 's Bailiff,  under the provisions of
The Sherift Act  of 1875,"  at Isisford.
A. IWTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been pleased to approve the appointment of
ALEXANDER MARKS , Esquire,
as Japanese  Consul, residing in Melbourne, for
queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, andTasmania.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1885.
j T is hereby notified that in pursuance of t' e
i provisions of  " The Mamupials Destruction
Act of  1881," I have appointed
JOHN MILLER
to be a Member of the  Banana  Marsupial Board,
in the room of F. W. Wright, resigned ; and
THOMAS FAIRBAIRN
to be a Member of the Belyando Marsupial Board,
in the room of E. Casey, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  31st October, 1885.
11 H IS Excellency the Governor, with  the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following pro motions and transfers
of Teachers in the  service of the Department of
Public Instruction, viz.:--
ALFRED JOSEPH  BRIGGS
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Yengarie ;
PRISCILLA DODsoN
to be transferred  to the  position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Gympie, One-mile ;
,
PETER  JOSEPH  MCDEEMOTT
to be  transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the Albert State School, Maryborough.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MVSGRAVE,
%niht Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MIIS(3RAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.N pursuance of the authority in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lamas Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSG RLVE ,  the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council,  do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Selection of land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
0h
w aQ.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor directs it0 be
notified that he has been pleased tc appoint
Surgeon JOSEPH AHEAENE, L.R.C.P., Ac..
to be Surgeon-Major in the Defence Force, with
the relative rank of Major, and to be also Principal
Medical Officer for the Northern Military District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor directs it to he
11 notified  that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
PATRICK A. O'SULLIVAN and
FREDERICK  RIECHELMANN
to be Lieutenants in the Defence Force.
• S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that  he has been pleased to accept
the resignation  tendered by
R. S. YALDWYN
of his appointment  as Acting Lieutenant in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th-November, 1885.
[
I
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
1 notified that he has been pleased to appoint
STANLEY GRANTHAM HILL
to be an Acting Sub-Lieutenant  in the Marine
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDisCrict.
A. a,  F.
6656 Wiliam  A. Maddox  ...  180 0 0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GoD SAVR TAR QUIII9I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Tease of the following
selection of Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
A
Sow
za
e
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. 8. P.
892 Lily  F. Boland  ... ...  147 2 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Bust ane, this sixth day of Novem-
ber. in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five,  and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Qassx Irop SAV$ VHS
1f4
PROCLAMATION.
By  l1w E.\ecllenev Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
(La.] Itistirpiislbed 'Order of St. Mi.
A M c'sou tvi, ebael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  ai,d Commander in-Chief of the
C-Inny of Queensland and itsDependencies.
I N pursuance  and execution  of all  powers andauthorities in me  vested under  the provisions
of  "The Crown Lanes Act of  1884, I, Sir
AN.T.Roxy MZMGRAV*, the Governor  aforesaid, by
and with the ' advice  of the  Executive  Council,
do hereby  make and establish the Regulations set
forth  in the Schedule to this Proclama 1zon,whereof
all persons concerned are to take  notice  and govern
themselves accordingly.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House , Brisbane , this thirtieth day of
October,  in the year of  our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty-five,
andia  the forty -ninth year of Her Ma j esty'a
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUrTO.V.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
REGULATIONS UNDER " THi CROWN
LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
1. These Regulations relate only to land open to
selection before survey, under the provisions of the
second  section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884
Amendment  Act of  1885."
2. Application s which do not give  a clear descrip-
tion of the locality and boundaries of the land
applied for will be rejected by the Commissioner.
Survey Fees.
3. Applicants for Agricultural or Grazing Farms
within areas  proclaimed Open to selection before
survey under the provisions  of section  2 of the last-
mentioned Act will be requi, ed to pay provisional
survey fees according to the following  scale ; and
when the survey of the boundaries of the land
applied for is completed, the applicants will be
required to pay, or will be entitled to receive,
as the case  may be, such  amount as will make
up the difference, if any, between the amount
so fixed provisionally and the -actual cost of survey
of the land.
SCALE.
Acreage. Bate.
THE SCUEDULE.
E 1.
No.
District of
Maximum Area
" Liz CROWN LANDs ACT of 1884."
Application  to select  an Africultural Farm before
Survey.
Received this day of 188 . at
o'clock.
Land Agent at
do hereby apply to become the Lessee
of the Crown  lands  described in the Schedule  annexed,
as an  Agricultural Farm, which lands are now open to
selection  before survey under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act  of 1885,"
and I hereby tender the sum of pounds
shillings  and pence , as the first
year's Rent, together with the Provisional Survey Fee
prescribed by the Regulations. I have marked the
starting  point of the description of the land as required
by the Act. I am of the full age of eighteen years. I
select the land for my own use, and not as the  agent or
trustee  or servant  of or for any other person. And the
said  land, together with all other land now held by me
as agricultural farms ,  under the said Act, in the same
District , does not exceed acres, nor one
thousand  two hundred and eighty  acres in  the colony.
(Signature)
Dated this day of :88
Area of-Land  applied for. Rent per Acre. Deposit.
Acres .  Roods. Perohes.
Survey Fee  ... ... ...
TOTAL ...
J0 'I.a.
Received from the sum of
pounds  shil li ngs  and pence,
as the Rent  of the above  land and  Provisional Survey
Fee.
Land Agent.
• Insert the Christian and Surname at full length.
SCHEnins TO i1"PLICATTON.
Date of Proclamation :
Folio in  g=azette :
No. of Acres in Selection :
County :
Parish or Place :
Nature and Value of Improvements :
Particulars of other Selections held or applied for by
Applicant
a. d.
Not exceeding 30 acres 3 3 0 DES RIPTI x  OF LAND30 acres and ... ... ... of 40 „ 3 13 6 :C O
40 to ... ... ... to 00 „ 4 7 0 (Stating whether  it has been surveyed or is unsurveyed.)60
„ ... ... ... to 80 „ 416 6
80 „ ... ... „ 120 „ 5 17 6
120 „ ... ... ... to 100 „ 618 0
160 „ ... ... ... 240 to 7 7 6
240 „ ... ... ...
.,it 3W  to 718 0 F 1.
320 ., ... ... ... „ 490  to 818 0 No.
480 it ... ... ... 640 „ 10 1 0 District of640 to ... ... ... „ 900 to 1210 0
900 is ... ... ... „ 1.280 ., 1416 0 Maximum Area
1,290 ,. ... ... ...
,.
2,6w)  it 16 4 0
5002 ••. ••• ••• 5 120  to 22 10 0
""
,
5,120
„
„ ...
,.
„
,
10,000  11 31 0 0 THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884.
10,000
16,000
to
„
...
...
...
...
...
...
11
.,
15,000 „
20,000  to 37 15 04310 0 Application  to select  a Grazing Farm before Survey
Improvements.
4. If any improvements are situated upon the
land applied for, the applicant must specify in his
application the nature and estimated value of the
improvements. If the value has been notified in
the Proclamation by which the land was declared
open to selection, that value must be stated in the
application.
Forms.
5. The Forms  in the Schedule  to these Regula-
tions shall be used for the purposes  to which they
are respectively applicable.
RECEIVED this day 188 , at
o'clock.
Land Agent at
I,* , of do hereby
apply to become the Lessee of the Crown Lands described
in the Schedule  annexed as  a Grazing Farm, which
lands are now open to selection before survey under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amend-
ment  Act of  11185 " ; and I hereby tender the sum
of pounds shillings
and pence, as the first year's Rent, together
with the. Provisional Survey Fee prescribed by the
Regulations. I have marked the starting point of the
description of the land as required by the A.ct. 1 am
of the full age of eighteen years. I select the land for
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my own use, and not as the agent or trustee or servant
of or for any other  person . My interest in land in the
same district is at pre sent as follows , viz.:-
Area held by me  as Grazing Farms ...
Acne.
Area  of freehold  land in  which I am bene-
ficially interested  ... ... ...
Extent of Interest  ... ... ... ...
Area  held  by me under Part  III. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " .
Area held by  me under pastoral lease under
any of the  Acts  repealed by  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884"
I am not the holder of any run  within twenty-five
miles of the Farm now applied for.
I do not held in the Colony of Queensland any
Grazing Farms ,  the area of which, together  with that of
the Farm now applied for, exceeds twenty thousand
acres .  And I am not in any other manner legally dis-
qualified from making this application.
(Signature)
Dated this day of 188 .
Area of Land applied fer. I Rent per Acre. I  Deposit.
Acres.
Survey Fee ...
Ton.L  ... ...  I. E
9 S. d.
Received from the sum of
pounds shill '  s and pence,  as the Rent
of the  above land and Provisional Survey Fee.
Land Agent.
•  Insert the Christian and Surname at id length.
SOHZDULE To APPLICATION.
Date of Proclamation :
Folio  in  Gazette :
No. of Acres :
County :
Parish  or Place :
Nature and Value of Improvements :
Particulars  of other  Selections  held or applied for by
Applicant : .
DB9cRIrvioN or LAND :
( Stating whether it has been sarveyed or is unsurveyed.)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Kl . ht Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. USGs.AVE, chael and St .  George, Governor
Oover'nor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of " I %eCrown Lands Alienation Act of  1878 ,"  I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land ,  under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Name of Lewes. Area.
A.  I.  P.
Land Agent's
District.
171 Thomas H. Perry ... 103 0 0 St .  Lawrence
196 Mary A.  Hayes ... 190 0 0 ditto
113 Caroline MeBow ... 160 0 0 ditto
214 Frederick Spar . 1600 0 ditto469 Joseph Wyles , j unior 160 0 0 Roma
490 John Wyles ... 180 0 0 ditto
481 Annie Wyles
.
190 0 0 ditto
482 Elisabeth Wyles .. 10000 ditto
1064 William e.  Boss ... 638 0 0 Mackay
471 Phelep  Regassoli ... 100 0 0 Ingham
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGBAVH, ohsel and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N  pursuance of section ninety-five of  "T  e  Crown
Lands Act  of  1884,"  1, Sir ANTHONY Mvs-
GRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named  with  respect to each.
RESERVE FOR POLICE  P ADDOCK.
84-9626-C.Seoy.
Marlborough,
On Coppermine Creek.
County of Liebig, parish of Marlborough.
100 acres.
Commencing at a point  on a road on the left
bank of Coppermine Creek twenty links southfrom a post bearing 22 degrees  10 minutes distant
thirty- nine links from a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over  PR, and bounded  thence on the west
by that  road bearing 180 degrees 29 minutes twenty
chains  and eighty links ; on the south by a line
bes-ing 89  degroug 58 nIinutes  twenty- rim chains
and thirteen  rinks ; on the east  by portiere 30
bearing  north fifty-two chains  eighty -eight links ;
and again  on the north  by a line bearing  west fifty-
nine links  to Coppermine Creek ,  and passing
through  a post twenty-eight  links from said creek ;
and on  the north -west  by Coppermine Creek  down-
wards to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR R.FTING AND CAMPING.
86.28829--Xbro.
On the  Mary River.
County of Lennox, parish of  Glenbar.
About  148 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north- east corner of selection 1528, and
bounded thence on the south by that selection
bearing west,  south,  and westerly to its  north-west
corner ; on the west by a line bearing  north to
selection  1142; on the north by  that selec-
tion bearing east  to the Mary River  ;  and thence
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
ei.38900-P.w.
RESERVE  FOB WATER.
District  of Leichhardt.
County of  Clermont ,  parish of Bathampton.
5  acres.
Commencing at a point on the Batha m pton Run
bearing south -east and distant about fifty yards
from the south -east corner of the fence surrounding
Hurley' s dam at a tree marked ea, and bounded
thence  on the south  by a line bea ri ng west ten
chains ; on the west  by a line  bearing north five
chains  ;  on the  north  by a line  bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bea ri ng south
five chains  to the  point of commencement.
This reserve is situated on the  upper part of
Bath  Creek ,  about fourteen miles from Clermont.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's  re ign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
LL.s.] Distinguished Order of St. M i-A. USGRAVE, ebael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  "The Crown
L rods Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,hereby define and set apart he Crown Lands
descrid in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
All Crown  Lands  within  the following  boundaries :
Agricultural Area No. 1.
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River  at a point  about one and  a-quarter miles
above the south-west corner of Norwood East
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing east about fourteen and a-half miles ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south about thirteen
miles crossing  the Barcoo River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIII ; on the south by a line
bearing west about ten miles, passing along the
south boundary of H awarden Run, to the east
boundary of Burrs Burra ; on the west by Burrs
Burrs  north about  two miles ,  and west  about two
miles ,  and a  line bearing north to the Barcoo
River, and by the Barcoo River downwards to the
point  of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing at a point bearing north and
distant five miles from the north- east  corner of
Section VII, town of Barcaldine, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east five
miles ;  on the east by a line bearing south ten
miles  ; on the south by a line bearing west to a
point south from the south-east corner of Hugden
Run ; on the west by a line bearing north ten
miles along  the east boundary of that run ; and
again  on the north by a line bearing east to the
point of  commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
Commencing at a point bearing north and
distant  three miles from the south- east  corner of
Section VI, town of Jericho, and bounded thence
on the north by  a line bearing east  three miles ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south six miles ; on the
south by  a line bearing  west  six miles  ;  on the west
by a line bearing north six  miles ;  and again on the
north by a line bearing east three miles-to the
point of  commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,Knight Grand Cross ofthe Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
L
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the eighty-fourth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of "1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afol e-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road hereinunder described shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 5267, Ipswich District. William Murphy.
From the south boundary of portion 42, parish
of Dugandan, north to the north boundary. Con-
taining 1 acre 3  roods 7 perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixth day
of November, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eigghty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SA VE THE QUEEN I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1996.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned  Road  ; and all
persons  who may  consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required  to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within  two months
from  this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHBDTTLE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
The Execu - R eserved road in selec- Maxwell- 28 8 28
tors under  tion  483 ,  Gladstone ton
the will of District ,  from its
the late east boundary south-
James westerly to a water
Thomson reserve ,  and from
that reserve west to
the west boundary
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I l' is hereby noti fied for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  "the Crown  .Lunde  Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within to o
months tram this date.
Plans  of'  the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices ,  Ingham and Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAIS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No applicant iitustion. Parish. Area.
A. 1. P.
About
1 The Colonial Part of the road separa -  Cordelia 10 0 0
sugar ting selection 109 from
Refining selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek and reserved
through selection log
3 The The road separating selec- Cunning- 6 1 15
Glengallan  tion 1741, Warwick Dis- ham
Divisional  trict,  fro m part of selec-
Board on tion 865
account of
Patrick
Horan
3 Ditto ,  on Parts of the road separa - Ditto  ...  7 2 35
account of ting port ion 137 fro m
John pre -emptive portion 68
Donald and part of selection 885
Macansh
The closure  of these  ro ads  is proposed to be carried out in con
nection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st November, 1885.
RETURN of  all Applications for Timber and
other  Licenses made to and granted by the
Land  Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ •.
BBENLEIGH.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
Joshua Waldron  ...  To cut timber  in log ...
Ditto  ... ...
Ditto  ... ... „ ... ...
BIBDSVILLE.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
Harry Walton  ...  Remove  stone
Thomas Lane ... .. „ ..
Henry Loekton  ...  Fencing stuff ... ...
BowEN.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
Valentine De Erlon  ...  I To out timber in log ...
BRISBANE.
(For the Month
W. Cannon ... ...
S. Burgess ..
W. Westaway ...
W. Cannon ... ...
A. Tinney ... ...
J. Slack ... ...
L. Dobbin
D. Chambers ... ...
J. Markwell
H. Sampson
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 15
0 6
of September ,  1885.)
To out timber  in log... 0
,,
... 0
... ... 0
0
To cut and split slabs 2
To cut timber in log... 0
0
To cut firewood ... 0
To  out  timber in log... 0
„
... ... 0
BURKETOWN.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
W.J. Turner ...
William  H. Norris
Wi ll iam Halliday
Henry  Allen ...
A. Williams ...
R. Gardiner ...
T. Kelly ...
To out and split slabs
To  out timber in log...
... „ 0 6
... To  out firewood ... 0 10
... „ ... ... 1 0
... „ .. 0 10
... To cut and split slabs 0 16
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of September , 1885.)
John Joseph O'Leary To out timber  in log...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 15
0 6
„
Ditto  ..I ...
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month  of September ,  1886.)
William Heness  ...  I To out firewood ... 1
CHARTERS TowEas.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
A h Bow ... ...Ali Pah
Alfred Edwin Palmer
Thomas  McQuillen
Ditto ...
Richard Mahony
Matthew Pollock ...
Robert Francis Walker
Chas .  Pratchett ...
James Murray ...
Wm. Dick ... ...
Jow Lee ..
Henry St .  John Madden
Song Shue ... ...
Jacob Walther ...
George Clarke ...
George Knapp ...
Ditto ... ...
Mut Ti .. ...
Alexander Beveridge...
George Jones... ...
To  out firewood ...
To
cut and split slabsTo  out timber in log...
...
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs
To cut firewood ...
To eut and split slabs
To cut  firewood
To cut and sp li t slabs
To cut firewood ...
„
To  out and split slabs
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs...
To cut firewood ...
5
5
6
5
5
10
10
6
10
0
1 0
1 0
1 10
0 6
0 5
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
0 10
1 0
1 10
1 0
1 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 0
1 10
1 0
LICRNSrs- continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
CHARTERS  TowEBs-continued.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
John Gourley ... ...  To cut  firewood
Antoni Silver ...
Hermann Birr
Henry  Paradise
Peter  Dellovedova
Hermann Simon
Wm. Gregory...
Robert Sager ...
Edward  Chapman
Joe Nagan ...
... ...
To cut and split slabs
To cut firewo d
„
„
Amount
of
Fee.
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
CHINCHILLA.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
James Clark  ... ...  I To  out  timber in log... 0 5
CLONCUBBY.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
John O'Neil  ... ... I  Hardwood ...
J. Hanley  ... .. „ ... .. J
DALBY.
(For the Month of September,  1885.)
1 10
0 15
T. Buckingham ...  To cut timber in log... 0 5
Ditto  ... ... is ... ...  0 5
Ditto  ... ... ,, ... ...  0 6
Ditto  ... ... ,, ... ...  0 6
GEEAm) ToN.
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Thomas Porter  ... (  To  out  timber in log... 0 6
GOONDIWINDI.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
Thomas Hoole  ... ,  To out and split slabs 0 15
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
C. L. James ...
E. T. Smith ...
R. Christie ...
E. T. Smith ...
Jae. Duke ....
G. F. St .  J. Carter
W. Smith ...
A. J. Barlow ...
M. Cordi ...
G. Zampatti ...
G. Ciotoloni ...
Ah Pon ...
To out timber in log...
To cut  and split slabs
To out  firewood ...
...
ofit
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 15
0 10
0 10
... 0 10
0 10
... 0 10
HEBBERTON.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
C. Peters ... ...
G. Young ... ...
J. Ericksen ... ...
J. Shea ... ...
P. Brughelli ... ...
C. Same ... ...
G. Armautch ... ...
J. Miller ... ...
G. Yeatman ... ...
To out  and split slabs...
Brick  earth ...
To out  firewood
„
„
0 15
0 10
... 0 10
... 0 10
0 10
0 10
... 0 10
.., 0 10
... ... 0 10
INGRAM.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
Thomas Andrews  ...  To cut and split slabs
Edward Howard „
John Elrod  ...  To cut timber in  log".*Robert Becket
John Boyle .
William Hughes
,, ••• •••
„
„
IPSWICH.
(For the Month  of September,  1885.)
Samuel Hursthouse  ... To cut timber  in log...
Henry Albert Bring  ...  To dig and remove
gravel
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
„
„
1 10
1 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 10
.,, ' 0 10
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Licmcsxs - continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
IrawICR - continued.
(For the  Month of  September ,  1885.)
Henry Albert  Brigg  ...  To dig and  remove gravel
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ... ..:I „ ..
Ditto ... .. „
Ditto ... ... „ .. ...
Samuel Sweet ... ...  To out timber  in log...
Frederick Maddick ... „ ... ...
Ditto ... ... it ...
Thomas Kelly ... ,, ... ...
Ditto of ...
Thomas Henry  Sloan  To out  firewood ...
Frederick  Maddick  ... 1 Special ... ...
MABYBOBOUGH.
(For the Month of September,  1885.)
H. J. Godfrey ... I To cut timber  in log ...F. Stephens ... ... to ... ...
Chas. Hart ... ...  of
Thos. A. Ridgway ... „ ... ...
J. Eilbeck ... to ...
Wm. Ross ... ... of ...
Chas.  Hart  ... ... „ ...
John Quinn ... ... it ...
Wilson ,  Hart, and Co.  Special ...
F. O'Hara ... ...
J. Cleary ... ...
Jas. Paterson ... ...
,,
MILES.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
Denis By ron  ... ...  I To cut and split slabs
NANAVGO.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
James  Millis ...
Ditto ...
W. H. Hosier ...
M. Heydon ...
To cut timber in log...
,f ... ...
To cut and split slabs
to
...
NE>IAXG.
(For the Month of September, 1885.
Richard Davenport ... I To cut timber in log ...
Thomas Boyd... ... 1 „ ... ...
C. H. Philpott ...
Hugh McLachlan ...
PORT DOUGLAS.
a  S.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
2 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 10
0 10
010
0 5
7 10
5 0
12 10
5 0
0 15
0 5
0 6
0 16
0 15
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 10
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
Ah We ... ...  To cut firewood ... 0 6
F. L. du Couret ... To cut timber in log... 0 10
J. T. Pentzcke ... „ ... ...  0 5
RAVSNSWOOD.
(For the Month of September ,  1885.)
James Robb ... ... To out firewood ... 0 10
Henry Elliott ... ... it ...  0 ] 0
Patrick W. Pyne ... To remove earth ... 0 10
Ditto ... ... 1 mould for bricks ... 0 10
James Cecini ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
Charles Stone... ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
Frederick Holmes  ... „ ... ...  0 6
William McAdam ... „ ... ... 0 5
SOUTB:PoxT.
(For the Month of September,  1885.)
Peter Hanlon ... ... I To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
STANTHORPE.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
Robert Paterson ... I To cut timber in log... 1 0 5
LICENSES - continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Amount
of
Foe.
TAMBO.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
if. T. Walsh ... ... To burn  charcoal, &c. 1 0 10
TooWOOMBA.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
Charles Finch  ...  To dig sand ... ...
John Samuel Royal  ... to ... ...
Walter Horrocks ...  To dig stone ... ...
Thos .  Horrocks , j un.... „ ...
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
TOWNSVILLE.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
H. F. Keller ... ... To cut timber in log... 0 5
T. Farrell ... ... to ... 0 5
WINTON.
(For the Month of July, 1885.)
Peter Lee ... ... To remove brick-earth
Thomas Hines ... To  out firewood ...
J. Dalrymple... ...
2 0
0 15
0 15
(For the Month of August, 1885.)
Anne Orchard  ...  To cut timber in log... 0 16
J. Ramaden  ...  ... ! „ ... ...  0 15
Alexander  Lloyd ...  ... ... 0 15
W INTON.
(For the Month of September, 1885.)
Ah Tie ... ... To cut  and split slabs
John Smith ... ... , „ ... ...
Adam  Hastie  ... ... To cut fencing stuff ...
William Fox ... PI
0 15
0 15
3 0
0 15
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Pioneer The reserved road through Eton ... 8 3 0
Divisional selection 758, Mackay
Board on District
account of
William
Eastgate
2 Ditto ,  on The reserved road  through  ditto  ...  8 2 0
account of selection 643, Mackay
Mart in District
Murphy
3 Ditto ,  on Part of one of the reserved ditto.. 20 1 0
account of roads th ro ugh selection
the Colonial 658, Mackay District
Sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
lo09
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "'Ehe Grown Lands Act  of 1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich. and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating Forbes ... 5 0 28
pally Divi- portion 7 from por-
sional Board, tion 8
on account
of Maurice i
Bowers
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto  ...  18 0 0
portions 5 and 548
from portions 10 and
561 About
3 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0
part of portions 13 and
532 from part of por-
tion 563
4 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  4  2  16
po rt ions 79,  82, and
83 from portions 87,
86, and 95
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  2  2  16
Portions  89 and 88from port ions 90 and
91
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  16 232
portions 548, 551, and
part  of 552 from por-
tions 84,  83. 85, 89,
and part of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
7 The Mutda -  The road separating ditto  ...  I8 210
pilly Divi -  po rt ions 27,  28, 31,33,
sional Board 34,  38, 36,  37, and 38
on account from port ions 28, 29,
of Donald 30, and 32,  parish of  i
Smith Wal -  Forbes; 183, parish of
lace Normanby  ;  and 106,
pariah of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  4 0 25
port ions 184  and  part
of 155,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  from portions
80 and 32
9 , Ditto  ...  The  ro  ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 8t and 33
ttom portion 183,
aannd hportion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The road  separating
rtions 184 and 187
Normanby 10 1 24
portions 183 and
178
11 I Ditto  ... The road 4eparating  ditto ... 7 1 3
po rt ion 94 ,  parish of
Mntdastilly,and por-
tlpn 1 fromportion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  6 0 16
portion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The road separating  Normanby 11 0 0
portions 189, 9,  21, 20.
19, and 16,  from por-
tions 4, 10,11 ,  12, 13,
14, and 15 About
14 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto  ...  2 0 20
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
15 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  Normanby 8 0 0
portions 8 and 9 from
portions 22 and 21 About
16 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 8
port ions 13,  19, 24,
and 189, from portions
14, 16,  17, 18,  26, and
26, and its continua-
tion through portion
189
17 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 4 2 0
portion 18 from por-
tions 25, 28, and 29
IS Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
port ions 28,  27, and
189, fro m portions 29
30, 31, and part  of  R  About
19 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Thom and 21 0 0
po rt ions 182,  181, 179,  Normanby
178, and 177,  parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of port ion 1, portions
3, 5, and 8,  parish of
Thorn, and portion
176, parish of Nor-
mauby
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED -- continued.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
20 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating Tho rn  ... 14 0 0
Ipilly Divi - portions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Boardl fro m port ions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part  of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
21 Ditto ... The road separating ditto  ..  14 0 0
po rt ions 5,  6, 7, and
17 from portions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 16
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 2 4
po rt ion 176,  parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tions 8, 9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 20 3 10
pa rt  of po rt ion 176,
parish of Normanby,
and port ions 10, 7, 4,
and 2 fro m portions
12, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto . ..  The road separating Normanby 1 2 5
port ion  175 fro m pa rt
of portion 176
25 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 4 3 38
roads through portion
176
26 Ditto .. .  The road separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
portion 13 from por-
tions 14 and  15 About
27 Ditto  ...  Pa rt  of the  ro ad sepa- ditto  ...  6 2 10
rating portion 175,
parish of Normanby,
fro m portions 13 and
Ithaca
Divisional
Board on
account of
David
Gordon
Nora.-The  closure of these roads is proposed to be carried on
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT  is hereby  notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office ;
Police and Post Offices, Brisbane, and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
•1
*2  Ditto ,  on
*3
account of
the Trustees
of the late
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto  ...
. PA. it.
Part ofthe road separat -
lug portion 488 from Eno g6ern 1 2 18
portion 498
Part  of the road separat - Ditto  ... 2 1 20
lug portions 485 and
318 from port ions 499
and 314
Part of the road separat - Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
port ion 314
Part of one of the re- ltooloolah 0 1 36
served roads through
port ion 48
The reserved road Ditto  ... 0 2  12
*4  John Fielding
4 Gustave
Adolf  Riebe  through portion 48
• NorE.-The  closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed out
n connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane,  23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ' have been made
for  closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may .  consider their interests affected
thereby are regul red to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two months
from this date.
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Plans of  the.Roads  can be seen  at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police  and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
1
I
The Pioneer Part of the reserved
Divisional road th ro ugh sel c-
Boar .i on tion 773,  Mackay
account of District
William
Northey
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Eton ... 0 2 0
2 Ditto  ...  Part of the road  sepa -  Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating selection 773
from selection 1005,
and also part of
one of  the reserved
roads through selec-
tion 1005,  Mackay
District
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I r is hereby notified or general information, +hat
applications under  the eighty- ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Jet of 1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned  Heads; and all
persons who may consider their interests affectedthereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment theirobjcctions , in writing ,  within t vt c mon hs
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at this Office, and
at Police  and Post Offices, Cleveland  and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROA1 S TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
1 Hans H. Heine -  Part  of the road  Redland . 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 1446
2 Andrew Bogle Part of the road Indooroo- 1 0 28
separating por- pilly
tion 65 from por-
tion 89
The closu re  of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
uepartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been  made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at this Office;
and at the Land Office, Gladstone ; Polic : and Post
Offices, Caboolture and Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. ; Applicant .  situation.
I
*1
2
Parish.
Messrs .  The reserved road Alma ...
Stirrat through Selection
Brothers 321, Gladstone Dis-
trict
I.  P.Foun- The road separating Burpengary
tarn portions 44 and 46from portions 39
and 40
Area.
A. K. P.
24 0 0
2 0 0
• The area of  this  ro ad is  proposed to  be changed  into  a reserva-
tion for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 18b5.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T ib hereby notified for  genes information
that. application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- The Glaston -  The reserved road
bury Divi- through selection 889,
sional Board  Gympie Di: trict
on account
of Jeremiah
Keliher
Parish. Area.
Curra
A. R. P.
5 0 0
Nora.-The are a of this road is intended to be changed into a
reservation for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the eight,-ninth Section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at  the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Are a.
A. R. P.
1 Johann The road separating Dundee ... 4 0 16
Muller portions 9 and 10 from
po rt ions 8 and 12
2 Ditto ... The  ro ad separating ditto ... 2 2 0
3 John Martin
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
The  ro ad separating Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and 122
from portion 123
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that  appli cation under the  eighty- ninth section
of  "The Crow n Lands Art  of  1884  " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all  persons  who may  consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit  to this  Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of  the Road  can be seen at the Land,
Police,  and Post Offices , Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
John Barnet The  ro ad separating selec-
tion 1269 from part of
selection 1187
Wildash
A. R. P.
10 3 34
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applicatioLS  under the  eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act vff  1884 "  have been made
for closing  the undermentiouLd Roads ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Offices. Toowoomba, Dalby, and Ippsswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1
A. A.  P.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
John Reilly  The road separating iieham 3 1 30
portion 870A  and 899
from part of portion
1005
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
2 Patrick The road separating Jondaryan 3t  i_0
Landy portion 164 from part
of portion 366 and its
continuation through
that portion
3 William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee through portion 844
4 James The  road separating ditto 8 021
Mclvor portion 1614 from
vacant land and part
of portion 1392 About
6 Patrick Part of the  road sepsrs -  ditto 3 •3 0
Landy ting portion 1391 from
portion 1392 About
8 Patrick The reserved  road ditto 18 9 0
Laudy through  portion 1392
and its continuation
southerly  along part
of west boundary of
that  portion pad
westerly  along part
of north boundary of
portion 421
7 The Part  of the reserved Ooochin 8 019
Qoolman road through portionDivisions) 6
Board o,.
account
of Messrs
Bell and
Hyde
8 Ditto  The road separating ditto 3 319
portion 172 from  por-tion 173 About
9 Ditto Part of the road  sepsis -  ditto 1 0 0
tang portions 1" and
173 from portion 17,6  About
10 Ditto Part of the road  separa- ditto 0 2 0
Ling  portion  66  fromportlost 80 About
11 Ditto  Part of reservebetween  ditto 19 0 0
Oaky  Creek and por-
tions  46. 5,and 171 About
12 Ditto Reserve  s betweenportionsditto 21 0 0
47, 64,  and 80
Nora .- The closure of these roads and reserv es is proposed to
be carried  out in  connection  with the opening of other  roads and
reserves.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" will
hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with  Selections under
"The Crown L ands Alienation Act of  186S  " and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land  Commissioners
at their Courts.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August ...
September
October
November
December
MORETON DISTRICT.
 T rae LeHDOrFICxs-
drtsbane.
Date.
lseen-
leigh. tpswicli Esk."
Date .  I Date. Date.
1885.  1886.  I 1886. 1885.
... Tues., 3
7
5
2
» 7
...
...
Wed., 11 I Fri., 8 Wed. 18
8  to  10
„ 13 „ 1 Tues. 19
10 5
„ 8 „ 3 » 21to  12 „ 7It 9  It 4 „ 15It 4 of 2
of  1  to 6 „ 17
„
9 of  4
4
1
6
3
1
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
1[onth.
March ...
AT TSB LAND OFFICE: - Ar PoLiceOFFICE-
Too-Warwict. Dalby .  Allora.
woomt s.
Date Date.
1886. 1885.
... Mon., 23  Tues., 24
April  ... ... ...
May ... ... ...
June  ... ... ...
July «. ...
AullustOctober
November ...
December ...
20 » 2125  to  26
22  to  23
27 „ 2$24 26
21 » 16226 ,, 243723 N
21 „ 22
Date. Date.
1885. 1886
Fri., 27 Wed..
s, 24 s,to  29 s,to  2.1 ,•
„ 31
« 83
,. $5 .•
,.  31)  „
„ 27 „
Wed., 23 „
25
28
27
24
29
26
23
28
25
At Miles,  the third  Thursday  in each month.
At the Land  Office,  Stanthorpe,  the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Goondiwindi,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT rue LAND OFncxs-
month.
Cler - Emerald Tarcom .
mont . I I
Spling- Mt.
sure .  Britton. Banana.
Date .  Date .  Date . Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885.  1885. 1885. 1866. 1885.
March Thur 26 M 16 Wed 4 Mon 23 Fri 8 18Wed...
April  ..
., .,on .,to 30 ,. 20  „  1 ., .,,, 27 Tues.,7 .to 15
May .. „ 28 „  18 „ 6 „ 25 Fri., 1 20
June  .. „  26 N 15  „  3 „ 22 „ 5 „ 17
July 30 20 1 27 3 16
August  •..
N
.. 27
N „
„ 17 s, 6
,,„
s, 24 „ 7
„to 19
September „  24 » 21 „  2 » 28 ,. 4 16
October „ 29 N 19 7 ,, 26 ,, 2 21
November »  26I ,. 16 „  4 „ 23 ,, 6 18
December „  31 „ 21 ,.  2 to 28 „ 4 16
P ORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURN ETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenpingering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Nanango, the  second Wed-
nesday in each month.
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K ENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Offiee, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,' the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
ou the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues.,
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown. the first Wed
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell. the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Aramac, the first  '1`uesdayr
in each month.At the Land  Office,  Blaekall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Tambo ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Isisford ,  the second Wednes.
d ay in each month.
WABRE«o DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Ounnamulla, the second
Monda in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, till be duly notified fro m time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only bold for the purpose of dealing with
avutlcations for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.1 T is hereby notified thatthe undermentioned
Selectors can receive from the Land Agents in
whose districts their selections are situated the
amount of compensation  to which they are entitled
for the land taken  fr om their selections for Road
purposes :-
Selection No. 5267, Ipswich District-James
Murphy.
Selection No. 1033, Mackay District-Charles
Emil Volkmann.
Selection No. 1009, Mackay District-George
Francis Bridgman.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
ERROR  IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  The Titles to
Land Act  V1858," at the expiration of three monthsfrom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land  granted.-Portion 716. county ofMeri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area- 320 acres.
AMENDED DRScBIP r ION FOB CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of  Merivale ,  pariah  of Wil dash, selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
two chains  fr om the south -east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east  forty -six chains and twelve links ; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty -one links ; on the
north by portion  1157 bearing west  forty- six chains
and four  links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty -seven links,
by  li nes bearing east nine chains, south nine chains
and ten links, and west nine chains ,  and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point of  commen cement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "  21e Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,-  describe the area, to the
intent that ,  by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area ;  and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of  Grantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23  perches.
Nature of Error.- The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23-  perches,
instead of 1 rood 25-,76 perches,  the correct area.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane . 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is  hereby given , that the Deeds of
11 \\ Grant  mentioned  in the  schedules  hereunder:
written being  erroneous in the pa$ieutars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor  will,, in
pursuance  of the provisions of "no4ftlsx to  Load
Act of  1858, " at the expiration  of three m onths
from the date hereof ,  by instrniment endorsed as
such Deeds of Grant, under his  Hand  and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the lands  intended to be'
granted, to the intent that, by forceof the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct  descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the  said  g rants and in
every deed  containing the  erroneous  descriptions ;
and such grants and every  such =deed shalll Operate
and be construed  accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-15533.
Date of Grant-;22nd September,  1866.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.--Country  of Stanley,  parish of
Kedron, portion 91.
Area-20 acres 1 rood  24 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION Fox CORR*CTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of S tanley , pariah of Xedro'a,  portisu  W.
Area 21 acres  3 roods and 20 perdhes.
Commencing at the north east oorner of jsortion
93, and bounded thence on the eaA-by s ro -
bearing  359 degrees 53 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-nine "links ; on the north by portion  88 bearing
270 degrees 3 minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links ;  on the west by  portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 60, minutes  twelve chains and
fifty -five and a -half links  ;  and on  the youth by
portion 93  bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes sevent"n
chains and forty  links to the point  -of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant- 35896.
Date of Grant -8th April, _1578.
Name of Grantee - Zacbarlall S tyring.
Land granted.-County  of  Lennox ,  parisI of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area-159 acres.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION PORlOX zzmenON
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox,  parisk  of V7a.*inbury,
por tion  19.
Area -162 acres 2 roods and 9  perches.
Commencing at the north-east  corner of portion
378, and bounded thence  •on the  nort  ;by a line
bearing 89  degrees 52 . minutes  thirsty  aohains and
eighty-eight  and a-half links  ;  the east by a line
bearing south fifty -three -chain  and two and a-half
links;  on the south  .by,a line  bearing.269 degrees
58 minutes  thirty  ,chants and fovty4hree and a-half
links  ;  and on ,the  west by -portion  378 bearing 359
degrees 26  minutes  :bmee chains and four links
to the  point of commencement.
Depatment.  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
T Ji'I %IE is hereby eiveu, that the Deed of
l Grant mentioned In the schedule hereunder
written  being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, 1Lis Excellency the Governor will, inpursuance of the trovislons of " The Titles to
Land  Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
mouths from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have  been.inserted  in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
r ame of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land  granted.-Allotment 17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.Nature of .Err'a,r.-The  name of  the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund  Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby  liven , that the Deed ofGrant mentioned  in the schedule her under
written  being erroneous in the particulars  therein
get forth, His Excellency  the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858." at  the expiration of three  months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument  endorsed on
such Deed of Grant,  under his Hand and  the Seal
of .the Colony.,  describe the name  of the intended
grantee ,  to  the  intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid , the eorreet  name  shall be taken to have
byes inserted in the mid grant  and in  every deed
goa$mi*g the erroneous name  ;  and  such  grant
aud'every such  :deed ihati - -gperate sad be eon-
1C. B. DUTTON.
SCSnnuyB ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant- 27663.
D t  4f Gr"t ,-420th  January,  1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land grad .--County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow ,  portion 5.
Area --80 acres.
Nature of Wenomer .-The  name  Hof the Grantee
having been  inserted  in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of  John Mathewson, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
'Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Forfeited Run in the Land Agent's
District of Dalby,  as per  the aocompanying descrip-
tion ,  will be open for Occupation License under Part
V. of "Th e  Canon Lands Act  of 1884,"  at the Dally
Land Otlfiee, on and after MONDAY, the 14th
day dt December ,  1885 ,  at an upset price of 10s.
per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
Tun DALBY LAND  AGENT's DISTRICT.
iFormerly known as Culgara Run.
About  87 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Blythe's Palmy
or Undulla Creek about twenty chains above a box-
tree marked broad -arrow  over IT over XXIX, and
bounded  thence on the east by a south line about
425 chains  ;  thence on the south by a west  li ne
crossi ng arbra*cb  iof Undullah Creek and  Brigalow
-Creek -at a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over A
about 1,fi50 chains to Bagot 's or Palm Creek-a
prolongation  of this  line would pass through a spot
thirty chains south of abox-treemarked broad-arrow
over 3 on that creek ; thence on the west by
Bagot's or t almy Creek downwards to its junction
with the Condamine River ; and thence on the
north by that river upwards to its junction with
Blythe's Palmy or Undulla Creek ; and by the left
bank of that creek upwards t4 the point of com-
mencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
i
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, desires it to be
notified , in pursuance  of the fifty-fifth section of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the land
hereunder described has been resumed from the
lease of  the Bathampton Run, in the Leichhardt
District, with the view of the  said  land being
reserved  for Water.
C. B. DUTTON.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
86-22903-P.w.
District of Leichhardt.
County of Clermont, parish of Bathampton.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Bathampton Run
bearing south-east and distant about fifty yards
from the south-east corner of the fence surrounding
Hurley's Dam at a tree marked P, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west ten
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north five
chains ; on the north by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing south
five chains to the point of commencement.
This reserve is situated on the upper part of
Bath Creek about fourteen miles from Clermont.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
SPRINGSURE COMMONAGE.
IN pursuance of the seventeenth section of theCommonage Regulations of the 1st March,
1-77, established under  "The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion  Art of  1876," it is hereby notified for general
information, that the undermentioned persons have
been elected Trustees of the Springsure Town and
Agricultural District Common under such Regula-
tions, and that the Secretary for Public Lands has
confirmed the appointments.
C. B. DUTTON.
JAMES  CLARKE CASSIDY,
JOHN JACOB FUNK,
JOSEPH  L. DENNE,
III S  MEYER,
THOMAS CAHILL,
GEOR GE HO$SFIELD,
JOHN H.  HoARE,
PHILLIP HEALY,
WILLIAM  CREAGH,
CHARLES E. WALLIS,
WILLIAM T. PHILP.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the persons hereunder named have been
elected ,  in pursuance of the provisions of section
six of  " 4n Act to enable certain Public Hospitals
to sue and be sued in the name of their Treasurer,
and to provide for the taking and holding of Real
Property belonging to such Nos ituls respectively,"
as Trustees of the Georgetown Hospital, in the room
of Henry Aplin, resigned, and Donald MacPherson
and James Morrison, deceased, and that the
Secretary for Public Lands has confirmed the
appointments-
PATRICK O'BRIEN,
CHARLES  BATT' ERSBY,
JAMES WILLMETT.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
1 T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District'nill visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February. 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards,_foi the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for  genera l information, thatthe Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant  ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business  under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act Of.1869," connected with Runs in theUnsettled Disricts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the HeadOffice n Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
rendtr their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part 1V. of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that all Land Agents' O ces throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of "Ve Crown Lancts Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-
sections I and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Riin, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and  must state  whether  it is  already
surveyed  or is  u surveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for  must , before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground  and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 29th October, 1885.
To EDWARD HUGH O'NEILL, Kilmoyler, Teviot.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich, on FRIDAY
40 Vic., No. 15. the 4th December next, at Ten
Ipswich District . o'clock in the  forenoon ,  and showNo. cause wh y your Selection No.E . H. O'Neill.
Area--637 acres. 6040, Ipswich District, should
Dugandan. not be declared forfeited for thePortion 169.
Conditional. non-fulfilment of the condition
Dugandan Homestead of residence.
Area.
PETER. McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
THE  following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made u er the provi
sions of  "  The  (Drown  Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Emu Creek ,  is published as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
THE following  order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown  L ands  Act of  1864 " of the
Run known as Portland Downs ,  is pub li shed as
required  by the  Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the run
known as Emu Creek ,  situated in the District
of Moreton ,  in the Colony of Queensland.
Wn n as the Secretary for Pub li c Lands caused a
division to be made of the run known as Emu
Creek ,  in the District of Moreton ,  and referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the pro visions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of 1884":  And whereas an
order was duly made by us herein ,  dated the 4th
day of September ,  1885, that the division of the
said run ,  made by the said Secretary for f ub lic
Lands ,  should be confirmed ,  and that the said run
should be divided into two parts, which said parts
were respectively in the said order particularly
described and specified  :  And whereas the matter
of the division of the said Emu Creek Run has
been remitted  by  the Gove rnor in Council to us,
the Land Boa id aforesaid ,  for reconsideration :
Now, upon rehearin the said matter ,  we do order
that the previous order made herein ,  dat ed  the 4th
day of September ,  1885, and the division of the
said run thereby confirmed ,  are hereby res
tively rescinded and annulled  :  And we do further
order that the division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby ,  be confirmed  :  And we do further order
that the said run be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part sha ll  comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.
About 93 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Emu Creek at
the western boundary of portion 11, parish of
Eskdale ,  and bounded thence by the western
boundaries of that portion andportions 12 and 25,
and by the eastern watershed  of Emu  and Pierce's
Creeks southerly  ;  by the southern watershed of
those creeks and the Great Dividing Range south-
westerly and north -westerly to a point south from
the south -west corner of portion 6, parish of Djuan ;
thence by a line north to the nort  h-west corner of
that portion  ;  thence by the northern and western
boundaries of portions 6. 10, 9,  14, and 13, and the
east boundary of portion 4, easterly and northerly
to Bum Bum Creek  ;  and thence by Bum Bum and
Emu Creeks downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the pastoral tenant of the said run shall  be entitled
to receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as fo ll ows, viz.
About 94 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Googa Googa
and Emu Creeks ,  and bounded thence by the
eastern watershed of Tyerry  Creek  northerly to
the Blackbutt Range ; by that range south-westerly
to the Great Dividing  Range  ;  by the Great
Dividing Range south -easterly to a point south
from the south -west corner of portion 6,  parish of
Djuan  ;  thence by a line north to the north-west
corner of that portion ; thence by the northern
and western boundaries of portions 6, 10, 9,
14, and 13,  and the east boundary of portion 4,
easterly and northerly to Bum Bum Creek, and
thence by Bum Bum and Emu Creeks downwards
to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of all
alienated ,  selected, and reserved lands ,  but in-
clusive of timbe r reserves.
Given under the seal of the Board, this  27th day
of October ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD,  5 Land Board.
In the Matter of  "Tlie Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known  as Portland Downs, situated in the
Pastoral  District of Mitchell, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS William Derham Clarke, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Portland
Downs, situated in the Pastoral District of
Mitchell, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the runs known as St. Helena South, Clipstone,
'Tylden, Portland Downs, Seaford, Welbeck North,
Barnstaple , Welbeck, and Welbeck  East, has given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
sixteenth day of June ,  1885, that he elects to take
advantage  of  the provisions of  "The  Crown  Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the  said Secretary for
Public  Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under  the pro-
visions  of-"25f  (fxrown Lands  Act of  1884 ": And
whereas the  said Secretary for Pub li c Lands has
caused the said run  to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said  report  hereinbefore mentiraed,
we do order that the division of the  said  run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said  consoli-
dated  run known as Portland Downs be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.
181  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Barcoo
River  at a point about two miles above  the north-
east corner of  Selection No. 1, and bounded thence
on the north -east by a north -west line about six
miles  fifty  chains to a post  marked bread-arrow
over W over  B over P ; thence on  the east by a
north line six miles  thirty  chains  ;  thence on the
north by a west line passing fifty chains  south of a
post marked  broad -arro w over B over H sixteen
miles twenty -two chains  eighty -six links  ; thence
on the  west by a south lice  six miles  thirty  chains ;
thence on the south by an east line ten miles to a
post marked broad -arrow  over  B and by a con-
tinuation of same line to a point one mile  forty-two
chains  eighty -six links east thereof ; thence again
on the west  by a south  line  about eleven miles
seventy chains to the Barcoo  River  at a tree marked
broad-arrow  over XXXI in triangle  ;  and thence
again on the  south  and east  by the right bank of
that  river upwards  to the point  of commencement,
-exclusive  of all  reserved or alienated lands
within these described  boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive  a lease  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described  as follows ,  viz.
3661 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River  at a point  about two miles above the north-
east  corner of Selection No. 1, and bounded thence
on the south-west by a north-west line about six
miles fifty chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over W over B over P ; thence on the west by a
north  line ,  crossing  Barnstaple Cr ek ata point
twelve cjia.ins  below a ooolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over WB over 1 in triangle ,  six miles thirty
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chains  ;  thence on  the north by an  east line ,  cross-
ing Wild Horse Creek at a point about sixty-four
chains below a gum-t ree marked  broad-arrow over
W over B over V in triangle, seven miles ; thence
again on the west by a north line eight miles ten
chains, passing through a post marked broad-arrow
over B, to a post marked broad-arrow over B over
0 one mile north of same ; thence again on the
north by an east line four miles fifty-seven chains
fourteen links to a post marked broad-arrow over
C ; thence  again  on the west by a north line eleven
miles twenty-seven chains to a point thirty chains
south of a post marked broad-arrow over 0 over B
over T; thence again on the north by an east line,
crossing  Oakhampton Creek about thirty- two chains
below a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over 1 in triangle ,  nine miles forty -three chains to
a point thirty -six chains west and thirty chains
south of a  at marked  broad-arrow over T ;
thence on the east b a south line ,  passing
through trees marked broad-arrow over J over
V in triangle and broad- arrow  over J over VI
in triangle ,  and crossing Oakhampton Creek at
a tree marked broad-arrow over J over VII in
triangle ,  eleven miles twenty -seven  chains to a
tree marked  broad-arrow  over J over VIII in
triangle ; thence  by an east  line one mile ten chains
to a tree marked broad-arrow over J over  X  in
triangle on Oakhampton Creek  ;  thence again on
the east by  a south line ,  again crossing the last-
mentioned creek ,  four miles nine chains to a point
twenty-eight dhains south and eight chains west of
a tree marked broad -arrow over  J over XI in
triangle ; thence again on the north by an east line
four miles thirty-three chains to the Bareoo River
at a -tree marked 'broad-arrow over J over XII in
triangle ; and 'thence on the south-east by the right
bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
liven under the seal of the Board, this third
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[z.a.] E. DESHON, IMembers of theT. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.THE following order of the Land  Board, con-firming  the division  made under  the pro-
visions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
H,un.known  as Withersfield, is published as required
by the Act, and for  the information  of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Witherefield, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHsRa&s George  Creswiek Gibson, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Withers.
field, situated in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt,
in the Colony of Queensland, comprising the runs
known as Witherafield and Withersfield No. 2, has
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the twenty-ninth day of April, 1885, that
he elects to take advantage  of the  provisions of
" The (sown Lands Act  of 1884 " with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has
been inspected and a  report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
ani Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Art of  1884": And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we -do further order that the said consolidated run
known  as Witherefield,  and comprisf!ng the rans
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act  as the resumed part shall  comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
117  square miles.
Commencing on the south bank of Borilla Creek
at a point forty chains above a tree on the oppo-
site bank marked broad-arrow over B27 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the west by a south line
about seventy chains; thence on the south by an
east line crossing  the Central Railway  line to a
box-tree on the right bank of Borilla Creek marked
broad-arrow over B17 in triangle, and by a con-
tinuation of same line crossing the said creek, in
all fourteen miles  forty  chains  ;  thence  on the south-
east by a north -east line five miles sixteen chains to a
point three  miles sixteen chains south-west of a tree
on Anakie Hill marked broad-arrow over *; thence
on the  north-east by a north-west  line about four
miles fifty -six chains to the intersection of the
watershed between  Borilla Creek and Retreat
Creek  ;  then ce on the north by that watershed in a
westerly direction to a point north of starting point ;
and thence again on the west by a south line cross-
ing North Creek about twenty -eight chains above
a tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow over
N7 in triangle about seven miles fifty chains,  cross-
ing Borilla Creek ,  to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
117  square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile fifty-six chains
south and sixteen chains east of  a ''box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B20 in triangle on the  n  ght bank
of Borilla Creek ,  and bounded thence on the north
by a west line crossing the Central Railway  seven
miles ; thence  on the  east by a north line crossing
Bori lla Creek at a point forty chains above a tree
on its left bank marked broad-arrow over R27 in
triangle,and erossing.NorthCreek at a point twenty-
eight chains above a bloodwood-tree on its right
bank :marked hroad-arrow over N.7 in triangle
about eight miles forty chains to the watershed
between Borilla Creek and Retreat Creek ; thence
on the north and .north-west by that watershed in
a westerly direction to the Drummond Range ;
thence on the west by that range in a southerly
direction to the Zam:ia .Range ; thence on the south-
west  and south by that  range  and the watershed
between the waters of Borilla Creek and those of
Medway Creek in an easterly direction to a point
south of starting point ; and thence again on the
east  by a north line crossing  Woodbine Creek about
.forty-eight chains above a box-tree on its right
bank marked broad-arrow over W4 in triangle about
five miles eight chains to the point ot commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fifth day
of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1886.
T HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of
the Run known as Strathdon No. 2 is published
as  required  by the Act,  and for the information of
those  whom it may  concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the  Matter  of the Division of the Run
known as Strathdon No 2, situated in the
District of Kennedy  (Settled ),  in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS John Palmer and Gottf ried Betzel, the
pastoral  tenants of the run known as StrathdonV o. 2, situated in the District of Kennedy  (Settled),
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in the Colony of Queensland, have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the fourth
day of April, 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  " T, 4e Crown Lands Act of1884" with respect to such run : 'And whereas
the said run has beep inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the, provisions of  " Ile Crown
Lands Act of  1884' : And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands  has caused  the said run
to be divided : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral  tenants,  and the said report
bereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said run known as Strathdon No. 2,
be divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz.:-
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Don River
at a point opposite the confluence of Selina Creek,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east  about five miles to the west boundary of
Dalrymple and Glenavon No. 1 Run ; on the east
by that boundary bearing north about seven and
a-quarter miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west to the Don River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz. :-
About 20 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Selina Creek
with the Don River, and bounded thence by Selina
Creek upwards about two and a-half miles in a
direct line to the east boundary of Rookwood Run ;
on the  west  by part of that boundary and the east
boundary of Aberdeen Run bearing north about
eight and a-half miles ; - on the north by a line
bearing east to the Don River ; and thence by that
river upwards  to the  point of commencement,-
exclusive of all  alienated , selected, or reserved
lands.
Given under the seal of the Board, this third
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, 5 Land Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
1 THE following order ofthe Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884' of
the Run known as Burgoyne, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter  of the Division of the Run
known as Burgoyne, situated in the Pastoral
District of Mitchell, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WREUAs Charles Randa ll  Lillyman, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Burgoyne,
situated in the Pastoral District of Mitchell, in the
Colony of Queensland, and comprising the runs
known as Edwiustowe No. 6, Burgoyne's Camp
No. 2, and Burgc e's Camp, has given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twentieth
day of AU t,1885, that he elects to take advantage
of the psiona of  " The gown Lands Act of
1W4" with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to
the best mode of making  a fair  division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
ha  referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  "Tie Crown
Lands Act  of 1884": And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lauds  has caused  the said
run to be divided : Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral  tenant  and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run  made  by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Burgoyne, and comprising  the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall  comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
49  square miles.
-Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Town Reserve of Jericho, being a point one  mile
south and twenty  chains east  of the 304th mile
post on the Queensland Central Railway line,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line
along the south boundary of the said reserve and
by a continuation of the same line in all about four
miles  twenty-four chains ; thence on the west by a
north line about five  miles  forty chains ; thence on
the north by. an east line passing thirty chains
north of  a tree  marked broad-arrow over J over
XVIII in triangle  and cro ssing  Jordan's Creek
about four miles twenty-four  chains  to a point
forty chains south and eighteen  chains east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over J over XVII in
triangle; thence again on the  west  by a north line
passing eighteen  chains east  of the  last -mentioned
tree eight  miles  ; thence  again on  the north by an
east line two miles sixteen chains ; thence on the
east by a south line thirteen  miles  forty chains to a
point east of starting point ; and thence  again on
the south by a west line about two  miles sixteen
chains to the point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a  lease for the term  and  upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall  comprise
and include the land described as follows,  viz.:--
146  square miles.
Commencing  at the south -east corner of the
Town Reserve of Jericho, being  a point one mile
south and twenty  chains east of  the 304th mile
post on the Queensland Central Railway  line, and
bounded thence on " the north by an  east  line two
miles sixteen chains  ; thence on the west by _ a
north line thirteen  miles  forty chains;  thence again
on the north by an  east line seven miles  sixty-four
chains ; thence on the east by a south line ten
miles  ;  thence on the south by a west line  six miles
twenty four chains ; thence  again  on the east by a
south line crossing the Railway line  about seven
miles  to a point  east of  a tree on the right bank of
Jordan's Creek marked broad -arrow  over J over
XXVI in triangle ; thence  again  on the south by
a west line passing through that tree  and crossing
the said creek fifteen  miles  ; thence again on the
west by a north line five miles ; thence  again on
the north by an east line seven  miles; thence again
on the east by a south line crossing the railway
about one mile forty chains to a point west of start-
ing point ; and thence  again on the  north by an
east fine to the south-west  corner  of the Jericho
Town Reserve, and by a continuation of the same
line along the south boundary of that reserve,
in all about four miles  sixteen chains ,  crossing
Jordan's Creek, to the point  of commencement.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this fifth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
E. DESHON, Membersd
Board.
the
T. S. SWORD,
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Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
UNDER Section 52 of " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
the Selectors mentioned in the Schedule herewith
to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Allora, on the 25th day of November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, why their respectives
Selections should not he declared forfeited for non-fulfilment of  condition  of residence.
0
+d
dz Distnet. Owner .  Parish.
1980 Warwick  ...  F. Schreick  ... ...  Allora
19.36 Ditto  ...  W. J.  Rooney  ... ...  ditto
2(97 Ditto  ...  E. Cowley  ...  ditto
2088 Ditto ...  J. Kelly ,  junr. ditto
2119 Ditto  ...  E. McMillan  ...  ditto
2237 Ditto ...  J. Hardwick  ... ...  Uoombn ra
2238 Ditto  ...  E.Ilardwick  ... ...  ditto
2338 Ditto  ...  Tom. Neale  ... ...  Allora
193.3 Ditto  ...  Andrew Rickert ,  senr ....  ditto
2015  Ditto ... Adam  Rickert  ... ...  Goomburra
2207 Ditto ..  John Hami ll  ... ...  Allora
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 15th October, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  BIINTEL , Grandchester.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich on ER IDAY,
40 Vic., No. 15. the 4th December  next,  at (10) Ten
Ipswich. o'clock in the forenoon, and showNo. 5181.Mr. Bentel . cause  why your  Selection  No. 5184,
Grandchester . Ipswich District, should not bePortion 151.
78 acres. declared forfeited for the non-ful-
homestead.  filment of the condition of occupation.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK SULLIVAN, holder of Selection
No. 3163, T R., Westbrook Homestead Area.
\TD NCR Section 52  of  " Tice Crown Lands
U Alienation Act of 1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 23rd day of November next, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection No.
3163, Toowoomba Register, should not be declared
forfeited for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN  REID  WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFABLANE, bolder of Selec-
tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that you have
I failed  in performance  of the conditions of
residence  on the above  selection , I have to request
that you will  show cause , at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December, 1885, why the  same  should not be
deemed abandoned  and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner, Gympie.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane. 22nd October, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
10th day of November proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
I Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
WALLOON COLLIERY.
r j1 HE following Special Rules relating to Walloon
Colliery are hereby published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette,  in accordance with  -The Mines
Regulation  Art of  1881."
WM. MILES.
SPECIAL RULES FOR THE CONDUCT AND GUIDANCE
OF PERSONS EMPLOYED IN OR ABOUT THE
WALLOON COLLIERY.
Manager.
1. The manager shall have full command over
all other officers and persons employed in or about
the colliery, and he shall be responsible for the
proper performance of the duties of every such
officer or other person.
Overman or other underground rffieer.
2. The overman or person in charge underground
shall be in the pit every day ; shall see that the
rules are closely followed and rigidly complied
with ; shall immediately suspend any person in-
fringing or attemping to infringe any rule ; shall
give immediate attention to any complaints, and
personally inspect such portions of the mine as are
reported to be unsafe ; shall give instructions daily
to the men under his charge, and shall himself
observe the following rules :-3. He shall have full charge of all underground
operations.
4. Shall visit every working place once each
working day, and see that the hewer keeps his
working place sufficiently timbered.
5. Shall  examine  every day the different main
and district air-currents.
6. Shall see that a sufficient supply of timber is
provided and sent to the place appointed for the
hewers.
7. shall see that the rules are rigidly observed
by all persons under his charge, and shall suspend
any person attempting to infringe any rule, and
report the same to the  manager.
Engineer.
8. Shall examine, once a day, the ropes, bolts,
hinges ,  main and cage chains ,  and sha ll  see that
they are in repair, and that the signal rapper and
wires are in good order
9. Shall examine the working engine, valves,
gauges ,  flanges or horns, brake, bell signal, and
other working parts daily, and see that they are in
good order and repair.
10. Shall have entire charge of pit ropes and
chains, and remove, reverse, and repair them when
necessary.
11. Shall see that the boilers are properly
cleaned, and shall prohibit and suspend the work-
ing of any boiler exhibiting weakness, or in con-
nection with which any valve, gauge, or apparatus
is out of order.
12. Shall report daily to the manager all defects
and necessary alterations and repairs.
13. Under instructions from the manager, shall,
once in six months , test the boilers by hydraulic
pressure, and enter the results of such test in a
book kept for the purpose.
Bankman or Pit-head keeper.
14. Shall have charge of all persons employed
on the pit-head, platform, and  screens , and shall
see that the rules are observed by those under his
charge ; shall watch the apparatus and appliances
carefully, and report to the engineer or manager
any observed defects.
15. Shall see that all fires are extinguished when
work in the pit is done, and that the safety bars or
fences are securely fixed across the shaft.
16. Shall st a that the timbers, rails, &c., neces-
sary for each day's consumption are brought to the
pit, and sent in when required by the overman.
17. Shall have a clear understanding with the
onsetter or hewers and the engineman as to the
signals in use, both when drawing coal and at all
other times.
18. Shall not allow more than four persons in a
single cage, or eight in a double one, at one time,
and sh4l not allow any p, rson in liquor to gn into
the pit.
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19. Shall not allow any man to take his tools
with him in the cage ; all tools to be sent down in
a separate skip.
20. Should any defect be observed in either rope
he shall restrict  the men  to the use of the other
rope until the manager has been communicated
with.
21. When men are to ascend or descend, the
agreed signal shall be given and the skips taken
out of the cage top and bottom.
22. Shall report to the  manager  any violation of
the rules or any eva ion or contravention of the
Act.
Onsetter.
23. The onsetter, when one is appointed, shall
not allow any person to interfere with the rapper
or signal wire.
24. Shall report to the overman any violation of
the rules.
25. When men are to ascend, the agreed signal
shall be given and the skips taken out of the ea ge
at top and bottom, the onsetter only giving the
necessary  signals.
26. Shall not allow more than four men at once
in a single cage,  or eight in a double one.
27. Should any defect be observed in either rope
lie shall restrict the men to the use of the other
rope until the manager has been communicated
with.
28. Any person refusing to leave the cage when
ordered to do so by the onsetter shall be imme-
diately suspended, and may be fined or otherwise
dealt with by the manager.
29. The onsetter shall have a clear understanding
with the bankman and engineman as to the signals
to be used ; shall attend carefully to the down
signals ;  and shall not allow any person to go into
the shaft until the return signal has been given.
Fireman.
30. Where there is reason to suspect the presence
of inflammable gas, the fireman (in the absence of
the overman) shall carefully examine every day
each man's working place, and shall leave day and
date written on a board, or the workman's shovel,
and placed in some conspicuous place against the
working face, so that the workman  can see  that the
fireman has been there  ;  such examination to be
made with a safety-lamp.
31. Shall suspend or affix danger signals on
outside of any room or place where gas is found
to exist, and shall k-ep up such signal until the
danger is  removed.
32. No person, without authority, shall go beyond
such signal with a naked light or safety-lamp, and
anyone found doing so shall be instantly dismissed,
and may be summoned before a bench of magis-
trates and fined or imprisoned.
33. No a orking places containing gas shall be
worked until the miners in such places are
supplied with safety- lamps.
34. No smoking shall be permitted in any place
where the safety-lamps are used.
35. No blasting powder or other explosive shall
be used where the safety-lamps are used
36. No person shall have in his possession any
key or other instrument by which a lamp may be
opened, or any lucifer matches or other explosive
or inflammable material where safety lamps are
used.
37. Any safety-lamp receiving any injury shall
be immediately extinguished and brought out to
the person in charge, who shall report such acci-
dent to the manager.
38. Any wheeler or other person injuring a door
and not immediately reporting the same shall be
suspended.
39. Should there be any discharge of gas or any
extensive falls of roof in progress, all naked lights
shall be immediately withdrawn, and the fact
reported to the overman.
41. No  naked light is to be taken beyond any
danger signal placed  by the  overman or fireman as
a warning  that  gas is suspected.
423. They  shall constantly be on the alert for
discharges of gas, more particularly in  meeting with
faults, hitches, or backs, or in a case of a sudden
influx of water  ;  and in these cases also a close
observation of the state  of the  roof shall be kept
up, more vigilance being, if possible ,  required on
reaching the hanging face of backs or hitches.
43. Shall make a thorough examination of the
state of the  roof in their working places before
commencing w ork.
44. Shall be responsible for the proper timbering
of their own working places ,  and shall report to the
overman at once any deficient suppl of timber.
45. Shall  choose every  morning the  quantity and
lengths of props required by them, and shall take
them to their working places without  delay ; and
any neglect shall be  met by  instant dismissal or
prosecution.
46. On commencing to cut coal shall set sprags
not more than six feet apart in the holing ,  curving,
or under, ut.
General Directions.
47. No person acting in a place of trust shall
depute any other person to do his work without the
sanction of the manager.
48. No fighting ,  swearing ,  or drinking intoxicat-
ing liquor allowed in the mine.
49. All officers shall acquaint themselves
thoroughly  with the rules applicable  to their
offices, and with those which are to be observed by
persons under their charge.
50. The hewers and other persons employed in
the colliery  are required to inform themselves of
the rules applying to themsel --es as well as to
others.
51. Officers who fail in the due observance of the
rules, or in enforcing the same for the safety of the
workmen and of the mine ,  subject themselves to
dismissal and prosecution.
52. Workmen  and boys who violate the rules, or
refuse obedience to the orders of the officers, shall
be sent out of the mine with a view to the investi-
gation of the charge and the punishment of the
offenders.
N. B.-Any person employed in or about a colliery
who neglects or  wilfully  violates any of the special rules
established for such colliery shall for every such offence
be liable to a penalty not ex ceeding £5, or in default of
payment to be imprisoned for any period not exceedicg
one month.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  TO WARDSMAN'S COTTAGE,
FRASER 'S ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Office, Maryborough ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 27th November,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
Wardsman 's Cottage ,  Fraser's Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions to Wards-
man's Cottage , Fraser's Island."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at  the Post Office,  Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time  within which  it is proposed to com-
plete the  work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed  by the  party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the  Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing  such  performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not necessarily beHewers.
40. Shall use safety-lamps where the overman or
fireman considers necessary.
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th Noyember, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, DRAYTON.
NDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
November, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Court House at Drayton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Court House, Draytc n."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a pror printed form, and
state the time within which
ire
is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual  notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma'est for securing such performance;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con•
sid etration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEI011TOr.
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, LAIDLEY.T ENDnS will be received at his Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
November, from persons willing to contract for
erection  of Court House at Laidley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Court House, Laidley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See  Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a  proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted , and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS TO CLOSETS, PUBLIC LANDS
OFFICE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
November, from persons willing to contract for
Alterations to Closets at the Public Lands Office,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Alterations to Closets,
Lands Office, Brisbane."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Malestyfor securing such performance ;
otherwise the ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, LAIDLEY.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
r Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
November, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station at Laidley.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, La id ley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is .£10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it proposed to complete
the work, and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, REDCLIFFE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
November, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Police Station at Redeliffe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Red-
cli e."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BOAT-SHED, Eic., CUSTOM HOUSE, PORT
DOUGLAS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Port Douglas, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Boat-shed and Flooring Bonded More at Custom
House, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Boat-shed, 4'c., Port
Douglas."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the dub
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE
NORMANTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Office, Normanton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on ]FRIDAY, the 4th December, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Additions
to the Post and Telegraph Office at Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Post and
Telegraph Offlee, Normanton."
Plan, S cification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Office, Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £ 10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IV EW STEPS, GENERAL POST OFFICE,
BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received  at this Office until
It Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
November, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of New Steps at the General Post
Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Xew Steps, General
.host 0 ice,"
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreein to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen dayos from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi,
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCKUP, GYMPIE.FRESH Tenders willbe received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Kitchen
and Washhouse to Lockup at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Lockup,
Gympie."
Plan, S{,ecificatiott, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to  be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause 1 in the General ronclitions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form; and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreein to  deposit the sum
of 10 per ce t. on anioutit of Tender  as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event  to execute  and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor , in $lrisbatte , within fourteen
days  from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Ma esty  for securing  such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTlEIS.
ADDITIONS TO HOSPITAL, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th November,
from persons willing  to contract for erection of
additions to the Hospital at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Additions to Hospital,Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court  House , Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes, with the
Tender, is £ 25. (See clause  1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper  printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
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performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
N 2W POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
TOWNSVILLE.
IPENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Post Office, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from persons willing to contract for erection of New
Post and Telegraph Offices at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  Post and Telegraph
Ofices, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Townsville..
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank  notes  with the
Tender, is £50. (See clause 1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must  be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SUPREME COURT HOUSE, ROCK-
HAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of Nov-
ember,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of new Supreme Court House at Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Supreme Court
Souse, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount  of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the  Sb cification.)
Tenders must on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. `
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, SUB-INSPECTOR POLICE
QUARTERS, MAYTOWN.
TE
ND ERS will be received at this Office and
at the Court House, Maytown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th November,
from persons willing to contract for Additions
to Sub-Inspector of Police Quarters at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, Sub-In-
spector's Quarters, Maytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maytown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause I in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted , and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Under Secretary  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th  October,  1885.
SOUTHER N AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane 'Talley Branch - 2nd Section.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SHELTER-SHEDS ANt, OFFICES ON THE
SECOND SECTION, BRISBANE VALLEY
BRANCH.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
I Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
November, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Shelter-sheds and Offices on the Second
Section, Brisbane Valley Branch.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Shelter-sheds
and Ofices on the Second Section, Brisbane Valley
Branch."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into coi,-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily h®
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Tinder  Secretary for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY, TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may
be required for the year 1886, upon the conditions
hereafter specified, to be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Townsville.
Printed lists and further particulars specified
may be obtained at this Office, or at the Railway
Storekeeper's Office, Townsville ; and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons  as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within  seven  days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £100 for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply t -) stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under : ecretary  for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES  AND PROBABLE  QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Acid, carbolic, per gallon (30 gallons)
Acid, muriatic,  per gallon  (10 gallons)
Acid, nitric,  per gallon  (15 gallons)
Acid, sulphuric, per gallon (20 gallons)
Adzes, handled, per dozen (5 dozen)
Augers, Matheson' s screw,  4-inch to 2 inches, per
dozen (36 dozen)
Axes, American, per dozen (6 dozen)
Beeswax , per lb. (30 lbs.)
Bolts, brass flush, for doors, per dozen (1 dozen)
Bolts and nuts, cuphea 1, hexagon, and counter-
sunk , per cwt. (2 ton)
Borax, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Brass , sheet, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Brushes, paint, assorted, per dozen (20 dozen)
Brushes, hand, per dozen (12 dozen)
Brushes, carriage , per dozen (3 dozen)
Brooms ,  bass , per dozen (20 dozen)
Brooms , American, per dozen (6 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron, per dozen (3 dozen)
Chain, iron,  assorted sizes, per  cwt. (5 cwt.)
Calico, black  glazed,  per yard (50 yards)
Cement, Portland, approved brand, per cask (100
casks)
Cloth, Emery , per ream  (5 reams)
Copper, bar and sheet, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Cotton wick, balls, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Chalk, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Dusters , linen , per yard (56 yards)
Files,  assorted ,  as per  Sheffield list, per dozen
(21 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggins', per yard (200 yards)
Glass, best winiow, per foot (60 boxes)
Gold  size , per gallon (12 gallons)
Glasses, lamp, per dozen (60 dozen)
Gold leaf, per book (8 dozen books)
Glue, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Hammers, hand, handled, per dozen (12 dozen)
Hammers, fitters', per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen (12 dozen)
Handles, pick, per dozen (18 dozen)
Handles, sledge, per dozen (12 dozen)
Handles, broom, per dozen (36 dozen)
Handles, adze, per dozen (6 dozen)
Hinges, brass butt, per pair (4 dozen)
Hinges, iron butts, per pair (4 dozen)
Hinges, T assorted  sizes,  at per inch (12 dozen pairs)
India-rubber, sheet, per foot (200 feet)
Iron, round and square, best Staffordshire,
approved brands, per cwt.
Iron, angle, best Staffordshire, per cwt.
Iron, flat, best Staffordshire, per cwt.
Iron, plate, best Staffordshire, per cwt.
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20 wire gauge, per cwt.
(1 ton)
Iron, BBH Crown, per cwt. (20 tons)
Iron, corrugated, 26 gauge, approved brand, per
cwt. (10 tons)
Japan black, per gallon (15 gallons)
Leather belting, beat  single,  2a, 3, 4, and 6 inches,
per foot (1,000 feet)
Leather belting, best double, 6 inches, per foot
(200 feet)
Leather,  harness,  per lb. (180 lbs.)
Leather, sole, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Lead, pig, per cwt. (9 cwt.)
Lead, sheet, per cwt. (12 cwt.)
Linoleum, per yard (120 yards)
Locks, desk and box, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, drawer, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, rim, per dozen (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, iron, japanned, 2, 29, 3, and 4 inch,
with duplicate keys, per dozen (6 dozen)
Locks, pad,  brass , per dozen (2 dozen)
Mops, wool, per dozen (6 dozen)
vluntz metal, per cwt . (6 cwt.)
Muntz metal  nails , per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Nails, galvanized iron, per lb. (120 lbs.)
Nails, wire, assorted  sizes , per cwt . (2 tons)
Nails , clouts,  assorted sizes,  per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, per cwt. (14 cwt.)
Nails, lead-headed, per cwt. (4 cwt.)
Navy canvas, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, per yard (20 bolts)
Oil, linseed, boiled and raw, per gallon (1,600
gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands, per gallon (1,000
gallons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (500 gallons)
Oil, castor, per gallon (3,000 gallons)
Oil, colza, per gallon (500 gallons)
Oil feeders,  Burdess' patent , 12-inch spouts, pints,
per dozen (3 dozen)
Packing, " Tucks," per cwt. (4 cwt.)
Paint, white lead, approved brand, per cwt. (2 tons)
Paint, emerald green, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Paint, Brunswick  green,  per lb. (112 lbs.)
Paint, black, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Paint, red lead, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Paper, brown wrapping, per lb. (60 lbs.)
Paper , glass,  per ream  (6 reams)
Polish, French, per  gallon  (68 gallons)
Picks, double-ended, Collins', per dozen (30 dozen)
Piping, gas, per foot (2,000 feet)
Rope, best European, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Rope, best Manilla, per cwt. (10 cwt.)
Solder, per lb. (1 cwt.)
Steel, blister, approved brands, per cwt. (3 tons)
Steel. spring, approved brands, per cwt . (3 tons)
Steel,  cast , approved brands, per cwt. (3 tons)
Saws,  hand, each (12)
Screws, all  sizes,  as per printed list, per gross (100
gro!)
Screw s,, japanned , round head, assorted  sizes, per
gross.
Screws , coach, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Shovels, No. 4, round  nose,  T handles, per dozen,
(60 dozen)
Shovels, fire, per dozen (6 dozen)
Tacks, tin, per lb. (1 cwt.)
Tacks, black, -, 1, and 1 inch, per lb. (10 lbs.)
Tacks, iron, 21, 8i per lb. (14 lbs.)
Tubing, I.R., per foot (500 feet)
Tallow, best for lubricating, per cwt. (8 tons)
Tar, coal, per gal. (1,000 gals.)
Tar, Stockholm, per gal. (100 gals.)
Turps, per gal. (100 gals.)
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Twine,  sewing , per lb. (56 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (8 lbs.)
Twine, common, per lb. (8 lbs.)
Varnish, best coach body, approved brand, per gal.
(60 gal.)
Varnish, best finishing, best brand, per gal. (50 gal.)
Vermillion, Chinese, per oz. (2 lbs.)
Waste cotton, per lb. (5,000 lbs.)
Whiting, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Zinc, sheet, per owt. (4 cwt.)
Under  Secretary  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
December next, from  persons  willing to contract
for the supply of the whop ur  any of  the under-
mentioned Stores, &c., in such quantities as may
be required for the year 1886, upon the conditions
hereafter specified, to be aelivered at the Railway
Stores, Bundaberg.
Printed lists and further  particulars  specified
may be obtained at this Office, or at the Railway
Storekeeper's Office, Bundaber ; and at the foot
of every Tender there  must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as  sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver`,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance,  a Bond  to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £100 for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it  must  be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply more
or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply  to stores  and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
LIST OF ABTICLBS AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
RBQuIBBD TO BB TENDERED FOR.
Acid, carbolic,  per gal . (5 gals.)
Arsenic, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Adzes, per doz. (1 doz.)
Augers, Mathison' s screw , in. to in., per doz.
(3 doz.)
Borax , per lb. (2 lbs.)
Brooms ,  bass  (1 doz.)
Brooms,  hand (1 doz.)
Brooms,  American (1 doz.)
Brushes, painters' assorted (1 doz.)
Bolts,  brass , flush , for doors, per doz. (1 doz.)
Cupheaded,
s in. to ',-  in. (2Bolts and nuts Hexagon, cwt.)Countersunk,
Buckets, galvanised iron, per doz. (1 doz )
Canvas, Navy, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, per yd.
Cement, best brands, Portland, per csk. (20 esks.)
Chalk, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Cotton wick, in balls (7 lbs.)
Cotton waste, 2, ton, at per cwt.
Chain proof, assorted sizes, per cwt. (1 cwt)
Cloth, Emery (1 ream)
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield list, per doz. (4 doz.)
Felt Roofing, Scroggins', per yd. (20 yds.)
Glasses, Lamp, per doz. (1 doz.)
Glue, English or Colonial, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Hammers, claw , per doz. (1 doz.)
Hammers, fitters', per lb.
Handles, axe, American, per doz. (6 doz.)
Handles,  pick, per doz. (1 doz.)
Handles,  adze , per doz. (1 doz.)
Handles, broom, per doz. (1 doz.)
Hinges,  brass butt, per pair (1 doz. pairs)
Hinges, iron butt (2" to 4"), per doz. (1 doz. pairs)
Hinges, T (8" to 18"), per doz. (1 doz.  pairs)
Indianrubber, sheet, per foot (5 feet)
Indianrubber, tubing, per foot (30 feet)
Iron, BBH (Crown)
Iron, ro und and square
Iron ,  flat, in bars
Iron, plate
Iron ,  sheet , 10-20  wire gauge
Iron, angle
Iron, corrugated (approved brand) 26 gauge, per
cwt. (2 tons)
Locks, box or desk, per doz. (1 doz.)
Locks, brass, drawer, per doz. (1 doz.)
Locks, rim, per doz. (1 doz.)
Locks, pad, brass, per doz. (2 doz.)
Locks, pad, iron japanned, 2 in., 2J in., 3 in., and
4 in., duplicate keys, per doz. (3 doz.)
Locks, pad, japanned, 2 in., 2$ in., 3 in., and 4 in.,
per doz. (1 doz.)
Linen dusters, per yard (10 yards)
Lead, sheet, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Lead, pig, per cwt. (1 ton)
Leather belting, best double, 5 in., per foot (50 feet)
Leather belting, best single, 2in., 21 in., 3 in., 4 in.,
and 6 in., per foot (176 feet)
Mopps, wool, per doz. (1 doz.)
Nails, wire, assorted, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
1, ails, clout, assorted, per cwt. (30 lbs.)
Nails, Ewbank, per lb. (6 cwt.)
Nails, galvanised iron, per lb. (2 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, per cwt. (20 lbs.)
Nails, lead-headed, per lb. (1 cwt.)
Nails, tacks, iron, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Nails, tacks, tinned per lb. (7 lbs.)
Oily, kerosine, approved brands, per gal. (50 gals.)
Oils, neatsfoot, per gal. (10 gals.)
Oils, castor, per gal. (60 gals.)
Oils, China, at per gal. (100 gals.)
Oils, linseed, boiled and raw,  per gal . (100 gals.)
Oil feeders, 11 Burdess patent," 12 in. spouts, pints,
per doz. (1 doz.)
Pipes, gas, per foot (200 feet)
Piping, glazed earthenware, 4 in. to 12 in., per foot
(1,000 feet)
Piping, galvanised, s in. to 2 in., per foot (300 feet)
Polish, French, per gal. (1 gal.)
Paint, black, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Paint, Brunswick green, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Paint, red oxide (10 cwt )
Paint, emerald green, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Paint, red lead, per lb. (2 cwt.)
Paint, white lead. best brand, per cwt. (2 Cwt.)
Paint, Chinese vermillion, per oz. (7 ozs.)
Turpentine, per gal. (10 gals.)
Varnish, best finishing, best brand, per gal. (5 gals.)
Whiting, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt.
Steel, cast, do. do. (1 tote)
Steel, spring, do. do.
Stump Caps, galvanised iron, per doz. (120)
Saws, cross-cut, at per foot (20 feet)
Saws, hand, each (,L doz.)
Solder, at per lb. (50 lbs.)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list, per gross
(50 gross)
Screws, japanned round head, assorted, per gross
(2 gross)
Screws, coach, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Shovels, round-nose No. 4,T handle, per doz. (1 doz.)
Shovels, fire, per doz. (I doz.)
Tallow, best for lubricating, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Tar, coal, per gal. (120 gals)
Twine, sewing, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Twine, common, per lb. (50 lbs.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (4 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (5 lbs.)
Wire, trimming, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (7 lbs.)
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Under Secretary for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE MARYBOROUGH AND BURRUM
RAILWAY, MARYBOROUGFH.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
December next ,  fr om persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores , &c., in such quantities as may
be required for the year 1886 ,  upon the conditions
hereafter specified ,  to be delivered at the Railway
Stores ,  Meryborough.
Printed lists and further particulars s cified
may be obtained at this Office ,  or at the  Railway
Storekeeper 's Office, Maryborough  ;  and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering ,  and two responsible
persons as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally  execute and  deliver,
at the  Office  of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £100 for securing such performance; other-
wise the  Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month  fr om the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons coneernedi
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article ,  as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description  re quired for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Lift  or  ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
Rz uIaED TO BE TENDERED  FOR.
Adies ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Augers, 4 inch to 4 inch, Mathison 's, per dozen
(6 dozen)
Axes ,  Ame can ,  heavy and light .  per dozen (3 dozen)
Alum ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
4.cid ,  carbolic ,  per gallon  (50 gallons)
Barrows ,  platform hand, each (12)
Beeswax , per lb. (6 lbs.)
Basils, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Be lls, hand ,  for use on stations ,  each (6)
Bunting ,  for signals ,  red, white ,  and green  (50 yards
each)
$orax ,  per lb . (56 lbs.)
Brass, in sheet, per cwt . (3 cwt.)
Belting ,  single leather ,  assorted sizes ,  per foot
(900 feet)
Belting ,  double, copper rivetted or laced ,  per foot
( feet)
Belt ,  laces, 4 inch ,  per dozen  (24 dozen)
Blocks, iron gully ,  per inch (3)
Blocks, wood, per inch (3)
Brimstone ,  in powder and solid ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Brooms, bass , 0,  per dozen  (8 dozen)
Brooms ,  hair, long-handled ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Brooms ,  ri ll ett, per dozen  (1 dozen)
brushes, bannister ,  per dozen  (6 dozen)
Brushes ,  scrub ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brushes, paint, assorted ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Brushes, tar ,  long -handled, per dozen (2 dozen)
Brushes ,  tar, short -handled ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Buckles ,  galvanised ,  strapped ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Bath-bricks, per dozen (12 dozen)
Beaters ,  railway ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Brass rod, assorted sizes ,  per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Bolts, brass flush ,  assorted sizes, per dozen (3
dozen)
Bolts, brass barrel, assorted sizes ,  per dozen (3
dozen)
Bolts, iron barrel ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen (1
dozen)
Bolts and nuts, cuphead ,  hexagon ,  and counter-
sunk ,  per cwt . (1 ton)
Canvas, best navy , Nos. 1,  2, and 3 ,  per yard (300
yards)
Chamois leathers ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Cement, best Portland ,  per cask  (20 casks)
Chimneys, for duplex lamps ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Chimneys,  for hurricane lamps ,  per dozen (1 dozen)
Copper tubing ,  sizes, solid drawn ,  per lb. (2 cwt.)
Chalk,  per lb . (14 lbs.)
Chairs, American cane-seated ,  for office, each (24)
Cotter pins ,  assorted sizes, per gross  (50 gross)
Chain ,  proof, assorted sizes, per cwt . (10 cwt.)
Cocks, brass water, assorted sizes, per dozen (1
dozen)
Cotton -wick ,  in balls ,  per lb . (14 lbs.)
Cotton lamp-wick,  flat, assorted sizes, per yard (200
yards)
Cotton waste ,  best white ,  per ton  (5 tons)
Cloth,  Emery ,  per ream  (3 reams)
Cloth, glass ,  assorted Nos., per ream  (2 reams)
Dusters ,  linen, each (40)
Emery owder ,  per cwt . (4 cwt.)
Files,  block, rough and smooth ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Files ,  asorted ,  as per Sheffield list  (24 dozen)
Filters ,  medium size, each (3)
Flax ,  packing, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Fitches, for painters ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen (6
dozen)
Fork,  garden ,  each (6)
Gauge glasses ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen (12 dozen)
Gauge glass washers, assorted sizes ,  per dozen
(24 dozen)
Glass, plate, per foot  (100 feet
Glass ,  window ,  best ,  per foot  (100 feet)
Glue, Russian ,  best, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Glue, English or Colonial, per cwt . (56 lbs.)
Gold-size ,  best, per gallon  (20 gallons)
Gold-leaf, per book  (60 books)
Grindstones, per inch (6)
Hammers, claw ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Hammers, fitters ,  per lb . (2 dozen)
hammers ,  sledge ,  in  steel ,  per lb. (6)
Handles, hand hhammer,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles ,  American axe, per dozen (3 dozen)
Handles ,  pick and beater ,  American hickory, per
dozen (12 dozen)
Handles ,  adze, per dozen (1 dozen)
Handles ,  broom and  mop, er dozen  (2 dozen)
Hoes, chipping ,  per dozen (1 dozen)
Rooks, reaping ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Hinges, brass butt ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen (3
dozen)
Hinges, iron butt, assorted sizes, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes,  per  dozen  (3 dozen)
Hose ,  india-rubber, 1, 2, 24 ,  and 24 inches ,  per foot
(100 feet)India -rubber, sheet ,  vulcanised ,  per lb . (1 cwt.)
Iron, BBH Crown ,  best Staffordshii e
I ron, round and square ,  best Staffordshire
Iron, flat, in bars ,  best Staffordshire
Iron, plate ,  best Staffordshire
Iron ,  sheet ,  best Staffordshire
Iron ,  angle ,  best Stafforshire
Iron ,  Lowmoor .  in plate ,  per cwt . (20  cwt.)
Iron, Lowmoor ,  in bars, per cwt . (20 cwt.)
I ron, firebar ,  per cwt . (10 ewt.)
Iron ,  galvanised corrugated ,  approved brand, per
cwt. (5 cwt.)
Iron, ridge capping, per foot  (50 feet)
Iron, guttering ,  per foot  (50 feet)
Iron, down pipe ,  per foot (50 feet)
Lead, sheet ,  per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Locks ,  brass, box or desk ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks, iron,  box or desk,  assorted sizes, per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks, brass, drawer or till, assorted sizes ,  per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks, iron ,  drawer or till ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks, brass, press or cupboard ,  assorted sizes, per
dozen  (2 dozen)
Locks ,  iron ,  press or cupboard ,  assorted sizes, per"
dozen  (2 dozen)
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Locks ,  rim, Carpenters ',  assorted ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Locks, pad, Hobbs '  patent ,  3 inch ,  duplicate keys
to differ , per  dozen  (2 dozen)
Locks, brass ,  for cash bags  (small ),  duplicate keys-
all keys alike, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Locks ,  pad, galvanised ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Locks, pad, japanned ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Lamps, hurricane ,  each (12)
Lamps, Duplex office,  Hinks', each (12)
Lamp -burners, Hinks' Duplex ,  per dozen (12)
Leather ,  bag, each  (6 sides)
Leather ,  harness ,  per lb . (1 cwt.)
Metal,  Babbit ' s patent, per cwt . (3 c% t.)
Mops, wool, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Nails, wire, assorted ,  per cwt . (10 cwt.)
Nails, clout, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Nails, Ewbank ,  per cwt . (2  cwt)
Nails, brads, cut and wrought ,  per lb . (14 lbs.)
Nails, tacks, cut and wrought ,  per lb. (7 lbs )
Nails ,  tacks, tinned, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Nuts, tapered ,  assorted sizes, per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Oils, kerosine ,  approved brands, per gallon (500
gallons)
Oils, colza ,  best refined ,  per gallon  (150 gallons)
Oils, neatsfoot ,  best ,  per gallon  (300 gallons)
Oils, castor ,  per gallon  (8(X) gallons)
Oils, China ,  per gallon  (200 gallons)
Oils, linseed ,  raw, per gallon  (100 gallons)
Oils, linseed ,  boiled ,  per gallon  (100 gallons)
Oil cans, stout tin, 1 gallon ,  each  (1 dozen)
Oil feeders ,  spring ,  each  (I  dozen)
Pins, brass panel ,  per lb . (14 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel, per lb . (14 lbs )
Pipes, galvanised ,  assorted sizes, per foot  (100 feet)
Pipe ,  black, gas, assorted sizes ,  per foot  (100 feet)
Pipe ,  couplings ,  per foot  (100 feet)
Pipes, elbow ,  per foot  (100 feet)
Picks, per dozen  (6 dozen)
Pumice-stone ,  lump ,  per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Pumice -stone, dust ,  per cwt . (56 lbs.)
Paint ,  oxide ,  per cwt . (20  cwt)
Paint ,  Indian red ,  per cwt . (2 cwt)
Paint, black ,  in oil ,  per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Paint,  Venetian red ,  per cwt . (-L cwt.)
Patent driers, per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Paint, white lead ,  genuine approved brand, per cwt.
(1 ton)
Paint, red lead ,  dry, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Paint, black ,  Japan, per gallon  (20 gallons)
Paint, purple-b ro wn ,  per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Prussian blue, per lb . (28 lbs.)
Paint ,  Emerald green ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Paper ,  brown wrapping ,  per lb . (1 cwt.)
Packing .  engine, Tuck's patent ,  inch to 1 inch,
per lb . (5 cwt.)
Prussiate potash, per lb (56 lbs.)
Palette knives, each (6)
Paint, Lake ,  assorted colours, per lb . (14 lbs.)
Paint, chrome ye llow ,  per cwt . (56 lbs.)
P. int ,  Chinese vermillion ,  per lb . ( 14 lbs )
Paint ,  dry white lead ,  per cwt . (3 cwt.)
Paint ,  ivory drop black ,  per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Paint, Brunswick green ,  per cwt.  (1 cwt.)
Rivets, copper ,  with washers ,  assorted sizes ,  per lb.
(56 lbs )
Rivets ,  iron ,  with washers ,  assorted sizes, per lb.
(28 lbs )
Rings, brass screw ,  per gross  (1 gross)
Rakes, garden, each (6)
Rope, Manilla ,  assorted sizes ,  per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Rope ,  best Europe ,  assorted sizes ,  prr cwt.  (5 cwt.)
OpelRatline, 9-thread ,  per cwt  (2 cwt.)Reo+in,  per lb . (281bs.)
Rivets, boiler, assorted, per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Rivets ,  tinne i , per lb . (28 lbs.)
Screws ,  coach ,  asso rt ed sizes, per cwt . (3 cwt.)
Screws, wood ,  assorted sizes ,  per gross (300 gross)
Screws ,  brass, assorted sizes ,  per gross  (20 gross)
Scissors ,  office,  per pair  (12 pair)
Scissors ,  lamp, per pair  (12 pair)
Shovels, engine, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Shovels, navvy ,  per dozen  (2  dozen)
Shovels ,  round-nose D, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Shovels, square -nose D ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Shovels, lking- handed ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Scythes ,  with handles complete ,  each (3)
Stones ,  to sharpen scythes, per dozen  (I dozen)
Spades ,  garden ,  each (6)
Saws ,  hand ,  each (3)
Saws, cross -cut, each (3)
Soda ,  washing, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponge, best, per lb. (20 lbs.)
Spirits, methylated, per gallon (20 gallons)
Soft-soap, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Soap,  in bars,  per cwt (1 cwt.)
Spirits, salts, per lb (28 lbs.)
Spun-yarn, per cwt. (1 cwt)
Steel, blister, per ton )
Steel, cast, per ton
oteel ,  shear, per ton
Steel ,  spring ,  per ton  S
Steel ,  chisel, per ton
't'apes, Chesterman 's, 66 feet, with links and decimals,
each (6)
Tin-sheets ,  XXX, per box (10 boxes)
Toilet-sets, per set (3)
Tumblers, cut -glass, per dozen (2 dozen)
Tallow ,  best quality ,  per ton  (6 tons)
Tar, coal , pper gallon  (50 gallons)
Tar, `tockholm ,  genuine ,  per gallon  (100 gallons)
Tarband, per cwt . (4 cwt.)
'1 urpentine .  per gallon  (50 gallons)
Towels, best office, per dozen (3 dozen)
Twine,  be st sail ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Twine ,  packing ,  assorted ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Twine, tufting ,  per lb . (7 lbs.)
Ultramarine blue, per lb . (14 lbs.)
Varnish, knotting ,  per gallon (20 gallons)
Varnish ,  best hard drying body, Maunders', per
gallon  (25 gallons)
Varnish, best finishing ,  approved brand ,  per gallon
(25 gallons)
-Varnish ,  spirit, per gallon  (10 gallons)
Vyces, Smiths', per cwt. (6)
Washers, iron ,  assorted sizes, per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Wire, iron, annealed ,  per lb. (28 lbs.)
Wire, brass ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Wire ,  steel ,  per lb . (28 lbs )
Wire, copper ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Worsted ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Whiting, per cwt . (1  cwt)
Zinc ,  in sheet ,  per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Under Secretary for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES ,  ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE CENTRAL RAILWAY, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p m. on FRIDAY ,  the 25th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores,  &c., in such quantities as may
be required  for  the years 1886 and 1887 ,  upon the
conditions hereafter specified ,  to be delivered at
the Railway Stores ,  Rockhampton.
Printed lists and further particulars specified
may be obtained at this Office, or at the Railway
Storekeeper 's Office, Rockham ton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering ,  and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severa lly execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown So licitor ,  in Brisbane,
within seven days f ro m the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £100 for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds ,  and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are  only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article ,  as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
Lisr
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
OF AhTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED  TO BE  TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen (2 dozen)
Augers, Mathison's screw, 1 inch to 2 inches, per
dozen (24 dozen)
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Axes, American, per dozen (2 dozen)
Beeswax, per lb. (12 lbs.)
Bolts, brass flush for doors, per dozen (12 dozen)
Boits and nuts, cup head, hexagon and counter-sunk
(2 t( ns)
Brooms, American, per dozen (4 dozen)
Brooms, hair (4 dozen)
Brooms, bass (4 dozen)
Buckets, galvanized iron (3 dozen)
Chain, iron, assorted  sizes,  per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Calico, black glazed, per yard (100 yards)
Cement, Portland, approved brand, per cask
casks)
Cotton-wick, balls, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Chalk, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Dusters, linen, per yard (6 dozen)
(50
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield list, per dozen (60
dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggins', per yard (200 yards)
Glass, best window, per foot (100 feet)
Gold size, per gallon (50 gallons)
Glue, per It. (56 lbs.)
Hammers, hand, handled, per dozen (2 dozen)
Hammers, fitters', per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen (4 dozen)
Handles, pick, best American hickory, 36 inch, per
dozen (40 dozen)
Handles, pick, best American hickory, 42 inch, per
dozen (40 dozen)
Handles, adze, per dozen (4 dozen)
Hinges, brass butt, per pair (40 pairs)
Hinges, T, assorted  sizes , at per inch (6 dozen pairs)
India-rubber, sheet, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Iron, round and square, best Staffordshire, pert
cwt.
Iron, angle, best Staffordshire, approved brands,
per cwt.
Iron, flat, best Staffordshire, approved brands,
per cwt.
Iron, plate, best Staffordshire, approved brands,
per cwt. J
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20 wire- gauge , per cwt. (2 ton)
Iron BBH crown, per cwt. (10 tons)
Iron, corrugated, 26 gauge, approved brand, per cwt.
Leather belting, best single, 2. ,1,, 3, 4, and 6 inch,
per foot (200 feet)
Leather belting, best double, 6 inch, per foot (120
feet)
Leather harness, per lb. (60 lbs.)
Leather, sole, per lb. (160 lbs.)
Lead, pig, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Lead, sheet, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Locks, desk and box, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, drawer, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, press, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, pad, iron japanned, 2, 2;, 3, and 4 inch, per
dozen (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, iron japanned, 2, 21, 3, and 4 inch, with
duplicate keys, per dozen (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, brass (3 dozen)
Mops, wool (2 dozen)
Nails,  galvanized  iron, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Nails, wire, assorted  sizes , per cwt. (10 cwt.)
Nails, clouts, assorted  sizes , per cwt. (2  cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, 1, 2, 3, and 4 inch, per cwt. (10
cwt.)
Nails, steel, 1, 2, 3, and 4 inch, per cwt. (10 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, 5, 6, 7, and 8 inch, per cwt (20
cwt.)
Navy  canvas , Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, per yard (500
,yards)
Oil, linseed, boiled and raw, per gallon (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine  or electricene , approved brands, per
gallon (2,000 gallons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (200 gallons)
Oil, colza (1,500  gallons)
Oil, castor (4,500 gallons)0;1-feeders, Burdess' patent 12-inch spouts, pints,
per dozen (6 dozen)
Paint, emerald  green  (112 lbs )
Paint, brunswick green (112 lbs.)
Paper, brown wrapping, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Polish, French, per gallon (50 gallons)
Polish, Picks, Collins and Co.'s, 7 lbs. (20 doz.)
Role, best European, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Rope, best Manilla, per cwt. (10 cwt).
Steel, blister, beat brands, per cwt.
Steel, spring, best brands, per cwt. (5 tons)
Steel, cast, best brands, per cwt.
Saws, hand, each (12)
Screws,  all sizes, as per printed  list, per gross (100
gross)
Screws, japanned round heads, assorted sizes, per
gross
Shovels, Spear and Jackson's No 4, round nose,
T handles, per dozen (20 dozen)
Tacks, tin, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Tacks, black, 4, 4, and 1 inch, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Tacks,  iron,  $, 4 (28 lbs.)
Tubing, I R., per foot (300 feet)Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (14 tons)
Tar, coal, per gallon (2,000 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm (300 gallons)
Turps, per gallon (200 gallons)
Twine,  sewing , per lb. (56 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, common, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Varnish, best coach body, Maunders Bros.', per
gallon (100 gallons)
Varnish. best finishing, Maunders Bros.', per gallon
(100 gallons)
Vermillion, Chinese, per oz.
Waste, best white cotton (12 tons)
Whiting, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (40 lbs )
Wire, brass, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (4t) lbs.)
Zinc, sheet, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Under Secretary  for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd November, 1885.
TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.
TIMBER REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF THE
CENTRAL RAILWAY, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on r RIDAY, the 25th
December next, from persons  willing to contract
for the su )ply of the undermentioned Timber, in
such quantities as may be required for the years
1886 and 1387, upon the conditions hereafter
specified, to be delivered at the Railway  Stores,
Rockhampton.
Printed lists and further  particulars  specified
may be obtained at this Office, or at the s ailway
Storekeeper's Office, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons  as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally  execute  and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty  in the penal
sum of £100 for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Timber to be of the very best description of
their several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance  of persons  concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply
mo-e or less of each  article , as required.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
LIST of  TIMBER AND  P ROBABLE  Q UANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDBBRD FOR.
Timber , cedar , per 100 feet,  superficial -16,000  feet feet
Timber, hardwood, per 100 feet,  superficial  -90,000
Timber, pine, rough, per 100 feet,  superficial
Timber, pine, dressed, per 100 feet,  super ficial
Timber, pine, tongued and grooved, per 100 15,000
feet superficial f feet.
Timber, pine , Kauri , per 100 feet , superficial
Timber, pine, hoop, per 100 feet,  superficial
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1885.
S OUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF FOUR-ROOMED GATE COTTAGE
AT 7 MILES 64 CHAINS, SOUTH COAST LINE.
ESH Tenders will be received at this Office
until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
27th November, 1885, from persons willing to
contract for erection of Four-roomed Gate Cottage
at 7 miles 64 chains ,  near Cooper 's Plains, South
Coast Line.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Erection  of Four-
roomed Cottage at 7 miles 64 chains ,  South Coast
Line."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Office
of Engineer  for Existing Lines, Nora h Brisbane
Railway Station.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance  o f the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the  usual notification  of  acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma jesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary  for Railwa ys' Office,
Brisbane , 4th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, CENTRAL RAIL-
WAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
TENDB'RS will  be received at this Office until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
instant ,  for the construction  of forty  (40) covered
Goods  Wagons ,  26 feet long ,  for the Central Rail-
w
A deposit of two and a-half (2k)  per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  in cash or bank draft, must
iteeompany each  Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the apecificatioh.)
Drawings ,  Specifications ,  &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer 's  Office,  Brisbane ,  and at the
Locomotive Foremen 's Offices, Maryborough and
Rockhampton ,  on and after the 16th instant.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nara .- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time wi ll  be
strictly bnfbrced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
T
ENDERS  will be received  at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
November,  from persons willing  to contract for the
Supply of Three Thousand Tons of Coal for Loco-
motives, etc., Southern and Western Railway.
Samples  to be supplied to the  Stores'  Depart-
ment ,  Ipswich ,  previous to 21st November, 1885.
Tenders  to be  re ceived on printed forms only.
These  forms  and further  particulars may be
obtained  at this Office ,  and at the  Railway Store-
keeper 's Office ,  Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1885.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
REFRESHMENT ROOMS, IPSWICH, IIELTDON,
TOOWOOMBA, AND WARWICK.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at thisOffice until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 4th December next, from persons willing to
Tender for Lease of Refreshment Rooms at the
following Railway Stations , viz.:-
IPSWICH,
HE LIDON,
TOOwoOMRA,
WARWICK,
for the term  of (2)  two years from 1st January,
1886.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Refresh-
ment  Rooms."
Full particulars can be obtained at this Office on
application.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
F. CU KNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd November, 1885.
ADVERTISING AT STATIONS, QUEENSLAND
RAILWAYS.
.T ENDERS will be received at this Office until!i Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th day
of December  next , from persons willing to contract
for Advertising at Stations, Queensland Railways,
for a period of (2) two years from 1st January,
1886.
Full particulars can be obtained at the Office of
the Commissiontr for Railways, BrisbaLe.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Under  Secretary  for Railways' Office,
Bf isbaties 28th October, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Duplication between Brisbane and .1 pswich.
TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS, TIMBER.GETTERS, AND OTHERS.
SQUARED SLEEPERS.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Officeuntil Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, th
27th November,  1885, from persons willing to
contract for the supply of Squared Sleepers for the
Duplication of the Line between Brisbane andIpswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Squared
Sleepers."
Specification and form of Tender may be seen,
and further particulars obtained , at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane  ;  at the Engineer's
Office ,  Ipswich ;  Engineer 's Office ,  Toowoomba; and
at the Station Masters '  Offices , Dalby,  Miles, And
Roma.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandtm signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of-Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Cro wn Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourt een days
fro m the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY. the 20th Novem-
ber,1885, for the construction of one hundred (100)
Hopper Wagons for the Southern and WesternRailway.
A deposit of two and a-half (2s) per cent. on
amount of lender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotire Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foreman's Office, Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
Narr;.- Tenderers must clearly understand that the conditions
of Contract relating to  flues  for non -completion to time wi ll  be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL  AND NOBTH3 $ N DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES  TO 2381  MILES ,  HUGH-
ENDEN.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe Northern  Railway Extension  from 200
miles  to 233  miles 20 chains - in length  33 miles
20 chains -in accordance  with Plans ,  Sections,
Drawings ,  General Conditions ,  and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also, at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after SATURDAY, the 17th
October  next , where  also forms  of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway from 200 Miles to Xnyhenden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of the Under Secretary
for Railways ,  at Brisbane ,  not later  than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November'
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Pub lic Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane,  7th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTRIC$ N  ND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Extension - Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
r "ENDERS are invited for the construction of
the 9th  Section  of the Western  Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville-in length 71 miles
45 chains 951 links ,  inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance with Plans, Sections,  Drawings,  General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane, at
the Office of the Commissioner for Railways in
Sydney, and at the Railway Office in Melbourne, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders ,  endorsed  " Tender for 9th Section of
Western Extension,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN  RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway-Contract No. 1.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltnre-in length  25 miles 4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations -in accordance  with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and Speci-
fication, which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief  Engineer , Brisbane, at the Office of the Com-
missioner  for Railways in Sydney, and at the Rail-
way Office in Melbourne, on and after MONDAY,
the 9th November,  1885 , where  also forms of
Tender and other  information  can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for the 18t Section of
r'orth Coast Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  2nd Octpber,1885.
FURTHUR  ExTINSION OF TIME.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,T Brisbane, until Noon f MONDAY, the
30th November,  for the Extension  of the  Eastern
Breakwater ,  Townsvi lle,  a distance  of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification  may been  seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Sydney,  Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit of 2500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with  in accordance  with  the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest  or any Tender  not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Treasury,
Brisbane ,  11th September, I885.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND
HARBOUR WORKS, MACKAY.
TENDERS will  be received  at the Treasury,
1L Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, 14th
November,  for carrying  out the following  works at
Mackay,  via.:--
1. Extension  of Embankment.
2. Removal of  Boat-steps  and Slip-Ray from
Sydney street to Carlyle  street , and Erection
of Boat- steps at Bonded  Store Wharves.
3. Erection  of Sheds, Fencing ,  Gates , &c., at
Government Wharf.
Plans and specifications ma be seen,  and further
particulars  obtained , at the arbours and Rivers
o ffices,  Brisbane  and Mackay.
A deposit of 2100 will be required with Tender
for No. I Contract, to be dealt with in  accordance
with the provisions of the specification.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily ac
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
The TreaAary,
Brisbane,  16th  October,  1885.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
WOOLLOONGABBA.
f(' ENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of
November, from persons willing to contract, for the
erection of Fencing and Gates at the State School,
Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing and
Gates,  State School, Woolloongabba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CONVERTING OLD SCHOOL BUILDING AT
MILES INTO A TEACHER'S RESIDENCE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Toowoomba and Miles,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th of
November, from persons willing to contract for
converting old School Building at Miles into a
Teacher's Re idence.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Converting
Old School Building at Miles into a Teacher's
Residence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Miles.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSET, ETC., STATE SCHOOL, MOUNT
GRAVATT.
rr`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th of
November,  from persons  willing to contract for
the erection of a New Closet, &c., at the State
School, Mount Gravatt.
T enders  to be endorsed  " Tender for New
Closet, 4'c., State School, Mount Gravatt."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained, at this Office.
Tenders  must be sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAHS AND LAVATORIES, STATE
SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.
rE will  be received  at this Office, andat the Court Hous , St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th of November,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Verandahs and Lavatories to the State School
at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Verandahs
and Lavatories, State School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained , at this
Office, and at the Court House, St. George.
Tenders  must be sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. AN D.R.SON,
Under 12-ceretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO GIRLS' AND INFANTS' SCHOOL,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th of Novem-
ber, from persons willing to  contract for the erection
of Additiois to the Girls' and Infants' State School
at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to the Girls' and Infants' State School at Charters
Towers."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.
FRESH Tenders will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric 'T'elegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-
third (23rd) day of November next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except iron poles, wire, insulators,
brackets,  and screws , and for all workmanship
necessary  for the undermentioned telegraph work,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification  appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :-
DEVIATION.
1. Price, per mile,  for clearing  and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price,  each,  for wooden poles, where neces.
sary.
PRESENT LI smm.
1. Price,  per mile ,  for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly  overhauling
and repairing existing wires ,  etc., in
accordance with clauses  10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Cape Capricorn, from
a point on  existing line - a distance  of ten (10)
miles , more or less.
Present lines-Narrows to Sea Hill,  via  Pilot
Station (Keppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire,  insulators , brackets, and
screws to  be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will  be upon the proper  estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material  after the completion of the con-
tract must  be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over  to the Government within three (3) months
from  the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will  be made  monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per  cent . on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed  to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and  payment on  account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer  appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay.
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
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The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice  in any  way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it bhall be lawful for the
Superintendent , from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy  any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all  claims
for compensation  for damage to fences  or other
property  caused  by the erection of the  line and
other works, also for  damage so caused  to roads ;
and if such  claims  arf- not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the  same  from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notwe in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties  for the non-fulfiment of the contract ;  and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract,  shall be  forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as  ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind  itself  to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the  new line  to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood  or iron  Io be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on ea h side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
.&11 new wooden poles required must bo_heavy
straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed), with the bark removed,  not less
than nine (9) inches in diameter at five (5) feet
from the butt, and five (5) inches in diameter at
the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be firmly
bound at one (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin, and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the
ground, placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or
other places, where required, struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired, bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Poles to be replaced, re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood, where necessary. Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles, where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the InspectingOfficer and his assistant  as required.
All material  used in  the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and  Telegrapn  Department,
Brisbane , 20th October, 1885.
i
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENOEN.
'T `ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply  of all material , except wire,
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms , general
conditions, and specifications  appended hereto.
Tenders  must state separately :-
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing  and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more or less.
The wire,  insulators , and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper  estimate  and requisition of the con.
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply.
ing for  sufficient ,  and any surplus  material after
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the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor ,  free of charge, at the nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine  (9) months
fr om the notification of the acceptance of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall  be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract sha ll  have beep completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claim. for compensa-
tion arising  from  the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government ,  it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together with all  plant, materials, and
implements in his possession  on the  ground ,  and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or -otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall  be forfeited to the Government ,  and the
amount sha ll  be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per  cent, of
the total tender cost  of the  whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated ,  in the event of the Tender being
accepted  ;  and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be fell ed, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet  from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river  or road crossings ,  where  -necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so Wretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
Qbtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
r T is hereby notified for  general information,
1 that the undermentioned Tenders  have been
accepted ,  viz.:-
New Immigration  Barracks ,  Rockhampton-
GWILLIHS AND THOMPSON-£ 3,566.
Additions, Reception  House , Maryborough-
CRYSTALL  AND ARM STRON G-£145  10s.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office,  Ravens.
wood-THOMSEN AND THOMAs-£450.
Post and Telegraph Office, Windorah--F. W.
BATES- £1,031.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Messrs .  T. MussoN and Co.,
for the construction of Double-line Bridge
over Breakfast Creek, Sandgate Railway ,  has been
accepted . Amount, £ 3788  18s. 4d.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender ofthe QUEENSLAND RAILWAYCARRIAGE, WAGON, AND TRAMCAR  COMPANY,
LIMITED, for the construction of 20  Ba llast Wagons
for the Maryborough Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £745 10s.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1886.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Messrs. WORLEY AND WHITE-
HEAD, for the erection of Goods- sheds,
Second Section Brisbane  Valley  Branch Railway,
has been accepted. Amount, £569.
A.  0.  HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  "An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction  by the  Government  of Railways and for
the Requl ation  of the Same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Second Section of the Fassifern
Railway from Harrisville to Dugandan, in length
16 miles 75  chains 721 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book  of Reference can
be seen  at this Office,  and at the  Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Ipswich; and  all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required  to transinit
to me , at this Office,  in writing , within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of  any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
SOUTH COAST LINE.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
1
THL following amended Time  Table  will come
into  operation on and after  MONDAY, 26th
October,  1885:-
DOWN.
A.M.
Logan Village ... ... dep. 9.50
buccan ... ... ... ... D9.57
Waterford ... ... ... 10-14
Bethania  Junction ...  arr. 10.23
Bethania Junction
Wai erford
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
UP.
DOWN.
A.M.
dep. 10.35
... 10.44
... D11.1
arr. 11.8
Logan Village ... ... dep.
Buccan ... ... ...
Waterford ... ... ...
Bethania Junction ...
Loganlea ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Spring  Creek ...
Runcorn .. ...
Sunny  Bank ...
Cooper' s Plains ...
Salisbury ... ...Rookie's ...
S. C. Junction ...
Yerongaa  ... ...
1t+'airEeld ...
Wooloongabba ...
Stanley street ... ... arr.
A M.
1130
D11.37
11.54
P.H.
12.8
12.12
D12.21
D12.36
D12.42
12.60
12.56
3>1.8
1.7
1.13
$1.17
sl•21
1.30
1.35
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for-Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st October, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbape , 21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN
RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby  given , that a List of Articles
l in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment, Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  Government Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885. Owners can obtain the Articles on  applica-
tion to the Acting Traffic  Manager , Townsville, and
paying  costs . If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by PublicAuction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissionet  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody  of the Lost Property  Depart-
ment, Central Railway, was published in fu ll  in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain  the Articles  on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton ,  and paying
costs.  If not  released on or before  TUESDAY,
the 19th January,  1886, they wi ll  be sold by
Public  Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
I that  a further extension of the Queensland
Northern Railwa to Torrens Creek- a distance of
179 miles  from Townsville- was opened  for public
traffic on  MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
ON SALE  at this  Office,  and at the respectiveWardens'  Offices  at Gympie  and Ravenswood,
the following Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold  Mining Leases , Ree fs, Shafts, &c.
Price , 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1885.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
OR SALE at this Office, New Map of Town of
Toowoomba, in two sheets ; price, is.  each
sleet. Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta; price,
ls. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Post and Telegra p-h Department,
Brisbane , 28th  October, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe Post Offices at Coomera Township, Goodna,
and fiorrens Creek, have been appointed Offices
for the sale of Postal Notes, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Post Card and Postal
Note Act of  1880 "; to date from the let  proximo.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT
WHARF  AND SHED , MACKAY.N I OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Lease of theGovernment Wharf and Shed, Mackay, will
be put up to auction at Mackay, at Noon of
SATURDAY,  21st November, 1885.
Conditions of Sale.
1. The wharf and shed ,  with a frontage of 200
feet to the Pioneer River, will be leased for a term
of three years.
2. The highest bidder shall ,  subject to the
approval of the Colonial Treasurer as to sureties
or otherwise ,  be the lessee.
3. The lessee ,  with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond in double the
amount of the annual rent for the  due performance
of the, conditions of the lease.
4. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid
at the time of saleby the successful bidder, and
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at the expiration of three months the rent sha ll
thereafter be paid to the Sub-Collector of Customs
at Mackay, monthly. in advance.
5. The rates for wharfage shall be as fellows :-
INWARDS.
s. d.
Goods ,  per ton, weight or measure-
nient  ... ... ... ...  1 6
Timlbe  •,  per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shine '  s, per 1 ,000 ... ... 0 4
Horses and cattle, each  ... ...  1 0
Sheep and pigs ,  each 0 6
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
OUTWARDS.
Goods ,  per ton  ... ... ...  1 0
Sugar ,  per ton  ... ... ... 1 0
Ram, per hogshead  ... ...  0 6
Wool ,  per bale  ... ... ...  0 6
6. All goods, the property of the Government,
or for the use of any of the Government Depart-
ments ,  shall be landed or shipped  fr ee of any
charge for wharfage.
7. The lessee  will be  entitled to the enti re  use
of the wharf and shed ,  subject to clause 9 of
these conditions ,  but no buildings are to be erected
on the ground leased, or on the wharf, without the
express sanction  of the Government.
8. The lessee  will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or
refuse ,  and in good and suitable repair during the
tennincy,  reasonable wear and tear only excepted,
and should any damage be done to the wharves by
any vessel, or otherwise ,  such damage shall be
made good by the lessee to the satisfaction of the
Engineer for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The  lessee  shall not be at liberty  to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed ,  or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of  the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master ,  and other Officers in  the Public  service,
and all  persons acting under their orders, sha ll
have  fr ee access to the wharf for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs shall  have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods and passengers'
luggage landed from vessels discharg ing at the
wharf.
12. Office accommodation will be provided for the
Landing Waiters in Charge, but the lessee shall
provide all materials and labour required by them
for examining ,  weighing ,  gauging ,  marking, pack-
ing and repacking goods, in terms of clause 87 of
" The Customs  Act of  1873."
13. Should the rent at any time be more than
one month in arrear ,  or should the lessee  wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Govern-
ment shall ,  in the former case , have the right to at
once enter upon and take possession  of the  wharf and
premises ,  and in the latter case to enter and take
possession on the expiration of one month 's notice
given after such infr ingement.
14. In the event of the Government resuming
possession of the wharf and shed for non -payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease, the
bond entered into by the lessee and his sureties, as
provided for in clause 3 of these conditions,
sha ll  not be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLE N ,
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  3rd November, 1885.
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,Blackall, Bogantungan ,  Boulia ,  Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Oharleville
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township ,  Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk ,  Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley ,  Gatton ,  Gayndah ,  Geham ,  Georgetown,
Geraldton ,  Gladstone ,  Goodna ,  Goondiwindi,
Central Railway ,  Gympie, Gin Gin ,  Herberton,
Howard ,  Ingham, Ipswich ,  Isisford ,  Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan ,  Laidle yy, Leyburn ,  Maytown,
Mackay ,  Maryborougb ,  Millch ester,  Mount Perry,
Morven, Murph yy's Creek ,  Muttaburra ,  Mitche ll
Downs ,  M iles, Nanango. Nerang Creek ,  North-
cote ,  Normanton ,  Nebo, One-mile Creek  (Gympie),
Pentland,  Pimpama,  Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton, Roma ,  Rosewood,
Shipping Office  (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane,
Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway ,  Southport,
Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate ,  Tambo, Taroom ,  Tewantin ,  Thorn-
borough ,  Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro ,  Walkerston ,  Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
our  pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest wil l be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881."NOTICE is  hereby given that ,  in accordancewith section 8 of the abovenamed  Act, every
owner of sheep, Cattle, or Horses within the
Colony must ,  on 1st January next, 1886, render a
return of the same to the Clerk of Petty Sessions
nearest to where such stock are kept or pastured.
Any owner failing or neglecting to make such
return within one month after the above date will
be liable to a penalty of  Z50;  and any owner
wilfully making a false return will be liable to a
penalty of £100, or to six months' imprisonment.
Any Clerk of Petty Sessions failirg to forward
returns to the Chief Inspector of sheep within one
month from the date of receipts is liable to a
penalty of £5.
Return Forms will be kept in stock by all Clerks
of Petty Sessions throughout the Colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
SHEEPOWNERS are hereby notified that theassessment for 1886 ,  payable under  " T
Disease., in Sheep  Act of  1867  Further Amendment
Act,"  34  Vic., No .  26, at the rate of  five shill ings
for every thousand or part of a thousand sheep
owned by them, will be due on the 1st day of
January next ,  1886 ,  and  re turns of the number of
sheep must be made and assessment paid at that
date to the  Clerk  of Petty Sessions nea re st to where
the sheep are kept or pastu re d.
As far as practicable ,  return forms  will be for-
warded to all sheepowners ,  but supplies of these
can be procured from all Clerks of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
CITY AND SUBURBAN UNITEDMUNICIPALITY.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following By-laws made by the
Joint  Board of  the City and Suburban United
Municipality.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BY-LAW No. 4.
GENERAL TRAFFIC.
WHEREAS it is necessary for the public safety and
convenience that provision should be made for
regulating the general vehicular traffic passing and
repassing in and upon the public streets and roads
within the boundaries of the City and Suburban
United Munici ality, and for the better prevention
of accidents and obstruction therein : It is hereby
ordered by the Joint Board of the aforesaid United
Municipality, by the virtue of the powers and
authority in them in this behalf vested:-
Driver to be  in  attendance.
1. The driver of every cart or vehicle with a
horse or horses attached thereto shall be constantly
attendant on the same whilst passing along or
standing in any public street or road, and shall
not go or be such a distance therefrom as to pre-
vent his having the full control and management
of such horse or horses. The driver shall not be
deemed guilty of an offence against this By-law if
actually engaged in loading or unloading, or trans-
acting business, if his absence does not exceed five
minutes at one time : Provided such driver safely
and securely lock the wheels of such cart or vehicle
with strong leather straps or chains ; but he, never-
theless, shall be answerable for any accident,
damage , or injury,  happening  through his default
or neglect.
Driver to keep on near side.
2. Every driver of any vehicle, whilst driving,
shall keep the same on the left or near side of the
road or street, as near the kerb as possible, except
in case of actual necessity, and shall permit any
other vehicle to pass having a right so to do.
Furious  or negligent  driving.
3. No person driving any vehicle shall furiously
or negligently drive the horse or horses attached
to sut h vehicle in or along a public street or road,
nor race, nor endeavour to pass by unnecessarily
fast driving, any other vehicle passing along the
same street  or road, nor dri' e from one public
street into another  at a pace  faster than a walk,
nor across any walk-over crossing which may be
established by the Board at other than a walking
pace.
To keep lighted lamps.
4. Every person driving a vehicle while passing
in or  upon any such street, road, or thoroughfare,
as aforesaid , after the expiration of half-an-hour
after sunset , shall have and keep lighted a lamp,
fixed on the  outside to  each side of such vehicle ;
and every  person  found driving any such vehicle
in respect of which the requirements of this clause
are not complied with shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding forty shillings.
Vehicles not to be placed across streets.
5. No person shall stand or place any cart or
vehicle  across  any public street or road for the
purpose of loading or unloading, nor for any other
purpose otherwise than close to and parallel with
the footway ; and no driver shall drive any vehicle
along the footway of any street or road used by foot-
passengers.
V ehicles to bear owner 's name.
6. The owner of every vehicle, whether on springs
or otherwise ,  used or being used in any public
street or road for the conveyance of goods, food,
merchandise, materials, or things, shall have his
name  and place of abode legibly painted on a
conspicuous part on the off or right hand side of
such cart or vehicle ; and no person shall drive
such cart or vehicle unless the owner' s name and
place of abode are painted thereon  as aforesaid.
Negligence and misbehaviour.  Bit and reins.
7. No person driving any vehicle shall wilfully
prevent any other person from  passing  along any
street, road, or thoroughfare ; nor by negligence
or misbehaviour prevent or obstruct  the free
passage of any carriage, vehicle,  or erson, in or
along  such street, road, or thoroughfare ; nor ride
on any such cart or vehicle without good and
sufficient bit and reins to guide the horse  or horses,
or animals , drawing  the same.
Walk-over crossings.
8. It shall be lawful for the Board of the
United Municipality to place, erect, or fix signs or
notices bearing  the words "walk over crossing"
at or near the intersections or crossings of any
public  streets ; and after such signs or notices
have been erected, and after notice of the same
has been published by the Board in one or more
of the local newspapers, it shall not be lawful,
while such signs or notices continue to be erected,
for any person to drive any cart or vehicle over
any such intersections or crossings at a pace faster
than a walk.
Materials carried not to project beyond the
wheels. Beams and logs.
9. No person shall drive or cause to be driven
in or through any public street within the city of
Brisbane any two-wheeled dray, cart, vehicle, or
conveyance, loaded with any materials or things
which shall project more than one foot laterally
beyond ,the wheels of such cart, vehicle, or con-
veyance, or which shall be more than thirty feet in
length or sixteen feet high from the ground.
10. No person shall carry in or through' any
public street, by any dray, cart, or conveyance,
having less than four wheels, any log, beams
(whether of wood or iron), poles, timber, materials,
or things, exceeding thirty feet in length, unless
such conveyance be properly constructed for the
removal or carriage of such logs, beams, poles,
timber, materials, or things.
'Vehicles to be arranged, and not to interrupt
traffic at public places.
11. No person driving or having the control of
any carriage or vehicle shall, being thereunto re-
quired bf any traffic officer, police constable, or
justice of the peace, refuse or unnecessarily delay
to remove any such carriage or vehicle from any
part of a public street or place where there may
be an assemblage of persons or vehicles, or where
it may be necessary for the free and uninterrupted
passage of persons or vehicles along such street or
place; and it shall be lawful for such traffic officer,
during such assemblage, to order or direct the
arrangement of all carriages or vehicles in a con-
venient part or parts of such public street or place,
and to regulate their arrival and departure. And
every driver or person as aforesaid shall comply
with such order or direction, and such officer or
constable may remove any such  carriage  or vehicle
if the driver persist in interrupting the traffic in
such street or place.
President may prohibit and direct vehicle trafic.
12. It shall be lawful for the President, when-
ever the circumstances shall appear to him to render
it necessary for the public  safety,  to relieve any
public street, or road, or parts thereof, of all vehicle
traffic, and prohibit the owners and drivers of all
vehicles from proceeding along such street or road
or parts thereof, for such time and days  as in his
opinion it may be necessary for the public safety
to prohibit such traffic, and any owner or driver
who shall drive or cause to be driven any vehicle
along any such street, road, or  part  thereof, as
aforesaid ,  after notice has been given him of such
prohibition ,  or published in one or more newspapers
circulating within the limits of the Cityand Suburban
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United Municipality, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds, and the President may
direct all such traffic to proceed during the time
aforesaid  along  such other street, road, or parts
thereof , as to  him may seem most expedient for the
public convenience. And the driver of any vehicle
or other person in charge thereof, who wilfully
persists in disobeying such notice, or who causes
an interruption or block to the traffic in such street
or road or parts thereof, may be removed there-
from by any police constable or officer of the
United Municipality, and any horse or vehicle
which may cause an interruption or block to the
traffic ; and such constable may detain and keep in
custody any such offender  as long  as it may be
necessary for preventing such offender from
obstructing or blocking the traffic in such street or
road or parts thereof.
Heavy traffic not allowed in Queen street during
certain hours.
13. No driver or owner of any heavy dray, lorry,
trolly, or cart, used for the removal and carriage
of goods and materials, shall, between the hours
of 8 o'clock a.m. and 7 o'clock p.m., drive or cause
to be driven, in or through Queen street between
George and Wharf streets, in the City of Brisbane,
any such dray, lorry, trolly, or cart, except for the
necessary delivery or removal of goods or  materials
from or to  premises  situate in Queen street to
which there may be no back entrance.
Obstructing officers.
14. Every person who shall at any time obstruct
any officer or person employed by the Board in the
performance of anything which he is empowered
or required  to do by this or any other By-law,
shall be liable to a penalty.
Penalties.
15. Any person guilty of an offence against this
By-law, except where otherwise particularly speci-
fied, shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Information may be laid.
16. It shall be lawful for the Traffic Inspector,
or other duly appointed  officer, having knowledge
of the  commission  of any offence against these
By-laws, or on receiving  a complaint  that an offence
has been committed  against any  of the provisions of
these By-laws, to prefer an information against the
person offending, in order that he may be summoned
to appear before the justices ; and it shall not be
necessary for such inspector or other officer to
prove that he holds any such authority, but the
defendant in such  cases  may prove that no such
authority exists ; or any person aggrieved by any
breach of these By-laws may prefer an information
on his own behalf before any justice of the peace,
and cause  the offender to be summoned to appear
as aforesaid.
BY-LAW No. 5.
To AMEND "PUBLIC TRAFFIC" BY-LAw No. 2.
It is hereby ordered and directed by the Joint
Board of the City and Suburban United Munici-
pality, by virtue of the power and authority in
them in this behalf vested,  "follows:-1.  This By-law shall be read and construed
with and deemed to be part of By-law
No. 2, with the necessary alterations.
II. The eighth, seventy-fifth, seventy-sixth,
seventy-seventh, and seventy-eighth
clauses of By-law No. 2 are hereby re-
pealed, and also that part of Schedule E,
of the said By-law, in so far only as
relates to " Waggonette and Car Fares,"
is hereby repealed, and the table of fares
set forth hereunder shall be substituted
therefor, and shall be hereafter the fares
chargeable and payable under the said
recited By-law.
Waggonette and Car Fares.
For a car or waggonette from or to any of the
places hereunder 'mentioned or any intermediate
distance.
From or to any place or stand in North Brisbane,
bounded by Elizabeth, Adelaide, William, and
Creek streets, to the undermenfioned places :--
Each
Passenger.
K. d.
To Ann street, Valley, cabstand ... ... ... 0 6
To Exhibition Building, Gregory terrace ... 1 0
To intersection of Leichhardt and Brunswick
streets ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
To any part of Petrie terrace ... ... ... 0 6
To City Boundary, North Quay ... ... ... 0 6
To Boundary street, South Brisbane ... ... 1 0
To Merivale street, between Ernest and Peel
streets ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
To any part of Gregory terrace ... 1 0
From Ann street, Valley, to City Boundary, New
Farm, James street, or Bowen terrace ... 0 6
To any part of Kangaroo Point within the city
boundary, from North Brisbane .. ... 2 0
To Divisional Board's Office, Woolloongabba ... 1 6
(each additional passenger, 1s.)
To Divisional Board's Office, Booroodabin 1 0
To Vulture street, South Brisbane ... ... 1 0
To Railway Station, Roma street ... ... 0 6
If the hirer detain or keep a car or waggonette
waiting during the journey he shall pay at the
ra e ot, but not exceeding, one shilling each quarter
of an hour or part thereof.
If the vehicle is employed or detained beyond
one half-hour, th -n the f,llowing scale of fares
shall apply, and not as aforesaid ; and a like scale
in the  case of  special hiring by time:-
For any time not exceeding  one half-hour, to S. d.
carry one  or two  passengers ... ... 2 0
Every subsequent  half-hour or part thereof ... 2 0
For any  time not exceeding  one half-hour,
carrying any number  in excess of the above
number  of passengers  up to the number
licensed  to carry, if requir d by the hirer 3 0
For every subsequent half-hour or part thereof 2 6
Two children under 12 years of age equal to one
adult. Half-fare in addition to the above may be
charged in  all cases  between the hours of 10 p in.
and 6 a.m.
From or to other places not before specified, in
the city of Brisbane, the fares shall be 6d. per
mile for each  passenger . Outside the city, to carry
two passengers  if required by the hirer,  at Is. per
mile ; each additional  passenger, 6d.
For waggonettes  drawn by two  or more horses
one-half additional fare to the  foregoing  is allowed;
but the minimum fare, however, shall be Is.
When the vehicle is discharged  at a greater
distance than three miles from the General Post
Office, half-fare back shall be allowed.
Each passenger shall be allowed to take 25lbs of
luggage ; extra luggage for every 50lbs. may be
charged for at the rate of 6d. for the entire
journey, whatever the destination may be.
Luggage is not to be detained by drivers for
non-payment of fares, but must be brought to the
Secretary's office, to be afterwards dealt with as
provided  in clause  62 of By-law No. 2.
Passed by special order of the Joint Board of
the City and Suburban United Municipality, at
Brisbane, this thirteenth day of October, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and sealed
with the common seal of the said City and Subur-
ban United Municipality.
[L.s.] F. BEATTIE,
President.
WM. APJOHN,
Secretary.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of No-
vember, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign
By Command,
A. MUSGBAVE.
S. W. GBIFFITR.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotifi d for general information, that he has
received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies a Message to the following effect :-
" The Secretary of State for War offers Com-
missions in the Royal Engineers to graduates of
Australian and New Zealand Universities who
were not more than 22 years of age  on 1st July
last, are of good height and build, and medically
fit. The names of candidates approved as physi-
cally, morally, and mentally qualified are to be
submitted by the Governor, in relative order of
merit, from each University. Not more than one
from each colony will be selected."
Applications from persons residing in Queens-
land who  are  eligible for a  commission  under the
terms of this offer may be sent to the Colonial
Secretary.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secrets ,rY'a Of ice,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
H
IS Exce ll ency the Governor in Council
having received a Petition signed by sixty
inhabitants of the Police District of Etheridge,
urging the Extension of  " The Careless  Use of
Fire Prevention Act"  to that District ,  directs it
to be notified that the said Act shall be of force
and effect within the said District.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE  WEEK  ENDING  31ST DAY OZ
OCTOBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 375
Number since admitted ... ... ... 14
Number returned from leave ... ... 1
390
Number discharged ... ... ... 0
Number died ... 1
Number absent on leave ... ... ... 3
4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 386
Admissions during the week :
Rich. P.  Byrne, 68, miner ;  f ro m Brisbane Hospital ;
last  employed by  Mr. McIntyre , Cloncurry.
Jas. Jpbnstou,  61, commission agent ; from Brisbane,
J. P. H A. Turney,  58, cook;  from Aramac $ ospital;
last employed at Aramac  and Coreena  stations.
Louis .  C. Riley ,  63, stockman  ;  from Cunnamulla ;
last employed by Messrs .  Cobb and Co .  and Messrs.
McCartney  and  Percy.
Henry Williamson ,  67, cutler  ;  from Roma Hospital ;
last employed  by Mr .  Gordon, Morven Station.
Wi ll iam O'Brien ,  66, labourer ; from Toowoomba Hos-
pital  ;  last employed by Mr Garget.
William Hallinan ,  45, sawyer ;  from  Brisbane Hos-
pital ; no employment  for last two Tears.
John  Holmes ,  80, labourer;  from Brisbane Hospital ;
no employment.
Jonathan Mallett ,  69, house servant  ;  from Brisbane
Hospital;  last employed  by Dr.  Banc roft.
Wm. Stephenson ,  40, groom  ;  from Brisbane Hos-
pital  ;  last employed at Rawbelle  and Witheron  Stations,
and Imperial Hotel, Bunda berg.
Thomas Ridde ll,  42, stonemason ; from Brisbane
Hospital  ;  last  employed by Railway Department.
Re-admissions :
Michael Conlin , 46, labourer.
John Hodges , 67, labourer.
Jae. Pull, 78, gardener.
Deaths during the week :
Otto  Jensen ,  31, labourer  ;  admitted  9th June, 1885,
from Ipswich Hospital.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
( of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following amendment of Rule 5
of the Rules of the Bundaberg Hospital, made by
the Committee of that Institution and adopted by
the contributors thereto.
I
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULE AS AMENDED.
PATINNTB.
5. Patients shall be divided into two classes, free
and pay ; the latter  on admission  to pay the sum
of 24, or 3s. per day. Patients on applying for
admission  or relief must produce a printed form
of recommendation filled up by  a
subsc iber-
namely, form A, B, C, or D ; such form of recom-
mendation to be produced to the surgeon, wards-
man, or other officer in attendance, which shall at
once be entered in the medical record book.
The above rule not to apply  in cases of  accident
or extreme urgency.
Polynesian labourers shall be received as pay
patients, at a charge of 3s. per day for  maintenance ;
payment to be guaranteed, in writing, by the em-
ployer.
The Committee shall be empowered to relieve or
admit, from time to time, such  cases  of destitution
as may be brought under their notice. Besides
those patients who shall be admitted free of charge,
the subscribers may recommend any number of
paying patients under Form C.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle to the number
of fifty head and upwards are hereby notified
that the  assessment  for 1886, payable under the
abovenamed Act, will be due on the 1st January
next, and must be paid on that date to the Clerk of
Petty Sessions nearest to where the stock are kept
or pastured.
As far as practicable,  return  forms will be for-
warded to owners, but supplies of these may be
procured  from  any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April,  1884.  --
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified  for general information that
l applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent  at Brisbane , and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents,  or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and  class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of PetSessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
No.  40  of  1885.
M ORETON BAY.
RE-ESTABLISItMENT OF PERMANENT LIGHT,
TANGALUMA.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the permanentLight  at Tangaluma is now re-estab lished as
.formerly.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCu, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.
No. 209.
"A" BATTERY, PERMANENT FORCE.
1
THE Officer Commanding "A" Battery will
arrange to fire a  Royal Salute from the
Battery in the Queen's Park at noon on Monday
next, the 9th  instant , in honour of the birthday of
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
No. 210.
THE following Appointments ,  Resignations, Pro-
motions, and Transfers will take effect from dates
mentioned hereunder :-
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
No. 13, Acting Sergeant A. H. BARLTBOP,
No. 31, Corporal V. R. E. DRURY,
No. 15, Corporal T. FURRY,
to be Sergeants in the above order of seniority.
6th -November, 1885.
IORETON MOUNTED INFANTRY.
The resignation of No. 46, Private H. KIDD, has
been accepted. 6th November, 1885.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
Sapper ALEXANDER Ross is transferred to the
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Rifle Corps. 6th
November, 1885.
"C" COMPANY, WARWICK.
ARTHUR E.  GIBBON
to be Acting Lieutenant. 26th October, 1885.
"B" COMPANY, WIDE BAY.
No. 60, Private FREDERICK BUNNY, is transferred
to " A " Company, Rockhampton. 6th November,
1885.
No. 25, Private JAMES HOOD, is transferred to
the Gympie Mounted Volunteer Rifle Corps. ' 6th
November, 1885.
"A" COMPANY, CHARTERS TOWERS.
JOSEPH J .  WILLIAMS
to be Acting Color- Sergeant . 6th November, 1885.
"A"  COMPANY, ROCKH AMPTON.
Sergeant  Instructor JAMES COLQUHOUN will
receive pay at the rate of £60 per annum from the
1st November, 1885, instead of the rate hitherto
drawn.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
The resignation of Acting Lieutenant W. A.
MILLER has been accepted. 26th October, 1885.
JAMES E .  LERESCHB
to be Acting Lieutenant,  vice  W. A. Miller,
resigned. 26th October, 1885.
No. 49, Corporal JOHN McPHEE,
No. 17, Corporal THOMAS GLACHER,
No. 95, Corporal GEORGE HUME,
No. 41, Corporal GEORGE MUNRO,
to be Acting  Sergeants  in  "A" Company. 6th
November, 1885.
BRISBANE  GRAMMAR SCHOOL CADET
CORPS.
The resignations of Acting Lieutenants C. A.
WHISK and JAMES RAF F have been accepted. 26th
October, 1885.
No. 211.
OFFICERS  are hereby notified that when pre-
senting themselves for examination for promotion
they can only be examined in the subjects neces-
sary for the next step of rank ; thus an acting
lieutenant can only pass for lieutenant, and will
not be eligible for the examination for the rank
of captain.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTEB,, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend  WILLIAM  WHALE,  a Minister
of the Baptist Denomination ,  residing at Brisbane,
has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland ,  under the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Re istry Office,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend  GILBERT WHITE , M.A., a
Minister  of the Church  of England Denomina tion,
residing  at Townsville ,  has been duly registered as
a Minister of Religion authorised  to celebrate
Marriages  in the Colony of Queensland, under
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENNEY,
Registrar -General.
Chambers,  Brisbane,
10th October, 1885.
I
N pursuance and by virtue of the  provisions of
" The District Courts Act  of 1867," and by
authority  of the same , I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned  towns and places  in the Southern
District during the year 1886.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge of the Southern District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE.
Attorney-General.
22nd October, 1885.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
1886.
Criminal Sittings.
BRISBANE.
Monday, 22nd February
Monday, 19th April
Monday, 21st June
Monday, 2nd August
Monday, 4th Ontober
Monday, 13th December
Civil  Sittings.
Wednesday , 24th February
Wednesday,  21st April
Wednesday , 23rd June
Wednesday, 4th August
Wednesday, 6th October
Wednesday,l5th December
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 6th May
Thursday, 9th September
Thursday, 9th December
Thursday, 6th May
Thursday, 9th September
Thursday, 9th December
ToowooMBA.
Monday, 3rd May Monday, 3rd May
Monday, 6th September Monday, 6th September
Monday, 6th December Monday, 6th December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 18th March Thursday, 18th March
Monday, 16th August Monday, 16th August
Tuesday, 23rd November Tuesday, 23rd November
STANTHORPE.
Tuesday, 16th March Tuesday, 16th March
Friday, 13th August Friday, 13th August
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
DALBY.
Friday, 16th April Friday, 16th April
Tuesday, 24th August Tuesday, 24th August
Friday, 26th November Friday, 2tJth November
ST. GEORGE.
Wednesday, 24th March Wednesday, 24th March
Monday, 30th August I Monday, 30th August
ROMA.
Tuesday, 2nd March Tuesday, 2nd March
Wednesday, 14th July
I
Wednesday, 14th July
Monday, 29th November Monday, 29th NovemberCHABLE VI LLB.
Wednesday, 31st March Wednesday, 31st March
Wednesday, 15th September) Wednesday,l5th September
CUI NAMULLA.
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Monday, 20th September Monday, 20th beptember
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Brisbane,
28th October, 1885.
I
N  pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
" The District Courts Act of  1867," and by
authority of the  same , I do hereby appoint the
following days  and dates  for holding Courts at the
undermentioned  towns and places  in the Central
District during the  year 1886.
GRANVILLE GEORGE MILLER,
Approved :
Judge Central District Court.
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney- General.
29th October, 1885.
CENTRAL DISTRICT COURT.
LEGAL  ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1886.
Civil. Criminal.
GLADSTONE.
Monday, 4th January Monday ,  4th January
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Tuesday, 31st August Tuesday, 31st August
RocxHAMPTON.
Wednesday, 6th January
Wednesday, 7th April
Monday, 7th June
Wednesday,  1st September
Wednesday,  6th January
Wednesday, 7th April
Monday, 7th June
Wednesday,  lot  September
BUNDABERG.
Monday, 11th January
Tuesday, 13th April
Friday, 27th August
Monday, 11th January
Tuesday , 13th April
Friday, 27th August
MARYBOROUGH.
Thursday, 14th January Thursday, 14th January
Friday, 16th April Friday, 16th April
Thursday, 19th August Thursday, 19th August
GYMPIE.
Tuesday, 19th January Tuesday, 19th January
Tuesday, 20th April Tuesday, 20th April
Monday, 23rd August Monday, 23rd August
SPRINGSURE.
Saturday, 12th June Saturday, 12th June
Tuesday, 28th December I Tuesday, 28th December
CLERMONT.
Tuesday, 15th June Tuesday, 15th June
Thursday ,  23rd December Thursday ,  23rd December
WINTON.
Tuesday ,  22nd June Tuesday ,  22nd June
Saturday ,  18th December Saturday ,  18th December
MUTTABUBRA.
Friday ,  25th June Friday ,  25th June
Wednesday ,  15th December Wednesday ,  15th Decem-
ber
ARAMAC.
Monday ,  28th June Monday ,  28th June
Monday, 13th December Monday, 13th December
BLACEALL.
Thursday, 1st July Thursday, 1st July
Thursday ,  9th December Thursday ,  9th Decem be r
TAMBO.
Monday, 5th July Monday, 5th July
Tuesday ,  7th De cember Tuesday, 7th December
CIVIL SITTINGS, Southern District Court,Brisbane, 1886.
Last day for filing
Plaint.
Last day for filing
Plea. Date of Sittings.
February  11th ... February 18th  ... February 24th
April 8th ... April 15th ... April 21st
June 10th ... June 17th ... June 23rd
July 22nd . July 29th ... August 4th
September 23rd September 30th October 6th
December 2nd ... December 9th ... December 15th
H. BRAMSTON,
District Court Offices,
Registrar.
risbane, 26th October, 1885,
NOTICE.
JARRIERS,  Hawkers ,  and Others importing
dutiable  goods borderwise must give due
notice of their approach, and where they intend to
enter Queensland, to the Officer in Charge of the
nearest Border Customs Station ,  stating when they
expect to arrive at the boundary or other place
appointed for the examination of their goods.
All persons entering this colony with dutiable
goods, and not giving such notice, will be pro-
secuted, and their goods, vehicles, &c., together
with the horses or other  animals used in conveying
them, rendered liable to forfeiture.
T. M.  KING,
Collector of Customs.
Police Department,
Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
SALE OF AN UNCLAIMED HORSE.THE undermentioned  unclaimed Horse, nowin the hands of the Townsville Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by Public
Auction, at Townsville, on the 14th November
next.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
Ba cob gelding, branded 4UG over 22 near
shoulder.
IN THE VICE ADMIRALTY COURT OF
QUEENSLAND.
ASITTING  of the above Court was held beforeHis Honour Sir CHARLES LILLEY, Knight,
the Chief Justice of Queensland ,  and Judge of the
said Court, on Tuesday ,  the third day of November
instant.
There being no business on the paper ,  the Court
was adjourned till TUESDAY ,  the 1st day of
December next.
Dated this 4th day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given,  that. JoRN LOCKHART
GIBSoN,  of Brisbane ,  has this day been
registered as a duly qua lified Medical Practitioner.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
The Chief Justice 's Chambers,
Supre me Court House,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1885.
I T  is hereby notified that the fo llowing gentle-men have been appointed Commissioners for
taking Affidavits, &c.:-
ATHELSTAxE FREDERICK BRUCE CHVBB ,  Esquire,
Solicitor,  Bundaberg ;
WILLIAM RICHARD ONSLOW HILL ,  Esquire,
Police  Magistrate ,  Springsnre ;
PETER MACARTHUR,  Esquire, Police  Magistrate,
Burketown ;
JOHN GRAHAM MACDoNALD,  Esquire, Police
Magistrate and Northern Sheriff ,  Bowen ;
PATRICK ALBAN  O'SULLIVAN , Esquire ,  Solicitor,
Ipswich ;
ALEXANDER SMITH,  Esquire, Associate to His
Honour Mr. Justice Mein, Brisbane.
J. HARRISON BYRNE,
Associate to His Honour  The Chief  Justice of
Queensland.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BLACIALL.NOTICE is given, that PETER PAUL HoEZ-
KNECHT is  appointed Bailiff of Small Debts
Court at Jericho for the ensuing twelve months.
ROE DOYLE,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Poli ce Office,
Jericho, 14th October, 1885.
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NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held atMuttaburra on Thursday, 22nd October,
1885 , WILLIAM CANN was appointed Poundkeeper
at Muttaburra for the ensuing twelve months.
R. W. KENDRICK,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Muttaburra, 22nd October, 1885.
ALFRED FOREMAN has this day been ap-
pointed Bailiff of the Small Debts Court at
Geraldton, by the Bench of Magistrates.
MARTIN O'DONOHLUE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Geraldton,  24th  October, 1885.
j HEREBY appoint JAMES B.  BAXTER, of
l Normanton , a Bailiff of the Northern District
Court at 1  ormanton , under the provisions of " The
District Courts Act  of  1861."
Given  under  my hand, this twenty-third day of
October, 1885, at Hughenden.
A. B. NOEL,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
A
T a Special Petty Sessions held to-day, EDWARD
MARTIN  HUEFORD  was appointed Pound-
keeper for the  ensuing  twelve months.
J. M. BLACK,
Acting Clerk Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Hartisville , 3rd November, 1885.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th November , 1885.
T OTICE is hereby  given,  that Thomas Holt, of
Boundary street, West End, South  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, Pastrycook, has
applied.  iii pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Desig ns, and Trade Marks Act,  188411" to
register in Class 42, in respect of Confectionery,
i.e.,  Meat  Pies ,  a Trade Mark , of which the follow.
ing is a representation
1884 ,"  to register in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral
and Orated  Waters,  natural and artificial ,  includ-
ing Gingerbeer ,  a Trade Mark ,  of which the follow-
ing is a representation :-
I
(1)
L" M
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  Appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Mary Jane
Hempsted, trading as "John Hempsted and
Company," of Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, A rated Water Manufac-
turer, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The.Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
FADE MAR
WILLIAM T. BLA$ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th November, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Charles
Hayward, of Pine Lodge,  near  the Township of
Shepparton, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as "An Improved Screen for
Winnowers and other Machines for Cleaning
Grain."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  queensll nd Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the  said  invention to the said Charles
Hayward, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Edwin Hum-
phries, trading as " Edwin Humphries and
Company," of Adelaide  street , Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, General Merchant, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in  respect of  Spice, a 1'rade
Mark, of which thb following  is a  representation:-
TRADE MARK.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July,  1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the AdelaideMilling and Mercantile Comp ny, Limited,
trading as such, in Eagle street, Brisbane, and
Victoria Square, Adelaide, in the province of
South Australia, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class 42,
n respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
STEAM MILLS.
J. HART &  CO,
REGISTERED.
The Trade Mark differs from the above representa-
tion inasmuch as the groundwork is yellow.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance w;th such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLA$ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 16th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that John Davis,
trading as  the Australian Type Foundry
Company at Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, has applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions
of  "The Patents,  Designs , and Trade Marks Act,
1889 ,"  to register in Class 13, in respect of  Printing
Type,  a Trade  Mark, of which  the following is a
representation.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
PORT ADELAIDE.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in comp li ance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions  of the Act  abovementioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd July, 1885.
L, N
OTICE is hereby given, that Heyde, Todman,
and Company,  trading as such  at 61, York
street, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
Havana Cigar Importers, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register, in Class
45, in respect of Cigars, a Trade Mark of which
representation:-the following is a
DE
A . t6womf of-
Notice is hereby fufther  given ; that ut less before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this  advertisement  in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY
Registrar. of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 9th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Evan Rowlands,of 116, Collins street West, in the City of
Melbourne, in the Co'ony of Victoria, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
E.ROWLANOS.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance  with the provisions of the above Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
PkOCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. MI18GRAVE,  By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRIVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .
 Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSG
 RAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and declare
I that the
 Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-24148-D.B. - ---
Boot of RZFIIINCI or ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS
 NOS. 1032,  902A,  AND 1033, MACKAY  DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BB  PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Kelvin ,
 County of Carlisle.
Iefor -
No Description of Road.
No, of I Ito ,  ofSelec-Portion. Land Agent 'sDistrict How Held. Reputed Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth ofRoad Area .Remarks.
I
lion .
I
.
I Prom the
 east  boundary  of Selection  1032 south- 1032 1032 Mackay
 ...  Conditional  Selection under  A. H. Burbank
westerly to the west boundary
 " C. L. A. Act of  1876 "
f From the out boundary of Selection 9d2a south -  9024 9024 ditto
 ..,  ditto  ... ... ...  T. Greedy ...
westerly to the south boundary
3 From the north boundary of Selection 1033 south -  1033 1033 ditto ditto
westerly to the south-west corner
C. E. Volkmann
Ohs. Ike. Links .  A. s.  P.
A. H. Burbank  ...  221° 0 '  101 50  100 10 0 24 No improvements ; 16 ac re s
reserved for road purposes.
T. Greedy  ... ...  248° 0 '  45 36 100 4 2  6 No improvements  ;  16 acres
reserved for
 road  purposes.
C. E. Volkmann  ...  249° 0 '  29 79  100 6 0 0 No improvements  ;  13 acres
213° 0' 20  00 reserved  for road purposes.
Nora .- The area required in  excess  of the reservation in Selection No. 1033 is resumed under the 84th Section of  " The Crown  Lasts  Alienation Act  of 187d."
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
 House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of November ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty -five, and  in the forty.
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOO SAVI THI Q1UI211I
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MU$GEAYE, Knight Grand  Cross of  the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael  and St.  George, Governor  and Commander -in•Chiet of the
A . MUSGRAVB, Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
I N pursuance of the authority in  me vested ,  I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,  the Governor  aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify anddeclare that the Road  described in the  Book of Reference hereunder  shall be and is hereby opened  as a Public  Road.
86.23934-S.G.
BOOK  OF RBFBBBNCB  OF ROAD THROUGH
 SELECTIONS 799, 1069 ,  AND 1381 ,  MACHAY DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO B8 PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Homebush ,
 County of Carlisle ,  District of South Kennedy.
Ester•
epee No.
1
f
8
Description of Road.
*as
xoa
A
Land Agent's
District.
From the  reserved road in selection
 799 southerly  799 799 Mackay
to its south  boundary I
From the  north boundary of selection
 1069 southerly 1069  1069 ditto
to its south boundary
From the north boundary of selection 1381
 south-
easterly to the south boundary 1381 1381 ditto
How Held.
Conditional
 selec-
tion under " C. L.
A. Act of  1876"
ditto ...
... ... I ditto
Reputed Owner.
James Cowlishaw
Bearings.
167° 80'
George Francis 167° 80'
Bridgman 1409 0'
177°W
ditto 144° 80'
156° 30'
179° 30'
169° 0'
Lengths.
Ohn0 ltn93t
10 00
13 04
19 06
31 00
10 00
10 00
27 47
Breadth of
Road.
Links.
100
100
100
Area.
A. It. P.
0 0 10
4 1 0
7
 3 16
Nora .-The Road th ro ugh Selection No. 100, Macka y District ,  is resumed under  the 84th  section of  " The  Crown  Lando  AUenahon  Act of  1876."
Remar ks.
No improvements on line of  ro ad; 19 acres and 24
perches reserved for road purposes.
No imp rovements on line of  road.
No improvements ;  12 acres and  32 perches reserved
for
 ro ad purposes.
Given
 under my Hand and Seal , at Government Bouse,  Brisbane ,  this s 'xth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and in  the forty.
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE
 TIE  QuEnf  I C. B. DUTTON.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the M ost
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished  Ord 'r  of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution  of all power , and author ities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir  ANTHONY MUSGEAVil,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Roma  Land Agent' s District ,  sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after  WEDNESDAY,  the 23rd day of December ,  1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the inn inuim area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as fo llows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 16,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 1, in
the said District ,  sha ll  be 3 ,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation ,  I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  further declare the  said  Grazing Area No .  1 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Roma Land Agent ' s District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
C. B. DUTTON.
Description :
THE ROMA  LAND AG ENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area No. 1.
The Crown lands lying to the north of the Southern and Western Railway, between the eastern
watershed of Yuleba Creek and the eastern boundary of Agricultural Area No. 1, beyond two miles
from the railway and within five miles thereof.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.  Annual
of  Pariah. No. of Area .  Rent
Lot. Portion. per Acre.
Survey Fee.
A.  It. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Chadford ... ... 6 2,205 0 0 0 0 1 20 3 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... 7 2,229 0 0 0 0 1 21 7 2
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His  ]Excellency  Sir - ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael  and St . Georgge, Governor  and Commander-in-
Oovernor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its fependencies.
i N pursuance and execution  of all  powers  and authorities  in Ise  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands At of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council , and on the recommendation  of the Land  Board , do, by this my
Proclamation , notify  and declare  that the Country Lands specified  in the  Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Maryborough Land A ent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  WEDNESDAY, the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, br and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare  that  the maximum area  which may be selected by any  one person  in the  said  District
shall be  as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an  Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House , Brisbane , this sixth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of out Lord  one thousand  eight hundred  and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MARYBOEOUGH LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No. of Annual I Purchasing
Forfeited Area .  Rent Survey Fee .  Price
Selection .  per Acre .  per Acre.
A.  B.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Young ... ... ... ... 1516 250 0 0 0 0 6 7 3 0 2 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGBAV$,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor . Chief of  the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by an Order in Council made on the  fifth day of November,  1886 ,  I did, by andwith  the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actual] surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should
be suspended  with respect to the Country  Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor-
General was ,  by the said  Order  in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVS, the
Governor aforesaid , by and  with the advice of the Executive  Council,  and on the recommendation of the
Land  Board , do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare  that the  said Lands specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Toowooruba Land Agent's District ,  shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after  WEDNESDAY, the 23rd day of December , 1885: And
I do hereby, by and  with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as fo ll ows ,  that is to say
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five ,  and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GaD SAVa  xis Qvsnx !
THE SCHEDULE.
Tun Toowoo tBA LAND AGE`NT'S DISTRICT.
Within  an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
A. B. P.
1 Rolleston ... ... ... 2v 60 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
C. B.  DUTTON.
Annual PurchasingProvisionalRent
Acre . Survey  Fee. pePricer Acr .per
£ e. d. £ a. d. £  a. et.
0 0 3 319 0 1 0 0
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MosGnavs ,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MvsanivE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  OWe f of tI9 Colony of Queensland and its Dependepcies.
N pursuance and execution of 411 powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
I 'The Crows Lands Act  of 1884, ' I, Silk ANTHONY MV$GBAYE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lauds specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be oppeen to teleotion, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after WEDN Eta UAY; the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid,  declar e that the maaimam  area. which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be an follows ,  that is  to say :--
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Thn IPSWICH  LAND A GENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. I.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish . No. of Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
C. B. DUTTON.
Survey Fee. Purchasing Priceper Aore.
A. B. P.  £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
1 Normanby ... ...  92 214  0 0 i 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Guvernor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Land* Act of  1884, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of f he Lind Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Blackall  Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare i hat the maximum  area  which may be selected by any  one person  in the said
District shall be as follows,  that is  to say
In the  case of lands within an  Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane,  this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and  in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QuEEIw I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BLACEALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual Purchasing
Area .  Rent Survey Fee. Price
per Acre .  per Acre.
Value of
Imp rove-
ments.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s.  d. I £ s. d.
1 Blackall  ... ... 11 200 0 0 0 0 4 7 13 7 1 5 0 17 10 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me .vested under the provisions of  " The
ll Crown Lands At of  1884 " and "  The Crown Lands Art of  1884  Amendment Art of  1885." I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after WEDNESDAY, the 23rd day of
December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the annual rent
and purchasing price at which said lands in y be selected shall be 6d. and £2 per acre respectively, and
that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows,
that is to say
In case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area N o. 4, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a District
for the purposes of tha said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
C. B. DUTTON.
DESCETPTIONS :
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
BLOCK No. 1.
Parish of Toorbul.
About 109 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parish of Toorbul, within Agricultural Area No. -,-exclusive of the
Bribie  Sections."
BLOCK No. 2.
327 acres.
Forfeited  Selection 3852 , portion 19B, parish of Toorbul.
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PROCLAMATION.
[r..s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. 1'eorge, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland an-1 its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the fifth day of November, 1885, I did, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper  maps  or plans : An  I  whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Nan'sngo Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum are a  which may be selected by any
one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:--In the case of lands within a  Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth dap of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
No.
of
let.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual  Purchasing Value
Area .  Rent Provisional Price of  Improve-per Survey Fee. perAcre .  mente.
No.
of
Pertion.
A. R. P. £ s.  W.  £  s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
1  Booie lv 210 0 0 0 0 3  614 0 1 0 0 710 0
2  Ditto 2v 120 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
3  Ditto 3v 120 0 0 0 0 3  6 0 0 1 0 04 Ditto 4v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0 15 0 0
5  Ditto ... 5v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
6  Ditto 6v 450 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
fi  Ditio 7v 600 0 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
8  Ditto 8v 360 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
9  Ditto ... 9v 510 0 0 0 0 3  9 2 0 1 0 0
10  Ditto
D
... 10v 380 0 0 0 0 3 8 1 0
0
1
1
0 0
0 011 itto ... llv 320 0 0 0 0 3  8 1
12  Ditto ... 12v 110 0 0 0 0 3  5 6 0 1. 0 0
13  Ditto ... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
14  Ditto ... 14v 180 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
15  Ditto ... 15v 60 0 0 0 0 3 4 8 0 1 0 0
16  Ditto ... 16v 95 0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0 1 0 0
17 Ditto ... 17v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
18 Ditto ... 18v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0 60 0 0
19 Ditto ... 19v 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
20 Ditto ... 20v 640 0 0 0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
4.L.e.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. SGRAV$, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in m  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Art of  1884 " and  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MrSGEAVR ,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said  Acts,  as unsurveyed lands, on and  after WEDNESDAY,
the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
annual  rent at which said lands may be selected shall be id. per acre,  and that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
C. B. DUTTON.
DESCRIPTION :
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Not within  an Agricultural Area.
Parishes  of Colin and East Haldon,
Abort  71 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parish of Colic and in the parish of East Haldon lying to the west  Of
Blackfellow's Creek,  and the western watershed of Black Duck Creek.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I B
pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885," I
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on  the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Gyn ie Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on and  after WEDNESDAY, the
23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, aeclare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which said lands may be selected shall be 3d. and £1 per
acre respectively, and that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall  be as follows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural  Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUE$N !
C. B. DUTTON.
DNscBI'vIoNs.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No.  I.
BLOCK 1.
Parish of Gutchy.
Area-About 1-1 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries, viz. :-Bounded on the north by Gutchy Run ;
on the east by the old Brisbane road and selection 1269; on the south by selections 1266 and 1122; and
on the west by  selections  1357, 1227, 1356 , and a  special timber lease.
BLOCK 2.
Parish of Curra.
Area-About 24 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries, viz.:-Bounded on the north by a timber
reserve and selection 719; on the east by selections 1696 and 1267; on the south by portion A and
selection 1253; and on the south -west by selection  1417, the Mary River ,  portion 87, and  a reserve.
BLOCK 3.
Parish of Glastonbury.
Area-About 8 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries, viz.:-Bounded on the north by selection 1734,
and the Mary River ; on the  east  by selection 1003, Scrubby Creek,  and selection  1288; on  the south
by a road and  selections  687, 1516, and 938; and on the west by selections 1631, 487, 1830, 454, 1416,
490,  455,  1434, and Glastonbury Creek.
BLOCK 4.
Parishes of Widgee and Glastonbury.
Area-7§' square miles.
The Crown  lands  within the following boundaries, viz.:-Bounded on the north by selections 640,
639, 1126, 1714, 1625, 817, 941, and 1694; on the  east  by the east branch of Glastonbury Creek ; on the
south by the southern watershed of Glastonbury and Widgee Creeks ; and on the west by Widgee-
Widgee  Run, selections  928 and 1150 ,  and a  line  bearing  north  from the  north -east corner of selection
928 to the  south boundary of selection W.
BLOCK 5.
Parishes of Kandanga, Amamoor, and Imbil.
Area-About 18 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries ,  viz.:-Commencing on Amamoor Cre ek at the
north -east corner of selection  1704,  parish of Kandanga ,  and bounded thence by Amamoor Creek
downwards to a point about one mile below selection 880, parish of Ataamoor; thence by a line bea ri ng
about 166 degree to Kandanga Creek ; thence by a line bearing about 175 degrees about one and three-
quarter miles to the boundary of Agricultural Area No.1 ;  by that boundary bearing west about five and
three-quarter miles; thence by a  line bearing north  (along the boundary of the Agricultural Area)
to the south boundary of selection 852, parish of Kandanga ; and thence by selections 852, 1319,
and 1704 easterly and northerly to the point of commencement.
BLOCK 6.
Parish of Tuchekoi.
Area-About 11; square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries, viz. :-Commencing at the north-west corner
of selection 1709, parish of Tuchekoi, and bounded thence by selection 1524 and a line bearing north
about three miles ; thence south-easterly about four and a-half miles to the boundary of the Land Agent's
District ; thence south about two miles ; thence westerly by the northern boundary of the parish of
Kenilworth and selection  1709 to the  point of commencement.
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PROCLAMATION.
[t.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusGRAV B, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in
Governor. Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I, Sir
ANTHONY MusaiuvE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the t;xecutive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Maryborough Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which said lands may be selected shall be 3d. and £1 per
acre respectively, and that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case of  lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given wader my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUOIN i
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
DESCRIPTIONS :
TtR MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
BLOCK 1.
Parishes of Walsh and  Vernon.
About 37 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parishes of Walsh and Vernon beyond the Burrum Railway five-mile
boundary,-exclusive of the land within two miles of the proposed Pialba Railway.
BLOCK 2.
Parishes of Urangan and Bingham.
About  24 square miles.
The Crown lands in the  parishes  of Urangan and Bingham beyond the Maryborough  five-mile
boundary,-exclusive of town and suburban lands and the land within two miles of the proposed Pialba
Railway.
BLOCK 3.
Parishes  of South  Head and Elliott.
About 34 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parish of South Head and in the parish of Elliott beyond the Mary-
borough five-mile boundary.
BLOCK 4.
Parish of Bidwell.
About  22 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parish of Bidwell beyond the Maryborough  five-mile  boundary.
BLOCK 5.
(Parishes of Cherwell, lolbore, and Vasah.
About  7 square miles.
The' Crown lands within the fo ll owing boundaries ,  viz.:-Commencing on Duckinwalla Creek at
the south -west corner of selection 1453 ,  and bounded thence by that creek upwards to a point south from
the south -west corner of selection 1383, parish of Cherwe ll ; thence by a line north  (being  the boundary
of the Agricultural Area) to s point distant two miles southerly from the Barrum and Bnndaber g  Railway ;
thence by s line parallel with and distant two miles from the railway south -easterly to the Bottum
Railway five-mile boundary  ; and thence by that boundary south-easterly and selection 1463 southerly
to the point of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Exce llency Sir Air2HoNy Mvsa $AVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Mpst
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
I "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of 1$86," I,
Sir ANTHONY MusG$ AVE, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board , do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Country  Lands described hereunder ,  and situated in the  Gympie Land  Agent 's District ,  shall be open
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to selection under the provisions of the said  Acts,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
23rd  day of  December , 1885 : And I  do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare
that the annual rent at which said lands may be selected shall be id .  per acre ,  and that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say
In  the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of November,
in  the year of our Lord one thousand eight  hundred and  eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
DESCR IPTION.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
BLOCK 7.
Parishes of Cooloola ,  Toolara ,  Cowra ,  Tahiti ,  Ulirrah ,  Goomboorian ,  Tagigan, Como, Laguna.
Area - About 424 square miles.
The Crown Lands within the foll owing boundaries,  viz. :-Commencing  on the coast at the south
boundary of a timber reserve  ( roclaimed  Government Gazette,  1880, page 707), and bounded thence
by that boundary west to Tin -Can Creek ,  by that creek downwards and the shore of Tin -Can Bay
northerly to the northe rn  boundary of the Gympie Land A ;  ent's District, by that boundary west to
Tinana Creek ,  by that creek upwards to a reserve on the west boundary of selection 1110 ,  parish of
Goomboorian; thence by that reserve ,  selection 1110,  a timber reserve (proclaimed  Government Gazette,
1884 ,  vol. 2, page 376),  Tagigan Run ,  selections 574, 1083 ,  1066, 1280 ,  1279 ,  1071, 1277 ,  a State forest
reserve  (proclaimed  Government Gazette ,  1884,  vol. 2,  page 376),  and selections 1167 ,  1233, 979, 1079, and
1102, to Lake Como  ;  thence by the northern and eastern shores of Lake Como ,  the Noosa River down-
wards and the eastern shore of Lake Cootharibah southerly to the north boundary of Laguna Run, by
that boundary east to the coast  ;  and thence by the coast northerly to the point of commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
[ L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRSV9,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished  Order  of St. Michael and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown  Lands Art  of  1884  "  and "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the
Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated in the Maryborough Land  Agent's  District ,  sha ll  be
open to selection under the provisions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY,
the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do he reby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that
the annual rent at which said lands may be selected shall be Id .  per acre, and that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said District sha ll  be as follows, that is to say
In  the case of lands not within an Agricultural Are a, 5,120 acre s.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  it Government House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
GOD SATZ  THE QUEEN  I C. B. DUTTON.
DF.sem TIONs :
THE MARYBOBOUGH LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
BLOC; 6.
Parishes of Cherwell, Kolbore, and Cullogum.
About 77 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries ,  viz. :-Commencing on the Isis River at a point
distant two  miles  above theBurrum and Bundaberg  railway ,  and bounded thence by the Isis River upwards
to the north -eastern boundary of Agnes Vale Run, by that boundary  south -easterly and the south -easte rn
boundary south -westerly to the road from Maryborough to Mount Perry, by that road south -easterly to the
timber reserve proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  for 1883 ,  vol. 2, page 895; thence by that reserve
northerly and easterly to the western boundary of Doongal Run, by that boundary northerly ,  the northern
boundary thereof easterly ,  and the western boundary of the Agricultural Area northerly to Duckinwalla
Creek ,  by that creek downwards to a point south from the south -west corner of portion 1383, parish of
Cherwell; thence by a line north  (being the boundary of the Agricultural Area )  to a point distant two
miles southerly from the Burrum and Bundaberg Railway  ;  and thence by lines parallel with the railway
and distant two miles therefrom north -westerly to the point of commencement.
BLOCK 7.
Parishes of Poona, Tahiti, and Cowra.
About 125 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parish of Poona beyond the Maryborough five-mile boundary ,  and in the
parishes of Tahiti and Cowra ,  within the Maryborough Land Agent 's District ,--' exclusive of town and
suburban lands.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S. j By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and  " The Crown lands Act of  1884  Amendmen t Act  of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do ,  by this my pro clamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the pro visions of the said  Acts,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY,
the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual  re nt at which said lands may be selected shall be lid .  per ac re ,  and that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to  say:-
In the  case of lauds  not within an Agricultural Area, 5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
C. B. DUTTON.
DEscRiPTIoNs :
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
BLOCK 8.
Parish of Goomboorian.
Area-About 92 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries, viz.:-Bounded on the north by special timber
leases ; on the east and north -east by selections  725,  1308 ,  and 87 and a timber reserve  (pro claimed
in  Guvrri,ment Gazette,  1884, vol.  IT.,  page 376) ; on the south- east  by the Gympie and Coothariba road ;
and on the west by Agricultural Area No. 1 (being a line south from Mount Goomboorian).
BLOCK 9.
Parishes of Sandanoa and Imbil.
Area- about 222 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries, viz.:--Commencing at the north-east corner of
selection 1672 ,  parish of Kandanga ,  and bounded thence by that selection and Teewoo No. 1 and
Kandanga Runs southerly to the north-west corner of portion 50, parish of Kandanga ; thence by that
portion easterly, southerly, and westerly to the south-west corner thereof ; thence by  a line bearing
south to the northern boundary of Ya.bba Run; by that boundary easterly to Bella Creek, opposite
selection  1190;  by Bella Creek and the Yabba River downwards to a point about  a quarter of a mile
be low the north corner of selection 438, parish of Imbil ; thence by a line bearing about 355 degrees to
the boundary of Agricultural Area No. 1, by that boundary bearing west about 54 miles ; thence by a
line bearing north (along the boundary of the Agricultural Area) to the south boundary of Selection 852,
parish of Kandanga  ;  and thence by selections 852 and 851 westerly  to the  point of commencement.
BLOCK 10.
Parish of Kandanga.
Area, about 32  square miles.
The Crown Lands within the following boundaries, viz.: Commencing on McGill's Creek at the
north-west corner of selection 1444, and bounded thence by that selection and Teewoo No. 1 and
Kandanga Runs southerly to the northern boundary of Yabba Run; by that boundary westerly to the
watershed separating the Mary River waters from Barambah Creek ; by that watershed northerly ;
thence by the southern watershed of Widgee, Glastonbury. and Eel Creeks easterly about 94 miles in a
direct line ; thence by a line south (along the boundary of Agricultural Area No. 1) to Amamoor Creek,
opposite selection  852;  and thence by Amamoor and McGill's Creeks upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "  The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " and  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I. Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
C. untry Lands described hereunder, and situated in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said Acts,  as ur.surve3ed lands, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the 23rd day of December, 1885: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
annual rent and purchasing price at which the said lands ma 'be selected shall be 4d. and £1 5s. per
acre respectively, and that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
DESCRIPTION :
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Gundiah.
80 acres.
The land compr6ed in forfeited selection 1582; bounded on the north by selection 1565 ; on the
east by selection 1,9,15 ; on the south by Gutchy Creek, and on the west by a line north to the south-west
corner  of selection 1569.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusnBAvx, Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
j. "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" and  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MvsoRayz ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the  re commendation of the Land Board. do, by  this  my proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Country Lands  described hereunder ,  and situated in the Ipswich Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open
to selection  under  the provisions of the said  Acts,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY,
the 23rd day of De ember ,  1885 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare
that the annual rent and purchasing  price  at which said lands may be selected sha ll  be 5d .  and £1 10s.
per acre respectively ,  and that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person in the said
District sha ll  be as fo ll ows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of November, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GODSSAVE THE QUEEN!
C. B. DUTTON.
DESc $ IPrION :
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Tenthill.
About 41 square miles.
The Crown  lands in the parish of  Tenthill lying to the south of portions 164, 153, 123, 150, and
190, and to the east of portions 164, 86,  159,199 ,  208, 215,  214, 88,  and 157.
PROCLAMATION.
[L S.] By His  Exce llency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor  and Commander-in-
Governor  Chief  of the  Colony of  Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution  of all powers and authorities in me vested under  the provisions of  " TheCrown Lands  dot of  1884  "  and  " The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,  by and  with  the advice  of the  Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Lend Board, do, by this  my Proclamation.,  notify and declare  that the
Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated In the Ipswich  Land Agent 's District, shall be open to
selectmen under the provisions of the said  Acts,  as unsurveyed lands,  on and after  WEDNESDAY, t 'e
23rd day of December ,  1885 :  And I  do hereby ,  by and  with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the
annual rest and purchasing price at which said lands may be selected shall  be 3d. and £1  per acre
respectively,  and that the maximum area which may be selected  by any  one person in the said District
shall be  as follows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area , 1,280 acres.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of November
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight  hundred  and eighty -five, and  in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
DuacRIPTIoNs :
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. I.
Parish of Alford.
About  27 square miles.
The Crown lands in the  parish of  Alford.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
Parish of Campbell.
About  26J square miles.
The Crown  lands in the parish  of Campbell  within the  Ipswich Land Agent 's District.
Parish  of Whitestone.
About  56 square miles.
The Crown  lands in the parish  of Whitestene.
II ALF-YEARLY  Return of  the Aggregate Average Amount of the  Weekly LISRILITIas  and Asssof the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, within  the Colony  of Queensland ,  from  the 14th day of APRIL,
1885, to the 12th  day of OCTOBER, 1885, inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£ s. d.
Bi ll s in Circulation not bearing Interest 7,341 2 0
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest 39,946 9 3
Bi ll s and Notes in Circulation bearing
Inte re st  ... .. ... ... . .
Balances due to other Banks  ... ...  2,301 0 10
Cash deposited not bearing Interest  :..  154,433 2 3
Cash deposited bearing Interest ... 244,713 8 5
£ s. d.
Coin and Bul lion ...112 '382 1 4
Landed Property  (Bank Premises ) ...  37,839 1 3
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... 4,291 0 1
Balances due from other Banks... ..
Debts due to the Corporation, including
Notes, Bills, and other Securities ... 911,057 6 11
Total Liabilities within the Colony  £ 448,735 2 9 Total Assets within  the Colony ... £ 1,065,569 9 7
3rd  November, 1885. J. P. BALBIRNIE-VA,.N , Manager) At Brisbane.
F. J. TOWNSEND,  Accountant
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Department of Public Lands,
85-22177-D.B. Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST  NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  notified fir general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878 ;"  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said  ro ad are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month fro m this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. DU TTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH SELECTIONS 688, 686, AND 692, HELIDOON DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of  Ravensbourne , County of Cavendish, District of Moreton.
sa
Description of Road.
•1 From the  reserved  road
easterly through se-
lection 688 to its east
boundary
•2 An irregular piece of
land along and within
parts of the west and
no rt h boundaries (at
the north -west cor-
ner) of selection 686
•8 A strip of land one chain
wide along and with-
in part of the south
boundary  of selection
699
a
0
gv Date ofApplicationHow held . Reputedof  Ow
Occupier
or
to
C *e
Breadth
of Alba.
qA
.
Selection. Lessee . aq
Road.
0 0 r
I ohslks Links A it PI
17 688 Helidon 1 Homestead ,  Ellen Me- Ellen3 Feb., 1876 71° 33 ' . .5 19
.
100
.
8
. .
0 0
i 1875 Act Farlaae ,  McFarlane 117° 43' 6 75
wife of 75° 25' 0 82
Andrew 28° 51' 7 48
McFarlane 60° 35' 0 35
16 686 ditto ditto  Freehold, Thomas Thomas 380° 0' 6 99 irregu- 1 6 0 0
Homestead,  Murphy Murphy 69° 19- 5 82 lar
1875 Act 90°14' 11 0
60°50' 0 36
79° 11' 966
22 692 ditto 4 Feb., 1876Homestead, John  Me- John 90° 14' 39 73 100 4 1 0
1875 Act Quillan McQuillan
* Grazing land.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
85.16707-Sur. Brisbane , 18th  September, 1885.
NOTICE  OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
LI IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council and in pursuance of the
IL  provisions of  ` • The  P ublic Works Lands Resumption  Oct  of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said resumptions ,  are requested to deli ver
to the secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate And interest in the land required for the
said resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days  fr om the date
of service of this notice  ;  and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is  wining  to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been restimed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason of the said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
Boos OF REFERENCE of LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED Vol  A RIFLE  RANGE NEAR ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny..
m
d
No .  of Reputed
2 , Description. Por- How Held . Owner . Occupier.tion.
Oo
Bearifigs. Lengths.  g g Area .  Bemafir.
Pi
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. H. P.
I A triangular piece of land 527 Freehold Michael M.  Garvey  69° 86 '  1 431 Irregu -  0 0 5 a Part  of a milking.
cut off  the north-west Garvey  lar yard cut  *X .
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527
2 Part  of a proclaimed road 527 Crown The Unoccu -  69° 36 '  2 87 Irregu - 0 1 3,--,tu
separating  re -subdivision land Cro wn pied lar
A of subdivision I of por-
tion 527 from  re -sub-
division c
3 A strip of land running 627 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  89° 36' 4 35 200 0 2 28; Unimproved.
aercef the southern part
of To-subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion527
Garvey
4 A strip  of land running 527A  ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto  ...  69° 36' 2 23
across the  southern part
of portion 527A
200
5 A strip of  land running  527E ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ...  690  36'  3 13 I 200
across the southern part
of portion 527s
Neden
0 1 3-,%*,  ditto.
0 2 17 ,°° Nort h-east boUn-
dary of  portion
fenced, otherwise
unimp ro ved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned resumptions can be won at the office of the
ciprk of Petty Sessions in Toowoomba,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 26th October, 1955.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T lIE  Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith into the Treasury,
at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the pro visions of the sixty -first clause of  the Act 33 Vic .,  No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares  that  unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government  Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name  of Losses .  Name of Run.
Edward Harte Acres and William
George Field
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto  ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...  .r.
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Andrew Tobin ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
George Augustus Mein and Pulteney
Mein
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ...
David Donald Baird and Andrew Stra-
horn
Ditto  ... ... .. ...
John Franklin McMu ll en ,  as Inspector
for the Union Bank of Australia,
Limited
Ditto .. ..
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Duncan McGregor ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Philippi  East  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Philippi West No. 1
ditto No.2 ...
Spring Lake  No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
ditto No.4 ...
Philippi South ... ...
Philippi North ... ...
Philippi West No. 4 ...
Observatory ... ...
Observatory West ...
Sparks  ... ... ...
Sparks West
Bumbo  ... ... ...
Bumbo West ... ...
Sandringham ... ...
Sandringham  West ...
Coco .
Coco North
Pome roy
Pomeroy North
Salt Lake ...
Greensmith
Sparks North ... ...
Carmarthen Downs No. 1
Cannoch Chase No. 1 ...
ditto No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3 ...
Greenamith  Excess ...
Salt  Lake  Excess ... ...
Cannoch Chase No. 4 ...
ditto No.5 ...
Tabletop  No. 1 ... ...
ditto No.  6 ... ...
Quambi No . 1 ... ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Marion Downs No. 7 ...
ditto No. 8 ...
ditto No.9 ...
Bellevue  ... ... ...
ditto No. 2  ... ...
ditto No. 3 ... ...
ditto No.4 ... ...
ditto No . 5 ... ...
Belmont  ... ... ...
ditto East  ... ...
ditto West ... ...
Mudhall ... ... ...
Mylrea  Downs No .  1 ...
ditto No. 2 ..
ditto  No. 3 ...
Wodonga No . 4 ... ...
Ludlow No. 2 ... ...
Carmarthen  Downs No .  2
ditto  No. 3
Gulgong  No. 1 ... ...
ditto No .  2 ... .,
Carmarthen Downs No. 4
ditto No.  5
ditto  No. 6
Dubbo No. 6 ... ...
Culbuck ... ... ...
Glenroy ... ...
Glenlyon  ... ... ...
Glenlee  ... ... ...
Glenea rn  ... ... ...
C. B. DUTTON.
District .
Area inSquare
Miles.
Amount.
Gregory North ... 75
£ a. d.
18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 87 21 15 0
ditto ... ... 87 2115 0
ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
ditto ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 ] 5 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto . .. ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto . .. ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 46 11 10  0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 47 1115 0
ditto ... ... .  50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 36 9 0 0
ditto ... 36 9 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 47} 1117 6
ditto ... ... 84 21 0 0
ditto ... ... 111} 17 16 3
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 474 11 17 6
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
ditto ... ... 18 4 10  0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
ditto ... ... 93 23 5 0
ditto ... 75 1816 0
ditto ... ... 62 16 10 0
ditto . .. ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 17 4 5 0
ditto ... ... 76 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 125 31 5 0
ditto ... ... 100 26 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 26 0 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 25 6 5 0
ditto 40 10 0 0
ditto 151 3 17 6
ditto 611 15 7 6
ditto 731 18 7 6
ditto 64 16 0 0
ditto 8 2 0 0
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PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS - continued.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run.
Duncan  McGregor  ...
... ... Glenmaggie
Ditto  ...
... ... Glendhu  ...
Thomas Brown ,
Robert Kendall
James Brown, and Bengeaca  No. 1
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
William  Wright Richardson
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
James Tyson ...
James Octavius Machattie ...P avid  Donald Baird and James
Octavius Machattie
ditto  No. 2
Martel ..
Ama roo No. 3
Bengeaca No. 3
ditto  No. 4
Wodonga No. 5
ditto  No. 6
Virginia No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
Boyna ...
Moynalty ...
Nobber .
Vir i 'nia No 6
Lochivar No. 1
Carey ...
Ludlow No. 3
Area in
District .  Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
... ...  Gregory North ... 29 7 5 0
... ...  ditto ... ... 231 5 16 3
... ... ditto ... ... 711 17 17 6
... ditto ... ... 731 18 6 3
... ditto ... ... 93  23 5 0
... ditto ... ... 29 7 5 0
ditto ... ... 11  2 15 0
ditto ... ... 47  11 15 0
ditto ... ... 93  23 5 0
ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
ditto ... ... 22  5 10 0
ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
ditto ... ... 991  24 16 3
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 621 15 11 3
... ditto ,., ... 50  12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 94  23 10 0
... ditto ... 9 10 0
... ditto ... ... 74  18 10 0
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th  October, 1885.
MADAM AND GENTLEMEN,- Under the provisions of the Railway Laws ,  I have the honour to
inform you that the Land mentioned in the annexed Schedule is required for the line of ]Railway
known as the Southern Extension ,  and to request that you will furnish me with the particulars of your
estate and interest in the said land ,  of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers ,  and of the claim
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing ,  upon behalf of the Government ,  to treat  with  you as to
the amount of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the land taken, or of
be taken ,  or by reason of damage sustained or to be sustained  by you ,  arising out of the resumption to
said land.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen,  your most obedient Servant,
F. C1 RNO W,
To Mrs.  Steele and Messrs.  Wallace and Gibson ,  Warwick.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Quantity of
Owner 's Name .  Occupier .  Land taken by
Railway.
35B Janet Steele andWin. Wallace
and R .  Gibson
A. R. P.
0 2 0
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
Section 32,  part of allot- Required for new sta-
ment  3, town of Warwick  tion,  East  Warwick.(Whole of allotment
taken.)
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been male to bring the Lands describel belof under the
provisions of  "The Real Property Acts of  1851 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to 10 1 .,8, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
I  ro od 14-,°a perches ,  being re-subdivision 7 of sub -  Elizabeth Ann de Poix Tyrel 7th Decem be r, 1885.
divisions 19, 20, and 29 of the Folkestone Pre-
emptive '
36 "-„ perches, being subdivision 23 of section 2 of Maria Massey  (wife of John 7th Decem be r, 1885.
eastern suburban allotment 54 ,  parish of North Wil liam Massey)
Brisbane
Registrar  of Titles '  Office,  THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  7th November ,  1885. Registrar of Titles.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
-SOUTHERN A D WESTERN AILWAY.
XiNo.ofn Passengers '  Goods and  Live I
Parcels and
forTraffio . Fares .  8Look .  Miscellaneous.
Week ending 1st Nov., 1885 ...
Corresponding  week  last  year
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1885  - Total  Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
...
Week ending let Nov., 1885 ...
Corresponding  week last  year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1885 - Total  Traffic to  date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending lot Nov., 1885 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1886 - Total Traffic to date ...
1884--Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
863 2,038 7 6  1 5,184 19  1
553 1,69617 4 6,357 9 2
... 341 10 2
... 1,172 10 1
...
..
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
£ s. d.
77 182 3 0
77 232 9 2
.. 60 6 2
...
...
810 0 63810
£ s. d.
579 8 11
628 14 2
49 5 3
BUND"ERG  RAILWAY.
r
£  a. d. £ s. d . £  a. d. £ a. d.
66 44  14 1 131 13  5 5 12 6 182 0 0
66 53 4 1 185 2 3 6 8 3 244 14 7
...
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week  ending let Nov., 1885 ...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total Traffic todate ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending  1st Nov.,  1885 ...
Oorresponding week last year
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1885-Total Traffie to date
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
£ s. d. d. £ s, d.
369 408 0 9  2,996 16  0 30 8 9
317 426 17 8 1,96010 0 35 6 1
1,036 6 0
1816  6 ... 4 17 4
... ...
... ...
... ...
...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£17,799  3 11
£ a.  d. £ a. d. £  S.  d. £ a. d.
170 524 9 0  1,736 14  8 33 13 4  2,294 17  0
127 371  2 6  972 17  7 59 2 4 1,403 2 5
153. 6 6  763.17 1
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Week ending let Nov., 1885 ...
Corresponding  week last  year...
Inc rease  ... ... I
Decrease ... ...
1885-Total Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
31
£1,087 15 9
F. OURNOW,
Total.
£  e.  d. £ a. d.
192 2 8 7,415 810
144 611 8,19812 5
47 16 4
... 783 3 7
...
804,104 19  2
291,590 10 10
£12,514 8 4
£ s. d.
19 7 11
24 0 6
£ s. d.
780 19 10
885 3 10
4 12 7 1 104 4 0
0,16 9 62 14 7
38,221 15 10
33,014 1 10
£5,207 14 0
7,400 0 3
8,280 2 7
9880 2 4
£ a. d.
3,435 5 6
2,422 13 4
1,012 12 2
... 150,548 6 11
132,749 2 0
25 9 0
891 14 7
74,394 14  0
... 50,647 210
£23,747 11 2...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
54 14 7 40 9 7 3 18 11 99 3 1
Qommissipner for Railways.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified, that he has been pleased to approve of the
H following Detailed Establishments for Corps of the Queensland Defence Force
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
DETAILED ESTABLISHMENT.
ARTILLERY, ENGINEER S,  and MOUNTED  INFANTRY , ,  188.5 and 1886.
'L
Distribution.
Artillery  Staff ... ..
A Battery, Queensland Artillery
Brisbane Field Artillery ...
Ipswich Field  Battery ... ...
Brisbane Garrison Battery ...
Townsvi ll e Garrison Battery...
Cooktown Garrison Battery ...
Totals ...
Engineer Staff  ... ... ...
Brisbane Engineers
Brisbane Submarine Miners ...
Totals
Moreton Mounted Infantry ...
C
I, L (D
U P I fA  3 U Cq 00
Horses.
1 1. . . . . .. . . . . .
1 1 2 1 1 4 3 3 2 61 79 16 4
1 1 2 1 1 4 4 4 2 45 i l 29 26 14
.. ... 1 1 2 1 1 4 4 4 2 45 j 26 14
1 2 1 ... 8 3 3 1 50
1 2 1 ... 3 3 3 1 50  192 ... ...
1 2 1 ... 3 3 3 1 50
1 2I 6 12 6 3 401 68 32
1 . .I 1
... ... ... ... ...
... ... 1 1
.. 3 3 ... 1 50 61 ...
1 ... ... 2 2 ... ... 25 30 ...
75 923 1 5 5 1
1 1 3 1 1  4 4 ... 1 90 105 ... 105.
INFANTRY.
Distribution.
Moreton Regiment -
Staff  ... ... ...A. Company ...
B
CD
F „ ... ...
Toowoomba-
A Company  ... ... ...
Dally-
-BB Company  ... ...Warwick-
0 Company
Maryborough-
A Company ...
C „ ... ... ...
Gym e-
Howard
may
D Company ...
Rockhampton--
A Company ... ... ...
Mackay-
A Company ... ...
Charters Towers-
A Company ...
E „Townsville--B Company
D „
Ravenswood-
C Company
Head -Quarters  Band ... ...
a _
I 0 I  1111 i  O  111111  I
1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 2 ... ... ... ...
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ..
... ... ... ...
1 3 3 1 50
1 3 3 1 50
1 3 3 1 50
1 3 3 1 50
1 3 3 1 50
1 3 3 1 50 )
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 3 3 1 50 61
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 3 3 1 50 61
1 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 3 3 1 50 61
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 3 3 1 50
1 3 3 1 50
8
3
122
1 3 3 1 50 61
1 3 3 1 50 61
1 3 3 1 50 61
1 3 3 1 50 61
1 3 3 1 50
11 3 8. 1 50
1 8 8 1 50
1 .3 3 1 50
122
_^ 1 2_^_`_... ... 1 3 3 1 50 61
1 1 20 40 1 1 1 1 1 1 20  60 60  20  1,000 1,228
... ... I ... ... ... .... 1 ... i 1 1
i
...
a
C
°  pp  aU U
21 20 20 9 I 301
25 28
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VOLUNTEER CORPS.
C O
Designation.
aec a
i°
°J •- o
.. el a
py 21 Y y
F
Bundaberg - Mounted  1 1 1 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Brisbane to  1 1 1 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Gympie „
... ... 1 1 1 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Afackay „
... ... 1 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Townsville „
... ... 1 1 1 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Total ...  ... ... 5 5 5 1 ... 10 10 ... 5 200 240
Cairns  Artillery ...  1 2 1 4 4 4 1 83 100
Bowen „ ...  ... 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 40 50
Total ... 2 3 2 6 6 6 2 123 150
Brisbane Rifle  Corps  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Queensland Scottish-
2 1 ... 4 4 ... 1 90 103
A Company  ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 2 1 1 4 4 ... 2 88 104
B Com pan  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 1 ... 4 4 ... 2 89 103
Hughenden - Rifle  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 1 ... 2 2 .. 1 40 48
Roma  „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 1 ... 4 4 ... 1 90 103
Gladstone „  ... ... ... ...
... ... ...
... 1 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Southport  „ ... ... ...
.. . ... ... ..
... 1 2 1 ... 4 4 ... 1 90 103
Maryborough  „ ... 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Total  ... ... ... ... ...  1 8 (13  8 1 26 26 10 567 660
Brisbane Ambulance Corps  ... ... 1 1 2 2 1 40 47
Cadets-
Brisbane  ... ... ..  1 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Maryborough ... ..  1 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Gympie .. ..  1 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Charters Towers  1 1 1 ... 2 2 ... 1 40 48
Total ...  4 4 4  ... 8 8 4 160 192
In order that the various Batteries and Companies may be kept up to their full strength , Super-
numaries  to the extent of 20 per cent. may be enrolled,  and ammunition  for practice may be allowed for
them ; but pay can ouly be draws for the established  strength ,  as above shown.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTIC E is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deoeased
Proprietor.
Date  of ' Name
Death. of Claimant.
Ann Taylor ,  late of Bris-
bane, widow
1885.
31 July Tom Taylor ,  of Brisbane,
clerk
William Davies ,  late of
Cairns
Thomas Childs ,  late of
Brisbane
Karl Bajewfski ,  late of
Glowrie  Scrub ,  farmer
Ditto ... ...
Jacob Weitzel ,  late of
Newelltowu ,  near tier-
berton, baker
5 April  George Henry Newman,
of Brisbane ,  Curator
of Intestate Estates
1881.
7 April David Joseph Childs, of
Brisbane ,  . vigneron,
and Ann Ridler, wife
of John Rowe Ridler,
of Sandgate
1883.  Juliana xajewfski, of
11 Nov . Gowri e Scrub, widow
11 Nov.  Ferdinand Kaj ewfski, of
Gowrie Scrub, fanner
25 Sept. Asminda Weitzel, of
Sydney, widow
Estate
Description claimed to
and Situation of Land. be
transmitted.
Subdivisions 1, 2. 3, and  4 of  sec -  Fee-simple
tion 4 of portion 204. pari sh of
Enoggera
Allotments 3 and 4 of section 19,
town of Cairns ; and suburban
allotment 4, section 31, parish
of Cairns
1 rood 22 perches ,  subdivision 7
of eastern suburban allotment
(ti1, parish of No rt h Brisbane
53 acres ,  subdivision 2 of portion
2,600,  pariah of Meringandan
26 acres ,  subdivision 1 of portion
2604 ,  pariah of Meringandan
Allotment 9 of section 2, town of
Watsonville
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Life estate
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Pa rt iculars of
Will
or otherwise.
As administrator ...  7 Dec.
By order of Supreme 21 Dec.
Court,  dated 17
June, 1885
Will dated 16 Jan- 7 Dec.
uary, 1880
Will dated 29 Oct o-  14 Dec.
her,  1883
Will  dated 29 Octo -  14 Dec.
ber, 1883
Will dated  22 Sep- 21 Dec.
tember, 1883
Registrar  of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1885. Registrar of Titles.
Gene.2 Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland, 6th November, 1x85.
THE following SuaxARY of OBSERVATIONS taken at the MEEOBoLO9iICAL STATION ,  BBIBEANE,  during the  Month of OCTOBER,  1885. is published for general information.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,  Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
 TAKEN  AT BRISBANE DURING THE MONTH  OF OCTOBER, 1885.
LAT., 2" 281 3° 8.; LONG
.,  153° 16'
 15' L.; HEIGHT OP OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 100 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA•COAST, 10 MILES.
SAEOXXTLE.
Maximu n
.N ... ...
SLLP-LkOts TERINO
THERMOMETERS.
Fahrenheit, and
•saucedto mean
sea level.
Od
eg
Mp,
qm
oo
mN
b
w n
m
go 0
.
d
aC dtG d N
Corrected to 320
13&511
d,
30.370 30.417 157.0 128.0 R80
 9111 67.0
...  30'228130.140130.208  143-2,
 108.4 57.6 82.9 57.7
J
29.919 91-0! 83.0 51.0 73.0 61.029994
I
29907 1
atOlONXTSI, LAIN.
be
Ja
Temperature Temperature of
of Air. Evaporation.
d ono 8
p m
d!!3 9
03  1 m
9 9 9
0 o i
0Y m m
Humidity.
WIND. Ct00L.
Summary of Direction.
9 a.m. 3 p,m .  9 P.M.
0-10.
a
M
E
t
m
OZONE.
3710 81.0 82.0 72.0 72.0 74.0 70.0 -970 •840  •970 &78 ... IN 4 NE5N0 NE21N0 NE 21 10 10  10
I 1 87 NW181 NWO83 NW O
24.8 73.8 76.9 85.8 881 67.2 62.3 '8601 •560 '830 0.04
I
5.3 4'2
E0 BE1OE2 8E6E1 BE 5
9.0 62-6 71.0 59.0 56.5 63.0 57.0 •460 510 •880 0.00 ... W o 8W4W1 SWOWO SW 1 0 01
Summary of  October ,  1885. Mean Shade Temp ..  72• degrees .
 Rain fell on 7 days Total Rainfall ,
 1.46 inches . Evaporation, 5.68Incbes , Elect ri ca '  Observations -  70 Positive; 33 Negative. Prevatlin r Winds, N.E.
... 1884 ... 74.3 N
... 0166 ... 6.55 ... 71 ... 22 N.E.
1889 ... 72.1 ... 11 ... 1168 5.48 ... 82 ... 31 N.E.
1882 ... 71.6 ... 19 .N 9.9 3.56
...
55 ... 38 N.E.
... 1881 ... 69.3 ... 6 ,N 189 6.29 ... 80 ... 13 W.E.
... 1880 ... 70.3 ... 18 ... 9.36 4.29 ... 68 ... 25 N.E.
... 1879 ... 71.6 6 ... 1,41
.. 592 ... 80 ... 13 N.E.
1878 ... 739 ... 7 ... 2.27 6.10 ... 74 ... 19 N.E.
... 1877 ... 71.6 ... 11 ... 2'23 5.86 ... 77 ... 18 N.E.
... 1876 ... 7$1 ... 18 ... 3.21 819 75 18 N.E.
The weather has been much warmer than usual during the month ,  the mean shade temperature ,  72.2°, being 0 .3° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 0.5° under the average of the previous three years. The highest
reading in abode. 91.0°, was on the 13th ,  the lowest on grass ,  61.0. was on the mo rn ing of the let. The mean baro metric reading ,  90.190 inches .  is •180 inches over the average of the month ;  the highest reading .  30511 inches, was at 9 p.m. on the 17th,
and the lowest ,
 29907 inches ,  at 3 p.m. on the 12th . ] fain (which va ri es much in quantity du ri ng the month )  fell on 7 days; the total fall, 1.46 inches ,
 being 2.12  Inches  under the average of the month for the previous ten years .  The greatest fallduri ng 24 hours ,  078 inches ,  was on the 26th .  The total rainfa ll  for the year 1886, to slat October ,  was 1924 inches ,
 vn 89 days. The rainfa ll  du ri ng the same period, in 1884, was 3286 inches, on 110 days. For turther information as to the rainfall
of the colony ,
 am  general summary published mon!hly in the Governeieat Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observer.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Petition of George Edward
Prout, of Ipswich Road, South Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  grocer , for an order
of adjudication of Insolvency  against himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said George Edward Prout
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting  of the creditors of the said George
Edward Prout, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Principal  Registrar , Supreme
Court,  Brisbane , on the Twelfth day of November,
1885,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said George Edward
Prout shall, on the Tenth day of November, 1885, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
WILSON AND WILSON,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
George Gibson, of Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, collar and harness maker, by
the said George Gibson.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said George Gibson
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
George Gibson, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Eighteenth day of November, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said George Gibson shall, on the Sixteenth
day of November, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
Jos. PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By JOHN GUTHRIE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor  for Insolvent.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of an Insolvency  Petition  against
James  Hurley, of Walkerston, in the Colony of
Queensland , storekeeper and publican, trading
as "James Hurley and Company," by James
Hurley.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said James Hurley
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,  and that
James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate . And itis further ordered that the First
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
General Meeting of the creditors of the said James
Hurley, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Eighteenth day of November, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said James Hurley shall, on the Sixteenth
day of November, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Mackay.
By ERNEST WINTER,
Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Flynn, of Mackay, publican,
insolvent.
MONDAY,  THE SECOND  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
U PON reading the Reports of the Trustee of
the property of the Ir solvent, dated the
fourteenth day of October, 1885, reporting that the
whole of the property of the Insolvent has been
realised for the benefit of his Cre, itors. and that
no dividend could be declared, and upon hearing
the Solicitor's for the Trustee, the Court, being
. satisfied that the whole of the property of the
Insolvent has been realised for the benefit of his
Creditors, doth order  and declare  that the in-
solvency of the said John Flynn has closed, and
doth fix the Sixteenth day of December, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, for the Trustee to apply to
the Supreme Court ,  at Brisbane, for his rel * se.
Given under the seal of the Court, this th1rd day
of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
1871 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Hart Andrews, of Geraldton, contractor,
by John Rooney, Mathew Rooney, and James
Harvey, trading as " Rooney and Co.," of
Townsville, timber merchants.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,it is  ordered that the said James Hart
Andrews be, and he is hereby adjudged 'insolvent,
and that James Stockwell, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Hart Andrews, for the election of
a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Eleventh day of November, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said James Hart Andrews shall,
on the Tenth day of November, 1885, at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of  his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
E. NORRIS,
Solicitor, Townsville.
By his Agent-
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor, Bowert.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Principal Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THv Cnrar Jusiricn.
In the Matter of Thomas Smith, late of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
now of Gympie, in the said colony, miner, an
Insolvent.
O N the Second day of November, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to Thomas Smith the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  who was adjudicated in-
solvent on the Twenty -first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred, and eighty five.
Dated this fourth day of November, 1885.
1860
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.58.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Pun  CarnF Jusrica.
In the Matter of Frederick William Bamford, of
Mackay, in the Colony  of  Queensland, cabi et-
maker ,  an Insolvent.
O
N the second  day  of November ,  &.D. 1885, a
Certificate of Discharge  was granted to
Frederick William  Bamford ,  of Mackay ,  who was
adjudicated  insolvent  on the Fourth day of April,
A.D. 1884.
Dated this fourth day of November, A.D. 1885.
ALVtEI) DOWN,
Deptttyr  Registrar.
1863 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John Bain ,  trading as " Bain and
Co.," of  Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queens-
land ,  grocer ,  an Insolvent.
l1ON the fourth day of November,  1885, a Certifi-cate- of Disch rge was granted  to John Ba n,
of Brisbane , who was adjudidated insolvent on the
twenty-third day of April, 1884.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
1867 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
( INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of itowland Walter Lamb, of
Bundaberg,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter  of  Rowland Walter Lamb, of
Bundaberg,  adjudicated  insolvent on the Twelfth
day of  September, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by
the thirteenth day of November ,  1885, will  be
excluded.
Dated this  thirtieth day of October, 1885.
1856
M. D. GADSDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
NOTICE OF  DIV IDEND.
A SECOND and plnal Dividend is intended to
be declared in the matter of Wil liam
Atkinson ,  of Maryborough ,  under Liquidation on
the 19th day of November, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 16th November ,  1885 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this 28th October, 1885.
HENRY C.  TITORBURN,
1855
Trustee,
Mary borough.
4s.
In the Insolvent Estate of Paul Faust,  of Bowen,
carrier.
FIRST and Final Dividend  of Seventeen
•71 Shillings (17s.) in the £ on proved and
admitted debts is now payable at my Office,
Gregory street, Bowen.
Dated this thirtieth day of October, 1885.
1872
JOHN PALMER,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Insolvent Estate of V. C. Presley.
A SECOND Dividend of 3s. in the £ is payable
at my Office,  on and  after this day on all
claims  proved and admitted in the above Estate.
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
219, Queen street.
1879 3s.
In the Insolvent Estate of J. G. O'It iordan.A SECOND and Final  Dividend of aid. in the
£ will be payable in the above  Estate at m
Office, 219, Queen street,  on and after the 5th
instant ,  on all claims  proved and admitted.
1864
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ra eth Joos, formerly of Andeer
Canton Grison ,  Switzerland ,  late of  Gladstone,
in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  gold-miner,
deceased.
TOTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof,  application  will be made to the
said  Honourable Court,  that  Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed  Rageth Joos,  deceased, may
be granted  to James Friend ,  of Gladstone, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  merchant ,  the sole Executor
named in and  appointed by the said Will.
Dated this thirtieth day of October, A.D. 1885.
WILSON AND WILSON,
1861
Eldon Chambers ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said James Friend.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lends and Goods of Fre derick  Crowdy,
late of Goondiwindi, in the Colony of Queens-
land, storekeeper,  deceased, intestate.
1, N
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from  the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be  made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all  the  lands, goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and
effects of  the abovenamed  Prederick Crowdy,
deceased ,  may be  granted  to Elizabeth Crowdy, of
Goondiwindi, the widow of the said  deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane, this fifth day of November,
A.D. 1885.It. L. E. RITTHNTNG,
1868
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said  Administratrix.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of George Chapman  the younger, late
of Katandra Station, near Hughenden, in the
Colony  of Queensland , labourer,  deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of the Estate of the abovenamed George
Chapman the  younger , deceased ,  who died  intestate,
may  he  granted  to Walter Horatio Wilson, of
Queen street,  Brisbane , in the mid colony, the duly
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constituted attorney of George Chapman, of 1,
Brooks Cottage, the Meads, Child's Hill, in the
county of Middlesex, in that part of the UnitedKingdom f Great Britain and Ireland called
England, labourer, the Father and next-of-kin of
the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane. this twenty-seventh day of
October, A D. 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
(4 eorge street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the  said  Walter Horatio Wilson.
1859 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Davies, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, chemist, deceased.
1
OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-Npiration of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Charles Davies, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, chemist,
deceased, may be granted to Ellen Mary Davies,
of Brisbane aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this seventh day of November, A.D. 1885.
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
1869 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ro'iert Roger, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, schoolmaster,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Robert Roger, deceased, may be
granted to Mary Ann Morrice Roger, of Brisbane
aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, the Executrix
named  and appointed by the said Will of  the said
deceased.
Dated this 4th day of November, 1885.
1865
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Mary Emery, late wife
of George Emery, of Bundaberg, in the Colony
of Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof i " the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Mary Emery, deceased, who died
intestate, may be grunted to George Emery, of
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
the husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Bundaberg, this thirty-first day of
October, A.D. 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1857
Bourbon street, Bundaberg,
Proctors for the said George Emery.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Joseph Hamilton Crawford, late of
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, clerk, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
I. tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the goods. chattees ,  credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed  Joseph  Hamilton Crawford, deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted  to William
Hamilton  Crawford,  of Kanga roo Point aforesaid,
gentleman , the Father  of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane , this fifth day of November,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said William Hamilton Crawford,
1866
Brisbane and Ipswich.
6s.
N iOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershipwhich ha  for  some time  past been carried
on in Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, by
the undersigned, Joseph Hopkins and Frederick
Lipscombe, both of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, and William Clark, of Brisbane, in
the said Colony of Queensland, as Wholesale
Fruiterers, under the style  and firm of  " W. Clark
an Co," was, on the first day of October instant,
dissolved by mutual  consent . All debts due to and
by the said late firm will be received and paid by
the said William Clark, who will continue to carry
on the said business on his own account at Adelaide
street, Brisbane.
Dated this 27th day of October, 1885.
WILLIAM CLARK.
Witness to  the signature  of William Clark--
THos.  BUNTON,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
JOSEPH HOPKINS.
FREDERICK LIPSCOMBE.
Witness  to the signatures  of Joseph Hopkins and
Frederick Lipscombe-
B. S. BENNETT.
1870 7s.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that Iintend to apply
to the Burrum Divisional Board for permission
to erect Two Pub lic Gates on the road leading
from the Gigoomgan Road toward Yengarie, where
the said road passes through my freehold property,
viz :-Portions No. 204 and 223, parish of Denison,
county of Lennox ,  such gates  to be erected in
accordance with  " Enclosure  of Roads Act of
1864."
RICHARD WEBB.
Maryborougb, 2nd November, 1885.
1858 4s. 6d.
Voluntary Liquidation of the Victoria Bridge Saw-
mill and Steam Joinery Company, Limited.
IT is hereby notified that at an ExtraordinaryGeneral Meeting of the Shareholders of the
Victoria Bridge Saw-mill and Steam Joinery
Company, Limited, the legal number of Share-
holders being present or represented by proxy, the
following Resolution  was unanimously  adopted:-
That this Company be voluntarily wound-up
under the provisions of  " 171e Companies
Act of  1863."
At a subsequent meeting called and constituted
in conformity with the Act, the Special Resolution
for voluntary winding- up was una mmousl y con-
firmed, and Messrs.  FREDERICx  THOMAS B$ENT-
NALL and WILLIAM ALEXANDER WILSON were
appointed Liquidators.
1808 5s. 6d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.,  &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
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Hcad-Quarters Defence Force,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
I T being desirable that there should be in Bris-
bane a first-class Band available for perform-
ing in the  city  and vicinity, it was proposed that
such a Band should be formed in connection with
the present Head Quarters Band.
In pursuance of this object, the Commandant
and Officers of the Head Quarters Staff invited the
Mayor and Corpora'ion, and a large number of
leading citizens, to discuss the feasibility of the
project; some seventy gentlemen assembled on
board the "Lucinda," on the 23rd instant, and the
above idea was unanimously approved of, many
gentlemen promising handsome subscriptions.
Letters have also been received from various
societies and private individuals, promising sup-
port ; and the Band Committee feel justified in
submitting a scheme for the approval of the Officers
of the Force, which, if approved, may then be laid
before the public.
The Committee would in the first place point
out that the main difficulty hitherto in dealing with
performances by a Volunteer Band is the uncer-
tainty with regard to attendance by members ; thus,
on one occasion, about a year ago. although the
land w,.s notified to attend a certain parade, only
eight men appeared. This experience was not
uncommon under  " The Volunteer Act  of 1878,"
and even under  " Tice Defence Act,"  by which the
men are engaged for three years, and can be fined
for absence without leave, as many  as one -fourth
of the total number have absented themselves from
a parade for various reasons. The Committee,
therefore, advise that this difficulty be met as
follows :-
1. Making the Band so large that the absence of
some six or eight men will not seriously affect its
efficiency.
2. That while leave of absence may be granted
in all reasonable  cases,  absence without leave be
invariably punished by fine.
3. That if possible some suitable men of the
Permanent Force, who have completed their course
of drill, be enrolled as members of the Band. The
attendance of these men could usually be depended
on.
The Committee believe that if these suggestions
are carried out, a fairly effective Military Band
can be maintained without increasing the Govern-
ment grant or the officers' subscriptions.
With regard to the special object of public
performances for the benefit of the citizens of
Brisbane, your Committee would state :-
1. That a weekly performance by a Band of
twenty-five to thirty performers, and an occasional
moonlight performance, where the members must
receive something like the current  rate of wages,
will necessitate a heavy annual expenditure for pay
on those occasions.
2. That the extra expenses for maintaining a large
Band, and keeping it at all times supplied with
musical instruments,  music , Ac., will be consider-
able.
3. That your Committee think that, over and
above Officers' subscriptions and the Government
grant,  a sum  of 21,000 per annum will be required
to keep up a first class Band.
4 That your Committee consider that, as this
heavy expense will be almost wholly for the benefit
of the citizens, it ought to be borne by them.
5. That on the recent occasions, when the Band
played in the Botanic Gardens, on Saturdays, the
working  classes  were present in considerable
numbers and appeared to appreciate the per-
formances-6. That your Committee think that if the Cor-
poration vote a sum of 2300 per annum in aid of
the maintenance of a Band, the balance will be
made up by public subscription.
7. That it should be understood at the outset
that the management of the affairs of the Band
must be carried out by the Band Committee, sub-
ject only to the approval of the Commandant and
Officers of the Force, but that the civil subscribers
may appoint aln auditor to audit all accounts con-
nected with the expenditure of their money.
8. That military parades and duties shall take
precedence of any other requirements.
Should the general meeting of Officers approve
of the above propositions, a e would desire that the
came  be printed and laid before the public, and
that subscription lists be opened.
If the public respond in a liberal  manner, as is
expected, your Committee will be then in a position
to take definite action in organizing a First Class
Band.
G. A. FRENCH , Colonel,
President.
Members.
J. A. GRIEVE, Major, R.A.
J. F. G. FOXTON, Captain, Q.D.F.
J. H. ADAbts,  Major.
J. SANDRRSON LYSTER, Captain.
A. E. HARRIS ,  Captain.
H. C. PRICHARD,  Captain.
At a Meeting  of the  Officers  held at the Head
Quarters Office on the 30th ultimo ,  the above report
was adopted and ordered to be printed and circulated.
E. R. DRURY,  Lieutenant -Colonel.
Chairman.
« r1_%HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price, Is. 6d; posted, Is. 9d.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
Narrative of Expeditions to N ew Guinea, in a
series of  Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police  Magistrate , Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. - Postage, 1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
THE STAMP ACTS.
OR SALE,  in  pamphlet form ,  at the  Govern-
ment Printing Of ce-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer act of  1472," andThe Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price  .. ... ... .., 1 0
Posted  .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. REAL,
G,v ernmPnt  Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of her Ma esty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price,  one shi lling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O N SALE, at the Government Printing Offi, e
in pamphlet form,  " Tke Gold Fields Ad
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the wi. le of tFe
Colony."  Demy  8vo. Price 1s. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested .when
describing brands , to make a listinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand  "  after tbedescription of the former.
Registered  brands type  will be used for  such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear the  -)rdinary type
only will be used.
J. C. REAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
V
N SALE,  at the Government Printing  Office
in pamphlet form ,  "  The Incolveneyj Act  or187L," together with "General Rules  in Insol-
vency ."  Super-royal  Svo. Price  2s. 6d .  Postage
4d. additional.
J. 0. BEAL,
Government.  Printer.
j OW published at the Government  Printing
j Office,  William street ,  Brisbane ,  A Svwov-
8I8 OF THE QUB1iNSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phmnogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous  and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index  of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk .  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the  Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
92'2 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
I s. lOd., Fo England and the Australian Colonies,
2s.  84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovREPrxRNT PBINTKIR acknowledges  the receipt
of the  following amounts :-
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,mg cunbings.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertise-
ments  of Impoussded Stock  will be  charged for at the
rate of  Ora S$ ILLING} P$R ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompaNied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from'tinenbora  Station,
on the 11th October ,  1885,  by order of John
McDonald ,  Esquire, for trespass on enclosed land.
Damages and driving,  10s. each.
One brown  gelding,  small  star on forehead, hind
feet white, like JEF (the JE  conjoined) near
shoulder.
One bay  gelding, star  and snip ,  four  white feet ,  CG over
5 near shoulder, OZ1 near thigh.
One grey gelding, WB over 3  (the B  reversed) near
shoulder, J over r  off shoulder.
One black gelding, DJ over like B  slanting to  right near
shoulder, K near thigh.
One bay  mare, star  on forehead, 1 VZ near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like UP5 near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 3rd November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
1 878 6s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from the Felton enclosed
lands , on the 29th September,  1885 , by order of
James  Tyson, Esquire.
One bay horse, like 5 and blotched brand and like T
near  shoulder ,  small  star in forehead.
If not released on or before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN FITZSIMONS, Poundkeeper.
1862  is.
IMPOUNDED  at Cunnamulla ,  from the Cunnamulla
Reserve , on the 19tn October,  1885 , by order of the
Paroo Divisional Board .  Trespass, 2s. 6d . ;  driving, 6d.
One grey  gelding,  like AT over *  near shoulder.
One ehesnut  filly,  bumble foot ,  blaze on face ,  2Y1 near
shoulder.
One brown mare, off hip down, blotched indescribable
brand off shoulder.
One boy colt, indescribable brand near shoulder.
One bay draught colt ,  star on forehead , n ear hind foot
white ,  525 near neck ,  flower -pot near shoulder.
If not released on or  before  the 17th  November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS,  Pouudkeeper.
1877 5s.
MPOUNDED at Cunnamulla; from the Cuana nallaI Reserve, on the20th October, 1886, by order of the
Paroo Divisional Board .  Damages, £5.
One  ro an bull, CG or CC over like broad -arrow near
rump, 7 near shoulder, like AJ5 over like 17 near
ribs ,  two notches out of near ear.
If not  released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
1876 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Eulo, from Tilbooroo  Station, on the
29th October,  1885,  by order of  H. B. Whittingham,
Esquire .  Driving ,  4s. 2d.
One  roan cow,  blotched brand near rump,  new ear
marked.
One  red  cow, bald  face,  No. 9 off rump, Z off loin, both
ears marked.
If not  released  on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will . be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH,  Poundkeeper.
1875 2s.
tMPOUNbED at.  Hughenden, f ro m Telemon, on the
j1 20th October, 1885, by order of  D. Simpson ,  Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay or brown gelding, off fore foot  blemished, near
eye out, blotched brand near shoulder.
One brown  gelding, star, fistula,  saddle and collar
marked, t5 W  near  shoulder, r 4, near thigh, flower-
pot brand  off rump.
One chesnut  gelding, blaze  on face ,  near fo re and hind
feet  white ,  saddle -marked ,  1EH near shoulder.
One cheannt gelding, blase on face,  neat fore  and both
hind feet white ,  saddle-marked,  like 3AF near
shoulder.
One bay draught  gelding ,  stripe down fare , MW4 near
shoulder, like L7F off shoulder.
One dark-bay draught  gelding,  hind  feet  white, blaze
on face,  collar -marked, MW4 near shoulder, like
L7F off shoulder.
If not released on or before the  17th  November, 1885,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
H. MAGN AY, Poundkeeper.
1873 6s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood, on the
26th September, 1885, by order of J. W. Cowling
Bros. and Co., per Wm. Lewis. Driving, 10s.
One brown  mare ,  aged, star , white spots  on book, ZY
over like 0 in half-circle off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 17th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE BROWSE, Poundkeeper.
1874 is.
Printed  and Published '  ay .le*rs  0.  Bz ,sr, Governmen t  Piitltet,
William street ,  Brisbane, 7th November, 1885,
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Department of Public Lands,
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SURVEY OF RUNS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
e Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries thereof prepared.
Any persons w1 may consider their interests
pre3udiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment before the 26th January, 1886.
Plans of these Russ may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
GREGORY NORPH.
Name of  Run-Philipi East No. 1.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated ,Area-
Available ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total  ... ... 76
Commencing at a point on the western boundary
of Spring Lake No. 1 Run bearing north 240
degrees east .and distant thirty-six chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 3
within triangle on its east side, and bounded thence
on the  east  by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east along part  of that boundary and a
prolongation thereof, in all fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 17 degrees east and distant one mile
fifty- six chains from a  bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 41 within triangle on its
east side ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing north
62 degrees east and distant one mile eight chains
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over  38 within  triangle on its  west side ; thence on
the west by  a  has bearing north  202  degrees 30
minutes east fittaee4  miles  to a post marked broad-
arrow over PB; and thence on the south liy an
east line five miles and thirty-two chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Philipi East No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Edward harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  35 of
Total ... ... 76 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Philippi
East No.
1
Run at a post marked broad- arrow over
PE, and bounded thence on the north  by an east
line along the south boundary of that run five
miles to a point bearing north 240 degrees east and
distant thirty-six chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 43 within  triangle on its
east side'; thence on the east by a line bearing
north 2(2 degrees 30 minutes east along part of
the western boundary of the Spring Lake No. 1
Run and a prolongation ,  in all fifteen miles to a
point bearing north 209 degrees east and distant
twenty-seven chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 2V within triangle on its
north-west side ; thence on the south by a'west line
five miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing
north 272 degrees  east  and distant two miles and
eighteen chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 28 within triangle on its east
side ; and thence on the north-west by a north-east
line fifteen miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Philippi West No. 1.
Claimants of Lease - Edward  Harts  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... 40 square mile.
Unavailable ... 35
Total ... 75
Commencing at a giddiah- tree marked broad-
arrow over V over ti within triangle on its north-
west side, and also marked 5X0, and bounded
thence on the south by a  west l ine five miles and
thirty-two chains to a point bearing north 121
degrees east and distant thirty-two chains from a
cork-tree marked broad a ow over V truer 7 within
triangle o i i its south-Idlest 1 e ; tl onee ba the west
182
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by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east,
fifteen miles to a point bearing north 8 degrees east
and distant thirty-seven chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 163 within triangle
on its east side ; thence on the north by an east line
five miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing
north 117 degrees east and distant one mile
sixty chains from a coolibah-tree on Pallion Creek
marked l,• oad-arrow over V over 37 within
triangle ( •i its south-east side ; and thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east fifteen miles to the ,  point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Philippi West No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Edward  Harte  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  35 „
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the south-east corner of Philippi
West No. 1 Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 6 with;n triangle on its north-
west  side, and also marked SXC, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line five miles and
thirty-two chains along the south boundary of the
said run to a point bearing north 121 degrees east
and distant thirty-two chains from a cork-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 7 within triangle
on its south-east side ; thence on the west by a
line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east
along part  of the eastern boundary of the Obser-
vatory Run, the eastern boundary of Observatory
West Run, and a continuation of same line, in all
fifteen miles to a point bearing north 255 degrees
east and distant one mile from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over XXXV within
triangle on its north side ; thence on the south by
an east line  five miles and thirty-two chains to a
point bearing north 63 degrees east and distant
twenty-nine chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 29 within triangle ; and
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east fifteen miles  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring  Lake No 1.
Claimants of Lease- Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the eastern boundary of the
Philippi East No. 2 Run at a point bearing north
192 degrees east and distant sixty-one chains from
a coolibah•tree marked broad-arrow over V over 3
within triangle on the south- east  side, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east along part of that boundary
and a prolongation . thereof,  in all five miles andthirty-two chains to apoint bearing orth 24 degrees
east and distant sixteen chains from  a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 42 within
triangle on its east  side; thence on the north-east
by a son , h-west  line fifteen miles to a point bearing
north 306 degrees east and distant thirty-nine
chains from a coolibab-tree marked broad-arrow
over Lover 25 within triangle on its south-east side;
thence on the east by a line beating north 202
degrees 30 minutes east five miles  and thirty-two
chains to a point bearing north 44 degrees east and
distant sixteen chains at, d twenty links from a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 42 within
triangle on its north-east side ; and thence on the
south-west by a north-west line fifteen miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-- Spring Lake No. 2.
Claimants of Lease- Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Are&-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 26
Total ... ... 76 „
Commencing at the south corner of the Sprirg
Lake No. 1 Run at a liiint ?snug north 44
degrees east and distant sixteen chains and
twenty links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 4G within triangle, and bounded
thence on the north-eat by a north-west line along
the south-west boundary of the last-named run
fifteen miles miles to a point bearing north 192
degrees east and distant sixty-one chains from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 3
within triangle on its south-east side ; thence on
the west by  a line  bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east five miles and thirt-two chains along
part of the eastern boundary of Philippi East No.
2 Run to a point bearing north It 6 degrees east
and distant twenty chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over 26 within triangle ;
thence on the south-west by a sout,:-east line fifteen
miles to a poi' t bearing north 22 degrees  3t) minutes
east and distant sixty-five chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 41 within
triangle ; and thence on the east by a line bearing
north 22 degrees 30 minutes east five miles and
thirty-two chains to the point of commencement. j
Name of Run-Spring Lake No. 3.  cuWI re
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
w illiam George Field.
Estimated Area -
Available  ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 25 „
-A _.-W Total  ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south corner of the Spring
Lake No. 2 Run at a point bearing north 22 degrees
30 minutes east and distant sixty-five chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 41
within triangle, and bounded thence on the north-
east by a north-west line along the south-west
boundary of the last-named run fifteen miles to a
point on the eastern boundary of Philippi East No.
2 Run bearing north 196 degrees east and distant
twenty chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 26 within triangle ; thence on
the west by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east along part of that boundary five miles
and thirty-two chains to a point bearing north 350
degrees east and distant six chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 27 within
triangle on its north-west side ; thence on the south-
west by a south -east line fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 48 degrees east and distant fourteen
chains eighty links from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 39 within  triangle on its
north -west side ; and thence on the east by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east five miles
and thirty-two chains passing through the tree
above-mentioned marked broad-arrow over L over
41 within triangle to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Lake No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the south corner of the Spring
Lake No. 3 Run at a point bearing north 48 degrees
east and distant fourteen chains eighty links from
a coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over L over
39 within triangle on its north-west side, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a north-west
line fifteen  miles  to a point on the eastern boundary
of Philippi East No. 2 Run bearing north 350
degrees  east  and distant six chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 27 within
triangle on its north-west side; thence on the west
by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes
east along part of the eastern boundary of last-
named run and a prolongation thereof,  in all five
miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing
north 315 degrees east and distant thirty-three
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 36 within triangle on its south-west
side ; thence on the south-west by a south- east line
passing through last-mentioned tree fifteen miles
to a peg bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east
and distant one mile  and nine chains  from a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 37
within triangle  on its  north-east  side;  and thence
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on the east by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east five miles and thirty-two chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Philippi South.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 55 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 32 „
Total ... ... 87 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Philippi
East No. 2 Run at a point on the western boun-
dary of the Spring Lake No.4 Run bearing north 209
degrees east and distant twenty-seven chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 27
within triangle on its north-west side, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes  east  along part of that boun-
dary five miles to a point bearing north 315 degrees
east and distant thirty-three chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 36 within
triangle on its south-west side ; thence on the south
by a west line eighteen miles and sixty chains to a
point bearing south-south-east and distant sixty.
three  chains from  a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over XXXI within triangle; thence
on the west by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east five miles to a point bearing north 255
degrees east and distant one mile ten chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
XXXV within triangle on its north side; thence
on the north by an east line along the south boun-
dary  of Philippi West No. 2 Run, a prolongation
thereof to the south-west corner of Philippi East
No. 2 Run, and a continuation of same line along
the south boundary of said run, in all eighteen
miles sixty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Philippi North.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12 „
Total ... ... 87 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Philippi East No. 1 Run at a point bearing north
17 degrees east and distant one mile fifty-six chains
from a bloodwood-tree on Cooratoula Creek marked
broad-arrow over V over 41 within triangle on its
east side , and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30, minutes east five
miles, passing  through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 56 %ithin triangle on its west
side to a point ten chains north-north-east of
said tree ; thence on the north by a west
line eighteen miles and sixty-two chains to a point
bearing north 9 degrees  east  and distant thirty-nine
chains from a wattle-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 162 within triangle on its south side;
thence on the west by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east five miles to the north-
west corner of Philippi West No. 1 Run, being a
point bearing north 8 degrees  east  and distant
thirty- seven chains  from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 163 within triangle on its
east  side ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the last-named run
and a prolongation thereof to the north-west corner
of Philippi East No. 1 Run and a continuation
along  the north boundary of the list-named run, in
all eighteen  miles  and sixty-two chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of  Run-Philippi West No. 4.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19 „
Toted ... ... 49
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Phi.
lippi West No. 1 Run, being a point bearing north 8
degrees east and distant thirty-seven chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 163
within triangle on its north side, and bounded thence
on the north by a west line five miles and thirty-two
chains to a point bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east and distant thirty-two chains from
a giddiali-tree marked broad-arrow over V over164 within triangle ; thence onthe west by a line
bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east seven
miles fitty-six chains, passing through the last men-
tioned tree to a point bearing north 320 degrees east
and distant fifteen chains from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 166 in triangle ;
thence on the south-west by a south-eastlinealongpart
of the north-east boundbry of the Observatory tun
five miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing
north 22 degrees 30 minutes east and distant six-
teen chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 171 within triangle on its south-east
side, and thence on the east by a line bearing north
22 degrees 30 minutes east eleven miles and sixty-
eight chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Observatory.
Claimants of Lease--Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 40
Unavailable ... ...  35
Total ... ... 75
square miles.
„
Commencing on the left bank of the Mulligan
River where it is intersected by the west boundary
of Philippi West No. 2 Run, being a point thirty-six
chains easterly from a tree marked broad-arrow over
N over XLI within triangle, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east along parts of the western boundary
of the last-named run and Philippi West No. l Run,
in all eight  miles  and forty  chains, passing  through
a giddiah-tree marked brcad-arrow over V over
171 within triangle on its south-east side to a point
sixteen chains  north-north- east of said  tree; thence
on the north-east by a line bearing north 315 degrees
east eleven  miles  and forty chains to a point bearing
north 90 degrees east and distant twenty-eight chains
from a post marked broad-arrow over V over 170;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line about
four miles and sixteen chains to the left bank of
the Mulligan River, and thence on the south-west
by the left bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Observatory West.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 35
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing  at a point on the right bank of the
Mulligan River where it is intersected by the
west boundary of Philippi West No. 2 Run at a
point opposite the south corner of Observatory Run,
said corner being thirty- six chains  easterly from a
tree marked broad- arrow  over N over XLI within
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north202 degrees 30 minutes east three miles
and fifty-six chains ; thence on the south-west by
a north-west line eighteen  miles  and seventeen
chains ; thence on the north-west by a north-east
line about  seven miles  to the Mulligan River ; and
thence on the north- east  by the right bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Name of Run-Sparks.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field
Estimated Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... . 75
Commencing at a point on the north-west boun-
dary of the Observatory liun bearing north 206
degrees east and distant seventy-six chains from a
post marked broad-arrow over V over 170, and
bounded thence on the south -east  by a north-east
line along part of that boundary and a prolongation
thereof, in all five miles ; thence on the north-east
by a north-west line fifteen miles, passing through a
giddiah-tree marked. lrbad-mow over V over, 33
in triangle and also a willow -tree marked broad-
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arrow over V over 32 in triangle on its west side, to
a point bearing north 360 degrees east and distant
sixty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over LX in triangle ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line five miles to a point
bearing north 167 degrees east and distant one mile
fifty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 169 in triangle on its south-west
side ; and thence on the south-west by a south-east
line fifteen miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sparks West.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  35
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing on the north-western boundary of
the Observatory Run at the south corner of the
Sparks Run, being a point bearing north 209
degrees east and distant seventy-six chains from a
post marked broad-arrow over V over 170, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a north-west
line along the south-western boundary of the last-
named run fifteen miles to a point bearing north
167 degrees east and distant one mile fifty-four
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 169 within triangle on its south-west
side; thence on the north-west by a south-west
line five miles ; thence on the south-west by a
south- east line  fifteen miles ; and thence on the
south- east  by a north- east line  along parts of the
north-west boundaries of Observatory West and
Observatory Runs, in all five miles, to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bumbo.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... b
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the north- east  boundary of the
Sparks Run at a point forty-four chains north-east
from  a tree marked  broad-arrow over N over LX
within triangle, and bounded thence on the south-
west by a south-east line along part of the north-
east boundary of the last-named run five miles to
a point bearing north 315 degrees  east  and distant
twenty-five chains from a willow-tree marked
broad arrow  over V  over 32 within triangle; thence
on the south-east by a north- east  line fifteen miles
to a point bearing north 44 degrees east and distant
five chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 62 within triangle on its south-east
side;  thence on  the north-east by a north-west line
five miles  to a point bearing north 99 degrees east
and distant  forty-six  chains  from a coolibah-tree
marked  broad-arrow over N over LXIX within
ti iangle  ; and thence on the north-west by a south-
west line  fifteen miles to the  point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run -- Bumbo  West Run.
Claimants of  Lease--Edward  Harte Acres and
William  George Field.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  15
Total  ... ... 75
Commencing on the north-east boundary of the
Sparks Run at a point forty-four chains north-
east  from a tree marked broad arrow over N over
LX within triangle, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a north-east line along the north-west
boundary of Bumbo Run to a point bearing north
99 degrees east and distant forty-six chains from a
eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXIX within triangle ; thence on the north-east
by a north-west line five ntiiles, passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 31
within triangle on its south-west side to a point
eight chains north-west of said tree; thence on the
north- west  by a south-west line fit'teen miles to a
point bearing north 344 degrees east and distant
eighteen chains  thirty links  from  a giddiaii-uee
marked broad-arrow over V over 9 within triangle
on its south-west side ; and thence on the south-west
by a south- east  line to the north corner of Sparks
Run and a continuation of same line, in all five
miles to the point of e)mmencenient.
Name of Run-Sandringham.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
!Zstimated Area-
Available ... ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the east corner of Bumbo Run,
being a point bearing north 44 degrees  east and
distant five chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 62 within triangle on its
south- east  side, and bounded thence on the south-
west  by a north-west  line along  the north-east
boundary of the last- named run ,  five miles to a
point bearing north 99 degrees  east and distant
forty- six chains  from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over LX IX within triangle ; thence
on the north-west by a north-east line fifteen
miles  to a point bearing north 3 degrees east
and distant fifty-four chains from a coolibah
marked broad-arrow over N over LXXX within
triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line five miles to a point bearing north 334 degrees
east  and distant thirty-eight chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 80 within
triangle ; and thence on the south- east  by a south-
west line fifteen miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Sandringham West.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  60 square miles.
„
Total ... 69 „
Commencing on the north-eastern boundary of
the Sparks Run at the south corner of the Bumbo
Run, being a point bearing north- west  and distant
twenty-five chains from a willow-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 32 withiii triangle on its
west side, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a north-east line  along  part of the south-east
boundary of the last-mentioned  run ten miles to a
point bearing south and distant twelve chains from
a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow  over V over 169
within triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-east by a south-east line five miles to a
point bearing north 364 degrees  east and  distant
forty-one chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 160 within triangle ; thence on
the south-east by a smith-west line to the north-
east boundary of the Sparks Run at a point  Waring
Unavailable ... 10
Unavailable ... ... 15 7)
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the east corner of the gumbo
West Run at a point bearing north 99 degrees east
and distant forty-six chains  from a  coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over LIX within
triangle, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line  bearing north -west  along the  north-east
boundary of Bumbo West  Run five miles ,  passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 31 within triangle on its south- west  side to a
point eight chains north-west of said  tree  ; thence
on the north-west by a north- east line fifteen miles
to a post marked broad-arrow over V over 155;
thence on the north-east by a south-east line five
miles to the north corner of Sandringham Run,
being a point bearing north 3 degrees  east and
distant fifty-four chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over LXXX within
triangle ; and thence on the south-east by  a south-
west line along the north-west boundary of  the
last-named  run fifteen  miles  to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Coco.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William G eorge Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  40 square miles.
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north -west and distant twenty -two chains  fr om
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 33
within triangle on its south side ; and thence on
the south-west by a north-west line along that
boundary  five miles ,  passing  through the afore-
mentioned willow-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 32 within triangle on its west side, to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Coco North.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing  at the north corner of the Coco Run,
being a point bearing south and distant twelve
chains  from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 159 within triangle on its south-west
side, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east  line along  part of the south-eastern
boundaries of the Bumbo and Sandringham Runs,
in all ten  miles, passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 62 in triangle on
its south-east side to a cairn ; thence on the north-
east by a south-east  line five miles  to a post marked
broad- arrow  over V over 63 ; thence on the south.
east  by a south-west  line ten miles  to a point
bearing north 354 degrees  east  and distant forty-
one chains  from a giddiah tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 160 in triangle on its south-west side ;
and thence on the south- west  by a north- west line
along  the north- east  boundary of the Coco Run
five miles  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Pomeroy.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30
,f
Total ... ... 75 it
Commencing at the west corner of the Bumbo
West Run, being a point bearing north 344 degrees
east  and distant eighteen chains thirty links from
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 9
within triangle on its south-west side, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by a north- east  line along
the north-west boundary of the last-named run
fifteen miles to a point bearing north 315 degrees east
and distant eight chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 31 within triangle on its
south-West side ; thence on the north-east by a
north -west line five miles to a point bearing north
225 degrees east and distant 9 chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 11
within triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-west by a  south-west line fifteen miles
to a point bearin g  north 334 degrees east and
distant twenty-eight chains from a grddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 10 within triangle
on its north-east side ; and thence on the south-
west by a south-east line five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Pomeroy North.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harts Acres and
Wi ll iam George Field.
Estimated Area -
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25
,,
Total ... ... 75
„
Commencing at the west corner of the Sandring-
ham West Run, being a point bearing north 315
degrees east and distant eight chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow  over V over 31 within
triangle on its south-west side, and bounded thence
on the south-east hya north-east line alongthenorth-
west boundary of Sandringham West Run fifteen
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over V over
155;  thence on the north-east by a north-west
line along part of the south-west boundary of
Carmarthen Downs No. 1 Run and a prolongation
thereof, in all five  miles , to a post marked broad-
arrow over V over  157;  thence on the north-west
by a south- west line fifteen miles  to a point bear-
ing north 225 degrees east and distant nine chains
from a  giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 11 within triangle on its south-west side ; and
thence on the south-west by a south-east line five
miles  to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Salt Lake.
Claimants of Lease -Edward  Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Philippi East No. 2 Run, being a point bearing
north 272 degrees east and distant two miles
eighteen chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 28 within triangle  on its east
side, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east fifteen
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over PE; thence
on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of Greensmith Run five miles thirty-two
chains to a point about twenty-three chains south
and eighty chains west of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 5 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east fifteen miles to the north boundary of
Philippi South Run ; and thence on the south by
an east line along the north boundary of the last-
named run five miles thirty-two chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Greensmith.
Claimants  of LeaseEdward  Harte Acres andWilliam George Fi ld.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  70 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5 „
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Philippi
East No. 1 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over PE, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east along the
western boundary of the last-named run fifteen
miles to a point bearing north 62 degrees east and
distant one mile eight chains  from a  coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 38 within triangle
on its west side; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Philippi
North Run five miles thirty-two chains to a point
ten chains seventy links east and sixty-three chains
sixty links south  of a cairn  ; thence on the west by
a line  bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east
fifteen miles to  a point twenty -three chains south
and eighty  chains  west of a giddiah-tree marked
broad- arro w over  V over 5 within  triangle ; and
thence on the south by an  east line  along the north
boundary of the Salt Lake Run five  miles  thirty-
two chains to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-•Sparks North.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 26 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... ... 46
Commencing at the south corner of the Coco
Run, beir_g a point  bearing  north 315  degrees east
and distant twenty-two chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 33 within  triangle
on its south side, and bounded thence on the north-
west by a north- east line along  part of the south-
east boundary of that run three miles and twenty-
six chains ; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line seven miles and forty chains to a point bearing
north 22 degrees 30 minutes  east  and distant thirty-
two chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 164 within triangle on its north side ;
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east along the west boundary of
Philippi West No. 4 Run seven miles and fifty-six
chains, passing through the last-mentioned marked
tree, to a point bearing north 320 degrees  east and
distant fifteen chains from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 166 within triangle on its
south-east side ; thence on the south-west by a
north-west line along part of the north-east
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boundary of the Observatory Run six miles ar d eight
chains to a point bearing north 90 degrees east and
distant twenty-eight chains from a post marked
broad-arrow over V over  170;  thence a. sin on the
north-west by a north-east line along part of the
south- east  boundary of Sparks Run three miles and
sixty-four chains ; and thence  again  on the south-
west by a north-west line along part of the north-
east  boundary of the last-named run four miles and
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Rdn-Carmarthen Downs No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 0
Total ... ... 100
Commencing  on the north-east boundary of
Sandringham Run at a point bearing north 118
degrees east  and distant one mile seventy-six
chains from a tree marked broad-arrow over N
over LXXX in triangle, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a north-west line along part of
that boundary, the north-east boundary of Sand-
ringham West Run, and part of the north-east
boundary of Pomeroy North Run, in all ten miles,
crossing  Sylvester Creek at a point about fifty-
seven chains in a direct line above the afore-
mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXX in triangle,  and passing  through a post
marked broad-arrow over V over 155, to a point
bearing  north 347  degrees  east and distant fifty-
nine chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 156 in triangle ; thence on the
north-west by a north-east line ten miles, passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over V over
133, to a point bearing north 291 degrees east and
distant forty-five chains from a tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 122 in triangle ; thence on the
north-east by a south-east line ten miles, crossing
Sylvester Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 121 in triangle, to a point bearing north
225 degrees east and distant nine chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120 in
triangle ; and thence on the south-east by a south-
west line ten  miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Cannock Chase No. 1.
Claimants  of Lease - Edward Harte  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated A rea-
Available . 34 square miles..
Unavailable
..
...
...
...
.
13 30
Total ... 47 „
Commencing  at the  junction  of Sherbrook Creek
with the Mulligan River at a cairn, and hounded
thence on the n ,rth by an east line five miles to a
cairn; thence on the east by a south line two miles
forty chains to the north-west boundary of Pomeroy
North Run  at a cairn  ;  thence on  the south-east
by a south-west line along part of that boundary
three miles forty chains to a cairn ; thence on the
south by a west line seven miles forty chains,
crossing  the Mulligan River, to a point eighteen
chains north of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 30 within triangle on its east side ;
thence on the west by a north line five miles to a
point twenty-five chains south of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 29 within triangle
on its south-east side, and thence again on the north
by an east line five miles, crossing the Mulligan
River, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cannock Chase No. 2.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres andWilliam George Fi ld.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 it
Creek with said river, and passing through a cairn
to a cairn ; thence on the east. by a north line five
miles to  a post marked broad-arrow over V over
150; thence on the north by a west line ten miles,
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over V
over 149, and crossing Sherbrook Creek at a point
about thirty-two chains in a direct line below a tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle, to the Mulligan
River at a point nine chains north of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 28 in  triangle;
and thence on the west by a south line  five miles,
crossing  said river, and passing through the afore-
mentioned giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 29 in  triangle , to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run -Cannock Chase No. 3.
Claimants  of Lame-Edward  Harte  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 16
Total  ... ... 50
Commencing on the north boundary of Cannock
Chase No. 2 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over V over 149, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along part of that boundary and a
continuation of same line, in all ten miles, crossing
Sherbrook Creek a.t a point about thirty-two chains
in a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle and the Mulligar River at a point
nine chains north of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 28 within triangle, to a point
bearing north 170 degrees  east  and distant five
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 27 within triangle; thence on the west
by a north line five miles, passing through a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 26 within
triangle, to a point bearing north 10 degrees east
and distant five chains from, a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 25 in triangle ; thence on
the north by an east line ten miles crossing the
Mulligan River and Sherbrook Creek to a cairn ;
and thence on the east by a south line five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Greensmith  Excess.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres andWilliam George Fi ld.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11 „
Total  ... ...  36 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Green-
smith Run, being a point about twenty-three chains
south snd eighty chains west of a giddab-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 5 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south byy a west line two
miles forty-six chains to a +giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 6 in triangle and also
5XC ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
22 degrees 30 minutes east along the east boundary
of Philippi West No. 1 Run fifteen miles to a
point bearing north 117 degrees east and distant
one mile sixty chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 37 in triangle on its
south-east side; thence on the north by an east
line along part of the south boundary of Philippi
North Run two miles forty-six chains to a point
ten chains seventy links east and sixty-three chains
sixty links south of a cairn ; and thence on the east
by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes
east along the west boundary of Greensmith Run
fifteen miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Salt Lake  Excess.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11
Total ... ... 36 ffTotal ... 50
Commencing  at the north- west  cornerof Cannock
Chase No. 1 Run, being a point twenty-five chai,,s
south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 29 in  triangle  on its south- east  side, and
bounded thence on the south by an  east line along
the north boundary of that ran ten miles, crossing
the Mulligan River at the junction of Sherbrook
Commencing at the north-west corner of Salt
Lake Run, being a point about twenty-three chains
south and eighty chains west of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 5 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by a west line along
the south boundary of Greensmith Excess r, un,
two miles forty-six chains to.a giddiah-tree marked
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broad-arrow over V over 6 in triangle and also
6 X C ; thence on the west by a line bearing nort i
202 degrees 30 minutes east along the east boundary
of Philippi West No. 2 Run, fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 63 degrees east,and dis t ant twenty-nine
chains from a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 29 in triangle on its  east  s de; thence on the
south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of Philippi South Run, two miles forty-six
chains to the south-west corner of Salt Lake Run ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north 22
degrees 30  minutes east  along the west boundary of
the last-mentioned run fifteen miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Cannock Chase No. 4.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Available ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 to
Total ... ... 5o it
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cannock
Chase No. 3 Run, being a point bearing north 10
degrees  east  and distant five chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 25 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south by an  east line
along the north boundary of that run ten miles,
crossing ttae Mulligan River and Sherbrook Creek
to a cairn ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to  a post marked broad-arrow over V over
148; thence on the north by a west line ten miles,
crossing Sherbrook Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 19 within triangle to a point
bearing east and distant one chain from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 20 in
triangle ; and thence on the west by a south line
five miles, crossing the Mulligan Itiver at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow within triangle to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cannock Chase No. 5.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner cf Cannock
Chase No. 4 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over V over 148, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along the north boundary of that
run ten  miles,  cro ssing  Sherbrook Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 19 within  triangle
to a point bearing north 90 degrees  east  and distant
one chain from  a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 20 within  triangle ; thence on
the west by a north line five miles to a point five
chains south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 21 within triangle ; thence on
the north by an east  line ten miles passing  through
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 146
within triangle to a point bearing north 298 degrees
east  and distant thirteen chairs from a eoohbah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 145 within
triangle on  its east side , and thence on the east by
a south line five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Table Top No. 1.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
Willi im George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  38 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 37
f)
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the north corner of the Pomeroy
Run, being a point bearing south-west and distant
nine chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 11 within triangle on its south-
west side, and bounded thence on the south-east
by a south-west line along the north-west boundary
of the last-named run, fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 334 degrees east and distant twenty-
eight chains from a giddiah-tree marked bread-
arrow over V over lt) within triangle on its north-
east side ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line five miles; thence on the north-west by a
r:orth-east line fifteen m.les to a point bearing
i.orth-west from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 12 within triangle; and thence on the
north- east  by a south-east line  five miles passing
through the last-mentioned marked tree to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Table Top No. 6.
Claimants of Lease-Edward  Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 221
Total ... 474
Commencing at the west corner of the Pomeroy
Run, being a point bearing north 334 degrees east
and distant twenty-eight chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad- arrow  over V over 10 within
triangle on its north-east side, and bounded thence
on the north-east by  a south-east line along the
south-west boundary of Pomeroy y and part of
south-west boundary of Bumbo West Runs, in all
nine miles and forty chains to a paint hearing north
360 degrees east and distant sixty-four chains from
a g,iddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LX in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west line along the north- west  boundary of
the Sparks Run, five miles to a point bearing north
167 degrees east and distant one mile fifty-four
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
ovet V over 169 within triangle  on its south-west
side; thence on the south-west by a north-west line
nine miles and forty chains, and thence on the
north-west by a north -east  line five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run- Quambi No.  1.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14 „
Total ... ... 84
Commencing at the north corner of the Sparks
North Run, being a point on the south-east boun-
d iry of the Coco Run, three  miles  twenty six chains
north-east and twenty-two chains north-west of a
grddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 33
in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence
on the north-west by a north-east  line along part
of the south-east boundary of the last-named run
and a prolongation, in all eight  miles  and thirty-
four chains to a point bearing north 303 degrees
east  and distant seventy-two chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 161 within
triangle  on its west side ; thence on the north-east
by a south- east line nine miles  and twenty chains
to a point bearing north  9 degrees east  ana distant
thirty-nine chains from a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 162 within triangle on its south
side ; thence on the east by a line bearing north
202 degrees 30 minutes east along the  western
boundary of Philippi North Run, five miles to a
point bearing north 8  degrees east and distant
thirty-seven chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 163 within triangle on its
north side ; thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of the Philippi West
No. 4 Run, five miles and thirty-two chains to a
point bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east
and distant thirty-two chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 164 within
triangle on its north side ; and thence on the south-
west by a north-west line seven miles and forty
chains to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Quambi No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 114 to
Total ... ... 111* of
Commencing at the north corner of the Quambi
No 1 Run, being a point on the south- eastern
boundary of the loco North Run bearing north 303
degrees east and distant seventy-two chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V-over 161
within triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a north- east line along
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part  of the south-east boundary of the  last-named
run, eight  miles and  twenty chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over V over 63 ; thence on the north-
east by a south- east line  seventeen miles forty
chains ,  passing  about five chains north-east of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 60
within triangle and ten chains north-east of a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 59 within
triangle and through a post marked broad-arrow
over V over 58 to a point on the north boundary
of Phili pi North Run bearing north 315 degrees
east andP distant thirteen chains thirty-three links
from  a post marked broad-arrow over V over 57 ;
thence on the south by a west line along part of
that boundary  eleven miles  and fifty chains to a
point bearing  north 9 degrees  east  and distant
thirty-nine  chains  from a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 162 within triangle on its south
side  ; and thence on the south-west by a north-west
line along the  north- east  boundary of the Quambi
No. 1 Run  nine miles  and twenty chains to the
point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Marion  Downs No. 7.
Claimant of  Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  5
Total 50 „
Commencing on the south-west corner of Marion
Downs No. 6 Run at a point marked broad-arrow
over V over 73, and bounded thence on the south
by a west  line along  part of the north boundary of
LochielRunand.acontinuationof  same line , in all five
miles ,  crossing Bellevue  C reek  at a point about six-
teen chains below a willow-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 74 in triangle to a point 57 chains east
of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
75 in triangle ; thence on the west by a north line
ten miles, crossing the last-mentioned creek to a
point bearing north 348 degrees east and distant
71 chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 105 in triangle ; thence on the north
by an east line to the south-west corner of Marion
Downs No .  4 Run and a continu tion of same
line along part of the south boundary of that run,
in all five miles ,  passing th ro ugh a point bearing
north and distant twenty -eight chains from a post
marked broad -arrow over  V over  108 to a point
bearing north 70 degrees east and distant seventy-
five chains from said post  ;  and thence on the
east by a south line along the west boundary of
Marion Downs No. 6 Run ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of  Run-Marion Downs No. 8.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 47# square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 471 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Marion
Downs No. 4 Run,  being a  point twenty-eight
chains  north of a post marked broad-arrow over
V over 106, and bounded thence on the south by
a west  li ne along part  of the north boundary of
Marion Downs  No. 7 Run  and a continuation of
same  line, in a ll  five miles seventy-six chains to a
point bearing north 11 degrees east and distant
one chain from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 103 in triangle ; thence on the west by
a north line six riles, crossing Hilary Creek to a
point fifty-seven chains tiorth-east of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 100 in triangle
on its west  side ; thence on the north-west by a
north-east line five miles to a point bearing north
224 degrees east and distant  forty- seven chains
from  a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 99 in triangle on its south side ; thence on the
north-east  by a south -east line along  the south-
west  boundary of Marion Downs No. 4 Run, three
miles thirty-three ohains to a point ten chains
south of a ooolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 110 in triangle on its south side ; and thence
on the east by a south line along the west boun-
dary of the  same run  six miles seventy chains,
passing  through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 109 in triangle to the point of
commencement.
Name  of Run-Marion Downs No. 9.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 75 11
Commencing  at the south corner of Marion
Downs No. 2 Run, being a point bearing north
224 degrees east and distant forty-seven chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over  99 in triangle  on its south side, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a south- west line along
the north-west boundary of Marion Downs No. 8
Run, five miles to a point fifty-seven chains north-
east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 100 in triangle on its west side ; thence on
the south-west by a north-west line fifteen miles to
a point bearing north 188 degrees east and distant
sixty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 96 in triangle ; thence on
the north-west by a north- east  line five miles to a
point bearing north fifty-eight degrees  east and
distant sixty-five chains from a minnicritchie-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 97 in  triangle ;
and thence on the north east by a south- east line
along  the south-west boundary of Marion Downs
No. 2 Run fifteen miles to the point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bellevue.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavilable ... ... 10 /1
Total  ... ... ... 60 11
Commencing on the south-west corner of Marion
Downs No. 7 Run, being a point fifty- seven chains
east of  a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 75 in triangle, and bounded thence on the
south by  a west  line along part of the north
boundary of Wodonga No. 6 Run and  a continua-
tion of same fine, in  all ten  miles , passing through
the aforementioned  marked tree  and a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow over  V over 76 in  triangle to
a point eight chains  east of a giddiah -tree marked
broad- arrow  over V over 77 in  triangle on its east
side ; thence on the west by a north li ne six miles
c ro ssing  Bellevue Creek  to a point bearing north-
east  and distant twenty -one chains  from a  coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 111 on its
east  side ; thence on the north by an  east line ten
miles to the west boundary of Marion Downs No.
7 Run at a point bearing north  123 degrees east and
distant ninety chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad- arrow over  V over 104 in triangleon its north-
west side ; and thence on the east by a south line
along part of that boundary  six miles crossing
Bellevue Creek to the  point of commencement.
Name of Ruff- Bellevue No. 2,
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ...  18 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  0 „
Total ... ... 18 11
Commencing at the south corner of Marion
Downs No. 9 Run, being a point fifty-seven
chains north-east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 100 in triangle  on its  west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a south line
along  the west boundary of Marion Downs No. 8
Run, six miles to a point  bearing north  11 degrees
east  and distant  one chain  from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 103 in triangle;
thence on the south by a west line six miles ten
chains to a point thirty-one chains north-east of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 113
in triangle on its north-west side ; and thence on
the north-west by a north-east line eight miles
fifty-four  chains, crossing  Hilary Creek at a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 101
in triangle and passing through the aforementioned
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 100
in triangle on its west side to the point of com-
mencement.
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Name of Run-Bellevue No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total . ... 75 „
Commencing at the west corner of Marion
Downs No. 9 Ruu being, a point bearing north 188
degrees east and distant sixty-four chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 96 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a south-west line  along  the south-east boundary of
Mylrea Downs No. 7 Run, five miles to a point
bearing north 191 degrees east and distant fifty-
nine chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 95 in triangle ; thence on the
south-west by a south-east line fifteen miles to the
north-west boundary of Bellevue No. 2 Run at a
point bearing north 190 degrees east and distant
ten chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 102 in triangle on its west side ; thence
on the south-east by a north-east line along part of
that boundary, crossing Hilary Creek at a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 101 in
triangle and passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 100 in triangle on
its west  side  to a point fifty-seven chains north-east
of the last-mentioned marked tree ; and thence on
the north-east by a north-west line along the south-
west boundary of Marion Downs No. 9 Run fifteen
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bellevue No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  85 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... . 40 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Belle-
vue Run, being a point twenty-one chains north-
east  of  a coolibah-tree marked broad-arro v over
V over 111 in triangle on its east side, and bounded
thence on the west by a north line four miles to
the south boundar of Bellevue No. 2 Run at a
point bearing north 15 degrees  east  and distant
fifty-three chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 112 in triangle on its
south side ; thence on the north by an east line
along part of that boundary and part of the south
boundary of Marion Downs No. 8 Run, in all ten
miles, passing about ninety-eight links north of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 103
in triangle, to a point bearing north 348 degrees east
and distant seventy-one chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 105 in triangle
on its south- west side  ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of the west boundary of
Marion Downs No. 7 Run four miles to a point
bearing north 123 degrees east and distant one
mile ten chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over V over 104 in triangle on its north-
west side ; and thence on the south by a west line
along  the north boundary of Bellevue Run ten
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Bellevue No. 5.
Claimant of Lease-Andrew Tobin.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable ... 18 It
Total... 93 „
Commencing at the south corner of Bellevue
No. 8 Run, being a int ten chains f outh of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 102
in triangle , and bounded thence on the north-east
by a north-west line along the south-west boundaries
of that run and Mylrea Downs No. 1 Run, in all
fifteen miles thirty-four chains, crossing Hilary
Creek, to a oint bearing north 225 degrees east
and distant forty-eight chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over V over 95 in triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line along the south
boundary of the last-mentioned run seventy-four
chains to a point bearing north 209 degrees east
and distant forty chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 94 in triangle on
its north- east side  ; thence on the west by a south
line along the east boundary of Bengeaca No. 4
Run nine miles  fifty-six to a point bearing north
145 degrees east and distant twenty-five chains
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 118 in triangle ; thence on the south-west by
a south-east line along part of the north-east boun-
dary of Carmarthen Downs No. 5 Run one mile
fifty chains to a point bearing north 211 degrees
east and distant thirty chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 117 in  triangle
on its west side ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west line along part of the south-east boun.
dary of the  same  run four miles twenty chains to
a point bearing north 350 degrees east and distant
nine chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 115 in triangle on its south side ; thence
on the south by an east line to the north- west corner
of Moynalty Run and a continuation  of same line
along part of the north boundary of that run, in
all ten miles sixty chains, crossing Hilary Creek, to
a point bearing north 45 degrees east and distant
thirty-one chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 113 on its north-west side ; and
thence on the south-east by a north- east line along
part of the north-west boundary of Bellevue No.
2 Run three miles fifty-four chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of  Run-Belmont.
Claimants of Lease-George Augustus  Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total ...
Commencing at the south-east corner of Herbert
Downs No. 4 Run, being a point bearing north 20
degrees east and distant eighty chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 135
in triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a
south line five miles to a cairn; thence on the south
by a west line fifteen miles to a point fifty-nine
chains south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 129 in triangle; thence on the west by
a north line five miles, passing through the said
tree and a post marked broad- arrow  over V over 130,
to the south-west corner of Herbert Downs No. 4
Run, being a point thirty-two chains south of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 131
in triangle on its north-east side ; and thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary
of the last -mentioned run fifteen miles, crossing
La-Touche Creek, to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Belmont East.
Claimants of Lease-George Augustus Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated Area--
Available ... 62 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total ... 62 „
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Herbert
Downs T No. 4, being  a point  bearing north 20
degrees east  and distant  eighty chains from a
giddiah- tree  marked broad-arrow over V over 135
in triangle , and bounded thence on the west by a
south line  along the  east boundary of Belmont
Run five miles  to a cairn  ; thence on the south by
an east line  three miles, passing through a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 134 in
triangle and crossing  Bucket Creek, to a point
forty-two chains east of said tree ; thence on the
south-west by a south -east line  two miles forty
chains to the west corner of Marion Downs No. 9
Run, being a point bearing north 188  degrees east
and distant sixty-four chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 96 in triangle ;
thence on the south- east  by a north-east line along
the north-west boundary of the last-mentioned run
and part of the north-west boundary of Marion
Downs No. 2 Run, in all seven miles  five chains,
to a point bearing north 48 degrees east and distant
thirty-six chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 98 in triangle ; thence on the
north-east by a north-west line along the south-
west boundary of Herbert Downs No. 6 Run eight
miles twenty-seven chains ; and thence on the
north-west by a south-west line  along  the south-
east boundary of the same run five miles forty-two
chains to  the point  of commencement.
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Name of Run-Belmont West.
Claimants of Lease-George Augustus Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 „
Corn nencing at the south-east corner of Rerl ert
Downs No. 2 Run, being a point bearing north
348 degrees east and distant thirty-four chains
from a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 132 in triangle, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line along parts of the west
boundaries of Herbert Downs No. 4 and Belmont
Runs, passing through a coo! ibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 131 in triangle and a post
marked broad-arrow over V over 130, to a point
thirty-eight chains south of said post ; t ence on
the south by a west line ten miles to a point
bearing north 193 degrees east and distant twenty-
six chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 143 in triangle ; thence on the west by
a north line five miles to the south-west corner of
Herbert Downs No 2 Run, being a p 'int bearing
north 230 degrees east and distant eleven chains
from a coelihah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 142 in triangle on its south side ; an-i thence
on the north by an  east  line along the south
boundary of the lastmenttuned run ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Mudhall.
Claimants of Lease-George Augustus Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 60 square w iles.
Unavailable .. 15 it
Total ... ... 75 is
Commencing at the south-east corner of Glenor-
miston No 2 Run. at a coolibah-tree marked bro,d-
arrow over V over 136 within triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line along the south
boundary of that run five miles fifty-three chains
to a point bearing north 135 degrees east and
distant two chains frown a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 137 within triangle; thenco
on the north-cast by a north-west line along part of
the south-west boundary of the same  run seven
miles fifteen chains. crossing Piluri Creek, to a
eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
138 within triangle on its south-west Qide ; thence
on the north-west b a south-west line along the
south-east boundary of Idamea Lakes No. 1 Run
and a  continuation of same line, in all five miles, to
a point bearing north 215 degrees east and distantfifty-two chains from a bloodwood-tiee mark d
broad-arrow over V over 23 within triangle; thence
on the south-w, st by a south-east line nine wiles
twenty chains to a point be•tring north 110 degrees
east and distant four chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 140 within triangle
on it: north-east side; thence on the south by an
east line seven miles fifty-nine chains to the west
boundary of Herbert Downs No. 2 Run at a point
two chains  east  of a guru-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 141 within  trian le on its south side ;
and thence onthe ast by a north line along part of
that boundary five miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Mylrea Downs No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-George Augustus Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 17 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0
Total ... ... 17 „
Commencing at the south corner of Belmont
East Run, being a point bearing north 188 degrees
east  and distant sixty-four chains from a gi idiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 96 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a south-
west line five miles to a point bearing north 191
degrees east and di-tant fifty-nine chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 95
in triangle ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line thirty-four chains to a point bearing north
225 degrees east and distant  forty-eight chains from
the last-mentioned marked tree ; thence on the south
by a west line seventy -four chains to a point bear-
ing north 209 degrees east acid distant forty chains
from a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over 94
in triangle on its north-east side ; thence on the
west by a north line five miles to a cairn at the
south-west corner of Belmont East Run ; thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary
of the last-mentioned run three  miles,  passing
through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 134 in triangle and crossing Bucket Creek,
to a point forty-two chains  east  of the last-men-
tioned marked tree ; and thence on the north-east
by a south-east line along the south-west boundary
of the same run two miles forty chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Mylrea Downs No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-George Augustus  Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated A rea-
Available ... ...  65 square miles.
Unavailable 10 „
Total ... ... 75 „
Comm- ncing at the south-east corner of Belmont
Run at  a cairn , and bounded thence on east by a
south line along the west boundary of Mylrea
Downs No. 1 Run five miles, crossing Bucket Creek,
to a point bearinc north 209 degrees  east  and dis-
tant forty chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 95 in triangle on its north-
east side ; thence on the south by a west line
fifteen  miles, passing  about eighteen chains south
of a coolihah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
93 in triangle and about four chains south of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 92 in
triangle, to a point bearing north 35 degrees east
and distant one mile twenty-three chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 124
in triangle on its south side; thence cn the west by
a north line five  miles, passing  through a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 128 in
triangle, to the south-west corner of Belmont Rnn,
being a point fifty-nine chains south of a grddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 129 in
triangle ;  and thence on the north by an  east line
along  the south boundary of that  run fifteen miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mylrea Downs No. 3.
Claimants  of Lease  -G eorge  Augustus Mein and
Pulteney Mein.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  5 is
Total ... ...  50 it
Commencing at the south-east corner of Belmont
West Run. being a point thirty-eight chains south
of a post marked broad-arrow over V over 130,
and bcunird thence on the east by a south line
along p, rta of the west boundaries of Belmont
and Vl ylrea Downs No 2 Runs, in all five miles,
passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 129 in triangle and a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 128 in
triangle, to a point seventy-eight chains south of
the last-mention:-d marked tree ; thence on the
south by a west line ten miles to a point sixty-
seven chains south of a bean-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 144 in triangle ; thence on the
west by a north line five miles, passing through
said tree, t) the south-west corner of Belmont
West Run, being a point bearing north 193 degrees
east  and distant twenty-six chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 143 in
triangle on its east side ; and thence on the north
by an  east  line along the sough boundary of that
run ten miles  to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Wodonga No. 4.
Claimants  of Lease-David Donald Baird and
Andrew  Strahorn.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... 50 PI
Total ... ... 125 „
Commencing on the west boundary of Moora-
binna Run at a point bearing north 351 degrees
east and distant thirty-seven chains twenty-fivelinks from a bloodwood-tree mark d broad-arrow
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over V over 49 within triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
along part of that boundary three miles and
thirteen chains to  a cairn  ; thence on the south
by an east line three mile-3 and forty-two chains
to the west boundary of the Toora Run qt a
point five chains west and twelve chains south
of a beefwood-tre- rrarked broad-arrow over
V over 51 within triangle on its north side;
thence again on the east by a north line along
part of that boundary six miles and sixty-seven
chains to a point fifty- five chains  north and five
chains east from a eoolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 52 within triangle on its west
side; thence on the north by a west line twelve
miles and eleven chains, passing through a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 35 within
triangle on its south-west side, to a point thirty-one
chains of said tree ; thence on the west by a line
hearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east to the
north-east corner of Philippi North Run and a pro-
longation thereof along the eastern boundary of that
run and a continuation along part of the  eastern
boundary of Philippi East No. 1 Run, in 11 ten
miles and sixty-four  chains , to a point bearing
north 206 degrees east and distant one mile nine
chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over V ever 41 within  triangle on its east side ;
and thence again on the south by  a west line
twelve miles and thirty-eight chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Ludlow No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-David Donald Baird and
Andrew Strahorn.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 30 It
Total ... ... 100 is
Commencing at a peg on the west boundary of
the Nappa Run forty  chains east  from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 47 within
triangle on its south side, and bounded thence on
the east by a north line along part of that boundary
three miles and thirteen chains to a peg marked
broad-arrow ; thence on the south by an east line
along part of the north boundary of said run one
mile sixty-two chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over V over 46; then( e again on the east by a north
line along part of the west boundary of the Moora-
binna Run  six miles and sixty -seven chains to a
point bearing north 351 degrees east and distant
thirt -seven chains twenty-five links from a blood-
woodtree marked broad-arrow over V over 49
within triangle on the west side ; thence on the
north by a west line along part of the south boun-
dary of the Wodonga No. 4 Run ten miles forty-
eight chains to a point bearing north 126 degrees
east and distant one mile fifty-seven chains from a
bioodw ood-tree on Cooratonba Creek marked broad-
arrow over  V over 41 within  triangle on its east
side ; thence on the west by a south line ten miles
to a point bearing north 90 degrees east and distant
fifty-fiu e chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 48 in triangle on its west side ;
and thence on the south by an east line eight miles
sixty-six  chains to  the point  of commencement.
Name of Run- Carmarthen Downs No. 2.
Claimant of  Lease-John Franklin McMu llen (as
Inspector for the Union Bank of Australia,Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 0  to
Total... ... 100 is
Commencing at the east corner of Carmarhhet!
Downs No. 1 Run, being a point bearing north 225
degrees east and distant nine chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad  arrow over  V over 120 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a north-west line along the north-east boundary
of that run ten miles, crossing Sylvester Creek at
a giddiah=tree marked broad-arrow over V over 121
in triangle, to a point bearing north 291 degrees
east and distant forty-five chains from a tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 122 in triangle ; thence
on the north-west by a north-east line ten miles to
a point twenty-eight chains south of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 92 in triangle ;
thence on the north- east  by a south- east line ten
miles to a cairn ; and thence on the south-east by a
south-west hue ten  miles  to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Carmarthen Downs No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-John Franklin  McMullen (as
Inspector for the Union  Bank of Australia,
Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the north-west boundary of Car-
marthen Downs No. 1 Run at a post marked broad-
arrow over V over 153, and bounded thence on the
south-west by a north-west line five miles to a point
twenty-six chains south-west of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 132 in triangle ;
thence on the north-west by a north-east line ten
miles passing  through the  aforementioned marked
tree to a point bearing north 204 degrees eastand dis-
tant twenty-four chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 125 in triangle on its east
side; thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles to a point bearing north 203 degrees east
and distant fifty-one chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V of er 123 in triangle ;
and thence on the southeast by a south-west line
along  parts of the north-west boundaries of Car-
marthen Downs No. G and Carmarthen Downs
No. 1 Runs, in all  ten miles, to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Gulgong No. 1.
Claimant of Lease -John  Frank li n McMullen (as
Inspector for the Union Bank of Australia).
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  67 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  33
Total  ... 100 it
Commencing  on the west boundary of Glenfruin
Run at  a point about thirty-nine  chains  north of a
coolibah-tree marked broad -arrow  over L over 10
in triangle on its south side , and bounded thence
on the south  y a west '  line  ten miles to a oint
bearing north  245 degrees east  and distant forty-
three chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L  over 34 in triangle on its south side ;
thence on  the west by a north  line ten miles ,  passing
through a coolibah -tree marked  broad -arrow over
L over 33 in  triangle and a  coolibah-tree marked
br ad -arrow  over L over  32 in triangle , to a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 31 in triangle ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles to a
point bearing north 135 degrees east and distant two
chains  from a heefwnot -tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 35 in triangle on its south side ; and
thence on the east by a south line to the north-
west corner of Glenfruin Ruff and a continuation
of same line  along part of the west boundary of
that run, in all ten miles, passing abort three chains
east of a coolibali-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 11  in triangle , to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Gulgong No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-John Franklin  McMullen (as
Inspector for the Union Bank of Australia).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25 is
Total ... 100 it
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Pondo
Run, being a point two  chains  north of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over Lover 1 in triangle,
and t•ounded thence on the north by an  east line
seven miles  forty chains to the west boundary of
Gulgong No. I Run at a point four chains south of
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
32 in triangle ; thence on the east by a sou h line
along  part of that boundary and a continuation of
same line ,  in all twelve miles fif ty-five  chains ,  passing
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through a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 33 in triangle to a point seventy-three
chains west of a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 7 in triangle on its south side ; thence
on the south byy  a west line along the north
boundary  of Dubbo  Downs N r .  4 Run and a con-
tinuation of same line, in all eight miles sixty- five
chains ,  passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 6 in triangle and a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over 5 in triangle
on its west side, to a point  twenty -eight chains west
of the last -mentioned marked tree  ;  i hence on the
west by a north  line along part of the east boun-
dary of Gidya Downs Run two miles fifty-five
chains to a point bearing north 315 degrees east
and distant twenty -one chains from a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over L ever 4 in triangle
on its south -east side  ;  thence again on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundar
of Pondo Run one mile twenty-one chains to a
point fourteen chains south of a coolibah-tree
marked broad -arrow over L over 3 in triangle on
its south side ; and thence again on the west by a
north line along the east b undary of the same
run ten miles passing throw h the last-mentioned
tree ,  a coolibah -tree  marked broad- arrow over L
over 2 in triangle ,  and the aforementioned tree
marked broad -arrow  over L  over 1 in triangle to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Carmarthen Downs No. 4.
Claimant of Lease - John Franklin McMullen (as
Inspector for the Union Bank of Australia,
Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5
Total ... 50 „
Commencing at the south corner of Carmarthen
Downs No. 1 Run, being a point bearing north 118
degrees east and distant one mile seventy-six
chains from a tree marked broad -arrow over N
over L XXX.  in triangle ,  and bounded thence on
the north -west by a  north-east line along the south-
east boundary of that run ten miles to a point bearing
north 225 degrees east and distant nine chains south-
west  from a giddiah -tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 120 in triangle ;  thence on the north -east by a
south-east line five miles  to a point  nine chains south-
west of a giddiah -tree marked broad -arrow over V
over 119 in  triangle on its south -east side  ;  thence
on the south -east by a south-west line ten miles to a
point bearing north 227 degrees east and distant one
mile  fifty -one chains from a cairn  ;  and thence on
the south -west by a north -west line to the east
corner of Sandringham Run, and a continuation of
same line along part of the north -east boundary
of that run, in all five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of  Run-Carmarthen Downs No. 5.
Claimant of  Lease' John Franklin McMullen (as
Inspector  for the Union jBank of Australia,
Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available .. 35 square miles. ame  o un- u
Unavailable
... .
... 15 Claimant  of LeasInspector for
Limited)
e-
the
Total ... ... 50 .Estimated Area-
Commencing  at the  east  corner of Carmarthen Available ...
Downs No .  4 Run ,  being a point nine chains south-
west of a  giddiah -tree  marked broad -arrow over V
over 119 in triangle on its south-east side, and
bounded thence on the south -east by a north-east
line ten miles ,  passing  through the  aforementioned
marked tree to a point bearing  north 211  degrees east
and distant  thirty  chains from a giddiah -tree marked
broad -arrow  over V over 117 in  triangle on its west
side .;  thence on  the north -east  by a north -west  li ne
five miles to a cairn  ; thence on the north-west by a
south -west line along the south -east  boundary of
Carmarthen Downs i\'o. 2 Run  ten miles passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 120  in triangle  to a point nine chains south-
west  of said  tree  ;  and thence on the south -west by
a south -east line along  the north -east boundary of
Carmarthen Downs No. 4 Run five miles to the
point of commencement.
tralia , Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 25 „
Name of Run-Carmarthen Downs No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-John Franklin McMullen
(as Inspector for the Union Bank of Aus-
Commencing at the west corner of Carmarthen
Downs No. 1 Run ,  being a point bearing north
347 degrees  east and distant  fifty- nine chains from
a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow  over V ove-
156 in triangle ,  and bounded thence on t,
south -west by a north -west line along part of the
north-east boundary of Pomeroy North Run and
a continuation of same line, in all five miles, passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over V over
157 to a post marked broad-arrow over V over 158 ;
thence on the north-west by a north -east  line to the
south -east corner of Bengeaca No. 1 Run, and a
continuation of same line along part of the south-
east  boundary of that  run, in all five miles to a
point bearing north 125 degrees east and distant
twenty-six chains from a beefwood -tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 152 in triangle ; thence on
the north -east by a south -east line along the south- -
west boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 3 Run,
five miles to a post marked broad -arrow over V
over 153  ;  and thence on the south-east by a south-
west line along part of the north -west boundary of
Carmarthen Downs No. 1 Run, five miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Dubbo No. 6.
Claimant  of Lease-John Franklin  McMullen (as
Inspector for the Union Bank of Australia,
Limited).
Estimated Area -
Available  .. ... ...  40 square miles
Unavailable  ... ...  0
Total ... ... ...  40
Commencing at the north -east corner of Dubbo
Downs No. 1 Run ,  being a point bearing north 2
degrees east and distant  fifty- two chains from a
coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over L over 9
in triangle on its south side, and bounded thence
on the south by a west  li ne along the north
boundary of that run ten miles passing through
a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over L over 7
to a point seventy -three chains west of said tree ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
east boundary of Gulgong No. 2 Bun ,  four miles
to a point bearing north 245 degrees east and distant
forty- three chains from a coolibah -tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 34 in triangle on its south
side ; thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of Gulgong No.1 Run ,  ten miles to a
point bearing north thirty -nine chains from a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad- arrow  over L over 10 in
triangle on its south side ; and thence on the east by
a south line along part of the west boundary of
Glenfruin  Run, passing  through the  last-mentioned
marked tree, four miles to the point of commence-
ment.
f R lb k.N cuC
15
John Franklin McMullen (as
Union Bank of Australia,
...  151 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0
Total  ... 15}
Commencing at the north corner of Pomero .N
North Run at a post marked broad-arrow over V
over 157, and bounded thence on the south -east by
a south -we.t line along part  of the north- west boun-
dary of that  run three miles seventy-two chains to
a cair  ; thence on the west by a north line alorg
the east boundaries of Cannock Chase No. 1 and
Cannock Chase No .  2 Runs, in all seven miles forty
chains, passing through a cairn to a post marked
broad-arrow over V over 150; thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary of
Bengeaca No. 2 Run, and the south boundary of
Bengeaca  No. 1 Run, in all fonr  miles eighteen
chains, passing through a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over  V over 151  in triangle,kto a point
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bearing north 225 degrees east and distant seventy
chains from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over  152  in triangle ; thence on the south-
east by a south-west line along part of the north-
west boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 6 Run,
four miles thirty-six chains to a post marked broad-
arrow  over V over 158  in triangle  ; and thence on
the north-east by a south-east line along part of the
south-west boundary of the  same  run two miles forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glenroy.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 211
Total ... ... 611 „
Commencing on the north boundary of Glenisla
Run at a point sixty-five chains west of a wattle-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over 16 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line five
miles to a point twelve chains south of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 19 in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the north by a west
line eleven  miles thirty-two chains to a point
bearing north 30 degrees 30 minutes east and
distant thirty-eight chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over 38 in triangle ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north
202 degrees 30 minutes east along part of the south-
east boundary of Spring Lake No. 4 Run and a
continuation of same line, in all five miles thirty-
two chains, to a point five chains north of a white-
wood-tree marked broad- arro w over  L over 37 in
triangle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along parts of the north boundaries of Tomydonka
and Glenisla Runs, in all thirteen  miles  forty-one
chains, passing through a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 14 in triangle and a
bean-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 15 in
triangle on its south side, to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Glenlyon.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ... 48 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  251
Total ... ... 731
Commencing at the north-east corner of Glen-
fruin  R un, being a point bearing north 218 degrees
east and distant eighteen chains from a coolibah-
tvee marked broad-arrow  over L  over 12 in triangle
Q.a its south- west  side, ard bounded thence on the
south by a west line along the north boundary of
that run eight miles  ;  thence on the west by a north
line along part of the east boundary of Gulgong
N o. 1 Run and a continuation of same line, in all
twelve miles twenty -four chains ,  passing two chains
west  of a beef wood-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 35 in triangle on its south side, to a point
bearing north-west and distant thirty-three chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over 36 in triangle ; thence on the north-east by a
south -east line along the  south -west boundary of
Spring Lake  No. 4 Run fifteen  miles passing
through  said tree  to the  west  boundary of Glenroy
Rum at  a peg  ;  thence on the south -east by a line
bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east along
part of that boundary one mile five chains to a
point five chains north of a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 37 in triangle ; thence
again  on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary of Tomydonka Run two miles
twenty-three chains to a point two chains north-
west of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 1.3 in  triangle  on its east side  ;  and thence
on the west by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the same  run fifty-nine chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run--Glenlee.
(claimant of Lease- Dunoaa McGregor.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 14
Total ... ...  64 „
Comore itng atthe north-west & orner of Glenlochu
ins at a  pointbearing  north 342 degrees  east and
dislaiit twelve chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 23 in  triangle  on its south
side, and bounded thence on the west by a Fouth
line along the west boundary  of that run seven
miles eight chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over L over 22 ; thence on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of Glenmaggie
Run ten miles twenty-eight chains, crossing Mur-
raturley Creek, to a point bearing north 22 degrees
30 minutes east and distant twenty-five chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over L over 40
in triangle ; thence on the north-north-west by a
line bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes  east along
part of the south -east  boundary of Spring Lake
No. 3 Run and the south-East boundaries of Spring
Lake No. 2 and Spring Lake No. 1 Runs, in all
fourteen miles twenty-seven  chains , passing through
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 41
in triangle and about  six chains  twenty links east
of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over 42 in triangle, to a point bearing north 306
degrees east and distant thirty -nine  chains from a
coolibab-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 25
in triangle on its south-east side ; thence on the
north-east by a south- east line  thirty-two chains to
a point hearing north 75 degrees  east  and distant
six chains  from the last-mentioned marked tree ;
thence  again  on the east by a south line  along part
of the west boundary of Glenlus Run five miles
sixty-eight chains to a point bearing north 58
degrees east and distant twenty-nine chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 24
in triangle ; and thence on the north by an east
line along part of the south boundary of the same
run three miles thirty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Glenearn.
Claimant of Lease - Duncan  McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 8 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 8 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Glenlus
Run, being a point twenty-five chains west and
seven chains south of a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 1 in triangle, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line along part of
the west boundary of that run four miles twelve
chains to a point bearing north 75 degrees east
and distant six chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 25 in triangle on its south-
east side ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line along the north -east  boundary of Glenlee
Run and part of the north-east boundary of Spring
Lake No. 1 Run ,  in all five miles  sixty -nine chains,
to a point forty-six chains west and fourteen
chains south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 2 in triangle ; and thence on the north
by an easterly line along the south boundary of
Ludlow No. 3 Run four miles twelve chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Glenmaggie.
Claimant of Lease -- Duncan  McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4 „
Total  ... ... 29
,f
Commencing at the north-east corner of Glenroy
Run, being a pointtwelve chains south of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 19 in triangle
on its south side, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along the north boundary of that
run eleven miles thirty-two chains to a point bear-
ing north 30 degrees 30 minutes east and distant
thirty-eight chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 38 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east  along parts of the south-east boun-
daries of Spring Lake No. 4 and Spring Lake
No. 3 Runs, in all two miles seventy-Sour chains,
passing  through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 40 in triangle, to a point
twenty-five chains north-north-east of said tree ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles
twenty-eight chains crossing Murraturle Creek
to the south-west corner of (enloeha Run and
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a continuation of same line, passing through a
post marked broad-arrow over L over 22, and
along part of the south boundary of that run, in
all ten miles twenty-eight chains, to a point forty
chains west of a whi ewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 21 within triangle on its north
side; and thence on the east by a south line two
miles fifty-eight chains, passing through the afore-
mentioned coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 19 in triangle, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glendhu.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 231 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 to
Total ... 23f
Commencing at the south-east corner of Glenroy
Run, being a point sixty-five chains west of a
wattle-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 16 in
triangle (n its south side. and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundary
of that run and the east boundary of Glenmaggie
Run, in all seven miles fifty-eight chains, passing
through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 19 in triangle on its south side, to a point
forty chains wept of a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 21 in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the north by an east line along
part of the sou h boundary of Glenlocha Run
three miles passing through the last-mentioned
marked tree to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 20 in triangle on its south side ; thence
on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of Gleninlas Run seven miles fif iy-
eight chains to a point bearing north 320 degrees
east and distant thirty-seven chains from a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 17 in
triangle on its east side; and thence on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of
Glenisla Run three miles passing through the
aforementioned wattle-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 16 in triangle to the point of com
mencement.
Name of Run - Bengeaca No. 1.
Cl imanta of Lease-Thomas Brown ,  James Brown,
and Robert Kendall.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ...  60 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... ilk )o
Total ... ... 71f „ -
Commencing at the south-west corner of Mylrea
Downs No 3 Run, being a point sixty- seven chains
south of a bean-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 144 in triangle, and 'bounded thence on the
west by a south line eleven  miles  to a point
ei_ht chains  west  of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 151 in  triangle on  its south side ;
thence on the south by an east  line one  mile four
chains passing through the last-mentioned marked
tree to a point seventy chains south-west of a beef-
wood-tree marked br, gad-arrow over  V over 152 in
triangle ; thence on the south-east by a north-east
line to the  west  corner of Carmarthen Downs
No. 3 Run and a continuation of same line along
the north-west boundary of that run, in all ten
miles forty-four  chains, passing  through the last-
mentioned  marked tree to a point bearing north
204 degrees  east  and distant twenty-four chains
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over  125 in triangle on its east  side ; thence on the
south- west  by a south- east line  along part of the
north- east  boundary of the  same run two miles
four chains to a point bearing north 131 degrees
east and distant seventy-four chains from a giddiah-
tree  marked broad- arrow over  V over 124 in
triangle ; thence on the east by a north line to the
south-west  corner  of Mylrea Downs No. 2 Run
and by a continuation  of same line  along part of
the west boundary of that run, in all five miles, to
a point  Peventy-et. ht chains south of a giddiah
tree marked broad- arrow  over V over 128 in
triangle  ; and thence on the north by a west line
along  the south boundary of Mylrea Downs No. 3
Run ten miles  to the  point of commencement.
Name"-Of Run-Bengeaca No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Brown, James Brown,
and Robert Kendall.
Estimated Area-
Available
U il bl
... ... 50
2
square miles.
nava a e
Total
... ...
...
31
73f „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Ben
geaca No 1 Run, being a point eight chains west of
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
151 in triangle, and bounded thence on the south
b a west line to the north -east corner  of Cannoch
Case No. 2 Run  and a  continuation  of same line
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over V
over 150, and along part of the north boundary of
that  run, in all six miles  fifty-four chains, to a post
marked broad-arrow over V over 149; thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundaries
of Cannoch Chase No. 3, Cannoch Chase No. 4,
and part of the east boundary of Cannoch Chase
No. 5 Runs,  in all eleven miles, passing  through a
cairn and a postmarked broad-arrow over V over 148
to a point bearing north 184 degrees  east  and distant
fifty-eight chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 147 in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the north by  an east  line six miles fifty-
four chains to a point sixty- seven  chains south of a
bean-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 144
in triangle ; and thence on the east by a south
line along the west boundary of Bengeaca No. 1
Run eleven  miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Martel.
Claimants of Lease.-Thomas Brown,  James Brown,
and Robert Kendall.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 90 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3
,,
Total ... ... 93 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Mudhall
Run, being a point two chains east of a gum-tree
marked broad- arrow  over V over 141 in triangle on
its south side, and bounded thence on the east by a
south line along part of the west boundary of
Herbert Downs No. 2 Run and the west boun-
daries of Belmont West and Mylrea Downs No. 3
Runs, in all eleven  miles  forty-one chains,  passing
about six chains west of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 142 in triangle, about six
chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 143 in triangle, and through a bean-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 144 in triangle to a
point sixty-seven chains south of the last-mentioned
marked tree ; thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of Bengeaca No. 2 Run
six miles fifty-four chains to the east boundary of
Cannoch Chase No. 5 Run, at a point bearing
north 184 degrees east and distant fifty-eight
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 147 in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of
that boundary four miles to a point bearing north
298 degrees east and distant thirteen chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
145 in triangle ; thence again on the south by a
west line along part of the north boundary of the
same run two  miles six chains  passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 146 in
triangle to a point ten chains west of said tree;
thence again on the west by a north line eight
miles forty-eight chains to the south-west boundary
of Mudhall Run at a point bearing north 211
degrees east and distant fifty chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
139 in triangle ; thence on the north-east
by a south east line along part of that boun-
dary one mile forty chains to a p pint beari, g
north 110 degrees east and distant four chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 140 in triangle  on its  north-east side ; and
thence on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of the same run seven. miles fifty-nine
chains  to the point o commencement.
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Name of Run-Amaroo No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Brown, James Brown,
and Robert Kendall.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 29 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 29 „
Commencing on the north-east boundary of
Tabletop No. 2 Run at a point fifty-six chains
south-east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 13 in triangle, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a south-east line along part of
that boundary and the north-east boundary of
Tabletop No. 1 Hun, in all seven miles forty-eight
chains, cros$i.ng the Mulligan River to a point nine
chains south-west of a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 11 in triangle ; thence on the
south-east by a north-east line along part of the
north-west boundary of Pomeroy North Run seven
miles forty-eight chains passing through the
last-mentioned tree to a cairn ; and thence on the
north by a west line along the south boundaries of
Cannock Chase No. 1 and Amaroo No.  I  Runs,
in all ten milts fifty-nine ch•tins, crossing the
Mulligan River and passing eighteen chains north
of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
30 in triangle on its east side, to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Bengeaca No. 3.
Claimants  of Lease-Thomas Brown, James Brown,
and Robert Kendall.
Estimat, d Area-
Available ... ... 11 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 it
Total ... ... 11 „
Commencing  at the south-west corner of Mylrea
Downs No. 2lfun, being a point bearing north 35
degrees east  and distant one mile twenty-three
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad arrow
over V over 124 in triangle on its south side, and
bounded thence on the west b a south line along
part of the east boundary of Bengeaca No. 1 Run
one mile fifty-six chains to the north-east boundary
of Carmarthen Downs No. 3 Run at a point bearing
north 131 degrees east and distant seventy-four
chains from the aforementioned giddiah-ti ee marked
broad-arrow over V over 124 in triangle on its
south side ; thence on the south-west by a south-
east line along  part of the  last mentioned  boundary
two miles seventy -six chains to the north-west
boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 2 Run at a
point bearing north 203 degrees east and distant
fifty-one chains from a cs olibah -tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 123 i -i triangle on its
south-side ; thence on the south-east by a north.
east line along  part of that boundary five miles to
a point twenty-eight chains south of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 92 in triangle ;
and thence on the north-east by a north-west line
thirty- five chains  to the south boundary of Mylrea
Downs No. 2 Run at a point bearing north 251
degrees east and distant twenty chains from the
aforementioned giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 92 in triangle ; and thence on the north
by a west line along part of the last-mentions d
boundary five miles twenty-four chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Bengeaca No. 4.
Claimants of Lease - Thomas B ro wn ,  James Brown,
and Robert Kendall.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 7 IV
Total ... ... 47
Commencing at the south-east corner of Mylrea
Downs  No. 2 Run, being  a point  bearing north 209
degrees east  and distant forty chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 94 in triangle
on it a  north-east side, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line sine mules fifty chains to the
north- east  boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 6
Run at a point bearing north 145 degrees east and
distant twenty-five chins from a coolibah-tree
marked broad -arrow  over V  over 118 in triangle ;
thence on the south-west by a north- west line along
part of that boundary and the north-east boundaries
of Carmarthen Downs No. 2 and Bengeaca No. 3
Runs, in all thirteen miles fifty-six chains,  passing
through  a cairn , crossing Sylvester Creek at a
point about eighty-eight chains above a coolibah-
tree marked br,,ad-arrow over V over 90 in
triangle, and passing about thirty-six chains east
of a tree marked broad-arrow over V over 91 in
triangle, to a point bearing n rth 251 degrees east
and distant twenty chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 92 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by  an east  line along f art
of the south boundary of Mylrea Downs No. 2
Run nine miles  fifty-six chains crossing Bucket
Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wodonga No 5.
Claimant  of Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 23 „
Total... ... 93 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Wodonga No. 4 Run being a point -n the west
boundary of the Toora Run fifty-five chains north
and five chains east of a coolibah-tree on Calendula
('reek marked broad-arrow over V over 52 within
triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on
the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of the last-named run three miles and
thirteen chains to  a cairn  ; thence on the south by
an east line along part of the north boundary of
the same run two miles and twenty chains the
south-west corner of Breadalbane Run being a point
bearing north 90 degrees  east  and distant  sixteen
chains from a willow-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 71 within triangle ; thence again on the
east by a north line along the west boundary of
the last-named run six mile., and sixty-seven chains
to a point sixty-six chains north and five chains
east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 70 within triangle on its north-west side ;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles to a
point fourteen chains east of and passing through
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 67
within triangle on its  east  side ; thence on the
west by a south line ten miles to a cairn, said cairn
being  one mile  thirteen  chains east  of a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 64 in
triangle on  its north -west bide ; and thence  again on
the scuth by an east line seven miles and sixty
chains along part of the north boundary of Wodonga
No. 4 Run, passing through a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 53 in  triangle  cn its north-
west side, to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wodonga No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  75 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Lochiel Run  at a cairn , and bounded thence on the
east by a north line alp ng the west boundary of
that run ten  miles  to a point bearing north 258
degrees east and distant thirty-two chains from
a willow-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 74
within triangle on its south side ; thence on the
north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the Marion Downs No. 7 Run, and
a prolongation thereof ,  in all  ten miles ,  passingthrough a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 75 in triangle on its east side and a giddiah
marked broad-arrow over V over 76 in triangle on its
east side a point fifty-two chains west of the last-
mentioned tree ; thence on the west by a south
line  ten  miles to a point six chains south of and
passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 68 within triangle on its south-
west side ; and thence on the south by an east
- line along parts of the north boundaries of the
Wodonga T No. 5 and Breadalbane Runs ten miles,
passing through a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 69 in triangle on its south side,
to the point  of commencement.
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Name  of Run-Virginia No. 1.
Claimant of  Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  22 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 22 ff
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Philippi North Run, being a point on the western
boundary of the Wodonga No 4 Run bearing north
22 degrees 30 minutes east and distant ten chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 56 in triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east two miles and fifty chains
to a point bearing west and distant thirty-one
chains  from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 55 in triangle on its south-west side ;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles and
fifty  chains to  a point bearing north 315 degrees
east and distant seven chains from a post marked
broad- arrow  over V over 58; thence on the south-
west by a south- east line along  part of the north-
east boundary of the Quambi No. 2 Run three miles
and twenty- nine chains  to a point bearing north
315 degrees  east  and distant thirteen chains thirty-
three links from  a post  marked broad-arrow over V
over 57; and thence on the south by  an east line
along part  of the north boundary of Philippi North
Run seven  miles  and twelve chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Virginia No. 2.
Claimant of  Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total  ... ... 100
'Commencing at the south-west corner of the Wo-
donga No. 5 Run at  a cairn one  mile and thirteen
chains east  of a giddiah-tree markedbroad-arrow over
V over 51 within  triangle , and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along the west boundary of
that run  ten miles to a point bearing west and dis-
tant fourteen  chains from  a giddiah-tree marked
broad- arrow  over V over 67 within  trianle  ; thence
on the north by a west line  ten migles passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 66 within triangle to a point  bearing
east and distant sixteen  chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow over  V over 65 within triangle
on its north- east side  ; thence on the west by a
south line  ten miles  to the north boundary of
Virginia No. I Run ; and thence on the south by an
east line  along part of the north boundaries ofthe
Virginia No. 1 and Wodonga No. 5 Runs, in all ten
miles,  passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V within triangle to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Virginia No. 3
Claimant of Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 87J square miles
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total... ... ... 871 „
Commencing  at the north-west corner of the
Virginia No. 2 Run at a point bearing east and
distant sixteen chains  from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 65 a ithin triangle on its
north-east side, and bounded thence on the east by
a south line along the west boundary of that run
ten miles  to the north boundary of Virginia No. 1
Run ; thence on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the Virginia No. I Run
four miles and seventy-four chains to a point
bearing  north 315 degrees east and distant seven
chains from a post marked broad-arrow over V
over 58 ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line along part of the north-east boundary of
Quambi No. 2 Run, passing ten chains north-east
of a oooli bah-tree marked broad arrow over V over 59
in triangle , seven miles and eleven chains ; thence
on the west by a north line four miles seventy-
four chains ; and thence on the north by an east
line ten  miles  and passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 6-t in triangle,
and the aforementioned giddiah-tree marked broad_
arrdw  over V 0'v r 65 in triangle, to the point of
6th= nbement.
Name of Run-Virginia No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 85 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Wodonga No. 6 Run at a point bearing south and
distant six chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 68 within triangle, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line passing
through said tree and along the west boundary of
that named run ten miles to a point bearing west
and distant fifty-two chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 76 within triangle ;
thence on the north by  a west line passing  through
a giddiab-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 77
in triangle on its  east  side  ten miles  to a point
bearing east and distant one mile nine chains from
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 78
within triangle on  its east side  ; thence on the west
by a south line ten miles to a point bearing east
and distant sixteen chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 66 within triangle
on its north-east side ; and thence on the south by
an east  line along parts of the north boundaries of
Virginia No. 2 and Wodonga No. 6 Rims, in all
ten miles, passing through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 67 within triangle on its
east side to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Boyna.
Claimant of Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-Available... .. ... 90 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the south-west corner of Virginia
No. 4 Run, being a point bearing east and distant
sixteen chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 66 within triangle on its north-
east side, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line along the west boundary of that run ten
miles to a point bearing east and distant  one mile
and nine chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 78 within triangle  on its east
side  ; thence on the north by a west  line ten miles
passing  through said tree to a point  one mile three
chains  west  and nine chains  south of a giddiah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over V over 79 within  triangle;
thence on the west by a south line ten miles to a
point thirty chains west of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 64 within triangle on its
east side ; and thence on the south by an east line
along parts of the north boundaries of Virginia
No. 3 and Virginia No. 2 Runs, in  all ten miles,
passing through the last-mentioned marked tree
and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 65 within triangle on its north- east side and
the aforementioned giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 66 within triangle ten  miles to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run--Moynalty.
Claimant of Lease-William Wright  Richardson.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ...  90 squats miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total... ... 100
Commencing at the south-west corner of Belle-
vue Run, being a point eight  chains east of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 77
in triangle on its east side, and bounded thence on
the east by a north line along the west boundaries
of Bellevue and Bellevue No. 4 Runs, in all ten
miles, crossing Bellevue Creek to a point  bearing
north 15 degrees  east and distant  fifty-three chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 112  in triangle  on its south side ; thence on
the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of
-Bellevue No. 2 Run and a continuation
of same line, in all ten miles, to a point bearing
north 17 degrees east and distant twenty chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 114 in triangle ; thence on the west by a south
line ten miles to a point fifty-four chains  east of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 78
in triangle ; and thence on the south by ai east
line along  parts of the north boundaries of Boyna
and Virginia No. 4  suns, in all ten mile s',  pass±ag
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through "The Nob "  and the first -mentionedgiddiah-tree marked  broad- arrow over  V over 77in triangle  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Nobber.
Claimant of  Lease-William Wright  Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... ... 21 „
Total  ... ... 621 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Moy-
naltyy Run, being a point fifty-four  chains east of a
iiddiah-tree marked broad- arrow over  V over 78
in triangle , and bounded thence on the south by a
west line  along  part of the north boundary of
Boyna Run and a continuation  of same line,  in  all
eleven miles  twenty-four  chains, passing  through
the aforementioned  tree  and about  eight chains
south  of a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow over
V over 79 in triangle, to the south- east  boundary
of Carmarthen Downs No. 4 Run at  a cairn;
thence on the north-west by a north- east line along
part of the last-mentioned boundary and part of the
south- east  boundary of Carmarthen Downs No. 5
Run, in all fourteen  miles eleven chains ,  passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 119 in triangle to a point bearing north 350
degrees east and distant  nine chains  from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 115 in
triangle on its south side ; thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of
Bellevue No. 5 Run one mile twenty-four chains
to a point bearing north 17 degrees  east  and dis-
tant twenty chairs from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 114 in triangle on its
north side ; and thence on the east by a south line
along  the west boundary of that run ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Virginia No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the south-west corner of Boyna
Run, being a point thirty chains west of a giddiali-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 64 in
triangle on its cast side, and bounded thence on
the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of Virginia No. 3 Run three miles twelve
chains to its north-west c irner ; thence on the east
by a south line along the west boundary of the
same  run four miles seventy-four chains to the
north-east boundary of Quambi No. 2 Run ; thence
on the south-west by a north-west line along part
of that boundary seven miles passing five chains
north-east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 60 in triangle to a post marked broad-
arrow over V over 63; thence on the north-west by
a north-east line ten miles ; thence again on the
south-west by a north-west line two miles forty
chains to the south corner of Carmarthen Downs
No. 4 Run, being a point bearing north 227 degrees
east and distant one mile fifty-one chains from
a cairn ; thence  again  on the north-west by a
north-east line along part of the south-east
boundary of the last-mentioned run one mile forty-
eight chains to a point four chains west of the last-
mentioned  cairn  ; thence on the north by an east
line along part of the south boundary of Nobber
Run one mile fifty-nine chains to a point one mile
three chains west and nine chains south of a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 79 in triangle;
and thence again on the east by a south line along
the west  boundary of Boyna Run ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lochinvar No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-James Tyson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 80 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14
Total... ... 94 „
Commencing at the west corner of Mudhall Run,
'being a point bearing north 221 degrees east and
distant fifty-two chains from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a south-
west line four miles forty- seven  chains to a point
bearing north 300 degrees east and distant three
chains from a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 24 in triangle ; thence on the south-
west by a south-east line seventy-five chains to a
point bearing north 317 degrees east and distant
seventy-three chains fifty links  from a cairn ;
thence on the west by a south  line ten miles to a
point five chains south of and passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
21 in triangle; thence on the south by an  east line
along part  of the north boundary of Cannock Chase
No. 5 Run  seven miles  seventy-four chains to a
point ten  chains  west of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow  over V over 146 in triangle ; thence
on the east by a north  line  along the west boundary
of Martel Run eight miles forty-eight chains to the
south-west boundary of Mudhall Run at a point
bearing north 211 degrees east and distant fifty
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over  V over 139 in triangle ; and thence on the
north-east by a north-west line along part of that
boundary seven miles sixty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Carey.
Claimant of Lease-James Octavius '0 achattie.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square  miles..
Unavailable ... ...  8
Total ... ...  38
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Ludlow No. 2 Run, being a point bearing east and
distant fifty-five chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over,18 within triangle on its
west side, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line along the west boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to a point bearing north 126
degrees east and distant one mile fifty-seven chains
from a blt odwood-tree on Cooratoula Creek marked
broad-arrow over V over 41 within triangle on its
east side ; thence on the north by a west line one
mile seventy chains to a point on the east boundary
of Philippi East No. 1 Run bearing north 206
degrees east and distant one mile nine chains from
the aforementioned tree; thence on the west by a
line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east
along  the east boundary of the last-named run ten
miles sixty-four chains, passing through a beef wood-
tree marked broad-arrow within triangle, to the
north corner of Spring Lake No. 1 Run at a point
bearing north 34 degrees east and distant sixteen
chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 42 within triangle on its south-west
side ; thence on the south-west by a south east line
along part of the north-east boundary of the last-
named run  twenty chains and thirty-eight links to
a point twenty-one chains thirty-eight links east
from the last-mentioned tree ; and thence on the
south by an  east  line five miles forty-eight chains
passing through the aforementioned gictdiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 48 within triangle
on its  west  side to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run 'Ludlow No. 3.
Claimants  of Lease -David Donald Baird and James,
Octavius,achattie.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 24
Total ... ... 74 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Lud-
low No. 2 Run at a peg bearing east and distant
forty  chains from a  coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 47 within triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run and a
prolongation thereof, in all fourteen miles thirty-
four chains, passing through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 48 in triangle on its west
side, to a point bearing  east  and distant sixteen
chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 42 within  triangle  on its south side ;
thence on the south- west  by a south-east line along
part of the north -east  boundary of the Spring Lake
No.1 Run nine miles thirty-three chains to a point
bearing north 102 degrees  east  and distant fifty-eight
chains  from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 2 on its north side ; thence on the south by
an east  line to the north-west corner of the Glenlus
Run and a continuation along part of the north
boundary of that  run, in  all seven miles sixty-four
chains,  passing  through a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 1 in triangle  on its east
side and a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle, to a post at south-west corner of Nappa
Run marked broad-arrow over V ;  and thence on
the east by a north line along the west boundary of
the last- named run six miles  fifty-one chains to the
point of commencement.
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WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane ,  12th November, 1885.
T H E Honourable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information ,  that, pursuant to the requirements of
"  The Additional Members Actof 1885 ,"  a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made  or  the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  for the Electoral
District of Musgrave.
Place of Nomination ...  Herberton.
Date of Writ ...
Date of Nomination
Polling Day
Return of Writ...
.00 000
000 ..0
see
Thursday, 12th November, 1885.
Tuesday, 15th December, 1885.
Tuesday, 5th January, 1886.
Tuesday, 26th January, 1886.
By Command of the Honourable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  James 0 .  Biutn, Government Printer ,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORIA REGINA .
An Act to enable the South Brisbane Gas and Light Company (Limited),
incorporated under the provisions of "The Companies Act, 1863,"
to light with  Gas the City of Brisbane and its Suburbs, and for
other purposes therein mentioned.
ASSENTED TO 10TH NovEMBER, 1885.
HEREAS a Company called the South Brisbane Gas and Light Preamble.
V Company Limited has lately been incorporated under theprovisions f'"  e Com a? ies Act  183 " under
and subject to therules, regulations, and provisions contained in the Memorandum and
Articles of Association of the said South Brisbane Gas and Light
Company (Limited), for the purpose of manufacturing gas or other
means of public and private lighting and coke, and supplying the same
to the inhabitants of the districts of South Brisbane, Kangaroo Point,
Woolloongabba, and elsewhere in Queensland, and disposing of the
residuum from the said manufacture, and the doing all such -other
things as are incidental or conducive to the attainments of the said
objects : And whereas by the said Memorandum and Articles of
Association it was agreed that the capital of the said Company should
consist of fifty thousand pounds, to be contributed in fifty thousand
shares of one pound each, but that the said original capital might be
increased  by the ' creation of an additional number of shares : -And
whereas
185
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whereas by the said Memorandum and Articles of Association pro-
vision has been made for the payment of dividends and for the disposal
and application of the profits, and also for the due management of the
affairs of the said Company : And whereas it would be of great
advantage and convenience if powers were given to the said Company
effectually to light the said districts of South Brisbane, Kangaroo
Point, Woolloongabba, and all other parts of the City of Brisbane and
its suburbs with  gas and  to erect all necessary works for that purpose,
but the same cannot be effected without the aid and authority of an
Act of Parliament : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-
lative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled , and by the authority of the same as follows :-
Power to  manu- 1. The said Company are hereby empowered to enter upon andfacture gas.
continue the manufacture  of gas  and such other materials  as arise
from the conversion and manufacture of the residuum occasioned by
the production of gas and the processes connected therewith, by means
of any apparatus or other appliance, and by any process, art, or inven-
tion, now or hereafter to be known or used, and from any substance
that now is or may hereafter be used for such purposes, subject to the
provisions and restrictions hereinafter contained.
Limited power to 2. It  shall be lawful for the said Company, notwithstanding anytake and hold land.,
statute or law to the contrary, and notwithstanding any clause or
provision herein contained, to purchase or acquire, take, hold, and
enjoy, to them and their  successors  for any estate, term of years, or
interest, such buildings, works,  mains,  pipes, and apparatus, and lands
as they may think requisite for any of the purposes of this Act.
Power  to other 3. It shall be lawful for any  person or persons , who are other-persons
the t wise competent, to grant, sell, alien, and convey,  assure  and dispose of
Company. unto and to the use of the said Company and their  successors , for the
purposes aforesaid, or any or them, any such houses, offices, lands, and
other real  estate as  aforesaid.
Power  to convey 4. It shall be lawful for the said Company to sell and disposelands.
of all or any part or parts of the said lands which may be so purchased
or acquired, and which shall not be wanted for the purposes of this
Act, and upon payment of the money which shall arise by or from the
sale or sales of such lands, or of any part or parts thereof, it shall be
lawful for the secretary for the time being of the said Company to
sign and give a receipt or receipts for the money for which the same
shall be sold, which receipt or receipts shall be a sufficient discharge,
or sufficient discharges to any person or persons for the money therein
expressed to be received.
Instalments 5. Nothing herein contained shall prejudice or be deemed tocontracts, , or
done,
due,
under
made prejudice any deposit or instalment due by any contract or other act,,
the Articles of deed, or thing entered into, made, or done by the said Company under
Association before
orthis Act in operation, by virtue of the said Memorandum and Articles of Association
not to be prejudiced before this Act shall come into operation, but the same deposit, instal-by it.
ment, contract, act, deed, matter, or thing shall be as valid and
effectual to all intents and purposes as if this Act had not been
passed.
Certain  property 6. That no judgment or other special or simple contract creditorprotected from
execution. of the said Company or other person shall, by reason of any covenant,
judgment,
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judgment ,  execution ,  distress ,  or other process authorised by this Act,
or the said  Articles  of Association ,  or by or under any law ,  title, or
pretence whatsoever levy or seize in execution ,  or in any way attempt
to recover payment of any sum of money due or payable to him from
the said Company by taking  or removing  any of the pipes or lamps of
the said Company ,  laid, placed ,  and running in, under, or through any
street or bridge in the said  city  of Brisbane ,  or its suburbs ,  or in any
building not being in the occupation of the said Company.
7. All salaried officers of the Company shall be competent to  Salaried officers may
hold any share or shares ,  estate or interest in the capital stock, funds , hold shares.
or property thereof, either solely or jointly, for themselves or in trust
for others.
8. It shall not be necessary to use the corporate seal in respect of In what matters
corporate  seal not
any of the ordinary business of the Company, and any person duly required to al used.
authorised  and empowered under the corporate seal may without such
seal execute  any deed and do all other acts, matters, and things as
may be required to be executed and done on behalf of the said Com-
pany and in conformity with the provisions of the Articles of Associa-
tion and-o€-this Ati-
8. It shall be lawful for - the said Company, and they are Power to erect
hereby fully authorised and empowered, subject to the provisions and he ;lc •'break. up
restrictions hereinafter mentioned, by their servants, agents,  or pavements, and
workmen and others, from time to time*to erect, sink > cut >lay, place>and and bater i g of streetsridges.
fix such retorts, gasometers, receivers, buildings, cisterns, engines,
machines, drains, sewers, watercourses, pipes, reservoirs, and other
apparatus, works, and devices of such construction, and in such
manner as the said Company shall think necessary or proper for
carrying the objects and purposes of the said Company and of this Act
into execution, and also, subject to the provisions and clauses herein-
after mentioned, to break up the soil and pavements of and cut into
and remove the materials of any streets, highways, roads, ways, lanes,
bridges, passages, and other public places, or any part of them, or either
of them, and to erect posts, pillars, pilasters, lamp irons, lamps, and other Erect lamps.
apparatus in and upon the same streets, highways, roads, ways, lanes,
bridges, passages and other public places or any of them, against
any wall or walls erected on or adjoining to them or any of them, and
to dig and sink trenches and drains, and to lay and place meters, Lay pipes.
mains and pipes, and put stop-cocks, syphons, plugs or branches, from
such pipes in, under, across, and along places, streets, ways, lanes, bridges
or public passages, and also with the consent of the owners or occupiers
thereof, in, under, across, and along any private ways, buildings,
passages, grounds, and other places, in such manner as shall be
necessary for the purpose of carrying this Act into execution, or supply-
ing any such lights as aforesaid, and from time to time alter the position Andalter them.
of and to repair, relay, and maintain such pipes, stop-cocks, syphons,
and plugs or branches, or other necessary apparatus from any main or
pipe laid in or upon any street, road, highway, lane, bridge, passage,
or public or private place, by the said Company by virtue of this Act,
into, or through any dwelling-house or houses, manufactories, public
or private buildings or grounds for the purpose of lighting the same, or
any other public of private lamp or lamps from any of such mains or
pipes, and to erect and set up any machine or other apparatus neces-
sary or requisite for securing to any dwelling-house or houses, manu-  To erect apparatus
factories, public or private buildings, a proper and competent supply c•
of
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Power to enter and
inspect pipes and
lamps and meters.
of gas, or for measuring and ascertaining the extent of such supply, and
also to alter and amend any bad or -imperfect work which shall have
been placed or which shall be injured or damaged in such dwelling-
house or houses, manufactories, public or private buildings, and to do
all such other acts, matters, and things as the said Company shall from
time to time think necessary and convenient for completing, amending,
repairing, improving, supplying, and using the same, and for carrying
into effect the purposes and meaning of this Act, provided a proper
compensation be made for any damage done thereby.
Provided that no  mains  or pipes shall be laid across any bridge
in such a manner as to obstruct the bridge or diminish the width of
the bridge available for traffic.
10. The directors of the said Company shall have full power and
authority, either by themselves or their agents, surveyor, or other
officer appointed for that purpose, at all reasonable times and as often
as they shall think necessary, to examine and inspect all pipes and
lamps in any building and on any part of the same in the occupation
or possession  of any person with whom the said Company shall at any
time enter or have entered into any contract or agreement for the sale
or supply of gas, and to repair and amend such pipes and lamps in all
respects if necessary, and to take account of the amount of cubic feet
of gas consumed under all or any of such contracts or agreements as
aforesaid, and to compare the amount so ascertained to be consumed
with the tenor and nature of the contract in relation to such supply
and consumption, and to regulate the same in accordance therewith,
and for any other lawful and reasonable purpose consistent with and
relating to any contract entered into by the said Company under
the powers contained in the said Articles of Association or in this
Act.
Power to inspect  all 11. It shall be lawful for the directors of the said Company orfittings and  to order their duly authorised surveyor or servants, to inspect and examine at
moval of  bthek  all reasonable times any gas-fittings or works which shall have been
made, erected, and put up by any person with whom the said Company
shall have contracted for the supply of gas, and if such surveyor or
other servant of the said Company shall consider any such gas-fittings
or works to be incomplete or otherwise defective, the person so con-
tracting with the said Company and having erected and put up such
fittings or works shall not be entitled to call on the said Company for
the fulfilment of any contract for the supply of gas until such fittings
and such works shall have been amended and altered or removed and
other fittings and works substituted in lieu thereof to the satisfaction
of the surveyor or other officer of the said Company inspecting the
same.
Power for  the Com- 12. It shall be lawful for the said Company to contract with the
rght g o st't°r Local Authority having control, direction, or management of the high-
and houses. ways or any of them within the limits of this Act for supplying the same
with gas, and also to contract with any person for supplying with gas any
such person or any streets, ways, lanes, bridges, or passages, manufac-
tories, shops, warehouses, public or private houses or buildings belonging
to him or in which he is interested or over which he has the direction
or control, and also to contract with any person whomsoever for light-
ing or supplying with gas any shops, manufactories, warehouses, public
or private buildings or places whatsoever, within the limits of this Act,
in such manner and under such stipulation as the said Company shall
thin]c
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think proper consistent with the powers contained in the said Articles
of Association and in this Act. And provided always that if the
charges that may be made by the said Company, under and by virtue of
this Act, for such supply of gas shall be found to produce a greater sum
than twenty pounds per annum for every one hundred pounds of
the paid. up capital of the said Company, then and in such case the said
Company shall, at their first meeting after it shall have been ascertained
that such greater sum has been produced, reduce the said charges
so as that the same shall not produce to the said Company a greater rate
of clear annual profits divisable upon the subscribed and paid-up capital
stock of the said Company than the said sum of twenty pounds
annually for every one hundred pounds of such capital; and in order
that the true state of such profits may be known, it shall be the duty of
the directors of the said Company, as  soon as  the profits of the said Com-
pany exceed twenty pounds for every one hundred pounds by the
year, to publish in the  Queensland Government Gazette  annually a full
and true statement and account of the moneys received disbursed, and
expended by them, and every such statement and account shall be
verified by the secretary of the said Company by solemn declaration
to be made before a justice of the peace. Provided that it shall not
be compulsory on the said Company to reduce the said charges before
the sum of twenty pounds per annum for every one hundred
pounds of the paid-up capital of the said Company shall have been
received by each shareholder in the said Company in respect of his
share or shares therein from the commencement of the said Company.
13. It shall be lawful for the said Company and they are hereby company may lay
fully authorised and empowered (subject to the regulations herein con- pipe of commumca-
tained), from time to time to carry, fit up, and furnish any pipes, tion from main.
cocks, or branches, or other necessary apparatus, from any main pipes
in any roadway, street, lane, bridge, or other public passage or place,
laid by or belonging to the said Company in or through any dwelling-
house, manufactories, public or private buildings, for the purpose of
lighting the same or any public or private lamps, with the consent of
the owner and occupier of such dwelling-houses, mauufactories, public
or private buildings.
14. It shall not be lawful for the said Company to break  or Notice to be given
take up, remove or disturb any of the pavements, ground,  or materials of breaking up
in any road, street, lane, bridge, way, or other public  passage or place
pavements roads, dic
for the purpose of laying down or repairing any main pipes, or of
altering the position of any such  main  pipes,  unless  notice in writing
of their intention to break or take up such pavement, ground, or
material, signed by the secretary of the said Company, specifying the
road, street, way, lane, bridge, or other public passage or place, and
the particular part thereof intended to be broken, taken up, disturbed,
or removed, shall have been given to the Mayor or Chairman of the
municipality or division within which the same shall be situate, or
shall have been left for him at his public office at least twenty-four
hours before such pavement, ground, or material, or any part thereof,
shall be so broken or taken up, except in cases of emergency  arising
from defects in any of the pipes, or in any other case of great emer-
gency, when such notice shall be given  as soon  as possible after such
pavement, ground, or material, or any part thereof, shall be broken or
taken up : Provided that in case there shall be no such Mayor or
chairman, all notices which in and by this Act are directed to be given
to the said Mayor or Chairman shall and lawfully may be given to the
town clerk or clerk of such municipality or division. 15. When
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Company to relay 15. When and as often as the said Company shall have lawfully
pavements or roads broken up or removed the stones, ground, soil, pavement, or materialbroken up.
in or of any road, street, way, lane, bridge or other public passage or
place, or any part thereof, the said Company shall, and they are hereby
required immediately thereafter to reinstate and make good such ground,
soil, pavement, or material, to the satisfaction of the Mayor or Chair-
And to remove  man of the Municipality or Division, and the said Company shall carry
rubbish, &C. or cause  to be carried away all the surplus earth filth and rubbish
occasioned thereby at their own costs and charges ; and during the
time that such works are carrying on, and until such ground, soil,
pavement, or material is reinstated as aforesaid, the said Company
Until pavements be shall provide necessary lights at night and otherwise guard the said
relaid Company to works  so as to  prevent any damage or inconvenience happening toprovide necessary o
lights, &c. passengers , cattle, or carriages ; and in case the said Company shall
make default in reinstating such ground, soil, pavement, or material
as aforesaid , or removing any rubbish occasioned thereby or in placing
or setting up such lights at night, and otherwise guarding the said
works so as to prevent accidents to passengers, cattle, and carriages,
then and in every such case it shall be lawful for the said Mayor or
Chairman to reinstate such ground, soil, pavement, and material and
carry away all rubbish occasioned thereby, and during the time that
such works are carried on to provide necessary lights at night, and
the expenses thereof shall be repaid by the said Company to the Mayor
or Chairman so reinstating the same, and in default of payment thereof
within twenty-eight days next after demand thereof in writing shall have
been made by such Mayor or Chairman (proof being made thereof by
the oath of one credible witness before one or more justice or justices of
the peace), all such sums of money so paid, together with any sum not
exceeding five pounds by way of penalty, shall and may be levied and
recovered for the use of the Municipality or Division by distress and
sale of the goods and chattels of the said Company, except as herein-
before provided, together with the charges of such distress and sale,
by warrant under the hand and seal of any justice who is hereby
empowered to grant the same.
Local Authority  to 16 . In case the Local Authority having the control, direction,
give the levels  of
or superintendence of the said roads streets, ways, lanes bridges,stroets for the > > > >
Company. and other public  passages  and places respectively, shall from time to
time supply full information to the said Company respecting the
permanent levels of the said roads, streets, ways, lanes, and other
public  passages , either without notice requiring such information
or within six months after they shall have received notice from the
said Company so to do, the said Company shall lay and place their
mains,  main pipes, stop-cocks, plugs and branches, and fix their lamps
and other means of lighting so as to accommodate them to the said
levels ; and in case the Local Authority shall neglect or refuse to
supply such information after such notice from the said Company, and
shall at any time thereafter change or vary any of the said levels so
as to raise or sink or otherwise alter the situation, line, or direction
of any of the  main  pipes, stop-cocks, plugs, or branches which shall
have been laid down for the purposes aforesaid and in accordance with
this Act, it shall and may be lawful for the said Company to raise or
sink or alter the situation, line, or direction of such main pipes, stop-
cocks, plugs, or branches, and the reasonable costs and charges of doing
the same shall immediately thereafter be paid by the Local Authority ;
in default thereof the same may be recovered and levied in such manner
as forfeitures and penalties imposed by this Act are directed to be
levied and recovered. 17. Provided
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17. Provided always that if by raising, sinking, or altering  any Damages tobe made
of the said  main  pipes, cocks, syphons, plugs, or branches of the  said good.
Company any damage or injury shall be wilfully or negligently done
to the same by the Local Authority or its servants, then and in
such  case  such damage or injury shall be made good to the said
Company as  soon as circumstances  will permit, and the costs, charges,
and expenses thereof shall be made good to them on demand by the
Local Authority, and recovered in the same  manner as  any penalty
hereby inflicted not specially provided for is to be recovered under
this Act.
18. No person shall lay any pipe to communicate with any pipe No pipes of comma-
belonging to the said Company without the consent in writing first had nication to be laid
without the consent
and obtained of the secretary or surveyor of the said Company, or of the Company.
other person duly authorised for such purpose by the said Company,
nor use burners of larger dimensions, or in any other manner than he,
she, or they shall contract to pay for, or supply any other person with
any part of such gas on pain of forfeiting and paying to the said
Company the sum of forty shillings per day for every day such pipe
shall so remain or such excess be committed or such supply furnished,
to be recovered and levied in such manner as other penalties and
forfeitures by this Act imposed are directed to be levied and
recovered.
19. If any person shall wilfully, maliciously, or negligently  do Damaging pipes, dte.
or commit, or cause to be done or committed, any injury or damage to
any of the  mains  or service pipes ofthe said Company, eitherby removing
or disturbing the ground soil or material whereon or wherein the same
is laid or placed, or by the compression or subsequently settling or
lowering of the same at any time or times afterwards, or by any other
means  whatsoever, or if any person whomsoever shall wilfully and
maliciously remove, destroy, damage, or injure any or any part of any
pipe, post, plug, lamp, or other apparatus, matter, or thing belonging
to the said Company, or shall wilfully or maliciously waste or impro-
perly use any of the inflammable air or gas supplied by the said
Company, or shall alter, exchange, or remove the burners belonging to
the said Company from the pipes of supply, every person so offending
in any of the respective premises, and being thereof lawfully convicted
before one or more justice or justices of the peace, shall for every
separate act or offence forfeit and pay to the said Company any sum
not exceeding five pounds, and three times the amount of damages to
be done as the same shall be ascertained by such justice or justices,
such penalty and damage to be recovered and levied in such manner
as other penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed are directed to
be levied and recovered.
20. If any person shall carelessly or accidentally break, destroy, satisfaction for
throw down damage or ian lam hun out set up, or  belon accidental damagejure P g, P g- to lamps.
ing to the said Company, or by any person at his private expense, or
any part of any pipe, pillar, pedestal, lamp-post, lamp-iron, plug, or
other apparatus matter or thing set up by or belonging to the said
Company, or belonging to any person, and set up by him at his private
expense, or carelessly or accidentally waste any of the inflammable air
or gas supplied by the said Company, or keep the light or lights burn-
ing for a longer time than he shall contract to pay for, and shall not
upon any demand by the said Company, or their said board of directors,
or their clerk, or superintendent, or other person authorised by them,
make
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make satisfaction for the damage done for the excess of gas so wasted
or used, or keeping the lights burning longer than they shall have
contracted for as aforesaid, then and in every such case it shall and
may be lawful to and for any one or more justice or justices of the
peace, and he and they is and are hereby empowered and required
upon complaint to him or them made to summon before him or them
the party against whom such complaint shall be preferred, and upon
hearing the allegations and proofs on both sides, or on non-appearance
of the party so complained against, to proceed  ex parte  and to award
such sum of money by way of satisfaction to the said Company, or to
such other person (as the case may require), for such damage or
excess  or waste as such justice or justices shall think reasonable, not
exceeding  the sum of ten pounds, to be recovered and levied in such
manner as other penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed are
directed to be levied and recovered.
Eioap.  of ga.. q1 . When any gas shall be found to escape from any of the
pipes which shall be laid down in any market, street, square, lane,
bridge, public  passage,  or place within the limits of this Act, the said
Company or the person being the owner of such pipe so laying down
or causing the same to be laid down in any such market, street,
square, lane, bridge, public passage or place shall, immediately after
notice given to them or him in writing from any inhabitant within the
said limits of any such escape of gas, cause the most speedy and
effectual measures to be taken to stop and prevent such gas from
escaping, and in case the -said Company or such person as aforesaid
shall not, within forty-eight hours next after such notice given
effectually stop and prevent any future  escapes, and wholly and
satisfactorily remove the cause of complaint, then and in every such
case the said Company or person aforesaid shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding five pounds for each day after
the expiration of forty-eight hours from the time of giving such notice
during which the gas shall be suffered to escape as aforesaid, which
penalties shall from time to time be recovered and levied in such
manner as other penalties and forfeitures by this Act imposed are
directed to be levied and recovered.
Contamination of
water by  Gas
Company.
22. Whenever the water which may hereafter be supplied by
the Brisbane Board of Waterworks for the use of the City of Brisbane
or its suburbs, or the water of any other person serving the same
or any part thereof with water, shall be contaminated or affected
by the gas of the said Company, and such Company shall not
within forty-eight hours next after such notice thereof in writing
(signed by any person consuming the said water) to be left
at the usual office of transacting business of the said Company,
effectually stop and prevent gas from so escaping, and wholly
and satisfactorily remove the cause of every such complaint, and
prevent all and every such contamination whereof such notice
shall be given as aforesaid, then and in every such case the said
Company shall, on each and every complaint whereof notice shall be
given as aforesaid, forfeit and pay to the said Board or the owner of such
waterworks, any sum not exceeding the sum of ten pounds for each
and every day during which the said water shall be and remain con-
taminated, tainted, or affected by the gas of the said Company or
person as aforesaid; and such penalties shall and may be recovered
and levied in such manner as the penalties and forfeitures by this Act
imposed are directed to be levied and recovered.
23. In
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23. In  case  a question shall arise upon such complaint as afore-Power  for owners of
said, whether the said water be contaminated or affected by the  gas of waterworks to dig
the said Company, it shall be lawful to and for the said Board, or for the pipesof Gas
the surveyor of the municipality or division, or other duly authorised Company.
person, or person so supplying water as aforesaid, to dig to and
about, and search and examine the mains, pipes, conduits, and
apparatus of the said Company for the purpose of ascertaining
whether such contamination proceed from or be occasioned by
the gas of the said Company ; and if it shall appear that the
said water has been contaminated by any escape of gas of the
said Company the costs and expenses of the said diggings, search Company to pay the
expense of examina-
and examination and repair of the ground and pavement of the street, tion of water con-
which shall be taken up and disturbed shall be borne and paid by the t ted by escape
said Company, which costs and expenses shall be ascertained and of gw.
determined (if necessary) by such justice or justices of the peace as
aforesaid, and be recovered in like manner as any penalty may be
recovered by virtue of this Act : Provided always, that if upon such
examination it shall appear that such contamination has not arisen
from any such escape of gas from any of the  mains , pipes, or conduits
of the said Company, then and in such  case  the said Board, or such
municipality or division or other person, shall bear and pay all the
expenses of such examination, repair, and search, and also shall make If water not contami-
good to the said Company any injury,  loss , or damage which may be nated by the escape
of gas the expense of
occasioned to the  said  main pipes, conduits, or apparatus of the digging to be paid by
said Company in and by such search and examination, and the party making the
also to the ground and pavements of the streets so broken
search.
or disturbed in such search or examination, the amount of
such injury, loss, or dan age to be ascertained and determined (if
necessary) by such justice or justices of the peace as aforesaid, and
recoverable in like  manner as  any penalty may be recovered by virtue
of this Act.
24. In case anypersonwho shall contract with the said Company, Remedy for recovery
or agree to take, or shall use and enjoy the said gas either in private of rents.
dwellings, shops, inns, taverns, or other buildings or manufactories,
grounds or premises, or otherwise shall refuse or neglect, for the space
of twenty-one days after demand, to pay the sum of money then due
under his contract for the same to the said Company, according to the
term and stipulations of the respective persons with the said Company,
it shall be lawful for the said Compay, or their secretary, or any person
acting under their authority, by warrant under the hand and seal of
such justice of the peace as aforesaid, which warrant such justice is
hereby required to grant upon confession or upon proof of such sum
being due to such Company, and of demand having been made by the
oath of one credible witness, to levy the said sum of money in respect
whereof such refusal or neglect shall happen by distress and sale of the
goods and chattels of the person so neglecting or refusing to pay the
same, rendering the surplus (if any) to such person so refusing or
neglecting, after the necessary charges of making such distress and
sale shall be first deducted ; and it shall also be lawful for the said
Company to cut off and take away the supply of gas from the house,
inn, tavern, shop, manufactory, warehouse, or other buildings,  premises,
or places of every such person so making default in payment of such
sum of money, when due by his contract to the said Company, for the
space of twenty-one days after such demand as aforesaid, and thence-
forth to discontinue the supply of gas contracted for with the said
Company by such person.
186 25. It
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Penalty for inter - 25. If any person shall wantonly or maliciously hinder orrupting Company'sworkmen. interrupt the said Company, or their respective agents, workmen, orwork
servants, or any of them, in lawfully doing or performing any of the
works, or in the exercise of any of the powers and authorities by this
Act granted, or shall in anywise cause or procure such interruption to
take place, and shall thereof be convicted before any such justice or
justices of the peace as aforesaid, either on evidence or on confession,
every such person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and
pay to the said Company such sum or sums of money as shall be adjudged
by such justice or justices not exceeding five pounds, and also the full
amount of the damage which shall be sustained by such hindrance or
interruption, and such sum or sums of money so adjudged shall be
recovered in like  manner as  any penalty or forfeiture can or may by
virtue of this Act be recovered, or the said Company may at their own
option sue for the damage sustained by them for such hindrance or
interruption.
Damages and charges 26. Where by this Act any damages or charges are directed or
in case of dispute to
be settled by  justices. authorised to be paid or recovered in addition to any penalty for any
offence in this Act mentioned, the amount of such damages or charges
in case of dispute respecting the same shall be settled, ascertained,
and determined by the justice or justices of the peace by or before
whom any offender shall- be convicted of any such offence, and which
such justice or justices are hereby authorised and required, on non-
payment thereof, to levy such damages or charges by distress E nd sale
of the offender's goods and chattels in manner directed by this Act for
the levying of any penalties or forfeitures.
In case of  non-pay- 27. When and so often as any sum of money shall be directedment of compensa.
tion or damages the or ordered by any justice or justices of the peace, in pursuance of this
same  to be levied by Act, o be paid by the said Company s orby way of compensation ordistress of the goods
of the Company. satisfaction for any materials or costs or for any damage, spoil, or injury
of any nature or kind whatsoever, done or committed by the said
Company or by any person acting by or under their authority, and such
sum of money shall not be paid by the said Company to the party
entitled to receive the same within ten days after demand in writing
shall have been made upon the said Company or their secretary in
pursuance of the direction or order made by such justice or justices
(and in which demand the order of such justice or justices shall be
stated), then and in such cases the amount of such compensation or
satisfaction shall and may be levied and recovered by action at law
against the said Company, or by distress and sale of the goods and
chattels vested in the said Company by virtue of this Act, except as
hereinbefore provided, under a warrant to be issued for that purpose by
such justice or justices, which warrant any such justice or justices is
and are hereby authorised and required to grant under his hand and
seal, or their hands and seals, on application made to him or them for
that purpose by the party entitled to receive  such sum  of money as
by way of compensation or satisfaction for any such materials, costs,
damages, spoil, or injury as aforesaid ; and in case any overplus shall
remain after payment of such sum of money and the costs and
expenses of hearing and determining the matter in dispute, and also the
costs and expenses of such distress and sale, then and in such case
such overplus shall be returned on demand to the said Company.
Recovery and 28 . All fines, penalties, and forfeitures for all and every offencealicati
penaltieson of in this Act, mentioned, or by any rule, order, or by-law inflicted or
imposed
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imposed in relation to which the manner of convicting the offender or
applying the penalties is not particularly mentioned or directed, or
which shall be inflicted or imposed by any rule, order, or by-law to
be made under the authority of this Act, shall, in case of non-
payment thereof, be adjudged by and be recovered before any justice or
justices of the peace for the said Colony of Queensland, or for the
municipality or division in a summary way.
29. And for the more easy conviction of offenders against this Form
Act, be it further enacted. that a conviction in the form or to the effect
following shall be good, without alleging more than the substance of
the offence (that is to say)-
QUEENSLAND Be it  remembered  that on the  day  of in the
TO WIT. year of Our Lord  is  [or  are]  convicted
by me  [or us]  of Her Majesty 's justices
of the Colony of Queensland by virtue of  The  South Brisbane Gas and  Light Company
(Limited) Act of  1885 "  [specifying the offence  and the  time and place when and where
the same was committed ]  contrary to the said Act and for which I  [or we]  adjudge the
said  to have forfeited the
sum of £
Given under my hand  and seal  [or our hands and seals]  the day  and year  first
above written
of conviction.
30. If any person who shall be summoned as a witness to attend compelling
and give evidence before any justice or justices of the peace touching witnesses toattend.
any matter of fact contained in any information or complaint for any
offence committed against this Act, either on the part of the prosecutor
or on behalf of the person accused, shall refuse or neglect to appear at
the time and place to be for that purpose appointed after having been
paid or tendered a reasonable sum for his loss of time, charges, and
expenses, without a reasonable excuse for his refusal or neglect, or
appearing shall refuse to be examined upon oath and give evidence
before such justice of the peace, then and in every such case every
such person shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds.
udge31. 4 ny person whomsoever thinking himself aggrieved by the ofppheeal to  jDist
order or determination of any justice or justices of the peace in pur- court.
suance of this Act may appeal to the judge of any District Court to
be holden at the City of Brisbane within four calendar months after
the cause of appeal shall have arisen (the person appealing having
first given at least twenty-one days' notice in writing of such appeal
and the particular nature and matter thereof to the person
appealed against, and forthwith after such notice entering into a
recognisance before the convicting justice or justices with two sufficient
sureties conditioned to try such appeal and to abide the order and
award of the said judge thereon), and such judge, upon due proof of
such notice and recognisance having been given and entered into, shall
in a summary way hear and determine such complaint, and if he shall
see cause  may reverse any such judgment order or determination or
may mitigate any forfeiture or fine, and may order any money to be
returned which shall have been levied in pursuance of such order, rule,
by-law or determination, and shall and may also award such further
satisfaction to be made to the party injured, or such costs to either of
the parties, as he shall think reasonable and proper ; and every such
determination of such judge shall be binding, final, and conclusive
upon all parties to all intents and purposes whatsoever.
32. No
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Proceedings to be  32. No person whomsoever shall be subject or liable to the
within three  calendar  payment of any of the penalties or forfeitures inflicted by virtue of this
months. Act for any offence against this Act, unless an action shall have been
brought, or information respecting such offence or offences shall have
been lodged, before some justice of the peace within three calendar
months next after such offence committed.
Proc edings not to  b. 33. No proceedings to be had and taken in pursuance of this Act
removed by shall be removed by  certiorari,  or any other writ or process whatsoever,ee orari.
into her Majesty' s Supreme  Court of Queensland.
Person making
distress irregularly
not to be deemed
trespasser  ab initio.
34. When any distress shall be made for any sum of money to be
levied under the authority of this Act, or any order or by-law made in
pursuance thereof, the distress itself shall not be deemed unlawful, nor
shall the party making the same be deemed a trespasser, on account
of any defect or want of form in the information, summons, conviction,
warrant, or distress, or any other proceedings relating thereto ; nor
shall the party distraining be deemed a trespasser  ab initio  on account
of any subsequent irregularity which shall be afterwards done by the
party distraining, but the person aggrieved by such irregularity shall
and may recover full satisfaction for the special damages in an action
on the case.
Costs of obtaining 35. All the costs, charges, and expenses attending the applying
this Act to be paidfor, obtaining, and passing of this Act shall be paid and discharged by
before all other
claims, the said Company out of the moneys already subscribed, or to be
subscribed, or to be received for the purpose of this Act, in preference
to all other payments whatsoever.
Power of local
authorityto  purchase
Company's under-
taking after fourteen
years.
Interpretation.
36. At any time after the expiration of fourteen years from
the passing of this Act the local authority within whose jurisdiction
the Company carries on its operations may purchase and take from the
Company the whole of the lands, buildings, works, mains, pipes, and
apparatus of the Company on such terms as to ascertainment and pay-
ment of the purchase money as may be from time to time prescribed
by Parliament.
In the event of the Company carrying on its operations within
the jurisdiction of more than one local authority, such purchase may
be made by such one of the local authorities as may be prescribed by
Parliament.
building, passage, or grounds.
37. The following words and expressions in this Act shall
have the several meanings hereby assigned to them unless there be
something in the subject or the context repugnant to such a con-
struction (that is to say)-
The word " street" shall mean public street, market, place,
square, crescent, highway, roadway, lane, bridge, passage,
or other public place.
The word " lamp" shall mean lamp, whether on a post or
affixed to any building, lamp-post, pillar, pilaster, or
lamp-iron.
The expression  11 private way " shall mean private way, lane,
The
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The word 41 building" shall mean place of public worship or
public amusement, public institution, public or private
office, manufactory, house, shop, dwelling, inn, tavern,
or other building whatsoever, court, garden or yard.
The word " pipe " shall mean main, main-pipe, supply-pipe,
stop-cock, water-cock, syphon, plug, branch, or apparatus
conduit.
The word ground " shall mean stones, ground, soil, pave-
ment, material, or roadway of any street.
The word  91, material" shall include any iron, wood, stone, or
other substance used in the construction of any bridge.
The words " Local Authority " shall mean the municipality
or divisional board having jurisdiction over the street
or place in question.
38. This Act shall be styled and may be  cited  as  " The South  short itle.
Brisbane  Gas and Light Company  (Limited ) Act of  1885."
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government  Printer, William Street,  Brisbane.
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VICTOTtLE REGIN}E.
No. 17.
An Act to further Amend the Pact ftc Island  Labourers Act of  1880, and
to put a Limit to its Operation.
[AsSEwTED TO 10T19 NovB i.nEB, 1885.
HBRE.&s the amounts contributed by employers of Pacific
Islanders under 11 The Pacific iskind Labourer8 Act of  1880 " Preambl..
are insufficient to defray the expenses of the administration of that Act,
and it is expedient that sick amounts should be increased, and that
the said Act should be 4mended in other respects : And whereas it
is further expedient that the introduction of labourers from the Pacific
Islands should not be continued after the year one thousand eight
hundred and ninety : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-
lative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:-
1. This Act shall be read and construed with and as an amend-
ment of  " The Pacific Island Labourers dot of  1880," hereinafter 44 ;to be,No.'17.called the Principal Act.
2. This Act may be cited as " The Pacific Island Labourers
Act of  1880  Amendment Act of  1885." Short title.
The Principal Act and " The Pacific Island Labourers Act of
1880  Amendment Act of  1884 " and this Act may together be cited
as  " The Pacific Island Labourers Acts,  1880-1885."
i.g$ 8, The
with
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Assistant Inspectors . 3. The term " Inspector " in the said Acts includes " Assis-
tant Inspector," and the Governor in Council may from time to time
appoint fit and proper persons to be Assistant Inspectors of Pacific
Islanders and Labourers for the purposes of the said Acts. Any
such appointment heretofore made is hereby declared to be and to have
been valid.
Annexation of
islands by Her
Majesty or other
civilized power not
to exclude
application of Acts.
Capitation fee
increased to £3.
4. In any case in which, after the introduction of an islander
into Queensland ,  the island of which he is a native comes or has come
to be within  Her  Majesty 's dominions or within the jurisdiction of
any other civilized power ,  the provisions of  " The  Pacific Island
Labourers  Acts,  1880 - 1885 " shall nevertheless continue to apply
to such islander so long as he remains within the Colony.
5. The sum to be paid by an applicant to the Immigration
Agent under the provisions of the eighth section of the Principal Act
shall be three pounds for each islander proposed to be introduced,
instead of thirty shillings as therein provided .  And the said eighth
section of the Principal Act shall hereafter be read as if the sum of
three pounds were therein mentioned instead of thirty shillings, when-
ever the latter sum is therein mentioned.
Hospital capitation 6. Every employer of islanders in a district in which a hospital
fee increased  to 21
per annum for islanders and labourers has been established shall pay a hospital.
capitation fee at the rate of twenty shillings per annum for every
islander in his employment, instead of at the rate of ten shillings for
every labourer as provided by the twenty-eighth section of the
Principal Act ; and the said section shall be read and construed
as amended to that effect accordingly.
When payable. Such sum shall be payable on the first day of January in every
year, in respect of every islander then in the employment of an
employer.
Provided that if the term of engagement of an islander will
expire before the first day of July following one-half that sum only
shall be payable.
The like sum of twenty shillings shall be payable by every
employer in respect of every islander engaged by him between the
first day of January and the thirtieth day of June inclusive in any
year, and one-half that sum shall be payable in respect of every
islander engaged by him between the first day of July and the thirty-
first day of December inclusive. Such  sums  shall be payable upon the
engagement  of the  islander.
Upon the first establishment of a hospital in a district the
hospital capitation fee shall be immediately payable in respect of
every islander then employed in the district, and shall be at the rate
of twenty shillings for each islander so employed, unless the time of
such establishment is after the thirtieth day of June, or the term of
engagement of an islander will expire within six months from the
time of such establishment, in either of which  cases the fee payable
in respect of all the islanders, or of the islanders whose  engagements
will so expire, as the case may be, shall be at the rate of ten shillings
only.
When the time of the establishment of the hospital is after the
thirtieth day of June, and the term of engagement of an islander
will expire within six months from the time of such establishment, no
further fee shall be payable in respect of such islander on the first day
of January following.
7. No
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7. No hospital capitation fee shall be payable in respect of Exempt labourers
islanders who are registered as exempt from the provisions of the third not to be maintainedin  hospitals except at
ar, fourth sections of  " The Pacific Island Labourers Act of  1880  expense of employer.
Amendment Act of  1884," and the cost of the treatment and main-
tenance in a hospital of any islander so registered shall be borne by his
employer.
8. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained  in Moneys of deceased
The Intestacy Act of  1877," when an islander dies intestate all islanders to be paid
moneys which are then to his credit in the Government Savings Bank, i landers'
F
nd."
or which are received by the Curator of Intestate Estates, shall be paid
into the Treasury to the credit of 16 The Pacific Islanders' Fund."
But the Minister shall nevertheless apply such moneys, in a due
course of administration, in payment of any debts due by the deceased
islander, and may pay the surplus or any part thereof to any person
proved to his satisfaction to be the next of kin or one of the next of
kin of the deceased islander.
9. All moneys recovered in respect of any bond given underMoney recovered on
the Principal Act shall be paid into the Treasury to the credit of bops i fitcIslanders'
" The Pacific Islanders' Fund." Fund."
10. The money standing to the credit of " The Pacific Islanders '  Application of
Fund " shall be available, and may be applied by order of the Governor Fnd." Islanders'
in Council ,  for the payment of any expenses lawfu lly incurred in and
about the execution of any of the provisions of  11 The  Pacific Island
Labourers Acts,  1880-1885," or in and about any act or thing done
by the Minister for the protection or benefit of any islanders.
L imit  to Period for Introduction of Islanders.
11. After the thirty-first day of  December one thousand eight isso.hundred and ninety no license to introduce islanders shall  be
granted.
By Authority  , JAxse  C. Bast ,  Government Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
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An Act to  Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to the Sale of
Intoxicating Liquors by Retail ,  and for other purposes connected
therewith.
ASSENTED  TO 10TH NOVEMBER ,  1885.
WHEREAS it is expedient to consolidate and amend  the laws Preamble.
v v relating to the sale of intoxicating liquors by retail, the
licensing of Billiard tables and Bagatelle tables, the rights, duties, andliabilities of Innkeepers, and other matters connected therewith : Be
it enacted by the Queen's Most Jxcellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
of Queensland in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same ,  as follows :--
PART I.-PRELIMINARY.
1. This Act is divided into seven Parts, as follows :  Division  into Parts.
PART I -PRELIMINARY ;
PART II.-ESTABLISHMENT AND CONSTITUTION OF LICENSING
DISTRICTS AND LICENSING AUTHORITIES-PROCEDURE
AND DUTIES OF LICENSING AUTHORITIES- OFFICERS
AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS ACTING UNDER THEIR
DIRECTION ;
PART III.-THE GRANTING, RENEWAL, TRANSFER, REMOVAL,
AND TRANSMISSION OF LICENSES ;
PART IV.-OBLIGATIONS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF
LICENSEES ;
PART V.-SALE OF LIQUOR BY UNLICENSED  PERSONS ;
PART VI.-LOCAL OPTION ;
PART VII.--GENERAL PROVISIONS.
2. This189
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2. This Act may be cited as  " The Licensing Act of  1885,"
and shall  commence  and take effect on the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six.
3. The several Acts specified in the First Schedule hereto are
hereby repealed to the extent in the said Schedule indicated. But
such repeal shall not prejudice or affect any certificate, license, or per-
mission lawfully conferred or granted, or any act done, or right
acquired, or any liability, obligation, penalty, forfeiture, or punish-
ment, incurred under or in respect of any of the Acts so repealed ;
except that  all licenses  granted under any of such repealed Acts shall,
after the commencement of this Act, be held in all respects subject to
the provisions of this Act, and shall entitle the holders thereof to the
same  privileges as if they had been granted under it.
All proceedings begun before the commencement of this
Act shall and may be respectively continued, and all offences com-
mitted before the  passing of  this Act shall be punishable, as if this
Act had  not been passed.
4. In this Act, unless the context otherwise indicates, the
following  terms  shall have the meaning and include the matters
following-that is to say :-
Minister"-The Colonial Secretary or other Minister
charged for the time being with the administration of
this Act ;
"Licensing District" or " District"-A District duly con-
stituted for the  purposes  of this Act ;
" Special District"-A District proclaimed  as a Special
Licensing District  under  this Act ;
" Licensing Authority"-The Justices having jurisdiction
under this Act within the District ;
"Licensing  Justice" or " Justice"-A Justice of the Peace
having such jurisdiction ;
"Licensed Premises"-The premises in respect of which a
license  or certificate granted under this Act, or any Act
hereby repealed, is in force ;
Licensee"-A person holding  a license  or certificate under
this Act, or any Act hereby repealed ;
Municipality"--A municipality constituted under  " The
Local  Government  Act of  1878," or any Act amending or
in substitution for that Act ;
Town"-Any town to which the provisions of the Acts
commonly called  " The Towns Police Acts,"  or any Acts
amending  or in substitution for those Acts, are appli-
cable for the time being ;
"Division"-A Division constituted under  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1879," or any Act amending or in sub-
stitution for that Act ;
" Local Authority"-The Council of a Municipality or
Boaxd of a Division as the case may be ;
" Chairman of a Local Authority"-The Mayor or President
of a Municipality, or the Chairman of a Division ;
" Clerk of Petty Sessions"-The Clerk of Petty Sessions for
the time being of the principal Court of Petty Sessions in
the District ;
" Inspector "
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" Inspector"-Any Inspector or Sub-Inspector appointed  for Inspector.
the District under this Act; or, if no Inspector or Sub-
Inspector  is so  appointed, any Inspector or Sub-Inspector
of Police in the District ; or if there is no Inspector or
Sub-Inspector of Police in the District, the senior mem-
ber of the Police Force in the District;
" Ratepayer"-Any person whose  name  is duly entered  in Ratepayer.
the voters' roll of a Municipality, or in the rate-book of a
Division ;
" Brewer"-Any maker, for purposes of sale, of beer,  ale, Brewer.
porter, or stout, or any other fermented liquor brewed
wholly or in part from malt ;
" Liquor"-Wines, spirits, beer, porter, stout, ale, cider, Liquor.
perry, or any other spirituous or fermented fluid capable
of producing intoxication ;
"Licensed Victualler"-The holder of a Licensed Victualler' s Licensed victualler.
License under this Act or a Publican's License under
any Act hereby repealed ;
Wine-seller"-Any person holding a license under this wine-seller.
Act to sell wine ;
Regulations "-Regulations under this Act. Regulations.
PART II.-ESTABLISHMENT AND CONSTITUTION OF LICENSING DIS-
TRICTS AND LICENSING AUTHORITIES-PROCEDURE AND DUTIES
OF LICENSING AUTHORITIES-OFFICERS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS
ACTING UNDER THEIR DIRECTION.
Establishment and Constitution of Licensing Districts and Licensing
Authorities.
5. The Governor in Council may constitute licensing districts Establishment and
for the of this Act and until districts  are so consti - constitutio nofpurposes licensing districts.
tuted the licensing districts heretofore constituted and existing for
the purposes of  " The Licensing Boards Act of  1879," and  "  The Existing dist ricts
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act of  1880," and when no such continued,
districts have been so constituted then the districts heretofore
appointed to be Police Districts, shall be licensing districts for the
purposes of this Act.
6. (1) The licensing authority for each district shall , except as Licensing authority.
hereinafter otherwise provided, consist of the justices of the peace
exercising  ordinary jurisdiction within the district.
Provided that-
(1) The Governor in Council may from time to time, and
subject to the provisions of this Act, appoint certain
justices of the peace to be the licensing justices for a
district :
(2) When licensing justices  are so  appointed for a district,
all the powers and authorities by this Act conferred on
the licensing authority or licensing justices shall be
exercised by the justices so appointed collectively, or by
one or more of them, as the case may be, and all other
justices not so appointed shall  cease  to have any juris-
diction under this Act within the district.
(2) In the appointment of licensing justices for a district,
regard shall be had to the following provisions :-
(a) The police magistrate (if any) appointed for any town Police m g tratel to
or place within the district, shall be appointed one of
such justices : (b) When
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(b) When a district comprises a municipality or division or
part thereof, the chairman of the local authority shall be
appointed a licensing justice, unless disqualified as herein-
after provided; and if he is so disqualified, the local autho-
rity may nominate some other member thereof, being
a justice of the peace, who shall be appointed in his stead.
7. No person who is--
(a) A registered spirit merchant or the holder of a licensed
victualler's or wine-seller's license, or of a billiard
license or bagatelle license ; or
(b) The owner, landlord, or mortgagee of any rouse within
the district used or licensed for the sale of liquor, or for
playing at billiards or bagatelle, or in respect of which
an application is made for a license under this Act, or
the owner or mortgagee of the lease or furniture of any
such house ; or
(c) A brewer or distiller ; or
(d) An officer or agent of any society interested in pre-
venting the sale of liquor ; or
(e) A director, manager, or officer of a joint stock company
carrying on the business of registered spirit merchants,
or of brewers or distillers ; or
(f) A director, manager, or officer of a corporation, joint
stock company, or building society, being mortgagees of
any house within the district used or licensed for the
sale of liquor, or for playing at billiards or bagatelle, or
in respect of which an application is made for a license
under this Act, or being the mortgagees of the lease
or furniture of any such house ;
shall be appointed or act as a licensing justice.
Any justice appointed as a licensing justice for a district, who,
during his term of office,  becomes such owner, landlord ,  or mortgagee,
or an officer or agent of a society interested  in preventing  the sale of
li quor, or a director, manager, or officer of any such corporation, joint
stock company, or building society, as aforesaid ,  shall immediately
cease to be a licensing justice.
No chairman of a local  authority , or justice nominated and
appointed in his stead ,  shall, as a  licensing justice, adjudicate in
any case arising under this  Act in  respect of premises situated, or of
an offence committed, outside of the boundaries of the municipality or
division.
8. Any justice disqualified by the last preceding section, who,
after becoming so disqualified ,  knowingly or wilfully sits as a licensing
justice, or acts in any way as such  j ustice, shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds and not less
than five pounds.
9. (1) In districts  for which licensing justices are appointed
the  appointments shall be made as soon as practicable after the  first
day of  March  in each year, and the justices so appointed for any district
shall hold office during that year and until  the thirty-first day  of March
in the succeeding year ,  or until the day when licensing justices are
appointed for the district for such succeeding year ,  whichever shall be
the earlier day.
(2) In case of the death, resignation ,  removal ,  or other disquali-
fication of a licensing justice so appointed ,  the Governor in Council
may appoint in his place some other person qualified under this Act.
(3) The
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(3) The members of licensing boards appointed for licensing  Existing licensing
districts under any of the said repealed Acts shall be and continue to justices  to act untilsuccessors appointed.
act as licensing justices for such districts respectively under this Act
until the day when  licensing  justices are appointed for such districts
respectively, or until the thirty-first day of March, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-six, whichever shall be the earlier day.
(4) All appointments of licensing justices shall be notified  in Notification in
the  Gazette. Gazette.
10. Every meeting of a licensing authority shall be held in open Proceeding before
court, and the consideration by a licensing authority of all applications, licensing  authority a
objections, and complaints, shall be held to be a judicial proceeding. judicial  proceeding.
11. Except as herein otherwise provided every authority by Jurisdiction of
this Act conferred on justices shall be exercised by a police magic- licensing authority.
trate or two or more licensing justices of the district in which the
authority is to be exercised, and every offence, act, omission, or
neglect, for which by this Act any punishment  by way  of penalty or
forfeiture may be inflicted, shall, if the same is not by this Act declared
to be a misdemeanour, or directed or permitted by it to be heard or
determined before some other court or authority, be prosecuted, and
every such penalty or forfeiture shall be recovered, before a police
magistrate or two or more licensing justices of the district in which
the offence, act, omission, or neglect was committed, or the penalty or
forfeiture incurred.
And every police magistrate, or two or more licensing justices
sitting for the purposes of this Act, shall have and exercise all the
ordinary powers of justices in petty sessions.
A complaint for an offence against this Act may be laid before
any justice, whether a licensing justice or not.
Special Districts.
12. The Governor in Council  may, by  proclamation ,  appoint Governor may
any place or district in which, owing to a sudden increase of roclaim Special
population or otherwise ,  a necessity for the immediate granting of
istricts.
licenses under  this Act  appears to exist, to be a special licensing
district ,  wherein special licenses may be granted .  In any such case
the provisions hereinafter contained with respect to temporary licenses
in special districts shall be applicable.
Inspectors.
13. The Governor in Council may appoint in and for any Governor may
licensing district an inspector and such sub-inspectors as he may
and
&pint
ii nspectorsrs
think fit for the purposes of this Act.
Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Regulations may Duties of inspectors
define the duties of such inspectors and sub-inspectors, and prescribe may be defined by
the modes, times, and conditions of the exercise thereof. Regulations.
Meetings of Licensing Authorities.
14. A quarterly melting of the licensing authority  for Procedure of
each licensing district shall be held at the place appointed for holding licensing authorities.
the principal court of petty  sessions  in the district, at ten o'clock in Quarterly  meetings
the forenoon on the first Wednesday in the months of January, to be held.
April, July, and October in every year, for the consideration of
applications for licenses and certificates, and the renewal, transfer,
and removal of licenses, under this Act,
The
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Chairman and vote. The police magistrate if he is present shall be the chairman
at every such meeting ; and in his absence, or in case there is no
police magistrate, the justices present shall elect a chairman for the
day from amongst themselves ; and in case of an equality of votes on
any question, the chairman shall have a second or casting vote.
Quorum.  15. (1) When licensing justices have been appointed for a
district, then at every such quarterly meeting of the licensing authority,
Adjournment maybe or adjourned meeting thereof, four licensing justices, or the police
maa°' magistrate and two licensing justices, having jurisdiction in any
matter brought before the licensing authority, shall form a quorum,
which, when so formed, may adjourn the consideration or decision of
the business from the day of such meeting, to such other day as
they may by a majority of votes agree upon ; and so from time to
time, but not longer on the whole, as to any business, than one month
from the day on which it was first appointed to be heard.
(2) In districts for which licensing justices have not been
appointed the police magistrate or any two justices shall form a
quorum.
Adjournment when
no quorum. 16. If on  the day appointed for any quarterly meeting or
adjournment thereof, and at the expiration of thirty minutes from
the hour appointed for the meeting or adjourned meeting, there is
not present a sufficient number of licensing justices to form a quorum,
the licensing justices present, or if none are present, the clerk of petty
sessions , may adjourn or further adjourn such meeting for any time
not exceeding one week ; and such time shall not be counted in the
time limited as aforesaid.
Nto bottiece of meetings 17. The clerk of petty  sessions  shall give to every licensing
of  petty vsese ons .. justice appointed for the district, if licensing justices have been so
appointed, and to every justice usually acting for and residing in the
district, if none have been so appointed, fourteen days' notice, in writing,
of the time and place of each quarterly meeting of the licensing
authority, and seven days' notice of every adjourned meeting conse-
quent upon the absence of a quorum.
Notice to be exhibited A copy of such notice shall be exhibited by the clerk of petty
on court -house door.
sessions  on the door or other conspicuous place on the outside of the
court-house or building where meetings of the licensing authority
are appointed to be held.
Order of business 18. The rules of procedure prescribed in the Second Schedulebefore
authorities.emg hereto shall, as far as the same can be applied, and subject to any
Schedule 2. special provisions contained in this Act, be observed in the conduct
of business before licensing authorities. Such rules of procedure may
be rescinded or altered by Regulations.
Clerk of petty
sessions to keep
2ifiter of licensee,
Officers and Duties  of Officers.
19. The clerk of petty sessions shall-
(1) Keep a register of all licenses and certificates granted
from time to time  in the  district  ;  and such register shall
as nearly as possible show-
(n) The names, arranged alphabetica lly, of the  licensees or
holders of certificates ;
(b) The
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(b) The nature in each case of the license or certificate,
and whether it is new, transferred, removed ,  or tem-
porary ; and
(c) The locality and designation in each  case  of the licensed
premises ,  and the accommodation provided ; or the
name, description, and tonnage of the vessel in
respect of which a license has been granted ,  and the
trade in which such vessel is employed ;
And shall, as occasion may require, make such altera-
tions and additions as may be required in such register,
by reason of the granting of further licenses or certificates
or the renewal ,  removal, transfer ,  transmission, or
forfeiture of licenses previously granted ; and shall
note in such register the convictions, if any, and the
nature thereof, recorded against any licensee in any
court, of which he is officially informed in the interval
between any two meetings of the licensing authority ;
(2) Cause a list to be prepared, showing the names and places  Prepare lists of
of abode of all applicants for a license or certificate ,  or applications.
for the renewal, transfer, or removal of a license ,  and the
locality and designation of the premises, or the name and
trade of the vessel, in respect of which such applicants
respectively apply ;
(3) Fourteen days before every quarterly meeting at which Afz copies in and
any application is to be heard, cause one copy of such ho e of court -
list to be posted in some conspicuous place outside,
and one copy inside ,  of the court or building in which
the sittings of the licensing authority are appointed to
be held ;
(4) Report to the licensing authority, in respect of all Report to previous
applications for licenses, certificates ,  or transfers of appli cations.licenses, whether the applicants or intended transferrees
have previously been applicants for a license, or the
transfer of a license ,  under this or any _ of the Acts
hereby repealed ,  and, if so, with what result ;
(5) Immediately on receipt of notice of an application for Notify application to
a license, or for the transfer or renewal of a license , inspector.
forward a copy thereof to the inspector for inquiry and
report ;
(6) When objection has been made to any application for a Forward notice oflicense or certificate,  or for the renewal ,  transfer , objectiontoinspector.
removal, or transmission, of a license or certificate, by
any person other than the inspector ,  immediately on
receipt of the objection forward a copy thereof to the
inspector for inquiry and report ;
(7) Give such other notices ,  and perform such other duties , Generally performduties and give
as may be required under the provisions of this Act, or notices under Act.
any regulations made thereunder , or as  may be directed
to be given or performed by the licensing authority, or
by any licensing justice acting in pursuance of the
directions of the licensing authority.
And every clerk of petty sessions who neglects to execute any duty Penalty for neglect.
imposed upon him by this section shall, for every such neglect ,  be liable
to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
20. The
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20. The inspector shall-
(1) Provide himself with a copy of the register directed by
this Act to be kept by the clerk of petty sessions, and
from time to time inform himself of the alterations made
in such register, and correct his copy accordingly ;
(2) Inform himself of the manner in which all premises
licensed under this Act ' within the district are conducted
and kept, and whether the provisions of this Act in
relation to such premises, and the management thereof
by the licensee, have been and are observed ;
(3) Immediately on receipt of any notice sent to him by the
clerk of petty  sessions , as by this Act is directed, inspect
all premises  and vessels in the district, respecting which
any application for a license, or the renewal, transfer, or
removal of alicense, has been otified as intended to be
made ;  and if he believes that the provisions of this Act
with  respect  to any such premises or vessels are fully
complied with, forthwith give to the applicant, or person
in charge of the premises or vessel, a certificate as near
ae may be in such one of the Forms contained in the
Third Schedule hereto as is applicable ; but if he finds
that such provisions have not been complied with, with-hold such certificate, ndreport his refusal, with a
statement of the grounds thereof, to the clerk of petty
sessions , at least seven clear days before the day appointed
for the hearing of any such application ;
(4) Make a report to the clerk of petty  sessions  at least three
clear days before the day appointed for the hearing of
the application upon all notices of objection to any appli-
cation for a license, or renewal, transfer, or removal of alicense, which he has received in pursuance of this Act ;
(5) Attend at the quarterly meetings of the licensing
authority, and on any other occasion when required
by the licensing authority ; and make all inspections,
examinations , and reports required or directed by the
licensing authority.
2 1. Every inspector who takes, receives, or asks from any
persoii, ably foe, gratnlty, or reward whatsoever (not being part of his
official emolument), whether directly or indirectly, for anything done
or to be done by him in connection with the duties imposed upon him
under  this Act, shall, on conviction, be dismissed from his office, and
be disqualified from re-employment in the public service, and shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds, and in default of
paymmnt to i. pHsonment for any time not exceeding six calendar
months.
Any person who directly or indirectly gives, offers, or promises,
to any inspector, any fee, gratuity, or reward for anything done or to
be done by him in connection with the duties imposed upon him under
this. Act, shall on conviction be liable to a penalty of not less than
ten pounds nor more than fifty pounds, and in default of payment
to imprisonment for any time not exceeding six calendar months ;
and if he is a licensee under this Act, or any of the Acts hereby
repealed, shall also forfeit his license and be disqualified from
holding any license under this Act for three years from the date of the
conviction.
PART
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PART III.-TAE GRANTING, RENEWAL, TRANSFER, REMOVAL, AND
TRANSMISSION OF LICENSES.
22. The Governor in Council may prohibit for any period Lot  Governor may
exceeding one year the issue of new licenses within any district, town, pceneest
issue of
or place. And any such prohibition shall be observed by the licensing
authority having jurisdiction therein.
23. Licenses  under this Act shall be of four kinds, that  is Licenses that may be
granted.to say-
(1) A licensed victualler's license, which shall be as nearly Schedule 6-Form 1.
as may be in the First Form of the Sixth Schedule to
this Act ;
(2) A wine-seller's license, which shall be as nearly as may Form 2.
be in the Second Form of the said Schedule ;
(3) A packet license, which shall be as nearly as may be in Form 3.
the Third Form of the said Schedule ;
(4) A billiard or bagatelle license, which shall be as nearly Form 4.
as may be in the Fourth Form of the said
Schedule.
24: No license under this Act shall be granted or transferred persons disqualified
to or held by any of the following persons (that is to  say) :- from holding licenses.
(a) A person holding office or employment under the Govern-
ment ;
(b) A constable or bailiff ;
(c) A licensed auctioneer ;
(d) A brewer or distiller ;
(e) A wholesale spirit dealer, or wholesale dealer in wine
or beer ;
(f) A person actually undergoing  a sentence  for any criminal
offence ;
Nor shall any licensed victualler' s or wine -seller's license be Premises  for which
granted in respect of premises of which a constable or bailiff is the licenses not to begranted-in respect
owner , or in which he is interested. of ownership.
25. No  licensed victualler's license shall be granted for any Accommodation
premises  within a municipality, or in any place distant  less  than five required onpremises within
miles  from the boundaries of a municipality, which do not, at and after  municipalities.
the time of applying for the  same, contain , in addition to and exclusive
of such reasonable accommodation for the family and servants of the
proposed  licensee as  the licensing authority may think necessary, at least
three sitting- rooms  of moderate  size  and six sleeping-rooms of which Three sitting-rooms,
none contains  less than eight hundred cubic feet or  is less  than nine feet six bed-rooms.
high, constantly ready and fit for public accommodation; nor unless
there are attached to such premises privies and urinals in accordance in
all respects with the requirements of  The Health Act of  1884" and the
by-laws of the local authority having jurisdiction within the district
in which such premises are situated ; or, if the provisions of the
said Act are not applicable, then unless they are in conformity with
Regulations ; or, if no Regulations are in force, unless such  premises
are provided with proper places of convenience for the use of the
customers, so as to prevent nuisances and offences against decency.
26. No licensed victualler's license shall be granted for any Accommodation
premises outside the boundaries of any municipality, and distant required onpremises outside
more than five miles from the boundaries thereof, which do not,  of municipWitie..
at and after the time of applying for the same, contain, in
addition to and exclusive of such reasonable accommodation for the
family and  servants  of the proposed licensee  as the  licensing  authority
may
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Two sitting -rooms may think necessary, at least two sitting-rooms of moderate size, and
and four  bed-rrvms• four sleeping-rooms of moderate size, constantly ready and fit for
public accommodation; nor unless there are attached to such premises
privies and urinals in accordance in all respects with the requirements
of 11 The Health Act of  1884 " and the by-laws of the local authority
having jurisdiction within the district in which such premises are
situated ; or, if the provisions of the said Act are not applicable, then
unless they  are in  conformity with the Regulations ; or, if no Regula-
tions are in force, unless such premises are provided with proper
places of convenience for the use of the customers,  so as  to prevent
nuisances  and offences against decency ; nor unless there is attached to
such premises stabling sufficient for four horses at least, with an
adequate supply of wholesome forage.
Exception as to  27. Nothing in the two last preceding sections contained
accommodation in relating  to the number  and size  of rooms shall affect any license or
sedalready provisional certificate granted before the commencement of this Act,
or prevent any renewal or transfer thereof, if the accommodation
as to the number of rooms is maintained at the standard heretofore
Proviso. required and applicable to any such license or certificate : Provided
that the cubic contents of a sitting or sleeping room be not
reduced below its contents at the passing of this Act, and that the
provisions of those sections are in all other respects complied with.
Railway refreshment  Nor shall anything in those sections apply to-
room -booth or (a) Any railway refreshment room ; or
stand-premises in
special district. (b) Any booth or stand licensed under this Act; or
(c) Any  premises situated and temporarily licensed in a special
district, if such premises, in the opinion of the licensing
authority, afford reasonable accommodation.
Notices to be given  28. Every person desirous of obtaining a licensed victualler's
by applicant for new license  under this Act for premises not then licensed, shall-license. (a) At least twenty-one days before applying for a  license
deliver to the clerk of petty  sessions  a notice in writing,
and in duplicate, signed by the applicant, and as nearly
as may be in the First Form in the Fourth Schedule
to this Act ;
Schedule  4, Form i . (b) Publish a copy of such notice one day in each week, for
Notice to be at least two weeks preceding his application (and so
advertised . that the last ofsuchpublicationsis not less than eightdays
before the time at which the application is to be made), in
a newspaper published in the district , or, if none is so
published, then in a newspaper which circulates in the
district, and the place of publication of which  is nearest
to the district ; and
Certifica'e  of (c) At the time of making his application produce to
inspector to be the licensing authority the certificate of the inspectorproduced . (if obtained) that the provisions of this Act with respect
to the accommodation required have been complied with
in the premises referred to in the application.
Renewal of licensa , 29. (1) A licensed victualler desirous of obtaining  a renewal
notice clerk of of his license shall, at least fourteen days before applying for suchpetty  sessions.
renewal, deliver to the clerk of petty  sessions  a notice in writing, and
in duplicate, signed by him, and as nearly as may be in the Second
schedule 4,Form 2. Form in the Fourth Schedule to this Act.
Renewal of  license  (2) An applicant having delivered the notice required by this
to be granted , unlessAct, shall be entitled as of course to a certificate for the renewal of his
in certain cases.
license , unless it is shown to the licensing authority either-
(a) That the applicant has become disqualified from holding,
or is  unfit to hold , a license  under this Act, or
(b) That
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(b) That the premises in respect of which he holds a license
have ceased to fulfil the conditions prescribed by this
Act, or
(c) That the house is no longer necessary,
or unless the licensing authority is authorised or required under the pro-Publication of notice
visions of the sixth part of this Act to refuse the renewal of the ] icense. unnecessary-attend.ance only  in special
(3) It shall not be necessary for an applicant for the renewal of cs•
a license to publish any notice, or to attend at the hearing of his applica.
tion, unless he is summoned by the licensing authority so to do, or
unless notice of objection to a renewal of his license has been duly
served upon him.
(4) Applications for the renewal of licenses shall be made to the  Time for making
licensing authority at the quarterly meeting held in the month of April . aPPI i'.on for
30. When an applicant for a licensed victualler's license, or for More than  one bar.
the renewal of a licensed victualler's license, desires to keep open in his
licensed premises more than one bar or counter for the sale of liquor,
he shall state that fact in his application, and shall specify the situa-
tion of each bar or counter so proposed to be kept open, and it shall
be in the discretion of the licensing authority to grant or refuse per-
mission to keep a second bar or counter.
31. (1) When a licensed victualler desires to transfer his Transfer of  licensedlicense to any other person, the intending transferror andtransferreevictualler's license.
shall deliver and publish a notice of their intention to apply for such
transfer, in like manner and at the like times as are hereby required in
the case of applications for new licenses, but in the Third Form in Schedule 4, Form 3.
the Fourth Schedule to this Act.
(2) If no objection is made to the transfer, or to the proposed
transferree, the licensing authority may, at any meeting or adjourned
meeting, transfer the license to the proposed transferree by an
endorsement upon the license in the First Form of the Seventh  Schedule 7, Form 1.
Schedule to this Act.
(3) If an objection is made to the transfer or to the proposed
transferree, the application shall be heard and determined in accord-
ance with the provisions of this Act.
32. (1) When a licensed victualler desires to remove his Removal of license.
business from the licensed premises occupied by him, to any other pre-
mises in the same or in an adjoining district, he shall deliver to the
clerk of petty sessions of the district, or of both districts as the case
may be, and shall publish, a notice as nearly as may be in the Notice as in new
Fourth Form in the Fourth Schedule to this Act of his intention  to license.
apply for leave so to do. Such notice shall be published in the same
schedule 4, Form 4.
manner and at the same times as are hereby required in the case. of
applications for new licenses, and the like procedure shall be observed
as in  that case.
(2) Where the licensee is not the owner of the premises from where licensee not
which the license is proposed to be removed, a copy of such notice shall owner consent of
be personally served upon, or sent by registered letter through the
owner to be obtained.
post to, such owner, or his recognised agent, within one day from the
date thereof ; and the licensing authority shall not grant any such
application for removal, unless it is proved to their satisfaction either
that the owner of the premises in respect of which the license is held
is a consenting party thereto, or that such premises have become
ruinous, or otherwise not in conformity with the provisions of Unless premises
. usthis Act, and that such owner has refused to make the necessary rrefuses toand .repair.
repairs or improvement thereto, or unless the licensing authority is
efuses
of opinion that the site of such premises is not suitable for licensed
premises. (3) If
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Refusal of leave  not (3) If the licensing authority grants the application, the
to prejudice existing
license. authority for such removal shall be given byendorsement on the
Schedule 7, Form 2. license as nearly as may be in the Second Form of the Seventh
Schedule to this Act. If the licensing authority refuses the applica-
tion, the existing license shall not be prejudiced.
Removal of license  (4) Nothing herein contained shall make it obligatory on a
unnecessary  where
premises renewed. licensee who g raduall y renews the premises in res pect of which his
license is held, or adds to the accommodation thereof, to apply for a
removal of his license,  so long as  the extent of accommodation for
the public originally provided is not diminished.
Provisionalcertificate  33. (1) Any person who desires to obtain a licensed victualler's
license in respect of any house and premises not at the time completed
and fit for occupation may make application at any quarterly meeting
of the licensing authority for a provisional certificate.
Notice of application. (2) Notice of such application shall be given and published as
Schedule 4,  Form 5. nearly as may be in the Fifth Form in the Fourth Schedule to this
Act, and in the same manner and at the same times as are hereby
required in the case of applications for now licenses, and the like
procedure shall be observed as in that case.
Evidence required  to (3) At the hearing of such application-
entitle applicant  to
certificate.  (a) If the house and premises are already erected, evidence
must be produced as to their fulfilment of the conditions
of this Act, as to number and size of rooms, and condition
of premises; and
(b) If they require alteration to fit them to fulfil the con-
ditions of this Act, evidence must be produced of the
nature and extent of such proposed alteration ;
(c) If they are not yet commenced, or are in course of
erection and not yet complete, evidence, with plans and
specifications, must be produced to show that when
finished they will fulfil the conditions of this Act.
Conditions may be (4) The licensing authority, after hearing any objections that
annexed.
may be made, may grant a provisional certificate, and may thereby
impose such conditions as to the materials or construction, and,
subject to this Act, as to the arrangement of such house and premises,
as they may think fit, or may refuse the application.
Form and effect  of (5) A Provisional certificate shall be in the Third Form in the
heduie7,  Form S.Seventh Schedule to this Act or to the like effect.(6) On application by the holder of the certificate or any
other person at any quarterly meeting of the licensing authority,
made within the time specified in the provisional certificate, and on
proof of the performance of such conditions, if any, as are imposed by
Schedule 5, Form  1. the certificate, the applicant shall be entitled to a certificate for a
Refusal of  license  license in the First Form in the Fifth Schedule to this Act. But if it
when applicant is made to appear to the licensing authority, on such application, thatpersona lly unfit .
the applicant himself is unfit to
be the holer of a license,
the y shall
refuse his application.
(7) Any such application must be made in the same manner as
herein provided in the  case  of applications for new licenses, and the
like procedure shall be observed  as in  that case.
Wine-seller,' Licenses.
App lications  for 34. Any person who desires to obtain a license, or the renewal,
wine -sellers  licenses.
or transfer, or removal of a license, authorising him to sell wine
shall , at least twenty-one days before he applies to the licensing
authority, deliver to the clerk of petty sessions a notice in writing,
signed by him, and in the case of a transfer by the proposed trans-
ferree, and as nearly as may be in such one of the Second, Third,
Schedule 4, Form  2, Fourth, or Sixth  Forms in  the Fourth Schedule to this Act as is8,4,6.
applicable
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applicable thereto, and shall, except in the case of an application for
a renewal of a license ,  publish such notice in the same manner as
hereinbefore prescribed in the case of applications for licensed
victuallers '  licenses.
Applications for wine-sellers' licenses may be made to the
licensing  authority at any quarterly meeting.
Packet Licenses.
35. (1) Certificates for packet licenses,  or the renewal or  transfer Packet license.
thereof, may be granted at any time to the master of any steamer or
sailing vessel carrying passengers, or plying within any port or harbour,
or on any river, in Queensland, or making passages and conveying
passengers from and to any ports or places within the Colony and its
dependencies, or from any port or place within the Colony and its
dependencies to any other port or place ; and such master shall
thereby be authorised to sell liquor to any passenger on board, during
any actual passage of such vessel, or within half-an-hour before
the commencement of the  passage,  but at no other time.
(2) Applications for packet licenses or the renewal or transfer of
packet licenses shall be made, if in respect of a vessel plying to or
within the port of Brisbane, to the police magistrate or any two
licensing justices having jurisdiction within the city of Brisbane ; and
in other cases, to the police magistrate or any two licensing justices
having jurisdiction in any town or place of usual arrival or departure
of the vessel in respect of which the application is made.
(3) Every application for a packet license, or the renewal of a schedule 4, Form 7.
packet license, shall be made as nearly as may be in the Seventh
Form in the Fourth Schedule to this Act; and every application for Schedule 4, Form 8.
the transfer of a packet license shall be made as nearly as may be in
the Eighth Form in the same Schedule.
(4) A transfer of a packet license shall be made by an endorse-
ment upon the license, and in such form as the justices authorising
the transfer may think fit.
(5) Nothing herein contained shall be taken to prevent the
justices from refusing any application for a packet license, or for
the renewal or transfer thereof, if they think fit so to do, or from
requiring the report of the inspector before granting any such
application.
Booths.
36. (1) The police magistrate or any two licensing justices may  Booth  or stand
grant to any licensed victualler or wine-seller an authority, in the license.
Fourth Form of the Seventh Schedule to this Act, and for a term to be schedule 7, Form 4.
specified therein, to exercise all the privileges conferred by his license, at
any public industrial artistic or scientific exhibition, or at any public
race meeting, regatta, cricket match, rifle match, meeting for athletic or
other sports, encampment, fair, bazaar, or other lawful place of public
amusement within the district.
(2) Notice of any such application shall be given to the inspector
two clear days before it is made ; and the police magistrate, or licensing
justices, shall hear any lawful objection that may be made by th3
inspector or any other person to the granting of such authority, at
the time when the application is made.
(3) Such authority shall be for a period not exceeding in the
whole seven days, and shall be subject to any conditions and provi-
sions imposed by the justices by whom it is granted.
Temporary
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Temporary license  37. If the premises of any licensed victualler or wine-seller are,
where premises by fire, tempest, or other calamity, rendered unfit for the carrying ondestroyed. y
of his business, any police magistrate, or two licensing justices, upon
application by or on behalf of such licensed victualler or wine-seller,
schedule 7, Form 5.  may, if they see fit so to do, by order, in the Fifth Form of the Seventh
Schedule to this Act, authorise such licensed victualler or wine-seller
to carry on his business temporarily under his existing license in some
neighbouring  premises , although they have not all the accommodation
prescribed by this Act, for any period not extending beyond the
currency of the license.
Billiard and Bagatelle Licenses.
Bi lliard and bagate lle  38. Any person who desires to obtain a billiard license or baga-
licenses. telle  license, or  a renewal of a billiard license or bagatelle license, may
schedule 4, Form 9. make  application, as nearly as may be in the Ninth Form in the Fourth
Schedule to this Act, to the licensing authority, for a license author-
ising him to keep one or more billiard tables or bagatelle tables on
the premises named in such application.
Licenses in Special Districts.
Temporary  license in  39. (1) Applications for temporary licenses to retail liquor, or
ff special district  "-- to keep billiard tables or bagatelle tables, in a special district, may be
not to be transferable
or renewable --for heard by any police magistrate, or any two or more justices sitting in
not more than  six petty  sessions  in the district ; and, subject to any regulations that
months'
may be in force with reference to the district, it shall be in the absolute
discretion of the licensing authority to grant or refuse a certificate
upon any such application.
(2) Such certificate if granted shall be as nearly as may be in the
schedule 7, Form 6. Sixth Form in the Seventh Schedule to this Act, and shall not be
transferable or renewable, or be for a longer period than six months.
(3) Subject to this Act and to any such regulations the holder of
such certificate may exercise all the privileges, and shall be liable to all
the penalties and obligations, which may be exercised or incurred by
the holder of an ordinary license of the same kind under this Act.,
(4) If the holder of the certificate desires to obtain a license at the
end of the term specified in the certificate, he must apply to the licensing
authority in like manner, and under like conditions, as if he were an
unlicensed person.
Objections  to licenses.
Objections.
40. Subject to this Act, objections may be made to the
granting, renewal, removal, or transfer of any license, certificate, or
permission under this Act, either personally or by petition to the
licensing authority competent to grant the same respectively. Such
objections may be made by-
(a) The local authority of the municipality or division in
which the premises sought to be licensed are situated ;
(b) Any ratepayer rated in respect of property situated within
the distance of half-a-mile from the premises in respect
of which the license is applied for, if they are situated
in a municipality, or within the distance of five miles
from such premises, if they are situated elsewhere, or
any freeholder, leaseholder, or householder within such
respective distances ;
(c) An inspector ; and
(d) In the case of a proposed removal, the owner of the
premises from which it is proposed that the license
should be removed ;
The signatures to every such petition shall be verified by oath of some
one or more of the petitioners.
41. Any
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41. Any one or more of the following objections may be taken
to the granting of a licensed victualler's or wine-seller's license, that
is to say :--
(1) That the applicant is a person of drunken or dissolute
habits or immoral character, or is otherwise unfit to hold
a license ;
(2) That a license held by him has, within twelve months
(3)
(5)
(7)
(4) That the applicant  has been convicted  of two or more
preceding the time when the application is made, been
forfeited or cancelled ;
That premises held by him under a licensed victualler's
or wine-seller's or publican's license have been the resort
of prostitutes, or of persons under the surveillance of the
police ;
(6) That  the premises in respect  of which* the license is
offences against this Act or any of the said repealed
Acts within twelve months preceding the time when the
application is made ;
That the reasonable requirements of residents in or
travellers through the neighbourhood do not justify the
granting of the licens3 applied for ;
applied for are in the immediate vicinity of a place of
public worship, hospital, or school ;
That the conditions prescribed by this Act, or any of
them, have not been complied with by the applicant
either personally or with regard to the premises in respect
of which the license is applied for.
42. Any one or more of the following objections may be taken
to the renewal of a licensed victualler's or wine-seller's license, that
is to say :-
The first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and seventh in the
list in the last preceding section.
Objections that may
be taken to the
granting of a licensed
victualler's or wine-
seller's or publican's
license,
Or to the  renewal of
a  license,
43. Any one or more of the following objections may be taken Or to the transfer of
to the transfer of a licensed victualler's or wine-seller's license  as alicense,
respects the transferree, that is to say :-
The first, second, third, fourth, and seventh in the said list.
44. Any one or more of the following objections may be taken Or to the removal of
to the removal of a licensed victualler's license, that is to  say a license,
The fifth, sixth, and seventh in the said list ; and
(8) That the owner of the premises from which the license
is proposed to be removed objects to such removal.
45. Any one or more of the following objections may be taken Or to the granting or
to the granting or renewal of any packet license, that is to say renewallicense, aThe first, second, third, or fourth ofthe said list.
46. Any one or more of the following objections may be taken to Or to the granting or
the granting or renewal of any billiard license or bagatelle license, that b;uga d
of
bagatell
is to say license.
The first, second, third, fourth, and seventh of the said list.
47. No objector shall be heard against an application for Notice  of objections
a licensed victualler's or wine-seller's license, or for the renewal or to licensed
victualler ' s or wine-
transfer or removal of a licensed victualler's or wine-seller's license, seller's license, &c.
unless
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unless notice of the objection has been given to the clerk of petty
sessions  and to the applicant at least seven clear days before the time
appointed for the hearing of the application to which such notice
applies.
Objection  arising  Provided that no licensing authority shall be precluded from
auxin  the case, entertaining a y. objection which may arise during the hearinand djournment.
of an application,
but the applicant shall then be entitled toan adjournment for such time, not less than three days, as the licensing
authority thinks fit.
Grounds of refusal to 48. When a license, or the renewal, removal, or transfer of a
be stated publicly. license, is refused, the chairman shall pronounce the decision in open
court, and shall state the grounds of the refusal ; and shall cause the
same to be entered on the records of the court.
Appeal.
Appeal.
49. When an application is refused on the seventh ground of
objection specified in the aforesaid list of objections, the applicant may
appeal to the nearest District Court upon giving notice forthwith to
the licensing authority and the inspector and the objector, (if any), of
his intention so to dc . Such appeal shall be heard at the next
practicable sitting of the Court, and the Court shall have power, if the
objection is disproved (the burden whereof shall be on the appellant),
to grant a certificate, which shall be of the same effect as if it had been
granted by the licensing authority.
Renewal of Application.
Renewal of applica- 50. No person whose application for a license, or for the
tion when primarily renewal or transfer of a license, has been refused on the ground of his
refused.
personal unfitness, misconduct, or incapacity, shall be competent to
make an applicationforanylicense during the twelve months next follow-
ing the date of such refusal. But the refusal of an application on
the ground of incompleteness or unfitness of premises, shall not prevent
a subsequent application for a license in respect of such premises,
when they have been completed or made fit in accordance with the
provisions of this Act, or for a provisional certificate. Any such
subsequent application must be preceded by such of the notices
required by this Act as are applicable thereto.
Certificate to be Granted-Fees.
Certificate  that 51. When a licensing authority grants an application for a
license may  be license, a cert' sate in such one of the Forms in the Fifth Schedulegranted shall issue.Schedule 5. to this Act as may be applicable, or to the like effect, shall be issued
to the a li, upon payment to the clerk of petty sessions of thelicens * in respect thereof ashereinafter prescribed, anda
duplicate of such certificate shall be. transmitted to the Colonial
Treasurer by the clerk of petty sessions.
License to issue on  The Colonial -Treasurer shall forthwith, after the receipt of any
payment of  fee. such certificate from the clerk of petty  sessions , issue the  license
authorised by such certificate.
License to take effect  52. Subject to this Act every license shall commence and take
from date. effect from the date on which it is therein stated to commence, and
shall, unless previously forfeited, be in force until and including the
thirtieth day of dune then next following.
53. The
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53. The fees payable for licenses for a year shallbe: Few payable for
For a licensed victualler's license, or renewal of a licensed yearly licenses.
victualler's license, in respect of premises situated within
a town or municipality, or within a distance of five miles
from the boundaries thereof, thirty pounds ;
For a licensed victualler's license, or renewal of a licensed
victualler's license, in respect of premises situated at a
distance of more than five miles from the boundaries of
a town or municipality, fifteen pounds ;
For a second bar or counter over which liquor is sold under
a licensed victualler's license, ten pounds ;
For a wine-seller 's license , or renewal of a wine-seller's
license, ten pounds ;
For a packet license or renewal of a packet license, five
pounds for every two hundred tons or part of two
hundred tons of the registered tonnage of the vessel,
but not exceeding twenty pounds ;
For a billiard license or renewal of a billiard license, ten
pounds for each table ;
For a bagatelle license or renewal of a bagatelle license, five
pounds for each table ;
For a temporary licensed victualler's or wine-seller's license
for a special district, fifteen pounds ;
For any temporary billiard license for a special district,
five pounds for each table ;
For any temporary bagatelle license for a special district,
two pounds for each table.
When any license, other than a temporary license for a when for less period
special district, is issued for a less period than one year, a pro-ptrap a
year
roportionate redue-
portionate amount only of. the yearly license fee chargeable on the tion in fee to be made.
particular kind of license granted, shall be payable by the licensee,
Transmission on Death, Insolvency, Marriage, or Ins anity,
54. If an applicant for a licensed victualler's or wine seller' s License maybe
license dies after giving notice of application for the license, and applicant.wido,.
before the day appointed for the hearing thereof, the licensing authority
may hear such application on behalf of his widow, and grant to her a
certificate for a license, in like manner as if she had been the original
applicant.
In such case it shall be stated on the face of the certificate
that it  was so  granted in consequence of such death.
55. Upon the death or insolvency of a licensee or holder ofaDeath or insolvency
certificate under this Act, the executor named in the will of such of licensee.
deceased person, or the legal personal representative or nearest of kin
of such deceased person, or the Curator of Intestate Estates on his
behalf, or the trustee of the estate of such insolvent person, may apply
to the police magistrate or any two licensing justices, for permission
for such executor, or legal personal representative, or Curator of
Intestate Estates, or trustee, as the case may be, either by himself,
or by an agent to be approved by such police magistrate or licensing
justices, to carry on the business of such deceased or insolvent person,
until the end of the term for which the license or certificate was granted.
Provided that every such application be madeforthwith after such
death or insolvency, otherwise the license shall become and be void.
Every such certificate of permission shall be as nearly as may be schedule 7, Forma 7
in such one of the Seventh and Eighth Forms in the Seventh Schedule and 8.
to this Act as may be applicable ; and the grantee thereof shall be
subject to the provisions of this Act, in the same manner as the
original licensee or holder of a certificate would have been.
56. If190
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When licensee insane. 56. If any licensee or holder of a certificate becomes insane,
and remains so, either in an asylum or reception house, or elsewhere,
for more than one month, the licensing authority may, on the applica-
tion of the wife of such insane person, or if he has no wife, then on the
application of the nearest of kin, or of the Curator in Insanity,
authorise such wife or an agent to carry on the business of such insane
person under such license or certificate, until the end of the term
thereof, or until the recovery of such insane person.
Schedule 7, Form 9. Such authority shall be as nearly as may be in the Ninth
Form in the Seventh Schedule to this Act, and such agent shall be subject
and liable to the same duties, obligations, and penalties in respect of
the license as if he were the original licensee.
License of female  57. In the event of the marriage of any female licensee, the
marrying to be license h ld by her shall confer upon her husband thesame privileges,
vented in husband.
and shall impose upon him the same duties, obligations, and liabilities,
as if such license had been granted to him originally, unless he is
disqualified from holding a license under this Act, or unless he, within
thirty days after the celebration of the marriage, by writing under his
hand, addressed to the licensing authority of the district wherein thelicensed premises aresituated, disclaims the transmission herein
provided for ; and in either of such  cases  the license shall become and
be void.
Lost Licenses.
Duplicate  license] 58. If a license is lost or destroyed, the licensee may apply
may
of loss.
gntedin to the clerk of petty  sessions  for the district in which the
premises in respect of which the license was granted are situated
for a certificate under his hand that such lost or destroyed license
had been issued to such licensee, and such clerk of petty
sessions , on being satisfied that such license is lost or destroyed,
and has not been forfeited or transferred, may grant  a certificate
Schedule 5,  Form 5.; to that effect in the Fifth Form of the Fifth Schedule to this Act,
or to the like effect.
Upon production of such certificate to the Colonial Treasurer
the licensee shall be entitled to a duplicate of the lost license.
Any person who finds and attempts to make use of any lostlicense shall be liable toa penalty of thirty pounds.
Annual List.
Annual list of 59 . The Colonial Treasurer shall, during the month of Januarylicenses and  licensees in each year, cause to be published in the  Gazette  a list of all licensesto be  published. issued under this Act during the preceding twelve months, specifying
the nature of the licenses, the names of the licensees, and the designation
and localities of the premises licensed in each district or special district.
PART IV. -OBLIGATIONS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF LICENSEES.
Exceptions.
60. Nothing in this Act shall, unless expressly herein other-
wise declared, apply to any person who-
Exe
pt
persona  (a) Sells any spirituous or distilled perfume  bond fide  as
perfumery ; or
(b) Sells cider or perry made by him from apples, pears, or
other fruit, the growth of the Colony and not to be
drunk on the premises ; or
(c) Sells liquor in a refreshment room at the Houses of
Parliament by the permission or under the control of
Parliament ; or
(d)  Sell'i liquor in any military canteen lawfully established ;
or (e) Sells
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(e) Sells liquor in any premises  bona fide  occupied as a
club ; provided that such liquor is so sold only to
members of such club and their guests ; or
(f) Being an apothecary, chemist, or druggist, administers
or sells any spirits as medicine, or for medicinal or
chemical purposes ; or
(g) Being a licensed brewer, or distiller, or wholesale dealer
in wine, spirits, or beer, imports liquor and sells
the same before it is landed, or while it is under the
control of the Customs ; or
(h) Being duly registered as a spirit merchant disposes of
liquor in quantities of not less than two gallons, and
not delivered in quantities of less than two gallons at
one time ; or
(i) Being a licensed auctioneer sells liquor by auction in
quantities of not less than two gallons at one time on
behalf of some person who is himself authorised to sell
the same liquor ; or
(j) Being a licensed auctioneer sells by auction by order of
the trustee of the property of an insolvent person, or
of a person whose affairs are liquidated by arrangement,
liquor forming part of the property of such person, or
sells by auction by order of the Curator of Intestate
Estates liquor forming part of the property of an estate
in course of administration by the Curator.
Licensees' names to be exhibited.
61. Every licensed victualler and wine-seller, and every holder Licensees'  names,
of a billiard license or bagatelle license shall have his name in legible  '' to be exhibited.
letters, at least two inches long, with the words "licensed victualler," or
licensed wine-seller," or licensed billiard table keeper," or "licensed
bagatelle table keeper," as the case may be, painted. up and kept
constantly remaining, and constantly to be seen and read, on a
conspicuous outside part of his house or premises.
Every such licensee who fails or neglects to comply with the
provisions of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding penalty.
ten shillings for every day during which such words are not so painted
up or are illegible.
If any person, not being the holder of a licensed victualler 's or Unlicensed person
or wine-seller's license, or a billiard license, or a bagatelle license, exhibiting signsubject to penalty.
keeps up any sign, writing, painting, or other mark on his premises
signifying, implying, or suggesting that such premises are licensed for
the sale of liquor or wine, or for the playing of billiards or bagatelle
therein, as the  case  may be, he shall be liable to a penalty of ten
shillings per day for every day during which such sign, writing,
painting, or other mark is exhibited or continues on his premises.
Holders of Billiard and Bagatelle Licenses.62.(1) If any person, not being the holder of a billiard license,  Penalt for keepingpermits billiards- to be played ora billiard table to be used on hisba=  ue  table or
premises, and receives, or permits any other person to receive, pay - without a license.
ment therefor, and if any person, not being the holder of a bagatelle
license, permits bagatelle to be played or a bagatelle table to be used
on his premises, and receives, or permits any other person to receive,
payment therefor, he shall be liable to a penalty of ten pounds and to
the forfeiture of any billiard table or bagatelle table found on his
premises.
(2) If any holder of a billiard license or a bagatelle license  Penalty  for keeping
kee p s and uses on his premises billiard tables or bagatelle tables in billieud  table orbagatelle table in
excess of the number specified in his license, he shall be liable  to a excess of specifed
penalty of ten pounds and to the forfeiture of any billiard table or number.
bagatelle table found on his  premises in excess  of such number.
(3) Any
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night.
Penalty.
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bagatelle table
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lights.
Penalty.
(3) Any inspector or police constable is hereby authorised to
seize  and detain any billiard table or bagatelle table on the premises of
any person offending against the provisions of this section.
(4) The provisions of this section shall not apply to premises
bond fide  occupied as a club, provided that the tables therein are used
only by members of such club and their guests.
63. Ever y licensed victualler shall keep a lamp fixed over the
door of his licensed premises, or within twenty feet thereof, lighted
and kept brightly burning during the whole of every night from
sunset to sunrise. Any licensed victualler who fails to comply with the
provisions of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
two pounds.
64. Every holder of a billiard license or bagatelle license shall
keep a lamp fixed over the door of his licensed premises, or within
twenty feet thereof, lighted and kept brightly burning during the
hours of the night during which the premises are open for the playing
of billiards or bagatelle. Any such licensee who fails to comply with
the provisions of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
two pounds.
Liquor to be Sold by Imperial Measure, 8fc.
Liquors to be sold by 65. Every licensed victualler and wine-seller shall, if required
imperial  measure. by the purchaser, measure all liquor sold by him in vessels of full
imperial measure, according to the standard by law established, and
shall for every violation of this provision be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds. The provisions of this section shall not apply
to liquors usually sold in reputed quart or pint bottles which are sold
by a licensed victualler or wine-seller in such bottles.
Vessels containing 66i. Any licensed victualler or wine-seller who sells wine or
spirits to be labelled. Spirits to be consumed off his premises shall cause to be affixed to
Penalty.
Penalty for supplying
liquor to into xicated
persons -child under
fourteen - lunatic or
idiot - native
aboriginal or
Polynesian.
the bottle, keg, cask, or other closed vessel containing the same, a label
or card showing thereon the hame of the licensed victualler or wine-
seller by whom, and the sigr or designation of the licensed premises
from which, it was sold,
Every licensee who fails to comply with the provisions of this
section shall be liable, for every such offence, to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds and not less than two pounds,
Restrictions  on Sale of Liquor.(;7. Any licensed victualler or wine-seller who-
(a) Supplies , or permits to be supplied ,  any liquor to any
person in a ' state of intoxication ,  or to any habitual
drunkard ; or
(b) Supplies, or permits to be supplied,  any  liquor  to any boy
or girl  apparently  under the age of fourteen years ; or
(c) Supplies, or permits to be supplied, any liquor to any
boy or girl apparently under the age of eighteen years,
for consumption on the premises ; or
(d) Supplies, or permits to be supplied, any liquor to any
person who is insane or is reasonably suspected to be
insane, whether temporarily or permanently ; or
(e) Supplies ,  or permits to be supplied, any liquor to any
aboriginal native of Australia ,  or half caste of that race,
or to any aboriginal native of the Pacific Islands ,  or Poly,
nesian born in the Colony ,  or any  half-caste of hat race ;01
shall, for the first of either of such offences, be liable  to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound ;  and for the
second and every subsequent offence of either kind ,  to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds nor less than three pounds ; and in every ease
to the payment of the costs of the conviction .  68. (1) No
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68. (1) No licensed victualler shall keep open upon his Bars.
licensed premises more than two bars or places where liquor is sold
over the counter, nor more than one such bar or place unless he is
licensed so to do, and then only in the places approved by the licensing
authority and specified in the license, and every such bar shall at all
times while it is open be open to any person passing into the premises
from the street.
(2) No wine-seller shall keep open upon his licensed premises
more than one such bar or place.
(3) Any licensee offending against the provisions of this
section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
(4) A licensed victualler need not, unless he thinks fit, keep
open any such bar or place,
69. Any holder of a packet license who sells, or otherwise Liquor not to be sold
disposes of, or permits to be sold or otherwise disposed of, any liquor on board vessels
except during
on board of the vessel in respect of which he holds a license, at any actual passage.
other time than during the actual passage of such vessel, or within
half-an-hour before the commencement of the passage, or to any other
person than a passenger by such vessel, shall be liable, on conviction
thereof, to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less than five pounds.
But nothing herein shall prevent any allowance of liquor to the
crew of a vessel which is not forbidden by any law in force for the
time being.
70. (1) Upon proof being made to any police magistrate, or any Liquor not to be
two justices, that any person, by or in consequence of the excessive use :applied to anyspecially prohibited
of liquor, mis=spends, wastes, or lessons his estate, or injures or endangers person.
his health, or injures or endangers the health of any other person,
such police magistrate or justices shall, by order under his or their
hands, published twice in one or more newspapers usually circulating
in the district, forbid all licensees and dealers in liquor under this or
any other Act, and all other persons within the District, to give, sell,
or supply liquor to any such person for such period to be specified in
the order as he or they may think fit.
(2) Any person who knowingly gives,  sells , or supplies Penalty for procura-
any liquor to or for the use of a person in respect of whom an order an one.
liquor by
has been made under the provisions of this section shall be liable on
conviction to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds and not less than
five pounds, and shall be further liable to make good any damage done by
the person with respect to whom the order was made while he is in
a state of intoxication consequent upon being so supplied with liquor.
Payment for Liquor.
71. No licensed victualler or win -seller  shall maintain in any Limitation of action
court an action for the recovery of any debt or demand for any sum for liquor :old.
exceeding forty shillings for any liquor sold or disposed of for con-
sumption on his premises, except to  bond fide  lodgers or travellers.
72. If a licensee receives in payment, or as a pledge, for any Liquor to be sold
liquor or entertainment supplied in or from his licensed premises, or only for money.
for the use of any billiard table or bagatelle table on his licensed
premises, anything except current money, cheques on banks, promis-
sory notes, or drafts, or orders for payment of money, he shall be
liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
73. If a licensed victualler or wine-seller--- Licensed  victualler
(a) Having received from any person a cheque, promissory or wine-sellerpay_
paymentnote, draft, or order, as a deposit on account of ordera forcheque t
relent for accommodation or refreshment to be sup- prohibited from
unreasonable  delayplied to such person by such licensed victualler or wine in  cashing same.
seller ; or (b) Having
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(b) Having received from any person any cheque, note, draft,
or order, in payment for accommodation or refreshments
supplied to such person, the amount due by such person
for the accommodation or refreshments so supplied being
at the time  less than the amount of the cheque, note,
draft, or order, so received ;
delays the exchange of such cheque, note, draft, or order beyond the
time necessarily required for procuring such exchange, or. fails to
hand over to such person immediately on receipt of such exchange
the proceeds of such cheque, note, draft, or order, after deducting
therefrom the actual cost of collection and the amount due by such person
To make reasonable for his accommodation or refreshment (which amount shall not be more
e 'gew. than the ordinary price for board, lodging, and accommodation, or
at the rate of more than five shillings per diem for the supply of
Not to charge for liquor, and shall not include any sum whatever for liquor suppliedtreating' for treating or gift to others), such licensed victualler or wine-seller
shall, on conviction, be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds and not less than ten pounds, and shall in addition thereto
be adjudged to pay to the person in respect of whom he shall have
so offended such sum as shall appear to the court to have been
retained by him out of the proceeds of such cheque, note, draft, or
order for any charges made by him to such person contrary to the
provisions of this section.
Refusal to receive Guests.
Refusal  to receive  74. Any licensed victualler who refuses, without lawful excuse,
traveller. to receive and accommodate  a bona  fide  traveller, or, in case suchlicensed victualler is required to have stable accommodation, refuses,
without lawful excuse, to receive and accommodate  a bond fide
traveller and his horse (if any), or to provide sufficient forage for such
b orse, unless in either case the traveller is intoxicated or of known
disreputable character, shall for each such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Bourg of Sale of Liquor, and Travellers.
Hours of selling on 75 . (1) No licensed victualler or wine-seller shall keep hislicensed victualler's
or wine-seller 's house op en for the sale of an y liq uor, or p ermit an y liquor to be
premises. drunk or consumed on his licensed premises, except between the hours
of six in the morning and eleven at night, on the six business days
of the week ; and except between the hours of six and nine in the
morning, of one and three in the afternoon, and of eight and ten at
night, on Good Friday and Christmas Day, and on the two latter
days only for the sale of liquors not to be drunk on the premises.
(2) No licensed victualler or wine-seller shall keep his house
open for the sale of liquor on Sundays.
(3) Any licensed victualler or wine-seller offending against
any of the foregoing provisions of this section shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds and not less
than one pound, and any person found drinking liquor on any licensed
premises, or leaving the same with liquor in his possession, at any
time hereby prohibited, shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
(4) Provided that, subject otherwise to this Act, nothing in this
section contained shall be construed to prohibit the sale of any liquor
by a licensed victualler at any time to any person being really a lodger
in the licensed premises, or a  bona fide  trav€ller seeking refreshmentExeeptions.
on arriving from a journey, or to any person suddenly disabled by
accident or sickness and brought to such prem ses for rest or accommo-
dation ; or to prohibit the consumption of any liquor by any such
lodger, traveller, or person disabled.
(5) The burdea of proving any person to be a lodger, traveller,
or person disabled, shall be upon the person alleging the fact.
76. (1) For
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76. (1) Forthepurposes of this Act a person shall not be deemed  Definition of
to be  a bona' fide  traveller unless the place where he lodged during traveller.
the preceding night is at least five miles distant from the place where
he demands to be supplied with liquor.
(2) If in the course of anyproceedings against any liquor retailer
for infringing the provisions of the last preceding section the defendant
fails to prove that the person to whom the intoxicating liquor was
sold was  a bond fide  traveller, but the justices are satisfied that the
defendant honestly believed that the purchaser was a  bond fide  traveller,
and further that the defendant took all reasonable precautions to ascer-
tain whether or not the purchaser was such a traveller, the justices
shall dismiss the case as against the defendant.
(3) If the justices think that the purchaser falsely represented
himself to be  a bond fide  traveller, they may direct proceedings to be
instituted against such purchaser under the next following section of
this Act.
77. Any person who falsely represents himself to be a traveller, Penalty on false
lodger, or guest within the meaning of this Act, in order to obtain representation.
liquor at or on any licensed premises on any prohibited day, or within
anyprohibited time, shall be liable to a penaltynot exceeding five pounds.
78. Notwithstanding anything herein contained - Permission  to reduce
(1) A licensed victualler may, if he thinks fit, close his hours.
licensed premises at ten o'clock at night, and may
keep them closed until seven o'clock in the morning ;
(2) A wine-seller may, if he thinks fit, close his licensed
premises at six o'clock in the afternoon, and may keep
them closed until ten o'clock in the morning ;
(3) A licensed victualler or wine-seller may, if he thinks fit,
keep his premises closed entirely on Good Friday or
Christmas Day ;
(4) A licensed victualler, whose premises are situated within
a municipality or town, may, if he thinks fit, refuse to •
supply any traveller with liquor on Sunday.
79. Every holder of a billiard license or bagatelle license who Billiard  rooms, when
keeps his premises open between the hours of twelve at night and eight °i°'°
in the forenoon, or permits any games to be played therein during
such hours, or on Sunday, Good Friday, or Christmas Day, shall be
liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding five pounds and Penalty.
not less than one pound.
Games, Music, 4rc.
80. No licensed victualler or wine-seller shall permit dancingDancing, &., pro.
or public singing on any part of his licensed Premises, open to p premisublic
prem on licensed
es without
resort, or permit any part of such premises to be used for theatrical permission.
representations, or public musical performances, or as a place of
common resort to which persons are admitted by ticket or special
payment, without first obtaining in open court the permission in
writing of the police magistrate or two licensing justices.
Such permission may be revoked after it is granted by the same
authority, and shall in no case be granted for more than two days.
Any licensed victualler or wine-seller offending against the pro- Petty.
vision of this section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten
pounds.
81. If any licensed victualler or wine-seller or holder of a Prohibition of
billiard license or bagatelle license suffers or permits any person to d p
andisorrly
play any unlawful game or sport in or upon his licensed premises, or
the appurtenances thereto, or suffers or permits prostitutes, thieves,
or persons of notoriously bad character, or drunken or disorderly
persons, to be in or upon such premises or appurtenances, he shall, for
the first offence, be liable on conviction to a penalty of ten pounds ;
for the second offence to a penalty of twenty pounds ; and for the
third offence to a penalty of thirty pounds and forfeiture of his license.
The
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or appurtenances.
The playing of such game or sport, or the presence of reputed
prostitutes longer than is necessary for the purpose of obtaining tem-
porary refreshment, or the continuous staying of reputed thieves or
persons of notoriously bad character, or of drunken or disorderly
persons, upon any such licensed premises or the appurtenances thereto,
shall respectively be deemed to be  primd facie  evidence that such
licensed victualler, wine-seller, or licensee permitted such playing,
or permitted such persons as aforesaid to be in and upon his premises
Disorderly  Proceedings.
Licensed  victuallers' 82. When a riot or tumult arises or is expected to arise in
or wine-se llers ' any district any police magistrate or two justices, whether licensingpremises may be > >
closed in case of riot. justices or not, may order and direct all licensed victuallers or "-ine-
sellers within such district to close their houses at and during any
time which such police magistrate or justices may direct. Any licensed
victualler or wine-seller who keeps his licensed premises open contrary
to any such order and direction shall be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing twenty pounds.
Licensee may exclud e 83. Any licensee may refuse to admit into, or may turn out of,
improper persons his licensed premises any person who is drunken, violent, or disorderly,from s premises.
Drunken and
disorderly persons.
Licensees not to
harbour  police.
Penalty.
or any person whose presence on his premises would sunject him to a
penalty under this Act. And all police officers and constables are
hereby required, on the demand of such licensee, to expel, or assist
in expelling, every such person from any such premises, and may use
such force as may be required in so doing.
Any such person refusing to quit such premises, or resisting
removal therefrom, shall, in addition to any penalty to which he may
be liable for his conduct under any other Act, be further liable under
this Act to a penalty not exceeding five pounds on account of such
refusal or removal.
84. Any ollicer or other member of the police force may
apprehend any person found drunk or creating a disturbance on the
premises of any licensee under this Act, or in any public place, and
may detain him until brought before a justice; and such person shall
on conviction be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
Other Offences.
85. Any licensee who knowingly harbours any police constable,
or suffers any police constable to remain on his licensed  premises,
during any part of the time appointed for such constable to be on
duty unless in the execution of his duty, or who supplies any liquor
or refreshment whether by way of gift or sale to any constable on
duty, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Licensees  prohibited
from absence without
permission.
Allowing unlicensed
person to keep
premises or
employing person
disqua lified as
licensees.
Penalty.
86. No licensee under this Act shall-
(a) Absent himself from the management and superintendence
of the business carried on under his license for a longer
period than seven days continuously without the per-
mission in writing of a police magistrate or two justices; or
(b) Permit any unlicensed person to be in effect the keeper
of his licensed premises ; or
(c) Knowingly permit any person who has forfeited or been
deprived of any license or certificate under this Act or
any Act hereby repealed by reason of bad character or
misconduct, or to whom any such license or certificate
has been refused for the like reason, to be employed in any
capacity on his account, on his licensed premises.
Any licensee offending against any of the provisions of this
section shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding thirty pounds nor less
than two pounds, and upon a second conviction shall be liable to a
like penalty and his license may be forfeited.  Adulteration.
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Adulteration.
87. (1) If an inspector has reason to believe that any sub- Inspector may search
stance matter or thing of a deleterious nature is kept on the premises for deleterious
of a licensed victualler or wine-seller for adulterating or mixing with ingredients i  liquor.
the liquor sold by him, or that such licensed victualler or wine-seller
has for sale any liquor not authorised to be sold by his license, or
which is adulterated, or mixed, so as to be unfit for human consump-
tion, such inspector may, at any time during which the premises of
such licensed victualler or wine-seller are open, enter upon the same,
and may examine every room and part of such premises, for the
purpose of ascertaining whether there is thereon any such deleterious
substance, matter, or thing, or any such liquor not authorised to be
sold, or which is so adulterated or mixed.
(2) And any inspector who on entry finds any such deleterious
substance, matter, or thing, or any such liquor as aforesaid, may
demand, select, and obtain for the purpose of examination or analysis,
samples thereof.
(3) Such samples shall be sealed by the inspector in the presence
of the licensed victualler or wine-seller or other person in charge of
the premises, and, if such licensed victualler or wine-seller or person
so desires , with the seal of such licensee or person, as well as of the
inspector.
(4) No inspector shall enter any private  room  or rooms in the
actwal use or occupation of any  bond  fide  lodger, unless in the
presence of such lodger, or of the licensed victualler or person in
charge of the  premises  in which such search  or seizure  is made.
(5) Any person obstructing any inspector in the execution of the
duty imposed upon him by the provisions of this section shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds and not less than five pounds.
(6) The inspector may, if necessary, forcibly enter upon and
break into any licensed premises, or any room in any licensed premises
to which  access  is refused, and in which he has  reasonable ground
to suspect that any deleterious ingredient or adulterated liquor is
concealed ; and all police officers and constables are hereby required
on the demand of such inspector, to forthwith  assist  him in the
execution of his duty.
88. All samples taken under the authority of the last  pre- Samples tobe sub-
ceding section shall be forthwith delivered by the inspector taking jest o 8 ato a o
the same, to a clerk of petty sessions, who shall forward them suit.
without delay to a Government analyst ; or if there is no Gov-
ernment analyst, then to a person appointed by the Minister to
examine or analyse them, and to report thereon. And any expenses
incurred in such examination, analysis, and report, shall, upon con-
viction of the licensed victualler or wine-seller concerned, be deemed
to be a portion of the costs of the proceedings against him, and shall
be paid by him accordingly.
-89. All substances or liquors of which  samples are  taken  as Substance or liquor
hereinbefore provided shall be securely fastened in some suitable room sampled to be kept
untouched in safe
or place in the licensed premises on which they are found, or shall eustody.
be otherwise sealed or secured from use, to the satisfaction of the
inspector taking such samples, who may, if he think it necessary,
leave a constable in charge of the same. Such liquor or substance
shall remain untouched and in safe keeping as herein provided until
the ultimate termination of any proceedings respecting the same.
Any person, not duly authorised by the proper authority, who penalty for tamper-
attempts to remove or use any such substance or liquor, unless to ing.
preserve it from destruction by fire, tempest, or other aeeident or cause,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding two hundred pounds and not
less than fifty pounds. 90. (1) If
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found guilty of
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Where licensed
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seller proves  bond
fi /e  purchase of
adulterated liquors.
Liquor impounded
to be returned on
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Responsibility of
licensed victualler
for goods .  &c., of
loigers.
90. (1) If any licensed victualler or wine-seller keeps on his
licensed premises any ingredient which, either in itself, or mixed with
liquor, has a deleterious effect, such as cocculus indicus, copperas,
opium, Indian hemp, strychnine, darnel seed, extract of logwood, salts
of zinc, lead, alum, or any extract or compound of such ingredients
or any other deleterious matter or thing, for the possession of which
he is unable to account to the satisfaction of the justices having cog-
nizance of the case ; or keeps or exposes for sale any liquor mixed
with any such ingredient matter or thing, or with common salt or
tobacco, or with any extract from tobacco, or with any compound
with or extract from tobacco, he shall be deemed to have knowingly
adulterated and kept and exposed for sale adulterated liquors on his
licensed premises, and shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.
(2) Such licensed victualler or wine-seller shall for the first
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds and not less
than ten pounds, and for the second offence shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding one hundred pounds and not less than fifty pounds, and
in default of payment to imprisonment, with or without hard labour,
for any period not exceeding three months, and his license may be
forfeited and he may be disqualified from holding a  license  for such
period not exceeding three years as the justices shall think fit.
(3) On any such conviction the convicted person shall forfeit all
deleterious ingredients, and all adulterated and other liquors, found on
his premises, as well as the vessels containing the same, and such
ingredients and adulterated liquors shall be destroyed.
91. If  in the case of a charge  of an offence  against the
provisions of the last preceding section a licensed victualler  or wine-
seller proves  to the satisfaction of the  justices  that he did not keep or
use any deleterious ingredient on his  premises  or elsewhere for the
purpose of adulteration, and that he had bought the adulterated
liquor complained of in the ordinary course of  his business , without
knowing that it was adulterated, and discloses the name and place of
business  of the person from whom it was bought, the justices shall
take such  circumstances  into consideration and may reduce or mitigate
the penalty at their discretion, such liquor and  vessels  being never-
theless forfeited and destroyed, as by that section directed.
92. When it is not proved to the satisfaction of the  justices
that a  licensed  victualler or wine-seller charged  as aforesaid  has kept
deleterious ingredients or adulterated liquor on his premises or else-
where, or been guilty of any attempt at adulteration, the liquor and
vessels  (if any)  seized  shall be forthwith given up, and such of the
samples as  have not been used for the purpose of analysis shall be
returned to such licensed victualler or wine -seller  or other person
entitled to possession of the same.
.Protection of Licensees, Orc.
93. No  licensed victualler shall be liable to make good to any
guest or lodger any loss of or injury to goods or property brought
to his licensed premises, not being a horse or other live animal or
gear  appertaining thereto or  a carriage , to a greater amount than the
sum of twenty pounds, except in the following cases-that is to say-(a) If such goods or property have been stolen, lost, or
injured through the wilful act, default, or neglect of such
licensed victualler, or any servant or person in his employ;
or
(b) If such goods or property have been deposited with him
expressly for safe custody. In
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In the case of goods or property so deposited a licensed victualler
may, if he thinks fit, require as a condition to his liability that such
goods or property be placed in a box or other receptacle, fastened and
sealed by the person depositing them.
Every licensed victualler shall keep a copy of this section always
conspicuously exhibited on his licensed premises near the principal
entrance thereof, and in default of so doing he shall not be entitled to
the benefit of the provisions thereof.
94. If any lodger or guest, after being provided with aceommo- Disposal of property
dation by a licensed victualler, leaves the premises of such licensed left by lodgers on
victualler without ayino, the amount legally due for such accominoda- licensed victualler'rp b premises.
tion and refreshment as have been provided for him, and leaves on the
premises of such licensed victualler any horses, carriages, or other
goods or property, for a longer period than three months without paying
to such licensed victualler the amount so due for such accommodation
and refreshment, such licensed victualler may, on application to the
licensing authority, and with the sanction of such licensing authority,
and after publication of such notice or notices as the licensing authority
may direct, cause such goods or property to be removed and disposed
of by public auction.
The proceeds of the sale of any goods or property so disposed of
shall, after deduction of the proper charges of the sale, and of the
maintenance of any such horses in the meantime, be handed over to
the licensing authority authorising the sale thereof, and shall, to
the extent of the amount due to such licensed victualler, be paid to
him ; and any surplus shall be paid by the licensing authority to the
Colonial Treasurer for the benefit of such lodger or guest, and if not
claimed by him within two years shall be placed to the credit of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund.
95. Every house in respect of which a licensed victualler's Indemnity from
license has been granted shall be held in law to be a common inn, and dist ess for rent, dec.,
no goods or chattels whatsoever really the property of any stranger,
of strangers property.
and being in such house or its appurtenances, or in any place ordinarily
used or occupied therewith, shall be liable to be distrained or seized for
rent due for such house or appurtenances, or in respect of any other
claims whatsoever against the same or the owner thereof.
If any such goods and chattels are distrained or seized
contrary to this enactment, any two justices, whether licensing justices
or not, may summarily inquire into the matter upon the complaint of
any person suffering thereby, and may order anything so distrained
or seized to be restored to its owner, and may award payment of
reasonable costs of the proceedings against the person so distraining or
seizing.
Entry on Licensed Premises, 4,c.
96. Any member of the police force who observes, or whose Licensed premises
mayce e t byattention is drawn by any holder of a license under this Act or by any poli
other person to, any dispute or disturbance actually occurring on the disturbance.
premises of any licensee under this Act by reason of any disorderly person
being on such premises may enter the same at any time by day or night
and remove any such person, and detain him until he is taken before a
justice to be dealt with according to law.
If admittance is refused or wilfully delayed to any such member  penalty for
of the police force, or if he is prevented from entering such premises, he obstruction.
may, with such assistance as he may deem necessary, enter the same
by force, for the purposes of this section ; and every person who
refuses or wilfully delays such admittance - or prevents such entry
shall be liable to a penalty n o - 0  exceeding ten pounds. 9 Any
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Entrance  by day or 97. Any justice, or any  inspector  under this Act, or any
night on licensed
premises may be inspector  or sub-inspector of police, or any member of the police
demanded in certain force authorised in writing by any justice or inspector or sub-inspector
cases. of police, may demand entrance into the licensed premises of any
licensed victualler  or wine-se ller, or the appurtenances thereof, at any
time by day or night ; and any person who refuses or wilfully delays
admittance shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds. If
such admittance is refused or wilfully delayed, such justice,  inspector,
sub-inspector, or member of the police force may break into such
licensed premises.
Police to  have  access 98. Any member of the police force may in the discharge
to licensed premises
at all  times.  of his duty enter the premises of any licensee at any time during
which such premises are open, or at any time when he has
reasonable cause to suspect that a breach of the provisions of this
Act is being committed, or about to be committed, in such premises.
And any licensee or other person refusing admittance to a member
of the police force, or in any way preventing him from entering such
premises, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds and
not less than two pounds, and on a repetition of the offence to a like
penalty, and to the forfeiture of his license.
Production of license. 99. Every licensee shall, on demand by an inspector at his
licensed house or any other place where he carries on business by virtue
of his license, produce his license to such inspector; and if any such
licensee refuses or neglects to produce his license, on such demand, he
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds,  unless some
reasonable excuse is given by him to the satisfaction of the justices for
the non-production thereof.
Evidence.
Proof of license. 100. In any proceeding under this Act against any person
alleged to be a licensee and liable  as such  the production of the
record of the proceedings at any sittin s of a licensing authority,
wherein his name appears as a person to whom a certificate for a
license was ordered to be granted, shall be  primd facie  evidence
of his being so licensed. Provided that any other satisfactory proof may
be admitted that such person is a licensee as alleged in such proceeding.
Abandonment.
Abandonment of
licensed premises 101. If any licensed victualler abandons his licensed premises
to forfeit license. as his usual place of residence, or wilfully and persistently neglects to
keep his licensed house open for public convenience during lawful hours,
he shall be liable, upon conviction, to have his license forfeited.
Forfeiture of .License.
in conviction  of
licensee  benefit of 102 . If a licensee  is convicted of an y criminal offence, the
license may be  police magistrate or any two licensing justices may grant authority to
or  family.to his wife his wife or  some  member of his family to carry on the busiaess under
the license until the expiration of the license or for any shorter period.
Forfeiture for 103. If within a period of twelve months a licensee is convicted
Actces saint of three offences a ainst any of the provisions of this Act or any of the
Acts hereby repealed, it shall be in the discretion of the justices before
whom the third conviction is had to order and adjudge that  his license
shall be forfeited, and further that he shall be disqualified from holding a
license under this Act for such period not exceeding three years as they
may think fit ; and such order shall have effect according to the tenor
thereof.
Wheretenantlicens .e 104. When a tenant of any licensed premises is convicted of
convicted of offencelikely to cause licensean offence against this Act, it shall be the duty of the clerk of petty
to be withdrawn sessions  at the court where the conviction is made to give notice of
from  premises notice
to be given to own.r. such conviction to the owner of the premises. PART
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PART V.-SALE OF LIQUOR BY UNLICENSED PERSONS.
Sale of Wine.
105. It shall not be lawful for any person not being a licensed sale of wine without
victualler, wine-seller, registered spirit merchant, or a grower or maker a license unlawful.
of wine, to sell or otherwise dispose of any wine.
106 Any of the following persons shall be liable, on convio- Penalty for selling
tion, to a penalty not exceeding thirty pounds and not less than ten wine without a
pounds, that is to  say- license.
(1) Any person not being a licensed victualler, wine- seller,
registered spirit merchant, or grower and maker of wine,
who sells or otherwise  disposes  of any wine ;
(2) Any licensed victualler, wine- seller , or registered spirit
merchant, who sells or otherwise disposes of any wine
elsewhere than in his licensed or registered  premises; and
(3) Any grower or maker of wine, not being a licensed wine-
seller, who sells or otherwise  disposes  of any such wine
in any less quantity than two gallons at one time else-
where than on the  premises  where  it is made or grown,
or sells or  disposes on such premises of any wine not
grown or made on the premises.
107. Any wine-seller who sells, delivers, or otherwise disposes Penalty for wine-
of> or permits to be consumed on his premises, any fermented or seller  selling  liquorother than wine.
spirituous liquor other than wine, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding thirty pounds and not less than ten pounds, and his license
shall be cancelled, and all liquor other than wines found on his premises
shall be forfeited.
108. Any grower or maker of wine who on a Sunday  sells or sale of wine onwine-Sunda on
otherwise disposes of any such wine on the premises where it is made maker er ssp emisesnytherwi e
shall be liable, on conviction, to a penalty not exceeding five pounds prohibited.
and not less than one pound. And any person found drinking liquor
on any such premises, or leaving the same with liquor in his possession,
on a Sunday shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
Provisions  as to  Sale by Unlicensed Persons.1()9. If any person, not being the agent or servant of a licensed sale of liquor by
victualler or wine-seller, and selling as such agent or servant and in unlicensed personprohibited.
accordance with the license of such licensed victualler or win.e,seller,
sells  liquor in any house, place, or vessel, in any less quantity than two
imperial gallons of one and the same description of liquor at any one
time, without having obtained a license authorising such sale by him,
he shall be liable for the first offence to a penalty not exceeding
thirty, pounds and not less than ten pounds, and in default ofpayment
to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding three months.
For every subsequent offence of a like kind, he shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds, and not less than thirty pounds,
and to be' imprisoned with or without hard labour, for any period not
exceeding six months.
110. If any licensed victualler or wine-seller employs any Employment of
person to sell any liquor in any cart, carriage, vessel, boat, house, prohibited el liquor
enclosure, booth, or other place whatsoever out of the house or place licensed victualler or
in which such licensed victualler or wine-seller is by his  license wine-seller'  xcept on
authorised to sell the same, or in such last-mentioned house or place
licensedpr mises.
otherwise than as the agent or servant of such licensed victualler or
wine seller, and for the use and benefit of such licensed victualler
or wine-seller, be shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty
not exceeding thirty pounds. 111. Upon
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Warrant, and seizure 111. Upon information laid on oath before any justice, whether
of liquor kept in a licensing justice or not, by any person that he believes that
unlicensed place or
for illegal sale. liquor is sold or kept for sale in any house or place by
some person not licensed to keep or sell the same, such justice
may grant a warrant to any inspector or member of the police force
to enter and search such house or place between the hours of six in
the morning and twelve at night, and, if admission is refused, to break
into the same, and to seize all liquor found thereon, and any vessel or
vessels containing liquor, and to detain them until the information
is heard.
Such justice shall thereupon by summons under his hand
require the person in whose possession the liquor is found to appear
before any two licensing justices at such time and place as are
specified in the summons, and to show how and for what purpose he
became possessed of such liquor.
If at the bearing of the case, it is made to appear to the
justices that such liquor was kept for the purpose of being illegally
sold or disposed of, then such liquor and vessels shall be forfeited, and
shall be sold or otherwise disposed of as the Governor in Council may
direct ; and after payment of the expenses the proceeds of the sale
shall be applied in like manner as in this Act is directed in the
case of penalties.
Seizure of liquors  112. Any justice, inspector, or member of the police force, may
suspected to be seize  or cause to be seized, and may deposit at the nearest police office,for illegal > >
sale. any liquor which he reasonably suspects to be carried about for
sale or delivery, or exposed to sale in any street, road, footpath, booth,
tent, store, shed, boat, or vessel, or in any other place whatsoever, in
contravention of this Act, by any person not 'licensed to sell such liquor.
He may also in like manner seize and detain, or cause to be
seized and detained, every vessel or utensil containing or used for
drinking or measuring any such liquor, and every vehicle, truck,
boat, or vessel, and every horse or other animal, used in conveying
such liquor.
If any person carries about for sale or delivery, or exposes for
sale in any street, road, footpath, booth, tent, store, shed, boat, or
vessel, or in any place whatsoever, any liquor without having a
license to sell or expose the same for sale, the person so offending
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds and not less
than ten pounds, and, in default of payment, to be imprisoned for any
period not exceeding six months.
Such liquor, vessels, and utensils, and any vehicle, truck, boat,
vessel, horse, or other animal used in conveying the same, shall be
forfeited and sold, and the proceeds disposed of in like manner as in
this Act is directed in the case of penalties.
Whenever any such liquors are carried from one place to
another, the burthen of proving that the same were not so carried
for sale or delivery shall rest on the person carrying them.
What shall  be 113. If any person who is a dealer in other things than liquor
deemed retailing. gives away or delivers any liquor to any customer under pretence of
such person being a customer for other things, or under any other pre-
tence whatever, or if any person sells or delivers any liquor in aquantity
equal to or more than two gallons, with an understanding that part
thereof is to be returned, and the quantity so sold or delivered, after
deducting the part returned or to be returned, is then under two
gallons, such person shall be deemed a retailer of the liquor so given
away, sold, or delivered, and shall be liable as for selling the same
by retail without a license. PART
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PART VI.-LOCAL OPTION.
Application of Provisions.
114. The provisions of this Part of this Act may be applied in Definition of area.
any municipality or division, or any subdivision of either, or in any
other Area which forms part of a municipality or division and also
forms part of one licensing district and the boundaries whereof can be
clearly and conveniently defined. Any such municipality, division,
subdivision, or Area is hereinafter in this Part of this Act referred to
as an Area.
115. Any number of ratepayers in any Area, being not less than Poll may be
one-sixth of the whole number of ratepayers in such Area, may >demanded upon
by notice in writing, given not later than the first day of November
certain resolutions.
in any year, require the chairman of the local authority to take a poll of
the ratepayers of such Area, for or against the adoption of all or any of
the following resolutions to have effect within the Area, that is to say-
(1) First-That the sale of intoxicating liquors shall be
prohibited ;
(2) Second-That the number of licenses shall be reduced
to a certain number, specified in the notice, not being
less than two-thirds of the existing number ;
(3) Third-That no new licenses shall be granted.
The chairman of the local authority shall be the returning
officer for the purposes of this Part of this Act.
116. Not later than seven days after receiving such notice , Notice of  poll to be
which must be accompanied by a deposit of ten pounds, the returning given.
officer shall cause a notice to be affixed on or near the door of every
public school, post office, and railway station in the Area, and shall
cause such notice to be inserted in one or more newspapers (if any)
published within the Area, or, if there are none, then in some other
newspaper or newspapers circulating therein, setting forth the purposes
of the poll and the terms of this Act authorising the poll to be taken,
and specifying a day not sooner than fourteen days nor later than
twenty-eight days after the publication of such notice on which the
poll will be taken.
If any of the resolutions is adopted the amount of the deposit
shall be returned to the persons by whom the notice was given, but if
none of the resolutions is adopted such amount shall be paid into the
municipal or divisional fund.
117. The voters' roll, or rate-book, as the case may be, of Roll or rate-book
the municipality or division of which the Area forms part, or a certified tobe evidence of
copy thereof, shall be conclusive evidence that the persons therein who may vote.
named, as rated in respect of property within the Area, are entitled
to vote.
118. On the day appointed by the returning officer a poll  Poll to be taken.
shall be taken, which shall be conducted as nearly as possible in
accordance with, and shall be subject to the provisions of, the Acts
for the time being in force regulating the procedure to be observed at
municipal or divisional elections within the Area.
Provided that the ballot papers shall be in the First Form of the Schedule R. Forme 1
Eighth Schedule to this Act, and the directions for the guidance of and 2.
the voters set forth in the Second Form of the said Schedule shall have
effect and shall be substituted for any other directions prescribed by
law for municipal or divisional elections.
119. On any such poll all ratepayers rated in respect of pro- Procedure at poll
perty within the Area shall be entitled to vote, for, or against, each
resolution upon which a poll is taken. If
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Result of poll to  be
declared.
Notice to Minister
and licensing
authority.
First resolution if
adopted.
Consequences of
adoption of first
resolution.
If a majority of two-thirds of the votes recorded in respect of
the first resolution, or a majority of the votes recorded in respect of
the second or third resolution, is in favour of its adoption, such reso-
lution shall be deemed to be carried and shall be adopted :
Provided that if a poll is taken upon more than one resolution-
(a) Only one resolution shall be adopted ;
(b) If the first resolution is carried it shall be adopted,
whether either, or both, of the other two resolutions is or
are carried or not ;
(c) If the second resolution is carried, and the first is not
carried, the second resolution shall be adopted, whether
the third resolution is carried or not ;
(d) If the third resolution is carried, and the first and second
are not carried, the third resolution shall be adopted,
120. The returning officer shall, as soon as possible after the
poll, declare the result of the voting.
He shall, further, if any resolution has been adopted, give
notice of its adoption in the same manner as hereinbefore provided
for giving notice of a poll under this Part of this Act. Such notice
shall be conclusive proof in any proceedings under this Act that the
resolution has been duly adopted.
When any of the resolutions has been adopted, information
thereof shall also be sent by the returning officer within seven days
to the Minister and to the licensing authority having jurisdiction
within the Area.
121. When the first resolution is adopted, it shall. come into
operation on the thirtieth day of June in the year following that in
which the notice requiring the poll to be taken was given.
122. If  the first resolution is adopted, then from and after
the date when it comes into operation in the Area the following
consequences  shall ensue-
(1) It shall not be lawful to sell, barter, or otherwise  dispose
of any liquor in the Area ;
(2) Any person who, whilst the resolution  is In force ,  sells,
barters, or otherwise disposes of liquor in the Area
shall be liable to the same penalties as are imposed by
this Act for selling spirits without a license;
(3) All such liquor, whatever the quantity may be, and all
measures , jars, or other utensils used in holding, or
measuring , or conveying it, found in the  possession or
custody of any such  person , shall be forfeited and shall
be destroyed or sold subject to the provisions of this A ct.
(4) Nothing herein contained shall be held to prohibit the
sale  of methylated spirits for use in the arts and manu-
factures, or to prohibit the sale of liquor for medicinal
use under  the conditions following, that is to say-
(a)  It shall not be lawful for any  person  to sell in the
Area any liquor for medicinal use except on the
prescription of a legally qualified medical practi-
tioner, nor  unless  he is a pharmaceutical chemist
registered under  " The Pharmacy Act of  1884,"
or any Act amending or in substitution for the
same ;  (b)  It
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(b) It shall not be lawful to sell any such liquor for
medicinal use unless the bottle or other vessel
in which such liquor is contained is distinctly
labelled with the words " Intoxicating Liquors,"
and the name and address of the seller.
(5) If any person sells liquor for medicinal use otherwise
than is herein provided he shall be liable, for the first
offence, to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, and
for the second or any subsequent offence to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
123. If the second resolution is adopted, it shall be the duty of Consequence of
the licensing authority at their next general meeting for granting and ado ti@n of Rvcond
renewing licenses and certificates, and at all future meetings so long reso ntlop.
as the resolution is in force, to restrict the total number of licenses
and certificates granted or renewed by them to or within the number
specified in the resolution, and for this purpose each certificate shall
be numbered by the licensing authority according to the order in
which it is granted.
No license shall be granted by the Colonial Treasurer in
respect of a certificate bearing a higher number than the number
specified in the resolution.
124. If the third resolution is adopted, it shall not be lawful for Consequence of
the licensing authority, after receiving information thereof, to grant a cut oII f third
certificate for a licensed victualler's license or wine-seders license to
any person for the sale of liquor in any house or premises within the
area unless at the time of the adoption of such resolution a license
was current and in force for the sale of liquor in such house or
premises, and any certificate granted contrary to the provisions of
this section shall be null and void.
125. (1) If the first resolution is adopted, a poll may be again when poll m„y be
demanded in manner provided by this Act, but not until the expira,  taken again.
Lion of three years after the date of such adoption, and in such ease a
poll shall be taken on the first resolution only.
(2) If the second resolution is adopted, a poll may be again
demanded on it or on the question of a further reduction, or of the adop-
tion of the first or third resolution, but not until the expiration of
two years after the last poll was taken.
(3) If the third resolution is adopted, a poll may be again
demanded on it or on the first or second resolution, but not until
the expiration of two years after the last poll was taken.
(4) If all the resolutions are rejected, a poll may be againdemanded in manner provided by this Act, but not until the xpiration
of two years after the last poll was taken.(5) Upon any poll the same, majority of voters infavour ofa
resolution shall be required as hereinbefore prescribed, and, if such
majority is not recorded in favour of the resolution, the resolution
shall be not.carrled, or in the case of a second poll upon a resolution
after it has been adopted, shall be rescinded.
126. The expenses of taking a poll under this Part of  this  Act Expenses.
shall be defrayed out of the municipal or divisional fund.
191 PART
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PART VII.--GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Evidence and Proceedings.
Delivery  prima fact.  127. The delivery of any liquor, either by the owner or occupier
evidence of sale . of any house or place, or by his or her servant, or other person therein,
shall, in any proceeding under this Act, be  prima facie  evidence of
such liquor having been sold, and of the sale having been made by
such owner or occupier.
Proceedings not to 128. No information , summons, order, ronvietion, warrant, or
be quashed for  in. other proceeding under this Act shall be quashed or avoided for wantformality.
of form only, or be removed by  certiorari  into the Supreme Court.
Time for complaint  No conviction shall take place under this Act upon any informa-
to be within three tion or complaint which is not exhibited or made within two months
months of offence.
next after the commission of the offence charged.
Parties tocan Every defendant, other than a person charged with drunken-
witnesses. ness or disorderly conduct under this Act, and the husband or wife of
any, such defendant, shall be a competent witness on his or her behalf.
Penalties and 129 . All sums of money ordered to be paid by any justices
costs  t be
recovered by dis- having jurisdiction under this Act, whether by way of penalty,
tress. forfeiture, or otherwise, and all costs and expenses awarded by
such justices, may be recovered and enforced by distress and sale of
the goods and chattels of the person ordered to pay the same ; and,
in default of sufficient  distress , such person shall be liable to be
imprisoned for any term, not exceeding the prescribed time for any
offence, and if there is no prescribed time, then for any term not
exceeding  three months, unless such money ,  costs,  and expenses are
sooner paid.
Appropriation of 130 . All penalties recovered by virtue of this Act from
di un>tards'  snes. persons convicted of drunkenness or disorderly conduct shall be
paid to the treasurer or other proper officer of the hospital in the
district where the  cases are  heard, and shall be applied towards the
relief of such persons as through age, accident, sickness, or other
infirmity are being relieved or maintained in such hospital. Provided
that where there is no such hospital in a district, all such
penalties shall be paid towards the support of the hospital nearest to
such district.
Appropriation of
penalties.
Amends  against
informer preferring
groundless charges.
131. All penalties under this Act not herein or by law other-
wise appropriated shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer, and placed
to the credit of the Consolidated Revenue Fund. Provided that any
convicting justices may direct that the complainant or informer shall
receive a portion not exceeding half of the penalty, in which case
the remainder of the penalty shall be appropriated and paid as afore-
said , but the Governor in Council may remit the whole or any part of
any penalty.
132. Whenever any complaint made under this Act before any
justices  having jurisdiction under this Act is not prosecuted, or on
being prosecuted appears to the justices hearing the case to be
without sufficient grounds, such justices may award amends, not
exceeding twenty pounds, to be paid by the person complaining to
the person complained against, for his loss of time and expenses, and
such amends  may be recovered in like manner as any penalty of like
amount  under this Act.
133. No
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133. No action at law shall lie against any licensing or other Action against
justice, or any inspector, or any member of the police force for oron of time-limitationnotices--
account of any matter or thing whatsoever done or directed to be done procedure.
by him in the execution of his duty or office under this Act, unless
such action. is commenced within three calendar months next after
the cause of action or complaint has arisen.
Notice in writing of such action and the cause thereof shall
be given to the defendant one calendar month at least before the
commencement thereof.
The plaintiff shall not recover in any such action, if tender of
sufficient amends is made before the action is brought, or if, after the
action is brought, the defendant pays into court sufficient amends ;
but in the latter case the plaintiff shall recover his costs of suit up to
the time of payment into court.
railway Refreshment Rooms.
134. Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, on the Railway refresh.
application of the lessee or occupier of any refreshment-room  or ment-rooms.
stand at a railway station (which application shall be made in writing,
in the First Form of the Ninth Schedule hereto), and upon payment of  schedule 9, Forms 1
a fee of not less than five pounds nor more than thirty pounds, the and 2.
Commissioner for Railways may grant to such applicant a license in
the Second Form of the said Schedule, for the sale of liquor at such
railway refreshment-room or stand, for the period of one year from the
date of the license.
The person so licensed may sell liquor at such railway refresh-
ment-room or stand, and shall for that purpose have and be entitled to
the same rights and privileges as a licensed victualler has under this
Act. Provided always that such liquor be sold only within a reasonable
time before and after the arrival or departure of any passenger train
at or from such station.
The Commissioner may from time to time make such regula-
tions for the proper ordering and maintenance of any railway refresh-
ment-rooms r stands a  he may deem necessary, ndmay at any
time cancel any license issued under the provisions of this section.
Wages.
135. Any contractor, master, or other person employing  workmen's wagesjourneymen, workmen, servants, or labourers, who or causes any not to be paid onpays
payment to be made to any such journeymen, workmen, servants, or licensed  premises.
labourers in or at any house, premises, or vessel, in which any
liquor is sold by retail, shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds. Provided that any licensee under
this Act may pay his own servants or labourers, or any contractor or
employer of labour working for him, on his own licensed  premises, or
on board of the vessel on which they are employed.
Jurisdiction of Ju&t ices.
136. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Act certain charges mayd
contained any charge made against any person for an offence no &vig l  justices, y b b y p t h avng  icensing
committed against any of the provisions of this Act, for which jurisdiction.
the maximum penalty does not exceed five pounds, may be heard and
determined summarily before any two justices, whether such justices
are licensing justices under this Act or not.
Regulations.
137. The Minister may, subject to this Act, and with the Minister  may make
approval of the Governor in Council, make such Regulations as may be regulations.
necessary for more effectually carrying out the provisions of this Act.
All such Regulations shall be published in the  Gazette.
FIRST
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FIRST SCHEDULE.
Date of Act.
19 Viet., No. 19.
27 Viet., 3o. 16.
28 Viet., No. 4.
28 Vic., No. 18.
31 Viet., No. 44.
84 Viet., No. 7.
36 Viet., No. 16.
43 Vic., No. 15.
44 Viet., No. 8.
Title of Act. Extent of Repeal.
... An Act to prevent the Adulteration
of Spirituous  and Fermented
Liquors.
An Act to consolidate and amend
the Laws  relating  to Licensed
Publicans.
An Act to amend the Law respecting
the Liability of Innkeepers and to
prevent certain frauds on them.
An Act to Amend " The Publicans
Act of 1868."
An Act to enable Spirituous and
Fermented Liquors to be Sold at
Railway Stations, Refreshment
Rooms , or Counters.
An Act to regulate the License Money
payable by Country Publicans.
... An Act to  Amend  "  The Publicans
Act of 1863."
So far as it relates to
licensed victuallers
and wine-sellers.
So much as has not
been previously re.
pealed.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
An Act to Amend " The Publicans So much as has not
Act of 1868"  so far as relates  to been previously re-
the granting  of Licenses ,  and for pealed.
other purposes.
... An Act to  make further and better
provision for the appointment of
Licensing Boards under " The
Licensing Boards Act of  1879."
The whole.
SECOND SCHEDULE.
GE1cIEAI. BaatIL&nors FOB Coi uc TTI1ro THE Buexrzss  or L[ oo snco AU THonITIEs.
1. At every quarterly meeting or adjourned  meeting, as the case  may be, the
licensing authority having been assembled, the clerk of pe  sessions  shall lay
before the Court the lists and reports prescribed by the Second Part of this Act, and
such notices of objections to licenses, or certificates, or renewals,  transfers , or removals
of licenses, as have been received by him under this Act.
2. At quarterly  meetings of a licensing  authority, business shall be heard and
disposed of in the following order:-
(a)  Applications for renewal of licenses ;
(b) Applications for transfers of licenses ;
(c) Applications for removal of licenses ;
(d) Applications for licenses for premises previously unlicensed, or for new
packet licenses ;(0)Applications for provisional certificates ;(f) Any other licensing business that may be required to be heard.
8. No licensing business shall be heard at any adjourned quarterly meeting of
a licensing authority until that  remaining  from the last preceding sitting  has  been
disposed of, either by determination or adjournment,  and as  nearly as may be in the
order above stated.
4. No application under either of the five preceding heads of section two of
these Regulations-that is to say,  (a), (b), (c), (d),  and (e)-which has been refused at
any quarterly meeting, or adjournment thereof, shall be reopened at any subsequent
adjournment of such meeting ; nor shall any application in respect of any premises for
which a previous application has been refused be entertained by any licensing authority
until the notices required in the  case of  an original application have been given, and
the procedure directed by this Act taken thereon.
5. On the hearing of any application, except for renewals, the applicant, by
himself or by his counsel or solicitor, shall open his case ; then the objectors who have
given due notice are to be heard by themse ves, their counsel, or solicitors ; and the
applicant  may  reply.
6. In the case of applications for renewals the objectors shall commence, and the
applicant shall reply only.
7. The evidence, if any, shall be given in the  same manner  as in courts of law.
S. The licensing authority shall then consider the application ; and if the justices
are  Utahimous, they shall give  their decision through their  chairman ; but if t are
not unaniaa6u s,  tb.y .skatl retire and decide bymajority whether the application shall be
granted or  refused. - The decision and in the ease- of  Wawa the grm ad.  thaw!shall
be pohot eed by the c 2airazszi,  and the other justices  adjudicating  shall  nbt c±oart t
upon  We deasnon pronouncd& or the remuke zia& 1by tb. chairman. 9. The
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9. The decision of the licensing authority when once pronounced by the chairman
shall not be questioned.
10. The  chairman  shall, in the name of the licensing authority,  sign all certificates
and documents given or issued by the licensing authority, except such as are by
this Act permitted or required to be signed by a single justice or by the clerk of
petty sessions.
11. Whenever, in the opinion of the licensing authority, these Regulations
are not applicable to the business before it, the procedure shall be as nearly as may
be analogous to that of a court of petty  sessions.
THIRD SCHEDULE.
FORMS OF Ii 8PECTOR ' s CESTIFICATE.
No. 1.--In the case of a License or Renewal or Transfer of a Licensed Victualler's License.
I, A. B., being inspector [or sub-inspector] for the licensing district of Inspector's c tilleate
in the Colony of Queensland, hereby certify that I have this day inspected the for  issue, renewal, or
f
remises  in street, in the municipality [or town] of transfer of License.
or  situated at being miles from the town or municipality
of ] and known [or intended to be known] as the , notice of
application for a license for which  [or  a renewal of the license for which,  or  a transfer
of the license for which] under  " The Licensing Act of  1885," has been given by
, residing at , in the said licensing district [or in the
district of ]. And I hereby certify that the said premises contain
rooms for public accommodation, and rooms for the requirements of the family
and servants of the said J.and that such rooms, and the remaining premises and
appurtenances thereto, are in all respects in conformity with the provisions of the said
Act. As witness my hand this day of in the year 188
A.B.,
Inspector [or Sub-inspector] for the District of
No. 2,-In the case of an application for the  Removal  of a License.
Whereas , being the holder of a license to retail liquor for the premises Removal of License.
situate in street, in the municip ality  of  [or  town of] [or situated
at and being  miles  from the municipality  [or  town] of
in the licensing district of , has given notice that he will apply for
a removal of the said license to the premises  [here describe locality and description
of premises  as  Wore], now I, , inspector  [or  sub-inspector] for the district
of , hereby certify that I have this day examined the last-named premises,
that they contain rooms for public accommodation, and rooms for
the requirements of the family and servants of the said , and that
such rooms and the remainin premises and appurtenances thereto are in all respects
in conformity with the requirements of  " The Licensing Act of  1885." As witness my
hand this day of , in the year 188
A.B.,
Inspector [or Sub-inspector] for the District of
FO tTRT11 SCHEDULE.
No. 1. Notice of application for Licensed Victualler's License.
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District of , acting
under "  The Licensing Act of  1885."
I, A.B.  [state residence and occupation],  hereby give notice that I intend to Application for
apply at the next quarterly meeting of the licensing authority for a Licensed Licensed Victua1:er's
Victualler's License for the sale of fermented and spirituous liquors in the house and License.
appurtenances thereto belonging, situated at  [here describe the house proposed to be licensed,
specifying its situation, the number of sitting-rooms and bedrooms in it, exclusive of those
required ftr the applicant's family, whether more than one bar is intended to be kept,
and if so, the situation of each, the stabling accommodation-if any-if' owned by the
applicant or from whom rented, and by whom now occupied, whether now licensed or whether a
provisional eert ifieate has been granted in respect of it, and if so, wader what sign],  and
which I intend to keep  as an  inn or public-house.
I am married, having a wife and children [or unmarried.
I have held 'a license before  if before, state for what premises, where situated, when
and for what period]  [or I have not held a license before].
Dated this day of 188 .
A. B.
No. 2.-Notice of application for renewal of Licensed  Vietualler 's [or Wine- seller's]
License. Application for
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District  of ,  Acting
p
ender  ",Tics Licensing Act of  1886."
It A.B., baing the holder  of a I, saesred Victualler's  [or Wile -seller's] License
under the said  Ace, for  the jWemides known as , anti situa'te at
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intended to fe kept open, state the fact and specify  the situation  of each.]
Dated this day of , 188 .
in the said district, and having held a Licensed Victualler's  [or  Wine-seller's] License
for years [or months], and such premises having been licensed for the sale of
liquors  [or  wine] for years  [or  months], hereby give notice that I intend to
apply at the next quarterly meeting of the said licensing authority for a renewal of
such license.  [In the case of a Licensed Victualler's License, if more than one bar is
A.B.
No. 3.-Notice of application for transfer of Licensed Victualler's [or Wine- seller's]
License.
To the  Licensing  Authority  of the Licensing District of
under  " The L icensing Act  of  1885."
, acting
Application for 1, A.B.,being the holder of a Licensed Victualle r's  cor  Wine- seller 's] License under
transfer. the said Act, for the  premises  known as , and situate at , in the said
district, hereby give notice that I intend to apply at the next quarterly meeting of the
said licensing authority to transfer the said license to C.D.,  of  [state residence and
occupation  of proposed transferree].  And I, the said C.D., hereby give notice that it is
my intention to apply that such transfer maybe granted to me.  [Sere give particulars
as  to  transferree  as in  Form  number 1.]
Dated this day of , 188
A.B.
C.D.
No. 4.-Notice of applicationfor removal ofLicensed Victualler's [or Wine-seller's] License.
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District of , acting
under  " The Licensing Act of  1885."
Application for I, A.B , beingthe holder of a Licensed Vietualler's for Wine-seller's] License under
removal. the said Act, for the premises known as , and situate at , in the
said district, hereby give notice that I intend to apply at the next quarterly meeting
of the said licensing authority to remove the said license, so that it may apply to
the premises  [here describe the situation of the premises and the accommodation to be
provided, as nearly as may be in the terms of application for a license].
Dated this day of , 188 .
A.B.
Application for pro-
visional certificate.
hereto attached].
Dated this
No. S.--Notice of Application for a Provisional Certificate.
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District of , acting
under  " The Licensing Act of  1885."
I, A. B.  [state residence and occupation],  hereby give notice that I intend to
apply at the next quarterly meeting of the said licensing authority for a provisional
certificate under the said Act, for the premises belonging to me  [or  rented by me
from C.D., of ], and situated at , within the
said district. The said premises are now about to be erected  [or  are in course of
erection,  or  are now being altered,  or  are now nearly complete], and will, when finished,
be in all respects in accordance with the requirements of the said Act [and the plans
day of , 188 .
A.B.
No. 6.--Notice of application  for Wine-seller' s License.
To the Licensing  Authority  of the Licensing District of
under  "  The Licensing  Act of  1885."
, acting
Application forWine- I, A.B.  [state residence, trade, or occupation],  hereby give notice that I intend
seller's License. to apply at the next quarterly meeting of the licensing authority for a Wine-seller's
License, for the sale of wine in the premises situated at  [here describe the enact
situation  of the premises  and the names  of the occupants of the adjoining premises].
I have held a license before  [state  what  kind, for what premises, where  situated,
when, and for what period,] [or  I have not held a license before
Dated at , this day of , 188 .
A.B.
No. 7.-Application for Packet License or renewal of Packet License.
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District of
under  " The Licensing Act of  1885."
Application for I, A.B., beingmaste of the  vessel  called the
, acting
Packet License.  carrying passengers between  and , within the Colony
of Queensland  [or between  , in the Colony  of Queensland, and
or  plying  (here state  in what  harbour  or river ),  hereby apply for a
certificate
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certificate authorising the issue of a license  [or  the renewal of a license] to enable me
to retail liquor to the  passengers  on board of such  vessel.
Dated this day of , 188 .
A.B.
No.  8.-Application for transfer of Packet License.
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District of , acting
under  "The Licensinq Act of  1885.
1, A.B., being the holder of a Packet License for the vessel called the Application for
, carrying passengers between and , within  transfer of Packet
the Colony of Queensland [or between , in the Colony of Queensland, License.
and  ], [or  plying  (as in last form)  in the Colony of Queensland], hereby
apply for a transfer of the said license to D., of  [here state residence and occupation
of proposed transferreel.  And 1, the said C. U., hereby apply that such transfr-r may be
granted to me.
Dated this day of , 188
A.B.
C.U.
No. 9.-Application for Billiard License or Bagatelle License or  renewal  thereof.
To the Licensing Authority of the Licensing District of acting
under  " The Licensing Act of  1885."
I, A.B.  [state residence and occupation],  hereby give notice that I intend Application for
to apply at the next quarterly meeting of the licensing authority for a certificate Billiard  License or
authorising the issue to me of a Billiard [or Bagatelle] License [or the renewal  of Bagatelle License.
a Billiard  (or  Bagatelle) License], for the keeping of billiard for bagatelle]
tables, on the premises situated  [here describe  the nature ,  locality, and accommodation
of the premises].
Dated this day of , 188
A.B.
FIFTH SCHEDULE.
CERTIFICATES AUTHORISIN G  ISSUE of  TREASURER' S LICENSE.
No. 1.-Cert .ficatefor Licensed Victualler's License or renewal thereof.
1, the undersigned, being the chairman of the licensing authority for the For Licensed
licensing  district of , acting under  " The Licensing Act of  1885," Victualler's License.
and sitting at on the day of , 188 ,
the requisite notices of application for this certificate having been proved to the
licensing authority to have been duly given and published, and it appearing to the
licensing authority that the premises hereinafter mentioned  contain  the requisite
accommodation under the said Act, and that A.B., of , is a fit and proper
person to hold a Licensed Victualler's License, hereby authorise the issue [or renewal]
of a Licensed Victualler's License in favour of the  said  A.B, of , for  [here
state  the name, description, and locality of the  house and premises , specifying  whether more
than one bar is  to be kept open, and if  so, the situation  of each].
Given under my hand this , day of 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing Authority
for the District of
No. 2.-Certificate for Wine-seller's License or renewal thereof.
I, the undersigned, being the chairman of the licensing authority for the licensing got Wine•seller's
district of , acting under  "The Licensing Act of  1885," and sitting at License.
, on the day of , 188 , the requisite notices
of application having been proved to the licensing authority to have been duly given and
published, and it appearing to the licensing authority that A.B., of , is a fit and
proper person to hold a license to sell wine, hereby authorise the issue  [or  renewal] of
a license authorising the said A.B. to sell wine in the premises situated at  [here describe
the exact locality of the premises],  and in no other place.
Given under my hand at , this day of 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing Authority
for the District of
P,
No. 3.-Certificate for Packet License or renewal thereof.
I [or  we],  being a poliee magistrate  [or  licensing justices] for the licensing district  Per packet License.
of , acting under  " The Licensing Act of  1885," being
satisfied that C.D., the  master  cf the  [here insert name and description of vessel and
between what ports trading],  is a fit and proper person to hold a Packet License, do
hereby
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hereby  authorise the issue  [or renewal ]  of a packet license in his favour.
Given  under my hand  [or  our  hands ]  this day of 18
G.H.,Police  Magistrate,  or
J.K.p I Licensing Justices.L.M.
No. 4.-Certificate for Billiard  License  or Bagatelle License.
For Billiard License I, the undersigned, being the  chairman  of the licensing authority for the
or B4pte1t License. licensing district of , acting under  "The Licensing Act of  1885," and
sitting at on the day of 188 , do hereby
authorise  the issue  to A.B .,  of , of  a Billiard  [or Bagatelle ] License to keep
billiard for  bagatelle ]  tables ,  on the premises situated  at  [hers describe  locality of
premises].
Given under my hand this day of 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing Authority
for the District of
Certificate for
duplicate of lost
License.
No. 5.-Certificate  for issue  of duplicate of lost License.
I, the undersigned ,  being a licensing  justice  [or  clerk of petty sessions ]  acting
under  " The Licensing  Act of  1885  "  for the
licensing district of ,hereby certify  that A.B., to whom a Licensed  Vietualler' s  [or as the case may be]
License ,  under date the day of 188  ,  was granted in respect
of the premises known as , and situate at within the said district,
has shown to me that he has accidentally and from causes beyond his control lost the
said license  [or  that the said license has been accidentally  or  from causes  beyond his
control lost  or  destroyed]. And I hereby declare that a duplicate of such license may be
issued to him.
Given under my hand this day of 18
J.K.
A.  Licensing Justice [or Clerk of Petty Sessions]
for the District of
SIXTH SCHEDULE.
JOB,Its or Lrcaxs$.
.No. 1.-Licensed Victualler 's License.
Licensed Victualler's Whereas A.B., of  ,  has deposited in the Treasury a certificate
License.  from the chairman of the licensing authority of the district of ,
assembled at their quarterly meeting held at in the said district on
the  day  of ,188  ,  authorising the issue to the said
. .B., under  "The Licensing  Act  of  1885," of a Licensed Victualler's License for the
premises known  [or  to be  known] as , situate at  [here describe  locality,
and if  more than one bar is to  be kept  open state  the fact and specify the  situation
of each] :  And whereas the said A.B. has paid the sum of
sterling as the fee for such license  : Now I, by virtue  of the powers vested in  me by the
said Act, do hereby  license  the said A.B. to sell fermented and spirituous liquors in any
quantity on the aforesaid premises ,  but not elsewhere. This license commences on the
day of next  [or  instant], and will continue in force until the thirtieth
day of June now next ensuing, both days inclusive, unless forfeited or cancelled in the
meantime.
Given under my hand, at Brisbane, this day of 18
J.R.D.,
Colonial Treasurer.
No. 2.-Wine-seller's Li cense.
Wine-seller'sLioense.  Whereas A.B., of  ,  has deposited in the Treasury a certificate
from the chairman of the licensing authority of the district of , assembled
at their quarterly meeting held at , in the said district, on the
day of , 188 , authorising the issue to the said A.B., under
" The Licensing Act of 1885,"  of a Wine-seller's License for the premises situated
at  [here describe locality] :  And whereas the said A.B. has paid the sum of
sterling as the fee for such license : Now I, by virtue of the powers vested in me
by the said Act, do hereby license the said A B. to sell wine in any quantities
on the aforesaid premises ,  but not elsewhere .  This license commences on the
day of next  [or  instant ],  and will continue in force
until the thirtieth day of June now next ensuing, both days inclusive, unless forfeited
or cancelled in the meantime,
(liven ender my hand ,  at Brisbane, this day of 18
Colonial Treasurer.
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No. 3.-Packet License.
Whereas A.B., of , being the master of the passenger steamer r acket License.
[if any other kind of vessel describe it]  conveying passengers between
and , in the Colony of Queensland  [or  between ,
in the Colony of Queensland, and ], has deposited in the Treasury a
certificate from the licensing authority for the licensing district of , authorising
the issue to the said A.B. under  " The Licensing Act of  1885 " of  a  Packet
License : And whereas the said A.B. has paid the sum of sterling as
the fee for such license :  N  ow I, , by virtue of the powers vested in me
by the said Act, do hereby license the said A.B. to retail fermented or spirituous liquors
to any passenger on board of such vessel during its actual passage between the said
places, or within half-an-hour before its departure from any such place or any
intermediate port. This license commences on the day of next
[or  instant], and will continue in force until the thirtieth  day  of June now
next ensuing, both days inclusive, unless forfeited or cancelled in the meantime.
C iven under my hand, at Brisbane, this day ct , 188
J.R.D.,
Colonial Treasurer.
No. 4.-Billiard License or Bagatelle License.
Whereas, A.B., of . has deposited in the Treasury a certificate from Billiard  License or
the licensing authority for the licensing district of , authorising  Bagatelle License.
the issue to the said A.B., under  " The Licensing Act of  1885," of a Billiard  [or
Bagatelle] License for the house [or rooms] situate at , within the said
district : And whereas the said A.B. has paid the sum of sterling as the
fee for such license : Now I, , by virtue of the powers vested in me under
the said Act, do hereby license the said A.B. to keep, set up, and maintain billiard [or
bagatelle] tables, not exceeding in number, in the  said house  [or rooms],
but not elsewhere ; and to allow such tables to be used between the hours of ten in
the morning and twelve at night. This license commences on the day
of next  [or  instant], and will continue in force until the thirtieth day of
June now next  ensuing,  both days inclusive, unless forfeited or cancelled in the
meantime.Given under my hand, at Brisbane, this day of 188
J.R.D.,
Colonial Treasurer.
SEVENTH SCHEDULE.
FORMS or CEETIFICATE FOR OTHzE PURPOSES THAN AUTHORISATION FLICENSES.
No. l.-Certate for transfer of Licensed Victualler's License.
I, the undersigned ,  being the chairman of the licensing authority for the Transferof Lioezse.
licensing district of , acting under  "The Licensing
Act of  1185," hereby certify that at the quarterly meeting held at
on the day of , 188 , upon the applica-
tion of A .B., the within-named licensee ,  the requisite notices hkvmg been proved
before the said licensing authority to have been duly given by the said A.B.,
the said licensing authority have transferred the within license from the said A.B.
to C.D., to hold the same subject to the provisions of the said Act for the residue
of . the term for which such license was originally granted ,  in like manner as if he
had been the ongnal licensee.
Given under my hand this day of 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing Authority
for the District of
No. 2.-Cert cate for removal  of Licensed  Victualler's License.
I, the undersigned, being the chairman of the  licensing authority for the Removal of License.
licensing district of , acting under  "  The Licensing
Act of  1885," hereby certify  that at the quarterly meeting held at ,
on t e day of , 188 , upon the
application of A.B .,  the within -named  licensee ,  the requisite notices having been
proved before the said licensing authority to have been duly given ,  it was approved
that the within  license ,  granted to the said A.B. in respect of the  licensed premises
situated at and known as , should henceforth cease to apply
to the house and premises therein described ,  and for the remainder of the term of the
said  license should apply .to the house and premises known  [or  to be known] as the
,  and situate at  (describe in same manner  as in  original license].
Given under my hand this day of , 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing  Authority
for the District of
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No. 3.-Provisional Cert ficate.
I, the undersigned ,  being the chairman of the licensing authority for the
licensing district of , acting under  "The Licensing
Act of  1885," at the quarterly meeting held at on the
day of 188 , hereby certify that the house  and premises  of A.B.,
situated at , and now in process of erection  [or  about to be erected],
in accordance with the plans and specifications exhibited by the said A.B. and signed by
me, will be a fit and proper place for the sale of liquor ; and upon application being
duly made by a fit and proper person for the issue of a license in respect of the said
house within months from the date hereof, such application shall be
ted, upon proof being given that the said house and premises have been erected
or  completed ]  in accordance with such plans and specifications .  This certificate is
granted subject to the following  conditions:-
conditions.
[Sere  set out the conditions , if any.]
Given under my hand this day of , 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing Authority
for the District of
No. 4. Booth or Stand License.
I Lor  we], the undersigned, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Licensing
Act  of 1885," do hereby authorise A.B., now holding a Licensed Victualler's  [or  Wine-
seller 's] License  for the house and premises known as  ,  and situate
at , to retail liquor  [or  wine] in an open booth  [or  stand ,  or  hut,  or
building  as the  case  may be],  at , on the occasion  of  [here,
state  nature of  public amusement],  for the  space of  days, subject to the provisions
of the said Act.
Given u der my hand [or our hands] this day of 18
G.H.,Police  Magistrate, or
J'g'' I Licensing Justices.L.M.,
No. 5 -Certificate  to carry on Business where Premises destroyed  by Fire or  Tempest.
Certificate to  I [or  we], the undersigned ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The  Licensing
continue Business on  Act of  1885," hereby certify that it having been proved  to me  [or  us] that the house
destruction of and premises known as  ,  and situate at , and forPremises.
which a Licensed Victualler's [or Wine-seller' s] License,  dated the day of ,
188 , was held by A.B., have been destroyed by fire  [if by  any other cause state it], or
so damaged  as not  to be habitable by him, &c.] and that the said A. B. is desirous of
temporarily  exercising  the privileges conferred by such license in  the house and
premises  to be known  as , and situate at , I [or we] have
authorised, and do hereby  authorise  the said A.B. to sell liquor  [or  wine], under the said
license ,  at the said  last-named premises ,  for a term  not exceeding month
from  the date hereof.
Given under my hand  [or  our hands]  this day of , 18 .
G.H., Police Magistrate, or
Jig''L.MI Licensing  Justices..,
No. 6.-Temporary License in Special District.
Temporary License in I [or we],  being a police magistrate [or licensing justieesj ,  and having juris-
Special District.  diction under  " The Licensing Act of  1885," in the district proclaimed in the  Gazette
of the day of ,188 , as a" special
district " under the said Act, and generally known as the
goldfield  [or if by any other name here state it],  hereby certify that A.B., lately of
and now residing on the said goldfield [or in the said district], has this day applied to me
[or us]  sitting at for licensing purposes under the said Act, for a
Licensed Victualler 's  [or  Wine -Seller's] License  [or  a license to keep billiard  (or
bagatelle) tables] in the said district, in the temporary building or erection to be known
as , and situate more particularly as shown by the map  [or  plan ]  and des-
cription annexed hereto  :  And the said A.B. being shown to me  [or  us ]  to be a person
of good character ,  and the accommodation provided by him in such temporary building
or erection appearing to me  [or  us ]  on examination thereof to be as nearly as prac-
ticable under the circumstances in accordance with the requirements of the said Act in
relation to licensed premises ;  I [or  we] hereby declare that he may sell liquor  [or
wine  or  keep billiard  (or  bagatelle )  tables] under the provisions of the said Act,
at
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at the said temporary building or erection (which may not be moved for the purposes of
this license to any other site ),  and not elsewhere ,  and for a period of months.
Given under my hand  [or our hands ]  this day of .18
G.H., Police Magistrate, or
J.K., ILicensing Justices.L.M.,
No. 7.-Permission to carry on Business on Licensee 's death.
It being shown to me,  the police magistrate  [or  us,  being  licensing justices ] Licensee's death.
for the licensing district of , that A.B., the holder of a Licensed
Victualler's  [or  Wine-seller's] License  [or a  Certificate for a Licensed Victualler's
(or  Wine-seller's) License] under  "The Licensing Act of  1885, " and dated
the day of ,188 , for the  premises  therein described,
is lately deceased ,  and that it is necessary that the business lately carried on by the
said A.B. in virtue of the said license should be temporarily continued  [or  that a License
should be issued in respect of the said Certificate], and that C.D., of , is an
executor named in the will of the said A.B.  [or  is the legal personal representative  (or
next of kin) of the said A.B.], [and that E.F. is the agent duly nominated by the said
C.D.,  or by  the Curator of Intestate Estates], and is a fit and proper person to carry
on the said business in the said licensed premises  :  Now, therefore ,  I  [or  we ],  the under-
signed, certify that the said C.D.  [or  E.F.] is hereby duly authorised to sell liquor  [or
wine] under such license  [or  authorise the issue of a license to the said C.D.  (or  E.F.) in
respect of the said certificate], subject to the provisions of the said Act, in like manner
as if he had been the original licensee or holder of the certificate.
Given under my hand [or our hands] this day of ,18
G.H., Police  Magistrate  or
LJ.K.p Licensing Justices.
No.  8.-Oertcate of Permiwion on Insolvency of Licensee.
It being shown to me, the police magistrate  [or us being  licensing justices ] Iacensee 'sinsolvenoy.
for the  licensing district of , that A.B., the holder of a
Licensed Victua ller's  (or  Wine-se ller' s) License  [or  a certificate  for  a Licensed
Victua ller ' s  (or  Wine -seller' s) License ]  for the premises situate at
and more particularly described in such license  [ or certi ficate], has become
insolvent ,  and , the trustee of the estate of the said A.B., having
applied that E .F., of , may be permitted to continue the business carried on
by the said A.B., in virtue of the said license  [or  that a license may be issued to E.F.
in respect of the said certificate] : Now I  [or we],  the undersigned, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Licensing Act of  1885,"  hereby authorise the said E.F., as
the agent of such trustee ,  to carry on such business subject to the provisions
of the said Act  [or  the issue to the said E .F. of a  license in  respect  of the said
ppremises  from the day of  next  [or instant] to the thirtieth
day of June next ensuing ],  subject to the provisions of the said Act in like manner as
if he had been the original  licensee or holder of the certificate.
Given under my hand [or our hands]  this day of ,18
G.H., Police Magistrate  or
J.K., Licensing Justices.
L.M.,
No. 9.-Temporary  Certificate  on Insanity of Licensee.
It having been shown to the licensing authority for the  licensing district of  insanity of Licensee.
, actingg under  " The Licensing  Act of  1885," that A.B., the holder of the
within Licensed Victuallers(orWine -sellers)  Licensefor the premises ituated at  ,
and more particularly described in such  license ,  has become insane ,  and has been insane
for more than one month prior to the date hereof ,  and R .3., the wife of the said A.B.  [or
the nearest of kin of the said A.B.,  or  the Curator in Insanity ],  having applied to me that
C.D., of  ,  may be authorised to continue the sale of liquor  [or wine] and other the
business carried on by the said A.B., in virtue of the within license under the said Act, I,
the undersigned ,  being the chairman of the  licensing authority for the said district ,  hereby
certify that the said O.D., as such agent, and sub ject to the provisions of such Act,
is duly authorised to carry on such business on such premises until the end of the term
of such license.
Given under my hand,  this day of , 18
E.F.,
Chairman of the Licensing  Authority
for the District of
EIGHTH
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Licensing Act.
Part VI.
EIGHTH SCHEDULE.
LOCAL OPTION.
No. I.-Form of Ballot Paper.
MUNICIPALITY OF A  [or  as the case may be].
R ESOLUTIONS. FOB.
1. Total prohibition of the sale of liquors
II. Licensed Houses to be reduced to ten [or
as the case may be]  ... ... ... ...
M. No New Licenses  to be  granted
AGAINST.
Norf.-If a Po ll  is to be taken on one or two only of the resolutions ,  omit the other or others ,  but retain the
numbers as above.
No. 2.- Form of Directions for the Guidance of the Voter  in voting.
(To be printed in  conspicuous  characters, and placarded outside every polling  station and
in every compartment  of every polling station)
The voter may vote for or  against each  resolution upon which a poll is taken.
The voter will go into one of the compartments, and with the pencil provided in
the compartment, place  a cross  opposite each resolution upon which he wishes to vote,
in the column headed " for" if he wishes to vote for the resolution, or in the column
headed " against" if he wishes to vote against the resolution.
The voter will then fold up the ballot paper so as to conceal the mode in which
he has voted, put the paper into the ballot box, and forthwith quit the polling station.
If the voter inadvertently spoils a ballot paper, he can return it to the presiding
officer, who will, if satisfied of such inadvertence, give him another paper.
If the voter places any mark on the paper by which he may be afterwards
identified, his vote will not be counted.
NOTE.-These directions may be illustrated by examples of the ballot-paper.
NINTH SCHEDULE.
RAILWAY  REFRESHMENT -BOOMS.
No. 1.-Form of Application for License.
Railwayrefreshment. To t e Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland.
room, I, A.B, being the lessee of the Railway Refreshment-room at the
station on the Railway in the Colony
of Queensland, do hereby apply for a license for the sale, by retail, of liquor under the
provisions of  " The Licensing  Act of  1885:"
Given under my hand this day of , 188
A.B.
No. 2.-Form of License.
Whereas A.B., of , being the lessee of the Railway Station
Refreshment-room at the station oil the
Railway in the Colony of Queensland, has applied to me for a license to sellliquor by retail at the said station, and has paid the sum of £ , being
the amount of fee fixed by me under the provisions of  " The Licensing Act of  1885,"
as payable on the issue of a license for the sale of liquor by retail at the said station :
Now, I, the undersigned, being the Commissioner for Railways for the said Colony, do
hereby license the said A.B. to sell liquor by retail at the said refreshment-room.
This license shall remain in force, unless forfeited under the said Act or revoked by
me, until  the day of 188 .
Given under my hand and seal at Brisbane this day of ,188
C.D.,
Commissioner  for Railways.
By Authority :  JAMss C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
District Surveyor ARCHIBALD MCDOWALL
to be  a Commissioner  for the purpose of dividing
runs, under the provisions of section 29 of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMIA9 KELLY
to be a Trustee of the Land in the Parish of Rock-
hampton ,  granted in Trust for a General Cemetery,
in the room of William Joseph Connolly, re-
signed.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,]Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
District  S urveyor ABCHIBALD JOHN RICHARDSON
to be  a Commissioner for the purpose of dividing
runs,  under the provisions of section 29 of  " The
Crown  Lands Ad of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES  ARBOVIN
to be Assistant  Registrar  of Births and Deaths at
Irvinebank, for the Registry District of Wootha-
kata.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
No.  93.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor , with  the adviceof the  Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned Mem bers of the
Police  Force to be Assistant Refor,srars of Births
and Deaths at the Places and the Districts
mentioned in connection  with  their respective
names :-
Constable JEREMIAH KELLY
at Torrens Creek , for the  Registry District of
Aramac ; and
Senior -Constable RICHARD M. GRAHAM
at Hig Kelds ,  for the Registry District of Drayton
and  Toowoomba.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RICHARD T .  DARKER
to be a Member of the Ipswich Fire Brigade
Board, in the room  of William Yaldwyn.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SAMUEL  LEWIS
to be  Superintendent  of the Asylum for  the Insane
at Sandy Gallop.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  A. KENYON
to be a Clerk in the Pacific Island Labour Branch
of the  Immigration  Department. This  appointment
to take effect from 1st September last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY WILLEY
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at
Northeote, for the Registry District of Wootha-
kata.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleasedto direct  that the name
HARRY  EDGAR ALDRIDGE
be substituted for Henry Edgar Aldrid,-e,  appear-
ing in the  notification published in the  Gazette  of
the 15th of August last,  appointing. certain gentle-
men to be Magistrates  of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th November, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor directs it o be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
GEORGE ROBERT GORDON
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
JOHN MCDoNALD
to be a Captain in the Defence. Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.THE Charters Towers Fire Brigade previouslyexisting having been disbanded by His
Exce llency the Governor , with the  advice of the
Executive Council ,  as notified in the  Government
Gazette  of 5th September last, I have ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  " The Fire  Brigades Act
Amendment  Act of  1882,"  approved of the  engage-
ment by the Charters Towers Fire Brigade Board
of a new Fire Brigade at Charters Towers, under
the name of  "  The Charters Towers Fire Brigade."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.H JH IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned places to be Polling
Places for the Electoral District of Musgrave :-
ALLEY'S (on Herberton
road, near Mulgrave
River)
AYR
BRANDON
CAIRNS
CARDWELL
CLARE
COOLGARRA (Return
Creek)
GERALDTON
GOLDSBOROUGH
HERBERTON
INGHAM
IRVINEBANK
NEWELLTON
NIGGER CREEK
OAKEY CREEK TIN
MINES (Prospec-
tors' Camp)
REDBANK
SCRUBBY CREEK
TOWNSVILLE
WATSONVILLE.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
i IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment, by the Charters
Towers Fire Brigade Board, of
JOSEPH WARREN TILLEY
to be Superintendent ; and
HrGH EMANUEL and
EDWARD SWORDS
to be Assistant Superintendents of the Brigade.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following promotions and changes in
the Customs Department, viz :-
ARTHUR HAYNES BROOKHOLDING BLISS, Gauger,
to be Landing Waiter ;
DONALD MACKAY, Gauger,
to be Landing Waiter ;
HENRY WILLIAM MORGAN WRIGHT, Locker,
to be Gauger ;
ROBERT IsMAY, Locker,
to be Gauger ;
RICHARD THOMAS COOPER, Second Officer, Stan-
thorpe,
to be Locker ;
EDWARD FORAN MELLOR, Clerk,
to be Locker ;
PHILIP BROWN, Tide Waiter,
to be Locker ;
THOMAS MAYERS, Tide Waiter,
to be Locker ;
JAMES BRAND, Extra Tide Waiter,
to be Tide Waiter ;
HOLBERT SMALES, Tide Waiter,
to be Clerk ;
WsEDON DAWES, Extra Tide Waiter,
to be Tide Waiter ;
GEORGE MARTIN,  Extra  Tide Waiter,
to be Tide Waiter.
The above  changes to take effect  from the 1st
July, 1885.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
HE following appointments of Members of
ll Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Normantwi.
Thomas Sheppard Dyson and
John Vivian Williams,
vice W. J.  Greenaway, resigned, and B. C. Mac-
Groarty, who has left the District.
Springsure.
George Alchin,
vice J. G.  MacDonald, who has left the District.
St. Lawrence.
Thomas Illidge,
vice  Thomas Lenton, deceased.
B. B. MORETON.
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Department of Publi c Lands,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
o
"THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 2
1876."THE Leases of the undermentioned Selections,1having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor, are now lying at the several Land Agents'
Offices ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HUME, 550
Under Secretary. 561
-31.5 ,
.ocOA
1231
1269
1243
Name of Lessee.
BuNLEIQ U.
Nixon, F. ... ..
Learmonth , R.... ...
Anderson, J. G. ...
703 Pot t, G....
BOWEN.
6872
6942
7282
A. R. P. 1 7293
120 0 0
49 1 0
200 0 0
356 0 0
BRISBANE.
3942 Darvall, A. W.... ... 752 0 0
4163  McAnalen ,  M.... ... ... 354 0 0
4253  Rendle,  R. ... ... ... 642 0 0
4334 Roberts , H. .. ... ... 184 0 0
4352 North,  R., junior ... ... 308 0 0
4446 Tripcony, C. J.... ... ... 1,000 0 0
4450 Newton, F. ... ... ... 135 0 0
4458 Ruddle, E. (widow) ... ... 126 2 0
4490 Wilson, W. A.... ... ... 955 0 0
BUNDABERG.
1130A Davies, J. F. ... ... 931 3 0
1167 O' Mara ,  M. G.... ... ... 225 2 0
1277  Asmus ,  J. H. ... ... 237 3 0
1282A Skyring, G. ... ... ... 640 0 0
1318 Dunne, P. ... ... ... 118 0 0
1360A Morley, H. L. ... ... 336 0 0
1360B Morley, P. A. ... ... ... 342 0 0
1458 Horton, W. ... ... ... 558 0 0
346 Crossland, E.
386 Sturt, R.
568 Hill, J....
570 Smith, A. A.
590 Walsh, M.
601 Ditto
CAIRNS.
100 0 064,00 0
80 0 0
278 0 0
240 0 0
120 0 0
COORTO W N.
144 I Lake, T. A. ... ... ... I 692 0 0
CUNNAMULLA.
18 Warner, R. ... ... ... 921 0 0
30 Ditto ... ... . 76 019
DALBY.
1595 (Sheedy, D. ... ... ... I 420 0 0
G AYNDAH.
66 Wall, R. M. (widow) ... .... 1,534 0 0
73 McDonald, A. .. 640 0 0
526 I Harvey, R.
GLADSTONE.
52 0 0
1475
1520
1524
LEASES LTINe von DELIvEai-oo»tinued.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
INGRAM.
Townsend ,  A. ... ... ... ' 1,280 0 0S  WJ 1 000 0 0omere, . ...
IPSWICH.
North, O. ...
Harvey, A. C. ...
North, W. J. E.
Geddes, J. ...
MABYBOROUGH.
,
327 0 0
97 0 0
232 0 0
191 0 0
105 0 0
114 0 0
188 3 0
Schellbak, W. ...
Stallsyy, J.
... ...Birt ,  T.
MACKAY.
1366 Gogay, H. J. ...
1407 Tompson, F. M.
231 ( Walsh, J.
56 Smith, G.
61 Pearce, 11.
215
220
283
GYMPIE.
1623 Dawe, J. C. 321 0 0
1612 Reid, T. ... 320 0 0
1623 Wickham, W., junior 80 0 0
1656 Crossman, J. ... ... 321 0 0
1658 Betts, T. E. ... ... 380 0 0
1675 McGrath, M. ... ... ... 381 0 0
1714 O' Brien , M. J.... ... ... 100 0 0
1726 McIntosh, D. ... ... ... 50 0 0
1731 Stotten, J. ... ... 1,264 0 0
1713 I Smith, J. W. ... ... 1,320 0 0
ROCRHAMPTON.
160 0 0
200 0 0
100 0 0
2084 Wickham, G. ... ... ... 75 0 0
2171 Quirk, J. ... ... ... 279 1 0
2218 Vaughan, J. ... ... ... 140 0 0
2261 Caporn , W, G.... ... ... 1,498 3 0
2262 Jessop W. S., senior  ... ...  2,051 0 0
2263 Jessop,  S. L. ... ... ... 2,536 2 0
2z64 Jessop, W. S., junior ... ...  2,336 0 0
2265 Jessop ,  J. P. ... ... ... 2,275 2 0
2268 Diggins , W. A.... ... ... 1,350 0 0
2280 Reid , A.... ... ... ... 1,588 0 0
2317 Browne ,  J. C. ... ... ... 3,740 0 0
2350 Lauderdale ,  R.... ... ... 640 0 0
2351 Gibson, J. ... ... ... 640 0 0
2400 Osborn e,  J. G.... ... ... 200 0 0
2303  Mcllwraith, T.... ... ... 450 0 0
ROMA.
441
497
624
Sr.  LAWRENCE.
609 2 0
664 0 0
2,143 0 0
200 ( Parnell, L. (widow) ... ... ( 343 0 0
ToowooMBA.
4092  ( Maguire,  J. ... ... ... ( 40 0 0
436
549
577
619
WARWICK.
2407 Wilson, J. ... ...
2410 Wilson, Jno. ...
2433 Shannon, A.
2505 "Dw3 er, J.
2522  Mowen, J. ...
2529  Da-yer, M .  (spinster) ...
2630 Fielder, C. (spinster) ...
2633 Seibel, C. ... ...
NANANGO.
Noaa ASTON.
133 0 0
640 0 0
... 1 200 0 0
640 0 0
80 0 0
PORT DOUGLAS.
Davidson, B. ...
Ditto ...
Gray, A. MeD....
Mackintosh, S.......
Rayner, S . A. (s inster)
Richardson, A. H.
TOWNSVILLE.
Stieglitz , J. C.... ...
McAlister , C. ... ...
Hobson ,  W. ... ...
Evans,  W. E. ... ...
220 0 0
51 0 0
1,110 0 0
332 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
12 0 0
35 3 36
41 024
40 0 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1886.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified or general information,
that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Grown Lands  Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Laud
Office, Ip wich,  and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
1 The Mutda- The road  separating  Forbes  ...  5 028
piny Divi- portion 7  from por-
sional Board. tion 8
on account
of M*urice
Bowers
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating
portiove 5 and 540
from portions 10 and
ditto ... 18 0 0
661 About
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0Part of portionals and
532 from part of per-
tion fi53 '
4 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 4 2 16
portions 79, 42, and
83 from portions 87,
86, and 95
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto
portions 89 and 8$
from portions 90 and
91
2 16
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto  ... 16 2 32
portions 648, 561, and
part of  652 from por.
tions 84, 83,  85, 89,
and part of 90, parish
7 The Mutda -  The lroaadd  slyrating ditto  ...  18 2 10
pally Divi- portions  27, 28,  31,33,
sional Board 84,  36, 36,  37, and 38
on account from portions 26, 29,
of Donald $0, and 32,  parish of
smith Wal - Forbes ;  183, parish of If
lace  Normanby  ;  and 106,
parish of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road  separating Forbes  ...  4 026
portions 186 and part
of 185,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  from portions
80 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 32 and 33
from portion 183,
parish of  Normanby,
and portion 34
10 Ditto The road separatin Normanby 10 126
7portions 18i and of
from portions 183 and
178
11 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto ... 7 1 3
portion 94 ,  perish of
Mutdapilly ,  and por-
tion  188, f ro m port ion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The road  separating Forbes ... 6 0 16
portion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  Normanby 11 0 0
portions 189, 9, 21, 88
19, and 16,  from por-
tions 4, 10, 11,  12. 13,
14, and  15 About
14 Ditto ... The road  separating  ditto ... 2 0 20
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
16 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 3 0 0
portions 8 and 9 from
portions 22 and 21 About
18 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto ... 9 1 8
port ions 13, 19, 24,
and 189,  from portions
14, 16, 17, 18,  25, and
26, and its  continua-
tion through portion
189
17 Ditto . ..  The road  separating  ditto ... 4 2 0
portion 18 from por-
tions 25,  28,  and 29
1s Ditto ... The road  separating  ditto ... 4 0 0
portions 28,  27, and
189, from portions 29,
30, 31,  and part of 32 About
19 Ditto  ...  The road separating Thorn and 21 0 0
port ions 182, 181, 179, Normanby
178, and 177, parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of portion 1, portions
3, 5, and 8.  peach of
T ro, And por$pa
1 , parish of Nor-
manby
sCHBDULE  OF ROADS TO 31E CLOSED -- Continued.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish .  Area.
A.  H.  P.
20 The Mutda -  The road separating Thorn  ...  14 0 0
piily Divi- port ions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board from po rt ions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
21 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto  ... 14 0 0
po rt ions 5, 6, 7, and
17 from port ions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 16
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 2 4
port ion 176, parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tions 8,  9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ... 90 3 10
part of port ion 176,
parish of Normanby,
and po rt ions 10, 7, 4,
and 2 from portions
12, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 1 2 6
port ion 175 from part
of portion 176
26 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 4 36
roads through po rt ion
175
26 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
port ion 13 from por-
tions 14 and 16 About
27 Ditto  ...  Part of the  ro ad sepa- ditto  ...  8 2 10
rating portion  175,
parish of Normanby,
fro
14
m port ions 13 and
JJJ
Narz.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried ou
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ,  and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be aeon at the Land
Office,  Rockhampton ; Police  and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. I. P.
1 Johann The road separating Dundee ... 4 0 16
Muller portions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 2 2 0
port ion 8 fro m por-
tion 12
3 John Martin The  road separating Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and  ILKfrom portion 123
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane .  9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  " Tice Cro wn Lands A ct of  1884  "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices , Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
I A. 4. F.
John  Barnet The road ssparstuigaeleo- Wildash 10 3 d4
Linn 1289 from part of
selection 1187
1751
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  notified for general information,that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
a ll  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  fr om this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office
Police and Post Offices,  Brisbane,  and Cobb's
Camp.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  I.  P.
The Ithaca  Part ofthe road separat- Enoggera 1 2 18;1
Divisional  tog  portion 486 from
Board on portion 488
account of
David
Gordon
Ditto ,  on Part of the  ro ad separat -  Ditto  ...  2 1 20*2
account of in portions 485 and
theTrustees 313 from portions 499
of the late and 314
Bishop
O'Quinn
Ditto  ...  Partof the  ro ad separat -  Ditto ... 1 3 8
ing portion 313 from
port ion 314
*3
*4 John Fielding Part of one of the re -  Mooloolah 0 1 36
served roads through
portion 48
4 Gustave The reserved road Ditto ... 0 212
Adolf Riebe th ro ugh portion 46
• NOTE.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eight*-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884 'have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are regulred  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
fie= this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
i
Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1
A.  I.  F.
The Pioneer Part of the reserved Eton ... 0 2 0
Divisional  road through selec-
Board on tion 773,  Mackay
acco unt of District
William
Northey
Ditto  ...  Part of the road sepa- Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating selection 773
2
I from selection 1005,
and also
one of the reserved
roads th ro ugh selec-
tion 1006,  Mackay
District
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PEi.RMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
applications under  the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act' of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads;  and all
persons who may consider their  interests affected
thereb are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobjections,in writing, withintwc months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at Police and Post Offices , Cleveland  and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  IL P.
1 Hans H. Heine -  Part of the road Redland ... 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Pa rt  of the road Indoo ro o- 1 • 2$
separating por- pally
tion 65 from por-
tion 89
The closure  of these roads  is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th September, 1886.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
I applications under  the eighy -ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884'f have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are  required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at the Land
Offices, Toowoomba, Dalby, and Ipswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
John Reilly  The  ro ad separating Geham
portion 870A  and 8991
11 from part of portion
1005
PERMANENT CLosIIBE.
A. A. P.
3 130
2 Patrick The road  separating Jondaryan 32 2 0
Landy portion 154 from part
3
4
6
of portion 366 and its
continuation through
that portion
William The reserved read ditto 13 0 31
Lee th ro ugh po rt ion 844
James The road separating ditto 8 0 21
Mclvor portion 1514 from
vacant land and pa rt
of portion 1392 About
Patrick Part of the  ro ad separa -  ditto 3 3 0
handy ting portion 1391  fr om
6 Patrick
handy
7 The
Goelman
Divisional
Board on
account
of  Mean
Bell and
Hyde
portion 1392
The reserved road
th ro ugh po rt ion 1392
and its continuation
southerly along part
of west boundary of
that portion and
westerly along pa rt
of north bou nd ary of
portion 421
Part of the reserved
road th ro ugh portion
6
About
ditto 18 •
Coochin 3 0 19
e Ditto The road separating ditto 3 3 19
portion 172 from por-
tion  173 About
9 Ditto Part  of the road separa -  ditto 1 0 0
tang port ions 172 and
173 from portion  174 About
10 Ditto Part  of the road separa -  ditto 0 2 0
ting portion 66 from
portion  80 About
11 Ditto Part  of reservebetween ditto 19 0 0
Oaky Creek and por-
tions 46. 5. and  171 About
12 Ditto Reserve between Oaky  ditto 21 0 0
Creek and portions
47, 64, and 80
Nora .- The closure of these roads and reserves is proposed to
be carried out in connection with the opening of other roads and
reserves.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
J r is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884  to  have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ingham and Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their  objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plano of the Road can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- The Glaston -  The  reserved road
bury Divi- th rough selection 889,
sional Board  Gympie District
on account
of Jeremiah
Reliher
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
About
1 The Colonial Part of the road aepara -  Cordella 10 0 0
sugar ting selection 109 fro m
Relining selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek and reserved
th rough selection 109
2 The The road separating seleo -  Cunning- 8 1 15
Glengallan lion 1741,  Warwick Dis- ham
Divisional trict ,  from part  of selec-
Board on tion 865
account of
Patrick
3 Ditto on partsof the road separa -  Ditto  ...  7 2 35
account of ting port ion 137 from
John pre -emptive port ion 68
Donald and part of selection 865
Macansh
The closure of these roads is pro posed  to be carried out in con-
nection  with  the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  to  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.-
SCHEDUL11 OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Pioneer The  re served road th ro ugh Eton ... 8 3 0
Divisional selection 758, Mackay
Board on Dist ri ct
account of
William
Eaatgate
2 Ditto ,  on The reserved  ro ad th ro ugh ditto ... 8 2 0
account of selection 643, Mackay
Mart in Dist ri ct
Murphy
3 Ditto ,  on Part of one of the reserved  ditto ...  20 1 0
account of roads through selection
the Colonial 658, Mackay Dist ri ct
sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT OLOSUitE OF A ROAD.I is hereby notified or general information
that ,  applieation under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The  Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned  Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
Parish . 1 Area.
A. R. P.
Curra ... 5 0 0
NoTR.- The are a of this road is intended to be changed into a
reservation for  ro ad purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 198i6.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned .Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation .  Parish. Area.
The Execu -  Reserved road in selec -  Maxwell-
tors under tion 483, Gladstone ton
the Will of Dist rict ,  from its
the late east boundary south-
James westerly to a water
Thomson reserve, and from
that  re serve west to
the west boundary
A. R. P.
28 3 2$
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
tT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with Selections under
"I'/se (Drown Lands Alienation Act o1  tl6P  to and
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 to will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT rxa LArD Orricss-
Month.
Brisbane . been-leigh. Ipswich. Esk.•
Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March ... Tues .,  3 Wed., 11 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
7  to  8 „ 10April ...  „
5  to  13May to 1 Tues. 19...  to
June ...  2 to  10 „ 5
July ...  7 to  8 of 3  to  21
August ...  4 to  12 91 7
September  1 „ 9 4  to  16
October  8 It 4 to 2
November  „ 3 to 1 to  6  is  17
December to 1 to 9 to 4
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DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Mont h.
AT THS LAND OFFICEb- AT POLICEOFFICE-
Too-
sW.rwic }woomt Dalby. Allots..
Date Date .  Date. Date.
1886.  1885. 1866. 1885.
March ...  Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri.,  27 Wed..  25
April ... to 20 ., 21 ,, 24 „  22May ... u 26 ,. 26 „ 29  to  27
June ... It 22  to  23 a 2d ,.  24
July .. . . „ 27 „ 28 to  31 „ 29
A ugust...  24 25 . 29
to
26„11
21 ., 22September
,
„ 25 23
October  26 27 . 30 to  28
November 23
to
„  24
,
.1  27 to  25
December It 21 1„ 22 JWed., 23 of
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OrrICr.6-
Month.
Cler -
wontEmerald Taroom..
Sprin
sur
g- Mt.
e .  Britton. Banana.
Date .  Date .  Date . Dat e. Date. Date.
1895.  1885. 1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March ... Thur., 26 Mon .,16 Wed.,  4 ,Mon .,23 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
April  ..
May ..
to  30 „ 20  to
28 18
1I „
6
27 Tues.,7
25 Fri I
„ 15
20
June 251 „ „15 3 to .,22 5 of 17...
July ..
1
to 30 „ to„ 20 „ 1 toto 27 ,. 3 toto 15
August ... „  271 „ 17 „ 5 to 24  7 19
September to  24 ! ,. 21
., 2 „ 28 „ 4 16
October „  29:  to  19 „ 7 „ 26 „ 2 21
November „  26 . 16 4 23 6 18
December „  31
,
„ 21
„
„ 2
1
„
to
28
,.
to  4 of 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRIC
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,'s the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs•
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rema, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. r eorge, the third Tuesdayin cash month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.At he Land Office, Blackall, thefirst Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-day in each month.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when  necessary , in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
0 The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
aovlleations for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1886.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth,  His Excellency the Governor will , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the area, to the
intent that ,  by force of  the A ct aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area ;  and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of (, rantee -William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23 o perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23-h perches,
instead of 1 rood 25o perches, the correct ayes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
170-4
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and  every  such  deed  sha ll  operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716, county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash, selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing east and distant
two chains from the south-east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east forty-six chains and twelve links ; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 bearing west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty -seven chains and twenty -seven links,
by lines  bearing east nine chains , south  nine chains
and ten links, and west nine chains, and by a  road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links jo
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTIi1 is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule her under ,
written  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the rovisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858 , '  at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land granted.-A llotment  17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area--1 rood.
Nature of  Error.-The name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant -15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley, parish of
Kedron, portion 91.
Area 20 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED A REA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Sedron, portion  91.
Area - 21 acres 3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degr ees 53 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-nine links ; on the north by portion 88 bearing
270  degrees 3 minutes seventeen chains  and forty-
one and a-half links  ;  on the west  by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-five and a-half links ; and on the south by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes seventeen
chains and forty links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant- 35896.
Date of Grant -8th April, 1578.
Name of Grantee-Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area --159 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox, parish of Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area-162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing  at the north -east corner  of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes  thirty  chains and
eighty -eight and a-half links ; on the east by a line
bearing south fifty-three chains and two and a-half
links  ;  on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes  thirty  chains  and forty- three and a-half
links ; and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty -three chains and four links
to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned  in the  schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor  will , in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument  endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under  his Hand and  the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of  the intended
grantee , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct  name  shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and  in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written  be ing erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27663.
Date of Grant--20th January, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow, portion 5.
Area-80 acres.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Mathieson instead of John Mathewson, the correct
name.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
I T is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the following Forfeited Run in the Land
Agent's District of Taroom  as per accompanying
description , will be open for Occupation License
under Part  V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Taroom Land Office,  on and after  MONDAY,
the 21st day of December, 1885,  at an annual rent of
15s. per  square mile.
All information  respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the  run may  be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary  for Lands,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE TAROOM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Tingarra Run,
About 35 square miles.
Commencing about twelve miles above the unc-
tion of Robinson's Creek, now called Boyd River,
with the Dawson River, and extends seven miles
up that creek, including a tract of country two and
a-half miles back on each side of that creek.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe following Forfeited Run in the Land
Agent's District of Springsure, as per accompanying
description, will be open for Occupation License
under Part  V. of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Springsure Land Office, on and after MON-
DAY, the 21st day of i)ecember,1885 , at an annual
rent of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the run may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Carnarvon Creek No. 6 Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Moulyamber
Creek at a point about forty- six chains  above a tree
marked broad-arrow over BM over X in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north-east by  a south-east
line along  part of the south-west boundary of the
Carnarron Creek No. 1 Run two miles fifty-six
chains ; thence on the south -east  by a south-west
line seven  miles ; thence on the south-west by a
north-west  line four miles, crossing Moulyamber
Creek at a point about ninety- six chains  above an
apple-tree marked broad-arr,w over M over V in
triangle ; thence on the north- west  by a north-
east line seven  miles to the south-west boundary of
the Carnarvon Creek No. 1 Run; and thence again
on the north-east by a south- east line  along part
of that boundary one mile twenty-four chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
j T is  hereby notified that the undermentioned
1 Selector  can receive  from the Land Agent in
Mackay the amount of compensation to which he
is entitled for the land taken from his selection
for Road purposes:--Selection No. 628, Mackay District-Patrick
Dolan.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
1T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District w ill visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, fos the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON,
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
l the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act  o_f 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
P is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land A  ents ' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed  places  for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and  77  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
1
THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-
sections I. and 2of Section 2 of " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda-
tion of the Land  Board ,  may suspend  the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the  commencement  of the Principal Act
form part  of a .Rnn, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give  a clear  description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether  it is  already
surveyed  or is  u+ surveyed.
(2) Every  selection  applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained  until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1885.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay,  2nd November, 1885.
Notice to GnoRGE WALKER, of Mackay.YOU are hereby called upon to attend attheLand Court to be held at Mackay, on the
Act 40 Vic. 1s 11th day of December next, at TwoSecs.  52. No.  1200. o'clock p.m., to show  cause  why yourMackay District. Selection should not be declared for-George Walker.
Area 311 acres. feited for the non-fulfilment of the
Parish of St. condition of occupation.Helens.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting Land  Cvmnnissioaer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 18t 5.
'j 'HE following order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of
the Run known as Amby Downs .  is published as
required  by the  Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the  Matter  of  " The Crown Lands  Art of  18'14,
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Amby I lowns, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the Col,my of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Charles Edward Bright, Reginald Bright,
and David Crystal ,  the pastoral tenants of the con-
solidated run known as Amby Downs, situated in
the Pastoral District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony
of Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
runs known as Taboonbay ,  Lancaster ,  Sutherland.
Northumberland ,  Rutland, and Bute .  have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
twenty -eighth day of August, 1885, that they elect
to take advantage of the provi'ions of  " the Crown
Lands  Act of  1881  "  with re spect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the be st mode of making a fair
division thereof :  And whereas the  said  Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being,  the Lanc- Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Art of  1884": And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands'has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lan-is be con-
firmed  :  And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Amby Downs ,  and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows .  viz.:-
Area-70 ;  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of South Amby
Creek at a point one mile sixteen chains below a
tree marked 52 ,  and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing north 280 degrees east two miles
fifty chains  ;  thence on the west by a line bearing
north 190 degrees east about one mile twenty chains
to a t ree marked B ; thence by a line bearing north
80 degrees west forty chains ; thence on the north.
west by a line bearing south 67 degrees 30 minutes
west five  miles;  thence on the south -west by a line
bearing south 23 degrees east six miles sixty chains;
thence  again on the west by a south line five  miles;
thence by an east line fifty chains ; thence again
on the west by a south line ,  crossing South Amby
Creek and passing through a tree marked 34, five
miles ; thence on the south by an east line two
miles ; thence on the east by a  li ne bearing north-
north -east five miles  thirty- two chains to a point
bearing west 10 degrees north and distant thirty-
two chains from a box-tree marked N  ;  thence by
a line to the said tree  ;  thence again on the east by
a line bearing north 11 degrees east eight miles to
an ironbark -tree marked N.S. ; thence again (n the
east by a line bearing north 10 degrees east five
miles fifty-nine chains  ;  and thence again on the
north by a line bearing north 280 degrees east two
miles thirty chains ,  crossing South Amby Creek, to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
And that the other part ,  being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
Area  -- 68  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of South Amby
Creek at a point one mile sixteen chains below a
tree marked 52, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing north 280 degrees east two miles
fifty chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north 10 degrees cast two miles sixty-eight chains ;
thence  again  on the west by a line bearing north-
north- east, crossing  Bourgigie Creek at a tree
marked 23, ten miles ; thence again on the west by
a north line three miles; thence on the north by
an east  line to the watershed dividing  the waters
of the Maranoa River from those of Bungil and
Coogoon Creeks ; thence on the north-east and east
by that watershed in a southerly direction to
Mount Bindeygo ; thence on the south by a west
line four miles twenty-five chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B in tr angle ; thence
again  on the east by a line bearing south-south-
west three miles thirty-two chains to a box-tree
marked L.S.; thence again on the east by a line
bearing north 190 degrees  east one mile  fifty-six
chains ; and thence again on the south by a line
bearing north 280 degrees ea t two miles thirty
chains ,  crossing  South Araby Creek, to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and
alienated land contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. 1 ESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, j Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.
t HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Eurella, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
k i own as Eurella, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
Wnnnxis Archibald  Menzies  and James Henry
Douglas ,  the pastoral tenants of the c  -)nsolidated
run known as Eure lla,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land, comprising the runs known as Mount ' Bin-
deygo, Tulloch, Blessington, and Mount Bindeygo
North, have given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated the tenth day of July, 1885, that
they elect to tike advantage of the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to
such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands  as to  the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has referred the
same  to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson
Sword, being the Land Board constituted under
the previsions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884":
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral tenants,
and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Eurella, and comprising the conter-
minous runs hereinbefore mentioned , be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
Area- 32 square miles.
Commencing at a point bearing north 202 degrees
30 minutes east and distant 110 links from the
south-east corner of portion No. 60, in the parish of
Tulloch, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing south-south-west one mile thirty-two
chains ; thence on the south by an east line four
miles thirty chains to a tree marked C.T. ; thence
again on the west  by a south  line, crossing Topaz
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Creek, five miles ; thence on the south-east by a
north-east line about  seven miles  to the watershed
between Amby Creek and the Coogoon River ;
thence on the east by that watershed in a northerly
direction about two  miles  fifty- six chains  ; thence
on the north by a west line about  six miles  ; thence
again  on the west by a south line about  one mile
eighteen chains to a point east of starting point ;
and thence again on the north by a west line two
miles thirty- five chains  eighty links to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall  comprise  and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
Area- 30 square miles.
Commencing at a point bearing north  202 degrees
30 minutes east and distant 110 links from the
south- east  corner of portion No. 60, in the parish of
Tulloch, and hounded thence on the  west  by a line
bearing north-north- east  four miles to a point
bearing west 10 degrees north and distant thirty-
two chains  from a box- tree  marked N ; thence by
a line  to the said tree ; thence again on the west by
a line  bearing north 11 degrees  east  eight miles to
an ironbark -tree marked N.S.; thence again on
the west by  a line bearing  north 10 degrees
east seven miles  thirty-five chains to a box-tree
marked L.S.; thence again on the west by
a line bearing  north-north-east three  miles  thirty-
two chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over  B in triangle  ; thence on the north by an east
line three  miles  forty chains ; thence on the east by
a line  bearing south 8 degrees  east eleven miles
sixty  chains  ; thence on the south by a line  bearing
west 8 degrees south about three miles fifty-six
chains to the watershed between Amby Creek and
the Coogoon River ; thence again on the east by
that watershed in a southerly direction about eight
miles  fifty-two  chains  ; thence on the south by a
west line  six miles ; thence  again  on the east by a
south line  one mile eighteen chains ;  and thence
again  on the south by a west line two miles thirty-
five chains  and eighty links to the p int of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, I Land Board.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of November, A.D. 1885.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th Novem ber, 1885.FFHE following order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands Act  o 1884 Ofof the
Run known as Tickencote ,  is  published as required
by the Act, and for  the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter  of the  Division of the Run
known as Tickencote ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the  Colony  of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Richard  Wingfield Stuart,  the pastoral
tenant of the conso lidated run known as Ticken-
cote ,  situated in the Pastoral District of
Maranoa ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising
the runs known as Mount Hogan ,  Mount Elliott,
Werilebeh,  and Mannand .illa West ,  has given
notice to the Secretary  for Public Land s, dated the
second day  of July , 1885 ,  that he elects to take
advantage of the provisions  of  " The  Crcwn Lands
Act of  1884 "  with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has  be en inspected and a
report made the re on to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the said Secretary
for Public  Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the  Land  Board constituted under  the pro-
visions of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884 ": And
whereas the said Secretary  for Public  Lands has
caused the said  run to be divided :  Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consoli-
dated run known as Tickencote, comprising the
runs hereinbefore mentioned be divided into two
arts,  and that the part of the said run referred to
in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
561 square miles.
First Portion.
Commencing at a point  thirty- seven chains south
and eight  chains east  of an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over K over MH in triangle on its
west side, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line  seven miles  ; thence on the north by a
west line five miles forty chains to & )point seventy-
two chains  east  and twenty-two chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over E in triangle ; thence
on the north-west by a south-westerly line about
one mile twenty-four chains to a point bearing
north 167 degrees east and distant 107 links from
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M2
over MH over ME  in triangle  ; thence on the
south -west by a south -east line eight miles to a
point bearing north 154 degrees east and distant
thirty- six links from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M2 in triangle ; thence by a south-west
line forty chains to a point five chains north-east of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M over  I  in tri-
angle ; thence  again on  the south-west by a south-east
line seven  miles  forty chains to a point twenty
chains north-west and four chains north-east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over WD in triangle ;
thence a sin on the east by a north line five miles
twenty-five chains to a point  one  mile sixty-seven
chains east -of  an ironbark -tree marked broad-
arrow over W in triangle ; and thence again on the
north by a  west line, passing  through the  said tree,
four miles forty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Second Portion.
Commencing on the right bank of Andromeda
Creek at a point five chains north of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over A over 6 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line pass-
ing through the said tree three miles seventy-six
chains eighty-four links to a point bearing north
15 degrees east and distant 104 links from an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over ML2 over
MW in triangle ; thence on the south by an east
line about six miles six chains to a brigalow-
tree marked broad-arrow over MW over ML2 in
triangle ; thence on the north- east  by a north-west
line three miles twenty-three chains to an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over M2 in triangle ;
thence by a line north-east forty chains to a point
fifty -six links north-west of an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over 1 over 2 in
triangle; thence  again on  the north-east by a
north-west line about two miles forty-three chains
to Andromeda Creek at a point twenty chains
above an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
A over 3 in triangle ; and thence on the north by
the right bank of the said creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
82,  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Mannandilla
Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over M over
11 in triangle, and bounded thence on the south-
east by a north-east line seventy-two chains to a
point bearing north 167 degrees east and distant
107 links from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over M2 over MH over ME in triangle ;
thence again on the south-east by a north-easterly
line about one mile twenty-four chains to a point
seventy-two chains east and twenty-two chains
south of a tree marked broad-arrow over E in
triangle ; thence on the south by an east line five
miles forty chains ; thence on the east by a north
line, passing about twenty-four  chains  west of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over H over 7 in
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triangle ,  about five miles seventy chains to a
point twenty -eight chains south of a brigalow-tree
marked broad-arrow over MH in triangle ; thence
again on the south by an east  li ne four miles
twenty-one chains to a point fifteen chains south
of a tree marked broad-arrow over MP in triangle ;
thence again on the east by a north line sevent yy-
one chains  ;  thence on the north-east by a north-
west line two miles seventy-eight chains ; thence
on the north-west by a south -west line ,  passing
about ten chains north -west of a brigalow-tree
marked broad -arrow over MH in triangle, eight
m iles to a point one mile seventy -two chains south-
east of a tree on Upper Possession Creek marked
broad-arrow over P over 11 in triangle  ;  thence on
the north by a west line crossing the said creek,
and passing about six chains north of a tree on its
left bank marked bro ad-arrow over P over IV. in
triangle ,  also passing about seven chains south of
an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over M over*
XI. in triangle ,  about eleven miles to the inter-
section of the range dividing the Maranon from
the Warrego District ;  thence on the west by that
range in a  southerly  direction to a tree marked
broad-arrow  over MW over 12 in triangle  ;  thence
again on the south by an east line about four miles
sixty chains to a point bearing north 267 degrees
east and distant 113 links from an ironbark-tree
marked bro ad-arrow over M2 over MW in triangle ;
and thence again on the south-east by a north-east
li ne one mile fifty -six chains ,  crossing Mannandilla
Creek ,  to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.a.] E. DESHON ,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD ,  $ Land Board.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba ,  20th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
TINDER Section 52 of  " The  Crown Lands
J Alienation  Act  of 18'6,"  I hereby call upon
the Selectors mentioned in the Schedule herewith
to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
Allora ,  on the 25th day of November next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  why their respeetives
Selections should not he declared forfeited for non-
fulfilment of condition of residence.
0
District. owner. Parish.
1920 Warwick ... F. Schrelok ... Allora
1985 Ditto ... W. J. Rooney ... ditto
2047 Ditto ... E. Cowley ... ... ditto
2066 Ditto ... J. Kelly, junr. ditto
2119 Ditto McMillanE ditto
2237 Ditto
...
...
.
J. Hardwick ... Goomburra
2288 Ditto ... E. Hardwick ... ... ditto
2388 Ditto ... Tom. Neale .. ... A11ora
1943 Ditto ... Andrew Rickert ,  sear.... ditto
2075 Ditto ... Adam Rickert ... ... Goomburra
2307 Ditto .. John Hamill ... ... Allora
JOHN REID  WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Pub lic Lands Office,
Ipswich, 29th October, 1885.
To EDWARD HUGH O'NEILL,  K ilmoyler ,  Teviot.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to  be held at Ipswich ,  o  FRIDAY
40 Vic .,  No. 15.
Ipswich District.
No. 6040.
E. H. O'Neill.
Area - 637 acres.
Dugandan.
Portion 169.
Conditional.
Dugandan Homestead
Area.
the 4th December next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause  why your Selection No.
6040, Ipswich District, should
not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the condition
of residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
Notice to PATRICK SULLIVAN, holder of Selection
No. 3163, T R., Westbrook  Homestead Area.
UNDER Section  52 of  11 Tae Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to  show cause at the  Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the 23rd day of November  next, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection No.
3163, Toowoomba  Register , should not be declared
forfeited for non- fulfilment  of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 15th October, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  BENTEL , Grandchester.YOU are hereby called upon toattend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
40 Vic.,  No. 15.
Ipswich.
No. 6184.
Mr. Bentel.
Grandchester.Portion 151.
76 acres.Homestead.
the 4th December next, at  (10) Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause  why your  Selection  No. 5184,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited  for the  non-ful-
filment of the condition of occupation.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner ' s Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MAC F ARLANE, holder of Selec-
tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that you have
I failed  in performance  of the conditions of
residence on the above selection ,  I have to request
that you will show  cause , at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December, 1885, why the same should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner ,  Gympie.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane , 13th  November, 1885.
( T is hereby notified that a Land  Board Court, for
1 the confirmation of the divisions of Runs and the
determination of Rents ,  and for such other business
as may be required ,  will be held at the Court House
at Tambo on or about  FRIDAY,  the 4th day of
December proximo, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT r,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
IT is  hereby notified that a Land Board Court, forthe confirmation of the divisions of Runs and the
determination of rents ,  and for such other business
as may be required ,  will  be held at the Court
House at Blackall  on MONDAY,  the thirtieth day
of November instant, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the confirmation of the divisions of Runs
and the determination of Rents, and for such other
business  as may be required, will be held at the
Court House at Clermont On WEDNESDAY,
the 25th day of November instant ,  at 10 o 'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of  the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.
T
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the  confirmation  of the divisions of Runs
and the determination of Rents , and for such other
business as may  be required ,  will be held at the
Court House  at Emerald  on FRIDAY, the 27th
day of November  instant,  at 10 o' clock a m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
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Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
DIVISION OF EINASLEIGH.
T HE following By-laws, made by the Board ofthe Einasleigh Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government  Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  "The  Divisional
Boards A ct Amendment  Act of  1882."
BY-LAW No. 3.
Water  reserves.
1. The chairman, with the approval of the
Board, may at any time proclaim by public notice
in some conspicuous place within any. town in the
Division any particular waterhole witin the town
reserve, or elsewhere, for the special purpose of
supplying the inhabitants with water. After such
notice has been posted seven (7) days it shall not
be lawful for any person to drive horses, cattle, or
other animals into such waterhole under a penalty
not exceeding five (5) pounds. And any person
found bathing or washing  in such  waterhole shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding one (1) pound.
Provided always that pe rsons  supplying inhabitants
with water shall be snowed to drive a vehicle used
for that purpose into such waterhole.
2. No person shall cast any filth, rubbish, dead
animal, putrid or offensive matter, into any stream,
lagoon, waterhole, watercourse, pump, tank, well,
water res rve, or reservoir within the Division,
under a penalty not exceeding five (5) pounds.
3. Any person injurinany public pump, tank,
or trough within the said-Division, or any apparatus
connected therewith, or the approaches thereto, or
taking out  and wasting water  from any public tank,
well, water reserve, dam, or reservoir within the
Division, or taking away or leaving open any gate,
slip-rail, or fence belonging to any such inclosed
pump, tank, well, water  reserve ,  dam, or  reservoir
within the Division, shall be liable to a Pena! ty not
exceeding (5) five pounds.
BY-LAW No.4.
Licensed gates.
1. If any person  or persons  require to  erect gates
acro ss any  public  rotd in  the Division,  such person
or persons shall give notice  to the  Board, and com-
ply with  the provisions  of "  The  Enclosure  of Roads
Act of  1864,  and  "The Divisional  Boards let
Amendment Act of  1882," and shall pay to the
Board  a license  fee of  twenty  (20) shillings for
each gate. The said fee to  be paid on every appli -
cation for  a license, and every renewal of a  license
BY-LAW No. 5.
Prevention  of fires.
1. Any person  leaving a fire  alight upon any
public  street ,  thoroughfare, or proclaimed or sur-
veyed road,  reserve ,  or common under  the control
of the Board ,  or who sha ll  burn or cause to be
burned grass or other herbage upon any such
reserve or common within the Division ,  shall be
liable to  a  penalty  not exceeding  ten (10) pounds.
2. No person  sha ll  keep ,  or suffer to  be kept, in
any enclosed  yard or premises , or upon any public
street or way, or upon any  waste ground in any
township within the Division , any stacks or ricks
of hay  or straw at a less distance than  (50) fifty
feet clear f rom any building or buildings  ; and any
person so offending shall, upon conviction , forfeit
and pay a  sum not exceeding  ten (10)  pounds.
BY-LAW No. 6.
Protection of roads and streets.
1. No person shall dig, open, or caused to be
opened or dug, any drain or sewer, or sink any
shaft, or make  or cause  to be made any opening or
cutting in any part of the roads,  streets, reserves,
or footways within the Division, or dig  or remove
any turf, sand, clay, soil, stone, or other material,
or remove any tree or timber from or on any of the
lands, roads, streets, reserves under the control or
in the power of the said Board without the consent
of the Board first had and obtained for that pur-
pose, under a penalty. Provided that nothing
herein contained shall affect the provisions of any
existing Act, and any person so offending shall,
upon conviction, forfeit and pay a  sum not exceed.
ing ten (10) pounds.
2. Any person hauling or drawing upon any part
of the streets or public places within any township
of the Division with locked wheel or wheels shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five (5) pounds.
3. No person, without the consent of the Board,
shall haul or draw, or cause to be hauled or drawn
upon any part of the streets or public places of any
township within the Division, any timber, stone, or
other thing, otherwise than upon wheeled carriages,
or shall suffer any timber, stone, or other thing to
drag or trail upon any part of such streets or public
places to the injury thereof, and any person so
offending shall upon conviction forfeit and pay a
sum not exceeding ten (10) pounds.
4. Whenever the Board shall be of opinion that
the condition of any unenelosed  vacant  building
lot in any town in the Division is such that by
reason of its being  uninclosed  the public safety is
likely to be endangered, the Board may, by its
duly authorised officer, give notice to the owner
thereof to  enclose  the same to such an  extent as
the may deem necessary for the public safety,
and if such  owner  shall  neglec t or refuse within
such reasonable  time as may be fixed by such
notice to  so enclose  the same, he shall be liable to
a penalty for every day after the expiration of
such period during which he shall continue to so
neglect or refuse  as aforesaid.
BY-LAW No. 7.
Prevention  of accidents.
1. Any person found driving or riding through
any street or thoroughfare in any town in the
Division in a negligent or furious manner, or
breaking-in any horse or horses, or racing in any
street or public place within any township in the
Division, shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence a penalty not exceeding ten (10) pounds.
2. No person shall discharge any gun, pistol, or
fowling-piece, or other firearms from any house or
in or near any street, road, lane, thoroughfare, or
passage, or make or assist in making any bon-
fire, or burn any matter in any street, road,
lane, or thoroughfare within any township in the
Division ; any person so offending shall, upon
conviction, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
ten (10) pounds.
3. No person or persons shall set-on or urge any
dog or other animal to attack, worry, or put in fear
any person, horse or other animal in any road,
street, or thoroughfare within the Division ; any
person so offending shall, upon conviction, forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding ten (10) pounds.
BY-LAW No. 8.
Registration of dogs  and goats.
1. All dogs kept within  a radius  of half-a-mile
from the post office at Georgetown shall be regis.
tered at the office of the Board, and every such
registration shall be  renewed  on or before the
commencement of each year,  and a fee of one
shilling shall be paid by the owner for every such
registration or renewal.
2. All unregistered dogs within such radius may
be destroyed by the order of the Board, provided
that nothing in this or in the preceding  section
contained shall apply to shepherds'
to
or dogs
belonging to the abdriginal  natives  of the colony.
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3. All registered dogs shall have a collar fixed
around their necks with the owner' s name  legibly
inscribed thereon.
Goats.
4. All  goats, except Angora goats, kept within a
radius of half-a -mile from the Post Office, George-
town ,  shall be registered in the Board 's Office on
or before the first day of January in each year,
and the owner shall ,  upon registration ,  pay for
every female goat a fee of two shillings and six-
pence  (2s. 6d .),  and for every male or buck goat a
fee of ten (10) shillings.
5. Every registered goat shall have a triangular
collar ,  composed of three pieces of wood, each not
less than sixteen  (16) inches in length, fixed around
its neck ,  with the name of its owner and the regis-
tered number legibly written or engraved thereon.
6. All unregistered goats, or any registered goat
found straying within the radius aforesaid ,  having
no collar fixed on its neck ,  may be seized by the
Inspector of Nuisances ,  or other  officer  of the
Board, and sold or destroyed at the option of the
Board.
7. All goats so seized  by the  Board 's officer shall
be kept in the custody of that officer for four and
twenty  (24, hours, during which time any such
goat may be claimed by the owner, and shall be
released on payment to that  officer  of the regis-
tration fee and a fine of five (5)  shi ll ings ; if not
released within twenty -four  (24) hours, any such
goat may be sold or destroyed  by the  officer of the
Board.
8. The chairman ,  with the approval of the
Board ,  may at any time, by public notice in some
conspicuous place within any township in the
Division, extend the application of this by-law to
such township ,  and thereafter this by-law shall
apply to and be in force in such township.
BY-LAW No. 9.
Slaughter-yards  and Carcases.
1. No new slaughter-yard or abattoir shall be
erected within the distance of half-a-mile from any
township without the approval and sanction of the
Board, under a penalty not exceeding ten (10)
pounds.
2. All carts or other vehicles carrying dead meat
for sale shall have the meat covered with a suffi-
cient cloth, under a penalty not exceeding five (5)
pounds for every neglect.
BY-LAW No. 10.
Nuisances.
1. In the event of the carcase of any horse,
horned cattle, dog, sheep, or other animal being
found on any private land within any town in the
Division, the duly authorised officer of the Board
shall have power to order the removal of the same,
within twelve (12) hours, at the expense of the
owner of the beast, and where no owner can be
found, then at the expense of the Board: Provided
that in all  cases  no charge exceeding twenty (20)
shillings for the removal of such carcase shall be
made.
2. If any  animal  shall die or be accidentally
killed within  a mile of  any public road or on any
street within the Division, and the owner or person
in charge thereof shall not within twenty-four (24)
hours thereafter  cause such  animal to be destroyed
by fire, he shall forfeit and pay for every such
neglect any sum not exceeding five (5) pounds.
3. Every person who shall cart away, or carry, or
draw out any dead horse, dog, or other animal, or
carrion, within any town in the Division, and shall
not bury the same  a sufficient depth in the ground,
or burn the  same in such  a place as the duly
authorised officer of the Board or the police may
direct, so that the same shall not be or become in
any manner offensive, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five (5) pounds.
4. Any person or persons erecting a privy or
water-closet within fifty (50) yards of the bank of
any creek, dam, or reserved waterhole, or lagoon,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten (10)
pounds.
5. Any person burning bones or rubbish, or any
thing to create a nuisance in any street, allotment, or
public place, in any town within the Division, or who
shall leave in such place any open fire burning at
night within a distance of one hundred feet of any
building, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five (5) pounds.
6. No corpse shall be interred within the limits of
any township in the Division, excepting in the
cemetery, without the consent of the Board ; any
person violating the provisions of this section shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten (10) pounds.
BY-LAW No. 11.
Bowling alleys and shooting galleries.
1. No person shall keep a bowling alley or shoot-
ing gallery without  a  license  from the
Board, andpaying therefor  a fee of one  (1) pound  per annum,
or for any  lesser  term ten (10)  shillings  per month
to the clerk of the Board.
BY-LAW No. 12.
Occupation  of reserves.
1. No person shall be permitted to erector occupy
any building on the proclaimed  reserves  within the
Division without first obtaining the consent of the
Board, and at  a rental  to be fixed by the Board,
under a penalty  not exceeding  twenty (20) pounds.
BY-LAW No. 13.
Legal  procedure.
1. All fines  and penalties  and forfeitures incurred
under these By-laws may be recovered  in a sum-
mary way before any two  justices  in petty ses-
sions.
BY-LAW No. 14.
INTERPRETATION  CLAUSE.
In the foregoing By-laws the following words
and expressions  shall  have the several meanings
hereby assigned to them, unless there be some-
thing in the subject or context repugnant to such
construction, that is to say--
Number.
1. Words importing the singular number shall
include the plural number, and words importing
the plural number shall include the singular
number.
Masculine  gender.
Words importing the masculine gender shall
include the feminine.
Month.
The word " month  "  shall mean calendar month.
Person.
The word  "  person "  shall  include corporation,
whether aggregate or sole.
Lands.
The word "  lands  "  shall extend to tenements of
every tenure and description.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by
the Board of the Binasleigh Division this nineteenth
day of May,  A.D. 1885.
T. A. KELLAWAY,
Chairman.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fifth day of No-
vember ,  in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in
the forty- ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE, CHARTERS TOWERS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office andat the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th December,
from persons willing to contract for Erection of
New Court House at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Court House, Charters
Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent . on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO WARDSMAN'S COTTAGE,
FRASER'S ISLAND.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Office, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from persons willing to contract for Additions to
Wardsman's Cottage, Fraser's Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions to Warda-
man's Cottage, Fraser's Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, REDCLIFFE.
TENDERS  will be received  at this Office until
.11 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
November, from  persons  willing to contract for
the erection of Police Station at lledcliffe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Red-
cl fe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 18,85.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, DRAYTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
November, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Court House at Drayton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Court House, Draytcn."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may
be seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on  a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing  such  performance;
otherwise the Tender will not  be taken  into con•
sideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessar ily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTOr,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS. AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, LAIDLEY.
' I ' ENDERS will be received at this Office untilJ
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
November, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Court House at Laidley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Court House, Laidley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be  a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per  cent. on
amount  of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being  accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BOAT-SHED, ETC., CUSTOM HOUSE, PORT
DOUGLAS.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office, and
l at the Custom House, Port Douglas, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Boat-shed and Flooring Bonded Store at Custom
House, Port Douglas.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Boat-shed, 4'c., Port
Douglas."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Custom House, Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertakin g  in that
event to execute and de liver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE
NORMANTON.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
.. at the Post Office,  Normanton, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 4th December, from
persons wi lling  to contract for erection of Additions
to the Post and Telegraph Office at Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Post and
Telegraph Office, Normanton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Office, Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £ 10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tenderbeingaccepted, and undertakingin that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor. in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to H er
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO HOSPITAL, TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at this  Office, andat the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th November,
from persons willing to  contract for erection of
Additions to the Hospital at ToQwnsville.
Tenders to be  endorsed  "Aidittdiis to Hospital,
Townatfiille."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender , is £25 . (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the Tenher being accepted, andundertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual  notification  of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing  such performance  ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
TOWNSVILLE.
n1ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
.1. at the Post Office, Townsville, until Four
o'clock  P.M. on FRIDAY, the 27th November,from persons willing to contract forerection of New
Post and Telegraph Offices at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Post and TelegraphOffices, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £50. (See clause  1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the  Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ante ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW SUPREME COURT HOUSE, ROOK-
HAMPTON.
T11ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1. at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of Nov-
ember, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of new Supreme Court House at Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "New Supreme CourtHouse, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender ma be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Ofce,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£50. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state.** time within which it is proposed to
cdidp14t* the work, and at the foot of every Tender
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there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1886.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS TO CLOSETS, PUBLIC LANDS
OFFICE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
November, from persons willing to contract for
Alterations to Closets at the Public Lands Office,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Alterations  to Closets,
Lands Office, Brisbane."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further  particulars  obtained at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See clause  1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, In Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Ma'estyfor securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tendder will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTONUnder Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  5th November ,  1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, LAIDLEY.
' ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
November, fr om persons willing to contract for
erection of Police Station at Laidley.
Tenders to be  endorsed "Police Station ,Laidley."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may
be seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is B10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it prop osed to complete
the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent .  on amount
of Tender as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within fourteen days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DRIGHTON,t nder Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th November, 1885.
SouTHEBN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF FOUR-ROOMED GATE COTTAGE
AT 7 MILES 64 CHAINS, SOUTH COAST LINE.
FRESH Tenders  will be received at this OfficeF until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the
27th November , 1885, from persons willing to
contract for erection  of Four-roomed Gate  Cottage
at 7 miles 64 chains, near  Cooper 's Plains, South
Coast Line.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Erection  of Four-
roomed Cottage at 7  miles  64 chains ,  South Coast
Line."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars obtained,  at the Office
of Engineer  for
Existing  Lines,  North  BrisbaneRailway Station.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the  foot  of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10  per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance  o f the  Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Soli citor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma 'est for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender  will not  be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,Under Secretary for Railways.
Under  Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 4th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, CENTRAL RAIL.
WAY (ROCKHAMPTON).
TENDERS  wi ll  be received at this Office until
Four o' clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 27th
instant ,  for the construction  of forty (40) covered
Goods  Wagons, 26 feet long, for the Central Rail-
way.
A deposit of two  and a-half  (24 ) per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender . (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings ,  Specifications ,  &c.,  can be seen at the
Locomotive  Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomo ti ve Foremen's Offices ,  Maryborough and
Rockhampton ,  on and after the 16th instant.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
NoTS.- Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to  lines for non-completion to time will be
strictly  enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND W ESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 20th
November , fr om persons willing to contract for the
Supply of Three Thousand Tons of Coal for Loco-
motives ,  etc., Southern and Western Railway.
Samples to be supplied to the Stores '  Depart.
ment, Ipswich ,  previous to 21st November, 1885.
Tenders to be received on printed forms only.
These forms and further particulars mayy  be
obtained at this Office ,  and at the Railway Store.
keeper 's Office ,  Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE MARYBOROUGH AND BURRUM
RAILWAY, MARYBOROUGH.
T
ENDERS  will  be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores , &c., in such quantities as may
be required for the year 1886 ,  upon the conditions
hereafter specified ,  to be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Maryborough.
Printed lists and further particulars  specified
may be obtained at this Office ,  or at the Railway
Storekeeper 's Office, Maryborough  ;  and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering ,  and two responsible
pers ns as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they wi ll  severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Cro wn Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual noti fication of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  £ 100 for securing such performance ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds ,  and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article ,  as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description  re quired for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Linder Secretary  for Railways.
LIST OF  ARTICLES AND PROBABLE  Q UANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Augers , I inch to inch ,  Mathison 's, per dozen
(6 dozen)
Axes, American, heavy and light, per dozen (3 dozen)
Alum, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Acid, carbolic ,  per gallon  (50 gallons)
Barrows, platform hand ,  each (12)
Beeswax , per lb. (6 lbs.)
Basils, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Be lls,  hand ,  for use on stations ,  each (6)
Bunting ,  for signals ,  red, white ,  and green  (50 yards
each)
Borax , per lb. (56 lbs.)
Brass ,  in sheet, per cwt.  (3 cwt.)
Belting ,  single leather ,  assorted sizes, per foot
(900 feet)
Belting ,  double ,  copper rivetted or laced ,  per foot
(300 feet)
Belt ,  laces , s inch ,  per dozen (24 dozen)
Blocks ,  iron pally ,  per inch (3)
Blocks, wood, per  inch (3)
Brimstone ,  in powder and solid ,  per lb. (28 lbs.)
Brooms ,  bass ,  5, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Brooms, hair ,  long-handled ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Brooms, mill ett ,  per dozen (1 dozen)
Brushes, bannister ,  per dozen  (6 dozen)
Brushes ,  scrub ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brushes ,  paint, assorted ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Brushes, tar, long-handled, per dozen  (2 dozen)
Brushes ,  tar, short -handled ,  per dozen (2 dozen)
Buckles, galvanised ,  strapped ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Bath -bricks, per dozen  (12 dozen)
Beaters ,  railway ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Brass rod, assorted sizes, per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Bolts, brass flush ,  assorted sizes, per dozen (3
dozen)
Bolts ,  brass barrel,  assorted sizes, per dozen (3
dozen)
Bolts,  iron barrel ,  assorted sizes , per dozen (1
dozen)
Bolts  and nuts, cuphead ,  hexagon ,  and counter-
sunk ,  per cwt. (1 ton)
Canvas, best navy, Nos. 1,  2, and 3,  per yard (300
yards)
Chamois leathers ,  per dozen  (12 dozen)
Cement, best Portland ,  per cask (20 casks)
Chimneys ,  for duplex  lamps, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Chimneys ,  for hurricane  lamps, per dozen  (1 dozen)
Copper tubing ,  sizes, solid drawn ,  per lb . (2 cwt.)
Chalk, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Chairs, American  cane -seated ,  for office, each (24)
Cotter pins ,  assorted  sizes,  per gross  (50 gross)
Chain, proof ,  assorted sizes,  per cwt . (10 cwt.)
Cocks,  brass water ,  assorted sizes,  per dozen (1
dozen)
Cotton -wick ,  in balls,  per lb . (14 lbs.)
Cotton  lamp -wick , flat, assorted sizes,  per yard (200
yards)
Cotton  waste ,  best white ,  per ton  (5 tons)
Cloth, Emery,  per ream  (3 reams)
Cloth,  glass, assorted Nos., per ream (2 reams)
Dusters,  linen, each (40)
Emery powder, per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Files, block ,  rough and smooth , per dozen  (2 dozen)
Files ,  asorted, as per Sheffield list (24 dozen)
Filters,  medium  size , each (3)
Flax, packing ,  per cwt.  (3 cwt.)
Fitches,  for painters ,  assorted sizes, per dozen (6
dozen)
Fork,  garden , each (6)
Gauge glasses ,  assorted sizes, per dozen  (12 dozen)
Gauge  glass washers ,  assorted sizes ,  per dozen
(24 dozen)
Glass,  plate, per foot  (100 feet
Glass ,  window ,  best, per foot  (100 feet)
Glue,  Russian ,  best, per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Glue, English or Colonial ,  per cwt . (56 lbs )
Gold- size, best, per gallon (20 gallons)
Gold-leaf, per book (60 books)
Grindstones ,  per inch (6)
Hammers, claw ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Hammers, fitters ', per lb. (2 dozen)
Hammers, sledge ,  in steel, per lb. (6)
Handles ,  hand hammer ,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles, sledge, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Handles,  pick and beater ,  American  hickory, per
dozen  (12 dozen)
Handles ,  adze ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Handles ,  broom and  mop, per dr  zen (2 dozen)
Hoes ,  chipping ,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
Hooks, reaping, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Hinges, brass butt ,  assorted sizes,  per dozen (3
dozen)
Hinges,  iron butt ,  assorted sizgs,  per dozen  (3 dozen)
Hinges ,  T, assorted sizes, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Hose, india -rubber , 1, 2, 21, and  21  inches ,  per foot
(100 feet)India -rubber, sheet ,  vulcanised , per lb . (1 cwt.)
Iron,  BBH Crown ,  best Staffordshire
Iron, round and square ,  best Staffordshire
Iron, flat, in bars ,  best Staffordshire
Iron ,  plate, best Staffordshire 0
Iron ,  sheet ,  best Staffordshire
Iron ,  angle,  best Stafforshire J
Iron ,  Lowmoor ,  in plate ,  per cwt . (20 cwt.)
Iron ,  Lowmoor ,  in bars, per cwt . (20 cwt)
Iron, firebar ,  per cwt . (10 cwt.)
Iron ,  galvanised corrugated , approved  brand, per
cwt. (5 cwt.)
Iron, ridge  capping ,  per foot  (50 feet)
Iron , guttering ,  per foot  (50 feet)
Iron, down pipe, per foot (50 feet)
Lead, sheet,  per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Locks,  brass,  box or desk , assorted sizes,  per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks, iron, box or desk ,  assorted sizes, per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks,  brass,  drawer or till , assorted sizes, per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks,  iron ,  drawer or till, assorted  sizes ,  per dozen
(3 dozen)
Locks, brass , press or  cupboard,  assorted sizes, per
dozen  (2 dozen)
Locks, iron, press or cupboard ,  assorted sizes, per
dozen (2 dozen)
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Locks, rim, Carpenters',  assorted , per dozen (2 dozen)
Locks, Sad, Hobbs' patent, 3 inch, duplicate keys
to differ, per dozen (2 dozen)
Locks,  brass,  for cash bags (small), duplicate keys-
all keys alike, per dozen (3 dozen)
Locks, pad, galvanised, per dozen (2 dozen)
Locks, pad, japanned, per dozen (2 dozen)
Lamps, hurricane, each (12)
Lamps, Duplex office, Hinks', each (12)
Lamp-burners, Hinks' Duplex, per dozen (12)
Leather, bag, each (6 sides)
Leather,  harness,  per lb. (1 cwt.)
Metal, Babbit's patent, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Mops, wool, per dozen (1 dozen)
Nails,  wire,  assorted, tier cwt. (10 cwt.)
Nails, clout, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Nails, Ewbank, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Nails, brads, cut and wrought, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Nails, tacks, cut and wrought, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Nails, tacks, tinned, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Nuts, tapered, assorted  sizes,  per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Oils, kerosine, approved brands, per gallon (500
gallons)
Oils, colza, best refined, per gallon (150 gallons)
Oils, neatsfoot, best, per gallon (300 gallons)
Oils, castor, per gallon (800 gallons)
Oils, China, per gallon (200 gallons)
Oils, linseed, raw, per gallon (100 gallons)
Oils, linseed, boiled, per gallon (100 gallons)
Oil cans, stout tin, 1 gallon, each (1 dozen)
Oil feeders, spring, each (1 dozen)
Pins, brass panel, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Pins, iron panel, per lb. (141bs )
Pipes, galvanised, assorted  sizes , per foot (100 feet)
Pipe, black, gas, assorted sizes, per foot (100 feet)
Pipe, couplings, per foot (100 feet)
Pipes, elbow, per foot (]00 feet)
Picks, per dozen (6 dozen)
Pumice-stone, lump, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Pumice-stone, dust, per cwt. (56 lbs.)
Paint, oxide, per cwt. (211 cwt)
Paint, Indian red, per cwt. (2 cwt )
Paint, black, in oil, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Paint, Venetian red, per cwt. (i cwt.)
Patent driers, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Paint, white lead, genuine approved brand, per cwt.
(1 ton)
Paint, red lead, dry, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Paint, black, Japan, per gallon (20 gallons)
Paint, purple-brown, per cwt (2 cwt.)
Prussian blue, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Paint, Emerald green, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Paper, brown wrapping, per lb. (1 cwt.)
Packing. engine, Tuck's patent, i inch to 1 inch,
per lb. (5 cwt.)
Prussiate potash, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Palette knives, each (6)
Paint, Lake, assorted colours, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Paint, chrome yellow, per cwt. (56 lbs.)
P,.int, Chinese vermillion, per lb. (14 lbs )
Paint, dry white leaf, per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Paint, ivory drop black, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Paint. Brunswick green. per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets, copper, with washers, assorted sizes, per lb.
(56 lbs )
Rivets, iron, with washers, assorted sizes, per lb.
(28 lbs )
Rings, brass screw, per gross (1 gross)
Rakes,  garden,  each (6)
Rope, Manilla, assorted  sizes,  per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Rope, best Europe,  assorted sizes,  per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Hope, Ratline, 9-thread, per cwt (2 cwt.)
Resin, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Rivets, boiler, assorted, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Rivets, tinne i, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Screws, coach, assorted  sizes,  per cwt. (3 cwt.)
Screws, wood, assorted  sizes,  per gross (300 gross)
Screws, brass, assorted  sizes,  per gross (20 gross)
Scissors, office, per pair (12 pair)
Scissors, lamp, per pair (12 pair)
Shovels, engine, per dozen (1 dozen)
Shovels, navvy, per dozen (2 dozen
Shovels, -nose D, per dozen (1 dozen)
Shovels, square-nose D, per dozen (1 dozen)
Shovels, long-handed, per dozen (1 dozen)
Scythes, with handles complete, each (3)
Stones, to sharpen scythes, per dozen (1 dozen)
Spades, garden, each (6)
Saws, hand, each (3)
Saws, cross -cut, each (3)
Soda,  washing,  per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Sponge ,  best, per lb . (20 lbs.)
Spirits, methylated ,  per gallon  (20 gallons)
Soft-soap ,  per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Soap, in bars, per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Spirits, salts ,  per lb. (28 lbs.)
Spun -yarn ,  per cwt . (1 cwt.)
Steel ,  blister ,  per ton
Steel, cast, per ton
Steel ,  shear, per ton
Steel, spring ,  per ton
Steel ,  chisel ,  per ton
Tapes ,  Chesterman 's, 66 feet ,  with links and decimals,
each (6)
Tin-sheets ,  XXX, per box  (10 boxes)
Toilet -sets, per set (3)
Tumblers, cut-glass ,  per dozen  (2  dozen)
Tallow ,  best quality ,  per ton  (6 tons)
Tar, coal , per  gallon (50 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm ,  genuine ,  per gallon  (100 gallons)
Tarband ,  per cwt. (4 cwt.)
Turpentine ,  per gallon  (50 gallons)
Towels, best office, per dozen  (3 dozen)
Twine, best sail, per lb . (28 lbs.)
Twine, packing ,  assorted ,  per lb . (28 lbs.)
Twine, tufting, per lb . (7 lbs.)
Ultramarine blue ,  per lb. (14 lbs.)
Varnish, knotting, per gallon  (20 gallons)
Varnish, best hard drying body, Maunders', per
gallon  (25 gallons)
Varnish ,  best finishing ,  approved brand ,  per gallon
(25 gallons)
Varnish ,  spirit, per gallon  (10 gallons)
Vyees,  Smiths ',  per cwt. (6)
Washers ,  iron ,  assorted sizes ,  per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Wire,  iron, annealed ,  per lb. (28 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb . (28 lbs.)
Wire, steel ,  per lb. (28 lbs )
Wire,  copper, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Worsted,  per lb. (28 lbs.)
Whiting,  per cwt. (1  cwt)
Zinc, in sheet, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS,  IRONMONGERS,
AND O 1 HERS.
STORES,  ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE CENTRAL RAILWAY ,  ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
1 Four o 'clock p m. on FRIDAY ,  the 18th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores , &c., in such quantities as may
be required for the years 1886 and 1887, upon the
conditions hereafter specified, to be delivered at
the Railway Stores, Rockhampton.
Printed lists and further particulars specified
may be obtained at this Office,  or at the Railway
Storekeeper 's Office ,  Rockhampton  ;  and at the
foot of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within seven days f rom the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £100 for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the ver best description of
their several kinds ,  and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Liar OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED  TO BL TENDERED FOR.
Adzes, handled, per dozen (2 dozen) '
Augers ,  Mathison 's screw, i} inch to 2 inches, per
dozen  (24 dozen)
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Axes, American, per dozen (2 dozen)
Beeswax, per lb. (12 lbs.)
Bolts, brass flush for doors, per dozen (12 dozen)
Botts and nuts, cup head, hexagon and counter-sunk
(2 tens)
Brooms, American, per dozen (4 dozen)
Brooms ,  hair  (4 dozen)
Brooms, bass  (4 dozen)
Buckets, galvanized iron (3 dozen)
Chain, iron, assorted  sizes , per cwt. (20 owt.)
Calico, black glazed, per yard (100 yards)
Cement, Portland ,  approved brand ,  per cask
casks)
Cotton-wick, balls, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Chalk, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Dusters, linen ,  per yard  (6 dozen)
(50
Files, assorted ,  as per  Sheffield list, per dozen (60
dozen)
Felt roofing ,  Scroggins ',  per yard  (200 yards)
Glass, best window, per foot (100 feet)
Gold size,  per gallon  (60 gallons)
Glue, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Hammers, hand ,  handled ,  per dozen  (2 dozen)
Hammers, fitters ',  per lb.  (2 dozen)
Handles ,  American axe, per dozen  (4 dozen)
Handles, pick, best American hickory, 36 inch, per
dozen (40 dozen)
Handles , pick, beat American hickory, 42 inch, per
dozen (40 dozen)
Handles ,  adze ,  per dozen  (4 dozen)
Hinges, brass butt, per pair (40 airs)
Hinges, T, assorted sizes ,  at per inch  (6 dozen pairs)
India-rubber, sheet, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Iron, ro und and square, best Staffordshire, pert
cwt.
Iron,  angle,  best Staffordshire, approved brands,
per cwt.
flat best StaffordshireIron approved brands,, ,,
per cwt.
Iron, plate, best Staffordshire, approved brands,
per cwt. J
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20 wire -gauge ,  per cwt . (2 ton)
Iron BBH crown ,  per cwt . (10 tons)
Iron ,  corrugated ,  26 gauge, approved brand, per cwt.
Leather belting ,  best single ,  2a, 3, 4, and 6 inch,
per foot (200 feet)
Leather belting. best double,  6 inch, per foot (120
feet)
Leather harness ,  per lb . (60 lbs.)
Leather ,  sole,  per lb . (160 lbs.)
Lead ,  pig, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Lead, sheet, per cwt . (6 cwt.)
Looks ,  desk and box ,  per dozen  (4 dozen)
Locks, drawer ,  per dozen  (4 dozen)
Locks ,  press, per dozen  (4 dozen)
Locks,  pad, iron japanned,  2, 21, 3, and 4 inch, per
dozen (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, iron japanned , 2,221,  3, and 4 inch, with
duplicate keys, per dozen  (6 dozen)
Looks ,  pad, brass  (3 dozen)
Mops ,  wool  (2 dozen)
Nails, galvanized iron ,  per lb . (112 lbs.)
Nails ,  wire ,  assorted sizes ,  per cwt. (10 cwt.)
Na ils,  clouts ,  assorted sizes ,  per cwt .  (2 cwt.)
Nails ,  wrought iron ,  1, 2, 3, and 4 inch ,  per cwt. (10
cwt.)
Na ils,  steel ,  1, 2, 3, and 4 inch, per cwt . (10 cwt.)
Nails ,  wrought iron ,  5, 6, 7, and 8 inch, per cwt (20
cwt.)
Navy canvas, Nos. 1,  2, 3, and 4, per yard (500
ards)
Oil, eed,  boiled and raw ,  per gallon (500 gallons)
Oil, kerosine or electricene ,  approved brands, per
gallon  (2,000 gallons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon  (200 gallons)
Oil, colza  (1,600 gallons)
Oil, castor  (4,500 gallons)
Oil-feeders ,  Burdess '  patent 12-inch spouts ,  pints,
per dozen  (6 dozen)
Paint, emerald green  (112 lbs )
Paint ,  brunswick green  (112 lbs.)
Paper ,  brown wrapping, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Polish ,  French, per gallon  (50 gallons)
Polish ,  Picks, Collins and Co.' s, 7 lbs.  (20 doz.)
Rope, best  European, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Rope ,  best Maai lla, per cwt. (10 cwt).
Steel ,  blister,  best brands,  per cwt.
Steel, sprja  ,  best brands,  per cwt. (5 tons)
Steel, cast,  A brands, per cwt.
L
e
Saws , hand, each (12)
Screws,  all sizes,  as per printed list, per gross (100
gross)
Screws ,  japanned round heads ,  assorted sizes, per
gross
Shovels, Spear and Jackson's No. 4, round nose,
T handles, per dozen (20 dozen)
Tacks,  tin, per  lb. (28 lbs.)
Tacks, black, 4, 4, and 1 inch, per lb.  (28 lb.)
Tacks , iron , 4, 4 (28 lbs.)
Tubing, I.R., per foot (300 feet)
Tallow, best, for lubricating, per cwt. (14 tons)
Tar, coal ,  per gallon (2,000 gallons)
Tar, Stockholm  (300 ga llons)
Turps ,  per gallon  (200 gallons)
Twine,  sewing , per lb. (56 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Twine, common, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Varnish, beat coach body,  Maunders Bros.', per
gallon (100 gallons)
Varnish, best finishing, Maunders Bros.', per gallon
(100 gallons)
Vermillion, Chinese, per oz.
Waste, best white cotton (12 tons)
Whiting, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Zinc, sheet, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Under Secretary for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS ,  IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE NORTHERN RAILWAY ,  TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o 'clock p m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December next, f rom persons willing to contract
for the supply of the whole or any of the under-
mentioned Stores ,  &c., in such quantities as may
be required for the year 1886, upon the conditions
hereafter specified ,  to be delivered at the Railway
Stores ,  Townsville.
Printed lists and further particulars  specified
may be obtained at this Office ,  or at the Railway
Storekeeper's Office, Townsvi lle  ;  and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering ,  and two responsible
persons as sureties ,  agreeing to  be  answerable for
the due performan ce  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event that they will severa ll y  execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown So licitor ,  in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptan ce,  a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of 2100 for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very best description of
their several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month  from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are  given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are  only
approximate ,  and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply t -) stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
LIST OF ARTICLES AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOR.
Acid, carbolic, per gallon (30 gallons)
Acid, muriatic,  per gallon  (10 gallons)
Acid, nitric,  per gallon  (15 gallons)
Acid, sulphuric,  per gallon  (20 gallons)
Adzes, handled ,  per dozen  (5 dozen)
Augers, Matheson' s screw, }-inch to 2 inches, per
dozen  (36 dozen)
Axes ,  American ,  per dozen  (6 dozen)
Beeswax , per lb. (30 lbs.)
$olts,  brass flush, for doors,  per dozen  (1 dozen)
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Bolts and nuts, cuphea'l, hexagon, and counter-
sunk, per cwt. (2 ton)
Borax, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Brass, sheet, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Brushes, paint,  assorted , per dozen (20 dozen)
Brushes, hand, per dozen (12 dozen)
Brushes, carriage, per dozen (3 dozen)
Brooms, bass, per dozen (20 dozen)
Brooms, American, per dozen (6 dozen)
Buckets, galvanised iron, per dozen (3 dozen)
Chain, iron, assorted sizes, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Calico, black glazed, per yard (50 yards)
Cement, Portland, approved brand, per cask (100
casks)
Cloth, Emery,  per ream  (5  reams)
Copper, bar and sheet, per cwt, (3 cwt.)
Cotton wick, balls, per lb. (28 lbs.)
Chalk, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Dusters, linen, per yard (56 yards)
Files, assorted, as per Sheffield list, per dozen
(24 dozen)
Felt roofing, Scroggins', per yard (200 yards)
Glass, best window, per loot  (60 boxes)
Gold size, per gallon (12 gallons)
Glasses, lamp, per dozen (60 dozen)
Gold leaf, per book (8 dozen books)
Glue, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Hammers, band, handled, per dozen (12 dozen)
Hammers, fitters', per lb. (2 dozen)
Handles, American axe, per dozen (12 dozen)
Handles, pick, per dozen (18 dozen)
Handles, sledge, per dozen (12 dozen)
Handles, broom, per dozen (36 dozen)
Handles, adze, per dozen (6 dozen)
Hinges, brass butt, per pair (4 dozen)
Hinges, iron butts, per pair (4 dozen)
Hingep, T assorted  sizes, at per inch (12 dozen pairs)India-rubber, sh et, per foot (200 feet)
Iron, round and  square,  best Staffordshire,
approved brands, per cwt.
Iron,  angle , best Staffordshire, per cwt.
Iron, flat, best Staffordshire, per cwt. (co
Iron, plate, best Staffordshire, per cwt.
Iron, sheet, Nos. 10 to 20 wire gauge, per cwt.
(1 ton)
Iron, BBH Crown, per cwt. (20 tons)
Iron, corrugated, 36 gauge, approved brand, per
cwt. (10 tons)
Japan black,  per gallon  (16 gallons)
Luther belting,  best single , 2*, 3, 4, and 6 inches,per foot (1,000 feet)
Leather belting, best doable, 6 inches, per foot
(200 feet)
Leather,  harness,  per lb. (180 lbs.)
Leather, sole, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Lead, pig, per cwt. (8 cwt,)
Lead,  sheet,  per cwt. (12 cwt.)
Linoleum, per yard (130 yards)
Locks, desk and bob, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, drawer, per dozen (4 dozen)
Locks, rim, per dozen (12 dozen)
Locks, pad, iron, japanned, 2, 2;, 3, and 4 inch,
with duplicate keys, per dozen (6 dozen)
Locks, pad, brass, per dozen (2 dozen)
Mops, wool, per dozen (6 dozen)
M untz metal, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Muntz metal  nails , per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Nails,  galvanized  iron, per lb. (120 lbs.)
Nails,  wire, assorted sizes , per cwt . (2 tons)
Nails,  cleats, assorted sizes,  per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron, per cwt. (14 cwt.)
Nails, lead-headed, per cwt. (4 cwt.)
Navy canvas, 1\ os. 1, 2, 3, and 4, per yard (20 bolts)
Oil, linseed, boiled. And raw, per gallon (1,500
gallons)
Oil, kerosine, approved brands, per gallon (1,000
gallons)
Oil, neatsfoot, per gallon (500 gallons)
Oil, castor, per gallon (3,000 gallons)
Oil, colza, per gallon (500 gallons)
Oil feeders, Burdess' patent, 12-inch spouts, pints,
per dozen (3 dozen)
Packing, " Tucks," per cwt. (4 cwt.)
Paint, white lead, approved braid, per cwt. (2 tons)
Paint, emerald green, per lb. (112 lbs,)
Paint, Brunswick green, per lb. (112 lbs.)
Paint, black, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Paint, red lead, per cwt. (6 cwt.)
Paper, brown wrapping, per lb. (60 lbs.)
Paper,  glass,  per eam (6 reams)
Polish, French, per gallon (68 gallons)
Picks, double-ended, Collins', per dozen (30 dozen)
Piping, gas, per foot (2,000 feet)
Rope, best European, per cwt. (5 owt.)
Rope, best Manilla, per cwt. (10 cwt.)
Solder, per lb. (1 cwt.)
Steel, blister, approved  brands,  per cwt. (3 tons)
Steel. spring, approved brands, per cwt. (3 tons)
Steel, cast, approved brands, per cwt. (3 tons)
Saws, hand, each (12)
Screws, all  sizes,  as per printed list, per gross (100
gross)
Screws, japanned, round head,  assorted sizes, per
gross.
Screws, coach, per cwt. (5 cwt.)
Shovels, No. 4, round  nose , T handles,  per dozen,
(60 dozen)
Shovels, fire, per dozen (6 dozen)
Tacks, tin, per lb. (1 cwt.)
Tacks,  black , 4, 1, and 1 inch, per lb. (10 lbs.)
Tacks, irolb $, e, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Tubing, I.R., per foot (500 feet)
Tallow, best for lubricating, per cwt. (8 tons)
Tar, coal, per gal. (1,000 gals.)
Tar, Stockholm, per gal. (100 gals.)
Turps, per gal. (100 gals.)
Twine,  sewing,  per lb. (56 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (8 lbs.)
Twine, common, per lb. (8 lbs.)
Varnish, best coach body, approved brand,  per gal.
(60 gal.)
Varnish, best finishing, best brand, per gal. (50 gal.)
Vermillion, Chinese, per oz. (2 lbs.)
Waste cotton, per lb. (5,000 lbs.)
Whiting, per cwt. (2 cwt.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire,  brass , per lb. (40 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (40 lbs.)
Zinc, sheet,  per cwt . (4 cwt.)
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
TO STOREKEEPERS, IRONMONGERS,
AND OTHERS.
STORES, ETC., REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF
THE BUNDABRRG RAILWAY.
P ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December next,  from persons  willing to contract
for the supply of the whole ur  any of  the under-
mentioned Stores,  &c., in such  quantities as may
be required for the year  1886,  upon the conditions
hereafter specified, to be delivered at the Railway
Stores, Bundaberg.
Printed lists and further  particulars spec ified
may be obtained at this Office, or at the Railway
Storekeeper's Office, Bnndaberg; and at the foot
of every Tender there must be a  memorandum
signed by the party tendering , and two responsible
persons as sureties , Agreeing to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally  execute  and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the  usual  notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  £ 100 for securing  such performance  ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Stores to be of the very beat description of
their  severa l kinds, and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each  article  required
are given  for the guidanc.  of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are naly
approximate, and the Contractors must  supply mort
or less of each article, as required.
This notice does not apply  to stores and material
of every description required for the construction
of new works.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
LIST OF ABTici s  AND PZOBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO ox TBNDI&IMP POS.
Acid, carbolic,  per gal. (5 gals.)
Arsenic, per lb. (56 lbs.)
Adzes, per doz. (1 doz.)
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Augers ,  Mathison 's screw, ? in. to I in., per doz.(3 doz.)
Borax, per lb . (2 lbs.)
Brooms, bass (1 doz.)
Brooms, hand  (1 doz.)
Brooms, American  (1 doz.)
Brushes ,  painters '  assorted  (1 doz.)
Bolts, brass , flush ,  for doors ,  per doz . (1 doz.)
Cupheaded ,
sin. to  1  in. (2Bolts and nuts Hexagon,
cwt.)Countersunk,
Buckets, galvanised iron, per doz . (1 doz )
Canvas, Navy ,  Nos. 1,  2, and 3, per yd.
Cement ,  best brands ,  Portland ,  per csk . (20 csks.)
Chalk ,  per lb . (7 lbs.)
Cotton wick,  in balls  (7 lbs.)
Cotton waste, 4 ton, at per cwt.
Chain proof ,  assorted sizes, per ca t. (1 cwt )
Cloth ,  Emery (1 ream)
Files ,  assorted ,  as per Sheffield list, per doz . (4 doz.)
Felt Roofing ,  Scroggins ',  per yd. (20 yds&
Glasses ,  Lamp ,  per doz . (1 doz.) .
Glue, English or Colonial ,  per lb . (7 lbs.)
Hammers, claw ,  per doz . (1 doz.)
Hammers, fitters ',  per lb.
Handles, axe, American ,  per doz . (6 doz.)
Handles, pick ,  per doz. (1 doz.)
Handles, adze ,  per doz.  (1 doz.)
Handles, broom ,  per doz . (1 doz.)
Hinges, brass butt, per pair (1 doz. pairs)
Hinges ,  iron butt (2" to 4"),  per doz . (1 doz. pairs)
Hinges ,  T (8" to 18"). per dcz. (1 doz. pairs)
Indianrubber ,  sheet ,  per foot  (5 feet)
Indianrubber ,  tubing ,  per foot  (30 feet)
Iron ,  BBH (Crown) 1
Iron ,  round and square
Iron ,  flat, in bars rd a
Iron ,  plate pq
Iron, sheet ,  10-20 wire gaugeIron, angle ai
Iron, corrugated  (approved brand )  26 gauge, per
cwt. (2 tons)
Locks, box or desk ,  per doz . (1 doz.)
Locks, brass, drawer ,  per doz . (1 doz.)
Locks, rim, per doz . (1 doz.)
Locks, pad, brass ,  per doz . (2 doz.)
Locks, pad, iron japanned ,  2 in., 21- in.,  3 in., and
4 in., duplicate keys, per doz . (3 doz.)
Locks ,  pad, japanned ,  2 in., 21 in .,  3 in., and 4 in.,
per doz . (1 doz.)
Linen dusters ,  per yard  (10 yards)
Lead ,  sheet, per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Lead ,  pi , pe r cwt . (4 ton)
Leather  be lting ,  best double, 5 in .,  per foot  (50 feet)
Leather belting ,  best single ,  2in., 29 in .,  3 in, 4 in.,
and 6 in., per foot  (175 feet)
Mops, wool ,  per doz. (1 doz.)
Nails ,  wire, assorted, per cwt . (5 cwt.)
Nails, clout ,  assorted ,  per cwt . (30 lbs.)
Nails, Ewbank ,  per lb . (6 cwt.)
Nails, galvanised iron ,  per lb . (2 cwt.)
Nails, wrought iron ,  per cwt . (20 lbs.)
Nails ,  lead -headed ,  per lb . (1 cwt.)
Nails, tacks ,  iron ,  per lb . (7 lbs.)
Nails ,  tacks ,  tinned per lb. (7 lbs.)
Oily, kerosine ,  approved brands ,  per gal . (50 gals.)
Oils ,  neatsfoot ,  per gal . (10  gals.)
Oils ,  castor, per gal . (50 gals.)
Oils, China ,  at per gal . (100 gals.)
Oil s, linseed ,  boiled and raw, per gal . (100 gals.)
Oil feeders , "  Burdess patent," 12 in. spouts ,  pints,
per doz . (1 doz.)
Pipes ,  gas, per foot  (200 feet)
Piping ,  glazed earthenware ,  4 in. to 12 in .,  per foot
(1,000 feet)
Piping ,  galvanised , I in. to 2 in., per foot  (300 feet)Polish, French ,  per gal . (1 gal.)
Paint, black,  per lb. (14 lbs.)
Paint ,  Brunswick green, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Paint, red oxide  (10  cwt)
Paint ,  emerald green ,  per 1b. (7 lbs.)
Paint, red lead ,  per lb . (2 cwt.)
Paint, white lead ,  best brand ,  per cwt . (2 cwt.)
Paint ,  Chinese vermi ll ion ,  per oz . (7 ozs.)
Turpentine, per gal . (10 gals.)
Varnish ,  best finishing ,  best brand ,  per gal. (5 gals.)
Whiting, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Steel, blister, best brands, per cwt.
Steel, cast, do. do. (1 ton)
Steel, spring, do. do.
Stump Caps, galvanised iron, per doz. (120)
Saws, cross-cut, at per foot (20 feet)
Saws, hand, each (4 doz.)
Solder, at per lb. (50 lbs.)
Screws, all sizes, as per printed list, per gross
(50 gross)
Screws, japanned round head, assorted, per gross
(2 gross)
Screws , coach, per cwt. (1 cwt.)
Shovels, round-nose No. 4, T handle, per doz. (1 doz.)
Shovels, fire, per doz. (1 doz.)
Tallow, best for lubricating, per cwt. (20 cwt.)
Tar, coal, per gal. (120 gals.)
Twine, sewing, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Twine, packing, per lb. (14 lbs.)
Twine, common, per lb. (50 lbs.)
Wire, copper, per lb. (4 lbs.)
Wire, brass, per lb. (5 lbs.)
Wire, trimming, per lb. (6 lbs.)
Wire, steel, per lb. (7 lbs.)
Under Secretary  for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd November, 1885.
TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.
TIMBER REQUIRED FOR THE USE OF THE
CENTRAL RAILWAY, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on RIDAY, the 18th
December next, from persons willing to contract
for the su -,ply of the undermentioned Timber, in
such quantities as may be required for the years
1886 and 1887, upon the conditions hereafter
specified, to be delivered at the Railway Stores,
Rockhampton.
Printed lists and further  particulars  specified
may be obtained at this Office, or at the hallway
Storekeeper's Office, Rockhampton ; and at the
foot of every Tender there must  be a memorandum
signed by the party tendering, and two responsible
persons  as sureties, agreeing  to be answerable for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within seven days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of  £100 for  securing  such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
The Timber to be of the very best description of
their several kinds, and to be delivered within one
month from the time of being ordered.
The probable quantities of each article required
are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it  must  be understood that they are only
approximate, and the Contractors must supply
more or less of each article, as required.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
LIST of Tixnaa AND PROBABLE QUANTITIES
REQUIRED TO BE TENDERED FOE.
Timber,  cedar , per 100 feet,  superficial -16,000 feet feet
Timber, hardwood, per 100 feet,  superficial -90,000
Timber, pine, rough, per 100 feet , superficial 1
Timber , pine ,  dressed,  per 100 feet,  superficial
Timber , pine, tongued  and grooved, per 100 1 15,000
feet superficial feet.
Timber, pine, K auri , per 100 feft,  superficial
Timber , pine , hoop, per 100 feet,  superficial
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Duplication between Brisbane and Ipswich.
TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS, TIMBER-
GETTERS, AND OTHERS.
SQUARED SLEEPERS.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office
11 until Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
27th November, 1885,  from persons  willing to
contract for the supply of Squared Sleepers for the
Duplication of the Line between Brisbane and
Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Squared
Sleepers."
Specification and form of Tender may be seen,
and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane ; at the Engineer's
Office, Ipswich; Engineer's Office, Toowoomba; and
at the Station Masters' Offices, Dalby, Miles, and
Roma.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and at the foot of every Tender  there must
be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within'$ourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK WAGONS, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY. the 20th Novem-
ber,1885, for the construction of one hundred (100)
Hopper Wagons for the Southern and Western
Railway.
A deposit of two and a-half (24) per cent. on
amount  of lender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, at the
Locomotive Superintendent's Office, Ipswich, and
at the Locomotive Foreman's Office, Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nara .- Tenderers must clearly understand  that the conditions
of Contract relating to  lines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERB F.RT,
Under  Secretary  for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CENTRAL AND  NORTHERN  DIVISION.
Northern Railway-Section No. 8.
FROM 200 MILES TO 2331 MILES, HUGH-
ENDEN.TENDERS are invited for the construction ofthe Northern Railway Extension from 200
miles  to 233 miles 20 chains-in length 33 miles
20 chains-in accordance with Plans, Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions, and Specifications,
which may be seen at the Offices of the Chief
Engineer, Rockhampton and Townsville; the Office
of the Under Secretary for Railways, Brisbane ;
also, at the Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Sydney, and the Railway Offices, Melbourne and
Adelaide, on and after SATURDAY, the 17th
October next, where also forms of Tender and
other information can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "  Tender for Extension North-
ern Railway  from  200  Miles to Hip henden,"  must
be deposited at the Office of  the Under  Secretary
for Railways ,  at Brisbane ,  not later than Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th  November'
1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 7th September, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
REFRESHMENT  ROOMS, IPSWICH, HELIDON,
TOOWOOMBA, AND WARWICK.SEPARATE Tenders will be  received at this
Office until Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,
the 4th  December next ,  from persons willing to
Tender for Lease of Refreshment Rooms at the
following Railway Stations , viz.:-
IPSWICH,
HE LIDON,
TOOWOOMBA,
WARWICK,
for the term of (2) two years from 1st January,
1886.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Refresh-
ment Rooms."
Full particulars can be obtained at this Office on
application.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
ADVERTISING AT STATIONS, QUEENSLAND
RAILWAYS.
'FENDERS will be received at this Office until
s Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th day
of December next, from persons willing to contract
for Advertising at Stations, Queensland Railways,
for a period of (2) two years from 1st January,
1886.
Full particulars can be obtained at the Office of
the Commission- r for Railways, Brisbane.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Extension-Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
L `ENDERS are invited for the construction of
the 9th Section of the Western Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville-in length 71 miles
45 chains 954 links, inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, at
the Office of the Commissioner for Railways in
Sydney, and at the Railway Office in Melbourne, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for 9tk Section of
Western Extension,"  must  be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN RAILWAYS.
North Coast Railway-Contract No. 1.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the construction ofthe 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltare-in length  25 miles  4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations- in accordance  with Plans,
Sections, Drawings, General Conditions, and Speci-
fication, which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief Engineer, Brisbane, at the Office of the Com-
missioner  for Railways in Sydney, and at the Rail-
way Office in Melbourne, on and after MONDAY,
the 9th November, 1885, where also forms of
Tender and other  information  can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for the 1st Section of
l north Coast Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
FURTHER EXTENSION OF TIME.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will  be  received  at the Treasury,Brisbane , until Noon of MONDAY, the
30th November,  for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater ,  Townsville ,  a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification way been seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices,  Sydney,  Brisbane,
Rockhampton ,  and Townsvi lle.
A deposit of 2500 will  be required with Tender,
to be dealt  with  in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Treasury,
Brisbane , 11th September, 1885.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
COOMERA LOWER.
(]'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
.L at the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th of December,
from persons willing to contract for the necessary
Improvements at the State School, Coomera
Lower.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for, Improve-
ments, 4c., State School, Cootnera Lower.
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form-
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 5th November, 188o.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
WOOLLOONGABBA,TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th of
November, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Fencing and Gates at the State School,
Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing and
Gates, State School, Woolloongabba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CONVERTING OLD SCHOOL BUILDING AT
MILES INTO A TEACHER'S RESIDENCE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Toowoomba and Miles,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th of
November, from persons willing to contract for
converting old School Building at Miles into a
Teacher's Residence.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Converting
Old School Building at Miles into a  Teacher s
Residence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Miles.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAHS AND LAVATORIES, STATE
SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.
ENDERS will  be received at this  Office, and
L at the Court House, St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th of November,
from  persons  willing to contract for the erection
of Verandahs and Lavatories to the State School
at St . George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Verandahs
and Lavatories, State School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, St. George.
Tenders must  be sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
ADDITIONAL WIRE, MITCHELL TO DULBY.
DILLA, AND BRANCH LINES TO MUN-
GALLALA AND DULBYDILLA R. S.TENDERS will be received at the Office o  theSuperintendent of Electri  T legraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 30th instant,
from 'ersons desirous of contracting for the supply
of aif material, except wire, insulators, brackets,
and screws , and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions, and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work
on Branch Lines.
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Mitchell to Dulbydilla-a  distance  of forty (40)
miles, more or less.
Branches from points on existing line to Mungal-
lala and Dulbydilla-distance of one half-mile each,
more or  less-(two wires).
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will
be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract  must  be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within five (5) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General  Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final
payment shall  be made, of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or materials in respect of
which such report and payments may have been
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction  of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act ", for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemniying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so cau •_ed to  ro ads; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work  in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to  enforce the
penalties for the  non-fulfilment  of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together  with  all plant, mate ri als, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money ,  whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty in a sum equal to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the branch  lines to be  marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and  underwood standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the branch lines to be felled,
and all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet
from each pole to be cleared away, and a good
straigh bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the branch
lines,  to be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less than twenty (20) feet
in width, following the course of such track,
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
gr Moreton Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (6) feet from the butt, and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the  top.  and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six  (6) feet,
and we ll  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its  extremity
with  good hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) incc
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground ,  placed in a  per-pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth.  At  angles or other places where
required struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split iro nbark according to pattern sup-
plied ,  and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one  (1) inch from
the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2)  feet .  Joints or splices to be
made as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph wires are to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be tri mmed ,  and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each ,  as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed  by him  to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Mitchell.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS-ALTERA-
TIONS AND REPAIRS TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.
FRESH Tenders will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric 1 elegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-
third (23rd) day of November next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except iron poles ,  wire ,  insulators,
brackets ,  and screws ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned telegraph work
according to the terms,  general  conditions, and
specification appended hereto,
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Tenders must state separately :-
DEVIATION.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where neces-
sary.
PRESENT LINES.
1. Price, per mile, for clearing.
2. Price, per mile, for thoroughly  overhauling
and repairing existing wires, etc., in
accordance with clauses 10, 11, and 12
of specification.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Pape Capricorn, from
a point on  existing line-a  distance of ten (10)
miles ,  more or less.
Present lines-Narrows to Sea Hill,  vid  Pilot
Station (Koppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws  to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities issued will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must  be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay.
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn  any  portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
affords d by  "The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line and
other works, also for damage so caused to roads ;
and if such claims arc not defrayed, the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant.  materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent-
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within ten  (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the new line to be marked out by
the contractor ,  under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
The iron poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four  (4) feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth .  At angles or
other places where required, struts or supports of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings ,  where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
A ll  trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on ea, h side of the  li ne to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle track of not less than eight  (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the  inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fa llen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
All new wooden poles reqquired must be heavy
straight saplings of the best description of approved
hardwood (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed ),  with the bark removed ,  not less
than nine  (9) inches in diameter at five  (5) feet
from the butt ,  and five  (5) inches in diameter at
the top ,  and twenty-five (25)  feet in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
upwards over a space of six  (6) feet, and well
coated with the best coal tar  ;  the top to be firmly
bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity, with
good hoop -iron of not less than one (1)  inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin ,  and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five (5)  feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth .  At angles or
other places, where required ,  struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one  (1) inch from the
top of the pole .  The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two  (2) feet .  Joints or splices to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be regulated
and repaired, bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
I'ole; to be replace 1, re-set ,  trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood ,  where necessary .  Iron insu-
lators must he replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles ,  where necessary.
Brackets to be firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each ,  as directed.
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Hard copper wire, weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile, will be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn, which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 20th October, 1885.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTIABURRA
TO HUGHENI)EN.
''ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November  next , from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply ofall  material , except wire,
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specifications appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more or less.
The wire,  insulators , and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper  estimate  and requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient , and any  surplus material after
the completion of the  contract must be  delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph  Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government  within  nine  (9) months
from the notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such  report and payments may have been made.
The total  balance  will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beep completed to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make  use of the  line  for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor  may avail  himself of  the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the lovernment  against any claims for  compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
it not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner  and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements  in his possession  on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also  a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in  a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amoutit of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared  roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  - where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of  not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wire to be so sretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or  splices  to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant  as required.
All material used in the  construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship , are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender  forms , and every  information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
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NOTICE.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
t T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the  Railway  from Cooktown to the
Palmer Road - a distance  of about  31 miles-will
be opened for Public  Traffic  on MONDAY, 3,.th
November, 1885,  on and from  which date, until
further notice, Trains will run to the following
Ti Tblme a e:-
Up TRAINS.
Weds ,  only.
P.M.
Sate. only.
A.M.
Oooktown dep. ...
... 12.30 6.0
Palmer Road arr.
... 3.0 8.30
Dowx TNMMNS.
Palmer Road dep. ... 610 11.30P.M.
Cooktown  arr. ... ... 8-30 2.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th  November, 1885.
SOUTH COASr LINE.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.1' H: following amended Time  Table  will come
into operation on and  after MONDAY, 26th
October, 1885:-
DOWN.
A.Y.
Logan Village ...
... dep. 9'60
Buccan ... D9 57
Waterford ... 10'14
Bethania  Junction ... arr. 10.23
UP.
Bethania Junction ... dep.
s.ar:
10.85
Waterford ... ... 10.44
Buccan  ... ... ... ... D11.1
Logan Village  ...
... arr. 11'8
DOWN.
A M
Logan Village  ...
... dep.
.
1180
Buccan
'. .
. . 1)11.37.,Waterford .... ...... 11.54
P.Y.
Bethania Junction  ... ... 12.3
Loganlea  ... ... ... ... 12.12
Kingston  . ... D12'21
Spring Creek ... ... ... n12.36
Runcorn ... ... ... ... 1)12'42
Sunny Bank
... ... ... 12.50
Cooper's Plains ... ... ... 12.56
Salisbury  ... ... ... ... D1.3
Roeklea  ... ... ... ... 1.7
S. C. Junction ... ... 1.13
Yeronga  ... ... ... ... x1.17
Fairfield  ... ... ... 51.21
W ooloongabba ... ... ... 1.80
Stani fy street ... ..* arr. 1.85
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commi ssioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  October, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office ,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-NORT#IERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property De-
partment ,  Northern Railway, was published in full
in the  G overnment  Gazette  of the 15th August,
1885. Owners can obtain the Articles on applica-tion to the Acting Traffic Manager, Townsville, and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 17th November, 1885, they will be sold
by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, u der the 14th sectionof  " An Act  to snake provision  fu  the C -
struction  by the Government of Railways and for
the Requl ation  of the  Same ,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference  of the Second Section of the Fassifern
Railway from Harrisville to Dugandan, in length
16 miles  75 chains 723 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen  at this Office ,  and at the  Office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Ipswich ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that a  List of Articles
N in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Central Railway, was published  in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 18135.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton,  and paying
costs .  If not released  on or before TUESDAY,
the 19th January, 1886, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby  notified for general information,
I that  a further extension of the Queensland
Northern Railwa to Torrens Creek - a distance of
179 miles  from Townsville- was opened  for public
traffic on MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
O
N SALE  at this Office , and at the  respective
Wardens'  Offices at Gympie and Ravensn ood,
the fo ll owing Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood  Gold Field,
showing  Gold  Mining Leases , Eeefs, Shafts, &c.
Price ,  2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  21st October, 1885.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane,  22nd October, 1885.FOR SALE at this Office ,  New Map of Town of
Toowoomha,  in two sheets  ;  price,  is.  each
sheet . Also,  Map of the Burdedin Delta ; price,
f s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
AYBND$D NOTICE.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT
WHARF AND SHED, MACKAY.N 1 \OTICE is hereby given, that the Lease of the Government Wharf and Shed, Mackay, will
be put up  to auction  at Mackay, at Noon of
SATURDAY, 21st November, 1885.
Conditions of Sale.
1. The wharf and shed, with a frontage of 200
feet to the Pioneer River, will be leased fora term
of three years,
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2. The highest bidder shall, subject to the
approval of the Colonial Treasurer  as to sureties
or otherwise, be the  lessee.
3. The  lessee , with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond in double the
amount of the annual rent for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4 Three months' rent in  advance is  to be paid
at the time of sale by the successful bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Sub-Collector of Customs
at Mackay, monthly, in  advance.
5. The  rates for wharfage  shall not exceed the
following :-
Ix WinDs.
:. d.
Goods,  per ton, weight or measure-
ment  .. ... .. ... 1 8
Timber,  per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles ,  per 1 ,000 ... ... 0 4
horses and cattle ,  each  ... ...  2 0
Sheep  and pigs ,  each  ... ... 0 6
Carriage ,  cart, or  dray (two wheels)
each ... ... ... ... 2 6
OurWeans.
Goods, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Sugar ,  per ton  ... ... 1 0
Rum, per hogshead 0 6
Wool, per bale ... ... ... 0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government,
or for the use of any of the Government Depart-
ments, shall be landed or shipped free of any
charge for wharfage.
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use
of the wharf and shed, subject to clause 9 of
these conditions, but no buildings are to be erected
on the ground leased, or on the w harf, without the
express sanction of the Government.
8. The lessee will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or
refuse ,  and in good and suitable repair during the
tenancy, reasonable wear and tear only excepted,
and should any damage be done to the wharves by
any vessel, or otherwise, such damage shall be
made good by the  lessee to  the satisfaction of the
Engineer for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee shall not be* at  liberty to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed ,  or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of  the Colonial  Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master ,  and other Officers in the Public Service,
and all  persons acting under their orders, shall
have free access to the wharf for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers  of Customs shall  have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods and passengers'
luggage landed from vessels discharging at the
wharf.
12. Office accommodation will be provided for the
Landing Waiters in Charge ,  but the lessee shall
provide  all materials  and labour required by them
for examining ,  weighing, gauging ,  marking, pack-
ing and repacking goods ,  in terms of clause 87 of
The Cas tom: Act  of 1873."
13. Should the  rent  at any time be more than
one month in arrear ,  or should the lessee  wilfully
infr inge the condi ti ons of the lease, the Govern-
ment shall ,  in the former case, have the right to at
once enter upon and take possession of the wharf and
premises ,  and in the latter case to enter and take
possession on the expiration of one month 's notice
given after such infringement.
14. In the  event of the Government resuming
possession of the wharf and shed for non -payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease, the
bond  entered into by the lessee and his sureties, as
provided for in clause 3 of these conditions,
shall not be vitiated or rendered void.
The Treasury,
E. B. CULLE N,
Under  Secretary.
Brisbane,  19th N6rember, 1886.
The Treasury,
Queensland, let October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana,  Beenleigh,BBlackall, Bogantun an, Boulia, Bowen (PortDenison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnainulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard,  Ingham , Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount ferry,
Morven, Murphyy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, .Nanango, N erang  Creek, North-
cote,  Normanton , Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pentland ,  Pimpama, Port Douglas ,  Queensport,
Ravenswood , Rockhampton,  Roma , Rosewood,
Shipping Office  (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Springsu re,  S. and W. Railway,  Southport,
Stanthorpe,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence , Surat,
Sandgate,  Tambo,  Taroom,  Tewantin, Thorn-
borough ,  Thursday  Island ,  Toowoomba ,  Townsville,
Tiaro,  Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits  of five shi ll ings upwards will  be received
from  any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Inte re st w ill be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the  rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100  part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the  above rates of
interest  will be payable on £`200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made and money  withdrawn at
any of the above branches  during  ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information  can be obtained  by applying
either by letter  or in person , at the  Tre asury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His  Excellency ' s Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
t.IsHEEPOWNERS are hereby notified that theassessment  for 1886, payable under  " T
Disease: in Sheep Act of  1867  Further  Amendment
Act,"  34 Vic., No. 26, at the  rate  of five shillings
for every thousand or part of a thousand sheep
owned by them, will be due on the lot day of
January next, 1886 ,  and returns of the number of
sheep must be made and assessment paid at that
date to the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where
the sheep are kept or pastured.
As far as practicable, return forms will be for-
warded to all sheepowners ,  but supplies of these
can be procured from all Clerks of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  80th October, 1885.
BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
0
WNERS of  Horses and Cattle to the number
of fifty head  and upwards are hereby notified
that the assessment for 1886 , payable  under the
abovenamed  Aet, will t e due  on the 1st January
next ,  and must be paid on that date  to the  Clerk of
Petty Sessions nearest to where the stock are kept
or pastured.
As far as practicable,  return forms will  be for-
warded to  owners ,  but supplies  of these may be
procured from any Clerk of Petty  Sebsions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Montague Cohen,of Collins street, West, in the City of
Melbourne and Colony of Victoria, Solicitor, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 3, in respect of Chemical Sub-
stances  pret ared for use in Medicine and Pharmacy,
a Trade Mark, of which the following  is a repre-
sentation :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that John NewtonBeach, of Nos. 24 and 25, Hart street,
Bloomsbury, London, England, Manufacturer, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Map ks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 3, in respect of a preparation
of Cod Liver Oil and Milk, a Trade mark, of
which the following  is a representation:-
TRAD MRI.
If
Notice is  hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration ofd four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th August, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given,  that Alfred Shaw and
Thomas Edward White ,  trading as  "  Alfred
Shaw and Company ,"  in Queen street, Brisbane,
Hardware Merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47,
in respect of Ke ro sine Oil, a Trade Mark ,  of which
the following is a representation
WHITE
KEROSINE OIL
HIGH TEST
REFINED EXPRESSLYFOR
QUEENS LAND
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the  applicants  for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered,  in compliance  with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
CA°NRICK'S
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensl and Government  0 azette  it be shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered,  in compliance  with such application, I
shall register  the said Tarde Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th August, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Benjamin Sparks,
of George  street, Brisbane ,  Merchant, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs. and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Mass 42, in respect of Coffee ,  a Trade
Mark, of which the following is a representation :-
0d
FINEST o
AS PREPARED AND °
USED IN THE
PRINCIPAL TOWNS Q• ff6t  0  F Ak It
SOLEpQQ Obo
B .SPAEHS  BRISBANE.
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground on both sides under
the words " Cafe Parisien " is dark-blue, the ground
of the left half of the label  is red , and the right
half dark-blue. The words " Finest " " B. Sparks "
and " Brisbane " are printed in white letters, and
the words " Principal Towns "  in re  t letters.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  30th July, 1885.
1\7\7 OTICE  is hereby given, that Thomas Higgin
`` and Company ,  trading as such at No. 33,
Tower Buildings  West,  in the  City of Liverpool,
England ,  Salt Manufacturers ,  have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in  Class 42 ,  in respect of Salt, a  T rade Mark of
which the fo ll owing is a representation :-
EUREKA .
Patent Office.
Brisbane, 10th August, 1885.
N OTIC E is lie eby given, that  Franz Car-
Guilleaume,  trading as "Felten  and Guill
leaume, " of Mulheim on the Rhine, near the City of
Cologne, in the Em ire of Germany, Wire Manu-
facturer, has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Desiq", a d Trade darks Act,
1884 ," to register in  class  5 ,  in respect  of Steel
Wire, Iron Wire, and Wire Rope,  and in Class 60,
in respect  of Cordage, Rope,  and Twine , a Trade
Mark of which  the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this adve rt isement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants for registration of this
Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above -mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1885.NOTICE  is hereby given, that Owen Gardner,of George street ,  Brisbane ,  Manufacturer of
X rated  Waters ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884, "  to register in Class 43, in
respect of Cordials, Liquors, and Wines, and in
Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Xrated
Waters, natural and artificial ,  including ginger-
beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
I '
TRADE 2  MARK
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in
the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the  same  restered, in compliance with
such application, I shall register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that William Nutting
Tuttle and Alexander  Marshall , trading
under the name of " Tuttle and Company," Photo-
graphers,  at Brisbane . have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 50,
subsection  10, in respect of Photographs, a Trade
Mark, of which the following  is a representa-
1-ian : -
F ?G.,
T
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Beale and Com-pany, trading assuch at 83, Queen street,
Brisbane, Importers, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 9, in
respect of Musical Instruments ,  a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a representation :-
MINERVA
Notice is  hereby further  given , that  unless before
the expiration  of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants  are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application,  I sha ll  register the said '1 rade Mark
in accordance  with  the provisions  of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1886.
N LOTICE is hereby given, that  Beale  and Com-pany, trading  as such at  83, Quee  street,
Brisbane, Importers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 6, in
respect of  Sewing Machines ,  and in Class 9, in
respect of Musical Instruments, a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a representation :-
fezlo-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicant is not entitled to
have the  same  registered ,  in compliance with such
appli cation I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, Ac.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th September, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that John Thomson,
lr of Brooklyn, in the State of New York, in
the United States of America, Engineer, has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 13, in respect of Staples, a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a representation:-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
l1TOTICE  is hereby given, that J. K. Bloggand Company,  Lim ted,  r ding as such in
Sandridge Road ,  South Melbourne ,  in the Colony
of Victoria, Manufacturing Chemists and Dry-
salters, have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 43, in  r espect of Hop
Bitters, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
VO AKEA
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
regi.tered, in compliance with such application,
I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Andrew Usher1 and Company, trading as such at West
Nicolson street, Edinburgh, in North Britain,
Distillers, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884,"'to register in Class  43, in respect
of Whisky, a Trade Mark, of which the following
is a representation :--
USHER'S SPECIAL  RESERVE.
Notice is  hereby further  given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application , I shell  register  the said Trade Mark
in accordance  with the  provisions  of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Beale and Com-
pany, trading as such at 83 ,  Queen street,
Brisbane ,  Importers of Sewing Machines and
Music al  Instruments ,  have app lied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 6, in
respect of Sewing Machines, a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a representation :-
WERTHEIM
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  I shall register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions  of the Act.
CHARLES J . WHITLEY,
Acting Rbg#ftrar of Patents, &c.
0.
.0%, I.S& 1. t. C.e.T 14W STETTT.
.LONDON $G
The Trade Mark  varies  from the above repre-
sentation , inasmuch in the vacant space are the
words, " Among the  recent discoveries  in chemistry
not the  least impo rt ant is the  preparation of bit-
ters, having hops for their principal  ingredient.
Of all Hop Bitters the formost  place must be
given to that  made  from the delicate  ho s grown
.Y., U.B.A.in the celebrated garden  of  Utica, N7.1
Those who suffer from liver  complaints , dyspep-
sia, constitutional weakness,  or overtaxed mental
powers, will find the Utica Hop Bitters invaluable,
and their delicious flavour render them  acceptable
to the  most sensitive palate."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered,  in compliance  with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
'
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
N an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
William Schlichting, of Highbury Grove, Kew,
near  the City of Melbourne, in the Colony of
Victoria, for an invention described  as an  "Im-
proved Amalgamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention  to the said
William Schlicht  ing, in  accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
A ct,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th  September, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given , that Andrew Newelland George Lush ,  trading as  "  Newe lland
Company," in Collins street  West,  Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria ,  Merchants ,  have  applied, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Patents,
Desi ns ,  and 'trade Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 47, in respect of  K erosene Oil ,  a Trade
Mark ,  of which the following is a representation
PEABODY'S
.£,OIL0
1RAND
EXTRA .
rt uE TE sT 150.
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto, received from Herbert
:Rocke and Henry Thomas Tompsitt, both of the City
of Melbourne, and Colony of Victoria, for an inven-
tion described as "Treatment of Crushed Linseed
with Eucalyptus to produce a new Antiseptic."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this  advertisement  in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette it  is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Herbert Rocke and Henry
Thomas Tompsitt,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  "lie Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a  Patent and the com-plete Specification annexed  thereto, received from
ward  Waters ,  of Bourke  street West, in the
City of Melbourne, and Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as "Improvements  in Apparatus
for Ice-Making and for Refrigerating  Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Govenn-
ssent  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
.Patent  be granted for the said invention to the
said  Edward Waters, in accordance with the pro-
visions  of  "Tdse Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that S. Hoffnun¢
N and Company, trading as such in Charlotte
street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
General Importers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in
respect of Cigarettes, a Trade Mark, of which the
following is a representation
Q4 j(& (jQ a m ,
PATENTED  MAR.5J81
XMT
DNCIOION.
UELDO? SOVALBD  •  MBYER EXCELLED.
Notice is hereb further given, that  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent and complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Willis
Gorman Dodd, of San Francisco, in the United
States of America, engineer, for an invention
described as " Improvements in Water Jacket
Smelting Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Willis Gorman Dodd,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "Tke Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKKNEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, Mel-
bourne, in the Colony of Victoria, for an inven-
tion described as " Improvements in Meters for
Measuring Liquids."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the. date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a patent for such
invention, it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said  inventio n, to the said
Edward Waters , in accordance  with  the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade arks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENRY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
193
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that William Websterand Alexander B. Webster, trading as
"Webster and Company," in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " Ike Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation  :-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that William Web-ster and Alexander B. Webster, trading as
" Webster and Company," in Mary street, Bris-
bane, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Illuminating Oil, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation
1500
a
4,;
150 °
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the completeSpecification annexed thereto, received from Edward
Waters, of 87, Bourke street West, Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, for an invention described
as " Process  of Extracting and Saccharifying
Ingredients of Amylaceous Substances by Treat-
ment with Malt."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 30th July, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Harper
and Company,  trading as  such at No. 12,
Flinders Lane  East , Melbourne, in the Colony of
Victoria, Merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Matches, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
• 1 11 1 1 t- I
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark  are not  entitled to have the same
registered , in compliance  with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark  in accordance
with the provisions of the Act above-mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, 8ji.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Frederick Cooke Farquhar, of 24, Long Acre, Lon-
don, England, engineer, for an invention described
as " Improvements in Filtering Apparatus." -
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Frederick Cooke Farquhar , in accordance
with the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &'.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and  the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Percival Everitt, of London, England, for an
invention described as "Improvements in Weighing
Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for  such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Percival
Everitt, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.
1N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
S ecification annexed  thereto, received from Bryan
Champney Burstall, of William street, in the City
of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, merchant,
for an invention  described as " Improvements in
Cupolas , Receivers, and Convertors Employed in
the Manufacture  of Iron and Steel and in the Smelt-
ing of  Metals."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Bryan Champney Burstall, in accordance with the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 2nd July, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent with complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from J. W.
Holliday and Alford, trading as such, of Ashleigh
House, East street, Ipswich, Queensland, joiners
and carpenters, for an invention described as " The
Ariel Sea."
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
J. W. Holliday and Alford, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Robert
Cran,  of Yengarie ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
and Henry Cathcart Arthur Young, of Fairymead,
Bundaberg , in the said Colony,  for an invention
described as " The more effectual drying of ordinary
granulated Sugar."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Robert Cran and Henry Cathcart Arthur
Young,  in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office
Brisbane , 8th October, 1885.NOTICE is  hereby given , that I have acceptedan application for a Patent , and the complete
Specification annexed thereto , received from Edwin
Tatham,  of Mullen 's street ,  Balmain , near the City
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
for an invention described  as An Improved Liquid
Meter."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date  of the first  appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Govern.
meat  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
t ,e applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edwin Tatham, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th October, 1885.
1 OTIC E is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Henri
Galopin, of Bourke street West, in the City of
Melbourne and Colony of Victoria, and James
Evans, of Burwood road, Auburn, in the said
Colony, for an invention described as "An Improved
Apparatus for Charging Atmospheric Air with
Hydro-carbon Vapors,  and an Improved  Incandes-
cent Burner for burning same."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Henri Galopin and James Evans, in  accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act, 1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  22nd October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  acceptedan application  for a Patent and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
George Peacock, of the City  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  for an Invention  described
as " improvements  in the  Preservation  of Fruit."
Notice is hereby further  given, that unless within
two months from the  date of  the first  appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it  is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent  for such inven-
tion, it is my intention  to recommend  that  a Paten t
be granted for the said invention to the said George
Peacock,  in accordance  with the  provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks At,
1884."
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Charles
Hayward, of Pine Lodge,  near  the Township of
Shepparton, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as " An Improved  Screen for
Winnowers and other Machines  for Cleaning
Grain."
Notice is hereby further given, that  unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for  such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that  a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Charles
Hayward, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.
T
HE following  Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETuxff TOR T U B WEEx ENDING 7TH DAY OY
NovEMBEn, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 386
Number since admitted ... ... ... 5
Number returned from leave ... ... 3
394
Number discharged ... ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave  ... ... ... 4
5
Number remaining at date hereof... 389
Admission during  the week :
Wm. Guppy,  63, gardener  ; from Toowoomba
Hospital ; last employed by Mr. Munro and Mr. Lavin,
Toowoomba.
Daniel Jonquay, 74, carrier ;  from Roma ; last
employed Amby Downs, Bungeworgorai, and Mr. Fisher.
Thos. Fitzgerald, 53, clerk ; from Brisbane ; no
settled employment of late.
John Smith, about 70; wheelwright.
Re-admission :
Michl. Sheridan, 79, shepherd ; from Toowoomba
Hospital ; no employment for past two years.
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Death during  the week :
Jas. Dodd Elwood, 75; admitted from Bundaberg,
24th February, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar.
supials Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885," and at the request of the Doonmunya
Marsupial Board, I do hereby authorise the a pli-
cation of the funds standing to the credit of the
Doonmunya Marsupial District in payment of a
bonus for the destruction of Dingoes, at a rate not
exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
I
N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Mar-
supials Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885,"  and at  the request of the Murweh Mar-
supial Board, I do  hereby  authorise the application
of the funds  standing  to the credit of the Murweh
Marsupial District in payment of a bonus for the
destruction  of Dingoes,  at a rate not exceeding
five shillings  for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885," and at the request of the Paroo Marsupial
Board, 1 do hereby authorise the application of the
funds standing to the credit of the account of the
Paroo Marsupial District in payment of a bonus
for the destruction of Dingoes, at a rate not
exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881"
N OTICE is hereby given that,  in accordance
with section 8 of the abovenamed Act, every
owner of sheep, Cattle, or Horses within the
Colony must, on 1st January next, 1886,  render a
return of the same to the Clerk of Petty Sessions
nearest to where such stock are kept or pastured.
Any owner failing or neglecting to make such
return within one month after the above date will
be liable to a penalty of 250; and any owner
wilfully making  a false  return will be liable to a
penalty of £100, or to six months' imprisonment.
Any Clerk of Petty Sessions failing to forward
returns to the Chief Inspector of Sheep within one
month from the date of receipts is liable to a
penalty of £5.
Return Forms will be kept in stock by all Clerks
of Petty Sessions throughout the Colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra.
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and  class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
APPOINTMENT OF POUNDXEEPER.AT a Special Petty Sessions held at the CourtHouse, Allora, on Thursday, the fifth day of
November ,  1885 ,  JAMES  STEWART was appointed
Poundkeeper at A ll ora for the ensuing twelve
months.
HENRY LUDGATE,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Allora, 6th November, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supials Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885," and at the request of the Waggamba Mar-
supial Board, I do hereby authorise the application
of the funds standing to the credit of the account
of the Wag amba arsupial District in payment
of a bonus for the destruction of Dingoes, at a rate
not exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH SCHMIDT,
a Minister of the Lutheran Denomination, having
removed from Rockhampton, in the Registry Dis-
trict of Rockhampton, to Maryborough, in the
Registry District of Maryborough, has given me
due notice thereof, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Re istrar•GFeneraL;
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General Reg istry Office,
Brisbane, 12th  November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend  THOMAS  VINCENT ALOYSIUS
HAYES,  a Minister  of the Roman Catholic Denomi-
nation, residing at Toowoomba, in the Registry
District of Drayton and Toowoomba, has been duly
registered  as a Minister of Religion  authorised to
celebrate Marriages  in the Colony of Queensland,
under the  provisions  of  " The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend MATTHEW JosEPH ALOYSIUS
RYAN,  a Minister  of the Roman Catholic De-
nomination,  residing  at Ipswich, in the Registry
District of Ipswich, has been duly  registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Acct of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend ILDEPHONSUS GARTLAND, a Min-
ister of the Roman Catholic Denomination, having
removed from Rockhampton, in the Registry Dis-
trict of Rockhampton, to Mackay, in the Registry
District of Mackay, has given me due notice
thereof in  accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
T in hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JOHN JOSEPH  RYAN, a  Minister
of the Roman Catholic Denomination,  residing at
Gympie, in the Registry District  of G mpie, has
been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
No. 212.THE following appointments, r signations, andtransfers will take effect from dates mentionedhereunder:-BRISBANE E GINEERS.
Sergeant J. O'BRIEN
to be Company Sergeant-Major,  vice  W. Sharp
resigned . 11th November, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" F" Company.
The resignation of Lieutenant R. S. YALDWYN
has been  accepted. 2nd November, 1885.
PATRICK A. O'SULLIVAN
to be Acting Lieutenant,  vice  Yaldwyn, resigned.
2nd November, 1885.
"A" COMPANY, ROCKHAMPTON.
The resignation of Private  CHARLES BesHFORD
has been accepted. 11th November, 1885.
"A" COMPANY, MACKAY.
FREDERICK RIECHELMANN
to be Acting Lieutenant. 2nd November, 1885.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
"B" Company.
Acting Corporals P. LANs,
J. TWINE,
W. JOHNSTONE, and
It. Tno rsoN
to be Acting Sergeants in the above order of
seniority. 6th November, 1885.
ROMA VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Private G. HUNTER is transferred  to the Bris-
bane Field Battery. 12th November, 1885.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Surgeon JOSEPH AHEARNE, L.R.C.P.,
to be Surgeon-Major and Principal Medical Officer
for the Northern Military District.
No. 213.
OFFICzRe Commanding  Corps  are requested to
take steps for having full musters on 5th Decem.
ber, as  that will be the last paid parade for the
next four months. They are advised to take into
store all rifles and accoutrements which may have
been allowed out on loan to members of their
Corps, and have them thoroughly examined, those
requiring repair to be set aside ,  and nature of
repairs required  reported to Head-Quarters.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for public information that
1 the Reverend REUBEN t EWELL, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist  Denomination , having
removed from West End, South  Brisbane, in the
Registry District of Brisbane, to Cairns, in the
Registry District of Cook, has given me due notice
thereof in accordance with the provisions of  " The
.Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Re gistrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information that
the Reverend CHARLES Duppuy, a Minister of
the Church of England Denomination residing at
Maryborough, has been duly registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate Mar-
riages  in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
No. 214.
ALL Corps in the Moreton Regimental Division
will parade in Review Order on the 5th December,
at New Farm, for inspection by His Excellency
the tlommander -in-Chief. Parade to be formed up
by 5 p.m.
No. 215.
A SPECIAL Badge for "Extra Efficients" has been
approved, and will be issued before the end of the
month ; it consists  of a miniature shield of sterling
silver one inch in  height, with the necessary means
for securing  it to the sleeve of the tunic or jacket,
and year of issue  in large figures. These shields will
be worn on the front of the left forearm, the point
being six  inches above the lower edge of the sleeve ;
should this position interfere w;th any marksman's
badge, the shield should be placed immediately
above the badge.
The shields will be warn for twelve months from
date of receipt, and will then become the property
of the holder.
" Extra Efficient " badges are only intended for
non-commissioned officers and men.
By Order,
W. SANDERSON LYSTER, Captain,
Brigade-Major.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Thomas William Whitehouse, of Denison street, Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, gyrated Water, Cordial and Ice Manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  the " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Liqueurs, Cordials, and Wine, and in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Grated Waters,
natural and artificial, a Trade Mark, of which the following is a representation :--
w,WHITEHQOSF
PavFACT 9R *%ALSG/qU
A4  041D
all RATED9OCKHAMPTOA
Notice is hereby farther given, that  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such applica.
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Richard O'Donnell, trading as "Richard O'Donnell and Company," at
123, Lonsdale Street West, Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, Cordial Manufacturer, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class  43, in  respect of Fermented Liquors and Spirits, a Trade Mark, of which the following
is a representation :--
co NeoRO
TEETOTALISM II)  Ali-  )WOOZ#
•.,,,llh/IIII) /////////iiir. ,0 o
,OIIIIELZ,O S
UNITY-A LE
/
F
The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the groundwork of the label
is red ; the words "Concord," "Teetotalism," and "Moderation," are printed in red letters ; the
hand on which the name " O'Donnell's " appears is on a yellow ground,  as is  also the band on which the
word "Concord" is printed. A narrow yellow band encloses t-ie label and the medallion at the head
thereof ; other narrow bands of the same colour appear above and below the words " Unity Ale." In
the design on the lower part of the label all the words printed on the figures, &c., are in red letters ; the
whole of the latter design is encircled with a narrow yellow band. Notice is hereby further given, that
unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such application, I shall register the said Trade Mark
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
1785
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
NOTICE,  is hereby given ,  that Butcher, Fehon, and Company ,  trading as such at No. 186, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  and at No .  111, Pitt  street, Sydney ,  New South Wales ,  Importers ,  have app lied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks  .1ct,  1884 ,"  to register in Class
42, in respect of Hops ,  a Trade Mark of which the fo llowing is a representation
PACKET
oUTCHER ,  FEHON  & GO.,
Put up expressly for Famuy use.
HOPS.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within four months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it be pro ved to my satisfaction that the
applicants for registration of this Trade Mark are  not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance
with such application I sha ll  register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLASENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, lat October, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Mary  Jane Hempsted ,  trading as  "  John Hempsted and Company,"  ofFortitude  Valley,  Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  Aerated  Water Manufacturer, has
applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 44, in respect  of Aerated ,  Mineral ,  and Artificial Waters, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
00.
QUEENSLANDE
Notice is hereby further given,  that unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for  registration of this Trade Mark  is  not entitled to have the same
re gistered,  in compliance with such application,  I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with
the provisions of the said Act.
CHARLES J .  WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1885.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Thomas William Whitehouse, of Denison street ,  Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  gated Water , Cordial, and Ice Manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act ,  1884  "  to register in Class 44, in
respect of Ginger Ale, a Trade Mark, of which the fo llowing is a representation :-
CRYSTAL FOUNTAIN T,W,WHITE h'OUSt:0 ROCKHAMPTON.WORkS .  =..,.
Notice is he re by further given, that unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the app licant is not entitled to have the same registe re d,  in compliance with such apph;
cation, I sha ll  register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1786
Department of Public Lands,
85-22177-D.B. Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified f :)r general  information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 ;" and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen  at this Office, and at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. DU TTON .
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TEROUGH  SELECTIONS 688, 686,  AND 692, HELIDON DISTRICT,
INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Eavenabourne, County of Cavendish, District of Moreton.
M
Description of Road.
x
a
x
v
° o
+1
d y
A
From the reserved ro ad 17 688 ' Hendon
easterly through se-
lection 688 to its east
boundary
*2 An irregular piece of 16 '686 ditto
land along and within
parts of the west and
north boundaries (at
the north -west cor-
ner) of selection 886
*3 A strip of land one chain 22 692 ditto
wide along and with-
in part of the south
boundary of selection
602
Date of
Application u,.m Reputed
of
Selection.
Owner.
Occupier
or
Lessee.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
chs. lks. Links .  A. a. P.
3 Feb .,  1876 Homestead ,  Ellen Mc- Ellen  1 71° 33 '  5 19 100 2 0 0
1875 Act Farlane ,  McFarlane 117° 43' 6 75
wife of 75° 25• 0 82
Andrew  28° 51' 748
McFarlane 60° 35' 035
ditto Freehold ,  Thomas Thomas 360° 0 '  599 irregu- 6 0 0
Homestead , Murphy Murphy  1 59° 19-  5 82 lar
1875  Act - 90° 14' 11 0
60° 50' 0 36
79° 11' 966
4 Feb., 1876 Homestead,
1876 Act
John Mc- John 90°  14' 39 73 100 4 1 0
Quillan McQuilian
* Grazing land.
Department of Public Lands,
86-16707-Sur. Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
E-1
the resumptions described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for  general information
that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the said  resumptions ,  are requested  to deliver
to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their  estate  and interest in the land required for the
said  resumptions  and their claims for compensation on account thereof, within sixty (60) days from the date
of service of this notice ; and the said  parties are  further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason of the said resumptions.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A  RIFLE RANGE  NEAR  ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
Description.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESUMPTIONS FOR RIFLE RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
189No. of
Por HowKeld . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  Area .  Remaslls.
tion . Owner.
Chs.Lks. Links .  A.  it.  P.
1 A triangular piece of land 527 Fresbold Michael M. Garvey 69' 36' 1 431 Irregu - 0 0 5A  ?art of a milking-
cut off the north-west Garvey lar yard  out  off.
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 627
2 Part  of a pro claimed road
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 527 from re-sub-
division c
527 Crown The Unoccu -  69° 36 '  2 87 Irregu- 0 1
land Crown pied lar
3
4
6
A stri p  of land running
across  the southern part
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision  1 of portion
527 Freehold Michael ditto  ...  69° 36' 4 35 200 0 2 °  Unimproved.
Garvey
527
A strip of land running 527A ditto ditto ... ditto ...
across the southern part
f i 2o port on 6 7A
A strip of land running 627E ditto ... Thomas ditto  ...
across the southern part Neden
of portion  527B
69° 36'  2 2s 200 0 1 ditto.
69° 36' 3 13 200 0 2 17 North- east beun-
dary  of portion
fenced, otherwise
unimproved.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned resumptions can be  seen  at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions in Toowoomba.
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TRAMC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
Miles opens
forTra ffic. I
Week  ending 8th Nov., 1SW... 663
Correspo  iding  week last year 553 2,142 9 2
Lnerease... ... ... ...
Passengers'
Fares.
£ a. d.
2,422 3 2
Goods and Give
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
s. d. £ s o d. £ s, d.
4,855 5 8 212 1 6  7,489 10  4
5,278 6 0 175 18 0 7,59613 2
279 14 0 36 3 6
Decrease  ... ... ... ...  423 0 4 ..
1885- T.)tal  Traffic to  date ...
1884- Ditto ditto ...
.. ...
too
107 2 10
311,594 9 6
299,187 4 0
Total Increase  ... ... ... ... ... £ 12,407 5 6
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
£ ao  d. £  to  d. £  s. d. £ ao  d.
Week ending 8th Nov., 1386 ... 77 292 14 5 547  2 7  17 10 9 857 7 9
Corresponding week last year ...  77 310 9 9 599 3 1 15 17 5 925 10 3
Increase ... ... ... ...  1 13 4
Decrease ...
1885 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
... ...
tooto#
17 15 4 52 0 6
... ...
..
BUNDLBERG RAILWAY.
too too
68 2 6
39,079 3 7$3,939 12 1
£5,139 11 6
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ ao  d.
Week  ending  8th Nov .,  1885  ...  66 58  17 1 118 8 2  6 5 0 183 10 a
Corresponding  week last year ...  66 51 17 0 142 12 10 2 19 0 197 8 10
Increase ... ... ... ...  7 0 1 3 6 0
Decrease  ... ... ...  24 * 4 8 ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date ... ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... too
Total Decrease ...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
13 18 7
7,583 10 6
8,477 11 5
£894 0 11
£ a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £  to  d.
Week eliding  8th Nov .,  1885 ...  369 437 17 7 2,882 19 0 83 13 11 3;354 10 6
Corresponding vieek last year ...  317 433 17 8 1,918  2 3 52  11 9 2 ,404 11 8
Increase...
Decrease
... ... too 3 19 11 964 16 9 ... 949 18 10too
too
18$5 Total  Traffic  to date  ... ... ... ... ...  153,902 16 5
1884- Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
...
... ...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
00.
...
..
18 17 10
...
£ a. d. £ ao d. £  so d. £ s, d.
Week ending 8th  Nov., 1885 ...  170 454 18 6 1,846 0 4 89 1 1 2,841 10 11
Corresponding week last year 127 851 8 4 1,004 18 2 63 6 8 1,409 * 2
increase...
Decrease
... ... ...
... ... ...
to.
106 15 2 841 2 2
146 7
135,153 13 8
£18,749 2 9
932 11 9
1885-Total Traffio todate  ... ... ... ... ... 76,736 13 11
1884- Ditto ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  52,056 11 0
Total  Increase too 11,
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Week ending 8th Nov., 1885 ...
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
31
£ a. d.
58 2 4
...
£ so d. £ so d.
42 12 7 3 16 4
£29,680 2 11
£ a. d.
104 11 3
£1,192 7 10
Total  Increase
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
THEfollowing  Time  Table  will come into operation oncontinue in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Cooktown.
9
12
15
28
31
Stations.
COOBTOWN
Morton
Jansen
Flaggy
Wednesdays Saturdays
only, only.
p.m.
... depart 12.30
.. ; A 12.54
Mclvor ...
Normanby Bridge
PALMER ROAD ... arrive
A 1.14
A 1.28
A 1.52
A 2'47
3.0
M ONDAY, the 30th November,  1885, and
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. Wednesdays Saturdays
only. only.
a.m. p.m. a.m.
6'0 PALMER ROAD ...  depart 6 .0 11.30
A 6.24 Normanby Bridge ... A 6.15 A 11.45
A 6.44 Mclvor ... ... ...  A 7'8 A 12.38
A 6.58  Flaggy  ... ... ...  A 7'33 A 1.3
A 7'22 Jansen ... ... ... A 7 47 A 1.17
A 8.17  Morton  ... ... ... A 8.7 A 1.37
8.30 Cooxvowx ,..  arrive 8.30 2.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers or  Goods,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 6'15) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Brisbane , 5th November, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
MADAM AND GENTLEMEN,-Under the provisions of the Railway Laws, I have the honour to
inform you that the Land mentioned in the annexed Schedule is required for the line of 1 ailway
known as the Southern Extension, and to request that you will furnish me with the particulars of your
estate  and interest in the said land, of which you are the reputed owners or occupiers, and of the claim
which you may desire to prefer in respect thereof.
I have further to state that I am willing, upon behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to
the amount of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the land taken, or of
be taken, or by reason of damage  sustained  or to be sustained by you, arising out of the resumption to
said land.
I have the honour to be, Madam and Gentlemen, your most obedient Servant,
F. CIIRNO W,
To Mrs.  Steele and Messrs . Wallace and Gibson, Warwick.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
'Reference.
Commissioner for Railways.
Quantity of
Owner 's Name . Occupier .  Land taken  by Description of Land.
Railway.
35B Janet Steele and
Wm. Wallace
and R .  Gibson
A. B. P.
0 2 0
Remarks.
Section 32,  part of allot -  Required  for new sta-
ment 3, town of Warwick tion ,  East  Warwick.
(Whole of allotment
taken.)
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
IKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to  bring the  Lands described below under the
r  provisions of " The Real  Property  Acts  of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to  lodge ,  by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form  B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
2 roods ,  being all otment 15 of section 2, town of Francis Bittner ...
b
14th  December, 1885.
urnLey
32 perches ,  being allotment 4 of section 29, town of George Harrison  Wilson ... 14th December, 1885.
Ipswich
32 perches ,  being allotment 3 of section 29, town of John Cameron and Alexander  14th  December, 1885.
Ipswich Thomson
2 roods, being allotment 10 of section 52, town of  William John Trouton 14th December, 1885.
Rockhampton
1 acre,  being subdivision 14 of portion 244, and  I.acre Robert Martin... 14th December, 1885.
1 rood 1O. perches, being subdivision 37 of portion
244, parish  of Enoggera
16 A,  perches, being subdivision 18 of the Folkestone Arthur Travers ... 14th December, 1885.
Pre-emptive, parish of Stanthorpe
84 acres ,  being portion 8, parish of Bundanba... ...  James Ivory ... 14th December, 1885.
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 14th November,  1885 . Regis trar of Titles.
Colonial Secretary's Office,Brisbane, 131. h November,1885.
T
HE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of
 the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NEW S011TE  WALES, within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements
 during
 the Quarter from the 1st
 JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER,  1885, is published  in conformity with the second  section of  the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
W. H. RYDER,
For Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT
 showing the Average
 Amount of
 the Lm.rnt Tim and ASSETS  of the BANK Of  NEW SOUTH  WALES, within the Colony of Queensland , taken from  the several Weekly
Statements during  the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th SEPTEMBER, 1885.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
E  s. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing  Interest ... .. . 91,462 10 0Bearing Interest
 ... ... .. .......
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest... ... 150, 0 0Bearing Interest ..,
Balances due  to other Banks ...
Deposits  ...
"
Not bearing
 Interest...
I Bearing Interest ..,
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount  of the Capital  Stock  paid up  to this date
£ a. d.
91,462 10 0
150 0 0
1,547 0 2
978,241 3 1
437,769 12 1
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ...
Amount of the Reserve,l Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
Brisban",11th November, 1885.
ASSETS.  AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars... ... ... ...
Government  Securities  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the Said Bank from other Banks
II
Total Amount  of Assets
£ +.d.
TOTALS.
£  S. d.
164,134 19 7
23,428 1 11
39,981 5 11
2,475 18 6
2,669 1 0
1,663,740 0 2
1,896,429 7 1
ALEX. ARCHER,
 Manager.
J. W. CRIBB, Accountant.
1, Alexander Archer, declare that, to the beat of my
 knowledge and belief , the foregoing Abstract  is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Renk
during the ueriod specified; and that the  same was made
 up from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof, kept in  pursuance of the provisions  of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Declared before me, at Brisbane, this eleventh day of November, 1685.
JOHN WATSON, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the  within-mentioned sum of £91 ,462 10s.
 Od., being one quarter's composition  of the duty  payable on the annual
Bank  of New South Wales , in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of £685 199. 5d.
RECEIPT.
Received, on the eleventh day of November, 1885, the sum of £685 19s. 5d., for the duty  assessed as above.
Entd.-Taos. B. ArmD.
1,416,000 15  2
£ 1,509,160 5 4
1.
... 1,000,000 0 0
... 171 per cent. per annum.
87,500 0 0
570,000 0 0
ALEX.
 ARCHER.
average  of the money  value
 of the notes in circulation, for the year 1885, by the
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.
ENERAL ABSTRACT Showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS, and the CAPITAL and PROFITS ,
 of the undermentioned BA>IK8 o° the CozowY of QuEa sLAltr, for the Quarter endedG on the 30th September, 1885.
BANKS.
Commercial Bank of Australia ,  Limited
Bank  of Australasia
Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited ... ,..
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ,..
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ,.,
Bank of New South Wales  .,. ...
Queensland National Bank ,  Limited ..,
London Chartered Bank of Australia ..,
Mercantile Bank of Sydney ... ... ...
TOTALS
BANKS.
Commercial Bank of Australia ,  Limited ..,
Bank of Australasia ..
Union Bank of Austra lia,  Limited
Austra lian  Joint Stock  Bank
 ... ... ...
Commercial Banking Company
 of Sydney .,.
Bank  of Ne%v South Wales ,.
mited
,.,
Queensland
 National  Bank ,  Li,.,
London Chartered  Bank of Australia .,,
Mercantile  Bank of Sydney.., ...
,.,
.,,
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Notes in Circulation Bills in Circulation
 Balances due to  other Deposits not bearing
t bno ear ing Interest.
 bearing
 interest not bearing Interest Banks Interest. . . .
£ e. d.
41,777 3 1
52,740 1 8
95,866 9 0
39,142 17 6
91,462 10 0
312,147 10 0
8,951 1 6
.., ... 642,08712 9
TOTALS ,.,
BANKS.
Commercial Bank of Australia ,  Limited ...
Bank of  Australasia
 ... ...
Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney
Bank of New South Wales
Queensland National Bank ,  Limited.-
London Chartered Bank of Australia
Mercantile  Bank of Sydney... ...
...
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver ,
 and other
 Bullion or Bars, and
Coined Metals .
 Stamp Account.
£ a, d.
18,973 4 5107,659 13
 6
150,793 6 6
265,607 18 995,228 12
 8
164,134 19 7399,599 18
 9
26,968
 4 1032,879 10
 3
£ s, d.
22,860 2 7
185 16 5
18,651 1 2
86 15 4
23,428 1 1150,549
 18  2
... 1,261,845 9 3
... ... ... ...
..,
... .,. .., ...
tz'
£ d, £s a d: £ a d £ a d £ Jr £d a, d. £ a. d.
..,
,
246
,
18 4
 680
.
12
.
3
 6,250
.
14
.
6 101,055
.
7
.
8 108,23312  8
... 9,000 18 7 2,132 8 0 159,152 7 8 289,131 3 9 601,194 1 1
5,900 4 1
 375
 201,688 6 1  526,196 2 9 786,528 1 0
2,261 15 9 9,278 13 8
 386,86012 3 625,457 6 6 1,119,71416 2
564 4 11
 863 9 8  206,112 19 4 303,309 6 0 548,992 17 5
150 0 0 1,64402 978,241 3 1 437,76912 1 1,609,160 6 4
161,447 15 6 *903,899 15 11 971,32316 2 900,668 11 0 544,474 2 1 3,793,96110  8
139 5 11 2,417 12 0 36,417 13 1 21,266 3 8 100,000 0 0 169,191 16 2
214 5 8 21.515 7 9 22,960 6 4 76,923 1 6 121,613 1 3
179,915 8 9 920,822 19 1 2,966,562 18 10  3,227,80318 9 721,397 3 7 8,668,590 1 9
115,761 15 7
Stamp
 Account. Landed Property.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
558 3  0 37,90013 4
... 38,38016 9
,.. 64,979 19 1116,248 16  1
39,981 6 11
152,095 10 11
.., 16,000 0 0
... 10,305 4 4
558 3 0 375,892 6 3
Notes
 and Bills of
other Banks.
Deposits bea ri ng Government Deposits
Interest, bea ri ng Interest.
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks ,  includingNotes, Bills of Exchange,
Balances due  from and all Stock and Total Amount of
other Banks. Funded Debts of everydesc ri ption ,  excepting
Notes ,  Bi lls,and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
Total Liabilities.
Assets.
£  a. d. £ a, d.  £ s. d. £ a, d.
302 4 7 ... 1  102,402 11  8 121,678 0 85,289 18  2  ...  921,799 10  1 1,096,068 0 8
932 2 4 6,1581610 1,785,265 3 5 1,980,716 1 33,222 18  5
 1,339 16  2 1,018 ,869 5 8 1,372,671 0 12,433 12  4 1,815 4 3 728,318 12 2 844,13112102,475
 18  6 2,669 1 0 1,663,740 0 2 1,896,4.29 7 15,681 0 10  *232,855 3 2 3,944 ,777 18 8 4)785,560 0 6
340 5 2 ...  520,847 11 10 564,156  1 10
... 120,807  9 10  163,992 4 5
20,678 10 4 243,838 1 5 10,806,828 3 6 12,825,402 9 4
Capital paid up
to date.
£ a. d.
600,000 0 0
1,600,000 0 0
1,500,000 0 0
600,000 0 0
600,000 0 0
1,000,000 0 0
652,300 0 0
1,000,0(0 0 0$00,000 0 0
7,752,300 0 0
Rates per annum last Dividend, Bonus. Amount of last Dividenddeclared.
Amount  of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ a.
10 per cent. per annum  ... ...  30,000 0
14 per cent, per annum ,  including Bonus of 6s. per share 112,000 0
16 per cent. per annum and Bonus 120,000 0
121 per cent. per annumand Bonus
 ..,  31,250 0
25 per cent. per annum  ,,,
 75,000 0
171 per cent .
 per annum  ... ...  87,500 0
15 percent. per annum  ... ,.,  48,922 10
6 percent. per annum  .,. ... ...  $0,000 
9 per cent. ,.. ... ... 13,500 0
Aid Branches.
d. £  S.  d.
0  231,029 11  8
0 750,000 0 0
0 1,115,648 2 7
0 266,98111 9
0 701,556 0 9
0 570,000 0 0
0 313,431 8 8
0  97,855 14  6
o 154,8671010
548,172 10  0 14 ,190,370 0 8
W. H. RYDER,
For Under Colonial Secretary.
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TRANSMISSION "BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY  ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
OTIC E is hereby given, that applications have been made for the RegistrationN r istration  of Transmission of1 Title to the Lands  hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such  applications are given  below, an d
any person desiring to oppose must do so  by lodging a Caveat at my Office  on or before the day speci fied.
Name of Deceased Date of Name Deseription
Proyrtetor .  Death. of Claimant ,  and Situation of Land.
1884.
William Holmes, late of 31 Dec. Harriet Holmes ,
Goodna ,  grazier Goodna ,  widow
Ditto  ... ... ... 31 Dec. Charles Holmes,
Goodna ,  grazier
1881.
William Edward Murphy, 19 May
late of Brisbane ,  solici-
tor
1885.
John  lrampton ,  late of 30 July
Gladstone, miner
1878.
of Portions 38 and $3, parish of
Tabragalbe
ditto ...of
Mary Elizabeth  Murphy,
of Sydney ,  spinster
Francis Isidore Power,
of Gympie ,  solicitor
Patrick  Francis Hanran,
of Townsville, mer-
chant,  and Patrick
Higgins ,  of Mary-
borough, sergeant of
police
James  McGrath ,  late of 8 Feb.
Townsville ,  publican
One undivided moiety of  mineral
selection 87, portion 4, county
of Bowen
Allotment  4, section  79, town of
Gympie
Allotments  22, 23,  and 24 of  sec-
tion 63, town of Townsville
1883.
Caroline Nielsen, late 9 May Gulik  Nielsen afore- Subdivision 3 of suburban allot-
wife of Gulik Nie lsen, said ment 3 of section 42, town of
of Bundaberg ,  contrac-
tor
Bundaberg
1885.
James McBride ,  late of 21 Feb.
South  Brisbane, la-
bourer
James White Powell,
late of Qlonourry, gen-
tleman
44
Mary McBride ,  of South
Brisbane, widow
1884.
13 July John  Stevenson, of
Brisbane ,  stock and
station agent
Registrar  of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane , 14th November, 1885.
Portion 93, parish of Cleveland,
and subdivision 69 of eastern
suburban allotment 73, parish
of South Bri sbane
Allotment 9, section 27, town of
Cloncurry
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
George Albert  Green,  of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, the surviving partner
of the  late firm  of George A. Green and L.
Green, trading  together in partnership under
the name, style,  or firm  of " Green and Com-
pany," at Rockhampton  aforesaid ,  as general
merchants and shipowners , by the said George
Albert Green.
l J U
PON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the  said  George Albert Green
be, and  he is hereby adjudged  insolvent ,  and that
James  Boyne  Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of the creditors of the said
George Albert Green, for the  election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-fifth day of November, 1885, at
Eleven o 'clock  in the  forenoon. And it is further
ordered that  the said  George Albert Green shall,
on the Twenty-third day of November, 1885, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true ,  and accurate  statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts  and liabilities  of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors , and of the  causes of  his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
W.K. D'A$c,
Rockhampton.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
.Brisbane.
Estate
claimed  to
be
transmitted.
pbwVillm of
or otherwise.
,
AR8
1885.
Life estate Will dated 22 Sep- 21 Dec.
temsber,1884
Fee-simple  ditto ... ... 21 Dec.
in remain-
der
Fee-simple  Will dated 19 Sep- 28 Dec.
tember, 1874
Fee-simple Will dated 27 Jan -  21 Dec.
uary, 1883
Fee-simple Will dated S Octo -  28 Dec.
ber,1875
Fee-simple Will dated  21 March ,  28 Dec.
1883
Fee-simple  Will  dated 4 Novsm -  14 Dec.
ber,1884
Fee-simple As administrator ...  28 Dec.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CuniF  JtrsTICN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Ah Yen, trading with Long gee, at Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland,  as "Sun Bow
Yick and Company," and at Charters Towers,
in the said Colony, as " Yick Kee and Com-
pany," storekeepers, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
V it is ordered that the said Ah Yen be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Ah
Yen, for the election  of a Trustee , be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Twenty-fourth day of November,  1885,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Ali Yen shall, on the Twenty-third
day of November, 1885,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names and residen ces,
so far as  known, of his creditors,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRrCE ,  AND MCNAB,
-  Queen street , Brisbane.
Town Agents for-
EDWIN NoaRis,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Townsville.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Long Kee, trading with Ali Yen, at T.)wnsville,
in the Colony of Queensland, as " Sun Bow
Yick and Company," and at Charters Towers,
in the  said  Colony, as " Yick Kee and
Company," storekeepers, by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Long Kee be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate . And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Long
Kee, for  the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Twenty-fourth day of November, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Long Kee shall, on the Twenty-third
day of November, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,'  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names and residences,
so far as known, of  his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Town Agents for-
EDWIN  NoRRIs,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against
Daniel M. Munro, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, contractor, by Eliza Watts, of
Brisbane aforesaid, widow.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Daniel
M. Munro having been given, it is ordered that the
said Daniel M. Munro be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the  said  Daniel M. Munro, for the election
of a Trustee. be held at the Office of Registrar of
this Court, on the first day of December, 1885, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Daniel M. Munro shall, on the
Thirtieth day of November, 1885, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every, kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eleventh
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUC B, AND MCNAB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Petitioning Creditor.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Topham.
A FIRST and Final Dividend of 3s. 1od. in the
£ is now payable at my Office, on and after
this day, on all claims proved and admitted in the
above Estate.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
219, Queen street.
1907 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Thomas  Kennedy ,  of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  tobacconist, an
Insolvent.
ALEXANDER MURRAY,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All  persons having in their possession any of
the effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to
the Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent
must be paid  to the  Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this 7th day of November, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1889 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Edward Prout ,  of Ipswich
road , South Brisbane,  grocer, insolvent.
GEORGE CANNON, of  Brisbane ,  accountant,
has  beena pointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolven
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors  who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proof of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this 12th day of November, 1885.
1908
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Proceedings  for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by John Nott.  the younger, and
Henry Oswald Nott, both of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland,  sugar -planters,
trading in co-partnership under the style or
firm of " J. and H. O. Nott."NOTICE is hereby given, that aFirst GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the  abovenamed
persons has  been  summoned  to be held at the Office
of Robert Henry Dyball, Solicitor, Bourbong
street, Bundaberg, on MONDAY, the twenty
'
-
third day of November  instant , at Three o'clock in
the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fourth day of November, A.D. 1885.
ROBERT H. DYBALL,
Bourbong street, Bundaberg,
Attorney for the said John Nott and
Henry Oswald Nott.
1903  78.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of J. Windmill and Company, of
Rockhampton, coachbuilders, adjudicated in-
solvent on the 21st day of December, 1884.
A SECOND Dividend of Five shillings (5s.) in
the £ on all duly proved and admitted
preferential  claims is  now payable by me at Quay
street, Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton, this sixth day of Nov-
ember, 1885.
ROBT. R. DAWBAEN,
Trustee.
1882 4s. 8d.
1793
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIVF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Ali Yen, of Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeptr, an In-
solvent, and in the Matter of Long Kee, of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, an Insolvent, trading together, at
Townsville  aforesaid, as Sun  Bow Yick and
Company, and at Charters Towers as Yick Kee
and Company, storekeepers.
FRIDAY, THE 6TH DAY OF  NOVEMBER, 18'5.
U PON reading the Note of Motion filed herein
this day, and upon  hearing  the Solicitors for
the Insolvents, it is ordered by the Honourable the
Chief Justice of Queensland, that the proceedings
in respect of the Estates of the abovenamed Ali
Yen and Long Kee, trading as above, be and the
same  are hereby amalgamated.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this tenth day
of November, 1885.
1890
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN IN SOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of a Special Resolution  for Liquida-
tion by  Arrangement  of the Affairs of Robert
Henry Allen, of Gympie,  storekeeper.
A FIRST  Dividend of 5s in the  £  upon all
proved debts is now payable at the Office
of Jno .  Graham  (Graham and Gataker ),  Mary-
borough.
W. H. WILLIAMS,) Trustees.JOHN GRAHAM, S
1879 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Maurice Fox, of Cairns, publican,
adjudicated insolvent on the 31st day of
December, 1884.
1
FIRST Dividend of Seven shillings in the £
on all duly proved and admitted claims will
be payable at the Office of "  Burns  Philip and Com-
pany, Limited," Abbott street, on MONDAY, the
16th day of November, 1885.
Dated  at Cairns , this fourth day of November,
1885.
1909
D. PATIENCE,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of William Wright, of Ipswich,
butcher, adjudicated insolvent on the four-
teenth day of February, 1884.A THIRD and Final Dividend of 5s. 8d.,
making  in all 8s. 118d. in the £, is now
payable by me, at my Office, Elizabeth street,
Brisbane.
SAMUEL MAcGREGOR,
Trustee in the above Estate.
1910 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Lands and Goods of James Genuinges, late
of Clermont , in the Colony  of Queensland,
carrier ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made  to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the abovenamed  James  Genninges, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to John Joseph
Genninges, of Clermont, in the said colony, carrier,
the eldest son of the said deceased.
Dated at Clermont, this thirtieth day of October,
A.D. 1885.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said John Joseph Genninges,
Clermont.
By his Agents-
REES JONES ,  BROWN ,  AND JONES,
1902
Brisbane and Rockhampton.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Edmund Francis Gawthern, late
of Bowen Hills, near Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, bank clerk, deceased, intestate.
V OTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be-made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Edmund Francis
Gawthern, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Kate Gawthern, of Bowen Hills, near
Brisbane aforesaid , the lawful widow of the said
deceased.
Dated the twelfth day of November, A.D. 1885.
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Proctor for the said Kate Gawthern,
1906
Queen street , Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Edward Harris, late of Lakes
Creek,  near  Rockhampton,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  gardener ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Edward Harris, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Eliza Harris, of
Lakes Creek, near Rockhampton aforesaid, widow,
of the said deceased.
bated at Rockhampton, this sixth day of Nov-
ember ,  A.D. 1885.
W. H. WHITEHEAD,
Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Eliza Harris.
Town Agent-
A, G. UNMACS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1895 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Eliza Smyth, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, married woman,
deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1N tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Eliza Smyth, deceased, may be granted
to the Reverend Stephen Henry McDonough, Roman
Catholic clergyman, and Thomas McLaughlin,
brewer, both of Rockhampton aforesaid, as the
Executors named in and appointed by the said
Will.
Dated this sixth day of November, A.D. 1885.
ROBERT LYONS,
Town Agent-
Fitzroy Chambers,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
1881 6s.
1764
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Adam Clarke, late of Ravenswood,
in the Colony of Queensland, carrier, de-
ceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed  Adam Clarke, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Christina Clarke, of
Ravenswood  aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated this 12th day of November, 1885.
ROBERT KING PIERS,
Proctor for the  said  Christina Clarke.
By DALY  AND HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
1898 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Albert Breeze, late of Cloncurry,
in the Colony of Queensland , deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-
piration  of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Albert Breeze, deceased,
may be granted to Patrick Flanagan, of Cloncurry,
in the said colony, the sole Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this 16th day of October, 1885.
ROBERT KING PIERS,
Proctor for Executor,
By DALY AND HSLLICAE,
BAsbane.
1899
Hughenden.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John  Stewart, late  of Port  Douglas,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  deceased.OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be  made  to the said Honour-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above.
named John Stewart ,  deceased , may be granted to
John Baeey Isley, of Port Douglas. in the said
colony, inspector of police, the Executor named
in the said Will.
Dated  at Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
October, 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND Mc NAB,
Proctors  for the said  John Bacey Isley,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1900 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Samuel  Jacobs, late of Stanthorpe,
in the Colony of Queensland, merchant,
deceased.N? OTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Samuel Jacobs, deceased, may
be granted to Samuel Horwitz, of Stanthorpe
aforesaid ,  storekeeper , and Justin Fox Greenlaw
Foxton, of Brisbane, in the said colony, solicitor,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of November, A.D. 1885.
1904
P. L. CARDEW,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Samuel  Jacobs.
6s.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret Bourke, late  of Ravens-
wood, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after  the ex ira-
N tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  Margaret  Bourke ,  deceased, may
be granted to Peter Denis  Bourke, of Townsville,
in the said colony ,  hotelkeeper ,  sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated  at Ravenswood ,  this  thirtieth day of
October, A.D. 1885.
WILLIAM McCULLA,
Ravenswood,
Proctor for the  said  Peter  Denis Bourke.
1897 6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of James Gillespie, late of Claremont
Island Light-ship,  mariner, deceased.
P
URSUANT to  " The Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," Notice is hereby given,
that all creditors and other  persons having any
claims  or demands against the Estate of James
Gillespie,  late  of the Claremont Island Light-ship,
mariner ,  deceased ,  are hereby required to send in,
in writing ,  particulars of their  claims or demands
to Messrs .  Chambers ,  Bruce,  and McNab, of
Queen street , Brisbane, in the said  colony, solicitors
for Edwin Westaway, the Administrator, with the
Will annexed, of the said deceased,  on or before
the Nineteenth day of December  next;  and notice is
hereby given,  also, that  at the expiration of the
last -mentioned day the  said  Administrator will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said James
Gillespie, deceased, amongst the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to  the claims  of which
the said -Administrator shall then have had such
notice, and that the  said  Administrator will not be
liable for  the assets ,  or an part thereof, so
distributed  to any person of whose claim the said
Administrator shall not have  had notice at the time
of such distribution.
Dated this twelfth day of November,  A.D. 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1905
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Administrator.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
Grace  Marcella Pettigrew , William Pettigrew,
Richard Gill, and William Field, Trustees
under the Will of John Pettigrew, late of
Ipswich,  merchant ,  deceased , v. William
Wieland.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
TAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Faeias  has
1 been  issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's right, title,  and interest  (if any) of, in, and
to all that piece of land situated in the county of
Churchill, parish of Grandchester, being portion
132, selection 4611, in the Ipswich District, con-
taining one hundred acres, and being the whole of
the land contained in Deed of Grant No. 52867,
Register Book, volume 476, folio 127.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at White's North Australian Hotel,
Nicholas street, Ipswich, on SATURDAY, the
Nineteenth day of December next, at Twelve
o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is previously
satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
1912 9s.
1795
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
John Chesney v. Henry Bramston.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
TAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
L been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all
Defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) of,
in, and to allotments 8, 9, 10, and 11 of section 81,
county of Herbert, parish of Pring, town of Bowen,
containing 5 acres 2 roods.each. Certificates of
Title Nos. 26900, 26901, 26902, and 27119, volumes
190 and 191, folios 146, 147, 148, and 115.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the seventeenth day
of December next, at Twelve o'clock noon,  unless
this Execution is previously satisfied.
1911
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
7s.
Chambers , Brisbane,
10th October, 1885.
r
N pursuance and by virtue of the  provisions of
"The District Courts Act of  1867," and by
authority of the same, I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned  towns  and places in the Southern
District  during  the year 1886.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge of the Southern District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney-General.
22nd October, 1885.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
1886.
Criminal Sittings.
T
Civil Sittings.
BRISBANE.
Monday, 22nd February Wednesday, 24thFebruary
Monday, 19th April Wednesday, 21st April
Monday, 21st June Wednesday, 23rd June
Monday, 2nd August Wednesday, 4th August
Monday, 4th October Wednesday, 6th October
Monday, 13th December Wednesday, l5thDecember
IPSWICH.
Thursday, 6th May Thursday, 6th May
Thursday, 9th September Thursday, 9th September
T!ursday, 9th December Thursday, 9th December
ToowooMBA.
Monday, 3rd May Monday, 3rd May
Monday, 6th September Monday, 6th September
Monday, 6th December Monday, 6th December
WARWICK.
Thursday, 18th March Thursday, 18th March
Monday, 16th August Monday, 16th August
Tuesday, 23rd November Tuesday, 23rd -November
STANTHORPE.
Tuesday, 16th March Tuesday, 16th March
Friday, 13th August Friday, 13th August
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
DAtBY.
Friday, 16th April
TFriday, 16th AprilTuesday, 24th August uesday, 24th August
Friday, 26th November Friday, 26th November
ST. GEORGE.
Wednesday, 24th March Wednesday, 24th March
Monday, 30th August I Monday, 30th August
ROMA.
Tuesday. 2nd March Tuesday. 2nd March
'Wednesday, 14th July Wednesday, 14th July
Monday, 29th November Monday, 29th November
CHARLEPILLE.
Wednesday, 31st March Wednesday, 31st March
W dnesday,15th September' Wednesday,l5thSeptember
CURNA d ULLA.
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Monday, 20th September I Mon lay, 20th September
Brisbane,
28th October, 1885.
N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
I " The District Courts Act of  1867," and by
authority of the same, I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns  and places  in the Central
District during the year 1886.
GRANVILLE GEORGE MILLER,
Judge Central District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney-General.
29th October, 1885.
CENTRAL DISTRICT COURT.
LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1886.
Civil. Criminal.
GLADSTONE.
Monday, 4th January Monday, 4th January
Mondaay, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Tuesday, 31st August Tuesday, 31st August
RoCKHAMPTON.
Wednesday, 6th January Wednesday, 6th January
Wednesday, 7th April Wednesday, 7th April
Monday, 7th June Monday, 7th June
Wednesday, 1st September Wednesday, 1st September
BUNDABERG.
Monday, 11th January Monday, 11th January
Tuesday, 13th April  Tuesday , 13th April
Friday, 27th August Friday, 27th August
MARYnOE0UGH.
Thursday, 14th January Thursday, 14th January
Friday, 16th April Friday, 16th April
Thursday, 19th  August Thursday ,  19th August
Gyxrni.
Tuesday, 19th January Tuesday, 19th January
Tuesday, 20th April Tuesday, 20th April
Monday ,  23rd August Monday ,  23rd August
SPRINGSURE.
Saturday, 12th June Saturday, 12th June
Tuesday, 28th December  (  Tuesday ,  28th December
CLERMONT.
Tuesday, 15th June Tuesday, 15th June
Thursday,  23rd December Thursday,  23rd December
WINTON.
Tuesday ,  22nd June Tuesday ,  22nd June
Saturday, 18th December Saturday, 18th December
MUTTABURRA.
Friday, 25th June Friday, 25th June
Wednesday, 15th December Wednesday, 15th Decem-
ber
ARAMAC.
Monday, 28th June Monday, 28th June
Monday, 13th December Monday, 13th December
BLACKALL.
Thursday, 1st July Thursday, 1st July
Thursday, 9th December Thursday, 9th December
TAMBO.
Monday, 5th July Monday, 5th July
Tuesday, 7th December I Tuesday, 7th DecemberCIVIL SITTINGS, Southern District Court,Brisbane, 1886.
Last day for filing Last cay for  filing
Plaint. Plea. Date of Sittings.
February 11th ... February 18th ... February 24th
April 8th ... April 15th ... April 21st
.a une 10th ... June 17th ... June 23rd
July 22nd ... July 29th ... August 4th
September 23rd September 30th October 6th
December 2nd ... December 9th ... December 15th
H. BRAMSTON,
Registrar.
District Court  Offices,
Brisbane ,  26th October, 1885.
196
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GLENGALLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OWNERS of Stock in the Glengallan Marsupial
District are hereby informed that the second
moiety of Assessment for 1885 has been fixed at
the following rates, viz :-
Sheep, per 100 head ... ... ... 4s.
Cattle and horses, per 20 head ... ...  4s.
Unstocked land, per square mile... ... 4s.
The above Assessment to be paid to the Clerk of
Petty Sessions , Warwick, within two months of
date hereof.
By order,
ROBERT MILLER,
Warwick, 27th October, 1885.
Secretary.
1883 4s. 6d.
TARAMPA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
I
T is hereby notified that a Second Rate of
Assessment  has been levied for the present
year , viz :-(2s .) two shillings per score for Cattle
and Horses ; (2s.) two  shillings per (100) hundred
sheep ,  and (2s .) per square mile of unstocked land.
The above  assessment  is payable within two
months  from this date to the nearest Clerk of
Petty Sessions.
By order,
JOHN ROBINSON,
Gatton, 4th November, 1885.
Secretary.
ING EWOOD MARSUPL&L BOARD.
NOTICE.
O WNERS of Stock within the Inglewood
District are hereby requested to pay to the
nearest  Clerk of Petty Sessions, within sixt days
of the date hereof, the Second Moiety of the Assess-
ment for 1885, as wider :-
Sheep,  per 100 head  ... ...  2s.
Cat l and Horses,  per 20 head 2s.
Country  (if understpcked)  per square mile 2s.
By order,
B. H. HOLLOWAY,
Inglewood, 12th November, 1885.
Secretary.
1893 4s. 6d.
QUEENSLAND TOBACCO COMPANY,
LIMITED.
A
T a Meeting of the Shareholders of the above
Company, held on-29th October, 1885, it was
unanimously resolved that this Company be wound-
up voluntarily, and that John Mackenzie Brydon
be Liquidator thereof, which was unanimously con-
firmed at a subsequent meeting held on the 12th
November, 1885.
1911
JOHN M. BRYDON,
Liquidator.
3s. 6d.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately  subsisting  between us, the undersigned,
James  McCormack  and Ernest  John Freid, carry-
ing on business  at Clermont, in the Colony of
Queensland,  newspaper  proprietors, under the
style or firm of "McCormack and Freid," or
"Ernest Freid, for the proprietors  Peak Downs
Telegram and Copperfield  Miner ,"  was, on the
thirtieth day of September, 1885, dissolved by
mutual consent , and in future the business will be
carried  on by the said James McCormack on his
separate  account , and who will pay and receive all
debts owing from and to the said partnership in
the regular course of  business.
As witness  our hands this first day of October,
1886.
JAS. McCORMACK.
ERNEST FREID.
Witness-
WAI,TEia THOMPSOI`T,
00upior, 01eiont,
1901 on,
NOTICE is hereby given, that he Partnershiplately subsisting between us, the under.
signed, John George Bramble and George Thomas
Shannon, carrying on business as grocers and
general storekeepers, under the style or firm of
" Bramble and Shannon," has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent so far as regards the
said John V eorge Bramble, who retires from the
firm.
All debts due to or owing by the said late firm
will be received and paid by the said George
Thomas Shannon, who will continue the said
business on his own account.
Dated this twenty-first day of October, 1885.
JNO. GEO. BRAMBLE.
GEO. T. SHANNON.
Witness to both  signatures-
H. J. GRUzBER,
Clerk to W. K. D'Arey
Solicitor, Roekbampton.
1896
,
6s.
ON SALE , at the Government Printing  OfficeWilliam street ,  Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island ,  addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage ,  1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pam phlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment Printing  Office-
" The Stamp  Duties  Act of  1866,"
" The Stamped Transfer Act of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  dot of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations therehnder.
s. d.
Price  .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted  .. .. ... ...  1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Yice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1884.
GOLD  FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  "  The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with  " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the wha le of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 1s .  Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF t874, WIT}
GENERAL RULES.
(lN SALE, at the Government Printing Office
l II  in pamphlet form,  "The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal8vo. Price  2s. 6d . Postage
td. additional.
,T. C. BEAL,
GoTermn.nt Frint•r,
1797
O N SALE
AT THE
G
OVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE,
William  street ,  Brisbane ;--
DIVISIONAL  BOARDS ACT.
Nonunation Papers, 4s .  per  100; by post 5s.
Ba11ot Papers,  in packets of 600 each- price,  5e.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. Iez 100 ; postage,
is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 6s. per  100; postage,
1s. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per  100; postage ,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms ,  5s ,  per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Forms  of Valuation ,  6s. 6d .  per  100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d,  r 100 plain  ;  ruled,
7s. 6d. ;  postage,  Is. 8d. extr$.
Monthly Progress of Woks executed during the month
5s. 6d,  per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d.  ruled ; postage,
1s.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice  Books--8s, I. each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books- 3s. Gd.  each ; postage, 8d.
Certificate B ooks to authgrise Payments to Contractors
3s. 9d .  per book of 50 each ; postage,  6d. extra.
Ditto ,  100 in a book, 6s.;  postage,  Is. extra.
Impounding  Acts (1863-65-68, and
1879),  complete ...
Imported  Sugar Refiners Act  (1874) ..
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
With
Price .  Postage.S.  d. a. d.
STATUTES OF THE QOLONY.
RsvxeBD  E DITION-- DIMY  QUARTO.
$  S.  d.
Full bound  ... ... ... ... ...  6 6 0
Half bound  ... ... ... ... ...  4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage,  16s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1881 ,  fin.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1882 ,  5s. ; posted, 6%.
Bound Acts of 1883.4, 5s.; posted, 6s.
Bound Acts of 1884,  20s. ; posted ,  21s. 8d.
ON SALE.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners of Registered
Brands,  2s. 6d.;  postage, 2s. extra.
AMTS.
With
Price . Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Bathurst Burr Act (1863) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Exchange Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Brands Act of 1872 Amendment Act of
0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers Act (1874) 0 6 Q 7
Corrected Titles to  land Act of 1882  ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1881 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest ) ... 0 3 0 4
Customs Duties Act (1870 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1874 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 188A  ... 1 0 1 2
Diseases in Sheep Acts  (complete) . 2 0 2 2
District Courts Act  (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... ...
i i l BDi d A t 187
2 0 2 2
v s ona oar s (c 0) ..
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882 ...
1
1
0
0
1 1
1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards  ndowment Act of
Education Act (1875)
0
0
6
6
0 7
0 7
Elections Act (1874) ... .. 1 Q 1 1
Electoral Districts Act (1878) ... .,. 0 6 0 7
Electoral Rolls Act  (1879) ... 0 a 0
Fencing Act (1861 ) .. 0 6 0 7Piro Brigades Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882  ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 C 1
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1875) ... 0 6 0 7
Government Loan Act (1881 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 E
Immigatiou Act of 10$$ fit ,,, 0 0 9 1
2 6
0 6
2 7
0 8
Act of  1884 .. ... ...  0 6 0 7
Inclosed Lanes  Act (1878 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874 ... ... ... 1 6 1 8
Insanity  Act of 1884  ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Intestacy  Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Judicature Act (1876 )  1 6 1 10
Ditto ,  Additional Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unbound ,  4s.  6d.; bound 5s.
Jury Act of 1884  ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Licensing Boards Act (1879 ) ... ..  0 6 0 '1
Licensing Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1880  ... .. ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local  Government Act (1878 )... ..  1 6 1 11
Local  Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880  ...  0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act of 1884  ... ... ,.. ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations ... 0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation Act (1881) .. ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876 )  0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection Act  (1877)  0 6 0 7
Native B irds Act Amendment  Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884  ... ..  0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation Act (1877) ... ... ...  1 6 1 $
Oyster Act (1874) .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders Act (1880) ... ...  0 0 0 7
Pastoral Lewes Act (1860) ..  1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ..  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  ]Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-she ll and BSche .de-rater  ?i heries
Act (1881) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy  Act of  1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870)...  0 6 0 7
Publicans Acts  ... ... ... ... 2  0 2 2
Publicans Acts  (1863-64 and 1870) com-
plete  ... . ... ..  S 0 2 4
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... .  1 9 1 1
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881) .,,  0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of  1882  ..  0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... • ...  0 6 0 7
Savings  Bank Amending  Act of 1882-  p 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral  Leases Act
(1870) .., ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment  Act of  1882 . 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Sheep Br ands  Act (1876) .., ...  0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863 2 0 2 3
Tramways Act of 1882 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
United  Municipa lities Act (1881 ) ..  0 6 0 7
United  Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Volunteer Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
IN PAMP$ET FORM.
Brands Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... 0 9 0 11
Defence Act Regulations ... ... 1 0 1 a
Friendly Societies Act (1876 ) .. ...  1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874 with Rules 2 6 2 l0
Masters and Servants  l ot ... ... 1 0 1 2
Small Debts Courts Act ,.. Q 0 0 7
Stamp Duties Act ... ... ... 1 0 1
POUNDYEEPER$' BOOS.S.  d. a. d.
Schedule  3 ... ... ... ... 6 0 7 2
GOLD FIELDS ACT WITH REU ULATION9.
Just public Id  oil  ,,, .,. 1 0 3 $
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T HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLANDREGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price, Is. 6d; posted , Is. 9d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office , William  street, Brisbane , " Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R. G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony, 9d . ;  to England and the Australian
Colonies , Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS  and others are requested. when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered
Bran
d"after thedescription of the former.
Registered  brands type  will be used for such descript ions,
but where  these words do not appear theordinar) type
only  will be used.
J. C. BICA.L,
Government  Printer.
N OW published at the Government Pri tingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Pheenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, L1 Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
19. 10d., *o England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885. P s. d.
Nov. 10.-J. Healy ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
10.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 10.-Glengallan Marsupial  Board ... 0 4 6
10.-J. Murphy ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
10.-J. Murphy .. ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 10.-Dawbarn  and Gavin  ... ... 0 5 0
10.-Lyons  and Brumm ... ... ... 0 6 6
10.-Massey  and Company ... ... 0 2 2
10.-T. J. Franklin ... ... ... 0 1 0
10.-S. Nevile 0 1 0
„ 12.-Inglewood Marsupial  Board 0 4 6
„ 12.-F. W.  Dean  ... ... ... 0 3 0
12.-Tarampa Divisional  Board ... 0 5 0
12.-R. Kirkwood  ... ...  2 16 9
12.-J. Mi ller  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-A. M .  Masterton  ... ... ...  0 2 0
12.-H. Field  ... ... ... ... 0 0 7
12.-W. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 2 1
13.-J. J.  %;adell... ... ... ... 0 0 7
13.-Irving Bros . ... ... ...  0 2 6
gntpounbings.
ll Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertise-
ments of Impounded  Stock will  be charged  for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted to the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Gympie,  from  Widgee, on 2nd
November, 1885, by J. Broadbent, Esquire, for
trespass.
One bay mare, F9R near shoulder.
One bay horse Sp over 6LQ near shoulder,  star and
snip , hind feet white.
If not  released on  or before the 24th November, 1885,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
JOHN HEALY, Poundkeeper.
1888 2s.
IMPO UNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Cornish
Station, on 29th October, 1885, by order of E. R.
Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d.
One bay gelding, white feet,  star  and snip, near eye
white, yp over like JP off shoulder, indistinct
letter and B4 near quarter.
One chesnut  mare , X09 near shoulder, like AV1 off
shoulder, like FOY. (registered brand) near quarter,
star ,  near fore  foot white.
One bay gelding,  small star , lump off knee, - over
blotch brand near shoulder, like JB over M off
shoulder, bell on neck.
One chesnut gelding, hind feet white, large ET near
shoulder, like C over c over ' O conjoined off shoul-
der, FAW  near  quarter,  aged , saddle-marked.
One brown or black entire, about three years old; 3 (}_
over a.3 Z (registered brands) near shoulder ; five
pounds damages.
One bay gelding, hind feet white, wpb over D7V
(registered brands)  near  shoulder, indistinct brand
and B4 over indistinct brand and 4 over like 0 off
shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1887 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Bladensburg Station,
on the 27th October, 1885, by order of T. T. Cum-
mins, Esquire.
One bay gelding,  aged , GX near shoulder, DYR off
shoulder.
One black gelding ,  aged, M8M (registered brand) near
shoulder, like 65 near cheek.
One bay mare ,  4 years, > (bT (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN J. MURPHY, Poundkeeper.
1886 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Alice Downs, o  the
21st October, 1885, by order of W. H. Davidson.
Esquire. Driving and damages, 4s. 6d.
One bay  mare, star , collar-marked, JDb (D sideways)
(registered brand)  near  shoulder, blotched number
or small  scar  near neck, 04Z (registered brand)
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
1884 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Beaudesert, from Dugandan, on the
4th November, 1885, by order of C. McDonald.
One red heifer and calf, like HR2 near rump.
One roan  steer , like T r8 off ribs.
One bally cow, like TB2 off ribs.
Also, from Bromelton, on the 6th November, 1885,
by order of F. Coulson, Esquire.
Cne roan heifer, ear-marked off ear, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 1st December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
FREDCK. WILLIAM DEAN, Poundkeeper.
1891 55.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from Wellahot, on the 29th
September, 1885, by order of R. A. Hopkins,
Esquire. Driving and  damages , 7s. 6d.
One black horse, 5BS (registered brand) near
shoulder, RB2 (registered  brand) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. JAS. FRANKLIN, Poundkeeper.
1885 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry, from Dalgonally  Station,
on the 12th October, 1885.
One brown gelding, AON near shoulder, VA7 near
thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 8th December, 1985,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
NEIL McDONALD, Poundkeeper.
1894 1s.
Printed and Published by Jaxrs C. Beet, Government Printer,
Wiliam street ,  Brisbane ,  14th November, 1885.
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PItOCLAM't TION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, Governor
A. MUSGEAVE,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the  authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following lots of land will
be offered for sale by public auction ,  at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively . (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
And I  further notify and proclaim that the Town
and Suburban Lots in the Town Reserves of Coolan-
gatta, Logan, Birdsville ,  Bowen, Abington ,  Tewan-
tin, Ipswich ,  and Grandchester ,  which may remain
unsold, shall ,  at Eleven o'clock on the day following
such Auction ,  and for one month subsequent to the
day of sale ,  be open to Selection by purchase at
the upset price.
The Deed, Survey ,  and Assurance Fees wi ll  be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
j TOWN  LOTS-Cont inued.
SALE AT ARTHUR MARTIN AND CO.'S
AUCTION ROOMS, BRISBANE,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 11TH DAY OF  J ANUARY, 1886.
No. of J No. of i No. of  I Area Price peeLot Allotment section . Acre.
A. It. F. e.
TOWN LOTS.
No of No. of  No. of Prior
Lot. 8eoto*. Are& pee LOI..
A. s. L. $ a
(With frontages to Ballow  and gent streets.)
10 1 12
11 2 12
12 3 12
13 4 12
14 5 12
15 6 12
16 7 12
17 8 12
18 ' 9 12
19 10 12
0 1 332 25 0
0 1 332 25 0
0 1 33' 25 0
0 1 331 25 0
0 1 332 25 0
0 1 332 25 0
0 1 332 25 0
0 1 33 25 0
0 1 33 25 0
0 1 331 25 0
(With frontages to Garrick and McLean streets.)
20 1 2 14 0 2 0 25 0
21 3 14 0 2 0 25 0
22 4 14 0 2 0 25 0
23 7 14 0 2 0 25 0
24 8 14 0 2 0 25 0
25 4 15 0 2 0 25 0
26 5 15 0 2 0 25 0
27 6 15 0 2 0 25 0
28 7 15 0 2 0 25 0
29 8 15 0 2 0 25 0
30 9 15 0 2 0 25 0
31
(With fron
1
tage
17
s to Garrick
0 2
street.)
0 25 0
32 2 17 0 2 0 25 0
33 3 17 0 2 0 25 0
34 4 17 0 2 0 25 0
35 2 18 0 2 0 25 0
36 3 I8 0 2 0 25 0
37 4 18 ; 0 2 0 25 0County of  Ward,  parish of Tallebuggera ,  town of
Coolangatta.
(With frontages to Dutton and McLean streets.)
1 3 10 0 2 0 25 0
2 2 11 ; 0 2 0 25 0
3 3 11 r 0 2 0 25 0
4 4 11 0 2 0 25 0
5 5 11 0 2 0 25 0
6 6 11 0 2 0 25 0
7 7 11 0 2 0 25 0
8 8 11 0 2 0 25 0
9 9 11 0 2 0 25 0
(With fronta e  streets.)ges to Miles and Rutled g
38 2 23 0 1 16 25 0
39 12 23 0 1 16 25 0
40 3 24 0 2 32 25 0
41 4 24 0 2 32 26 0
42 5 24 0 2 32 25 0
43 7 24 0 2 32 25 0
44 8 24 0 232 26 0
45 9 24 0 2 82 26  0
197
1800
TOWN  LOTS--continued.
No of  { No. of No. of
Lot. ,Allotment .  Section.
I
Area.
A.  a.  F.
Parish of Moffatt, town of Logan.
(With frontages to Logan, Albert, and Wharf
streets.)
46 2 3  1 0 0 20 0
47 3 3 1 0 0 20 0
48 4  3  1 2 31 2C 0
49 5 3' 1 0 25 20 0
50 6 3 1 0 8 20 0
51 7 3 1 0 8 20 0
(With frontages to Wharf and North streets.)
52 4 4 1 0 0 20 0
53 5 4 1 0 0 20 0
54 9 4 1 0 16 20 0
55 10 4 1 0 0 20 0
56 11 4 1 0 0 20 0
57 12 4 1 0 0 20 0
58 13 4 1 0 0 20 0
59 14 4 1 0 0 20 0
SALE  AT THE LAND OFFICE, BIRDS-
VILLE,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 25TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1886.
No of  I No of  No of
AralLot. Allotment . bectton. I
!+ ff  (t
A. S. P. £ I.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Roseberry, parish of Muddawarry, town
of Birdsville.
(Situated on the Diamentina River, near the boun-
dary of South Australia, on Boundary Block
Salmonville Run.)
1 1 1 0 2 0 12 0
2 2 1 0 2 0 12 0
3 3 1 0 2 0 12 0
4 4 1 0 2 0 12 0
5 5 1 0 2 0 12 0
6 6 1 0 2 0 12 0
7 7  1 0 2 0 12 0
8 8 1 0 2 0 12 0
9 9 1 0 2 0 12 0
10 10 1 0 2 0 12 0
11 1 2 0 2 0 12 0
12 2 2  0 216 12 0
13 3 2  0 1 24 12 0
14 4 2 0 2 0 12 0
15 5 2 0 2 0  12 0
1& 6 2 0 2 0 12 0
17 7 2 0 2 0 12 0
18 8 2  0 1 24 12 0
19 9 2  0 2 16 12 0
20 10 2 0 2 0 12 0
21 1 3 0 2 0 12 0
22 2 3 0 2 0 12 0
23 3 3 0 2 0 .12 0
24 4 3 0 2 0 12 0
25 5 3 0 2 0 12 0
26 6 3 0 2 0 12 0
27 7 3 0 2 0 12 0
28 8 3 0 2 0 12 0
29 9 3 0 2 0 12 0
30 10 3 0 2 0 12 0
31 1 4 0 2 0 12 0
32 2 4 0 2 0 12 0
33 3 4 0 2 0 12 0
84 4 4 0 2 0 12 0
36 5 4 0 2 0 12 0
36 6 4 0 2 0 12 0
37 7 4 0 2 0 12 0
38 8 4 0 2 0 12 0
39 9 4 0 2 0 12 0
40 10 4 0 2 0 12 0
41 1 5 0 1 16 12 0
42 2 5 0 224 12 0
43 3 5 0 132 12 0
Price per
Acre.
No.  Of  No. of  (  No. of I are*. S it mle perLot„ Allottuert section .  ! Acre.
44 4
45 5
46 6
47 7
48 8
49 9
50 10
51 1
52 2
53 3
54 4
55 5
56 6
57 7
58 8
59 9
60 10
TOWN  LOTS -continued.
P
 R ..
5 0 2 8
5 0 2 0
5 0 2 0
5 0 2 8
5 0 1 32
5 0 2 24
5 0 1 16
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
6 0 2 0
4' r
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON MONDAY, THE 11TH DAY OF  J ANUARY, 1886.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment No. of Area. I
Price per
section .  I Acre.
I A. R. P. I £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Herbert, parish of Pring, town of Bowen.
(Fronting  Livingstone street.)
1 1 4 27 1 0 2 0 1 50 0
(With frontages to Livingstone and Kennedy
streets.)
2 1 67 1 0 9 50 0
3 3 67 1 0 9 50 0
(With frontages to Gordon and Arthur  streets.)
4  1 76 ( 0 1 35 ( 50 0
(Fronting Poole  street.)
5 2 1 77 1 0 1 0 50 0
(Fronting Kennedy and  Poole streets.)
6 1 78 0 1 13 ( 50 0
7 8` 78 f 0 1 4 I 50 0
(With frontages to Kennedy  and Livingstone
streets.)
8 6 79 0 1 0 50 0
9  9 79 0 1 4 50 0
10 10 79 0 1 4 50 0
11 11 79- 0 1 4 50 0
12 14 79 0 1 9 50 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
(With frontages to Reynolds and Mitchell streets.)
13 3 1 59 2 2 0 1 10 0
(With frontages to Gregory and Leichhardt streets.)
14
15
16
17
18
81
81
81
81
81
4 3 13
5 0 3
5 2 0
5 2 0
5 2 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BUNDA-
BERG,
ON MONDAY,  THE 11TH DAY  OF JANUARY, 1886.
No. of No. of No. of I Area. I Price perLo All t s iotmen ect on.
A. a. P.
Acre.
L  a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cook, parish of Childers, town of
Abingdon.
(Situated on the road from Bundaberg to Mary-
borough.)
1 1 3 0 1 17-?6  40 0
2 3 0 1 1A 40 ()
3 3 3 0 1 0 40 0
1801
No. of
Lot.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CAIRNS,
ON MONDAY, THE 11TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1886.
W o. of  No. of I N o. of
Lot. Allor, rnent Section Area
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Mee Per
Acre.
L  a.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns, town of Cairns.
(Situated south of Lily Creek.)
1 1 37 2 0 0 20 0
2 2 37 2 2 191  20 0
3 3 37 2 0 0 20 0
4 4 37 2 0 4 20 0
5 5 37 2 0 0 20 0
6 6 37 2 0 0 20 0
7 7 37  2 0 4 20 0
8 8 37 2 0 0 20 0
9 9 37 2 2 19a 20 0
10 10 37 2 0 0 20 0
11 1 38 2 0 0 20 0
12 2 38 2 0 0 20 0
13 3 38 2 0 0 20 0
14 4 38 2 0 0 20 0
15 5 38 2 0 0 ( 20 0
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section. Area.
Price per
Aare.
A  R. IN  1 L e.
4 3 0 1 0 40 0
5 3 0 1 0 40 0
6 3 0 1 0 40 0
7 3 0 1 0 40 0
8 3 0 1 0 40 0
9 3 0 1 0 40 0
10 3 0 1 0 40 0
11 3 0 0 35 40 0
12 3 0 1 0 40 0
13 3 0 1 0 40 0
14 3 0 1 0 40 0
15 3 0 1  10-&- 40 0
16 3 0 1 26 40 0
1 4 0 1 0 40 0
2 4 0 1 0 40 0
3 4 0 1 0 40 0
4 4 0 1 0 40 0
5 4 O 1 0-j0 40 0
6 4 0 1 16
0
40 0
7 4 ' 0 111 0 40 0
8 4 0 1270 40 0
9 4 0 1 0 40 0
10 4 0 1 0 40 0
11 4 0 1 0 40 0
12 4 0 1 0 40 0
13 4 0 1 0 40 0
1 5 0 1 0 40 0
2 5 0 1 0 40 0
3 5 0 1 0 40 0
4 5 0 1 0 40 0
5 5 0 1 0 40 0
6 5 0 1 0 40 0
7 5 0 1 0 40 0
8 5 0 1 0 40 0
9 5 0 1 0 40 0
10 5 0 1 0 40 0
11 5 0 1 0 40 0
12 5 0 1 0 40 0
13 5 0 1 0 40 0
14 5 0 1 0 40 0
15 5 0 1 0 40 0
16 5 0 1 0 40 0
17 5 0 1 0 40 0
18 5 0 1 0 40 0
19 5 0 1 0 40 0
20 5 0 1 0 40 0
SUBURBAN  LOTS-Continued.
No of I No. of I No. of
Lot. !Allotment. Seetlot:. Area
Price per
Acre.
A. Y. P. £ a.
6 38 2 0 0 20 0
1 39 4 2 0 20 0
2 39 4 0 0 20 0
1  40 2 2 4 20 0
2 40 2 2 4 20 0
3 40 2 2 4 20 0
4 40 2 2 4 20 0
1 41 0 2 0 20 0
2 41 0 2 0 20 0
3 41 0 2 0 20 0
4 41 0 2 0 20 0
5 41 0 2 0 20 0
6 41 0 2 0 20 0
7 41 0 2 0 20 0
8 41 0 2 0 20 0
9 41 0 2 0 20 0
10 41 0 2 0 20 0
11 41 0 2 0 20 0
12 41 0 2 0 20 0
13 41 0 3 35 20 0
14 41 1 0 0 20 0
15 41 1 0 0 20 0
16 41 1 0 0 20 0
17 41 1 0 0 20 0
18 41 1 0 0 20 0
1 42 1 0 0 20 0
2 42 1 0 0 20 0
3 42 1 0 0 20 0
4 42 1 0 0 20 0
5 42 1 0 of 20 0
1 43 0 1 32 20 0
2 43 0 1 38 20 0
3 43 0 2 1 20 0
4 43 0 2 4 20 0
5 43 0 2 7* 20 0
6 43 0 2 10k 20 0
7 43 0 2 131 20 0
8 43 0 1 32 20 0
9 43 0 1 32 20 0
10 43 0 1 32 20 0
11 43 0 2 31 20 0
12 43 0 1 311 20 0
13 43 0 1 32 20 0
1 44 0 3 8 20 0
2 44 0 3 8 20 0
3 44 0 3 8 20 0
4 44 0 3 8 20 0
5 44 0 3 81 20 0
6 44 1 0 22 20 0
7 44 0 2 19- to-  20 0
8 44 0 2 32 20 0
9 44 0 3 41 20 0
10 44 0 3 13;6  20 0
11 44 0 3 300 20 0
12 44 0 1 71 20 0
1 45 2 2 0 20 0
2 45 2 2 0 20 0
3 45 2 2 0 20 0
4 45 2 2 0 20 0
1 46 1 3 38A 20 0
2 46 1 3 380 20 0
3 46 1 3 39 20 0
4 46 2 0 0 20 0
5 46 2 0 0 20 0
6 46 2 0  28-1-36 20 0
1 47 1 220 20 0
2 47 1 3 14 20 0
3 47  2 0 0 20 0
4 47 2 0 0 20 0
5 47 1 3 27 20 0
1 48 2 3 20 20 02 1 3 1 20 0
1 5522  2 1 331 20 0
2 52 3 0 0 20 0
1 53 1 2 27 20 0
2 53 1 2 32 20 0
1 54 3 0 5 20 0
2 54 3 0 5 20 0
1 55 1 0 21 20 0
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON MONDAY,  THE 11TH DAY  OF JANUARY, 1886.
so. of  No. of  Now of Area. PriceLot Portion per Acre.
L £B. P. i a.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County  of March , parish of Noosa, town of
Tewantin.
(Situated between Selection  55 and Wooroi Creek.)
1 10 ... 1 0 0 10 0
2 11 ... 1 0 0 10 0
3 12 ... 1 0 0 10 0
4 13 ... 1 0 0 10 0
5 14 ... 1 0 0 10 0
6 15 ... 1 0 0 10 0
7 16 ... 1 0 0 10 0
8 17 ... 1 0 0 10 0
9 18 ... 1 0 1) 10 0
10 19 ... 1 0 0 10 0
11 20 ... 1 0 16 10 0
12 21 ... 1 0 284 10 0
13 22 ... 1 1  If  10 0
14 23 ... 1 1 14-g 10 0
15 24 ... 1 1 275 .10 0
16 25 ... 1 0 28 10 0
17 26 ... 2 0 8* 10 0
18 27 ... 1 2 242 10 0
19 28  ... 5 0 0 10 0
20 29 ... 5 0 0 10 0
21 30 ... 5 0 0 10 0
22 31 ... b 0 0 10 0
23 32  ... 3 0 0 10 0
24 33  ... 3 0 0 10 0
25 34  ... 1 0 0 10 0
26 35  ... 1 0 0 10 0
27 36  ... 1 0 0 10 0
28 37  ... 1 0 0 10 0
29 38  ... 5 0 0 10 0
30 39 ... 5 0 0 10 0
31 40 ... 6 0 0 10 0
32 41  ... 5 0 0 10 0
33 42  ... 5 0 0 10 0
34 43  ... 5 0 0 10 0
35 44  ... 4 2 272 10 0
36 45  ... 4 2 272 10 0
37 46 ... 4 2275 10 0
38 47 ... 3 1 29 10 0
39 48  ... 4 0 0 10 0
40 49 ... 4 0 0 10 0
41 50 ... 4 0 0 10 0
42 51 ... 4 0 0 10 0
43 52  ... 4 331 10 0
44 53 ... 4 0 0 10 0
46 54  ... 4 0 0 10 0
46 55  ... 4 0 0 10 0
47 56 ... 4 0 0 10 0
48 57 ... 5 0 0 10 0
49 64 ... 4 0 0 10 0
50 65 ... 4 0 0 10 0
51 66 ... 4 0 0 10 0
52 67 ... 4 0 0 10 0
53 68  ... 5 0 0 10 0
(Situated  on the Noosa River, north of Selec-
tion 65.)
54 58  ... 5 0 0 10 0
55 59  i 5 0 0 10 0
56 60  ... 5 0 0 10 0
57 61 ... 4 3 300 10 0
58 62  .., 4 011 10 0
59 63  ... 4 1 324  10 0
60 69 ... 3 2 7 10 0
61 70 ... 3 0 31 10 0
62 71 ... 5 0 0 10 0
63 72  ... 6 0 0 10 0
Parish of Gutchy.
(Situated  at the south- west  corner of Selection
1570.)
64 1 1570A { ... I 1 0 0 ( 10 0
The purchaser of Lot 66  to  pay  £90 for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON  MONDAY,  THE 11TH DAY OF JA ruABY, 1886.
No.  of  No. of Np. of
Lot. AHocmont  Section. Area.
A.  E. P.
Price per
Acre.
L a~
TOWN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, town of
Ipswich.
(With frontages to Canning, Flint, and Pelican
streets and Terrace Place.)
1 1 10 0 0 33Aa 60 0
2 2 10 0 0  3319  50 0
3 3 10 0 0 33$ 50 0
4 4 10 0 0 330 50 0
5 5 10 0 0 330 50 0
6 6 10 0 1 2 0 50 0
7 7 10 0 1 2 0- 50 0
8 8 10 0 1  21+050 0
9 9 10 0 1 2 0 50 0
10 10 10 0 1 2 4 50 0
11 11 10 0 1 20 50 0
12 12 10 0 1 2 0 50 0
13 13 10 0 1 3 0 50 0
14 14 10 0 039 0 50 0
15 15 10 0 0  28-3- 50 0
16 16 10 0 1 2-f, 50 0
17 17 10 0 1 2 0 50 0
18 18 10 0 1 31O 50 0
19 19 10 0 1 210 50 0
20 20 10 0 1  2-A-  50 0
21 21 10 0 1 210 50 0
22 22 10 0 1 210 50 0
23 23 10 0 1 2 0 50 0
24 24 10 0 1 2-0 50 0
25 25 10 0 1 210 50 0
(Fronting Bank street.)
26 1 9 1 34 1 0 1 7a I 50 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Parish of Ipswich, town of Ipswich.
(With frontages to Boundary and Warwick  streets.)
27 1 98
28 2 98
29 3 98
30 4 98
31 5 98
32 6 98
33 7 98
34 8 98
35 9 98
36 10 98•
37 11 98
38 12 98
39 13 98
40 14 98
41 15 98
42 16 98
43 17 98
41 18 98
45 19 98
46 20 98
47 21 98
48 22 98
49 23 98
50 24 98
51 25 98
62 26 98
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
s
lie
27
0
00
710
0
0
0
10
35
0
0
1ia
0
32 00
0
3442eio34o
4
is54
370
0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
F0 0
50 0
(With frontages to Harlin and Woodend roads,
and Hawthorne and Burnett streets.
53 6 74 0 1 321
54 7 74 0 3 361
55 8 74 0 3  212
56 9 74 1 0 22
57 10 74 1 0 31
58 11 74 1 1 4
59 12 74 1 1 5;
60 13 74 1 1 3j
61 14 74 1 2 43
62 15 74 1 1 29
63 16 74 1 0 35
50 0
50 0
50 0
60 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
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SUBURBAN  LOTS--continued.
ofNo No. of No of Price No. of.
Lot. Allotment
.
Section. Area. per Acre. Lot.
1. ' A. a. P.  I a I.
With  frontages to Harlin and Woodend roads, and
Hawthorne and Burnett  streets-continued.
64  18  74  1 1 7J 50 0
65 19 74 1 0 36* 59 0
66 20 74  1 1 61 50 0
67 21 74  0 2 3091 50 0
68 22 74 0 3 2991 50 0
69 23  74 0 129; 50 0
70 24 74 0 120 50 0
71 25 74 0 1 1191 50 0
With frontages  to Row
and Haw
land
thor
Te
ne s
rrace ,  H
treet.
arlin road,
72 1 81 0 0 391 50 0
73 2 81 0 0 3891 50 0
74 5 81 0 1 22 50 0
75 6 81 0 1 3291 50 0
fib  7 81 0- 1 2991 50 0
77  8 81 0 321 50 0
fi8  9 81 0 2 21 50 0
79 10 81 0 2 22 50 0
80 11 81 0 2 351 50 0
-81  12 81 0 212 5o 0
.82  13 81 0 1 114 50 0
83 14 81 0 1 13} 50 0
84  15 81 0 1 0 50 0
SUBURBAN  LOTS - continued.
No. Of
Portion.
No. of
Section.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, town of
Grandchester.
(Situated  north  and east of  the town of Grand-
chester.)
85 176 ... 5 0 0 3 0
86 177 ... 4 1 0 3 0
87 178 ...  4 0 22 3 0
88 191 ...  3 3 2191 3 0
89 191A ... 3 3 14 3 090
1 92 ... 3 1 21 3 092A ..  4  351  
92 193  ...  3 3 2791 3 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane,  this tenth day of
November,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the  forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Area.
A.  B.  P. I £ a.
Price
per Acre.
(,lop SATS TRI QIIasn I
By Authority :  JArss C. B$AL,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane
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VOL. XXX VII. ; WEDNESDAY, 18TH NOVEMBER, 1885. [No. 35.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 31st October, 1885.
No. 10.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1885.
P ERSONS applyi-g for Unclaimed L tters atthe General Post Office are requested ' og ve the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Per-ons in the country making written applications should accompany such wr;tten applications
with the amount of postage required for transmissi  n; and, in addition to th - former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to plat ' them where any person may see and
search them.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BuA cH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
We, Colonial ;  o c,  official Colonial ; o, dead letter; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ; a, South
Australia; t, Tasmania ;  n z, New Zealand ;  w a, Western Australia ;  u k, United Kingdom ;f, foreign.
A. 25 Addison John, Red Hill c
26 Adlington Mrs., Enoggera u k
1 AARON William, North Quay c 27 Adrain Frank, Blackall s
23 Abbalt G. H., Dickabram cAbbott S . Brisbane s 2829 Affleck Robert, Brisbane o cAh Ben, Rockhampton c
4 Abel C., f ort Curtis road c 30 Ahearn F. K. Tambo c
5 Abel John, Rockhampton c 31 Ahern John, fpswich c
6 Abel Mrs J Port Curtis road c 32 Burke Creek cAh Eme7 . .,Abery Charles, Yuelba c 33 ,Ah Fie Mrs. C., Charters Towers c
8 Abrahams F., South Brisbane c (2) 34 Ah Fong (Chinese garden , Roma f
9 Abrahams Lewis, Grandchester o c 35 Ah  Foo (Chinese store), ma a
10 Absolon Urquhart, Queensport o c 36 Ah Foo, Port Douglas c
11 Ackerley W. H., Six-mile Bridge c 37 Ah Foon (gardener), Gympie o c
12 Adair J. R., Cunnamulla m 38 Ah Foy (gardener ), Lion Creek c
13 Adams  -,  Oxford Estate c 39 Ah Gam, Betts Creek, Charters Towers c
14 Adams Miss  (dressmaker ),  Charters Towers c 40 Ah Gee (gardener), Charleville c
15 Adams Alexander ,  Warwick s 41 Ah Gee (gardener), Gympie o c
16 Adams Charles (3 Flying Gang), Belyando e 42 Ah Ghee (gardener), Townsville c
17 Adams  Miss E . It.., Rockhampton u k 43 Ah Gun, Roma s
18 Adams James, Valley c 44 Ah Hip (Chinese gardener), Charleville c
19 Adams J., Blackall c 45 Ah Hon, Cairns o
20 Adams Stephen Sandy Creek u k 46 Stanthorpe cAh Hon21 ,Adams Mrs. Thomas, Valley c 47 g,Ah Hoo, Jericho c
22 Adams, Mrs. W., Rockhampton c 48 Ah Howng, Rockhampton c
23 Adcock J.  R ,, Brisbane m 49 Ah Hoy, Cairns c
24 Addison Albert, South Rockhampton c 50 Ah Hog, Jundah a
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51 Ali Keet, Bundabergg o c (2) Anderson Wm., (car penter), Valley o c (2)
52 Ali Kin (gardener), Hughenden t Anderson William, Valley c
53 Ali Kong, Hughenden c Andersson A. B. J., Rockhampton f
54 Ali Kun (gardener), Kelvin Grove o c Andersson Johan, Bundaberg f
55 Ali Long Mrs., Rockhampton c Andrews A., Ipswich c
56 Ali May, Brisbane c Andrews F. (carrier), Normanton c
57 Ali Men (Chinaman), Jericho c Andrews James, Gympie o c
58 Ali Mong ( ardener), Rockhampton o c Andrews J. B., Clermont road c
59 Ali Quin, Wild Horse Creek c Andrews J. W., Brisbane c
60 Ali Sam (gardener), Gympie o c Andrews R., Albion c
61 Ali Sam (cook), Eulo Station c Andrews Robert, Westgrove Station c
62 Ali Sam (gardener), Eulo Station c Andrews Sydney (of Brisbane), Thargomindah c (3)
63 Ah See, Maryborough a Andrews Wm. henry, Charters Towers o c
64 Ali Senn, Mackay o c Andrews Willoughby, Valley c
65 Ah Sue, Burenda c Andrews W. T., Gyinpie c
66 Ah Sue Mrs., Townsville c (2) Angles -, Valley c
67 Ali Tim (gardener), Mackay o c(2) Angus -, Townsville c
68 Ali Wah (gardener), Mackay o c (3) Angus James, Macnade c
69 Ali Wong (Chinaman), Rockhampton f Ansley Mrs. C., Petrie terrace c
70 Ali Wong Roma c
 
Anson T., Tongy Station s
7t Ali You,Port Douglas c Anthony - (builder), Taringa c
72 Aikins Patrick, Roma o c Anthony Charles, Brisbane s
J3 Ainsworth, A. W., Rockhampton c Anton Fred. A., Toowoomba o
74 Ainsworth Mrs. E., Brisbane o Antony William, Valley o c
75 Ainsworth Mrs. Mary, Valley o Antts Mrs. Elizabeth, charters Towers
76 Air James, Pleystowe c Appel Adam, P.O. Waterford f (2)
77 Aitken William, Brisbane o Appelgarth John, Toowooinba o c
78 Aitkenhead David, Nebia Plantation u k Appleton Thomas, Valley o c
79 Akes -, Woolloongabba c Archer H. Normanton s
80 Albach August, Albilbah Station c Archer J. V. (care of G. Boys), George street c
81 Alder Edward Henry, Goodna c Archibald George, Beaconsfield u k
82 Alder John, Normanton c Arcus James,  Brisbane a
83 Alfredson A. G. (Gang 19), S. and W. Railway c Arigan Thomas, Brisbane u k
84 Allan E. F. (carter), Albion c Arkins John, Valley o c
85 Allan George (hawker), Brisbane c Arkinstall E., Brisbane c
86 Allan J., Brisbane c Armit -, Cambooya c
87 Allan J. R., Brisbane c Armour William, Valley o c
88 Alldridge Peter Eton c Armstrong -, Gympie c
89 Allen Miss Bridget, Gotha street o c Armstrong G., Brisbane o c
90 Allen D. H., Brisbane s Armstrong John S., Delalah Station u k
91 Allen Edward, Gympie c Armstrong Miss M., Rockhampton c
92 Allen John, South Brisbane o c Armstromg R., Tambo c
93 Allen John, Townsville c Armstrong R. C. F., Herberton s (2)
94 Allen Joseph (voter), Ravenswood o c Armstrong Thomas, Tarampa c
95 Allen J. S., Brisbane in Arndt Angus. Laidley c
96 Allen William (labourer), Brisbane o c Arnold --, Bundaberg c
97 Allen William (miner), Stanthorpe o c Arnold Alfred, Coongoola  Station s
98 Allison W., Queen street c Arnold John, Brisbane u k
99 Alston Robert (of Glasgow, passenger s.s. " New
Guinea), Brisbane u k
Arnold Messrs. J. and R., 119 Elizabeth street c
Arnold Percy F. (care of F. Merrelt) Dalby f
100 Alton W.,  alias  Yankee Alick, Port Douglas a Arnoldi Brothers, Brisbane c
101 Altop W. (bricklayer), Rockhampton e Arnoldi Joseph, Elizabeth street o c
102 Ambrose M., Brisbane c Arnoldi Raphael, Elizabeth  strqet  o c ands (2)
103 Amos Edward Thorpe, Townsville c Arthur Mrs. (care of Mrs. R. J. Spargo), Bris-
104 Amos Norman E., Brisbane c bane s (2)
105 Anderson - (contractor), Spring Hill c Arthur David, Cloncurry c
106 Anderson - (co-operative butcher), Valley c Arthur W. R. J., South Brisbane u k (3)
107 Anderson -, Maroochie c Asel Bill, Clermont c
108 Anderson -, (care of s.s. "Leichhardt ") c Ash J . H., Brisbane c
109 Anderson -. Brisbane c Ash Thomas (care of William Tooth), Clifton,
110 Anderson Mrs., Ann street c Darling Downs c
111 Anderson Mrs., Hope street c Ashe J. J., Normanton c
112 Anderson Albert, Mitchell c Ashelford Alfred, Betts Creek u k
113 Anderson Andre, Bundaberg c Ashman Mrs.  Susan,  Wickham street o c
114 Anderson Charles, Valley c Ashmore George, Brisbane s
115 Anderson Charles Pialba c Ashton W. J., Blackall c
116 Anderson David, )Brisbane f Ashworth -, Rosewood c
117 Anderson David, Ipswich c Aspinall A., Rockhampton c
118 Anderson D. A. Brisbane s Aspinel Mrs. Mary Barrot's Gap c
119 Anderson Miss 'llen, Brisbane o Astbury William, 1ald Hills c
120 Anderson Emil (carpenter), Brisbane f Astley D. F. (baker), Thargomindah c
121 Anderson Francis, Gympie line c Atherton A. Mackay c
122 Anderson Frank, Brisbane c Atkin Mrs. hi., Brisbane u k (3)
123 Anderson G., Red Hill c Atkins -, Sandgate c
124 Anderson G., Townsville c Atkins R. L., Banana c
125 Anderson G., Clermont c Atkinson E., Range c
126 Anderson Mrs. George, Mackay o Atkinson Mrs. G. C., Bowen Hills o c
127 Anderson Hugh (labourer), Gympie o c Atkinson John, Brisbane c
128 Anderson Mrs. J., Branscomb c Atkinson it. A., Ravenswood e
129 Anderson J., Herbert River u k Attwater W., Charters Towers m
1.30 Anderson James, St. Helena c Auld John, Tivoli c
131 Anderson James, Arthur street o c Austin Mrs., Taroom o
132 Anderson James, Victoria Plantation c (2) Austin Ariel, Yuelba u k
133 Anderson Mrs. Johanne, Stanthorpe o c Austin Miss Kate, Warwick o
134 Anderson John, Arthur street c (2) Austin Thomas, Mount Perry c (2)
135 Anderson John, Brisbane c (3) Austin W . (carrier ), Boolboonda c
136 Anderson John , Brisbane s Anther Mrs. W. R. F., South  Brisbane u k
137 Anderson John, Warry street, o c Auty  Benjamin , Ipswich c
138 Anderson John M., Ann street c Avanche Mrs. Eliza W., Valley c
139 Anderson Joseph (miner), Gympie o c Avenell Edward, Warren street o c
140 Anderson Joseph, One-Mile c Axford Mrs. M., Charters Towers c
141 Anderson J. F., Headington Stations Ayles Stephen, Clermont u k
142 Anderson Mrs. J. S., Brisbane c Aylward Edmund, Albion o c
143 Anderson M., Mackay o Ayris Thomas, Thargomindah c
144 Anderson 0. C. M., Burnett Swamp c Azalino Dominck, Gympie o c
145 Anderson Peter, Brisbane c
146 Anderson Peter, Maroochie c
147
148
Anderson R., Rockhampton c
rs rA d T Th i d h
B.1
149
n on ., a gome n sa
Anderson T., Dickabram c I BACON and Co. Messrs. F., Cunnamulla s (2)
150 Anderson T. G. (care of D. L. Brown and Co., s.s
" Gulf of Carpentaria"), Brisbane u k
2 Bagly E., Mount Abundance c
3 Bailey D., Mount Morgan c
131 Anderson Mrs. W., Toowoomba o 4 Bailey George, Monte Christo o c
132
.
Anderson W., Valley c (3) 3 Bailey Lewis, Brisbane ii k (4)
153 Anderson W.. Tambo c (2) 6 Bailey William, Cloncurry C
154 Anderson William, Ipswich o d 7 Bailey W., Townsville c
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8 Baillie  Henry, Charleville in
9 Baillie Mrs. James, Grass-tree Creek o
10 Bain -, Martin street c
11 Bain -, Mackay c
12 Bain Mrs. A., Glenmore c
13 Bain James, West End c
14 Baird Robert (care of Captain Lambert), Coo/down u k
15 Baird Samuel, New Farm o c
16 Baker - (tinsmith), Ann street c
17 Baker Miss,  Inkerman  street c
18 Baker Charles H., Paddington c
19 Baker C. H., Red Hill c
20 Baker C. T. (baker), Charleville c
21 Baker James,  Bimera  Station t
22 Baker J., Leichhardt  street c (2)
23 Baker Rich. (butcher), Valley o c (2)
24 Baker Miss Rose, South Brisbane c
25 Baker Mrs. Thomas, Townsville a (4)
26 Baker W., Brisbane c
27 Baker W., Coomera c
28 Balbudda B., Albion c
29 Balcomb William, Ingham c (2)
30 Baldwin Alfred, Newstead o c
31 Balf A. or N., Goodna c
32 Balke Carlz, Laidley c
33 Ball J. W., Stanthorpe a
34 Ball R. S., Brisbane u k
35 Ball W., Range c
36 Ballands W. H., Brisbane u k
37 Ballantyne John, Spring Hill c
38 Balls Francis, Condamine a
39 Ballter T., Tambo c
40 Bamberry -, Dragon street, Warwick c
•41 Bambury Mrs. M., Guy street, Warwick c
42 Bancroft John, Bowen c
43 Banham William, Stanthorpe line c
44 Banham N., Bundaberg c
45 Banks - (care of W. Busby), Cunnamulla a
46 Banks A., Ingham c
47 Banks Charles (grocer), Brisbane o c (2)
48 Banks J. A., Warwick s
49 Banks Sarah, Tambo o
50 Banmann Mrs., Constance  street c
51 Bannam Mrs., Homebush c
52 Bannar Patrick, Ravenswood c
53 Bannies Henry (seaman), Townsville o c
54 Baptie David (labourer), South Brisbane o c
55 Barber Christopher, Ida c
56 Barber C. D., Warnambool c
57 Barber H., Brisbane u k
58 Barber Henry George, Brisbane u k (4)
59 Barker Mrs., Leichhardt street c
60 Barker C. V., Brisbane c
61 Barker Eli, Rockhampton c
62 Barker F. W., Brisbane c
63 Barker James, Valley c
64 Barley A., Brisbane c
65 Barlow J., One-Mile c
66 Barnes James, Hemmant c
67 Barnes J., Brisbane c
68 Barnes  W. J., Hemmant c
69 Barnett  Mrs., Warry  street c
70 Barnett H. F. New Farm road c
71 Barnett Mrs. J. S., Parkhurst c
72 Barnett W. Gympie c
73 Barnicoat J'., Townsville u k
74 Barns Mrs. Martin. Emerald  is  k
75 Baronkarter -, Rookwood c
76 Barr John (engine driver), Ravenswood c
77 Barr John (voter), Ravenswood o c
78 Barren J., Gympie c
79 Barrett Mrs., Lennox and Ann streets c
80 Barrett Mrs. Annie,  Brunswick  street c
81 Barrett John, Caledonian Hill o c
82 Barrett J. Kangaroo Point c
83 Barrett ' ., Brisbane c (2)
84 Barron  Miss  Maria, Valley o c
85 Barrow Henry, Charters Towers s
86 Barry Mrs., Vulture street c
87 Barry Mrs. E. Basin Pocket c
88 Barry James, aloncurry c
89 Barry John  Bundanba c
90 Barry J., ljainbo c
91 Barry Mrs. J., Tambo c
92 Barry Miss Mary, Rockhampton o c
93 Barry R., South Brisbane c
94 Barry William, Emerald Park o
95 Bartholomew Mrs., Brunswick street c
96 Bartkowski Friedrich, Stanthorpe c
97 Bartle T., Gympie c
98 Bartlett Mrs. A., Valley c
99 Bartlett G., Woolloongabba c
100 Barton Henry, South Brisbane c
101 Barton R., near Milton road c
102 Barton R. F., Dalby o c
103 Barton W., Herberton u k
104 Bartz Gustav, Mount Morgan o and s (2)
105 Baseley W., Brisbane c
106 Bass Geo. Reginald, Brisbane s
107 Bass G. W., Brisbane o c
108 Bass John, Eulo s
109 Batchelor George, Cunnamulla o c
110 Bates Joseph, Roma c
111 Bates  Miss P.,  Brisbane c
112 Batey or Batty F. S., Cloncurry in
113 Bats Joseph, lti oorindoo c
114 Batty Thomas, Gympie o c
115 Bauer G., Kilkivan Railway c (2)
116 Baumber George, Paddington c
117 Baumkartner Mrs. S., Rockhampton u k
118 Bawett  Miss  E., Severn River c
119 Bax Mrs. Mary, North Quay c
120 Baxter Mrs., Toowoomba c
121 Baxter Mrs., Charters Towers c
122 Baxter G. H. G. (emigrant, cook and butcher, per
s. s. " Dorunda"), Brisbane u k
123 Bayliss Charles H., Brisbane u k
124 Bayliss Mrs. E., Connemara a
125 Baynes Joseph, Ipswich c
126 Beaky P., Killarney c
127 Bean Thomas, Kanyan c
128 Bear Robert, Cairns in (2)
129  Beard Henry (care of McRee), Donors Hill c
130 Beard William, Normanton c
131 Beasley Miss Mary Ann, Roma c
132 Beasley T., Brisbane u k
133 Beasley Mrs. T., Gympie c
134 Beaton John, Dalby c
135 Beaton John (labourer) Gatton o c
136 Beaton J. (carpenter), ) tockhampton c
137 Beattie Mrs. (fruiterer), Brisbane c
138 Beattie James, 219 Queen  street c
139 Beattie Richard, Jericho c
140 Beattie R. (care of Watt and Hopper),  Petrie's
Bight c
141 Beattin J., Rockhampton s
142 Beatty Miss Elizabeth, Boggo f
143 Beatty J. G., Dickabram o
144 Beaumont Miss Ellen, The Dee c
145 Beaumont J. L., Warrego s
146 Beavin Alfred, Augathella c
147 Beavin Richard, G pie c (2)
148 Behaw M., South Brisbane c
149 Beck Conrad, Dalby c
150 Beck Edward, Jericho c
151 Beck Jorgen, Port Curtis c
152 Beckett -, 10 Herbert  street c
153 Beckley Walter, Herberton c
154 Beddoe G., Brisbane c
1x55 Beech Miss Mary Ann and James streets, o c
156 Beele H. (clerk), Pownsville c
157 Beeston Raymond C., Brisbane u k
158 Bees Yon, Gymppie c
159 Begg W., Leichhardt street o c
160 Behan James, Hope street c
161 Behrenbeck Rudolph (carpenter and joiner), Meri-
vale street c
162 Bell Alfred, Brisbane o
163 Bell Austin, Brisbane u k'
164 Bell Joseph (draper), West End c (2)165 Bell J., Allenstown c
166 Bell J., Rockhampton c
167 Bell J., Condamine c
168 Bell N. (surveyor), Brisbane c
169 Belladracie P., Normanton c170 Bellamy J., Blackall c
171 Bend U., Bundaberg c
172 Bendell Miss Jena, Townsville s
173 Benetata Miss  Drinanlina , Gympie o c
174 Benjamin  Miss, Brisbane n z
175 Benjamin and Co. Messrs. G., Eagle street c
176 Benjamin R. M., Townsville u k
177 Benn Mrs. S., Spring Hill c
178 Bennett Thomas (care of  Messrs.  Walker and Co.,
engineers , &c.), Maryborough s
179 Bennett Mrs., Herbert  street c
180 Bennett C. T., Blackall c
181 Bennett E., Eulo c
182 Bennett H., Brisbane u k
183 Bennett Joseph, Stanley  street c
184 Bennett Matthew, Pentland o c
185 Bennett R. J., Valley o c
186 Bennett Mrs. W., Brisbane a
187 Benney A., Dalby c
188  Bennie W., liirdsville c
189 Bennion George, Ross Island c
190 Benson Mrs. Agnes, Kangaroo Point c (2)
191 Benson P., Kangaroo Point c
192 Benson W., Brisbane o c
193 Benwith John, Yabba Station o
194 Beresford Joseph, Brisbane u k
195 Bergne M. J. (care of Mr. Christian), Normanton
196 Bergie and Co.  Messrs.  W., Rockhampton c
197 Berigan Miss, Valley c
198 Berry John, Ballon c
199 Berthelsen Jorgen, Bunya o c
200 Bertram H. L., Brisbane m
201 Bertwistle Joseph, Kanyan c
202 Bertze, G., Townsville o
203 Belford Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
204 Besgrove Mrs., Maryborough a
205 Bessell Sam, (schooner "Three Cheers") Brisbane n
206 Betteney J., Leopold street o e
207 Bettie Mrs. R., Brisbane u k
208 Betts Mrs., Rockhampton c
209 Bevan Frank (painter), Kent street o c (2)
210 Bevan W., Supreme Court c
211 Bick William, 21 Union street c
212 Biddle P. G., Gympie c
213 Biester William, Townsville f
214 Biggane Michael (labourer), Ingham o c
215 Biggins Ed ward, Logan River c
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216 Biggs James Brisbane u k 318 Bourke John ,  Black's Waterholes c
217 Binch Miss  )Flora Mc T., Toowoomba m 319 Bourke Kate ,  Dalby o .
218 Binns Sam (tailor ),  Maryborough o a 320 Bourke Miss  Margaret, Jericho a
219 Binsson Miss Dora  (saloon passenger R.M.S.S. 321 Bourke Patrick, Bogantungan u k
" Wistow Ha ll)," Marybo rough c 322 Bourke Patrick ,  Wombalilla c
220 Birchley W., Rockhampton c 323 Bourke Thomas, Charters Towers c
221 Bird Frederick  (care of Henry Granger ),  Thargo- 324 Bourne Mrs., Spring Hi ll e
mindah u k 325 Bowden W., Townsvi lle c
222 B' an Miss Mary Valley o c 326 Bowdery Wi lliam, Valley o c
228 Birkbeck E. E., Brisbane o c 327 Bowen Mrs., Rockhampton c
224 Birks A., Maryborough  road c 328 Bowen Miss ,  Brisbane c
225 Birnie James, Currawildi s 329 Bowen Evan  (bricklayer), Gregory terrace o c
226 Birtwe ll J., Charters Towers c 330 Bowen J. T. (miner ),  Rockhampton o c
227 Bishop  (collar-maker ), Rockhampton  c 331 Bowerman Messrs., Stanley street a
228 Bishop David S .,  Brisbane c 332 Bowers Michael care of Capt .  Williams, Q.G.S.
229 Bishop J., Gympie c (2) " Mavis  "), Thursday  Island c
230 Black - (care of Messrs .  Burns, Philp and Co.),
Nonnanton c
333 Bowers Michael (care of  Capt.  Cater, Q.G.S.
"Mavis "),  Thursday Island c
231 Black Mrs., Roma Villa a 334 Bowles George, Mackay c (2)
232 Black Miss ,  Australian Hotel a 335 Bowley Mrs., Albion c
233 Black Adam ,  Beenleigh a 236 Bowlin  - (carpenter ),  Alpha c
2.34 Black Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane u k 337 Bowman  -,  George street e
235 Black Thomas ,  Boolyjan Station c 338 Bowman F. M., Carandotta ,  Georgina River c
236 Blackburi  -,  Gympie c 339 Bowman Mrs. Thomas ,  Rockhampton a
237 Blackett John, Brisbane o 340 Bowson Charles, Charters Towers c
238 Blacksland Mrs., Valley c 341 Boxall Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Rockhampton u k
239 Blackwe ll John Bindango c 342 Boyce James, Rockhampton o a
240 Blagg John,, Brisbane o 343 Boyd  Charles, Valley n z
241 Bla John Cleveland  road o c 344 Philp(care of Burns and  Co)Boyd Norman
242
,g
Blain Mrs .  Margaret ,  Charters Towers o a
,. , . ,ton u k
243 Blair Alexander ,  Ipswich c 345 Boyd R., Townsvi lle o
244 Blair Miss S., Brisbane c 346 Boyd Thomas  (care of Burns, Philp ,  and  Co.), Nor-
245 Blair W., Cloncurry c manton c (2)
246 Blake  -,  Bundaberg c 347 Boyland G., Brisbane c
247 Blake  , Mackay c 348 Boyle Miss ,  Augathella c
248 Blake  , High ate  Hill c 349 Boyle James ,  Stanley street c
249 Blake Edward ,  South Brisbane c 3.50 Boys G, Brisbane e
250 Blake M., Sandgate c . 351 Boys Harriet ,  Vulture street o
251 Blanchard Oliver ,  Brisbane c 352 Brackem Miss Rose ,  Rockhampton c
252 Bland Walter ,  Brisbane c 353 Bradbury Mica Edith ,  Brisbane u k
253 Blasda ll Mark, Maroochis o c 354 Braddock R., Port Douglas c
254
255
Bleakley John, Lancboro Downs  in
Bleasel James ,  Brisbane n z
355 Bradford John care of Messrs .  Fielding and Dixon,
planters),
(care
a
256 Bledden John,  Giginland Station c 356 Bradley Mrs. Cathe rine ,  Stanthorpe o a
257 Blenkiron James Charters Towers o c 357 Bradley F., Augathella c
258 Blewitt Geo e, kavenswood c 358 Bradley W., Maroochie u k (2J
259 Townsville cBlind Miss 359 Bradshaw  - (lengthsman ), Betts  Creek c
260
?
Blindt Christop Friedrich ,  Bundaberg 360 Brady Harry (care of C .  A. Chapman), Normanton a
261 Bling B .,  Jondaryan c 361 Brady J. T. Normanton u k1262 Bliss Mrs. A.  L., Mackay c 362 ., Hughenden road eBrady T. W
263 Bliss Charles  (St. Leon 's Circus ),  Brisbane a and  in  (3) 363 Brady Wi lliam ,  Gympie c
264 Blissett W., Gregory terrace a 364 Brady W., Bundaberg a
265 Blood James ,  Ingham u k 365 Braid John, Maryborough c
266 Blount George A. Paddington o c 366 Branken  -,  Border P.O. Stanthorpe s
267 Blomer Thomas ,  nickabram c 367 Brankhorst Charles ,  Queensport o c
268 Bloxland F. (solicitor ),  Brisbane s 368 Braure Mrs. E .,  Walkerston e
269 Bloxsoin W., Medway Station c 369 Bray Mrs .,  Townsville c
270 Blumm F. (St. Leon 's Circus ),  Toowoomba a 370 Bray G . (carrier), Pine Hi ll s
271 Blyth Mrs. A.,  One.mile Sawmills c 371 Bray W., Hi hfields a
272 Bnai ll --,  George street a 372 Brazier  -,  Mackay c
273 Boden Ebenezer ,  Normanton c 373 Breadburn S., Townsville o
274 Boese John, Ida o c 374 Breckenridge  -,  Townsville c
275 Bohan Mrs. James ,  Stanthorpe c 375 Breedin John, Ipswich c
276 Boland Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k 376 Breen Malachy ,  B risbane u k
277 Boland Henry Kangaroo Point o c 377 Bremer Miss Mathilda ,  Townsvi lle c
278 Boland John care of Gargett and  Co.), Mitchell 378 Bremer S., Port Douglas c
Line c 379 Brennan -, Laidle o
279 Boland Michael, Normanton c 380 Brennan Mrs., Pine Hill a
280 Boles Mrs. M .  A., Gympie c 381 Brennan L., Gympie c
281 Boly Mrs .  Anna, Brisbane o a 382 Brennan M., Wombali lla o
282 Bolger Messrs .,  Valley a 383 Brennan Mrs. M .,  Charters Towers c
283 Bolger P., Albert street c 384 Brennan Michael  (carrier ),  Marybo rough o
284 Bolitho S., Brisbane s 385 Brennan Peter  (labourer), Brisbane o c285 ton cR mM khB lt 386 Brennan Thomas  (care of Mr. Bicker) Rockhamp
286
prs., oc ao on
Bolton Mrs. C.,  Crocodile c
,ton u k
287 Bolton Edward, Isisford o c 3317 Brenton A., Normanton  in
288 Bolton F., Barenya Station a 388 Brett G., Brisbane o c
289 Bolton F. J., Hughenden c 389 Brett Mrs. Henry ,  Brisbane c
290 Bolton Joseph, Bowen c 390 Brett William  (care of Mr. H.  Buser), Maids
291 Bond -, Stratton c Hill u k
292 Bond George Stoney Creek o a 391 Brett Mrs. W., Brisbane c
293 Bond J .  N., booktown u k 392 Brewer -- (c. engineer ),  Maryborough c
294 Bonnar Miss Annie ,  Ipswich  road c 393 Brewer A. D., Townsville o c
295 Bonney Mrs. Harrie t,  Va lley c (2) 394 Brewis J., Rockhampton o c
296 Booker James Rockhampton c 395 Brewster Mrs. Ellen, George street c
297 Boon Al bert, ±oowoomba c 396 Brewster Miss E llen, Stanley street c
298 Boon  Alfred, Ayrskire Downs m 397 Bridson W., Normanton c
299 Boon Bernard, Blackall c 398 Bridge Ernest, Marybo rough a
300 Booth Alfred, Chinchi lla c 399 Bridges Charles, Brisbane u k
301 Booth Mrs. Annie ,  Blacka ll c 400 Bridges C., Brisbane s
302 Booth F., Brisbane o c 401 Bridges Charles, Mitche ll c
303 Booth W. (carrier ),  Alpha c 402 Bridson Wm. (carrier ),  Cloncurry c
304 Boph A. (carrier ),  Winton c 403 Brier H. A., Charters Towers a
305 Bopsha ll Charles, Brisbane c 404 Brier J., Va lley o c
306 Borella A. Queenton  in 405 Briggs -, Copperfield c
307 Borgwart  ) rs., Mackay c 406 Briggs F., Grandchester station u  k-
308
.
Bose  - (chemist ) Gympie c 407Briggs Mrs. J .,  Brisbane u k
309
,
Bosea Antonio Della ,  Charters Towers o c 408 Briggs Mrs. Jane, Clermont c
310 Bostel Jacob Fred ,  Ravenswood o c 409 Briggs W., Eaglefield c (2)
311 Bouden Mrs. John, Wool gar c 410 Briggs W. B., Clermont a
312 Boulton H. A., Herbert River c 411 Brighouse Mrs., Burpengarry Creek c
313 Bourke Miss Bridget W., Brisbane u k 412 Brightwell  -,  Dulvadilla o
314 Bourke James  (labourer ),  Stanthorle o c 413 Brinley Miss  Dolly, Rockhampton s
315 Bourke James, Gympie c 414 Briskey Miss M .,  Toowoomba c
316 Bourke John ,  Sadd 's Ridge c 415 Bristow Mrs. M .  A., Mount Britton c
317 Bourke John ,  Gympie c 416 Bristow W. H., Brisbane s
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417 Brittle Edward,  Isisford c (2) 522 Buckland J. E., Oxley c
418 Broad J., Gympie c 523 Buckland J. R., Oxley a
419 Broadley H. (coach-maker), Brisbane f, 524 Buckley Alfred , Charters Towers o
420 Brockhurst Caroline, Redland Farm c 525 Buckley P., Valley c
421 Brockmann A., Maryborough c 526 Buckley R. G., Townsville o
422 Brodfeldt A., Brisbane c 527 Buckley William, Normanton e
423 Brodie Mrs., Fas 'sife rn c 528 Buckley W., Isisford s
424 Brodie B. P., Townsville a 529 Buckly Wm. (horsedealer), Rockhampton a (2)
425 Brodie W. M., Albilbah a 530 Buckaski John (labourer), Maryborough o 0
426 Bromberg S., Gym le c 531 Buckshaw T. W,, Brisbane c
427 Bromley Edward, Kangaroo Point o c 532 Budge W. H., Charters  Towers c
421 Bromley E. F., Montfort, Augathella m 533 Budsworth H. Yuelba o
429 Brook  Miss,  Woodstock u k 534 Buhot T. W., Townsville c
430 Brook Mrs. 11. F., Glenlitbgo Estate c 535 Buick  Mrs., Thargomindah s
431 Brooke C. W., Brisbane o  c 536 Bulger Charles, Isisford o e
432 Brooke John, Cardwell c 537 Bull Mrs. N., Townsville c
433 Brookes Mrs., Red Hill e 538 Bullbudda B., The Albion c
434 Brookes, Wildingsand  Coy., North  Rockhampton oc 539 Bullus  -,  Rockhampton e
435 Brooks  Arthur (late of Reid River ),  Brisbane o c 540 Bundock -, Pyaniara Station c
436 Brooks A. H., oowootnba c 541 Bunn Thomas, Richmond Downs a (4)
437 Brooks J. A.,. Charters  Towers c 542 Burbank J. E., Gympie m
438 Brooks  Mrs. M . A., Townsville c 543 Burbee Charles ,  Brisbane n k
439 Broom -, Normanton c 544 Burgess G. (care of Mr. Raven ),  Albilbah m
440 Broom A. M., Normanton c 545 Burgess John, Rockhampton c
441 Broom A. M., Charters  Towers e 546 Bu is R., Toowoomba  is
442 Broom F., Bundaberg c 547 Burguez Leon, Herbert River o e
443 Broome W., Woodlands c 548 Burke -, Rishton c
444 Broos Andy,  Logan c 549 Burke Edward Ravenswood o a
445 Brophy John (voter), Ravenswood o e 550 Burke J. B., lormanton c
446 Brophy Thomas, Gregory c 551 Burke  Miss  Mary A., Rockhampton c
447 Brosnan John (labourer), Stanthorpe o C 552 Burke P., Iffley Station c
448 Brosnay -, Southport c 553 Burke Sergeant ,  Normanton e
449 Brougham Mrs. Ellen ,  Brisbane o e 554 Burke T., Maroochte c
450 Brown and Cale  Messrs ., Toowoomba c 555 Burke Walter (voter), Ravenswood o c
451 Brown -,  Ingham c 556 Burke W., Muckadilla e
452 Brown Mrs., Murray  street c 5.57 Burnett -, Gympie c
453 Brown Mrs. (care of G. B ro wn ),  Mackay n z 558 Burnett George A., Normantoni e
454 Brown  Miss - , Gympie c (2) 559 Burnett G. A. (care of Mr. W. Wright), Norman-
455 Brown Adam (care of D. Singletoh), Langton ton u k
Station s 560 Burnett John, Fairleigh Estate c
456 Brown A., Bundaberrgg c 561 Burns Edward, (ympie o c
457 Brown A., Toowoomba c 562 Burns Miss E .,  Surat o
458 Brown A. C., Rockhampton c 563 Burns John navvy ),  Charters Towers b C
459 Brown C., Charters Toivdre d (2) 564 Burns Mrs.  J., Gympie a
460 Brown C., Maryborough c 565 Burns M., Goodna c
461 Brown Mrs. C., Maryborough c 566 Burns Mrs. M .,  Goodna c (2)
462 Brown Mrs. Catherine M., Brisbane o c 567 burns Samuel, Ipswiith d
463 Brown D. H., St .  George c 568 Bu rns L. (saddler ),  Toowoomba e464Brown Mrs. E., Gympie c 569 Berne William, Union Gold  Mining  Co., Thorn-
465 Brown Mrs. E., Petrie terrace c bo  gh e (2)
g466 Brown Miss E., Toowoomba c 570 lllam, Augathella cBores Wi
467 Brown Edward ,  Hell's  Hole,  2bowoomba c 571 Burnside James Ruthves Station c
468 Brown E. M., Surbiton Station u k 572 Burow August, Middle Ridge c
469 Brown G., Ch rs Towers m 573 Burrell -, West End c
470 Brown Mrs. G., Townsville c 574 Burritt F. E., Ipswich o c
471 Brown Mrs. George, Brisbane tt k 575 Burt J.,  Bundaberg c (1)
472 Brown G. L., Adavale c (3) 676 Burton Mrs., West End c
473 Brown  H., Cloncu ry c 677 Burton C. J., Townsville a
474 Brown H. S., Laidley  c 578 Burton Mrs. F., Townsville c
475 Brown John, Dickabram c 579 Burton  James Richmond Farm c
476 Brown John  (sawmills ),  Mitchell u k 5 8 0 Burton Mrs. 1 . Townsvi lle c
477 Brown John Cunnamulla o 581 Burton Robert, tJopperfield c
478 Brown J., Valley c 2 Busch J., Toowoomha n
479 Brown J 6 Bartley street C 083 BundabergBusby A480 .,Brown J., Mount Britton! e .,Butler Mrs .,  Toowntng c
481 Brown J. C. Noruanton 1 k, a a and m (6) 585 Butler Miss Agnes (per s.s . "  Cloncurry  "),  Brisbane
482 Brown J. H:, Dalb  in u k (2)
483 Brown J.L., Ma h m 586 Butler  Alfred,  Brisbane u k
484 Brown John  (care of  urnett ),  Brisbane ii kl 587 Butler Henry,  Mitchell a485 Brown Mrs. Kate ,  Valey o 588 Butler James (care of Smallie and Co .),  Brisbane c
486 Brown Lynne ,  N(itth Rockhmpton c 589 Butler  John (carrier ),  Middle Creek c
487 Brown  Miss  L., Brisbane c 590 Butler R., Charters Towers e
488 Brown Mrs Margaret, Charleville o 591 Butterfield  Miss,  Ipswich c
489 Brown Peter Townsville ) 592 Rockhampton c (2)Butterfield C.490 Brown Mrs. Ithoda, Pine c011l 593 ,Butterfield Fred., Ipswich c
491 Brown 1 . H. (drapgr ),  Townsville o c (8) 594 Butterfield Joseph, Kangaroo Point c
492 Brown 11ZZ P., Whtdorkh a 595 Butterfield J.. Hospital Offices c
493 Brown Thomas, Brisbane c 596 Butters A., Waterworks road c
494 Brown W ter, Brisbane u k 597 Butts Thomas, Brisbane u k
495 Brown William ,  Basin  p ocket c 598 Buxton John, Ann street c
496 Brown William , l lowrie Cattle station s 599 Byram A. R., Toowoomba e
497 Brown William  (miner ),  Gympie o c 600 By rne  C., Gympie c
498 Brown Mrs. W .,  Boggo  road c 601 Byrne John, Charters Towers c
499 Brown W. H., Charters Towers o 602 Byrne Miss L., Oympie c
500 Brown W. H. (carpenter), Paddington o c 603 Byrne P., Basin Pocket c
501 Browne  Bridget, Brisbane u k 604 By rn e Stephen  (Courier  office ),  Brisbane cc
502 Browne J. (labou rer),  Inglewood c 605 Byrne Thomas, Brisbane f and u k (2)
503 Browne R., Townsville e 606 Byrnes John, Townsville o
504 Browne Thomas,  Normanton e 607 By rnes Thomas, junr .,  Ipswich o e
505 Browne Thomas, Ganiboola c
506 Browning Mies ,  Toowoomba u k
507 Bruce T., Brisbane c C.508 Brusaschi Martin, Jericho a
509 Bryant G., South Brisbane c 1 CADAN M. J. H., Charters Towers o
510 Bryant George  (drayman ),  Valley o c (3) 2 Cadden -, Dulacca c
511 Buchanan :Mss J., Charters Towers c 3 Cadden -, Petrie terrace c
512 Buchanan N., Normanton c 4 Cadden Mrs. George street c
513 Buchanan R.,  Brisbane s 5 Caddy Joseph,  Mount Pleasant c
514 Buchanan W. (carpenter), Mackay c (2) 6 Cafferty John  (labourer ), Valley o c
515 Buchanan Wm. Wallace, Victoria Plantation o 7 Cahill --, Charleville a
516 Buchert -, Rockhampton c 8 Cahill Mrs., Rockhampton c
517 Buchert E. W., Bogantungan c 9 Cahill John J., Brisbane o c '(2)
518 Buck John, Waterworks road o e 10 Cahill J. S., Mitchell s (2)
519 Buck W illiam ,  Brisbane c 11 Cain Mrs. B., Normanton c (2)
520 Buckley Miss J., Bundaberg c 12 Caine John (Chinaman), Mackay o
521 Buckenham --, Basch Pocket c 13 Cairns Mrs., Brisbane
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14 Cairns W.,  Brisbane  in 117 Carroll John, Drayton road c
15 Caitcheo R. H., Townsville c 118 Carroll Joseph (miner ), Monkland c
16 Caldwell Mrs. Oakwood c 119 Carroll J., Enoggera a
17 Caldwell A., bairns c 120 Carroll M., Drayton road c
18 Caldwell Charles H., Helidon a 121 Carroll Patrick, Ash Park c
19 Caldwell W. A., Valley c 122 Carruth D. A., Brisbane u k (3)
20 Callaghan - Chesterton c 123 Carsburg August, Ipswich f
21 Callaghan E., nallandean c 124 Carson --, William street c
22 Callaghan  J., Valley o c 125 Carson G. (furniture  dealer ), Valley c
23 Callaghan John J., Herbert River c 126 Carson Robert, Upper North Pine c
24 Callaghan Mary, Toowoomba o 127 Carter Eric M., Brisbane u k
25 Callaghan Mrs. M., Mackay n z 128 Carter F. H., Bundamba c
26 Callaghan  Patrick, Jimbour c 129 Carter J. W., Mackay c
27 Callaghan Dr. W., Brisbane c 130 Carter Geo., Richmond, Townsville u k
28 Callaghan W., Maryborough c 131 Carter John, Richton c
29 Callahan -, Chester Station c 132 Carton Andrew, Valley o c
30 Callaman  -, South  Brisbane c 133 Carton G., Swan Creek c
31 Callanan John,  Mudgeeraba e 134 Carton Mrs. J. F. (care of Mrs. Weston), Welling-
32 Callanan  Michael , Brisbane a ton street c (2)
33 Callary Mrs. T.,  Brisbane c 13.5 Carnana Salvatore, Townsville f
34 Camaron J., Townsville f 136 Carver Ann Elizabeth, Helidon o c
35 Cambell  James , Mount Morris in 137 Cary James S. (wheelwright), Brisbane o c
36 Cambridge H., Townsville o c 138 Casey A., Blackall c
37 Cambridge Henry,  Blacka ll s (3) 139 Casey Mrs. Catherine, Monkland c
38 Cameron  -, Bowen terrace c 140 Casey John, Monkland c
39 Cameron D. C., Thargomindah s 141 Casey John, Ravensbourne c
40 Cameron G., Goodna c 142 Casey Miss Julia, Rockhampton c
41 Cameron Hugh, Langton c 143 Casey Maima, Rockhampton o c
42 Cameron H., Albion c 144 Casey Michael, Charters Towers c
43 Cameron Mrs. H., Emerald c 145 Casey Michael, Normanton c (2)
44 Cameron Jack, Townsville o 146 Casey M. (storekeeper), Goodna c
45 Cameron Jame, Mackay c 147 Casey Patrick, Bundaberg u k
46 Cameron Mrs. Louisa M., Gympie o c 148 Casey W., West End c
47 Cameron T. Bundaberg u k 149 Cash James, Petrie terrace o c
48 Campbell l!rs., Maarryyborongh c 150 Cashel Charles, Cunnamulla s (2)
49 Campbell Alex., Mulgrave River c 151 Cashel E., Blackall c
50 Campbe ll Archibald, Bald Hills o c 152 Cashin J. (selector), Eton c
51 Campbell A. (carrier), Townsville c 153 Cashion John, Homebush c
52 Campbell A. G., Miles c 154 Cashman Robert, Blackall a (2)
53 Campbell A. M., Winton c 155 Cashman Robert, Blackall s
54 Campbell David (bridge builder), Betts Creek c 156 Cashon J., Homebush c
5.5 Campbell Duncan, Orient Station a 157 Cassidy D. Charters Towers c
56 Campbell Duncan (carrier ) Charters Towers s and 158 Junction o cCassidy Join,03
e l
159
,
Cassidy J. (farmer), Gympie o c
57 Campb l Duncan, Pentland c 160 Cassin Simon, Mackay u k
58 Campbell G., Warwick c 161 Castels T., Brisbane a
59 Campbell James, Bundaberg c 162 Castle Charles, South Brisbane c
60 Campbell  James  (contractor, care of manager Well- 163 Catchpole -, Zillman's Waterholes c
shot Station) c 164 Cathcart John J., Southport o c
61 Campbell J. (donkeyman s.a. "Archer," care of 165 Caught -, Oval c
Parbury, Raff, and do.),  Brisbane  u k (2) 166 Cavanagh J. (carrier), Townsville c
62 Campbell John H., Charters Towers n z 167 Cavanagh Miss Polly, Adelaide street c
63 Campbell Neil (contractor), Blackall c 168 Cavanagh Mrs. (widow), Oxley c
64 Campbell Neil, Delta c (2) 169 Cave J. (care of G. P. Master), Brisbane u k
65 Campbell C., Yerra Yerra o 170 Cawdell -, Eurambatror, Hornet Bank c
66 Campbell R., P.O. Roma s 171 Celphat - Red Hill c
67 Campbell  R. B., Brisbane m (2) 172 Centle -, Markeston  Station c
68 Campbell Walter, Townsville c 173 Challenger  Miss ,  Brisbane c
69 Campbell William, Rockhampton o c 174 Challenger M. (care of Mr. Humphries) Brisbane c
70 Campbell William, Bonus Downs o 175 Challinor Thomas, Brisbane c
71 Campbell W., Constance  street c 176 Challoner -, Toowoomba c
72 Campbell W. B. (carrier), Thargomindah a 177 Chalmers Alexander, Walkerston c
73 Campion Thomas, Ingham c 178 Chalmers Alexander, Farleigh Estate c
74 Can Land (gardener ), Ringlow Downs c 179 Chalmers A., Mackay c
75 Cann John, Charters Towers c 180 Chalmers William, Mackay u k
76 CannFhan W., Adavale c 181 Chambers - (timber-getter), Nerang c
77 Canning and Kelly, Charters Towers c 182 Chambers C. H., Charters Towers u k
78 Cannon -, (drayman)  Brisbane c 183 Chambers Frederick, Queensport o c
79 Cannon  James,  Talavera Station o 184 Chambers John, Brisbane o c
80 Canny M., Townsville c 185 Chandler Alex. (farmer ),  Enoggera c
81 Cantle - (painter ), Valley c 186 Channing J. H., Maryborough c
82 Cantrill A. W., Bir daville a 187 Chapman -, Valley c
83 Cantrill A. W., Adavale a 188 Chapman  Miss  E. J., Charters Towers c
84 Cantwell Edward, Ravenswood o c 189 Chapman Frederick, Marathon o
85 Caraher John, Mackay c (2) 190 Chapman John, Herbert River c (2)
86 Carberry Bryan,  Brisbane s 191 Charles Mrs., Thompson Estate c
87 Carbery J., Ipswich c 192 Charles Richd. Comerford, Ravenswood c
88 Carey James, Monkland c 193 Charles Toy, Brisbane c
89 Carey J., Wombalilla c 194 Charlesworth Mrs., Merton road c
90 Carey Mrs. M Rockhampton o c 195 Charley A. (wood-cutter), Gundiah c (2)
91
n
Carey Michael, Drayton c (3) 196 Charlton Mrs., Kennedy  Estate c
92 Carley Mrs. D., Brisbane o 197 Charlton A. G., Townsville u k
93 Carlforth John,  Caxton street c 198 Charlton Fred. J. (surveyor), Brisbane c
94 Carlson - (carrier ), Townsville c 199 Chater H. G., Valley o c
95 Carlson S. P., Ravenswood f 200 Chen Kew (gardener ), South Brisbane o c (5)
96 Carly James, Pentland c 201 Cheron Robert, Mount Morgan c
97 Carmichael -, Normanton c 202 Cherry W., Jane street c
98 Carmichael  Mrs., Valle c 203 Cheshire Mrs. E., Grey street c
99 Carmichael J., Mitchel T c 204 Chibnall D. (care of Mr. McKendry), Warrego in
100 Carmody James, Spring Hill c 205 Childs J. (cask merchant), Valley c
101 Carmody John  (carrier ), Mitchell c 206 Childs Mrs. James, Gympie u k
102 Carmody J., Oxley c 207 Chill Edward, Windorah s
103 Carmody T., Bundamba c 208 Chilton C., Noosa c
104 Carne J. W., Cloncurry a 209 Chippendall W. (carrier), Alpha c (3)
105 Carney John, Oakey c 210 Chisholme -, Townsville c
106 Carney Mrs. M., Wombalilla c (2) 211 Chisholm James (blacksmith), Beenleigh u k
107 Carnley -, Mitchell c 212 Chisholm John (care of Bashford), Cooktown u k (3)
108 Carr -, Betts Creek c 213 Chok Sung (Chinaman), Cairns c
109 Carr Miss, Southport c 214 Chon Key, Cairns c
110 Carr Mrs. E., Gympie c (2) 215 Christiansen --, Caboolture c
111 Carr Miss E., Southport c 216 Christiansen C., Brisbane c
112 Carr Miss Lizzie, Charters Towers o c 217 Christensen Mrs. H., Clermont c
113 Carr R., Port Douglas c 218 Christie --, Cunnamulla c
114 Carr W., Mackay u k 219 Christie George Cootharaba c
115 Carr W. R., Charters Towers a 220 Christie John, ) ,ockhampton s
116 Carroll Frank, Marathon c 221 Christopher W., Cairns u k
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222 Chun  Ali Lung, Toowoomba c 327 Coffey Peter Clermont c
223 Church  - (hairdresser ),  Rockhampton c 328 Coffie Mrs., hargomindah c
224 Churchill H. E., Stanley  street c (2) 329 Coglan J., Willaroo o c
225 Claffey Martin, Tambourine c 330 Colch Thomas, Tiaro c
226 Claire  Miss  Mary, Charters Towers c 331 Cole A., Rockhampton c
227 Clancy J., Mitchell c 332 Cole Miss E .,  Bowen Hi lls c
228 Clancy Thomas, Mackay o c 333 Cole Miss Harriet, Brisbane s
229 Clare -  (s.s. •` Moreton"), Brisbane c 334 Cole John  (care of Mr .  Neil), Redbank c
230 Clare W., Highgate Hi ll c 335 Cole J. J. Laidley c (2)
231 Clarey J. F. (care of Cobb and Co.), Jundah 336 Coleman Gowen (labourer ),  Cloncurry o c
s and c (4) 337 Coleman George, Blackall s
232 Clargue Mrs. C., Gympie c 338 Coleman Owen ,  Gympie o c
233 Clark  - (merchant )  Coochin c 339 Coles G ., Maryborough  c
234 Clark  --  near brick -yard ),  Gympie c 340 Coles William  (miner), Gympie c
235 Clark  (drayman ),  Rockhampton c 341 Coley E .  or H., Rockhampton o
236 Clark Mrs .,  Boundary  street c (2) 342 Cullard C. A., Rockhampton u k
237 Clark Mrs .,  Spring Hill c 343 Collarie and Co. Messrs., Brisbane  in
238 Clark A. G., Kangaroo Point o c 344 Collees J. A., Rockhampton o
239 Clark A .  W., Charters Towers c 345 Collerill Mrs. Geo.  (s.s. " Cloncurry ") Brisbane it k
240 Clark C. De L.,  St. George c 346 Collie A., Ann  street c
241 Clark F .  H., Townsville c 347 Collie W. A., Brisbane c
242 Clark Herbert ,  River View u k 348 Collier Dr. J. B., Charleville  in
243 Clark James, Gympie c 342 Collings Mrs. (care of Mrs. G. Gustard )  Brisbane c
244 Clark James ,  Townsville c 350 Collingwood A., Harcourt street u k
245 Clark James  (care John Bell )  Caboolture u k 351 Collins and Co. Messrs., Cooktown c
246 Clark Mrs .  Jane, Paddington o c 352 Collins Mrs., Gracemere c
247 Clark John ,  Mudgeeraba o 353 Collins Mrs., Gympie c
248 Clark J .,  Maroochie o c 354 Collins Miss B., Maryborough u k
249 Clark J . (care of A .  Robinson) Betts Creek c 3.55 Collins C., Bribie o
2.50 Clark Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton c 356 Collins C.,  Valley s
251 Clark Mrs .  J. F., Brisbane c 357 Collins F. (care of W. Kelman), Meteor Downs u k
252 Clark J. G., New Farm c 358 Collins James, Brisbane o c
253 Clark Miss Lizzie, Brisbane o 359 Collins James, Gatton c
254 Clark Margaret ,  Brisbane u k 360 Collins James B. (doctor ),  Charleville s (2)
2.55 Clark Michael, Victoria Sugar -mills s 361 Collins John  (care of Ha lloran ),  Caboolture c
256 Clark M .,  Anderson street c 362 Collins John J. (care of A. P. Jones ),  Avoca Station
257 Clark Percy William ,  Surat o s and in (4)
258 Clark S., Kangaroo Point c 363 Collins Joseph ,  Clifton Station c
259 Clark Smyth ,  Brisbane s 364 Collins Mrs. M., Winton c
260 Clark Thomas, Brisbane  in 365 Collins Philip, Brisbane c
261 Clark W. P., Maroochie o c 366 Collins S. (late of Adelaide),  Brisbane a
262 Clarke , Brisbane c 367 Collins T., Brisbane u k
263 Clarke  -,  Gympie c 368 Collins T. (blacksmith), Helidon c
264 Clarke Mrs., Stanley street c 369 Collins T. H., Charters Towers c
26.5 Clarke Christopher .  Blackall c (3) 370 Collins Wi lliam ,  Lansdowne o c
266 Clarke E., Brucedale s 371 Collinson Ephraim ,  Rockhampton u k
267 Clarke Mrs. E., Millchester c 372 Hi ll cCollinson - (painter ), Spri
268 Clarke Messrs. G. and Co., Brisbane o c 373
g
Collum Miss Sidney, Bald Hills o c
369 Clarke Mrs. Hudson, Bundaberg u k 374 Collycut John, Clermont o
270 Clarke James, junior, Monkland c 375 Colman Al bert, Brisbane c
271 Clarke John  (carrier ),  Muttaburra c 376 Colman Thomas, Cunnamulla s
272 Clarke John ,  Townsville c 377 Colquhoun J. M. (care of Mr. Zerbe ), Taroom  c
273 Clarke Joseph ,  Doondaroo c 378 Colwell C., Gympie c (2)
274 Clarke J., Mudgeeraba c 379 Cornell Mrs., Caxton street c
275 Clarke J., Barcaldine c (2) 380 Commerford John, Charters Towers c
276 Clarke Robert  (farmer ), Spring  Hill o c 381 Conalt J., Kangaroo Point c
277 Clarke Robert ,  Marion Mill c (3) 382 Conaly Patrick ,  Charters Towers f and o c (2)
278 Clarke S.  (engine-driver), Homebush c 383 Concedine James, Brisbane c
279 Clarke W., Bunda berg c 384 Condie Miss Marion, Breakfast Creek c
280 Clarke W., Woolloongabba c 385 Condon Garrett ,  Maryborough c
281 Clarkson Messrs. W. and D .,  Valley c 386 Condon Wi lliam, Georgetown road c
282 Clary -,  Severn River c 387 Condron M., Thargomindah a
283 Claudius Peter, Dulbadilla m 388 Condry - (wheelwright ),  Mackay c
284 Clayton G. C. Fassifern s 389 Cones Mrs. W .,  Rockhampton c
285 Clayton W. Spring Hi ll c 390 Conlan M., Allora o c
286 Clayton William J., Bimera Station c 391 Conne ll James Mangalore a
287 Cleary Mrs. R .,  Mitchell c 392 Connell Peter selector ),  Russell River c
288 Cleave W. H., Village of Logan o c 393 Connellan J., WWalton terrace c
289 Clements John ,  Cunnamulla s 394 Connelly H., Surat o
290 Clements Wi lliam, Tummaville o c 395 Connell y  R. (surveyor ),  Brisbane c
291 Clemesha S., Rockhampton s (2) 396 Conner Daniel, White Gates Farm c
292 Clemments W. J., Clermont o 397 Conners John, Ipswich road c
293 Clemo  Henry (miner) Charters Towers o c 398 Connighan Miss Bridget ,  Emerald c
294 Clerk J. D., Hinchini rook o 399 Connolly Felix  (passenger s.s. " Duke of Bucking-
295 Cleveland Alfred, Brisbane c ham"), Brisbane c
296 Clews J., Brisbane c 400 Connolly James ,  Killarney c
297 Cliff Joseph ,  Oxley o c 401 Connolly W. J. Bundaberg c
298 Cliffe William ,  Betts Creek c 402 Connor A. A., I:ierberton  in
299 Clifford Je 'rrv ,  Betts Creek o c 403 Connor Hugh ,  Valley c
300 Clifford J.,  Toowoomba s 404 Connor H., Stratton street c
301 Clifford J. W., Millchester a 405 Connor Mrs. M .,  Lorne Estate c
302 Clifford Patk . (care of Crowley ),  Brisbane u k 406 Connors Jeremiah ,  Brisbane u k
303 Clinton R. L., Rockhampton s 407 Connors John ,  Brisbane c
304 Clissold R. D. Valley c 408 Connors John ,  Four-mile Swamp c
305 Clive James, l  ,avenswood Junction c 409 Connors Miss J. M., Charters Towers u k
306 Close E. C., Kanyan c t2) 410 Connors Michael ,  Brisbane u k
307 Closs Mrs. (care of David Closs ),  Townsville u k 411 Conrick Thomas, Brisbane s
308 Clothiers Miss Lizzie J .,  Dalby c 412 Conroy Mrs., Townsvi lle 6
309 Clough George Normanton a 413 Constant F., Brisbane o
310 Clyde W .  H. a., Rockhampton c 414 Constantine Cathe rine ,  Pine Hi ll o
311 Coakelly C. (ploughman ),  Ingham o c 415 Constantine Mrs. J .,  Pine Hill c
312 Coakes Miss Annie E., 1 New Terrace o c 416 Conway Arthur ,  Bowen c
313 Coates Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Port Douglas f 417 Conway Mrs. J .,  Fassifern Station e
314 Coates Wi lliam ,  Cloncurry c 418 Coogan M., Clermont c
315 Cobon Thomas, Mackay c and u k (2) 419 Cook - (care of Parbury ,  Lamb ,  and Co.), Brix
316 Coch Mrs., Wickham street c bane c
317 Cochrane Mrs. G .,  Townsville c 420 Cook Mrs., Albert street c
318 Cochrane Mrs. W .  H., Rockhampton c 421 Cook A., Brisbane u k
319 Cochron T., Townsville c 422 Cook Mrs .  C., Rockhampton c
320 Cock and Cooke Messrs., Valley c 423 Cook F .,  Surbiton Station c
321 CockburnlMrs .  J., Walker 's Pocket c 424 Cook George  (teamster), Tambo c
.322, Cockerill George, Ingham c 425 Cook H .  D.,  Bowen terrace c
323 Cockling Miss ,  Va lley c 426 Cook James ,  Brisbane c
324 Cockren M., Palms Estate c 427 Cook James  (labourer ),  Mount Cotton o c
3251 Codd J .,  Mackay c 428 Cook James ,  junior ,  Stratton street o c
326j ,Coffey C., South Bundaberg c 429 Cook Joe, Betts Creek s
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430 Cook Mrs. J., Nashville c 533 Cran Miss Florence, Brisbane c
431 Cook Miss L. (care of Mrs. Scubert), Cobb's 534 Cran J., Valley c
Camp c 535 Craney Mrs. G. J., Townsville u k
432 Cook Stephen, Inkerman Station u k (2) 536 Craney Mrs. Al., Rockhampton c433Cooke James, Townsville c 537 Crase and Co. Messrs. John, Valley c
434 Cooke R., Townsville in 538 Crate J., South Brisbane in
435 Cooke  Samuel , Brisbane c 539 Craven -, William  street c
436 Cooley Richard, Thargomindah c 544 Craven John, Brisbane s (2)
437 Coomber -, Maryborough c 541 Crawford Alexander, Valley o c
438 Coomber James (care  of Mrs.  Hugson), Pine Hill c 542 Crawford John, Normanton o
439 Coombs, Mrs., South  Brisbane c 543 Crawle H., Gympie c
440 Coombs J., One-Mile e 544 Crawley -, Bundaberg c
441 Coombs J. T., Enoggera c 545 Creagh Mortimer, Kirk o c
442 Coonan  Malachy, Monkland c 546 Cree P. K., Valley c
443 Cooney Mrs., Irishtown c 547 Creighton George, Stanthorpe o c
444 Coop Mrs. Annie Mary, Thargomindah o 548 Creighton George, Stanthorpe c
445 Cooper-, Appollonian Vale c 549 Creighton James, Stanthorpe a
446 Cooper E., Brisbane o c 5.50 Creley Matthew, Maryborough c
447 Cooper James, Townsville o 551 Crellin -, Stratton  street c (2)
448 Cooper John, Red Hill c 552 Cremin  Miss  Mary, Brisbane u k
449 Cooper J., Waterworks road c 553 Crerar Alexander, Ipswich in and u k (2)
4.50 Cooper Robert, Kangaroo Point c 554 Crew George, Oxley Creek o e
451 Cootes Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k 55.5 Crewe  Miss  E., Charters c452 .Cope John, Bald ills c 556 Crewe G. M., Oxley Creek c
453 Cope T., Jericho in 557 Cribb Mrs. C., Brisbane c .
454 Copeland C. E., Valley c 558 Crick Charles, Tyrconnel Downs o c
455 Copeland Miss Florence, Red Hill c 559 Crickmore Mrs., Brisbane u k
456 Copeland J., Ravenswood s 560 Crickmore Mrs. 14,., Brisbane c
457 Copeland W., Valley c 561 Croad Charles, Brisbane u k
458 Copnall William, Lower Herbert c 562 Croal Miss Susan, Rockhampton o c
459 Coppin H., Mount Hewitt Station in 563 Crock -, Highgate Hill c
460 Cora Mrs., Merton street c 564 Crocombe James, Valley o c
461 Corbey Mrs. (care of Mr. Cran), Yengarie c 565 Croden A., Townville c
462 Corbett Andrew, Valley o c 566 Croft G., Cunnamulla c
463 Corbett P. M., Emerald Hill c 567 Croft Robert, Waterworks road n c
464 Corbett Richard, Brisbane c 568 Crombie E., Bundaberg c
465 Corbett Thomas, Rockhampton c 569 Crompton J. M., Toombul c (2)
466 Corby Mrs. J. (care of Mrs.  Savage ), Kangaroo 570 Cronin Batt, Stanthorpe o c
Point in 571 Cronin Minnie, Townsville c
467 Corcoran J. W., Ballandean s 572 Cronin Mrs. M., Rockhampton e
468 Corcoran Miss  Margaret , Bimera u k 573 Crook Walter, Townsville s
469 Corfe Fred., Brisbane in 574 Crosbie Thomas Isisford u k
470 Corigan M. (care of Sc(gall), Tiaro c 575 Crosby George, Townsville c (2)
471 Corking Mrs., Companion Creek c 576 Cross Edmond, Gympie o c and c (3)
472 Cornell Charles,  Ballandean  in 577 Cross Henry, Maytown o c
473 Corner R., Isisford c 578 Cross R., Walker's Crossing c
474 Corner R. B., Tambo c 579 Cross Thomas, Wombalilla e
475 Cornhill William, Maryborough c 580 Cross Thomas, Brunswick  street c
476 Corridan - (voter), Kirk o c 581 Crosse  Miss  M. C., South Brisbane u k
477 Corrigan James, Kent street o c 582 Cromley Walter, 2''ownsville u k
478 Corrigan Mrs. L., Toowong c 583 Crotty M., Ravenswood o
479 Corrodus C. H., Brisbane c 584 Crotty William, Springs o c
480 Corry Patrick (shearer),  Bindango c 58.5 Crow T. S. (s.s. " Dorunda "),  Brisbane c
481 Cosgrove Edward, Rockhampton o 586 Crowder-, Townsville c
482 Cosgrove Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o c 587 Crowder E., Townsville o
483 Costello John (freeholder), Cawarral c 588 Crowse  - (farmer ), Mackay c
484 Costello P., Gotha street o c 589 Crowther C., South Brisbane a
485 Costelloe W., Emerald c 590 Crozier W., Petrie terrace c
486 Coster A., Bowen s 591 Crump J. (care of R.  Strong ), Indooroopilly u k, and
487 Costin  Miss, Kennigo street c c (2)
488 Costin G. W., Brisbane o 592 Crump S., Nive c
489 Cotliam H., Albion c 593 Cruse W., Townsville c
490 Cotter  Katie, Brisbane c 594 Crutchfield George W., Bundaberg s
491 Cotter Michael, Charleville c 595 Crutchfield H. J., Gladstone c (4)
492 Cotter Patrick, Rockhampton o o 596 Crymble --, Coongoola Station in (2)
493 Cotterell William,  Bowen terrace o c 597 Culeims Charles, Albert River c
494 Cottle P., Woollongabba c 598 Cullen Mrs., Grey street c
495 Cotton R., Stanthorpe road in 599 Cullen Miss, Beenleigh u k (21
496 Coughlan -,  Brisbane c 600 Cullen Barclay (shoemaker ), pswich n z
497 Coughlan James,  Brisbane a 601 Cullen B., Aramac e
498 Coughlen J., Brisbane c 602 Cullen G. T. (surveyor),  Brisbane e
499 Coulson Enos (care of Mr . Frost), Isisford u k 603 Cullen J. J., Dilalah  Station s
500 Couper - (care of W.  Ross ), Charters Towers e 604 Cullen W. (stock inspector), Hughenden c
501 Courtenay R. H. (care of A. Young), Fairymead, 605 Cullinane Daniel Joseph, Monkland c
Buiidaberg c 606 Cullis J. L. Cooktown in
502 Courtice F., Bundaberg e 607 Cumming P. G. W., Brisbane c
503 Courtney R., Bundaberg a 608 Cummings Mrs., Herbert River c
504 Courtney T. W., Townsville o 609 Cummings Miss G., Kangaroo Point c
505 Cowan -, Rockhampton c 610 Cummings Joe, Brisbane c
506 Cowan M., Maryborough o 611 Cummings Lawrence, Charters T owers c
507 Cowan Rowland (labourer ), Valley o c 612 Cummins Kate, Townsville c
508 Cowan William, Churchill o c 613 Cummins P., Queensport c
509 Cower -- (care of Mr .  Dawson ), Gympie c 614 Cunningham Alex., Normanton road c
510 Co Whar, Roma c 615 Cunningham Dr., Townsville c
511 Cowie A., Brisbane c 616 Cunningham Edward, Stanthorpe o c
512 Cowley Mrs., Westwood c 617 Cunningham John,  Ba llandean c
513 Cox -, Kangaroo Point c 618 Cunningham Peter, Lansdowne e
514 Cox A. (care of Mr . Brigg ),  Brisbane c 619 Curfey Mrs., Bowen Hills c
515 Cox  Miss  Amelia B., Charters Towers o c 620 Curley Matthew, Millchester in
516 Cox  Miss  Elizabeth, Valley o c 621 Curley Patrick, Kelvin Grove o e
517 Cox Mrs. E. A., Brisbane c 622 Curling Arthur , Brisbane c
518 Cox  H., Brisbane e 623 Curr Julius  (care  Mr. Frank Hann), Lawn Hill
519 Cox Lizzie, Toowoomba o Station ,  Normanton  m and s c (6)
520 Cox Alias Lucy,  Brisbane u k 624 Curran Mrs. J., Mackay e
521 Cox William, Garryowen Hotel o 625 Curran P. (care of R. Strong), Fig Tree Pocket c
522 Cox W. J., junr., Melbourne street c 626 Currey James (Cingalee), Whittenhaui c
523 Cra?o F., Charters Towers in 627 Currie -, Ravenswood c
524 Craig -, Rockhampton c 628 Currie B., Ravenswood c
525 Craig Mrs., Brisbane c 629 Currie George, Tanobo c (2)
526 Craig Frederick (carrier), Anagundia c 630 Currie James, Brisbane u k
527 Craig James (tailor), Normanton c 631 Currin P., Gracemere c (2)
528 Craig J., Warwick c 632 Curry Mrs. A., Townsville c
529 Craig R., Kangaroo Point c 633 Curry C. Douglas, Clermont u k
5.30 Craigh Robert H., Arthur street o c 634 Curry Gerald A., Brisbane o c
531 Craig T.:(ppilot schooner " Clara'), Brisbane o 635 Curry J., Cunnamulla c
532 Cramton G., Rockhampton u k 636 Curtis  Miss,iGlenloyn u k
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637 Curtis Charles, James street o c 95 Dawson Charles (voter), Ravenswood o c638 Curtis George, senior, Yeppoon c 96 Dawson Mrs. G., Charters Towers a
639 Curtis Patrick, Cunnamulla s 97 Dawson T. L., Gympie c
640 Curtis T., Gyinpie c 98 Dawson W. W., Queen street c
641 Cush Thomas, Bimera c 99Day Martin, Stanthorpe c
642 Cussen Miss Ellen, Gympie o c 100 Day Richard (shearer), Northampton c
643 Cutcliffe John, Valley o c 101 Day R., Gowrie Creek c
102 Day Mrs. Sarah, Ipswich c
103 Day W., Hughenden c
D. 104
105
Dea F., Pine Hill  it  k
aller JohD isbB
1 DABLOO George, Bingera c 106
e n, r ane c
Deane Miss, Petrie terrace c
2 Dacki -, Brisbane c 107 Dear George, Stanthorpe c (2)
3 Dadwell -, Oxley c 108 Dearman John, Charleville o
4 Daffy A., Warwick c 109 Deaves - (care of s. s. "  Moreton "), Brisbane c
5 Dahl Mrs. M., Mosaman River c 110 Deaville Mrs. (care of Wichello), Toowoomba c
6 Daintree George (baker), Mackay c 111 De Courcy M., Brisbane f
7 Dalahunty Thomas, Herberton o c 112 Dee and Co., Messrs. D. (bakers), Herberton c
8 D'Albertis L. M., Brisbane f 113 Deeming -, Rockhampton c
9 Dalby Alfred (cordial maker), Ayr c 114 Deening Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
10 Daley Pat. (miner), Gold Creek c 115 Deena Mrs. Robert, Charters Towers c
11 Daley W., Sixteen-mile Camp c 116 Degney Mrs. James, Boggo c
12 Dalgleish Messrs. (solicitors), Brisbane u k 117 be Graves Joseph (gardener), Valley o c and c (2)
13 Dall Mrs., Gayndah road c 118 Delaney A., Kanyan c (3)
14 Dally Janies, Walkerston c 119 Delaney J. F., Cairns o c
15 Dalton A., Emerald f 120 Delaney Mrs. M., Cloncurry e
16 Dalton Brother Thomas, Normanton s 121 Delaney S., Townsville c
17 Dalton James, South Kolan c 122 De Lange --, Townsville e
18 Dalton J. T., Highflelde c 123 De Latour G., Maryborough c
19 Daly Eugene, Horse-shoe Bend s 124 Deleaney James, Ipswich o c
20 Daly James (care of J. Garvey), Toowoomba c 125 Deleney Michael, Norwood o c
21 Daly John, Toowoomba c 126 Delense August, Edward street o c
22 Daly John, Augathella o c 127 Dempsey John (labourer), Valley o c
23 Daly Timothy, Paddington o c 128 Dempsey Maggie, Charters Towers o
24 Damisch J., Gympie c 129 Dempsey Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
25 Dando - (care of Mr. Winter), Logan road c 130 Dempsey Thomas, Valley c
26. Dando George (carpenter), Logan road c (2) 131 be Mullen J. C. (care of Mr. William Laing, drover),
27 Daniel Chines, Ipswich o c Thargomindah c
28. Daniels Mrs. James, Herbert River u k 132 Denison G., Sugar Loaf c
29 Danielsen Neils, Ipswich road o c 133 Dennard Henry, Highflelds road e
30 Dansie Richard, Brisbane u k 134 Dennett Miss Emma (care of Mr. Marshall), Towna-
31 Daore Captain, Brisbane c rille u k
32 Darcy R. (carrier), Clermont c 135 Dennett Miss Emma (care  of Mr. J. Marshall,
33 Dare L., Caboolture c confectioner), Townsville u k
34 Dare Mrs. Walter, Betts Creek o 136 Denning John (labourer), Tambo o c
35 Darker H., Curriwildi c 137 Dennison Joseph, Townsville c
36 Darley J. W., Breakfast Creek c 138 Denny Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
37 Darlow Polly, Roma o 139 Denny Robert, Fanning Goldfield s
38 Darracott -, Blackall e 140 Densby Edward (labourer), Townsville o c
39 Dass and Co. Messrs.,  Brisbane c 141 Densmore W. (care of Mr. J. Busteed , carrier),
40 Dauehler Mrs., Isisford c Pentland s
41 Dauey B., Toowdomba c 142 Denzler J., Howard c
42 Daughtrey G. (care of Mrs.  Cassells ), Rockhamp- 143 Deppeler Gottfried  (care  of Mr. Simmonds), Mul-
ton IT k grave River o
43 Davey J., Millchester c 144 Derman -,  Brisbane c
44 Davidson Mrs., Mitchell c 145 Desbois Gerald, Blackall c
45 Davidson Miss, Wickham street c 146 Desgray Mrs. S. A., Ravenswood e
46 Davidsoil James. Cairns  terrace c 147 be Silva A. P. Sadris (care of Burn) Philp and Co.,
47 Davidson John (joiner), Tarampa o c (2) Thursday Island f
48 Davidson Mrs. J., Brisbane o 148 Desmond James, Bowen u k (2)
49 Davidson R. C., Stanthorpe o 149 De Valely Lewis, Normanton c
50 Davies -, Charters Towers c 150 Daven - (carrier), Leyburn c
51 Davies A. C., Dalby c 151 Deveney  Mrs. (passenger  s.s. " Chyebassa "), Bris-
52 Davies F. W., New Farm e bane s
53 Davies George,  Tarampa o c 152 Devereux J., Charters Towers c
54 Davies James (blacksmith), Laidley o 153 Devine Wm. (bullock driver), Rockwood c
55 Davies J., Brisbahe c 154 Devlin J., Red Hill c
56 Davies J. D., Gympie c 155 Dew Mrs. E., Townsville c
57 Davies James M., Brisbane o o 156 Dewar George, Herberton c
58 Davies John (labourer), Rockhampton o e (2) 157 Dewen  Miss,  Petrie terrace c
59 Davies Oliver (care  of W. Frisnwell), Ipswich u k 1.58 Dewitt Mrs. George, Charters Towers u k
60 Davies T., Gyinpie c 159 Dexter John, Ann street c
61 Davies William, Roma c 160 Dick W. (Ironclad Tin Mining Co.), Watsonville c
62 Davies William, Cooktown IT k 161 Dick James, Victoria Plantation IT k and c (2)
63 Davies W. (hawker), Springfield c 162 Dickens Mrs. T. B., Cairns c
64 Davies W. (care of C. Uroo shank), Brisbane o c 163 Dickey Geo. Day Stokes, Townsville c
65 Davis - (carrier), Roma c 164 Dickie J. (care of McNulty 's hotel ), Thursday
66 Davis --, Port Bowen c Island c
67 Davis Mrs., Child's Hospital c 16.5 Dickins Miss C. M., 129 Wickham street o c
68 Davis  Miss,  Cooktown c 166 Dickins Walter (tailor), Brisbane o e
69 Davis Mrs. A., Rockhampton c 167 Dickinson George, Yeerongpilly o c
70 Davis Miss Bridget, Maryborough o e 168 Dickinson C. F., Surat c
71 Davis Charles, Cobb's Camp c 169 Dickson - (dairyman), Pine Hill road c
72 Davis Mrs. C., Gracemere c 170 Dickson Mrs., Merton road c
73 Davis F., Hughenden c 171 Dickson Edward, Steam Saw Mills, Marburg c
74 Davis Francis Harley, Blackall c 172 Dickson John, Townsville IT k
75 Davis F. J., Bowen Bridge road c 173 Dill Albert L., Maryborough c
76 Davis John (bricklayer),  Bingera c 174 Dillon M., Gympie c
77 Davis John (care of Kelly), Rockhampton IT k 175 Dillon Nathaniel, Dickabram c
78 Davis  J. M., Bowen terrace c 176 Dillon Patrick, Gympie c
79 Davis Mrs. M. J., Boxvale c 177 Dillon  Mrs.  Patrick, Gympie IT k
80 Davis N. A., Queen street c 178 Dinsdale James, Edward  street o c
81 Davis Richard, Trebonne c 179 Dinsdale J., Brisbane c
82 Davis R., Glen inore c 180 Dinsmore W. (hawker), Thargomindah a
83 Davis R., Rockhampton c 181 Disney James Paddington c
84 Davis S. H., Boxvale c 182 Dixon F. A., Iavenswood c
8.5 Davis Mrs. Thomas, Pine Hill c 183 Dixon James F. (carrier), Aramac c (2)
86 Davis WTI). (care of Mr. Hales), Rishton u k 184 Dixon T. M., Normanton c
87 Davis W. Brisbane s 185 Johnstone(Queensland Sugar Company)Dobbin J,
88 Davis Wm. (care of J. Harris), Brisbane m
,.Rivers
89 Davis William, Rockhampton s 186 Dobbin Peter J., Townsville c
90 Davison Wm. (care of Mr. Affleck), Avon Downs c 187 Dobbins P., Rockhampton c
91 Daw H. F., Brisbane u k 188 Dobbs --, Rockhampton c
92 Daw John, Maryborough IT k (2) 189 Dobby W. E., Mackay e
93 Daw Louis, Brisbane u k 190 Dobbyn William,  Brisbane c
94 Daw and Slack Messrs., Valley c (2) 191 Dobblee_--, Rockhampton f
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192 Dobson John, Pine River c (2) 294 Duncan John, Gympie c (2)
193 Dockerty Wm. (fireman s.s. " New Guinea "),  Bris 295 Duncan Mrs. John, Ann street c
bane u k 296 Duncan J., Jericho c
194 I)od George Endon, Brisbane u k 297 Dunigan Robert, Ipswich o
195 Dodd F., Townsville c 298 Dunk .Tames, Mitchell s
196 Dodd Henry (voter), Ravenswood o c 249 Dunlay John (care of Denis O'Brian), Maryhorough
197 Dodd Thomas, Valley o c 300 Dunlop Edward, Herberton c
198 Dodger C., Brisbane s 301 Dunlop E., Homeview c
199 Dodsworth John, Roma street c 302 Dunlop J., Bowen Terrace c
200 Doheney A., Beaudesert s 303 Dunn Mrs., Gympie c
201 Doherty --, Blackall c 304 Dunn E. Monkland c
202 Doherty Frank, Emerald o c 305 Dunn 1-enry (care of John Nicholls), Burnet
203 Doherty J. H., Newstead c Downs in
204 Doherty Miss Kate, Rockhampton o 306 Dunn H., Rockhampton s
205 Doig Paul, Stratton  street c 307 Dunn J., West End c
206 Dolan Thomas (labourer), Spring Hill o c 308 Dunn Robert (printer), Brisbane o c
207 Dolinson --, Clermont c 309 Dunn S., Mackay o c
:308 Don  Miss  Jessie (care  of Dr. Ashburton Thompson), 310 Dunn Samuel Galloway, Townsville o c
Town Hall a 311 Dunne Thomas (labourer), Rockhampton o c
209 Donaghue -,  Emerald s 312 Dunne W., Ipswich o c
210 Donald John, Brisbane c 313 Dunning --, Brisbane c
211 Donaldson Mrs. J.  B., Brisbane c 314 Dunning F. J., Taringa c
212 Donaldson P., Surat o 315 Dunstan Jack, Hughenden c
213 Donaldson S. or L., Rockhampton 316 Dupien Thomas, Marytown o c
214 Donaliel M., Thompson Estate c 317 Durack Patrick, Brisbane c
215 Donelly Mrs., Herberton c 318 Durack P., Thargomindah c
216 Donely J. T., Beaudesert c 319 Durant Henry, late of Charters Towers (jeweller),
217 Donely  Miss  Mary, Gympie c Hughenden
218 Donley James, Ballandean c 320 Durham --, Little George street c
219 Donly G., Brisbane c 321 Durham George, Brisbane c (3)
220 Donnell Michael, One-Mile c 322 Durham Thomas, Roma c
221 Donnelly J., Clermont o 323 Dutton --, Rockhampton c
222 Donnelly  R., St. Helena c 324 Dutton A. A., Brisbane c
223 Donnelly T.. Rockhampton c 325 Dwine Thomas, Bowen Hills c
224 Donoghue Timothy, Valley c 326 Dwyer Edmond, Fortescue street o c
225 Donohoa J.. Emerald c 327 Dwyer John, Emerald o c
226 Donohoe F., Maneroo c 328 Dwyer M. E., Ipswich o
227 Donohoe Michael Valley c 329 Dwyer Patrick (per " Duke of Sutherland"), Bris-
228 Donohue --, Hope street c bane c
229 Donohue David, Wambalilla c 330 Dyason E., Melton c
230 Donohue Michael, Rockhampton o c (3) 331 Dyer H. B., Normanton in
231 Donolly -, Augathella c 332 Dyer William, Maroochie c
232 Donovan -, Brookfield c 333 Dyson --, Paddington c
233 Donovan Mrs., Jaynes  street c
234 Donovan Daniel, Charters Towers t
235 Donovan James, Brisbane c E.
236 Donovan John (labourer), Gympie o c
237 Doolan W. M., Brisbane c 1 EADIE Mrs., Ipswich road c
238 Doonan P., Clernwnt c 2 Eagles C. H. B., Charters Towers s
239 Doonar John, Ipswich c 3 Eames - -, South Brisbane o c
240 D'Orsey - (produce merchant), Brisbane c 4 Eardley M., Brisbane o c
241 Doubson George, Normanton c 5 Earle Mrs. Clara , Jane street c
242 Douglas Bob (blacksmith), Brisbane o c 6 Early G.,  Brisbane Hospital c
243 Douglas Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c 7 Earp H., Warrigal Creek c (2)
244 Douglas H. F., Townsville c 8 Earwaker R. C., Wallround Station u k (3)
245 Douglas Ronald, Cunnamulla in 9 Eastauffe Charles D., Tin alpa o c
246 Douglas Mrs. or Miss R., Clermont o 10 Eastham J. B., Logan c (.5)
247 Dove William, Rockhampton c 11 Easton George,  Townsville c
248 Dovery C., Charters Towers c 12 Easton W. Henry (s.s. "Wistow Hall"), Cooktown c
249 Dowd Miss Bridget, Townsville o 13 Eas Jane, Frame Creek o
250 Dowling Mrs. J. W., Rockhampton o 14 Eathorn Sam. John (labourer), Roma c
251 Dowling Henry (voter), Ravenswood o c 15 Ebbs Patrick, Townsville u k
232 Down -, Ravenswood o 16 Ebsen C. P., Townsville c
253 Downey John (carpenter ), Stanthorpe o c 17 Eccles Joseph, Herberton c
254 Downey.Joseph, Ipswich u k 18 Eckles Joseph, Herberton c
255 Downing C., Port Douglas c 19 Eddie Thos. Bmdin H., Brisbane c
256 Downney B., Runnymede c 20 Eden John, Copperfield s
257 Dowrie J., Paddington c 21 Edgar John (passenger  s.s. "Cloncurry''),  Bris-
258 Dowse William (bushman),  Brisbane o c bane s
259 Doyle Mrs. Annie, Brisbane c 22 Edge Joseph, Ipswich o c
260 Doyle Francis G. M., Pialba o c 23 Edgescombe Mrs. E. J., Port Douglas c
261 Doyle James, Warwick c 24 Edmond George, Rockhampton s
262 Doyle P., Allora c (2) 25 Edmonds G. A., Bowen  terrace c
263 Doyle Richard, Walkerston u k 26 Edwards and Tighe  Messrs., Brisbane s
264 Doyle Thomab (labourer), Brisbane o c 27 Edwards -, Mackay c
265 Drake Barnard Tyrwhitt, Rockhampton u k (2) 28 Edwards Mrs., O'Connell Town c
266 Draper James, Two-Mile c 29 Edwards Mrs. Cath., Pine Mountain f
267 Dray James (farmer ), Bundanba c 30 Edwards D. (inspector), Clermont c
268 Dredge and Davidson Messrs.,  Normanton c 31 Edwards Mrs. F., Gympie o
269 Drew William, Nebine Creek c 32 Edwards George, Ravenswood o c
2'0 Drewitt Frank, Nive Downs o 33 Edwards George, Brisbane a (2)
271 Drewitt G., Mackay o 34 Edwards G. (miner), Stanthorpe o c
272 Drinkwater Albert, Ravenswood o c 35 Edwards Henry,  Brisbane c
273 Drown E., Ipswich u k 36 Edwards  James,  Rolleston c
274 Drummond Brothers ,  Townsville s 37 Edwards James, Rosewood c
275 Dryden -,  Highgate Hill c 38 Edwards J., Townsville c
276 Dryden John,  Brisbane s • 39 Edwards Mrs. Louisa, Gympie o
277 Drysdale James, Clermont o 40 Edwards Robert, Thargomindah  c and s (6)278De Souza Pascoal Ignatio (care of F. Summer), Woi 41 Edwards Walter, O'Connell Town Store c
Weer Station, Thursday  Island f 42 Edwards W., Bundaberg s
279 Dudley Stephen, Ipswich road c 43 Edwards W. H., Charters Towers c
280 Duff J., South Brisbane c 44 Edwards W. W., South Brisbane s
281 Duffus Mrs., Spring Hill c 45 Effney Mrs., Gracemere c
282 Duffy Mrs., Brisbane c 46 Egan  Miss, South  Brisbane c
283 Duffy Andrew, Warwick c (3) 47 Egan Miss Ellen (care of H. M. Chester), The
284 Duffy E. J., Rockhampton in Residence , Thursday Island u k
285 South BrisbaneDuff S (care of Mr Richardson) 48 Queenton oE an  Jamesy . . ,
u k 49 g ,Egan John (carrier ), Jericho c
286 Duggin Charles, Ipswich c 50 Egan Miss Mary, Townsville u k
287 Duggleby E., Donner Hills u k 51 Egan Miss Norah, Ipswich u k
288 Duglas John, South Brisbane c 52 Egerton Charles, Jericho c
289 Dpllamy Michael, Nerang c (3) 53 Egleson --, Dundathu c
290 Dnmaresq E., Goldsborough in 54 Egholm -, Kilkivan Railway c
291 Dumaresq E. J., Kangaroo Point c 55 Bisenwenger C., Ravenswood c
292 Dumas Mrs. G. S. R., Hughenden c 56 Eisentager -, Mellum Creek c
3 Duncan James, Stratton o c 57 Eitken -, Mackay c
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58 Elles J .  T., Brisbane c 28 Ferrer J. W., Eulo s (2)
59 Elless Captain, Windmill street c 29 Farrell  -,  Mary borough c
60 Ellingra  -,  North Quay c 30 Farrell Mrs. Jas., New Farm c
61 Elliott  - (care of s.s. "Leichhardt"), c 31 Farrell J., Watsonville c
62 Elliott Mrs. E .  J., Betts Creek c 32 Farrer Thomas, Brisbane c
63 Elliott E. P., Bundaberg c 33 Farrier T., Brisbane c
64 Elliott John, Betts Creek o c 34 Farrow Thomas, Bradley street o c
65 Elliott W. P., Bundaberg c 35 Farthing J. (care of  Mrs. Elwell,  draper ),  Charters
66 Ellis -, Va lley c Towers s
67 Ellis Mrs., Brisbane c 36 Fascabla Dr., Toowoomba c
68 Ellis A. C., Warren street o e 37 Faulkner  -,  Alpha c
69 Ellis G.  P. (tea dealer ),  Townsville o c 38 Faulkner  - (wheelwright ),  Emerald c
70 Ellis James, Townsville s 39 Faulkner Samuel  (passenger per  s. s. "Wistow Hall"),
71 Ellis  James, Arthur street o c Brisbane s72 Ellis J. G.,  Bunda bergc 40 Feahn Peter ,  St. Leon's Circus ,  Brisbane in73 Ellis M. (care of Jas .  Masters ), Valley s 41 Featherstone Wm. Henry, Charlotte street o e
74 Ellis W., Spring Hill c 42 Fethy Miss Maria, Boyden Bridge Hospital o c
75 Elliston C., Bunda berg c 43 Feely Miss Mary Jane, Mount Planet u k
76 Else T. (care of T. H. Smith ),  Mackay c 44 Feeney William, Ipswich o c
77 Elston Henry ,  Rockhampton o c 45 Fell henry ,  Malvern Hills c
78 Elwe ll -,  South Brisbane c 46 Fellowes Alfred,  Gym pie s
79 Embleton George, Ravenswood o c 47 Fenkle Mrs., Burnett River c
80 Emmely Mrs., 12-Mile Camp c 48 Fennelly Paul, Mitchell c
81 Eminent F. G., Brunswick street c 49 Fenner William  (per s.s. " Chyebassa  "),  Brisbane c
82 Emmir Charles  (per ship  " Darra "),  Brisbane u k 50 Fenton Mrs. K .,  Rockhampton c
83 Emmitt John ,  14 Warren  street c 51 Fenwick Wi lliam , Valley o c
84 Emmons George, Gympie o c 52 Ferguson A., Townsville c
85 Empleage W. W. (seaman ),  Bundaberg o c 53 Ferguson - (Inspector of Schools ),  Charters
86 Engelmohr  ---.  Brisbane c Towers c
87 English  - (s.s. "Palmer)" c 54 Ferguson Miss, City c
88 Enright C. (care'of Banan ,  baker ),  Ipswich road o c 55 Ferguson C. C., Normanton  in
89 Enright J., Burdekin c 56 Ferguson Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c
90 Enright Mrs. Mary, Petrie terrace u k 57 Ferguson James, Brisbane c
91 Enright Mrs. Mary C., Ipswich  road o c 58 Ferguson John,  Spring Hill c
92 Enwright A. (carrier ),  Mitchell s 59 Ferguson N. D., Brisbane  in
93 Eoholm  -,  Kilkivan Railway c 60 Ferguson N. P., Rockhampton s
94 Erhacher Carl, Roma c 61 Ferguson Wm. S. (compositor )  Brisbane o c
95 Erickson Mrs. J .,  next the Orphanage St. Kilda 62 Ferguson W. P., Rockhampton s
Estate c (2) 63 Fermann G., Warwick  Dispensary, Warwick c
96 Erincing Frederick (miner ),  Townsville o c 64 Fern Miss Mary  (care of  Mrs.  Lucie ),  Peel street c
97 Ernshaw John ,  South Brisbane o c 65 Ferran C. N., Hope street c
98 Erold  -,  Letter Creek c 66 Ferrers G., Normanton in
99 Escolme W. R., Charleville u k, and o c (2) 67 Ferrier David ,  Rosevale c
100 Esmond Mrs. A .,  Emerald c 68 Ferrin  -,  Townsville c
101 Evans  -,  Ipswich c (3) 69 Feurer Miss H., Brisbane c
102 Evans Benjamin ,  Ipswich c 70 Fewster Launcelot ,  Brisbane o c
103 Evans Benjamin ,  Brisbane u kenjamin, 71 Fiddes H., Jericho c (2)
104 Evans  C., Roma  street c 72 Field M., Tambo o
105 Evans Frederick ,  Brisbane  in 73 Filbey  -,  Boggo road c (2)
106. Evans  - (bus proprietor ),  Townsville c 74 Fillon James ,  Herberton c
107 Evans G., Thargomindah s 75 Finch George, Aramac c
108 Evans Mrs. G .,  Brisbane u k 76 Finch Thomas ,  Bridgewater c
109 Evans G. R., Paddington Estate c 77 Findlay August (cook ),  Maryborough o c
110 Evans Harry (mailman ),  Bowen s 78 Findlay R., Kelvin Grove road c
111 Evans James ,  James street s 79 Findley Thomas ,  Townsville c
112 Evans John ,  Vulture street u k 80 Fink Magnus, Cloncurry c (2)
113 Evans J., Paddington c 81 Finlay John ,  Brisbane u k (2)
114 Evans Mrs. L .,  Clarence street c 82 Finley Mrs .,  Townsville c
115 Evans T., Thargomindah s 83 Finley H .  S., Cooktown c
116 Evans T. J. (saw setter ),  Brisbane o c 84 Finnegan Frances  (per s.s. "Merkara  "),  Brisbane u k
117 Evans William, New Farm o c 85 Finney Kate, Mackay o
118 Evans W. Gregor yyterrace c 86 Finney P., Rockhampton c
119 Evanson W (care Messrs .  J. and W .  Pearce ),  Junc- 87 Finnie W., One-Mile c
tion Station c 88 Finsley Mrs. Harry, Thargomindah s
120 Everthan Jack ,  Normanton c 89 Fisher A. C., One-Mile c
121 Everett W., Enoggera c 90 Fisher A. J., Quay street c
122 Eviston John ,  Sportsman's Arms Hotel s 91 Fisher Mrs. F., Rockhampton c
123 Ewer Eugene ,  Brisbane c 92 Fisher Mrs. James ,  Townsville n z
124 Ewin John (care of Reed, Ward and Reed Kil- 93 Fisher Joseph ,  Cloncurry c
kivan Railway c 94 Fisher M., Toowoomba o
125 Eurings John ,  Rockhampton u k and s (2) 95 Fisher Miss S .,  Cunnamulla c
126 Exton Mrs. E .,  Rockhampton c 96 Fisher William, Cloncurry f and u k (2)
127 Exton Henry  (railway works ),  Rockhampton c 97 Fisher W., Homebush e
128 Exton R., Brisbane s 98 Fitz  -,  Ravenswood c
129 Eyre Walter M., Brisbane o c 99 Fitz J. H., Rockhampton c
100 Fitzgerald ,  Allora c
101 Fitzgerald James  (labourer ),  Gympie o c (4)
F. 102 Fitzgerald J. W., Tambo o
103 Fitzgerald N., Petrie Terrace c
1 FACEY F ., Brisbane o c 104 Fitzgerald Mrs. Ro bert ,  Toowoomba s
3
Fae M . (hotel proprietor ).  Cairns c 105 Fitzmaurice G. R ,, Brisbane c
Fahey John ,  Gympie c (2) 106 Fitzmaurice Miss Honoris, Gympie o c
4 Fahey Thomas ,  Stanthorpe c 107 - Fitzpatrick  -,  Eulo c
5 Fairbai rn P .,  Peak Downs c 108 Fitzpatrick Mrs., Dunwiph c
6 Fairfax A J Southport c (2) 109 Fitzpatrick Henry Sugarloaf o7 . .,Fairstall E. (carrier ),  Pine  H ill c 110 ,Fitzpatrick John, Eulo o
8 Fairbe? and Passey Central Railway c 111 Fitzpatrick  -- Brisbane u k9 ,Fairbeigh Miss Margaret ,  Red Hill o c 112 ,Fitzpatrick Michael, Bunda berg c (2)
10 Faithfull F. W. E., Townsville c 113 Fitzpatrick Patrick  (miner ),  Rockhampton o c
11 Falconer Donald ,  Watsonville c 114 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Ida s
12 Falgreen A .  G., Queensport o c 115 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Maytown o c
13 Fallows T .  Mackay s 116 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Brisbane c
14 Falstrum l'iel, Townsville c 117 Flavin Thomas James, Brisbane c
15 Famahan E .  J., Ipswich o c 118 Fleming - (care of J .  and F. Sydny )  Towns-
16 Fanna Wi lliam ,  Bulimba c ville c
17 Fanning Jack  (carpenter ),  Her bert River c 119 Fleming Mrs. (passenger s.s. " Chyebassa"), Rock-
18 Fanning J .  E., Hughenden c hampton c
19 Fanning M .,  Blackall c 120 Fleming James  (care of Messrs .  Chase and Fleming),
20 Fannon Mrs .  E.,  Ipswich Albilba Station c (3)
21 Faranto Emanuel  (.s. "New Guinea"),  Brisbane f 121 Fleming  John , Gympie c
22 Fardien Jules, Mackay c 122 Fleming R., Marion Mill c
23 Farley B .,  Charters Towers c 123 Fletcher James, Warwick u k
24 Blackall cuharson HenryFar 124 "Almora  ")s Bris-Fletcher Joseph (late of s
25
,q
Farquharson  J ames  (labou re r),  Brisbane o c
,., .bane nz
26 Farr Mrs., Kennigo street c 125 Flint James  (currier ),  Sugarloaf u k
27 Farrell Mrs .,  Spring Creek c 126 Flochstrasser Rudolf ,  Brisbane o c
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127 Floyd J. R., Rockhampton o 228 Freeman John (carrier), Jericho c
124 Fluter -, Roma c 229 Freeman Thomas, Rosewood c
129 Flynn -, George street c 230 Freeman William (care of Supt. Minister), Wesleyan
130 Flynn -, Pastoral Butchering Co. c Church, Brisbane u k
131 Flynn Miss (care of Mrs. Fowles), Roma c 231 Freiher Conrad Rhein, Pine Hill f
132 Flynn James, Yuelba c 232 Freiborg Emil, Fern Vale o c
133 Flynn James, Normanton s 233 French and Moore Messrs., Grandchester s
134 Flynn Michael, Charters Towers f 234 French Herbert C. (s.s. "Dorunda "), Brisbane u k
135 Flynn William, Stanthorpe c 235 Freshney H. (care of Messrs. H. Smith and Sons),
136 Flynn Mrs. William, Stanthorpe c Petrie's Bight c
137 Fobin John, Townsville c 236 Frew Miss, Toowooniba c
138 Fogarty John, Homebush o 237 Frew A. S. (care of David Frew), Mitchell c
139 Fogarty Peter, Jericho c 238 Friestrom Mrs., 67 Wharf street c
140 Fogarty S., Jericho e 239 Fristrom Mrs., Wharf  street c
141 Fogg Mrs Sarah Brisbane e 240 North Pine cFritriker A
142
. ,
Foley Min, Townsville P. 241
.,
Fritz Loots, Ravenswood c
143 Foley Miss Alice, Townsville c 242 Froggatt J. Norton, Rockhampton u k and c (6)
144 Foley Rdmund J., Herberton c 243 Frost Williaaxii, Ravenswood a
145 Foley Joke, Townsville u k 244 Frost W., Mackay c
146 Foley Michael, Valley o e 245 Frulant Mrs., Jericho c
147 Foley T., Valley c 246 Fry James (care  of Alison, butcher), Sugarloaf s
148 Foley W. H., Brisbane n z 247 Fryer Thomas S. Southport c
149 Foote Mrs., Townsville c 248 Fryer F., Castle bill s
150 Foote J. T. (passenger per s. s. " Duke of Argyle"), 249 Fulcher -, Toowoomba a
Brisbane c 2.50 Fulfurd Mrs., Clermont u k
151 Forbes -, Sharon c 251 Fulfurd Frank (care Edward Curr), Austral Downs
152 Ford --, Hughenden c m
153 Ford Mrs. Rockhampton c 252 Fullelove Thomas, Valley o c
154 Ford Mrs., Woolloongabba c 253 Fuller J., Windorah o
155 Ford Miss Cecilia, Townsville o 254 Fullerton, Brookes and Co.,Toowoomba u k and c (3
156 Ford F. B. C., Townsville c 255 Fullgreen -, Brisbane o
157 Ford George (per " Gulf of Carpentaria"), Brisbane c 256 Fulton James (schooner " Ann and Mary "), Towns-
158 Ford Michael, Ann street o c ville in
159 Ford P Cooktown s 57 Funer Mrs F B Brisbane e
160
.,
Ford William, Dalby c
9
8
. .,.
Furgerson David, Brisbane e
161 Ford William F., Brisbane it k 259 Furgison -, Rockhampton c
162 Fordham H., Breakfast Creek c 260 Furlong C. S. W., Brisbane c
163 Forman -, Sandy Creek c W1 Furness James (engineer ), Townsville s
164 Forman Charles (labourer), G3 mple o c 262 Fu rness  J. Rockhampton c
165 Forrest John, Jericho a 263 Furnias John, Rockhampton c
166 Forrest Mrs. Mary, $ eenleigh c 264 Fuach --, Owanyila c (2)
167 Forst Mrs. J., Gympie s 265 Fussin s H. Lower Herbert s
168 Forster Joseph, Valley o c 266 Futter., 'alley c
169 Forsyth J., Bundaberg c
170 Forsyth W., Bogantungan c
171 Fortune A., Nerang c G.
172 Foss -, Jericho c
173 Foss K. M., Maryborough c 1 GABRIEL Hans (voter), Ravenswood o o
174 Fost Fretz, Normanton c 2 Gaffney Francis, Mackay o c
175 Foster -, Latrobe terrace c 3 Gagan John (bushman), Tambo c
176 Foster -, Adelaide street e 4 Gager J., Gympie c
177 Foster George, Stanthorpe o c 5 Gaggin Philip (carrier), Welford Lagoons c
178 Foster J., Brisbane  o c and c (2) 6 Galacher James, Gairioch e
179 Foster M. J., Kangaroo Point c 7 Galagher C. J., Thargomindah s
180 Foster Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o c 8 Galagher  Stewart  (care of James Grimes), Queen
181 Foster Stephen, Maytown n e street u k
182 Foster J. G., Thargommdah a 9 Galding Mrs. E., Winton u k
183 Fowles  Miss  A. (care of E. A. Herandh Burley 10 Galey Thomas  E., Brisbane a
Park u k 11 Gall Alexander,  Tararbpa o c
184 Fowles Mrs. W. L., Brisbane e 12 Gall James (farmer), Rosewood e
185 Fox George (care  of Mr McArtney ) Diamantina 13 Gall James Tarampa o c. ,Lakes c 14 ,Gallagher  Mrs. (care  of Mrs. Brereton), foundary
186 Fox James, Ravenswood c street c
187 Fox James, Ballandean o c 15 Gallagher Mrs., Pine Hill c
188 Fox J., Marion Mill c 16 Gallagher Andrew, Brisbane u k
189 Fox J. C., Spring Hill c 17 Gallagher B. (care of A. A. Amos), Springs s
190 Fraker Michael, Castle Hill e 18 Gallagher Johanna, Helidon o
191 Francis -, Bundaaberg c 19 Gallagher Lizzie, Charters Towers o
l192 Francis -, Toowoomba e 20 Ga lagher Martin, Charters Towers c
193 Francis F., Irvine Bank c 21 Gallagher ary, antungan cM194 Francis John, Rockhampton e 22 Gallagher ichael (s kman ), Charters Towers o c
1,95 Francis Morgan, Howard u k 23 Gallagher Thomas, Jimbour f and u k (2)
196 Francis Samuel, Brisbane o 24 Gallaghet Miss W., Charters Towers c
197 Frank E. F., Normanton c 25 Galley Mrs., North Rockhampton u k (2)
198 Frank Robert and Ann, Given terrace n c 26 Galley Mrs. (passenger  per s.s . " New Guinea "),
199 Frank William Adam, Ipswich o c Brisbane u k
200 Franklin John, Charters Towers a 27 Galley Mrs., Rockhampton c
201 Frankum J. R., Maryborough c 28 Gallienne Peter, Townsville o
202 Fraser (dairyman), Eight-mile Plains c 29 Gallivan Denis, Killarney c
203 Fraser Alexander, Thargomindah a (2) 30 Galvin E. (in charge  of Connemara cattle), Thargo-
204 Fraser Alex. (care of  A. Comley), Lake's Creek mindah e
u k (2) 31 Galvin Patrick, Graceniere c
20.5 Fraser Miss A. E., Woollonl;abba c 82 Gamson E., Brisbane u k
206 Fraser Evan B., Mount Morgan s 33 Gane  Miss  Lizzie South Brisbane c
207 Fraser F., Herbert River c 34 Gannon and Bligh Messrs., Blackall c
208 Fraser  H. (carrier), Pine Hill c 35 Gannon H., Arthur street c
209 Fraser H., Brisbane c 36 Gannon  Miss Margaret , Townsville c (2)
210 Fraser James,  Macrossan 's Bridge c 37 Gannon R., James  street c (2)
211 Fraser James B., Burdekin Brewery u k 38 Ganner John, Tambo o
212 Fraser John, Breakfast Creek o e $9 Gant John, Cloncurry c (3)
213 Frawley John, Highfields c 0 Gar Mrs. Charles, rhursday Island  is  k
214 Frazer, McDonald, and Co., Roma c 41 . Garbett William (care  of Mrs. Hinds), Stanley
215 Frazer -, Cooper's Plains c street u k
216 Frazer Mrs. (agency's office), Brisbane c 2 Garde Horace, Bundaberg c
217 Frazer A., Southport c 3 Gardiner -- (miner ), Mornish e
218 Frazer Edmond (care  of Mrs. Ryan), Ipswich c Gardiner  Francis , Toowoomba u k
219 Frazer and Co.  Messrs.  J., Brisbane c 45 Gardiner Francis (storekeeper), Bundaberg n c
220 Frazer P., Dalby c 46 Gardiner F. M. (St. Leon' s circus ), Brisbane o c
221 Frazer Robert, Murphy's Creek a 47 Gardiner H., Cooktown s
222 Frazer T., Harvey's Range c 48 Gardiner R., Goodna c
223 Fredricks -, Mackay c 49 Gardiner W., Mitchell o
224 Freeman  Miss  Agnes, Brisbane e 50 Gardener C., Bundaber& c
225 Freeman Arthur C., Newton Heath, New Farm 51 Gardener C. H., West And c (3)
road u k 52 Gardener James, Spring Hill c
226 Freeman G. C., Petrie terrace C 53 Gardener John, Springsure a and t (2)
227 Freeman James, Valley e 54Gardener W., Spring Hill c
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55 Gardner W. G., Herbert street c 155 Golding  -,  Bungeworgorai c
56 Gardo H., Pockhampton c 1.56 Goldsmith J., North Rockhampton c
57 Garey Miss, Ipswich c 157 Goldson  George  (sawyer), Cunnamulla s
58 Garrard G., Rocky Waterholes c 158 Goldsworthy It., Gympie c
59 Garretty William and Butler John ,  Manfred Downs 159 Galeby  A. J., Rockhampton c,
oc 160 Gollan Miss A., Toowoomba c
60 Garske Martin ,  Toowoomba o c 161 Gologly  Patrick ,  Charters Towers c
61 Garwood  Alfred,  Birdwille u k 162 Gomersall Seymour ,  Watson Vale c
62 Gatehouse Charles James, Toowong o c 163 Good C., Boggo road u k
63 Gateley A., Cunnamulla s 164 Goode John ,  Ithaca Creek o c
64 Gaudin  Mrs. M . K., Spring Hill c 165 Goodfellow  ,  Bo ntungan c
65 Gavagan R. Barolin Scrub c 166 Goodfe llow J., Pine Hill c
66 Gavegan John ,  Kelvin Grove o 167 Goodinson Chas . (saddler), Rockhampton o c
67 Gavin M .,  Ravenswood c 168 Goodman A., Brisbane o
68 Gay R. (H. M. ship " Gayundah  "),  Brisbane f and 169 Goodman George W .,  Wickham terrace o c
u k (2) 170 Goodwin Mrs., Kelvin grove c
69 Gayanaka  -,  Hughenden c 171 Goodwin Mrs. C.,  Toowong c
70 Geary W .  J.,  Enoggera p 172 Goodwin G. Mort Estate c
71 Gebbett  Frederick ,  City Arms Hotel c 173 Goodwith  Mrs. Alfred,  Gympie c
72 Gedge G. H. (care of Mr ,  McKeever ),  Blackall  in 174 Goo  Loong, Kilkivan c
73 Gedye Heath, Clermont s 175 Gordon  -,  Grantham c
74 Gee Willie J .,  Brisbane o 176 Gordon  Mrs., Boggo s
75 Geekie John (barque " Peri  "),  Brisbane u k 177 Gordon  Miss, Mount Pleasant c
76 Geender Mrs. M .,  Mackay c 178 Gordon E., Gympie c
77 Gennis Miss ,  Townsville u k 179 Gordon F. G. H. (M .B.), Charters Towers c
78 George Albert, Pine Hill c 180 Gordon Josiah ,  Ithaca Creek o c and c (3)
79 George Captain ,  Rockhampton c 181 Gordon Robert, Cardwell o
80 George Frank ,  Brisbane m 182 Gordon S., Valley c
81 George Loy (chinaman ),  Roma a 183 Gordon  Mrs. S.,  Brisbane u k
82 George Th., Southwick Station c 184 Gordon W., Dalby c
83 George W., Gympie c 185 Gordon W. P., South Brisbane c
84 Gerdener Mrs. M .,  Brisbane c 186 Gore Mrs., Yatala ,  Logan c
85 Gerloff John, Ipswich c 187 Gorham Kate ,  Charters Towers f
86 Gernose H. (undertaker ),  Townsville c 188 Gorman Mrs., South Brisbane c
87 Getson  -,  Mary street c 189 Gorman Mrs. Bridget, Stanley street o c
88 Gibb John Brisbane c 190 Gorman Mrs. B .,  Ravenswood c
89 Gibbons W'., Brisbane  8 191 Gorman Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Gympie o c
90 Gibbs G.,  Townsville c 192 Gorman Thomas, Cambridge Downs o
91 Gibbs  Mrs. Grace Ipswich road c 193 Gorry Peter ,  Emerald c
92 Gibbs W. B., St .  L awrence a 194 Gorton J., Ipswich road c
93 Gibson  -,  Cootharaba road c 195 Goss Miss Mary J .,  Sandgate c
94 Gibson Miss Annie ,  Gregory terrace c 196 Gough Robert ,  West End c
95 Gibson G. W., Ravenswood c 197 Gould Mrs., Chinchilla c
96 Gibson J. C. (teacher ),  Pine I;.iver c 198 Goulden  -,  Inglewood Pocket c
97 Gibson Peter  (near Cemetery ),  Townsville c 199 Goulding  Charles (carrier), Pine Hill c
98 Gibson Thomas  (care of James Brown ) Towns-200 (care of JGovern T Harrison ) Brisbane a,
ville u k 201 . . ,Gowen A. J., Brisbane c
99 Gibson William (labourer )  Bundaberg o c 202 Lowland A., Maryborough c
100 Gibson William  (ss. "Guff of Carpentaria ,"  care of 203 Grace C., Normanton a and c (2)
Messrs. D. L. Brown and  Co.), Brisbane u k 204 Grace Mrs. Michael ,  Royal Hotel, Roma c
and c (2) 205 Grace Richard ,  Clermont o
101 Gibson W., Toowoomba c 206 Gracey A., Townsville o
102 Gilbert  - (care of E. Gray ),  Hawkwood c 207 Grady J., Brisbane c
103 Gilbert Mrs. D .,  Roma o 208 Grafton John ,  Diamantina Gates c
104 Gilbert Edward ,  Cracow Station c 209 Graham  -,  Red Hill c
105 Gilbert Henry  (care of Mrs .  Whear ),  Valley o 2t0 Graham Mrs., Brookfield c
106 Gilbert J. H.,  Brisbane s 211 Graham Alex., Tambo s
107 Gildard C. R. J.,  George street c 212 Graham A., Stanthorpe s
108 Gildea Mrs. Thomas ,  Surat o (2) 213 Graham B. M., Toowoomba  in
109 Giles C., Munro Sawmills c 214 Graham G. (care of Scott ,  Dawson and Co.), Creek
110 Giles Mrs. Hannah .  Toowong c street c
111 Giles W., Brunswick street c 215 Graham Jacob  (drover), Rulo a
112 Gillham Q. J., Townsville c 216 Graham James, Aramac c
113 Gill Albert, Government depot Ross Island c 217 Graham James ,  Rockhampton c
114 Gill J., Eno era c 218 Graham John ,  Jericho c
115 Gill Joseph Brisbane c 219 Graham A. E., East Bundaberg c
116 Gill Miss Reggie, Brisbane u k 220 Graham J., Spottiswood  is
117 Gill  M., Drayton c 221 Graham M. Bundaberg c
118 Gillies  - (care of as. " Tinonee  "),  Brisbane c 222 Graham RoE ert, Emerald o c
119 Gillies Mrs., Brisbane u k 223 Graham Samuel, Ipswich road c
120 Gillies Hugh ,  Thargomindah a 224 Grant Mrs., Grey street c
121 Gil liner  - (bookseller ),  Charters Towers c 225 Grant Miss, Ravenswood Junction u k
122 Gillot J. B., Normanton c 226 Grant H. (carrier ),  Warbrecon c
123 Gibson  -,  South Brisbane c 227 Grant James ,  Maryvale Station o
124 Gibson Edward ,  Brisbane o c 228 Grant James  (bullock driver ),  Bowen c
125 Gibson  H.  J. South Brisbane c 229 Grant James, Cloncurry c126Girdlestone Henry ,  Bundaberg c 290 Grant James B .,  Brisbane u k
127 Given Mrs., West End c 231 Grant John, Toowoomba c
128 Gladenhill•Daniel Brisbane o c 232 Grant John ,  Normanton  in
129 Glancy Mrs. F .,  Brunswick street a 233 Grant J., West End c
130 Glascon William ,  Ravenswood o 234 Grant Robert  (care of Mrs .  Willcox), Marion Mill c
131 Glazebrook J., St. George 's Bridge s 235 Grant Mrs. Sarah E., Spring Hill o c
132 Glazier Louis, Langton c 236 Grant S. S., Rosewood c
133 Glazier Louis William ,  Blackall  q 237 Grant W. L., S ring Hill c
134 Gleeson Dennis Cooktown s 238 Grary W. F., Enoggera u k
135 Gleeson Mrs. R., Normanton c 239 Grassnick A., Gympie c (5)
136 Gleeson Mrs. W .,  South Brisbane a 240 Graves P., 63-Miles c
137 Glendaman A., Logan road c 241 Gray B . (erectin aheepyard ),  Jericho c
138 Glendinning J. P., Thargomindah a 242 Gray Fred .,  Brisbane a
139 Glenny George ,  Glenyon  in 243 Gray F .,  Lakes Creek road c
140 Glover J., North Quay c 244 Gray Israel ,  Newtown Estate c
141 Gluodac J., (:harIeville c 245 Gray J., West End c
142 Glyde John C.,  Gympie o c 246 Gray J .,  Bundaberg c
143 Glyde John and Cordelia ,  Monkland o c 247 Gray Miss Lily, Goodna c
'144 Glynn Miss Annie  (care  of Mrs.  J. E. Barry), 248 Gray R .,  Blackall c
Townsville c and u k (2) 249 Gray R .,  Montague road c
145 Glynn  James, Pentland o 250 Gray Thomas, Moorooboo Station o
146 Goar William ,  Brisbane u k 251 Grayson Frank  (passenger s.s. "Quetta"), Bris,
147 Godfrey Mrs., Brisbane u k bane c
148 Godfrey W. E., Brisbane u k 252 Grayson Robert, Highfields c
149 Godwin Joseph ,  Cooktown u k 253 Grealey Miss C., Vulture street c
150 Godwin  Thomas Gympie c 254 Greasley John ,  Spring Hill c
151 Gogan  David ,  Dolan Sawmills o 255 Greaves Mrs., Brisbane c
152 Goga y J. H., Woodstock c 256 Greaves J. (bird dealer), Brisbane c
153 Golden Charles  (carrier ),  Pine Hill c 257 Grebe H., Charleville o
154 Goldfinch H. W., Warwick c 258 Green  -- (care of Dart's Mi ll ),  Indooroovilly c
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259 Green -, Spring Hill c 13 Hainow Aug. F., Toowoomba o c
260 Green Mrs. Alfred, Brisbane a 14 Haire Joseph, P.O. Warwick u k (3)
261 Green Miss A., Muckadilla u k 15 Haire Michael, Brisbane Hospital o c
262 Green C., Stanthorpe c 16 Rally P., Columba St tion, Banana c263Green Frank, Rosewood o c 17 Hales Mrs., Lower Dawson road o
264 Green John, Gympie o c 18 Hales J. G., P.O. Brisbane u k
265 Green John, Ravenswood c 19 Halferty H. (care of J. Halferty), Jericho c
266 Green John, Roma c 20 Hall Miss, Aurora Plantation c
267 Green J., Gympie c 21 Hall -, Cunnamulla s
268 Green Mrs. J. W., South Brisbane u k 22 Hall A., Herberton c
269 Green Miss Lavinia (care of  Mr. J. Ogden, Railway 23 Hall A., Cunnamulla s
Works), Rockhampton u k 24 Hall A. A., Maryborongh c
270 Green Philip (engineer ),  Brisbane o c 25 Hall Arthur, Winton u k
271 Green Mrs. S. J., Townsville c 26 Hall Alexander,  Gregory terrace o c
272 Green Tom (carrier), Cunnamulla s 27 Hall  Benjamin , Donnybrook, Mitchell c
273 Green Thomas (carrier ), Normanton s 28 Hall D. (care of Longman), Brisbane c
274 Green W., Brisbane u k 29 Hall Edgar, Inglewood o
275 Green Mrs. W., Normanton c 30 Hall J., Dottswood c
276 Green Mrs. W., Inglewood s 31 Hall J., Ravenswood Junction c
277 Greene Patrick, Homebush u k 32 Hall J., Charters  Towers c
278 Greenfell J., Gympie c (2) 33 Hall John, Cunnamulla a
279 Greenfield -, Woollongabba c 34 Hall Jno., Bushman' , Home, Cunnamulla
280 Greenhill W., G. N. Railway c 35 Hall Mark William  (printer ), P.U. Brisbane c
281 Greer J. (cab-driver),  Brisbane c 36 Hall Octivius, Ann street, Fortitude Valley o c
282 Greer  Mrs. Susannah , South Brisbane c 37 Hall R., P.O. Townsville c
283 Greer S., Ingham road c 38 Hall Thomas (mariner ), P.O. Townsville o c
284 Greeson R., 149 Queen street c 39 Hall W. (mason), Valley c
285 Greet Joshua H., Brisbane u k 40 Hallam Peter, Jericho c
286 Gregg C. H., Given terrace c 41 Hallet -, Brisbane c
287 Gregg William, Enoggera c 42 Hallett A. S., P.O. Normanton c
288 Gregory -, Ann street c 43 Hallier Mrs., Drayton c
289 Gregory Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane n z 44 Halligan Miss, Mackay c
290 Gregory R. A., Townsville c 45 Hallin C. E., Herberton c
291 Gregson D., Hughenden c 46 Halpin D., P.O. Thorgomindah c
292 Greson Thomas, Ipswich c 47 Halsall Thomas, P.O. Rockhampton s
293 Greig - Jane street c 48 Halter Charles, Victoria plantation s c (2)
294 Greig A., Beal street, New Farm c 49 Ham M. J. C., Mackay c
295 Greigg J. M., Spring Hill c 50 Hambleton T., Gympie c
296 Grenfell Roy, Townsville a 51 Hamer C., West End c
297 Gresty J. T. (London circus), Beaudesert in 52 Hamilton -- (miner) , Gympie c
298 Grey Mrs., Rockhampton c 53 Hamilton Mrs. Francis, P.O., Valley o c
299 Grey David, Townsville o c 54 Hamilton Hugh,  Brisbane o c
300 Grey Fred. Brisbane a (2)
l '
55 Hamilton Hugh, South Brisbane o c
301 Grey R., B ackall u k 56 Hamilton John, P.O. Queenton c
302 Grieve John, Roma c 57 Hamilton John, Ipswich o c
303 Grieve T., Petrie  terrace c 58 Hamilton Miss Kate, P.O., Townsville c
304 Grieve Miss T., Emu Creek c 59 Hamilton R., New Farm road c
305 Griffin Arthur, Tribune street u k 60 Hamlet -, South Brisbane o c
306 Griffin James, Mudgeeraba o c 61 Hammar -, Colanne c
307 Griffin John, Valley o c 62 Hammersy Patrick, P.O. Emerald c
308 Griffith Adam, Petrie terrace o c 63 Hammond Mrs., South Brisbane c
309 Griffith W. H., Brisbane s 64 Hampson Ernest, Y.O. Brisbane s
310 Griffith - (lengthsman ), Deacher's Crossing c 65 Hampson W., Breakfast Creek c
311 Griffiths Mrs., Townsville c 66 Hampsten G., P.O. Ingham
312 Griffiths  H.  (carrier), Normanton c
M
67 Hance R. J., P.O. Townsville u k
313 aryborough cGriffiths J., 68 Hanchett  Samuel, Gracemere c
314 Griggs -, Ma borough c 69 Hancock  -, Ivory  street, Brisbane c
315 Grim John (voter, Ravenswood o c 70 Hancock  Miss  Annie, South  Brisbane c
316 Grimes W. G., Townsville c 71 Hancock Joseph, One-mile Creek o
317 Grinter  Samuel , Mount St. John c 72 Hancock William John , South Brisbane u k
318 Grogan A., Isisford c 73 Hand Joseph, P.O. Brisbane c
319 Grogan Mrs. Margaret, Main  street o c 74 Hang C. R., Laidley c
320 Grogan Mrs. P., South Brisbane c (2) 75 Hang Far, Jericho c (2
321 Groom George, Condamine c 76 Hankinson T. Frank, Hermit Park, Townsville n z
322 Groom  Miss  Jeanette, Ravenswood c and c (2)
323 Grose A., Arthur  street c 77 Hanley M. M., Dungeness c
324 Grosse Louis (Haskell 's restaurant ), South Bris- 78 Hanlon -,  Brisbane c
bane c 79 Hanlon J. W. E., Spring Hill,  Brisbane a
325 Grove - (care of Mr . May), Leichhardt  street c 80 Hanlon P., P.O. Townsville c
326 Grove A., Ingham u k 81 Hann --, Condamine c
327 Growcott  Samuel , Brisbane u k 82 Hanna Johannes (shepherd), P.O. Rockhampton o c
328 Gruitt William (miner ), Ravenswood c (2) 83 Hanna Thomas, P. 0. Brisbane u k
329 Grultie Mrs. F., Normanton c 84 Hannah Charles, Indooroopilly c
330 Guerin Miss  Maggie, or  Brothers, Brisbane f 85 Hannah J., Bogantungan c
331 Gull A. B. F., Dalby o c 86 Hannah Jas. (carrier),  Bogantungan c
332 Gullinan John (land agent ), Sandgate c 87 Hannah Thomas, Thursday Island c
333 Gulliver Mrs. (care of Mr. Pariscaux, Bowen River 88 Hannan  James (labourer), Charters Towers o c
mailman ), Bowen c 2) 89 Hannan Lawrence, P.O. Pine Hill o
334 Gum George, Ravenswood o c 90 Hanooah Harlin (hawker), P.O. Brisbane o c
335 Gundary -, Ann street c 91 Hanrahan Michael (care of  Wills), Cullinlaringo c
336 Gundry Mrs. J., Jericho c 92 Hanrahan M., Tambo
337 Gunn Dan, Spring Hill c 93 Hanran Mrs., Brisbane c
238 Gunne Charles (care of P. Collins), Warwick c 94 Hansen  Rev. Anders Henry, Pialba f
339 Gunner  Harry, 14 Hill  street c 95 Hansen  C., Rockhampton c
340 Gunter Mr. or Mrs. R.,  Brisbane n z 96 Hansen  Carl, Valley c
341 Guy R. D., Rockhampton o 97 Hansen Christian (care of Brodie), Nive Downs
342 Guy Valentine, Q. N. Railway o c Station f
343 Guymer G., Jericho c 98 Hansen  E., Brisbane c
344 Gwan Ehg (storekeeper), Puller Creek c 99 Hansen  E. J., Alpha Creek o
345 Gwyther H. W., Brisbane c 100 Hansen  H., Logan c
101 Hansen Hans, P. U. Rockhampton f
102 Hansen  H. P., Rockhampton a
H. 103 Hansen J., Jericho c
104 Hansen Mrs. J. Olsen, St. George Creek, Charter s
1 HABITT Austin,  Britannia  Hotel, Stanthorpe c Towers c
2 Hackitt Patrick, P.O. Townsville o c 105 Hansen Jens Peter (farmer ), Gympie o c
3 Hadden E., Harcourt street, Brisbane c 106 Hansen L. P. One-Mile, Gympie c
4 Hadden John (bushman), Foyle View o c 107 Hansen Peter (care of McCarthy) Blackall Range o5 Haddock R., Valley c 108 Hansen W. (care of Burns, Philp and Co.), s
6 Haddrill J., Townsville c 109 Hanson A., Ipswich o c
7 Hagauriar Mrs., P.O. Brisbane s 110 Hanson Miss Bessie, Three-Mile Creek, Ipswich c
8 Hagan Patrick (miner ), Stanthorpe o c 111 Hanson H., Logan c
9 Hagger Mrs. F. H., Bundaberg s 112 Hanson M., P. U. Maryborough c (2)
10 Raid Johan (miner), Stanthorpe o c (3) 113 Hard Thomas, Brisbane u k
11 Haigh G. (mason), P.O. Brisbane u k 114 Hardgraves Peter, Emerald o c
12 Haines R., Townsville c 115 Hardgreaves John, Tingalpa c
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116 Harding C. (tailor), Brisbane c
117 Harding Thos, P. U. Ravenswood c
118 Hardings Cecil, Bundaberg t
119 Hardman -- Kangaroo Point c
120 Hardy F. A., Peak Mountain c
121 Hardy George, Wharf street, Brisbane o c
122 Hardy Geo., Relaying gan, Murphy's Creek c (2)
123 Harford A. W. (care of Hawkins), Townsville u k
124 Hargrave Win., P. U. Brisbane in
125 Harlen J., Cabbage-tree Creek s
126 Harley J., Gympie s
127 Harlin Fredk., Jericho c
128 Harlotte George, P. O. Brisbane c
129 Harman Christen, Ravenswood o c
130 Harnow -, Boundary  street , Brisbane c
131 Harper --, Vulture  street  South Brisbane c
132 Harper FdwardTymon, P. O. Brisbane c
133 Harper Miss F. (care of Mrs. Horton), P.O. Bris-
bane s
134 Harper J., Rockhampton c
135 Harper Rebecca, Townsville c
136 Harpur H. (butcher), Blackall c
137 Harracome Chas.,  Cunnamulla c
138 Harry J., Watsonville c
139 Harrigan Win., Rockhampton c
140 Harris Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
141 Harris -, Griffiths' Pocket, Gympie c
142 Harris Mrs., Gregory terrace c
143 Harris - (builder), Rockhampton c
144 Harris Alfred, Queen street, Brisbane a
145 Harris Mrs. Ann, P.U. Brisbane o c
146 Harris B. T., Brisbane e
147 Harris Mrs. Catherine, Jericho o c
148 Harris Charles (saddler), Cloncurry c
149 Harris Miss Emily, Caboolture c
150 Harris G., Teneriffe Estate, Valley c
151 Harris G. M. (carpenter), Bowen Hills o c
152  Harris H. (blacksmith), Chinchilla c
153 Harris Mrs. H., Jericho c
154 Harris H. G., Flinders street, Townsville u k
155 Harris James P.O. Yuelba o
156 Harris J. F. V.,'., Rockhampton c
157 Harris John (baker), Roma c
158 Harris John, P.O. Rosewood in
159 Harris Mrs. M. A., Rockhampton o c
160 Harris Miss R., Milton road c
161 Harris R., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
162 Harris William (bushman ), Rockhampton o c
163 Harris W. J., Cunnamulla s
164 Harris W. J. Clermont Station a
165  Harris W. P., Toowoomba c
166 Harrison Miss, Waverley c
167 Harrison Mrs. Ellen (care of Mrs. Leister), Kelvin
Grove c
168 Harrison Mrs. F., Bundaberg c
169 Harrison Fredk., P.O., Bundaberg c
170 Harrison W. H., Stanley  street  South Brisbane c
171 Harriss G. M. (carpenter), -Bowen Hills o c (2)
172 Hart Mrs., Vulture street, South Brisbane c
173 Hart H., P.O. Brisbane u k
174 Hart J. H. (fruiterer),  Brisbane s
175 Hart W. (care  of Mrs. Kennedy, depot), Brisbane c
176 Hart W. Kenigo street, Fortitude Valley c
177 Harte William,  Stanthorpe o c
178 Hartley  Mrs., Brisbane c
179 Hartley A., P.O. Townsville c
180 Hartley H., Kennedy  Estate, Toowoomba s
181 Hartley T., P.O. Rockhampton c
182 Hartnell William, Arthur street Valley o c
183 Harvey Mrs. Elizabeth, Upper kedron c (2)
184 Harvey J., Charters Towers c
18.5 Harvey John, Immigration Depot, Brisbane c
186 Harvey Mrs. K. Ann street, Valley c
187 Harvey N. if., Irvine Bank c188 Harvey R. W., Mitchell c
189 Harvey William, Brisbane c
190 Harvey William (" Scottish Knight "), Brisbane c
191 Harwood R. (care of Lord), Rosewood Station, u k
192 Haselhurat  James, Maryborough c
193 Haskett Micheal, P.O. Brisbane u k
194 Hassal Hans,  Ravenswood o c
195 Hassall  H., Townsville c
196 Hassall  W., Tambo o
197 Hassell  James  (surveyor), Church road, Cairns f
198 Hastings  Capt. (schooner  " Julia Bryce "), Towns-
,sille a
199 Hastings  J. W.baker), P.O. Fortitude Valley o c
200 Hatfield John, Townsville  c
201 Hatfield John, Bowen c
202 Hatton J. R., Rockhampton c
203 Hatton Sydney, Enoggera o c
204 Hatton W. F., Norinanton c
205 Haughton G., Rockhampton c
206 Haughtley G. W., P.O. Charters Towers it k
207 Hauritz - (blacksmith), Gympie c
208 Havers P., Kolan c
209 Hawford C., Brisbane c
210 Hawford Jas., Brisbane c
211 Hawker -, Rosewood c
212 Hawkes Thos., Blackall c
213 Hawkey Thos. (miner ), Charter Towers o c
214 Hawkins John, Isisford  in
218 Hay George H., Gycnpie o
219 flay Mrs. M., Rockhampton o
220 Hayburn James, Y.U. Brisbane c
221 Hayden G., Temperance Boarding-house, Ade
laide and Wharf streets, Brisbane c
222 Hayes Mrs., Union street, Stratton c
223 Hayes Miss Ann, P.O. Brisbane o c
224 Hayes Denis, Beta c
225 Hayes J., One-Mile c
226 ' Hayes J., Mountjoy Place, Petrie terrace c
227 Hayes James, Mackay c
228 Hayes James, P.O. Brisbane
229 Hayes J. W,, Bundaberg c
230 Hayes M., Clermont o
231 Hayes T., Berry street, Spring`Hil c
232 Hayes W. and C., Maryborough c
233 Hayes W. H., P.O. Brisbane c
234 Hayes William, P.O. Hughenden s
235 Haylea Robert, Rishton c
236 Hays Mrs. P.O. Maryborough u k
237 Hazlerigg C. C. (s.s. Waroonga"), Brisbane u k
238 Hea John, P.O. Brisbane o
239 Heale Robt. (farm labourer), Bundaberg o c
240 Healion E., Spring street, Brisbane c
241 Healion Wm., St. George c
242 Healy Mrs. E., Woolloongabba c
243 Healey Miss Lizzie (care of Miss Burgess), South
Brisbane c
244 Healy Wm., Dulvadilla c
245 Heard M. A., Brisbane o c
246 Heardsfield -, Gympie c
247 Hearn Fred., P.O. kavenswood c
248 Hearn Thomas, Range Camp, Ravenswood c
249 Heathwood George, Pine Hill o
250 Hector Michael, Table Top o c
251 Hedge Charles, P.O. Brisbane o c
252 Hedgelong Chas., P.O. Boggo c
253 Hedgelong C., Hope street, Brisbane c
254 Hedges Walter, P.O. Ross Island u k
255 Heffernan R. D., Bundaberg c
256 Heffernan T. P., P.O. Hu henden c
257 Heffernan W. J. (care of Thomson), Upper Mary c
258 Hegarty M., Four-gang, Clermont Line c
259 Hegarty W., Tattersall's Hotel, Townsville c
260 Hehiss Annie, P.O. Beaudesert o c
261 Hehir Edmond, P.O., Return Creek o
262 Heidke C., Woongarra c
263 Height Mrs. Tarampa c
264 Heineman Mrs. P. (care of Flood), Charleville c
265 Helfenstein -, Toowong c (2)
266 He Lie, Bogantungan c
267 Hellier W., P.O. Nortbcote c
268 Hellmuth C., Alberton c
269 Helsham E., Bundaberg o
270 Hely Mrs . (care  of Baynes), Wickham terrace c
271 Hemring Gottlieb, Perseverance o c
272 Hemson Arthur, P.O. Rockhampton $
273 Hemsworth John, P.O. Rockhampton o
274 Hence R. J. (agent, Singer's Sewing Machine),
Townsville c
275 Henderson H., Stratton street, Valley o c
276 Henderson A. A., Herning's Road Party, Ipswich c
277 Henderson Alexander, P.O. Charters Towers u k
278 Henderson F., Donors Hills Station a
279 Henderson James H. (care  of Casey), Logan Downs
uk
280 Henderson  William (labourer), P.O. Gympie o c (2)
281 Headley Mrs. South Brisbane c
282 Hendricksen kI, Beauly terrace, South Brisbane c
283 Hendrickson Mrs. E. Alfred street, Mackay c
284 Henermann - (bullock driver), Charleville c
285 Hennessey M., Cobb's Camp c
286 Hennessey Terence, Alpha c
287 Hennessy Thomas (hawker), Valley c
288 Henricksen Mrs. C., Quay Street, Rockhampton c
289 Henrickson P. (carrppeenter, Woolloongabba c
290 Henry Fred. W. P.O. Burketown c
291 Henry Mrs. G., 1Iiddle Ridge c (2)
292 Henry J., Hope street, South Brisbane c
293 Henry John B., Newtown, Maryborough f
294 Henry Miss Mary (s.s. "Duke of Sutherland"),
Brisbane c
295 Henry  Miss  M. E., (care of McShane), P.O.
Toowoomba c
215 Hawkins Thomas  (s.s. "Advance"), Thursday
Island c
216 Hawley J., Rockhampton c
217 Hawton -,  Stanthorpe c
Henry W., P.O. Betts Creek c
Henach Fred .,  Gympie c
Henson James ,  P.O. Rockhampton o c
Henston William Ravenswood o c
Herbert George, Telegra h Department ,  B ri sbane c
Herbert ,  W. P., Delpha Station ,  Barcoo c
Herbertson F., Mitchell c
Herd Robert ,  P,O. Brisbane n z
Herdman John R., P.U. Brisbane f
Herdman Peter, Woo lloongabbe c
Herlihy John ,  Maryborough c
Hermansen Herman  (care of Larsen ),  Betts Creek
Hernon Charles ,  Blackall c
Herod Mrs. J .,  Stanthorpe c
Herpe David, Condamine a
Herreker  Mrs. C.,  P.O. Jericho c
Herrickson  Mrs Josephine,  P.O. South Brisbane o c
Hermann  Max  (watchmaker ),  Townsville f
Hermann F . (watchmaker), Townsvi lle f
Herrod Mrs .,  Mulghave street, Brisbane c
Herschell Wm., Toowoomba c
Hetzer Martin ,  Burke f
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Hewson James , P.O. Gympie u k (2)
Hibbitt Jos., Glenbar c
Hinchcock Mrs., Terrace street , Valley c
Hickey  John, Jericho c
Hickey Matthew ,  Spring Hill o c
Hickling James and Co., Stanley street, South
Brisbane c
Hicks James ,  Charters Towers s
Hickson -, (drayman ),  Townsville c
Hickson Jack ,  Pine Hill s
Higgins  J., Bundaberg c
Higgins John ,  Brandby Station , Cooper' s Creek s
Higgins  Miss Mary (s.s. "New  Guinea"),  Brisbane c
Higgs  T. T., Rockhampton a
Hill Mrs., Nelson street Brisbane c
Hill Mrs., Waterloo , Valley c
Hill Mrs., Red Hill , Gympie c
Hill Mrs., P.O. Jericho c
Hill Mrs. Agnes ,  Maryborough o
Hill Arthur (s.s. " New Guinea" ),  Brisbane u k
Hill Edward , P.O. Toowoomba u k
Hill Edward ,  P.O. Toowoomba a
Hill H . (late of Maryborou h), Brisbane c
Hill Isaac  (s.s. "Wistow Hall"), Brisbane c
Hill J.  H., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
Hill J., Paddington c
Hill Jno., South  Brisbane c
Hill John Lawson ,  O'Connell Hill , Gympie c
Hill L., North Rockhampton c
Hill William ,  Cloncurry s (3)
Hillis  W., Charters  Towers c
Hilton  Mrs. J.  E., Brisbane o
Hinchpiss  0.,  Wickham terrace c
Hinctck  -, Warry_ street ,  Brisbane c
Hindley Miss, P.U. Townsville u k
Hindom C., Barcaldine Station c
Hines  Mrs. A. G.,  F,noggera terrace, Red Hill s (2)
Hines J .,  Walker 's Pocket,  Gympie c
Hing Geo., Mackay c
Hinks  W. A., Townsville o
Hinkson John, Hughenden ni
Hinnemann C., Charters Towers c (2)
Hinsch Fred .,  Gympie c
Hinson H . (fruiterer ),  George street ,  Brisbane c (5)
Hinton George, P.O. Rockhampton u k
Hinton Miss Nellie ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
Hinton W .  F., Betts Creek c
Hipkins Miss (care of Dr. Dunlop ),Ipswich Hospital c
Hirrod J .,  Bunda be rg c
Hoard Mrs .  J., Queenton  in
Hoare Joseph  (care of Pain), Collaroy Station u k
Hoban Miss M., P.O. Brisbane s
Hoban Miss ,  Stratton street , Valley c
Hobberman Henry  (baker )  P.O. Fortitude  Valley o c
Hoberlin gg Miss  Eliza, P .d. Brisbane c
Hobson Jaranes, P.O. Cairns c
Hockley  Mrs, Joseph, Ro ckhampton o
Hoded Miss Sarah ,  Townsville c
Hody  --,  Blackall c
Hodge Miss  A. C., P.O.  Rockhampton u k (2)
Hodge A. E. Fairview Park, Clermont c
Hodge  Mrs. 11obert,  Constance street, Valley c
Hodges Daniel ,  Stratton o c
Hodges E., Clermont c
Hodges Horatio J., Fortescue street ,  Brisbane o c
Hodner Mrs., Ipswich road c
Hodnett  -,  Petrie terrace c (2)
Hodson Henry ,  Queensport o c
Hodson Jas .,  Stanley street, South Brisbane e
Heohl Emanuel  (carrier ),  Her be rton c (2)
Hoey  -,  Brunswick street , Valley o c
Hoey Daniel , Alpha  Station ,  Rockhampton c
Hoey Maggie ,  Brisbane o
Hofert Charles, P.O. Rockhampton sHofmeister Henry ,  Hewitt Farm, Rockhampton c
Hogan Mrs ., Boundary  street Brisbane c
Hogan Mrs .,  Ann street , Valet' c
Hogan Alice  (care  of Mrs. Deighton),  Gladstone
road, South Brisbane o
Hogan James Queen street ,  Brisbane o c
Hogan John , Victoria  Mill, Eton c
Hogan John ,  Homebush Saw  Mills u k
Hogan P. (miner ),  Gympie c
Hogan Patrick ,  Stantborpe o c
Hogan P .  W., P.O. Cunnamulla c
Hogan Thomas ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane c
Hogan Thomas  (miner ) Stanthorpe  o c
Hogan Thomas  (care oti Fletcher) ,  Britannia Hotel,
Severn River s
Hogar Julius ,  Maryborough road c
Hoger Julius ,  Maryborough o
Hogg -, Mackay c
Hokin G., Gympie c
Holdstock S., Bowen Hills c
Holdsworth Mrs. E. J., South Brisbane c
Ho lland Alexander ,  Emerald o c
Holland D .,  Merton road ,  South Brisbane c
Holland J., Supreme Court ,  Brisbane c
Holland Mrs . J., Mitchell c
Holland J., Mitche ll  c
Holland Jas . C., Goodna c
Holland Joseph, P.O. Normanton c
Holland W., Bundaberg c
Holliday John,  P.O. Brisbane c
Hollingdrake Mrs., Fortescue street, Spring Hill m
Ho ll ingshead H. C. B., Shotover c
Holloway Charles, Wickham street o e
Holloway Henry, Ipswich o c
Holloway Thomas, P.O. Rosewood s
Holman D. F., Jinghi Station c
Holmes Charles, Walsh River, Palmer o c
Holmes J., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c
Holmes Phillip, Emerald o c
Holroyd John (care of Murray, carrier), Jericho cHolden H. J., St.  Geurye o
Holt Thomas, Coongoola Station, Cunnamulla o c
Holzberger M., Boggo c
Holzberger Phillip, South Brisbane c
Holzkuecht P. P., Bogantungan c
Honan John, Ipswich o c
Hunan Miss  Mary, Bundaber r o c
Houdt Miss G. (care of Mrs. llawkes), Toowoomba c
Hower Mrs. Annie, Terrace street, Valley o c
Hower Charles, Valley o
Honey George S., P.O. Brisbane s
Hong Foot, Maryborough s
Hong Yep Chur, Port Douglas s
Honer H. G. (labourer), Valley o c
Hontard Mrs. S., Mount Vince, Mackay c
Honnor Lars Peter, One Mile, Gynpie
Hood Miss E., Jellinbah Station s
Hooker George (shoemaker), Stauthorpe and Borde
Line c
Hoolahan Thomas, P.O. Maryborough c
Hoolihan M., Hughenden road c (2)
Hoolan J., P.O, Brisbane c
Hoolet Captain, M borough c
Hooper -, Loge's Paddock, Mackay c
Hooper F., Bellyando o
Hooper Frederick, St. George o
Hooper G., Queen street, Brisbane c
Hooper G. H., Gympie c
Hooper R., Betts Creek c
Hooper Robert (sawyer ), P.O. Betts Creek c
Hooper Robert, Charters Towers u k
Howorth E., (timber merchant), Brisbane s
Hooy Tooi, (shepherd), Dalby o c
Hopes William, P.O. Pine Hill c
Hopkinson Mrs. E., Kennedy Estate, Ipswich
road o
Hop Lee and Coy., Bundaberg c
Hopner C., NortRockhampton e
Hopton W. H., George street, Brisbane c
Horace  --, (care of Kennedy ),  Petrie terrace cHoratian John, Hughenden u k
Horan Timothy , Monkland c
Hore y Thos., Upper  Burdekin c
Hornblower William, Telegraph Camp, Inskip
Point  C
Horne Edward, Walsh River, Palmer o c
Hornfeck Geo., Nive Downs c
Horolett W. W., Wickham  street, Brisbane c
Horsman Mrs .  G., Kangaroo Point o
Iiorstman Walter ,  P.O., Roekhamptr m  s
Horton Edward, Kent street ,  Maryborough c
Horton W., Valley c
Horton William  (carrier), Pine Hill c
Il:oskings Henry ,  Cunnamulla eHooking John Henry (s.s. "New Guinea "), Bris-
bane e
Hoskinson A. (carver and gilder), George street,
Brisbane c
Hossaek George R., P.O. Stanthorpe c
Hoszfield Mrs. Bridget, Rockhampton o e
Houlahan Patrick, St. George Bridge s
Houlahan William (care  of Thompson), P.O.
Surat o
Hounslow C.,  Charters Towers c (2)
Hourigan John, P.O. Beenleigh c
Housmann Rev., Rockhampton c
Houston Alfred (baker), P.U. Brisbane o c
Houston Alexander, P.O. Brisbane c
Houston Robert,  Stanthorpe c
Howard Mrs .,  Bowen terrace c
Howard Miss K. (care of Mrs. Evans), New Farm c
Howard  -,  Bowen terrace cHoward--,  Gregory terrace c
Howard -, South Brisbane c
Howard Alfred,  Townsville c
Howard Thomas, Tambo c
Howarth Miss Lilly, P.O. South Brisbane c
Howatson  T., Caboolture c
Howe Mrs. Lucy, P.O. Brisbane u k
Howells John, P.O. Brisbane u k
Howens Mrs., Burrum c (2)
Howes F., P.O. Blackall o
Howes John, Fortitude Valley u k
Howie John Hastie, Blackall c
Howison James (labourer), Gympie o e
Howieson James,  Yandilla u k
Howitt A., Condamine e
Hudd Walter, St. Lucia, Brisbane u k
Huddleston C. (teamster), Cloncurry c
Hudson Julia, Logan road c
Hughes -, Usher Downs c
Hughes David, Normanton c
Hughes J. A., Cunnamulla c
Hughes Mrs. J. R., P.O. Bundaberg t
Hughes Joseph, Parish of Taylor, Helidon c
Hughes M., P.U. Townsville c
Hughes Miss Maria, Brickworks, Hendra c
Hughes P., Albert  street ,  Brisbane o
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..521 Hughes Patrick, P.O. Toowoomba c 4 Jacklin William, Ravenswood oc
522 Hughes T. H., Maryborough s 5 Jackson Mrs., Richmond  lane,  Maryborough a
523 Hughes W. H., Brisbane c 6 Jackson Miss (care of Rowling), Enoggera c
524 Hughes Win., Stephen street, South Brisbane u k 7 Jackson --, Richmond lane, Maryborough c
525 Hughes William (carrier ) P.O. Hughenden s 8 Jackson George (butcher), Ipswich c
52(1
,
Hull Joseph, West End Hotel Normanton o 9 Jackson Harry A. (care of Hughes),  Charters
527 Humby -, Thargomindah c Towers o
528 Hunie G. T., Bowen terrace c 10 Jackson H. W. (selector), Sandy Creek c529Hum rhres John (care of Armitage), Frazer's 11 Jackson John, Maryborough c
Island c 12 Jackson Joseph (drover), (sin Gin530 Humphrey A., P.O. Mount Morgan c 13 Jackson Mrs. Mary A., Rockhampton o e
531 Humphries Miss (care  of Richards), Homevale, 14 Jackson William, Toowoomba c
Mount Britton u k 15 Jacob J., Bundaberg c
532 Humphries J., P.O. Isisford a (4) 16 Jacobs Hart and Co., Brisbane o c
533 Humphries Sidney, P.O. Rockhampton a 17 Jacobsen --, Farleigh c
534 Hundtoft Carl, P.O. Rockhampton c and o c (2) 18 Jacobsen Julius, P.O. Toowoomba o
535 Hung Chooy, Gympie c 19 Jacques G. G., Hope street, South Brisbane c
536 Hunkie Mrs. Samson, P.O. Charters Towers c 20 Jaenke Julius, Tarampa c
537 Hunt -, Rosemount Estate Bromelton c 21 Jamenson Thos . (carpenter ), Gympie a
538 Hunt Benjamin, Ella street, Fortitude Valley o c 22 James Mrs., Grey street, South Brisbane c
539 Hunt Mrs. E., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c 23 James Mrs., Twine street, Spring Hill c
540 Hunt F. E., Gginpie c 24 James - (storekeeper), Cardwell u k
541 Hunter -, New Farm c 25 James D., Rockhampton s
542 Hunter - (care of Jones ), Rockhampton c 26 James  David (fruiterer), Rockhampton a o (2
543 Hunter A., Brisbane u k 27 James David C., Nerang c
544 Hunter George (a. a. "Roma  "),  Brisbane c 28 Jame. Harry, Oxford Downs o
545 Hunter J., P.O. Cairns c 29 James Henry, P.O. Brisbane u k
546 Hunter James (farmer ), Wide Bay Creek c 30 James J., Cardwell c
547 Hunter Thomas E., Mount Cornish, Muttaburra u k 31 James John  (carpenter ), Cardwell c
:i4$ Hunter William (care of Mr. Neal), Twelve Mile 32 James  L., Brisbane o
Railway Line c 33 James R., P.O. Townsville u k
549 Hurley Mrs., Logan road c 34 James  R. (manager ,  De fiance Machine), u k
550 Hualey Bernard, Y.O. Wickham terrace o c 35 James R., Rockhampton c
551 Hurley D. (wool classpr), Mine ie Downs c 36 James  S., Gympie c
552 Hurley J., Y.O. Ipswich c 37 James St., Y.U. Rockhampton o c
553 Hurley Jas., Cunnamulla c 38 James Thomas, P.O. Howard c
554 Hurst W. (s. s. "Lucinda "), Brisbane u k 39 James Tom, P.O. Emerald u k
555 Huston C., Clermont c 40 James W. (cabman),  Rockhampton c
556 Hutch Joseph, P.O. Brisbane s 41 James William,  Ravenswood o c
557 Hutcheson Mrs. J., P.U. Rockhampton c 42 Jamieson  James H . (care of Mybrea , drover),
558 Hutchins Miss M., P.O. Brisbane in Ravenswood c
559 Hutchinson Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k 43 Jamieson  Thomas C. (selector),  Russe ll  River c
560 Hutchinson Thos., Logan road c 44 Janceavy Mrs., P. O. Brisbane s
561 Hutchinson William, Yeerongpilly o c 45 Janes -, Arthur street,  Brisbane s
562 Hutchinson W. (care  of Smales ), Jimboomba c 46 Janes  Arthur, P.U. Brisbane u k
563 Hutchison J., P.O. Pine Hill c 47 Jaques Guss,  Pine Hi ll o
564 Hutchison J. T., P.O. Isisford c 48 Jardine -,  Brisbane o •
565 Hutson Win., Barcaldine c 49 Jarman J ames,  Townsville u k
566 Hutton F., Apsly Cottage,  Petrie terrace  in 50 Jarvis A., Woolloongabba c
567 Hutton Geo. S. (care of Hoffnung and Co.), Rock- 51 Jeanke J. A. H., Esk c
hampton c 52 Jebbett A., P.O. Blackall u k (3)
5118 Hutton James, P.O. South Brisbane u k 53 Jeffeiis G., Queen street,  Brisbane at69 Hykoop Alfred, P.O. Cunnamulla s (3) 54 Jeffery E., P.O. Augathella s
570 Hyland and Son, Toowong in 55 Jeffery Henry, Rockhampton a
571 Hyland A. N., Yeerongpilly o c 56 Jeffrey Edward, Morven o
572 Hyland Miss E. (care of Mrs. Davidson), Valley c 57 Jeffries  Samuel , The York, Wharf street,  Brisbane
573 Hyland Mrs. Harriet, Brisbane o c (2)
574 Hyland Jesse (contractor), Belgrave street, Red
Hill c (2)
58 Jeffries Thomas (consulting engineer), South Bris-
bane
575 Hyland Jesse,  Earl street , Toowong o (2) 59 Jelf George, Jericho c (2)
576 Hylton Herbert, P.U. Brisbane u k 60 Jemson Alex., P.O.  Brisbane a
577 Hym Sing, Gympie s 61 Jencoa Mrs., Maryborough b
578 Hyne R. M., Hughenden c 62 Jenkins John,  Bingera c
579 Hynes John, Paddington c 63 Jenkins J. V., P.O. Dalby c
580 Hynes Thomas  (care  of Fountain), Logan Railway 64 Jenkins R. D., Brisbane c
o c (2) 65 Jennings  Mrs. T. B., P.O., Townsville o
I. 66 Jenson -, Tiaro c
67 Jensen A Vulture  streetC Brisbane c
• 1 ILLING Mrs. (care of Fi,her), Spring Hill c 68
. ., ,
Jensen B Reed  street WoolloonC abba c2 Illsley W., Gympie c 69
. ,., g
Jensen F (miner ) Horse Shoe Bend Gympie c3 Imhoff Henry, Roma o 70 ,. ,Jensen Fredk. Upper Swan Creek c (2)4 Indiam William, Cootharaba road c 71 ,Jensen G. Charters Towers s5 Ingham Mrs., Sturt street, Townsville c 72 ,Jensen Hans Brisbane cP O6 Ingham  --, Ravenswood c 73 , . ,Jensen N Bingera eC7 Ingham Ronald, Townsville c 74 . .,Jensen Mrs. P. Beech road Mackay c8 Inglis John, P.O. Townsville s 75 , ,Jensen P (care of McLaughlin) Rockhampton c9 Inglis  John, P.O. Rockhampton a 76 . ,Jensen Peter Amarac cP O10 Inglis P., Barney Point, Gladstone e
"
77
, . .
Jenson Mrs. Peterson  street Woolloongabba c11 Ingram John (s.s. " Wistow Hall ), Brisbane u k 78
, ,
Jeppersen Julius O. Maryborough cP12 Inns George, P.O. Gympie c 79
, .
Jerrod W Clon-care of Jones (teamster )J13 Inns Robert, Jundah c . , ,.,
curry o14 Innosend J. M., Dulvadilla c 80 Jessop -- P O Brisbane c15 Inslay J. W. (care of Williams), Alpha c 81
, . .
Jenne E. B. Bundaberg e16 Inwood James, Stanthorpe c (2) 82
,
Maryborough cJimmy Ali Fat Opium shop17
18
Ireland James, P.O. Rockhampton c
Ireland Thos Westwood e 83
, ,
Jimmy Ah Sin, Mackay e
19
.,
Ireland Walter (care of Lonagan), Western Mail
Hotel Morven o
84
85
Jimmy Gong (cook), Cairns c
Jimmy Sung, Bundaberg c
ZO
,
Irvin John (shepherd), Stanthorpe o c (2) 8687
Jinkins Thomas, Brisbane c
Jiversen P Brisbane f21 Irvine F., Hill street, Gregory terrace c 88
.,
Gold FieldJockleirn William Ravenswood c22 Irvine Henry, Gympie c (4) 89
, ,
Brisbane o cJogd Christopher (labourer) P O23 Irvine T., Valley c 90
, . .
Gatton cJohansen --24 Irvine Timothy F., Mugrulla Station, Culgoa
River o 91
,
Johansen Carl, South Kolan c
2.5 Irwin Josh., Gympie c 9293
Johansen Christian (carpenter ), Ipswich road o c
John Ali Fat Hughenden c26
27
Irwin T., Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
Irwin Thomas Maryborough c 94
,Johns Mrs., Woolloongabba c
28
,
Irwin William (care of Mrs. Goggs, Wolston),
Goodna u k
95
96
Johns G., Gympie a (2)
Johns Henry (farm labourer), South Brisbane o c
29 Irwing Bros Betts Creek c 97 Johns J. (labourer), Rockhampton c
30
.,
Isaacs  D Crystal Brook c 98 Johns W., Walker's Pocket, Gympie e
31
.,
Dalby cIvett J Clay street 99 Johnsen Miss Jane, Cairns c., , 100 Johnsey -, Charters Towers c
101 (care of Mrs. Nathan) North Quay eJohnson MrsJ. 102
,.
Johnson -  (farmei ), Gattcm e
1 JACCARD Albert (blacksmith), Rockhampton c 103 Johnson - (schoolmaster ), Pim ma c
2 Jack John, Townsville c 104 Johnson B. (care of Sparks  and  M innon),  Valley a
3 Jack William,  Kennigo  street, Fortitude Valley o c 105 Johnson Charles , P.O. Ravenswood c •
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106 Mary streetJohnson Charles (tailor) Brisbane o c 201 blacksmith)Joyce William (care of Lewis Ballan-
107
, ,
Johnson Charles, Brunswick street, Valley o c
,,dean o c
108 Johnson Charles, P.O. Thursday Island c 202 Joynt N. (auctioneer), Townsville s
109 Johnson D., Railway Department, Townsville c 203 Judd J., Y.U. Brisbane u k
110 Johnson Mrs. E., Brisbane River, Ipswich c (2) 204 Judge Miss Ada (care of Dunning), Stanton Hill,
111 Johnson F. S., Junction Boggo road c Townsville o
112 Johnson H. P., Lorne Station, Blackall f (2) 205 Judge A. S., P.O. Brisbane t
113 Johnson Hans Peter (labourer), Blackall o c 206 .Tuel J., Kilkivan Junction c
114 Johnson J. (wellsinker). Bundaberg c 207 Julin Maria E., Gympie c
115 Johnson J., (s.s " New Guinea"), Brisbane u k 208 July Ah Fun, Pine Hill c
116 Johnson John (care of Brookes, Enterprise Hotel), 209 Juno - (care  of Johnstone), Belyanio c
Charters Towers o 210 Jupp Win. Fk., Maryborough c
117 Johnson Miss Laura, Main street, Cairns c 211 Jurdson --, Ipswich road c
118 Johnson Peter (bushman), P.U. Brisbane o c
119 Johnson Peter B. H., Ipswich o c
120 Johnson Miss R. E., Mackay c K.
121 Johnson Mrs. Richard (dressmaker), Ravenswood c
122 Johnson Thomas, Brisbane road, Gympie o 1 KABIN -, Enoggera road c
123 Johnson William, Warwick Station s 2 Ka-dwell T., Ann street, Brisbane c
124 Johnston Mrs., Walker street, Maryborough c 3 Kahl John (carrier), Blackall c
125 Johnston -, Brisbane c 4 Kallaway George, P.O. Charters Towers s (2)
126 Johnston - (blacksmith), Day Dawn Claim, 5 Kamp Ezekiah, Y.U. Charters Towers c
Charters Towers c 6 Kane H. J., Kimberley c
127 Johnston Mrs. A., Mount Pleasant, Logan road c 7 Kane Michael, P.O. Townsville c
128 Johnston Mrs. Ellen, P.U. Brisbane s 8 Karger Mrs. H. (care of McGhie and Enright),
129 Johnston James, P.O. Breakfast Creek c Tambourine c
130 Johnston James, Brisbane in 9 Karney John, Bulloo Downs o
131 Johnston James, Hargrave road c 10 Kavanagh Miss H., P.O. Brisbane c
132 Johnston James N. (miner ), Rockampton o c 11 Kavanagh John, P.U. Brisbane c
133 Johnston Peter, Gympie c 12 Kay D. (care of 'Harding and Co.), Brisbane u k
134 Johnston S. (selector), Chinchilla c (2) 13 Kay - (shearer), Edward street, Brisbane c
135 Johnston Sam, Mount Pleasant, Logan road c 14 Kay Tug (Chinese cook), Rorna o c
136 Johnston T. B., Boiling Down Establishment, 15 Kealer -, Maryborough c
Townsville s 16 Kean Mrs. A., Muir street, Toowoomba c
137 Johnston Thomas, Charters Towers u k 17 Kean Elizabeth, Brisbane o
138 Johnstone J., Terrace street, New Farm road c 18 Kean Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers o c (3;
139 Johnstone Jerry, Ravenswood o c 19 Kean Thomas, Ravenswood o c
140 Johnstone M. A., Bundaberg c 20 Keane Cornelius, Immigration Depdt, Brisbane c
141 Johnstone Miss R. E., Mackay c 21 Keane James K., Immigration DepOt, Mary-
142 Joncour J., Back Creek Copperfield c borough s
143 Jones Mrs., Stanley  street, South Brisbane c 22 Kear L. H. (care of Station Master), Laidley c
144 Jones Mrs., P.O. Townsville u k 23 Kearney Michael, P.O. Ipswich s
145 Jones Miss, Roma c 24 Keast William, P.O. Charters Towers c
146 Jones -, Wood and Coal Depot, Brisbane c 25 Keating George, Gibb street, Valley o c
147 Jones Mrs. A. Ann street, Valley c 26 Keating Geoffrey, Cabarlah c
148 Jones A. F., (ueentitreet, Brisbane c 27 Keating M., Valley c
149 Jones A. F., Ann street, Valley o c 28 Keats E., Albert Sawmills, Crow's Nest s
150 .1 ones C., Rose Hill Cottage, Bowen Hills c 29 Kee Chou, Westwood c
151 Jones Charles, Immigrants Home, Brisbane u k 30 Keefe H. G., P.O. Brisbane o
152 Jones D., Wickham street, Valley c 31 Keefe John, P.O. Brisbane s
153 Jones Mrs. E., Oxford street, Rockhampton c 32 Keegan --, Normanton c
1.54 Jones Miss E., Roma c 33 Keegan Anthony, North Pine u k
155 Jones E., Gympie c 34 Keegan R. H., Townsville o
156 Jones Edward A., Cooper's Creek, Windorah in (2) 35 Keel E., P.O. Ipswich u k
157 Jones Mrs. Elizabeth, Lillymere, Lower Burdekin c 36 Keen Mrs. C. P., P.O. Gympie o
158 Jones G. A., Detective Office,  Brisbane c 37 Keenan W. J., Thornbury  street  Valley o c
159 Jones  Graham ,  Red Hill, Brisbane c 38 Keene  Mrs. Robert, P.U. Dickabain c
160 Jones Griffith, Ipswich c 39 Keeple A., Cairns c
161 Jones Mrs. J.. off Flinders  street Townsvi lle a 40 Kell Henri, Ipswich f
162 Jones J., Brisbane s 41 Keiser -, Cairns c
163 Jones J. F. (care of Young Bros. and Co.),  Kalamia 42 Keith and Co., Aramack c
Estate, Lower Burdekin u k (4) 43 Keith J. D., Russell River c
164 Jones John, Ipswich c 44 Kelly M., Pink Lilly Rockhamppton c
165 Jones John Bathurst, Lagoon Farm, Ipswich c 45 Kelly Thomas, Bolsover street Rockhampton c
166 Jones Joshua, Yellow Waterholes, Nebo road, 46 Keleher Denis, Maryborough o c
Mackay s 47 Kell G. W. (s.s. "Duke of Argyle"), Brisbane u k
167 Jones Lewis, Stewart Creek, Townsville c 48 Kelloway W. H., Mount Stuart c
168 Jones Mrs. Lucy L., Bogantungan c 49 Kelly Mrs., Church street Valley c
169 Jones Mrs. M., Yellow Waterholes, Nebo road, 50 Kelly Alfred (painter), P.O. Brisbane o c
Mackay c 51 Kelly B., Union Hotel Bowen c
170 Jones Mrs. Martha, P.O. Brisbane o c 52 Kelly David, Homemead P.O. Brisbane c
171 Jones  Miss  M., Longland Station, Waterloo Bris- 53 Kelly Rev. E., Adelaide street Brisbane t (2)
bane c 54 Kelly Mrs. F., William street Rockhampton c
172 Jones Patrick, Maytown o c 55 Kelly George, Y.O. Cooktown in
173 Jones R., Betts Creek c 56 Kelly George, Cooktowm c
174 Jones R., Wickham  street , Valley c 57 Kelly James, Victoria Plantation, Herbert River in
175 Jones  Miss Rose,  Hospital, Brisbane c 58 Kelly James, Dungeness c
176 Jones Mrs. T., Overends Sawmills, Charters
Towers c
59 Kelly James (care of Joyst), Russell street South
Brisbane u k
177 Jones T., One-Mile c 60 Kelly James T., Victoria Plantation Herbert River a
178 Jones T., Gyr pie c (2) 61 Kelly J. J. (care of McDermott), Kilkivan Railway
179 Jones Thomas,  New .ealand  Reef, Gympie c Camp s (2)
180 Jones Thomas, Jane street Fortitude Valley o c
62 Kelly John, Union street Valley c
181 Jones Thomas M., P.U. Maryborough c 63 Kelly John (carrier), P.O. Mitchell s (2)
182 Jones Wallace, care of Dinmore Brick and Tile 64 Kelly Jno., Dulvadilla c
Works c 65Kelly M., P.O. Normanton c
183 Jones William, Mackay o 66 'Kelly M. (blacksmith), Norrnanton c
184 Jones W. Nicklin, P.O. Roma o 67 Kelly Maria J., P.O. Townsville o
185 Jones W. 0., One-Mile c 68 Kelly Miss W. J., Y.O. Townsville in
186 Jones W. 0., Gympie c 69 Kelly Matt., P.O. Brisbane u k
187 Jonson W. B., Lincoln Sugar Mill, Mount Mee u k 70 Kelly Michael, P.O. Normantou c
188 Jonson C., P.O. Brisbane f 71 Kelly P., Hughenden s
189 Joust Ragath, Rockhampton c 72 Kelly R. F., P.U. Townsville c
190 Jordan Mary Agnes (care of Mrs. Webb), Kangaroo 73 Kelly R. F. (bookmaker), Brisbane c
Point c 74 Kelly W. G. (travelling saddler), Mount Margaret s
191 Joreno Mrs., Bowen Hills c 75 Kenminilli William (care of Combs), Roma o
192 Jos Sing Wing, Condamine c 76 Kemp -, Howard c
193 Joy William, Crocodile o 77 Kemp George, Cloncurry f
191 Joyce Miss Bridget, Harcourt street, Valley o c 78 Kemp Win. (joiner), Fortitude Valley o c (2)
195 Joyce E., Rockhampton c 79 Kemp W. (care of Manager, Carriers' Coy.), Bogan
196 Joyce Jos., P.O. Townsville s (2) tungan c
197 Joyce Joseph (billiard marker), Charters Towers o c(3) 80 Kenale barn (care of Henderson), Mooney Station o
198 Joyce Martin and Mary (care of Morrison and Co.), 81 Kendall Martha, CGoreena, Blackall o
South Brisbane o c 82 Kendrick Mrs. A., Newtown, Ipswich c
199 Joyce Michael, P.U. Morven c 83 KeneallMrs. (dressmaker), Valley c
00 Joyce Michael, P.U. Brisbane u k 84 Kenna Denis (labourer), btanthorpe o c
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h5 Kenna W., Gympie c 185 Knowles J. H., P.O. Rockhampton m
86 Kennedy Dr., George street Brisbane c 186 Knowley John, P.O. Thargomindab s
87
,
Kennedy --, Wickham street Brisbane c 187 Kundsen Peder, P.O. Toowoomba c
88
,
Brisbane cKennedy Mrs., Wickham street 188 Koerner Mrs. E., P.O. Brisbane n z
89
,
Kennedy J., Ravenswood c 189 Kohn -, Spring Hill c
90 Kennedy J., Brisbane c 190 Kohn W., Laidley c
91 Weilamurra Station sKennedy Jas. (care of King) 191 Kong On, Stanthorpe c
92
,
Kennedy John (care of Wright, Heaton, and Co.), 192 Kong Yuen, Rockhampton o c •
Charters Towers s 193 Koop Jasper, Rosewood c
93 Kennedy John, Almond Bank Cottage u k 194 Korn W. (care of Elliot), Dalhy c
94 Kennedy Mrs. Michael, Maryborough  is and u k (2) 195 Kovonagh -, Walker's Pocket c
95 Kennedy Michael (carpenter), Rockhampton o 196 K rails Peter, Homebnsh road c
66 Kennedy Dr. M. J., Day Dawn Ridge, Charters 197 Kriztman Mrs., P.O. Rockhampton
Towers c 198 Kropp Carl (care of Ware), nor, h Ipswich c
97 Kennedy Miss Rebecca, Immigration Depot, Bris- 199 Kropp Harry (sawyer), P.O. Cairns c
bane c 200 Krowse E. 0., P.O. Mackay s
98 Kennedy William, Ingham c 201 Kuhlke George Heinrich, Brisbane u k
99 Kennedy William, P.U. Toowoomba s 202 Kuhn Wm., Laidley c
100 Kennet Mrs. David, P.O. Brisbane it k 203 Kuni Long (carpenter), Beenleigh c
101 Kenneth Miss, White Horse Hotel, Gympie c (2) 204 Kung Sing, Gympie c
102 Kenney Mrs., Leichhardt street, Spring Hill c 205 Kunsden Paul, Queensport o c
103 Kenney - (selector), Ounnamulla c 206 Kurlow Mrs., P.O. Maryborough c
104 Kenney Mrs. Mary, P.O. Gympie o c 207 Kurny Messrs., Cooktown c
105 Kenny Michael (care of White, butcher), Burruin c 208 Kwong  Ali Suen, Cooktown c
106 Kenny Mary, Townsville c 209 Kyle Philip (labourer), Gympie o c
107 Kenny Michael. P.O. Thargomindah in
108 Kenny Patrick, Colonial Sugar Mills, Herbert
River c L.
109
110
enra rs., . . risbane c
Kent George, Harcourt  street , Valley c 1 LABRUNING -- (tinsmith), Lakes Creek c
111 Kenyon R., Hanego s 2 Labrunning Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
112 Keogh Mrs., Wickham  terrace c 3 Laburuay -, Lakes Creek c
113 Keogh ,Tames, P.U. Cooktown in 4 Laburney Mrs. L., P.O. Lake,s Crock s
114 Keogh Miss Margaret H., Ipswich u k 5 Lacey Mrs. J., Mitchell c
115 Keough H., P.O., Charters Towers c 6 Lacy John, Thargamindah a
116 Keough John (carrier), Aramac 7 Laddinen J. V., P.O. Cloncurry it k
117 Keough Mts. M., Bogantungan c 8 Ladewi E. W., Kangaroo Point c
118 Kerr Mrs. Fanny, Rockhampton o c 9 Lafield James, P.O. Jericho c
119 Kerr John (wharfinger), Alice street, Brisbane o c 10 Lahy W., Pine Hill c
120  Kerr Thomas L. (care of Lauderdale), Rock- 11 Laidlaw D. H., Spring Hill c
hampton c 12 Laing John, Colungara Flinders River c
121 Kerr W., Bolsover lane, Rockhampton c 13 Laing W., Charters Towers s
122 Kershaw James, Victoria Downs, Morven c 14 Laing W. M., P.O. Windorah c
123 Kershaw William, Mudgeeraba Sawmills o c 15 Laird James W., Breakfast Creek u k
124 Kerting Mrs., Valley e (2) 16 Lake Mrs. J., Mackay c
135 Kerwan Michael, Petrie terrace c 17 Lake Miss Jeanette,
Immigration  Office,  Brisbane st26 Kevin Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c (2) 18 Lally Francis P.O. Ravenswood u k
127 er)---- (mana Nemie Station cKe 19 Lamb =-- dardwell c128 ,gyKeyson Mrs West End Brisbane c 20 ,Lamb Iadward  Brisbane o129 ., ,Keeyson -- (watchmaker) Charlev ille c 21 Lamb H. J., Townsville c130 ,Kiernan P., P.O. Dulacca c 22 Lamb J., Sprin Hill c
131 Kiffard Mrs., P.O. Toowoo nba c 23 Lamb Robert,  Isisford c
132 Kilgour A., Murphy's Creek c 24 Lamb Wm., Victoria Mills, Herbert River c
133 Kilgower A., Boggo road s 25 Lambert -, Stanley  street ,  South Brisbane c
134 Kilkelly James, P.O. Townsville u k 26 Lambert S., Warwick c
135 Killien T. (care of Dawson), Gympie c 27 Lamond Arthur, Blackall o
136 Killner W., Arthur street, Valley o c 28 Lamond James (care of Ballard), Brookfield u k
137 Kilpatrick William, P.O. Brisbane in 29 Lampleigh Henry A., P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
138 Kinber -, Bundaberg c 30 Lanaghon M., Oxley c
139 Kinchler George, Normanton c 31 Lancaster  James,  North Ipswich c
140 Kindrick Thomas, Newtown, Ipswich c 32 Landergan P., Costin street, Valley c
141 King,  Smith and  Kencham Northcote c (2) 33 Landers Charles, Townsville e
142 King - (care of Burke ), kensington c 34 Landrage -- (telegraph  contractor ), Mary-
143 King A. B., Bundaberg e borough c
144 King E. M., Red Hill, Gympie c 35 Landridge D., Bundaberg c
145 King G., P.O. Bundaberg u k 36 Lands J., Courier Office,  Brisbane  is
146 King George, King's Cross Farm, Bundaberg a 37 Lane  Miss,  Gympie c
147 tax streetKin H Waterworks road c 38 Lane David ( iiner ) Gympie c148 ,.,gKing Henry, Pine Hill o 39 g ,Lane  Miss  Harriet, P.O. Rockhampton  s and m (2)
149 King 0., Jericho c 40 Lane J. W., Gotha street, Valley o c
150 King Richard (contractor), Townsville o c 41 Lane Thomas, Gotha  street,  Valley o c
151 King S., P.O. Townsville it k (2) 42 Lang Dick, P.O. Brisbane c
152 King Thomas, Barcaldine o 43 Lang Master Geo., P.O. Brisbane c
153 King W. P.O. Broad Sound c 44 Lang Mrs. J., Mackay o
154 ,King  W., P.O. Rockhampton c 45 Lang John, Railway, Stanthorpe c
15.5 King William, Rockhampton c 46 Lang Mrs. M., High street, Warwick c
156 King William, Pikedale c 47 I.angdon Alfred, Yeerongpilly o c
157 Kingston  J. J., Park Hill, Brisbane c 48 Langford G., Gibbs street, Valley c
158 Kinnear Neil, P.O. Cooktown u k 49 Langford George (Q. G. S. " Advance "), Cooktown c
159 Kinsella John, Victoria Mills, Eton c 50 Langhren J., Wide Bay Creek c
160 Kirkin and Parkyen, Normanton c 51 Ianghren J., Wide Bay Creek c
161 Kirkland Miss  Mary, Charters Towers o c 52 Langhman R. T., Brisbane o c
162 Kirkwood - -, Cedar Pocket c 13Langton Win., Cowrie road o c
163 Kirkwood James, Canning o c 54 Lanman R., Charters Towers c
164 Kirwan A., Barryulah  Station  in 55 Lanour -, Cotherstone c
165 Kitchen Jno., Dinmore Station u k 56 Lanskey - Townsville c
166Kitchner -, Mackay c 57
,
Larkin Mrs. A., Herberton c
167 Klatkee C (carpenter)Bundaber c 58 Herberton cLarkin Miss A
168
. , gKleumochmidt Nerang c 59 . .,Larkin Patt., Colonial Sugar Company, Victoria
169 Klibke F., Rosewood Gate c Mill, Herbert River u k
170 Kleise Paul, Monnt Pleasant c 60 Larner-, Kilkivan Junction c
171 Kneipp Frank, Tambo s 61 Larsen Chr., Burnett boarding-house, Bundabergm
172 Knight -, Townsville c 62 Laughlin James, P.O. Brisbane s
173 Knight -, Roma c 63 Launders --, Yandilla c
174 Knight ---, Charleville ii k 64 Laurence Mrs., Waterford o
175 Knight Mrs. A. J., P.O. Brisbane s 65 Laurence T., Gympie c
176 Knight G. H., Gympie c 66 Laurence Joseph, Normanton c
177 Knight George, Townsville c 67 Laurence W. (commercial traveller), Cooktown c
178 Knight Lancelot E., Bartley street, Brisbane o c 68 Lavel M. Margretta, The Holmwood, Caboolture o-
179 Knight L. E., Government Printing Office, Bris- 69Lavers R., Rosewood c
bane c 70 Laverty Miss Catherine, Depot Brisbane u k
180 Knipe Thomas (labourer), P.O. Gympie o c (2) 71 Law C., P.O. Brisbane a
181 Krwbcl Rudolf, P.O. BM-iabane f 72 Law H. J., Bo Zo s
1.1;2 Knopke E., Stanthorpe c 73 Law Mrs. L., Kangaroo Point c •
183 Knowles -. Kent street, Tenariffe c 74 Lawes W. (s  is. "New Guinea"),  Brisbane u k
184 Knowles C., Valley 0 75 Lawlor  Miss,  Boundary  street, Spr4ig Hill 0
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76 • Lawlor Tim . (care of Martin ),  Angelala Creek c 177 Little Miss  (s.s. " Manors"), Brisbane
77 Lawrence Alfred Thomas ,  Ipswich c 178 Little John, Red Hill c
78 Lawrence W. D. (s s. "  Keilawarra "),  Brisbane c (2) 179 Little Thomas, Y.O. Brisbane u k
79 Lawrence W. H., Normanby u k 180 Little William, Betts Creek a (2)
80 Laws A., Poole Island c 181 Livesey H. G., Cashu-iere s
81 Lawson Andrew, Springs o c 182 Livingstone  John,  Isisford c
82 Lawson Geo., Albilbah ,  Isisford s 183 Llewellyn  C. H., P.O.  Brisbane o c
83 Lawson Henry J . (freeholder ),  Port Curtis c 184 Lloyd and Cowell ,  Townsville c
84 Lawton Daniel, Immigration Depot, Brisbane c 1&5 Lloyd Edward,  Brisbane c
85 Lay Charles ,  P.O. Marybo rough c 186 Lloyd George , Rockhampton  c
86 Lea  -,  Monkland c 187 Lloyd Jas .,  Ann street , T he Oval c
87 Lea Mrs .  A. C., Roma c (2) 188 Lloyd Jas .,  Sandgate c
88 Lea W., 42-Gang 183-Mile Central Railway c 189 Lloyd R. H., P.O .  Mackay c
89 Leach Miss Marian  (dare of Mrs. McDermott), 190 Lloyd T. B. (care of Johnson ),  Brisbane c
Caxton street, Red Hill, Brisbane c 191 Lloyd  Thomas (charcoal burner ),  Taringa c (5)
90 Leaky Miss K., Princess street Petrie Terrace c 192 Lloyd  Win. (painter) ,  Ipswich road c
91 Leanny Thomas ,  P.O. Brisbane c 193 Loader B. E., P.O .  Townsville f
92 Lean J. K., P.O. Ingham c 194 Loader Miss Sarah  (s. a. "Cloncurry"), Brisbane u k
93 Leckie R., Petrie Terrace c 195 Lock F .  J., Paddington c
94 Ledger T. A., travelling Pikedale Cattle c 196 Lock Samuel ,  Rockhampton c
95 Lee --, Brunswick street, Brisbane c 197 Lomax W., Normanton s and c (2)
96 Lee  (butcher) ,  Kelvin Grove c 198 Lonergan E., 41 gang,  179-mile, Em rald c
97 Lee A., Dulvadilla c 199 Lonergan Edmond, 41 gang, St .  Helen 's Q.C.R. c
98 Lee Mrs. Annie, Dalby o c 200 Lonergan T., Roma street ,  Brisbane c
99 Lee Charles ,  Mackay u k 201 Long Miss Emily ,  G mpie o c
100 Lee Charles May, Cawarral c and s (3) 202 Long Mrs. J., P .O. Lownaville u k
101 Lee James  (care of O'Neill ),  Rockhamton o 203 Long P., Gympie c
102 Lee Jno . (care of Gibson ),  Bingara Plantation c 204 Long William  (gardener ),  Gympie o c
103 Lee Mrs .  Lawrence ,  P.O. Ipswich u k 205 Longman W., Brisbane c
104 Lee Robert, Queensport o c 206 Lonigan J., Upper Cape o
105 Lee Mrs. Thomas ,  P.O. Killarney c 207 Loon John  (storekeeper ),  Dalby o c
106 Leech A., P.O. Mitchell c (2) 208 Loo Mah, Roma c
107 Leeder W. C., Jericho c 209 Lord Bessie, Rockhampton o
108 Leedman Louis  (tailor ),  P.O. Brisbane o c 210 Lord Miss  F. L., P.O.  Brisbane s
109 Lee Fat ,  Charleville c 211 Lord John, Mitchell o
110 Lee Gong Foo (shepherd ),  Dalby o c 212 Lorensen Hans, Lennox street, Maryboroug 4  c
111 Lee Ha ll Kee,  Cairns c 213 Lorresen  C., Morgan  street, Valley c
112 Leehane Miss Katrina, Kangaroo Point c 214 Lota Mrs. Kate,  Townsville c
113 Lee Kee ,  Mackay f 215 Loucas  Mrs. J ., Clermont c
114 Lees Mrs. (care of J. Lees, van proprietor), South 216 Love Robt., Maroochie c
Brisbane e 217Low J. (plumber ),  Charleville c
115 Lees J .  McKenzie ,  Stephens street, South Bris- 218 Low William ,  Musgrave road, Brisbane o c
bane c 219 Lowden Robert, Kangaroo Hill Station, Dalrymple c
116 Lehman C., Barcaldine Downs c 220 Lowe A., Urangan c
117 Lehmann Max., P.O. Brisbane f 221 Lowe Andrew ,  Pialba o c
118 Leibow P. M., Betts Creek o 222 Lowe Mrs. Jane ,  Gympie o c
119 Leigh M., Rockhampton o 223 Lowe Peter  (timber getter ).  Bundaberg c
120 being A. Moy, Gympie c 224 Lowe Thomas, Ravenswood s
121 Leitch Henry  (carrier ),  Mitchell c 225 Lowry Barney, Grey street, Brisbane o c
122 Lenaghon Mrs., Oxley Creek c 226Loxton H., Queen street ,  Brisbane c
123 Leneham Miss  (care of Mrs .  Kelly ),  Valley c (2) 227 Loxton W., Kennigo street, Valley c
124 Lenna ,n Peter  (labourer ),  Bundaberg o c 228 Loyd R . (care of Chase ),  Albilbah Station ,  Isisford a
125 Lennond J., Thompson Estate c 229 Lucas - (carrier ),  Clermont c
126 Lens H., Rosewood Crossing c 230 Lucas Dr. (care of Turner ),  Mackay c (2)
127 Leo -, Brunswick street, Brisbane c 231 Lucas Dr., Cairns c
128 Leonard John, P .U. Rockhampton s, and n z (3) 232 Lucas Dr., Townsville c
129 Leong Ali Yek, China Flat, Gympie c 233 Lucas J. R., Clermont c
130 Leong May Kum, Hughenden s 234 Lucas Rev. W .,  Mount Perry s
131 Lester J., Rockhampton s 235 Luckstone Isidore  (s.s.  "Wistow Hall"), Brisbane c
132 Letson Henry, P.O. Mitchell o u k and f (3) 236 Luddy Denis B., Charters Towers u k
133 Letten G., Maryborough c 237 Ludgate Henry (miner ),  Stanthorpe o c
134 Lever Mrs. (s.s . "  Wistow Ha ll),"  Brisbane c 238 Ludwig Julius ,  Port Curtis o c
135 Lever -, Saw Mills, South Pine c 239 Luke Robert  (mariner ),  South Brisbane c
1$6 Lever George, Coomera River c 240 Lu mly Thomas (barque " Peri "),  Brisbane u k
137 Levi Mrs .,  Perry street ,  Spring Hill c 241 Lumsden John, Surry Farm, Ipswich c
138 Levingston -, Brisbane c 242 Lum Tin, Stanthorpe c
139 Lewis Mrs., Given terrace ,  Brisbane c 243 Lum  War, Charleville c
140 Lewis A., New Zealand Reef, Gympie c 244 Lunn Win. F., Union street, Brisbane u k
141 Lewis Mrs. D .,  Brisbane c 245 Lupton J., Highgate Hill. South Brisbane c
142 Lewis F., New Zealand Reef, Gympie c 246 Luttrell P., Kangaroo Point c
143 Lewis G., Commercial Hotel,  Brisbane s 247 Ly Kong ,  Cairns c
144 Lewis J. (care of Simmonds ,)  Brunswick street, 248 Lyle William Brisbane o
Brisbane u k 249 Lynch Edward, Ipswich c
145 Lewis James, Miles c 250 Lynch Hugh, Normanton u k
146 Lewis John  (carrier ),  Hughenden road c 251 Lynch J., P.O. Isisford s
147 Lewis John, Ravenswood o c 252 Lynch Michael  (care of Fraser ),  Ulolo, Winton c
148 Lewis W. (20 gang ),  S. and W. Railway c 253 Lynch P., Blackall s
149 Lewis W. (clicker ),  West End, Brisbane c 254 Lynch P., Campbell lane Rockhampton c
150 Lichterfield Fred., Stanley street, South Brisbane c 255 Lynch Patrick, Bridge Hotel Mitche ll c
151 Lickefelt W., Fernvale c 256 Lynch Peter, P.O. Toowoomba c
152 Ligerino Antonio, Townsville c 257 Lynch T., Jundah s
153 Lightbody J. (carpenter), South Brisbane c 258 Lynch Thomas, Ravenswood o c
154 Lillebar A., Wickham terrace c 259 Lynch T. F. (plumber), P.O. Brisbane c
155 Lilley H., Townsville o 260 Lynham Matthew  (care of Raven ),  Allilbah Isis
156 Lillicrop and Walker, Stanthorpe c (3) ford c
157 Lilly S.  0., P.O. Brisbane c 261 Lynn  -,  Ravenswood c
158 Limprich Miss Helene  (care of Binney ),  Brisbane c 262 'Lyons Mrs., Woolaton c
159 Linch J., Townsville u k 263 Lyons J., Cairns o
160 Lincoln Wm., P.O. Brisbane m 264 Lyons Myles ,  Charters Towers c
161 Lind Mrs .  J. (care of Mrs. Byrns), Miners' Arms
Hotel, Queenton o
265 Lyons W., Wharf street ,  Brisbane c
162 Linden Harry,  One-Mile c
163 Lindholm N. K. (bushman ),  Stanthorpe o c X.
164 Lindsay D., P.O. Townsville c
165 Lindsay Ed., P.O .  Townsville c 1 MAHON  Patrick ,  Enoggera c
166 Lindsay  J ., P.O. Brisbane c 2 Madden  -,  Morven c
167 Lindsay J., Normanton c (2) 3 Madden A.,  Ipswich c
168 Lindwall Frank  (seaman ),  South Brisbane u c 4 Maddiell  M rs., Alpha Railway Line c
169 Linholdt  J. N. J., Mackay o 5 Maddock  --,  Alpha c •
170 Lin Sing ,  Earco ) c ii Maddox Geo. L., Minnie  Downs, Tambo s
171 Linsky Mrs., Townsville c 7 Maddern  --,  Foot street,  .Nary borough c
172 Linthwaite F., Jericho c 8 Madge  Il.  0., Brisbane o
173 Linton Hugh, Bundaruba c 9 Madigan Miss ,  Exchaiigo Hotel, Townsville c
174 Lippiatt George, Warren street, Valley o c 10 Madigan -- (selector ),  Roma c (2)
175 Lipecombe J. (care of Kelly ),  Port Douglas e U Maddsen Mrs., Toowoomba c
176 ListovAl  Joseph E .,  P.O. Blackall o e 12 Madsin  -,  Mackay c
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13 Madssen Rassmus (shepherd), Stanthorpe o c 115 Martin Miss Kate, Tambo c
14 Malley Mrs. (Bonnington), Hughenden c 116 Martin P., Normanton a
15 Magee Miss Mary Jane, Ipswich o 117 Martin R. W., Eagle Farm Junction c (2)
16 Magee Terence, Rockhampton c 118 Martin Samuel, Homestead Creek c
17 Mages W., Brisbane  c 119 Martin S. G., Martin street Valley o c
18 Magher Michael, $allandean Station c (3) 120 Martin Thomas (labourer), Atanthorpe o c
19 Magner J. (care of Bateup), Port Douglas road c 121 Martin W., Gympie c20 Magrath James, Townsville u k 122 Martin W., Cairns o
21 Maguire J. F., Surat o (2) 123 Martin Mrs. Win., Blaekall o
22 Maguire Philip (bushman), Aramac o c 124 Martin Wm., One-Mile c
23 Maher Bridyet, Boyantungan c 125 Martin William, Newstead o c
24 Maher Jas. (care of Reidy), Cooktown s 126 Martin William, West End u k
25 Maher John, Stanthorpe o c 127 Martineer -, Albivale c
26 Maher John, Brisbane o 128 Masbach S., Dulvadilla c
27 Maher T. (carrier), Rockhampton c 129 Mason A. H., Rockhampton o
28 Maher Thomas, Townsville s 130 Mason George, Aramac o
29 Maher Mrs. Timothy, Rockhampton s 131 Mason Thomas, Ipswich c
30 Maher Timothy (carrier), Tambo c 132 Mason Thomas, Cambridge street,  South Brisbane e
31 Mah Kye On, Eurella Station c 133 Massey -, Bimerah,  vid  Isisford o c
32 Mahle -, Toowoomba c 134 Massey Walter J., Cleveland road (near Brisbane) u k
33 Mahor John, Maytown o c 135 Massie Joseph, Brisbane c
34 Mahone --, Hamilton Railway Station c 136 Masters Miss Polly (care of Collins), Bowen  terrace
35 Mahoney E., Herberton c 137 Masterson ---, Creen Creek c
36 Mahoney Michael, Stanthorpe o c 138 Matheson Mrs. E., Rockham ton c
37 Mahoney Michl. O. (Railway Works), Cooktown u k 139 Mather Miss, Royal Hotel, Townsville u k
38 Mahoney P., Womballilla c (2) 140 Mather J. T., Charters Towers c
39 Mahoney Thomas, P.O. Clermont u k 141 Mather Misk Nellie, Townsville c
40 Mahoney William, P.U. Valley c 142 Matherson Mrs., Rockkampton c
41 Maiers W., Charters Towers c 143 Matherson John, Stanley street, Brisbane m
42 Main D. A., P.O. Brisbane u k 144 Matheson Duncan, Monte Video,  Bananas
43 Main John, Townsville o 145 Matheson Duncan (care of Wittman Brothers), Win-
44 Maindale -, Brisbane c dorah c
45 Mainwaring Thos., Blackall c (2) 146 Matheson Miss M., Thargomindah c (2)
46 Mainy George, Bowen terrace c 147 Mathieson Peter (labourer), South Brisbane o c
47 Mair Lizzie T., Mackay o 148 Mathews James, Townsville c
48 Major T., P.O. Mackay c 149 Mathews M., Hollow road, Mackay c
49 Malloy Mrs. R., Gympie s 150 Matthews Albert, Mackay s
50 Malloy Thos. (care of Fisher and Hill), Barron 151 Matthews F., Townsville c
River, Collerinebri s 152 Matthews H., Mitchell c
51 Maloney Miss G., Constance street, Valley o 153 Matthews John Cemetery Reserve, Townsville u k
52 Maloney.T., Cooper's Creek c 154 Matthews Thomas (carrier), Normanton c
53 Maloney Mrs., New Farm c 155 Matthews W., Mount Cornish, Muttaburra c
54 Malton C., Horseshoe Bend, Gympie c 156 Matthewson Donator (in charge  travelling  sheep),
5.5 Manektelon Wm., Charters Towers c Condamine c
56 Mandelson A., Hotel, Townsville c 157 Mathus H. (carrier), Normanton c
57 Manes Sergeant Ferris, Bald Hills c 158 Matson Mrs., Sandeford, Mackay c
58 Mangle J., P.O. Helidon c 159 Mattinvoe John (care of Walker), North Bunda
59 Manley Mrs. Mgrt., P.O. Valley o c berg u k60 Manley Thos., Barcaldine Station, Aramac c 160 Maturon -, Warry street o
61 Mann F., Townsville c 161 Maudesly G., Rockhampton c
62 Mann Miss E. H. (care of Hanlin), Donnybrook c 162 Maurice Brothers (storekeepers), Maytown c
63 Mann Geo., Isisford c I 163 Mauson and Co., Mitchell s
64 Mann G. N. (carrier), Pine Hill c (4) 164 Maw Christian P., Mackay c
65 Mann Jacob, Cloncurry c 165 Mawson W. H., Ipswich road, South Brisbane c66 Mann John, Jericho c 166 Maxwell John, Ravenswood o c
67 Mann John (carrier ), Pine Hill c 167 May Thomas, Townsville u k
68 Manning J., Flying Gang, Belyando c 168 Maylon Charles, Ipswich o c
69 Mannix Jas., P.O. Gympie c and f (2) 169 Maynard --,  Bowen terrace c
70 Mansell  Jas. F., New Farm road, Valley c 170 Maynard Wm., Pilton o c
71 Mansen  Peter, Clermont c 171 Mayne F., Brisbane c
72 Manson Thos., Cloncurry o c 172 Mayne Henry Sedborough, O'Connell Hill c
73 Manson Thos., Townsville o 173 Mayne J. F., Jericho c
74 Mant Herbert, Canobie Station, Cloncurry River 174 Meaclotts Mrs. J., Charleville e
u k (2) 175 Mead M. (care of Hudson), Rosehill, Warwick c
75 Mantzow Charles, Ravenswood m 176 Meadows Win., Alice Downs o
76 Maranon Thos., East Talgai c 177 Meagher Miss (care of Kinilly), Gympie o
77 Maris R. (carrier),  Cunnainulla s 178 Meagher T., Gympie c
78 Markham G., Tarampa c 179 Meanes William, Toowoomba a79Markham Michl. (drover),  Springsure c 180 Meara John, Alpha, Central Railway, Rock-
80 Marks M., Mackay o hampton u k
81 Markwell Miss, Townsville c 181 Mears C., West Hill, Mackayc
82 Markwell W. A. (surveyor), Townsville c 182 Mears William, Gympie u k
83 Markworth Miss Amelia, Tarampa c 183 Meddis -, Canning Downs c
84 Marles  Miss,  Townsville c 184 Medley Joseph (labourer), Petrie's Bight o c
85 Marles Wm. (care of Rattray), Kolan Saw Mills
c
185
186
Medow Thomas, Wellshott Station c
b nd f D ot) id BM
86 Marley Mrs. Margaret, Bundaberg c 187 r swoo (care o ep , e ee aMee Josiah T. (watchmaker),  Brisbane o c
87 Marlow -, South Brisbane c 188 Meer E. J., Chinchilla c
88 Marlow Miss  Lora Rockhampton o c 189 Mehome -, Boggo road, South  Brisbane c
89 Marnamie W., Herberton c (2) 190 Mehomet Alexr., Townsville o
90 Maroni -, Glen Innes s 191 Meikle Win. (farmer),  Ebenezer o c
91 Marpurs --, Caboolture c 192 Meiland Mrs., South  Brisbane c
92 Marr James, Bnndaberg c 193 Meilanott P. M., Stanley street, South  Brisbane c (2)
93 Marr T., Mo rven in 194 Melbourne Mrs. Agnes, Bowen Hills o e
94 Marron Thomas (care of Moran), Brisbane u k 195 Melton George, 'Hocking  terrace c
95 Marren E. (chimney sweeper), Spring Hill c 196 Melville James, Toowonge
96 Marriot H., Charleville t 197 Melville Honourable Ronald Leslie, Rockhampton
97 Marsh and Webber, Brisbane s uk
98 Marsh William, Townsville c 198 Membrey M. A., Rockhampton c
99 Marshall --, Telegraph Repairing Party, Collaroy 199 Menane -, Townsville c
• road c 200 Meng Mrs. Frances (cook), Rockhampton o c
100 Marshall Andrew (tailor), Gympie o c 201 Menna Rette, Bogantungan c
101 Marshall Miss Ester, Brisbane n z (2) 202 Menzies (commission  agent ), Townsvi lle  c
102 Marshall H. S., Montague road c 203 Menzies -, Petrie  terrace, Brisbane s
103 Marshall W., South Brisbane c 204 Menzies Mrs., Ipswich Boarding-house c
104 Marsihke Gustav, Ipswich f 205 Menzie Robert, Cloncurry c
105 Martin -, Petrie terrace c 206 Merritt Thomas, Rosewood Gate c
106 Martin Mrs. A., New P. rm road s (2) 207 Merton F. (care of Reid and Co.), Rockhampton c
107 Martin Denis, Cairns c 208 Metcalfe Mrs., Brisbane s (3)
108 Martin D. J. (Windorah Station), Rockhampton c 209 Metcalf Carl, Ingham c
109 Martin E., Petrie terrace e 210 Metcalf Edward S. (care of  Godfredson ), Bowen,
110 Martin Mrs. F.., Boundary street c Port Denison
111 Martin Mrs. E., Townsville c 211 Metcalf John (care of Rabin), Albillba  Station,
112 Martin J., Port Douglas c Barcoo River c
113 Martin Mrs. Jno., Ann street, Valley c 212 Metcalf J. L., Brisbane s
114 Martin John, Townsville o 213 Meville George, Eton Vale, Cambooya c
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214 Mewitt Williath, Oanning o c Mony G., Aramac, Rockhampton s
215 Miynihen -, McCann's Hotel, Normanton c Monk Miss, P.O. Cairns u k
216 Michael A., Brunswick  street c Monteeth W., Allora c (2)
217 Michael Mrs. A., Botanic Gardens, Townsville c Month J. W., Kalkie c
218 Middleton and Manning. Ipswich o c Mooder J. (carpenter), Hill End c
219 Middleton John, Walkerston c Moody G. E., P.U. Cairns c
220 Middleton Thos., St. Lawrence c Moody Mrs. J., P.O. Alpha c
221 Mielhouse William, Crescent Farm, Rockhampton Mooney Chas. (Chinese cook), Gympie o c (2)
222 Mikkelsen Peter, P.O. Clermont f (2) Mooney Harriett, Toowong o
223 Mtklity Mrs., Pine Mountain c Moonie -, Kilkie c
224 Miklity John, Mitchell Downs Station, Barauva
River c
Moore A. R. T., Cairns o
Moore C., Brisbane c
225 Milan  J., Roma c Moore J., Bundaberg c
226 Miles Mrs. L.,  Burrum c Moore J. A., Lower Mungari s
227 Miles  M. A., Gotha  street,  Valley o Moore .Tames, P.O. Blackall c
228 Miles  William, Landsborough Downs Station c Moore James, Pine Mountain c
229 Milham  Sydney, Hughenden c Moore Mrs. M. J., Ipswich c
230 Millam T ., Herbert River c Moore Sam, Charters Towers c
231 Millar  -, Usher Downs, North Rockhampton c Moore W. J., Mitchell c
232 Millar J. W., Southport Moran Daniel, Paddington c
233 Millar  Patrick ,  Brisbane u k Moran J. H., Bundaberg c
234 Millard  John, Pine Hill c Moran G. (Cadalyo), Birdarille c
235 Miller Miss (care of  Jack) Stuart's Creek, Towns-
ville o
Moran G., Rockhampton c
Moran M., Cairns a
236
237
Mille . -- (St. Leon's Circus), Toowoomba c
oo Pa int cMill K
Moran Wm., Rockhampton c
h c (3)Mrs B Mar borouMoraner oer , ang
238 Miller  -- (bookseller), Rockhampton c
. ., gyy
Morcom Bell A. (freeholder), Pialba c
239 Miller  A. B., North Rockhampton c •Morcom Edward, Ravenswood o c
240  Miller Alexander and James, Mnrgah, Normanton c More Mrs., Warwick c
241 Miller Mrs . C., Townsville c Moreton C. (care of White), Marooehy, Gympie
242 Miller Mrs. Catherine, Brisbane o road u k
243 Miller F., Augathella c Morgaine Caroline, Townsville o
244 Miller G., Blackall c Morgan Mrs., Roma c (2)
245 Miller Gilbert, Bundamba o Morgan --, Bundaberg c
246 Miller  Henry (s.s. "New Guinea"), Brisbane u k Morgan A. (No. 1 gang, Killarney Branch), War-
247 Miller Henry, P.O. Cairns o wick c
248 Miller J., Blackall c Morgan A. (care of Bena), Gympie c
249 Miller  John,  Stanthorpe c Morgan Mrs. Ann, Boggo road c
250 Miller J. R., Mount Cotton, rid Beenleigh c Morgan B., P.O. Jericho c
251 Miller Louis, Charters Towers c Morgan Charles, Valley c
2.52 Miller Mrs. Sarah, Stanthorpe o c (2) Morgan D., Kimberley s
253 Miller Thomas,  Thargomindah s Morgan David, Petrie terrace c
254 Miller  Thomas  (care of Whitlow), Coochin o Morgan George, Hughenden s
255 Millinger H. V., Townsville s
256 Mills Miss  (care of  Symes), Thursday Island m
Morgan J. (shearer ),  Baregnia  Station, Hughenden
n257 Mills W. J., Logan road c Morga
Mary Mrs., Betts Creek c258 Milne C., Oxley c Morgan Patrick, Gympie c
259 Milne J. W., Red Hill, Gympie c Morgan Peter, Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
260 Milner  Miss Edith, South Brisbane c Morgan Peter, Hobartville Station, Winton c'
261 Milner  Miss  E. (care of Brown), Shorn street, Morgan Miss Rachael (care of Speedy), Kelvin
Kangaroo  Point u k (2) Grove, Red Hill c
262 Milner Thomas,  Townsville c (4) Morgan I., Betts Creek, Charters Towers c
263 Milton  (care of Britcher ), Charlev ille c Morgan William, Townsville u k
264 Minns  J., Brisbane a Morley Miss, Brisbane c
265 Minns  J. C. (Provident Institution of South Aus- Morley - (architect),  Brisbane c
tralia ),  Brisbane m (2) Morley Edwin (Depot),  Brisbane s
266 Mintz  Rev. Lewis (care  of Rev. Phillip s),  Brisbane c Morley W., Mount Pleasant c
267 Mintz L., Brisbane c Morphew L., Boundary  street , South Brisbane c
268 Mires  Joe (care of Hunter), Wompah a Morrie L. P., Townsville c
269 Mitchell  - (carrier ),  Miles c Morris --,  Kennigo street c
270 Mitchell -, St. Leonardo  Estate , To wnsville c Morris George, Emerald c
271 Mitchell - (care of Smith , Saw Mill s), Walloon c Morris H. (20-mile camp  store ), Stanthorpe Railway,
272 Mitchell C. J., P.O. Tambo c Extension m
273 Mitchell C. T., P.O. Cloncurry c Morris J., Lewisham, Boyle River c
274 Mitchell D., P.O. Mitchell c Morris John, Brisbane o c
275 Mitchell J., Gympie c Morris Joseph, Moreston Station viii Normanton c
276 Mitchell J. B., Charters Towers c (2) Morris N., Rockhampton
277 Mitchell John  (wool classer), Brisbane o c Morris T. H., Port Denison, Bowen u k
278 Mitchell John (miner ), Gympie o c Morris Wm., Toowoomba c
279 Mitchell P., Gympie c and o c (2) Morrisey -, Terrace street c
280 Mitchell S. S., Werna, Isisford c Morrison D. N., Veresdale u k
281 Mizer  Adam (tinsmith ), Jane  street , V alley o c (3) Morrison George, South Brisbane o
282 Mobbs Edwin , Brisbane u k Morrison James (drover), Normanton u k
283 Moffak S. (care of Sattey), Townsville c Morrison R., Petrie terrace c
284 Moffat  D., 121 Queen street c Morrison Richard (barber), Rockhampton o c
285 Moffatt  Miss  Jessie, Charters Towers c Morrison W. T. (the Dee), Rockhampton c
286 Moffatt William, Mackay o Morriss George, Mackay u k
287 Moffett T. (care of Atherton), Mivo Station,  viii Morrow John (care of Hughes), South Brisbane u k
Gundiah c Mortimer --, Oxley Creek c
288 Moffitt  James,  Pine Hill c Mortimer C., Milton c
289 Moger H. A. (care of Bowen), P ratten street, Mortimer M. (care of Kelvy), Ravenswood c
Valley o c Morton Mrs., Valley c
290 Mohr F. C., 62 Leichhardt  street c Morton F., Brisbane c
291 Mohr Franz, Woolloongabba c Morton John (carrier), Roma c
292 Moister Miss  Jane (care of Thynn e), Highgate Morton R. (saddler), Normanton c
Hill u k Mortymore Michael, Ravenswood c
293 Moller Mrs. Margaret , Dee.River o c (2) Mossman -, Esplanade, Cairns c
294 Molloy J. (carrier),  Pine Hill c Mosman C., Rockhampton c
29.5  Molloy John, Cooper's Creek,  viii  Roc khampton s Moss T., Townsville c
296 Molloy John, Brisbane u k Motile Mrs., Ipswich c
297 Molloy Matthew (care of  Randrick), N ewtown c Moville John, Ipswich c
298 Molloy P., Newtown, Ipswich c Mowatt Donald, North Rockhampton c
299 Molloy P., Bridge Hotel, Mitchell c (2) Mowat Mrs. J., North Ipswich u k
300 Molloy Patrick, Northcote c Mowen James, Southport c
301 Molloy Richard, Gym pie c Muck -, Toombul Station,  vii  Charters Towers
302 Molloy W., Brisbane o c Mufford Thomas (miner ), Charters Towers c
303 Moloney William (care  of Easton), Spring Creek, Muhling H., Cairns o c
Clifton c Muir Miss E. T., Mackay o c
304 Molyan Mrs. M. A., Ipswich c Muir Wm., Rose Cottage, North Bundaberg c
305 Monaghan Mrs. R. M., Given terrace, Brisbane c Muirhead Jas., Rockhampton u k
306  Monahan J., stock and station agent, Bl ack-all s Mullens M., Brisbane c
307 Monahan J. (publican), Jericho c (2) Muller F., Stanthorpe c
308 Monahan  J., Rockhampton c Mulligan John (care of Gilbraith), Alligator Creek c
309 Monahan John, Brisbane o c Mulligan Miss M. (care of Sutherland), Logan-
$10 Money ---, Bowen c holme n z
311 _Monberg A., Toowoomba o Mulne M., Excelsior Hotel,  Townsville a
1827
412 Mulready Pat., Rosewood Gate o
413 Mulrend P., Capella c
414 Mulvey William, Kent street, Valley
41o Munckton Henry, Jundiah s
41(; Munro Miss, Maryborough c
417 Munro and Sturrick, 'Boundary street, Valley c
418 .Munro William, Arthur street, Valley
411) Munroe W.  It., Cunnamulla Show e
420 Mansell Miss, Townsville o
421 Murdock G.  It., in charge of cattle passing Isis-
ford c
422 Murdock James, New Farm c
423 Murdock P., Aramac c
424 Murnane John, Brunswick street, Valley c
425 Murnane P. T. (Sportman's Arms), Rockhampton c
426 Murphy Mrs., Crown street, South Brisbane o
427 Murphy Mrs., Charlotte street c
428 Murphy Mrs., Gladstone road, South Brisbane c
429 Murphy Mrs., Ravenswood s
430 Murphy Miss, Highgate Hill, South Brisbane c
431 Murphy -, Severn River c (2)
4;2 Murphy Francis, CurrawenyaStation, near Hunger-
ford u k
433 Murphy Harry M. (drover), Cunnamulla u k (4)
434 Murphy I., Gym pie c
435 Murphy James, Toowoomba, o c
436 Murphy Jno., Rockhampton c
437 Murphy Jno. (bushman), Killarney o c
438 Murphy John, Brisbane a
439 Murphy Jno. A., Burke. Normanton m
440 Murphy J. P., Mitchell c
441 Murphy Matthew, P.O. Normanton m
442 Murphy Owen, Stanthorpe c (2)
443 Murphy P. (near Brunswick Hotel), New Farm c
444 Murphy R. J., G eham o
445 Murphy S. F., Holybrook, Ipswich c
446 Murphy Thos. (foundry), Townsville c
447  Murphy William, Mackay c
448 Murray Alexr., P.O. Walkerston u k
449 Murray Bruce, Ipswich road, South Brisbane c
450 Murray Cornelius, Stanthorpe o c and c (2)
451 Murray Mrs. Ellen, Gympie o c
452 Murray F. H. (carrier), Blackall c
453 Murray Frank, P.O. Inglewood c
454 Murray Henr, Tummaville o c
455 Murray T. K. (care of Amoss), Mondoo Springs,
Currawildi u k
456 Murray Robt., 26, Queen street u k
457 Murrey Francis, Black's Waterhole, Mitchell c (2)
4.5i Murry John, Cloncurry u k
459 Murrell Miss Ellen, Brisbane u k (2)
460 Murren Mary, Townsville o
461 Murren Mary T., Townsville u k
462 Muttagh D. (care of Hughes), Dean street, Valley c
463 Muttagh James, Bundaberg c
464 Murtath Jane, Clarence street, South Brisbane s
465 Mutch Arthur (chief officer of barque " Peri," of
S. Shields), Brisbane u k
466 Myers E., G.P.O. Brisbane t
467 Myers F. (carrier), Normanton c
468 Myers S. T., Brisbane c
469 Myles Mrs., Wickham street, Valley o c
470 Mylett J., Horse-shoe Hotel, Logan road c
471 My] an James W. (in charge of cattle), P.U. Ravens-
wood c
Mc•
I McADAM F., Rockhampton c
2 McAlley Wm. (care  of Tooth), Darling Downs
u k (2)
3 McAlister Angus, Camboon o
4 McAllister Wm., P.U.  Cairns c
5 McAlpine John, Cotherstone Station c
6 McAlpine R., Logan road c
7 McArdell Thomas, Jericho c
8 McArdls Thomas, 65-gang, 295 miles, Central
Railway c
9 McArthur F., Wharf Hotel, Maryborough c
10 McArthur F. (solicitor), Brisbane c
11 McArthur James, Surat o
12 McArthur John, Mitchell u k
13 McArthur Alick (Pine  plantation ), Port Mackay c
14 McAteer John, Toowoomba o c
15 McAuliffe Augustin, Townsville o
16 McAuliffe John, Toowoomba m
17 McAuliffe W., Prince of Wales Hotel, Edward
street o c
18 McAvoy John, Wombillilla c
19 McBean Donald (survey party), Blackall c
20 McBryde -, South Brisbane c
21 McBryde  Thomas , Charters Towers c
22 McBryde W., Mount Morgan c
23 McCabe J.,  Cairns c
24 McCabe Thomas, Neardie c
25 McCaffery William (55-mile camp ), Junction o c
26 McCallum , Rockhampton c
27 McCallum -,  Beaudesert c (2)
28 McCallum George, Ravenswood o c
29 McCallum Gilbert (seaman ), Brisbane o c and u k (3)
30 McCallum Henry Mal;olm, Ravenswood o c
31 McCann George (carrier), Pine Hill c
32 McCann J., Rockhampton a
33 McCann John, Kangaroo Point c
34 McCann Joseph (miner ), Charters Towers o
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35 McCann P. (Horse and Jockey) Mackay c
36 McCann P., Capella c
37 McCardle Thomas, P.O. Jericho c
38 McCarnley, - junr., Mount Pleasant c
39 McCarroll ---, Spring Creek, Drayton c
40 McCarroll Mrs., South Brisbane c
41 McCarthy Miss, Wickham street, Valley u k
42 McCarthy David, New York, Ipswich o c
43 McCarthy E., Herbert River c
44 McCarthy E. P., Dickabram o
45 McCarthy H. (per ss. " Merkara "), Townsvillec
46 McCarthy -- (carrier), Nornianton c
47 McCarthy James (miner ), Stanthorpe o c
48 McCarthy Jno., Ravenswood o c
49 McCarthy Mrs. M., Gympie c
50 McCarthy Richard (tailor), Brisbane u k
51 McCarthy T. E., Brisbane c (2)
52 McCarthy Thomas (schooner " Lindiawebber "),
South Brisbane c
53 McCarthy Timothy, Charters Towers s
54 McCartney Dr. G. W., Valley Brisbane c
55 McCarty Mrs., Stewart's Dale Townsville m
56 McCauley Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
57 McCawley -, 57 Wharf street c
58 McCay --, opposite Hotel Townsville e
59 McChestie A., Vulture street, South Brisbane c
60 McClatchey Robert, Sandy Creek Herberton c
61 McClelland and Co. (cordial manufacturers), Rock-
hampton c
62 McCluskey Miss (care of Brown), Stanley street c
63 McCombe Miss Eliza, Rockhampton c
64 McConachy C. W., Cloncurry c
65 McConnell D., Bundaberg c
66 McConechy B., Pine Mountain c (2)
67 McConn Mrs. R., Rockhampton c
68 McConochie Jas., Townsville c
69 McConville John, P.O. Warwick s
70 McCoombs Miss Eliza, Rockhampton c
71 McCora Mrs., Windorah c
72 McCormach D., Brisbane c
73 McCorkell Mrs. E., South Brisbane c
74 McCormack Geo. (labourer), Brisbane o c
75 McCormack Miss Mary A., Ipswich o c
76 McCormack O. (carpenter), South Brisbane c
77 McCormick James, P.O. Mitchell c
78 McCormick J., Albilbah Station, Barcoo River c
79 McCosker M., Border Railway c
80 McCoskie --, Ballandean c
81 McCotter J., Bundaberg c
82 McCoy W illiam , Stanthorpe o c
83 McCrea W. It., Rockhampton c
84 McCrohon H. (carrier), Pine Hill s
8.5 McCulla Miss A. J. and Coy., Rockhampton c
86 McCullock Alexr., One-mile Bridge, Railway line,
Ravenswood c
87 McCullock Hugh, P.O. Emerald u k
88 McCullock R., Victorian Station, Herberton River c
89 McCullough Robt. (bushman), Stanthorpe o c
90 McCusker John (farmer), Gatton c
91 McCutcheon David, P.O. Brisbane o
92 McDermott -, Marion Hill, Mackay c
93 McDermott C., Brisbane u k
94 McDermott Chas., Rockhampton c
95 McDermott James, Brisbane o
96 McDermott Mrs. Joanna,  Mackay o c
97 McDermott W., Channing c
98 McDevitt Thos.,  Brisbane o c
99 McDonald -- (care of  McDonald),  Brisbane c
100 McDonald  - (care of Williams Bros. ), Rockhamp-
ton c
101 McDonald A. (carries), Normanton c
102 McDonald A., Thargomindah a
103 McDonald A. G. (late of Westmoreland), Clon-
curry c
104 McDonald Arthur L., Ravenswood c
105 McDonald C., Broadway street, Paddington c
106 McDonald Colin Hector, Maytown o c
107 McDonald Duncan, Normanby Gold Fields 0
108 McDonald Goory (care of Campbell), Sawmills,
Mellum Creek c
109 McDonald H., Oxley o c
110 McDonald Mrs. J. (care of Hall), Lyndon Cottage,
Wickham terrace c
111 McDonald J., Lyndon Cottage, Wickham terrace c
112 McDonald J., P.O. Cloncurry t
113 McDonald J., Helidon c (2)
114 McDonald J. M., Ipswich c
115 McDonald John, Tambo c
116 McDonald John, Stewartstown o c
117 McDonald John, Russell River o c
118 McDonald John F., Toowoomba o c (2)
119 McDonald Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o, c
120 McDonald M., Kangaroo Point c
121 McDonald M., Currawildi, St. George c
122 McDonald Mark (care of  McArthur), Kooron,
Southwood, Moonie c (2)
123 McDonald P., Toowoomba c
124 McDonald Peter, North Rockhampton c
125 McDonald R., Rockhampton c
126 McDonald W., Dalby c •
127 McDonald Mrs. W., Yaamba road, North Rock-
hampton c
128 McDonnell E., Yeppoon c
129 M-'Donnell Edmond junior, Mackay c
130 McDonnell Mrs. Mary, Gloucester  street, Spring
Hill c
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131 McDonnell Robert, Hope street, South  Brisbane c 230 Mackenzie -, Moreton Boarding-house, tan ey
132 McDonnell William, Milton Hill, Townsville o street, South Brisbane c
133 McDonough James, Fortitude Valley oc 231 McKenzie Donald, Clifton o c
134 McDougall Mrs., P.O. Bundaberg u k 232 McKenzie Duncan (care of Gordon and Davies),
13.5 McDougall Henry Persia, P.O. Bundaberg u k Blackall c
136 McDougall James, P.O. Cooktown s 233 McKenzie Hugh, Oakey Creek, Palmer o c
137 McDowell James (grocer), Stanley street, South 234 McKenzie James, Warwick o c
Brisbone c and s (2) 235 McKenzie J., South Brisbane o c
138 McDugal J., Flagstone Creek c 236 McKenzie Thos. (jockey), Townsville o c
139 McEachran Mrs., Townsville c 237 Mackenzie Thos. G., P.O. Normanton f
140 McEachran E. A., Oakleigh, Herbert River c 238 McKenzie William, Brisbane o c
141 McElroy Adam, Fortitude Valley c 239 McKeown Stephen (Heazie's hotel), Betts Creek c
142 Mc1 lmeel Arthur, Reefs, Maytown o c 240 McKever Michael, Hope street, Brisbane c
143 McEwan -, Ipswich c 241 McKew Catherine (Bremer Farm). Oxley c
144 McEwan G., Scrubby Creek c 242 McKewin W. G., Kilkivan Junction c
145 McFadden P., Betts Creek c (4) 243 McKie W. Hamilton (near Mackay) c
146 McFarlane John, Dynevor Downs c 244 McKie William, Kilkivan o
147 McFarlane John H., Adelaide street c 245 McKiernan Master J. (care of Rudson,  carrier),
148 McGarr John, Nebine Creek c Hughenden c
149 McGarry - (care of Rawson and Co.), Mackay c 246 Mackinder J., P.O. Rockhampton u k
1.50 McGee -, Allora c 247 McKinlay A. (carrier), Alpha c
151 McGreen Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c (2) 248 McKinlay H., 5:i Gibb street, Valley c
152 McGennly Henry (care of Cunningham), Bris- 249 McKinnon Angus, Chinchilla c (4)
bane u k 250 McKinsery George (care of Miller), Morinish Dig
153 McGetrick John, Dulacca c Dings  (near  Rockhampton) u k
1.54 McGhee  Miss  Rachel (care of  Gibb), West End o c 251 McKnight Mrs., Toowoomba c
1.55 McGill J. H., Rolleston c (2) 252 McLachlan Mrs. Elizabeth, Cairns o
156 McGinn James (storeman), Parbury, Lamb, and 253 McLaren ("has. A. (sugar boiler), Bundaberg c
Coy's Wharf c 254 McLaren G., Mackay c
157 MGladrngan M. (State school), Southwood c 255 McLaren J., Bowen c
158 McGraskin --, Boggo c 256 McLaughton Chs., Thargomindah s
159 McGrath (farmer), Oxley c 257 McLaughlan R., Barron River c
160 McGrath James, Mackay c 258 McLaughley -, Marion Hill, Mackay c
161 McGrath Joseph (care of  Riddle), Langlo Downs 259 McLaughlin A. (builder), Rockhampton c
Charleville m 260 McLaughlin J. J., Normanton f
162 McGrath Maxwell, P.O. Brisbane m 261 McLay John, Brisbane u k
163 McGrath Thos. (miner), Stanthorpe o c 262 McLean Christian, Tinyalpa c
164 McGrath Thomas, Dalby o c 263 McLean H., Cairns c
165 McGraugh Miss, Eagle Park c 264 McLean Lachlan, P.O. Alpha c
166 McGraw John, P.O. Brisbane u k 265 McLean Martin, Townsville c
167 McGregor Allan, New Terrace, George street c 266 McLean Wm. Gordon, Noorindoo, Surat c
168 McGregor Harry, Brisbane u k 267 McLean Robt., Dickabram c
169 McGregor J., Jane street, Valley c 268 McLelland --, Townsville c
170 McGregor John, Rockhampton c 269 McLeman Alex. R. (care of Dobson), Toowong o
171 McGuane Patk., Ipswich o c 270 McLeod -- (grocer), Ipswich road c
172 McGuiness D., Tambo c 271 McLeod A. S., Thargomindah s
173 McGuire George, Gyrnpie o 272 McLeod C. (pastrycook), Ipswich road c
174 McGure J., Maryborough c 273 McLeod C., Broadway street, Brisbane c
175 McGuire J. H., Boundary  street , Brisbane o 274 McLeod C., Charleville o
176 McGuire Mrs. M., Logos Paddock, Mackay c 275 McLeod Donald, Charters Towers m
177 McGuire  Miss Rosan , Duncan street, Valley c 276 McLeod Duncan, Allora o c
178 McGurk -, Tarampa c 277 McLeod H., Kangaroo Point c
179 McGurk Patrick F., Red Hill c 378 McLeod Mrs. Ellen (care of  Klingner), 10.5 Queen
180 McGurren and Roddinott (Barcoo), Isisford s (6) street o c
-181 McHardy P., P.O. Normanton c 279 McLeod James,  Moreton Island o c
182 McHenery John (care  of Lawson's Boarding- house), 280 McLeod John (carrier), Aramacc
Nash street , Gympie o c 281 McLeod Norman, Normanton c (2)
183 McHugh James, Oakey Creek, Ravenswood o c 282 McLaughlan James (care of Young), Fairymeade o
184 Mcllroy J., Brisbane  street , Ipswich c 283 McMachan John (care of  McMullan ,), Cloneurry u k-
185 McInerney P., Charters Towers c 284McMahon Mrr., Peel  street , Valley c
186 McInerney William, P.O. Stanthorpe o c 28.5 McMahon -, Bundaberg c
187 McInnes A., Petrie  terrace, Brisbane c 286 McMahon A., Gympie c
188 McIntosh and Dunigan, Dugandan c (2) 287 McMahon Mrs. Annie, Brisbane u k
189 McIntosh John, Townsville u k 288 McMahon Mrs. C., Gyrnpie c
190 McIntosh John (care of  Simpson), Queenton o 289 McMahon Ellen (care of Mrs. Gill), Blackall o
191 McIntosh P., Toowoomba c 290 McMahon H., P.O. Townsville c
192 McIntyre -, Horse; shoe Bond c 2111 McMahon James, Monkland c
193 McIntyre Mrs. (41 Gang, 179 - Miles), Murphy's
Creek c
292 McMahon Jno. (care of Lowe), Cubbie, Culgoa
River s
194 McIntyre D., Cairns c 903 McMahon Miss Mary, Maryborough o- c
195 McIntyre Miss J. Grey street, South Brisbane c 294 McMahon P. W. (shearer), Fortitude Valley o c (2)
196 McIntyre J. M., lands Office c 295 McMahon T. G., Gympie c
197 McIntyre Malcolm, Toowoomba o c 296 McMahon Jas. (journalist), Townsville c
198 McIntyre Mrs. R. (care  of Dillon), Townsville c 297 Mc Manus W. B., Condamine
199 Mclvor T Rockhampton s 298 Cloncurry m andMcMillan Duncan (carrier ) P O
200
.,
McKay Miss C. (care of Hart ), Alice street, Brisbane c
, . .
c (2)
201 Mackay Chas.  (carpenter ), Normanton u k 299 McMillan Miss Lizzie, Maryborough o
202 Mackay I?onald, Brookside, Brisbane u k 300 McMillan W., G.P.O. Brisbane c
203 McKay Mrs. E., Rosewood, Ipswich c (2) 301 ' McMoran Henry, Paddington o c
204 Mackay Hugh, Gatton c 302 McMullen Mrs., P.O. Ipswich s
205 Mackay  J., Dickabram c 303 McMullen Jno. Franklin, Ulster Farm, Murphy
206 Mackay Jas., Milton c Creek c
207 Mackay  J ames , Muttaburra  s and o c (2) 304 McMulligan John, Stanthorpe o c
208 Mackay  Miss  Jane, Toowoomba o 305 McMullin John, Goodna c
209 Mackay John (care of Campbell), Nerang Creek c 306 McMullin Michael, P.O. Fortitude Valley o c
210 McKay Miss J. S., Woogaroo Asylum, Goodna u k 307 McNaim John, Swan  Hill, Brisbane c
211 Mackay J. Wood H. (surveyor), Lands Office, Bris-
bane c
308 McNamara John Thos. (care of  Broad ), Bransbury,
via  Thargomindah s
212 Mackay Robert,  Brisbane u k 309 McNanley --,  Roma c
213 Mackay Robert, . Rockhampton. o c 310 McNaught -, Logan road c
214 McKay l., Jundah, Thomson River a 811 McNaught Mrs. R., Cedar Creek, Pine River e
215 McKay Samuel,  Connemara Station , Farrell Creek c 812 McNaughton P. (care of Palm), Stanley  street c
216 McKay W , Broadsound c 313 McNeady Miss Annie, Goodna c
217 McKay W., Brisbane o 314 McNeil Jno., Imperial Hotel, Townsville c
218 Mackay W., Toowoomba c 315 McNeil Malcolm, Normanton u k (3)
219 Mackay William (carpenter ), Mackay c 316 McNeil P. junior, Ipswich c
220 McKay William, Petrie's Creek, Gympie road a 317 McNeill Thos. L., Normanton o c
221 McKennon S., P.O. Mackay c 818 McNeil William, Rosemont Farm, Brisbane u k
222 McKeever  Miss M. A., Alpha c 819 McNicholl Mrs. E. J., Boggo road, South  Brisbane c
223 Marken  Patrick, P.O. Harrisville c 320 McNicoll Mrs. E. (care of Davidson), South Bris-
224 McKuin Mrs., Brunswick street, Brisbane u k bane u k
225 McKeun James (care of Sheardon), Yanko Station a 321 McNight George, Brisbane c
226 McKenna P., Cowara c 822 McNiven Robert, Stanthorpe o c (2)
227 McKenna  P., Mackay c 323 McNulty F., P.O. Jericho c
228 McKinnon Miss Kate (care of Hill), Upper Cape o 324 McPhee John (plasterer), Brisbane o c
229 McKenny Jas., Clifton, Darling Downs c 325 McPhie Thomas. Cirseow Station,  via  Chinchilla
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326 McPherson  Mrs., Emu Creek c
327 McPherson --, Gracemere c
328 McPherson D., 167 Wickham  street c
329 McPherson D. C., Palm Vale, Plane Creek o
330 McPherson J., Red Hill, Gympie c
331 McPherson J., Brisbane o
332 McPherson James, Cloncurry s
333 McPherson Jno. (miner), P.O. Gympie o c
334 McPherson John, Red Hill, Gympie
33.5 McPherson L., Rosemount, Warwick c
336 McPherson Margt., Gympie, c (2)
337  MMlePheal Donald, Normanton c
338 McQuade Peter, Gympie c
339 McQuaker - (baker), Grey street c
340 McQueen Duncan, Cloncurry c
341 MeQuirk Miss Margt. (care of Bowel ), South Bris-
bane c
342  McQuirk Robert (care of Henderson and Cog. Aycnt
s. " Adonis ");  Brisbane c
343 McRay John, Gympie o
344 Macrae R. D., Condamine c
345 McRitchien George, Vulture  street , South Bris-
bane c
346  MeSullivan Eugene  (Depot),  Brisbane c
347 McSweeney Cornelius, Toowoomba c
348 McTherick Thomas (care of  Higginson ), North-
ampton. Downs,  Blackall c
349McWhirter .James, Kangaroo Point o c
N.
1 NAGLE David,  Charters Towers c
2 Nairn  - -, Ayr c
3 Naismith  Alex., P. C. Townsville u k (2)
4 Nall Robert ,  Kent street ,  Valley o c
5 Nalley Joe,  Bowen Downs c
6 Nalon Jiminey ,  Foulden Plantation ,  Mackay c
7 Nam Sing  (fruiterer ),  Bundaberg c (2)
8 Napier  James ,  Gympie c
9 Nash Mrs .,  South Brisbane c
10 Nash J.,  Goodnac
11 Nash James ,  Maryborough c
12 Nash  Thomas, Jundah c
13 Nasmith Wm., Wickham street ,  Va lley o c
14 Nason  -,  Ipswich c
15  Naughton Miss Catherine , Immigration  Depot,
Brisbane c
16 Naylor  R. (in charge Morney cattle ),  P.O.  Thar-gomindab c (2)
17 Naylor E .  C. (teamster ,  care of Bond ),  Thar-
gomindah c
18 Naylor Ellwood C., P.O. Cunnamulla 9 (2)
19 Neale Mrs .  T., Herberton c
20 Neale John,  Allora c and o c (2)
21 Neary James ,  Rockhampton c
22 Nea ry  Jno .,  Herberton c
23 Neave Robert ,  P.O. Coomera u k
24 Neil J., Junction ,  Ipswich c
25 Neil J., Ipswich road c
26 Neil John D . (vanman ),  Spring Hill o
27 Neil R., Rockhampton c
28 Neill J. I)., Temperance Boarding-house, Bris-
bane c
29 Neill Joseph ,  Mitchell u k
30 Nei ll  Thomas ,  Mitchell u k
31 Neilsen Hans ,  Homebush c
32 Neilsen Neil (carrier )  Cloncurryp
33 Neilson Neils C. F., Ravenswood o c
34 Neilson  -,  Ma ry borough c
:95 Neilson A .  B., Brisbane c
36 Neilson Miss Cecelia ,  P.O.  T ownsville c
37 Neilson H., P.O. Hamilton c
38 Neilson P. (care of Henrickson ),  Ipswich c
39 Nelson Charles, Mitchell c
40 Nelson Charles, Townsville c
41 Nelson F. S., Bundaberg c
42 Nelson J .,  Kalka, Rockhampton c
43 Nelson  John,  Wells street ,  Townsville c
44 Nelson M., Mahoney 's Gate, Toowoomba •
45 Nelson Thomas ,  Kent street ,  Valley o c
46 Nelson W., Rockhampton c
47 Nelson Peter, Charters Towers f
48 Nephelion Joseph Ma rt in,  Harcourt street, Valley c
49 Nettle -, Treasury square c (2)
50 New Thos .,  P.O. Goondiwindi s
51 Newbold Miss  Ada, P. O. Rockhampton u k
52 Newbold  John (care of Tobin ),  North Bundaberg c
53 Newell J. W., Elliott Cro ssing ,  Maryborough road c
54 Newle  -,  Treasury, Brisbane c
55 Newman Mrs. (care of A. Newman ),  Ipswich o c
56  Newman Mrs., Brunswick street ,  Valley c
57 Newman Dr., Gym ppie c
58 Newman Henry  (hootmaker), Melbou rn e street,
South Brisbane c
59 Newport  Robert (care of Dark ),  Bushman's Arms
Hotel, Flinders River c
60 Newton  -,  Bundaberg c
61 Ne ,on Elizabeth ,  P.O. Rockhampton o
62 Niccol A., Goodna c
63 Niccoll  -,  Stanley street ,  South Brisbane e
64 Nichol  R. (care of Bygrave ),  Couban Station ,  Wilson
River a
65 Nicholls George, Charters Towers o c
66 Nicholls W., Logan Village c
67 Nicholls W., Fitzroy Hotel, Windsor c
68 Nicholas Mrs. E.,  Immigration  Depot, Brisbane c
69 Nicholas Dr. J., Ravenswood c
70 Nicholson E., Brisbane o c
71 Nicholson R., P.O. Morven m
72 Nicholson Stephen, Reefs, Maytown o c
73 Nielsen Christian, Laidley o c
74 Nielsen Madam Sophie, Maryborougn
75 Nile -, Petrie Terrace c
76 Nilson John, P.O. Brisbane f
77 Nilsson Otto, Leichhardt Boarding-house, Albert
street, Brisbane f (2)78 Ninino W. J., Tambo c
79 Nitz Mrs. Johanna, Rockhampton o c
80 Nixon Miss Ada, Paddington c
81 Nixon Hiram, Brisbane u k
82 Nixon Joseph, Toowoomba c
83 Nixon Watson, Millchester c
84 Noble A., Brisbane o c
85 Noble C. H., North Rockhampton c
86 Noble Even, P.O. Cairns c
87 Noble W., Jericho c (2)
88 Noble William (s.s. " Ranelagh  "), Brisbane o
89 Nolan Mrs., Amy street, Spring Hill s
90 Nolan Miss A. (care of Lane), Brisbane u k
91 Nolan James, P.O. Ipswich e
92 Nolan James, Emu Creek o c
93 Nolan J., Rockhampton c
94 Nolan M., Windorah s
.95 Nolan M., Port Douglas s
96 Nolan Miss Maggie, Brunswick  Hotel, Brisbane c
97 Nong Long, Bad Town c (2)
98 Noran William, Red Hill, Gympie c
99 Norman Geo., Jericho c
100 Norman H., Blackall c
101 Norman .John, Ravenswood o c
102 Norrie A., Kilkivan Railway c
103 Norris -- (care of Howard Smith  and Sons),
Brisbane c
104 Norris J., Normanton c
105 Norris J. N., Roma o c
106 North J. B., Grey street, South  Brisbane o c
107 North Leonard T., P.O. Brisbane m
108 Northern W. H., Gympie c
109 Northy William, Sandy Creek, Ravenswood o c
110 Norton Miss  M. (care of Pinney ,  Isles,  and Co.),
Brisbane c
111 Norton Patk.,  Koongal Hotel , Nortli Rockhampton c
112 Norton Patrick, P.O. Rockhampton c
113 Norton W. J., Sea View,  Toowoomba c
114 Norwood W. J., Brisbane s
115 Nott Edward, Victorian Hotel,  Charleville s (2)
116 Nott 0., P.O. Brisbane m
117 Numan  Mrs., James  street Valley c
118 Nunan  Ben. (care of Holmes ),  Sea View Hotel,
Sandgate u k
119 Nunn Herbert, Kilkivan Railway c (2)
0.
OAKS Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
O'Brien Miss ,  Goodna c
O'Brien Mrs .  M. A., Paddington c
O'Brien A .  L., Maryborough c
O'Brien Mrs .  Catherine ,  Rockhampton o
O'Brien Ellen ,  Thursday Island o
O'Brien G.  k,  James street ,  Valley c
O'Brien James, Oakey Creek ,  Ravenswood o c
O'Brien James, Fe rn vale o c
O'Brien John ,  Leichhardt street ,  Brisbane o c
O'Brien John, P.O. Townsville u k
O'Brien John R., Bareuga Station ,  Landsborough
River c (2)
O'Brien J., Toowoomba c
O'Brien K., Kingsborough c
O'Brien Miss K. (care of Mrs. Brough ),  Bundaberg c
O'Brien Miss  ,  P.O. Brisbane c
O'Brien Mathew  (shepherd ),  Roma o c
O'Brien Maurice, Saltwater Cre ek road c
O'Brien Michael, Clifton c
O'Brien Mrs .  Myra ,  North street ,  Maryborough c
O'Brien P .,  Stony Point o c
O'Brien William ,  Charters Towers c
O'Callaghan Denis, Ba llandean u k
O'Campbell John ,  One-Mile, Gympie c
Ochs Jacob, Rockhampton f
O'Connell Miss Marianne ,  P.O. Gympie o c
O'Connell M. J., Pine Mountain c (2)
O'Connell W., Hilton, Gympie c (2)
O'Conner Margaret, P.O. Townsvi ll e u k
O'Connor Adela, Hughenden c
O'Connor D., P.O. Mackay u k
O'Connor Edward J., Newstead Estate o c
O'Connor H .,  Albert street ,  Brisbane o
O'Connor James  (storekeeper ),  Rockhampton c
O'Connor John, Springmount  Farm, Ipswich c
O'Connor  J. J. W,, P.O. Brisbane u k
O'Connor Mary, Ravenswood o
O'Connor Thomas  (miner ),  Gympie o c (2)
O'Connor Thomas J., Ann street, Valley o c
O'Connor Thomas, Y.O. Brisbane  c
O'Connor William, Ravenswood c
O'Coughlin Richard, Charters Towers s
O'Dea Mrs., J., Warwick c
O'Donnell  Mrs. E.,  Cairns c
O'Donnell Frank  (care of Rolfe ),  Lanark Down
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46 O'Donnell Henry (care of Manager, Ayrshire 147 O'Sullivan Mrs., Ingham u k
Downs) c 148 O'Sullivan Miss Eliza, Rockhaml ton o c
47 O'Do,e hell Jule, Cannstse dla s 149 O'Sullivan Fauuh, Reserve, Roma c
48 O'Donnell John, P.O. Brisbane s 150 O'Sullivan Florence, Reserve, Ronsa a (2)
49 O'Donnell.T., Cooktt'wu o 151 O' Sullivan James , P.U. Gympie o c
50 O'Donnell Martin, Killarney Line c (2) 152 O'Sullivan James (labourer), Surface Hill,
51 O'Donnell Miss Mary (s.s. "New Guinea "), Towns- Gympie o c
ville c 1`53 O'Sullivan Mrs. J. (care of Dr. Wells), Ipswich c
52 O'Donnell WV., Ingham c 154 O'Sullivan J., Petrie  terrace c
53 O'l )onoghue I homas, Barcaldine Station c 155 O'Sullivan Mark, Rosewood, Mountain Bay in k
54 O'Donoghue Tim, P.O. Valley c 156 O'Sullivan Patrick Allan, :Milton o e
55 O'Donohue M., Wompah s 157 O'Sullivan Stephen R., Clifton terrace o c
5(i O'Donovan J., Petrie terrace c 1.58 Otter  Mrs., Bowen Hills c
57 O'Downell Timothy, Queensport o c 159 Otto Mrs., Bowen Hills c (4)
58 O'Driscoll Frohence, Pentland o c 160 Otto Mrs. A.,  Fernvale c59 O'Dwyer John (labourer), Lake's Creek o c 161 Oughton Arthur, Oughton Farm, Grandchester c
60 O'Dwver Miss M. (care of Mrs. Connor), Wickham 162 Overend John Edward, Queen street, Brisbane o c
terrace c 163 Owen Mrs., Roma street, Brisbane c
61 Oelscheger --, Normanton c 164 Owen Miss .lane,  Y.U. Brisbane c
62 O'Farrell Miss, Charlotte street, Brisbane c 1655 Owen .f. T., Townsville c
63 O'Flaherty B. (labourer), Roma o c 166 Owen Lewis (care  of Spreadborough), Burandella,
64 O'Flaherty B. (care of McPherson), Amby Downs s Charleville u k
65 O'Flahert y John, Edward street, Brisbane c 167 Owen  Miss Sarah  J., Immigration Office, Bris-
66 O'Flynn } ., Kangaroo Point c bane u k (2)
67 O'Flynn Miss Nora J., St. George s 168 Owens T., Red Hill, Gympie c
68 Ogden Jerry, Kilmorey Station o 169 Owens Thomas, George  street, Brisbane o c
69 Ogeir L., l ,ockhainpton c 170 Oxenford W. It., P.O. Brisbane c
70 Ogier William, Arthur street, Valley o c 171 Oxenham John, Ipswich c
71 Ogilvie A. (care of Schacht), Gympie c 172 Ozanne Mrs. Charles H., P.O. Brisbane u k
72 Ogilvie James C., Fortescue street, Valley o c
73 O'Grady William, Ravenswood c and o c (3)74 O'Hanlan Pat., Yengarie Refinery o P.
75 O'Hara Christopher, Ravenswood o c
76 O'Hara P., P.O. Herberton c 1 PACKMAN Robert (care of Matthews , carrier),
77 Olhhach F., Moore's Pocket, Ipswich c Aramac c
78 O'Kane Francis, P.O. Brisbane c 2 Packwood E., Brisbane c
79 O'Keefe Mrs., Grimes' Hill, Boggo c 3 Paganini Andrea, Boliva, Stanthorpe m and f (2)
80 O'Keefe Daniel, Cairns o e 4 Page Mrs. H., Emu Creek, rid Warwick c
81 O'Keefe .Tohn, 5-mile farm, Grandchester c 5 Page Mrs. James, P.O. Pine Hill u k
82 Oldfield E. (care of Flood and Co.), Charleville s 6 Page Thomas, Brisbane o c
83 Oldridge -, Red Hill c 7 Page W., Condamine c
84 O'Leary -- (storekeeper), Ballandean s c (2) 8 Page Mrs. W., Lower Dawson road, Rockhampton c
85 O'Leary C., P.O. Thargormindah s 9 Page W., Alma lane, Rockhampton c
86 O'Leary Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane c 10 Page William, Stratton street, Fortitude Valley uk47 O'Liebhold Martin, Ann street, Valley o c 11 Paige Miss J. A. (as. " New Guinea "), Townsville c
88 Oli,e Robert, St. Helena c 12 Pakleppe Gortchlip,  Hill street , Valley o c
89 Oliver James, Thargomindah Station s 13 Palm H. and John Richardson, Grey Rock, Mitchell90 Oliver Thomas, (1yml,ie c District o c
41 Oli%et Bridget, Albion Farm, Bowen c 14 Palmer Mrs., Oakey Creek,  near  Ipswich c
92 Ollison C., P.O. Fernvale c 15 Palmer Miss A., Excelsior Hotel Townsville c
93 O'Loughan John (storekeeper), Wide Bay Creek c 16 Palmer A. (baker), Gympie c
94 O'Loughlan -- (grocer, &c.), South Brisbane c 17 Palmer Albert, P.O. Brisbane s
95 Olrich H. W., Leichhardt street, Valley o c 18 Palmer Alfred, P.O. Georgetown c10;Olsbye --, Cloncurry c 19 Palmer Chas. S., Charlevibe o
97 Olsen --- (care  of Gibson), Yengairie c 20 Palmer G., Tambo o
118 Olsen B., Flying Gang, 61k-mile, Foolburra c 21 Palmer Mrs. J., Townsville c (2)
99 Olsen Lars Peter (care of Pramberg), Brisbane u k 22 Palmer J., Charters Towers c
100 Oleson S., P.O. South Brisbane f 23 Palmer Joseph, Charters Towers c
101 O'Mahony P., P.O. Roma s 24 Palmer L., North Bundaberg c
102 O'Malley -, Glenhaughton c 25 Palmer Richard,  Bundaberg o c
103 O'Malley Miss, Vulture street, South Brisbane c 26 Palmer W., Oakey Creek,  near Ipswich c
104 O'Mara Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c 27 Palmerston -, Valley c
105 O'Mara W., Marvborough c 28 Pantly G. (care of Michael), P.O. Crow's Nest c
106 O'Marra  Bessie,  Maryborough o 29 Pape A.,  Brisbane u k
107 O'Meara J., P.O. Cloncurry c 30 Pape Henry (labourer ),  Brisbane o c
108 O'Miney  Mrs. (laundress ),  Hill street , South Bris- 31 Papell Mrs .  H., Petrie  terrace c
bane c 32 Pardee and Joynt, Townsville m
109 O'Neill Mrs. C. M., Charters Towers c 33 Pargoi R. C. A., Charters Towers o c
110 O'Neill John J. (butcher), Rockhampton o c 34 Park E., Kelvin Grove c
111 O'Neill Joseph (care of Burk), Cardwell u k 35 Park J. B. (lengthsman ), Mitchell
112 O'Neill  J. J.,  Red Hill c 36 Parker  and Savage (painters ), Too.voomba c
113 O'Neill J. J. (drayman), Toowong o c 37 Parker --,  Petrie terrace c
114 O'Neill P•itrick (bushman), Brisbane o c 38 Parker C., P.O. Marburc' s
115 O'Neill Thomas, Gympie•c 39 Parker Charles ,  Townsville
116 On Lee, Charters Towers c 40 Parker Ut ariee, 1,mera u .. e
117 O'Patton James, Gympie e 41 Parker Charles Albert, Cooktown s
118 Orange  William (carrier ), Cloncurry c 42 Parker  Mrs. Harriet , Koekhannpton o C
119 Orcher Thomas, Cawildi, St. George o c 43 Parker J., Warren street Valley c
120 Ord Joseph (care of Mrs. Johnson), Albert street, 44 Parker J., Cairns c
Brisbane o c 45 Parker J. F., Crown Hotel, Charters  Towers s
121 O'Regan Mrs. K., Rockhampton c 46 Parker J. J., P.O. Tambo s
1 O'Reilly --, Petrie's Bight c 47 Parker John,  Freshwater Creek c
1 3 O'Reilly --, Gladstone road, Sou.,h Brisbane c 48 Parker Mrs. Marv A., Kockhampt:)n o e12 1 O'Reilly .Tames, Greendale  Station, Barcoo s 49 Parker R., P.O. Cooktown c
1 i O'Reilly Terence, P.O. Brisbane u k 50 Parker K. H., 'telegraph u.fice, Rockhampton e
1:6 Oreton William R. H., Cairns u k 51 Parker R. J., Townsville c
127 Orford J., Hamleigh, Ingham c 52 Parker Thos., Green and Wat le Gully, Too-
X28 Organ J., Valley c woomba o c
129 Ormes Mrs. E., Cootharaba road, Gympie c 53 Parker  %N ., .1 ericho c
130 Ormiston  , Augathella c 54 Parker W. (care of Smerlyj  Eura , Central  Railway c
131 Ormundson --,  Sandgate c 55 Parker Thos., Tambo o
132 Orr G., Bowen Hills c 56 Parkinson  C. M., Tewantin o e
133 Orr G. H., Pine Hill c 57 Parkinson J ames, Ravenswood c (it)
134 Orr James Brown, Ravenswood o e 58 Parkinson  Revd. M. H., Wickhar   Terrace c
135 Orthlied Mrs. Ellen, Redcliffe c 59 Paikinson  Thos.,  P.O. Brisbane m
136 O'Ryan David (care  of Taggart),  P.O. Brisbane u k 60 Parkinson W., P.O. Townsvuie u k (2)
137 Osborne Henry (labourer), Oxley o c 61 Parry John, schooner " Lavinia (care of Smith,
138 O'Shaughnessy Edward, Gibbs  street , Valley o c agents ), Port Mackay u k
139 O' Shannessy  M., P.O. Brisbane c 62 Parry John W., P.O. Charters  Towers m
140 O'Shea J., ' oowoomba s 63 Parson James (cab-driver), New Farm road o c
141 O'Shea Patrick, Mackay s
.64 Parson Mrs. M., P.O. Brisbane c
142 O'Shea Patrick, Grass llut o c 65 Parsons Robert, Cunnamulla o e
143 O'Shea Patrick, Ipswich o c 66 Part W. R., Cairns o c
144 O'Shea Pat. (care  of Hilson), Bowen c 67 Partridge Mark, Cosmopolitan Hotel, Ipswich' a
145 Oslen -,  Ingham c 68 Pascoe F. (care of Miles), Nerang ;reek c
146 Osmond  James,  (labourer ), SttnthorIe o c 69 Pasmore  S., P.U. Rockhampton o
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7 0  Patchers Mrs. M. A., Newtown, Ipswich c
71 Pater -- (solicitor), Hughenden n z
72 Pater John, Cooktown s
73 Paterson H., Charters Towers c
74 Paterson John, Y.O. South Brisbane u k
75 Paterson Mrs. Margaret, Harcourt street, Fortitude
Valley o  C76  Paterson Mrs. Martin (care of Wilinott), Denaly ri4
Rockhampton f
77 Paterson P. (carpenter ),  Ingham c
78 Paterson R. C. (railway contractor ,  Caharlah to
Crow' s Nest) c (2)749 Patersen W., Laurel Bank o c
80 Paton and Donovan ,  Bowen Hills Tunnel c
81 Paton and Richardson, Jersey, Aramac o c
82 Paton James ,  Charleville c
83 Patrick John  (care of Porter ),  Royal Hotel, Aramac
uk
84 Patrick Wm. (labourer), Rockhampton o c
85 Patroni Domenico ,  P.O. Ballandean c (2)
86 Patten J. D. C. (care of Eardley and Coy.), Clon-
curry c
87 Patten Thomas, Cobb 's Camp, Petrie's Creek c
88 Patterson A., Charters Towers c
89 Patterson  J. D., Club  Hotel ,  Brisbane m
90 Patterson William  (carrier ),  Cloncurry road c
91 Patton J. J., Varnish Coy., Ipswich road c
92 Patton Thomas, Rockhampton s
93 Paul Mrs . (store ),  Leichhardt street c
94 Paul Mrs .  A. M., Botanic Gardens, Townsville c
95  Paul James, Mitchell s
96 Paul  John,  Townsvllle c
97 Payne Fredk., Maryborough o
98 Payne  H. G., P.O.  Brisbane o
99 Payne J., Foulden Plantation ,  Mackay c (2)
100 Payne James, P.O. Ipswich c
101 Payne  Miss  H., P.U. Brisbane m
102 Peachey E. W., Bundaberg f
103 Peacock Miss, Goodna c
104 Pearce  (carrier ),  Charters Towers c
105 Pearce Charles  (care of  Lester),  Thargomindah m
106 Pearce  J. F., Charters Towers u k
107 Pearce  J. S., P.O.  Queenton c (2)
108 Pearce Miss M. M. (care of Adams ),  Albion, Break-
fast Creek c
109 Pearce Samuel, Peak Downs , Copperfield u k
110 Pearce Thomas, Charters Towers f
111  Pearce Walter, Reserve, Gayndah c
112 Pearce Walter ,  Townsville u k
113 Pearson Mrs. A., Beaufort o
114 Peat J.,  Bundanba c
115 Peberdy W. K., Brisbane s
116 Peck C. J. (care of Singleton),  Eulo c
117 Peden Mrs. James, Jericho s
118 Pedersin Frederick (care of Moreton), Mary-
borough f
119 Pedersen John M., P.O. Townsville o
120 Pedersen Mrs. Nina, Brisbane c
121 Peel Edward , Spring View Farm,  Ipswic!i c
122 Peel Joseph, Killarney  line, near  Warwick c
123 Peeters Mrs. Stephen ,  Queensland Central Railway,
Jericho c
124 Peglar J. (care of Fitzennair ),  Normanton c
125 Pegus -, Tambo s
126 Peisson H. E. (selector ),  Gregory
127 Pelmottie Davis, Tambo c
128 Pelty  -,  Albert  street Brisbane c
129 Penberthp John ,  P.O. Charters Towers c
130 Pengelly 1Vliss Jane, P.O. Charters Towers s
131 Penman Samuel, Howard s
132 Perdriane Miss Eugine  J., Arthur street, Valley
133 Perine ll y John ,  Rockhampton c
131 Perkins E. J., P.O. Brisbane u k (3)
135 Perkins Miss Ethel, Gympie o c
136 Perkins F. (bootmaker ),  Brunswick street c
137 Perkins J. A. (care of Soden), South Brisbane c
138 Perkins J. C., Allenstown c
139 Perkins Wilkins  (hotel-keeper), Tambo s
140 Perry H., Bimerah Station, Thompson River c
141 Perry Mrs. R .,  Mackay u k
142 Perry T. A. (care of Brodie, Augathella c
143 Peter Ah Chin, Blanket Flat, Deep Creek road c
144 Peters Mrs., Gy m pie c
145 Peters Christine, Companion Creek, Pine Hill c
146 Peters Mrs. E.  (care of Peters ),  Maryborough c
147 Peters H., Red Hill c
148 Peters  William, Laidley c
149 Petersen  - (near Ganwo-ks ),  Gympie c
1.50 Petersen Miss A., One-Mile, Gympie o c
151 Petersen A., Mackay c
152 Petersen C., Cairns c (2)
1.53 Petersen Christie,- Bundaberg o
154 Petersen  C., Mackay c
155 Petersen H., Woolloongabl,a c
156 Petersen  J., Woolloongabb ti c
157 Petersen Hansen,  Homebush c
158 Petersen John, Queensport o c
159 Petersen Wm., Townsville c
160 Petersen W. J., Harcourt f treet, Valley c
161 Peterson Mrs., Maryboroug,h c
162 Peterson A., One-Mile c
163 Peterson Mrs. H .,  Clermont c
164 Peterson Jens, Pialba c
165 Peterson Jno. (Horse-shoe Send), Gympie c
166 Peterson John, Tambo c
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167 Peterson Karl, Bundaberg c
168 Peterson Mrs. T. (Pound Hill), Monkland o
169 Peterson W., Inlet, Cairns c
170 Pettersen - (builder), Breakfast Creek c
171 Petterson Anderson, Bundaberg o c (2)
172 Pettit W. (carrier), Cunnamulla s
173 Pettit C. M., G.P.O. Brisbane m
174 Pettett Wm., Cairns, Russell River c
175 Pettigrew G., Brisbane c
176 Pfaw Matthew, Bundaberg s
177 Pfitzimaier F., Normanton road c
178 Pfitzenmaier L., Normanton c (2)
179 Phayre John (freeholder ), Torquay o c
180 Phelan -, Mackay c
181 Phelan M ichael  (carrier ),  Normanton c
182 Phelan W., Irvinebank c
183 Phillrick William, P.O. Stanthorpe c
184 Phillips Mrs., Bundaberg c
185 Phillips -, North Rockhampton c
186 Phillips Alfred J., Martin street, Valley o c
187 Phillips Andrew, Coolgara, Herberton c (L)
188 Phillips G., Brisbane c
189 Phillips  H., Enniskillen o
190 Phillips J. A., Townsville c
191 Phillips John (Police station ),  South Brisbane o
192 Phillips Mrs. K .,  Rockhampton c
193 Phillips and Son P., Ravenswood c
194 Phillips P., Rockhampton c
195 Phillips Mrs. S., Bundaberg c
196 Phillips S., Innisford, Johnstone c
197 Phillips T., Kangaroo Point c
198 Phillpotts P. W., Police Court, Brisbane u k
199 Piasents Janett, P.U. Tambo f
200 Piekens George, Goodna u k
201 Picking Mrs., Thompson Estate c
202 Pickup Ed. (care of Moody), Alpha c
203 Pierce Walter, Rockhampton c and o c (4)
204 Piercy H. (care of Currell), Bowen o
205 Pierotti F., Townsville c
206 Pierpoint Miss A.  (care of Wood ),  Brisbane  it  k
207 Pietoo Joidan (miner), Gympie o c (2)
208 Piezzo Mrs. Ellen ,  Charters Towers o c
209 Pigott G. H. (labourer ),  Brisbane o c (3)
210 Pike  --,  Glenhaughton c
211 Pike F. (brickmaker), St. George s
212 Pillard W., Crocodile c
213 Pincher Mrs. E .,  Maryborough c
214 Piper E., 'l'ownhville u k
215 Pippey Pl illips, Fortitude Valley c
216 Pitt John Cox's paddock ),  Stewart's Landing, Logan
River c
217 Pitt Samuel  (coachbuilder ),  Stanthorpe c
218 Plastow E., Rockhampton s
219 Platt o we E., GE yndah c
220 Platt  Jno., P. O. Rockhampton s and u k (3)
221 Plattener Mrs., Ipswich c
222 Platz Valentine (horsedealer ),  Georgetown o c (2)
223 Pleson John, Charters Towers o c
224 Plester T. E., P.O. Brisbane u k
225 Plonka Mrs C., Bundaberg c
226 Plum James (care of Murray  (carrier), Pine Hill c
227 Plumb Mrs. Israel, Jericho c
228 Plunkett C., Isisford c
229 Plunkett  Mrs. L.  R., Isisford c
230 Pobler Friedrick, Gundiah ,  Maryborough f
231 Pocock Mrs. A. E., Red Hill c
232 Pocock George, Emerald c
233 Pocock P., Denison street ,  Rockhampton c
234 Poell Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane f
235 Pogson Fred., Muttaburra c (2)
236 Polak L. E., Brisbane c
237 Poland Dr., Rockhampton c
'238 Pold  William  (care of Blakeley ),  Brisbane m
239 Pole  W. (salesman ),  Rockhampton c and m (2)
240 Pollitt Albert, P.O. Noosa, Tewantin c
241 Polletti Pietro (labourer), Gyml;ie o c
242 Poison Mrs., East Brisbane c
243 Pool Alick (drayman), Elle street, Valley o c
244 Poole A., Yeppo, Rockhampton c
245 Pool Robert (care of Eardley and Coy.), Cloncurry
u k (2)
246 Poole Mrs., Brisbane c
247 Poole and Hayc on, Ravenswood c
248 Poole A.,  Herbert street, Brisbane c
2249 Poole Alfred,  Toowoomba c
2.50 Poole Alfred J., Surat o
251 Pooler Mrs. William, Rose Vale, Logan c
252 Poorman J. (care of Brodie ),  Nive Downs Station
c (2)
253 Pope J. T., Gympie c
'254 Pope  Thomas  (care of Stewart), Jane street , Valley c
255 Pople -,  Lerida Station ,  Muttaburra c and u k (2)
256 Porkee, Chinese store, Port Douglas c,
257 Porton  Mrs. Emma ,  Brisbane c
258 Porter John (carrier',  Aramac c
259 Porter John, Alpha o
NO  Porter Mrs. Mary, Herbert River c
261 Porter  R.,' Mac.cay c
262 Porter Robt., G.P.O. Brisbane u k-
263 Porter-Tyndall P., Brisbane c
264 Porter W. (care of Clifton ),  Rockhampton u k
265 Porter W., Old Carrier's Arms, St. Lawrence c
266 Porter ---, Breakfast Creek c
267 Poulson --, Gladstone road,  South Brisbane a (2)
268 Pouter H., Mackay c
269 Poultney W. H., Charters Towers c
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270 Powell R., P.O. Clermont u k 13 Ramsey  James,  Charters Towers u k
271 Powell Thomas (care  of Comman's), Wombalala o 14 Ramsey James, South  Brisbane c
272 Powell W., Ageston Plantation, Beenleigh o 15 Ramsey William} (miner ), Stanthorpe o c
273 Power Miss, Ipswich c (2) 16 Ramsey - Hughenden c
274 Power --, Thargomindah c 17 Randall A., i3risbane u k
275 Power  James , Caithness, near Bowen c 18 Randall H., Hu henden c
276 Power James, P.O. Brisbane u k 19 Randolf Henry, Basin Pocket c
277 Power James, Adavale o 20 Rankin E., Kelvin Grove road c978Power John (miner ), Gympie o c 21 Rannie Douglas, Imperial Hotel, Brisbane e
279 Power Michael, Windorah, Thompson River c 22 Ransley Mrs., Clermont c
280 Power T., Midway Creek, Rockhampton c 23 Ransom Juo., Brisbane o c
281 Praira -- (Cingalee) (care of  Denison), Palmer's 24 Ralph Frederic, Townsville c
Plantation, Mackay c 25 Raphill ---, Townsville c
282 Pratt --, Mackay c 26 Rasier William (care of Joseph Simmonds), Aramac o
283 Pratt Geo., Cloncurry s 27 Rasmussen --, Kolan c
284 Pratten -- (grocer), Valley 28 Rathay Hugh, Charters Towers c
285 Prebble and Baxter (merchants ), Ipswich c 29 Rathenbury A., Commercial Hotel, Ravenswood
286 Prendergast Fitzgerald, Brisbane s uk
287 Prest John (carrier ), Aramac o 30 Rathbone --, Langton Creek c
288 Prestige Thos. E., Gympie c 31 Rawlings B., Boggo c
289 Preston J., One-Mile c (3) 32 Rawlins Geo. H., Oakey Creek c
290 Preston Mrs. T., Mitchell c 33 Rawlings John, Brisbane c
291 Preston F. A., P.O. Brisbane s 34 Rawlings --, Immigration Depot, Maryborough c
292 Price David, Mackay o 35 Ray Annie (care of Brown), Roma o
293 Price Ethel M. A., P.O. Curriwildi o 36 Ray A. (care of Mrs. Ingram), Wickham street,
294 Price J. J., Rosalie c Valley o
1x)5 Price John, Aramac c 37 Ray John, Fortitude Valley c
296 Price J. W., P.O. Adavale s 38 Ray Mrs. John, Wickham  terrace c
297 Prier Thus. Alfred, Granite Creek, Cape River it k 39 Ray Michael, Fortitude Valley o c
298 Price T. W. (care of Warby), Brisbane n z 40 Ray Mrs. Thomas, Ann street, Brisbane c
299 Price W., Brisbane c 41 Rayment W. H., Jericho c
300 Prideaux J. M., Charters Towers s 42 Rayner Benj., Royal Hotel, Brisbane c
301 Priddle C., Brisbane o e 43 Read (x., Albion Hotel, Toowoomba o c
302 Priestly Charles, Bundaberg c 44 Rears Mrs., Townsville c
303 Prince A. (Depot), Brisbane o and c (2) 45 Read Robert, Central Station, Locomotive Depart-
304 Prince A. G., South Brisbane c ment, Rockhampton u k
305 Prince George (care  of Young Bros.),  Holmania 46 Recknell George, Townsville u k
Estate, Lower Burdekin 47 Redder Robert (miner ), Rockhampton oc
306 Priestley Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane u k 48 Redesdale Chas., One-mile Bridge, Ipswich c
307 Pritchard Mrs., Townsville c 49 Redhead Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
308 Pritchard James, Townsville o 50 Redmond J. R., Aramac c
309 Pritchard T. R. (farm labourer), Gympie o c (2) 51 Redmond J. R., Blackall c
310 Pritchard W., Beaudesert c 52 Ree Mrs. M., Gotha street, Valley c
311 Prosky Mrs. Chas., Horseshoe Bend, Gympie c 53 Reed A., Stanley street, South Brisbane n z
312 Prothers David, Birley street, Brisbane c 54 Reed M., Charters Towers c
313 Prothers John, Rocklea o c (2) 55 Reed R. (care of If. S. Bend), Gyympie c
314 Prothero Mrs. G., P.O. Blackall u k 56 Read W., Readford, Mitchell s
315 Proudfoot R., Maida Hill c 57 Reenes William, Friendly Springs, Araniac o
316 Prout G., Ravenswood c 58 Rees Mrs., Vulture street, Brisbane c
317 Prove Fred., ChartersTowersc 59 Rees E. 0., Ellerslie, Toowong c
318 Pruntz J., Normanton c 60 Rees T. J. (miner), Broughton c
319 Pugh Mrs. Annie, Ipswich c 61 Rees Win. (labourer), Rockhampton o c
320 Pullen S., Berry  street, Spring Hill c 62 Reese -, St. Lucia Estate c
321 Purcell B. H. (drover  in charge of cattle ),  vid  Thar- 63 Reese C. G. B., Townsville c
gomindah  and Windorah m 64 Reese J.,  Brisbane s
322 Purcell Daniel ,  Trieste Camp Ravenswood o c (2) 65 Reeves Miss  A. (care of S. Ai Davis), Valley c
323 Purcell Mrs. A. (care of Coney),  Sandgate c 66 Reid Miss, Church  street , Wickham terrace c
324 Purcell  H., Herberton m 67 Reic Alexander,  Isisford c
325 Purcell John, P.O. Hughenden c 68 Reid'Alex. M., Cloncurry c
326 Purcell  P. J., Cairns c 69 Reid A. M., Blackall c
327 Purcell R. W. (silver  mine ),  Ravenswood c 70 Reid A. M., Gilmore, Adavale c
328 Purdie Jno. (care of Davies), Stratton, Brisbane u k 71 Reid David, Walkerston u k
329 Purnell  C. S. (care of  Rankin ), Petrie Terrace c 72 Reid David, Mackay s
330 Purselle Edward (dealer ),  Stanthorpe c 73 Reid David, Gyympie u k
331 Purss Chas. Henry,  Reserve, Roma c 74 Reid Jeary Charters Towers c
332 Pursse -, Crocodile c 75 Reid  Miss  Isabel, Boundary  street , Brisbane s
333 Pyne Thos. Stephen L., Wickham  street c 76 Reid Mrs. John, Townsville c
77 Reid Mary, Rockhampton o
78 Reid Michael (labourer), Gold Creek o c
•a 79 Reid M., Charters Towers c
80 Reid M. J., Chinchilla c
1 QUEELEY E. St. George , Ingham , Lower Herbert 81 Reid W., Mount Pleasant Estate c
c
(2,
82 Reid Mrs W. J., Bogantung an o
2 Querry , Gowrie Junction c 83 Reic1 P., Port Curtis road, Rockhampton c
3 Quigle  James,  Bowen Bridge o c 84 Reilly James Richd., Ravenswood c
4 Quin J . 0., Fortitude Valley c 85 Reiley John, Springs, Ravenswood c
5 Quinn Mrs. (care of Gibbons), Paddington c 86 Reilly M., Rockhampton c6 Quinn Mrs. James, Ravenswood c 87 Reilly Luke, Townsville u k
7 Quinn J. E. (care of McDonald), Southwood c 88 Reise Martin, James street, Valley c
8 Quinn John, Windmill  street,  Valley o c 89 Remedu  Jaines , Blackall c
9 Quinn Miss  Mary A. ( Lakes Creek), Rockhamp- 90 Rendall D. H., The Exchange, Ipswich c
ton o c 91 Renon Miss (care  of Mrs. Pritchard), Lake Station c
10 Quinn Michael, Wickham street, Valley o c 92 Renwick George, P.O. Mackay o
11 Quinn Thomas, P.O. Adavale c 93 heory John, Caboolture c
12 Quinn Thos. Pine River o c 94 Resenthal Victor, Charters Towers o c
13 nton  C. . (merchant), Charters Towers cu 95 Reynolds --, Shakspeare Hotel, William street c
14 iQurey Joseph, Depot  Brisbane c 96 Rhebine F., Electra, Bundaberg c
15 Quirke P. D. (care of Leahy), Rockhampton o 97 Rhode Wm., One-Mile c
98 Rich Thomas, Townsville c
99 Rich T., Gatton c
R. 100 Richard E. (carter), Gym pie e
101 Richards --, Charters Towers c
1 RADBOURN J. (care of Mayer), Thornton u k 102 Richards Mrs., Arthur §treet, Valley c
2 Radcliffe Mrs. Sarah, Oaley o c (3) 103 Richards Mrs. E., Red Hill, Gympie c
3 Radford E., Dungeness c 104 Richards E. T., P.O. Charters flowers c
4 Rafferty Mrs., Ann street, Brisbane c 105 Richards George, Gyinpie c
5 Rafter Mrs. B., Lutwyche street, Petrie terrace c 106 Richards J., Rockhampton s
6 Ralston -, Townsville c 107 Richards .John, Charleville s
7 Ralston H. R., Carcouy Station, Charleville 108 Richards Jno., One-Mile c
c and t (2) 109 Richards Joseph (miner), Horse - shoe Bend,
8 Ralston  W. (carpenter), Goldsborough c Gyrnpie o c
9 Ralls Edmond, Brisbane u k 110 Richards Mrs. R. E., Kelvin Grove Cottage,
10 Ramford Miss Alice (care of Mrs. Martin), Sand- Enoggera o
gate s 111 Richards br. W. N., Jericho s
11 Ramsey Mrs. C., Ann street, Valley c 112 Richardson Edward, Ipswich c
12 Ramsey;James, Suinmertown, Eight-mile Plains f 113 Richardson G., Bowen terrace c
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114 Richardson Lewis, Brisbane c 216 Robinson  Samuel , G.P.O., Brisbane s
115 Richardson Mrs. L., Black's Waterholes c 217 Robinson Mrs. S., One-Mile Swamp,  South Bris-
116 Richardson M. St. ., Rockhampton c bane c
117 Richardson John, Mount Hutton c 218 Robinson T. J., Bowen Hills o c
118 Richmond -,Roma c 219 Robinson T. S., Dickabram c
119 Richmond Mrs. Amelia, Wickham street o c 220 Robinson W., Northcote o c
1`30 Richmond Jno., Rockhampton c 221 Robinson W., Rockhampton c
121 Ricker Mrs. C., Roma c 222 Robinson W., Kennedy Estate, Toowooniba c
122 Ricken Mrs. E. J., P.O. Brisbane c 223 Robinson W. A., Chinchilla c
123 Rickett Mrs., The Rocks c 224 Robinson W. B., Hill End c
124 Rickey Mrs , Charleville c 22.5 Robinson W. F., Bundabe r c
125 Richson F., Charters Towers c 226 Robson J. F., Silverfield, Herberton c
126 Riddell A. (saddler), Birdaville s (2) 227 Robson Mrs. John, Stanthorpe s
127 Riddel Ijarry, Pentland c 228 Roch Thomas, Brisbane Railway Station u k
128 Ridge Mrs. John, G.Y.O. Brisbane o 229 Rockley .Janes , Bulloo River m
129 Ridgway George (care of Marshall and Slade), Glen- 230 Rocks T., Stratton street, Valley c
gallan c 231 Rodda Henry, Herberton u k (2)
130 Riding Walter, Valley c 232 Roddy Miss Maggie, Ashgrove House, Ashgrove c
131 Ridler A. E., Emerald in (3) 233 Rode John (stationer ),  Brisbane c
132 Rielly Edward, Middle Creek Station c 234 Rode Stepfahn, Toowoomba c
133 Rigby Wm., Tambo 235 Rodgers Bernard,  Brassall o c
134 Riley J. R., Townsville c 236 Rodgers Michael, P.O. Townsville c and u k (2)
135 Riley Mrs. Mary Ann Neitch, Townsville c 237 Rodgers Patrick, Brassall o c
136 Riley Mrs. M. A., Rockhampton c 238 Rodgerson J. D. H., Dillilah c
137 Riley R., Rockhampton c (2) 239 Roebuck James, Bundaberg o c138Rinderman Joseph, P.O. Brisbane in 240 Roehemar Fredk., Ravenswood o c
139 Ring It. St. Loues, Ipswich c 241 Roff Charles R., G.P.U.  Brisbane u k
140 Rinsdale Jno., Townsville u k 242 Rotf R. C., Charters Towers in
141 Rintice Richard, P.O. Tundaberg c 243 Roger R., Wickham street, Valley c
142 Riordan  Miss Kate,  Brisbane f 244 Rogers A. H., Rockhampton c
143 Riordan Patrick, Ipswich o c 245 Rogers J., Deep Creek road, Gympie c
144 RipponJ'.  E. (care  of A. Powell), Normanton s 246 Rogers J., Woolloongabba c
145 Rivers Frank, Pine Hill c 247 Roland - (carpenter), P.O. Dalby c
146 Rivers George, Mount Pleasant c 248 Rolfe C. N., A]pha c
147 Roach Mrs., Hospital, Townsville c 249 Rolley - (nightman ), Woolloongabba c
148 Roach Miss Annie, Flinders street, Townsville c 250 Rollickson Mrs., Ipswich c
149 Roach John (care of Mr. McMahon), Port Douglas c 251 Ron  Sing  (fruiterer ),  Roma c
150 Roach Louis,  Beenleigh c (2) 252 Rooks John,  Thargominda s
151 Roch E., Charters Towers c 253 Rookey Robert, Fortitude Valley c
152 Roberts C., Two Mile, Gympie c 254 Roper T., Carrier's Arms Hotel,  Normanton c
153 Roberts C. M., Gympie s 255 Rose Mrs., South  Brisbane c
154 Roberts D. D., Rockhampton c 256 Rose Joseph, Ann street, Valley c
155 Roberts B. J., Gympie c 257 Rose W. R., Blackall  Reserve c
116 Roberts Geo., Brisbane o (2) 258 Rosenthal - (draper), Toowoomba c
157 Roberts G., Stanley street, South  Brisbane c 259 Ross - (carrier ),  Cooktown c
158 Roberts Henry, Townsville c 260 Ross - (dairyman), Gympie c
159 Roberts M. H. (carrier), Pine Hill c (2) 261 Ross and Co., Cloncurry c
160 Roberts John (wheelwright), Pialba c 262 Ross Mrs., Walkerston c
151 Roberts John, Rockhampton c 263 Ross Mrs. Annie, Southport c
162 Roberts Michael H., Pentland c (2) 264 Ross  James, Stanley street ,  South Brisbane o
163 Roberts Michael H., Betts Creek c (2) 265 Ross James,  Townsville u k
164 Roberts Miss M. J., Charters Towers c 266 Ross James, Ingham c
165 Roberts P., Gympie c 267 Ross James S. (labourer ), Stanthorpe o c
166 Roberts T., One Mile c 268 Ross John, Gympie c
167 Roberts W. H., Pine Hill c 269 Ross John, Maryborou h u k
168 Robertson -, Tribune street, South  Brisbane c 270 Ross J. B., Alligator Creek, Townsville c
169 Robertson A., J-Iughenden c 271 Ross Malcolm, Ann street, Valley c
170 Robertson A. (care of J. T. McBell), Coochin c 272 Ross Ronald, P.O. Brisbane o c
171 Robertson A., Townsville c 273 Ross Samuel (care of  Stephen McCann), Nor-172Robertson Duncan, P.O. Tambo s manton c
173 Robertson D., Isisford c 274 Ross Win. (se.ector ), Dalby o c
174 Robertson R., Normanton c 275 Ross W. It., Brunswick street, Valley c
175 Robertson U. A., Wickhamstreet, Valley c 276 Rosner  Antony,  Ipswich c
176 Robertson G. A., Brunswick  street , Valley c 277 Rosser H. S., Hughenden c
177 Robertson  Henry, Rughenden  in 278 Rossiler M. Martin, Mitchell o
178 Robertson  James  (shipwright ),  Maryborough c 279 Rosspigaroff Adolf,  Mount Pleasant c
179 Robertson John J.,  St. George o 280 Roughdson  Mrs. Bridget  (cook), Gyinpie o c
180 Robertson J. (s. s. "  Palmer,') Brisbane f 281 Rourke John (labourer ), Maryborough o c
181 Robertson 4. H., Old Cleveland  road , Woolloon- 282 Rowe  James  (farmer), Enoggera o c
gabba c 283 Rowan  Daniel, Miles o
182 Robertson J., Brisbane c 284 Rowe C. H., Ipswich o c
183 Robertson M., Ice Works, Townsville c 285 Rowe Miss Esther, Fortitude Valley o c
184 Robertson Miss Nelly,  Montague street, South 286 Rowe Mrs. E., Maryborough c
Brisbane c 287 Rowe Geo., Alpha c
185 Robin Thomas J?., Charters  Towers s 288Rowe J., Wickham street, Valley c
186 Robins John, Queenton P.O. c 289 Rowe J., Clermont c
187 Robbins --, Ann street, Valley c 290 Rowe  M. (milkman ), Maryborough c
188 Robins William Henry, P.O. Charters Towers o c 291 Rowland E., Bundaberg in
189 Robinson - (gardener ), Albion in 292 Rowney --, Commercial Hotel, Cunnamulla to
190 Robinson -, lundaberg c 293 Roy --, Saltwater Creek road c
191 Robinson Courier  Office,  Brisbane c
_1 294 Roy  William ,  Ba llandean  in192 Robinson  Warren  street , Valley c,4;8- 295 Rubin Frank (hawker), Brisbane o c
193 Robinson Alfred, Ipswich c 296 Ruddbl G. 0., Bundaberg c
194 Robinson A., Roma c 297 Rudolph A., Harrisville c
195 Robinson A. E. H., State school, Boggo c 298 Ruebill John, Gracemere f
196 Robinson Christopher (carpenter ), Stanley street, 299 Ruff John Hy., Toowoomba o c
South Brisbane c 300 Ruff John, Toowoomba o c
197 Robinson E. B. N., Charters Towers c 301 Ruff Nicholas, Toowoomba o c
198 Robinson  F. (schooner " Ellen"), Maryborough c 302 Ruff Peter, Toowoomba o c
199 Robinson J. E., Avoca Hotel, Spring  Hill c (3) 303 Ruhl C., Blackall c200 Robinson  Geo. R., Mary street, Brisbane c 304 Runge Carl, Gatton c
201 Robinson Mrs. H., Charters Towers c 305 RuppellJ. W. A., Conoly Station, Leawood Downs
202 Robinson H. H., Charters Towers c 306 Rush Mrs.,  Ipswich road,  Woolloongabba c
203 Robinson H. H., Mackay c (2) 307 Rushh Dudley (freeholder ),  Stanthorpe c
204 Robinson  Issac,  P.O. Bundaberg o 308 Rushton Mrs. G. H., Eton c
205 Robinson James, Maryborough c 309 Russell Adam, Cloncurry u k (2)
206 Robinson James, Gympie c 310 Russell  Benjamin , Warroo c
207 Robinson John, 13owen Hills c 311 Russell C., Bungil Creek,  Roma c (2)
208 Robinson John, Tarampa c 312 Russell Miss Ellen (care  of Thomas Campbell), Too-
209 Robinson John, Maryborough c and o c (2) wong c (2)
210 Robinson J., Dickabram c 313 Russell George, Roma c
211 Robinson J. D.; Toowoomba o c 314 Russell J. C., Brisbane o c
212 Robinson .I., Mackay c 315 Russell Mrs. Mews, Rockhampton c
213 Robinson J., Maryborough c 311; Russell P. H., H.M. Gaol, Rockhampton o c
214 Robinson Miss Louisa, Brisbane u It and a (2) 317 Russell William  (immigrant s.s.  "  Gulf -of Carpen-
215 Robinson  It., Toowong c taria  "),  Brisbane c
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318 Russell  W. WV., Brigade Office c (2) 75 Schweenberg H. F., Rockhampton c
319 Ryan --, Jane street, Valley c 76 Schweenberg H. F., Rockhampton c
320 Ryan Daniel, Toowoomba c 77 Schy Mrs. 1I., Ipswich c
321 Ryan Daniel (labourer ) Maryborough o c 78 Rockhampton cScott - (carrier )
322
,
Ryan D. (carrier), Pine Hill c 79 ,Scott and McLay (commission a( gents ),  Brisbane  in
328 Ryan E., Norn uiutono 80 Scott  --, Tanning Siding,  Charters Towers c
324 Ryan E., Maryborough c 81 Scott -,  Hughenden c
325 Ryan E. J., Telemon Station c 82 Scott Albert, Table Top o c
326 Ryan James (cordial maker), Brisbane a 83 Scott Mrs. Ann, Gympie o  (3)
327 Ryan James, Ravenswood o c 84 Scott A., Gayndaha.Z Rya's John,  Ballandean s 85 Scott A., Glenlyon c
329 Ryan  John J. (care of A. and D. Munro), Highfieldsc 86 Scott Mrs. A., Brunswick street, Valley c
330 Ryan J., Summer Hill, Warrick c 87 Scott Douglas (care of Stapleton) Canobie Station c
331 Ryan J. B., Petrie  terrace c 88 Scott George, Glenroy Station c
332 Ryan J. (carrier), Warrego a 89 Scott H., G.P.O. Brisbane c
333 Ryan Michael, Ann street, Fortitude Valley o c 90 Scott James (seaman ), Valley c
334 an Michael , Toowoomba o c 91 Scott James, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
33:5 Ryan Philip (bullock-driver), Rockhampton o c 92 Scott John, G.P.O. Brisbane s
336 Ryan P. and J., Rockhampton o c 93 Scott John, G.P.O. Brisbane c
337
.
Ryan Miss Sarah, Rockhampton c 94 Scott J., South Kolan c
338 Ryan Thomas, Ravenswood Gold Fields m 95 Scott J. (contractor), Spring Hill c
339 Ryan Thos., Ann street, Valley c 96 Scott Miss J., Charters Towers u k
340 Ryan Thomas,  Hughenden c !7 Scott Miss M. C. H., Murroona Park n z
341 Ryan W. H., Thargomindah a 98 Scott Samuel (miner ), One-Mile c (2)
342 Ryan William, Stanthorpe c 99 Scott Thomas (care of James Scott),  Ipswich c
343 Rycroft H., Charters Towers c 100 Scott Walter  (ship carpenter ),  Brisbane t
101 Scott W., Sandgate c
182 Scott W J Pine Hill cS. 103 .,.Scrimshaw Cornelius, 11-length,  near Mitchell u k
104 Scrimshaw J. R., Ballandean c
1 SABANDEN Nicholas, Queenton c 105 Scully D. (care of M essrs. Eardley  and Shuker), c
2 Sachse Reinhold (fruiterer), Brisbane c 106 Scully Thomas (driver),  Townsville o c
3 Sauer William, Gympie c 107 Scurfield John, Bowen Hills o c
4 Sagar Alf. (engineer ),  Brisbane o c 108 Seager --, Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane c
5 Saggers  E., Irvine Bank c 109 Seal Mrs., Rockanr&n a
6 Salker F., Ann street,  Brisbane c 110 Sealy C., Ruthven Station,  Isisford c
7 Salmond J. S., Cooktown in 111 Searle C. F., Maryborough  in
8 Salmond J. S. (solicitor),  Brisbane c 112 Searle S. (contractor),  Tewantin c
9 Saltman Harold , Rockhampton u k 113 Searle S., Mount Perry c
10 Sammon Joseph, Charters To.vers c 114 Searle W., Maryyborough c
11 Samson S., Brisbane c 115 Seaton John, Bromby Park  Station o
12 Spmuell H. J., Toowoomba in 116 Seayerdt Reinhard,  East Bundaberg c
13 Sam Wah Mrs., Aramac c 117 Secrett George (baker),  Ipswich u k
14 Sam Wah Mrs., Jericho c 118 Seddon Mrs. Ann , Harcourt street ,  Brisbane c
15 Sam Wah, Aramac c 119 Seddon Wm., Stratton c
16 Sander Otto , Hawtho rne street , Woolloongabba c 120 Seed --, Warwick street,  Ipswich c
and a (2) 121 Seidil -, Harbour and  Rivers Department, Bris
17 Sanders - (watchmaker ), Brisbane c bane c
18 Sanders  Alexander W., Queen street, Brisbane o c 122 Seip J. (contractor ), Woolloon abba c (2)
19 Sanders Frederick,  Botanical  Gardens, Brisbane u k 123 Sellwood Mrs. Edward, One-Mile, Gympie c
20 Sanders James, Brisbane c 124 Selvage Mrs. R. E., Eight- mile Plains c (3)
21 Sanders J., Brisbane u k 125 Sendall R. (carpenter), Valley c (3)
22 Sanders J. L., Brisbane o c 126 Setters  W., Isisford c
23 Sanderson E., Thargomindah s 127 Severne Harry (passenger per s.s. "Merkara"),
24 Sandiford J., Cambooya c Cooktown c
25
26
Sandrs Tomes  (care of Swan ),  Isisford c
h llS d J C
128 Severne Harry (care  of A. J . Traill ), Trebonne
I h k (2)
27
una mus n, a can o
Sanford  W. H., Ingham c 129
ng am u
Sewell C., Toowoomba o
28 Sarycant C., P.O. Brisbane nt 130 Sewell Win., Plantation Creek c
29 Sarson William, Thorn street,  Ipswich o c 131 Seymour  George, Cunnamulla a
30 Sarte  Mrs. A., Thursday  Island c 132 Seymour J. E., Railway  Hotel ,  Charters Towers u k
31 Satherley Annie, Mackay u k 133 Seymour J. E., Ravenswood s
32 Saunders John F., Malvern Hill  Station, Blackall a 134 Seymour Thomas,  Rockhampton c
33 Saunders T., Noondoo  Station, Mungindi s 135 Shakespeare Wm., Normanton is
34 Saunders William, Cooktown s 136 Shalanti Dindon (labourer),  Brisbane o c (2)
35 Savage  John,  Sussex street ,  Brisbane o c 137 Shanahan  James, Ravenswood c
36 Savage John, Ann street, Valley o c 138 Shannon Mrs. Caroline. Murphy's Creek c
37 Savill  James  (labourer ), Warwick o c 139 Shannon W. T., Imperial  Hotel ,  Townsville c
38 Savill James, Warwick u k 140 Sharkey Jack, Townsville c
39 Saxspberger H. M., P.O Maryborough o c 141 Sharkey Jno. P., Normanton c (2)
40 Saxperger  --, Gayndah c 142 Sharp -,  Townsville c
41 Sayce J. N., Brisbane o c 143 Sharp R., Mackay c
42 Sayers T. R., Townsville u k 144 Sharp William, P.O. Mitchell o
43 Scallyer  -,  Brisbane c 145 Sharpe -, P.O. Townsville u'k (2)
44 Scanlon  J., Townsville c 140 Sharpe E., Clermont c
45 Scars Thomas, 19 Charlotte  street ,  Brisbane c 147 Shaw Mrs., Vulture street, South Brisbane c
46 Schacht C., Gympie c 148 Shaw Mrs. E., Brisbane c
47 Schacht John, Charters  Towers f 149 Shaw F., Mitchell (2)
48 Schadel  Miss ,  Brisbane s 150 Shaw John Malcol n, Isisford or Albilbah m
49 Schafer Miss Annie, P.O. Brisbane  s and c (2) 151 Shaw J. M., Isisford o50 Schaffer Henrich Wm.,  Idatown o c 152 Shaw  Master .J. (care of Shaw),  South Brisbanec
51 Scheafer Daniel, Betts Creek c 153 Shaw Win. James, Townsville u k
52 Schenksen  Jacob,  East street , Rockhampton c 154 Shea Patrick, Stanthorpe o e
53 Schindler August, Maryborough f 155 Sheahan D., Dalb3- c
54 Schinzig Reinh,  Cairns c 156 Shearon Robert J., Mount Morgan c
55 Schulker --, (tobacconist ),  Stanley street, Sout'i 157 She.srer John S. (painter),  Brisbane u k
Brisbane c 158 ShearmanMary, Botanical G rdens, Townsvi lle c56 Schmid Fred. (carrier ), Cloncurry c 159 Sheelds -, North Quay c
57 Schmidt Carl W., 3-Mile Gympie road o c 160 Sheedy Miss Mary  (care of Mrs . E. Farrold), Ips-
58 Schmidt C. George, St. Leon' s Circus, Brisbane c wich c
59 Schmidt F., South Brisbane c 161 Sheedy Miss M., Foviley, North Ipswich c
60 Schmidt Mrs. Louisa, P.O. Gympie o c 162 Sheeham -, Mo znt  Morgan c
61 Schneider --, Beaconsfield c 163 Sheehan James, Cochrane  street,  Red Hill c
62 Schnhz C., Ipswich c 164 Sheehan Miss Mar-, Perkins'  Hotel , Yeppoon o
63 Schoenwald F. C., Winton c (2) 165 Sheehan Thomas, P.O. Ballandean o c
64 Schulz Carl, Queensport o c 166 Sheehy  Martin,  P.O. Brisbane in
65 Schomberg A., Brisbane o 167 Shelka, Mrs. Minnie, Townsville c
66 Schonldlat L., Sandy Creek c 168 Shellp W., Bo go road, South  Brisbane c (2)
67 Schowfield --, College  street , off Boggo road c 169 Sheppard R.,
Bundaberg n z68 Schriddlo Horace, Gympie c 170Sheridan Henry, I algal o
69 Schroedei Albert  (carrier ), Pentland e 171 Sherman Sydney, Townsville ui (3)
70 Schulbert T., Gympie e 172 She •rin Win., Stanthorpe c
71 Schue -, Mount Perry c 173 She  r'in- ton  J. C., Toowong c
72 Schultz Herman  (carpenter ), Maryborough c (2) 174 She. ry J ames, Rockhampton  Terminus u k73Schultz William, Toowoomba u c 17.1 Shenon Andy, Hu, henden,c
74 Schwartz 31., Gympie c 176 Sheppard P. S. or P.,  Brisbane n z
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t77 Shevlan Miss, Spring Hill c 280 Sloper Alfred, Oxley o c
178 Shield David, F,idseold, Gayndah c 281 Slyker Mrs., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
179 Shield Mrs. E., Main street, Kangar,).i Point c 282 Slyker Martin, South Brisbane e
180 Shield Jno., Ann street, Valley c 283 Smail .Tames, Crown Hotel, Charters Towers c
1,,l Shield Miss Mary,  Brisbane  a k 284 Small W., Enoggera c
182 Shields Mrs. A., Afaryborough s 285 Smallwood J ames , Tarampa c
183 Shields John D., P.O. Brisbane c 286 Smallwood Robert, P.O. Brisbane u k
184 Shields Michael, Kilkivan c 287 Smart Harry (care of Howard), South Brisbane c
185 Shilhan Johann, Sandgate f 288 Smart W. J., Bunbaberg c
186 Shine Jno., Chinchilla c 289 Smee -- (baker, ship "New Guinea "), Bris
187 Ship Tek (s1 orekeeper), Cairns c bane u k (2)
188 Shirley J. (leather manufacturer) Brisbane c 290 Smerdon Alfred, Hinchinbook Island u k
189 Shirreff Chas. S., Maryborough o c 291 Smith --, Brunswick street, Valley c (3)
190 Shleiht George, Fort. Valley o c 292 Smith -- (care of Dealis and Smith), Palace Hotel
191 Shoenwald Henry (coachman) Brisbane o c Cloncurry c
192 Sholl Mrs., Rockhampton c 293 Smith --, junr. (carrier), .Jericho c
193 Shornburn J., Cunnamulla s 294 Smith Mrs. junr., Charters Towers c
194 Short A. W., P.O. Brisbane c 295 Smith Mrs., George street, Kangaroo Point c
195 Short Miss 13. (care of Mrs. C. Powers), Rona c 296 Smith Miss, George street, Kangaroo Point c
196 Short John Alexander Normanton c 297 Smith Mrs., Brisbane c
197
,
Shortall D. (hotelkeeper), Gowrie Junction c 298 Smith Mrs., Hugghenden Estate c
198 Shortel --, Ballandean s 299 Smith Brothers Messrs., Charleville c (2)
199 Shott Mrs., George street, Brisbane c 300 Smith, Right, and Co. (selectors), London Chain
200 Shotte Mrs., Albert street, Brisbane c hers, Brisbane c
201 Shoultz William, Changing o c 301 Smith Albert .T., Banana o c
202 Shrotmann John, Stanthorpe o c 302 Smith Alfred, Normanton o
203 Shuttlewood James, Bindango c 303 Smith Alfred (machinist), South Brisbane o c
N204 Shuttleworth Sam., Windorah o 304 ormanton cSmith A. E.,205Shulg J. F. (care of A. G. Love), Boulia c 305 Smith A., Brisbane o c
206 Sibby L. (care of J. McKenzie), Seaforth, Lower 306 Smith A., 159 Edward street, Brisbane o
Burdekin c 307 Smith A. (care of Eardley and Striker), Clon-
207 Sidey Miss, Brown' s Plains c curry c
208 Sidey Miss, Brown's Plains c 308 Smith Benjamin J., Ravenswood o cenjamin
209 Seibert Chas., Townsville c 309 Station cSmith B.,
210 Sience Mrs. S., Roma c 310 Smith Mrs. Catherine, Charters Towers o c
211 Sienoneit Mrs. John, Brisbane f 311 Smith C., P.O. Brisbane c
212 Silcox --, Bowen c 312 Smith C., P.O. Windorah c
213 Silvames D. W., New Farm c 313 Smith C. J., P.U. Normanton c
214 Silvester C. (s.s. " Cloncurry"), Brisbane u k 314 Smith Daniel, P.O. Charters Towers u k and s (2)
215 Simeson Henry,  Brisbane c 315 Smith Edward, Roma c
216 Sim -, Ripple Creek Plantation, Ingham c 316 Smith Master Ernest Edgar (passenger per " Wistow
217 Simm Mrs. Annie, Brisbane c (2) Hall"), Brisbane u k
218 Simm Mrs. M., ( ueenton c 317 Smith E. F., Roma u k
219 Simmonds Mrs. Edward, Rockhampton c 318 Smith F., Queen street, Brisbane c
230 Simon J., St. Patrick's Hotel, Charters Towers c 319 'Smith George, Townsville c (3)
221 Sinuus Walter, Tambo Station, Tambo c 320 Smith George (labourer), Maryborough o c
222 Sims G. W., floncurry Copper Mine s 321 Smith Geo., I )swich road c
223 Simrns Mrs. J., Alpha c 322 Smith Geo., Terrace  street , Fortitude Valley c224 Simpkins G., Shafton  road , Kangaroo Point c 323 Smith G. (care of Franz), Stony Bank c225Simpkin Seymour G. (surveyor, &c.), Brisbane u k 324 Smith Henry Thornloe, Selection No.  1283,  Parish of
226 Simpson F. J. D. (contractor), Pine Hill c Worcoo, Tiaro o c
287 Simpson George,  Bowen Hills c 325 Smith Henry, Maryborough m
228 Simpson Henry, Charleville c (2) 326 Smith Henry, Townsville u k
229 Simpson H., Cairns c 327 Smith Hy., Crown Lands Office,  Brisbane c
230 Simpson Miss Jeanie, Brisbane c 328 Smith H., Brisbane u k
231 Simpson J. (bricklayer), Bundabergc 329 Smith H., Thorne street, Kangaroo Point c
232 Simpson Mrs. M. A., Stanthorpe o c 330 Smith H., Bundaberg c
233 Simpson Robert J.,  Cairns o c 331 Smith H. (carrier), Techingcott Stations
234 Simpson T. (carrier), Cloncurry c 332 Smith H., River terrace c237)Simpson Wm., Cape Capricorn c 333 Smith H. C. (labourer), Roma o c
236 Simpson W. T. (woolshed), Wellshot Station c 334 Smith Jacob, South Brisbane c
237 Simpson W. T., Wellshot  Station m 335 Smith Jacob, Logan Village  road,  ne ir Logan
238 Simpson W. T., Barcaldinem Village c
239 Sim pson Mrs., Railway Hotel, Clermont c 336 Smith  James,  James  street , Valley c
240 Sincilar Mrs., One-Mile c 337 Smith James, Gympie o
241 Sinclair D., Toowoomba c 338 Smith  James,  Normanton c
242 Sinclair  James G., The  Hospital , Hughenden u k 339 Smith John (care of Watkins), Pimpama u k
243 Sinclair  J., Gympie c (2) 340 Smith John (care of Watkins),  Pimpama c
244 Sing Pak. Thomas, Cardwell c 341 Smith John, Clifton o c
245 Sin Gee (fruiterer), Warwick c 342 Smith John, Woolloongabba c
246 Single G. K., Walkerstown s 343 Smith John, Ravenswood o e
247 Sing Yee, Charleville c 344 Smith John (fruiterer), Alpha c
248 Sin Pot (billy), (gardener ), Titandoe Station c 345 Smith John Guckling, Ravenswood o c
249 Sinton John (carpenter s.s. "Lucinda"),  Brisbane 346 Smith John, Kent street, Rockhampton c
u k (4) 347 Smith John, Townsville c
250 Sinton John  (carpenter ),  Brisbane s 348 Smith John, Macrossan Bridge c
251 Sinton  H., Brisbane c 349 Smith John, Charters Towers c
252 • Sitze W. St. Paul,  Palmerston a 350 Smith John  R. (care of  Messrs. Macdonald, Smith,
253 Skeene I., Brisbane f and Co.), Stanthorpe s
254 Skene John, Brisbane o 351 Smith John, Cloncurry c-
25.) Skevington Miss A., P.O. Brisbane o 352 Smith Master Joseph, Rocky Camp c
2.56 Skiller William, Oxley c (2) 353 Smith Joseph (carrier ), Miles c
2:57 Skiller Wm., Eagle Farm o c 3.54 Smith J., Kelvin Grove c
258 Skinner -, Nerang Creek c 355 Smith I. (baker),  South Brisbane c
259 Skinner A., Valley c 356 Smith I., Townsville u k
560 Skinner Donald (care of Upton), Rockhampton o 357 Smith Mrs. J. (care of R. Heaslop,  South Brisbane c
261 Skinner Edward  (engineer ), Goodna c (2) 358 Smith J. N., Charters Towers c
262 Skinner John, Fort. Valley o c 359 Smith J., Railway Reserve, Townsville c
263 Skinner S. W., P.O. Brisbane c 360 Smith J. G. (engine  fitter ), Rockhampton o c264Skipper - (fruiterer), Brisbane c 361 Smith and Co., J: B. (cabinet  makers ), Toowong
265 Skipper  Benjamin  S., Waterworks road o c c (2)
266 Skipper B., MelbournQ  street , South Brisbane c (2) 362 Smith Mrs. Margaret, Tambo c
267 Skipper John (a. g. "Duke of Argyle"), Brisbane o 363 Smith Mary, Bundanba c
268 Skuthorppee Thomas (care  of Foot), Warinilla, 364 Smith Michael (sleeper  getter), Bogantungan c
Rolleston c 365 Smith Miss M., Wild Horse Creek o
269 Slack Miss M. A. (care of J. Nash),  Green Bank c 366 Smith M., Brisbane o
270 Slater Mrs., Cambridge street, Boggo road c 367 Smith Nicholas (carpenter), Mackay c
271 Slater Joseph, Townsville u k 368 Smith N. L., South Kolan c
272 Slater Josel h,  Brisbane u k 369 Smith P. H., Homestead, Charters  Towers c
273 Slater J., P. O. Brisbane a 370 Smith Master R. P., Ipswich u k
274 Slattery Mr;. Margaret, P.O. Brisbane o c 371 Smith Robert, Brisbane u k
275 Slattery Patrick, Mackay c and a (3) 372 Smith Miss Ruth, Cooktown o
276 Slerman R.. Gympie c 373 Smith Sarah Ann, P.O. Brisbane o •
277 Slewan .Toh i,  Ravenswood o c 374 Smith Mrs. Thomas, Charters Towers c (3)
278 Sloane James,  Ma town o e 375 Smith Thomas,  Ravenswood  Junction c
279 Sloane T. (care of J. Adams),  Bingera c 376 Smitb T., Breakfast Creek c
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377 Smith T. J., Rosehill, Fassifern c 475 St. Croix P. N., Canal Creek c378Smith Walter, Warwick House, Adelaide street c 476 St. Cross George, Cooktown s
379 Smith Walter (late of  York, England), Brisbane u k 477 Stead (a., New Farm c
380 Smith William (builder), West Paddington o c 47,'ASteadman C., Blackall c
381 Smith Mrs. William, Ravenswood o c (2) 479Ste.une T. A. (care of P. Van Hiuden, Woolloon-
382 Smith William W., Maytown in gabba c
383 Smith Capt. W.; Kangaroo Point c 480 Stedman Charles (carrier), Jericho c (3)
384 Smith W., Leichhardt street c 481 Stedman Charles (oarrier ), Pine Hill c
385 Smith Master W. E. D., Betts Creek c 482 Steeduian --, Caxton street, Petrie terrace c
386 Smith W. J., Tambo o 483 Steele Miss A., Rockhampton c
387 Smith W. J., Breakfast Creek road c (2) 484 Steel George, Killarney o c
388 Smithbarry H. C., Cloncurry c 485 Steele G., Rockhampton c
389 Smithbarry H. C., Cameron Downs, Hughenden c
c
486 Steel John (second mate, barque " Peri "), Brisbane
390 bin y(ey John, Forrest Crossing, 52-Ga nfi, Southern and uk
Western Railway u k 487 Steel J., Werna, Eddington, Cloncurry c (2)
391 Snape W. (care of Rose), Richmond late, nea 488 Steele Robert, P.U. Brisbane c
Queen street u k 489 Steel Thomas (care of K. Steel), Brisbane s
392 Snave R. M. (solicitor), Brisbane c (2) 490 Steer G. A., P.O. Brisbane s
393 Sneden Thos. S., P.O. Mackay f 491 Steers Mrs., Wombillilla c
394 Snodin T. W., Immigration Depot, Brisbane c 492 Steffan Charles, Logan Village o c
395 Snodin T. W., P.O. Brisbane c 493 Stein Fred., Surat c
396 Snody Miss Catherine, P.O. Brisbane u k 494 Stein Peter, Roma o c
397 Snowdin Mrs., Townsville c 495 Steinberg J., P.O. Ipswich c
398 Softcoat --, Fortitude Valley c 496 Steinnauer --, Gnoolooma s
399 Soles  Thomas, Cunnamulla s 497 Stenson Peter (hatter), Brisbane o c (2)
400 Solomon Barnet, Ipswich a 498 Stephen W. D., Led Hill c
401 Somers E., Sugarloaf c 499 Stephens ---, Boggo road c
402 Somers Thomas (care of  Alex. Rogers), Aramac c `500 Stephens F. J., P.U. Mackay c
403 Somervon A., Marion Mill, Mackay m 501 Stephens J., No. 2 Gang, Q. N. Railway c
404 Sommerfield Carl, Yengarie c 502 Stephens -- (farmer), Oxley s
405 Somerville Andrew, Marion Hill, Mackay u k (2) 503 Stephens Mrs. R., Pearl Wel1, Oxley c (3)
406 Summon Patrick, P.O. Brisbane s 504 Stephens Messrs. W. H. and E., Cooper's Plains c
407 Sonsan  H., Maryborough road c 505 Stephenson Mrs., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
408 Soon John (baker), Gayndah c 506 Stephenson Geo., F.O. Winton c
409 Sopping S., Townsville c 507 Sterling G., Gynipie u k
410 Sorenson P., Basin Pocket, Ipswich c 508 Stevens --r, Albert River c
411 Sorenson P., Greemount c 509 Stevens C., Herbert Station, Little Pocket c
412 Sorensen T. C., Gympie o c 510 Stevens E., 15-mile Camp c
413 Sorgesson David (% s. "New Guinea "), Brisbane u k 511 Stevens Henry, Townsville u k (6)
414 Sorohan E. (carrier), Cloncurry c 512 Stevens P. H., P.O. Brisbane u k
415 Sorohan  James,  Hughenden c 513 Stevenson David, P.O. Brisbane n k
416 Sotten -, William street, Bogga road c 514 Stevenson Miss Minnie (care of Dunn), Clairville
417 Soutar A., Mitchell c Station, Broadsound c
418 Souter A. (care of J. W. Sutton and Co.), Egale .)15Steward Mrs. Annie, Mitchell c
street,  Brisbane c 516 Stewart -- (care of Yeo), Brisbane c
419 South Mrs. Enema, Wickham street, Fortitude 517 Stewart Alex., Cloncurry c
Valley o c 518 Stewart A., Windorab c
420 Southerland Miss J., P.O. Brisbane c 519 Stewart C. D., Maryborough c
421 Sowd eyy Alfred (care of Townsend, surveyor), near 520 Stewart Master Douglas, Normanton c
Broadsound c 521 Stewart D. (care of F. Anders), Normanton c
422 Sowden James, Townsville u k 522 Stewart James, Wellington road, Red Hill c
423 Spalding Mrs., Lovenberry road, Red Hill s 523 Stewart James, Valley c
424 Spalding M. A., Lovenberry street, Red Hill c 524 Stewart John, Jane street, Brisbane o c
425 Sparks John, Deep Creek,  near Brisbane a 525 Stewart John, Clifton, Allora o p (2)
426 Sparks Mrs. L., Boggo road c 526 Stewart Lewis, Myall Grove o
427 Sparks L., Boggo road c 527 Stewart L., Coongoola,  Cunnamulla s
428 Sparrell  W., Gympie c 528 Steward M. (care of James Dooner), Warrilla,
429 Sparrow Mrs., Petrie's Bight c M,1e Creekc
430 Spence -, Stanthorpe c 529 Steward Patrick (tailor), Normanton u k
431 Spencer A., Boundary street, South Brisbane c 530ITSteward P. P., Her' aerton c
432 Spencer Richard (care of Burns , Philp, and Co.), 531 Stewart Robert, Chinchilla c
Thursday  Island n z 532Stewart Thomas, Mackay c (2)
433 Spendlove -, Port Mackay c 533 Stewart W., Leichhardt  street c
434 Spent John, Ravenswood o c 534 Stewart W., Boundary  street c (3)
435 Spicer Rev. M., Blackall c 535 Stiller R., Townsville c
436 Spiller Geo., Two-Mile, Gympie c 536 Stirling John, Sande Camp, Toowoomba c
437 Spinks Eiijah, Toombul o c 537 Stirrat Robert, Bundamba Station s
438 Spooner W. (care of M. Morris), Georgetown o 538 Stirton J., Brisbane s
439 Sponers A. (surveyor), Jericho c 539 St. Ledger, A. J. J., Boggo State School, Boggo c
440 Spratt J. B., Charleville s 540 Stock E., Cloncurry c
441 Spring H. A., Bowen o c 541 ,Stoekleij, W., Red Lion Claim, Gynzpie c
442 Springall and Frost, Toowoomba c 542 Stoddat Leslie, Kangaroo Point c
443 Springett Louis, Royal Hotel, Townsville o 543 Stokes Thomas, P.O. Brisbane s
444 Springer H., 69 Wickham street, Valley c 544 Stone Dunnett, Cunnamulla u k
445 Sproal  James,  P.O. Brisbane c 545 Stone G. (care of J. McCaw), Dynevor Downs Sta-
446 Sprott A. (care of S. Holdway), Toowong u k tion m
447 Sprowles -, Inglewood c 546 Stone J. (blacksmith), RToolloongabba c
448 Spurrell W., One-Mile c (4) 547 Stone T., Rockhampton c
449 Squire J., Paddington c (2) 548 Stone W., Herbert River c
450 Srappett  --,  Charters Towers c 549 Storer H., Maryborough c
451 Sruder Albert (carrier ), Betts Creek c (3) 550 Storer William, Townsville u k
452 Stacey John, Caboolture c 551 Storey Mrs. M. J., Toowoomnba c
453 Stacey  Samuel , Paddington o c 552 Storey W., West  street , Rockhampton f
454 Strachelroth F., Kerburg Farm, Rockhampton c 553 Strachan --, Hughenden c
455 Stack H., Windorah o 551 Strachan C. (care of W. D. Jeffrey' s, care  of Bostock
456 Stafford  Miss  (care  of Mrs. Kennedy), Immigra- and Young), Cambridge Downs intion Depbt, Brisbane c 555 Straffon Henry, Buudaberg o c
457 Stafford P., P.O. Charleville o 556 Strain S., Gympie c
4.58 Stagg John, Clermont c 557 Strange William, Boundary  street , West End o c
459 Stallworthy Wm. (carrier),  Cunnamalla s 558 Stranger J., Red Hill c
460 Stamp -, Townsville c 559 Stratford John Colin, Broadsound o c
461 Stanboro Mrs. C. A., 118 Leichhardt street c 560 Street  - (jeweller), Queen street c
462 Stanborough Miss, P.O. Brisbane m 561 Strelow F., P.O. Rockhampton c
463 Stanborough  Miss  A., P.O. Brisbane o c 562 Stringer -, Jericho c
464 Stanford J., Clermont c 563 Strow Cristy, Blackall c
465 Stanley  C. S., Pentland c 564 Strow John (care of Stephen Egan), Rosewood
466 Stanley R., Barcaldine c Station •
467 Stanton Edwd., Cunnannilla s 565 Strube S., N(,rth Rockhampton c
468 Stanton Henry, P.O. Charlevilleo 566 Stuart --, South Brisbane c
469 Stapleton --, Mitchell c 567 Stuart Campbell,  Brisbane o c
470 Stapleton James (care of Sadler and McDonald), 568 Stuart Mrs. W., Charters Towers c
Cloncurry c (2) 569 Studt C. F., Charters Towers c
471 Staphenson James, Mount Perry c 570 Stumbles H., Drayton c
472 Start Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k 571 Stunt Frank, Cairns c
3 Staward -- (ship carpenter), Kilkivan c 572 Styles M iss M .  E. (care of  Mrs. Buckley),  Towns4  4 St .  Clair  Miss Lizzie , Maryburough c ville c
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573 Sugden Red Hill c 27 Taylor  -,  Gympie c
574 Sugden A., Immigration Depot ,  Brisbane u k 28 Taylor  Mrs. A.,  Mackay c
575 Sugden Hen ry (carrier ),  Cunnamulla c 29 Taylor Mrs. A .,  Fernberg road c
576 Sullivan and O'Brien, Kelvin Grove c 30 Taylor  Miss A. L., Brisbane o
577 Sullivan Dan., Huntley street ,  Brisbane c 31 Taylor  Alex.  jun., Paddington o c (2)
578 Sullivan Daniel ,  Goodna c 32 Taylor Alexander ,  P.O. Toowoomba c
579 Sullivan D., Hartley street ,  Spring Hill c 33 Taylor Mrs. B., Brunswick street , Valley u k
580 Sullivan Miss Eliza ,  Rockhampton o c 34 Taylor Benjamin, Warwick o
581 Sul livan Francis, Ravenswood o c 35 Taylor B .  H., Brisbane c
582 Sullivan H., Emerald s 36 Taylor  Capt.  C., P.O. Brisbane c
583 Sullivan James  (timber falling  gang), Stanthorpe c 37 Taylor Mrs. C., Condamine c
584 Sullivan Jeremiah  (farmer ),  Fortitude Valley o c 38 Taylor Chas., Granvi lle street ,  West End c
585 Sullivan  John,  Fortitude Valley o c 39 Taylor Chas ., P.O. Gympie c
586 Sullivan  John,  Bridge street ,  Valley c 40 Taylor Edward  (Carwarri Station ),  Paroo River
587 Sullivan Michael ,  Stanthorpe o c
588 Sullivan P. B., Bowen c 41 Taylorr E. .  G., Homestead road,  Mackay c
589 Sullivan Thomas, Springs o c 42 Taylor F .,  Bowen terrace c
590 Sullivan Thomas  (care of Burnett Bros .,  Mount 43 Taylor Felix H., Brisbane u k
Buderim ,  Mooloolah c 44 Taylor Frank, Me llum Creek o
591 Sullivan Tim, Roma c 45 Taylor Geo., Paddington c
592 Summer Mrs., Boggo road c 46 Taylor  Gilbert, Gympie o
593 Summers M., Brisbane o c 47 Taylor  G. S., Mackay o
594 Summers William ,  Herberton c 48 Taylor H., Walker 's Pocket, Gympie c
595 Sumervi lle Mrs., Rockhampton c 49 Taylor  Con. J., Arthur  street , Valley c
596 Sunderland G. H., Cunnamu lla s 50 Taylor James, Rockhampton u k
597 Sunderland W., Cunnamulla c and s (2) 51 Taylor  James Hopkins, Eagle Farm u k
598 Sunderland W., Thargomindah o 52 Taylor James, Aramac c
599 Sungho  Appoo,  Albert River c 53 Taylor John ,  Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
600 Sun Yee Lee and Co., Cooktown c 54 Taylor John  (carpenter ),  Cloncurry u k
601 Suregg Mrs., Park road, Brisbane c 55 Taylor John (carpenter), South Brisbane o c
602 Surgey H. P.O. Brisbane a 56 Taylor Miss Louisa, Turbot street ,  Brisbane o c
603 Sutherland James ,  Mount Wyatt c 57 Taylor Miss Martha ,  P.O. Cairns u k (3)
604 Sutherland J. (care of McNichol ),  Bingera Station s 58 Taylor Mrs. Mary A., P.O. Gym pie o c
605 Sutherland Mrs. T .,  Port Mackay m 59 Taylor Robert L., George  street,  Kangaroo Point c
606 Sutherland William ,  Stony Creek ,  Palmer o c 60 Hill cTaylor T., Sprin gg
607 Sutherland Wm., Cooktown c 61
_
Taylor Thomas, Helidon o c
608 Sutherland W., Clermont c 62 Taylor William and Amelia ,  Townsville u k
609 Sutherland W. M., Townsville s 63 Taylor Walter John ,  Clermont u k
610 Suthers Joseph ,  Brisbane road, Gympie c 64 Taylor William  (timber-getter ),  Stanthorpe o c
611 Sutor  A., Charters  Towers c (2) 65 Taylor Wi lliam, Clermont u k
612 Sutton J. S., Kelvin Grove road c 66 Teal junr . (butcher ),  Gympie c
613 Sutton J. S., Kelvin Grove road c 67 Tebbutt  Alfred C.,  P.O. Brisbane o c
614 Sutton  R., Charters Towers c 68 Tee  - (joiner,  &c.), Townsville c
615 Swain A. R., Townsville c 69 Teitzel August ,  P.O. Blacka ll c
616 Swains Mrs., Collingwood Estate c 70 Teller W., Walker 's Pocket, One-Mile c
617 Swan John ,  Charleville c (2) 71 Tennant A., Gold Creek, Brook field u k
618 Swan Robert ,  Stanthorpe s 72 Terkelseul Christian, Alpha c
619 Swan  Win., Stanthorpe s 73 Terry and Elder Messrs .,  New Cleveland  ro ad c
620 Swanson J. G. (railway porter ),  Pine Hi ll c 74 Terry A. J. M., Blenheim o
621 Swanson  Jacob (seaman ),  Brisbane o c 75 Terry Freeman ,  Dickabram c
622 Swansoil Nicholas, P.O. Brisbane o c 76 Tessman August,  Fernvale o e
623 Swards Mrs., Valley c (2) 77 Tester W. T., South Brisbane u k
624 Swayne Abraham, Alpha c 78 Tetcom be  Harry (s.s. "Geelong"), Brisbane o
625 Swayne  A., Jericho c 79 Teyrs David ,  Bell Station s
626 Sweating Miss, Brisbane c 80 Tha llon  -,  Mitchell c
627 Sweeney  J ames  (miner), Gympie o c 81 Thite Albert ,  P.O. Toowoomba f
628 Sweeney  Mary, Maryborough o c 82 Thomas  -,  Clermont c
629 Sweeney Vincent ,  P.O. Brisbane s 83 Thomas E., Brisbane u k
630 Sweet  ohn,  Helidon c 84 Thomas George ,  Donnybrook c
631 Sweetman Mrs. Charlotte, Stanthorpe o c 85 Thomas George, Emerald c
632 Swift  ,  Cooper 's Plains c 86 Thomas H., Stanthorpe o c
633 Switzer Samuel ,  Gympie o c 87 Thomas H. (carpenter ),  Va lley c
634 Swords Joseph, Townsville c 88 Thomas Henry Ravenswood o c
;635 Sydenham C., Ada vale s 89 Thomas Isaac , Rockhampton o
636 Sydney Her bert, Logan o c 90 Thomas J. (miner ), Millchester c
637 Sylvester A., Empson's Minstrels ,  Muttaburra c 91 Thomas James, Cloneur ry o c
638 Sylvester A., Empson 's Minstrels ,  Aramac c 92 Thomas R., Brisbane c
639 Symes E., Mitche ll c 93 Thomas Robt . (saw er),  Fortitude Valley o c
640 Symons G. B., Ravenswood o c 94 Thomas S. (care of Kennedy ),  Townsville c
641 Synan Mrs., 44 Berry street ,  Spring Hill c 95 Thomas Thomas, Millchester a
642 Synam Daniel Joseph ,  Pine Hill o 96 Thomas Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
643 Syson  --, Vulture  street, East Brisbane c 97 Thomas W., Gympie c
98 Thompson and Sonbrokers ),  Brisbane cq99 .  Customs Bunda berg cThompson  -, H.
T. 100 Thompson Capt . (late of s.s. "Eucalyptus  "), Bris-bane c
1 TAAFFE Joseph,  P.O. Brisbane u k 101 Thompson A. B. H., Clermont c (2)
2 Taay Kitt  (carrier ),  Charlevi lle c 102 Thompson C., Brisbane n z
3 Taffe Robert ,  Bundaberg c 103 Thompson Charles (bricklayer ),  Mackay o c
4 Tait Archibaid ,  Port Douglas c 104 Thompson C. J., Stanley street South Brisbane c
5 Tait D .,  Bumbledon c 105 Thompson Mrs. E., Stratton , Fortitude Valley c
6 Talbot James ,  Barkathula Station a 106 Thompson Mrs. E., P.O. Brisbane c
7 Talbot Robert (emigrant per  " Duke of Bucking. 107 Thompson Miss E., Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
ham"), s 108 Thompson Edward ,  Goomburra o e
8 Ta lleuman Harry ,  Townsvi lle c (2) 109 Thompson Eliza beth, Wolfang o
9 Talton W . T. (care Mrs.  Dawson ), Gympie c 110 Thompson F. (care of H. Allen), Warwick a
10 Talty Andrew  (passenger per s.s. "Westminster"), 111 Thompson G., Brisbane s
Brisbane a 112 Thompson Geo. (carrier ),  Cunnamu lla c
11 Tamlyn A . (s.s. " Gulf of  Carpentaria"), Brisbane 113 Thompson Jacob ,  Rockhampton c
uk 114 Thompson James, St. George s
12 Tandy J .  L., Getram c 115 Thompson James  (care of Bale ),  Maryborough u k
13 Tanner Agnes ,  Toowoomba o 116 Thompson  John (care of A.  Adams ),  1Voondoo Station,
14 Tanner G. E., Bundaberg c St. George s
15 Tanswe ll  James  (carrier ),  Companion Creek c 117 Thompson  John (tanksinker ),  Eulo s
16 Tare M., G npie c 118 Thompson  John (blacksmith ),  Cooktown a
17 Tarlon G. H., Wild River ,  Her berton c 119 Thompsom J. T., Normanby c
18 Tarter  (Jeovani Bromly Park, Bowen f (2) 120 Thompson  J. W., Wompah c
19 Tasker Wm., West End Hotel, Bunda berg c (3) 121 Thompson Mrs., or Miss M. A., Chinchilla o
20 Tasman  Alfred (comedian ), Charters Towers o e 122 Thompson Miss R., P.O. Brisbane u k
21 Tait John Rockhampton c 123 Thompson Thomas  (carrier), Cloncurry c
22 Tait M ., f iodgson o 124 Thompson Thomas, P.O. Warwick a
23 Tattier  Andrew,  Austral Downs c 125 Thompson T. W., South Brisbane c
24 Tatton R., Stanton Hill c 126 Thompson W., P.O. Cunnamulla c
25 Tauwood B., Lake 's Creek Meat Preserving Works, 127 Thompson  W.,  Courier  Office ,  Brisbane c
Rockhampton s 128 Thompson W. W., Rockhampton c
26 Taylor Capt .,  Rockhampton c 129 Thomson - (hospital), Port Mackay u k
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130 Thomson D. (care of.Service), Valley u k 229 Turner - (care of Mitchell), Raymond terrace,
131 Thomson G., Arthur street, Spring Hill c South Brisbane u k
132 Thomson James, Hope street, South Brisbane o c 230 Turner A., Grey street, South Brisbane c
133 Thomson John, Maryborough c 231 Turner Arthur (painter),  Brisbane u k
134 Thomson John, detective office, Brisbane u k 232 Turner C., North Rockhampton c
135 Thomson T. C., Kanaka hospital, Mackay u k 233 Turner Edward, Townsville c
136 Thorley John (engine-driver), Gympie o c 234 Turner  Miss Emma , Parramount, Warwick o
137 Thorn George, Maryborough c 235 Turner G. (bricklayer),  Bundaberg c
138 Thorn Mrs. J., Ipswich c 236 Turner G. A. (saddler , care of H . Chandler),
139 Thornhill S., Lithograph Rooms, Queen  street, Gympie o c
Brisbane c 237 Turner J., Brisbane c
140 Thorns Albert, Queensport u k 238 Turner Mrs. J., Maryborough c
141 Thornton -, Queen street,  Brisbane c 239 Turner J., Brisbane u k
142 Thorogood Daniel, P.O. Mitchell c (2) 240 Turner John C., Goldsborough c
143 Thorpe Mary P., P.O. Brisbane o 241 Turner John S., Normanton c
144 Throwin Henry T. (compositor), Rockhampton o c 242 Turner Mrs. John W., Ann street, Valley c
145 Thynne W. F., Cloncurry o c 243 Turner S. E., Commissioner's Gully c
146 Tickener William, P.O. Gympie o c 244 Turner Robert L., Brisbane c
147 Tickner James, P.O. Rockhampton c 245 Turner Thomas (care of Mrs . Mitchell), Raymond
148
149
Tidswell E. K., P.O.  Brisbane cTiern k k W kL ' C 246 terrace, Brisbane u kT W ( bi k ) V et ll
150
ey junr.,a s ree or s ce
Tighe M., Blackall c 247
.urner ca ne ma er , eya
Turner W., Gympie c
151 Tighe Thomas, Gotha street, Fortitude Valley c 248 Turner W . (care  of Bode), Bromby Park c
152 Tilley William, Toowoomba Boarding House, Bris- 249 Turner W., Kilkie e
bane c 250 Turner W. J., P.O. Brisbane in
153 Tills Chas., Gympie c 251 Turner W. T., Charters Towers c
154 Timoney Patrick. Ann street, Fortitude Valley c 252 Tuyan Miss, Ipswich c
155 Tindall Hugh, St. Leon's Circus, Brisbane in 253 Tweedle Richard, Kooroona  Station c
156 Tindall H., St. Leon's Circus, Bundaberg c 254 Twomey D., New Farm c
157 Tin Foo  Miss  L., Pine Hill c 255 Tye -, Newtown c
158 Tin Foo Mrs., Pine Hill c 256 Tye E. F., Millehester s
159 Tinlay W., Goodna c 257 Tyler and Mills, Upper  Bulimba c
160 Tinsley Mrs. Harry, P.O. Thargomindah a 258 Tyring Frank, P.O. Jericho c
161 Tisdall James, Jane street, Fortitude Valley o c 259 Tyrell Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane c
162 Tithern Henry, Nudgee o c 260 Tyson C. (care of Mr. McWattie), Thursday
163 Tobin John, P.O. Stanthorpe o c Island s
164
165
Tobin R., Oakwood Plantation c
T bi W iG
166
o n ., ymp e c
Tobin W. J., Ipswich c U.
167 Todd Archibald, Normanton c
168 Todd W., Normanton m 1 UNITT John, Charters Towers u k
169 Tofft A. G., Brisbane t 2 Upton Charl es (care  of T. Upton), Springfield
170 Togar J. A., Southport o 3 Uren Richard, Charters Towers a
171 Toll Mrs. Annie, Charters Towers o c 4 Uril -, Queeen  street c
172 Tollette M., Ravenswood c 5 Urquhart Duncan (carrier ),  Barcaldine c (2)
173 Tolley Edward John (care of J. Cameron),  Kensing-
ton Downs u k (3)
6 Urquhart William , Normanton u k
174 Tombleton -, Brunswick  street , Valley c
175
176
Tombs Mrs., Grey street, South Brisbane c (2)
T bi G b
V.
177
om nson eorge, Goom urra o c
Tombinson Dr. W. R., Blackall c 1 VALLEP R. C., Valley c
178 Tompson J. H., Cairns c 2 Vanstone William, Townsville u k
179 Tompson T. B., Ma borough c 3 Van-Wengel A., Brisbane f
180 Tong Sun and Co., William  street,  Rockhampton c 4 Vardon Charles, Valley c
181 Tonks Joseph, Normanton c 5 Varey R., Gympie a (2)
182 Toohey M., Appollonian Vale, Gympie c 6 Vaughan Henry (Government  steamer  " Advance"),
183 Toombs Mrs. W., P.O. Rockhampton s Cooktown e
184 Toomey David (care of Messrs. Mein and Company), 7 Vaughan  Michael , Normanton u k and c (3)
Brisbane c 8 Veal Edward James, Ravenswood o c
185 Tooth Ernest S. (care of Ford), Canal Creek c 9 Vedoraf Bennedetto, Della, Cloncurry
186 Tooth H. H., Bowen c 10 Veness E., Tambo s
187 Topham James (grocer), Brisbane c 11 Venner J. F., Cooktown s
188 Topper C., Valley c 12 Verey Robert (carter ), Valley o c
189 Topper Mrs. Ida, Valley c 13 Verner John (tailor), 23 James street o c
190 Toquan --, Ballandean c 14 Verner K., Brisbane c
191 Toockler R., (cutter " Daisy"), Thursday Island c 15 Verney Orlando, Light street o c
192 Torkinnton John, Mount Britton c (2) 16 Verney Robert, Liqht street o c
193 TornagIi --, Blackall c 17 Verney Thomas, Light street o c
194 Tovey H. (care of T. S. Armstrong), Coongoola c 18 Vernon L., Alpha c
195 Tovey W., Albion c 19 Vernon W., Ipswich u k
196 Townsend Miss (care of Mrs. Job), Tiaro c 20 Vickers John S.,  Bromelton o c
197 Townsend -, Red Hill c 21 Vickers Mrs. Margaret,  Brunswick street o c (3
198 Townsend A. W., Townsville u k 22 Victor Mrs., Newmarket  street c
199 Townsend V. H., Toowoomba o c 23 Victor Mrs. Frances Mary, Enoggera c (3
200 Tracey Mrs. Ellen, Ann street, Valley o c 24 Vincent Mrs., Montford ouse e
201 Trackson J., Lismore House, South Brisbane c 25 Vincent  Miss  A., Gympie c
202 Trail John C. (engineer), Brisbane o c 26
2
Vincent W., Barcaldine a (2)
Vi S 30 G th t t203
204
Trainor John, Ruthven Station c
Travers --, James street, Valley c
7
28
reergo ., a  s co
Vivian H. C., Roma s
205 Treby Mrs. T., Jericho c 29 Vivian Miss May, Townsville in
206 Trenouth William Alfred, Roma c 30 Volk L., Rockhampton c
207 Trimiugham T., P.O. Brisbane u k 31 Von-der Goltz  Mrs. (passenger s.s. " Merkara"),
bB i208
209
Tripke Theodore, Cairns o c
Tripney David (labourer), Tambo o c 32
r s ane c
Voysey Annesley (Chief  Engineer 's Office, Q. C.
210 Triskett Mrs. W., Sandy Creek c Railway), Rockhampton f and c 2
211 Tromcame W. J., New Faim c
212 Trompp J., P.O. Brisbane s (2)
213 Trotter Mrs., Brisbane c W.
214 Trotter Thomas, P.O. Normanton s
215 Trouton -, Rockhampton s 1 WAHER Edward, Woollongabba c
216 Trouton W., Charters Towers c 2 Wachter C., Brisbane c
217 Troy J. H., East Brisbane c 3 Waddell George, One-Mile c
218 Tucker Edward, Ravenswood o c 4 Waddell Hugh,  Brisbane c
219 Tucker P., North Rockhampton c 5 Wade  F., Cunnamulla c
220 Tuck Hon Chong, Rockhampton c 6 Wade M. F., Mackay c (2)
221 Tudehope James (passenger  per a. s. " Duke of Bue- 7 Wadlow Richard, Mitchell River o c
cleuch " ), Brisbane s 8 Wain Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
222 Tuke C. E., Normonton c 9 Waine J. D. (carrier), Windorah c (2
223 Tuling James, St. Helena f 10 Wake - (carpenter ), Ipswich road
224 Tullighan Win., Charleville c 11 Wakfer J. E., Bowen n k
22.5 Turley E. W., Isisford c 12 Wakefield Joseph, Maryborough u k
226 Turnbull D. F. (care of John Gargett and Co.), 13 Walden Howard, Mackay o
Blacks' Water Holes, Southern and Western 14 Walden J., Charleville e
Railway e 15 Waldron (carrier ),  Townsville
227 Turnbull Hugh, P.O., Brisbane u k 16 Waldron Mrs., Tooley street c
228 Turnbull Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c 17 Walford William, Normanton a
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18 Walk Mrs .  Johanna ,  Woongana Scrub c 120 Waterson J., West End c
19 Walker and McIntyre, Toowoomba c 121 Watkins Mrs.  Margaret, Charters Towers o c
20 Walker  -, Gympie c 122 Watkins William, Newtown o c
21 Walker Mrs., Railway Reserve c 123 Watson and Grimes Messrs., Brisbane c
22 Walker Mrs .,  Merton road c 124 Watson  -,  Brunswick street c
23 Walker Benjamin ,  Merin ggaandan c 125 Watson Arthur  (  assenger per s.s. " New Guinea
24 Walker Mrs .  E., Townsville c Brisbane u k
25 Walker George, Townsville c 126 Watson Charles, Gympie c
26 Walker James ,  Bundaberg c 127 Watson Charles M., Stony Creek o c
27 Walker James ,  Charters Towers u k 128 Watson Edward, Landsdowne c
28 Walker John ,  Toowoomba u k 129 Watson Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Paddington o c (3)
29 Walker J .,  Townsville u k 130 Watson George, Ipswich u k
30 Walker J .,  Stanthorpe c 131 Watson G. (bookseller ),  Gympie e
31 Walker J .  W., Brook field c 132 Watson H., Beenleigh c (2)
32 Walker Mrs. M .,  St. George c 133 Watson James  (care of Mr. David Baptie), Merivale
33 Walker Mrs .  Mary Jane ,  Ingham c street u k
34 Walker Mrs .  R. (carrier ),  Evesham c 134 Watson John ,  Kalamia Plantation o
35 Walker T . (painter ),  Mrs. Di llon 's Store ,  Towns- 135 Watson J. E., Gracemere c
ville u k 136 Watson Robert ,  Brisbane c
36 Walker William, Ipswich o c 137 Watson Mrs. Samuel ,  Stanthorpe a
37 Walker W .  H., Brisbane e 138 Watson Hepburn ,  Cunnamulla s
38 Walker W. J., Townsville c 139 Watson S. (compositor ),  Brisbane c
39 Wall Miss Kate, Rockhampton c 140 Watson W., Cloncurry road c
40 Wall Michael ,  Alligator Creek c 141 Watson W., Cunnamulla c
41 Wa llace  -,  Dalby c 142 Watson Mrs. W .,  Ann street c
42 Wallace  --,  Inglewood c 143 Watt Alexander ,  Brisbane o
43 Wallace  -,  Dalby c 144 Watt James  P.O.  Junction c
;44 Wallace Mrs., Dalby c 145 Watt John , Rockhampton s
45 Wallace Hugh ,  Townsvi lle c 146 Watt Tom  (shepherd ),  Roma o c
46 Wallace Mrs. M. A., Gympie o c 147 Watts Mrs., Dalby e
47 Wallace Samuel  (butcher ),  Gympie o e 148 Watts Mrs. E .,  Gympie c
48 Wallace William ,  Brisbane c 149 Watts H., Mitchell c
49
50
Wallen  -,  106 Queen street c
Wallen Stuart  (care of Mr .  John Ranen ,  manager),
150
151
Weal W .  A., Breakfast Creek c (2
IWealler  - (boot -upper maker ), Edward  street c
Albilbah Station  in 152 Weaner Mrs. Chas. W. J., Charters Towers u k
51 Walmsley Mrs. W .  J., South Brisbane o e 153 Webb Mrs .  E., Valley c (2)
52 Walpole E., Brisbane o c 154 Webb Frederick, Upper Kent street o c
53 Walsh Miss Clara, Brisbane u k (2) 155 Webb George, Townsville n z
54 Walsh Miss Clara ,  Brisbane u k (2) 156 Webb John  (labourer ),  Brisbane o c
55 Walsh Edward  (miner ),  Townsville o c 157 Webb Joseph ,  Glamorgan Vale o c
56 Walsh E. Cannibal  Creeks 158 Webb Joseph  (care of Mr .  Butler ,  Brisbane Va ll ey
57 Walsh Edmund ,  Swan Creeku k Junction), Ipswich c
58 Walsh Mrs .  Frank ,  Rockhampton c 159 Webb M. A., Townsvi lle o
59 Walsh James ,  Teamington Boarding House o 160 Webb Willlam  (late of Brightlingsea), Townsville e60 Walsh John , Bette  Creek s 161 Webb W., Bundaberg c
61 Walsh Joseph ,  Rockhampton c 162 Webb W. Skilton ,  Townsvi lle u k (4)
62 Walsh Miss Julia, Margaret street u k 163 Web be Lytton ,  Stanthorpe e
63 Walsh Margaret ,  Herberton c 164 Webber L., Roma c
64 Walsh Mrs .  Pat., Upper Swan Creek c 165 We ber Miss Helena , Highfields  c
65 Walsh P .  C., Toowoomba c 166 Webster David  (selector), Kilkivan c
66 Walsh Thomas ,  Rockhampton c 167 Webster John ,  Ann street o c
67 Walsh W .,  Transton c 168 Webster Thomas, Normanton c
68 Walters and Scott Messrs. ,  Bunda berg c 169 Weekeley F., Rockhampton u k
69 Walters Daniel ,  Valley o c 170 Weghin Mrs. Annie, Isisford o c
70 Walters David, Walter 's Pocket c 171 Weir D .,  Petrie terrace c
71 Walters George, Ipswich o c 172 Weir John ,  Mitchell c
72 Walters John ,  Coongoola c 173 Weir John  (labourer ),  Roma o c
73 Walters J., New Farm c 174 Weir M. F. W., Laidley c
74 Walters J., Brisbane s (2) 175 Weir William  (voter), Ravenswood o c
75 Walters J. W. H., Surbiton c 176 Weise Joseph, Pine Mountain o c
76 Walters Martha ,  Midere Creek o 177 Weken T., Ipswich c
77 Walters T., Bunda berg c 178 Welch J .  Charters Towers c
78 Walters W., Nerang Creek c 179 Welsh  W. H., Aramac e
79 W alters W. F., Nerang Creek e 180 Welshman G., Wandoo Station u k
80 W alton Mrs., South Brisbane c 181 Weldon Edward ,  Brisbane o c
81 W alton Miss E., Roma street c 182 Welhay A., Blackall s
S2 W alton F .,  Blacka ll s 183 Wellis Chang Yo, Whetstone Station s
83 W alton James  (farmer ),  Ipswich c 184 Wells Edward ,  Black al s
84 Walwood Miss  E lizabeth, Townsvi lle f 185 We lls E. (care of M .  Mullin ),  Clermont o
85 Ward A .  E. M., Brisbane s 186 Wells Mrs .  F., Lake's Creek c
86 Ward G.  H., Toowoomba c 187 Wells Jainee, Bullo Downs c
87 Ward Daniel ,  Brisbane u k 188 Wells Robert ,  Lake's Creek c
88 Ward David ,  Helidon f 189 Wells William  (painter ),  Rockhampton c
89 Ward D . (care of Mr .  J. Jenkins ,  Railway Saw 190 Welsh J. (s.s. " New Guinea "), South rt u k
Mi lls),  Helidon s 191 Welsh J .  R. (care of Thurston and Co. Brisbane c
90 Ward Mrs .  David ,  Toowoomba o c 192 Wendt Mrs. Bengta, Townsville c and f (2)
91 Ward Miss Ellen, Milton u k 193 Wendt Carl, Yengarie c
92 Ward Mrs .  E., Highgate Hill c 194 West Mrs .  Edward, Stewart Town s
93 Ward E. A., Brisbane c 195 West Thomas, Townsville c
94 Ward F., Little Range c 196 Westaway J., Pine Hill c
95 Ward James junr.  (carrier ),  Aramac c 197 Westlake C. (cab proprietor ),  Given terrace c
96 Ward Joseph ,  Aramac c 198 Weston B. (care of Mr .  W. Roe), George street o
97 Ward Miss Mary, Rockhampton c 199 Weston George, Bridge street o c
98 Ward M (carrier) Rockham ton c 200 Weston James  Cairns c
99
. , p
Ward Patrick, Brassall c 201 Weston  John, Rockhampton s
100 Ward Peter  (labourer ),  Ingham o c 202 Westgh al C. (bootmaker Sailor's Gully c
101 Ward Stephen, Maryborough u k 203 Westray Mrs. Ellen ,  Maryborough o
102 Ward Thomas ,  Brisbane o c 204 Whalan M. (care of G .  Beazley ),  Va lley of
103 Ward William, Gympie c Lagoons c
104 Ward W .  A., Cunnamulla c 205 Wh al es - (care of Mr .  Butler ),  Lagoon Pocket c
105 Warde Arthur ,  Maxwelton c 206 Wh alen Mrs. E .,  Terrace street c
106 Warde J., Brisbane c 207 Wharton Mrs., Boggo road c
107 Wardell -, Mackay c 208 Wheeler  -,  Brisbane c
108 Wardell B. J., Bowen s 209 Wheeler  --,  Woodbine Cottage e
109 Warmsley G., Brisbane c 210 Wheeler D. (carrier), Bullock Creek c
110 Warner Mrs., Toowong c 211 Wheeler J. A., Townsvi lle o
111 Warner Mrs., Valley c 212 Wheeler Mrs.J .A. (Victoria Boarding -house ),Towns-
102 Warner Annie  (care of Mrs .  Malone ), 'Gap Hotelq ville o
Charters Towers u k 213 Wheeler W. J., Black 's Waterhole s and e
113 Warner C., Thompson Estate c 214 Wheelan John  (labourer ),  Rockhampton o c
114 Warnholz  -,  Bogantungan c 215 Wherry J. (care of Mr .  Budge ),  Woo lloongabba u k(3)
115 Warren Alfred, Hughenden c 216 Whetton Mrs., Boggo road e
116 Warren E. G., Thompson Estate c 217 Whine Miss Helen, Brisbane c
117 Washbourne Thomas, Stanthorpe c (2) 218 Whitbread F., Upper Kedron c
118 Waters Mrs. James, Mackay c 219 White Mrs. E .,  Overend 's Saw Mills c
119 Waters Mrs. William, Charters Towers o 220 White Mrs. E .,  Brisbane c
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White Mrs. E. J. (dressmaker), George street c 324 Williams J., One-Mile c
White Fenwick, Ipswich o c 325 Williams J., Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
White James, Burrum u k 326 Williams Mrs. J., Roma c
White James, Enoggera c 327 Williams Mrs. J. A., P.O. Toowoomba c
White Mrs. Jeannie, Gympie o c 328 Williams J. H., P.O. Rockhampton o c
White John labourer), Jane street o c 329 Williams J., West rove c
White Mrs, ohn, Warwick u k 330 Williams Kars, Windorah s (2)
White John R. (miner), Gympie o c 331 W illiams  Kars, Eulo s
White J., Apollonian Vale c 332 Williams Kars, Jundah c
White J. J. (stores, Deepwater s 333 Williams Mary, Rockhampton o
White Miss Kate, Charters Towers c 334 Williams Owen, One-Mile c (2)
White Mrs. M., Five-Mile Creek c 335 Williams P. (woolpresser), Nive Downs Station
White Richard, Brisbane c 336 Williams Rich., Charters Towers c
White Robert (brickinaker), Bundaberg'o c 337 Williams Robert, Rockhampton u k
White R., Spring Hill c 338 Williams Robert, Roma Hospital, Roma o
White R. H., Bowen c 339 Williams Mrs. R.  near  Surface Hill, Gympie c
White S., Brisbane s 340 Williams S. W., Townsville c
White Thomas (voter), Ravenswood o c 341 Williams Thomas, Emerald c
White T., Gympie c 342 Williams W. (bricklayer), Townsville u k
White Mrs. T., Clermont c 343 Williams W., Brisbane u k
White W., Junction Creek c 344 Williams W. S. T., Stanthorpe t
White William Edward (carpenter), Brisbane a 345 Williams W. S., 8-Mile Camp c
White W. H. (solicitor),  Brisbane s 346 Williamson --, Browne  street , Fortitude Valley c
White W. J., Cootharaba road c 347 Williamson and Dyer Messrs. Charleville c
White Mrs. W. J., Cootharaba road c 348 Williamson Mrs. Annabella, 1<t,ockhampton o c
Whitehead B. E. Khina Station c 349 Williamson James, Cunnamulla s
Whitehead Hill, Ipswich c 350 Williamson James, 22 Queen street, Brisbane u k
Whiteclaw D. L. (carter), Valley o c (2) 351 Williamson Robert, Mary River , near  Gympie o c
Whitfield James (voter), Ravenswood o c 352 Wiilliamson Robert, Ravenswood o c
Whitmore --, Blackall road c 353 Williamson William, Ravenswood c
Whitmore J. H., Alpha o 354 Williamson William, Roma c
Whitney Wm. (career), Aramac c (2) 355 Williamson W. H. (care of S. McCann), Norman-
Whittaker James, Cunnamulla  s and in (2) ton s
Whittingham S. H., Toowoomba c 356 Williamson W., Charleville c
Whittle C., Blackvale c 357 Willis E., Townsville c
Whittle G., Stanley street c 358 Willis J., Normanton in
Whybrow W., Barlow  street c 359 Willis Michael, Dickabram u k
Whyte Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane s 360 Willis T. F., P.O. Townsville in
Whyte  Mrs. R ., Spring Hill c 361 Willows H. D., P.O . Brisbane s
Wickham Jos. (fruiterer), Rosewood c 362 Wilson Dr., Winton c
Wicks -, Yaamba road, North Rockhampton c 363 Wilson Mrs., Mary  street , Ipswich o
Widmer Peter, Bully Creek Station o 364 Wilson Australian Chambers,  Brisbane c
Widt P., Yerong  Estate,  Ipswich road c 365 Wilson Wellington street, Petrie  Terrace c
Wieland Christopher,  Tarampa c 366 Wilson  Miss,  Canning Downs c
Wieland Frederich,  Tarampa o c 367 Wilson Alexander, Allora o c
Wier Alexander, Lagoons, Condamine c 368 Wilson Mrs. Ann, Rockhampton o c
Wiese W. (care of Crump), South Brisbane c 369 Wilson A. (miner), Herberton c
Wilbram J., Gym ie c 370 Wilson A., Elizabeth  street , Brisbane c
Wilbrim , Walker's Pocket c 371 Wilson Mrs. A. E., P.O. Ipswich c
Wilcox James, P.O. Townsville o 372 Wilson Daniel, Rockhampton o c
Wilcox John (carrier ), Normanton c 373 Wilson Mrs. D., Railway Hotel, Rockhampton
Wilcox Levi, Caltoon Hill c 374 Wilson G., G.P.O.  Brisbane c
Wilde A. (carrier),  Normanton c 375 Wilsen G. F., Rockhampton c
Wilding Edward, Gregory c 376 Wilson H. R. (care of Patching), Normanton c
Wilhelmsen J., Rockhampton c 377 Wilson  James , Gympie c
Wilkes Mrs. James, P.O. Brisbane f 378 Wilson  James ,  Fanleigh , Lower  Herbert c
Wilkie -, Charters  Towers c 379 Wilson John, Charters  Towers  c and o (2)
Wilkie Thos. (care of MoDowall), Oxley u k 380 Wilson John (miner ), Gympieo c (5)
Wilkin --,  Pioneer Estate , Lower Burdekin c 381 Wilson John, Mackay o c
Wilkins E., Alpha Cottage, Gregory terrace c 382 Wilson John,  Fernvale c
Wilkins Herbert F., G.P.O. Brisbane c 383 Wilson John,  near Enoggera  Sale Yards c
Wilkins John G., Ravenswood o c 384 Wilson J., P.O. Brisbane s
Wilkinson Mrs., Clarke  street, Brisbane c 385 Wilson J., Toowong c
Wilkinson Miss Annie (care of L. Tucker), North 386 Wilson Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
Rockhampton o 387 Wilson Mrs. J., Derby street Rockhampton c
Wilkinson A., Bundaberg c 388 Wilson Martin, North Rockhampton c
Wilkinson Mrs. Charlotte, Brisbane o c (5) 389 Wilson  Miss  M. A., Charters Towers a
Wilkinson Mrs. E., Normanton road c 390 Wilson S., Highberry Terrace, Perry street c
Willett -, Boundary  street , South Brisbane c 391 Wilson Mrs. S., Blackstone, near Ipswich c
Willey J., Charters Towers c 392 Wilson William, Cooktown c
Williams --, Aramac c 393 Wilson William Waddell, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
Williams --, Kangaroo Point c 394 Wilson W. B., Broad Sounds
Williams and Coy.  Messrs. ,  Thargomindah c 395 Wilson W. C., P.O. Brisbane m
Williams  Miss,  P.O. Brisbane c 396 Wilson Wm. T., Rockhampton oc
Wiiliams Mrs. (fruiterer), Stanley  street c 397 Wilson W. W.. Scarbury road Muttaburra c
Williams  Mrs. (care  of Mrs.  Brennan ), Mary- 398 Willoughby -,  Ravenswood c
borough c 399 Willoughby Nesbitt Strathalbyn, Ravenswood c
Williams Mrs., Port Mackay c 400 Wilworth F., G.P.8. Brisbane c
Williams Albert, Cunnamulla c 401 Wims Kate,  Bowen terrace o
Williams Amy, Rockhampton o 402 Windsor Broth and  Hams,  Ripple Creek c
Williams Miss Annie, Charters Towers s 403 Windsor Henry, P.O. Fortitude Valley o c
Williams A. B., P.O. Brisbane m 404 Winfield Thos., Fairyland, Chinchilla c
Williams Charles  (bootmaker ), Jericho c 405 Wing Jemmey, Cairns o
Williams C. C., Taldora c 406 Winker  Miss Susan , Emerald c
Williams D., Rockhampton c 407 Winning F. P., Townsville c
Williams Edward (farmer ), Yandilla o c 408 Winters  Miss  Charlotte, Wickham street Valley
Williams Mrs. E. A., G.P.O. Brisbane c o c (2)
Williams E. J. H., Cardwell c 409 Wirth Frank, Jinghi Jinghi o c
Williams Geo., Glengallan c 410 Wise Charles, Woolgar u k
Williams Miss  G., Bogantungan c 411 Wise Joseph,  Cairns o c
Williams G. H. (blacksmith), Wellington in 412 Wiseman Wm., Macrossan Bridge c
Williams Henry  (contractor ),  Thargomindah s 413 Wiseman Wm., Boundary  street , Valley o c
Williams Hy., Montague  street, South Brisbane c 414 Witham J. D., P.O. Charters  Towers s
Williams  H., Blacka ll c 415 Withers  Mrs. Henry ,  22 Hope street, B ri sbane c
Williams  H., Enoggera terrace ,  Red Hill m 416 Wittey  Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
Williams  Master James , Pine Hill c 417 Witzke, near Amby c
Williams  James, Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c 418 Wizzard C., Nigger Creek,  Herberton c
Williams James, Star Hotel,  Queen street, Bris- 419 Wohng Ah Coa, Roma c
bane s 420 Woldt P., Normanton c
Williams James,  Brisbane o c 421 Wolfe Mrs. Elizabeth, G.P.O. Brisbane
Williams Jane, P.O. Charters  Towers m 422 Wolfe R., Cunnamulla s
Williams John H., Toowong c 423 Wolff Lewis, Leichhardt  street , Brisbane o c
Williams John; Gympie c 424 Wolgast John (care  of Brigggs),  Tarampa c
Williams Mrs. John, Petrie  terrace c 425 Wollos John (blacksmith), Floraville c
Williams John (blacksmith), Toowoomba c 426 Wong Ah Fling (care of  Chung Own), Brisbane f
Williams John , Morven o  427 Wong Choy  Bong , Port Douglas m
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428 Wong Heen, Jericho c 5 Yerex Geo. M., P.O. Toowoomba c
429 Wong Lum Sing, Port Douglass 6 Yessmann A., P.O. Tarampa C
430 Wood storekeeper), Toowong c 7 Yot Loi, Cairns c
431 Wood C., Howard c 8 Young -, Brisbane o c
432 Wood C. W., Howard c (2) 9 Young Dr., Bundaberg u k
433 Wood David, Chinaman's Creek m 10 Young Mrs. (care of Dr. Banks), Wickham terrace
434 Wood Mrs. Eliz. T., The Range, Rockhampton c (2) uk
435 Wood George, Donors Hills c 11 Young Dr. Arthur, Bundaberg s
436 Wood Henry (carpenter), Tambo o c 12 Young A. K. D., Glenarthur c
437 Wood Henry, Gympie o c 13 Young Charles, Yarrow Vale, Eulo a  and s (2)
438 Wood John, G.P.O. Brisbane u k 14 Young Mrs. C., Townsville s
439 Wood John,  Ballandean o c 15 Young Christian, Queens rt o c
440 Wood John, Oakey Creek Palmer o c 16 Young James Hammond (care of Ross), Southwood c
441
,
Wood J. W., G.P.O. Brisbane u k 17 Young James (Young and Thompson), Townsville c
442 Wood L., Bingera c 18 Young Mrs. L. A., Aramac
443 Wood Robert, Dickabram c 19 Young William, P.O. Warwick o
444 Wood Walter J., Toowoomba o c 20 Young W. (care of McCann), Normanton e
445 Wood W. G., Brisbane f 21 Young W. J. (care of Raff), Morayfield, Cabool-
446 Woodcock J., P.O. Blackall c ture c
447 Wooderoft Abel, Aramac o 22 Younge Abram (care of Albilbah Station), Isisford
448 Woodeson A., Petredale Station c ukandc(4)
449 Woodeson Mrs. A., No. 5 Ward, Hospital, Brisbane 23 Youngson -, Mackay c (2)
24 Yule T. W., Rockhampton e
450 Woodhouse Arthur, Kilkivan Junction o 25 Yung Mrs. Anna, Bundaberg o c
451 Woodroughe --, Rockhampton c
452 Woods - (schoolmaster), Hughenden c
453 Woods Chs. (care of Sheridan and Co.), Dulvadilla c Z.
454 Woods  Miss E. (care  of Culuse), George street,
Brisbane c 1 ZAIDE -, Middle Ridge c
455 Woods Geo., Donors Hills c 2 Zerbt - (care of McKay), Bundaberg c456- Woods Miss L., Brisbane  z 3 Zigenbine Frederick, Cairns e
457 Woods William, Miles c 4 Zillmann L., Bundaberg c
458 Woods William, Moreton Island c 5 Zimmerle A., Breakfast Creek c
459 Woodward --, Laidley c 6 Zislopoki Mrs., Bundaberg c
460 Woodward Mrs., Maryborough s 7 Zohn A. C., Kangaroo Point c
461 Woodward Mrs., Wickham terrace e 8 Zollinger C., Kalkie c
462 Woodward Miss E. A., Taringa c (2)
463 Woodward Henry, South Brisbane c
464 Woodward Joseph, Railway Hotel, Gym pie u k (2) Initi als, &c.
465 Woodward J., Gympie c (2)
466 Woodward J. H., Charters Towers c 1 AGENT The C.A. Vogeler Co., Brssbane c
467 Woodward J. H., Ravenswood m 2 Angledool Jack (blackboy), care of Holland, New-
468 Woolcock J. (passenger per " Dorunda"),  Brisbane comen Station R
u k (2) 3 Bastian Apoo (Cingalese), Bundaberg o c
469 Woolcoff F., Brisbane c 4 p (CingaleseBundaberg o cBidpan
470 Wooldridge -, Ipswich c 5 (Bunda Cin  alese ), `eppoon o
471 Wolfit J., Gympie c 6 Captain v. Owners "Dancing Wave," Maryborough c
472  Wool lmer Edward, Selection No.  1459,  Parish Warra, 7 Government cutter " Vigilant " cCaptain
Howard c 8
,
P.O. Brisbane cC. S.473 Woolley Thomas, Bundaberg o c 9
,
Mackay o cDick (S. S.I. )474 Woolmer Mrs. E., Howard c 10
,
P.O. Brisbane cE.M.B.475 Woolmer William, Normanton o 11
,
Eu Jung (labourer), Mackay o c476 Woong Long, Tambo c 12 Ewas Wathakene, Brisbane s477 Woorall - Bundaberg c 13 P.O. Townsville cG. B.478 Woral -, 'eowong ci 14
,
G. C., P.O. Brisbane c (2)479 Worley Miss Bella, Immigration Depot 15 G. E. M., P.O. Brisbane c480 Worrall J., P.O. Bundaberg c 16 Gentleman in Charge Langlo Downs Sheep, Isis-481 Worthington Mrs. S., North View, South Brisbane s ford c482 Wotson A., Toowoomba c 17 George Yellow (S.S.I.), care of Cameron, Rain-483 Wragge A., Central Railway, Rockhampton c worth Station e484 Wriggles Albert, P.O. Townsville o c 18 Brisbane cGermania485 Wright and Pickworth, Charters Towers s 19
,
G.P., P.O. Brisbane c486 Wright Mrs., near Ice Works, Townsville c 20 G. W. S., P.O. Brisbane c487 Wright Mrs. Alice, Thompson  Estate c 21 Marathon Station u kH.H.C.488 Wright Chas. (care of Thompson), Windsor road o c 22
,
Jack Tanna (S.S.I.) Maryborough o c489  Wright C., Brisbane c 23 J.H. (late of Govan, Brisbane u k490 Wright George, One-Mile, Gympie c 24 Jimmy (Apia), Blackall o c491 Wright Jas. (passenger per " Gulf of Carpentaria"), 25 Jimmy Tanna Bundaberg c
Brisbane c 26 Johnny (S.S.I.) (labourer), Cairns o c492 Wright J., Raff street, Brisbane c 27 Johnny Natchang (S.S.I. , P.O. Brisbane o c493 Wright Mrs. Mary, Mitchell street, Townsville c 28 Johnny Tanner (S.S.I.), Mackay o c494 Wright Mary No. 11 Bartley street, Brisbane o 29 Kakiss (S.S.I.) (labourer), Bundaberg o c495 Wright R., Charters Towers c 30 Manager The, Belmont Station,  Banana c496 Wright Thos., Port Curtis road Rockhampton c 31 Manager The, s endary, Wilson River c497 Wright Thos., Alfred Cottage, i3owen  terrace c 32 P.O. Glencurrie sOld Scotland498 Wright William, Normanton u k, a, and o c (10) 33
,
Rockhampton o cPaul (S. S.I. )499 Wright W., North Toowong Estate, Toowong c 34
,
Proprietor The, Bulgruey Station, Cooper's Plains500 Wright Mrs. W., Toowoomba o Creek s501 Wuckhorst P., Maryborough c 35 Joy Cottage, South Brisbane aProprietor The502 Wyatt Emily J., Mackay o 36
,
Proprietor The S. Patrick's Block, G. M. Co.,503 Wyatt John (butcher),  Breakfast  Creek o c Charters 'lowers c504 Wye James (care of James  Winter), Townsville u k 37 West End Hotel, Normanton cProprietor The505 Wycliff  G. (insurance agent ), Normanton c 38
,
Punchihewap Nona Bata, Brisbane f506 Wylie Jas., Glasgow Temperance Boarding- house, 39 Queenslander (care of Brannelly), Brisbane mBrisbane c (2) 40 Sanitary Laundry Co., Brisbane c507 Wynne M., 67-Gang Jericho c 41 Caledonian Society Stanthorpe cSecretary The508 Wyper James, P.O. Blackall c 42
,
Son in Law of William Hughes, P.b. Ipswich c
43 Speculation, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
44 Speculator P.O. Brisbane c (3)
Y. 45 Toby (S.81), Mackay o c
46 Tommy Morton (S.S.I.), Blackall o c
1 YATES  Miss Fanny , Kangaroo Point c 47 T.T., P.O. Maryborough c
2 Yates John, Brisbane street, Ipswich road c 48 Tyrrell's Sale Yards, Brisbane in
3 Yeo Mrs., P.O. Townsville c 49 Willie Apu (S.S.I.), Maryborough o c
4 Yerly Thomas, Brisbane c 50 X.Y.Z., P.O. Brisbane c
By Authority :  JAMES C. BELL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE, including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month ofOctober, 1885, is published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of October one hundred and eighty-eight births were registered in
Brisbane Registry District, being eighty -seven males  and one hundred and one females, the
number being nine more than in the previous  month  of September.
In the month of October, 1884, there  were one  hundred and sixty births registered, the
number for the corresponding month of this year being twenty-eight more than in October of
last year.
DEATHS.
There have been ninety-seven deaths  registered  in the district during the month-fifty-
four males  and forty-three females; the  excess  of births over deaths being ninety-one.
The number of deaths was fourteen  more than was registered  in the previous month of
September.
In the month of October, 1884, there were one hundred and eighteen deaths registered ;
the number for the corresponding month of this year being twenty -one less  than in October of
last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  from the 1st to the
31st October, 1885  ;  also TOTAL DEATHS under FIvE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and PROPORTION of
DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS ; also the PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIFE
YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
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It will be seen that ,  within the municipality ,  70.21 per cent .  of the deaths were of children
under five years  ;  the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 38.00, and the rate
in the whole Registry District 53.61.
The true infantile mortality ,  or deaths under one year ,  as compared to births in the  dis-trict,is seen to have been 23.33 per cent .  within ,  and 22 .06 per cent .  outside ,  the municipality, and
22.87 in the whole Registry District.*
The General Hospital ,  Lady Bowen Hospital ,  Children ' s Hospital ,  Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants ' Asylum,  Lunatic Reception House , Lock  Hospital ,  Gaol,  Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent Home, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane .  The deaths occurring in
these institutions numbered twenty-three during the month, or 23 .71 per cent .  of the total number
of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs ,  for the month of October, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure ,  is seen as  follows:-
Period. iNumber of Deaths. Mean Shade Temperature. Mean Height  of Barometer.
October, 1885. 97 72.2 30.190
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the-
month was 91.0 degrees, on the 13th, and the lowest, 51.0 degrees, on the 1st and 2nd.
The mean shade temperature of the month was 72.2 degrees ; the average during the
month of October for the previous ten years was 72.1 degrees.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was-
37.0 degrees, took place on the 12th-viz., from a maximum of 91.0 degrees to a minimum of
54.0 degrees.
The mean daily  range  of temperature in shade was 24.8 degrees.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.190 inches ; the average of the same month during
the previous ten years was 30.030 inches.
Rain fell on 7 days ; the total fall, 1.46 inches, being 2.12 inches under the  average of '
the month for the previous ten years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.78 inches, was on the-
26th. The total rainfall of the year 1885, to 31st October, was 18.24 inches, on 89 days.
The rainfall during the same period in 1884 was 32.26 inches on 110 days.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature,  maximum,
temperature in shade, minimum on  grass,  mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Brisbane in the month of October for a period of ten years :-
Mean of Mea n Shade Max imum in Min imum on Mean Rainfall. PrevailingYear. Barometer. Tem perature. Shade. Grass. Humidity.
Inches . ) Days. Winds.
1885 30.190 72.2 91.0 5110 •690 1.46 7 N.E.
1884 30.005 74.3 98.0 45.5 •661 0.86 8 N.E.
1883 30.081 72.1 91.0 45.0 •697 1.58 11 N.E.
1882 29.992 71.6 94.0 52.0 •633 9.99 19 N.E.
1881 30.044 69.3 90.0 47.0 •550 1.69 6 N.E.
1880 30.004 71.6 91.0 46.0 •670 9.35 18 N.E.
1879 30.075 71.6 94.0 45.0 •637 1.41 6 N.E.
1878 30.061 73.9 97-0 49.5 '616 2.27 7 N.E.
1877 30.106 71.6 940 50.0 •630 2.23 11 N.E.
1876 29.962 78.6 95.0 43.5 •637 3.21 16 N.E.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were as follows :-
Males . Females . Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 14 5 19
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Children's ditto ... ... ... ... 1 0 1
Diamentina Orphanage
Infants' Asylum .. ... ... ... ... 2 2
Lunatic Reception House ... ... ... ... ...
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... 1 0 1
Immigration Depot ... ... ... ... ... .. ..
Convalescent Home ... ... ...
Total  ... ... ... ... 16 7 23
e NoTR.-The average death-rate of children under 1 year, as compared to births, during the ten years ended
31st  December, 1883, throughout the whole of Queensland. was 13.33.-  Vide  Vital Statistics of 1883.
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The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both  sexes , under one year,
total under five years ,  and over five years  ;  also ,  the proportion per cent .  of deaths from such
causes in  Brisbane and suburbs during the month :-
Class. I Causes of Death. Under1 year .
Totalunder
5 years .
Over
6 years.
I. Zymotic  diseases ... 22 26 12
II. Constitutional diseases 2 3 9
III. Local diseases ... ... 7 10 21
IV. Developmental diseases 11 11 0
V. Violence
Causes not specified ...
1 2 3
All causes 43 52 45
Class. Order. Nature of  Disease.
I. ZYMOZIC DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic  diseases .-Whooping cough, I; typhoid  fever,  6;  quinsy, 2 ;
dysentery,  4 ; diarrhoea ,  16 ; English cholera ,  1; cholera infantum, 1 ...
2 Enthetic diseases  ... .. ... ... ... ...
3 Dietic  diseases .-Want  of breast milk, 6 ; alcoholism, 1 ...
4 Parasitic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
II.
IV.
V.
TOTAL... ... ... ..
4
1
97
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as arising
from external causes, four are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars :--
Males.  Females.
Accidentally burnt ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
„ cut with a skewer, ran through mouth ... ... 1
„ poisoned ... ... ... ... ... 1 .. .
Execution by hanging ... ... ... ... 1
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar- General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.
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CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES.
1 Diathetic  diseases.-Cancer,  2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
2 Tubercular  diseases.-Phthisis, 8; hydrocephalus, 2 ... ... ... ... 10
LOCAL DISEASES.
1 Diseases of the nervous  system.-Meningitis, 4 ; paralysis ,  1 ; convulsions, 3 ;
infantile tetanus, 1; brain disease , 1 .. ... ... ... ... ... 10
2 Diseases  of the organs of circulation .-Pericarditis, 1 ;  aneurism , I; heart
disease , 8 ... . ... ...  .  ... ... 10
3 Diseases  of the respiratory  system .-Bronchitis,  1 ;  pneumonia, 3;  congestion
lungs,  2 .. ... ...  .  .. ... ... ... ... 6
4 Diseases  of the digestive  organs.-Enteritis, 1;  peritonitis, 1 ... ... ... 2
5 Diseases  of the urinary  organs .- Kidney  disease ,  2 ... ... .. 2
6 Diseases  of the organs of generation ... ... ... ... ... ...
... .. ... ...  17 Diseases  of the joints  and bones .- Sciatica, 1 ...
8 Diseases  of the  integumentary system  ... ... ... ...
DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental diseases  of children- Premature  birth, 2;  teething, 4 ... 6
2 Developmental diseases  of adults ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Developmental diseases  of old people ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Developmental diseases  of nutrition.- Marasmus ,  5 ... ... ... ... 5
VIOLENCE.
1 Accident  or negligence .- Cuts , &c., 1;  burns,  2;  poison, 1
2 Wcunds in battle  ... ... ... ...
3 Homicide  ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Suicide  ... .. . ... ... ... ... ...
5 Execution .- By  hanging , 1 ... ... ... ... ...
Causes  not specified  or ill -defined
Total . I Proportionper cent.
36  39.18
12 12.37
31 31.96
11 11.34
5 5.15
97 100.00
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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AT NOON, this  day, His Exce llency the Governor proceeded inState from Government House to the Legislative Chambers, to
Prorogue the Third Session  of the Ninth  Parliament of Queensland, and
delivered the following Speech :-
HoNouR LE G ENTLEMEN OF THE  LEGISLATIVE CouNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN  OF THE  LEGISLATIVE AsSEMBLY,--
I am glad to be able to release you from further attendance in Parlia.
ment.
I congratulate you upon the fact that Queensland has been the firgt
of the Australasian Colonies  possessing  Representative Government to adopt
the Federal Council Act which was prepared by the Convention held at
Sydney in 1883, and lately passed by the Imperial Parliament. I trust that
the Act will without delay be adopted by a sufficient number of the other
Constitutional Colonies to bring it into active operation. Although its pro-
visions are  admittedly of a tentative character, I am confident that experience
will speedily show that common action amongst the Colonies for purposes of
general interest  is both practicable and advantageous. I anticipate that
before many years the result will be the establishment of such a legislative
and administrative  union as  will enable the Australasian Dominions of Her
Majesty to take that  place  and exert that influence in the Councils of the
Empire which their growing importance and population entitle them to claim.
Various important  and useful measures  have been passed into law
during the present  Session.
You have proved by "  The Additional Members Act  " your desire to admit
all parts of the Colony to a fair share of influence in the Legislature. The same
spirit of fairness, shown both in legislation and administration, cannot fail
to have the effect of binding closer together the several portions of Queensland
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The operation of  " The Elections Act "  will, I trust, have the effect of
removing the difficulties that have been found to exist in securing the regis-
tration of electors, and of effectually preventing corrupt and improper practices
at elections. The question of improving the constitution of the Tribunal for
trying disputed elections will receive the attention of my Government during
the recess.
" The Licensing Act,"  to which you have devoted long and careful
attention, contains provisions calculated, I believe, to effect large and bene-
ficial changes in the social condition of the Colony.
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEG}IsLATIYE AssEMBLY,--
I thank you for the liberal provision you have made for Her Majesty's
service. The strictest economy shall be exercised in the expenditure of the
moneys which you have placed at the disposal of my Government.
HONOUEABLE GENTLEMEN  OF THE  LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY,--
I congratulate you upon the moderation and mutual forbearance that
you have shown in dealing with a difficulty which, at one time, appeared likely
to endanger the efficient administration of the government of the Colony, and
to cause a serious strain upon the relations of the two Houses of Parliament
with one another.
For the successful working of a Constitution like that of Queensland,
in which, as in the older Constitutions on which it is modelled, much is unwritten
and left to the tacit understanding and good sense of the persons charged with
the duty of legislation, such moderation and forbearance are essentially
necessary. I will take the earliest opportunity of transmitting for Her
Majesty's consideration the Joint Address to which you have agreed, and
which I think affords a fresh proof of your desire and determination to be
guided by sound constitutional principles in the performance of your high and
important functions.
It has afforded me much satisfaction to know that the natives of New
Guinea and the adjacent islands, who were sent back to their homes at the
expense of the Colony, were all returned in safety. I have  reason to  believe that
the action of my Government in this matter has produced highly beneficial
results, both in New Guinea and elsewhere. I trust that the payment to the
employers of these islanders of the compensation for which you have made
provision will bring to a close this melancholy chapter in the history of the
Pacific Island Labour Trade. Your action in definitely fixing a period after
which the Trade shall not be allowed to continue will, I am confident, be a
source  of general satisfaction.
I earnestly hope that the Colony may shortly be favoured with the long
looked for and much needed rain, and that under the favour of Divine
Providence I may, when I next have the pleasure of meeting you, be able to
congratulate you on a renewal of that prosperity which cannot but be seriously
affected by a continuance of the present severe drought.
I now declare this Parliament prorogued till Tuesday, the 29th of
December next.
By Authority : JAMEs C. BELL, Government  Printer, William street,  Briebar e.
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PROCLAM &TION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, Governor
A. MusaaAvE , and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor . Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884,' I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVB . the Governor  aforesaid, with the
advice ofthe Executive  Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the following lots of land will
be offered for  We by public auction,  at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven  o'clock on the day
specified ,  at the upset price  affixed to each lot
zeapeetively . (Deposit ,  20 per cent.)
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the Town
Lots in the  Town Reserves  of Barcaldine and Boo-
rooman ,  which  may remain  unsold , shah), at and after
Eleven o'clock  on the day following such Auction,
and for one month  subsequent to the day  of sale, be
.open to Selection  by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and  Assurance  Fees will be
charged according  to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT JERICHO,
ON TUE SDAY, TH E  22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1885.
N& of No. of No. of Price  Per
Lot. Allotmeat Section Ares. Acre.
III
A. E. P. I £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
,County of Rodney, parish of Barcaldine, town of
Barcaldine.
.(Situated  at the 358 mile 20 chain peg on the
Central Railway Line, about half-mile east of
Lagoon Creek.)
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 8 02 2 ( 1 0 1 0 8 0
3 0 1 0 8 0
4 4 1 0 1 0 8 0
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Tows  LoTs - continued.
No. of No. of No. of Price per
Lot, tment i  section . Area Acre.
i L. x.  P. ! f s.
5 1 0 1' 0 8 06  6 1 0 1 0 8 0
r7 1 0 1 0 8 0
8  8 1 0 1 0 8 09 9 1 0 1 0 8 0
10 10 1 010 80
11 11 1 0 1 0 8 0
12 12 1 0 1 0 8 0
13 13 1 0 1 0 8 0
14 14 1 0 1 0 8 0
15 15 1 0 1 0 8 0
16 16 1 0 1 0 8 0
17 17 1 0 1 0 8 0
18 18 1 0 1 0 8 0
19 19 1 0 1 0 8 0
20 20 1 0 1 0 8 0
21 1 2 0 1 0 8 0
22  2 2 0 1 0 8 0
23 3 2 0 1 0 8 0
24  4 2 0 1 0 8 0
25 5 2 0 1 0 8 0
26 6 2 0 1 0 8 0
27 7 2 0 1 0 8 0
28 8 2 0 1 0 8 0
29 9 2 0 1 0 8 0
30  10 2 0 1 0 8 0
ill  11 2 0 1 0 8 0
32  12 2 0 1 0 8 0
33  13 2 0 1 0 8 0
34  14 2 0 1 0 8 0
35  15 2 0 1 0 8 0
36  16 2 0 1 0 8 0
37  17 2 0 1 0 8 0
38  I8 2 0 1 0 8 0
39  19 2 0 1 0 8 0
40  20 2 0 1 0 8 041  1 3 0 1 0 8 0
42 2 3 0 1 0 8 0
43 3 3 0 1 0 8 0
44  4 i 3 0 1 0 8 045 5 3 0 1 0 8 0
46 6 3 0 1 0 8 047 7! 3 0 1 0 8 0
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
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No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  ' oTS-continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
48 8 3
49 9 3
50 10 3
51 11 3
62 12 3
53 13 3
54 14 3
55 15 3
56 16 3
57 17 3
58 18 3
59 19 3
60 20 3
61 1 4
62 2 4
63 3 4
64 4 4
65 5 4
66 6 4
67 7 4
68 8 4
69 9 4
70 10 4
71 11 4
72 12 4
73 13 4
74 14 4
75 15 4
76 16 4
77 17 4
78 18 4
79 19 4
80 20 4
81 1 5
82 2 5
83 3 5
84 4 5
85 5 5
86 6 5
87 7 5
88 8 5
89 9 5
90 10 5
91 1 8
92 2 8
93 3 8
94 4 8
95 5 8
96 6 8
97 7 8
98 8 8
99 9 8
100 10 8
101 1 9
102 2 9
103 3 9
104 4 9
105 5 9
106 6 9
107 7 9
108 8 9
109 9 9
110 10 9
111 1 10
112 2 10
113 3 10
114 4 10
115 5 10
116 6 10
117 7 10
118 8 10
M  9 10
120 10 10
121 1 11
122 2 11
123 3 11
124 4 I 11
125 5 11
126 li 11
127 7 11128  8 11
129 9 11
A. B. P. r A •.
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0  S.  0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0  2  0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 i  8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 o
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
130 10
131 1
132 2
133 3
134 4
135 5
136 6
137 7
138 8
139 9
140 10
TOWN  LOTS -- continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price
per Acre.
A.  It. P.  A S
11 0 2 0 I 8 0 .
12 0 2 0 8 0
12 0 2 0 8 0
12 0 2 0 8  0
12 0 2 0 8 a
12 0 2 0 8 0'
12 0 2 0 8 0
12 0 2 0 8 0
12 0 2 0 8 0
12 0 2 0 8 0
12 0 2 '0 8 0
SALE AT BOOROOMAN (TORRENS
CREEK),
ON TP lSDLY , THE 22ND DAY OF DEcEMBEB. 1886.
No. of No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment  Section. Area.
-1-  A. B. P. Q  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County cf Woura, parish of Boorooman, town of
Booroom an.
(Situated near Torrens Creek, at the present Per..
minus of the Great Northern Railway Line.)
1 010 100
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 '  0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
1 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 12 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 12 0
2 0 1 C 10 0
2 0 1 0 12 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
2 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 Q 12 0
3 0 1 0 12 0
3 0. 1 0 12 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
3 0 1 0 10 0
Price
per Acre.
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TOWN  LOTB- continued .  TOWN  LM-Continued.
No. of  I  No. of No. of Pries per Na at Na oL No. oL Ares Pfts pwLot. Allotment .  deotloa . Area . AM Let .  Allo t  NetloL ANM
A.  L *.  . a. P. S i
65 19 3  0 1 0 10 0
56 20 3 0 1 0 10 0
57 1 4 0 1 0 10 0
58 2 and 3 4 0 2 0  24 0
59 4 4  0 1 0 10 0
60 - 5 4 0 1 0 10 0
61 6and7 4 0 2 0  24 0
62 8 4 0 1 0 12 0
63 9 4 0 1 0 10 0
64 10 4 0 1 0 12 0
65 11 4 0 1 0 10 0
66 12 4 0 1 0 10 0
67 13 4 0 1 0 10 0
68 14 4 0 1 0 10 0
69 15 4 0 1 0 10 0
70 16 4 0 1 0 10 0
71 17 4 0 1 0 10 0
72 18 4 0 1 0 10 0
73 19 4 0 1 0 10 0
74 20 4  0 1 0 10 0
75 1 5 0 1 0 10 0
76 2 5  0 1 0 10 0
77 3 5 0 1 0 10 0
78 4 5 0 1 0 10 0
79 5 5 0 1 0 10 0
80 6 5 0 1 22 0 10 0
81 7 5  0 1 0 10 0
82 8 5 0 1 0 10 0
83 9 5  0 1 0 10 0
84 10 5 0 1 0 10 0
85 1 6 0 2 0 10 0
86 2 6 0 2 0 10 0
87 3 6 0 2 16 0 10 0
88 4 6 0 1 0 0 10 0
89 5 6 0 2 0 10 0
90 6 6 0 2 0 10 0
91 7 6 0 2 0 10 0
92 1 7 0 1 0 10 0
93 2 7  0 1 0 10 0
94 3 7 0 1 0 10 0
95 4 7 0 1 0 10 0
96 5 7 0 1 0 10 0
97 6 7 0 1 0 10 0
98 7 7 0 1 0 10  0
99 8 7 0 1 0 10 0
100 9 7 0 1 0 10 0
101 10 7 0 1 0 10 0
102 11 7 0 1 0 10 0
103 12 7 0 1 0 10  0
104 13 7 0 1 0 10 0
105 14 7 0 1 0 10 0
106 15 7 0 1 0 10 0
107 16 7 0 1 0 10 0
108 17 7 0 1 0 10 0
109 18 7 0 1 0 10 0
110 19 7 0 1 0 10 0
111 20 7 0 1 0 10 0
112 1 8 0 1 0 10 0
113 2 8 0 1 0 10 0
114 3 8 0 1 0 10 0
115 4 8 0 1 0 10 0
116 5 8 0 1 0 10 0
117 6 8 0 1 0 10 0
118 7 8 0 1 0 10 0
119 8 8 0 1 0 10 0
120 9 8 0 1 0 10 0
121 10 8 0 1 0 10 0
122 11 8 0 1 0 10 0
123 12 8 0 1 0 10 0
124 13 8 0 1 0 10 0
125 14 8 0 1 0 10 0
126 15 8 0 1 0 10 0
127 16 8 0 1 0 10 0
128 17 8 0 1 0 10 0
129 18 8 0 1 0 10 0
130 19 8 0 1 0 10 0
131 20 8 0 1 0 10 0
132 1 9 0 1 0 10 0
133 2 9 0 1 0 10 0
134 3 9 0 1 0 10 0
135 4 9 0 1 0 10 0
136 5 9 0 1 0 10 0
137 6 9 0 1 0 10 0
138 7 9 0 1 0 10 0
139 8 9 0 1 0 10 0
140 9 9 0 1 0 10 0
141 10 9 0 1 0 10 0
142 11 9 0 1 0 10 0
143 12 9 0 1 0 10 0
144 13 9 0 1 0 10 0
145 14 9 0 1 0 10 0
146 15 9 0 1 0 10 0
147 16 9 0 1 0 10 0
148 17 9 0 1 0 10 0
149 18 9 0 1 0 10 0
150 19 9 0 1 0 10 0
151 20 9 0 1 0 10 0
152 1 10 0 2 0 10 0
153 2 10 0 2 0 10 0
154 3 10 0 2 0 10 0
155 4 10 0 2 0 10 0
156 5 10 0 2 0 10 0
157 6 10 0 2 0 10 0
158 7 10 0 2 0 10 0
159 8 10 0 2 0 10 0
160 9 10 0 2 0 10 0
161 10 10 0 2 0 10 0
The purchaser of lot 21 to pay £80 for improvements.
of
"
24  It  £30
"
37 2607 ;, £100
°
38
"
£40
;; ;;  o ;; Elm to
„  of41 to 2150 ;;
„
42 „  2200
It to so to46 £20„ 5  $420
„ „ 46  to 9170I1
61 ££300
„  to  62  11 £ 40 itit 64  to 220 so
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
October, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane
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MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the nineteenth
day of November, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
'WHEREAS, by an Act passed in the forty-
second  year of Her Majesty's reign intitulud
".An Act o Consolidate and Amend the Laws rela-
tin to  Municipal  Insti "''that,(tns  and
'o' rovide
more
e ectuatly fur Local,  Government ,"  it
is
amongst
other things enacted subject to the pro-
visions of the said Act, the Governor in Council
may from time to time, by Order in Coun(il,
alter the boundaries of, or al olish the subdivisions
existing in, any Municipal district, and that if in any
case in  which a petition might be presented under
the said Act it shall be made to appear to the
Governor in Council that it is expedient  to exercise
any of the powers conferred by the said Act, it
shall be lawful for the Minister to publish a
notice in the  Gazette  stating the intention of the
Governor in Council to exercise such power : And
whereas a notification was published by the Minis-
ter in the  Gazette,  and in the newspapers usually
circulating in the Munic.pialDistrict of Bundaberg,
intimating the intention of His Excellency the
Governor in ( ouncil, thi ee months after the publi-
cation of such notice, to alter the boundaries of the
Municipality of Bundaberg in the manner therein
des( abed : And whereas no cause has been shown
to the Governor in Council why such alteration should
not be made : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the Ex-
ecutive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of
the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
order, and it i9 hereby ordered, that the boundaries
of the said Municipality of Bundaberg shall here-
after be as  follows :-
Commencing on the Burnett River at the north-
east  corner of portion 17, parish of Bundaberg, and
bounded thence on the west by -the east boundary
of that portion  bearing  south to the north boundary
of portion  27, -same  parish ; on the south by part
of the north bao; idery of on 27 and the north
boundaries of 4ig  g'8, , and 12  to the sauth-
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west boundary of portion 16; thence  by a line
north-easterly to the  intersection  of the south-east
side  of Walker street by the north- east aide of
Barolin  street ; thence by the south- east side of
Walker street north-easterly to  Oie south-west
boundary of portion  30, parish  of Kalkie ; on the
north- east  by the south -west  boundary  of portion
30 to Saltwater Creek ; thence by tl at creek down-
wards to the Burnett River, and by that river up-
wards to the point of commencement.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary instructions  herein  accordingly.
A. V. pRU KY.
Clerk of the ]xecutive Qottzicil,
ORDER I X COUNCIL.
4.t the Government  House ,  Brisbane,  the
nineteenth day of November, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS
by  " he Croton Lands Act
1b84," it is amongst other tbi igs enact
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed  open  or
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions  of  " The Vropn Lends Abenation Jet
1876," or any Act thereby repealed. and as to wjiicv
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position  of suAh
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries  or starter points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for  selection , and may re uire tho
Surveyor-General to divide the land 'mto lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots  on proper maps
or plans:
And whereas the land described in the Se  edule•
hereto had, before the passing of the  said  Act, been
procl,iined open for selection under  the provisions
of If The  Crown Lands  Alienation  A, t of 1876,"
and it is practicable to divide  the said land into
lots without actual a ey, apd to  indicate the
pdsiWm  t!f sun tbs by moms of AW. 411,  40,
1654
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points :  Now, therefore ,  Nis Excellency
the Governor , by and with  the ad' ice of the
Executive Council ,  on the recommendation of the
Lard Board,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, dotli
Order, and it is hereby  Ordered,  that the operation
of so  much  of the forty -third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually survey, d
and  mark( W  on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be susl,euded with rest ect to the
land described in the said Schedule  :  And the
Surveyor .Genera  l is hereby required to divide  the
said land into lots arid to indicate the position of
such 1 to on groper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY.
Clerk  of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the  parishes of  Glady and John-
stone ,  in the Mourilyan Land Agent 's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House ,  Brisbane, the
nineteenth day of November, 1885.
PRESENT :
his Excellency The Governor  in Council.
W HEREAS by "The Crown Lands Act of1884 ,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that  with respect to land which ,  before  the passing
of the said  Act had been proclaimed open for
selection ,  or for sale  by auction ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable  to divide the land into lots without
actual survey ,  and to  indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting plants,
the Governor in Council ,  on the recommendation of
the Land Board ,  may, at any time  within two years
after  the commencement  of the said Act, suspend
the operation  of so much  of the forty -thirst section
of the said  Act as re qui re s  the land to be actually
surveyed  and marked  on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection ,  and may require the
8urvevor -General to divide the  land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
and whereas the land described  in the  Schedule
hereto had, before  the passing  of the  said  Act, been
proclaimed  open for  selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lards Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is  practicable to divide  the said land into
lots without  actual  survey ,  and to indicate the
position of  such  lots by means of ma pa or plans,
and by ref. -re nce  to known  or marked boundaries
or starting points  :  Now, therefore ,  M is Excellency
the Governor, by and with t e advice of the
Executive  Council, on the  recommendation of the
Land Board,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order,  and it is  hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much  of the forty-third  section  of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked  on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : Aid the
Surveyor-General is hereby i equired to divide the
said land  into lots, and  to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps or  plans.
And the Honoura! a the Secretary for Public
Lan is is to give the necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHFDULE,
Crown Lands in the pariah of Bute, in the Roma
&j ad Agunt's Distxittt.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the twelfth
day of Novembr, 1835.
PRESENT:
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W HEREAS by  "The Crown lands Art of1884," it is amor-gst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection ,  or fir sate by auction ,  under the pro-
visions  of  "The Cruwn Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to whic i
it i'e practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate tie position of such
lots by means o  ma- a  or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after  the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and mark, d on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or l ans :
Ind whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Cr,.wn Lands Alienation Art of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by  means  of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points : Now, therefore, B is Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third  section  of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and u'arked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land 3bseribed in the said Schedule: And the
Sarveyor -General is hereby requited to divide the
sail land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots  on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to  give  the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Barambah, in the
Naaango  Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House ,  Brisbane ,  the twelfth
day of November, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W 11 HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Art of1 1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with  re spect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed optn for
selection ,  or for sale by auction ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Art of
1576 ,"  or any Act the re by repealed ,  and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of naps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on  ft e recommendation of
the  land  Board ,  may, at any time within two years
rfter the commencemer t of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much  of the forty- third section
of the said Act a1 requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection ,  and may require the
Surveyor -General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on prop:r maps
or Fbas:
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And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed of en for selection under the provisions
of  '` The Crown lands Alteration Act of  1876,"
and it is  prac•icable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means, f maps or plans.
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : IN ow, therefore ,  His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council. on the  recommendation of the
Land Board ,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually survey d
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule: And the
Surve or-General is hereby requ;red to d.vide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Biarra, in the
Ipswich Land Agent's District.
i f;.) (,'L_1 '+1 a 1 kL .
By Ili. I?\rclI'•ICV ,sir a v rttoNY 1Tt'sr e Ave,
hniiht (-room Gross of the  Most
I )i tn guished Order of St. Mi-
LL.a.' chael and St. George, Governor
A. Mu a iA i F., and Commander-its-Chief of the
Goocruor.  Colony of Qitet• aIand and its
Di peudencics.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirtiethyear of Her Majesty' s reign , and numbered
]9, ntituled  "An Act to Prevent the Introduction of
Diseased  Animals into  the Colony of Queensland,
and to Check the Progress of Mali gnant Diseases
in Animals ,"  it is among4t  other things provided
that  it shall be lawful for  the Gov rnor ,  from time
to time ,  with  the advice  of the Executive Council,
by proclamation, to prohi it or  put restrictions on
the introduction  or  importation of sheep into the
Colony of  Queensland  from such  places a - d during
such time  as may appear necessary  : Ar1d  whereas
the disease  known as Scab in  Sheep is known to
exist in the Colonies of Western Australia and
New Zealand. Now therefore, I, the Governor
aforesaid, wi' It the advice of the Executive Council,
do, bT this my Proclamation, prohibit the introduc-
ti n of Sheep into the Colony of Queensland from
the said Colonies of V' estern Australia and Ne  it
Zealand until this my P ociamat.cn shall have
been revoked.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this nineteenth day
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH. -
GoD SAV13 TA11  Q rRRN I
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments  in the Customs
Depart  ment:--
PHILIP CAMBRIDGE ,  Coxswain, Townsville,
to be Tide Waiter at that port.
JOHN ALFRED Btr a
to be  Second  Offitrer Hungerford.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of  the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SAMUEL LADBURY,  Boatman in  the Pilot  Service,
Cooktown,
to be Boatman Pilot for that port.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with t e advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
BERNARD  C. MCGROARTY, 'Police Magistrate at
Hughend en,
to be Registrar of the Northern District Court,
District Receiver in Insolvency under the provi-
sions  of  " The Insolc'enryAct if  1874," and High
Bailiff under the provisions of  " The Sher s Act of
1875," at that place, in the room of H. Moran,
transferred.
This appointment to take effect from the 30th
April last.
A. RUTLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1885.
fJIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint,
provisionally,
ROBERT HARRISON SMITH
to be a Captain in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor di ects it  0  be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
The Reverend  FREDERICK WILLIAM TucYER
to be an Honorary Chaplain in the Volunteer
Branch of the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th  November, 1885.
_] IS Excellency the Governor directs it obe
I notified  that he has  been pleased to appoint
Acting  Capta n ROBERT STUART ELLIS
to be a Lie  tenant on  the Unattached List of the
Queensland Defence Force, with seniority  from 1st
April, 1881.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th N ovember, 1885.I_IIS Excellency the Governor ,  wi!h the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HUBERT J. TULK,  Customs Officer at Dungeness,
to be  Assistant Health Officer at that place.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th November, 1885.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HUNTER FINLAY, M.D.,
to be Medical Officer at Winton.
S. W. GRIFFITff.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 19th N ovember, 1885.
#
IS Excellency. the Governor , with the advice
 of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS H. V. Voss, F.R.C S.E.,
to be Acting H, alth ay d Medical ( tffi, er at Bowen
during the ab .enm an leave  of the Health and
MBdielil Officer,
S. W: GRIFFITH.
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Coloninl Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to he
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
the undermentioned Officers to constitute a Board
of Otlicers of the Active Force for the examination
of Officers desirous of pr senting themselves for
promotion in the Defence Force:-
President.
Major G aiEvE, R.A.
Members.
Major ADAMS.
Captain HALDANE.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  16th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to approve that
PHILIP CHARLES RUTHERFORD
be admitted into the service of the Department of
Public  Instruction as a Classi fied Teacher of Class
II., Division 3, from the 1st October ,  1885, and
appointed to the position of Head Teacher of the
State School at Charlevi ll e.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 16th November, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the establishment of a State L School
at
HAPPY VALLEY (Kedron Brook).
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEATE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
A. MuseRAvn,  cbael and St . George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.j N pursuance of th authority  in me vested,
and in accordance  Kith the provisions of
"The (Town Lands A lienation  Art of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE $ the Governor  aforesaid, with
the advice  of the Executive Council. do herei.y
notify and  proclaim that  the Leases of the foil wing
Selections  of Land,  under  the said Act,  are declared
forfeited.
C; df
Ica Land Agent's
.4 a Name of  Lessee .  Area .  District.
A. B. P.
211 Patrick Clancy  ... ...  201 0 1)  Cooktown.
1383 Francois M. J. Bonnet  ...  80 0 0 Mac•.ay.
1^14 Marina Sorensen  ... ... 1'30 0 0 ditto.
1311 Thomas Biddies  ... ...  320 0 0 Maryborough.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane, this fourteenth dai
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
• in the forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTOA.
MD SAPS  THE  QIIEnN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sin ANTHONY MUSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the authority in me vested.
 and in accordance with the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868," 1, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
0 ,..
land Agent's
Name of Lessee.  Area. Distri ct.
2864  William P .  Clark  ... ...  276 0  0 Bri sbane.
2866 Ditto  ... ... ... 269 0 0 ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of'  "' he
Croton Lands Art of  1889," I, Sir ANTHONY
MrsGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act ,  are declared
forfeited.
o
Name of  Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
1146 George S. Rosanquet ...
A. X. P.
6!A 0 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
November, in the yrar of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
r nigc.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L. S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGHAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution  of all powers and
I authorities- in me vested under the  provisions
of  "the Crown Lends At of  1884" and  " The
Crown /.ands Art if  1884 amendment Art of 1883,"
I, Sir ANTHONY.MuSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executiv e Council
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do'
by tide  my prooi maation,  noti fy and  deblaro V ml
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the Country Lands described hereunder ,  and situated
in the Toowoomba Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection under the provisions of the said
Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after MON-
DAY, the 4th day of January, 1.86: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which
said lands may be selected shall be 3d. and £1 per
acre respectively, and that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said
Di,tr;ct shall be as follows, that is to Fay:-In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, .Crist,ane, this fourteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD BAVR THB  Quasi I
DESCRIPTION :
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
Parishes of King, Goombungee, and Douglas.
About  31 square miles.
The Crown lands within the  parishes of King,
Goombungee , and Douglas.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
4L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  and execution  of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act  of 1885,"
I, Sir ANTHONY M USGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this  my Proclamation , notify  and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder,  and situated
in the Warwick Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection  under the provisions of the said
Acts, as unsurveyed  lands , on and after MON-
DAY, tt e 4th day of January, 1886: And I do
hereby ,  by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  declare
that  the annual rent and purchasing  price at which
said lands  may be selected shall be 3d. and £1
per acre  respectively ,  and that the  maximum area
which  may be selected  I -y any  one person in the
said District shall be  as follows ,  that  is to  say:-In  the case of lands  within an Agricultural
Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in  the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.'
GOD SAVR THE QUPEN
DESCRI PTION :
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
Parish of Robinson.
About  540 acres.
The Crown  lands  within the following boun-
daries,  viz. :-Bounded on the south by portions 249 and 1650;
on the south-west by portion 1862; on the north-
west by portions 1647, 1715, and 1793 ; on the north-
east  by the Parish boundary ; and on the east by
the Parish boundary and portion 1811.
P?iOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUsf3BAVE
Knight Grand Cross ofthe Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies. .
I
N pursuance  and execution  of all  powers and
authorities  in me vested under the  provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 "  and  " The
Croton Lands Act  of 1884  Amendment  Act 1f,  1846,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on  the recommendation of the Laud Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare thetthe C untry Lands escribed reun der, and situated
in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the saidActs, on and  after  MONDAY, the 4th day of
January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice  aforesaid , declare that the  annual rent
and purchasing price at which  said lands may be
selected shall be 3d. and £1 per acre respectively,
and that the  maximum  area which may be  selected
by any one  person in  the said District  sha ll  be as
follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further  declare
that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person within Agricultural Area No. 1 in
the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitationl do hereby,
by and with the advice  aforesaid ,  and on  the recom-
mendation  of the Land Board, further declare
the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be  a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for
administrative and other purposes  it shall never-
theless form  part of the said Brisbane Land
Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and eighty-five,
and in  the forty-ninth year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gou SAV1e THR QUEKN l
DESCRIPTIONS :
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parishes of Mackenzie, Mitchell, and Perry.
About 18  square miles.
The Crown lands in the  parishes of Mackenzie,
Mitchell, and Perry.
Parish of Wickham.
About 3 square miles.
The Crown  lands  in the parish of Wickham.
Pariah of Tamborine.
About 7  square miles.
The Crown  lands in  the parish  of Tamborine.
Parishes of Sarabah, Kerry,  and Telemon.
About 95 square miles.
The Crown  lands in  the parishes  of Sarabah,
Kerry, and Telemon.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
Parishes of Tamrookum, Knapp,  Melcombe, and
Palen.
About 150 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parishes of Tamrookum,
Knapp ,  Melcomhe, and Palen ,  exclusive of Palen
Run, in the parish of Palen.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. USGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
11 Crown Lands Act of  1884." 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the lands hereunde-
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOB POUND.
86.14177--D.B.
Gatton.
County of Cavendish, parish of Lockyer.
19 acres 3 roods 8 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
36, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing north seventeen chains and ninety-one
links ; on the north-west by a road bearing 250
degrees thirteen chains and thirty-four links ; on
the west by a line bearing south thirteen chains
and twenty-five links ; on the south by a road
bearing east twelve chains and eighty-seven links
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POUND.
85-24789- S.0.
Ingham.
County of Cardwell., parish of Trebonne.
5 acres.
Commencing on the south bank of permanent
waterhole on main road about eighty-seven chains
and fifty links south from section 17, town of
Ingham, and bounded thence on the west by that
r, ad bearing south seven chains and twenty links
and passing through a post seventy-six and a-half
links from said waterhole; on the south by a line
bearing east seven chains and seven links ; on the
east by a line bearing north six chains to the
waterhole and passing through a post thirty and
a-half links from said waterhole ; and on the
north by that waterhole to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR COURT HOUSE.
83-25207---s.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 27th December, 1883, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of Redelp.
28 perches.
Commencing at the north  corner of  police appro-
priation, and bounded  thence on  the south-east by
that -land hearing 242 degrees 10 minutes 203
links ; on the  west  by portion 32 bearing north 118links; on the north-se-it by Post and Telegraph
Reserve bearing 67 degrees 42 minutes 154 links;
and on the  north-east  by a road bearing 15
degrees its. minutes  ninety links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOB POLICE  PADDOCK.
85-21091•-S.G.
Warrego River.
County of Wellington, parish of Cunnamulla.
640 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Warrego
River on a road three  chains  wide dividing this
land from portions 15 and 22, and hounded Vience
on the north by that road bearing 275 degrees 20
minutes eighty chains and eighty-two links; on
the west by  a line  bearing 185 degrees 20 minutes
eighty chains ; on the south by a line bearing 95
degrees 20  minutes  ninety-three chains and silty
links to Warrego River ; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPOSES.
85-24734-S.G.
Town of Townsvile.
County of Elphin ttone , parish of Coonambelah.
1 acre 2 roods 31
b
perches.
Commencing at the intersection of north align-
ment of Archer street and west alignm, nt of Per-
kins street, and bounded thence on the south-east
by Perkins street bearing 19 degrees  29 minutes
three chains and fifty links ; on the north-east by
a line  bearing 300 degrees 23 minutes three chains
and fifty-five and three-tenths links; on the north-
west by a line bearing 215 degrees 40 minutes four
chains and eighty-one links; and on the south-
west by Archer street bearing 104 degrees 8
minutes four chains and eighty-five and seven-
tenths links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS.
85-21357-P.I.
Town of Mount Britton.
County of Wodehouse, parish of Mount Britton.
Allotment 8 of section 3.
1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of allot-
ment  7, and bounded thenceon  the east  by Stevenson
street bearing 5 degrees 100 links ; on the north
by allotment 9 bearing 275 degrees 300 links ; on
the west by a line bearing 185 degrees 100 links ;
and on the south by allotment 7 bearing 95 degrees
300 links to the point of commencement.
85-25212-8.G.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On Yandina Creek.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,860 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Yandina Creek
at its intersection with the north boundary of por-
tion 43, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing east to a point south of the south
corner of portion 19; on the west by a line passing
along the west boundary of that portion bearing
north to the south boundary of portion 89; on the
north by that portion, portion 71, and a line bear-
ing west to a point north of the north-east corner
of portion  152 ;  on the west by  a line  and the east
boundary of that portion bearing southerly to the
south-east corner of that portion; thence by a line
bearing south to Yandina Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane  this nineteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me rested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  188t," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the unalienated and unselected lots in the
parishes of King, Goombungee, and Douglas,
opened to selection by Proclamation dated 27th
Arril, 1885, shall be and are hereby withdrawn
from selection.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House. Brisbane, this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY 11rrSORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of t lie Most
[L•s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. McsGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gucernor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
11.. Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
86-24706-C. Sol.
DEscntpTloir :
A strip of land one chain wide resumed from
portions 86 and 113, parish of Cecil Plains (J. T.
Doneley).
From the south- west corner of portion 86 north
at  ng and within the west boundary of portions 86
and 113 to the north-west corner of portion 113,
containing 17 acres  I  rood 39 perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-fire, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command.
C. B. DUTTON.
Goo SAVE THE QvsEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MVSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " Tho
Crown Lands Art of  1884," 1, :Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described  have  been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RE8 1IaVE8  FOB CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
85-23090-O.T.
Town of Townsville.
County of E/c/linstone, pariah of Coonambelah.
Allotment 10 of section 3.
374 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of allotment 11,
and bounded thence on the south-east by Wicki,am
street baring 194 degrees 17 minutes one chain;
on the south-west by a road hearing 284 degreei 17
minutes two chains thirty-four and three-quarter
links ; on the north-west  by Cleveland  street be:tr-
ing 14 degrees 17 minutes one c+.ain ; and on the
north- east  by allotment 11 be,ring 104 degrees 17
minutes two chains thirty-four and three -quarter
links to the point of commencement.
Also,  allotments 5  to 7 of  section 1.
2 roods 34  perches.
Commencing  at the east  corner  of allotment 4,
and bounded thence on the north-east by the Strand
bearing 116 degrees 57 minutes two chains ; on the
south -east by a line  bearing ;306 degrees 57 minutes
three ch ins forty- seven and  fi, e-tenths links; on the
s,)uth- west  by Flindet  s street  bearing 291 degrees
57 minutes two chains and eight -tenths  links;
and on the north-we-t by allotments 8 an14 bear-
ing 26 degrees 57  minutes  three chains and sixty-
five links to the point of commencement.
Also,  allotment 2 of section B.
2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing at the low.watf•r mark on the left
bank of Ross Creek at the south- east  corner of
allotment 1, and bounded thence on, the west by
that  allotment bearing t degree 57 minutes one chain
fifty-four and  five tenths links  ; on the north by
Flinders  street bearing 91 degrees 57 minutes four
chains  seventy-seven and three -tenths links ; on the
east by King street  bearing 181 degrees 57 minutes
at'ont one chain sixty links to the low -water mark
of Ross Creek ; a d on the south by that  low-water
mark upwards  to the point of  commencement.
Also, 22A  perches
Commencing at tiae low -water mark on the left
bank  of Ross  Creek  at a point; bearing east, and
distant one chain  from the south-east corner of
Section C, and hounded thence on the west by a
road bearing  I  degree 57 minutes onP chain; on
the north  by Flinders  street bearing 91 degrees
57 minutes one chain  fifty links; on the east by a
line bearing 181 degrees 57 minutes about ninety
links to the low-water mark of Ross Creek; and  on
the sou h by that  low-water mark upwards to the
point of colnmencemec.t.
RESERVE FOR RIFLE RANGE.
85-17899-P.D.
Southport.
County of Ward, parish of Nerang.
8 acres 0 roods 29 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 94 degrees 46
minutes and distant six chains seventy eight links
fr in another point bearing 149 degrees 35 minutes
and distant ten chains seventy-two links from the
south-west corner of portion 53, and branded
thence on the east by a line bearing 184 degrees
45 minutes two chains ; on the south by a line bear-
ing 274  degrees 45 minutes forty chains ninety-one
links  ;  on the west by a line bearing 4 degrees 45
minutes two chains ;  and on the north by a line
hearing 94 degrees 45 minutes forty chains ninety-
one links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
85-24580-S.G.
On the Fitzroy River.
County of Livingstone, parish of Yaamba.
About 44acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Fitroy River
on a road one chain wide dividing this land from
portion 38, and bounded thence on the esst by that
road bearing r,, rth about thirty chains fifty links
to a point one chain west of the north -west corner
of portion 36; on the north by a line bearing
west twenty chains ;  on the west by a li '  e bear-
ing south to the Fitzroy River  ;  and thence by that
river downwar is to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
85.25582-S.G.
Normgnton.
On the Norman River.
County of Norman, parish of Kimberley.
About 54 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Norman
river at the west cor-,erof p'rdon 18, and bounded
thence by that porti-m andp.irtions 15. 14, snd 2 to
a point I earing 45 degrees and distant forty chains
from the south corner of the last-gamed p. rtion ;
thence by a line bearing 13.5 degre, s about 110
chains to the Norman Ei%er; and th, nee by that
river downwards to the point of coma encement.
Also,
On the Norman River.
Parish of Stokes.
Abut 8 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Norman
River at the north-east corner of a reserve for rail-
way purposes of about twenty-nine square miles
proclaimed in  Government ,azette  18M5,  part J I.,
folio 896 ; thence by that reserve bearing south to
its south -east corner ; thence by a line bearing 135
degrees about 105 chains to another railway reserve
of about 2,000 acres, proclaimed in  (,overnment
Gazette,  1885, part I 1 , folio 896 ; thence by that
reserve bearing north and e .st to the Norman
River; and thence by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
1860
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.$5i$47-s.O.
Sheep Station Creek.
(In lieu of the reserve established by proclamation
dated 10th October ,  1877, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Canning, parish of Kilcoy.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sheep Station
Creek at the south -east  corner of portion 200, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion and a
line  bearing west to Oaky Creek ; thence by that
dreee downwards about one hundred and ten chains
in a direct line  ;  thence by a line bearing north-east
to Sheep Station Creek  ;  and thence by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
R,SSEavB FOR  CAMPING.
st;-24O --s.G.
Carney Creek.
County of Ward, parish of Coochin.
168 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Carney Creek
at the north -west corner of portion 273, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion bearing
east thirty -five chains ilnd seventeen links, and
passing  through a post fifty -four links from said
creels;  on the east by portion 301 and lines bearing
north forty -three chains twenty -nine links, east
three chains ten links ,  and north twenty-seven
chains sixty links ;  on the north by portion 299,
parish of lford bearing west seven chains and
seventy -nine links to Carney Creek  ;  and on the
north-west by Carney Creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day
of November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
> .OCLAMA rION.
By ilmi Eioellency  '  Sir ANTIIONY  MUSGRAvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] 1listinguished Order of St. Mi-
. M68Gasvs, chael and St .  George, Governor
Guvernor.  grid Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Ji pendencies.
j N pursuance of section ninety -five of  "The
! Crowm  Lmnde  Act of  1884 ;"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Pro-
clamation ,  notify and proclaim that the Land here-
under described h Its been temporarily reserved for
the putpusb named.
Rssieiv a  IOR WATBB.
North Branch Creek.
County of Aulbigny ,  parish of Cecil Plains.
Area - 6  acres  1 rood.
Commencing on North Branch Creek at the
original south -bast corner of portion 82, parish of
Cecil Plains ;  and bounded thence on the east by a
road bearing north about 1,350 links ; on the north
and west by lines bearing 09 degrees 50 minutes
1,446 links ; thence bearing 224 degrees 15 minutes
903 links  ;  thence bearing 176 degrees 22 minutes
850 links to North Branch Creek  ;  and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
meneentent.
Given under My Hand and Seal ,  at Government
Ouse,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of
ovember , in the year of  our  Lord one
t ou,sand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAY N 14B QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St .  George, Governor
A. Musoxavu ,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the power and authority in me
vested under  the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAV$, the
Governor aforesaid , by and with  the advice of the
Executive  Council ,  and upon the recommendation
of the Land Board ,  do, by this  my Proelama:ion,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Atea for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year  of her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABEEG  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 5.
All Crown Lands within the fo llowing boundaries :
Commencing on the right bank of Colosseum
Creek at its intersection  by the north  boundary of
a camping and water reserve  (proclaimed  Govern-
ment Gazette,  1885 ,  vol.  2,  page 771),  and bounded
thence by the boundaries of that reserve bearing
east ,  south ,  and west to the east boundary of por-
tion 501, parish of Miriam Vale  ;  on the west by
that boundary and a line 'bearing south to the
north boundary of portion  207;  on the south by
that boundary bearing east to the north-east corner
of the portion ; on the east by a line passing along
the West boundary of portion 230 bearing north to
a point east from the south -east corner of portion
506;  thence by a line bearing west to Colosseum
Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
t'uuCL: INIATION.
By 11i& Excellency Sir ANTHONY MtrsGRAVE,
Ii night Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAYK, etith-I and St. George ,  Governor
Goter,ur.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
I epcndent'ies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the eighty -fourth section
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1576 " I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSSRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said , with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the  ]Road hereinunder described shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide resumed  from Selection No.
3483, Brisbane District . (John McDou gall,  Junior.)
From the north boundary of portion 18, parish
of Sarabah ,  south -easterly to a reserved road,
containing 3 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gon  SAVE THE QUEEN I
1861
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUewsAVu, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the power and authority in me
j- vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  188t," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THR QURICS I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on the left bank of Colosseum
Creek at its intersection by the north boundary
of a camping and water  reserve  (proclaimed  Gov-
ernment Gazette,  1886, vol. 2, folio 771), and
bounded thence on the south by that boundary
bearing west to portion 277, parish of Miriam
Vale ; on the west by that portion bearing north
to a point west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 506; on the north by a line passing along the
south boundary of that portion east to Colosseum
Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to the
point of  commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency S ir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
 . MUSGBAVB, ohael and  St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander  in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance  with the eighth-tourth section
of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I,
Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation , notify  and declare  that the
Roads hereunder described shall be and are hereby
opened as Public Roods.
DESCRIPTIONS :
Road one  chain  wide resumed from selection No.
4320,  Brisbane  District (Thomas Prout).
From the west boundary of portion 24, parish of
Knapp, south-easterly to its south boundary, con-
taining 2 acres 2 roods.
Road one chain  wide resumed  from selection No.
1365, Gympie District (Michael Leahy).
From the south boundary of portion 1365 north-
easterly  through that portion to its north boundary,
containing 8 acres 2 roods.
Given under my hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance  of the power and  authority in me
 vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
the Governor  aforesaid , by and with  the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the  recommenda-
tion of the Land  Board,  do, by this  my Proclama-
tion , hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
November, in the year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AG ENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 7.
A ll  Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on the left bank of the south branch
of the Maroocby River at the crossing of the
Gympie road, and bounded thence by that road
north-westerly to a timber reserve (proclaimed
Government Gazette,  1875, folio 1920) ; thence by
that timber reserve north and west to a point one
mile east from the summit of the Blackall Range ;
thence by a line parallel with and distant one
mile from the summit of the Blackall Range
northerly for about three miles in a direct line ;
on the north by a line west two miles to the
boundary between the Brisbane and Gympie Land
Agent' s districts at a point north from the north-
east corner of portion 22, parish of Kenilworth ;
thence by the boundary of the Brisbane Land
Agent's distric b  southerly, westerly, and southerly
to the  watershed separating the waters of the Mary
River from those of the Brisbane River; thence by
that watershed south-easterly and east, rly to the
Blackall Range; thence by a line east one mile ;
thence by a  line parallel with and distant one mile
from the summit of the Blackall Range northerly
to the south branch of the Maroochy ; and thence
by that river downwards to the pcint of commence-
ment.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most4,L.B.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A, SGEAVE, chael and St.  George,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
(N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
l1 in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Art of  1884, "  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby
notify and  proclaim that the Reserve for Water on
Bund Run, containing about 50 acres ,  established
by Proclamation dated  17th October , 1884 ,  shall be
and is hereby set apart permanent ly instead of
temporarily ,  as mentioned in the said Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House , Brisbane , this fourteenth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON
GOD SAVE TEE  QUERN I
1862
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY RMUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
A. M csa  RAV R,  chael and St . George, Goveruoi
Gucer nur.  and  Commander in-Chief of th(
(`.,I on} of k,iieen d;ni l aprl
IN pursuance of section ninety -five of  " TheQr,.wn Lands  Art of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSG}RAVF, the  Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do, by this  my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR SCHOOL.
8s-252oc-S.a.
Town of Routh Calliungal.
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungali.
Allotments 1 to 6 and 15 and 16 of Section 2.
2 at res
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the north-west
by Morgsn street bearing 80 degrees 400 links;
on the north-east by allotments 7 and 14 bearing
170 degrees 500 links ;  on the south- east  by Gordon
street bearing 260 degrees 400 links; and on the
south-west by Central street bearing 350 degrees
500 links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHO.3L.
85-21757-Secy.
Town of Mount Britton.
County of Wodehouse, parish of Mount Britton.
Allotments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20
of Section 5.
2 acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection Of the south side
of Dutton street by the east side of Stormont
street, and bounded thence on the north by Dutton
street bearing 95 degrees 500 links ; on the east by
Sheridan street bearing 185 degr es 51)0 links.; on
the south by  allotments  15 and 6 bearing  275
degrees .500 links ; and on the west by Stormont
street bearing 5 degrees 500 links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
55-25208-s.0.
Town of Emerald.
County of Denison, parish of Selma.
5 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the intersection of Theresa  aid
Retro streets, and I ounded thence on the north-
east  by Theresa street bearing 110 degrees 500
links ; on the south-east by Ruby street bearing
200 degrees 1,050 links; on the south-west by
Yamala street bearing 290 degrees 500 links; and
on the north-west by Retro street bearing 20
degrees 1,050 links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this nine ! eenth day of
November ,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five. and
in the forty- ninth year  of Her Alajesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THR QUEEN!
PbOCLA,MAT10 ST.
;iv His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MISGRAV
Knight Grand C oss of the
r..s.] Distinguished Oider of St. Nl i-
A. Al.IISGEAV E, chael a , d St. George, Governoi
Governor.  and Coin niander-in-Chief of tl«
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
TN pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSG}RAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advit e of the Execuititi e Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for Indus-
trial Home, in the parish of North Brisbane,
es•ahlislied °°y Proclamation  drted 4th August,
1885, and the said persons and their successors
shall, as Trustees, have the  con'rol  and manage.
ment of the said Reserve ; and the said Trustees
shall be and are hereby empowered to make By-
laws for carrying out the objects of the Trust,
subject to the approval of His Excellency the
Governor in Council :-
ALEXANDER STEWART,
THOMAS EDWARD WHITE, and
SAMUEL GRIMES.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House .  Brisbane, this nineteenth day (f
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  an-1  eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUrTON.
GOD SAVE  TR IP QUI RN !
l'hOCLAMATIO  S.
By 1hM  Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSORAVE,
Knight Grand Crops of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MCSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Gueeriwr.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the  power in one vested, and in
accordance with the provisior s of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with tl e advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that Water, Camping, and Road  Metal Reserves
within the boundaries of the  '1 iaro Shire shall be
and are hereby placed temporaril;i under the con-
trol of the Shire Council at that place.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
11ou :e ,  Brisbane ,  this nineteenth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hund re d and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
YtkOCL  111AI'ION.
By his Excellency Sir ANTHONY d9 USORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUTSGRAVR, cliael and St. George, Governor
Gucernor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Depend encies.
N pursuan ce of the authority  in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY Mr8G1RAVIF, the Governor afore-
said , H ith the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, no. ify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall  be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DEScELPTION :
Road  two chains wide resumed from Selection
No. 1114, Macl,ax' District . (Patrick Higgins )
From the east boundary of Selection 1114,  parish
of Hamilton north-westerly to its west boundary,
containii  g 18 acres 2 roods ,  taken from  a reser-
vation of 28 act es 1 rood 11 perches.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth da% of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the  forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. BUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
P
pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MrSGRA VE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the Land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE FOR  S CHOOL.
Y6-24733-S.G.
Haughton River.
County of Gladstone.
5 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Haughton
River at its intersection  by the  Railway, and
bounded thence on the west by the Railway bearing
204 degrees 55 minutes five chains and -six links
and passing through a post twenty links from said
river, and bearing 195 degrees 15 minutes three
chains and thirty-eight links; on the south by a
line bearing east eight chains and eight links ; on
the east by a line bearing north six chains and
eighty-six links to the Haughton River ; and on the
north by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of November, in the ' ear of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " Z'he Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 The Pioneer The reserved  ro ad th ro ugh Eton ... 8 3 0
Divisional selection 759, Mackay
Board on Dist rict
aocouot of
William
Eaatgate
2 Ditto ,  on The reserved  ro ad tl'rough ditto ... 8 2 0
account of selection 643, Mackay
Martin Dist ri ct
Murphy
3 Ditto ,  on Part of one of the reserves ditto  ...  20 1 0
account of  ro ads through selection
theColoninl 658, Mackay Dist ri ct
Sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  "'L'he Crown Lands Art  of Ib84" hare
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads Iran  be seen  at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Gympie ; Polic9 and Post
Offices, Ipswich, Wivenhoe, and Ncosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I I I A.  R. P.
1 James The reserved road Wivenhoe 5 1 0
Taylor through portion 71
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto  ... 15 1 0
through portions 38
and 40
3 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto  ...  31 3 0
portions 37 ,  39, and
32 from portion 40
4 Ditto  ...  The reserved road England ... 7 1 0
through portion 213
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating Wivenhoe 6 1 36
port ion 214, parish of
'8
*7
0
England ,  and part of
port ion 40 from por-
tion 53
Thomas Two of the reserved Meloombe 17 2 0
Lodge roads th ro ugh por-
Murray -  tion 12
Prior About
The Ca-  Part of the reserved Maroochy 3 0 0
boolture road through port ion
Divisional 119 (selection 3720,
Board on Brisbane District)
account
of Edward
T. Trundle
Ditto, on One of the reserved roads ditto ... 2 1 0
accountof th ro ugh port ion 122
Edwaip H. (selection 3721, Bris-
Arundell bane District)
* The closure of these roads  Is  proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1F85.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  noti fied fur general information,that applications under the  eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Art of 1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Boat's;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby are  required to transmit to ti. is
Department their objections , in writing , within to o
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can he Peen  P t the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices,  Ingham and Ware ick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SrIvEnTLR OF BOATS TO nF (Loser.
No. Applicant 3ituatiot , Parish I Area.
1 The  Colonial  Part of  the read separa - Cordelia
About
10 0 0
Sugar ting selecticn 109 from
Refining selection 159 and Palm
Company  Creek and r,  served
through  selection 1r9
2 The The roadsepa •ntingselec - Cunning- 8 1 15
3
Glengallan lion 1741,  Warwick  Dis-
Divisional trict .  fro m part  of selec-
Boar.i on tion 86,i
accouI,t of
Patrick
Horan
Ditto, on Parts of  the  ro ad separa -
ham
Ditto  ...  7 2 25
account of
John
Donald  I
Macansh
ting port ion 137 Irom
pre-emptive port ion 68
and part of selection 865
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carved out in con- I The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other  ro ads , noction with the opening of another ri,ad.
1864
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
I that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The crown Lands Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office ,  I ppswich ,  and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pari sh .  Area.
 . Z. P.
1 The  Mutda -  The road separating  Forbes  ...  5 0 28
0
pally Divi-
atonal Board,
on account
of Mau rice
Bowers
Ditto ...
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
8 Ditto
7 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional Board
on account
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
8 Ditto
portion 7 from por-
tion S
The  road separating ditto  ...
portions 5 and 548
from portions 10 and
661
The road separating ditto
part of portions 13 and
632 from pa rt  of por-
lion 6t3
The  ro ad separating ditto
portions 79,  a2, and
83 from portions 87,
86, and e5
The  road separating ditto
portions 89 and 88
fro m portions 90 and
91
The road separating ditto  ...
port ions 548 ,  651, and
part  of 552 from por-
tions 84, 83.  85, 89,
and part of 90,  parish
of Mutdapilly
The  ro ad separating
port ions 27, 3 ,  31,33,
34, 34 ,  88, 37, and 38
from port ions 98, 29,
80, and 8t .  parish of
Forbes ;  183, parish of
Normanby  ;  and 106,
parish of Forbes
The road separating
port ions 184 and part
of 105,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  from portions
80 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
po rt ions 32 and 33
from portion 163,
parish of Normanby,
and port ion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 10 1 24portions 181 and 187
from portions 183 and
178
11 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditt9 ... 7 1 3
12 Ditto
portion 94 ,  parish of
Mutdapilly ,  and por-
tion 188, from port ion
187
The road separating
portion 37 from por-
tion 38
18 0 0
About
9 1 0
4 2 16
2 2 16
16 2 32
ditto !. 1s
Forbes
Forbes ...  6  0 16
13 I Ditto  ...  The  road separating  Normanby 11
portions 189,9,21,  20.
14 Ditto
15 Ditto
16 Ditto
ditto
2 10
4 0 25
0 0
About
... 2 020
Normanby
ditto ...
26 and its continua,
tion through portion
189
19, and 16,  from por-
tions  4, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, and 15
The road  separating
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
The road  separating
portions  8 and 9 from
portions 22 and 21
The  road separating
portions 13,  19, 24,
and 189,  from portions
14, 16,  17, 18,  25. and
17 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ...
portion 18 fro m por-
tions 25, 28. and 29
18 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto ...
19 Ditto
portions 28, 27, and
189, from portions 29,
3'), 31, and part of 32
The road separating
portions 182, 181. 179.
178, and 177, parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of portion  1, portions
3, 5, and 8, pa ri sh of
Thorn ,  and portion
176, parish of Nor-
manby
3 0 0
About
9 1 8
4 2 0
4 0 0
About
Thorn pnd 21 0 0
Normanby
SOHEDuLE  OP ROADS TO BE  CLOSED-continued.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
'A. S. P.
20 The Mutda -  The road separating  Thorn ... 14 0 0
pilly Divi- portions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board f ro m portions 5, 6, 7,
on account I and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lsee
21 Ditto . ..  The road separating ditto  ...  14 0 0
po rt ions 6,  8, 7, and
17 from portions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 16
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 2 4
po rt ion 178, parish of
Normanby ,  fro m por-
tious 8, 9. and 10
23 Ditto The road separating ditto . ..  20 3 10
part of portion 78,
parish  of Normanby,
and port ions 10, 7, 4,
and 2 from po rt ions
12, 11,  17, 18,  19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 1 2 5
port ion 175 from part
of portion 176
25 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 4 3 36
ro ads th ro ugh portion
175
26 Ditto ... The  ro ad separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
port ion 13 from por-
tions 14 and 15 About
27 Ditto  ...  Part of the  ro ad sepa - ditto ...  6 2 10
rating portion 175,
parish of Normanby, II
from portions 13 and 1 I14
Nora.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with the  opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, thatapplications  under  the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ,  and all per-
sons  who may  consider  their interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from  this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen  at the LandOffice, Roekhampton;4 Police and Post  Offices,
Banana.
C.B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BB  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  I.  P.
1 Johann The road separating Dundee  ...  4 0 16
Maher portions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto  ...  The  road separating  ditto ... 2 2 0
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
3 John Martin  The  road separating Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and 122
from  portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified  for general  information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "!he Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for  closing  the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons  who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
John Barnet  The road separatingseleo-
tion 1269 from part of
selection 1187
Wildash
A. S. P.
10 3 34
186$
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from  this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BB CLOSED.
No. I Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
1
2
Area.
A. B. P.
The Pioneer Part of the reserved Eton .. 0 2 0
Divisional road through sel o-
Board on tin 773, Mackay
account of District
Wi ll iam
Northey
Ditto  ...  Part of the road aepa -  Ditto 3 0 0
rating selection 773
from selection 1005,
and also part of
one of the reserved
ro ads through selec-
tion 1005,  Mackay
District
The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
r is hereby notified for general information, That
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands ,art  o/1884 '  leave been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theirobjections ,in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office. and
at Po li ce and Post Offices, Cleveland and Too'wong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. It. P.
1 Hans H .  Heine -  Part  of the  road Redland... 3 1 0
mann forming thesouth-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Part of the  road Indooroc- 1 028
I
separating  por- pilly
tion 66 from por-
tion 89
The closure of these roads i% proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
:vepartment  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th September, 1886.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
'• The Grown Lands Art  u/ 1r84 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned E oaos ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  withilp two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land
Offices. Toowoomba, Dalby, and Ipswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
1  lJohnReitlylThe road separating Geham
portion 870A  and 8991
from part of portion
1005
PERMANENT  CLOSURE.
A.  R.  T
3 180
2 Patrick The road separating Jonda ry an 32 2
Landy portion 154 from part
of portion 366 and its
continuation through
that portion
3 William The reserved road ditto 1s 0 81
Lee through portion 814
4 James The road separating ditto s 0 21
Melvor portion 1614 from
vacant land and part
of portion 1892 About
6 Patrick Part of the road  separa -  ditto 3 3 0
Landy  Ling portion 1391 from
portion 1392 About
6 Patrick The reserved road ditto 1s 3 0
Landy th ro ugh portion 1392
and its continuation
southerly along part
of west boundary of
that portion ail d
westerly along pa rt
of north boundary of
port ion 421
7 The Part of the reserved Cooohin 3 0 19
Goolman  road th ro ugh port ion
Divisional 6
Board on
account
of Messrs.
Bell and
Hyde
8 Ditto The road separating ditto 3 3 19
portion 172 from por-
tion 173 About
9 Ditty Part of the road separa- ditto 1 0 0
ting portions 172 and
173 fro m po rt ion 174 About
10 Ditto Part  of the  ro ad separs -  ditto 0 2 0
ting portion 65 from
portion 80 About
11 Ditto Part  of reserve between ditto 19 0 0
Oaky Creek and por-
tions 46.6. and 171 About
1's Ditto Reserve between Oaky ditto 21 0 0
Creek and portions
47, 64, and 80
Nors .-The closure of these  ro ads and reserves is pro posed to
be carried out in connection with the opening of other  ro ads and
reserves.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
TT is hereby  notified for general information
1 that application under  the eighty- ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned  Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police,  and Post Offices , Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish .  I Area.
-- The Oiaton-
bury Divi-
sional Board
on account
of Jeremiah
E,elih,ar
A.x.P.
The reserved road  Cures  ... 5 0 0
through  selection 889,
Gympie D1-trit
reservationM
area of
pmrp  rws
it intenled to be obs  1000
1868
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 19 6.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, thatapplication under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1h84"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this  Depart-
r"ent their objections ,  in writing , within  two months
from  this date.Plans of  the Road can  be seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish .  I Area.
The Execu- Reserved road in selec- Maxwell-
tors under tion 483, Gladstone ton
the Will of District ,  from its
the late east boundary south-
James westerly to a water
Thomson reserve ,  and from
that reserve west to
the west boundary
A. R. P.
28 3 25
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd March, 1885.
,,THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
tht+ Laud Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The C'ruwa Lands Art  of 1884" will
hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connect .on with Selections under
" 1,%v L'rown /, ands Alienation  Act of  li sim  to andThe Crown Lands Alienation Actof 1876" will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July ..
August
September
October
November
L`enember
Mont h.
March ...
April ...
may ...
Jane ...
July ...
August...
September
October
November
Deoembtse
AT tax LANDOFFICEu-
irubant. seen-teil[h.
Date. Date.
1886. 1886.
... Tues ..  3 Wed., 11
Ipswich. Esk.•
Date. Date.
18b5. 1885.
Fri.,
of
13
10
8
12
9
4
1
9
6 Wed. 19
10
1 Tues. 19
5
3 ,. 21
7
4 „ 15
2
6  of 17
0
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THY  LAND OFFICXS-
AT POLICY
OFFICE-
Too- W irwicl  .  Dalby .  Allora.
wootnt a.
Date Date. Datt.
1815.  1885. 1885.
Mon .,  23 rues ,  24 Fri., 27
20 ., 21 „ 24
25 ,. 26 to  29
22 ., 23
27  to 2434 to 25
21
..
a
26  to  27
23 ,. 24
21  to  22
,.
2$
31
39
27
Wes., 23
Date.
1885.
Wed.. 25
„ 23
27
24
29
26
333
28to  26to
At Miles, the third Thursday it each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi , the first Friday
in each month.
LEIC R  HARDT DISTRICT.
Month.
Cler-
mont.
Date.
1885.
AT THY LAND OFFICI:S-
Emerald  11 Taroom.
I
Spring- Mt.
sure . Britton.
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885.
Date.
1865.
Banana.
Date.
1 b85.
March ... Thur.,26 Mon., 16  Wed., 4 Mon.,23 Fri., 6 Wed.. 18
April ... 30  „ 20  to  1I to  27  Tues.,7 15
May  ... 28 „ 18 „ 6 to  25  Fri., 1 20
June ... 25
„ 15  to  3 ,, 22 „ 5  17
July .. 30 20 1 27  3 15
August...
to„
27  It  17 6 to 24 7 „ 19
September 24 21
to
2
to
28 4 16
Octobor 29
„
„ 19
to
to  7
to
„ 2,S 2
to
It 21
November 26 ,. 16 to 41  „ 23 6 18
December 311 „ 21 ,, 2 „ 28 4 116
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRICT'.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktoyrn, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT  OF BuRKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MABANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes.
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each.month..
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesdayin CaGh month.
The ><bovb tiourta are I n1y held for the plrrpbse of dealing with
apylktrtidna for t;ertiffcates of POWYS eut of OondltSOns.
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MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At tl,e  Land Office ,  Aramac, the  first Tuesday
i7 each month.
A t the Land Office, Blackall ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.A.t the Land Office ,  Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Isisford ,  the second  Wednes-day in each month.
WARRE GO DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office, Cunnamu lla,  the secondMonday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land O ffice, Thargomindah ,  the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday , the Court  will be held on  the following
day.
Special Courts , •nlien necessary ,  in addition to the
above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR INDEED.
N
OTICE is horeby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art  of 1858." at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the 'eal of the C )long, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous  area ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-5$'29.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name  of = i antee--William Anderton.
Land granted.-A ll otment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood  23-fa fierches.
Nature of Frror.- The  area of the land having
been inserted  in the Deed as 1 rood 23- 7 `erches,
instead of  I rood 2S 7 perches,  the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st August, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titlej to Land
Art of  1858,"  at the expiration of three month
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Sea'
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that,  by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in  every deed
containing the erroneous  name;  and such grant
and every such  deed  shall operate and be con
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-- 27663.
Date of Grant-20th January, 1875.
Name  of Grantee-John Mathieson.
Land granted.-County  of Ward, parish of
Barrow, portion 5.
Arta-80 acres;
Nature of Misnomer.-The name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as John
Matluet#on  instead  of John Mathdwdon,  the correct
came.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane .  20th November, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE  is he re by given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colonyy,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed sha ll  operate and  be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grt.nt-32,780.
Date of Grant-2nd February, 187 7.
Name of Grantee-John Gee.
Land granted.-County  of Churchill, parish of
Brassall, portion 483, being selection No. 1306,
Ipswich District.
Area-31 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Churchill, pari.,h of J3rassall, portion
43, selection No.  1306,  Ipswich District.
Area- 81 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
484, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the south-east by  a line bearing 225 deg re es 25
minutes fifteen chains and seventy -four links to a
road one chain wide ; on the South-west by that
road bearing 315 degrees thirteen chains and five
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 45
degrees 25 minutes  fifty- one chains and forty-two
links to another road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road  bearing east 189 links,  and on the
east by a road bearing south twenty-four chains
and seventy -three links east one chain  ;  and thence
south eleven chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The  Wiles  to /.and
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the  date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of G- at t-15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee- Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.-County  of ; tanley, parish of
Kedron, portion 91.
Area-20  acres  1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND IDEsCRIPrroN FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of  Stanley, parish  of ledron,  portion  91.
Area-21 acres 3 roods and  2t)  perches.
Commencing at' the north -east corner of port ion
93, and  b-lunded  thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degrees 63 minutes tv vlve chains andfifty-nine links  ; on the north bq  pdrtion 88 bearing
1868
270 degrees 8 minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links ; on the west by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-five and a-half links ; and on the south by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes seventeen
chains and forty links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-35896.
Date of Grant -8th April, 1678.
Name of Grantee-Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area-159 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF D IKED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox, parish of Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area-162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes thirty chains and
eighty-eight and a-half links ; on the east by a line
bearing south fifty-three chains and two and a-half
links ; on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes thirty chains and forty-three and a-half
links ; and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty-three chains and four links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct description shall be taken
to have been  inserted in the said grant and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous description ;
and such grant  and every such deed shall operate
and be  construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land  granted.-Portion 716. county ofMeri-
Yale, parish  of Wildash,  selection  716, Warwick
District.
Area -320 acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DhED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash,  selection
716, Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing east  and distant
two (hains  from the south-east  corner  of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east  forty- six chains  and twelve links; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy- one chains  and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 bearing west forty -six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty- seven links,
by lines bearing east  nine chains , south nine chains
and ten links, and west  nine chains;  and by a road
bearing south fourteen  chains  and ninety links to
the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
TO114)E is hereby liven, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  beiw-g•erroneous  in the particulars therein
set,farth ,. His Excellency the Governor will, in
suauc®  of the , rovisions of  " The Titles  to
,oat of  1968, ' at the  expiration. of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land  granted.-Allotment 17 of section  26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1$85.
T is hereby notified for general information,
( that the persons hereunder named have been
elected, in pursuance of the provisions of section
six of  " An Act to enable certain Public Hospitals
to sue and be sued in the name of their Treasurer,
and to provide for the taking and holding of Real
Property belonging to such Hospitals respectively,"
as Trustees of the Reserve for Hospital, Cloncurry,
and that the Secretary for Public Lands has
confirmed the appointments :-
ALEXANDER BYERS MACGILLIVRAT and
GEORGE RAMSAY BOUNTIFF.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th  IN ovember, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
IT is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive from the Land Agents
in whose districts their selections are situated, the
amount of compensation to which they are entitled
for the land taken from their selections for Roadpurposes:-
Selection No.4320, Brislane District-Thomas
Prout.
Selection No. 1365, Gympie District-Michael
Leahy.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th  November, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive from  the Land  Agents in
whose districts  their selections are situated, the
amount Of'  compensation  to which they  are entitled
t'or the land taken fiom their selections for Road
purposes :-
Selection No. 3483,  Brisbane  District-John
McDougall, Junior.
Selection 11,o. 674, Mackay District-August
Kaddatz.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
IT, is hereby notified for public information, thaty the Land  Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District v ill visit f` erang on the second 1 hursday
in February ,  1886 ,  and every alternate month after-
wards,  foe the  purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DVTTOF.
1869
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
T T is hereby notified for general information,
l that the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 21st February, 1866.
Plans of these ]Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
GREGORY NORTH.
Name of Run-Philippi East No. 1.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... ... 75 is
Commencing at a point on the western boundary
of Spring Lake No. 1 Run bearing north 240
degrees east and distant thirty-six chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 3
within triangle on its east side, and bounded thence
on the east by a line. bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east alo'ig part of that boundary and a
prolongation thereof, in all fifteen miles, to a point
bearing north 17 degrees east and distant one mile
fifty-six chains from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 41 within triangle on its
east side ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing north
62 degrees east and distant one mile eight chains
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 38 within triangle on its west side ; thence on
the west by  a line  bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east fifteen miles to a post marked broad-
arrow over PE ; and thence on the south by an
east line five miles and thirty-two chains to the
point.of commencement.
Name of Run-Philippi East No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease - Edward Harts  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  35 „
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south-west  corner  of Philippi
East N o.1 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over
PE, and bounded thence on the north  by an east
line along the south boundary of that run five
miles to a point bearing north 240 degrees east and
distant thirty- six chains  from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 43 within triangle on its
east side ; thence on the east by a line bearing
north 202 degrees 30 minutes east along part of
the western boundary of the Spring Lake No. 1
Run and a prolongation, in all fifteen miles, to a
point bearing north 209 degrees east and distant
twenty- seven  chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 27 within triangle on its
north-west side ; thenco on the south by a west line
five miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing
north 272 degrees east and distant two miles and
eighteen chains from a coplibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over L over 28 within triangle  on its east
side ; and thence on the north-west by a north-east
line fifteen  miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Philippi West No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 „
Total ... ... 75 91
Commencing at a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 6 within triangle on its north-
west side, and also marked SXC, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line  five miles and
thirty-two chains to a point bearing north 121
degrees  east  and distant thirty-two chains from a
cork-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 7 within
triangle on its south-east side ; thence on the west
by a line bearing north 22 degrees .30 minutes east
fifteen miles to a point bearing north 8 degrees east
and distant thirty-seven chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 163 within triangle
on its east side ; thence on the north by an east line
five miles and thirty-two chains to a point bearing
north 117 degrees east and distant  one mile
sixty chains from a coolibah-tree on Pallion Creek
marked broad-arrow over V over 37 within
triangle  on its south- east  side ; and thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes  east  fifteen miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of  Run-Philippi West No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harts  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 is
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Philippi
West No. 1 Run at a Fiddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 6 within triangle on its north-
west side,  and also  marked 5X0, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line five miles and
thirty-two chains along the south boundary of the
said run to a point bearing north 121 degrees east
and distant thirty-two chains from a cork-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 7 within triangle
on its south- east  side ; thence on the west by a
line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east
along part of the eastern boundary of the Obser-
vatory Run, the eastern boundary of Observatory
West Run, and a continuation of same line, in all
fifteen miles, to a point bearing north 255 degrees
east and distant one mile from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over XXXV within
triangle on  its north side ; thence on the south by
an east  line five miles and thirty-two chains to a
point bearing north 63 degrees east and distant
twenty-nine chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 29 within triangle; and
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30  minutes east fifteen miles  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Lake No. 1.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the eastern boundary of the
Philippi East No. 2 Run at a point bearing north
192 degrees east and distant sixty-one chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 3
within triangle on the south-east side, and bounded
thence on the west by  a line  bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east along part of that boundary
and a prolong;tion thereof, in all five miles andthirty-two chains, to apoint bearing north 24 degrees
east  and distant  sixteen chains  from a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 42 within
triangle on its east side ; thence on the north-east
by a south- west line  fifteen wiles to a point bearing
north 306 degrees  east  and distant thirty-nine
chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 25 within triangle on its south-east side ;
thence on the east by a line bearing north  202
degrees 30  minutes east five miles  and thirty-two
chains to a point bearing north 44 degrees  east and
distant sixteen chains and twenty links from  a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 42 within
triangle on its north -east side  ; and thence on the
south-west by a north-west line fifteen  miles to the
point of commencement.
207
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Name of Run-Spring Lake No 2.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Ac. es and
William George Fi,'ld.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south corner of the Spring
Lake No. 1 Run at a point bearing north 41
degrees east and distant  sixteen  chains and twenty
links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over 42 within triangle, and bounded thence on
the north-east by a north- west line  along the south-
we-it boundary of the last-named run fifteen mile'
to a point bearing north 192 degrees east and
distant sixty-one chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow V over 3 within triangle on
its ,outli-east side ; thence on the west by a line
bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east five
miles and thirty-two chains along p in of the
eastern boundary of Philippi East No. 2 Run to a
point bearing north 196 degrees  east  and distant
twenty chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 26 within triangle ; thence on
the south-west by a south-east line fifteen miles to
apointbearing north 22 degrees 50minutes east and
distant sixty-five chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-at row over L over 41 within triangle ; and
thence on the cast by a line bearing north 22
degrees 30 minut,s east five miles and thirty-two
chains tb the point of commencement.
Same of Run-Spring Lake No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the south corner of the Spring
Lake No. 2 Run at a point bearing north 22 degrees
30 minutes east and distant sixty-five chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 41
within triangle, and bounded thence on the north-
east by a north- west  lire along the south-west
bound iry of the last-named run fifteen miles to a
point on the eastern boundary of Philippi East N o.
2 Run bearing north 196  degrees east  and distant
twenty chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 26 within triangle; thence on
the west by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east along part of that boundary  five miles
and thirty-two chains to a point bearing north 350
degrees east and distant six chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 27 within
triangle  on its north-west side; thence on the south-
west by a south- east line  fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 48 degrees east and distant fourteen
chains eighty links from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over 39 within triangle on its
north-west side ; and thence on the  east  by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east five miles
and thirty-two chains passing through the tree
above-mentioned marked broad-arrow over L over
41 within triangle to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Lake No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south corner of the Sprang
Lake No. 3 Run  at a point  bearing north 48.degrees
east and distant fourteen chains eighty links
from a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over 39 within triangle  on its  north-west side, and
bounded thence on the north -east  by a north-west
line fifteen  miles  to a point on the eastern boundary
of Philippi East No. 2 Run bearing north 350
degrees east and distant six chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over  -27  H ithin
triangle on its north-west side ; thence on the west
by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes
east along part of the  eastern  boundary of last-
amed run and a prolongation thereof, in all five
miles and thirty-two chains, to a point bearing
north 315 degrees east and distant thirty-three
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 36 within triangle on its south-west
side ; thence on the south-west by a south- east line
Massing through last-mentioned tree fifteen miles
to a peg bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east
and distant one mile and nine chains from a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 37
within triangle on its north-east side ; and thence
on the east by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east five miles and thirty-two chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Philippi South.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte  Acres andWilliam George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 55 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 32
Total ... ... 87
Commencing at the south-east corner of Philippi
East No. 2 Run at a point on the western boun-
dary of the spring Lake 1N o. 4 Run bearing north 209
degrees east and distant twenty- seven  chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over 27
within triangle on its north-west side, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes  east along  part of that boun-
dary five miles to a point bearing north 315 degrees
east and distant thirty-three chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over L over 36 within
triangle on its south-west side ; th"nee on the south
by a %est line eighteen miles and sixty chains to a
point bearing. south-south-east and distant sixty-
three chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over XXXI within triangle : thence
on the west by a I ne bearing north 22 degrees 30
minutes east five miles to a point hearing north 255
degrees east  and distant one mile ten chains from
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
XXXV within triangle on its north side ; thence
on the north by  an east line along  the south boun-
dary of Philippi eat No. 2 Run,  a prolongation
thereof to the south- west corner  of Philippi East
No. 2 Run,  and a continuation of same  line along
the south boundary  of said run ,  in all  eighteen
miles sixty  chains,  to the point  of commencement.
Name  of Run-Philippi North.
Claimants of Lease -Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated 4rea-
Av3,ilable ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12 „
Total ... ... 87 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Philippi East No. 1 Run at point beating north
17 degrees  east  and distant one mile fifty-six chains
trom a bloodwood-tree on Cooratoula Creek marked
broad-arrow over V over 11 within triangle on its
east side, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north 22 degr, es 30 minutes east five
miles  passing  through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 56 within triangle on its west
side to a point ten chains north-north-east of
said tree ; thence on the north by a west line
eighteen  miles  and sixty-two chains to a poirt
bearing north 9 degrees east and distant thirty-nine
chains from a wattle-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 162 within triangle on its south side ;
thence on the west by a line bearing north 2()2
degrees 30 minutes east five miles to the north-
west corner of Philippi West No. 1 Run , being a
point bearing north 8 degrees east and distant
thirty-seven chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 163 within triangle on its
i ast side ; and thence on the south by an  east line
along the north boundary of the  last-named run,
and a prolongation thereof to the north-west corner
(f Philippi East No. 1 Run. and a continuation
along the north boundary of the ]as,'-named run. in
all eighteen miles and sixty-two chains, to the point
of commencement.
1871
Name of Run-Philippi West No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available
... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 19
Total ... . ... 49 „
Commencing at the north- west  corner of the Phi-
lippi West No.1 Run, being a point bearing north S
degrees  east  and distant thirty-seven  chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 163
within  triangle on its  north side, and bounded thence
on the north by a  west line five miles  and thirty-two
drains  to a point bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east  and distant thirty-two chains from
a giddiab-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
164 within triangle ; thence on the west by a line
bearing north 202 degrees 30  minutes east seven
miles fifty-six chains passing through the last men-
tioned tree to a point bearing north 320 degrees east
and distant fifteen  chains  from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 166 in triangle ;
thence on the south-west by a south- east line along
part of the north-east boundary of the Observatory
Run five miles and thirty-two chains to a point
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes  east and
distant sixteen chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 171 within triangle on its
south-east side ; and thence on the  cast  by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes  east eleven
miles and sixty-eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name  of 'Run-Observatory.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  35
„
Total ... ... 75 is
Commencing  on the left bank of the Mulligan
River where it is intersected by the west boundary
of Philippi West No. 2 Run, beint a point thirty-six
chains easterly from a tree marked broad-arrow over
N over XLI within triangle, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing north 22 degrees 31)
multi' es  east  along parts of the western boundary
of the  last-named  run and Philippi West No. 1 Run,
in all eight  miles  and forty  chains ,  passing  through
a giddiah- tree marked  broad-arrow over V over
171 within  triangle  on its south- ea-t side to a po nt
sixteen chains  north north- east of said  tree ; thence
on the north-east by  a line bearing  north 316 degrees
ea-t eleven miles and forty  chains  to a point bearing
north 90 degrees  east  and distant i wenty-eight chains
from a post marked broad arrow over V over 170;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line about
four miles and sixteen chains to the left bank of
the Mulligan River, and thence on the south-west
by the left bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name ofRun-Observatory West.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35
„
Total ... 75 „
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Mulligan River where it is intersected by the
west boundary of Philippi %A est No.  2 Run at a
point opposite the south corner of Observatory Run,
said corner being thirty- six chains  easterly from a
tree marked broad-arrow over N over XLI within
triangle , and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east three
miles and fifty-six chains ; thei ce on the south-
west by a north-west line eighteen miles  and seven-
teen chains ; thence on the north-west by a north-
east line about seven miles to the Mulligan River ;
and thence on the north-east by the right bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Sparks.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at a point on the north-west boun-
dary of the Observatory Run bearing north 206
degrees east and distant seventy-six chains from a
post marked broad-arrow over V over 170, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a north-east
line along part of that boundary and a prolongation
thereof, in all five miles ; thence on the north-east
by a north-west !ine fifteen miles, passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 33
in triangle and also a  willow-tree-  marked broad-
arrow over V over 32 in triangle on its west side,
to a point bearing north 360 degrees  east  and distant
sixty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over LX in triangle ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line five miles to a point
bearing north 167 degrees east and distant one mile
fifty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 169 in triangle on its south-west
sid-- ; and thence on the south-west by a south-east
line fifteen miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sparks West.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estima. ed Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
Total ...
40 square miles.
35
75
Commencing  on the north-western boundary of
the Observatory Run at the south corner of the
Sparks Run, being a oint bearing north  209
degrees east and distant seventy-six chains from a
post marked broad-arrow over V over 170, and
bounded thence on the north -east  by it north-west
line along the south-western boundary of the last-
named run fifteen miles to a point bearing north
167 degrees east and distant one mile fifty-four
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 169 within triangle on its south-west
side ; thence on the north-west by a south-west
line five miles ; thence on the south-west by a
south-east line fifteen miles ; and thence on the
south -east  by a north- east  li ne  alt  rig parts of the
north-west boundaries of Observatory West and
Observatory Runs, in all five miles, to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run- Bumbo.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William  George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  70 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 6
Total ... ... 75
„
Commencing on the north-east boundary of the
Sparks Run at a point forty-four chains north-east
from a tree marked broad-arrow over N over LX
within triangle, and bounded thence on the south-
west by a south-ea-t line along part of the north-
east  boundary of the last-named run five miles to
a point bearing north 315 degrees east and distant
twenty-five chains from a willow-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 32 within triangle ; thence
on the south-east by a north-east line fifteen miles
to a point bearing north 44 degrees east and distant
five chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 62 within triangle on its south-east
side; thence on the north-east by a north-west line
five miles to a point bearing north 99 degrees east
and distant forty-six chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over LXIX within
triangle ; and thence on the north-west by a south-
west line fifteen miles to the point of commence-
ment.
1872
Name of Run-Bumbo West Run. Name of  Run-Coco.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres and Claimants of Lease-Edward  Harte  Acres and
William George Field. William George Field.
Estimated Area- Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles. Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15 Unavailable 10
Total ... ... 75 Total ... 50 13,
Commencing on the north-east boundary of the
Sparks Run at a point forty-four chains north-
east from a tree marked broad-arrow over  N  over
LX within triangle, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a north-east line along the north-west
boundary of Bumbo Run to a point bearing north
99 degrees east and distant forty-six chains from a
coolibah-tree marked broad - arrow over N over
LXIX within triangle ; thence on the north-east
by a north-west line five miles, passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 31
within triangle on its south-west side to a point
eight chains north-west of said tree ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line fifteen miles to a
point bearing north 344 degrees east and distant
eighteen chains thirty links from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 9 within triangle
on its south-west side ; and thence on the south-west
by a south-east line to the north corner of Sparks
Run and a continuation of same line, in all five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sandringham.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 15
Total ... 75
Commencing at the east  corner  of Bumbo Run,
being a point bearing north 44 degrees  east and
distant five chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 62 within triangle on its
south-east side, and bounded thence on the south-
west by A north-west line  along  the north-east
boundary of the last-named run, five  miles to a
point bearing north 99 degrees  east  and dista, t
forty-six  chains  from a coolibah- tree  marked broad-
arrow  over .N over LXIX within  triangle  ; thence
on the north- west  by a north- east  line fifteen
miles  to a point bearing north 3 degrees east
and distant  fifty-four  chains  from a coolibah
marked broad- arrow  over N over LXXX within
triangle; thence  on the north- east  by a south-east
line five miles to a point bearing north 334 degrees
east  and distant thirty-eight chains from a coolibah-
tree  marked broad-arrow over V over 80 within
triangle ; and thence on the south-east by a south-
west line fifteen miles to the  point of commence-
ment.
Name of  Run-Sandringham West.
Claimants  of Lease- Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
stimated Area-Available ... ... 60 squa re miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Commencing on the north-eastern boundary of
the Sparks Run at the south corner of the Bumbo
Run, being a point bearing north-west and distant
twenty-five chains from a willow-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 32 within triangle on its
west side, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a north-east line along part of the south-east
boundary of the last-mentioned run ten miles to a
point bearing south and distant twelve chains from
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 159
within triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-east by a south-Past line five miles to a
point bearing north 354 degrees east and distant
forty-one chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 160 within triangle ; thence on
the south-east by a south-west line to the north-
east boundary of the Sparks Run at a point bearing
north-west and distant twenty-two chains fr,,m a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 33
within triangle on its south side ; and thence on
the south-west by a north-west line along that
boundary five miles, passing through the afore-
mentioned willow tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 32 within triangle on its west side, to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Coco North.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north corner of the Coco Hun,
being a point bearing south and distant twelve
chains from a giddiah-tree marked hroad-arrow
over V over 159 within triangle on its south-west
side , and bounded thence on the north west by
a north-east line along part of the south -eastern
boundaries of the Bumbo and Sandringham Runs,
in all ten miles, passing through a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over  62 in  triangle on
its south-east side to a cairn ; thence on the north-
east by a south-east line five miles to a post marked
broad-arrow over V over 63; thence on the south-
east by a south-west  line ten miles  to a point
bearing north 354 degrees east and distant forty-
one chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 160 in triangle on its south-west side ;
and thence on the south-west by a north- west line
along the north-east boundary of the Coco Run
five miles to the point of  commencement.
Name  of Run-Pomeroy.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Total ... 75 „ Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Commencing at the  east  corner of the Bumbo Unavailable ... ... 30 JIS
West Run at a point bearing north 99 degrees east
d distant fort -six chain from a coolibah-tree Total ... ... 75 7fy san
marked broad-arrow over N over LIX within
triangle, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing north-west along the north-east
boundary of Bumbo West Run five miles, passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 31 within triangle on its south-west side to a
point eight chains north-west of said tree ; ti ence
on the north-west by a north-east line fifteen miles
to a post marked broad-arrow over V over 155 ;
thence on the north-east by a south-east line five
mile,- to the north corner of Sandringham Run,
being a point bearing north 3 degrees east and
distant fifty-four chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over LXXX within
triangle ; and thence on the south-east by a south-
west line along the north-west boundary of the
last-named run fifteen miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Commencing at the west corner of the Bumbo
West Run, being a point bearing north 344 degrees
east and distant eighteen chains thirty links from
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 9
within triangle on its south-west side, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by a north-east line along
the north-west boundary of the last-named run
fifteen miles to a joint bear ng north 315 degrees east
and distant eight chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 31 within triangle on its
south-west side ; thence on the north-east by a
north-west line five miles to a point bearing north
225 degrees east and distant 9 chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad arrow over V over 11
within triangle on its south-west side ; thence on
the north-west by a south-west line fifteen miles
to a point bearing north 334 degrees east rand
distant twenty-eight chains from a giddiali-tree
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marked broad-arrow over V over 10 within triangle
on its north- east  side ; and thence on the south-
west by a south- east  line five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run -Pomeroy North.
Claimants  of  Lease-Edward Harte Ackers and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 25
Total  ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the west corner of the Sandring-
ham West Run, being a point bearing north 315
degrees east and distanteight  chains  from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 31 within
triangle on its south-west side, andbounded thence
on the south-east by anorth-eastline along the north-
west boundary of Sandringham West Run fifteen
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over V over
155; thence on the north-east by a north-west
line along part of the south-west boundary of
Carmarthen Downs No. 1 Run and a prolongation
thereof, in all five miles, to a post marked broad-
arrow over V over 157; thence on the north-west
by a south- west  line fifteen miles to a point bear-
ing north 225 degrees east and distant  nine chains
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V
over 11 within triangle on its south-west side ; and
thence on the south-west by a south- east line five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Salt Lake.
Claimants of Lease-Edward
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
Harte Acres and
75 square miles.
0 »
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Philippi East No. 2 Run, being a point bearing
north 272 degrees  east  and distant two miles
eighteen chains from a coolibab-tree marked broad-
arrOw over L over 28 within triangle on its east
side, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east fifteen
miles  to a post marked broad-arrow over PH ; thence
on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of Greensmith Run five miles thirty-two
chains  to a point about twenty-three chains south
and eighty chains  west  of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 5 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a line bearing north 202 degrees 30
minutes east  fifteen miles to the north boundary of
Philippi South  Run ; and  thence on the south by
an east line  along the north boundary of the last-
named run  five  miles thirty- two chains  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Greensmith.
Claimants of Lease-Edward
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available
Unavailable
Harte Acres and
... ... 70 square miles.
5
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing at the south- west  corner of Philippi
East No. 1 Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over PE, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing 22 degrees 30  minutes  east along the
western boundary of the last-named run fifteen
miles to  a point bearing north 62 degrees east and
distant one mile eight chains from a coolibab-tree
marked broad- arrow  over V over 38 within  triangle
on its west  side ; thence on the north by a west line
along
part of the south boundary of the PhilippiNorth Run five miles thirty- two chains  to a point
ten chains seventy links  east  and sixty-three chains
sixty links south of a cairn ; thence on the west by
a line bearing north 202 degrees 30 minutes east
fifteen miles to a point twenty-three chains south
and eighty chains west of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 5 within triangle ; and
thence on the south by an east line along the north
boundary of the Salt Lake Run five miles thirty-
tW9 4hriis  to tho point  of u m>aaenae ent,
Name of Run -Sparks North.
Claimants of Lease - Edward  Hare Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 26 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 46 „
Commencing at the south corner of the Coco
Run, being a point bearing north 315 degrees east
and distant twenty-two chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 33 within  triangle
on its south side, and bounded thence on the north-
west by a north- east line  along part of the south-
east boundary of that run three miles and twenty-
six chains; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line seven miles and forty chains to a point bearing
north 22 degrees 30 minutes  east  and distant thirty-
two chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 164 within triangle on its north side;
thence on the east by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30  minutes  east along the west boundary of
Philippi West No. 4 Run seven miles and fifty-six
chains passing through the last-mentioned marked
tree to a point  bearing  north 320 degrees  east and
distant fifteen chains from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 166 within triangle on its
south-east side ; thence on the south-west by a
north-west line along part of the north-east
boundary of the Observatory Run six miles and eight
chains to a point bearing north 90 degrees  east and
distant twenty-eight chains from a post marked
broad-arrow over V over 170; thence again on the
north-west by a north- east line along  part of the
south-east boundary of Spparks Run three  miles and
sixty-four chains ; and thence  again oh  the south-
west by a north- west line along part  of the north-
east  boundary of the last- named run  four  miles and
forty chains to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Carmarthen  Downs No. 1.
Claimants of Lease - Edwaid Harts  Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Availabl e... ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavalable ... ...  0
Total ... ... 100
Commencing on the north-east boundary of
Sandringham Run at a point bearing north 118
degrees east and distant  one mile  seventy-six
chains from  a tree marked  broad-arrow over N
over LXXX  in triangle , and bounded thence on
the south-west by a north-west lire along part of
that boundary, the north- east  boundary of Sand-
ringham West Run , and part of  the north-east
boundary of Pomeroy North Run, in all  ten miles,
crossing  Sylvester Creek at a point about fifty-
seven chains in a direct  line above the afore-
mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXX in triangle,  and passing  through a post
marked broad-arrow over V over 155, to a point
bearing north 347 degrees east and distant fifty-
nine chains  from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over V over 156'  in triangle  ; thence on the
north-west by a north-east line  ten miles, passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over V over
133, to a point bearing north 291 degrees east and
distant forty-five chains  from a  tree marked broad-
arrow  over V over 122 in triangle ; thence on the
north- east  by a south- east line  ten miles,  crossing
Sylvester Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 121 in triangle, to a point bearing north
225 degrees east and distant  nine  chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120 in
triangle ; and thence on the south-east by a south-
west line ten miles to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Cannock  Chase No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Edward  Harts Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13
Total ... ... 47 „
Commencing at the junction of Sherbrook Creek
with the Mulligan River at a cairn, and bounded
thence on the north by an  east  line Ave wiles tp a
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cairn ; thenceron the east by a south line two miles
forty chains to the north-west boundary of Pomeroy
North Run at a cairn ; thence on the south-east
by a south-west line along part of that boundary
three miles forty chains to a cairn ; thence on the
south by  a west line seven miles  forty chains
crossing the Mulligan River to a point eighteen
chains north of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 30 within triangle on its east aide ;
thence on the west by a north line five miles to a
point twenty- five chains  south of a gddiah-true
marked  broad -arrow over  V over  29 within triangle
on its south-east side ; and thence again on the north
by an east line five miles crossing the Mulligan
River to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Cannock Chase No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailabl e ... ... 16 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cannock
Chase No. 1 hun, being a point twenty-five chains
sovth of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 29 in triangle on its south-east side, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line along
the north boundary of tiat run ten miler  crossing
the Mulligan River at the junction of Sherbrook
Creek witit said river, and passing through a cairn
to a cairn ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over V over
150;  thence on the north by a west line ten miles,
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over V
over 149, and crossing Sherbrook Creek at a point
about thirty-two chains in a direct line below a tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle, to the Mulligan
River at a point nine chains north of a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 28 in triangle ;
and thence on the west by a south line five miles,
crossing said river, and passing through the afore-
mentioned giddiab-tree marked broad-arrow over
V over 29 in triangle, to the point of commencment.
Name of Run- Cannock Chase No. 8.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available' ' ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable .., ... 116 „
Total  ... ...  50
Commencing on the north boundary of Cannock
Chase No. 2 Run' at a post marked broad-arrow
over V over 149, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along part of that boundary and a
continuation of same line ,  in all ten miles ,  crossing
Sherbrook Creek at a point about thirty-two chains
in a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow
within triangle  and the Mulligan River at a point
nine chains north of a coolibah-tree marked broa f-
arrow  over V over 28 within triangle, to a point
bearing north 170 degrees east and distant five
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 27 within triangle ; thence on the west
by a north  line fivemiles  passingthrough a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 26 within
triangle to a point bearing north 10 degrees east
and distant five chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 25 in triangle ; thence on
the north by an  east line ten miles crossing the
Mulligan River and Sherbrook Creek to a cairn ;
and thence on the east by a south line five miles
to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Greensmith Excess.
Claimants of Lease -- Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11
Total ... ... 36 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Green-
smith Run, being a point about twenty-three chains
south and eighty chains west of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 5 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line two
miles forty-six chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad- arrow over  V over 6 in triangle,  and also
5XC ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
22 degrees 30 minutes east along the east boundary
of Philippi West No. I Run  fifteen miles to a
point bearing north 117 degrees  east  and distant
one mile sixty chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 37 in triangle on its
south-east side ; thence on the north by an east
line along part of the south boundary of Philippi
North Run two miles forty-six chains to a point
ten chains seventy links east and sixty-three chains
sixty links south of a cairn ; and thence on the east
by a line bearing north 20'2 de-,zrees 30 minutes
east  along the west boundary of Greensmith Run
fifteen miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Salt Lake Excess.
Claimants  of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11 „
Total ... ... 36 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Salt
Lake Run, being a point about twenty-three chains
south and eighty  chains  west of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 5 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by a west line along
the south boundary of Greensmith Excess Run
two miles forty-six chains to a giddiah-tree ma ked
broad-arrow over V over 6 in triangle, and also
5XC; thence on Ithe west by a line bearing north
202 degrees 30 minutes east along the east boundary
of Philipli West No. 2 Run fifteen miles to a point
bearing north 63 degrees east and distant twenty-
nine  chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 29 in triangle on its  east  side ; thence
on the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of Philippi South Run two miles forty-six
chains to the south-wegt corner of Salt Lake Run ;
and thence on the east by a line bearing north 22
degrees 30  minutes east along  the west boundary bf
the last-mentioned run fifteen miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cannock Chase No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cannock
Chase No. 3 Run, being a point bearing north 10
degrees east and distant five chains from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 25 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of that run ten miles
crossing the Mulligan River and Sherbrook Creek
to a cairn ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over V over
14.8; thence on the north by a west line ten miles
crossing  Sherbrook Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 19 within triangle to a point
be aring east and distant one chain  from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 20 in
triangle ; and thence on the west by a south line
five miles crossing the Mulligan River at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow within triangle to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cannock Chase No.  S.
Claimants of Lease- Edward  Harte  Acres ahd
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 16 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north -east  corner of Cannock
Chase No. 4 Run at a post marked broad arrow
over V over 148, and bounded thence on the south
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by a west line along the north boundary of that
run ten miles crossing Sherbrook Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 19 within triangle
to a point bearing north 9) degrees east and distant
one chain from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 20 within triangle ; thence on
the west by a north line five miles to a point five
chains south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 21 within t, iangle; thence on
the north by an east line ten miles passing through
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 146
within triangle to a point bearing north 298 degrees
east and distant thirteen chains from a  coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 145 within
triangle on  its east  side ; and thence on the east by
a south line five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Table Top No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 37
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the north corner of the Pomeroy
Run, being, a point bearing south-west and distant
nine chains  from  a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 11 within triangle on its south-
west side, and bounded  thence  on the south-east
by a south-west line along the north-west boundary
of the  last-named  run fifteen  miles  to a point
bearing north 334 degrees  east and  distant twenty-
eight chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over V over 10 within  triangle  on its north-
east  side ; thence on the Routh-west by a north-
west  line five miles ; theme on the north-west by a
north-east line fifteen miles to a point bearing
north-west from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 12 within  triangle  ; and thence on the
north-east by a south- east line  five miles  passing
through the last-mentioned marked tree to the
point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Table Top No. 6.
Claimants of Lease - Edward Harte Acres
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 221 it
Total ... 47fi „
and
Commencing at the west corner of the Pomeroy
Run, being a point bearing north 334  degrees east
and distant twenty-eight chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow dyer V over 10 within
triangle on its north-east side, and bounded thence
on the north-east by a south- east  line along the
south- west  boundary of Pomeroy and part of
south-west houndarv of Bumbo West Runs, in all
nine miles and forty chains, to a point bearing north
360 degrees east and distant sixty-four chains from
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over IN over
LX in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a
south- west line along  the north-wept boundary of
the Sparks  Run five miles  to a point bearing north
167 degrees east and distant one mile fifty-four
chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over V over 169 within triangle within its south-
side ; thence on the south-west by a north-west line
nine miles and forty chains ,  and thence on the
north-west by a north-east line five miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Quambi No. 1.
Claimants of Lease -- Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area-
Available ... .. ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14 „
Total ... ... 84 „
Commencing at the north corner of the Sparks
North Run, being a point on the south-east boun-
dary of the Coco Run, three miles twenty-six chains
north-east and twenty-two chains north-west of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 33
in triangle on its south side' 'and bounded thence
on the northwest by a north-east line along part
of the south-east boundary of the last-named run
and a prolongation, in all eight mile= and thirty-
four chains to a point bearing north 303 degrees
east and distant seventy -two chains  from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 161 within
triangle on its west side ; thence on the north-east
by a south-east line nine miles and twenty chains
to a point bearing north 9 degrees east and distant
thirty-nine chains from a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 162, within triangle on its south
side ; thence on the east by a line bearing north
202 degrees 30 minutes east along the western
boundary of Philippi North Run, five miles to a
point bearing north 8 degrees east and distant
thirty-seven chains from a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V over 163 within triangle on its
north side ; thence on the south by  a west line
along the north boundary of the Philippi West
No. 4 Run, five miles and thirty-two chains to a
point bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east
and distant thirty-two chains from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over V over 164 within
triangle on its north side ; and thence on the south-
west by a north-west line seven miles and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run -Quambi No. 2.
Claimants of Lease- Edward Harte Acres and
William George Field.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... lit „
Total ... ... 1114 „
Commencing at the north corner of the Quambi
No. 1 Run, being a point on the south-eastern
boundary of the Coco North Run  bearing  north 303
degrees east and distant seventy-two chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 161
within triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a north-east line along
part of the south-east boundary of the last-name
run, eight miles and twenty chains toa post marked
broad-arrow over V over 63 ; thence on the north-
east by a south -east line seventeen miles forty
chains, passing about five chains north-east of it
coolihah-tree marked broad-arrow over  V over 60
within triangle and ten  chains  north-east of a cooli-
bah-tree mat ked broad- arrow  over V over 59 within
triangle and through a post marked broad-arrow
over V over 58 to a point on the north boundary
of Philippi North Run bearing north 315 degrees
east and distant thirteen chains  thirty -three links
from a post marked broad-arrow over V over 57 ;
thence on the south by a west line along part of
that boundary eleven miles and fifty chains to a
point bearing north 9 degrees east and distant
thirty-nine chains from a wattle-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 162 within triangle on its south
side ; ana thence on the south-west by a north-west
line along the north-east boundary of the Quambi
No. 1 Run nine  miles  and twenty chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
{ T is hereby notified for  genera l information, that
1 the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen  respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business  under the provisions of  "Tke Pastoral
Leases Act, of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of L• ichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Otlice in Brisbane.
C. B. DUrTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 21st November, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
I that the undermentioned Runs, situated in
the Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
the following amended descriptions of the boun-
daries  thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their  interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment , before the 21st February, 1886.
Plans of these Runs may be  seen , and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of  Run-Ambatala East.
Claimant  of Lease-James  Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  30 square miles.Unavailable ... ... 10 to
Total ... ... 40 to
Commencing on the left bank of Ambatala Creek
at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
23 in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by
an east line  two wiles, passing through a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over N over D in triangle
on its north side, to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over AE in triangle ; thence on the east by a north
line nine  miles  ; thence on the north by a west line
five miles eight chains to Ambatala Creek at a
point about sixty chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 28 in triangle and about fifty
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over 27 in triangle ; and thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Dartmouth.
Claimant  of Lease-James  Frederick  Williams.
Estimated  Area-
,Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 31 it
Total  ... ...  431 „
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of Trochu
Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
T in triangle  on its west  side, and bounded thence
on the west by a northerly line along the east
boundaries of Dartmouth Lake and Devon Runs,
in all ten miles ,  passing through  a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over D  in triangle on
its east side  to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over g in triangle  on its south- east side  ; thence
on the north by an easterly line along parts of the
south boundaries of Ambatala West and Ambatala
East Runs, in all four  miles  thirty chains , crossing
Ambatala Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over A over 23 in  triangle to a mulgah-tree
marked broad -arrow over N over D  in triangle on
its north side ; thence on the east by a southerly
line along the west boundaries of Norah and Emily
Runs ,  in all ten miles ,  passing  through a stake
bearing  north 213  degrees east  and distant forty
links  from a  mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over
N over E in triangle to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B1 in triangle  on its west side, being
also  a point twenty chains west of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over D1 in triangle on its north-
east side ;  and thence on the south't  by a westerly
line along thenorth boundary of Dingo Run four
miles thirty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dart.
Claimant of Lease-James Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45
Unavailable ... ... 14
square miles.
Total... ...  59
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Ambatala
East  Run at  a box -tree marked broad-arrow over
AE in triangle, and bounded thence on the west
by a northerly  line along  the east boundar
of that run And a continuation of sAme he, in aU
fifteen miles forty chains, to the south boundary
of Moruga Run at a point fifty-seven chains west
of a tree marked broad-arrow over G over V in
triangle; thence on the north by an easterly line
along parts of the south boundaries of the last-
named run and Gogolo Run, in all four miles, pass-
ing through the last-mentioned marked tree to a
point about twenty chains east of a box-tree marked
.broad-arrow over G over 11 in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the east by a southerly line thirteen
miles sixteen chains  to a point about fifty chains
south and sixty-six chains  west of a  box-tree.
marked broad-arrow over T in triangle on its south-
west  side; thence on the south-east by a south-west
line  along part of the north-west boundary of
Santa  Cruz Run two  miles  forty chains and a south-
westerly  line along  the north-west boundary of
Norah Run thirty-two chains to a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over Ll in triangle on its
north side ; and thence on the south by a westerly
line along part  of the north boundary of the last-
mentioned run two  miles  sixteen  chains  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Bislev.
Claimant of Lease-James  Frederick Williams.
Estimated Area-
'UnavailableAvailable
Total
Commencing  on
... ... 28 square miles.
... ... 2 „
... ... 30 „
the left bank of Ambatala
Creek at a point about forty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over A over 31 in  triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of Ambatala
North Run  two miles  to its south- east corner ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of
the east boundary of the same run three miles
sixty-eight chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over D over M1  in triangle  on its north-
east side  ;  thence again  on the north by an east
line along  part of the south boundary of Moruga
Run four  miles to  the north-west corner of Dart
Run, being a point fifty -seven chains west of a tree
marked broad- arrow  over G over V in triangle;
thence on the east by a south line along part of
the west boundary of the last- mentioned run six
miles forty  chains to  the north- east  corner of
Ambatala East Run; thence on the south by a
west line  along the north boundary of the last-
mentioned run five miles eight chains to Ambatala
Creek at a point about sixty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over A over 28 in triangle
and about fifty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over 27 in triangle ; and thence
on the west  by the left bank of that creek upwards
to the point  of eommencem;-nt.
Name  of Run-Santa Cruz.
Claimants  of Lease-The  Trust and  Agency Com-
pany of  Australasia , Limited.
Es. i nated Area-
Available 40 square milesUnavailable...... ...... .8 „
Total ... ... 48 „
Commencing at the south corner of West Bart-
roothulla Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over S in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north- east  by a north-west line along the south-
west boundary of that run nine miles forty-five
chains to its west  corner ,  being a point about ten
chains north-west and eighty- nine chains  south-west
of a double box-tree marked broad-arrow over SC
in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a south-
west  line five  miles passing  through points
bearing north and distant about sixteen chains from
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T in triangle
and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over M
within  triangle  to a point about thirty-two chains
north-east and ten chains north-west of a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over Ll in triangle ;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line nine
miles forty-five chains to a yapunyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over D in triangle ; and
thence on the south-east by a north-east line to the
west corner of Bundarra Run at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over R in triangle, and a continu-
Atioa  of ffgiu@ line, passing through ®mid tre e ad
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along part of the north-west boundary of the last
mentioned  run,  Wall all  five miles , to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Peter.
Claimants  of Lease-The Trust  and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  44 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  5 of
Total  ... ...  49 it
Commencing at the west corner of Bundarra Run
at a box-tree marked broad- arrow  over R  in triangle
on its -north- east  side, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a south-west line along part of the
south- east  boundary  of Santa  Cruz Run and a con-
tinuation of same  line passing  through a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over D  in triangle on its
north side, in all three  miles  fifty- six chains, to a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over N in
triangle on its south-east side ; thence on the north
by a west line one mile forty chains to a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over E in triangle ; thence
on the west by a south line eight  miles  seventy-two
chains passing through a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over M in  triangle on  its west side to
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over M
in triangle on its east side ; thence on the south by
an east line  five miles passing through a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over M in triangle
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M over P
in triangle on its south-west side,  being also a
point three miles south of a tree marked broad-arrow
over P over WAB in triangle ; thence on the east
by a northerly line ten miles seventy-two chains
passing through the last-mentioned tree to the
south-west boundary of Bundarra Run at a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over P in triangle on its
south-west side ; and thence on the north-east by a
north-west line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary one mile sixteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Emily.
Claimants of Lease-The Trust and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia, Limited.
Estimated Area-Available ...  42 square miles.
Unavailable ... 3
Total  ... ...  45
Commencing on the west boundary of Peter Run
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over E over M
in triangle  on its  west side , and bounded thence
on the south by a west line tour  miles  to the water-
shed' between the Paroo River and the Langlo
River at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B in
triangle on its east side ; thence on the south-west
by that watershed north-westerly to an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over El in triangle on its
west side ; thence again on the south by  a west line
two miles passing through a mulgah-tree marked •
broad-arrow over Dl in triangle on its north-east
side to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over Si in
triangle on its west side  ; thence on the west by a
northerly line three miles sixty-four chains to a stake
bearing north 213 degrees east and distant forty
links from  a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over
N over E in triangle ; thence on the north by an
easterly line seven  miles  seventy-two chains to a
yapunyah= tree  naked broad-arrow over E in tri-
angle ;  and thence on the east by a southerly line
along  part' of the west boundary of Peter Run six
miles seventy-two chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Norah.
Claimants of Lease-The Trust and Agency Com-
pany  of Australasia , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 2
Total ... ... 42
Commencing at the west corner of Santa Cruz
Run, being a point about thirty-two chains north.
east  and ten chains north-west of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over Ll in triangle, and
bounded :001109 on the norta'wo t  by it Routh.
westerly line thirty-two chains to the afore-
mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over L1 in
triangle ; thence on the north by a westerly line to
the south-east corner of Ambatala East Run at a
tree marked broad-arrow over AE in triangle
and a continuation of same line passing through
said tree and along part of the south boundary of
the last-mentioned run, in all two miles forty-eight
chains, to a tree marked broad-arrow over N over
D in triangle; thence on the west by a southerly
line six miles sixteen chains to the north-west
corner of Jmily Run at a stake bearing north 213
degrees east and distant forty links from a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over E in triangle;
thence on the south by an easterly line along the
north boundaries of the last-mentioned run and
Peter Run, in all nine miles thirty-two chains,
passing through a yapunyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over E within triangle to a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over N in triangle ;
thence on the south-east by a north-east line along
part of the north-west boundary of the last-named
run fifty-six chains to the south corner of Santa
Cruz Run at a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over D in triangle ; and thence on the
north-east by a north-west line along the south-
west boundary of that run nine miles forty-five
chains to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Scrub.
Claimants of Lease-The  Trust , and Agency Com-
pany of Australasia, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 22 square miles
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 22 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of West
Bartroothulla Run, being a point about eight chains
east  of a tree marked broad-arrow over QG in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a south
line along the west boundary of that run eleven
miles twenty-three chains to a point about ten
chains north-west and eighty-nine chains south-
west of a double box-tree marked broad-arrow over
SC in triangle ; thence on the south-east by a
south-west line along part of the north-west
boundary of Santa Cruz Run two miles forty chains
to a point about fifty chains south and sixty-six
chains west of a boa-tree marked broad-arrow over
T in triangle ; thence on the west b a north line
along the east boundary of Dart Run thirteen
miles  sixteen chains  to a point about twenty chains
east 'of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over
11 in triangle ; and thence on the north by an east
line  along parts of the south boundaries of Gogola
and Quilberry Runs, in all one  mile  sixty-four
chains , to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mexico.
Claimants of Lease-The Trust and Agency Com-
pany of  Australasia , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 21
Total ... 371
Commencing at the north-east corner of Cairns
Run, being a point twenty-four chains north of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by a westerly line
along part of the north boundary of that run four
miles twenty-six chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over M over P in triangle on its south-west
side ; thence on the west by a north line along the
east boundary of Peter Run  ten miles  seventy-two
chains passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over P over WAB in triangle to a box-tree marked
t,road-arrow over P in triangle on its south-west
side ; thence on the north-east by a south- east line
along art of the south-west boundary of Bun-
darra
Run six miles twelve chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over X in triangle on its
north-west side ; and thence on the east by a
southerly live along part of the  west  boundary of
Mistake Run six mules fortyeight ohins to thl
point of oA$l<lAino@ine8t,
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Name of Run-Foyle View.
Claimants  of Lease-The Queensland Investment
aid Land  Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available 65  square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 11
Total ... ... 76
Commencing on the rigit bank of the Langlo
River at a eoolibah-tree marked broad arrow over
L over XXX VI I  in triangle  on its south-west side,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a south-
west line along the south-east boundary of Bun-
darra Run and a continuation  of same line, in all
five miles seventy-two chains, passing through a
box-tree marked br,-ad• arrow  over Min triangle on
its east  side to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
P in triangle  on its east side ; thence on the south-
west by a south- east  line twelve miles seventy-seven
chains to  a :,andalwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over L in triangle on its south side; thence on the
south -east  by a north- east  line to the  west corner
of Binbilla West  Run at a  yapunyah-tree marked
broad- arrow  over A in triangle  on its east  side and
a continuation of same  line passing  through said
tree and along part of the north-west boundary of
the last-nam:-d run, in all five miles seventy-two
chains, to a box-tree-marked broad-arrow, over' WB
over FV  in triangle on its  north-north-east side ;
and thence on the north- east  by a north-west line
along the south-west boundary of Burrandilla West
Run twelve miles seventy-seven chains to the point
of commen ement.
Name of Run-Glen Yarron.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland Investment
and Land Mortgage Company, Limitei.
Estimated Area-
A vailable ... ... 44 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  8
Total ... ...  52 „
Commencing at the west corner of Binbilla West
Run at a yapunyah- tree  marked broad-arrow over
A in triangle 'on its  east side , and bounded thence
on the north-west by a south-west line  aloeg part
of the south-east boundary of Foyle View Run to
a sandalwood- tree marked broad- arrow  over L in
triangle on its south  side  and by  a continuation of
same line passing  through said tree ,  in all five
miles , to a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over
N in triangle  on its  south side ; thence on the
south-west by a south- east line ten miles  thirty-
fiur chains passing through a  mulgah -tree marked
broad-arrow over 4 in triangle on its south-
west side to  a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow
over H in triangle on its north- east side  ; thence
on the south-east by a north -Past line five miles
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over
H1 in  triangle on  its south- east  side to adouble box-tree marked broad-arrow over E in
triangle on its east side ; and thence on the north-
east by a north -west line along  the south-west
h,)undary of Binbilla West Run ten  miles  thirty-
four chains to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run- - Mistake.
Claimants of Lease - The Q,ueenalarid Investment
and Land Mortgage Company Limited.
Estimated Area-
Av ilable ... 74 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 84
Commencing at the south corner of Foyle View
Run at a sandalwood -tree marked br 'ad-arrow
over L  in triangle  on its south  side,  and bounded
thence,on the south-east by a south- west line along
part of the north-west boundary of Glen Yarron
Run two miles; thirty-one chains to a bendee-tree
marked hroad- arrow  ever N in triangle on its south
side; thence on the south west by a north-west
line along part  of the north-east boundary of
Morris Run forty-five chains to a box-tree marked
broad- arrow  over T in triangle on its west side ;
thence on the south by a west line  along  the north
boundary of the last mentioned run and part of the
north boundary of Missie Run.  in all ten miles.
passing through a yapunyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over F in triangle on its southwest  side to.a
yarron-tree marked broad-arrow over Bin triangle ;
thence on the west by a north line along the east
boundary of Cairns Run and a contiuation of same
line passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C in triangle, in all thirteen miles, to a
gidtliah-tree marked broad-arrow over X in triangle
on its north-west side ; thence on the north-east by
a south- east  Line along part of the south-west
boundary of Bundarra Run three miles fifty-two
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M in
triangle on its east side ; thence again on the south-
east by a soutu-west line along part of the north-
west boundary of Foyle View Run thirty-six chains
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P in triangle
on its east side  ;  and thence again on the north-east
by a south-east line along the south-west boundary
of the same run twelve miles seventy-seven chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dougharty.
Claimant of Lease-John George Dougharty.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  20 it
Total 60 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Ser-
pentine Run, being a point thirty -six chains west
of a bog-tree marked broad-arrow over HE in
triangle  on its  south side, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line  six miles  to a mulgah-tree
marked  broad-arrow over Q in triangle on its
south- east  side ; thence on the north by an east
line ten miles crossing  Quilberry Creek  at a tree
marked broad-arrow over Q over XIX  in triangle
to a mountain-ash-tree marked broad-arrow over
RI in triangle on its north side ; thence on the
east by a south line  six miles  to the north-east
corner of Serpentine Run ; and thence on the south
by a west line  along  the north boundary of that
run ten  miles , crossing Quilberry Creek and passing
through trees marked broad-arrow over Q over
XII in  triangle  and broad-arrow over S in triangle
respectively, to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Dougharty North.
Claimant of I ease - John George  Dougharty.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 28 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12 is
Total ... ... 40 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Dough-
arty Run at a mull.,ah-tree marked broad-arrow
over Q in triangle, and bounded thence on the west
by a northerly line fo, r miles to a point about one
mile four chains west of a bendee-tree marked
broad-arrow over FL over 1 in triangle ; thence on
the north by an easterly line ten miles,  passing
tt rough said tree and also a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over V1 in triangle, to a point about
one mile four  chains  west of a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A2 in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the east by a southerly line four miles
to a mountain-ash-tree marked broad-arrow over
HI in triangle ; and thence on the south by a
west:rly line along the north boundary of Dough-
arty sun ten miles crossing Quilberry Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over Q over XIX in
triangle to the point of commeucemc nt.
Name of Run-Elwood.
Claimant of Lease-John G eorge  Dougharty.
Estimated Area-
Available  ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  31
Total  ... ... 2822-  „
Commencing at the south- east corner of Metz
Run at a box-tree  marked broad- arrow  over ME
in triangle on its north  side,  and bounded
thence on the west by a north  line along  the east
boundary of that run ten miles to a point thirty-
six chains west f a hendee-tree marked broad-
arrow  over EE in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the north by an e.:st line two miles sixty-
eight chains to a point thirty-six chains  west of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over HE in  triangle
on its south side; thence on the east by a south line
along  the west boundary of Serpentine Run ten
miles to a point bearing south-south-west and
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distant eightee:, chains from a tree marked broad-
arrow over S in triangle; and thence on the
south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of Sedan Run two miles sixty-eight
chains to the point-of commencement.
Name of Run-Florence.
Claimant of Lease -John GeorgeDougharty.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 91 to
Total ... ... 59# to
Commencing at the north- west corner  of Serpen-
tine Run at a point thirty- six chains  west of a box-
tree marked hroai-arrow over HE in  triangle on
its south side, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line  along  the north boundary of Elwood
Run and part of the north boundary of Metz Run,
in all five miles seventy-five chains, passing t hrough
a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over EE in
triangle on its north side to  a point  about thirty-
six chains  east of an ironbark- tree  marked broad-
arrow over F over T in triangle  on its  north-west
side ; thence on the west by a north line along the
east  boundary of Strasburg Run ten miles to a
point thirty- six chains  west  of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 in triangle;  thence on
the north by an  east line  five miles seventy-five
chains passing through a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over H in triangle to a point about one mile
four chains  west of a  bendee-tree marked broad-
arrow over FL over 1 in triangle on its north-east
side ; and thence on the east by a south  line along
the west boundaries of Dougharty North and
Dougharty Runs,  in all ten miles, passing  through
a mulgah-tree marked broad- arrow  over Q in
triangle  on its  south-east side to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run- Morris.
Claimant of Lease-John  George  Dougharty.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 41
Commencing at the west corner of Glen Yarron
Run at a bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over N
in triangle on its south side,, and bounded thence
on the north-east by a north-west line forty-five
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T in
triangle on its west side; thence on the north by a
west lime one mile pixty -tour chains passing through
a yapunyah-tree maykeci broad-arrow over F in tri-
angle on its south -west side to the north -east corner
of Missie Run ; thence on the  west  by a south line
along one  of the east ,boundaries of Missie Run seven
miles twenty chains to"a tree marked broad-arrow
-over E over$XXIX in triangle; thence on the south
-by an east line along part of the north boundary of
Walter Run nine miles eighteen chains to a point
about thirty.two chains north-westerly of a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over 7 in triangle  on  its
south side ; thence on the east by a north line along
part of the west boundary of Peterson Run forty
chains to a point  iabout forty-eight chains north-
west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over 4
in triangle on its south-west side ; and thence again
on the north-east by a north-west line along
Mnof the south-west boundary of Glen Yarron Hueight miles six chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run - Missie.
Claimant of Lease-John George Dougharty.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
... 80 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 20
Total ... ... 100
Commencing on the east  boundary of Serpentine
Run at it  box -tree  marked broad-arrow over LM in
triangle  on its east side , and bounded thence on t e
south by an easterly line along the north boundary
of Lodden  Run nine miles  sateen chains to the
west boundary of Frederick Run ; thence on the
ea-t by a north line along part of the west boiindai y
of that  run two miles  sixty-four chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over E over XLI in triangle ;
thence  again  on the south by an east line along part
of the north boundary of Walter Run  crossing Erac
Creek to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over
XXXIX in triangle ; thence again on the east by a
northerly  line along  the west boundary of Morris
Run seven miles twenty  chains  to the south boun-
dary of Mistake Run; thence on the north by a
westerly line along part of that boundary and one
of the south boundaries of Cairns Run, in all eleven
miles, passing thr.>ugh a yarron-tree marked broad-
arrow over  B in triangle  to the  east  boundary of
Dougharty North Run  at a point  about one mile
eight  chains west  and twenty  chains  south of a
box-tree marked broad- arrow  over MC  in triangle;
and thence on the west by a south line along part
of th last-mentioned boundary, the east boundary
of Dougharty Run, and part of the  east  boundary
of Serpentine Run, in  a 1 ten  miles, passing through
a mountain  ash-tree marked broad-arrow over RI
in triangle  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run- Dingo.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Augustus  Bullmore
and Richard  John Bligh.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 31 „
Total ... ... 431 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Trocbu
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over D in triangle, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line along the east boundary of
that run ten miles to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad- arrow  over T  in triangle  on its west side ;
thence on the north by  an east line  four miles thirty
chains  toa box-tree marked broad- arrow  over BI in
triangle on its west side ; thence on the east by a
south line ten  miles  to a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over H in triangle ; and thence on the
south by  a west  line along parts of the north boun-
daries of Florence and Strasburg Runs, in all four
miles  thirty chains , passing  through a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over S in triangle to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Merv.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Augustus Bullmore
and Richard John Bligh.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 7 of
Total ... ... 77 „
Commencing  at the south-east corner of Dingo
Run at a  mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over H
in triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundary
of that  run ten  miles to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over B1 in triangle on its west side ; thence
on the north by an eas' line along one of the south
boundaries of Emily Run two miles pas'.ing
through a mulgah -tree  marked broad-arrow over
Dl in triangle to the watershed between the Paroo
River and the Langlo River at an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over El in triangle on its
west aide ; thence on the north-east by that water-
shed south-easterly along the south-west boundary
of the same run to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle  on its east  side ; thence again on
the north by an east line  along  one of the south
boundaries of the same run four miles to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over M in triangle on
its west side; thence on the east by a south line
along  part of the west boundary of Peter R u,• i vr-
miles to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over P
over M in triangle  on its east  side ; thence again
on the north by an east line along part of the
south boundary of the last-mentioned run two
miles  seventy-two chains to a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over M in triangle; thence
again or, the east by a south line along one of the
west boundaries of Cairns Run fo cur miles fift y-two
chains passing througri a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L in triangle on its south-west
side to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over V1
in triangle on its north side ; and thence on the
south by a west line along parts of the north
boundaries of 'Dougharty North and F'orence
Runs, in all eleven  miles, passing  through a
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bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over FL over 1
in triangle on its north-east side to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cairns.
Claimant of Lease-Dugald McKinnon.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 29 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 6
Total ... ... 35 to
Commencing on the south boundary of Peter
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over M in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by an easterly  line  along part of that boun-
dary to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over P in triangle , and a  continuation of same line,
in all six miles  thirty -four chains. to a point about
twenty-four chains north of a giddiih-tree marked
broad-arrow over C in triangle ; thence on the east
by a southerly  line six miles  thirty- six chains pass-
ing through the last-mentioned marked tree to a
yarron-tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle ;
thence on the south by a westerly line two miles
seventy-two chains passing through a point about
twenty-four chains south of a boxitree marked
broad-arrow over MC in triangle to the east boun-
dary of Dougharty North lcun ; thence on the west
by a north line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary one mile sixty-four chains to its north-
east  corner, being a point about one mile four
chains west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over A2 in triangle ; thence again on the south by
a west line  three  miles  forty-two chains along part
of the north boundary of the same run to a tree
marked broad-arrow over V1 in triangle ; and
thence again on the west by a northerly line four
miles  fifty-two chains passing through a tree
marked broad-arrow over L in triangle to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Karrol West.
Claimants of Lease-George Rolfe and William
Peterson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 21 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 21 „
Commencing at the south -west corner of Karrol
Run at bendee -tree marked broad -arro w over Kl
in triangle on its  south side, and bounded thence
on the south by a westerly line along part of the
north boundary of Peterson Run six miles fifty-two
chains to a box -tree marked broad-arrow over Hi
in triangle on itv south -east side  ;  thence on the
north-west  by a north- east line along  part of the
south-east boundary of Glen Yarron Run and the
south -east boundary of Binbilla West Run, in all
seven miles  six + hams,  passing through a double
box-tree marked  broad- arrow over E in triangle on
its east side to a box -tree marked broad-arrow over
T in triangle ; thence on the north by an easterly
line along part of the south boundary of Tarangella
Run one mile sixty-four chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over K in triangle on its north
aide ; and thence on the east by a southerly line
along the west boundary of Karrol Run  five miles
to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
i r of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of
the hun known as Indian Head ,  is published as
required  by the  Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Indian Head ,  situated in the District
of Wide Bay and Burnett ,  in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Harry Edgar Aldridge ,  the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Indian Head ,  situated
is the Dietrigt of Wide Bay and juruett, ii the
Colony of Queensland ,  has given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands ,  dated the nineteenth
day of May ,  1885 ,  that he elects to take advantage
of the provisions of  " 1he Crown Lands Act of
1884  "  with respect to such run  :  And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report
made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Art of  1884": And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided  :  Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said  report  hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the  division  of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Pub lic Lands be con-
firmed  :  And we do further order that the said
run known as Indian Head be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the  said  run referred to
in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
About  121  square miles.
Commencing on the shore of the Pacific Ocean
at a point about two miles southerly from Indian
Head ,  and bounded thence on the north -east by a
line bearing 285 degrees about three and a-half
miles ; on the north -west by a line bearing 195
degrees about three and a-half miles ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 105 degrees about three
and a-half miles to the shore of the Pacific Ocean ;
and on the south -east by the Pacific Ocean north-
easterly to the point of commencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part'for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
About  122  square miles.
Commencing on the shore of the Pacific Ocean
at a point about two miles westerly  fr om Waddy
Point, and bounded thence on the north -west by a
line bearing 195 degrees about four miles ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 105 degrees about
three and a-half miles to the shore of the Pacific
Ocean  ;  and on the east  and  north by the Pacific
Ocea n.  northerly and westerly to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this thirteenth
day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD ,  Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
!THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Cannon Valley ,  is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter  of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Cannon Valley ,  situated in the Dis-
trict of Kennedy  (Settled), in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS the Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales ,  the pastoral tenant of the run known
as Cannon Valley ,  situated in the District of Ken-
nedy  (Settled ),  in the Colony of Queensland, have
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the third day of July ,  1885 ,  that they elect
to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884 "  with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a
fair division thereof  :  And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has referred the same to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being thg  14ad Uc rd o©ustituted uudei' the •
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visions of  "The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884":  And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be  divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice  fr om the said pastoral tenant
and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said run known
as Cannon  Valley be divided  into two parts, and
that the part of the.said run referred to in the said
Act as the resumed part shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 58 square miles.
Commencing at a point about twenty chains east
from the south -east corner of portion 195, parish
of Dryander ,  and bounded thence on  the south by
a line bearing east about one mile thirty-four
chains ; on the east by a line bearing north about
three and a-half mules  ;  on the north by a litre
bearing west about one mile thirty -four chains ;
and on the west by a line bearing south about
three and a-half miles to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the  other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall  be  entitled to receive
a lease  for the  term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by  the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
About  5- square miles.
Commencing at a point about seventy chains
east  from the south- east eorn i  r of portion 659,
parish of Dryander ,  and bounded thence on the
so ,th by a line bearing west about two miles six
chains;  on  the west by  a line  bearing north about
three and a-half mile .; ;  on the  north  by a line
bearing east about two miles six chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south about three and
a-half miles  to the  point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of alienated ,  selected, and reserved lands.
Given uuuder the seal of the Board ,  this thirteenth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON , Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1885.T 1 HE following  order of the Land  Board,  con-firming the division made under  the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  18$4" of the
Run known as Boree Creek ,  is published as
required by the Act,  and for the information of
these  whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division  of the Run
known as  Boree Creek ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Mitchell, in the Colony  of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS The South Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limifed,  the pastoral tenants
of the  consolidated run known  as Boree Creek,
situated in the Pastoral District of Mitchell, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  comprising  the runs
known as Brynmaur , Hawarden, Dalkeith, and
Swavlands ,  have given  notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the twenty-eighth day of
August, 1885, that they elect to take advantage of
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has  been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as-
to the best mode of making  a fair division  thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward D -shon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" : And whereas, the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided : Now, upon reading the said notive
from the said pastoral tenant and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said consolidated run known as
Boree Creek ,  and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned ,  be divided into two parts ,  and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows ,  viz.:-
About  40;  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over XV in triangle, and bounded thence on the
west by a south line passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over B over B over B over D and cross-
ing Boree Creek at a coolibar -tree marked broad-
arrow over B over D in triangle eight miles seventy-
four chains ; thence on the south by an east line
ten miles to a point south of a tree on the Barcoo
River marked broad-arrow over XIII in triangle ;
thence on the east by a north line passing about
seven chains we3t of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over H over S in triangle about four miles
to the Barcoo River at a point opposite the tree
marked bro ad-arrow over  XIII  in triangle ; and
thence on the north-e i st and nort h by the left bank
of the said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement .- exclusive 'of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows , viz. :-
About 68  square miles.
Commencing at a point eight miles seventy-four
chains south of a tree on the Barcoo River marked
broad-arrow over X V in triangle ,  and bounded thence
on the north by an east line ten miles to apoint about
seventy chains south and seven chains west of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over H over S in
tryangie ; thence on the east by a south  li ne  pa- sing
through a post marked broad-arrow over B over S
over P  six miles seventy -seven chains to a point
about one mile east of a post marked broad-arrow
over SBB  ;  thence on the south by a west line
passing through the said post and crossing Boree
Creek five miles to a post marked broad -arrow over
S over B ; thence on the west by a north line about
one mile thirty chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over D over S ; thence again on the south by a
west line five miles to a point south of starting
point; and thence again on the west by a north line
five miles forty-seven chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved or alienated
lands  (if any )  contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under  the seal of the Board ,  this eighteenth
day of November ,  w.n. 1885.
[L.S.] E. DESHON ,  ) Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th  November, 1885.
1
THE following order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Grouyeah ,  is published as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Grouyeah, situated in the District
of Wide Bay and Burnett, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Harry Edgar Aldridge, the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Grouyeah, situated in the
District of Wide  Bay and Burnett , in the Colony of
Queensland, has given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated thenineteenth dayof May, 1885,
that he elects to take advantage of the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884 " with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has
been inspected and a  report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making  a fair  division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
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has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Art of  1884": And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we. do order
that the division of the slid run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run known as
Grouyeah be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
About  121  square miles.
Commencing on the east coast of. Fraser Island at
a point bearing east f rom the north -east corner of
special timber lease Yarong and about sixty-five
chains along the beach northerly from a pandanus-
tree marked broad- arrow  over timber reserve, and
bounded thence on the north by lines bearing west
one and a-quarter mites, 207 degrees seventy
chains, 240 degrees seventy chains, and west one
mile; on the west by a line bearing 191 degrees
30 minutes about three and a-half miles ; on the
south by a line bearing east to the Pacific Ocean ;
and on the east by the shore thereof northerly to
the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
About  122  square miles.
Commencing on the east coast of Fraser Island
at a point about two miles southerly along the beach
from a pandanus-tree marked broad-arrow over
T.R.6., and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west about three and a-quarter miles ; on
the west by a line bearing 11 degrees 30 minutes
about four miles ; on the north by a line bearing
east to the Pacific Ocean ; and on the east by the
shore thereof southerly to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under  the seal  of the Board, this seven-
teenth day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E.. )ESHON,' Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the provi-
sions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Miva, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the  Matter  of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Miva, situated in the district of
Wide Bay and . Burnett, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS John Townsend Atherton, the pastoral
tenant (•f the run known as Miva ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Wide Bay and Burnett.
in the Colony of Queensland, has given notice
to the Secretary or Public Lands, dated
the tenth day of June, 1885, that he elects
to take advantage of the provisions of  " 1 he
Crown Lands Art of  1884" with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for ' ublic Lands as to the best mode of
making a fa,.r division thereof: And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has referred the same
to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson
Sword, being the Land Board constituted under
the provisions of  "The Crown  Lands Act of
1884 " : And whereas the said Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided : Now, upon reading the said notice from
the said pastoral tenant and the said report herein-
the Secretar yy for Public  Lands, dated  the twelfth
day of March ,  1885 ,  that they elect to take advan-
before mentioned ,  we do order that the division of
the said run made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands, be confirmed  :  And we do further order
that the said run known as Miva be divided into
two parts ,  and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall com-
prise and include the land described as follows,
viz.: -
About  94 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of port on
1572, parish of Miva ,  and hounded thence by a
line bearing east t - the Maryboroegh and Kilkivan
road  ;  thence by th t road southerly about seventy
chai s, by a line beating east about seventy fii •
chains, by a line be r ng south to the north boun-
dary of portion  1032;  thence by that portion
east,  ly, by p )rtion 7 61 north rly and easterly,
by portions 1 and 16 northerly, by portions
1515 and 1309  weW rly and northerly to a
point east from the south-east corner of portion
1096; thence by + line west to that corner ; thence
by portion 1096 westerly and northerly ,  by portions
1435 and 19 wes erly, by portion 1117 southerly
and westerly ,  and by portion 1572 southerly to th ',
point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as fo llows,  viz.
About 94 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Munna Creek
and the Mary River ,  and bounded thence by
Manna  Creek upwards for about 111 chains in a
direct line to a tree marked VA ; thence by a line
bearing west about 291 chains, by a line bearing
south about 390 chains to a tree marked  W  over
6 on Munna Creek  ;  thence by a line bearing 170
degrees about ninety chains to a tree marred A ;
thence by a line bearing east to the south-east
corner of portion 1572 .  parish of Miva  ;  thence by
the east boundary of that portion northerly, by the
south and east boundai ies of portion 1117 easterly
and northerly, by the south boundaries of portions
19 and 1435 easterly ,  by the west  a )d  south boun-
daries of portion 1096 southerly and easterly, by a
line east to the west boundary of portion  1309;
thence by that boundary and the west and south
boundaries of portion 1515 southerly and easterly,
by the wet boundaries of portions 16 and 1
southerly ,
by the north and west boundaries ofporti(  •n 761 westerly an  I  southerly ,  by the north
boundary of portion 1032 westerly about twenty-
five  chains,  by a line south to Wide Bay t reek ;
and thence by that creek and the Mary River
downwards to the point of commencement ,-- exclu-
sive of alienated ,  aeleeted, and reserved lands.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this sevc n-
teenth day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON ,
'
Members of the
T. S. SWORD ,  Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act (f  1884" of
the Run known as Doongul ,  is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Doongul, situated in the Pastoral
District of Wide Bay and Burnett, in the
.Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS Charles Grafton Ross and Richard
Henry Mant f all, the pastoral tenants of the con-
solidated run known as Doongul ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Wide Bay  aid  Burnett, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  comprising the runs known as
Doongul and Woocoo No .  1, have given notice to
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tage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884" with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary or Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshv n and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884" : And whereas the said
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said run
to be divided : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral  tenants,  and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said consolidated  run known as
Doongul,  and compprising  the runs hereinbefore
mentioned, be divided into two pants, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall  comprise  and include the
Tani described as follows , viz.:-
About  38  square miles.
Commencing  on the Maryborough and Gayndah
road at the south-west  corner  of Lower Doongul
Run, - and bounded thence, by the south-west
boundary of that run north-westerly to the con-
fluence  of Forbes and Doongul Creeks ; thence by
the west boundary of Warrah Run northerly to
the north- east corner  of the  run, on  the north by
a line  bearing west  five miles, on  the west by a line
bearing south to Doongul Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards to the  crossing  of the Mary-
bor .ugh and Gayndan road ; and thence by that
road easterly to the point of commencement.
And that the other part,  being  the part fora hich
the said pastoral  tenants  shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the  term  and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land described  as follows , viz. :-
About 34g' square miles.
Commencing  on the Maryborough'and Gayndah
road at the  crossing  of Eighteen-mile Creek, and
bounded thence by that creek upwards to the
north-west  corner  of portion 1454, parish of Gun-
.aloon ; thence by that portion south and east to
the west  boundary of Bererum No. 1 Run ; thence
by part of that boundary south to the north-east
corner  of Bererum Run ; thence  by the north and
west  boundaries  of that run  west and  south to the
south- west corner  thereof ; thence by part of the
north  boundary  of Woocoo  Run a" d a line west to
the eastern boundary  of Clifton Run; thence by
that boundary northerly to the southern watershed
of Doongul  Creek ; thence by that watershed
westerly about two miles in a direct line  ;  thence
by a line  north  to Doongul  Creek at a  point about
one mile above  the south- east corner  of portion
1214,  parish of  Doongal; thence by Doongul Creek
downwards to the crossing  of the Maryborough
and Gayndah  road  ;  and thence  by that road easterly
to the point of  commencement , - exclusive of
alienated,  selected , and reserved lands.
Given  under  the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, I Land Board.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
-visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Rookwood, is published as requiredby the Act, and for the information of those whomit may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the division of the Run
known  as Rookwood, situated in the District
of Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony of Queens-
land.
W$EBEAS Wiliiam Henry Toms, the pastoral
Queensland, has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the tenth day of July,
1885, that he elects to take advantage of the
provisions of  " The Crcwn Lands Act of  1884
with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Put-lic Lands
us to the best mode of making a fair division
thereof : And whereas the said Secretary fur
Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the'pro-
visi ins of  "The Crowe Lands Act of  1884 ": And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary forPublic Lands be confirmed:
And we do further order' that the said run
known as Rookwood be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to
in the sail Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 203 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Boundary Creek
at a point about twenty  chains  north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over V, and bounded thence
on the east by  a line  bearing north six miles sixty
chains ; on  the north by a line hear ng west five
miles ; on the south-west by a line bearing south-
easterly 680  chains to  a tree marked broad-arrow
over V I on Boundary Creek ; and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being ' he part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitli d to
receive a  lea -e  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
About  202  square miles.
Commencing at a point about seven miles north
from a tree marked broad-arrow over V on Boun-
dary Creek, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north five miles ; on the north by a
line bearing west five miles ; on the west by a line
bearing south five miles ; and on the south by a
line bearing east five miles to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of alienated, selected, and
reserved lands
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirteenth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, 2 Members of the
T. S. SA O1W. J Land Board.
Department of 1'uf Elie Lands,
Brisb ane, 20th -November, 1883.
1
THE followirg  order of the Land Board, con-firming the  division made ureter the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of 1884 "of the
Run known as Medway , is published as required
by the Act,  and for  the information of those whore
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Medway, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS George E. Turnbull, the pastoral tenant
of the consolidated run known as Medway, situated
in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the
Colony of Queensland, comprising the runs known
as Clifton and Wilford, has given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-first
day of April, 1885, that he elects to take  advantage
of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 " with respect to such run : And whereas the
tenant of the run known as  Rookwood, situated  in E said run has treen  inspected  and a report made
the District of Kennedy  (Settled), in the Colony  of thereon  to the  said Secretary  for Public  Lands as
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to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 ": And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided : Now, upon leading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said consolidated run known as
Medway, and comprising the conterminous runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts :
And that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 115  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Medway
Creek at a point about eighteen  chains  below a tree
marked broad-arrow over M23 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line
crossing the said creek at a point about twelve
chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over B
in triangle,  near  the junction of Billaboo Creek,
about six miles thirty chains to a point bearing
north 31 degrees  east  and distant three miles
sixteen  chains from a tree marked AZ on the left
bank of Medway Creek ; thence by a line bearing
north 31 degrees east about thirty-four chains to
the northern watershed of Medway Creek ; thence
on the north- east , north and west by that watershed
in a north-westerly, westerly, and southerly direc-
tion to a point west of starting point ; and thence
again  on the south by an east line about nine miles
fifty chains, crossing Medway Creek and passing
about twelve chains south of a tree marked broad-
arrow over M26 in triangle, and recrossing the
creek, to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all re'ierved or alienated lands contained within
these dt scribed boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the condi-
tions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz. :-
About 115 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Medway
Creek at a point about eighteen chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over M23 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by  an east line cross-
ing the said creek at a point about twelve chains
south of a tree marked broad-arrow over B in
triangle , near the j unction  of Billaboo Creek„about
six miles thirty chains to a point bearing north
31 degrees  east  and distant three miles sixteen
chains  from a  tree marked AZ on Medway Creek ;
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
rend, r their titles under that Act,- and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act (f  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing 'arms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections I. and 2 of Section 2 of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement  of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must  state  whether  it is  already
surveyed  or is  u' surveyed.
(2) Every  selection  applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground  and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained  until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
thence by a line bearing north 31 degrees east Public Lands Office,
about thirty-four chains to the northern watershed Darling Downs District,
of Medway Creek ;  thence again  on the north by Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
that  watershed in an easterly  direction to a point NOTICE.
north of an ironbark- tree on  Medway Creek
marked broad- arrow over  M10 in  triangle  ; thence TTNDE R Section 52 of  " The Crown Lands
on the east  by a south line about six miles  v Alienation Act (f  t876," I hereby call upon
twenty-four chains to that tree ; thence on the the Selectors mentioned in the Schedule herewith
south by the left bank of the last-named creek to show cause at the Land Court to be held at
upwards  to a gum -tree marked AZ ; thence Allora, on the 25th day of November next, at Ten
on the south- east  by a line bearing north o'clock in the forenoon, why their respectives
211 degrees  east crossing  Medway Creek about Selections should not he declared forfeit@d for non-
d fulfilment of condition of residence.wen h ains to th e wa t ers hve m es ty c efi il t
between Mountain Creek and Ducabrook Creek ;
thence  again  on the south by that watershed in a
westerly direction to the dividing range between
the Leiehhardt and South Kennedy Districts ;
thence on the west by that range in a northerly
direction to a point west of starting point ; and
thence again on the north by an east line crossing
Medway Creek and passing about twelve chains
south of a tree marked broad-arrow over M26 in
triangle, and recrossing the creek, about nine miles
fifty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this eighteenth
day of November, A.D 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHOX, Members of the
T. S. SWOR D,)  Land Board.
District. Owner. Parish.
1920 Warwick ... F. Schreick ... ... Allora
1935 Ditto ... W. J. Rooney ... ... ditto
2047 Ditto ... E. Cowley . ... ... ditto
2066 Ditto ... J. Kelly, junr. ... ... ditto
2119 Ditto ... E. demillan ... ... ditto
2237 Ditto ... J. Hardwick ... ... Goomburra
2238 Ditto ... E. Rardwick ... ... ditto
2.38 Ditto ... Tom. Neale ... ... Allora
1943 Ditto ... Andrew Rickert,  senr .... ditto
2075 Ditto ... Adam  Rickert ... ... Goomburra
2207 Ditto .. John Hamill ... ... Allora
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
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Land Commissioner's Office.
Rockhampton, 10th November, 1885.
To JAMES COCHRANE.
I
T having been reported to me that you have not
complied with the condition of residence in
Rockhampton District. respect of your Conditional Selec-
Conditional Selection  tion, No. 1878, Rockhampton
Pari No.1 875. er. District, you are hereby called
County of  Livingstone. upon to attend the Lana Court,
Selected- June, 1881. to be held at the Land Office,Confirmed-May,1882.Rockhampton, on the 11th dayArea-4M acres.
of January, 1886, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, ahen such evidence will be heard
as you may bring forward against  the  forfeiture of
your conditional  selection aforesaid.
G. W. YOUNG.
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay ,  2nd November, 1885.
Notice to GlyoRGE WALKER,  of Mackay.YOU are hereby called upon to attend at theLand Court to be held at M,lckay, on the
Act 40 Vic. 18
see. 52. No. 120).
Mackay District.
George  Walker.
Area  311 acres.
Parish of St.
Helens.
11th day of  December next, at Two
o'clock p.m., to show cause why your
Selection should not be declared for-
feited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 29th October, 1885.
To EDWARD I1UGH O'NEILL, Kitmoyler, Teviot.
YOU are hereby called upon to attend theLandCourt to be held at Ipswich, on FRIDAY
40 Vic. No. 16. the 4th December next, at Ten
Ipswick District. o'clock in the forenoon, and showNo. 6W.E.Il. Oo 'Neill. cause  whyyour Selection No.
Area-637 acres. 6040, Ipswich District, should
Dugan an. not  be declared forfeited for the
Conditional. non-fulfilment of the condition
Dugandan Homestead of res i dence.
Area.
PETER McLEAN,
L and Commissioner.
Public  Lands Office,
Ipswich, 15th  October, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM  BHIITEL , Grandchester.
Y
OU are hereby  called upon to attend  the Land
Court to be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
40 Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich.
No. 6184.
Mr.  Bentel.
Grandchester.
Portion 151.
76 aeres.
Homestead.
the 4th December  next , at (10) Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause  why your Selection No. 5184,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared forfeited for the  non-ful-
filment  of the condition of occupation.
PETER McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Darling Downs District,
Toowoomba, 20th October, 1885.
Notice to PAraICx SULLIVAN, holder of Selection
No. 3163, T R., Westbrook Homestead Area.
\TD 8 R Section  52  of  " The Crown Lands
U Alienation Act of  1876," I hereby call upon
you to show  cause  at the Land Court to be held at
Toowoomba, on the ?3rd day of November next, at
Ton o'clock in the forenoon, why your Selection No.
3163, Toowoomba Register, should not be declared
forfeited  for non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence.
JOHN REID WARNER,
Land Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFARLAN E, holder of Selec-
tion lei o. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that you haveI failed in  performance  of the conditions of
residence  on the above selection, I have to request
that you will  show cause ,  at the Land Court to be
holden  at Gympie on WEDNESDAY,  the 2nd
December ,  1885,  why the  same should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner ,  Gympie.
Public Lands Office,
Geraldton, 2nd November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
HAVE  this day, in compliance with section 31
of the Timber  Regulations under  " The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884,"  issued to EDWIN J. CoticHMAN
a Provisional License  to cut  and remove Timber
from the  following Crown lands : -
Commencing on the right bank of the Johnstone
River about thirty chains  below Nind's Creek ;  thence
to crown of Moresby Range ; thence east by crown
of that range about 100 chains  ;  thence in a
westerly direction to Nind's Creek about eighty
chains ; thence by that creek and Johnstone River
to point  of commencement.
MARTIN O'DONOHtTE,
Acting Land  Commissioner.-
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining  Rents and for
such other  business as may  be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land  Board, at
Brisbane , at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
15th day of December  proximo.
By order of the  Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court, for
1 the confirmation of the divisions of Runs and the
determination of Rents, and for such other  business
as may be required, will be held at the Court house
at Tabibo on or about ERiDAY, the 4th day of
December proximo, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT t',
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.
i T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court, for
1  the confirmation of the divisions of Runs and the
determination of rents ,  and for such  other  business
as may be required , will be held at the Court
House at Blackall on MONDAY, the thirtieth day
of November  instant, at 10 o 'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Ore ce of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the confirmation of the  divisions of Runs
and the determination of Rents, and for such other
business  as may be required, will be held at the
Court Mouse at Clermont on WEDNESDAY,
the 25th day of November instant, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOT;,
Secretary.
Office of the Lane',. Board,
Brisbane , 13th November, 1885.T T is hereby notified that a land Board Court,
for the confirmation of the divisions of Runs
and the  determination of Rents,  and for such other
business as may be required, will be held at the
Court House at Emerald on FRIDAY, the 27th
day of -November instant, at 10 o'clock a m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE QUARTERS, ARAMAC.TENDERS will be received at this Office, atthe Police Station, Aramac, and Court House,
Blackall, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
18th December, from persons willing to contract
for erection of Police Quarters at Aramac.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Quarters,
Aramac."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained,  at this
Office ; at the Police Station, Aramac ; and Court
House,  Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank  notes  with the
Tender,  is £15 . (See clause  I in the  General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the suns
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender  as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking  in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily  he
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STORE, ETC., WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT,
WINTON.
L RESH Tenders  will be received at this Office,
and at the Court  Houses,  Winton  and Towns-
ville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
18th December, from  persons willing  to contract
for erection of Store and Office for the Water
Supply Department at Winton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Store, 4'c., Winton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Winton and
Townsville.
The amount  of preliminary  deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the'time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering .  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 16th November, 1885.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane  Valley Branch-2nd Section.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
STATION MASTER'S HOUSE, ESK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th
December, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Station Master 's house at Esk.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Station
Master's Souse, Esk."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obt:lined, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time wit hin which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to ller Majesty for  securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS
ROLLING-STOCK, WAGONS, MACKAY
RAILWAY.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885, for the construction of thefollowing
Rolling-Stock for the Mackay Railway:-One Cattle Wagon, 32 feet long.
One Horse-Box.
A deposit of two and a-half (24) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at the
Locomotive  Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Offices, Ma borough and Mackay.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Xore.- renderer s must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to  lines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, CARRIAGE, MACKAY
RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885, for the construction of the
following Carriage for the Mackay Railway,
viz.:-
1 Composite Carriage, 37 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See clause  13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be  seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Offices, Maryborough and Mack y.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nora ..-Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract  relating to  flues for non -completion to time will be st ri ctly
enforced.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
E%TEi'BION OF TIME.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Extension -Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS  are invited  for the  construction of
the 9th Section of the  Western Extension
from  Dulbydilla to Charleville -in length 71 miles
45 chains 95" links,  inclusive of Deviations-in
accordance with Plans, Sections,  Drawings ,  General
Conditions , and Specifications , Which may be seen
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at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, at
the Office of the Commissioner for Railways in
Sydney, and at the Railway Office in Melbourne, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for 9th Section of
Western Extension,"  must he deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1886.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES.
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th November, 1885.
Amended Notice.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
REFRESHMENT ROOMS,  IPSWICH ,  GRAND-
CHESTER ,  HELIDON, TOOWOOMBA, AND
WARWICK.
FURTHER EXTENSION OF TIME.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTERN BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,NDERS
until Noon of MONDAY, the
30th November, for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater, Townsville ,  a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and Specification may been seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Sydney,  Brisbane,
Rockhampton, and Townsville.
A deposit ob£500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Specification.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Treasury,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1885.SEPARATE Tenders will be  received at thisOffice  until Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,
the 4th December next, from persons willing to
Tender for Lease of Refreshment Rooms at the
following Railway Stations, viz.: --
IPSWICH,
( 'rRANDCHRSTER,
HE LIDON,
TOOWOOMBA,
WARWICK,
for the term of (2) two years from 1st January,
1886.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Refresh-
ment  Rooms."
Full particulars can be obtained at this Office on
application.
The highest
accepted.
or any Tender  not necessarily
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
E XTENSION  OF TIME.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN RAILWAYS.
North  Coast  Railway— Contract ZVo. 1.
CONTRACT  FOR WORKS.TENDERS are invited for the construction ofthe 1st Section of the North Coast Railway
from the junction with the Sandgate Line to
Cabooltnre - in length 25 miles 4 chains 26 links,
inclusive of Deviations - in accordance with Plans,
Sections ,  Drawings ,  General Conditions ,  and Speci-
fication ,  which may be seen at the Office of the
Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane ,  at the Office of the Com-
missioner for Railways in Sydney .  and at the Rail-
way Office in Melbourne, on and after  MONDAY.
the 9th November,  1885, where also forms of
Tender and other information can be obtained.
Tenders ,  endorsed  " Tender for the 18t Section of
Forth Coast  Railway ,"  must be deposited at the
Office of  the Under  Secretary for Railways not
later than 4  o'clock p in. on TUESDAY, the 22nd
December, 1885.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd November, 1885.
ADVERTISING AT STATIONS, QUEENSLAND
RAILWAYS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
  Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th day
of December  next ,  from persons willing to  contract
for Advertising  at Stations , Queensland Railways,
for a period of (2) two years from 1st January,
886.
Full particulars can be obtained at the Office of
the Commission r for Railways, Brisbane.
F. CURN OW,
Commissioner for Railways
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 12th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS ,  ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
COOMERA LOWER.TENDERS will he received at this Office, and
at the Court  House,  Beenleigh,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th  of December,
from persons willing to contract  for the  necessary
Improvements at- the State School ,  Coomera
Lower.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve
meats, 4'c., State  School,  Coomera Lower."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars  obtained,  at thisOffice, and at the Court House ,  Beenleigh.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction.
Brisbane ,  5th  November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CONVERTING OLD SCHOOL BUILDING AT
MILES INTO A TEACHER 'S RESIDENCE.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses ,  Toowoomba and Miles,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th of
November ,  from persons willing to contract for
converting old School Building at Miles into a
Teacher's Re idence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender. for Convertinfq
Old School Building at Miles i nto a  Teacher s
Residence."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toowoomba and
Miles.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAHS AND LAVATORIES, STATE
SCHOOL, Sr. GEORGE.VENDERS will hereceived at this  Office, and
at the Court House, St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, I he 27th of November,.from persons willing to contract for the ereetiovi
of Verandahs and Lavatories to the  State School
at St .  George.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Verandahs
and Lavatories ,  State School , St . George."
Plan, S eciflcation ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, St. George.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or  any  one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
ADDITIONAL WIRE1 MITCHELL TO DULBY•
DILLA, ANb BRANCH LINES TO MUN-
GALLALA AND DULBYDILL4 R. S.TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 30th instant,
from"ersons desirot<s of contracting for the supply
of a material ,  except wire ,  insulators ,  brekkets,
and scre*s, and for  Al  workmanship necessary for
the above -mentioned work ,  according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and speci fication appended
hereto.
Tenders must state  separately-
1. Price per mile for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price , per pole ,  for new ones , where necessary.
9. Price, pet foot, for extra length of poles,
where  n(*esear jr.
4. Price , p er mile, for clearing and timber work
on Branch Lines.
Mitchell to Dulbydilla-a distance of forty (40)
miles ,  more  bt le*L.
Branches from points on existing line to Mungal-
lala rind Dnlbyrd1lla-.  distance of bile half=mile each,
more 6±1606-(two Wired).
The  wire,insulators,  brackets,  and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
4antraetor ,  who will be held  responsible  for  applying
for sufficient,  and  any surplus material after the
completion of the soiatract must be dblivered by the
contractor, free of charge,  at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as diroted.
The whole  contract  to be  completed and handed
over to the Government within five (5) weeks
from the noti fi cation of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventyflwe  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have  been  completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the game ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall  have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final
payment  shalt be made,  of rejecting and condemn-
wg any of  the work  or materials in respect  of
which such report and payments may have been
made . The total  balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction  of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of  the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion .  Such use of the
. -me not  to prejudice  in any way the power to sub-
: e'iuently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Vectric Telegraph Act" for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a bond indemnifying
the Govern ment against any claims for compensa-
tion  arisin from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall  be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the con-
tractor, if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such
claim he may see  At.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete. the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
suing  of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit  of a sum equal  to ten (10) per cont. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany  each Tender,  also a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for
the dueperformance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally exectite and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty in  a sum  equal to twenty (20) per
cent . on the  amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the branch lines to be marked put by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the branch lines to be felled,
and all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet
from each pole to be cleared away, and a good
straigh bridle-track  of not less  than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting  officer might endanger the branch
lines, to be removed.
All  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the origittal width of such
roadway .  In eased where tracks may become
blocked ,  all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less than twenty  (20) feet
in width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed,  not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five  (6) feet from the butt, and  five (5) inches
in diameter at the  top. and twenty-five (25)  feet in
length ; co be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of sit  (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good  hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
Wide. The top of  each  pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served  with  a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-pendicular position, a d well rammed with rubble
and earth .  At angles or other places where
required,struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
in sulator to be not less than one (1)  inch from
the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made  as directed, and the wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph  wires are  to be regulated
where  necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
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The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work,  or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together "  with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the  final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Mitchell.
T. MACDONALD- PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  2nd November, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH WORKS--ALT9R,&-
TIONS AND RE?AI1t3 TO LINES ON
CURTIS ISLAND.
FRESH Tenders will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric 't'elegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-
third (23rd) day of November next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except iron poles ,  wire, insulators,
brackets, and screws, and for all workmanship
necessary for the undermentioned telegraph work,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :--
D$VTATIDN.
1. Jriee, per mile,  for clearing and erection of
iron poles.
2. Price,  per mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
3. Price,  each ,  for wooden poles, where neces-
2.
sary.
PRESENT LINES.
Price, per mile, for clearing.
Price ,  per mile ,  for thoroughly overhauling
and repairing existing wires, etc., in
accordance  With  clauses 10, 11, and 12
of speci fication.
3. Price, each, for new poles, where required.
New Branch (deviation) to Cape Capricorn, from
a point on  existing lisle-a  distance of ten (10)
miles, more or less.
Present lines- Narrows to Sea Hill ,  vid  Pilo;
Station ($cppel Bay)-length, thirty (30) miles,
more or less.
The iron poles, wire, insulators, brackets, and
screws to be supplied by the Government and
delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
quantities  issued  will be upon the proper estimate
and requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material  after the completion of the con-
tract must  be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph  Station, as
directed.
he whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within three (3) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Contli(ions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer  appointed  by him  in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final psy-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the  work  or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have  been made.
The total balance  will  be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves to itself  the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "  The Eleetrie Telegraph Aet "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the eontraotor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damag to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line and
other works ,  also  for  damage so caused to roads ;
and if such claims are, not defrayed ,  the Superin-
tendent is authorised to pay the same  from any
moneys due to the contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gaoette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal.
ties for the non -fulfiment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the nos -fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  artd the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to  be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated ,  in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver  At  the Oglce of the
Crown  [Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within ten  (10)  days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a  sum equal
to twenty  (20) per cent .  on the amount of the
Tender. "
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender,
8pec(flcation.
The course of the now line to be marked out by
the contractor,  under the direction of the inspect-
ing officer.
Too iaq polgs to be plaoe4 Qpe hundred and ten
(110) yams  aparr to be sank four  (4) feet in the
ground,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed  with rubble and earth. At angles pr
other places where requ'  d, struts or  supports  of
wood or iron to be supplied, and fixed as  ifirpeted.
At river or road Crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supp lied and erected by
the contractor as directed.
All trees and underwood  standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the  line to.be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of pot less than eight  (8)  feet  in width
to be left open within the clearing.Amy branches pvera p  g groin trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  w c in the  *4dgent  ofthe inspecting officer  might  endangertote lut , to be
removed.
All  existing  cleared roads which may come
blocked by fallen timber must be el ed the
removal of the timber to the original width o such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked ,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than  twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
All new wooden  poles  required must be heavy
straight saplings of the best description  of  approved
hardwood  (no spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash
being allowed ),  with the bark removed, not less
than nine (9) inches in diameter at  five  (5) feet
from the butt ,  and five  (5) inches in diameter at
the top ,  and twenty-five (25) feet  in length ; to be
carefully and thoroughly charred from the base
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upwards over a space of six  (6) feet ,  and well
coated with the best coal tar ; the top to be  firmly
bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity, with
good-hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) inch wide.
The top of each pole must be bored for the insu-
lator pin,  and served with a thick coating of white
lead.
Wooden poles to be sunk five  (5) feet in the
ground ,  placed in a perpendicular position, and
well rammed with rubble and earth .  At angles or
other places ,  where  re quired ,  struts or supports of
wood must be supplied and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark according to pattern sup-
plied ,  and to be fitted as dire cted  ;  the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched that
the deflection between any two poles shall  not
ex ceed two (2)  feet .  Joints or splices to be made
as directed ,  and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
The existing telegraph wires are to be  re gulated
and repaired ,  bad joints and ties replaced, etc.,
where necessary.
Poles to be replaced ,  re-set, trimmed, and
cleaned of sapwood ,  where necessary .  Iron insu-
lators must be replaced by porcelain insulators
on brackets affixed to poles ,  where necessary.
Brackets to Abe firmly screwed on with three (3)
screws each, as directed.
Hard copper wire ,  weighing about 100 lbs. to
the mile ,  will be used on the deviation to Cape
Capricorn ,  which work must be completed before
repairs and alterations are commenced.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
All  material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it ,  to be of the best quality, and,
t. gather with the workmanship ,  are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office,  Rockhampton.
T. MACDONALD -PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  20th October, 1885.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTABURRA
TO HUGHENPEN.
'TENDERS will be  received  at the Office of the
11 Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane , until Noon on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
day of November next, from  persons desirous of
contracting  for the supply  of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron  poles ,  and for  all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of  t elegraph ,  according  to the  terms, general
conditions ,  and specifications  appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2; Price,  per mile ,  for affixing insulators and
stretching Wire.
3. Price ,  each,  for wooden  poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden  -  a distance of one
hundred and fifty  (150) miles ,  more or less.
The wire, insulators ,  and iron poles  to be  supplied
by the  Government  and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will be upon
the proper  estimate and requisition  of the con-
tractor ,  who will  be held responsible  for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any surplus material after
the completion of the contract  must  be delivered
by the  contractor , free of  charge ,  at the nearest
Telegraph  Station ,  as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over  to the Government within  nine  (9) months
from the notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall  be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
aneh report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have beer completed to the satisfac-
tion  of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the (xovernment against any claim s for  compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract ,  as far an relates
to the work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce
the penalties for the non -fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums of money which may be due to the
contractor ,  together  with all plant,  materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground ,  and all
sums of money ,  whether named in the Bond to
be entered into  by the  contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum  equal  to ten  (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severall execute and deliver ,  at the  Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away,  and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than- eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
bb removed.
A ll  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen  timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
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blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not  less  than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular poMition, and well rammed
with rubble and earth. At angles or other places
where required, struts or supports of wood or iron
to be supplied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contra"tor as directed.
The. wire to  be so  a- retched that he deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed,
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
The contractor to shift camp for the InspectingOfficer and his assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
COAL SUPPLY TO DREDGE PLANT.
ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the
5th December, for the supMowing Coal to Dredge
Plait at one or more of the ports, viz.:--
Brisbane, Maryborough, Bundaberg. Rockhampton,
and Townsville, for one or two years, from 1st
January next.
Specification can be  seen  at the Harbours and
Rivers Office, Brisbane, and at the Custom House,
Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1885.
TENDERS FOR DRUGS.
"ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon on SATURDAY, the 5th December
next, for the supply cf Drugs, Medicines, &c., for
the Public Service, to be supplied in such quantities
as may from  time to time be required during the
year 1886.
Tenders to be sent in on printed forms, to be had
on application to the Colonial Storekeeper, from
whom all further particulars can be obtained.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Drugs."
W. H. RYDER,
For the Under Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PAPER AND BINDING MATERIALS.
'j` ENDERS will be received at this Office
t until Noon on TUESDAY, the 29th day of
December, 1885, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of Paper and Binding Materials
required by the ,Government Printing Department
in Queensland, for two years, commencing on the
1st July, 1886.
A list of the probable quantities of each article
required can be obtained on application to the
Government Printer, at Brisbane, Sydney, and
Melbourne, where samples can be seen, it being
understood that  in all cases  the articles suppli ed
must be in every respect according to sample. As
this list is only an approximate one, the contractors
must supply on demand more of each article,
according to the requirements of the Department.
Tenderers to state the price at which each article
is to be delivered at the Government Printing
Office, Brisbane. One-fourth of the probable
quantity required is to be delivered in the month
of July,  1886; one-fourth in January,  1887; one-
fourth in July,  1887; and the remaining fourth
in January, 1888.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo.
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within seven days from the
notification of the acceptance of Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in
the sum of £500.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Printing
and Binding Materials,"  and to be addressed to
the Colonial Secretary, Brisbane.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1885.
WARDERS' CLOTHING.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
.L Noon on SATURDAY, the 5th December
next ,  for making  and furnishing-
120 serge coats
90 cloth coats
90 cloth vests
90 serge vests
170 pairs  serge trousers
90 pairs cloth trousers.
Each Tenderer  must state  the price for com-
pleting the several articles according to sample
and measure.
The former may be seen on application to the
Colonial Storekeeper ; the latter must be taken by
the successful Tenderer.
Cloth  and serge  will be supplied by the Govern-
ment.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Making
Unif?rms."
W. H. RYDER,
For the Under  Colonial Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 16th November, 1885.
LT is hereby notified  for general information,that JAMES MULBONNY, having repudiated a
Tender for the supply of 105,000 Sleepers for
Works in connection with the duplication of Line,
Brisbane to Ipswich, has been disqualified from
successfully Tendering for any Government Works
for a period of twelve months from this date.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
O
N SALE at this Office, and at the respective
__Wardens' Offices at Gympie and Ravenswood,
the following Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
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Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.FOR SALE at this Office, New Map of Town ofToowoomba, in two sheets ; price, is. each
sheet.  Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta ; price,
l s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,Surveyor-General-
NOTICE.
COORTOW N RAILWAY.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Railway from Cooktown to the
Palmer Road - a distance of about 31  miles-will
be opened for Public Traffic on  MONDAY, 3 th
November ,  1886 ,  on and from which date, until
further notice ,  Trains will run to the following
Time  Table:- Up Tasixs.
Weds. only. Hots, only.
P.Y. A.M.
Cooktown  dep. ... ... 12.30 6.0
Palmer Road  arr. ... 3.0 8.30
flaws  TBAIAS.
P.Y. A.M.
Palaver  Road dep. ... 610 100
P.M.
C'ooktowu arr . ... ...  8'30 2.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
SOUTH COGS r LINE.
PUBLIC TIME TABLR.
1H E  following amended Time Table will come
into operation on and after  MONDAY, 26th
October,  185:-
DOWN.
A.M.
Logan Village ... ... dep. 9.50
Buccan  ... ... ... ... P9 57
Waterford ... 1014
Bethania Junction ... arr. 10.23
UP.
Bethania Junction ... dep.
A.I.
10.35
Waterford ... ... ... 10.44
Bucean ... ... ... nll•1
Logan Village ... ... arr. 11.8
DOWN.
AX.
Logan Village ... ... dep. 1130
ocean  ... ...
W
... ... D 11.37
aterford ... ... ... 1154
Bethania Junction ...
P.M.
123
Loganlea  ... ... ... ... 12.12
Kingston  ... ... ... ... 1,12.21
Spring Creek ... ... ... D12-36
Runcorn ... ... ... ... 02.42
Sunny Bank ... ... 12.50
Cooper's Plains ... ... ... 12'56
Salisbury  ... ... ... D1 *3
Rookies  ... ... 1.7
8. C. Junction ... 1.13
Yergnga  ... ... 11.17
Fairfield ... ... a1.21
Wooloongabba ... ... 1.30
Stanley  street ... arr. 1.35
F. CURNOW,
Conlmissigner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st  October, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 6th October, 1885.
NOTICE.I T is hereby potified or genpral information,
that a furti. er extension  of the  Queensland
Northern Railway to Torrens Creek- a distance of
179 miles from Townsville-was opened for public
traffic on  MONDAY, 5th October, 1885.
F. OURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.NTOTIOF, is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  "An Art to make provision for the
Construetion by the Guvernment if Railways andfor the Regulati in of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September. 1803, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the First Section of the North Coast
Railway, from junction with the Sandgate Railway
(Toombul) to Caboolture, in length 25  miles, 4
chains, and 26 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane,  and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway ire hereby required  to transmit
to me,  at this  Office. in writing. within one month
from this date. any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or spy part thereof, or of any works
proposed in a nuection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act  to make  provision for the Cuv-
stri ction  by the  Government  of Railwgys and for
the liequlation rf the Same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Blahs and Book of
Reference of the Second Section of the Fassifern
h ailway from Harrisville to Bugandan, in length
16 npundes 75 chains 72Q links.
The Maps or 'Plans and Book of ]Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Ipswie,; and sll parties
interested ' in the land to be ai eate4 by the said
intended Railway are hereby required  to transmit
to me,  at this O1Iice, in writing, within Anp mouth
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to thfe adoption of the said line of
Railway, or apy part'thereof, or of  any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of ArticlesN in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Central Nallwfsy, was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Man ger, Rockhampton, and paying
costs. If not released on or before TUESDAY,
the 19th January, 1886, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
Q,UEENSLAND 4OVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramap, Ayr, Banana, Bpenleigh,
Blackall,  Bogantun an, Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Iundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,Clermont Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Cgmet,
Coomerafownshi , Oooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, ]tsk, Eton ?ernvnle, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gavndah, oeham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central iiailway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, ,ferieho,
Timbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy s Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
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cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre?k (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Itoma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane ), South Brisbane,
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Targgm, Tewantin, Thorr4-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and 'eulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the ugdermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding 2200. at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per tent.  per annum  on the  remainder
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £2,00 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches  during  ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT
WHARF AND SHED, DUNGENESS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Lease of the
Government Wharf and shed, Dungeness,
will be put up to auction at In ham, at loon of
MONDAY, 21st December, 1885.
Conditions of Bale.
1. The wharf and shed referred to will be leased
for a term of three years, from the 5th of January,
1886.
2. The highest bidder shall, subject to the appro-
val of the Colonial Treasurer as to sureties or
otherwise, be the lessee.
3. The lessee, with tivo approved su etie , will
be required to enter into a bond in
double theamount of the Annual rent for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid
at the  time of sale by the successful bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Sub-Collector of Customs
at Ip Bann, monthly, in advance.
5. The rates for Wharf  a e and storage shall not
exceed:-
INWARDS.
a. d.
Whaxfuge--
Goods , per ton , weight or  measure-
ment ... ...  2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles , per 1,000... ... ... 0 4
Horses and rattle,  each . . . ... 1 0
Sheep and pigs, each ... ...  0 6
Carriage , cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
OUTWARDS.
Wilar/gge-
Goods ,  per ton  ... ... ...  1 0
Sugar ,  per ton  ... ... 1 0Ruin, per  hogshead ... 0 6
Wool, per bale ... ... ... 0 eStorage-Receiving, perton... ... 1 0
Delivering, per ton .. 1 0
Storage per ton  per weep after the
flTpt week ... 0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of any of the Government Departments.
shall be landed or shipped free of any charge for
wharfage
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed, subject to  clause 9  of these
conditions. but no buildings are to be erected on the
gro und leased , or on the wharf, without the  express
sanction  of the Government.
8. The lessee will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or refuse,
and in good an,1 suitable repair during the tenancy.
reasonable wear and tear only excepted, and
should any dainagie be done to the wharves by atly
vessel, or otherwise, such damage shall be made
good by the lessee to the satisfaction of the
Engineer for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee shall not be at liberty  to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master, and other officers in the Public Service,
and all persons acting under their orders, shall
have tree  access  to the wharf' for all purposes con.
pected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs shall hive the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods and passengers'
luggage landed from vessels discharging at the
wharf.
12. Office accommodation will be provided for
the Landing Waiters in Charge. but the lessee
shall provi e all materials and labour required by
them for  examining , weighing, g uging, marking.
I acking and repacking goods, in terms of clause 87
of "The Customs Act of  1873."
13. The wharf to be open for t}.e use of vessels
for loading or unloading, in the or er of their
arrive 1, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Vessels carrying
mails  under contract with the Queensland Govern-
ment to have preced.'nce over all other vessels.
14. Should the rent at any time be more than
one month in arrear, or should the lessee wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Govern-
ment  shall , in the former  case , have the right to at
once  enter upon and take possession of the wharf
and premises, apd in the latter  case to enter and
take  possession  on the expiration of one month's
notice  given after such infringement.
15. In the event of the Government  resuming
possession  of the wllarf and shed for non-payment
o1 rent or other infringement of the  lease , the bond
entered into by the lessee and his  sureties , as pro-
vided for  it} clause  3 of these conditions, shall not
be vitiated or rendered void.
Ti. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisba ne, 17th November, 1 885.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  19th November, 1885.
N pursua -ice of the Act of the Parliament ofI Queensland passei  the thirtieth y arof Her
Majesty 's reign ,  and numbered 19, intituled  " An
Act to Prevent  the  Introd uction of Diseased
Animals into the C  long of  Queensland, and to
Cheek the Progrexs f Malignant  .Diseases in
Animals ,"  His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to make the following  Regulations for carrying into
effect the provisions of the said  Act:*-
1. On the  arrival of any vessel from any port in
Western Australia or New Zealand  at any Queens-
land port ,  whether direct or  by way of any other
Australasian port or ports ,  having on  board any
sheep ,  whether for the use of the Brew or passen-
gers or otherwise ,  the master shall give immediate
notice of arrival  to the  nearest Inspector  of Sheep.
`2. No sheep,  nor any fittings used with or about
any sheep ,  shall be landed at  any  Queensland portfrom any such vessel.
4. No sheepskins nor any wool ,  except such as is
securely packed in bales ,  shall be landed from any
such vessel at any port in Queensland ,  or tran-
shipped to any vessel trading between Queensland
Worts,  except by license under the hand of the
Minister  charged with the administration of the
above-recited Act.
4. Any  articles landed in Queensland contrary
to the provisions  of these regulations may be
destroyed by order  of an inspector.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th November, 1885.
SHIRE OF TIARO.
T
HE following  By-laws ,  made by the Shire
Council of  'l'iaro, having been approved by
His Excellency  the Governor  in Council, are
published in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Local Government  Act if  1878."
S W. GRIFFITH.
BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATIN G  THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SHIRE
COUNCIL OF TIARO, THE DUTI} 'S OF THEIR
(IFFICERS  AND SERVANTS, AND PRESERVING
ORDER AT COUNCIL  MEETINGS.
WHEREAS by the provisions of  "The Local Gov-
ernment  Art of  1878," part XIV., Councils of
Municipalities are authorised to make By-laws for
regulating the proceedings, defining the duties of
their officers and servants, and preserving order at
Council meetings : It has therefore been resolved
by the Council of the Shire of Tiaro that from
and after the date of confirmation hereof 3tnd their
publication in the  overnment Gazette  the following
By-laws shall be in force within the said Shire, and
that all existing By-laws relating to the said Shire
prior to the said date of confirmation and publica-
tion shall be and the same are hereby repealed,
and the following be authorised irstead :-
Hum eetings  to be held.
1. The ordinary meetings of the Council shall be
held monthly on a day and hour to be appointed
by resolution, and at such other periods and days
as the Council may from time to time determine ;
the business thereof shall be conducted on all occa.
sions with open doors.
How meetings to be convened.
2. The president may call  a special  meeting of
the Council as often as he shall think proper by
notice in writing, through the clerk or otherwise,
delivered  or sent , or sent by post to the usual place
of business or abode of each councillor, two clear
days  at least  previous to such meeting ; and if the
president shall refuse or delay to call such meet.
ing, after receiving a requisition for that purpose
signed by at least two councillors, they may call a
meeting of the Council by giving like notice as
aforesaid signed by themselves, and stating therein
the business to be transacted.
Commencement  of business and adjournment.
3. The Council shall commence  business as soon
after the time appointed for meeting  as the re  is a
sufficient number of members present to constitute
a quorum ; but if at any meeting the number of
councillors authorised by law to exercise the powers
vested in  the Council be not present, councillors
present , or the majority of councillors present, or
any one councillor, if only one be present, or the
Shire clerk, if no councillor be present, may adjourn
such meeting to any time not further distant than
seven days from the date of such adjournment.
Election of chairman in absen' a of president.
4. If at any meeting of the Council the president
be absent, the members present shall, at the expi-
ration of fifteen  minutes  after the  time  appointed
for holding such meeting, proceed to elect from
among  themselves  a chairman  for such meeting.
When a  quorum not present.
5. At all  meetings  of the Council when there is not
a quorum of  members  present, or when the Council
is counted  out, such circumstances , together with
the names  of the members  present, shall be  recorded
in the " Minute Book."
Confirmation of minutes.
6. The minutes of any preceding meeting not
previously confirmed shall, except in  cases of
Special Order," provided for in clause 138 of
" The Local Government Act of  1'378," be read as
the first business at all ordinary meetings of the
Council, in order to their confirmation, and no dis.
cussion shall be permitted thereupon, except as to
their accuracy as a record of the proceedings.
Order of business.
7. At all meetings of the Council (unless other-
wise provided for) the following shall be the order
of business :-Reading of correspondence, the pre-
sentation of petitions, the reception of committee
reports, business arising out of the minutes of
previous meetings, consideration of committee
reports,  miscellaneous  business, consideration of
tenders, consideration of notices of motion, recep-
tion of notices of motion for next meeting.
Petitions.
8. On the presentation of a petition no action
s all take place thereon, and the only question that
shall be entertained thereon, on the occasion of its
presentation , shall be that the petition shall be
received, and, if necessary, be referred to a commit-
tee.
Presentation of petitions.
9. All petitions  or memorials  must be presented
by one of the councillors, who shall he responsible
that it is couched in respectful  language ,  and as far
as possible make himself acquainted with the
subject thereof before presenting the same, and
the nature and prayer of every such petition or
memorial  shall be stated to the Council by the
councillor presenting the same.
Consideration of reports.
10. If in a committee report there are distinct
recommendations , the sense of the Council may be
taken separately on each, and such report, or any
portion thereof, may be dealt with at once, as the
Council may think fit, or referred back to the
committee, or to a future meeting of the Council for
further consideration.
Notice paper.
11. The orders of the day  shall include all
matters arising out  of the proceedings of former
meetings  of the Council, and any business which
the president may think fit to bring under con-
sideration.
Notice of motion-Absence of mover.
12. In the absence of any member who has
placed  a notice  of motion on the paper, such notice
may be taken up and moved by any other
councillor, and if not so taken up and moved such
notice shall  lapse and be struck off the paper
accordingly.
Withdrawal of notice.
13. No motion after being placed on the list of
orders of the day shall be withdrawn without
permission  of the Council.
Business  of special  meetings.
14. The business paper for each special meeting
shall contain only such matters  as shall have
been specially ordered to be considered.
Notice of business  to be given.
15. Except as herein provided, no business shall
be entered upon unless notice thereof shall have
been given at a previous ordinary meeting of the
Council or to the Shire clerk, in writing, at least
four clear days previous to the meeting, and no
business shall, except as herein provided, be
brought before the Council,  unless  notice of such
business shall have been given to each of the
councillors by summons in the usual way.
Order of debate.
16. No motion or amendment shall be debated
until it shall have been reduced into writing and
signed by the member making the same, nor shall
it be debated unless and until it be seconded.
Amendments may be moved.
17. When a motion in Council shall  have  been
made and seconded an amendment may be moved
thereon, but no subsequent amendment shall be
taken into considerate )n until the previous amend-
ment shall have been disposed of ; and if an
amendment be carried, the question as amended
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thereby shall become itself the question before the
Council ; whereupon any further amendment upon
such question may be moved.
How subsequent amendments may be moved.
18. If any amendment either upon an ongina
question or upon any question amended  as afore
said shall be negatived, then a further amendment
may be moved to the question to which such first-
mentioned amendment was moved, and so on, pro-
vided that not more than one question and one
proposed  amendment  thereof shall be before the
Council at any one time.
Mt tion for  adjournment.
19. No discussion shall be permitted on any
motion for adjournment of the Council, and if upon
the question being put on any such motion the
same  be negatived, the subject then under con-
sideration or next on the business-paper shall be
discussed ; and it shall not be competent for any
member to again move a motion for adjournment
until half-an-hour shall have elapsed from the
period of moving the one that has been negatived.
On resuming any discussion which has been
adjourned the mover of such adjournment shall he
entitled, if he has not already spoken on the sub-
ject under consideration, to speak first.
Duties of president  as to  correspondence.
20. The president shall have the same duty with
reference to letters addressed to the Council before
directing the same to be read as by clause 9 of this
By-law is imposed upon councillors presenting
petitions. The president shall direct as to the order
in which all  correspondence shall be read, and no
letter addressed to the Council shall be presented
or read by any councillor if the president be
absent and shall not have examined such letters
addressed to the Council, or given any directions as
aforesaid. The duties imposed by this clause shall
devolve upon the presiding councillor, and no
discussion shall be permitted in reference to any
correspondence, outward or inward, except by
notice of motion put in the usual way, which may
be at once debated and dealt with.
How petitions and letters to the Council are
to be dealt with.
21. No  motion  shall,  unless as herein  provided,
be permissible on the presentation of a petition
except that the same be received and referred to a
committee ,  or that it be received and that its con-
sideration be an order of the day for some future
meeting.
Limitation  as to questions and statements.
22. No  question  or statement as to any matter
under the jurisdiction or under the official cogni-
sance of the Council requiring attention by the
Council or any of its committees or officers shall be
allowed to be put or made which is inconsistent
with good order.
Questions to the president or councillors.
23. Immediately after the presentation of reports
from committees ,  questions may be put to the
president relative to municipal affairs and to
councillors relating to any motion or other public
matter connected  with the  business  of the Council
in which such councillors may be concerned ; and
in putting such question no argument or opinion
shall  be offere d ,  nor any facts stated ,  except so far
as may be necessary to explain such questions.
Rights and objections  and subsequent motions
received.
24. No discussion shall  be permitted as to any
reply, or refusal. to reply thereto, or as to any such
statement  at the time when such question is put
or such reply or refusal to reply is given, or
such statement is made ; provided, however, that
nothing herein contained shall prevent the taking
of any objection as to any such question or state-
ment being out of order, or shall prevent the
discussion after due notice, as hereinafter provided,
of any matters  arising  out of or relating to any such
question  or reply,  or refusal  to reply, or to any
such statement as aforesaid.
Mode of addressing Council ,  etc.-Speaker not to be
interrupted.
25. Every councillor who shall make or second
any motion ,  or shall propose or second any amend-
ment, or shall take part in any debate or dis-
cu,sion ,  or shall put or reply to any question, or
shall make any statement ,  or shall in any other
way or for any other purpose address observations
to the Council ,  shall while doing so stand up (unless
he shall be prevented from so doing from bodily
infirmity ),  and shall address himself to the president
or other chairman then presiding .  and all member3
of the Council shall on all occasions when in such
Council address and speak of each other by their
official designations as president ,  chairman, or
councillor, as the case may be  ;  and no councillor
shall be interrupted while speaking ,  unless for the
purpose of calling him to order as hereinafter
provided.
Limitation as to number of speeches.
26. Every mover of an original motion shall
have a right of ge eral reply to all observations
which may have been made in reference to any
motion ,  and to any amendment made thereon,
as well as the right to speak upon such amend-
ment  ;  every councillor other than the mover of
the original motion shall have a right to speak once
upon such motion and once upon every amendment
thereon  ;  no councillor shall speak oftener than
once upon any question nor longer than ten minutes
at any one time, unless when misrepresented or
misunderstood ,  in which case he shall be permitted
to explain without adding any further observations
than may be necessary for the purpose of such
explanation.
Mover and seconder.
27. A councillor who has moved any motion or
amendment shall be considered to have spoken
thereon ,  but any councillor who shall have seconded
any such motion or amendment without any further
observation than that he seconds the same ,  shall be
at liberty to speak once on every such motion or
amendment.
Speaker not to digress .- Pre-audience, etc.
28. No councillor shall digress from the subject
under consideration ,  or make personal reflections
or impute improper motives to any other councillor ;
and if two or more counci llors rise to speak at the
same time, the president or chairman shall decide
which of such councillors shall be first heard.
29. Any councillor may request the question or
matter under discussion to be read or stated for his
information, or may require the production of any
records of the Council bearing upon such question
or matter which are readily accessible ;  provided,
however ,  that no such request or requisition shall
be s.) made as to interrupt any other councillor
when speaking ,  or materially interrupt the discus-
sion, and that if such request or requisition shall
appear to the president or chairman not to have
been made  bond  fid",  it shall not be complied with.
Points  of order.
30. The president or chairman sha ll  preserve
order ,  and his decision on disputed points of order
or practice sha ll  be final, unless questioned as in
the manner hereinafter provided ,  and may, without
the intervention of any other member of the
Council, call  any councillor to order whenever in
the opinion of such president or chairman there
shall be a necessity for so doing.
Acts of disorder.
31. Any counci llor who shall commit a breach of
any provision of this part of the By -law, or shall
move or attempt to move any motion or amendment
embodying  ay m ,matter  as to which the Council has
no legal  jurisdictions  ox who shall in any other way
raise or attempt to raise any question, or shall address
or attempt to address the Council upon any subject
which the said Council has no legal right to enter-
tain or discuss ,  or who shall use any other langnage
which, according to the common usage of a gentle-
man would be held disorderly ,  or shall say or do
anything calculated to bring the president ,  chairman,
or Council into contempt ,  shall be deemed out of
order.
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Any member may raise question of order.
32. Every councillor shall have the right of
calling the attention of the president or chairman
to any motion, amendment, statement, argument,
or observation moved, used, or made by any other
councillor whom he may consider out of order.
Mode of proceedinq  thereon.
33. A councillor called to order shall immediately
take his seat while the question of order is being
discussed, unless specially permitted to offer an
explanation ,  retraction ,  or apology  ;  but on obtain-
ing such permission such councillor may explain,
retract ,  or apologise for the matter or remark
alleged to he out of order ;  and if such explanation,
retraction ,  or apology be deemed satisfactory, no
further discussion on the question shall be per-
mitted .  If any councillor on being called to order
shall ask such permission to explain, retract, or
apologise as aforesaid, the president or chairman
may of his authority grant or refuse such perruis-
sion .  as he  nay think fit, unless any councillor
shall require the sense of the Council to be taken
on the question ; in such case it shall be the duty
of the president or chairman to take the sense of
the Council at once as to whether such permission
shall be granted. And when such explanation,
retraction, or apology shall have been made or
offered  by  permission of the president or chairman
the latter all in like mannerdeciae, or, if required
so to do. shall take the sense of the Council as to
whether such explanation, retraction, or apology
is considered sufcient ; if such permission be re-
fused, or if such explanation retraction, or apology
be considered insufficient, the question of order
shall be considered and decided before any further
business is pr,,t;eeded with: Provided that if the
president or chairman shall have decided the
question of order before any councillor shall have
required the sense of the Council to be taken in
re ference thereto ,  such question of order shall not
be reopened ; and provided further, that nothing
herein contained shall be held to affect the right
of such president  or chairman  to decide finally,
as hereinafter provided ,  upon any such point of
order after the same shall have heap disct}ased.
Decision of poises q fonder.
34. The  president or chairman, when called uponto decide points -of order o practice,  shall state
the provision or practice which he may deem
applicable to the case without discussing or com-
ment ing on the same.
Motion out pf order to he rejected.
35. Whenever it shall have been decided. as
aforesaid that any motion or amendment, or other
matter before the Council, is put of order, the same
shall be rejected. And wheneyer anything said or
done in Council by any councillor shall bO decided
to be out  of  pi der such councillor shall be cal ed
upon by the president or chairman to rnakp such
explanation, retraction, pr Apology, As the case paay
require.
Penalties for persistinq in disorderly conduct.
36. Any member of the Council who shall have
been called to order, and who, haying been twice
directed to take his seat  as aforesaid, shall refuse
to do so, or who shall persist in any line of con-
duct or argument, or in making observations, which
shall have been decided to be disorderly, or who
shall refuse to make such explanation, retraction,
or apology as aforesaid ,  when '  required to do so, or
who shall be guilty of any act of disorder as
defined ip  clause  32 of this By-law, and shall refuse
to make such explanation, retraction, or apology,
as the majority of the councillors then present
shall consider  satisfacto ry, shall be liable, on con-
viction for the first offence, to a penalty of not less
than ten shillings nor more than five pounds, and
on a second conviction for the like offence he shall
be liable to a penalty of not less than one pound
nor more  than ten pounds,  and on a  third or any
other subseq uent conviction he shall be liable to a
penalty of not less than two pounds nor more than
twenty pounds.
Mode of voting.
37. The president or chairman shall put to the
Council all questions on which it shall be necessary
that a vote be taken, and shall declare the sense of
the Council thereon, and the president or chairman
shall be at liberty to put any such question as often
as may be necessary to enable him to form and
declare his opinion as to the opinion of the majority.
,Divisions.
38. Any councillor shall be at liberty to call for
a division. In such case the question shall first be
put in the affirmative and then in the negative, and
the councillors shall vote by a show of hands, and
the names and votes of the councillors shall be
recorded. Any councillor who shall be present
when a division is called for, and not vote on such
division, not being disabled by law from so doing,
shall be liable for any such offence to a penalty of
pot less than ten shillings nor more than five
you .ds.
Protests.
38. The president or any councillor may protest
against any resolution or vote of the Council ;
notice of the intention so to protest must, however,
be given at the meeting when such resolution is
passed or such vote is arrived at, and the protest
itself must be handed to the Shire clerk before the
close of the business of the then present meeting.
The clerk shall enter every such protest in the
minute-book ; but it in the opinion of the Council
it is inconsistept with the truth, or disrespectfully
worded, it may be ordered to be expunged ; in
such case the expungement shall be made by draw-
ing a psrl'eudicular line in red ink through the
entry of such protest, with a reference, also in red
ink, in the margin to the resolution, ordering such
protest to be expunged.
Cctlls of the Coanrfl.
40. A call of the Council maybe ordered, by any
resolution of which notice shall have been given,
for the consideration of any motion, resolution, or
matter of business which may be brcught before
the council.
Mode of proceeding.
41. The call shall be made immediately before
the motion or business for which such call has
been oruew d  or is  required to be made, moved, or
considered ;  acrd  such call shall be made as follows :
The Shire clerk shall  call the names  of all the
councillors in their alphabetical order; each council-
lor present shall answer to his name ; and if any
councillor is absent a record of such absence shall
be made  ;  but if leave of  absence  shall have been
previously granted to any councillor, or if such an
excuse in writing shall have been forwarded to the
president or Shire clerk as a majority of the Council
then present shall consider satisfactory, such absent
councillor shall stand excused, and a record of such
excuse shall be made and of the reason for same.
Penalty for absence.
42. Any councillor who having had notice of
such call of the Council shall not answer to his
name as  aforesaid, or who being absent shall not
be legally excused  as aforesaid ,  or who if absent
and not so excused shall fail to show, by reason of
extreme illness or any other sufficient cause, he has
been unable to send an excuse in writing as afore-
said ,  or who having answered to  his name as afore-
said shall not be present  when  a vote  is taken on a
motion or business as to which such call has been
made as aforesaid, shall, for every such offence, be
liable to a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor
more  than five pounds. And provided that if the
consideration of any such motion or matter of
business be  adjourned to a future day, there shall
be a further call on the resumption of such buss,,
ness,  and the provisions herein as to the penalties
for absence shall have reference to such further
call, and if there be more than one adjournment
the provision shall be taken to extend to the
resumption of the consideration of such motion or
matter of business after every swah adjournment.
Committees.
43. The Council may, for the consideration of any
matter, resolve itself into a committee of the whole.
All the clauses in this By-law shall, as far as appli-
cable, be extended to and govern all debates in
said committee, except so far as that each councillor
may exercise the privilege of ' speaking to any
question which may be under debate as often as it
may appear in the discretion of the chairinaii to be
necessary.
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Reports.
44. All reports of proceedings in committee of
the whole Council shall be made to the Council, on
its resumption, by the chairman of such committee;
and a report of such proceedings shall be made in
every case, except when it is found during the
sitting of such committee there is not a quorum
present, and in the latter case the proceedings of the
committee shall be considered to have lapsed. Pro-
vided that in making such report as aforesaid it
shall not be necessary to report any such proceed-
ings  in  extenso,  but only to state result,  general
effect, or substance of such proceeding.
sow reports to be dealt with.
45. All such reports  of proceedings  in committee
shall be recorded in the " minute. book," but no
such re- ort shall be considered as adopted by the
Council until a motion shall have been made and
passed for such adoption.
Standing committees.
46. There shall be two  standing committees,
viz.:-A finance  committee and a  works committee
These committees shall be reappointed every year,
at the first meeting of the Council held after the
election of the president; each committee shall
consist of three councillors.
Finance committee.
47. The finance committee  shall examine and
check all accounts, and shall watch generally over
the collection and expenditure of the Shire  revenues.
They shall also inquire into and report from time
to time upon all matters which they may consider
affect the finances of  the Shire, and upon such
other matters  or subjects  of the like nature as they
may be directed by resolution of the Council to
inquire into and report thereon.
Works  rOlmnittee.
48. The works committee shall have the  general
direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the
Council and the general inspection of all  streets
and roads, ways, bridges, public  reserreg , and other
places under the care acid management of the
Council. They shall inquire into and report, from
time to time. upon such improvements or repairs
as they may think  necessary ,  or as  maybe directed
by resolution of the Council, to inquire into or
report upon. They shall also inquire into all acemrits
against the  shire relating to works and dertify to
the same  previous to their being  passed  by the
finance  committee; and no public works  involving
a probable expenditure of more than  toil pounds
shall be  undertaken  until  the cammittee  of works
have reported to the Council  an estimate  of the cost
thereof.
Special committees.
49. Special  committees  may consist of any
number of councillors  and may be appointed for
the performance of any duty for which, in the
opinion of the Council,  a special committee ought
to be appointed  ;  and no standing committee shall
interfere  with the performance of any dtity which
for the  tithe being may have been  entrusted to any
such special  committee. The appointrrient of any
special committee shall be  made by resolution after
due notice ,  and it sha ll  be incumbent  on the mover
of such  resolution  to embody therein  a statement
of the duties proposed to be entrusted to such
special committee . The mover of any  such reso-
lution may name  therein such councillors  as in his
opinion should cons ti tute such  committee, or he
may propose that such committee consist of a
certain number of councillors to be appointed by
the Council.
Chairtieaat of committees.
80. Every committee of which the president
shall not be  a member shall elect a permanent
chairman  within teen days after their appointment.
and in the event  of an  equality of votes the Council
shall appoint  a chairman  at the next regular meet-
ing.
Form of service in committee.
51. Appointments to the  finance  and works com-
mittees shall be for the whole municipal year ; the
appointment of every special cotnttiitteC shill  be
considered to continue until  the duties  for which
such committee has been appointed shall have
been fully performed : Provided, however, hatt
nothing herein contained shall be held to affect or
to militate against the general provisions as to
committees in sections 140 and 141 of  " The Local
Government Act of 1878," and that so much of the
By-law as relates to the appointment, powers, and
duties of committees shall be read and interpreted
in connection with such last-named provisions.
Quorum.
52. All powers vested by the Council in any
committee may, be exercised at any meeting holden
in pursuance  of this Bylaw by a moiety of the
whole number of councillors for the time being
assigned  to such committee, and no  business shall
be transacted at any meeting of a committee unless
the said number of councillors be present.
Division.
53. At every meeting of any committee the coun-
cillors present not being disabled by law from so
voting shall vote, and the chairman of every com-
mittee shall have a vote, and if there be  an equal
division of votes upon any question he shall, in
addition, have a second or casting vote.
Meeting, how called.
54. The Shire clerk or other authorised officer
shall call a meeting of any committee whenever
required so to do by the chairman or a majority of
the members of such committee ; the clerk shall
attend all such meetings, take minutes of their
proceedings, and write their reports ; and all such
reports submitted to the Council shall be signed
by the chairman of such committee.
Expenditure.
58. With the exception of emergent matters
hereinafter specially provided for, no  work  affecting
the funds of the Shiro shall be undertaken until
the probable cost thereof shall have been first
ascertained by the Council.
emergent expenses authorised.
86. For emergent  matters ,  and for  necessary
current expen ses during  intervals which may elapse
between the meetings of the Council, outlays to
the following extent may be incurred
(a) fly order of the works committee, or the
president and one member of such com-
mittee, for repairs or emergent works, to
the e±tent of ten pounds.
(b) By order of the president and Any tiro
councillors, for any emergent purpose, to
the extent of fifty pounds.
(e) By order of the president, for necessary
current expense, to the extent of ten
pounds.
Provided always that in every Cade a detailed report
in writing of  eery  such outlay shall be laid before
the Council at its next meeting. Such report to be
signed by the chairman of the works  committee,
or the president, or the president and councillors
respectively,  as the case  may be, by whom such
outlays shall have been  authorised , and that such
outlay shall only be permissible  in reference to
matters coming  strictly within the jurisdiction or
function of the Council ; and further, that no out-
lay involving a disobedience  or evasion of any
order or resolution of the Council  shall on any
pretence  be thus authorised.
Ci ms to be examined by finance committee.
57. All accounts and demands for money  against
or from the Council shall be examined and reported
upon by the finance committee before any order
shall be made for the payment of such accoqnts or
demands.Certificate requir d  for each payment or order, ¢c.
88. No payment shall be ordered unless there
shall be  a certificate  from the committee, pr sident,
or officer of the Council, to whom the direction or
guardianship of such expenditure properly belongs,
showing that the demand is a legal one, and has
been duly authorised and inquired into. It shall
be the imperative duty of the  finance committee to
see that the requirement is fulfilled, or to report
specially as to the reasons for its non -fulfilment,
before recommending payment ; provided, how-
ever, that such  special  report as last herein men-
tioned may be embodied in the report by which
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payment of the amount in question  is recom-
mended  ;  provided  also, that in  case of  special
expenditure under  clause 56  of these By-laws, the
report directed by that clause to be laid before the
Council shall ,  if the outlay  shall have  been law-
fully expended or incurred ,  be deemed  a sufficient
certificate  ;  and provided further ,  thst in regard to
salaries and wages  for labour ,  for officers, servants,
and labourers ,  employed  at fixed rates  of payment
by order of the Council, the certificate of the pre-
sident ,  or authorised  officer,  of the amount due to
any such officer,  servant ,  or labourer ,  and the order
of the president for payment of such amount, shall
be a sufficient authorisation for such pal went, and
such certificate ,  memoranda ,  and authorisations shall
he attached  respectively  to the reports  from the
finance committee ,  or the payments  or outlays to
which such certificates or authorities have reference.
Seal and records.
59. The common seal and press  to which the
same is attached shall be secured by a cover or box
which ,  except when such seal and press are in use,
shall be  kept  locked ,  and there shall be duplicate
keys therefor ,  one of which  shall be kept by the
president and the other  by the Shire clerk ; and
such seal and press shall be in the  custody of the
Shire clerk.
When and how  the  seal may be used.
60. The common seal sha ll  not  be attached to
any document  or plan without  an express order of
the Council ,  unless  to comply  with the provisions
of any  law of  the By -laws directing that such
seal shall be attached  to any such document. In
every  case,  when  such common seal has been
ordered to be attached  to an plan or document,
such plan or document  shal yl be signed by the
president ,  or in case of the absence or illness of
the ppresident, by two councillors  and countersigned
by the Shire clerk : Provided that the president
may attest any power of attorney ,  or other docu-
ment requiring authentication ,  and attach the
corporate seal thereto on payment  to the president
of the  fee of ten shillings and sixpence for so doing.
How books are to be kept and inspected.
61. All books  of accounts ,  records, statements,
and memoranda of receipts and expenditure shall
be kept in such  manner and form as the Council
may, from time to time, direct .  The finance com-
mittee may inspect  such books  of account ,  records,
statements ,  or memoranda  from  time to time to
ascertain  that the  same  are properly  kept, and to
report  at once  to the  Council an act of neglect or
appearance of inefficiency  which they may have
discovered in the keeping  of the same  ;  also, to
report to the Council  any change  which such
committee  may think advisable  in the mode of
keeping the  accounts.
Records  defined.- Provision  for proper  keeping.
62. The minute  book, report book ,  letter book,
and all  rate and valuation books of account ,  records,
statements and memoranda of receipts and expen-
diture, electoral rolls and other records relating to
elections ,  business papers,  reports from committees,
minutes from the president ,  petitions ,  letters on
municipal business addressed  to the Council or to
any officer or servant  of the Council ,  orders,
-eports,  returns ,  memoranda relating to municipal
business ,  drawings ,  maps ,  plans, contracts, specifi-
cations ,  arguments ,  and all  other books  and papers
connected with the business of the Council shall
be deemed  to be records of the Council ,  and shall
be in the custody and care of the Shire clerk or
any other  officer as may  be directed in writing by
the Council. All such records, other than the
minute  book ,  electoral  rolls and other  records
relating to elections ,  Phall  be numbered and filed
in due  order, and shall be duly registered by the
clerk  in a book or  books kept by him for that
purpose  ;  upon the face of every such document
thus registered to which there  is reference in the
minute  book there  shall be a  note of the page
wherein it  is so referred  to ; and  when any order
has been made  by the Council,  or a report has
been brought up by  any committee  thereof, in
eference  to any document ,  a note  of such order
report shall be  made upon such document.
Impression of seal, penalties, kc.
63. No member or officer of the Council shall be
at liberty to take any impression of the Corporate
seal, or to show or lay open or expose any of the
books .  r records  of the Council to any  person other
than a councillor without leave from the Council,
except as otherwise provided by law.
Records not to be removed.
64. Any person removing any such book or
other record of the Council from the Council
Chamber, or the place where the Council shall
direct such book or other record to be kept, without
leave for such removal having been first obtained
from the president or Council, or without other
lawful cause for such removal ,  shall be liable for
every such offence to a penalty of not less than ten
pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
Destroying.
65. Any person destroying ,  defacing ,  or altering
any record contrary to this By-law shall for every
such offence be liable to a penalty of not less than
ten pounds nor more than  fifty pounds.
Officers a'd  servants.
66. The Shire clerk. under the direction of the
president ,  shall  conduct all correspondence on
behalf of the Council ,  and all moneys ,  papers, and
documents shall pass through the  Shire  clerk's
hands  ;  he shall have charge of the common seal
and all charters, deeds, plans, books, and records
of the Council, or relating to the property thereof,
and the same shall be kept in such place as the
Council shall direct.
Duties of clerk.
67. The Shire clerk, in addition to the duties
which  by " The Local  Government  Act of  1878,"
or by the  present or any other By-laws thereunder
he may be required to perform, sha ll , under the
direction of the president ,  conduct all correspond-
ence and perform all other clerical business relating
to or which may be  necessary  on the part of the
Council  ;  he shall likewise have charge of all records
of such Council ,  except such books or documents
as may be entrusted to any other officer ,  and shall
be responsible for the safe keeping of such books
and records.
Duties of other  officers, and servants ;  complaints,
68. The duties of all  fficers and servants of the
Shire shall be defined by such regulation or
orders as may from time to time be made by the
Council in accordance with law ;  and all complaints
against officers and servants shall  be addressed to
the president in writing ,  and in every case must be
signed  by the party  making complaint, and no
notice whatever shall  be taken of any complaint
which  is not in writing or is anonymous.
Appointment  of oficers, 4sc.
69. No appointment to any permanent office at
the disposal of the Council shall take place until
public notice shall have been given ,  inviting appli-
cations for candidates for same. But nothing herein
contained shall  be held to prevent the appointment
by the Council ,  without advertisement, of any
salaried officer or servant of the Shire to any other
permanent office or employment at the disposal of
such Council to which no further salary is attached,
or to prevent the appointment in like manner of
any such officer or servant to any other office oremployment of which the duties  r quire only
occasional attention ,  and are to be paid for by
allowance proportionate to the extent of such duties,
or to  prevent a y similar appointment or employ.
ment by the president.
Bonds fur security.
70. The  Shire clerk and all other responsible
officers and servants of the Council shall be required
to give a bond in any amount, proportionate to the
responsibility of the office, for the faithful perform-
ance of their respective responsiblities and duties,
said bond to be provided at the officers '  expense,
initialed by the president, and then placed in safe
custody.
Miscellaneous.
71.  No  leave of absence shall be granted to the
president or any councillor otherwise than by a
resolution of the Council.
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72. Whenever it is decided that any work shall
be executed or any msterial supplied by contract,
tenders for the execution of such work or the
supply of such  material  . hall be called for by public
notice as hereinafter provided.
11%otirea to be  published.
72. In all cases when public notice is or shall be
required to be given by any By-laws of any appoint-
ment, resolution, act, order, or regulation done,
made, or passed, or proposed to be made, done, or
passed by the Council or by any committee thereof,
or by the president or any other officer of the said
Council, such notice shall be given and published
by advertising' the same not less than twice in some
newspaper circulating in the Shire of Tiaro.
Lapsed  business.
73. Whenever the consideration of any motion
or matter of business shall have been interrupted
by reason of a quorum not having been present,
the resumption of such consideration may be
ordered by resolution of the Council after due
notice on the business paper, and such consideration
may be orderei by resolution of the Council after
due notice, and such consideration shall in such
case be resumed at the point where it was so inter-
rupted as aforesaid.
Suspending By-laws.
74. Any clause or clauses of this By-law may be
suspended by resolution at any meeting of the
Council, provided that there shall be a distinct
statement in every such resolution whereon the
same  shall have been adopted, of the purpose for
which such suspension is required, and that for
every separate matter or business as to which such
suspension is so requi re d there shall be a separate
resolution asaforesaid.
Salaries  of officers.
75. On the first meeting after the election of the
president, the Council Shall fix the amount of
remuneration or salary to be allowed to each officer
employed under the Council for the current muni-
cipal year.
Penalty for breach of By-law where no penalty
specially provided.
76. Every person guilty of an offence against
this By-law shall be liable therefor to the penalty
expressly provided therein, and if no penalty be
provided, then to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
Deposit of  moneys.
77. All the  receipts  of the Council, whether
general ,  separate ,  special .  or special loan rates,
Government endowments ,  Government loans, collec-
tion from tolls, or receipts from any other source,
are to be deposited at least once a week in a bank
to the credit of the Council, said hank to be deter-
mined by resolution of the Council.
BY-LAW No. 2.
RATES.
1. All annual general rates shall become payable
on the expiration of fourteen days from the time
limited for the hearing of appeals  against  valuation :
Provided that when any valuation shall be appealed
against, the rate in  re spect to such valuation shall
not be payable until after the expiration of fourteen
days from the decision of the Court for bearing
appeals in the matter of such appeal.
2. All rates shall be payable to the Shire clerk,
or other officer duly appointed to receive the same,
at the Council Chambers, within office hours; but
nothing in this By-law shall be construed to render
it necessary that any dema • d for  rates other than
the notice required by the Act shall be requisite or
necessary previously to the issue of a warrant or
other legal proceedings.
BY-LAW No. 3.
RELATIVE TO GOATS, DOGS, AND PIGS  ON RzsEuvas.
Goats.
1. Goats shall not be permitted to departure on
any town,hip or other reserves or commonages
under the control of the Council in the Shire of
Tiaro unless  they are registered in the Shire clerk's
otfico on or before the first day of .January. and
every such registration or li'-ense shall terminate on
the thirty-first day of December in each year
respectively. Such registration shall be made in
the manner following, that is to say-the owner of
every goat intended to be depastured on any such
reserves or commonages shall deliver to the Shire
clerk a written description respecting the colour,
sex, and distinguishing marks (if any) of such goat,
and shall pay to the Shire clerk a fee of two
shillings and sixpence for every female and wether
goat, and a fee of ten shillings for every entire
male goat so described ; the Shire clerk shall
thereupon deliver  to such owner  a copy of the
written description respecting the colour, sex, and
distinguishing marks (if any) of such goat, upon
which the registered number of every such goat,
together with the fee  in respect  thereof, shall be
stated and signed by hint.
2. Every registered goat shall have a suitable
collar of leather or iron fixed round its neck with
its registered number properly affixed thereto or
legibly inscribed thereon ; and all registered goats
without collars as aforesaid shall be deemed un-
registered, and may be dealt with accordingly.
3. All unregistered goats found on any such
reserves or commonages may be taken possession
of by the inspector  of nuisances  or other duly
authorised officer or servant of the Council, and
shall be kept in the custody of that officer or
servant for a period of twelve hours, during which
time any goat may be claimed by its owner, and
shall be released on payment to the Shire clerk of
the registration fee and a fine of two shillings and
sixpence, and any goat so seized and not claimed
after the period of twelve hours shall have elapsed
or expired shall be either sold by public auction,
by giving twenty-four hours'  notice , or destroyed
in the event of no sale having taken place, and
the proceeds of all such sales of such goats shall
be handed to the Shire clerk to be at once paid
and credited to the revenue of the said Shire.
4. Any person taking or attempting to take an
unregistered goat from or out of the  possession of
the Council' s officer or servant after seizure under
this By-law shall be  liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing five pounds.
7. All pigs or swine within the said Shire shall
be kept in some secured enclosure  ;  and the owner
or person in charge of any pigs or swine who shall
permit or allow s _ich pigs or swine to roam or stray
on any public streets, roads ,  or reserves ,  within the
Shire of Tiaro, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
The foregoing By-laws were duly passed by the
Shire Council of Tiaro, at their meeting held on the
sixth day of August, A.D. 1885, and duly confirmed
at a subsequent meeting held on the first day of
October,  A.D. 1885.
JAMES DOUZER,
President.
F. H. NUGENT,
Shire Clerk.
The common  seal of  the Shire Council of Tiaro
was affixed hereto by us on the 1st day of October,
1885.
JAMES DOUZER,
President.
F. H. NUGEI'iT,
Shire Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  under my Hand, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twelfth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. 3RIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP AUT OF 1867."
`sHEEPOWNERS are hereby notified that the
. assessment for 1886, payable under  " The
Diseases in Sheep Art of  1867  Further Amendment
Act,"  34 Vic., No. 26, at the rate of fire shillings
for every thousand or part of a thousand sheep
owned by them, will be due on the 1st day of
January next, 1886, and returns of the number of
sheep must be made  and assessment  paid at that
date to the Clerk of Petty Sessions nearest to where
the sheep are kept or pastured.
As far as practicable, return forms will be for.
warded to all sheepowners, but supplies of these
can be procured from all Clerks of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
"  131ZANDS ACT OF 1872."
,t)WNERS of Horses and Cattle to the number
l of fifty head and upwards are hereby notified
that the assessment for 1886, pav.'ble under the
abovenamed Act, will t e due on the 1st January
next, and must be paid on that date to the Clerk of
Petty Sessions nearest to where the stock are kept
or pastured.
As far as practicable, return forms will be for-
warded to owners, but supplies of these may be
procured from any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GIIIFFITi1.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1886.
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881."
NOTICE is hereby given that, in accordance
with section 8 of the abort euamed Act, emery
owner of :sheep, Cattle, or Horses within the
Colony must, on 1st January next, 1886, render it
return of the same to the Clerk of Petty Sessions
nearest to where such stock are kept or 1 astured.
Any owner failing or neglecting to make such
return within one month after the above date will
be liable to a penalty of  L60;  and any owner
wilfully making a false return will be liable to a
penalty of £100, or to six months' imprisonment.
Any Clerk of Petty Sessions failir.g to forward
returns to the Chief Inspector of Sheep within one
month from the date of receipts is liable to a
penalty of 25.
Return Forms will be kept in stock by all Clerks
of Petty Sessions throughout the Colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars  relating
to the number  and class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several  Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may, require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 41 of  1885.
BRISBANE RIVER.
STEAMERS TO SLOW T11EIR ENGINES WHEN
PASSING WHARVES.MASTERS of Steam Vessels navigating the
Brisbane River are cautioned to slow their
engines when passing the Wharves, at Bulimba, and
at other places where vessels are moored.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , lbth November. 1685.
General Re stry Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
r T is hereby notified  for public information, that
1 the  Reverend  Vlvoy RonsoN  HANDYSIDE, a
Minister  of the Church  of England Denomination,
residing at Brisbane in the  Registry  District of
Brisbane ,  has been duly registered as a Minister
of Religion  authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland ,  under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act  of 18b4."
WILLIAM T. $LAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 19th November, 1885.
01  IC P. is hereby  given  that  I have Accepted
an application for a Patent  and the com-
plete Speci fication annexed thereto ,  r. ceived from
Joseph Myers. of East street ,  in the Township of
Rockhampton  and Colony  of Queensland, for an
invention described as "Improvements in the
Manufacture of a Saddle for Horses."
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention ,  it is my inten ti on to
recommend that a Patent be granted. for the said
invention to the said  Joseph Myers,  in accordance
with  the pro visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alexancer Binnie and Ben'antin Holt, both of
William street, Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, and
Colony of Queensland, for an invention described
as " Gas-making Machine and Cooking Range."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
t atent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alexander Binnie and Benjamin Solt, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE.
G EORGE AUBREY was this day re-appointedPoundkeeper at Charters  Towers for the
ensuing twelve months.
ADAM C. HALDANE,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court Abuse,
Charters  T owers, 13th October 1885.
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THE resignation by Mr. JOHN R. AsnxEY of
his appointment  as Keeper  of the Gladstone
Pound has this day been accepted.
For the Bench,
HENRY M. COCKBVRN,
Court House,
Police  Magistrate.
Gladstone, 10th November, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the ighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  16"," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
CHRISTOPHER  ADAIR QUIN, of Thargomindah, in
the Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Warrego, who shall, by virtue of this
appointment, give  consent in the  cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth  and nineteenth sections
of the said Act.
Dated this sixteenth day of November, A.D. 1885
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
7! GEORGE R. LARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART  MEIN, J.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Patrick Curtis, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act  of 1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all persons having any
claims or demands upon or against the Estate of
Patrick Curtis, late of March, near Orange, in the
Colony of New South Wales, tailor, deceased, who
died at March aforesaid, on or about the third day
of August, 1885, intestate, and of  whose real
estate  and effects  Letters of Administration were,
on the nineteenth day of November,  1885 ,  granted
by the Supreme Court of Queensland to Catherine
Mary Curtis, at present of Brisbane, in the said
Colony of Queensland, the widow of the said
intestate, are hereby required  to send in, in
writing, particulars of their claims or demands
against the Estate of the said deceased to the
said Catherine Mary Curtis, care of the under-
signed, on or before the Twenty-fourth day Decem-
ber, 1h85: And notice is hereby also given, that
after the said Twenty-fourth day of December,
1885, the said Catherine Mary Curtis will  proceed
to distribute  the  assets of the said deceased
amongst the parties  entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which  she shall  then have
had notice and that she will not be liable for the
assets  or any part thereof so distributed to any
person of  whose claim  or demand  she shall not
then have had notice.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Catherine Mary Curtis.
1945 10s.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that he Partnershipheretofore subsisting between the under-
signed, Thomas Ingham  and Ringan  McClelland,
at East street, Rockhampton, as Cordial Manufac-
turers, under the style or firm of " R. McClelland
and Company,"  was, on  the seventh day of Novem-
ber, 1885, dissolved by mutual  consent . All debts
owing  from or due to the late firm will be dis-
charged or received by the said Thomas Ingham,
who for the future will carry on the business on
his own account under the name of " T. Ingham
and Company."
Dated the seventh day of November, A.D. 1885.
THOS. INGHAM.
R. MCCLELLAND.
Witness--
Jos. LAwsoN,
Solicitor , Rockhampton.
195 bs. 6d.
Brisbane,
28th October, 1885.
I
N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
" The District Courts Act  of 1867," and by
authority of the  same , I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned towns and places in the Central
District during the year 1886.
GRANVILLE GEORGE MILLER,
Judge Central District Court.
Approved :
A. RUTLEnou,
Attorney-General.
29th October, 1885.
CENTRAL. DISTRICT COURT.
LEGAL ARRANG EMENTS FOR 1886.
Civil. Criminal.
GLADSTONE.
Monday, 4th January Monday, 4th January
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Tuesday, 31st  August  Tuesday ,  31st August
ROCKHAMPTON.
Wednesday, 6th January
Wednesday, 7th April
Monday, 7th June
Wednesday, 1st September
Wednesday , 6th January
Wednesday, 7th April
Monday , 7th June
Wednesday , lot  September
BUNDABERG.
Monday, 11th January Monday, 11th January
Tuesday, 13th April Tuesday, 13th April
Friday, 27th August Friday, 27th August
MAEYBOaOUGH.
Thursday, 14th January Thursday, 14th January
Friday, 16th April Friday, 16th April
Thursday, 19th August Thursday, 19th August
GTMPIE.
Tuesday, 19th January Tuesday, 19th January
Tuesday, 20th April Tuesday, 20th April
Monday, 23rd August Monday, 23rd August
SPRINGSURE.
Saturday, 12th June Saturday, 12th June
Tuesday, 28th December Tuesday, 28th December
CLEEMoNT.
Tuesday, 15th June Tuesday, 15th June
Thursday, 23rd December Thursday, 23rd December
WINTON.
Tuesday, 22nd June Tuesday, 22nd June
Saturday, 18th December  I Saturday , 18th December
MUTT4BUaRA.
Friday, 25th June Friday, 25th June
Wednesday, 15th December We inesday, 15th Decem-
ber
AEASUC.
Monday ,  28th June Monday ,  28th June
Monday,  13th December Monday ,  13th Decem be r
BLAOKALL.
Thursday, let July Thursday, 1st July
Thursday, 9th December 1Thursday, 9th December
TAHBO.
Monday, 5th July Monday, 5th July
Tuesday, 7th December Tuesday, 7th December
CIVIL SITTINGS, Southern District Court,Brisbane, 1886.
Last day for  filing Last day for  filing
Plaint. Plea.
February  11th ...  February 18th ...
April 8th ...  April 15th ...
J une 10th  ...  June 17th ...
July 22nd ...  July 29th ...
September 23rd September 30th
Decem be r 2nd  ...  December 9th ...
Date of Sittings.
February 24th
April 21st
June 23rd
August 4th
October 6th
December 15th
H. BRAMSTON,
District Court  Offices,
Rrlp;bane, 26th October, 1885.
Registrar.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.J By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MlraGRAYB, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of  St. Michael and St. George,  Governor and  Commanderin-Chiet of the
A MusaRAVE, Colony of  Queensland and its Dependencies.
Governor.
I IT pursuance  of the  authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Couacil ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify anddeclare  that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-21787-D.B.
BOOK OF RIVIRRNCR  or ROAD THROUGH  SELBCTIONs  Nos. 628 AND 934
,
MACYAY DISTRICT , INTNNDBD TO RB PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Chelona, County of Carlisle.
Refer- Description of Road .
subs Na o
Land
Distrit
Agent How Held. Reputed Owner .  Bearings . Lengths . BreadthofRoad . Area . Rsssarks.
x
m
Cims.links . Links. A.  A. P.
1 From the  west  boundary  of selection  No. 934 easterly to  its 964 Mackay ... ... Homestead .  "C.L.A. Joseph  McManus ... 90' b9' 12 83 100 1  1 0 Selection not enclosed; I acre 2 roods reserved for
east boundary Act of  1878" road purposes.
I From the north- west corner of selection No .  628 east along 828 ditto ... ... Conditional selec- Petrick Dolan  ... 90' 0' 28 25 100 3 S 0 Selection not enclosed.
and within the north  boundary and south along and tion, .. C.L.A. Act 1809 0' 8 00
within part of the east boundary to a reserve qr1876"
Nays .- The Road through selection  No. 888 is resumed under  the provisions of the 84th section of  "The Crmen Lead. Atknalion Act of  1876."
(liven under my Band
 and Sea],  at Government  House, Brisbane,  this fourteenth  day of  November ,  in the  year of our  Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty -fire, and in  the forty.
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAYE m s QYSRN
 I C. B. DUTTON.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.e.]
A. Mvennavx, By His
 Excellency Sir AxraoxT MUBOIAVI, K night Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of  Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the  authority  in me vested ,  I, Sir AiTHowr  MUBGRAIR,  the Governor aforesaid,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by  this my Proclamation,  notify  and declareI that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
85-24496-D.B.
BOOR OF RIFIRINCI OF ROAD THROUGH SILICTIONS
 Nos. 674 AND 767, MACKAY  DISTRICT ,  INTINDID TO aR PROCLAIMID As  A. PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Abingdon, County of Carlisle, District of South Kennedy.
Refer -
saoeN
i
No. of
Description of goad. Belgic- Land Agent'sDistrict. How Held . Reputed Owner . Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.tion.
Cho. Ike. Links.  A. X. F.
1 Fro m the east boundary of Selection
 674 south -  674 Mackay  ... Conditional Selection , August Yaddatz  ...  227' 0 '  Se  27 100 2 3 0 Unimproved.
westerly to the south boundary "C. L. A.  Act  of 1876"
f F rom the north boundary of Selection
 767 south -  767 ditto ... ditto  ... ditto t97' 0 '  12 65  100 6 1 0 113 acres 1 rood reserved for road purposes.
westerly and south-easterly to the east
 boun-dary 130' 8'  20 36
Nurs.-The road  through Selection  No. 674 In  resumed under the provlelons of 8eotloa 64 of "12%0 Oros.  Loads  Allraatlon  A09
 V 1876."
Given under my Hand
 and Beal,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -fire, and in  the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
am &v =a
 qw  I
19"
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exebllency Sir ANTHONY MUSG RAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twelfth day of November, 1885, I did, by andwith the advise of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed  and marked  on the ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection , should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to (indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans i Now, thereforia, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provision$ of  " The Crotbn Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUaOIAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land  Board , do, by this  my Proclamation , notify  and declare  that the said Lands specified in the said
Schedule hereto, being situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Act, on and aftel  MONDAY, the 4th day of January, 1886: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to sayIn the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres,
Provided always and I do here further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this lintitnation I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, finer declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Ipswich Land A6eht's District.
Given under my Hand anti Seal, it Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majest f  s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gob SAVE T$$ Quzza !
THE  SCHEDULE.
THE IPsWIi * LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
No.
of
Lot.
Pariah. No. ofPortion. Area.
Annul Provisional Purim sins
erActs . suiv4p  Fee. perPACOAcre.
A. R. P. £ a. d. h~ •. d. £ a. d.
1 Biala ... ... 1v 120 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... 3v 180 0 0 A 0 . 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... 4v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... 5v 160 0 0 0 0  P. 6 14 0 1 0 0
6 Ditto .,. 6v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... 7v 145 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... 8v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9v 160 0 0 100 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... .., ... 10v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... 11v 100 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... 12v 310 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ... 14v 160 0 0 0 0 3 614 0 1 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... 15v 160 0 0 0 0 3 616 0 1 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... ... 16v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... ... 17v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
18 Ditto ... ... ... 18T 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
1.9 Ditto ... ... ... 19v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
20 Ditto ... ... ... 2 0 v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
21 Ditto ... ... ... 21v 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
22 Ditto ... ... ... 22,r 160 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
23 Ditto ... ... ... 33Y 190 0 0 0 0 3 6 14 0 1 0•
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency  Sir Alt'roi r MUSGRAtE, Knight Grand  Cross  of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished  Order of  St. Michael and St . George, Governor  and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council  trade  on the twelfth day of November, 1885, I did, by
and with the  advice  of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, order
that the  operation of so much  of the forty-third  section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  as requires
land  to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed  open  for selection, should
be suspended  with respect to  the Country Laud described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into  lots, and  to indicate the
position  of such lots on proper maps  or plans  : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated  the position  thereof
on proper  maps or  plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY Mvsnacevu, the
Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation] notify and declare that the said land specified in the said
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Schedule hereto ,  being situated in the Nanango Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of t1te said  Act, oil  and after  MONDAY, the 4th day  of January, 1886 : And I do
hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District sha ll  be as follows, that is to say :---
In the case of lands with an Agricultural Area ,  1,200 acres.
Givers  under my Hand and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane, this fourteenth  day of November'
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred"and eighty-eve,  andin tie forty-
ninth year of Her s4eaty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE rgs QTsN !
TSB SQ1IEIIDI.:F.
TSS NLwi. oo  LAND AGENTS DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. I.
No. No.
of )ariih. of
I.Ot. Fortiolt.
1 Barambah ... ... 1v9 Ditto ... ... 2v
3 Ditto ,,. $v
4 Ditto .... ... 4v
5 Ditto ... ,..  V
6 itto  ... ...  IV
7 itto ... ... 7v
8 Ditto ... ... 8v
9 Ditto ... ... 9v
10 Ditto ... ... 10v
11 Ditto ... ... Iln
12 Ditto ... ... 12v
131 Ditto ... ... 13v
14 Ditto ... ... 14v
14 Ditto ... ... 15v
16 Ditto ... ... 26v
17 Ditto ... ... 27v
18 Ditto ... ... 16v
19 Ditto ... ... 17v
20 Titto ... .,. 187
21 liittQ ... .,. 19t 
22 Ditto ... ... 20v
23 DDitto ... .,, 214
24 Ditto ... .,.  22v
25 Ditts>! ... ; . 23q
26 Ditto ... 24y
27 Ditty ... .,. 25y
C. B. DVTTON.
vslue
Area. Bent wT41040 pu= of Iniptor!-
rer Awl. SuT !y roe. p4r A.  scats.
A. 4. P, £
237 0 0 0
231 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
130 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
820 0 0 0
$20 0 0 0
33500 0
400 0 0 0
400 0 0 0
237 0 0 0
237 0 0 0
240 0 0 0
120 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
260 0 0 0
250 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
320 0 0 0
q, d. f s, . $ a.
0 3 6 14  91 1  0
0 3 6 14 0 1 0 0
0 8 614 0 1 0 00 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0$ 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 7 3 0 1 0 0
0 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 3 $ 1 0 1 0 0
0 3 61 0 1 0 00 3  6140 100
0 3 7  $  0 1 0 0
Q 3 6 0 0 1 0 0
0 3 6 13 0 1 0 0
0 3 7 0 1 0 0
0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
Q 3 614 0 1 0 0
Q 3 614 0 1 0 0
0 3 614 0 1 0 0
Q 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
i S. d.
P QCL4MATIQN.
[".s.] By Hiq f xQollen93 Sir AXT oiflr vsaa4vs, :Kpight Grand Cross  o  the feet
A. MUSQRTq n ,  Distinguish ijer pf St.  1ie ao and St.  George, Governor and Co der-ia-
Giovar!or ,  Chief of tl
.1
olony  of  (ueeMslaand and its DepeB¢eneies.
N  pgu, rspance and eNeca tiosi of -all powers and authorities in me vested under the parovisioz s ofI "T#h G'rown Lends  Act of  1804,"  I, Sir  ,Ausno>NY ]Iv saa vn, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the adTjce of the Executive Council ,  and on the recomtnenda ion of the T,and Board, do, b this my
Proelamatipm, notify and declare that the Country Landt epeci ed in the Schedule hereto,  and situated
in the Mackay Laud Agent's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after  MONDAY,  the 4th day of January,  1886 :  And I do hereby ,  by and Frith the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that  the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to  say:-JA the cave of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under p y Ham apd  $  a1, nt Government House ,  Brisbane this twentieth day of lg 'ennber,
in the year of our Lord' ogle thousand  '  eight hundred and eighty-five,  and  in the
forty -uiuth  y ear of Her Majeoty's reign.
No,
ofW. Pseleh.
By Command,
GOD S4Ya  THE  q uzzif !
THE BQHEDVL .
THE MLCYAT  LLND  AwiNT 's DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
1 i
Ares.No. of Forfeited
Aanpal
Rext
per*M .
C. B.  DUTTON.
Snrrpy  FN. ftro"In f'i4PVW ALI".
A. R. d.  le S.  ci.  Si,  d.
About
I Hamilton 1361 23000 005  oil 10 1i09
Abo'0
2 Ditto 500 0 Q 0 0 6 i ts 11 $ 1 10 01350
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVS, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVB,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHER HAS by an Order inCouncil made on  the nineteenth day of November, 1885, I,did ,  by and withthe advice of the Executive Council,  and on the recomme udation of the Land Board ,  order that the
operation of so much of the forty -third section of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884  "  as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor -General
was, b the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps  or plans  :  Now, therefore , in pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lando Act of  1984 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto.
being  situated in the  Roma  Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY ,  the 4th day of January ,  1886 :  And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall  be as  follows,  that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane, this twentieth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATE TSE QUERN I
No.
of
Let.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
Tint RotA  LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual Provisional Purchasing Talus ofRent Survey Fee. Price Improve-per Acre. per Aere. menu.
£ a. d. £  S. d. £ S. d.  £ a. d.
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 aka0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 w
0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0 a
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 ma0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 00 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 7 3 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 a0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0  m
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0 .S
0 0 3 9 4 0 1 0 0 4'
0 0 3 9 2 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 3 8 1 0 1 0 0 of
A. R. P.
I Bute ... ... ... iv 320 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... 2v 640 0 0
3 Ditto... ... ... 3v 640 0 0
4 Ditto... ... 4v 270 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... 6v 486 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... 6v 640 0 0
7 Ditto... .. . ... 7v 640 0 0
8 Ditto  ... ... ... 8v 640 0 0
9 Ditto  ... ... ... 9v 640 0 0
10 Ditto  ... ... .., lOv 640 0 0
11 Ditto  ... ... ... 11v 640 0 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... 12v 296 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... 13v 640 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ... 14v 640 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... 16v 296 0 0
16 Ditto .. ... ... 16v 640 0 0
17 Ditto  ... ... ... 17v 640 0 .0
18 Ditto  ... ... ... 18v 640 0 0
19 Ditto ... ... ... 19v 640 0 0
20 Ditto  ... ... ... 20v 640 0 0
21 Ditto ... ... ... 21v 625 0 0
22 Ditto ... ... ... 22v 526 0 0
23 Ditto  ... ... ... 23v 640 0 0
24 Ditto.,. ... ... 24v 565 0 0
26 Ditto ... ... ... 26v 376 0 0
26 Ditto  ... ... ... 26v 450 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY M USGUAVx,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusanAVS,  Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
J7
HEREAS  by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of  November, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on  the recommendation of the Land Board ,  order that
the operation of so._mueh of  the  forty -third section -of  " The Crown lands Act  of  1884"  as requires land
to be 4etually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, sbould be
tttspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor =General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the 1fosition
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas  the Surveyor -General has accordingly divide I the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVF., the Governor
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and On the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said Lands specified  in the said Schedule
hereto ,  being situated in the Mourilyan Land Agent's District ,  shall  be open to selection ,  under the
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provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY ,  the 4th day of January, 1886 :  And I do hereby, by
and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-
ninth year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
TSE MOVRILYAN LAND AGENT ' s DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
Na Annual Purchasing
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area. Fontper Acre.
Provisional
survey We. Priceper Acre.
A. B. P.  £ s. d.  £ S.d.  £ s. d.
1 Glady ... ,., ... 1v  160 0 0 0 0 6 12 16 0 2 0 0
2 Ditto ... .. ... 2v  160 0 0 0 0 6 12 16 0 2 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... 3v  160 0 0 0 0 6 12 16 0 2 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 4v  160 0 0 0 0 6 12 16 0 2 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ... Sv  310 0 0 0 0 6  1314 0  2 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 310 0 0  •0 0 6  13 14 0 2 0 0
7 Johnstone ... ... ..• lv  320 0 0  0 0 9  15 8 0  2 10 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... 2v  240 0 0 0 0 9 13 14 0 2 10 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... 3v 240 0 0  0 0 9 13 14 0 2 10 0
10 Ditto ... .,. ... 4v 160 0 0 0 0 9 12 16 0 2 10 0
11 Ditto ... ... 160 0 0 0 0 9 12 16 0 2 10 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... I 6v 160 0 0 0 0 9 12 16 0 2 10 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE,  Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St.  George,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Aet of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MusGBAvz,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the  :'undaberg bind Agent 's District, shall  be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY ,  the 4th day of January ,  1886 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as fo llows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
P rovided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 1, is the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this  limitation, I do hereby,  by and with t e advice aforesaid,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board,  further declare the 'aid  Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAPS  THE QUEEN !
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SCHEDULE.
THR BUNDABEBQ  LAND  A G INT 's DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1:
No.
of ,
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion.
AnnualAMC iBout sntkvey Fee.
per Acre.
oDp
per acre.
A. B. P.  £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
160 o 0 0 1 0 9 1 4 3 0 0
160 0 0 0 1 0 7 14 8 3 0 0
133 030 0 1 0 6 8 9 3 0 0
160 0 0 0 1 0 7 14 8 3 0  1)
1 Childers  ... ... ... ... 1v
2 Ditto... ... ... ... 2v
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... 3v
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... 4v
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Department of Public Lands,
85-22177-D.B. Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified fur general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878 ;" and all persons who may copsider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may  be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Toowoomba.
C. B. DU TTON .
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  SELECTIONS 688, 686 .  AND 692 ,  HELIDON DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE  PROCLA .TMED  A8 A PVBZ.TO ROAD.
Parish of  Ravensboupne , County of Cavendish ,  District of Moreton.
o
•1
•2
Description of Road.
From the reserved road
easterly through se-
lection 688 to  its east
boundary
An irregular piece  of
land along and within
pa rt s of the west and
no rt h boundaries (at
the nort h -west cor-
ner) of selection 686
A st p of land one chain
wUs  along sand With-
in part of the aouth
be ndary of selection
0 V Date of ierOccu ° l Breadth
za
P
a 7~
q A
Applicgtion
of
Selection.
pReputedHow held. Owner. orLessee.
of
Road.
Area.
0 0 A I
I I I vbs. lks .  Links. A. X. P.
17 Hdidon 3  Feb.. 1876Homestead ,  Ellen  MC- Rllen  71° 33 ' 5 19 100 2 0 0
1875  Act F*rlane , McFarlane  117° 43' 6 75
wife  of 75° 25' 0 82
Andrew , 28° 51' 7 48
McFarlane  60° 35' 035
16 !686 ditto  ditto Freehold , Thomas  Thomas 360° 0' 5 99 irregu- 6 0 0
Homestead , Murphy Murphy  59° 19 5 82 lar
1875 A et 90° 14' 11 0
60°50' 0 3a
79°11' 966
22 692 ditto 14 Feb ., 1876 Homestead , John Mc- John 90° 14 ' 39 73 100 4 0,
1875 Act Quillan McQuillan
*3
+ Grazing land.
Department of Public Lands,
85-16707-Sur. Brisbane, 18th September, 1885 .
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF RESU MFTIONS FOR RIFDR RANGE NEAR
TOOWOOMBA.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the E> ecutive Council, and in pursuance of the
1 provisions of  " The Public ?Forks Lands Resumption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the resumptione described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information
that any parties entitled to  compensation in co sequence of the said reslunptlons, are requested to deliver
to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate and interest in the land required for the
said  resumptions and their claims for compensation on account thereof ,  within sixty  (60) days from th  e date
of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the Secretary for Public Lands
is willing to treat for the purchase of the lands which have been resumed and the damage that may be
sustained by reason of the said resumptions.
C.  B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCv OF LAND INTENDED TO BE RESUMED FOR A.  RIFLE RANGE NEAR ToowooMBA.
Parish of Drayton, County of Aubigny.
O
C
>s
uz
Description.
No. of
Per- How Held.
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths.
o
Area .  Remarks.
Cho. Lks.  Links.  A.  R.  P.
1 A triangular piece of laud 527 Freehold Michael  M. Garvey  69° 36 '  1 43A Irregu - 0 0 5 .1% Part of a  milking,
amp off  tl}e north -west Garvey lar yard cut off.
corner of re-subdivision
c of subdivision 1 of  por-
tion 527
2 Part  of a pro claimed road
separating re-subdivision
A of subdivision 1 of por-
tion 627 from re-sub-
division c
527 Cro wn The Unoecu-
land Grown pied
69° 36' 2 87 Irregu- 0 1 31-h
lar
3 A strip of  land running  527 Freehold  Michael ditto  ...  68. 36'  4 35 200 10 2 28;,'  Unimproved.
across the southern part Garvey
of re -subdivision A of
subdivision 1 of portion
527
4 A strip of  land running  527A ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto  ...  69° 36 '  2 23 200 10 1 3 ',, ditto.
across the southern part
of portion 527A
5 A strip of land  running  527a ditto  ...  Thomas ditto  ... 69° 36 '  3 13 200 0 2 17,  North -east 'boua-
aeross the southern part Neden I dary of port ion
of portion  527- fenced ,  otherwise
unimproved.
A Plan and Book of  Reference  of the abovementioned resumptions can be  seen  at the office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions in Toowoomba.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane . 21st November, 1886.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury, at
Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government  Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters
shall be forfeited.
C. B. DUTTON.
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run.
James Frederick Williams ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
The Trust  and Agency Company of
Australasia  (Limited)
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
The Queensland Investment and
Land  Mortgage  Company
(Limited)
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
John George Dougharty ... ...
Ditto ... .. , ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Edward Augustus  Bullmore and
Richard John Bligh
Ditto ... ...
Dugald McKinnon ... ... ...
George Rolfe and William Peterson
Ambatala Fast
Dartmouth
Dart ...
Bisley .
Santa Cruz
Peter ... ...
Emily ...
Norah ... ...
Scrub ... ...
Mexico ... ...
Foyle View ...
Area in
District .  Square
Miles.
Warrego ... ...
ditto ... ...
40
43g4
59
30
48
Amount.
2 s. d.
10 0 0
10 18 9
14 15 0
7 10 0
12 0 0
49 12 5 0
46 11 5 n
42 10 10 0
22 5 10 0
374 9 8 9
76 19 0 0
Glen Yarron ... ... ditto
Mistake ... ... ... ditto
Dougharty .. ... ditto
Dougharty North ... ditto
Elwood ... ... ... ditto
Florence ... ... ... ditto
Morris ... ... ... ditto
Missie ... ... ... ditto
Dingo ... ... ... ditto
Merv ... ... ... ditto
Cairns  ...  ... ... ditto
Karrol West ... ... ditto
52 13 0 0
84 21 0 0
60 15 0 0
40 10 0 0
281 7 2 6
59; 14 16 3
4L 10 5 0
100 25 0 0
434 10 18 9
77 19 5 0
35 8 15 0
21 5 5 0
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Govern
ment  G azette.
Nature of  Work.
Additions to Wardaman's Cottage, Fraser Ielagd
Court House, Drayton  ...... ...
Court  House, also Police Station , Laidley
Boat Shed ,  &c., Custom House, Port  Douglas
New Post and Telegraph Offices, Townsville ...
Additions, Post and Telegraph Offices, Normanton
Erection of New Court House, Charters Towers
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place  and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
14th November, 1885 Post Office, Maryborough.
27th November, 1885,
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
(Works Office, Brisbane.
27th November. 1885.ditto
Works  Office,  Brisbane, and
Custom. Hpuse,Port Doug-
las.
87th  November, 1885.
Works Office , Brisbane, and
ditto Post  Office, Townsville.
27th November, 1885.Warts Office, Brisbane, and
ditto  Post  Afne .  Normantou.
ditto
4th December, 1885.
Works Office,Briabspe,and
Court  House ,  Charters
Towers.
18th December ,  1885.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
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No. of
!Ulee open i
for rratno.
TRAFFIC BARNING B.
SOUTHERN AND WE TERN  RAILWAY.S
Passen;ers ' Goode and bite Parcels and
Total.Pares. Stock  1[iscellaneour
f •. d.  •. d.  d.
Week  .ndin .  15th Nov .,  1 •85 663 2,595 12 9 4,586 15 8 221 5 7 7 ,403 14 0
Correspo , 11a4 woes last year 553  2,065 8 3 5,798 15 11 253 0 2 8,117 4 4
Increase ...
... ... ... 630 4 6
Decrease
1885 - T ta) rrafRrso late ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Tota l  Increase
1,212 0 3 3114 7
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
...
£  S.  d. L s. d. £ s. d. L t. d.
Week ending  15th Nov .,  1885 77  315 1 3  542 11 2 17  15 6 876 7 11
Corresponding week last year ... 77 214  5 8 568  16  2 24 9 5 807 10 3
Increase ... ... ... ... 100 15 7
Decrease
1885  - Total Traffic to date ...
1884  -D itto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
13UNDAIIICRG RAILWAY.
...
E e. d. £  s.  d. £  it.  d. £ .. d.
Week ending  15th Nov.,  1885 66 51 8 8 93 9 5  6 5 6 151 3 7
Corresponding week last year ...  66 55 16 8 53 0  9 3 5 1 112 2 6
Increase ... ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ... ... 4 8 0
1886-Total Trafr to date ...
1884- Ditto ditto .. ...
Total Decrease
26 4 0 6 13 11
40 8 8 3 0 5
... ...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
L  . d. £ •. d.
Week  ending  15th Nor.,  1885  $69 443 7 6  3,117 0 10
0orrespondiug week last year... 317 410 3 6 2,058 6 5
Increase...
Decrease
1885 -Total Traflie  to date ...
L884  - Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
... 33 4 0 1,068 15 5
...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£ r. d. £ e. d.
Week ending 15th Nov., 1886 170 468 0 2 1,615 3 4
Oorresponding  week  last year 127 445 10 0 1,281 0 4
Increase...
Decrease ...
1885 -Total  T raffir todate
1884- Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ..
12 10 2 234 3 0
...
...
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Week ending  15th Nov.. 180  31
Corresponding week last year... ...
£ s. d.
181 3 8
Increase  ... ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ... ... ...
1886- Total Traffic to date
1884 - Ditto ditto
Total Increase
... ...
... ...
£ r. d.
39 16 7
...
713 10 4
318,998 3 6
307,304 8 4
£11,69315 2
67 17 8
39,954 11 6
34,747 2 4
£5,207 9 2
39 1 1
7,734 14 1
8,589 13 11
986419 10
L  s. d. £  S.  d.
64 1 4 3,614 9 8
37 11 2 2,606 0 1
1610 2 1,108 9 7
... 157,517 6 1187,659 13 9
£19,85712 4
£ s. d. £  *. d.
5012 6 2,02316 0
37 9 8  1,764 0 0
'13 2 10 259 16 0
£ s. d.
3 12 1
78,760  9 11
53,820 11 0
£24,939 18 11
£  S. d.
174 12 4
£1,367 0 2
F. CURNOW,
commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
AMENDED NOTICE . Brisbane,  13th November, 1885.
('1 ORAL ABSTRACT
 showing the AvE>uez LIABILITIES and Aeem ,  and the CAmAL and Pnorne ,
 of the undermentioned Busse of the COLONY of QUZENSLAND, for the Quarter ended
G on
 the 30th September, 1885.
BANKS.
Commercial Bank of Australia ,  Limited ...
Rank of Australasia ..
Union Bank of Australia ,  Limited
Australian  Joint Stock  Bank
 ... ... ...
Commercial Banking  Company of Sydney ,,.
Bank of New  South (Vales ... ...
Queensland National Bank , Limited ...
London Chartered Bank of : Australia
Mercantile Bank  of Sydney... ...
TOTALS
246 18 4
9,000 18 7
5,900 4 1
2,251 15 9
564 4 11150 0 0
179.915 8 9
£  S.  d. £ a. d.
568 3 0 37,90013 4
ASSETS.
BANKS.
...
...
.,.
Notes in Circulation
not bearing  Interest.
£ s, d.
41,777 3 1
62,740 1 8
95,866 9 0
39,142 17 6
91,462 10 0
312,147 10 0
8,951 1 6
642,087
 12
 9
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Bills in Circulation IBalances dueto othe Deposits not bearing
bearing Interest .  not bearing Interest .
 Banks .
 Interest.
e, d. £ s. d.
161,447 15 6
Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver, and other Bullion or Bars ,
 and Stamp Account .  Landed Property.
Coined Metals. Stamp Account.
£ s. d. £ e, d.
Commercial Bank of Australia Limited ... 18 978 4 5,
Bank of Australasia ... ...
,107,65913  6 22,860 2 7
Union  Bank  of Australia, Limited ... ... 150793 6 6 185 16 5
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ...
,W6,60718  9 18,651 1 2
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney .., 96,22812
 8 86 16 4
Bank  of New South Wales .. ...
Queensland National Bank ,
 Limited ... ,,,
164,134399,59919 718  9 23,42850,549118112
London Chartered Bank of Australia 26 968 4 10
Mercantile Bank of Sydney... ... ...
,32,87910
 3
TOTALS ... 1,261,845 9 3 115,761 15 7
BANKS. Capital paid up
to date.
£ a. d.
Commercial Bank of Ausralia ,  Limited ... 600,000 0 0
Bank
 of Australasia ... ... ... ... ... ,., 1,600,000 0 0
Union Bank of Australia , :.imited ... ... 1,500,000 0 0
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 500,000 0 0
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ,,,
... ... .., ... 600,000 0 0
Bank of New South Wales ... ,,, ... 1,000,000 0 0Queensland  National Bank ,  Limited...
... ... ... .., ... ... 652,800 0 0
London Chartered Bank of Australia ... ... ... ... ,.. 1,000,0(0 0 0
Mercantile  Bank of Sydney... ... ... .. ,., .., ... ... 300,000 0 0
7,752,300 0 0
189 5 11
214 5 8
£ s.d.
680 12 3
2,132 8 0
375
9,278 13 8
863 9 81,547 0 20903,899 15 11
2,417 12 0
920,822 19 1
88,380 16  9
.,. 64,979 19 11
16,248 16 1
39,981 5 11
152,095 10 11
16,000 0 0
10,305 4 4
568 3 0 376,892 6 3
£ S. d.
6,250 14 5
159,152 7 8
201,688 5 1386,860 12  3
205,112 19 4
437,759 12 1971,328 16  2
36,417 13 1
21,515 7 9
2,426,081 7 10
Deposits bearing  Government Deposits
Interest ,  bearing Interest.
£ s. d. £ r, d.
101,055 7 8 ...
289,181 3 9 ..,
526,196 2 9 ..,
625,467 5 6 ,..
303,309 6 0 ..,
978,241 3 1
900,668 11 0 644,474 2 1
21,266 3 8  100,000 0 0
22,960 6  4 76,923 1 6
8,768 ,285 9 9
II
721,397 3 7
Notes and Bills of Balances due fro m
other Banks .  other Banks.
£ s. d. £ e. d.
802 4 7
5,289 18 2
982 2  4  5,158 16 103,222 18  5 1,38916 22,43312 4 1,816 4 3
2,47618 6 2,669 1 05,681 0 10  0232,855 3 2
340 5 2 ...
20,678 10 4 243,838
Bates per annum  last Dividend .  Bonus.
10 per cent.  per annum  .. ... ...
14 per
 cent, per annum ,  including Bonus of 6s. per share
16 per  cent .  per annum and Bonus ...
121 per cent. per annum and Bonus
26 per cent .  per annum ...
17j per
 cent .  per annum and Bonus ,,,
15 per cent .  per annum  ... ... ...
6  percent. per annum  .,, ... ,,,
9 per cent .... ... ...
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks, including
Notes ,  Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description, excepting
Notes ,  Bil sand Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
Total Liabilities.
£ r, d.108,233
 12  8
501,194 1 1
786,528 1 0
1,119,114 16 2548,992
 17
 5
1,509,160 5 4
3,793,961 10 8
169,191 16 2
121,613 1 3
8,668,590 1 9
Total Amount of
Assets,
£  a. d. £ s. d.102,402 11  8 121,678 0 8
921,799 10  1 1,096,068 0 8
1,785,265 3 5 1,980,716 1 3
1,018,869 5 8 1,372,671 0 1
728,318 12  2 844,131 12 10
1,663,740 0 2 1,896,429 7 1
3,944,777 18 8 4,785.560 0 6
520,847 11 10 564,156 1 10
120,807  9 10  163,992 4 5
1 5 1 10,806,828 3 6 12,825,402 9 4
Amount of  last Dividend
declared.
£  S.  d.
30,000 0 0
112,000 0 0
120,000 0 0
31,250 0 0
75,000 0 0
87,600 0 048,922
 10 0$0,000 0 0
13,500 0 0
648,172 10 0
Amount of
 the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£ s. d.
231,029 11 8
750,000 0 0
1,115,648 2 7
255,981 11 9
701,556 0 9
570,000 0 0
313,431 8 897,855 14
 5
164,867 10 10
4,190,370 0 8
W. H. RYDER,•  And Branches.
For Under  Colonial Secretary
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  21st November, 1885.THE following SUMMARIES Of RAINPALL ,  taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
October, 1885, are  published for general information.
T. MACIDONAI,D-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THA  MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1885.
SHOWING the Latitude ,  Longitude ,  and distance  from Sea -coast of each  Station ; the  maximum
during 24  hours ,  and date of same ; the  days of Rain ,  and Total Fall.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Allora  ... ... ... 28°
Aramac . ... ... 22
Auburn,  The* ... ... 26
Ayrshire Downst¶ ...
Banana ... ... 24
Beenleigh ... ... 27
Biddenham ... ... 25
Bindangot ... ...
Blackall. ... ... ... 24
Bloomfield River * ... ... 15
Bloomsbury  ... ... ... 20
Bo llon 28
Bon Accord ... ... ... 27
Boondooma ... ... 26
Bowen  .. .. ... 20Braeside, Dalveen *  ... ... 28
Brisbane  ... ... ... 2
Bundaberg  ... ... ... 2
Bur#pdao  ... ... ... 26
Burraudpw*gOl ...
Bustard Head ... ... 24
Camboon  ... ... ... 26
Cabulture  ... ... ... 27
Cgirna  ... ... ... 16
Oaloundrat ... ... 26
Cape Moreton ... ... 27
Cardwell  ... ... ... 18
Central Railwoy,  33-mile ... 23
Charleville ... ... 28
Charters  Towers ... ... 19
Chudleigh Park ... ... 20
Clermont  ... ... ... 22
Cleveland ... ... ... 27
Clonouvey  ... ... ... 20
Condamine Plains ... ... 26
Cooktown ... ... ... 15
Green Creep  .. ... ... 18
Cuinberls)ndt ... ... ...
Cunnanaulle... ... ... 28
Dalby  ... ... ... 27
Degilbo*  ... ... ... 35
Emerald  ... ... ... 23
Enoggera Reservoir  ... 27
Eulotlf  ... ... ...
Gayndah  ... ... ... 25
Georgetown. ... ... 17
Gilbert River . ... ... 17
Gladstone ... ... ... 23
Gold Creek Reservoir ... 27
Goodna  ... ... 27
idiwindi  ... ... 28
pie ... ... ... 26
Hawkwood ....  ... ... 25
Helidon  ... ... ... 27
Herbertont  ... ... ...
Herbert River,  Maenade  ... 18
Herbert River ,  Frebonpe  ... 18
Highbury, Mitchell Rivers 16
Hughenden  ... ... ... 20
Inkerm an ... ... ... 19
Inglewood  ... ... ... 28
Inekip Point ... , . 26
Ipswich  ... ... ... 27
Ieiafor4  ... ... ... 24
Jimbour  ... ... 27
Johnstone  l iver,  Geraldton 18
Johnstone River,  Goondi  ... 18
Johnstone River ,  Innishowen 18Johnston* River ,  Mourilyane 18
;unction Creek  ... ... 17
$ilkivan  ... ... ... 26
$imberley l  . _. ... ... 17
Ian gmornte  ... ... ... 24
Leyburn  ... ... ... 28
1'
58
2
30
49
39
Longitude Distance  fr om Maximum in 24 hours
No. of To4i
days Bain Rainfall.($ast).  404-00"t.  and date . fell.
Miles .  Inches .  Date. Inches.
152°  It  97 0.16 23rd 2 0.25
145 25 265
150 35 155
150 10 80 1.16  27th 1 1'15
168 8 10 0•85 3%4 3 1.70
146 18 450 0 •04 31st 1 004
.  ... 0.46 27th 5 0.61
146 42 290
145 20 2
148 39 12 0•Q7  9th 4 0'18
151 151 340  0-37
0
115  o•fi6
12th 1 027
7th 6 1.20
151 2 1$0 1.70 27ih 4 2.24
141 16 on coast 0'20 17th 2 0.25
150 51 120
153 6 1Q 0.78 26th 7 1.46
162 22 8 0.20 26th 6 0'48
140.42 440
151 50 on coact 0.49 16th $ 1.41
150 25 105 0'45 27th 1 0'45
152 65 8 0.10 29th 8 0.30
145 45 on coast 1.20 16th 6 4.50
153 9 on coast 0.70  25th 3 1.20
153 28 off coast 0.20
1146 0 on coast 0.16  17th 6 '37
150 10 47 0.80 27th 1. ID-SD
146 18 420 0.10  10th 1 0'10
146 19 70 0.41 0.41
h 2 1•$1144 10 175 0.74
2147 38 130 0.17  5th  2 0'20
153 18 on coast 0.36 26th 2 0'66
140 61 210 0'34 30th 2 0.42
150 6 196 0.41 26th 2 0.20
146 15 on coast 3 000
14,$ 0 119 0.95 16th 1 0196
..
0'3(1 14th 1 0.20
145 40 470 0.02 10th 1 0•Q2
151 15 112 1.84 27th 2 1.96
151 59 60
148 6 190 0.02 27th 1 0.02
152 55 1.6 0.56 27th 7 1.24
101  80 72 2-10  27th 3 2'15
149 40 176
14$ 0 188
151 20 on coast 0.40 12th 4 0'62
152 54 14 0.417 29th 7 1.30
152 56 21 1.21 26th 6 1.95
150 24 185 0.36 12th 5 1'22
152 38 30 0 .70 27th 4 1.40
150 50  ...  0.90 27th 3
1.06
152 3 60 1.30 26th 3 1.54
0.10) 9th 4 0.26
146... 6 5 0.51 18th 10 2.05
145 55 15 0 .56 15th 6 1-82
144 1 100
144 10 190 1.00 14th 1 1.03
147 25 10
151 7 140 0.80 27th 3  1-20
'59153 5 off coast 1'00 26th 5 1
152 48 28 0.55  $7th 4 0.95
144 20 350
151 12  114 1.22 27th 3 1.88
.66146 $ 7 0 .90 16th 12 3
146 1Q 12 0'78 17th 12 3.37
146 60 10
146 61 12
144 9 78 0-19  28th 1 0.19
162 22 40 1.64 28th 6 342
141 0 off coast
150 10 25
161 38 121 1.45 27th 1 1.45
t No $stwu rsoetve6. t Npw station . T  No 84 1n fell.
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TABLE  OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER,  1885--continued.
SHOWING thb  Latitude,  Longitude ,  and distance f ro m Sea -coast of each Station  ;  the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of  same;  the days of Rain, and Total Fall-continued.
,Name of Station. Latitude Longitude  Distance from Maximum  in 24 hours(South ). (East ).  Sea-coast .  and date.
No, of Totaldays Rain Rainfall.fell.
Miles.  Inches .  Date.  Inches.
Low Islayld  ... ...  16° 30' 145° 45' off coast 0110 21st 3 0.24
I ytton  ... ... ...  27 25 153 1 on coast 1.30 26th 6 1.79
Mackay  ...  21 10 149 5 5 0.12 16th 3 0-24
Mackay ,  St. IfeleneC ... 21 11 149 0 12
Mackinl t  ... . • •. .
Mackay ,The $ollo* 21 12 148 50 0.07 18th 6 0'25
Marlbordtngh  22  57 150 1 40 0.33 28th 1 0.33
Maryborough  ... ... 25  36 152 45 10 0.58 27th 10 1.13
Mary borough, Yengarie  ...  24 35 152 43 18 1.66 29th 4 2.41
Maryland  ... ... ....  28 33 152 2  ...  0183 26th 7 1.79
Mavtown¶ ... ... ... 15 59 144 20 66
Millaquin ,  Bundaberg  ...  24 53 152 23 7 0-31 28th 4 0.75
Miles  ... ... ...  26 38 150 8 180 0 .83 28th 4 0189
Minerva Downs ,  Clermctitt 22 40 147 30 150 0 .22 27th 5 0.37
Mitchell  ... ...  26 31 147 61 962 0 .09 28th 1 0109
Mount Cornish ( ... ...  21 58 144 46 235
Mount Morriss ` ... ...  25 38 145 54 465
Mundoolun  ... ... ...  27 64 153 10 18 0'09 26th 5 0-35
Murweh  ... ... ...  26 28 146 10 495 0.07 12th 1 0'07
Muttaburra ¶ ... ...  22 2 1.44 49 238
Nanango  ... ... ...  26 41 162 10 68 11)0 27th 5 1.59
Nebo ... ... ... 21 56 148 10 50  0-11 20th 1 0.11
Nive ¶ ... ... ...  25 30 146 31 300
Normanton  ... ... ...  17 38 141 25 38 0.04 15th 1 0.04
Orion Downs* 24 17 148 24 160
Pentlandt * ... ... ...
Proudfoot Shoals  ... ...  10 35 141 0 off Est
Pikedale  ... ... ...  28 37 151 40 110 0 .48 26th 3 012
Pine River ... ... ... 27 17 153 5 6 110 26th 3 2.00
Port Douglas  ... ...  16 30 145 24 on Boast 080 9th 6 1.15
Rockhampton 23 25 t50 25 25 0'34 28th 5 0-51
Roma ... 26 37 148 48 260 010 5t11 1 01 0
Sandgate  ... ...  27 33 153 6 on coast 0'34 30th 5 0'74
Severnfeld ... ... ... ... 1'12 27th 4 1.44
Southport ... ... ... 27 58 153 30 on coast 0.20 30th 5 0'4
Springsure  ... ... ...  24 2 148 10 220 015 29th 2 0.92
Stanthorpe  ... ... ...  28 40 152 0 90 0.93 27th 3 1.42
St. George ... ... ... 28 5 148 33 295 0.12 12th 1 0.12
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8  0-12  27th 1 0.12
Surat ... ... ... 27 11 149 2 250 0'13 6th 2 047
Tambo  ... ... ...  24 50 146 15 985 0'16 6th I 0.16
Taroom ... ... ... 0.45 7th 2 0.53
Telemon  ... ... ...  20-40 143 50 200 0.18 16th 1 0.18
Texas  ... ... ... 8 #1 X51 12 145 0.36 32nd 3 0'66
Thargomindsh ... * 69 143 87 800  0 .02 31st 1 0.02
Thornboroughig ... ... 1$ 85  144 60 50
Toowoomba ...  27 14 152 10 80 0 66 27th 6 0 92
Torres Straits ,  Goode Islhnda 10 33 142 10 off coast
Towneville¶... ... ... 19 18 148 50  on coast
Warwick¶  ... ... ...  28 12 162 16 90
Welfoird Lagoonst ... 009 10th 1 0.09
Weitewn ... ... ... 28 30 149 48 230 0.66 6th 2 0.79
Werabone ,  Burst  .. ...  27 20 149 0 257 0.13 12th 4 0'43
Whyeeba, St. Georget 28 28 148 33 $00 0.12 12th 2 0'40
Wint si F  ,,. ... ...  20 30 142 40 820
Woodlands ... ... 23 5 150 48 3 0.32 18th 18 1.49
Yuelba Experimental Farm 26 44 149 22 251 0 .71 5th 2 0'92
•  Nb Return received. t New Station .  41 No Rain fell.
Greatest  Rainfall during the  month, 4-50 inches ,  was at Cairns . Greatest dumber of days rain fell, 13, at Woodlands.
Greatest fan in 24 hours ,  2.10 inches ,  on 27th ,  at Gayndah.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
10REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."N OT'ICE is hereby given, that pplications) have b en made for the Registration of Tra eniUsion of
Title to the Laids hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications  are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
p M
I V "'
Name  of Deoeeeral  am  of ifsme Descrl3ftion  claimed e to, PartW m of
Proprietor .  death. of Claimant .  and l itustifn of hood .
ranemitted. or otherw ise. i c
i 4 I t8
George  Edward Forbes,
late of Collu.toh,
grazier.
1881.t tulyLouisa Liliias Tro tter
or Forbes ,  Charles
William Forbes, and
Frederick Pitman
Portions  2, 3, and 11,  pa ri sh of
Colinton
Fee-simple Will  dated  14 Jely,
1868
1885.
28 Dec.
Registrar  of Titles '  Office ,  THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  21st Nobember, 1885. Registrar of Titles.
Colonial Secretary's Otfce,
AMENDED NOTICE. Brisbane, 13:h November, 1886.
9 HE following General Abstract ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILTTIBS and Assxra of the BANK of New SOUTH WALes ,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the  several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st JULY to 30th
 SBPTBYBBR,  1885, is published in conformity with the second  section  of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
W. H. RYDER,
For Under  Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and Aaasrs of the BANK of  New  SOUTH
 Wanes, within  the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from  the 18t JULY to  30th SSPTEMBBB,1885.
LIABILITIES.
I
Not bearing InterestNotes in  Circulation Bearing Interest
Bilk in Circulation Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other  Banks ...
Deposits Not bearing Interest... ..Bearing Interest .., ,,.
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ •. d. £ a. d.
91,462 10 0
150 0 0
91,462 10 0
150 0 0
1,547 0 2
978,241 8 1  i  1,416,000 15  2437,759 12 1
... £ 1,509,160 6 4
.., ... ... ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the last  Dividend  and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... 171 per sent.  per annum.
Amount of  the last  Dividend  and Bonus declared ... 87,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserve I  Profits at the  time of declaring  such Dividend  ...  570,000 0 0
Brisbane,  11th November, 1886.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bu ll ion and Bare ... ... ...
Government Securities  ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .., ,., ... .., .,, .,.
Notes and
 Bills of other  Banks  .., ,,. ,., ...
Balances due
 from  other Banks
Amount of all Debts  due to the Bank ,
 including Notes,
Bills of  Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting  Notes ,
 Bills, and
Balances  due to the  said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount
 of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
 it.  d.
 £
 it. d.
......... 164,184 19 7
23,428 1 11
39,981 5 11
2,476 18 6
2,669 1 0
1,663,740 0 2
£ 1,896,429 7 1
ALEX. ARCHER,  Manager.
J. W. CRIBB ,  Accountant.
1, Alexander  Archer,  declare  that ,  to the best  of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liab il ities  of the
 above Rank
during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions  of the Act of the  Governor  and Council of the Colony of New
 South Wales,
4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Declared before me, at Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of November, 1885.
Joxx WATSON,  Justice of the Peace.
ALEX. ARCHER.
U15
Under Secretar  for Railways, Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
TEI'f DERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice. can be received.
Erection of four-roomed  Gate  Cottage at 7 miles 64 chains, (Railway Office,  Brisbane.
South Coast Line 14th November,  1886 t 27th November,  1885.Rolling-Stock,  Wagons,  Central Railway,  Rockhampton
Squared Sleepers  ... ... ...
Construction of Section No. 8, Northern Railway ,  from  266} ditto 27th November, 1885.
miles to 2331  miles, Hughenden
Stores, &c., required  for the use  of the Maryborough ands
Burrum Railway
Also ,  for the Central  Railway, Rockhampton `
Also, for the Northern  Railway, Townsville ... ... ditto
Also, for the Bundaberg  Railway ... ..
Also, Timber  required for the use  of the Central Railway,
Rockhampton
€
Railway Offices, Brisbane.
18th December, 1885.
A. O. HERBERT, 'Under Secretary for Railways.
REAL PROPERTY TR,ANSFLIt, N0r10E.
TAKE  Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lauds described below under the
LL provisions of  " VA.e Beal Property Act *  of  1861  and 1877."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require to  lodge,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
36 perches, being allotment 14, section 1, city of
Brisbane, parish of North Brisbane
95 acres, being portion 4, parish of Kedron
1 acre 2 roods ,  being allotments 18, 14,  and 15 of sec-
tion 63, town  of Cleveland
1 acre, being allotments 7 and 12 of section 63, and 2
roods, being allotment 2 of section 63, town of
Cleveland
2 roods, being allotment 5 of section 17, town of Cleve-
land
2  roods, being garden allotment 25, parish of Ipswich
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane,  21st November, 1886.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John  Basford,  of Roma,  hairdresser, by himself.UPON the  hearing  of this Petition  this day, it isordered that the  said  John Basford be, and
he is hereby  adjudged insolvent,  and that James
Boyne Hall ,  Esquire,  be  Official Trustee of his
Estate . And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting  of the creditors of the said John
Basford,  for the  election of a Trustee,  be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Third day of December, 1885, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon.  And it  is further  ordered that the
said John  Basford shall,  on the  First dayi of Dec-
ember ,  1885 ,  at Brisbane , deliver to the T rustee in
this Estate  a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified  on oath ,  of his  debts  and liabilities  of every
kind,  and of the names and residences,  so far as
known,  of his creditors,  and of the  causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the  Seal of the  Court, this thirteenth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CUAXBJ$s, BRUCE, AND MCN&n,Queen  street,  Brisbane.
Towu Agents for-
JoNN FowL$a,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Roma.
Name of Applicant.
William Cairnoross, Elizabeth
Allison, Mary Alezandrina
Allison, Frances GeorginaPaste, and Robert Allison
(by his attorney, Mary Alen-
andrina  Allison)
Charles Colton
Susan  Duncan and Agnes
Duncan
Ditto ...
Date  within which  a Oaveat
may be lodged.
21st December, 1886.
21st December, 1885.
21st December, 1885.
21st December, 1885.
Ditto  ... ... ... 21st December, 1885.
Friederich Wetzig ... ... 21st  December, 1885.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Robert William Holden, of Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland, commercial traveller,
by himself.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
V it is ordered that the said Robert William
Holden be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that  James  Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate.  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Robert William Holden, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Third day of December, 1885, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Robert William Holden
shall, on the First day of December, 1885, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
G. A. BOBRRTS AND LRV,
Deputy  Registrar.
Townsville,
solicitors  for Insolvent.
1910
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Charles Bugden, of Jlockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, publican, by the said
Charles Bugden.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Charles Bugden
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,  and that
James Boyne ld'all, Esquire,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Charles  Bugden , for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the  B.eggtstrar  of this Court,
on the Third day of December, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the  said  Charles Bugden shall, on the First
day of December, 1885, at Drisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far as known , of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet his  engage-
nieuts.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this  eighteenth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
WILLM. BELL,
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor  for Insolvent.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  agaistet
G. H. Palmer,  of Brisbane ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland, produce merchant, by "1,5immo and
Compatay," of Sydney, in. the Colony of New
h Wales, merchants.U PQN the heating of  this Petition  this day, anI
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to hate been  committed by the said G. H.
Palmer having been given, it is ordered that the
said  G. H. Palmer be ,  and he  is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his  Estate . And it is further
ordered that the Firs General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said G. I. Palmer, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Thirtieth day of November' 1885Y
at Eleven o'clock of the  forenoon . And it is further
ordered that the said G. H. Palmer shall,  on the
T*enty -eighth day of Nove mber, 1886 , at Brisbane,
deliver to the trustee in this Estate a full` true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of  the Mines
and residences,  so far  as known, of  his creditors,
and of the causes  of his inability  t o meet his
engagements.
Given under  the Seal of the Court ,  this sixteenth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND FLOWN13,
Deputy  Registrar. r
Solicitors for Petitioning Creditors,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against
Enos Warburton ,  of Charters  Towers ,  in the
Co1OD of Queensland ,  vainer,  by  the  said
Enos Warburton.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  'ordered that the said  Enos  Warburton
be, 4od,  he is heath'  adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire , he  Official  Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered  that the  First
General Meeting  of dw . editors "  of t hid Enos
Warburton, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Third day of December, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Enos  Warburton  shall, on the First
day of December, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names and residences,
so far as known, of  his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under  the goal  of the Court, this thirteenth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MAP.SLAZID AND M ABSLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND  HELLICAA,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  in ,forma
Vauperia  against Henry Hickmott, of Roma,
in the Colony of Queensland, brickmaker, by
the said Henry Hickmott.
U
PON the  hearing  of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Henry Hickmott be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Henry Hickmott, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court on
the Third day of  December ,  1886 ,  at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Henry Hickmott shall, on the First day
of December, 1885, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engageements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of November, 1885.
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreine Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John  Robins, of Cooktown, butcher, by the
said John Robins.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,it  i4 ordered that the said John Robins be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne  H all, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the eaaid
John  Robins,  for the  ele ion of a Trustee ,  be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Third day of December ,  1885, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said John Robins shall,  on the First day of
December ,  1885 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court, this eighteenth
day of Noveinber ,1885.
By the Court,
C. J. BLA$BNEY,
Cooktown.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
By DALY  AND HELLICa.R,
Solicitors for Insol'vftt,
Brisbane.
By the Court,
AL '1t1 l) DOWN,
Deputy  Regist rar.
1917
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
M.R. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Heinrich Steinberg Piermont,
late of Townsville, an Insolvent.
f N pursuance  of the  order of this Court made
1 herein on the thirteenth day of November
instant ,  it is hereby notified that a meeting of
Creditors in the Estate of the abovenamed Heinrich
Steinberg Piermont will be held at the Office of
the Principal  Registry, Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the 24th clay  of Novem-
ber, A.D. 1885, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon, to
consider the removal  of William  Watkinson
Howlett ,  the present Trustee in the said Estate,
and for the appointment of another person to fill
his place.
Dated this fourteenth day of November, A.D.
1885.
1948
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Eesolutioil for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Patrick
Wil liam Earls ,  of Geraldton ,  storekeeper.
J AMES CLARK,  of Townsvi lle,  accountant,and Henry George Simms ,  of the same place,
merchant, have been appointed Trustees of the
property of the abovenamed  Patrick William Earls.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the said Patrick Wi lliam Earls must
deliver them to the Trustees,  and all debts due to
the said Patrick Wil liam Earls must be paid to the
Trustees.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustees.
Dated this eighteenth day of November,  A. D.
1885.
1953
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Dick Russell, of Bris-
bane,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  draper, an
Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent  to take place at Brisbane,
on WEDNESDAY ,  the ninth day of  December,
1885,  at thirty  minutes past  Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated this fourteenth day of November, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for George Dick  Russe ll,
Brisbane.
1928 5$.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  John Colburn ,  of Burrum, in
the Colony  of Queensland,  timber-getter, an
Insolvent.
0
N the Eighteenth day of November,  1885, a
Certificate  of Discharge was granted to John
Colburn ,  of Burrum,  who was adjudicated insolvent
on the fourth day of July, 1883.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
W. J. McGRATH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Maryborough.
By DALY AND HBLLICAB,
Brisbane.
1941
Deputy  Registrar.
58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Alfred Chick, of Charters Towers,
in the Colony of Queensland , stockman, an
Insolvent.
ON
the Eighteenth day of November,  1885, a
Certificate of Discharge  was granted to
Alfred Chick, of Charters Towers , who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the seventh day of November,
1884.
Dated this  nineteenth  day of November, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MABSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
1942 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Medland Mitchell, of Mackay,
in the Colony of Queensland, tobacconist, an
Insolvent.THE Court has appointed  the Last  Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at Mackay on
the Eleventh day of December, 1885, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of November, A.D.1886.
1938
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Henry Fuchs ,  of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, labourer, an
Insolvent.
//ON the Eighteenth day of November ,  1885, aCertificate of Disch rge was grant d to Henry
Fuchs, of  Maryborough, who was  ad'udica
insolvent on the twenty-ninth day of October,1880.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1885.
W. J. MCGBATH,
Maryborough,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1940
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
5s.
In the Matter of Ellis Wheeler, of Bundaberg,
draper ,  an Insolvent.AFIRST  and Final  Dividend,  at the rate of13s.  31d. in the  £,  is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  19th November, 1885.
1934 4a.
In the Supreme Court of Queenslan4.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CtEDITORS.
In the Matter of George Stanley Wragge, of
Boulia,  chemist and druggist,  an Insolvent.AFIRST  and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of3s. 11d.  in the £, is now payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  19th November, 1885.
1933 4=.
210
1918
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Charles Merritt Cherry, of
Townsville ,  draper ,  an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at Townsville
on the Ninth  day of  December ,  A.D. 1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
6, Chancery  Chambers,
George street ,  Brisbane.
1923 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Thomas Jones and Company, of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
carriage manufacturers ,  insolvents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at the Police
Court House, Rockhampton. on WEDNESDAY,
the ninth day of December, 1885, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of November, 1885.
1927
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of  Albert  Carpenter ,  of Mackay, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  draper, an Insol-
vent.
O
N  the Sixteenth day of December ,  1885, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  Albert Carpenter, of
Mackay ,  adjudicated insolvent on the seventh day
of January ,  1885 ,  will apply to this Honourable
Court at Brisbane for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1885.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
By his Agent-
ERNEST WINTER,
Brisbane.
1937
Mackay.
58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Wright ,  of Ipswich,
butcher ,  adjudicated insolvent on the four-
teenth day of February, 1884.
A THIRD and Final Dividend of 58d.,  makingin all  8s. 11}d.  in the £, is now payable by
me, at my Office,  Elizabeth street, Brisbane.
1910
SAMUEL MACGREGOR,
Trustee in the  above Estate.
4s.
In the Matter  of W. D.  Cossham and Company, in
Liquidation.
A
SUPPLEMENTARY  Dividend of 31d. in
the  £,  making in all  14s. 3.d., is now payable
at my Office on all claims proved and admitted in
the above Estate.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
219, Queen street.
1950 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Patrick McCallum, of Nanango,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
ON the Tenth day of February, 1886, at Teno'clock in the forenoon, Patrick McCallum,
of Nanango, in the colony aforesaid, adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty-third day of February,
1885, will apply to the Supreme Court at Brisbane
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this  , inetoenth day of November, 1885.
FRANCIS W P. THOMPSON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
1946
Ipswich.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will and Codicil of Matthias
Dank, late of Allora, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors of the Will and Codicil of the
abovenamed Matthias Dank, from the death of the
said deceased to the 31st day of August, 1885, have
this day been filed in my Office, and all persons
having any claim on the said Estate, or being
interested therein, are required to come in before
me at my Office, Supreme Court House, George
street, Brisbane, on or before the Fifteenth day of
December next, and inspect the said Accounts, and
if they should see fit object thereto, and if no
objection be taken to the said Accounts the same
will be duly inquired into at my said Office, on the
above day, at the hour of Ten in the forenoon.
Dated this twelfth day of November, 188-5.
WILLM. BELL,
OWEN E.  C. CAMPBELL,
Solicitor for Executors,
Warwick.
By Fo %TON AND CARDEW,
Brisbane.
1943
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Emanuel Borghero, late of Watson-
ville, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
deceased.
I OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
a plication will be made to the said Honourable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Emanuel Borghero, deceased, may be granted
to Tomaso Louis Borghero and John James Car-
thew, both of Watsonville aforesaid, the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this sixteenth day of November, 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND Mc NAB,
Proctors for the  said Tomaso  Louis Borghero
1926
and John James Carthew,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Thomas Stanley Cowell, late of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,  free-
holder ,  deceased.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts inthis Estate to  the twenty -seventh day of
October ,  one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
five, have this  day been filed  in my Office. And all
parties having an,, claims on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein, are required to
1919
come before me at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
WEDNESDAY, the 23rd day of December next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and if they shall
think fit object therpt o ; and if no exception shall
be taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into at my said Office on the above day
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 16th day of November, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
MACPHERSON AND MISSIN,
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Registrar.
Proctors for the said Executrix and Executor.
1925 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Walker, late of Dalby, in
the Colony of Queensland, teacher, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the Accounts in
the abovenamed Estate, from the third day
of February, 1880, to the thirty-first day of
August, 1885, have this day been filed in my office,
and all persons having any claim on the said
Estate or being interested therein are  required to
come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, George street,  Brisbane . on or before TUES-
DAY, the Twenty-second day of December next,
and inspect the said Accounts ,  and if they should
see fit object thereto, and if no objection shall  be
taken to the said Accounts the same will be duly
in wired into at my said Office,  on the above day,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
Dated this fourteenth day of November, A.D.
1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
A. M. DBTSDALS,
Solicitor for Executors ,  Dalby.
By FoxTON AND CABDBW,
Brisbane.
1944 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William  Simpson,  late of Redbank,
near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed  victualler ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen  days from the date of the
publication  hereof  application  will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  William Simpson ,  deceased,
may be granted  to John Simpson ,  of Goodna, in
the colony  aforesaid ,  farmer ,  and William Simpson,
of Blackall Range ,  near Brisbane , in the colony
aforesaid ,  farmer ,  the Executors named in  the said
will.
Dated at Ipswich ,  this  nineteenth  day of Novem-
ber, A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
1939
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Emma Free, late  of Kelvin Grove,
near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.N OTICE is hereby given , that after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from  the date of the
publication hereof ,  application  will be made to the
said Honourable  Court ,  that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands of the abovenamed Emma
Free ,  deecased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted
to Joseph Free, of Kelvin Grove,  near Brisbane, in
the said colony ,  gentleman ,  the husband of the
said deceased.
Dated this sixteenth day of November, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
George street, Brisbane ,  and Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Joseph Free,
1932 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Peter Glismann ,  of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland,  carpenter ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that  after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Peter Glismann, deceased, may be
granted to Henry Bullpitt, of Bundaberg, in the
Colony of Queensland, contractor, and Henry
Moller, of Bundaberg, in the said colony, sawyer,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of November, A.D.
1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Bourbon street ,  Bundaberg,
Proctors for the said Henry Bullpitt
and Henry Moller.
1914 6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Donald Gunn, formerly of Pikedale,
in the Colony of Queensland, late of  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after  the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Donald Gunn ,  deceased, may be
granted  to Anna Sophia Gunn ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  widow  of the deceased, and
Donald Gunn,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  son of the
deceased ,  the Executors  named in  and appointed
by the said Will.
Dated this  seventeenth  day of November, 1885.
1929
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for Executors.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply
to the Burrum Divisional Board ,  at the Meet-
ing to be  held on TUESDAY,  22nd December,
1885, for permission to erect Two Public Gates on
the Urangan Road, where  it passes  through my
Selection, viz., Selection No. 1515 ,  parish of
Urangan ,  Maryborough District  ;  such gates to be
erected in accordance  with  "  Enclosures  of Roads
Act  of 1864."
JAMES F. WOOD.
Maryborough, 18th November, 1885.
1935 4s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE is  given ,  that the Partnership latelyN existing between John Anderson  g enion,
George Taylor Hayzen, and Alfred Sandlins
Cowley , and carried on under the name of  "  genion
and Company ,"  expired by  effluxion of time on
30th June, 1885.
The Partnership  has since been, and will continue
to be,  carried on under the same name by the said
J. A. Kenion and A. S. Cowley, who will receive
all sums  due to and pay all debts owing by the
late firm.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this 19th day of November,
A.D. 1885.
1936
JNO. A. KENION.
G. T. HAYZEN.
A. S. COWLEY.
4s. 6d.
In the Matter of William McIntosh ,  late of St.
George, in the Colony of Queensland, grazier,
deceased ,  intestate.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of  "The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons  Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given ,  that  all creditors and other
persons having any claims ordemands upon or against
the Estate of the said William McIntosh ,  late of
St. George ,  in the said colony, grazier, deceased,
intestate ,  who died at `t. George aforesaid, on or
1920
about the twenty-eighth day of August, 1885, and
of whose land and goods Letters of Administration
were granted to Annie McIntosh, the widow of the
deceased, on the seventh day of October, 1885, are
hereby required to send, in writing, the full parti-
culars of their claims or demands to the said Annie
McIntosh (the Administratrix of the abovenamed
intestate), at her residence, St. George aforesaid,
on or before the 31st day of December next. And
notice is hereby also given, that after the expiration
of the last-mentioned day the said Annie McIntosh
will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
Wi ll iam McIntosh ,  deceased ,  intestate ,  amongst
the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Annie McIntosh shall
then have had such notice ; and that the said Annie
McIntosh will not be liable for the assets, or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
claim the said Annie McIntosh shall not have had
notice at the time of such distribution.
Particular notice is hereby given to those having
claims or demands against Warroo Station,  The
St. George Standard  newspaper, and the late firm
of McIntosh and Smallridge ,  stock and station
agents,  &c., St. George aforesaid ,  to send in such
claims or demands as above  notified.
Dated at St. George aforesaid, this fourteenth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
MARK CHARLES ZAHEL,
Solicitor for Annie McIntosh,
the abovenamed Administratrix,
St. George.
By his Town Agent---
JOHN GUTHRIE,
Solicitor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1952 14s.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
William  street, Brisbane - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters  by Henry M. Chester,  Esquire,
Police  Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage ,  ld. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern.
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties  Act of  1866,
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Gevernment Printing Office,
William  street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Par li ament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Ma esty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883 .  Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
, GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  "Tile Gold Fields Act
of  1874,' together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
()N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
in  pamphlet form ,  "The Insolvency Act of
187 ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal8vo .  Price 2s. 6d .  Postage
lid. additional.
T. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
66HE ALL - RANGE QUEEN SLANDREGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
Price, Is.  6d; posted, Is. 9d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies ,  Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
NOTICE.
P
OIINDKEEPERS and others are requested,when
describing brands,  to make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered  Brand "after thedescriptionof the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear  the ordinary type
only  will be used .
J. C. REAL,
Governmeii'  PrinteY.
NOW published at th  Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SyNop-
8I8 OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA ,  containing both
the Phaanogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classi fied Index of  Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk. Manson
Bailey ,  F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound .  Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the  Colony,Is. 10d., to England and the Austra lian Colonies,
2s.&1.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
The GovE$NMENT PRINTER  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885.  £ s. d.
Nov. 16.- Moreton and Powers  ... ...  0 6 6
16.-T. Lil lis ... ... ... ...  0 8 0
16.-T. J. Franklin ... ... ... 0 1 O
„ 16.-G. Wood ... ... ... ... 0 2 O
16.-W. Davidson  ... ... ...  0 3 O
16.-C. Appleton ... ...  0 5 0
16.-L. J. Smith ... ... ... ... 0 3 O
16.-C.  R.  Lillyman  ... ... ...  1 0 0
17.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ...  1 0 3
17.-W. Thomas... ... ... ...  0 2 0
S .  Morris ... ... ... ...  0 0 8
18.-T. Beanland  ... ... ...  0 1 0
19.-J. M .  Morgan  ... ... ...  0 9 O
19.-J. J . Stewart ... 0 2 6
„ 20.-Johnstone Divisional Board  ...  1 13 8
„ 20. Wil liams Bros. ...  ... ...  0 17 0
20.-C. M . Cherry ... ... ...  0 6  0
1921
mpeunbings.
Foundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments  of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE  SHILLING PEB ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Ada,rtssement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
aconpanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost
Ofts insertion.
-eIPOUNDED at Banana ,  from Greycliffe Station, on
the 10th November ,  1885, by order of W. Pott,
,squire.
)ne brown  mare,  TW over like PC near shoulder, near
hind foot white ,  white spots on thighs and on
throat ; foal at foot.
If not re leased on or  before t he 8tb December, 1385,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. THOMAS, Poundkeeper.
1924 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton,  on the 6th Novem-
ber, 1885 ,  by order of E. Cross, Fsquire .  Damages
by stallion ,  25; mileage from No. 3, Gracemere,  2s. 8d.;
two mares ,  damages, 2s .  6d.; mileage,  Eagle Hill Pad-
dock ,  is. 2d. per head.
One flea-bitten grey mare,  li ke JTJ near shoulder (the
last letter might be a 6 reversed ,  very indistinct),
38 near ribs ,  long tail.
One chesnut mare,  li ke AP conjoined near shoulder,
old sore back and girth -galls, light mane and tail.
One dark iron -grey stallion ,  li ke 3DC or 3DG near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st December, 1888,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1922
L. J. SMITH ,  Poundkeeper.
35.
IMPOUNDED at Woodford,  from Durundur, on the
9th November, 1885.
One iron -grey colt ,  FJ over ni near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st December, 1885,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses. .
1930
THOS.  BEA N LAND ,  Poundkeeper.
is.
I MPOUNDED at Clermont,  from Bowlee ,  on the 7thNovember ,  1885 ,  by order of Mr. C. Moat .  Driving,
8s. per head.
One chesnut  mare, star ,  like C near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  star ,  off hind foot white , N@2 (regis-
tered brand )  near thigh , ®®b (registered brand)
off shoulder.
One bay gelding, star ,  hind feet white, @0b(regis-
tered brand) off shoulder,
One bay  mare, HOY over 2QJ (registered brands;
near  thigh, P4E (registered brand )  off shoulder.
One bay filly ,  unbranded ,  progeny of above.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1921
C. APPLETON ,  Poundkeeper.
58.
IMPOUNDE '  at Condamine ,  from Tieryboo Station,on the 7th November, 1885.
One bay mare , small star on forehead ,  H1Q near shoul.
der, H7E near thigh ,  4 near cheek ,  3 heart heart off
shoulder.
One bay colt, star on forehead ,  HIQ near shoulder.
One bay filly ,  H1Q near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 4th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1920
WM. DAVIDSON ,  Poundkeeper.
33.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, on
the 3rd November, 1885, by order of Thos. Coutts,
Esquire. Driving, 2s. per head.
One brown or roan heifer, blotch brand off ribs, top of
each ear nicked.
One strawberry steer ,  no visible brands, both ears
marked, middle of off ear nicked.
One white steer, blotch brand off ribs, both ears marked,
middle of  off ear  nicked.
One white heifer ,  no visible brands ,  top from each ear,
off ear nicked.
One red heifer ,  no visible brands, top from each ear,
middle of off ear nicked.
One red steer ,  like 7JD off ribs ,  half of each ear cut
off.
One strawberry steer ,  like T4Y off ribs, top from each
ear, middle of off ear nicked.
One roan heifer ,  like T2S off ribs, ear-marked.
One red and white cow,  like T2S off ribs, ear-
marked.
If not released on or before the 1st December,
1885 ,  will be sold to defray expenses.
1931
J. M. MORGAN ,  Poundkeeper.
9s
IMPOUNDED at Boulia, from Goodwood, on the
23rd October ,  1,J85, by order of Tom Cush ,  Esquire.
One bay gelding ,  aged ,  saddle -marked, 70 near cheek,
G over d over P blotched, V near shoulder, like
registered brand off shoulder commencing with
plain S W.
One c,iesnut gelding ,  aged, saddle-marked ,  star  in fore-
head ,  like  '  blotched C over 11 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th November, 1885'
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. WOOD, Poundkeeper.
1919 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford ,  from Albilbah ,  on the 6th
November ,  1885 ,  by order of J. W .  Raven, Esquire.
Driving and damages ,  7s. 6d.
One bay mare , 1'R.b (registered brand )  near  shoulder,
white spots on back and loin, saddle-marked,
small star  on forehead.
If not released on or before the 6th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses. -
THOS .  JAS. FRANKLIN ,  Poundkeeper.
1918 is.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla ,  from Moonjorie
Station ,  on the 28th Octo be r, 1885, by order of
C. A. Turner ,  Esquire .  Driving 4s. 2d .  per head.
One roan cow ,  spot on off rump, two notches out of
near ear, like BK3 or BK2 off rump  ;  calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, two notches out of near ear, like
Dj near rump.
One brindle bullock, two notches out of near ear,  li ke
blotched 6UD near ribs.
One spotted bullock, top off near ear,  li ke s Pq
(the P reversed) off rump.
One strawberry cow, off ear marked ,  li ke 0HZ indistinct
off rump.
One white bullock ,  near ear marked ,  like blotched A
near rump ,  circle near ribs.
If not released on or before the 27th  November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS ,  Poundkeeper.
1917 78.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla ,  from Claverton Station,
on the 29th September ,  1885, by order of E. Goss,
Esquire .  Driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay gelding ,  like AK over J or RK over J near
shoulder ,  like X9A or  %8A off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th November, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS ,  Poundkeeper.
1916 is.
IMPOUNDED  at Cunnamulla ,  from Kudnapper
Station ,  on the  30th  October ,  1885 ,  by order of
J. T. W. Scott ,  Esquire .  Damage,  2 5.
One bay entire horse, like FP or FO indistinct near
shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 27th  November, 1885
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS  LILLIS,  Poundkeeper.
1915 is.
Printed  and Published  by JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer,
Wi ll iam street, Brisbane ,  21st November, 1885.
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M
ANNO QUADRAGESIMO NONO
VICTORLE REGINA.
No. 19.
An Act to authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of certain further Sums towards the Service of the Year
ending on the last day of June, 1886 ,  and for the Year ended on
the last day of June, 1885.
ASSENTED TO 19TH NOVEMBER, 1885.
W HEREAS we, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Preamble.Members of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parlia-
ment assembled, have cheerfully granted to your Majesty the several
sums hereinafter mentioned towards the service of the year ending
on the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-six,
and for supplementing the grants made by Parliament for the year
ended on the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-
five : And whereas we desire to make good out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Queensland the several sums 'granted to your
Majesty as aforesaid : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-
lative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows : -
1. In addition to the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand Approprition.
pounds already applied towards the service of the year ending on the
last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, by
The Appropriation Act Number 1 of  1885-6 " there shall and
may be issued and applied out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund
of Queensland a further sum of one million eight hundred and four
thousand five hundred and seventy-five pounds towards making good
the supplies granted i o Her Majesty for the service of the year ending
on the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-six,
and a  supplementary sum of one hundred and thirty-three thousand
three hundred and eighty-nine pounds four shillings and seven pence
for or towards making good the supplies granted to Her Majesty for
the service of the year ended on the last day of June, One thousand
212 - eight
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469,671 0. 0
(3.) Administration of Justice.-Any  sum or sums of money;
not exceeding thirty-two thousand four hundred and ninety-seven
pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies, and other expenses of
.
eight hundred and eighty-five, and a supplementary sum of thirty-five
thousand two hundred and seventeen pounds, towards making good the
supplies granted to Her Majesty for the service of the year ending on
the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-six,
and the said total sum of one million eight hundred and four thou-
sand five hundred and seventy-five pounds, and the said supplemen-
tary sums of one hundred and thirty-three thousand three hundred
and eighty-nine pounds four shillings and seven pence and thirty-five
thousand two hundred and seventeen pounds shall respectively be
appropriated to the salaries and services following : --
(1.) Executive and Legislative.--Any  sum or sums of money
not exceeding twenty-five thousand seven hundred and eighteen
pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies, and other expenses of the
establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
The Governor's Establishment .. ... ... 2,310 0 0
The Executive Council's Establishment ... ... 1,039 0 0
The Legislative Council's Establishment ... ... 3,400 0 0
The Legislative Assembly's Establishment .. 10,585 0 0
The Legislative Council and Legislative 8Assembly 's Joint Establishments  .,. ,384 0 0
25,718 0 0
(2.) The Colonial Secretary.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding four hundred and sixty-nine thousand six hundred and
seventy-one pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies, and other
expenses of the establishments and services following-
£  s. d. £ s. d.
The Colonial Secretary 's Estab li shment  ... ...  5,635 0 0
Registrar -General 's Establishment  ... ...  12,551 0 0
Registrar of Titles ... ... ... ... 7,713 0 0
Registrar of Patents  ... ... ... ...  400 0 0
Police ... ... ... ... ... ... 145,736 0 0
Water Police ... ... ... ... ... 2,999 0 0
Thursday Island ... ... ... ... ... 900 0 0
Petty Sessions ... ... ... ... ... 34,789 0 0
Government Printing .. ... ... ... 28,900 0 0
Agent-General for the Colony ... .. ... 3,300 0 0
Immigration... ... ... ... ... ... 7,665 0 0
Insanity ... ... ... ... ... ... 24,869 0 0
Colonial  Stores  ...  ... ... ... 31,733 0 0
Gaols ,  Penal Estab lishments ,  and Reformatories 22,950 0 0
Benevolent Asylum... ... ... ... ... 6,805 0 0
Government Schooner, Torres Straits ... ... 1,870 0 0
Steamers " Lucinda ' and "Otter " ... ... 5,598 0 0
Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... 35,591 0 0
Marine Force ... ... ... ... ... 10,972 0 0
Charitable Allowances ... ... ... ... 47,550 0 0
Medical Officers and Medical Board ... ... 4,145 0 0
Central Board of Health  ... ... ... ...  1,000 0 0
Grants in aid of Public Institutions ... ... 4,400 0 0
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ... ... 21,600 0 0
the establishments  and services  following-
£ 8. d.
6,415 0 0
7,173 0 0
5,430 0 0
£  it.  d.
Law Officers of the Crown ...
Supreme  Court ... ...Sheriff  ... ...
District Courts ... .,,
Insolvency  ... ... ...
Intestacy  ... .e  ...
10,925 0 0
1,452 0 0
1,102 0 0
• 32,497 0 0
(4.) Secretary
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(4.) Secretary for Public Instruction.--Any  sum or sums of
money not exceeding one hundred and ninety-eight thousand eight
hundred and forty-one pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies,
and other expenses of the establishments and services following--
d££ s. .d. s.
Department of Public Instruction ... ... 4,370 0 0
Inspection ... ... ... ... ... 5,300 0 0
Special Instruction ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
State Schools ... ... ... ... 115,900 0 0
Buildings ... ... ... ... ... 37,055 0 0
Provisional Schools ... ... ... ... 12,650 0 0
Grammar  Schools ... ... ... 3,302 0 0
Technical Education... ... ... ... 600 0 0
Orphanages ... ... ... 16,036 0 0
Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution ... 630 0 0
Museum  ... ... .. ... ... ... 2,798 0 0
198,84x1 0 0
(5.) Treasurer and Secretary for 'ante and Trade.-Any
sum or sums  of money not exceedin g one hundred and thirty-eight
thousand five hundred and forty- nine  pounds to defray the  salaries,
contingencies, and other  expenses  of the establishments  and services
following-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Treasury Establishment ... ... ... ... 8,328 0 0
Miscellaneous  Services ... ... ... ... 16,000 0 0
Customs Establishment ... ... ... ... 39,143 0 0
Border Patrol ... ... ... ... ... 3,923 0 0
Distillation ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,845 0 0
Government Analyst ... ... ... ... 600 0 0
Marine Board ... ... ... ... 1,350 0 0
Shipping Office .. .. ... ... ... 940 0 0
Harbours and Pilot Establishment... ... ... 37,059 0 0
Lighthouses and Lightships ... ... ... 19,590 0 0
Powder Magazines ... ... ... ... ... 846 0 0
Oyster Fisheries ... ... ... ... ... 300 0 0
Harbours and Rivers ... ... ... ... 5,625 0 0
138,549 0 0
(6.) Department of Public Landd.--Any  sum or sums of
money not exceeding one hundred and thirty-four thousand oge
hundred and fifty-nine pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies,
and other expenses of the establishments and services following-
£ s. d. £ 8. d.
Secretary for Public Lands Establishment... ... 9,655 .0 0
Land Board ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,005 0 0
Division of Runs ... ... ... ... ... 7,000 0 0
Sale of Lands ... ... ... .. ... 11,240 0 0
Crown Bailiff s and Rangers  ... ... ... 6,235 0 0
Survey of Roads ... ... ... ... ... 2,125 0 0
Pastoral Occupation ... ... ... ... 9,732 0 0
Reserves  ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,000 0 0
Botanical Gardens ... ... ... ... ... 2,066 0 0
Survey of Land, &c....  ... ... ... ... 74,751  0 0
Trigonometrical Survey ... ... ... ... 2,500 0 0
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ... ... 850 0 0
134,159 0 0
(7.) Department of Public Works and Mines.--Any  sum or
sums  of money not exceeding one hundred and fifteen thousand nine
hundred and eighty-three pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies,
and other expenses of the establishments and services following--
Secretary for Public Works Establishment
Buildings ...
Roads ...
Gold Fields ...
.00
6*0
00*
£  s. d. £ s. d.
12,932 0 0
67,050 0 0
6,000 0 0
80,001 0 0
115,983 0 0
(8.) Department
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(8.) Department of Railways.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding five hundred and thirteen thousand six hundred and nine
pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies, and other expenses
of the establishments  and services  following--
General Establishment ... ..
Chief Engineer's Department, Southern Division
Southern and Western Railway ...
Maryborough and Wide Bay Railways
Bundaberg and Mount Perry Railway
Central Railway ...
Northern Railway ...
Mackay Railway ...
CCooktown Railway ...
•.•
11,485
1,925
254,517
37,760
13,940
119,475
58,437
9,200
6,870
513,609 0 0
(9.) Postmaster-General.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding three hundred and nineteen thousand eight hundred and
sixty-nine pounds to defray the salaries, contingencies, and other
expenses of the establishments and services following-
Chief Office ... .. ...
Post and Telegraph Offices ...
Conveyance of Mails
Contingencies ...
Miscellaneous ...
£ s. d.
12,827 0 0
93,592 0 0
164,700 0 0
48,000 0 0
750 0 0
£ s. d.
319,869 0 0
(10.)  Auditor- General.-Any  sum or sums of money not
exceeding five thousand six hundred and seventy-nine pounds to defray
the salaries and contingencies of the Auditor-General's establishment-
£  s. d. £ s. d.
For the Salaries of the Department ... ... 4,354 0 0
Travelling and Contingent Expenses ... ... 1,325 0 0
5,679 0 0
(11.)  Special Supplementary Appropriation.-Any  sum or
sums  of money not exceeding one hundred thousand pounds to defray
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Prevention of Incursion of Rabbits ... 50,000 0 0
Loans in aid of Establishment of Central Sugar
Mills ... ... ... ,.. ... ... 50,000 0 0
100,000 0 0
(12.)  Supplementary,  1884-5,  No.  2.--Any sum or sums of
money not exceeding one hundred and thirty-three thousand three
hundred and, eighty-nine pounds four shillings and seven pence to
defray Supplementary Charges for the service of the year ended on
the last day of June, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
the services followiag-
of the establishments and services following-
£ a.  d.
Executive and Legislative ... 1,442 7  11
's DepartmentColonial Secretar 05253 18 0y
Administration of Justice ...
,
8,707 0  1
Public Instruction ... ... 27,050 16 9
Colonial Treasurer's Department 15,926 4 1
Department of Public Lands 4,630 18 5
Department of Public Works and Mines 3,111 15 0
Department of Railways ...Postmaster- G neral's Department... ...... 19,16130 13 110 0
Auditor-General's Department ... ... 275 10 5
£ s. d.
133,389 4 7
(13.)  Supplementary,  1885-6.-Any'.sum or sums of money
not exceeding thirty-five thousand two hundred and seventeen
pounds to defray Supplementary Charges for the service of the
year
s. d. £ s. d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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year ending on the last day of Jun(, One thousand eight hundred
and eighty- six, of the establishments and services  following:-2  s. d. £ s. d.
Executive and Legislative ... ... ... 132 0 0
Colonial Secretary's Department ... ... 16)315 0 0
Public Instruction ... ... ... ... 2,925 0 0
Colonial Treasurer's Department ... ... 8,221 0 0
Department of Public Lands  ... ... ... 515 0 0
Department of Public Works and Mines ... 4,001 0 0
Department of Railways ... ... 3,000 0 0
Postmaster-General's Department ... ... 108 0 0
35,217 0 0
2. Notwithstanding the provisions. of the eighteenth section of  special
The Audit Act of  1874," the sum of one hundred thousand pounds Appropriation votes
in the last preceding section mentioned under the title of " Special
not to lapse.
Supplementary Appropriation," shall not cease to be available at the
expiration of three months after the said last day of June One
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, although no contract or
engagement shall have been made or entered into before the said
last day of June, by which a liability to issue or apply the same shall
have been incurred ; but the said sum shall be legally available for
the services for which the same is hereby appropriated at any time
until the  same  shall have been expended.
3. The Treasurer of the Colony shall issue and pay the several Treasurer to pay
sums above-named, for the purposes hereinbefore mentioned, to such by wayrran
directed
persons , upon such days, and in such proportions as the Governor by
any warrant or order in writing under his hand and directed to the
said  Treasurer shall from time to time order and direct, and the pay-
ments so made shall be charged upon and payable out of the Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund of the Colony.
4. The said Treasurer shall in his accounts from time to  time* Treasurer tobe
be allowed credit for any sum or sums of money paid by him in allowed credit forsumo paid in
pursuance of such warrants or orders in writing as aforesaid, and the nuance of warrant.
receipt or receipts of the respective persons to whom the same shall
be so paid shall be a full and valid discharge to the said Treasurer in
passing his accounts for any such sum or sums as shall be therein
mentioned, and he shall receive credit for the same accordingly.
5. This Act may be cited as  " The Appropriation Act of  1885-6, Short itle.
No. 2."
By Authority : JAmxa C. RE", Government Printer, William street , Brisbane.
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BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement Brands, being those Registered during the month of October last, is published for generalinformation, in accordanm with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such noti6-'ations either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
Registrar of Brands' Office,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1885.
3 AD
Ai
B Series.
23710
23718
YO tME ft i+ILANL.  PROPRIETOR.
Horses. Cattle. Name.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Run or Farm where Brand Nearest Post Town of
is to be used .  Run or Farm.
... Young  Recruit  ... .. TiaroAnnie Skinner...
... Adam Gordon... ... ... ...  Broad Meadows ,  Cattle Ingham
... Creek
A b c_ 23704
,A 7c_  23743 ...
BD2
B07
B1J
B 7 -3
B2*
7B:E
cm1
1st
3a0
e'd8
7&
0-< 0
90 -<
D40
D53
D3 Co
D2 -<
23740
23744
23721
2:4782
23707
23748
23754
23774
23756
23735
23715
23737
23759
23728
23780
23777
23720
2375?
E07 23783
E81 23739
E91 23742
5E1 23747E43  23706
ENO 23724
John Allen
James Anderson
August Burow
Herbert William Bond
James K. Brewer ...
Thomas Boulger ...
William Boyd... ...
Watsonville ... ... Watsonville
... Canal Creek ... ... Yeppoon
... Alberton ... ... ...
... Southern Cross Mines ...
... Pilot Station ... ...
... Comet ... ... ...
... Magazine Hill .. ••.
William Buchanan ... ... ... Palm Tree Crossing ...
Ernest Edward William Charles Brooke Oakwood, Tully River ...
Maxwell Close
Christian Flesser
John Clancey ...
Charles Parry ...
Christian Anderson
Connolly Brothers
Charles Young
John Murphy ... ... ... ... Norwood ...
Daniel Moloney ... ... Gomoron ...
James Dean Stuffins ... ... ... Walla ...
Bernard Celestin Dupuy ... ... Mackay ...
... Maxvale ... ...
... Logan Reserve ...
... Augathella
... Stockyard Creek ...
... Mooloolahi ...
... Winton ... ...
... Audley End, Kilcoy
William Boullie ... ...
James Edward Hooper ... ...
Isabella Elizabeth Hunter ...
Ezekiel  Hatrick ...
Edward Robert Norfor MacCarthy...
Ernest  Zimmermann  ... ... ...
Eden Downs ...
Milo ... ...
Lower Herbert ...
Clonnagh ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Tarampa ...
Beenleigh
Eulo
B undaberg
Comet
Gympie
Mackay
Cardwell
Clare
Logan  Reserve
Augathella
Bundaberg
Mooloolah
Winton
Caboolture
... Springsure
... Gowrie Junction
... Gin Gin
... Mackay
Winton
Adavale
Ingham
Cloncurry
Mackay
Ipswich
214
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B Series.
F- 3 23731
Ft4 23784
7F -4  23755
F 2c- 23762
F 7 c_ 23793
?3'd 23779
3 F!A 23781
5 Fv) 23727
0 9 W 23770040  23712
7 (A c_ 23751
0 8  Co  23764
70,C0  23722
H,3ni 23775H93  23752
3  HP,  23771
b  H.3  23787H4;2!  23741
O  Hc-I  23745
5  Wd  23730LC -4 23714
1 L 23738
M40 23791
M4=J 23768
M  2;U  23734
M7;p 23716M-3423711
MC,3  23785
M 1 < 23788
'U 4c. 23786
'N 7 c 23725
2PW 23709
P D 1 23708
p 7 c_ 23772
P 8c_  23778
7]pc-  23789
P7;;  23732
p c-2 5 23765
1 p  c,o  23703
R m 7 23790R,3 Z 23713
R 5 2 23760R,3 L 23761
3 R c-  23733
R Cn8 23769
S>4 23749S,3 > 23705
88C? 23717
S A 0 23726
841 237508,3;U 23746
3 S 23701
4 S 23767
S -< 2 23766
T>2 23736
T 0 9 23773T40  23792T7:8  23723
U 2 2 23758
soaaas BRAND.
Horses. am" Name.
Ferdinand Franke ...
Richard F. Francis ...
Friederich Flesser ...
Johann Fronzek ...
F re derick John Rogers
Farnham Parfitt ...
Frank Edwin Shaw
Francis Simpson ...
George Coulan Birkett
George Gentry ...
John Goodwin... ...
William George Scheuber
Thomas Swanton ...
James Hillier ... ...
Hannah Maguire ...
Hermann Marquart ...
Hamilton Muirhead ...
Robert Hudson ...
John O'Hanlon ...
Herbert Powell ...
Joseph Thomas Li lly ...
John McCrudden
Michael Downing
Margaret Flynn
John Martin Roth
Michael Ryan ...
James Mitchell
John Munro ...
John Murray ...
John Johnson ...
John Hamilton
Perry  Brothers ...
Philip B. Giffard  ...
James Payne ... ...
Johann Polzen ...
Jonathan  Jupp ...
Patrick  Kelly .. ...
Peter Norgaard Nielsen
Peter Sharp ...
Richard Eastwood ... ...
Robert Harrold ... ...
Robert Howllett ... ..,
James Readford ...
Joseph Raines ... ... ...
Radford and  Co. ... ...
August Stallman
Richard Sharp...
James Smith Clarkson
John Stirling ... ...
Henry Stallman ...
Samuel Reid .. .
William Henry Shard
William Silcox
John Stacey ... ...
Thomas Arbuthnot
Timothy Daly ...
Timothy Downing ...
Thomas Horan
Robert James Fitzpatrick ...
Barn  or ftm where Braid Nearest Post Town e<Is to  be ..e..  Barn or IAsrn.
Beauaraba
Thargomindah ...
Logan Reserve ...
Glencoe .. ...
Bulimba Grange...
Thornton ... ...
Luscombe... ...
Strathmore ...
Beauaraba
Thargomindah
Logan  Reserve
Gowrie Junction
Hemmant
Laidley
Beenleigh
Georgetown
.. Mackay ... ... ... Mackay
... Woodford ... ... Caboolture
... Maryborough ... ... Maryborough
... Littabella Creek  ... ...  Bundaberg
... Pilot Station  ... ...  Bundaberg
Lower Burdekin ...
Clayton Vale ..
Tarampa, Lowood
Maroochy... ...
Reserve ... ...
Rosevale ... ...
Traverston ...
Gundiah ... ...
Ayr
Crow's NestIpswich
Maroochy
Winton
Ipswich
Gym pie
Gundiah
... Miriam  Vale . .. ... Miriam Vale
... Baramba ... ...
... Two-Mile ... ...
... Reserve ... ...
... Mount Cornish ...
... South  B olan ...
... Reserve ... ...
... Charleville ...
r anango
Cooktown
Gayndah
Muttaburra
Bundaberg
Banana
Charleville
... Miva  ... ... ... Gundish
Thargomindah Station ... Thargomindah
Clarendon ... ...
Roath ... ...
Lyndhurst ...
Gumbugenee, Gomoron ...
Mount Pleasant ... ...
No. 33 Gang, Q. C. R. ...
Urangon, Denman's Camp
Penman's Farm ... ...
Eton
Brandon
Lyndhurst
Cowrie Junction
Bowen
Comet
Maryborough
Oxley
... Thargomindah ...
... James Street ...
... Carrier ... ...
... Reserve ..:
... Gin Gin ... ...
... Springfield ...
,,, Thargomindah
Toowoomba
,,, Alpha
,,, Windorah
... Gin Gin
,,, Ingham
Spring Creek  .  ...
Home Park, Boah Water-
hole
Stanthorpe ...
MaeIvor  River ...
Spring Creek ...
Cl„nnagh ...
Dinner  Camp,  Milora
Beenh igh... ...
Forest Vale ...
... Killarney... ...
... Kalamia ... ...
... Baramba .. ...
... Mountain Gully ...
... Bayfield ...
... Ashfield ... ...Robert Sinclair1 Yin 23702
... Western CreekAlexander  Sanson Barr1 YC 23753
Clifton
Oak ey
Stanthorpe
Cooktown
Clifton
Cloneurry
Ipswich
Beenleigh
Brown's Plains
Killarney
Ayr
Nanango
Stanthorpe
Banana
Redland Bay
Western Creek
Station
1931
OWm
WC4
9W.<
PoamSa BRAND.
Homes.
B Series.
23763
23776
23719
23729
BRANDS TRANSFEBBED during the  MONTH of OCTOB ER, 1885.
Brand.
A2N
B7Q
1FV
8HC
HGN
JS3
J2T
MBb
MC6
MD7
MY9
N7A
7NL
0E5
09TQ7Z
7TL
<K1
YV9
No. of
Certificate.
3110
4277
681)
927
594
9- 18
341
1302
15344
243
1'L 9
281
6416
11065
12697
16818
17469
18242
Anna Fisher ... ... ...
John Welsh ... ... ...
Archibald Beardmore Buchanan
Mort and Grace ... ... ...
Catherine Harding ... ...
John Hughston ... ... ...
William Goodwin Geddes ...
Turner and Missing ...
Newell and Munday ... ...
Mylne and Company ...
David Cannon McConnel ...
Michael Daisey ... ... ...
Thomas McCarthy ... ...
John A itcheson ... ... ...
Robert Bruce ... ... ..
John Bateman ... ... ...
Anne Hackett ... ... .-
Mills and Company ... ...
Qattle.
Transferror.
Name.
William Owens ...
William Henry Pitetiford ...
William Harry Ives ... ...
William George Young ...
Transferroe.
PBOPHI%ron.
Run or  Farm  where Brand
is  to  be used.
Mcoolah ... ...
Commonage ... ...
Kedron, Connel  Town ...
Audley End, Kilcoy ...
Nearest Post Town at
Run or Farm.
Mooloolah
Townsville
Brisbane
Caboolture
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
William Fisher .. ...
Ilertie Chiverton Parr ...
Bright, Chrystal, and Co.
Henry Mort ...
5874 George Edward Turnbull
10823 Mackenzie Brothers ..
1752) Croasdill, Nixon, and Co.
1 Z T 14337
E M  1 B19706
1 J ( )  B18812
U  Co  2 B19474
W 8 c. B21778
Croasdill, Nixon, and Co. ...
Robert Woods Thurlow (as trus-
tee for Emma Smith)
John Salisbury ... ...
Bullmoro and Nicholls ...
James  Thon.son Tilbury
... Gladstone ...
... , Newstead ...
Euthulla ...
Franklyn Vale
Muttaburra
Mount Playfair
Redhall ...
Milton
Scrubby Creek
Amby Downs
Cressbrook ...
Hill View ...
Glenmorris...
Booval ...
Carrier ...
Bogantungan
W ombenderry
Marnhuil ...
William St. John  Harding ...
Theophilus Burnett Biddulph ...
John Simpson ... ... ...
Harriette Tilley ... ... ...
Owen Henry Newell ...
Bright, Chrystal, and Co. ...
D. V. McConnel,  and Son ...
John William Daisey ... ...
Walter Aspinall  Carver ... ...
William Wildey ... ...
Adam Schabe ...
...Alive Maud by
John Hackett ... ... ...
The British and Australian Trust
and Loan Co. (Limited)
The Union Bank of Australia ... Medway ...
Donald Mackenzie .. Lakefield, Laura
The London Chartered Bank of i McKinlay Downs
Australia
The London Chartered Bank of Daroo ...
Australia ...
George Smith Brooklacds
... Elizabeth Salisbury ... ... I Ash Farm ...
Edward Augustus Bullmore . Wilson's Plains
Ludwig William Julius Wolf ... Collingwood
TRANSMISSION BY ADOPTION.
Z 3 J I 16019  1  Albert Jones ... ... ... I Albert James Smith ... ... The Prairie
TRANSMIS-ION BY MARRIAGE.
Nearest Post Town.
... Gladstone
... Bowen
... Roma
... Grandchester
... Muttaburra
... Springsure
... Caboolture
... Gladstone
... Gracemere
... Mitchell
... Esk
... Ipswich
.. Bundaberg
... Ipswich
... Nebo
... Bogantungan
... Thargomindah
... Dalby
... Springsure
... Cooktown
... Jundah
Jundah
Ipswich
Redcliffe
Harrisville
Winton
... Gladstone
Surat
Sandgate
A J 7 3757 Janet Ross ... ... I Janet Maelaehlan . I Pannonia, Yalebone Creek
A OR 3753 Ann Mary Ross ... ... ... Ann Mary Speering ... ... Oberina,  Roma , and .
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
S M 1
713 Adam Moody ..
Samuel Markwell
The Executors of Adam Moody
The Executors of Samuel Mark-
well
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate. Name  of Proprietor.
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Leaning  Apple-tree
Beaudesert ..
Nearest Post Town.
Brown's Plains
Beaudesert
Remarks.
A R G 720 Alexander Robinson  ... Orange Grove ... ... ...  Ronia  ... ... ...  Directory for 1884
b A U 654 Mary Ann Spencer  ... Armadilla ... ... ...  Dulvadi ll a  ... ...
5037 Daniel McEwan Hunter  North  Bray eh ... ... ... Greenmouut  ... ...
12
„
b A V 3192 Andrew Slnith ... .. Marnnoa Ilo-el ... ... ... Mitchell ... ... ...
bA)< 5379 James Hanliu .. Havelock, Donneybrook ... Mitchell .. .. ... „
B 2 B 661 Macfarlane , Apples aril, AF a roonga ... ... ... Mitchell ... ... ... „ „
B9D
B GI3
B3T
BbU
CC4
and Co.
5860 John  Regan  ... ... Pine Grove ... ...  Roma ...
4947 Robert Bong ... Eldershe, Bungeworgoria Creek  Roma ...
6364 Arthur Stephen Spencer G1,•nhaugliton, Roma, and ... Winton ...
6965 Thomas J;radley .. ... Chinatown ... ... ...  Roma ...
7485 Johnson MclntoAi ... Hunge% orgoria  Hotel ... ...  Roma ...
717 Timothy and 11` iry O'Con- Golden Green, Euthulla road...  Roma ...
nell Page
1932
CHANGE OF  RESIDENCE-Continued.
Brand.
5CE
C 9 Q
7CG
CK2
C5L
C1R
5CR
CU3
CYb
*DD
DN8
EbK
FJ4
FOP
'FZ
5G'
D bGK6
Q Ra
JbP
Ka01
KT1L Bo
MM1
MM2
7NU
4®a
R
G
S PJ
T 015
5UFVQ9
YM4
WbC
W8F
>< M1
><U2
Z7J
Z4ZAX 9
* O c
*V)8
No. of
Certi ficate
8100
'8210
8235
539
Name of Proprietor.
Bridget Heldon Byrne ...
Charles  Arnold ...
Robert Crozier ...
John Cook ...
6014 Cornelius Clifford ...
3755 Catherine Ross ... ...
6708 Dougald Carr ...
6213 Carl Ulrich ...
8715 John William Joynson ...
7925 George Young . ...
1858 Pierce Gould Copley ...
5636 Donald McCallum ...
9581 Adam Davidson ... ...
10017 William Sparks ... ...
11458 John Raper ... ...
12785 John Baldwin ... ...
5724 John Fisher ...
11470 Charles Frederick Parkin-
son
13778 Joseph Henry Clarke ...
2668 George Caffey Daley ...
1420 George Kisekier ... ...
13999 Margaret Ester Bradley...
5257 Gottlob Roebig ... ...
14597 Henry Burton ... ...
1841 John Page ... ...
2627 James Plummer ... ...
14974 William Maybury ...
3697 William Kellett ... ...
203 Charles Bell
634 Joseph Foot Mitchell
633
13150
O. F. and R. H. Mitchell
William Lawrence Steven-
son
17054 William Charles Storey...
10436 John Parker ... ...
5530 Samuel Joseph Wills ...
3279 Thomas Gibson .. ...
3555 Thomas James A. Hampson
13603 James Fletcher ... ...
14460 George Weir ... ...
3463  Edward Wingfield Verner
1430 William Crouch ... ...
7218 William Freestone ...
8657 George Matthew ... ...
13785 Webb Brothers ... ...
14701 Henry Black ... ...
9008 Charles Singleton ...
B21021 Andrew Henderson ...
B21815 Charles Knowles ... ...
B20127 Casper Scharmann ...
1 D  COB23484 David Smith
E Z 1 B19251 Elizabeth Haywood
0 = b B20104 George Hasted ...
R D 1 B19107 Robert Dowling ...S37 B20767 John Stahlfest Moller
T 1 D B20994 Edward Tidswell
U b v) B21483 Frederick  Phillip  Strick-
land
7 U C B19080 Dan Mactaggart ...
Run or Farm where Brand is to  be
used. Nearest Post Town.
Mitchell Villa, Reid street, South Brisbane
Woolloongabba
Rosenthal, Cattle Creek ... Roma ...
Violet Hill, Blyth's Creek ...  Roma ...
Bushman's Home Hotel, China- Roma ...
town
Mount Pleasant, Blyth's Creek Roma ...
Oberina, Yalebone Creek ... Roma ...
Bungil Creek ... ... ... Roma ...
Chinatown ... ... ... Roma
Reserve ... ... ... ... Taroom ...
Cattle Creek ... ... ... Roma ...
Copley View ... ... ... Roma ...
Argyle ... ... ... ... Roma ...
Woomblebank ... ... ... Mitchell ...
Euthulla Road ... ... ... Roma ...
Euthulla Road ... ... ...  Roma ...
Fair View, Gillen's Siding ... Bundaberg
Rockfield, Min-Mi ... ... Roma ...
12 Kennigo Street ... ... Brisbane ...
Pleasant Place, Euthiilla Road Roma ...
Daley Mount, Westbrook ... Toowoomba
Hills Side ... ... ... Roma ...
Charleville ... ... ... Charleville
Deudon Vale, Mack's Gully ... Roma ...
Essex, Hodgson... ... ... Roma ...
Golden Green, Euthulla Road Roma ...
Dunraven, Hodgson ... ... Roma ...
Railway View, Clarke's Creek, Roma ...
Hodgson
Boyna ... ... ... ...
Greenmount ... ... ...
Uplands, Allen's Creek,  Bromel-
ton
Woodbury, Allen's Creek,
Bromelton
Mona ...
Reserve .. ...
B ro okfield ...
Westwood
Goondiwindi ...
Mantuna Downs
Ballandean ...
Hayfield ... ...
Woomblebank ... ... ...
Mount Pleasant, Donnybrook ...
Water View, Blyth's Creek ...
Guildford ... ... ...
Annie Vale ... ... ...
Glenprairie ...
Forest View, Blyth's Creek ...
Springvale ... ...
Wyndham Street ...
Enger's Farm, Bungeworgoria
Creek
Gubberamunda ... ... ...
Cawarral ... ... ...
Willow Tree ... ... ...
Crow's Nest ... ... ...
Hillside ... ... ... ...
Kalula ... ... ... ...
Hambledon, Well Camp ...
Maryborough ...
Toowong ... ...
Greenmount ...
Beaudesert ...
Beaudesert
Bollon
Thargomindah
Clare .
Westwood
Goondiwindi
Springsure
Stanthorpe
Dalby ...
Mitchell ...
Mitchell ...
Roma ...
Mungarr ...
Mitchell ...
Marlborough
Roma ...
Channing...
Roma ...
Roma ...
Remarks.
... Directory  for 1884
Roma  ... ... ...
Cawarral  ... ... ...
Roma .. ...
Crow's Nest ... ...
Coorpa ro o ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Maryborough
The following BRANDS have been cancelled :-
B W 7 Num be r of  Certificate 1047
D 1 M
G Z 9
K 9 A
b T N
V O L
8 O c
2253
14556
13287
8298
12682
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
4 L. s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
A. IISGuAva, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by my Proclamation, bearing date
the twenty-eighth day of September last,
I did, in pursuance of the power vested in me
by  " The  Quarantine  Act of  1863,"  and with
the advice of the Executive Council, notify
that portions of the Colony of New South
Wales were infected with a certain infectious
disease called Smallpox, and that it was probable
that such  disease  might be brought from the said
Colony into the Colony of Queensland, and I did
further order and direct that no steamship or other
vessel arriving in this Colony from, or having
touched at any port of the said Colony of New
South Wales, should be permitted to come higher
up the Brisbane River, within the Port of Brisbane,
than the Lytton Wharf ; or to come nearer any
wharf or landing place, within the Ports of Mary-
borough or Rockhampton, than a distance of two
hundred yards ; or, to communicate with the shore
at any port within this Colony, until such steam-
ship or other vessel had been boarded by the
Health Officer of such port, and that no person
should be allowed to go on board thereof, or
to land therefrom, until the crew and passengers
thereof had been inspected by the Health Officer,
nor until such steamship or vessel, as the case
might be, had been by him admitted to pratique.
And whereas it has been ascertained that the
Colony of New South Wales is now free from
the said infectious disease, and that inspec-
tion by health officers of vessels arriving from
the said Colony of New South Wales is now no
longer necessary : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, do, by this my
Proclamation, issued with the advice of the
Executive Council, rescind my said proclamation
of the twenty-eighth day of September last.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at G8vernment
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAV. vn QIIESN I
By Authority : JAMES C.  BEAn, Government Printer ,  William street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for ge eral information, of
the following Despatch, with its Enclosure, received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Circular.
Stn,
Downing Street,
14th September, 1885.
With  reference to my predecessor 's Circular Despatch of the 27th of June, 1884, I have the
honour to transmit to you ,  for information and publication in the Colony under your Government, a
copy of " The Submarine Telegraph Act,  1885."
The date for bringing the Act into force must depend on the day to be agreed on, in pursuance of
Article XVI .  of the Convention in the Schedule ,  for bringing that Convention into force ,  which has not
yet been fixed.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
I have, &c.,
FRED. STANLEY.
CHAPTER 49.
Air ACT OCAGEY INTO  = PFSCT AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF SIIBYAaINB TELEGRAPH
CABLES.
48 and 49 Vic.,
Ch. 49.
[6th August, 1885.] A.D. 1885.
Bs it enacted  by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice  and consent  of the LordsSpiritual and Temporal, andCommons, in this present Parliament assembled , and by the authority of
the same ,  as follows :
1. This Act may be cited as  The Submarine Tel graph Act, 1885." short title.
2. The Convention of the fourteenth of March, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, Confirmation of
in the Schedule to this Act as set forth in that Schedule is hereby confirmed, and subject to the provisions Convention.
of this Act the Articles of such Convention (referred to in this Act as the Convention) shall be of the
same force  as if they  were  enacted in the body of this Act.
3. (1.) A person shall not unlawfully and wilfully, or by culpable negligence, break or injure any Puna
on of
for
submarine  cable to which the Convention for the time being applies,  in such manner as might interrupt Article two of
or obstruct in whole or in part telegraphic communication.  Convention.
(2.) Any person who acts or attempts to act in contravention of this  section  shall be guilty c,f a
misdemeanour ,  and on  conviction-
(a.) If he acted wilfully, shall be liable to penal servitude for a term not exceeding five years,
or to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a  term not exceeding two years and
to a fine either in lieu of or in addition to such penal servitude or imprisonment ; and
(b.) If he acted by culpable negligence, shall be liable to imprisonment  for a term not
exceeding three months, without hard labour, and  to a fine  not exceeding one hundred
pounds either in lieu of or in addition to such imprisonment.
(3.) Where a person does any act with.the object of preserving the life or limb of  himself or of
any other  person, or  of preserving the vessel to which he belongs or any other  vessel, and takes all
reasonable  precautions to avoid injury to a submarine cable, such person shall not be,,deemed to have
acted unlawfully and wilfully within the meaning of this section.
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(4.) A person shall not be deemed to have unlawfully and wilfully broken or injured any
submarine cable, where in the  bond fide  attempt to repair another submarine cable injury has been done
to such first-mentioned cable, or the same has been broken ; but this shall not apply so as to exempt such
person from any liability under this Act or otherwise to pay the cost of repairing such breakage orinjury.(5.) Any person who within or(being a subject of Her Majesty) without Her Majesty's dominions
in any manner procures, counsels,  aids,  abets, or is accessory to the commission of any offence under this
section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall be liable to be tried and punished for the offence as
if he had been guilty as a principal.
Limitation of 4. Article four of the Schedule to this Act shall not apply to that part of a cable which is laid in
 onl'ee four of
convention. a  depth of water xceedin 100 fathoms; ; but nothing in the Convention or this Act shall take awa y,
prejudice, or affect any right or remedy to which by law any party is or may be entitled otherwise than
under the provisions of the Convention or this Act.
Application of 5. (1.) It is hereby declared that the enactments of  " The Merchant Shipping Act,  1862," and thelaw s to  lights r enactments  amendin g the same, touchin g regulations as to lights and to signalsand signals for and for the avoidin of
carrying into collisions , shall extend to authorise regulations for carrying into effect Articles five and six of the Schedule
effect Articles to this Act, within as well as without the territorial waters of Her Majesty's dominions, and regulationsfive and six of
convention. may be  made , applied, altered, and revoked, and the contravention thereof punished accordingly under
" shall extend to the enforcement25 and 28 vie., the said enactments ,  and section six of  " The Sea Fisheries Act,  1883,6.4s. of the  said regulations as regards sea fishing  boats within the limits of that Act.
(2.) If any vessel  engaged in  the laying or repairing of a submarine cable to which the Convention
for the  time  being  applies, interferes  contrary to the said regulations or articles with any vessel  engaged
in fishing , or if the operations of any vessel in connexion with any such submarine cable are wilfully
delayed  so as to interfere  with sea fishing, the master of the vessel, or the owner thereof, if it appear
that  he was in fault , shall be deemed guilty of a breach of the said  regulations  and may be punished
accordingly.
Powers of British 6 . (1.) For the purpose of carrying into effect the Convention, a person commanding a ship of war
and foreign of Her Majesty or of any Foreign State for the time being bound by the Convention, or a ship specially
omoers. commissioned  for the purpose of the Convention by Her Majesty or by the Government of such Foreign
State,  may exercise  and perform the powers and duties vested in and imposed on such officer by any
article in  the Schedule to this Act.
(2.) If any person obstructs any such officer in such exercise or performance, or refuses or neglects
to comply with any demand or direction lawfully male or given by him in pursuance of this Act, such
person  shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, or to be imprisoned
for a term not exceeding  two months, with or without hard labour.
(3.) Any action, prosecution, or proceeding  against  any officer for any act done in pursuance or
execution  or intended execution of this Act, or in respect of any alleged neglect or default in the execution
of this Act, shall not lie or be instituted  unless  it is commenced within twelve months next after the act,
negleet, or  default complained of.
(4.) In any such action tender of amends before the action was commenced may, in lieu of or in
addition to any other plea, be pleaded. If the action was commenced after such tender, or is proceeded
with after payment into court of any money in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim, and the plaintiff does
not recover more than the sum tended or paid, he shall not recover any costs incurred after such tender
or payment, and the defendants shall be entitled to costs, to be taxed as between solicitor and client, as
from the time of such tender or payment.
(5.) Every such action shall be brought in one of Her Majesty's superior  courts in  the United
Kingdom (which courts shall have jurisdiction to try the same wherever the matter complained of
occurred)  or in a supreme  court in India or in a court exercising in a British  possession  the like authority
as the High Court of Justice  in England , but in no other court whatsoever.
Inaprporation of 7. Part X. of  " The Merchant Shipping Act of  1854 " (which relates to legal procedure), and the
partLot17a18 enactments  amending  the same, so  far as unrepealed ,  shall have effect  as if enacted in  this Act, andTic., 0. 104. offences  under this Act may be tried, and fines under this Act recovered accordingly , save  that nothing
in the said Part shall authorise the award of any punishment not authorised by this Act, or the summary
prosecution of any indictable offence under this Act.
Zvidence. 8. (1.) Any document drawn up in pursuance of Article  seven  or Article ten of the Schedule to this
Act shall be admissible in any proceeding, civil or criminal, as  primd facie  evidence of the facts or
matters therein stated.
(2.) If evidence contained in any such document was taken on oath in the presence of the person
charged in such evidence, and such person had an opportunity of cross-examining the person giving such
evidence  and of making his reply to such evidence, the officer drawing up such document may certify the
said facts  or any of them.
(3.) Any document or certificate in this section mentioned purporting to be signed by an officer
authorised to act under the Schedule to this Act for carrying into effect the Convention,  shall be admis-
sible in  evidence without proof of such signature, and, if purporting to be signed by any other person,
shall, if certified by any such officer to have been so signed, be deemed, until the contrary is proved, to
have been signed by such other person.
(4.) If any person forges the signature of any such officer to any such document  as above men-
tioned,  or makes use  of any such document knowing the signature thereto to be forged , such  person shall
be guilty of a misdemeanour and liable on summary conviction to imprisonment for a term  not exceeding
three months with or without hard labour, and on conviction on indictment to imprisonment with or
without bard labour for a term not exceeding two years.
LLbilit7lof (9.) Where any offence  against this  Act has been committed by means of  a vessel , or of any boat
Masten  of belonging  to a vessel, the master of such vessel shall,  until some  other person is shown to have been in
charge  of and navigating such vessel or boat, be deemed to have been in charge of and navigating the
same , and be liable to be punished accordingly.
saving,. (10.) The provisions of this Act shall be in addition to and not in derogation of any other provisions
existing at common  law or under Act of Parliament or under the law of a British possession for the
protection of submarine  cables ; and nothing in this Act shall prevent any person being liable under any
Act of  Parliament , law of a British possession, or otherwise to any indictment, proceeding, punishment,
or penalty other than is provided for any offence by this Act, so that no person shall be punished twice for
the same offence ;  and nothing in this Act, nor any proceedings with respect to any matter, shall exempt
a person from  any liability in any action or suit with reference to the same matter, so that no person shall
be required to pay compensation twice in respect of the same injury.
11. This Act shall so  far as such  extension  is consistent  with the tenor of this Act extend to the:ant at  ct. whole of Her Majesty 's dominions, and to all places within the jurisdiction of the Admiral of England,
and to all plater where Her Majesty has jurisdiction.
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12. In this Act, unless the context otherwise  requires,- Dem.
The expression  " vessel "  means every description of vessel  used in navigation in whatever
way it is propelled ; and any reference to a vessel shall include  a reference to a boat
belonging to such vessel.
The expression " master " includes every person having command or charge of  a vessel.
The expression " British possession" includes any part of Her Majesty's dominions  exclusive
of the United Kingdom.
The expression " person " includes a body of persons corporate or unincorporate . Oommenoemsnt13. This Act shall come into force on such day as may be fixed by  a notice in  that behalf published  e1 nontinasnos
in the  Londcn Gazette,  and if the Convention  ceases to  be binding on Her Majesty ,  sha ll  cease to be of of Act.
any effect.
SCHEDULE.
SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHS CONVENTION.
Convention for the preservation of telegraphic communications by means of submarine telegraphs
made on the 14th of March ,  1884 ,  between Her Majesty the Queen of the United  K ingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland ,  Empress of India, His Majesty the German Emperor ,  King of Prussia, His
Excellency the President of the Argentine Confederation ,  His Ma jesty the Emperor of Austria , K ing of
Bohemia , &c., and Apostolic King of Hungary ,  His Majesty  the Bing  of the Belgians ,  His Majest the
Emperor of Brazil ,  His Excellency the President of the Republic of Costa Rica ,  His Ma ;sty the King
of Denmark ,  His Excellency the President of the Dominican Republic ,  His Majesty the King of Spain,
His Excellency the President of the United States of America ,  His Excellency the President of the
United States of Colombia ,  His  Excellency  the President of the French republic, His Exce llency the
President of the Republic of Guatemala ,  is Majesty the King of the He llenes ,  His Majesty the King
of Italy ,  His Majesty the Emperor of the Ottomans ,  His i"  ajesty the King of the Netherlands, Grand
Duke of Luxemburg ,  His Majesty the Shah of Persia, His Majesty the King of Portugal and the
Algarves ,  His Majesty the King of Roumania ,  His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, His
Excellency the President of the Republic of Salvador ,  His Majesty the King of Servia ,  His Majesty
the King of Sweeden and of Norway ,  and His Excellency the President of the Oriental Republic of the
Uruguay.
The following is an Eng li sh translation of the Convention with the omission of the formal
beginning and end
ARTICLE I.
The present Convention applies outside territorial waters to all legally established submarine cables
landed on the territories ,  colonies ,  or possessions of one or more of the  High  Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE II.
It is a punishable offence to break or injure a submarine cable ,  wilfully or by culpable negligence,
in such manner as might interrupt or obstruct telegraph communication ,  either wholly or partially, such
punishment being without prejudice to any civil action for damages.
This provision does not apply to cases where those who break or injure a cable do so with the
lawful object of saving their lives or their ship ,  after they have taken every necessary precaution to avoid
so breaking or injuring the cable.
ARTICLE III.
The High Contracting Parties undertake that ,  on granting a concession for landing a submarine
cable, they will insist ,  so far as possible ,  upon proper measures of satety being taken ,  both as regards
the track of the cable and its dimensions.
ARTICLE IV.
The owner of a cable who, on laying or repairing his own cable breaks or injures another cable,
must bear the cost of repairing the breakage or injury ,  without prejudice to the application, if need be,
of Article II. of the present Convention.
ARTICLE V.
Vessels engaged in laying or repairing subm urine cables sha ll  conform to the  regulations as to
signals which have been ,  or may be, adopted by mutual agreement among the High Contracting Parties,
with the view of preventing colli sions at sea.
When a ship engaged in repairing a cable exhibits the said signals ,  other vessel ;  which see them,
or are able to see them ,  all  withdraw to or keep beyond a distance of one nautical mile at least  fr om
the ship In question, so as not to interfere with her operations.
Fishing gear and nets shall  be kept at the same distance.
Nevertheless ,  fishing vessels which see or are able  t)  see a telegraph ship exhibi ti ng the said
signals shall  be allowed a period of twenty -four hours at most within which to obey the notice so given,
during which time they sha ll  not be interfered with in any way.
The operations of the telegraph ships sha ll  be completed as quickly as possible.
ARTICLE VI.
Vessels which see, or are able to see ,  the buoys showing the position of a cable when the latter is
being laid, is out of order, or is broken ,  shall  keep beyond a distance of one-quarter of a nau ti cal mile
at least from the said buoys.
Fishing nets and gear shall be kept at the same distance.
ARTICLE VII.
Owners of ships or vessels who can prove that they have sacrificed an anchor ,  a net, or other
fishing gear in order to avoid injuring a submarine cable shall receive compensation  fr om the owner of
the cable.
In order to establish a claim to such compensation,  a statement,  supported by the evidence of the
crew ,  should ,  whenever possible ,  be drawn up  immediately after the occurrence  ;  and the master must,
within twenty -hours after his return to, or next putting  into port ,  make a declara tion to the proper
authorities.
The latter shall communicate the information to the consular authorities of the country to which
the owner of the cable belongs.
ARTICLE VIII.
The tribunals competent to take cognizance of infr actions of the resent Convention are those of
the country to which the vessel on board of which the offence was committed belongs.
It is ,  moreover ,  understood that, in cases where the provisions in the previous paragraph cannot
apply ,  offences against the present Convention will be dealt with in each of the Contrac ti ng States in
accordance ,  so far as the subjects and citizens of those States respectively are concerned, with the general
rules of criminal jurisdiction presc ri bed by the laws of that particular State, or by interna tional treaties.
ARTICLE IX.
Prosecutions for infractions provided against by Articles II., V., and VI .  of the present Convout o
shall be instituted by the State, or in its name.
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ARTICLE X.
Offences against the present Convention may be verified by  all means of  proof allowed by the
legislation  of the country of the court. When the officers commanding the ships of war, or ships
specially commissioned for the purpose by one of the High Contracting Parties, have reason to believe
that an infraction of the  measures  provided for in the present Convention has been committed by a vessel
other than  a vessel  of war, they may demand from the captain  or master  the production of the official
documents proving the nationality of the said vessel. The fact of such document having been exhibited
shall then be endorsed upon it immediately. Further, formal statements of the facts may be prepared
by the said officers, whatever may be the nationality of the vessel incriminated. These formal statements
shall be  drawn up in the form  and in  the language used in the country to which the officer making them
belongs ;  they may be considered, in the country where they are adduced, as evidence in accordance with
the laws of that country. The accused and the  witnesses  shall have the right to add, or to have added,
thereto, in their  own language ,  any explanations  they may consider useful. These declarations shall be
duly  signed.
ARTICLE XI.
The proceedings and trial  in cases of  infraction of the provisions of the present Convention shall
always take  place  as summarily as the laws and regulations  in force will permit.
ARTICLE XII.
The High Contracting  Parties engage to  take or to propose to their  respective Legislatures the
necessary measures for insuring  the execution of the present Convention, and especially for punishing,
by either fine or  imprisonment , or both, those who contravene the provisions of Articles II., V., and VI.
ARTICLE XIII.
The High Contracting  Parties will  communicate  to each other laws already made, or which may
hereafter be made, in  their respective countries relating to the object of the present Convention.
ARTICLE XIV.
States which  have  not signed  the present Convention may adhere to it on making a request to
that effect . This  adhesion shall  be notified through the diplomatic channel to the Government of the
French Republic, and by the latter to the other Signatory Powers.
ARTICLE XV.
It is understood that the stipulations of the present Convention do not in any way restrict the
freedom of action  of belligerents.
ARTICLE XVI.
The present  Convention shall be brought into force on a day to be agreed upon by the High
Contracting  Powers.
It shall  remain  in force for five years from that day, and unless any of the High Contracting
Parties  have  announced , twelve months before the expiration of the said period of five years, its
intention to terminate  its operation, it shall continue in force for a period of one year,  and so on from
year to year.
If one of the Signatory Powers denounce the Convention, such denunciation shall have effect
only as regards that Power.
ARTICLE XVII.
The present Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged at Paris with as little
delay as possible , and, at the  latest , at the expiration of a year.
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE.
The stipulations of the Convention concluded under to-day's date for the protection  of submarine
cables shall  be applicable, in conformity with Article I., to the colonies  and possessions  of Her  Britannic
Majesty, with the exception  of those  hereinafter mentioned ,  namely:-
Canada.
Newfoundland.
The Cape.
Natal.
New South Wales.
Victoria.
Queensland.
Tasmania.
South Australia.
Western Australia.
New Zealand.
Provided  always,  that the stipulations of the  said  Convention shall be applicable to any of the
abovenamed  colonies or possessions on whose behalf notice to that effect shall have been given by Her
Britannic  Majesty's Representative at Paris to the French Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Each of the abovenamed  colonies or possessions  which may have acceded to the said Convention
shall  be at liberty to withdraw from it in the  same manner as  the powers parties to it. In the event of
any of the  said colonies or possessions  desiring to withdraw from the Convention, a notification to that
effect shall be made by Her Britannic Majesty's Representative at Paris to the French Minister for
Foreign  Affairs.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication,  for general  information, of
the following Despatch  from  the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Circular. Downing Street,
15th September, 1885.
Sts,
I have the honour to transmit to you, at the request of the Civil Service Commissioners, the
enclosed  Regulations, etc., * for  an Examination  of Candidates for the Civil Service of India, which
is to  be held in 1886.
The Officer Administrating
the Government of Queensland.
I have, &c.,
FRED. STANLEY.
*  May be seen at the Department  of Public  Instruction.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES NOLAN, Junior,
to be a Ranger for the Reserve for the Protection
of Native Birds in the parishes of Crow's Nest,
Douglas, and Emu Creek, under the provisions of
section  six of  " The Native Birds Protection Act
Amendment Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PETER BROWN
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the
parish of Ipswich, in the room of Thomas Pryde,
resigned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
CORRECTION.
JT  is hereby notified that the name of
THOMAS CAIRD
is to oe substituted for Thomas Cahill, erroneously
inserted in the Notice appointing him a Trustee of
the Reserve for Cemetery, Cardwell, which appeared
in page 624 of the  Government Gazette  for 1886,
Part II.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.
N O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election to
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
Jeremiah Coghlan,  as Member  for Subdivision
No. 3 of the Warroo Division, His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1879  Amendment
Act of  1884," been pleased to appoint
JOHN FRANCIS  COGHLAN
to be  a Member  for Subdivision No. 3 of the said
Division.
WM. MILES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, thatHis Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
accept the resignation of
JOHN EDWARD BOURNE
of his appointment as Telegraph Manager at
Dalby.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor , with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following appointment in the
Post and Telegraph Department, viz.
ERNEST LE NEVEN
to be an Operator.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that Her Majesty the Queen has
been graciously pleased to approve of the appoint-
ment of
CAVALIERS GIOVANNI BRANcui, of Melbourne,
as Italian Consul for Queensland.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
I] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
DONALD MILLER
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Bowen.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Sub-Inspector PATRICK BRANNELLY
to be an Inspector of Brands for the Burke Dis-
trict.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
PATRICK  K ILLEEN
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to accept  the resignation  tendered by
WILLIAM HOWLED
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to approve of the following appointments, pro-
motions and transfers  of Teachers  in the service
of the Department of Public Instruction, viz.
HENRY CHARLES WALKER
to be readmitted into the service of the Depart-
ment as a Teacher of Class III, Division 3, and
appointed to the position of Head Teacher of the
State School at Muttaburra.
JOHN COLLINS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Rockhampton ;  to take effect from the 1st Novem-
ber, 1885.
MINNiE  ELIZA EDMUNDS
to be promoted to the position of Fourth  Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Woolloongabba ; to
take effect  fr om the Ist Novomber, 1886.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
JT  is hereby notified that
William Hughes
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Bundamba Upper,  vice  Patrick
Ward , resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  26th  November, 1885.
JT is hereby notified that  Messieurs
William Cormack,
Jens Dahl,
John Edwin Elliott,
Franz Carl K rause,
Amos Snowdon, and
Thornhill Weedon
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Woolloongabba.
B. B. MORETON.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.IT is hereby notified that
William Quinlan
has been ap ointed a Member of Committee for
the State  School at Eton Vale,  vice  Peter
Farquharson ,  deceased.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
l. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety -five of  " TheCrown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MvsGEAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion ,  notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
16-!6490--5.o.
Town of Beachton.
On Polywog Creek.
County of Deas Thompson, parish of Monte Christo.
About 15  acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Polywog Creek
at a point bearing eO degrees and distant about
three chains and 20 links from the east corner of
allotment 1 of section 1, town of Beachton (being
the Reserve for Pilot Station proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  for 1885 ,  volume I ,  page 372),
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing 60 degrees twelve chains ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees twelve chains ;
on the south -east  by a line bearing 240 degrees
about twelve chains and sixty links to Polywog
Creek; and on the south -west by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
RE SERVE  FOR POST AND TELEG RAPH PURPOSES.
Sl-IS844-P.D.
Town of Dirranbandi.
County of Belmore, parish of Currawildi.
2 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Charles and
Isabel streets, and bounded thence on the east by
Isabel street bearing south 400 links ; on the south
by police reserve bearing west 500 links ; on the
west b a line bearing north 400 links  ;  and on the
north by Charles street bearing east 500 links to
the point of commencement.
REsERvE FOE  POLICE PURPOSES.
s6-39e8--0. secy.
Town of Wallangarra.
County of Bentinck, parish of Tenterfield.
Allotments 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, and 11 of section 9.
3 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of the north-east
side  of Merinda street by the north -west side of
Barawell  '_ treet, and bounded thence on the south-
east by Barawell street bearing 60 degrees 600
links  ;  on the north -east by allotments 4 and 8
bearing 330 degrees 600 links  ;  on the north-west
by Margetts street bearing 240 degrees 600 links ;
and on the south-west by Merinda street bearing
150 degrees 500 links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR DRILL SHED.
S6-29846---B1yi.
Woolloongabba.
County  of Stanley, parish of  South Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of section
55, and bounded thence on the east by Wellington
road bearing 16 minutes  and 5011 links ; on the
north by Vulture street bearing west 400 links ; on
the west by a line bearing south 600, links ; and
on the south by allotments 15, 16, 17, and 18 of
section  55 bearing east 397-h links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY FOR  RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
85-11  5--s.o.
On Bungewargorai Creek.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Waldegrave.
20 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank  of Bungewargorai
Creek at the south -west corner of a water  reserve
(being a point about twelve chains in a direct line
from the south-west corner of portion 241), and
bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing north
about twelve chains and fifty links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 251 degrees  11 minutes
twenty- one chains  and fifty links  to Bungewargorai
Creek; and thence on the south-west and south by
that creek downwards to the  point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-sixth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and ei  hty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of l er Majesty's
re ign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety -fide of  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify and proclaim that the lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named.
R ESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
ea-9s27-C.
Town of Milbong.
County  of Churchill , parish  of Fassifern.
4 acres 32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 198 degrees and
distant seventy -eight links  fr om an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over RES, and bounded thence
on the west by portion 247 bearing north seven
chains ; on  the north  by a line bearing east six
chains ; on the east by a line bearing south seven
chains and one link ; and on the south by a line
bearing west six chains to the point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
85-26907-s.0.
Town of Muttaburra.
County of  Cumberland ,  parish unnamed.
15 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 245 degrees
8 minutes and distant seventy -seven chains and
ninty -one links  from the north -west corner of
section 3, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a line bearing 340 degrees fifteen chains ; on the
north-west by a line bearing 250 degrees ten chains;
on the south -west by a line bearing 160 degrees
fifteen chains  ;  and on the south -east by a line
bearing 70 degrees ten chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B.  DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE.
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections  ninety-five, ninety-sic,
and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
afore said , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my  Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
that the Land hereunder described  has been tem-
porarily reserved for the purpose named, and
placed temporarily under the control of the Southp . rt
Divisional Board.
RESERVE FOB WATER AND GRAVEL.
55-4379-Bras.
Southport.
County of  Ward, parish  of Nerang.
About 630 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
12A, and bounded thence on the north by a road
bearing easterly about 102 chains to the north-west
corner of portion 53 ; on the east by that portion
bearing south about twenty -eight chains and fifty
links ; on the south -east  by a  ro ad  (cleared by
Divisional Board, but unsurveyed )  bearing south-
westerly about 118 chains and fifty links to portion
17A ; and on the west by that portion and portions
15A, 14A,  13A, and 12A bearing north about ninty-
six chains and fifty li ks to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-sixth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A.  MUSGRAVE,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N
pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance  with  the provisions of section
121 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive  Council, do hereby
notify  and proclaim  that the part  of the Suburban
Reservation around  the town of Mitchell, on the
Maranoa River ,  described hereunder , shall  be and
is hereby rescinded.
DESCRIPTION :
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Maranoa
River at the  eastern  boundary of the Mitchell
Suburban Area, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south  to the south- east corner  thereof ;
thence by a line bearing west to the west boundary
of portion 22v, parish of Balmoral East ; thence by
the west boundaries of 22v and 21v north, a line
east  along the north boundary of 21v, and a line
northerly along the west boundary of 1v to the
Maranoa River; and thence by that river down-
wards  to the  point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the  forty- ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gan SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Six ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
THEREAS by an Att passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty s reigh, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : And whereas it is
deemed expedient to proclaim Monday, the 30th
instant , being the day appointed for the Opening of
the Cooktown Railway, to be a Public Holiday in
Cooktown : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, in virtue of
the powers vested in me by the above-recited
Act, and of all other powers  enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that MONDAY, the
30th instant, shall, within the Municipality of
Cooktown, be observed as a Public Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day
of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GoD SAVE THIN Qu$HN !
By rhhoULAMATIUN.Mrs Excellency  Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight -Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.  MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
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HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign , intituled
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Lawsrelatiny
to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette ,  to appoint Stations or
places within the Port of Moreton Bay, or within
or near any other rt or place in the colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers ,  and persons  on board thereof
shall perform Quarantine : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance of the power
vested in me as Governor of the said colony, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, ap ^ oint Mackenzie
Island, Keppel -Bay, to be a Station for the per-
formance of Quarantine under and for the purposes
of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
1942
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections, in writing, within  two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO
No. Applicant. Situation .
1 The Pioneer Part of  the reserved
Divisional
Board on
account of
road through selee-
tion 773,  Mackay
District
2
William
Northey
Ditto ...
BE CLOSED.
Parish.
Eton
Area.
A.  K.  P.
0 2 0
Part  of the road sepa- Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating selection 773
from selection 1006,
and also part  of
one of the reserved
roadath ro ughselec-
tion 1006, Mackay
District
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is  hereby  notified for general information,
that applications under the  eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and  Gympie ; Police  and Post
Offices ,  Ipswich , Wivenhoe,  and Ncosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Parish. Area.Applicant.
The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads. 1 12Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885. 3
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
4ITishereby notified for general  information, +hatIL ' applications under  the eighty-ninth  section of 6
"The Crown Lands .pct of  1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests  affected
r6thereby are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment theirobjeetions ,in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
*7Plans of  the Roads  can be seen  at this Office, and
at Police  and Post  Offices , Cleveland and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
•8
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
James The reserved  ro ad
Taylor th ro ugh portion 71
Ditto  ...  The  re served road
through portions 38
and 40
Ditto  ...  The road separating
portions 37, 38, and
32 from portion 40
ditto ... 31 3
Ditto ...  The reserved  ro ad ' England ... 7 1 0
through  portion 213
Ditto ...  The  ro ad separating  Wivenhoe 5 118
portion 214 .  parish of
England ,  and part of
po rt ion 40 from por-
tion 63
Thomas Two of the reserved Melcombe 17 2 0
Lodge  ro ads th ro ugh por-
Murray- tion 12
Prior About
The Ca-  Part of the  re served Maroochy 3 0 0
booltu re  road th ro ugh po rt ion
Divisional 119 (selection 3720,
Board on Brisbane  District)
account
of Edward
T. Trundle
Ditto, on One of the reserved roads ditto ... 2 1 0
accountof th ro ugh port ion 122
Edward H . (selection 3721, Bris-
Arundell bane District)
* The closu re  of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
1 Hans H.  Heine- Part of the road Bedland ...
mann  forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Part of the road Indooroo-
1
separating  per- pilly
tion 65  from por-
tion 89
A. I. P.
3 1 0
1 0 28
The closu re  of these  ro ads  Is  pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for  general informationthat.. application under  the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider  their  interests a$ ected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at the Land,
Police,  and Post  Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.I.P.
- The Glaston -  The  re served  road Curra ... 5 0 0
bury Divi -  through selection 889,
sionalBoard  Gympie District
on account
of Jeremiah
Heiiher
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
Situation.
I  A.  R.  P.
Wivenhoe 6 1 0
ditto  ... 15 1 0
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884  "  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CEEDULB OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation . Parish. Area.
1 The Pioneer The reserved road through Eton ...
A. I. P.
8 S 0
2
Divisional
Board on
account of
William
Eastgate
Ditto, on T
selection 758, Mackay
District
he reserved road through ditto  ... 9 2 0
3
account of
Martin
Murphy
Ditto ,  on
selection 643, Mackay
District
Part of one of the reserved ditto ... 20 1 0
account of
theColonial
roads through selection
658, Mackay District
Sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
Nora .- The area of this road is intended to be changed into a I The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out in son-
reservation for road purposoq . nectiou with the opening of other  ro ads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich, and at the Police and Post Offices,
H arrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant,  situation.
1
2
Parish. Area.
The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating  Forbes
pilly Divi -  portion 7  from per-
sional Board tion 8
on account
of Maurice,
Bowers
Ditto ...
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
6 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional Board
on account
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
I Ditto
The  ro ad separating
po rt ions 5 and 548
fro m port ions 10 and
551
The  ro ad separating
part of portion 13l3 and
532 from part of por-
tion 553
The  ro ad separating
po rt ions 79,  t,2, and
83 fro m portions 87,
86, and 85
The  ro ad separating
po rt ions 89 and 88
from port ions 90 and
91
The road separating
portions 548, 551, and
pa rt  of 552 from por-
tions 84, 83,  85, 89,
and part of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
The  ro ad separating
port ions 27,  28, 31, 33,
34, 36, 36, 37, and 38
from portions 26, 29,
30, and 32, parish of
Forbes  ;  183, parish of
Normanby;  and 106,
pari sh of Forbes
The road separating
po rt ions 184 and part
of 185, parish of Nor-
manby ,  from portions
80 and 32
A.
... 5
A.  P.
0  28
ditto ... 18 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
About
9 1 0
4 2 16
2 2 16
16 2 32
18 2 10
Forbes  ... 4 025
9 Ditto ... The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
po rt ions 32 and 33
f ro m portion 183,
parish of Normanby,
and port ion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 10  1 24
po rt ions 184 and 187
fro m po rt ions 183 and
178
11 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 7 1 3
12
13
portion 94 ,  parish of
Mutdapilly ,  and por-
tion  188, f ro m port ion
187
Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Forbes ... 8 0 18
port ion 37 fro m por-
tion 38
Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby
14 Ditto
14 Ditto
16 Ditto
portions 199, 9,  21, 20.
19, and 16,  fro m por-
tions 4, 10, 11,  12, 13,
14, and 15
The  ro ad separating
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
The  ro ad separating
po rt ions 8 and 9 fro m
portions 22 and 21
The  ro ad separating
port ions 13,  19, 24,
and 189, from portions
14, 16,  17, 18,  25, and
26, and its continua-
tion th ro ugh port ion
189
ditto ...
Normanby
ditto
17 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto
portion 18 from por-
ts 25 28 d
11 0 0
About
2 020
3 0 0
About
... 9 1 8
... 4 2 0
ens , an 9
18 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
19 Ditto
portions 28, 27, and
189, fro m port ions 29,
SCTTEDtTLE OF RQ ,ADS TO BE  CLOSED- continued.
No. Applicant.  Situation.
20 The  Mutda- The road separating Thorn
pilly Divi- portions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board from portions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
Parish .  Area.
A.  R.  P.
14 0 0
21 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ... 14 0 0
portions  5, 6, 7, and
17 fro m portions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 16
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 2 4
portion 176 , parish of
Normanby ,  fro m por-
tions 8,  9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto . ..  20 3 10
pa rt  of portion 176,
parish of Normanby,
and portions  10, 7, 4,
and 2 from portions
12, 11,  17, 18,  19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto ... The road separating Normanby 1 2 5
portion 175 from part
of portion 176
25 Ditto ... One of the  reserved ditto ,.. 4 3 39
ro ads th ro ugh portion
175
26 Ditto ...  The  ro ad separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
po rt ion 13 from por-
tions 14 and 15 About
27 Ditto  ...  Part of the  ro ad sepa- ditto . ..  6 2 10
rating portion 175,
parish of Normanby,
If from po rt ions 13 and I
14
Nov, .-The closure  of these roads is proposed  to be  carried out
in connection  with the  opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified for g neral information, that
applications  under  the eigbt-y-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads,  and all per-
sons  who may consider their  interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish.  Area.
A. R. P.
1 Johann The road  separating Dundee ... 6 16
Moller portions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto ... 2 2 0
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
3 John Martin The ro ad separating  Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and 122
from portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane. 9th October. 1886.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth  section
of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
30, 31,  and part  of 32  About
The  ro ad separating  Thorn and 21 0 0 No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
port ions 182,  181, 179,  Normanby
178, and 177, parish of
Normanby, from part A. H. P.
of portion 1, portions John Barnet The road separating selec - Wildash 10 3 343, 5, and 8,  pa ri sh of
T rn, and portion
176,  parish of Nor-
tion 1269 from part  of
selection 1187
manby
1944
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th September, 1885.
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Land. Act  o/' lx84 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections .  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at  the Land
Offices. Toowoomba, Dalhy, and Ipswich ; Police
and Post Offices, Toowoomba, Jondaryan, and
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAPS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish Ores.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
1  lJohnReilly The road separating Geham
portion 870A and 899
from part of portion
1005
A. R. P.
3 1 30
PERMANENT  CLOSURE.
2 Patrick The road separating Jondaryan 32 2 0
Landy portion 154 from part
of portion 356 and its
continuation through
that po rt ion
3 William The reserved road ditto 13 0 31
Lee through portion 844
4 James The  n gad separating ditto 8 0 21
Molvor portion 1514 from
vacant land and part
of po rt ion 1392 About
6 Patrick Part  of the  ro ad separa -  ditto 3 3 0
Lardy ting port ion 1391 from
portion 1392 About
6 Patrick The reserved road ditto 18 3 0
Landy through portion 1392
and its continuation
southerly along pa rt
of west boundary of
that portion and
westerly along pa rt
of north boundary of
portion 421
7 The Part  of the  re served Coochin 3 0 19
Goolman road through portion
Divisional 5
Board on
account
of Messrs
Bell and
Hyde
8 Ditto The road separating ditto 3 3 19
portion 172 from por-
tio n  173
About
out
9 Ditto  Part of the road separa -  ditto 1 0 0
ting portions 172 and
173 from portion 174
10 Ditto Part of the road  secara -  ditto 0 2 0
ting portion 65 from
portion 80 About
11 Ditto Part of  re servebetween
Oaky Creek and por-
tions 45, 5, and 171
Ab
About
12 Ditto Reserve between  Oaky I  ditto 21 0 0
Creek and portions
47, 64, and So
Nora.-The closure of these roads and reserves is proposed to
be carried out in connection with the opening of other roads and
reserves.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,that  applications  under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," have
been made for closing  the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Cooktown and Ipswich; Police and Post Offices,
Cooktown and Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.
1 The Municipal The reserved  ro ad
Council of  through the north-
Cooktown on west corner of
account of portion 3
T. McCarey
2 Esk Divisional The road separating
Board on portion 16 from
accountof  F. portion 17
W. Bigge
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating
portions 4 and 11
from port ions 24A
and 20A
4 Ditto  ... Part of the reserved
road through por-
tion 20A
Parish .  I Area.
A. R. P.
Cook ... 5 0 0
Byron  ...  12 01S
Dixon  ...  40 3 24
About
Dixon ... 7 0 0
The closu re  of these roads  is proposed  to be carried out in con-
nection with  the opening of other  ro ads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November,  184•6.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication  under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lunda Act of  1684 "  has been made
for closing  the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may consider their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two mono s
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. 1. P.
The Execu -  Reserved road in selec -  Maxwell- 28 3 28
tors under  tion 483 ,  Gladstone ton
the Will of District, from its
the late east boundary south-
James  westerly  to a water
Thomson reserve,  and from
that  reserve west to
the west boundary
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th N ovember, 1885.
REVERSAL OF FORFEITURE OF
MINERAL SELECTIONS.
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that  in consideration of evidence having been
adduced showing that the conditions prescribed by
" The Mineral Lands Act of  1872" were complied
with at the  time the undermentioned Mineral
Selections were  declared forfeited ,  His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to cancel so much of the
notice  in the  Government (7azette  dated 12th
ctober ,  1883 ,  as relates  thereto ,  and reverse the
forfeiture  of the selections in question.
C. B. DUTTON.
b
a
26
z Holders . Locality. Area.
A.  R.  P.
2350  H. Powell, R. H. Datson ,  County of  Bowen 80 0 0
S. Johnston, and J.
Campbell
2352  Ditto ... ... ... ditto  ... ... 21 2 0
1945
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
1. that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Rockhampton.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E.  P.
1 The cogango Part of one of the re -  Herbert ... 7 0 0
Divisional served roads through
Board on Selection 1812, Rock-
account of hampton District
A. H. O.
Macdonald
2 Ditto ,  on Parts of the reserved ditto  ...  13 1 0
account of road th ro ughSeleetion
R. S. O. 1617,  Rockhampton
Macdonald District
3 Ditto ,  on Part of the reserved ditto  ...  2 0 27
account of road through Selection
R. S. G. 1348 ,  Rockhampton
Macdonald District
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with Selections under
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " will
also be dealt with by the Land  Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
ATTEE  LAND O FF ICE!-
Srtsbane . Ifeen-leigh.
Date. Date.
1885. 1885.
March  ... ... ...  Tues., 3 Wed., 11
April  ... ... ... „  7 8
May ... ... ... „ 5 „ 13
June  ... ... ... „ 2 10
July  ... ... ... „  7 „ 8
August ... ... ... „ 4 „ 12
September  ... ... „ 1 „ 9
October  ... ... „  6 4
November ... ... „ 3 „ 1
December  ... ... to 1 to 9
AT THE LAND  OFFICEE-
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
Ipswich. Esk :
Date. Date.
1885. 1886.
Fri., 6 Wed. 18
to 4
AT Poucs
OFFICa-
Too-
woomba. Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.
Date Date.
1885. 1886.
March ... ... ...  Mon., 23 Tues., 24
Lprii ... ... ... „ 20 „ 21
May ... ... ... „ 25 „ 26
June  ... ... ... „  22 „ 23
July  .. ... ... „  27 „ 28
August ... ... ... „ 24 „ 25
September  ... ... „  21 „ 22
October ... ... „ 26 „ 27
November  ... ... „ 23I „ 24
December  ... ... „  21 „ 22
Date. Date.
1886. 1886.
Fri., 27 Wed..
24
29
2s
31
28
„ 25
30
27
Wed., 23
„
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICISS-
Month.
Cler-
mont. Emerald Taroom.
Spring - M t. Banana.
sure, Britton.
Date. Date. Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
March ...  Thur.,26 Mon., 16 Wed., 4 Mon.,23 Fri., a Wed.. 18April 30 to 20 „ 1  to 27  Tues.,7 „ 16
.May 28 18 6 25  1 „ 20..
June 25
„
16 3 1722
5
„...
July ... 30
„
20 1 27 3 15
August ... 27
„
of
„
17 24 7 19
September 24 „ 21 „ S 28 4 „ 16
October 29 19 7 26 2 „ 21
November 26
of
16
„
4 23 „ a to 18
December to 21
„
„ 2 28 it 4 1 „ 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office , St. Lawrence , the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DIS RICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the  first  Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land  Office, Tenningering ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
KENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Cairns ,  the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
25
22
27
24
29
26
23
28
1946
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
A.t the Land Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Tambo, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Isisford, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
WARREG O DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Lana Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications  for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given , that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the  particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce ll ency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of  the Colony,  describe the land intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON*
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land ranted.-Portion  716, county of Meri-
vale , parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area- 320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DSED OF GRANT.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash,  selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing east and distant
two chains from the south-east  corner  of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east  forty- six chains  and twelve links ; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157  bearing west  forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east  nine chains , south nine chains
and ten links,  and west nine  chains, and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
u such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  area  shall be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of grantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23-& o perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23-,7-6 perches,
instead of 1 rood 251-L- perches, the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have  been  inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.--County  of btanley,  parish of
Redron, portion 91.Area-20 acres  1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron,  portion  91.
Area- 21 acres  3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north• east corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degrees 53 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-nine links ; on the north by portion  88 bearing
270 degrees S minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links; on the west by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-five and a-half links; and on the mouth by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes  seventeen
chains and forty links to the point of  commence-
ment.
No. of Grant- 35896.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1878.
Name of Grantee-Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area-159 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox, parish of Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area-162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes thirty chains and
eighty-eight and a-half links ; on the east by a line
bearing south fifty-three chains and two and a-half
links ; on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes thirty chains and forty-three and a-half
links ; and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty-three chains and four links
to the point of commencement.
1947
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written heing erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed  containing  the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-32,780.
Date of Grant-2nd February, 1877.
Name of Grantee-John Gee.
Land granted.-County  of Churchill, parish of
Brassall , portion 483, being selection No. 1306,
Ipswich District.
Area- 81 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall, portion
483,  selection No.  1306,  Ipswich District.
Area- 81 acres.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
484, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees 25
minutes  fifteen chains and seventy-four links to a
road one chain wide ; on the south-west by that
road bearing 315 degrees thirteen chains and five
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 45
degrees 25 minutes fifty-one chains and forty-two
links to another road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east 189 links, and on the
east  by a road bearing south twenty-four chains
and seventy -three  links east one chain  ;  and thence
south eleven chains  to the point  of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NO'TI( E is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the expiration of three
months from  the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed  on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed  accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date  of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land granted.-A ll otment  17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive from the Land Agents in
whose districts their selections are situated the
amount of compensation to which they are entitled
for the land taken from their selections for Road
purposes :-
Selection No. 4109, Brisbane District-Daniel
Tribey
Selection No 1049, Beenleigh District-George
Hawthorn Dodds.
Selection No. 799, Bundaberg District-James
Jennings.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe portions of land in the parish of Balmoral,
to be opened to Selection on the 1st December
next, by Proclamation dated 16th October, 1885,
are available for application at Mitchell, instead
of Roma, on and after the date  mentioned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
i the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886, and every alternate month after-
wards ,  foi the  purpose of receiving applications for
certificates  of fulfilment  of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act,  and receive
instead thereof  a lease under  Part IV. of  " 1'he
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications  in connection  therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub.sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rn n, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following  provisions  shall have
effect :-
(1)Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether  it is  already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every  selection  applied for  must , before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post  at least three feet
out of the ground  and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
1
THE following order  of the  Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Lansdowne ,  is published as required
by the Act,  and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the division of the Run
known as  Landsdowne, situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS  the British and Australian Trust and
Loan Company, Limited, the pastoral tenants of the
consolidated run known as Landsdon ne, situated
in the Pastoral District of Warrego, in the Colony
of Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as Byrganna, Lamroo, Bayrick, Damson,
H oszfeldt, Tolliness, Toolmaree, Tarrina, Metoura
West, Narambla East, Narambla West, West-
bourne, Eastbourne, Glanmire East, Sadowa, Ley-
burn, Hoszfeldt East, Damson East, Tolliness
South, Bayrick North, Tarrina East, Tarrina West,
Toolmaree South, and Toolmaree East, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1885, that they elect
to take  advantage  of the provisions of  -The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode  of making a
fair  division thereof : And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884": And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said  pastoral
tenant,  and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands,
as amended  hereby, be confirmed. And we do
further order that the said consolidated  run known
as Landsdowne, and comprising the runs herein-
before mentioned, be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the said
Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
349T' square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Ward
River near the junction of Bayrik Creek at a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over W5 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the  east  by the right bank of
that river upwards to the south boundary of the
Landsdowne Exchange Lands ; thence by a west
line along part of that boundary about two miles ;
thence  again  on the east by a north line along the
west boundary of the said Exchange Lands about
five miles twenty-four chains to its north-west
corner  ; thence by a north-westerly line about
one mile sixty chains  to a point three miles forty
chains south and five chains east of a fence-post
marked broad-arrow over T W over T ; thence
again on  the east by a north  line passing  five chains
east  of the said post twelve miles forty chains to a
point  bearing  north 164 degrees east and distant
twenty-eight chains from a coolibah-tree marked
broad- arrow  over T over TW in triangle ; thence
again an the north by  a west line  two miles to a
stake bearing  north 170 degrees east and distant
thirty-two chains eighty links from a fence-post
marked broad-arrow over GE over W ; thence
again on the  east by a north line passing about
four chains east of the said post five miles to a
post bearing north 191 degrees 30 minutes east
and distant  six chains  eighty links from a blood-
wood- tree marked  broad-arrow over W over GE in
triangle ;  thence on the south by an east line five
miles to  a post marked  broad- arrow over  NW; over
Z ; thence  again on  the east by  a north line cross-
ing Tarrina Creek  at a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over E over NW in triangle four miles forty
chains to a point forty chains south of a post
marked broad-arrow over E over r ; thence again
on the south by an east line fourteen miles ; thence
again on the east by a north line two miles forty
chains ; thence  again  on , the north by a west line
passing through a stake about two chains south of
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over NE over
NW in triangle fourteen  miles  to a post marked
broad-arrow over G over NW in triangle ; thence
on the west by a south line two miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over E over G ; thence again
on the north by a west line passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over G over G four miles
nineteen chains to a stake bearing north 317 degrees
east and distant five chains eighty links from an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over E over G
in triangle ; thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north 147 degrees 30 minutes east three
miles twenty-three chains to a post bearing north
143 degrees east and distant one chain from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over GE
in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north 237 degrees 30 minutes east passing
through a post bearing north 21 degrees east and
distant one chain ten links from a rosewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over GE over E in triangle
twelve miles to a stake bearing north  205  degrees
30 minutes east and distant two chains sixty links
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over GE
over G in triangle ; thence by a south-easterly line
forty chains to a sapling which bears north 94
degrees thirty minutes east and is distant fifty
links from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
G over GE in triangle ; thence by a south-westerly
line thirty-three chains to a stake bearing north
177 degrees east and distant fifty links from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over W over G
in triangle ; thence again on the south by a west
line one mile sixty-seven chains to a stake bearing
north 162 degrees east and distant sixty-five links
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over W in triangle ; thence  again  on the west by a
south line five miles to a point bearing north 161
degrees east and  distant  sixteen  chains from a
brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over W over L
in triangle ; thence by a west line  one mile to a
point bearing north 161 degrees  east and distant
sixteen chains from a brigalow-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over S in triangle ; thence  again on
the west by a south line nine miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over W over S  ; thence again
on the south by  an east  line passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over B over S in
triangle two miles fifty-six chains to a point bear-
ing north 231 degrees 32 minutes east and distant
eighty-nine links from a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over S in triangle ; thence  again on
the west by a southerly line about three miles
twenty-four chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B5 in triangle ; thence by a westerly
line about forty-eight chains to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over B4 in triangle ; thence
again  on tt'e west by a southerly line passing about
twenty-two chains west of a rosewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over W in triangle about eight
miles seven chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B2 in triangle ; thence  again  on the south
by an easterly line about two miles twenty chains
to a bauhinia-tree marked broad arrow over Bi in
triangle ; thence again on the west by a south line
six miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B
in triangle ; thence again on the south by an east
line, crossing the Ward River at a three-stemmed
box-tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle,
twelve miles to a point south of a tree marked
broad-arrow over h9 in triangle ; thence  again on
the east by a north line, passing through the said
tree, six miles to a point about forty chains south
of a tree marked broad-arrow over H.10 in triangle;
and thence again on the north by a west line six
miles seventeen chains, crossing the Ward River, to
the point of commencement,--exclusive of all
reserved and alienated  lands  within these described
boundaries.
And that the other. part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
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a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
3231 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Ward River
neir the junction of Bayrik Creek at a point
opposite a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W5
in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by the
left bank of the river upwards to the south boundary
of the Lansdowne Exchange Lands ; thence on the
south by a west line along part of that boundary
about two miles ; thence  again  on the west by a
north line along the west boundary of the said
Exchange Lands about five miles twenty-four
chains to its north west corner; thence by a north-
westerly line about one mile sixty chains to a point
three  miles  forty chains south and five chains east of
a fence-post marked broad-arrow over TW over T ;
thence again on the west by a north line,  passing
five chains east of the said post, twelve miles forty
chains to a point bearing north 164 degrees east and
distant twenty-eight chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over TW in triangle ;
thence  again  on the south b  a west  line two miles
to a stake bearing north 170 degrees  east  and distant
thirty-two chains eighty links  from a  fence-post
marked broad-arrow over GE over W ; thence again
on the west by a north line,  passing  about tour
chains east of the said post, five miles  to a post
bearing north 191 degrees 30 minutes  east and
distant  six chains  eighty links from a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over W over GE in
triangle; thence on the north by an east line five
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over T NW over
E ; thence again on the west by a north  line, cross-
ing Tarrina Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over N W in triangle, four miles forty
chains to a point forty chains south _ f a post marked
broad-arrow over E over G ; thence  again on the
north by  an east  line fourteen  miles  ; thence on the
east  by a south  line  four miles forty  chains to a
point about forty chains  east  of a tree marked NE;
hence again on the south by a west line , passing
through the said tree, about one mile sixty chains
to the east boundary of the Lansdowne Exchange
Lands (northern block) ;  thence again  on the east
by a south line  along  part of that boundary, and by
a continuation of same line , in all fourteen miles ;
thence  again on the  south by a  west line  five miles
twenty-five chains ; thence again on the east by a
south line  crossing Damson Creek at  a tree marked
broad- arrow over  in triangle  eight miles  ; thence
by an  east line  fifty  chains ; thence  again on the
east  by a south line eight  miles to  a coohbah-tree
marked broad-arrow over H. 11 in triangle ; and
thence  again  on the south by a west line, passing
about forty chains south of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over H. 10 in triangle,  seven miles
seventy-seven chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved or alienated lands
contained  within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of this Board, this twenty-
first day of November, A.D. 1885.
E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands  Act of 1884" of the
Run known as Ducabrook ,  is  published as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as  Ducabrook, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens.
land.
Wnzmus John Valentine  Hinton  and Samuel
Hinton,  the pastoral tenants  of the  consolidated
run known as Ducabrook,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous  runs  known as Oxton
and Ramsdale, have given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the eighth day of July,
1885, that they elect to take advantage of the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected  and a  report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands
as to the best mode of making a fair division
thereof : And whereas the said Secretary for
Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Art o  1884": And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants and the said report hereinbefore  mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said  run made
by the said Secretary forPublic Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Ducabrook, and comprising  the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to
in the said Act as the resumed part  shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
125  square miles.
First portion.
Commencing on the left bank of Duckabrook
Creek at a point about  sixteen chains below a
Moreton Bay ash-tree on the opposite  bank marked
broad -arrow  over D 12 in  triangle, and bounded
thence on the north -east  by a north- west line
about six miles to the northern  watershed of
Duckabrook Creek ;  thence on  the north, west,
south-west , and south-east by the watershed of the
said creek  to a point south -east of starting point,
and thence again on the  north -east  by a north-west
line about  four miles  thirty chains , crossing Ducka-
brook Creek, to the  point of commencement.
Second portion.
Commencing  at a point two miles  sixteen chains
south  and one mile west of  a box-tree  on Medway
Creek marked broad-arrow over M. 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the nor.h by an  east line five
miles  ;  thence on  the east  by a south  line  five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line  five miles ; and
thence on the west by a north  line five miles to the
point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the  part for
which the said pastoral  tenants shall  be entitled to
receive a  lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the  said  Act, shall  comprise and
include the land described  as fo llows , viz.:-
97 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Duckabrook
Creek at  a point about sixteen chains below a
Moreton  Bay ash-tree  marked broad- arrow  over D12
in triangle , and bounded thence on  the south-west
by a south- east line about four  miles thirty chains
to the south- eastern wa• ershed  of the said creek ;
thence on  the south -east by that  watershed in a
north-easterly direction to a point  south of an
ironbark -tree on  the left bank of Medway Creek
marked broad-arrow over M10 in  triangle ;  thence
on the east  by a north line about six  miles sixteen
chains to Medway Creek  at a point  south of the
last-mentioned  tree ; thence on the north by the
right bank of the said  creek  upwards to a point
opposite  a gum -tree marked AZ ; thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north  211 degrees east
about  five miles twenty chains to the intersection
of the watershed  between Mountain  Creek and
Duckabrook Creek ; thence  again on the  north by
the said  watershed in a westerly direction to a int
north -west of starting  point ;  and thence ag in
on the south-west by a south- east line about s
miles ,  crossing  Duckabrook Creek, to the point of
commencement.
Given under  the seal of  the Board,  this nineteenth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON , Members of the
T. S. SWORD,  5 Land Bomxd.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Wombo, is published as required by
the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUIME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as  Wombo, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the
Colony of Queensland.
WnzuAs Alexander Raff and John Robertson, the
pastoral tenants  of the consolidated run known
as Wombo, situated in the Pastoral District of
Darling Downs (Unsettled), in the Colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as  Wombo Forest South and Myra, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
fourth day of May, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage  of the provisions of  " The  Crown  Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to
the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" : And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided : Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral  tenants and  the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the saideonsolidated run known as Wombo,
and comprising  the runs herein before mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows , viz.:-
129  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Wombo Creek
at a point  fifty-eight chains in a direct line below
a gum -tree on the opposite bank marked broad-
arrow over WXXIII in triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line about ten
miles  to the watershed between Wombo Creek
and Wieambilla Creek ; thence on the west by
that watershed in a northerly direction to a
point east  of a gum-tree on Wombo Creek
marked broad-arrow over WXIV in triangle ;
thence on the north by an east line, crossing the
creek at the said tree, about eleven miles to the
watershed between Wombo Creek and Kogan
Creek ; thence on the  east  by the last-named water-
shed in a southerly and south-easterly direction
to a point  east of  starting point ; and thence again
on the south by a west line,  crossing  Stockyard
Gully about six  miles  twenty-four chains, and
crossing  Wombo Creek, to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
139  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Wombo Creek
at a point fifty-eight  chains in  a direct line below a
gum-treemarked  broad- arrow  over WXXIII in tri-
angle , and bounded thence on the north by an east
line ,  crossing  Stockyard Gully about  six miles
twenty-four  chain s, to the watershed between Wombo
Creek and Kogan Creek ; thence on the east by that
watershed in a southerly direction to the watershed
between the Moonie River and Wombo and Undulla
Creeks ; thence on the south by the last-mentioned
watershed in a westerly direction to a point south
of a point on Undulla Creek which bears south 25
degrees west and is distant  one mile thirty-two
chains from a gum-tree on the said creek marked
broad-arrow over B ; thence on the west by a north
line, crossing the creek at the last-mentioned point,
about eleven miles thirty chains to the intersection
of the watershed between Undulla Creek and
Wombo Creek ; thence again on the west by that
watershed in a northerly direction about one mile
forty chains to a point west of starting point ;
and thence again on the north by an east line about
ten miles, crossing Wombo Creek, to the point
of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twentieth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.a.] E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, 5 Land Board.41
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of
the 1Lun known as St. Helens No. 1, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as St. Helens No. 1, situated in the
District of Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Adam Roy McGregor and John Henry
McLean, the pastoral tenants of the run known as
St. Helens No. 1, situated in the District of
Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony of Queensland,
have given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated the sixteenth day of July, 1885,
that they elect to take advantage of the pro-
visions of  " 1 he Crown Lands Act of  1884'
with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands
as to the best mode of making a fair divi-
sion thereof : And whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884" : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said run
known as St. Helens No. 1 be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred to
in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 17 square miles.
Cnmmeneing on the right bank of Scrubby Creek
at a point bearing north from the north-east corner
of portion•1535, parish of Ossa, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south, passing along the eastern
boundary of that portion, to the southern water-
shed of J olimont and Scrubby Crt eks, near Mount
Martin, by that watershed westerly to the source
of Scrubby Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for
which the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
About 22 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Scrubby and
Jolimont Creeks, and bounded thence by Jolimont
Creek upwards to a point bearing west from the
south-west corner of portion 646, pariah of Ossa ;
thence by a line bearing east to the north-west
corner of portion 1245, by that portion and portions
1255 and 1239 southerly; thence by a line bearing
south-west, passing through a point near Mount
Blackwood, to the southern watershed of Jolimont
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axd Sicrubby Creeks ,  by that watershed westerly
to a point near Mount  'Marti , ;  thence  by a line
bearing north, passing along the eastern boundary
of portion  1536,  parish of Ossa . to Scrubby Creek ;
and thence by that creek downwards  to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of alienated ,  selected,
and reserved lands.
Given under the seal of the Board, this nineteenth
day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.e.] E. 1)ESHON,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD,  Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
1 THE following order ofthe Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of "  The Crown Lands Art of  1884" of the
Run known as St. Helens No. 2, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUMJ,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as St.  Helens  No. 2, situated in the
District of Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Mercantile dank of Sydney, the pas-
toral tenants of the run known. as St. Helens No. 2,
situated in the District of Kennedy (Settled), in the
Colony of Queensland, hare given notice to the Sec-
retary for Public Lands, dated the thirtieth day of
June, 1885, that they elect to take advantage of the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " kith
respect to such run : And whereas the said run has
been in.spepted and a report made thereon to
the said Secretar for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary  for  Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Art of  1884" : And whereas the
said Secretary for Public Lands has caused the
said run to be divided : Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenant and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said ran made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run known ' as
St. Hellas No. 2 be divided into twoyarts, and that
the part of the said run referred to in the said Act
as the resumed part shall comprise and include
the laud described as follows ,  viz.:-
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Scrubby Creek
at the boundary of the coast  reserve,  and bounded
thence by that reserve north-westerly to a point near
the south- east  corner of portion 401, parish of St.
Helens ; thence by a line bearing south-west about
6 miles; thence by a line bearing south-east to
Scrubby Creek;  and thence  by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
20 square miles.
Commencing on the boundary of the coast reserve
at a point near the south-east corner of portion
401, parish of St. Helens, and bounded thence by
a line bearing  south-west about  61 miles  ; thence by
a line bearing north-west about 7; miles ; thence by
a line bearing north-east along the south-east boun-
dary of St. Helens Nos. 3 and 4, and passing through
a point about ten chains south-east of a tree marked
X in square about 64 miles to the coast reserve ;
and thence by the boundary thereof bearing south-
cast 7; miles to the point of cornmencement,-exclu-
sive of alienated, selected, and reserved lands.
Given under the seal of the Board, this nine-
teenth day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s/] E. DESHON, 2 Members of the
T. S. SWORD, S Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 188g.
T HE following order of the Land ]Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of
the Run known as Modewarra No. 2, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Modewarra No. 2, situated in the
Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS Charles Loch, Henry Pent, and Peter
Campbell, the pastoral  tenants  of the run known as
Modewarra No. 2, situated in the Pastoral District
of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland, have
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the fifth day of May, 1885, that they elect to
take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884, with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884":
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has caused  the said run to be divided : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants,  and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said  run made
by the said Secretary forPublic Lands be confirmed:
And we do further order that the said run known
as Modewarra  No. 2, be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the said
Act as the resumed part shall comprise and include
the land described as follows,  viz.:-
151 square miles.
Commencing on the south boundary of the
Emerald Town Reserve at a point one mile ten
chains east  of its  south-west corner, and bounded
thence on. the south- west  by a south-east line about
five miles forty chains to the watershed between
the Nogoa River and Minerva Creek ; thence on
the south-east by that watershed in a north-easterly
direction three  miles  ; thence on the north-east by
a north-west line,  crossing  the railway line, about
six miles to  the N ogoa River  ; thence' by the right
bank of the river  upwards  about twenty-four chains
to the intersection  of the ;east  boundary of the
Emerald Town Reserve ; thence on  the west by a
south line  Long part  of th e last -named boundary
about two  miles ten chains  to the south-east corner
of the reserve; and thence on the north by a west
line along part  of the south boundary of said
reserve one mile seventy  chains to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenants  shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions re-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
31
s
square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nogoa
River at the junction of Gindie Creek, and bounded
thence on the north-west by the right bank of that
river downwards to a point opposite the south-west
corner of the Emerald Town Reserve ; thence by
an east line  along part of the south boundary of
the said reserve to a point  one mile ten chains east
of its south-west corner ; thence on the north-east
by a south- east line  to the watershed between the
Nogoa River and Minerva Creek ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed in a south-westerly
direction to a point east of  starting  point ; and
thence on the south by a west line about  five miles
seventy chains to the Nogoa River at the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twentieth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON , Members of theT. S. SWORD,I Land Board.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
(r HE following order of the Land Board, con-
11 firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands  Art of  1881, " of the Run
known as Alice Downs ,  is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter  of  " Tice Crown Lands Art of  1884,'
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as  Alice  Downs ,  situated in the Pastoral
District  of Mitchell ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHER As George  Whittingham ,  John Whitting-
ham, and Walter Henry Davidson ,  the pastoral
tenants of the consolidated run known as A lice
Downs, situated in the Pastoral District of Mitchell,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  comprising the con-
terminous runs known as  Alice Downs West, Alice
Downs,  Douglas  Ponds,  Paradise  Downs No. 4,
Westbrook Downs West ,  Westbrook Downs,
Westbrook  Downs East ,  Levaton ,  Buccleuch, Long
Island ,  Norwood ,  Norwood  East ,  Norwood North,
have given notice  to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated  the twentieth day of August,  1885 ,  that they
elect to take advantage  of the  provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  18 4" with respect to such
run : And  whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon  to the  said Secretary for
Public  Lands as to  the best  mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas  the said Secretary
for Public  Lands has  referred  the same to us,
Edward Deshon  and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being  the Land Board  constituted under  the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " : And
whereas the said  Secretary for Public  Lands has
caused the said run  to be divided  :  Now, upon read-
ing the said notice  from the  said pastoral tenants
and the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division  of the  said run made by the
said Secretary  for Public  Lands ,  as amended  hereby,
be confirmed  : And we  do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Alice Downs and
c mprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned be
divided  into two parts  : And that the  part of the
said run referred  to in the said Act as  the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows ,  viz.:-
277'-' square miles.
Commencing at a point fifteen links  north of a
giddiah -tree marked  broad-arrow over WDE over
WD  in triangle ,  and bounded  thence on the west
by a south  line seven miles ; thence on the north
by a west line seven miles  twenty  chains, crossing
Spring Creek ;  thence again  on the west by a smith
line, again crossing  Spring Creek  at a tree marked
G.Y., three miles forty- eight  chains;  thence again
on the north  by a west  line. again crossing Spring
Creek about forty  chains  below  the last-mentioned
tree, and crossing Douglas  Ponds Creek at the
junction of Dismal  Creek ,  three miles  forty  chains;
thence by  a line north to Douglas Ponds Creek ;
thence again on the north  by the left  bank of that
creek downwards  to a point  one mile seventy-two
chains below the junction  of Skeleton Creek ;
thence  again on the  west by  a south line about
three miles  to the  Barcoo River ;  thence on the
north by the left bank  of that river downwards
about five miles ; thence again on the west by a
south line  eight  miles; thence on the south by an
east line six miles ; thence again on the west
by a south  line five miles sixteen chains ; thence
again  on the south  by an east line five miles ;
thence  on the east  by a north  line to and across
the Barcoo River to a tree marked  broad-arrow
over XV in  triangle ; thence again on the south
by the right bank of that river upwards to the
intersection  of the west boundary of the  Blackall
Town Reserve  ;  thence again  on the  east  by a north
line along part of the said boundary to its north-
west corner  ;  thence again on the  south by an east
line along the north boundary of the said  reserve
to its north -east curiler ; thence by a north line
sixty  chains to  a point  bearing north 257 degrees
east and distant two chains from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow  over AD over  G in triangle ;
thence again  on the synth  by an east line passing
through a post  ma kc,l AD. DP.  and crossing and
recrossing Douglas l'onds Creek at trees marked
broad -arrow  over P  '.(x in triangle at each place,
five miles to a poin t  bearing north 322 degrees east
and distant  fifty links from  a boree tree marked
broad -arrow over  G  over DP  in triangle  ;  thence by
a line south  sixty -seven chains to a point bearing
north 190 degrees east and distant  fifty links from
a boree-tree marked broad -arrow over  B over DP
in triangle  ;  thence again on  the south  by an east
line passing  through a tree  marked broad-arrow
over DP .  B  in triangle five miles to a point bearing
north 170  degrees east and distant sixty links from
a giddiah tree marked broad-arrow over P.4 over
H in triangle  ;  thence  again on the east by a north
line six miles three chains to a point fifteen links
north  of a giddiah-tree marked  broad -arrow over H
over P-4 in triangle ; thence again  on the south by
an east line five miles  to a giddiah -tree marked
broad -arrow  over P  over 3.4 in triangle  ;  thence
again on the east  by a north  line three miles sixty-
one chains to a gddi .ah-tree marked bro ad-arrow
over P4 over G.SI in  triangle  ;  thence again on the
north by a west line about one mile seventy-two
chains to a point bearing  north 200  degrees east
and distant one chain  forty  links from a boree-tree
marked broad -arrow over  WE over CM  in triangle;
thence again on the east  by a north  line crossing
Dismal Creek at a tree marked broad -arrow over
WDE over  CM in triangle seven miles to a point
bearing  north 357  degrees east and distant two
chains from a Moreton Bay ash -tree marked broad-
arrow  over WDE  over  W DN in triangle ; and
thence again on the north by a west line five miles
to the  point o.f commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved or alienated lands contained within these
described  boundaries.
And that the other  part,  being the  part for
which the  said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed  by the said Act,  shall comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
275 square miles.
Commencing at a point fifteen links north of a
W
ddiah -tree marked  broad -arrow over WDE over
D in triangle ,  and bounded  thence  on the east
by a south  line seven miles ; thence on the south
by a west  line seven miles twenty chains crossing
Spring  Creek; thence  again on the east l a south
line, a ain crossing  Spring Creek  at a tree marked
G.Y. three  miles  forty -eight chait ,s ; thence again
on the south  by a west  line again crossing Spring
Creek about forty  chains  below  the last-men-
ti, 'ned  tree and crossing Douglas Ponds Creek at
the junction of Dismal Creek three  miles forty
chains ; thence  by a line north  to and crossing
Douglas  Ponds Creek ;  thence again on the south
by the  right bank  of the said  creek downwards
to a point one mile seventy -two chains below the
junction of Skeleton  Creek  ; thence again on the
east  by a south  line crossing Douglas  Ponds Creek
about three miles  to the  Barcoo  River ;  thence
again  n the south by the  left bank of that river
downwards to a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over A over LI in  triangle ; thence  on the west by
a north line crossing Do glas  Ponds Creek  at a tree
marked broad -arrow  over A over  LI in triangle
eleven  miles  fifty-three  chains to a point five chains
south of a  giddiah -tree marked  broad -arrow over
A over LI in  triangle  ;  thence on  the north by an
east line three miles seventy -one chains to a point
forty  chains south of a point bearing north 30
degrees east and distant  seventy -five links from a
giddiah -tree marked  broad -arrow  over NN in
triangle ; thence  by a- north line forty  chains to
the last-mentioned  point  ;  thence again on the north
by an cast  line twelve miles ten chains passing
about sixty  links south  of a giddiah -tree marked
broad-arrow over W .D in triangle to a post marked
broad-arrow over  R over WD; thence  again on the
west by a north  line one mile  twenty -one chains to
a point bearing north 9  degrees east and distant
two chains fifty links  from a boree-tree marked
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broad-arrow over W.D in triangle ; and thence j River waters from those of the Burnett ; by that
again  on the north by an  east line  about thirteen
miles ten chains  passing through  a post marked
broad- arrow over  WN over E to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under  the seal  of the  Board , this twenty-
first  day of November,  A.D. 1885.
[L.S.] E. DESHON,  Members of theT. S. SWORD,  t Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.THE following  order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown  Lands Act  of  1884 " of the
Run known as Gigoomgan ,  is published as required
by the Act,  and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown  Lands Act  of  1884,"
and in  the Matter  of the division of the Run
known as Gigoomgan ,  situated in the District
of Wide  Bay and Burnett ,  in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Henry Stuart Littleton ,  the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Gigoomgan ,  situated in
the District  of Wide  Bay and Burnett, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  has given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the eighteenth
day of NJ ay, 1885 ,  that he elects to take advantage
of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884  "  with respect to such run  :  And whereas the
said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us ,  Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands  Art of  1884  ":  And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided  :  Now, upon zeading the said notice
fr om the said pastoral tenant and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed  :  And we do further
order that the said run known as Gigoomgan  be
divided into two parts ,  and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall  comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz.:-
About  591  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Teebar Creek
at a point about one mile and a-quarter in a direct
line above the confluence of Munna Creek, and
bounded thence by a line bearing south about
twenty -one miles to 1 he watershed separating
Running and Wide Bay Creeks ;  by that  watershed
easterly to a point north from the Sugarloaf Moun-
tain ; thence by a line bearing north about four
miles to a tree marked M over N W  ;  thence by a
line bearing east one mile and a-half to a tree
marked S .G. ; thence by a line bearing 353 degrees
about one mile and a-quarter to Munna Creek at
a tree marked  W over 6;  thence by lines bearing
north four and a-half miles, west one mil o  seventy-
two .chains ,  north twenty chains, west one mile
fifteen chains ,  north five miles twenty -five chains,
and  west three miles seventy chains to Munna
Creek at a tree marked M over  36;  and thence by
Munna and Teebar Creeks upwards to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the condi-
tions prescribed by the said  Act, shall  comprise
and include the land described as follows , viz.
About 59;  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank  of Teebar Creek
at a point about one and a-quarter miles in a direct
line abr  ve the confluence  of Munna Creek, and
bounded  thence by  a line bearing south about
twenty- on miles to the watershed separating  Run-
ning Creek from Wide Bay Creek ;  by that water-
shed westerly to the R atershed  separating  the Mary
watershed and the  watershed separating Spring
Creek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph ;
thence by  the western  boundary of selection 1707,
parish of Gigoomgan, northerly to Dry Creek ; and
thence by Dry Creek and Teebar Creek downwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
alienated, selected, and reserved land, but inclusive
of timber reserves.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twentieth
day of November, A.D 1885.
[L  S.]  E. DESHON, Members of the
T. S. SWORD, J Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1886.
'j HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands  Art of  1884" of
the Run known as Abington ,  is published as
required  by the Act,  and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Abington, situated in the District of
Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Charles Collinson  Rawson  and Edmund
Stanfield Rawson, the pastoral  tenants of the run
known as Abington, situated in the District of
Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony of Queensland,
have  given notice  to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated the tenth day of March, 1885,
that they elect to take  advantage  of the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to  such run  : And whereas the
said run has  been inspected  and a  report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" : And whereas the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands  has caused  the said run to
be divided : Now, upon reading the said noticefrom the said pastoral tenant and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said run known as Abington be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall  comprise  and include the land described
as follows,  viz.:-
10,  square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
1159, parish of Abingdon, and bounded thence by
a line bearing south to the south-east corner of
portion 539; thence by  a line bearing  west to the
Pioneer River, by that river downwards to the
south-west corner of portion 1088; thence by the
southern boundaries of 1088 and 1445 easterly, the
east boundary of 1445 northerly, the southern
boundary of 1027, and the northern boundaries of
391 and 376 easterly to a point about forty-five
chains east from the north-west corner of 376;
thence by a line bearing north to the southern
boundary of a water reserve ; thence by that
boundary and the southern boundary of portion
691 easterly to the north-west corner of 1159; and
thence by the western and southern boundaries
thereof southerly and easterly to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
2 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
391, parish of Abingdon. and bounded thence by
the northern boundaries of portions 391 and 376
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easterly to a point about forty -five chains east from
the north -west corner of 376; thence b7 a lineline
bearing north to the southern boundary of a water
reserve ,  by that boundary westerly to the eastern
boundary of portion 1477; thence by the eastern
boundaries of 1477 and 1461 southerly ,  the southern
and western boundaries  of 1461 westerly and
northerly ,  the southern boundary of 1460 westerly,
the eastern and southern boundaries of 1471
southerly and westerly ,  the eastern boundary of
1475 southerly ,  the northern ,  eastern ,  and southern I
boundaries of 428 easterly ,  southerly ,  and westerly,
and the eastern boundary of 1027 southerly to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of alienated, {
selected, and reserved lands.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this twentieth
day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
E. DESJ{ON ,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD , $Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming  the division made under the provi-
sions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Tarong ,  is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those 'whom
it may  concern.
WALTER C. Hf7ME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " T1ce CZrowpi Lands Act of  1884,"
and  in.  the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Tarong ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Burnett, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHxxxss Wi ll iam Henry Baynes, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as  Tarong,
situated in the Pastoral District of Burnett ,  in the •
Colony of Queensland ,  comprising the conter-
minous runs known as Tarong ,  Nenm a, Tureen,
Kunioon ,  has given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands, dated the fifteenth day of April, 1885,
that he elects to take advantage of the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Art of 1884 " with respect
to such run  :  And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof :  And whereas  the said
Secretary for Public Lands has referred the same
to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson
Sword ,  being the Land Board constituted under
the Vrovisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884  ':  And whereas the said Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided  :  Now, upon reading the said notice  fr om
the said pastoral tenant and the said report herein-
before mentioned ,  we do order that the division of
the said run made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands ,  as amended hereby ,  be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Taroug ,  and comprising the runs herein-
before mentioned ,  be divided into two parts, and
that thq part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall  comprise and
include the land described as fo llows ,  viz.
110 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Middle Creek
at the north -west corner of Pre -emptive Purchase
No. 1, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line along the north boundary of the said Pre-
emption to and crossing Tanduringie Creek ;  thence
on the west by the right bank of that creek up-
wards to a point twenty-eight chains below a gum-
tree on the opposite bank marked broad -arrow over
T over 13 in triangle  ;  thence again on the south
by an east line about three miles sixty -four chains
to the Cooyar Range  ;  thence on the south -east by
that range in a north -easterly direction to where it
is intersected by a spur range  ;  thence on the north-
east by that spur in a north -westerly direction to 4
tree marked broad-arrow over TN over 3  in
triangle  ;  thence again on the north -east by a
north -west line ,  crossing Barker 's Creek at a
gum-tree marked B.O. and broad -arrow over
T.-N.  in triangle about three miles ,  to a spur
of Stuart 's Range ,  and by that spur west -north-
westerly to Stuart 's Range  ;  thence on the north-
west by that range in a south-westerly direction
to the intersection of the Buoys Range ,  dividing
the Burnett from the Darling Downs District ;
thence oa the south by the last-named range in an
easterly direction to the intersection of the water-
shed dividing Tim Shay 's Creek from Saddle-tree
Creek ; thence again on the south -east by that
watershed in a north -easterly direction and by a
north -east line, crossing Barker 's Creek near the
junction of Sayldle-tree Creek, to a point on the lef t
bank of Barker 's Creek about sixteen chains below
a gum -tree on the opposite bank marked broad-
arrow over $ over 19 in triangle  ;  thence again on
the south by an east line, thrice crossing the last-
named creek ,  to the  j unction of Wengen Creek
opposite a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over )IW
over 21 in triangle ; thence again on the south-east
by the left bank of  Barker's  Creek downwards to
the intersection of the west boundary of Selection
No. 197; thence again on the east by a north line
along part of its west boundary to the north-west
corner of the said selection  ;  thence again on the
south by an east line along one of the north
boundaries of the said selection and the north
boundary of Se'ection N  o. 112  to and across Middle
Creek ; 'and thence again on the west by the right
bank of  Middle Creek  upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall  comprise
and include the land described as fo llows ,  viz.:--
110  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Middle Creek
at the north -west corner of Pre -emptive Purchase
No. 1, being a point opposite a gum -tree marked
broad -arrow over M over 4 in triangle ,  and bounded
thence on the north by an east line along the north
boun dary  of the said Pre-emption to Tanduringie
Creek  ;  thence on the east by the left bank of that
creek upwards to a point twenty -eight chains below
a gum -tree marked broad-sxrow over T over 13 in
triangle ;  thenoe again on the north by an east line
crossing the last -named creek  about  three miles
sixty -four chains  to the Cooyar  Range  ;  thence on
the south -east and south  by that  range in a south-
westerly and westerly direction to the Bunya
Range ,  dividing the Burnett and Darling Downs
Districts ; thence on the south -west by that range
in a north -westerly direction to the intersection of
the watershed between Tim Shay 's Creek and
Saddle -tree Creek  ;  thence on the 'north-west by
the last -mentioned watershed in a north -easterly
direction ,  and by a north -east  li ne,  crossing
Barker's Creek near the junction of Saddle-tree
Creek ,  to a point on the left bank of Barker's
Creek  about sixteen chains below a gum -tree on
the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over B
over 19 in triangle  ;  thence again on the north by
an east line, thrice cro ssing the last -named creek,
to the junction of Wengen  Creek  at a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over BW over 1 in triangle ;
thence again on the north -west  by the  right bank
of Barker 's Creek downwards to the intersection
of the west boundary of Selection  No. 197;  thence
again on the west by a north line cro ssing the
creek and along part of the last -named boundary
crossing Oaky Creek  to the north -west corner of
the said selection  ;  thence again on the north by
an east line along one of the north boundaries of
the last-named selection and the north boundary
of Selection No. 112 to the left bank of Middle
Creek  ;  thence by the left bank of Middle Creek
upwards to a point opposite starting point, and
across the creek to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all  reserved and alienated lands con-
tained within these described boundaries.
Given under  the seal  of the  Board ,  this twentieth
day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESHON.  Members of the
T. S. SWORD . 5 Land Board.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1885.
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THE following order of the Land Board; con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known  as St . Helens Nos. 3 and 4 is published
as required by the Acti and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lauds,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1886.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division  made under  the pro-
visions of  " The Cronin Lands Act of  1884 " of
the Run known as Wieambilla, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act ,of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as 5t. Helens Nos. 3 and 4, situated in
the District of Kennedy (Settled), in the
Colony of  Queensland.
W 1Lnasa Dyson, Lacy,  as Executor  for the late
William George  Macartney ,  the pastoral tenant of
the run known as 8t. Helens Nos. 3 and 4, situated
in the District of Kennedy (Settled), in the Colony
of Queensland, has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands,, dated the fifth day of August,
1885, that he elects to take  advantage  of the pro-
visions of  "  Th - Crown Lands  Act  of  1884," with
respect to such run : And whereas the said ran
has been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best
node of  making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands has
referred the same to us, Edward i)eshbn and
Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Iarnd Board
cob stituted under the provi sions  Of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": And whereas the said
Secretary  for Public  Lands has caused the said
run to be divided : Now,  upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenant ,  acid the said
report hereinbefore mentioned ,  we dd order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do  further  order that the said ran known a9
St. Helen Nos.  3 and 4 be divided into two parts;
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:--
Abdict 87 square mike.
Commencing on the. r bank of ,the O'Connell
diver at the boundary of the Coast Reserve, Being
a point near the north-west Corner of poftinii 372,
parish of Bloomsbury, find bounded thebce by the
O'Connell and Andromache Rivers upwards to it
point about  nine and a-quarter miles  above the
confluence of those rivers ; thence by a line bearing
south to the Coast Range ; by that range south.
easterly  ;  thence by a line  bearing  beet crossing the
O'Connell River  and passing through a point near
the north corner of portion 397, parish of Blooms-
bury, to Dempster, Creek silt the boundary of the
Coast Reserve ; and thence by that boundary, being
a line north -westerly ,  about eleven miles and seve rity
chains to  the point  of commencement. ,
And that the other part; being the part for
which the  said  pastoral tenant , shall to entitled to
receive, a lease for the term and upon the condi ti ons
prescribed  by the said Act , .shall comprise and
include  the land described as follows, biz.:-,-
About 87 square miles.
Commencing at Mount Micartney, and bounded
thence ljt a line bearing east to Tiger Creek ; by
that creek downwards to the O'Connell River ; by
that river upwards about half-a-mile; thence by a
line bearing north-east passing through a point
about ten chains south-east of  it  tree marked X in
square about seven miles to the Coast keverve
boundary; thence  by  it  line bearing  north-west,
being the boundary of the Coast Reserve, about
five miles and Bit ty chain 's to Dempster Creek ;
thence by a line beating  west passing  through  it
point near the north corner of portion 397, parish
of Bloomsbury,  and cros4itig  the O'Connell River
to the Coast Range ; and thence by that range
southerly to the point of conitnencement,-exclusive
of alienated, selected, and reserved lands.
Given under the seal of the Board, this nineteenth
day of November, A.D. 1885.
[L.s.] E. DESbION. Z Members of the
T. S. SWORD, y Land Board.
In the Matter  of  " l'he  Crown Lands Act  of  18$4,"
and  in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Wieambilla ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of  Darling Downs  (Unsettled ),  in the
Colony  of Queensland.
WHEREAS The Bank of Australasia ,  the pastoral
tenants of the consolidalted Run known as Wieam-
billa, situated in the Pastoral District of Darling
Downs  ?Unsettled ), in the Colony of Queensland,
couip risng the conterminbds rung known  as Upper
Wieambilla afid Malata, have given notice to the
Secretary  for Public  Lands, dated the sixteenth
day of July, 1895,  that they elect to take advantage
of the provisions Of  " The Crown  Lauds Act or
1884 "  with respect to such  Run : Arid  whereas
the said tun has been ibspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary  for Public  Lands as
to the best mode of nuking a fair division thereof :
And whereas the said Secretary for Public Lands
has referred the same to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword , be ing the Land Board
constituted under the, provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884 " :  And whereas the said
secretary for. Public Lands has caused the said
un to be divided  :  Now, upon reading the said
notice front, the said pastoral tenants, apd the said
ieliort hereinbefore  mein jio ed1we do orde  , that the
divis ion of the said run pladde by  the said Secretary
for Pulii is Lauds be confirm d •  A p d we do further
VieAifibilli,er the  said consolided  rut, ki,own asand com e rising the runs reinbefore
mentioned ,  be 4ivided into two  parts, and that the
Cpp t of the 4aid run i  +ferred to in the  said Act ast resumed part shm comprise and include the
land described as follows,  viz.:-
731 sjuat'e stile!.
Commencing  On  the left bank of Wieambilla
Creek at a point  thirty- t , -o chains above a bot-tree
marked broad -arrow over W .VIII in  triangle, and
bounded thence on the cast by  it  south line about
one mile fifty -s`ix chains  ;  thence on the south by a
west  li ne crossing the west branch of Wieambilla
Creek at  it  point bearin north  i22 degrees east, and
distant die mile seven two chains from a gum-
ttee on its left  bank  i larked bto&d-arrow oter
W.9 in triangle ,  about ten miles forty cliains tb the
watershed dividing Sandy or Charley 's Creek from
Coolomallee and Rocky Creeks  ;  thence oh the
west by the said watershed about Sit miles fifty
chains in a northerly direction ; thence  On  the
north by an east  line,  crossing Sand or Charley's
Creek at a point bearing south 7 deg ees  west, and
distant seventy chains from a tree  on  that creek
marked broad -arrow over  LXVI  over M in triangle,
also crossing Wieamb il la Creek ,  to the watershed
dividing the last -named creek from Wontbo Creek ;
thence again on the north by the line of that water-
shed in an easterly direction to a point north of
starting point ; and thence again fin  the east by a
south ne crossing  . Wieambilla  Creek  about five
miles  to the point of commencement.
And that the 9ther part,  being the part for which
the said  pastoral  tenants ,  shall  be entitled to receive
a lease f,ir  the tPriin, and upon the condi tions  p'r'e-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
921  square miles.
Commencing op the left bank of Wieamb illa
Creek at , a point thirty -two chains above a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over  W.VIII  in trlangle,.and
bounded thence on the west by a south line about
one mile  fifty- six chains  ;  thence on the north by a
west line crossing  Wieambilla  Creek  (West _Branch)
at a point bearing north 22 degrees east and distant
one mile seventy -two chains  fr om a gum-tree on
its left bank marked broad -arrow over W.9 in
1956
triangle three miles forty -eight chains ; thence
again on the west by a south line passing two
chains west of a tree marked broad -arrow over
W 10 in triangle and crossing Wieambilla Creek
nine miles forty chains ; thence on the south by an
east line about seven miles fifty -two chains to
the watershed dividing Wieambi lla Creek from
Wombo Creek  ;  thence on the east and north-east
by that watershed in a northerly and north -westerly
direction to a point north of starting point ; and
thence again on the west by a south line about
five miles ,  crossing the east branch of Wieambilla
Creek ,  to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this twentieth
day of November ,  A.D. 1885. .
[L.s.] E. DESHON ,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD , I Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  Tfiie Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Waroonga is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the division of the Run
known as Wa ro onga ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS The Scottish Australian Investment
Company ,  Limited ,  on behalf of the Bank of
Australasia ,  the pastoral tenants of the consolidated
run known as Waroonga ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous runs known as Western
Downs, Basalt Creek ,  Beauchamp ,  Burgagay No. 1,
Burgagay No. 2, Eastern Creek No. 1, Eastern
Cre ek No .  2, Rialto, and Yarra ,  have given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
seventh day of August ,  1885, that they elect to
take advantage of the pro visions of u The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884  "  with  re spect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the said Secretary
for Public Lands has referred the same to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of 1884 ": And
whereas the said • Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided  :  Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report here inbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed  :  And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Waroonga ,  and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows ,  viz.:-
117  square miles.
Commencing at a point four miles sixty chains
north of a tree marked A2B ,  which is situated
about five miles forty chains east of the Maranoa
River at the junction of Mannandilla Creek, and
bounded thence on the south by an east  line nine
miles ten chains ; thence by a north line sixteen
chains  ;  thence again on the south by an east line
crossing Bourgigie Creek at a tree marked 28 six
miles seventy -eight chains  ;  thence by a ,line
bearing north -north -east forty -three chains  ;  thence
on the east by a north line three  miles;  thence on
the north by a west line five miles fifteen chains ;
thence again on the east by a north line five miles ;
thence again on the north by a west  line two miles;
thence again on the east by a north  line five miles
to a point one mile sixty -six chains east of a point
on the left bank of Bourgigie Creek twelve chains
above a tree marked  40;  them  e  again on the north
by a west line crossing the creek at a point twelve
chains above the said tree five miles ; thence on the
west by a south line ten miles ; thence again on
the north by a west line crossing Eastern Creek
five miles to a point fifteen chain 's east and fifteen
chains north of a tree marked 62 on the left bank
of the said creek ; thence again on the west by a
south line crossing the creek and passing fifteen
chains east of the last-mentioned tree three miles
ten chains  ;  thence again on the south by an east
line seventy chains ; and thence again on the west
by a south  line twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
And that the other part,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.
126 square miles.
Commencing at a tre e marked A2B ,  which is
situated about five miles forty chains east of the
Maranoa River at the junction of Mannandilla
Creek ,  and bounded thence on the westby a north line
four miles sixty chains  ;  thence on the north by an
east line nine miles ten chains ; thence by a north
line sixteen chains  ;  thence again on the north by an
east line crossing Bourgigie Creek at a tree marked
28 six miles seventy -five chains  ;  thence on the east
by a line bearing south -south-west ,  again crossing
Bourgigie Creek at a tree marked 23,  eight miles
thirty -seven chains  ;  thence again on the east by a
line bearing north 190 degrees east three miles
seventy chains to a tree marked B ; thence on the
south by a line bearing north 80 degrees west forty
chains ; thence on the south -west by a line bearing
north -north -west five miles ;  thence on the south-
east by a line bearing west-south -west five miles
tb a tree marked A5 over BC ; thence by a line
bearing north-north -west about one mile to a re-
markable hill ca lled The Sugar  Loaf ; thence again
on the south -east by a line bearing west . south-west
two miles to a tree marked W ; and thence again
on the south -west by a line bearing north -north-
west five miles fifty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this twentieth
day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
[L.S.] E. DESHON ,  Members of the
T. S. SWORD, ) Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
T is hereby notified for genera l  information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant  ;  and that from and after the 1st proximo
all  business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869,"  connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt ,  North Kennedy,
and South  K ennedy ,  will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Rockhampton ,  10th November, 1885.
To JAMES COCHRANE.
I
T having been reported to me that you have not
complied with the condition of residence in
Rockhampton District. resper•t of your Conditional Selec-
Conditional Selection  tion, No. 1878 ,  Rockhampton
No. 1878. District, you are hereby calledParish Archer.County of Livingstone. upon to attend the Land Court,
Selected - June ,  lssl .  to be held at the Land Office,
Confirmed-May,
Area-W acres.
1882•Rockhampton ,  on the 11th day
of January ,  1886, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon ,  % hen such evidence will be heard
as you may bring forward against the forfeiture of
your conditional selection aforesaid.
G. W. YOUNG,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
1957
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
! that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77  of "The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 2nd November, 1885.
Notice to GEORGE WALKER,  of. Mackay.
YOU are  hereby called upon to attend at the
Land Court to be held at Mackay, on the
Act 40 Vic. 15
Sec. 52. No. 120).
Mackay District.
George Walker.
Area  311 acres.
Parish of St.
Helens.
11th day of December next, at Two
o'clock p.m., to show  cause  why your
Selection should not be declared for-
feited for the non-fulfilment of the
condition of occupation.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich, 29th October, 1885.
To EDWARD HUGH O'NEILL, Kilmoyler, Teviot.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to be held at Ipswich, on FRIDAY
40 Vie., No. 15. the 4th December next, at Ten
Ipswich District . o'clock in the forenoon, and showNo. 6040.H.
H. O'Neill, cause  why your Selection No.E.
Area-837 acres. 6040, Ipswich District, should
Dugandan. not be declared forfeited for thePortion 159.
Conditional. non-fulfilment of the condition
Dugandan Homestead of residence.
Area.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Ipswich ,  15th October, 1885.
Notice to WILLIAM BENTEL ,  Grandchester.YOU are hereby called upon to attend the LandCourt to  be held at Ipswich on FRIDAY,
40 Vic., No. 15.
Ipswich.
No. 5184.
Mr. Bentel.
Grandchester.
Portion 151.
76 acres.
homestead.
the 4th December  next,  at (10) Ten
o'clock in the  forenoon , and show
cause  why your  Selection  No. 5184,
Ipswich District, should not be
declared  forfeited for the  non-ful-
filment of the condition of occupation.
PETER McLEAN,
Land  Commissioner.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Gympie, 8th October, 1885.
Notice to MALCOLM MACFARLANE, holder of Selec-
tion No. 1171, Gympie District, parish of
Woonga.
T having been reported to me that you have
I failed in performance of the conditions of
residence  on the above selection, I have to request
that you will show  cause , at the Land Court to be
holden at Gympie on WEDNESDAY, the 2nd
December, 1885, why the  same  should not be
deemed abandoned and dealt with as a forfeited
and vacated selection.
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner , Gympie.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1885.I T is hereby notified thataLand Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
15th day of December proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Laud Board,
Brisbane, 13th November, 1885.
( T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court, for
1 the confirmation of the divisions of Runs and the
determination of Rents, and for such other business
as may be required, will be held at the Court House
at Tambo on or about FRIDAY, the 4th day of
December proximo, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 13th November, 188=i.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court, for
the confirmation of the divisions of Runs and the
determination of rents, and for such other business
as may be required, will be held at the Court
House at Blackall on MONDAY, the thirtieth day
of November instant, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.
DIVISION OF WALLOON.
T
HE  following By-laws, made by the Board of
the Walloon Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act Amendment Act of  1882."
Sec ti on No. 5 of Bylaw  No. III.,  passed by the
Board on the 25th February ,  1880 ,  and By-law
No. 4, passed  by the  Board on the  10th day of
November ,  1880 ,  shall be, and the same are hereby
repealed.
BY LAW No. 7.
1. No person shall use or employ upon any
public road, street, highway, or thoroughfare under
the control of the Board within the Division any
waggon, dray, trolly, or other vehicle drawn by
more than five horses or eight bullocks,  unless
there shall have been paid in respect of such
vehicle the charge hereinafter specified, viz. :-
Per Quarter.
Seven horses or ten bullocks 6s. Od.
Nine horses or twelve bullocks 7s. 6d.
Eleven horse,, or fourteen bul-
locks ... ...  ...  12s. 6d.
Thirteen horses or siz teen bul-locks  ... ... ... 20s. Od.
Fifteen horses or eighteen bul-
locks ... ... ... 25s. Od.
Seventeen horses or twenty
,,
P)
bullocks ... ... ... 30s.Od. „
2. No person  shall use more  than seventeen
horses or more than twenty bullocks to draw one
vehicle,  unless  special leave be granted to him by
the Board.
3. No double-banking will be permitted.
4. Every owner or other person using or employ-
ing, or intending to use or employ, any such vehicle
as aforesaid shall, on payment of the charge herein-
before provided in respect of the  same,  be entitled
to demand, and shall receive from the Divisional
Clerk at the office of the Board, a certificate in the
form of the schedule hereto. Every such certifi-
cate shall specify the period, not being less than
three months, in respect of which such payment is
made ; and no person shall after the expiration, of
such period use or employ any such vehicle unless
he shall have paid the charge at the rate herein-
before specified in respect of the further period, if
any, during which he purposes so to use or employ
such vehicle.
5. Every such vehicle while used or employed on
the roads of the Division shall have the name of
the owner painted on some conspicuous part on the
off side thereof in letters of not less than one inch
in length.
6. Any person committing a breach of any of the
provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding  ten pounds sterling.
1918
SCHEDULE.
This ii to certify that (name of owner) the owner of
(such kind of vehicle) drawn by (state number of horses
or bullocks) has paid to the Divisional Clerk in pursuance
of the By-laws of the Division the suns of
pounds shillings pence, being
the charge in respect of the said vehicle drawn by (state
number of horses or bullocks) from the day
of , to the day of
188
Dated this day of 183
Divisional Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 8.
Any person riding or. driving at a furious pace
on any road within the Division shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds sterling.
BY-LAW No. 9.
1. The amount to be paid for every gate under a
license to enclose a public road within the Division,
under the  provisions  of  " The Enclosure of Roads
Act of  1864," and for every renewal of such license,
shall be one pound sterling per annum.
2. Any person leaving a fire alight upon any
public  road or reserve ,  or on any Crown lands,
or other lands ,  within the Division, unless duly
authorised so to do, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding  five pounds .  An information for
any offence against this section may be laid and
prosecuted  by the Clerk of the Board.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed
by the  Board of the Division of Walloon this 20th
day of October, A.D. 1885.
ROBT. VERNOR,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hatid, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
November, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and eighty- five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MtTSGLAVE.
By Comanand, ,
WM. MILES.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UN• ER  "THE CROWN LANDS ACZ' OF
1884."
T T is hereby notified that an Examination of
candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor-General's Office, George street, on MON-
DAY, 18th January, 1896.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination  fora license as Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of seTvire
and general experience in field duties, and his
competency to pndertake surveys on his own
responsibility. The term of service  must in all
cases extend  over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory  manner , are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required
by the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying names in full and enclosing with
same a fee of  25,  together with any testimonials of
professional qualifications they may have previously
obtained, which will he returned after the examina-
tion is completed Each candidate  is also  required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirments of
the Survey Department,
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects --
(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(,q) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(h) The uses and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, and of obtaining the true meridian.
(j) Each candidate will be required during
the examination to take an observation for
azimuth by an altitude of the sun, and
to work ou+- the azimuth therefrom.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor and pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1885,
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER LA(IOdN AT CLERMONT.
`EN DES will be received at this Office until
. Pour o'clock p.m. on WEDNESDAY, the
23rd December, from persons willing to  contract
for the erection of a Timber Bridge o'er the
Lagoon at Clermont.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Clermont Bridge."
Plan,  S ecification , and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Offlse,
and at the Court House, Clermont.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
225.
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed  form, ind
state the time within which it is proposed,  to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of 6 per
cent . on amount  of Tender, in addition to 225
specified above, as security for the  due perform-
unce of the Contract in, the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that  event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EIiWPAIt.) tEIGIITON, ,
Under Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd November, l 896.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTRRN RAILWAY.
Brisbane to Ipswich.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
BOOKING OFFICE AND WAITING ROOMS
AT TOOWONG.
! ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four 14) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
December, 1885. from persons  willin ur to contract
for erection of Booking Office and Waiting Rooms
at Toowong.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for -greetion of
Booking Office and Waitinq Rooms at Toowong."
Plan, Specification, and form of 'l ender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
1859
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of "render as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the, usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma'est for securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or achy Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for iIailwaya' Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, MARYBOROUGH AND
BUNDAt3ERG RAILWAYS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the . 18th
December, 1885, for the construction of eighteen
(18) Carriage Bogies for the Maryborough and
Bundaberg Railways.
A deposit of two and a-half (21) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. . (See clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the bpecification.)
Drawings,. Specifications,  &c.,  can be seen at the
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the
Locomotive Offices, Maryborough and Bundaberg,
on and after the 7th December.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Nora .- Tenderere must clearly understand that the. Conditions
of Contract  reiwting to lines for non-completion to time will be
strictly  enforced. A. Q. HERIhERT,
'Under Secretary fdr Railways.
Cbmmi.,sione$ for $ailways' Ofllee,
Brisbane, 18th Noveiriber, 18$5.
Amended Notice.
SOUTHERN AND W99TB$N RAILWAY.
REFRESH1ENfi RObMS, Il SwICit, GItAND-
CHESfiERR, HELIDON, TOO'O[TO03M$A; A16
WARW1CK.
SEPARATE Tenders will  be received at this
Office until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 4th December next,  from persons  willing, ,to
Tender for Lease of Refreshment  Rooms at the
following Railway.  Stations , viz.  :-
Irawicik,
GRA14bbHisTERj
HE LIDO11,
ro oo1 jig,&,
WARWICK,
for the term of (2) two years from lit January,
1886,
TenAers to be endorsed  "Tender for Refresh-
ment  Rooms.
y
,
Frill ;4articulars can be obtained at this Office on
application.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Comriissioper for ]Railways' Office,
Arisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
ADVERTISING AT STATIONS, QUEENSLAND
RAILWAYS.
END ,ERS will be received at this Office, until
• Four o'clopk p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th day
of December next, from persons willing to contract
for Advertising at Stations, Queensland Railways,
for a period of (2) two years from 1st January,
1886.
Full particulars can be obtained at the Office of
the Commiasion€ r for Railways, BrisbaLe.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways
t?XTELcSION  OF TIME.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Western Extension-Contract No. 9.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
'MENDERS are invited for the construction of
the 9th Section of the Western Extension
from Dulbydilla to Charleville-in length 70 miles
70 chains 951 links, inclusive of Deviations--in
accordance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, IlrisIane, at
the Office of the Commissioner for Railways in
Sydney, and at the Railway Office in Melbourne, on
and after MONDAY, the 16th November,, 1885,
where also form of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for 9th Section of
Western Extension,"  must he deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways not
later than 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1886.
The lowest or any Tender will not fieoeisarily be
accepted.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway ]Department,
.risbane , 19th November, 1885.
FURTHER EXTENSION OF TIME.
HARBOURS  AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
EXTENSION OF EASTER N BREAKWATER,
TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be  received  at the Treasury,Brisbehe ,  until  Noon of MONDAY, the
3dt'h November ;  for the Extension of the Eastern
Breakwater ,  Townsville ,  a distance of about 1,500
feet.
Plan and , Specification may been seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Sydney ,  Brisbane,
Rockhampton ,  and Townsville.
A deposit of £500 will be required with Tender,
to be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of the Speci fication.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
Treasury,
Brisbane , 11th  September, 1885.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS ,  ETC.,  STATE SCHOOL,
CJOMER.A LOWER.
P I1 NDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court House ,  Beenleig ,  until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 4th of December,
from persons willing to contract for the necessary
Improvements at the State School ,  Coomera
Lower.
Tenders to he endorsed  "Tender for  Improve
Weems,  4-c.,  &ate School ,  Coomera Lower."
Plan, Specification ,  aild form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained , at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. AN1)ERSON,
Und'e'r Secretary.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TORRENS
CREEK TO HUGH NDEN (ALONG RAIL.
WAY LINE).TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MON DAY, the twenty-
fifth (25th) day of January next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wile ,  insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned  work,  according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Torrens Creek to Hughenden (along railway
ro ute), a distance  of fifty-four (54) miles, more or
less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires. one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quanti' ies issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held respon-•ible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to he completed and handed
over  to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be p'iid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " Tlee Electric Telegraph Act " for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if sot otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will he responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract , as tar  as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract  ;  and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally  execute  and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender,  a Bond  to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and undtrwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within  a radius  of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches everhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In rases where tracks may become
blocked,  all fallen  timber must be removed, leaving
a clear space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from  its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Oweer and his assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane. and
Telegraph Offices, Townsville and Hughenden.
T. MACDONALD-PATE IRSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 26th September, 1885.
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ADDITIONAL WIRE, MITCHELL TO DULBY-
DILLA, AND BRANCH LINES TO MUN-
GALLALA AND DULBY DILLA R. S.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MON DAY, the 30th  instant,
from ersons desirous of contracting for the supply
of all' material, except wire,  insulators , brackets,
and screws, and for all workmanship necessary for
the above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general condition., and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
1. Price per mile for stretching a wire upon
brackets to be screwed to existing poles.
2. Price, per pole, for new ones, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for  extra  length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work
on Branch Lines.
Mitchell to Dulbydilla-a distance of forty (4A)
miles, more  or less.
Branches from points  on existing  line to Mungal-
lala and Dulbydilla-distance of one half-mile each,
more or less -(two wires).
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper  estimate  and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sutl,cient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within five (5) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will  be made  monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time  afterwards ,  before final
payment shall be made,  of rejecting and condemn-
ing any of the work or  materials in respect of
which such report  and payments  may have been
made . The total  balance  will be paid when the
entire contract shall  have  been completed to the
satisfac, ion  of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of  the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages  prior  to final completion .  Such use of the
.-Le not to prejudice  in any way the power to sub-
} e'.nently reject or condemn  any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor  may avail himself of  the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegra?h. Act"  for
rbtsining  materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action  of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent , fr om moneys  due to the con-
tractor, if  not otherwise  settled, to satisfy any such
claim be may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property, caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so cawed to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the
contractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract , as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession on the ground, and all
sums of money, whether named in the bond to be
entered into by the contractor or otherwise as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained  damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a memorandum , signed
by the party tendering and two responsible persons
as sureties, agreeing  to be answerable for the due
performance  of the contract within the tier e stipu-
lated in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will seve-
rally  execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within ten (10) days from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender, a bond
to Her Majesty  in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per
cent. on the amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
&peaiftcation.
The course of the branch lines to be marked out by
the contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the branch lines to be felled,
and all timber within  a radius  of twenty (20) feet
from each pole to be cleared away, and a good
straigh bridle-track of not  less than  eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches  o, erhanging from  trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the branch
lines,  to be removed.
All existing  cleared roads  which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of  the timber to the original width of such
roadway . In cases where tracks  may become
blocked,  all fa llen timber must  be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less  than twenty  (20) feet
in width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be  heavy straight saplings of  the best
description  of approved  hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ), with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet  from the  butt,  and five  (5) inches
in diameter at the  top,  and  twenty-five  (25) feet in
length  ;  co be  carefully and thoroughly charred
from  the base upwards over a space of six  (6) feet,
and we ll  coated with  the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly  bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good  .hoop-iron of not less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served  with a thick  coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not  more  than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless  by special  permission ; to be
sunk five (5 ) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed  with rubble
and earth .  At angles or  other  places where
re wired ,  struts or supports of wood  to be supplied,
an(l fivid nee directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor),
to be of split ironbark  according  to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
msulator  to be  not less than  one (1) inch from
the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall
not exceed  two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be
made as directed ,  and the  wire tied to the insu-
lator with the binding wire supplied.
The existing Telegraph  wires are  to be regulated
where necessary.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly  screwed
on with three (3) screws each , as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer  and his assistant  as required.
All material  used  in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, or
Telegraph Office, Mitchell.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1885.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-MUTTAEtIRRA
TO HUGHENI EN.
ENDERS will be recei'ted at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Tel graphs, Bris-
bane, until Noofi on MONDAY, the thirtieth (30th)
da j  of November  next , from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material, bxcept wire,
ifsulators , and iron poles,  and  for all  workmanshi pp
necessary for the erection of the aboroinentioned
lime of Telegraph, according to the terms,  general
conditions, anti speeifieatibfis appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :-
1. Price, per mile,  for clearing and erection
of iron poles.
2. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
,stretching wire.
3. Price, each, for wooden poles, where
necessary.
Muttaburra to Hughenden - a distance of one
hundred and fifty (150) miles, more or less.
The wire,  insulators , and iron poles' to be supplied
by the Government and delivered tothe contractor
in Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon
the proper estimate and. requisition of the con-
tractor, who will be held responsible for gpply-
ing for snflicient ,  and any  surplus material after
the completion of the contract  must  be delivered
by the contractor; free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph  Station , as directed.
The *hole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within nine (9) months
from the notification of the  acceptance  of the Tender.
General Cofldiiio7ts.
Payment will be mane monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and paymbnt on account, the
B . erintendent of Electric Telegr phs, or other
-officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full powe at any time  afterwards, before Anal pay-
ment sila1l be made, of rejecting and concleiiiniug
any of the work or mate rla•Is  in, respect of which
each report and paymenta may have been mane.
The total bal nee will be paid when the entire
contract 4411 have been completed to the satisfac-tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of  the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior  to final completion. Such tine of the
line not,to prejudice in apy way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of  the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  fo ob-
taining materials ,  on signing  a bond indemnifying
the (;overnment  against any elaipn for compensa-
tion arising  from the  action  of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy  any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will b responsible  for all claims
for com pensation . for ams go. fences orother
.property caused by the erection Qf the  line, also
for dam ge, so caused  to roady ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from any  moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed In the
execution of,gr to complete the work in the
manner and at the rate of  progress  required by the
Government. ii shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment, by a .notice  in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates
to the w9Tk remaining be done, and to enforce
the pe •alties  for the nonfilment of the contract ;
and aU sums of money which may be due to the
contractor, together with all plant,  materials, and
implements in his possession  on the ground, and all
aunts of money, whether named in the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be, forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
A deposit of a  sum  equal to ten (10) per cent. of
the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender,  also a  memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as 'sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the
due performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days, from the notification Qf the acceptance of the
Fender , a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
twenty (2O) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
The Governmen dogs not bind itself' to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
bfcer.
All trees and Underwood standing within forty
(90) feet oft each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within  a radius of  twenty (2(l) feet from
each pole to be cleared; away, and a good straight
bridle-track  of not  less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the  blearing.
Any branches o#ethanging from trees beyond
the distance mentiotted, *hieh in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared 'roads which may become
blocked b fallen timber must be cleared by the
Mmoval Ofthe timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked,  all fallen  timber must be removed, leaving
a elaered  space of not less  than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of ;uoh track.
The poles to be placed one hundred and ten (110)
yards apart; to be sunk four (4) feet in the ground,
placed in a perpendicular position, and well rammed
with rubblO and earth. At angles or other places
where required,  struts  or supports of wood or iron
to be supflied, and fixed as directed.
At river or road  crossings , where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
The wife to be so.s'retched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints  or splices  to be made as directed,
acid the wire- tied t.) the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
.the contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final  app roval  Or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender  forms; and everr  information, may be
obtained on it lication at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric  Telegraphs , Brisbane.
T. MACDOIIALD-P,'ITERSOX,
Postmaster-General.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS ,  QUEENSLAND.
COAL SUPPLY TO DREDGE PLANT.
1`ENDL+  RS wi ll  be received at th  g'  Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon on SATUUDA , the
5th December ,  for the suppl of Coal to edge
P1a"t at one or more of the following ports ,  viz.:-
Brisbane ,  Marybgrough ,  bundaberg .  iockhampton,
and Townsvi ll e,  for one or two years ,  from 1st
January next.
Specification can be seen it the Harbours and
River s  Office,  Brisbane ,  and at the Custom House,
Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.
E. P. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1885.
TENDERS FOR DRUGS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon on S-ATU$•D4Y, the 5th December
next, for the supply cf Drugs, Medicines, &c., for
the Public Service, to be supplied in such quantities
as may from time to time be required during the
year 1886.
Tender., to  be sent in on printed forms , to be had
on application to the Colonial Storekeeper, from
whom all further  particulars can be  obtained.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Drugs."
W. H. #tYDER,
For the Under Colgpial Secretary.
Colonial Spcretary's Office,
Brisbane , 20th ioyeinber, 1885.
PAPER AND B ND [NG II ATERIALS.
I)ENDERS will be received at this Office
until Noon on TUESDAY, the 29th day of
December, 1885, from  persons willing  to contract
for the supply of Paper  and  Binding_ Materials
required by the Government Printing epartment
in Queensland, for two years,  commencing  on the
1st July, 1586.
A list of the probable  quantities of each article
required can be obtained on application to the
Government Printer, at Brisbane, Sydney, and
Melbourne, where samples  can be seen , it being
understood that in all  cases the  artielps supplied
must  be in every respect  according to sapple. As
this list is only  an approximate one, the  contractors
must supply on demand more of each  article,
according to the requirements of the  Department.
Tenderers to state the price at which ;each  article
is to be delivered at the Government Printing
Office, $risbane. One-fourth of tip probable
quantity required is to be delivered in the month
of July, 1886; one-fourth in .January, 1887; one-
fourth in July, 1887; and the relining fourth
in January, 1888.
Attached to each Tender there  must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Lontract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, enA
undertaking in such  case  that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the  Off we  of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within seven days  from the
notification of the acceptance of Tender,  a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing  such  performance, in
the sum  of £500.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " fender for Printing
and R6nding Materio le,  and  to be addressed to
the Colonial Secretary,  Brisbane.
The Government will not  necessarily accept the ,
lowest or any Tender.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, via.-
Alterations to Closets, Lands Office, Brisbane-
E. and J. HEADLAND-£99.
Sub-Collector of Customs' Quarters, Inghanl-
E. C. CORBETT-£625 lOs.
Police Station, Redcliffe-GREEN A15D MARSHALL
-£528.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
ON S ALE at this Office, and at the respectiveWardens' Offices at Gympie and Ravensu ood,
the following Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining  Leases,  Reefs, Shafts, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD PEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and M ines,
Brisbane , 21st October, 1885.
Snrveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.FOR SAJ,E at this Of ae,  New Map of Town of
Toowoom'ba,  in two sheets  ;  price ,  1s. each
sheet . ' Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta ; price,
is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
NOTICE.
CQQTOWN RAILWAY.I T is hereby notified or general information,
tliat the Railway from Cooktown to the
Palmer Road-a distance of about 31 miles-will
be opened for Public Traffic on MONDAY, 3,1th
November, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, Trains will run to the following
Time Table:- Up TaAINS.
Weds .  only.  Sat-@. only.
P.M. A.M.
C{ooktown dep. ... ... 12.30 6'0
Palmer  Road arr. ... 3.0 8130
Dowlr TRAINS.
P.M. A.M.
Palmer Road dep. ... 60 11.30
P.M.
Cooktown arr. ... ... 8'30 2,0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th November, 1885.
.Colonial secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th November, 1885.
WARDERS' CLOTHING.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilNoon on SATURDAY, the 5th December
nett, for  making  and furnishing-
120 serge coats
90 cloth coats
90 cloth vests
90 serge vests
170 pairs serge trousers
90 pairs cloth trousers.
Each Tenderer must  state  the price  for com-
pleting  the several  articles according  to sample
and measure.
The former may be  seen on  application to the
Colonial Storekeeper ; the latter must be taken by
the successful Tenderer.
Cloth and serge will be supplied by the Govern-
ment.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Making
Uniforms."
W. H..RYDB R,
For the Under Colonial Secretary.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
NT OTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
section of  "An Act to  make  provision for the
Construction by tlis  Government  of Railways and
for the Regulati, n of the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that his Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the First Section of the North Coast
Railway, from junction with the Saudgate Railway
(Toombul) to Caboolture, in length 25 miles, ¢
chains, and 26 links.
the Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane, and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption at the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in c )lniection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
1964
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struetktn by the Government of Railways and for
the Requlation (f the Same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Second Section of the Fassifern
Railway from Harrisville to Dugandan, in length
16 miles 75 chains 721 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Ipswich; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby  given , that a List of Articles
N in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Central Railway, was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying
costs. If not released on or before TUESDAY,
the 19th January, 1886, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above  are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall ,  Bogantungan ,  Boulia .  Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane ,  Bundaberg, Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Oharleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Itailway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Ma town,
Mackay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn.borough, T ursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT
WHARF AND  SHED , DUNGENESS.
OTICE  is hereby given , that the  Lease of the
Government  Wharf and Shed, Dungeness,
will be  put up  to auction at Ingham , at Noon of
MONDAY, 21st December, 1885.
Conditions  of Sale.
1. The  wharf and  shed referred  to will be leased
for a term of three years , from the  5th of January,
1886.
2. The highest bidder shall ,  subject to the appro-
val of the Colonial Treasurer as to sureties or
otherwise ,  be the lessee.
3. The lessee ,  with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond in double the
amount of the annual rent for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4. Three months '  rent in advance is to be paid
at the time of sale by the successful bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Sub -Collector of Customs
at Ingham, monthly, in advance.
5. The rates for wharfage  and storage shall not
exceed -
INWARDS.
s, d.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton, weight or measure-
ment ... ... ... ...2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles, per 1,000... ... ...
Horses  and cattle, each ... ...
Sheep and pigs, each .. ...
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ...
OUTWARDS.
Wharfage--
Goods, per ton .... ... ...
Sugar ,  per ton  . ... ...
Rum, per hogshead ... ...
Wool, per bale  ... ... ...
Sto  rage-
Receiving, per ton ... ... ...
Delivering, per ton ...
0 4
1 0
0 6
2 6
1 0
1 0
0 6
0 6
1 0
1 0
Storage per ton per week after the
first week  ... ... ...  0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of any of the Government Departments,
shall be landed or shipped free of any charge for
wharfage
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed ,  subject to clause 9 of these
conditions, but no buildings are to be erected on the
ground leased ,  or on the wharf ,  without the express
sanction of the Government.
8. the  lessee will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or refuse,
and in good and suitable repair during the tenancy.
reasonable wear and tear only excepted, and
should any damage be done to the wharves by any
vessel ,  or otherwise, such damage shall be made
good by the lessee to the satisfaction of the
Engineer for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee shall  not  be at liberty  Jo  assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed ,  or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs ,  the Harbour
Master ,  and other officers in the Public Service,
and all persons acting under their orders, shall
have  free access to the wharf for all  purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The  Officers of Customs shall have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods and passengers'
luggage landed  fr om vessels discharging at the
wharf.
12. Office accommodation will  be provided .for
the Landing  Waiters  in Charge, but the lessee
sha ll  provi f e all materials and labour required by
them for examining ,  weighing ,  g uging, marking,
racking and repacking goods, in terms of clause 87
of  " The Customs  Act of  1873."
13. The wharf to he  open for the use of vessels
for loading or  w "loading,  in the or, 'cr of their
arriv 1, from 6 a .m. to 6 p.m. Vessels  carrying
mails under contract with the Queensland  Govern-
ment to have preced  >nce over  all oth  4 vessels.
14. Should the rent  at any time be more than
one month in arrear, or should the lessee  wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease ,  the Govern.
1965
meat shall ,  in the former case, have the right to at
once enter upon and take possession of the wharf
and premises ,  and in the latter case to enter and
take possession on the expiration of one month's
notice given after such infringement.
15. In the event of the Government resuming
possession  of the  wharf and shed for non-payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease ,  the bond
entered into by the lessee and his sureties, as pro-
vided for in clause 3 of these conditions ,  shall not
be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under  Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  17th November, 1885.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 26th November, 1845.
i T  is hereby notified for general information,that the Post  Office  at Howard has been
appointed a Money  Order Office,  dating from the
1st proximo.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
T H E following Proclamation and Regulations,
issued by His Excellency the Gov. rnor of
Tasmania ,  are published for g neral information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
THE DISEASED ANIMALS IMPORTA-
TION PREVENTION ACT."
By His Exce ll ency Six GEORGE CUMINE STRANAN,
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saii ,t Michael and Saint George,
Govern or and Commander -in-Chief in and
over the Colo  jy of TLsmauia and its Depen-
dencies.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS I, Sir  C H;MRGE CU MINE SrRAHAN , K night
Commander  of the Most Distinguished 0 der of
Saint Mic ael  Nnd 5 int George. Governor and
Commander -in-Chief as aforesaid, de nr it probable
that  the importation of Cattle S eep, Pigs, and
Goats, and the hider, skins, horns, and hoofs of
these animals fioin  all parts of the world other
than  the Colonies of New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia , and Queensland respectively,
may cause disease to  be introduce([ into Tasmania :
Now, therefore , I, Sir GEORGE CUM E S'rx (a.(a,
Knight Comma- der of  the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael  and Sai t George, Gov-
ernor and Commander -in-Chief a • aforesaid, in
Council ,  and in pursuance  of the provisions of
"The Diseased Animals  Importation Prevtntio„
Act"  (47 Vict.  No. 2, S. 3), do here w absolutely
prohibit the importation into Tasmania  of Cattle,
Sheep ,  Pigs, a d Goats, and the hides, skins,
horns ,  and hoofs of these animals, or any of them,
frcm all  p its of the world other than the Colonies
of New South Wales ,  Victo ia ,  South Australia,
and Queensland respective y, save and except
Cattle ,  Pits, and Goats ,  and the bides, skins,
horns, and hoofs of any such animals impor ed
from the Colonies of New Zealand an i Western
Australia respectively  which  may be imported
subject to the Regulations a d condi ions herein-
after mentioned  ;  and I do hereby prescribe that
any such Cattle imported from any  of th' above-
mentioned Colonies aforesaid shal be subject to
such rest fictions and with and under such condi-
tions and limitations as are contained in certain
Regulation dated the fourth day of August, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -fo r, and that
Sheep imported from any  of the  before-mentioned
Colonies of New South Wales,  Victori a,  South
Australia ,  and Queensland shall be sul-ject to s .eh
restrictions and with and under such c. nditious
and limitations as are contained in certain Regula-
tions dated the second day of November, (ne
thousand eight hundred and eight  y-fiv '. And I
do hereby  furtter proclaim that Horses  imported
from all parts of the  world  other than  the Colonies
of New South Wales, Victoria ,  South Australia,
Que• nsland ,  New Zealand ,  and Western Australia
shall be subject to inspection by a duly qualified
Veterinary  Surgeon in Tasmania ,  whose certificate
that the  home or horses so imported  is o" are free
from any  infectious disease, : ud the certificate of
such Veteriiaary Surgeon shall be produced to the
Inspector  of Stock before snob home or hor-'e.; is
or are  permitted to land, and that all fees and
char _es upon  the importation of animals shall he
payable b t! e importer to the l hi f ln'Apeetor of
Stock, or some person appointed in writing by
trim.
Given under niv Hand at Hobart. in Tasmania
aforesaid, this second day of No%ein',e , one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-five.
GEO. C. S fR \.HAN.
By His Excellen y's Conunand,
.Li1YF 1)oeom, o,
Chief Secretary.
GOVERNMENT OTICE.
No. 311.
Chief Secretary's Office,
2nd November, 1885.
THE Governor in Council has been pleased to make
the followi + g Regulations under the  2nd Section
of  " The Saab  Art  1883 ,"  47 Victoria ,  No. 16:-
1. All sheep  imported into Tasmania from the
Colonies of  Victoria, New South  Wales, Queens-
land, and South Australia may be landed at
Hobart ,  Launceston ,  or Torquay ,  and not elsewhere,
except by previous permission in writing signed by
the Chief  Inspector or such Officer as he may
appoint.
2. Any person intending to land any sheep at
Hobart ,  Launceston , Torquay , or elsewhere in this
Colony ,  under any such permission as aforesaid,
fr om any place  beyond this Colony  or any depen-
dency thereof ,  shall give  to the Chief  Inspector not
less than Three days' notice in writing of hi -,  in-
tention  to do  so, and every such notice shall
contain a statement of the number of the sheep
intended to be imported, and the time when such
sheep are expected  to arrive at such place ;  and any
person vdho imports any such sheep and neglects
to give notice thereof in accordance with this
Regulation shall, upon conviction, be liable to a
penalty of not more than Five Pounds.
:3. All sheep imported from the Colonies of
Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, and South
Australia must be aceoinpanied by a certificate
from the Inspector of Sheep at the port of ship-
ment -That (a) they are and always have been free
from all inte(tious or contagious diseases.
That (1) they were bred in one of the above-
mentioned Colonies, or had undergone in the
Colony from Khence they were imported
the necessary dippings and quarantine in
cccordance with the Regulations in force iii
such Colony.
That  (c) the  pens for confining  the sheep on
shipboard were such as could not  possibly
have, at any time, contained diseased sheep.
4. That  all store or stud  sheep  so imported shall
be landed at Hobart ,  Launceston ,  or Torquay, and
not elsewhere, excepting previous permission in
writing signed  by the  Chief Inspector or such
Officer as he may appoint ,  and shall upon landing
be taken direct from the vessel  to the  recognized
dip at the port of Hobart ,  Launceston , Torquay,
or elsewhere ,  as directed  by the Chief  Inspector or
such Officer as he may appoint; and shall ,  before
being  submitted tj public  auction, or disposed of
privately by the consignee ,  be dipped  under the
supervision of an  Inspector  or such person as  he
may appoint ,  in a scab -destroying  preparation of
such strength and heat as may be approved by the
Chief Inspector; and all expenses in connection
with driving and dipping such sheep shall be dc-
frayed by the importer or consignee.
5. Tasmanian  stud sheep re-imported will be
admitted into Ta'•mania upon the production of the
breeder', (crtiticate that thn v wert [,red in the
1*6d
Colony of  Tasmania , but they shall upon landing
be subject to the provisions prescribed in Regulation
No. 4.
6. Sheep imported for slaughter shall not be
allowed to be taken outside the Town boundary
except for the purpose of being dipped in one of
the recognized dips to the  satisfaction  of the Chief
Inspector of sheep  or such officer  as he may
appoint.
7. Tasmanian sheep, if mixed with undipped
imported sheep, shall not be driven outside the Town
boundary  unless  for the purpose of being dipped,
and after they have been so dipped.
8. Notwithstanding any preceding  regulation,
imported sheep may  on landing be detained by the
Chief' Inspector or any persoq. appoipted, pending
the decision of the Chief Secretary as to their
disposal  ; and any person removing any such sheep,
or causing  the same to be removes  from the place
of detention, without the consent in writing of the
Chief Inspector, or person appointed, shall incur a
penalty of not exceeding Five Pounds.
9. An v person offending against any of the fore-
going Regulations shall incur a pet alty not exceed-
ing the sum  of Five Founds.
The Regulations contained in Government
Notice, No. 252, of 31st August, 1885, are hereby
rescinded.
By His Excellency 's Command,
ADYE DOUGLAS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th November,  I .W.
AMENDED RULES OF THE SPRINGSURE
HOSPITAL.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
l the Executive Council, has been please4 to
approve of the following Amended $ules mace by
the Committee of and aopted by the contributors
to the Springsure Hospital.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
TuATfrom and after the publication of the follow-
ing Rules in the  Queensland Government  Gazelle a l
Rules in force relating to the  Spring-sure Hospital
shall be and are hereby repealed ,  and the following
Rules and Regulations shall be in force in lieu
thereof ,  and shall be the Rules and Regulations of
the Springsure  Hospital:-
Name.
1. The  name of the institutiop shall be the
Springsure Hospital.
Object.
2. The object of the institution is to afford
medical aid to indoor and outdoor patients.
Funds.
3. The institution shall be supported by volun-
tary contributtions and charges to patients ,  together
with such sums as  may be received out of the
amount annually voted by Parliament for charitable
purposes.
Government.
4. The government of the institution shall be
vested in donors of ten pounds  (2 10) in one sum,
and annual subscribers of one pound and upwards,
who sha ll  be termed Governors.
Provided that all  annual subscriptions shall be
due on the first day in January of each year.
Power of  subscribers.
5. Every governor subscribing one pound annu-
ally shall have the privilee of recommending one
indoor and two  outdoor-  patients ; and every
governor subscribing annually any larger amount
shall be entitled to recommend one indoor and two
outdoor patients for every additional sum of one
pound subscribed by him .  Besides these patients,
who may be free of charge , every  governor may
recommend an uplimited number of paying patients.
Provided that no new governor shall be entitled to
recommend any patient until after the lapse of
fourteen days from  the date  of the payment of his
subscription.
Voting.
6. Governors, as specified under Rule 4, shall be
entitled to vote either in person or by proxy at
every general meeting. Provided that every proxy
shall produce to the chairman  a written authoriza-
tion to act in such capacity, which authorization
shall remain in force only for the particular meet-
ing, and  every adjournment thereof, for which it
was given.
Provided also that no vote, either in person or
by proxy, shall be allowed  unless  the contributor
so desiring to vote shall have paid his or her sub-
scription,  and in  the case of new subscribers shall
have become qualified fourteen days prior to the
holding of such meeting. All voting for election
of officers shall be by ballot, and  in cases of con-
test a poll shall be opened, and shall remain open
for one hour.
Oficers.
.7. The officers of the institution shall be annu-
ally elected from among the governors, and sha ll
be as follows :-President ,  Vice -President, Trea-
surer ,  Secretary ,  Surgeon ,  and committee of fifteen.
Annual general meeting.
8. The annual general me ting of governors
shall be held on the third Monday in January of
each year .  The business of every annual meeting
shall bye to  examine accounts for the past year, to
elect officers, to regulate salaries for the ensuin
year , and tq tran W t any other business of wlaicj
twenty-one (1) days '  notice sha ll  have been duly
given  to the  secretary ,  who shall post a copy of the
notice thereof to every governor fourteen days
beloje the day of meetii+g.
Special general meeting.
9. Special general meetings shall be called by
the secretary when directed so to do by reso'ution
of the  committee  or on receipt of a requisition
signed by  at )east  five governors. Provided that
the secretary shall give to every ggver or fourteen
days beforehand written notice of the diL of meet-
ing and the purpose for which it is called.
Quorum.
10. If at any annual or special general meeting
at least ten governors are not present within one
hour of the time fixed for the mteeg ,  no business
shell be done ,  but such  meeting  shall stand
adjourned to the same day, at the same  ,hour, and
at the same place in the following week, at which
adjourned meeting any number exceeding three
governors shall form a quorum.
Alteration of rules.
11. No laws of the institution shall be altered,
nor any new law proposed ,  except at annual or
special general  meetings ,  and twenty -one days'
notice of business proposed shall be given to the
secretary ,  who shall post a copy of such notice to
every governor not less than fourteen days previous
to the date of the meeting.
President.
12. The president or, in his absence ,  the vice-
president, shall preside at all annual and special
general meetings ,  and at all meetings of the com-
mittee. Provided that in the absence of both
president and vice-president the meeting sha ll  elect
a chairman  fr om among the governors then present.
Treasurer.
13. The treasurer may sue and  be  sued on behalf
of the institution .  He shall receive all moneys
paid to the institution ; he shall deposit all  moneys
so received by him in the Joint Stock Bank,
Rockhampton , in the name of the Springsure Hos-
pital  ;  and shall  render to the committee half-
yearl y  statements on the first Thursday in July
and January of all  receipts and disbursements.
Secretary.
14. The secretary shall attend all annual and
special general meetings, and also all meetings of
the committee ,  and shall take minutes of the pro-
ceedings. He shall conduct all correspondence,
keep  it  debit and credit account of all  monetary
transactions ,  issue receipts for all moneys paid to
the institution ,  procure receipts for all disburse-
ments ,  file and preserve all documents, examine
1967
all ascounts against the institution ,  keep for public
inspection a  li st of the governors of the institution,
and shall  at all times render to the committee such
assistance in the performance of their duties as he
may be able to afford.
Payments.
15. All disbursements sha ll be  made on the
authority of the general committee by cheques on
the Australian Joint Stock Bank ,  Rockhampton,
signed by the treasurer and countersigned by the
secretary ,  who shall be separate officers of the
institution.
Medical  officer.
16. The surgeon shall receive such remuneration
as sha ll fr om time to time  be fixed by resolution of
the annual meeting ,  and shall have control of the
patients ,  servants ,  and stores .  He shall have
authority to issue warrants to contractors for the
goods on their lists for the use of the institution,
and shall cause to be kept a receipt and expenditure
account of all rations ,  stores ,  and supplies used in
the Hospital .  In the event of goods not being
supplied by contr actors to his satisfaction ,  he shall
report the fact to the working committee ,  who may
the re upon procure such goods elsewhere pending a
meeting of the  general  committee .  He (or in his
absence some otter legally qualified surgeon) shall
visit the Hospital daily  be tween the hours of ten
and twelve in the forenoon ,  and at such other times
as circumstances may require .  He shall kee a
medical record  (the property of the institution) in
which he shall enter daily all particulars concern-
ing the admission and discharge of patients, and
any other matter affecting the welfa re  of the insti-
tution, and such record sha ll  at all  times be open
for the inspection of visito rs. The surgeon shall
attend every monthly meeting of the committee,
and shall present thereto a written report for the
preceding month showing the number of patients
admitted and discharged and the number remaining
in the institution ,  distinguishing the pa7ing  from
non-paying patients .  He shall also furnish an
abstract of receipts  and expenditure showing total
amount of rations, stores, and other supplies
received ,  expended ,  and remaining on hand.
G eneral committee.
17. The general committee shall  have the entire
control and management of the institution. They
shall meet on the first Thursdsy in  every month
to authorise  payment of  moneys due to officers and
servants,  and for other debts lawfully contracted,
to consider the reports of the surgeon and working
committee ,  to entertain complaints  (if any) of
patients,  to appoint a working committee for the
ensuing month : and to transact any other businessin connection with the institution which may appear
necessary.
They shall also have the power to hold emer-
gency meetings at such time or times as necessity
may require. They shall have power to suspend
any officer and to temporarily  fill  up any vacancy,
pending the holding of a special general meeting of
governors ,  which shall  in. all  such cases be convened
as quickl as possible in accordance with the pro-
visions of rule 9. P ro vided that at all meetings
of the general committee not less than five shall
form a quorum.
Working  committee.
1$. A working  committee ,  consisting  of three
members  of the  general committee ,  shall  be chosen
at each monthly  committee meeting . It shall be
the duty of the working  committee to meet once a
week, or more frequently  as circumstances may
require,  at the Hospital, to admit  patients  under the
provisions  of rules  24 and 25,  to entertain com-
plaints  (if any )  from the patients ,  and to suggest to
the surgeon any improvements  in the working of
the Hospital which may  seem  advisable, such
admissions ,  complaints , and suggestions to be by
them  reported to the general  committee  at their
next monthly  meeting . The working committee
shall further have power  to issue warrants for any
goods  required that may not be contracted for.
Religious  ministrations.
19. Every patient shall, if jracticable, be vlaced
under the spiritual charge of  some  minister of
religion. Any patient  can at  any time apply
through the committee for the ministration of any
minister  he thinks proper.
Visitors.
20. Visitors shall not be allowed access to the
Hospital without written  permission  from the sur-
geon, or in his absence a member of the working
committee.
Garden.
21. A garden shall be attached to the institution,
and non-paying patients shall, subject to the order
of the surgeon, be required  to assist in its  cultiva-
tion.
Regulations.
22. For the guidance of servants, patients, and
visitors, reations prepared by the  surgeon and
authorised By the general  committee  shall be posted
in a conspicuous place in the Hospital; and the
working committee shall have power to suspend any
servant,  and to order the dismissal of any patient,
or the exclusion of any visitor, who may refuse to
comply with such regulations.
Complaints.
23. Oral complaints by patients shall be made to
the surgeon or working committee ; written com-
plaints shall be made to the general committee ;
and the wardsman shall be bound at all times
(under pain of dismissal) to supply writing materials
to any patient signifying his desire to make a com-
plaint in writing, and to deliver such complaint to
the secretary without delay.
Admission of patients.
24. Patients shall be admitted to the Hospital at
all hours under orders, as per forms A, B, and C
hereto annexed, and signed by governors thus
privileged by rule 5. Patients may also be ad-
mitted under  orders, as per  form D hereto  annexed,
and signed  conjointly by the treasurer  and secre-
tary, or by the working  committee  for the time
being. Provided that  all patients  admitted under
forms  A and B shall be free of charge ;  all ad-
mitted under form C shall be chargeable at the
rate of thirty shillings per week, but shall not be
onsible the amount guaranteed  in their
order of  admission  ;  and all  admitted under form
D shall be chargeable or not as their means may
seem  to the working committee  to warrant.
Special  admission.
25. Non- transferable  orders of  admission, as per
form E hereto  annexed , may be presented on
demand to all donors of £1 or upwards in one sum,
and all  persons possessing  such orders may, when
in need of medical aid, at any time during the
period for which they are available , claim  admission
to the Hospital  as non-paying patients.
Registration.
26. Every patient,  on admission  to the Hospital,
will be required  to answer  the following  questions
for the information of the Government, such
answers  to be inserted in a register kept for that
purpose
Name :
Rank or Profession :
Age :
Where born :
How long in the Colony :
Parents '  names :
Maiden surname of  mother :
Rank or profession :
(Married atI Age when married :
If married ... ...  J Issue :
Religion :
Ship :
I Living:
1To whom  married :
Fond A.
No. 18 .
To the Committee of the Springsure Hospital.
GBNTLnMss ,-Please admit the bearer
as an indoor patient to the Springsure Hospital, and I
certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief he
is unable to pay hospit l expenses.
I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
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FORM  B.
No. 18
To the Committee of the Springsure Hospital.
GsNTLSM$N, -Please admit the bearer
as an outdoor patient to the Springsure Hospital, and I
certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, he
is unable to pay hospital charges.
I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient  servant,
FORM C.
No. 18
To the Committee of the  Springsure Hospital.
GSNTLExEN,- Please admit the bearer
as an indoor patient to the Springsure Hospital, and I
he reby guarantee the payment of his hospital charges
to the  amount of £
I am, gentlemen,
Your  obedient servant,
Australasian port or ports ,  having on board any
sheep, whether for the use of the crew or passen-
gers or otherwise ,  the master shall give immediate
notice of arrival to the nearest Inspector of Sheep.
2. No sheep, nor a•. y fittings used with or about
any sheep ,  shall  be ' ended at any Queensland port
from any such vess .
3. No sheepskin nor any wool ,  except such as is
securely packed it ales, shall  be landed  fr om any
such vessel at ate port in Queensland, or tran-
shipped to any ves 1 trading between Queensland
ports, except by license under the hand of the
Minister charged with the administration of the
above-recited Act.
4. Any  articles landed in Queensland contrary
to the provisions of these Regulations may be
destroyed by order of an inspector.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Fo$M D.
No. 18
We, the undersigned ,  treasurer  and secretary (or
working committee ,  as the case  may be ),  hereby autho-
rise the admission  of the bearer to the
Springsure Hospital ,  as a patient ,  according  to the pro-
visions of  Rule 24.
(Signed)
Fonx E.
No. Springsure, 18
The bearer having given a donation
of £ , in one sum, to the Springsure Hospital,
is entitled to admission as a non -paying patient.
This order will be available  fourteen  days after date,
and for twelve months thereafter.
(Signed)
Secretary.
The foregoing Rules were adopted at a duly con-
vened special meeting of the Governors of the
Springsure Hospital ,  held in the Office of the
Bauhinia Divisional Hoard,  Springsure ,  on the 14th
day of August, 1885.
SA M ITEL BOLITHO,
President.
WILLIAM  A. LEIGH,
Secretary.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
OWNERS of Horses and Cattle to the number
of fifty head and upwards are hereby notified
that the assessment for 1886, payable under the
abovenamed Act, will I e due on the 1st January
next ,  and must  be paid on that date to the Clerk of
Petty  Sessions  nearest to where the stock  are kept
or pastured.
As far  as practicable , re turn forms  will be for-
warded  to owners , but supplies of these may be
procured  from  any Clerk of Petty Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFI7l&I.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
N pursuance of the Act of the Parliament of
I Queensland passed in the thirtieth year of Her
Majesty' s reign,  and numbered 19, intituled  " An
Act to Prevent the Introduction of Diseased
Animals into  the Colony of Queensland, and to
Check the Program of Malignant Diseases in
Animals,"  His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following Regulations for carrying into
effect the provisions of the said Act:-
1. On the arrival of any vessel from any port in
Western Australia or New Zealand at any Queens-
land port, whether direct or by way of any other
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."SHEEPOWNERS are hereby notified that theassessment  for 1886, payable under  " The
Diseases  in Sheep Art of  1867  Further  Amendment
Act,"  34 Vie., No. 26, at the rate of five shillings
for every thousand or part of a thousand sheep
owned by them, will be due on the 1st day of
January next, 1886, and returns of the number of
sheep must be made  and assessment  paid at that
date to the Clerk of Petty  Sessions nearest  to where
the sheep are kept or pastured.
As far as practicable, return forms will be for-
warded to all sheepowners, but supplies of these
can be procured from all Clerks of Petty  Sessions.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881."
N OTICE is hereby  given  that,  in accordance
with section 8 of the abovenamed Act, every
owner of sheep ,  Cattle ,  or Horses  within the
Corny  must, on 1st  January  next,  1886,  render a
return of  the same to  the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
nearest to where such stock  are kept or pastured.
Any owner  failing or neglecting to make such
return within one month  after  the above date will
be liable to  a penalty  of £50 ;  and  any owner
wilfully  making a false return  will be liable to a
penalty of £100, or to  six months '  imprisonment.
Any Clerk of  Petty Sessions failing  to forward
returns to the Chief Inspector of Sheep within one
month from the date  of receipts is liable to a
penalty of £5.
Return  Forms  will be kept in stock by all Clerks
of Petty  Sessions throughout  the Colony.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby  notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the  Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions,  fr om persons desirous of obtaining labour.
App lications should contain particulars relating
to the number  and class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration gent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
1969
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dun ch  is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention
to recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said Edward Waters, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
RETURN POE THE WEEP ENDING 14TH DAY  OF
NOVEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining inAsylum
at date of previous Report  ... ...  389
Number since admitted  ... ... ...  13
Number returned from leave  ... ...  3
405
Number discharged ...
Number died
Number  absent on leave
Number remaining at date  hereof... 405
Admissions  during  the week :
Wm. Egan, 50 ,  labourer  ;  from Brisbane  Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. Naylor, butcher, Surat.
Wm. Barnes ,  76, labourer  ;  f ro m Brisbane ; last
employed by Mr. Webb, Dundah.
Wm. Hall, 55, sailor ; from Clermont Hospital ; last
employed by Mr. Brett,  Beaufort.
Isaac  Allen, 67, turner ; from Rockhampton ; last
employed at  Boiling  Down Establishment.
Saml .  Bryson ,  37, labourer ;  from  Hughenden  Hospital ;
last employed at Evesham  Station.
Christian Jacobsen ,  68, fisherman  ;  fro m Brisbane
Hospital ; no  employment  for several years.
Frank Porter, 37, blacksmith ; from Hughenden
Ho-pital ; last  employed  by Messrs  Overend and Co.
James  Woods ,  40, engineer ; f ro m Brisbane Hospital;
last  employed at Colonial  Sugar  Coy., Tweed River.
Joanna  Mahoney , 58, nurse  ;  from  Brisbane  Hospital ;
no employment for some time past.
Re-a dmisxione :
Chas.  Gordon Sebastian Hirst ,  60, artist, &c. ; from
Brisbane.
Robt. McCoy,  68, sawyer  ;  from Brisbane.
Peter Collins, 69, labourer;  from Brisbane and Warra
Station.
Matthew Rice,  63, bullock -driver  ;  from Brisbane.
NOTICE I GMARINERS.
No. 42 of  1885.
ADDITIONAL LIGHT AND BUOY, BURNETT
RIVER.
}1 OTICE is hereby given, that on and after this
1 date,  a White Lie lit will be exhibited at the
outer end of Fairymead Wharf, at the elbow at the
upper end of Rocky Reach, in the Burnett River.
Also, that a Black Buoy is placed in 7 feet at low
water, on the East side of the upper end of No. 3
Cutting,  bearing  from Fairymead Wharf S.S.E.
G. P. BEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1886.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.NOTICE is he eby given, that I have 9 ccepted1 an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Speciti•  ation annexed  thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as " Improvements in apparatus
for pulveriz  ng, separati - g, and treating Ores and
other substan(es."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertis went in the  Queens-
1
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application and the complete Specification
annexed thereto ,  received from George Mackay
Pickles, of Wi ll iamson street, in the City .of Sand-
hurst, and Colony of Victoria, for an invention
described as " An improved and safe method of
attaching or coupling shafts and poles to coaches,
buggies, waggons, and all  other wheeled vehicles
of a like nature."
No ti ce is hereby further given, that unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the app licant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Mackay Pickles ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
1 Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an a plication for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of Bourke  street  West, in the
City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as " Method of and apparatus
for lighting by gas floating and detached lights,
such as buoys, lightships, pile lights, and the like."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884~"
WILLIAM T. BLASENEY,
1 Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that William Wood
and Charles Smart Wood, trading as " W.
Wood and Company,"  of Carson  Place, Little
Collins street East, in the City of Melbourne and
Colony of Victoria, Wholesale  Opticians, have
applied, in pursuance of  " The Patents ,  Desi ns,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
8, in  re spect of " spectacles ,  eye-glasses, telescopes,
and opera or  field-glasses," a Trade Mark, of
which the  following  is a representation
DONOpr
40co _
Notice is hereby further  given, that unless befo re
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registra ti on
of this  Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance with such applica-
tion ,  I shall register the said Trade  Mark  in accord-
ance with the provisions  of the Act.
1
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &e.
1970.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONRL G. A. FazicH ,  C.M.G., R .A., Com-
mandant.
Head -Quarters,
Brisbane,  23rd 1fgvember, 1885.
No. 216.THE following changes will take  effect fromdates  mentioned  hereunder
BRISBANE  GARRISON BATTERY.
Sergeant Tsiou i  a Duyr r has been granted three
months '  leave of absence .  18th November, 1886.
THE MORRTON REGIMENT.
"B " company.
Lieutenant C. B. DnonoN has been granted one
year's leave of absence.  2$rd November, 1885.
actinpg Lieutenant  G. A. (oneex ip, "A" Clon;-
Ren ,
Tooyoon;bai will be attached  to the above
giment  for dpty uAtil furtheror4c s. 23r4 Nov-
ember, 1885.
NORTH KENNEDY DIVISION.
" A to Company.
;019,V McPO? ALD
to be Acting Captain .  12th November, 1885.
Gsosos  R. Go"Otr
to be Acting Lieutenant .  10th November, 1885.
BOWEN YOIUNTEBR GARRISON BATTERY.
ROBERT H .  SMITH
to be Acting Captain.
The Reverend  FanDSSlpa  W. Tvczss
to be gonorery Chapla i.
By Order,
Jr. SANDRR8ON LYSTER., Captain,
Brigadf-Major.
Registrar  of Titles' Ofce,
Brisbane,  28t4 November, 1856.
NOTICE is hereb,yy give that I ilend, at} or
1 ! after, the 12th dal of December  east, in epn-
formity with the  provisions  of the 117th section of
The Real Prrrper_ty  pct of  1861," to issue, in the
names of George Harris, Jcthn Harris, and Henry
Buckley ,  a Provisional Certificate  of Title No.
77521 ,  for 1 rood 39 perches ,  allotment 6, section 9,
city of  Brisbane ,  parish of North Brisbane, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
Toluene 528, fo lio 11, the said original Certificate
of Title having been lost or nuslaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 28th November, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the 21st day of December next, in con-N
formitp with the provisions of the  117th  section of
" The Real  Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the
name of Thomas  Bridson Cribb,  a Provisional
Certificate of Title numbered 55560 for 210 acres,
selection 52, in the  Tenthill Acultural  Reserve,
and more particularly described in  Register  Book,
volume 375, folio  50, the  said original Certificate
of Title having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
SEVENTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of  "The
Real Property Acts  of '1861  and  1877,"  whose
names  were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on 2nd January, 1885.
Name.
Kendall, J. H. ...
Address.
Townsville.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 27th NovonOer, 1885.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified fur pub 0infoticn, that
T the Revdrep l (ILBBT HI'$, a Mtoislr of
the Church  of  England Denomination havi g fromTownsville, i  th  ]Registry
Distr
tof Townsville,  to Ingham ,  Lower Herbert River, in
the Registry District of Cardwell, has given me due
notice thereof,  in accordance with the provisions of
The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLQKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Under  Secretary for Railwa s' Office
Brisbane ,  27th Ngovembpr, 1885.
TEfI)BRS.
nsBNp $RS are  invited for the undermentioned Public Works .  For full particulars ,  see  Cvovernment
+ dazelte.
Nature of work.
Stores,  &e., required  for the  use of the Marlborough and
Burrum Railway
Also, for the Centred ilwsy, Boa)Ghampton ... ...
Also,  for the  Nozth rn Railway,  Townsville ...
Also,  for the Bunclaberg  R,ilway ... ...
Also, T imber required  fat t] We of the Central Railway,
Rockhampton J
Station Master's House,  Est ...
Rolling-Stock, Wagons,  Mackay Railway
Rolling-Stook,  Carriage,  Mackay Railway  ... ... ...
Construction of Contract  No. 1, North  Coast Railway ...
Date of  Gaselte  contain -  Place  and  Date to which Tender
ins original notice .  can be received.
14th November,  I685 I
Railway Offices,  Brisbane.
18th December, 1885.
21st November, INS  ( Railway  Office,  Brisbane,4th December, 1885.
ditto
ditto
ditto
Railway Office,  Brisbane.
11tU  December, 1886.]Railway Office,  Brisbane.
14th Deoembrr,1885.
(  Railway Office ,  Brisbane.
Z 22nd  December, 1885.
. A. H SUBERRT,
11ndeer Secretary for Railways.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. MUSORAVE, By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MmsGaAvn, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguishes Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.
 of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the authority in me vested ,
 I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a public Road.
85.26495-C. Sol.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE
 OF BOLD DEvIATIoNs IN  SELECTIONS Nos. 1645 AND 2142, RoCYHAIIPTON DIsrrtic , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Pariah of Yeppoon,  County of Livingstone ,
 District of Port Curtis.
Refer-
eace No. Description  of Road.
No. of Land Agent's
slelec- District.tion.
How Hold . Reputed Owner .  Bearing s. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area .  Remarb.
Cho. links .
 Links. A. R P.
1 A trian plar -pieee of land cut off
 the south -west 1646 Bockbaampten Freehold
 ... ...
 Will iam  French 8( °  38' S 701  Irregular
 ...  0 0  Wit. Selection  not fenced.
corner-of
 selection No. log Thurston
2 An irregular piece of land' out off the south-eut 2142 Ditto ... ... Conditional Wee- Ditto
 ... ...  21° 0 '
 8 47 Ditto
 ...  0 3 33 Dhto
corner of selection No. 2142 Lien,  "C. L. A. Act  246°  30' 4 89
of 1876"
S AMangular piece of lstnd-out :  of  the south -west 2142  Ditto ... ...  Ditto
corner of selection No. 2142.
Ditto ... ...  380° 0' 1 Ditto ... 0 3-17
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of November in the year of our
 Lord  one thousand eight hundred and eighty-fire, and in t. •
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD  SAY* =t Qousi
1972
Department
85-22177 - D.B.  Brisbane,
9th October, 1885.NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified fir general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Pub lic Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878;'  and all persons who way consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office ,  Toowoomba.
C. B. DUTTON.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF GOAD THROU GH SELECTIONS 688, 686 . AND 692, HELIDON DISTRICT,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Ravensbourne ,  County of Cavendish ,  District of Moreton.
d
181
8
Description of Road.
°o
riA
Date of
Application
of
Selection.
How held. ReputedOwner.
chs. lks .  Links .  A. R. P.
•1 From the reserved road 17 Hendon 3 Feb .,  1876 Homestead, Ellen Mc- Ellen 171° 33 '  5 19 100 2 0 0
easterly through se- iii 1875 Act Farlane, McFarlane 117° 43' 6 75
lection 688 to its east wife of 75°  25• 0 82
boundary Andrew 280 51' 7 48
McFarlane 60° 35' 0 35
An irregular piece of 16 '686 ditto ditto
land along and within
parts of the west and
north boundaries (at
the north -west cor-
ner) of selection 686
•2
•3 A strip of land one chain  22 692  ditto 4 Feb.,1876
wide  along  and with-
in part of the south
boundary of selection
892
Freehold ,  Thomas Thomas 360° 0 '  5 99 irregu-  1  6 0 0
Homestead , Murphy  Murphy i 59° 19•  5 82 lar
1875 Act 90° 14' 11 0
60° 50' 0 36
79° 11' 966
Homestead,
1875 Act
• Grazing land.
Description
and Situation of band.
Jobn Mc- John
Quillan McQuillan
900141 39 73 100
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."NOTIOE is hereby  given , that applications have been  made  for the  Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the  Lands hereinafter  mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given  below, and
any person desiring to oppose mast do so  by lodging  a Caveat  at my Office  on or before  the day  specified .
Name of Deeeased
Propri etor.
Rodger McQuillan, late
of Toowoomba, far-
mer
Rodger McQui ll an, late
of Toowoomba, far-
mer
Robe rt  Smith Love, late
of South Brisbane,
tailor
David Dickson,  late of
Charters Towers, pub-
lican
James McKenny ,  late of
Mackay ,  farmer
Christian Batzlofr, late
of Westbrook ,  farmer
John Allen ,  late of South
Brisbane ,  gentleman
Data of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
1878.
11 April  Mary Ann McQuillan,
of Toowoomba, widow
11 April  John McQuillan, of
Toowoomba ,  farmer
1883.
28 Sept. Margaret OuillandLove,
of South Brisbane,
widow
1881.
29 May Maude Heddle ,  wife of
Jas. Heddle ,  of George-
town, blacksmith, for-
merly widow of de-
ceased
1884.
16 April  Patrick McCluskey, of
Mackay ,  publican
1885.
20 June Caroline Batzloff, of
24 Aug.
Henry Emanuel Murray ,  24 0ct.
late of Brisbane, boot-
maker
1872.
John Garside ,  late of 4 Mar.
Cardwell, labourer
Francis  Clarke ,  late of
Bowen ,  surveyor
1884.
16 Dec.
Westbrook, widow
Christopher Hurwo rt h,
of Bowen Hills ,  gentle-
man, and Henry Her-
mann Simon, of South
Brisbane ,  gentleman
ElizaMary Corbett, wife
of James Corbett, of
Brisbane
Sarah ElizabethFernley
Garaide
Margaret  Clarke,  of Brie.
bane, widow
Occupier
or
Lessee.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
.m Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Particulars ofWill
or otherw ise.
1886.
Portion 1, parish of Crow's Nest Life Estate Will dated 8  April, 4 Jan.
1878
Portion 1, parish of Cro w's Nest Fee-simple Wil l dated 8 April, 4 Jan.
in remainde 1878
Subdivision 17 and re-subdivision
A of subdivisions 18 and 19 of
western suburban allotment 24,
South Brisbane
Allotment 4, section 3 ,  town of
Ravenswood
Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of por-
tion 162,  parish of Toombul
Portion 3034,  parish of West-
brook
1885.
Fee-simple As administratriz... 28 Dec.
1886.
Fee-simple As  administratrix... 11 Jan.
1885.
Fee-simple  Will dated 11 April,  28 Dec.
1884
1886.
Fee-simple As administratria... 4 Jan.
Subdivisions 13, 14,  38, and 37 of Fee-simple Will  dated 28 No- 1885.
suburban portion 84,  and sub- vember ,  1884 28 Dec.
divisions 392 to 397 of suburban
portion 85, parish of Yeerong-
pilly
Re-subdivision A of subdivision Fee-simple Will dated 6 Janu -  28 Dec,
16 of po rt ion 211, South Bris-  ary, 1874
bane
4 0
1886.
South -west half of all otment 8 of Fee -simple As heir -at-law  ...  11 Jan.
section 26,  parish of Pring
Allotment 2, section 43, north-
eastern half of allotment 4 of
section 41, subdivision 9 of allot-
ment 1 of section 84, and sub-
division 9 of allotment 1 of
section 66,  town of Bowen
Fee-simple Wil l dated 14 June ,  11 Jan.
1877
Registrar of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  28th November,  1885.  Registrar  of Titles.
1973
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 22nd Nov,, 11
Correspo  ,.1mg week last year
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ..
1885 -T  ital TrafFeto date ...
18.4-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
No. of !
n)Jfil=o
ror .
Pa ssengers '  0oodsand Live
Fares. Stock.
£ a. d.
663  2,070 19  7
553 1,751 14 8
319 4 11
&IARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending  22nd Nov., 1885 77
Corresponding  week last year... 77
Increase ... ... ... ...
Decrease ...
1885  - Total  Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ...
...
BUNDAEER G  RAILWAY.
Week  ending  22nd Nor., 1885
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1886-Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Decrease ...
S. d.  £  0. d.
66 43 10 4 102 9 7
66  55  18 2 97 2 11
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week  ending  22nd Nov., 1885
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease
...
1885 -Total Traffic to date1884-Ditto  ditto
Total Increase
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
£ a. d.
369 440 13 5
317 392 14 0
£ a. d.
239 7 10
216 16 2
Parcels and
miscellaneous. Total.
£  s. d. £ R. d.  £  it. d.
6,01417 10 167 6 8 7,24" 4 1
5,654 7 10 219 12  7 7'u.) 15 1
63910  0 62 - 511 382 1; 0
326,241 7
314,930 3 5
£11,311 4 2
£  S.  d. £ e. d. £ a. d.
515 10  10 27 14 5 782 13 1
636 9  1 27 10 1 880 15 4
22 11 8 0 4 4
12018 3 ...
...
6 6 8 ..
12* 7 10 ... 2 19 4 10 0 6
...
-98 2 3
40,737 4 7
35,627 17  8
£6,109 6 11
£  S. d. £ a. d.
3 8 6 149 8 5
6 7 10 159 8 11
£  a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
3,097 2 5 65 14 9  3,603 10  7
2,166 9 5  48 18  1 2,608 1 6
47 19 6 930 13 0 16 16 8 995 9 1
... ...
£ a. d.
397 12 0
356 0 4
Week ending 22nd Nov., 1885 170
Corresponding week  last year 127
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885- Total 'Iraffie to date ...1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
Week ending 22nd  Nov..  1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884--Ditto ditto ...
41 11 8
£ a. d.
2,183 16 3
1,116 1 4
...
7,884 2 6
8,749 2 10
£865 0 4
161,120 16 8
140,267 15 3
£20,853 1 6
£  s. d. £ a. d.
43 8 6 2,62415 9
53 8 0 1,525 9 8
1,067 13 11 1,099 6 1
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£  S.  d. I £ s. d.
31 1 51  4 3 43 2. 1
...
...
£ a. d.
2 18 10
81,385 5 8
55,346 0 8
£26,039 5 0
a. d.
97 6 2
£1,464 5 4
Total Increase ...
F. CUENOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
197 1
NOTICE.
'THE undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Queen's Warehouse at Townsville, will be sold by
public auction on 3rd January, 1886, under  clause 82 of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Data.  Bond Mark .  Import Mark.
1884.
126 October ... QW 1
26 October...
8 November
522 p
QW 11 2
522 1,
QW
530
1885.
5 January
11 February
23 March ...
4 April ...
11 May ...
3 June ...
28 June ...
1 July ...
1July ...
13 July
13 July ...
QW
551
QW
568
QW
592
QW
595
QW
F17
QW
623
QW
630
QW
633
QW
636
QW
642
QW
642
18 July ... Q,W
642
S August ... QW
650
21 August ... QW
655
Goods.
Brinsmead  ...  2 cases organs ... ...
ditto ...  2 „ pianos ... ...
A. McLean ...  1 parcel  clothing ...
Major Von 1 case effects ... ...
Kophingst
P. F. N. ... 1 „ bottled  fruits ...
Geo. Ingleson  ...  1 parcel tea samples ...
H. Jackson  ...  1
,,
drugs... ...
H 1 package posters ...
T
M 1 bag tinware... ...
T
Q N A C 5  cases chutney ...
I,AI 5 mats dates ... ...
J. B. Fry ... 1 parcel ... ...
No mark ... 1 box  glass ... ...
ditto ... 1 bag tinware ... ...
ditto ... 1 box boots ... ...
G. M. & Co. ... 1 ditto ... ...
H a over EC in 3 bags  sago ...
diamond over 8 „ tapioca ...
c c
Vessel .  Whq oe.
Moreton ... ... Brisbane.
... ditto ... ditto.
... Corea ... ... ditto.
... Whampoa ... ... Sydney-
...  Roma  ... ... London.
... Ranelagh ... ... Sydney.
... Warrego ... ... ditto.
.., Glanworth ... ... ditto.
...  Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
... Duke of Buckingham London.
...  Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
... Glanworth ... ... ditto.
... Archer  ... ... ditto.
... ditto ... ... ditto.
... ditto ... ...  ditto.
... Glanworth ... ...  Cooktown.
... De Bey ... ... Hongkong.
THO. KING,
Collector of  Customs.
H. M. Customs, Brisbane,
26th November, 1885.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Govern-
ment  Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Ditto
Date  of  Gazelle  contain-
ing original notice.
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Additions, Post and Telegraph Offices, Normanton ... ... 14th November, 1885 Post Office, Normanton.
Erection of New Court House, Charters Towers
Police Quarters, Aramac
Store, Etc., Water Supply Department, Winton
Place and Date to which Tenders
can be received.
4th December, 1885.
Works Office , Brisbane, and
Court House, Charters
Towers.
18th December, 1885.
rworks Office , Brisbane,
I  Police Station , Aramac,
... 21st November, 1885 j and Court House, Black-
Ditto
all.
18th December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court Houses, Winton and
Townsville.
t 18th December, 1885.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Archibald Meston, of Townsville,
journalist, an Insolvent.WHEREAS at a meeting of creditors heldunder this insolvency on the twelfth day
of November instant, pursuant to notice given in
the  Gazette,  it was resolved by a majority in
number and three-fourths in value of the
creditors then present or duly represented at the
said meeting, that the following scheme for the
settlement of the affairs of the Insolvent be
adopted ,  viz.:-
" That the order of adjudication in this estate be
annulled conditionally upon the pa' ment by or on
behalf of the Insolvent of the full amount of the
Insolvent 's liabilities which have been proved in
the estate ,  without interest  ;  such amount to be
paid to the Official Trustee within seven days from
the date of such resolution, or receipts for the same
to be produced to him within that time.
" That the Official Trustee be authorised to carry
such scheme into effect."
And whereas the Court approving of such scheme,
did testify such approval by His Honour Mr.
Justice Mein signing the instrument containing the
terms of such scheme of settlement.
And whereas Archibald Meston bath applied to
this Court to annul the adjtldieation accordingly.
It is hereby ordered that the adjudication made
against  the said Insoivent be, and the same is
hereby annulled.
Given under the Seal-of the Court ,  this twentieth
day of November,  A.D. 1885.
By the Court,
ALFk 0 DQW14,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Cotirt of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. Jusrica HABDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Cahill Lonergan ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  commission  agent, by
the said William Cahill Lonergan.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,JJ it is ordered that the said William Cahill
Lonergan be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Officiai
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General )Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Cahill Lonergan. for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Ninth day of December, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is farther
ordered that the said William Cahill Lonergan shall,
on the Seventh day of December, 1885,  at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kited, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors ,  and of  the causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
H. C. BBESTON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition  of James Johnston,
of Melbourne street ,  South Brisbane, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  grocer and produce
dealer ,  for an order of adjudication of insol-
vency  against himself.
j j PON  the hearing  of this  Petition this day, it is
l ordered that the said James Johnston be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said James
Johnston, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Prince al Registrar, Supreme
Court, Brisbane. on the Seventh day of Decem-
ber, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James
Johnston shall, on the Fifth day of Decem-
ber, 1885 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the  Trustee in
this  Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
WILSON AND WILSON,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JvsTICz HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Alexander Frazier Gregson, of Red
Hill, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
carrier , by the said William Alexander Frazier
Gregson.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said William Alexander
Frazier Gregson be, and is hereb adjudged insol-
vent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  Arid it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said 'William Alexander Frazier
Gregson, for the eleotlon of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Third day of Deoeniber, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said William Alexander Frazier Gregson shall,
on the First day of December ,  1885 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-fifth day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the  Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against
Joseph L ourai,  of Normanton, publican, by
Robert Raf ,  of Normanton, trading as " Raff
and Company ,"  merchants.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged  to have been committed by the said Joseph
Lourai having been  given , it is ordered that the
said  Joseph Lourai  be, and he is  hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that  James  Stockwell ,  Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his  Estate . And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Joseph Lourai, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Third day of December 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And' it is
further ordered that the said Joseph Lourai shall,
on the Second day of December, 1885, at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement ,  verified  on oath, of his
debts  and liabilities  of every kind,  and of the
1976
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of his  inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under  the Seal  of the Court, this sixteenth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
G. A. ROBERTS AND Lim,
Applicants' Solicitor.
Agent-
JAMES  PETRIE,
Solicitor, Bowen.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JuSTIOE HARDING.
In the  Matter  of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Marlow, of To,)woomba, in the Colony
of Queensland, contractor, by Thomas Marlow.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said Thomas Marlow
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James  Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General  Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Marlow ,  for the election  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the First day of December, 1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Thomas Marlow shall, on the thirtieth
day of November, 1885,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his  debts and liabili-
ties of  every kind ,  and of  the names and residences,
so far as known, of  his creditors ,  and of  the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-third ay of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
C. H. BoYDE MACKAY,
Insolvent 's Solicitor,
Toowoomba.
By ESNEST  WINTER,
Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Frederic Jensen and George Henry
Wall, of Townsville, lately carrying on buss.
ness  as builders and contractors, by themselves.
UU PON the hearing of this Petition this day,it is ordered that the  said  Henry Frederic
Jensen and George Henry Wall be, and are hereby
adjudged insolvent ,  and that James Stockwell,
Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of their Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Henry
Frederic Jensen and George Henry Wall, for the
election of a Trustee . be held  at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Eleventh day of
Novem ber,  1885, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Henry
Frederic Jensen and George Henry Wall shall,
on the Tenth day of November, 1895, at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of their
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences ,  so far as' known ,  of their creditors,
and of the causes of their inability to meet their
engagements.
Given under the  Seal  of the Court, this twenty-
second day of October, 1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of James Hurley, of Walkerston, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper and
publican, trading as "James Hurley and Co.,"
an Insolvent.
CHARLES HENRY  BIDDOES EAGLES, of
Mackay .  in the  Colony of  Queensland,
accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the pro-
perty of the Insolvent. -
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent mu,t
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this 20th day of November, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Principal Registrar.
FRANK  'H. SMITH,
Solicitor for Trustee,
Mackay.
By DALY  AND  HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1969 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of George Albert Green, of Rock.
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, the
surviving partner of the late firm of George
Albert Green and Lawrence Green, trading
together in partnership under the style or firm
of " Green and Company, "  at Rockhampton
aforesaid ,  as general merchants and shipowners,
an Insolvent.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in theColony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All perso  ,  s having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must de liver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of November, 1845
WILLM. BELL,
Principal Registrar.
DALY  AND HELLICAB,
Solicitors  for Trustee,
Brisbane.
1970 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Stevenson Dairs, of
Cairns, storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.A SECOND and Final Dividend of Is .  O;d. in
the B is now payable at my Office on all
debts proved and admitted.
W. POCOCK,
Trustee.
Brisbane Exchange,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
1956 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas  Ascot  Lake , of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  shipowner, an
Insolvent.
A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  on preferentialclaims only,  at the rate of 17s. 6d. in the I!,
is now payable at my  office, Cooktown.
1987
JOHN DAVIS,
Trustee of the above  Estate.
4s.
1977
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Ah Yen, of Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent ; and in the matter of Long Kee, of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, an Insolvent, trading together at
Townsville aforesaid as "Sun Bow  Yick and
Co.," and at Charters Towers as " Yick Kee
and Co.," storekeepers.CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in theColony of Queensland,  commission agent,
has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of November, A.D.
1885.
WILLM. BELL,
CHAMBERS,  B2UCE ,  AND McNAB,
Solicitors  for the  Trustee.
Queen  street,  Brisbane.
1984 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Arthur George Anderson, of
Mitche ll, wheelwright ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 1s. Slid. in the
£, is now payable at this Office upon debts
proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chaml_ ers,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1886.
1975
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Hicks ,  of Toowoomba,
tanner ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
3s. 2d .  in the £ ,  is now payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  26th Novepiher, 1885.
1974
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John McKay, of Gympie,  miner,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final  Dividend, at the rate of
1s. 8d. in the £, is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.
1973
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Jane Hillard ,  of Bundaberg,
insolvent.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend in the above
Estate of 2s. 7d .  in the £ is now payable at
my Office on all debts proved and admitted.
Dated this  24th day  of November, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street, Brisbane.
1963 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tn the  Matter of Robert John Gamble ,  of Towns-
ville,  fitter and boiler maker, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 31st day of August, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
14th day of December proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 24th day of November, 1885.
1982 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Simpson, of Cairns,
boatman ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be decla red inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 13th day of February, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
14th day of December proximo will be excluded.
J. B. H ALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Registrar.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  24th day of November, 1885.
1981 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Edwin Knowles ,  of Roma,
painter ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 5th day of October, 1885.
Creditors  who have not  proved their debts by the
1st day  of December proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 20th day of November, 1885.
1976 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Govham Alley, Junior, of
Springsure .  mail contractor ,  an Insolvent.ADIVIDEND is intended to be declared in`l the matter  of the  abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the-6th day of March, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
7th day of December proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 24th day of November, 1888.
1977 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of ,  William Turnbu ll, of Roma,
clei'k ,  an Insol vent
A
DIVIDEND  is 'intended to  be  declared in
tl}e matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 22nd day of July, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
7th day of Decem ber proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
48.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 24th day of  November, 1885.
1978 4s.
1978
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John  Stockall, of Stanwe ll,
farmer ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adj udicated on the 11th day of May, 1$85.
Creditors who have not  proved their debts by the
7th day of December proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutatyche  Chambers,
Brisbane , 20th day of  November, 1885.
1979 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Joseph  Andrew Row, of Towns-
ville, jeweller ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter  of the  abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the 26th day of August, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
7th day of  December proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwvche Chambers,
Brisbane, 20th day of November, 1885.
1980 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Henderson, of Ipswich,
insolvent.
A FTRST and Final Dividend in the aboveEstate of  12s. in  the £ is now payable at
m Office on all  preferential  claims proved and
admitted.
Dated this 24th day of November, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen  street, Brisbane.
1962 as. 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAt JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Rossborough, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, store.
man, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days fron} the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court. that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Alexander Roasborough, deceased,
may be granted to Ernestine Rossboro h, of
Brisbane, widow, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November, 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1951
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Goddard, late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, carter,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen clays from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Frederick Goddard, deceased, may
be granted to Rees Rutland Jones, of Rockhampton
aforesaid, solicitor, and James Frederick Fisher, of
the same place, clerk, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated this twentieth day of November,  A.D. 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
1967
queen  street, Brisbane,
Proctors  for the Executors.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Karl Marx ,  late of Pimpama
Island ,  in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands of the abovenamed Karl
Marx,  deceased .  who died intestate,  may be granted
to Wilhelmine Marx, of Rimpama Island ,  spinster,
the sole surviving sister of the said deceased.
Dated the twelfth day of  November, A D. 1885.
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Proctor for the said Wilhelmine Marx,
1971
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Andrew Watson ,  late of Edward
street ,  Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
and formerly of Coatsbridge ,  Lanarkshire,
Scotland ,  clerk ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  ex-piration of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court ,  that  Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed  Andrew  Watson ,  deceased,
may be granted to  James Stewart , of Fortitude
Valley,  Brisbane aforesaid ,  Presbyterian Minister,
the sole Executor and Trustee mentioned in said
Will.
Dated this 26th day of November, A.D. 1885.
HERBERT  EDWA1ID SMITH,
1972
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said James Stewart.
6s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Joseph 8trin ellow, Into  of Roma,
in the Cblosiy of Queensland,  engineer,
deceased.OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of foqrteen days fro the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the will of
the abovenamed  Joseph String fellow, deceased,
may be granted to John Smith, of Ipswich, in the
said Colony,  engine -driver, and David Kerr, of
Maryborough , in the said  colon , stonemason, the
Executors named in the said will.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-fifth day of
November, A.D. 1885.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
1989 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Martin Edward Carroll,  late of
Widgee Station,  near  Gympie, in the Colony
of Queensland,  stockman , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Martin Edward Carroll, who died
intestate, may be granted to Elizabeth Carroll, of
Gympie, in the said colony, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Gympie, this sixteenth day of Nov-
ember, 1885.
FRANCIS I. POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Elisabeth Carroll.
195T 6s,
1979
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander Compton, late of Cook-
town, in the Colony of Queensland, saddler,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland  Gorernment
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Alexander Compton, deceased, may be
granted  to Miriam Compton, of Cooktown, in the
colonp aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, the
sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of November, A.D.
1885.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Proctor for the said Miriam Compton,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents--
CZaMBERS, BRvca ,  and McNAN,
Solicitors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1985 6s 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL -JURISDICTION.
In the Goods  of John Dean Fulton,  late  of Mary-
borough. in the Colony of Queensland, grocer,
deceased,  intestate.
'NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days  from the publication
hereof,  application  will be  made to the said Hon-
ourable Court,  that Letters of Administration of
all  the goods,  chattles, credits,  and effects of the
abovenamed John Dean Fulton ,  deceased, who died
intestate ,  may be granted  to Norah  Fulton, of
Maryborough,  in the said colony,  the lawful  widow
and relict of the said deceased.
Dated at Maryborougb ,  this seventeenth day of
November ,  . D. 1886.
MORTON AND POWERS,
1954
Wharf  street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Norah Fulton.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of George Price, late of Ann street,
Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor ,  deceased, intestate.PURSUANT to  " he Trustees and IncapacitatedPersons Act of  1867,"  Notice is hereby given,
that all  creditors and other persons having any
claims or demands against the Estate of  George
Price ,  late of Ann  street,  Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  contractor ,  deceased, in-
testate, of whose Estate Letters of Administration
were duly granted to Martha Ann  ]Price ,  widow of
the said George Price, on the fourth day of Novem-
ber, 1885 ,  are required to send ,  in writing, par-
ticulars of their claims or demands to the under-
signed ,  at their Ofce ,  Bazaar street ,  Maryborough
aforesaid ,  on or before the Fourteenth day of
January ,  1866 .  And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last -mentioned day
the said Martha Ann Price will proceed to dis-
tribute the assets of the said George Price,
deceased ,  amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said
Martha  Ann Price shall then have had such notice,
and that the said  Martha  Ann Price will not be
liable for the assets or any part thereof so dis-
tributed to any person of whose claim the said
Martha Ann Price shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty -fourth day of November, 1885.
POWER AND JENSEN,
Bazaar street ,  Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Martha  A nn Price.
1966 lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
John Joseph Power, Joseph Henry Little, and
John ]Robb Baxter  Bruce v. Paul Hunter.
To ALL PERSONS  CONCERNHD.
TAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facial  has
been issued upon a Judgment  obtained by
the Plaintiff  in the  above action ,  and that all the
right, title,  and inte re st  (if any) of the said Paul
Hunter,  under and  by virtue of an Agreement
dated the tenth day of September , 18t84, made
between  C. C. Rawlins, John Joseph Power, Joseph
Henry Little, and John Robb Baxter Bruce of the
first part , Paul Hunter of the second  part, and
John Graham and Charles Frederick Gataker of
the third part , relating to subdivisions  16 and 17 of
portion 2, county of March, parish of Urangan,
being the lands  described in Certificates of Title
numbers 67702 and 67703, Volume 426, Folios 182
and 183.
Will be sold by the  Sheriff  of Queensland, by
public  auction, at Lennon 's Hotel, George  street,
Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the fifth day of January,
1886,  at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless  this  Execution
is previously  satisfied.
1986
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of  Queensland.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In thg Estates of  Ali Sow ,  late of Charters Towers ;
Ah Sam,  alias  tee Sam ,  late of Bundaberg ;
Joseph Harcourt  !aker , late of Charters
Towers  ; William Bell,  late of Emu Park ;
John Canty (supposed ),  late of Charleville ;
John, Prier, late of Sydney ; Robert J. Garnett,
late of Cooktown ; Joseph Ha lloran,  late of
Mackay ;  William Frederick Jolly, late of
Clun7 ;  Robert Johnson, late of Morinish ;
Patrichh  K ing, late of Clermont ;  John :eiller,
late of  Gy;nple ; David Lennox,  late of  Thurs-
day Island  ;  Thomas Murray,  late of Maxwell-
ton ; Thomas Marsden ,  late of Happy  Valley ;
George  Moore,  late of Caiwaroo ;  George
Martin ,  late of Victoria Plantation ; Jerry
Mahony, late of Alick 's Creek ;  John McIntosh,
late of Charters Towers  ;  Patrick McKenna,
late of Bowen;  John Houston McGregor, late of
Millchester  ; John O' Sullivan, late of South
Brisbane  ; John  Adolphus Parise ,  late of
Blackall  ; Peter Peterigo,  late of Cooktown ;
Henry Roberts, late of  ` reviot Creek ; John
.)ieynolds, late of Blderalie  ;  William Small-
wood,  late of Grandchester;  William Simmons,
late of '  Townsville  ;  Heinrich Shulz, late of
Woogaroo  ;  James Talbot, late of Roma ;
Mervyn Wilson,  late of Rockhampton.PUE.UANT to-The Intestacy  Act of  1877," all
persons having any claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed deceased persons are
to come in and prove their  debts  at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before the
Twenty -fourth day of January next ,  or in default
they  will  be peremptorily excluded from all bene-
fits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  24th November, 1885.
1960
G. H. NEWMAN.
Curator of Intestate Estates.
12s. 6d.
TOOWOOMBA CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY,
LIMITED, IN LIQUIDATION.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.NOTICE is hereby  given , that at a GeneralMeeting of the Shareholders of he Too-
woomba Co-operative Society, held on Saturday
evening last at  the Society' s Store, Russell  street,
Toowoomba, the following Extraordinary Resolu-
tions  were passed :-
" That it  has been  proved to our  satisfaction that
the Company  cannot , by reason of its  liabilities,
1980
continue in business ,  and that it is desirable to
wind -up the same.
" That  Messrs. Hodgen and Hunt  be the Liqui-
dators."
The creditors ,  to all of whom a copy of the above
resolutions have been sent, are invited to convene
a meeting to sanction the above resolutions and
appoint some gentleman as valuator in whom they
have con fidence to confer with and advise us in the
matter as early as possible ,  and fixing his remu-
neration at such value as they deem fair and  re ason-
able, so that the stock may be disposed of to the
best advantage ,  under the approval of their own
representative.
WILLIAM  HODGEN.
DARIUS HUNT.
W. S. GIRD,
Manager.
Toowoomba, 25th November, 1885.
1965
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881.
MARSUPIAL BOARD, SOUTH
BELYANDO.
TT is hereby notified for the information of Land,Cattle, and Sheep Owners , also Pastoral
Lessees residing in the South Belyando District,
that the Members of the Board duly constituted
under the above Act for the said Marsupial Dis-
trict, have fixed the Assessment for the ensuing
s:x months at the following  rate , viz.Sheep, per 100 head ... ...  2s.Cattle and Horses,  per 20 head  ... ...  2s.
Or for every  square mile  country ... 2s.
Assessment  must  be paid to the nearest Clerk
of Petty  Sessions  within two months from the date
hereof.
By order  of the Board,
FRANK LEYSLEY,
Clermont, 11th November, 1885.
1955 6s.
"THE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLANDREGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, William  street, Brisbane.
Price, Is. 6d; posted, Is. 9d.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I'r
is hereby notified for  general information,
that  applications  under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may  consider their interests
affected  thereby  are required  to transmit to this
Department  their objections , in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ingham and Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAI s TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  A.  F.
About
1 The Colonial Part of the road separa- Cordelia 10 0 0
sugar ting selection 109 from
Refining selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek and reserved
through selection 109
2 The The road separating selec -  Cunning- 6 1 15
Glengallan tion  1741,  Warwick Dis- ham
Divisional  trict ,  fro m part of selec-
Board on tion 866
account of
Pat ri ck
Horan
3 Ditto ,  on Parts of the road separa -  Ditto  ...  7 2 35
account of ting portion 137 fro m
John pre-emptive portion 68
Donald and part of selection 865
Macansh
The closure of these roads  is proposed  to be carried out in con-
nection with  the opening of another road.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING RESERVE FOR LANDS DE#'ART-
MENT, MELLUM CKEEK.
FENDERS will be received at this Office until
4 o'clock p.m. on TUESDAY, the 15th
December, from persona willing to contract for the
erection of 420 Rods of Fencing round the Reserve
for the use of the Lands Department at Mellum
Creek.
Separate Tenders required for two rails and
post and four  wires  and post respectively.
PETER MCLEAv,
Land Commissioner.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
V N
SALE, at the Government Printing Off ce
in Damphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with " Regulations for tJ'e
kanagement  of the Gold Fields of the wh )]e of tl e
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, V.
additional.
8s.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
N OW published,  at the Government Printing Office, Willia str et ,  Brisbane, " Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &o.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony,  9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, 1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
NOTICE.
DOUNDKEEPERS and others are  requested ,when
I.  describing brands, to make a 3istinotion between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered  Brand" &fter thedesoription of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear theordinary type
Secretary.
only  will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street ,  Brisbane, A SyNoP-
SIS OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phmno amous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland  ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera ,  and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk .  Manson
Bailey ,  F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy ,  half-bound .  Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
19.  10d .,  to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s.  84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PBINTNR  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885.  S s. d.
Nov. 21.- Morton and Powers ... ... 0 6 6
„ 21.-H. Yeoman ... ... ... ... 0 8 8
23.-South Belyando  Marsupial Board 0 7 6
„ 23.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
23.-J. Gordon ... ... ... ... 0 2 7
23.-Townsville Bulletin ... ... 18 2 0
23.-G. H .  M. King ... ... 0 0 8
25.-J. McAuley ... ... ... 0 9 0
25.-F. W. Dean ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-W. Hodgen... ... ... ... 0 8 0
26.-C. Fifoot ... ... ... ... 0 6 026.-J. Stockwell ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-Wallambilla Divisional Board ... 0 7 1
27.-G. Hadley ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
27.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
1951
mpounbingit.
fW Po undkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stuck will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING pun ANIMAL;  and no such
Advertisement  will be  inserted  in  the Gazette  unless
accompanied  by a remittance  ssjcient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Bollon,  from Tilquin , on the 17th
November ,  1885, by order of John Came ron,
Esquire .  Driving ,  2d. per head.
One white cow, both ears marked ,  CW7 near ribs.
One white cow, both ears marked ,  CW7 near ribs.
One white cow, both ears marked ,  C W 7 near ribs.
One red and white cow, both ears marked, CW7 near
ribs.
One roan and white bullock ,  both ears marked, over
B over diamond near rump, 7 off rump.
One red bullock,  AD9 near ribs, CW7 off rump.
One bald -faced  bullock, CW7  near ribs ,  both ears
marked.
One bald- faced bullock ,  CW7 near ribs ,  both ears
marked.
One bald-faced bullock,  CW7 near ribs,  both ears
marked.
One bald -faced bullock ,  CW7 near ribs ,  both ears
marked.
One  roan and white  bullock, CW7  near ribs ,  both ears
marked.
One white  bullock, CW7  near ribs ,  both ears marked.
One roan bullock, JB over ti near rump ,  W off loins,
B near ribs.
One white bullock ,  3QM off rump ,  both ears marked.
One bald -faced bullock ,  indistinct brand near ribs and
loin ,  off ear marked.
If not released on or before the 27th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1958
JAMES McAULEY, Poundkeeper.
16s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, by order
of the General  Inspector.  Damage, 5s.
One black mare, 2JY  near  shoulder,  391 near neck, star,
near  hind foot white.
If not released on or  before the  5th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1968
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Mount Corni
Station, on the 16th November, 1885, by order
E. R. Edkins, Esquire. Driving, 6d each.
One like yellow-roan working bullock, cocked horns,
4SA over 1 EW (registered brands) off quarte .
One red and white working bullock, white face, cocked
hoans, CPI over CP6 off ribs, JEW (registered
brand) near ribs, rear ear marked.
One roan working bullock, near horn broken, R8A
(registered brand) off quarter, near ear marked.
One red and white working bullock, F88 over like 4UC
(registered brand) near ribs, hoop horns, piece off
off horn.
If not  released  on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
1959 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the grass pad-
dock of James Philp, Esq., Gatton, on 17th Novem.
ber, 1885. Damages and driving, 4s. 6d. per head.
One black and white  steer,  FlU off ribs.
One strawberry cow, RA with blotched number off
rump.
One strawberry bullock, like P7M off rump.
One red and white cow, indistinct brands with P off
ribs, both ears marked ; strawberry heifer calf at
side.
One white  steer , TA3 off ribs, half and slit off ear.
One brown steer, like Y with 00 or CO off ribs.
Also, from Westbrook  Station, Oaky Creek division,
on 20th November, 1885. Driving, 3s. per head.
One white steer, red ears, like GEO near rump (theB reversed).
One white cow, I VM under heart 4 heart near rump,
like WAS off ribs.
One strawberry heifer, T8D off rump.
One red and white steer, QT7 near rump, both ears
marked.
One red and white cow, no visible brands ; calf at side.
One strawberry cow, no visible brands  ;  calf at side.
One white steer,  T9A off rump.
One red and white heifer, J9 with blotch off ribs.
One white cow, 9TK off rump ; calf at side.
If not  released  on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
19s.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
1988
Printed and Published by JAMS$ C.  MAY,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  28th November, 188.5.
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THE following List of Accepted Tenders
for general information.
Name and Residence of
Contractor.
Benjamin Markwell,
Esk
Alexander McCallum,
Brisbane
Alexander Eastaughfie,
Murwillumbah
W. Keating, Port
Douglas
M. A. Carroll, Cook-
town
J. H. Hooper, Ips-
wich
G. Holt, Kholo .
Charles Droughton,
Toowoomba
J. Gleeson, Crow's
Nest
Geo. Stewa rt, Too-
woomba
Sam. Black , Dalby ...
R. L. Steley, Howard
J. Rogers, St. George
Wm. Black, Green
Lake, Rockhampton
om
Service.
h
Post and Telegraph Department,
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st November, 1885.
for the Conveyance of Mails during 1886-7-8 is published
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
2 Brisbane, Tingalpa, and Cleve-
land ; and
Cleveland and Redland Bay...
7 Brisbane and Gympie ...
8 Tallebudgera and Murwillum-
bah
13 Port Douglas Post Office and
the Wharf
15 Cooktown and Bloomfield
River,  via  Riverview, Helen-
vale, and South Lea
18 Ipswich Post Office and the
Railway Station, and to
clear letter-boxes of guards'
vans
20 Ipswich and Kholo (Clegg's)...
25 Toowoomba Post Office and
the Railway Station
26 Crow's Nest, Emu Creek, and
Nukinenda, to return by
Eskdale
27 Toowoomba and Drayton ...
Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
teRa
per Annum.D+
Daily ... ... Coach
Twice a week ... Horse
Three times a week Coach
Threetimesaweek Horse
To and from every Dray
vessel carrying
mails
Once  a week ...
£ s. d.
Three 195 0 0
Three 1,400 0 0
Three 96 0 0
Two 12 10 0
Horse ... Three 129 0 0
To meet every Spring cart... .Once 120 0 0
train
Once a week ... Horse .. Three 12 0 0
To and from every Spring cart... Two 99 10 0
train
Once a week ... Horse ... Three 38 0 0
Twice a day, ex-
cept Sunday
34 Dalby Post Office and the To meet every
Railway Station train
37 Dalby and Gayndah, via Jim- Once  a week ...
bour, Burrandowan, Boon-
doomba, and Cooranga
38 Howard Post Office and the To meet every
Railway Station train
40 St. George and Mungindi,  via  Twice a week ...
Ballagna, Nindigully, and
Dareel
44 Rockhampton and Yaamba, via' Once a week ...
Green
Lake, Canal Creek,The Oaks, and Canoona
Diggings
Horse ... One 40 0 0
Buggy ...
Horse ... One 190 0 0
Horse or One 60 0 0
buggy
Light buggy Two 400 0 0
Horse ... One 88 0 0
* Not yet finally settled.
219
1984
Name  and Residence of
Contractor.
W. E. Perry and John
Hollamby, Gladstone
W. B. Anderson, St.
George
H. Randall, Mary-
borough
Wright,  Heaton, and
Co., Rockhampton
John Adair, St. Law-
rence
G. Graham, Rock-
hampton
C. Thomas, Leyburn
J. B. White, Western
Creek
H. Lincoln , Mitchell
T. Ramsay, Bowen ...
W. Bourke, Taroom...
M. Kelly , Gladstone
G. B. Aubrey, Charters
Towers
A. A. Rolfe, Thorn-#an's Gap, Towns-
ville
W. Robertson, Dalby
W. Hann, Dalrymple
W. Hann, Dalrymple
J. Parker, Clare
Cobb and Co., Brisbane
J. C. Skene, Ingham
ACCEPTED  TENDERS  for CONVEYANCE of MAILS,  1886-7-8-continued.
o .
s. d
E
z
Service. Frequency.
if ode of
Conveyance.
o Rate
per Annum.
s. d.
47 Elliott and Gladstone ,  via  Gin Twice a week, but Horse  ...  Three 330 0 0
Gin, Walla, Waroo, Gaeta, once only with
Rodd's Bay, and Boyne Gaeta
49
River
St. George and Curriwillinghi,
via  Boombah, Doondi, Curri-
wildi, Nee Nee, Boorimberra,
and Fnraha
Once a  week ... Horse, or Three
buggy when
required
145 0 0
59 Maryborougb Post Office and To  meet steamers  Dray ... Three 85 0 0
the Wharf and vessels car-
rying mails
60 Rockhampton Post Office and To meet every Spring van ... One 100 0 0
Railway Station, and the  train  and every
Post Office and the Wharf ; vessel convey-
and clear pillar-boxes, also ing mails
to carry Post Office stores,
furniture, &c., as required
66 St. Lawrence and Clermont, Once a week
via  Waverley, Lotus Creek,
Croydon, Lake Station, Con-
nor's Gap, Rookwood, Bom-
bandy, Leichhardt Downs,
Cotherstone, and Huntley
Downs
... Horse ... Three 160 0 0
69 Gladstone and Rockhampton, Once a week ... Coach ... Three 175 0 0
via  Calliope Post Office,
Mount Larcombe, Raglan,
and Atherton
75 Warwick and Leyburn,  via  Once a week ... Coach ... One 60 0 0
Sandy Creek Receiving
Office, South Toolburra Re-
ceiving Office, and Darkey
Flat Receiving Office
78 Umbiram, and Boondandilla, Once a week
via  St. Ronan's, St. Helen's,
Beauaraba, Yandilla, Lemon
Tree, Pine Creek, Western
Creek, Dunmore, Warr
Warr and Junction
... Horse ... Two 125 0  0
79 Mitchell DownsandWestgrove, Once a week ... Horse ... Three 130 0 0
via  Warroonga, Kilmorey,
Toolumbilla, Womblebank,
and Merivale
80 Bowen and Mackay,  via  New- Once a week ... Horse ... Three 150 0 0
stead, Glencoe, Ben Lomond,
Gordon's Glen, Crystal Brook,
Crystal Brook Plantation
(Glen Isla), Happy Valley,
Bromby Park, Bloomsbury,
St. Helen's, Jolimount,
Hampden, and Cook's Station
88 Taroom and Bauhinia Downs, Once a week ... Horse ... Three 78 0 0
via  Palm-tree Creek, Gwam-
begwyne, Ghinghinda, Coo-
rada, Zamia, and Fairfield
(subject to re-arrangement)
89 Gladstone and Kroombit,  via  Once a weekTen- mile Creek, Boyne Reef,
Mann's, Riverston, Barmun-
doo, Milton Station, Norton,
and Cania
... Horse ... Three 120 0 0
91 New Hidden Valley (Mount Once  a week  ...  Horse  ... Three 195 0 0
Wyatt)  and Doongmabulla,
ria Conway 's, Yacamund'a,
The Bridge ,  Bowman's,
Mount Douglas ,  and Bulli
Creek
94 Townsville and Dalrymple ,  via  Once a week
Thornton 's Gap, Star River,
and Dotswood
... Horse ... Two 195 0 0
97 Pentland and Georgetown,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... Three 900 0 0
Upper Cape, Lolworth, Car-
goon, Wandoo Vale, Craigie,
Pandanus Creek, Lyndhurst,
Carpentaria Downs, and
Charleston
97 Dalrymple and Wandoo Vale, Once a week ... Horse ... Three 150 0 0
via  Hillgrove, Bluff Downs,
and Maryvale
99 Charters Towers and Cargoon, Once a week ... Horse ... Three 200 0 0
via  Dalrymple, Southwick,
and Nulla Nulla Hotel
99n Cargoon and Hughenden,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... Three 200 0 0
Reedy Springs, Mount Emu
Plains, Mount Sturgeon, and
Wnngalee
99A Hughenden and Richmond Once a week ... Coach ... Three 400 0 0
Downs,  via  Telemon, Mara-
thon, and Moselle Downs
101 'Dungeness and Ingham ... Twice a week ... Boat to Gair- Two 200 0 0
loch,thence
by spring
cart
1986
Name and  Residence of
Contractor.
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CONVEYANCE Of MAILS,  1886 -7-8-continued.
om
M p
x
Wm. Wade, Ingham 102 Cardwell  and Junction Creek
Telegraph Station,  via  Her-bert Vale, Lake  Lucy, Glen
Dhu Police  Barracks , Valley
of Lagoons ,  and Roselle
Plains
Michael Kelly, Glad- 103 Gladstone and Banana ,  via  Cal-
stone liope Diggings ,  East Stowe,
Letter- box near  Galloway
Plains, Catfish, Upper Cal-
liope Station ,  Mount Alma,
Iona, Dungaree, Callide,
Kroombit, Prairie, Kooingal,
and Barfield
M. Bennett, Mount 104A Gayndah and Mount Perry,
Perry via Wetheron
John Barry, Duaringa 109 Duaringa and Springsure, via
Pearl Creek, Waruona,,
Barangah, Bauhinia Downs,
R ll t Albi i Do es on, n owns,a
Meteor Downs, Oilon
Downs, Wealwandangie,
Spring Creek Cardbeign,
and Rainsworth
R. T. Veivers, South-
port
W. Sinclair, Tiaro ...
M. Kelly, Gladstone...
R. Bellingham ,  Green-
mount
D. McLennan, Mount
Perry
Cobb and Co.,B*bane
G. T. Mould, Texas...
C. Jansen, Whitestone
H. A. Adams, Spring-
sure
H. Markwell, Beau-
desert
M. A. Carroll, Cook-
town
Wright,  Heaton, and
Co., Brisbane
P. Connell, Southbrook
H. Day, Albany Creek
W. A. Nason, Ipswich
C. R. Baker, Warwick
J. Heliron, St. Law-
rence
H. Russell, Windorah
111A Ashmore and Southport,  via
Benowa and Bundall
116 Tiaro and Teebar,  via  Glenbar
119
Service.
and Gigoomgan , returning  via
Teebar Mine ,  Cli fton, and
Ellerslie
Bundaberg and Gladstone,  via
Kolan Saw -mills, Kolan,
Littabella,  Baffle Creek,
Taunton, Erimbula ,  Rodd's
Bay, and Boyne River
125 Greenmount and Emu Crepk
Post Office,  tiia Mount
Sibley
130 Mount  Perry Post Oiice and
Railway Station
133 Thargomindah and Adavale...
136
143
149
150
151
154
155
157
158
161
162
Kilkivan Junction and Dick-
abram (Kilkivan Railway
Line), and to conduct Post
Office at the  latter place
Stanthorpe and Texas,  via
Pikedale, Pike's Creek, and
Glenlyon
Gatton and Whitestone,  via
Tent Hill, Ma Ma Creek,
and Upper Tent Hill
Springsure and Tambo ...
Village of Logan  and Beau-
desert,  via  Jimboomba and
Veresdale
Cooktown and Normanby
Reefs
Townsville Post Office, Wharfs
and Railway Station ; and
to clear  pillar-boxes
Umbiram and Southbrook
Bald Hills and Albany Creek
Ipswich and Undullah, via
Ripley, Bundamba Lagoon,
England 's Gap ,  and Rice's
Selection
Warwick and Elbow Valley,
via  Lord John' s Swamp and
Lucky Valley
163 Copperfield and Avon Downs,
via  Clermont, Native Bee,
Gregory's Creek, Lanark
Downs, and Elgin Downs
164A Isisford and Windorah,  via
G. Drysdale, Coomera 168
*
R. Abbs,  Maryborough
M. Farre ll, Rosewood
Wm. Moloney, Gomo-
ron
170
Ta)kindilly  Louisa *el  Downs,
Sedan, ford Downs
Retreat , and Hammon
Downs
Coomera Township and
Spencer 's (Fern Hi ll  ),  via
Coomera
Thornborough and Union
Camp,  via  Watsonvi lle and
Stewa rt Town
171 Maryborough and Pialba ...
172 Rosewood and Tarampa,  via
Talle alla and Minden
175 GowrieJunction and Gomoron,
via  Meringandan and Glen-
coe
Frequency. Mode ofConveyance.
E
Fortnightly  ... Horse ... Two
Once a week ... Horse  ...  Three
Once a week  ...  Coach ... One
Once  a week  ... Horse ... Two
Three times  aweek  Horse ... One
Three times a week Horse  ...  Three
Once  a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
Daily, except Sun- Horse ... Oneday
To and  from every Spring cart... Three
train
Once  a week  ...  Horse, or Three
buggy  if
required
Once  a  clay except Horse ...
Sunday
Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
Three timesaweek Horse ... Two
Once a week ... Horse ... One
Three times aweek  Coach ...  Three
Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  Th ree
To and from all Spring  cart ...  One
steamers,  vessels,
and every train
carrying mails
Twice a week  ...  Horse ... One
Twice  a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
Twice a week  ...  Horse ... One
Twice a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
Once  a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three
Once  a week ... Hose ... One
Three timesaweek Horse  ...  Three
Once a week  ...  Horse ...
Twice a week  ...  Coach  ...  Three
Twice a week  ..  Horse ... One
Twice a week  ...  Horse ... One
Rate
per Annum.
£ a. d.
180 0 0
135 0 0
140 0 0
300 0 0
28 0 0
125 0 0
145 0 0
40 0 0
30 0 0
300 0 0
90 0 0
54 12 0
163 0 0
160 0 0
129 0 0
150 0 0
16 0 0
20 0 06000
80 0 0
170 0 0
285 0 0
50 0 0
53 0 0
24 10 0
19M
Name  and Residence of
Contractor.
AecBPTBD TBNDBR8 or CONVEYAIcCE Of MAILS,  1886-7-8--eon64w.d.
b.
0 mQ
eervise. Frequency.
Brisbane  S.S. Co.,
Brisbane
176
A. H. Williams, Crow's
Nest
1716
H. Mewing, Pimpama 180
A. Imlay, Comongin
South, Eulo
185
T. H. Davis, Abea-
glassie ,  Mitchell
186
John McGrath ,  F.snn
Park ,  Rockhampton
190
... ... ... 196
A. J. Malleyn, Barrin-
gun, New South
Wales
197
it H. Riddell, Langlo
Downs, Charleville
280
Wm. McDonald, Her.
be rton
210
It. C. Mason, Pilton 213
T. Walpole, East
Prairie
214
T. Seymour, Diaman-
tins Lakes
215
G. Mallett, Upper
Caboolture
220
W. L. Davies, Tinana 221
J. Coleman, Gomoron, 222
Gowrie Junction
Harriet Adams ,  Kin- 223
core
G. J. Woodhouse, 295
Thargomindah
H. Perry, Dalrymple 230
233
„ ... ... ... 234
Eliz. Kingsford, Dal- 241
veen
C. Mestres ,  Ravens. 242
wood
A. Imlay, Comongin 243
South, Eulo
L. Janson ,  Gladstone 245
Wm. McDonald,  Her- 258
berton
J. Raper ,  Roma ...
Twice a week
£ a. d.
Brisbane and Woody Point  ... Steamer  ... One 120 0 0
Jetty,  via Queensport and
Lytton
Crow's Nest and Plainby ... Twice a week ... Horse
Yatala and Pimpama Island... Once a week
Kbra and Eulbertie,  via  Once a week
Zero ongooloo, , Womban-
South,
and Wombanderry
Once a week
Mitchell Downs and Bo ll on ,  Once a week  ... Buggy
via  Womallilla, Copley's,
Holland's, Lusvale, Aber-8 lassie , Toomoo, Tongy,
rassmere ,  and Bindebango
Rockhampton and Balna- Once a week
Bowan  via Meadow Flats
(Mulgrave  Valley),  via Cam-
banora  (Freshwater Creek)
and Peck's
251 Roma Post Office and the
Wm. Harding, Winton 253
James Field, Diaman. 256
tins Lakes
W*i. McDonald, Her. 257
Berton
hn Kelly, Too-
woomba
J 258o
Toand from every
train
Once a week ...
Bundaberg and North Bunda- Daily, except Horse,
berg; and to conduct the post Sunday foot
office at the latter place
Bollon andBarringun, N.S.W., Once a week ... Coach
via  Fernlees ,  Bundaleer,
Noorama, and Thurulgunnia
Kamanmulga Junction and Once a week
Langlo Downs
Georgetown andThornborough, Fortnightly
via  Junction Creek, Tate
Telegraph Station, and Tate
River Tin Mines
Clifton and Pilton ... ... Twice a weelk
Jondaryan and East Prairie ; Twice a week
and to act as receiving. officer
at East Prairie
Boulia and Headingly,  via  Fortnightly
Herbert Downs, Glenormis-
ton, and Roxborough Downs
Caboolture and Upper Cabool- Twice a week
ture ; and to act as post-
master at  Upper Caboolture
Maryborough and Teddington, Daily ...
via Tinana, Jindah Road, to
Polynesian Hospital, Woon-
gool, and Nerada
Oakey Creek and Boah Twice a week
Waterholes
Greenmount  and Kincora ,  via  Twice a week
Mount Kent, North Branch,
and Gentleman's Seat
Mode of
V
I
- Rate
Conveyance .  per Annum.
... Two 20 0 0
... Horse ... One 12 0 e
... Horse .. Three See No. 343
... Two
... Horse  ...  Two 40 0 0
... Horse
Three
... One
... Horse  ...  One 400 0 0
... Horse
... Horse
-. Horse
... Horse
--. Horse
238 0 0
300 0 0
100e0
40 0 0
70 0 0
Three 200 0 0
... Three 40 0 0
... Three 92 0 0
... Horse
... Horse
Thargomindah and Mount Fortnightly  ...  Horse
Howitt ,  via.  Conbar, Nun-
dramundoo ,  Moorinish,
Jackson's  Creek,  Lara, and
Durham Downs
Steam launch Three
Lyndhurst and Woolgar, via Once a  week  ... Horse ... Two 325 0 0
Gilberton and Mount Hogan
Cloncurry  and Boulia,  via
Liestone,Bridgewater, m
Chatsworth, Noranside,
Buckingham  Downs, and
Police Camp
Hoganthulla Downs and Cal- Once  a week  ...  Horse.
dervale,  via  Chesterton,
Bogarella, and Babiloora
Dalveen and Mounteide,  via  Daily ... ... Horse ... One 70 0 0
North Maryland Road
Schoolhouse
Ravenswood Post Office and To and from trains Buggy
Railway Station
Coach where
possible,
thence by
Adavale and Kyabra,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... Three 330 0 0
Gooyea,  B tilgroo,  and Thy- (including
lungra perform-
Gladstone  and Keppel Bay,
to meet steamers carrying
mails, calling  at The Narrows
(Monte  Christo)
Cairns  and Goldsborough
Railway Station
Stonehenge and Warrnambool,
via  Warbreccan,  Conne-
mara,  Dunham  Towers,
Tally-ho, and Rosebrook
Diamantina Lakes and Mon. Fortnightly
kira,  via  Davenport Downs I
Cairns and Herberton,  via  Oncea week
Alley's; mailsto beconveyed
in one  day each way
Toowoomba Post Office and
Middle Ridge
horse
Buggy
Horse
Three
... Two
19 17 1
72 10 0
... Two 130 0 0
One 40 0 0
ance of
Service
No. 185)
450 0 0
Two 140 0 0
One 48 0 0
Two 350 0 0
Horse ... I Three 125 0 0
Coach to Al- ! Two 400 0 0
ley's, thence
b horsey
Three times aweek' Horse ... Two 22 0 0
I
1987
Name -and Residence of
Contractor.
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CoNvEYANCE of MAILS,  1886-7.8-continued.
Service . Frequency.
R. Kirby, Leyburn ... 259 Leybarn and Yandilla, via
Tummaville Head Station,
John Mitchel, South
Kolan
D. Sheahan, Stan-
thorpe
Thom. Jones, Rock-
hampton
Jens. Fransden, Bun-
daberg
Tummaville School,Wright's,
Pillar's, Baillie's, Clay
Waterhole, and Back Creek
(Yaadilla Homestead Area)
Mode of a
Conveyance .  per Annum.
£ s. d.
Once a week ...  Horse  ... Two 50 17 6
261 Bingera and South Kolan  ...  Twice a week  ...  Horse or on One 30 0 0
foot
263 Stanthorpe Post Office and To meet every Coach ... Two 29 0 0
Railway Station train
26.5 Rockhampton and Lake's Daily ... ... Coach ... One 40 0 0
266
Creek,  via  North Rock-
hampton Post Office
Bundaberg Post Office and
Railway Station, North
Bundaberg, and calling at
Post Office there ; also Bun-
daberg Post Office and
Wharf
Grandchester and Woolahed
Creek
Lytton Jetty, Post Office, and
Wynnum
Boulia and Birdaville,  via
Pat. Creedy, Grand- 270
cheater
W. Mills, Lytton ... 272
Angus McCrimmon, 276
Boulia
H. Randall, Mary- 278
borough
J. A. Henderson, Mor- 279
ney Downs
G. Demetrius, Port
Douglas
T. Seymour, Diaman-
tina Lakes
M. A. Carroll, Cook-
town
Marion Downs, Breadalbane,
Cluny, Glengyle, Carco ,
Roseheath, and Salmonville
Maryborough Post Office and
Railway Station
Mornay Downs and Birdsville,
via Daroo, Mount Leonard
Cappa, and The  Bluff ;  and
to act as receiving officer
at Morney Downs
To meet every Spring cart... Three 58 0 0
,train and vessel
carrying mails
Twice  a week ... Horse  ...  Three 18 0 0
Daily ... ...  Horse  ...  One 30 0 0
Fortnightly  ... Horse  ..  Three 220 0 0
To meet every Spring cart Three 85 0 0
train
Fortnightly ... Horse ... Three 270 0 0
287 Port Douglas and Daintree Once a week  ...  Boat  ... ...  One 80 0 0
River
288 Headingly and Camooweal Fortnightly ... Horse ... Three 175 0 0
289
John Wilson, Veres-
dale
293
(Lake Francis),  via  Lake
Nash
Cooktown and Melvor,  via
Marton, Rosebank, Bustard
Park, and Pryde's Creek
VeresdaIe and Allandale
Sloper 's), via Bromelton
B ridge ,  Bromelton, and
Moloney's
Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  Three 115 0 0
Threetimesaweek Horse  ...  Three 29 0 0
A. McDonald, Clon- 296 Cloncurry and Kynuna,  via  Fortnightly .. Horse ... Three 150 0 0
curry Rockliffe, Strathfield, Mac-
kinlay, Constance Downs,
and Belkate
1.  Simpson, Bunda- 299 Bundaberg and Bucca,  via  Twice a week ... Horse ... Two 60 0 0
berg Smith's Crossing, Kolan
River
Wm. McDonald, Her- 300 Herberton and Coolgarra,  via  Once a week, and Coach to Wat- Three 300 0 0
berton Watsonville, Irvinebank, once a week sonville ;
Pat. Clare, Darkey
Flat
Customs Boat... ...
G. Drysdale, Coomera
James Boles, Glad
stone
C. Wockner, Highfields
R. Mullen,  Highfields
J. Morrissey, Rock-
hampton
J. G. Crogkan, Cler-
mont
J. Rugg, Port Douglas
S. A. King, Goomburra
John Kennedy, Scarr-
bury
J. P. Molony, Yuleba
Neweilton, and Mowbray ; extra Watson- thence by
also Irvinebank and Silver- ville to Irvine- horse until
field bank roadfinished
301 South Toolburra Station and Once a week ... Horse .. Three 20 0 0
Darkey Flat
306 Port Douglas Jetty and non- To meet non-con- Boat
contract  mail steamers tractmailsteam-
ers
R te
12 0 0
307 Coomera Township and Wonga Three times a week Horse ... One 18 0 0
Wallen
308 Gladstone Post Office and the To  steamers  and Horse and Two 28 0 0
Wharf  vessels  carrying spring cart
mails
312 Rolleston and Purbrook,  via  Once a week ... Horse ...
Consuelo and Warrinilla
315 Cabarlsh  (terminus of High- Threetimesaweek Coach  ...  One 112 0 0
fields Railway) and Crow's
Nest,  via  Geham
316 Highfields Railway Station Daily ,  except  Horse  ...  One 25 0 0
and Koojarewon Sunday
323 Rockhampton and Mount Three times a week Coach ... Three 149 0 0
Morgan,  via  Three-Mile
Diggings and Boulderoombe
(Crocodile Creek)
326 Mount Eagle and Albro,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... One 80 0 0
The Cell, Epping Forest,
and Laglan
328 Port Douglas and Craiglie  ;  Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  One 40 0 0
and to act as receiving
officer at Craiglie
333 Allora and Goomburra  ;  and Once a week  ...  Horse  ...  One 21 0 0
to act as receiving officer at
Goomburra
334 Winton and Vergemont,  via  Once a week ... Horse ... Three 150 0 0
Bladensburg, Warrnambool
Downs, Fermoy, and Lis-
more
340 Yuleba and Maymead (Dur- Once a week ... Horse ... Two 60 0 0
ham Downs),  via  Bende-
mere, Bundi, Clifford,
Roughlie, and Muggleton
220
1988
ACCEPTED TENDERS for CONVEYANCE of MAILS ,  1886.7 -8-continued.
Name and  Residence of
Contractor. Service. Frequency.
Mode  of Rate
Conveyance .  per Annum.
F
£ a d.
J. Grisibrook,  Surat ... 343 Surat and Noorindoo  tic  Once a week  ...  Horse
Russell Park Oaklands,
Sydenham , }Wehl's, and
Dehnertvale
.. .  One 57 0 0
Hobson ,  Draper, and
Co., Cairns
345 Cairn s and Edithvale  ... ...  Once a week  ...  Steamer ...  One 50 0 0
Wm. McDonald, Her-
berton
349 Cairn s Post Office and Wharf To all vessels Coach
carrying mails
... Three 30 0 0
J. W. Chandler, Ca-
moola ,  Muttaburra
350 Muttaburra and Forest Grove Once a week  ...  Horse
Township ,  via  Ai bo Scarr-
bury,  Camoola, Strati Darr,
and Maneroo  (during floods
Scarrbury to be omitted)
.. .  Two 210 0 0
A. McCa llum, Bris-
bane
352 Nanango and Gympie ,  via Once a week  ...  Horse
Manumbar and Glastonbury
Creek
..  Three 60 0 0
E. Oakhill, Colinton... 354 Cressbrook and Kileoy , via Onee a week  ...  Horse
Moorabool ,  Gregor 's Creek,
Mara Creek ,  and Balfour
Lagoons
...  Two 45 0 0
By Authority : JAMES C. BaAL, GovsmnmRat Prsnber, William  street, Brisbane.
7. At
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUFENSLA ND
Onvnnment aAlrttr4
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] TUESDAY, 1ST LECEMBER,  1885. [No. 105.
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[r..s.1  chael and St .  George, Governor
A. MusuRAVE,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884," 1,  Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following lots of land will
be offered for sale by public auction ,  at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively . (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that the Town
Lots in the Town Reserve of Boorooman which
may remain unsold, shall ,  at and after Eleven o'clock
on the day following such Auction ,  and for one
month subsequent to the day of sale, be open to
Selection by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey ,  and Assurance Fees wi ll  be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT BOOROOMAN (TORRENS
CREEK),
ON TUESDAY, THE 22ND DAY OF D ECEMBER, 1885.
No. of No. of I No. of  Price
Lot. Allotment! Section. rea. per  Lot.
-
A. R. P. a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Woura ,  parish of Boorooman ,  town of
Boorooman.
(Situated near Torrens Creek , at the  present Ter-
minus  of the Great Northern Railway Line.)
1, 1 1, 0 1 0 2 102  2 1 0 1 0 2 10
3 3, 1 0 1 0 2 10
4 4 1 0 1 0 2 10
6 5 1 0  1 U 2 106 6 1 0 11 0 2 10
TOWN  LOTS - cont inu ed.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
I A. R. P.
7 7 1 0 1 0
8 8  1 0 1 0
9 9 1 0 1 0
10 10 1 0 1 0
11 11  1 0 1 0
12 12 1 0 1 0
13 13 1 0 1 0
14 14  1 0 1 0
15 15 1 0 1 0
16 16 1 0 1 0
17 17 1 0 1 Q
18 18 1 0 1 0
19 19  1 0 1 0
20 20 1 0 1 0
21 1 2 0 1 0
22 2 2 0 1 0
23 3 2 0 1 0
24 4 2 0 1 0
25 5 2 0 1 e
26 6 2 0 1. 0
27 11 2 0 1 0
28 12 2 0 1 0
29 13 2 0 1 0
30 14 2 0 1 0
31 15 2 0 1 0
32 16 2 0 1 0
33 17 2 0 1 0
34 18 2 0 1 0
35 19 2 0 1 0
36 20 2 0 1 0
37 1 3 0 1 0
38 2  3 0 1 0
39 3  3 0 1 0
40 4  3 0 1 0
Al 5 3 0 1 0
42 6  3 ' 0 1 0
43 7  3 0 1 0
44 8 3 0 1 0
45 9 3 0 1 0
46 10 3 0 1 0
47 11  3 0 1 0
48 12  3 0 1 0
49 13- 3 0 1 0
50 14 3 1 0 1 0
51 15 3 1 0 1 0
Price
per Lot.
£ a.
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2  10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
18 10
2 10
2 10
8 10
2 10
14 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 102 102 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
22 10
10 10
72 10
26 10
32 10
42 10
2 10
10 10
87 10
i6 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 1029%
1990
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No  of No of No of
Lot. 'Allotment Section. Area
Pri,.e per
Lot.
I I 1 A a. V. ( £
52 16 3 0 1 0
53 17 :3 0 1 0
54 18 3 0 1 0
55 19 3 0 1 0
56 20 3 0 1 0
57 1 4 0 1 0
68 2 and 3 It 0 2 0
59 4 4 0 1 0
60 5 It 0 1 0
61 6 and 7 4 0 2 0
62 8 It 0 1 0
63 9 It 0 1 0
64 10 4 0 1 0
65 11 it 0 1 0
66 12 It 0 1 0
67 13 4 0 1 0
68 14 It 0 1 0
69 15 it 0 1 0
70 16 4 0 1 0
71 17 it 0 1 072 18 it 0 1 0
73 19 4 0 1 0
74 20 4 0 1 0
75 1 5 0 1 0
76 2 5 0 1 0
77 3 5 0 1 0
78 4 5 0 1 0
79 5 5 0 1 0
80 6 5 0 1 22
81 7 5 0 1 0
82 8 5 0 1 0
83 9 5 0 1 0
84 10 5 0 1 0
85 1 6 0 2 0
86 2 ( 0 2 0
87 3 6 0 2 16;
88 4 6 0 1 0
89 5 6 0 2 0
90 6 6 0 2 0
91 7 6 0 2 0
92 1 7 0 1 0
93 2 7 0 1 0
94 3 7 0 1 0
95 4 7 0 1 0
96 5 7 0 1 0
97 6 7 0 ] 0
98 7 7 0 1 0
99 8 7 0 1 0
100 9 7 0 1 0
101 10 7 0 1 0
102 11 7 0 1 0
103 12 7 0 1 0
104 13 7 0 1 0
105 14 7 0 1 0
106 15 7 0 1 0
107 16 7 0 1 0
108 17 7 0 1 0
109 18 7 0 1 0
110 19 7 0 1 0
111 20 7 0 1 0
112 1 8 0 1 0
113 2 8 0 1 0
114 3 8 0 1 0
115 4 8 0 1 0
116 5 8 0 1 0
117 6 8 0 1 0
118 7 t 8 0 1 0
119 8 8 0 1 0
120 9 8 0 1 0
121 10 8 0 1 0
122 11 8 0 1 0
123 12 8 0 1 0
124 13 8 0 1 0
125 14 8 0 1 0
126 16 8 1 0 1 0
127 16 8 0 1 0
128 17 8 0 1 0
129 18 8 0 1 0
130 19 8 0 1 0
131 20 8 0 1 0
132 1 9 0 1 0
183 2 9 0 1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
35 0
2 10
2 10
11 0
10 10
2 10
6 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of  No. of  I  No. of Ares .Lot.  Allotment  Section .
Prie- nw
Lot.
134 3 9 0 1 0 2 10
135  4 9 0 1 0 2 10
136 5 9 0 1 0 2 10
137  6 9 0 1 0 2 10
138 7 9 0 1 0 2 10
139 8 9 0 1 0 2 10
140  9 9 0 1 0 210
141 10 9 0 1 0 2 10
142  11 9  1 0 2 10
143  12 9  1 0 210
144 13 9  0 1 0 210
145 14 9  0 1 0 2 10
146 15 9 0 1 0 2 10
147 16 9  01 0 210
148 17 9  0 1 0 210
149 18 9  0 1 0 2 10
150  19 9  0 1 0 2 10
151  20 9  0 1 0 2 10
152 1 10 0 2 0 5 0
153  2 10 0 2 0 5 0
154 3 10 0 2 0 5 0
155 4 10 0 2 0 5 0
156  5 10 0 2 0 5 0
157 6 10 0 2 0 5 0
158 7 10 0 2 0 5 0
159 8 10 0 2 0 5 0
160 9 10 0 2 0 5 0
161 10 10 I 0 2 0 1 5 0
3 18 6
2 10
2 10
2 10
210
5 0
5 0
6 1
2 10 6
5 0
5 0
5 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
210
210
210
210
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
The purchaser of lot 21 to pay £ 80 for improvements.
£30
£60
£100
£40
£350
£ 120
£160
£200
£40
£ 120
£170
£150
£30
£40
£20
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day
of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
2 10 PRO CLAMATION.
2 10 By His  Eacelh'ncy  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
2 10 Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
2 10 Distinguished Order of St. Mi-2 10
2 10 [L . S.] chael and St. George ,  Governor
2 10  -1. MUSGnAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
2 10  Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and it,
2 10 Dependencies.
2 10
2 10 N pursuance of the authority in me vested,
2 10 and in accordance with the provisions of  " The
2 10  Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY
2 10 MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
2 10'  of the Executive Council ,  do hereby notify and
2 10 proclaim that the fo llowing lots of Land wi ll  be
2 10 offered for sale by Public Auction, at the under-
2 10 mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the day
2 10 specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot
2 10 respectively . (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
2 10 And I further  notify and proclaim that the Town
2 10 Lots in the Town Reserve of Birdavi lle which
2 10 may remain unsold ,  shall, at Eleven o'olock
2 10 on the day following such Auction ,  and for
2 10 one month subsequent to the day of Sale ,  be open
2 10 to Selection by purchase at the upset price.
1991
The Deed ,  Sarvey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale  established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BIRDS-
VILLE,
ON MONDAY,  THE 26TH  DAY OF JANUARY, 1886.
No. of No .  of No. of
Lot. Allotment  section. Area
A. Y. P.
prlee  VW
Lot.
2 a
TOWN LOTS.
County of Roseberry, parish of Muddawarry, town
of Birdsville.
(Situated on the Diamentina River ,  near  the boun-
dary of South Australia, on Boundary Block
Salmonville Run.)
1 1 1 0 2 0 76 0
2 2 1 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 1 0 2 0 6 0
4 4 1 0 2 0 6 0
5 5 1 0 2 0 6 0
6 6 1 0 2 0 6 0
7 7 1 0 2 0 6 0
8 8 1, 0 2 0 6 0
9 9 1 0 2 0 6 0
10 10 1 0 2 0 8 0
11 1 . 2 0 2 0 86 0
12 2 2 0 2 16 127 5
13 3 2 0 124 4 16
14 4 2 0 2 0 7 0
15 5 2 0 2 0 206 0
16 6 2 0 2 0 12 0
17 7 2 0 2 0 8 0
18 8 2 0 124 4 16
19 9 2 0 216 13 4
20 10 2 0 2 0 9 0
21 1 3 0 2 0 6 0
22 2 3 0 2 0 6 0
23 3 3 0 2 0 6 0
24 4 3 0 2 0 6 0
25 5 3 0 2 0 22 0
26 6 3 0 2 0 6 0
27 7 3 0 2 0 6 0
28 8 3 0 2 0 6 0
29 9 3 0 2 0 6 0
30 10 3 0 2 0 6 0
31 1 4 0 2 0 6 0
32 2 4 0 2 0 6 0
33 3 4 0 2 0 6 0
34 4 4 0 2 0 6 0
35 5 4 0 2 0 206 0
36 6 4 0 2 0 10 0
37 7 4 0 2 0 6 0
38 8 4 0 2 0 6 0
39 9 4 0 2 0 6 0
d0 10 4 0 2 0 6 0
TOWN LOTS- continued.
We. of  No. of  I  No. Ofloot'. lotment Sec ion.
! i
Ares. pricerLot.
A. C r. £ S.
41 1 5 0 116 8 4
42 2 5 0 224 19 16
43 3 5 0 1 32 13 8
44 4 5 0 2 8 1612
45 5 5 0  2  0 6 0
46 6 5 0 2 0 6 0
47 7 5 0 2 8 6 12
48 8 5 0 1 32 5 8
49 9 5 0 224 716
50 10 5 0 1 16 4 4
51 1 6 0 2 0 52 0
52 2 6 0 2 0 6 0
53 3 6 0 2 0 6 0
54 4 6 0 2 0 6 0
55 5 6 0 2 0 6 0
56 6 6 0 2 0 6 0
57 7 6 0 2 0 6 0
58 8 6 0 2 0 6 0
59 9 6 0 2 0 6 0
60 10 6 0 2 0 9 0
The purchaser of lot 1 to pay £350  for improvement..
2  to £30 At
,.10  to £30 to
„11 » £"  soto 12 ,1 £600 ofof14 „ £ 5 toto15 to£1,000 „
to 16  to £30 toto 17  to  £ 10 to
to19  » £30 „
20 to £15
28 to no
„ 35 „ £1,000
to36 » £20
„ 41 „ £220
„ 42  g to
£40to43 to
to 44  to AN
61  to  £290
60 „ £15
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this tenth day of
November ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVz THE Quaaa I
By Authority :  JAuss C.  BEAL, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  l ist December, 1885.
HIS Excellency  The Governor ,  with the  advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Elections  Act of  1885," has been pleased to appoint the laces mentioned in
the second column of the fo llowing Schedule to be places for holding Registration Courts, for the
Electoral Districts mentioned in the first column respectively ,  and in those cases  in which  more than one
place is appointed for a district ,  has been further  pleased to assign to such Registration Courts respec-
tively the  parts of the several Electoral Districts  described in the fourth  column, by the names mentioned
in the third column in connection therewith respectively.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
SCHEDULE.
S.uowrNG the PLScEs  appointed for holding  REGISTRATION  Counra for the different  ELECTORAL Dzsmicrs
throughout the COLONY,  with names and descriptions  of the  ELBCTOBAL DIvisIoss assigned to such
REGISTRATION COURTS
Electorates.
Places for holding
Registration Courts
for each Electorate.
Names of
Electoral Divisions
assigned to each
Registration Court.
Description  of Electoral Divisions.
Toowoomba ...  Toowoomba ...  So much of the Police District of Toowoomba  as is contained in the
Aubigny  ... Electoral District of Aubignyy.
Highfields ...  Highfields ...  The Police District of Highfields.
St. George...  St. George ...  The Police District of  St. George.
Surat  ... ...  Surat ... ... The Police District of Surat.
Southwood ...  Moonie ... ...  The Police District  of Moonie.
Balcnne  ...  Goondiwindi ...  Goondiwindi ... The Police District of Goondiwindi.
Toowoomba ...  Toowoomba ...  So much of the Police District of Toowoomba  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Balonne.
Bollon  ... ...  Bollon  ... ...  The Police District of Bollon.
Aramac ...  Aramac ...  So much of the Police District of dramas  as is contained in the
Electoral  District of Barooo.
Blackail ...  Blackall The Police District of Blackall.
Clermont ...  Clermont ...  So much of the Police District of Clermont  as is contained in the
ll f
Barcoo  ... Isisford ... ...  Isisford ...
ectoraE District o Barooo.
...  So much of the Police District of Isieiord  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Barcoo.
Tambo  ... ...  Tambo  ... ...  So much of the Police District of Tambo  as is contained in the
El fl i
Windorah ...  Windorah
ectora Distr ct o Barcoo.
...  So much of the Police District of Windorah  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Barcoo.
Tile deseNptiosa  of  the  d{]erent  Police  Dislrtcta  throughout  the Cotony  tout  be fomW is  as Goaetta of  the 17th of Deoesitrr,  1884. 7th N
Febnssy , 1886, the 14th Q/ March,  1886,  and the  Lt  of October, 1885.
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PLACES appointed for holding  REGISTRATION COURTS-continued.
Electorates.
Places for holding
Registration Courts
for each Electorate.
Names of
Electoral Divisions
assigned to each
Registration Court.
Description of Electoral Divisions.
Blackall  ... ...  Rockhampton
Ayr ... ... Ayr  ... ...  So much of the Police District of Ayr as  is contained in the
Electoral District of Bowen
Bowen Bowen ... ... Bowen ... ...
.
The Police District of Bowen.
Clermont ... Clermont ... So much of the Police District of Clermont  as is contained in the
Pentland ...  Cape River ...
Electoral District of Bowen.
The Police District of Cape River.
Brisbane ...  Brisbane ... So much of the Police District  of Brisbane as is contained in the
f B lii bt l Di t tEl
Bulimba  ... Cleveland ... Cleveland ...
u mr o a.oraec s c
The Police District of Cleveland.
Beenleigh ...  Logan  ... ... So much of the Police District of Logan  as is contained in the
Ipswich ... ...  Ipswich ...
Electoral District of Bulimba.
So much of the Police District of Ipswich as is contained in the
Bundanba Goodna... ... Goodna... ...
Electoral District of Bundanba.
The Police District of Goodna.
Harrisville ... Normanby ... So much of the Police District of Normanby  as is contained in the
r  Burketown ...  Burke  ... ...
Electoral District of Bundanba.
The Police District of Burke.
Cloncurry ... Cloncurry ... The Police District of Cloncurry.
Georgetown ... Etheridgo ... The Police District of Etheridge.
Burke 1 Gilberton ... Gilbert ... ... The Police District of Gilbert.
Hughenden ...  Hughenden ... So much of the Police District of Hughenden  as is contained in the
Normanton ...  Norman ...
Electoral District of Burke.
The Police District of Norman.
Gayndah ...  Gayndah ... The Police District of Gayndah.
Burnett  ...  Nanango ...  Nanango ... So much of the Police District  of Nanango as is contained in the
Inglewood lewoodIn
Electoral District of Burnett.
The Police District of InglewoodCarnarvon Stanthorpe
... g
...  Stanthorpe
...
...
.
The Police District of Stanthorpe.
Clermont  ...  Clermont
Cook ...
Cairns  ... ...  Cairns  ... ...  So much of the Police District of Cairns  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Cook.
Cooktown ... Cook ... ... The Police District of Cook.
Herberton  ...  Herberton  ...  So much of the Police District  of Herberton as is contained in the
Electoral District of Cook.
Maytown  ...  Palmer  ... ...  The Police District of Palmer.
Port Douglas ... Port Douglas ... The Police District of Douglas.
Thornborough ... Thornborough ... The Police District of Thornborough.
Dalby  ... ...  Dalby
Allora ... ... Allora ... ... The Police District of Allora.
Leyburn ... Leyburn ... The Police District of Leyburn.
Darling Downs Toowoomba  ...  Toowoomba  ...  So much of the Police District of Toowoomba  as is  contained in the
Electoral District of Darling Downs.
L Warwick  ...  Warwick  ...  So much of the Police District of Warwick as is contained in the
Electoral District of Darling Downs.
Drayton and Too- Toowoomba
woomba
Bnoggera  ...  Brisbane
Fassifern...
Beenleigh  ...  Logan  ... ...  So much of the Police District  of Logan as is contained in the
Electoral District of Fassifern.
Harrisville  ... Normanby ... So much of the Police District of Normanby  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Fassifern.
Fortitude Valley Brisbane
1995
PLAC$s appointed for holding REGISTRATION COURTS--continued.
Electorates.
Places  for holding Names of  IElectoral DivisionsEsgistratin Courts
assigned to each Description of Electoral Divisions.for each Electorate. Registration Court .
Birdsville ... Diamantina The Police District  of Diamantins.
Boulia ... l3oulia ... ... The Police District of Boulia.
G- wry ... Windorah ... Windorah ... So much of the Police District of Windoreb  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Gregory.LWinton... ... Winton ... The Police District of Winton.
Gympie ... ... Gympie
Ipswich  ... Ipswich
Kennedy... {Charters Towers Charters  Towers  The Police District of Charters  Towers.Ingham ... ...  Ingham  ...  So much of the Police District  of Ingham as is contained in theElectoral District of Kennedy.Ravenswood ... Ravenswood ... The Police District of Ravenswood.Townsville ... Townsville ... So much of the Police District of Townsville  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Kennedy.
Banana ... Banana ... The Police District  of Banana.
Clermont ...  Clermont ... So much of the Police District of Clermont  as is  contained in the
i f LEl Di i hh d
iL hh dt
Emerald ...  Emerald ...
str ct o e c ar t.ectoral
So much of the Police District of Emerald  as is  contained in the
i f L i dEl l Di hhe c ar
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton ...
str arectora ct o e c t.
So much of the Police District of Rockhampton  as is contained in the
trict of LeichhardtEl t ral DiSpringsure ... Springsure ..,
.ec o s
The Police District  of Springsure.
Taroom ... Taroom... ... The Police District of Taroom.
Logan  ... ...  Beenleigh
Mackay  ... ...  Mackay
Maranon...  Mitchell ... Mitchell ... The Police District of Mitchell.Roma  ... ...  Roma  ... ...  The Police District  of Roma.
Maryborough ... Maryborough
Aramac ... ... Aramsc ... ... So much of the Police District of  Aramao as is contained in the
Electoral District of Mitchell.
Mitchell
Clermont  ... Clermont ... So much of the Police District of Clermont  as is contained in the
Electoral District of Mitchell.
... Hughenden  ... Hughenden ... So much of the Police District  of Hughenden as is contained in the
Electoral District of Mitchell.
Isisford  ... Isisford ... ... So much  of the  Police District  of Isisford as is contained in the
Electoral District of Mitchell.
Moreton  ...  Brisbane
Mulgrave Bundaberqi Tenningering
...
...
Bundaberg
Tenningering
...  The Police District  of Bundaberg.
...  The Police District  of Tenningering
Ayr ... ... Ayr ... ... So much of the Police District of Ayr  as is contained in the
Cairns  ... ...  Cairns  ...
Electoral District  of Musgrave.
...  So much of the Police District  of Cairns as is contained in the
Cardwell ... Cardwell
Electoral District of  Musgrave.
... The Police District of Cardwell.
Herberton Herberton So much of the Police District  of Herberton as is contained in theMusgrave ... ... f Ml  Di t tEl i
Ingham ...  Ingham
usgrave.r c oectora s
...  So much of the Police District  of Ingham as is contained in the
Geraldton ... Mourilyan
Electoral District  of Musgrave.
... The Police District of Mourilyan.
Townsville ...  Townsville ...  So much of the Police District  of Townsville as is contained in the
Clermont ...  Clermont
Electoral District  of Musgrave.
...  So much of the Police District  of Clermont as is contained in the
Emerald ... Emerald
Electoral District of Normanby.
... So much of the Police District  of Emerald as is contained in the
Normanby Nebo ... ... Nebo ... ...
Electoral District of Normanby.
The Police District of Nebo.
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton ... So much of the Police District  of Rockhampton as is contained in the
Electoral District of Normanby.
St. Lawrence  ...  St. Lawrence  ... The Police District of St .  Lawrence.
1996
Pzioss appointed  for holding  REGISTRATION CovsTS-coisiisued.
Places for holding
Electora tes.  Registration Oourts
for each Electorate.
North Brisbane...  Brisbane
Northern
Downs
Names of
Electoral Divisions
assigned to each
Registration Oourt.
Description  of Electoral Divisions.
Dalby  ... ...  Dalby  ... ...  So much of the Police District of Dalby as is contained ii the
Electoral District of Northern Downs.
Miles  ... ...  Condamine  ...  The Police District of Condamine.
Oxley ... ...  Brisbane
Gladstone  ... Gladstone ... The Police District of Gladstone.
Port Curtis Rockhampton  ...  Rockhampton  ...  So much of the Police District of Rockhampton  as is contained in
the Electoral District of Port Curtis.
Rockhampton  ...  Rockhampton
Rosewood  ...  Marburg
South  Brisbane... Brisbane
Crow's Nest ... Crow's Nest ... The Police District of Crow's Nest.
Esk ... ... Esk ... ... The Police District of Esk.
Gatton  ... ... Gatton  ... ... The Police District of Gatton.
Ipswich ... Ipswich ... So much of the Police District of Ipswich  as is contained in the
St l Electoral District of Stanlean ey  ...
Nanango ...  Nanango ...
y.
So much of the Folios District  of Nanango as is contained in the
Toowoombs ... Toowoomba ...
Electoral District of Stanley.
So much of the Police District of Toowoomba  as is contained in the
Electoral  District of Stanley.
Townsville  ...  Townsville
Warwick ... Warwick
Adavale ... Adavale ...  The Police District of Adavale.
Augathella ... Augathella ...  The Police District of Augathella.
Charleville Charleville ...  The Police  District  of Charleville.
Cunnamulls ... Cunnamulla ...  The Police District of Cunnamulla.Warrego ... Eulo  ... ...  Eulo  ... ... The Police District  of Eulo.
Tambo  ... ...  Tambo  ... ...  So much of the Police District of Tambo as is contained in the
l Di f WEl t i
Thargomindah
Gympie  ...
arrego.ectora s ct or
Thargomindah The Police District of Thargomindah.
Gympie... ... So much of the Police District of Gympie as is contained in the
Electoral District of Wide Ba
Wide Bay Maryborough  ...
1Tiaro  ... ...
Maryborough ...
Tiara  ... ...
y.
So much of the Police District of Maryborough  as is contained in
the Electoral District of Wide Bay.
The Police District of Tiaro.
By Authority  s JAMs  C. BmAL, Government Printer ,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIM TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
O N and after  MONDAY,  21st September, 1885,  the following Time Table will come into operation,
and remain in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles
from from
Brisbane . Junction.
Height
of
Formation
Stations. Mixed .  Mixed.
feet .  a.m. p.m.
166 ... 1497 WARWICK  ... ...  depart 10.6 4 .40 .. ...
167 1 1490  K illarney Junction  ...  10.5 4.45 ...
172 4 1570 Hermitage  ... ... ...  D 10.27  D  5.7 ... ...
173 6  ... Glencairn  ... ... ...  D 10.40 D 5.20 ... ...
174 7 1552 Swan Cre ek  ... ...  10.44 5.24 ,.,
177 10 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... 11.1 5.41 ... ...
180 12 1699 Yangan  ... ... ...  11.13 5 .53 ... ...
181 14  ...  Rockbrae  ... ... ...  D 11.19 D 5.59 ... ...
183 16 1668 Emu Vale ... ... ... 11.33 6.13
186 19 1653 Ryan's Siding ... ... 1145 6.25 ...
190 23 1690 Farm Creek ... ... 12.0 6 .40 ... ...
195 28 1691 KILLARNEY  ...  arrive 12 .20 7.0 ... ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height
from of
Killarney .  Formation. Stations. Mixed. Mixed.
feet .  a.m. ! p.m.
... 1691 KILLARNEY  ... ... ...  depart 7 .15 1.15
5 1690 Farm Cre ek  ... ... ... ...  7.33 1.33
9 1653 Ryan ' s Siding ... ... ... ...  7.48 1.48
12 1668 Emu Vale  ... ... ... ...  8.5 2.5
14 ... Rockbrae  ... ... ... ...  D 8.16 D 2.16
15 1699 Yangan  ... ... ... ...  8.22 2.22
18 1696 Mount  Sturt ... ... ... ... 8.34 2.34
21 1552 Swan  Creek ... ... ... ... 8151 2.51
22 ... Glencairn  ... ... ... ...  D 8.55 D 2.55
23 1570 Hermitage  ... ... ... ...  D 9.8 D 3.8
28 1490 Killarney Junction ... ... ... 9.28 3.28
29 1497 WARWICK ... ... ... arrive 9.33 3.33
(D.) Train stops  to pick  up passengers  on drivers  observing passengers waiting  on platforms  Passengers wishing
to alight should  give due notice  to Guard. No persons except mntendiig passengers should  go on these
platforms.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
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F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
oNand after SUNDAY, 20th September, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operationuntil further notice
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
ilea  stations.  - - - -
a.m. P.M.
SANDGATE  ... depart 10.0 1.15
2  Cabbage -tree ... ...  a a
4 Nudgee  ... ...  10.10 1.25
8 Toombul  ... ...  a a
7 Nundah  ... ...  10.18 1.33
8 Junction  ... ...  10.23 1.37
9 Lutwyche  ... ...  10.27 1.41
9 Albion  ... ... ...  10.30 1.44
10 Mayne  ... ... ..  10.33 1.47
11 Bowen Hills  ... ...  a a
11 Exhibition  ... ...  10.36 1.52
12 Normanby  .. ...  10.40 1.66
13 BRISBANE  ...  arrive 10.45 2.0
8.10
a
a
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles  stations.
A.M.
BRiss .  xE ...depart 9.0
1 Normanby  ... ...  9.4
2 Exhibition  ... ...  9.8
2 Bowen Hills  ... ...  a
3 Mayne  ... ...  9.13
4 Albion  ... ... ...  9.16
4 Lutwyche  ... ...  9.18
5 Junction  ... ...  fl•22
6 Nundah  ... ...  9.27
7 Toombul  ... ...  a
9 Nudges  .. ...  9.36
11 Cabbage -tree  ... ... a
13 SANDGATE  ...  arrive 9.46
a.m.
10.010-4
10.8
a
10.13
10.16
10.20
10.24
10.30
a10-38
a
10.48
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them Nara .-- Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
down when requllred .  Passengers wishing to alight should give NoTS.- Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on
due notice to guard .  Saturday, available for Sunday only.
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
i Sat. Sat.
M. Stations .  (Mixed Pas .  Pas. Expr 's Mixed Pas .  Mixedl Pas. Mixed Mixed Mixed only .  Pas. Pas .  Mixed only. Pas.
8ANn6ATE dep.
2 Cabbage-tree ...
4 Nudges . ...
6 Toombul ..
7 Nundah ...  arr.
a.m.  A.M.
6
a ...
6.53 ...
a ...
7.1 ...
... RAcEcoussa dep.
... Hendra ...
... Sandgate Road 0-r.
8
9
9
10
11
11
13
Junction ...  dep.  -775
Lutwyche ... 7.9
Albion  ... ...  7.12
Mayne  ...  7.15
Bowen Hills ... a
Exhibition  ...  7.20
Normanby  ...  7.23
BRISBANE arr. 7.28
Miles stations.
a.m * a.m .  a.m. am .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.  P.M.
8.8 9.0 ... 11.0 ... 1.15 ... 3.15 ... 4.10 5.28 8.28  ... 7.80 10.10
a ... ... a ... a ... a ... a a a ... a a
8118 ... ... 11.10 ... 1.25 ...  3.25 ... 4.20 5.38 6.38 ... 7.40 10.20
a ... ... a ... a ... a  ...  a a a ... a a
8.26 ... ... 11.18 ... 1.33 ... 3.33 , ... 4.28 5.48 6.46 ... 7.48 10.28
p.m. P.M.
4.15 5.15
a a
4.26 i 5.26a
4.33 5.33
4.38 5.38
4.42 5.42
4.48 5.46
4.50 5.50
a a
P.M. p.m. P.M.
... 6.16 $•30
... a a
6.26 8.10
a a
6.0 6.35 8.48
6.4 8.40 8.53
6.8 6.44 8.57
6.11 8.47 9.0
6.14 6.50 9.3
a a a
4.55 5.55 6.19 6.68 9.7
6.0 ( 8.0 6.24 TO 9.10
5.5 6.5 6.30 7.5 9.16
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.12,56 2.30 4.16 6.15 7.15 9.25  ... ... ...
1.0 2.34 4.19 5.19 7.19 9.29
1.5 2.38 4.23 6.23 7.23 9.33
a a a a a a
1.11 2.43 4.28 5.28  AS  9.38
1.16 2.46 4.31 5.31 7.31 9.41
1.20 2.50 4.34 6.34 7.35 9.451
1.25 2.55 4.38 5.38 7.40  9,501
1.33 3.0 4.43 6.43 7.45 9.55 ,
a  a  a a a
1.41 3.8 ... 6.50 7.53  10-3
a a ... a a a
1.51 3.20 ... 8.0 8.5 10.13
...  10-10 ...
... a ...
8.17  e 8.30 ... 10.25
8.21  e  10-29
8.24 8.36 9.21 10.33
8.27  e 8.38 ... 10.36
a e ... a
8.32  e 8.42 ... 10.41
8.35  e  10.45
8.40 8.60 9.35 10.60
Mixed
12.5 ... 2.10 ... I 3.50 ... ... ..  7-0
a ... a ... a ... ... ... a
a ... a ... a ... s ,
12.18
12.22
12.25
12.28
a12-33'
12.38
12.45
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
MlxedlMixed
a.m.
... BRISBANE  ...depart 6.40
Normanby  ... ...  6.43
2 Exhibition  ... ...  6.48
2 Bowen Hills  ... ...  a
3 Mayne  ... ...  6.53
4 , Albion  ... ...  6.56
4 ' Lutwyche .. . 7.0
5 Junction  ...  arrive 7.6
Sandgate  Road depart
6 Hendra .. .
8 RACrcousee  ...  altive
Junction  ...depa rt  7.6
6 Nundah  ... ... 7.11
7 Toombul  ... ...  a
9 Nudges  ... ...  7119
11 Cabbage -tree ... ...  a
13 SANDGATF. ... arrive 7.29
a ... ... a ...
a ... ... a ...
1.41 ... ... 3.46 ...
P.M. P.M. P.M.
8.26 9.15 11.10
6.29 9.19 11.13
6.33 9.28 11.18
a a a
8.38 9.28 11.23
8.41 9.81 11.26
6.44  9-35 11.30
8.60 9.38 11.36
A 8
12.40 ... 1.59 2.40 ...  4-57 5.51 ...  6-51 ... 11.36
12.48 ... 2.4 2.45 ...  5.2 5.56  ...  8.56 9.43 11.41
a ... a ... ... a a ... a a a
12.55 ... 2.11 2.52 ...  5-10 6.4 ... 7.4 9.50 11.49
a ... a 1 a ... a a ... a a a
1.5 2.21 I 3.2 ... 5.20 6.14 ... 7.14 10.0 11.59
(a) Train stops by signal to sako on passengers ,  and will set them
down when required . Passenger s  wishing to alight should give
due notice to Guard.
(e) Up Train  leaving Sandgate at  8-8 a.m. will stop  at stations
between Junction  and Brisbane  to set  down passengers from sta-
tions beyond Junction only.
NOTE.- On Saturdays only.
The Train  timed to leave Brisbane at 12.15 p.m .  will leave at 12.22 p.m.
The Train tined to Ieai a Racecourse at 121  p.m. will make a trip to Nundah ,  and reach Brisbane at 12.48 p.m.
A.M. i am.
7.35 9.10
7.38 9.147-43, 9.18
a a
7.48 9.25
7.51 9.27
7.55 9.30
80 9.35
Mixed
a.m.
10.0
10.3
10.7
a10-13
10.16
10.19
10.23
11.23
11.27
11.30
11.33
a
11.37
11.40
11.46
7-53 10.33
7.57 10.37
8.0 10,40
8.3 10.43
a 7 10x•47
8.11 10.51
8.15 10.55
sat.
Mixed Mixed Pas. only .  Mixed Mixed  Pas. Pas .  MixedlMixed Mixed Mixed
am. P.M. P.M. p.m. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
11.20 12.15 1.10 1.35 2.15 3.10 4.31 6.25 5.47
11.24 12.19 1.14 1.39 2.19 3.14 4.34 6.29 5.51
11.29 12.23 1.19 1.43 2.24 3.19 4.39 5'33 5.55
a a a a a a a a a
1.33 12.28 1.23 148 2.30 3.23 4.44  5-38 6.0
11.36 12.31 1.26 1.51  2-33 3.26 4.47 5.41 6.3
11.41  12-36 1.31  1-54 2.36 3.31 4.51 5.46 6.7
11.46 ... 1.35 1.58 2.39 3.35 4.58 5.60 6.12
1.38 2.20 3.40 4.0 4.33 6.61 6.51 7.8
1.42 2.24 3.44 4.4 4.37 5.65 6.55 7.12
1.45 2.27 3.47 4.7 4.40 5.58 6.58 7.15
1-48  2.30 3.51 4.10 4.44 6.0 7.1 7.18
a a a a a a a a
1.52 2.36 3.56 4.16 4.49 6.5 7.5 7.23
1.55 2.40 4.0 4.20 4.53 8.9 7.9 7.28
2.0 2.46 4.5 4.25 4x58 6.13 7.13 7.33
a a ... a ...
a a ... a ...
8.6 9.45 ... 11.55 ...
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane,  15th September,  1888.  Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME  TABLE - SOUTH  •  BRISBANE  BRANCH.
ON and  after MONDAY ,  21st September, 1885, the foll owing Time Table wi ll  come into operation
until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Height  of I Miles
form .  level fro m
above h .w. Stanleyie Street.
feet.
stations.
21 STANLEY STREET  depart
31 1 Wooloongabba  ... ...
20 3 Fairfield... ... ...
40 3 Yeronga  ... ... ...
34 4 South Coast Junction  ...
Softstone Pocket ...
78 6 S. BRIs.  JUNCTION arrive
Height of holmform.  Is el S  Brisb Stations.
above h.w. June.
feet.
78 ... S. BRis .  JUNCTION depart
Softstone Pocket ...
34 2 South Coast Junction ...
40 3 Yeronga  ... ... ...
20 4 Fairfield ... ... ...
31 6 Wooloongabba ...
21 6 STANLEY  STREET arrive
Passenger.
a.m.
5.25
5.29
A 5.39
A 5.43
5.47
D
5.55
t
Goods.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m;  a.m.  p.m. p.m. P.M.
. 9.20 12.10 3.15 6.25
71 0 9.24 12.14 3119 6.29
A 7.40 A 9.35 A 12.25 A 3.29 A 6.39
A 7.44 A 9.38 A 12.2 A 3.33 A 6'43
A 7'48 9.42 12 .32 3.37 6.47
D D D D D
7155 9.60 12.40 3.45 6.55
DOWN TRAINS.
t
Goods.
Passenger. Mixed.
t
Goods.
(A) Train stops by signal to pick up passengers ,  and will set them down when required . Passengers  wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms . Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
(t)  Carriage  to be attached for conveyance  of passengers  at their  own risk.
F. CIIRNOW,
a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m. p .m. p.m.
6.15 8 .15 10. 50 1116 4 .10 7.20
D D D D D D
6.23 8 .23 10.68 1.26 4 '18 71 8
A 6.27 A  8-27 A  11.3 A 1.30 A 4.21 A 7.32
A 6.30 A 8.30 A 11.6 A 1.34 A 4.24 A 7.36
6.40 8 .41 11.16 1.45 4.34 7'46
8.45 11.20 1 4'40 7'50
Brisbane,  15th September ,  1885. Commissioner for Railways.
QUERNSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
ALTERATION OF TIME TABLE - SOUTH COAST LINE.
OPENING OF LOGAN VILLAGE EXTENSION-SOUTH COAST LINE.
0N and after MONDAY ,  26th October ,  Trains will  run as  follows :-
UP TRAINS.
M. Stations . Mixed. Mixed .
... STANLEY  ST. dep.
a.m.
9.0
a.m.
...
1 Wooloongabba ... 9.4
3 Fairfield ... ... A 9.14 ...
3 Yeronga  .. ... A 9'18
4 South Coast Junct. 9.22 ...
5 Rocklea  ... ... 9.29  ...
6 Salisbury  ... ... D 9.33 ...
8 Cooper's Plains  ... 9.40  ...
9 Sunnybank ... 9.45
11 Runcorn  ... ... D 9.54
12  Spring Creek ... D 10.0
17 Kingston  ... ... D 10.15 ...
18 Loganlea  ... ...  10.24
20 Bethania  Junction 10.33
Mixed .  Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
M. Stations. Mixed .  Mixed.
P.M. P.M. S.M. a.m.
4.30 5.25 ... BEENLEIGI dep. 6.45 ...
4.34 5.29 2 Holmview  ...  A 6'50 ...
A 4.44 A  6.39 3  Hawthorne  ...  D 6'53 ...
A 4.48 A 5.43 -
4'52 5.47 ... LOGAN VILL dep.
4'59 5 .53 ... Buccan  ... ... ...
D 5.3 D 5.57 ... Waterford ... ...
5.10 6.4 -
Mixed. Mixed.
Mixed. Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
... 2.15
A 2.20
D 2.23
9.50 11.30
D 9.57 D 11.37
10.14 11.54
5.15 6 .9 4 Bethania Junct .  arr. 6 .57 10.23
D 5.24 D 6 .18 6 Loganlea ... ... 7.6
D 5.30 D 6.24 7 Kingston ... ... D 7.15
n 6.45 D 6 .39 12 Spring Creek  ...  D 7.30
5.54 6.48 13 Runcorn  ... ...  D 7.37
10.35 6 .3 6.57 15 Sunnybank  ...  7.45
22 Waterford 10.44
26 Buccan .. ... D 11.1
27 LOGAN VILL. arr. 11.8
21 Hawthorne ... D 10.36 ...
22 Holmview ...  A 10.40  ...
24 BERNLEIGH arr. 10 .45 ...
16 Cooper's Plains  ...  7.50
...  7.6 18 Salisbury ... ...  D 7.57
...  7.23 19 Rocklea  ... ...  Si
... 7 '30 20 South Coast Junct. 8.8 ...
21 Ye ro nga  ... ...  A 8.12 ...
D 6.6 ... 21 Fairfield  ... ...  A 8.15
6.10 ... 23 Wooloongabba  ...  8.25 ...
6'15  ...  24 STANLEY ST. arr .  8.30 I ...
12.3 2.27
1212 2.36
D 12.21 D 2.45
D 12.36 D 3.0
D 12.42 D 3.7
12.50 3.15
12.56 3.20
D 1.3 D 3.27
1.7 3.31
1'13 3.38
E 1.17 A 3.42
E 1.21 A 3.45
1.30 3.55
1.35 4.0
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D.) Train stops to pick up passengers on drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wish in g
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending vassengers should go on these
platforms.
(B.) Train stops to set down passengers,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 9.14)  at platforms and sidings are the approm mate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for B ilways'  Office,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane,  24th October, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
0N and after MONDAY, 21st  SEPTEMBER,  1885, the following Time Table  will come into
UP TRAINS.  BRISBANE , IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
>
58
r`9
t
Goods.  Mixed.  Mail. Southern Passenger.
stations . Mail.
L.B. T.P.O. I L.B.
a.m. a.m .  I a.m. noon. p.m.
BRISBANE  ...  depart  ... ... 15.50 ... 3.40
.  For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
66 24 IPSWICH
t
arrive
 depart
123 27  Karrabin ... ...
104 30 Walloon ... ...
140 35 Rosewood ... ...
198 40 Western Creek .. .
278 43 Grandohester arriveI depa rt
573 47 Victoria Tunnel ... ...
335 51 Laidley  ... ... ..
301 64 Forest Hi ll  ...
337 00 Gatton ... ...
384 66  Grantham
462 71 Helidon  ... arrivtdepart
788 82 Murphy 's Creek ... ...
1630 91 Highfelds ...
2003 98 Harlaxton
1921 101 To0WOOMBA arrivedepart
1853 103 Cranley ... ...
1717 105 Wetalla ...
1677 108 Cowrie Junction... arrive
... 7.0
... 7'15
a 7'24
... 7.33
... 7.45
a 7'57
818
... 8.13
a 8.28
8.43
d 8.50
8 6
a 9'17
9130
9.40
10.10
10.48
... d 11.13
11.25
7.10 11.45
a 7'20  b 11.52
a 7.28 b 11 .59
1577 108 Gowrie Junction ...  depart  ..,  7'40 ...
1712 111 Charlton  ... ... ...  d 7.50 ...
1696 113 Wellcamp  ... ... ...  a 7.57  ...
1774 117 Westbrook  ... ... ...  a 8110 ...
1524 124 Cambooya arrive  ...  8.40 ...depart  ...  8.46 ...
1651 132 Greenmount  ... ... ...  9.16 ...
137 Nobby  ... ... ... ...  d 9.30 ...
1430 141 King's Creek  ... ... ...  9.50 ...
1434 143 Clifton  ... ... ... ...  10.0 ...
1464 145 Clifton Colliery  ... ... ...  a 10.7  ...
152 Talgai  ... ... ... ...  a I0.28  ...
1500 154 Hendon  ... ... ... ...  10.40 ...
1568 157 Deuohar ... ... ... ...  a 10.51 ...
1459 161 Toolburra  ... ... ...  a 11.6
1472 163 Lyndhurst  ... ... ...  a 11.13  ...
1497 166 WARWICK {
arrive ... 1125 ...
depart -----
168 East Warwick  ... ... ... ... ...
175 Limestone Quarry  ... ... ... ...
179 Silverwood  ... ... ... ... ...
2408 186 Cherry Gully  ... ...
190 Maryland  ... ... ... ... ...
2906 194 Dalveen  ...  ... ... ... ... ...
3004 199 Thulimbah  ... ... ... ... ...
2656 207 STANTHORPE  ...  arrive  ... ... ...
1577 108 Cowrie Junction ...  depa rt  ...
1464 113 Cowrie  ... ... ... ...
1314 120 Oakey ... ...
1257 129 Jondaryan
1225 136 Bowenville ...
1122 149 Blaxland
1128 152 DALBY  ... {
arrive
depa rt
...
1076 167 Macalister  ... ... ...
1035 180 Warra ... ...
191 191 Camp ...
986 203 Chinchilla ...
217 217 Camp  ... ... ...
221 221 m. Siding
972 231 Miles ... arrive ,..depa rt ...
1067 243 Dri llhaam  ... ... ...
1056 257 Dulacca ... ... ... ...
1020 271 Charming
986 281 Yeulba  ... depart  ...
X018 293 Wallumbilla  Siding ...
986 307 Blythdale ...
978 317 ROMA  ...  I depart 9.0 "'
972 323 Bungeworgoral  ... ...  a 9.20
1064 329 Hodgson ... ... a 9.46
1170 338 Brinsop  ... ... ...  a 10.20
1169 344 Muckadilla C
arrive 10.45
 depa rt  10.55
1137 356 Amby ... ... ... a 11.45
1113 370 East Mitch `I1  ...  d 12.35
1104 371 MITCHELL srrive 12.40{ depart 1.40
1249 381  'Womallils  ... ...  d 2.20
1387 400 31unga ll a;a ... ... 3.35
1443 410 DULBYIIILLA  ...  arrive 4.15
... 12.16
a 12.26
... 12.42
1'b
... a 122
... a 151
1 59
... 2.19
... 2.24
d 3'50
... 4.19
d 4.51
d 5.5
5.27
5.47
... a 6.11
Mixed.
Mon., Thur.,
and sat.
L.B.
p.m.
... 5.0 ...
... 5.15 ...
...
a 5'28
... 5.35 ...
... 5.60
... a 6.5
... 6.15 ...
... 6'20
... a 6'36
... 650 ...
...  d 6.5 ...
.. 7.22 ...
...  a 7.35 ...
... 7.50 ...
... 8.6 ...
... 8.35
... 9.12 ...
...  d 9.38 ...
.. 9.50
12.0
a
a
5110
12.10  ...  a 5.20
12.18 ... a 5.28
12.30
d 12.42
a 12.48
a 110
1.20
1130
1155
d 2.7
2.25
2.35
a 2.41
a 3.0
3.7
a 3.17
a 3.29
a 3.35
350
4.10
a 4.14
d 4.46
a 514
6.35
a 660
6.15
a 6.30
6155
P; ... 540
p ... a 5.55 ...
°
,
...
...
6'20
645
...
a 7.5 ...
8 ... a 7'41 ...
t ... 710 ...
... ... ... ... ...
.a 7.17  ... ... ... ...
7.37
... 7.47
a 814
s 8.47
9.10
9.25
a 9.38
a 9.53
a 10.16
... 10.30
10.35
a 11.5
d 11.40
11.45
11.55
d 12.25
... 1.10
... 1.35
6.44
Brisbang, 15th!September, 1885.
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AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
opera ti on until further notice : -
ROMA, DULBYDILLA,  WARWICK ,  AND STANTHORPE.
Stations.
DULBYDILLA
Munga llala
Womallila
MITCHELL
East Mitchell
Amby ..,
Muokadilla
depart
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
Brinsop
Hodgson . ...
Bungeworgoral
ROMA ... arrivedepart
Blythdale ... ..,
Wa llumbilla Siding .
Yeulba ... arrive{ depart
Channing
Dulaoca ,,.
Driliham
miles ... • ( arrivedepart
291 m .  Siding ,., ..,
217 Camp
Chinchilla
191 Camp
Warra .
Macalister
DALBY ,,. I
arrive
depart
Blaxland .,.
Bowenville ,..
Jondaryan
Oakey ,,.
Gowrie ...
Gowrie Junction .,. arrive
... 3.10 ... 9.50
,.. d 355 ... d 11.5
... 4.25 ... 11'45
... 4.35 ... 12.45
d 4.39  ...  d 12.50
a 5.12  ...  a 1'40
... 6.42 ... 2.90
... 5.47 ... 2.40
,,. a 6.2 ... a 3.5
... a 6.24  ... a  3.45
a 6.39  ... a 4.10 ...
6.52 ... 4.30
a 7.25 .,. .,,... 2
.,. ... a 7.58 ... .,,
STANTHORPE  ...  depa rt
Thulimbah ,.. ...
Dalveen , ...
Maryland ,,.
Cherry Gully ...
Silverwood ..,
Limestone Quarry
East Warwick
WARWICK
915
.,, a 9.47
... 10'5
.., a 10.17
10.30
,.. .., ,.. a 10'58
... ,.. ,,, d 11.4
a 11'25
arrive  ,,. ...  11.35
depart ,,. .,. 11.55
... ... a 12.5
C
Lyndhurst ...
Toolburra
Deuchar ... ..,
Hendon ... ,..
Clifton Colliery
Clifton
King's Creek
Nobby
Greenmount
Cambooya I
a 12.12
,., a 12'27
,.. 12.37
a 12.42
.,, a 1.0
... 1.6
... 1.16
,,, d 1.30
1.55
arrive ,., ... 2.20
depart  .., ...  2.30
... ... ... a 2.52
d 3,10
arrive --. ...
...
..,
Westbrook ,,.
Wellcamp ,,,
Charlton...
(cowrie Junction ...
Gowrie Junction ...
Wetalla ... ...
Cranley ,.,
TOOWOOMBA {
Harlaxton ,..
Highfelds .,.
Murphy 's Creek „
Helidon ,,,
depart  ... 10.35 3'30 3155
a 10.47  a 3.42  e
a 10.65  a 3.50 a
arrive 11.5 4.2 4.27
depart  6.25 4.50
... d 6,36 ,., ... d
... 7.2 ... ... 5.28
arrive  8-15
...  6,35
depart  8.30 ... ... 6.60
... a 8.44  ... ... a
... 9'0 ... ... 7.20
... a 9.22  ... ... a
9.30 ... ...  7-45
a 9.46  ... ...  a
arrive 10.0 ... ... 8.15
depart  10.5 ... ... 8.20
,,. a 10.11 ... ...  a
.,. 10'26 ... ... 842
... 10.41  ... ,.. 8.55
a 10.49 ... ...  a
arrive 11.0 ... .. . 9.15
Grantham ...
Gatton ,,.
Forest Hi ll  ...
Laidley
Victoria  Tunnel ...
Grandehester
Western Creek
Rosewood
Walloon ...
Karrabin...
IPSWICH
BRISBANE
{
t
m a1
4.45- a °
a 4.65 ...
a 5.4 8
a
a 6.20 ... o o,  .8
5.29
a 6.36
ca
a 5.55
6.5 0
6.15 a2d 6.96
6.46 9
7.10
7.15
a  7-45
a 8.0 ...
11od 8.10 :Sol g
ro
8.25 ,,, mo
4.6 a 8.37 ...
4.15 a 8'44 ... - o
8.57
m
4.57 ...
q
..
q...
E
b
.,. V
,.. ,..
7.4 ... ... ... ...
7.3
...
7
8.0 ... ...
...
-„
...
8.28 .,.
..
9• ... ,,, t 1,u... CANT
... ...
depart  11.15 ... ... 9.25
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see Suburban Time Table.
arrive) 12.15
t t
Passenger .  Goods .  Southern Mail. Mixed .  Goods.
Mall.Mo., Thu.,
and Sat.
L.B.  L.B. T.P.O. L.B.
a.m. a.m.  a,m. a.m. p.m.  a .m.
...
2.45 ... 9'0
8.22 ... ,.,8
a37 9.30 ... ... ...
a 10.3 ... ...
10.27 ..,
10.32 .., ,..
d 10.54 ,..
d 11.6 ... ...
,.. ' 11.40 ,,, ,..
... d 12.7 ... ..,
... 8 12.35 ... ,.,
° a 1.0
,,, 8'20 8.!:- 2.0 ...
,,. a 8.29 E•c a 2.6
... a 9.5 a  2.37 ,.. ...
9.25 C 2.56 ... ..,9.50 3.19 ,., ..,
a 10,18
.
a
... 3
DOWN TRAINS.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN JAND WESTERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE--SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
N and after MONDAY , 21st September, 1885, the following Time will  come  into operation until further notice:-
0 UP TRAINS-- BRISBANE , INDOOROOPILLY, OXLEY, AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Pas . Mail. Pas . Pas. Pas .
t
Goods. Mixed . Pas Pas . Mixed.Toow 'mba Mixed . Pas. Pas. Pas. Pas . Mixed . Mixed. Mixed.
 stations . Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily . Daily . Daily  axe.Saturdays Daily. Pas . Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
Saturday & only.
W b la
Daily.
T.P.O . P. P. L.B. L.B.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  p.m. p.m.
66 BRISBANE depart  5180 5150 7.30 9.0 9.40 10.0 12.20 1.0
27 1 Milton  ... ...  6.34 ...  7,34  9.4 b 9.43104 1224 1.4
27 2 Toowong  ... ...  6.38 ... 7.38 9.8 b 9*46 10.10 12.28 1.8
76 3 Taringa  ...  d 5.41  ...  d 7.41 d 941 d 1013 d 12.31 d 1.11
be 4 INDOOROOPILLY ... 6.46 ... 7.46 9.15 b 9.51  10,20  12.35 1.15
6 Ohetmer  ... ... ... ...  d 7.49 ... d 1024 ...
5 ctrsueville ... ... a 7.50  ...  a 1028 ...
78 6 Sherwood
...
... ...
 6.62 ... 7.53 ... b 9.58 1030 18.43 ...
7 South Brisbane Juno. 5.68 ... 7.65 ... b 10.1  10,35  12.46 ...
63 8 OXLEY  ...  d•0 6.10 8.0 ... b 105 10.40 12.50 ...
82 10 Darra  ...  *+ a 8.16 ... a 1010 a 12.57 ...
48 12 Walston  ... ... ...  a 822  ... ...  a 1015  ...  a 1.4 ...
48 14 Goodna  ... ... ...  8125 ... ... 10.20 ... 1112
08 16 Redbank  ... ... ...  6.34 ... ...  10,36  ...  1.22
91 18 Riverview  ... ... ...  8.40 ... ...  10-32  ... 1188 ...
19 Dinmore
 ...  6.44 ... ... 1035  ... 190 ...
76 21 Bundamba ... ... ...  6.53 ... ... 10.41 ... 138 ...
73 22 Booval  ... ... ...  a 6.54  ... ...  a 10.46  ...  a 1.42 ...
89 23 Limestone  . ... ... ... ...  d  10.49  ...  d 1.48 ...
66 24 IPSWICH  ...  arrive  ...  7.0 ... ... 1066 ,,, 1.52
i. U stations.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .
... IPSWICH
 ... depart ...  7'30 ...
1 Limestone  ... ... ...  d 7.33  ...
2 Booval  ... ... ... .. , a 7.37  ...
3 Bundamba  ... ... ... ...  7.42 ...
5 Dinmore ... ... ... ... 7.49 ..
8 Riverview ... ... ... ... 7.53 ...
9 Redbank ... ... ... ... 7.68 ...
10 Goodna ... ... ... ... 84 ...
12 Walston ,.. ... ... ...  a 8.10  ...
14 Darra ... ... a 8.16 ...
16 OXLEY ... ...  6.50 8.10 8125 ...
17 South  Brisbane  June .  6.54 8114 8.29  ...
18 Sherwood ... ... 6168 8116 8.32 , ...
18 Graceville ... ...  a 8.58 a 8.18  ... ...
19 Chelmer  ... ...  d 8.59
20 INDOOROOPILLY  ..,  7.3
d 8.19  ... ...
8.23 8138 9.20
21 Taringa ... ...  77 8.27  a 9.23
22 Toowong ... ... 7.11 8,34  8.46 9.27
23 Milton ... ... 7.15 8.39 8.49. 9.30
24 BRISBANE arrive 7,20 8,46 855 995
t
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. P.m. p.m.
11 5 2.35 3.40 4120 4.30 5.18  5130 6.30 7.55 10.35 11.30
1.29 2.39 b 3.43 b 4.23 4.35 b 5.21 594 6.33 7*59 10.39 11.34
1.34 2.44 b 3.47 b 4.26 410  b 51 4 5.38 6.37 813  10-43  1198
1.37 d 2.47 ... ... 4x44  ...  5.41 6.41 d 8.7 d 1047 d 11.41
1.41 2.51 b 3.55 b 4.32 4.50 b 5.30  5.46 8.46 8.11 1050 11.45
d 1.46  d 2.54  ...  d 463  d 6.33 d 6.49  ... ...  d 11.48
a 1.46 a 2.56 ... ... a 4.55 a 596 ...  a 8.61  ... ...  a 11.49
1.48 2-58 b 4.0 b 4.38 4.58  5.39 ... 6.53 8.18 10.58 11.62
1.51 3.1 b 42 b 4.42 5.0  5.42 ... 8.55 8.21  11.1 11.64
1.65 3.5 4.5 4.45 5.5 5.45 ... 7.0 8.25 11.5 12.0
DOWN TRAINS (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Pas.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Toow'mba
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
9.45 ... 11.15 11.20
d 9.48
 ... ...  d 1122
a 9.52 ... ... a 11•27
9.57 ... ... 11.32
10.5 ... ... 11.40
108 ... ... 11.43
1014 .. ...  11.50
1025 ... ... 12.0
a 10.30 ... ... a 12.6
a  10.36 ... ...  a 12.1
1045 1055
 ...  12.20
a 10.48 1059
 ...  12.23
...  114 ... 12.26
...  a 11.8 ... ...
...  d 11.8 ...
...  11.14 ... 12.35
...  d 11.18 ... d
... 11.22 ... 12.40
... 11.25 ... 12.44
11.8 1190 12.15 12.50
Pas.
Dally exc.
Saturdays.
4.10 a 4.62 - a 5.51  ...  - a 8.31 .,.  
4.15 a 4.59
 ...  a 5.57 ... ... a 8.37 ... ...
... 4.23 5.8 ... 6.4 ... ... 8.45 11.26 ...
... 4.30 5.14 ... 6.11  ... ...  8163 1191 ...
... 496 5.20 ... 6.17  ... ...  9.0 ...
... 4.40 5.24  ...  6.21 ... ... 9.5 114 0 ..,
... 41 8 5.30 ... 6.28  ... ...  9.12 11.46 ...
a 4.49 a 51 4 ... a 6.32 ... ... a 9.18 ... ...
d 4.53 d 5.36 ..• d 6-35 ...
 ...  d 9.21
... 5.0 5.41 ... 8.40 ... ... 9.26 11.65
Pas.
Saturdays
only.
Pas.
Daily.
L.B.
Pas.
Daily.
P.
Mixed.
Daily.
P.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Pas.
Daily.
Mail.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
... 2.35 ... ... ... 6.16 ... 9.26 9.40
d 2.38  ... ... ...  d 8'18 ... ... d 9.43
a 2.42
 ... ... ...  a 8.22 ... ... a 9.47
... 2.47 ... ... ... 6.27 ... ... 9.63
2154 ... ... ... 6.34  ... ... 100
2.57 ... ... ... 6.37 ... ... 1013
... 3.4 ... ... ... 6.44  ... ... 1010
... 3.10 ... ... ... 6.60 ... ... 1017
a 3.16  ... ... ...  a 6.66  ... ...  a 10,23
a 3.23  ... ... ...  a 79 ... ... a 1029
2.0 390 3140 6.10 ... 7.10 7.16 ... 1036
2.4 ... 3.44
 5.14 ... a 744  7.19 ... 10.39
21
 ... 3.48 5.20 ... ... 7.23 ...  10.43
a 2.8 ... a  3.50 a 5.22 ... ... a 7.26 ... ...
d 2.10 ... d 3152 d 5.24 ... ... d 7.28 ...
1.50 2.13 ... 3155 5.30 61 0 ... 7.32 ... 10.61
d 1.53 d 2.17
 ...  d 3158  d 5.34 d 6.13 .., d 7.36 ... d 1064
1.57 2.21 ... 4.2 5.38 6.17 7.26 7.40 ... 1068
2.0 2.25 ... 4*5 5.44 8.21  ... 7.44 ... 11.2
2.5 2.30 3.55 4.10 530  6.25 7.36 7.50 1026 11.7
Passengers from Toowong ,  Ac., for Mail Train ,  must go on to  Oxley by  Local Train in advance.
t Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to slight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Trains leaving Brisbane at 9.40 a.m., 3.40 p m., 4.20 p.m, and 6.18 p.m .,  wi ll  stop at stations between Brisbane
and Oxley by signal to take on passengers for stations beyond Oxley.
(d) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
(e) Train stops to set down passengers .  who should give due notice to the Guard.
The 10.35 p.m.  Train from Brisbane will stop at all  usual stopping places on Saturdays.
Brisbane , 15th  September, 1885.
(P.) stops at Toowong Sports Ground ,  if required ,  on Saturdays.( T.P.O.) Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard 's Vans of these Trains.
Passengers for stations between Oxley and Brisbane by Down Trains arriving at  Oxley  at 10.46 a.m .,  3.30 p .m., and 7.10 p.m.,
will be required to change carriages at Oxley ,  and wi ll  be taken to their destinations by Sub`  san Trains leaving
Oxley at 1055 a .m., 3.40 p.m., and 7.15 p .m., respectively.
Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop. At stations or stopping places where a letter is shown
before the time ,  this indicates the appro ximate depa rt ure time fro m such station or stopping place .  Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by signal.
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TIME  TABLE.-SUNDAY TRAINS.
ON  and after  SUNDAY, 20th  September ,  1885 ,  the following  TIME TABLE  will come into operation untilfurther notice :-
BETWEEN BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH -- SUNDAYS.
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
A.Y. A.M.  P.M. P.M.  P.M. P.M. P.M.
BRISBANE  ... ...  dep. 90 9120 12 .55 3.0 3 .45  6-20  9.20
Milton  ... ... ...  9.4 9.24 12.59 3.4 3.49 5'26 9.24
Cemetery Road  ... ... ...  D 9.27 D 1.4 D 3.9 D 3.54 D ...
Toowong  ... ... ...  9.8 9.29 1.7 3.12 3.57 6.31 9.32
Taringa ... ... ... D 9'11 D 9.32 D 1.10 D 3.15 D 4.0 D 5 34 D 9.35
Indooroopilly  ... ...  9.15 9 .38 1.16 3 .21 4.6 6 .40 9.41
Chelmer  ... ... ... ...  D 9.41  D  1.19 D 3.24 D 4.9 ... B 9.44
Graceville  ... ... ... ...  A 9.43 A 1.21 A 3.26 4 .11 ... ..
Sherwood  ... ...  9.22 9.45 1.24 3.29  1 4 .14 5.49 9.49
South Brisbane Junction  ...  9.24 9 .47 1.26 3.31 4 .16 5.51 9.51
Oxley ... ...
Darra
Wolston ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
IPSWICH ... ...
STATIONS.
DOWN TRAINS.
IPSWICH
Limestone
Booval
Bundamba
Dinmore
Riverview
Redbank
Goodna
Wolston
Darya
Oxley arr.dep.
South Brisbane  Junction ..
Sherwood  ... ... ...
Graoeville  ... ... ...
Chelmer  ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ...
Taringa  ... ... ..
Toowoag
Cemetery Road ... ...
Milton  ... ... ...
BRISBANE  ... ...  arr.
A.Y. A.M .  P.M. P.M .  P.Y. P.Y.7-20  ... 1.0 ... ...  6.0
D 7.23  ...  D 113 ... ... D 5.3
A 7.27  ... A 1.6 ... ... A 5.67.31 ... 1.11 ... ... 5.10
7.38 ... A 1.17 ... ... A 5.16
A 7.40 ...  D 1.20  ... ... A 5118
7.48 ... 1.26 ... ... 5.25
7.65
1•34 ... ... 5.85
P.M.
...
...
...
...
...
...
A 8.0 ... A  1.41 ... ... A  5.40 ... ...
A 8.7 ... A 1.47 ... ... A  5.48 ... ...
.. ... .. .. ..
6 . ... ...8.16 10.0 1.54 2.15 4.30  .0 10.0 
8.19 10.5 1.58 2 .19 4.34  6-6 10-4  ...
8.21 10.10 2.1 2 .21 4.36 6 .8 10.7 ...
... A 10.12 A 2.3 A 2.23 A 4.38 ...
D 10.14 D 21  D 2.25 D 4.40 . ...
8.29 10.18 2.9 2.29  4-44  6.16 10.14 ...
D 8.32 D 10.21 D 21.2 D 2 .32 D 4.47 D 6.19 D 10.17 ...
8.38 10.28 2.17 2.38 4.53 6.26 10.22 ...
... D 10.29 D 2.18 D 2.39  1)  4.54 D ... ...
8.43 10.33 2.20 2.43 4.58 6.33 10.26 ...8-50  10.40 2.25 2.50 6.5 6.40 10.31 ...
(A) Train stops by signal  to pick  up passengers,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice  to Guard.
(D) Train stops to take on passengers,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting,  and will  set them down when required.
(B) Train stops to set down passengers,  who should  give due notice to Guard.
NOTE.-Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NoTB.-Tickets may be purchased at all  stations and gates on Saturday,  av for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
ommissioner for Railways.
arr. ... 9.50 1.30  ... 4.20 5.65 9.55
f dep. 9.30 3.35 6.0
A 9.36 ... ... A 3.41  ... A 6.6
... A 9.44 ... ... A 3.49 ...  A 6.12
arr.
dep. 9 .52 ... ... 3.57  ...  6.20
... 9.59 ... ... 4 .4 ... 6.30
A 10.6  ... ...  A 4.11  ...  A 6.37
A 10.9 ... ... A 4.14  ...  A 6.39
10.19 ... ...  4.24 ... 6.45
... A 10.24  ... ...  A 4.28  ...  A  6-48
... A 10.27  ... ...  D 4.31  ...  D 6151
arr. 10.33 ... ... 4.37  ...  6.55
... dep.
d p.
... ... ...
Brisbane,1lSth  September, 1815.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE- FASSIFERN  BRANCH.
ON  and after  MONDAY,  21st September ,  1885 ,  the following Time Table will come into operationuntil further  notice:-
Miles
from
Brisbane.
Stations -
and Stopping Places.
UP TRAINS.
t
Goods.
Mondays only.
t
Goods. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. P.M.
24 IPswicH ... ... ... dep. 5.45 11.30 5.30
25 Little Ipswich ... ... ... ... D 11.35 D 5.35
26 Churchill ... ... ... ... D 11.41 D 5.40
28 Yamahato ... ... ... ... D 11.52 D 5.50
30 Hampstead ... ... ... ... D 12.4 D 6.0
32 Purga ... ... ... .. ... A 12.16 A 6.10
33 Goolman ... ... ... ... ... D 12'23 D 6.15
34 Hillside ... ... ... ... ... D 12.29 D 6.20
35 Rockton ... ... ... ... ... D 12'35 D 6.25
36 Feak Crossing ... ... I ... A 12.43 A 6.30
37 Flinders ... ... ... ... ... A 12.49 A 6.35
39 Churchbank ... ... ...I ... D 12.59 D 6'45
42 HAERISVILLB ... ... arr. 7'0 1'15 7'0
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Stations t tGoodsfrom
Har'isville.
and Stopping Places. Mixed. Goods.
Sat
.
urdays only.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
HAERISVILL$ ... ... dep. 7.25 3.0 7.15
3 Churchbank ... ... ... D 7'90 D 3.16
5 Flinders .. A 7.50 A 3.26 ...
6 Peak Crossing A 7.55 A 3.32 ...
7 Rockton ... D 8'0 D 3.40 1
8 Hillside ... D 8'5 D 3'46
9 Goolman ... ... D 8.10 D 3.52
10 Purga A 8.15 A 3.59
12 Hampstead D 8.25 D 4.11 1 ...
14 Yamahato D 8135 D 4.23 ...
16 Churchill D 8.45 D 4'34 ...
17 Little Ipswich D 8.50 D 4.40 ...
18 IPswicH ... arr.  8.55 4.45 8.45
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required . Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up  passengers , on Drivers observing  passengers waiting on  platforms.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
(t) Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
nN and after MONDAY, 21st September, 1885, the following Time Table will come into operation
rnn+il fnrtt , ar nnf.ina .-
PlI TRAINS. Saturdays  only. ;.Cd
41.04
Stations. - -U
101
103
105
106
ToowooMBA depart
Cranley ...
Wetalla .. ...
Pengarry Junction ...
106 m. 13 ch. Gate ...
108 m. 23 ch. Gate
109 m. 28 ch. Gate
110 m. 17 ch. Gate ...
110  in.  55 ch. Gate ...
111  in.  9 ch. Gate ...
Meringandan ... ...
113  in.  23 ch. Gate
114 m. 8 ch. Gate
CABARLAR arrive
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and 2
a.m. p.m.
7.50 3.0
A 8'0 A 3.10
A 8.8 A 3'18
8.10 3.20
A A
A 8.25 A 3.35
A A
A 8.40 A 3.50
A A
A A
8.55 4.5
A A
A 9.8 A 4.18
9.30 4.40
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
Tuesdays ,  Thursdays, and
Saturdays only.
a.m. p.m.
... CABARLAR depart 9.40 510
114 m. 8 ch.  Gate ...  A 10'2 A 5.22
113 m. 23 ch. Gate ... A A
5 Meringandan ... ... 10.15 5.35
111 m. 9 ch. Gate ... A A
... 110 m. 55 ch. Gate ... A A
... 110  in.  17 ch. G ate ... A 10.30 A 5.50
... 109  in.  28 ch. Gate ... A A
... 108  in.  23 ch.  Gate ..  A 10'45 A 6.5
... 106 m. 13 ch. Gate ... A A
11 Pengarry Junction ... 11.0 6.20
12 Wetalla ... ... A 11.2 A 6.22
14 Cranley ... .. A 11.10 A 6.30
17 ToowooMBA arrive 11.20 6.40
(A) Train stops by  signal to  take  on passengers , and will set them down when required.  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice  to Guard.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
ON and after MONDAY, 21st  September ,  1885, the following Time  Table  will come into operationuntil further  notice:
UP TRAINS.
Miles Miles Height t
fro m from of Stations .  Goods .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Bri sbane . Junction.  Formation .  Mondays only.
24 ...
25 ...
26 ...
29
31 3
33 7
35 9
37 11
40 14
43 17
45 19
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Height t
from of Stations. Mixed . Mixed. Goods.
Lowood. Formation. Saturdays only.
feet.
174 LowooD ... ... .. , depart
a.m.
7.10
p.m.
1.55
p.m.
8.5
2 146 Verners ... ... ... 7.20 2.5
5 161 Fernvale ... ... ... 7.37 2.22 8 27
8 118 Fairneyview ... ... ... 7.54 2.39
10 231 Glamorgan ... ... 8.5 2.50
12 135 Borallon ... ... 8.16 3.1
14 181 Pine  Mountain ... ... 8.28 3.13 ...
16 .. Brassall .. ... A 8.46 A 3.31 ...
19 93 Brisbane  Valley  Junction ... 8.55 A 3.40 A 9.27 ...
20 98 Fassifern Junction ... ... 9.0 ... 3.45 ... 9'31 ...
21 65 IPSWICH ... arrive 9.5 3.50 9.35
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set  them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should  give due  notice  to Guard.
t Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their  own risk.
Brisbane , 15th September, 1885.
Stations.
BUND  A BER G RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON  and after  MONDAY,  the 28th September, 1885 ,  the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry Railway will come into operation until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Ltil es Stations . Mixed . I - ilea
p.m.
BUNDABBBG  depart, 3.0
3 Oakwood ... ... D
6 Sharon ... A
10 Gibson 's Siding ... D
12 Binges ... ... 3.50
16 Goondoon  ... ...  D
20 Bolan ... .. .. 4.25
23 Maroondan A
28 Gin Gin ... ... 6.0
30 Watawa arrive Af depart
'16 Stockyard Creek ... L
41 Moolboolaman  ... 5.50
44 Gillen's Siding ... A
56 Boolboonda  ... ... A
58 Wonbah ... ... D
63 Wolca ... D
64 Drummer'A Creek A
(16 MOUNT  PERRY arrive 7.30
F. CURIOW,
Commissioner for Railways
DOWN TRAINS.
... `  MOUNT PBB,BY dep.
2 Drummer's Creek ... 1
3 Wolca ... ...
8 Wonbah
10 Boolboonda
22 Gillen's Siding ...
25 Moolboolaman
30 Stockyard  Creek ..
C arriva
co  vv wawa t depart
38 Gin Gin ... ...
43 Maroondan ... ..
46 Bolan ... ... ...
... 60 Goondoon ...
... 54 Binges
... 56 Gibson ' s Siding ...
... 61 Sharon ... ...
... 63 Oakwood ... .
... 66 BuNDABSBG arrive
Mixed.
a.m.
6.30
A
D
D
A
A
8.10
D
9.0
9.16
9.30
Ain-in
D
10.40
D
A
D
11.30 I ...
d .  PassengersNoTE .-( A) Trains stop by signal to take  on passengers ,  and will set them down where require
wi;bing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop on Drivers observing  passengers waiting  on platforms .  Passengers  wishing to alight should
give due uotice to Guard .  No person except intending  passengers  should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 15th September, 1885.
feet .  a.m. a m. p.m.
65 IPSWICH  .. ... depart 5.30 11.40 5.50
98 Fassife rn Junction ... ...  5.34 ... 11 .45 ... 5.55
93 Brisbane  Valley Junction...  A 5.38  A 11.50 A 6.0 ...
... Brassall  ... ... ... ... A 11.59 A 6.9
181 Pine Mountain  ... ...  12.18 6.28
135 Borallon .. .. ... ... 12.29 6.39
231 Glamorgan  ... ... ... 12.40 6.50 ...
118 Fairneyview ... ... ... 12.51 7.1
161 Fernvale ... ... ... 6.38 1.8 7.18
146 Ve rn ers ... ... ... 1.25 7.35
174 LowOOD ... ...  arri ve 7 .0 1.35 74 5
2006
PUBLIC TIME STABLE.--
TIME TABLE to come into operation on and after  MONDAY,
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Rockhampton
2 Yeppen ... ...
6 Gracemere ...
8 Malchi ...
10 Sabra ...
13 Neerkoll...
15 Stanwell
18 Warren ...
19 Siding ...
20 Siding
24 Wycarbah
27 Spring Creek
30 Westwood
33 Oakey ...
38 Gogango...
Mixed.
Monday
only.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Goods.
Daily.
a.m, a.m. a.m.
dep. 5'20 51 5 ...
... 5.25 5.50 ...
... 5138 6'5 ...
... 5.44 6.10 ...
... 5.52 6.16 ...
... 8 S 6.23 ...
... 6'10 6'30 ...
... 6118 6.40 ...
6.21 6.43 ...
6.26 6.46 ...
6 35 6.58 ...
.. ... 6145 7.8 ...
arr. 6'55 '7 15
••• dep. 7'30
7.40
7.55
8'7
47 Tunnel ... .. ... ...  8115
63 Herbert's Creek ... ... 8'34
68 Boolburra ... ... ... 8.60
65 Duaringa  ... ... ...  915
72 Wa ll aroo  ... ... ...  9'26
83 Bridgewater  .. ... ...  9.53
an.88 Dingo  ...
... €  dep.
96 Stanley ...
102 Walton...
107 Bluff ...
110 Siding
118 Blackwater
125 Burngrove
10110.97
-10'45
10.55
11.6
... ... 11'26
11.50
129 Tolmie 's ... ... ... 12'0
140 Comet  ... ... 12'30 ...
149 Yamala  ... ... ... ...  12.55 ...
159 Winton  ... ... ... ...  1.20 ...
193 Siding  ... ... ...
165 Emerald  ...  arr. ... 1'35
*7.35
... 8'15
... 8.65
... 9'40
10'0
... 5'56
... 6'13 .. ...
... 6.25 ... ...
... 6.5b7.20 ... ...
Mixed.
Daily.
9.45
7'0
4'54 ... ... ...
... 5'30 ... ... ... ...
Goods.
Daily.
10'010.7 ... ... 1'0
...
5 0
5'5
10'26  ... ...  1'1516  ... -5'2052!i10.32  ... ... .••
..
5.30
10.55  ... ... ... ... 5.43
6 011* 5 ... ... ... ...  *5150
11.18  ... ... ...
11.22 ... ... ... ...  6'6
11.26 ... ... ... ... 8.10
11.45 ... ... ... ...
12'10 ...
- 12.25 ...
... 12.45 ..,
... 1'10 ...
... 1.23 ..,
*1*45 ...
... 2.20 ...
... -3'10 ...
... 3'38 ...
4.24 ...
4,44 ...
165 Emerald  ...  dep. ...
--
... 6 ,30 ... ... 12 10 ... ... 2'0 ..
169 Emerald Downs ... ... ... ... 6.50 ... ... 12.18 ... ... 2.15 ...
179 Theresa  ... ... ... ... ...  7190 ... ... 12.66 ... 216 ...
183 Pelican  .. ... ... ... ...  7.40 ... ... 1.1 ... ... 3.5 ...
es Gordon Downs ... ... ... 7'50 ... ... 1 '20 ... ... `3115 ...
arr. ...
...
... -8'30197 Capella  ... €  p $910 3.45 ...
206 QQ Retro  ... ... ... ... ... ... 9.80 ... ... 2.40 ... ... 4.14 ...
212 Retro  Creek  ... ... ... ...  9.50 ... ... 3.0 ... ... 4.40 ...
220 Langton  ... ... ... ... ...  10.20  ...  3.35 ... ... 6.5 ...
227 Clermont  ... an. ... ... ... 10 '45 ... ... 4'0  ... 5130 ...
166 Emerald ...
171 Range Downs ...
179 Saint Helens
183 Glendarriwill ...
188 Siding ... ...
dep.
191 Anakie  ... ... ...
199 Boriila ... .. ...arr203 Witherefleld ... dep.
213 Woodbine ... ...
218 Siding  ... ... ...
227 BOe'ertnn 8'an••• arrsp
235 Hannam's Gap
241 Drummond .. ...
253 Vine Hill ... ...27,
290 Betas  ... ... ...906 Jericho  ... ... an.
1'55 ... ... 7'0
2.12 ... ... 7.25
2.35 ... ... 8.0
2145 ... ... 8'20
2.57 ... ... 8.46
-$15
3.25  ... ... *2.0 9.33
3'34 ••• •• 9'500-384.5 ... ...  1
4.20 ... ... 11.0 ... ... ...
.. *11'50  ... ... ... ...
*4'45 5150 ... ... ... -12 '10 ... ...
5'20 -615 ... ... ... ... 12'50
5.46 710 ... ... ... ... 1.256*20  7.40 -2'25
-7'1155  *9.0 ... ... ... ... 4151.0 *11' 0 *5.45
... ... ... ... 7'0
*  Trains meet here.
NoTs.-The Passenger Trains will only stop as  follows:-It all stations when required.
To pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald ,  and on the Clermont Branch  (both Up
and Down).
Accommodation for passengers will be provided on the Adve rtised Goods Trains ,  but the Department will not guarantee to run these Trains
as adve rtised . -  Notice of altered running  or stoppage  at easy=Advertised Goode Trains will be obtainable at Stations.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods. Goods.
Daily .  Daily.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. noon .  p.m. P.M. p..m p.m.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
••  Brisbane, 18th  September, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
28th SEPTEMBER,  1886,  and until further  notice:-
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIOxs.
... Jericho  ... ...  dep.
16
345864
70
78
87
Beta  ... ... due .
Alpha ... ...
Pine  Sill ... ...
Drummond ... ...
Hannam 's Gap ...
Bogantnngan ... dep.
arr.
Siding  ... ... ...
92 Woodbine
102 Witherafeld ... ...
Passenger.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
a.m.
3'15
4.O
4.50
510
6.15
*6'35
7'107.25
Goods. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Goods. Mixed. Goods. Mixed.
Daily. Daily.
Monday,
Wedn'day, Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Saturdayonly.
a.m. a.m.
Friday.
A.M. am. a.m. noon . p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
610 ••• ••• ••• 4'45
*5.45
.57'15 •.. ... ... *6q
*9'0 ...
10'15 ••• ... ... '815
11.0 ... ...
11'80 ..• ••. ... ... 9190&56
*12'10 ... .•• 10.0
.. ... 19'15 •••
... ... ..
... 12.56 ... ...
... 1.20
... ... *2'5
... ... ... ... ... ...
2•
... ... ... ... ... ... *315
... ... ... 3'90
.. ... ... 3.90
...
... ...
... 960
...
... ...
... ... ...
4.10
... 440
... ... ... ... ... ... 5'10
... 70 710 ... 1210 ...
... 7.15 7.35 ... 12.30 ...
7' 815 ... 1.5 ...
... 8.0 8'26 ... 1' ...
'30 *9'0 ... *2'5 ...
9'0 9145 ... *3115 ...
9.1 10 0^ ... 3.26 ...
9• 10-15... 9.40
946 11.0 ... 4.15
10'0 11'15 ... 4'30
... •6'30 .. .. ...
7.50
8.5
'8.30
112 Borilla  ... ..  8.40
arr.114 Anakie .. ...
€dep. *9 10'
117 Siding  ...  9 8
122 Glendarriwill  ... ..  9.20
128 Saint Helens ... .. 9.30
134 Range Downs  ... ..  963
140 Emerald  ...  arr. 10 '10
Clermont ... dep.
7 Langton
15 Retro Creek ...
21 ,q Retro  ... ...30
Gordon Downs ...
44 pq Pelican ...
60 Theresa
68 Emerald Downs ...
82 erald  ... arr.
140 Emerald  ...  dep.
142 Siding ... ... ...
146 Winton  ... ... ...
156 Yamala  ... ... ...
165 Comet  ... ... •..
176 Tolmie 's •.. ...
180 Burngrove ... ...
187 Blackwater ... ...
195 Siding  ... ... ...
198 Blur  ... ... ...
203 Walton ... ... •..
209 Stanley  ... .. ..
217 Dingo  ... ... €  dsrr.p.
233 BW axooer ..
24o Duaringa .•• ...
247 Boolburra .. ...
252 herbert's Creek ...
268 Tunnel ...
261 Rocky ...
267 Gogango ...
272 Oskey ...
275 Westwood
spring  emir
Wycarbah
arr.
•• dep.
Biding ... ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...
Warren ... ...
Btanwell... ...
Neerkoll  ... ... ...
Kabra  ... ... ...
Malehi  .. ... ...
Gracemere ... ...yep en  ...  .. ...pIII arr.
10'10
.ice ...6 5
... ... ... ...
10.50 ...  7.35 ... ... ...
11'15 ...  8110 ... ... ...
12'0 ... 8' 55 ... ...
12.10 ... 9110 ... ... ... ...
12'36  ...  9'35 ... ...
12.55  ...  10-10...
1.3 ... 10.25 ... ... ... ...
1'15 ... *10'45 ... ... ... ...
1.30 ... 11.4 ... ...
1150
2'S ... 11'30
2.20 ... 11.50
*3'10 ... 110
s•SO ... 1.25
3'45 ... '11454.0 ... 2.8
4'10 ... 2'20 ...
4.35 ... 2.40 ...
4.65 ... 2.66 ...
5.0 ...
••.5'105.20 ... 3f 920
...
... ...
5"28 ... 3.35 ...
6.40 ... 3.55 ...
5.43 ... 4.0 ...
5.46 ... 4.4 ...
*5'50 ... 4'20 ...
5158 ... 4.85 ...
6.5 4.68 ...
6.10 ... 5.10 ...
6'15 ... *51206.25 ... 5.35
'610 ... 5.40
'7'16
7.26
...
...
7.36 ... ...
7.46 ... ...
7.50 ... ...
7• ...
8.0 8-7  ... ...8.18 ... ...
8.28140  . .. ...1 ' 4 5 ... 8'10
9.0
6-55
... ... 210 1 ...  8180 '26
*  Trains meet here.
The Mixed and Goods Trains wi ll  stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and set down passengers when required. Passen-
gers wishing to alight at Stopping places must te ll  the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure  fr om Stopping places shown thus , .. Yeppen 514," are approximate and merely as a guide to intending passengers
and Guards of Ballast Trains.
Goods will be received at, and forwarded to, Alpha and Bets andse the V*Wx ed asnditions  " Loading and  Unloading Gates and Sidings."
7 *57.10
7.20
7.90
7.34
7.98
... 7'457.50
8.0
8.5
F. CURNOW. • -_
Commissioner for Railways.
2Q08
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY (AND BIIRRUM  BRANCH).
TIME TABLE. '
GN and  after THURSDAY, 1st October,  1885, the following Time Table for the MaryboroughRailway,  and the Burrum Branch ,  will come into operation until further  notice:-
miles  STATIONS.
MARYBOROUGU depart
2 Croydon Junction ...
2
6
15
17
18
UP TRAINS.
t t
Mixed.  Passenger.  Goods.  Goods.  Mixed.
A.M. A.M.  A.M. P.M. P.M.
7.0 71 0 8.0 1.15 2.20
... A 7.35 A 8.8 A 1.22 ...
3 Sunbury ... depart
5 Oakhurst ... ...
9 Yengarie .. ...
10 Graham ' s Creek
12 Mungar  ... ... ...
15 Antigua  ... ...
17 Owanyi ll a  ... ,. ...
20 Blackmount  ... ...
22 Tiaro ... arrive ...t depart
23 Kooringa ...
26 Bopple  ... ...
30 Gundiah arrive ...depart ...
A 7.38 A 8.12 A 1.26
A 7.44 A 8.22 A 1.33
8.0 8.42 1.55
A 8.3 A 8 .47 A 1.59
A 8.9 A 8.57 A 2.8
A 8.18  * A 9.12 *A 2.23
A 8.24 A 9.22 A 2.33
A 8.33 A 9.37 A 2.48
*9.47
*8.40 9.55 3.0
A 8.43 A 9 .59 A 3.5
A 8.52 A 10.12 A 3.20
*9.5 ...
9.20 10 .32 *3.42
A 9.27 A 10.40 A 3.53
A 9.50 A 11.10 A 4.35
9.54 11.15 4.40
A 9.58 A 4.45
*5.0
10 l0 ... 5.7
A 10.1 A 5.21
A 10.29 A 5.40
A 10.35  ...  A 5.48
A 10.44  ...  A 6.3
A 10.51 ... A 6.13
11.10  ...  6.40
32 Gootchie ... ...
38 Banyan  ... ... ...
39 Kilkivan Junction ...
40 Thompson's Flat ... ...
43 Gunalda  ... arrivedepart
46 Kadina  ... ... ...
49 Curra  ... ...
61 Harvey ' s Siding ... ...
54 Correll a  ... ... ...
56 Tamaree  ... ...
61 GYMPIB  ... ...  arrive ...
Miles STATIONS.
.. GYMPIa  ... ...  depart
5 Tamaree ... ...
7 Corre ll a . ...
10 Harvey ' s Siding...
12 Curra ... ...
16 Kadina ... ...
18 Gunalda ... ...
21 Thompson's Flat
22 Kilkivan Junction
23 Ka :  yan ... ...
29 Gootchie .
31 Gundial: arrive
.
depart
35 Bopple  ... ... ..
38 Kooringa ...
39 Tisro ... ...
41 Blackmount ...
44 Owanyilla ...
46 Antigua ... ...
49 Mungar . ..
51 Graham ' s Creek
52 Yengarie
56 Oakhurst ...
58 Sunbury
69 Croydon Junction
..  HOWARD .., depart
1 Burrum ... ...
3 Torbanlea  ... . ...
12 Aldershot .. ...
16 Croydon Junction ...
61 M&RYBO$ouGH ...  arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
t Timber Passenger .  Mixed.and Goods.
A.M. A.M. A.M.
5.25 7'30 ...
A 5.48 A 7.45 ...
A 5.58  A 7.52 ...
A 6.13 A 8.2 ...
A 6.23 A 8.8 ...
A 6.38 A 8.17 ...
6.55 8.28 ...
A 7.8 A 8.37 ...
7.12 *8.40 ...
A 7.18 A 8.44
A 7.48 A 9.4 ...
. *9.10 ...
*8.0 9.25 ...
A 8.18 A 9.38 ...
A 8.33 A 9.51 ...
*8.40 *9.55 ...
A 8.48 A 10.0 ...
A 9.3 A 10.10 ...
* A 9.12 A 10.16 ...
A 9.28 A 10.25 ...
A 9.38 A 10.31 ...
9.45 10.35 ...
A 10.3 A 10.50 ...
A 10.13 A 10.56 ...
A 101 8 A 11.0 ...
... ... 8.44
... A 8.44
... ... A 8.54
... A 9.38
... ... A 10.0
... 4.0 ...
... A 4.3 ...
... A 4.10 ...
... A 4.40 ...
A 4 53 ...
101 0 11.10 10.10 3.35 810 5.0
* Trains meet here.
t Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains .  Passengers travelling thereby must clearly understand
they do  so enti re ly at their own risk.
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers , and will set  them down  when  required .  Passengers wmbhing
to ali ght should  notify the  Guard at preceding station.
The times shown thus  (A 6.45 )  at platforms and sidings are the approximate  times  only ,  and merely
intended as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, F. CURNO W,
Brisbane,  10th September,  1885. Commissioner for Railways.
t Timber
and Goods.
Croydon Junction depa rt  A 7.6 ... ... ... A 2.26 ...
Aldershot  ... ...  A 7.22 ... ... ... A 2.40 ...
Torbanlea  ...  A 7.58  ... ... ...  A 3.10 ...
B urrum  ...  A 8.6 ... ... ... A 3.16 ...
HOWARD ... arrive 8 .10 ... ... ... 3.20 ...
... A 4.8 ...
... A 4•l [  ...
... 4.30 ...
A 4.33 ...
... A 4.41 ...
... * A 4.54 ...
... A 5.2 ...
A 5.10 ...
... A 5.25 ...
... A 5.83 ...
... *5.50 ...
... 6.5 ...
... A 6.11 ...
... A 6.32 ...
... A 6.35 ..
A 6.39
... 6 50 ...
A 7.2 ...
Mixed.
P.M.
4.0
A 4.5
A 7.13 ...
A 7.21
A 7.33 ..
A 7.41 ...
... 8.0 ...
Mixed .  Mixed.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
... 4.0 ... ...
... A 4.17
... A 4.24 ... ...
... A 4.35 ...
... A 4.43 ... ...
A 4.53 ... ...
... *5.7 ... ...
A 5.19 ...
12.30 5.23 ...
A 12.34  A 5.27 ...
A 1.3 A 5.47 ... ...
*5.55 ... ...
1.12 6 .10 .. ...
A 1.32 A 6.23
A 1.46 A 6.35
1.50 6.38 ... ...
A 1.58 A 6• ... ...
A 2.12  A 6.56 ...
* A 2.23  A 7.4 ...
A 2.37 A 7.16 ...
A 2.45 A 7.23
2.50 7.28 ... ...
A 3.10 A 7.43
A 3.20 A 7.50
A 3.25 A 7.53 ... ...
2009
MACKAY RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
1
THE following  Time Table will come into operation  on MONDAY, 1Gta  August ,  1885, and continue
in force until further notice
UP TRAINS -DAILY.
Miles  stations.
MACKAY ... depart
2 Show  Grounds... ...
4 Racecourse ... ...
5 Te Kowai
7 Alexandra ... ...
8 Palms  ... ... ...
9 Walkerston ... ...
11 Pleystowe
12 Greenmount ... ...
14 Level Crossing ... ...
15 Newbury Junction arr.
15 Newbury Junction dep.
18 Level Cro ssing... .. .
21 Victoria ... .
23 ETON ... ... arrive
15 Newbury Junction dep.
16 Level Crossing ... ...
17 Marian  ... ... ...
23 HAMILTON  ...  arrive
Mixed . Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m.
7'30
A 7'35
A 7.40
8.0
DOWN TRAINS-DAILY.
Stations. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. P.M. a.m. a.m. p.m.30 ... HAMILTON ... depart  ...  8.30 4.45
A 3'8 ... Marian ... ... ...  A 8.481 A 5.3
A 3.14 ... Level  Cro ssing ... ...  A 8.53 A 5.8
A 3.19 ... Newbury Junction arr. ... 8.58 5.13
A 3.27 ...
A 3.32 ... ETON ... ... depart 7.0 ... ...
3.36 ... Victoria ... A 7.6 ... ...
A 3.44 ... Level Crossing... ... A 7.17
A 3'50  ...  Newbury Junction arr. 7.27
A 3.56 ... ...
... ... Newbury Junction dep.
Level Crossing... ...
... 5.15 Greenmount ... ...
A 5.25 Pleystowe
A 5.36 Walkerston ... ...
... 5.42 Palms ...
Alexandra
4.2 ... Te Kowai
A 4.7 ... Racecourse ... ...
A 4.12 ... Show Grounds... ...
4.30 ... MACKAY ... arrive
90
A 9.6
A 912
A 9.18
9'26
A 9.30
A 9.35
A 9'43
A 9.48
A 9.54
10.0
(A.) Trains stop  by signal to take  on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 3.8) at platforms  and sidings  are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 27th July, 1885. Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.THE following Amended TimeTable will come into operation on andafter MONDAY, 5th October,1885:-
po',P
aq
d
i
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
feet .  A.M. A.M. P.Y.
7 .. TOWNSVILLE  ...  dep. 7 '30 8 10 10
5 4 Cluden  .. . ... A 7• A 8 .10 A 1.10
64 7 Stewart 's Creek  ... A 7.50  A 8.20 A 1.18
7-mile Siding  ... ...  A 7.51 A 8 '21 A 11.9
Roseneath  ... A 7.53 A 8'23 A 1'21
111 8  Powder Magazine  ...  7.65 *8•25 1.24
123 13 Antil  Plains  ... ...  A 8.46 A 1.40
117 16  Eliot  ... ... ... ...  A 8.56 A 1'48
206 23  Woodstock ... ... ... *9.20 *2.10
204 27 Double  Barrel  ... ... ...  A 9.32 A 2'22
Philp 's Siding  ... ... ...  A 9.42 A  2,32
243 36 Reid River  ... ... ... *9.55 *2.45
41 Cardington  ... ... ...  A 10.15 A 3.5
48 Chisholm 's ... ... ... A 10.41 A 3.30
663 49 Naughton Valley  ... ...  10.45 '3.35
948 53 Ravenswood June .  arr. 11.10 4.0
53 Ravenswood  June. dep.
928 58 Grass  Hut ... ...
898 66  Kirk River ,..
1108 71 Mount Wright ... ...
817 77 RAVENSWOOD  ...  arr.
53 Ravenswood June. dep. ... 11.20 4.10
994 69 Fanning  ... ... ... ...  A 11'36 A 4.26
63 Exley ... ... ... .. A 11.50 A 4.40
NOON.
828 67 Macrossan Br., New Stn. 12.0 4.50
P.M.
77 Plum Tree Flat... ... ... A 12 .32 A 6'19
1004 82  ChartersTowers{arr. ... 12'45 5.35dep. 1.30
86 Sandy Creek  ... ... ...  A 1.39 ...
88 88-mile  ... ... ... ...  A 1'49 ...
93 Southern Cross ... ... ...  A 2.3 ...
101 Powlathanga  ... ... ...  A 2.27 ...
.087 108 Balfe's Creek ... 2.48 ...
114 Lamond  ... ... ... ...  A 3.6 ...
122 122-mile ... ... ... ... A 3.29 ...
1127 127 Homestead arr. 3,46 ..,dep. 3.60 ...
132 Sensible Creek  ... ... ...  A 41
136 Mundic Creek  ... ... ... A 4.14
140 Cape River  ... ... ...  A 4.30 ...
1318 147 Pentland  .. a
:
... 4.50 ...
de 4.55
149 Springs  ... ... ... ...  A 5-11 ...
167 Warrigal... ... ... ... A 5.26 ...
162 162-mile ... ... ... ... A 5.42 ...
168 168-mile ... ... ... ... A 6.4 ...
173 173-mile ... ... ... ... A 8.20 ...
X528 179 TocerNs Csszx arr. 6.40 ...
Mixed. Mixed. STATIONS.
Mixed.
Monday
only.
Mixed,
Monday
only.
P.M. P.M.  A.M. A.M .
... 8.20 ToaaxNS CREEK  ...  dep. ... ...
... A 8• 173-mile  ... ... ... ... ...
... A 6.40  168-mile  ... ... ... ... ...
... A 8.41 162-mile ... ... ... ... ...
... A 8.43 Warrigal ... ... ... ... ...
... 6'45 Springs ... ... ... ... ...
4'30 1
A 4.49
A 5.21!
A 5.411
6.5
Pentland  ... arr. ... ...dp. ... ...
Cape River  ... ... ... ...
Mundio Creek  ... ... ... ...
Sensible Creek  ... ... ... ...
Homestead ... arr. ... ...
(de p ...122-mile  ... ... ... ... 
Lamond  ... ... ... ... ...
Balfe 's Creek  ... ... ... ...
Powlathanga  ... ... ... ...
Southern Cross  ... ... ... ...
88-mile  ... ... ... ...
Sandy Creek  .. ... ... ...
ChartersTowers .. "'arr- 80dep.
Plum Tree Flat  .. ...  A 6'16
Macrossan Br., New Stat. 8'45
Exley ... ... ... ...  A 6.58
Fanning  ... ... ... ... A 7'10
Ravenswood  June .  arr. ... 7 '25
RAVENSWOOD  ...  dep. 5 .50 ...
Mount Wright  ... ... A 6'1 ...
Kirk River  ... ... A 6• ...
Grass Hut ... ... ... A 7.6 ...
Ravenswood June.  arr. 7 .25 ...
Ravenswood June. dep.
Haughton  Valley... ...
Chisholm's... ... ...
Cardington ... ...
Reid River ... ... ...
Philp 's Siding ... ...
Double Barrel ... ...
Woodstock
Eliot  ... ...
Antil Plains ... ...
Powder Magazine ...
Roseneath ... ... ...
7-mile  Siding ... ...
Stewart 's Creek ... ...
Cluden ... ...
TowxsvILLE  ... arr.
7.40
8'0
A 8.4
A 8.27
8.45
A 8.58
A 9'6
*9.20
A 9'40
A 9'50
10.5
A 10.8
A 10.10
A 10.11
A 10.20
10.30
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed.
Monday
Mixed,
Monday Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
excepted.
A.M.
exc'pted
A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M
... ... 8.16
... ...  A 815
... ...  A 8.50
... ... A 9.5
... ... A 9.19
... ... A 9.44
... 8.50
9'55
... ...  A 10.15
... ...  A 10.31
... ...  A 10.44
... ...  10.55
... ... 11.0
... ... A 11.16
... ...  A 11'39
... ... * 11.57
P.Y.
... A 12.18
... A 12.42
A 12.56
,., A 1.6
1.15
7.10 1.45
A 7.26 A 2.1
7.55 2.30
A 8.6 A 2'41
A 8.20 A 2.55
...  8.35 3.10
7.0
A 7'
A 7'
A 8.16
8.35
8.50 3'15
*9.10 *3.35
A 9.14 A 3.39
A 9.37  A 4.2
*9.55 4.20
A 10.9  A 4.34
A 10.16  A 4.41
10.30 4.65
A 10'60 A 6.16
A 11.0  A 5'26
*11.15 5.40 *8.25  6.56
A 11.18  A 5.43 A  8-28 A 8.53
A 11.20  A 5• A 8.30  A 8.65
A 11'21  A 6.46 A 8.81 A 8.68
A 11.30  A 5.55 A 8•  A 7.5
11.40  6.5 8150  7.15
*  Trafus  meet  here.
(A) Trains  stop to pick up and set down passenge rs  on giving notice  to Guards
Ckwlmissioner for Railways' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  26th September ,  1885. Commissioner for Railways.
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COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
THE following Time Table will come into operation  on MONDAY, the 30th November , 1885, and
continue in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Oooktown. Stations.
COOKTOWI  ...  depart
5 Morton ...
9 Jansen ...
12  Flaggy ... ... ...
17 Molvor ... ...
28 Normanby Bridge
31 PALMER  ROAD  ...  arrive
Wednesdays Saturdays
only. only.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. Wednesdays Saturdays
only. only.
p.m. a.m.
1230  6.0 PALMSB RoAD  ...  depart
s 12.54 A 6• Normanby Bridge ...
A 1.14 A 6• Mclvor  ... ... ...
A 1.28 A 6'58 Flaggy  ... ... ...
A 1.52 A 7'22 Jansen  ... ... ...
A  2'47  A 8.17 Morton
3.0 8.30 COOZTOwx  ...  arrive
p.m. a.m.
6.0 11.30
A 6'15 A 11.45
A 7.8 A 12.38
A 7'38 A 1.3
A 7.47 A 1.17
A 8.7 A 1.37
8.30 2.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers  or Goods,  and will set them down when required.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 6.15)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane, 5th November, 1886.
2011
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
PASSENGER FAMES,  GOODS RAZES, ETc.
I N force on and from the Opening of the Extension of the SOUTH COAST LINE to Logan Villageon 7th September ,  1886 ,  and until further notice.
arsTIONS.
Stanley Street and-
Rocklea  ... ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Cooper's Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Loganlea ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford
Buccan  .. ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview
Beenleigh • ...
Wooloongabba and--
Rocklea  ... ... ...
Salisbury
Cooper's Plains ...
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buccan  . ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview
Beenleigh
Fairfield and-
Rocklea ...
Sa li sbury ..
Cooper ' s Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
S ng Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh
Yeronga and-
Rocklea  ... ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Cooper 's Plains ...
Sunny Bank ... ...
Runcorn ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ...
Buccan ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh
South Coast Junction and-r-•
Rockies  ... ... ..
Salisbury ...
Cooper 's Plains
J
Single Fares.
1st Class. 12nd Class.
s. d. s. d.
0 8 0 6
0 9 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
1 5 1 0
1 7 1 1
2 4 1 7
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
3 1 2 2
8 8 2 7
8 9 2 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 4 2 4
0 8 0 5
0 8 0 5
0 11 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4  Oil
1 7 1 1
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
8 1 2 2
3 8 2 7
3 9 2 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 4 2 4
... 0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 6
...  Oil  0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4  Oil
111 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 8
... 2 7 1 10
3 2 2 3
3 4 2 4
... 2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
3 0 2 1
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6Oil  0 7
1 2 0 9
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 6
2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
3 2 2 3
3 4 2 4
2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
3 0 2 1
0 3
... 0 3
... 0 6
STATION&
single Fares.
1st Class . 12nd Class.
South Coast  Junction  and-continued a. d.  it.  d.
Sunny Bank  ... ... ...  0 8 0 6
Runcorn  ... ... ... 011 0 7
S ring  Creek  ... ...  1 0 0 8
Kingston  ... ... ...  1 9 1 2
Loganlea  ... ... ... 1 11 1 4
Bethania  Junction  ...  2 2 1 6
Waterford  ... 2 6 1 9
Buccan  ... ... ...  3 1 2  2
Logan Village ... ... ... 3 2 2 3
Hawtho rn e  ... ... ...  2 6 1 8
Holmview  ... ...  2 6 1 9
B een leigh  ... ... ...  2 10 1 11
Rocklea and-
Salisbury ...
Cooper ' s Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan . ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview
Beenleigh ...
0 a 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5Oil  0 7
1 5 1 8
1 9 1 2
2 1 1 5
2 5 1 8
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
2 2 1 6
2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
Salisbury and-
Cooper's Plains
Sunny Bank ...
Runcorn ...
Spring Creek
Kingston
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buocan .. ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
0 a 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 6
0 9 0 8
1 6 1 0
1 7 1 1
1 11 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 10 1 11
3 0 2 1
2 1 1 5
2 2 1 6
2 6 1 9
Cooper's Plains and-
Sunny Bank ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
Runcorn  ... ... ...  0 4 0 8
Spring Creek  ... ... ... 0 8 0 5
Kingston  ... ... ...  1 2 0 9
Loganlea  ... ...  1 6 1 0
Bethania  Junction  ... ...  1 7 1 1
Waterford  ... ... ...  1 11 1 4
Buccan  . ... ... ...  2 6 1 9
Logan Village  ... ... ...  2 7 1 10
Hawthorne ... ... ... 1 9 1 2
Holmview  ... ... ...  1 11 1 4
Beenleigh ... ... ... 2 2 1 6
Bunny Bank and-
Runcorn  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Spring Creek 0 4 0 3Kingston ... ... 1 0 0 8
Loganlea  ... ...  1 2 0 9
Bethania Junction ... ... 1 6 1 0
Waterford  ... ... ...  1 9 1 2
Buccan  ... ...  2 5 1 8
Logan Village  ... ... ...  2 6 1 9
0 2 Hawthorns  ... ... ...  1 7 1 1
0 2 Holmview  ... ... ...  1 10 1 8
0 4 Beenleigh  ... ... ...  2 1 1 6
2012
STATIONS.
Runcorn and-
Spring Creek ...
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Bucean ... ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Spring Creek and-
Kingston ...
Loganlea
Bethania Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview
Beenleigh ...
Kingston and-
Loganlea ... ...
Bethania Junction ...
Waterford ... ...
Buccan ... ... ...
Logan Village
Hawthorne
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Loganlea and-
Bethania  Junction
Waterford ...
Buccan...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh ...
Bethania Junction and-
Waterford ... ...
Buccan ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
Beenleigh ... ...
Waterford and-
Buccan ...
Logan Village ...
Hawthorne ...
Holmview ...
Beenleigh
PASS$NGEE FARES, SOUTH COAST LINE-continued.
Single Fares.
STATIONS.
1st Class . !  2nd Class.
s. d.
0 3
0 9
1 .0
1 3
1 6
2 1
2 2
1 4
1 6
1 10
&  (d.
0 2
0 6
0 8
0 10
1 0
1 5
1 6
0 11
1 0
1 3
B uccan and-
Logan Village ... ...
Hawthorne ... ...
Holmview ... ...
BeenleighI
Single Fares.
1st Class.
8.  d.
0 3
0 11
1 0
1 4
2nd Class.
s. d.
0 2
0 7
0 8
0 11
Logan Village and-
Hawthorne .. ... ... 1 0 0 8
Holmview ... ... ... 1 2 0 9
Beenleigh ... ... ... 1 6 1 0
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6 Hawthorne and-1  0 0 8 Holmview ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
1 4  0 11  Beenleigh ... ... ... 0 5 0 3
1 11 1 4
2 1 1 5
1 2 0 9
1 4 0 11 Holmview and-
1 7 1 1 Beenleigh ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2  South  Brisbane  Junction and-
0 5 0 3 Rocklea  ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5 Salisbury ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
1 2 0 9 Cooper' s Plains  ... 0 9 0 6
1 4 0 11 Sunny  Bank  ... ... ... 1 0 0 8
0 6 0 4  Runcorn  ... ... ... 1 2 0 9
0 8 0 5 Spring Creek ... ... ... 1 5 1 0
0 11 0  7 Kingston  ... ... ... 2 1 1 5
Loganlea  ... ... 2 4 1 7
Bethania  Junction ... ... 2 7 1 10
Waterford ... ... ... 2 10 1 11
0 3 0 2 Buccan  ... ... ... ... 3 4 2 4
0 6 0 4 Logan Village ... ... ... 3 8 2 7
1 0 0 8 Hawthorne ... ... ... 2 10 1 11
1 2 0 9 Holm-view ... ... ... 3 0 2 1
0 5 0 3 Beenleigh ... ... ...  3 2 2 3
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6
Ipswich and-
Rocklea ... ... ... 2 11 2 0
0 3 0 2 Salisbury ... ... ... 2  11  2 0
0 9 0 6 Cooper 's Plains 3 2 2 3
0 11 0 7 Sunny  Bank  ... ...  3 4 2 4
0 3 0 2 Runcorn  ... ... ... 3 8 7
0 3 0 2 Spring Creek  ... ... ...  3 11 2 9
0 6 0 4 Kingston  ... ... ...  4 6 3 2
Loganlea  ... ... ... 4 10  3 5
Bethania Junction 5 1 3 7
Waterford ... ... ... 5 3 3 8
0 6 0 4 B accan  ... 5 10 4 1
0 8 0 5 Logan Village  ... ... ... 6 1 4 4
0 5 0 3 Hawthorne  ... ... ...  5 3 3 8
0 6 0 4 Holmview  ... ... ...  5 5 3 10
0 9 0 6 Beenleigh 5 7 3 11
NOTE.-For Goods and other Rates, we  Rates  for Coaching and Goods Traffic published let January and
6th July, 1885, respectively.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st September, 1885.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, the third day
of December, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of
##'' 1884 " it is amongst other thins enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection,  or for sale  by auction, under the pro-
visions  of  "The Crown Cards Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of  maps or plans  and by  reference
to known  or marked  boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the  oommencenient  of the said Act, suspend
the operation  of so  much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed  and marked  on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection,  and  may  require the
Surveyor- General  to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate  the position of such lots  on proper maps
or plan:
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed  open for selection under  the provisions
of  " The  Crown  Lands Alienation Act  of 1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey,  and to  indicate the
position of such  lots by means of  !naps  or plans,
and by  reference  to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in  pursuance  and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the  Honourable the Secretary  for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRUEY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Annan, in the
Cooktown Land Agent's District.
PBOCLAM[AT#ON.
By His Bzoeiiaanay Sir Axwoxr Mueon vs,
ht Grind Gross of the MostK A
[L.$.) Distinguished  O r of St. 14.
A. uso uvs ,  chael and St.  rge, Governor
Goveriwr.  and Commssbder-in-Chief of the
Colony  of Queensland and its.
Dependencie.%
17 HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifth
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act o make further p ovision , f br the Main-
tenance of the Public Peace,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may
from time to time, by proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts,
or any of the Acts,  enumerated  in the schedule to
the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of any Act
hereafter in force, amending or in substitution for
any of the Acts enumerated in such schedule, shall,
either absolutely or for such period as may be ex-
pressed  in such proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used,
or occupied by any association, or that the premises
of any such  association  shall be a public place, or
public thoroughfare, or place of public resort
within the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated
in the said schedule, or of any Act amending  or in
substitution for any of such Acts : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
do, by this my Proclamation, declare and direct
that the following Acts, that is to say, the Act
2 Vic., No. 2, intituled  " An Act for regulating the
Police in the Towns of Parramatta, Windsor, Mait-
land, Bathurst, and other Towns respectively, and
for removing and preventing Nuisances and obstruc-
tions, and * for the better alignment of Stree,'s
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therein;  the Act 11 Victoria ,  No. 44, intituled
" An Act to Amend the Act for regulating the
Police in the Towns of Parramatta ,  Windsor,
Maitland, Bathurst ,  and other Towns respectively,
and for removing and preventing Nuisances and
Obstructions , and for  the better alignment of Streets
therein  " ;  the Act 19 Victoria ,  No. 24, intituled
" An Act to make further Police Regulations for
the City ,  Port ,  and Hamlets of Sydney and other
Towns and Places in the Colon of New South
Wales  ";  the Act 14 Victoria ,  I o. 9, intituled
" An Act to Amend the Law concerning Games and
Wagers ";  the Act 15 Victoria ,  No.  4  intituled
" An Act for the more  effectual  prevention of
Vagrancy and  for  the Punishment of Idle and
Disorderly Persons, Rogues ,  and Vagabonds, and
Ineorritgible  Rogues  in the Colony of New South
Wales  ' ;  and the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 16,  intituled
" An det to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Licensed Publicans ,"  shall be extended
and apply to the Public Parka at Warwick, viz.:-
The two recreation squares between Palmerin and
Grey streets ,  the Public Park Reserve ,  north of
Alice street ,  described in the  Government Gazette
of the 17th June, 1871 ,  and the Reserve for
Recreation Purposes, being the whole of portion 66,
described in the  Gazette  of the 2nd June, 1877 :
and that these Parks shall be public places ,  public
thoroughfares ,  and places of public resort within
the meaning of the above -recited Acts ,  or any of
them.
Gi'len under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Gon SATE THE QIIEBN I
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation of
DAVID Pwrxn THoMAs
of his appointment as a Trustee of the Reserve for
Cemetery,  Port Douglas.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Pub lic Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1879, "  been pleased to appoint
C. C. CAM sRON and
T. A. PICKERING
to be Auditors for the Purga Division.
WM. MILES.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD J. SUNNEES
to be Master of the Dredge  "  Maryborough."
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
BIS
Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
TILMOUTH F.ELIB DYE,
>ta be a Member of the Marine Board ,  in the room
of Wi lliam Wilson ,  disqua lified.
JAMES R.. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN VIVIAN WILLtAMS,  Police  Magistrate at
Normanton,
to be District Receiver in Insolvency under thh
provisions  of  " The Insolvency Act of  1874," and
High Bailiff  under the provisions of  "The Sherifs
Act of  1875 ,"  at that place.
A. RC TLEDGE.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
jj of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable WALTER STUART KING
to be Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions  and Inspector
of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle intended for
slaughter at Gatton ,  in the room of Senior -Sergeant
Ballantine ,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
[ j IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice
1.1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable JoHx NAGLE
to be Inspector of Slaughter houses and of Cattle
intended f'or slaughter ,  at Dulvadi ll a.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
Lj IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
(j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Constable ROBERT WOODHOUSE
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector
of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle intended for
slaughter at Mount Britton ,  in the room of Senior-
Constable J. Bradley ,  transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint, provisionally,
JOHN WEATHEEBY ELCOATE
to be an Acting Cap,ain in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
THB REsnava FOR A POUND AT GATTON
(Vide Gazette  of 21st November, 1885)
to be a place at which a Pub lic Pound shall be
established.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
H
S Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
STEPHEN HENRY WHICHELLO
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Aubigny, in the room of George B.  King,
resigned.
S. W.  GRIFFITH.
2015
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Colonial Secreta rryy's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has, in pursuance
of the  provisions  of  " The  Impounding  Act of  1863,"
been pleased to order that
THE PUBLIC  POUND  AT ARAMAC
be abandoned until further notice.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.THE following appoi tments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
Viz.:-
Leichhardt  street.
William Abraham,
vice  Thomas Woodcock,  resigned.
Oxley.
Frederick J. Coe,
William Donaldson, and
Rhodes Whitaker,
vice M .  Freney, W. Hunt, and A. G. Sloper, who
have  left the District.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
HE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Chinaman's Creek.
Peter Bermingham and
Robert Leitch,
vice  Thomas Gorring and James Hennessy, who
have left the District.
,Rocklea.
Allan Edmiston,
Michael Holzberger,
William Brown Kinghorn
James  Tuckett, and
George Chale Watson.
Thursday Island.
Thomas Crispin,
Thomas McNulty,
James Simpson,
George Alexander Smyth, and
Frank Summers.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MVSGRAVE
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " 7 he
Crown Alienation  Lands Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGBAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify  and prof laim  that the Lease of the following
Selection of Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
a
za
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
139 Alfred A. Stubley
A.  R.  P.
169 3 0 Herberton.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THS  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested,
and in  accordance with the provisions of
"Tice Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections  of Land, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
Land Agent's
c
Name of Lessee .  Area .  District.
A.  IL  P.
6893 Friederich H. Kirchner  ... 160 0 0 Ipswich
1510 John W. Stibbs  ... ... 180 0 0 Marrborough
1459 Edward Woolmer ... 180 0 0 diitto
1278 William Quin  ... ... 58 0 0 ditto
3443 William Tobin ... 160 0 0 Toowoomba
3790 Patrick O'Keefe ... ... 124 2 0 ditto
1116 Walter Veivers  ... ... 166 0 0 Beenleigh
1840 Abraham Boldery ... 60 0 0 Maryborough
1373 Daniel Raddy ... ... 60 0 0 ditto
1614 Edward Clifford ... ... 100 0 0 ditto
1306 John Young ... 100 0 0 ditto
1405 Johann A. Wieland ... 50 0 0 ditto
1458 Frank Hanley  ... ... 59 3 31 ditto
1283 Harry T. Smith .. ... 120 0 0 ditto
1280 George T. Lockyer ... 00 0 0 ditto1328 James Quin ... ... 64 0 0 ditto
1398 David B. Hunter  ... ... 136 0 0 ditto
1334 Francis K. Stringer ... 106 0 0 ditto
1275 Robert Whannel  ... ... 410 0 0 ditto
1899 John Moore  ... ... 800 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern:
ment House ,  Brisbane, this fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
P.R,OCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHoNY MUSGRAV E,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested,
and in accordance  with  the provisions of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Selection of- Land, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
C;1Po
-Oi Name of Lessee.  Area.
Land Agent's
Dist rict.
A. H. P.
901 Francis Winterheld and 316 0 0 Maryborough
Carl Lederle ,  as execu-
tors
Given under my Fand and  Seal,  at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THY QUEEN I
2016
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PROCLAMATION.
His Excellency Sir ANTBottT Mvsesavn,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[t.s.] Dietitiguiahed Order of St. Mi-
A. MusG E.vE , chael and St.  George , Governor
Governor .  and Commander-ih-Chief of the
Colotiy of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of sections  ninety- six and ninety-seven of " The  Grosso  Ldmda Ad of 1884," I
' Ann oam Mveaaavs ,  the Goverroe aforesaid,
with the advice of the ELeoative Council, do, by
this soy Proclamation,  notify  and deelsre that the
perecros hereunder moned shell  bb. ud are hereby
appointed to be  Trustees  of the .  Reserve for
Cemetery  in the pariah of Johnstone,  established
by Proclamation dated  the 18th July,  1885, and
the said  persons and their successors  shah, as
Trustees,  have  the control and management of the
said Reserve ; and the said Trustees  shall be and
are hereby enppowoied to make By-laws for cs
ing out tLs  6bjects ofthe 'lyrist , subject to e
a pt of  is Excellency the Govern in
Council :--
'EANCIe ZDMAN NASH,
C*a*LAS NOLAN,
A*T*0  Owex JONES,
E»wrx J&MES QOUCHMasr,
MsE+fitr 13'DoNonus, and
CHAELgS EDGAE ADAM.
Given under my hand and Seal ,  at Gove n.
t Bent House ,  Brisbane ,  this  fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand: eight  hundr ed and eight y  five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Ovamaand,
C. B. DUTTON.
Goa S,&vn THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir A oitar MusGRAVE,
Knight (hand ,Oruss  of the Most
[L.s.] DiBbingt hed Order of St. Mi-
A. MltYSGRAVE, obael and  Et. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Cliief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in  accordance with the wghth-lourth  section
of  "AC  Londr dlienatwn Ad  of 1896," I,
Sir  A oxv v$GEavn,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advise  of the Rzecutive Council do, by
this  my  Proclamation,  notify  and  declare  that the
Roads  haregnde+r described shall be  and are hereby
.
opened as Public Roads.
DoscRIPTlons :
Road one chain  wide, resumed from selection
4109, Brisbane District (Daniel Trihey).
From the seserved road along  and within the west
boundary of portion 116, parish of Melcombe,
south to the south boundary of that portion, con-
taining i acre 1 rood 15 perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection
No. 1049, Beenleigh District (G. H. Dodds).
From the reserved road in portion 47, parish of
(Alston, easterly to little Nerang Creek, containing
1 acre 25 perches.
Road .ono chain wide, resumed from selection
No. 199, Eundaherg District (James Jennings)-
From the west boundary of selection 799, parish
of Takalvan, north-easterly to the reserved road,
containing  2 acres.
Given under day Hand  and  goal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all  powers and
authorities  in me vested under  the provisions
of " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "and  "Tice
Crown Leads  Act of  1884 Ainendasent Act of  1886,"
I, Sir AIITS$NY MasaaavE, the Governor  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this  my Proclamation .  notify and  declare that
the Country Lands descries hereunder, and situated
in the  Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection  under the provisions of th sad
Acts,  as  unsurveyed lands, on and after FE, IjAYY,
the 15th day of Januar y, 1886 : And I do hereby,
by and with  the advice aforesaid , declare that
the annual  rent and purehasiau prise  at which
said lands may be selected  shall be 8d. and 91 per
acre respective ly, aid that the  Enaxinuim  area which
may be selected by any  one person in the said Dis-
trict shall  be as  follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands wit" ma Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby farther declare
that the  maximum area  whiok  may  be selected by
any one person  within Agricultural Area No. 1 in
the said District shall be 640 acres.
Andfor the purposes of thislimitationl do hereby,
by and with the advice  aforesaid , and on the recom-
mendation of the Land Board, further  declare
the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for
administrative and other  purposes  it shall never-
theless form  part of the said Brisbane Land
Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of
December, in the  year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in  the forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
(IOD SAVE THE QUINN I
DEscuIPTIoNs :
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish  of Warner.
About 9 square miles.
The Crown  lands in  the parish of Warner.
Parish of Tabragalba.
About  1 square mile.
The Crown lauds  in the perish of Tabragalba.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight (rand  Cross of the Most
[L•s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A.. MUSGRAVT, chael and St. George, Governor
Guberuvr.  and Commander in-Chief of the
G.Iuny of Queensland and its
11cci dwuries.
IN pursuance  of the author ity  in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Govern; afore-
said , with the advice of the  Executive  Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation , notify  and declare that
the Road described h ire nder shall be,'  and ishereby opened as a Public toad.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide  re sumed from Selection
No. 4998 ,  Ipswich District . (Thoma s  Conroy.)
From the north -west corner of portion 2, parish
of St .  John ,  east along and within the north
boundary to the south-east aor  pr  p4 portion 3, con-
taining 6 acres 3 roods, taken from a reservation of
22 acres.
Given under my Hand and Sea] ,  at Dove-;i-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and
in the forty ni:pth year of H of Majesty's
rein.
By Command,
C. B. 1)UTTQN.
GOD SAVE Tax QoEEN 1
PEIOCLA MATION.
Pr Elie Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGUAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Mo$t
Li..s.i Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MosuiiaVE,  chart  and St .  George,  Governot
Goveri4or.  anti Comn4ander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
Y!' W
EBREA8  by an Aot passed in the forty- hird
year of Her Majesty 's reign, intitaled
"An Act to p rovide for  Loco l  Government olstaide
the  Boundaries  of Municipalities," t Is amongst
other things`  enacted that tl}e Governor in  Cgtincil
may,  by  proclamation constitute any pgrt'on oi=
the Colony  not included  in  any  municipality  a
Division for the purposes of t ieeei4 .4c t, with
such boundaries and under such name as 44611be
specified in the Proclamation ,  and may by  like
Proclamation unite two or  more Divisions into one
Division ,  or subdivide a y such Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions ,  and ma re-con-
struot the same or any part or parts thereof: And
whereas it has been deemed necessary to 'amend
the boundaries of the Pylasniaon of Cairns, and ofSubdivisions Nos. 1, 3 thereof : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MIIaGEAVU,  in pursuance
of the authority vested i4 me as Governor afore-
sai, and of  all other powers enabling me in that
bahlilf,  and by and with the advice of the Expon-
tiye ouncil ,  do, by this my Proclamation , notify,
Enor aim, and declare that the boundaries of the
Division of Cairns and of Subdivisions Nos. 1, $,
and 8 thereof shall be as follows ,  that is to say :-
CAIRNS.
Commencing on the  *sea-coast at the mouth of
a s ca ll  creek running into the Ocean at Point
coo r,  and bounded thence by that creek upwards
tp fount Arthur ;  thence by the southern water-
sheds of the Russell and Mulgrave River .t passing
along Mount Bartle Frere westerly to the eastern
watershed of the Barron River  ;  thence by that
watershed and by  the north -eastern watershed of
all tributaries falling into the Barron River ehoye
the junction of Abbott  Creek to the junctigzt of
that  ' creek with the Barron River  ;  then gQ'ssing
the Barron River and by the south-eastern water
shpcf of Abbott Creek south-westerly  "to the water'
Shp  separating the Barron and Walsh Rivers ;
thence by that watershed northerly to the Coast
Range ; by that range, the north ern watershed of
the Barron River ,  and a line easterly to Double
Point, which point is about fifteen miles north-
westerly from the town of Cairns ; and thence by
the sea-coast southeasterly to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of  the Municipality of
Cairns.
SUnnrvtslox No. 1.
Commencing at the mouth of the Barron River,
and bounded thence by that river upwards to
Pre$hvvater Creek  ;  by that creek upwards  $9 the
south-west corner of portion 278, parish of Cairns ;
by the south boundary thereof ,  a line ,  and the south
boundaries of portions 215 and 15 easterly to the
road from Cairns to Herberton  rid  Mulgrave ; by
the western side of that road southerly to the
south -east epraer of portion
08  ;  by the south
boundary of  t4 at ppoprtion an4 a line in coz;tinuatipu
westerly to the Islay  Rills  ; thence by  a line south-
erly to the north -eastern watershed of all tribu-
taries fallim into the arson River above the
junction of Abbott Creek  ;  thence by thaw ate
4 b'bottq iec north-westerly to the junction  of
Creek with the Barron River  ;  then crossing the
Barron River and by the earth-western watershed
of Abbott Creek sputii -westerly to the watershed
separating the Barron and  Walsh  `  Rivers  ;  thence
by that watershed northerly to the  Coast '  Bange ,
b'y  that range ,  the northern watershed of the
19arron River ,  and a line `  easterly to Double Ppipt,
which point is a point about fifteen miles north-
westerly  fr om the town of Cairns  ;  and thence by
the sea-coast southerly tp the  p oint of commence-
ment.
S trBDtvisio  g  No. 2.
tl}p  3upptign of Wright's CreekCgmmenoin at
1v}th the Trinity Inlet, and bounded thence by that
creek upwards to Skeleton Creek  ;  by SkeletonCrek upwards to  this west boundary of a eamping
reserve roelauuedd in  Qo ernment  Gazeifa, 1880,
Volume II., pale 1837 ; by that west boundary north-
erly to the south-east corner of portion 68; by the
south boundary of that portion and a line in, con-
tinuation westerly to the Islay Hi lls  ;  theliee by a
line southerly to the eastern watershed of the
Barron River  ;  by that wa$rshed southerly to the
northern watershed  of  the Johnstone River ; by
that watershed easterly to the' eastern watershed of
the Mulgrwve River ;  by, that watershed northerly'
to port on 575, 'parish of Sophia  ;  by the soutli snit
east boundaries of that portion, by'the aputh and
part of the east boundary of portion 256, by the
south and east boundary of portion 78 to the
Mulgrave River,  by th t rlTgr }Awards to portion
188, by the ekit boundary of that portion to its
north -east corner ;  thence by a line north -estterly
to the sea-roast,  b the sea-coast  northerly `and
westerly to Trinity Inlet ,  and by the Trinity Inlet
southerly to the point of commencement.
$unn;v;sTov No. 3.
Commencing on the sea-coast at the mouth of a
small creek running into the Ocean near Coopet'r
Point, and bounded thenee by that creek  :meld the
range westerly to Mount Arthur  ;  thence by the
southern watershed of the Russell River webtetl
passing along Mount Bartle Frere to the eas ,
watershed of the Mulgrave  giver,  by that  1'rater-
shed northerly to portion 575, parish of Sophia,
by the south and east bonud aries of that portion,
by the south and part of the east by dary of
portion  255,  by -  the south and east boundaries of
portion 78 to the Mulgrave River  ;  thence 'b  that
river upwards to portion 188 ,  by the easter n
dary of that portion to its north -east cornpii',  by a
line north -easterly to the sea-coast ,  and by the t{ga-
coast  southerly to the point of commencements
Given npdpf my Hand  and  deal, at G wernment
House, 3riabane ,  this fourth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -fire, ant]
in the forty -ninth year of Her![
reign.
By Command,
WM. MILB80
Gov SAYS  THE QuzEw  I
2018
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1885.
RETURN of  all Applications for Timber andother  Licenses made o and g anted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ r.
ABAYA0.
(For the Month of  October , 1886.)
Michael Green  ...  I  To cat and split slabs I 0 15
BuuaLBrGn.
(For the Month of  October , 1886.)
Joshua Waldron To out timber in log... 0 15
Henry Lea  ... ... I is ... .... 1 0
BIRDSVILLB.
(For the Month of August, 1886.)
James  Mitchell
James McFayden
James McFadden
Frank Bowman
James  Mitchell
William Clifton
To cut timber in log ...
To remove sand ...
To remove stone ...
„
„
,,
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
Thomas Lane...
James  McFayden
Ditto
Samuel S. Smith
Michael Curtain
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Thomas Green
William Sheedyy
Nathaniel Buck
Henry Boyle ...
William Blair
... To remove stone
... To remove sand
... To out firewood
... To remove sand
... To  remove stone
... To out firewood
... To  remove stone
... To cut  firewood
... To remove sand
BOWEN.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
G. F. Langdon
Wm. Emmerson
Augustus Reineke
William Morrison
To cut timber  in log...
To out  and split slabs
To  out imber in log...
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
S. P. Nelson .
T. Chippendale
G. H. Byron...
F. Luck ...
W. Bagley ...
J. Young ...
W. Hay, junr.
J. Walker ...
T. S. Pratten ...
W. Cross ...
J. Waldron ...H. Sampson ...0. Watts ...
Ditto ...
To cut  firewood ...
To cut  and remove in log
To cut  and split slabs
To cut  and  remove in log
To cut  and split slabs
S ial .
To cut  firewood .
To out  and  remove in log
BUNDABERG.
(For the Month of September,  1886.)
R. Robertson  ... ...  To  out imber in log...
Ditto ...
A. Dettrick ...
J.  McCarthy...
ny
F. McCann I ,,
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
W. Wessell  ... ...  To cut and split slabs
J. Wessell  ... ... „ ... ...
J. Johnsen
J. Andersen
H. Mabbott
M. Nielson
Moses
G. Emery
To cut timber in log...
To out and split slabs
To  out imber in log...
„
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
1 0
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 6
0 10
0 10
0 5
1 0
0 16
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
1 10
0 10
0 5
0 16
2 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 6
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
LICENSES  outintied.
Applicant 's Name .  I Description of License.
BURYETOWN.
(For the  Month  of October ,  1885.)
James Watson  ...  To cut  firewood ...
W. Ca-neron  ... ... to ...
Ditto ... ... To out timber  in log...
W. J. Turner  ... ... To cut  firewood ...
Ditto  ... ...  To cut  and split slabs
James Bird  ... ... to ...
Frank McCraw ... „
A. D. Cameron ...
H. H. Black  ... ...
David Moir  ... ... „
Amount
of
Fee.
£  S.
0 10
0 10
0 6
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
Jules J. Michel
John Carroll ...
Henry Jarvis ...
William Taylor
To out firewood ...
To cut and split slabs
„ ... ...
p, ... ...
1 0
0 16
0 16
0 15
CHARTERS TowEas.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
George Heilb ronn  ...  To out and split slabs 0 16
Charles  Rasmussen  ... „ ... ... 0 15
Peter Paul Murray  ...  T) out firewood ... 0 10
Robert Baron ... ... „ ... ...  0 10
John Baron  ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
Timothy  Cass... ... ,, ... ...  0 10
Carl Vandersee  ... „ ... ...  0 10
Alf red  Browning  ... ... ... 0 10
Robert Stephenson  ... „ ... ... 0 10
John Dick ... ... „ ... ... 0 10
Frederick Linnewater „ 0 10
John Ward ... ... To out  and remove in log 0 5
Peter Koch ... ... „ ... ... 0 6
Hans Petersen ... To  out and split slabs 0 16
James Murray  ... To cut  firewood ... 0 10
Samuel McSampeon ... „ ... ... 1 0
Richard Mahony  ... „ ... ...  0 10
Edward Cann... ...  To out and split slabs 0 15
David Joiner . ... „ ... ... 0 16
Charles O'Neill ... „ ... ... 0 16
Geo. Wm .  Kolass  ...  To  out firewood ... 0 10
George Morris  ... To out  and split slabs 0 16
Daniel  Kelly ... ... To cut  and remove in log 0 5
William Richardson ... To cut and split slabs 0 15
Henry Holt  ... ... „ ... ...  0 15
Nicholas G.  Sparrow it ... ... 0 15
James  Smythe ... „ ... ...  0 15
CLEVELAND.
(For the Month of October , 1885.)
Patrick Horrisk ... ( To cut and split slabs 0 15
Ditto ... ...1 ,, ...I 015
CLONCURRY.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
Peter Pert ... ... Hardwood ...
Joseph Spence
George Bromley ...
James Freelin ...
Sam Fun
Ah Sin ... ...
Ah Sam ... ...
Ah Tee ... ...
Ah Thong ...
Ah Bow ...
G. R. Bountiff ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ah Sam
Ah Nee ... ...
Ah Man ... ...
Ah Sam ... ...
Ah Gooey ... ...
Anton  Stoker ... ...
Ah Sam ... ...
Ah Sam ... ...
„
„
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 16
0 15
0 16
0 15
2019
Lropxsss - continued.
Applicant ' s Name. Description  of License.
COO%TOWN.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
S. O'Neill  ... ...  I To out  firewood ...
W. Richards ... ...
L. Congdon ... ...
J. Shambrook... ...
C. Callow
Ah Bon
It
,,
„
... ... I
„ ... ...
Quin Sang  ... ... ... ...
OmntAIIVLLA.
(For the Month of Octo be r,  1885.)
John Henry  ... ...  To cut tim be r in tog  ..
J. C. King  ...  To cut fencing stuff ...
J. L. Campbell ...  To cut firewood
Ditto ... ... Brick-earth ...
Ditto ... ...  Bricks .
Brown  ... ...  To cut firewood
R. Smith ... ... „ ...
GA niDAS.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
Frank Lee ... ... To cut and split slabs
Frederick Tobler ...
James Deem ... ...
Joseph Spittles ...
... ...
... ••-
GLADSTONa.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
Joseph Benediek  ...  I To out and split slabs...
GoONDIWINDI.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
George Ott ... ... I To out  and split slabs
William Choice . To cut timb 'r in log...
GYYPIB.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
B. Tyrrell  ... ...  To cut and split slabs
F. Clarke ... ... It ... ...
S. Edmonds ... ...
McDermott and Owen
Hy. Rodwell ... ...
W. McLennan ...
W. Hay
A. J. Barlow ... ...
J. Barlow
to
„it
„it
To cut firewood
„
James McCrane  ... ...
J. Sennett ...
Chas .  Tompkins ... „ ..
D. Louden  ... ... ...
Jas. Dalton  ... ... „ ...
J, hn  Ma for  ... ... ...
Johnson Maylor  ... ...
Antonio Lanfranchi  ... ...
Matron Cardi ... ...
Frederick verge  ... ...
Michael Amama sco ... ...
Robert Collison ...
John Kelly ... ... ...
Guiseppe Zampatte  ... ...
G. Quaredrio  ... ... ...
Dl. Cassidy  ... ... ...
James Brown  .. ... ,.,
W. H. Whitford ... ...
Ml. Girardi  ... ... ...
W. Houghton  ... ...
Edward B re wer  ... ...
Jacob Olsen  ... ...
Augustus Ubelain ...
Ml. Graney  ... ...  To cut timber  in log...
1 obert  Ross ...
A. Page ...
Frank Page ...
M. McDonald...
Jae Duke
W. Turner ... ...  To  remove stone
HBRBERTON.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
B. Dap  ... ...  To cut firewood ...
P. Scanlan ... „ ..
J. Brockey ... To cut  and split slabs
E. Neilson  ... ... To out  firewood ...
P. Kirby ... ... To cut  and split slabs
T. Donally ... „ ... ...
T. Carey ... It ... ...
3. Gibbons  ... ...  To out firewood ...
J. Maranta  ... ... „ ... ...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ t.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 16
0 15
0 15
15 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
1 5
0 10
0 10
0 16
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
Applicant 's Name. Desc ri ption of License.
HUGHBNBEN.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
Thomas Sheehan  ...  I To cut andremovein log
Frank  G rayson
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
James Davin
LIC$NS$ a-continued.
...  >
...
... To cut  firewood
Amount
of
Fee.
£ a.
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 10
IPSWICH.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
Wi ll iam Bennett  ...  To dig and remove stone 0 10
John Murphy... ... I „ ... 0 10
George Thomas Taylor To cut and split slabs 0 15
S. H. Colquhoun  ... „ .. ...  0 15
Ditto  ... ... „ ... ...  015
Henry Stokes  ... ... „ ... ...  0 15
Wi ll iam McLean  ...  To out andremovein log 0 5
Thos .  Mandsley  ... ... ...  0 5
John McGilvery ... „ ... ...  0 5
Thomas Henry Sloan To cut and spli t slabs 0 15
Char li e Scaroni  ... „ ... ...  0 15
Francis Scaroni  ... „ ... ...  0 15
William  Magui re ... To cut and  remove in log 0 5
Thomas Graves  ... ,, ...  0 5
George Smith ... ... it ...  0 5
John Gre gory ... ...  To cut and spli t slabs 0 15
Thomas Warner  ... „ ... ...  0 15
Michael Guilfoyle  ... „ ... ...  0 15
John Haire  ... ... „ ... ...  0 15
Robert Aylott ... ...  To dig and remove sand 0 10
George Court  ... ... is ...  0 10
Jas. Kirby Wilkinson To cut and remove in log 0 6
MACKAY.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
George Christy  ...  I To cut firewood  ...  0 10
MABYBOBOUGH.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
H. Strivold ... ...
Samson  Ivey ... ...
Joseph Cleary ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
John Deacon ... ...
R. J. Deacon ... ...
Jas. Wray ... ...
P. Petersen ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Henry Morgan
John Lamb ... ...
Daniel Wright ...
Samuel Wright ...
H. Kronng ... ...
Wilson ,  Hart ,  and Co.
Taylor Brothers
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Herman  Mathews ...
Ditto ...
Alf. Turner ...
All. Lamb ...
Frederick Lamb
J. E. Lamb ...
W. J. Trelar ...
James Paterson
Evan  McKintosh
Jas. McKintosh
John Young ..,
To cut and split slabs
To out  firewood
To out  and  remove in log
... ...
... •••
To out firewood ...
Tooutand  remove in log
... ...
.-• ...
To out and split slabs
To cutand remove in log
To out timber  in log ...
To cut and  split slabs
... ...
... ...
...
To out timber  in log...
To cut and split slabs
„ ...
To out timber  in log...
0 15
0 10
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 10
'010
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 15
015
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 6
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
1 0
0 15
0 15
0 10
MtTTABua iA.
(For the Month of October ,  1885.)
E. Mullholland ... To cut  and split  slabs Q 1$1 ... ...1G. Bourne  ... ... 0 16
NAxAxao.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
C. E. Zawsesoil
Stephen Hood
Mark Keeton ...
Henry Kreipke
To cut and  split slabs 0 16
0 16
0 15
0 15
2020
LICE NSES -- continued.
Applicant 's Name.
POST DOUGLAS.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
J. Peterkin  ... ...  To cut  timber in log...
J. Reed ... ... „
J. Shewan  ... ... „ ... ...
D. Henderson ... ...
S. McKeown ...
Amount
Description of License. of
I Fee.
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
Ernest  Haehercht
Samuel Pollard
Neil McIntyre
Henry Elliott
O ottleib Ballinger
James Stuart...Ali Hook ...Ali Sam
To out  and split slabs
... T, out firewood ...
... To cut and split slabs
To cut firewood
... ...
... ...
... ...
ROCKHAMPTON.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
John  Geo. Lawrence ... To cut  fencing stuff ...
James Beard
Henry Goodman
Carl Hansen Funck
Abraham Turner
James Mi lls ...
George Ireland
John Johnson ... „
Hen iT Goodman ... To cut timber in log...
Jas. Ernest Smith  ... „ ... ...
ROMA.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
R. Kidd ... ... To out firewood ...
Henry Kadel ... „ ... ...
Joseph Plummer ... „
John Kadel ... ... To out and split slabs
John Ingram ... „ ... ...
Dugald Carr ... ... „ ... ...
Stephen Crane ... ,, ...Thomas Bradley ... it  ...Fritz Evers ... ... To cut firewood
Win, Fraser ... ... To remove earth ...
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 5
2 5
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 5
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 10
ST. GEORGE.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
James Simple  .. ... I To cut firewood ... 0 10
SOUTHPORT.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
Jonathan Nock ...
Jonothan R. Walker..
William Swadkins ...
William Drumley ...
To cut  and split slabs
„ ... ...
„ ... ...
„ ... ...
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
STANTRORPE.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
John Clifford ... ...
Adam Petrie ... ...
Maurice O 'Connor ...
James Smith Clarkson
To cut and split slabs
To cut firewood ...
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
(b 10
0 5
0 15
0 15
„
„
George Noble ...
Thomas Murray ... To cut timber in to
Robert Williams ... To cut and split slabs
Richard Riley ... f, ...
TAMBO.
(For the Mouth of October, 1885.
James Russell  ... To cut  firewood ...
Ludwig Volk .. ' „ ... ...
George Young
el t Phelan ... To cut timber  in log ...
TAROOM.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
Wm. Ashton ... ... To cut and split slabs
TENNIN GERING.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
Hans Funk ... ... I To cut and split slabs
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 5
0 15
0 15
LIcENBRB - continued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
THARa OMINDAH.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
James Marshall
Fred. Standbridge
To cut firewood ...
„
„Jimmy Ah Sim ...
ToowooMB s.
(For the Month of October, 1885.)
John Meehan...Patrick O'Connor
Henry  Keller, senr.
Michael O'Connor
Thomas Russell
Charles Hedge
Henry Heineman
William Jones
Charles Naskey
To cut timber in log ...
A mount
ofFire.
£ s.
0 10
0 1(r'%.
0 10
0 5
... .. 0 5
To cut and  split slabs 0 15
...
TowNSVILIat.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
Tom Nicholls ... ... To cut firewood
John Hoffle ...
Herman Ho ffie
Louis H. Panthier
Hans Carlsen ...
William Mcliarg
...
Tom Nicholls ... ... To out fencing stuff ...
William Mudford ... ( To cut timber  in log
W ARW WK.
(For the Month  of October,  1885.)
Wm. Gurney ... ... To cut fencing  stuff ...
J. W. Berresford ... „ ... ...
Wm. Glastz ... ... To cut timber  in log...
Thos.  Davies ...
Andrew Gordon
Benj .  HoffmanJ. Oldridge ...
Daniel Neden
J. Andersen ... ... To cut  fencing stu ff
Andrew Gordon ... To cut timber in log...
Wl14 TON.
(For the Month of October,  1885.)
Thomas Mailnwarring To cut fencing  stuff ...
James Kelly ... ... „
Charles Purling ... „
William Fox ... ... To cut firewood ...
Ditto ... ... To cut timber  in log...
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 5
0 15
0 1.)
0 5
0 10
1 0
0 5
0 5
0 5
0 15
1 0
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 10
0 5
Department of Public Lands.
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within  two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at the  Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CREDULR  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 The Pioneer
Divisional
Boast on
account of
William
Northey
2 Ditto ...
...
situation.
Part  of the reserved
road through selec-
tion 773, M ackay
District
Pariah .  I Area.
Eton
Part of the road sepa -  Ditto
rating selection 773
from selection 1005,
and also part  of
one of the reserved
roads through selec-
tion 1005, Mackay
District
A.
0
A. P.
2 0
Soo
The closure of these  roads is proposed to he carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other  roads.
2021
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The  Drown  Lands Act  vi1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich. and at the Police and Post Offices,
11 arrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. 1 Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The  '.lfutda -  The road separating Forbes  ...  5 0 28
pilly Divi- portion 7 from por-
sional Board tion 8
on account
of Maurice
Bowers
2 Ditto  ..  The  ro ad separating
portions  5 and 548
from portions 10 and
ditto ... 18 0 0
551 About
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0
part of portions 13 and
532 from part of por-
tion 513
4 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  4  2 16
po rt ions 79,  82, and
83 from  portions 87,
86, and P5
5 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  2  2 16
portions 89 and 88
from port ions 90 and
91
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 16 232
portions 548 ,  651, and
part  of 552 from por-
tons 84, 83.  85, 89,
and part of 90, parish
of Mtttdapilly
7 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  1S  2 10
piny Divi- po rt ions  27, 28,  31, 33,
sional Board 34. 36 ,  36, 37, and 38
on account from po rt ions 26, 29,
of Donald  ;i0, and 32, parish of I
Smith Wal- torbes ;  183, parish of
lace Normanby ;  and 108,
parish of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  4 026
port ions  184 and part
of 195, parish of Nor-
manby , from  portions
80 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 3 :1  and 83
from portion 163,
pa ri sh of Normanby,
and port ion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 10 1 24
po rt ions 18i and 187
from portions 188 and
178
11 Ditto ...  The road sepa ra ting ditto ... 7 1 3
portion 94,  parish of
Mutdapilly ,  and por-
tion 148,  fro m port ion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad sepa ra ting Forbes  ...  6 0 16
portion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 11 0 0
portions 189, 9 , 21. `7.0.
19, and 16,  from por-
tions  4, 10, 11,  12. 13,
14, and 16 About
14 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  2 0 20
portions 4 and 6 fro m
portion 10
16 Ditto ... The road  sepa ra ting Normanby 3 0 0
portions  8 and 9 from
portions 22 and 21 About
16 Ditto  ... The road  separating ditto ... 9 1 8
port ions 13,  19, 24,
and  189.  from portions
14, 16, 17, 18,  25, and
26, and its continua-
tion through port ion
189
27 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 4 2 0
portion  18 from por-
tidns  25, 28, and 29
18 Ditto  ... The road separating ditto ... 4 0 0
portions 28, 27, and
189, from port ions 29,
30, 31, and part  of 32 About
19 Ditto  ...  The road separating Thorn and 21 0 0
port ions 182,  191, 179,  Normanby
178, and 177, parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of portion 1, portions
8, 5, and 8,  parish of
Thorn ,  and portion
176, parish of Nor-
manby
SCHEDUL E  OF ROADS TO BR  CLOSED - Continued.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
20 The Mutda- i The  ro ad separating Thorn ... 14 0 0
pilly Divi- 1 portions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board  from portions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part  of IS
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
21 Ditto  ..  The toad separating  ditto  ...  14 0 0
portions 5 ,  6, 7, and
17 from portions 8, 9,
10,11, and 16
22 Ditto  ... The road separating ditto ... 9 3 4
port ion  176, pariah of
Normanby ,  fro m por-
tions 8,  9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto . .. 20 3 10
part of portion 176,
parish of  Normanby,
and portions  10, 7, 4,
and 2 from  portions12, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,
,and 21
24 Ditto  ... The  ro ad separating  Normanby 1 2 b
portion 175 from part
of portion 176
25 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 4 3 36
roads th ro ugh portion
175
26 Ditto ...  The road separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
portion 13 from por-
tions 14  and 15 About
27 Ditto  ...  Part of  the  ro ad sepa - ditto  ... 6 2 10
rating portion 175,
I parish of Normanby,
JI from
14'
portions 13 and
:Vary:.- The closure of these  roads is proposed  to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
!' is hereby notified for  general information, that
I applications under  the  eighty -ninth section of
'F The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads, and all per-
sons who may consider their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Rockhampton ; Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEPUTTE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Pariah.
I
Area.
A. R. P.
1 Joltann The road separaring Dundee  ...  4 0 14
Muller portions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 2 2 0
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
8 John Martin The road  separating  Westwood 0 2 20
I
port ions 121 and 122
from portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth  section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police. and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I A. R. P
Wildash t10 3 34John Barnet The road separating selec-
tion 1269 from part of
selection 1187
2022
'Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applicatioLS under the eighty  -ninth section of
The Crown  Lands  Art uf'  1884'y have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roac s  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office .  Toowoomba ,  Police and Post Offices, Too-
woomba and Jondaryan.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Parish Area.
A. A. P.
Applicant. Situation.
1 TheB ,osalie The reserved road  Watts ... 7 0 0
Divisional th ro ugh selection
Board on 3396,  Toowoomba
account District
of James
Shea
2 The Cli ton
Divisional
Board, on
account
of James
Tyson
The  ro ad separating Hodgson ...
portions 34A and 34B
from portions 34, 35,
36, and 800
15 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1855.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1' is hereby noti fied for general informationI that, application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Jot of 1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police,  and Post Offices ,  Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish . ;  Area.
R PA , ..
- The Glaston -  The reserved road  Curra  ...  15  0 0
bury  Divi -  th ro ugh selection 889,
sional Board  Gympie Di strict
on account
of Jeremiah
Ke liher
0
Nora.- The area  of this  road is intended to be changed into a
reservation for road purposes.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified or general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Gympie ; Police and Post
Offices, Ipswich, Wivenhoe, and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ...  38 2 0
port .ons  53, 46, 168,
307, and  800 from
port ions 485 ,  47, and
38, and its continua-
tion through portion
34B
4 Ditto The ro ad separating  ditto  ...  12 0 0
portions 38 and 39
from portions 47 and
48
5 Ditto  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  44 2 0
portions 50, 51, 52, 53,
and 485 fro m part of
port ion 159 and por-
tions 308,  44, 45, 46,
47, and 48,  also the
reserved roadth ro ugh
postion 485
NoTx .- The closure of these roads  is proposed  to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BR  CLOSED.
No. spplicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Pioneer The reserved road th ro ugh Eton ... 8 3 0
I ivia ional selection 758, Mackay
Board on District
account of
William
Eastgate
2 Ditto ,  on The reserved  ro ad through  ditto ...  8 2  0
account of selection 643, Mackay
Martin District
Murphy
3 Ditto ,  on Part of  one of thereserve .i ditto  ... 20 1 0
account of roads through selection
theColonisl 658, Mackay  District
Sugar B,e-
flning Com-
pany of
Sydney
The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in oon-
section with the opening of other roads.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I I A. R. P.
1 James The reserved road Wivenhoe 5 1 0
Taylor  th ro ugh portion 71
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto  ...  15 1 0
th ro ugh portions 38
and 40
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto  ... 31 3 0
port ions 37,  38, and
32  from portion 40
4 Ditto ...  I The reserved  ro ad England ... 7 1 0
th ro ugh portion 213
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating Wivenhoe 5 1 36
•6
*7
s8
port ion 214.  parish of
England ,  and part of
port ion 40 from por-
tion 53
Thomas Two of the reserved Melcombe 17 2 0
Lodge  ro ads th ro ugh por-
Murray -  tion 12
Prior About
The Ca-  Part of the reserved Maroochy 3 0 0
boolture road through portion
Divisional 119 (selection 3720,
Board on Brisbane  District)
account
of Edward
T. Trundle
Ditto, on One ofthe reserved roads ditto  ...  2 1 0
accountof th ro ugh port ion 122
EdwardH . (selection 3721, Bris-
Arundell bane  District)
* The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department o1 Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 181;6.
PERMANENT CLOSURE .OF A ROAD.
j T 1s hereby notified for  general  information, that
j application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two montt s
from this date.
2023
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHBDTTLR OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
The Execu-
tors under
the Will of
the late
James
Thomson
A. a. P.
Reserved road in selec -  Maxwell- 28 3 23
tion 483, Gladstone ton
District, from its
out boundary south-
westerly to a water
reserve, and f ro m
that reserve west to
the west boundary
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I r is hereby notified or general  information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affectedthereby are required to transmit to his Depart-
ment theirobj Potion s, in writing, within twc months
from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at this Office, and
at Police and Post Offices, Cleveland and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
1 Hans H .  Heine -  Part of the  road  Redland . 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Part  of the road Indooro o-  1 0 28
separating por- pilly
tion 66 from por-
tion 89
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT  is hereby  notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Cooktown and Ipswich; Police and Post Offices,
Cooktown and Esk.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TOBE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. IL P.
1 The Municipal The reserved road Cook ... 5 0 0
Council of through the north-
Cooktown on west corner of
account of portion 3
T. McCarey
2 Eak Divisional The road se Ling Byron 12 0 18Board portion 16 from< nntefB  portion 17 • N
W. Biggs
3 • Ditto  ... ;Me road  aeptta thig Dixon ... ' 40 3;24
portions 4 and 11
from portions 24a
and 20A About
4 Ditto  ...  Part of the reserved Dixon ... 7 0 0
road th rough por-
tion 20A
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be  carried  out in con-
nection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
Ir is  hereby notified for general information,that applications under  the eighty-ninth
section of  " the Crown Lands  Act ef'  i884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned  Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections, in writing ,  within to o
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ingham  and Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  it.  P.
About
1 The Colonial Part of the road separa- Cordelia 10 0 0
sugar tang selection 109 from
Relining selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek and reserved
through selection 109
2 The The road separating  selec-  Cunning- 6 1 15
Glengallan tion 1741, Warwick Dis- ham
Divisional trict ,  from part of selec-
Board on tion 865
account of
Patrick
Horan
3 Ditto ,  on Parts of the road separa -  Ditto  ...  7 2 35
account of ting portion 137 tram
John pre -emptive portion 68
Donald and part of selection 865
Macansh
The closure of these  roads is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection  with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Rockhampton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Pari sh. Area;
A.  R.  P.
1 The Gogango Part of one of the re-  Herbe rt  ... 7 0 0
Divisional served  roads through
Board on Selection  1812, Rock-
account of hampton District
A. H. G.
Macdonald
2 Ditto ,  on Parts of the reserved ditto  ...  13 1 0
account of  ro ad th ro ughSeleotion
R. S. G. 1617,  Rockhampton
Macdonald District
3 Ditto ,  on Part of the reserved ditto ... 2027
account of  ro ad th ro ugh Selection
R. S. G. 1348,  Rockhampton
Macdonald District
Toe closure of these roads  Is  pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the  Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Land . Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts .  in pursuance of the twenty- fifth
section of the above -re cited Act ,  at the under-
m  entioned Offices, on the days specified.
Lo2-1
All business in connection with Selections under KENNEDY DISTRICT.
I'he  Crown  Lands Alienattot# Art ut  it4til' to and At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will in each month.
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
at their Courts. day in each month.
MORETOSr  DIsTmICT. At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
in each monthThursda
At ras LANDI I tItCni-
.y
At Cardwell,* the second MondA  in March,
h
month afterwards.1885 ,  and every alternate mont.
3rtabane Keen- swichI Esk!
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
leiRh. .p on the last Wednesday in each month.
dWh fi nes-ersteAt the Land Office, Herberton, t
Date .  Date. Date. Date. day in each month.
1885. 1885. 1865. 1885. At the Land Office Charters Towers, the second
March  ... ... ...  Tues.. 3 Wed .,  11 1Fri., 6 Red. 18 Tuesday in eao 1 mouth.
April ... ... ...  7  to 81 to  10 the first Wed-GeraldtonAt the Land Offi eMay ... ... ... 135 1  Tues. 19 ,,c„11
June 2 10
to
5 nesday in each month.... ... ...
July  .. ... ... 7
„
8
„ 1 213 the first Thurs-RavenswoodAt the Land Ottice
August  . ... ... to 4September ... ...  1
to
„ 12
„ 9
toto  7to  4  of 1s
,,
day in each month.
October ... ... 6 „ 4 „ 2
November ... ...  »  3 „ 1 It 6  17 SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOK.
December ... ... to 1 to  9 It 4 At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
thd i h
DARLIN G  DOW NS DIST RICT.
nes n eac .ay mon
At the Land Office, Fart Douglas, the first Wed-
nesda in thach o
ICaAT Pol
y .e nn}
,
AT TEX LAND OYFICxb- OFFICS- At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
d i thhMonth. ay n eac mon .
T,ie - W,trwlel .  Dalby .  Allors.woolnts. DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Date  :late Date. Date.
At the Land Office, Nornianton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
1885.  1886.  1886. 1885. At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first T ues-
March ... Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri .,  27 Wed.. 25 day in each month.
April ...  90 ., 21 24 „ 22. fi t W dthAt th td Offi B kL,May o  2726
`9025
rs .eee ur e own,au ce,to t„
... ...
„
8
Is 2-L  to  23  to  24 ,. 24 nesday in each month.
July  ... ... ... ,.  27 » 28 to  31 » 29
AAgust ... ... ... „  24 to  25
..  to  26 MAR"oA  DISTRICT.
Seeifeniber 91  i.2 13... ...  toOctober ... ... .. ., 2'126 ,. .... 50 „„ 28 At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
November  ... ... 23 to  24 27 „ 26 the second Wednes-At the Land Office Ramato
December  ... ... to 21 „ 22
toWed., 23 of ,,day in each month.
h durs ay inAt the Land Office, Surat, the last T
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month. each month.
At the Land Office the first FridayStanthorpe At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday, ,
in each month. in each month.
At the Land Ofce, Goondiwindi ,  the first Friday 4ITOHELL  DTsi ct.
in each month. At the Land  Office,  Alamac,  the first Tuesday
LEIC  R HARDT DISTRICT.
AT Tq& LAND  Q;FICY.s--
thM
in each month.
At the Land  Office,  Blackall, the first Tuesday
i} each month.
At the Land Office,  Tambo, the first Tuesday
on .
Cler-
1APnt. Emerald Taropm.
8ptin p  Mt.
sure .  Britton Banana..
in each month.
At the  Land  office, raisford, the second  Wednes-
day  in each month.
pate. pate. Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885. 1885. 1865. 1885. WAngBOo  DISTRICT.
March Thur 26 Mon 16 Wed 4 Mon 23 Fri 186 Wed At the Land Offiioe, Ounnamu lla,  the second...
April ...
,, ., .,to so It 20 „ 1 ., .,„ 27  Tues., .,?  „ 15 Monday in each month.
Mar ...
June ...
28
25
18 „ 6
15  to  3 „ 25  Fri.,#122  to I  so5 It 17 At the Land Office, Oharleville, the first TuesdayJuly ...
» 30 20  1 27 3 15 in each month.
August... 27 1  5
1
toto90 24  to 7  19 the firstAt the Land Ofee ThargomindahSeptember
October
24
29
2
„ 19
2
7
to  28  to112e  to
4 16
2 „ 21
,,
Wednesday  in each month.
Nov8n*er 26 I  16
to
4 281 6 It 18
December 31t „ 81 2 11to  28 „ 4  to 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, RoFkhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Ofer, St .  Laprenee ,  the  first
Monday in  each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office ,  Marlborou gh, the ttrird
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Offioe, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday  in each moth.
BuaNllTT DIMT32cT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each itionth.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanai go, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
No The abo'e Courts are only held for the p se of dealing with
applications for Certificates of Fulfilment  of Conditions.
Department of Public nc &,Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane ,  2nd dune, 1885.I T is hereby notified or genera l information, that
the Crown Lands O faces at lloekhampton and
Bowen respectively wil be closed on the 30th
Instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the  provisions  of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South  Kennedy, will be conducted at the Mead
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
9025
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  4th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DRED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The r7atlej to Laind
. et  of 1868," at the expiration of three months
from  the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand ant the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  name ahaR be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in  every  deed
containing the erroneous name;  and such grant
and every such deed  shall operate  and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
&HEDULE ABOVE  REFER$8D TO.
No. of Grant--$7468.
Date of Grant-7th November, 1874.
Name of  Grantee- ' -Charles Gregory.
Laud  granted.--County of Stanley, parish of
Moggill, portion 185.
Area-- 60 acres.
Nature of .Vrror.-- The  name of the grantee
having been inserted in the deed as Charles
Gregory  instead of (,bsrles  William  Gregory,  the
correct name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, H is Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of " The  Titles to Land
o4rt of  1868," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof,  by  instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, uner his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the laud intended to be
granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
tp have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grrant--32,780.
Date of Grant-2nd February, 1877.Name ofGrantee-John Gee.
Land  grante d.-County of Churchill, pariah of
Prassoll,}portion 483, being selection No. 1306,
pswich listrict.
Area- 81 acreq,
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
A&kD OF GRANT.
(J nt of Churchill, parish of Brassall, portion
483,  selection  :CVO. 1306,  Ipswich Distract.
Pewt  ant of Public Ldp,
Bri.b4,ne, 164 r apwmber,  18$5.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that he Deed ofGrant  mentioned  in the schedule hereunder
written  being  erroneous in the pardenlare ther$}a
set forth,  is Eacelleo cy the  Governor  will, in
pursaati oe of the provisions of " The  Attes to
of 1858,  at the expiratio n. of three  monthsfrom the  date  'hereof, by instrument endorsed  on
such Deeds  of Grant;  under  his Hand aed  the
Seal of the Colony,  describe t h6 taut intended  Ito
be granted ,  to the intent that, by force 44 the Act
atoieaaid1 the correct description  shall be taken
to have been inserted  in, the  said grant  and in
every  deed containing the erroneous •description ;
and such grant and  eversuch  deed  shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
0 B1. DUTTOXT
SCBN)QLE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Oftnt-- 39121.
Date  of Grant-loth dune, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
vale ,  parish of Wildash ,  selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION F
DEED  OF 'G'NAT.
County of Aterivale, parish of Wildask, selection
716, Warwick 17istoict, portion 716.
300 saxes.
Commencing  ,at a point bearing east and distant
two chains from the South-east corner of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south  by a road
beating east  forty -six chains  and twelve links ; on
the east by portion 7 and 701 bearing north
seven ty -one chains and thirty -one links ; on the
north by portion 1167 beating west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty- seven chains  and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east nine chains, south nine chains
and ten links, and west nine chains, and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point of commenceiiidnt.
A?a81 Acres.
Commeiici  at *e  north -east cornet of portion
4, and bo de4 thence on the south by a line
bung vo s nineteen ,r &ins and fort -five h4
on tbe south-east  by a • lne tea  ' ' 25 de e$
in notes  fifteen ehaln e  and sevent  -£ouj links to a
road on echain wide 3 on the  south - vest by that
road bearing 315 degrees thhfrkeen ctains and :dve
lihke ; on the Korth-west  'by a line basting 45
degrees  25 minutes  fifty -one chains and forty-two
links to another road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east 189 links ,  and on the
east by a road bearing south twenty -four chains
and seventy -three link s  east one cl isi ;  and tb*Rce
south eleven chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Publiie  L ands,
Brisbane,  16th October, 1865.
ERROR  IN DEED.
Nul}I')E  is hereby  ' iven ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858, ' at the  expiration of • three
months from the date  hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in everyr deed containing the erroneous name, and
such giant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHBDtrLE ABOVS REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant - 55046.
Date of Giant--,8th .April, 1S84.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive ,  wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land  granted .- Allotment  17 of  section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-- The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been inserted in the Deed as
Edward Ab raham Cumberbatch  Olive,  instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumbe rbatch O,le, the cotreot
name.
2026
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane .  30th  October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the part iculars therein
set fo rt h,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
fr om the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley, parish of
Kedron, portion 91.
Area - 20 acres 1  rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DEScRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Kedron,  portion  91.
Area - 21 acres 3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degrees 53 minutes twelve chains and
fifty -nine links ; on the north by portion 88 bearing
270  degrees 3 minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links ;  on the west  by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-five  and a-half  li nks  ;  and on the south by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes seventeen
chains and  forty  links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-35896.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1878.
Name of Grantee - Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area- 169 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
Cuunty of  Lennox , parish of  Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area -162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing at the  north -east corner of portion
378, and bounded  thence  on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes  thirty  chains and
eighty-eight  and a-half links  ;  on the east by a line
bearing  south fifty -three chains and two and a-half
links ; on  the south  by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes  thirty chains and forty -three and a-half
links  ;  and on  the west by  portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty -three chains and four links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
1\ Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the part iculars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the pro visions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
n such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the area, to the
intent that ,  by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area sha ll  be taken to have been inserted in
the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area  ;  and such grant  and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-5--929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of -,rantee-William Andertori.
Land granted.-Allotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23-,7-6 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23-h i erches,
instead of 1 rood 25170perches, the correct area.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1886.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1. the portions of land in the parish of Balmoral,
to be opened to Selection on the 1st December
next, by Proclamation dated 16th October, 1886,
are available for application at Mitche ll ,  instead
of Roma ,  on and after the date mentioned.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th  August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERAN G.
T is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Land  Commissioner  for the  Beenleigh
District will visit  Nerang  on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886,  and every  alternate month after-
wards,  foi the purpose  of receiving applications for
certificates  of fulfilment  of conditions.
0. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
S ELECTORS under  " The Crown  Lands Alien-ation  Act of  1876  "  who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " the
Crown Lands  Act of  1889,"  are he re by required
to lodge ap cations in connection therewith at
the Land O ce of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections I and 2 of Section  2 of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1886."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third  section of  the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement  of that Act, been open to  selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect
(1) Any  application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality  and boundaries  of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is unsurveyed.
(2) Every selection app lied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the  ground and six inches in
diameter ,  and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that all Land  A ents'  Offices throughout the
Colony are  appointed places for the payment of
-Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses ,  under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "The  Crown  lauds Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Rockhampton, 10th November, 1885.
To JAMES CocHEANE.
I T having been reported to me that you have notcomplied with the condition of residence in
Rockhampton District . respe ,•t of your Conditional Selec-
Conditional Selection tion, No. 1878, RockhamptonNo. 1878. District, you are hereby calledParish of Archer .
County  of Livingstone.  Upon to attend the Land Court,
Selected- June,  1881. to be held at the Land Office,
Area-40
Tae ,1sst • Rockhampton, on the 11th day
of January, 1886, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, when such evidence will be heard
as you may bring forward  against the  forfeiture of
your conditional selection aforesaid.
G. W. YOUNG,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 2nd November, 1885.
Notice to GEORGE WALKER, of Mackay.YOU are hereby called upon to attend attheLand Court to be held at Mackay, on the
Act 40 Vic. 15 11th day of December next, at Two
Sec. 52. No. 1200. o'clock p.m., to show cause why yourMackay DistricSelection should not be deela-ed for-
Area 311acres. feited for the non-fulfilment of the
Parish of St . condition of occupation.Helens.
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
Acting Land  Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Rents and for
such other 'business as may be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, atBrisbane,.at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
15th day of December proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UN.'ER  "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
j T is hereby notified that an Examinati n of
JJ candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor-General's Office, George street, on MON-
DAY, 18th January, 1886.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license as Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of servi. e
and general experience in field duties, and his
competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibility. The term of service  must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified Sur-
veyots under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required
by the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying  names  in full and enclosing with
same  a fee of £5, together with any testimonials of
professional qualifications they may have previously
obtained, which will be returned after the examina-
tion is  completed Each eannidate  is also  required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirments of
the Survey Department.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects:-(a) The use of logarithms.(6) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(,q) writing descriptions of boundaries.
(4) The uses and adjustments of the  theodolite
and level.
(off Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, and of obtaining the true meridian.
() Each candidate will be required during
the examination to take an observation for
azimuth by an altitude of the sun, and
to work ou, the azimuth therefrom.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40  scale , a parallel ruler, a
protractor and pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.FOR SALE at this Office, New Map of Town ofToowoomha, in two sheets ; price, Is. each
sheet. Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta ; price,
ls. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
IF
OR Sale at this Office ,  Re-issue of Map of the
U Colony  of Queensland ,  corrected to 1885, in
Six sheets  ;  price ,  each sheet-coloured 3s. 6d.,
uncoloured 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Land  Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING RESERVE FOR LANDS DEPART-
MENT, MELLUM CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office unti 1
l 4 o'clock p.m. on TUESDAY, the 15th
December,  f ro m persons  willing to contract for the
erection of 420 Rods of Fencing round the Reserve
for the use of the Lands Department at Mellum
Creek.
Separate Tenders required for two rails and
post and four wires and post respectively.
PETER McLEAN,
Land- Commissioner.
3V L Zf
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
(ADDITIONS TO GAOL, THURSDAY ISLAND.
ri1ENDER.S will be received at this Office. and
j, at the Court House, Thursday Island, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th January,
1886, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Additions to Gaol, Thursday Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions to Gaul,
Thursday Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Thursday Island.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must or on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the tarty
tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the dueperformance of th  Contract in the event of the
ender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Grown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for -securing such perfo rmance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTOI',
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTB4CTORRS AND OTHERS.
REMOVAL AND RE-ERECTION COURT
HOUSE, CATION.
I,ENDER$  will he received  at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on WEDNESDAY, the
23rd December, from persons willing to contract
for the removal and re-erection of Court Housed
Gatton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Removal, 4'c., Court
faxse, Gatton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, aWLd furth er particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Rouse, Gatton.
The anwp m t of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attacked to the Specification.)
Tenders  must he  on a roper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed  by the party tender.
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being  accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
(,ZtTARTERS  FOR CARETAKER , QUARANTINE
aTATION, TOWNSV ILLE.TENDERSwill be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Townsvi lle,  until Four
o'clock p.rn. on  WEDNESDAY,  the 23rd Decem-
ber, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Cottage  forthe Careaer ,  Quarantine Station,
Magnetic Island,  Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Quarters  for Care-
taker ,  Quarantine Station, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
per
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
BANANA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Office, Banana, until Four o'clock
p.m. on WEDNESDAY, the 23rd December,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Kitchen at the Post and Telegraph Office,  Banana.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Kitchen, Post and
Telegraph Office, Banana."
Plan, 6 pecification, and form of Tender May
be seen, and turthpr particulars obtained at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Banana.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
(See  clause 1 in  the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a pro r printed  form, and
state the  taro  within whips  it is  proposed to
co bete  the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of lender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the TezAer being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Rer Maa'estyfor securing such performs nee;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
VERANDAH, POST OFFICE, DMARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Post Office, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 31st December,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Additional Verandah, &e.. at the Post Office,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 1 erandah,  4'c.,  Post
Office, Maryborouggh."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £10. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, andblate the time within Which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
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tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
-STABLES, ETC., POLICE BARRACKS, COOK-
TOWN.
T ENDERS will be received at this  Office, andat the Court House, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 31st December,from persons willing  to contract for erection of
Stables, &c., Police Barracks, Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Stables, 4'c., at the
Police Barracks, Cooktown."
Plan, Specification, and Corm of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender,  is £12.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10  per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
iLecepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1885.
SOUTHERN  AND W ESTERN  RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
NEW PASSENGER STATION AT IPSWICH.
ENDERS will be received  at this  Office until
1 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1886, from persons willing to contract
for erection of New Passenger Station at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Erection of
New Passenger Station at Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's Office,
Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent. on amount  of Tender as security for
the due  performance  of the Contract  in the event of
the Tender  being  accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majest for  securing  such performance;
otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into con-sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Seewtary for Railways,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
LORD JOHN SWAMP.
r
TENDER, will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURS DAY, the  24th  of De-
cember, from persons willing to contract for the
necessary improvements, &c., at the State School,
Lord John Swamp.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments, 'e., State School, Lord John Swamp.'
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, SANDY CREEK.
ENDERS will be received at this Office and
at the Court  House , Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of additions to the Teacher's Residence, State
School, Sandy Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Sandy Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders  must  be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 18St.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, COOPAROO.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
of January, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Additions to the State School at
Cooparoo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to State School, Cboparoo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, WOODFORD.
TEN DE RS will be received at this Office, and at
the Provisional School at Woodford, until
Pour o'clock P.M. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a S ate  School at Woodford.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School
at Woodford."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Provisional School at Woodford.
'Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G: ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
225 11 ,:-  4
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER' S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, SANDGATE.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Sandgate, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th of December,
from persons wi lling to contract for the erection of
Additions to the Teacher 's Residence ,  at the State
School,  Sandgate.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher 's Residence ,  State  School,  Sandgate."
Plan ,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at  'the Court House, Sandgate.
Tenders must be sent in on pro per printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS ,  ETC., STATE  SCHOOL,
CAMP FLAT.
1ENDERS wi ll  be received at this Office, and
1 at the State School ,  Camp Flat ,  and the
Police Station at Caboolture ,  until Four o'clock
p m. on THURSDAY, the 24th of December,
from persons willing  to contract for the  necessary
Improvements , &c., at the State School, Camp
Flat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments , &c., State School, Camp Flat."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  at the State School ,  Camp Flat ,  and the
Po lice Station at Caboolture.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1886.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, TOWNS-
WEST.VILLTENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 24th of
December ,  from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of a State School and Residence, at
Townsville West.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State
School and Residence, Townsville West."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary,
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
PAPER AND BINDING MATERIALS.TENDERS will be received at this Officeuntil  Noon on TUESDAY, the 29th day of
December ,  1885, from persons  willing to contract
for the supply of Paper and Binding Materials
required  by the Government  Printing Department
in Queensland , for two  years, commencing on the
1st July, 1886.
A list of  the probable quantities of each article
required can be obtained  on application to the
Government Printer,  at Brisbane,  Sydney, and
Melbourne ,  where samples can be seen, it being
understood that in all- cases the articles  supplied
must be in every respect according to sample. As
this list is only an approximate one, the contractors
must supply on demand more of each article,
according to the requirements of the Department.
Tenderers to state the price at which each article
is to be delivered at the Government Printing
Office, Brisbane. One-fourth of the probable
quantity required is to be delivered in the month
of July,  1886; one-fourth in January, 1887; one-
fourth in July ,  1887; and the remaining fourth
in January, 1888.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that  they will severally
execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within seven days fro m the
notification  of the  acceptance of Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in
the sum  of £500.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Printing
and Binding Materials."  and to be addressed to
the Colonial Secretary ,  Brisbane.
The Government will  not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TORRENS
CREEK  TO HUGHENDEN (ALONG RAIL.
WAY LINE).TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-
fifth  (25th )  day of January next, from persons
desi rous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire, insulators ,  brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned work ,  according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price ,  per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each ,  for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price ,  per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators ,  and stretching two wires.
Torrens Creek to Hughenden  (along railway
route ),  a distance of fifty -four  (54) miles, more or
less.
This work will  consist of the erection of a tele-
graph  line carrying two wires, one on  top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire insulators ,  brackets ,  and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The quantities issued will
be  upon the pro r estimate and  requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient ,  and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by-the
contractor ,  free of charge ,  at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five  (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but notwithstand.
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, sha ll  have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemnin g
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the  right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mea
sages prior to final completion.  Such use of the
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line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying.
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Puperintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
i.c not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice  in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all  plant, materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by  the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must  accompany e ch Tender ,  also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking in that
event that  they  will severa lly execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane.
within ten (10)  days from the notification of the
acceptance of the  Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of the'Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
&pecetcation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet  on one side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches everhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen timber must  be cleared by the
removal of  the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear  space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
re moved ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per.
position,  and well rammed  with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied,  and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip  of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his assistant as required.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by'him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane. and
Telegraph Offices, Townsville and Haghenden.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th Sept ember, 1885.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr.  GEORGE BAsHFOnD ,  for theconstruction of the Second Section, Fassifern
Railway, has been accepted .  Amount,  £58,396
17s. 9d.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
T T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the  undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Boat-shed, &c., Custom House, Port Douglas-
RAMsAY-£ 186 10s. 9d.
Additions to Wardsman's Cottage,  Fraser's
Island-G. J. SMITH-£119.
Court House, Drayton-STANTON AND JOHNSON
-£960.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Under  Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs . E. and J.  HEADLAND,for the erection  of Four- roomed Gate Cottage
at 7 miles 64 chains , South Coast  Railway, has
been accepted . Amount, £ 223 10s.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under  Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of the ToowooMBA FOUNDRY COM-PANY ,  for the construction of 40 Covered
Goods Wagons for  Cential Railway, has been
accepted .  Amount, £4,400.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
Under  Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender  of Mr.  JonN GOULD,  for the erec-
tion of Shelter  Sheds  and , Offices on the .
Second  Section,-Brisbane Valley Branch Railway,
has been accepted .-  Amount, £4 610s..
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railway'.
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Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
] 'HE Tender of the BOREHOLE COAL COMPANY,
for the supply of 3,0t0 tons of Coal for
Southern and Western Railway, has been accepted.
Prices :-8s. 8d ,  per ton delivered at Coal Stage,
l North Ipswich, and 7s. 9d. per ton delivered at
Bundamba Railway Station.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. SPRINGALL AND FROST,for the construction of 100 Hopper Wagons
for the Southern and Western Railway, has been
accepted. Amount, £4,998 15s.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
ON SALE at this Office, and at the respectiveWardens' Offices at Gympie and Ravenswood,
the following Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
NOTICE.
COOXTOWN RAILWAY.
I T is  hereby notified for general information,
that the Railway from Cooktown to the
Palmer Road - a distance of about 31 miles-was
opened for Public Traffic  on MONDAY, 30th
November , 1885,  on and from which date, until
further notice ,  Trains will run to the following
Time  Table:- Up Tn,1Ns.
Weds. only. Sat& only.
P.M. A.M.
Cooktown dep. ... ... 12'30 6'0
Palmer Road arr. ...  3.0 8 130
Dowx TRAINS.
P.M. A.M.
Palmer Road dep. ... 6.0 11.30
P.M.
Cooktown  arr. ... ... 8.30 2.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby  given , under the fourteenthsection of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regul ati,n  of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the First Section of the North Coast
Railway, from junction with the Sandgate Railway
(Toombul) to Caboolture, in length 25 miles, 4
chains, and 26 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane, and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing. within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part th. reof, or of any works
proposed  in e,,unection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railwa ys' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th section
of  "An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction  by the Gorr-rnment of Railways and ,for
the Regulation i f the .Fame,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of' the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Second Section of the Fassifer-Y
Railway from Harrisville to Dugandan,  in lengtk
16 miles  75 chains 72' links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at  this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Ipswich;  and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me,  at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.N OTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Central Railway, was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying
costs. If not released on or before TUESDAY,
the 19th January, 1886, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenl igh,Blackall, Bogantungan , Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burenda, Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvb le, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborougb, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Cre,,k (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roina, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom,  Tewantin , lhorri-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the'rat a of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on the  remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further informatiot can be obtained by applying
ether by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  30th November, 1885.
I T is  hereby notified  for general informat 'on, thatLicenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of November, 1885.
JAMES R .  DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
RETAIL SPIRIT
Galvin ,  Michael ...
Lee, Geo. S. ...
Narracotte ,  Chas. S.
Simmonds ,  Bernard
Balfe, John W. ...
Palmer ,  Edward ...
Brannighan, Thos.
Webb,  Wm. J. ...
McLean, Alexander
Draper, Andrew ...
Moffatt, W. R.
Temple, Joseph M.
Roberts ,  John ...
Dyer ,  Elizabeth M.
Brown ,  William ...
Brandt ,  Andrew ...
Enright, Thos. ...
Long, John ...
Lovejoy, William...
McCaul, Terence ...
Stewart,  Thomas ...
Place.
DEALERS.
Aran,ac
ditto
ditto
Brisbane
Charters Towers
ditto
Cooktown
ditto
Ipswich
Mackay
ditto
Normanton
St. George
Stanthorpe
Townsville
ditto
ditto
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
Thornborough
PACKET LICENSES.
Clarke, A. J. ... ... s.s . " Gympie"
Evans ,  E.  B.S. "Kate"
Ruska ,  F. ... ..,  B.S. "Natone"
AUCTIONEERS.
Freney ,  Thomas A.
Willard ,  John ...
Young ,  W. Harley
Winship ,  Wm. Chas.
Mears,  A. E. ...
Ormond, John P....
Mintz ,  Louis ...
Humberstone, Henry
Cairns ,  James .
Shanklin ,  Robt. G.
Whyte,  Charles ...
Brisbane
ditto
Burketown
Cleveland
Charters Towers
Cloncurry
Gatton
Gympie
Herberton
Normanton
St. George
BREWERS.
Burdekin Brewery Co .,  Charters Towers
Limited
Palm ,  C. • ...
Davies ,  D. S. ...
Haake ,  J. F. ...
McGowen ,  C. W....
Balser, S. F.
Poole, Henry
Gorey ,  Richd.
Kelly, Wm.
Bimrose, R.
Carstens, F. D.
Frith, R.
Brown, H. J.
Beme, James
Murphy, T.
Hale, Saml.
Lynch, William
Coyle, Thos.
Gibbons, J.
BILLIARDS.
Beenleigh
Brisbane
ditto
... Cairns
... Cooktown
... ditto
... Gympie
... Georgetown
... Herberton
... ditto
...  ditto*
... Haryborough
... Mitchell
... Ri ekhampton
...  Stanthorpe
... Tambo
... Townsvi lle
... Thornborough
BAGATELLE.
Ryan ,  S. ... ...  I  Brisbane
TRANSFERS OF PUBLICANS '  LICENSES.
From- To-
From-
Hutton, James ...
Thorley,  Edward ...
Kelly, Charlotte
McDermott, N. W.
Jones, Thomas
T RANSFERS -- continued.
To--
BOULIA.
... I Webster ,  Charles
BRISBANE.
Neil, John
::. Broderick, J. F.
Brown ,  William
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Trevarton ,  Charles
CLONCURRY.
Kiernan, James
Lewis ,  John B.
('amt ron, Donald...
Trotter ,  W. J. S....
Aldrich, R. H.
Berghofer ,  Ludwig
Ashney ,  John R....
Coleman, John
Mercbin ,  Charles...
Jenkins,  George ...
Johnstone, W. H.
Sheppard, T. C.
Murray ,  Robert
Smith, John
COOXTOWN.
... Paterson , George
CUNNAMULLA.
... Hayward, Alfred
GATTON.
... Bollmann, Carl
GLADSTONE.
... Doyle, Peter
ISISFORD.
Gill, Thomas
... Coleman, John
MACHAY.
...  Johnstone, W. H.
Deane, F. T.
MARYBOROUGH.
Woodman, William  ...  Woodman ,  Walter W.
Abraham ,  Richard  ...  Hommelgaard ,  Christian
Dempter ,  Robert  ... ...  Jardine, J. B.
MUTTABURRA.
Toole , James  ... ... I Barry ,  Thomas
Lachlan, T. C.
Booker, J....
Long, John
RocHHAMPTON.
... Kelly, James
Hadlow, G. H.
TooWOO IBA.
... ... Oelkers, John
Smith ,  George ...
Graham ,  Catherine
Campbell ,  Aylmer
Came ron ,  Murdo ...
Long, Joseph ...
Cramp ,  John ...
Comrie,  Alexander
TowNsvILZR.
Lambourn, F. G.
... + McDonnell ,  Edward
... South ,  Thomas
B ro wn, James
Bourke ,  Thomas
Long ,  Joseph
WINDORAR.
... I Wall, E. J.
CHANGE OF PREMISES.
BRISBANE.
James  Darrag h,  Logan Hotel to Kangaroo Point Hotel.
CUNNAMULLA.
F. M. Cranney ,  Queensland Hotel to Wooroorooka
Hotel.
CHANGE OF SIGN.
ISISFORD.
John Coleman ,  Forest Grove Hotel to Club Hotel.
MARYBORouGH.
W. W. Woodman ,  Horse  and Plough Hotel to Abing-
don Hotel.
0.  Hommelgaard ,  Royal  Bridge  Hotel  to Scandinavian
Hotel.
AYR.
Herbert ,  William ... ...  Brock ,  J. H. LICENSES CANCELLED.
BEENLEIGH.  SURAT.
Cable ,  Robert ... ... Thorsborne ,  August John S. Purdie, Tara ' s Hall Hotel.
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SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT
WHARF AND SHED, DUNGENESS.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Lease of the
Government Wharf and Shed, Dungeness,
will be put up to auction at Ingham, at Noon of
MONDAY, 21st December, 1885.
Conditions of Sale.
1. The wharf and shed referred to will be leased
for a term of three years, from the 5th of January,
1886.
2. The highest bidder shall, subject to the appro-
val of the Colonial Treasurer  as to  sureties or
otherwise , be the  lessee.
3. The  lessee , with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond in double the
amount  of the  annual  rent for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid
at the time of  sale  by the successful bidder, and
at the  expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter  be paid to the Sub-Collector of Customs
at Ingham , monthly, in advance.
5. The  rates for  wharfage and storage shall not
exceed :-
INWARDS.
s. d.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton, weight  or measure.
ment ... ... ... 2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles , per 1,000... ... ... 0 4
Horses and cattle, each ... ... 1 0
Sheep and pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
OUTWARDS.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Sugar,  per ton  . ... ... 1 0
Rum, per hogshead ... ... 0 6
per bale ..Wool ... ... 0 6, .Storage-Receiving, perton ... ... ... 1 0
Delivering, per ton . 1 0
Storage  per ton per week after the
first week  ... ... ... 0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of any of the Government Departments,
shall be landed or shipped free of any charge for
wharfage.
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed, subject to clause 9 of these
conditions , but no buildings are to be erected on the
ground  leased, or  on the wharf, without the express
sanction  of the Government.
8. The lessee will be required to keep the wharf
clean  and free from all deposit of rubbish or refuse,
and in  good and suitable repair during the tenancy,
reasonable wear and tear  only excepted, and
should any damage be done to the wharves by any
vessel , or otherwise, such damage shall be made
good by  the lessee  to the satisfaction of the
Engineer  for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee  shall not be at liberty  to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of  the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master ,  and other officers in  the Public Service,
and all persons acting  under their orders, shall
have  free  access to  the wharf for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs shall have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and  examination  of goods and passengers'
uggage landed from vessels discharging at the
wharf.
12. Office accommodation will be provided for
the Landing Waiters in Charge, but the lessee
shall provi to all materials and labour required by
them f 'r examining, weighing, g i uging, marking,
packing and repacking goods, in terms of clause 87
of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
13. The wharf to be open for the use of vessels
for loading or unloading, in the order of their
arriv -4, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Vessels carrying
mails  under contract with the Queensland Govern-
ment to  have precedence over all other  vessels.
14. Should the rent at any time be more than
one month in arrear, or should the lessee wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Govern-
ment shall, in the former case, have the right to at
once enter upon and take possession of the wharf
and premises, and in the latter case to enter and
take possession on the expiration of one month's
notice given after such infringement.
15. In the event of the Government resuminjl`'.
possession of the wharf and shed for non-payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease, the bond
entered into by the lessee and his sureties, as pro-
vided for in clause 3 of these conditions, shall not
be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information that
t applications will be received by the  Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be  in a position
to afford employers eery facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRiPFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1885.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 21ST DAY 01
NOVEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 405
Number since  admitted ... ... ... 7
Number returned  from leave ...  .0.  0
412
Number discharged . ... ... 1
Number died ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave  ... ... 1
3
Number remaining at date hereof ... 409
Admissions  during  the week :
Johann Myers, 63, shepherd ; f ro m Toowoomba; last
employed at Tarampa and Barambah.
John  Muir ,  64, engineer  ;  from Brisbane  ;  last em-
ployed by Mr. Preston, Maryborough.
James Hands , 53, bricklayer;  f ro m Brisbane  Hospital ;
last employed by Messrs. Rolson and Co., St. George.
John McGregor, 72, sawyer and miner; from Bris-
bane ;  no regular  employment for some time.
Thomas Dillon, 45, carpenter ; from RockhamptonHospital; last employed at Central Railway.
Re-admissions :
Robert McKay, 64, engineer ; from Roma Hospital.
Edwin Davis, 61, tailor.
Discharged during the week:
Thomas Coghlan, 51; admitted 8th July, 1884.
Death during the week :
15th November-John Keane, 67; admitted 6th
March, 1884; from Ipswich Hospital; born Galway,
Ireland.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1885.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Marsu-
iats Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885, ' and at the request of the Calliope Marsupial
Board, I do hereby authorise the application of the
funds standing to the account of the Calliope
arsupial District in payment of a bonus for the
destruction of dingoes  at a rate not  exceeding five
shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 43 of  1885.
GREEN BUOY MARKING. WRECK OFF
BAR OF NORMAN RIVER.
OTICE is hereby given, that a Green Buoy-
N lying l miles N.W. by N. from the Light-
ship-now marks the position of the Wreck of the
" Rockhampton " off the Norman Bar, the spar,
from which a flag was formerly shewn, having been
washed away.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1885.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 30th November, 1885.
No. 217.
1
THE following changes  will take effect from the
dates mentioned hereunder :-
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
"A " Company.
The resignations of Privates G. W. GREENISH
and W. A. LIGHTBAND have been accepted.
30th November, 1885.
".F" Company.
Private JAMES VEY is transferred to "D" Com-
pany. 26th November, 1885.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
" B " Company.
No. 11, Lance-Corporal SAMUEL HOLLOWAY, is
transferred  to the  Brisbane Engineers . This trans-
fer to bear date 1st October, 1885.
No. 218.
CORRECTED NOTICE.
IN General Order No .  213, fourth line, substitute
word  "  few " for " four."
In General Order No. 216, under heading " The
Moreton Regiment,"  omit  word" Acting" before
Lieutenant U. A. Godsall.
And under heading  "  Bowen  Volunteer Garrison
Battery "  insert  after Acting Captain " 18th
November, 1885," and after Honorary Chaplain
" 18th November, 1886."
QUEENSLAND  DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A., Com-
mandant.
Head -Quarters,
Brisbane ,  2nd December, 1885.
No. 220.
IT is notified for the information of all  con-
cerned, that those Corps parading for the
inspection of His Exce llency the Commander-in-
Chief on SATURDAY,  the 5th ,  should be on the
Parade Ground,  New Farm ,  not later than 4.46 p.m.
The Parade  will  be formed in  line of Quarter
Columns ,  at six paces interval, in the following
order:-
The Moreton  Mounted Infantry in column
of Half Companies on the right ;
Field Artillery  in column of Batteries ;
The Detachment of the Royal Navy from
H.M.S. "Swinger  "  on the left of the
Field Batteries ;
The Companies of the Naval Brigade on the
left of  the Royal Navy ;
Garrison  Artillery  in one column ;
Engineers ;
The Moreton Regiment ;
Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps ;
Queensland Scottish  Volunteer  Rifle Corps ;
Brisbane Grammar School Cadets ;
Brisbane Volunteer Ambulance Corps.
Officers commanding Corps wi ll  have parade
states ready for the Brigade Ma jor, showing only
the total present on parade .  They are  requested
to see that the markers know the number of files
for whom distance has to be taken up .  Markers
of front Companies only are required  ;  they should
be on the ground at 4.30 p.m.
No. 221.
IT is notified for general information, that a
number of Infantry and Artillery Instructors are
expected to arrive before the end of the month.
Officers commanding Corps of the Defence Force
or Volunteer Force requiring  Instructors are
requested to report to this office what Civil employ-
ment, if any, they can provide for such men, and
they should  also state  whether married  or single
men would be preferred.
No. 222.
A CONSIGNMENT of the following articles having
been received for the use of the Officers of the
Defence Force, are now obtainable on application
to the Brigade Major ,  at the undermentioned
prices :-
Infantry Officers' Helmets com-
lete including spike, chain
£ s. d.
helmet-plate ... 1 7 6
Sword ,  Scabbard ,  Bag, Infantry
attenn... .
Waist  Belt, white enamelled,
No. 219.
OFFICERS on the Unattached List are invited to
attend the Parade at New Farm on Saturday next,
the 6th instant, at 6 p.m. Dress Review order.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Captain,
Brigade -Major.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
2 10 0
Infantry pattern ... ... 1 8 0
Crimson Silk Sash  . ...  1 13 0
Gold embroidered  Stars, per
pair ...
Full dress Sword-knot ... ...
By Order,
0 6 0
0 10 0
J. SANDERSON LYSTER , Captain,
Brigade -Major.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th November, 1885.NOTICE.I T is hereby notified or public information, that
the Right Reverend WILLIAM THOMAS THORN-
HILL WEBBER , D.D., Bishop of the Church of
England , in the Diocese of Brisbane, residing at
Brisbane, has been duly registered  as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under t..a provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified or public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM H. DREW,  a Minister
of the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Toowong, in 'he Registry District of
Oxley, to Esk, in the Registry District of Stanley,
has given me due notice thereof, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar -General. 4
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1835.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the 5th day of January next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Beat Property Act  of 1861," to issue, in the
name of Joseph Henry Newbold, four Provisional
Certificates of Title, numbered 76697, 76698, 76699,
and 76700, for 10 perches each, being, respectively,
subdivisions 5, 6, 7, and 8 of section 1 of portion
127, parish of Howard, and more particularly de-
scribed in Register Book, volume 521, folios 187 to
190, respectively, the said original Certificates of
Title having been destroyed by fire.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the 24th instant, in conformity with the
117th section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861,"
to issue, in the name of Patrick Curtis, two Pro-
visional Deeds of Grant, numbered 17839 and 17840,
for 9 acres 2 roods 11 perches, portion 574, and 9
acres 1 rood 27 perches, portion 561, parish of
Kedron, respectively, and more particularly de-
scribed in Register Book, volume 120, folios 101
and 102, respectively, the said original Deeds of
Grant having been destroyed.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REGULATIONS FOR THE ADMISSION, FREE
OF DUTY, OF QUEENSLAND SUGAR RE-TU RNED BORDERWISE FROM NEW MOUTH
WALES OR SOUTH AUST EtALIA INTO THIS
COLONY.
1. Every shipment -of sugar exported for return
to this Colony borderwise, as above, must be entered
out in the usual way as if for export, with a de-
claration that the whole of the sugar so entered is
for return to Queensland ; and in addition to the
manufacturer's mark, each bag must be marked
Q.S., with  certain  progressive numerals to be
obtained "at the Custom House.
2. The proper officer will then give a certificate
in triplicate that the sugar in question  is of Queens-
land growth and manufacture, and that it  is being
forwarded to Sydney or Port Adelaide, as the case
may be, for return to Queensland, borderwise.
Such certificate must show thereon the name of the
shipper, name of the ship, marks and numbers
of the bads,  and name of  Borer Customs Station
where it is intended the sugar shall enter Queens-
land. One copy of the certificate will be sent to
the Customs Authorities at Sydney or Port Ade-
laide,  one to the Customs Officer on the Border, and
the other must accompany the sugar  in transitu
f r production to the Queensland Border Customs
Officers.
3. Every such shipment or any portion thereof
shall, on return to this Colony borderwise, be
accompanied by a certificate from the New South
Wales or South Australian Customs Officers
embodying the particulars set forth in the Queens-
land certificate referred to, to the effect that such
sugar has  been forwarded from Sydney or Adelaide
under Bond  for transmission across  the Queensland
Border ; and such Certificate shall be authority to
the Officer of the Queensland Border Customs, to
whom it may be presented, to admit the sugar
therein referred to free of duty.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 25th November, 1885.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that CHARLES KEBBELL,
of South Brisbane, Ct1ARLES ALFRED ERNEST
SHEAF , of Brisbane, and FRANCIS HENRY VIVIA1
Voss,  of Bowen,  have this day been admitted as
duly qualified  medical practitioners.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.N'T OTICE is hereby given, that Mary JaneHempsted, trading as "John Hempst-d and
Company," of Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, ,Erated Water Manufa.,-
turer, has applied, in pursuance of the provision4
of  " The Patents, Designr, and trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral
and E rated Waters, natural and artificial, includ-
ing Gingerbeer, a Trade Mark, of which the follow-
ing is a representation
TRAD E . MA R
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
i `
OTICE is hereby given, that r have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
specification annexed thereto, received from Francis
Hugh Snow, of Adelaide, in the province of South
Australia, for an invention described as " Improve-
ments in Machines for Manufacturing Envelopes."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months froth the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
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ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Francis Hugh Snow, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
i OTICE is hereby  given , that Holmes Samuel
Chipman, of vi argaret  street,  in the City of
Sydney and Colony of New South Wales,
Merchant. has applied,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Afarks Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 14, in
respect of Electroplated Ware, a Trade Mark, of
which the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further  given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance  with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 5th November, 1885.
OTICE is hereby  given , that Thomas Holt, of
Boundary  street ,  West  End, South Brisbane,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  Pastrycook, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " Tke
Patents,  Designs ,  aid  Trade Marks  4 et. 1889," to
register in Class 42, in  respect of Confectionery,
i.e.,  Meat  Pies,  a Trade Mark, of which the follow-
ing is a  representation:-
Office,Patent
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
XT OTICE is  hereby given ,  that John Newton
Beach, of Nos .  24 and 25 ,  Hart street,
Bloomsbury ,  London, England ,  Manufacturer, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents, Design s , and  't'rade Masks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 3,  in respect of a preparation
of Cod Liver Oil and Milk, a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a representation :-
TRAD ARK
4W  q
CA°NRI('K'S
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trrde Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th Angust, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  Benjamin  Sparks,
of George street, Brisbane, Merchant, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs. and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Blass 42,  in respect  of Coffee, a Trade
Mark, of which the following  is a  re presentation :-
FINEST 0ID
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Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration  of four months from the date of
the first  alpearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance  with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
The Trade Mark  differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the ground on both sides under
the words  "  Cafe Parisien  "  is dark-blue ,  the ground
of the left half of the label is red ,  and the right
half dark -blue .  The words " Finest  " "  B. Sparks "
and  "Brisbane" ar  printed  in white letters, and
the words  "  Principal Townsi "  in  rei letters.
Notice  is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months  from the  date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be  shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicant for registration of
this  Trade  Mark  is not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with  the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1885.NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that William Woodand Charles Smart  Wood,  trading as " W.
Wood and Company ,"  of Carson Place ,  Little
Collins street East, in  the City  of Melbourne and
Colony of Victoria ,  Wholesale Opticians, have
applied ,  in pursuance  of  " The  Patents, Designs.
and Trade  Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class
8, in respect of " spectacles, eye -glasses, telescopes,
and opera or field -glasses ,"  a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this- advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that Jd ontague Cohen,
of Collins street, West, in the City of
Melbourne and Colony of Victoria, Solicitor, has
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 3, in respect of Chemical Sub-
stances prepared for use in Medicine and Pharmacy,
a Trade Mark, of which the following  is a repre.
sentation :-
respect of Cordials, Liquors ,  and Wines, and in
Class 44, in respect of Mineral and  lE rated
Waters,  natural and arti ficial ,  including ginger-
beer,  a Trade Mark  of which the  following is a
representation :-
TRADE MARK
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first  appearance  of this  advertisement in
the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the  same  re stered, in compliance with
such application, I shall register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th October, 1885.
'
OTICE is hereby given, that William Nutting
Tuttle and Alexander Marshall, trading
under the  name  of " Tuttle and Company," Photo-
graphers, at Brisbane, have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Design, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 50,
subsection 10, in respect of Photographs, a Trade
Mark, of which the following  is a representa-
*on :-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the  same registered , in compliance with such
application I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
r•
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Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette ,  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same  registered, in complia uce with such
application, I shall register the said Titade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &a.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that  Owen Gardner,
of George street ,  Brisbane ,  Manufacturer of
,Erated Waters ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs , and  Trade
.Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 43, in
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th August, 1885.
NOTIC E is hereby graven, that Franz Carl
Guilleaume , trading as " Felten  and Guil-
leaume ," of Miilheim on the Rhine, near the City of
Cologne, in the Empire of Germany, Wire Manu-
facturer, has applied , in pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register  in Class  5, in respect of Steel
Wire, Iron Wire, and Wire Rope,  and in  Class 60,
in respect  of Cordage, Rope,  and Twine ,  a Trade
Mark of which the  following is a representation :-
sT.,r
,rAT0*
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant  for registration
of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the
same  registered, in compliance with such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance  with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th September, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Andrew Newelland George Lush, trading as " Newell and
Company," in Collins street West, Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, Merchants, have applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 47, in respect of Kerosene Oil, a Trade
Mark, of which the following  is a representation :-
PEABODYS')
os10 E NO
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Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that S. Hoffnuneand Company, trading as such in Charlotte
street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
General Importers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in
respect of Cigarettes, a Trade Mark, of which the
following is a representation
(04 14  Qvve 40
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Notice is bexeby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  'appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th September, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that John  Thomson,
of Brooklyn ,  in the State of New York, in
the United  States of America ,  Engineer ,  has applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " Tie Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Aet,  1884,"  to  re gister
in Class 13, in respect of Staples ,  a Trade Mark,
of which the following is a representation
Notice is hereby further  given , that unless
before the  expiration  of four months from the date
of the first  appearance  of this  advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it  be shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark  is not  entitled to  have the same
registered ,  in compliance  with such application,
I shall  register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  15th October, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Andrew Usher
and Company ,  trading as  such at West
Nicolson street, Edinburgh, in North Britain,
Distillers, have applied,  in pursuance  of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884,"  to  re gister in Class 43 ,  in respect
of Whisky, a Trade Mark, of which the following
is a representation :-
USHER'S SPECIAL  RESERVE.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expira tion of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction that the  applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application ,  I shall  register the said Trade Mark
in accordance  with the  provisions  of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 22nd October, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Beale and Com-
pany ,  trading as such at 83, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  Importers of Sewing Machines and
Musical Instruments ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the  provisions  of  " Tie  Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 6, in
respect of Sewing Machines ,  a Trade Mark, of
which  the following is a representation
WERTNEIM
Notice is hereby  further given,  that  unless before
the expiration of four months from  the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants  are not entitled
to have the  same registered, in compliance with
such  application ,  I sha ll  register the said Trade
Mark in accordance  with the  provisions  of the Act.
CHARLES J. W HITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &e.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st October, 1885.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that  J.  K. Blogg
1. and Company, Limited, trading as such in
Sandridge ]Road, South Melbourne, in the Colony
of Victoria, Manufacturing Chemists and Dry-
salters,.have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "Tile Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 43, in respect of Hop
Bitters, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
41
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The Trade Mark  varies from  the above repre-
sentation , inasmuch in the vacant space are the
words, " Among the recent discoveries in chemistry
not the least important is the preparation of bit-
ters . having hops for their principal ingredient.
Of all Hop Bitters the formost place must be
given to that  made  from the delicate hops grown
in the celebrated garden of Utica, N.Y., U.S A.
Those  who suffer  from liver complaints, dyspep-
sia, constitutional  weakness, or overtaxed mental
powers, will find the Utica Hop Bitters invaluable,
and their delicious flavour render them acceptable
to the  most sensitive  palate."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette,  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants for registration of
this Trade Mark  are not  entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance  with such application, I
shall register  the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.N,OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted. an  application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Schlichting, of Highbury Grove, Kew,
near the City of Melbourne, in the Colony of
Victoria,  for an invention  described  as an  "Im-proved Amalgamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the sa d invention to the said
William Schlichiing, in accordance with the pro-
visions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and 't'rade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th  August, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Alfred Shaw and
Thomas Edward White ,  trading as " Alfred
Shaw and Company ,"  in Queen street, Brisbane,
Hardware Merchants ,  have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, andTrade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 47,
in respect of Kerosine Oil, a Trade Mark, of which
the following is a representation :-
WHITELIGHT
KEROSINE OIL
HiGH  TESTREFINED EXPRESSLYFOR
allEENS LAND
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this  Trade  Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered ,  in compliance  with  such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act above-
mentioned.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave acceptedan application and the complete Specification
annexed thereto, received from George Mackay
Pickles. of Williamson street, in the City of `and-
hurst, and Colony of Victoria, for an invention
described as "An improved and safe method of
attaching or coupling shafts and poles to coaches,
buggies, waggons, and all other wheeled vehicles
of a like nature."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Mackay Pickles, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 5th November, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Charles
Hayward, of Pine Lodge, near the Township of
Shepparton, in the Colony of Victoria, for an
invention described as " An Improved Screen for
Winnowers and other Machines for Cleaning
Grain."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Charles
Hayward, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  Sc.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  5th November, 1885.
IN
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Edwin Hum-
phries ,  trading as  "  Edwin Humphries and
Company ,"  of Adelaide street ,  Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  General Merchant, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Art ,  1884," to
register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Spice, a Trade
Mark,  of which the following is a representation:-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th October, 1885.
OTIC  E is hereby given, that Beale and Com.
pany, trading as such at 83,  Queen street,
Brisbane ,  Importers .  have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Des ns, and
Trade  Marks Act ,  1884 ,"  to register  in Cass 9, in
respect of Musical Instruments, a Trade  Mark, of
which the following is a representation :-
MINERVATRADE MARK.
REGISTERED.
The Trade Mark differs from the above representa-
tion inasmuch as the groundwork is yellow.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Qneensiand Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance w-'th such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
OT1CE is hereby given that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alexander  Binnie  and Benjamin HAt, both of
William street, Kargaroo Point, Brisbane, and
Colony of Queensland, for an invention described
as "Gas-making Machine and Cooking Range."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alexander Binnie  and Benjamin  Holt, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given that I have acceptedan application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Joseph Myers, of East street, in the Township of
Rockhampton and Colony of Queensland, for an
invention described as " Improvements in the
Manufacture of a Saddle for N orses."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Joseph Myers, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Mdrks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registiar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, I shall register the said 'Trade Mark
in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th October, 1885.
1
OTICE is hereby given, that Beale and Com-
pany, trading as such aL 83, Queen street,
Brisbane. Importers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 6, in
respect of Sewing Machines, and in Class 9, in
respect of Musical Instruments, a Trade Mark, of
which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants for registration
of this Trade Mark are not entitled to have the
same registered, in compliance s ith such applica-
tion, I shall register the said Trade Mark in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1885.
OTICE is he eby given, that I have s ccepted
1 an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Speciti• ation annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne and Colony of Victoria, fo, an
invention, described as " Improvements in apparatus
for pulveriz ng, separati i. g, and treating Ores and
other substan es."
>,votic, is hereby further given, that unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertis, went in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention
to recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said Edward Waters, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade 1t1 arks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane. 26th November, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Waters, of Bourke street West, in the
City of Melbourne- and Colony of Victoria, for an
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invention described as "Method of and apparatus
for lighting by gas  floating and  detached lights,
such as  buoys, lightships, pile lights, and the like."
Notice is
hereby further given, that unless withintwo months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Waters, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NORTHERN  DISTRICT COURT.
I N  pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of" The District Courts  Act of  1867 ," I do hereby
appoint the undermentioned days for holding Dis-
trict Courts at the several towns and places in the
Northern District during the year 1886.
Criminal Sittings.
Thursday, 11th February
Wednesday, 4th August
Wednesday, 1st December
MACKAY.
Civil Sittings.
Thursday, 11th February
Wednesday, 4th August
Wednesday ,  1st December
Towxsvi LLE.
Wednesday, 17th February Welnesday,l7th February
Wednesday, 7th July Wednesday, 7th July
Monday, 15th November Monday, 15th November
CHARTBRs TowERs.
Tuesday, 23rd February
Tuesday, 13th July
Monday, 22nd November
Tuesday, 23rd February
Tuesday, 13th July
Monday, 22nd November
HUGHENDEN.
Friday, 5th March Friday, 5th March
Tuesday, 5th October Tuesday, 5th October
RAvsNswooD.
Thursday, 11th March Thursday, 11th March
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
CAIRNS.
Monday, 15th March  Monday , 15th March
Thursday, 14th October Thursday, 14th October
HERBBRTON.
Friday, 19th March Friday, 19th March
Monday, 18th October Monday, 18th October
THoRrBOaoUGH.
Monday, 22nd March Monday, 22nd March
Thursday, 21st October Thursday, 21st October
PORT DOUGLAS.
Wednesday, 24th March Wednesday, 24th March
Saturday, 23rd ()ctober I Saturday, 23rd October
CooxTOwN.
Tuesday, 13th April Tuesday, 13th April
Monday, 26th July Monday, 26th July
Tuesday, 9th November Tuesday, 9th November
N ORMANTO g.
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Monday, 5th November Monday, 5th November
BowBi.
Tuesday, 20th April Tuesday, 20th April
Wednesday, 11th August Wednesday, 11th August
Tuesday, 7th December Tuesday, 7th December
A. B. NOEL,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
27th November, 1885.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney-General.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1885.
DONALD SUTHERLAND was, on the 27th
day of November, 1885, appointed Pound-
keeper, temporarily, at Inglewood.
ALEX. McDONALD,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Inglewaedr  Nevemberi 3885:- --- - --_ _---
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGUL,E GENERALES.
As OF TUESDAY, THE FIRST DAY  OF DECEMBER,
A.D. 1885.I T is ordered by the Honourable Sir Charles
Lilley, Knight, the Chief Justice of Queens-
land, The Honourable George Rogers  Harding,
and The Honourable Charles Stuart Mein, Justices
of Her Majesty's Supreme Court of Queensland,
in pursuance of all powers and authorities enablingi.
them in that behalf, that the Board  of Examiners
for Barristers, under the Rules of the 7th day of
October, 1880, for the year 1886, shall consist of
the following gentlemen
The ATTORNEY-GENERAL  (ex OfCio)
C. E. CHUBB, Esquire, Q.C.
P. REAL, Esquire
G. R. BYRNE, Esquire
E. MANSFIELD, Esquire
R. C. RINGROSE, Esquire.
That the Board  of Examiners  for Attorneys,
under Regulie Generales of the 4th day of June,
1866, for the year 1886, shall consist of the follow-
ing gentlemen
The REGISTRAR  OF THE  SUPREME COURT
(ex officio)
T. J. BYRNES, Esquire
A. W. CHAMBERS, Esquire
W. J. BROWN, Esquire.
That the Board of Examiners for Attorneys,
under Regulie Generales of the 12th day of Decem-
ber, 1879, for the year 1886, shall consist of the
following  gentlemen
The REGISTRAR OF THE SUPREME COURT
(ex officio)
E. M. LILLEY, Esquire
T. J. BYRNES, Esquire
G. V. HELLICAR, Esquire
A. W. CHAMBERS, Esquire
W. J. BROWN, Esquire.
By the Court,
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
IN THE VICE ADMIRALTY COURT OF
QUEENSLAND.
SITTING of the above Court was held before
A His Honour the Chief Justice of  Queensland
and Judge of the said Court on Tuesday, the 1st
day of December  instant.
On the motion of Mr. Real, John E ichards
Curnow, Ernest Davies Graham, and Adolph
Frederick Milford Feez were admitted  to practise
as Proctors of the said Court.
There being  no business  on the paper, the Court
was adjourned till TUESDAY, the 2nd day of
February next.
Dated this first day of December, A.D. 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
The Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1885.
1
T is hereby notified that the following  gentle-
men have been appointed Commissioners fortaking Affidavits, &c.:--
ROBERT ALEXANDER, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Taroom ;
VIVIAN LARCHIN  BUTLER , Esquire, Barrister
and Solicitor, 102, Collins street, Hobart,
Tasmania ;
EDWARD G. S. HARE, Esquire, Solicitor, Albany,
West Australia ; and
ARTHUR JULIAN, Esquire, Solicitor, Silverton,
N.S.W.
J. HARRISON BYRNE,
Associate  to His Honour The Chief  Justice 9f
Queensland:
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PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSG}RAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of"The Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSaBAVS, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice  of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
oelamation, notify and declare that the Country Land, specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
the - risbane Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
j  t, on  and after  FRIDAY, the 15th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any  one person  within Agricultural Area No. 7, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for  the purposes  of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further. declare the said Agricultural Area No. 7 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the  said Brisbane  Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of December,
in the  year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AG}ENT's  DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 6.
No. of Forfeited
Selection. Area.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual
Rent Survey Fee.
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per acre.
A. R. P.  £  jr. d. £ a. d. 1 £ s. d
1 Beerwah ... ... ... 2905 968 2 0 0 0 3 13 16 0 1 0 0
Within Agricultural Area No. 7.
2 Connondale ... ... ... I 2028A I 123 0 0 0 0 6 I 6 0 0 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGFRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
G overnor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
T
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSG}RAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after FRIDAY, the 15th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of December
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty -ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
•
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AoRNT' s DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of
Lot.
AnnualNo. of ForfeitedParish. Area.  Rent  Survey Fee . Purchasing PriceSelection.  per Acre.per Acre.
A. 8. p £ a d £  S d £ a d
1
.
Byron ... ... ...  5689 100 0 0
. . .. . . .
0 0 4 5 6 0 1 5 0
2 Dixon  ... ... .. 5801 80 0 0 0 0 5 . 5 6 0 1 10 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Exce'lency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A MUSGRAVE, 1)istinguished 'irder of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Govern,-r.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Grown Lands Art of  1884,"  1,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this mly
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Mackay Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after FRIDAY, the fifteenth day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with the advivr
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District,
shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of" lands s ithin an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SATE THE QUEFjN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
No. of
Forfeited
Selection.
A.  R.  P.  £ e. d.  £ s. d.I £ s. d.
1 Ossa ... ... ... ... 1100 160 0 0  0 ()  4  6 14  01 1 5 02  Ditto ... .. ... 1101 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 14 0, 1 10 0
PROCLAMATION
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGR&VP:, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
A. MUSGRAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-thief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
-)N THEREAS by an Order in Council made on the third day of December, 1885, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order t hat
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, arid the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the i osition
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated ilie position thercoi on pro, er
maps or plans: N ow, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governer aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Cooktown Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the twentieth day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and a ith
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres :
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 2 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 2 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Cooktown Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the fort} -
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CooRTowN  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No 2.
I No. of
Portion.
1 Annan ...
2 Ditto ...
3 Ditto ...
4 Ditto .,.
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto ...
7 Ditto ...
8 Ditto ...
Area. '
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Annual
Rent Survey Fee.
per  Acre.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
value of
Improve-
me nts.
A.
lv 400
2v 400
3v 640Iv 640
5v 620
6v 620
7v  i  640
8v 1 640
I ++
R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £  S. d. i £ s. d.
0 0  0 0 3 15 8 0 1 0 0
0 0  0 0 3 15 8 0 1 0 0
0 0  0 0 3c 1; 8 0 1 0 0 '
0 0  0 ,0 3 17 8 0 1 0 0
0 0  0 0 3 17 8 0 1 0 0 16 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 17 rs 0 1 0 0 66 10 0
0- 0 0 0 3 17 8 0 1 0 0
0 0 o081-1780 100
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The Brassall Divisional Board's Office,
Ipswich, 27th November, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
. IS  E ceelleney the Governor , with the  advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance  of  the
provisions of "  The Public Works Land .  Resumption Act of  1878 ,"  having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Chairman of the Brassall Divisional Board the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land  required  for the said road,  and  their claims for compensation on aococtftt thereof, within sixty
(60) days from the date of service of this notice ; atld the said parties are further iufortuell that the
Chairman of the Brassall Divisional Board is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has
been resuaned and the damage that may be sustained by reusort of the opening of the s$jd road.
Boon of  REFERENCE  OF ROAD ACROSS TSE BRISBANE  RIVER,  IRTRNDED TO  BE PROCIAIHED AS
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and. Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
Desc ri ption of Road.
1 From the  soi4h -west
corner of portion 96,
parish  of North, north-
easterly th ro ugh por-
tions 96 and 95 to the
Brisbane River
2
northerly to a reserved
road in portion 7, parish
of Bahl
0
00
d
How Held . Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bea rings. Lengths.
a
Area. Remarks.
Che. Lks . Milks.A. S. P.
96 North Freehold Martin M, Fahy 90' s 00 100 6 0 23 Unimproved
and
I
Fahy 60° 0' I 1 00 forest land
95 1'19° 0' 4 90
48°30' 11 30
30° 15'  16 00
92° 30'  7 50 irregu-
tar
7 Bahl ... Ditto ... John  Harris, J. Harris , 20° 0'  3 00 irregu - 2 1 0 Dittojunr. junr. 339° 0' 7 60 tar
19° 0' 6 23
A. Man  and Book of  Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen  at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Ipswich.
R. TALLON,
Chairman.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1885.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature  of Work.
Erection  of New Court House,  Clisrters Towers
Police Quarters, A rain* ... ...
Store, Etc., Water Supply Department, Winton
Bridge over  Lagoon  at Clermont ...
Date of  Gazelle  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original  notice .  can be received.
Works  Office, Brisbane, and
14th November, 1885 Court  House, ChartersTowers.
18th December, 1885.
rworks Office, -Brisbane,I I olice Station, Aramac,
21st November, 1885 and Court  House,  Black-
L 18th December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Ditto Court  Houses, Winton
and Townsville.
18th December, 1885.
28th November, 18% f w orks Office ,  Brisbane.23rd  December, 1885.
EDWARD DJ:1GHTON,
Under 8dcfetary.
226
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TRANSMISSION 1;BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that appli cations have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such appli cations are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
1885.
Patrick Curtis ,  late of 3 Aug.
March .  in the Colony
of New South Wales
1884.
Alice Anoell ,  late  of 1 July
Mackay, widow
1896.
Wi lliam O'Carro ll ,  late 1e May
ofEnoggera ,  journalist
1884.
Sarah Cruise ,  late wife 3 Oct. Richard Cruise  store-
of  Richard Cruise,  of said
Toowoomba ,  gentle-
man
n,te of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Catherine Mary Curtis,
of Brisbane, widow
Edward Vincent Reid,
of Mackay ,  merchant,
and David Hay Dal-
rymple ,  of Mackay,
grazier
Hannah O'Carroll, of
Enoggera, widow
1885.
Thomas Morgan ,  late of 4 June Henry Shard ,  of  purge,
Brisbane ,  bricklayer Creek ,  bricklayer, and
Frederick Robinson,
of Brisbam  bricklayer
Anthelme Thozet, late
of Rockhampton, bo.
tanist
1878.
31 May Carl Harden ,  of Rock.
hampton ,  accountant,
and Thomas Archer, of
Rockhampton ,  C.M.G.
George Henry Newman,
of Brisbane ,  Curator
of Intestate Estates
1885.
Joseph Mall on ,  late of 14 Mar.
Gympie, miner
Bridget Crowe,  late of 20 Oct.
Brisbane, widow
1877.
Thomas Claughton .  late & Nov.
of South Brisbane,
engineer
1886.
Joseph  Needham  Scrope 24 July
Shrapnel ,  late of Bris-
bane, surgeon
James Low ,  late of 26 Oct
Maroochie ,  storekeeper
Honorah  Davey ,  wife of
William Davey ,  of Bris-
bane ,  butcher
Joseph Cisughton, of
South Brisbane
Esther Voyce ,  of Bris-
bane, spinster
Christina Low, of Mar-
oochie, widow
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate  IClaimed to
be
transmitted.
Portions 561 and 674,  parish of Fee-simple
Redron
Allotment 7 section 44, and snot -  Fee-simple
ment 4 section 46, and subdi-
vision 1 of allotment 6 of  sec-
tion 20,  town of Mackay
Particulars of t'
Will
or otherwise.
c 26
1896.
As administratriz ..  5 Jan.
Will dated  25 Mar.,  19 Jan.
1884
Portions 666  and 666a .  parish of Fee -simple Will dated 31 Mar .,  5 Jan.
Enoggera ;  subdivision 10 of  sec-
tion  10 of suburban allotment
8, parish of Bulimba  ;  allot-
Monte 9 and 16 of section 46,
city of Brisbane ,  parish of
South Brisbane  ;  and subdi-
visions 1 and Sot western sub-
urban all otment 68, parish of
South Brisbane
1876
Portion 30,  parish of  Taylor  ...  Fee-simple  As administrator ...  12 Jan.
Subdivisions 4, 5, and  6 of north -  Fee-simple  Will dated 18 May, 5 Jan.
eastern suburban  allotment 76, 1885
and re-subdivision 1 of subdi-
visions 6 and  8 of block 15 of
eastern suburban allotment 72,
parish  of North  Brisbane
Subdivisions 10 and 11 of section Fee-simple Will dated 26 May,  19 Jan.
6 of portion 70, and port ion  Sc,  1878
parish of Archer
Subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7,  section 3,  Fee-simple By order of Supreme 5 Jan.
portion 119,  parish of Yeerong -  Court ,  dated 17
piny January, 1885
Subdivisions  21  and  22, port ion Pee-simple Will dated 20 July, 5 Jan.
207, parish of South Brisbane 1886
Subdivisions 83 and 84  of portion  Pee-simple  As heir -at-law  ... 6 Jan.
148, parish of South Brisbane
Subdivision s 1! and  13 of allot -  Fee-simple  Will dated 20 Janu -  12 Jan.
ments 6 and 7, and  subdivision ary, 1875
14 of allotments 4 tj 7 of section
10, village  of Sandgate
Subdivisions 1 to 12 of section 4 Fee -simple Will dated 3 August, 12 Jan.
of portion 184, parish of Toom- 1884
bul ; and portions 4, 5, 12, 33,
and 60,  parish of Maroochie
Registrar of Titles' Office,  THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  5th December,  1885. Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
HAKE  Notice ,  that applications have been made  to bring the Lands  described below under the
1 provisions  of  11 flee  Real  Property Acts of  1861 and 1877 ."  Any person  des ir ing to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be  lodged.
1 acre 1 rood 5 perches ,  being allotment 53, parish of The Australian Mortgage Land 5th January, 1886.
Ipswich and Finance Company
(Limited) •
45 acres,  being portion 22, parish of Allora ... ...  Patrick Kelly  ... ... ...  5th January, 1886.
35 perches ,  being allotment 1 of section 48, town of Thomas Brew Lyons ... ... 5th January, 1886.
Ipswich
2 acres  1 rood 38 1  perches ,  being part of subdivision Thomas Fleming Henderson ...  5th January, 1886.
33 and subdivisions 34, 35, 36 ,  and 37 of portion
21, town of Toowoomba
$egstrar of Titles'  Office,  TRO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  5th December,  1885. Registrar of Titles.
2047
No. of passengers '  Goods and Livexile% open Fares .  stock.for Traeic.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week  ending 29th Nov., 1885
Correspond ing week  last year
increase ... ... ...
Decrease
...
£ s. d.
663 2,097 10 6
553 1,738 1 7
...
... ...
1885 - T ital Traffic to date ...
...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ... ... ... 1 ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Week ending  29th Nov., 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1885 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
£  S.  d.
77 201 5 8
77 247 3 10
...
...
...
...
a. d.
4,902 13 5
6,188 5 4
£ a. d.
622 16 6
601 9 1
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
Week ending  29th Nov., 1885
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase ...
Decrease
S. d.  £ s.d.
66 44 10 3 133 0 9
66 47 16 1 124 13 4
... ...
1885--Total Traffic to datb ...
1884--Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease
369
317
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week  ending  29th Nov., 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885-Total  Traffic todate ...
1884 Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
... ... ... ...
£  S.  d.
455 19 5
418 6 7
£ a. d.
2,865 14 2
1,909 7 0
... ...
... ...
... ... ...
... ...
170
127
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 29th  Nov., 1885
Corresponding week last year
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
t885 -- Total Traffic' to date ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
Week ending 29th Nov., 1885
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1885-Total Traffic to date1884-Ditto ditto
Total  Inc ease
£ s. d.
400 13 1
384 4 7
£ a. d.
1,467 2 1
1,133 19 11
...
... ...
...
...
... ...
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£  a. d. £  S.  d.
31 46 17 2 50 5 6
...
Parcels and
miscellaneous. Total.
£  a. d. £  it. d.
229 9 9 7,22913 8
414 3 11 8,340 10 10
1,110 17 2
833,471 1 3323,270 14  3
£10,200 7 0
£  a. d. £ a. d.
35 4 4 859 6 6
22 12 4 871 5 3
...
11 18 9
41,596 11 1$6,499  2  11
... £5,097 8 2
£  a. d. £  R. d.
13 8 4 190 19 4
3 17 0 176 6 5
... 141211
8,075 1 10
8,925 9 3
£850 7 5
£  a. d. £ a. d.
120 9 9  3,442 3 4
29 9 4 2,357 211
...
1,085 0 6
164,563 0 0142,624 18  2
221,938 1 10
£  S.  d. £ s. d.
117 9 3 1,985 4 5
48 1 6 1,566 511
... 418 18 6
..
£ a. d.
1 16 11
83,370 10 1
56,912 6 7
£26,458 3 6
£ a. d.
98 19 7
£1,563  4  11
F. OURNOW,
Commissiohewr for Railways.
2U4S
Under Secretary for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.Gazette.
Nature  of Work.
Stores ,  &c., required for the use of the Maryborough and1
Burrum Railway
Also, for the Central Railway, Rockhampton
Also ,  for the Northern Railway ,  Townsville
Also, for the Bundaberg Railway  ... .
Also, Timber required for the use of the Central Railway,
Rockhampton J
Booking Office and Waiting Rooms at Toowong ... ...
Rolling-Stock,  Maryborough and Bundaberg Railway ...
Western  Extension,  Contract No. 9 ... ... ... ...
For full  particulars ,  see  Ggvernment
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received. k
14th November, 1885
28th November, 1885
ditto
ditto
( Railway Offices ,  Brisbane.
18th December, 1885.
Railway Office ,  Brisbane.
1  11th December, 1885.
(  Railway Office ,  Brisbane.
Z 18th  December, 1885.
(  Railway Office ,  Brisbane.
8th January, 1885.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary  for Railways.
NOTICE.
E undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Queen 's Warehouse at Townsville ,  will  be sold by
rj`Hpub lic auction on 3rd January ,  1886 ,  under clause 82 of  "T1he Customs Act of  1873."
Date . Bond Mark.
1884.
26 October... QW e1
522 II
Import Mark . Goods.
Brinsmead  ...  2 cases organs ...
26 Octo ber ...  QW II 2 ditto  ...  2 „ pianos ...
522 II
8 November  QW A. McLean  ...  1 parcel  clothing
530
1885.
5 January  QW Major Von  1 case effects ...
551 Kophingst
11 February Q W P. F. N. ... 1 „ bottled fruits
568
23 March  ...  QW Geo.  Ingleson  ...  1 parcel tea samples
592
4 April  ...  QW H. Jackson  ...  1 „ drugs ...
595
11 May  ...  Q W  H 1 package posters
R17 T
3 June  ...  QW M 1  bag tinware...
623 T
23 June  ...  QW Q N A C 5  cases chutney
630
1 July  ...  Q W  5 mats dates ...$ I
633
1 July  ...  Q.W J. B .  Fry ... 1  parcel ...
636
13 July  ...  Q W No mark  ...  1 box glass ...
642
13 July  ...  QW ditto  ...  1 bag tinware ...
642
13 July  ...  Q,W ditto  ...  1 box boots ...
642
3 August  ...  QW G. M. &  Co. ... 1 ditto ...
650
21 August  ...  QW H G over  EC in 3 bags sago ...
655 diamond over 8  „  tapioca ...
c c
H. M. Customs,  Brisbane,24th Nolrembbr, 1885.
Vessel .  Whence.
... ...  Moreton  ... ...  Brisbane.
... ...  ditto  ...  ditto.
... ...  Cores  ...  ditto.
...  Whampos  ... ...  Sydney.
...  Roma  ...  London.
...  Ranelagh  ... ...  Sydney.
...  Warrego ...  ...  ditto.
...  Glanworth ... ... ditto.
...  Keilawarra  ... ...  B ri sbane.
Duke of Buckingham London.
...  Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
... Glanworth ... ... ditto.
...  Archer  ... ...  ditto.
...  ditto  ...  ditto.
...  ditto ... ... ditto.
...  Glanworth  ... ...  Cooktown.
De Bey  ... ...  Hongkong.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  4th December, 1g85.THE fJ1lowing
 Su NARY of O138ERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE ,
 during the Month of NOVEMBER,  1885, is  published for  general information.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON , Postm Mter •General.
8 JMMARY  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN
 AT BRISBANE
 DURING  THE MONTH  OF NOVEMBER, 1385.
LAT., 27 °  28' 3" S. ;  LONG .,  15;1° 16 '
 154 E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL ,  100 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
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summary
 of November ,  1885. Kemp Shade Temp .,  751 degrees , Bain fell on 10 days Totbl,
 llalnfall ,
 2't2 inobes. Evaporation ,  5.86 inane s.
 Electrical Observations -  71 positi ve; 19 Negatlse .  Fsevailinl Winds, N .E. and S.E.
1884 ... 73.3 15
. 1683 N. 748. ... 4
1882 ,.. 739 8
.,. 1881 ... 74.6 ... 14
.. 1880 ,,. 77-2 9
,., 1879
... 7T6 7
... 1878 ... 78'1 ,N 10
1377 ... 77.8 ... 7
... 1676 N. 78.4 ... 6
...
 6.07 5.45 ... 72  ...  18 ... N.E. and S.E.
.N 0.60 .N  6.12 ... 70  ...  20. ... N.E. and S.E.
1.86 .N 5185 ... 66 ...  24 ... N.E .  and S.B.
2.36  ... 6143 ... 76 ... 14 ... N.E.
...
 5.78 606 ... 74
 ,N 16 ... N.E .  and S.E.
.. 2*82 ,N 7.69 ... 80.  ...  10 ... N.E
... 3'39 N. 8.27 ... 77 ... 13 ... N.E.
... 5 79
 ... 8181 ... 79 . .. it ... N.E.
...  2.23 ... 9.24
 ... 79 „. 11 ... N.E.
-WA Weather has been cooler than usual during the month ,  the mean shade temperature, 75.5°, being 0.6° under tme average of this month fur the previous ten years ,  and 1'6° over the average of the previous three years .  The highest reading
in shade .  93.00, was on the 213th, the lowest on grass ,  53.5, was on the morning of the 6th. The mean barometric reading ,  30494 inches ,  is •189 inches above the average of the month ;  the highest reading ,  30-349 inches, was at 9 a.m on the 4th, and
the, lowest ,  29917 inches ,  at 8 p .m. on the lat. Rain  (which varies much in quantity during this month )  fell on 10 dkys; the total fall, 2.62 inches ,  being 0'69 inches under the average of the mouth for the previous ten years. The greatest fall daring
26-hours, 1.00 inches ,  was on the 20th .  The total rainfall for the year 1885,  to 30th November ,  was 20.86 inches, on 8B days .  The rainfall during-the
 saris  period ,  in 1884, was 38.43 inches, on 126 days .  For fiuther information as to the rainfall of the
colony, ,
 see general  summary published men '  hlv in the  Qoeernnient Gaeette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
2050
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Thomas William Whitehouse .  of Denison street, Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  Erated Water ,  Cordial and Ice Manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of the  " The Patents ,  Desiqns, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in (,lass 43, in
respect of Liqueurs ,  Cordials, and Wine, and in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineralfand
..2E rated  Waters,natural and artificial ,  a Trade Mark ,  of which the following is a representation  :--
.wNHITEHOLi
GORpiALSG/QU
e TMMaE@qg aIra,p
w4
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DENS
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No tice is hereby further given ,  that unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance with such applica-
tion ,  I shall  register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th October, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Richard O'Donnell ,  trading as " Richard O'Donnell and Company," at
123, Lonsdale Street West, Melbourne ,  in the Colony of Victoria ,  Cordial Manufacturer, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of,FermentedLiquors and Spirits ,  a Trade Mark ,  of which the fo llowing
is a representation :-
co NeORO
TEETOTALISM l+l iU" MOppR
1DOK HELZ,o s
. A
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The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the groundwork of the label
is red  ;  the words  " Concord ," " Teetotalism ,"  and "Moderation ,"  are printed in red letters ; the
band on which the name  "  O'Donnell 's " appears is on a yellow ground ,  as is also the band on which the
word  "  Concord  "  is printed .  A narrow yellow band encloses  tie  label and the medallion at the head
thereof  ;  other narrow bands of the same colour  appear above  and below the words  " Unity  Ale." In
the design on the lower part of the label all the words printed on the figures, &c., are in red letters ; the
whole of the latter design is encircled with a narrow yellow band .  Notice is hereby further given, that
unless before the expiration of four months from the date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in  compliance  ' th such application ,  I shall register the said Trade Markin accordance  with  the provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
2051
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 8th September, 1885.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Butcher, Fehon, and Company,  trading as such  at No.  186, Queen street'
Brisbane ,  and at  No. 111, Pitt street, Sydney, New South Wales, Importers,  have applied, in
pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class
42, in respect of Hops, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
013020E
PAC KET HOPS.
oUTCHER ,  FEMON A CO.,
Put  up expressly for Famuy use.
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that unless  within four  months from  the date of  the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette  it be proved  to my satisfaction  that the
applicants  for registration  of this Trade  Mark are not  entitled to have the  same registered ,  in compliance
with such application  I sha ll  register  the said Trade Mark  in accordance  with  the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  1st October, 1885.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Mary Jane Hempsted ,  trading as "John Hempsted and Company," ofFortitude  Valley,  Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  Aerated Water Manufacturer, ]its
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 44, in respect of Aerated ,  Mineral ,  and Artificial  Waters,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
C0.
QUEENSLANDE
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with
the provisions of the said Act.
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Acting Registrar of Patents, Lc.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th October, 1885.
1 N
OTICE is hereby  given , that Thomas William Whitehouse, of Denison street, Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, £rated Water, Cordial, and Ice Manufacturer, has applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 " to register in Class 44, in
respect of Ginger Ale, a Trade Mark, of which the following is a representation :-
CRYSTAL FOUNTAIN Q T,W.WHITEHOUSE
WORKS. A. ROCKHAMPTON.
Notice is hereby further  given , that  unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this  advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant  is not  entitled to have the  same registered ,  in compliance  with  such appli;
cati n, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with the  provisions  of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
2052
In the Suprenie  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the  Matter of an  Insolvency Petition  against
David Adolphus Louis, of Nerang, in the
Colony of Queensland,  sugar -planter, by the
said  David Adolphus Louis.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said David Adolphus
Louis be, and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. Ana it is further ordered
that the First General  Meeting of the creditors of
the said David Adolphus Louis. for the elect ion  of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Sienth day of December, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the  forenoon . And it is ftirther
ordered that the said David Adolphus Louis shall,
on the Fifteenth day of December, 1885,  at Bris-
bane ,  deliver to the Trust in this  Estate a full,
true,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts  and liabilities  of every kind, and of the
names and reRidenees ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given  under  the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of November, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Insolvent ' s Solicitors,
Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Agreement  or Composition  with Creditors
instituted by Johti Nott the yyoo" er, and
Henry Oswald i ott, both of  Bundaber*, in
the Colony of Queensland,  sugar -planters,
trading in  copartnership under the style or firm
of "John and Henry Oswald Ifo1t."
TTILLI&M EDWARD CITRT ,  of Ttlnda-
berg , in the Colony of Queensland,
auctioneer ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of  the debtors.
All persons  having iii their  possession any of the
effects of the debtors must deliver  them to the
Trustee,  and all debts due to the debtors must
be paid to  the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated  this 28th day of November, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors  for Trustee,
Bundaberg.
y CHAitmnts,  BAtYCB ,  AND MCNAB,
Brisbane.
1999 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation of
his Affairs by Arrangement with his Creditors
instituted  by Alfred  John Bing ,  of Boma, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  trading
as  " Bing and Campbell."
V OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
- • Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been dummolped to be held at the
Exchange ,  Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the Seven-
teenth &v of December ,  1885, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon ,  pre cisely.
Dated this second day of December, 1885.DAVID SA.LMONDO
Solicitor  for the said Debtor,
Roma.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of Charles  Bugden , of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland,  publican, an
Insolvent.
ROBERT REYNOLDSON DAWBARN,
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queenslan.,
accountant , has been appointed. Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having  in their possession  any of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts  d ue to  the Insolvent must be
paid to  the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
bated this fourth day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
REES JONES .  BROWN , AND JONES,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
George street, Brisbane,
Registrar.
and Quay street, Rockhampton.
2041 0 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of George Gibson, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, collar and harness
maker, an Insolvent.
CARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the tnsolvent.
All persons  having in  their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts clue to the Insolvent must
be paid  to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their  proofs  of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
1 hits dbtrits ,  BaOWN, AND J, NES,
Solicitors  for the Trustee,
1corae street,  Brisbane,
Registrar.
and Quay street, Rockhampton.
2034  69.6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland:
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors
instituted  by John Cunningham , of South
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, boot-
maker.
N OTICE is herby given, that a First General
Meeting  of the Creditors of the  abovenamed
person or persons has been summoned  to be held
at the Offices of Messrs .  Chambers,  Bruce, and
McNab,  Solicitors ,  26, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
the Fifteenth day of December,  1885 , at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this thirtieth day of November ,  A.D. 1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, A TD McNAB,
Solicitors  for the said John Cunningham,
2005
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Rowland Walter Lamb, an
Insolvent.
1 OTICE is hereby given, that a First Dividend
of Three shillings  (3s.) in the £ is now
payable at the Office of the undersigned, Quat
street, Bundaberg, on all debts proved and admitted
in the above Estate.
Dated at Bundaberg, this 24th day of Nov-
ember,  A.D. 1885.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
2026  68.  1996
M. D. GADSDEN,
Trustee.
6s. 6d.
2053
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Martin, of Logan Road, near
Brisbane, baker, an Insolvent.
A MEETING of the Creditors of John Martin,
of Logan road,  near Brisbane , baker, adjudi-
'ated insolvent on the twenty-sixth day of October,
,1885, will bP held at the Office of the Official
Trustee in Insolvency, Lutwyche Chambers, Bris-
bane, on the Fourteenth day of December, 1885,
at Three o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose
of considering the propriety of sanctioning the
assent by the Trustee  to a scheme  of settlement of
the affairs of the Insolvent, and for the annulling
thereafter of the Order of Adjudication made
against the Insolvent. ,
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 4th December, 1885.
204,3 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Owen McFadden, of Jericho, store-
keeper, adjudicated insolvent on the `27th day
of July, 1885.ADIVIDEND is intended to be declared in theabove Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their claims
by the twenty-first day of December, 1885, will be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 28th day of Nov-
ember, 1885.
2036
CAitL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
NOTICE.A SECOND Dividend is i tended to be eclared
in the matter of Daniel Shea, of Walkerston,
adjudicated insolvent on the 12th day of Nov-
ember, 1884.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
21st day of December, 1885, will be excluded.
Dated this 30th day of November, 1885.
SAM. LAMBERT,
Trustee.
Mackay, 30th November, 1885.
2035 3s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Tait, Ipswich, in-
solvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
:1 the Mitterdf Alex. Tait. of Ipswieh, adjudi-
cated insolvent on the t*elfth day of October, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Fifteenth day of December, 1885, will be
excluded.
Dated this third day of December, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street, Brisbane.
2016  48.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Tommy Williams,  Cairns, in-
solvent.A DIVIDE 1'D is  intended  to be declared in
the Matter of Tommy Wi ll iams ,  of Cairns,
adjudicated insolvent on the seventh day of
August, 1885.
Creditors who have  not prow: d their debts by
the Fifteenth day of December ,  1885 ,  will be ex-
cluded.
Dated  this third  day of  DL cember, 1885.
FREDERIC HOPWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen street, Brisbane.
2017 4s.
In the Estate of Charles Edward Stewart, of St.
George ,  insolvent.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
10th December next will be excluded.
All Claims to be forrarded to
2001
M. R. CASPER,
Trustee.
as.
In the Estate of Thomas James Wheeler, of
Mackay, jeweller, insolvent.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of
Five shillings and fourpence (6s. 4d.) in the
£ is now payable at my Office,  Brisbane street,
Mackay.
W. J. BYRNE,
Trustee.
30th November, 1885.
2023 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Mark Simon, Brisbane, insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the Matter of Mark Simon, of Brisbane,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-fifth day of
September, 1885.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Fifteenth day of December, 1885, will be ex-
cluded.
Dated this third day of December, 1885.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
210, Queen  street.
2018 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Warner and Alfred
Warner ,  of George street, Brisbane, uphol-
sterers, Insolvents.
A FINAL Dividend  is intended to be declaredin the matter of the abovenained Insolvents,
adjudicated on the 4th  day of August,  1884.
Creditors Who have not proved their debts by
the 14th day of December will be excluded.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Cagle street, Brisbane,
3rd December, 1885.
2019 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Edwin Knowles, of
Roma ,  painter, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend at the rate of
5s. ld .  in the £ is now payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  1st December, 1885.
2020 4s,
In the Matter of the All Nations United Gold
Mining  Company, Limited, in Liquidation.
A
GENERAL Meeting of Shareholders will be
held at the Office of Purser  and Sent,  Adelaide
street, Maryborough, at Noon, on THURSDAY,
7th January, 1886, to receive the Liquidator's
Statement of Accounts and Final Report.
JOHN PIR$ER,
Liquidator.
Maryborough, 26th November, 1886.
1995 4a.
20541
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Charles Rawnsley, late of
Milton, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  Esquire ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts,
from the fifteenth day of April, one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-eight, to the
thirtieth day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, in the Estate of the above-
named deceased, have this day been filed in my
Office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate ,  or being others ise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before
TUESDAY, the second day of February  next, and
inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they should
think fit,  object thereto ; and if no exception shall
be taken to such Accounts the same will be duly
enquired  into at m y said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of 1'en o'clock in the forenoon
Dated this twenty-sixth day of November, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar  of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
H. L. E.  RUTHNING,
Proctor for the Executor,
Brisbane.
1997 7s. 6d.
In the Sup reme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will  of Walter Boughey ,  late of St. Kilda,
near Melbourne ,  in the Colony of Victoria,
but formerly of Mars borough , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  Esquire ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration ,  with the Will annexed, of the abovenamed
Walter Boughey ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
Wharton Brooke Jones ,  of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  town clerk ,  the lawfully
appointed  attorney of the Honourable Henry Stuart
Littleton ,  of Teddesle yy Penkridge ,  in the County
of Stafford, England ,  Esquire, and Charles Fenton
Fletcher Boughey ,  of the United service Club.
Pall Mall,  in the County of Middlesex,  England,
a Rear -Admiral of the  Royal Navy,  retired, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough ,  this eighteenth day of
November, 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Wharton Brooke Jones.
1989 9s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Lands of  Josph  Launt ,  late of Loonabara-
bran, in the  Colony of New  South Wales,
freeholder ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the publication
hereof, app lication will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court,  that Letters of Administration of
all the lands of the abovenamed Joseph Launt,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
George Valentine Hellicar ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  the lawfully constituted
attorney of Eliza Cain ,  of Narrabri, in the Colony
of New South Wales ,  widow ,  Geo rg e Launt, of
Gullondady Station, near Uunnedah aforesaid,
selector ,  and Joseph Launt, of 1N arrabri aforesaid,
labourer, the children of the said decee sed.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this third day of December,
1885.
THOMAS WILLIAM DALY,
Proctor for the said George Valentine Hellicar,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Joseph Page,  late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  gentleman,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  William Joseph  Page, deceased.
may be granted to Mary Eliza Page, of Brisbane
aforesaid ,  widow of the said deceased ,  and sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at  Brisbane , this fourth day of December.
1885.
2004
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Brisbane - and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Mary Eliza Page.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Sa '-uel Lewis ,  late of Maryborough,in  the  Colony of  Queensland , fe rpenter,
deceased.
V OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court,  that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Samuel Lewis ,  deceased, may be
granted i o  William Broadhurst, of Sharston Mount,
near Howard ,  in the said Colony ,  the Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this third day of December ,  A.D. 1885.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Proctor for the said William Broadhurst,
Bazaar street ,  M aryborough.
By his Town Agents-
WILSON  AND WILSON,
11
Queen  street, Brisbane.
2014 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Lloyd  Bale ,  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  gentleman,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby  given , that after  the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof ,  application will  be made to the
Supreme Court  of Queensland ,  in its Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction, that Probate of the Will  of the above-
named  John Lloyd  Bale, deceased .  may be granted
to Eliza  Bale, William  James Hooker ,  and Thomas
Macdonald- Paterson ,  of Brisbane .  aforesaid, the
Executrix and Executors in the said Will named.
Dated this  second day of December, 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
Proctors for the  said  Applicants,
2015
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In  the  Will of William Tunley ,  late of South
Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland, mer-
cantile clerk ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  after the ex-piration of fourteen  days from the date of
the publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable  Court ,  that Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed  William Turley ,  deceased,
may be granted to Annie Tunley, of- Bouth Bris-
bane aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole Executrix  named in
the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane aforesaid ,  this second day of
December, A.D. 1885.
MACPHERSON AND MISKIN,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
2027 7s. I 2037
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Proctors  for the said Executrix.
6s.
2055
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Frederick Miller,
late of Cooktown , in the Colony  of Queensland,
bSche-de-mer fisher, deceased.NNOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects
of the abovenamed John Frederick  Miller, de-
ceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Anna Miller ,  of Cooktown ,  in the said  Colony, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Cooktown ,  this third day of December,
A.D. 1885.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Proctor for the said Anna Miller,
Town Agents-
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  and MCNAB,
'Queen  street, Brisbane.
2038 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of. Queensland.
In the Will of John Graham, late of Cleve Station,
near Marlborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier, deceased.
>\' OTICE is hereby given, that after the expire-
: `` tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Graham, late of Cleve
Station, near Marlbordugh, in the Colony of
Queensland, grazier, deceased, may be granted to
James Mackay, of Cleve Station aforesaid, stock-
man, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this thirtieth day of November, A.D. 1885.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the said James Mackay.
By his Agents-
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
2024 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will and Codicil of Sir
Charles Sladen, late of Barwon Crescent,
Geelong, in the Colony of Victoria, Knight,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion with an Exemplification of Probate of the
Will and Codicil of the abovenamed Sir Charles
Sladen, deceased, annexed of all the lands of the
said Sir Charles Sladen, deceased, may be granted
to Heinrich Ludwig Eduard Rithning, the duly
constituted Attorney of "The Trustees, Executors,
and Agency Company, Limited," of Melbourne, in
the Colony of Victoria, the Executor and Trustee
named in the Will and Codicil of the said deceased.
Dated this fourth day of December, 1885.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said H. L. E. Ruthning.
2042 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Sumner
Stephens ,  late of  Charleville,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made  to the  said Hon-
ourable  Court,  that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Wil liam Sumner
Stephens ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Al fr ed Moultrie Stephens ,  of Charlev il le
aforesaid, accountant ,  the duly constituted attorney
of William Stephens ,  of Cheltenham ,  England,
Esquire, the Father of the said deceased.
Dated this  third day  of December ,  A.D. 1885.
LANCELOT FRES [ON BRETTINGHAM,
Proctor for Petitioner,
Charleville.
By CHAMBERS,  BnuCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
2025 7s.
In the Supren,t, Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Smith, the younger, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
carpenter, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland &orernment
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed James Smith, the youn.,ger, deceased,
may be granted to Eliza Smith, the widow of the
said deceased, the,Executrix named in and appointed
by his Will.
Dated this 30th day of November, A.D. 1885.
ROBERT LYONS,
Fitzroy Chambers,
Denham street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BETTE, AND McNAB,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
2022 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Mahon, late of PortDouglas, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
deceased.NOTIC E is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Ccurt, that Probate of the Will of the above.
named William Mahon, deceased, may be granted to
Callaghan Walsh, of Port Douglas. in the Colony
of Queensland, merchant, and Malachi McGrath,
of the same place, carrier, the Executors named in
the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this seventh day of
November, A.D. 1885.
WILLIAM JOHN MCGRATH,
2021
Bazaar  street, Maryborough.
Proctor for the said Executors.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Nicholas Joseph
Kennedy, late of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, medical practitioner,
deceased, intestate.
" OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1 ` tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Nicholas Joseph
Kennedy, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Charlotle Kennedy, of Ipswich, in the
said Colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this third day of December,
A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said Charlotle  K ennedy,
2028
Brisbane and Ipswich.68.
2056
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," and
in the Matter of the Land and Goods of Thomas
Morrissey,  late  of Gymp,e, deceased.
To the Next  of Kin in  the Estate of Thomas
Morrissey, deceased.
T
AKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
the Estate of Thomas Morrissey, or show cause,
within sixty days after the date hereof, to the
satisfaction  of the Supreme Court. of Queensland,
or a Judge thereof, why an Order should not be
made  for me to administer the said Estate of
Thomas Morrissey, I shall, at the expiration of
sixty days, apply by petition to the said Court,
or a Judge of the said Court, for such Order, and
the same  will be made accordingly.
Brisbane, 26th November, A.D. 1885.
2040
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
James Borrie, formerly of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, but lately of Narrabri,
in the Colony of Now South Wales, miner,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, pursuant to the pro-
visions of  " The Trustees and Incapacitated
Persons Act of  1867," that all creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands against the
Estate of the abovenamed James Borrie, deceased,
who died at Narrabri, aforesaid, on or about the
fife eenth day of November, 1884, and of whose
personal Estate and effects Letters of Adminis-
tration were duly granted to Heinrich Ludwig
Eduard Riithning, the lawfully constituted Attorney
of Charles Collins, of Narrabri aforesaid, and
Alexander Frater, of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, the Executors and Trustees named
in and  appointed by the said Will of the above-
named James Borrie, deceased, are hereby required
to send in ,  in writing ,  articuls ,rs of their claims
or demands to the said Heinrich Ludwig Eduard
Riithning, at his Office, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before, the Ninth day of January, 1886: And
notice is  hereby given, that at the expiration of the
last-mentioned day the said Heinrich Ludwig
Eduard Ruthning will proceed to distribute the
assets  of the said deceased amongst the party or
parties entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims  of which he shall then have had such
notice, and that the said Heinrich Ludwig Eduard
Riithning will not be liable for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed to any person of whose
claim he shall not have had such notice as afore-
said at the time of distribution.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of November,
1885.
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Proctor for H. L. E. Riithning,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
1998 10s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , =rd December, 1885.
George Jenkins v. Joseph McGee.
TO ALL PEISONS COICBRNxD.
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Farias  has
T been  issued upon  a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant 's equity of redemion, right, title, and interest
(if any)  of,  in, and to at, that piece or parcel of land
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  containing  one rood
nineteen perches , county March, parish and town
of Maryborough, allotment 8 section 64--eom-
mencing on  the north-west side of John street at the
east corner  of allotment 7, and bounded thence on
the south-east by that street north-easterly one
chain, on the north-east by the south-west boun-
dary line of allotment 9 north-westerly at right
angles to  John street three chains and seventy links
to a lane on the north-west ; by that lane south-
westerly parallel with John street one chain, and
on the south-west by the north-east boundary line
of allotment 7 aforesaid south-easterly at right
angles to John street three chains and seventy  links
to the point of commencement,-being the allotment
sold as Lot 17, in pursuance of the Proclamation of
31st January, 1858.
Also, all that allotment or parcel of land in t}
said territory, containing by admeasurement one
rood nineteen perches, situated in the county of
March parish and town of Maryborough, being
allotment No. 9 of section No. 64-commencing on
the north-west side of John street at the east corner
of allotment 8, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street north-easterly one chain; on
the north-east by the south-west boundary line of
allotment 10 north-westerly at right angles to
John street three chains and seventy links to a
lane on the north-west ; by that lane south-westerly
parallel with John street one chain, and on the
south-west by the north-east boundary line of
allotment 8 aforesaid south-easterly at right angles
to John street three chains and seventy links to
the point of commencement,-being the allotment
sold as Lot 18, in pursuance of the Proclamation of
31st January, 1858.
Subject to the mortgage, Joseph McGee to
Trustees of the Maryborough Permanent Building
and Investment Society for £200, and dated 15th
June, 1883.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the Customs House Hotel,
Maryborough, on TUESDAY, the Nineteenth
day of January next, at Twelve o'clock Noon,
unless this Execution is previously. satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
'2044 16s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1885.
Jeanette Goldstone and John Brigston v. William
Austin.
TO ALL PERSONS  CONCERNED.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Faeias  has
been issued  upon a judgment  obtained by
the plaintiffs in the above action, and that all
defendant's right, title, and interest (if any) as
proprietor under  "Tke Real Property Acts Of  1861
and  1867," of, in, and to all that piece  or parcel
of land situated in the county of Belmore, parish
and town of  St. George,  being allotment  three of
section nineteen, containing by admeasurement two
roods more  or less,  and being the land contained
in Certificate of Title No. 37493, Vol. 254, folio
245, and any houses, out-houses, and improveirients
erected thereon, and also any other property of the
defendant to be found thereon.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at the Court House, St. George, on
THURSDAY, the twenty-first day of January next,
at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is
previously satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
2029 98.
1 SOUTH 13H ENIX G. M. CO. LIMITED.
Passed the 30th day of October, 1885.
Confirmed the 23rd day of November, 1885.
T a Special General Meeting of the 1 South
X Phoenix Gold Mining Company, Limited, duly
convened and held at Graham street. One-Mile, on
the 30th day of October, 1885, the following Special
Resolutions were dilly passed, and at a subsequent
Special General Meeting of the said Company,
also duly convened and held at  the same place on
the 23rd day of November, 1885, the following
special resolutions were duly confirmed :-
1. That  it is  desirable to reconstruct this
Company, and that with  a view  thereto
the same be wound up voluntarily, and
that William Henry Coudery be and is
hereby appointed Liquidator for the
purpose of such winding up, without
remuneration.
2057
2. That the Liquidator be and is hereby autho-
rised  to consent  to the Registration of a
new Company to be named the " 1 South
Phoenix Gold Mining Company, Limited,"
with a Memorandum and Articles of
Association  which have already been
prepared with the privity and approval of
the Company.
3. That the Draft Agreement submitted to
this Meeting  and expressed to be made
between this Company and its Liqui-
dator of the one part. and the 1 South
Phoenix Gold  Mining  Company, Limited,
of the other part  be, and the same is
hereby approved, and that the said Lgni-
dator be  and is  hereby authorised to
make or  enter into  any suc tt sale or
arrangement  -,s is contemplated by section
151 cf  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in particular  to enter into  an agreement
with the new Company, when incorporated,
for the sale  to that Company of this
Company' s assets  and liabilities upon the
terms  set forth in the draft  agreement
submitted  to this meeting.
Dated at Graham  street,  One-Mile, this twenty-
third day  of November, 1885.
W. H. COUDERY,
Chairman.
Received  and recorded  at Gympie, this twenty-
fourth day of November, 1885, at 3.30 o'clock p.m.
JOHN FARRELLY,
Deputy-Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
2030 14s.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
i ` which has for some time past been carried
on in Brisbane , in the Colony op Queensland. by
the undersigned, Gilbert Edward Primrose and
Reginald Larard, under the style  and firm of
" R. Larard and Co.," was this day dissolved by
mutual  consent . All debts due to and by the said
late firm will be received and paid by  the said
Gilbert Edward Primrose, who will  continue to
carry on the  said business  on his own account,
under the style  or firm of  " The Helidon Spa
Water Company," at Elizabeth  street, Brisbane.
Dated this 27th day of November, 1885.
GILBERT E. PRIMROSE.
Witness to the  signature  of Gilbert Edward
Primrose-
WILLIAM C AXVZE,
Clerk  to Messrs .  Bunton  and Little,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
REGINALD LARARD.
Witness to  the signature of Reginald  Larard-
EBNEBT WINTER,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
2039
O N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
William street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative  of Expeditions  to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M .  Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage ,  Id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
THE STAMP ACTS.
1'
OR SALE, in pamphlet form , at the  Govern-
ment  Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act  of 1866,"
"Tile Stampe4 Transfer Act of  1372," and
"TIte Stamp Duties Amendment Art of  1876,
Together  with  the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price .. ... ... ... 1 0
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BErAL,
Government  Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
N SALE,  at the Government Printing OfTies
in pamphlet form ,  "  The Insolvenc y Act o,
1371,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage
4d.sdditional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government  Printing  Office'William street,  Brisbane  :-Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of Parliament  passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price,  one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government  Printer.
5th August, 1881.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested,when
describing brands ,t  o make  a distinction  between
"Registered "  and other brands, by placing  the words
"Registered Brand" after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used  for such descriptions,
but where these  words  do not  appear theerdinary type
only will be used.
NOW published at th  Government Printing
Office ,  William street ,  Brisbane ,  A STNOr-
SI8 OF THE Qc$R$0 LA so FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names .  By Fredk .  Manson
Bailey,  F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound .  Vrice, 21 1s.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,Is. 10d .,  to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8c1.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER ackn owledg es t he r eceipt
of the  following amounts :-
1885. d.
Nov. 28.-Morton and Powers 0 8 0
0928.-M. Burke ... 0 2 0
30.-H. W. Hart... 5 5 0
30 -T Lilli 0 2 0
30.-J. H. Thomas 1 10 0
30.-F. S. Howard ... ... 0 2 0
30.--M. D. Gadsden ... ... 0 6 6
30.-Darling  Downs  Gazelle ... 2 5 10
30.-W. A. Mills 0 2 0
30.-S. Nevile ... ... ... 0 2 0
30.-T. P. Shepherd 0 1 0
30.-T. Willmett ... ... 2 10 6
30.-W Dawson .. ... ... 0 4 030.-Charters Towers Herald ... 15 13 0
30.-J C. M. Weale i, 5 4
Dec.  1.-Warwick Arqus ... ... 2 15 0
1.-D. B. Mel  person ... ... 0 4 0
2.-L. D. Coughlan .., 0 3 0
2. -Margaret  t almer ... ... 0 3 0
2.-Wide Bay  and Burn ett News 4 11 0
3.-D. S. Sutherland ... ... 0 1 8
3.-P. Lanham ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
3.-J. Fitzsimons ... 0 2 0
3.- G. H. Royce ... ... 0 15 0
3.-J M. Morgan 0 2 0
3.-W. Millett ... ... ... 1 6 0
3.-C. S. D. Melbourne ... 0 8 0
3.-W. J. Byrne ... ... 0 3 6
3.-R. Lyons ... ... ... 0 6 6
3.-J. Parker ... ... ... 0 2 6
3.-W. Dawson .. ... ... 0 5 1
4.-J. Meredith 0 5 6
4.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... 0 2 0
4.-J. Stewart ... ... ... 0 4' 0
4.-T. T. Wimble ... 0 3 6
6s.
„
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ON SALE withPrice. Postage.
s. d. s. d.AT  TUB
G O V E R N M E N T PRINTING OFFICE,William  street, Brisbane:--
DIVISIDNAL BOARDS ACT.
Nomination Papers ,  4s. per  100; by post 5s.
B41lot Papers, in packets of 500 each-- price ,  5&.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. Fez  100; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s. per  100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  6s. per  100; postage, Is. extra.
Warrant Forms ,  6s. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation ,  6s. 6d. per  100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly  Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ; ruled,
7e.  6d.; postage,  Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ; 7s .  6d. ruled ; postage,
ls.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice Books - 3s. 6d. each ; postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
Certificate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d. per book of 50 each  ;  postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book,  6s.; postage,  Is. extra.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
RBVISBD EDITION--D BMY QUARTO.
£ s. d.
Full bound  ... ... ... ... ...  6 6 0
Half bound  ... ... ... ... ...  4 10 0
Cloth bound ... ... ... ... ... 3 16 0
Postage ,  158. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts of 1883 -4,  5s.; posted, 6s.
„  1884 ,  20s. ; posted ,  21s. Sd.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners of Registered
Brands,  2s. 6d. ; postage,  2s. extra.
ACTS.
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d.  S.  d.
Bathurst Burr Act (1863) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Beer Duty Act (1885 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Bi ll s of Exchange Act (1884 ) ... ...  1 0 1 1
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877 ) 0 6 0 7
Carriers Act (1874 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to Land Act of 1882  .  0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 . 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Cro wn Lands At of 1884  (Digest) ... 0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs  Act (1873) ... ... ...  2 0 2 3
Customs Duties Act (1874) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Duties Act of 1885  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 1884  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Diseases in Sheep Acts  (complete) 2 0 2 2
District Courts Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete  ... ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
1.4visional Boards Act (1879 ) ... ..  1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Act Amendment Act
of 1882  ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884.. ... ..  0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards Endowment Act of
1884  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Education Act (1876 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Elections Act of 1885  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Fencing Act  (1861 ) .. ...  0 6 0 7
fire Brigades Act (1881 )  0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882... ... ... ... ... 0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies  Act (1875 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Government  Loan Act (1881 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Health  Act (1884 ) ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Immigration  Act of 1882  ... ... 0 6 0 7
Immigration  Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Impounding  Lets (1863-65-68, and
1879),  complete  . ... ...  2 6 2 7
Inclosed Lands Act  (1878) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874... 6 1 8
Insanity  Act of 1884  Y48  rJK .t ' 1 2
Intestacy Act (1877) Su .•• ... 0 6 0 7
Judicature  Act  (1876) ..
5rCDitto ,  Additional R OLund er the ,  with F de"z,
unbound, 4s. 6d . ;  and 6s.
Licensing Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 6
Local  Government Act (1878)... . 1 6
Local Government Act Amendment Act
1
1
10
11
of 1880 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880  ...  0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act (1885 ) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations  ...  0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation Act (1881 ) .. ...  0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877) . 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884  ... ..  0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Oyster Act  (1874) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Paci fic Islanders Act (1880 )
'
.  0 6 0 7
Pacific Island Labourers Act Amend-
ment Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders Employers Compen-
sation Act  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations) ... ...  0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell and 135che-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy  Act of  1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Cro ps Act (1870 )..  0 6 0 7
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 1
Rabbit Act 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Savings Bank Amending Act of 1882 ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands Act  (1876 )
•
...  0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863  ...  2 0 2 3
Tramways Act of 1886  ... ... ,..  0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act (1881) . 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884  ... ..  0 6 0 7
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act and Amendment  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly  Societies Act (1876 ) .. ...  1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Act with  Regulations 1 0 1 2
Insolvency  Act of 1874 ,  with Rules ... 2 6 2 10
Land Act  of 1884 and Regulations  ...  0 6 0 10
Masters and Servants Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6 0 7
Stamp  Duties Act  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
POUNDBEEPERS' BOOS.
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... ... 5 0 7 E
CLOTH BOUND.
The All-range  Queensland Register 1 0 1 9
Journals of Australian Explorations ... 5 0 5 9
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With
Price .  Postage.
S. d. s. d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff  ... ... ... ...  0 3
it Interpretation Sheets ... . 0  3
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ...  1 0
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription ... ...
0 4
0 4
1 1
6 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Q-,nrterlr  4ubscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  1s. per animal.
All other Notices ,  3s. for the first eight lines and
Ed. for every  additional  line (eight words to a line).
Table  matter  charged 50  per cent, extra on  ]at
insertion  only, and a proportional  extra charge fo
small-sized type.
All orders  must be accompanied by a  remittance suffi-
cient  to cover the cost . If by  cheque, exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by  ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight tobe payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall  ... ... ...  M. S. ToLixo.
Bundaberg... ... ... G. J.  -YOUNG.
Ipswich  ... .. ...  W. TATHAM.
Mackay  ... ... ...  F. RIECRELMAEN.
Maryborough W. DAWSON.
Rockhampton  ... ...  W. MUNRO.
Toowoomba  ... ...  J. H. RonxnrsON.
Townsville  ... ...  T. WILLMBTT.
gmpaunbings.
6• Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE S HILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Esk,  from Rosehill enclosed lands,by order of C. McDonald, Esquire. Driving 5d.
per head.
One roan  steer ,  unbranded.
One red heifer ,  unbranded.
One spotted heifer ,  unbranded.
One roan heifer ,  unbranded.
If not  released  on or before the 5th January, 1586,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
D. B. McPHERSON, Poundkeeper.
2000 4s.
IMPOUNDED  at Mackay , on the 19th November,
1885,  by order  of James  Barry ,  Esquire .  Damages,
20s.; driving ,  2s. 4d.
One bay  mare, A near  shoulder, WRN off shoulder.
If not released on or befo re  the 21st  December, 1885,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
1994 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, on the9th November,
1885 ,  by order of Mr .  D. McInnes ,  from enclosed
land .  Damages  and driving, 2s. 10d.
One roan  and strawberry heifer, branded like K3J off
rump.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. M. MORGAN, Poundkeeper.
2008 1s.
THOS.  P. SHEPHERD ,  Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, fromthe streets , by order
of the General Inspector. Damag es, 5s. per head.
One bay horse, RW near shoulder,  small star.
One bay horse, like M over MK over ZO off shoulder,
Alt near shoulder, off hind foot white.
Also, from Mount Gravatt, by order of John Hopkin-
son. Damages, £1.
One bay horse, D near hip, like I off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
2013 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, f m Coolreagh, on
the 24th November, 1885, by order of Joseph  Cleary.
One bay horse, like K  near  shoulder.  Damages ,  2s. 6d. ;
driving  expenses ,  2s. 2d.
One black horse, near eye blind, off hind foot white,
1LT off shoulder. Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving
expenses , 2s. 6d.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1991
F. S. HOWARD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, on the 9th November,
1885, by order of Mr. James Locke , from enclosed
land .  Driving, 2s. 6d.; damages ,  2s. 6d.
One chesnut horse, H near shoulder, H near thigh, H
under hip, hind feet white, stripe down face.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. M. MORGAN, Poundkeeper.
2009 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on the 20th
November, 1885, by order  of Messrs . Campbell,
McLellan,  and Co.  Damages and driving ,  4s. 6d. each.
One strawberry steer ,  illegible brand and like N2 off
ribs, piece out point off ear.
One blue and white heifer ,  no brands visible.
One  ro an and white heifer, blotch brands near rump,
piece out upper and under part near ear.
One red and white steer,  like ML (the L sideways) off
rump,  blotch off loin.
One yellow and white heifer, no brands visible.
One strawberry steer ,  blotch brands near ribs.
If not released on or before the 15th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2011
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from the unenclosed lands
of Strathalmond ,  on the 23th November ,  1895, by
order of Messrs .  J. and A. Porter .  Driving expenses,
is. 8d .  per head.
One red bullock, RR O(registered brand) off rump.
One red steer ,  illegible brand off ribs ,  piece out op Off
ear.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2010
JOHN FITZSIMONS,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED  at A ll ora ,  from the  Commonage, on
26th November , 1885,  by the Commonage Ranger.
Driving, 8d.
One black mare, like 3JJ (re gistered brand) near
shoulder ,  off hip down.
One bay mare ,  like AW conjoined over 1 off shoulder,
like 1219 off ribs , collar-marked,  star.
One red steer ,  no brand visible.
One strawberry steer ,  no brand visible, slit in off ear.
If not released on or befo re the 24th Decem ber, 1885,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
2031 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Glenbower  Station, on
the 23rd November, 1885, by order of Edward
Dowd, Esquire. Driving, 13s. 4d. each.
One chesnut gelding ,  like TO conjoined on near
shoulder.
One bay colt, Z1G near shoulder, hind feet white, star.
If not released on or before the 22nd December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
1993
S. N.EVILE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
9060
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Westbrook Sta-
tion , on 28th November, 1885, by order of J. H.
Davidson,  Esquire.  Driving, is. 4d. per head.
One white steer, like 8HO (registered  brand), or 9HC
off ribs, nick out  top and front  near ear.
One strawoerry  steer,  EQb (registered brand) off
rump.
If not released  on or  before the 26th December, 1885,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
2032
IMPOUNDED at Rulo, from Caiwarro, on the 23rd
November, 1885, by order of A, J. Cotter, Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d. each.
One red bullock, bald face, like 8BL near ribs,  near ear
marked.
One red and white steer,   r over 3 near rump, slit near
ear.
One red and white  steer, no visible brands, off ear
marked.
One roan bullock, J near rump, A off rump, slit near
ear.
One roan steer, bald face, no visible brands, off ear
marked.
If not released on or before the 25th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
2033
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Redbunk, on the
17th November, 1885, by order of J. T. W. Scott,
Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. each.
One chesnut gelding, star on forehead, hind feet white,
like M d over A near shoulder, like S or 8 o$
shoulder,
One dark-bay or brown gelding, hind feet white, like
dot in circle near neck, like 4 or triangle near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th December,
1885, will be sold to defray  expenses,
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
1990 2s.
I MPOUNDED atAramac, from Boongondoroo Station,in the esert, by order of G. Porter, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 8s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut horse, white feet,  white  stripe down face,
WM near shoulder,  3ES off  shoulder ,  long  fail.
Otte bay horse, G near shoulder, blind near eye, collar-
marked, low condition.
If not released on or before the 25th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. A. MILLS, Poundkeeper.
1992 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from enclosed lands, Lands-
downe, on the 21st November ,  1885, by order of
R. Donaldson ,  Esqui re.  Trespass ,  2s.  6d.;  Driving,3s. 4d.
One cliesnut gelding ,  scar off  hip ,  and off hind  fetlock,
ro an hairs under near saddle, L over N near
shoulder ,  star in forehead.
One black mare, blaze ,  hind feet white ,  JC over F near
shoulder ,  bell on.
If not released on or before  the 16th December, 1835,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER,  Poundkeeper.
2992
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Texas, off enclosed
land, on the 30th November, 1885, by order of
C. McKenney, Esqnire. Driving expenses, £ L per head.
Two sheep (ewes), one branded like JN on rump, tar
brand like No. 7, ear-mark on both can,. The other
like No. 1 on nose, fire brand like No. 7, ear-mark
on right ear.
If not released on or before the 22nd December, 188c,
will be sold to defray expenses.
D. S. SUTHERLAND, Acting Poundkeeper.
2012 1s.2s.
IMPOUNDEI) at Tambo, from enclosed lands, Lands-
downe , by order of R. Donaldson, Esquire. Driv-
ing, 2s. ; trespass , 2s. 6d.
One brindle  cow, swallow -tail, ear-mark off ear, CH off
rump, C off ribs, 55 near hip, D5 11 near loin.
If not released on or before the 26th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray,  expenses,
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
2003 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Beenleigh, on the 26th November,
1885, by order of Mr. Cannon, for trespass on his
land, near Eight-Mile Plains. Damages and driving
expenses ,  3s. each.
One red poly cow, 0M (registered brand) on ribs.
One red poly cow, 0 (registered brand) on ribs.
One white heifer, OT (registered brand) on ribs.
One rea and white steer, OLS (registered brand) on
ribs.
One strawberry heifer, OLS (registered brand) on ribs.
One red and white heifer, OLS (registered brand) on
ribs.
One red cow, {3,S (registered brand) on ribs.
One red heifer, 6t,S (registered brand), on ribs.
One red and white heifer, OLS (registered brand) on
ribs.
If not released on or before the 11th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM MILLETT, Acting Eoundkeeper.
2006 9s.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Beerleigh, on the 26th November,
1885, by order of Mr. Cannon, for trespass on his
land, near Eight-Mile Plains. Damages and driving
expenses ,  3s. each.
One white cow, UE7 (registered brand) near rump.
One yellow and white cow, (,J E 7 (registered brand)
near rump.
One red caw, U E7 (registered brand) near rump.
One red heifer,
. B (registered brand) near rump.
One red cow, S4 (registered brand) near rump.
One strawberry cow, H7A (registered brand) near
rump.
One red and white heifer, H 7 A (registered brand) near
rump.
One white cow, JOH off rump, blotch and  Y.1  near
rump, iSY (registered brands) near side on back.
One red heifer, H7A (registered  brand )  near rump.
One white cow, H7A (registered brand) near rump.
One grey heifer, H7A (registered  brand) near rump.
One brindle heifer, H7A (registered brand) near rump.
One red cow, H7A (registered brand) near rump.
One light steer, H7A (registered brand) near rump.
One white heifer, H7 A (registered brand) near rump.
One red and white cow, H7A (registered brand) near
rump.
One red and white heifer, H7A (registered brand) near
rump.
If not released on or before the 20th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM MILLETT, Acting Poundkeeper.
2007  17s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  6th December, 1885.2s.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE , Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSG RAVE, Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IXpursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The{ C own La ds Act of1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,  by a d with t
advice of the Executive Council,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board,  do, by this my
Proclamation,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Roma Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY ,  the 11th day of January ,  1886 :  And I do  hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows,  that is to say :--
In the ease of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane,  this fourth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thodsand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command
GOD SAVE THE QUINN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
of Lot. Parish.
No. of
Forfeited Area.
Selection.
Annual
Bent
per Acre.
survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
1 Hodgson ...
A. R. P.459  154 2 0 £ s. d.0 0 5 £  S. d.6 7 0 £ s. d.1 10 0
2 Ditto ... 460 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 0 1 10 0
3 Ditto ... 461  160 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 0 1 10 0
4 Ditto ... 462 160 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 0 1 10 0
I
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. AIUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I TS pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the Governor  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this m
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situate5
in the Roma Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the sa. `
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 11th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that  is to  say:-In the case of lands within an  Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare  that the maximum  area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural  Area  No. 4, in the  said  District , shall  be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this  limitation , I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,  and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a District for the
purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Roma Land Agent's District.25
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE RoMA LAND  AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
C. B. DUTTON.
No Annual Purchasing Value of.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. of Area.Portion. Survey Fee. Bentper Acre.
Price
per Acre.
Improve-
ments.
A. R. P. £ R. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Balmoral  East ... lv 80 0 0 6 2 6  0 0 6 2 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... 2v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... 3v 79 0 0 6 0 11  0 0 6 2 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... 4v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... 5v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... 7v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
8 i'ittO ... ... 8v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... 9v 79 0 0 6 011 0 0 6 2 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... lOv 80 0 0 6 2 6  0 0 6 2 0 0 1017 6
11 Ditto ... ... 11v 80 0 0 6* 2 6  0 0 6 2 0 0 8 5 0
12 Ditto ... ... 12v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
13 Ditto 13v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... 14v 66 2 0 5 1 0  0 0 6 2 0 0 410 0
15 Ditto ... ... 15v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0' 6 2 0 0 12 0 0
16 Ditto ... ... 16v 80 0 •0 6 2 6  0 0 6 2 0 0 413 9
17 Ditto ... .. 17v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
18 Ditto 18v 80 0 0 6 2 6  0 0 6 2 0 0
19 Ditto 19v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
20 Ditto 20v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
21 Ditto ,., ... 21v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
22 Ditto .., 22v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
23 Ditto ... ... 23v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
24 Ditto ... ... 24v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0 14 1 3
25 Ditto ... ... 25v 80 0 0 , 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0 615 0
26 Ditto ... ... 26v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0 101110
27 Ditto ... ... 27v 56 3 24 4 7 3  0 0 6 2 0 0
28 Ditto 28v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0 013 1
29 Ditto 29v 77 0 0 5 17 11  0 0 6 2 0 0
30 Ditto ... ... 30v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
31 Ditto ... ... 31v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0 1 6 3
32 Ditto .., ... 32v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
33 Ditto ... ... 33v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
34 Ditto ... ... 34v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
35 Ditto ... 35v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
36 Ditto ... 36v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
37 Ditto ... 37v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
38 Ditto ... 39v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
39 Ditto ... 40v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
40 Ditto ...
...
41v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
41 Ditto ,,, ... 42v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
42 Ditto ,,, ... 43v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
43 Ditto ... ... 44v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
44 Ditto .,, 45v 66 0 0 5 1 4 0 0 6 2 0 0
45 Ditto
.,. .,. 46v 57 0 0 4 7 3 0 0 6 2 0 0
46 Ditto
... 47v 55 0 0 •4 4 3 0 0 6 2 0 0
47 Ditto
... .,. 48v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
48 Ditto ... ... 49v 80 0 0 6 2 6 0 0 6 2 0 0
49 Ditto ... ... 50V 55 0 0 4 4 3 0 0 6 2 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.l By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-
Governor,  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
'Proclamation, notify and declare that he Country Lands pecified in the Schedule h reto, and situated
n the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
'Act, on and after MONDAY, the11th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3, in the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but, so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Cairns Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion.
1  Cairns ... ... ... ... 2v
2  Ditto ... ... ... 3v
3  Ditto ... ... ... 5v
4  Ditto ... ... ... 6v
5  Ditto ... ... ... 7v
6  Ditto ... ... 8v7  Ditto ... ...... ... 9v
8  Formartine ... ... ... lv
9 Ditto ... ... ... . 2v
10  Ditto ... ... ... 3v
11  Ditto ... ... ... 4v
12  Ditto ... ... ... 5v
13  Ditto ... ... ... 6v
14  Ditto ... ... ... 7v
15  Ditto ... ... ... Sv
16  Ditto ... ... ... 9v
17  Ditto ... ... ... by
18 Smithfield ... ... ... 7v
19 Ditto ... ... ... 8v
20 Ditto ... ... ... 9v
21 Ditto ... ... ... by
C. B. DUTTON.
Area.
Annual
Rent Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre. per Acre.
A.  B. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 I 2 5 0
79 3 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6  8  2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
128 0 0 0 0 8 19 4 8 2 5 0
159 2 0 0 0 8 2413 4I 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
79 3 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 . 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
so 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
79 3 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8. 1  2 5 0
80 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 8 2 5 0
160 0 0 0 0 8 2413 4 2 5 0
160 0 0 0 0 8 24 13 4 2 5 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGEAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Landa Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Mackay Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after WEDNESDAY, the 20th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
sha ll  be as foll ows ,  that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth
year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVR THE QUERN
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE SCHEI)ULE.
THE MACBAY LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an A 'cultural Area.
No. of Annual Value of
Forfeited  Area.  Rent Survey Fee. Improve-
Selection .  per Acre .  meats.
A. R. P.  £ s.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
1 Bloomsbury  ... ... ...  1055 640  0 0 0 0  1 12 3 7 100 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.9.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, K night Grand Cross of the Most
A. MvsGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
I Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with tl'
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this ;
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situ..,
in the Ingham Land A ent's District, shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the 11th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by any one person
in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say  :-
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fourth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year  of Her Majbsty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGHAM  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Parish. Forfeited
Selection.
1 Berwick  363
2 Ditto  402
3 Lannercost  411
4 Tyson ... 443A
5 Cordelia 447
6 Marathon 429
7 Cordelia 467
C. B. DUTTON.
Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Survey Fee. Price
per Acre.
A. B. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
160 0 0  0 0 6  11 3 0  2 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 6 10 15 4 2 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 6  11 3 0  2 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 6 10 6 6 2 0 0
160 0 0 0 0 4 10 12 0 1 5 0
157 0 0 0 0 4 11 3 0 1 5 0
160 0 0 0 0 3 13 3 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MuSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies. .
TN pursuance of section  ninety-five of  " The
1 Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MusonivE , the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
8&24730--S.G.
Ingham.
(In lieu of the reserve established by Proclamation
dated 18th February, 1885, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
10 acres.
Commencing on the west side of main road at
a point fifty-four chains south from the :outb east
corner of section 17, township of Ingham, and
bounded thence on the east by that road bearing
south ten chains ; on the south by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north ten chains ; and on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
86.28098 --8.G.
On Douglas Creek.
County of Clermont, parish of Drummond.
11 acres 27 perches.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of
Douglas Creek 150 links west from a post bearing
2d3 degrees 40 minutes and distant nine and two-
third links from a Moreton Bay ash-tree marked
broad-arrow over D.S.R., and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west six chains and fifty
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 230
degrees thirteen chains and sixty links ; on the
south by a line bearing east nineteen chains and
forty links to Douglas Creek and passing through
a post forty links from said creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year. ofHer  Majesty's
reign.
ry Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GoD SAVE THE QIIEEN i
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A: MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
LS  pursuance of section ninety-five of  " Tke
Crown Lands act of  1881," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
85-28400-3.G.
Town of Cumberland.
Section No. 1.
County of  Gilbert.
2 acres 20 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the east align-
ment of O'Brien street and south alignment of Ethe-
ridge street, and bounded thence on the north by
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Etheridge street bearing east two chains and fifty-
one and nine -tenths links  ;  on the north-east and
south-east by lines bearing 173 degrees two chains
eighty-five and two-tenths links and 203 degrees
six chains and seventeen links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 293 degrees two chains and fifty
links ; and on the north-west and south-west by
')'Brien street bearing 23 degrees five chains fifty
.ks and 353 degrees two chains and forty-eight
laid nine-tenths links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
6- 8.0.s6-26526 On the Logan River.
County of Ward, parish of Palen.
100 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Logan River
397 links east from the north- east corner  of portion
No. 39, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing east thirty-five chains and thirty-seven links
and passing through a post seventeen links from
said river ; on the east by portion 50 bearing
south thirty chains ; on the south by portion 50
bearing west thirty-seven chains and ninety-four
links to Logan River and passing through a post
fourteen links from said river ; and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
and in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SdvE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVR,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[n.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MU8GaRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSG}EAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Country Lands described hereunder, and
situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, shall
be open to selection under the provisions of the
said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after
WEDNESDAY, the 20th day of January, 1886:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said  lands  may be selected shall be 3d.
and £1 r acre respectively, and that the  maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to
say:
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her ajesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MU8GEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of sections ni ety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the Land hereunder described has been
temporarily reserved for the purpose  named, and
placed under the control of the Municipal Council
of Roma.
RESERVE FOE LOAM.
85-26179-5.0.
On Bungil Creek, Roma.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma.
About 6 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungil Creek
at its intersection by the south side of Bungil
street, and bounded thence on the north by that
street bearing east about seventeen chains and
seventy links to Tiffin street ; on the east by that
street bearing south about four chains and eighty
links  to Bungil Creek ; and on the south and south-
west  by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given. under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QpEEN  I
DESCRIPTION :
THE IPSWICB LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Areas 1 and 2.
About 620 square miles.
The Crown '  lands in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District ,  within Agricultural Areas Nos. 1 and 2,
which did not at the commencement of "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 " form part of a run, and which
had before the commencement of that Act been
open to selection under  "  The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act  of  1876 ,"  exclusive of suburban and sur-
veyed lands and of the lands proclaimed open to
selection under  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884
Amendment  Act of  1885 " in the  Government
Gazette  of 1885, volume II., pages 1286 and 1652.
PROCLAMATION.
By ktm Excellency Sir ANTHONY M YSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  and execution  of all powers andauthorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and "  The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under, and situated in the Warwick Lang Agent's
District, shall be open  to selection  under the provi-
sion s of the paid  Acts  as unsurveyed lands, on
and after  MONDAY, the 11th day of January,
1886: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that  the annual rent  and pur-
chasing  price at which  said lands  may be selected
shall be  3d. and  £ 1 per acre  respectively, and that
the maximum  area which may be selected by any
one person  in the said District shall be as follows,
that is to say:-
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In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Decem-
ber, in the year or our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION :
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
Parishes  of Gladfield,  Deuchar, Robinson, Emu
Vale, Cunningham, .Killarney ,  and Wildash.
About 211  square miles.
The Crown lands in the parishes of Gladfield,
Deuchar, Gilbert, Robinson, Emu Vale,  Cunning-
ham, Killarney, and Wildash,- exclusive of sur-
veyed land.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSG}RAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provi-
sions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendatiou of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Brisbane Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the 11th day of January, 1886:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said,  declare that  the annual  rent  and purchasing
price at which  said  lands may be selected shall be
3d. and £1  per acre  respectively, and that the
maximum area  which may be selected by any
one person  in the said District shall be as follows,
that is  to say
In  the case  of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Provided always, and I do hereby further declare
that the maximum  area  which may be selected by
any one person  within Agricultural Area No. 1, in
the said District, shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on
the recommendation of the Land  Board,  further
declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be
a District  for the purposes of the said Act ; but
so that for  administrative  and other purposes it
shall nevertheless form part of the  said Brisbane
Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourth  day of Decem-
ber, in the year  of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
DESCRIPTION :
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No.  I.
Parish of Redland.
About 6 square miles.
The Crown land in the parish of Redland.
Parishes of Pine  and Samsonvale.
About 56 square miles.
The Crown lands in the parishes of Pine and
Samsonvale.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland ant Js
Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers anct
I authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Country Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection under the provisions of the said
Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after WED-
NE SDAY, the 20th day of January, 1886: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which
said lands mar be selected shall be 3d. and £1 per
acre respectivey, and that the maximum area which
may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-In the case  of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousan d
eight hundred and eighty-five,-and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TUB QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION :
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
Parish  of Bayfield,
About  180 square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries,
viz.:-
Bounded  on the north and north -east by the
Peninsula Run and Shoalwater Bay; on the west
by Shoalwater ,  George 's Creek, Tilpal East, and
Canal Creek Runs  ;  on the south by Maryvale
Run, Waterpark Creek, and Waterpark Run ; and
on the east by the shore of the Pacific Ocean.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all  powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
this my Proclamation, notify and declare  that
9eCountr Lands described hereunder, and situated
in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open
to selection under the provisions of the said
Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands, on  and after MON-
DAY, the 11th day of January, 1886: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the annual rent and purchasing price at which
said lands may be selected sha ll  be 3d. and £1
per acre respectively ,  and that the maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the
said District sha ll  be as fo llows ,  that is to say
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In the case of lands within an Agricultural
Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said,  with the  advice of  the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare that
the Road described hereunder  shall be and is
hereby  opened as  a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 6.
Parishes of Bribie, Beerwah, Canning, Toorbul,
and Wararba.
About 159  square miles.
The Crown lands in the parishes of Bribie, Beer-
wah, and Canning, and in the pparishes of Toorbul
and Wararba, within Agricultural Area No. 6,
exclusive of town and suburban land, the land
within  one mile  of the North Coast Railway Sur-
vey. (from Brisbane to Gympie), and the land in the
parish of Bribie, proclaimed open to  selection in
the  Government Gazette  for 1885, volume 2, page
1287.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 2608, Brisbane District (Richard Deerin).
From the south-east corner of portion 47, parish
of Kerry, east along and within the south boundary
to the reserved road, containing 2 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day ofDecem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the
forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane
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tJ%o)ierument Iaet e+
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] FRIDAY, 11TH DECEMBER, 1885. [No. 110.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement  of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of Novemb€  last, is published for generalinformation ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners  whose Names ,  Address ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are  requet .  I to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Numbe i f Certi ficate of Registration,
must be given .
P.R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands'  Office,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
U
B Series.
A Q 8 23797
A 8 L 23794
A 9 c_ 23822
2B1 23860
B34 23855
B  S :e  23842
B b 23869
05D,3  23799
a-<2  23801
Dbc-
D8c-
bD3
D*4
D3*
23810
23853
23836
23835
23863
Horses. Name.
Edmund Harrison
Alfred Jones '...
John Anderson
11
.O F
Run or Farm where Brand Nearest Post Town at
is to be used .  Run or Farm.
... Lerida ... ... ...  Muttaburra
... Canning Downs  ... ...  Warwick
... Cairns ... ... ... Cairns
Adam Stuart Haydon and Frederick Scone ... ... ... Normanton
Arthur Brodie
Michael O'Brien ... ... ... Stephen street ... ... Toowoomba
William Burns  ... ... ...  Rockhampton  ... ...  Rockhampton
William Bubke  ... ... ...  Mondamin ,  Mary River ...  Antigua
James Carey ... ...
Cronin and Grogan ... ... ... Camooweal ... ... Normanton
... Joseph Doley ...
... John Donaldson
... Daniel McMahon
... David Wierman
... William Dallachy
E03  23824  ... ... Edward Davies ...E04  23829  ... ... Edgar Benjamin Davidson ...E04 23811 ... ... Edward Garske ... ...E73 23867  ... ... Thomas Ernest Mallyon ...
4 E fp  23847  ... ...  Edward Stiles ... ... ...
E  -3 b 23834  ... ... Eli Turner ... ... ...
F b CD 23798 ...
F A  b 23865 ...
F1C4 23S02 ...
Wilhelm Friedrich Beutel ...
Frank Frazer ... ... ...
Felix O'Leary... ... ...
... Bowen  ... ... ...  Bowen
... Pine Farm ,  Mudgeeraba ...  Nerang
... Gartachearne ... ... Walkerston
.. Gowrie Junction ... ...  Gowrie Junction
... Winton ... ... ... Winton
... Cardwe ll  ... ... ...  Cardwell
... Ross Island ...
... Iona ... ...
... Gowrie road ...
...  Reserve ... ...
... Wandooma street
... Gunalda ... ...
... Townsville
... Gympie
... Toowoomba
Springsure
... Bundaberg
... Gunalda
... Laidley ... ... ... Laidley
... Ingham  ... ... ...  Ingham
... No. 34  Gang ,  Q.C. Railway Comet
228
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B Series.
b QW 23845
2 00  23838
0, c-1 b 23844(1,33  23800
3 QLd 23812
H 5 m 23859H08  23813
b  HO  23826H-41  23852
Kc_8 23827W00  23864K:L* 23816
L 1 ' 23857
0 M M 23840
M X 8 23803
OM 23849
Mc4 5 23814
M j13 23796
3 M al  23850
M 3 23832M 4;Q  23837M0)8  23819
MC09 23868M-35  23851
10 -4  238081U 1A 23795
IU31 23806
P19)  23809
P= 5 23848PV 9  23862
PCO 3 23866
RQ8 23821
R-O b 23807
1 R Z 23820
RX 1 23817
R 3 b 23815R37  23823
R 3 8 23856
R 1'd 23843
8>8  23804b89  2382582;0  238548;91 23806
S O 238585S*  23833
T50  23830OTC- 23841
YORMER  BRAND.
Horses. Name.
Gray and Campbell ... ...
George B. Dunn ... ...
Carolis Goonawardene ...
George McWha .. ...
Hugh Grier and Henry Perry
Hughes and McElnia... .
William James Hollingsworth
William Halloran .. ...
Henry George Chauval ...
Carl Kubler ... ...
Louis Kopp ... ...
Mathew Kerwin, junr.
Joseph Walters
Moris Houzenroder ...
Michael Kelly ... ...
I  William Kerwin, junr.
John McCahill ...
Michael J. Neylon ...
Michael Nowlands ...
Michael Reilley ...
Michael Ryan ...
Michael Sullivan ...
Martin Stoll ...
Margaret Clements ...
Joseph  Harrison ...
Nathaniel Irvine King
John Newbury Menzies
John Charlton Lilley...
Mathew Wilson Walker
Feder John Pederson...
Patrick Joseph Skeahn
Robert Cowan...
Robert Gee
John Robert Hannaford
Robert Kinman ...
Ralph E. McDonald ...
Rudolph Mitchell ...
Robert McEwan ...
Wood Brothers and Boyd
Annie Spann  ... ... ...
Charles Shaw . ... . .
Stewart  K ennedy ... ...
Sarah Spann ...
Stodart and Nankivell ...
James William Dowling Spencer
Thomas Davidson
James  Tulley ...
9 WO  23831
W41Z  238617 WO  23839S WO  238235W-3  23818
William Davidson
John Walters Griffiths
William Henry Gilliland
Joseph Henry Winkel
William Thorpe ...
PNUF'Rl KTUR.
Ban or Farm where Brsad Nearest Post Town of
is to be used .  Run  or Faros.
... Currimbin, Tallebudgera Nerang
... Hill Hole Creek ... ... Chinchilla
... Cameron Downs ... ... Hughenden
... North Burgora ... ... St. George
... Muttaburra ... ... Muttaburra
Lower Herbert  ... ...  Ingham
Gold Fields  ... ...  Charters Towers
Caboolture .. .  Caboolture
Canning Downs South ,  Warwick
Elbow Valley
Nundah ... ... ...  Nundah
Waterview,  Smith field  ... Cairns
Coochin Coochin ... ... Ipswich
... Rocky  Glen  ... ...  Gladstone
W indorah ... ...
Gladstone ... .. .
Coochin Coochin ...
Thargomindah ...
One-Mile ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Nive Downs ...
Lyon street ...
Rockhampton ...
Paris
Queen street ...
Windorah
Gladstone
Ipswich
Thargomindah
Gympie
Blackall
Augathella
Warwick
Rockhampton
Tinana
Maryborough
... Nigger Creek . .. Herberton
... Tiaro  ... ... ...  Tiaro
... Wycheproof ... ...  Gladstone
... I Reserve ... ... ... Boulia
... The Poplars ... ... Bundaberg
... Cardwell ... ... ... Cardwell
... i ewcastle... ... ... Adavale
Hollow Run, Ayrshire Walkerston
Home
Cloncurry... ... Cloncurry
Palm Tree Creek... ... Mackay
North Pine ... ... Hamilton
Corindah ... ... ... Bowen Downs
Drayton ... ... ... Drayton
Sandringham  ... ...  Mackay
Ripple Creek ... ... Ingham
... Walloon .. ...
... Proserpine ...
... Winton ... ...
... Walloon ... ...
... Farnham ... ...
... Roma
... Glamorgan Vale
... Bowen
... Winton
... Glamorgan Vale
... Ingham
... Roma
... Mount Perry ...
... Maclvor ... ...
... Wonga Wonga ...
... Gladstone... ...
... Sandgate Road ...
... Herberton ...
... Nanango ... ...
... Mount Perry
... Cooktown
... Bundaberg
... Gladstone
... Bald Hills
... Herberton
... Nanango
... Warwick... Canning Downs ...Y -<b 23846 ... ... John  Donald Masansh, junr.
2071
BsANDI TRANSB$RBBD during the MONTH of NouuzB $R, 1885.
Brand. No. ofOertincate.
A B 2 993
3011
BS2 682
C 1 Z 2599
G O N 5134H3C  29238 H C 7594
K A S 10547MK 7 1017
M 8 L 4394
4 P A 13415
Q  4R 17270
R,
S
T
R
5968
Y C1 11973
Y}X3 16704W U3  10395bYT 13921
Y Y 2 597
a e B22068
Y 3 -< B23328
Transferror.
August  Beiar  ... ... ...
Alfred James Peter Lutwyche ...
J. S. Jessop and Co. ... ...
James Clarke ... ... ...
H. and A. H. Thompson ...
Henry  Callaghan ... ...
William St. John Harding
John Quinlan ...
Albert K eehn ...
Henry Flesher Smith
Angus McLeod ...
Alfred Exton  Parsons
Linoe Repple
James Russell
Robert  Smith ...
Thomas Tilly
John Vincent Cassim
Thomas Peirce ...
Edward Wilson and Co....
John Tayor ... ...
William Young ... ...
Charles Walmsley ...
Thomas Alexander Brodie
Transferree.
Caroline  Beiar  ... ... ...
Jane Lutwyche ... ... ...
.I ohn Donald Macansh, junr. ...
Elizabeth Clarke... ... ...
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand isto be used.
Maryborough
Ked ron Park
Chinchilla
SArthur Henry  Thompson  ... Redbank
Robert Lock .. .  i Maryborough
The Bank of New South Wales  I  Muttaburra
Catherine Quinlan ... ...
Peter  Heaver ... ...
James Broad ... ...
Louisa Appleton... ...
Mary Parsons ... ...
August Beiar
Hannah Theresa Walsh...
Eliza Smith ... ...
Harrietta Tilley ...
Anne Cassim
Ralf Peirce ... ...
Edward Wilson ... ...
George Taylor ... ...
William Henry Barker ...
Nathaniel Corrigan ...
Bernard Peter Brodie ...
CHANGE of R $einnNC$.
Brand.
l GipM5 en
No. of
Oertiflcate.
4480
5055
'Name of Proprietor.
George Porter ...
McGavin Brothers
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Aramac ...
Alton ...
Wetella
Ter rors Creek
Albany ...
Clermont ...
Manor Farm
Yeulba ...
Tambo ...
Yaamba ...
... Chiverton ...
... Cleveland ...
... Cooktown ...
Rockhampton ...
Merino Downs ...
Mount Larcombe ...
Ann street , F. V....
Huonfels ... ...
Nearest Post Town.
Aramae ...
Rockhampton
The following BRANDS have been cancelled :-
CN4
8 CJN
8 F,W
1
RP
Y9B
Number of Certificate 6187
8171
7411
8043
14757
3267
4868
9816
Nearest Post Town.
Maryborough
Lutwyche
Chinchilla
Springsure
Esk
Maryborough
Muttaburra
Toowoomba
Hamilton
Mitchell
Clermont
N aglan
Yeulba
Tambo
Yaamba
Warwick
Cleveland
Cooktown
Rockhampton
Roma
Gladstone
Brisbane
Georgetown
Remark..
Directory for 1884.
Ditto.
By Authority  :  JAmis C. Bm ,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QIJEENSLAND
nrnnnunt1-0
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XXXVII.] FRIDAY, 11TH DECEMBER, 1885. [No. 111.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1885.
THE following  re-amended descriptions are
published for general information.
C. B. DUTTON.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run--Lower  Eulo Right.
Claimant of Lease-Sir  William John Clarke.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 62 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 9
Total  ... ... 71 to
Re-amended  Description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Paroo
River opposite a tree marked broad -arrow over P
within triangle, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line seven miles and five chains to the
left bank of the Yowah Creek at a point ninety-one
chains  north and about sixteen chains east of a apun-
yah-treein bed of Yowah Creek marked broad-arrow
over Yl within triangle on its west side ; thence
on the west by the left bank of said creek
downwards to the said tree ; thence again on the
north by a west line one mile thirty-one chains
along part of the south boundary of the Belyanna
No. I Run; thence  again  on the west by a south
line eight miles and sixty -nine chains ; thence on
the south by an east line to the right bank of the
Paroo River at a point ojpoaite a tree marked
broad-arrow over PI within triangle ; and thence
on the  east  and south- east  by the right bank of
said river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Coy.
Claimant of Lease-Sir  William John Clarke.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  194 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total  ... ...  194
Re-amended  Description.
is
Commencing at one of the north -west corners of
Lower Eulo Right Run, at a point one mile thirty-
one chains west of a yapunyah -tree in bed of
Yowah Creek ,  marked broad -arrow over Yl within
triangle on its west side ,  and bounded thence on
the east by a south line along  part of the
western boundary of the Lower  Eulo Right
Run eight miles and sixty -nine chains to its south-
west corner  ;  thence on the south by a west-line
along part of the north boundary of the Podmore
West  Run two miles and sixteen chains to its
north -west corner  ;  thence on the wept by a north
line eight miles and sixty -nine chains to a point
two miles north of a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over B over 11 within triangle on its west
side  ;  and thence on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of the Belyanna No. 1
Run, about two miles and sixteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Coucha.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 324 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
,f
Total 424
Be-amended Description.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of Naun-
ton Run at  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over C
over N in triangle, and bounded  thence on the
west  by a north line to the south- east corner of
399
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Arcoba Run and a continuation of same line pass-
ing through a scrub-tree marked broad-arrow over
D over A in triangle and a double mulgah - tree
marked broad-arrow over A over C in triangle, in
all about five miles twenty-eight chains to a point
eight chains north of said tree ; thence on the north by
an east line about eight miles two chains passing
through a bloodwood - tree marked broad-arrow
over S over W in triangle to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over C in triangle ; thence on
the east by a south line five miles eight chains
passing through a mulgah  - tree marked broad-
arrow over YN over CE in triangle to the north
boundary of Yarraboota West Run at a point ten
chains east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over CE in triangle; thence on the south by
a west line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary about two miles sixteen chains passing
through the last-mentioned marked tree to a tree
marked broad-arrow over YW over N in triangle ;
thence again on the east by a south line along part
of the west boundary of the same run twenty
chains to the north-east corner of Naunton Run ; and
thence again on the south by a west line along the
north boundary of the last-mentioned run about
five miles sixty-six chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name  of Run-Huntworth.
Claimant of Lease -William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available
... 30 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 134 „
Total ... ... 431
,1
Re-amended  Desc ription.
Commencing at a yappunyah-tree on the left bank
of the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-
arrow ever C 13 in triangle on its south side,
situated on the south-east corner of the Lawrenny
Run ; and bounded thence on the west by a north
line seven miles sixty-two chains ; thence on the north
by an east line about one mile forty-eight chains ;
thence on the north-east by a line bearing south
60 degrees east nine miles seventy-six chains to the
Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River at a gum-tree on
the right bank marked broad-arrow over C 12 in
triangle on its west side ; and thence on the south
by the right bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement. Exclusive of township
reserve.
Name of Run-Entally.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 181
524
Re-amended Description.
„
„
Commencing at a gum tree on the right bank of
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-
arroa over C 12 in triangle on its west side, situated
at the south-east corner of the Huntworth Run,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north 60 degrees west, along the north-
east boundary of that run nine miles seventy-six
chains ; thence on the west by a north line about
three miles seventy chains ; thence on the north by
an east line eight miles to the bed of the Bulloo or
CoorniParoo River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C 11 in triangle on its east side ; and thence on
the east by the right hank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement. Exclusive
of township reserve.
Name of Run-Norley.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 43 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 22 „
Total .,. ... 65
„
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at a gum- tree  in the bed of the
Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River marked broad-arrow
over C 11 in triangle on its east side situated at the
north-east corner of the Entally Run, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary of that run, about five miles, to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over NW
in triangle on its east side ; thence on the west
by a north line eight miles thirty-four chains
0 a stake bearing north 120 degrees east and
distant four chain fro-n a yapunyab-tree marked
broad-arrow over N over NW in triangle on its
south - east side ; thence on the north by an
east line seven miles fifty-eight chains ; thence on
the east by a line bearing east 18 degrees south
five miles twenty-eight chains to the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River at a leaning gum-tree on the
left bank marked broad-arrow over C 10 in triangle
on its north-side ; and thence again on the east by
the right bank of said river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Cheshunt South Back Block
No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...201
„
Total ... ... 511
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the east boundary of Koolyadhu
North Run at a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow
over C.S.B.B over 1.2 in triangle on its south side,
and bounded thence on the south by an east line
about ten miles thirty-four chains passing through
a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C 4BB
over 1.2 in triangle on its west side to the west
boundary of Cheshunt Run at a point about twelve
chains east of the last-named tree ; thence on the
east by a northerly line along part of the last-
mentioned boundary five miles to a tree marked
broad-arrow over CSFB over 2.3 in triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line about ten miles
twenty-eight chains to a mulga-tree marked broad-
arrow over CS BB over 2.3 in triangle on its
west side ; and thence again on the west by a
south line five miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Morley West.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 54 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 2
Total ... ... 56 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Yarra-
boota Run, at a stake four chains ten links south
of a double coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
Y over YW over NW in triangle on its south side
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of that run two
miles twenty-two chains to the north-west corner
of Morley Run at a stake bearing north 120 degrees
east and distant four chains from a yapunyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over NW in triangle
on its south-east side ; thence on the east by a south
line along the west boundary of the last-named run
eight miles thirty-four chains, crossing Bourcannia
Creek to he north boundary of Entally Run at a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over NW
in triangle on its east side ; thence on the south by a
west line along part of the north boundary of the
last-named run about two miles sixty-eight chains ;
thence again on the east by a south line along the
west boundary of the same run about th ee miles
seventy chains to the north-east corner of Hunt-
worth Run ; thence again on the south by a west
line along the north boundary of the last-named
run about one mile forty-eight chains to the east
boundary of Lawrennv Back Block No. 1 Run at a
point about sixty chains east and thirty-two chains
south of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over E
over H in triangle ; thence on the west by a north
line along part of that boundary about two miles
thirty-two chains to its north-east corner, being a
point about one mile fifty-two chains south and fifty-
six chains east of a mulgab-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over NW in triangle on its west side ;
thence again c n the south by a a est line along part
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of the north boundary of the  same run  two miles
to a point about sixty  chains east  and twenty-four
chains south of a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow
over LBB over 1.2 in triangle on its west side;
thence  again  on the west by a north line  five miles
to a point forty-eight chains west of a double box-
trPe marked broad-arrow over NW over YW over
LB2 in triangle on its west side ; thence  again on
the south by a west line  one mile sixteen
chains to a mulgah -tree marked  broad-a; row over
YW ever N in  triang le on its west side  ; and thence
on the north-west by  a line bearing  north 48
degrees east about  seven  miles thirty-two chains
to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarraboota West.
Claimant of  Lease -William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  54 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 21
Total ... ... 561
II
,,
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Yarra-
boota Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over P over CE over Y over YW in  triangle
on its west side, and bounded thence on the east
by a south  line along  the west boundary of the
aforesaid run crossing Gumboody and Tindela
Creeks and passing through a double coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over Y over YW over NW
in triangle on its south side fire miles  to a stake
four chains ten links south of the last-mentioned
tree ; thence on the south-east by a line bearing
north 228 degrees east along the north-west boun-
dary of Norley West Run about seven miles
thirty-two chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over FW over N in triangle on its west
side ; thence on the south by a west line about one
mile forty-eight chains ; thence on the west by a
north line about ten miles to the south boundary
of Coucha Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
YW over N in triangle ; and thence on the north
by an east line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary and the south boundary of Coucha
East Run, in all seven miles, to the point of com-
mencement.
Name  of Run-Cheshunt.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  33 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 17
Total ... ... 50 to
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo
River at a point  opposite  a double  gum-tree marked
broad- arrow  over C15 in  triangle on its east side,
and bounded thence on the west by a northerly line
about twelve miles eight  chains passsing  through a
coolibah-free marked broad-arrow over CS over
CSBB1 in triangle, a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over (•SBB over 1.2 in triangle, and a tree
marked broad-arrow over CS BB over 2.3 in triangle
to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over
CBB over 1 in triangle on its west side ; thence
on the north by an  east line  about eight miles
eight chains to a point one chain north of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over L in triangle
on its west-north-west side ; thence on the east by
a south line one mile thirty chains to the Bulloo
River at a point opposite a yapunyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over Cl 4 in triangle ; and thence on
the south-east by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Cheshunt South Back Block No. 1.
Claimant of  Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 4R square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 12
Total ... ... 60
1f
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Ches-
hunt South Back Block No. 2 Run, at a mulga-tree
marked broad- arrowovet CSBBover 1.2 in triangle
on its south side, and bounded thence on the north
by an  east line along  the south boundary of the
aforesaid run about ten miles thirty-four chains to
the west boundary of Cheshunt Run at a point
twelve chains east of a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over CSBB over 1.2 in triangle on its
west side ; thence on the east by a south line along
part of the last-mentioned boundary about five
miles sixty chains to the -north-east corner of
Cheshunt South Run at a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over CS
over CSBBI in triangle onits north side ; thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of the last- named run
about ten miles forty chains to the east boundary
of .Koolyadhu North Run, at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over CS over CSBB over 1 in
triangle on its west side ; and thence on the west
by a north line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary about five miles sixty chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lawrenny Back Block No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
Total ...
37 squaw miles.
3
... 40 m
Re-amended Descripton.
Commencing et a point forty-eight chains west,
a double box-tree marked broad-arrow over NW
over YW over LB2 in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the east by a south line
along one of the west boundaries of Norley West
Run five miles to the north boundary of Lawrenny
Back Block No 1 Run at a point about sixty
chains east and twenty-four chains south of a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over LBB over
1.2 in triangle on its west side ; thence on the
south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the last-named run eight miles to a
point eighteen chains north of a yapunyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over Y over LBB over 1.2
over C. B.B over 2 in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the west by a north line five miles to a
point twelve chains east of a beef wood-tree marked
broad-arrow over Y in triangle on its east side ; and
thence on the north by  an east line crossing Coona-
doona Creek to the south-west corner of Yaraboota
West Run, and by a continuation of same line
along the south boundary of the last-named run,
in all eight miles, passing through a mulgah-tree
marked broad arrow over YW over N in triangle
on its west side  to the  point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Cheshunt  Back  Block No. 1.
Claimant of Lease -William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  38 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 11
Total  ... ...  49
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the notth-west corner of Ches-
hunt Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over CBB over 1 in triangle on its west
side, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line along the north boundary of the aforesaid run
eight miles eight chains to a point about one chain
south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over L in triangle on its west-north-west side ;
thence on the east by a north line along parts of
the west boundaries of Thuringowa and Lawrenny
Runs, in all six miles, passing through the last-
mentioned marked tree and a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over L in triangle on its south. west
side, and crossing the right-hand channel of the
Bulloo River to a point twenty-four chains west of
a stake marked broad-arrow over CBB over 1.2;
thence on the north by a west line eight miles
twenty-six chains to a point seven chains south of
a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over CBB
over  1 2 in triangle on its east side ; and thence on
the west by a south line passing through a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over G over CSBB
over 3 in triangle on its west aide, ix miles to the
point of commencement.
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Name  of Run- Cheshunt  Back Block No. 2.
Claimant of Lease- William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area--
Available  ... ...  39 square miles.Unavailable ... ...  lit
Total  ... ...  60
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north -west corner of Cheshunt
Mack Bock  No. 1 Run , being  a int seven chains
south of a  beefwood-tree  marked broad-ar row over
CBB over 1.2 in triangle on its east side, and
bottndod thence on the south by an east ]ins along
the north boundary of the aforesaid run eight
milQa.  twenity-six a,harins to the west boundary of
Lawrenny LLu;n at a point twenty -four chains west
of a stake marked ,road-arrow over CBB over  1-2;
thence on tle east by a north line along part of the
last-mentioned boundary and part of the west
boundary of Lawrenny Back Block  No. 1 Run, in
all  six miles, to a yn unyah -tree marked broad-
arrow over Y over LBB over 1.2 over CBB over 2
in triangle on its south side ; thence on the north
by a west line crossing Dewalla Creek eight miles
forty  chains to a point seven chains south of a
bloodwood- tree marked  broad-arrow over Y over
CBB over 2 in triangle on its west side  ;  and thence
on the west by a,  south line passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow  over P over G
in triangle on its east side, six miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run- C heshuut South Back Block No. 3.
Clan sat of Lease- William Naunton Waller.
Estimated  Area,-
. ..  31 square miles.
'Unavailable  ... ... 201
Total ... 51t
Re-amended  Description.
Commencing  at the  north -west corner  of Ches-
hunt South Back Block No .  2 Run at a mulgah-tree
marked  broad-arrow over CSBB  over 2-3 in
triangle on its west side,  and bounded thence on
the south by an east  line along  the north boundary
of the aforesaid  run ten miles  twent- eight chains
to the west boundary of Cheshunt Hun  at a point
about six chains east of a tree marked  broad-arrow
over COBB over 2-3 in triangle  ;  thence on the
east  by a northerly line along part  of the last-
mentioned  boundary to the south -west corner of
Cheshunt  Back  Bock No. 1 Run  and a continua-
tion  of same line along  part of the  west  boundary
of the  last -named run ,  in  all  five miles ,  to a blood-
wood- tree  marked broad-arrow over G over CSBB
over 3 in triangle on its west side  ; thence on the
north by a west line ten miles twenty -two chains
to the east boundary of Mooroola South, Run at a
giddia-tree marked broad-arrow over G over CSBB
over 3 in triangle on its  north side ; and thence on
the west by a south line along part of the last-
mentioned  boundary  five miles  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Yapenalla.
Claimant of Lease- Wil liam Naunton Wailer.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  41 square miles.
„Unavailable ... ...  31
Tots  ... ...  4 *
Re-amended Description.
Commenc ng at the north -west corner of J aw-
renny Back  Block 14o. 2  Run at a beefwood-tree
marked  broad- arrow  over Y  in triangle on its east
side ,  and bounded thence on the east by a south
line along  the  west boundary of the afo re said run
and
mart  of the  west boundary of LawrennyBack BlockNo. 1, in all about five miles eighteen
chains to a yapunyah -tree marked broad -arrow over
Y over LBB over 1.2 over CBB over 2 in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the south by a west
line along the north boundary of Cheshunt Back
Block No. 2 Run crossing Dewalla and Pindary
Creeks eight miles forty elms to a point about
seven chains south. of •a . eodwoodrtree marked
broad-arrow over Y over G.$ over 2 in triangle
on its west side ; thence on the west  by a north line
passing through a bloodwood tree marked broad-
arrow over P over 3 in triangle on its south-east
side about five miles eighteen chains to Kooroogoro
Creek, at a coolibah-tree marked broad - arrow
over Y over C in triangle on its north-west side ;
and thence on the north by an east line passing
through a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
C over N in triangle on its west side, eight miles
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Pintahra North.
Claimant of Lease-Wil liam Naunton  Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
,,
f)
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total  ... ...  50 IV
Be-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Pintabaa
Run, being a point about forty chains north of a
box-tree marked broad -arrow over  a  over 6 in
triangle on its north-north-east side ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
east boundary of Yarraboota  North  Bun five miles,
to a tree marked broad -arrow over C over CE in
triangle  ;  thence on the north by an east line along
the south bound;arr of Bowally Run and one of
the south boundaries  of Gullan  Run, in all  ten
miles, to a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over Bin triangle on its south -west side ; thence on the
east by a south  li ne five miles to a point about ten
chains north of a box -tree marked bro ad-arrow
over S over B over B in triangle ; and thence on
the south by a west line along the north bounda ri es
of Yiandra and Pintahra Runs, in all  ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Gullan.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  46 square miles.
)f
Unavailable ... ...  41
Total ... ... 491
11
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at a point on the north boundary of
Pintarah North Run four chains north- west of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over G
in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line about nine miles fifty- six chains to a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over G over B
in triangle ; thence on the north by an  east line
five miles forty chains to a stake three chains
south-west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over T in triangle ; thence on the
east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of Wombin Run about  six miles twelve
chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad arrow
over W over B in triangle ; thence on the south by
a west line one mile to a bloodwood -tree marked
broad -arrow  over 2B  in triangle  ;  thence again on
the east by a sputh line about three miles- forty-
four chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over B  in triangle  ;  and thence again on the
south by  a west line  four miles forty chains
crossing  Moolianna Creek to the point  of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Bowall yy.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Wa ller.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  43} square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Commencing at the south -west corner  of Gullan
Run, being a point  four  chains north -west of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad- arrow over E over
G in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by
a west line along part  of the north boundary of
Pintahaa North Run five miles forty chains to a
tree marked broad- arrow  over G over CE in
triangle  ; thence on the west by a north line about
nine miles  fifty-six chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad- arrow  over C over T over C over CE
is triangle  ;  thence  on the north by an  east line
five miles forty  chains  to 'a bloodwood- tree marked
Total ... ...  531
Re-amended Description.
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broad-arrow over  C over  B in triangle  ;  and thence
on the east  by a south  line along  the west boundary
of Gullan Run about nine miles  fifty-six chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yarraboota North.
Claimant of Lease - William NauntonWaller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 3 1f
Total ... ... 73 ff
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-west corner Pintahra
North Run at  a tree  marked broad-arrow over G
over CE in triangle, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line along the west boundary of
that run and part of the west boundary of Pintahra
Run, in all about fifteen miles twenty chains, to a
point sixteen chains west of  it  mulgah -tree marked
broad-arrow over CE over YN in triangle ; thmiee
on the south by  a west line  fbttf  miles  tiltty-fotif
chains to d mulgah-tree thanked broad-arrow' Over
YN over CE in triangle ; theneb oii the west bl' d
north line about fifteen  iftiles  ti'enty chains pass-
ing through a box-tree inatketl broad-arro* over
W over C in triangle, a blo idwood-tree marked
broad -arrow over M over  `V  in  triangle,  and a
giddiah-tree Marked broad-azrd'w over R over M
in triangle to it point twct efiaiM abuth  of a mul-
gah-tree marked broad-aikrovr over YN over CE in
triangle ; and thence on the Borth by an out line
four miles sixty-four chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run -Naunton.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... . ... ...  42 equar6 fhiles.
Unavailable ... ... 141 „
Total... ... ...  5O „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the west boundary of Yarra-
boota West Run at a point twenty ch ns south of
a tree marked broad-arrow over YAP over N in
triangle , and bounded thence on the east by a
souih line  along  part of the  west  boundary of the
aforesaid  run nine mil s sixt'  chains to the north
boundary of Lawrenn ack dock No . 2 Run at a
point one  mile forty -esg t chains wes of a mulg'an-
tree  marked  broad- arrow over  YW over 1Q in
triangle on its west  side.: thence on the south by a
west line along  part of fhe last -mentioneed boundary
crossing  Coongona Creek ;tto the north- east coimet
of Yapenalla  Turin  at a beefwoQd -tree marked
road-arrow over Y in triangle  o its east side  and
y-a continuation,  of  same e a one part of the
north bona of the
last-name run,  in  all aboutfive .miles si`x'--six chains ,  to the south -east cork er
of Coolady Run at  a.stake fen chains west of,e 
bee-fwood-tree  marked broad-arrow  ove C over N
in triangle  on its  wes side ; thence on the west
a north  line along  the east b6undtiry of te last.
famed run to the south-east corner of Dewalla
Run at  a mountain ash-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over C in triangle and by a continuation of
same line along part of tl o west boundary of that
ruff; iti Al!  nitre nliles  sixty  chains ,  to the south-west
corner of Coucha Run, at a gufti-tree dti Coucha
Creep marked broad-arrow ovet C over N in
triangle on its east-south -east side  ;  and thence on
the north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of the last-named run about five miles
sixty- six chains  to the point of  commencement.
Name of  Run-Coreen East.
Claimant of  Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Avai lable ... ... 40 square miles.
thiavailable ... ... 8t
Total ... ... 481
point three chains south -east of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad -arrow over C over CE in triaMle ;
thence on the west by a south line about nine mil es
fifty-six chains to a point two chains sppth of a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over YN over
CE in triangle  ;  thence on the  south  by an east
line along the north boundary of Yarraboota North
Run five miles ,  to a tree marked broad -arrow  over
G over  CE in triangle  ;  and thence on the  out  by
a north line along the west boundary of iiowally
Run about nine miles fifty -six chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-May.
Claimant of Lease -William  Naunto ri  Wa116r.
Estimated Arai--
Available  ... ...  60 square Miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  15 „
Total ... ...  75
.ke-amended Description.
,,
Commencing at the south-east corner of Rose
Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over ki  in triangle .  and bounded thence  on the east
by a south line along part of the  west  boundary of
Yarraboota North Run about nine miles sixty-
six chains, passing  through a beefwood -tree marked
broad-arrow over M over W in triangle, to a point
one mile forty-eight chains north of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over W oyer C in triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line  six miles az d
forty-six chains to a point one mile and forty-eight
chains north of a bloodwood-tree marled broad.
arrow  over S over Win triangle ; thence on the
west. by a north line four mile and seventy-two
chains to a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow ewer
W over S  in triangle  ; thence again on the south by
a west lip two miles  and nine chains  to a niulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow fiver k over 1 in triangle ;
thence  again  on the west by a north line about four
miles seventy-fou - chains to a mulg' -tree matted
broad  arrow goer Mover R  in triangle  ;  ands thenceqn the porth b ' an east lin  along' the south o fin-
dar" of Rose {un eight  miles  and fifty-five t hains
to the Point of  commencement.
lases df Rtm- Poointoe.
Claimant of Lease-William  Naunton Weller.
Estimated Area--
Available . ... ... 64rk square stiles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 00
Total ... ... 94*
R e-aaeeaded  Description.
Coninieneing at the north -Ctst corner of Tare-
hile Run at a bldodwded -tree marked  broad-arrv*
avi#f T  in triangle; Ind botindtid thence on
the south by a west line sioffg the north bbnadary011 that fnn eldrttn  miles to a mulgah=tree fnafked
broad-arrow dvef oier Y in triangle ; thCfnee oil
the west by a north line along Mart of the east
boisiidi[r of Call  R-dh and a eantzndation of  same
lifts ,  ih all  abotit  eight ibiles fbtt -siz ehaine, passing
through a mulgah-tr6o marked broad-arrow over
C over C  iii triangle ,  a giddiah -tree nlarked brof<d-
Arrow over C over C in triangle; the forfnbr being
at the north -east corner of the last -mentioned rat,
and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over
C in  triangle; th nce on the north  by an east line
eleven iles to a point about eighty chains west of
a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over MI in
triangle on its east side  ;  and thence on the east by
a south  line along part of the west  boundary of
Tungara Run about eight  miles forty-six chains
passing about two chains eighty -five links west of
a bloodwood -tree hdarked broad -arrow over T over
P in triangle to the point of cbmm6nbeiiient:
Name of Run -Adelopg.
Claimant of Lease -William  Naunton Nailer.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 47 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 2 „
Total ... ... 11I „Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-west eotner of Bowally
Run at a bloc wood-tree marked broad -arrdw over
C  ever  T over C over CE in triangles and bounded
thence on the north by a west  line five miles to a
1e-amended Description.
Commencing  at a point about ono. mile forty
chants  north of a giddiah-tree  marked broad-arrow
over A over  2 in triangle , and bounded  thence  94 the
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east  by a south  line along  one of the west boun.
daries of  Ross  Run and  a continuation of same
line, in  all nine miles  forty-six chains,  passing
through said tree to a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over A over 1 in triangle ; thence on the
south by a west line about  seven miles  sixty-six
chains passing  through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over S over 4 in triangle and a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over S over 3 in
triangle  to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
A over 4 in triangle ;  thence on  the west by a
northerly line along part of the east boundary of
Ariverina Run and one of the east boundaries of
Barcoonia  North Run, in all nine  miles  forty-six
chains passing  through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over BN in triangle to a scrub-
tree marked broad-arrow over BN  over 2 in
triangle; and thence on the north by an  east line
along  parts of the south boundaries of Campbell
and Ross  Runs, in all about  seven miles  40 chains
to the point of commencement.
' dame of Run-Sydne .
Claimant of Lease -William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  48 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 19 is
Total ... ... 67
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Wonpah
Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
S over W in triangle, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line  along  part of the north
boundary of Coucha Run about one mile forty
chains; thence on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of the same run eight
chains to a double mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over A over C in triangle ; thence again on the
south by a westerly line  along  the north boundary
of Arcoba Run and part of the north boundary of
Boomally Run, in all about eight miles forty-eight
chains, passing through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over A in triangle to a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over S in triangle ;
thence on  the west by  a north line about six miles
sixty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over S over. 3 in triangle ; thence on the
north by an east line along part of the south
boundary of Adelong Run and a continuation of
same  line, in all about seven  miles  seventy-two
chains, passing through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over S over 4 in triangle and a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 1 in
triangle to a point eight chains south of a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over 1 in triangle ;
thence again on the west by a north line eight
chains to  the last-mentioned marked tree ; thence
again on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of May Run two miles nine
chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
W over S in triangle ; and thence again on the east
V
a south line along one of the west boundaries of
May Run and the west boundary of Wonpah Run,
in all about six miles forty-eight chains, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run- Coucha East.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 231 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 23*
Re-amended  Description.
Commencing  at the south- west corner  of Yarra-
boota North Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over YN over CE in triangle, and twenty
chains  south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over C in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by an  east  line along the south boundary
of that run four miles sixty-four chains to a point
sixteen  chains west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arro w over  CE over YIN in triangle ; thence on
the east  by a south line along part of the west
boundary of Pintahra Run about four miles sixty-
eight chains to a point  six chains  west of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over P over CE
over Y over YW in triangle ; thence on the south
Va west line along part of the north boundary ofrraboota West Run four miles sixty-four chains
to a point ten chains east of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over CE in triangle ; and
thence on the west by a north line along part of
the east boundary of Concha Run about four miles
sixty-eight chains, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Jumbuck.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable ...
Total ...
25 square miles.
30a41
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Sydney
Run at a beefwood-tree marked brcad-arrow over
S in triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line along the west boundary of that run
about six miles sixty-eight chains to a $iddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over S over 3 in triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line along part of
the south boundary of Adelong Run four miles
forty chins to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over 4 in triangle ; thence on the west by a
south line along part of the east boundary of
Ariverina Run and the east boundary of Tunis
Run, in all about  six miles  sixty-eight chains, to a
stake  marked broad-arrow ; and thence on the
south by an east line along parts of the north
boundaries of Blondin and Boomally Runs,  passing
through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over B in triangle, in all four miles forty
chains, to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Yea Yea.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 15;
Total ... ... 40*
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the east boundary of Adelong
Run at a point seventy -  six chains  north of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 2 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the north by an
east  line along one of the south boundaries of Ross
Run four mies forty chains to a mulgah tree
marked broad-arrow over R over Y in triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line along the west
boundaries of Rose and May Runs, and one of the
west boundaries of Sydney Run, in all  nine miles six
chains, passing through a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 1 in triangle to a point
eight chains south of said tree ; thence on the
south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the last-mentioned run four miles forty
chains to a beefwood-tree marked broad - arrow
over A over 1  in triangle  ; and thence on the
west by a north line along part of the east boun-
dary of Adelong  Run nine miles six chains ,  passing
through the first - mentioned tree marked broad-
arrow  over A over 2 in triangle, to the point of
commencement.
Name  of Run-Thuringowa North.
Claimant  of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  33 square  miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17
Total ... ... 50 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River at a yapunyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over 13 in triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the west `by a south
line along part of the east boundary of Thhuringowa
Run about three miles sixty-two* chains to a point
two chains fifty links south and one chain west of
a triple yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over TN in triangle ; thence on the south by an
east line about eleven miles fifty chains, passing
th ough a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over W in triangle to a tree marked broad-arrow
over TN in triangle ; thence on the east by a north
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line five miles sixteen chains to a mulgah-tree
marked bro ad-arrow over  TN over  B in triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line two miles forty
chains to the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River at a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow  over C12
in triangle  ;  and thence on the north  by the left
bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Ross.
Claimant of Lease - Christina McRae.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 45
Re-amended Description.
„
Commencing at the south-west corner of Mull
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over 7 in triangle, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line about four miles forty chains to a
point seventy-sixty chains north of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A over  2 in triangle ;
thence on the west by a north line about forty-four
chains, thence again on the south by a west line
about three miles fifty-six chains passing through
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over R in
triangle on  its east  side to a point twenty-six
chains west of said t ee ; thence again on the west
by a north line five miles forty-eight chains; thence
on the north by an east line about five miles;
thence on the east by a south  line along  part of one of
the west boundaries of Mull Run one mile fourchains
to a mountain ash-tree marked broad-arrow over 2R
in triangle on its south- east  side ; thence again on
the north by , n east line along one of the south
boundaries of the same run about two miles fifteen
chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over R over
.R in triangle ; and thence again on the east by a
south line along one of the west boundaries of the
same  run about five miles eight chains, to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run- Mull.
Claimant of Lease-Christina McRae.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30
Unavailable ... ... 10
square miles.
Total ... ... 40
Re-amended Description.
„
Commencing at the south-east corner of Ross
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over 7 in triangle on its south side, and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along one of the
east boundaries of that run about five miles eight
chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over R in triangle on its south-west side ; thence
on the south by a west  line along  one of the north
boundaries of the same run about two miles fifteen
chains to a mountain-ash tree marked broad-arrow
over 2R in triangle on its south- east  side ; thence
again  on the west bya north line along one of the east
boundaries of the last-mentioned run, and part of
the east boundary of the Aros Run, in all two
miles twenty chains ; thence on the north by an
east line along the south boundary of the Mary
Run, about three miles to Gumbo Gumbo Creek, at
a point about seventy-two chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over R over 70 in triangle ;
thence on the north-east by the right bank of that
creek downwards to a point about - sixteen chains
east of a tree marked broad-arrow over G over 10
in triangle ; and thence on the south by a west
line along the north boundary of the oss Run
about seven miles twelve chains, passing through
the last-mentioned marked tree to the point of
commencement.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
1(nme of Run--Arco.
Claimant of Tease---Christ iqa McRae.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10
Total  ... ...  50
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Wilson
River at a coolibah-tree at the head of Kalboora
waterhole marked broad-arrow over W over 2 in
triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary of
Kalboora East Run and a prolongation of same line,
in all about ten miles seventy chains, crossing the
Wilson River and passing through a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over KE over M in triangle
on its west side to a point about seventy-eight
chains north of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 0 in triangle on its east side ; thence
on the east by a south line about seventy-two
chains to the last-mentioned marked tree ; thence
on the south by a west line seventy chains to a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over A
in triangle on its east side ; thence again on the
east by a south line about four miles two chains ;
thence again on the south by a westerly line about
nine miles sixty-eight chains to a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over A over C in triangle on
its north-east side ; and thence on the west by a
north line about five miles four chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Campbell.
Claimant of Lease-Christina McRae.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25$ „
Total ... ... 551
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Cathoo
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over C in triangle, and bounded thence on the north
b an east line along part of the south boundary of
Ness Run about three miles twenty chains to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over C in
triangle ; thence on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of Aros Run twenty
chains to a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over C in triangle on its north-east side ;
thence  again  on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of the same run about
tour miles sixty-eight chains to the north-west
corner of Ross Aun ; thence again on the east by a
south line along one of the west boundaries of the
lest-mentioned run five miles forty-four chains to
the north boundary of Adelong Run at a point
about twenty-six chains west of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over R in triangle on its east
side ; thence on the south by?a west line along part
of the last-mentioned boundary and one of the
north boundaries of Barcoonia North Run, in all
about eight miles eight chains, to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over BN over C in triangle ;
thence on the west by a north line along one of the
east  boundaries of the last-mentioned run and the
east  boundary of Cathoo Run, in all five miles
sixty-four chains. passing through a stake ten
chains east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over BN in triangle, to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Moyo.
Claimant of Lease-Christina McRae.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20; is
Total ... ... 801 19
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the e at boundary of Kalboora
East Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over KE over M in triangle, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line along part of that
boundary about eight miles sixty chains to a
mulgah,-tree ,marked broad-arrow over KE over M
in triangle ; ;hence on the south by an east line
along part of, the north boundary of Aros Run
nine miles twenty chains to the west boundary of
l)ban Run at a point about seventy-six chains north
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
0 in triangle ; thence on the east by a north line
along part of the last-mentioned boundary about
eight miles sixty chains to a mulgah tree marked
broad-arrow over 0 over Min triangle ; and thence
on the north by a west line along the south boun-
dary of Congie South Run and part of the south
boundary of Cromarty Run, in all nine miles twenty
chains, to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Ariverina.
Claimant of Lease-Herbert Bristow Hughes.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  69 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30
Total  ... ...  99
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Bar-
eoonia Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over A in triangle on its south side, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundary of that run, ten miles seventy-
two chains to a mulgah-tree, marked broad-arrow
over B over A in triangle  on its  north side ; thence
on the north by  an east line  about nine miles
seventy-two chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over BN in triangle on its
south-east side; thence on the east by a southerly
line along  parts of the west boundaries of Adelong
and Jumbuck Runs, in all ten miles seventy-two
chains, passing through a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 4 in triangle on its south-
west side to a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over T in triangle ; and thence on the Routh by
a west line about nine miles sixty chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Barcoonia.
Claimant of Lease-Herbert Bristow Hughes.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 86 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 23 „
Total ... ... 109
„
Re-amended  Description.
Wmmeneing at the south  east  corner of Coubar
East Run  at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over CE over B  in triangle  on its north-west side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line
along the east  boundary of the aforesaid run about
ten miles  seventy-two chains to the south boundary
of Upper Conbar East Run at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over CE over Bin triangle ;
thence on the north by  an east line  along part of
the last-mentioned boundary and a continuation of
same line, passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over H over rl over n over M in triangle
and a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over BN in triangle on its north- east side, in all
about ten  miles, to  the north-west corner of
Ariverita Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over A in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the east by a south line  along  the west
boundary of that run about ten miles seventy-two
chains  to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over A in triangle on its south side ; and thence
on the south by a west line ten miles,  passing
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
TB over T in triangle on its south side and a
mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over T over TE
in triangle on its south-east side to the point of
commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Pretty Plains.
Claimants  of Lease-George Whittingham and John
Whittingham.
Estimated Area-Available ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 50 „
Re-amended Descs-iption.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Boon-
doona Run on the  east  side of Yowah Creek at a point
one mile  eighteen chains  east of a  leopard-tree
marked broad-arrow over P2 within triangle on its
at  side,  and bounded thence on the west by a
south line ten miles to a spot fifteen chains  west of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over B1 within
triangle on its  west side; thence on the south by
an east line five miles to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over P within triangle on its south side ;
thence on the east by a north line ten miles to a
point one mile fifty-five chains  east  of a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over N2 within triangle
on its north side; and thence on the north by a
West line five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Narraburra.
Claimants of Lease-George Whittingham and
John Whittingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  39 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17
if
„
Total ... ... 661 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Pretty Plains Run on the  east  side of the Yowah
Creek at a box-tree marked bread-arrow over P
within triangle on its south side ; and bounded
thence on the west by a north line ten miles to a
point one mile fifty-five chains  east  of a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over N2 within triangle
on its north side ; thence on the north by an east
line about  six miles  fifty-two chains to a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C within triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line eight miles and
forty chains along pint of the west boundary of the
Tilbooroo Run to its south-west corner at a point
three chains west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over T within triangle o i its east side ; thence on
the south by a west line one mile seventy-seven
chains to arnulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over N
within triangle on its north side ; thence again on
the east by a south line one mile and forty chains
to a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over Ni
on its east side ; and thence again on the south by
a west line about four miles fifty-five chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Springs.
Claimants of Lease-George  Whittingham andJohn
Whittingham.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19
Total  ... ... 49
to
Re-amended Description.
Commencing ht the north-east corner of the
Bargoon Run at a point two chains north of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over B within
triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on
the west by a south line five miles to a point six
chains south of a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over S within triangle on its west side ;
thence on the south by an eaat line about nine
miles sixty-five chains to a Fiddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over Si in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the east by a north line along part
of the eastern boundary of the Tilbooroo South
Run five miles to a beef wood-tree marked broad-
arrow over N1 in triangle on its east side ;
and thence on the north by a west line about
nine miles sixty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Eleanor Plains.
Claimants of Lease - George Whittingham and
John Whittingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 251 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 „
Total ... r, 44 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Tilbooroo South Run,  being a point  three miles
fifty- seven chains  west of  a tree  on the right bank
of the Paroo River marked broad-arrow over PI in
triangle on the west side of the Paroo River, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line three
miles  and forty chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over SI within triangle on its north side ;
thence on the north by a west line about nine miles
and sixty-five chains  along  the south boundary of
the Springs Run to a point sit chains south of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over s in triangle
on its west side ; thence on the  west  by a south
line five miles to a point thirty-two chains west of
a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 in
triangle on its west side ; thence on the south by
an east line about five  miles sixty  -two chains to the
western boundary of Upper Rulo Right Run ;
thence again on the east by a north line along the
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western boundary of the last-named run one mile
and forty chains ; and thence again  on  the south
by an east line three  miles  and fifty-eight chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Burrabogie.
Claimants  of Lease-George Whittingham and
John Whittingham.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 19 „
Total ... ... 49
Re-amended De.ecriplion.
1,
Commencing at a coolibah-tree in bed of Yowah
Creek  marked broad-arrow over Y3 within triangle
on its east side, and bounded thence on the north
by an east line about eight miles to.  the western
boundary  of the Upper Eulo Right  Run ; thence on
the east by a south line along part of that boundary
eight miles and  forty chains  to a post marked broad-
arrow over  B over UER  ; thence on the south by a
west line four miles  and forty  chains to the left bank
of Yowah  Cxeek at a point ninety chains north and
about sixteen chains eastof a, yapunyah- treeinbed of
Yowah Creek marked broad- arrow over  Y1 within
triangle on its west  side ; and thence on the west
by the left  bank of said creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of  Run-Boondoona.
Claimant of Lease - James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available . .. ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 50
Re-amended Description.
,f
Commencing at the south-east  corner  of the Jero
Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over J
within triangle on its west side ,  and bounded thence
on the west  by a north  line ten miles to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over J1 within  triangle
on its west side ; thence on the north by an east
line five miles  to a point  once mile eighteen chains
east of and passing through a leopard -tree marked
broad-arrow over P2 within triangle on its west
side ; thence on the east by a south line ten miles
to a point fifteen chains east and two chains north
of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow otter B within
triangle on its north side ; and thence on the south
by a west line five miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Oban.
Claimant of Lease- Richard Jones.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 42 equate  miles.
bnavailable ... ... 101 „
Total ... ... 621 it
Pe-amended Description.
Commencing  on the south boundary of Congie
South Run at a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow
over 0 over M in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north  by an  east line along part of that boun-
dary about five miles  thirty- two chains to a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over T in
triangle; thence on the east by a south line about
nine miles fifty-six chains to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over O in triangle - thence on the
south by a west line about Are mites thirty-two
chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad -arrow over
M over 0 in triangle ; and thence on the west by
a north line  about  nine miles  fifty- six chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Tobermory.
Claimant of Lease-Richard Jones.
Rstimated Area-
Available ... ... 42 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 101 it
Total ... ... 521 f,
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north -east corner of Oban
Run at  a mulgah -tree marked  broad -arrow over 0
over T in triangle , and bounded thence on the north
by an east line about  five miles thirty -two chains
to a leopardwood-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over C to triangle ; thence  on the east  by a south
line about  nine miles  fifty -six chains  to a blood-
wood- tree  marked broad-arrow over M over T in
triangle ; thence on the south by a west line about
five miles thirty-two chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad -arrow  over T over 0  in triangle; and
thence on the west by a north  line along the east
boundary of Oban Run about  nine miles  fifty-six
chains to  the point  of commencement.
Name of  Run-Rose.
Claimant of Lease-Richard Jones.
Estimated A rea-
Available  ... ... 25 square milks.
Unavailable  ... ... 7 „
Total  ... ... 321 If
Commencing at the south-west corner of Mull
Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over R
over  7 in triangle , and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along the south boundary of that
run about seven miles twelve  chains ,passing through
a tree marked broad-arrow over G over 10 in
triangle to Gumbo-Gumbo Creek at a point about
sixteen  chains east of  said  tree ; thence on the
north-east by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the west boundary of Yarraboota North
Run i thence  on the east  by a south line along part
of that boundary about one mile eight chains to a
giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow  over R over M
in triangle ; thence on the south by a west line
eight miles  fifty -five chains to a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over R in  triangle ;
and thence on the  west  by a north  line four miles
to the point of  commencement.
Name  of Run-Mary.
Claimant of Lease-Richard Jones.
Estimated  Area-
Available ... ... 52 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 13
Total ... ... 65
Re-amended Description.
Commencing  at the south -east corner  of Tober-
mory Run at a bloodwood -tree marked broad-arrow
over M over T in triangle ,  and bounded thence on
the north by a west line along the south boundaries
of that run and Oban Run and one of the south
boundaries of Aims Run, in all about eleven miles
fifty-four chaina, passing through a giddiah-tree
mnarked broad -arrow over T over  0  in triangle at
the Pouth-west corner of Tobermory Run and a
giddiah-ttee at the south-west corner of Oban I.un
marked broad -arrow over M over  0  in triangle to
a scrub tree market broad-arrow  over .M over A in
triangle  ;  thence on the west by a south line along
part of the east boundary of Aros Run two miles
sixty-six chains  ;  thence on the south by an east
line about three miles, crossing Gumbo-Gumbo
Creek ,  to a point about seventy -two chains below a
tree marked broad;arrow  over .K over 70 in triangle ;
thence on the south -west  by the  left bank of that
creek downwards to the  point where it intersects
the west  boundary of Yarraboota North Run ;
thence on the east  by a north  litre along part of the
last -mentioned boundary , the west  boundary of
Coreen East Run, and part of the  west  boundary
of Coll  Run, in all about twelve miles seventy-two
chains, passing through  it  mulgah -tree marked
broad-arrow over  YN over CE  in triangle, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Ran-Coll.
Claimant of Lease-Richard Jones.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 34 square miles.
'Unavailable  ... ... 1st
„
Total  ... ... 52} It
Commencing at the north-east corher of Coreen
East  Run at a beefwobd tree ni rked bt~oad-arrow
over C. over  T o4er  C ores CE lh  triangle, and
bounded thence  an  the east  by a natth  line abeat
tea tailes forty chains, pasringtbrongh a iunlgah-trkb
Re-amended Description.
Re-amended Description.
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marked broad-arrow over E over Y in triangle and
another mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over C in triangle to a point about six chains north
of the last-mentioned tree ; thence on the north by
a westerly line about five miles to a leopardwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over T over C in triangle ;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of Tobermory Run and part of the east
boundary of M ary Run, in all about ten miles forty
chai s, passing through a bloodwood-tree marked
broad arrow over M over T in triangle to a point
three chains south- east  of a bloodwood-tree marked
broad arrow over C over CE in triangle; and thence
on the s nth by an east line along the north
boundary of Coreen East Run, about five miles to
the point of c.,mmencen,ent.
Name of Run-Owthorpe No. 3.
Claimants of Lease - The Queensland National
B-ink, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 75
f)
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at a yahpunvah-tree on the right
bank of the Bulloo or Corni Parroo River marked
broad- arrow over  U6 wit-Nn triangle on  its west
side, situated at the south-east corner of the
Owthorpe No. 2 Run ; bounded thence on the
north by a west line eight miles ; thence on the
west by a south line about fifteen miles; thence on
the south by an  east line  four miles forty chains
passing through a yapunyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over U in triangle  on its east  side to the
Bulloo or Corni Paroo River at a coolibah-tree
on the right bank marked broad-arrow o% or C7
within triangle  oa its  north side ; and thence on
the east by the said river upwards to the marked
tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Owtborpe No. 4.
Claimants of Lease - The Queensland National
Bank  Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available . ... ... 37 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18 ff
Total ... ... 551
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni Paroo k iver at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C7 in triangle on its north side situated
at the north-east corner of t  wthorpe No. 3 Run ;
bounded thence on the north by a west line seven
miles and twelve chains passing through a yah un-
yah-tree marked broa -arrow over 0 in triangle on
its east side to a point four miles forty-three chains
west of said tree ; thence on the west by an south
line fifteen  miles ;  thence on the south by an east
line one mile thirty-eight chains to the Bulloo
or Corni P•+roo River at a gum-tree on right
bank marked broad-arrow over C8 within triangle ;
and thence on the east and south-east by the said
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run --Owthorpe No. 8.
Claimants  of Lease -- The Queensland  National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 75
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at a yapunyah- tree on  the right
bank of the Bulloo or Corni Paroo  River marked
broad-arrow over C6 within  triangle on its west
side situated at the south-wetat corner of the
Owthorpe No. 7 Run; bounded thence on the
north by  an east line  awls miles  ;  thence on  the east
by a south line about fifteen  miles  ; thence on the
south by a west  line  Ave  miles  and forty  chains to
the Bnlloo or Corni Paroo River at a coolibah-tree
on the right bank marked b! oad-arrow over C7
within triangle on its north side ; and thence on
the west by the said river upwards to the marked
tree hercinbeforefirst described.
Name of Run-Owthorpe No. 9.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National Bank,
Limited.
Estimated  Area-Available
Unavailable ...
.., 63 square miles.
... 311
Total  ... ... 94}
II
Re-amended Description.
Commei.cing on t e left bank of the Bulloo or
Corni Paroo River at a point opposite a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C7 within triangle
on its north  side,  and bounded  thence  on the north
by an  east line  along part of the south boundary
of the Owthorpe No. 8 Run  two miles  and sixty-
eight chains ; thence on  the east  by a south line
fifteen miles ; thence on the south by a west line
eight miles and forty-two chains to the left bank of
the liulloo  River at a  point opposite a tree marked
broad- arrow  over C8 within  triangle ;  and thence
on the  west  and north-west by the left bank of
said  river upwards to the point of  commencement.
Name of  Run-Wombin.
Claimants of Lease -The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimates Area-
Available ... ... 39 squa re miles.
Unavailable ... ... 91 „
Total ... ... 484
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-we,tcorner of Tungara
East Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over W in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by a west line five miles to a bloodwood-
tree marked broa i-arrow over W over T in triangle ;
thence on the west by a south line nine miles fitty-
five chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over B in triangle ; thence on the
south by an east line five miles to the south-west
corner of Wombin East Run ; and thence on the
east by a north  line along  the west boundary of the
last-mentioned  run nine miles  fifty-five chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Tungara.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated At ea-
Available ... ... 48 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 114
Total 59$
PI
Re-emended Description.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Wombin
Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over W in triangle, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line  along  the north bounda y of
that run five miles to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over T in triangle ; thence on
the west by a north  line  about eleven miles seventy-
two chains passing thro uggh a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over T in triangle
and about two chains eighty-five links west of a
bloodwood-trr a marked broad-arrow over T over
P in triangle to a point about eighty chains west
of a coolibah-tree marked broad arrow over M I
in triangle on its east  side ; thence on the north
by an east line five miles  crossing  Moble Creek at
the last-mentioned marked tree to the north-west
corner of Tungara East Run ; and thence on the
east by a south line along the west boundary of
the last-named run about eleven  miles  seventy-two
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Tungara East.
Claimants of Lease -The Queensland  National Bank,Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 34 square nrles.
Unavailable ... 5# „
Total ... ... 391
Re-amended Description.
Commencing  at the south- east  corner of the
Tungara Run at a giddiah -tree marked broad-
arrow over T over W within  triangle on its east
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side , and bounded thence on the south by an east
line about three  miles  to the western boundary of
the Owthorpe No. 3 Run at a point one mile south
of a bloodwood- tree  marked broad-arrow over T
within triangle on its west side ; thence on the east
by a north  line passing  through said tree along
part of that boundary about  six miles ten chains to
its north-west corner at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 03 within triangle on its north side;
thence  again  on the south by an  east line along
part of the north boundary of the last -named run
about fifty-two chains ; thence  again on the east
by a north line about five miles sixty-two chains to
a stake bearing north 326 degrees  east and distant
thirty-four links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over  A over 6 within triangle ; thence on the
north by a west line about three miles fifty-two
chains to a point three miles seventy-two chains
east of a coolibah-tree on left bank of Moble Creek
marked broad-arrow over Ml within  triangle on its
east  side ; and thence on the  west  by a south line
about eleven miles seventy-two chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Wombin East.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 26 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4 „
Total ... ... 30
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at a point twenty-eight chains west
of the north-west corner of Owthorpe No. 4 Run,
said point being one mile 54 chains east of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad- arrow  over W within
triangle on its north side; and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the eastern boundary
of th e Wombin Run, about  ten miles  to a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over T over W within
triangle on its  east side  ; thence on the north by an
east line  along the south boundary of the Tungara
East Run, about three  miles to a  point on the
western boundary of the Owthorpe No 3 Run, one
mile south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over T within  tria gle on  its west side; thence
on the east by a south line along part of the
western boundary of the last-named run about ten
miles  to its south-west corner at a point two miles
nine  chains west of a yapunyah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over 0 within  triangle on its east  side ; and
thence on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary of the Owthorpe No. 4 Run to its
north-west corner and  a continuation of same line,
in all three  miles , to.the point of  commen ement.
Name of Run- Bangor.
Claimants of I ease -The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  42 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  8
Total ... ... 50
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the
Owthorpe No. 9 Run, being a point two miles
sixty-eight chains east of a tree marked broad-
arrow  over C7  in triangle  ; and bounded thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of t at rua about seven miles fifty-five
chains to a point two chains west of a bendee-tree
marked broad- arrow  over B over D in triangle ;
thence on the south  by  an east lin-i to the north-
west engle  of the Prairie Run being a point
bearing north 152 degrees  east  and distant two
c mains  from a  bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over P over D in triangle, and t y a continuation of
same  line along part of the north boundary of that
run, in all six' thilv;s forty-two chains, to a-point
thirty links north of a hendee-tree marked broad.
arrow over B over Ply in triangle ; thence on the
east by a north line seven miles fifty-five chains to a
p int forty chains south and one mile east of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over 8 within trian - le
on its sout i-west side; and thence on the north by
an - ast line about six miles forty-two chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Eastfield.
Claimants of Lease - The Queensland National Bank
Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Goorie Gootie Run at a point one mile seventeen
chains east of a yapunyah-tree on Goora Goora
billabong marked bread-arrow over 5 within
triangle on its east side, and bounded thence on
the north by  an east line  along the south boundary
of the last-named run and a prolongation, in all ten
miles seventy-eight chains, passing through a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over E on its south
side ; thence on the east by a south line five miles
to a point two miles seventy-one chains east of a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over It over PN
within triangle on its south- east  side ; thence on the
south by a west  line  passing through said tree
seven  miles eight chains; thence on the west by a
north line along part of the eastern boundary at
the Bangor Run one mile twenty chains to its north-
east corner at a point  forty chains south and one
mile east of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
8 within triangle on its south- west  side ; thence
again  on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary of the last-named run three miles
and seventy-chains to a point o e mile south of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over 11 within
triangle ; and thence on the west by a north line
passing  through said tree aloe,g part of the eastern
boundary of the Owthorpe N o 8 Run three miles
and twenty  chains  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prairie North.
Claimants  of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank Limited.
Estimated. Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16
Total ... ... 66 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the south -east  corner of the
Bangor  Run at a point thirty links north of a
bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over B over PN
within triangle, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line along  part  of the east  boundary of the
last-named  run about  six miles  forty-eight chains
to a point  one mile sixty chains south and  one mile
east of  a box-tree marked broad-arrow over 8
within triangle on its  south -west side  ;  thence on
the north by an east  line along  one of the south
boundaries of the Eastfield Run  and a  continuation,
in all ten miles ,  passing at four miles  thirty chains
through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over E
over PN in  triangle on its south -east side  ; thence
on the east by a south line about six miles forty-
eight chains to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over PN in triangle ; and thence on the south by a
west line to the north-east angle of the Prairie Run
at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over P over
CP in triangle, and by a continuation  of same line
along part of the north boundary of that run, in all
ten miles, to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Owthorpe No. 7.
Claimants  of Lease-Sale Cleve,  Benjamine Josman
Fink, and Henry Henty.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 44 square miles.
„
Unavailable ... ...  21}
Total... ... 651
to
„
Re-dmended Description.
Commencing qn the' left bank of the Bulloo
River at a tree Marked broadarrow over C5 within
trig le, and bounded . tlienee,
`
the north by an
eastae two miles and seventy-f four chains ; thence
on the east by a south line thirteen miles and
thirty-one chains ; thence on the south by a west
line to the left bank of the Bulloo River,  six miles
and forty-two chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over t 6 within triangle ; and thence on the west
by the left bank of the said river upwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Goorrie-Goorie.
Claimants of Lease-Cale Cleve, Benjanine Josman
Fink, and Henry Henty.
Estimated Area-
Available...
... 46 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 149
Total
... ... 601 II
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Oa thorpe Yo. 8 Run at a point 100 links north of
a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over 08
within triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line five miles to a
point fifty links south of a bendee-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over GC within triangle on its
south side; thence on the east by a south line
twelve miles and eleven chains to a point thirteen
chains south and fifty-four chains west of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over 7 within triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line fire miles to a
point ninety-seven chains east of a yaptinysh-tree
on Goora-Goora hillabong marked broad-arrow
over 6 within triangle on its east side; and thence
on the west by a mirth line twelve miles and eleven
chains to the point of eotnmencernent.
Name of Run- Becker.
Claimants of Lease-Sale Cleve, Benjamine Josmsn
Fink, and Henry Henty.
Estimated Area-
Mailable ... ... 91 Aquaire miles.
tnavailable ... ... 309
Total ... ... 1219
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goorie Goorie Run at a point fifty links south of a
bendee-tree marked broad-arrow over B over GG
in triangle ; and bounded thence on the west by a
south line along the eastern boundary of the said
run twelve miles and eleven chains to a point
thirteen chains south and fifty-four chains west of
box-tree marked broad-arrow over 7 within triangle;
thence on the south by an east line ten miles,
passing through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle on its north-west side; thence on
the east by a north line twelve miles and eleven
chains to a beef wood-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over G in triangle o:i its south side ; and thence
on the north by a west line ten miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Green.
Claimants of Lease--Sale Cleve, Betjamine Josman
Fink, and lienrb Henty.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 231 „
Total ... ...  83. 7,
Re-amended Descriptiou.
Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary
of the Owthorpe  No. 7 llun  one -mile north of a
yapunyah -treo on left bank of Goora Goora Creek
marked broad -arrow over G over 1 within triangle on
its north -east side ,  and bounded thence on the
west by a south line crossing Goons Goora Creek
and passing through said tree eight miles thirty-
one chains along the western boundary of Owthorpe
No. 7 Run to its south -east corner  ;  thence on the
south by an east line passing through the north-
east corner of the Goorie Goorie Ruts e.t a Point
fifty links south of a befsdee-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over GG within triangle ten miles ;
thence on the east by a north line crossing Goora
Goora  Creek  at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over  G within triangle on  its north -cast side ei ht
miles fourteen chains  ;  and thence  on the north y
a west line ten miles passing through a box-tree
c,n the left bank of I#eengala Creek marked broad-
arrow over G over 6 in triangle oh its  south .side,
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Melia.
Claimant  of Lease-Sir  William John Clarke.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3 of
Total ... ... 28 „
Re-amended Description.
Commencing at a  point on the south boundary
of Bundee No. 1 Run about four miles forty-
eight chains north and ten chains west of a box-
tree on the left bank of Dewalla Creek marked
broad -arrow over n over 7 in triangle on its north
side, and bounded thence on the  '6  est by a south
line along the eastern boundary of Bingara North
Run ten miles forty chains, crossing Dewalla
Creek and passing through a giddiah -tree marked
broad -arrow over BN in triangle on its south-east
side ,  to a point twenty -one chains fifty links south
of said tree ; thence on the south by an east line
along part of the north boundary of Bingara East
Ruh four miles seventy-eight chains to a point one
mile sixteen chains north of a giddiah -tree -harked
broad -arrow over B over II in triangle on its
west side  ;  thence on the east by a north line sixty-
four chains to the south boundary of Belyi knna No.
1 Run ;  thence on the north by a west line along
part of that boundary one mile forty chains ; thence
again on the east by a north line along the west
boundary of the same run five miles to the south
boundary of Belyanna No. 2 Run ,  at a point twelve
chains south of a bloodwood -tree marked broad-
arrow over B in triangle on its north-east side ;
thence again on the north by a west line along part
of that boundary two miles one chain to a point
bearing north 266 degrees east and distant three
chains eight y- seven links front a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over 6 in triangle on
its east side  ;  thence again on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the same run four
miles fifty -six chains to the south boundary of
Bundee No . I  Run ; and thence again on the
north by a west line along part of that boundary
one mile thirty -seven chains to the point of com-
mencement.
1Vanae of Run-$ ingara North.
Claimant of tease - Sir William  John  Clarke.
Estimated .Area-
A vailable ... ... 36 squdi -e miles.
Unavailable ... ... 189
„
Tota,l... ... 544 „
.le-amended Description.
Commencing at a giddiah-tree at the head of
Bingara Creek (narked brdad-arrow over B in
triangle on its south side, and
.
p,y to in square on
its east side, and bounded thence on the south by
an east line  along part of the north boundary of
Bingara South lun and a prolongation thereof,
in all five miles sixteen chains, to a point twenty-
one chains fifty links south of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over BN in trian gle on  its south
side ; thence on the east by a north line passing
through said tree (crossing Dewalla Creek ten chains
west of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over D over 7
on its north side) ten miles forty chains to the
south boundary of Butidee No. 1 Run ; thence on
the north by a west litre along part of the south
bounds of the last-mentioned run, and a firolonga-
tion of the satne line, in all five miles  sixteen
ehains, to a point about five miles north of a giddiab-
tree  on  the Thargotnihdah road marked broad-
arrow over BN over OE in triangle  on its east -south-
east  Aide ; and thence on the west by a south line
passitig through said tree and crossing Dewalla
Creek ten miles forty chains to the point of com-
niehcenient.
lame of -Ruts-Peterson.
Claimants of Lease-William Peterson and George
Rolfe.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 68 square mlled.
Unavailable ... 29 „
Total .. ... 91
Anl#"ed Deem- tion.
Commencing at the north-west Corner of Gowrie
RlrW at a bo*-tree; uikrked broad-a rro* over YG
in triangle, and bounded theiibe dii thb east by a
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south line along the west boundary of that run five
miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over GP in
triangle ; thence on the north  b v  an east line along
part of the south boundary of the  same run one
mile twenty chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over P over UW in triangle ; thence again on the
east  by a south  line along  part of the west boun-
dary of Upper Wallal Run about four miles forty
chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over HP
in triangle  ;  thence on the south by a west line
along  the north boundary of Hythe  Run eleven
miles two chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over HP in triangle ; thence on the west by a north
line along  part of the east boundary of Walter
Run and the  east  ooundary of Morris Ruu, in all
nine miles tb:irty-two chains, to the south-west
boundary of Glen Yarron kun; thence on the
north-east by a south- east  line along part of the
last-mentioned boundary one mile twenty-four
chains, passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over 4 in triangle to a tree marked broad-arrow
over H in triangle ; thence on the north-west by a
north -east line along part of the south -east boundary
of the same run one mile sixty six chains to a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over HI  is triangle ; and
thence again on the north  by  an easterly  line along
the south boundary of Karrol West Run and part
of the south boundary of Karrol Run, in all about
seven miles sixty chains ,  passing through a bendee-
tree marked broad-arrow over KI in triangle to the
point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1885.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the undermentioned Runs ,  situated in the
Unsettled Districts ,  have been surveyed ,  and the
following amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 12th March,1886.
Plans of these Runs may be seen ,  and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
C. B. DUTTON.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Ns;nne of Run-Belmare.
Claimant of  Love-Frederick  William  Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 81 „
Total ... ... 91 „Commencing at the north-east corner of Thurin-
gowa North Run being a point eight chains east of
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over T .N over
B in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
an east  line eight miles thirty -six chains rassing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over WS over
G in triangle to a post marked broad-arrow over B
over G ; thence on the east by a south line ten
miles passing  through 4 point seventy links west of
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over TN over
HW in triangle on its west side and a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over BS over B in triangle on
its south-west side to a point seventy links south
of the last-mentioned marked tree ; thence on the
south by  a west line nine miles  sixty-six chains to
a point four chains east and four and a-haJf chains
south of a beefwood -tree marked broad-arrow over
B over BS in triangle on its west side ; thence on
the west by a north line four miles sixty-four
chains to the south boundary of Thuringowa North
Run at a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over B
over W in triangle on its west side  ;  thence
again on the north by,  an east  line along
part of that boundary one mile thirty chains
to a point two chains south and  seven  chains west
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over TN in
triangle ; and thence again on the west by a north
line along the east boundary of the last-mentioned
run five miles sixteen chains to the point of cones
mencement.
Name of Run-Gonda.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick  William  Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of Wiralla
South Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over W S
over G in triangle, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line along the east boundary of
that run ten miles sixteen chains to the south
boundary of Wiralla Run ; thence on the north by
an east line along part of that boundary and a con-
tinuation of some line, in all five miles seventy-two
chains, passing through a point eight chains east
and three chains forty links south of a bloodwood
tree marked broad-arrow over W in triangle on its
north-north-west side to a point six chains north
and four chains east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over G over TP in triangle on its north-east
side ; thence on the east by a south line ten miles
sixteen chains to a post marked broad-arrow over
13 over G ; and thence on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of Belmore Run
five Hulas seventy-two chains to the point of com-
me ncement.
Name of Run-Three Pioneers.
Claimant al Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Wiralla
Run at a point ten chains sixty -eight links east of
a  y apunyah -tree marked bro ad-arrow over W over
'!`P in triangle on its east side, and bounded thence
on the north  by  an east line along part of the south
boundary of Wiralla North Run and a continua-
tion of the same line, in all eleven miles forty-nine
chains, to a point seven chains north and eight
chains west of a giddiah -tree marked bro ad-arrow
over C over CE in triangle ; thence on the east by
a south line  two  mi les  sixty-four  chains to the north
boundary of Wyara Run at a point one chain north
of a mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over TP over
CE in triangle on its east side  ;  thence on the south
by a west line along part of that boundary one
mile fifteen chains passing through a box-tree
marked bro ad-arrow over TJ? over W in triangle
on its east side to a point one chain fifty links west
of said tree ;  thence, again on the east by a south
has  along  part  of the west boundary of the same
run six  miles  seventy-two chains to a point thirt yy.
eight links south and seven links west of a mu_lgah-
trree marked broad-arrow over TP over W in
triangle on its south aide  ;  thence on the south by
a west line along the north boundary of Liade n7
North Run eight miles fifty-six chains to a point
three  chains  thirty -one links south and one chain
forty links east of a bloodwood -tree marked broad-
arrow over TP over TN in triangle ; thence on
the west by a north line two miles seventy-three
chains to a point six chains north and four
chains east of a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow
over G over TP in triangle on its north-east
side ; thence again on the south by a west line
one mile fifty -eight chains to a point eight chains
east and three chains torty links south of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad -arrow over W in triangle
on its north -north-west side ; and thence again on the
west by a north line along the east boundary of
Wiralla  Aun six miles sixty -seven chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Cowarra.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
9stiinated Area--
Avaiiable... ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 25 „
Total ... ... 70
Commencing at the north-east corner of Wiralla
North Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
WN over C in triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by an east  live  alon part of the. south
bowmkry of Owthorpe No. 10 Run, and a eontinu'
a4ii  .of we line gassing  thro+sgh a  t man ke4broad-arrow over 010 rover. 81) in triangle,  m  all
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seven miles, to a point bearing north 136 degrees
east and distant two chains from a tree marked
broad-arrow over C over C in triangle ; thence on
the east by a south line, ten miles, passing seven
chains east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over CE in triangle to a point seven chains
north and eight chains west of a giddiali-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over CE in triangle ;
thence on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the Three Pioneers
Run seven miles ; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of Wiralla
North Run ten miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name  of Run-Clayton.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Are),-Available... .  30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  13
Total ... ... 43
Commencing at the north-east corner of Cowarra
Run at a point bearing north 135 degrees  east and
distant two chains from a tree marked broad-arrow
over C  over C in  triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by an east line to the south-west corner
of Box Camp Run and a continuation  of same line
along one of the south boundaries of that run, in
all six miles fourteen chains, to the west boundary
of Werie Ela West Run at a point fifteen links
north and fifty-five links east of a mulgah-tree
marked broad arrow over BC over C in triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of
that boundary seven miles to a point thirty-five
links north  and six links  west of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over C in triangle ; thence on
the south by a west  line. six miles  fourteen chains
to the  east  boundary of Cowarra Run at a point
eight chains north an,i seven chains west of a
mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over CE
in triangle ; and thence on the west by a nor: h
line along part of that boundary seven miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Clayton East.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 101 „
Total ... 351
Commencing at the south-west corner of Werie
Ela West Run at a point three links north and
twenty-nine  links east  of a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over CE in triangle on its north-east
sido, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line along part of the north boundary of Wyara
stun six miles fourteen chains to a point one chain
north of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
TP over CE in triangle on its north- east side ;
thence on the west by a north  line along  one cf the
east boundaries of Three Pioneers Run and part of
the east boundary of Cawarra Run, in all five miles
sixty-four chains, to a point eight chains north and
seven chains west of a mulgah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over CE in triangle ; and thence on
the north by an east line  along  the south boundary
of Clayton  Run six miles  fourteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tinderry.
Claimants of Lease - Lloyd Jones, Molesworth
Richard Greene, and Alexander  Falconer Sul-
livan.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 20
Total .. ... 50 „
Commencing on the west boundary of Duck
Ponds Run at a point two chains south and two
chains west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over TN over T in triangle  on its west side, and
bounded thence on the east by a south  line along
part of that boundary and the west boundary of
Ilumebo Run,  in all ten miles  fifty chains,  passim
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over DP
in triangle on its south side to a point two chains
sixty-five links south and one chain sixty-three
links west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over H  in triangle on its  south  side ; thbnee
on the south by a west line along parts of the
north boundaries of Po1ee and Polee West Runs,
in all four miles fifty-seven chains, to a point eighty
links south and three chains seven links east of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over HW over T in
triangle on its east side; thence on the west by a
north line ten miles fifty chains to a point one
chain south and one chain east of a heefwoud-tree
marked broad-arrow o er T over HW in triangle ;
and thence on the north by an east line four miles
fifty-seven  chains  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Humebo West.
Claimants of Lease-Lloyd Jones, Molesworth
Richard Greene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 121 of
Total  ... ... 421 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Tin-
derry Run at a point eighty links south and three
chains seven links east of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over H W over T in triangle on its east side,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of Polee West Run three
miles seventy-nine chains to a point two chains
three links north and one chain forty-seven links
east  of a double bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over BS over SW in triangle ; thence on the
west by a north line along one of the east boun-
daries of Belmore South Run and part of the east
boundary of Belmore Hun, in all ten miles fifty
chains, passing through a mulgah-tree marked broad -
arrow over BS over B in triangle on its south-west
side to a point seventy links  west  of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over TN over HW in triangle
on its west side ; thence on the north by an east line
three miles seventy- nine  chains to the north-west
corner of Tinderry Run, being a 1 oint one chain
south and one chain east of a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over HW in triangle ; and
thence on the east by a south line along the west
boundary of the  last -mentioned tree ten miles fifty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run--Tinderry North.
Claimants of Lease-Lloyd Jones, MAesworth
Richard Greene, and Alexander Falconer
Sullivan.
Estimated A rea-
Available .. ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 27 „
Total... ... ... 87 „
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Tinderry
Run at a point two chains south and two chains
west of a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
TN over T in triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line along parts of
the west boundaries of Duck Ponds and Wyara
Runs, in all ten miles, to a point thirty-eight links
south and seven links west of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over TP over W in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the north by a west
line eight miles fifty-six chains to the east
boundary of Gonda Run at a point three chains
thirty-one links south and one chain forty links
east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
TP over TN in triangle ; thence on the west by a
south line along parts of the east boundaries of
Gonda and Belmore Runs, in all ten miles, passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over B over G
to a point seventy links west of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over TN over HW in triangle
on its west side ; and thence on the south by an
ea t line along the north boundaries of Humebo
West and Tinderry Runs, in all eight miles fifty-
six chains, passing through the last-mentioned
marked tree to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dynevor Downs North.
Claimants of Lease-Lloyd Jones, Molesworth
Richard Greene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 161
Total ... .. Of
Commencing on the left bank of Bundilla Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
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along the south boundary of Boongithara and one
of the south boundaries of Goomila Run. in all
eight mil s, passing through a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over G in triangle to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad arrow over 1 in triangle ; thence on
the • ast by a south line along one of the w st
boundaries of the same run and a continuation of
same line, in all fiv - miles forty-eight chains, pass-
ing through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over DIN in triangle on its north side ; thenc on
the south by a west line along part of th - north
boundary of Dynevor Downs Run eight miles
s venty-two chains ; thence on the west by a north
line along one of the east boundaries of Duck
Ponds Run to Bundilla Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over W in triangle; and thence again
on the north by the left bank of that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-ringulla.
Claimants  of Lease-Lloyd Jones,  Molesworth
Richard G reene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 )!
Total ... ... 51
Commencing at the north-, ast corner of Dynevor
Downs East Run at a stake bearing north 284
degrees east and distant 360 links from a leopard-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over T in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of that run ten miles
sixteen chains to the east boundary of Dynevor
Downs Run; thence on the west by a north line
along part of that boundary and part of the east
boundary of Dynevor Downs North Run, in all five
miles, to a peg six, hairs fifty-eight links north of
a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over DN in
triangle on its south side ; thence on the north by
an east line along one of the south boundaries of
Goomilla Run and a continuation of same line, in
all ten miles sixteen chains. to a point fifteen chains
twenty-eight links north of a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over W in triangle ; and thence
on the east by a south line to the north-west corner
of the Gap Run and a continuation of the same
line along part of the west boundary of said run,
in all five miles, passing through the last-mentioned,
marked tree and a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over BD in triangle, to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-The Gap.
Claimants of Lease-Lloyd Jones, Molesworth
Richard Greene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4 „
Total ... ... 29 11
Commencing  at the north-west corner, f Oonunga
East  Run, being a point twenty-one chains north of
a sum -tree mat ked broad-arrow over 0 over OE in
triangle on its north  side and AFS in  squa re  on its
west side, and bounded thence on the south by an
east  li  e along the north boundary of that run four
miles sixteen  el.ains; thence on the east by a north
line along  part of the west boundary  of Bingara
North Run ,six miles  seventy-five chains  passing
tbrout h a giddiah- tree  marked broad-arrow over
BN over OE in triangle  on its  east-south-east side ;
thence on the north by a west li-e four  miles six-
teen  chains to the east boundary of Tingulla Run
at a point three chains south of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over BDin triangle; and thence
on the west by a south line along part of that
boundary and part of the  east  boundary of Dynevor
Downs East Run, in all six miles seve ,ty-five
t.bains, 1o the joint of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulga South.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area -Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total .. ... 40 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Dundoo
West No. 1 Run being a point ten chains north of
a mulga-tree marked l road-arrow over Dl over M
in triangle on its  east  side, and bounded thence
on the north by a west line  along  part of the south
boundaries of Dundoo West No. 2 and Mulga
North Runs, in all eight miles, to a point twenty-
seven chains north and seventy-five links west of
a double bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
MS over W  in triangle  ; thence on the west by a
south line five miles to a point twenty-six chains
eighty-four links north and eighty-four links east of
a mulga -tree marked broad-arrow over W over
MS in triangle ; thence on the south by an east
line eight  miles  to a point thirteen chains fifty
links north of a bloodwood-tree marked broad.
arrow over DW over 1 in  triangle  ; and thence on
the east  by a north  line along  the west boundary of
Dundoo West No. 1 Run five  miles, crossing
Moolya Creek at a point about sixteen chains above
a tree  marked broad-arrow over M over Sin triangle,
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Back Dundee.
Claimant of Lease James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 it
Total ... ...  25 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Bundee
No. 2 Run being a point seven chains north and
one chain thirty links east of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B2  in triangle  ; and bounded
thence on the north by a west line along part of
the south boundaries of Dundoo West No. 1 and
Mulg,+ South Runs,  in all five miles , to a point
fourteen chains seventy links north and I chain
ten links east of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over BD over W  in triangle  ; thence on the west
by a south line five miles to  a point fifteen chains
north of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
W over BD  in triangle  on its  east side  ; thence on
the south by an  east line five miles  to a point eight
chains seventy-two links north and forty-one links
east of a brigalow-tree marked broad-arrow over
B2 in triangle ; and thence on the east by a north
line along  the west boundary  of Bundee  No. 2 Run
five miles to the point of  commencement.
Name of  Run-Back Dundoo.
Claimant of Lease-James Rutherford.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 31 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 111 „
Total ... ... 421 if
Commencing at the north-west corner of Bundee
No. 1 Run being a.point four chains seventy eight
links north and forty- one links east  of a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over BI in triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by a west  line along
part of the south boundary of Bundee No. 2 Run,
the south boundary of Back Dundee Run, and a
continuation of the same line, in all eight miles, to
a point fifteen chains north of a mulgab-tree
marked broad-arrow over BD over M in triangle ;
thence on the west by a south line to the north-east
corner of Tingulla liun,  and a  continuation of the
same  line along part of the east boundary of that run,
in all about five miles twenty- six chains , passing
through the last-mentioned marked tree and a mul-
gah-tree marked broad-arrow over T over W in
triangle to a point three chains south of a mulgah-
tree marked broad-arrow over BD in triangle ;
thence on the south by an east line  along  the north
boundary of The Gap Hun and part of the north
boundary of Bingara North Run, in all eight miles,
to a point three chains south of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B1 in triangle; and thence on the
east by a north line along the west boundary of
Hundee No. 1 Run, about five miles twenty-pix
.chains, to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Wild.
Claimant of Lease-John MeEntyre, junior.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 58 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 82
Total ... ... 661
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Tingulla
Itun, being a point fifteen chains twenty-eight links
north of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over
T over W in triangle, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line about eight miles seventy-two
chains to the south-east boundary of Goomilla
Run ; thence on the west by a north line  along the
east boundary of that run eleven  miles  forty-eight
chains passing five  chains  east  of a mulgah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over W in triangle on its
south side to a point bearing north 148 degrees
east  and distant forty-five links from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over W in triangle ;
thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of Bundilla  Run one mile
seventy- one chains  to the west boundary of Mulga
North Run ; thence on the east by a south hue
along part of that boundary one mile twenty-two
ehains ; thence  again  on the north by  an east line
along part of the south boundary of the  same run
about one mile sixty-four  chains  to a point seventy-
five links west and twenty-seven chains north of a
double bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
MS over W in triangle ; thence again on the east
by a south line along the west boundary of Mulga
South Run five miles to a point twenty-six chains
eighty-four links north and eighty-four links east
of a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
M8 in triangle ; thence Again on the north by an
east line along part  of the south boundary of the
same  run five miles sixty chains to a point fourteen
chains  seventy links north and one chain ten links
east  of a mulgah tree marked broad-arrow over
BD over Win triangle ; thence  again on the east
by a south line along the  west  boundary of Back
Dundee .ktun about five miles  to a point fifteen
chains north  of a, mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over BD in triangle on  its east side  ; thence
again  on the  south . by a west line "apart of the
north boundary of Back Dur doo• un twenty
chains to a point  fifteen  chains  north of  a mulgah-
tree  marked broad-arrow  over  BD over M in tri-
angle  ; and thence  again on the east  by a south
line along  part of the west boundary of the same
run twenty- six chains  to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Moble North.
Claimants  of Lease - The Queensland  National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... .. 63 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 2*
't'otal ... .. 871
Commencing on the right bank of Moble Creek
at a coohbah- tree  marked broad- arrow  over X in
triangle on its east side , and bounded thence on
the south by a west  line along  the north boundary
of Moble West  Run and a continuation of same
line, in all nine  miles ; thence on the west by a
north line ten miles ; thence on the north by an
east line  seven miles to a point about twenty-four
chains above  a tree  marked broad-arrow over H
over 1 in triangle ; and thence on the east by the
right  bank  of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Mongarlo.
Claimant of Lease-Patrick Durauk.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 8
Total ... ... 33 „
Commencing on the left bank of Moble Creek at
a tree marked broad-arrow over M3 in triangle,
said tree being about fifty-seven chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over H over 4 in trian le ;
and bounded thence on the south by an east fine
along part of the north boundary of Moble Run
three miles seventy-nine chains ; thence on the
east  by a north line six miles ; thence on the north
by a west line seven miles seventy-two  chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 15 in
triangle ; thence on the west by a south line one
mile sixty-six chains to the north boundary of
Moble North Run ; thence  again on  the south by
an east line along part of that boundary, two miles
to and  across  Motile Creek at a point about twenty-
four chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
H over 1 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the left bank of that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
By Authority  : JAI$s C.  BILL , Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD AUGUSTUS BULLMORE,
WILLIAM KELLETT, and
GEORGE RENNIE WILSON,
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Show Grounds,
in the parish of Ipswich, in the room of Joshua
Peter Bell, deceased, and W. F. Digby, who has
left the colony.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1879," been pleased to appoint
GEO. E.  SIMcocx
to be an Auditor for the Stanthorpe Division, in
the room of Jao. Davidson,  resigned.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursu-
ance  of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards
Act  of  1879, been pleased to appoint
HENRY CURTIS
to be an Auditor for the Inglewood Division, in
the room of D. S. Sutherland, resigned.
W.M. MILES.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
1.1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept  the resignation  tendered by
SIDNEY YEATE5
of his  appointment  as a Magistrate of the Territory.
S. W. GRMI ZTA.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to direct that the name
FRANCIS CHARLES CALEY SMITH
be substituted for Francis Smith, appearing in thegeneral issue of the Commission of the Peace,
published in the  Gazette  of the 1st of January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
1 H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Diseases in Sheep Act
of  1867," been pleased to appoint
JOHN DICKENS
to be a Sheep Director for the Sheep District of
Gregory North, in the room of F. L. C. Ridgway,
resigned.
S. W. GFIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
I
IS Excellency the Governor , with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT MILLS and
MICHAEL H. O'BRIEN
to be Clerks in the Office of the Registrar of Titles.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased tog prove ofthe undermentioned appointments in the
Post and Telegraph Department, viz.:-
JOHN POWER and
LEOLIN OxENHAi ,  Line Repairers
in Charge,
to be Managers ; and
FEEDEhICK CADELL, Line Repairer
in Charge,
to be an Operator.
T. MAOD OINALD•PAT RSd1.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
T HE following appointments of Members ofCommittees for State Schools are notified,
viz.  :-
Cairns.
Alfred Taylor
vice  William Charles Smith,  resigned.
(cowrie Creek.
William Peter Reynolds
vice  James  Mahoney,  resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1885.I T is hereby notified thatHis Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of clause  6 of  " The Orphanages Act of
1879," to grant a license to an Orphanage erected
at
METEoR P&nx, near Stanwell.
B. B. MORETON.
111 , )c1.: M %,1ON.
Pi, His ExiL!ellenry fir ANTHONY MCSGRAVN,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[l..s.] chaei and St. George, Governor
A. %11ibulIAVP., and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governnor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
1 and ninety -seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this m Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that  the Lams  hereunder described have been
permanently reserved ,  and placed under the control
of the Municipal Council of Sandgate.
DESCRIPTIONS :
(In  lieu of the Reservation established by Pro-
clamation dated 4th August, 1885.)
No. 1.
A ll  Crown  lands situated between the high-water
marks of Cabbage -tree Creek and Moreton Bay,
commencing at the north -east side  of Friday  street ;
and the fo llowing highways north -easterly and
north-westerly: Wharf Terrace, South End, Shorn
Cliff, Eagle Terrace, Town of Sandgate ,  and the
Esplanade forming the eastern boundary of por-
tions 74 to 66 ,  portions 61 to 58 ,  and portions 52,
51, 45 ,  and 44,  parish of  Nundah,- exclusive of
special lease  No. 150, issued to the Sandgate Pier
Company.
No. 2.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 44,
and bounded thence by that portion bearing  177
degrees 30 minutes three chains and forty-seven
and a-half links  ;  thence by a line bearing 86
degrees 18 minutes  to the high -water mark of
Moreton Ba ; thence  by that high- water mark
northerly and westerly to Mosquito Creek ; thence
by the high-water mark of that creek and the
overflow of Moreton Bay south -easterly and west-
erly to portion  43A;  and thence by that portion
southerly to the point of commencement  ;- being a
swamp  adjoining the  east  boundary of portion 43A
p
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Govern.
ment  House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and
in the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GoD SAyj THE Qv sN !
Department  of Public lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
i application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHRD17tR  OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The EXAM-  Reserved  road  in selec -  Maxwell- 28 3 28
tors under tion 483, Gladstone ton
the will of District ,  from its
the late east boundary south-James westerly to a water
Thomson reserve ,  and from
that  reserve west to
the west boundary
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
(T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1889" have been made for
closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all persons
who may consider their interests affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their
objections, in writing, within two months from
this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office
and at the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the Police and
Post Offices. Pine River and Inglewood.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
i I I A.R,P.
Heinrich The reserved road Samsonvale 9 1 0
Kirchner th ro ugh portion 145,
selection 3292, Bris-
bane District ,  and the
road separating that
portion from portions
11, 21, and 24.
About
2 The Ingle -  Parts of the reserved Texas ... ,83 2 0
wood Di- roads through por-
visional tion 32.
Board on
account
of the
Scottish
Austra-
ban In-
vestment
Company,
Limited.
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under  the eighty- ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  "  have been made
for closing the undermen ti oned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
fr om this date.
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Plans of the Roads can be seen at the  Land Office,
Mackay ,  Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 The Pioneer Part of the reserved
Divisional road through selec-
Board on tion 773,  Mackay
account of District
William
Northey
Eton
A.  a. P.
2
Parish.
The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T T is hereby  notified for general information, that
1.  applications  under the  eighty- ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment theirobj ections ,in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at Police  and Post Offices , Cleveland  and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. I. P.
1 Hans H. Heine- Part of the road Redland . 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Part of the road Indooroo- 1 0 28
separating por- pally
tiop 65 from por-
tion 89
The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified for genera !  informationthat application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen  at the Land,
Police,  and Post Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- The Glaaton -  The reserved road
bury Divi -  through selection 889,
sionalBoard  Gympie District
on account
of Jeremiah
Beliher,
Ditto  ...  Part of the road sepa -  Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating selection 773
from selection 1005,
and also part  of
one of the reserved
ro adsthrougheelec-
tion 1006,  Mackay
District
0 2 0
Area.
A.B.P.
Curry ... 5 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE  OF ROADS.
jT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under  the eighty- ninth section of
" The Grown Lands  Act  of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office,  Toowoomba ,  Police and Post Offices, Too-
woomba and Jondaryan.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
I I . A. Al.?.
1 The Rosalie The reserved  ro ad Waits ... 7 0 0
Divisional th ro ugh selection
Board on 3396,  Toowoomba
account District
of James
Shea
2 The Cli ton The road separating Hodgson ...  15 1 0
Divisional portions 34A and 34a
Board ,  on from portions 34, 35,
account 36,  and 800
of James
3  Ditto  ... The road separating ditto  ...  38 2 0
portions 63, 48, 168,
307, and 800 from
portions 485, 47, and
38, and its continua-
tion th ro ugh portion
34B
4 Ditto The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  12 0 0
portions 38 and 39
from portions 47 and
48
5 Ditto The road separating ditto ... 44 2 0
portions 60,  61, 52, 63,
and 485 from part  of
portion 159 and por-
tions 306, 44,  46, 46,
47, and 48, also the
reservedroadth ro ugh
portion 486
Nora.-The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out
n connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is herelny notified for general information, thatI applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  " The Crown Land,  Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  X.  P.
1 The Pioneer The reserved road through Eton ... 8 3 8
Divisional selection 758, Mackay
Board on District
account of
William
Eastgate
2 Ditto ,  on The reserved  ro ad through ditto ... 8 2 0
account of selection 643, Mackay
Martin District
Murphy
3 Ditto ,  on Part of one of the reserved ditto  ...  20 1 0
account of  ro ads th ro ugh selection
theColonial 658, Mackay District
Sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
Nora .- The area of this road is intended to be changed  into  a The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in sosi-
reservation for  ro ad purposes . nection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing  the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich. and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
1 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating
piny Divi- portion 7 from por-
sional Board tion 8
on account
of Maurice
Bowers
Ditto ...2
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 The Mutda-
pilly Divi-
sional Board
on account
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
8 Ditto
The  ro ad separating
portions 5 and 548
from port ions 10 and
551
The road separating
part of portions 13 and
532 fro m part of por-
t•iou 513
The road separating
port ions 79, b2, and
83 fro m portions 87,
86, and 95
The  ro ad separating
portions 89 and 88
fro m portions 90 and
91
The road separating
portions 548, 551, and
part of 552 from por-
tions 81,  83, 85, 89,
and part of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
The  ro ad separating
portions  27 , 28,  31, 33,
34, 35 ,  36, 37, and 38
from po rt ions 26, 29,
30, and  33, parish of
Forbes; 183, parish of
Normanby  ;  and 106,
pari sh of Forbes
The road separating
portions 184 and part
of I+'5,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  fro m port ions
80 and 32
Parish.
Forbes
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
i
Area.
A. R. I',
... 5 0 28
,.. 18 0 0
About
9 1 0
... 18 2 10
Forbes  ...  4 0 35
9 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 9 0 0
portions 32 and 33
fro m portion 16:3,
parish 'if Normanby,
and portion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 10 1  24
portions IS1 and 187
from portions 183 and
178
11 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 7 1 3
portion 94, parish of
Mutdal illy ,  and por-
tion 188, from port ion
187
Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Forbes  ...  6 0 16
portion 37  from por-
tion 38
Ditto  ...  Toe road separating Normanby 11 0 0
12
13
14 Ditto
15 Ditto
16 Ditto
portions 189, 9, 21.  20
19, and 16,  from por-
tions 4.  10, 11,  12, 13,
14, and 15
The  ro ad separating
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
The road separating
portions 8 and 9  from
portions 22 and 21
The road separating
port ions 13, 19, 24.
and 184,  from portio n-
14, 16,  17, 18,  25. and
26, and its  continua-
tion through port ion
189
About
ditto  ...  2 020
:Normanby 3 0 0
ditto
17 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto
portion 18 from por-
tions 25, 28. and 29
About
9 1 8
4 2 0
13 Ditto  ...  The road  . eparaling ditto ... 4 0 0
portions 29, '7, and
14, from portions 29.
3'r, 31, and part of 32 V out
19 Ditto  ...  The road separatin g  Thorn and 1 0 0
portions 182 , 181. 179.  2' 0nganb
178, and 177.  parish of
Nornianby, from par;
of portion 1, portions
3, 5, and 8,  pa ' h of
Thorn,  and rtion
176, pariah o Nor-
manby
SCHEDULE of ROADS TO BE  CLOSED- continued.
No. Applicant.  Situation.  Parish .  Area.
A. R. P.
20 The lfntda- 'The road separating Thorn  ...  14 0 0
pilly Divi- portions 3,  4, and 19,
sional Board '  from portions 5, 6. 7.
on account l and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
21 Ditto  ..  The mad separating ditto  ...  14 0 0
portions 5, 6, 7, and
17 from portions 8, 9,
10, 11, and 16
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 2 4
portion 176,  parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tions 8, 9. and 10
23 Ditto  .  The road separating ditto . ..  20 3 10
part of portion 76,
parish of Normanby,
and portions  10, 7, 4,
and 2 from portions
12, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto  .,.  The road separating Normanby 1 2' 5
portion 175 from part
of portion 176
25 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto  ...  4 3 36
roads through portion
175
26 Ditto .. .  The road separating Thorn ... 6 0 0
portion 13 from por-
tions 14 and 15 About
27 Ditto .., Part of the road sepa -  ditto  ...  6 2 10
rating portion 175,
parish of Normanby ,
from portions 13 and
I 14
NOTS.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF ROADS.
TT is hereby notified for  general information, that
1 applications under  the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have  been made
for closing  the undermentioned Roads ,  and all per-
sons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  et the Land
Office, Rockhampton  ;  Police and Post Offices,
Banana.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish, Area.
1
2
3
A. R. P.
Johann The road separating Dundee  ...  4 0 16
Muller poi tions 9 and 10 from
portions 8 and 12
Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 2 2 0
portion 8 from por-
tion 12
John Martin The road separating Westwood 0 2 20
portions 121 and 122
from portion 123
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane .  9th October, 1885.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "'Ihe Crown Lands  Art  a  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months trom this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Warwick.
C. B. MUTTON.
SCHEDULE of  ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
' o. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish. ; Area.
A. R. P.
- I John Barnet The road  separn ting selec-  Wildash 10 334
tion 12134 from  part of
selection 1187 1
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information ,
that applications  under  the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider theii interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads --an be  seen  at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Gym f ie ; Police and Post
Offices, Ipswich, Wivenhoe, and Ncosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
is hereby notified for general information,
tl at applications under the eighty-ninthI,I,
section  of  "The Cruwn  Lands  Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned  Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to  this
Department their objections,in writing ,  within tH o
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can he seen a t the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ingham and Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHICDULE  OF RoArs  TO BE CLOSED.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
portion 214. parish of
England , and part of
portion 40 from por-
tion 53
situation. Parish.
A. R. P.
1 I James The reserved road Wivenhoe 5 1 0
Taylor through portion 71
2 Ditto .. The reserved road ditto ... 15 1 0
through portions 38
and 40
3 Ditto ... The road separating ditto ... 31 3 0
portions 37, 38, and
32 from portion 40
4 Ditto ... The reserved road England ...
through portion 213
5 Ditto ... ' The road separating Wivenhoe
•6
*7
*8
The closure of these  roads  is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
i T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " .'t'he Crown Lands Art of  1884," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can  be seen at the Land Offices,
Cocktown and Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices,
Cooktown and Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Municipal The reserved road Cook .. 5 0 0
Council of through the no rt h-
Cooktown on west corner of
account of po rt ion 3
T. McCarey
2 Esk Divisional The road separating Byron  ...  12 018
Boarh on port ion 16 fro m
accountof  F. portion 17
W. Bigge
3 Ditto  ...  The  road separating Dixon  ...  40 3 24
portions 4 and 11
from portions 24A
and 20A About
4 Ditto ... Part of the reserved Dixon .. 7 0 0
road through por-
tion 20A
The closu re  of these roads  is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Area.
7 1 0
5 1 36
Thomas Two of the reserved  Melcotube 17 2 0
Lodge roads th ro ugh por-
Murray- tion 12
Prior About
The Ca- Part of the reserved Maroochy 3 0 0
boolture road  through portion
Divisional  119 (selection 3720,
Board on Brisbane District)
account
of Edward
T. Trundle
Ditto ,  on One of  the  reserved roads ditto ... 2 1 0
accountof through portion 122
Edward H. (selection  3721,  Bris-
Arundell  bane District)
No. Applicant Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. it. P.
About
1 The Colonial Part of the read separa -  Cordelia 10 0 0
Sugar ting selection 109 from
Re lining  'selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek  and reserved
through selection 109
2 The The road  separating selec- Cunning- 6 1 15
Glenga ll an tion 1741,  Warwick Dis- ham
Divisional trict, from part of selec-
Board on tion 86.5
account of
Patrick
Horan
3 Ditto ,  on Parts of the  ro ad separa- Ditto ... 7 2 35
account of ting portion 137 irom
John pre-emptive portion 68
Donald and part of selection 865
Macansh i
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried  out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown I ands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
mouths from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Rockhampton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDPLE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Are a.
A. I. P.
1 The Gogango Part of one of the re -  Herbert ... 7 0 0
Z visional served roads through
B.ard on Selection 1812, Rock-
account of  hampton District
A. H. G.
Macdonald
2 Ditto, on Parts of the  re served ditto  ...  13 1 0
account of  ro ad through Selection
R. S. G. 1617, Rockhampton
Macdonald  District
3 Ditto ,  on Part of the  re served ditto .. 2 0 27
account of road through Selection
R. S. G. 1318, Rockhampton
Macdonald  District
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 thy- Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884" wi ll
hold their  Courts .  in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above -recited Act .  at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
209-,
All business in connection with Selections under
"The Crown Lands Al ienation  Act  of 1868" and
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Month.
h
Ap 1
May
June
July ...
August ...
September
October
November
December
ATTRY LANDOFFICSS-
Brisbane. Been-leigh.
Date. Date.
1685. 1885.
Tues .,  3 Wed., 11
„ 7  IF  8
5  IF  13
2;  IF  10
„ 7 8
12
9
4
1
9
It  4
„ 1
It 6
„ 3
It 1
„
„
ofto
„to
Ipswich. Esk.•
KENNEDY  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each nalgnth.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,' the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower  Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters  Towers, the second
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes.
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed.
nesday in each month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in  each month.
At the Land Office, R^ma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office, Aramac ,  the first  Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land  Office, Blackall, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Tambo, the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Isisford, the second  Wednes-
day in each month.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla,  the second
Monday in  each .  month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
Date. Date.
1885. 1886.
Fri., 6 Wed. 1S
10
1
5
3
7
4
2
6
Tues. 19
H
n
16
17
21
4
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
March ...
April ...
May ...
June ...
July .
August : .
September
October
November
December
AT THY LAND OrFICEB- AT POLICY
OFFICE-
Too-
woomba. Warwick .  Dalby. Allora.
Date Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885.
Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri., 27
20 „ 21
25
22
27
24
21
26
23
21
„ 24it  26  IF  29
„ 23
28
26
22to  27
IF  26IF 31
.. 28
25
30
„ 24  IF  27
„ 22 Wed., 23
Date.
1885.
Wed., 25
22
27
24
29
26
23
2s
25
At Miles, the third Thursday  in each month.
At the Land  Office , Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi ,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICYS-
Month.
Oler-
moot Emerald Taroom..
Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885.
March  ...  Thur .,26 Mon .,16 Wed., 4
April  .. „  30 IF 20 IF 1
May .. „ 28  IF  18  IF  6
June  .. .,  26  of15 „ 3
July IF 30 IF 20  IF  1August... IF
X277 IF 17 IF 5September  IF24 IF 21  IF  229 IF 19 „ 7October
I IFNovember  „  26  IF 16  IF  4December „ 31 `  IF 21  IF  2
27 Tues.,7  IF 15
25 Fri., 1  IF 20
22  IF  5  IF 17
27  IF  3  IF 15
24 IF  7  IF 19
28  IF
4
IF 1626 IF  2 IF 21
23  IF  6  IF 18
28  IF  4  IF 16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month,
Spring -  Mt. Banana ,
sure. Britton.
Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1886.
Mon.,23 Fri., 6  Wed., 18
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above  Courts  are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed  places  for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing  Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the  provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
'
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  will ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instrument endorsed
on such  Deed of Grant,  under his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony, describe  the name of the
intended  grantee , to the intent that, by force of
the Act  aforesaid , the correct  name shall be
taken to have been inserted  in the  said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant  and every such dead  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant - 54.818.
Date of Grant-12th March, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Johns Caldwell.
Land granted.-Allotment  10 of section 5, town
of Geraldton.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Joseph Johns
Caldwell, instead of Joseph Johns, the correct
name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the pro visions of  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be  gr anted ,  to the intent that, by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shrill  be taken to
have been inserted in the said  gr ant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
gr ant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-234.49.
Date of Grant-27th February, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Alexander Dennis.
Land granted.-Portion  393, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-10 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  393.
Area-10 acres. a
Commencing at the south corner of portioli 392,
and bounded thence (n the south-east by Cambooya
street bearing 221 degrees 30 minutes ten chains to
a road one chain wide ; on the south-west by that
road bearing 311 degrees 30 minutes ten chains;
on the nort},-west by a line bearing 41 degrees 30
minutes ten chains ; and on the north-east by a line
bearing 131 degrees 30 minutes ten chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions  of " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration  of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument  endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and  the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the name of  the intended
grantee , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  name sha ll  be taken to have
been inserted  in the said grant and  in  every deed
containing  the erroneous  name  ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall  operate and be con-
strued  accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-27468.
Date of Grant-7th November, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Charles Gregory.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley, parish of
Moggill ,  portion 185.
Area-60 acres.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the grantee
having been inserted in the deed as Charles
Gregory instead of Charles William Gregory, the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed ofGrant  mentioned in the sc edule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the  Colony , describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed  containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land granted.-Portion  716. county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED  OF GRANT.
County of  3ferivale , parish of Wildash,  selection
716,  Warwick District, portion  716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing east and distant
two chains from the south -east corner  of portion
320, and bounded thence on the south by a road
bearing east  forty- six chain s  and twelve links; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
seventy-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 bearing west forty- six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing east  nine chains ,  south nine chains
and ten links ,  and west  nine chains ,  and by a road
bearing south fourteen  chains  and ninety links to
the point  of commencement.
2096
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1881.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the sc edule her under
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed sha ll  operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-32,780.
Date of Grant-2nd February, 1877.
Name of Grantee-John Gee.
Land granted.-County  of Churchill, parish of
Brassall , portion 483, being selection No. 1306,
Ipswich District.
Area-81 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall, portion
483,  selection No.  1306,  Ipswich District.
Area-81 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
484, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the south-east by, a line bearing 225 degrees 25
minutes  fifteen chains and seventy-four links to a
road one chain wide; on the south-west by that
road bearing 315 degrees thirteen chains and five
links ; on the north- west  by a line bearing 45
degrees  25 minutes  fifty-one chains and forty-two
links to another road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing east 189 links, and on the
east by a road bearing south twenty-four chains
and seventy-three links east  one chain  ; and thence
south eleven chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTI'JE is hereby liven, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858,' at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "  The 7 i tles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the  date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds  of Grant,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony , describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley, parish of
Kedron, portion 91.
Area-20 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of gedron, portion  91.
Area-21 acres 3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degrees 53 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-nine links ; on the north by portion 88 bearing
270 degrees R minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links; on the west by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-five and a-half links; and on the south by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes seventeen
chains and forty links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-35896.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1878.
Name of Grantee-Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area-159 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox, parish of Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area-162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes thirty chains and
eighty-eight and a-half links ; on the east by a line
bearing south fifty-three chains and two and a-half
links ; on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes thirty chains and forty-three and a-half
links ; and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty-three chains and four links
to the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date  of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name  of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land granted.-Allotment  17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been i serted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Art  of 1858."  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
n such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the 14eal of  the Colony,  describe the area, to the
intent that , by force of the Act  aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
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the said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area ; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
0. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of t•rantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-Allotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23o perches.
1Vature of Error.-The  area of  the land having
-
perches,been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23
-10
instead of 1 rood 25170perches, the correct area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land  Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District 'a ill visit N erang on the second Thursday
in February ,  1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act  of 1876 ofwho may desire to sur-
rendt r their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land
Office of the District the selections aresituated in.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1885.
r
E following Amended Description is substi-tuted for that published in the Government
Gazette  for 1873, Part II., page 1938.
C. B. DUTTON.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION.
85-27 541-S.G.
Laidley.
County of Churchill, parish of Laidley.
43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing at a point bearing 181 degrees
19 minutes and distant 100 links from the south-
west corner of portion 38, and boon led thence on
the west by a road bearing 181 degrees 19 minutes
fifteen chains and twelve links, on the south by a
road bearing 89 degrees 57 minutes thirty chains
and ninty-five links, on the east 1,y a road bearing
336 degrees 54 minutes  nineteen  chains and twelve
links, and on the north by a road bearing 268
degrees  49 minutes  two chains and twenty-five
links, 256 degrees 12 minutes ten chains and
thirty-three links, and west ten chains and eighty
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.THE following Amended Description is substi-tuted  for that published in the Government
Gazette  for 1883, Part II., page 1335.
C. B. DUTTON.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
85-28399-5.0.
On the Wilson River.
Resumed from the Nocatunga West Run.
Gregory South District.
643 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Wilson River
at a point bearing south and distant 150 links from
a post bearing 86 degrees 15 minutes and distant
269 links from a yapunyah -tree marked broad-arrow
over T.R, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing north ninety-six chains and twenty
links, on the north by a line bearing east eighty
chains, on the east by a line bearing south forty-
eight chains and thirty links to Wilson River, and
passing through a post 400 links from said river,
and thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe portions of land in the parish of Balmoral,
to be opened to selection on the 1st December
next, by Proclamation dated 16th October, 1885,
are available  for application at Mitchell, instead
of Roma,  on and  after the date mentioned.
C. B. DUTTON.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE attention f the Public s drawn toSub-sections I and 2 of Section 2 of  "The Crown
Lands Art of  18:34 Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of' the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Rnn, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must  state  whether it is already
surveyed or is u surveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and  six inches in
diameter ,  and such  tree or post must be
maintained  until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th October, 1885.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Rockhampton, 10th November, 1885.
To JAMES COCHRANE.
I T having been rei orted to me that you have notcomplied with the condition of residence in
Rockhampton Distract.respect of your Conditional Selec-Conditional Selection  tion ,  No. 1878, RockhamptonNo. 1878. District, you are hereby calledParish of
of
Archer .
Livingstone . upon to attend the Land Court,
Selected-June ,  1x81. to be held at the Land Office,Confirmed-May, Olase . Rockhampton, on the 11th day
of January, 1886, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, when such evidence will be heard
as you may bring forward  against the  forfeiture of
your conditional  selection  aforesaid.
G. W. YOUNG,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane , 5th December, 1885.
To WILLIAM HUGHES, Rivly, Upper Bundamba.YOU are hereby called upon to attend at he
Land Court, to be held at Brisbane, on
40 Vic., No. 15.
Bri sbane Disirict.
Wm. Hughes.
Homestead.
Portion 38.
Parish Paler.
160 acres.
TUESDAY , the 5th day of Janu-
ary, 1886, at Ten o'clock a .m., and
show cause why your Selection No.
3612, Brisbane District, should
not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the condition
of residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner
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Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
EXAJIIN ATION FOR RAILWAY
SURVEYI,RS.
I T is hereby notified, in accordance with the
undermentioned Rules, that  an examination of
suitable candidates will be commenced at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of April, 1886.
H. C. STANLEY,
Chief  Engineer.
Rules for Examination  of Candi dates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  once a year ,  viz., in
the month of April ,  and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed,
to consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff,
and the Inspecting Surveyor  ;  the names of the
railway surveyors shall be taken in rot_ttion accord-
ing to seniority.
i. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months '  notice in writing of their inten-
tion ,  accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210;  such fees, in  the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony.  The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualifit d for examination
who does not hold a license as surveyor for this or
one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not had
three years '  field experience on railway surveys in
this colonyy
5. Candidates who successfully pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second class licenses
as railway surveyors ,  to be notified in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable
claims for employment in the  Railway  Department
of this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but n t otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor ,  who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they  shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz :-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical examination in use and adjust-
ment of instruments ,  plan drawing, gra-
ding earthwork contents ,  conduct of
surveys ,  field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects of examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chief Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they sha ll  be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent .  of such marks shall be
entitled to a second -class certificate, and those
receiving more than eighty per cent .  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department ,  and who does not hold
a  li cense from the Surveyor -General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months '  notice be given such
officer.
11. Gentlemen holding licenses as railway
sinweyors shall be recognised by the Registrar-
General, and gazetted by him as qualified to effect
surveys under the various Real Property Acts in
force in this colony.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
DIVISION OF WOONGARRA.
IS Excellency the Governor in Council having,
in pursuance of  " The Divisional Boards
Act of  1879" and  "The Divisional Boards Act
Amendment Act of  1882," directed that the first
Board for the Division of Woongarra sho'ild be
elected in the manner prescribed by the said Acts,
and having appointed Robert Johnstone, Police
Magistrate, of Bundaberg, to be the Returning
Officer to conduct such Election, His Excellency
now directs it to be notified for general inormation,
that the following arrangements have been made
for the election of six Members and two Auditors
for the said Division :-
Place of Nomination ... ... Court House,
Bundaberg,
Date of Nomination ... 23rd December, 1885.
Close of Election. ... 13th January 1886.
WM. MILES.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 18th November, 1885.I T is hereby notified thataLand Board Court,
for the purpose of  determining  Rents and for
such other 'business as may  be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the15th day of December proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
FOR SALE at  this Office, New Map of Town of
Toowoomba ,  in two sheets ; price,  is.  each
sheet. Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta  ;  price,
1 s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
FOR Sale  at this Office ,  Re-issue of Map of the
Colony of  Queensland ,  corrected to 1885, in
Six sheets  ;  price, each sheet-coloured 3s. 6d.,
uncoloured 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UN OER  "THE CROWN  LANDS ACT OF
1884."
J
T is hereby notified that an Examination of
 candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor -General 's Office, George street, on MON-
DAY, 18th  January, 1886.
1. Each candidate ,  before entering upon his
examination for a license as Surveyor ,  is required
to produce to the Surveyor -General a certificate
fr om a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of service
and general experience in field duties ,  and his
competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibility . The term  of service must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand ,  and whp can , produce
certificates from the Surveyor -General  of  the Colony
in which  they  have been respectively employed,
that  the work entrusted  to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required
by the  preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying names in full and enclosing with
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same a  fee of £5, together with any testimonials of
professional qualifications they may have previously
obtained, which will be returned after the examina-
tion is completed. Each candidate  is also  required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirments of
the Survey Department.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years  must  also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects:-(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d)  Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(,q) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(h)  The  uses  and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, and of obtaining the true meridian.
(j) Each candidate will be required during
the examination to take an observation for
azimuth by an altitude of the sun, and
to work out the azimuth therefrom.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor and pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd November, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING RESERVE FOR LANDS DE PART-
MENT, MELLUM CREEK.
1`ENDERS will be received at this Office until4 o'clock p.m. on TUESDAY, the 15th
December, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of 420 Rods of Fencing round the Reserve
for the use of the Lands Department at Mellum
Creek.
Separate Tenders required for two rails and
post and four  wires  and post respectively.
PETER McLEAN,
Land Commissioner.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, IaVINEBANK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Herberton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th January,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Police Station at Irvinebank.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Police Station, Irvine.bank."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit,-to be enclosed
by bank drafl'or bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See Clausd I'-in the Ge" e1al Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender, as security for the due perform-
ance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane , 8th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
N s,W POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES,
TOWNSVILLE.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Post Office, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 31st December,
from persons  willing to contract for erection of New
Post and Telegraph Offices at Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Post and TelegraphOffices, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender, is £50. (See clause  1 in the General Con-
ditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state  the time  within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance  of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being  accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute  and deliver  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within  fourteen
days from  the usual  notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing such perform.
ance  ;  otherwise  the Tender will  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
CARPENTARIA ND  Coon DIvIsioN.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY-SECOND SECTION-31
MILES 40 CHAINS TO 50 MILES 40 CHAINS.TENDERS are invited for the construction ofthe Second Section of the Cooktown Railway
from 31  miles 40 chains  to 50 miles 40 chains, in
length 19  miles , in accordance with Plans , Sections,
Drawings, General Conditions , and Specifications,
which may  be seen at  the Offices of the Chief
Engineers, Cooktown and Rockhampton, and the
Office of the Under Secretary  for Railways, Bris-
bane ;  also, at the  Offices of the  Secretaries for
Railways , Sydney and Melbourne,  on and after
MONDAY, the 21st December, 1885,  where also
Forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders ,  endorsed  " Tender for  Second Section,
Cooktown Railway,"  must be deposited at the
Office of the Under Secretary for Railways at
Brisbane ,  not later  than 4 o'clock p m. on FRIDAY,
the 26th Ftbruary, 1886.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
WM. MILES
Secretary for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
ziuu
Under Secretary for Railways' office,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1885.
MACKAY RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR NEWCASTLE COAL.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
December, 1885, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of Three Hundred Tons of Newcastle
Coal for Locomotives for Mackay Railway.
Tenders to be received on printed forms only.
These forms and further particulars may be
obtained at this Office.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, Etc, STATE SCHOOL,
LORD JOHN SWAMP.
'TatENDERS will he received at this Office, andthe Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on THURS DAY, the 24th of De-
cember, from persons willing to contract for the
necessary improvements, &c., at the State School,
Lord John Swamp.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve.
ments,  4'c.,  State School, Lord John Swamp."
Plan; Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, SANDY CREEK.
Irr-`ENDERS will be received at this Office and
!! at the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
f rom persons willing to contract for the erection
of additions to the Teacher's Residence, State
School. Sandy Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School. Sandy Creek."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, SANDGATE.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
at the Court  House ,  Sandgate , until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th of December,from persons willing to contract forhe rection of
Additions to the Teacher's Residence, at the State
School,  Sandgate.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Sandgate."
Plan, Specification, and form of 1 ender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Sandgate.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, WOODFORD.TENDERS will be received at this office, and atthe Provisional School at Woodford, ::nti1
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a State School at Woodford.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for tutate School
at Woodford."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at the Provisional School at Woodford.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or  any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, COOPAItOO.
I ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
of January, from persons  willing  to contract for
the erection of Additions to the State School at
Cooparoo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to State School, Cooparoo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
CAMP FLAT.TENDERS willbe received at this  Office, andat the  State  School, Camp Flat, and the
Police Station at Caboolture, until Four o'clock
p.m. on THURSDAY, the 24th of December.
from persons willing to  contract for the necessary
Improvements, &c., at the State School, Camp
Flat.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender {or Improve-
ments, 4'c., State  School, Camp Flat."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this
Office, at the State School, Camp Flat, and the
Police Station at Caboolture.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under St eretary.
Department  of Pouffe  Instrvetion,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL AND RFSIDENCE, TOWNS-
VILLE WEST.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 24th of
December,  from persons  willing to  contract  for
the Erection of a State School and Residence, at
Townsville West.
'l'enders  to he endorsed  "Tender for State
School and Residence, Townsville West."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary,
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TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilNoon on MONDAY, the 4th January, 1886,
for the Construction of a Cottage for the Light-
keeper, and also a Boat-sliedon "Bay Rock," Cleve-
land Bay.
Plan and Specifications can be seen, and further
particulars obtained, at the Office of the Harbour
Master, Townsville.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1885.
TT OTICE is hereby given, that Fresh Tenders will
be received at this Office until N oon of TUES
I)AY, the 29th December next, for supplying
for the Public Service, in the  several towns and
places hereinafter named, the undermentioned
Articles in such quantities as may  fro m time to
time be required during the year 1886.
Tenders must be made on printed forms, which
may be obtained from the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the towns named.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the Tenderer, and two
persons willing, in the event of the Tender being
accepted, to become  sureties  for the due peiform.
ance of the contract, and to execute within one
month from the notification of the  acceptance of
the Tender, a Bond in such amount as the Govern-
ment  may determine, to secure such due per-
formance.
The envelope containing the Tender must be
endorsed  "Tender,fcr Provisions, 4'c."
Further information may be obtained on appli-
cation at the several establishments for which the
supplies are required.
'eparate Tenders will be required for the articles
enumerate.] under Nos. 1 and 2, respectively.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
The towns and places for which contracts will be
required  are as  follows
The provisions and other  articles  required are
Townsville.
Fresh beef ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
Fresh mutton ...
Suet ... ...
Lard ... ...
Corned bee f ... ... ... ...
Roma.
Toowoomba.
Flour, best Adelaide .,. ... ...
Flour, best Colonial ... ... ...
CONDITIONS.
1. All the articles required by this notice are to
be of the best quality of their several kinds.
2. Beef and mutton must be supplied in such
proportions as may be required.
3. The supplies for immigrants in the different
depots are to be delivered at such times and places
as may be required by the Immigrati,.n Agent, or
local Immigration Ag•-nt, as the case may be
4. The contractor will be bound to furnish any
of the articles tendered for, in such quantities as
may be required, when called upon to do so by the
Government.
5. In the event of a difference of opinion be-
tween the contractor and the party receiving the
Supplies, as to the quality, the matter is to be
decided, in  cases  where the article is not of a
perishable nature, by a Board of Survey, consti-
tuted thus :-The party objecting shall name one
person as arbitrator, tie contractor or his -agent
another, and the persons so named, in the event of
any disagreement will concur in naming a third as
umplr>:i, wh 6 diiuon shall bi fill.
6. If the Board decide that the article is not of
proper quality, it must be immediately replaced
by the contractor ; failing which it will be held at
his risk, and the substitute will be procured by the
depar.ment requiring it, and the expenses charged
to the ccntractor.
7. In the event of any failure or unnecessary
delay on the part of the contractor in supplying
the articles when required. they will be otherwise
procured  and charged in like manner.
8. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or
quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivery
or replacing them when required, will also subject
the contractor, upon the report of the officer in
charge of the establishment ,  to be mulct in a sum
net exceeding one-fourth of the amount of his
monthly account, as the Government may direct.
It will also be in the power of the Government,
upon such repetition, to terminate the contract
forthwith.
9. It will be in the power of either party to
limit the duration of the contract by giving, in
writing, a notice of two calendar months to the
opposite party of his intention to end the contract
at the expiration of that period, it being understood
thit such notice can be given only from the first
day of the month.
10. The contractor will be required to prepare
his own account monthly or quarterly, in the pre-
scribed form, which he will deliver in a complete
state  to the officer receiving the supplies,
11. It will be competent for any contractor, with
the sanction of the Government, to transfer his
contract on the first day of any month, provided
the party accepting the same on his behalf shall,
together with two sureties, execute a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing the due performance of the
contract on the terms and conditions originally
accepted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
r'APER AND BINDING MATERIALS.
'TENDERS will be received at this Office
I until Noon on TUESDAY, the 29th day of
December, 1885, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of Paper and Binding Materials
required by the Government Printing Department
in Queensland, for two years, commencing on the
1st July, 1886.
A list of the probable quantities of each article
required can be obtained on application to the
Government Printer, at Brisbane, Sydney, and
Melbourne, where samples can be seen, it being
understood that in all cases the articles supplied
must be in every respect according to sample. As
this list is only an ap roximate one, the contractors
must supply on demand more of each article,
according to the requirements of the Department.
Tenderers to state the price at which each article
is to be delivered at the Government Printing
Office, Brisbane. One-fourth of the probable
quantity required is to he delivered in the month
of July,  18,S6; one-fourth in January,  1887; one-
fourth in July,  1887; and the remaining fourth
in January. 1888.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within seven da' s from the
notification  of the  acceptance of Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in
the sum of £500.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Printing
sand B'ndinq ]Materials."  and to be addressed to
the Colonial' Secretary, Brisbane.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
... perton
lo'wegt ar any Tender.
S. W. GRY-FITIL
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TOR ItE, vS
CREEK TO HUGHEN DEN (ALONG RAIL-
WAY LINE).
MENDERS  will be received at the Office of
JL' the Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on MON DAY, the twenty-
fifth (25th) day of January next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire, insulators ,  brackets, and
screws ,  and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Torrens Creek to Hughenden (along railway
route), a distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or
less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power  at any time afterwards , before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
. The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see  fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property  caused  by the erection  of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as tar as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant,  materials , and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all  sums of
money, whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the  amount  shall be con-
sidered as  ascertained damages for  breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work
must accompany each Tender,  also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that they will severally  execute  and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on one aide of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches everhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed,  not less  than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (26)  feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not  less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick  coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk  five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied,  and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints or splices to  be made as  directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Officer and his  assistant  as required.
All material  used in  the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane, and
Telegraph Offices, Townsville and Hughenden.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 26th Sepi ember, 1885.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. MACKENZIE, SuTure-
LAND, AND Co., for the construction of the
8th Section of the Northern Railway-from 200
Miles to 2334 Miles - Hughenden, has been
accepted. Amount, £48,186 Is.
WM. MILES,
Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Additions, Hospital, Townsville-FRASER AND
SMITH-£3,293.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Norman-
ton-ANDREW MUEPHIE-£500.
Court House, Laidley-A. SOMERVILLE-
£49015s.
Police Station, Laidley-A. SOMERVILLE--
£532 5s.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
T
HE Tender of J. HOLLANDER for Advertising
at Stations , Queensland Railways, for Two
years  from 1st January, 1886-amount, £1,110 per
annum -has been accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
THE following Tenders for the lease of Refresh-
ment Rooms at the undermentioned Railway
Stations for a term of two years from 1st January,
1886, have been accepted, viz. :-Ipswich-J. WHITE, at £155 per annum.
Grandchester-J. MORAN, at £100  per annum.
Helidon-E.  CAMPBELL, at £240  per annum.
Toowoomba-E. HARRISON, at £250 per annum.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
ON SALE at this Office, and at the respective
Wardens' Offices at Gympie and Ravenswood,
the following Maps
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts, &c.
Price, 2s. 6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st October, 1885.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
N in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment , Central Railway, was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying
costs. If not released on or before TUESDAY,
the 19th January, 1886, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
C( inmissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
OTIC E is hereby given, under the fourteenth
section  of  "An Art to make provision for the
Construction by the Governm(nt (!f Railways and
for the Requlati .n of  the same,"  assented to 3rd
September. 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the First Section of the North Coast
Railway, from junction with  the  Sandgate Railway
(Toombul) to Caboolture, in length 25  miles, 4
chains, and 26 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane, and all parties
interested  in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required  to transmit
to me , at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in c innection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for £ailwai s.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, under the 14th sectionof " An Act to make provision for the Con-
struction  by the Government of Railways and for
the Requl ation  t f, the Same," assented to 3rdSeptember, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
pprimarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Second Section. of the Fassifern
Railway from Harrisville to Dugandan, in length
16 miles 75 chains 721 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Ipswich; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
COOLTOWN RAILWAY.I T is hereby notified or general information,
that the Railway from Cooktown to the
Palmer Road- a distance  of about 31  miles-was
opened for Public Traffic on MONDAY, 30th
November, 1885, on and from which date, until
further notice, Trains will run to the following
Time Table:- Up TRAINS.
Weds .  only. Bats. only.
P.M. A.M.
Cooktown dep. ... ... 12.30 6.0
Palmer  Road arr. ... 3.0 8.30
DowN  TRAINS.
P.M. A.M.
Palmer Road  dep. 6.0 11.30
P.M.
C•ooktown  arr. ... ... 8'30 2.0
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 1st December, 1885.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT  SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora,  Aramac ,  Ayr, Banana ,  Beenleigh,
Blackall, Bogantungan ,  Boulia ,  Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane ,  Bundaberg, Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture,  Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont,  Cleveland, Clifton,  Cloncuurrrryy, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown ,  Cunnamnlla,  Dalby, .
Drayton,  Emerald, Esk ,  Etotl,  Fernvale, Fortitude
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Galley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central Railway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount 1'erry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Nornianton, Nebo, One-mile Creek ((-,ympie),
Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn-
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the underinentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposit- exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  8th December, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners is pub-lished for general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
[Extracts from New Zealand G azette , 19th November,
1885.]
No. 44 of  1885.
VOLCANO ISLAND, CULEBBAS REEF, TONGA.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 14th November, 1885.
THE following letters, received from the British
Vice-Consul at Tonga and Captain W. S. Lane, of
the schooner " Maile," reporting the appearance
of a volcano at Culebras Reef, are published for
general information.
W.J. M. LARNACH.
British Consulate,
Tonga ,  21st October, 1885.
Six,-I have the honour to inform you that on
October 14 ultimo the reef bearing the name of
the Culebras Reef ,  lying fifty to sixty miles to the
1`.N.W. of  the Port of Nukualofa, Tonga, has
become a volcanic island. When last visited it
was estimated to be some four miles long by two
miles wide, and 300 feet high.
I shall be obliged if you will inform all owners
and masters of vessels who clear from your port
for these seas of this fact.
I have, &c.,
HENRY A. SYMONDS,
British Vice -Consul.
The Collector of Customs ,  Auckland.
Queen street ,  Auckland.
D FAR CIS,-I beg to report the existence of a new
island  (volcano ).  The position is in lat .  20° 20' S.,
long. 175° 251  W., by good bearing ,  afterwards
confirmed  by the  bearing from the anchorage,
Nukualofa, from which it  bears ,N,i'.W. ; N.
fotyninb miles.  On 1'hfa l(t h 0Abb ',  it  was
about two miles long and from 100 to 200 feet high,
but continually increasing in size from matter
thrown up by a crater on the E.N.E. side of the
island.
We first observed it on the morning of the 16th
October, and ran within eight miles of it for the
purpose of verifying its position. It was not safe
to go nearer as the wind was falling light and the
current setting towards it, but being a clear day
we were able to get good bearings and note its
exact position. It was still active when we left
Tonga, on the 21st October, and by last reports was
300 feet high and four miles long.
I have, &c.,
W. S. LANE,
Master Schooner " Maile."
To the Collector of Customs.
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS IN THE
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
TT is hereby  notified that applications for the
l Withdrawal  of Deposits cannot be received
between the 1st and 7th  .January inclusive ,  during
which time the Head Office will be closed for the
purpose of preparing the Annual Savings Bank
Accounts.
Deposits will, however ,  be received as usual
during the above time.
Attention is also called  t)  the regulation that
Pass-books must be sent to the Treasury on or
before the 31st January, in order that interest may
be entered, &c. ; and those Depositors who send
their books direct  to the  Treasury ,  and not th rough
a Branch Office, are reminded of the necessity of
enclosing the address to which they wish their
books returned.
E. B. CULLEN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 8th December, 1885.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT
WHARF AND  SHED ,  DUNGENESS.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Lease of theNOTICE Wharf and Shed ,  Dungeness,
will be put up to auction at Ingham ,  at Noon of
MONDAY, 21st  December, 1885.
Conditions  of Sale.
1. The wharf  and shed referred to will be leased
for a term of three years ,  from the 5th of January,
1886.
2. The highest bidder shall ,  subject to the appro-
val of the Colonial Treasurer as to sureties or
otherwise ,  be the lessee.
3. The  lessee, with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond in double the
amount of the annual rent for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid
at the time of sale by the successful bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Sub -Collector of Customs
at Ingham ,  monthly ,  in advance.
5. The  rates for wharfage and storage shall not
exceed :-
INWARDS.
a. d.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton, weight or measure-
ment ... ... ... ... 2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles, per 1,00+) ... ... ... 0 4
Horses and cattle, each ... ... 1 0
Sheep and pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
OUTWARDS.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton ... .. ... 1 0
1  0Sugar. per ton ... ...
Rum, per hogshead ... ... 0 6
Wool, per bale ... ... 0 6
Storage-
Receiving, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Delivering, per ton ... ... 1 0
Stb% a per k pW W&k after the
0 6
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6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of any of the Government Departments,
shall be landed or shipped  free of any  charge for
wharfage.
7. The  lessee will  be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed, subject to ,clause 9  of these
conditions, but no buildings are to be erected on the
ground leased, or on the wharf, without the express
sanction  of the Government.
8. the  lessee will  be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or refuse,
and in  good  and suitable  repair during the tenancy,
reasonable wear  and tear  only excepted, and
should any dania,ge be done to the wharves by any
vessel, or otherwise, such dams a shall be made
rod by the  lessee  to the satisfaction of the
Engineer for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee shall i,ot be at liberty to  assign or
sub-let the  wharf  or shed ,  or any  portion thereof,
without  having  previously obtained the written
consent of  the Colonial  Treasurer.
10. The Officers of  Customs , the Harbour
Master , and other  officers  in the Public Service,
and all persons acting  under their orders, shall
have-free  access to  the wharf for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Custoins shall have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods  and passengers'
ugggage landed from vessels discharging at the
wharr.
12. Office accommodation will be provided for
the Landing Waiters in Charge, but the lessee
shall provide  all  materials  and labour required by
them for  examining ,  weighing,  g'iuging , marking,
racking and repacking goods, in terms of clause 87
of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
13. The wharf to be open for the  use of vessels
for loading  or unloadi  in the  order  of their
arrival,  from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Vessels carrying
mails under contract  with the Queensland Govern-
ment to hare precedence over all other  vessels.
14. Should the rent at any, time  be more than
one month iii arrear,  or should  the lessee  wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease ,  the Govern-
ment shall ,  in the  former case , have the right to at
once enter upon and  take  possession  of the wharf
and premises ,  and in the  latter case to enter and
take possession  on the expiration  of one month's
notice  given after  such  infringement.
15. In  the event  of the Government  resuming
possession  of the  wharf and  shed  for non -payment
of rent or other  infrin gement of  the  lease , the bond
entered into by the  lessee and his sureties , as pro-
vided  for in clause  3 of these  conditions ,  shall not
be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 17th November, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
IT  is hereby notified for general information thatapplications will be received  by the  Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigra tion Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions ,  from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wage s  proposed to be paid.We several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts ,  and to
communicate  weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Bgis ue ,  in order  that they mgy be in a,  ppsitipn
do -*Aurd employers every ftc4ity in procuring the
description of labour they may require..
..
.,
S. W. GR 'FITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 11th  December, 1885.
T
HE following  Scale of Fees, to be charged and
recovered by the  Registrar of Titles under the
provisions  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861 "
and  " The Real Property Act of  1877,"  has been
approved by His  Excellency the Governor in
Council.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
As to Applications to bring land under the Act, in
addition to, and independent of all charges for
advertising.
£ s. d.
When title  consists of land grant only-
for app lication and issue of each cer-
tificate  ... ... ... ...  1 0 0
When title  is of any other  description - On application.
If value  does not exceed  £ 100 ... ... 0 5 0
If value  exceeds  £ 100, but does not ex-
ceed  £200 ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
If value exceeds  £ 200 ... ... ... 0 15 0
For each certificate of title  issued on any
such application  ... ... ... 1 0 0
Aarurance  fund feed.
Upon bringing any land under the provi-
sions  of the pct, and upon  anyjtrans
mission by will or intestacy-in the
pound sterling of value ... ... 0 0
As to  dealings  with  land already neater the Act.
For every  certificate  of title,  or registration
0+l
abstract issued  ... ... 0 10 0
For the receipt ,  noting ,  and entry ,  includ-
ing  re gistry ,  on one deed of every
memorandum of transfer or re4uest
for proprietor 's title  ... ... ...  0 7 6
For each  registration after the  first,  re-
quired under same instrument ... 0 2 6
For the receipt ,  noting ,  and entry ,  includ-
ing  registry ,  on one deed of every
transfer and charge  ... ... ...  0 15 0
For each registration after the first, re-
quired under the same instrument ... 0 7 6
For the receipt ,  noting, and entry ,  includ-
ing registry ,  ox one deed of every bi ll
of mortgage ,  bill of encumbrance,
lease, nomination of trustees ,  caveat,
record of ntarrisge , death,  or insol-
vency ,  declaration of trusts or owner-
ship ,  any direction, li ce nse ,  or order
of the Supreme Court, any judgment
or writ ... ... ... ... ...
For each registration  of above,, after the
0 7 6
first ,  required under same instrument 0 5 0
For the receipt,  noting,  and entry,  includ-
ing registry,  on one deed  of every
transfer or  release of a bill of mort.
gage, charge,  or bill of  encumbrance,
transfer or surrender of lease, power
of attorney ,  revocation order ,  cancel-
lation of judgment, writ,  caveat, or
registration abstract  ... ... ,..
For each  registration of above, after the
0 5 0
first, required under  same instrument 0 2 6
For every search when the volume and
folium is given ... ...
For every  general  search  ... ... .
For the inspection of every  ten  titles fol-
0
0
0
1
6
0
lowing upon  a general search 0 2 6
On deposit of any will or other instrument
for safe custody  only ... ... ...
For every map or plan deposited...
For the exhibition or retu rn  of any instru-
ment deposited ,  or for exhibiting any
0
0
5
5
0
0
application  or deed surrendered ... 0 5 0
For every search with reference only to a
map or plan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
For certified copy, first five folios, per
folio of seventy-two words ... ...  0 5 0
For every folio, or part  folio,  after first five 0 0 8
For every instrument drawn o  parchment 0 2 6
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Colonial Secretar 's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
rrHE following Returns of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich are published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RETURN FOR TUE WEEK ENDING 28TH DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ...  409
Number since admitted  .. ... ...  2
Number returned from leave  ... ...  I
" C" Company.
Private DAVID  SKINNER  is transferred to  "A"
Company, Rockhampton. 8th December, 1885.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
Maryborough Cadet Corps.
J. LENNON
to be Colour-Sergeant. 30th Nov. mber, 1885.
L. JNNKINS and
E TAYLOR
to be Sergeants .  30th November, 1885.
NORTH KENNEDY DIVISION.
" C" Company.
J. W. ELCOATE
412 to be Acting Captain. 3rd December, 1885.
Number discharged ... ... ...
Number died  .. ... ... No. 224.
Number absent on leave ... ... 1 DURING the  absence on  duty of the Commandant
tith s f th ffice ll b erformed bd t
1
ye u o a o wi e pe
Lieutenant-Colonel Drury, C.M.G.
Number remaining at date hereof ... 411 By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER Captain
Admission duri.p  the week :
, ,
Brigade -Major.
Jno. Luck,  75, blacksmith  ;  from Brisbane Hospital ;
last employed by Mr.  Petrie.
Re-admitted :
Mary Ann Gallagher ,  60, widow.
Ducharged  during the week:
Nil.
Deaths during  the week :
Nil.
RETURN FOR  TEE WEEK ENDING  5TH DAY OF
DECEMBER, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Repo rt ... ... 411
Number since admitted  ... ... ... 4
Number xeturned from leave ... ... 1
416
Number discharged ... 4
Number died ...
Number absent on leave 1
6
Number remaining  at date hereof ... 410
Admissions during the week :
Fredk .  Schmokel,  61, labourer  ;  from Brisbane and
Gayndah  Hospitals  ;  no employment for some time
past. Be-admissions:
Saml. Lent, 76, labourer ; from Roma.
By. Clears, 74, groom, &c.; from Goondiwindi.
Wm. Tough,  51, farmer , &c. ; from Chinchilla.
Discharged during the week :
Jno. Gill, 68; admitted 15th September, 1885.
Christian  Henzel,  87 ; admitted 15th St ptember, 1885.
Jonathan Mallett, 59; admitted 29th October, 1885.
H. W. Hutton, 47; admitted 24th January, 1884.
Death during  the week :
Wm. Guppy, 68, gardener ; admitted 5th November,
1885, from Toowoomba Hospital.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By COLONEL G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G.,  B.A., Com-
mandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1885.
No. 223.THE following changes will take effect from the
dates mentioned hereunder :--
IPSWICH FIELD BATTERY.
The resignation of Corporal JosEY has been
accepted .  6th December, 1885.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" D " Company.
Private ALEXANDER DUNCAN SILLARS is trans-
ferred to " E " Company .  30th November, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 44 of  1885.
DREDGING OPER&TIONS, PORT DENISON.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the  Dredge is
now at work off the end of the Jetty at
Bowen ,  and that vessels can pass on  either side of
her.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports  and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  8th December, 1885.
General Re stry Office,
Brisbane , 7th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified forpublic information, thatthe Reverend MICHAEL JOHN BARRY, a
Minister  of the Roman Catholic  Denomination,
having removed from Gympie, in the Registry
District of Gympie, to Springsure ,  in the Registry
District of Springsure, has given me due notice
thereof ,  in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 12th  December, 1885.
' OTICE is hereby given that I intend, on or
I after the 5th day of January  next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th  section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861, "  to issue in the
name  of Edward Collins, a Provisional Certificate
of Title numbered 4,087, for 56  acres , portion 66,
parish of Allora, and more particularly described
in Register Book, volume 39, folio 105, the said
original Certificate of Title having been lost or
mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given that I intend, on or
N after the fifth day of January next, in
conformity with the provisions of the 95th  section
of  "The Real Property Act of  1861,"  to dispense
with the production of duplicate Bill of Mortgage
No. 10706, from Edward Collins to John Clark
Swanstoa Heagarty ,  over the Lands described in
Certificate of Title No. 4087, Register Book, Vol.
39, folio 105, being portion No. 66, parish
of Allora,  and wi ll  then permit a release to be
endorsed upon the original of the said Bill of Mort-
gage in this Office, upon the said Certificate of Title,
and in the Register Book, Vol. and folio aforesaid,
which entries will complete the registration of the
said release ; the said duplicate Bill of Mortgage
having been lost or mislaid,
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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SALE UNDER THE 174TH SECTION OF
"THE CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermen-tioned Forfeited Goods will be sold by Public
Auction, at the City Auction Mart, Brisbane, on
the 14th day of December, 1885. in accordance
with the provisions and authority of the said
Act
Ex " ELIZA MARY," FOR S .  S. ISLANDS.
70 Revolver  Cartridges
100 Rifle ditto
5 lbs.  Bu llets
5 I-lb. tine Powder
2 Revolvers
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane,
7th December, 1885.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I
N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
" The District Courts Act of  1867,"I do hereby
appoint the undermentioned days for holding Dis-
trict Courts at the several towns and places in the
Northern District during the year 1886.
Criminal Sittings. Civil Sittings.
MACKAY.
Thursday, 11th February Thursday, 11th February
Wednesday, 4th August Wednesday, 4th August
Wednesday, ht December Wednesday, 1st December
TowNsvI LIE.
Wednesday, 17th February` We inesday, 17th February
Wednesday, 7th July Wednesday, 7th July
Monday, 15th November Monday, 15th November
CHARTERS Towxas.
Tuesday, 23rd February Tuesday, 23rd February
Tuesday, 13th July Tuesday, 13th July
Monday, 22nd November Monday, 22nd November
HUGRENDEN.
Friday, 5th March Friday, 5th March
Tuesday, 5th October Tuesday, 5th October
RAVENSWOOD.
Thursday, 11th  March
1
Thursday, 11th March
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
CAIRNS.
Monday , 15th  March Monday , 15th March
Thursday , 14th October Thursday, 14th October
HEBBERTON.
Friday, 19th  March  Friday, 19th March
Monday, 18th October  Monday, 18th October
Tnoa* BOROUGH.
Monday, 22nd March Monday, 22nd March
Thursday, 21st October Thursday, 21st October
PORT DOUGLAS.
Wednesday, 24th March
Saturday , 23rd ' ctober
Wednesday, 24th March
Saturday, 23rd October
COOxTOwN.
Tuesday , 13th April Tuesday, 13th April
Monday, 26th  July Monday, 26th July
Tuesday , 9th November Tuesday, 9th November
r ORMANTON.
Monday , 5th April Monday, 5th April
Monday , 5th November Monday, 5th November
BowE 1f.
Tuesday , 20th April Tuesday, 20th April
Wednesday , 11th August Wednesday, 11th August
Tuesday,  7th December Tuesday, 7 tl, December
A. B. NOEL,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
27th November, 1885.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney-General.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 1st December, 1885.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.NOTIC  E is hereby given ,  that John Jackson, ofStephen street, Melbourne , in the Colony of
Victoria ,  has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade  Marks Act
1884 ,"  to register in Class 43, in respect of Lager
Beer ,  a Trade Mark, of which the following is a
representation:-
4,;
po L4 @FL
4041aTalt O
0
•
The Trade Mark differs from the above  re pre
sentation inasmuch as the outer rim and the inner
band on which are the words " Milwaukee Lager
Beer," also the groundwork on which " Milwaukee
Brewing Association "  is printed is red .  The band
on which are stars is blue, as also are the words
"New Label," "Trade Mark," and„Registered. "
The flags are the British red ensign and that of the
United  States of America, composed of the usual
colours .  Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless
before the expiration of four months  from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant for registration of
this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
It is  hereby  further notified ,  that a representa-
tion of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibi-
tion at the Patent Office,  Queen street, Brisbane.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Town Hall, Mackay,
1st December, 1885.
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
OTICE is hereby given,  under clause 219 of
" The Local Government Act  of 1878," that
the Council of the Municipality of Mackay intend
borrowing,  under  the provisions of  " The Local
Works Loan Art of  1880,"  a sum of  One Thousand
Pounds (£1,001), for the purpose  of erecting a
Market on the Reserve.
Plans and  Estimates may be seen  at the Council
Chambers.
By order,
2068
WM. GEO. HODGES,
Town Clerk.
58.
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.NOTICE is hereby given, under clause 219 of" 1 he Local /Gvernment  Act of  1878," that
the Council of the Municipality of V ackay intend
borrowing, under the provisions of  " The Local
Works Loan Act of  18811,"  a sum  of Fifteen Thou-
sand Pounds (£15,000), for the purpose of sup-
plying Water to the Town.
Plans and Estimates may be seen at the Council
Chambers.
2069
By order,
WM. GEO. HODGES,
Town Clerk.
Ss.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.
"± CROWN 1AN1)S ACT OF  1984."
LAND Co,& uSSION BBS' COUNTS.
T is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " will hold their  Con.  ` its, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " wi ll also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
186.
District . Jan. iaeb.
Allora ... ... Wed. 37 Wed.
Aramac ... ... Tues. $ Tues .
Banana . ... Wed. 20 Wed.
Beenleigh ... Wed. 13 Wed.
Blacka ll  ... ... Tues. 6 Thee .
Bowen ... Thum.  2B 'll'6p=s.
Brisbane ... ... Tnft- 4 'l`udr.
Bundaberg ... aut. 9 flat ,
Burketown ... Wed. 6 W*CCairns ... Wed. 13 Wed.
Cardwell'
Ch l ill
... Mon. 11
ar ev e
ow "Ps  To`rirb 1 ' .
nt.
Coo y n
Cuin a`mnlla ...
Dalby , .. ...
GlrpiadshG6.  ..
Gkdatope .
CboudiWindi ..
He gbdflddu :.:
efoI i rd ... ...
*eryboroegh ...Miles
lliitoheu .. :::
Mount Button
Nerraangt .. ...
Normanton ...
Pert
D}p
udck>u in T ...
Rona ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrende ...
Sprinnggrrure
Stanttiori%e ...
Surat ... ...
Thai ;.  29 Tuns .  $5 Tb M.  $5 Mina .  2h Thurs. 27 Thurs. 24 Th  .  29 Thurs. 26 Thu) e. 30 Thugs. 28 Thule .  35 Thurs. 30
Wl 13  10 Wed. 10 pd. 14 ed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. S Wed. I3 Wed .  10  Wed. 8
aH6d. 11
an. 6 Iron .  Q Mon  .2 Hon .  0 Mon  14 Mon. 3 Non  9 Mon .  13 Mon .  ll, ton  8 Mon 13
FFJII 9Q P11. 18  PA.  46 Fri .  30 Fi. 28 Fri .  2.5 Fri .  39 Pri. 27  M.  24  M .  39 Fri. $6 Fri. 24
oA. . 15  New  IF Men; i8 Has. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon .  18 Mon .  16 Mon. 20
Toes  I  Tup .  16 Tues .  18 ... Tues .  20 ... Tues .  21 ... Tues. 16
Tnifr. 1 Wb 'fh s Thera. 13 Ines .  11 Tues. 8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10  Taos. 14 Tues .  12 Wed .  to Tues. 14Wed. 'Ifed.  s W&1. $,
'Whed.  7 Wed .  S Wed. 2 Wed .  I Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3
Wed. 1Thurs. 2Q um 7 Fri. 26 TF i .  23 w  .  281 TI.  . 25 F . 233& Thurs. 22
4
ure.  2P Thurs
2 3
Fri.
h 2
Thurs.
l 5Ig , Wed.7 Wed. 4 6 Wed. AWOO. 4 Wed. 3 Wed
8 Wbd. 8  Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed . 6 Wed .  8 Wed. 1
T4 $ Thep
29
Tu.  4 Tues .  I  Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
ed. 26 Wed. 80 Wed. 26 Wed. 25 Wed. 29  Wed. $7  Wed. $4 Wed. 29. 2'! 1 bd .  WW1. 31  Wed.  W
.M. B 4  Fri. 6 PA .  9 Frt .  7 Fri .  4 M. 2 M. 6 Fri. 8 Fri.. 1 Frt. 5 Fri. 3Yed.  10, 10 sped.  10 Wed .  14 Wed .,  12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wpd .  8 Wed .  13 W6d ,  10 Wed. 8
Thttrs . l4 re . i Thith . 11 Thurs .  9 Thurs .  13 Thurs .  10 Thurs. 8 Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9 Thurs .  14 Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9
Fri. lib lkt .  19 Ail .  10 1M. 19 PA .  21 Fri .  18 M. 16 Fri .  20 Fri ,  17 M. 15 Fri .  19 Fri. 17
nrs 3 p rs  ],$  Thurs .  l Ours. 20 Thurs .  17 Thurs .  15 Thu! e. 19 Thum 16 Thurs .  21 Thurs .  l8 Thum 16
rF' 1: 1g_  12 FrI .  Fri. 14 Fri.  11 Fri .  9 k 13 Fri. 10 Fd .  8  J.I. 12 Sat. 11Wm
' $Pi.B t. 2 5  Prl, 2 Fri. 7 FrL 4 Fri.  2  ftj,  6 Fri .  3 1  hi.  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 13  / 4. 10 Wed.  10 Wed.  14 Wed.  12 Wed. 0 Wed.  14 Wed.  11 Wed.  9 Wed is  Wed. 10 Wed. 8
1
vle:
11
Wed. 13
Tues. 1%
Men. d
Mon. $0
Sat. 2
Thurs. 28
'rues.
Taro om  ... Wed.
Tenniniins ... Wed. is
Thargomindsh..., W 6
Toowoomba Mbn . 26
Townsville  ...  TbArs.1}4
Warwick ... ...  Tues. 3286
nrs.11 , Thurs .  8 Thurs .  10 ... Tllurs . 12 Thurs .  14 Thurs. 9Toes. 9 7'fi .  9 Thb%-13 'then 11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Ties .  10 Trier.  14 Tues .  12 Wed.  10 Tues. 14S&L3 Wed ,  0 Wed .  7 Wed .  5 Wed . 3  Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed, 1 Weil .  6 Wed. • 3 Wed. 1
uftrs.  4, Tour's .  Thu e. 1 Thurs .  6 Thurs. 3 Thurs .  1  Thurs .  5 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Wet .  10- edd.  10 iged .
12 Mon. 10 Sion.
Wed-.  12 Wed .  19
Wed. 14
12 Mon. 9
Wed .  11
Mon. 13
WMon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon.ed .  3 Wed. 10 Wed. 13
Tues. 13 '11rgs.  1p Tues .  20 Tues .  18 Tues .  15 Tu s .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  21 Tues .  19 Tues .  16  Tues.  21
Mbn.  I  on .  I  Mon .  5 Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon. 6 lion .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
)(pu .  22 Mon .  22 Tues .  27 Tues .  25 Non .  28 Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon .  27 Mon. 26 Mon. 22 Mon. 27
PA.  5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2 Fri.. 7 Fri.  4 Fri. 2 Fri .  6  M.  3 Fri .  1 P 1. 5 Fri. 3
Thurs .  25 Thurs .15 Thurs .  29 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  24 Thurs .  29 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  30 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 30
Tyyeaee.  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4  The..  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tires .  7 Tues .  5  The..  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 8 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed .  12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Wed.
2
Wed . ;9 Wed. 7 Wed .  5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed . 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
1[on. S$  Mon .  19 Mon .  31 Mon .  21 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Men .  24D  Mon .  25 Mon .  22 Mon. 20
Thii ;. 11, T1Surs.  U Thurs . &  Thurs .  13 Thurs .  10 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9 Thurs .  14 Thurs .  1,1 Thurs. 9
Tues. 23 Tues. 38 Twee .  20 Tues .  25 Tues .  22 Tues .  27 Tues .  24  The..  21 Tues .  26 Tues .  23 Tues. 21
•  The Courts msr'ted  thus  safe only  held  for the purpose of dealing with app lications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
In the event of any of the above days fallitlg on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ., when neeee y,  ii1 addilaon to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DO TTON.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFL$ NOTICE.
KS1464c is,  that appli atidn has been made to bring the Land described below under the
A provisions  of ,, Vie Real Prdparli  4-oft of 1861  and 1877 ." Any  person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge,  by himself or his attorney ,  A Ca'e at in'otin  13 of said  Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and situation of  Land. Name  of-Applicant. Date  within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
6 sure 2  t6ckls 36  perches ,  being allotment  1 of section  I  Henry Charles Thorburn
26, town of Maryborough
Re'dttar of Titles' Office,
risbsue ,  12th December, 1885.
March .  April .  May. June .  July. August . Sept .  Oct. Nov.
Wed. 24 rued.  21 Wed. 26 *id.  23 Wed. 2 Wed. h5 Wed. 22 Wed. 97 Wed. 2434
3 Tues.  3 Tues.  6 Tues. 4 Tues. 1 Tues.  6 Tues. 3 Tues.  7 Tues.  6 Tues. 2
17  '1'hnlu. 18 Wed. 21 Wed. 19 Wed .  16 Wed . 21 Wed .  1 Wed .  15 Wed . 2q Wed. 17
10 wed. 10  Wed .  14 Wed.  11 Wed.  9 Wed. 14  Wad. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 13 Wed. 10
t Tyree.  $ Tues .  6 Tues. 4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tubs 3  Tues. 7 Tues .  5  Tam.  2
TWO. 26  '!'hurl .  32 Thurs .  27 Thurs.  it  Thurs .  22 Thurs .  26 Thud .  33 Vhuia . 2B  Th urs. 25
'rues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues. 1 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues .  b Tues. 2
13  Ut  IS Sat .  10 Sat. 8 Sat. 12 Sat .  10 sat .  14 Sat .  11 Sat. 9 Sat. 13
-3 We). 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  5 Wed .  2 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed . 1 Wed.  6 Wed. 3
10 Wdd .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed .  13 Wed. 10
Dec.
Wed. 22
Tues. 7
Wed. 15
Wed. 8
Tues. 7
Thurs. 23
Tues. 7
Sat. 11
Wed. 1
Wed. 8
Mon. 8 ... Mon .  10 ... Mon .  12 ... Mon .  13 ... Mon. 8 ...
3 Tues . 6  Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
I
.
9 'rues . 13 Tues .  11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10  The..  14 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
12th  Janaaiy, 1886.
Registrar of Titles.
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The Brassall Divisional Board 's Office,
Ipswich ,  27th November, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION QF NEW ROAD.
II'S
Excellency  the Gover i  or, with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance of the
provisions  of "  The Public  Works Lands Resumption  Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any  parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the  -Chairman  of the  Brassall Divisional Board the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said road ,  and their cl ims for compensation on accci}nt thpreof ,  Within sixty
(60) days from the date of service of this not i ce ; and the said parties are Further informed tat the
Chairman of the Brassall  Divisional  Board is wil ling to treat for the purchase of the land which has
been resumed -and the 'damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
Boor OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  ACROSS THE BsISBANB  RIVER ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes  of North  and Sahl, pounties  of Churchill  and Stanley,  District  of l4oretou.
'
1 O M (
Description of Road.
v
c
i a j;
1 From the wrath-west 90 North
corner of portion 90, and
parish of North ,  no rt h- ` 95,
easterly through per-
tiene 96 at d 95 to 'the
Brisbane River
f -
2  Prom the Brisbane  giver 7 Bahl...
nQrthprly to a reserved
ro
Dili portion  ?,  parish
Now Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .IBearings. Lengths. Ov Area .  Remarks.
Ohs. Lks .  Links ...  i. v.
Freehold Mart in M. Fahy 900 0' 6 00 100 6 0 23 Unimproved
Fahy 60° 0' 13  00 forest land
109° 0' 4 90
460 301 it  bo
30° 16' 16 00
92° 30Y 7 50 irregu-
lar
Ditto  ...  John Harris ,  J. Harris ,  20' 0' 3 00 irregu- 2 1 0 Ditto
junr .  junr .  S39° 0 '  7 50 tar
19° 0' 6 33
A Plan  and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be se4n at tb  )foe of the Pl.FV
of Petty  Sessions in-1 swicb.
R. TALLON,
Chairman.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation Branch,
$ riapnne,  A ph December, 1$85.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY 01? RUNS IN TfiE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
TR  Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are  hereby  required  to pay  forthwith into the Treasury,at Brisbane ,  the amou s specified in eowieetion with their respective Runs ,  in accordance with the
provisions  of the  sixty -first clause of the  An 88  Vie., No. 10.
Attention is called to `the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeiVI-1
Area in
Name  of Lessee .  Name of  *no. District .  Square  Amount.
Miles.
Frederick William Armytage
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ..
Lloyd Jones ,  Molesworth Richard
Greene, and Alexander Falconer
Sullivan
DittoDitioDitto
Ditto ...
James  Rutherford ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
John McEnty re,  Junior ...
The Queensland National
(Limited)
Patrick Durack ... ...
Bellmore ... ...
opdaThree- Pioneers ...
C6w$ra :.: ...
ClaytonTi4ia stray I :•.East ...
e
Humebo West ...
... Warrego  ...
., ditto ...
... ditto  ...
... ditto  ...
... ditto  ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto  ...
... ditto  ...
Tinderry North ... ...
D,ynevor Dowps North...
G ..7'he ap .
Mulga South
Back Dundee
Back Dundoo
... Wild
Bank Moble North
... ditto  ...
... ... ditto ...
ditto
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
... ditto ...
... ... ditto  ...44o... ... .  .,.
... ... ditto ...
Mongarlo ... ... ...  ditto  ...
£  S. d.
... 91  22 15 0
... 60 15 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 70 17 10 0
... 43 10 15 0
... $5; P 1 9
... 5th 12 10
... i2&  10 12 6
87 21 15 0
... 491 2 7  Q
... 61  $ 15 0
... 29 7 5 0
... 40 10 0 0
... 25 6 5 0
... 42j 10 14 6
'... 66 16 1' 6
... 87; 21  16  3
... 33 8 5  .0
2110
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.  For fu llparticulars ,  see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
CHARTERS Towsas-New  Court House,  Erection ...
ARRAMAC--Police Quarters,  Erection  ... ... ... ...
WINTON-Store ,  Etc., Water Supply Department,  Erection
CLBRMONT- Bridge  over Lagoon,  Erection ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
14th  November, 1885
21st November, 1885
Ditto
28th November, 1885
GATTON-Court House,  Removal  and Re -erection ... ... 5th December, 1885
ToWNSVILLLB- Quarantine Station ,  Quarters for Caretaker  ...  Ditto
BANANA- Post and Telegraph Office, Kitchen
MARYB0R1IUaH- Post Office, Verandah
CooRrowN- Police  Barracks,  Stables, ke.
THURSDAY ISLAND-Gaol, Additions
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court  House ,  Charters
Towers.
18th  December, 1885.
(Works Office,  Brisbane,
Police Station ,  Aramac,
and Court  House, Black-
all.
118th December, 1885.
Works  Office , Brisbane, and
Court  Houses , Winton
and Townsville.
18th December, 1885.
Works Office ,  Brisbane.
23rd December, 1885.
Works Office ,  Brisbane.
{ 23rd December, 185.
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court House ,  Townsville.
23rd December, 1885.
Works  Office, Brisbane, and
Post Office, Banana.
23rd December, 1885.
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Post Office ,  Maryborough.
31st December, 1885.
' Works Office ,  Brisbane, and
Court  House, Cooktown.
31st December, 1885.
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court  House ,  Thursday
Island.
8th January, 1886.
EDWARD I)EIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861  AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the  Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must  do so by lodging a caveat at my Ole on  or before  the day  speci fied.
Name  of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1884.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
1886.
Patrick Michael Martin ,  18 Dec .  William Andrew Martin ,  All otment 4,  motion  16, town of Fee-simple Will dated 4 Janu -  26 Jan.
late of Woolahra ,  of Herberton ,  grazier Townsvi lle  ;  subdivision 4 of ary, 1883; and c o-
grazier portion 280, parish  ,  of Rock -  dicils 12 January
hampton  ;  and one undivided and 16 May, 1883
moiety of the fo ll owing allot-
ments ,  viz :-1, 2, 4, 8, and 9 of
section 9: 6, 7,12 , 13,14 , 15, and
16 of section 11 :  1, 2, and 14 of
section 12: 1, 7, 18,  19, 20, 28, of
section 18: 8 and 11 of section
14: 1 and 4 of section 15: 4 of
section 19: 1, 3, and 4 of section
20: and 1 of section 21, town of
Herbe rt on ;  and allotments 14
of section 2: 2 of section 3: and
2.4, 5, and  6  of section 4, town of
Watsonville
1879.
William Nicholls ,  late of 27 Jan.
Lytton ,  near Brisbane,
licensed victualler
1885.
George Richardson .  late 1 July
of South Brisbane,
draper
Farrand Haig ,  late of
Herbert River , grazier
1884.
21 Nov.
Lucy Ann North Sully,
wife of John  Sully, of
Brisbane
Peter McLean ,  of Bris-
bane, Land Commis-
sioner ,  and John
Irving ,  of Brisbane,
clerk
Henry  Geoffrey Haig, of
Ingham ,  grazier, and
James MoRea Sheri-
dan
Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of por-  Fee-simple As administratriz... 12 Jan.
tion 91,  parish of Bulimba ; sub-
divisions 17 to 20 and 36 to 41 of
po rt ion 167x ;  and subdivisions
6 to 16 of section 7 of port ion
93, parish of Yeerongpi lly
Portions 323, 3246  and 314,  parish Fee-simple Will dated 11 June, 19 Jan.
of Moffatt  ;  and subdivisions 19
and 20 of suburban allotment
136, parish of South Brisbane
Partioulars of
Will
or otherwise.
188.5
Portions 179, 216,  and 284,  parish Fee -simple  Will dated 29  De- 26 Jan.
of Cordelia  cember, 1893
Registrar of Titles '  Office , THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane,  12th December,  1885. Registrar  of Titles.
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WP.,k enrlirlk 6th Dec .,  1 ...
Correspo .  i ng +reex last year
increase ... ... ...
L'eerease .,.
t 86  -Tits]  rrHfic to late ...
t r3N4 - Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Week ending 6th Dec., 1385 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1185 -Total  Traffic to date ... ...
1184  -Ditto ditto ... ...
Tota l Increase
Week  ending 6th Dec.,  1885 ... 66
Corresponding  week last year... 66
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1845-Total Tratiie to date ...
BUN!ABERG RAILWAY.
Total.
£7,844 5 7
42,471 5 6
37,380 7 4
£5,140 18 2
£  a. d. £ a. d . £  a. d. £ a. d.
46 6 8 108 16 2 4 6 1 159 8 11
51 4 5 125 0 2 3 12 11 179 17 6
0 13 2
4 17 9 16 4 0 ...
1884-Ditto ditto ... ... ...
Total Decrease
Week ending 6th Dec., 1885 ...
Jorresponding  week last yeur..
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
369 422 0 8 2,451 8 7
317 433 6 1 2,277 3 11
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease
185 -Total L`rafo tedate ...
1884  -Ditto  ditto ...
TRAFFIC EAR' ] N G S.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
No. of
Aileq open
for rratac.
2,527 9 9 ...  2,356 1 5
663 2,197 3 7 5,063 13 8 26510 3 7,526 7 6
553  2,058 19  1 7,591  3 5 232  6 5 9,882 8 11
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
Y a. d. 9 a. d. £  it.  d. £ s. d.
Fassenera '  Goods and Give Parcels and
Fares .  dtoek. miscellaneous.
138 4 6 33 3 10
... 340,997 8 9
,. ... 333,153 3 2
£  e. d. £ a. d. £ e. d. £ e. d.
77 235 2 5  621 9 2 18 2  10 874 14 5
77 192 8 0 627 17 9 10 18 8 831 4 5
..
.., ll 5 5 ... 24 9 9
42 14 5
6 8 7
7 4 2 43 10 0
167,473 18 9
145,397 7 5
Tote  1 Increase
Week ending 6th Dec .,  1885 ... 170
Corresponding week last year 127
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
£  it. d. £ e. d. £ r. d.
466 3 7 1,196  2 10 39 17 10
395 11 5 1,144 9 6  49  6 10
70 12 2 51 13 4increase...
Decrease ...
Iw85 -rota) Craffi• todxte ...
1884-Ditto ditto ...
note t Inc rease
Week ending 6th Dec.. 1885 ...
Corresponding week last year...
0 9 0
£22,076 11 4
£ a. d.
1,702 4 3
1,580 7 9
121 16 6
85,072 14  4
58,492 14 4
£26,580 0 0
MACKAY RAILWAY.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £  it.  d.
31 51 6 5 60 0 2 3 10 6 114 17 1
Increase ... ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ... ...
1885-Total  Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Week ending 6th Dec., 1885 ...
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
15 10 3 49 2 2
-20 8 7
8,23410 9
... 9,105 6 9
£870 16 0
£  s. d. £ a. d.
37 9 6 2,91018 9
6119 3 2,772 9 3
138 9 6174 4  8
£ a. d.
1 0 1
... ,.,
£1,678 2 0
£ a. d.
65 12 6
F. CUR1rNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Tinder Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 9th December, 1885.
TENDERS.
ENDERS  are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works.
Gazette.
Natu re  of Work. Date of  Gazelle  contain-] ins original  notice.
For full particulars, see  Government
Place and Date to which Tenders
can be  re ceived.
Stores , &c., required for the use of the Maryborough and
flnrrum Railway
Also, for the Central Railway, Rockhampton ...
Also ,  for the  Northern  Railway, Townsville  ... ...
A lso, for the Bundaberg Railway ..
Also, Timber required for the use of the Central  Railway,
Rockhampton J
Rolling -Stock, Maryborough  and Bundaberg Railway
Weste rn Extension ,  Contract No. 9 ... ...
New Passenger Station at  Ipswich ... .,
14th November, 1885 ( Railway Offices,  Brisbane.18th December, 1885.
28th November , 1885 (Railway Offices,  Brisbane.18th December, 1885.
Brisbane.OfficesRailwa ,yditto t 8th January, 1886.
5th December, 1885 i Railway Offices,  Brisbane.8th January, 1886.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under  Secretary for Railways.
NOTICE.
r
' HE undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Queen's Warehouse at Townsville, will be sold by
public auction on 5th January, 1886, under clause 82 of  " The Customs  Act of  1873."
Date. Bond Mark . Import  Mark. Goods. Vessel. Whence.
1884.
26 October... QW N1 Brinsmead  ... 2 cases organs ... ... Moreton ...  Brisbane.
522 H
26 October... J ditto  ... 2 „ pianos ... ... ditto ... ditto.-2QW T
8 November  QW A. McLean  ... 1 parcel clothing ... Corea  ... ...  ditto.
530
1885.
5 Jaliuarv QW Major Von 1 case effects ... Whampoa  ... Sydney.
551 Kophingst
11 February  QSV P. F. N. ... 1 „ bottled fruits Roma  ... ... London.
568
23 March ...  QW Geo. Ingleson ... 1 parcel tea samples Ranelagh  ... ... Sydney.
592
4 April  QW H. Jackson ... 1 „ drugs... ... Warrego .. . ... ditto.
595
11 May  QW
f 7
H
T
1 package posters Glanworth  ... ... ditto.
3 June
1
... QW
3
M
T
1 bag tinwa re... ... Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
23 June
62
...  QW
630
QN 4C 5  cases chutney ... Duke of Buckingham London.
1 July ... QW 5 mats dates ... ... Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
633
1 July ... QW J. B. Fry  ... 1 parcel G lanworth  ... ...  ditto.
636
13 July ... QW No mark ... 1 box glass ... Archer  ... ...  ditto.
642
13 July ... QW ditto  ... 1 bag tinwa re ... ditto  ... ...  ditto.
642
13 July ...  q W
642
ditto  ... 1 box  boots ditto  ... ...  ditto.
3 August ...  QW G. M . &  Co. ... 1 ditto ... ... G lanworth  ... ...  Cooktown.
650
21 August ... Q.W H G over EC in 3 bags sago ... ... D B H k655 diamond over 8 „ tapioca ... ... e ey ... ong.ong...
c c
T. M. KING,
Collector  of Customs,
H. M. Customs ,  Brisbane,
26th November, 1885.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
NOTICE  is hereby given , that  Heinrich Peemoller ,  of Hamburg ,  Germany ,  has applied ,  in pursuanceof the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 45,
in respect of Tobacco ,  Cigars ,  and Cigarettes ,  a Trade Mark , of which the followings  is a representation :-
lk
fCNR5py
P
P
IRRiIM MEE
The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the figure in the centre is
apparelled in a gre en acket ,  wit4i rose -colour kerchief round her neck ; i he lower part of her dre ss being
of the same colour .  The groundwork of the shield held in her hand is red, the border light-blue ,  the figure
in centre of it white .  The plants , &c., in foreground are green  ;  the buildings and packages in fore-
ground are light -brown  ;  the anchor and sea are blue. The word " Hansa  "  at the head of the label is
printed in red letters .  Notice is hereby  further given ,  that unless before the exppiration of four months
from the date of the first appearance of th i s advertisement  • in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it
is shown to my satisfaction that the applicant for registration of this Trade Mark is not entitled to` have
the same registered ,  in compliance wits such application, I shall register the  said Trade  Mark in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act.
It is hereby further notified ,  that a representation of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibi -
tion at the Patent O ffice,  Queen street ,  Brisbane.
WTLLIA* T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
N OTIC' is hereby given, that Heinrich Peemoller ,  of #imburg ,  Germany, has applied ,  in pursuance
of the  provisions of  1, The Patents, Designs ,  and Ti+ade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class  45,
in respect of Tobacco ,  Cigars, and Cigarettes, a Trade Mark ,  of which the following is a representation:--
H P
HFINRi f
dfF,ypllER
r
The Trade Mark differs from the above representation inasmuch as the filagree border round
the outside edge is pink ,  gold ,  and blue  ;  the groundwork of the label is light pink ,  surrounded by a
narrow light-blue line ;  all the shading and lettering is  in* blue with the exception of the word
" Hansa ,"  which is printed in gold ,  the inside of the letters being bordered with a light -blue line ; the
scroll -work under that word is in pink  ;  the medallion in the centre of the label  is  printed -  on a blue
ground .  Notice is  -hereby further given, that unless  efore the xpiration of four nonths  from  the
date of the first  appearance of this advertisement in the  Queendland 'Goeerninettt Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction  thitt he applicant is not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  I shall register the said  Trade Mark ih accordance  with-We provisions Hof' Bite Act."
It is  hereby  further notified  that  a representation of the said Trade  ark  is deposited for e4ibi-
tion at the  Patent  Office, queen street,  Brisbane.
WILLIAM T. BL4KENEY,
Registrar of patents, 4c,
2114
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 9th December, 1885.
OTICE is hereby given, that John Francis Richardson, of Flinders street, Townsville, in the Colony
of Queensland, has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  i 884," to  register  in Class  2r0, in  respect of Gunpowder, a Trade Mark, of which the
following is a representation:-
RADET MARK.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,  it is shown to my
s•ttisfactinn that the applicant for registration of this Trade Mark is not entitled to have the same
registered, in compiance with such application, I shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance with
the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.F1 OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthJJ section of  " 7%e Marriage Act of  1864,' we,
the •ludges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint HOWARD ST. GEORGF, of Maytown, in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Palmer, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the  eases  provided for in and by
the eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said
Act.
Dated this fifth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(,Signed) CHARLES LILLEY. C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of " The  Marriage  Art ' f  1864,"
we, the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint MICHAEL O'MALLEY, Of Tiaro, in the
Colony of Qu& nsland, Police Magistrate, to be a
.justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Tiaro, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the  cases provided for in and by
the eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said
Act.
Dated this fifth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  ighteenth
section of  •• Ike Marriage Art of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
RICHARD ALBERT MOORE, of Charleville, in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Charleville, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this fifth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE  R.  HA DIXQ. J.
CHARLES STUA,itT ME IN, J
In the Supreme Co7Art of. Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned i  the ighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Art of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint EDMIIN [, MOEEY, of Clermont, in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Clermont, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment ,  give consent in the cases  provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this fifth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
l
.F OR  the purposes  mentioned in the eighteenth
section  of  *' The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
WILLIAM W INKS, of Peak Mountain, in the Colony
of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Fassifern , who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the  cases provided for in and by
the eighteenth  and nineteenth sections of  the said
Act.
Dated this fifth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
„ CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Steel, of Brisbane, grocer, by the
said William Steel.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said William Steel
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Steel, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the 18th day of
December, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William
S' eel shall, on the 17th day of December, 1885, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the. Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACDONALD-PATERSON AND FITZ GERALD,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
18,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Margaret Barrie ,  of Homebush ,  near Mackay,
spinster ,  trading as " M. Barrie and Co."
general storekeepers ,  by herself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Margaret Barrie
be, and she is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of her Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Margaret Barrie ,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -ninth day of December ,  1885, at
Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Margaret Barrie shall, on the
Twenty -eighth day of December ,  1885 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of her
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as known, of her
creditors ,  and of the causes of her inability to
meet her  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this ninth
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRrcr ,  AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Peter Murray ,  of Dulvadilla ,  near Mitchell,
licensed publican ,  by the  said Peter Murray.
U PON  the hearing  of this  Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Peter Murray
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it  is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Peter  Murray,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Eighteenth  day of  December ,  1885 .  at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further  ordered
that the  said Peter Murray shall, on the Sixteenth
day of  December ,  1885, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court ,  this fourth
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
D. SALMOND,
Roma.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Frederick Knight ,  miner, of Ravenswood, by
the said Frederick  Knight.
U
PON  the  hearing of this Petition this dayy,
it is ordered  that the said Frederiek-Knight
be, and  he  is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and,  that,
James Stockwell ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting  of the  creditors of the said
Frederick  K night, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
on the Ninth day of December ,  1885, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Frederick Knight shall, on the Eighth
day of December ,  1885, at Bowen ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath ,  of his debts and  lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the names and  re si-
dences, so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
fifth day of November ,  1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
F. MILFORD,
Insolvent 's Solicitor,
Ravenswood.
Agent-
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor, Bowen.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HA.RDING.
In the Matter of William  Hugh  Macpherson, of
Mackay, in  the Colony  of Queensland, publican,
insolvent.
MONDAY, THE SEVENTH DAY OF DECEMBER, A.D.
1885.
PON  reading the reports of the Trustee of
U the  property of the Insolvent ,  dated the
twenty -sixth day of November ,  1885, reporting
that the whole of the pro perty of the Insolvent
has been realised for the benefit of his creditors,
and that a dividend at the rate of one shilling and
eleven pence in the pound has been paid ,  as shown
by the statement thereto annexed  :  And upon
hearing the solicitor for the Trustee ,  the Court,
being satisfied that the whole of the property of
the Insolvent has  been realised for the bene fit of
his creditors ,  doth order and declare that the
Insolvency of the said William Hugh Macpherson
has closed ,  and doth fix the Seventeenth day of
February next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, for
the Trustee to apply to the Supreme Court, at
Brisbane ,  for his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this eighth
day of December ,  A.D. 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Brisbane.
2052 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Beattie Gallogly, of
Bowen Downs, accountant ,  Insolvent.
'THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate at Aramac, on the Eleventh day
of January, 18$6, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifth dsy of December, 1885.
2049
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Hale and Company,
of Rockhampton ;  merchants ,  adjudicated in-
solvent on t)d $6th ,day of September, 1885.
f` FIRST Dividend of Six shillings  (6s.) in the
1 $ on all duly proved 3nd `admitted claims
is now payable by me at Quay street, Rockhantptoti.'
Dated at Rockhampton ,  this 4th day of Decem-
ber, 1885.
2056
ROBT .  R. DAWBARN,
Trustee.
5s.
2lid
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of David Dougall,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, plumber, an In-
solvent.
0 N the Twenty-fifth day of November last aCertificate of Discharge  was granted to
David Dougall, the abovenamed insolvent,  who was
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-first da of
July, 1884, subject  to suspension  for six months.
Dated this eighth day of  December, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors  for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
2053 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland , Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of John Spent, of Stratbalbyn Gold
Field, nearTownsville, in the Colony of queens-land, miner ,  an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed  the Last  Examinationof the  Insolvent to take place at Ravenswood,
on the Twenty-eighth day of December  instant, at
Eleven  o'clock  in the forenoon , before the Police
Magistrate.
Dated this  seventh day  of December, A.D. 1885.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
F. MILFORD,
Itisolvent's Solicitor.
Ravenswood.
Agent--
JAMES PETBIE,
` Solicitair;  Bowen.
2083
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of .'roceeaings for  Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition wit1 Creditors
instituted by FredeAch  Iiolmes Pardon  E11ick,
of Mackay ,  in the Colony  of Queensland,
storekeeper ,  trading under the name ,  style, or
firm of " Dutaillis and Black,"  at Mackay
aforesaid.
A MEETING of  the Creditors of the aboveEstate is hereby convened to be held at
Messrs .  Macpherson hnd Miskin 's  Office, Ad laide
street, on  TUESDAY,  the 22nd December, 1885,
at $leven o'clock in the  forenoon,
Eusineas  : To  eonsl4er the granting of the
debtor 's discharge.
W. 'OCOCY,rustee.
Brisbane,  7th December, 1885.
2048 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Andrew Row, of Towns-
ville, jewe ller, an  insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
FIRST and  Final Dividend at the rate of
7s. 6d.  in  the 'R is now payable at this -Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
2064 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Govham Alley, Junr.,
of Springsure, mail contractor, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
FIRST and  Final  Dividend at the rate of
2s. 7d. in the £ is now payable at this
O , ce upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
2065 4s.
In the Assigned Estate of John Elger, of Clermont.A SECOND and Final Dividend of One shilling
and three-halfpence in the £ ls. lid. in the
£), making in all nine  shillings  and three halfpence
in the £,  is now  payaple at my Office on all duly
admitted  claims.
Dated  at Rockhampton, this 1st day of Decem-ber, 1885.
2051
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Donald Graham, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, draper, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof in the  Queensland Qovernmeat Gazette,
application will be made to the  said  Supreme Court
of " Queensland, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  ' Donald Graham , deceased , may be
ranted  to Mereie Graham '(named in the Will of
the said deceased  as Mercy Graham), of Brisbane
aforesaid, the widow of the  said deceased, and sole
Executrix named  in the said Will.
Dated this  ninth  day of  December, 1885.
CIf A$. J. FORTEI,
Proctor for tie said Marcie l,7'rr am,
Queen street , shone.
2059.  Vie. d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISPICTIQN.
In the Land and Goods of Christina Armstrong,
late of Notmanton , in  the  Colony of  Queens-
land, widow ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that  aft er the expira-
ii  ' tion of fourteen days  from the publication
hereof ,  application  will be  made to the said hon-
ourable Court , that Letters  of Administration of all
the lands ,  goods, chattels , - credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Christina Armstron  ,  deceased,
may be granted to Helen Straiton , of oowoomba,
in the said colony ,  widow ,  eldest sister and next-
of-kin of the said deceased, and the duly appointed
guardian of the child re n of the sa}$ deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba , 'this third  day of Decem-
ber, A.D. 1885.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Toowoomba an4 3risbane,
Proctors for the  said  Helen Straiton.
2055 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
the Goods of Richard Munn Rogers .  late of
Carandotta ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
wheelwright, deceased .  intestate.
In
NOTICE  is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the publication.
!ereof , a plication  will  be made to the said lion-
ouraple  curt , that Letters of Administration of
all and singular, the goods,  chattels,  credits,'al.d
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effects of the abovenamed Richard Munn  Ito ers,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
William  Rogers ,  of Carrandotta Station, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  the eldest son of the said
deceased.
Dated this ninth day of December, 1885.
MACDONALD-PATERSON & FITZGERALD,
2061
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Applicant.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Caroline Wilhelmine Oahsenlenpf,
late of Ipswich ,  in the Colony  of  Queenslan$,
spinster, deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given, that after the el'pira-
tion of  fourteen days  from the  date of the
pub lication hereof ,  application will be  r6ade ,to the
said Honourable  Court,  that Probate  of the Will pf
the abovenamed Caroline Wilhelmine Qchseni opf,
deceased ,  may be granted to Johann Iiertrich, of
Jeebropilly,  near Ipswich ,  farmer ,  the sole Executor
named in the  said Will.
Dated at Ipswich , this  ninth day of December,
A.D. 11-85.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
2060
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the  said Executor.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George  Clennett ,  late of Rock-
hampton ,  in  the Colony of Queensland, de-
ceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expi -tibn  of fourteen days from the date oft epablication hereof, lication will be made to the
said Honourable  Court, that Probate of the Will ofthe ab venamed  Ge rge Clennett , deceased, may
be granted  to William Albert  Blandford ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  the sole Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated  this  fourth day  of December ,  A.D. 1885.
JOS. PATTISO T,
By his Agent-
JoIN GUTa RrE,
Solicitor,
Queen Street ,  Brisbane.2067
Proctor for the Eg tutor,
Denham street, Rockhampton.
8s.
In the Supreme Cow of Queensland.
In the Matter of the I,azlds and  Goods d  ¶'honi a4
Smith, formerly of Belyando ,  in the Colonyta of
Queensland ,  and lately of Jericho, in the
said colony ,  carrier ,  deceased.
T OTICE is  hereby given,  that after the expii'a-
1 thou of fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof application  will be  made to the
said honourable  bourt,  that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all  the lands, goods, chattels,  credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Thomas Smith,
formerly of Be!yando, in the Colon}y of Queensland,
and lately of Jericho ,  in the said colony, carrier,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Annie Stnith ,  of Jericho ,  in the said colony, widow
of the said deceased.
Dated this first day of December ,  A.D. 1886.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor  for the said  Annie Smith.
By his Agents-
HI$T AND FLOWER,
Proctors,Qteeh street, Britte.2045 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
M$, JUSTICE' M$IN.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act of  1863,"
and in the Matter of " The  '1'oowoomba Co-
operative Society, Limited."
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that a Petition for the
lr winding-up of the abovenamed Company,
subject to the supervision of the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  was, on the ninth day of December,
1885 ,  presented to the  Supreme  Court of Queens-
land by Messrs .  D. L. Brown and Company, of
Brisbane ,  merchants ,  creditors of the said Company :
And that the said Petition wi ll  come on for hearing
before His honour Mr. Justice  Mein,  on the Twenty-
third day Pf December ,  1885 ; and any creditor or
contributory of the said Company desirous to
oppose the making of an order for the winding-up
of the said  Company  under the above Act should
appear at the time of hearing ,  by himself or his
counsel ,  for t at  purpose ,  and a copy of the Petition
will beehed to any creditor or contributory of
the stud Company ,  requiring the same, by the
undersigned ,  on payment of the regulated cyharge
for the same.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this ninth day of December,
A.D.188€.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
9M
Solicitors  for the Petitioners,
Queen  street, Brisbane, and
Ruthven  street , Toowoomba.
10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Ili U T1STACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Es t ,tos of Christina Armstrong ',  late of
N+ciriflatiton;  Patrick Daly ,  late of  .Brisbane;
Henry  Goold,  late of Mackay ;  Thomas Gor-
mnan,  late of Dagworth  ;  Richard Hoban, late
of BufI town  ;  Frederick Landoirlii;  late of
)Eond # ; Jdines McCready Batson McEwan,
late  of  Brisbaine;  Donald McAuley, late of
Cairns ;• sT,o 11cLenna ,  late of Normannton ;
James Mane , late of  ,6lifton ;  MaIlangoss
or Archy .,  late o Molangool  ;  Peter O'Nei ll,
late of Fisher's Creek  ; John Sherbon,  late of
Mitche ll ; Karl Moritz Schubert ,  late of
Jericho ; John Carl Schultze, late of Rawbelle ;
and Edward Tracey, late of f ownsville.
P U SUANT  to "  The late rtary Act of  1877," allpersona  having any claims against the Estates
of any of thA abovenamed deceased persons are
to come  An, and prove their debts at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane,  on or before thehig th dt}y of February next, or in default they
be peremp  rily excluded from all bene fits
accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 8th December, 1885.
2050
G. H. NEWMAN.
Curator of Intestate Estates.
9s.
In the Supteine  Court  of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1885.
f;'rinn and Hooper v. John Kelly.
John Byrne  v. Same.
Same v. Same.
To ALL PI.RSONS CONCERNED.
"AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's equit7 of redemption, right, title, and interest
(if any) of,  in, and to all that piece or parcel of land
situated in the county of Churchill, parish of
Grandchester, being portion 102, containing eighty
acres, and being the whole of the land described in
Deed of Grant No. 38834.
Also, of, in, and to all  that, piece or parcel of
land situated in the county of Churchill, parish of
Grandchester, being portion 162, containing eighty
acres, acid being the whole of the land described 14
Deed of Grant No. 57192.
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Subject to Bill of Mortgage No. 114088, John
Keily, to J. A. Jackes.
Will be sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
public auction, at White's North Australian Hotel,
Nicholas street, I swich, on THURSDAY, the
Twenty-first day of January next, at Twelve o'clock
Noon,  unless this Execution  is previously  satisfied.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
THE Council of the Municipality of Brisbane
hereby  give notice of intention  to apply
to the Honourable the Colonial  Treasurer for a
Loan from the Consolidated Revenue of £3,000,
for the purpose  of making and forming  Vulture
street , South  Brisbane.
Plan, Specification ,  and Estimate may be seen
at City  Engineer 's Office,  Town Hall.
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Town Hall, 7th December, 1885.
2047 5s.
PURSUANT to the provisions of Section 122
1 of  " The Companies Act,  1863," Notice is
hereby given, that a Special General Meeting of
Members of the Brisbane Newspaper Company,
Limited, will be held at the residence of E. I. C.
Brown e, Esquire, Southport, on SATURDAY, the
19th day of December instant, at Four o'clock in
the afternoon, to consider a Special Resolution (in
terms of the abovenamed Act), authorising the
voluntary winding-up of the said Company with
the view to its immediate reconstruction according
to law. In the event of the Special Resolution
being passed at such meeting ,  a Special  General
Meeting of Members, for the purpose of con-
firming it, wi ll  be held at the same place and hour,
on SATURDAY, 2nd January, 1886.
0. HARDIE BUZACOTT,
Managing Director.
Brisbane Newspaper Company's Office,
78, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.
2066 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "The Intestacy Act of  1877," and
in the Matter of the Land and Goods of Thomas
Morrissey ,  late of Gymp e,  deceased.
To the Next of Kin in the Estate of 1 homas
Morrissey, deceased.
T
AKE Notice,  that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
the Estate of Thomas Morrissey ,  or show cause,
within  sixty  days after the date hereof, to the
satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or a Judge thereof, why an Order should not be
made for me to administer the said Estate of
Thomas Morrissey ,  I shall ,  at the expiration of
sixty days ,  app ly by  petition to the said Court,
or a Judge of the said Court ,  for such Order, and
the same wi ll  be made accordingly.
Brisbane ,  26th November ,  A.D. 1885.
2040
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FUR SAL L, in pamphlet form, at he Govern-ment Printing Office-
" Tice Stamp Duties Act  of 1866,"
"The Stampe' Transfer Act  of ] S72," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876,'
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
•.. s. d.
Price .. ... ... 1 0
Posted .. .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. IHHAL,
Govvrnnuent Printer.
t) N SALE
AT THE
C-1OVERN NIENT PRINTING OFFICE,X William street,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIJNAL BOARDS ACT.
Novnination Papers ,  4s. per  100; by post 5s.
Ballot Papers ,  in packets  of 500  each-price , 5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed, 5s. l.e:  100 ; postage,Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied, 5s .  per  100; postage,
Is. extra.
Wages  Vouchers ,  5s. per  100; postage , is.  extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Forms of Valuation ,  6s. 6d .  per  100; posted, 8s. 4d.
Monthly Time  Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ;  ruled,
7s. 6d . ;  postage ,  Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly  Progress of Works executed dur '  the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain ; 7e. 6d. ruled  ;  postage,
ls.10d .  extra.
Valuation Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each  ;  postage, 8d.
Rate Notice Books-3s .  6d. each; postage, Sd.
Certi ficate Books to authorise Payments to Contractors
2s. 9d. per  book  of 50 each ; postage, 6d. extra.
Ditto, 100 in a book,  6s.; postage,  Is. extra. ,
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
RETISED EDITION-DSY7  QIIAnTO.
£ s. d.
Full bound  ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
Half bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... 3 15 0
Postage,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound  Acts of 1883 .4,  5s.; posted, 6s.
„  1884 ,  2 Is. ; posted, 21s. 8d.
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1884.
With Alphabetical List of  all Owners of Registered
Brands, 2s.  6d.;  postage,  2s. extra.
ACTS. T1 ith
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Bathurst  Burr Act  (1863 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Beer Duty  Act (1885 ) .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Bills of Exchange Act (1884 ) ... ... 1 0 1 1
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) ...  0 6 0 7
Corrected Titles to  Land Act of  1882 ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands  Act of 1884 ... 1 0 1 2
Cro wn  Lands Act  of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands  Act of 1884  (Digest ) ...  0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs  Duties Act (1870) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs Act (1873 ) ... ... ... 2 0 2 3
Customs Duties  Act (1874 ) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Customs  Duties Act of 1885 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Defence Act of 1884  ... ...  1 0 1 2
Diseases in Sheep Acts  (complete ) ...  2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act (1867,  1872, 1878)
complete  .. ... ... ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act  (1879 ) ... ..  1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Act  Amendment Act
of 1882  ... ...  1 0 1 1
Divisional Boards Agricultural Drainage
Act of 1884... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Divisional Boards endowment Act of
0 6 0 7
Education Act (1875 ) .. .. ...  0 6 0 7
Elections Act of 1885  ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Fencing  A ct (1861 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Fire Rngades Act  (1981 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 C 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold  Mining Companies  Act (1875) ...  0 6 0 7
ttovernment Loan Act (1881 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Immigration Act of 1882 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Immigration -Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
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Impounding Acts  (1868 -65-68, and
1879 ),  complete .. ..
Inclosed Lands Act (1878 ) ... ...
Insolvency Act of 1874... ... ...
Insanity Act of  1884  ... ... ...
Intestacy  Act (1877) .. .. ...
Judicature Act (1876)
Ditto, Additional  Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unbouu 1,  4s. 6d.; bound Se.
2 7
0 7
1 8
1 2
0 7
1 10
Licensing Act (1885 ) ., . ...  1 6 1 10
Local Government Act (1878 )... ...  1 6
Local Government Act Amendment Act
1 11
of 1880  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880  ...  0 6 0 7
Marsupial Destruction Act Continuation
Act (1885 ) ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of  1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto  Regulations  ...  0 6 0 7
Mines Regulation  Act (1881) .. ...  0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection  Act (1877) ..  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection Act Amendment
Act of  1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Native Labourers Protection Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Navigation  Act (1877) ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Oyster Act (1874) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Paci fic Islanders Act (1880) . 0 6 0 7
Paci fic Island Labourers  Act Amend-
ment Act  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pacific Islanders Employers Compen-
sation Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) ... ... 0 6 0 8
Pearl-shell and libche -de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy  Act of  1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision  Act of  1882 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Cro ps Act  (1870 )..  0 6 0 7
Pub li c Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... ... ...  1 6 1 1
Rabbit Acct ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorites Land Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Savings  Bank Amending  Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Settled District  Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of  1882 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts  Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ... .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sheep Brands Act  (1876 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of  1863  ...  2 0 2 3
'Tramways  Act of  188E  ... ...  0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act (1881) 0 6 0 7
United  Municipalities  Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Undue Subdivision of Land  Prevention
Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act  of 1884  ... ... ...
With
Price .  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act and Amendment  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ii 7f;)  ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly  Societies  Act (1876 ) ... ...  1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Act with  Regulations  ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874 ,  with  Rules  ...2 6 2 ICS
Land Act of 1884 and  Regulations  ... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servants  Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Small  Debts Courts  Act ... ... 0 6 0 7
Stamp  Duties Act  ... ... ...  I 4) 1 2
POUNDKEI PERS' BOOS.
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 .. .. b c) 7 2
CLOTH BOUND.
The All- range Queensland Register 1 0 1 9
journals of Ans :ralian Explorations ... •5 0 5 9
With
Price. Post age.S. d.  S. d.
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff  ... ... ...  0 3 0 4
to Interpretation bheets ... ... 0 3 0 4
Spirit Calculation Books  ... ... 1 0 1 1
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription  ... ... ... ..,  5 0
GOVERNMENT  GAZETTE.
Q'jarterly dubscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  is.  per animal.
All other Notices ,  3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent ,  extra on 1 at
inse rt ion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance sulk'
oient to corer the cost . If by cheque,  exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any addres by ship or rail, if  to
requested - the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall  ... ... ...  M. S. TOLANO.
Bundaberg... ... ... G. J. YOIING.
Ipswich  ... ... ...  W. TATHAM.
Mackay ... . ... ... F. RIECHELMAN N.
Maryborough  ... ... W. DAWSON.
Rockhampton  ... ... W. MIINR0.
Toowoomba  .. ...  J. H. ROBERTSON.
Townsville  ... ...  T. WILLMETT.
[NSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
,N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871 ,"  to gether with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency. "  Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage
id. additional. J.  G. BEAL.Government Print".
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Wong Hing ,  Port Douglas ,  gardener, by the
said Wong Hing.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Wong Hing be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that James
Stockwell ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Wong Hing, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-second day of December, 1885,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Wong  Ring  shall, on
the Twenty -first day of December ,  at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on o th, of his
debts and liabi li ties of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this second
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
J. A,. GREGORY,
Solicitor ,  Bowen.
Aet for-C4.- F. BUTT,
Insolvent 's Solicitor ,  Townsvi lle.
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GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1974, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N  SALE, at the (xovernment Prnit'ng Ofl ce
in pamphlet form,  " The Cold Fields Jet
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
'ianagement of the Gold Fields of the wh-)Ie of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL.
Gover nment Printer.
JOURNALS, OF *jTSTj ALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
l
OW published, at the (xoveirnment Printing
1 I Office, William street, Brisbane, "Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R',.G.S., &c."; 09 pages, decoy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra )  to Sany post town
in the colony, 9d.; to England and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
0 N SAL;, at the f over nmerxt  Printing Ofhce
Wes of
trot, t' snaue an Ps,mphlet formNarrative 4 peditlon$ to New Quinga, in, a
series  of Letters by Jenry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police M agistrate,  rbuisday islnct, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage, Id. additional.
JA)1ES.C. HEAL,
Government Printer.
Governoreut Printing Office,
Brisbane.
NOTICE.P0UND$EL1'ERS and otherp  are eequested, when
describing brands ,t o make a distinction  between
" Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after thedese ription ,of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for  such desoriptions o'
but  where these words do not appear  the ordinary t pe
only will be used.
I.  C. BEAL,
Government Pruiter.
The GovsSNMSNT  ,tf;TEri acknowledges the receipt
of the  foliowing amounts :-
1885. £ e. d
Dec. 7.-C, S. D. Melbourne ... ... 0 8 6
„ 7.-Brown Brothers ... ... ... 1 0 0
7.-M. Palmer ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 9. •- G. Alehin ... ... ... 0 1 0
9.-Dawbarn  and Gavin ... ... 0 6 0
„ 11.-Lillay and O'Sull'van ... 0 5 6
,, 11.-''. kbycle .. ... ... ... 0, 2 0
11.--Cooktown courier... ... ... 0 0 7
11.-F. F. Howard ... 0 2 0
11.- J. Meredith 0 2 0
11.-W. Green ... ... ... ... 0 0 8
mgcunbings.
XW  Fo+undkeepers  are reminded that  Advertise-
nients  of Impounded Stock will be charged far at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PE$ ANIMAL;  and  no  such
Advertisement  will  be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover  the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at l ulo, from Tilbooroo, on the 3rd
December, 1885, by order of A. B. Whittingham,
Esquire. Driving, Is. 6d. each.
One red-roan bull, CV near rump, AJ5 over 28 near
ribs, like  8 near  shoulder, quarter out front of near
ear, three slits off  ear ; damages, £5.
One roan bull, CO over like V  near rump , AJ5 over 28
near  ribs, like 7 near shoulder, two notches out of
the under part of near  ear, slit ofl`  ear; damages, £5.
If not released on or before the 25th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
2058 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from 'Upper Paddock'
by order of Mr. W. Flemming, for trespass. Driv-
ing, 6d.
One bay draught eldin
,
'Fi'F'b (registered brand)
near shoulder, Sri registered brand) off ,shoulder,
'FO V (registered brand)  pear  thigh , collar-
marked, near hind foot white, star in forehead.
If not released on or  before , the 5tb January, 1886,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. ALCHIN, Poundkeeper.
2057 ls._
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, f m Coolreagh, on
the 24th November, 1885, by order of Joseph Cleary.
One bay horse, like K near shoulder . Damages , 2s. 6d.;
driving, 2s. 2d.
One black horse, 1LT off shoulder, near eye blind, off
hind foot white.  Damages , 2s. 6d. ; driving, 2s. $d
If not released on or before the 28th December, 1885
will be sold to defray expenses.
2059
F. S. HOWARD, Poundkeeper.
U.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Malta, onthe 28th
November, 1885, by order of A. Nurcome. Driving,
6s. 8d.
One bay gelding,  star  and snip, near hind foot white,
white spots on back on wither, NOT (registered
brand) over HK conjoined  near  shoulder, QQ3
(registered brand).
If not released on or before the 26th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
2096 1s.
Printed and Published by JAIZ8 C. Basr ., Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  12th December, 1885.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of .the
REGISTRY DISTRICT  of BRISBANE, including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of
November, 1885, is published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
BIRTHS.
During the month of November one hundred and eighty-eight births were registered in
Brisbane Registry District, being ninety males and ninety-eight females, the number being
-same  as in the previous month of October.
In the month of November, 1884, there were one hundred and thirty-three births regis-
tered, the number for the corresponding month of this year being fifty-five more than in
November of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been seventy-six deaths registered in the district during the month-forty-
one males and thirty-five females; the excess of births over deaths being one hundred and
twelve.
The number of deaths was twenty-one less than was registered in the previous month of
October.
In the month of November, 1884, there were seventy-nine deaths registered ; the number
for the corresponding month of this year being three less than in November of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED  POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS  and DEATHS  Of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within  and outside  the MUNICIPALITY, in the REGISTRY DISTRICT  of BRISBANE , from the 1st to the
30th November,  1885 ; also  TOTAL  DEATHS  under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR , and PROPORTION of
DEATHS  under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL  NUMBER of BIRTHS ;  also the  PROPORTION of DEATHS under FIVE
YEARS and  under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS  in the BRISB&NR  DISTRICT.
Registry
District of
Brisbane.
Municipal
Portion...Suburban
Portion...
TOTAL ...
Estimated
Population
to 31st Dec.,
1882.
26,557
9,612
36,169
BIRTHS . DEATHS.
a m
i
ieA
-
F
B
O
F
45 , 67 112 19 21 40 26 ' 21  10-75
45
90
31 76 22 14 36 21
98 188 41 35 76 47
17 22.37
65.00 -12
58.33 -79
-15 52.50 72
•37 47.22 40 J ...
38 20.21 61.84 •52 •21 50.00 112
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 65'00 per cent. of the deaths were of children'
under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 58.33, and the rate.
in the whole Registry District, 61.84.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the dis-
trict, is seen to  have been 18.75 per cent. within, and 22.37 per cent. outside, the municipality, and
20.21 in the whole Registry District.*
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,.
Infants'  Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration DepOt, and
Convalescent  Home, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths occurring in
these  institutions numbered twelve during the month, or 15.79 per cent. of the total number-
of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of November, together with-
the mean shade  temperature  and mean  atmospheric pressure,  is seen  as follows :-
Period.
November, 1885.
Number of Deaths.
76
Mean shade Temperature.
75.5
Mean Height  of Barometer.
30.94
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the-
month was 93.0 degrees, on the 28th; and the lowest, 55.0 degrees, on the 5th.
The mean shade temperature of the month was 75.5 degrees ; the average during the
month of November for the previous ten years was 76.1 degrees.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was.
81.0 degrees, took place on the 7th-viz., from a maximum of 90.0 degrees to a minimum of
59.0 degrees.
The mean daily range of temperature in shade was 24'3 degrees.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.094 inches ; the average of the same month during
the previous ten years  was 29 .964 inches. The highest reading, 30.349 inches, was at 9 a.m. on
the 4th, and the lowest, 29.717 inches, at 3 p.m. on the 1st.
Rain fell on 10 days ; the total fall, 2.62 inches, being 0.69 inches under the  average of
the month for the previous ten years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 1.00 inches, was on the
20th. The total rainfall of the year 1885, to 30th November, was 20.86 inches, on 99 days.
The rainfall during the same period in 1884 was 38.43 inches on 125 days.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature , maxi nun
temperature  in shade, minimum on  grass , mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing  winds at
Brisbane  in the month of November, for a period of ten years
Tear. Mean of Mea n  Shade Maximum in Mini mum on Mean Rainfall. PrevailingBarometer . Tem perature. Shade. Grass. Humidity.
Inches. I Days. winds.
1885 30'094 75.5 93.0 53.5 •710 2.62 10 N.T.
1884 30.021 73.3 90.5 54.5 •677 6.07 15 N.E.
1883 30'084 74'8 93'0 51.4 '723 0.60 4 N.E.
1882 30.114 73.7 91.0 51.5 •744 1186 8 N.E.
1881 29'906 74'6 99.5 54.0 •593 2.38 14 N.E.
1880 29.930 77.2 100'0 53'0 •712 5.78 9 N.T.
1879 29.874 77'5 100.0 50'0 •625 2.82 7 N.E.
1878 29.974 78.1 104.0 56.0 •595 3.39 10 N.E.
1877 30'004 77.8 94.5 49.5 •619 5.79 7 N.E.
1876 29.848 78.4 102.5 5110 •576 2.23 6 N.E.
The deaths occurring  in the Public  Institutions were as  follows:-
maim  females .  Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 9 1 10
Lady Bowen  ditto ... ... ... ... ... ...
Children 's ditto .. ... ... ... ... ...
Diamentina Orphanage  ... ... ... ...
Infants '  Asylum  ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
Lunatic Reception House ... ... 1 1
Lock Hosp 'tat
...
... ... ... ...
Brisbane  Gaol ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration Depat ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent Home
... ... ... ... ... ...
Total  ... ... ... ... 9 8 12
* Nona .- The average death-rate  of children under 1  year,  as oompered  to births ,  during the ten  years ended
814 December,  1883,  throughout the whole  of Queensland,  was 13.33.--nice Vital Statistics  of 1883.
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The following table shows  the causes  of death  of persons  of both  sexes, under  one year,
total  under five years, and over five years ; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month:-
Class.
1.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
Causes of Death.
Zymotic  diseases  ... ... ...
Constitutional  diseases ... ...
Local  diseases ... ... ... ...
Developmental  diseases ... ...
Violence ... ... .,,
Causes not specified  ... ... ...
All causes
Class. Order.
I.
IL
IV.
V.
Causes  not specified or ill-defined ...
TOTAL ...
3
76
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external  causes , three are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars :-
males. Pemaws.Killed by a fall from a cart ... ... ... ... 1 0
being thrown from a cart ... ... ... 1 0
sunstroke  ... ... ... ... ... 0 1
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1885.
38 47 29
Nature of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and  Order.
Zrxoilo DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic diseases.-Croup, 1;  pertussis, 1; typhoid fever, 2, dysentery, 1;
diarrhoea,  10, cholera infantum, 2; ague, 1 ... ... ... ... 18
2 Enthetic diseases  ... ... .. ...
3 Dietic  diseases.-Want of breast milk, 4; purpura, 1 ; delirium tremens, 1 .., 6
4 Parasitic  diseases .-Thrush ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEAsEs.
1 Diathetic  diseases  .. ... ... ...
2 Tubercular  diseases .-Tabes mesenterica, 5 ; phthisis, 8 ; hydrocephalus, i;
alveolar abscess, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
LooAL DISEAsEs.
1 Diseases of the nervous  system.-Cephalitis, 2 ; paralysis, I; convulsions, 3 ;
brain  disease , 1 .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7
2 Diseases  of the organs of circulation.- Heart  disease ,  3 ; aneurism, 1 ... 4
8 Diseases  of the respiratory  system .- Bronchitis , 2 ; congestion of lungs, I ... 3
4 Diseases  of the digestive  organs .- Enteritis ... ... .. ... 2
6 Diseases  of the urinary  organs  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 Diseases  of the organs of generation ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
7 Diseases  of the  joints and bones  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Diseases  of the  integumentary system  ... ... ... ... ... ...
DEVELOPMENTAL  DISEASES.
1 Developmental  diseases  of  children.-Premature birth, 3; teething, 4 ... ... 7
2 Developmental diseases of  adults.-Childbirth ... ... ... ... ... 1
8 Developmental  diseases of old people.-Old  age ..  ... ... ... ... 2
4 Developmental  diseases  of nutrition.- Marasmus  ... ... ... ... ... 6
2 Wounds  in  battle  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Homicide ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Suicide  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 Execution  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
VIOLENCE.
1 Accident or  negligence .- Fractures ,  contusions ,  &c.,  2;  sunstroke, 1
For the  Registrar -General,
CHARLES J. WHITLEY,
Deputy  Registrar -General.
Under
1 year.
Total
under
5 years.
Over
5 years.
18 20 5
5 8 8
... 4 5 11
... 10 13 3
... 1 1 2
m.,*.,
I Proportion
per cent.
25 32.90
16 21.05
16 21.05
16 21.05
3 3.95
76 100.00
By Authority:  JAMss C. BEAZ,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Q-UARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Colonial Secretary 's Office,  Brisbane ,  the fourteenth day of December,
1885.
PRESENT :
THE HONOURABLE THE VICE -PRESIDENT IN COUNCIL.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty -seventh year of Her Majesty'sreign ,  intituled  "An Act o Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is, amongst  other things , enacted ,  that it shall be lawful
for the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board ,  or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage ,  or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection ,  although such vessel shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease may be brought :
And whereas it has been reported to His Excellency the Governor In
Council that there is reason to believe that the disease known as Cholera now
exists amongst the passengers on board the Steamship " Dorunda ,"  lately
arrived , from London ,  and now lying at anchor in the Port of Moreton Bay :
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency the Governor ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in
him by the said Act, doth Order,  and it is hereby Ordered, that the said ship,
and the crew and passengers thereof, together with all persons now on board,
be placed in Quarantine ,  at the Quarantine Stations ,  on Peel and Bird
Islands ,  and so continue until other Order shall be made in that behalf.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to direct the publication, for general information, of
11 the following Despatch, with its Enclosure, received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Queensland ,  Downing Street,
General.  6th October, 1885.
SIB,
With reference to my Despatch, No. 52, of the 17th of August, I have the honour to transmit
to you, for the  information  of your Government, copies received from the Board of Trade of an Order of
Her Majesty in Council, dated the 17th of September, declaring that the provisions therein specified of
" 7%e Patents,  Design. , and Trade Marks Act of  1883 " shall from that date apply to the Colony of
Queensland.
I have, etc.,
FRED. STANLEY.
Governor  Sir A.  Musgrave,  G.C.M.G.,
Etc., etc., etc.
At the Court  at Balmoral, the 17th day of September, 1885.
PRESENT:
THE QUEEN 'S MOST  EXCELLENT MAJESTY.
LORD PRESIDENT  Mn. MACDONALD
EARL OF IDDESLEIGH SIR HENRY  HOLLAN .
WuERESs  by the  provisions  of  "Tlie Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1883," it  is, amongst other
things , provided,-
That if  Her Majesty is pleased  to make any  arrangement  with the Government or Governments
of any foreign state or states  for mutual protection of inventions ,  designs,  and trade  marks,  or any of
them,  then any person  who has applied for protection for any invention, design, or trade mark in any
such state  shall be entitled  to a patent  for his invention, or to registration of his design or trade mark
(as the case  may be)  under  the said Act, in priority to other applicants ; and such patent or registration
shall have  the same  date as the date of the protection obtained in such foreign state.
Provided that his application is made in the case of a patent within seven months, and in the case
of a design  or trade mark, within four months from his applying for protection in the foreign state with
which the  arrangement  is in force.
Provided that nothing in the aforesaid provision contained shall entitle the patentee or proprietor
of the design  or trade mark  to recover damages for infringements happ,>ning prior to the date of the
actual  acceptance  of his complete specification, or the actual registration of his design or trade mark in
this country,  as the case may be.
The publication in the United Kingdom or the Isle of Man during the, respective periods aforesaid
of any description of the invention; or the use therein during such periods of the invention, or the
exhibition or use therein during such periods of the design, or the publication therein during such periods
of a description or representation of the design, or the use therein during such periods of the trade
mark, shall not invalidate the patent which may be granted for the invention, or the registration of the
design or trade mark.
X34
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The application for the grant of a patent, or the registration of a design, or the registration of a
trade mark under the said provisions ,  must be made A*L the same manner as an ordinary application
under the said Act : Provided that, in the case of tradrks, any trade mark the registration of which
has been duly applied for in the country of origin may be registered under the said Act.
And it is further provided,-
That where it is made to appear to Her Majesty that the legislature of any British possession has
made satisfactory provision for the protection of inventions, designs, and trade marks patented or
registered in this country, it shall be lawful for Her Majesty from time to time, by Order in Council to
apply the provisions first recited, with such variations or additions, if any, as to Her Majesty in Council
may seem fit ,  to such British possession :
And whereas it has been made to appear to Her Majesty that the legislature of the Colony of
Queensland has made satisfactory provision for the protection of inventions, designs, and trade marks
patented or registered in this country :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, b and with the advice of Her Privy Council, and by virtue of Vie
authority committed to Her by the said Act, doth declare, and it is hereby declared, that the provisions
of the said Act hereinbefore specified shall apply to the Colony of Queensland.
And it is further ordered and declared that this Order shall take effect from the day and date
abovementioned.
C. L. PEEL.
Patents Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1885.PUBLIC attention is invited to the Order in Council of 17th September, 1885, published in theGovernment Gazette  of this date, by which protection and priority are afforded in the United
Kingdom to persons who have made applications for protection for Inventions, Designs, and Trade Marks
in Queensland for the times and on the conditions specified in the Order in Council.
W. T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents.
By Authority  :  Jauss 0. Bs&L,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 30th November, 1885.
No. 11.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
p
ERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requestel to
give the correct number of the page on whish they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference  will materially  facilita te delivery.
Per!oas in the country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former  particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary trausmisfion of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person  may see and
search them.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LATTEa.  B&Axe$ of the General Post Q6ioe is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten  an  to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
4" c, Colonial  ;  o c,  official Colonial ; o,  dead letter; s, New South Wales  ;  m, Victoria  ;  a, South
Australia ;  t, Tasmania ;  n a, New Zealand ;  w a, Western Australia ;  u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A. 27 Adims -, Milo Station c
28 Adolphus  James  (labourer Spring Hill o c
1 ABAYKATLTNA Albert, G.P.O. Brisbane o 29 Adsett Edmund (farmer ), Hamilton  o c
2 Abbott A. (care  of Robinson), Curra Station c 30 Agar A., Laidley o e
3 Abbott William H., Austerl Downs Station u k 31 Agen Mrs.,  Palm-tree Crossing c
4 Abdy G. W., Winton  Station o 32 Agnew George Marriott (clerk), Queen  street, Bris
5 Abel -- (care  of Murry), South Brisbane c bane c
6 Abernetley  James Townsville o c 33 Ah Chong (fisherman ), O'Connell Town o e
7 Abery Chas., X euiba c 34 Ah Chin  amen  (gardener), Morven c
8 Ablin C., Goodna c 35 Ah Fie Mrs C.,  Charters Towers c (3)
9 Abrahams  James,  Cloncurry o c 36 Ah Foo J.,  Pine Hill  c
10 Abrahams R., Royal Bridge Hotel, Bundaberg c 37 Ah Foo Jimmey, Charters  Towers e
11 Gympte cAbram R 38 Ali Foo (gardener) Katandra Station rid  Mutts-
12
.,
Achadel  Miss,  P.O. Brisbane c
, ,burrs c
13 Ackerman Walker Llanrheidol  Station,  Winton m 39 Ah Ginn (cook), Katandra Stations
14 Ackland  Miss 11 !aria  (care  of Mrs. Flemming),
Charters  Towers c
40 Ahearn  John  (care of Boyce), George  street, Bris.
bane s
15 Acres -, North Bundaberg c 41 Ah Hee, Bundaberg s
16 Adams Mrs. A., Rockhampton e 42 Ahern Miss Ellen , P.O. Brisbane n k
17 Adams C., P.O. Pialba c 43 Ahern  Miss M .,  Manning  street, South Brisbane c
18 Adams D., Cressbrook c 44 Ahern John (carrier ), Aramac c
19 Adams Geo. (carrier ), Milo  Sta d'li c 45 Ah Hing (care of Edgar Greeup), Texas c
20 Adams J., Townsville c 46 Ah Jep James, Johnstone River c
21 Adams John (engineer ),  s.s. " Clara,"  Johnstone 47 Ah Kin (care of Janes Wheeler), Townsville c
River in 48 Ah Lee (cook, care of Anderson), Turn Off Lagoon c
22 Adams Phillip, Maryborough o c 49 Ah Long (fruiterer), Valley c23 Adams Mrs. T. W., Kangaroo  Point 50 Ah Mew (gardener), Jericho
24 Adams W. E., Asylum, Goodna c 51 Ah Poo, Jericho c
25 Adele Miss Ethel, Townsville m 52 Ah Sam (gardener), Lion Creek c
26 Aden ---, Albenia Downs,  Diamantina a 53 Ah Sam, Kensington Downs cl
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54 Ahsin Miss Lettie (care of Charles  Strattman),
Cooktown c
152 ndren H. R. (care of J, Gill), Brencliff, Gregory
River, Maryborough, P.O. Howard u k
55 Ali Sing , Springsure o 153 Andrew J. H., Townsville m
56 Ali Sing and  Coy., Port Douglas c 154 Andrews Arthur, Harrisville c
57 Ah  Sing, Texas c 155 Andrews J., Brisbane c
58 Ali Tim, Mackay o c 156 Andrews J. B., Old Cleveland Road, South Bris-
59 Ah Yoo, Townsville c bane c
60 Ah You (gardener ),  South Brisbane o c 157 Andrews J. G., Dalby c (2)
61 Ali Young, Bundaberg c 158 Andrews P. G., Brisbane u k
62 Ali Wee (labourer), Mackay o c 159 Andrews R., Townsville c
63 Ah Wing (gardener ), Bundaberg c 160 Andrews Sedney, Woolloongabba c
64 Aibs  James, Beaconsfield c 161 Andrews T. R. L. (Telegraph Department, Bris-
65 Ainslee John Colorn, Townsville o c bane c
66 Aird J. F., Brisbane c 162 Andrews W. T., Hilton road, Gympie c
67 Aitcheson -, Cleveland c 163 ' Angels -, Valley c
68 Aitcheson -, Spring Hill c 164 Angus -, Townsville c
69 Aitken  Charles  (care of Mr. Norwood), Surface 165 Angus George, Hinnese_y  Estate,  Breakfast Creek e
Hill, Gympie u k 167 Annea Miss, harters Towers c
70 Aitkens -, Gympie c 168 Ansell Alf.,  Bowen Plains c
71 Aitkens W. G., Landeboro Downs c 169 Ansell  Isaac,  Kedron Brook c
72 Albert Mrs., " The Oval,"  Brisbane c 170 Antliff John, Townsville o c
73 Alder Mrs., Walker  st reet , Maryborough c 171 Antony - (care of Robinson, Queen  street,
74 Aldredge Mrs. William, Smith Field,  Cairns c Brisbane c
75 Alexander John, Tiaro c (2) 172 Antonis Della Bosca (sawyer), Charters Towers o c
76 Alexander P., Milo  Station a 173 Apjohn Thomas, P.O. Brisbane u k
77 Alexander W. R., Stanley street, South  Brisbane c 174 Appelton - (fencer ), P.O. Boggo c
78 Allard F., G.P.O. Brisbane u k 175 Arab Charley (shepherd), Hughenden o c
79 Allen C., P.O. Brisbane n z 176 Arborne  Mrs. (care of Mathews, Weranga Station,
80 Allen Hy., West Paddington c via  Roma c
81 Allen Henry, Kelvin Grove c 177 Arbuckle George (care  of William  Stanaway ), Petrie
82 Allen J . (storekeeper ), Oxley o terrace u k
83 Allen J.,  Brisbane c 178 Archer George, Geraldton n z
84 Allen James,  Cairns c 179 Archibald -,  Bowen Bridge c (3)
85 Allen M., Townsville in 180 Ariel R. (in charge  Listowel Downs sheep,)
86 Allen Patrick, Charters Towers m Isisford c
87 Allen Peter, Clermont c 181 Arkins John, Southport o c
88 Allen Reuben, Winton c (2) 182 Arkenstall - (carpenter), Kelvin Grove c
89 Allen Robert (care  of Hood),  Brisbane u k 183 Arman John, Charters Towers c
90 Allen T., Charters Towers o 184 Armytage - (care of Hamilton Scott), South
91 Allen T. W., Townsville c Brisbane
92 Allen William (night  -watchman, care  of Smith,
Forrester , and Company),  Brisbane o c
185 Armitage Mrs. Mary  (care  of Thomas  Parsons),
Rockhampton u k
93 Bon Accord StationL (care  of Simpson )Alleyne F 186 Armitage  Mat. (stationmaster ) Blackall c,. . ,Dalby e 187 ,Armstrong Mathew (tidewaiter),  Brisbane o c
94 Allison W., Brisbane c 188 Armstrong W. M., Brisbane o
95 Allon -, Rockhampton c 189 Arnell W., Musket Flat c
96 Allon James B., Townsville u k 190 Arnes J. B., Townsville c
97 Allwith G., Walkers' Pocket c 191 Arnold Alfred (care of Armstrong), Coongulla
98 Allwood R., Cooktown c Station, Cunnamulla s
99 Alm John, Johnstone River c 192 Arnold J.,  Roma s
100 Althaus Christian, P.O. Dalby o 193 Arnold T. B. (care of - Lucas), Rockhampton u k
101 Akers  Mrs., Cunnamulla s 194 Arnoldi -, 73, Elizabeth  street, Brisbane c
102 Akes D., Thornberry  street ,  Brisbane c 195 Arps Fred (carrier ), Arasnac c
103 Akeson -, Ipswich road, South Brisbane c 196 Arshhimann Albert, Townsville in
104 Akred -, Vulture street, South Brisbane e 197 Archermann -, Townsville c
105 Amadea A. W., Ipswich s 198 Ashby Robert,  Brisbane c
106 Amale W. H., Townsville c 199 Ashe J. J., Hughenden c
107 Amen Christian, Bundaberg o 200 Ashe J. J., Townsville s
108 Amell W., Musket Flat c 201 Ashe, J. J., Bunda  Bunda c (2)
109 Amundgen Alex., Hu rhenden P.O. f 202 Ashfield A., Maryborough e
110 Anderas J. Junction Estate c 203 Ashton - (butcher), Townsville c
111 Andersen Caroline, Brisbane c 204 Ashton L. R., Herberton c
112 Andersen  Hans , Peel street, South Brisbane c 205 Ashton W. J., Townsville c
113 Andersen Olander (labourer), Gympie o c 206 Ashworth Harold,  Sandgate c
114 Anderson -, Cemetery, North Quay c 207 Aspinall S., Rockhampton c (2)
115 Anderson Mrs., 26, U. Herbert street, Brisbane c 208 Aspinall E., Warwick c
116 Anderson -, Leicester House, Brisbane c 209 Asplande E. H., Kennedy's Camp, Bowen Downs
117 Anderson - (saddler), Elderslie c uk
118 Anderson -, Wright, Heaton, and Company, 210 Astin  Mrs., Bowen Hotel, Roma c
Charters Towers c 211 Atcliff G., Maryborough u k
119 Anderson -, Bogantungan c 212 Atherton F. J. T. Peel street,  S. Brisbane c
120 Anderson -, Ann street, Brisbane t 213 Atkins A., P.O. Brisbane c
121 Anderson A. G., John  street,  Maryborough c 214 Atkins Dr. J. F., P.O. Ipswich c
122 Anderson Andrew, Townsville c 215 Atkins.T. H., Ayrshire Downs c (2)
123 Anderson Andrew, H.M. Penal Establishment, St. 216 Atkins  R., travelling  Ayrshire  sheep, via  Cloncurry c
Helena o 217 Atkins R. St. Ledger, Strand House, Yeppoon o
124 Anderson Angelina, Charters Towers c 218 Atkinson  Mrs., Brisbane c
125 Anderson Miss Annie H., West Hall, Yandina o 219 Atkinson Mary A., Townsville o
126 Anderson A. R., Charleville c 220 Atkinson W., Gympie c
127 Anderson Chas., Pialba c 221 Atkinson W., Thorn borough, Ipswich c
128 Anderson Geo., Charters Towers c 222 Atwell -, North Bundaberg c
129 Anderson Geo. W. (drayman), Gympie o c 223 Atwell S. (care of Garget and Coy.),  Emuvale
130 Anderson Henry (care  of Robert Brodie), South 224 Austey Mrs. C., Petrie  terrace c
Brisbane u k 225 Austin Mrs. A., G.P.O. Brisbane f
131 Anderson  Miss  I. (care of H. Anderson), Lutwyche c 226 Avenell J., P.O. Walkerston c
132 Anderson  James , P.O. Cloncurry in 227 Awburn Mrs., South Brisbane in
133 Anderson James C. (care of W. J. Stone),  Duaringa c 228 A xford Mrs. M., Charters Towers c
134 Anderson James R., Maryborough c 229 Axmonassino  Signor, Leichhaidt  street, Brisbane c
135 Anderson J. A., Woolloongabba c 230 Ayers D., Indooroopilly u k
136 Anderson Johanes, Kanyan o 231 Ayers Charles, P.O. Gympie o c
137 Anderson M., Burketown o 232 Ayers John, Gold Creek Waterworks s
138 Anderson Mrs. M., corner Peel and Stanley  streets, 233 Ayles S.,  P.O. Clermont u k
South Brisbane c 234 Ayre C., Figtree Pocket, Indooroopilly c (2)
139 Anderson M., Gundiah c 235 Ayris T., Thargomindah c
140 Anderson Michael (11. Wespter), Rockwood c 236 Ayton T., Townsville c
141 Anderson Neal (drover), Thargomindah is 237 Ayton W., Townsville c
142 Anderson Miss Nellie, P.U. Townsville c
143 Anderson Nicholas. Burketown u k and f (2)
144 Anderson Olander (labourer), Kilkivan o c B.
145 Anderson Peter, Townsville o
146 Anderson R., Horsefield, Hughenden, c 1 BABBINGTON D. (blacksmith), Cunnamulla, s
147 Anderson Robert, Beauaraba c 2 Bacclie L., Blackall c
148 Anderton A., Brisbane c 3 Backlund N. R., Adavale c
149 Andey Miss Mary, Cainbooya s 4 Backlund N. E., Isisford c
1.0 Andreasen Andre (farmer), Bundaberg c 5 Backniann Mrs. If., Warwick c
151 Andressen H., North Bundaberg c 6 Bacon W., Pine Creek c
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7 Badger Herbert ,  Rockhampton s and u k (3) 110 Barwick James Craiglee o c
8 Badger H .  E., Vindex, Muttaburra s 111 Bason Joseph, Mount Pleasant c
9 Bailey D., Brisbane o 112 Bassett A .,  Charters Towers c
10 Baffles Chas. ,  Brisbane c 113 Bastick Wm .  Commercial Hotel, Mackay c
11 Bailey Mrs .,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k 114 Bates Mrs.,  bee c
12 Bailey Miss Annie, Laidley e 115 Bates Benjamin, Haliford o c
13 Bailey Chas .,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k 116 Bates George ,  Ravenswood s
14 Bailey Frank ,  Kalamia Plant ,  Lower Burdekin c 117 Bates Wm .,  Cooktown o c
15 Bailey Frank ,  Kalandra Station c 118 Bathie Peter, Boonall c
16 Bailey George ,  Condamine o 119 Bathison Geo., Sandy Creek c
17 Bailey L ., Townsville c 130 Batty Richard ,  Gympie o c
18 Bailey Lewis ,  G.P.O. Brisbane n k 121 Baty Edward ,  Ipswich a
19 Bailey Reuben  (carrier ),  Vindex Station c 122 Bauman Miss Florrie ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
20 Bain J .,  Valley c 123 Baumbor Geo .,  Paddington c
21 Bain J .,  Ann street ,  Brisbane c 124 Baxter G. (care of - Pedersen ),  Gundiah
22 Bainbridge J., One Mile c 125 Bayfield Georges Durham Downs o
23 Baird J .,  G.P.O. Brisbane a 126 Bayley W., Townsvi lle c
24 Bail J .,  Maryborough c 127 Bayley W .,  Eulo c (2)
25 Baker  - (care of Goldsmith ),  Brisbane u k 126 Baynham F .  J., Aramac c
26 Baker  -,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k 129 Bayntun V., Esk c
27 Baker  -  Pine River c (2) 130 Beal Mrs., Jericho c
28 Baker C., ) .0. Brisbane c 131 Beaus  and Company Messrs. F., Thargomindah s
29 Baker C.,  Hospital, Roma c 132 Bean Patrick ,  New Gas Works, Brisbane c
30 Baker J .,  37-Gang c 133 Bearup Thomas, Rockwood c
31 Baker Joseph ,  Hope -street ,  South Brisbane o c 134 Beattie Dick P.O. Brisbane c
32 Baker Robert (sawyer ),  Brisbane o c 135 Beattie J., Temple Buildings ,  Brisbane c
33 Baker S .,  Roma c 136 Beattie James  (fruiterer ),  Sandgate c
34 Baker Mrs .  T., P.O. Townsville c 137 Beattie James ,  Coaparoo o c
35 Baker W .,  P.O. Rockhampton u k 138 Beattie James ,  South Brisbane c
36 Baker William ,  Spring Hi ll u k 139 Beattie Richard ,  G.P.O. Brisbane c (2)
37 Baker Capt. W. L., Townsville c 140 Beattie Richard ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
38 Baldwin A., 9 Berry street ,  Spring Hill o 141 Bebranth  - (ship " Pendle Hi ll ") Burketown
39 Baldwin Joseph , Russell  street ,  South Brisbane o c nk
40 Baldwin W., German Station c 142 Becht John ,  Brisbane o c
41 Balfour John ,  Russe ll  street ,  South Brisbane c 143 Beck H., P.O. Hughenden c
42 Ball Thomas, Ma borough c 144 Becker F., 10, Herbert street, Brisbane c
43 Balleot Charles, Moongarie, Eulo c 145 Beckley Walter  (packer), Her berton c (2)
44 Balls and Watt ,  Blackfellow Gully c 146 Bedford E., Rockhampton c
45 Balmain John ,  Goondiwindi c 147 Bedingfeld Richard, Buckingham Downs u k
46 Balthers H. Gympie c 148 Beer John (tinsmith and plum be r),  Rockhampton c
47 Baltzer  A. 6. (care  of Hislop ),  Brisbane a 149 Beeston Thomas, Gympie c
48 Banard J., Cunnamulla c 150 Begalla C., Coochin c
49 Banbury Mrs. M .,  Warwick c 151 Behan Jane, Stanley street, South B ri sbane o c
50 Bane T .,  Cairns c 152 Beilby John ,  Charleville c
51 Banff J., Sandy Creek ,  Ipswich c 153 Belcher J. P., Lutwythe c
52 Banfield J., P.O. Brisbane s 154 Belfuse J. (care of Messrs .  Wilson and Hart), Mary.
53 Bankie  -,  Duncan street ,  Va lley c borough c
54 Bannan Edward, Thargomindah a 155 Bell-,  Vulcan Foundry, Maryborough c
55 Bannister Thomas (sawmi lls ),  Charleville c (6) 156 Bell Mrs. Angus  (care of John Lloyd ),  B ri sbane c (2)
56 Bansfield R. S., Brisbane s 157 Bell H., Warwick s
57 Barber  -,  Howard c 1.58 Bell H. (watchmaker ),  Goondiwindi a
58 Barber and Dan Messrs .,  Charters Towers o c 159 Be ll  Mrs. H .,  No. 5, Hope street ,  South Brisbane c
59 Barber C. D., Rolleston c (2) 160 Bell J .,  Depot Hill c
60 Barber George, Boulia c 161 Bell J .,  Bulimba c
61 Barber Hy., Brisbane u k (3) 162 Bell J .  M. South Brisbane c
62 Barden Frede rick ,  Mitchell Downs c 163 Bell Joseph  (draper), West End c
63 Barge J .,  P.O. Ipswich c 164 Bell Mrs .  Mary ,  Paddington c
64 Barker C. (ca re  of - Thomas ),  Charters Towers c 165 Bell Messrs .  M. and W.,  Rockhampton o c
65 Barker E., Brisbane c 166 Bell R .,  Rose Flat, Aramac o
66 Barker E. (care  of Mrs .  E. White ),  South Bris- 167 Bell Thomas ,  Gippa street, Valley o c
bane c 168 Bell Thomas ,  Wharf street ,  Brisbane o c
67 Barker E., Water street ,  South Brisbane c 169 Bell W . (care of McPherson and Coy. ),  Rock-
68 Barker J., Townsvi lle c hampton c
69 Barker  John , Charters Towers c 170 Bell Wi ll iam (care of Jenkins), Dickabram a
70 Barker Joseph, Charters Towers c 171 Bellamy J. A., Lorne Station ,  Blackall c
71 Barker R., Murwillia ,  Cunnamulla a 172 Bellingham  G., P.O. Brisbane c
72 Barlow J., One-Mile c (2) 173 Bellis Jesse ,  Rockhampton n k
73 Barnard G., Coomooboolaroo o 174 Bellshan  -,  Lutwyche c
74 Barnes A. J., Blackall u k (2) 175 Benjamins Bros .  Messrs.,' Charters Towers a
75 Barnes Geo., Homebush c 176 Benjamin S. (care of H. Benjamin ),  Lower Burde-
76 Barnett Dixon, Rockhampton c kin a
77 Barnett Francis, Stamburn Station m 177 Bennet G., Adavale c
78 Barnett Francis, Bowen Downs Station in (2) 178 Bennet J. R., Windorah s
79 Barnett G., Brisbane u k 179 Bennet J. R., Eulo s (2)
80 Barnwe ll  Thomas H .,  Gundi Sugar Plantation, 180 Bennett Miss  (care of Dr .  Bancroft ),  Brisbane c
Johnstone River c 181 Bennett Miss ,  Fortitude Valley u k
81 Barr Wal lis,  Nundah c (2) 182 Bennett  C. T., Rockwood o
82 Barren J ., Gympie c 183 Bennett E., Walker's Pocket c
8:3 Barrett  -,  Cricket street ,  Brisbane c 134 Bennett George, Blackall m
84 Barrett Miss Waterloo Hotel , Valley c 185 Bennett H., Adavale c (3)
85 Barrett L., Dort Douglas c 1'46 Bennett Harry, P.O. Brisbane f
86 Barrett M., Beta o 187 Bennett Henry (coach painter ),  South Brisbane c
87 Barricliff W. (carrier ),  Adavale c 188 Bennett John, P.O. Gympie m
88 Bar ri ngton  -,  13 Stanley street, South Brisbane c 189 Bennett Robert ,  Barenya  via  Hu henden c
89 Barron A., Jondaryan c 190 Bennett Robert, Schooner "Ret riever," Cook-
90 Barron C. E., Brisbane  Club Hotel,  Brisbane o town c 2)
91 Barron Edward  (packer ),  Cairns c 191 Bennett T., aryborough c
92 Barron W. (care of C. Bunny ),  Townsville u k 192 Bennett W. F., Maryborough o
93 Barry Frederick, Beta o 193 Bennett W. S., Rockhampton o c
94 Barry J . (carrier),  Aramac c 194 Bennett W. T., Maryborough f
95 Barry J .,  Adavale s 195 Benson Mrs. Agnes ,  Kangaroo Point c
96 Barry James ,  Cunnamulla c 196 Benson George, Charters Towers c
97 Barry James ,  Cairns c 197 Bentley E.. Hughenden c
98 Barry John (clerk), Tribune street ,  South Brisbane c 198 Gently W. H., One-Mile c
99 Barry Joseph ,  Cloncurry c 199Benwell F. H., Townsvi lle c
100 Barry Richard, Grey st reet, South Brisbane o 200 Benwell W., Cairns c (2)
101 Barry Thomas, Brisbane u k 201 Beresford  Joseph A.,  P.O. Brisbane u k
102 Barstow H., Burketown c 202 Bergin  Win., Charters Towers c
103 Bartlett  -, Albert street,  Brisbane c 203 Bergman Mrs. Annie ,  Hyde Park, Townsville c
104 Bartley  Robert,  Jericho c 204 Bergstrom G., Woolloongabba c
105 Bartley  W. R., 120,  Queen street ,  Brisbane s 205 Bergstrom  Ulrik,  Brisbane f
106 Barton E., Brisbane c 206 Berkeley S. F. H., Hughenden u k
107 Barton and Phillips Messrs., Spring Station, Mary- 207 Berkley S F., Hughenden c (3)
vale c 208 Bernard J., Cunnamulla c
108 Barton George ,  Mitchell c 209 Bernard John Claude ,  Beechal Station o c
109 Bartone F., Townsville c 210 Bernes Thomas, Banchory Station  via  Clermont
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211 Berry  - (accountant  ,  Farleigh c
212 Berry  -,  Botanical Gardens c
213 Berry  -  Townsville c
214 Berry G. A. (care of O'Connor ,  Bloomfield Planta-
tion ),  Brisbane c
215 Berry T., Adavale a
216 Bertram H. L., Brisbane o
217 Best -, Kelvin Grove road c
218 Best and Jones Messrs. South Brisbane c
219 Bestwich T., Charters ''Powers c
220 Bettendgc John ,  Townsvi lle o
221 Bevan Miss Anne, Bulimba c
222 Bevan Thomas T. Rockham ppton s and u k (2)
223 Bevan T. (care of W .  Bell), Crseabrook o c
224 Bevan T., Homebueb ,  Mackay s
225 Bevensen C., Townsvi lle c
226 Bewsey Wm., Pioneer Estate, Mackay o e
227 Bichardt Henry ,  Cardwe ll  c
228 Biddle Miss M. A., Boundary street, South
Brisbane c (3)
229 Bigg Walter  (fitter ),  Mackay o c
230 Bigham Samuel, Ipswich ui k
231 Bi ll ey Harry labourer ),  Bulimba o c
232 Birch C. R., Lutwyche c (4)
233 Birch C. R., Maids, Hill c
234 Birch C. Weldon ,  Delta ,  via Pine Hill o
235 Birch W., barque  " Mountain Laurel, "  Brisbane c
236 Birch Wm., Kangaroo Point o
237 Birchfield  -,  Bowen street ,  Brisbane c
238 Bisset Miss ,  Graham street ,  South Brisbane c (2)
239 Bissett Mrs. Ann (dressmaker )  South Brisbane c
240 $  Au Pechey 's Mill, lighfields e
241 Black H. H. 'Roma c
242 Black Mrs. Hume ,  Coventry House ,  Milton c
243 Black Mrs. J .  D. (care  of Thomas Durham ),  Roma c
244 Blackall Hairy Moore 's Creek ,  Mitchell u k
245 Blackall J. (put lioan ),  Mitchell c
246 Blacke  -,  Queen street ,  Brisbane c
247 Blackford Charles, Moraby c
248 Blain Mrs.  James ,  Petrie terrace, Brisbane m
249 Blaine W., Adavale c
250 Blair Miss, Brisbane c
251 Blair Thomas ,  Townsvi lle u k
252 Blair W., Clermont c
253 Blake Miss (confectioner ),  Brisbane c
254 Blake Mrs. Charlotte ,  Race course ,  Ipswich c
255 Blake Mrs. E .,  New Cleveland road c
256 Blake E .  New Cleveland road a
257 Blake Jon J., Bundaberg u k
258 Blake Miss Kate, Southport o
259 Blake Walter, Southport  o
260  Blake William ,  Melford Lagoon, Barcoo River c
261 Blanchard M. J., l3roadwater c
262 Blank B ro s.  Messrs .,  Redbank e
263 Bleakley W., Warwick a
264 Blettne yy Charles, Ipswich c
265 Blisait R., Clermont a
266 Bloomley  Matthew Petrie terrace ,  Brisbane u k
267 Blooman  J., P.O. ?pswich o c
268 Bloomfield  -,  North Ipswich c
269 Bloomfield Euston  (cars of W. H .  Morrison),
Araanao c (2)
270 Bloomfield Euston,  Blackall s
271 Bloomfield W., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
272 Bloxsom John  (care of ichards),  Banana c
273 Bloxsom S., Medway Station o
274 Blume Frederick ,  Emerald Road Station e
275 Blundell J. G., 3 Walton terrace, Brisbane c
276 Blyth P. One-Mile,Staw Mills c
277 Blytliy Miss H. (cage of Cameron)  Uanda Station,
Rockwood c
Boden Mrs .,  Cairns u kBogue Jas., Howood c
Bohan F .,  Dalby o
Bohan Michael, Brisbane o
Boisson Richard Thursday Island f
Boland and McGullock ,  Buudaberg c
Boland P .,  50-Gang, 227-Mile Camp c
Boldery W . (timber -getter ),  Burrum c
Bolger M .,  Bunda be rg c
Bolton F .,  Barenya Station c
Bolton F ., Ipswich  c
Bolton P., Bulimba c
Bond James ,  S rim Creek c
Bond F ., P.O., Brisbane u k
Bonham  -,  Townsville c
Bonnar Sarah ,  Queen 's Hotel, Rockhampton u k
Bonnavetti A., Charters Towers o c and c (2)
Bonnett Francis ,  Brisbane o c
Bookmaster Charles, Adavale a
Boolan Patrick ,  Bogantuagan e
Boon Alfred ,  Ayrshire Downs u k (3)
Boon B.,  Blacka ll  s
Booth J. J., Kolan c
Boralee DaviGlen Isla c
Boreham R.,  Townsville c
Boresen Mrs .  Mary Dickabram c
Borguers  A. J. C., Logan road c
Borgwadt C. Mackay c (2)
F3orlland Andrew,  Woodstock Station u k
Borrowman W.. Monkland c
Bort J .,  Gympie c
Borthwick  A. Hay,  Isisford c
Boseled A . (care of Flowers ),  Pine Mountain o e
Bosselinann 04to, Byrketown m and f (2)
Bossc ee G., e c
813 Botllmell G. M., South Brisbane o
814 Bottcher Rudolph, Glenariff, Rockwood Station o
315 Bottcher Rud., Mount Cornish, Muttaburra c and
f (2)
316 Bottom John, Orient Station, Thargomindah s
317 Boulton F. J., Hughenden c
318 Bourbon Mrs. Margaret, Goombooryan o c (2)
319 Bouke  C., W.R. Line o c
320 Bourke Henry, 15-mile Bend, Hughenden o
321 Bourke John, Moorooloo Station o
322 Bourke John, The Springs, Railway Camp o c
323 Bourke Patrick, Phillip's Grand Hotel, Brisbane o
324 Bourke R. (care of J. D. Lyons), Charters Towers c
325 Bourne G. St., Evesham Station c
326 Bowden John, Spring Hill o c
327 Bowden William,  Cloncurry c
328 Bowden Wm., Charters Towers o c
329 Bowe P., Townsville c
330 Bowe Thomas (care  of Charles Lukins ),  Winton
road c
331 Bowen Mrs., Rockhampton c
332 Bowen Thomas, Gympie c
333 Bower James ,  Toowoomba c
334 Bowerman  J., Stanley  street ,  S. Brisbane c
335 Bowers C., Brisbane u k
336 Bowes  - (  logist ),  Bri sbane c
337 Bowes David John ,  Jericho c
338 Bowles C. A., Blaokall c
339 Rowley Samuel ,  Rockhampton u k
340 Bowman  -,  Lesbania Station c (3)
341 Bowyer George,  Bogantungan o q
342 Bowyer John, Pine Hill o
343 Boyce James, Charters Towers c
344 Boyce W. E. (care of J. Gressbrook), Russel Gully
o(2)
345 Boyd C. H., Cairns c
346 Boyd James ,  Blackall c
347 Boyd Thomas, Gympie c
348 Boyle -, Brisbane c
349 Boyle Charley, Southport s
350 Boyle Hugh, Pine Hill o
351 Boyle James, Muttaburra c
352 Boyle James, Winton c
353 Boyle James, Jericho c
354 Boyle  James F. carpenter ), Vindex Station
355 Boyle J. R., Che  mer Station c
356 Boyne J., P.O. urketown o
357 Boynes -, Apollonian Vale c
358 Boys Hy., Gregory  terrace c (2)
359 Boys Isaac ,  Western Railway line o c
360 Boysen B., East Maryborough c
361 Braaks M., Brisbane u k
362 Brabazon Miss Coorparoo c
363 Bracken Miss )Lose, Rockhampton c
364 Bradbury - (contractor), Ipswich c
365 Bradbury L., Boggo c
366 Bradey Henry (fireman ,  g.s. " New Guinea  "),  Bris-bane uk
367 Bradfield  Miss  A., Ravenswood c
368 Bradford Hy., I with c
369 Bradley J. A., Jondaryan c
370 Bradshaw A., Townsvi ll e e
371 Bradshaw George, Townsville c
372 Bradshaw Michael, Comet c
373 Bradshaw Thomas W., Goondiwindi o
374 Brady Miss Nellie, Charters Towers o
375 Brady Patrick, Rocton Saw Mills, Ipswich u k
376 Brady T. S., Hughenden c
377 Braithwaite C. J., Hope street, South Brisbane c
378 Brand J., Valley c
379 Brander J., Mackay c
2.80 Brandt M. E., Gin Gin c
381 Brandt  W., Barolin c
'382 Branne lly  J., Gympie  Hotel ,  Brisbane a
383 Branney Hugh  (sailor), P.O. Brisbane o c
384 Branns C., Jericho c
385 Braure E., Walkerston c
386 Brazier  John,  Cunnamulla c
387 Breacher Pat. or McDonald, Mackay c
888 Breadmore Wm., Kangaroo Point c
389 Brearly and Coy., Toowoomba a
390 Brearley A. L. (care of F. H. Willis), Coorabella
m
391 Brearey2Arthur, Coorabella Station to and c (2)
392  Breading Chas., Rockhampton s
393 Breckne ll J., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
394 Breedon  Mrs. J.  E., Sandy Creek c
395 Breen -, Paddington c
396 Breen  -,  Mackay c
397 Breen David, Brisbane f (2)
398 Breeson  William, P.O. Winton c
399 Breeze A., Richmond Downs u k
400 Breeze Thomas ,  Charters Towers c
401 B rennan Miss ,  European Hotel Brisbane c
402 Brennan Miss Annie, Townsville c
403 Brennan J., Gympie c
404 Brennan John, Booroondara Station, Clermont c
405 Brennan Peter, Boundary street, South Brisbane
400 Brennan W., Adavale c
407 Bremner J., Warwick s
408 Bretton H. L., Caiwara Station, Paroo River s
409 Breuse J., Toowoomba c (3)
410 Brewer E., Imbil road, Gym pieec
411 Brewer Jno.(care of Messrs. Young Bros.), Kalawi
412 Brewster Miss, Gympie c
413 Brewster Miss Lizzie, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
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414 Bridge Ernest ,  Maryborough s (2)
415 Bridges and Anderson ,  Lutwyche c
416 Bridges J.  (CO, Mackay c
417 Bridges S., Mackay c
418 Bridson J. R. (carrier), Jericho c (2)
419 Brien Matthew ,  G.P.O. Brisbane u  It
420 Brien William D .,  Blackall o
421 Briggs W., Comet c (3)
422 Briggs William Bramby ,  Clermont o
423 Bright J., Rckhatnpton s
424 Brill  W.,  Blackall b
425 Brinkley G., Townsville o
426 Bristow M. A., Mount Britton c
427 Broad G., Jarawinaba Station s
428 Broad J., Gympie c (2)
429 Broadley Joshua ,  Thargomindah s
430 Brock James ,  Gympie c
431 Brodie E., Gympie e
432 Brodie E. A., Gympie o
433  Brohlan Miehael ,  Dingo c
434 Bromley Mrs., Brisbane Tin Company, Stan-
thorpe u k
435 Brook H. J., Logan  ro ad c
436 Brooke E. R. Oakwood d c (2)
437 Brookes George  (carpenter ),  Rockwood e
438 Brooks C. H., North Biiiidaberg c
439 Brookes M. A. (care  of Mrs.  Barker ),  Townsville e
440 Brooks M., P.O. Brisbane u k
441 Brophy Thomas ,  Ilethmatit b b
442 Brosman Benjamin ,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
443 Brosman Denis  (care of E. Grady ),  Ready  Creek s
444 Brosman Timothy ,  Tramway Sta les, Valley o c
445 Brosman Wi ll iam  (labouret ),  Brisbane o c
446 Broughton  -,  Dalb c
447 Brown  - (manages) ,,  North Queensland Pyrites
Company ,  Burddkih 6
448 Brown  -,  Spring Hill e
449 Brown Mrs.,  Mary borough U c
450 Brown Mrs., Townsville c
451 Brown A., Welford ,Lagoon telegraph Station c (8)
452 Brown A., Telegrhph Station, Wilfred Sthtidn o
AKQ Browti A., Adabale o
M  Brown Mrs. C.  Maryborough d
4.55 brown C. (carrier )  Winton c
456 Brown C., Marybo rough e
457 Brown C., Townsvi lle o
458 Brown C., Charters Towers e
459 Brown E., No. 12 Hope street ;  S ringhill c
460 B ro wn E .,  Magazine Hill, GS+tnple b
461 B rown E., Harris teirrabe,  George a reet c
462 Brown Miss Ellen, Itutheh street, FZ*bothba c (9)
463 Brown Sen F .,  Charters Towers c
464 Brown Frank  (care of W .  Jackson ),  Fiekencott
Station s
465 Brown Frank,  P.O. Mitchell o c
466 Brown G., Gracemere e
467 Brown George ,  Dalveeii Park, Rockhampton o c
468 Brown George , (se. "Roma  "),  Cooktbwii c
469  Brown Geo. Henry ,  Sprinienre e
470 Brown G. L., Adavalb c
471 Brown Mrs. H. (care  of Mrs.  Runnegar), Stanley
street ,  South Brisbane u k
472 B rown H. A., Maryborough c
473 Brown J., Blaokall c
474 Brown J., Mitchell c
475 Brown Mrs. J ;,  G.P.O. Brisbane a
476 B ro wn J., Townsville b
477 Brown James ,  2-Gang ,  Clermont Branch c
478 Brown Janies C., ? ortnanton o e
479 Brown John  (care of  Hoganthulla Station), o
480 Brown John  (teamster ),
Clondurry a481 Brown John ,  Blackall c
482 Brown J. E., Townsville c
483 Brown J. V. (Date of P. Durack ),  Cooper 's Crebk s
484 Brown site, Mitchell o
485 Brown Lynne ,  North Rockham tots b
486 Brown R. 11. (draper ),  Townsville o e
487 Brown Richard, Eulo a
488 Brown Robert ,  Cairns ii k
489 Brown Robert  (labourer ),  Waterford o c
490 Brown R. W., Goohdiwindl s
491 Brown S., Rockhampton o
492 Brown S., Charters Towers c
493 Brown Samuel ,  Ipswich c
494 Brown Thomas ,  Muttaburta c
495 Brown Thomas, Cloncurry c
496 Brown W., Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c
497 Brown W. H., Mount Cornish ,  Muttaburra in
498 Brown W. H. (carpenter ),  Paddington o c
499 Brown Wm., uttaburra o c
500 Brown William, Rockhampton u k
501 Brown W. M., Leiehhardt street, Brisbane c502 Browne C.  F., Townsville o
503 Browne Miss C .,  Cooktown c
504 Browne F. W., Gootidiwindi c
505 Browne St .  George  (care  of Brown and Allinghum),
Cairns o
506 Browne W. D. G., Nerang o
507 Browning G., Gympie u k
508 Brownrigg Dr., Silverton a
509 Bruce Alex., Townsville c
510 Bruce H., Dalby s
511 Bruce James  (shipwright ),  South Brisbane c
512 Bruce  J ames, South Brisbane o c
513 Bruce Robert F., Union Ship Yard, Maryborough c
514 Bruce W., Police Barracks ,  Brisbane c
515 Brundrett W., gear New Gaol ,  Brisbane u k
516 Brunner Mrs., Dalby c
517 Bruns John ,  Adelaide street ,  Brisbane a
518  Bryan Guy, Swanton Vale, Pimpamet e
519 B ry ant Geo., South Brisbane c
520 Bryant Geo., 101 Elizabeth street ;  Brisbane s
521 Bryant Mrs. John, Cunnamulla a
522 Bryce James ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
523 Bryson -, Maryvi lle street, South Brisbane c
524 Bryson S. (photographer ),  Winton c  (2)
525 Bucci J. Gympie c (2)
526 Buchan Wm. P.O .  Townsville o
527 Buchanan J.  W.  (passenget  "  Duke of Buckingham"),
Brisbane u k
.528 Buchanan N., Burketown c
529 Buchanan Nat., P.O. Blackall c
530 Buchart  B.  South Brisbane f
531 Buchardt it. W., Pialba c532 Buckingham A., Gympie u k
533 Buckingham  P.  Basin Rocket, Ipswich c
534 Buckley Mrs., `Jpwhsppille c
535 Buckley Mra.  Ellen, Townsvilld c
536 Buckley Geo., Paddington c
537 Buckley J., Vindex Station c
538 Buckley John ,  Goondiwi tidi c
539 Buckley John, Eton c
540 Buckley Sarah ,  Hotee Creek o
541 Budd Albert ,  Ardmillafi u k (9)
542 Buderis L., Townsville c
543 Budge D. (care of Captain Gihnout ,  barque
" Aston  "),  Brisbane u k
Buir  -,  Toowoomba c
Buist C.,  P.O. Lutwydhe c (2)
Bulger Joseph ,  18-Gang ,  11-mile Ca1np,  Q.O.R. o e
Bull -, Townsvi lle c
Bull Charles, Rockhampton u k
Bu ll  J .  J., Port Douglas c
Bull Mrs. S. D., ltavensuood Junction c
Bulley W . (carrier ),  Bowdii c
Bullimore Joseph Briebatie u k
Bullock Master neh ry , Adavale s (3)
Bullock R., Petrie tdrrade fBuis H. W., Blackall c
Bundale C.  A. M., Ne ng Creek c
Bunderich A. F., Salt Water Creek c
undersen P. A., Gunalda c
Bunker B.. Doughboy reek, Btlsbanb aBunn S. .,, Charters Powers c (2
Biinfiy William Henry, 7d-Ihile 1.7iggins, Chartdrs
Towers o c
562 Bunting Robert ,  Wel)in h road Rope WdrkR c
563 Bunworth P. (saddler') oganttin  gii n e
564 Burchett E. F., Lang arch, Iriddgrz op1ll c 2)
565 Burchett Mrs. E.  F. Lang Farm,  Indooroblitlly o
566 Burchill Wi ,m, Mapcckay c
5137 Burdell T ., 1`'ownsnllle c
568 Burden J. A. (seaman ),  Totvpsvilld o d
569 Burgess Capt .  J. H., ketch  ("  fennandie"),
Brisbane t
570 Burgoyne br. Queen's Hotel, Brisbane s
571 Burgoyne E.;eauraba a (2)
572 Burke Peter BFiibabe o e
573 Burke  -,  iBunthtberg c
574 Burke Miss Bridget  (care  of  Captain John Mackay),
Cooktown o
575 Burke H., Helidon o
576 Burke Hen ry  (groom), $risb ne o c
577 Burke Martin ,  Doi hbo c (f
578 Burke Mrs. Matt',  )  nberg o c
579 Burke Patrick (miner, illchestdt c
580 Burke Richard, Brisbane c
581 Burke Thos .  Ldriniet Creek a
582 Burkett J., J3ogantungan c
583 Burley Mrs. risbahe u  it
584 Burlow R., 1ulimba c (2)
585 Burman S. D. (care of P. Clifford ),  Mount
Walker c
586  Bunny  Thos., Howard c
587 Bu rns Richard, Goopdiwindi o
588  Burnery ,  Union club ,  Creek street c
589 Burnetti Franeesee  (s. %. "Dorunda "),  Brisbane f
590 Burnett George carpenter ), Winton c
F 91 Bu rnett G. A., Isisfotd c
592 Bu rn ett Robert J .,  G.F.O .  Brisbane u  it
593 Bu rn ett W.  A . (stordkeeper )  Toowoomnba c
594 Burns Mrs., Queen 's Hotel ,  Townsville c
595 Bu rn s Mrs .,  Leichhardt Street, Brisbane c
596 Burns Mrs., Gyinpie c
597 Burns Mrs. C.,  iockhampton s
598 Burns Charles, Brayton c
599 Burns E.,  Gympie c
600 Burns George, Adayale m
601 Burns Janies, Psckhampton o c
602 Burns Mrs. M .,  Goodna c
603 Burns Martin P.O. Townsville n k
604 Burns Mis Torah ,  Fortitude Valley c
605 Burns P.,
Town ville c606 Burns T. (care of Bashford and Company ),  Mackay ,
607 Burns T., Petrie terrace c
608 Burns W., Ki llarney c
609 Burns W .,  Charters Towers c (2)
610 Burr J .,  Tinana o
611 Burritt F. B., Townsville c
612 Burrowes  Miss,  P.O. Warwick c '
613 Burrower Frank L. (care of A .  V, flubbison
Goondiwindi c
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614 Burrowes Miss Tussle G .,  P.O. Brisbane s
615 Burrowes Robert, Mount Cornish c
616 Burston Mrs., Bundaberg c
617 Burston A. (carpenter), Valley c
618 Burt J., Fortitude Valley c
619 Burton , Dalby c
620 Burton  (sign writeof , Valley c
621 Burton  F. V. (care  Bates and Son ), Tibbo-burra m
622 Burton George, Wallumbilla Sawmills o
623 Burton George, P .O. Brisbane o c
624 Busch H., Tanbai Station ,  Cooper 's Creek c
625 Busch J. W. P.O. Cloncurry c
626 Busch Miss  Louisa,  Rockhampton o
627 Bush H. (care of Fu llerton Retreat Station)  in
628 Bussey -, Brisbane c
629 Busteed Robert, Mount Cornish Station s
630 Butcher  ,  Rosalie Plain Station c
631 Butcher W., Townsville c 1
632 Butcher W. C., South Brisbane c
633 Butler --, Glen Curry, Copperfield in
634 Butler  Alfred (milkman ), Indooroopilly o c (2)
635 Butler G. Ma borough c
636 Butler G. H., Burketown a
637 Butler  John, (carrier ),  Morven c
638 Butler R., Charters Towers c
639 Butterfield  -  Oakey Station ,  Blackwater c
640 Butterfield F., I'e rn vale c
641 Butwell F., Comet c (2)
642 Butwell J., Comet c
643 Byerley S. Eaton f
644 Byran  G.  '  . Eulo c
645 Byon Dr ., Carters  Towers c
646 Byrne James Cairns c
647 Byrne John, 'Blackall o c
648 By rne P .,  Pine Hi ll c
649 Byrne P. W., Toowoomba c
650 Byrne Thomas, Little Ipswich f
6.51 Byrnes J. (carrier ), Jericho c
652 By rnes James, Jericho c
653 By rnes James ,  Inskip Point s
6.54 By rnes L. (carrier ),  Warranbool e
C.
1 CADDAN James, George street,  Brisbane c (2)
2 Cadzow John, Calarwena  Station, Diamantina c
3 Cafferty Austin Police Station, St. Lawrence f
4 Caghney -, Listowel c
5 Cahill Rockhampton c
6 Cahill J., kangaroo Point c
7 Cahill J., Leichhardt  street c
8 Cahill M .,  Townsvi lle c
9 Cahill Thomas ,  Tingalpa c
10 Cahill  Thomas  (in charge of Buchanan 's cattle),
Burketown c (2)
11 Caigney Patrick ,  Stewartstown o c
12 Cairns Mrs. A .,  Logan road c
13 Cairns David  (butcher )  Charters Towers s and c (2)
14 Cairns Henry, P.U. Brisbane u k (2)
15 Cairns Robert, H.M. Gaol Roma o
16 Calanan  Michael  (miner ),  Charters Towers c
17 Caldwell David Warwick c
18 Caldwell W., Ranfred Downs c
19 Calford John, Winton u k
20 Callaghan  -, Dalby c
21 Callaghan  C., Mackay c
22 Callaghan  Dan, Nerang Creek e
23 Callaghan  M., Hnghenden c
24 Callagher Martin, Charters  Towers c
25 Callan Simon , Fortitude Valley c
26 Callanan  John j. South Brisbane o c
27 Call anan  Miss Mary (care of C. Ryan),  Bowen
Hills s
28 Callen A., Eagle Farm c
29 Cam  Thomas, Cloncurry c
30 Cameron  - (auctioneer and commission agent),
Muttaburra a
Cameron Mrs., Paddington c
Cameron Miss, Russe ll  street, South Brisbane c
Cameron Alex .  D., Muttaburra c and m (4)
Cameron D. C., Police Camp, Burketown c
Came ron Geo .,  Brisbane c
Cameron Hugh ,  Lower Burdekin c
Cameron Hugh , Jericho c
Cameron H., Mackay c
Cameron John ,  Russe ll street ,  South Brisbane c
Cameron R. C. Thargomindah s
Camfield W .,  t=ribune street ,  South Brisbane c
Camp, L. W., Hope street ,  South Brisbane c
Campars E., Brisbane f (2)
Carmparo E., G.P.O. Brisbane a and f (2)
Campbell and Coy .  Messrs. (stevedores ),  Brisbane c
Campbell -,  Ingham u k
Campbell Mrs., Lutwyche o
Campbell Mrs., March street ,  Brisbane c
Campbell Alex. (selector ),  Mulyrave River o c
Campbell Alex . (carrier ),  Townsvi lle c
Campbe ll Archd., P.O. Clermont u k
Campbell Colin, P.U. Townsville u k
Campbell C. A., Mount Cornish c
Campbell D.,  Mt. Margaret, s
Campbell Ellen, P.O. Townsville o c
Campbell G. and Coy., Brisbane c
Campbell G. P., Muttaburra s
58 Campbell G. P., G.P.O. Brisbane a
59 Campbell James, Muttaburra c
60 Campbe ll James (care of J. Smith), Spring Hill u k
61 Campbell James, G.P.O. Brisbane c
62 Campbell  James  (bricklayer),  Brisbane c
63 Campbell  Miss  Jane Clark, Y.O. Brisbane u k
64 Campbell J., P.O. Brisbane s
65 Campbe ll J., Burketown c
66 Campbell R., Bloomfield River u k
67 Campbell R., near Old Gaol, Rockhampton c
68 Campbell Mr-a. Sarah, Gympie c
69 Campbell T., Nerang Creek c
70 Campbell Wm., P.U. Cairns c
71 Campeeny Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
72 Campion George, Toowoomba c
73 Cann J.,  Macrossan 's Bridge o
74 Canning The Misses, Charters Towers c
75 Canning S. N., Cunnamulla c
76 Canahure Mrs., Ravenswood o
77 Cant Daniel (drover), Rockhampton o c
78 Cantan Edward Marathon Station c
79 Cantell James, Bairns c
80 Cape] J., Cloncurry s
81 Carbey John, Roma c
82 Card A. Cooktown c
83 Cardelli. S., Townsville c
84 Carden Miss Myra ,  Adavale a
85  Carden Myra, P.O. Tambo o
86 Cardno John Lindsay, Brisbane c
87 Carey J., Wombililla c
88 Carey Mary, Rockhampton o c
89 Carey William, South Brisbane c
90 Carl G. T., Townsville c
91 Carlin John, South Brisbane u k
92 Carline G. S., Withersfield c
93 Carlo B., Rockhampton c
94 Carlsen J., Townsville c
95 Carlson C. G., Bollon f
96 Carmichael Mrs., Clarence street, South Brisbane c
97 Carmichael J., Mitchell c
98 Carmody James, Spring Hill c
99 Carmody Master Joseph (care  of McAnaley, saddler),
Winton c )
100 Carney Bridget(4, P O. Townsville o
101 Carney Mrs. M., Woombililla c
102 Carney William, Ipswich c
103 Carpenter - (shearer ), Vindex Station c
104 Carr -, Flat-top Island c
105 Carr -, P.O. Brisbane c
106 Carr -  (care of Nain )  Wickham st reet c
107 Carr Daniel Port Douglas o
108 Carr John, Warwick c
109 Carr Joseph, Port Douglas o
110 Carr Michael, Thursday Island c
111 Carrey John,  Logan road c
112 Carrick - Townsville c
113 Carrington  *.,  Pine Hill c
114  Carrodes H aton  (sugar planter), Brisbane c
115 Carroll -,  Enoggera c
116 Carroll -, Bowen street Brisbane c
117 Carroll Miss, Maryborough c
118 Carroll G. (dairyman), Paddington c
119 Carroll Hugh (miner ), Gympie o c
120  Carroll Mrs. John, Iluthven street, Toowoomba u k
121 Carrol John, Warwick c
122 Carroll Patrick (care  of W. H. Buttler  Tewantin c
123 Carroll Thomas (care of P. Connors), Winton c
124 Carruth D. A., Brisbane u k (3)
125 Carson Miss Amy, Upper Melbourne street, South
Brisbane c
126 Carson James ,  Muttaburra u k
127 Carstairs Alexander, Cooktown o c
128 Carter John, P.O. Rockhampton u k
129 Carton Mrs., St .  James' School ,  Boundary street c
130 Carton J. F., St. James' School, Boundary street c
131 Carver John, P.O. Mitchell c
132 Carvar John P., G.P.U. Brisbane u k
133 Carver G., Milo Station c
134 Carvery -, Cobb' s Camp c
135 Casey -, Monkland, Gympie c
136 Casey Miss  (passenger per "Merkara "),  Brisbane c
137 Casey Archie, Winton c
138 Casey C., Monkland, Gym ie c
139 Casey Daniel, Cloncurry c (2)
140 Casey J., Maryborough road c
141 Casey J. F., Mulgrave River c
142 Casey Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers o c
143 Casey Michael ,  Sesbania Station  in
144 Casey Michael, Richmond c
145 Casey M. T. (storekeeper), Goodna c
146 Cash P. H., Townsville c
147 Cash W. G., Lorne Station c
148 Cassells Joseph (dealer ),  George and Roma -streets
0c
149 Cassidy J. (farmer ),  Gympie o c
150 Cassidy J. J., Rockhampton u k
151 Casslow Charles, Charleville c
152 Castle C., Gympie c
153 Caswell A. W., Gympie s
154 Catassia Gevonu, P.O. Queenton s
155 Cates E. B., Gympie c
156 Cathcart -, Springsure c (2)
157 Cause A., Gympie c
158 Cavan C., Rockhampton c
159 Cavanagh C., Rockhampton c
160 Cavanagh Mrs., Cambooya c
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161 Cavanagh John, Bogantungan o 263 Clarke F., Isis Downs c
162 Cavanagh J., Rockhampton c 264 Clarke George, Southport s
163 Cavanagh J. (carrier), Townsville c 265 Clarke James, Adavale c
164 Caw Montagu, Townsville c 266 Clarke James, Townsville c (2)
165 Cedar C., Kolan c 267 Clarke Richard, Great Western Tin Company,
166 Chadwick Chas. (bricklayer), South Brisbane c Watsonville f and o (3)
167 Chadwick Mrs. C., 30 Victoria  street, Gregory 268 Clarke Thomas, Barcaldine c
terrace s 269 Clarke  U. M. C., Brisbane o
168 Challenger W. Rockhampton c 270 Clarke  William  (labourer ), Cooparoo o c
169 .Chamberlain *., P.O., Gympie u k 271 Clarkson Captain T . H., (schooner  "  Becania"),
170 Chamberlan F., G.P.O.,  Brisbane u k Rockhampton n z
171 Chambers  Edgar, Rockhampton c (2) 272 Clay - (carrier ),  Cairns c
172 Chambers George, (boundary rider), Clermont o c 273 Clayton and Brookes  Messrs ., Lutwyche c
173 Chambers J. William, Cooktown c 274 Clayton R. J., Cooinda, Burketown c and o (2)
174 Chambers P. W., Goondiwindi s 275 Clayton W., Cleveland road c
175 Chang  Ali Mand Roma s 276 Cleary James, Rockhampton c
176 Channing E., P.6. Brisbane u k 277 Cleary Mrs. K., P.O. Mitchell c
177 Chantrell Wm., Ipswich c 278 Cleator -,  Brisbane u k
178 Chapman Miss Ellen ,  Homebush c (2) 279 Cleotorn George (ss. " Chyebassa "), Brisbane u k
171) Chapman E., South Brisbane c 280 Clemens W. J., Rockhampton c
180 Chapman Miss E. T., Charters Towers e 281 Clements W. (carpenter), Bundaberg c
181 Chaptinan Harry, Bowen Downs c 282 Clements Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
182 Chapman Miss Jane, South Bundaberg c 283 Clendinn Mrs., Townsville c
183 Chapman W. (care of J. E. Montgomery),  Magazine 284 Cleri J.,  one's  Farm, Toowoomba c
Hill c 285 Cleverly Fred, Hope street, South Brisbane c (2)
184 Chapple F., One-Mile e 286 Clevy George  (care  of Mr. Hunter), Rockhampton
185 Chapple John  Townsville o c uk
186 Charles  -,  Brisbane c 287 Clews - Rockhampton c
187 Charles Miss Catherine, Ravenswood c 288 Claws  0., Rockhampton c (2)
188 Charlesworth Joseph, P.U. Hughenden c 289 Clint John, P.O. Beenleigh c
189 Charleton William Brisbane u k 290 Clough S., Townsville c
190 Charleton  W. S.,  P .O.  Brisbane u k 291 Clulone Miss Maggie  (care of C. Mossop ),  West End
191 Charlie Kea, Roma c uk
192 Charlton A. G., Townsville c 292 Clune Miss, Queen 's Hotel ,  Brisbane c
193 Charlton James, Emerald u k 293 Clune James  (miner ),  Charters Towers o c194Charown P. H., Thursday  Island o 294 Clyde Mrs. (care of Mrs. Crookall), New Farm c
195 Chase Miss, Townsville c 295 Clymer F., Kangaroo Point c
196 Chater -, Aramac u k 296 Coatsworth May A., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
197 Chatfield Master Edward (care  of J. P. Glenden- 297 Cobham -, Kangaroo Point c
ning ),  Thargomindah s 298 Cobon James, Mackay u k
198 Chatfield H., Dulvadilla c 299 Cochrane Donald, Townsville a
199 Chegean  S., Hendon Station c 300 Cochran Hugh  (care of - Colless ),  Burketown c
200 Chenken -, South Brisbane o c (2) 301 Cochrane J. Stambourne Creek o
201 Cherry E., Pike Date o 302 Cockburn 1Virs. Jane, Walker's Pocket c (2)
202 Chew James, Cloncurry c 303 Cockburn Joseph (blacksmith), Townsville c
203 Childs  and Ra nard Messrs .,  Ipswich c 304 Cockburn Mrs. Wm., Walker's Pocket e
204 Childs John, Townsville s 305 Cockbu rn Wm., Isis c
205 Chin Faa, Jericho c 306 Cockel  Thomas, Roma c
206 Ching Goon Shang ,  Mackay o c 307 Coderin  Edwin , Gympie c
207 Chippendale W., Apollonian Vale c 308 Codey John, Rockwood o
208 Chiverton C., Townsville c 309 Cody Denis P. Adavale m (2)
209 Christensen A., East Brisbane c 310 Cody D. P., 1Viilo Station a
210 Christensen C., East Bunda berg c 311 Coe Geo., Blacka ll c
211 Christensen Rasmus, Kolan c 312 Coe W., Toowoomba f
212 Christenson Thomas, 12-mile Camp, Cooktown o 313 Point, Jundah eCoffee Thomas,  S1101
213 Christie Mrs., Bundamba c 314 7Coglin D., Sprinale c
214 Christie John, Grey terrace, Brisbane c 315 Cohen Mrs., Spring Hill c
215 Christie John (bullock-driver), Bundamba c 316 Colbett W. G., P.O. Cloncurry c
216 Christie L., North Rockhampton c 317 Cole -, Cunnamulla s
217 Christie J. P., Charters Towers c 318 Cole C., Charters Towers c
218 Christoe W., North Quay o 319 Cole Geo., P.O. Howard c
219 Christopher A., Watsonville s 320 Cole G., P.O. Springsure c
220 Chrystal Adam J. C., Taldora, Normanton u k 321 Cole J. J., Laidley c
221 Church Fred.  R. (carrier ),  Evesham c 322 Colege Bros., Caboolture e
222 Churchus A. J., Brisbane in 323 Coleman -, Bulimba e
223 Claffey Martin ,  Tambourine c 324 Coleman Mrs. Dan .,  Reserve, Ipswich c
224 Clancy John, Aramac o 325 Coleman Jno., Charleville a (2)
225 Clancy P., Cloncurry o 326 Coleman Wm. Jondaryan e
226 Clancy Thomas ,  Mackay c 327 Colenso -, i3arrie, Eton c
227 Clancy William,  South Brisbane c 328 Collect Mrs. (care of Mrs. W. H. Walkers), One-
228 Clapperton Mrs. Ellen S., Gladstonbury Creek o c Mile c
and c (2) 329 Colleran  John,  Charters Towers c
229 Clare H .,  Wailtown Station ,  Goondiwindi s 330 Collet and Co. Messrs. L., Ipswich  in
230 Clark -, Redbank c 331 Colley W. H., Upper Calliope  Station o
231 Clark Miss ,  Brisbane c 332 Collie William, P.O. South Brisbane u k (2)
232 Clark Alexander Cooktown c 333 Collier George (labourer), Dalby o c
233 Clark Alf., Jericho c 334 Collins Mrs., Gympie c
234 Clark A. E., Stephen's road, South Brisbane o 335 Collins  Alfred, Warwick c
235 Clark Charles (farmer), Pine River c 336 Collins A., Muttaburra c
236 Clark C. and B., Townsville o c 337 Collins Denis (farmer), Terevoe u k
237 Clark Geo. (blacksmith), Charters Towers c (2) 338 Collins E., Forbes ,  Ipswich, c
238 Clark G. Henry ,  Cunnamulla s (2) 339 Collins George (care  of J. R. Jenkins), West Hill
239 Clark H. W. A. (s.s. " Wistow Hall"), Brisbane u k Creek u k
240 Clark Ames, Townsville c 340 Collins Geo., Lorne Station c
241 Clark James, Mitchell c 341 Collins Hugh, Ipswich c
242 Clark J., Gympie c 342 Collins James, Gatton c
243 Clark J., Tiaro c 343 Collins James, Rockhampton c
244 Clark J. F., Kelvin Grove c 344 Collins John, Blackall c
245 Clark Mrs. J., Charters Towers.c 345 Coll ins J. (overseer of bridges ),  Brisbane c
246 Clark Leonard  (labourer ),  Mackay o c 346 Collins J., Cricket  street ,  Brisbane c2'7 Clark C. N., Brisbane s 347 Collins J. D., Brookfield u k
2.3 Clark 0. E., Town Hall, Brisbane c 348 Collins J. H., Townsville c
249 Clark  Thomas , P.O. Warwick c 349 Collins J. J. (care of A. B. Jones), Blackall s
250 Clark William  (drover ),  Bnrketown c 350 Collins M., Toowoomba c
.251 Clark William  (shearer ),  coongoola Station c 351 Collins M., Cooktown c
252 Clark William  and  Marret, Boggo road o 852 Collins M. R. (care of D. Harvey), We llshot s253 gClark W. (care of John Flynn), Gympie c 353 Collins Patrick, Walkerston c
254 Clarke -, Gowrie House, Wickham Terrace c 3.54 Collins R. M., Gowrie House, Wickham terrace c
255 Clarke Alf. (care of John Cook),  Balnagowan c 3.55 Collins Stephen, Cloneurry c
256 Clarke A. G. (care station  master ), Brisbane c 356 Collins  Thomas  (care of Samuel Hammons ),  South
257 Clarke A. W. (mineralogist), Gympie c Brisbane u k
258 Clarke Christopher, P.O. Blackall c Collis J. L., Brisbane in
259 Clarke C., Albion road, Lutwyche c 358 Collyer H. G. (carrier), Tulloona Station c
260 Clarke C. G., Dalby c 359 Colman Mrs., Brisbane c
261 Clarke E., Millchester c 360 Colman Robert (carrier), Blackall s
262 Clarke Fred., Ipswich s 361 Colquhon E., Charters Towers c
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362 Colville Isaac, Neara Creek, Colinton Station o
363 Cowan R., Monkland, One-Mile c
364 Comes R. B., Hoguthulla Downs c
365 Compasso J., Bundaberg c
366 Compton E., Bundaberg it k
367 Condell Wellesley, junr., P.O. Brisbane s
368 Condell Mrs. Wellesley 0. D., Cairns c
369 Conder Mrs. Thomas, Townsville o c
370 Condon Thomas, Gympie o
371 Condrins T., P.O. Pine Hill c
372 Coney Pat, Three-mile Creek c
373 Congreerie -, Townsville c
374 Conkey  Miss  M., G.P.U.  Brisbane c
375 Conley -, Thompson  Estate c
376 Conley T., P.O. Townsville n z
377 Conlin  Francis, 6-mile camp , Junction o c
378 Conmens Arthur (blacksmith), Cloncurry c
379 Connegher A., Ann street, Valley c
380 Connel  Miss  A., P.O. Warwick c
381 Connell Mrs. J. Roma c
382 Connell T., Buretown c
383 Connell M. (carrier ), $ atandra c
384 Connell Thos., Eva Downs m
385 Connelly  James  W.R. Line o c (2)
386 Connolly Mrs. h., Gympie c
387 Connolly J., Sesbania Station o
388 Connolly J. G., P.O. Dalby c
389 Connolly M. A., Charters towers  c
390 Connor -, Boundary  street , Spring Hill c
391 Connor -, South Brisbane c
392 Connor  Miss  E., Kent  street,  Brisbane in
393 Connor and Son  Messrs.  (merchants), Bundaberg c
394 Connor Thomas (compositor), Government Printing
Office, Brisbane c
395 Connor Wm., Townsville c
396 Connors -, Lytton c
397 Connors John (selector ), Roma c
398 Connors M. (carter), Charters Towers c
399 Connors M., G.P.O. Townsville c
400 Conrade - (care  of Mr. Hamilton, blacksmith),
Gympie road c
401 Conrowy Mrs. G., P.O. Townsville c (2)
402 Consadine  J.
( M
groom), Adavale road c
403 Consedine P.,onkland, Gympie c
404 Constable James P.O. Rockhampton n z
405 Constant Fred., burketown c
406 Constantina Miss (care of Mr. Kent), Valley c
407 Conway C. J., Anderson's Hotel, Cunnamulla s
408 Conway J., Clermont c
409 Conyers S. W., Grey  street , South Brisbane c
410 Cook Miss, Boundary  street , Spring Hill c
411 Cook Charles, Charters Towers f
412 Cook Charles (care of Patterson, Cook and Coy.),
Maryborough u k
413 Cook G., Cloncurry u k
414 Cook Helen, Townsville o
415 Cook James (labourer), Rockhampton o c
416 Cook M., Goodna c
417 Coolle George, Cloncurry c
418 Coole W., Victoria  sheet , South Brisbane c (2)
419 Cooley -, Logan road c
420 Cooley Richard (butcher), Thargomindah c
421 Coomber Alfred, Isis c
422 Coombs F., Nundab c
423 Coombs William, Ardmillan Plantation it k
424 Cooney Michael, Gympie c (2)
425 Cooper and Harwood, Charters Towers a
426 Cooper -, Spring Hill c
427 Cooper -, Rockhampton c
428 Cooper A. H., Townsville s (3)
429 Cooper A. Siddal (care of Gilbert, brewer), Towns-
ville  in
430 Cooper Geo., West End c
431 Cooper James, Nerang Creek c
432 Cooper  Jameky near  Grammar School, Ipswich e
433 Cooper John, Lennon's Hotel, Brisbane o c
434 Cooper W., The Springs c
435 Cooper W. (hotel-keeper), Brisbane s
436 Cootes -, Blackall s
437 Cope Thomas (care of Dir. Bartham), Rockhampton
uk
438 Cope W. N. S., Jane street, South Brisbane c
439 Copeland James, South Brisbane u k
440 Coppard Mrs. (care of J. Easterby), Thompson
Estate u k
441 Coppin Wm., Thargomindah c
442 Corbett Ed., Clara Creek c
443 Corbett John, Adavale o c
444 Corbett T., Winn c
445 Cordeson S. E., Brisbane a
446 Cordrey George, Rockwood Station c
447 (bre Mrs. Margaret, Boggo road, South Brisbane
0 c
448 Corfield G. E., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
449 Cormack --, Hoge  street , South Brisbane c
4.50 Cornell -, The bprings c
451 3orner R. B., P.O. Blackall c (2)
452 Corner It. B., P.O. Tambo c (2)
453 Cornbill W., Maryborough c
454 Corr T., Rockwood c
455 Cosgrove Miss (care of Mrs. Spink), Goondiwindi o
4.56 Cosgrove Peter, Bogantungan o c
457 Cossham D., Indooroopilly o c
458 Costello-, Petrie terrace c
459 Costello William (Mr. Lambert), Comet o
460 Coster H., I'.O. Bundaberg s and c (2)
461 Cothlan Mrs., Rockhampton c
462 Cotterell George, s.s. " Cloncurry," Brisbane it k
463 Cottle P., Woollongabba c
464 Conchman Mrs., Paddington c
465 Coulter James, Russel street, South Brisbane c'
466 Coulter R., Aramac c
467 Court Miss Annie, P.O. Maryborough o
468 Court A., Warwick c
469 Courtenay Richard Hudson, Bundaberg o
470 Courtice J., Bundaberg c
471 Courten F. (care of Reed, Ward, Reed), Kilkivan c
472 Courtney Jeremiah (care of Mr. Mc(raugh), Mut-
taburra c
473 Courtney M., Cooktown o c (2)
474 Courtney R. H., Fairymead c
475 Cousen Joshua, Comet c
476 Coutt H., Enoggera road c
477 Coutts Robert (miner ), Burrum c
4F8 Cowan -, Townsville c
479 Cowan Joseph (care of Mr .  Baiter ) Bloomfield c
480 Cowdrill William, Montague road, !loath Brisbane
oc
481 Cowe John (miner ), Gympie c4142 Cowell J., P.O. Gympie c
483 Cowlan James, South Brisbane c
484 Cowling R., Townsville c
485 Cowton F. B. (compositor), Charters Towers c
486 Cox -, Kangaroo Point c
487 Cox  Miss  Annie, Charters Towers o c
488 Cox Miss Charlotte, P.O. Brisbane o
489 Cox Mrs. C., Castle Hill, Townsville c
490 Coxhead F. T., (ss. "Duke of Buccleugh")  B ris-
bane u k
491 Cox James, Brisbane c
492 Cox  Miss  M., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
493 Cox Mrs. W., 15, Charlotte street, Brisbane s
494 Coyeor J. H., Rockhampton c
495 Craddock D., Maria Creek, Comet c
496 Crags Edwin (groom), Charters Towers o c
497 Craig James, Norfolk road, South Brisbane a
498 Craig Mrs. J., Warwick c
499 Craig Const. J. E., Charleville c
500 Craig Mrs, M. A., Pine Hill c
501 Craig Robert, Goodna c
502 Cranley Mrs., Mitchell c
503 Cranley J., Bingera c
504 Crate Miss L. (care of Mrs. Mackintosh), Bris
bane u k
505 Crathers J. B., G.P.O. Brisbane s
506 Craven Timothy (labourer) Matyyborough o c
507 Crawford Mrs., corner of . ,ussell and Rope streets,
South Brisbane s
508 Crawford Arthur, Townsville c
509 Crawford A., Tank  street Brisbane c
510 Crawford A., Thargoiiiinaah s
511 Crawford A. C., Rockhampton 2 c
512 Crawford A. D. S., Railway Department, South
Brisbane u k
513 Crawford Mrs. C.,
-Townsville c (2)
514 Crawford junr.
Hugh (care  of Mr .  Crawford.,selector ), Broadsound c
515 Crawford H., Rockhampton a
516 Crawford James, G.P.G, Brisbane f
517 Crawford John, Ru ter's Hill, Mackay u k
518 Crawford J., York Parade, Spring Hill c
519 Crawford William, Ipswich c -
.520 Creagh Wm., Whitefield Park c
521 Creed John R. (carrier), Hughenden c
522 Craft John, P.O. Rockhampton m
523 Crepean F., Forbes c
524 Cressy Thomas, Mitchell u k
525 Creswell George, Tent Hill o
526 Creswick Thomas, Brisbane u k
527 Crew Mrs., Rockhampton c
528 Cricton A. H., South Brisbane c
529 Crimp Charles (care of Mr. Guthrie), Hermit Park,
Townsville u k
530 Crisp, Lewis, and Hedderwick, Roma c
531 Crisp Charles, Charters Towers c
532 Crisp .h., Clermont c
533 Crisp L., Ayrshire Downs c
534 Crisp William, Cook-town o c
53.5 Cristopher A., Watsonville c
536 Crock -, Highgate Hill c
537 Croft W. (ss. "Merkara"), Maryborough c
538 Crofton -, Taroom c
539 Crolgil Wm. (care of D. L. Brown and C(*. ), Bris-
bane c
540 Croket George, G.P.O. Brisbane c
541 Cromer A., Kedron Brook c
542 Cronin J., Toowoomba c
543 Cronin Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
544 Cronin Patrick.  Sesbania  Station c (2)
545 Cronk C., P.O. Pine Hill c
546 Cronkshank Miss, Milton c
547 Crosby B. A., Brisbane c
548 Crosier J. S. M., Victoria Plantation c
549 Crosley W. (carrier), Pine Hill c
550 Cross -, Milton c
551 Cross George D., P.O. Brisbane a
552 Cross J. K , Geraldton c
553 Cross Robert, One-Mile c
554 Cross Thomas John, Winton o
555 Crouch Neil, Marmadilla c (2)
556 Croun S., P.O. Brisbane in
55E Crow James (stuckwan), Isisford o 9
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558 Crowe James Rockhampton c 47 Davidson Mrs., Queenton o c
`59 Crowle J (Lordellio Downs a 48 Davidson Alaister N Avoca StationA S i
560
y .,
Crowley Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
. ., , pr ngsureu k (5)
561 Crowther G. B., P.O. Townsville u k (2) 49 Davidson Alexander, Rockhampton o c
562 Croxton W. F., Springsure u k 50 Davidson Charles, Cooktown c
563 Crozier W., Petrie terrace c 51 Davidson James, Cairns terrace, Brisbane c
564 Cruden Alex. Webster, Townsville o c 52 Davidson Janmes, Petrie terrace c (2)
565 Crupp Wm., Kangaroo Point u k 53 Davidson John, Isis Downs Station c
566 Crutchlev R., Lutwyche c 54 Davidson Robert, Waterford s
.567 Crynan Thomas, One-Mile c 5.5 Davidson W., Emerald c
568 Cuffy Samuel, (s.s. " Merkara "), Brisbane u k 56 Davies -, Queenton c
569 Culbert John (cake of James Anderson), Brisbane 57 Davies David (labourer), Sunny Bank o c
u k (2) 58 Davies John (labourer), Rockhampton c (2)
570 Culla R., I awich c 59 Davies S., Charters Towers c
571 Culla T., Town Maria, near Ipswich c 60 Davies Miss S., Townsville o
572 Cullen E. and G., Cairns s 61 Davies Thomas (carrier ), Cunnamulla a
573 Cullen George, Mitchell c 62 Davies Walter, 28 Herbert street, Brisbane cl
574 Coming George (body maker), Nundah ii k 63 Davies W. (hawker), Spring Hill c
575 Cumings E., Ann street , Brisbane c 64 Davies W. H., Rockhampton c
576 Cummings G., Townsville c 65 Darin John, Rockwood Station., Muttatncrra  it  k577Cummins E. J., Charleville s (2) 66 Davis Alfred, Charleville c
578 Cummins Joseph, Gavial Creek c 67 Davis Mrs., Normanby Square c
579 Cummins Miss Maria, Rockhampton o c 68 Davis Mrs. A., Rockhampton c
580 Cunliff -, Ann street, Brisbane c 69 Davis C. J., Charters Towers o c
541 Cunningham Thomas, Cunnamulla c 70 Davis E. A., Paddin--ton c
582 Cunningham Blic, Normanby Hill c 71 Davis F. J., Bowen Bridge road, Brisbane c
583 Cunningham Wm., St.  Helena c 72 Davis G., Clermont in
584 Curel G. J., Toowoomba c 73 Davis H., Adavale s585Cureton T. F., Shamrock Hotel, Hughenden n k 74 Davis H. H., Charlotte Plains o e
586 Curle John,  Mona  Station u k 75 Davis James (care of Mr. Gordon), Nambrucca a
587 Curnow James, Charters Towers u k 76 Davis John, Rockhampton e
588 Curran J., Gympie c 77 Davis Jno., Cairns c
589 Curran J., Mackay c 78 Davis John W. G.P.O. Brisbane u k
590 Curran Thos., Condamine Bridge, Warwick c 79 Davis J., Rockhampton c
591 Current J., Charters Towers c 80 Davis J. R., Marburg c
592 Currie -, Lutwyche c (2) 81 Davis Mrs. Lizzie, Rockhampton o
593 Currie Bulimba c 82 Davis N. A., Brisbane f
594 Currie Arch., Ravenswood c and o (2) 83 Davis Thomas, Auburn  Station c (2)
595 Currie B., Ravenswood c 84 Davis Thos (carrier ), Jericho c
1596 Currie D. (care of R. J. Gray),  Brisbane s 85 Davis T.,  T hargomindah 9
597 Currie William, Ravenswood Junction o e 8F Davis T. H., Boxvale, Cambooya c
598 Currin P., Gracemere c (2) 87 Davis William, Gympie c
599 Curry B., Tambo c 88 Davis  William  (fencer ), German Station u k
600 Curry John, Goondiwindi a 89 Davis  William, Cairns c
601 Curry John , Coongloolan e 90 Davis Wm.., Brisbane c
602 Curry Joseph (s. a. " Waroonga ");  Brisbane c 91 Davis W.,'.O. Brisbane c
003 Curtain P., G.P.O.  Brisbane e 92 Davis  W. , Bundaberg u k
604 Curtis C., Penang,  Townsville c 93 Davison  -,  corner  of Warren and Leichhardt
605 Curtis John (care  of P. T.  R. Gaggin ),  Blacka)l a streets s
606 Curtis Patrick (care of  -  Samin ),  Cunnamulla s 94 Davou a Joan, Rockhampton c
607 Curtis  Mrs. Susan  A., Gympie o c 95 Daw H. F., P.O. Brisbane u k
608 Cusack P., Old Cleveland road o c 96 Daw John D,alby o q
609 Cush S., Yamborne  Station c 97 Dawe J. C., Munna Creek c
610 Cussen James, North Pine u k and n z (2) 98 Dawes Nicholas, Blackall o c
611 Cutler R., P.O. Bundaberg e 99 Dawes W., A., McArthur River  Station  in
612 Cutts C., Brisbane u k 100 Dawson Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
101 Dawson George,  Kangaroo  Point u k
102 Dawson J. M., Brisbane n z
D. 103 Dawson Thomas, Gyropie c
104 Dawson W. W. (care of Finney , Isles  and Company).
1 DABLOO F. H. G., P.U. Bundaberg o c Brisbane c
2 Darle F., Cunnamulla c 105 Day C.  H.  (carrier), Roma e
Dalby Alfred, Rockhampton c 106 Day F. H., P.O. Rockhampton ii k
4 Dale  Miss Margaret , Peel street, South Brisbane c 107 Day James, Elderslie  Station c (3)
5 Dales  Miss  Jane,  Brisbane u k 108 Deacon C., P.O. Thargomindah s
6 Dales S. (care of  - Tutton), Springfield u k 109 Deakin Owen, P.O. Isisford a (2)
7 Daly Miss, Cooktown c 110 Deakin 0., Cloncurry s8 Daly Denis, Tivoli c 111 Dean F. W., P.O. Brisbane c
9 Daley Joseph,  Caledonian  Hill, Gympie c 112 Dean Jeremiah (constable), Charters Towers o c
10 Dallas W., Cairns c 113 Dean Jeremiah, Springsure u k
11 Dallen Thomas, Jimbour  Station c 114 Dean M. B. M., Adavale s
12 Dalrymple W., Portland Downs e 115 Deans Mrs. R. A., Mount Pleasant s
13 Dalton A., No. 46-Gang, Q.C. Railway c 116 Dear and Woodrow,  South Brisbane e
14 Dalton John, G.P.O. Brisbane c 117 Dear C., Boggo  road, Brisbane u k
15 Dallow W., North Rockhampton a 118 Dearden C., P.O. Rockhampton o
16 Daly John, Toowoomba o e 119 Dearlove  Mrs., Sawmills , Torrens Creek c
17 Daly Michael, Pine Hill u k 120 Dearll  E., Bundaberg e
18 Daly M., Townsville c 121 Debenham  E., Frederickton s
19 Dalyuet -, Blackall c 122 Decoy - (tailor ), Charters Towers c
20 Dan Mrs., Boggo road c 123 Deegan  Miss Minnie,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
21 Danbern Jacob, South Brisbane c 124 Deegan Miss  Winifred, G.P.O. Brisbane f
22 Dando G., Huthpy song u k 125 Dee Gong, Charleville o c
23 Danial -, North  Branch c 126 DeHeriz  Henry V.  S., Springsure c
24 Daniel H. T. (carpenter),  Brisbane a 127 De Hertz  H. V. S. (miner ), Bundabe a e c
25 Daniell Edward, Walker's Pocket c 128 De Lacy P. E., Iughenden c
26 Daniells E., Gympie e 129 Delaney A., Kanyan e
27 Daniels -, Petrie  terrace e 130 Delaney J., Cairns c
28 Daniels E., Spring Hill c 131 Delaney Mrs. J., P.O. Emu Plains c
29 Daniels Miss E. (care of G. Ross), Maryborough c 132 De Lissa - (surveyor),  Marooeby c
30 Danielson J. E., Clermont c 133 Dellit C. T. (labourer), P.O. Brisbane o c
31 Danlson Mrs. Ada, Cooktown s 134 Deluse A., Cleveland c
32 Danvers Wm., Granada c 135 Dempsey -,  Fernvale c
33 Darbey Martha, Gympie c 136 Dempsey A. (butcher), Gympie s
34 Darby G. J., Junction, Ipswich  and Boggo roads c 137 Dempsey Edmund (carrier ), Charters Towers a
35 Darby Henry, Lutwyche c 138 Demr aey J. D., Gympie c
36 Daren J., Avington Station c 139 Den E., South Brisbane c
27 Dargan P., Townsville c 140 Denis J., Daley e
38 Darmolly Martin, Gympie m 141 Denman G., Gregory a
39 Darnley Edgar, P.O. Blackall s 142 Dennett  Miss E. (care  of J. Marshall ),  Towns'
40 Daves C., P.O. Clermont c ville u k
41 Davey Thomas, near Water Reserve, Charters 143 Dennis Geo., Beauley terrace, South  Brisbane c
Towers c 144 Dennis T., Gympie c
42 David Mrs. G., Jericho c 145 Dennison -,  Petrie terrace c
43 David Henry (labourer ), Isisford o c 146 Denny -, Bundaberg c
44 David S., Turbot street c 147 Dent Miss Mary (care of G.  B. Shaw), Rock
45 David W. M., George Creek, Townsville e hampton c
46 Davidson Mrs., Mitchell c 148Denzler J. $.,r$oward o (2)
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149 Derning F., Rockhampton c 252 Doyle Christopher (care of J. H. Wilkinson), Rock
150 De Seeley T. A. (care of W. Porter), Burdekin c hampton c
151 De Seeley - (care of W. Porter), Inkerman c 253 Doyle C. J., G.P.O. Brisbane c
152 Desmond Michael, The Springs, Railway Camp o c 254 Doyle D., Allora c
153 Devery J. (care of -, Watson), Ketendra Station c 255 Doyle James, Mitchell c
154 Devery Miss Mary, P.O. Rockhampton u k 256 Doyle John (care of C. Saval), Winton c
155 Dewsing W., Bundaberg c 257 Doyle Miss M. C., P.O. Cooktown c
156 Dick G. G., Townsville c 258 Doyle 0., Adavale c (2)
157 Dickens Miss, Sandgate c 259 Doyle Phil. (care of W. MacDonald), Cooktown c
158 Dickens Geo., South Brisbane c 260 Doyle Richard, P.O. Townsville c
159 Dickens T. (care of Hoffman), P.O. Rockhampton c 261 Doyle T., Adavale c
160 Dickie W., P.O. Brisbane u k 262 Doyle Walter, Minnie Downs Station o
161 Dickson Edward, P.O. Emerald c 263 Drainer - (carpenter), Brisbane c
162 Dickson G. H. (care of A. Afeck), Isis Downs c 264 Drain Mrs. George, Queenton
163 Dickson Thomas, G.P.O. Brisbane u k 265 Drake B. W. F., P.O. Rockhampton u k
164 Dickson Wm., Ravenswood c 266 Draney William. Cunnamulla o c
105 Dickson W., Rockhampton c 267 Draper James, Two-Mile c
166 Diedereich J. L., Johnstone River c (2) 268 Dreher Miss M., Pine Creek c
167 Diedrich L., Townsville c 269 Drew Wm., Mount Morgan s
168 Diedrich Leme (cook), Goundi Plantation, John- 270 Drinkwater Robert (fruiterer), Brisbane u k
stone River c (2) 271 Driscoll Miss E. (care of Mrs. J. Watson), Bris-
169 Diehm G. C. (care of James McDermott), Thuhin- bane u k
gula Station, Kiabera Creek u k 272 Driscoll F. 0., Townsville c
170 Diggle Miss A., G.P.U. Brisbane c 273 Driver Horace, Brisbane in
171 Dillen Charles, Kyabra Station c 274 Driver Herbert G., The Hospital, Brisbane u k
172 Dillon Mrs. M., Gympie c 275 Droser C., Leichardt Downs c
173 Dillon Edward, P.O. Dickabram c 276 Drysdale Joseph, P.O. Flackall c
174 Dillon P., Cairns c 277 D'Souza Pascoal (care of Mr. Summer), Wai Weir
175 Dillman John, Miles c Station, Thursday Island f (2)
176 Dine E., Fernvale c (2) 278 Duck A., P.O. Beenlei 'h c
177 Dinmore W., Lorne Station s 279 Dudgeon T. Yokes (collector Customs), Brisbane u k
178 Dixon F. A., Cairns c 280 Dudley John, P.O. Rockhampton s (2)
179 Dixon G., Gympie c 281 Duddy Robert, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
180 Dixon James (carrier), P.O. Aramac c 282 Duffy Miss Bridget, Bulimba road c
181 Dixon John, Isaac street, Brisbane s 283 Duffy Miss Bridget (care of Mrs. Watson), South
182 Dixon J., P.O. Brisbane c1 Brisbane c183 C. (surveyor), Fortitude Valley cDixon  I;. 284 Duffy William, Mamika Station, Muttaburra c
184 Dixon M., Gympie c 285 Duggan Edward, Winton c
185 Dixon Thos., Brisbane c 286 Duholen Christian, Esk c
186 Dixon and Coy. Messrs. W., Maryborough c 287 Dukes - (care of Mrs. Weston), Brisbane c
187 Doble senr. (farmer), Bundaberg c 288 Dullany M., Nerang c
188 Dobson Richard (care of - Lapraik), Brisbane u k 289 Du Moulins J. A., P.O. Thargomindah m
189 Dodgson Percy, Brisbane o c 290 Dunbar F., Gregory terrace c
190 Dodson T. W., Curra'ong Station, Blackwater c 291 Dunbar W., Yengarie c •
191 Dodsworth H., Kingsborough o c 292 Dunbar W. H. (care of Cran Bros.), Yengarie c
192 Do herty William, North Brisbane s 293 Duncan Alexander, P.O. Ipswich a
193 Doherty Michael (care of - Schneider), Water- 294 Duncan John, Gympie e
ford o c 295 Duncan J., Petrie terrace c
194 Doherty W., Valley c 296 Duncan William, Brisbane u k
195 Doign Mrs. J., Petrie terrace c 297 Dundervale George (labourer), Gympie o c
196 Dolan Miss Rosanna, P.O. Bundaberg u k 298 Dunlop J., Gympie c
197 Dolan S. (hospital), Brisbane in 299 Dunmore and Gillespie Messrs., Nichols Gap c
198 Donald Mrs., Eight-mile Crossing u k 300 Dunn George, P.O. Mackay u k (2)
199 Donaldson -, South Brisbane c 301 Dunn Geo. B. Goondiwindi c
200 Donaldson James, Thargomindah s 302 Dunn John, l'undah o c
201 Donaldson Mrs. S. R., P.O. Brisbane c 303 Dunn John, Gympie c
202 Donaliel M., Thompson's Estate c 304 Dunne Miss B., Rockhampton e
203 Donavon Frederick, Highfields c 305 Dunne Denis, Springsure o
204 Donlon Edward, G.P.O. Brisbane u k 306 Dunne Hy., Gympie c
205 Donnelly Miss Jane, Charters Towers o 307 Dunne J., Bingera c
206 Donner F. (carrier), Dalby e 308 Dunne M., Gympie c
207 Donoho John (miner), Charters Towers o c 309 Dunne Mrs. Pat., Charters Towers u k
208 Donohone Mrs. Given terrace, Brisbane c 310 Dunne Patrick, Charters Towers u k
209 Donohue David, Rosalie c 311 Dunne R. J., Charters Towers c
210 Donohue John, Charters Towers c 312 Dunning John, Port Douglas c
211 Donohue Martin, G.P.O. Brisbane n z 313 Dunning Patrick, Townsville in
212 Donohue M., Laidley c 314 Dunning W., G mpie c
213 Donohue P., Cabarlab c 315 Dunsmore - (hawker), George street a
214 Donohue Timothy P.O. Valley c 316 Dunsterville L., P.O. Rockhampton u k
215 Donovan John (labourer), One-Mile Creek o c 317 Dunyser James, Hughenden c
216 Dooble H., Kolan c 318 Durack J. J., Brisbane c
217 Doolan James, Bowen Downs Station c 319 Durack M., Warwick c
218 Doolan William, P.O. Ipswich c 320 Durack M. J., Catherine Station c
219 Doolin H., Bundaberg c 321 Durant -, South Brisbane c
220 Doonan and Hanley Messrs., Brisbane a 322 Durham Thomas, Jimbour c (2)
221 Doonan P., Pine Hill c 323 Durnsford Edward, Warenda c
222 Doorey Edwin, Brisbane c 324 Durston James, Ipswich c
223 Doran Miss N., Rockhampton a 325 Dussel F., P.O. Brisbane s
224 Dorehill R. A., Terrick Station c 326 Duval F. W., Academy of Music, Brisbane o
225 Dorey P., Charters Towers c 327 Duval F., Academy of Music, Brisbane n z and c (3)
226 Doroes H., BIackall c 328 Dwyer Charles, Waterview Mills, Bundaberg c (2)
227 Doosey J., Clermont u k 329 Dwyer J., Isis o c
228 Dougherty John, West End o c 330 Dwyer Michael, No. 1 Ward,Brisbane Hospital c (2)
229 Dougherty W. H. Brisbane c 331 Dwyer Stephen, One-Mile e
230 Douglas and Hemphill Messrs., Powell's Creek a 332 Dyoall H. R., Petrie terrace c
231 Douglas A., Queen street, Brisbane in 333 Dyer Henry, Rockhampton c
232 Douglas J. E., St. George o 334 Dynan Miss B., G.P.O. Brisbane c (2)
233 Douglas J. M., Cleveland road c 335 Dyrgan Thomas, Dunmore House, Brisbane e
234 Douglas William, Toowoomba o
235 Douglas W. (in charge of Surbiton cattle), P.O.
laisford s E.
236 Dovey C., Charters Towers c
237 Dowd W P O Gympie c and o c (3) 1 Townsville u kEADE Alfred
238
. . .
Dowe J. G., Bundamha Station s 2
,
Eadie J., Ardmillan Plantation  C
239 Dowding Miss C. (care of Mrs. Perry), Mackay c 3 Eagan Miss, Glenelg street, South Brisbane c
240 Dow!ings Michael (baker), Rockhampton c 4 Eagan James (carrier), P.O. Blackall c
241 Dowling L., Emerald c 5 Eames James A., P.O. Tewantin a
242 Dowding P. J., Mount Cornish Station n z 6 Earle Mrs. C., Jane street, Boggo road c
243 Dowling P. (carrier), Ayrshire Downs c 7 Early Harry, P.O. Brisbane u k
244 Dorn Mrs., Maryborough c 8 Earp -, Plum-tree Hotel c
245 Downey Thos., P.U. Charters Towers c 9 Earp - (saddler), Habana c
246 Downer Miss E. (care of C. Howeragah), Rock- 10 Easton George, Townsville o c
hampton c 11 Easton M., Rockhampton c
247 Downing Edmond, Goondiwindi u k 12 Eastwood Charles, Upper Logan c
248 Downing Mrs. M., Given terrace c (2) 13 Easy S. (ss. " Mabel ), Brisbane c
249 Downs -, Saul street, Brisbane c 14 Eaves George, Dingo c
250 Dawns Robert junior, Bulimba c 15 Eaves George Blackwater c (3)
251 Doyle Mrs. Annie, Rockhampton o c 16 Eaves John, P .O. Maryborough
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17 Edge Joseph, P.O. Brisbane u k 6 Falconer W. (care of Gaston), Townsville u k
18 Edgecomb Mrs. E. J., Port Douglas c 7 Falkner Mrs., South Brisbane c
19 Edgerton Charles (carrier), Jericho c 8 Fallon Thomas, Yuelba o
20 Edmiston Jas., Brisbane c 9 Fallon B. (butcher), Cootharaba road e
21 Edmond G. A., Valley c 10 Fannon Mrs. Ellen, Ipswich c (2)
22 Edmonds J. W., Brisbane s 11 Farley George (care of Parker's), Freshwater Creek a
23 Edson T. (teamster), Cork Station a 12 Farley John, Brisbane c
24 Edwards - (railway porter), Clermont c 13 Farmer James, Roma c (2)
25 Edwards A., Maryborough c 14 Farquhar Hugh, P.U. Windorah c
26 Edwards Chas., P.O. Cairns u k 15 Farquhar John, Townsville c
27 Edwards Chas. Thos., Toowoomba o c 16 Farr J. W., Richmond o (2)
28 Edwards D., Mackay c 17 Farraday Ellis, P.O. Charleville u k and c (3)
29 Edwards Edward, Brisbane o 18 Farrell Joseph, Bulimba o c
30 Edwards Frank, P.O. Brisbane u k 19 Farrelly Mrs. R., GymTne c
31 Edwards George, Clare c 20 Farrington W., Mount Pleasant c
32 Edwards Henry, Burpengarry o c 21 Farris Mrs. Alfred, P.U. Brisbane u k
33 Edwards Mrs. Henry, Tribune street. South Bris- 22 Farrow Mrs. A. D., Cawarral o
bane u k 23 Faso F. P., Toowoomba c
34 Edwards J. (care of Jephson), Cloncurry c 24 Fathing -, Boggo road c
35 Edwards Jno. Rodck., St. Lawrence c 25 Faulkner - (wheelwright), Emerald c
36 Edwards Mrs. Mary (care of Miss Burns), Spring 26 Faulkner John P., Brisbane u k
Hill u k and c (2) 27 Faulkner Thomas (stockman ), Fassifern Station c
37 Edwards W. (care of Black), Milo Station sV 28 Favenc W. H., P. O. Brisbane u k38 ale cEdwardems Mrs., Pullen 29 Fawdon John (care of Turnbull), Moggill u k
39 Egan James, Charters Towers c 30 Feeley Miss,  Brisbane c
40 Egan James, P.O. Blackall c 31 Feelan Albert, Yengarie c
41 Egan James (barque " Elissa"), Brisbane o 32 Felan James, Burketown s
42 Egerton Chas., Terrick Station c 33 Felan James (care of Smith), Hughenden a
43 Eggerstadt C., P.O. Townsville c (2) 34 Fellowes Mrs. Alfred Gympie o
44 Eggersted Thos., Thornton c 35 Feltham T. B., Pine Hill c
45 Eglington H. H., Peak Downs u k 36 Fengler H., Woongarra Scrub c
46 EkbeA., Eulo c 37 Fennell P., P.O. Eulo s
47 Elger John, Clermont c 38 Fenner Mrs., Hope street, South Brisbane c
48 Ellender W. G., Melbourne street, South Brisbane c 39 Fenner E. W., Homebush c
49 Ellerman John W., P.O. Withersfield m (2) 40 Fenwick Henry, Wetheron c
50 Ellery Elias, P.O. Cooktown c 41 Fenwick Robert, P.O. Brisbane c
51 Elliott Mrs. Edith, Muttaburra o c 42 Ferguson and Mitchell,  Brisbane s
52 Elliott Edward, Tongy  Station c 43 Ferguson J., Ipswich c
53 Elliott E. P. (drover), Mount Margaret c 44 Ferguson J., Red Hill c
54 Elliott Fred. (care  of Mrs. Moulton),  Breakfast 45 Ferguson  James, Townsville c
Creek in 46 Ferguson James, Geraldton o
55 Elliott W. W., Bulimba o c 47 Ferguson J. C. Cairns o c
56 Ellis - care  of Brown),  Brisbane c
(
48 Ferguson Matthew ,  Maxwelton s
57 Ellis care  of Petrie  and Son ),  Brisbane c 49 Ferguson  W., Valley c
58 Ellis James, P.O. Townsville s 50 Ferguson  Win., East Talgai c
59 Ellis John, Maryborough c 51 Ferguson William,  Johnstone River c
60 Ellis John  Thomas  P.O. Brisbane c 52 Ferguson  William  (blacksmith ), Johnstone River c
61 Ellis Malcolm, Richmond Downs c 53 Fern Miss  M., Peel  street, South Brisbane c
62 Ellwood  Paul, Mossman River c 54Fernegard Henry , Rockhampton f
63 Elton  George, Gooyea c 55 Fewin -,  Townsvi lle c
64 Elves W., Yengarie c 56 Fewtre ll Geo., Hill End o c
65 Ely J., One-Mile e 57 Field -, Aplin Estate, Townsville c
66 Embro J., Cairns c 58 Field Chas., Petrie terrace u k
67 Emerson George, Northampton Station o 59 Field T. Q., P.O.  Brisbane u k
68 Emmett George, Fernlees,
Springsure o
60 Filbig - Boggo road c
69 Empson Thomas Tambo c 61 Fincham herbert  (care  of Bycroft), Coochin
70 Enslie Jas. C., Toowoomba o c Coochin c
71 Engblom K. A., P.O. Brisbane a 62 Fink Magnus P.O. Adavale m and c (3)
72
73
English Archie, P.O. Rockhampton c
Eton u k (2)i h rE li h Ch t
63
64
Finlay Mrs., kelvin Grove c
Fi D ) tt kl H M Ct B
74
r s op e ,ng s
English Christopher (labourer), Mackay o c 65
reen ay . , s cun er ( . e
Finlay W., Goodna c
75 English H., P.O. Rockhampton c 66 Finn Michael, P.O. Brisbane f
76 English R., P.O. Rockhampton c 67 Finucayne J., Milton Distillery c
77 English J. 11., Inglewood c 68 Finnegan James (fencer), Dagworth c
78 Englishby T., Townsville c 69 Finnie Mrs., Church  street , South Brisbane f and o
79 Ennofer John,  Brisbane c (2)
80 Enright T., P.O. Charters Towers c 70 Finnie W., Gympie c
81 Entsch Jacob, Townsville o c 71 Fischer Mrs. Catherine, Maryborough o c
82 Erb Mrs. B.,  Brassall c 72 Fischer Fred., Boggo road o c
83 Eriech Wm., Mount Esk c 73 Fish Mrs., P.O. Charters Towers c
84 Erickson F. C., Pialba f 74 Fish Mrs. Reuben, P.O. Charters Towers c
85 Espie E., Eulo m 75 Fisher Mrs., Maryborough c
86 Evans Mrs., Ipswich c 76 Fisher Alexander, Rockhampton c
87 Evans B. C., Mount Margaret m 77 Fisher John, Gympie o
88 Evans B. E., Mount Margaret a 78 Fisher John, P.O. Cloncurry u k
89 Evans Charles (fireman ), Queensland Central Rail- 79 Fisher W. D., P.O. Charleville s
way c 80 Fitzgerald , Pioneer Estate c
90 Evans David (miner), Charters Towers c 81 Fitzgerald Austin, Blackall c
91 Evans Fred.,  Brisbane a 82 Fitzgerald E., Brisbane c
92 Evans H. C., South Brisbane o c 83 Fitzgerald E., Innisfail, Johnston River c
93 Evans John, Charters Towers c 84 Fitzgerald  James,  Pine Hill c
94 Evans Lewis, Sandy Creek, Tivoli c 85 Fitzgerald P., P.O. Brisbane in
95 Evans Robt., P.U. Brisbane u k 86 Fitzgerald William , Brisbane c
96 Evans St. George, Maryborough c 87 Fitzpatrick  Miss Helena , P.O. Brisbane u k
97 Evan S., Gyympie c 88 Fitzpatrick P., G ympie c
98 Evans S. W., Bundaberg c 89 Fitzsimmons C. F. P.O. Dalby c
B99 Evans Thomas John, P.O. Brisbane o c 90 FI.,  Pine Hill cFitzsimmons  Mrs.
100 Evans Thos. H. (care of Smith), Milton o c 91 Fize Leon  Breakfast  Creek o c
101 Evans W., P.O. Breakfast Creek s 92 Flanagan  Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
102 Evans William, P.U. Thargomindah in 93 Flanighan  Miss . Mary, Ipswich c
103 Evans W. S., Spring Hill c 94 Flannigan J mes, Homestead c
104 Eve John  S. Brisbane m (2) 95 Fleet J., Brisbane c (2)
105 Everett J., Charters Towers c 96 Fleisher - (care  of Schureck), South Brisbane c
106 Everett J., Gympie c 97 Fleming  Bros . and Dunlop, Brisbane c
107 Evetts John, Mackay e 98 Fleming -, Nebo road c
108 Ewan W. C., Maryborough c 99 Fleming Mrs., Roma street, Brisibene u k
109 Ewards A., Charters  Towers c 100 Fleming John, P.O. Ipswich u k
110 Exton Mrs. E., Rockhampton c 101 Fleming John (care  of Pinkerton), Ipswich u k
111 Eyre Capt., Brisbane u k 102 Fleming John, TToowong c
112 Eyre 0., Adavale c 103 Fleming Peter. P.O. Springsure u k
104 Fleming Wm. W. W., Roma  street , Brisbane a
F. 105 Flemings William, Adavale o c
106 Fletcher -, Oxford Estate c
1 FAGAN C., Norley Station a 107 Fletcher Allen, Ayrshire Downs c
2 Fagan T. P., Callandoon s (2) 108 Fletcher A., Townsville c
3 I'airbairn P., Maneroo Station, Aramac c 109 Fletcher Charley, P.O. Brisbane c
4 Fairhall David miner), Charters Towers o cE 110 Fletcher Frederick, Aramac c5 ., Dalby c 111Faithful F. W. Fletcher James Maryborough c
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112 Fletcher Thomas, P.O. Ipswich u k
113 Flick H., Corella c (2)
114 Flood P. (carrier), Isisford
115 Floyd J. C. (shearer), Isis
Downs c116 Flucks Mrs. (care of Mrs. Fleming), Spring Hill c
117 Flyger John Bundaberg c
118 Flynn -, baroo Strtion, Windorah c
119 Flynn J. W., Brisbane c
120 Flynn Miss Margaret, Boma c
121 Flynn Thomas, Winton u k
122 Flynn Thomas, Hughenden s
123 Fogarty -, Townsville c
124 Fogarty J., Homebush c
125 Fogarty M., Cooktown o c
126 Fogarty P., P.U. Aramac c
127 Fogarty W. Fort Constantine Station c
128 Fogg Mrs., P O.  Brisbane s
129 Foley Patrick, Woolgar c (2)
1.30 Foley Thomas, Eulo s
131 Fower J., Padding on c
132 Fon Kay, Townsville o
133 Foo Chow, Jericho c
134 Foot J. J., O. Ipswich c
13,5 $orbes A.,
Kholo c136 Forbes Dr. A., Stanley  street , Brisbane c
137 Forbes C. T., Glencush c
138 Forbes Joseph W., Gym ie s and c (4)
139 Force E. B. C,, Toqnsville c
140 Ford John, P.O. ,$lackall u k
141 Ford T. (care of Fox, Bracer) Valley u k
142 Ford Mrs. W., P.0, Town ville c
143 Forde Franciw, Brisbane u k
144 Forester E., Rungeness c
145 Forman B., Mount Cornish c
146 Forress George, Muttaburra o c
147 Forrest Edward, South Brisbane o c
148 Forrest J., Cardwell c
149 Forrest John, Brisbane o q
150 Forrester, Newcomen, and Holland, Clermont c
151 Forslun T., Charters Towers c
152 Forsyth and Wilson, Brisbane o c
153 Forsyth Mrs. D., Bowen Hills c
154 Forsyth John C. i P.O. Cloncurry u k
155 Forsyth W., Bogantungan c
156 Forsythe  Samuel ,  Katandra  Station c
157 Foss Christian N., Pialba c
1.58 Foss K. Int., Maryyborough c
159 Foster -, Adelaide street,  risbane c
160 Foster and Hewitt,  Brisbane I
161 Foster Albert, fihargomindah c
162 Foster C. T., Maytown s,
163 Foster 1?. F., Rockhampton c
164 Foster James, Padd ington c
165 Foster John, Milo Station c
166 Foster John, P.O. Muttaburra o
167 Foster Mrs. T., red B ill , Brisbane c
168 Fountain John, Avon Downs u k
169 Foutiease -, Rockhampton c
170 Fowl Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
171 Fowler S., Coochin c
172 Fowler Wm. (care of Fitzmorris1, Milo c
173 Fowles Miss A. (care of Herand), Townsville u k
174 Fowsey Patrick, P.O. Roma u k
175 Fox James Bowen Hills c
176 Foy Mrs. 1 F. (care of hillier), Herberton c
177 Francis H., Bogantungan s
178 Francis J., Bundaber c
179 Francis f, Charters Towers b
180 Francis Walter, San4gate c
181 Franckum Ti., P.O. Mackay c
182 Frankland F, A., Townsville c
183 Franklin William (s.s. "Merkara"), Brisbane c
184 Franz Carl (bootmaker), Brisbane o c
185 Fraser - (care  of Rogers), Cooper's Plains c
186 Fraser A. T., Coongoola, Clunnamulla in
187 Fraser James (oar ,nto), P .O. Brisbane o c
188 Fraser James, .ed Hill, l3risba,pe u k
189 Fraser James B., Burdekin Brewery m
190 Fraser John, Aramac c
191 Fraser John, Winton c
192 Fraser John (labourer), Readingly, Normanton o c
193 Fraser John, Woolloonga1 ba c
194 Fraser Matthew, P.U. Brisbane u k
195 Fraser Robert J., P.O. Brisbane u k and o (2)
196 Fraser  S. (care  of Hess), Sutter Creek o
197 Fraser W., Townsville c
198 Fraser W., P.O. Brisbane it k
199 Frater James. P.U. Ravenswood c
200 Frawley  S., Brisbane o
201 Frayne -, George street, Rockhampton c
202 Frayne W., Aramar, road a
203 Frazer -, Cooper's Plains c
204 Frazer P., Daft c
205 Fredericks J., Upper Barron River c
206 Frederickson K., P.O. Dickabram c
207 Freeman and Rutherford, Granite Creek c
208 Freeman  -, P.O. Brisbane c
209 Freeman C. W., P.O. Townsville c
210 11reeman Geo. C., Cooktown Q c
211 Freeninq James, P.O. Bundaberg o
212 Freesk erdin d, Minden f
213 French It. Canon, P.O. Brisbane a
211 French Banis J., Maryborough c
215 Frenz Johan, Irassif rn c
216 Frew W. H., P.O. Brisbane cl!7 Frew W, D,, P, O, Brisbane c
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218 Frey Fred.,  P.O. Thargomindah s
219 Frey Harry, P.O. Jericho c
220 Freyer  H. (inspector  of timber), Jericho c
221 Freiburg Carl, North  Ipswich o c
222 Friberg John Robert,  Brisbane f
223 Friend John, Townsville  c and o c (2)
224 Friend Thomas,  Bogantungan o c
225 Frisch A., Owanyilla c
226 Fritz Mrs. Dorothea, P.O. Brisbane o c
227 Frost -, Little Edward  street ,  Brisbane c
228 Frost  Mrs. (care  of Mrs. Adams), Valley c
229 Frost  Edward (care  of Hemsworth), Toowoomba o
230 Frost H. G., Townsville c
231 Fryer C., Kelvin Grove c
232 Fryer John, P.O. Brisbane s
233 Fryer W., North Rockhampton c
234 Fuganetti  Peter, Jericho s
235 Fulton
1
Robert (care of Wilson and Co.), Brisbane1
236 Fulton R. (care  of Rood), Charleville c
237 Fulton R., Mackay c
238 Fulton R., Crown Hotel,  Bri bane c
239 Furey  Miss  Annie (care of IMrs. Myers),  Brisbane
uk
240 Furley John Goondi, Johnstone River c
241 Furness T., Townsville s
242 Fynn John (carter ), Brisbane c
(.
1 GABBITT William, Deuchar o c
2 Gabon --, Bundaherg
3 Gadsby W., Ipswich m
4 Gage J. P.O. Bundaberg u k
5 Gagin 'hilip, P.O. Charleville s
6 Gain Hugh c rrjer), Cunnamulla c
7 Gainar Patric , Moore Creek a
8 Gallaher Mrs., Pine Hill e
9 Gallagher -, Spring Hill a
t0 Gallagher Lawrence, South Brisbane o c11 Gallagher Michael, Gympie c
12 Gallagher Samuel Benowa, Southport in
13 Gallegbar Mrs. Mary (care  of Mrs. Ford),  Bris-
bane c
14 Galloway Thomas, P.O. Townsville m
15 Galvin J. (care of cDonald), phariotte Plains in (2)
16 Galvin John, P.O. Br' nqg u
17 Galvin Michael, P.O. lcham ton c
18 Galvin Michael (care of elman) , Meteor Downs u k
19 Gamble H., P.O. Brisbane a
20 Gambourne A., P.O. Brisbane in
21 Gamtlebe Fredrich,  Brisbane f
22 Gannon Robert, Jane  tceet, Valley c
23 Ganson Georgee,, P.O. Brisbane u kk
24 Gant -,  Sesbania
25 Gard Thorns, G China Station  s
26 Gard W , W ills a
27 Garde Ior  e, unclaberg c
28 Garde W., Rob  ampton c
29 Gardener Wm. Terrace  street , Valley c
30 Gardiner and Glo teen  street , Brisbane  c
31 Gardiner Chas. , ownsville c
32 Gardiner Francis,
'r
borough o c
33 Gardiner H., Imperial Hotel, Brisbane c s (3)
34 Gardiner W. junr., Barcaldine c
35 Gardiner William (s.s. "Wistow Hall "), Bris
bane u k
36 Gardner C., Burpengarrg Creek u k
37 Gardner Charles, South Brisbane t
38 Gardner C. H., Vulture street Brisbane c
39 Gardner C. H., Paris street, 'Vest End c
40 Garford C., Toowoomba c
41 Garford J., Rockhampton c
42 Garland Mrs. Catherine P.U. Brisbane o c
43 Garmap Miss 4.. P.O. 'Brisbane c
44 Garnett Daniel, P.O. Brisbane f
45 Garnham W., Argentine c
46 Garrahy M., Blaxlands c
47 Garrigne Harry L. hi emmant c
48 Garround - Red Hill c
49 Garston -, Brisbane c
50 Garvin Wm. John (qare of Warner), Warwick u k
51 Gaud Chas. S., Southport c
52 Gavan J., Winton o
53 Gavigan James, P.O. Ipswich c
54 Geale Robert P.U. Brisbane u k
55 Geany Mrs Et., P.O. Brisbane u k
56 Gearn John Townsville c
57 Geary R., Llughenden c
58 Geary R., Torrens Creek c
59 Geary Steave (carrier) Jericho c
60 Gedge A., Thargom'ndah c
61 Gee Mrs. Harriet, Roma c
62 Geendeh Mrs. M., Mackay
63 Geere Miss Charlotte, P.O. Brisbane o c
64 Gees W. H., Y.O. Brisbane c
65 Geiger George, Waverley Station c
66 Geiger George, P. 0., Jundah c
ew Guinea"), Rock-67 Genery Edward, (s.s. "N
hampton u k
68 Gennings John, Jericho c
69 Genrick John, Toowoomba c
70 Geoghegan F. M. (M.D.) Brisbane o c
71 George J. J. Thargomingah c
72 George T., Mopklojid a (3)
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73 Georgia Mons .  Charveon, Brisbane f
74 Geranders Ernest ,  Townsvi lle o
75 Gerandos E. and Party, Continong Reef o c
76 Gerauld Mrs. W .,  South Brisbane o
77 Geven James ,  P.O. Logan Reserve c
78 Gibbon  W. E., Townsville c
79 Gibbs Charles (labourer ),  Charleville o c
80 Gibbs G ., Ipswich road c
81 Gibbs W.,  Charlotte street ,  Oval c (2)
82 Gibson C.,  Rockhampton c
83 Gibson E. R. (care  of Affieck),  Isis Downs n z
84 Gibson James Spring Hi ll  c
85 Gibson Mrs.  t.  R., Warwick c
86 Gibson R., Harrisville a
87 Gibson R. D., Rockwood c
88 Gibson T., Brisbane c
89 Gibson T., P.O. Emerald c
90 Gibson William ,  Toowoo nba c
91 Gibb on Wm .,  Gympie c
92 Giffin and Hoburn -, Gympie e
93 Giffin Mrs. J .,  Y.O. Winton c
94 Giffin William ,  Winton  in and u k (5)
95 Gilbert Henry, P .O. Isis  in and c (2)
96 Gilbert W. O. (carpenter ),  Brisbane  in
97 Gilly R.,  Tilburoo Station a
98 Giles W .,  P.O. Waterford c
99 Giles Wm., Russell street ,  Brisbane o
100  Gilliam Mrs. T. ,  Townsville o (2)
101 Gillard  E., P.O. Winton o
102 Gillespie H., Rockhampton c
103 Gillespie Henry, Rockhampton o c
104  Gillespie J., Townsville c
105 Gillies Wi ll iam .  South Brisbane o c
106 Gilmore H., Afton Downs c
107 Gilroy  Hugh, P.O. Townsville c
108 Gilroy  Michael Ravenswood s
109 Gilroy Patk ., kelvin  Grove c
110 Gleeson  -,  P.O. Brisbane a
111 Gleeson Martin ,  Wickham street , Valley c
112 Glennon Thomas, Adavale a
113 Gloag Dunlop, Kedron Brook c
114 Glover  E rn est, P.O. Brisbane c
115 Glover James, P.O. Brisbane c
116 Gluodacz J., Charlevillre c
117 Glynne  James, P.Q. Charters Towers c
118 Goddard  -,  Charters Towers s
119 Goddard John,  Morres Creek, Mitchell o
120 Goddes H., Charters Towers c
121  Godfrey Mrs. Jessie,  P.O. Brisbane u k
122 Godfrelch Mrs. John ,  Pine Hi ll c
123 Gohan M. Te Kowai c
124 Gohdess l., P.O. Brisbane c
125 Golden Mrs. W.,  Toowoomba u k
126 Gollan  -,  Thargonlindah  is (2)
127 Gollogher  -  Spring  IfIll c
128 Gooch C. H.  (drover), Werna a
129 Good -, Grass Tree Hut c
130 Goodall A. Spring Hill c
131 Goodchap  frredk.  George, Bulimba o c
132 Goode Master W .  J. (barque  "  Gayton  "),  Brisbane
uk
133 Goodfellow Horace, P.O. Brisbane o c
1.84 Goodge T., Charters Towers c
13.5 Goodman  -,  South Brisbane c
136 Goodman Mrs., South Brisbane c
137 Goodman George, Bauddike Creek c
138 Goodman G. W., South Brisbane c
139 Goodwin  Thos.-, One-Mile c (2)
140 Goodwin T., Gympie c
141 Goopy John, P. O. Gladstone c
142 Gooroofiski  -,  Nundah c
143 Goostrey W. M., South Brisbane o c
144 Gordon Mrs .,  Eldersey Station ,  Upper Diaman-
tins a
145 Gordon -, Tambo c
146 Gordon Alexander ,  Ellerslie, Muttaburra c
147 Gordon  Alex. (care  of Adams ),  Goondi Plantation,
Johnston River o (2)
148 Gordon  David  (as. " Waroonga "),  Maryborough f
149 Gordon David ,  Kedron Brook c
150 Gordon Henry, St .  Helena c
151 Gordon  J., Ithaca Creek c
152 Gordon T., Mount Corn ish c (2)
153 Gordon W. Thos., Ipswich c
154 Gordon Walter, Railway Hotel, near Mary-
borough a
155 Gordon W. P., West End ,  South Brisbane o d
156 Gore  -,  P.O. Brisbane a
157 Gorman Mrs. Bridget P.O. Brisbane o c
158 Gorvin Mrs. Emma ,  1 .O. Brisbane o
159 Gossage  -,  Douglas street ,  Brisbane c
160 Goosage Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k
161 Gotteridge  Miss Eliza ,  Paddington c
162 Gough Robert, West End c (2)
163 Gould George P.O. Rockhampton c
164 Gould  G. P., I.O.  Rockhampton c
165 Gould Harry ,  Brisbane  in
166 Goulding  John  (care of Johnson ),  Barcaldine
Station c
167 Gouvin  Louis Henry ,  Katandra Station c
1 68 Gouruski T. care of  Mrs. Don ), Maryborough c
169 Grace Mrs., P. O. Charters Towers c
170 Grace J., Thargomindah c
171 Grace  Thomas, Yarronvale Station a
172 Gradwell Leonard  (care of Sima ),  Rockton u k
173 Graf Fred., Waverley c
174 Grafe Gustav Toowoomba c
175 Graham and Mayes, Plane Creek c
176 Graham A., P.O. Townsville n z
177 Graham A. (care of McMahon), Townsville u k
178 Graham Albert, Maryborough o c
179 Graham C. (milkman), Oxley c
180 Graham John, Plane Creek c
181 Graham Samuel, Woolloongabba o c
182 Graham Samuel, Hawthorne  street , South Bris-
bane c
183 Graham W. (storekeeper ), Brisbane a
184 Grahame J. F., P.O.  Townsville s (2)
185 Gramett Laripan, Queensland Central Railway u k
186 Grandine Phillip, P.O. Brisbane a
187 Grant Mrs., Grey street, South  Brisbane c
188 Grant Mrs. Duncan, Queen's Hotel, Townsville in
189 Grant Mrs. H., Pine Hill o
190 Grant J. (carpenter),  Brisbane c
191 Grant Jas., Kangaroo Point c
192 Grant Jas. B . (carpenter ), P.O. Brisbane u k
193 Grant John, Bellevue  street , Milton c
194 Grant Robert  (care  of Sutherland), Mackay u k
195 Grant R. P., Gowrie c
196 Granvale Mrs. C ., Spring Hill c
197 Granville G. M., Barker  street ,  Brisbane c
198 Granville Wm., Warwick s
199 Grasswick A., Gympie c (2
200 Gratz Joseph, Baroondah
Station a201 Graveson Jas., West End c
202 Graver G. R., Nundah c
203 Gray Capt. ("  Minnie  Young"),  Bundaberg c
204 Gray B., Jericho c
205 Gray Chas., Windsor road, Red Hill c
206  Gray F.,  Warwick c
207 Gray Jacob, Rockhampton o c
208 Gray John, P.O. Brisbane c
209 Gray Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane o c
210 Gray R., Townsville c211 Gray S., Tambo a
212 Gray  Seth , William  street ,  Rockhampton o
213 Gray W., Monkland c
214 Gray W. N., Cooktown o c
215 Grealish  Patrick, 63-mile Camp Junction o c
216 Greenburgh Mrs. S .,  Gym pie a
217 Green - (carpenter),  Milton c
218 Green  A., Ipswich a
219 Green  Alexander ,  P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
220 Green Charles Spring Hill c
221 Green C. R., Comet c
222 Green  George,  Mutts urra c
223 Green Geo. Stephen ,  Rockh  c
224 Green Henry  (care of Sutcliffffe),  Coongoola Bun c
22.5 Green Henry ,  Goondiwiudi c
226 Green James  (carrier,  Cunnamulla a
227 Green  Mrs. Lizzie ,  oowoomba o
228 Green  M. D., Thomas  street,  Brisbane c
Green N . H.,  Brisbane c
Green S .,  Samford c
Green Thomas  (contractor ),  Cooktown c
Green Thomas ,  6.5, Wharf street ,  Brisbane f
Green W .,  Eagle Farm Junction c (2)
Green Wi ll iam ,  Cooktown o c
Greenalsh Mrs. James ,  Mount View ,  Black River o
Greenfe Phi lip, Ipswich c
Greenfe ll J., Gympie c
Greenhalgh John  (carppenter Southport o c
G reenlaw  -,  P.O. Blackal c
Greenwood David, Adavale road e
Greenwood George  (blacksmith), Gympie o c (2)
Greenwood George, P.O. Clare o
Greetham D., Avoca, Plane Creek 9
Gregg Henry  (care of Kelman), Meteor Downs u k
Greggor H., Bundaberg c
Gregory -, Townsville c
Gregory Frederick (labourer), Charters Towers o e
Gregory H. A. Brisbane s
Gregory Miss A., Avoca Hotel, Brisbane u k
Greig -, Indooroopilly c (2)
Greig Mrs., Townsville c
Greig Alexander, Indooroopilly s
Greive J.  H., Brisbane a
Greive Mrs. Thomas (care of Mrs. Oxlade), Brig-
bane a
Grell Mrs. Pine Hill c
Grennan Thomas miner ),  Gympie c
Grey Miss, South Brisbane e
Grey Miss Jepzima ,  Menzies street, Petrie terrace a
Grice -,  Sandgate c
Grieve David, P.O. Cardwell u k
Grieves Herbert (chemist), Marburg u k (2)
Griffin George, Kedron Brook u k
Griffin Dann Aranoac o
Griffin F. L., St. George in
Grin  J .  and Co.,  South Brisbane cGriffith Mrs., Paddington o c
Griffith H., Blackall road c
Griffith Miss L., Toowoomba c
Griffith Richard, P.O. Gym ie o c
Griffith W. H., Brisbane s (22)
Griffiths S., P.O. Gympie c
Griffiths T., Maryborough c
Grigg Mrs. D., Bundaberg c
Griggs S., Charters  Towers u
Grimes -, Townsville c
Grimes Mrs. M., Normanby Hill c
Grimley W., Tambo c
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278 Grimshaw Alfred, Taroom c (2) 56 Hance Robt. James, Flinders street, Townsville o c
279 Grocock -, Flying Gang, Q.C.R. c 57 Hance W. H., P.U. Cooktown m and o c (2)
280 Grogan C., P.O., Brisbane u k 58 Hand W. L. Mrs. Leichhardt street, Spring Hill
281 Grose A., Arthur street, Brisbane c 59 Handcock Wm., '.O. Brisbane o c
282 Grose W., Stanley street, Brisbane c 60 Handen A., P.U. Brisbane s
283 Grout (carrier), Jericho c 61 Handley C., Cunnamulla c
284 Groves Miss Phoebe, P.O. Rockhampton f 62 Handson F., P.O. Maryborough o
285 Grumbey G., Thargomindah o 63 Handwerk Max., Millchester o c
286 Guest F. (care of Dickens), Terrick Terrick Stations 64 Hane John, P.O. Brisbane c
287 Guidice Dominico, P.O. Gympie o c 6.5 Hangan W. (care of Messrs. McDermot and Owens,
288 Guidotti Alexander, P.O. Brisbane o contractors), Kilvenan Railway, Maryborough s
289 Guild -- (carrier ), Mount Cornish c 66 Hanger Mrs., Kent street, Brisbane c
290 Guilfoyle H., Airdmillan c 67 Hanger R., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c
291 Guinan George, P.O. Emerald c (2) 68 Hanger It., Murray street, near Stanley street,
292 Guiney Miss, P.O. Brisbane u k Rockhampton c
293 Gulbanson Axel, P.O. Brisbane u k 69 Harris Henry (Lightship), Baladard c
294 Gull Thomas, Gympie road o c 70 Harrison J., Cairns c
295 Gunn Mrs.,  Roma  street, Brisbane c 71 Hanks A. Mrs., Brisbane c
296 Gunn C., P.O. Brisbane m 72 Hanley Martin, Charters Towers c
297 Gunn James, P.O. Goondiwindi s 73 Hanley Thomas, Marathon c
298 Gunn  Maurice  (care  of Bell, farmer), North Tine 74 Handley Charles P.O. Gympie o c
River u k (3) 75 Hanlon Mary  Miss Immigrants Home Rockhamp.
299 Gunn  Maurice  (care  of Pringle), Cobble Creek,
, ,ton uk
Samson Vale u k 76 Hanlon James, Donnybrook, Clermont o c
300 Gunner Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 77 Hann -, Condamline c
301 Gunning Mrs. David,  Menzies  street, Petrie terrace
u k (2) 78 Hami C. H. Dines, opposite Southern Cross Hotel,Townsville o
302 Gurney -, Breakfast Creek c 79 Hanna  -, Glen Isla,  via  Bowen c
303 Gurnie Henry, Clifton o c 80 Hanna James, Royal Hotel, Mackay c
304 Guthrie John, Bundaberg u k 8t Hannah John, Cloncurry o c
305 Guthrie Thomas, P.O. Cardwell c 82 Hannah Thos., P.O. Maryborough c
306 Guthrie Thos. (care of Mrs. Gardner) Stanley street, 83 Hannan  D. The Dredge c
South Brisbane u k (3) 84 Hannan Jofin, Blackall o c
307 Guy Henry, Paddington c 85 Hannefen  Mrs., Queenton, Charters Towers c
308 Guy R. D., Rockhampton u k 86 Hanner E. Oakwood c
309 Guymer B., Mackay c 87 Hannow Thomas, Rockhampton o c
88 Hannigan  John, P.O. North Pine River u k (3)
89 Hanrahan Miss  J., P.O. Brisbane c
H. 90 Hanrahan Mhl., P.O. Tambo c
91 Hanrahan Thos., Goodna s
1 HACKETT Patrick, Esk c 92 Hansen M., Apollonian Vale c
2 Hacket Mrs. W., Moore street, Milton u k 93 Hansen  Carl V., Gympie o c
3 Haddock Charles (s.s. " Cloncurry "), Rockhamp- 94 Hansen  Charles, Cairns c
ton c 95 Hansen  E. J., P.O. Mackay c
4 Hafford Sam. B., Cunnamulla n z 96 Hansen C., Talford  Station c
5 Haggul Carl, Rockhampton f 97 Hansen F. (care of 0. Amundson), Gracemere,
6 Haig A. S., Toowoomba o Rockhampton c
7 Haine Eliza, Dalb o 98 Hansen  C., Charters Towers c
8 Haines  F. (care ofMessrs. Perkins and Co.), Mary 99 Hanson Henry P.O. Thargomindah s
street , Brisbane c 100 Hansen J. O., §t. George's Creek, Charters Towers c
9 Hainow A., P.O. Brisbane c 101 Hansen Jacob, Pialba road c
10 Hains  Mrs., 4 Herbert street, Spring Hill, Bris- 102 Hansen Karl, Brisbane f
bane u k 103 Hansen Mrs. M., Ipswich road, South Brisbane c
11 Hainsworth A. M., Winton c 104 Hansen Neils, Wills  street,  Townsville c
12 Halkett Mrs. Mary, Gatton c 105 Hansen Peter, Walkerston c
13 Hall Dr. F. F., Blackall c 106 Hansen  P., Maryborough c
14 Hall George, Mount Perry c (2) 107 Hansen P., Minnie Downs c
15 Hall George, Tribune street, South Brisbane c 108 Harch Fredk., Hatton Vale c
16 Hall John, Warnambool  Station , Winton c 109 Hardie Miss  B., Woody  Island , P.O. Maryborougl`
17 Hall J. J., Hughenden c 110 Hardie John, Fraser' s  island c (2)
18 Hall J. N., Milo,  vid  Tambo c 111 Harding C., Orient Station c
19 Hall Mrs. M., Bundaberg o 112 Harding Mrs. Geo .,  Brisbane o
20 Hall Robert, Blackall c and u k (2) 113 Harding Wm., P.O.  Brisbane u k
21 Hall R. T., P.O. Brisbane u k 114 Harding W., Boggo road c
22 Hall Samuel (care of Samuel  Wilson, blacksmith), 115 Hardy Captn., Bundaberg c
Gatton c 116 Hardy Mrs., P.O. Brisbane u k
23 Halleburton Jas., Mackay c 117 Hardy George, Relaying Gang, Murphy's Creek c
24 Hallett E., Goondiwindi s 118 Hare T. (care of John Dawson, Esq.), Saltern Creek
25 Hallier Mrs., Drayton c Miles c
26 Halligan J. C., Hill street, South Brisbane c 119 Hare Th., Dulvadilla c
27 Hallinan J. (care of Mr. O'Rilley), Vindex Station c 120 Haren Michael, P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
28 Halloran  -, Bank, Burketown c 121 Haren Thomas, Winton c
29 Halloran  Wm., Royal Exchange Hotel, Elizabeth 122 Hargrave Jas., Tinana c
street, Brisbane m 123 Hargrave Mr., Gregory terrace, Brisbane c
30 Halloran Wm., Town and Country Bank, Port 124 Hargrave Miss Annie, Bowen Bridge road o c
Darwin a 125 Harington R., P.O. Jericho c
31 Halloran W. B. (care of Messrs. Norton and 126 Harke  Messrs.  R. and Co.,  Brisbane c
Powers), Maryborough c 127 Harkness Edward, P.O. Brisbane u k and f (3)
32 Hallworth M. W., Charters Towers c 128 Harley Mrs. M. A., Gympie c
33 Hals Andrew, Flinders street, Townsville o c 129 Harnage C., P.O. Brisbane c
34 Halvosson Miss C., P.O. Townsville c (3) 130 Harnett Jeremiah, Geraldton o
35 Hally G. S., Norcowlake, Cooper's Creek c 131 Harney J., Dulvadilla c
36 Hamelt Emily, Thargomindah o 132 Hornbland Wm. (care of Miss Hornbland), P.O.
37 Hamel Jas., Thargomindah s Maryborough c
38 Hamer John, Burnett District u k 133 Harok Thos., Jericho o c
39 Hamill Arthur (care of Messrs . Young Brothers), 134 Harp -, Bald Hills c
Fairy Meadows Bundaberg u k 135 Harp Henry, Charters Towers c
40 Hamilton Mr., foundry, Townsville c 136 Harp Harry, Rumple road, Townsville c
41 Hamilton H., Lutwyche c 137 Harper Mrs., Crown street, Woolloongabba c
42 Hamilton G„ Charlotte Plains c 138 Harper Mrs. B. B., P.O. Rockwood c
43 Hamilton John, P.O. Townsville m 139 Harper B. B., P.O. Rookwood c
44 Hamilton J. C., Thargomindah c 140 Harper E. T., Burrum c (2)
45 Hamilton Robt., Elderslie, Warnambool Downs, 141 Harper Miss F., P.O. Brisbane s
Winton m 142 Harper H., Blackall c
46 Hamilton Robt., Elderslie, Warnambool Downs, 143 Harper Jas., Goldaborough o c
Winton m 144 Harper Mrs. Peter, P.O. Rockhampton c
47 Hamilton W. C., P.O. Clermont c 145 Harper  Miss  W., P.O. Cooktown m0 Hamilton W., Cloncurry m 146 Harper W., Gympie c (2)
49 Hamilton W., Howard c 147 Harrigan J. (care of Manager), Terrick Terrick c
50 Hamilton W., Vindex Station, Winton m 148 Harrington R., Jericho c
51 Hammer Mr., Bundaberg c 149 Harris -, Leicbhardt street c
R2 Hamnling Mr., Tewantin c 150 Harris and Marks Messrs., Market street s
53 Hammling John, Noosa c 151 Harris Mrs., Vulture  street , South Brisbane c
54 Hammell Frank (care  of Barcaldine Station), 152 Harris Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
Barcoo River o e 153 Harris Mrs., Rockhampton c (2)
55 Hanbury Gerald, P.O. Brisbane u k 154 Harris Mrs. Ann, P.O. Brisbane o c
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155 Harris Arthur H .  Mrs., Townsville o 249 Heery Charles, Waterview Station ,  Ingham c
156 Harris Catherine, Beta o 250 Hegarty  D. G., Y.O.  Rockhampton c
157 Harris F. M. Mrs .,  Bowen Bridge o c 251 Hegarty John ,  Jericho s (2)
158 Harris H., P.U. Winton c 2.52 HeFenback Miss  Annie, Y.O.  Warwick c
159 Harris M. A., Toowoomba c 253 Heilbrom T. J., High street ,  Milton o c
160 Harris H. M. Mrs., St .  George 's Creek ,  Charters 254 Hemeinann H. Peter ,  Jericho c
Towers c (2) 255 Hemworth  --,  Kennigo street ,  Spring Hill c
161 Harris John ,  St. Lucia ,  P.O. Brisbane c 256 Hensley A. C., Crown road ,  Gympie c
162 Harris John Wi ll iam ,  Arthur street, Spring Hill, 257 Heise Gutleib ,  Albert street ,  Brisbane c (2)
Brisbane  in 258 Heisie Maurice, P.O. Thursday Island c
163 Harris Thos., Rockhampton c 259 Heisie J., Berlin Boarding House, Albert street c
164 Harris Thos. Taylor, G. P.O .  Brisbane u k 260 Hela Elea , P.O. Port  Douglas c
165 Harris Thos.  (care of Mr .  Chislom ),  Marathon c 261 Heleary Joseph ,  Tin Mines ,  Herberton c
166 Harris  T. J., P.O.  Queenton c 262 Helmes S., Walker 's Pocket, Gympie c
167 Harris W. J., Clermont Station s 263 Helmore M., P.O. Winton s (2)
168 Harrison Mr., Port Douglas c 264 Hely E .  F., Springsure s
169 Harrison  Geo. E .,  Maryburough o 265 Heinmery Lorry ,  No. 4, Kennigo street, Spring Hill c
170 Harrison Mrs. G .,  Calton Hill ,  Gympie c 266 Hemmings Wm. (care of Mr .  Cudmore 's Station),
171 Harrison James ,  P.O. Cloncurry u k Milo a (2)
172 Harrison W.,  Gympie c 267 Henderson John, Bundaberg road ,  Maryborough c
173 Harrison Mrs. W . (care of Mrs .  Wheeler ),  Waterloo 268 Heuricks A., East Maryborough c
Hotel ,  Fortitude Valley, Brisbane c (2) 269 Hendrickson Mrs. E .,  Alfred street ,  Mackay c
174 Hart George ,  Warwick c 270 Hendrickson H., Baule' Estate ,  South Brisbane c
175 Hart G .  A., Sandgate c 271 Hennesy  -,  North Pine c
176 Hart Mary A., Brisbane o 272 Hennesy James, Eulo  in
177 Hart Michael ,  Brisbane c 273 Hennesy W., Cloncurry c
178 Ha rt  W .,  Bundaberg c 274 Hennery  --,  Glencoe c
179 Ha rt  A .,  Walker 's Pocket ,  Gympie c 275 Henry  P. J., Townsville c
180 Harthis H., P.O. Brisbane f 276 Henry Mary Ann (care of Mrs. Bragg), Ann
181 Hartley Miss A. (care of Mrs. Smith ),  Spring Hill, street o c
Brisbane c 277 Henry Joseph Coal Mine ,  Burrum c
'182 Ha rtley Mrs. E., Brisbane o 278 Muttaburra cHenry Thos .,
183 Hartley Francis, Spring Hill ,  Brisbane s 279 Henbrickson Frang Port Mackay c
184 Hartwe ll L., Townsville c 280 Hepburn Thomas,  U rns c
185 Harvey  -,  East Tinana Creek c 281 Herbe rt H., New Silver Camp ,  vid  Irving c
186 Harvey  -,  Brighton road ,  South Brisbane c 282 Herbert John ,  Cooper 's Creek a
187 Harvey Geo., Brisbane s 283 Herbert J. J., Hergott Springs a
188 Harvey Richd., Great Western Hotel ,  Brisbane c 284 Herbert  Rees,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
189 Harvey Wm., Maryborough o c (2) 285 Herbertson  -,  Isisford c
190 Harvey Win., Gympie c 286 Herd John ,  Gympie o c
191 Harwood  -,  York Parade ,  Brisbane c 287 Herd Mrs .  Wm., G.P .O. Brisbane u k
192 Haseman  -,  Pert street c 288 Herne Mrs. Eliz .,  P.O. Townsvi lle c
193 Haskew Thos .  P.O. Toowoomba u k 289 Hermann Martin Bundaberg c
-194 Haskins Mrs. Margaret ,  P.O. Brisbane o c 290 Hermann Mase,  TownsvilleY
195 Haslam Mrs. Kate ,  P.O. Brisbane o c 291 Her ron Thomas, Cedar Creek ,  Samford c
196 Haston Mrs. E .,  Howard o c 292 Herron Thos .,  Samson Vale c
197 Hasa John F., Toowoomba o c 293 Herwell Mrs. P .O. Brisbane c
198 Hassey Miss Annie(care of the Hon. Mrs. Vanneck), 294 Hess  R. W., oowoomba oSDuthport 29.5 Hessian Patrick ,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k
199 Haslings James  (care of Mr .  Gordon , "  Grange"), 296 Hensler Anton, P.O. Charters Towers c
Ipswich u k 297 Hewson George, Thargomindah c (2)
200 Hatfield Thos., St. Helens c 298 Hewson J., G.Y.O. Brisbane c
201 Hatley  -,  Beach ,  Townsvi lle o 299 Heywood Miss Maggie, P.O. Townsville  in
202 Hawker  -, ( airlock , Lower  Herbert c 300 Heywood  Win. (care of C. J. Crofton ,  J.P.), Marie
203 Hawker Saml ,,  Tuloona Station ,  Goondiwindi c Vale, Bowen u k
204 Hawker Saml., Tuloona Station ,  Goondiwindi c 301 Hickey Mrs. James ,  Landabo rough Downs c
205 Hawkins Wm., Hughenden  in 302 Hickey P. Watsonvi lle c
206 Hawson T. W., Surat c 303 Hickie James, Bulimba road c
207 Havercroft A. J., Highgate Hill o c 304 Hicklow Miss J .,  G.P.O. Brisbane  in
208 Hay Jas .,  Sandy Creek c 305 Hicks -, Clifton terrace c
809 Hay Thos .,  Mac Ivor River o c 306 Hicks J. (care Mrs .  J. Bunting, Alice Hotel ),  Alice
210 Hayden W. (care of Mr .  Banks, contractor ),  South River c
Brisbane c 307 Hicks P. Charles ,  P.O. Brisbane a
211 Hayes Albert ,  Cooktown o c (3) 308 Hickson  -,  Townsvi lle c
212 Hayes F. M. Waverley Station c 309 Hickson A. J., Renowa Plantation c
213 Hayes Miss ii., Charters Towers  in 310 Hickson Chas .,  Alpha c (2)
214 Hayes James, Cardwe ll o 311 Hickson Mrs. C.,  Pine Hi ll o
215 Hayse John, 101 Boundary street ,  Spring Hi ll , 312 Hickson F., Pine Hill o
Brisbane c 313 Hickson W. S., Townsville c (2)
216 Hayes Mrs. Mary ,  P.O. Brisbane s 314 Hieky Miss Annie  (care James O'Sullivan), P.O.
217 Hayes Timothy ,  Mount Morgan c Ipswich c
218 Hayes Mrs. T .,  Water Reserve ,  Bundaberg c 315 Higg  It.,  P.O. Gympie o
219 Hazlehurst  -,  Cosmopolitan Hotel, George 316 Higgins A., Brisbane a
street c 317 Higgins Miss A. B., P.O. Brisbane c
220 Haylock Robert, P.O. Thargomindah c 318 Higgeston John ,  Redland Bay Sugar Mills c
221 Haynes Miss  (care of Miss Blake), Queen street, 319 High B .  Thornton, P.O. Taroom c
Brisbane c 320 Highfield  J., G.Y.O.  Brisbane u k
222 Haywood  -,  Merriwa ,  near Boonalla c a (2) 321 Hilland John, Scrubby Creek ,  Rockhampton c
223 Haywood W., Rockwood Station c 322 Hi ll -,  Sheriff street ,  Petrie Terrace c
224 Hayward James ,  Bridge Hotel ,  Stanley street o c 323 Hill Mrs., Boundary street c
225 Hazzard J., Murraburah s 324 Hi ll H., Mackay u k
226 Hazze J., Jericho c 325 Hi ll James ,  Isis o c and c (2)
227 Head Mrs., Woolloongabba c 326 Hi ll  John  (care of Messr s.  Brown, Phi llips, and
228 Heal Robt .,  Bunda berg o c Company ),  Brisbane u k
229 Healle P., P.O. Townsville c 327 Hill J .,  Inlet c
230 Healey  A. H., P.O . Brisbane e 328 Hi ll J .,  G.Y.O. Brisbane s
231 Healy John  P.O.  Brisbane o c 329 Hi ll Mrs .  M., Blackstone ,  Ipswich c
232 Healey P., herbe rton c 330 Hill Solomon ,  Bundanba c
233 Healy James ,  Cloncurry c 331 Hill Thomas ,  Fernvale c
234 Healy Mrs. J . (care of D. Buckley), N. S. Hotel, 332 Hill Wi lliam ,  Darr River Downs c
Toowoomba o 333 Hill Wm .,  Bowen Downs c
235 Healy Mrs .  J., King street ,  Charters Towers c 334 Hill  Win., Ellangowan c
236 Healy Martin ,  Y.O. Aramac c 3.3.5 Hill W .,  Caiwarro Station c
237 Healy M. J., Southpo rt  u k 336 Hill H .,  Brisbane c
238 Healy Miss Kattie ,  Tent Hill ,  Gatton c 337 Hill W .  A., Muttaburra m
239 Heaney Mrs. Fred .  J., P.O. Brisbane  in 338 Hilliard A. G., Brisbane  in (2)
240 Head Mrs. John Charters Towers  in 339 Hiller Mase ,  Stu rt  street ,  Townsvi lle o c
241 Hearleke Mrs., Townsville c 340 Hillier Washington ,  G.P.O. Cairns c
242 Hearn John ,  Samford o c 341 Hille rt Mrs .  George, Townsville c
243 Heath Miss E .,  P.O. Southpo rt  u k 342 Hinchey Pk., 65-Mile Railway Camp ,  Raven=.wood
244 Heatherington J., Mackay c Junction o c
245 Heckt H., Millchester c 343 Hindley Thos., P.O. Townsville c (2)
246 Heely Peter, Currawilla Station s 344 Hindtman Cha., Post Office Hotel , Queen street
247 Heemskerk J. J. P., North Pine f Brisbane s (2)
248 Heeney  -,  No. 28 Gang , Queensland Central 345 Hineman John ,  Jondaryan Station c
Railway c 346 Hines Edwin, Rose Hill, Ipswich c
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347 Hines F. T. Caledonia, Bowen Downs a (2) 442 Horgan -, West End, South Brisbane c'
348 Hinneman o., Chartera Towers c (2) 443 Horgan M. J., Brisbane o
349 Hinsch J., Townsville s 444 Horgeson A., Vulture street, South Brisbane c
3.50 Hinselwood Wm., G.P.O. Brisbane c 445 Horn James (care of -- Ross), Ayrshire Downs o c
351 Hinson C. H., 78, George street, Brisbane u k 446 Horne Stafford, Rockhampton c
352 Hinson H., Stanley street, South Brisbane s 447 Hornidge John, Maryborough o c
353 Hinlon Wm., Yeulba c 448 Hornung Hugo, Thargomindah s
354 Hisgrove J. (care of John Hcster), Hergott Springs s 449 Horrisk P., Beenleigh c
355 Hitchin Mrs. S. L., Hospital, Hughenden c (2) 450 Horrocks -, Windorah s
3.56 Hobbs Hengist, Gympie c 451 Horsley Geo., Toowoomba c
357 Hobbs J. H.,Queensland Sugar Company, Johnstone 452 Horsley Wm., Townsville c
River c 453 Horton -, Gympie o
358 Hobbs T., Ravenswood Junction c 454 Horton Wm., Adavale o
359 Hobbs Thos. (care of Ch. Row), Backwood c 455 Horton W. D., Blackall s
360 Hobbs Thos. A., Upper Camp. Johnstone River o 456 Horton W. H., Cooktown o c (2)
361 Hobbs Thomas A., Geraldtown o 457 Herwood W. S., P.O. Blackall c
362 Hobday -, P.O. Brisbane a 458 Hoskins Hannibal, Lion Creek c
368 Hobson Jas., South Brisbane c 459 Hospital Leonard, Pine Hill o c
364 Hobson J., Townsville c 460 Houden Andrew, P.O. Brisbane a
365 Hobson Mrs. F., Cemetery Reserve, Townsville c 461 Houetin J. H., Brisbane c366Hobson Wm., Short  street , Townsville c 462 Hougham  Miss . Waterworks road, Brisbane c
367 Hoie Le, Exhibition Gardens, Brisbane o c 463 Hour Mrs. D., P.O. Aramac c
368 Hodel  I., Brisbane c 464 House James, Charleville u k
369 Hodge -, Kedron Brook c (2) 465 Houson -, Sacks Station, Townsville c
370 Hodge  Miss  (care of Mrs. Clayton), "Magnolia" 466 Houston --, P.O. Bundaberg c
u kMargborough 467 Howard --, Ann street, Brisbane c
371 Hodge Miss A., Mount Morgan c (2) 468 Howard --, Townsville c
372 Hodge Mrs. (care of D. G. Uding), South Brisbane c 469 Howard AMidreea, Bulgroo, Adavale o
373 Hodges D., William street, Lutwyehe c 470 Howard F. (care of Messrs. Swallow and Denham),
374 Hodges E., Clermont c Cairns c
375 Hodges W. G., Bundaberg c 471 Howard James, Ipswich a
371; Hod., en B., Austral Downs c 472 Howard John, Jericho c
377 Hodgson J., Gladstone road, South Brisbane c 473 Howard John, Port Mackay c
378 Hodgkinson Miss Jane, P.O. Brisbane c 474 Howden F. B., P.O. Brisbane u k
379 Hodson Leonard (care  of Chas. Syd. Bick), Rock- 475 Hoise -, Nerang c
hampton f 476 Howe F., Hill End, South Brisbane c
380 Hoffmann C., Coorooma, Mount Aramac c 477 Howe John, Brisbane s
381 Hoffman C., Covonor Downs c 478 Howe John, Springsure o
382 Hogan Miss A. (care of Mrs. Higginson), Cordelia 479 Howe Margaret, P.U. Townsville c
street South Brisbane c 480 Howell John, Jericho c
383 Hogan J. G., Adavale c 481 Howell Mrs., Thompson Estate, South Brisbane c
384 Hogan Martin A., Adavale s (2) 483 Howell Chas., Nundah c
385 Hogan Peter, Gympie c 483 Howell E. H. H., Welltown Station, Goondiwiodi s
386 Hogan Thomas, Dalby o c 484 Howell John, Thargomindah c
387 Hogarth W., Southport c 485 Howell John, Rockhampton c (3)
388 Hogan W., Delta street o 486 Howell Rees Maryborough o c
389 Hogg -, Mackay c (2) 487 Howell R. R. (care of Mr. P. Fleming), Brisbane c
390 Hogge Martin, (care  of V. Desgrand, Esq.), Blackall 488 Howieson James, Yandilla u k and c o (4)
c (2) 489 Howith A., Condamine c
391 Hogghton Mrs., Elizabeth  street, Brisbane c 490 Howles Walter, P.O. Rockhampton u k
392 Holbern L. (care of R. G. Casey, Esq.), '1'errick 491 Howst G., Mackay c
Terrick c 492 Hudson -, Fassifern Scrub c
393 Holbrook -,  Brisbane a 493 Hudson Mrs., Dulacca c
394 Holdane C., Susan o c 494 Hudson B., Brisbane c
395 Holden George, P.O. Brisbane c 495 Hudson Fredk., Brisbane o
396 Holden J. F. (care of R. Mackintosh and Co.), 496 Hudson  Jas., Walker street, West End c
Lagoon Creek  Station a 497 Hudson Wm. B., Woolfang Station, Clermont c
397 Holder Harry, P.O. Toowoomba o 498 Hudson W., Springaure m
398 Holland C., Olio Creek , Manuka c 499 Hudson W. C., Queen street,  Brisbane u k
399 Holland David, Thursday Island c 500 Huff Chas., Springsure c
400 Holland Joseph, Cloncurry River c 501 Huff Joseph, Aramac c
401 Holland J. N., Charters Towers c 502 Hughes , " Bona  Vista," Kelvin Grove road c
402 Holland J. Mary street, Gympie c 503 Hughes -, Herberton c
403 Hollen J., Marathon c 504 Hughes A. D., Bundaberg c
404 Holleran Jeremiah, Fitzroy  street , Rockhampton c 505 Hughes Chas., Cloncurry c
405 Hollinshead  and Hazelbrigge , Shotover c 506 Hughes Chas.,  Barcaldine  Station o
406 Hollond Mrs. Geo., Eton, 9f.0. Sandy Creek m 507 Hughes Ernest G., Cooktown o c
407 Holin G., Gympie c 508 Hughes J. M., Townsville c (2)
408 Holmes Albert It., G.P.O.  Brisbane u k 509 Hughes Owen, Adavale c
409 Holmes  Miss  Annie, P.O. Townsville c 510 Hughes P., Warwick c
410 Holmes A., Milton c 511 Hughes R., Gympie c
411 Holmes J., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c 512 Hughes T., Edmonstone  street,  South Brisbane c
412 Holmes Sam., Adavale c 513 Hughes T., Carra-Warra, Rockhampton in
413 Holmes S., Gympie c 514 Hughes Wm., Townsville o
414 Holmes T., Townsville c 515 Hull W. (care  of J. T. Dixon, Esq.), AugustusDowns
415 Holmes W., Townsville c c (3)
416 Holst Edward Toowoomba o 516 Hullyer -, Bundaberg c
417 Holsken H., Rorth Rockhampton c 517 Hulman Captain, Mackay c
418 Holst Mas., P.O.  Brisbane c 518 Hulman R. L., Mackay s
419 Holz Chas., Maryborough c 519 Hulsman J. W., Jane street, Brisbane a
420 Holzbener Mrs. Auguste, Charters Towers c and 520 Humby Thargomindah c
o c (3) 521 Humphries --, Aitkenvale c
421 Holzmann E., Gympie c 522 Humphries A., Goondiwindi s
422 Homberger Alfred, P.O. Brisbane f 523 Humphries Wm., P.O. I with u k
423 Hones Chas., Bulloo King, N. Comongin c 524 Humphrey P. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
424 Honaio John, G.P.O. Townsville c 525 Hundrel George, P.O. Brisbane c
425 Honcroft Elizabeth (care  of Mr. R. Gray), Shorn. 526 Hundtofte L. P., Charters Towers o c
cliff e, Sandgate f 527 Hunt Miss (care of Mr. Sealey), Ann street, Bris-
426 Honigan Cornelius, Mitchell o c bane o
427 Hood Mrs., Jane street, Brisbane c 528 • Hunt Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
428 Hood Godfrey C., Brisbane in 529 Hunt Mrs. E., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c
429 Hood J., Red Hill, Gympie c 5.30 Hunt Mrs Sarah, P.O. Brisbane u k
430 Hooker C. A., Winton c 531 Hunt S. J., P.O. Brisbane u k
431 Hoolan John, Charters Towers s (2) 532 Hunt Thos., Thargomindah s
432 Hooper F., Dickabran c 533 Hunter George, P.O. Brisbane u k
433 Hooper G., Gympie c 534 Hunter G., (.P.O. Brisbane c
434 Hooper H. (care of - Jones, Esrl. ), near MountMargaret s 5135 Hunter James. P.O. Jericho c536 Hunter Jas., North Rockhampton c
435 Hooper Thos. (care of A. McMaster, Esq.), Coreena
Station, Aramac c
537 Hunter Mrs. Jas., Townsville c
538 Hunter John, Muttaburra c
436 Hope Henry (care J. Baly), Bungara Station c 539 Hunter John, P.O. Jericho c
437 Hopkins W., Townsville s 540 Hunter J., P.O. Roma s
438 Hopper H. N., P.O. Thargomindah m 541 Hunter Robert, P.O. Townsville o c
439 Horan John, Richmond Downs c (5) 542 Hunter Mrs. Willoughby, P.U. Stanthorpe o
44f Horan I., Johnstone River c (2) 543 Huntingdon -, Caiwarro, Paroo River o
44: Horan P. T., No. 8-Gang, Clermont line o 544 Hurd Mrs., Sandgate c (2)
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545 Hurst  Wm. Probyn,  Normanby Hotel, Rockham-
ton u k
546 Hurley J ,, Roma c
547 Hurley  Mrs. M .  T., South Brisbane c
548 Hurman Henry, Red Hi ll  o c (2)
549 Hurman H., Brisbane c
550 Hutchins R. N., Wanuka Hotel ,  Bundaberg c
551  Hutchison  -,  Gregory terrace ,  Brisbane c
552 Hutchison Mrs. Florence ,  Stanley street, South
Brisbane o c
553 Hutchison  Mrs. T.,  Logan road c
554 Hutchison A.  JR., Brisbane c
555 Hutchion J., P.U. Emerald c
556 Huthwaite  -,  Red Hi ll  c
557 Huston  John C., Avoca Plantation c
5.58 Huston  John C ., Barcaldine c
559 Hutton A., P.O. Brisbane s
560 Hutton C. J., Burenda s
561 Hutton Jas., P .O. South Brisbane u k
562 Hutton H. O. G., Ravensbou rn e o c
563 Huxley Thos.  (care of Mr. J. McDermott ),  South
Brisbane c
564 Huizenwider M., Orient Station ,  Thargomindah a
565 Hyland Ml., Rockwood Station s (2)
566 Hynes M. (care of R. King ),  Roma c
567 Hynes Miss N., P.O. Winton u k
I.
1 ILIFFE H., Cooktown u k
2 Illsley W., Gympie c (2)
3 Illich Steffano, P.O. Cooktow n c
4 Ingham R., Brisbane c
5 Inglis C. P., P.O. Gympie a
fi Inglis James , Warwick m
7 Innes Robert, Southport c
8 Ireland  Miss Josephine  (Grattan ,  Riggs and Co.),
Rockhampton in
9 Irgang  Carl (ship " Camana ' ), Brisbane f
10 Irvine Henry, Gympie c (2)
11 Irvine William, Victoria  Mills,  Herbert River c (2)
12 Irving James, Left Hand Branch, Palmer o c
13 Irving T., Valley c
14 Irving Wm., Mitchell  and Roma Extension c
15 Irving W.,  Beainaraba c
16 Irwin Joseph, Gympie c
17 Irwin W.,
Two-Mile, Gympie c18 Isaacs L., Valley c
19 Isaacs P. H., Rockhampton o c
20 Isaac W., Brisbane c'
21 Ivers T. H., P.O. Rockhampton c
22 Iversen  Peter, P.O. Brisbane c
J.
1 JACK  A., Townsville u k
2 Jack  David,  Royal Hotel ,  Mackay c
3 Jackes James A., P.O. Mackay c
4 Jackes  J. A. C. (sailor),  Mackay o c
5 Jackson  -, Government Paddock ,  Rockhamp-
ton c
6 Jackson A., Isisford c
7 Jackson Edward, P .O. Maryborough c
8 Jackson K., Geraldton c
9 Jackson  F.  D., Brisbane c and s (2)
10 Jackson F., Southport'c
11 Jackson G., P.O.  13tisbane c
12 Jackson Henry  (shearer ),  Isisford o c
13 Jackson James  (care of Sherritt ),  Katandra Station o
14 Jackson Jas., P .O. Winton c
15 Jackson John ,  Brown 's Plains o c
16 Jackson Miss May A .,  Rockhampton o c
17 J ackson It. S. (care of Cotter ),  Caiwarro, Paroo
River o
13 Jackson  R. S., P.O.  Townsville c
19 Jackson T., P.O. Bundaberg c
20 Jackson Thomas ,  Manuka Station c
21 Jacobs  -,  Warwick c
22 Jacobs - --,  Townsville c
23 Jacobs Mrs. A . (care of Heaslop ),  Ipswich road c
24 Jacobs H. W., Victoria Hotel , Mackay c
25 Jacobsen  J. W., Alpha c
26 Jacobson John, Miva c
27 Jacobsen S., Charters Towers c
28 Jaconie C. N., Queen street ,  Brisbane c
29 Jago -, Brisbane c
30 James C.,  South Brisbane c
31 James Woolloongabba c
32 James --, P.O. Townsville c
33  James  Mrs., Petrie terrace c
34 James A .  G., Bloomfield Plantation f
35 James G .,  Woolloongabba c
36 James J. C., Woolloongabba c
37 James J. H. (care of  Coleman),  Dickabram o c
38 James Mrs. M .  A., South Brisbane c
39 James It., One-Mile c
40 James R. H., One-Mile c (2)
41 James Thomas, Charters Towers c
42 James  W., One-Mile c
43 James W., Charters Towers c
44 Jamieson Wm. (seaman ),  Townsville o c
45 Jausson C. J., ],uwkha, nipton c
46 Jarrett  T., Warry  street , Valley u k
47 Jarvis R., Cooparoo c
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Jarvis Watson ,  Indoo roo illy c
Jayson C. (blacksmith ), Vinton c
Jeanke J. A. H., Esk c
Jeffery Mrs .  Marie, South Brisbane o c
Je ffery Mrs .,  Toowoomba c
Jeffreys E., Burketown c
Jeffries Samuel ,  South Brisbane o c
Jelley A.,  P.O. Brisbane u k
Jend e, -,  Brisbane c
Jenkins Mrs., Brisbane c
Jenkin Francis  (miner ),  Rockhampton o c
Jenkins J., Charters Towers c
Jenkins Llewellyn  (miner ),  Charters Towers o c
Jenkins Richard, Pine Hi ll  o
Jenkins Stephen, Tambo s
Jenkins Thomas, Ferhberg road, Milton o c
Jennings Miss E., Spring Hill e
Jensen  -,  Bundaberg  c'
Jensen A., Neardie c
Jensen C .,  Fort street, Maryborough c
Jensen G. C. J., Burketown c
Jensen Hanz ,  Brisbane f
Jensen Julius ,  49-Gang, 215 miles, Rockhampton f
Jensen Julius ,  Burketown s
Jensen J .,  Normanton c
Jensen Johan C., Oakwood Plantation,  Bundaberg
c (Jensen M., Samson Vale o c
Jensen N. C., Bingera c
Jensen N .,  Ross River ,  Townsvi lle c
Je pphson G., Lower Burdekins
Jillett  B.  F., P.O. Rockhampton c
Jimerson R., P.O. Cleveland a
Jimmy Ah  `din, Mackay c
Jinner Arthur ,  P.O. Rockhampton s
Jol Lee, Comet c '
Johansen Anders, P.O. Maryborough c
Johns G., Gympie c
Johns J., Charters Towers c
Johnsen -, Townsville c
Johnsen Charles ,  Goondi ,  Jo nstone River a
Johnsen Matthias ,  P,O. Rockhampton a
Johnson and Goulter ,  Johnstone River c
Johnson  ---,  Arthur street, Valley c
Johnson Miss  (care of Mrs. Burton ),  South
Brisbane c
Johnson A . (hawker ),  Muttaburra o c
Johnson Miss A., P.O. Brisbane s
Johnson A .  C., P.U.  Brisbane  b
Johnson Charles ,  Kingsborough o c
Johnson C.,  35-Gang, '  151 miles, Beta o
Johnson C., Emerald o
Johnson Mrs .  E., Ipswich c
Johnson E .  F., Jericho c
Johnson Fred .,  lockhampton o c
Johnson Harry, P.O. Townsville c
Johnson H .  P., P.O. Blackall f
Johnson J. P., F.O. I3r1qbane f
Johnson J .  R. (smith ),  Msryborough o c
Johnson Mrd.  Leah ,  Mackay c
Johnson  Mrs. Martin,  Cairns c
Johnson O. (carrier); Logan Downs ,  Clermont c
Johnson Peter,' Gympie c
Johnson R .  E., Mackay c
Johnson R .  J. (drayman ),  Petrie terrace  c
Johnson Miss Sarah, Mackay  c'
Johnson Thomas ,  Townsville c
Johnson Wi ll iam ,  Rockhampton c
Johnson W., Marybor 'ou¢,h c
Johnson W .  B. C., Winton c
Johnson W .  P., Caitiffs c
Johnston  -,  Spring Creek ,  Drayton c
Johnston Miss  (care of I obler ),  Westwood u k
Johnston A., Woolloongabba c
Johnston E., dunnamulla a
Johnston J., Mitchell c
Johnston Ro be rt  (care of Anderson ),  20-Gang,
Queensland Northe rn  Railway u k ( )
Johnston Wm., Clermont o c'
Johnstone Mrs., Kelvin Grove  ro ad c
Johnstone Mrs. B., Hardgrave road ,  West End c
Johnstone  Mrs. Jane, New Farm road c (2)
Johnstone  T., Gympie c
Jonas H., Queen street ,  Brisbane a
Jonerson Henry ,  P. Of Brisbane cJones  Coongoola c
Jones -,  Kent  street, Rockhampton c
Jones Mrs ., P.U. Jondaryan  f '
Jones  Miss ,  Green Gate Hdtel ,  Mitchell u k
Jones A. (care of Sparkes and McKinnon)
Hill c
Jones A., William  street, Rockhampton c
Jones A. G., Red Hill c
Jones A. G., Rockwood o
Jones David,  Gympie o o
Spring
Jones David,  121-mile, Queensland Central Railway,
Rockhampton c '
Jones D., Raglan street ,  Charters  Towers c
Jones Mrs. Elizabeth,  Petrie terrace c
Jones Emma, Gympie o
Jones E. W., Survey Camp,  Border Railway c
Jones G. A., Detective Office,  Brisbane c
Jones Henry, Imbil c
Jones Henry, Charters  Towers c
Jones  Mrs. -H.,  Charters Towers c
Jones  Henry, Burt n-f
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149 Jones Jas. (saddler ),  Yaamba road 57 Kemple Patrick  (wheelwright ),  Peak Mountain c
1..50 Jones John ,  P.O. Breakfast Creek o c 58 Kenar George ,  Ipswich c
151 Jones John, near Rockhampton c 59 Kendrick Mrs. A., Newtown ,  Ipswich c (2)
152 Jones John, Townsville c 60 Kenna W., Gympie c
153 Jones J., Allen 's Selection ,  Victoria Estate c 61 Kennedy Mrs., P.O. Winton c
154 Jones J. (care of Young ),  Evesham Station ,  Mutta- 62 Kennedy Mrs. Michael ,  Maryborough s
burra s 63 Kennedy  Dr. N., Vulture  street, Brisbane c
1.55 Jones J., One-Mile c 64 Kennedy Rudolph ,  P.O. Watsonville  in
156 Jones  J., Gympie. c 65 Kennedy Thos., P.O. Brisbane c
157 Jones J. Nicklin ,  P.O. Muttaburra c 66 Kennedy  Wm., P.O.  Muttaburra u k and c (3)
158 Jones Mrs. Marv, Rockhampton c (2) 67 Kennett J. M., Kangaroo Point c
159 Jones Mrs. M .  A. J., Boggo road c 68 Kenny Mrs .  (care of Scholfield ),  near Comet cR160 Jones R., Gibb street ,  Valley c 69 ailway Works, Rockhampton cKenny  --,
161 Jones R., Thargomindah s 70 Kenny A. E., Brunswick street, Brisbane o
162 Jones  It.  A. Charters Towers c 71 Kenny John, P.O. Cooktown c (2)
163 Jones Mrs. A., Charters Towers c 72 Kenny Michael, Roma u k
164 Jones S. G.,  Kangaroo P int o 73 Kenrick Miss Lizzie ,  P.O. Gympie o
165 Jones Thomas, Muttaburra o 74 Kent Miss L. (care of Hardie ), Woody Island c
166 Jones Thos.  (carrier ),  Morven c 75 Kent Edward, Rockhampton o c
167 Jones Thos. J., Hospital ,  Toowoomba c 76 Kent Thos . (wheelwright ),  Milo c (2)
169 Jones T. F. (care of Young Bros .),  Kalamia Estate, 77 Keogh Mrs .,  Wickham terrace c (2)
Lower Burdekin u k 78 Keogh Miss B. (care of Haynes ),  Rockwood  in
169 Jones W., Foulden Estate, Mackay c 79 Keogh James P.O. Brisbane c
170 Jones W. N., Roma o 80 Kerni Miss 3ridget  (care of Miss Leney), George
171 Jong Shue, Roma c street ,  Brisbane f
172 Joos  Rajeth, Rockhampton Hospital c (2) 81 Kern aghan S., Normanby Railway Camp o
173 Jordan Miss Elizabeth G. P.O. Brisbane c 82 Kerr G. P.O. Rockhampton c
174 Jordan James,  P.O. Yeulba c 83 Kerr Jon ,  Rockhampton c
175 Jordan James, P.O. Roma 4 84 Kerr William, Bogantungan o c
176 Jordan James, Roma c 8.5 Kerrisson Capt., Townsville c
177 Jordan Patrick, Charters Towers u k 86 Kershaw Miss  (care of Kitchnier ),  Gympie o
178 Jorgenson  (farmer ),  North Bunda berg c 87 Kershaw J. (late of Woo lloongabba ),  Townsville o c
179 Jorgenson  - (carpenter ),  Mackay c 88 Kerswell  R. E., P.O.  Hughenden c
180 Jorgenson C., Walker's Pocket ,  Gympie c 89 Kesler Mrs .,  P.O. Springsure u k
181 Jorns G., P.O. Brisbane c 90 Keys James, German Station o c
182 Jormquay Mrs. D .,  Mitchell c 91 Keyes Patrick ,  Kilkivan Railway o c
183 Joyce Mrs. M . (care of Mrs. Walters ),  Petrie 92 Keyser  C., Westbrook  Agricultural Area c
terrace c (2) 93 Kibble J., Kedron Brook c
184 Joynt N., Townsville c 94 Kickham L., Brisbane s
185 Jungman F., Jericho c (2) 95 Kidner F. Redbank s
186 Junie J. F., Brisbane c 96 Kielsen Carl Peter ,  P.O. Winton f
187 Justatt - (builder ),  Southport c (2) 97 Kiepe Carl ,  Toowoomba c
188 Justi F. G., One-Mile c 98 Kier Peter ,  P.O. Port Douglas u k
99 Kierinan James, P.O. Brisbane f
100 Kiff Thos., Mount Brown c
H. 101 Kilgour G. B. (care of Fraser ),  Manuka c (2)
'102 Killeen Thomas  (care of Mrs .  Murray ),  Brisbane u k
1 KAHL,  Mrs. H . (carrier ),  Isisford c 103 Killeen Thomas  (care of Lane), Hemmant c
2 Kane Mrs. J .,  Warwick c 104 Killighar Miss Hannah ,  P.O. Brisbane c
3 Kargan John ,  Leopold street ,  Brisbane s 105 Kincaird James, Townsville c
4 Karoll Frederick , Alpha  Plantation c 106 King - -,  Lagoons ,  Macka c
5 Kastner Julia, Toowoomba c 107 King -  (care of Williams) ,  Maryborough u k
6 Kaufmann Joseph Myers ,  Great Kennedy Silver 108 King Miss A. E., P.O. Townsville u k and c (2)
Mines, Townsville o c 109 King Charles C. (care of Sherrett ),  Muttaburra f,
7 Kaufmann Joseph Myers ,  Flinders street ,  Towns- in and c (3)
ville o c 110 King Edward P .O. Maryborough u k
8 Kaufmann J. M., Townsville a 111 King E. M., ked Hill, Gympie c
9 Kaye F .,  Berry street ,  Spring Hi ll c 112 King Ernest ,  P.O. Maryborough u k
10 Kearn Peter ,  Mount Cornish c 113 King Henry Adavale c
11 Kearnan Edward  (care of Prescott ),  Townsville c 114 King H .  J.  it,  Inkerman e
12 Keating Maurice,  (cutter  "  Edith  "),  Mackay c 115 King H. 0., Jericho o
13 Keating M., Milo, Adavale c 116 King J. (tailor ),  George street ,  Brisbane o c
14 Keating M. B., Johnstone River c 117 King J .,  Townsville c
15 Keating W., Geraldton c 118 King J. I. or H.,  Adavale s
16 Keys E., Brisbane o 119 King Miss M (care of Giles ),  North Quay ,  Brisbane
17 Keckord Miss ,  Hughenden c a and a (2)
18 Keeble Walter Cairns o c 120 King Patrick Logan Downs ,  Clermont u k
19 Kee Chon J ., W estwood c 121 King Richard M., Maryborough o
20 Keegan Thomas, Fernlie Station c 122 King Simon ,  Townsville u k (2)
21 Keenan P., Paddington c 123 King Thomas ,  Jimboomba c
22 Keidd J .  H., South Brisbane c 124 King W .,  Pine Hill o
23 Keil H. A., Ipswich c 125 Kinghorn W., West End o c
24 Keith  -,  Geraldton c 126 Kinghorn W. B., Rosalie c
25 Keith W . (butcher ),  Brisbane c 127 Kings Chas., Katandra ,  Muttaburra c
26 Kellawa Albert  (labourer ),  Mackay o c 128 Kingsland  J ames  (carrier ),  Blackall s
27 Kelly  Mrs., Cleveland c 129 Kingston Mrs., Brisbane c
28 Kelly Mrs .  C., Rosalie c 130 Kingston Thomas, Sesbania c
29 Kelly Miss Catherine ,  Charters Towers c 131 King Yem ,  Rockhampton c
30 Kelly Eliza be th  (care of Mrs. Barbour ),  Roma street, 132 Kidler  -,  Bunda berg c
Brisbane o c 133 Kinmond Mrs. M .,  Charters Towers c
31 Kelly Miss Ellen ,  P.O. Mackay c (2) 134 Kinsey William  (care of Hamer), Bu rn ett District u k
32 Kelly Mrs .  F., Rockhampton c (2) 13.5 Kirby W., Gympie road ,  Nundah e
33 Kelly Jas .,  Charters Towers c 136 Kirk Rupert, Brisbane c
34 Kelly James, Winton o 137 Kirkpatrick F., Kedron Brook e
35 Kelly John ,  Red Hill ,  Gympie c 138 Kirkwood  -,  Petrie's Bight c
36 Kelly John  (ss. "Waroonga ')  Rockhampton c 139 Kirth James ,  Arthur street, Valley c
37 Kelly John ,  Calliope c 140 Kiser C., Cross Hill, Westbrook c
38 Kelly John  (care of Power ),  Upper Calliope c 141 Kitchnes Hy. E., Charters Towers c
39 Kelly John ,  Jericho c 142 Kitson Hy , Fairfield c
40 Ke lly Jno .,  Rockhampton c 143 Klaas C. M., Woolloongabba c
41 Ke lly John ,  P.O. Beauaraba c 144 Klase Fanny Jane ,  Bundaberg o
42 Kelly John ,  Manuka ,  Winton c (2) 145Klein Andrew  (care of Springer ),  Pine Hi ll  c
43 Kelly Joseph  (sm. " Waroonga ")  Brisbane -u k 146 Klein George  (carrier ),  Maneroo Station e
44 Kelly J .,  Charters Towers c 147 Knight Charles,(farmer), Gera]dton o c
45 Kelly Matthew ,  P.O. Rockhampton c 148 Knight G. H., Mackay c
46 Kelly Matt . (miner )  Cairns c 149 Knight G. H., Waterford c
47 Kelly Mortimer ,  Townsville o e 150 Knight H., Charters Towers c
48 Kelly P .,  Jondaryan c 151 Knight Mrs J .,  Spring Hill c
49 Kelly Peter, Bunda berg c 152 Knight Jane, P.O. Blackall c
50 Kelly P. J.,  Rockhampton c 153 Knight O. (care of Gibson ),  Mackay c
51 Kelly W., Geraldton c 154 Knopke J. L., Laidley c
52 Kelly W., P.O. Brisbane u k 155 Knorr B. Carey Creek .  St. Helen's oL-53 Kelly Wi lliam ,  P.O. Brisbane u k 156 Knowles 11 .,P.O. Rockhampton u k54 Kemmorley Mrs. Mary, Winton o 157 Knowles W. J., Kelvin Grove c
55 Kemp Miss Jane ,  P.O. Charters Towers c 158 Knox E., Pine Hi ll c
56 Kemp Wm .,  Kedron Brook o c 159 Knox J., Nundah c
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160 Knox James Rockwood u k 83 Lawson J., Maryborough c
161
,
Knox Jaxon J. Landsboro' Downs m 84 Lawson James (plumber), P.O. Townsville u k
162
,
Knudsen Peter, off Boggo road o c 85Lawson James S., Rocklands s
163 Kock F. W., Mount Edward c 86 Lawson M., Ann street, Maryborough c (2)
164 Koerner Mrs. E. P.O. Brisbane n z 87 Lawson Thomas, Port Douglas c
16.5
,
Kohler Charles, Crescent Lagoon c 88 Lawson W., Oyster rooms, Gympie c
166 Kohn Charles, Jondaryan m 89 Lawson Win., Palmer c
167 Kong Yuen (gardener) Rockhampton o c 90 Lawton Jas. (care of Ryder), Blackall c
168
,
Krager Mrs., Logan road c 91 Lawyer C., Mount Pleasant c
169 Kratzmann C., Toowoomba c 92 Lay Kong, Eulo s
170 Kreen Thomas, P.O. Townsville m 93 Leach John (care of Black), Monkton Hill u k
171 Kreschmann William Jondaryan c 94 Leader Joseph, Redbank o c
172
,
Kristersson N. A. (barque " Inglewood "), Bris- 95 Le Ali Woy, Jericho c
bane f 96 Leard C., Charters Towers c
173 Krueger F., Emerald c (3) 97 Lebsauft C., Gourie road c
174 Kum Wor, Millchester c 98 Leckey Squire, Brown's Plains o c
175 Kutzmann Mrs. Maria, Charters Towers o c 99 Lee  Miss,  Warren  street , Fortitude Valley u k
100 Lee Harry, Charters Towers s
101 Lee Thos., P.O. Drayton in
L. 102 Lee W., Burrum s103 Lee William, Triangle, Springsure c (2)
1 LABAN Mrs., Tanbar Station, Cooper's Creek c 104 Lee Win. (contractor), Springsure line c
2 Laban Frank, G.P.O. Brisbane u k  105 Leeder J., Mulgrave c
3 Labrunning J., Lake's Creek c 106 Leedin Mrs. Jane, P.O. Mitchell c
4 Lacey J., Clermont R 107 Leckie., Petrie terrace c
5 Lackey Eugene, Spring Brook, Ipswich s 108 Lee Key, Port Douglas c
6 Lacock Henr Hill End o c 109 Ipswich cLees H. Terrace  street7 y,Lacy Henry A. E., Goldsmith's Creek c 110 , ,Legge G., P.O. Brisbane u k
8 Lacy Mary, Brisbane o 111 Leitch Arch., Gunalda c
9 Lahey J. J., Dickabram c 112 Lestrange P., Jericho c
10 Lahey John, Emerald c 113 Lench  Miss  Marian, P.O. Brisbane c
11 Laidlaw D. H., Spring Hill c 114 Lendrun Richard, Ipswich f
12 Laidlaw Thos., Bundamba Station u k (3) 115 Lenehan Dan., Gootchie o
13 Laidler J., Blacksterie c 116 Lenehan J., Evesham c
14 Laine Frank (schooner " Freddy"), Townsville c 117 Lennan D. M., Bundaberg c
15 Laird Francis J., P.O. Mackay u k 118 Lennglon  Miss  A., Nundah c
16 Lalor P., P.O. Brisbane in 119 Lennon Edward, Homebush c
17 Lamb -, Hospital road, Kelvin Grove c 120 Lennord J., Thompson Estate c
18 Lamb -, Enoggera c 121 Leonard J. E., P.O. Cleveland c
19 Lamb Cardwell c 122 Leonard Mrs. Mary, Russell  street , South Bris-
20 Lamb E Townsville c bane c21 .,Lamb G., Mitchell o 123 Leong Kan Charters Towers a
22 Lamb J., Kelvin Grove road c 124 Leoos H., Iume street, Toowoomba c (2)
23 Lamb Lawrence, Kelvin Grove o c 125 Lerensen Neil, Fernvale c
24 Lamb Wm. H., Herbert River c 126 Lesaile -, Townsville c
25 Lambert George, Adavale c s and m (4) 127 Lespinsive - (carpenter), Adavale s
26 Lambert G. J., Adavale in 128 Lester M. (care of -- McDonald), Charlotte
27 Lambert Jno., Brisbane u k (3) Plains c
28 Lambert S Warwick c 129 Merivale Morven s (2)Lett William29 .,Laming R., Gympie c 130 ,,Letten G., Maryborough c
30 Lamond James, Brisbane u k 131 Levin James (blacksmith), Herberton a
31 Lamont F., Milo Station c 132 Lewellyn H. D., Maroon c
32 Lamotte G. E., Veremont Station, Aramnac s 133 Lewer J., P.O. Brisbane u k
33 Lancashire J. (draper), Rockhampton m 134 Lewis Abbot, Argentine c
34 Land Henry (care of Brown), Aramac Dam c 135 Lewis F., New Zealand Reef, Gympie c
35 Land Thomas, P.O. Hughenden c 136 Lewis George ,Gympie m
36 Landers --, Yandilla c 137 Lewis George,  Merivale street , South Brisbane c
37 h c  138Landra e -- Mar borou Lewis H P O Rockhampton o c38 g , y gLandrigan Win., Brisbane s (2) 139 ., . .Lewis  1., Hemmant c
39 Lane -, Gregory terrace,  Brisbane c  140 Lewis John (carrier ), Hughenden c
40 Lane -, Kelvin Grove c 141 Lewis  R., Bingera  Plantation c
41 Lane Miss  G. A., P.O.  Brisbane n z  142 Lewis  S. (miner ), Gympie c
42 Lane J., Toowoomba o c 143 Lewis Solomon L., Toowoomba c
43 Lane J., Noted Bun House, Warwick in 144 Lewis T. L., Charters  Towers c
44 Lane John, Cambooya o 145 Lewis T. W., Charters  Towers c
45 Lane  W., P.O. Enoggera c 146 Libtz - (publican ), Beauaraba c
46 Lane William, Charters Towers c 147 Lichterfield F., Stanley  street , South Brisbane c
47 Lane Wm. (care  of Smith), Thylungra s 148 Lichtner E. F., P.O. Rockhampton c
48 Lang P., Townsville c 149 Liddle Joseph (solicitor),  Brisbane m
49 Langenbaker Henry (carrier ), Winton s 150 Li Hoie,  Brisbane o c
50 Langhan A., P.O. Thargomindah  c and s (2)  151 Lill Richard (care  of Pettigrew),  Brisbane c
51 Langhorne John Lewis, Rockhampton f 152 Lillis Patrick,  Twine street  South Brisbane o c
52 Langley D. (carrier), Townsville c 153 Limb - (carrier), Isisford c
63 Langridge Fanny, P.O. Brisbane u k 154 Limbick Alfred (fireman), so.  "Bertie ," Brisbane u k
54 Lanng George A. H., Landsborough Hotel, Mutta- 155 Linahan Miss Annie (care  of Mrs. Ellis), Rockhamp-
burra o ton c
55  Lannyon R., 30-Gang, Central Railway, Rock- 156 Lindin James, Isis Downs c
hampton n z 157 Linkin Edward, Eton ol
56 Laracy Richard, Kataudra Station c and u k (5) 158 Lindsay Alexander, Brisbane c
57 Larkin Mrs. A., Herberton c 159 Lindsay H. G., Gympie c
58 Larkin Miss C., P.O. Townsville o 160 Lindsay J., Gympie c
59 Larsen Christian, P.O. Brisbane o c 161 Lin Key Lee, Townsville c
60 Larsen L., North Ipswich c 162 Linneman Mrs. H., P.O. Rockhampton c
61 Larsen L. C., Charters Towers c (2) 163 Linneman H., Beta c
62 Larsen Ludwig J. (care of Stevenson), Kangaroo 164 Linton R., Railway Station, Ipswich c
Point s 165 Lister J., Toowoomba e
63 Larsen Rasmus, Charters Towers o c 166 Little George, Hughenden c
64 Larton W., Maryborough c 167 Little  James,  Hughenden c
65 Lason Mrs., Breakfast Creek c 168 Little Captain Ryle, Boulia c
66 Lather Johanna, Woolloongabba o c  169 Live8ey Miss Annie, European Hotel, Brisbane c
67 Laurie Mrs. Isabella, P.O. Brisbane o c 170 Livingstone A. (care of Sherritt), Katandra c
68 Laver W., Bowen Downs Station, Aramac c 171 Livingstone John, Adavale o
69 Lavers L., Spring Hill c 172 Llewellyn C. H., Eight-mile Plains c
70 Lavery -, Townsville c 173 Llewellyn Mary, Pine Hill o
71 Lavery Bernard (grocer), P.O. Brisbane o c 174 Llewellyn M., Pine Hill o
72 Law A. H. (en neer), Ida c 175 Lloyd -, Bulimba c
73 Law Mrs. L., Kangaroo Point c 176 Lloyd J. J., P.O. Thargomindah s
74 Lawlor Patrick, Sandgate road o c 177 Lloyd J. M., P.O. Townsville, e
75 Lawrence -, Charters Towers c 178 Lloyd Mrs. Kate, Gregory terrace c (2)
76 Lawrence J. M., Bowen c 179 Lloyd T., Bulimba c
77 Lawrence John, Consuelo, Rolleston e 180 Lloyd Wm. P., P.O. Alberton c
78 Lawrence L. F., P.O. Brisbane in 181 Loader Robert, Rockhampton u k
79 Lawrence  Miss S., Maryborough c 182 Lock Daniel, Winton c
80 Lawson A., Charters Towers c 183 Locke Thomas (care of McQuade), P.O. Brisbane u k
81 Lawson B. M., Windorah s 184 Lockhart Paddy, Richmond c
82 Lawson David, P.O. Brisbane n z 185 Lockhart Thos., Augathella a
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186 Locklin W., Cunnamulla s 27 Maher Miss Lizzie, P.O. Townsville s
187 Lockyer J. (baker), Maryborough c 28 Mahney John, Mitchell u k
188 Lofsten Mrs. E., Albert street, Brisbane u k 29 McMahon J., Gympie e
189 Lomas C. B., Y.O. Rockhampton u k 30 Mahone -, Hamilton road Station c
190 Lomas F., Cecil Plains, Dalhy c 31 Mahoney E., Irish Town, Toowoomba c
191 Lomas F., North Rockhampton c 32 Main E. W. (care of Mr. Crump), Townsville c
192 Lonergan Miss Maggie, 36-Gang, 154 miles, Central 33 Maier J., Ipswich road c
Line, Alpha o 34 Maike C., East Maryborough c (2)
193 Long Mrs., Ravenswood u k 35 Main Wm., Flinders street, Townsville c
194 Long Jas., Mount Pleasant c 36 Main John, P.O. Townsville u k
195 Long J., P.O. Clermont c 37 Mainwaring Thos. (care of Ed. Weinholt, Esquire),
196 Long James, Watsonville o c Katandra Station, Burke and Gregory North
197 Long M., Gympie c s (2)
198 Lung Michael, Brisbane c 38 Mair E. G. (care of Mr. Skyring), Baffle Creek c
199 Long Richard (care of Paterson), Thargomindah s 39 Maitland Miss M., U.P.O. Brisbane s
200 Long W., Howard c 40 Major -, Henderow Estate, Mackay u k
201 Long Cheri, Charters Towers c 41 MaIins Wm.'(care of Mr. Fox), Eversham Station,
202 Longmuir Elliot (care of Proud), Tent Hill u k Aramac s
203 Lord J., Mungindi c 42 Mallane Miss Mary (care of Captain Whish),
204 Lorff Ludwig, Ipswich c Caboolture c
205 Loring --, South Brisbane c 43 Mallon Mrs. Thomas, Thargomindah s
206 Lougher Alfred, P.O. 13risbane u k 44 Mallum -, Townsville c
207 Loughry John, Isisford o c 45 Malenburg C., Murray River, South Australia f
208 Loughran John (care of Chisholm), Marathon 46 Malone Daniel, Maryborough u k
Station, Flinders River c 47 Malone Edward, Port Curtis road c
209 Loughton Mrs. M., P.O. Brisbane s 48 Malone R., Adavale a and c (2)
210 Lourie Robert (care of Rowe, storekeeper), Rock- 49 Malton Mrs. A., Commissioner's Gully, Gympie c
wood c 50 Mandelson N., P.O. Townsville s
211 Lowe A. W., Brown's Plains o e 51 Manderson Jas., Montague road, South Brisbane c
212 Love Robert, Lutwyche c 52 Maney Mrs., P.O. Cloncurry c
213 Loveday Mrs Mar near Pound Yard Too- 53 Tribune streetMan han -- South Brisbane c. y, ,
woomba c 54 ,g ,Manham --, Colonial Secretary's Office, Brisbane c
214 Lovering William, P.O. Springsure u k 55 Manley Mrs., Rockwood c
215 Low Thus., Adavale c 56 Mann Chas., Sturt street, Townsville o c
216 Lowery James, P.O. Brisbane c 57 Mann Geo., Blackall c
217 Lownds H., Isisford c 58 Mann Captain G. K., Ipswich s
218 Lowry P., Gympie c 59 Mann J., Charters Towers c
219 Lowry Thos., South Brisbane c 60 Mann J. S., Mitchell o c
220 Loxton and Wallace, Bundaber c 61 Manners Samuel, Winton c (2)
221 Loye Francis, Judd street, Petrie terrace c 62 Manning J., Brisbane c
222 Lucas James, Maryborough c 63 Manning P., Gunalda c
223 Lucas Dr. J. P., Port Douglas c 64 Mansill Mrs., Petrie terrace, Brisbane o c
224 Lucas 4. R., Clermont c (3) 65 Manion M., Lady Mary terrace, Gyrrpie c225Lucas Mrs. R., Mitchell o 66 Manton Mrs., Warren street, Valley c
226 Lugg R. C., Werna Station, Winton s 67 Manton F. J. (care of Mr. Williams), P.O. Mount
227 Lum Lend, Brisbane c Morgan c
228 Lupperinte Lurgin, Goodna c 68 Mantyow Carl, Ravenswood o and c (2)
229 Lupton J., Paddington c 69 Manuels Saml., Winton c
230 Lush Mrs. G. J., P.O. Capalaba c 70 Manwell Peter, Geraldton o c
231 Lusk Daniel, Cunnamulla o c 71 Maplin W., Townsville c
232 Lusk D., Adavale c 72 Marchoy Mrs., P.O. Clermont u k
233 Lutcherhand C., Maryborough c (2) 73 Maren John, Beta, Alpha Creek s
234 Luttrell Patrick,  Grey  street, South Brisbane o c 74 Marker Jas., 150 Thames street, Brisbane u k
235 Luttrell W. F. P. (care of Friends), Brunswick 75 Marles Win., Howard c
street, Fortitude Valley c 76 Marlow Capt., 82 Wharf street, Brisbane c
236 Luttrell William P. (care of Hook), Sandgate u k 77 Marlow Mrs. John M., Isisford s
237 Luxton Mrs. E., Gympie c 78 Marnew S., Clarence street, South Brisbane c
238 Lyddy P., Isis Point c (2) 79 Marquis R. D., Edward street, Brisbane a
239 Lyge C. J. (ss. " Duke of Abercorn"), Brisbane u k 80 Marr F., Pine Hill in
240 Lymburner E. W., Bogantungan c 81 Marr T., Langlo Downs o
241 Lynan M., Alice street, Brisbane c 82 Marriott J. W., Kangaroo Point c
242 Lynch Edward, Millchester o c 83 Marsden -, Merivale street, South $risbane c
243 Lynch Edward, Monkira Station a 84 Marsden H. (care of Mr. F. Goodwixi), ]Dalrymple
244 Lynch G., P.O. Brisbane s road o '
245 Lynch Pat. (ganger), Waterford c 85 Marsden Miss L., South street, Ipswich u k (2)
246 Lynch Patrick, P.O. Dickabram c 86 Marsden Peter, Margaret street, Brisbane a
247 Lynch Thos., P.O. Toowoomba c 87 Marsden Mrs. Sarah Maria, Anne street, Mary-
248 Lynch Thomas, P.O. Ipswich c borough o
249 Lynch Thomas, Musgrave Hotel, Wright's Creek o c 88 Marsden Mrs. W., Thomson's Estate, Woolloon-
250 Lynch William, Sesbania Station c gabba c
251 Lyon W. S., Petrie terrace c (2) 89 Marsh --, Homebush Road, Mackay c
252 Lyons Miss, .Jericho c 90 Marshall A. (care of C. S. Rowe, Esq.), P.O.
253 Lyons J., 18-mile Camp s Townsville c and u k (2)
91 Marshall D. J., Rockhampton c
92 Marshall Henry, Blackall c
X. 93 Marshall J., Winton o c
94 Marshall Joseph, Avoca Hotel, Brisbane c
1 MABON F., Toowoomba c 95 Marshall Squire, P.O. Brisbane c
2 Madden A., Ipswich c 96 Martin -, Flinders street, Townsville c
Madden John (care of Mr. Horrigan), Stoney Pinch c 97 Martin Mrs., Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
4 Made Jas., P.O. Brisbane s 98 Martin A. F., Kangaroo Point c
5 Madgie M., Cunnainulla s 99 Martin A. H., Toowoomba c
6 Madigan MI., Dalveen c 100 Martin Angus, Bulloo Downs Station o
7 Madonich A. (care of Miss Ronie), Townsville c 101 Martin C. R., Thargomindah road c
8 Madsen Mrs. J., Pialba c 102 Martin David, Aramac c (3)
9 Madsen Julius, P.O. Brisbane o c 103 Martin T., Brisbane c
10 Madsen P. T., Albert street, Brisbane o 104 Martin J. (care of Mr. T. Wilson), Petrie terrace c
11 Madson M. C. R., Cloncurry f 105 Martin J. (railway porter), Goodna c
12 Maear Mrs. H., Marburg c (2) 106 Martin Joseph, Westwood c
13 Maear H., Marburg c 107 Martin L. J., Burketown c
14 Mafield Job T., P.O. Charters Towers u k 108 Martin Miss M., P.O. Charters Towers c
15 Magan Jas., Goondiwindi s 109 Martin Mathew, 65-mile Camp Junction o c
16 Magain J. W., Inverell s 110 Martin Michl., 65=inile Camp Junction o c
17 Magee Miss M. (care of Mr. Real), Brisbane u k 111 Martin M1., Charters Towers c
18 Magee Thos., Boggo road c 112 Martin Mrs. P., South street, Rockhampton o
I19 Magrle .1. H. (care of Mr. W. Macnamarra), Towns- 113 Martin Pk. (s.s. " Marvis"), Thursday sland c
ville c 114 Martin R., Charlotte street, Brisbane c
20 Magon Cairns c 115 Martin Richard, South Brisbane c (2)
21 Magor -, Mackay u k 116 Martin Richd. (care of Mr. Fitiacaue), Cleveland s
22 Maguire Hugh, Spring Hill o 117 Martin Robt., P.O. Winton c
23 Maguire Jas. (care of Mr. Jas. Fislie), Lerida, Rock- 118 Martin It. W.. Eagle Farm Junction c (2)
hampton u k 119 Martin Win., Bowery Downs Station c (2)
24 Maguire T., Caiwarro Station in 120 Martin Wni., AyrshirL Downs c (2)
25 Mahan Peter, Y.O. Rockhampton c 121 Marups.Tas., Isisford o c
26 Maher Mrs. (care of H. T. Robinson, Esq.), Mount 1-22 Maslen E., Mellor street, Gympie c
Louisa c 123 Mason C., Gy inpie c
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124 Mason Geo., Balaclava Island c 226 Middleton T., Comet c
125 Mason John (care of Mr. John Coleman), Bick- 227 Middlesen Peter, P.O. Clermont f
abram c 228 Miles J. F., Club Hotel, Cunnamulla a
126 Mason Rees I erbt. (care of Mr. P. Weirman), 229 Melezewsky B., Maryborough c
Winton u k 230 Mill James, Townsville c
127 Mason T., Ipswich c 231 Millar Abraham, Gympie e
128 Massey -, South Brisbane o c 232 Millar E. H., Railway line, Itoma c
129 Massey Chas., Gympie c 233 Millar F. (care of Stewart Brothers), Rockwood
130 Massey D. W., P.O. Brisbane u k Station c
131 Massey G., P.O. Southport c 234 Millar Wm., Gundie Plantation, Johnstone River
132 Masters Mrs. (care of Mr. Davis), Railway Station, uk
Townsville c 235 Millard Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
133 Masters W. Townsville c 236 Millen J., Cunnamulla c
134 Masterson .f., Petrie terrace c 237 Miller -, Dulacca Station c
135 Masterson A. M., Warrego s 238 Miller Adam, Thompson's Estate c
136 Matchell R. John, F.O. Brisbane u k 239 Miller Alex nder, North Pine o c
137 Mather -, Greenmount c 240 Millar A., Spring Hill c
138 Mather Alfred, Western Railway line o c 241 Miller A. B., North Rockhampton c (2)
139 Mather Mrs. B., Mitchell c (2) 242 Miller Catherine, Brisbane o
140 Mathers A., Petrie terrace c 243 Miller Mrs. C., Townsville c
141 Matheson -, Doondi Station o 244 Miller Davi'l  (care  of Mr. H. Arye's), Bransby
142 Matheson J., Port Curtis road, Rockhampton c Station, Thargomindah s
143 Mathews 0., Y.O. Mackay s 245 Miller David, Rockhampton o c
144 Mathews T. H., Gympie c (2) 246 Miller E., Hughenden c
145 Mathie -, 21 Union street, Spring Hill c 247 Miller E. A., Temperance Boarding Mouse, Bris-
146 Mathieson Mrs. E., In rham road, Townsville c bane c
147 Mathieson J., Paddington c 248 Miller G., Wickham terrace, Brisbane c
148 Mathieson J., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c 249 Miller G. H., North Rockhampton c
149 Mathieson Jas., South street, Rockhampton c 250Miller Mrs. J., Petrie terrace, Brisbane c
150 Matthew --, P.O. Brisbane c 251 Miller Louis, Charters Towers o c
151 Matthews F. (care of G. A. Giles, Esq.), Spring 252 Miller M.. G.P.O. Brisbane c
Vale c 253 Miller J. S., Silver Camp, Herberton c
152 Matthews Geo., P.O. Hughenden c 254 Miller Was., Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
153 Matthews G. W., Adavale s 255 Miller Thos. Ravenswood c
154 Matthews Jas., P.O. Brisbane u k 2.56 Miller T., Ida. Maytown c
155 Matthews M J OP S dne WN S u k 257 Thar omindah cabraMiller Win K
156
., .. . y y, .. .
Matthews T., P.O. Brisbane c 958 , gy.,Miller Wm., Rockhampton o c
157 Matthewson Mrs. E. M., Ingham road, Townsville c 259 Milligan Geo. E., Port Douglas c
158 Matthias R., Kent street, Valley c 260 Millikey Geo., Comet c
159 Mattison -, Woolloongabba c 261 Millington Edwd., Red Hill, Brisbane o c
160 Manghan N., P.O. Brisbane u k 262 Millman Mrs., South Brisbane
161 Mmuyhan Nicolas, Ipswich u k 263 Mills C., H. S. Band, Gympie c
162 ryborqugh cMangham R. t Ma 264 Mills F. H., Tiaro c
163
r
Maunders Fre., W.R. Line o c 2165 Mills Hy., Charleville s
164 Maunsell Mrs. or lilies J. L Cairns o 266 Mills J., Spring Hill, Brisbane c
165 Maunsell Peter, Spring's Railway Camp Junction o c 267 Mills Robt., Comet in
166 Mayor -, Townsville c 268 Mills T. McNulty, Comly Station Mills, via Tambo c
167 Mawson John E., Bowen c 269 Millward Lizzie, Charters Towers o
168 May Mrs. (care of Mr. Patterison), Bulimba c 270 Milne Hy., P.O. Brisbane c
169 May G. D., Woolloongabba o c 271 Milne J., Home Creek Cl.oncurry c
170 May G. D., Leichhardt street c 272 Milner -- West End, Townsville c
171 May Wmt, Charters Towers t 273 Milner T. 14., Walker street, Townsville  s and c (2)
172 Mayers Gee. R., Aramac c 274 Millon H. (care of Mr. Tobin), Tallebudgera c
173 Mages N., Brisbane c 275 Milton H. C., Western Railway Line o c
174 Mayle Chas., Goondiwipdi s 276 Mimson Jas. Commercial Hotel, Mackay c
175 Maynard •--, Bundaberg c 277 Minaker August, Blumbergville, Ipswich c
176 Maynard Edwin, Cunnamulla c 278 Mines Kate, Oxley o
177 Mazitelli Capt. H., Port Mackay s 279 Minster It., Ravenswood c
178 Meades -, Windorah c 280 Minter Thos. M., 5, Holdsworth  terrace,  Padding-
179 Meadows Jobn Mitchell c tons
180 Meagher  Miss (care of Mr. Kimley),  Gym' ie News c 281 Minton Ike, Kennedy's Hotel, Rockhampton c
181 Meagher John, Mount Cornish Station c (4) 282 Mianska Wilhelm (gardener), Bowen Hills o c
182 Meagher Sarah, Petiie's Bight, Brisbane o 283 Mires Mrs., P.O. hrisbane c,
183 Meallin Geo., Comlpio I owes m . 284 Mitchell Mrs. A., Aland  street , Obartere'towersc
184 Mennes  Miss,  Grey street, South Brisbane c 285 Mitchell Mrs. E. (care of Jas. Machine), Charters
185 Mears P., Gym pie c , Towers
186 Meanis Wm., Brisbane w i 286 Mitchell P., Gympie c
187 Mears Edward, Hope street, South Brisbane c 287 Mitchell Mrs. E., James Hill, Charters 'towers c
'88 Mears Samuel, Corona Station c 288 Mitchell G. J., Herbert River cX89Meartz -, St. George c 289 Mitchell Jas., Strand, Townsville  c
190 Medcalfe -, Lutwyphe c 290 Mitchell J., Highgate Hill, South Brisbane c191 Madill Tbos.,, Bogantunaan o c (2) 291 Mitchell 'lark, C mbrige Downs o
192 Mee J:, Albert street, West End c 292 Mitchell Reuben, P.0. Brisbane s
193 Meeking John, Daroo Station s 293 Mitchell W. (care of Captn. Potts), Queen street,
194 Meston Francis, Toowoomba c Brisbane n z
195 Meyers H., Queen street, Brisbane c 294 Mitchelson Miss., P.O. Townsville c
196 Megarty R., Gympie c (2) 295 Mittchel - (packer), Port Douglas a
197 Meers J., Maryborough c 296 Mitzelbury Fredk., Walhagalda, Mitchell s
198 Meelawdt P. M., Plough Inn, Brisbane c 297 Molasly H. B., G.P.O. Brisbane s
199 Meelanett P. M., Stanley street, Brisbane c 298 Moffat Geo., Upper Tickleman, Coongoola c
200 Weise Mrs. Jane L., P.O. Brisbane o c 299 Moffatt Hy., 150, Elizabeth street, Brisbane c
201 McKellar T., Thargomindah a 300 Moffatt J., Indooroopilly c
202 Mellars Wm., Ipswich road c 301 Moffatt James, Gold Creek o
203 Mellefont Thos., Boundary street, Spring Hill o c 302 Moffatt and Doran Messrs., Gundiah c
204 Menhinuett G., George streat,7orth Rockhampton c 303 Moles Mrs. M. A., River road, Gympie c
205 Mensforth E., P.O. Charters owers c 304 Moll Fredk., Rockwood Station s
206 Menzies -, 16 Flinders street, Townsville c 305 Moley Mrs. Ann, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
207 Menzies _i., Y.Q. Cloncurry c 306 Molloy Mrs. F., Charlotte s reet, Cooktown c (2)
208 Menzies  D. A., P.O. Normanton c 307 Monaghan Eugene, Gatton s
209 Menzies F., Townsville c 308 Monberg A., Gympie o
210 Meredith E. H., Herberton o c Monberg A., Bundaberg c
211 Meredith John, Pert street, Toowoomba c 3 0 Mondirill Saul, Kedron Brook o c
212 Merman A. A., Charters Towers c 3 1 Monnebell --, Indooroopilly
213 Merry Joseph, Isisford c 3 2 Mont Nicholas (schooner "Minnie Young"),  Bris-
214 Meryard Ludwig, Redbank o c bane c
215 Metcalfe J. L., Randwick s (3) 313 Monte -, Kelvin Grove road c
216 Meyers Mrs. Albert street, Brisbane c 3 4 Monteath -, Woolloongabba e
217 Meyers Edwd., P.O. Brisbane u k 3 5 Mooby -, Maryborough c218 Meyer E., Bowen street, Bri bane c 3 6 Moody Thos., Pentland c
219 Meyer Hermann, Sawpits, Blackall road c 3 7 Moon John (Messrs. Irving Bros.), Brandon Logger u
220 Meyer Hy., Sawpits, Blackall c (5) 3 8 Moon John (Messrs. Irving Bros.), Brandon, Towns -
221 Meyer Louis, Emerald c ville u k
222 iagher Frank, P.O. Winton c 319 Moon John (baker), Townsville o c
223 ichhall Mrs. A., Charters Towers c 320 Mooney -, Cleveland road c
224 Michail Mrs. A., " Gardens," Townsville c 321 Mooney John, Charters Towers c (2)
225 Michail R., Pace street, Ipswich c 322 Moor John, W. R. Line o c
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323 Moor J., Drayton s 420 Mullera -, Brisbane f
324 Moore Mrs., Spring street ,  South Brisbane c 421 Mulligan Patk .,  Nive Downs Station o
325 Moore Arthur O'Hara, P.O. Rockhampton u k (2) 422 Mulligan Peter ,  63-mile Camp Junction o c
326 Moore A. (care of Mr. J. Wolfe ),  Collingwood c 423 Mullins J., P.O. Burketown c (3)
327 Moore C. Mrs .,  St. George 's Creek, Charters 424 Mullins M., Emerald a
Towers c (2) 415 Mullins Patk., G.P.O. Brisbane s
328 Moore Ch., Mitche ll c 426 Mullock E. M., One-mile Creek c
329 Moore Frank, Milo Station c 427 Mulqueney Pk., Ipswich c
330 Moore Henry, Brisbane u k 428 Mulvena John, Emerald c
331 Moore Jas., Gympie e 429 Munday Wm. (care of Mr. J. Swadling ),  Greenfeld,
332 Moore Jas., Charleville o c Gracemere o
333 Moore R., Gloucester street ,  Spring Hill c 430 Munnecke A., P.O. Burketown c
334 Moore Sam., Isisford u k 431 Munro A. F.  (Mercury ),  Mackay s
335 Moore Mrs. S., Private street ,  Toowoomba c (2) 432 Munro C. (care of E. Crowley, Esq.), Victoria
336 Moore Walters, Charters Towers c Estate, Her bert River c
337 Moorehouse J., Charters Towers c 433 Munro Jas., Townsville c
338 Moran Michael ,  67-mile Camp ,  Junction o c 434 Munro John, Railway Department ,  Brisbane c
339 Moran M., Charters Towers c 43.5 Munro Miss Minnie, Townsville o c
340 Morlone W., P.O. Brisbane c 436 Munro Mrs. M .,  Boundary street, West End c
341 Moreland Geo. Maryborough c 437 Munro Robt .,  Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c
342 Morgan Mrs., koma c 438 Munro W., Queen 's Hotel ,  Townsville c
343 Morgan Mrs., Charters Towers c (2) 439 Munroe W., Charters Towers c
344 Morgan Mrs. Anne, Boggo road c 440 Munsell Mrs., Townsville c
345 Morgan C. N. (care of Mr .  A. J. Brown ),  Mackay c 441 Muntgonvery W., Ma ryborough c
346 Morgan Mrs. J .,  Woondora street, Bundaberg c 442 Murdock Mrs. C.,  P.O. Brisbane c
347 Morgan Pat, Gympie c 443 Murphy--, P.O. Brisbane c
348 Morgan Peter ,  Excelsior road, Gympie c (2) 444 Murphy  -- (care of A.  It.  Crabb ),  Terrick
349 Morgan P., Walker 's Pocket, Gympie e Terrick c
350 Morgan P., Jimbour 445 Murphy Miss (care of Mrs. Harris), Ann street,
351 Morgan Miss R., P.O. Maryborough c Valley c
352 Morgan Wm. (care of Mr. Edkins ),  Mount Cornish 446 Murphy Mrs. A .  M. A., Pie Creek ,  Gympie c
n
447 Murphy  Danl., P.O. Townsville o c
353 Morga
Wm.. Townsville c and u k (2)
448 Murphy Denis ,  Th yylungra Station s
354 Morhan Mrs  Pk .,  Paddington o 449 Murphy D., Dickabram s
355 Morley Mrs. (care of Mr. Morley ),  Woolloongabba c 450 Murphy Miss A. F. (care of Mrs .  Coughan ),  Bowen
356 Morley W., Mount Pleasant c terrace c
357 Morris  -,  Queenton c 451 Murphy E., Roma c
358 Morris  -,  Archer street ,  Rockhampton c 452 Murphy Jas. S., Townsville o
359 Morris Mrs.. Rockhampton c 4.53 Murphy John S .,  Burdekin s
360 Morris Mrs., Townsville c 454 Murphy Mrs. J .  S., Ayr, Burdekin River c
361 Morris D., Quay street ,  Rockhampton c 455 Murphy John, Mount Cornish u k
362 Morris G., P.O. Emerald o 456 Murphy J., Springsure c
363 Morris H., 20-mile Camp ,  Stanthorpe Railways m (3) 457 Murphy J., Herberton c
364 Morris John or Mary, Charters Towers s 458 Murphy Mrs. J., Peel street, South Brisbane c
365 Morris J., One-Mile c 459 Murphy J. J., Ho llybrook ,  Ipswich c
366 Morris J. G., Murphy 's Creek o 460 Murphy Miss Margaret ,  P.O. Gympie s
367 Morris Rosetta ,  Rockhampton o 461 Murphy Mrs. Ml .,  P.O. Brisbane m
368 Morris R., Blackwater Station ,  via  Rockhampton s 462 Murphy Mrs. P., Boundary street, North Bris-
369 Morris Thos., Government Gardens, Townsville c bane c
370 Morris Wm., Adavale c (2) 463 Murphy Mrs. P.  (care of Mr. D. Sul li van ),  Bris-
371 Morris W. G., Queen street, Brisbane s bane s
372 Morrish G. (care of Mr. Bunelle ),  Harrisville c 464 Murphy S. J., Ayr, Lower Burdekin c
373 Morrissey J., Freemason 's Hotel, Brisbane c 465 Murphy T., Springsure c
374 Morrison R., Wickham street, Va lley c 466 Murray  -,  Beach ,  Townsville c
375 Morrisy Patrick ,  Thargomindah m (3) 467 Murray Mrs., Townsville c
376 Mosley J., Mount Morris c 468 Murray A. D., Toowoomba c (2)
377 Mort Chas., Ipswich c 469 Murray B., Howard c
378 Mortimer Francis  (care of J .  Devereux , Esq.),  Mount 470 Murray C. F., Brisbane u k
Cornish c 471 Murray Mrs. F., Womballilla o and c (2)
379 Mortimer Geo. (care of Mr. Jones ),  Stainbu rn  Station, 472 Murray F. H., Jericho c
Aramac c 473 Murray James, Gregory terrace ,  Brisbane c
380 Mortimer T., P.O. Brisbane c 474 Murray Jas., Morven c
381 Morton  -, (care of Messrs. Raff and  Co.), Sugar 475 Murray Jas., No. 4-Gang, Roma line o
Plantation Caboolture c 476 Murray John ,  Cloncurry o
382 Morton C. E., 1.O. Rockhampton s 477 Murray John ,  Cleveland o
383 Morton H. G., Charters Towers c 478 Murray Miss L., P. O. Brisbane c
384 Morton Jane, P.O. Brisbane o c 479 Murray Miss M., P.O. Brisbane c
385 Morton John ,  Gaol ,  Brisbane c 480 Murray R., P.O. Mackay u k
386 Moses J. W., Burketown c (2) 481 Murray R., Marmadilla ,  Cometville c
387 y, Rockhampton o cMoses Mrs. Mar 482 Murray S., Charters Towers c
388
t
Mosley Thos.,  O'Connell street ,  Brisbane c 483 Murray J.  It.,  Milton c
389 Mosman G., Brisbane c 484 Murray Win. Dulacca Station c
390 Mothershan -, (care of D. Dupont , Esq.),  John- 485 Murray W., i,ailway Station, Charters Tower3 s
stone River c 486 Murrell Miss Ellen ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
391 Morehane H. A., Herberton c 487 Murren L., P.O. South Brisbane c (2)
392 Moxon E. W., Pine Hill u k 488 Murrie John ,  Townsville u k
393 Moy Alfred ,  Kholo c 489 Murry -, Milton
394 Moy Fredk Ipswich c 490 Murry Mrs. A.,  Brisbane s
395 Moyer H., Brisbane c 491 Murry Mrs. Frank, Dulvadilla c
396 Moyes Mrs., Tiaro c (2) 492 MusprattE., Milton c
397 Moylan E., Sandy Creek ,  Aramac c 493 Myers  -,  Blackall road c
398 Moylan John ,  Cunnamulla u k 494 Myers Benjm . (care of Mr. J. Welbee ),  Kyabra
399 Muckerb Otto, Tarampa c Station s
400 Mudelier Hendrick S., Bundaberg o c 495 Myers Harry, Roma o
401 Mueller H. F. (care of A. P. Mueller , Esq.),  Cam- 496 Myers Mrs. H .,  Kangaroo Point c
bric Downs o c 497 Myers H., Blackall road c
402 Muir David B. (care of Mr .  Thompson ),  Brisbane u k 498 Myers F., Mackay c
403 Muir D .,  Garlock, Herbert River c 499 Myers John ,  P.O. Maryborough c
404 Muir W .,  Beenleigh c 500 Mynes Miss Kate  (care of Mrs. Hale ),  Stanthorpe o
405 Muirhead Wm. Alex .,  Montague road o c
406 Mulcahy J., Jonda ryan c
407 Muldoon J., Valley Brisbane c Mc.
408 Mule Mrs .  or Miss h., Clermont o
409 Mulhare H. P., Lesbania Station ,  Winton c 1 McALDON T. C. W., Grassvale o c
410 Mulhare Owen ,  Welford Lagoons c 2 McAlister -, Isis Downs c
411 Mulhare  0., Welford Lagoons s 3 McAlpine John, P.O. Brisbane u k
412 Mulholland Robt .,  Gundah, Johnstone River s 4 McAlpine B., Toowoomba c
413 Mulran John ,  German Station o c 5 McDuvy W. H., P O. Charters Towers c
414 Mullane Miss M. (care of Mrs .  Bennett ),  South 6 MeArthy Eugene, Talona Station c (2)
Brisbane c 7 McArthur J. E., Thursday Island c
415 Mullaney Wm., P.O .  Her berton c 8 McArthur  Mrs. Tom .,  Terick Station, Richmond
416 Muller A .,  Brisbane o Downs c
17 Muller A .,  Vulture street ,  South Brisbane c 9 McAskill Allan ,  P.O. Brisbane m
418 Muller H., Royal Mail Hotel ,  Queensland f 10 McAvoy Ml. (care of Bolges' Boarding -house ),  Bris-
419 Muller Oscar  (care of Mr. Kennedy ),  Muttaburra bane c
m (2) 11 McBratney Jas., P.O. Rockwood c
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12 McBride and O'Shea Messrs., Bundaberg c 108 McDonald Malcolm, South  Brisbane c
13 McBride -, Highgate Hill, South Brisbane c 109 McDonald Mrs. Mary, Gympie o c
14 McBride P., Pine Hill s (2) 110 McDonald Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o c (2
15 McBride Mrs. S. (music teacher), Townsville c 111 McDonald Robt., P.O. Mackay c
16 McBrien Miss Lizzie (care of Mrs. Clarke),  Bris- 112 McDonald R., South Kolan c
bane c 113 McDonald Tom, P.O. Mackay in
17 McCabe John, Spring Hill, Brisbane c 114 McDonald Wm., Yarranvale c
18 McCabe W., Winton c 115 McDonnell C., Brisbane c
19 McCaffery -, Indooroopilly o c 116 McDonnell Robt., South Brisbane c
20 McCaffery Mhl., Rockhampton o 117 McDonnell  Messrs. and  Co., Brisbane s
21 McCaffery Thos. (care of T. Fraser), Isisford c 118 McDonnell Mrs. T., 15 Downing  street , Brisbane
22 McCallum Argyyle, Junda, Thargomindah c 119 McDougall Mc., Fernsdale c
23 McCann -, Ravenswood c 120 McDougall H., Townsville c
24 McCan D., Maryborough c 121 McDougall Jos., Blackall a
25 McCann F (care of J Es uire)Aldrid e Bunda-122 McDowall A Brisbane c. . q ,,gberg c 123 .,McDowall J., South Brisbane c
2G McCann Jas., Sandy Creek, Charters Towers c 124 McDowall W., Kyabra c (2)
27 McCann Mrs. Jane, 12, Rogers  street , Brisbane o 125 McDowell A. (care of Mr. D. W. Ruddell), Hugh-
28 McCarley A. (care of Mr. J. Adams), Gundi, John- enden c
stone River s 126 McDowell Miss E., Milton u k
29 McCarroll -, Normanton in 127 McElwan Mrs., South  Brisbane c
30 McCarroll W., Noosa c 128 McEvoy Jas., Coongoola o c
31 McCarthy Miss, P.O. Brisbane u k 129 McEwan -, Gregory  terrace, Brisbane c
32 McCarthy D., Yantubullen a 130 McEwan F. M., P.O. Maryborough o c
33 McCarthy Jas., Mackay o 131 McEwan John, P.O. Toowoomba u k
34 McCarthy Jeremiah, P.O. Jericho o 132 McFadden  Jas., Bingra  Plantation, Bundaberg c
35 McCarthy John, Wambillilla c 133 McFadyen J. T., Isis Down  Station c
36 McCarthy John, P.O. Brisbane f 134 McFarlane Brothers , Brisbane s
37 Mrs. John, Brisbane f 135 McFarlane Alex . (care of  Mr. Johnson ), Brisbane a
38 McCarthy John, Brisbane f 136 McFarlane  Malcolm , Pie Creek, Gympie o c
39 'McCarthy John, Kyabra c (2) 137 McFar] ine  -,  Bowen street , Brisbane c
40 McCarthy Miss Mary Jane, Ipswich c 138 McFetridge J., Hughenden c
41 McCarthy Mhl., Western Railway line o c 139 McGarr Mrs. Ptk., Eversham Station, Winton a
42 McCarthy Mrs. M., Gympie c 140 McGarvy -, Richmond Downs c
43 McCarthy 0., Adavale c 141 McGill J. H., Rolleston c
44 McCarthy P., P.O. Brisbane c (2) 142 McGilvery -(care of Mr. Ruthning), Toowoombac
45 McCarthy R., South street, Toowoomba c 143 McGlynn -,  Enoggera c
46 McClean J.,. Beta c 144 McGowan J., Rockhampton o c
47 McClelland A., P.O. Charters Towers c 145 McGowan C. W., Globe Hotel, Charters  Towers c
48 McClifford Mrs. Julia, Dunmore o c 146 McGrath  Mrs. (care of Miss  McGrath, Finney,
49 McCloghry  Miss Margaret , South Brisbane u k Isles  and Co.),  Brisbane c
50 McCloskie Miss E., Stanley  street,  South Bris- 147 McGrath D. C., Kelvin Grove c
bane c 148 McGrath J., Gympie c
51 McClury John, P.O. Bundaberg m 149 McGrath  Owen, Townsville u k
52 McClusky P., South Brisbane c 150 McGrath Thos., P.O. Brisbane o c
53 McCall John, Warwick 151 McGrath Thos., P.O. South Brisbane o c
54 McConachy J., Thargomindah c 152 MacGregor -, Vindex Station, Winton c
55 McConachie B., Charters Towers c 153 McGregor D., V index Station o (2)
(56 McConky Geo., Charters Towers c 154 McGregor N., Powers Creek s
57 McConnell Jas., P.O. Townsville u k 155 McGregor Robt., Plane Creek c
58 McConnell J., P.O. Townsville c 156 McGregor Wm. (care of Mr. W. Duncan), Gooyea
59 McConnell John,  Thargomindah c Station m
60 McCook Archd. (care of Captain Fife), Brisbane u k 157 McGregor Wm., Rockhampton o c (2)
61 McCool Edward, Maryborough o c 158 McGriskin  Miss  Bridget, P.U. South Brisbane o c
62 McCool John Maryborough o c 159 McGuely Wm., South Brisbane c
63 McCorel R., P.0. Winton c 160 McGuire, Jackson,  Messrs.  and Co., Rockhampton c
64 McCormack -,  Enoggera c 161 McGuire J., Kolan River c
65 McCormack John, P.O. Brisbane c 162 McGuire  Mrs.  Mary, Bridge street, Brisbane c
66 McCort -, P.O, Bundaberg c 163 McGuire W., P.O. ckhampton c
67 McCotter J., Bundaberg c 164 McGurren and Hodmott,  Isisford c and a (9)
68 McCotter T., Woolboolaman o 165 McGurren J. Isisford a
69 McCoy -, Mary street, Charters  Towers c 166 McLachlan  * , Grey street,  Brisbane s
70 McCoy Miss, P.O. Cairns c 167 McIlreavy Robt.,Ayr o c
71 McCrabble  R., Kanga roo Point c 168 McInnes  Colin S ., Mackay a
72 McCrea John (care of Miss Kerrin ), Fortitude 169 McIntosh  Alfred,  Nive Downs sValley, Brisbane u k 170 McIntosh G. F., Ipswich c
73 McCrea  Mrs. R .,  Royal Exchange  Hotel, Rock- 171 McIntosh - (care of Capt . Gray),  Bundaberg a
hamton c 172 McIntosh  Jas. Stonehenge , Thompson River c
'74 McCreath --, Thompson' s Estate, South Bris- 173 McIntosh J., Tabor Hill c
bane c 174 McIntosh  Miss  M. A., G.P .O. Brisbane c
75 McCrone A., Townsville c 175 McIntosh Miss W., P.O. Brisbane u k
76 McCrue -,  South Brisbane a 176 McIntyre Mrs., Boundary  street, Brisbane c
77 McCullagh J., Daroo Station c 177 McIntyre Mrs., Given  terrace ,  Brisbane a
78 McCullagh Joseph, Eulo c (4) 178 McIntyre George,  Muttaburra c
79 McCullock Hugh, P.O. Emerald o 179 McIntyre J., Rockhampton c
80 McCullum -- (care  of G. H. Wilson, Esq.), 180 McIntyre T., West End , Brisbane n z
Ipswich c 181 Mclvor E., Nundah c
81 McCultd J., Blackall c 182 McKarroll W., Maryborough c
82 McCutcheon Miss Emily, Maryborough o c 183 McKarroll W., Tewantin c
83 McDade Wm. Jas., P.O. Charters Towers u k 184 McKay -,  Murweh Station c
84 McDermott Jas. (care of A. Imley, Esq.), South 185 McKay W., Bundaberg c
Comongin c 186 McKay  Mrs. and Miss, South Brisbane c (2)
8.5 McDermott N. W., Wickham  terrace c 187 McKay Allan, Jericho c
86 McDivier Miss M., Globe Hotel,  Brisbane c 188 Mackay  Miss Catherine  Bundaberg o c
87 McDonald ---, Loye's Paddock, Eton c 189 McKay D., Galloway' sVill ,  South Brisbane c
88 McDonald Mrs., South Brisbane c 190 Mackay Geo., Richmond Mill, Mackay u k (2)
89 McDonald Allen, Homebush, Mackay u k 191 Mackay John, Dalveen o c
90 McDonald Angus, Mount Wyatt , Bowen c 192 Mackay H., Survey Department,  Brisbane c
91 McDonald Archy. W., Manuka Station m 193 McKay Mrs. J., Forget- me-not ,  Charters Towers
92 McDonald A., Isis Downs c (2) c (2)
93 McDonald A., Ravens wood c 194 Mackay J., Hill End,  South Brisbane c
McDonald A. W., P.O. Roma a 195 Mackay J., South Kolan c
95 McDonald Mrs. Bridget, P.O. Rockhampton c 196 Mackay  Mrs. Margt ., Ipswich ct,96 McDonald Chas., Queenton c 197 imba road  Brisbane u kMackay Robt., Bu
97 McDonald  Donald, Cunningham o c 198 Mackay Thos., Caledonia, Q  Bowen Downs c
98 McDonald D., Nealy Station, Charleville c 199 McKelvey  R., Point Parker s (2)
99 McDonald Geo., Bundaberg c 200 McKean  Miss E. (care  of Mr. W. P. Watson),
100 McDonald Harry Burketown c Fernvale ,  Brisbane c
101 McDonald Jas. les (hotel), Mana Creek c 201 McKeenan S., P.O. Mackay c
102 McDonald John (care of Mr. J. Burns), Railway 202 McKeeve H., Bundabe c
Hotel, Pine Hill o 203 Mr. Cormack ), South Bris-McKenna -, (care of
103 McDonald John, Peak Crossing, Ip: with c bane c
104 McDonald John, P.O. Mitchell u k 204 McKenna  Miss,  Bolsover  street, Rockhampton c
105 McDonald John, P.U. Burketown c (3) 20.5 McKenna R., Cooktown a
106 McDonald J. (hospital), Rockhampton c 206 McKennan  Harry , Forrest Grove c
107 McDonald J., Gympie c 207 Mackenzie -, Union Club,  Brisbane c
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208 McKensie Mrs., Ipswich c 305 McPherson  --,  Tiaro c
209 McKenzie  .Tae. and Co .,  South Brisbane c 306 McPherson Duncan ,  P.O. Brisbane c (3)
210 McKenzie Jae., Cooktown o c 307 McPherson D., Broadwater c
211 Mackenzie John ,  Rockwood c 308 McPherson Miss Mary Ann, Mackay c
212 McKenzie John, Herberton s 309 McPherson P., Red Hill, Gympie c
213 McKenzie John, Maryborough o c 310 McPherson Thos. ,  Charleville  in
214 McKenzie Rodk., Winton c 311 McPherson W. H., Mackay o c
215 McKeown John, P .O. Isieford c 312 McPike James ,  Emerald c
216 McKeown --, John street ,  Toowoomba c 313 McQueen D., Afton Downs o
217 Me illop Mrs. E .,  Kangaroo Point c 314 McQueen  D., Cloncurry c
218 Mc ellop J., Rockhampton c 315 McQueen J. (care of Mr. G. Probyn), Black's
219 McKinn Robt .,  Rockhampton o c Waterholes u k
220 McKinder J., P.O. Rockhampton o 316 McQuilken John, Burketown c
221 McKindley M., Hilton road ,  Gympie c 317 McShane Miss  M argaret ,  Rockhampton o c
222 McKinlay A., Fairneyview c 318 McSuren E. A., Rockhampton o
223 McKinley A., Emerald o 319 McSweeney T., Caledonia Hill, Gympie c
224 11cKinlay D., Rockwood Station c 320 McSweeney J., Cloncurry c
225 Mckinnon J., I)agworth o 321 McKean and Boadle Messrs., Bancory, Emerald c
226 McKinlty Alex .,  Nudgee o c 32.3 McWilliams Miss E., P.O. Winton c
227 McKinstry G. (care of Mr .  C. Miller ),  Murnish
Diggings c
228 McKisson Mrs. E .,  Wood street ,  Mackay e N.
229 McKissnn  A., Wood  street Mackay c
230 McKit rters rowers chen Ch 1 Brisbane cGeorge streetNAGOR  Hc , a
231 McKnight Thos .,  P.O. Brisbane c 2
,.,
Nail Thomas  (labourer ),  P.O. Brisbane o c
232 McKone Miss  (care of Dr .  Cranston , Clermont e 3 Nairn  --, Ayr c
233 McKone John (care of Mr .  Massy ), Rockwood o c 4 Naismith  Alex., P. O. Townsville u k
234 McLachlan and Another Messrs .,  Toowoomba c 5 Nall R .,  Kent street , Valley c
235 McLachlan  J. W., P.O. Ravenswood c 6 Nalmborg  Fred  (schooner  "  Freddy "), Towns-
236 McIntosh R•. J. (care of E. R. Edkins  Esq.), Mount ville c (3)
Cornish Station u k 7 Nash James, Isisford c
237 McLaren Al bert,  Ruthven c 8 Nash James ,  Blackall o c
238 MeLaren A., Hughenden c 9 Nash Joseph ,  Kangaroo Point u k
239 McLaren Wm., Rockhampton o c 10 Nash J. (care of Gate ),  Cootharaba road  c
240 McLauchlan Miss, North street ,  Spring Hill c 11 Nash Percy  (es. "Duke of Buccleuch  "),  Brisbane u k
241 McLauchlan Thos., Charters Towers c 12 Nastelin Johan ,  Brisbane f
242 McLauglin A., Comet c 13 Naumann John ,  Gowrie road o c (2)
243 McLahlin R.  J. (care of E. R. Edkins  Esq.), 14 Naylor Ellwood C., Thargomindah s
Mount Cornish Station u k 15 Naylor G., P.O. Brisbane s
244 McLaugbleq Mrs. Wm., Emigrants' Home, Bris- 16 Naysmith  -,  P.O. Brisbane f
bane f 17 Neale Miss Kate, Charters Towers o
245 McLoughlin  MI., P.O. Rockhampton u k 18 Neale J. M., Allora c
246 McLucas Wm., Tent Hill c 19 Neale Thomas, Cooranga c
247 McLean  ,  Brisbane c 20 Nealy Miss Kate, Tent Hill c
248 McLean Finley ,  Cairns c 21 Neale James P., Cloncurry c
249 McLean  John (caire•of Mr .  John Lynett ),  Boulia c 22 Neave Rev. J. J., Rockhampton s
250 McLean Lachlan, Adavale s 23 Needer Mrs. A., P.O. Emerald c
251 McLean R., Charters Towers c 24 Neelosen Mrs. L., Townsville c
252 McLean S., P.O. Cairns c 25 Neil -  (blacksmith ),  Ipswich road c
253 McLellan Mrs. A., Muttaburra c 26 Neil Jno ., (Telegraph  newspaper office ),  Brisbane c
2.54 McLellan Jas., Mackay o c 27 Neil  J., Ipswich road c
255 McLennan  -,  Enoggera c 28 Nei ll W. R., Cairns c
156 McLennan  Messrs.  L. and L .,  Ingle Downs e 29 Neiland Denis, Junction o c
257 McLeod  -,  P.O. k risbane c 30 Neill J. de C.,  Rockwood  station c
258 McLeod  -,  The Braes ,  Brisbane c 31 Neill Mrs. Marion, Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c
259 McLeod Mrs.., Iaanglo Downy c 32 Neilsen H. D., Townsvi lle c
260 McLeod Alex., Retreat Station s 33 Neilson Mrs. K .  M., Townsville c (2)
261 McLeod C., Woolloongabba c 34 Neilson Frederick ,  West End o c
262 McLeod Donald ,  Charters Towers s 35 Neilson L., Maryborough road c
263 McLeod  J.  Stewart ,  P.O. Brisbane u  It (2) 36 Neilson P., Johnstone River c
264 McMahon and Haines Messrs .,  Clermont c 37 Neilson R., Cairns c
265 McMahon  -,  1 undaberg c 38 Neilson R., Gympie c
266 McMahon Mrs. C., Imbil road, Gympie c 39 Neilson William, P.O Brisbane a
267 McMahon Fred .,  Alice River c 40 Neish G. T., 17-mile Rocks c (2)
268 McMahon F., Terrica  via  Blacka ll c 41 Nelloe Jimmy, Mackay c
269 McMahon J., Limestone Creek ,  Cloncurry c 42 Nelson -, (care of Tobin ),  Tallebudgera c
270 McMahon  .I., Springer 's, Aramac  road c 43 Nelson Mrs., Brisbane c
271 McMahon Peter  (care of Mr .  Durack ),  Thylungra 44 Nelson C., Mitchell c
Station c 45 Nelson H., Gympie c
272 McMahon T., Bundall ,  Southport c 46 Nelson Mrs. H., Charters Towers s
273 McManus John ,  Cunningham's Waterholes, Junc- 47 Nelson Mrs. Jas., Kalka c
tion o c 48 Nelson P .,  Townsville c
274 McMaster Chas . M.  K., Winton n 49 Nelson Thos .,  Bowen Hills c
275 McMeekin W., Rockhampton c 50 Nelson Walter, Brisbane o
276 McMenamin Peter, Charters Towers c 51 Nettle -, Treasury square c
277 McMi llan Jas., Dunrohin ,  Aramac  road c 52 Neville Charles ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
278 McMillan Mrs. John ,  Cairns c 53 Neville Mrs. W .,  P.O. Brisbane o
279 McMu llen Robt .,  Queeh 's Hotel,  Brisbane e 54 Newcom be George, W. R. line o c
280 McMurdo H. (care of G.  Fairba rn  Esq.), Binerah c 55 Newell A.• H., Stanwell c
281 McNab J., Hemmant c 56 Newe ll  H .,  StanwelLc
282 McNamara Jack ,  Portland Station ,  Barcoo e 57 Newe ll  S. H., P.O .  Brisbane c
283 McNa lly Francis J . (care of Mr .  Powers ),  Stanley 58 Newman Dr., Gympie c
street o c 59 Newman Mrs. Bridget ,  P.O. Rockhampton u k
284 McNally James  (care of Mr .  Power), Stanley street, 60 Newman John ,  Booval station c
South Brisbane o e 61 Newman Wm., Cooktown o c
•285 McNally John ,  Pine Hi ll c 62 Newport R., Winton c
286 McNally Wm. P.O. Brisbane s 63 Newstead Wm., Charlotte Plains a
287 McNamara  Join,  Camp Hotel ,  Goondiwindi o 64 Newton  •---,  Bundaberg c
288 McNamara J., Richmond ,  Flinders River c 05 Newton G. A., Brisbane s
289 McNamara Rodger  (care of Mr .  Broad), Bronsby 66 Newton Isaac, Johnstone River o
Station's (2) ¢7 Newton Walter ,  Kilkivan road c
290 McNamara Thos., Elderelie c 68 Newton W., P.O. Brisbane s
291 McNamara Thos., Beta Creek o 69 Neylan Michael ,  off  Ipswich road o c
292 McNaught  John, Grey  street ,  South Brisbane c 0 Neylon P .,  Charters Towers  in
293 McNeil T., Wharf street, Brisbane c 1 Nicholas George E .,  P.O. Blackall c
294 Mc N eish D ., Gympie c 72 Nicholas  H.,  Yabba Station o
295 Mc icol J., William street ,  Brisbane c 3 Nicholas James, Appollonian Vale c
296 McNico ll  Mrs. E. J., Grove street ,  Boggo read c 14 Nicholas T. W. (care of Russell and  Co.), Towns-297 McNiven  -,  Oxley c ville c
298 McNully John ,  Blackall o 15 Nicholas W. J. (care of Norris), Charters Towers o
299 McPerrin
-,  Brisbane c 76 Nichol  --,  South Brisbane c
300 McPhail John Toowoomba c 17 Nicholls  George  (miner ),  Charters Towers o c
301 McPhail W., aunnamulla  in 18 Nicholls Richard, P.O. Bundaberg u lc
302 McPhee Angus, Charleville s (9) 79 Nicholls  William, Capalaba c
303 McPhee M., Howard t 80 Nicholls  Wi lliam, Hemmant c
304 McPhee Thos.  (care of J. Randal, Esq .),  Burke- 81 Nicholls William, Tingalpa c
town c 82 Nicholls William,  Wood  street, Townsville c
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83 Nicholson Mrs. A., Charters Towers c (2) 27 O'Brien W. S., Stock street, Marlborough o
84 Nicholson A. E. (fitter) Rockhampton o c 28 O'Brien William (care of McDonnell),  Bulimba
85 Nicholson A. M., P.O. KIuttaburra o c road n z
86 Railway Department, Brisbane cNicholson F. 29 O'Brien William Tallebudgera c
87
,
Nicholson W. (care of McI)onald), Charlotte  Plains s 30 O'Connell W., Milton road, One-Mile c
88 Nicholons Ferdinand, P.O. Brisbane c 31 O'Connor Mrs., Adelaide  street,  Maryborough a
89 Nickulas Don., Waverley  Station s 32 O'Connor Denis, Charters Towers c
90 Nicol James, St. George o 33 O'Connor D., P.O. Mackay u k
91 Nicoll Miss Mary, Wakerston c 34 O'Connor J., P.U. Brisbane n z
92 P.O. Brisbane cNicolls James 35 O'Connor Thomas (labourer), Mitchell o c
93
,
Niel J. D., Spring Hill c 36 O'Connors -, Denison  street,  Rockhampton c
94 Niell  Miss  Eliza  (care of  Bryan), P.O. Brisbane u k 37 O'Connors John, P.O. Rosevale c
95 Nielson C., Little Edward  gtreet c 38 O'Dea John, P.O. Brisbane f
96 Nielson Julie contractor), Bundaberg c 39 Od en --, Beenleigh c
97 Nielson Mrs. H., Rockhampton c 40 ine,  Herberton Tin Mines cO' Doherty Miss Cather
98 Nielsen  Marian , Gynipie o 41 O'Doherty Denis (labourer), P.O. Brisbane o c
99 Nielsen Peder, Geraldtou s 42 O'Donald M., Townsville e
100 Nightingale F., Runicorn c (2) 43 O'Donnell John, Cooktown u k
101 Nightingale William, Cunnamulla o c 44 O'Donohue James Smith, Townsville o c
102 Nilsen and Jansen Spring Hill c 45 O'Donovan  Mrs., Tewantin c
103
,
Nilsen Nils North Bundaberg c 46 O'Dwyer John (labourer), Rockhampton o c
104
,
Nimmo.J., One-Mile c (2) 47 O'Dwyer Miss M. (care of Mrs. O'Connor), Wick-
105 Nioham William J., Charters Towers u k ham terrace c
106 Nitz Mrs. Johanna, Rockhampton o c 48 Oelsner A. (care of Bruce), Gympie c
107 Nixon - -, Grey  street , South Brisbane c 49 O'Farrell Miss, Lutwyche c (2)
108 Nixon  Miss , P.O. Charters Towers u k 50 O'Farrell Miss, Charlotte street, Brisbane c
109 Nixon Hiram Brisbane u k 51 O'Flynn -, Hospital, Brisbane c
110 Nixon Mrs. it. J., P.O. Brisbane c 52 O'Flynn F. J., Petrie's Bight c
111 Nixon Thomas, Pine Hill c 53 Ogden Edward, Queen's Hotel, Brisbane c
112 Noah Isaac, Rockhampton o c 54 Ogden Win., Isis Downs Station c
113 Noble Mrs. (care of Mrs. Clayton), South Brisbane c 55 Ogilvie A., Burnside, Gayndah c
114 Nock Mrs. E., Warry street, Valley u k 56 Ogilvie D., Nornianby Railway Camp, Cooktown o
115 Nohans Tonekiver, Cooktown f 57 O'Haire P., Katandra c
116 Nolan Mrs., Townsville c 58 O'Hea James, W.R. line o c
117 Nolan Alfred (carrier ), Cloncurry c 59 O'Hea James, Gympie c
118 Nolan Miss Annie, P.O. Brisbane o c 60 Oh King, Winton c
119 Nolan Chas., Townsville o c 61 Ohye H., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
120 Nolan G. F., P.O. Brisbane c 62 O'Kane Miss Sarah, P.O. Brisbane c
121 Nolan James, P. O. Toowoomba c 63 O'Keefe -, Grimes Hill, Boggo c
122 Nolan James, Surat c 64 O'Keefe Mrs., Logan Junction c
123 Nolan James, Dalby c 65 O'Keefe  Mrs., Brisbane c
124 Nolan W., P.U. Brisbane c 66 O'Keefe John, 66-mile Camp Junction o c
125 Nollen Mrs., Sprink Hill, Toowoomba c 67 O'Keefe P., Kelvin Grove c
126 Noonan Lawrenoe, Toowoomba to 68 O'Keefe W. (wheelwright), Toowoomba s
127 Noonan T. If., Walloon c 69 O'Lanaghan -, Tambo c
128 Noon Sing, Dalby o c 70 O'Laughlin W., Dalby c
129 Norgat Fredk. Rockhampton c 71 Oldfield ]Penton , Wickham  terrace c
130 Norghtan D., katandra c 72 Oldfield E. (care of Flood and Co.), Charleville s
13t Norman James, Maryyborough c 73 Oldham Nathl.,  Townsville a
132 Norris Mrs. C., Mackay c 74 Oldham Nat. (horse  trainer ),  Townsville c
133 Norris Miss Katie, P.O. Brisbane u -k 75 O'Leary -, Townsville c
134 Norris Mrs. Mary, P.O. Maryborough c 76 O'Leary  Mrs.,  Ipswich road c
135 North --, Coongoola Station a 77 O'Leary J. B., Thargomindah s
136 North F., Rosewood Diggings, Rockhampton c 78 O'Leary Mortimer F., South Brisbane o c
137 North F. W. P.O. Blackall u k 79 O'Leary T. D., Townsville c
138
,
North George, Cunnamulla o c 80 Olive W. L., Emerald s
139 North W. G. C., Cunnamulla m 81 Oliver C., P.O. Brisbane c
140
,
Norton J. Nelson,  Johnstone River c 82 Oliver G., Aramac o
141 Norton P., Townsville c 83 Oliver J. Tharromindah m
142 Norton  Thomas,  P.O. Geraldton o (2) 84 Oliverla i''.  (engineer), Port Douglas c
143 Norton W. J., Sea View, Toowoomba c 85 Olsen Mrs . A. F., Mackay c
144 Norvill  R., Rockhampton u  k 86 Olsen Bernt .,  Emerald n z
145 Notar  Henry ,  Brisbane Gaol 87 Olsen Bernt ., Ravenswood o c
146 Nott -- (lithogrrapher), Brisbane c 88 Olsen Peter  (miner), Monkland,  Gympie o c
147 Noyce  James , P.O. ockhanipton u k 89 Olsen R., Herberton c,
148 Noyle  Mrs. Eliza , Wallace street,  Ipswich c 90 Omal M . P., Mount Morgan s
149 Nugent IL., P, O. ,Charleville c 91 O'1VI<,ra Miss„P.O. barters  Towers c
150 Nugent  James 1corporation labourer ),  Kelvin 92 O'1VMIara P., A Alin Estate, c
Grove c 93 O'Neil Mrs. C. M., Charters Towers c
151 Nugent M., 43-Gang Q.  C Railway c 94 O'Neil David,  Samford c
152 Nulman Capt. R. L. (schoone r " Eliza  Mary"), 95 O'Neil John, P.O. Marlborough o
Mackay s 96 O'Neil James, Caboolture o
153 Nutt Mrs. W.,Allora c 97 O'Neil James, Southport o c98 O'Neil John, Port Douglas c
99 O'Neil Peter, Cloncurry c
0. 100 O'Neil Philip P.O. Lutwyche o c,101 O'Neill Miss dre Aker, F ,ockhampton c
I OAKES -, Ipswich c 102 O'Neill John, Port Douglas c
2 Oakes -,  P.O. Toowoomba c 103 O'Neill Patrick, Hn henden c
3 Oakes  James,  Terrick Station c 104 O'Neill Pat., 59-Gang, Companion Creek c
4 Oakes M. R., P.O. 1 risbane s 105 On Lee, Bridgg Creek, Charters  Towers a
5 Oakley J., P.O. Brisbane c 106 Orchard Mrs, .John;  Bo antungan a
6 Oareky W. II., Adayale c 107 Orchard Thomas, P.O. Brisbane o c
7 Oberg H., Melbourne  street ,  South Brisbane c 108 Ord -, Colonial Architect's Office,  Brisbane c
8 Oberthur Mrs. Atpelia, P.O. Brisbane u k 109 O'Reagan David Connell, Reserve, Springsure c
9 O'Brien - (storekee per), Fort Douglas c 110 O'Reilly Mrs„ Gladstone road c
10 O'Brien  Miss care of Hassall ), Oxley o 111 O'Reilly F., Brisbane c
11 O'Brien Mrs. B., Dawson road c 112 O'Reilly Richard, P.O. Brisbane u k
12 O'Brien  Charles, Springs ,
Ravenswood o c
113 Orenshaw Edward,  Thargomi{ idah  in
13 O'Brien H., 63-Gang, 2$2 -miles,  Central  Railway c 114 Organ John, Landsborough Downs s
14 O'Brien  Ira. James, Muckadilla o 115 Organ John, Gympie c
15 O'Brien  Jas. (care of  Williams, dam maker),  Katan- 116 O'Riordan -,  South Brisbane  e (2)
Sdra o 117 O'Riordan J. G., Boundary  street, outh Brisbane m
16 O'Brien, Jeremiah (care of Leachy,  dam maker), 118 Ormundson Mrs., Sandgatje c
P.O. Rockwood c 119 Orr G. H. H. carrier), P O. Aramac c
17 O'Brien  Jeremiah  (labourer), Gympie o c 120 Orr Miss  Sara ,  Leichhardtt  street ,  Brisbane c
18 O'Brien  Miss  Katie, Breakfast Creek o c 121 Orr Airs.  W. (care of  Miss Holmes ), Brisbane u k (2)
19 O'Brien Mary, Maryborough o 122 Ortt Godfrey,  Rosalie Station c
20 O'Brien  Maurice, Saltwater  Creek road c (2) 123 Osborne Mrs., P.O. Lutwyche s
21 O'Brien M. J., Maryborougb c 124 Osborne Capt., Dawson road, Rockhampton c
22 O'Brien Michael (care of Kingston), Waterford c 125 Osborne Capt. A. S. R., Mount  Morgan a
23 O'Brien Michael, Kilkivan Station a , 126 Osborne Mrs. E. S., Charters Towers n z
24 O'Brien Miss M. Grand Hotel,  Bundaberg c
}
127 Osbori a H., Lutwyche e
25 O'Brien P. E., N o. 2 Tank, Jericho road c 128 Osborne Spencer, Lytton c26 O'Brien  Miss S. (care  of Jones), Cosmopolitan Hotel, 129 Oscar Henry, Cunnamulla 0 c
Rockhampton f 130 Oxley Mrs., Jimbour c
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131 O'Shanassy John ,  P.O. Hughenden c (2) 73 Pearson  -,  P.O. Coorparoo c
132 O'Shanasey John, Muttaburra c 74 Pedworth T., Gympie c
133 O'Shaughnessey M., Adavale c 75 Peddle J. G. A., Blackall s
1.34 O'Shaug nessy ---,  Mourilvan c 76 Pedersen A., Ipswich road c
13.5 O'Shauglinessy Thos,, Mourilyan s 77 Pedersen Johan, Townsville o
136 Ostwald F., Townsville f 78 Pedwell C. (carrier ),  Aramac road c
137 O' Sullivan  --,  Brisbane c 79 Peek S .  J., Exchange Hotel, Townsville c
138 0  Sullivan  ( sinter) ,  Brisbane c 80 Peel R. S. F., Green Hill Station ,  Muttaburra c
139 O'Sullivan H., Charters Towers c 81 Pelling J .,  Cawarral u k
140 O'Sullivan Patrick ,  P.O. Maryborough u k 82 Pelinorthe D., Yuelbah c
141 O' Sullivan Peter R., Katandra c 83 Pelsch ,  Dorhling, and Co., Brisbane c
142 O'Toole M. (carrier ),  Leyburn c 84 Pendreith Mrs. E .,  Charters Towers c (2)
143 O'Toole Mathew, Millchester  is  4- 8.5 Pene Mrs. B .,  Newstead Estate, Breakfast Creek c
144 Ott Jno .,  Maryborough c 86 Pont H. (carrier ),  P.O. Blackall c
145 Ott Mrs., Bowen Park c 87 Pentecoot T., Range Nursery ,  Murphy 's Creek c
146 Otto  M rs. A., Fernvale c 88 Perch T .,  Townsville c
147 Otto Win., Miles c 89 Perks H., P.O. Gympie c
148 Ottosen Jens ,  Townsville c 90 Perrier  -,  Ann street ,  Brisbane c
149 Outred Mrs., P.O .  Gympie c 91 Perry - -, Rosalie Station c
150 Owen  --,  Rosalie c 92 Perry A .  J., Rockhampton n z
151 Owen James, Hughenden c 93 Perry Frederick ,  Y.O. Brisbane c
152 Owens  -,  Kedron Brook c 94 Perry George, Fe rnberg,  Milton c
153 Owens S .,  Red Hill, One-Mile c 95 Perry H., Muttaburra c
154 Owens W., Charters Towers c 96 Perry James ,  P.O. Geraldton o c
155 Oxford  M rs. Mary, Charters Towers c (2) 97 Perry John ,  Hughenden c
156 Oxley J .  H., P.O. Oxley c 98 Perr y  John ,  Talparara Station a
99 Perry William ,  Ipswich c
100 Perrsan John, Diamantina Lakes a
P. 101 Paterson Miss M. A., P.O. Brisbane c
102 Paton George, Brisbane c
1 PABOIS Chas .,  Elderslie, Winton c 102 Paton R. P., Gympie c
2 Pacey P., Cooktown c 104 Patrick W., Jericho u k (2)
3 Packhain James, Bundaberg o 105 Patten T. P., South Brisbane c
4 Paetzholdt Theodore ,  Townsville o c 106 Patterson  J ames, P.O. Ipswich c
5 Page F. T., Brisbane c 107 Patterson J., Ipswich c
6 Page George ,  Paddington u k 108 Patterson Mrs. P., P.O. Eton u k
7 Pad/e G. E., Paddington u  k- 109 Patterson R. C., Toowoomba c8 Pagett Janes, Nundah c 110 Patton Mrs. M .,  Fortitude Valley c
9 Page Miss Jessie  (care of - Annon), West End c 111 Patton W., Brisbane s
10 Page Master Thomas ,  P.O. Brisbane c (2) 112 Paul  Mrs. A.  M., Townsville c
11 Page Wm., P.O. Brisbane u k 113 Paul T. H., Charters Towers c
12 Page Wm., Stratton street, Fortitude Valley u k 114 Paulson George, Mackay c
13 Page W., Rockhampton c 115 Paveley Mrs .,  P.O. Townsville u k
14 Pahuke Ernst, Maryborough f 116 Payne Professor ,  Cooktown c
15 Pallamne Mernesooreye  (care of  -  Bauer ),  Cook- 117 Payne  M rs. J., Mary street, Brisbane s
town f 118 Payne G. H., Brisbane c
16 Palletti P., Gympie c 119 Peacock  -,  Rockhampton c
17 Pallister Thos .,  Temperance Boarding House, 120 Pearce Mrs. F., Charters Towers o c
Ipswich s 121 Pearce G. W., Cunnamulla s
18 Palmer  -,  Gympie c 122 Pearce H., Thargomindah c
19 Palmer A .  E., Winton c 123 Pearce H., Bowen Downs a
20 Palmer  Mrs. A.  M., P.O. Brisbane s 124 Pearce J. R., Pine Hill c
21 Palmer E., Townsville c 125 Pearce J. S., Queenton c
22 Palmer Mrs. Jessie ,  Ipswich c 1R6 Pearce Walter, Townsville u k
23 Palmer J .  H., Glenboro c 127 Pearce W., P.O. Rockhampton m (2)
24 Palmer Miss Milly (care of Simmonds ),  Little 128 Pearse W., P.O. Blackall s
Ipswich u k 129 Peake Edwin ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
25 Palmer Robert, Ipswich c 130 Peake Matthew, Kirk River ,  Ravenswood u k
26 Palmer W. J., P.O. Cairns t 131 Pearse A. R., Mount Margaret c
27 Pamfrey  - (care of Dr .  Newton ),  Townsville c 132 Pearson J. A., Brisbane c
28 Pardo and Joynt, Townsville c 133 Pearse J. R., Blackall c
29 Paris C.,  Blackall c 134 Peters Mrs., Maryborough c
30 Parker Mrs., Kennigo street ,  Brisbane c 135 Peters G., South Brisbane c
31 Parker Mrs. E., Charters Towers c 136 Peters S., Bogantungan c
32 Parker Fred, Lutwyche c (5) 137 Peters Wm., Laidley c
33 Parker George, Nerang o c 138 Petersen  - (carpenter ),  Mackay c
34 Parker Geo., P .O. Brisbane c 139 Petersen  - (new chum ),  Dinmore c
3.5 Parker George William, East street ,  Rockhampton c 140 Petersen Mrs. Annie ,  P.O. South Br ?sbane o c
36 Parker Geo., Gumbardo c 141 Petersen Emanuel, Mackay c
37 Parker John, Cairns o c 142 Petersen F.; Maryborougb c (2)
38 Parker J., Jericho c 143 Petersen F. F. (baker ),  Townsville c
34 Parker Miss L., Ipswich c 144 Petersen James, Mount Morgan c
40 Parker Mrs. Mary, P.O. Red Hill o c 145 Petersen John  (carpenter ,  care of Lane ),  Mary-
41 Parkes David, Indooroopilly c borough c
42 Parkes W., Millchester c 146 Petersen John (shipwright ),  Maryborough c
43 Parkinson Richard, Jericho c 147 Petersen J., Cobb's Camp c
44 Parkinson T., East street, Ipswich c 148 Petersen J., East Maryborough c (2)
45 Parlmer  Miss (care of Mrs .  Oswald ),  Ipswich c 149 Petersen J., Glanville c
46 Parminter A., Spring Hill u k 150 Petersen Mrs. M. (care of J. Petersen), East
47 Parsfield Mrs. George ,  Brisbane o Maryborough c (2)
48 Parsons A., Charleville c 151 Petersen P., Cooktown o c
49 Parsons C. F. (care of North ),  Beauaraba u k 152 Petersen T. Y., Doolong Flats, Torquay road c
50 Parsons J. W., Carriage Works, Brisbane c 153 Peterson C. N., Brisbane c
51 Parsons J. W., P.O. Brisbane n k 154 Peterson Mrs. Eliza ,  North Warwick c
52 Parsons Mrs. W .,  Lutwyche c (2) 155 Peterson Miss Helena ,  Geraldton o c
53 Partridge Mrs., South Brisbane c (2) 156 Peterson Herman, Maryborough c
54 Pascoe  --,  Q.N. Bank ,  One-Mile c 157 Peterson Mrs. H .,  Clermont c
55 Pascoe Francis, Cooktown o c 158 Peterson H. (care of Chisholm ),  Marathon Station c
56 Pascoe James ,  P.O. Pine Hill o 159 Peterson John, P.O. Maryborough s
57 Pascoe Thomas, Cooktown o c 160 Peterson J., East Maryborough u k
58 Pascol W .,  Rockhampton c 161 Peterson J., East Maryborough c (2)
59 Pascow John  (care of Eccles ),  Ravenswood c 162 Peterson J. W., Stratton street, Valley c (2)
60 Pashley Geo., P.O. Waterford c 163 Peterson L., Stanley street c
61 Paskins W., Blackall Road c (2) 164 Peterson Mrs. M . E .,  Rockhampton c 2)
62 Paterson  - (coachman ),  Hughenden c 165 UPetsalt Mrs., Boundary street ,  Spring  H ill c
63 Paterson Andrew, P.O. Brisbane u k 166 Petters Mrs. L., Charters Towers c
64 Paterson Mrs. Elizabeth, Maryborough o c 167 Pettersen A. L., Bowen Hills c (2)
65 Paterson James, Y.O. Rockhampton c 168 Pettersen Miss Carolina, Townsville f
66 Paterson John, Murphy's Creek c 169 Petty Harry, Box Flat, Rockhampton o
67 Paterson Mrs. M . (care of Mrs. Petersen, Mary- 170 Pety John ,  Brisbane c
borough c (2) 171 Pfau Mrs .  Jane, Petrie terrace c
68 Pearse Miss M. A., Rockhampton o c 172 Pfaw Matthew, Bundaberg s
69 Pearce Wm., Townsville c 173 Pfrunder D., Laidley c
70 Pearson Mrs. (care of Wickham ),  Gympie o 174 Phair John, P .O. South Brisbane o c
71 Pearson J. A., Brisbane c 175 Phelan John, P .O.  Blackall c
72 Pearson Mrs, Mary, P.O, Nundah c 176 Phelan Thomas, P.O. Brisbane u k
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177 Philip Sinclair, Gympie s (2) 280 Prince George (care of Young Bros.), Kalamia
178 Phillip S. and Son, Adelaide street, Brisbane c Estate, Lower Burdekin u k
179 Phillippo Watson, Maryborough 281 Prince G., Channing Station u k
180 Phillips Mrs., Royal Exchange Hotel, Ferndale c 282 Prince James, Gowrie House, Brisbane in
181 Phillips D., Brisbane c 283 Prescott - (watchmaker), Townsville c
182 Phillips Fred., P.O. Dalby o 284 Pritchard -, Adavale c (2)
183 Phillips James, Three-mile, Crocodile c 285 Pritchard A. B., Ipswich c
184 Phillips Joseph, P.O. Townsville c 286 Pritchard W. E. (chemist), Adavale o
185 Phillips J., Brisbane c 287 Pryor Joseph (miner), Charters Towers o c
186 Phillips J., Rockhampton o c 288 Pryse L., Sandy Creek c
187 Phillips P., Townsville c 289 Puddephat C. (care of Roberts), New Farm u k
188 Phillips L., Bundaberg c 290 Puddle Mrs. E., Mackay c
189 Phinister Robert J., P.O. Port Douglas c (3) 291 Puh Chong, Murweh Station c
190 Phinister R., P.O. Hughenden in 292 Pukery -, Bundaberg c
191 Phythian - Hos ton cl Rockhamit Charters TowersGeorge (care of Lindsay)293 Pulle
192
, p , pa
Pickin William OP to kR kh
,yin (2
193
, .. amp n uoc
Picking --, South Brisbane c 294 Purce
George, Katandra Station in194 Pierce Samuel (carrier), Jericho c 295 Purcell J. (care of Davies), Brisbane c (2)
195 Pierpoint L., Warwick c 296 Purcell J. M. (care of Davies), Brisbane c
196 Pike --, Glenhaughton c 297 Purcell Phillip (labourer), Hemmant o c
197 Pike Mrs. P., Townsville c 298 Purcell Mrs. S., Charters Towers c (2)
198 Pilingner Chas. C., Brisbane u k 299 Purchase Miss Emily ,  Nundah c (3)
199 Pilkington D., Queenton c 300 Purkess It. S., P.O. Ipswich c
200 Pillsworth T. L., Given terrace o c 301 Puttock -, Rockhampton s
201 Pittman L., Brisbane in 302 Pyke Charles (care of Sutton), Minnie Downs
202 Pinch Mrs. E., Charters Towers c Station t
203 Piper --, Townsville c
204 Pitman Charles, Ipswich c
205 Pitt S., Warwick c and u k (3) Q.
206 Pitt Walter J., P.O. South Brisbane o c
207 Plank S. M., Brisbane c 1 QUAIN Mrs., George street, Brisbane c
208 Platt John (care of Mayne Bros.), Peak Vale, Cler- 2 Quick Charles, Indooroopilly c
mont u k 3 Quick C., P.U. Brisbane u k
209 Plattener Mrs., Newtown, Ipswich c 4 Quince George, Townsville c
210 Pleason John (labourer), Charters Towers o c (2) 5 Quince Mrs. George, Red Hill ,  Brisbane c
211 Plester Thos., Kilkivan Railway c 6 Quin John, P.O. Bundaberg c
212 Plester T. E., P.O. Brisbane u k 7 Quin Wm., Burrum c
213 Plugradt Miss Martha, P.O. Bundaberg c 8 Quinlan M., Stanthorpe Railway line c
214 Plummer E. A., Werna, Aramac c (2) 9 Quinn Miss Bridget, Rockhampton c
215 Plummer James (care of McLellan), Blythdale c 10 Quinn J., P.O. Maryborough c
216 Plummer Jas., Townsville c 11 Quinn Peter, Crocodile s
217 Plunkett G. J., Public School, Bowen s 12 Quinn Thomas, Brisbane Hospital c
218 Plunkett P. J., P.O. Brisbane c 13 Quinn W., P.O. Charters Towers c
219 Plunkett P., Delta Station c 14 Quinn Wm., Ann street, Brisbane c
220 Plunkett Simon ,  Kangaroo Point c
221 Plush Fredk . (care of Coleman), Tarcominga a
222 Plush John, Thargomindah a R.
223 Pockock -, Townsville c
224 Pocock Oliver, Brookfield o c 1 RABBITT M., (farm labourer), Bundaberg o c
225 Poe'ppel A. (surveyor), Queensland Boundary a 2 Racklon --, Adavale c
226 Polak L. E., Paddington c 3 Radcliffe Mrs. Sarah, Oxley o c
227 Poles Charles, P.O. Crocodile c 4 Raffrey L. J., Bowen Hills c
228 Pollard Win., Bon Accord c 5 Rahill John, Sandy Creek s
229 Polworth Mrs. Susan, Spring Hill o c 6 Rahill Miss Julia, Cooktown o c (2)
230 Ponsonby Lawrence W., Townsville o c 7 Rail N. J., Herberton c
231 Pool Mrs. S., Spring Hill c 8 Rainbow H., P.O. Brisbane u k
232 Poole A. (fencer), Brisbane c 9 Ralston  -,  Townsville c
233 Poole Mrs. Emily, Harrisville c 10 Ramage C. (poundkeeper ),  Cunnainulla c
2';4 Pooler William (care of Anderson), Borondara 11 Ramage C. E., Cunnamulla c
Station c_ (3) 12 Ramsay David, P.O. Rockhampton f
235 Pope J., One-Mile c 13 Ramsay M., Maryborough c
236 Pope Mrs. S. A., P.O. Clermont c 14 Bander Henry  (labourer ),  Macka o c
237 Pope T. H. (care of Oliver), Pine Hill c 15 Rands J. W., Saltern Creek u k (3)
238 Porter  -,  Boongoondoo c 16 Raner Mrs. L., Maryborough c (2)
239 Porter G., Stanthorpe o c 17 Rankin N. G., Railway Yard, Brisbane c240 Potenby  - (care of Lang and Co. ),  Brisbane c 18 Rankin Peter  (care of McGrath ),  Townsville o
241 Poulson J., Rockhampton f 19 Raphle T., Townsville c
242 Poultney Joseph, Kedron Brook c (3) 20 Rasmusen  Arthur, Rockwood c
243 Poulton -, Kedron Brook c 21 Rasmussen  H. J., Gympie c
244 Powell and Matheson ,  Monk 's Creek c 22 Rasmussen  Jno., Gympie o c
245 Powell  - (care of Jonas ),  South Brisbane u k 23 Rasety  - (watchmaker , &c.), Charters Towers
246 Powell Mrs. B., Kissing Point, Townsville c (2) 24 Rasmussen  J., G mpie c
Ti247 Powell J. R., P.O. Isisford c 25 aro oRasmussen W.,
248 Powell J. W., Dawson River c 26 Ratcliffe Alfred, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
249 Powell Miss Kate, P.O. Charters Towers c 27 Ratcliffe R., Doynie Plantation ,  Lower Burdekin e
250 Powell Miss M. R., P.O. Brisbane in 28 Ratcliffe Thos .,  Kalamia ,  Lower Burdekin c251Powell R., Adavale c 29 Ratter James, P.O. Cooktown u k
252 Powell R. and Coy., Adavale c 30 Rawlings Miss Sarah Ann ,  G.P.U. Brisbane c
253 Powell W. 1). S., Brisbane Hospital c 31 Rawlinson James  (seaman ),  Maryborough o c
254 Power -, Harcourt street, Valley c 32 Rawnsley C. A., Victoria Plantation s
255 Power Edward, Ipswich o 33 Ray F. J., Thargomindah s
256 Power Frank, Clermont o 34 Ray Mrs. T .,  Bradley street ,  Brisbane c
257 Power George, Gympie c 35 Ray W. F., Cairns c (2)
2558 Power John, Gasworks, Brisbane c 36 Reid  Miss  E., Stanley street, South Brisbane u k (2)
259 Power James, Stonehenge c (2) 37 Reid M., Charters Towers c
260 Power R. F., P.O. Townsville c 38 Reade G. M., junr., Blackall c
261 Power Thos., P.O. Gympie c 39 Reader Robert (miner), Rockhampton o c
262 Power T. (care of Lacy), St. Helens, Mackay c (2) 40 Reardon Edward  (care of Mr .  McArthy ),  Stan-
263 Poynter E., Tewantin c (2) thorpe c
264 Pratt W. T., Ipswich o 41 Reath J., Gympie c
265 Prendergess Thomas, Ben Lomond Saw Mills,
Bowen o
42 Reay P. (care of McDonald Brothers ),  Charlotte
Plains s
266 Prentice C., Winton o 43 Recknell G., P.O. Townsville u k
267 Preston -, Morven c 44 Reddon Michael ,  G.P.O. Brisbane a
268 Preston F., P.O. Rockhampton s 45 Redman Mrs. A .,  Commercial Hotel, Roma c
269 Preston W., Manuka c 46 Redmond Dr., Brisbane Club Hotel,  Brisbane c
270 Price -, Junction, South Brisbane c 47 Redmond John R., Blackall c
271 Price C. J. D., Coorparoo c (3) 48 Redmond Minnie, Rockhampton o
272 Price John, Bowen Downs c 49 Redstom - (schoolmaster), Fairfield c (2)
273 Price J. J. Rosalie c 50 Redston H. (head teacher ),  State School, Tewantin c
274 Price J. W., Cooper's Creek, Windorah s 51 Redwood Mrs. C., Murphy's Creek c
275 Price Miss Matilda (care of Blaney), Toowoomba c 52 Redwood - (care of H. Webb), Toowoomba c
276 Price T. P., Charters Towers e 53 Reed James, Black's Waterholes, near Mitchell a
277 Priddey A. H., P.O. Brisbane u k and s (2) 54 Reed Miss M., Appollonian Vale c
278 Priest J , Boggo road c (2) 55 Reed R., Appollonian Vale c
279 Prince C., Adavale c 56 Rees  Thou .,  Red Hill ,  txympie
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57 Reeves Mrs., Muttaburra c 162 Roberts Miss, G.P.O. Brisbane s and m (3)
58 Reeves Miss (care of  S. A. Davis), Valley c 163 Roberts Alfred, Reception Ilouse, Brisbane o
59 Reeves Mrs. James, Sandy Creek s 164 Roberts C., Gym pie c
60 Reeves R. (blacksmith), Bundaberg c 165 Roberts C., Two-Mile, Gympie c
61 Regan Denny, Katandra Station c (2) 166 Roberts D., George street, Brisbane c
62 Regan Patrick, Western Railway line o c 167 Roberts D., Cairns c and s (2)
63 Reibe A., Queen street, Brisbane c 168 Roberts E. J., Gympie-c
64 Reid Captain (ship "Jane"), Rockhampton u k 169 Roberts John, Goondi Plantation c
65 Reid Mrs., East Maryborough c (2) 170 Roberts John, Monkland, Gympie c
66 Reid Miss Alice, Bogantungan o 171 Roberts Const. John, Veresdale c (3)
67 Reid D., Woolshed, Marathon c 172 Roberts J., Mossman's Gully, Charters Towers c
68 Reiman Edward (butcher), Rockhampton o c 173 Roberts M. H. (carrier), The Towers c (3)
69 Reid John, Bundaberg c 174 Roberts Samuel (late of Leeds), Brisbane •a k
70 Reid John, Cooper's Creek s 175 Roberts S., Kanyan c
71 Reid Joe., Ipswich c 176 Robertson Alex., Spring Hill c
72 Reid Miss May, G.P.O. Brisbane s 177 Robertson C. Rydal, P.O. Blackall u k
73 Reid Robert, Toowoomba o 178 Robertson G. A. (baker), Valley c
74 Reid Wm.,  Brisbane c 179 Robertson James, Gympie c
75 Reilly James, Austral Downs c 180 Robertson James, P.O. South Brisbane c
76 Reilly James, Mitchell c 181 Robertson John, Bulimba o c
77 Reilly Thomas (labourer), Dungeness o c 182 Robertson J., Raby c
78 Reiman Edward (butcher), Rockhampton o c 183 Robertson J., Petrie  terrace c
79 Reimers J., Brisbane o 184 Robertson M., Ice Works, Townsville c
80 Remfey G., G.P.O. Brisbane c 185 Robertson Mrs. Phoebe, Charleville c (2)
81 Renand A., Toowoomba c 186 Robertson P., Hill street, Brisbane c
82 Rendell James, Marmedetia Station m 187 Robertson R., Roma o
83 Renn Thomas, Brisbane s 188 Robertson It., Goondiwindi c
84 Rennie Douglas (care of Brydon, Jones, and Com- 189 Robertson Thomas (labourer), Southport o c (2)
pany), Brisbane u k. 190 Robertson T., Bullinba c
85 Renton Walter, Roma u k 191 Robins Elijah, Rockwood c
86 Renwick John, Toowoomba c (2) 192 Robinson Miss, Morris street, Brisbane c
87 Renwick Robert (ss. " Merkara"), Brisbane u k 193 Robinson A., near Hospital, Townsville c
88 Rest Mrs., Petrie terrace u k 194 Robinson  Elias  (carrier), Jericho c
89 Revello C., G.P.O.  Brisbane s 195 Robinson George (care of Samuel Green), Samford o
90 Reynolds and O'Doherty, South Brisbane c 196 Robinson G., Logan River c
91 Reynolds Mrs., P.O. Yeulba c 197 Robinson G. E., Avoca Hotel, Brisbane u k
92 Reynolds E. (printer), Brisbane c 198 Robinson H. F. (labourer), Killarney o c
93 Reynolds  Miss  Mary] Townsville u k 199 Robinson Mrs. H., Charters Towers c
94 Rhind Robert, P.O. Ipswich u k (3) 200 Robinson John, Gympie Hospital c
95 Rhinehart Alex., Woolgar c 201 Robinson J., Duckabram c (2)
96 Rhodes Charles, Cooundotta Station c 202 Robinson J. W., P.O. Brisbane u k
97 Rhodes W., Orie-Mile c 203 Robinson I.., Herberton c
98 Rian Jerry, Isis Downs c 204 Robinson Matthew, Mitchell c
99 Rice John (mail  contractor), Bundaberg c 205 Robinson Solomou, P.O. Townsville o
100 Rice Mrs. M. A., Maryborough o c 206 Robinson S. (farmer), Oak Hill Farm u k
101 Richards -, Prospect terrace, South Brisbane c 207 Robinson Thomas, Hard,-rave road, lrisbane o c
102 Richards Mrs., Rockhampton c 208 Robinson Thomas,  sent ., Killarney c
103 Richards Miss A. C., Toowoomba s 209 Robinson Thomas F. (care of  George Howe), (rum-
104 Richards  Benjamin , Windsor, Charters Towers c bardo c
105 Richard Edward (miner) Rockhampton o c 210 Robinson William, Bulimba o c
106 Richards E., Red Hill, Gympie c 211 Robinson William, Cunnamulla o c
107 Richards Hubert, Cooktown o c 212 Robinson William John, South lrisbane c
108 Richards James Henry,  Brisbane n z 213 Robinson Win. (care of Mr. Watson), To, woomba c
109 Richards Jas. W., Llanrheidol Station c 214 Robinson Wm., Winton c
110 Richards Jasper, Gympie c 215 Robinson Wm., Adavale c
111 Richards Luke (care  of Mr. Costello), Stoney Point s 216 Robinson W., Mount Copton c
112 Richards Thomas, Gympie Mines s 217 Robinson W. (storekeeper), Rosewood c
113 Richards T., Warwick c 218 Robson T., Jane street, South Brisbane c
114 Richardson  Mrs., Spring Hill o c 219 Robson W., Jane  street , Brisbane in
115 Richardson A. J., Camp,  Marion Cieek.c i 220 Robustelli Al. Sig. Guiseppe, Austral Downs
116 Richardson D. H., Victoria street, West End c Station, f (2)
117 Richardson G. M. (care of W. Barfly) 221 Rocca. Pietro (navvy), Howard o c
118 Richardson J. M. (care of Q.S.S. Coy., Brisbane s 222 Roche J., Cairns c
119 Richardson John Alice River c 223 Roche Wm. (farmer), P.O. South Brisbane o c
120 Richardson L., Thargomindah c (2) 224 Rochford Miss Annie, P.O. Cooktown e
121 Richardson Wm., Moley Station, Thargomindah s 225 Rockford J. (care of E. E. Adams), Johnstone
122 Richardson W., Airdmillan o River s
123 Richmond Fred., Charters  Towers c 226 Rock Mrs. E. (care of Messrs. Beale and Company),
124 Richmond W. (timbergetter),.Howard c Charters Towers c
125 Rickard John (baker), P.O, Maryborough in 227 Rockley J.; Adavale c
126 Rickard Joseph; P.O. Brisbane c (2) 228 Rockley J. J., Adavale c
127 Rickett R., Rockhampton c 229 Rockley .1. J., Windorah c
128 Reddick Mrs. E., Stanley street, South Brisbane u k 230 Rodee Mrs., Cornet c
129 Riddell - saddler ), Winton c , 231 (care of biller), Woolgar inRodger A. A.
130 Riddell ---T  (care  of Smith), Rockhampton c 232
,
Rodger Mrs. M., Warry street, Brjsbang c
131 Riddle  T., Fast Brisbane c 233 Rodgers  - (carrier ), Westland Station c
132 Ridley -, Goondiwindi c 234 Rodgers -, Leichhardt street, Brisbane c
133 Ridley G., Ma borough c 235 Rodgers Alexander, Pine Hill o
134 Ridley J., Jondaryan a (2) 236 Rodgers James, Seaforth Plantation o
135 Riele Mrs., Arthur  street , Fortitude Valley u k 237 Rodgers S., Logan road c
136 Rielly George, P.O. Cairns u k 238 Rodgers Wesley, Rockhampton c
137 Rielly Miss  Kate , P,O. Brisbane f 239 Rodger Wm., Charters Towers i;
138 Riely James, Ipswich c 240 Rodwell Henry (bushman), P.O. Gympie o c
139 Riely  Miss M. (care of Mrs . Dwyer), Valley c 241 Roebuck Frederick, Ipswich c
140 Rigar -, North Rockhampton c 242 Rogers D., 32-Gang, Comet c (2)
141 Rigby Thomas (labourer), • Queensport o c 243 Rogers F., Sandgate c
142 Riggeardo.A., Temple of Wonders,  Brisbane s 244 Rodgers F., P.O. Brislane c
143 Rigney  Miss, Queen 's Hotel,  Brisbane c 245 Rogers Geo., Bishop' s Estate,  Red Hill c
144 Riley James, Gympie c 246 Rogers H., Barcaldine, c
145 Rimstead A. Townsville c 247 Rogers J. A. (station hand), St. Lawrence o c
146 Kinderman .J., P.O. Brisbane in (3) 248 Rogers Michael, Paddington c
147 Rinehart Aleck, P.O. Woolgar c (2) 249 Rogers Richard (care of P.O.), Burketown s
148 Riordan -,  South Brisbane c 260 Rol Mrs., Leichhardt street, Valley c
149 Riordan John,  Isisford.c 251 Rolls E. H. (hotographer), Mackay a and c (2)
1.50 Rippon Charles, P.O. Jericho c 252 Romber 0., Ravenswood c
151 Risby G., P.O. Townsville c 253 Roman James, in charge of Messrs. Elder, Reyber,
152 Risto John, Kingaborough o c and Foyls cattle, Thargomindah c
153 Rixon James, Houghton River c 254 Roper H. J., Rockwood o
1.54 Roach John, Brisbane f 255 Roper S. B., Red Hill, Brisbane in
155 Road Mrs., Gayndah c 256 Roper Thomas, Ida c and u k (3)
156 Road M., Maryborough c 257 Roscoe T., Killarney c
157 Robbet Jno. (carpenter), Rockwood c 258 Roscoe J., One-Mile c
158 Robbins J., Elizabeth  street , Brisbane c 25 9 Rose Mrs., South Brisbane c
159 Robbins J., Ann  street ,  Brisbane c 230 Rose Davis, Rockhampton o c
160 Robarts -, Rockhampton c 261 Rose Fred., Roma c
161 Roberts -, Gympie c 262Rose W. H., Evesham c
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263 Rosen B., P.O. Rockhampton c 4 Sadleir James W., P.O. Brisbane u k
264 Rosenthal Victor  (traveller ),  G.Y.O. Brisbane o c 5 Saggers E., Irvinebank c
265 Rosier William  (carrier ),  Rockhampton o c 6 Sailor Frederick ,  Boggo o c
266 Ross -, P.O. Gympie c I Saister John, P .O. Brisbane u k
267 Ross Mrs., Rockhampton c 8 Salmon Mich .,  Rockhampton c
268 Ross Mrs., Geraldton c 9 Sahnond C. H., Queensland Club Hotel ,  Brisbane
269 Rosa Mrs. A .,  P.O. South Brisbane c
)270 Ross David Robert, P.O. Rockhampton u k 10 Robert J .  Jundah cSalsbuty
271 Ross Henry, Cairns c 11 Salsbury Vivian, /andil f6 c
272 Ross  Hugh, Sandgate o c 12 Salter  -  Charters Towers c
273 Ross J. H., Rockham p ton c 13 Salter A. 1., Highgate' Hill c
274 Ross  Malcolm, Nundah c (3) 14 Sam Fung (hotelkeeper), Maryborough c
275 Ross P., Normanby c 15 Sam Lee,  China g rden ,  Doulia c
276 Ross Robert, G .P.O. Brisbane u k (2) 16 Sant Linn Jah. (storekee er), Isisford c
277 Ross R., Goondi, Johnstone River s 17 Samson E . (musician ),  Brisbane c
278 Rourke Francis ,  Glasgow Temperance Hotel, Bris- 18 Sampson J., Brisbane road, Monkland c
bane s 19 Samuel Philip  P ., P.O. Brisbane c
279 Rowe Miss Emma  (care of Mrs. Hutton), Upper 20 Samuell John, Brisbane c
Dawson road c 21 Samuells Hy. J., Charters Towers a
280 Rowe G., Maryborough c 22 Samuels James  (care of Simpson ),  Bon Accord c
281 Rowe Patrick ,  Rockhampton c 23 Sam Wah, Jericho c (2) '
282 Rowe Thomas  (wheelwright), Bundaberg o c 24 Sandercock J. H. (blacksmith ),  Gympie o c
283 Rowe William,  Gympie c 25 Sanders J., G.P.O .  Brisbane u k
284 Rowes A. J. H., Port  Douglass 26 Sanderson  --,  Melbourne street, Brisbane c
285 Rowlands  R ., Toowoomba a k 27 Sanes E .,  Isisford Station c
286 Rowley S., Woolloongabba c 28 Sargeant Thos., Townsville c
287 Rowson S. G.  (in charge of shee , Blackall c 29 Sargent James ,  Townsville c
288 Roy Mrs .,  Saltwater Creek road c 30 Sarte A., Townsville c
289 Royle William, Petrie terrace c 31 Saunders MrS., South Brisbane c
290 Rudd  Joseph B., South Brisbane c and o c (2) 32 Saunders J. One-Mil p, c
' '291 Rudd S .,  Katandra Station c 33 Savage  Miss Jane, Murphy's Creek o c
292 Rudd S. F .,  Katandra ,  Bowen Downs c 34 Savage John ,  Cobb's Camp u k
293 Ruddell G.  0., Railway Department ,  Brisbane c (2) 35 Savage John, Richmond Downs u k  (2)
294 Ruff Charles ,  P.O. Brisbane c 36 Savage John  (care of H .  Mu ller),  Eulo o c295Ruly  --,  Walker 's Pocket c 37 Saville -, Goodna c
296 Rumegar H., P.O. Brisbane n z 38 Savi lle James  (labourer ),  Dalby o c
297 Rush Miss Nellie ,  Townsville c 39 Sawyer Chas., Paddington c
298 Rusher Miss, Brisbane u k 40 Sawyers John,  Rockhampton o c
299 Rushton G., Thargomindah s 41 Saxton Miss Christina,  Gotha street, Valley c
300 Rushton G. H., Eton c 42 Sayen Joseph, Winton c
301 Russell --, Townsville c 43 Scales K., Charters Towers c
302 Russell Mrs., Union street, Spring Hill c 44 Scanlan Denis, Lutwyche c
303 Russell Mrs. C.,  #3ungill Creek d 45 Scanlan P., Walkerston c
304 Russell  D.:.,  Gtlanmorgan Vale c 46 Scanlan Timothy, Isisford c
305
,
Russell MEllen (care of Mrs .  Campbell ),  Towns- 47 Scanlan W. R., Herberton c
ville u k 48 Scarborough H., Port Douglas c
301i Russell E. (care of Mr. Storey ),  Thargomindah c 49 Schacht C., Gympie c
307 Russell George, P.U. Brisbane n z 50 Schafer W., Bundaberg c
308 Russell George  (care of Mr .  IVIcShay),  Thargomin- 51 Schalch H. (gardener ),  ockhampton c
dah c 52 Scharples Miss Annie ,
Brisbane f309 Russell James, Blackall o c 53 Schattling C., Fortitude Valley s
310 Russe ll James M .,  P.O. Herberton s 54 Schattling Henry, German Station o c
311 Russell Miss Jessie  (s.s. "Duke of Buccleuch "),  Bris- 55 Schatz C., Fairfield c
bane u k (4) 56 Scheidt Frank, Ipswich c
312 Russell Thos., Murphy 's Creek c 57 Scheidt Jacob, Ipswich c
313 Russell W. W., Naval Brigade Office, Brisbane c 58 Schelik M., Rockhampton e
314 Rutherford J., Rockhampton o 59 Schield  -,  Toowoom ba c
315 Rutledge E. (farmer ),  Samford c 60 Schieldt John ,  Townsville c
316 an --, Merringandan c 61 Schirlee Miss Kate, Greerimount e
317 Ryan Alice , Pine Iill o 62 Schleussner H., Woolloongabba c
318 Ryan Mrs .  Annie; Elizabeth street, Brisbane o c 63 Schlebter Frederick ,  Bulimba o c
319 Ryan Miss A., Petrie terrace c 64 Schmidt Chas., 4 ookhampton c
320 Ryan Dann  (carrier), 4ericho b
P
65 Schmidt Chas. A., No. 35-Gang , 150-mile 7c  (3)
321 Ryan Coils. ebi8, Geraldt on c 66 Schmidt C. South Brisbane c
322 Ryan D.,. Commercial 1 otel ,  Mackay c 67 Schmidt  Joan,  Ifeuimant c
323 Ryan D .  H., Tbivgsville c 68 Schmidt John ,  Hemmant o c
324 Ryan D .  H., IV'ormanton c (3) 69 Schmidt John  (labourer ),  Coorparoo o c
325 Ryan F .,  Waterford a 70 Schmidt P., Brisbane  c'
326 Ryan Frank , C ooktown u k 71 Schoenaner  C ., Mudgeraba c
327 Ryan George, Aramac c 72 Scholefield J. G., Evesham c (2)
328 Ryan Miss Helen  (care of Mrs .  Glanford ),  Brisbane 73 Schouldst M., Laidley Creek cf and uk(2) 74 Schroder George Charters Towers c
329 Ryan James ,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k 75 Schroenin  -  ootmaker) ,  Valley c
330 Ryan James ,  Comet c (2) 76 Schubert Carl P.O. Brisbane f
331 Ryan James ,  Lerida Station c 77 Schubert E. A., Oomet c
332 )(cyan James ,  Pine Hill c 78 Schuhkraft  -,  Ipswich c
333 Ryan James ,  Warwick c 79 Schultz  --,  Queen ' s Hotel, Brisbane c
334 Ryan James ,  Yeppoon c 80 Schultz  -- (contractor), Geraldton c
33.5 Ryan James ,  Langton or Abor Creek c 81 Schultz  -,  Pine Hill o
336 Ryan J., Yeppoon Crossing e 82 Schultz A., Pine Hill c
337 1,yazi J .  J., Charters Towers u k 83 Schultz Geo., Maryborough c
338 Ryan Lawrence ,  Bulloo Downs a 84 Schwab John, Clermont c
339 Ryan Luke  (care of Mrs. O'Leary ),  Valley c 85 Schwarg M., Gympie c
340 Ryan Mary Anne, P.O. Brisbane u k 86 Schweppe and Co. Messrs.  (merchants ),  Brisbane c
341 Ryan M. (shearer ),  Isis Downs Station c 87 Schwenchalt  -,  Townsville c
342 Ryan William  (care of Z. McDowell ),  Tambo Sta. 88 Schy M ., Ipswich  c (2)
tion c 89 Scobie J.,
Townsville c343 Ryan Patrick, P.O. Charters Towers c 90 Scootts  -,  Boggo road c
344 Ryan Patrick, Townsville u  k- 91 Scorgie Charles, Townsvi lle o c345Ryan Patrick ,  Townsville c (3) 92 Scott -, Hughenden c
346 Ryan Pat . (mailman ),  Coarada o 93 Scott Mrs .  Annie J., Bundaberg o c
347 Ryan P ., Gympie c 94 Scott Bridget ,  Brisbane o
348 Ryan P .,  Bundoon Station c 95 Scott Charles J. (travelling sheep camp), neat
349 Ryan Thos., Ipswich c Muttaburra o
350 Ryan Thomas  (selector ),  Russell River c (3) 96 Scott C.,  P.O. Charlevi lle s
351 Ryan Miss Mary, Cooktown o 97 Scott Mrs. Ellen ,  Caledonian Hill, Gympie c352Ryan  George (care of S. P. Fraser ),  Bowen Downs c 98 Scott E .  N., Norham Downs c
353 Ryder Cornelius  (care of  -  Williamson ),  Adavale e 99 Scott J .,  Westwood c
354 Ryland G., Boolboonda c 100 Scott J. W., Maryborough s
101 Scott Matthew, Spri igsure s
102 Scott Miss M., Echo Hill, Rockhampton c
S. 103 Scott Peter, Rockhampton c104 Scott Ralph S .,  P.O. Winton o c
1 SABIEN E., Burnett District c 105 Scott Thos .,  Brisbane River ,  Ipswich c
2 Sachan H. T., Boomerang Lagoon c 106 Scott  Win., r3 iringsure c
3 Sachan H. W., Mackay c 107 Scott W. A.,  'P.O.  Muttaburra u k (3)
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108 Scott W. H., P.O. Cooktown s 211 Shoarsey Thomas, Lutwyche c
109 Scowen Edward, Jericho c 212 Shule A., P.O. Toowoomba c
110 Scowen Mrs., Hughenden Estate, Logan road o c 213 Shurfield W., Brisbane u k
111 Scrivens Ernest (care of W. E. Wilcox), Plainby c 214 Shute Jane, South Brisbane o
112 Scurr Wm. Townsville t 215 Shute Robert (watchmaker), South Brisbane c
113 Seamicker k, Toongoola Station o 216 Shuttlewood James, Ray Station, Jondaryan c
114 Seample A.. lIount Walker c 217 Shye H. P., Woolloongabba c
115 Searle James, Milo c 218 Siemsen Henry, Peri Plantation, Mackay s
116 Searle J., Gracemere Hill c 219 Silk T. J., P.O. Rockhampton s
117 Searle S., Gympie c 220 Silber Mrs. E., Townsville c
118 Sedgman Edward, Charters Towers c (2) 221 Silvester Charles, O'Keeffe Estate, Brisbane u k
119 Seed -, Ipswich c 222 Simkins G., Kangaroo Point c
120 Seedner John (care of J. A. Crawford), Mary- 223 Simm A., Kangaroo Point c
vale c (2) 224 Simmonds Alfred, P.O. Mackay c
121 Seip John,  Merringandan c 225 Simmons Mrs., Rosalie Estate c
122 Selby J. F., Townsville c 226 Simmons R., Roma c
123 Selby T. C., Buckingham Downs, Cloncurry u k 227 Simms Anthony, Bogantungan c
124 Sellaro Jos., Rosevale c 228 Simms George, Melbourne str et, Brisbane s
125 Sellars  J., P.O. Brisbane c 229 Simms  George (comedian), Mary borough o
126 Sellon Herbert P., G.P.O. Brisbane f 230 Simm Jas. (miner ), Pumpkin Flat c
127 Semmens  Mrs. Wm., Gympie c 231 Simonsen Christian, (T. W. Lucas), Brisbane n z
128 Semple A., Deep Creek c 232 Simpson Fred., G.P.O., Brisbane f
129 Semple Charles E., P.O. Tiaro u k 233 Simpson F. J. D., Pine Hill c
130 Sendan John, P.O. Maryborough c 234 Simpson Gavin, G.P.O., Brisbane u k
131 Send Lee, Townsville c 235 Simpson G., P.O. Bundaberg  s and c (2)
132 Seppin , Townsville c 236 Simpson G., Clermont c
133 Sepple H., Ravenswood c 237 Simpson Harry (fanner), Tallebudgera c
134 Severens  Harry,  Brisbane c 238 Simpson Joseph, P.O. Townsville u k
135 Severna Alonzo, P.O. Maryborough u  k- 239 Simpson J., Woolloongabba c136Sextan R., Adavale c 240 Simpson J. T., Good Templar's Hotel,  Brisbane s
137 Seymour J. E., P.O. Ravenswood u k 241 Simpson L. J. Mary street, Gympie c
138 Shakespeare Henry, P.O. Bundaberg c 242 Simpson M., Cairns c
139 Shale J. B., Lutwyche c (2) 243 Simpson Sarah, Wombalilla o
140 Shallon Const., Mackay c 244 Simpson Mrs., Railway Hotel, Clermont c
141 Shanagher Miss Ellen, Southport c (2) 245 Simpstone Richard, Cooktown c
142 Shanahan  --, Nundah c (2) 246 Sims Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
143 Shanahan Thomas, Beta c 247 Sims John, Bunya sawmills c
144 Shanahan Thomas, Pine Hill c 248 Sinclair Capt., Brisbane c
145 Shand J. D. A., Charters Towers e 249 Sinclair D. J., 155, Boundary  street , Spring Hill c
146 Shanks John, Brisbane street, Ipswich o c (2) 250 Sinclair George, G.P.O. Brisbane c (2)
147 Shannon -, Townsville c 251 Sinclair John (miner ), Gympie c
148 Shannon Mrs., P.O. Nundah c 252 Sinclair R., G mpie c
149 Shannon John, P.O. Emerald c 253 Singleton B. J., Clifford Villa, South Brisbane•c150 Shannon R. D., Springsure c 254 Singleton P. J., Clifford Villa, South Brisbane in
151 Sharier C., I with road, Brisbane c and c (2)
152 Sharp -,Hughenden c 255 Singleton Mrs., Normanby Hotel, Brisbane c
153 Sharp Alex., Glen Isla u k 256 Sing Kee, Warwick a
154 Sharp G. Stuart, P.O. Charters Towers o 257 Sing Yeen Wah, G.P.O. Brisbane o c
155 Sharpe E., Clermont c 258 Sin Rim Len, Tulloona c
156 Shatford F. Chas., Gowrie o c 259 Sin Tie Jung, Palmer c
157 Shats C., Fairfield c 260 Sirmun John, Rockhampton c
158 Shaw --, Hill End, South Brisbane c 261 Sitzer G., Townsville c
159 Shaw Mrs., Grey street, South Brisbane c 262 Sjoberg Carl Otto, Kings-borough c
160 Shaw A., Rockhampton o 263 Skillin Mrs. A., Townsville s
161 Shaw G., Sandgate c 264 Skinner -, Nerang Creek c
162 Shaw G. W., Brisbane c 265 Skinner E., Rockhampton c
163 Shaw Henry (carrier ),  Blackall  in 266 Skinner  J., Gympie c
164 Slaw Henry, Adavale o 267 Skinner T., Brisbane a
165 Shaw James, Petrie  terrace c 268 Skinner Wm. (care of W. L. Debney),  Monkira
166 Shaw J. H. (saddler), Muttaburra a Station a
167 Shaw Miss Jennie (care  of E. B. Cullen), South
Brisbane  f and u k (2)
269 Skipper B., Melbourne and Cordelia  streets, Bris-
bane c
168 Shaw  Miss  Mary Jane, G.P.O. Brisbane c 270 Slack W. T., Jondary an c
169 Shaw T., Lutwyche c 271 Slade Albert Edward, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
170 Shaw William (farmer ), Kedron Brook c 272 Slader 0., Port Mackay a
171 Shaw W.  B., Inlet , Cairns c 273 Slater - (bookseller), Rockhampton c
172 Shea John  (miner ), P.O. Brisbane o c 274 Slattery John, P.O. Beta o
173 Shea John, Airdmillan c 275 Slattery John, Albert street, Brisbane o c
174 Shea Mrs. Mary, Western Creek c 276 Slaughter A. (blacksmith), South Brisbane c
175 Sheahan D., Dalby c 277 Slauen -, Lowood o
176 Shearer W., Eulo a 278 Sleigh Mrs. Amy (care of Mrs. Donaldson), Bris-
177 Sheann W., One-Mile c bane s
178 Shearman J. A., P.O. Ravenswood c 279 Sloan -, P.O. Brisbane c
179 Sheehan Patrick, Milo Station c 280 Sloan James, Watsonville c
180 Shekleton Alex. (sawyer), South Brisbane c 281 Sloan J., Savage Camp c
181 Sheldon -, North Kolan c 282 Sloan William (sa. " Waroonga"), Brisbane u k
182 Shennon G. (contractor), Rockhampton c 283 Sloepman E. G., Burketown c
183 Shepperd Mrs., Newton c 284 Slyker -, Stanley street, South Brisbane c
184 Sheppard D. (merchant), Rockhampton s 28.5 Small and Company Messrs. B. P., Brisbane s
185 Shepherd G., Thargomindah s 286 Small Thos., Surat c
186 Shepherd Thomas, Gympie c 287 Smart, Webb, and Company (merchants),  Brisbane
187 Shepherd W., Cricket Reserve, Queenton c uk
188 Sheridan R. H., North Pine o 288 Smart --, Arthur street,  Brisbane c
189 Sheridan William, New Market Hotel, Brisbane s 289 Smedley Edwin, Bundaberg o c
190 Sheridan William, Melbourne  street ,  Brisbane s 290 Smerdon --. Hinchinbrook Island u k
191 Sheridan W., P.O. Brisbane o c 291 Smith Bros.  Messrs ., Charleville c
192 Sheriff -, Woolshed, Milo c 292 Smith - (hawker), Indooroopilly c (2)
193 Sheron R. J. (care of Mr. Williams), Mount 293 Smith -- (care of Pattisson ), Thargomindah a
Morgan c 294 Smith -, Gympie c
194 Sherrington J. C., Milton c (2) 295 Smith Mrs., Rockhampton u k
195 Sherwin J., Charters Towers c 296 Smith Alfred N., Emerald o
196 Sherwin Thos., Terrick Station in 297 Smith Alfred T., Springsure o
197 Shevlan Miss, Spring Hill c 298 Smith A., Wickham terrace c
198 Shields Miss Jane, Allora c 299 Smith Miss Bridget, P.O. Roma c
199 Shields Patrick (carrier ), Blackall s 300 Smith B. (carrier), Pine Hill o
200 Shildon John (labourer), South Pine o 301 Smith B., Townsville c
201 Shirran -, Benowa, Southport c 302 Smith Charles, Cunnamulla o
202 Shives Wm., P.O. Isisford c 303 Smith Charles (care of Standen), Gympie u k
203 Shmidt John, P.O. Gympie c (2) 304 Smith C. (care of H. S. Bend), Gytupie c
204 Shohoria Mi.,,, Whelane, Ravenswood c 305 Smith Mrs. C. C., P.O. Windorah c
205 Shong Kee, P.O. Brisbane o c (4) 306 Smith Mrs. C. E., Kelvin Grove c
206 Shore C., Townsville c 307 Smith C. J., Townsville c
207 Shones F., Oakwood Plantation o 308 Smith Daniel, P.O. Brisbane c
208 Short Patrick, Tambo o 309 Smith D., Spring Hill c
209 Shorthouse W., P.O. Rockhampton to 310 SmithErnest F., P.O. Roma u k
210 Short -, George street, Brisbane c (2) 311 Smith E., G.P.O. Brisbane u k
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312 Smith Fredk. Wm., Kangaroo Point c 413 Southerden G., Townsville c
313 Smith F., 2, Berry street, Spring Hill u k (2) 414 Southerland Miss M. A., Rockhampton c
314 Smith George ,  P.O. Roma c 413 Spalden William, Springsure o
315 Smith George W. (stonemason ),  West End o c 416 Spark Robert, Kedron c
316 Smith George, Mitchell street, South Brisbane f 417 Sparks  L., Boggo Road c
317 Smith Geo., Charters Towers c 418 Sparks Mrs. William ,  P.O. Roma u k
318 Smith G., Edward street, Brisbane c 419 Sparre  Carl J.,  Johnstone River c
319 Smith Mrs. G., Smithfield c 420 Specht W., sugar-mill ,  Maroochi c
320 Smith Mrs .  G., Biilimba Ferry o 421 Spelling Thomas ,  Richmond Downs o
321 Smith G., Meat Preserving Works ,  Pool Island c 422 Spelman Miss R .,  P.U. Jericho c
322 Smith G. (carpenter ),  Goondie 's Estate c 423 Spence Mrs., Spring Hill c
323 Smith J. H., Rockhampton c 424 Spence A. (care of Mr .  Hudson), Katandra Station c
324 Smith G. J., Stanley street ,  South Brisbane c 425 Spence M. (woollen draper ),  Brisbane c
325 Windsor road RedLSmith Mrs Hannah M 426 S ence Thomas  (miner ) One-mile Creek o c., ,..Hill oc 427 p ,Spencer John, Manoska Station o
326 Smith Henry, Warwick s (2) 428 Spicer E., Johnstone River Diggings s
327 Smith H., Bundaberg c 429 Spillane Michael  (labourer ),  Mitchell o c
328 Smith Miss H. G., Booroondara ,  Blackwater c 430 Spillnan  -( carrier ),  Toowoomba c
329 Smith Isabella ,  Charters Towers o 431 Spilsbury T., Railway Department ,  Townsville c
330 Smith Jacob, South Brisbane c 432 Spilsed W. J., Gatton c
331 Smith James, Stanley street, South Brisbane o 433 Spink James, Goondiwindi o
332 Smith James, Toowoomba c 434 Spinney J. H., Pine Hill s (2)
333 Smith Miss Jane  (care of Mrs .  Smith ),  Southport c 435 Splaine Joseph ,  Jericho c
334 Smith Jeremiah ,  P.U. Rockhampton c 436 Spourer - (surveyor), Comet c
335 Smith John  (care  (,f W. Pettigrew ),  Brisbane c 437 Spraight T., Townsviile c
336 Smith John ,  Brisbane c 438 Spriggs Mrs. S. M., Douglas street ,  Brisbane c
337 Smith John, P.O. Roma c 439 Sprowles J., One-Mile c
338 Smith John, Wooloongabba c 440 Spurrell W., Gympie c
339 Smith John ,  Bradley sawmills c 441 Squires Henry, Townsville o c
340 Smith John  (care of H. E. Eastern ),  Gagabwin 442 Stackall J., Stanwell c
Station s 443 Stafford Mrs. Caroline ,  Rockhampton o c
341 Smith John, P .O. Maryborough o c 444 Stamm L. S., Brisbane c
342 Smith Joseph  (hawker ),  Indooroopilly c (9) 445 Stamp Leopold (care  of  Muhl ),  South Brisbane c
343 Smith Joseph, P.O .  Tambo s 446 Stamps Ernest, Warwick c
344 Smith Joseph, Toowoomba c • 447 Stanbor  -,  Townsville c
345 Smith  J ., New Zealand Reef, Gympie c 448 Stanboro Mrs. L . A., 118  Leichhardt street, Bris-
346 Smith J. (care of W. Gesch ),  Dickabram c bane c
347 Smith J. (hotelkeeper ),  Ipswich road c 449 Stanborough Miss Agnes ,  P.U. Brisbane o c
348 Smith Miss  J.  (ss. " New Guinea "),  Rockhampton c 450 Stancom be A., Gympie c
349 Smith J. B., Monkland ,  Gy_apie o c 451 Stanger E., Goodna f
350 Smith J. F., Lilybank c 452 Stangley  H. (brigantina  "  Levina" ),  Mackay c
351 Smith J. G., Goondiwindi o 453 Stanmore H., P.O. Mackay c
352 Smith  J. H., G.P. O. Brisbane u k 454 Stanney F., Townsville c
353 Smith J. J., Ipswich road, South Brisbane c 455 Stansfield H., Townsvi lle c
354 Smith  Mrs. Luke,  Teebar Station c 456 Stapleton Captain ,  Johnstone River c
355 Smith L., Barolin c 457 Starret  William  G., Blackall c
356 Smith M., South Brisbane o c 458 Statford Charles, Hemmant c
357 Smith Mrs. M .  J., P.O. Brisbane s 459 St. Carline George, Careena Station o
358 Smith Mrs. Nellie ,  Spring Hill o c 460 Steedman  -,  Petrie terrace c (2)
359 Smith Mrs. Norah ,  Roma street, Brisbane c 461 Steedman C., Jericho c
360 Smith Oliver carrier ),  Thargoinindah s
d
162 Steen George Alex., G.P.O. Brisbane m
361 Smith Richar , Cunnamulla c (2) 463 Steene J., Boulia s
362 Smith Robert ,  P.O. Brisbane u k 464 Stephens E. J., Allandall, Aramac c
363 Smith Robert Henry ,  G.P.O. Brisbane u k 465 Stephens B. T., Gympie c
364 Smith R., One-Mile c 466 Stephens W., Red Hi ll c
365 Smith R., Walker 's Pocket e 467 Stephensen Alick ,  Maryborough c
366 Smith R., Emerald s 468 Stephenson A. J., Miles c
367 Smith Samuel J .,  Brisbane c 469 Sterl  --,  Petrie terrace c
368 Smith Stanley B .,  P.O. Brisbane u k 470 Sterling  -- (selector ),  East Prarie c
369 Smith Stephen ,  Bundaberg c 471 Stevenill C. E. (" Scottish Knight "),  Brisbane u k
370 Smith Mrs. S. L. (care of Mr .  Torrazi ),  Russell 472 Stevens  -,  Sesbania Station c
River c 473 Stevens  A. G., P.O.  Brisbane c
371 Smith Thomas, P.O. Cairns c 474 Stevens Mrs. Car -)line ,  Little Pocket ,  Ipswich c
372 Smith Thomas, Cunnamulla c 475 Stevens C., P.O. Queenton o
373 Smith Thomas  (messenger ),  West End o c 476 Stevens G. F., Victoria street ,  Brisbane s
374 Smith Thomas  (bushman ),  Berralee o c 477 Stevens W., Boobigaro Wharf c
375 Smith Thomas Ro bert ,  P.O. Brisbane u k 478 Stevens W., P.O. Cunnamulla m
376 Smith Thos .,  Ravenswood Junction s 479 Stevenson Davis, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
377 Smith Th., Charters Towers c 480 Stevenson F. S., Brisbane c
378 Smith T. J., Adavale c 481 Stevenson G. E., the  Morning Bulletin  and  Capri-
379 Smith Walter  (labourer ),  Cairns o c cornian  Office ,  Rockhampton f
380 Smith William L .  R., Booval ,  near Ipswich u k 482 Stevenson James, Townsvi lle c
and c  (4) 483 Stevenson John  (barque " Afton "),  Brisbane u k381Smith Wm. ] , Saw -mill, Charcoal Creek c 484 Stevenson Wn,. (shepherd ),  Cunnamulla o c
382 Smith Wm., I ppswich c 485 Stevinson Mrs. P .O. Townsville c
383 Smith Wm., Gym ie c 486 Steward Mrs., Yoowoomba c
384 Smith W., Emerald c 487 Steward M., Kangaroo Point c
385 Smith W. (care of station master ),  Sandgate c 488 Stewart  -,  Redfe rn Station c
386 Smith W., Charters Towers c 489 Stewart East Maryborough c
387 Smith W., Burketown s 490 Stewart C. E. (school teacher ),  Harrisville c
388 Smith W. F. Haynes ,  Brisbane u k 491 Stewart C. H., North Pine River o
389 Smith W. H., Kangaroo Point c (2) 492 Stewart Danl. (care of Tate ),  Murra Murra Station
390 Smith Capt .  W. S Kangaroo Point c c
391
.,
Smith W.  0., Thargomindah s 493 Stewart David, Adavale o
392 Smith W., Vindex  Stations 494 Stewa rt  James, G.P.O. Brisbane u k
393 Smithbarry H. C. (care of C. B. Lovegr uve), Clon- 495 Stewa rt  James  (contractor), Maryborough c
curry c 496 Stewa rt  James, Charters Towers c
394 Smyrell  -,  Kangaroo Point c 497 Stewa rt J ohn, G.P.O. Brisbane s
395 Smyth Charles, Fo rtitude Valley f 498 Stewa rt  John, Woodville, Palmer o c
396 Smyth J. H., P.O. Brisbane c and s (2) 499 Stewart J. C. (care of Tate ),  Murra Murra Station
397 Smyth Mrs. Mary ,  P.O. Cairns u k 500 Stewa rt  J., Wellington c
398 Smyth William H., Malungera Station c 501 Stewart Mrs. Ralph, Ipswich c
399 Snadden T., Mackay c 502 Stewart Robert, Southport s
400 Snarland Charles  (coachman ),  Breakfast Creek o c 503 Stewart R., Mitchell c
401 Sneyd Mrs., P .O. Warwick c 504 Stewart R., Mount Esk c
402 Sober Thomas, Mitchell o 505 Stewart Thomas junr .,  Herberton c
403 Soebway Annie, Ipswich c 506 Stillgoe W., Gympie c
404 Solomon Dick  (S. S. I. ), Mackay o c 507 St. George E., Forest Vale Station s
405 Somerfelt  -,  Bunda berg c 508 St .  Ledger W .,  Maryborough c
406 Soon John  (storekeeper ),  Dalby o c (2) 509 Stockdale David  (s.s. " Waroonga "),  Brisbane v k
407 Sorenson  -,  Woolloongabba c 510 Stocker  -,  P.O. Brisbane s
408 Sorohan James, P.O. Hughenden c 511 Stodert Mrs. Ellen ,  Paddington c
409 Sothern J. Russell, Club Hotel, Gympie u k 512 Stokes L. F., Ruthven Station c
410 Sothe rn J. R., Gayndab c 513 Stokes Wm., Maryborough o c
411 Soutar A., Mitchell c (2) .514 Stokes W., P.O. Townsville s
412 Souter Wm. F., Wharf street, Brisbane c 515 Stone  -,  Charters Towers c
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516 Stone J. (blacksmith), Logan road c
517 Stone J., Hendry's Paddock, Gladstonbury Creek,
Gympie c
518 Stone J. W. P., P.O. Jericho c
519 Stone William, Miles s
520 Stone  W., P.O. Gayndah s
521 Stonebridge Geo., Ipswich c
522 Stower Arthur E., Clermont s
523 Stoange Thomas, West End o c
524 Stranger J., Red Hill c
525 Stranks W. J. (care of C. Munroe), Drynie Planta-
tion c
526 Strathen T., South Brisbane c
527 Street Chas. (merchant), South Brisbane c
528 Street R., Townsville c
529 Street R. S., Castle Hill, Townsville c (2)
530 Stretch John ,  Townsville o c
531 Streten S., Mitchell c
532 Strey Richard, Boggo road c (2)
533 Stricham Michael, Elbow Valley c
534 Strong  Win., Fernvale c
535 Strocer A. D., G.P.O. Brisbane o
536 Strutchers A., Charters Towers c (2)
537 Stuart  --, Nive  Junction c
538 Stuart  -,  South Brisbane c
539 Stuart Charles, P.O. Cluncurry s
540 Stuart James, Mackay c
541 Stuart L. S. (care of P. Binstead), Woodlands u k
542 Stuart W., Toowoomba c
543 Sturt  --,  Charters Towers c
544 Sue Loong, Johnstone River c
545 Suffolk W. T. (care of Mrs. Rankins), Normanby c
516 Sullivan Mrs., Charters Towers c
547 Sullivan Agnes  (care of Mrs . Dow, 176 Queen
street), o
548 Sullivan Daniel, Brisbane c
549 Sullivan Dan., Brisbane c
5.50 Sullivan Dan., Valley c
551 Sullivan D., Boundary street, Brisbane c
552 Sullivan Henry, Charters Towers o c
553 Sullivan James,  Beauaraba c
554 Sullivan J., Mount Cornish c (3)
555 Sullivan Owen (bushman), Morven o c (2)
556 Sullivan Owen, Ipswich o
557 Sullivan P., Cairns c
558 Sullivan Timothy, Dalby o c
559 Summerfield --, Bundaberg c
560 Summerville --, Katandra c
561 Sumister George (painter), Winton c
562 Sun Kun Loong, Charters Towers c
563 Sun On Tie, Port Douglas c
564 Sun Quong Yiek, Port Douglas c
565 Surenne John George ,  Rockhampton c
566 Surton  F. K., P.U . South Brsbane c
567 Sutherland Alex. J., P.O. Ipswich o
568 Sutherland  Alex., P.O. Brisbane c
569 Sutherland J., South Kolan c
570 Sutherland James ,  South Brisbane u k
571 Sutherland J., Wedenrobin c
572 Sutherland  R., Adavale o
573 Sutherland R., One-Mile, Gympie c
574 Sutherland Wm., Bogantungan c
575 Sutor A., Charters Towers a (2)
576 Sutor A. C. (carrier), Jericho c
577 Sutton J. (electrician and gilder ),  Brisbane u k
578 Svendson Capt. N. P. (schooner " Louie"), Rock-
hampton n z
579 Swadkins James F. (care of Littlechild), South
Brisbane o
580 Swain  --, West End c
581 Swan Melbourne street, South Brisbane c
582 Swan Mrs .,  Brisbane c
583 Swanborough  George, Brisbane c
584 Swanson Charles, P.U. Muttaburra o
585 Swanson Neil, Coal Mines ,  Marybo rough s
586 Swanson Capt .  N. P., (schooner  "  Louie  "),  Rock-
hampton n z
587 Swaris S. D., Mackay c
588 Sweeney C., Milo m
589 Sweeney J., New Gooyed Station, Adavale c
590 Sweeney  John, Milo c
591 Sweeney Mrs. M . A., Petrie  terrace o c
592 Sweeney - (school teacher), Kangaroo Point c
593 Swift  -,  Cooper's Plains c
594 Swift William , P.O. Winton c
595 Sword  Miss Charlotte , P.O. Townsville t
596 Syme George  Francis, Rockhampton c
597 Symes  A. J., Jondaryati  Station c
598 Symonds W. H., Gympie c
599 Symonds J. H. (bushman ),  Isisford o c
T.
1 TAEFFE Timothy, Petrie  terrace o c
2 Tait  A., Port Douglas c
3 Tait John (photographer), Winton c
4 Taite Morterma  Dover, Samford c
5 Talbot R., Fassifern c
6 Talbort  Mrs. (care  of Mr. Nollan), Aramac c
7 Tandy J., P.O. Rockhampton,,;
8 Tanna Joe (boatman ), Mackay o c
9 Tanner K. W., Plane Creek c
10 Tannock David, Johnson's sawmill, Bundaberg o c
11 Tappenden George, John street,  Brisbane o c
12 Tate W., Higgerson'L agoons, Roma
13 'ratton Henry, P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
14 Taylor Capt., " Jenny Scott," Geraldton c
15 Taylor Capt., Rockhampton c
16 Taylor Spring Hill c
17 Taylor  Brisbane c
18 Taylor Mrs. (care of Mrs. Walker), Sandgate c
19 Taylor Master Albert, G.P.O. Brisbane c
20 Taylor A., Stanley street, South Brisbane c
21 Taylor A. B. (care of R. Hassall ), P.O. Mount
Esk s
22 Taylor A. C., Walker's Pocket c
23 Taylor Miss B. (care of J. Taylor),  Brisbane s
24 Taylor Chas., West End c
25 Taylor C., New terrace ,  George street c
26 Taylor E., Townsville c
27 Taylor George D. (carpenter), Charters Towers
u k (2)
28 Taylor G. H., Townsville c
29 Taylor James, Jericho c
30 Taylor James, Windorah c
31 Taylor John  (farmer), P.O. Brisbane o c
32 Taylor John, P.O. Toowoomba u k (2)
:,3 aylor K. J. R. (fruit merchant), Toowoomba c
34 Taylor It., Bundaberg e
35 Taylor R., Roger street, Brisbane c
36 Taylor T. H., Oakwood  Station o and c (2)
37 Taylor Victor, Y.O. Rockhampton u k
38 Taylor W., Richmond c
39 Taylor Mrs. W., P.O. Burketown c
40 Taylor W. D., Boggo c
41 Tee Henry, Goondiwindi s (2)
42 Teitzel A., P.O. Blackall c
43 Telford and Turner Messrs . (merchants ),  Towns-
vill ec
44 Templeton  James ,  Banana c
45 Tepell as., Gympie c
46 Terry G. N., Cleveland road c (2)
47 't'erry W., Maryborough t
48 Tewan M., Mitchell c
49 Thacher Richard (care of Win. Poweader), Corena
Station c
50 Thanisen H. P., Brisbane c
51 Theio Fr., Homestead Diggings c
52 Therwick William R., G.P.O. Brisbane s
53 Thick Mrs. Jane, Hugbenden c
54 Thiebe Chas., P.O. Nanango c
55  Thin Miss M. A.,  or  Miss  Mary Turnbull, Too-
woomba o
5G Thomas  Miss  A., P.O. Bundaberg c
57 Thomas Charles, Charters Towers u k
58 Thomas C. F., Woolloongabba c
59 Thomas C. S., Washpool c
60 Thomas David, Charters Towers c
61  Thomas E., P.O. Brisbane u  k-62  Thomas F. J. B., G.P.O. Brisbane s
63 Thomas James Herbert, Clydesdale Sugar Coy.
u k (2)
64 Thomas John, P.O. Winton u k
65 Thomas Joseph A., Cairns o
66 Thomas A., Ipswich c
67 Thomas Michael ,  Ipswich c
68 Thomas Samuel, P.O. Charters Towers c
69 Thomas  Thomas J. (blacksmith ), Brandon u k
70 Thomas T., Gympie c
71 Thomas Thos., Rockhampton c
72 Thompsen Christian H., P.O. Cairns f
73 Thompson  -,  P.O. Brisbane c
74 Thompson Ipswich road c
75 Thompson Mrs., Pine Hill c
76 Thompson Mrs., Timley c
77 Thompson Miss A. (care of Mrs .  Edwards), South
Brisbane c
78 Thompson E., Echo Hills o
79 Thompson F. (care of H. Allen )  Warwick s
80 Thompson George, Clydesdale  h antatiou c
81 Thompson Geo. Anthony, G.P.O. Brisbane c
82 Thompson G. T. R., Tareo Station o
83 Thompson James (care of Kenny and Company),
Cairns o
84 Thompson Jas., G.P.O. Brisbane s
85 Thompson Katie, East Talgai o
86 Thompson Mrs. Mary Ann, P.O. Maryborough s
87 Thompson R., S ring Hi ll  c
88 Thompson Miss , I ppswich c
89 Thorns Jas. Arthur, Goondiwindi o c
90 Thorns and Company Messrs .  J. A., Brisbane c
91 Thomson D., Big Dam, Central Railway c
92 Thomson Mrs. R .,  Charters Towers c
93 Thomson Win., Spring Hill, Brisbane c
94 Thomson Wi ll iam ,  Texas Station u k
95 Thooburn Ruthven, Brisbane u k
96 Thorn Joseph, Reedy Creek c
97 Thornber James Henry, Brisbane o c
98 Thornton  --. Townsville c
99 Thornton Mrs. J. A., Brisbane c
100 Thornton Margaret, Emu Vale o
101 Thornton Thomas, P.O. Fernvale c (2)
102 Thorogood J., Pine Hill o
103 Throup William (Butchering Company), Ipswich c
104 Thu,nm Mrs., Brisbane c
105 Thwaites W., Katandra c (3)
106 Tickner Mrs. James, P.O, Rockhampton u k
107 Tighe J., Maryborough c
108 Tighe Thomas, Clarence street, Brisbane o
109 Tillick John, Bulimba Creek c
110 Tilstoon D. E., Ipswich s
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111 Timberley Geo., Lutwyche c (6) • 211 Turner Edwin ,  Charters Towers c
112 Tinimony  Miss  M., Wellington road ,  Red Hill c 212 Tu rner E .,  Fern street ,  South Brisbane c
113 Timms -,  P.O. Mitchell c 213 Turner Ed., Ipswich road c
114 Timms Mrs. R .,  Paddington c 214 Turner E. (care of Cant ),  Limestone Hill, Ipswich o
115 Timpson Mrs. E., P .O. Allora s 215 Turner G., 56, Bowen street ,  Brisbane o
116 Ti I\ ee, Maryborough c 216 Turner Jerrold, Y.O. Brisbane o
117 Tippett Win. H .,  Bouldercombe o c 217 Turner J. A., Brisbane c
118 Tippler Mrs., Currun Point ,  Stradbroke Island c 218 Turner J. C., Northern Station c
119 Titmarsh John, Mount Walker c 219 Turner J. S., Woolgar c
120 Tobin E., Bundaberg c 220 Turner Owen, Cunnainulla o c
121 Tobin Michael, Rockwood c 221 Turner W. (carrier ),  Ayrshire Downs c
122 Tobin Mrs. P., Charters Towers c (2) 222 Turner W. A., Oakwood o e
123 Tobin William, near Kalbar ,  Bundaberg c 223 Turner William ,  Ipsw ich f
124 Todd Christopher ,  Table Mountain c 224 Tuttiett John, Rockhampton c
125 Toff John, Bingera c 225 Tutton Con. J .,  1Lockhaml,tun c
126 Tollett W. (care of Mrs. Garcey ),  Kangaroo Point c 226 Tuyan  --,  Mitchell o
127 Tolley E. T., P.O .  lockhampton u k 227 Tu Yan Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c
128 Tollong James, P.O. Ronia c 228 Tuyan Miss  Mary (dressmaker ),  South Brisbane c (2)
129 Tolmie John, Rockhampton s 229 Tweedy  J ., P.O. Brisbane c
130 Torn Henry, Brisbane o 230 Twohy Miss Fanny, P.O. Brisbane o c
131 Torn Henry  (labourer ),  Mackay o c 231 Twomey Timothy, P .O. Dickabram c
132 Tom  Ali Way, Mackay o c 232 Tyler James ,  Cleveland road ,  South Brisbane c
133 Tomalin James, Wairuna Station s 233 Tyman John  (seaman ),  P.O. Brisbane o c
134 Tomblin John R .,  Goondiwindi c and u k (2) 234 Tyrell  ---,  Barratta Creek c
135 Tomkins Mrs. (care  of Mrs.  Waugh), Convalescent 235 Tyrrell Elizabeth ,  Bogantruigan o
Home, Brisbane c 236 Tyrrell Martin, Dickabram o c
136 Tomkins Chas .,  P.O. Gympie c 237 Tyrrell Mrs. S., Spring Hill c
137 Toinkins E. C., Comet c (2) 238 Ty Sam Foom ,  Mary borough c
138 Tomlin Edward, Airdinillan Plantation o
139 Tomline  W., G.P.O.  Brisbane c
140 Tongue Hugh, 114,  Boundary street, Brisbane o U.
141 Tongue Jno. (sign writer ),  South Brisbane c
142 Toornbti -,  Blackall c 1 UDALE, W.,  Petrie terrace c
143 Tooker  -,  Oakey Creek c 2 Underwood Charles  (carrier ),  Jericho c (2)
144 Toole Mrs., P .O. Brisbane c 3 Underwood George, Roma u k
145 Toomey Edward ,  Isisford s 4 Underwood Geo. R .,  Brisbane n z
146 Toomey E., P.O. Jericho s 5 Underwood H. W., P.O. Brisbane s
147 Topper  Carl (carpenter ),  Brisbane c fl Uniack James ,  North Rockhampton s
148 Torkington John, Mount Britton c (2) 7 Unschlicht Hern, Nundah c
149 Toung Look  (butcher ),  Bath Downs c 8 Uren T., Charters Towers in
150 Towall John  (carrier ),  Diamentina road c (2) 9 Urquhart Duncan, Winton c
151 Towell John ,  Coorparoo o c 10 Usher A., Adavale c (2)
152 Towell Miss Sarah ,  Townsville c 11 Usher Thos., Brisbane o c
153 Tower William  (care of Bashford ),  Cooktown o
154 Towers Andrew, P .U. Teviot u k
155 Towill Mrs .  John, Comet c V.
156 Toy Charles ,  Charters Towers c
157 Toy Chas. C. (grocer) ,  South Brisbane c 1 VALE,  W., Isisford c
158 Toyne J. C. (care of  (3. Raff ),  Morayfield c (2) 2 Valentin Antonio, Ravenswood s
159 Tracey.)., Townsville c 3 Vallas John, Walloon Station c (2)
160 Tracey X. G. (chemist ),  Cooktown c 4 Van de Poll F. W., Royal Exchange  Hotel,
161 Trahey W., Coongoolo s Elizabeth street, Brisbane f
162 Trume Alex. F.  (care of J .  Gordon), Elderslee s 5 Varey R .,  Carlton Hill, Gympie  C
163 Trancey  -- (care of P. Connors ),  Llknebeidiar 6 Vaughan Mrs. Jane, P .O. Brisbane o c
Station c 7 Verral - (care of Moffatt ),  Brisbane c
164 Trantum Frederick  (carpenter ),  Stanley street o c 8 Verrald G.,  Harrisville c
165 Trantum Fred .,  P.O. Cairns f 9 Verrier J., Ann street, Valley c
166 TrantaTn F. R. (carpenter ),  Stanley street, South 10 Verry Alfred G., P.O. Brisbane s (2)
Brisbane o c 11 Vickers John, Kingsborough o c
107 Trapnell Walter (Capt .  Murray ),  Mackay c (2) 12 Vickers J. E., Harper 's Wharf,  Tallebudgera c (2)
168 Tratt Miss C., P.O. Brisbane c 13 Victor James ,  Lutwyche c (2)
169 Travers  --,  Emerald c 14 Victorsen E., Brisbane s
170 Travers Dan., G .P.O. Brisbane u k 15 Vinson T., Gympie c
171 Travers P. (bookseller ),  Brisbane c 16 Voigt Franz, Marburg f
172 Travis James ,  Ipswich c , 17 Volkert Miss ,  Townsville u k
173 Treloar Mrs. S .,  G.P.O. Brisbane c 18 Vollenweider Albert ,  P.O. Watsonville c
174 Treloar William, Melbourne street, South Brisbane 19 Voysey  --,  Townsville c
oc 20 Voysey R., Rockhampton c
175 Trenaman Carrie ,  Clermont o
176 Trenchard Edward  (care of R. Gibson and Coy.),
Brisbane c W.
177 Trenoweth W .  R., Railway Department, Ipswich c
178 Tresidder Thomas (care of J. Tregonning ),  Gympie s 1 WACHTER C., Brisbane c
179 Trevarthen Edwd .,  Charters Towers c 2 Wade  --,  Townsville c
180 Trevarthen Edward, Charters Towers c 3 Wade H., Sandy Creek ,  Charters Tower a
181 Trevorah H., the Strand ,  Townsville o 4 Wade Robt .,  Goondiwindi s
182 Treweet Banfield, P .O. Cairns t 5 Wagstaff Frank, Meat Works ,  Lake 's River  in
183 Trewin John E .,  Cooktown u k 6 Wake James ,  Thompson Estate, Brisbane c
184 Tridon -, Rosalie Estate c 7 Wakefield  -,  Boundary street, Spring Hil
185 Triggs William Vernon  ("  Duke of Sutherland"), 8 Walcott Eric ,  Adavale a
Brisbane c 9 Walcott J .  H., P.U. Rockhampton c
186 Trihey --, Logan road c 10 Waldon W .,  Hill street ,  Bulimba c
187 Trimmingham T. J., P.O .  Brisbane u k 11 Waldon W .,  Adavale c
18b Tripcony A., Caboolture e 12 Wales John, G .P.O. Brisbane o
189 Tripney D., North Rockhampton c 13 Walford Win., Charters Towers s
190 Troter John, P.O. Brisbane c 14 Walker Mrs .,  Mary street ,  Maryborougb c
191 Trotter W. J. S., Townsville c 15 Walker Mrs .,  Tivoli c
192 Troulen W., Charters Towers c 16 Walker Alfred ,  P. O. Brisbane o c (2)
193 Troy Frank ,  Mackay c 17 Walker Mrs .  E., Railway Reserve, Townsville c
194 Troy John ,  Grey street ,  South Brisbane o c 18 Walker Fredk .  C., P.O. Roma u k (2)
195 Troy Michael ,  Grey  street ,  South Brisbane o c 19 Walker F., Townsvi ll e u k
196 Tuck Win., Rockhampton o c 20 Walker F. G., G.P .O. Brisbane u k
197 Tucker Mrs., P .O. Brisbane  in 21 Walker Mrs .  G., Rockhampton s
198 Tucker W., Emmett Downs c 22 Walker John, Tumbulgum o c
199 Tulvit W., Gympie c 23 Walker John, P .O. Toowoomba u k
200 Tully Francis ,  Cunnamulla o c 24 Walker John ,  Charters Towers c
201 Tully Miss M., Sea View Hotel ,  Sandgate c 25 Walker John, 20-mile Camp, Stanthorpe c
202 Tummon L., Raglan c 26 Walker John, German Station o c
203 Turley Peter, Townsville c 27 Walker J., Tivoli c
204 Turley W. J., P.O. Eulo s 28 Walker L .  Miss, P.O.  Maryborough c
205 Tu rn bull H. (care of Dr. Jurs ),  Goondiwindi o 29 Walker Mrs. M., St. George 's Creek, Charters
206 Turnbull Mrs. M .  J., Charleville  in Towers c
207 Tu rnell Mrs .  E., Townsville c 30 Walker Robt., Railway Reserve, Townsville c (3)
208 Turner A., Owanyilla c 31 Walker R. F., Charters Towers c
209 Turner A. B., Charters Towers c 32 Walker Wilson, P .O. Charters Towers c
210 Turner D., Brisbane s 33 Walker Wm., Dickabram c
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34 Walker W. C., Bowen Hills o c 131 Watson R. H., Rockhampton
35 Walker W. L., Goondiwindi s 132 Watson S., P.O. Cleveland c
36 Walker W. T., Queen-street, Brisbane c 133 Watson Wm., Clermont o c
37 Wall John, Logan road, Woolloongabba c 134 Watson W. C., Nundah c
38 Wall M., P.O. Thargomindah m 135 Watson W. 0., Walker's Pocket c
39 Wall T., George street, Brisbane c 136 Watt A. L. (care of Messrs. Bryant and Co.), P.O.
40 Wallace Bros. Messrs., Woongarra c Brisbane u k
41 Wallace Mrs., Mary street, Gympie c 137 Watt John, P.O. Rockhampton u k (2)
42 Wallace Mrs., Warren street, Brisbane c 138 Watt Mrs. Sam. (fruiterer), Emerald c
43 Wallace Jas., Bundaberg c 139 Watt Mrs. E., Hilton road, Gympie c (2)
44 Wallace Jas., George street, Brisbane c 140 Watts W. L., Hope street, South Brisbane c
45 Wallace Jas., Goondi Plantation c 141 Waugh and Josephson Messrs., Brisbane s (2)
46 Wallace Mrs. Jane, Spring Meadows c 142 Waygood --, Rosalie Estate, Milton c (3)
47 Wallace John, P.O. Cairns c 143 Wear J., Mount Howard, Adavale c
48 Wallace Joseph (care of Mrs. J. Gilbert), Towns- 144 Weare J., Charters Towers c (2)
ville u k 145 Wearne John (care  of Mrs. Wm. Giles), Rockhamp-
49 Wallace Robt., P.O. Blackall c ton u k
50 Wallace R., P.O. Muttaburra c 146 Weaver Walter West, P.O. Brisbane u k
51 Wallace Mrs. Smith, Clermont s 147 Webb Alfred, P.O. Rockhampton c
52 Wallace J., Dalby c 148 Webb Chas., Ipswich c
53 Waller Bros. Messrs., Cairns o c 149 Webb Miss Elizabeth (care of Bull, White Horse
54 Waller --, Petrie terrace c (2) Hotel), Mitchell o
55 Waller John (care of Mr. W. H. McDonald), 150 Webb E. J., Adavale o c
Chiverton o 151 Webb Mrs. M., Bolsover street, Rockhampton c
56 Walliker Valentine, Indooroopilly u k 152 Webb R., Maryborough c
57 Wallis W. H., Isisford road 153 Webb T. C. (butcher), Walker's Pocket, Gympie c
58 Walmsey Mrs. M. J., P.O. South Brisbane o c 154 Webb Wm. Skilton, P.O. Townsville u k (2)
59 Walne R., Tallebudgera c 155 Webb W., Bundaberg c60 Walsh Mrs., North Quay, Brisbane c 156 Webb W., Red Hill, Brisbane c
61 Walsh Mrs., Ipswich c .157 Webber L., Roma c
62 Walsh -, Violet House, South Brisbane c 158 Webber Robt., Weathersfield  Station, Pine Hill
63 Walsh Bernard, Hughenden c road c
64 Walsh Frank, Denham street, Rockhampton c 159 Weber E. P., Gympie c
65 Walsh John, Evesham Station c 160 Webster Alexr. S., Parson's Lagoons, Copperfield c
66 Walsh John, Bundaberg o c 161 Webster A. (care of Metropolitan Hotel), Brisbane m
07 Walsh John (care of Mr. Williams), Charters 162 Webster Messrs. A. G. and Son, Townsville s
Towers c 163 Webster Chas. (care of - Jones, Esq.), Mount
68 Walsh Sammy, Maryborough c Margaret s
69 Walsh Robt., Mudgeraba c 164 Webster Fred., P.O. Brisbane u k
70 Walsh Wm., Collingwood c 165 Webster Jas., Boothenta  Sawmills,  Ipswich c
71 Walsh -- (care of Messrs. Campbell and Walsh),
Morven c (2)
166 Webster R. N. (care of Dr. Broom), Valley, Bris-
bane m
72 Walsh W., P.O. Townsville c 167 Wecker M., Toowoomba c
73 Walter Miss Anny (care  of Mr. Just), South Bris- 168 Wedob Allasandro, G.P.O. Brisbane o
bane c 169 Wedon Saml., Ipswich c
74 Walters Frank, P.O. Brisbane u k 170 Weel A. J., School, Broadsound c
75 Walters Mrs. Isabella, Moraby o 171 Wegner C. F., Maryborough c716Walters James, Ipswich c 172 Wehl P., Gambier Park, Cambooya c
77 Walters Wicklans, Emerald o c 173 Weir Alex., Lagoons, Condamine c
78 Walters W., Bald Head, Nerang Creek c 174 Weirschauser J., Comet c (2)
79 Walton Miss, Old Cleveland road c 175 Weist -, P.U. Brisbane c
80 Walton John  (care  of Mr. Chas .  Fitzwalters ),  Stoney
Point c
176 Welby A. (care  of A. B. Jones, Esq.), Nive Junc-
tion c
81 Walton John F., Roma  street, Brisbane c 177 Welch David, Bald Ridges c
82 Walton Thos. ,  Blackall c 178 Wellesby Mrs. May, Esplanade, Cairns c
83 Want F., Cunnamulla c 179 Wells Mrs. F., Jenkins'  Sawmills , Helidon u k
84 Warburton R. J. Egerton,  Brisbane u k 180 Wells J. B. (s.s. "Duke of Buckingham"), Poit Said
85 Ward --, P.O. Rockhampton c uk
86 Ward Mrs., Lennox street, Maryborough o c 181 Wells J. F., Gowrie Station s
87 Ward Mrs. A., P.O. Bundaberg c 182 Wells P. if., P.O. Port Douglas u k (4)
88 Ward Geo., Jimbour c 183 Wells Robt., P.O. Rockhampton u k (2)
89 Ward Geo. Mills, Herbert River o 184 Wells S., Mackay s
90 Ward John, Charters Towers c 185 Wells Thos., Laidley  Bridge s
91 Ward J. M., P.O. Brisbane s 186. Wells W., Bundaberg c
92 Ward P., North Bundaberg c 187 Welsh Jas. (care  of -- Foster), Dalveen c
93 Ward T. W., Morven c 188 Weldon Mrs., Ipswich c
94 Ward Wm., Cunnamulla o c 189 Wendt Chas., Charters Towers o c
95 Ward Willie (care  of E. T. Aldredge, Baddo), Mary- 190 Wenkler P. G., P.O. Charters Towers c
borough c 191 Wennis G., South Brisbane c
96 Ward W. J., Farrie Creek Hotel, Hughenden u k 192 Wentzell P., Townsend, Mackay u k
97 Warde W. H., Petrie terrace,  Brisbane c 193 Werry Miss Betsey (care  of Mrs. Dipper), Indooroo-
98 Ward A. J., Waverly Creek,  Blackwater c pilly c
99 Ware C. M., Cairns in 194 West A., P.O. Dalby e
100 Wareland E. S.. Charters  Towers c 195 West Mrs. Elizbth., Elizabeth  street, Brisbane o c
101 Warlow  -,  Hope street ,  South Brisbane c 196 West Miss Nellie, P.O. Maryborough c (2)
102 Warner H., George street , Brisbane c 197 Westcock Mrs. W.,  Plaine Creek, Mackay c (3)
103 Warner John, Gympie s 198 Westell J., Muttaburra t
104 Warner Sidney, P.O. Roma u k 199 Westinan Alex., Bundaberg s
105 Warren John, Victoria  Plantation ,  Eton,  Mackay u k 200 Westman Richd.,  Ipswich c
106 Warren J., Lower Burdekin, Mackay c 201 Weston Geo., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
107 Warren J. C., Talgai  Station ,  Blackwater, Rock- 202 Weston  Messrs.  H. and S .,  Rockwood u k
hampton c 203 Weston John, Mackay o c
108 Warren  Mrs. R .,  New terrace ,  Brisbane o 204 Weston W., Brisbane c
109 Waters Wm., G.P. O. Brisbane c 205 Wethers Geo., P.O.  Winton c
110 Watkinson  Mrs., Richmond street, Maryborough s 206 Wettstun A., Harris street ,  Toowoomba c
111 Watkinson  R. T., P.O. Brisbane c (3) 207 We-* nowskie A. TT., Blantyre c
112 Watkinson  R. T., Maryborough o c 208 Weynard -. lielidon c
113 Watson  - (contractor ),  Townsville m 209 Whailey  R., Wellington c
114 Watson  Mrs., Morton House, South Brisbane c 210 Whaley  Miss J .,  P.O. Mitchell o
115 Watson Mrs., Elizabeth  House, South Brisbane c 211 Wheeler  Miss, P.O. South Brisbane  u k
116 Watson Andrew Hendry ,  Kelvin Grove road o c 212 Whelan Geo., Art. inae  u k
117 Watson Arthur, Maryborough s 213 Whelan Miss  K. (care of Mr .  Fannce ),  Range,
118 Watson  Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Paddington ,  Brisbane o c (2) Rockhampton c
119 Watson  Geo., Gympie c 214 Whelan  Alrs. M .,  Cemetry  Hill, Charters Towers c
120 Watson  H., Currawilla c 215 Whelan Patk., P.O. Dulvadilla c (2)
121 Watson  Jas., Tintinchilla Station s 216 Whelan Patk., Indooroopilly u k
122 Watson Jno., Stanley  street, Brisbane c 217 Whelan  Pk., Beir Bank Station, Beechal Creek f
123 Watson  Jno., Murphy' s Creek c 218 Whelbourn B., G.P.O. Rockhampton c
124 Watson J., Bowen c 219 Wherry -  (care of  - Bridge ),  Thompson 's Estate,
125 Watson  J. A. (care of  Edskin,  Esq.), Mount Cornish Brisbane u k (2)
u k (3) 220 Wherry S., Morinish Digging  o
126 Watson Mrs. Margt .,  Charters Towers o c 221 Whiffler J., Toowoomba  road, Ipswich c
127 Watson Robt., G.P.O. Sydney s 222 White Captain, Marybrough c
128 Watson  R., One-Mile c 233 White Alex. N. (barque "  Woodlark),'  Moreton
129 Watson  R., Roma c Bay o
130 Watson R., Walker's Pocket c 224 White A. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
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White Miss Amy, Charters Towers c 321 Williams J. S., Church street, Charters Towers c (2)
White Mrs. A., Flinders street, Townsville c (2) 322 Williams J. `V., Adelaide street, Brisbane o c
White Miss Edith, P.O. South Brisbane c 323 Williams L., Arthur street, Valley, Brisbane c
White Edmund, Portland, Blackall c 324 Williams Mrs. Mary Jane, P.O. Rockhampton f
White Miss E. H. G.P.O. Brisbane s 325 Williams Minnie, Jericho o
White Geo., Brunswick street, South Brisbane in 326 Williams M., Bundaberg c
White Harriett Mrs., Bundaberg c 327 Williams Al., Gympie c
White Jas., Hughenden o 328 Williams M., Surface Hill, Gympie c
White John, Lutwyche c 329 Williams M., Martintown u k
White John, Sesbania Station c 330 Williams Miss M., P.O. Brisbane c
White J. (care of A. Hartley, Esq.), Townsville c 331 Williams 0., Gympie c (4)
White J., Cowarral c 332 Williams Rees, P.O. Jericho u k
White J. R., Gympie c 333 Williams Rees, Charters Towers c
Whte Mrs. K., Twine street, Brisbane c 334 Williams Richd., G.P.O. Sydney u k
White Miss M., Marry street,'Rockhampton c 335 Williams R., Ravenswood s
White Robt., Great Keel Bottom Copper Mining 336 Williams R. M., Rockhampton o c
Co. u k 337 Williams S., Charters Towers c
White Thos., Winton o (2) 338 Williams Thos., Toowoomba c
White Wm., Charters Towers o c 339 Williams Tom. Price, Townsville c
White W., Junction Creek c (2) 340 Williams Wm., Brisbane o c
White W. C., Brisbane c 341 Williams W., Queen street, Brisbane s
Whitehead John, Charters  Towers (2) 342 Williams W., Cooktown t
Whitelock Alfred, Townsville c 343 Williams W., Coongoola Station s
Whiteford J., Howard c 344 Williams W. H., Northumberland Hotel, Gayndah c
Whitfield Mrs. E., Hospital, Rockhampton c 345 Williams W. T., Cooktown c
Whitfield Jas., Charters Towers c 346 Williamson Miss E. J., Bella Park, Gympie road c
Whitmore --, Dalby c 347 Williamson Jas., Sesbania Station c
Whitmore Thos., Pie Creek c 348 Williamson Jas., P.O. Winton c
Whitmore T., Deep Creek, Gympie c 349 Williamson Mrs. T. R., Ann street, Brisbane c
Whitney Chas., Elderslie, Winton c (2) 350 Williamson J. M., P.O. Gympie c
Whittaker Jas., P.O. Brisbane o c 351 Williamson W., Rockwood c
Whitteron W. (care of R. Gill, Esq.), Mary street, 352 Willis F., H., Cunnamulla o
Brisbane c 353 Willis H., Thargomindah c
Whittingham S. H., Toowoomba c 354 Willis John, Toowoomba c
Whittle G., Stanley street, Brisbane c (2) 355 Willows H. D., Petersham s (2)
Whyte Miss Mary Ann, P.O. Brisbane u k 356 Willows Richd., Northampton Station o
Wickham Mrs. Lilas, Gympie c 357 Wihnott J., Walker's Pocket, One-Mile c
Widdicomb Mrs. R., Kangaroo Point u k 358 Wilmott J., Maryborough sWidt P. C., Yeronga c (3) 359 Wilse Frederick, Ipswich c
Weirshauser F., P.O. Springsure c 360 Wilson --, Terrick Station c (2)Wiffler Jost, Toowoomba road, Ipswich c 361 Wilson --, Queen street, Brisbane in
Wigger John, Blackall c 362 Wilson -, Lutwyche c (3)
Wiamore R., Brisbane o 363 Wilson Mrs., Hill street, Gregory terrace c
Wirbram J., Gympie c 364 Wilson Mrs. (care of Anderson), Woolloongabba c
Wilby A. (s.s. "Burwah"), Brisbane o 365 Wilson Mrs. Alice, P.O. Brisbane s
Wilby John, G.P.O. Townsville c 366 Wilson Charles, Richmond c
Wilchiski F., Maryborough c 367 Wilson Charles P. (care of C. E. Hughes), Richmond
Wilcock --, G.P.O. Brisbane u k Downs u k and c (3)
Wilcox John (care of B. Jones, Es(j.), Bowen c 368 Wilson C. (shearer), Isis Downs c
Wilcox T., Mater Vale, Lower Burdekin u k 369 Wilson C., Windorah a
Wilcox Thos., P.O. Brisbane c 370 Wilson C., Salt Ground c
Wilcox Mrs. T., Eton Vale c 371 Wilson David, Geraldton c
Wild --, Flatt, Townsville c 372 Wilson D., P.O. Charleville c
Wild Chas., Queen's Park Reserve, North Rock- 373 Wilson Mrs. E., Ipswich road, Woolloongabba c (2)
hampton C 374 Wilson Miss Fanny (care of Parker), Pialba c
Wilhelmsew Mrs. J., William street, Rockhamp- 375 Wilson George, Charters Towers c
ton c 376 Wilson Henry (labourer), Rockhampton o c
Wilkie --, G.P.O. Brisbane o c 377 Wilson James, Stoney Creek c
Wilkie -, Charters Towers c 378 Wilson James, Katandra Station u k
Wilkie A., Thompson's Estate, South Brisbane c 379 Wilson  James , Gympie c
Wilkie Jas. (railway guard), Brisbane c (2) 380 Wilson James (care of W. Douglas), Adavale s
Wilkins J. F. (s.s. " Duke of Sutherland"),  Bris- "381 Wilson John (care of  Mrs. McCardew), South Bris-
bane c bane c
Wilkins Wm., Pioneer  Plantation , Burdekin s 382 Wilson John, Mitchell c
Wilkins W., Pioneer Estate, Lower Burdekin u k (3) 383 Wilson Jno., Coongool Station c
Wilkinson Thos.  (care of S. Stewart ), Mitchell o 384 Wilson Jno., P.O. Store, Lutwyche c
Wilmott Chas., Gooyea  Station c 385 Wilson J., Lutwyche c (2)
Williams J. (care of J. Affbeck, Esq.), Warbrecan 386 Wilson John, Tyrconnell Downs c
Station s 387 Wilson John, P.O. Geraldton c
Willcoek A., Royal Hotel,  Brisbane u k 388 Wilson Mrs. John, P.O. Brisbane s
Willes J.  B., Beaudesert c 389 Wilson John E. (care of Menzie), Raglan u k
Willey Joseph A., Charters Towers o c (3) 390 Wilson John G., P.O. Aramac c
Williams --, Indooroopilly c 391 Wilson Joseph (carrier ), Adavale s
Williams Ravenswood c 392 Wilson J., Howard c
Williams Mrs., Gympie C 393 Wilson J. (grocer), Kedron, c
Williams  Mrs., Browne  street, Brisbane c 394 Wilson J. M., Clermont c
Williams Mrs., Spring  street,  Ipswich c (2) 395 Wilson Lewis P., P.O. Cairns c
Williams  Miss , P.O. Rockhampton s 396 Wilson Miss M. (care  of Mr. Cooper), Brisbane c
Williams Miss, Townsville c 397 Wilson R., P.O. Ipswich c
Williams Albert, Jundah c 398 Wilson S., Adavale c
Williams Chas. John, P.O. Brisbane in 399 Wilson S., Heighberry terrace c
Williams Christopher, Cooktown o c 400 Wilson Thomas (carpenter ), P.O. Townsville u k
Williams C., Manuka 401 Wilson W., Gympie c
Williams A. C., Charters Towers c 402 Wilson Lieut.-Col. W., P.O. Brisbane u k
Williams D., Kent street, Brisbane c 403 Wilson W., Silsoe Station c
Williams F. J., Charters Towers c 404 Winfield -, Sugar Mills, Beenleigh c
Williams George, Roma o c 405 Wing War, Port Douglas c
Williams G., Brisbane o 406 Winker G., Charters Towers c
Williams Harry (care of Yengarie Sugar Company), 407 Winn J. J., Gympie c
Maryborough f 408 Winstanley Joseph, Wombalilla c
Williams H., Milton c 409 Winten J., Bogarilla Station c
Williams Mrs. H., Stanley street, South Bris- 410 Winter W., (commander " Duke of Buccleugh,")
bane c (2) Brisbane c
Williams H. S., Muttaburra c 411 Winter W. H., P.O. Brisbane c
Williams Mrs. Jane, Newtown, Ipswich c 412 Wise Chr. J. A., Winton a
Williams Miss .Taney, P.O. Charters Towers c 413 Wise Herbert, Gympie o
Williams Jno. (care of Jno. Alcock, Esq.), Warbre- 414 Wiseman J. R., P.O. St. George u k
can Station a (3) 415 Wishart Peter, Muttaburra c
Williams John, Home Creek c 416 Witham J. D., P.O. Townsville s
Williams John, Gympie c 417 Withnall James, P.O., Brisbane u k
Williams Mrs. J., Charters Towers c (2) 418 Witherington Edward (Pilot Steamer " Llewel-
Williams J. F. (care of J. C. McManus, Esq.), Mit- lyn''), Maryborough in
chell Downs c 419 Wihney Chas.. P.O. Winton c
WilliamsoJ. H., Indooroopilly c 420 Wittwood E. (care of Polynesian Inspector ), Bris-
Williams J. H., Indooroopilly u k bane c
Williams J. H., Jericho c 421 Witty --, Kangaroo Point c
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422 Wockner F. (care of R. J. Hassal), Beauaraba c 8 Yen Gee, Port Douglas c
423 Woh Hop, Johnstone River c 9 Yen Gee, Gympie s
424 Wolf Mrs., G.P.O. Brisbane c 10 York William, P.O. Winton c
425 Wolf Henry, Woogaroo o c 11 York William , Aramac c
426 Wolton J. C., Brisbane c 12 Young Mrs., Townsville c
427 Wong Bon, Port Douglas c 13 Young -, Kelvin Grove c
428 Wood E. J., The Range, Rockhampton c 14 Young Mrs. C., Townsville s
429 Wood John, Charters Towers c 15 Young E., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
430 Wood Thomas (carrier), Thargomindah s 16 Young F. J., Cunnamulla c
431 Wood W. S., Brisbane f 17 Young G. M., P.O. Brisbane u k
432 Woodcroft J., Red Hill c 18 Young J. (graduate), Brisbane o
433 Woodgate E., Vindex c 19 Young J., Mary borough in
434 Wood-ate G orge (compositor), S uth Brisbane c 20 Young James, Beaufort, Pine Hill c
435 Woodhouse J., Rockhampton c (2) 21 Young Jarues, Dalby c
436 Woodhouse Septimus, Rockhampton c 22 Young Johnny  (care  of Briggs), Ellangowan
437 Woodlock G. (care of Mr. McGraw), Petrie 23 Young P., Townsville c
terrace c  24 Young W., Bundaberg s
438 Woodward -, Highgate Hill u k 25 Young W.,  Brisbane c
439 Woodward F., Waterford c 26 Younger John (care  of Rivers). Bogantungan u k
440 Woodward S., Goondiwindi s (2) 27 Young Hing, Rockhampton o c
441 Woods Annie, P.O. Brisbane o 28 Young Hing, Maryborough s
442 Woods A., G.P.O. Brisbane c (3) 29 Young Jin, Dalby c
443 Woods J., P.O. Adavale c 30 Yule T. W., Rockhampton c
444 Woods William, Miles c
445 Woods W., Normanton c
446 Woolard W., Booval c Z.
447 Woollett Robert, P.O.  Hughenden n z
448 Woollett R. (D. Simson), Telemon u k 1 ZIMMERLE Louisa (care  of Mrs. O'Loughlin),.
449 Woolley Mrs. Amy, Gympie o c Petrie terrace c
450 Woolven C., Clermont c  2 Zimmermeyer  H., Kelvin Grove f
451 Woolton T., West End c 3 Zoeller Martin, P.O. Brisbane c
452 Worrall John (care of Keyes), Bundaberg c 4 Zohn Mrs., Ipswich road c
453 Worthington Mrs. S., Ipswich road c (2) 5 Zohn Mrs. Anne, Ipswich road o c
454 Worthington James, Bundaberg o 6 Zollinger C., Bundaberg c
455 Worthington J., Rockhampton c
456 Worthington Miss Rhoda Ann, Gladstone c
457 Wrade G., P.O. Brisbane u k Initials, &c.
458 Wraggle A. M., Pine Hill c
459 Wray W., Blackwater c 1 AGNES, P.O. South Brisbane c
460 Wren T. M., P.O. Brisbane u k 2 Alpha, P.O. Ipswich c
461 Wride George, South Brisbane o c 3 Ar Kay a (S. S. I. ), Bundaberg o c
462 Wriggles Albert, P.O. Townsville o c 4 Blower (S. S.I. ), Maryborough o c
463 Wright and Pickworth, Charters Towers s 5 Bonello (S.S.I.), Cairns o c
464 Wright A., Charters Towers c  6 Brisbane  River Coal and Pottery Works,  Dinmore c
465 Wright Mrs. A., Thompson Estate c 7 Captain and Owners (" Dancing Wave"), Mary-
466 Wright A. D., Beaudesert  a and c (2) borough c
467 Wright Charles (blacksmith), Charters Towers b 8 Charlie Hills (S.S.I.), Mackay o c
468 Wright Douglas, Adavale s 9 Chinaman, P.O. Killarney c
469 Wright E., George street, South Brisbane s 10 D., P.O. Brisbane c (3)
470 Wright Frank, Maryborough c 11 Dickie Ewaco (S.S.I.), Southport o c
471 Wright George, One-Mile c 12 Ellen Harkins' Surprise Party, Gympie c
472 Wright G. B., P.O. Brisbane c 13 Errobane (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
473 Wright James (carrier ), Jericho c 14 G.B., P.O. Townsville c
474 Wright James, Bulloo Downs in 15 Help, P.O. Brisbane c
475 Wright  James  (care of Mrs. Evans ),  Helen 16 Henry  (Chinaman ),  Sesbania Station c
Station u k  17 Howe, P.O. Townsville c
476 Wright John, Clarence street ,  South Brisbane c  18 J.C., P. O. Rockhampton c
477 Wright John,  Mackay c  19 J.R., P.O. Charters Towers c
478 Wright John, North Rockhampton c 20 J.C.J., P.O. Blackall s
479 Wright J., Charters Towers c  21 Jimmy  (Chinese gardener ),  Ipswich s
480 Wright T. (care of J. A. Young), Evesham c  22 M.J., P.O. Brisbane c
481 Wright Th., South Brisbane c  23 M.O., P.O. Brisbane c
482 Wright Wm. (carpenter), P.O. Brisbane o c  24 Manager Bluff Gold Mine ,  Ravenswood c
483 Wright W., Inglewood c  25 Manager ,  Tingin, Maranoa c
484 Writtling J. L., Herberton c  26 Manager  (Mr. Durin ),  Maranoa c
485 Wroe Mrs., Rockhampton c  27 Manager ,  Rangroick Station c
486 Wulf D., G.P.O. Brisbane f  28 Manager ,  Winton Station c
487 Wyatt W., Valley c  29 Manager, Spence's Sugarmills , Beenleigh c
488 Wyer Constable, Gympie c  30 Manager ,  Excelsior Sugarmills, Beenleigh c
489 Wyett  - Boundary street Brisbane c  31 Bowen cWinterbourne StationManager
490
, ,
Wyett , Thargomindah in  32
,,
Manager ,  Greenmantle Station, Bowen c
491 Wyles Joseph, P.O. Adavale c  33 Manager ,  Coomburrah Station, Maranoa c
492 Wylie --, Southport c 34 Manch, P.O. Brisbane c
493 Wylie  Mrs., South Brisbane c 35 Mannro  (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
494 Wylie Benjamin P.O. Gympie n z 36 Mat, P.O. Yeulba c
495 Wylie James, llasgow Temperance Hotel, Bris-  37 Mattoar  (S.S.I.), North Bunda berg o c
bane c 38 Ozzie, P.O. Brisbane c
496 Wyleigh Geo. T .,  Brisbane in 39 Pat Tharurar  (S.S.I., care of Atkinson ),  Mount
497 Wynn Mrs., Brisbane u k Cornish c (2)
498 Wynn Mrs., Toowoomba c  40 S. I ;.,  Boggo,  P.O.  Brisbane c (2)
499 Wynne Richard ,  Sandgate c  41 Secretary, Mope to Prosper Lodge, Toowoomba c
500 Wyper W illiam, Ipswich o (2) 42 Silence  (E. H.), P.O.  Brisbane c
43 Stock Inspector, Wooroorooka s
44 T. C., Box 79. P.O. Brisbane c (2)
Y. 45 Tarra Sing (S. S.I. ), Bundaberg o c
46 Tigie, Maryborough c
1 YAN John, Toowoomba c 47 Tigonya (Api S.  S. I.), North Bundaberg o c
2 Yates  J. S. P.O. Brisbane o c  48 Tom Penticost (S.S.I.), Maryborough o c
3 Yee Chai, Fort ouglas c  49D Wattoo Kirrer  (Cingalese ), Mackay o c
4 Yee Chong, Townsville c  50 Winge Vouda, Bundaberg o c
5 Yee Sing Long, Brisbane s (2)  51 X.L.,  Kangaroo Point c
6 Yee Wah, Muttaburra c (2)  52 Yeula (S.S.I.), Bundaberg o c
7 Yelf Henry, W.R. Line o c 53 Zero, P.O. Brisbane c
By Authority  :  JAMBS C. BEAL, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane,
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Y'ROCLAM ITION.
By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.J chael and St .  George, Governor
A. Musuu tvs, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed in the twenty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
An  Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relatinq to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted , that  as often as  the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive  Council, shall, by Procla-
mation , notify that  any place  beyond  the seas is
infected with any infectious disease dangerous to
the public  health ,  and that it is probable that such
disease may be brought  fr om such place to the
Colony of Queensland ,  then, immediately after
such notification ,  all ships and vessels arriving
fr om, or having touched at ,  any such place,
and all vessels receiving any persons ,  goods, wares,
or merchandise ,  packets, packages ,  baggage, wear-
ing apparel ,  books, letters ,  or any other article
whatsoever , fr om or out of any vessel so coming
from, or having touched at such infected place,
whether such persons or articles sha ll  have come or
been brought in such vessels, or shall have gone or
been put on board the same after leaving such
infected place, or either before or after the arrival
of such vessels at any port in Queensland, and all
persons, goods, wares, or merchandise, packets,
packages,  baggage,  wearing apparel, books, letters,
or any other articles whatsoever on board of
any such vessel so coming from or having touched
at any such infected place or on board of any vessels
or boats receiving the same as aforesaid, shall be
liable to Quarantine : And whereas it has been
reported to me, the Governor aforesaid, that the
Island of Java is infected with the infectious disease
called Cholera, dangerous to the public health :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in pursuance and exercise of
the powers in me vested by the said Act, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify that the said Island
of Java is infected with the said disease, and that
it is probable that such disease may be brought
from the said Island of Java to the Colony of
Queensland.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this seventeenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government ]Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Southport, the twelfth day of December, 1885.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W Y r HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of1' 1884," it is  amongst  other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by  means of maps or plans  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries  or starting  points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation  of so  much of the forty-third  section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require theSurveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper naps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land d,-siribed in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
sail  land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such  lots  on
And the Hpronourabloper maps the
p Slans.ore ecretary for Public
Lands is  to give the  necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Toorbul, in the
Brisbane Land Agent's District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Southport, the twelfth day of December, 1885
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884 " it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed, and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey,  and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
239
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position of such lots by means of maps or plans, i ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
and by  reference to known or marked boundaries At Southport, the twelfth day of  December, 1885
rti it f Hi llt th ENor s ng poa n ore, xces : ow, ere s ency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, cloth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps  or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the  necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE  SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Mowbray, in the
Port Douglas Land Agent's -District.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Southport, the twelfth day of December,
1885.
PRESENT :
his Excellency The Governor in Council.
W !' HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of'r 1884 ," it is amongst  other things  enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed , and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed  open for selection, and may require the
t to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots by means of  maps  or plans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk  of the Council.
THE  SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the parish of Sophia, in the
Cairns Land Agent's District.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
W
HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the  passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection, or for sale by auction, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," or any Act thereby repealed,  and as  to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or.starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board, may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of the said Act  as requires  the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor-General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots  on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had, before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for  selection  under the provisions
of  " The Crown Zands Alienation Act  of 1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position  of such lots by means of maps or plans,
and by  reference  to known or marked  boundaries
or starting points : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, Both
Order, and it is hereby Ordered, that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before  it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Publio
Lands is to give  the necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE  SCHEDULE.
Crown lands in the parish of Homebush in the
Mackay Land Agent's District.
.v . .,.1.Ill_\
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A. Dl1SUnAVK, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by "The Common Law ProcessArt of  1867  Amendment Act," 34  Victoria,
No. 19, it is enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court to appoint from
time to time, by Commission under his hand and
the seal of the said Court,  some  fit persons residing
respectively at the towns of Mackay and Towns-
ville, or such other places as His Excellency the
Governor may, by Proclamation in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  for that purpose appoint, or
within two miles of the said places, to' be Commis-
sioners of the said Court for the purposes of "  The
Common Law Process Act of  1867 ": And whereas
it is deemed expedient and necessary to appoint the
town of Cunnamulla, in the Colony of Queensland, a
place for the purposes aforesaid : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MvsGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, do, by this my Proclamation, by virtue of the
Act firstly herein recited, and of all other powers
enabling me in  that  behalf, appoint the town of
Cunnamulla aforesaid to be a place at which it shall
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be lawful for His Honour  the Chief  Justice of the
Supreme Court of Queensland  to appoint, by
Commission under his hand and the seal of the
said  Court ,  some fit and proper person to be a
Commissioner for the purposes of  " ?he Common
Law Process Act of  1867."
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December ,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty -five, and in the forty -ninth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. RUTLEDGE.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By" His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY 1'MUBORAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MVSGRAVe,  chael and  li t.  George.  Governor
Governor .  and Commander  in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and itr
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifth
year of Her  Majesty's  reign ,  intituled
"d n Act to make further provision for the Main-
tenance of the Public Peace,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may
from time to time, b proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts
or any of the Acts enumerated in the schedule to
the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of any Act
here after in force amending or in substitution for
any of the Acts enumerated in such schedule, shall,
either absolutely or for such period as may be ex-
pressed in such proclamation ,  be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used,
or occupied by any association  ;  or that the premises
of any such association sha ll  be a public place, or
public thoroughfare ,  or place of public resort
within the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated
in the said schedule, or of any Act amending
or in substitution for any of such Acts : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGFRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  decla re  and
direct that the following Acts, that is to say, the
Act 2 Vic., No. 2, intituled  "  An Act for regulating
the Police in the towns of Parramatta ,  Windsor,
Maitland,  Bathurst, and other Towns respectively,
and for removing and preventing Nuisances and
Obstructions ,  and for the better alignment of Streets
therein ";  the Act 11 Victoria ,  No. 44 ,  intituled
"An Act to Amend the Act  for  regulating the
Police in the Towns of Parramatta ,  Windsor,
Maitland ,  Bathurst ,  and other towns respectively,
and for removing and preventing Nuisances and
Obstructions ,  and for the better alignment of Streets
therein ";  the Act 19 Victoria ,  No. 24 ,  intituled
"An Act to make further Police Regulations for
the City, Port, and Hamlets of Sydney and other
Towns and Places in the Colony of New South
Wales  ";  the Act 14 Victoria ,  No. 9, intituled
"An Act to Amend the Law concerning Games and
Wagers ";  the Act 15 Victoria ,  No. 4, intituled
"An Act J ar the more  effectual prevention of
Vagrancy and for the Punishment of Idle and
Disorderly Persons ,  Rogues ,  and Vagabonds, and
Incorrigible Rogues in the Colony of New South
Wales'  ; and the Act  27  Victoria ,  No. 16,  intituled
" An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relatinq to Licensed Publicans ,"  shall, on the
28th ,  29th ,  and 30th instant ,  be extended and apply
to the lands comprising the Racecourse at Mutta-
burra and the buildings thereon ; and that the
premises of such Racecourse shall, on the said
days, be a pub lic place, a public thoroughfare, and
a place of public resort within the meaning of the
above-recited Acts, or any of them.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Southport,
this seventeenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-jive ,  and in the forty -ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUBGIRAVB,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the eleventhyear of Her Majesty ' s reign, in itul d "Ax
Act to enable certain Public Hospitals to sue and
be sued in the names of their Treasurer and to pro-
vide for the taking and holding of Real Propert,
belonging to such Hospitals respectively,"  it is
among other things enacted ,  that whenever the
Governor shall deem it expedient to extend the
provisions of the said recited Act to any hospital
there after to be established in any town of the said
colony not mentioned in the said Act, it sha ll  and
may be lawful for the said Governor to declare the
same, by proclamation to be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  :  Now, therefore, I, the Governor
aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
extend the provisions of the said recited Act, as
amended by a certain other Act of Council passed
in the thirteenth year of Her said Majesty 's reign,
and numbe re d twenty  ;  and by a certain  other Act
of Council passed in the twenty -sixth year of Her
said Majesty 's reign, and numbered one ; and by a
certain other Act of Council passed in the twenty-
ninth year of Her said Majesty 's reign ,  and num-
bered nineteen ,  to the Hospital at Cloncurry ;
which Acts ,  from the date hereof, shall be deemed
and taken to apply to the said Hospital to all
intents and purposes as fully and effectua lly as
if the said Hospital were specia lly named in the
said first-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Southport,
this seventeenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUBGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirtieth
year of Her Majesty s reign, intituled  "An
Act to Prevent the Introduction of Diseased
Animals into the Colony .of Queensland, and to
Check the Progress of Malignant Diseases in
Animals ,"  it is amongst other things enacted that
it shall be lawful for the Governor ,  from time to
time, with the advice of the Executive Council, by
Proclamation ,  to prohibit or put restrictions on the
introduction or importation of cattle, horses,
sheep ,  goats, pigs, poultry ,  and other animals, or
of any one or more  kinds of animals ,  into the
Colony of Queensland ,  or into any District thereof,
from such places and during such time as may
appear necessary ,  and any such Proclamation to
alter or revoke by a similar Proclamation : And
whereas by a Proclamation dated the twenty-sixth
day of July, 1883, it was declared that all  dogs
introduced or imported into the Colony of Queens-
land from places other than the Austra li an
Colonies and New Zealand should be subject to six
months '  quarantine  fr om the date of their arrival :
And whereas it is deemed expedient to alter such
Proclamation in so far as it prescribes the term of
quarantine  :  Now, therefore ,  I, the Governor
afore said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  declare that the term
of quarantine for any dog imported from any place
other than aplace in any of the Australian Colonies
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or New Z ealand ,  shall be six months from the date
on which such dog shall have been put on board at
the port of shipment.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Southport,
this seventeenth  day of  December ,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five ,  and in the forty -ninth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 14th  December, 1888.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be
notified that be has been pleased to make
the following provisional appointments in the
Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force
HENRY WILLIAM ANTELL
to be Captain ; and
JAMF.s VINCENT CHATAWAY
to be  Lieutenant.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executiv  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Honourable GEORGE THORN,
WILLIAM KELLETT,
GEORGE RENNIE WILSON,
JEREMIAH JOHN DURACK, and
ANTHONY WILLIAM DARVALL
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse on
Bundanba Creek ,  in the room of William  Kellett
and Edward Augustus Bullmore, resigned, and
Richard Joseph Smith ,  deceased.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has, in ppursu-
ance of  the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards
Act of  1879 ,  been pleased to appoint
JOHN O'BEISN
to be an Auditor for the Kargoolnah Division, in
the room of Alfred John Haylock, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane, 16th  December, 1886.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
approve of the undermentioned appointment in the
Post and Telegraph Department ,  viz.:-
GEORGE  W. MUNRo
to be an Operator.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 11th  December, 1885.
[1 IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to direct that a Branch of the Government Savings
Bpnk be established at
BIUUARABA.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency  the Governor directs it to be
notified  that  he has been pleased to appoint,
provisiona lly,
CHARLES ANDREW MORRIS
to  be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1885.
HIS Exce llency the Governor directs it to be
1111  notified that he has been pleased to accept
the resignation tendered by
FRANCIs HODEL
of his  appointment as Acting Lieutenant in the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs .it to benotified that he has b e  pleased to app int,
provisiona lly,
Acting Lieutenant A. H. ROURHs
to be a Captain in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
Acting Lieutenant WALTER JONES
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
HUGH GEoRGE ECCLES
of his appointment as a Magistrate  of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation  tendered by
JOHN KEANE
of his  appointment as a Magistrate  of the Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES  JAMES HILL WBAY, L.R.C.S., &c., Ed.,
to be Visiting Medical Officer to the Dunwich
Benevolent  Asylum.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable PATRICK RYAN
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses, and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter, at Aramac, in the room of
SeniorConstable Sinnott, deceased.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has,been pleased
to appoint
THE RESERVE  FOR A POUND AT INGHAM
(rule Gazette  of 21st November, 1885)
to be a place at which a Public Pound shall be
established.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN FRASRR
to be Deposition Clerk in the Police Court, Charters
Towers. This . appointment to take effect from the
1st of July last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1885.
H IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER SMALL
to be District Registrar of Births, Deaths, and
Marriages, for the Registry District of Peak
Downs, in the room of Mat hew Armitage,  trans-
ferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 19th  December, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleasedto appoint
Constable JEREMIAH KELLY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for slaughter at Torrens Creek.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18tk December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in  pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Diseases in Sheep Act
of 1867," been pleased to appoint
ROBERT MORRISON
a Sheep Director for the District of North Gregory,
in the room of G. F. Glissan, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Sheep Brands Act of
1876," been pleased to appoint
ARCHIBALD FREDERICK MOSMAN
to be Deputy Registrar of Brands for the District
of North Gregory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 188.5.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
.ToHN EDWARD USHER, L.R.C.P., London, &c.,
to be Assistant Health Officer at Brisbane.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1886.HIS Excellency the Governor, with he advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE ALCHIN
to be Returning Officer for the  Electoral District
of Leicbhardt, in the  room  of J. G.  Macdonald.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation  tendered by
JOHN CLUNN
of his appointment as a Member  of the  Licensing
Board for the Police District  of Cook.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1885.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK R. GORDON
to be a Commissioner  for "  The  Diseased Animals
Aet."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Diseased Animals Act
of  1866," been pleased to appoint the following
gentlemen to be Inspectors, for the purposes of that
Act, at the Ports mentioned in connection with
their respective  names :-
Brisbane - PATRICK 1{OBERTSON GORDON.Mary borough-GEORGE WILLIAM RoEBUcK.
Gladstone--HENRY FRIsio.
Rockhampton-JOHN MCPHERSON.
Bowen - ALBERT BROOK.
Townsville-•BAYLEY PIKE.
Cooktown--ALPIN GRANT CAMERON.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1886.THE following Regulations, made in pursuance
of the  provisions  of  " The Diseased  AnimalsAre of 1866," have been approved by His Excel-
lency the Governor in Council.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
1. On the arrival of a ship at any port in Queens-
land, having on board any dog shipped at any port
beyond the Australian Colonies and New Zealand,
the master of the vessel shall give immediate
notice of its arrival to the neare st inspector of
sheep.
2. If any dog on board the ship Shall be found
to be infected it shall forthwith be destroyed,
whether intended to be landed or not.
3. If any dog be found on inspection to be free
from disease, it shall be conveyed at the importer's
expense to such place as shallbe determined upon by
the CommissionerorCommismoners appointed under
the abovenamed Act, with the authority  and con-
sent of the Colonial Secretary or Minister charged
with the administration of the Act, and shall not
be released from quarantine except upon the cer-
tificate of a Commissioner or Inspector appointed
under the Act.
4. The Commissioner or Commissioners shall fix
the rate to be charged for sustenance for all dogs
whilst in quarantine, and no dogs shall be released
until all such charges shall have been paid by the
owners of the dogs.
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Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.H IS Excellency the Governor, with he advice
of the  Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
Sergeant THOMAS HALLORAN
to be Inspector of Slaughter -Houses  and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at Cairns , in the room of
Senior-Constable  Whelan, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1885.
JT  is hereby notified that
James Hunter
has been appointed to the position of a Member
of Committee for the State School at Harris-
borough ,  vice  Ewald Michel, resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MvsGRAOE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance  with  the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884,' I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the following lots of land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place ,  at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively . (Deposit, 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey , and Assurance Fees will  be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON MONDAY, THE 25TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1886.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSORAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of se tion nine -five of 66TheCrown La ds  Act of  1884 ," ,  Sir ANTHONY
MUSORAVE,  the Governor  aforesaid,  with the advice
of the Executive  Council, do, by this my  Proclama-
tion,  notify and proclaim that the Lands  hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each.
REsERvE FOR SCHOOL.
85-27111-8.4.
Laidley.
On Sandy Creek.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Mort.
4 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on the right bank of Sandy Creek
at the north -west corner  of portion 115, and bounded
thence on  the south by that  portion bearing east
four chains  and thirty -two links  ;  on the  east by a
road bearing 351 degrees two chains  and nine-five
links and 14 degrees  thirteen  chains to Sandy reek ;
and on the  north-west by that  creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE USE OF THE BURKE DISTRICT
PASTORAL  AND AGRICULTURAL  SOCIETY.
55-57992- 6.0.
Hughenden.
County  of Douglas, Parish of Hughenden.
14 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
four chains from another point bearing 290 degrees
and distant sixteen chains  and fifty  links from the
north-west corner  of suburban  portion  No. 18, and
bounded thence  on the east by  a line bearing south
twelve chains  ;  on the south by a line  bearing west
twelve chains ; on  the west by  a line bearing north
twelve chains  ;  and on  the north  by a line bearing
east twelve chains to  the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Southport,
this  sixteenth day of  De cember, in the year
of our Lord 'one thousand eight hundred and
eighty -five, -and  in the forty -ninth year of
Her Majesty '  reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAYx m Qvwww I
No. of No of ofNo Price per
Lot.
.
Allotment
.
Section. Area. Acre.
I A. R. P. I fi s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
(Situated to the south -east of Mount Coottha
Reserve.)
1 1 1 3 2 38 50 0
2 2 1 4 1 4 50 0
3 3 1 3 0 5 50 0
4 4 1 3 2 14 50 0
5 5 1 4 3 8 50 0
6 6 1 4 1 16 50 0
7 7 1 3 3 13 50 0
8 1 2 4 3 15 50 0
9 2 2 5 0 0 50 0
10 3 2 5 0 0 50 0
11 1 3 5 3 4 50 0
12 2 3 5 0 0 50 0
13 3 3 4 1 33 50 0
14 4 3 4 1 30 50 0
Parish of Enoggera.
15  1 1 1 0 41 60 0
16  2 1 1 0 224 60 0
17 3 1 1 0 23; 60 0
18  4 1 1 3 25 60 019  1 2 2 3 0 60 0
20  2 2 2 3 28 60 0
21  3 2 4 3 9 60 0
22 3A 2 0 2 29 60 023  4 2 3 0 36 60 0
24  5 2 4 3 33 60 0
25  6 2 2 1 38 60 0
26 7 2 2 2 22 60 0
27  8 2 2 2 28 60 0
28  9 2 4 0 27 60 0
29  1 4 1 1 39 60 0
30  2 4 2 0 5 60 0
31  3 4 2 2 24 60 0
32  4 4 2 2 39 60 0
33  5 4 1 1 44 60 0
34  6 4 1 3 26 60 0
35  1 5 3 0 23 60 0
36  2 5 4 1 25 60 0
37  3 5 4 1 18 60 0
38  4 5 3 2 34 60 0
39 5 5 3 2 16 60 0
40 6 6 4 0 37 60 041 7 5 1 3 20 60 042 8 5 3'1 34 60 0
43 9 5 1 2 36 60 0
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December ,  in the year
of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and
eighty- five, and in  the forty-ninth year
of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
I Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
Mu GRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been temporarily reserved for the
purpose  named  with respect to each.
85-19850-C. Secy.
RESERVE  Foil POUND.
Toowong.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
86-27110-s.G.
Brookfield.
On Moggill Creek.
County of  Stanley ,  parish  of Moggill.
Portion No. 56.
43 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of Moggill Creek
at the north -east corner of portion 55, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing west
thirty-seven chains and ten links ; on the west by
a line bearing north ten chains ; on the north by
portion 57  be aring  east  thirty-six chains and
sixty-two links to Moggill Creek ;  and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment, - wexclusive of surveyed roads as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
Office.
RESERVE FOR HOSPITAL.
85-27142-8.a.
Esk.
County of  Cavendish ,  parish  of Esk.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 100 degrees 30
minutes and distant
4101
links from the south-east
corner of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
south-west by a road bearing 100 degrees 30 minutes
ten chains and eighteen links ; on the east by a line
bearing north ten chains and ninety -two links ; on
the north by a line bearing west ten chains ; and
on the west by a line bearing south nine chains
and seven links to the point of commencement.
Bnsnuvs FOE CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
8.O.--85 -11700-P.L.
Geraldton.
County of Nares, pariah of Johnston.
Allotment 7, section 6.
1 acre 30 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of allotment 6,
and bounded thence on the north-east by Ranken
street bearing 148 degrees 30 minutes four chains ;
on the south-east by Edith street bearing 252
degrees 40 minutes three chains and fifty -six links ;
on the south-west by allotments 6 and 12 bearing
342 degrees 40 minutes three chains and eighty-
seven and three-quarter links ; and on the north-west
by allotment 6 bearing 72 degrees 40 minutes two
chains and fifty-eight links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POUND.
86-27188-8.G.
Cooktown.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
10 acres.
Commeing at a point bearing 99 degrees 10
minutes and distant eight chains from the south-
east corner of section 27, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a line bearing 99 degrees 10
minutes ten chains  ;  An the south-east by a line
bearing 9 degrees 10 minutes ten chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 279 degrees 10 minutes
ten chains ; and on the north-west by a line bearing
189 degrees 10 minutes ten chains to the point of
commencement.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Enoggera.
1 acre 1 rood 15 perches.
Commencing  at the north- west corner of portion
243, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 179 degrees 10 minutes three chains and
thirty-six links ; on the south by portion 244
bearing 269 degrees 10 minutes four chains ; on the
west by that portion bearing 359 degrees 10 minutes
three chains and thirty-six links ; and on the north
by a road bearing 89 degrees 10 minutes four chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB RIFLE RANGE.
85-27143-S.0.
Cooktown.
County of  Banks,  Parish of Cook.
55 acres 3 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 34 degrees 30
minutes and distant eighteen  li nks fro m a blood.
wood -tree marked broad -arrow over R.R, and
bounded thence on the north -east by a  li ne bearing
144 degrees 38 minutes sixty chains ; on the south
by a line bearing 272 degrees 57 minutes twelve
chains and ninety -one  links ; on the south -west by
a line bearing 324 degrees 38 minutes fifty-one
chains and eighty-five links  ;  and on the north-west
by a line bearing 54 degrees 38 minutes ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RIFLE RANGE.
85-20366--P.D.
Mackay.
County of Carlisle, parish of Bassett.
158 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Vine Creek at
the south-west corner of allotment 132, and bounded
thence on the east b that allotment bearing north
thirteen  chains  and twenty-three links ; on the
north by a  road bearing 268 degrees 36 minutes
fourteen chains and fifty links  ;  on the west by
a line and allotments 124,115,112 ,  and 101 bearing
south eighty-seven chains and forty-nine links ; on
the south by a road bearing east nine chains and
fifty links to Vine Creek ; and on the east by Vine
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road three chains wide as shown on
plan of survey deposited in Surveyor -General's
Office.
RESERVE FOR RIFLE RANGE.
85-27044-S.0.
Roma.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma.
36 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at a post near the railway line
bearing 286 degr ees 15 minutes and distant 1364
links from a box -tree marked b road-arrow over R.R,
and bounded thence on the north- west  by a line
bearing 68 degrees 10 minutes forty chains ; on the
north -east by a line bearing 158 degrees 10 minutes
ten chains  ;  on the south -east by a line bearing 248
degrees 10 minutes 27 chains 76 links ; on the
south by a line bearing 270 degrees 23 minutes
thirteen chains and twenty-five links ; and on the
south -west by a line bearing 338 degrees 10 minutes
five chains  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR OFFICES FOR THE USE OF THE
CLEVELAND DIVISIONAL BOARD.
85-19057--D.B.
Town of Cleveland.
Allotment  11, section 58.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland.
2 roods.
Commencing at the north -east corner of allotment
10, and bounded thence on the east by Bloomfield
street bearing 354 de ees 30 minutes 250 links ;
on the north by Middle  street bearing 264 degrees
30 minutes 200 links ; on the west by allotment 12
bearing 174 degrees 30 minutes 250 links ; and on
the south by allotment 10 bearing 84 degrees 30
minutes 200 links to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
85-26674-S.G.
Muckadilla.
County of Waldeqrave, parish of Muckadilla.
49 acres 3 roods 39;6 perches.
Commencing at 4 post marked broad-arrow over
R.R on the east alignment of a road on the north
boundary of portion 29, and bounded thence on the
west by that road bearing 352 degrees 1 minute
sixteen chains and eighty-nine links ; on the north
by a line bearing 91 degrees 23 minutes thirty
chains; on the east by portion 29 bearing 172
degrees 1 minute sixteen chains and eighty-nine
links ; and on the south by portion 29 bearing 271
degrees 23 minutes thirty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
S.G.-85 -10308-P.L.
North Rockhampton.
County of  Livingstone ,  parish  of Archer.
91 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
32, and bounded thence on the west by a line bear-
ing north  thirty  chains and fifty links  ;  on the north
by a line bearing east twenty -six chains and fifty
links  ;  on the cast  by portion  34 bearing south
sixteen chains ,  again on the north by that portion
bearing east nine chains and forty -five links ;
again on the east by a line and portion 31 bearing
south fourteen chains and fifty links ; and on the
south by a line and portion 32 bearing west  thirty-
five chains and ninety -five links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
85-26394--P.O.E.
On Dulvadilla Creek.
County of Dublin, Maranoa District.
About  15 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Dulvadilla
Creek at a point 292 links in a direct line from the
centre of the Western Railway Line, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing 268 degrees
9 minutes fifteen chains ; on the west by a line
bearing 358 degrees 9 minutes ten chains ; on the
north by a line bearing 88 degrees 9 minutes to
Dulvadilla Creek ; and on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
85-27044-S.G.
Roma.
(Tn lieu of the reserve established by Notice in the
Government Gazette,  dated 14th July, 1871,
which is hereby amended.)
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma.
About 2,600 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungil Creek
at the south-east corner of suburban section 82,
and bounded thence by  a line  bearing north to the
south- east  corner of section 78 ; on the north by a
line bearing easterly to a point one chain and fifty
links north of the north-east corner of Selection No.
11, and by a line bearing 67 degrees 30 minutes to
the east boundary of the Roma Town Reserve ; on
the east by that boundary bearing 157 degrees 80
minutes  about 130 chains to the south-east corner
of the Roma Town Reserve ; on the south by the
south boundary of that reserve bearing 247 degrees
30 minutes to Bungil Creek ; and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of selections 11 and 16 and a reserve for
Rifle ange.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five,  and in  the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor 'aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the unalienated and unselected lots in the
parishes of Pine and Samsonvale, opened to selection
on the 5th October. 1885, by Proclamation dated
the 25th August, 1885, shall be and are hereby
withdrawn from selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's rigr.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TUB QUINN i
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Lost
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St.iMi-
A. MUSGBAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland ar}d its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of sections 10 and 95 of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been reserved for Township and
Camping purposes.
RESERVE  FOR TOWNSHIP AND CAMPING PURPOSES.
8.0.-86 -11221--P.L.
Duaringa.
County of Kimberley, Leichhardt District.
About 855 acres.
Commencing  on the Queensland Central Railway
Line at a point about five chains west of section 1
of the town of Duaringa, and bounded thence on
the east by  a line  bearing south about forty  chains ;
on the south-east by a line bearing south-westerly
parallel to the Rolleston new road about 160  chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north to the Queens.
land Central
Railway Line ; and on the north bythat railway line easterly to the point of commence.
ment, - exclusive of fifty  acres  for Railway Reserve
No. 16.
RESERVE  FOR TOWNSHIP AND CAMPING  PURPOSES.
S.O.-85 -11224-P.C.
On Pearl Creek.
Heathland s Run.
County of Kimberley, Leichhardt District.
About  420 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the south side
of the old Springsure road with the east side of the
Rolleston road, being a point about two chains east
of the north- east corner  of portion 14, and bounded
thence on the north by the old Springsure road
easterly about eighty chains ; on the east by a line
bearing south about forty-five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west about eighty-five
chains  to the Rolleston road ; and on the west by
that road northerly to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command.
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
I seven of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," ,
Sir ANTHONY MrSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the  Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named shall be and are hereby
appointed to be Trustees of the Reserve for a
Public Hall in the parish of Maida Hill, established
by Proclamation dated the 28th August. 1885, and
the said persons and their  successors sha ll , as
Trustees, have the control and management of the
said Reserve ; and the said 'T'rustees shall be and
are hereby empowered to make by- laws  for carrying
out the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval
of His Excellency the Governor in Council:-
HENRY ENSOR,
WILLIAM JOSEPH JOYCE,
DUNCAN ALEXANDER CAMERON,
GEORGE ROBERT WALKER, and
WILLIAM  BELLINGHAM.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
i'ROCLAM 4TION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVR,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[i..s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. B USUKAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Art of  1884 ," I, Sir ANTHONY  MUSGBAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN T
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HEBBEBTON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
All Crown Lands within the following  boundaries :
Commencing at the confluence of Scrubby or Phil's
Creek with the Barron River, and bounded thence
by the Barron River downwards to a point about
half-a-mile in a direct line below the confluence of
Mazlin Creek ; thence by a line bearing west to
the western watershed of the Barron River ; by
that watershed and the western watershed of the
Wild River southerly to the road from Watsonville
to Cardwell ; by that road southerly and the road
from Herberton to Cardwell easterly to the Wild
River near the confluence of Western Creek ; by
the Wild River downwards about one mile and
a-quarter in a direct line ; thence by a line  bearing
east  (being the boundary of the old Evelinn East
resumption) to the eastern watershed of the Wild
River ; by that watershed north-westerly to a point
south from the confluence of Scrubby Creek with
the Barron River ; and thence by  a line  bearing
north to the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing at the confluence of Granite or
Abbot Creek with the Barron River, and bounded
thence by the Barron River upwards to a point
about half-a- mile in  a direct line below the con-
fluence of  Mazlin Creek ; thence by  a line bearing
west to the western watershed of the Barron River ;
by that watershed northerl to the source of
Granite Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
1y
1'H,)('L 1 NT ATTN.
His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGsiVE,
.Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
LL.$.] chael and St. George, Governor
1..11 UatUAYR,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Guuer,ior.  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  and upon the recommenda.
tion of the Land  Board, do, by  this my Proclama-
tion ,  hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as Agricultural
Areas for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December ,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty -five, and in the forty -ninth year
of Her Majesty 's  reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TENNINGEBING LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries
Commencing on the northern watershed of Reid's
Creek at the north- west corner  of the parish of
Wolca, and bounded thence on the west by the
western boundary -of the parish of Wolca and a
line in continuation  thereof southerly about twelve
and a-quarter miles  ;  on the south by a line
bearing east about fifteen and a-quarter miles ; on
the east by a line  be aring north  (passing along the
east boundaries of the parishes of Grosvenor and
Mount Perry) about twelve and a-half miles ; and
on the north by the northern boundaries of the
parishes of Mount Perry and Wolea westerly to
the point of commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burnett
River at a point opposite the confluence  of Degilbo
Creek ,  and bounded thence by a line north-westerly
to a point distant two miles from the river  ;  thence
by lines parallel with the river and distant two
miles there fr om south -westerly and westerly to the
western boundary of View H ill  Run  ;  by that
boundary south-easterly to the Burnett River ; and
thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Agricultural Area No. 3.
The lands comprised within Broadwater Run.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGFRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the unalienated and unselected lots in the
parishes of Gladfield, Deuchar, Gilbert, Robinson,
Emu Vale, Cunningham, Killarney, and Wildash,
opened to selection on the 26th May and 26th
October, 1885, by Proclamations dated 27th April
and 10th September ,  1885 ,  sha ll  be and are hereby
withdrawn from selection.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Southport
this sixteenth day of December, in the year'
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Goi SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. M i-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Reserve for Timber on Tin Can
Bay, about ninety square miles, established by
Proclamation dated 21st  September, 1880, shall be
and is hereby cancelled ,  andopened to the opera-
tion of Timber Licenses.
Given under my hand and Seal ,  at Southport
this sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty- five, and in  the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN !
EItOCLAMATION.
By l_ws  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVZ,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
(L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A 11 U SG RAve ,  chael and St .  George ,.  Governor
Gueernur.  and Commander-in -Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "27ee Crown Lands  Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the pro -
visions of Parts III. and IV. of the said Act are
hereby extended and applied to that portion of the
colony comprised in the county of Douglas, in the
Burke District ,  described hereunder
DESCRIPTION :-
Commencing on the left bank of the Flinders
River at the north -west corner of Marathon Run,
and bounded thence southerly  by the  west boundary
of that run, east by the south boundary of
Marathon Run and part of the south boundary of
Marathon East, south by the east boundaries of
Namoi Downs Nos. 1,  2, and 3, west by the south
boundaries of Namoi Downs No. 3 and Bloom field
Runs ,  south by the west boundaries of Stamfordham
No. 10 and Stamfordham No. 13, east by part of
the north boundary of Sesbania No. 5 and the
north boundaries of Sesbania No. 7, Marmion,
Katandra No. 10,  and part of Katandra No. 11
Runs ,  north by the west boundary of Stamfordham
No. 2 Run, east by the north boundary of Stam-
fordham No .  2 and Stamfordham Runs ,  north and
east by the west and north boundaries of Ingle-
ounda Run, north by the east boundaries of Redcliff
South and Redcliff Runs ,  east and north by the
south and east boundaries of Redcliff North and
Hughenden Runs ,  east by the south boundary of
Prairie Plains Run ,  north -west  by  the north-east
boundary of same, north -east and north -west by
the south -east and north -east boundaries of Glen-
dower Run, to the watershed separating the
tributaries of the Flinders River from those of the
Thomson River ; thence north-easterly by that
watershed to the western watershed of the Burdekin
River  ;  thence north -westerly by that watershed ;
thence south -westerIy b the north -western water-
shed of the Upper Flinders River and the Dutton
River or Galar Creek to the north -eastern boundary
of Darnley Run ; thence north-westerly by part of
that boundary ,  south-westerly by the north-west
boundary thereof ,  south -easterly by part of the
south-west boundary ,  south -westerly and south-
easterly by the north -west and south -west boun-
daries of Doncaster Run and Compton Downs No.
3 to the Dutton River ;  by that river downwards to
the north-west corner of Compton Downs No.  4;
thence south by the west boundaries of Compton
Downs No. 4 and Rolling Downs Runs to the
Flinders River  ;  and thence by that river upwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December ,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty -five, and in the forty -ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, I.I Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that
the Roads described hereunder shall  be and are
hereby opened as Public Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 1073, Toowoomba District. (Rody Burke.)
From the west boundary of Selection 1073, parish
of Meringandan, north -easterly and north -westerly
back to that boundary, being a deviation of the
present road along the boundary, containing 3 acres
39 perches.
Road 2 chains wide, being a deviation northerly
of the reserved main road through Selection 849
W.R., parish of Emu Vale, containing 11 acres.
(Patrick Carmody.)
NoTE.--The above road is substituted for the
corresponding parts of the originally reserved main
and branch roads, which are hereby closed.
Road resumed from Selection No. 610, Mackay
District . (Benjamin Langford.)
A triangular piece of land at the north-west
corner of Selection 610, parish of Hamilton, con-
taining 5 acres, taken from a reservation of 6 acres.
86-28443--D.B.
Closed road, separating pre-emptive portion 6
from portion 64 and part of 65, parish of West.
brook ,  containing 4 acres.
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Closed ro ad, separating  portion 64 and part of
pre-emptive portion 10 from portions  60 and 59
and part of 57. From the Government ro ad west
to the railway, parish of Westbrook,  containing 5
acres  2 roods 14 perches.
Closed road ,  separating  part  of pre-emptive
portion 10 from portion  56  and part  of  57.  From
the north -west corner of portion  56 east to the
railway, parish of Westbrook,  containing 3 acres
1 rood.
Closed road , separating  portion 52 and part of
54 from Selection 3454. From the Government road
west to the railway, parish of  Etonvale, containing
4 acres 32  perches.
Closed road ,  separating  portion 55 and part of
54 from part of portion 50. From the south-west
corner of portion 55 east to the railway, parish of
Eton Vale ,  containing 2 acres  1 rood 18 perches.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eig hty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellenc y, Sir ANTHONY MUSGEATE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
A. MUSGR VE,  chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
1. Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation,  notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall  be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
D ssCRI PTIoN :
Road one chain wide resumed from Selection
No. 3426A, Brisbane District.  The South Australian
Land Mortgage and Agency Company,  Limited.
From Obi Obi Creek on the west boundary
of portion 1221 northerly ,  north-westerly, and
northerly through portion 1283 ,  parish of Maleny,
to its north boundary ,  containing 20 acres, taken
f ro m a reservation of 45 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Prom the north boundary of Selection 523, parish
of Hampden, south-westerly and north-westerly
back to that boundary, containing 3 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Southport,
this sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the tenth subsection of
section fifty-one of  "The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Road hereinunder described
shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
No. 1029,  Maryborough District. (Claus Henning
Kunst.)
From the south boundary of portion 97, parish
of St.  Mary,  north-easterly to the east boundary,
containing 1 acre 1 rood 7 perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Southport,
this sixteenth day of December ,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty -five, and in the forty -ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby  notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 'have been made for
closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all  persons
who may consider  their  interests affected  thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their
objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from
this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office
and at the Land Office ,  Stanthorpe , the Police and
Post  Offices. Pine River and Inglewood.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the I
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the  authority  in me vested, andin accordance with the eighth -fourth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  It
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
1
2
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and decl (tte that the
Road hereinunder described shall be and is hereby
opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road of irregular width,  not  exceeding two
chains ,  resumed from Selection No. 523, Mackay
District. (Robert Martin.)
Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
I  I  I  A. s. F.
Heinrich The reserved road Semsonvale 9 1 0
Kirchner through portion 146,
selection  $292, Bris-
bane  District ,  and the
road separating that
portion from portions
11, 21,  and 24.
About
The Ingle -  Part s of the reserves ]  Texas  ...  83 2 0
wood Di-  roads th ro ugh poi-,
visional tion 32.
Board on
account
of the
Scottish
Austra-
lian In- '
vestment
Company,
Limited.
The closu re  of these roads is pro posed to„ be carried out in
connection with the opening of,;other  ro ads.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth  section
of  " The crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing  the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich. and at the Police and Post Offices,
H arrisville.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  Area.
A.  It.  P.
1 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating  Forbes  ...  5 0 28
pilly Divi- portion 7 from por-
sional  Board tion 8
on account
of Maurice
Bowers
2 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto  ...  18 0 0
port ions 5 and 548
from portions 10 and
551 About
3 Ditto  ...  The road  separating  ditto ... 9 1 0
4 Ditto
part of portions 13 and
532 fro m part of por-
tion 5.3
... The  ro ad separating  ditto  ...  4  2 16
portions 79,  a2, and
83 fro m portions 87,
86, and 95
5 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating  ditto  ...  2  2 16
6 Ditto
port ions 89 and 88
from portions 90 and
91
... The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  16 2 32
port ions 548, 551, and
part of 552 fro m por-
tions 84,  83. 85, 89,
and pa rt  of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
7 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  18  2  10
pilly Divi -  port ions 27,  28, 31,33,
sional Board 34,  36, 38,  37, and 38
on account fro m port ions 26, 29,
of Donald 30,  and 32,  parish of I
Smith Wal -  Forbes ;  183, parish of
lace Normanby  ;  and 106,
par ish of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  4 026
port ions 184 and  pact
of 1R5,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  from port ions
30 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
10 Ditto
port ions 32 and 33
fro m portion 163,
parish of Normanby,
and port ion 34
The  ro ad separating Normanby 10 1 24
portions 181 and 187
from portions 183 and
178
11 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ... 7 1 3
portion 94, parish of
ltutdapilly ,  and por-
tion 198,  from portion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The road separating  Forbes  ...  6  0 16
portion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The road separating  Normanby 11 0 0
port ions 189, 9, 21, 20
19, and 16, from por-
tions 4, 10, 11,  12, 13,
14, and 15 About
14 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  2 0 20
portions 4 and 5 fro m
port ion 10
15 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 3 0 0
portions 8 and 9 from
portions 22 and 31 About
16 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 1 8
port ions 13,  19, 24,
and 189, fro m port ions
14, 16,  17, 18,  25, and
26, and its continua-
tion through port ion
189
17 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 4 2 0
po rt ion 18  from por-
tions 25, 28,  and 29
18 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 4 0 0
port ions 28,  27, and
189, from port ions 29,
30, 31,  and part  of 32 About
19 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Thorn and 1 0 0
port ions 182,  181, 179.  Norm nby
178, and 177,  parish of
Normanby ,  from part
of port ion 1, port ions
3. 5, and 8,  parish of
Tbprn ,  and port ion
176, parish of Nor-
manby
ScHI D17LE  OF ROADS TO  BE  CLOSED --- cons need.
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish.
20
21
The Mutda -  The road separating
pilly  Divi -  portions 3, 4, and 19,
sional Board f ro m port ions 5, 6, 7,
on  account l  and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lade
Ditto
22 Ditto
23 Ditto
The road separating
part of port ion 176,
parish of Normanby,
and port ions  10, 7, 4,
and 2 from po rt ions
12, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20,
and 21
po rt ions 5,  6, 7, and
17 from port ions 8, 9,
10,11, and 16
The road separating
po rt ion 176,  parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tions 8,  9, and 10
The  ro ad separating
24 Ditto ,. .  The road  separating
portion 175 from part
of portion 178
25 Ditto  ...  One of the  reserved
roads through portion
175
28 Ditto .,. The road  separating
portion 13 from por-
Thorn
ditto
ditto
ditto
Normanby
ditto
Thorn
Area.
A.  R.  P.
14 0 0
14 0 0
9 2 4
20 3 10
1 2 5
4 3 38
6 0 0
tions 14 and 15 About
27 Ditto  ...  Pa rt  of the road sepa -  ditto  ...  6 2 10
rating port ion 175,
parish of Normanby,
from portions 13 and
14
Nara.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
( r is hereby notified for general information,  that
1 applications under the  eighty-ninth  section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart•
ment theirobjections ,in writing ,  within  two  months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at Police and Post Offices ,  Cleveland and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
I. R. P.
1 Hans H .  Heine -  Part of the road Rediand ... 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
portion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Part of the  ro ad Indooroo- 1 0 28 ,
separating  por- pilly
tion 65 from por-
tion 89
The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed  to be  carried  out in con-
nection with  the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSIIJAE OF A ROAD.
l' is hereby notified for general information
j that application under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been
made for  closing  the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons  who mayconsider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gympie.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF 'ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. IL P.
- The Glaston -  The reserved road  Curra ... 5 0 0
bury Divi-  th ro ugh selection 889,
sionalBoard  Gympie District
on account
of Jeremiah
Neliher
Nora .- The area of this road is intended to be changed into a
reservation for  ro ad purposes.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE
No. Applicant. Situation .
1 The  Pioneer The reserved road through
Divisional selection 758, Mackay
Board on District
account of
William
Eastgate
2 Ditto , on The reserved  ro ad through
account of selection 843, Mackay
Martin District
Murphy
S Ditto ,  on Part of one of the reserved
account of  ro ads through selection
theColonial 858, Mackay District
Sugar Re-
fining Com-
pany of
Sydney
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Cooktown and Ipswich ; Police and Post Offices,
Cooktown and Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
CLOSED.
Parish. Area.
No.
1
Eton ...
A. B. P.
8 3 0
2
ditto  ... 8 2 0
3
ditto  ... 20 1 0
4
The closure  of these  ro ads  is proposed to be  carried out in 0oa-
nection  with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.IT is hereby notified or general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
aff'ectecl  thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from  this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and Gympie ; Police and Post
Offices, Ipswich, Wivenhoe, and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
I i  I I  A.  A.  P.
1 James The  reserved  road Wivenhoe 5 1 0
Taylor through portion 71
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved  ro ad ditto  ...  15 1 0
through portions 38
and 40
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  31 3 0
portions 37, 38, and
32 from portion 40
4 Ditto  ...  The reserved road England ... 7 1 0
th ro ugh port ion 213
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating Wivenhoe 5 1 36
portion 214, parish of
England ,  and part of
port ion 40 from por-
tion 53
*6 Thomas Two of the reserved Melcom be  17 2 0
*7
s8
Lodge roads through por-
Murray- tion 12
Prior About
The Ca- Part  of the  re served Maroochy 3 0 0
boolture road through portion
Divisional 119 (selection 3720,
Board on Brisbane District)
account
of Edward
T. Trundle
Ditto, on One of the reserved roads ditto ... 2 1 0
accountof through portion 122
EdwardH . (selection  3721, Bris-
Arundell bane District)
• The closure of these roada..# proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  B. P.
The Municipal The reserved  ro ad Cook ... 5 0 0
Council of through the no rt h-
Coektown on west corner of
account of portion 3
T. McCarey
Esk Divisional The  ro ad separating Byron  ...  12 0 18
Board on port ion 18 from
account of F. port ion 17
W. Biggs
Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Dixon  ...  40 3 24
port ions 4 and 11
from portions 24A
and 20A About
Ditto  ...  Part  of the reserved Dixon ... 7 0 0
ro ad th ro ugh por-
tion 20A
The closure of these roads is pro posed  to be  carried out  to  con-
nection with the opening  of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified  for general information,that  applications  under the eighty-ninth
section  of  " The Crown.Lands Act of  1884" have
been made  for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections,in  writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads  can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Ingham and Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROArS  TO BE  CLORED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  a. P.
About
1 The Colonial Part  of the  road separa -  Cordella 10 0 0
Sugar ting selection 109 from
Relining selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek and reserved
th rough selection 109
2 The The  road separatingselec -  Cunning- 6 1 15
Glengallan tion 1741 ,  Warwick Dis- ham
Divisional trict, from part of selec-
Board on tion 865
account of
Patrick
Horan
3 Ditto ,  on Parts of the  ro ad separa- Ditto  ...  7 2 36
account of ting port ion 137 from
John pre -emptive port ion 88
Donald and part of selection 865
Macansh
The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be car ri ed out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is  hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
me nt their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date . -.. • ..
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Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices ,  Rockhampton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. P.. P.
1 The Gogango Part  of one of the  re - Herbe rt  ... 7 0 0
Divisional served roads th ro ugh
Board on  selection 1812, Rock-
aocount of hampton District
A. H. G.
Macdonald
Ditto ,  on Parts of the reserved ditto  ...  13 1 0
account of road throughSelection
R. S. G. 1617 ,  Rockhampton
Macdonald Dist ri ct
3 Ditto ,  on Part of the reser-  9d ditto  ...  2 0 27
account of road th ro ugh Selection
R. S. G. 1348,  Rockhampton
Macdonald District
The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th  December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I T is hereby notified or general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
allpersons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Maryborough ,  Police and Post Offices,
Tiaro.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. I Situation. Parish. Area.
The Tiaro
Divisional
Board on
account of
Samuel
Gordon
The reserved  road
th rough portion 92
Tiaro ...
A. S. P.
2 2 0
The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under  the eighty- ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act  of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police,  and Post Offices,  Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
S CHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The Execu -  Reserved road in selec -  Maxwell- 28 328
tors under tion 483, Gladstone ton
the Will of District ,  from its
the late east  boundary south-
James westerly to a water
Thomson reserve ,  and from
that reserve west to
the west boundary
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
7 T is hereby notified for general information, that
l applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Office,
Mackay, Police and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
No.
1
2
SCHEDULE OF  ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant . Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
The Pioneer Part of the  re served Eton ... 0 2 0
Divisional  ro ad th ro ugh selec-
Board on tion 773, Mackay
account of District
William
Northey
Ditto  ...  Part of the road sepa- Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating selection 773
from selection 1005,
and also part of
one of the reserved
ro ads th ro ugh selec-
tion 1005,  Mackay
Distri ct
The closure of these roads is proposed  to he carried out in con-
nection  with the  opening  of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th December, 1886.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under  the eighty -ninth section of
" The Croon Lands  Act of  1884 '  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office,  Toowoomba, Police and  Post  Offices, Too.
woomba and Jondaryan.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I I I A. B. P.
1 The Rosalle The reserved  road Waits ... 7 0 0
Divisional th rough selection
Board on 3396,  Toowoomba
account District
of James
Shea
2 The Clihton The road separating Hodgson ...  15 1 0
Divisional port ions 34A and 34B
Board, on fro m portions 34, 35,
account 36, and 800
of James
Tyson
3 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 38 2 0
portions 53, 46, 158,
307, and 800 from
portions 485, 47, and
38, and its continua-
tion th ro ugh portion
34B
4 Ditto The  ro ad separating ditto ... 12 0 0
portions 38 and 39
from po rt ions 47 and
48
5 Ditto The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  44 2 0
portions 50, 51, 52, 63,
and 486 fro m pa rt  of
po rt ion 159 and por-
tions 306, 44,  46, 46,
47, and 48, also the
reservedroadthrougb
portion 485
Norz .- -The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1885.
,,THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
1 T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will
hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth
section of the above-recited Act, at the under-
mentioned Offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with Selections under
" l'he Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1862E " and
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876 " wi ll
also  be dealt with by the Land Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
AT rRE LANDO FFIcss-
Month.
Brisbane . lieen-leigh. [pewich. Esk. 
Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
3 Wed 11TuesMarch 6 WedFri 18., ., ., ....
April ... 7 8 to 101,
5 13May 1 Tues. 19...
10June 2
„
5...
July ...  7
isto  8 ofIt 3 „ 21
August ...  4 „ 12 7
September  1 „  9 4 15
October  „  6
November It 3 41 26 „ 7
December  „ I to 9 of r
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT Por.[csAT THS LAND Ov icxs- OFncs--
Month.
Too- Warwick .  Dalby. Allors.
woomba.
Date Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1886.  1885.
24 Fri., 27 Wed.. 2523 Tues .March ... ... Mon. , ,
April ... ...  20 „ 21 to 24 » 22
May ... ...  25 „ 26 is  29 27
26 2423June ... ...  22 „
27 „ 28July .. ... t »of 31 29o
August . ...  24 „ 25 „ 28  to  26
September ...  21 „ 22 5
„
2 „ 23
October ...  »  26 » 27 3,. 30 to  28
November ...  „ 23 „ 24 „ 27 it  25
December ...  „ 21 „ 22 Wed., 23 to
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Goondiwindi,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICBe-
Month.
Cler- Emerald Taroom.
moat.
Spring -  Mt. Banana,
sure .  Britton.
Date. Date. Date. Date .  Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885. 1885.  1885. 1885.
4March Thur 26 Mon 16 Wed 23 Fri 6 Wed 18Mon., .,.,...
1April so 20
., ., .,
1527 Tues 7...
May
., „
„ ofof of
25 Fri. 2028 618 1...
June ...
„It 25 to ofto 15 „ 3 , »isto 22 „ 5 „ 17
July ..
.
„
30 „ 20 of 1 It 27 „ 3 „ 15
August 27 17 5 724 19..
September
„is 24 „„ 21 of 2 to„ 28 „„ 4 »„ 16
October 29 19 7 26 2 21
November
„ itto26 „ 16 4 It 23 „„ 6 „„ 18
December
„
31 It 21 2 28 „ 4 „ 16
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K ENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,4 the second Monday in March,
1885 ,  and every alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
. day in each month.
At the Land Office,  Charters Towers,  the second
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Ravenswood, the first Thurs-
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF COOS.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes.
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land  Office,  Burketown, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rema, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land  Office,  St. George, the third  Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Aramac, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Blackall ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Tambo ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Isisford, the second Wednes.
day in each month.
WARBEGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each) month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
• The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
Applications  .for Cettilicatee 9f EulAlR ent.of Conditions.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive  from the Land Agent in
Mackay the amount of compensation to which he
is entitled for the land taken from his selection
for Road purposes:-
Selection No. 523, Mackay District-Robert
Martin.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane,  18th December, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
%TOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
l1\\ Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, iii
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony , describe the lands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.Nj OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed ofL Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will ,  in pur.
suance of the provisions  of  " The  Title .;  to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of  the At
aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and  in  every deed
containing the erroneous name  ;  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE BEFERBRD TO.
No. of Grant-27468.
Date of Grant-7th November, 1874.
Name of Grantee-Charles Gregory.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley, parish of
Moggill, portion 185.
Area-60 acres.
Nature of  Error.-The name of the grantee
having been inserted in the deed as Charles
Gregory instead of Charles William Gregory, the
correct name.
SCHEDULES  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-11554.
Date of Grant-19th May, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Eliza Edmonds.
Land granted.-Portion  198, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-23 acres 3 roods and 28 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  198.
Area - 24 acres and 15 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 197,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
dividing it from that portion bearing north 45
degrees 17 minutes east twenty -four chains and
fifty-two links  ;  on the north -east  by a line bearing
south 45 degrees east nine chains and ninety-five
links ; on the south-east by a line dividing it from
portion 199 bearing south 45 degrees west twenty-
three chains and sixty -three links ; and on the
south-west by a road bearing north 50 degrees
west ten  chains  and eleven links to the point of
commencement.
No. of Grant - 8567.
Date of Grant-31st May, 1864.
Name of Grantees-John Hausmann ,  Charles
Thumm ,  and John Eppinger ,  as tenants  in common.
Land granted.-Portion 17,  county of Ward,
parish of Boyd.
Area-78 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF DEED
OF GRANT.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd, portion 17.
Area-78 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the north-east corner of portion 16, and
bounded thence on the south by the north boun-
dary line of that portion bearing 269 degrees 40
minutes fifty-seven chains and thirty-nine links ;
on the west by a road one chain wide bearing
north fifteen chains ; on the north by a line bear-
ing east forty -seven chains and sixty-five links to
the Logan River ; and on the east by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th September, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous description ;
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-39121.
Date of Grant-10th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-Edmund Harry Margetts.
Land ranted.-Portion  716, county of Meri-
vale, parish of Wildash, selection 716, Warwick
District.
Area-320 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of  Merivale , parish of Wildash , selection
716,  Warwick District, portion 716.
320 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing  east and distant
two chains  from the south -east  corner of portion
320, and bounded  thence on  the south by a road
bearing east  forty -six chains  and twelve links; on
the east by portion 700 and 701 bearing north
s,venty-one chains and thirty-one links ; on the
north by portion 1157 bearing west forty-six chains
and four links ; on the west by a road  bearing
south forty-seven chains and twenty-seven links,
by lines bearing  east nine  chains, south nine chains
and ten links ,  and west nine chains , and by a road
bearing south fourteen chains and ninety links to
the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE,  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description ,  and such
grant and every such deed sha ll  operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-32,780.
Date of Grant-2nd Febiuiary, 1877.
Name of Grantee-John Gee.
Land granted.-County  of Churchill, parish of
Brassall, portion 483, being selection No. 1306,
Ipswich District.
Area-81 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall, portion
483,  selection No.  1306,  Ipswich Distr ict.
Area-81 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
484, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees 25
minutes fifteen chains and seventy-four links to a
road one chain wide ; on the souih-west by that
road bearing 315 degrees thirteen chains and five
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 45
degrees 25 minutes fifty-one chains and forty-two
links to another road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing  east  189 links, and on the
east  by a road bearing south twenty-four chains
and seventy-three links  east one chain  ; and thence
south eleven chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.NUI'I'JE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "  The Titles to
Land Art of  1858,
rovi i ns
the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such  Deed  of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the name of
the intended  Grantee. to  the intent  that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and  every such  deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of -Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land granted.-Allotment  17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area---1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been i! serted in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by, force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have  been  inserted in the said  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES  ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-15533.
Date of Grant-22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee-Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley, parish ofKedron, portion 91.
Area-20 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of gedron, portion  91.
Area- 21 acres  3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east by a road
bearing 359 degrees  63 minutes  twelve chains and
fifty-nine links ; on the north by portion 88 bearing
270 degrees 3 minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links; on the west by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-five and a-half links; and on the south by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes seventeen
chains and  forty  links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-35896.
Date of Grant--8th April, 1878.
Name of Grantee-Zachariah Skyring.
Land granted.-County  of Lennox, parish of
Glastonbury, portion 19.
Area-159 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Lennox, parish of Glastonbury,
portion  19.
Area-162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes thirty chains and
eighty-eight and a-half links ; on the east by a line
bearing south fifty-three chains and two and a-half
links ; on the south by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes thirty chains and forty-three and a-half
links ; and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty-three chains and four links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
n such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the area, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall be taken to have been inserted in
240
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he said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of Grantee-William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area-1 rood 23 perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23-h perches,
instead of 1 rood 25;a perches, the correct area.
a road one chain wide ; on the south -west by that
road bearing 311 degrees 30 minutes t'n chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 41 degrees 30
minutes ten chains ; and on the north -east by a line
bearing 131 degrees 30 minutes t'n chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Pub li c Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1885.
IT is hereby notified for genera: information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all  business under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases  Act of.  1869, "  connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Disricts of Leichhardt ,  North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy ,  will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
wri tten being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  will, in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such  Deed of Grant,  under his Hand and
the Beal of  the Colony,  describe the name of the
intended grantee , to the intent that,  by force of
the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-54,818.
Date of Grant-12th March, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Johns Caldwell.
Land granted.-Allotment  10 of section 5, town
of Geraldton.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Joseph Johns
Caldwell, instead of Joseph Johns, the correct
name.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned  in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three monthsfrom the date hereof, byinstrument dorsed on.
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the
Seal  of the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct description shall be taken to
have been inserted in the  said grant  and in every
deed  containing  the erroneous description, and such
grant  and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-23449.
Date of Grant-27th February, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Alexander Dennis.
Land granted.-Portion  393, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-10 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  393.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 392,
and bounded thence on the south- east  by Cambeoya
street bearing 221 degrees 30 minutes ten chains to
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
the portions of land in the parish of Balmoral,
to be opened to Selection on the 1st December
next ,  by Proclamation dated 16th October, 1885,
are available for application at Mitchell ,  instead
of Roma ,  on and after the date mentioned.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.THE attention of the Public is drawn to Sub-sections  I  and 2 of Section 2 of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885."
2. The Governor in Council, on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may suspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not at the commencement of the Principal Act
form part of a Run, and which had, before the
commencement of that Act, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereupon the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any application to select any of such land
must give a clear description of the
locality and boundaries of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is ursurveyed.
(2) Every selection applied for must, before
the application is lodged, be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches in
diameter, and such tree or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th October, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th August, 1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.
1T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioner for the Beenleigh
District will visit Nerang on the second Thursday
in February, 1886, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON. I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment  of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and  77  of  - The Crown Lands Act of
1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
PROVISIONAL TIMBER LICENSE.I HAVE this day granted to PATRICK BURNS,
of Reid River, in the District of Townsville,
a Provisional License to out Timber on the under-
mentioned Crown Lands
Description:
Land situate situate 39  miles west  of the 3411.Mile Peg, Great Northern Railway Line, at a
place known as The Gorge ;  area  granted, 1
square mile.
Given under my hand this ninth day of
December, 1885.
FREDK. GOODF ELLO W,
Land Commissioner.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the confirmation of the divisions of Runs
and the determination of Rents, and for such
other business as may be required, will be held at
Mitchell, on WEDNESDAY, the 27th day of
January proximo, at 10 o'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose  of determining  Rents, and for
such other  business as may  be required, will be
held at the Court Room of the Land  Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
19th day of January  proximo.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land $oard,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.1 T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the confirmation of the division of Runs
and the determination of Rents, and for such
other business as may be required ,  will be held at
Roma , on FRIDAY,  the 29th day of January
proximo, at 10 o 'clock a.m.
By order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Land Commissioner's Office,
Rockhampton, 10th November, 1885.
To JAMES COCHRANE.
IT having been reported o me that you have notcomplied with the condition of residence in
Rockhampton District . respect of your Conditional Selee-
Conditional Selection  tion, No. 1878, Rockhampton
Parish
'To.of1878.Archer.District, you are hereby called
County of  Livingstone . upon to attend the Land Court,
Selected- June,  1881. to be held at the Land Office,Confirmed-May, 1882.Rockhampton, on the 11th day
of January, 1886, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, when such evidence will be heard
as you may bring forward against the forfeiture of
your conditional selection aforesaid.
G. W. YOUNG,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1885.
To WILLIAM  HUGHES , Rivly, Upper  Bundamba.YOU are hereby called upon to attend at theLand Court,  to be held at Brisbane, on
40  Vic.,  No. 15.
Brisbane Disirict.
Wm. Hughes.
Homestead.
Portion 38.
Parish Paler.
160 acres.
TUESDAY, the 5th day of Janu-
ary, 1886, at Ten o'clock a.m., and
show cause  why our Selection N .
3612, Brisbane District, should
not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the condition
of residence.
PETER MCLEAN,
Land Commissioner
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th November, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR IuICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER  "THE  CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
TT is hereby notified that  an Examination of
JJ candidates desirous of qualifying themselves
as Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor -General 's Office ,  George street , on MON-
DAY, 18th January, 1886.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license as Surveyor , is required
to produce to the Surveyor -General a certificate
fr om a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey  Department as to his term of service
and general experience in field duties ,  and his
competency  to undertake surveys on his own
responsibilit  .  The term of service must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold  licenses as qualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Austra lian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the  Surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner ,  are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years ,  as requi red
by the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will  be requi red to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying names in full and enclosing with
same a fee of £5, together with any testimonials of
professional qualifications they ma have previously
obtained ,  which will  be returned after the examina-
tion is completed .  Each candidate is also required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground ,  and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirments of
the Survey Department.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of examination will  include the
following  subjects:-(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General  knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(q) Writing  descriptions of boundaries.
(h) The uses  and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(i) Methods of determining latitude and longi-
tude, and of obtaining the true meridian.
(j) Each candidate  will be required during
the examination  to take  an observation for
azimuth by an altitude of the sun, and
to work  out the azimuth therefrom.
6. Candidates  must be provided  with  a book of
logarithms ,  a 20 and 40 scale ,  a para llel ruler, a
protractor., and pencil ,  when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
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Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1885.
DIVISION OF DALRYMPLE.
T
HE following By-laws, made by the Board of
the Dalrymple Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, are
hereby published in the  Government Gazette,  in
accordance  with the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  Amendment  Act of  1882."
THE Board of the Division of Dalrymple, in the
Colony of Queensland,  in pursuance  of all powers
and authorities conferred by  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1879,"  " The Divisional Boards Act
Amendment Act  of 1882," and  " The Local
Authorities By-laws act of  1884," Both hereby
make the following By-laws, to be in force within
the said Division after the approval thereof by His
Excellency the Governor in Council and the pub-
lication thereof in the  Government Gazette,  that is
to  say:- BY-LAW No. 5.
V EHICLES PLYING FOR HIRE.
'Vehicles and  drivers  to be licensed.
1. No person shall use, employ, let out. drive,
conduct, run or ply, or permit  or cause to  be used,
employed, let out, driven, conducted, or plied any
vehicle for the purpose of conveying passengers for
hire within the Division of Dalrymple, or from or
to any place within the said Division to cr from any
place wlthout the said Division, unless suchvelhtele
and also the driver or conductor thereof shall be
licensed  in manner  hereinafter mentioned.
Proprietor' s and  driver' s licenses.
2. A license granted in respect of a vehicle shall
be called a " proprietor' s license ." A license
granted to a driver or conductor of a vehicle shall
be called a " driver' s license."
Form of license.
3. Licenses shall be in such form as shall be from
time to time directed by the Board, and shall be
signed by the  chairman  of the Board and the Divi-
sional  Clerk, and numbered and registered.
Who may be licensed.
4. No license shall be granted to any person who
does not satisfy the chairman of the Board that he
is a person  of good character. No driver' s license
shall be granted to any person who is under eighteen
years of age, or who does not satisfy the chairman
that he is competent  to act as  driver. No pro-
prietor's license shall be granted to any person
except the actual  owner  of the vehicle therein
described Every proprietor's license may be
cancelled by the chairman of the Board in case the
licensee  shall cease to be the owner of the vehicle
therein described.
Feesfor license.
5. No license shall be granted except on payment
of such fees as shall be from time to time prescribed
by the Board; such  fees  for a proprietor' s license
not to exceed three pounds (£3) per annum, and
for a driver' s license ten shi llings  per annum.
Proprietor' s license - how available.
6. A proprietor' s license shall  be available only
for the vehicle therein described : Provided that
whenev era licensed vehicle shall be under repair
the chairman of the Board may permit the substi-
tution therefor of any other vehicle for such period
as he may think fit by a memorandum endorsed
upon the license and signed by him.
Driver's license-how available.
7. A driver's license shall empower the licensee
to drive or conduct any licensed vehicle.
Duration and renewal of licenses.
8. Every license shall continue in force until the
31st day of December next ensuing after the day
of the date thereof and no longer, unless the same
shall be cancelled or suspended as herein fter
provided. Every license shall be renewed from
year to year, and also whenever any change in the
ownership of any vehicle shall take place, subject
to all such and the like rules and regulations as are
herein provided a itli leskeet to the ;i anting of
original licenses.
Accommodation in vehicles.
9. No proprietor's license shall be granted in
respect of any vehicle unless it shall be of such
size and dimensions, and be of such kind and
quality, and generally provide such accommodation
for passengers, as shall be from time to time
prescribed by the Board or the chairman.
License may be refused.
10. It shall be lawful for the chairman of the
Board to refuse to grant or renew any license if
he is of opinion from any cause that such license
should not be issued.
Cancellation or suspension of license.
11. It shall be lawful for the chairman of the
Board at any time to cancel any license held by
any person or persons who shall be convicted of
any breach or contravention of these By-laws or
shall be convicted of any felony or misdemeanour.
It shall be lawful for the chairman at any time to
suspend any license for such period as he shall
think fit.
Plying for hire.
12. Every vehicle, while standing on any
appointed stand or whilst conveying  a passenger
or passengers for hire along any road or street, shall
be deemed to be plying for hire.
Fares to be taken.
13. No proprietor, or driver, or conductor of any
licensed vehicle shall demand, receive, or  take more
than such fares and rates for the conveyance of
passengers  or goods as  are set  forth in the schedule
hereto.
Number of  license to  be painted  on veharle.
14. The number of ev'try omnibus  or car, in
figures not less than four inches in height, and of
every hackney  carriage  or cab, in figures  not less
than two inches in height and of proportionate
breadth, in white upon a black ground, shall be
painted outside in a conspicuous part at the back
of every vehicle, and on such other part of every
vehicle, or on a plate affixed thereon, as the chair-
man or the inspector of the Board may direct by
notice, in writing, to the licensee, and every such
number shall be kept legible and undefaced during
the time that any such vehicle shall ply or be used
for hire. Such number  shall also  be painted in
figures not less than two inches in length on the
outer side of the lamps of all such vehicles so as
to be distinctly  seen  when the lamps are lighted.
Table of fares to be affixed.
15. The table of fares, as prescribed by the
schedule hereto, painted or printed  in clear  legible
words and figures on a card or late six inches by
three inches, shall be exhibited  in a conspicuous
part of the inside of every licensed vehicle.
Drivers  to convey passengers.
16. Every driver plying on his route and having
room in his omnibus or vehicle shall immediately
take any person tendering the legal fare, unless
such  person  be intoxicated  or suffering  from con-
tagious disease.
Vehicles-when considered disengaged.
17. Every driver of a licensed car, hackney
carriage, or cab standing or plying for hire at any
public stand appointed by, or under the authority
of, this By-law shall be deemed disengaged, and
bound accordingly to take immediately any person
tendering to him his legal fare, notwithstanding
any pre-engagement.
Omnibuses and vehicles to show  number  of persons
to be carried.
18. No proprietor or driver shall ply for hire
within the said Division with any omnibus or
vehicle unless the number of the license of such
vehicle and the number of persons such vehicle is
licensed to carry is printed inside the vehicle in
words at length in the following form, that is to
say-" Licensed to carry... inside and... out side."
Route.
19. The names of the particular stands from and
to which every omnibus plies shall be painted con-
spicnously on the outside and also on the inside of
such omnibus, in legible letters,  white on a ground
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of black ,  at least two inches in length and of pro-
portionate breadth  ;  and no driver or conductor of
any such omnibus shall carry  by such omnibus a
greater number of passengers than the number
such omnibus is licensed  to carry ,  nor shall any
driver or conductor permit or suffer any person
except the conductor to remain on the footsteps
at the back of such omnibus.
Time-tables.
20. The departure  and arrival of omnibuses from
and at the several stands within the said Division
shall be regulated by a time-table approved by the
chairman ,  who may alter or vary the same as
occasion may require ,  and every proprietor shall
keep a printed  copy of  the same  affixed  in a con-
spicuous part in the inside of each of his licensed
omnibuses.
Omnibuses to complete journey.
21. Every omnibus shall  complete its journey in
due time and without leaving its proper line of
road ,  and there shall (subject to the time -table) be
such interval as the chairman shall from time to
time direct between the starting of successive
omnibuses from the same stand.
Vehicles  to be arranged.
22. Every vehicle, on its arrival at any stand,
shall be drawn to the end thereof ,  and all vehicles
shall be arranged in a single rank.
Drivers to keep near  side of road.
23. Every driver of a licensed vehicle shall
keep  to the  left  or near side of the road, and shall
not prevent any other  vehicle  or carriage ,  having a
right to do so, from passinc him, and no omnibus
driver shall drive past another proceeding to the
same stand if the latter be proceeding at a rate not
less than six miles an hour.
Smoking in omnibuses.
24. No omnibus driver or conductor shall
suffer or permit any passenger to smoke inside or
on the outside of his omnibus ,  nor shall he himself
smoke while driving .  Every passenger in or upon
any omnibus who, while he is such passenger, shall
smoke or commence  1 o smoke any pipe, cigar,
cigarette ,  or other thing, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Lamps.
25. Every licensed vehicle shall be provided
with a lamp on each side of the same, outside, and
the driver ,  when plying between sunset and sunrise,
shall light such lamps and keep them lighted, and
the driver of every omnibus shall also ,  between the
hours of sunset and sunrise ,  in addition to the
outside lams,  light and keep lighted a lamp inside
of such omnibus.
Public stands.
26. The Board may, by resolution ,  appoint
stands for public vehicles and remove and alter the
same ,  and no other stand shall be recognised under
this By-law but those so appointed.
D rivers to produce license.
27. Every driver shall ,  at all times when plying
for hire, have his license with him ,  and, on demand,
produce the same to any member or officer of the
Board.
Who deemed proprietor.
28. The person or persons in whose name or
names a proprietor 's license shall appear to have
been obtained shall be deemed to be the proprietor
or proprietors of the vehicle in respect of which the
li cense sha ll  have been taken out or transferred.
Proprietor responsible for the conduct  of driver.
29. Every proprietor of a licensed vehicle shall
be responsible for the good conduct of the driver
in charge of the same, and may be proceeded against
for any breach or non-observance of any provision
of this By-law by such driver.
Driver not to part with license.
30. No driver or conductor holding a driver's
license shall lend or part with his license, or permit
or suffer any unlicensed person to drive or conduct
his vehicle ,  nor shall the proprietor of any such
vehicle employ any unlicensed person as the driver
thereof.
Drivers not to attract notice.
31. No driver of any vehicle ,  whilst standing at
any street or whilst in any part of the said Division,
shall make any noise by shouting ,  ringing of bells,
blowing of horns, or sounding any other noisy
instrum(nts.
Vehicle  not to loiter.
32. No  driver of any vehicle shall suffer the same
to stand orloiterin any street or alongside of any other
vehicle ,  nor refuse to give way, if he conveniently
can, to any other vehicle in taking up or setting
down any person ,  or willfully ,  wrongfully,  or
forcibly prevent or endeavour to prevent the driver
of any other vehicle from taking a passenger.
Behaviour  of drivers.
33. No  driver shall, whilst driving or attending
any vehicle or whilst on  any  public stand ,  wilfully
or negligent ly do or cause or suffer to be done any
damage to the person or property of anyone, or be
guilty of any breach of the peace, misconduct, or
misbehaviour ,  or make use of any obscene,
blasphemous, threatening ,  abusive ,  or insulting
language, sign ,  or gesticulation ,  and no driver
shall cruelly beat ,  illtreat, overdrive ,  abuse, or
torture any horse  or horses  in his charge.
When walking pace.
34. The driver of every licensed vehicle requir-
ing to turn for the purpose of proceeding in an
opposite direction in any street, road, or lane, in
the said Division shall bring the horses to a walking
pace before commencing to turn, and shall also
proceed at the same pace in going round or turning
any corner in any street, road ,  or lane, and before
pulling up the driver shall signify the same by
holding the whip above his head to prevent
accident or coll ision.
Vehicle not to cause obstruction.
35. No driver shall ,  except when standing upon
his appointed stand ,  permit his vehicle to stand in
any street or public place within the said Division
longer than may be necessary for taking up or
putting down passengers ,  nor shall  he cause any
obstruction in any part of the Division.
Intoxicated persons not to be carried.
36. No driver shall carry ,  or knowingly permit
to be carried ,  in any licensed vehicle, any person in
a state of intoxication or so violently or noisily
conducting himself or otherwise so misbehaving as
to occasion any annoyance or as to disturb the
public peace.
Vehicles to be kept in good order.
37. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle
shall ,  at all times when plying or employed for
-hire,  have the same in good order, with harness
perfect and in good condition ,  and the whole ready
and sufficient for use, with the driver and horses
competent to perform trips  fr om place to place
within the said Division in due and reasonable
time.
Driver to be in attendance.
38. The driver of every vehicle shall be con-
stantly in attendance upon the same when standing
upon the appointed stand or whilst plying or
engaged for hire. No driver shall be at such a
distance  fr om his horses as to prevent his having
control of the same .  No driver shall  at any time
stand by or remain on the footway or pavement
of any of the streets, lanes, or public places next
adjoining any pub lic stand.
Drivers not to carry more passengers than licensed
. 39. No driver of any vehicle sha ll  carry more
passengers than his vehicle shall be licensed for,
and any person who shall force himself within or
on any such vehicle after the full number of
passengers are in or on the same, shall be deemed
guilty of an offence against this By-law, and may
be removed therefrom  by the  driver or any con-
stable or police officer.
Proof of license.
40. In  any proceeding under this By-law against
any person alleged to  be the  holder of a license and
liable as such, the production of the license register
showing that a license was granted to him shall be
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evidence of his being so licensed : Provided that the
justices may admit any other proof satisfactory to
them of any such person holding a license as
alleged in such proceeding.
Appointment of inspector.
41. The Boar .l may appoint an inspector or other
officer to see to the execution of this By-law and
to superintend the management of all licensed
vehicles, and such inspector or other officer
authorised by the chairman shall lay an informa-
tion against  any person having committed an offence
against  any part of this By-law. Any other person
feeling aggrieved may lay an information on his
own behalf before any justice of the peace.
Inspectors  not to be  obstructed.
42. No proprietor, or driver, or conductor of any
vehicle, nor any other person, shall obstruct
any inspector or officer of the Board in the execu-
tion of his duty.
Penalties.
43. Every person offending  against  or contra.
vening any of the provisions of this By-law shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,
to be recovered summarily before any two justices
of the peace.
What vehicles not to be deemed  licensed.
44. No vehicle which shall be let to hire by
special  agreement  only, or only when bespoken at
the stable or residence of its owner, and which
shall never take its  place  on any stand or ply for
hire off the  premises  of its owner, shall be deemed
a licensed vehicle within the meaning of this
By-law, nor shall the owner or driver of such
vehicle be subject to the provisions thereof in any
respect whatever.
Interpretation  clause.
45. The word "vehicle" in this By-law shall
apply to and include omnibus, car, waggonette,
hackney  carriage , and cab, subject to the provisions
of the last preceding section. Every person shall be
deemed to employ, drive, conduct, run, or ply a
vehicle for the purpose of conveying  passengers for
hire who shall employ, drive, conduct, run, or
ply any vehicle, in which one  passenger or several
passengers  shall be carried, at any place within the
said Division, if the proprietor, driver, or conductor
of such vehicle shall receive payment for the con-
veyance of any such  passenger  either befo • e or at
the time of, or after such conveyance, and either
within or without the said Division, and whether
such  payment shall be for such portion only of the
conveyance  of such  passenger  as shall be performed
within, or for such portion only of such conveyance
as shall  be performed without, the said Division, or
partly for such portion  as shall  be performed within
and partly for such portion as shall be performed
without the said Division, whether such proprietor,
driver, or conductor shall or shall not have de-
manded such payment.
Power of chairman may be delegated.
46. All  acts, matters,  and things to be made
and done  by, and all powers and authorities vested
in, the chairman, under or by virtue of the pro-
visions of  this By-law, may respectively be made or
done by or vested in such other person or persons
as the Board shall in that behalf appoint.
THE SCHEDULE REPERRED TO IN  SECTION 13.
Omnibuses ,  cars ,  and waggonettes.
For every  passenger-
s. d.
From a public stand to Millchester ... 1 0
From a public stand to Queenton Railway
Station ... .. ... ... ... 1 0
From a public stand to Charters Towers ...
From Queenton Railway Station to Mill-
chester or Charters Towers ... ... 1 0
Charters Towers to Millchester ... ... 1 0
Charters Towers to Queenton Railway
Station  ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
From Millchester to Queenton Railway
Station  ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
From Millchester to Charters Towers ... 1 0
When engaged by time, for the first hour,
one passenger  ... ... ... ... 5 0
For every subsequent quarter of an hour or
any part thereof ... ... ... ... 1 0
Every additional passenger 1s. per hour,
3d. per quarter.
Hackney carriages  and cabs.
For one or two passengers, per mile ... 1 6
For three or more  passengers , per mile, each 1 0
When engaged by time, for the first hour ... 5 0
For every subsequent quarter of an hour ... 1 0
Children-half the above rates.
Double rates.
For all journeys performed between  ten and six
o'clock the following morning double the foregoing
rates.
BY-LAW No. 6.
SPRING CARTS, VANS,  LOBBIES,  WOOD AND WATER
CARTS,  TO BE  L ICENSED.
Who to be licensed.
1. Any person who shall be desirous to ply for
hire with cart, dray, waggon, van, lorry,  or spring
cart, or to draw or carry for hire with any cart,
dray, waggon, van, or lorry, any wood, water,
goods, merchandise, luggage, or furniture within
the Division of Dalrymple, or from  or to  any place
within the said Division to or from any place with-
out the said Division, shall, on being approved by
the chairman of the said Division,  register his name
and place of abode in the Divisional office, and shall
thereupon and from time to time thereafter, on pay-
ment by him at the rate hereinafter mentioned,
receive from the Divisional clerk a  license , on which
shall be written his name and place of abode and
the number of his license. Every such license shall
be in force until the 31st day of December next
after the  issuing  thereof and no longer, and such
person shall pay for every such license to the said
clerk, for the benefit of the said Division, a sum
not exceeding one pound sterling for every year or
portion of a year ; and if any person shall ply for hire
without being so licensed, with a cart, dray,
waggon , van, or lorry, within the said Division, or
shall cause or procure any  person  to ply for hire,
not being ao licensed, with a cart, dray,  waggon,
van, or  lorry, for hire within the said Division, he
shall forfeit and pay for every  such offence a sum
not exceeding five pounds sterling, to be recovered
summarily before any two  justices . Providedalways
that if he shall have in his employment any servant
licensed as aforesaid, and such servant shall leave
such employment before his license shall have
expired, then and in such case the license of such
servant  shall and may be transferred to any other
servant in the employment of such person by
registering such transfer at the office of the
Divisional Board.
Stands to be appointed.
2. The Board shall from time to time appoint
places within the said Division to be used  as stands,
from which persons licensed as aforesaid may ply
with their carts, drays, waggons,  vans, or lorries
for hire, due notice of which shall be given by
public advertisement  in one or more  of the local
newspapers, and by notice to be posted at the
Qivisional Board' s office ;  and every carter who
shall, after such notice, draw up or station his cart,
dray, waggon, van, or lorry in any other place than
the place or places for the time being appointed by
the said Board, in order to ply for hire, shall forfeit
and pay for every such offence not  more than one
pound sterling.
Name  and number  of license to be shown.
3. The name of every licensed carter, together with
the number of his license and the words " licensed
cart," " dray," " waggon," " van," or " lorry," as
the case may be, shall at all times be legibly
painted in letters not less than one inch in length
upon the right or off side of the cart, dray,  waggon,
van, or lorry, and if any licensed carter shall at any
time fail or neglect to keep his  name , the number of
his ;license, and words "licensed  cart, " " dray,"
" waggon," " van," or " lorry," as the case may be,
legibly painted as aforesaid, he shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence not more than one pound; and
if any person not being duly licensed  as aforesaid
shall ply or carry for hire with any cart, dray,
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waggon, van, or lorry upon which there shall be
painted the word " licensed" or the words " licensed
cart," " dray,"  " waggon ," " van," or " lorry,"
as the case may be, he shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence  a sum  not exceeding five pounds
sterling.
Unlicensed conveyance  to show  owner' s name.
4. Every owner of an unlicensed cart, dray,
waggon, van, or lorry, within the said Division,
shall have his name and address legibly painted
on the right or off side of his cart, dray, waggon,
van, or lorry, and any owner of an unlicensed cart,
dray, waggon, van, or lorry within the said Division,
who shall at any time fail or neglect to have his
name and  address so  painted as aforesaid, shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence  a sum not
exceeding one pound  sterling.
Justices  may cancel licenses.
5. It shall be lawful for the chairman of the
Board to cancel and determine the license of any
carter of wood or water drawer who shall be con-
victed of any dishonest or improper conduct.
Table of rates.
6. So soon as a table of rates shall have been
established by By-law every licensed carter shall, on
receiving his license, be furnished by the Divisional
clerk with a copy of the table of rates regulated and
fixed for the time being, and shall carry  the same
about with him whilst employed or plying for
hire, and shall produce and show the same when
required so to do by any person seeking to hire or
having hired him as a carter ; and if any licensed
carter shall fail to provide himself with a copy of
such table, or shall neglect to carry it about with
him, or shall refuse or neglect to produce or show
the same when required, he shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence a sum not exceeding ten
shillings.
The foregoing By-laws were passed, and the
common  seal  of the Division was ordered to be
affixed thereto,  at a special meeting  of the Board
called for that purpose, duly held on the thirteenth
day of October, 1885, and the resolution then
agreed to  for passing the same  was duly confirmed
at another  special meeting  of the Board duly held
on the tenth day of November, 1885.
THOS. BUCKLAND,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and eighty- five, and in
the forty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAYE.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY
SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified, n accordance with t e
undermentioned Rules, that an examination of
suitable candidates will be commenced at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 5th day of April, 1886.
H. C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of April, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed,
to consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff,
and the Inspecting Surveyor ; the names of the
railway surveyors shall be taken in rotation accord-
ing to seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their. inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The fees of candidates not admitted o
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examination
who does not hold a license as surveyor for this or
one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not had
three years' field experience on railway surveys in
this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully  pass the examina-
tion shall be granted first or second class licenses
as railway surveyors, to be notified in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette,  and they shall have preferable
claims for employment in the Railway Department
of this colony when suitable openings may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by the
Inspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they shall  examine  candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far  as quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f) Practical examina ti on in use and adjust-
ment of instruments ,  plan drawing, gra-
ding earthwork contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
S. The Board of Examiners shall annually prepare
papers on the various subjects of examination, and
the same shall be submitted to the Chief Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than 80 per cent. of such marks shall be
entitled to a second-class certificate, and those
receiving more than eighty per cent. to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
11. Gentlemen holding  li censes as railway
surveyors shall be recognised  by the  Registrar-
General, and gazetted  by him  as qualified to effect
surveys under the various Real Property Acts in
force in  this colony.
JUST PUBLISHED.
NEW MAPS OF GOLD FIELDS.
ON SALE  at this Office, and at the respective
Wardens' Offices  at Gympie  and Ravenswood,
the fo llowing Maps :-
Gympie Gold Field,
Ravenswood  Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases, Reefs, Shafts, &e.
Price, 2s .  6d. each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  21st October, 1885.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.
(j OR SALE at this Office, New Map of Town of
1' Toowoomba, in two sheets ; price, is. each
sheet. Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta ; price,
is. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
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Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.FOR Sale at this Office ,  Re-issue of Map of theColony  of Queensland ,  corrected to 1885, in
Six sheets  ;  price, each sheet-coloured 3s. 6d.,
uncoloured 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Department  of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 17th  December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO HOSPITAL, INGHAM.
f11ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1. at the Court House, Ingham, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th January, 1886,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Additions to Hospital at Ingham.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "Additions, Hospital,
Ingham."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ingham.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majes ty for  securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
QUARANTINE BUILDINGS, COOKTOWN.
rd will be received at this Office, and
the Court House, Ccoktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January, 1886,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Quarantine Buildings at Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Quarantine Buildings,
Cooktown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£30. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, E rc., POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, INGLEWOOD.
i'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1886, from persons willin to contract for
Adaitions and Repairs to Post and I elegraph Office,
Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions,  4e,  Post
and Telegraph Office, Inglewood."
Plan, 'pecification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained at this
Office, and at the Post Offices, Warwick and Ingle-
wood.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See  clause  1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a  proper printed  form, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for
the due  performance  of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LEVELLING, FENCING, ETC., VOLUNTEER
PARADE GROUND, SOUTH BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1886, from persons willing to contract
for Levelling , Fencing , &c., at the Volunteer
Parade Ground, South Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Levelling, 4e., Parade
Ground, South Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be en-
closed by bank draft or bank  notes  with the
Tender, is £15. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the Ten-
der being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER DALRYMPLE CREEK,
ALLORA.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this
Office until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 15th January, 1886, from persons willing to
contract for construction of Bridge over Dalrymple
Creek, near Allora.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Dalrymple Creek,
Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Warwick and
Allora.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of a ontract.
Tenders must he on a proper printed form,
and at the foot of every Tender there must be
a memorandum signed by the party tendering,
agreeing to deposit the sum of 5 per cent. on
amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to evecnte and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the 'lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER BALONNE RIVER, SUR&T.
MENDERS will be received at this Office untilrl
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
January, 18:6, from persons willing to contract for
construction of Bridge over Balonne River, at
Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Surat Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Surat and Roma.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
per cent. upon amount of Tender.
'enders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent, on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'.render being accepted,  and undertakingin  that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not he taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Tinder Secretary.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Brisbane Valley Branch-2nd Section.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, ANDOTHERS.
STATION MASTER'S HOUSE, ESK.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Officeuntil Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
8th January, 11,86, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Station Master 's House at
Esk.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Station
Master's House, Esk."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Engineer's
Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bend
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
be accepted.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S.D.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETr DISTRICT-Isrs BRANCH.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
rlENDERS are invited for the construction of
the Isis Branch=in length 11 miles 45 chains
and 89 links, inclusive of Deviation-in accord-
ance with Plans, Sections, Drawings, General
Conditions, and Specifications, which may be seen
at the Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on
and after MONDAY, the 18th January, 1886,
where also forms of Tender and other information
can be obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for Isis Branch,"
must be deposited at the Office of the Under
Secretary for Railways not later than FRIDAY,
the 12th of February, 1886.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railwoys.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 15th  December, 1885.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1885.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALLS AT BRISBANE AND TOO-
•WOOMBA STATIONS.
r"RNDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on WEDNESDAY, the
23rd instant ,  from persons willing to rent Book-
stalls at the Railway Stations, Brisbane and
Toowoomba, from the 1st January, 1886, to 31st
December, 1886.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Book-stall."
The successful Tenderers will be required to
provide Book-stalls to be approved by the Depart-
ment.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, Eic., STATE SCHOOL,
LORD JOHN SWAMP.
TE will be  received  at this Office, andat the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 24th of De-
cember , from persons willing to contract for the
necessary  improvements, &c., at the State School,
Lord John Swamp.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Improve-
ments,  4'c., State School, Lord John Swamp."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Warwick.
'l'enders must be aunt in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowesi or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Tinder secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, SANDY CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office andat the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of additions to the Teacher's Residence, State
School, Sandy Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School. Sandy Creek."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1886.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL  AND RESIDENCE , TOWNS.
VILLE WEST.IIENDEIRS willbe received at this Office, and
at the Count House, Townsville ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on  THURSDAY, the 24th of
December ,  from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of a State School and Residence, at
Townsville West.
'l'enders to be endorsed  " Tender for State
School and Residence ,  Townsville West."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  'l'ender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the  Court  Hoizse, Townsville.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, WOODFORD.TEN DE R8 will be received at his office, andat
the Provisional School at Woodford, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Sate School at Woodford.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for State School
at Woodford."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Provisional School at Woodford.
Tenders must be  sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, COOPA1OO.
TENDERS
will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
of January,  from persons  willing to contract for
the erection of Additions to the State School at
Cooparoo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to State School, Cooparoo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
IMPROVEMENTS, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
CAMP FLAT.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
at the  State  School, Camp Flat, and the
Police Station at Caboolture, until Four o'clock
p m. on  THURSDAY, the 24th of December,
from persons willing to contract  for the necessary
Improvements, &c., at the State School, Camp
Flat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Improve-
ments,  4v ., State School , Camp Flat."
Plan,  Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, at the State School, Camp Flat,  and the
Police Station at Caboolture.
Tenders  must be sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Noon  on MONDAY, the 4th  January, 1886,
for the Construction of a Cottage  for the Light-
keeper ,  and also a Boat-sliedon  " Bay Rock ,"  Cleve-
land Bay.
Plan and Sp, eifications can be seen, and further
particulars obtained ,  at the Office of the Harbour
Master, Townsville.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1885.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-TORRENS
CREEK TO HUGHEN DEN (ALONG RAIL-
WAY LINE).TENDERS will be received at the Office ofthe Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-fifth (25th) day of January next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire, insulators ,  brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovementioned work, according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification appended
hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Torrens Creek to Hughenden (along railway
route), a distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or
less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line carrying two wires, one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantities issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, and any surplus material after the
completion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but notwithatand-
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ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to,
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as tar  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant, materials, and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by  the contractor or otherwise ,  as  penalties  for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total  tender cost of  the whole work
must accompany each Tender, also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ;  and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane.
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(4)) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches everhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear  space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt ,  and  five  (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty -five (25) feet in
length  ;  to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated  with the  best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity,
with  good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide .  The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator in, and served with a thick coating of
white lead
The poles to be not more than eighty -eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth .  At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied ,  and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supp li ed,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one  (1) inch  fr om the top of the
pole .  The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet .  Joints or splices to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the insulator with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed ,  and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each ,  as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
Otbeer and his assistant as required.
A ll  material used in the construction of this
work ,  or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship ,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph Offices, Townsville and Hughenden.
T. MACDONALD -PATE aSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th  September, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1885.N OTICE is hereby given, that Fresh Tenders will
be received at this Office until .N oon of TUE8-DAY, the 29th December n xt, for supplying
for the Public Service, in the several towns and
places hereinafter named, the undermentioned
Articles in such quantities as may from time to
time be required during the year 1886.
Tenders must be made on printed forms, which
may be obtained from the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the towns named.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the Tenderer, and two
persons willing, in the event of the Tender being
accepted, to become sureties for the due perform-
ance of the contract, and to execute within one
month from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender, a Bond in such amount as the Govern-
ment may determine ,  to secure such due per-
formance.
The envelope containing the Tender must be
endorsed  "Tender ftr Provisions, 4,C."
Further information may be obtained on appli-
cation at the several establishments for which the
supplies are required.
beparate Tenders will be required for the articles
enumerate3 under N os. 1 and 2, respectively.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
The towns and places for which contracts will be
required are as follows -
The provisions and other articles required areTownsville.
Fresh beef ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
Fresh mutton ... ... ... ... ... IS
Suet  ... ... ... ... ... ... of
Lard ... ... ... ... ... „
Corned beef ...
Roma.
Toowoomba.
Flour, best Adelaide ... ...
Flour, best Colonial ...
119
... per ton
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CONDITIONS.
1. All the  articles  required by this notice are to
be of the best quality of their several kinds.
2. Beef and mutton must be supplied in such
proportions as may be required.
3. The supplies  for immigrants  in the different
depots are to be delivered at such times and places
as may be required by the Immigration Agent, or
local immigration Agent, as the case may be.
4. The contractor will be bound to furnish any
of the articles tendered for, in such quantities as
may be required, when called upon to do so by the
Government.
5. In the event of a difference of opinion be-
tween the contractor and the party receiving the
supplies, as to the quality, the matter is to be
decided,  in cases  where the article is not of a
perishable nature, by a Board of Survey, consti-
tuted thus :-The party objecting shall name one
person as arbitrator, the contractor or his agent
another, and the persons so named, in the event of
any disagreement, will concur in naming a third as
umpire, whose decision shall be final.
6. If the Board decide that the article is not of
proper quality, it must be immediately replaced
by the contractor ; failing which it will be held at
his risk, and the substitute will be procured by the
department requiring it, and the expenses charged
to the contractor.
7. In the event of any failure or unnecessary
delay on the part of the contractor in supplying
the articles when required. they will be otherwise
procured and charged in like manner.
8. A repetition of irregularity in the quality or
quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in delivery
or replacing them when required, will also subject
the contractor, upon the report of the officer in
charge of the establishment, to be mulct in a sum
not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of his
monthly account, as the Government may direct.
It will also be in the power of the Government,
upon such repetition, to terminate the contract
forthwith.
9. It will be in the power of either party to
limit the duration of the contract by giving, in
writing, a notice of two calendar months to the
opposite party of his intention to end the contract
at the expitation of that period, it being understood
that such notice can be given only from the first
day of the month.
10. The contractor will be required to prepare
his own account monthly or quarterly, in the pre-
scribed form, which he will deliver in a complete
state to the officer receiving the supplies,
11. It will be competent for any contractor, with
the sanction of the Government, to transfer his
contract on the first day of any month, provided
the party accepting the same on his behalf shall,
together with two sureties, execute a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing the due performance of the
contract on the terms and conditions originally
accepted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PAPER AND BINDING MATERIALS.
MENDERS will be received at this Office
until Noon on TUESDAY, the 29th day of
December ,  1885, from persons willing to contract
for the supply of Paper and Binding Materials
required by the Government Printing Department
in Queensland, for two years, commencing on the
1st July, 1886.
A list of the probable quantities of each article
required can be obtained on application to the
Government Printer, at Brisbane, Sydney, and
Melbourne, where samples can be seen, it being
understood that in all cases the articles supplied
must be in every respect according to sample. As
this list is only an approximate one, the contractors
must supply on demand more of each article,
according to the requirements of the Department.
Tenderers to state the price at which each article
is to be delivered at the Government PrintingOffice, Brisbane . One-fourth of the probable
quantity required is to be delivered in the month
of July, 1886 ; one-fourth in January, 1887 ; one-
fourth in July, 1887; and the remaining fourth
in January. 1888.
Attached to each Tender there must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in such case that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within seven da% s from the
notification of the acceptance of Tender, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in
the sum  of £500.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Printing
and Binding  Materials."  and to be addressed to
the Colonial Secretary, Brisbane.
The Government will not  necessarily  accept the
lowest or any Tender.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general informaticn,
that JOHN STEWART, having repudiated his
Tender for erection of Court House, Laidley, is
disqualified from successfully tendering for any
Public Works under this Department for twelve
months from this date. W M. MILES.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1885.
'j T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that Mr. MARTIN DwYER having failed to
satisfactorily carry out his contract for the supply
of 3,000 yards of ballast for Section 6, IN orthern
Railway, has been disqualified from successfully
tendering for any Government works for a period
of (12) twelve months from this date.
WM. MILES,
Secretary  for Public Works.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
-'HE Tender of Mr. CHAS. WHITING,  for the
erection of Booking Office and  Waiting
Rooms at T, owong ,  has been accepted . Amount,
£1,180.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for  Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th December, 1885.
NOTICE.THE Tender of the QUEENSLAND RAILWAYCARRIAGE COMPANY, for the construction of
1 Composite Carriage for the Mackay Railway, has
been accepted. Amount, £600.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
FHE Tender of the QUEENSLAND RAILWAYCARRIA GE COMPANY, for the construction of
1 Cattle Wagon and 1 Horse Box for the Mackay
Railway, has been accepted. Amount, £300 10s.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1885.
NOTICE.T"HE Tender of Mr. THOMAS JOSEPH QUINN,
for the  lease of  the Warwick  Railway
Refreshment Rooms for one year from the 1st
proximo ,  at £35 per annum ,  has been accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information,I that the Tender of
Messrs. ELLIOTT BROS. AND Co.,
for the supply of Drugs required for the Public
Service during the year 1886, has been accepted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Tenders for the supply of
Provisions on account of the Public Service for the
year 1886, have been accepted :-
BRISBANE.
Schedule  No. 1.-Bread, N. C. Acres.
Ditto 2.- Meat , Co-Operative Butchering Co.
Ditto 3.-Wine  and Spirits , L. Cusack.
Ditto  4.-Gro ceries , Wilson and Co.
Ditto 5.- Vegetables , ditto.
Ditto 6.- Milk , G. Boyland.
Ditto 7.-Flour, L. Cusack.
Ditto  8.-Forage, ditto.
ST. HELENA.
Schedule No. 2.-Meat, Co-Operative Butchering Co.
Ditto 4.-Groceries, Wilson and Co.
Ditto 5.-Vegetables, L. Cusack.
Ditto 7.-Flour, ditto.
Ditto 8.-Forage, Wilson and Co.
DUNWICH.
Schedule No. 2.-Meat, Co-Operative Butchering Co.
Ditto 3.-Wines  and  Spirits, H.Bourne and Co.
Ditto 4.-Groceries, Wilson and Co.
Ditto  5.-Vegetables , L. Cusack.
Ditto 7.-Flour, ditto.
Ditto 8.-Forage, ditto.
ASYLUM FOR INSANE, GOODNA.
Schedule No.  2.-Meat,  C. and J. Wilson.
Ditto 3.-Wines  and Spirits , L. Cusack.
Ditto 4.-Groceries, D. T. Keogh.
Ditto 5.-Vegetables, Brady Brothers.
Ditto 7.-Flour, L. Cusack.
Ditto 8.- Forage , D. T. Keogh.
IPSWICH.
Schedule  No. 1.-Pread, J. Halley.
Ditto 2.-Meat, 0. and J. Wilson.
Ditto 3.-Wines and  Spirits,  L. Cusack.
Ditto 4.-Groceries, 1). T. Keogh.
Ditto 5.-Vegetables, Brady Brothers.
Ditto 7.-Flour, L. Cusavk.
Ditto 8.- Forage, D. T. Keogh.
TOOWOOMBA.
Schedule No. 1.-Bread, T. W. Webb.
Ditto 4.-Groceries, J. P. McLeish.
Ditto 5.- Vegetables , ditto.
ROMA.
Schedule  No. 1.-Bread, B. Leach.
Ditto 3.-Wine and  Spirits.
Ditto 4.-Vegetables. W. B. Murphy.Ditto 5.-Flour.
Ditto 8.- Forage
MARYBOROUGH.
Schedule  No. 1.-Bread, Hanley Bros.
Ditto 2.- Meat . V. Barbeler.Ditto 4.-Groceries.
Ditto 5.-Vegetables.
Ditto 6.-Milk.  Hanley Bros.
Ditto 7.-Flour.
Ditto 8.-Forage, V. Barbeler.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Schedule  No. 1.-Bread.
Ditto 2.-Meat. 1
Dtito 4 .- Groceries . Lawry and  Bolton,,Ditto  5 -Ve etables. g
Ditto  6.-Milk.
Ditto 7 .-Flour. J
MACKAY.
Schedule No .  1.-Bread,  Ann Duffy.
Ditto 2.-Meat,  M. Ready.
Ditto 4.-Groceries , Byrne  Bros.
Ditto  7.-Flour,  Marsh and Webster.
Ditto 8.--Forage, ditto.
TOWNSVILL1.
Schedule No. 1.-Bread, J. R. Reid.
Ditto 3.-Wines and Spirits. Armati, Fraire,
Ditto 4.-Groceries. 1 and Co.
Ditto 5.-Vegetables. p. F. Haman.
Ditto 6.-Milk.
Ditto 7.-Flour, Armati, Fraire, and Co.
Ditto 8.-Forage, P. F. Hanran.
COOKTOWN.
Schedule No. 1-Bread, U. Mader.
Ditto 2.-Meat, J. Dick.
Ditto 4.-Groceries, Power, Thomas, & Madden.
Ditto 5.-Vegetables, J. Dick.
Ditto 7.-Flour, J. L. Bigzell.
BOWEN.
Schedule No. 1.-Bread.
Ditto 2.-Meat.
Ditto 4.-Groceries.
1
Ditto 5.-Vegetables. . A. F. Stanborough.
Ditto 6.-Milk.
Ditto 7.-Flour.
Ditto 8.-Forage.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1885.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Second
Section of the Fassifern Railway from Harrisville
to Dugandan, in length 16  miles  75 chains 721
links, have been approved and confirmed ; and that,
in pursuance  of the 17th  section of  the Act 27
victories, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred to,
according  to the Map  or  Plan and Book of Refer-
ence  so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that aList of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment,  Central Railway, was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying
costs.  If not released on or before TUESDAY,
the 19th January, 1886, they will be sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Beenleigh,
Blackall,  Bogantungan , Boulia, Bowen (Port
Denison),  Brisbane , Bnndaberg,  Burenda , Cairns,
Cardwell, Caboolture, Charters Towers, Charleville,
Clermont, Cleveland, Clifton, Cloncurry, Comet,
Coomera Township, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald, Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude
Valley, Gatton, Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown,
Geraldton, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi,
Central itailway, Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard, Ingham, Ipswich, Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour, Kilkivan, Laidley, Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay, Maryborougb, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Morven, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Mitchell
Downs, Miles, Nanango, Nerang Creek, North-
cote, Normanton, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pentland, Pimpama, Port Douglas, Queensport,
Ravenswood, Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Sprmgsure, S. and W. Railway, Southport,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Sandgate, Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin, Thorn.
borough, Thursday Island, Toowoomba, Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston, Warvi ick, Watsonville, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to he undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
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Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £20u art thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regulati,n of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
priarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Refmerence of the First Section of the North Coast
Railway, from junction with the Sandgate Railway
(Toombul) to Caboolture, in length 26 miles, 4
chains, and 26 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Brisbane, and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in c mnection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS IN THE
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
T T is hereby notified that applications for the
1 Withdrawal of Deposits cannot be received
between the 1st and 7th January inclusive, during
which time the Head Office will be closed for the
purpose of preparing the Annual Savings Bank
Accounts.
Deposits will, however, be received as usual
during the above time.
Attention is also called t) the regulation that
Pass-books must be sent to the Treasury on or
before the 31st January, in order that interest may
be entered, &c. ; and those Depositors who send
their books direct to the Treasury, and not through
a Branch Office, are reminded of the necessity of
enclosing the address to which they wish their
books returned.
E. B. CULLEN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 8th December, 1885.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
POLSON CEMETERY.THE following Rules and Regulations, made bythe Trustees of the Poison Cemetery, having
been approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, are published in pursuance of  " The
Cemetery Act of  186.5."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES AND R GULATIONS.
1. The fees and charges set forth in Schedule A
shall be paid at the time the order is given for the
preparation of a grave, or when the permission of
the Trustees is obtained for the erection of any
vault, monument or tombstone, within the said
cemetery.
2. The Trustees shall allot the size and position
of all graves or vaults to be sunk in the cemetery.
No catacombs will be allowed.
3. No grave shall be dug at a depth of less than
six feet for an adult, and four feet six inches for
children under twelve years of age. All graves
shall be dug by the sexton only, except in his
absence or illness, and then by some persons duly
appointed in writing by two or more of the Trus-
tees.
4. The undertaker or person ordering a grave
shall furnish to the sexton a memorandum in the
form Schedule D at the time that the Trustees'
permi,4ion is handed to him.
5. The sexton shall have power to refuse to
break the ground for the purpose of digging a
grave, or to allow the ground to be broken by any
person for the purpose of erecting any vault,
monument, tombstone, tablet , railing , or other
erection, until a receipt is produced to him, signed
by one or more of the Trustees, for the amount of
the fees or charges to be paid under Schedule A.
6. In accordance with the provisions of the 19th
section of  " The Cemetery Act,"  any person digging
or making a vault, or erecting and placing a monu-
ment or tombstone in the cemetery, by and with
the permission of the Trustees, under these Rules,
and upon the payment of the charges herein men-
tioned, shall be entitled to have, maintain, and
keep up such vault, monument, or tombstone,
according to the terms of such permission, to and
for the sole and separate use of such person or
persons, and his or her and their representatives
for ever.
7. Applications for permission to have a grave
prepared, a vault constructed, or a monument,
tombstone, or tablet erected, must be made to the
Trustees or to the person or persons anthorised
by them ; whereupon, if approved of, a permission
in the form set forth in Schedule B, if required,
will be granted to the party applying on payment
of the charges set forth in Schedule A.
8. All charges will be remitted on the burial of any
poor person in the said cemetery (except in the case
of burials by Government and hospital contractors),
upon its being -proved to the satisfaction of the
Trustees that such person  was a  pauper, or that the
relations and friends of the deceased are unable to
pay the costs and charges of such burial. Where
paupers are buried by Government contractors, the
charge will be in  accordance  with the scale set forth
in Schedule A.
9. Orders for interment must be given to the
sexton at least eight working hours prior to the
hour fixed for the funeral ; if not, an extra charge
will be made in accordance with the scale in
Schedule A. No free interment will be allowed
without the above notice.
10. Parties requiring brick graves or vaults to be
made in the cemetery will be required to submit
plans of same for the approval of the Trustees,
and to construct the same under the direction of
the surveyor appointed by the Trustees ; and
every coffin place in a vault or brick grave must
be bricked in, cemented, and covered with a slab
of stone, slate, or iron, and every such coffin must
have on the lid a lead or copper plate, with the
name  of the deceased stamped thereon.
11. Members of any religious denomination who
wish to erect and build (within such part of the
said cemetery as shall be specially set apart for
that denomination), at their own expense, a suitable
mortuary, church or chapel, for the performance
of the rites and ceremonies connected with the
burial of the dead according to the usages of such
denomination, shall be at liberty to do so, provided
that the plan, specifications, elevations, or models
thereof, together with plans, &c., of any lodges,
other buildings, and conveniences which may be,
attached theret shall be first submitted to the
'1 rustees and approved of by them.
12. A plan or drawing of every monument,tombstone, r tablet proposed to be erected, and a
copy of every epitaph or inscription to be engraven
thereon, must be submitted to the Trustees for
approval ; and the Trustees shall have power to
withhold their permission and prevent the erection
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of any monument, &c., which shall appear to them
inappropriate or unbecoming. In the erection of
tablets copper  cramps  must be used.
13. At the time orders for interment are given,
or an application  is made  to the Trustees to have a
grave prepared, the name, age, late place  of resi-
dence, and the probable cause of death of the
deceased, together with the rest of the particulars
required to fill up the form Schedule C, must be
given by the party who makes the application.
14. The  sexton must  be informed of the hour
fixed for the funeral, which must be understood to
mean the hour at which the procession is to arrive
at the cemetery. The hour fixed  must in all  cases
be punctually observed.
15. The hours fixed for the performance of
funerals shall be from eight o'clock a.m. to six
o'clock p.m. from the month of September to the
month of April inclusive, and from eight o'clock
a.m. to five o'clock p.m. from the month of May to
August. On undays the hours for funerals all
be from two o'clock to five p.m. throughout the
year. Except in cases of great urgency, no funeral
will be allowed to take place between seven o'clock
p.m. and  seven  o'clock a.m., and then only subject
to such conditions as the Trustees may impose.
16. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all
special grants  and of the position of all graves in
the cemetery, shall be kept by the Trustees and
shall be open to the inspection of parties interested
upon payment of the charges mentioned in
Schedule A.
17. All monuments,  vau'ts, graves , and grave-
stones must  be kept in repair and proper condition
by or at the expense of their owners.
18. The sexton has authority to exercise all the
powers conferred upon  a servant  of the Trustees
by sections 36 and 39 of  "The Cemetery  Act,1865,"
in respect of any person who shall behave indecor-
ously or commit any  trespass  or injury to the trees,
flowers, or erections, or otherwise infringe any of
the provisions of the said Act.
19. No  funeral  will be allowed to take place
(except under  circumstances  of the most urgent
nature) without a certificate of the registration of
the death, signed by the district registrar, or a
certificate of a coroner  or magistrate  holding an
inquest or inquiry ; such certificate to be delivered
to the sexton before the funeral enters the gate of
the cemetery.
For permission to erect headstones, tombs ; or  Z. it. d.half-to mbs-upr ght, pedestal, or monu-
ment . 0 10 6
For iron label (to be charged for in  all  eases) 0 5 0
For copy of register ... ... ...  0 2 6
For inspection, plan or register ... ...  0 2 6
SCHEDULE B.
Form of certificate of right, of burial in the Polaou
Cemetery.
On the application of and upon
payment of the sum of which is hereby  acknow-
ledged to have been received, the Trustees of the
Polson Cemetery, in the terms of and as authorised by
the Act of Parliament of 29 Vitoria, No. 15, have agreed
to grant unto the said permission to dig or
make a grave or vault on that piece of ground
feet long by feet broad, lying within the portion
of the said cemetery described  as and marked
No. compartment on the map or plan of the said
cemetery, kept by the said Trustees, with permission to
erect or place on the said piece of ground a monument
or tombstone, on payment of such charges as may from
time to time be established ; and it is hereby declared
that the said shall be entitled to have, main-
tain, and keep up such vault, monument, or tombstone
according to the terms of this permission, to and for
the sole and separate use of the said
and his (or their) representatives for ever : Provided
always,  and it is hereby declared, that this grant is made
subject to the terms and conditions following, viz.:-
First, that the said piece of ground shall be kept and
used by the said and his representatives,
solely as a burying place and that no other use shall
be made thereof. Secondly, that no enclosing wall,
fence, building, monument, or tombstone shall be
erected or placed on the said piece of ground until a
plan thereof shall have been exhibited to the said
Trustees, and their authority given for the erection
thereof. Third, the said grave or vault,.and wall, fence,
building, monument, or tombstone shall be main+eined
and kept up by the said and his representa-
tives, in proper repair, to the satisfaction of the said
Trustees. Fourth, that the said and his
representatives shall, in the use of the said piece of
ground and access thereto, be subject in every respect
to such rules and regulations as the Trustees of the said
cemetery may from time to time make ; and shall not
be entitled to exercise the right to bury or inter therein,
except on payment of such charges as shall from time
to time be established by the  said  Trustees.
Given under our hands and seals, at Polson, in the
Colony of Queensland, this day of
A.D. 18
SCHEDULE A. Trustees of the
CRASGES. Polson Cemetery.
Public Graves.
£ a. d Signed by the said Trustees ,  in the presence of :
in open ground  (includingA sin le grave
. Reg. No. :g ,
sinking ) ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 0 Compartment  No.:
A single grave, in open ground ,  for children
ears  (including sinking ) 0under five 10 0...y
• single grave in open ground for a stillborn
child  (including sinking ) ... ...  0 7 6
SCHEDULE C.
Form of instructions  for graves.
A single grave in open ground, burials by Answers to be written opposite to the following
Government and Hospital contractors questions at the time of giving order.
(adults ),  including sinking  ...  0 15 0 1. Name of deceased :
A single grave in open ground ,  burials by 2. What denomination :
Government and Hospital contractors 3. Late residence of the deceased :(child ren),  including sinking  ... ...  0 10 0 4. Rank of the deceased :
Private Graves. 5. Age of the deceased :
8 feet  by 4 feet 1Land for graves  (unselected ) 0 0 6. Where born :,
Land for graves  (selected ),  8 feet by 4 feet 7. Minister to officiate :
(exclusive of sinking ) ... ...  2 0 0 8. Day of funeral :
Land for graves  (selected), 8 feet by 8 feet 9. What hour :
(exclusive of sinking ) ... ... ...  3 0 0 10. In what portion of cemetery is deceased to be
Land for graves  (selected ),  8 feet by 12 feet buried :
(exclusive of sinking ) ... ... ...  4 0 0 11. N umber of grave on plan :
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each 12. If a pub lic grave :
grave 6 feet  ... ... ...  0 10 0 13. If a private grave (unselected), what width,
Re-opening grave or vault  ... ...  0 15 0 feet inches.
For certificate of right of burial in all private 14. If a private grave  (selected ),  what width,
graves 0 5 0 feet inches.
For all interments  which  take place on 15. If a family vault or brick grave ,  what width,
except the grave is opened onSunday feet.,
the previous day (additional fee) ... 0 7 6 16. What depth :
For all interments not taking place in the 17. If first  or second interment :
usual hours  (additional fee) ... ... 0 10 6 18. Nature of disease ,  or supposed cause of death :
For all interments where the notice  required (Signature)
under rule 9 is not given  (additional) 0 10 6 Representative  or Undertakers
2198
Order received this day of 18
at o'clock  in the noon.
Sexton.
SCHEDULE D.
Information to sexton  to enable him  to prepare graces
proper size.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width of  coffin  (widest part) :
Hour of funeral :
(Signature)
Date :
Undertaker or Representative.
The foregoing Rules and Regulations were
adopted at a meeting of the Trustees of the Poison
Cemetery, held this second day of November, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five.
F. B. C. CORSER,
W. SOUTHERDEN, Trustees of
J. F. WOOD, the Poison
PAUL HUNTER, I Cemetery.
T. A. BROMILY, J
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Southport,
this eleventh day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign,
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1835.
MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG.
rj`HE following By-law, made by the Council of
1 the Municipality of Bundaberg, having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, is published in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Health Art  of 1884."
BY-LAW No. 11.
FOR THE  ORDERING OF COMMON LODGING-HOUSES
WITHIN THE  MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG}.
Whereas by an Act of Parliament of Queens-
land, 48 Victoria. No. 17, intituled  "An Art to
make better  provision  for securing  and maintaining
the Public Health,"  the Municipal Council of the
Municipa ity of Bundaberg, as Local Authority in
and for the said Municipality, is empowered from
time to time to make By-laws-1st. For fixing and
from time to time varying the number of lodgers
who may be received into a common lodging-house,
and for the separation of the sexes therein ; 2nd.
For promoting cleanliness and ventilati n therein ;
3rd. For enforcing the giving of notices and the
taking of pre. aution in  cases  of any infectious
disease  occurring  in a common  lodging-house ; and
4th. Generally for the good conduct of such houses.
It is hereby ordered and directed by the said Local
Authority:-1. In order that a common lodging-house may
be registered, the keeper of such house shall give
notice in writing in the form of the schedule hereto
annexed ani marked A addressed to the town
clerk.
2. On the registration of a common lodging-
house, the keeper shall pay to the town clerk for
the benefit of the  municipal  fund the sum of twenty
shillings, and the town clerk shall furnish the
keeper with a certificate thereupon of such regis-
tration : should half the year have elapsed, half the
above sum only shall be paid.
3. Each registration of a common lodging-house
shall be in force from the date of its registration until
the 31st day of December next ensuing, and no
longer, provided always that if upon inspection or
s-itisfaet,'ry evidence it shall appear to the Council
that eitkier from unhealthiness of position, the in-
sufficiency of the premises. the improper character
of the keeper, three breaches of this By-law, or
from other sufficient cause, the Council may refuse
to renew  such registration, and may upon due notice,
and unless  sufficient cause to the contrary be
shown, suspend or cancel any such reg'strat :on ;
and notice in writing addressed to the keeper,
signed by the toa n clerk, of such suspension or
cancellation shall be deemed conclusive evidence
of such  suspension or cancellation.
4. There shall be no greater number of lodgers
or other persons permitted to occupy any sleeping
apartment in any common lodging-house than the
number which can be accommodated with space
according to the undermentioned conditions, that is
to say:-
1. In sleeping apartments in wooden buildings
one person for each space of not less than
480 cubic feet contained in such apartment.
2. In every apartment where there is no
chimney or equivalent ventilation one
person for each space of not less than 600
cubic feet contained in such apartment.
3. In brick buildings one person to each 500
cubic feet of space contained in each
sleeping apartment where proper means
of ventilation are afforded.
4. Two children, under ten years of age shall
be counted as one lodger.
5. The keeper of every lodging House shall put
up, and keep exhibited in a c, •nspicuous place in
each sleeping apartment, a ticket signed by the
town clerk stating the number of lodgers al-
lowed to sleep in such room, which ticket the
town clerk shall issue upon registering such
common lodging-house, or afterwards when applied
to upon any sleeping apartment being altered in
such  a manner as  to increase or lessen the space
available therein for lodgers, or upon any fresh
room being  used as a sleeping  apartment.
6. The keeper of any common lodging-house who
shall put up and exhibit, llow, or  suffer  to be put
up and exhibited i-i any  apartment  of a common
lodging-house, any ticket signed by the town clerk
stating the number of persons allowe t to sleep in
an apartment , to which the ticket does not apply,
shall be liable on conviction to a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds.
7. Persons of different  sexes shall  not occupy the
same sleeping apartment  except married corples,
or parents  with their children under ten years of
age, or any children under ten  years of age.
8. The keeper of every  common lodging-house
shall keep the floors  of all rooms ,  passage s, etc., of
such house at all times clean and scrubbed and
washed once in every week at least.
9. The keeper of every common lodging-house
shall provide  a sufficient  washstand and fittings,
with a supply of water, soap,  and towels  in every
sleeping  apartment for females ; and shall for male
lodgers provide sufficient accommodation and
appliances for  washing  either in the sleeping apart-
ments of  such lodgers, or in  a convenient  place set
apart for  the purpose.
10. The beds, blankets,  covers, and sheets shall
be kept clean  and in a wholesome  condition.
11. Sheets in which any lodger or person shall
have lain shall be washed before being used by
any other person.
12. The keeper of every common lodging-house
shall provide  sufficient  ventilation in all apartments,
to the satisfaction i f the inspector of lodging-
houses and the  Health Officer.
13. It shall be the duty of the inspector of
lodging-houses  to see that this By-law and the pro-
visions of the  " Health Act"  relating  to common
lodging- houses  are duly observed and complied
with, within the limits of the Municipality.
14. The inspector of lodging-houses and also the
officers of  health are hereby empowered and
authorised to visit and inspect from time to time
the common lodging-houses within t-.e Munici-
pality, provided that no visit for the purpose of
ordinary inspection shall be made between the
hours of 10 p.m. and 9 a.m. The inspector
shall not enter any apartment occupied by
females unless upon information that the pro-
visions of  this By-law  in respect  to the separa-
tion of sexes are being violited, and then only
in company with a police constable.
ziaU
15.  Every  person offending  against  any of the
provisions of this By-law shall for every offence,
upon conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding five pounds, and a further penalty not
exceeding forty shillings for  every  day during
which the offence continues.
16. The Municipal Council of Bundaberg shall
appoint an officer to be named in connection with
this By-law as the " Inspector of Lodging-houses."
SCHBDIILE A, CL.ur,E 1.
MUNICIPALLY OF BUNDABERU.
Form of registration of a common lodging -house.
Bundaberg, 188 .
We, the undersigned,  being inhabitant  householders
within the Municipality of Bundaberg, do certify that
we. know  and believe him to be a fit
and proper person to keep and have the management of
a common lodging -house.
[This form when filled up to be sent to the office of
the town clerk.]
The common  seal  of the  municipality of Bunda-
berg was affixed hereto by us the twenty-third day
of October, 1885.
ANDREW M. GOODWIN,
Mayor.
R. THoMrsol(,
Town Clerk.
Passed by Special Order of the Municipal
Council of Bundaberg on the seventh day of
October, 1885, and confirmed by a subsequent
resolution passed on the twenty-first day of October,
1885.
ANDREW M. GOODWIN,
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Southport,
this fourteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1885.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Marsu-
pials Destruction  Act Continuation Act of
1885 ,"  and at the request of the Aramac Marsu-
pial Board , I do hereby  authorise the application
of the funds standing to the account of the Aramac
Marsupial District  in payment  of a bonus for the
destruction of Dingoes ,  at a rate not exceeding five
shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1885.
I N pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Mar.
supials Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885, "  and at the request of the Tarampa Mar-
supial Board , I do hereby  authorise the application
of the  funds standing  to the  account of the Tarampa
Marsupial  District  in payment of a bonus for the
destruction of Dingoes ,  at a rate not exceeding
five shillings for each scalp.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th  December, 1885.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I from  and after this date all persons who apply
to the Registrar -General ,  or any Registrar of Births,
Marriages ,  and Deaths ,  for information contained
in any Record or Register of Births ,  Marriages,
or Deaths ,  or who require any certified extract
from the same ,  w il l be required to pay the fees pre-
scribed in the schedules to the  Acts 19th Vic.,
No. 34 , and 28th Vic., No. 15,  namely :--
e. d.
For search in Registers of Births and
Deaths  ... ... ... ...  b 0
For search in Registers of Marriages ... 2 0
For certified oopiee of entries in
Registers of Births, Marriages, or
Deaths ... ... 2 0
No exemption will be  allowed  except in the case
of searches made or copies furnished by order of
the Colonial  Secretary. S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.
I
N consequence of the present difficulty in
mustering Stock, and in order to afford
Owners an opportunity of making reliable Returns,
it is hereby notified that no proceedings will be
taken for failure to make the prescribed Returns,
under  " The Diseases in Sheep Act," " The Brands
Act,"  and  " The Marsupials  Destruction  Act,"  on
or before the 1st of January next, provided that
such Returns are made by the 1st of February
next.
Stockowners who have already made their
Returns are invited to make amended Returns
after having ascertained the actual numbers by
muster.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
applications will be received by the Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions ,  from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars relating
to the number and class of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done ,  and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty Sessions have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  l l th December, 1885.
THE following Scale of Fees, to be charged and
recovered by the Registrar of Titles under the
provisions of  " The Real Property Act of  1861 "
and  "The Real Property Act of  1877,"  has been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
As to Applications to bring land under the Act,  in
addition to, and independent of all  charges  for
advertising.
£ d.s.
When  title consists of land grant only-
for application and issue of each oer-
tificate  ... ... ... ...  1 0 0
When title  is  of any other description - On application
If value does not exceed  £ 100 ... ... 0 5 0
If value exceeds  £ 100, but does not ex-
ceed £200  ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
If value exceeds  £200 ... ... ... 0 15 0
For each certificate of title issued on any
such application  ... ... ...  1 0 0
Assurance  fund fees.
Upon bringing any land under the provi-
sions of the Act, and upon any trans-
- mission by will  or intestacy-in the
pound sterling of value ... ... 0 0 0}
As to dealings with land already under the Act.
For every certi ficate of title ,  or registration
abstract issued ... ... ... 0 10 0
For the receipt ,  noting ,  and entry ,  includ-
ing registry,  on one deed of every
memorandum of transfer or request
for proprietor's title  ... ... ...  0 7 6
For each registration after the first, re-
quired under same instrument ... 0 2 6
For the receipt, noting,  and entry,  includ-
ing registry ,  on one deed of every
transfer and charge  ... ... ...  0 15 0
For each  registration after the flat, re-
quired under the same instrument ... 0 7 6
For the receipt ,  noting, and entry ,  includ-
ing ragistry ,  on one deed of every bi ll
of mortgage ,  bill of encumbrance,
lease ,  nomina ti on of trustees ,  caveat,
record of marriage,  death,  or insol-
vency ,  declaration of trusts or owner-
ship, any direction, li cense ,  or order
of the Supreme Court, any judgment
or writ ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
For each registration  -of above ,  after the
first,  required under same instrument 0 5 0
For the receipt,  noting,  and entry,  includ-
ing registry ,  on one deed of every
transfer or  re lease of a bill  of mort-
gage ,  charge ,  or-bill of encumbran ce ,
transfer or surrender of lease, power
of attorney ,  revocation order ,  cancel-
lation of judgment ,  writ ,  caveat, or
registration abstract  ... ... ...  0 5 0
For each registration of above,  after theBrat, required under same instrument 0 2 6
For every search when the volume and
fo li um is given ... ... ... 0 0 6
For every general search  ... ... ...  0 1 0
For the inspection of every  ten  titles fol-
lowing upon a general search ... 0 2 6
On deposit of any will or other instrument
for safe  custody only ... ... ...  0 5 0
For every  map or plan deposited  ... ...  0 5 0
For the exhibition or return of  any instru-
ment deposited ,  or for exhibiting any
application or deed surrendered ... 0 5 0
For every  search with reference only to a
map or plan  ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
For certified copy ,  first  five fo lios, per
folio of seventy-two words ... ... 0 5 0
For every folio ,  or part folio ,  after first five 0 0 8
For every  instrument drawn on parchment 0 2 6
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  45 of 1885.
INNER ROUTE TO TORRES STRAITS.
CORRECTED POSITION OF B ARRIN( TON
SHOAL.
' OTICE is hereby  given , that the N.W. extreme
1 ' of Harrington Shoal has been found by
Commander Hoskyn, of H.M.S. "Myrmidon," to
lie N.W.  2 miles  from the Black Beacon on Z Reef.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Postmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 46 of  1885.
TORRES STRAITS.
SUNKEN REEF  NEAR NINE-PIN ROCK,
GREAT NORTH-EAST CHANNEL.NOTICE is hereby  given, that the master of theFrench vessel  " Vetkran "  reports the exist-
ence of a sunken  patch  lying S .W. 3 miles from
the Nine-pin Rock. The reef  is described as being
about 1 cable  in length by about a cable in
width ,  crescent shaped, with its concave  side to the
.N W., and with an estimated  depth upon it of 2;
fathoms.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Postmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1885.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL E .  R. DBUny , C.M.G.,
Acting Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
No. 225.
T HE undermentioned Officers have been grantedleave of absence for the periods stated,
viz, .-
Captain VINCENT, " B " Company,  Townsville,
six months from 1st January, 1586.
Major ADAMS,  Assistant-Quartermaster-General,
one month from 3rd December, 1885.
- By Order,
C. H. DES  V EUX, Major,
B.S.C.,
D.A.A. General.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL  ORDERS.
By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL E . R. DBUBY, C.M.G.,
Acting  Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
No. 226.
CORRECTED NOTICE.
I N General Order No. 216, for " the ReverendFREDERICK W. TUCKER,"  read "  the Reverend
WILLIAM F REDERICK TUCKER."
No. 227.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
The resignation of Private WILLIAM Iluouns,
" E " Company, has been accepted. 17th Decem-
ber, 1885.
By Order,
C. H. DES VDU%, Major,
B.S.C.,
D.A.A. General.
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Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1885.NOTICE is herebygiv n, that I intend, on orafter  the 9th day of January  next ,  in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861,"  to issue in the
name  of Walter Wyndham Pike, a Provisional
Certificate of Title numbered 84988, for 20* perches,
subdivision 605 of portion 647, parish of  Enoggera,
and more particularly described in Register Book,
vol. 569 ,  folio  228, the said original  Certificate of
Title  having been lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLN}I,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1885.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the 19th day of January next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the  117th  section of
" The Real Property  Act of  1861,"  to issue in the
name of Adam Walker ,  a Provisional Deed of
Grant, numbered 25559, for 1 acre ,  allotment 11
of section 25, town of St .  George, and more particu-
larly described in Register Book ,  volume 212, folio
69, the said original Deed of Grant having been
lost or mislaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
EIGHTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real  Property Acts of  1861  and  1877,"  whose
names were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on 2nd January, 1885.
Name.
Graham ,  R. D. ... Brisbane.
Address.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1885.
General Re istry Office,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is  hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend Ba$NAsD ROBSBT WILSON, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
residing at Bisho ppsbourne ,  M il ton ,  has been duly
registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " The  Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Re 'stry Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
NOTICE.j T is hereby notified for public information.
that the Reverend Bosw$LL CARNAGIN BLACK,
a Minister of the Church of Christ  Denomination,
having removed from Warwick ,  in the Registry
District of Warwick, to Marburg, in the Registry
District of Moreton West, has given me due notice
thereof ,  in-accordance with the provisions ofItThe
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given , that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent and th  complete
S erification annexed thereto, received from Otto
Meyer, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
for an  invention  described  as "The  Direct Con-
verter Process for the Reduction of Lead Ores."
Notice is hereby further given, that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
went Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is m intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Otto Meyer ,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and `bade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  17th December, 1885.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
S ecification annexed the re to, received from
William Cholmondely  Norman ,  of Sydney, in the
Colony  of New South Wales, for an invention
described as " Improvements in Blocks or Sur-
faces for Engraving or Etching upon."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that
a Patent  be gra nted for the said invention to the
said William Cbolmondely Norman, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  17th December, 1885.NOTICE is hereby given,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the completeSpecification annexed thereto,  received from James
Walter  Butcher,  of Sydney,  in the Colony of New
South Wales ,  and William Meeke Fehon, of
Melbourne,  in the Colony of Victoria,  for an inven-
tion described as "Improvements in Packages
specially applicable for Carrying Eggs."
Notice is hereby further given,  that unless within
two months 'from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to.a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  aranted for .the said invention to the said
James Walter Butcher and William  Meeke Fehon,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Prade Marks Act ,  1884."
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th  December, 1885.NCTICE is hereby given ,  that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Henry Albert  Bonney ,  of Roma street , in the City
of Brisbane , and Colony  of Queensland, for an
invention  described  as " A Machine for Splitting
Firewood, &c."
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that  unless within
two months from  the date of the  first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  G overnment
Gazette  it is  proved to my  satisfaction that the
app licant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my  intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention  to the  said Henry
Albert  Bonney ,  in accordance  with the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th  December, 1885.
N
OTIOB  is hereby given,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent and the com-
e Specification annexed thereto,  received from
r Washington Griffiths,  of Toowoomba, in5 Colony of Queensland ,  for an invention des-
cribed  as isThe Improved Economy Windmill."
Notice is  hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  G overnment
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
app licant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said George
Washington Griffiths ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The  Patents ,  besigns ,  and Trade
Afaf-ks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAK ENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1886.
.' OTICE is  hereby given,  that Patrick Guerin,
• • Wholesale Saddler and Harness Manufac-
turer,  of No .  292, Elizabeth, street,  Sydney,  in the
Colony of  New South  Wales, has applied,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and grade Marks  dct , 1884,"  to register in Class 31,
in respect of Saddlery, Harness,  &C., a Trade Mark
of which the following is a representation :--
s
I
, %
Notice is  hereby' further g ven,  that unless before
the expirratiou of four months  from the date of thefirst ee of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land ( wraaent  (assns it is shown to my satis-
faction that thea p plieapt is not entitled to have
the saw registere in compliance with  such app1L
cation,  I shall register the  said Trade  Markin
acoordlnoe with the provisions of the Act.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th  December, 1886.
1
OTICE  is  hereby given,  that Jules Monnerat,
I$mile  Louis Roassy ,  and A" te Mayor,
ing under the name of " Henri Nestle,' of
Snow Hill,  in the  City  of London,  England, and of
Vevey ,  Switzerland,  have applied,  in ursuance of
the  provisions  of '" The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Meltks  Act, 1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect  of Milk  Food or Lacteous Farina and
Condensed Swiss Milk,  a Trade Mark  of which
the following is a representation :-
TAA6t MARK
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it be shown to m3
satisfaction that the applicants for registration of
this Trade  Mark  are not entitled to have the same
registered ,  in compliance with such application, I
shall register the said Trade Mark in accordance
with  the provisions of the Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents,  Ac.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1885.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that I have  accepted
an application for a Patent and the complete
Specifiation  annexed thereto ,  received from Archi-
bald McIntyre ,  of Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  for an invention described as " Kulo-
geneter ,  an instrument for operating on female
cattle, mares ,  etc., whereby they are  prevented
from breeding."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Archibald McIntyre, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " Tlie Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
(1) Registrar of Patents, &c.
NORTHERN DISTRIC T COURT.
IN pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
The District Courts  Act of 1867, rovisionsdo hereby
appoint the undermentioned days for holding Dis-
trict Courts at the several towns and places in the
Northern District during the year 1886.
Criminal sittings. Civil sittings.
MACnAY.
Thursday, 11th February Thursday, 11th February
Wednesy ,  4th August Wednesday ,  4th August
Wednesday, lot December Wednesday ,  lot December
'towxevrras.
Wednesday ,  17th February Wednesday ,  17th February
Wednesday ,  7th July Wednesday ,  7th July
Monday ,  15th November Monday, 15th November
Casn rass  Towuns.
Tuesday ,  23rd February Tuesday ,  23rd February
Tuesday ,  18th July Tuesday, 13th July
Monday ,  22nd November Monday, 22nd November
HUeHEZDSR.
Friday ,  6th March Friday, 5th March
Tuesday ,  6th October Tuesday ,  5th October
RAvuNeWOOD.
Thursday ,  11th March Thursday ,  11th March
Friday ,  19th November Friday ,  19th November
CAIRNS.
Monday,  16th March Monday,  15th March
Thursday,  14th October  }  Thursday,  14th October
HT<RBzRTON.
Friday, 19th March Friday ,  19th March
Monday ,  18th October Monday ,  18th October
THOaxnonouGn.Monday, 22nd March Monday, 22nd March
Thursday, 21st October Thursday,  21st October
Pont DouaLAs.
Wednesday,  24th March Wednesday,  24th March
Saturday, 23rd October Saturday, 23rd October
Coonrowx.
Tuesday,  13th April Tuesday,  13th April
Monday,  26th July Monday,  26th duly
Tuesday, 9th November Tuesday,  9th November
NORMAXTON.
Monday ,  5th April Monday ,  5th April
Monday ,  5th November Monday ,  5th November
Bowalr.
Tuesday, 10th April Tuesday ,  20th April
Wednesday, 11th August Wednesday ,  11th August
Tuesday ,  7th December Tuesday ,  7th December
A. B. NOEL,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
27th November, 1885.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE,
Attorney -General.
Ca'own Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  let December, 1885.
PBOCLAMATI011.
[f,:s.]
A. MUSG&AVE,
 By His Excellency  Sir ANrsort  I' USGRAve,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished  Order  of St. Michael and St.  George,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.
 of the  Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of theauthority n me
 -vested , 1,  Sir ANTHONY MIISGSAvs. the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,  do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the Deviations  of Roas  described in the  Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as public Roads.
85-27784--D.B.
BOOK of REFERE1scB  or DBVIATION6 OF ROAD
 ON THE  SUMMIT OF THE BLACKALL RANG E, INTENDED TO  BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Maleny, County of March, District of Wide Bay.
Refer-
sacoNo.
1
I
Description of Road.
No. of No.  of
Par- 6elee -
n
Leadasent'S
tion. Lion. District. How Held. Reputed  Owner .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Ares.
Cho. limn .
 Links.
 A. s.  P.A triangular of land cut off the South corner 98 3210 Brisbane
 ..  Freehold  ... ...  Isaac Burgess  ...  82° 16' 8 0 Irregular ... 6 0 0
of portion 98 (Condttl ., 1876 Act) 72° 50' 2 48
`1 68° 33, 2 1
72°  of
 34
A triangular
 piece  of land out off the south boundary 113
of portion 113
8345Ditto... Homestead
 ...  William Hayes  ...  63° 0' 2 42 Ditto(1676 Act)
 no  01  3 23 0 032
llonnrln.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,  this sixteenth day of December,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON
Goa San
 TIE  Quasi-!
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and ex cution of all powers and authorities in m  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1889 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with
the  -advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands  specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Ipswich Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY,  the 25th day of January ,  1886: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows,  that is to say
In  the case of  lands ,% ithin an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,  this sixteenth day of December,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
No.Of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
No. of Annual  Purchasing
Forfeited Area .  Rent  su rvey Fee. Price
selection. per Acre,  per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ :. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Thornton  ... ... ...  5409 158 0 0 0 0 4 10 11 2 1 5 0
2 Dugandan  ... ... , ..  6655 160 0 0 0 0 3 8 17 6 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished  Order  of St. Michael and St. George,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twelfth day of December ,  1885, I did, byand  with the advice of the Exec tive Council,  and on h  recommendation of the Land Boar , order
that the operation of so much of the  forty-third  section of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " Tire Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my P roclamation ,  notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule
hereto ,  being situated in the Port Douglas Land Agent's District, sha ll  be open to selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  MONDAY ,  the 25th day of January ,  1886 :  And I do
hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said District sha ll  be as fo ll ows ,  that is to say  :-
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Southport,  this sixteenth day of December,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
•
Na
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND GENT'S DIsTRIcT.
Within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Portion.
Ares.
C. B. DUTTON.
Annual PurchasingProvisionalRent
Acre .
Survey Fee. per
APricecre.per
A. s. P.  £ s. d. £  s. d. £ :. d.
1 Mowbray  ... ... ...  1v 80 0 0 0 1 0 10 4 0 3 0 0Rrll
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin.
A. MUSGRAVE, guished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twelfth day of December, 1885, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  :  N ow, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under
the provisions of  "The Croton Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated
in the Brisbane Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MON DAY, the 25th day of Januar , 1886: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as fo ll ows, that is to say :-
In the  case  of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 4, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport ,  this sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
TEE BRISBANE  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 46
No. No. of Annual Provisional Purchasi  ns
of  Parish. Area .  Rent Survey Fee. PricePortion.Lot. per Acre .  per Aere.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Toorbul ... ... ...  ... 1v 80 0 0 0 0 6  5 17 6 2 0 0
2 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 2v 80 0 0 0 0 6  5 17 6 2 0 0
3 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 3v 80 0 0 0 0 6  5 17 6 2 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... 4V 80 0 0 0 0 6  5 17 6 2 0 0
5 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 5v 160 0 0 0 0 6  7 7 6 2 0 0
6 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 6v 160 0 0 0 0 6  7 7 6 2 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... 7v 160 0 0 0 0 6  7 7 6 2 0 0
8 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 8v 112 0 0 0 0 6  5 17 6 2 0 0
9 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 9v 112 0 0 0 0 6  5 17 6 2 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... lOv 160 0 0 0 0 6 7 7 6 2 0 0
11 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 11v 160 0 0 0 0 6 7 7 6 2 0 0
12 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 12v 160 0 0 0 0 6 7 7 6 2 0 0
13 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 13v 160 0 0 0 0 6 7 7 6 2 0 0
14 Ditto ... .. , ...  ... 14v 160 0 0 0 0 6 7 7 6 2 0 0
15 Ditto  ... ... ... ... 15v 80 0 0 0 0 6 5 17 6 2 0 0
16 Ditto ... ...  ... 16v 80 0 0 0 0 6 5 17 6 2 0 0
17 Ditto ... ... ...  ... 17v 80 0 0 0 0 6 5 17 6 2 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
-[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief  of the  Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twelfth day of December ,  1885,  I did, by andwith  the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation  of the Land  Board, order
that the operation of so much  of the forty- third section  of  " The  Crown  Lands Act  of 1884 "  as  requires
land to be actually  surveyed  and marked on the  ground before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  should
be suspended  with respect to  the Country Land  described in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor-
General was ,  b the said  Order  in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position  of sue  lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas  the Surveyor -General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the position thereof
on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all  powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands  Act  of  1884 ," I, Sir  ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid ,  by and  with the advice of the Executive  Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land Board ,  do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the said Lands specified in the said
Schedule hereto ,  being situated in the Mackay Land Agent 's District ,  shall be open to selection, under
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the provisions of the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 25th day of January, 1886: And I do
hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :--
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport, this sixteenth day of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty' s reign,
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACYAY  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish.
C. B. DUTTON.
Provisional Purchasing
Survey Fee. Priceper Acre.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
I
A. R. P.  £
Homebush ... ... ... lv 400 0 0 0
s.
0
d.
3
£  S. d. £
8 18 0 1
s.
0
d.
0
2 Ditto ... ...
... 2v 580 0 0 0 0 3 ]0 1 0 1 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... 3v  730 0 0 0 0 3 12 10 0 1 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... 4v 280 0 0 0 0 3 7 18 0 1 0 0
5 Ditto ... .., ,.. 5v 520 0 0 0 0 3 10 1 0 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... , , . 6v 160 0 0 0 0 3 7 7 6 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... 7v 620 0 0 0 0 3 10 1 0 1 0 0
8 Ditto ... ... ...  Sr  120 0 0 0 0 3 6 13 0 1 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... ,.. 9v 670 0 0 0 0 3 10 1 0 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ...  by  300 0 0 0 0 3 7 18 0 1 0 0
11 Ditto .,, ... ... 11v 300 0 0 0 0 8 7 18 0 1 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE, Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the twelfth day of December, 1885, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land hoard, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land
to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground befcre it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General
was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the position
of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the
said lands into the lots specified in the said schedule, and has indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans : Now,1herefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of 1884," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto,
being  situated in the Cairns Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after MONDAY, the 25th day of January, 1886: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in  the said District shall  be as follows , that is to say:-In the case of lands  within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Southport, this sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand  eight  hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE T HE QU111 9!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CAIRNS  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
No.
of
Lot. Portion. per Acre. Survey Fee. per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ e. d.
1 Sophia ... ... ... 1v 190 0 0 0 0 6 11 10 0 2 0 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... 2v 160 0 0 0 0 6 11 10 0 2 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... 3v 80 0 0 0 0 6 10 4 0 2 0 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... 4v 80 0 0 0 0 6 10 4 0 2 0 0
5 Ditto ... ... ... ...  6V  138 0 0 0 0 6 11 10 0 2 0 0
6 Ditto ... ,.. ... ... 6v 148 0 0 0 0 6 11 10 0 2 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... 7v 80 0 0 0 0 6 10 4 0 2 0 0
8 Ditto .., ... ... ... 8v 80 0 0 0 0 6 10 4 0 2 0 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... .. 9v 80 0 0 0 0 6 10 4 0 2 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... 10v 150 0 0 0 0 6 11 10 0 2 0 0
C. B. DUTTON.
Parish . No. of Area .
A$nuual Provisional Purchasingice
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1885.
" TER CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
JT  is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown  Lands Act of  1884 "  will hold their Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " Tile Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876"  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1886.
District.
Allora ...
Arainac ...
Banana ..
Beenleagh
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg
Burketown
Cairns
Cardwell` ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby .. ...
Emerald ... ...
Esk* .. ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldton ...
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gvmpie ... ...
Ilarberton ...
Ilughendeu ...
Ingham ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isisford ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Mar%  borough ...
Miles ... ...
Mitchell ... ...
Mount  Britton ...
Nanaugo ...
Nerang5 ... ...
Normauton
Port Douglas ...
Ravensw oo d  ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
tit. George ...
Nt. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Tenningering ...
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick... ...
Jan. Feb .  March . April.
Wed. 27 Wed.  24 Wed .  24 Wed. 21
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. to Wed. 17 Thurs .  IS Wed. 81
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  26 Thurs. 22
Tues .  5  Tues. 2 Tues.  2 Tues. 6
Sat. 9 Sat.  13 Sat.  13 Sat. 10
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Mon. 11  ...  Mon. 8 ...
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Tues . 12 Tues.  9 Tues .  9 Tues. 18
Thurs .  28 Thurs . 25 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 29
Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon .  S Mon. 12
Fri. 29 Fri. 26 Fri .  26 Fri. 30
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Mon. 19
Tues.  19 ... Tues. 16 ..
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tue p .  Tues. 13
wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 22
Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Turs .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  81 Wed. 28
Fri. 8 Fri .  5 Fri . 5 Fri. 2
Wed. 13  Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Thurs .  14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  1] Thurs. 8
Fri. 15 Fri .  19 Fri .  19 Fri. 16
Thurs .  21 Thurs .  18 Thurs .  18 Thurs. 16
Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri .  12 Fri. 9
Sat. 2 Fri . 5 Fri .  6 Fri. 2
Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Thurs .  11 ... Thurs. 9
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  9 Tue+. 13
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
There .  7  Thurs.  4 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 1$ Wed .  10 Wed .  10 Wed. 14
Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  16 Tues. 20
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon .  1 Mon. 5
Mon. 25 Mon .  22 Mon .  22 Tues. 27
Sat. 2 Fri . 5 Fri .  6 Fri. 2
Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs .25 Thurs. 29
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Mon. 26 Mon .  22 Mon .  22  Mon. 19
Thu rs .  14 Thu rs .  11 Thurs .  11 Thu rs . 8
Tues .  26 Tues .  23 Tues .  23 Tuea. 20
May. June. July. August. Sept. Oct. Nov.
Wed. 26 Wed. 23 Wed .  28 Wed .  25 Wed.  22 Wed. 27
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5
Wed. 19  Wed. 16  Wed. 21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15 Wed. 211
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 13
Tues .  4 Tues .  I Tues .  6 Tues 3 Tues. 7 Tues. 5
Thurs. 27 Thurs .  24 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 26 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 28
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5
Sat. 8 Sat.  12 Sat .  10  But.  14 Sat.  11  But.  9
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed.  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 11 Wed.  11 Wed .  8 Wed. 13
Mon. 10  ...  Mon. 12  ...  Mon. 13 ...
Tues , 4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5
Tues .  11 Tues .  8 Tues. 13 Tues .  14  Tues .  14 Tues. 12
Thurs .  27 Thu rs .  21 Thurs .  29 Thurs. 26 Thurs. 30 Thurs. 28
Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon. 9 lion .  13 Mon. 11
Fri. 28 Fri .  25 Fri .  30 Fri .  27 Fri .  24 Fri. 29
Mon. 17 Mon. 21 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon .  20 Mon. 18
Tues .  18 ... Tues .  20 ... Tues. 21 ...
Tues .  11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues. 12
Wed. f Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Thurs .  27 Thurs .  2i Thurs 22 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 28
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri. K Fri. 3 Fri . 1
Wed? 5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed . •  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  7 Tues. 5
Wed. 26 Wed. 30 Wed .  28 Wed .  2. Wed .  29 Wed. 27
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3 Fri . 1
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14  Wed. 11 Wed. 8 Wed. 13
Thurs.  13 Thurs .  10 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12  1  burs .  9 Thurs. 14
FFri. 21 Fri .  18 Fri .  18 Fri. 20 Fri. 17 Fri. 15
Thprs . 20 Thurs . 17 Thurs .  10 Thurs .  19 Thurs .  16 Thurs. 21
Fri. 14 Fri. 11 Fri .  9 Fri. 18 Fri. 10 Fri. 8
Fri. 7 Fri .  4 Fri .  2 Fri. 6 Fri. $ Fri . 1
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  8 Wed. 13
... Thu rs .  10 ... Thurs .  19 ... Thurs. 14
Tues 11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  14 Tues. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 7
Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon .  12 Mon. 9 Mon .  13 Mon. 11
Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  81 Wed.  13
Tues .  18 Tues .  15 Tues. 20 Tues .  17 Tues .  211  Tues. 19
Mon. 3 Mon. 7 Mon. 6 Mon. 2 Mon .  6 Mon. 4
Tues .  25 Mon .  28 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 27 Mon. 2.5
Fri. 7 Fri . 4 Fri .  2  rrt  6 Fri .  3 Fri. 1
Thurs . 27 Thu rs . 24 Thurs . 29 Thurs . 26 Thurs.30 Thurs.28
Tues. 4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7 Tues. 6
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  8 Wed 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  I Wed. 6
Mon.  31  Mon .  21 Mon .  28 Mon .  23 Mon .  20 Mon. 25
Tues .  25 '1 us$  it  'ides .  27 Tues .  24 Tues
Thurs.
21 'hies. 26
Dee
Wed. 24 Wed. 22
Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Thurs .  25 Thurs. 23
Tues .  2 Tues. 7
sat. 13 Sat. 11
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
wed. l0 Wed. 8
Mon. 8, ...
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Thurs .  25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Fri. 26 Fri. 21
Mon. 16 Mon. 20
Tues. 16 ••.
Wed. 10  Tues. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thu rs . 25 Thurs. 23
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 24 Wed. 29
Fri. 5  Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9
Fri. 19 Fri. 17
Thurs .  18  Thurs. 16
Fri. 12 Sat. 11
Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Thurs. 9
Wed. 10 Tues. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. $ Mon. 13
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Mon. 22 Mon. 27
Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Thurs . 25 Thurs. 30
Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 22 Mon. 20
Thurs . 11 Thu rs . 9
Tues .  23 Tues. 21
•  The Courts marked thus  •  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
In the event of any of the above days  falling  on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when  necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1886.
TENDERS.
ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works .  For full particulars ,  see  Gov erunxest
Gazette.
Nature  of Work.
North  Coast  Railway,  let Section  ... ... ...
Western Extension ,  Contract No. 9 ... ... ... ...
New Passenger Station at Ipswich  ... ... ... ...
Cooktown  Railway-Second Section-31  Miles 40 Chains to
50 Miles 40 Chains ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gaulle  contain -  Place and Data to which Tenders
ing original  notice .  can be received.
21st  November, 1885
0
28th November, 1885
6th December, 1886
12th December, 1885
Railway  Offices, Brisbane.
22nd December, 1885.
Railway Offices ,  Brisbane.
i. 8th  January, 1886.
Railway Offices ,  Brisbane.
8th January, 1886.(Railway Offices ,  Brisbane.
Z 26th February, 1886.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
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Station where found.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
CLREMONT-Bridge  over Lagoon,  Erection  ... ... ...
GATTON- Court  House ,  Removal  and Re-erection ... ...
TowNsviLLa-- Quarantine  Station ,  Quarters for Caretaker ...
BANANA - Poet and Telegraph  Office, gill ehen ...
MAnYBOSOuea-- Post Office,  Verandah ... ...
Cooxrowx -- Police Barracks,  Stables,  dec. ... ... ...
Tau aDAY IaLAIfD- Gaol ,  Additions ...
IBVINBBSNY- Police Station ...
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
Date of  Gazette  contain- Place and Date  to which  Tenders
ing original  notice ,  can be received.
128th November, 1886
5th December, 1885
Works Office, Brisbane.
23rd December, 1885.
Works Office ,  Brisbane.
23rd December, 1885.
Works Office ,  Brisbane, and
Ditto Court House, Townsville.
23rd December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Ditto Post Office,  Banana.
23rd December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Ditto Post Office, Maryborough.
31st December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Ditto
.
Court House,  Cooktown.
Ditto
31st December, 1885.
Works  Office, Brisbane, and
Court House ,  Thursday
Island.
8th January, 1886.
... 12th December, 1885
TownsviLLS - New Post and Telegraph Offices ... ...
S
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Court  House,  Herberton.
15th January, 1886.
Works  Office,  Brisbane, and
Ditto Post Office,  Townsville.
Slat December, 1885.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 16th December, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY - MARYBOROUGH  AND BURR UM RAILWAY.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Maryborough and Burrum Railway .  Owners can obtain the same on app lication to
the Traffic Manager ,  Ma borough ,  and paying costs .  If not released on or before  TUESDAY, the
16th March, 1886 ,  they will be sold  by Public  Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LosT PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS ,  MARYBOBOUGH RAILWAY, TO 30TH NOVEMBER ,  1885.
Date.
1885.
1 June ...
Place. Article.
Maryborough  ... 2nd-elaes carriage  ...  1 pair red  leggings
1 „ ... „ ... of „ ... 1 paper parcel
13 of ... „ ... 09 of ... 1 dress holder
13 to ... „ ... „ „ ... 1 walking-cane
30 to „ ... „ „ ... 1 empty tin can
28 July  ... to ... to to  ...  1 parcel in handkerchief
4 August  ... to, ... „ „ ...  1 paper parcel shoes
22 to ... „  ... „ to ... 2 straps
26 September  ... „ ... „ „ ...  1  parcel  (strapped)
1 November  ...  Gundiah  ... ...  on line ... ... ... 1 black felt hat
1 ... ...  99 ... ... ... 1  lady's hat
26 May  ...  Gympie  ... ...  on platform  ... ...  1 old  jacket
31 „ _ ... „ ... ... guard 's room  ... ...  1 wooden box
1 June  ... „ ... ...  carriage  ... ...  1 walking-stick
4 „ ...  of  ... ... of  ... ... 1 coat
2 July  ... „ ... ... „ ... ...  1 parcel music
1 August  ... „ ... ... „ ... ...  1 small Velvet bag
9 „ ... „ ... ... „ ... ... 1  handbag
22 ... ... ... 1 smoking ca
30 September ...
it
... ... parcels office ... ... 1 bundle clot es
5 October  ... to ... ...  carriage  ... ...  1 child 's red dress510 ... to ... ... to ... ... 1 pannikin•-• V1 ... its ... ... 1_package matting17 to ... r.. . ... ,, 1 arcel-hat
31 „ - ... „ ... ... guard 's room ... ... 1 black wooden box
9 November  ... ... ...  on line  ... ...  1 black hat
8 October • •
on platform  ... ...  1 package tools
... Howard  ... ...  on platform  ... ...  1 brown paper parcel containing sun-
dries
21  to  ... Between Burrum and on line
...  .  1 felt hat
Howard
2209
... ...
£ s. d. £  s. d.
Week  ending 13th Dec., 1585...  663 2 ,716 11 11 4,754 5 8
Correspo  i liu, waek last  year 553 2,231 3 10 5,690 17 3
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885 -T •tal 'rranie to date ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. of
mt1e+ open'
for Tra le.,
...
...
Total Increase
*so
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
£  s. d. E s. d.
Week ending 13th Dec., 1885 ... 77 279  3 5 534 4 3
Corresponding week last year ...  77 318  1 6 506 13 2
... 405 1 3
348,710 2 5
341,270 18 1
£7,439 4 4
£ s. d. £ s. d.
19 3 8 832 11 4
11 16 9 836 11 4
Increase  ... ... ... ... 27 11 1 7 6 11
Decrease ...
1886  -Total  Traffic to date ...
1884 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
...
...
43,303 16 10
88,166 18 8
£5,136 18 2
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ e. d.
Week ending  13th  Dec., 1885 ...  66 62 3 5  110 14 8 5 15 10 178 13 11
Corresponding week last year... 66 64  7 10 140 0 5 5 1 0 209 9 3
Increase...
Decrease
Passengers ' Goods  and Live
Pares.  stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
241 16 1 7,712 13 8
195 13 10  8,117 14 11
485 8 1 46 2 3
... 936 11 7
3W18 0  ... ... 4 0 0
... ...
... ...
1885-Total Traffic to date ... .•
1884-Ditto ditto ... ...
Total  Decrease
24 5 29 6 9
... ...
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
0 14 10 .
...
...
...
£  s. d. £ s. d.  £ s.  d. £ s. d.
Week  ending 13th Dec., 1885...  369 462 14  0 2,251 10 0 31 13 6 2,745 17 5
Corresponding  week last year ... 317 579 2 4 1,431 3 8 107 0 7 2,117 6 7
Increase ... ... .. ... ...
Decrease .. . ... 116 8 4 ... 76 7 2
1885 -Total Traffic to date
1884-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
... ...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
E s. d. E s.  d. £ s. d.
Week ending  18th  Dec., 1886... 170 447 17 2 1,821 10 1 87 14 6
Corresponding week last year 127 657 5 7 1,383 8 9 102 3 2
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
... ...
t885-Total  Traffi .+ to date
1884-Ditto ditto
16'  8. 5 16118 8
... ... ... ...
Total Increase ... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
64...7 9
30 15 4
8,418 4 8
9,314 16 0
9901 11 4
170,219 16 2
147,614 14 0
£22,706  22
£ s. d.
1,707 2 8
2,042 17 6
335 14 10
...
•N
86,779 17  0
60,535 11 10
£26,244 5 2
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending  13th Dec..  1885 ...  31 66 16 8 34 9 2 3 7 5 93 13 3
Corresponding week last year... ... ... ... ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1885-Total Traffic to date  ... ... ... ... ... 21,771 15 3
1884-Ditto ditto ...
Total  IuQreeee
Week ending 13th Dec., 1885...
Total Traffic to date ...
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
31
£
21
a.
2
..
d.
3
I
£ s.
37 1
d.
0
£ s.
010
d.
3
£ s. d.
5813 6
£124 6 0
628 10 10820 6  4
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for  Railways.
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COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
THE following  Time Table came into operation  on WEDNESDAY, the 9th  December ,  1885, and
will continue in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Cooktown. Stations.
COORTOWN ... depart
5 Marton ...
9 Jansen ...
12 Flaggy ...
17 Mclvor ... ... ...
28 Normanby Bridge ...
31 PALSEB ROAD ... arrive
Wednesdays Saturdays
only. only.
a.m.
10.30
e 10.50
A 11.6
A 11.18
A 11.42
A 12.42
1.0
DOWN TRAINS.
a.m.
6.0
A 6.20
A 6.36
A 6.48
A 7.12
A 8.12
Stations. Wednesdays Saturdays
only, only.
PALMER ROAD ... depart
Normanby Bridge ...
Mclvor ... ... ...
Flaggy ... ...
Jansen ... ...
Marton  ... ... ...
8.30 ; CooRrowN ...  arrive
P.M. a.m.
4.0 11.30
A 4.15 A 11.45
A 5.8 A 12.38
A 5.33 A 1.3
A 5 47 A 1.17
A 6.7 A 1.37
6.30 2.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take  on Passengers  or Goods, and will set them down when required.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 6.15) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Brisbane, 17th December, 1885.
F. CUR.NOW
Commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
RESUMPTION FOR RIFLE RANGE IN VICTORIA PARK, BRISBANE.
FIRST NOTICE.
T is hereb notified that the Land described in the Book of Reference hereunder is intended to be
resumed yfor aRifle Range, under the provisions of " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878 " and  " The Defence Art of  1884," and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
said resumption are required to transmit to the Colonial Secretary their objections, in writing, within one
month from thiq date.
A Plan of the Land intended to be resumed may be seen at the Colonial Secretary's Odice,
Brisbane.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
BOOK OF J'EFFRTNCE OF LAND INTENDED  TO BE  RESUMED FOR A RIFLE R ANGE  IN VICTORIA PAUK,
BRISBANE.
Parish of North Brisbane, County of Stanley.
Description. How Held .  Reputed Owners. Area.
It  P.
Commencing on the Bowen  Bridge road at a ... .. Secretary for Public lands, 1ge post one bun- Freehold 0 f 8
dred and fifty links south from the south -east corner of the P.  Perkins ,  B. D. Morehead,
11ospital Reserve ,  and bounded thence on the north -west J .  Campbell ,  A. Buff, and
by a  line bearing 841° 16'  fifty  chains ;  on the south -  John Sinclair ,  as Trusteed
west by a line beari ng 151° 16'  four chains ; on the
south -{east by a line bea ri ng 61° '16' fort y-seven chains
and seventy- eight links ,  and on the east by the afore-
said road bearing north four chains and fifty-six links to
the point of commencement
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
THE following Amended Regulations respecting the Registration of Deaths within the Colony of
Queensland, made by the Registrar-General in pursuance of the power vested in him by the 6th
section of the Act 19 Victoria, No. 34, have been approved by His Excellency the Governor in Council.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
1. Regulations Nos. 8 and  9 of the Additionsl Regulations  made by the Registrar-General on
the 3rd November,  1880i and published in the  Government  Gazette  of  4th November ,  1880, and the
Regulations  madeby  the  Registrar-General on  the 11th  March, 1884, and published in the  Government
Gazette of  10th  May, 1884,  are hereby  rescinded, and the following Regulations  we substituted inlien thereof :-
G'erts;catee of deatk.
District  Registrars shall use Form "C" annexed  to these Regulations  for the  purpose of
ascertaining particulars  concerning deaths, and they  must in all  cases see that  the form Is pproperly
filled mp by the  person who signs  it, or by  some person on  his or her behalf ,  and that it  contains
all particulars required to be registered  so far as the same can be ascertained.
Medical  oertifirates  of  cause  of deatA.
9. In cases  where a legally qualified  medical  practitioner  attended the deceased previous to
death ,  a medical  'certificate  of the cause of deat e,  in Form  "  1) " annexed  to these Regulations, must
be obtained  and lodged  with the certificate of death.
9a. When  a medical  certificate  of the cause  of death cannot be  obtained owing  to the  non-attend-
anee of a legally  qualii ed medical practitioner on the  deceased  previous to  death, the District  Registrar
must make allreasonable  inquiries, through the police or otherwise, as to the  cause  of death and the
reasons  why the deceased was not attended by a legally qualified medical practitioner.
9b. If it  appears  to the District  Registrar  that the  friends ,  relatives ,  or persons in  charge of
the deceased wiIfully and unjustifiably neglected to obtain  the assistance  of a legally qualified medical
practitioner  to attend  on the deceased previous to death, or that the cause of death is uncertain, or
22ii
that there  are any auspicious circumstances connected  with the death , lie should refuse to grant s
certificate of registration,  and should  forthwith report the circumstances to the  police authorities, in order
that the case may be investigated and a magisterial inquiry held to ascertain the cause of death.
FORM C. No.
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH.
District
Date of Death  day of 188
Where died [street  or  locality]
Christian Name  (in full )  Surname
Rank ,  Profession ,  or Occupati n
Sex
Age years months days.
Cause of Death Duration of Illness
Medical Attendant
When  he last saw deceased 188
Christian Name  (in fall)
Father Surname
Rank,  Profession,  or Occupation
a Mother ( Christian Name  (in  fall)Maiden Surname
Where Deceased was born  (town  or  place ) (county  or shire ) (country)
How long Deceased was in the Australasian Colonies  (stating which)
Married at (town  or  place) (county  or  shire) (country)
Age when  Married  years (on preceding birthday)
To whom Deceased was Married  (Christian name  in full)
Ir DECEASED WAS (Surname)
MAERIND. Living (Names and Ages)
Issue
I
LDead (Number and Sex)
I certify the above statement of particulars is correct fbr the purpose of being inserted inthe Register of Deaths.
Signature of Informant
Relationship to Deceased  (if any)
Residence
Date 188
Witness to  Signature
To the District Registrar at
Name
Age
Residence
When last seen
Date of Death
Foam D.
Medical  Certite of  Cause  of Death.
To the  Registrar  of the  District in which the undermentioned Death
.took place.
I hereby certify that
aged last bitthda  ,  was attended and last seen by ate
on ; and I am informed that h died on
The  cause of h death was as specified at foot hereof.
Cause of Death. Duration of(Disease or Injury-+)  Illness.
1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Final
Cause of death.
(Disease or SignatureInjury.) Prof. Title
1 Address
2
3
• In case of a Death resulting from fractures ,  contusions ,  wounds of any kind,
poison ,  or dro wning ,  the Registrar -General particularly  requests medical men to
state speci fically TITS NATURE QT Tits INJURY, and whether the Cause of Death
was AOCIDIiNTAL, SUICIDAL,  or BoltICIDAL.
Noss ."  The Registration Act"  provides that "the tenant of the house or place where a death occurs shall within
thirty d  Jye  next thereafter inform the District Registrar of such  death ,  and of all  the particulars ooaown-
ing the same."  Penalty  for refusal  or neglect,  Tan  PounDs .  (Sec.  21.)
The Certificate of Death must be accompanied by a Medical Certific ats of the cause of death, in cases
where a physician or surgeon attended.
A Justice of the Peace holding a magisterial inquiry on  any dead  body ,  or a coroner holding an inquest,
must also  forthwith  inform the District Registrar  thereof, and shall notify  all  particulars required to be
registered.  (Sao. 28.)
The Undertaker,  or other person who shall bury or otherwise dispose of any dead body,  shall forMwiM
cause to be transmitted to the District Registrar a certificate of  each  burial in the form prescribed by
Schedule H to the  Act, countersigned  by two  respectable  householders.  (Sec.  29.)
The Minister , er other  officiating person who  performd any religious  service for  the burial  of a  dud
body ,  and for  which  a certi ficate of  registration has not  been  delivered  to him ,  must  forthwith  notify the
fact to the Listrict  Registrar . (Sec. 29.)
Any person making or  eaeuisy  to be  •ssade  say false  btatement  toueki ag  may of the Pia"
required to  be  registefed ,-  i s  subject to ._a find ' of  Two  Huxl>RSD P*VNbe,  with  iswprisos m  with
hard  labour  Jbr  THREE YIAna . (Sec. 34.)
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland ,  19th Decei tber, 1885.
THE following SUMMARIES of RAINF&LL, taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
November, 1885, are published for general information.
T. MACDONALD-PATERSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1885.
SHOWING the Latitude ,  Longitude, and distance from Sea -coast of each Station  ;  the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of same ; the days of Rain, and Total Fall.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude Distance from Maximum in 24 hours
No. of Total
(East ).  Berk-coast .  and date . days Bain Rainfall.fell.
Miles. Inches .  Date. Inches.
Allora  ... ... ...  28° 1' 152°  1' 97  1-02  19th 5 2.57
Aramac  .. ... ...  22 58 145 25 266 0'13 11th 1 0113
Auburn, The* ... ... 26 2 150 85 155
Ayrshire Downat  ... ...  ... ...  ...  0.03 26th 2 0.07
..  24 30  150 10 80 0.34 11th 4 0'57Banana
Boenlei ggh  ... ... ...  27 49 153 8 10 1.65 28th 4 2'46
Biddenham  ... ... ...  25 39 146 18 450 0 .42 11th 5 1.10
Bindangot  ... ... ...
...
...  0.94 11th 8  1-86
.. 24 27 145 42 290 0.25 22nd 3 0'60Blackall  ...
Bloomfield River*  ... ...  15 50 146 20 2
Bloomsbury ... ... ...  20 39 148 32 12 0'20 30th 6 0.48
Boll on  .. ...  28 10 146 51 340 1.13 26th 6 2*74
Bon Accord  ... ... ...  27 33 151 10 115 0'83 20th 4 1.37
Boondooma  ... ...  26 10 151 2 120 01 7 10th 6 0.82
Bowen  .. .. ...  20 1 141  16 on coast  0.01 5th 1 0.01
Braeaide ,  Dalveen *... ...  28 30 150 51 120
Brisbane  ... ... ...  27 28 153 6 10 1 '00 20th 10 2.62
Bandaberg  ... ... ...  24 53  152 22  8 0 '37 30th 7 119
Burenda  ... ... ...  25 45 146 42 440 01 1 10th 5 1110
Burrandowan * ... ... ...
Bastard Head  ...  24 9 151 50  on coast  0.47 15th 7 0.94
Camboon  ... ... ...  25 1 150 25 105 1'25 30th 8 2'36
Cabulture  ... ... ...  27 7 152 55 8 2.00 30th 2 2.50
Cairns  ... ... ...  16 50 145 45 on coast 2 .75 18th 8 10.01
Caloundrat  ...  26 49 153 9 on coast 1.70 30th 7 6'35
Cape Moreton  ...  27 1 153 28 off coast 0 .15 2nd 3 0.30
Cardwe ll  ... .. ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.59 18th 4 1'09
Central Railway ,  33-miles ...  23 40 150 10 47
Charleville  ... ... ...  26 25 146 13 420 0 .25 10th 5 0.76
Charters Towera¶  ... ...  19 2 146 19 70
Chudleigh Park  ... ...  20 45 144 10 175 0.50 18th 1 0.50
Clermont  ... ... ...  22 45 147 38 130 0 '06 10th 1 006
Cleveland  ... ... ...  27 32 153 18 on coast 1.26 28th 4 1.84
Cloncurry ... 20 25 140 31 210 0 .05 27th 1 0'05
Condamine Plains  ... ...  26 57 150 6 136 1 .00 20th 4 1159
Cooktown  . ... ..  15 27 145 15 on coast .. 7 240
Creen Creek  ... ...  18 0 142  0 119 0.42 18th 2 0'44
Cum be rlandt  ... ... ... ... ...  0.97 29th 3 2.25
Cunnamulla  ... ... ...  28 5 145 40 470 0 .20 26th 5  0-52
Dalby  ... ... ...  27 30 151 15 112 0.40 27th 2  0-62
Degilbo* ... ... ...  35 29 151 59 50
Emerald ... ... ... 23 28 148 6 190 0 1 8 10th 1 0.28
Enoggera Reservoir  ...  27 27  152 55 16  0.50 28th 10 1.40
Eulot  ... ... .. .. ... ...  0.34 26th 4 0.55
Gayndah  ... ...  25 38 151 36 72 045 28th 6 109
Georgetown ... ... 17 57 143 40 176 2 '00 14th 4  3-85
Gil be rt River  ... ...  17 54 143 0 133 1 '10 28th 3 1.96
Gladstone  .. ...  23 50 151 20 on coast 0'73 29th 5 1.93
Gold Creek Reservoir  ...  27 28 152 54 14  0-50  28th 8 1'13
Goodna  . ... ...  27 36 152 56 21
Goondiwindi  ... ...  28 32 150 24 185 0 .75 19th 4 1'64
Gooyen ,  Adavalet  ... ... ... ...  0.69 9th 7 1.82
Gympie 26 •12 152 38 30 0.65 30th 6 11 3
Hawkwood  ... ... ...  25 55 150 50  ...  0.37 26th 4 0 195
Helidon  ... ... ...  27 39 152 3 60
Herbertont  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2-23  30th
l8  1-4-1827Herbert River, Macnade  ...  18 26 146 6  5  0-71  17th
Herbert River ,  Trebonne  ...  18 26 145 55  15 0.80 18th 5 1.71
Highbury ,  Mitche ll  River *  16 28 144 1 100
Hughenden  ... ... ...  20 50 144 10 190  0-02  28th 1 0.02
Inkerman * ... ... ...  19 56 147 25 10
Inglewood  ... ... ...  28 26 161 7  140 1.20 20th 6 4.58
Inakip Point ... ... 25 50 153 5 off coast  1'07 27th 9 3.02
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 1.50 28th 8 2.90
Isisford  ... ... ...  24 15 144 20 350 ... ... ... 0 08
Jimbour  ... ... ...  27 17 151 12 114 0'45 10th 6 1.57
Johnstone River ,  Geraldton 18 14 146 6 7 2'35 14th 11 6'75
Johnstone River, Goondi * ...  18 13 146 10 12
Johnstone River, Innishowen 18 13 145 60 10 2 .37 14th 14 5'79
Johnstone River ,  Mourilyan* 18 13 146 61 12
Junction Creek  ... ....  17 45 144 9 78
Kilkivan  ... ... ...  26 5 152 22 40  0-55  29th 7 1.66
Kimberley 1 ... ... ... , 17 28 141  0 off coast
Langmornt *... ... ...I 24 20 150 10 25
No ltetusn rdccived.  t New station. I No Rain
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER ,  1885- continued.
SHOWING  the Latitude ,  Longitude ,  and distance from  Sea-coast- of each Station  ;  the maximum
during 24 hours, and date of same; the days of Rain ,  and Total  Fall-continued.
Name of Station. Latitude Longitude Distance from I(South ). (East ).  Sea-coast.
I,eyburn  ... ...  28° 1' 151° 38'
Miles .
121
Low Island  ... ... ...  16 30 145 45 off coast
Lytton  ... ... ...  27 26 153 1 on coast
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5
Mackay ,  Oakendent ...  21 12 148 55 18
Mackay ,  St. Helens ` ...  21 11 149 0 12
Mackay ,  The Hollow ...  21 12 148 50 20
40Marlborough  ... ... 22 57 150 1
Maryborough  .. ...  25 36 152 45 10
Maryborough ,  Yengarie ...  24 36 152 43 18
Maryland  ... ... ...  28 33 152 2 ...
Maytown  ... ... ...  15 59 144 20 65
Millaquin ,  Bundaberg ...  24 53 152 23 7
Miles  ... ... ...  26 38 150 8 180
Minerva Downs ,  Clermontt 22 40 147 30 150
Mitchell  ... ... ...  26 81 147 51 862
Mount Cornish ...  21 58 144 45 235
Mount  Morris* ...  25 38 145 54 455
Mundoolun • 27 54 153 10 18
Murweh  ... ... ...  26 28 146 10 495
Muttaburra  ... ... ...  22 2 144 49 238
Nanango  ... ... ...  26 41 152 10 68
Nebo  ... ...  21 55 148 10 50
Nive  ... ...  25 30 146 31 300
Normanton  ... ... ...  17 38 141 25 38
Orion Downs* ...  24 17 148 24 160
Pentlandta ... ... ...... ... ...
Proudfoot Shoal ...  10 36 141 0 off coast
Pikedale  ... ... ...  28 37 151 40 110
Pine River  ... ... ...  27 17 153 5 6
Port Douglas ... ...  16 30 145 24 on coast
ltedcliff t ... ... ... on coast
Rockhampton ... ...  23 25 150 25 25
Roma  ... ...  26 37 148 48 260
Sandgate  ... ... ...  27 38 153 6 on coast
Severnfield  ... ... ...
Southport  ... ... ...  27 58 153 30 on coast
Springsure  ... ... ...  24 2 148 10 220
Stanthorpe ... ... ... 28 40 152 0 90
St. George  ... ... ...  28 5 148 33 295
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8
Surat ... ... ...  27 11 149 2 250
Tambo ... ... ... 24 50 146 15 285
Taroom ... ... .. ..
Telemon ¶ ... ...  20 40 143 50 200
Texas ... ...  28 51 151 12 145
Thargomindah 27 59 143 37 600
Thornborough  ... 16 55 144 50 50
Toowoomba ... 27 84 152 10 80
Torres Straits ,  Goode Islands 10 38 142 10 off coast
Townsville  .. ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast
iWaroonga,  Mtchellt  ... ... ... ...
Warwick  ... ... ...  28 12 152 16 90
Welford Lagoonst  ... .. ..
We lltown  ... ...  28 30 149 46 230
Werabone, Surat  .. ...  27 20 149 0 257
Whyenba,  St. Georget 28 28 148 33 300
Winton  ... ...  20 30 142 40 320
Woodlands  ... ...  23 5 150 48 3
Yuelba Experimental Farm 26 44 ]  49 22 251
Maximum in 24 hours
and date.
No' of Totaldays Rain Rainfall.
fell.
Inches . Date .  Inches.
1132 20th 6 3.22
1.45 13th 5 3'19
2.50 27th 5 3'27
0.21 12th 7 0'64
0'32 11th 5 0.84
1.11 29th 8 2'00
0.45 24th 3 1.04
1.70 29th 10 3'07
2.12 30th 7 2.96
1.33 19th 9 3.94
0 .70 13th 6 105
0.28 21st 6 0191
0 .75 11th 7 1.73
0.52 10th 1 0.52
1 .85 10th 6 2.97
0101 10th 1 01)1
0 .34 11th 5 2.11
0.60 10th 1 0.60
0.41 23rd 9 1135
1.87 29th 4  2-14
0.96 10th 5 1.63
0.87 23rd 3 100
0 .02 17th 2 0104
1.54 10th 6 4.01
1.02 29th 9 2.82
3 .69 12th 6 6.97
2191 29th 6 5106
0.25 28th 6 0.68
0 .95 11th 8 1.39
1 .12 30th 7 3'23
0.82 10th 6 174
0.60 26th 7 130
1.04 23rd 7 2.59
0.76 27th 7 1.83
0'08 28th 1 0'08
1.50 10th 6 219
1130 9th 5 1.54
1110 11th 4 1.58
0198 10th 5 2.69
0 .22 24th 1 0.22
1.00 28th 8 1'03
1.50 20th 5 2.98
012 12th 1 0.12
1.82 24th 6 2.97
1.40 20th 6 2.99
0.35 ' 9th 3 0.73
0 .63 25th 6 1.43
1.66 10th 5 3.45
.. .. 2.25
0 .55 27th 1 0156
0 .56 12th 8 1.18
1108 10th 7 2'33
*  No Return received .  t New  station .  It  No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during the month .  10.01 inches ,  was at  Cairns .  Greatest number of days rain fell, 14,  at Johnstone River.
Greatest  fall  in 24 hours ,  3.90 inches ,  on 12th ,  at Port  Douglas.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological  Observer.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Land described below ender the
I provisions of  " The Deal Property Acts of  1861  and  187V' Any person desiring to oppose  will
require to lodge,  by himself or his attorney,  a Caveat in Form B of said  Acts ,  on or before the day named..
Description and situation of Land.
9 acres 3  roods  9. perches ,  being  re-subdivision 1 of
subdivision 10 of  allotment  10, parish  of Enoggera
51 acres  1 rood,  being portions  70 and 71, parish of
Brassall
3 acres  3 roods 13 perches ,  being allotments  1 end 2 of
section 120,  town of Maryborough'
Name  of Applicant. Data within  whiok a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Robert Lane  ... ... ....  19th  January, 1886.
Sarah Playne  Chubb  ... ...  ditto.
William Perry  ... ...  I ditto.
Registrar  of Titlos '  Cries , - THO: MYLNB,
Brisbanb , 19th De aber , 1886.  E gistrar of Titles.
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The Brassa ll Divisional Board's Office,
Ipswich, 27th  November, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
RIS Excellency the Governor, with the aivice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of theprovisions of "  The Public Work.f Land* Resamption Act of  1878," having been pleased to confirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Chairman of the Brassall Divisional  Board  the particulars of their estate and interest in
the land required for the said road, and their  claims  for compensation on account thereof, within sixty
(60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed that the
Chairman of the  Brassall  Divisional Board is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has
been resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
Boor of REFERENCE  OF ROAD  ACROSS THE BRISBANE  RIVER ,  INTYNDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
Description of Road.
all
1 From the  south -west
corner of portion 96,
parish of  North,  north-
easterly through por-
tiOns 96 and 95 to the
Brisbane River
2 From the Brisbane liver
northerly to a reserved
road in portion 7, parish
of  Ball
oM
Reputed OccupierHow Held Bearings Lengtks Area . Remarks.
a
.. Owner. . .
oe
Chs. Lks. Links. A. R. r.
96 North Freehold Martin  M. Fsby 90• 0' 5 00 100 S 0 23 Unimproved
and  Fahy etr Of 14 (10 forest land
95 1g0 0' 4 90
48° 30, 11 30
30° 15'  16 00
92° 90' 7 50 irregu-
1
lar
7  Sahl ... Ditto  ..  John Harris ,  I.  Harris,Junr. junr. 200839' 0' 30' 7 0050 irregu-lar 2 1 0 Ditto
190 0' 6 23
A Plan  and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen  at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions  in Ipswich.
E. TALLON,
Chairman.
'NOTICE.
T HE undermentioned Overtime Goods ,  in the Queen 's Warehouse at Townsville ,  will be sold by
pub lic auction on 5th January, 1886 ,  under clause 82 of  "  The Customs  Act of  1873."
Date .  Bond Mark .  Import  Mark.  Goods .  Vessel. Whence.
1884.
26 October ...  QW U 1 Brinsmead  ...  2 cases organs  ... ... ...  Moreton  ... ...  Brisbane.
522 B
26 October... QW
-L2 ditto ...  2 „ pianos  ... ... ditto ... ditto.
522 T
8 November  QW A. McLean ...  1 parcel clothing  ... ...  Cores  ... ... ditto.
530
1885.
5 January  Q W Major Von
651 Kophinget
11 February Q W P. F. N. ...
568
23 March  .,. QW Geo.  Ingleson ...
592
4 April ... QW H. Jackson ...
595
11 May ... QW H
017 T
3 June ... QW M
623 T
23 June  ... QW Q N A C
630
1 July ... Q W l-b- I
633
1 July ... QW J. B. Fry ...
636
13 July ... Q W No  mark ...
642
13 July ... QW ditto ...
642
13 July ... QW ditto
642
3 August... QW G. M. & Co.
650
21 August ... QW It G over EC in
655 diamond over
c c
1 case effects  ... ... ...  W hampoa  ... ...  Sydney.
1 „ bottled fruits  ... ... Roma  ... ... London.
1 parcel tea  samples  ... ... Ranelagh ... ... Sydney.
1 „ drugs... ... ... Warrego ... ... ditto.
1 package posters ... ... Glanworth ... ... ditto.
1 bag tinware ... ...  Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
6 cases  chutney ... ... Duke of Buckingham London.
5 mats dates  ... ... ...  Keilawarra  ... ...  Brisbane.
1 parcel ... ... ... Glanworth ... ... ditto.
1 box  glass  ... ... ... Archer ... ... ditto.
1 bag tinware ... ... ... ditto .., ditto.
1 box boots ... ... ... ditto ... ... ditto.
1 ditto ... ... ... Glanworth ... ... Cooktown.
3 bags  sago ...
8 „ tapioca ... ... De Bey ... ... Hongkong..f:
TM. SING},
H. M. Customs,  Brisbane,  Collector of Customs.
26th November,  1881.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY  ACTS  OF 1861 AND 1877."
N OTICE is hereby ven,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title  to the  Lan 3s  hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must  do so by lodging  a Caveat at my Office on or before the day specified.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claimant.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1865. 1886.
Charles Besgrove, late 12 Feb .  George England ,  of Ips- 13 acres and 20 perches ,  part Fee-simple Will dated 5 Novem -  26 Jan.
of Bundanba ,  free -  wich, wheelwright ,  portion 164,  parish of Goodna her, 1864
holder and George Wright, of
1882.
Bundanba ,  labourer
George England ,  late of 28 June Emily England ,  of Ips. ditto
Ipswich ,  wheelwright wich, widow
David  White,  late of
Gladstone ,  police pen-
sioner
Theodor Just ,  otherwise
Theodor Leopold Just,
late of  Marburg,  farmer
John  McGregor,  late of
Ipswich ,  licensed vic-
tualler
Charles Coxen ,  late of
Bulimba ,  Inspecting
Commissioner of Crown
Lands
Hugh Buchanan ,  late of
Rockhampton, car-
penter
Ditto ...
Emma Free ,  late wife of
Joseph Free ,  of Kelvin
Gro ve, gentleman
William James Paddon,
late of Norham
1885.
10 Oct.  Elizabeth White, of
Gladstone, widow
1883.
2 Dec .  Bertha liennette Just,
of Minden, widow
1882.22 Oct.  Eliza  McGregor,  of Ips-
wich, widow
1876.
16 May Elizabeth Frances
Coxen, of Bulimba,
widow
1832.
6 Mar.  Donald Buchanan, of
Glasgow ,  blacksmith
ditto Archibald John Bu-
chanan,  of Glasgow,
blacksmith
1885.
28 Oct .  The said Joseph Free ...
j
Estate
Description  claimed to
and situation  of Land. be
transmitted.
...  Fee-simple As administratrix ...  26 Jan.
Allotment  8 of section  43, town
of Gladstone
Portions 612 and 614,  parish of
Walloon
Allotments 9 and 20 of section 6,
town of Ipswich
Subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and 8 of see-
1 of eastern suburban allot-
ment 115, parish of South Bris-
bane
Fee-simple Will dated 26 Sep- 2 Feb.
tember, 1872
Fee-simple Will dated  6 Decem -  26 Jan.
ber, 1875
Fee-simple  As administratrix  ...  26 Jan.
Fee-simple  Will dated 13 March, 19 Jan.
1876
Portion 1555,  parish of Yeppoon  Life estate  Will dated 22 May, Z Feb.
1676
ditto ...
Re-subdivision 2 of subdivision
43 of port ion 272, parish of
North  Brisbane
1884.
27 Jan .  The Curator of Intestate Allotment  3 of section 15, town
Estates  of Ingham
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned  in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint BENJAMIN HOWELL, of Laura River, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the -Registrar 's District of
Palmer, who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by
the eighteenth and nineteenth  sections  of the said
Act.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  "  The Marriage Act of  1864,"
we, the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint JOHN BUCELET, of Noranside, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  a Justice of the Peace, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar 's District of
Marathon ,  whd shall ,  by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by
the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said
Act.
Dated this ninth day of December ,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART  MEIN, J.
Fee-simple ditto  ... ...  ditto.
in remain-
der
Fee-simple As administrator... 19 Jan.
Fee-simple  By order of the 2 Feb.
Supreme Court,
dated 11 August,
1884
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned  in the eighteenth
section of  " Tlie Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby  appoint
WILLIAM  MORTON  M ACDONALD , of Leichhardt
Downs,  in the  Colony of Queensland, a Justice of
the Peace , to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of St.  Lawrence , who shall, by
virtue of this appointment, give  consent in the cases
provided  for in and  by the eighteenth  and nine-
teenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby  appoint
-ROBERT  WILFRED MORAN,  of Winton,  in  the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the  Registrar 's District
of Marathon, who shall, by virtue of this  appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided  for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth  sections of the
said Act.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R.  HARDING, J.Pil ORAR.7.ES STUART  MEIN,J.
242
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  ighteenth
section of  " The Marriage  Act  of  1864," we,
the  Judges  of the Supreme Court ,  do hereby appoint
JOHN
DANIEL WIENHOLT,  of Warenda, in theColony  of Queensland ,  a Justice of th  Peace, to b
a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar 's District of
Marathon ,  who shall ,  by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by
the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said
Act.
Dated this ninth day of December ,  A.D. 1885.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.is GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes  mentioned in the eighteenth
section  of  " Tice Marriage Act  of 1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
ROBERT  WILLIAM LEGEAND, of Wyunboong, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Fassifern, who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment,  give consent in the cases provided for in
and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of
the said Act.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
In the Sueme Court of Queensland.
F OR the purposes mentioned i  the ighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864,"
we, the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint GaoRGE AUGUSTUS PEDDLE, of Biddenham,
Nive River, in the Colony of Queensland, a Justice
of the Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Charleville, who shall, by
virtue of this appointment, give consent in the
cases provided for in and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this ninth day of December, A.D. 1885.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„
„
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, J.
NOTICE.SANFORD HILL NEVILE has this day been
appointed Keeper of the Blackall Pound for
the twelve months expiring on the 31st December,
1886.
Court House,
W. RANKING, P.M.
Blackall, 8th December, 1886.
NOTICE.AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held
at Mackay, on the 8th December, 1885, Mr.
THODtAs P .  SHEPHERD was  re-appointed Pound-
keeper for the Mackay Pound, for twelve months
next ensuing.
By order,
A. HASENKAMP, C.P.S.
Court House,
Mackay, 9th December, 1885.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Henry Ebbstein and R. Brenner, of Brisbane,
hawkers,  trading as " Ebbatein and Brenner,"
byArthur Solomon  Benjamin , Leopold Solomon
Benjamin , and Lionel Nathaniel  Benjamin,
merchants , trading together  as " Benjamin
Brothers."
,(UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
IIJJ upon_ proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the acts of insolvency
alleejed  to have been committed by the said Henry
Ebbstein  and R. Brenner having been given, it is
ordered that the said Henry Ebbstein and R.
Brenner be, and they are hereby adjudged insol-
vent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of this Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Henry Ebbstein and R. Brenner,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, on the Fourth day
of January, 1886, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Henry Ebb-
stein and it. Brenner shall, on the Second day of
January, 1886, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of their debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far
as known, of their creditors, and of the causes of
their inability to meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditors,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Peter Wierman, of Winton, in the Colony of
Queensland, hotelkeeper, by the said Peter
Wierman.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Peter Wierman
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official  Trustee of
his Estate. And it is farther ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Peter Wierman, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court, on
the Second day of January, 1886, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Peter Wierman shall, on the Twenty-ninth
day of December, 1885,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee  in this Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties  of every kind, and of the  names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors , and of the causes
of his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourteenth
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND  FLOwn ,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of John
Cunningham, of South Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, bootmaker.
G EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, i  theColony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
CHAMBEas , BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Brisbane.
2081
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Frank Turner, of Nerang, selector, by him-
self.
TPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Frank Turner be,
i he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
mes Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
Estate. And it is further ordered that the
rat General Meeting of the creditors of the said
-ank Turner ,  for the electioD of a Trustee ,  be held
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
iirty-firstday of December, 1885, at Eleven o'clock
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
id Frank Turner shall, on the Twenty-ninth day of
3cemberinstant ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
rifled on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
id, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as
own, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
ibility to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eleventh
y of December, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
lAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
n the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE COOPER.
L the Matter ofan Insolvency Petition against
Charles Henry Ashford, of Townsville, sail-
maker, by the said Charles Henry Ashford.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,) it is ordered thatthe said  Charles HenryWord be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
at James Stockwell, Esquire, be Official Trustee
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
rst General Meeting of the creditors of the said
iarles Henry Ashford ,  for the election of a Trustee,
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court
the Thirtieth day of December, 1885, at Eleven
;lock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
at the said Charles Henry Ashford shall, on the
venty-ninth day of December, 1885,  at Bowen,
liver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
d accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
bts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
mes and  residences ,  so far as known, of his
3ditors,  and of the causes of his inabi lity to
-et his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this four-
-nth day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
.MRS PETRIE,
Applicant's Solicitor,
Bowen.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Denis Quinlan, of Charters Towers, baker and
storekeeper, by Andrew Farrelly, of Charters
Towers afo re said , baker.J PON the hearing of this Petition his day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
bt of the Petitioner, and of the acts of insolvency
eged to have been committed by the said Denis
iinlan, it is ordered that the said Denis Quinlan
, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and
it James Stockwell, Esquire, be Official
ustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
it the First General Meeting of the creditors of
> said Denis Quinlan ,  for the election of a
ustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
this Court on the Twenty-fourth day of Decem-
r, 1885, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
.s further ordered that the said Denis Quinlan
shall ,  on the Twenty -third day  of December, 1885,
at Bowen aforesaid ,  deliver to the  Trustee in this
Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts  and  liabilities of ever kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far  as
known,of his  creditors, and of the causes of his inabi li ty
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this eighth
day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
By their A ent-
J. A. GREGORY,
Solicitor, Bowen.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Alexander  Frazier
Gregson, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, carrier ,  an Insolvent.
STEWART REID,  of Brisbane, in the Colonyof Queensland, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
J. R. BAX TER BRUCE,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
2083
Registrar.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Thomas Jones and Company, of
.E ockhamp ton, in the Colony of Queensland,
carriage manufacturers ,  Insolvents.
THE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvents to take place at the Po lice
Court  House, Rockhampton, on the Thirteenth day
of January ,  one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-six ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this seventeenth day of December,
A.D. 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
Town Agents for-R. LYONS,
Solicitor for Insolvents,
Rockhampton.
2082 7s.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the  Matter of Israel  Lowe,  of Mackay brick-
maker ,  an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed  the Last  Examinationof the Insolvent to take  place at Mackay, on
the Seventh day of January,  1886,  at Ten o'clock
in the  forenoon , before the Police  Magistrate.
Dated this sixteenth  day of December, 1885.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. ROMILLY.
By ROBERTS  AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
3005 6s.
2218
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Albert Carpenter, of Mackay, in
the Colony of Queensland, draper, an Insolvent.
O N the Sixteenth day of December, 1885, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to Albert
Carpenter, cf Mackay aforesaid, who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the seventh day of January,
1885.
3001
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of William Martin, of Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
r HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
l of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Townsville, on the Sixth day
of January, 1886, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated the tenth day of December, 1885.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
EDWIN NORRIs,
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Townsville.
By his Agent-
J. A. GREGORY,
Solicitor, Bowen.
2095
Registrar.
4s.
In the. Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  COOPER.
In the Matter of Richard William King, of
Ravenswood, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeet  er and  publican, an Insolvent.
11 N the Seventh day of December, 1885, h
i I Certificate of Discha rge was granted to
Richard William King, of Ravenswood aforesaid,
storekeeper and publican, who was adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty-sixth day of November,
1883.
F. MILFORD,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Principal Registrar.
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Ravenswood.
Agent-
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor,  Bowen.
3008
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Kong Jong Hing Tai, trading as
" Hing  Tai and  Company ,"  of Bundaberg,
furniture  dealer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and  Final Dividend at the rate of
4s. 4d .  in the £ is now payable at this Office
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
2099 48.
ON the Eighth day of February,  1886, at Teno'clock in  the forenoon, George Dick Russell,
of Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queensland ,  adjudi-
cated insolvent on the eighth day of April, 1885,
will apply to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane afore-
said , for  a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated  this  seventeenth day of December, 1885.
H. L. E. RUTHNING,
Solicitor for George Dick Russell, Brisbane.
2084 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of George Blaxiand
Molle, late of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, stock and station agent, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given that the Accounts of
the Administrations of the Estate of the
abovenamed deceased have this day been lodged
in my Office. All parties having  any claim against
the said Estate, or being otherwise interested, are
requested to come in before me at my Office,
Supreme Court House, William street, Brisbane,
on or before TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February next, and inspect the said Accounts, and
if they shall think fit object thereto, and if no
exception be taken to the said Accounts the same
will be duly in uired into at my said Office on the
above-mentioned day, at the hour of 10 o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this fifteenth day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the Administrators,
3003
6s.
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
I n the Supreme  Court of  Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mr. Jusricn  COOPER.
In the  Matter  of Joseph Laurai, of  Normanton, in
li
the Colony of Queensland, publican, an In-
solvent.
ENRY MURRAY THORNE, of Normanton,
produce merchant, and John Vetch Grahame,
of same place ,  managing  director of the North
Queensland Trade and Agency Company, Limited,
have been appointed Trustees of the property of
the Insolvent.
A ll  persons  having in their  possession  any of the
effects of  the Insolvent  must  deliver them to the
Trustees , and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to  the Trustees.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustees.
Dated this fourteenth day of December, 1885.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
JAMES PETRIE,
Solicitor,  Bowen.
3009
Registrar.
6s.
MR, JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Lands of Charles George Bradley ,  late of
Myrtlebrook,  near Bowen, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Accounts in
i the abovenamed Estate,  fr om the fifth day
of July, 1884 ,  to the twenty -seventh day of October,
1885 ,  have this day been filed in my Office ; and
all persons having any claim on the said Estate, or
being interested therein, are required to come in
before me at my Office ,  Supreme Court House,
Herbert street, Bowen ,  on or before  WEDNES-
DAY, the Twentieth  day of January next, and
inspect the said Accounts ,  and if they should see
fit object thereto ,  and if no objection shall be taken
to the said Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into at my said Office on the above day,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourteenth day of December, A.D.
1885.
JAMES PETRIE,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
Solicitor for Executors,
Bowen.
3007 7s. 6d.
2219
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDIC PION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Strachan, late
of Redland,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased, intestate.
\
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from  the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adininistra-tion of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed William Strachan, de-
ceased, who died intestate, may be granted to James
and Andrew Strachan, of Redland, near Brisbane
aforesaid, the brothers and two of the next-of-kin
of the said deceased.
Dated this 11th day of December, 1885.
REES JONES, BROWN, AND JONES,
Proctors for the Administrators,
George street, Brisbane, and Rockhampton.
3006 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Lands and Goods of Margaret Ann Canning,
of Warwick ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased ,  wife of Andrew Canning, of the same
place, storekeeper.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion of fou teen days fr om th  publicat on
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court ,  that Letters of Administration of
all and singular the lands ,  chattels, and effects of
the abovenamed Margaret Ann Canning ,  deceased,
may be granted  to Andrew  Canning, of Warwick
aforesaid ,  storekeeper ,  the widower of the said
deceased.
Dated at  Warwick,  this seventh day of Decem-
ber, 1885.
CAMPBELL AND CURNOW,
Proctors for the  said  Andrew Canning,
Palmerin street , Warwick.
By FOXTON AND CAEDEW,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
2076
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Frederick Marsh, otherwise
Frederick Marshall, late of St. George, in
the Colony of Queensland, stockman, de-
ceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon.
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of
the abovenamed Frederick Marsh, otherwise
Frederick Marshall, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Herbert Edward Smith, of
queen street, Brisbane, in the Colony aforesaid,
solicitor, the duly constituted attorney of Thomas
Marsh, of Tinonee, in the colony of New South
Wales, the lawful  cousin and  next of kin of the
said Frederick Marsh, otherwise Frederick Marshall,
deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of December,  1885.
GEORGE E. MARKWELL,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Herbert Edward Smith.
2087 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Festing Colson Knight, late of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
master mariner, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Ancillary Letters of
Probate of the Will of the abovenamed Festing
Co'.son Knight, deceased, may be granted to th
Honourable Edward Barrow Forrest, of Brisbane,in the Colony of Queensland, a Member of the Legis-
lative Council. one of the Executors and Trustees
named in the said Will, reserving leave for Horace
Melbourne %uttor, of Bathurst, in the Colony of
New South Wales. Esquire, the remaining Executon
and Trustee named in the said Will, who resider
out of the jurisdiction of the said Honourabls
Court, to come in and prove at any time hereafter.e
Dated this seventeenth day of December, 1885.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Edward Barrow Forrest.
2002 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of Robert Robertson, late of The
Palms Estate, near Mackay, in the Colony of
Queensland, blacksmith, deceased, intestate.
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
` r tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the Estate of the abovenamed Robert
Robertson, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Alexander Robertson, junior, of The
Palms Estate, near Mackay, in the said Colony,
labourer, the lawfully-onstituted attorney of
Alexander Robertson,  senior , of bridge of Earn, in
the County of Perth, in Scotland, railway gate-
keeper, the father of the abovenamed deceased.
Rated this fourteenth day of December, A.D.
1885.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Victoria street, Mackay,
Proctor for the said Alexander Robertson,  junior.
3000 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas McEvory Bussey, late of
Marlborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
timber  agent , deceased.NOTIC E is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas McEvory Bussey, deceased,
maybe granted to Helen Louisa Bussey, of Mary-
borough, in the said colony, the Executrix named
in the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of December, A.D. 1885.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Proctor for the said Hellen Louisa Bussey,
Bazaar  street, M aryborough.
6s.
By his Town Agents-
WILSON AND WILSON,
Queen street , Brisbane.
3004 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Carl Fischer, late of
Eagleby, near Beenleigh ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days
fr om th  dat  of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court,  that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands ,  goods ,  chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Carl Fischer ,  deceased,
who died  intestate ,  may be granted to August
Fischer, of Eagleby,  near Beenleigh ,  in the Colony
aforesaid ,  farmer ,  the eldest son of the said de-
ceased.
Dated  this  seventh day of December, 1885.
JOHN GEORGE APPEL,
Proctor for the said August Fischer,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
2086  59.6d.
2220
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Anne Morris, late of Swan Creek,
near Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased, wife of John Morris, of same place,
farmer.N l rOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the lands of the abovenamed Anne
Morris, deceased, may be granted to John Morris,
of Swan Creek aforesaid, farmer, the widower of
the said deceased.
Dated at Warwick, this eleventh day of December,
A.D. 1885.
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the said Administrator,
2080
Fitzroy street, Warwick.
5s. 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Sarah Ann Roberts, late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  Sar •h Ann Roberts, deceased, may
be granted to Lydia Marshall, of Rockhampton
aforesaid , widow, and Walter Cook,  of the same
place ,  gentleman , the Executrix and Executor
named  in the said Will.
Dated this seventh day of December, 1885.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Lydia Marshall and Walter
Cook.
By his Agents-
DALY  AND HELLICAB,
Brisbane.
2088 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Chesterfield,
late of Downfall Creek,' Gym}ie Road, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  after  the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of  all and singular  the real  and personal
estate  and effects of the abovenamed Thomas
Chesterfield,  deceased , who died intestate, may be
granted to Mary Ann Chesterfield, of Downfall
Creek, Gymppie Road  aforesaid , the widow of the
said deceased.
Dated the seventeenth day of December, 1885.
J. GEORGE APPEL,
Proctor for the said Mary Ann Chesterfield,
88, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
2085 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Clements, late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the ex-piration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court, that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed John Clements, deceased,
may be granted to Joseph Cleary, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier (lately carry-
ing on business as a butcher ),  and Nicholas Edward
Nelson Tooth, of Maryborough , aforesaid iron-
founder, the Executors and Trustees named in the
said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of December, A.D. 1885.
MORTON AND POWERS, .
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Joseph Cleary and Nicholas
Edward Nelson Tooth.
2096 6s. 6d.
"THE COMPANIES A CT,  1863."
In the Matter of  " The  Companies  Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of "The Toowoomba Co-
operative Society, Limited."AT a General  Meeting  of the  abovenamedCompany, duly convened and held at the
business premises  of the said Company, situate in
Russell street, Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland, on the 7th day of December, 1885,
the following Resolutions were duly  passed, viz. :-
1. That William France and William Henry
Woolley be appointed Liquidators of the
said Toowoomba Co-operative Society,
Limited, as and from this date, in the
room and stead of William Hodgen and
Darius Hunt, who have  resigned  their said
office of Liquidators of the said Society.
2. That the  remuneration  of the said William
France and William Henry Woolley
shall be after the  rate of ten  per cent.
upon the amount  of the assets  of the said
Society realised by them and coming to
their hands by virtue of their said office
as such Liquidators.
Dated the 7th day of December, 1885.
2075
W. H. WOOLLEY,
Chairman.
7s. 6d.
RISE AND SHINE GOLD MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.
A
T a Special  General Meeting of the Members
of the above Company ,  duly convened and
held at Charters Towers ,  on the 17th November,
1885 ,  the subjoined Resolution was duly passed,
and at a subseque :  t Special General Meeting of the
same Company, also duly convened and held at the
same place ,  on the 4th December ,  1885, the said
Resolution was duly confirmed.
Resolution :
That  the Company be voluntarily wound-up,
and that Messrs. James Moore and E. D.
Miles be appointed Liquidators.
JAMES MOORE,
Chairman of Directors.
Dated this eighth day of December, 1885.
E. D. MILES, Secretary.
2098 5$.
NORTH STAR GOLD MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
AT a Special General  Meeting  of the Members
of the above Company, duly convened and
held at Charters Towers, on the 18th November,
1885, the subjoined  Special Resolutions  were duly
passed, and at  a subsequent Special General Meet-
ing of the  same  Company, also duly convened and
held at the  same place , on the 4th December, 1885,
the said Resolutions were duly confirmed.
Resolutions :
1. That the Company be voluntarily wound.
up, and that M.P. E. D. Miles be appointed
Liquidator.
2. That the Liquidator be paid £5 5s. for his
services.
Dated this eighth day of December, 1885.
C. A. RIEDRICH,
Chairman of Directors.
J. MILLICAN, Secretary.
2097 5s. 6d.
2221
NOTICE.I HEREBY givenotice that I intend to apply
to Inglewood Divisional Board, at their next
meeting, for permission to erect two Licensed
Public Gates on the Inglewood and Goondiwindi
Road, near Whilston ; the Gates to be in accord-
ance  with  " The Enclosure of Roads Act of  1864."
(Signed) P. J. BARRETT,
Manager.
Pro  Messrs. BADGEY AND SANDS,
Whilston.
Whilston,  14th  December, 1885.
2078 4s.
r 'HE ALL - RANGE QUEENSLAND
REGISTER"  now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office , William  street, Brisbane.
Price ,  Is.  6d;  posted, Is. 9d.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WIT1i
GENERAL RULES.
0
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The  Insolvency Act 07
187h ,"  together  with " General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal8vo .  Price 2s .  6d. Postage
dd. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Gove rnment Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form ,  at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp  Duties  Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1876,"
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
8. d.
Price 1 0
Posted ,. .. ... 1 2
JAMES C. REAL,
Gln•ernment Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O N SALE, at the Government Printing O fl  ce
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874,' together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the while of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William  street, Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the colony ,  9d. ; to England and the  Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street, Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M .  Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island ,  addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage ,  id. additional.
JAMES  C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
NOTICE.
"DOUNDKEEPERS  and others are requested. when
_ describing  brande ,t o make  a distinction  between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
"Registered Brand "after thedesoription of the former.
Registered  brands type will be used forsuchdescriptions,
but where these  words do not appear the ordinary type
only  willbe used.
J. 0. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
ON SALE  at the Government Printing  Office,William street ,  Brisbane :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Ma]jesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with  Fur.us  and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883 .  Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
1 T
OW published at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phsenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. dewy, half-bound. Price, £1 IS.
Postage  (extra) to any Post Town in the Colony,Is. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovEENMENT PRINTER  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1885.  £ s. d.
Dec. 12.-lamas Stockwell ... ... ... 0 0 6
12.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
14.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-Peak Downs Telegram ...  ... 0 14 6
14.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-A. J. Havlock and Co. ... ... 0 1 9
.
14.-S. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
14 -K. Ryan ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
14.-J. Lemel ... ... ... ... 0 1 10
14.-Townsville Bulletin  and  Herald,
Townsville ... ... ... 10 12 4
15.-W. W. Croft ... ... ... 0 0 8
15.-Dalby Herald  ... ... ... 0 2 8
15.-A. Bosanquet ... ... ... 0 1 2
15.-S. E. Crisfield ... ... ...  0 2 6
16.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
17.-J. Fitzsimmons ... ... ... 0 1 0
17.-A. Robinson ... ... 0 10 0
17.-P. J. Barrett ... ... ... 0 4 0
17.-H. Boyle ... ... ... .... 0 5 0
18.-T. Beanland ... ... ... 0 1 0
18.-N. McDonald ... ... ... 0 2 0
18.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
18.-J Meredith ... ... ... 0 1 0
18.-E. R. Brooke ... ... ... 0 2 0
18.- J. A. Gregory ... ... ... 0 4 0
18.-C. D.  Miles  ... ... ... 1 0 0
18.-Wall, Allan and Co. ... ... 0 2 0
18.-H. Black ... ... ... ... 0 0 7
18.-Morton and rower ... ...  0 6 6
18.-C. Appleton ... ... 1 0 0
18.-Munici al Council, Cairns ... 1 7 8
18.-James Stockwell  ... ... ... 0  IP  0
Impounbings.
iii  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded  Stock  will be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING  PER  ANIMAL  ;  and so such
Advertisement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance suff icient to cover the  cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Woodford, fr m Durundur.
One strawberry steer, no brand visible.
If not released on or before the 28th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. BEANLAND, Poundkeeper.
2094 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from the  enclosed lands of
Strathalmond ,  by order  of Messrs . J. and  C. Porter.
One bay mare ,  DUO near shoulder ,  star in forehead.
If not reieased on or before  the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
2079
JOHN FITZSIMONS,  Poundkesper.
1s.
2222
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Caiwarro, on the 9th
December, 1885, by order of A. J. Cotter, Esq.
Damages and driving, £5 8s. 4d.
One black entire, star on forehead, little white on both
hind feet, J8Q near shoulder, like 63 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES MEREDITH, Poundkeeper.
2091 is.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, by order
1 of the General Inspector. Damage, 5s. per head.
One red cow, WIN off ribs, ear-marked.
One piebald pony, JH2 near shoulder, wall-eyed near
eye.
If not released on or before the 28th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
2089 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Glenbower Station,
on the 28th November, 1885, by order of E. Dowd,
Esquire. Driving, 13s. 4d. each.
One Chesnut gelding, FC (like TC conjoined) on near
shoulder.
One bay colt, ZiG near shoulder, hind feet white, star
If not released on or before the 25th December, 1885,
will be sold to defray expenses.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
2072 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the grass paddock
of F. A. Primrose, Esquire, on the 10th December,
1885. Damages and driving, 3s. 8d. per head.
One red and white bullock, blotch brands near rump,
slit out under near ear.
One strawberry cow, like VGl2 or VC2 (registered
brands) off loin, top off off ear.
Also, from the grass paddock of J. S. McIntyre,
Esquire, on the 7th December, 1885. Damages and
driving, 3s. 6d. per head.
One strawberry cow, like W9Q (registered brand) off
rump ; red heifer calf at side.
If not released on or before the 19th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2092
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
M POUNDED at Cloncurry, from Strathfield Station,
I ` on 26th November, 1885, by order of R. Bell,
Esquire.
One brown gelding cob, WIT over KC9 near shoulder,
indistinct brand near thigh, scar on wither.
Also, from Florence Vale Station, by order of K.
McKenzie, Esquire.
One chesnut mare, 003 near thigh, 21 near cheek.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2093
NEIL McDONALD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra,  on the 9th December
1885.
One bay gelding ,  running star, off  hind foot white,
7 off cheek ,  8 off neck , like LN7  off shoulder,
d @8N over >< 431U rear quarter ,  OA9 (regis-
tered brands )  over 9 off quarter.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN,  Poundkeeper.
2073  Is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Willowbank enclosed
land. Driving Is. 8d.
One grey horse, like W5 (registered brand, middle letter
blotched) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
2077  Is.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from liaroondah, on the
5th December, 1885, by order of A. Scott,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 9s. 2d. per head.
One bay gelding, e.•1W near shoulder, OLD (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder, fore feet and near hind
foot white, star.
One roan mare, 4 in diamond near shoulder, 9 near
thigh, hind feet white, bald face.
One Chesnut gelding, RD3 (registered brand) near
thigh, small star, blind off eye.
One bay mare, D3Y over  0C3 over8AV (regis-
tered brands) near shoulder, star.
.One black gelding, faint brand like P1S (the P is the
most indistinct) off shoulder, two streaks like inde-
scribable brands near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, 9JE near shoulder, white streak on
face.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
2071 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Rockwood Station,on the 28th of November, 1885, by order of Stewart
Brothers and McCaughey. Driving, lOs. each.
One light bay mare, small star, near hip down, baA
(registered brand) near shoulder, saddle-marked.
One dark-bay or brown mare, little white off hind foot,
half draught, indistinct brand near shoulder, about
five years old, saddle-marked.
One black mare, near hind foot white, white specks on
back, aged, 50 near neck, k3 over Y near shoulder.
One yellow-bay gelding, near hind foot white, star and
snip, blotch brand near shoulder, aged.
One bay gelding, running star, off hind foot white, 7 off
cheek, 8 off neck, like LN7 off shoulder, 08 like N
near qualrter, OA9 (registered brand) over 9 off
quarter.
If not released on or before the 29th December, 1885
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
2074 55.
I MPOUNDED at Clermont, from Surbiton, on the15th November, 1885, by order of W. B. Nutting,
Esquire.
One red bullock, bald face, like HW6 (registered brand)
near rump, like UL9 off rump (worker).
One yellow and white cow,1AQ (registered brand) off
rump, ) (Y2 over FS5 (registered brand) near
ribs, back quarter from off ear, slice out of near ear.
One red bullock, white belly, like 6KM or OKM
(registered brand) near rump, swallow and slit
near  ear, back notch off ear.
One red cow, bald face, ><Y2 over IF SS (registered
brand) near ribs,  slice out near ear.
One roan bullock, white back, like ICU (registered
brand) near rump, 3 near neck.
One red bullock, blotch brand near rump, spot in fore-
head, white patch near side.
One red bullock, white spotted, VI/M(3 (registered
brand) off rump, like cut 7 off ear.
One strawberry bullock, tip off both horns, JJ1(3
(registered brand) off rump, cut 7 off ear, 8 off
cheek.
One red bullock, 01L or Ci]U (registered brand)
over T off ribs, tip off near ear, front quarter from
off ear.
One strawberry and white cow, like 2WS (registered
br.ind) off ribs, swallow- tail off ear.
One bull calf at foot (unbranded), progeny of above.
One strawberry bullock, red ears, 8  near  cheek, like
RAl (registered brand) near rump, back slit near
ear.
One strawberry cow, like WCO or WC3 (registered
brand) off rump, 4 off cheek, like XF3 near rump.
One brindle bullock, like GB2 (registered brand) off ribs.
One red and white steer, swallow for off ear, like FS5
(registered brand) near ribs, tip off horn.
One red and white steer, like WK3 (registered brand)
near ribs.
One red and white steer, like 7TH near rump, slit both
ears.
One white bullock, FS5 near ribs.
One red and white bullock, like B2M off ribs.
One white bullock, blotch brand, like UOK off ribs, like
numeral off cheek, back quarter off ear, old indis-
tinct brand near rump.
If not released on or before the 22nd  December, 1885,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
2090 20s.
Printed  and Published by Jalcrs 0. Been ,  Govcrnmcnt Printer,
William  street, Br isbane ,  19th December, 18e.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th Deceml er, 1885.THE following  Regulations for the GeneralManagement of the Dunwich Benevolent
Asylum having been  approved  by His Excellency
the Governor in Council ,  are published in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The  Charitable Institutions
Management  Act of  1885."
S. W.  GRIFFITH.
Application for admission.
1. Persons eligible for admission to the Benevo-
lent Asylum at Dunwich are those who, owing to
age or infirmity ,  are unable to maintain themselves,
and have no friends or relatives who are wil li ng or
who can be compe lled to support them.
2. No former  inmate  who has absconded, or who
has been discharged for misconduct, or who having
been provided with a situation has subsequently left
it without reasonable  cause , or has been dismissed
from it for drunkenness or misconduct , shall be
eligible for re-admission except by express permis-
sion  of the Colonial Secretary.
3. Application for admission to the Asylum shall
be made in the form of, and giving the particulars
required in, the First Schedule to these Regulations.
No applicant shall be admitted until his applica-
tion has been approved by the Colonial Secretary,
or without  an order  from the Colonial Secretary's
Office.
Discharges.
4. Discharges shall be made by the Visiting
Justice with the concurrence of the Superintendent.
A report of all discharges and the reasons for
which they are made shall be furnished to the
Colonial Secretary.
5. Inmates  may be discharged at their own
request at any time, if they satisfy the Visiting
Justice and Superintendent that they are able to
earn their own living, or that they have relatives
or friends willing to maintain them.
6. An inmate who is discharged for an offence
against  these Regulations ma be summarily re-
moved from the Asylum to Brisbane by order ofthe Visiting Justice or the Superintendent.
7. No inmate shall be allowed to leave the
Asylum unless he has been lawfully discharged, or
has obtained leave of absence from the Visiting
Justice or Superintendent.
8. Any inmate who refuses to leave the Asylum
on the offer of work for which the Superintendent
considers him able, and for which reasonable
remuneration is offered, shall be discharged.
The Medical Superintendent.
9. The Medical Superintendent shall be a legally
qualified medical practitioner, and shall reside at
the Asylum.
10. He will have the entire control  and manage-
ment of the Asylum, subject to such directions
as he  may from time to time receive from the
Colonial Secretary, and will be held responsible
for its due control and general economy, and for
the proper medical and general treatment of all
the inmates.
11. He will be required to visit every part of the
institution daily, and the sick as often as necessary.
He will inspect the wards and dining-roams from
time to time, and see that the food is properly
cooked, and according to the dietary se.ile allowed.
12. He will be required to enforce the due
observance of all the Regulations and By-laws
respecting the personal  cleanliness  of the inmates,
the appointed hours for their meals and for their
recreations, occupations, retiring to rest, rising,
and bathing, and also all By-laws respecting the
cleanliness and proper ventilation of the wards,
buildings, beds, and bedding.
It is
uildings,
duty to see that all  inmates  are employed
according to their ability.
13. He will be held responsible for the accurate
keeping of the records relating to the admission and
discharge of inmates, and the books of receipts,
expenditure, and distribution of supplies.
14. He will receive all moneys or cheques found
on inmates on admission, or thereafter received by
them, and give a receipt therefor, and will be
required to keep proper books showing such
receipts and the manner of the disbursement
thereof.
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15. Ile must forward, unopened ,  to the person to
whom it is addressed ,  every letter written by an
inmate.
16. In cases of complaints against inmates for
offences against the Regulations ,  the Medical
Superintendent must give information ,  beforehand,
to such inmates of the nature and substance of the
complaints intended to be made.
17. He must furnish to the Colonial Secretary
every a eek a report in the form of the Third
Schedule to these Regulations ,  and also furnish
from time to time such general or special reports
relating to the management of the institution as
he may think it necessary to make ,  or as may be
required by the Colonial Secretary.
18. He must every week ,  forward to the Colonial
Secretary, for insertion in the  Gazette,  a numerical
return of the inmates remaining in the institution
at the close of the previous week ,  and a list of
admissions ,  disebargcs ,  and deaths during the past
week ,  giving the name, age, trade or calling, late
resid.,nce ,  and names of employers during the two
years immediately preceding date of admission, of
each inmate admitted during the past week, and
the name, age, and date of admission of each
inmate who has been discharged ,  or who has died,
during the same period.
19. He must ,  at the end of each year ,  furnish
to the Colonial Secretary a report upon the con-
dition of the Asylum for the past year, showing
the number of inmates received into the Asylum
during the year ,  the number remaining in it at the
end of the year ,  and the receipts and expenditure
for the year, and also setting forth the state of the
buildings ,  the health of the inmates, and any other
matters of general interest.
20. He must immediately report to the Colonial
Secretary ,  and to the  Registrar-General in the
prescribed form ,  all deaths occurring at the Asylum.
Assistant Superintendent.
21. The Assistant Superintendent will be required
to afford the Superintendent every assistance in his
power in the management of the Asylum, and to
strictly carry out his directions relating to the
medical treatment of the patients.
22. If any inmate is suddenly seized with sick-
ness of a serious nature, he must at once report the
fact to the Superintendent.
23. He will ,  under the direction of the Superin•
tendent, hav-, the custody of and be accountable for
all stores, provisions ,  medicines ,  medical comforts,
and clothing for the inmates, and must enter in
books to be kept for that purpose the articles re-
ceived ,  and the daily or occasional issues thereof,
and must from time to time prepare and lay before
the audit inspector accounts or abstracts of all
such receipts and issues ,  showing ,  as far as his
inform .tion extends ,  the balance or residue remain-
ing on hand.
24. The boxes, bundles ,  parcels, or other luggage
of inmates ,  both on their arrival at and departure
from the Asylum ,  must be examined by him, and he
sha ll  have power to search ,  or cause to be searched,
the person of any inmate arriving or departing if
the Superintendent directs him to do so.
25. He will  be required to keep the following
books ,  for the correctness of which the Superin-
tendent will also be held  responsible:-
1.  Registerof inmates, in the form of the Second
Schedule hereto  :  A copy of this Register
will also be kept in the Colonial Secre-
taryy's Odice :
2. Weekly report, in the form of the Third
Schedule hereto :
And the following in such form as the
Colonial Secretary may from time to time
direct :-
3. Ration book ,  showing daily issue :
4. Ration book, showing the monthly receipts
and issues of rations :
5. Issue book (general stores) :
6. Registers  (individual )  of clothing and bed-
ding issued to male and female inmates :
7. Cash book :
8. Postage book :
9. Requisition book :
10. Medical comforts book :
And such other books  as may from time to
time be directed by the Colonial Secre-
tary.
The Matron.
26. The Matron will be subj, ct to the control of
the Superintendent, whose directions in all matters
relating to the internal management of the division
under her supervision she will be expected to carry
into effect.
27. She must  maintain  order among the inmates
of her division, and see that the Regulations and By-
laws are obeyed.
28. She must accompany the Superintendent
through her division at the hour appointed for
morning inspection, reporting any infringement of
the Regulations or By-Laws or any other matter
which she may deem necessary. She will receive
instructions relative to the treatment of the sick,
which she will be required to see carried out.
29. She must visit the wards of her division in
the morning at the time appointed for the inmates
to rise, and at bedtime to see that all are in bed, and
orderly in conduct, and that the lights are arranged
or extinguished. She must be present in the
dining-rooms at meal times, and see that the food
is of sufficient quantity according to the dietary
scale  and properly cooked.
30. She must personally examine every female
inmate on admission, and make a special and
accurate report to the Superintendent as to any
unnatural appearance or appearance of disease
upon any part of the  inmate 's body. She must
also see that no dead body is removed from the
wards before it has been examined by the Superin-
tendent.
31. She must keep a stock-book of the bedding
and other articles in use in her division, and will
be held responsible for their being kept in good
condition and being replaced when unfit for use.
32. She will have charge of the laundry work
and of the making and mending of clothes.
33. She must see that her division generally is
kept clean and orderly, that all domestic arrange-
inents are properly carried out, and that the
inmates are engaged at the work allotted to them.
The Visiting Justice.
34. The Visiting Justice will visit the Asylum
once every week, or oftener if necessary.
35. He will at each visit go through the whole of
the wards of the Asylum, and ascertain whether
the inmates have any complaints to make, or
whether there has been any breach of the Regula-
tions or By-laws on the part of the inmates or of
the servants of the Asylum.
36. If any complaint is preferred by or  against an
officer, servant, or inmate, the Visiting Justice must
at once investigate it, and, if it is of  a serious
nature, will report the result of his inquiry to the
Colonial Secretary.
37. Complaints of breaches of the Regulations
may be dealt with by the Visiting Justice, or
Inspector, or a Police Magistrate summarily, and
the offender may, subject to the provisions herein-
after contained, be punished by fine, solitary con-
finement, hard labour, or deprivation of food or
comforts, for such time and to such extent as the
Visiting Justice, with the approval of the Medical
Superintendent, shall direct.
38. If the Visiting Justice considers that the
nature of any offence on the part of an officer,
servant, or inmate, is of such a nature as to justify
his discharge from the Asylum, he shall furnish a
report of the case to the Colonial Secretary, and
may, if he thinks it necessary, cause the offender
to be at once removed from the Asylum.
Inmates.
39. No inmate shall be allowed to bring into or
have in the Asylum, any spirits, wines, or other
intoxicating drinks.
40. Leave of absence must be applied for through
the Superintendent, and will only be granted by
him or upon his report.
41. No inmate shall sell, exchange, take, or give
away, or destroy, his clothing, or any other article
the property of the Government, or remove or
deface any distinguishing marks thereon.
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42. No inmate shall use any violent, abusive,
threatening ,  insulting ,  or obscene ,  language towards
the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, or
Matron, or any other officer of the Asylum.
43. No  inmate shall assault any officer, servant,
or inmate ,  or use any scurrilous ,  indecent, or
obscene language, jests, or gestures ,  blasphemous
oaths ,  quarrelsome or seditious language ,  or threats
of personal violence, or otherwise behave in such a
manner as to cause disturbance or ill -will amongst
the inmates.
44. No male  inmate shall enter the quarters set
apart for female inmates ,  and no female inmate
all enter the quarters set apart for male inmates,
under  any pretence whatsoever ,  unless expressly
authorised by the Superintendent or Assistant
Superintendent.
45. No inmate shall visit or intrude upon any
part of the grounds of the Asylum which he is
forbidden by the Superintendent to visit.
46. Any  inmate who receives ,  by way of gift or
otherwise ,  any sum or sums of money shall imme-
diately report the same to the Superintendent, who
shall require such inmate to deposit the same with
him, to be dealt with as the Colonial Secretary
may direct ,  and a receipt therefor shall be given
to the inmate by the Superintendent.
47. Each inmate is required to assist in enforcing
the due observance of all regulations and other
directions  which may  from time to time be given
by the Superintendent or Matron, and to report any
infraction thereof to the Superintendent.
48. No inmate shall  smoke in the wards at any
time,  either by day or night.
49. Inmates under or requiring medical treatment
shall be separated f rom healthy inmates ,  and placed
in a ward or wards prepared for their reception.
50. Inmates able to work shall be employed in
or about such industrial occupations as the Super-
intendent may think most conducive to the  general
health and comfort of the inmates generally, and
the more satisfactory and economical working and
management of the Asylum.
51. Such  employments or occupations ,  as respects
males , shall include  workin in gardens, cultivating
land for the bene fit and advantage of the institu-
tion, cutting wood, keeping clean the Asylum build-
ings  and outbuildings,  horse driving ,  and other
similar work.
52. The Superintendent may grant to any inmate
who has perfor med extra worn in connection with
the Asylum,  or as a reward for continued good
conduct, such indulgences in the shape of tobacco,
extra tea ,  sugar ,  or like things ,  as he may think
expedient. Provided that fermented or spirituous
liquor shall  not be  given  as an indulgence, at any
time, unless prescr ibed as medical comforts, or in
emergent cases.
43. Such of the inmates  as may  be employed by
the Superintendent  as wardamen or wardswomen
shall be entitled to receive, by way of payment for
their services ,  such gratuities as may from time to
time be authorised by the Colonial Secretary.
But no inmate is  en titled as a matter of right to
any payment in return for his services.
54. All inmates ,  other than those in hospital
wards ,  must ,  unless otherwise directed by the
Superintendent or Visiting Justice, take their meals
at the times and in the places appointed for such
purpose  ;  and the food of any inmate who neglects
to do so shall not be re -served, unless such inmate
has been temporarily employed  during  meal hours.
55. No food shall be removed from the dining
rooms,  nor, except in case of  sickness,  shall  food
be taken into the dormitories.
56. The  inmates of each ward able to do so shall
wash their clothes, sheets,  pillow-cases,  &c., every
week  (weather permitting )  in such places as shall
be assigned for that purpose by the  Superintendent
or Matron.  No article,  when washed,  shall be hung
up to dry in the wards or about the verandahs.
The inmates shall also be required to neatly mend
and keep in repair their own clothing.
57.  N o male  inmates  shall bathe except on the
beach in or near the south-east end of the Superin-
tendent's residence, or at such other places as may
be appointed by the Superintendent for the purpose.
58. All letters,  messages ,  and parcels for the
inmates must  be left with  the Superintendent or
Assistant Superintendent , for delivery , and shall
not be given directly  to any inmate  by the person
or persons bringing  the same,  but only by the
ouperintendent  or Assistant Superintendent after
be has  ascertained  that there  are no spirituous
liquors or other forbidden things  among the con-
tents thereof.
59. All letters ,  messages ,  or parcels sent by the
inmates to  their friends  must  be left with the
Superintendent for transmission.
60. Any inmate who-
1. Refuses  to obey the  lawful orders of the
Superintendent ,  Assistant Superintendent,
or Matron, or
2. Refuses  to perform  such duties as may be
allotted to him by the  Superintendent, or
3. Is guilty  of any offence against ,  or dis-
obedience of, these  Regulations
shall, upon conviction ,  as provided by the 18th
section of  the Act, be liable--
). To be fined, or
2. To be kept in solitary  confinement, or
3. To be kept at hard labour, or
4. To be deprived of food,  indulgences or com-
forts :
Provided that the  amount of  a fine shall  not exceed
five shillings  for any one  offence,  and that solitary
confinement  or hard labour shall not  be ordered for
a longer period than seven  days ,  nor total depriva-
tion  of food for  a longer period  than twenty-four
hours, nor shall any deprivation  of indulgences or
comforts  be for a longer period than thirty days.
The amount  of any fine may be taken by the
Superintendent from any moneys then or after-
wards in his hands belonging  to the  inmate.
61. A report shall be  made to the  Colonial
Secretary of all convictions  for offences and the
punishments inflicted  for them.
Ministers  of religion.
62. Ministers of religion and members of reli-
gious orders are permitted  to visit the Asylum,  and
may conduct  religious  service or  afford spiritual
consolation to the inmates  at such  time or times as
may be most convenient.
By-laws.
63. The  Colonial Secretary may from time to
time make By-laws  for the  internal management of
the Asylum ,  and the inmates  shall be required to
observe any such By-laws.
General.
64. A ll  inmates are required and expected to
assist the Superintendent in enforcing  the observ-
ance of the Regulations and By-laws.
65. A copy of  the Regulations and By-laws shall
be kept posted in each ward  of the  Asylum.
FIRST SCHEDULE.
Place :
Date : 188 .
APPLICATION BOB ADMISSION TO THB BBNBVOLEXT
ASYLUM ,  Du rwlcir.
I, the undersigned,  hereby apply for admission to the
Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich  ;  and, in the event of
this  application being approved,  I hereby undertake to
strictly observe the Regulations and By-laws of the
Institution ,  and to obey all lawful orders of the superin-
tendent or his deputy  ;  and I do hereby declare that the
following particulars  respecting myself are strictly true.
1.-Name of  Applicant?
2. Age P
S.-Country where Born ?
4.-Religion ?
6.-Trade or Calling P
6.-Length of time in  Queensland?
7.-Married or  Single?
8.-Names,  Addresses,  and Circumstances of Applicant's
Sons or Daughters  (if any) ?
9.-Names,  Addresses,  and Circumstances of other
Relatives (if any) ?
10.-Names and Addresses of Employers during the
two years immediately pre ceding the date of this
application ,  and length of time with each ?
11-Particulars of Applicant 's  real or personal Property
(if any) ?
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12.-Particulars of Aid received from Hospitals or other
Charitable Institutions during the two years imme-
diately preceding the date of this application ?
13.-Nature  of Chronic Affection (if any) from which
Applicant  is  suffering?
14.-Reasons fordesiring admission ?
Signature  of Applicant :
Certificate of two householders.
Date 188 -
We certify that the abovenamed  applicant has been
known to us  for a period of years  ;  that to
the beat of our knowledge  and belief the answers he has
given to the foregoing questions are true; and that he is
a  fit subject for admission to the Dunwich Benevolent
Asylum.
Signatures
Certificate  of surgeon or phgsicia4.
I certify that  has been under
treatment by me for a period of , that
he is su ffering from  ,  is physically unable
to work for a living ,  and is a fit subject for admission
to the Dunwich Benevolent Asylum.
Signature:
SECQND SCHEDULE.
BENEVOLENT  ArYLUD! ,  DuNwtcn.
Consecutive.  Register No.
Name : Age :
When  Admitted : , 18
From :  (:.Pon' what ho itals ,  with  length  of time in
each, to  be inserted..
Cause of Admission :  ( Complaint, mid length  of time
from which patios* has suffered from it,  to be in-
serted.)
Where  Born  :  Religion :
Trade  or Profession  :  Education :
Father's Name and Profession :
Mother's  Name  and Maiden Surname :
Married,  &c. :
Gihildren :
Other relatives :
Previous history :
[To be  inserters here.]
Record of Discharges,  Absences  on Leave,  Re.adfnis-
sions,  Date of Death  and Burial :
[To be inserted here.]
THIRD SCHEDULE.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM,  DUNTWICH.
R port.
For the Week  ending of 188
Number of Ration
List, as per Report
dated day ofto
Since  admitted ...
Returned from Leave
Discharged ... ...
Absent on Leave ...
Died  ... ... ...
Number now on Ration'
List 1
d
8 Remarks.CIS'
F
Total Number  of Inmates :
Health :
Conduct:
Provisions :
Superintelidextt.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
THE following By-law, made by the Council of
the Municipality of Brisbane, having been
approved by His Excellency The Governor in
Counci, is published in pursuance of  " The Health
Act of  1884."
BY-LAW No. 41.
FOR THE WELL -ORDERIN G OF HousBs LET IN
LODGING S WITHIN  THE MUNICIPALITY OF
BRISBANE.
Preamble.
WHEREAS by the  Act of the Parliament of Queens-
land 48  Victoria No. 17, intituled  " An Act to
make better provi sion for Securing  and  Maintainiug
the Public Health,"  the Municipal Council of the
Municipality  of Brisbane as local  authority in and
or the said Municipality, is empowered from time
to time to  make  By-laws-
(1) For fixing and from time to time varying
the number of 1 ersons who may occupy a
house or part of a house which  is let in
lodgings or occupied by members of more
than one family, and for the separation of
the sexes in a house so let or  occupied ;
(2) For the registration of houses  so let or
occupied ;
(3) For the inspection of such houses ;
(4) For enforcing drainage and the provision
of privy accommodation  for such houses,
and for promoting  cleanliness  and ventila-
tion in such houses ;
(5) For the cleansing  and limewashing  at stated
times of the premises , and for the paving
of the courts and courtyards thereof;
(6) For the giving  of notices , and the taking of
precautions in case of any infectious
c isease occurring  in any such house :
It is hereby ordered and directed by the Muni-
cipal Council of the said Municipality that, in
addition to the provisions contained in  " The
Health Act of  1884," all houses let in lodgings
within the said Municipality, and the keepers
thereof, shall be subject to the  following regula-
tions :-
Registration.
1. A person shall not keep  a house let in lodgings
or receive  a lodger  therein unless  the house is
registered by the Municipality,  nor unless the
name of the keeper thereof is entered in the
register  of houses let in lodgings : Provided that
on the death of  a person  so registered his widow or
any member  of his family  may continue  to keep the
house  as a lodging -house, for not more than four
weeks after his death, u ithout being registered as
the keeper thereof.
2. A house shall not he registered  as a lodging-
house until it has been inspected and approved for
the purpose by the Inspector of Lodging -houses.
3. In order that a house let in lodgings may be
registered, the keeper of such a house shall: give
notice, in writing, in the fore of the schedule hereto
annexed and marked A, addressed to the Town
Clerk.
4 On the registration of a house let in lodgings
the keeper shall pay to the Town Clerk, for the
benefit of the City 'fund, the sum of ten shillings
and sixpence, and the Town. Clerk shall furnish
the keeper with a certificate thereupon of such
registration.
5. Every registration of a house let in lodgings
shall be in force from the date of its registration
until the 31st day of December next ensuing and
no longer: Provided  always  that if upon inspection
or satisfactory  evidence  it shall appear to the
Council that either from. unhealthiness of position,
the insufficiency of the  premises , the improper
character  of the keeper, three breaches of these
regulations, or from other sufficient cause, the
Council may refuse t' renew such registration,
and may, upon due notice and unless sus icient
cause  to the contrary be shown for  any  of the
reasons aforesaid , suspend or cancel any such
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registration  ;  and notice ,  in writing, addressed to
the keeper, signed by the Town Clerk, of such
suspension or cancellation, shall be deemed con-
clusive evidence of such suspension or cancellation.
Fixinq and varying  number  of lodgers.
6. There shall be no greater number of lodgers
or other persons permitted to occupy any sleeping
apartment in any house let in lodgings than the
number which can be accommodated with space
according to the undermentioned conditions, or such
other number as may be determined on by the
Town Clerk, after examination of the premises by
the Inspector of Lodging-houses, that is to say-
(1.) In sleeping apartments in wooden build-
ings not lath and plastered, where there is
a fire-p lace in such apartment and doors
and windows in proportion to the size of
such apartment, one person for each space
of not  less than  480 cubic feet contained
in such apartment.
(2.) In wooden buildings lath and plastered
inside, and in brick and stone buildings,
with a fireplace and doors and windows in
such apartment in proportion to its size,
one person  for each space of not less than
500 cubic feet contained in such apart-
ment.
(:3.) In every  apartment  in which there is no
chimney, one person for each space of not
less  than 600 cubic feet contained in such
apartment.
(4.) In sleeping apartments in buildings,
covered on the outside with galvanised
iron or other metal ,  where there is a fire-
place in such apartment and doors and
windows in proportion to its size, one
person for each space of not less than 600
cubic feet contained in such apartment;
and in every apartment in which there is
no chimney ,  one person for each space of
not less than 700 cubic feet contained in
such apartment.
Two children under ten years  of age shall
be counted  as one lodger.
7. The keeper of every house let in lodgings,
which has been registered by the Municipality,
shall give immediate intimation to the Town Clerk
of any alteration in the size of any of the rooms in
such house.
8. The keeper of every house let in lodgings
shall put up,  and keep  exhibited  in a conspicuous
place in each sleeping apartment ,  a ticket signed
by the  Town Clerk ,  stating the number of lodgers
allowed to sleep in such room, which ticket
the Town Clerk  shall  issue  upon registering such
house let in lodgings ,  or afterwards when applied
to upon any sleeping apartment being  altered in
such a :manner  as to increase or lessen the s ace
available therein for lodgers, or upon any fresh
room being used as a sleeping apartment.
9. The keeper of every ouse let in lodgings
shall also have supplied to him ,  and shall produce
whenever required by the Inspector of Lodging-
houses, or by the Officer of Health, or any justice of
the peace, a ticket signed by the Town Clerk,  stating
the entire number of lodgers allowed to sleep in
such lodging-house ,  and which number such house
is registered to accommodate.
10. No keeper of any house let in lodgings shall
put up and exhibit, or cause, allow ,  or suffer to be
F
ut up and exhibited in any apartment of a house
et in lodgings, any ticket sigred by the Town
Clerk, stating the number of persons allowed to
sleep in an apartment ,  to which such ticket does not
app Y.
11. The keeper of every house let in lodgings
shall cause to be painted in figures ,  on the door of
every sleeping apartment ,  as instructed by the
Inspector of Lodging-houses, the number of such
apartment.
Separation  of sexes.
12. Persons of different  sexes  shall not occupy
the same sleeping apartment ,  except married
couples or parents with their children under ten
years of age, or any children under ten years of
age.
13. More than one married couple shall not
occupy the same sleeping apartment, unless the
beds are separated by a partition to secure the
privacy of each married couple, such partition to be
of wood not less than seven feet six inches high,
measuring  from the floor.
Cleanliness.
14. The keeper of every house let in lodgings
shall cause the floors of all rooms ,  passages, and
stairs of such house to be kept at all times clean,'
to be swept and cleansed from dust once at least
daily before the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon ;
the floors of the sleeping Apartments, passages and
stairs to be scrubbed and washed once at least in
every week, and all solid and liquid filth to be
removed daily from every apartment of such house.
15. The keeper of every house let in lodgings
shall  cause  the yard of such house to be swept
daily, and to be kept at all times clean and free
fr om the lodgment of waste water .  the earth closet
to be kept  clean  and free from filth, the seat and
floors of such closet to be scrubbed and washed
daily, and the walls to be lime-washed at least once
every month, and the closet-pan to be emptied as
aften  as necessary , the dust-bin to be emptied at
least once every week.
16. The keeper of every house let in lodgings
shall provide and maintain in good order and
wholesome condition such privy accommodation as
the Inspector of, Lodging-houses may consider neces-
sary, and every drain or means of drainage shall
be maintained at all times by such keeper in good
and efficient order.
17. The beds, blankets, rugs or covers, and
sheets used in every house let in lodgings shall be
kept clean ,  free  fr om vermin ,  and in a wholesome
condition.
18. Sheets in which any lodger or person shall
have lain shall be washed before being used for
any other lodger or person.
19. No sheets shall be lain in by any lodger
more than seven nights without being washed.
Ventilation.
20.  The keeper of every house let in lodgings
shall cause the fire-place and chimney and other
apertures for ventilation in every sleeping apart-
ment in such house to be kept open, and shall
cause the doors and windows of all such apartments
to be kept open for  one hour  at least in the forenoon
and for  one hour  at least in the afternoon  of every
day, unless during such time as injury might result
because of wet or tempestuous weather, or whi e
there be any person sick in any such apartment and
the closin of the windows or other apertures may
be ordered by competent medical authority.
Infectious  disease.
21. Every keeper of a house let in lodgings
immediately after he shall  have been informed or
shall have ascertained that any lodger in such house
is ill of any infectious disease ,  shall adopt all such
precautions as may be necessary to prevent the
spread of such infectious disease ,  and shall imme-
diately give intimation in writing, to the Town
Clerk, of the  existence of such infectious disease.
22. Such keeper shall not, at any time while such
lodger  is suffering from infectious disease, cause or
allow any other person except the wife or any other
relative of such lodger ,  or except a person volun-
tarily in attendance on such lodger ,  to use or occupy
the same room as such lodger
23. Where, in consequence of the illness of such
lodger ,  there may be reasonable grounds for appre-
hending the spread of infection through the ad-
mission of lodgers to any room or rooms in such
house ,  or through the admission to such room or
rooms  of the  maximum number of lodgers autho-
rised to be received therein, such keeper shall,
when instructed by the Town Clerk, in writing,
cease to receive any lodger in such room or rooms,
or shall only receive therein such number of lodgers,
being less than the maximum number ,  as the In-
spector of Lodging -houses considers the exigencies
of the ease to require.
24. Such keeper shall, immediately after the
death, removal ,  or recovery of any lodger who may
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have been ill of any infectious disease, give written
notice thereof to the Town Clerk, and shall, as soon
as conveniently may be, cause every part of the
'room which may have been occupied by such lodger
to be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected, and
shall also cause every article in such room which
may be liable to retain infection to be in like
manner cleansed and disinfected, unless the Council
shall have ordered the same to be destroyed.
25. When the same shall have been thoroughly
cleansed and disinfected, he shall give written
notice thereof to the Town Clerk ; and until two
days from the giving of such notice shall have
elapsed, and unless, and until by such cleansing
and disinfection, the necessary precaution for
preventing the spread of disease shall have been
duly taken, the keeper shall not cause or suffer
any other lodger to be received into the room
which, in the case hereinbefore specified, may have
been exposed to infection.
Inspection.
26. It shall be the duty of the Inspector of
Lodging-houses to see that these regulations and
other the provisions of or pursuant to  " The
Health Act of  1884 " be duly observed and com-
plied with.
The Mayor, the Inspector of Lodging-houses,and
also the Officers of Health, are hereby empowered
and authorised to visit and inspect from time to
time the houses let in lodgings within the Munici-
pality: Provided that no visit for purposes of ordinary
inspection shall be made between the hours of one
o'clock and six o'clock ante-meridian, nor by such
Mayor or Inspector to any sleeping apartment of
any such house occupied by married couples or by
fehiales,unless upon information that the regulations
in respect to the separation of the sexes are being
violated, and then in company with a constable or
officer of the police.
Penalty.
27. Every keeper of a house let in lodgings
offending against any of the foregoing regulations
shall, for every offence, upon conviction, forfeit and
pay a penalty not exceeding five pounds, and, in
the case of a continuing offence, to a further penalty
of forty shillings for each day after written notice
of the offence from the Council.
Interpretation.
28. The word " Municipality " where used  in these
regulations  shall be held to mean the Municipality
of Brisbane . The words " Municipal Council " and
the word "Council" shall be held to mean theMunicipal Council or the Council of the Munici-
pality of Brisbane. " The Mayor," " Town Clerk,"
the " Inspector of Lodging-houses," and the
" Officer of Health," shall be held to mean the
holders of those  offices, respectively, in and for the
Municipality  of Brisbane.
SCHEDULE A.-CLAuos,1.
MUNICIPALITY  OP Bni s$AN a.
Form for registration of a house let in lodgings.
Name
of
Keeper
of
House.
Of what
Material House
Built, how
Situation Accurate many Rooms Number of
of Description used as Lodgersintended
House of Sleeping to beHouse .  Apartments ,  Accommodated.
and what other
Accopn*iodation
in House.
Brisbane ,18
We, the undersigned, being inhabitant householders
within the Municipality of Brisbane, do certify that we
know (1) , and
believe him to be a fit and proper person to keep and
have the  management  of a house let in lodgings.
(1) Here state the name of the keeper of he lodging -house.
[This form, when filled  up, to be sent to the  office of
the Town Clerk.]
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Municipality of Brisbane, on the 19th day of
October, 1885, and sealed with the common seal
of the Municipality this 4th day of November,
1885.
BENJAMIN  H. BA.BBIDGE,
Mayor.
W. HENRY G.  MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Southport,
this seventeenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty- five, and in  the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
A. MUSGRAVE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1885.
MUNICIPALITY  OF BRISBANE.
HE following By-laws, made by the Council
of the Municipality of Brisbane ,  having been
approved by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, are published in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Local Government  Act of  1878."
BY-LAW No. 42.
HAWKING IN TF E STREETS.
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary that
provision should be made for preventing the hawk-
ing, in the  streets  of the Municipality of Brisbane,
of such things as may be sold in the Public Market
in Roma street, Brisbane, excepting under certain
conditions :
It is hereby ordered and directed by the
Municipal Council of the said Municipality, by
virtue of the  " Local Government Act of  1878
and the authority of the  same as  follows :-
Hawking in  the streets  except by licensed hawkers
prohibited.
No person shall sell, offer, or expose  for sale,
except in the house, hop, orpremises of the person
so selling, offerinor exposing for sale, or in the
aforesaid market.-any farm, garden, or plantation
produce, or any vegetables, fruit, green fodder,
bacon, cheese, butter, eggs, poultry, tripe, pastry,
ice cream , or other articles intended for consump-
tion, or any other things such  as are  or may be
sold or offered for sale in the said market, except
under  a license authorising  such person to do so,
signed by the lessee or clerk of the said market,
and every  such license Shall  be numbered and
registered , and shall be in the form contained in the
schedule  hereto, and shall be in force for the term
therein stated and  no longer.
Hawkers to  carry license.
Every  person licensed as a hawker  shall ,  whilst
engaging  in hawking ,  carry the license so granted
with him, and upon being required by the lessee
or clerk of the market, or any officer or servant of
the Municipal Council, or police officer, shall pro-
duce and  show  the same.
Name to be  painted on vehicle.
Every licensed lawker shall, whilst hawking,
have affixed on some conspicuous part of his cart,
barrow, basket, vehicle, or dray, a board or plate
bearing his name,  and the  words  " licensed produce
hawker " legibly painted thereon in  letters not less
than one inch in length.
License fees.
There shall be paid to the lessee or clerk of the
market the following fees
For hawking with vehicle drawn by horse or
other  animal, one  shilling per day, three
shillings per week, eight shillings per
month, and twenty shillings per quarter.
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With wheelbarrow, hand-cart or truck, six
pence per day, two shillings per week, six
shillings per month, and fifteen shillings
per quarter.
For each hand-basket, basket, or tray, three
pence per day, one shilling per week. three
shillings per month, and eight shillings
per quarter.
Penalties.
For every neglect, breach or offence of, or
against any of the provisions of this By-law, the
offender shall, on conviction, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £20.
SCHEDULE.
PRODUCE HAWKERS' LICENSES.
Name  of Hawker :
Address :
This license entitles to hawk with
for the ending the
day of 188 .
Lessee or Clerk of the Market.
BY-LAW No. 43.
To AMEND BY-LAW No. 3, " FoR MAINTAINING
THE GOOD RULE AND GOVERNMENT OF THE
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBADE."
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to make
further provision for the good rule and Government
of the Municipality of Brisbane ,  it is hereby
ordered and directed by the Municipal Council of
the said  Municipality, by virtue  of  " The Local
Government  4et of  1878,"  and by the  authority of
the same as follows :---
Repeal of portion of By-law No. 3.
1. Clause 40, By-law No. 3, proclaimed 31st
August, 1881, is hereby repealed.
Cleaning of fuot pavements.
2. So long as  the said Municipal Council shall
not deem it expedient to take the cleaning of the
foot pavements within the said Municipality under
their own management, every person who shall
occupy the shops, or where there are no shops, who
shall inhabit or use the dwelling-house or other
house or building adjoining to and fronting the
foot pavements, shall cause the same along the
front of his shop or premises to be well and
sufficiently swept and cleansed once every lawful
day, before the hour of 8 o'clock in the morning
during the months of April, May, June, July,
August, and September, and before the hour of 7
o'clock in the morning during the months of
October, November, December, January, February,
and March.
Bridges  to be  provided.
3. The owner of any house,  land, or premises
within the said Municipality shall, when required
to do so by the said Municipality and within three
days from the notification, place or fix  or cause to
be placed or fixed over or across the water- channel
in front of such house,  land or premises ,  a wooden
or other bridge or crossing  of such construction as
may be approved by the City Eng neer or other
municip al officer, and in  case of refusal or neglect
such owner shall be liable to a penalty  not exceed-
ing ten  shillings per day for every day during
which such default  continues.
Playing of musical  instruments.
4. No person shall play or  cause  to be played
any musical instrument  in or through any public
street or place within the said Municipality without
the permission of the Mayor in writing.
Penal ties.
5. For every neglect or breach of or  offence
against  any of the provisions of this By-law, the
offender shall be liable to and shall pay a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
Passed by  special order  of the Council of the
Municipality  of Brisbane , the sixteenth day of
November, 18'5,  and sealed with the common seal
of the Municipality, this twenty-first day of
November, 1885.
BENJAMIN H. BABBIDGE,
Mayor.
W. HENRY G . MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Southport, this
seventeenth day of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
A. MUSGRAYE.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BsAL, Government Printer,  William  eteret, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight Grand Cross of the
[L.s.] Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
A. MUSGRAVE, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Governor.  Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland,  passed in  the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty' s reign, and  intituled  "An Act to Constitute a Federal Council of
Australasia ,"  it was enacted that there should be in and for Her  Majesty's
Possessions  in Australasia a Federal Council constituted as by the said Act
is provided, and called " The Federal Council of Australasia," which should
have the functions, powers, and authorities by the said Act defined : And it
was thereby also enacted that the said Act should  not come  into operation in
respect of any Colony until the Legislature of such Colony should have
passed an  Act or Ordinance declaring that the same should be in force therein,
and appointing a day on and from which such operation should take effect,
nor until four Colonies at the least should have  passed such an  Act or Ordi-
nance : And whereas by an Act of the Parliament of Queensland, called  " The
Federal Council (Adopting) Act,  1885  [Queensland],"  it was declared and
enacted that the said firstly recited Act should come into operation and be
in force in Queensland on and from the first day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, if at that date the said Act should be in force
in at least three other of the Australasian Colonies, of which one of the
Colonies of New South Wales, South Australia, or Victoria should be one ;
and that if at that date the said Act should not be in force in three other
of the Australasian Colonies, of which one of the three  last-mentioned
Colonies should be one, then it should come into operation and be in force in
Queensland so soon after the last-mentioned date as it should also be in force
in three other of the Australasian Colonies, of which one of such three last-
mentioned Colonies should be one; and it was thereby  also  declared and
enacted that, subject to the provisions hereinbefore recited, if under the provi-
sions of any Act or Ordinance of any Colony the coming of the said recited
Act into operation should be made contingent upon its being in force
in Queensland, then the said Act should  come  into operation and be in
force in Queensland when and so  soon as  its coming in operation and being
in force in Queensland would bring it into operation in such Colony ; and
it was thereby also enacted that the coming of the said recited Act into
operation in Queensland should be notified by the Governor by Procla-
mation :
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And whereas by an Act of the Legislature of the Colony of Western
Australia, assented to on the twenty-fourth day of September, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-five, it was declared and enacted that the said
firstly recited Act should  come  into operation and be in force in Western
Australia so soon after the first day  of December , one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, as it should also be in force in at least three other
of the Australasian Colonies, and that, if under the provisions of any Act or
Ordinance of any Colony the coming of the said recited Act into operation
in any Colony should be made contingent upon its being in force in Western
Australia, then the said Act should come into operation and be in force in
Western Australia when and  so soon as its  coming into operation and being
in force in Western Australia would bring it into operation in such Colony :
And whereas by an Ordinance of the Governor and Legislative Council
of the Colony of Fiji, assented to on the twenty-seventh day of October, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, it was declared and enacted that the
said firstly recited Act should come into operation and be in force in Fiji so
soon after the first day of December, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
five, as it should also be in force in at least three other of the Australasian
Colonies, and that, if under the provisions of any Act or Ordinance of any
Colony the coming of the said recited Act into operation in any Colony
should be made contingent upon its being in force in Fiji, then the said Act
should come into operation and be in force in Fiji when and so soon as its
coming into operation and being in force in Fiji would bring it into operation
in such Colony :
And whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the Colony of Tasmania,
assented to on the thirtieth day of November, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, it was declared and enacted that the said firstly recited Act
should come into operation and be in force in Tasmania  so soon  after the first
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, as it should also
be in force in at least three other of the Australasian Colonies, and that, if
under the provisions of any Act or Ordinance of any Colony the coming of
the said recited Act into operation in any Colony should be made contingent
upon its being in force  in Tasmania , then the said Act should come into
operation and be in force  in Tasmania  when and so  soon as  its coming into
operation and being in force  in Tasmania  would bring it into operation in
such Colony :
And whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the Colony of Victoria,
assented to on the ninth day of December, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, it was declared and enacted that the said firstly recited Act should
come into operation and be in force in Victoria forthwith :
And whereas the said recited Act is now therefore in force in four
other of the Australasian Colonies, of which the Colony of Victoria is one :
Now therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid,
do, by this my Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim that the said
" Act to Constitute a Federal Council of Australasia"  has come into opera-
tion and is in force in the Colony of Queensland.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport, this nineteenth
day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.
THE following  Regulations ,  made  by the Central
Board of Health in pursuance of the provi-
sions  of  " The Health Act of  1884," having been
Approved by his Excellency the Governor in
Council ,  are published for general information.
Attention is directed to the 114th section of the
Act, under which any person violating any of these
Regulations, or wilfully obstructing any person
acting under the authority or in the execution of
the Regulations ,  is  li able to a penalty not exceed-
ing £100.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
REGULATIONS OF THE CENTRAL BOARD
OF HEALTH FOR THE TREAT-
MENT OF PERSONS AFFECTED WITH
CHOLERA, AND FOR PREVENTING
THE SPREAD OF THAT DISEASE.
IN  pursuance of the powers conferred upon themby" The Health Act of 1884," the Central Board
of Health, subject to the approval of the Governor
in Council, have made and established the following
Regulations for the treatment of persons affected
with Cholera ,  and for preventing the spread of that
-disease:-
-Definitions.
1. In these Regulations-
" Minister" means the Colonial Secretary or
other Minister charged for the time being
with the performance of his duties ;
" Ship " includes vessel or boat ;
" Officer of Customs " includes any Officer of
Customs ;
" Master  "  includes the officer or person for
the time being in charge or command of a
ship ;
" Cholera " includes choleraic diarrhoea ;
" Medical Officer of Health"  means a  legally
qualified medical practitioner appointed
by the Governor in Council to that office
for the purposes of these Regulations.
Cases of suspected cholera to be reported.
2. When there  is reason to believe or suspect
that any person is suffering from cholera, the person
in charge  of the  house or other place where the
person so suspected to be suffering is, or,  in case
such person is on board of a ship lying in port, the
master of the ship ,  shall forthwith report the fact to
a Medical Officer of Health ,  and if he cannot make
a report to such Officer immediately, shall make
immediate report to a Police Magistrate or Officer
of Police.
In the case of a ship, the master shall also
report the fact to an Officer of Customs.
When  any case of suspected cholera comes under
the observation of a legally quali fied medical
practitioner ,  he shall forthwith make a like report
to the same officer or officers.
Premises or ship to be isolated ,  and notice to be
affixed or  flag  hoisted.
3. It shall be the duty of the Medical Officer of
Health, Police Magistrate ,  Officer of Customs, or
Officer of Police ,  to whom any such report is
made, to make immediate provision for preventing
any person from leaving the premises or ship (as
the case may be) where the person so suspected to
be suffering then is, until the examination herein-
atter prescribed has been made by a Medical
Officer of Health ,  and for that purpose he may
station guards upon or near the premises or ship,
and use or cause to be used such force as may
be necessary to prevent any person  fr om leaving
the premises or ship.
It shall also be his duty to prevent, by force
if necessary ,  any person from entering such pre-
mises or ship unless permitted by a Medical Officer
of Health.
He shall also cause to be affixed to the premises,
if on land ,  a notice indicating that they are sus-
pected to be infected with cholera ,  and in the case
of a ship shall cause the yellow flag to be hoisted.
Ship to be detained and anchored.
4. It shall  be the duty  of the Officer of Customs
to whom any such report is made to detain the
ship and to order the master  forthwith  to moor or
anchor the same in such position as such Officer of
Customs shall direct ; and thereupon the master
sha ll  forthwith moor or anchor the ship accordingly.
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No person to leave or enter premises or ship.
5. No person shall, without the consent of a
Medical Officer of Health, leave or enter any such
premises or ship after such notice is affixed, or such
flag is hoisted, until the examination hereinafter pre-
scribed has been made, and if any person leaves
or attempts to leave the premises or ship contrary
to these Regulations, he may be taken into custody
and returned to the premises or ship, or conveyed
to some hospital or place appointed for that pur-
pose by the Minister, as the Medical Officer of
Health may direct.
Police Magistrate or Ofcer of Police to give notice
to Medical Officer of Health.
6. When a report is made to a Police Magistrate
or Officer of Police he shall forthwith give notice
thereof to a Medical Officer of Health.
Officer of Customs to give notice to Medical Officer
of Health of detention of ship.
7. When an Officer of Customs detains a ship
as aforesaid, he shall forthwith give notice thereof,
and of the cause of such detention, to a Medical
Officer of Health.
Period of detention of ship.
8. The detention of a ship by an Officer of Customs
shall cease as soon as the ship has been duly
visited and examined by a Medical Officer of
Health, unless the ship is, upon such examination,
found to be infected with cholera, in which case
the ship shall be detained until the Minister orders
it to be released, and shall in the meantime be
moored or anchored in such prescribed place as
the Medical Officer of Health may direct.
Medical Officer of Health to make examination
and furnish certificate.
9. The Medical Officer of Health shall, as soon
as possible after any such report as aforesaid is
made to him, proceed to examine the person sus-
pected to be suffering from cholera, and all other
persons found upon the premises or ship in which
he is; and all persons in respect of whom he shall
not give a certificate as provided by the two next
following Regulations shall be allowed to leave the
premises or ship' on stating their names and the
places of their destination.
Persons suffering from cholera to be removed, where
practicable, to hospital or other place appointed.
10. If the Medical Officer of Health certifies that
any person on the premises or ship is suffering
from cholera he may be removed, if his condition
will admit of such removal, to some hospital or
place appointed for that purpose by the Minister.
And no person so removed shall leave such hospital
or place until the Medical Officer of Health has
certified that he is free from cholera.
If  any person suffering from cholera cannot be
removed, or for any reason it is not desirable to
remove him, the premises or ship shall remain sub-
ject, for the purposes of these Regulations, to the
control of the Medical Officer of Health, and such
person shall not be removed from or leave the pre-
mises or ship, except with the consent, in writing,
of the Medical Officer of Health.
Persons suspected of suffering from cholera to be
detained or removed.
11. If the Medical Officer of Health certifies
that any person on the premises or ship is suffering
from an illness which the Medical Officer of Health
suspects may prove to be cholera, or that it is
desirable that any such person should be detained for
further observation, such person may either be
detained in the premises or ship where he is found,
for such period as the Medical Officer of Health
directs, or may be taken to some hospital or
place appointed for that purpose by the Minister,
and detained there for a like period, in order
that it may be ascertained whether he is or is not
suffering from cholera.
No person so detained shall leave the hospital or
place where he is so detained until the Medical
Officer of Health has certified that he is free from
cholera.
Persons escaping may be retaken.
12. Any person who, contrary to the provisions
of these Regulations, leaves the hospital or place
where he should be detained, may be retaken by
order of a Medical Officer of Health, and returned
to such hospital or place.
Medical officer of health to order isolation and
disinfection.
13. The Medical Officer of Health shall, in every
case in which he gives a certificate under the two
last preceding Regulations give such directions and
take such steps as may appear to him to be neces-
sary for the purpose of isolating and disinfecting
the premises or ship where the person in respect
of whom the certificate was given was found. And
all persons concerned shall obey any such directions.
In particular, but without derogating from the
general authority hereby given, the Medical Officer
of Health may cause any bedding, clothing,
fittings, or furniture found on such premises or
ship to be disinfected or destroyed.
Medical officer of health may examine premises or
ship without report made to him.
14. A Medical Officer of Health, if he has reason
to believe that any premises or ship, whether
reported to him or not, are or is infected with
cholera, may visit and examine such premises or
ship for the purpose of examining whether such
infection exists ; and all persons concerned shall
permit the same to be so visited and examined.
15. If the Medical Officer of Health, on
making such examination of any premises or ship
is of opinion that the premises or ship are or is
infected with cholera, the some consequences shall
ensue as upon an examination made in pursuance
of a report as hereinbefore provided.
Certificate that ship is infected.
16. When a ship is found on examination by a
Medical Officer of Health to be infected with
cholera, he shall give a certificate in duplicate in
the following form, or to the like effect, and shall
deliver one copy to the master a ,-d-,retain the other
or transmit it to the Minister
CERTIFICATE.
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I hereby certify that I have  examined  the ship
now lying in the port of
of
and that I find she is infected with cholera.
Medical Officer of Health.
Harbour Master to fix places of anchorage.
17. Every Harbour Master shall, from time to
time, with the approval of the Minister, fix some
place or places within the port of which he is
Harbour Master where ships may be moored or
anchored for the purpose of the fourth and eighth
of these Regulations.
Action to be taken in event of death on board ship.
18. In the event of a death from cholera taking
place on board of a ship while it is detained under the
provisions of these Regulations, the master shall,
as directed by the Medical Officer of Health, either
cause the dead body to be taken out to sea and
committed to the deep, properly loaded to prevent
its rising, or shall cause it to be buried on land
with such precautions as may be directed by the
Medical Officer of Health.
Minister may establish hospitals, etc.
19. The Minister may establish hospitals or
other places for the reception, treatment, and deten-
tion of persons suffering or suspected to be suffer-
ing from cholera, and for that purpose may authorise
any person to enter upon any public park or
reserve, or other land set apart for public pur-
poses, whether the freehold thereof is vested in
trustees or not, and to erect temporary buildings
or tents thereon for the reception, treatment, and
detention of such persons.
Medical officers of health to enforce Regulations.
20. These Regulations shall be enforced and
executed by Medical Officers of Health, acting
under the direction of the Minister. Provided
that the Minister may delegate all or any part of
his functions of direction to any other person or
persons in any particular  town  or place.
Regulations not to apply to ships liable to
Quarantine laws.
21. These Regulations shall not apply to ships
coming from beyond sea and liable to the Quaran-
tine laws.
S. W. GRIFFITH,  CHAIRMAN.
JOHN THOMSON, M.B.
CHAS. F. MARKS, M.D.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
JOHN PETRIE.
THOS. FINNEY.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUBGBAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of-the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS the steamship "Dorunda" lately
Y 1' called at the port of Cooktown and landed
passengers  there, such steamship having at the
time been infected with Cholera, and there is con-
sequently danger that the said disease may have
been introduced into Cooktown : Now therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , in pursuance of the power in me vested by
"TAe  Quarantine  Act of  1863," and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby order and direct
that  no steamship  or other vessel arriving at any
port in this colony from, or having touched at,
Cooktown, shall be permitted to come higher up
the Brisbane River, within the port of Brisbane,
than  the Lytton Wharf ; or to come nearer any wharf
or landing place within the ports of Maryborough
or Rockhampton than a distance of two hundred
yards ; or to communicate with the shore at any port
within the colony until such steamship, or other
vessel , has been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board thereof, or to land therefrom, until the crew
and passengers  thereof have been inspected by the
Health Officer and certified by him to be free from
cholera.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and in  the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Colonoial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following gentlemen to be Medical
Officers of Health, for the purposes of the Regula-
tions of the Central Board of Health for the treat-
ment of persons  affected with Cholera, and for
preventing  the spread of that disease :-
MURDOCH MATHISON, M.D., Aramac.
WILLIAM  SIMPSON WE BB, M.R.C.S, Blackall.
F. H. V. Voss, F.R.C.S. Edin., Bowen.
CHARLES JAMES HILL WRAY, L.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,
L.M., Edin., Brisbane.
JOHN EDWARD USHER, L.R.C.P. Lond., L.M.,
L.S.A., Lond., Brisbane.
THOMAS HENRY MAY, M.D., Bundaberg.
EDWARD ALBERT LOCH, M.D., Cairns.
WILLIAM BROAD IIRKALDY, M.B. and C.M.
Edin., Charleville.
E. E. J. Molts, M.D., Charters Towers.
SPIRIDION CANDIOTTIS, D'T.D., Clermont.
GEORGE ARBUTHNOr VON SOMEBSON, M.D., Clon.
curry.
WILLIAM HOWLIN, L.R.C.S. Edin., L.S.A. Ire.,
Dalby.
EDWARD MAXWELL 'ITZGEEALD, L.R.C.P.,
Gayndah.
CHARLES EDWARD SHARPE, L.R.C.P., Georgetown.
THOMAS LANE BANCROFT, M.B., Geraldton.
HENRY GIEDLESTONE, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.
Lon., Goondiwindi.
JOHN P. RYAN, L.R.C.S., Gympie.
WILLIAM DAVID BowxETT, L.A. Lon., M.R.C.S.,
H erberton.
WILLIAM CRAIG CHRISTIE MACDONALD, M.B.,
Ingham.
E. R. WEBB, M.R.C.S., Ipswich.
ARTHUR CUTFIELD, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond.,
Mackay.
ERNEST KNIGHT OVEREND, M.B., Muttaburra.
DAVID WATKINS O'CONNOR, L.R.C.P. Edin.,  Mary-
borough.
THOMAS SHEPPARD DYSON, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.
Lend., Normanton.
W. LANE MARLEY, M.R.C.S. Eng., Port Douglas.
WILLIAM THOMAS CUTHBEBT, L.R.C.S. Ire.,
Ravenswood.
WILLIAM FRENCH THURSTON, L.R.C.S. Eng., &c.,
Rockhampton.
GEORGE COMYN, B.M., Roma.
RICHARD HENRY SYMES, L.R.C.S. Ire., Spring-
sure.
ARTHUR ORTON, M.RC.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond.,
Stanthorpe.
ALEXANDER 1NICOLL, M.B., Tambo.
ARTHUR EDWARD SALTER, M.B. and Ch.B., Thurs-
day Island.
EDWIN ROBERTS, M.R.C.S. Eng., Toowoomba.
THOMAS RIDGLEY, M.B., Townsville.
FREDERICK MARGETTS, L.S.A. Lond., M.R.C.S.
Eng, Warwick.
HUNTER FINLAY, M.D., Winton.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Railway Department,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to approve of the following GENERAL CLASSI-
FICATION RATES and FARES TABLES for PASSENGER and GOODS
TRAFFIC on the Queensland Railways to take effect on and after FRIDAY,
the 1st January, 1886.
WM. MILES.
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PASSENGER FARES AND SEASON TICKET RATES.
SUBURBAN LINES.
PASSENGER FARES.
Children under 3 years of age, "free"; over 3 and under
12, half-fares.
No money will be returned upon account of Railway Tickets
lost, mislaid ,  not used ,  or issued upon incorrect application.
Persons requiring Tickets should satisfy themselves, before
leaving Ticket Offices, that they have received their proper
Tickets and change.
Tickets will not be issued to any place beyond the terminal
station of any particular Train.
Passengers who join Trains at places where Tickets are
not issued must take proper Tickets at the first station they
arrive at.
Passengers starting from any station at which Tickets are
issued must ,  before entering a Railway Carriage ,  provide them-
selves with proper Tickets  ;  and, if they are unable to produce
proper Tickets on demand, they will be liable to pay the fare
from the station whence the train started ; or to prosecution
under the Railway Bye-laws.
For General List  of Passenger  Fares  see  " General Fa res
and Rates Table for Coaching Traffic."
Exceptions to the General Fares are as follows :-
SUNDAY FARES BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICH.
STATIONS.
Brisbane and-
Milton ... ...
Toowong ... ...
Taringa .. ...
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer ... ...
Sherwood ... ...
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darya ... ...
Woiston ... ...
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Milton and-
Toowong
Tari nga  .. ... ...
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer ... ...
Sherwood ...
South Brisbane Junction ...
Oxley  ... ... ...
Darra  ... ...  ...
Wolston  ... ... ...
Goodna  ... ... ...
Redbank  ... ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore  ... ...  ...
Bundamba  ... ... ...
Booval  ... ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Toowong and-
Tari nga  ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ... ...
Chelmer ... ...
Sherwood ... ...
South Brisbane Junction ...
Oxley ... ...
Darya  ... ... ...
Wolston ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Tari nga and-
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer  ... ...
Sherwood ... ..
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darra ... ...
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone ...
Ipswich .
Indooroopilly and-
Chelmer ...
Sherwood ... ...
South Bri sbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darra ... ...
Wolston ...
Goodne ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
EXCURSION EASES.
let Class.2ud Class.
s. d. I a. d.
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 6
0 10 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
1 4 1 0
1 8 1 2
2 0 1 4
2 4 1 8
2 8 1 10
3 0 2 0
3 2 2 1
3 6 2 4
3 8 2 6
3 10 2 7
4 0 2 8
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 10 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
1 6 1 0
1 10 1 3
2 2 1 5
2 6 1 8
2 10 1 11
3 0 2 0
3 4 2 3
3 6 2 4
3 8 2 5
3 10 2 7
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 6
0 10 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4 1 0
1 8 1 2
2 0 1 4
2 4 1 8
2 8 1 10
2 10 1 11
3 2 2 2
3 4 2 4
3 6 2 4
3 8 2 6
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 10 0 7
1 2 0 9
1 6 1 0
1 10 1 3
2 2 1 5
2 6 1 8
2 8 1 9
3 0 2 0
3 2 2 1
3 4 2 3
3 6 2 4
0 3 i 0 2
0 4
0
3
0 6 4
0 8 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 1 1 0
1 8 1 2
2 0 1 4
2 4 1 8
2 6 1 8
PASSENGER FA ES-continued.
SUNDAY FARES BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICH
EXCURSION PARE,.
STATIONS.
lat Class.2nd Class.
Indooroopilly  and-coutinuecl.
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Ohelmer and-
Sherwood ... ..
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley
Darya
Rolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Sherwood and-
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darya
Woiston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
South Brisbane Junction and-
Oxley
Darya
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dtnmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Oxley and-
Darra
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Darya and-
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Wolston and-
Goodna
Bedbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Goodna and-
Bedbank
Riverview
Dinmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Redbank and-
Riverview
Dinmo re
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Riverview  and-Dinmore  ...
Bundamba ..
Booval
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich
{ Dinmo re and-Bundamba .•.
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich ...
Bundamba and-
Booval
Limestone ...
Ipswich ...
Booval and-- ,Limestone
Ipswich
Limestone and Ipswich ...
s. d. a. d.
2 10 2 0
3 0 2 0
3 2 2 1
3 4 2 4
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
.,, 0 6 0 4
0 10 0 7
1 2 0 9
1 6 1 0
1 10 1 3
.,, 2 2 1 5
2 4 1 7
2 8 1 9
210 111
3 0 2 0
3 2 2 1
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 4 1 0
1 8 1 2
2 0 1 4
2 2 1 5
2 6 1 8
2 8 1 10
210 111
3 0 2 0
0 3 0 2
0 6 0 4
0 10 0 7
1 2 0 9
1 6 1 0
1 10 1 3
2 0 1 4
2 4 1 7
2 6 1 8
2 8 1 9
2 10 1 11
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 4 1 0
1 8 1 2
1 10 1 3
2 2 1 6
2 4 1 8
2 6 1 8
2 8 1 10
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 4 1 0
1 6 1 0
1 10 1 4
2 0 1 5
... 2 2 1 6
... 2 4 1 8
0 4 0 3
... 0 8 0 6
1 0 0 8
... 1 2 0 9
1 8 1 0
1 8 1 2
... 1 10 1 3
2 0 1 4
0 4 0 3
0 8 0 6
0 10 0 7
1 2 0 10
1 4 1 0
1 6 1 0
1 8 1 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 10 0 8
1 0 0 8
1 2 0 9
1 4 1 0
0 3 0 2
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 6
0 10 0 7
1 0 0 8
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 10 0 7
0 4 0 3
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 3 0 2
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PASSENGER FA ES- continue.,
WEEK-DAY FARES BETWEEN BRIEBANB AND IPSWICH.
STATIONS.
Brisbane and-
Milton ...
roowong
Taringa .. ...
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer
Sherwood ...
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darra ... ...
Wolston ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... •..
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
SINGLE.
I  1st Class. f 2nd Class.
8. d. I s. d.
0 3 0
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
0 11 0 7
1 0 0 8
1 4  Oil
1 7 1 1
1 11 1 4
2 2  1 6
2  6 1 9
2 7  1 10
2 11 2 0
3 1 2 2
3 2 2 3
3 4 'L 4
Milton and-
Toowong ... ...
Taringa .. ...
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer ...
Sherwood ... ..
South Brisbane  Jut etiou
Oxley ... ...
Darya ... ...
Wolston ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ...
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich
Toowong and-
Taringa .. ...
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer ...
Sherwood
South Brisbane Junction
Oxlev ... ...
Darra
W olston ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Taringa and-
Indooroopilly ...
Chelmer ...
Sherwood ... ..
South  Brisbane  Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darra
Wolston ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ...
Indooroopilly and-•
Chelmer ... ...
Sherwood ... ...
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ... ...
Darra ... ...
Wolston, ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Redbank ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore
Bundamba ... ...
Booval ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Chelmer and-
Sherwood ...
South Brisbane Junction
Oxley ...
Darra ... ...
Wolston
Goodna ... ...
Redbank
Riverview ... ...
Dinmore
Bundamba ...
Booval
Limestone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 5 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
0 11 0 7
1 3 0 10
1 6 1 0
1 10 1 3
2 1 1 5
2 6 1 8
2 6 1 9
2 10 1 11
3 0 2 1
3 1 2 2
3 3 2 3
0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 5 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
0 9 0 6
1 1 0 9
1 4 0 11
1 8 1 2
1 11 1 4
2 3 1 7
2 4 1 8
2 8 1 10
2 10 2 0
2 11 2 1
3 1 2 2
0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 5 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 8 0 5
1 0 0 8
1 3 0 10
1 7 1 1
1 10 1 3
2 2 1 6
2 3 1 7
2 7 1 9
2 9 1  11
2 10 2 0
3 0 2 1
0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 5 0 3
0 6 0 4
0 10 0 7
1 1 0 9
1 5 1 0
1 8 1 2
2 0 1 5
2 1 1 6
2 5 1 8
2 7 1 10
2 8 I 11
2 10 2 0
0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 5 0 3
0 9 0 6
1 0 0 8
1 4 0 11
1 7 1 1
1 11 1 4
2 0 1 5
2 4 1 7
2 6 1 9
2 7 1 10
2 9 1 11
PASSENGER FA ES--continued.
WEEK-DAY FARES BETWEEN B $ ISBANE AND IPSWICH.
-continued,
STATIONS.
1st Class,
SINGLE.
Sherwood and-
South  Brisbane Junction
Oxley
Darra
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
South Brisbane Junction and-
Oxley
Darra
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Oxley and-
Darra
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Darra and-
Wolston
Goodna
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Wolston and-
Goodna
RedbankRivet-view
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Goodna and-
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Redbank and-
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Riverview and-
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
Limestone
Ipswich
Dinmo re  and-
Bundamba ...
Booval ...
Limestone ...
Ipswich ...
Bundamba and-
Booval ...
Limestone ...
Ipswich ...
Booval and-
Limestone ...
Ipswich ...
Limestone  and Ipswich
a. d.
2nd Class.
S.  d.
,,. 0 3 0 2
0 3 0 2
0 7 0 5
.., 0 10 0 7
1 2 0 10
1 5 1 0
,.. 1 9 1 3
1 10 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 4 1 8
2 5 1 9
2 7 1 10
0 3 0 2
0 7 0 5
0 10 0 7
1 2 0 10
1 5 1 0
1 9 1 3
1 10 1 4
2 2 1 6
2 4 1 8
2 5 1 9
2 7 1 10
0 4 0 3
0 7 0 5
0 11 0 8
1 2 0 lu
1 6 1 1
1 7 1 2
1 11 1 4
2 1 1 6
2 2 1 7
2 4 1 8
0 4 0 3
0 7 0 5
..  Oil  0 8
1 2 0 10
1 4  Oil
1 7 1 2
1 9 1 3
1 11 1 4
2 1 1 6
0 4 0 3
0 7 0 5Oil  0 8
1 0 0 9
1 4 011
1 6 1 1
1 7 1 2
1 9 1 3
0 4 0 3
0 7 0 5
0 9 0 6
1 0 0 9
1 2 0 10
1 4  Oil
1 6 1 1
0 4 0 3
0 5 0 4
0 9 0 6
0 11 0 8
1 0 0 9
1 2 0 10
0 3 0 2
0 5 0 4
0 7 0 5
0 9 0 6
0 11 0 8
0 4 0 3
0 5 0 4
0 7 0 5
0 9 0 6
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 5 0 4
0 3 0 2
0 4 0 3
0 3 0 2
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PASSENGER fARES--e•
WEEK-DAY FARES BETWEEN STANLEY STREET AND IPSWICH
SINGLE.
--con nue .
STATIONS.
1st Class .  2nd Class
EXCURSION FARES.
. STATIONS.
1st Class. { 2nd Class.
a. d, a. d.
Stanley street and- a. d. a. d.
Wooloongabba ... 0 3 0 2 Normanby and-
Fair field 0 b
0
0 3 Exhibition ... 0 3 0 2
Yeronga 6.. 0 3 Bowen Hills 0 3 0 2
south Coast Junction ... 0 6 0 4 ...Mayne 0 3 0 2
South  Brisbane Junction 0 9 0 6 Albion 0 6 0 4
Oxley ... •.. Oil 0 7 Lutwyche ...  0 6 0 4
Darya ... ... 1 3 0 10 Eagle Farm  Junction 0 6 0 4
Wolaton 1 6 1 0 Sandgate Road 0 6 0 4
Goodna 1 10
2
1 3 Hendry 0 6 0 4
Redbank 1 1 6 Racecourse 0 6 0 4
Riverview 2 6 1 8
...
Nundah 0 10 0 7
Dinmore 2 6 1 9 Toombul 1 2  0  it)
Bundamba 2 10 1 11 Nudges 1 8  1 1
Booval 3 0 2 1 Cabbage-tree 2 1  1 4
Limestone 3 1 2 2 Sandgate 2 6 1 6
Ipswich 3 3 2 3
Exhibition and-
Bowen Hills ... 0 3 0 2
Wooloongabba and- Mayne 0 3 0 2
Fairfield 0 3 0 2 Albion 0 4 0 3
Yeronga 0 3 0 2 Lutwyche 0 4 0 3
South roast Junction ... 0 5 0 3 Eagle Farm  Junction .  0 6 0 4
South Brisbane Junction 0 8 0 6 Sandgate  Road .. 0 8 0 4
Oxley ... 0 9 0 6 Hendry 0 6 0 4
Dame, 1 1 0 9 Racecourse 0 6 0 4
Wolston ... 1 4 0 11 ...Nundah 0 10 0 7
Ooodna 1 8 1 2 Toombul 1 2 0 10
Redbank 1 11 1 4 Nudges 1 6 1 0
Riverview 2 3 1 7 Cabbage-tree 2 0 1 3
Dinmore 2 4 1 8 Sandgate 2 6 1 6
Bundamba ... 2 8 1 10
Booval .. 2 10 2 0 Bowen Hills and-
Limes ione ... 2 11 2 1 Mayne 0 3 0 2
Ipswieh ... ... 3 1 2 2 Albion 0 4 0 3
Lutwyche 0 4 0 3
Eagle Farm Junction ... 0 6 0 4
Fairfield and- Sandgate Road 0 6 0 1
Yerona 0 3 0 2 Hendry 0 6 0 4
South Coast Junction ... 0 3 0 2 Racecourse 0 6 0 4
South Brisbane  Junction 0 b 0 3 Nundah .. 0 10 0 7
Oxley O 6 0 4 Toombul
.
1 2 0 10
Darya ... 0 10 0 7 Nudges 1 6 1 0
Wolston ... 1 1 0 9 Cabbage -tree . 1 10 1 2
Goodna 1 6 1 0 Sandgate
..
`l 3 1 3
Redbank 1 8 1 2
Riverview 2 0 1 6 Mayne and-
Dinmore 2 1 1 6 Albion 0 3 0 2
Bundamba 2 6 1 8 Lutwyche 0 3 0 2
Booval 2 7 1 10 Eagle Farm  Junction ...  0 6 0 4
Limestone 2 8 1 11 Sandgate Road 0 6 0 4
Ipswich 2 10 2 0 Hendry 0 8 0 4
Racecourse 0 6 0 4
Nundah 0 9 0 6
Yeronga and- Toombnl 0 11 0 7
South Coast Junction ... 0 3 0 2 Nudges 1 6 1 0
South Brisbane Junction 0 6 0 3 Cabbage-tree 2 0 1 3
Oxley ... 0 6 0 4 Sandgate 2 3 • 1 6
Darya 0 10 0 7
Wolston .. 1 1 0 9 Albion and-1 6Goodna 1 0 Lutwyche 0 3 0 2
Eedbank 1 8 1 2 Eagle Farm  Junction ...  0 4 0 3
Riverview 2 0 1 b Sandgate Road 0 4 0 3
Dinmore 2 1 1 6 Hendry 0 4 0 3
Bundamba ... 2 5 1 8 Racecourse 0 4 0 3
Booval .. 2 7 1 10 Nundah ...  0 6 0 4
Limestone 2 8 1 11 Toombul 0 8 0 6
Ipswich .. 2 10 2 0 Nudges 1 3 0 9
Cabbage-tree 1 6 1 0
South Coast Junction and-
Sandgate 2 0 1 3
South Brisbane Junction 0 3 0 2 Lutwyche and--
Oxley 0 6 0 3 Eagle Farm  Junction ...  0 4 0 3
Darya 0 9 0 6 Sandgate Road 0 4 0 3
Wolston 1 0 0 8 Hendry 0 4 0 3
Goodna ... 1 4 Oil Racecourse .. 0 4 0 3
Redbank ... 1 7 1 1
.
Nundah 0 4 0 3
Riverview 111 1 4 Toombul 0 7 0 5
Dinmore 2 0 1 6 Nudges 1 3 0 9
Bundataba ... 2 4 1 7 Cabbage-tree 1 6 1 0
Booval 2 6 1 9 Sandgate 2 0 1 3
Limestone 2 7 110...Ipswich 2  9 1 11 Eagle Farm  Junction and-
Sandgate load 0 3 0 2
Hendry 0 4 0 3
Racecourse 0 4 0 3
Nundah 0 4 0 3
Toombul 0 9 0 6
Nudges 1 3 0 9SUNDAY FARES BETWEEN BRISBANE  AND SANDGATE. Cabbage-tree
Sand ate
1 6 1 0
2 0 1 3
EXCURSION FARES.
g
Saudgate Road and-
Hendra 0 3 0 2
STATIONS.
t Cl1 2 d Cl Racecourse ... 0 3 0 2ass.s n ass. Hendry and Racecourse 03 02
a. d. a. d.
Brisbane and-
Normanby .• 0 3 0 2
Exhibition ... 0 3 0 2
Bowen Hills ... 0 3 0  2
Mayne ... 0 3 0 2
Albion ... 0 6 0 4
Lutwyche 0 6 0 4
Eagle Farm Junction 0 6 0 4
Sanda te Road 0 6 0 4
Hend qa .. 0 6 0 4
Racecourse ... 0 6 0 4
N uadah 0 10 0 7
Toonibui 1 2 0 10
Nudges 1 8 1 2
Cabbage-tree 2 1 1 4
Bandgate 2 6 1 6
PASSf'NGER PIERS- -voi d.
SUNDAY FARES  BETWEEN BRISBANE  AND  SANDGFATE
is d
Nundah
Sandgate Road Toombul
Hendry and Nudges
Racecourse Cabbage-tree
Sandgate
Nundah and-
Toombul
Nudges ...
Cabbage-tree
Sandgate
Toombul and-
Nudgee
Cabbage-tree
Sandgate
Nudges and-
Cabbage-tree
Sandgate
Cabbage -tree  and Sandgate ...
0 6 0 4
0 9 0 6
1 1 0 9
1 6 1 0
1 9 1 3
0 4 0 3
0 9 0 6
1 3 0 9
1 9 1 0
0 6 0 4
1 0 0 6
1 8 0 9
0 6 0 3
0 9 0 6
0 5 0 3
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PASSENGER FARES isued.
WEEK-DAY FARES BETWEEN  BRISBANE  AND SANDGATE.
STATIONS.
SINGLE.
1st Class.
a. d.
2nd Class.
a. d.
Brisbane and-
Normanby  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Exhibition  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Bowen Hills  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Normanby and-
Exhibition ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
Bowen Hills  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Exhibition  and Bowen Hills ... ... 0 3 0 2
Mayne  ... ... ...  0 3 0 8
Albion  ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Lutwyohee 0 4 0 3
Eagle  Farm Junction  ...  0 6 0 4
Brisbane Sandgate  Road ... ... 0 6 0 4
Normanby  Hendra ...  0 6 0 4
Exhibition and Racecourse  ... ...  0 6 0 4
Bowen Hills Nundah  ... ... ...  0 8 0 6
Toombul ... ... ... 0 10 0 7
Nudges ... ... 1 0 0 9
Cabbage tree  ... ...  1 3 0 10
Sandgate  ... ...  1 6 1 0
Mayne and-
Albion  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Lutwyche  ... ... ... ...  0 * 0 2
Eagle Farm  Junction  ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Sandgate  Road  ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Hendra  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0 $
Racecourse  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Nundah  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 4
Toombul  ... ... ... ...  0 7 0 5
Nudges  ... ... ... ...  0 9 0 6
Cabbage-t re e  ... ... ...  1 0 0 9
Sandgate  ... ... ... ...  1 3 0 10
Albion and-
Lutwyche ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
Eagle Farm  Junotion  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Sandgate  Road ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hendra  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Racecourse  ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 it
Nundah  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Toombul  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 4
Nudges ... ... ... ... 0 8 0 5
Cabbage-tre e ... ... ...  0 10  0 7
Sandgate ... ... ... ... 1 2 0 9
Lutwyche and-
Eagle Farm  Junction  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Sandgate Road  ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Hendra  ... ... ... ... 0 0 3
Racecourse  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Nundah  ... ... ... ...  0 4 0 3
Toombul ...
Nudges  ... ... ... ...  0 8 0 5
Cabbage-tree  ... ... ...  0 10  0 7
Sandgate  ... ... ... ...  1 2 0 9
Eagle Farm  Junction and-
Sandgate  Road  ... ... ...  0 3
Hendra  ... ... ... ...  0 3
Racecourse  ... .. ... ...  0 3
Nundah  ... ... ... ...  0 3
0  4Tootubul  ... ... ...
N udgee  ... ... ... ...  0 6
Cabbage -tree  ... ... ...  0 9
Sandgate  ... ... ... ...  1 0
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 3
0 5
0 6
0 a
Sandgate Road and-
Hendra  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Racecourse  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0 2
Hendra and Racecourse  ... ..  0 3 0 2
Nundah
Sandgate Road )  Toombul
Hendra  and Nudges
Racecourse  )  Cabbage-tree
Sandgate
Nundah and-
Toombul  ... ... ...  0 3
Nudges  ... ... ...  0 4
Cabbage-tree  ... ... ...  0 7
Sandgate  ... ... ... ...  0 10
0 4 0 3
0 a 0 4
0 6 0 0
0 9 0  If
1 0 0 8
Toombul  and-
Nudges  ... ... ... ...  0 4
Cabb1ag6e-tree  ... ... ...  0 6
Sandgate  ... ... ... ...  0 9
Nudges and-
Cabbage -tree  ... ... ...  0 3
Sandgate  ... ... ... ...  0 6
Cabbage -tree  and Sandgate 0 3
0 2
0 a
0 5
0 7
0 3
0 4
0 6
0 2
0 4
0 2
NoTx.- Tickets issued at above fares fro m Mayne (and all stations below)
to Brisbane ,  iorinanby ,  Bowen Park ,  or Bowen Hills ,  are  available at either
of these four stations ,  and the baekivard halves of Excursion Tickets issued
at Brisbane ,  Normanby ,  Bowen Park ,  or Bowen Hills to Mayne  (and all
stations below )  are also available at either of these four stations.
Norr.-On  Sundays single tickets may be issued at the ordinaiy single
fares.
PASSENGER FARES-
On Saturdays  Excursion Tickets are issued to Sandgate from
Brisbane  and all stations  on the  Sandgate  Line  at the  followingfares:-
STATIONS.
EXCURSION FARES.
lot Class. 2nd Claw.
s. d. a. d.
Brisbane to Sandgate  ... ... 2 6 1 6
Normanby  to Sandgate ... 2 6 1 6
Exhibition  to Saudgate  ...  2 6 1 6
Bowen Hills  to Sandgate ... 2 6 1 6
Mayne  to Sandgate ... ... ... 2 3 1 4
Albion to Sandgate  ... ... ...  2 0 1 3
Lutwyche  to Sandga te ... 1 9 1 1
Eagle Farm Junction  to Sandgate  ...  1 6 1 0Sand to Road to Sandgate  ... ... 1 6 1 0
Hendra  to Sandgate  ... ... ... 1 6 1 0
Racecourse  to Sanagate  ... ... 1 6 1 0
Nundah to  Sandgate  ... ... ... 1 4 0 10
Toombul to  Sandgate  ... ... ... 1 2 0 9
Nudges to Sandgate  ... ... ... 0 9 0 6
Cabbage -tree  to Sandgate  ... ...  0 5 0 3
Novc.- These Excursion Tickets are  available on the day of issue only.
Backward halves of these tickets, issued at Brisbane ,  Normanby. Bowen
Park ,  or Bowen Hills, are available at either of these tour stations.
To arrive at Passenger Fares between Stations on Sandgate
Line and Stations on Main Line ,  add the  two locals  to Brisbane
together.
INSTANCE :-WEEK - DAY FARES ,  8AND GATE AND IPSWICH.
let Class .  2nd Class.
s. d. s. d.
3Andgate to Brisbane 1 6 1 0
Brisbane to Ipswich ... ... ... 8 4 2 4
Through Fares ... ... ... 4 10 3 4
To arrive at Passenger Fares between Stations  beloW  Ipswioh
and those above Ipswich ,  add the two locals to Ipswich
together.
INSTANCE  : -FARES,  INDOOROOPI LLY ANT) GRANDCHESTER.
1st Class.  2nd Class.
s. d. s. d.
Indooroopilly to Ipswich ... ... ... 2 10 2 0
Ipswich to  Grandcliester ,  19 miles (see
General Coaching List) ... ... ... 3 2 6
Through Fares ... ... 6 6 4 5
SEASON TICKET RATES.
SAND GATE LDNE.
ONE MONTH. THREE MONTHS.
Between
1st Class .  2nd Class. lot  Class. 1 2nd Class.
Brisbane  and £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Exhibition  ...  0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6 0 14 0
Bowen Hills  ... 0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6 0 14 0
Mayne ... 0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6 0 14 0
Albion ... 0 11 6 0 8 0 1 9 6 1 0 6
Lutwyche ... 011 6 0 8 0 1 9 8 1 0 6
E. F. Junction 0 13 6  0 9 6 1 14 6  1 4 0
Sandgate Road 0 13 6 0 9 6 1 14 6 1 4 0
Hendra ... 0 13 6 0 9 6 1 14 6  1 4 0
Racecourse  ...  0 13  6 0 9 6 1 14 6  1 4 0
Nundah ... 0 16 0 0 10 6 2 0 9  1 6 9
Toombul ...  0 17  6  011 6 2 4 3  1 9 6
Nudgee ... 1 0 0 0 13 9 2 11 0  1 14 6
Cabbage-tree ... 1 2 6 0 15 0 2 17 6 1 18 3
Sandgate ... 1 5 0  0 16 6 3 2 9 2 2 3
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SEASON TICKET RATES- continued. SEASON TICKET RATES- continued.
SAND GATE  LINE - continued.
I SIX MONTHS. TWELVE
Between
1st Class .  2nd Class. 1st Class.
Brisbane and £ s. d. £ e. d. £ s. d.
Exhibition ... 1 17 0 1 5 3 310 6
Bowen Hills ...  1 17 0 1 5 3 3 10 6
Mayne ...  117 0 1 5 3 3 10 6
Albion ...  2 13 0 1 17 0  5 0 9
Lutwyche ..  2 13 0 1 17 0  5 0 9
E. F. Junction  3 2 6 2 3 0  5 19 0
Sandgate Road  3 2 6 2 3 0  5 19 0
Hendra ...  3 2 6 2 3 0 5 19 0
Racecourse ...  3 2 6 2 3 0 519 0
Nundah ...  3 13 6 2 8 3  6 19 9
Toombul ...  4 0 0 2 13 0  7 11 9
411 9 3Nudgee 2 0  8 14 6...Cabbage-tree ...  5 3 6 3 9 0 916 9
Sandgate ...  5 14 9 3 15 6  1018 0
MONTHS.
2nd Class.
MILES.
SIX MONTHS .  TWELVE MONTHS.
1st Class.  2nd Class.  1st Class.  2nd Class.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
£ s. d. 1 1 0 9 0 13 3 1 19 6 1 4 9
2  8 0 2 117 0 1 5 3 310 6 2 8 0
2 8 0 3 1 17 0 1 5 3 3 10 6 2 8 0
2 8 0 4 2 13 0 1 17 0 5 0 9 3 10 3
3 10 3 5 3 2 6 2 3 0 5 19 0 4 2 0
3 10 3 6 3 13 6 2 8 3 6 19 9 4 11 9
4 2 0 7 4 0 0 2 13 0 7 11 9 5 0 0
4 2 0 8 4 6 6 2 17 6 8 3 9 5 9 0
4 2 0 9 4 15 0 3 7 6 9 0 9 6 8 0
4 2 0 10 5 2 0 312 6 914 0 617 9
4 11 9 11 5 7 3 3 16 0 10 3 6 7 4 3
5 0 0 12 5 12 3 3 19 3 10 13 0 7 10 6
5 17 9 13 5 16 9 4 2 9 11 2 0 7 17 3
611 0 14 6 1 6 4 6 3 1111 0 8 4 0
7 3 6 15 6 7 0 4 9 9 12 1 6 8 10 6
Between all stations (except Sandgate Branch) Season Ticket
Rates are as  follows:-
MILES.
16 6 12 6 4 13 0 12 11 9 8 16 9
17 7 3 0 419 9 1311 6 9 9 9
18 7 6 9 5 2 3 13 18 9 9 14 9
19 7 10 6 5 5 0 14 5 3 9 19 9
20 7 14 3 5 7 9 14 13 0 10 4 9
21 7 18 0 5 10 3 15 0 0 10 9 3
OWE MONTH .  THREE MONTHS . 22 8 3 6 5 13 6 15 11 3 10 15 3
1st Class. 2nd Class. 1st Class.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
1 0 4 6 0 3 0 011 9
2 0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6
3 0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6
4 0 11 6 0 8 0 1 9 6
5 0 13 6 0 9 6 114 6
6 0 16 C 0 10 6 2 0 9
7 0 17 6 0 11 6 2 4 3
8 0 19 0 0 12 6 2 8 0
9 1 0 9 0 14 6 212 9
10 1 2 3 0 15 9 2 16 9
11 1 3 3 016 6 2 19 6
12 1 4 6 0 17 3 3 2 3
13 1 5 9 0 18 0 3 5 0
14 1 6 9 0 18 9 3 7 6
15 1 8 0 019 6 310 6
16 1 9 0 1 0 3 3 13 6
17 1 11 3 1 1 9 3 19 6
18 1 12 0 1 2 3 4 1 6
19 1 12 9 1 2 9 4 3 6
20 1 13 6 1 3 3 4 5 6
21 1 14 6 1 4 0 4 7 9
22 1 15 9 1 4 9 410 9
23 1 17 0 1 5 6 413 9
24 1 18 0 1 6 3 4 16 9
25 1 19 6 1 7 3 5 0 9
26 2 1 0 1 8 3 5 4 9
27 2 2 3 1 9 0 5 7 9
28 2 3 3 1 9 9 5 10 9
29 2 4 6 1 10 6 5 13 9
30 2 5 9 1 11 3 5 16 9
31 2 7 0 1 12 0 5 19 9
32 2 8 0 112 9 6 2 6
33 2 9 3 113 6 6 5 6
84 2 10 6 1 14 3 6 8 6
35 2 11 6 1 15 0 6 11 3
36 2 12 9 1 15 9 6 14 3
37 2 14 0 1 16 6 6 17 3
38 2 15 0 1 17 3 7 0 3
39 2 16 3 1 18 0 7 3 3
40 2 17 3 1 18 9 7 6 3
41 2 18 6 1 19 6 7 9 3
42 2 19 9 2 0 3 7  12  6
43 3 0 9 2 1 0 7 15 6
44 3 2 0 2 1 9 7 18 3
45 3 3 0 2 2 6 8 1 3
46 3 4 3 2 3 3 8 4 0
47 3 5 6 2 4 0 8 7 0
48 3 6 6 2 4 9 810 0
49 3 7 9 2 5 6 8 13 0
50 3 8 6 2 6 0 8 15 0
61 3 9 6 2 6 6 8 17 0
52 3 10 3 2 7 0 8 19 3
53 3 10 9 2 7 6 9 0 9
54 3 11 3 2 7 9 9 2 0
55 3 11 9 2 8 3 9 3 6
56 3 12 6 2 8 9 9 5 0
57 3 13 3 2 9 6 9 8 0
58 3 13 9 2 9 6 9 8 0
59 3 14 3 2 9 9 9 9 6
60 3 15 0 2 10 3 9 11 0
61 3 16 6 2  10 9 9  12  6
23 8 8 9  5 17 3 16 0 9 11 2 3
2nd Class. 24 8 14 0 6 0 9 16 10 0 11 9 6
25 9 1 6 6 5 6  17 4 6 11 18 6
£ s .  d. 26 9 8  9 6 10 3 17 18 9 12 7 6
0 7 3 27 9 14 3 6 13 9 18 9 0 1214 0
014 0 28 919 9 6 17 3 18 19 3 13 0 3
014 0 29 10 5 3 7 0 9 19 9 6 13 6 9
1 0 6 30 10 10 3 7 3 9 19 19 6 13 13 3
1 4 0 31 10 15 3 7 7 3 20 9 3 13 19 9
1 6 9 32 11 0 6 7 10 6 2019 0 14 6 0
1 9 6 33 11 6 0 7 14 0 21 9 0 1412 6
1 12 3 34 11 11 6 7 17 6 21 19 3 14 19 0
117 6 35 11 17 0 8 1 0 22 9 3 15 5 6
2 0 3 36 12 2 0 8 4 6 22 19 6 15 12 0
2 2 0 37 12 7 6 8 8 0 23 9 6 15 18 6
2 4 0 38 12 12 6 8 11 0 23 19 9 16 5 0
2 6 0 39 12 18 0 8 14 6 24 10 3 16 11 6
2 8 0 40 13 3 6 8 18 0 25 0 9 16 18 0
2 10 0 41 13 9 0 9 1 6 25 11 3 17 5 0
2 11 9 42 13 14 6 9 5 0 26 1 9 17 11 6
2 15 6 43 13 19 9 9 8 6 26 11 9 17 18 3
2 16 9 44 14 5 0 9 12 0 27 1 9 18 5 0
2 18 3 45  14 10 0 9 15 6 27 11 6 18 11 6
219 9 46 1415 3 9 19 0 28 1 0 1818 3
3 1 3 47 15 0 9 10 2 6 28 11 6 19 4 9
3 3 0 48 15 6 3 10 6 0 29 2 0 1911 3
3 5 3 49 15 11 6 10 9 3 29 12 0 19 17 9
3 7 3 50 15 15 3 10 11 6 29 19 0 20 2 0
3 9 9 51 15 19 0 1013 9 30 6 0 20 6 3
3 12 3 52 16 2 9 10 16 0 30 13 3 20 10 6
3 14 3 53 16 5 3 10 18 0 30 18 3 20 14 6
3 16 0 54 16 7 9 11 0 0 31 3 3 20 18 6
3 18 0 55 16 10 6 11 2 0 31 8 0 21 2 6
3 19 9 56 16 13 0 11 4 3 31 12 9 21 6 3
4 1 9 57 16 15 9 11 6 0 31 18 0 21 9 9
4 3 6 58 1618 6 11 7 9 32 3 3 21 13 3
4 5 6 59 17 1 3 11 9 6 32 8 3 21 16 9
4 7 6 60 17 3 9 11 11 6 32 13 3 22 0 0
4 9 6 61 17 6 6 11 13 3 32 18 6 22 3 3
4 11 3 -
4 13 3 Scholars' Season Tickets, at half the ordinary season ticket4 15 0
4 17 0 rates, will be issued to pupils attending any Grammar or other
4 18 9 public School, upon application being made by the master of
5 0 9 any such school, on a printed form to be obtained at Railway
5 2 9 Stations.
5 4 9
5 6 6 Annual Tickets will be issued to registered clergymen, on
5 8 6 application, available for one line of Railway only, at £5 per
5 10 6 annum, on condition that such Tickets are given up and fresh
5 12 6 ones obtained in lieu thereof, dating from the period when
514 3
5 16 3 previous ticket expired.
5 17 6 Annual Tickets, first class, available for all Queensland
5 18 9 Railways, will be issued to Commercial Travellers and others, on
6 0 0
a lication for the sum of £100.6 1 3 pp '
6 2 3 No allowance or extension of time will be made on account
6 3 6 of a holder of a Season Ticket having through absence, sickness,
6 4 6 death, or any other cause failed to use the Ticket during the6
6
6
6  6 period, or an y portion ofthe period, for which itwas issued;
6 7 6 nor will the Department undertake to refund money or make
6 8 6 allowance for Season Tickets alleged to have been lost cr
6 9 6 mislaid.
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SEASON TICKET RATES-conti,wed.
Season Tickets must at all times be shown to ticket collectors
when required, and given up to the Railway Department when
the period of their currency has expired ; otherwise the Rail-
way Department may refuse to issue fresh tickets.
Any person found travelling on a Season Ticket beyond the
date for which the ticket has been issued will be liable to
prosecution under the Queensland Railway Acts.
SEASON TICKET RATES-continued.
Holders of season tickets, who may wish to renew them,
are invited to apply to this Office, to the Traffic Managers, or to
Station Masters, for fresh tickets some days before the end of
the period for which their tickets are available ; the fresh
ticket then issued will be available for the unexpired period of
the old ticket as well as the term of the new. In no case will
season tickets be issued at stations, within thirty minutes of
the advertised time of arrival or departure of any train.
1 to 40 miles.] 2244
GENERAL FARES AND RLtT1:S TABU: FOR ('0ACIIING Ti AFir'W.
Between
and
Y.\SSEN G}H F.1REs.
eEp
pi ri N
HOaMEA  It BOXES.
d OIL _
O y N
Zro
ow m
0 01
(each.)  (each.)
s. d. s. d. s. d.  X. d .s d s. d
(each.) I(each.)
.s. d. s d.
1 0 3 0 2 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
2 0 5 0 3 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
3 0 7 0 5 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
4 0 9 0 6 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
5 Oil 0 8 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
6 1 2 0 9 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
7 1 4 0 11 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
8 1 6 1 0 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
9 1 8 1 2 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
10 1 11 1 3 5 0 2 6 5 0 4 6 10 0 0 6
11 2 1 1 5 5 0 3 0 5 6 5 0 10 0 1 0
12 2 3 1 6 5 0 3 0 6 0 5 0 10 0 1 0
13 2  5 1 8 5 0 3 6 6 6 5 6 4 10 0 1 0
14 2 8 1 3 5 0 3 6 7 0 6 0 10 0 1 0
15 2 10 1 11 5 0 4 0 7 6 6 6 10 0 1 0
16 3 0 2 0 5 6 4 0 8 0 7 0 10 0 1 0
17 3 2 2 2 6 0 4 6 8 6 7 6' 10 0 1 0
18 3 5 2 3 6 0 4 6 9 0 7 6 i 10 0 1 0
19 3 7 2 5 6 6 5 0 9 6 8 0 10 0 1 0
20 3 9 2 6 7 0 5 0 10 0 8 6 10 0 1 0
21 3 11 2 8 7 0 5 6 10 6 9 0 10 0 1 0
22 4 2 2 9 7 6 5 6 11 0 9 6 10 0 1 0
23 4 4 2 11 8 0 6 0 11 6 10 0 10 0 1 0
24 4 6 3 0 8 0 6 0 12 0 10 0 10 0 1 0
25 4 8 3 2 8 6 6 6 12 6 10 6 10 6 1 0
26 411 3 3 9 0 6 6 13 0 11 0 11 0 1 6
27 5 1 3 5 9 0 7 0 13 6 11 6 11 0 1 6
28 5 3 3 6 9 6 7 0 14 0 12 0 11 6 1 6
29 5 5 3 8 10 0 7 6 14 6 12 6 12 0 1 6
30 5 8 3 9 10 0 7 6 15 0 12 6 12 6 1 6
31 5 10 3 11 10 6 8 0 15 6 13 0 13 0 1 6
32 6 0 4 0 11 0 8 0 16 0 13 6 13 6 1 6
33 6 2 4 2 11 0 8 6 16 6 14 0 13 6 1 6
34 6 5 4 3 11 6 8 6 17 0 14 6 14 0 1 6
35 6 7 4 5 12 0 9 0 17 6 15 0 14 6 1 6
36 6 9 4 6 12 0 9 0 18 0 15 0 15 0 1 6
37 6 11 4 8 12 6 9 6 18 6 15 6 15 6 1 6
38 7 2 4 9 13 0 9 6 19 0 16 0 16 00 1 6
39 7 4 4 11 13 0 10 0 19 6 16 6 16 0 1 6
40 7 6 5 0 1 13 6 10 0 20 0 17 0 16 6 1 6
Nora.-For Exceptions to this List, see chest of Passenger Fares on Suburban Lines ,  Southern  and Western  Railway.
2245  141 to 8o miles.
CH:NERU FARES  AND RATES TAB1,Y: FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
Between
and
PiSSEN,a _a FARES.  HoxsEs IN Boxaa.
I .. d.
41 7 8
42 7 11
43 8 1
44 8 3
45 8 5
46 8 8
47 8 10
49 9 2
50 9 5
51 9 7
52 9 9
53 9 11
54 10 2
55 10 4
56 10 6
57 10 8
58 10 11
59 11 1
60 11 3
61 11 5
62 11 8
63 11 10
64 12 0
65 12 2
66 12 5
67 12 7
68 12 9
69 12 11
70 13 2
71 13 4
72 13 6
73 13 8
74 13 11
75 14 1
76 14 3
77 14 5
78 14 8
79 14 10
80 15 0
I q
00
(each.)
.-+
(each.)
5 5 14 6 11 0 21 6 18 0 18 0 2 0
5 6 15 0 11 0 ' 22 0 18 6 18 6 2 0
5 8 15 0 11 6 22 6 19 0 18 6 2 0
5 9 15 6 11 6 23 0 19 6 19 0 2 0
5 11 16 0 12 0 23 6 20 0 19 6 2 0
6 2 16 6 12 6 24 6 20 6 20 6 2 0
6 3 17 0 12 6 25 0 21 0 21 0 2 0
6 5 17 0 13 0 25 6 21 6 21 0 2 0
6 6 17 6 13 0 26 0 22 0 21 6 2 0
6 8 18 0 13 6 26 6 22 6 22 0 2 0
6 9 18 0 13 6 27 0 22 6 22 6 2 0
6 11 18 6 14 0 27 6 23 0 23 0 2 0
7 0 19 0 14 0 28 0 23 6 23 6 2 0
7 2 19 0 14 6 28 6 24 0 23 6 2 0
7 3 19 6 14 6 29 0 24 6 24 0 2 0
7 5 20 0 15 ® 29 6 25 0 24 6 2 0
7 6 20 0 15 0 30 0 25 0 25 0 2 0
7 8 20 6 15 6 30 6 25 6 25 6 2 0
7 9 21 0 15 6 31 0 26 0 26 0 2 0
7 11 21 0 16 0 31 6 26 6 26 0 2 0
8 0 21 6 16 0 32 0 27 0 26 6 2 0
8 2 22  0 16 6 32 6 27 6 27 0 2 4
8 3 22 0 16 6 33 0 27 6 27 6 2 0
8 5 22 6 17 0 33 6 28 0 28 0 2 0
8 6 23 0• 17 0 34 0 28 6 28 6 2 0
8 8 23 0 17 6 34 6 29 0 28 6 2 0
8 9 23 6 17 6 35 0 29 6 29 0 2 0
8 11 24 0 18 0 35 6 30 0 29 6 2 0
9 0 24 0 18 0 36 0 30 0 30 0 2 0
9 2 24 6 18 6 36 6 30 6 30 6 2 0
9 3 25 0 18 6 37 0 31 0 31 0 2 0
9 5 25 0 19 0 37 6 31 6 31 01 2 0
9 6 25 6 19 0 38 0 32 0 31 6 I 2 0
9 8 26 0 19 6 38 6 32 6 32 0 2 0
9 9 26 0 19 6 39 0 32 6 32 6 2 0
81 to 120 miles.] 2246
GENERAL FARES AND RATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
Between
and
PASSEENGIR  FARES. HORSxs IN  BoxFa.
vc°d.
cc if
cw F;  oW a`eA'43 0to
.-+ c U A
(each .) (each .) (each.)
a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. s. d. s. d. a. d
81 15 2 10 2 27 0 20 6 40 6 34 0 33 6 2 6
82 15 5 10 3 27 6 20 6 41 0 34 6 34 0 2 6
K3 15 7 10 5 28 0 21 0 41 6 35 0 34 6 2 6
84 15 9 10 6 28 0 21 0 42 0 35 0 35 0 2 6
85 15 11 10 8 28 6 21 6 42 6 35 6 35 6 2 6
86 16 2 10 9 29 0 21 6 43 0 36 0 36 0 2 6
87 16 4 10 11 29 0 22 0 43 6 36 6 36 0 2 6
88 16 6 11 0 29 6 22 0 44 0 37 0 36 6 2 6
89 16 8 11 2 30 0 22 6 44 6 37 6 37 0 2 6
90 16 11 11 3 30 0 22 6 45 0 37 6 37 6 2 6
91 17 1 11 5 30 6 23 0 45 6 38 0 38 0 2 6
92 17 3 11 6 31 0 23 0 46 0 38 6 38 6 2 6
93 17 5 11 8 31 0 23 6 46 6 39 0 38 6 2 6
94 17 8 11 9 31 6 23 6 47 0 39 6 39 0 2 6
95 17 10 11 11 32 0 24 0 47 6 40 0 39 6 2 6
96 18 0 12 0 32 0 24 0 48 0 40 0 40 0 2 6
97 18 2 12 2 32 6 24 6 48 6 40 6 40 6 2 6
98 18 5 12 3 33 0 24 6 49 0 41 0 41 0 2 6
99 18 7 12 5 33 0 25 0 49 6 41 6 41 0 2 6
100 18 9 12 6 33 6 25 0 50 0 42 0 41 6 2 6
101 18 11 12 8 34 0 25 6 50 6 42 0 42 0 2 6
102 19 2 12 9 34 0 25 6 51 0 42 6 42 0 2 6
103 19 4 12 11 34 6 25 6 51 6 43 0 42 6 2 6
104 19 6 13 0 34 6 26 0 52 0 43 0 43 0 2 6
105 19 8 13 2 35 0 26 0 52 6 43 6 43 0 2 6
106 19 11 13 3 35 0 26 0 52 6 44 0 43 6 2 6
107 20 1 13 5 35 6 26 6 53 0 44 0 44 0 2 6
108 20 3 13 6 35 6 26 6 53 6 44 6 44 0 2 6
109 20 5 13 8 36 0 26 6 54 0 45 0 44 6 2 6
110 20 8 13 9 36 0 27 0 54 6 45 0 45 0 2 6
111 20 10 13 11 36 6 27 0 55 0 45 6 45 0 2 6
112 21 0 14 0 36 6 27 0 55 0 46 0 45 6 2 6
113 21 2 14 2 37 0 27 6 55 6 46 0 46 0 2 6
114 21 5 14 3 37 0 27 6 56 0 46 6 46 0 2 6
115 21 7 14 5 37 6 27 6 56 6 46 6 46 6 2 6
116 21 9 14 6 37 6 28 0 57 0 47 0 47 0 2 6
117 21 11 14 8 38 0 28 0 57 6 47 6 47 0 2 6
118 22 2 14 9 38 0 28 0 57 6 48 0 47 6 2 6
119 22 4 14 11 38 6 28 6 58 0 48 0 48 0 2 6
120 22 6 15 0 38 6 28 6 58 6 48 6 48 0 2 6
2247 [121,`to 160 miles.
.GENERAL FARES  AND HATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
Between
I I PASSENGER FARES.  HORSES  IN BoxHS.
i
and
CIA Cq
(each.) (each.) (each.) (each.)
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
121 22 8 15 2 39 0 28 6 59 0 49 0 48 6 3 0
122 22 11 15 3 39 0 29 0 59 6 49 0 49 0 3 0
123 23 1 15 5 39 6 29 0 60 0 49 6 49 0 3 0
124 23 3 15 6 39 6 29 0 60 0 50 0 49 6 3 0
125 23 5 15 8 40 0 29 6 60 6 50 0 50 0 3 0
126 23 8 15 9 40 0 29 6 61 0 50 6 50 6 3 0
127 23 10 15 11 40 6 29 6 61 6 51 0 50 6 3 0
128 24 0 16 0 40 6 30 0 62 0 51 0 51 0 3 0
129 24 2 16 2 41 0 30 0 62 6 51 6 51 6 3 0
130 24 5 16 3 41 0 30 0 62 6 52 0 51 6 3 0
131 21 7 16 5 41 6 30 6 63 0 52 0 52 0 3 0
132 24 9 16 6 41 6 30 6 63 6 52 6 52 6 3 0
133 24 11 16 8 42 0 30 6 64 0 53 0 52 6 3 0
134 25 2 16 9 42 0 31 0 64 6 53 0 53 0 3 0
135 25 4 16 11 42 6 31 0 65 0 53 6 53 6 3 0
136 25 6 17 0 42 6 31 0 65 0 54 0 53 6 3 0
137 25 8 17 2 43 0 31 6 65 6 54 0 54 0 3 0
138 25 11 17 3 43 0 31 6 66 0 54 6 54 6 3 0
139 26 1 17 5 43 6 31 6 66 6 55 0 54 6 3 0
•
140 26 3 17 6 43 6 32 0 67 0 55 0 55 0 3 0
141 26 5 17 8 44 0 32 0 67 6 55 6  55 6 3 0
142 26 8 17 9 44 0 32 0 67 6 56 0 55 6 3 0
143 26 10 17 11 44 6 32 6 68 0 56 0 56 0 3 0
144 27 0  18 0 44 6 32 6 68 6 56 6 56 6 3 0
145 27 2 18 2 46 0 32 6 69 0 57 0 56 6 3 0
146 27 5 18 3 45 0 33 0 69 6 57 0 57 0 3 0
147 27 7 18 5 45 6 33 0 70 0 57 6 57 6 3 0
148 27 9 18 6 45 6 33 0 70 0 58 0 57 6 3 0
149 27 11 18 8 46 0 33 6 70 6 58 0 58 0 3 0
150 28 2 18 9 46 0 33 6 71 0 58 6 58 6 3 0
151 28 4 18 11 46 6 33 6 71 6 59 0 59 0 3 0
152 28 6 19 0 46 6 34 0 72 0 59 0 59 0 3 0
153 28 8 19 2 47 0 34 0 72 6 59 6 59 6 3 0
-- ---- ------ - 154 28 11 19 3 47 0  34,0 72 6 60 0 60 0 3 0
- ----- --- 155 29 1 19 5 47 6 34 6 73 0 60 0 60 6 3 0
156 29 3 19 6 47 6 34 6 73 6 60 6 60 6 3 0
- 157 29 5 19 8 48 0 34 6 74 0 61 0 61 0 3 0
- - 158 29 8 19 9 48 0 35 0 74 6 61 0  61 6 3 0
- - -- 159 29 10 19 11 48 6 35 0 75 0 61 6  61 6 3 0
160 30 0 20 0 48 6 35  0 75 0 62 0 62 0 3 0
161 to 200  miles.] 2248
GENE RRAL FARES AND RATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
0 Between
and
PASSENGER FARES .  HORSES IN Boxss. y
G v x
5
y
m
4i y= d v d y V
ami U I U i". y '
E d ^O x
IJ
'v ; c` x d ; A aa3 '
.-ml I C7  - N N U A
(each.) (each.) (each.) (each.)
s. d. a. d. a. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. a. d.  a. d.
161 30 2 20 2 49 0 35 6 75 6 62 0 62 6 3 6
162 30 5 20 3 49 0 35 6 76 0 62 6 62 6 3 6
163 30 7 20 5 49 6 35 6 76 6 63 0 63 0 3 6
164 30 9 20 6 49 6 36 0 77 0 63 0 63 6 3 6
165 30 11 20 8 50 0 39 0 77 6 63 6 63 6 3 6
166 31 2 20 9 50 0 36 0 77 6 64 0 64 0 3 6
167 31 4 20 11 50 6 36 6 78 0 64 0 64 6 3 6
168 31 6 21 0 50 6 36 6 78 6 64 6 64 6 3 6
169 31 8 21 2 51 0 36 6 79 0 65 0  65 0 3 6
170 31 11 21 3 51 0 37 0 79 6 65 0 65 6 3 6
171 32 1 21 5 51 6 37 0 80 0 65 6 65 6 3 6
172 32 3 21 6 51 6 37 0 80 0 66 0 66 0 3 6
173 32 5 21 8 52 0 37 6 80 6 66 0 66 6 3 6
174 32 8 21 9 52 0 37 6 81 0 66 6 66 6 3 6
175 32 10 21 11 52 6 37 6 81 6 67 0 67 0 3 6
176 33 0 22 0 52 6 38 0 82 0 67 0 67 6 3 6
177 33 2 22 2 58 0 38 0 82 6 67 6 67 6 3 6
178 33 5 22 3 53 0 38 0 82 6 68 0 68 0 3 6
179 33 7 22 5 53 6 38 6 83. 0 68 0 68 6 3 6
180 33 9 22 6 53 6 38 6 83 6 68 6 68 6 3 6
181 33 11 22 8 54 0 38 6 84 0 69 0 69 0 3 6
182 34 2 22 9 54 0 39 0 84 6 69 0 69 6 3 6
183 34 4 22 11 54 6 39 0 85 0 69 6 69 6 3 6
184 34 6 23 0 54 6 39 0 85 0 70 0 70 0 3 6
185 34 8 23 2 55 0 39 6 85 6 70 0 70 6 3 6
186 34 11 23 3 55 0 39 6 86 0 70 6 70 6 3 6
187 35 1 23 5 55 6 39 6 86 6 71 0 71 0 3 6
188 35 3 23 6 55 6 40 0 87 0 71 0 71 6 3 6
189 35 5 23 8 56 0 40 0 87 6 71 6 71 6 3 6
190 35 8 23 9 56 0 40 0 87 6 72 0 72 0 3 6
191 35 10 23 11 56 6 40 6 88 0 72 0 72 6 3 6
192 36 0 24 0 56 6 40 6 88 6 72 6 72 6 3 6
193 36 2 24 2 57 0 40 6 89 0 73 0 73 0 3 6
- - 194 36 6 24 3 57 0 41 0 89 6 73 0 73 6 3 6- - -
- - 195 36 7 24 5 57 6 41 0 90 0 73 6 73 6 3 6- -
-- 196 36 9 24 6 57 6 41 0 90 0 74 0 74 0  3 6
-- 197 36 11 24 8 58 0 41 6 90 6 74 0 74 0 3 6
- -- 198 37 2 24 9 58 0 41 6 91 0 74 6 74 6 3 6
199 37 4 24 11 58 6 41 6 91 6 75 0 74 6 3 6
200 37 6 25 0 58 6 42 0 92 0 75 0 75 0 3 6
$49 [201 to  240 miles,
GENERAL FARES AND RATES TABLE FOR  (  OACIIING TRAFFIC,
Between
PA88ENGEa FARES .  HORSES IN BOXKos. .IV r
a°p w O Aj
.
m
0
..r O y . O
and 1 a
ti pC o f c o W G
( •) (MaL.) (each.) (each.)
S.  d. .. d. •. d.
201 37 8 25 2 58 6 42 0 92 0 75 6 75 0 4 0
202 37 11 26 3 59 0 42 0 92 6 75 6 75 6 4 0
203 38 1 25 5 59 0 42 0 93 0 76 0 75 6 4 0
204 38 3 25 6 59 0 42 0 93 0 76 0 76 0 4 0
205 38 5 26 8 59 6 42 6 93 6 76 6 76 0 4 0
206 38 8 26 9 59 6 42 6 94 0 76 6 76 6 4 0
207 38 10 25 11 59 6 42 6 94 0 77 0 76 6 4 0
208 39 0 26 0 60 0 42 6 94 6 77 0 77 0 4 0
209 39 2 26 2 60 0 42 6 95 0 77 6 77 0 4 0
210 39 5 26 3 60 0 42 6 95 0 77 6 77 6 4 0
211 39 7 26 5 60 6 49 0 95 6 78 0 77 6 4 0
212 39 9 26 6 60 6 43 0 96 0 78 0 78 0 4 0
213 39 11 26 8 60 6 43 0 96 0 78 6 78 0 4 0
214 40 2 26 9 61 0 43 0 96 6 78 6 78 6 4 0
215 40 4 26 11 61 0 43 0 97 0 79 0 78 6 4 0
216 40 6 27 0 61 0 43 0 97 0 79 0 79 0 4 0
217 40 8 27 2 61 6 43 6 97 6 79 6 79 0 4 0
218 40 11 27 3 61 6 43 6 98 0 79 6 79 6 4 0
219 1 41 1 1 27 5 1 61 6 1 48 6 1 98 0 1 80 0 1 79 6 4 0
220 41 3 27 6 62 0 43 6 98 6 80 0 80 0 4 0
221 41 5 27 8 62 0 43 6 99 0 80 6 80 0 4 0
222 41 8 27 9 62 0 43 6 99 0 80 6 80 6 4 0
223 41 10 27 11 62 6 44 0 99 6 81 0 80 6 4 0
224 42 0 28 0 62 6 44 0 100 0 81 0 81 0 4 0
225 42 2 28 2 62 6 44 0 100 0 81 6 81 0 4 0
226 42 5 28 3 63 0 44 0 100 6 81 6 81 6 4 0
227 42 7 28 5 63 0 44 0 101 0 82 0 81 6 4 0
228 42 9 28 6 63 0 44 0 101 0 82 0 82 0 4 0
229 42 11 28 8 63 6 44 6 101 6 82 6 82 0 4 0
230 43 2 28 9 63 6 44 6 102 0 82 6 82 6 4 0
231 43 4 28 11 68 6 44 6 102 0 83 0 82 6 4 0
232 43 6 29 0 64 0 44 6 102 6 83 0 83 0 4 0
233 43 8 29 2 64 0 44 6 103 0 83 6 83 0 4 0
234 43 11 29 3 64 0 44 6 103 0 83 6 83 6 4 0
236 44 1 29 5 64 6 45 0 103 6 84 0 83 6 4 0
236 44 3 29 6 64 6 45 0 104 0 84 0 84 0 4 0
237 44 5 29 8 64 6 45 0 104 0 84 6 84 0 4 0
238 44 8 29 9 65 0 45 0 104 6 84 6 84 6 4 0
239 44 10 29 11 65 0 45 0 105 0 85 0 84 6 4 0
240 45 0 30 0 65 0 45 0 105 0 85 0 85 0 4 0
241 to 280 miles.] 2250
GENERAL FARES  AND RATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
HORSES IN B OXES.PASSENGER FARES.
Between
G3
or
ap
4+
1E
0
C
i'
) .y
'+
0.2  mC JOt
`D
'O  'Jr" O  ` 1,' oc ;i, , p iii m =i -°
(each.) (each.) (each.) I (each.)
s. d. s. d. d.I s. d. s. d.I  s. d. I Y. d. a. d.
241 45 2 31 2 65 6 45 6 105 6 85 6 85 0 4 6
242 45 5 30 3 65 6 45 6 106 0 85 6 85 6 4 6
243 45 7 30 5 65 6 45 6 106 0 86 0 85 6 4 6
244 45 9 30 6 66 0 45 6 106 6 86 0 86 0 4 6
245 45 11 30 8 66 0 45 6 107 0 86 6 86 0 4 6
246 46 2 30 9 66 0 45 6 107 0 86 6 86 6 4 6
247 46 4 30 11 66 6 46 0 107 6 87 0 86 6 4 6
248 46 6 31 0 66 6 46 0 108 0 87 0 87 0 4 6
249 46 8 31 2 66 6 46 0 108 0 87 6 87 0 4 6
250 46 11 31 3 67 0 46 0 108 6 87 6 87 6 4 6
251 47 1 31 5 67 0 46 0 109 0 88 0 87 6 4 6
252 47 3 31 6 67 0 46 0 109 0 88 0 88 0 4 6
253 47 5 31 8 67 6 46 6 109 6 88 6 88 0 4 6
254 47 8 31 9 67 6 46 6 110 0 88 6 88 6 4 6
255 47 10 31 11 67 6 46 6 110 0 89 0 88 6 4 6
256 48 0  1 32 0 68 0 46 6 110 6 89 0 89 0 4 6
257 48 2  I 32 2 68 0 46 6 111 0 89 6 89 0 4 6
258 48 5 32 3 68 0 46 6 111 0 89 6 89 6 4 6
259 48 7 32 5  68 6 47 0 111 6 90 0 89 6 4 6
260 48 9 32 6  68 6 47 0 112 0 90 0 90 0 4 6
261 48 11 32 8 68 6 47 0 112 0 90 6 90 0 4 6
262 49 2 32 9 69 0 47 0 112 6 90 6 90 6 4 6
263 49 4 32 11 69 0 47 0 113 0 91 0 90 6 4 6
264 49 6 33 0 69 0 47 0 113 0 91 0 91 0 4 6
265 49 8  33 2 69 6 47 6 113 6 91 6 91 0 4 6
266 49 11 33 3 69 6 47 6 114 0 91 6 91 6 4 6
267 50 1 33 5 69 6 47 6 114 0 92 0 91 6 4 6
268 50 3 33 6 70 0 47 6 114 6 92 0 92 0 4 6
269 50 5 33 8 70 0 47 6 115 0 92 6 92 0 4 6
270 50 8 33 9 70 0 47 6 115 0 92 6 92 6 4 6
271 50 10 33 11 70 6 48 0 115 6 93 0 92 6 4 6
272 51 0 34 0 70 6 48 0 116 0 93 0 93 0 4 6
273 51 2 34 2 70 6 48 0 116 0 93 6 93 0 4 6
274 51 5 34 3 71 0 48 0 116 6 93 6 93 6 4 6
275  51 7  34 5 71 0 48 0 117 0 94 0 93 6 4 6
276 51 9 34 6 71 0 48 0 117 0 94 0 94 0 4 6
277 51 11 34 8 71 6 48 6 117 6 94 6 94 0 4 6
278 52 2  34 9 71 6 48 6 118 0 94 6 94 6 4 6
279 52 4 34 11 71 6 48 6 118 0 95 0 94 6
iI
4 6
280 52 6  35 0 72 0 48 6 118 6 95 0 95 0 4 6
2251  [281 to 320 miles.
GENERAL FARES AND RATES TABLE FOR. COACHING TRAFFIC.
Between
and
I PASSICNGER FARES. HORSFS  IN  BOXES.
ri
eL 45 i:. a, O y R
y ' cdC a;
- c U A
I
(each.) I  I  (each.) (each .)  (each.)
d  c d .e d  c d  c W. l .e.  i1. c. d a. d.
281 52 8 36 2 72 0 48 6 119 0 95 6 95 0 5 0
282 52 11 35 3 72 0 48 6 119 0 95 6 95 6 5 0
283 53 1 35 5 72 6 49 0 119 6 96 0 95 6 5 0
284 53 3 35 6 72 6 49 0 120 0 96 0 96 0 5 0
285 53 5 35 8 72 6 49 0 120 0 96 6 96 0 5 0
286 53 8 35 9 73 0 49 0 120 6 96 6 96 6 5 0
287 53 10 35 11 73 0 49 0 121 0 97 0 96 6 5 0
288 54 0 36 0 73 0 49 0 121 0 97 0 97 0 5 0
289 54 2 36 2 73 6 49 6 121 6 97 6 97 0 5 0
290 54 5 36 3 73 6 49 6 122 0 97 6 97 6 5 0
291 54 7 36 5 73 6 49 6 122 0 98 0 97 6 5 0
292 54 9 36 6 74 0 49 6 122 6 98 0 98 0 5 0
293 54 11 36 8 74 0 49 6 123 0 98 6 98 0 5 0
294 55 2 36 9 74 0 49 6 123 0 98 6 98 6 5 0
295 65 4 36 11 74 6 50 0 123 6 99 0 98 6 5 0
296 55 6 37 0 74 6 50 0 124 0 99 0 99 0 5 0
297 55 8  37 2 74 6 50 0 124 0 99 6 99 0 5 0
298 55 11 37 3 75 0 50 0 124 6 99 6 99 6 5 0
299 56 1 37 5 75 0 50 0 125 0 100 0 99 6 5 0
300 56 3 37 6 75 0 50 0 125 0 100 0 100 0 5 0
301 56 5 37 8 75 6 50 6 125 6 100 6 100 6 5 0
302 56 8 37 9 75 6 50 6 125 6 100 6 100 6 5 0
303 66 10 37 11 75 6 50 6 126 0 100 6 100 6 5 5
304 57 0 38 0 75 6 50 6 126 0 101 0 101 0 5 0
3 5 57 2  38 2 75 6 50 6 126 6 101 0 101 0 5 0
306 57 5 38 3 75 6 50 6 126 6 101 0 101 0 5 0
307 57 7 38 5 76 0 50 6 127 0 101 6 101 6 5 0
308 57 9 38 6 76 0 50 6 127 0 101 6 101 6 5 0
309 57 11 38 8 76 0 50 6 127 6 101 6 101 6 5 0
310 58 2 38 9 76 0 50 6 127 6 102 0 102 0 5 0
311 58 4 38 11 76 0 50 6 128 0 102 0 102 0 5 0
312 58 6 39 0 76 0 50 6 128 0 102 0 102 0 5 0
313 58 8 39 2 76 6 51 0 128 6 102 6 102 6 5 0
314 58 11 39 3 76 6 51 0 128 6 102 6 102 6 5 0
315 59 1 39 5 76 6 51 0 129 0 102 6 102 6 5 0
316 59 3 39 6 76 6 51 0 129 0 103 0 103 0 5 0
317 59 5 39 8 76 6 51 0 129 6 103 0 103 0 5 .0
318 59 8 39 9 76 6 .51 0 129 6 103 0 103 0 5 0
319 59 10 39 11 77 0 51 0 130 0 103 6 103 6 5 0
320 60 0 40 0 77 0 51 0 130 0 103 6 103 6 5 0
321 to 360 miles.] 2252
GENERAL FARES AND RAT ES TABLE FOR COACHING  TRA FFIC.
•PassE NGEa FAAEB. Hoke  s IN Booms.
Between • ,N :a
t
a6p d
3
O v m
x" `'
L rJ O :Z
nd
7S
.,
O  Ir O  ..'. G) U
Oy
a
' 6V .-4 N '-4 N U A
(each.) (each.) (each.) (each.)
s. d. 8. d. R. d. R. d. R. d.  R.d.  S. d. S. d.
321 60 2 40 2 77 0 61 0 136 6 103 6 103 6 5 6
322 60 5 40 3 77 0 51 0 130 6 104 0 104 0 5 6
323 60 7 40 6 77 0 51 0 131 0 104 0 104 0 5 6
324 60 9 40 6 77 0 51 0 131 0 104 0 104 0 5 6
325 60 11 40 8 77 6 41 6 131 6 104 6 104 6 5 6
326 61 2 40 9 77 6 51 6 131 6 104 6 104 6 5 6
327 61 4 40 11 77 6 51 6 132 0 104 6 104 6 5 6
328 61 6 41 0 77 6 51 6 132 0 105 0 105 0 5 6
329 .61 8 41 2 77 6 51 6 132 6 165 0 105 0 '5 6
330 61 11 41 3 77 6 51 6 132 6 105 0 105 0 5 6
331 62 1 41 5 78 0 51 6 133 0 105 6 105 6 5 6
332 62 3 41 6 78 0 51 6 133 0 105 6  105 6 5 6
333 62 5 41 8 78 0 51 6 138 6 105 6 105 6 5 6
334 62 8 41 9 78 0 51 6 133 6 106 0 106 0 5 6
335 62 10 41 11 78 0 51 6 134 0 106 0 106 0 5 6
336 63 0 42 0 78 0 51 6 134 0 106 0 106 0 5 6
337 63 2 42 2 78 6 52 0 134 6 106 6 106 6 6 6
338 63 5 42 3 78 6  52 0  134 6 106 6 106 6 5 6
339 63 7 42 5 78 6 52 0 135 0 106 6 106 6 5 6
340 63 9 42 6 78 6 52 0 135 0 107 0 107 0 5 6
341 63 11 42 8 78 6 52 0 135 6 107 0 107 0 5 6
342 64 2 42 9 78 6 62 0 135 6 107 0 107 0 5 6
343 64 4 42 11 79 0 52 0 136 0 107 6 107 6 5 6
344 64 6 43 0 79 0 52 0 136 0 107 6 107 6 5 6
345 64 8 43 2 79 0 62 0 136 6 107 6 107 6 5 6
346 64 11 43 3 79 0 52 0 136 6 108 0 108 0 5 6
347 65 1 43 5 79 0 52 0 137 0 108 0 108 0 6 6
348 65 3 43 6 79 0 52 0 137 0 108 0 108 0 5 6
349 65 5 43 8 79 6 52 6 137 6 108 6 108 6 5 6
350 65 8 43 9 79 6 52 6 137 6 108 6 108 6 5 6
351 65 10 43 11 79 6 52 6 138 0 108 6 108 6 5 6
352 66 0 44 0 79 6 52 6  138 0 109 0 109 0 5 6
353 66 2 44 2 79 6 52 6 138 6 109 0 109 0 5 6
354 66 5 44 3 79 6 52 6 138 6 109 0 109 0 5 6
355 66 7 44 5 80 0 52 6 139 0 109 6 109 6 5 6
356 66 9 44 6 80 0 52 6 139 0 109 6 109 6 5 6
357 66 11 44 8 80 0 62 6 139 6 109 6 109 6 5 6
358 67 2 44 9 80 0 52 6 139 6 110 0 110 0 5 6
359 67 4 4411 1 80 0152 61140 0 110 01110 0 5 6
360 67 6 45 0 80 0 62 6 140 0 110 0 110 0 5 6
2253 [361 to 400 miles.
GENERAL FARES AND RATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
PASSENGER FARES. HOR$ES IN BoxES.
Between
and
0
o o a P
x ox w owl
N CV
(each .) (each .) (each .)  (each.)
c. d. .c. d. F. d. X.d s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
361 67 8 45 2 80 6 53 0 140 6 110 6 110 6 6 0
362 67 11 45 3 80 6 53 0 140 6 110 6 110 6 6 0
363 68 1 45 5 80 6 53 0 141 0 110 6 110 6 6 0
364 68 3 45 6 80 6 53 0 141 0 111 0 111 0 6 0
365 68 5 45 8 80 6 53 0 141 6 111 0 111 0 6 0
366 68 8 45 9 80 6 53 0 141 6 111 0 111 0 6 0
367 68 10 45 11 81 0 53 0 142 0 111 6 111 6 6 0
368 69 0 46 0 81 0 53 0 142 0 111 6 111 6 6 0
369 69 2 46 2 81 0 53 0 142 6 111 6 111 6 6 0
370 69 4 46 3 81 0 53 0 142 6 112 0 112 0 6 0
371 69 6 46 5 81 0 53 0 143 0 112 0 112 0 6 0
372 69 9 46 6 81 0 53 0 143 0 112 0 112 0 6 0
373 69 11 46 8 81 6 53 0 143 6 112 6 112 6 6 0
374 70 1 46 9 81 6 53 6 143 6 112 6 112 6 6 0
375 70 3 46 11 81 6 53 6 144 0 112 6 112 6 6 0
376 70 6 47 0 81 6 53 6 144 0 113 0 113 0 6 0
377 70 8 47 2 81 6 53 6 144 6 113 0 113 0 6 0
378 70 10 47 3 81 6 53 6 144 6 113 0 113 0 6 0
379 71 0 47 5 82 0 53 6 145 0 113 6 113 6 6 0
380 71 3 47 6 82 0 53 6 145 0 113 6 113 6 6 0
381 71 5 47 8 82 0 53 6 145 6 113 6 113 6 6 0
382 71 7 47 9 82 0 53 6 145 6 114 0 114 0 6 0
383 71 9 47 11 82 0 53 6 146 0 114 0 114 0 6 0
384 72 0 48 0 82 0 53 6 146 0 114 0 114 0 6 0
385 72 2 48 2 82 6 53 6 146 6 114 6 114 6 6 0
386 72 4 48 3 82 6 54 0 146 6 114 6 114 6 6 0
387 72 6 48 5 82 6 54 0 147 0 114 6 114 6 6 0
388 72 9 48 6 82 6 54 0 147 0 115 0 115 0 6 0
389 72 11 48 8 82 6 54 0 147 6 115 0 115 0 6 0
390 73 1 48 9 82 6 54 0 147 6 115 0 115 0 6 0
391 73 3 48 11 83 0 54 0 148 0 115 6 115 6 6 0
392 73 6 40 0 83 0 54 0 148 0 115 6 115 6 6 0
393 73 8 49 2 83 0 54 0 148 6 115 6 115 6 6 0
394 73 10 49 3 83 0 54 0 148 6 116 0 116 0 6 0
395 74 0 49 5 83 0 54 0 149 0 116 0 116 0 6 0
396 74 3 49 6 83 0 54 0 149 0 116 0 116 0 6 0
397 74 5 49 8 83 6 54 0 149 6 116 6 116 6 6 0
398 74 7 49 9 83 6 54 6 149 6 116 6 116 6 6 0
399 74 9 49 11 83 6 54 6 150 0 116 6 116 6 6 0
400 75 0 50 0 83 6 54 6 150 0 117 0 117 0 6 0
249
401 to  440 miks.] 2254
GENERAL FARES  AND RATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
Between
and
PASSENG ER FARES.
I
b
A
HoKshs IN BoxEs.
(each. ) (each.) (each.)  (each.)
1 8. d. s. d. s. d.  s. d. s, d.  s. d.  s. d. s. d.
401 75 2 50 2 83 6 54 6 150 6 117 0 117 0 6 6
402 75 5 50 3 83 6 54 6 150 6 117 0 117 0 6 6
403 75 7 50 5 84 0 54 6 151 0 117 6 117 6 6 6
404 75 9 50 6 84 0 54 6 151 0 117 6 117 6 6 6
405 75 11 50 8 84 0 54 6 151 6 117 6 117 6 6 6
406 76 2 50 9 84 0 54 6 151 6 118 0 118 0 6 6
407 76 4 50 11 84 0 54 6 152 0 118 0 118 0 6 6
408 76 6 51 0 84 0 54 6 152 0 118 0 118 0 6 6
409 76 8 51 2 84 6 54 6 152 6 118 6 118 6 6 6
410 76 11 51 3 84 6 55 0 152 6 118 6 1186 6 6
411 77 1 51 5 84 6 55 0 153 0 118 6 118 6 6 6
412 77 4 51 6 84 6 55 0 153 0 119 0 119 0 6 6
413 77 6 51 8 84 6 55 0 153 6 119 0 119 0 6 6
414 77 8 51 9 84 6 55 0 153 6 119 0 119 0 6 6
415 77 10 51 11 85 0 55 0 154 0 119 6 119 6 6 6
416 78 1 52 0 85 0 55 0 154 0 119 6 119 6 6 6
417 78 3 52 2 85 0 55 0 154 6 119 6 119 6 6 6
418 78 6 52 3 85 0 55 0 154 6 120 0 120 0 6 6
419 78 8 52 5 85 0 55 0 155 0 120 0 120 0 6 6
420 78 10 52 6 85 0 55 0 155 0 120 0 120 0 6 6
421 79 0 52 8 85 6 55 6 155 6 120 6 120 6 6 6
422 79 2 52 9 85 6 55 6 155 6 120 6 120 6 6 6
423 79 4 52 11 85 6 55 6 156 0 120 6 120 6 6 6
424 79 6 53 0 85 6 55 6 156 0 121 0 121 0 6 6
425 79 8 63 2 85 6  55 6 156 6 121 0 121 0 6 6
426 79 11 53 3 85 6 55 6 156 6 121 0 121 0 6 6
427 80 1 53 5 86 0 55 6 157 0 121 6 121 6 6 6
428 80 3 53 6 86 0 55 6 157 0 121 6 121 6 6 6
429 80 5 53 8 86 0 55 6 157 6 121 6 121 6 6 6
430 80 8 53 9 86 0 55 6 157 6 122 0 122 0 6 6
431 80 10 53 11 86 0 55 6 158 0 122 0 122 0 6 6
432 81 0 54 0 86 0 55 6 158 0  122 0 122 0 6 6
433 81 2 54 2 86 6 56 0 158 6 122 6 122 6 6 6
434 81 5 54 3 86 6 56 0 158 6 122 6 122 6 6 6
435 81 7 54 5 86 6 56 0 159 0 122 6 122 6 6 6
436 81 9 64 6 86 6 56 0 159 0 123 0 123 0 6 6
437 81 11 54 8 86 6 56 0 159 6 123 0 123 0 6 6
438 82 2 54 9 86 6 56 0 159 6 123 0 123 0  6 6
439 82 4 54 11 87 0 56 0 160 0 123 6 123 6 6 6
440 82 6 55 0 87 0 56 0 160 0 123 6 123 6 6 6
2255 [441 to 450 miles.
GENERAL FARES AND RATES TABLE FOR COACHING TRAFFIC.
Between
and
PASSENG ER FARES. HORSES IN BoxEs.
I-
qmq
c
O
a
(each.) (each.) (each .)  (each.)
s. d. s. d s. d. a. d. 1 s d.  s. d.  S. d. s. d.
441 82 8 55 2 87 0 56 0 160 6  123 6 123 6 7 0
442 82 11 55 3 87 0 56 0 160 6  124 0 124 0 7 0
443 83 1 55 5 87 0 56 0 161 0  124 0 124 0 7 0
444 83 3 55 6 87 0 56 0 161 0 124 0 124 0 7 0
445 83 5 55 8 87 6 56 6 161 6 124 6 124 6 7 0
446 83 8 55 9 87 6 56 6 161 6  124 6 124 6 7 0
447 83 10 55 11 87 6 56 6 162 0 124 6 124 6 7 0
448 84 0 56 0 87 6 56 6 162 0 125 0 125 0 7 0
449 84 2 56 2 87 6 56 6 162 6  125 0 125 0 7 0
450 84 5 56 3 87 6 56 6 162 6  125 0 125 0 7 0
[Exclusive of that portion of the Southern
 and Western  Railway between Brisbane  and Ipswich.]  [For Exceptions to this  List , see General  Classification  Sheet.]
C ETiTER A T. A U?MZ.  i 52?A13] F'a 3' ©R c31-OQX TR.A 3F'3Ev IC.
Be6ween
and
I
Homes  in Waggons.
0 40  !;acA.0WD apolKtok-4 (P
o Iir$ iawm
1
2
3
4
oMS
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle  in
 Waggons.
' I q
ma m I  to
bb544 bb
; ,
a,C i o A 4
eN C1 0)
Sheep. ba m
amba
m m m m
m P D . bmo
- - admeo
m 0 0 0 UmUld
to w ,d .1 m m
q mp B , °°P+ oU
a. d.
 a, Z. a.  d.  a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a.  d. a. d. a. d.,  S.  d.
5
6 0 12 0 15 6 5 0 7 0 10 6 13 6 1 6 5 0 6 0 10 6 23 0
6
7
8
9
10 J
11 6 0 12 0 16 0 5 0 7 6 11 6 14 6 1 6 5 0 6 0 11 0 23 0
12 6 6 13 0 17 6 5 6 8 0 12 0 15 6 1 6 5 0 6 0 12 0 23 0
13 7 6 15 0 19 6 6 0 8 6 13 0 16 6 1 6 5 0 6 0 13 0 23 6
14 8 0 1 6 0 2 0 6 6 6 9 6 1 4 0 1 8 0 1 6 5 0 66 140 246
15 8 6 17 0 21 6 6 6 10 0 15 0 19 6 1 6 5 0 7 0 15 0 26 0
16 9 0 18 0 23 0 7 0 10 6 16 0 20 6 1 6 5 0 7 6 16 0 27 6
17 9 6 19 0 24 6 7 6 11 0 17 0 22 0 1 6 6 6 8 0 17 0 29 0
- 18 10 0 20 0 25 6 8 0 11 6 18 0 23 0 1 6 5 6 8 0 18 0 30 6
-- 19 10 6 21 0 27 0 8 6 12 0 19 0 24 0 1 6 5 6 8 6 19 0 32 0
20 11 0 22 0 28 6 9 0 12 6 19 6 25 0 1 6 6 0 8 6 20 0 33 0
mq
ao
m
cc
U
41
m
W
GOODS.
per ton.
a. d.
S6
O
per ton .  per ton . per ton.
a. d.  a.  J.  a. it.
800o
5 5 10 8 4 4 2
0 It
ce
0
L m
4.0 0
mS
I ae
S
m
t-  m
U
oa
enq
P.,
go
Oq
9
2 1
J
2 6
2 11
3 4
3 9
4 2
0
0
b
m
S
d
per ton .  per ton .  per ton.
a.  it.  a. d. a. d.
per ton.
a.
 it.
211 2 6 9 2 5 0
6 8 9 2 4 7 4 7 3 4 2 6 10 0 5 6
7 1 10 0 5 1 5 0 3 4 2 6 1010 6 0
7 6 1010 5 5 5 5 3 9 2 6 11 8 6 6
8 4 11 8 5 10 5 10 4 2 2 6 12 11 7 0
8 9 12 6 6 3 6 3 4 7 2 6 13 9 7 6
9 2 13 4 6 8 6 8 4 7 2 6 14 7 8 0
10 0 14 2 7 1 7 1 5 0 211 15 5 8 6
10 5 15 0 7 6 7 6 5 5 211 16 8 9 0
11 3 15 10 7 11 7 11
 5 5 3 4 17 6 9 6
11 8 16 8 8 4 8 4 510 3 4 18 4 10 0
1
21 12 0 24 0 30 l 9 0 13 0 20 0 26 0 1 6 6 0 9 0 21 0 34 0 ro e
12 1 17 6 8 9 8 8 5 10 3 4 19 2 10 6
22 12 6 25 0 31 6 9 6 13 6 20 0 26 6 1 6 6 0 9 0 21 0 34 6 R b 12 11 18 4 9 2 9 0 6 3 3 9 20 0 11 0
23 13 0 26 0 33 0 9 6 14 0 20 6 27 6 1 6 6 0 9 0 21 6 35 0 t 10 13 4 19 2 9 7 9 4 6 3 3 9 21 3 11 6
24 13 6 27 0 34 6 10 0 14 6 21 6 28 0 1 6 6 6 9 6 22 0 36 0 $ 14 2 20 0 10 0 9 8 6 8 4 2 22 1 12 0
25 14 0 28 0 36 0 10 0 15 0 22 6 29 0 1 6 6 6 10 0 22 6 37 6 14m 14 7 20 10 10 5 10 0 6 8 4 2 22 11 12 6
U.O
26 14 6 29 0 37 6 10 6 15 6 23 0 30 0 1 6 7 0 10 6 23 0 39 0 a 15 0 21 8 10 10 10 4 6 8 4 2 23 9 13 0
27 15 6 31 0 39 0 10 6 16 0 24 0 31 0 1 6 7 6 11 0 24 0 40 6 -404 15 10 22 6 11 3 10 8 7 1 4 7 24 7 13 6r_X0
28 16 0 32 0 40 6 11 0 16 6 25 0 32 0 1 6 7 6 11 0 24 6 42 6 4-2 16 3 23 4 11 8 11 0 7 1 4 7 25 10 14 0
29 16 6 33 0 42 0 11 6 17 0 26 0 33 0 1 6 8 0 11 6 25 6 43 6 8:a 17 1 24 1 12 1 11 4 7 6 5 0 26 8 14 6
a
030 17 0 34 0 43 6 12 0 17 6 26 6 34 0 1 6 8 0 12 0 26 6 45 0 17 6 25 0 12 6 11 8 7 6 5 0 27 6 15 0
31 17 6 35 0 45 0 12 6 18 0 27 6 35 6 1 6 8 6 12 6 27 6 47 0 17 11 25 10 12 11 12 0 7 6 5 0 28 4 15 6
32 18 0 36 0 46 6 12 6 19 0 28 6 36 6 1 6 8 6 13 0 28 6 49 0 s
18 9 26 8 13 4 12 4 7 11 5 5 29 2 16 0
33 18 6 37 0 47 6 13 0 19 6 29 6 38 0 1 6 9 0 13 0 29 0 50 0
•.
19 2 27 6 13 9 12 8 7 11 5 5 30 5 16 6
34 19 0 38 0 48 6 13 6 20 0 30 6 39 0 1 6 9 0 13 6 30 0 51 0
P. 20 0 28 4 14 2 13 0 8 4 5 10 31 3 17 0
35 19 6 39 0 50 0 14 0 20 6 31 0 40 0 1 6 9 6 14 0 31 0 52 6 t 20 5 29 2 14 7 13 4 8 4 5 10 32 1 17 6
36 20 6 41 0 51 6 14 6 21 0 32 0 41 0 1 6 9 6 14 6 32 0 54 0 20 10 30 0 15 0 13 8 8 4 5 10 32 11 18 0
37 21 0 42 0 53 0 14 6 22 0 33 0 42 6 1 6 10 0 15 0 33 0 56 0 . 21 8 30 10 15 5 14 0 8 9 6 3 33 9 18 6
w
38 21 6 43 0 54 6 15 0 22 6 34 0 43 6 1 6 10 0 15 0 33 6 57 0
-
22 1 31 8 15 10 14 4 8 9 6 3 35 0 19 0
10
39 22 0 44 0 56 0 15 6 23 0 34 6 44 6 1 6 10 6 15 6 34 6 58 6 22 11 32 6 16 3 14 8 9 2 6 8 35 10 19 6
mm
40 22 6 45 0 57 6 16 0 23 6 35 6 45 6 1 6 10 6 16 0 35 6 60 6 a 23 4 33 4 16 8 15 0 9 2 6 8 36 8 20 0
41 23 0 46 0 59 0 16 6 24 6 36 6 47 0 1 6 11 0 16 6 36 6 62 0 00 23 9 34 2 17 1 15 4 9 2 6 8 37 6 20 6
42 23 6 47 0 60 6 16 6 25 0 37 6 48 6 1 6 11 6 17 0 37 6 63 6 24 7 35 1 17 6 15 8 9 7 7 1 38 4 21 04'
43 24 0 48 0 62 0 17 0 25 6 38 6 49 6 1 6 11 6 17 0 38 0 64 6 b
25 0 35 10 17 11 16 0 9 7 7 1 39 7 21 6t
44 24 6 49 0 63 6 17 6 26 0 39 0 50 6 1 6 12 0 17 6 39 0 66 0 25 10 36 8 18 4 16 4 10 0 7 6 40 5 22 010m
45 25 6 51 0 65 0 18 0 26 6 40 0 51 6 1 6 12 0 18 0 40 0 67 6 'w 26 3 37 6 18 9 16 8 10 0 7 6 41 3 22 6
46 26 0 52 0 66 6 18 6 27 6 41 0 53 0 1 6 12 6 18 6 41 0 69 0 2(i 8 38 4 19 2 17 0 10 0 7 6 42 1 23 0
47 26 6 53 0 68 0 18 6 28 0 42 0 54 0 1 6 12 6 19 0 42 0 70 6
Ud
27 6 39 2 19 7 17 4 10 5 7 11 42 11 23 6
48 27 0 54 0 69 6 19 0 28 6 43 0 55 0 1 6 13 0 19 0 42 6 72 0 q 27 11 40 0 20 0 17 8 10 5 7 11 44 2 24 0
49 27 6 55 0 70 6 19 6 29 0 43 6 56 0 1 6 13 0 19 6 43 6 74 0 o;o 28 9 40 10 20 5 18 0 10 10 8 4 45 0. 24 6
50 28 0 56 0 72 0 20 0 29 6 44 6 57 6 1 6 13 6 20 0 44 6 76 0 29 2 41 8 20 10 18 4 10 10 8 4 45 10 25 0
Note to Horses in  Waggons.- 8•wheel Waggon .  Minimum  as for 13 h3ad.  Every additional head 8 per cent .  extra.
a- 3R AkW MS T.A.30  FOR  c c x a
Between
I LIVE STOCK.
Horses in Waggons.
and
opem
I d
 aloe
4 ao
Cottle  in Waggons,
0 0' oba at
0
Sheep.
o
sa
o
a a 0
0
A y P RI0
,• o nab
%4 a a a on
Q.
GOODS.
a+  b ' 4 P9
V
0
0
a
1 14
4D 9
11f/ 11 ry
per ton . per ton . per ton. per ton , per ton . per ton , per ton , per ton
S. d. s. d. s. d s. d. ( 7 .1 s. C7. N. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. r. d. S. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. S. d. a. d. J.  d.
51 28 6 57 0 73 6 20 6 30 6 45 6 58 2 0 13 6 20 6 45 6 77 6 too 29 7 42 6 21 3 18 8 10 10 8 4 46 8 25 6
8
62 29 6 59 0 75 0 20 6 31 0 46 6 59 6 2 0 14 0 21 0 46 6 79 0 30 5 43 4 21 8 19 0 11 3 8 9 47 6 26 0
9a
63 30 0 60 0 76 6 21 0 31 6 47 0 60 6 2 0 14 6 21 6 47 6 80 6 30 10 44 2 22 1 19 4 11 3 8 9 48 9 26 6
64 30 6 61 0 78 0 21 6 32 0 48 0 61 6 2 0 14 6 21 6 48 0 81 6 31 8 45 0 22 6 19 8 11 8 9 2 49 7 27 0
55 31 0 62 0 79 6 22 0 32 6 49 0 63 0 2 0 15 0 22 0 49 0 83 0 32 1 45 10 22 11 20 0 11 8 9 2 50 5 27 6
56 31 6 63 0 81 0 22 6 33 6 50 0 64 0 2 0 15 0 22 6 60 0 85 0 32 11 46 8 23 4 20 4 11 8 9 2 51 3 28 0
57 32 0 64 0 82 6 22 6 34 0 50 6 65 0 2 0 15 6 23 0 51 0 87 0 33 4 47 6 23 9 20 8 12 1 9 7 52 1 28 6
58 32 6 65 0 84 0 23 0 34 6 51 6 66 6 2 0 15 6 23 6 52 0 88 6 33 9 48 4 24 2 21 0 12 1 9 7 53 4 29 0
59 33 0 66 0 85 6 23 6 35 0 52 6 67 6 2 0 16 0 23 6 52 6 89 6 cbo 34 2 49 2 24 7 21 4 12 6 10 0 54 2 29 6
60 34 0 68 0 87 0 24 0 35 6 53 6 69 0 2 0 16 0 24 0 63 6 91 0
OD
a 35 0 50 0 25 0 21 8 12 6 10 0 55 0 30 0
61 34 6 69 0 88 6 24 6 36 0 54 6 70 0 2 0 16 6 24 6 54 6 93 0 35 5 50 10 25 6 22 0 12 6 10 0 65 10 30 6
62 35 0 70 0 90 0 24 6 36 6 65 0 71 0 2 0 16 6 25 0 55 6 94 6 36 3 61 8 25 10 22 4 12 11 10 5 56 8 31 0
63 35 6 71 0 91 6 25 0 37 6 56 0 72 0 2 0 17 0 25 0 56 0 95 0
as
36 8 52 6 26 3 22 8 12 11 10 5 57 11 31 6
64 36 0 72 0 93 0 25 6 38 0 57 0 73 6 2 0 17 0 25 6 56 6 96 6 37 6 53 4 26 8 23 0 13 4 10 10 58 9 32 0
65 36 6 73 0 94 0 26 0 38 6 58 0 74 6 2 0 17 6 26 0 67 6 98 6 37 11 54 2 27 1 23 4 13 4 10 10 59 7 32 6
66 37 0 74 0 95 6 26 6 39 0 59 0 75 6 2 0 17 6 26 6 59 0 100 0 off' 38 4 55 0 27 6 23 8 13 4 10 10 60 5 33 0
67 37 6 75 0 96 6 26 6 39 6 59 6 76 6 2 0 18 0 27 0 60 0 101 6 39 2 65 10 27 11 24 0 13 9 11 3 61 3 33 6
68 38 0 76 0 97 6 27 0 40 6 60 6 78 0 2 0 18 6 27 6 61 0 103 0 39 7 56 8 28 4 24 4 13 9 11 3 62 6 34 0
69 39 0 78 0 99 0 27 6 41 0 61 6 79 0 2 0 18 6 27 6 61 6 104 6 40 0 57 6 28 9 24 8 14 2 11 8 63 4 34 6
- 70 39 6 79 0 100 6 28 0 41 6 62 6 80 0 2 0 19 0 28 0 62 0 106 0 40 10 58 4 29 2 25 0 14 2 11 8 64 2 35 0
71 40 0 80 0 102 0 28 0 42 0 63 0 81 0 2 0 19 0 28 6 63 0 108 0 41 3 59 2 29 7 25 4 14 2 11 8 65 0 35 6
72 40 6 81 0 103 6 28 6 42 6 64 0 82 6 2 0 19 6 29 0 64 0 110 0
am
42 1 60 0 30 0 25 8 14 7 12 1 65 10 36 0
73 41 0 82 0 105 0 29 0 43 6 65 0 83 6 2 0 19 6 29 6 65 0 111 6 % 42 6 60 10 30 5 26 0 14 7 12 1 67 1 . 36 6
74 41 6 83 0 106 6 29 6 44 0 66 0 84 6 2 0 20 0 29 6 65 6 112 0 d 43 4 61 8 30 10 26 4 15 0 12 6 67 11 37 0
75 42 0 84 0 108 0 29 6 44 6 66 6 85 6 2 0 20 0 30 0 66 6 113 6
CO
43 9 62 6 31 3 26 8 15 0 12 6 68 9 37 6
76 43 0 86 0 109 6 30 0 45 0 67 6 87 0 2 0 20 6 30 6 67 6 115 6 2 44 2 63 4 31 8 27 0 15 0 12 6 69 7 38 0
77 43 6 87 0 111 0 30 6 45 6 68 6 88 0 2 0 20 6 31 0 68 6 117 6 44 7 63 9 31 8 27 4 15 5 12 11 70 5 38 6
78 44 0 88 0 112 6 31 0 46 6 69 6 89 6 2 0 21 0 31 6 69 6 118 6 45 0 64 7 32 1 27 8 15 5 12 11 71 8 39 0
79 44 6 89 0 114 0 31 6 47 0 70 6 90 6 2 0 21 0 31 6 70 6 119 6 . 45 5 65 0 32 1 28 0 15 10 12 11 72 6 39 6
80 45 0 90 0 115 6 31 6 47 6 71 0 91 6 2 0 21 6 32 0 71 0 121 0 45 10 65 10 32 6 28 4 15 10 13 4 73 4 40 0
81 45 6 91 0 117 0 32 0 48 0 72 0 92 6 2 0 21 6 32 6 72 0 122 6 8 46 3 66 8 32 11 28 8 15 10 13 4 74 2 40 6
82 46 0 92 0 118 6 32 6 48 6 73 0 94 0 2 0 22 0 32 6 72 6 123 6 G q
o
46 8 67 1 32 11 29 0 16 3 13 4 75 0 41 0
83 46 6 93 0 120 0 33 0 49 0 74 0 95 0 2 0 22 0 33 0 73 0 125 0 47 1 67 11 33 4 29 4 16 3 13 9 76 3 41 6
84 47 6 95 0 121 6 33 0 49 6 74 6 96 0 2 0 22 6 33 6 74 0 66 6 19 47 6 68 4 33 4 29 8 16 8 13 9 77 1 42 0
85 48 0 96 0 123 0 33 6 50 6 75 6 97 0 2 0 22 6 33 6 74 6 127 6
a
47 11 69 2 33 9 30 0 16 8 14 2 77 11 42 6
86 48 6 97 0 124 6 34 0 51 0 76 6 98 6 2 0 22 6 34 0 75 0 128 6 48 4 70 0 34 2 30 4 13 8 14 2 78 4 43 0
87 49 0 98 0 126 0 34 6 51 6 77 6 99 6 2 0 23 0 34 0 75 6 129 6
w a
48 9 70 5 34 2 30 8 17 1 14 2 79 2 43 6
88 49 6 99 0 127 6 35 0 52 0 78 6 100 6 2 0 23 0 34 6 76 6 130 6 49 2 71 3 34 7 31 0 17 1 14 7 80 5 44 0
89 50 0 100 0 129 0 35 0 52 6 79 0 101 6 2 0 23 0 34 6 77 0 131 a"' 49 7 71 8 34 7 31 4 17 6 14 7 81 3 44 6
90 50 6 101 0 130 0 35 6 53 6 80 0 103 0 2 0 23 6 35 0 77 6 132 6 50 0 72 6 35 0 31 8 17 6 14 7 82 6 45 0
91 51 0 102 0 131 6 36 0 54 0 81 0 104 0 2 0 23 6 35 6 78 0 133 6
P oil 50 5 73 4 35 5 32 0 17 6 15 0 83 4 45 6
92 52 0 104 0 133 0 36 6 54 6 82 0 105 0 2 0 23 6 35 6 78 6 134 6 50 10 73 9 85 5 82 4 17 11 15 0 84 2 46 0
93 52 6 10 0 134 6 36 6 55 0 82 6 106 0 2 0 24 0 36 0 79 6 136 0 51 3 74 7 35 10 82 8 17 11 15 0 86 5 46 6
94 53 0 106 0 136 0 37 0 55 6 83 6 107 6 2 0 24 0 36 6 80 0 137 0 61 8 75 0 35 10 33 0 18 4 16 5 86 3 47 0
95 53 6 107 0 137 6 37 6 56 6 84 6 108 6 2 0 24 6 86 6 81 0 138 0 $ 52 1 75 10 36 3 38 4 18 4 15 5 87 1 47 6
96 54 0 108 0 139 0 38 0 57 0 85 6 110 0 2 0 24 6 37 0 81 6 139 0 "0 52 6 76 8 36 8 33 8 18 4 15 5 87 11 48 0
97 54 6 109 0 140 6 38 6 57 6 86 6 111 0 2 0 25 0 37 0 82 0 140 0 52 11 77 1 36 8 34 0 18 9 15 10 88 9 48 6
98 55 0 110 0 142 0 38 6 58 0 87 0 112 0 2 0 25 0 37 6 82 6 142 0 53
0 as
4 77 11 37 1 34 4 18 9 15 10 90 0 49 0
99 55 6 111 0 143 6 39 0 58 6 88 0 113 0 2 0 25 0 38 0 83 6 143 0 53 9 78 4 37 1 34 8 19 2 15 10 90 10 49 6
100 56 6 113 0 145 0 89 6 59 6 89 0 114 6 2 0 25 6 38 0 84 0 143 6 64 2 19 2 87 6 35 0 19 2 16 3 91 8 50 0
Note to Horace in Waggons.-8•wheel W'aggOn. Minimum  as for 13 head. Every additional head 8 per cent. extra.
3ErIWJM'I-'t A T  RATES  .ABME FOR CI.OO33093 T Cf.
Between
, m a
E. FJw 4 m 44
R -4;to
'tand >° B x  B° 04 ca
m m x m m a2 W w m m a
s. d.
101 57 0
102 57 6
103 58 0
104 58 0
105 58 6
106 59 0
_ 107 59 6
108 60 0
109 60 6
110 61 0
111 61 6
112 62 0
113 62 6
114 63 0
115 63 6
116 64 0
117 64 6
118 65 0
119 65 6
120 66 0
LIVE STOCK.
Horses in Waggons .  Cattle  in Waggons .  Sheep. b oamb
M m
0 Q 0 0 og 0 0 m q q d mmA agobt to be
60 to d
a
m m .0
a m 0 a d p,dgo
dMUN OZ  '0 laN OI m N mQa p.'.N Z
-4 d ON
0 di 0 0 0 O
s. d. s. d. s. d.  s. d  s c.  s s. n.' s.  d.  s. d. s, d
114
115
116
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
GOODS.
V ,:, V 01-4 0 :0  rd
q
•4 0 00 0
-4a a 00,4 bi0 N
0 q  ?.M I  9i  Md kW m m i F9
per ton. per ton.  per ton. per ton . I  per ton .  per ton.
s
per ton ,  per ton.
s. d s. d  1  s.  rl s. d '  S.  d  s. d
0 146 6 40 0 60 0 90 0 115 6 3 0 25 6 38 0 84 6 144 6
P,
,a;o 54 7 80 0 37 11 35 4 19 2 16 3 92 6 50 5
0 148 0 40 6 60 6 90 6 116 6 3 0 25 6 38 6 85 0 145 6 $ 55 0 80 5 37 11 35 8 19 7 16 3 92 11 50 10
0 149 0 40 6 61 0 91 6 117 6 3 0 26 0 38 6 85 6 146 6
.
8 55 5 81 3 38 4 36 0 19 7 16 8 93 9 51 3
0 150 0 41 0 61 6 92 6 119 0 '3 0 26 0 39 0 86 6 147 6 0 55 10 81 8 38 4 36 4 19 7 16 8 94 2 51 8
0 151 0 41 6 62 6 93 6 120 0 3 0 26 0 39 0 87 0 148 6 E- 56 3 82 6 38 9 36 8 20 0 17 1 95 0 52 1
0 152 0 42 0 63 0 94 6 121 0 3 0 26 6 39 6 87 6 149 6 56 8 83 4 39 2 37 0 20 0 17 1 95 10 52 6
0
0
153
154
0
6
42
42
6
6
63
64
6
0
95
96
0
0
122
123
0
6
3
3
0
0
26
26
6
6
39
40
6
0
88
88
0
6
150
151
6
6
N
02' 0
Qj
57
57
1
6
83
84
9
7
39
39
2
7
37
37
4
8
20
20
5
5
17
17
1
6
96
97
3
1
52
53
11
4
0 155 6 43 0 64 6 97 0 125 0 3 0 27 0 40 0 89 0 152 6 57 11 85 0 39 7 38 0 20 10 17 6 97 6 53 9
0 157 0 43 6 65 0 98 0 126 0 3 0 27 0 40 6 89 6 153 6 58 4 85 10 40 0 38 4 20 10 17 6 98 4 54 2
0 158 0 44 0 65 6 98 6 127 0 3 0 27 0 40 6 90 0 154 6 58 9 86 8 40 5 38 8 20 10 17 11 99 2 54 7
0 159 6 44 6 66 6 99 6 128 0 3 0 27 6 41 0 90 6 155 0 8 59 2 87 1 40 5 39 0 21 3 17 11 99 7 55 0
0 160 6 44 6 67 0 100 6 129 6 3 0 27 6 41 0 91 0 155 6
4
59 7 87 11 40 10 39 4 21 3 17 11 100 5 55 5
0 162 0 45 0 67 6 101 6 130 6 3 0 27 6 41 0 91 6 156 0 m 60 0 88 4 40 10 39 8
21 8 18 4 100 10 55 10
0 163 6 45 6 68 0 102 6 131 '6 3 0 28 0 41 6 92 0 157 0
dQ
U a
60 5 89 2 41 3 40 0 21 8 18 4 101 8 56 3
0 164 6 46 0 68 6 103 0 132 6 3 0 28 0 41 6 92 6 157 6 o a 60 10 90 0 41 8 40 4 21 8 18 4 102 6 56 8
0 166 0 46 6 69 6 104 0 134 0 3 0 28 0' 42 0 93 0 158 6 '° 61 3 90 5 41 8 40 8 22 1 18 9 102 11 57 1
0 167 0 47 0 70 0 105 0 135 0 3 0 28 0 42 0 93 6 159 6 61 8 91 3 42 1 41 0 22 1 18 9 103 9 57 6
168 7 106 0 136 0 3 0 28 6 42 6 94 0 160 6 62 1 91 8 42 1 41 4 22 6 18 9 104 2 57 110 6 47 0 0 6 O m
0 170 0 47 6 71 0 106 6 137 0 3 0 28 6 42 6 94 6 161 0 62 6 92 6 42 6 41 8 22 6 19 2 105 0 58 4
121 66 6 133 0 171 0 48 0 71 6 107 6 138 6 3 0 28 6 42 6 95 0 161 6 ma 62 11 93 4 42 11 42 0 22 6 19 2 105 10 58 9
122 67 0 134 0 172 6 48 6 72 6 108 6 139 6 3 0 29 0 43 0 95 6 162 0 o2
a
63 4 93 9 42 11 42 4 22 11 19 2 106 3 59 2
123 67 6 135 0 173 6 48 6 73 0 109 6 141 0 3 0 29 0 43 0 96 0 163 0 63 9 94 7 43 4 42 8 22 11 19 7 107 1 59 7
124 68 0 136 0 175 0 49 0 73 6 110 6 142 0 3 0 29 0 43 6 96 6 164 0 mB 64 2 95 0 43 4 43 0 23 4 19 7 107 6 60 0
125 68 6 137 0 176 0 49 6 74 0 111 0 143 0 3 0 29 0 43 6 97 0 165 0 64 7 95 10 43 9 43 4 23 4 20 0 108 4 60 5
126 69 0 138 0 177 0 50 0 74 6 112 0 144 0 3 0 29 6 44 0 97 6 166 0 ma 65 0 96 8 44 2 43 8 23 4 20 0 109 2 60 10
127 69 0 138 0 178 0 50 6 75 6 113 0 145 6 3 0 29 6 44 0 98 0 167 0 65 5 97 1 44 2 44 0 23 9 20 0 109 7 61 3
128 69 6 139 0 179 0 50 6 76 0 114 0 146 6 3 0 29 6 44 6 98 6 168 0
ro
65 10 97 11 44 7 44 4 23 9 20 5 110 5 61 8
129 70 0 140 0 180 0 51 0 76 6 114 6 147 6 3 0 30 0 44 6 99 0 168 6 o.6U•w 66 3 98 4 44 7 44 8 24 2 20 5 110 10 62 1
130 70 6 141 0 181 6 51 0 77 0 115 6 148 6 3 0 30 0 45 0 99 6 169 6 66 8 99 2 45 0 45 0 24 2 20 5 111 8 62 6
131 71 0 142 0 182 6 52 0 77 6 116 6 150 0 3 0 30 0 45 0 100 0 170 6
U F
67 1 100 0 45 5 45 4 24 2 20 10 112 6 62 11
132 71 6 143 0 184 0 52 6 78 6 117 6 151 0 3 0 30 0 45 0 100 6 171 6
oa
67 6 100 5 45 5 45 8 24 7 20 10 112 11 63 4
133 72 0 144 0 185 0 52 6 79 0 118 6 152 0 3 0 30 6 45 6 101 0 172 6 ••a 67 11 101 3 45 10 46 0 24 7 20 10 113 9 63 9
a 1134 72 6 145 0 186 6 53 0 79 6 119 0 153 0 3 0 30 6 45 6 101 6 173 0 .a 68 4 101 8 45 10 46 4 25 0 21 3 114 2 64 2
135 73 0 146 0 187 6 53 6 80 0 120 0 154 6 3 0 30 6 46 0 102 0 174 0 to
n
. C
68 9 102 6 46 3 46 8 25 0 21 3 115 0 64 7
136 73 6 147 0 189 0 54 0 80 6 121 0 155 6 3 0 31 0 46 0 102 6 175 0 a 69 2 103 4 46 8 47 0 25 0 21 3 115 10 65 0
137 74 0 148 0 190 6 54 6 81 0 122 0 156 6 3 0 31 0 46 6 103 0 176 0 c m 69 7 103 9 46 8 47 4 25 5 21 8 116 3 65 5
138 74 6 149 0 191 6 54 6 81 6 122 6 157 6 3 0 31 0 46 6 103 6 177 0 m s 70 0 104 7 47 1 47 8 25 5 21 8 117 1 65 10
139 15 0 150 0 193 0 55 0 82 6 123 6 159 0 3 0 31 6 47 0 104 0 178 0
mb
70 5 105 0 47 1 48 0 25 10 21 8 117 6 66 3
140 75 6 151 0 194 0 55 6 83 0 124 6 160 0 3 0 31 6 47 0 104 0 178 6 70 10 105 10 47 6 48 4 25 10 22 1 118 4 66 8
141 76 0 152 0 195 6 55 6 83 6 125 0 161 0 3 0 31 6 47 0 104 6 179 0 71 3 106 8 47 11 48 8 25 10 22 1 119 2 67 1
142 76 6 153 0 196 6 56 0 84 0 ]26 0 162 0 3 0 32 0 47 6 105 0 180 0 71 8 107 1 47 11 49 0 26 3 22 1 119 7 67 6
143 77 0 154 0 198 0 56 6 84 6 126 6 163 0 3 0 32 0 47 6 105 6 180 6 b 72 1 107 11 48 4 49 4 26 3 22 6 120 5 67 11
144 77 6 155 0 199 6 56 6 85 0 127 0 163 6 3 0 32 0 48 0 106 0 181 6 •9
nm
72 6 108 4 48 4 49 8 26 8 22 6 120 10 68 4
145 78 0 156 0 200 6 57 0 85 6; 128 0 164 6 3 0 32 0 48 0 106 6 182 6 72 11 109 2 48 9 50 0 26 8 22 11 121 8 68 9
146 78 6 157 0 202 0 57 0 85 6 128 6 165 6 3 0 32 6 48 6 107 0 183 6 c 73 4 110 0 49 2 50 4 26 8 22 11 122 6 69 2
4)
147 79 0 158 0 203 0 57 6 86 0 129 0 166 0 3 0 32 6 48 6 107 6 184 6
M0
F 4"73 9 110 5 49 2 50 8 27 1 22 11 122 11 69 7
148 79 6 159 0 204 6 58 0 86 6 130 0 167 0 3 0 32 6 49 0 108 0 185 6 aq
do
74 2 111 3 49 7 51 0 27 1 23 4 123 9 70 0
149 80 0 160 0 205 6 58 0 87 0 130 6 168 0 3 0 83 0 49 0 108 6 185 6 74 7 111 8 49 7 51 4 27 6 23 4 124 2 70 5
150 80 6 161 0 207 0 58 6 87 6 131 0 168 6 3 0 33 0 49 6 109 0 187 6 75 0 112 6 50 0 51 8 27 6 23 4 125 0 70 10
Note to Horses in Waygoue.- 8•wheel Waggon.  Minimum  as for 13  head .  Every  additional head 8 per cent. extra.
Rave T .!'i91 E1 FOR GI •oOI0 95  C.
Between
and 4>
Horses in Waggons.
40110 4010 oto ticto
Id
bC
aT 0 d q 400
m m
aW mW" ao
LIVE ST OCK. GOODS.
Cattle in Waggons .
 Sheep. I b • e
d It
01  0 a,m d m A A oop
m , to m p b P  dmo
d0
0g 2 o m m 0 .to .0
weo m d . m m m p
m d w 4 i g o e A
e ca B P4 B+ B q '. B B F
14 A- 4 m l as i 14 m ao a
on
s. d. s. d.
 S.  d. s. d.  a. d.  it.  d. s. d.
151 80 6 161 0 208 0 58 6 88 0 132 0 169 6
152 81 0 162 0 209 0 59 0 88 6 132 6 170 6
153 81 6 163 0 210 0 69 0 89 0 133 0 171 0
154 82 0 164 0 211 0 59 6 89 6 134 0 172 0
155 82 6 165 0 212 0 60 0 89 6 134 6 173 0
156 83 0 166 0 213 6 60 0 90 0 135 0 173 6
157 83 6 167 0 214 6 60 6 90 6 136 0 174 6
158 84 0 168 0 216 0 60 6 91 0 136 6 175 6
159 84 6 169 0 217 6 61 0 91 6 137 0 176 0
160 85 0 170 0 218 6 61 6 92 0 138 0 177 0
161 85 6 171 0 220 0 61 6 92 6 138 6 178 0
162 86 0 172 0 221 0 62 0 93 0 139 0 179 0
163 86 6 173 0 222 6 62 6 93 6 140 0 180 0
164 87 0 174 0 224 0 62 6 93 6 140 6 180 6
165 87 6 175 0 225 0 63 0 94 0 141 0 181 6
166 88 0 176 0 226 0 63 0 94 6 142 0 182 6
167 88 6 177 0 227 6 63 6 95 0 142 6 183 6
168 89 0 178 0 229 0 63 6 95 6 143 0 184 0
169 89 6 179 0 230 6 64 0 96 0 144 0 185 0
170 90 0 180 0 231 6 64 6 96 6 144 6 186 0
a. d.  It.  d.  S.  d. a. d. a. d.
3 6 33 0 49 6 109 6 188 0
3 6 33 0 49 6 110 6 188 6
3 6 33 6 50 0 111 0 189 0
3 6 33 6 50 0 111 6 190 0
3 6 33 6 50 6 112 0 191 0
3 6 34 0 50 6 112 0 191 6
3 6 34 0 50 6 112 6 192 0
3 6 34 0 51 0 113 0 193 0
3 6 34 0 51 0 113 6 194 0
3 6 34 6 51 6 114 0 195 0
3 6 34 6 51 6 114 6 195 6
3 6 34 6 51 6 115 0 196 0
3 6 34 6 52 0 115 6 197 0
3 6 35 0 52 0 116 0 198 0
3 6 35 0 52 6 116 6 198 6
3 6 35 0 52 6  116 6 199 0
3 6 35 0 52 6 117 0 200 0
3 6 35 6 53 0 117 6 200 6
3 6 35 6 53 0 118 0 201 0
3 6 35 6 53 6
 118 6 202 0
per ton .  per ton.
s. d. s. d.
I
wb
h
.94 0
0y10 a P' Qi
0 060 -4  0 00
m d . W G
per too.  per tou.
a. d. a.
75 5 113 4 50 5 52
75 10 113 9 50 5 52
76 3 114 7 60 10 52
76 8 115 0 50 10 52
77 1 115 10 51 3 53
77 6 116 8 51 8 53
77 11 117 1 51 8 53
78 4 117 11 52 1 54
78 9 118 4 52 1 54
79 2 119 2 62 6 54
79 7 120 0 52 11 54
80 0 120 5 52 11 55
80 5 121 3 53 4 55
80 10 121 8 53 4 55
81 3 122 6 53 9 56
81 8 123 4 54 2 56
82 1 123 9 54 2 56
82 6 124 7 54 7 56
82 11 125 0 54 7 57
83 4 125 10 55 0 57
per ton .  per ton .  per ton .  per ton
d. s. d. a. d. , s. d. , s. a.
0 27 6 23 9 125 10 71 2
3 27 11 23 9 126 3 71 6
7 27 11 23 9 127 1 71 10
10 28 4 24 2 127 6 72 2
2 28 4 24 2 128 4 72 6
5 28 4 24 2 129 2 72 10
9 28 9 24 7 129 7 73 2
0 28 9 21 7 130 5 73 6
4 29 2 24 7 130 10 73 10
7 29 2 25 0 131 8 74 2
11 29 2 25 0 132 6 74 6
2 29 7 25 0 132 11 74 10
6 29 7 25 5 133 9 75 2
9 30 0 25 5 134 2 75 6
1 30 0 25 10 135 0 75 10
4 30 0 25 10 135 10 76 2
8 30 5 25 10 136 3 76 6
11 30 5 26 3 137 1 76 10
3 30 10 26 3 137 6 77 2
6 30 10 26 3 138 4 77 6
171 90 6 181 0 232 6 64 6 97 0 145 0 186 6 3 6 36 0 53 6 118 6 202 6
172 91 0 182 0 234 0 65 0 97 6 146 0 187 6 3 6 36 0 53 6 119 0 203 0
173 91 6 183 0 235 6 65 0 97 6 146 6 188 6 3 6 36 0 54 0 119 6 204 0
174 92 0 184 0 236 6 65 6 98 0 147 0 189 0 3 6 36 0 54 0 120 0 204 6
175 92 6 185 0 237 6 66 0 98 6 148 0 190 0 3 6 36 6 54 6 120 6 205 6
176 92 6 185 0 238 6 66 0 99 0 148 6 191 0 3 6 36 6 54 6 121 0 206 0
177 93 0 186 0 239 6 66 6 99 6 149 0 191 6 •3 6 36 6 54 6 121 6 207 0
178 93 6 187 0 240 6 66 6 100 0 150 0 192 6 3 6 36 6 55 0 122 0 208 0
179 94 0 188 0 241 6 67 0 100 6 150 6 193 6 3 6 37 0 55 0 122 6 209 0
180 94 6 189 0 243 0 67 0 101 0 151 0 194 6 3 6 37 0 55 6 123 0 210 0
181 95 0 190 0 244 6 67 6 101 6 152 0 195 6 3 6 37 0 55 6 123 0 210 6
182 95 6 191 0 245 6 68 0 101 6 152 6 196 0 3 6 37 0 55 6 123 6 211 0
183 96 0 192 0 247 0 68 0 102 0 153 0 197 0 3 6 37 6 56 0 124 0 212 0
184 96 6 193 0 248 0 68 6 102 6 154 0 198 0 3 6 37 6 56 0 124 6 213 0
185 97 0 194 0 249 6 68 6 103 0 154 6 199 0 3 6 37 6 56 6 125 0 214 0
186 97 6 195 0 250 6 69 0 103 6 155 0 199 6 3 6 38 0 56 6 125 6 214 6
187 98 0 196 0 252 0 69 6 104 0 156 0 200 6 3 6 38 0 56 6 126 0 215 0
188 98 6 197 0 253 6 69 6 104 6 156 6 201 6 3 6 38 0 57 0 126 6 215 6
189 99 0 198 0 254 6 70 0 105 0 157 0 202 0 3 6 38 0 57 0 127 0 216 0
190 99 6 199 0 256 0 70 6 105 6 158 0 203 0 3 6 38 6 57 6 127 6 217 0
191 100 0 200 0 257 0 70 6 105 6 158 6 204 0 3 6 38 6 57 6 127 6 217 6
192 100 6 201 0 258 6 71 0 106 0 159 0 204 6 3 6 38 6 57 6 128 0 218 6
193 101 0 202 0 259 6 71 0 106 6 160 0 205 6 3 6 38 6 58 0 128 6 219 6
194 101 6 203 0 261 0 71 6 107 0 160 6 206 6 3 6 39 0 58 0 129 0 220 6
195 102 0 204 0 262 6 71 6 107 6 161 0 207 0 3 6 39 0 58 6 129 6 221 6
196 102 6 205 0 263 6 72 0 108 0 162 0 208 0 3 6 39 0 58 6 130 0 222 0
197 103 0 206 0 265 0 72 6 108 6 162 6 209 0 3 6 39 0 58 6 130 6 222 6
198 103 6 207 0 266 0 72 6 109 0 163 0 209 6 3 6 39 6 59 0 131 0 223 6
199 104 0 208 0 267 0 73 0 109 6 164 0 210 6 3 6 39 6 59 0 131 6 224 6
200 104 0 208 0 268 0 73 0 109 6 164 6 211 6 3 6 39 6 59 6 132 0 225 0
83 9 126 8 55 5 57 10 30 10 26 8 139 2 77 10
84 2 127 1 55 5 58 1 31 3 26 8 139 7 78 2
84 7 127 11 55 10 58 5 31 3 26 8 140 5 78 6
85 0 128 4 55 10 58 8 31 8 27 1 140 10 78 10
85 5 129 2 56 3 59 0 31 8 27 1 141 8 79 2
85 10 130 0 56 8 59 3 31 8 27 1 142 6 79 6
86 3 130 5 56 8 59 7 32 1 27 6 142 11 79 10
86 8 131 3 57 1 59 10 32 1 27 6 143 9 80 2
87 1 131 8 57 1 60 2 32 6 27 6 144 2 80 6
87 6 132 6 57 6 60 5 32 6 27 11 145 0 80 10
87 11 133 4 57 11 60 9 32 6 27 11 145 10 81 2
88 4 133 9 57 11 61 0 32 11 27 11 146 3 81 6
88 9 134 7 58 4 61 4 32 11 28 4 147 1 81 10
89 2 135 0 58 4 61 7 33 4 28 4 147 6 82 2
89 7 135 10 58 9 61 11 33 4 28 9 148 4 82 6
90 0 136 8 59 2 62 2 33 4 28 9 149 2 82 10
90 5 137 59 2 62 6 33 9 28 9 149 7 83 2
90 10 137 11 59 7 62 9 33 9 29 2 150 5 83 6
91 3 138 4 59 7 63 1 34 2 29 2 150 10 83 10
91 8 139 2 60 0 63 4 34 2 29 2 151 8 84 2
92 1 140 0 60 5 63 8 34 2 29 7 152 6 84 6
92 6 140 5 60 5 63 11 34 7 29 7 152 11 84 10
92 11 141 3 60 10 64 3 34 7 29 7 153 9 85 2
93 4 141 8 60 10 64 6 35 0 30 0 154 2 85 6
93 9 142 6 61 3 64 10 35 0 30 0 155 0 85 10
94 2 143 4 61 8 65 1 35 0 30 0 155 10 86 2
94 7 143 9 61 8 65 5 35 5 30 5 156 3 86 6
95 0 144 7 62 1 65 8 35 5 30 5 157 1 86 10
95 5 145 0 62 1 66 0 35 10 30 5 157 6 87 2
95 10 145 10 62 6 66 3 35 10 30 10 158 4 87 6
Note to Hors" in Waggons.-&wheel  Waggon. Miniu uiu 84for 18 head. Ivory additional head 8 per cent. extra
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Between
and
LIVE STOCK.
Horses in Waggons .  Cattle in Waggons.
911g 9'0C) Aat I" as a0c. Fuo ..a ma
Mop etaa
o
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a
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a. d. a. d.  S.  d.  S.  d.  it.  d. a. d.  a. d. a. d.  a. d. a. d.  a. d.I a. d.
201 104 6
202 105 0
203 105 6
204 106 0
205 106 6
206 107 0
207 107 6
208 108 0
209 108 6
210 109 0
211 109 6
212 110 0
213 110 6
214 111 0
215 111 6
216 112 11
217 112 6
218 113
219 113 6
220 114 0
GOODS.
I
m
m
m
F
P4
per ton. per ton. per ton. per ton, per ton. per ton.
a. d. i a. d  S.  d a. d. a. d. a. d.
per ton .  per ton.
a. d, I  s. d.
209 0 269 0 73 6 110 0 165 0 212 0 4 0 39 6 59 6 132 0 225 6 0 ;96 3 146 8 62 11 66 7 35 10 30 10 159 2 87 9
210 0 270 0 73 6 110 6 165 6 213 0 4 0 40 0 69 6 132 6 226 0 p0 96 8 147 1 62 11 66 10 36 3 80 10 159 7 88 00
211 0 271 6 74 0 110 6 166 0 213 6 4 0 40 0 60 0 133 0 227 0 97 1 147 11 63 4 67 2 36 3 31 3 160 0 88 3
212 0 273 0 74 0 111 0 166 6 214 0 4 0 40 0 60 0 133 0 227 6
00
42
o0
mA
97 6 148 4 63 4 67 5 36 8 31 3 160 10 88 6
213 0 274 0 74 0 111 0 166 6 214 6 4 0 40 0 60 0 133 6 228 0 7401
PL
97 11 149 2 63 9 67 9 36 8 31 8 161 8 88 9
214 0 275 0 74 6 111 6 167 0 215 0 4 0 40 6 60 6 134 0 229 0 4 98 4 150 0 64 2 68 0 36 8 31 8 162 6 89 0
0
215 0 276 6 74 6 111 6 167 6 215 6 4 0 40 6 60 6 134 0 229 6 98 9 150 5 64 2 68 4 37 1 31 8 162 11 89 3
F 0
216 0 278 0 74 6 112 0 168 0 216 0 4 0 40 6 60 6 134 6 230 0 yA 99 2 151 3 64 7 68 7 37 1 32 1 163 9 83 6
217 0 279 0 75 0 112 6 168 6 216 6 4 0 40 6 61 0 135 0 231 0 99 7 151 8 64 7 68 11 37 6 32 1 164 2 89 9
218 0 280 6 75 0 112 6 169 0 217 6 4 0 41 0 61 0 135 6 231 6 0Pi
F
H
100 0 152 6 65 0 69 2 37 6 32 165 0 90 0
219 0 282 0 75 6 113 0 169 6 218 0 4 0 41 0 61 0 136 0 232 0
"
100 5 153 4 65 5 69 6 37 6 32 165 10 90 3
220 0 283 0 75 6 113 6 170 0 218 6 4 0 41 0 61 6 136 6 232" 6 100 10 153 9 65 5 69 9 37 11 32 6 166 3 90 6
221 0 284 0 76 0 113 6 170 6 219 0 4 0 4) 0 61 6 136 6 233 0 .0 101 3 154 7 65 10 70 1 37 11 32 6 167 1 90 9
222 0 285 6 76 0 114 0 170 6 219 6 4 0 41 0 61 6 137 0 233 6 101 8 155 0 65 10 70 4 38 4 32 11 167 6 91 0
223 0 286 6 76 0 114 0 171 0 220 0 4 0 41 6 62 0 137 6 234 6
OF
102 1 155 10 66 3 70 8 38 4 32 11 168 4 91 3
224 0 288 0 76 6 114 6 171 6 220 6 4 0 41 6 62 0 137 6 235 0 Fp,0 102 6 156 8 66 8 70 11 38 4 32 11 169 2 91 6
225 0 289 0 76 6 114 6 172 0 221 0 4 0 41 6 62 0 138 0 235 6 .D PaFQ 102 11 157 1 66 8 71 3
38 9 33 4 169 7 91 9
P4
226 0 290 6 76 6 115 0 172 6 222 0 4 0 41 6 62 6 138 6 236 6 F 103 4 157 11 67 1 71 6 38 9 33 4 170 5 92 0
227 0 292 0 77 0 115 6 173 0 222 6 4 0 42 0 62 6 138 6 237 6 103 9 158 4 67 1 71 10 39 2 33 4 170 10 02 3
O0
228 0 293  0 77 0 115 6 173 6 223 0 4 0 42 0 63 0 139 0 238 6 104 2 159 2 67 6 72 1 39 2 33 9 171 8 92 6
221 114 6 229 0 294 0 77 6 116 0 174 0 223 6 4 0 42 0 63 0 139 6 239 0
222 115 0 230 0 295 6 77 6 116 0 174 6 224 0 4 0 42 0 63 0 140 0 239 6
223 115 6 231 0 297 0 77 6 116 6 174 6 224 6 4 0 42 6 63 6 140 6 240 6
224 116 0 232 0 298 0 78 0 116 6 175 0 225 0 4 0 42 6 63 6 141 0 241 0
225 116 0 232 0 299 0 78 0 117 0 175 6 225 6 4 0 42 6 63 6 141 6 241 6
226 116 6 233 0 300 0 78 6 117 6 176 0 226 6 4 4 0 42 6 64 0 142 0 242 0
227 117 0 234 0 301 0 78 6 117 6 176 6 227 0 4 0 43 0 64 0 142 0 242 6
228 117 6 235 0 302 0 78 6 118  0 177  0 227 6 4 0 43 0 64 0 142 6 243 0
229 118 0 236 0 303 6 79 0 118 6 177 6 228 0 4 0 43 0 64 6 143 0 244 0
230 118 6 237 0 304 6 79 0 118 6 178 0 228 6 4 0 43 0 64 6 143 0 244 6
231 119 0 238 0 306 0 79 6 119 0 178 6 229 0 4 0 43 0 64 6 143 6 245 0
232 119 6 239 0 307 6 79 6 119 0 178 6 229 6 4 0 43 6 65 0 144 0 246 0
233 120 0 240 0 308 6 79 6 119 6 179 0 230 0 4 0 43 6 65 0 144 6 246 6
234 120 6 241 0 310 0 80 0 119 6 179 6 231 0 4 0 43 6 65 6 145 0 247 0
235 121 0 242 0 311 0 80 0 120 0 180 0 231 6 4 0 43 6 65 6 145 0 248 0
236 121 6 243 0 312 6 80 6 120 6 180 6 232 0 4 0 44 0 65 6 145 6 248 6
237 122 0 244 0 313 6 80 6 120 6 181 0 233 0 4 0 44 0 66 0 146 0 249 6
238 122 6 245 0 315 0 80 6 121 0 181 6 233 6 4 0 44 0 66 0 146 6 250 0
239 123 0 246 0 316 6 81 0 121 6 182 0 234 0 4 0 44 0 66 0 147 0 251 0
240 123 6 247 0 317 6 81 0 121 6 182 6 234 6 4 0 44 6 66 6 147 6 251 6
241 124 0 248 0 319 0 81 0 122 0 182  6 235 0 4 0 44 6 66 6 147 6 252 0
242 124 6 249 0 320 0 81 6 122 0 183 0 235 6 4 0 44 6 66 6 148 0 253 0
243 125 0 250 0 321 6 81 6 122 6 183 6 236 0 4 0 44 6 67 0 148 6 253 6
244 125 6 251 0 322 6 82 0 122 6 184 0 236 6  4 0 45 0 67 0 148 6 254 0
245 126 0 252 0 324 0 82 0 123 0 184 6 237 0 4 0 45 0 67 0 149 0 254 6
246 126 6 253 0 325 6 82 6 123 6 185 0 238 0 4 0 45 0 67 6 149 6 255 6
247 127 0 254 0 326 6 82 6 123 6 185 6 238 6 4 0 45 0 67 6 150 0 256 0
248 127 6 255 0 328 0 82 6 124 0 186 0 239 0 4 0 45 0 67 6 150 6 257 0
249 128 0 256 0 329 0 83 0 124 6 186 6 239 6 4 0 45 6 68 0 151 0 257 6
250 128 0 256 0 330 0 83 0 124 6 186 6 240 0 4 0 45 6 68 0 151 0 258 0
b m
104 7 160 0 67 11 72 5
F 105 0  160 5 67 11 72 8
105 5  161 3 68 4 73 0
105 10 161 8 68 4 73 3
UCo
2 •p 106 3 162 6 68 9 73 7
2
 106 8 163  4 69 2 73 10
107
 1 163 9 69 2 74 2
107 6 164 7 69 7 74 5
107 11 165 0 69 7 74 9
0 108 4 165  10 70 0 75 0
wm
108 9 166 8 70 5 75 4
109 2 167 1 70 5 75 7
on
ti 109 7 167 11 70 10 75 11am
m
PL4
110 0 168 4 70 10 76 2
to
 110 5 169  2 71 3 76 6
110 10 170 0 71 8 76 9
111 3 170 5 71 8 77 1
111 8 171 3 72 1 77 4
,q p 112 1 171 8 72 1 77 8
2 112 6 172 6 72 6 77 11
v 112 11 173 4 72 11 78 3
113 4 173 9 72 11 78 6
113 9 174 7 73 4 78 10
p
a
114 2 175 0 73 4 79 1
dm
114 7 175 10 73 9 79 5
ho 115 0 176 8 74 2 79 8
D
115 5 177 1 74 2 80 0
m
3 115 10 177 11 74 7 80 3
a
gm 116 3 178 4 74 7 80 7
116 8 179 2 75 0 80 10
39 2 33 9 172 6
 f
 92 9
39 7 33 9 172 11 93 0
39 7 34 2 173 9 93 3
40 0 34 2 174 2 93 6
40 0 34 7 175 0 93 9
40 0 34 7 175 10 94 0
40 5 34 7 176 3 94 3
40 5 35 0 177 1 94 6
4010 35 0 177 6 94 9
40 10 35 0 178 4 95 0
40 10 35 5 179 2 95 3
41 3 35 5 179 7 95 6
41 3 35 5 180 5 95 9
41 8 35 10 180 10 96 0
41 8 35 10 181 8 96 3
41 8 35 10 182 6 96 6
42 1 36 3 182 11 96 9
42 1 36 3 183 9 97 0
42 6 36 3 184 2 97 3
42 6 36 8 185 0 97 6
42 6 36 8 185 10 97 9
42 11 36 8 186 3 98 0
42 11 37 1 187 1 98 3
43 4 37 1 187 6 98 6
43 4 37 6 188 4 98 9
43 4 37 6 189 2 99 0
43 9 37 6 189 7 99 3
43 9 37 11 190 5 99 6
44 2 37 11 190 10 99 9
44 2 37 11 191 8 100 0
Note to Horses in 4  aggona.- 8•wheel  Waggon. Minimum as for 13 head.  Every additional head 8 per  cent. extra.
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a. d.
251 128 6
252 129 0
253 129 6
254 130 0
255 130 6
256 131 0
257 131 6
258 132 0
259 132 6
260 133 0
261 133 6
262 133 6
263 134 0
264 134 6
265 135 0
266 135 6
267 136 0
268 136 6
269 137 0
270 137
ee
6
I
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle in Waggons. Sheep. d:o
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a. d.  a. d. a. d.  I a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d.  S.  d. a. d.
257 0
258 0
259 0
260 0
261 0
262 0
263 0
264 0
265 0
266 0
267 0
267 0
268 0
269 0
270 0
271 0
272 0
273 0
274
 0
275 0
a. d. a. d.
C2.
0
dt
m
per ton.
s. d.
per ton. I per ton .  per ton.
a. d. a. d.  Y. d
GOODS.
00
a
d
per ton ,  per ton .  per ton .  per ton.
a.  d.'  s. d. a. d. a. d.
331 0 83 0 125 0 187 0 240 6 4 6 45 6 68 0 151 6 258 6 km o 117 1 180 0 75 5 81 2 44 2 38 4 192 6 100 3
332 0 83 6 125 0 187 6 241 0 4 6 45 6 68 6 152 0 259 0 0 117 6 180 5 75 5 81 5 44 7 38 4 192 11 100 6
333 0 83 6 125 6 188 0 241 6 4 6 46 0 68 6 152 6 259 6 a8 117 11 181 3 75 10 81 9 44 7 38 4 193 9 100 9
334 6 84 0 125 6 188 6 242 6 4 6 46 0 69 0 153 0 260 6 0y A 118 4 181 8 75 10 82 0 45 0 38 9 194 3 101 0
335 6 84 0 126 0 189 0 243 0 4 6 46 0 69 0 153 0 261 0 118 9 182 6 76 3 82 4 45 0 38 9 195 0 101 3
337 0 84 6 126 6 189 6 243 6 4 6 46 0 69 0  153 6 262 0 119 2 183 4 76 8 82 7 45 0 38 9 195 10 101 6
338 0 84 6 126 6 190 0 244 0 4 6 46 6 69 6  154 0 263 0
wm
119 7 183 9 76 8 82 11 45 5 39 2 196 8 101 9
339 6 84 6 127 0 190 6 244 6 4 6 46 6 69 6  164 0 263 6 mA 120 0 184 7 77 1  83 2 45 5 39 2 197 6 102 0
42
340
342
6
0
85
85
0
0
127
127
0
6
190
191
6
0
245
245
0
6
4
4
6
6
46
46
6
6
69
70
6  154
0  155
6
0
264
265
0 zip
-en0
120
120
5
10
185 0 77
185 10 77
1  83
6 83
6
9
45
45
10
10
39
39
2
7
197
198
11
4
102 3
102 6
14
343 0 85 0 127 6 191 6 246 6 4 6 47 0 70 0  155 0 265 6 H . 121 3 186 8 77 11 84 1 45 10 39 7 199 2 1(2 9
344 0 85 6 128 0 192 0 247 0 4 6 47 0 70 0  155 6 266 0 d8 121 8 187 1 77 11 84 4 46 3 39 7 199 7 103 0
845 0 85 6 128 6 192 6 247 6 4 6 47 0 70 6  156 0 267 0 122 1 187 11 78 4 84 8 46 3 40 0 200 5 103 3
346 0 86 0 128 6 193 0 248 0 4 6 47 0 70 6  156 6 267 6
mm
122
6
188 4 78 4 84 11 46 8 40 0 200 10 103 6
347 0 86 0 129 0 193 6 248 6 4 6 47 0 70 6  156 6 268 0
Ur.
122 11 189 2 78 9 85 3 46 8 40 5 201 8 103 9
348 6 86 6 129 6 194 0 249 0 4 6 47 6 71 0 157 0 268 6
m
123 4 190 0 79 2 85 6 46 8 40 5 202 6 104 0
349 6 86 6 129 6 194 6 249 6 4 6 47 6 71 0 157 6 269 0 a,w 123 9 190 5 79 2 85 10 47 1 40 5 202 11 104 3
351 0 86 6 130 0 194 6 250 0 4 6 47 6 71 0 158 0 269 a6
mo
124 2 191 3 79 7 86 1 47 1 40 10 203 9 104 6
352 6 87 0 130 0 195 0 251 0 4 6 47 6 71 6 158 6 270 6
Om
124 7 191 8 79 7 86 5 47 6 40 10 204 2 104 9
353 6 87 0 130 6 195 6 251 6 4 6 48 0 71 6 158 6 271 0 Ica 125 0 192 6  80 0 86 8 47 6 4010 205 0 105 0
271 138 0 276 0 354 6 87 0 130 6 196 0 252 0 4 6 48 0 71 6 159 0 271 6 am q 125 5 193 4 80 5 87 0 47 6 41 3 205 10 105 3
272 138 0 276 0 355 6 87 6 131 0 196 6 252 6 4 6 48 0 72 0 159 6 272 6
am
125 10 193 9 80 5 87 3 47 11 41 3 206 3 105 6
273 133 6 277 0 356 6 87 6 131 6 197 0 253 6 4 6 48 0 72 0 160 0 273 0 126 3 194 7 80 10 87 7 47 11 41 3 207 1 105 9
m
274 139 0 278 0 357 6 88 0 131 6 197 6 254 0 4 6 48 6 72 6 161 0 274 0
U
a
126 8 195 0 80 10 87 10 48 4 41 8 207 6 106 0
275 139 6 279 0 358 6 88 0 132 0 198 0 254 6 4 6 48 6 72 6 161 0 274 6 127 1 195 10 81 3 88 2 48 4 41 8 208 4 106 3
am
276 140 0 280 0 360 0 88 6 132 6 198 6 255 0 4 6 48 6 72 6 161 6 275 0 127 6 196 8 81 8 88 5 48 4 41 8 209 2 106 6
277 140 6 281 0 361 0 88 6 132 6 198 6 255 6 5 0 48 6 73 0 162 0 276 0 127 11 197 1 81 8 88 9 48 9 42 1 209 7 10; 9
278 141 0 282 0 362 6 88 6 133 0 199 0 236 0 5 0 49 0 73 0 162 0 276 6 128 4 197 11 82 1 89 0 48 9 42 1 210 5 107 0
q,8
279 141 6 283 0 364 0 89 0 133 0 199 6 256 6 5 0 49 0 73 0 162 6 277 0
aFF
128 9 198 4 82 1 89 4 49 2 42 1 210 10 107 3
280 142 0 284 0 365 0 89 0 133 6 200 0 257 0 5 0 49 0 73 6 163 0 278 0 o .., 129 2 199 2 82 6 89 7 49 2 42 6 211 8 107 6
281 142 6 285 0 366 6 89 0 133 6 200 6 258 0 5 0 49 0 73 6 163 0 278 6 9 129 7 200 0 82 11 89 11 49 2 42 6 212 6 107 9
um
282 143 0 286 0 367 6 89 6 134 0 201 0 258 6 5 0 49 0 73 6 163 6 279 0 a 130 0 200 5 82 11 90 2 49 7 42 6 212 11 108 0
oa
283 143 6 287 0 369 0 89 6 134 6 201 6 259 0 5 0 49 6 74 0 164 0 280 0 .. P
a
130 5 201 3 83 4 90 6 49 7 42 11 213 9 108 3
284 144 0 288 0 370 0 90 0 134 6 202 0 259 6 5 0 49 6 74 0 164 0 280 6
mr
130 10 201 8 83 4 90 9 50 0 42 11 214 2 108 6
285 144 6 289 0 371 6 90 0 135 0 202 6 260 0 5 0 49 6 74 0 164 6 281 0
m
,m
131 3 202 6 83 9 91 1 50 0 43 4 215 0 108 9
286 145 0 290 0 373 0 90 0 135 0 202 6 260 6 5 0 49 6 74 6 165 0 282 0 P
w'd
131 8 203 4 84 2 91 4 50 0 43 4 215 10 109 0
287 145 6 291 0 374 0 90 6 135 6 203 0 261 0 5 0 50 0 74 6 165 0 282 6 132 1 203 9 84 2 91 8 50 5 43 4 216 3 109 3
288 146 0 292 0 375 6 90 6 135 6 203 6 261 6 5 0 50 0 74 6 165 6 283 0 132 6 204 7 84 7 91 11 50 5 43 9 217 1 109 6
ao'
289 146 6 293 0 376 6 90 6 136 0 204 0 262 6 5 0 50 0 75 0 166 0 284 0 132 11 205 0 84 7 92 3 50 10 43 9 217 6 109 9
9 U
290 147 0 294 0 378 0 91 0 136 6 204 6 263 0 5 0 50 0 75 0 166 6 284 6 133 4 205 10 85 0 92 6 50 10 43 9 218 4 110 0
291 147 6 295 0 379 0 91 0 136 6 205 0 263 6 5 0 50 0 75 0 166 6 285 0 133 9 206 8 85 5 92 10 50 10 44 2 219 2 110 3
292 148 0 296 0 380 6 91 6 137 0 205 6 264 0 5 0 50 6 75 6 167 0 285 6 m0)
mo
134 2 207 1 85 5 93 1 51 3 44 2 219 7 110 6
293 148 6 297 0 382 0 91 6 137 6 206 0 264 6 5 0 50 6 75 6 167 6 286 0 134 7 207 11 85 10 93 5 51 3 44 2 220 5 110 9
294 149 0 298 0 383 0 92 0 137 6 206 6 265 0 5 0 50 6 76 0 168 0 287 6 135 0 208 4 85 10 93 8 51 8 44 7 221 3 111 0
m0)
295 149 6 299 0 384 6 92 0 138 0 206 6 265 6 5 0 50 6 76 0 168 6 288 0
U {r
135 5 209 2 86 3 94 0 51 8 44 7 221 8 111 3
296 150 0 300 0 385 6 92 0 138 0 207 0 266 0 5 0 51 0 76 0 169 0 288 6 135 10 210 0 86 8 94 3 51 8 44 7 222 6 111 6
04
297 150 0 300 0 386 6 92 6 138 6 207 6 267 0 5 0 51 0 76 6 169 6 289 6 tim
o
136 3 210 5 86 8 94 7 52 1 45 0 222 11 111 9
298 150 6 301 0 387 6 92 6 138 6 208 0 267 6 5 0 51 0 76 6 169 6 290 0 Piq 136 8 211 3 87 1 94 10 52 1 45 0 223 9 112 0
299 151 0 302 0 388 6 92 6 139 0 208 6 268 0 5 0 51 0 76 6 170 0 290 6 aoma,ao
ma
137 1 211 8 87 1 952 52 6 45 0 224 2 112 3
300 151 6 303 0 389 6 93 0 139 6 209 0 269 0 5 0 51 6 77 0 170 6 291 6 137 6 212 6 87 6 95 5 52 6 45 5 225 0 112 6
Note to
 Sor m in  Wa paw,-8•whed
 Wagon. Minimum v for 18  had1 Erer7 additional had 8 per
 oent, estri.
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Horses in Waggons .
 Cattle in  Waggons. Sheep.
'd o
aao dfeo m m m m amd  be W N ti.m
m A A a A ° m i d ,d 4 m m o c mp o Qcu R9 ou
m W" ao Gd ' m m m w m m W m m W
per ton .  per ton .  per ton .  per ton. per ton .  per ton ,  per ton .  per ton.
T a, d. I s. d.  a. d. a. d. a. d. a, d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. a, d
316
317
318
319
320
152 0 304 0 391 0 93 0 139 6 209 6 269 6 5 6 51 6 77 0 171 0 292 0 ,0; 0 137 11 213 4 87 11 95 8 52 6 45 5 225 10 112 8
152 6 305 0 392 0 93 6 140 0 210 0 270 0 5 6 51 6 77 0 171 6 292 6 c 138
8e;l 4 213 9 87 11 95 11 52 11
45 5 226 3 112 10
153 0 306 0 393 6 93 6 140 6 210 6 270 6 5 6 51 6 77 6 172 0 293 6
 ,  6 138 9 214 7 88 4 96 2 52 11 45 10 227 1 113 0
153 6 307 0 394 6 93 6 140 6 210 6 271 0 5 6 52 0 77 6 172 0 294 0
0
139 2 215 0 88 4 96 5 53 4 45 10 227 6 113 2
154 0 308 0 396 0 94 0 141 0 211 0 271 6 5 6 52 0 77 6 172 6 294 6 139 7 215 10 88 9 96 8 53 4 46 3 228 4 113 4 bo
t.0 is
154 6 309 0 397 6 94 0 141 0 211 6 272 0 5 6 52 0 78 0 173 0 295 0
1W
d 140
mZ
0 216 8 89 2 96 11 53 4 46 3 229 2 113 6 00
155 0 310 0 398 6 94 6 141 6 212 0 272 6 5 6 52 0 78 0 173 0 295 6 140 5 217 1 89 2 97 2 53 9 46 3 229 7 113 8
155 6 311 0 400 0 94 6 141 6 212 6 273 6  5 6 52 0 78 0 173 6 296 0  0-0  140 10 217 11 89 7 97 5 53 9 46 8 230 5 113 10
156 0 312 0 401 0 94 6 142 0 213 0 274 0 5 6 52 6 78 6 174 0 297 0 04 141 3 218 4 89 7 97 8 54 2 46 8 230 10 114 0
156 6 313 0 402 6 95 0 142 6 213 6 274 6 5 6 52 6 78 6 174 0 297  6  141 8 219 2 90 0 97 11 54 2 46 8 231 8 114 2
157 0 314 0 403 6 95 0 142 6 214 0 275 0 5 6 52 6 78 6 174 6 298 0 142 1 220 0 90 5 98 2 54 2 47 1 232 6 114 4
157 0 314 0 404 6 95 6 143 0 214 6 275 6 5 6 52 6 79 0 175 0 299 0 142 6 220 5 90 5 98 5 54 7 47 1 232 11 114 6
157 6 315 0 405 6 95 6 143 0 214 6 276 0 5 6 53 0 79 0 175  0 299 6 142 11 221 3 90 10 98 8 54 7 47 1 233 9 114 8
158 0 316 0 406 6 95 6 143 6 215 0 276 6 5 6 53 0 79 0 175 6 300 0 143 4 221 8 90 10 98 11 55 0 47 6 284 2 114 10
m9
158 6 317 0 408 0 96 0 143 6 215 6 277 0 5 6 53 0 79 6 176 0 301 0 ' 143 9 222 6 91 3 99 2 55 0 47 6 235 0 115 0
Ua '
159 0 318 0 409 0 96 0 144 0 216 0 278 0 5 6 53 0 79 6 176 6 301 6 o a 144 2 223 4 91 8 99 5 55 C 47 6 235 10 115 2
I a°a
159 6 319 0 410 6 96 6 144 6 216 6 278 6 5 6 53 6 80 0 177 0 I 302 6 144 7 223 9 91 8 99 8 55 5 47 11 236 3 115 4
160 0 320 0 411 6 96 6 144 6 217 0 279 0 5 6 53 6 80 0 177 6 303 0 145 0 224 7 92 1 99 11 55 5 47 11 237 1 115 6
160 6 321 0 412 6 96 6 145 0 217 6 279 6 5 6 53 6 80 0 178 0 303 6
O an
145 5 225 0 92 1 100 2 55 10 47 11 237 6 115 8
161 0 322 0 414 0 97 0 145 6 218 0 80 0 5 6 53 6 80 6 178 6 304 6 145 10 225 10 92 6 100 5 55 10 48 4 238 4 115 10
321 161 6 323 0 415 0 97 0 145 6 218 6 280 6 5 6 54 0 80 6 178 6 305 0
ro
146 3 226 8  92 11  100 8 55 10 48 4 239 2 116 0
322 162 0 324 0 416 6 97 0 146 0 218 6 281 0 5 6 54 0 80 6 179 0 305 6 146 8 227 1 92 11 100 11 56 3 48 4 239 7 116 2
323 162 6 325 0 417 6 97 6 146 0 219 0 281 6 5 6 54 0 81 0 179 6 306 6 147 1 227 11 93 4 101 2 56 3 48 9 240 5 116 4
324 162 6 325 0 418 6 97 6 146 6 219 6 282 6 5 6 54 0 81 0 179 6 307 a$0 Cdto 147 6 228 4 93 1014 5 56 8 48 9 240 10 116 6
325 163 0 326 0 419 6 98 0 146 6 220 0 283 0 5 6 54 0 81 0 180 0 307 6 147 11 229 2 93 9 101 8 56 8 49 2 241 8 116 8
U tq
326 163 6 327 0 420 6 98 0 147 0 220 6 283 6 5 6 54 6 81 6 180 6 308 6 tea; 148 4 230 0 91 2 101 11 56 8 49 2 242 6 116 104Z
_ 327 164 0 328 0 421 6 98 6 147 6 221 0 284 0 5 6 54 6 81 6 181 0 309 0 148 9 230 5 94 2 102 2 57 1 49 2 242 11 117 0
328 164 6 329 0 423 0 98 6 147 6 221 6 285 0 5 6 54 6 81 6 181 6 309 6 149 2 231 3 94 7 102 5 57 1 49 7 243 9 117 2
329 165 0 330 0 421 6 98 6 148 0 222 0 285 6 5 6 54 6 82 0 182 0 310 6  o .p  149
o
7 231 8 94 7 102 8 57 6 49 7 244 2 117 4
330 165 6 331 0 425 6 99 0 148 6 222 6 286 0 5 6 55 0 82 0 182 0 311 0 150 0 232 6 95 0 102 11 57 6 49 7 245 0 117 6
331 166 0 332 0 427 0 99 0 148 6 222 6 286 6 5 6 55 0 82 0 182 6 311 6 150
uo
5 233 4 95 5 103 2 57 6 50 0 245 10 117 8
P-P4
332 166 6 333 0 428 0 99 0 149 0 223 0 287 0 5 6 55 0 82 6 183 0 312
40 150 10 233 9 95 5 103 5 57 11150 0 246 3 117 10
333 167 0 334 0 429 6 99 6 149 0 223 6 287 6 5 6 55 0 82 6 183 0 312 6 151
va
3 234 7 95 10 103 8 57 11 50 0 247 1 118 0
334 167 6 335 0 431 0 99 6 149 6 224 0 288 0 5 6 55 0 82 6 183 6 313 0 151 8 235 0 95 10 103 11 58 4 50 5 247 6 118 2
335 168 0 336 0 432 0 100 0 149 6 224 6 288 6 5 6 55 6 83 0 184 0 314 0 CA  vi  152as 1 235 10 96 3 101 2 58 4 50 5 248 4 118 4
336 168 0 336 0 433 0 100 0 150 0 225 0 289 6 5 6 55 6 83 0 181 6 314 6 1 152 6 236 8 96 8 104 5 58 4 50 5 249 2 118 6
337 168 6 337 0 434 0 100 6 150 6 225 6 290 0 5 6 55 6 83 6 185 0 315 0 ov 152 11 237 1 96 8 104 8 58 9 50 10 249 7 118 8
338 169 0 338 0 435 0 100 6 150 6 226 0 290 6 5 6 55 6 83 6 185 0 316 0 153
ce
4 237 11 97 1 104 11 58 9 ' 50 10 250 5 118 10
339 169 6 339 0 436 0 100 6 151 0 226 6 291 0 5 6 56 0 83 6 185 6 316 6 153 9 238 4 97 1 105 2 59 2 50 10 250 10 119 0
340 170 0 340 0 437 0 101 0 151 0 226 6 291 6 5 6 56 0 84 0 186 0 317 0 154 2 239 2 97 6 105 5 59 2 51 3 251 8 119 2
341 170 6 341 0 438 6 101 0 151 6 227 0 292 0 5 6 56 0 84 0 186 0 318
ao 1540 7 240 0 97 11 105 8 59 2 51 3 252 6 119 4
342 171 0 342 0 440 0 101 0 151 6 227 6 292 6 5 6 56 0 84 0 186 6 318 6 roS 155 0 240 5 97 11 105 11 59 7 51 3 252 11 119 6
343 171 6 343 0 441 0 101 6 152 0 228 0 293 0 5 6 56 6 84 6 187 0 319 6 155 5 241 3 98 4 106 2 59 7 51 8 253 9 119 8
344 172 0 344 0 442 0 101 6 152 6 228 6 294 0 5 6 56 6 84 6 187 6 320 0 155
oy
10 241 8 98 4 106 5 60 0 51 8 254 2 119 10
345 172 6 345 0 443 0 102 0 152 6 229 0 294 6 5 6 56 6 84 6 188 0 320 6 156
U
..
3 242 6 98 9 106 8 60 0 52 1 255 0 120 0
346 173 0 346 0 444 6 102 0 153 0 229 6 295 0 5 6 56 6 85 0 188 6 321 6 156
Ud
U
8 243 4 99 2 106 11 60 0 52 1 255 10 120 2
347 173 6 347 0 445 6 102 6 153 6 230 0 295 6 5 6 57 0 85 0 188 6 322 0 o- 157
ao
1 2,13 9 99 2 107 2 60 5 52 1 256 3 120 4
348 173 6 347 0 446 0 102 6 153 6 230 6 296 0 5 6 57 0 85 0 189 0 322 6 157 6 244 7 99 7 107 5 60 5 52 6 257 1 120 6
d
349 174 0 348 0 447 6 102 6 154 0 230 6 296 16 5 6 57 0 85 6 189 6 323 6 r- i 157 11 245 0 99 7 107 8 60 10 52 6 257 6 120 8
8?a
350 174 6 349 0 449 0 103 0 154 0 231 0 297 0 5 6 57 0 85 6 189 6 324 0 158 4 245 10 100 0 107 11 60 10 52 6 258 4 120 10
Note to horses in Waggons.-8•wheel  Waggon. Minimum  as for  13 head. Every additional head 8 per cent.  extra.
Between
and
C E1TRAL R.A. L .1 TA MAM  FOR  CA-4cXDt3
Horses in Waggons.
da dye d
brA•o N 60•o y 6D
69i0 • d 60 F : C7 m
Ba>a 'a>°
s. d.
351 174 6
352 175 0
353 175 6
354 176 0
355 176 6
356 177 0
357 177 6
358 178 0
359 178 6
360 178 6
361 179 0
362 179 6
363 180 0
364 180 6
365 181 0
366 181 6
367 182 0
368 182 6
369 183 0
370 183 6
a• d• s. d.
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle in
 Waggons.
0ti
0 0m q 60
43 h0 60'
4Jv a mgo
ob
r  1,0
wdd 0
NI 44 m GO
s. d,
 a•  d. s. d.
Sheep.
amqa
d a d Wd 0
P a . mo
m m m
0m
d m m m 0m0d
wq X60 •+F,6.,°WoU
p m m
s. d.I a. d.  s. d. a. d.  s. d. s. d.
a.
GOODS.
a2
06000
per ton .  per ton .  per ton .  per ton .  per ton. per ton .  per ton .  per ton.
s. d. s. d. s. d s. d. s. d. s. d .  a• d. a•  d.
349 0 450 0 103 0 154 6 231 6 297 6 6 0 57 0 85 6 190 0 324 6 1580 9 246 8 100 5 108 2 60 10 52 11 259 2 121 01
8"350 0 451 0 103 0 154 6 232 0 298 6 6 0 57 6 86 0 190 6 325 6 1590 2 247 1 100 5 108 5 60 10 52 11 259 7 121 2
P•..
351 0 452 0 103 6 155 0 232 6 299 0 6 0 57 6 86 0 190 6 326 0
8
159 7 247 11 100 10 108 8 61 3 52 11 260 5 121 4
5o
352 0 453 0 103 6 155 6 233 0 299 6 6 0 57 6 86 0 191 0 326 6 0o 160
. y
0 248 4 100 10 108 11 61 3 53 4 260 10 121 6
353 0 454 0 104 0 155 6 233 6 300 6 6 0 57 6 86 6 191 6 327 6 160 5 249 2 101 3 109 2 61 8 53 4 261 8 121 8 LID
354 0 455 0 104 0 156 0 234 0 301 0 6 0 58 0 86 6 192 0 328 0 160 10 250 0 101 3 109 5 61 8 53 4 262 6 121 10
355 0 456 6 104 6 156 6 234 6 301 6 6 0 58 0 87 0 192 6 328 6
0
161N y
F U
3 250 5 101 8 109 8 61 8 53 9 262 11 122 0
356 0 457 6 104 6 156 6 234 6 302 0 6 0 58 0 87 0 193 0 329 0 Ro 161 8 251 3 102 1 109 11 62 1 53 9 263 4 122 2
357 0 458 6 104 6 157 0 235 0 302 6 6 0 58 0 87 0 193 6 330 0 102 162 1 251 8 102 1 110 2 62 1 53 9 264 2 122 4
357 0 459 6 105 0 157 0 235 6 303 0 6 0 58 6 87 6  194 0 331 0 .4U• bo 162
ti
H
6 252 6 102 6 110 5 62 6 54 2 265 0 122 6
358 0 460 6 105 0 157 6 236 0 303 6 6 0 58 6 87 6 194 0 331 6 162 11 253 4 102 11 110 8 62 6 54 2 265 10 122 8
359 0 461 6 105 0 157 6 236 6 304 0 6 0 58 6 87 6  194 6 332 0 m 163
a
4 254 2 102 11 110 11 62 6 54 2 266 3 122 10
360 0 463 0 105 6 158 0 237 0 305 0 6 0 58 6 88 0 195 0 333 0 4 0 163
o
9 254 7 103 4 111 2 62 11 54 7 267 1 123 0
361 0 464 0 105 6 158 6 237 6 305 6 6 0 59 0 88 0 195 0 333 6
.
164 2 255 5 103 9 111 5 62 11 54 7 267 6 123 2
362 0 465 0 106 0 158 6 238 0 306 0 6 0 59 0 88 0 195 6 334 0 164
OF
C)
7 255 10 103 9 111 8 63 4 54 7 268 4 123 4
363 0 466 6 106 0 159 0 238 6 306 6 6 0 59 0 88 6  1196 0 335 0 a' 165 0 256 8 104 2 111 11 63 4 55 0 269 2 123 6
364 0 467 6 106 0 159 0 238 6 307 0 6 0 59 0 88 6 196 0 335 6 .moo 165
U
5 257 6 104 2 112 2 63 4 55 0 269 7 123 8
365 0 469 0 100 6 159 6 239 0 307 6 6 0 59 0 88 6 196 6 336 0 06 165 10 258 4 104 7 112 5 63 9 55 5 270 L 123 10
p0
366 0 470 0 106 6 159 6 239 6 308 0 6 0 59 6 89 0 197 0 336 6 166 3 258 9 104 7 112 8 63 9 55 5 270 10 124 0
0
367 0 471 0 106 6 160 0 240 0 308 6 6 0 59 6 89 0 197 6 337 0
.eP 166 8 259 2 105 0 112 11 64 2 55 5 271 8 124 200
371 184 0 368 0 472 6 107 0 160 6 240 6 309 6 6 0 59 6 89 0 198 0 337 6
roA
167 1 260 0 105 5 113 2 64 2 55 10 272 6 124 4
372 184 0 368 0 473 6 107 0 160 6 241 0 310 0 6 0 59 6 89 6 198 6 338 6 0 167 6 260 5 1(5 5 113 5 64 2 55 10 272 11 124 6
LLy
373 184 6 369 0 474 6 107 6 161 0 241 6 310 6 6 0 60 0 89 6 198 6 339 0
4
167 11 261 3 105 10 113 8 64 7 55 10 273 9 124 804
374 185 0 370 0 475 6 107 6 161 6 242 0 311 0 6 0 60 0 89 6 199 0 339 6 168 4 261 8 105 10 113 11 64 7 56 3 274 2 124 10
375 185 6 371 0 477 0 108 0 161 6 242 6 311 6 6 0 60 0 90 0 199 6 340 6 168 9 262 6 106 3 111 2 65 0 56 3 275 0 125 0
376 186 0 372 0 478 0 108 0 162 0 242 6 312 0 6 0 60 0 90 0 199 6 341 0 2 W 169 2 63 4 106 8 114 5 65 0 56 3 275 10 125 2
377 186 6 373 0 479 0 108 0 162 0 243 0 312 6 6 0 60 6 90 6 200 0 342 0 G; 169 7 264 2 106 8 114 8 65 0 56 8 276 3 125 4_
378 187 0 374 0 480 6 108 6 162 6 243 6 313 0 6 0 60 6 90 6 200 6 342 6 170 0 264 7 107 1 114 11 65 5 56 8 277 1 125 6
379 187 6 375 0 482 0 108 6 162 6 244 0 314 0 6 0 60 6 90 6 201 0 343 6 •6 170 5 265 0 107 6 115 2 65 5 56 8 277 6 125 8
380 188 0 376 0 483 0 108 6 163 0 244 6 314 6 6 0 60 6 91 0 202 0 344 6 170 10 265 10 107 6 115 5 65 10 57 1 278 4 125 10_ y.
381 188 6 377 0 484 6 109 0 163 6 245 0 315 0 6 0 61 0 91 0 202 0 345 0 171 3 266 8 107 11 115 8 65 10 57 1 279 2 126 0
382 189 0 378 0 486 0 109 0 163 6 245 6 315 6 6 0 61 0 91 0 202 6 345 6 t 171 8 267 6 107 11 115 11 66 3 57 6 279 7 126 2_
o
383 189 6 379 0 487 0 109 6 164 0 246 0 316 0 6 0 61 0 91 6 203 0 346 0 a o
172 1 267 11  108 4 116 2 66 3 57 6 280 5 126 4
384 189 6 379 0 488 0 109 6 164 6 246 6 316 6 6 0 61 0 91 6 203 0 346 6 172 6 268 4 108 4 116 5 66 8 57 6 210 10 126 6_
385 190 0 380 0 489 0 109 6 164 6 246 6 317 0 6 0 61 0 91 6 203 6 347 0 172 11 269 2 108 9 116 8 66 8 57 6 281 8 126 8
386 190 6 381 0 490 0 110 0 165 0 247 0 317 6 6 0 61 6 92 0 204 0 348 0 173 4 270 0 109 2 116 11 66 8 57 11 282 6 126 10
387 191 0 382 0 491 0 110 0 165 0 247 6 318 6 6 0 61 6 92 0 204 0 348 6 173 9 270 5 109 2 117 2 67 1 57 11 282 11 127 0
388 191 6 383 0 492 0 110 6 165 6 248 0 319 0 6 0 61 6 92 0 204 6 349 0 0
174 2 270 10 109 7 117 5 67 1 58 4 283 9 127 2
389 192 0 384 0 493 6 110 6 165 6 248 6 319 6 6 0 61 6 92 6 205 0 350 0 g ro 174 7 271 8 110 0 117 8 67 8 58 4 284 2 127 4
390 192 6 385 0 495 0 110 6 166 0 249 0 320 0 6 0 62 0 92 6 205 0 350 6 c
175 0 272 6 110 0 117 11 67 6 58 4 285 0 127 6
391 193 0 386 0 496 0 111 0 166 6 249 6 321 0 6 0 62 0 92 6 205 6 351 0 0 Q
Pm
175 5 273 4 110 5 118 2 67 6 58 9 285 10 127 8
392 193 6 387 0 497 6 111 0 166 6 250 0 321 6 6 0 62 0 93 0 206 0 352 0 175 10 274 2 110 5 118 5 67 11 58 9 286 3 127 10
393 194 0 388 0 498 6 111 6 167 0 250 6 322 0 6 0 62 0 93 0 206 6  352 6 176 3 274 7 110 10 118 8 67 11 58 9 287 1 128 0
394 194 6 389 0 500 0 111 6 167 0 250 6  322 6 6 0 62 0 93 0 207 0 353 0 176 8 275 5 110 10 118 11 68 4 59 2 287 6 128 2
395 195 0 390 0 501 0 111 6 167 6 251 0 323 0 6 0 62 6 93 6 207 0 354 0 177 1 275 10 111 3 119 2 68 4 59 2 288 4 128 4
396 195 0 390 0 502 0 112 0 167 6 251 6 323 6 6 0 62 6 93 6 207 6 1354 6 w° 177 6 276 8 111 8 119 5 68 4 59 2 289 2 128 6
397 195 6 391 0 503 0 112 0 168 0 252 0 324 0 6 0 62 6 94 0 208 0 355 6 c
177 11 277 6 111 8 119 8 68 9 59 7 289 7 128 8
398 196 0 392 0 504 0 112 6 168 6 252 6 324 6 6 0 62 6 94 0 208 6 356 0 a 178 4 277 11 112 1 119 11 68 9 59 7 290 5 128 10
399 196 6 393 0 505 0 112 6 168 6 253 0 325 6 6 0 63 0 94 0 209 0 356 6 P.,
278 9 278 4 112 6 120 2 69 2 60 0 290 10 129 0
400 197 0 394 0 506 6 112 6 169 0 253 6 326 0 6 0 63 0 94 6 210 0 357 6 179 2 279 2 112 6 120 5 69 2 60 0 291 8 129 2
Note to Horses in  Waggons.-8•wheel Waggon . Minimum as for  13 head. Every additional head 8 per cent. extra.
Bewwoen
and
0
Horses  in Waggons.
a. d. s. d. s. d.
401 197 6
402 198 0
403 198 6
404 199 0
405 199 6
406 200 0
407 200 6
408 201 0
409 201 6
410 202 0
411 202 0
412 202 6
413 203 0
414 203 6
415 204 0
416 204 6
417 205 0
418 205 6
419 206 0
420 206 6
RAT T .gBLn FOR CA4C)ACX015
LIVE STOCK.
Cattle in Waggons.
M I
m Sp m- a80.0
0
40 ba
0 180it
cS
wm q,°, .d 1
mAp B B B
Sheep.
P-b
I
GOODS.
P a
m 0 0
w q .0 .0 .0
d m  OD
s. d. a. d.  a. d. a. d.  s. d. s. d.  a. d. s. d. s. d.
per ton .  per ton. per ton .  per ton.
a. d. s. d.  s. d a. d.
0
e e
per ton .  per ton. per ton,  per ton.
s. d.
 S.  d. a. d. I s. d.
395 0 507 6 113 0 169 6 254 0 326 6 6 6 63 0 94 6 210 0 358 0 179 7 279 7 112 11 120 8 69 7 60 5 292 1 129 4
396 0 509 6 113 0 169 6 254 6 327 6 6 6 63 0 94 6 210 6 358 6 0 180
a
0 280 5 112 11 120 11 69 7 60 5 292 11 129 6
397 0 510 6 113 6 170 0 255 0 328 0 6 6 63 0 95 0 210 6 359 6 180
o
5 281 3 113 4 121 2 70 0 60 10 293 9 129 8
'
398 0 511 6 113 6 170 6 255 6 328 6 6 6 63 6 95 0 211 0 360 0 F4 0 180 10 281 8 113 4 121 5 70 0 60 10 294 2 129 10
0
399 0 513 0 113 6 170 6 255 6 329 6  6 6 63 6 95 0 211 0 360 6
Fo
181 3 282 6 113 9 121 8 70 5 60 10 295 0 130 0
400 0 514 6 114 0 171 0 256 0 330 0 6 6 63 6 95 6 211 6 361 6 181 8 282 11 113 9 121 11 70 5 61 3 295 5 130 2
401 0 515 6 114 0 171 6 256 6 330 6 6 6 63 6' 95 6 j211 6 362 0 182 1 283 9 114 2 122 2 70 5 61 3 296 3 130 4
402 0 517 0 114 6 171 6 257 0 331 0 6 6 64 0 95 6 212 0 362 6 182 6 284 7 114 7 122 5 70 10 61 3 297 1 130 6
0
403 0 518 6 114 6 172 0 257 6 331 6 6 6 64 0 96 0 212 6 363 6 com 182 11 285 0 115 0  122 8  70 10 61 8 297 6 130 8
404 0 519 6 114 6 172 6 258 0 332 0 6 6 64 0 96 0 213 0 364 0 183
ti
4 285 5 115 0 122 11 71 3 61 8 297 11 130 10
404 0 519 6 115 0 172 6 258 6 332 6  6 6 64 0 96 0  213 6 364 6 183
r t j 0
9 286 3 115 5 123 2 71 3 62 1 298 9 131 0
405 0 520 6 115 0 173 0 259 0 333 0 6 6 64 0 96 6 214 0 365 6 184 2 287 1 115 5 123 5 71 8 62 1 299 7 131 2
406 0 522 0 115 6 173 6 259 6 334 0 6 6 64 6 96 6 214 0 366 0 184 7 287 11 115 10 123 8 71 8 62 1 300 5 131 4
407 0 523 6 115 6 173 6 259 6 334 6  6 6 64 6 96 6 214 6 366 6 185 0 288 4 115 10 123 11 72 1 62 6 300 10 131 6
408 0 524 6 115 6 174 0 260 0 335 0 6 6 64 6 97 0 215 0 367 6 185 5 289 2 116 3 124 2 72 1 62 6 301 8 131 8
409 0 526 0 116 0 174 6 260 6 335 6  6 6 64 6 97 0 215 6 368 0 185 10 289 7 116 8 124 5 72 1 62 6 302 1 131 1000
410 0 527 6 116 0 174 6 261 0 336 0 6 6 65 0 97 6 215 6 368 6 ..P 186
a 3 290 5 116 8 124 8 72 1 62 11 302 11 132 00
411 0 528 6 116 6 175 0 261 6 336 6 6 6 65 0 97 6 216 0 369 6 186 8 291 3 117 1 124 11 72 6 62 11 303 9 132 2
412 0 530 0 116 6 175 6 262 0 337 0 6 6 65 0 97 6 216 6 370 0 187 1 291 8 117 1 125 2 72 6 62 11 304 2 132 4
413 0 531 0 116 6 175 6 262 6 337 6 6 6 65 0 98 0 217 0 370 6 AP 187 6 292 1 117 6 125 5 72 6 63 4 304 7 132 6
P
k
421 206 6 413 0 531 0 117 0 176 0 263 0 338 6 6 6 65 0 98 0 217 6 371 6 187 11 292 11 117 11 125 8 72 11 63 4 305 5 132 8
422 207 0 414 0 532 6 117 0 176 6 263 6 339 0 6 6 65 6 98 0 218 0 372 0 c C 188 4 293 9 117 11 125 11 72 11 63 4 306 3 132 10
423 207 6 415 0 533 6 117 6 176 6 263 6 339 6 6 6 65 6 98 6 218 6 372 6 188 9 294 7 118 4 126 2 72 11 63 9 307 1 133 0
424 208 0 416 0 535 0 117 6 177 0 264 0 340 0 6 6 65 6 98 6 218 6 373 6 189 2 295 0 118 4 126 5 73 4 63 9 307 6 133 2
425 208 6 417 0 536 6 117 6 177 6 264 6 340 6 6 6 65 6 98 6 219 0 374 0 189 7 295 10 118 9 126 8 73 4 64 2 308 4 133 4
426 209 0 418 0 537 6 118 0 177 6 265 0 341 0 6 6 66 0 99 0 219 6 374 6
U CA
w W 190 0 296 3 119 2 126 11 73 9 64 2 308 9 133 6
427 209 6 419 0 538 6 118 0 178 0 265 6 341 6 6 6 66 0 99 0 220 0 375 6 190 5 297 1 119 7 127 2 73 9 64 2 309 7 133 8
428 210 0 420 0 540 0 118 6 178 6 266 0 342 0 6 6 66 0 99 0 220 6 376 0 190 10 297 11 119 7 127 5 74 2 64 7 310 5 133 10
429 210 6 421 0 541 6 118 6 178 6 266 6 343 0 6 6 66 0 99 6 221 0 376 6 0 191 3 298 4 120 0 127 8 74 2 64 7 310 10 134 0
430 211 0 422 0 542 6 118 6 179 0 267 0 343 6 6 6 66 0 99 6 221 0 377 6 b ., 191 8 298 9 120 0 127 11 74 2 64 7 311 3 134 2
431 211 0 422 0 542 6 119 0 179 6 267 6 344 0 6 6 66 6 99 6 221 6 378 0 192 1 299 7 120 5 128 2 74 7 65 0 312 1 134 4
432 211 6 423 0 543 6 119 0 179 6 268 0 344 6 6 6 66 6 100 0 222 0 378 6 192 6 300 5 120 5 128 5 74 7 65 0 312 11 134 6
433 212 0 424 0 545 6 119 6 180 0 268 6 345 0 6 6 66 6 100 0 222 0 379 6
op
P 192 11 301 3 120 10 128 8 74 7 65 0 313 4 134 8
•.
434 212 6 425 0 546 6 119 6 180 6 268 6 345 6 6 6 66 6 100 0 222 6 380 0 193 4 301 8 120 10 128 11 75 0 65 5 314 2 134 10
435 213 0 426 0 547 6 119 6 180 6 269 0 346 0 6 6 67 0 100 6 223 0 380 6 193 9 302 6 121 3 129 2 75 0 65 5 315 0 135 0
436 213 6 427 0 549 0 120 0 181 0 269 6 346 6 6 6 67 0 100 6 223 0 381 0 : 194 2 302 11 121 8 129 5 75 5 65 10 315 5 135 2
437 214 0 428 0 550 6 120 0 181 6 270 0 347 6 6 6 67 0 101 0 223 6 381 6
mb
194 7 303 9 121 8 129 8 75 5 65 10 316 3 135 4
438 214 6 429 0 551 6 120 6 181 6 270 6 348 0 6 6 67 0 101 0 223 6 382 0 b 3 195 0 304 7 122 1 129 11 75 10 65 10 316 8 135 6
439 215 0 430 0 553 0 120 6 182 0 271 0 348 6 6 6 67 0 101 0 224 0 383 0
boa
195 5 305 0 122 1 130 2 75 10 66 3 317 6 135 8
440 215 6 431 0 554 6 120 6 182 6 271 6 349 0 6 6 67 6 101 6 224 6 383 6 195 10 305 5 122 6 130 5 75 10 66 3 317 11 135 10
441 215 6 431 0 554 6 121 0 182 6 272 0 350 0 6 6 67 6 101 6 225 0 384 0 196 3 306 3 122 11 130 8 76 3 66 3 318 9 136 0
442 216 0 432 0 555 6 121 0 183 0 272 6 350 6 6 6 67 6 101 6 225 6 384 6 196 8 307 1 123 4 130 11 76 3 66 8 319 7 136 2
443 216 6 433 0 557 0 121 6 183 6 272 6 351 0 6 6 67 6 102 0 226 0 385 0 a v 197 1 307 11 123 9 131 2 76 3 66 8 320 5 136 4
444 217 0 434 0 558 0 121 6 183 6 273 0 351 6 6 6 68 0 102 0 226 0 385 6 .'~ 197 6 308 4 123 9 131 5 76 8 66 8 320 10 136 .6
445 217 6 435 0 559 6 121 6 184 0 273 6 352 0 6 6 68 0 102 0 227 0 386 0
bW
'g
.o 197 11 309 2 124 2 131 8 76 8 67 1 321 8 136 8
446 218 0 436 0 560 6 122 0 184 6 274 0 352 6 6 6 68 0 102 6 227 0 387 0 198 4 309 7 124 2 131 11 77 1 67 1 322 1 136 10
447 218 6 437 0 562 0 122 0 184 6 274 6 353 0 6 6 68 0 102 6 227 6 387 6 a 198 9 310 5 124 7 132 2 77 1 67 6 322 11 137 0
448 219 0 438 0 563 6 122 6 185 0 275 0 353 6 6 6 68 0 102 6 228 0 388 0
o.
'
u 199 2 310 10 124 7 132 5 77 6 67 6 323 4 137 2
449 219 6 439 0 564 6 122 6 185 6 275 6 354 6 6 6 68 6 103 0 228 0 388 6
a) cd
a 199 7 311 3 125 0 132 8 77 6 67 11 324 2 137 4
450 220 0 440 0 565 6 122 6 185 6 276 0 355 0 6 6 68 6 103 0 228 6 389 0 200 0 312 1 125 513211 7711 67 11 325 0 137 6
Note to Horsee in  Waggon.-8-wheel Waggon. Minimum as for 18 head. Every additional head 8 per Dent, extra.
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GOODS CLASSIFICATION FOR ALL LINES,
AND EXCEPTIONS TO THE GENERAL FARES AND RATES TABLE.
PASSENGER FARES.
Children under 3 years of age, "free"; over 3 and under
12, half-fares.
No money will be returned upon account of Railway Tickets
lost, inislaid, not used, or issued upon incorrect application.
Persons requiring Tickets should satisfy themselves, before
leaving Ticket Offices, that they have received their proper
Tickets and change.
Tickets will not be issued to any place beyond the terminal
station of any par icular Train.
Passengers who join Trains at places where Tickets are not
issued must take proper Tickets at the first station they arrive at.
Passengers starting from any station at which Tickets are
issued must, before entering a Railway Carriage, provide them-
selves with proper Tickets ; and, if they are unable to produce
proper Tickets on demand, they will be liable to pay the faro
from the station whence the train started ; or to prosecution
under the Railway Bye-laws.
For General List of Passenger Fares  see  " General Fares
and Rates Table for Coaching Traffic."
SEASON TICKET RATES.
Between all stations (except Sandgate Branch, rates for
which are given in Suburban Lines book) Season 1 icket Rates
are as follows :-
MILES.
ONE MONTH .  THREE MONTHS.
1st class.  2nd Class.  1st Class.  2nd Class.
1
£ a.
0 4
d.
6
£  S.
0 3
d.
0
£  S.
0 11
d. £ a. d.
9 0 7 3
2 0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6 014 0
3 0 8 0 0 5 6 1 0 6 014 0
4 011 6 0 8 0 1 9 6 1 0 6
5 0 13 6 0 9 6 1 14 6 1 4 0
6 016 6 010 6 2 0 9 1 6 9
7 017 6 011 6 2 4 3 1 9 6
8 0 19 0 0 12 6 2 8 0 1 12 3
9 1 0 9 014 6 212 9 117 6
10  1 2 3 0 15 9 2 16 9 2 0 3
11  1 3 3 0 16 6 2 19 6 2 2 0
12  1 4 6 0 17 3 3 2 3 2 4 0
13  1 5 9 018 0 3 5 0 2 6 0
14  1 6 9 0 18 9 3 7 6 2 8 0
15  1 8 0 019 6 310 6 210 0
16  1 9 0 1 0 3 313 6 211 9
17 1 11 3 1 1 9 3 19 6 2 15 6
18  1 12 0 1 2 3 4 1 6 2 16 9
19  112 9 1 2 9 4 3 6 218 3
20  1 13 6 1 3 3 4 5 6 2 19 9
21  114 6 1 4 0 4 7 9 3 1 3
22  115 9 1 4 9 410 9 3 3 0
23  117 0 1 5 6 413 9 3 5 3
24  118 0 1 6 3 416 9 3 7 3
25  119 6 1 7 3 5 0 9 3 9 9
26 2 1 0 1 8 3 5 4 9 312 3
27 2 2 3 1  9 0 5 7 9  314 3
28 2 3 3 1 9 9 510 9 316 0
29  2 4 6 110 6 513 9 318 0
30 2 5 9 1 11 3 5 16 9 3 19 9
31  2 7 0 112 0 519 9 4 1 9
32  2 8 0 1 12 9 6 2 6 4 3 6
33  2 9 3 113 6 6 5 6 4 5 6
34  210 6 114 3 6 8 6 4 7 6
35  211 6 115 0 611 3 4 9 6
36  2 12 9 1 15 9 6 14 3 4 11 3
37 2 14 0 1 16 6 6 17 3 4 13 3
38  215 0 117 3 7 0 3 415 0
39  2 16 3 1 18 0 7 3 3 4 17 0
40  217 3 118 9 7 6 3 418 9
41  218 6 119 6 7 9 3 5 0 9
42  219 9 2 0 3 712 6 5 2 9
43  3 0 9 2  1 0 7 15 6 5 4 9
44  3 2 0 2 1 9 718 3 5 6 6
45 3 3 0 2 2 6 8 1 3 5 8 6
46 3 4 3 2 3 3 8 4 0 5 10 6
47 3 5 6 2 4 0 8 7 0 512 6
48 3 6 6 2  4 9 8 10 0 5 14 3
49  3 7 9 2 5 6 8 13 0 5 16 3
50  3 8 6 2  6 0 815 0 517 6
51  3 9 6 2 6 6 817 0 518 9
52  310 3 2 7 0 819 3 6 0 0
53  310 9 2 7 6 9 0 9 6 1 3
54  3 11 3 2 7 9 9 2 0 6 2 3
55  3 11 9 2 8 3 9 3 6 6 3 6
56  312 6 2 8 9 9 5 0 6 4 6
57  3 13 3 2 9 0 9 6 6 6 5 6
58  313 9 2 9 6 9 8 0 6 6 6
59  314 3 2 9 9 9 9 6 6 7 6
60  315 0 210 3 911 0 6 8 6
61  315 6 210 9 912 6 6 9 6
SEASON TICKET RATES-conitnued.
SIX MONTHS.
MILES
TWELVE MONTHS.
.
1st Class.  2nd Class. 1st Class.  2nd Class.
£ a.
1 1 0
d. £ a.
9 0 13
d.
3
£ s.
1 19
d. £ s. d.
6 1 4 9
2  1 17 0 1 5 3 3 10 6 2 8 0
3 1 17 0 1 5 3 3 10 6 2 8 0
4 2 13 0 1 17 0 5 0 9 3 10 3
5 3 2 6 2 3 0 5 19 0 4 2 0
6 3 13 6 2 8 3 6 19 9 4 11 9
7 4 0 0 2 13 0 7 11 9 5 0 0
8 4 6 6 2 17 6 8 3 9 5 9 0
9 4 15 0 3 7 6 9 0 9 6 8 0
10  5 2 0 3 12 6 9 14 0 6 17 9
11  5 7 3 3 16 0 10 3 6 7 4 3
12  5 12 3 3 19 3 10 13 0 7 10 6
13  5 16 9 4 2 9 11 2 0  7 17 3
14  6 1 6 4 6 3 11 11 0 8 4 0
15  6 7 0 4 9 9 12 1 6 8 10 6
16  6 12 6 4 13 0 12 11 9 8 16 9
17  7 3 0 4 19 9 13 11 6 9 9 9
18  7 6 9 5 2 3 13 18 9 9 14 9
19  710 6 5 5 0 14 5 3 919 9
20  7 14 3 5 7 9 14 13 0 10 4 9
21  7 18 0 5 10 3 15 0 0 10 9 3
22  8 3 6 5 13 6 15 11 3 10 15 3
23  8 8 9 517 3 16 0 9 11 2 3
24  814 0 6 0 9 1610 0 11 9 6
25  9 1 6 6 5 6 17 4 6 11 18 6
26  9 8 9 6 10 3 17 18 9 12 7 6
27 9 14 3 6 13 9 18 9 0 12 14 0
28  9 19 9 6 17 3 18 19 3 13 0 3
29  10 5 3 7 0 9 19 9 6 13 6 9
30 10 10 3 7 3 9 19 19 6 13 13 3
31 10 15 3 7 7 3 20 9 3 13 19 9
32  11 0 6 7 10 6 2019 0 14 6 0
33  11 6 0 7 14 0 21 9 0 14 12 6
34 11 11 6 7 17 6 21 19 3 14 19 0
35  11 17 0 8 1 0 22 9 3 15 5 6
36  12 2 0 8 4 6 22 19 6 15 12 0
37  12 7 6 8 8 0 23 9 6 15 18 6
38  12 12 6 8 11 0 23 19 9 16 5 0
39 12 18 0 8 14 6 24 10 3 16 11 6
40  13 3 6 818 0 25 0 9 1618 0
41 13 9 0 9 1 6 25 11 3 17 5 0
42 13 14 6 9 5 0 26 1 9 17 11 6
43 13 19 9 9 8 6 26 11 9 17 18 3
44 14 5 0 9 12 0 27 1 9 18 5 0
45 14 10 0 9 15 6 27 11 6 18 11 6
46 14 15 3 9 19 0 28 1 0 18 18 3
47  15 0 9 10 2 6 28 11 6 19 4 9
48  15 6 3 10 6 0 29 2 0 1911 3
49 15 11 6 10 9 3 29 12 0 19 17 9
50 15 15 3 10 11 6 29 19 0 20 2 0
51 15 19 0 10 13 9 30 6 0 20 6 3
52  16 2 9 10 16 0 30 13 3 20 10 6
53  16 5 3 10 18 0 30 18 3 20 14 6
54  16 7 9 11 0 0 31 3 3 20 18 6
55  1610 6 11 2 0 31 8 0 21 2 6
56  16 13 0  11 4 3 31 12 9 21 6 3
57  1615 9 11 6 0 3118 0 21 9 9
58  16 18 6 11 7 9 32 3 3 21 13 3
59  17 1 3 11  9 6 32 8 3 2116 9
60  17 3 9 11  11 6 32 13 3 22 0 0
61 17 6 6 11  13 3 32 18 6 22 3 3
Scholars' Season Tickets, at half the ordinary season ticket
rates , will be issued to pupils attending any Grammar or other
public School, upon application being made by the master of
any such school, on a printed form to be obtained at Railway
Stations.
Annual Tickets will be issued to registered clergymen, on
application, available for one line of Railway only, at £5 per
annum,  on condition that such Tickets  are given  up and fresh
ones  obtained in lieu thereof, dating from the period when
previous ticket expired.
Annual Tickets, first  class , available for all Queensland
Railways, will be  issued  to Commercial Travellers and others, on
application, for the sum of £100.
No allowance  or extension  of time will be made on account
of a holder  of a Season  Ticket having through absence , sickness,
death, or any other cause failed  to use  the Ticket during the
period, or any portion of the period, for which  it was  issued ;
nor will the Department undertake to refund money or make
allowance  fer Season Tickets alleged to have been lost cr
mislaid.
Season Tickets  must at all times  be shown to ticket collectors
when required, and given up to the Railway Department when
the period of their currency has expired ; otherwise the Rail-
way Department may refuse to issue fresh tickets.
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SEASON TICKET RATES- continued.
Any person found travelling  on a Season  Ticket beyond the
date for which the ticket has been issued will be liable to
prosecution under the Queensland Railway Acts.
Holders of season tickets, who may wish to renew them,
are invited to apply to this Office, to the Traffic Managers, or to
Station Masters, for fresh tickets some days before the end of
the period for which their tickets are available ; the fresh
ticket then issued will be available for the unexpired period of
the old ticket as well as the term of the new. In no case will
season tickets be issued at stations, within thirty minutes of
the advertised time of arrival or departure of any train.
SCHOLARS'  VACATION TICKETS.
Excursion Tickets at single fares for the double journey
(available during the Schools' vacations) will be issued to School
pupils (to enable them to visit their homes) on application
being made to Station Masters on a printed form, to be obtained
at all Railway Stations, and which must bear the certificate of
the Principal of the School at which the scholar applying
attends.
PRESS REPORTERS'  TICKETS.
Special tickets at half current rates will be issued to news-
paper reporters or representatives of the Press requiring to
travel on Press business to shows, exhibitions, or public meet-
ings on an order being produced signed by the manager
or proprietor of the newspaper represented, and stating the
object for which the ticket applied for is required.
SPECIAL TRAINS.
Special trains will, if practicable, be run on application to
the Commissioner or Traffic Manager on payment of the follow-
ing charges, viz
For any distance up to 10 miles ... £5
11 miles to 25 miles 3s. 6d. per mile added to 10 mile amount.
26 „ 50 „  3s. Od.  „ „ 25
51 „ 100 „  2s. 6d. „ „ 50 1)
Over 100 „ 2s. Od. „ „ 109 „
The above charges include fares for six (6) first-class pas-
sengers, beyond that number ordinary first-class fares will be
charged, and the published rates for horses and carriages.
For the return journey the charges will be half the above
rates, provided the return special starts within twelve (12)
hours from time of arrival.
RESERVED CARRIAGE.
When compartments are reserved for any person
persons the rates shall be as follows :-
Saloon Compartment ... Ten first-class Fares.
Small Compartment ... Four f. ff
or
PASSENGERS' LUGGAGE.
First-class passengers  allowed 112 lbs.,  and Second-class
84 lbs.  free. Season  Ticket-holders excepted, for whom the
weight allowed is, for first- class passengers  15 lbs., and second-
class passengers 10 lbs.
For every  28 lbs . or part of  28 lbs. additional
s. d. s. d.
10 miles and under ... 0 9 1201 miles to 250 miles 2 9
11 miles to 25 miles 1 0 251 „ 300 „ 3 0
26 „ 50 „ 1 6 301 „ 350 „ 3 3
5l „ 100 „ 2 0I 351 „ 400 „ 3 6
101 „ 150 „ 2 3 401 „ 500 „ 4 0151, „ 200 ,, 2 16
The Department will not be responsible for lost luggage,
unless it can be shown that passengers have placed the same in
charge of Railway Servants, and also attended at the end of the
journey at Guards' Vans to personally demand their luggage.
Passengers desirous  of having  packages  of produce or
merchandise conveyed by the same train in which they are
about to travel may do so on payment of the above charge
and having the packages properly booked.
NOTE.-The term  " personal luggage  "  should be read to mean
and shall consist  only of  the passengers '  wearing apparel
and other  personal necessaries  required for the journey.
Packages  of goods, produce,  or merchandise  will not be
accepted  as ordinary luggage.
PASSENGERS'  LUGGAGE- COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS.
Commercial Travellers, WHO REPRESENT QUEENSLAND
FIRMS ONLY ,  are to be allowed the following concessions,
viz.:-
The production of a First -class Ticket entitles the holder
to carry ,  free of charge ,  112 lbs. of personal luggage or samples,
and 84lbs .  on production of a Second -class Ticket .  All weight
of samples above this to be charged First-class Goods Rates,
provided always that each box or package is distinctly marked
" Traveller's Samples," and with the name or initials of the firm
which the Traveller represents.
CLOAK ROOM CHARGES.
Large parcel 4d., small parcel 2d., for twenty-four hours ;
over that time a charge of 2d. per diem on large, and id. per
diem on small, parcels will be made.
All packages left on the railway premises will be taken to
the cloak room, and the above charges made.
Luggage for passengers proceeding by rail may be left at
any railway station, subject to the above scale of charges.
Special Regulations for issue of adhesive Cloak-room
Tickets--
1. Special Cloak Room Tickets of the value of 2d. and
4d. are provided for articles sent to the Railway Stations for
passengers proceeding by rail. °i°
2. These tickets are in duplicate parts : one part to be
affixed to the article and the other part retained by the owner
and presented at the cloak room when delivery is applied for.
3. The charge will be 2d. for each article of 28 lbs. and
under ; articles over 28 lbs., but not exceeding 56 lbs., 4d.
Nothing heavier than 56 lbs. will be received under this
regulation, unless it is  bond fade  Passengers Luggage.
4. On any article not removed from the cloak room within
twenty-four hours an additional charge of 2d. per day will be
made.
5. Tickets will be supplied from the Commissioner for
Railways' Office in packets of one dozen each. Single Tickets
may be obtained at Railway Stations.
LOST PROPERTY.
Luggage or other articles found in trains or railway pre-
mises, if not claimed within three months and all chat ges paid,
will be sold by public auction.
Any article discovered to be perishable will be disposed of
at once to prevent it becoming valueless.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for goods unless
the same have been signed  for as  received by the Department.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for loss of or damage
to money in cash, bills, promissory notes, securities for money,
jewellery, trinkets, rings, precious stones, bullion, gold and silver
manufactured or unmanufactured, gold and silver plate, plated
articles, clocks, watches, timepieces, marbles, lace, furs,  silks in
a manufactured or unmanufactured state, writings, title deeds,
prints, paintings, maps, engravings, pictures, stamps, or other
valuables; nor for damage done to china, glass, crockery-ware,
wearing apparel, musical instruments, furniture, toys, castings, or
any other hazardous or brittle articles, in packages or otherwise,
unless the  same be declared as such, and carriage paid, at Com-
missioner's risk rates, when delivered to the Department; nor
for loss or damage arising from fire, storm, flood, tempest, or
otherwise from the act of God, or from civil commotion ; nor for
decay or deterioration from delay or otherwise ; nor for any loss
or damage whatsoever under any circumstances, unless such loss
or damage shall occur or arise from gross and wilful default.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for loss of  or damage
to goods put into returned packages described  as empties ; nor
for goods left until called for, to order, or warehoused for the
convenience of the  senders or consignees.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for loss  or damage
to packages insufficiently or improperly packed, marked, directed,
described, or containing a variety of articles liable to damage
each other; nor for leakage from casks, kegs, or other  vessels
containing liquids or goods likely to waste through  evapora-
tion, bad cooperage, - or fermentation. Earthenware jars will
not be received for conveyance by rail unless they are protected
by wicker-work, or otherwise securely packed.
The Commissioner will not bind himself to forward goods
from any station by any particular train ; nor  agree to send a
waggon from one station  to another with  less than  one ton.
Senders of any dangerous articles will be held accountable for
damage  arising therefrom or thereto ,  unless the contents are
described upon the consignment  note and package ; and in
no case  will the Commissioner be liable for the  loss of such
articles.
The Commissioner  will only  undertake  the carriage of gun.
powder ,  aquafortis ,  vitriol , turpentine ,  matches ,  kerosine ,  paraf-
fine oil , and other  dangerous or explosive substances ,  on such
special terms as may be agreed upon.
All goods  are subject to a lien , not only for the freight of the
particular goods ,  but also for any general balance  that may be
due from  the owners ,  consignors ,  or consignees  thereof ; and if
in fourteen  days after  the goods  have been received  for trans-
mission  by railway the money due be not  paid, the goods may
be sold, and the proceeds  applied towards  satisfaction of such
lien, freight,  and expenses.
All goods will be  subject to charges for storage ,  if not removed
from the  railway premises  within twenty -four hours after arrival.
Fish, fruit ,  vegetables ,  meat,  poultry, ice , or other perishable
articles ,  can only be conveyed  at owner 's risk ,  and when the
freight thereon  is prepaid.
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The Depar: ment reserves the right to refuse to forward any
package the value of which is not considered to be equal to the
amount of carriage unless the same be prepaid.
No claim for loss or damage (for which the Commissioner is
accountable) will be acknowledged, unless made on the day of
the arrival of the goods ; and the delivery of such goods will be
considered as complete when the notice of arrival is rendered to
the consignee, or, if carted out by the servants of the Commis-
sioner, when the goods are placed at the door of the consignee.
Notwithstanding any period or periods of credit which, as a
matter of convenience, the Commissioner may allow, it is hereby
notified that all charges for freight or carriage, or for convey-
ance, are due in cash on delivery or tender of the goods.
The Commissioner will not be responsible for loss or damage
arising from fire caused by sparks from engines.
The 1)ep,rtment will provide sheeting for goods; but the
Commissi,mer will not be liable for injury done by inclement
weather to goods of any description whatever.
The Commissioner will only undertake to receive and forward
heavy machinery at and to Stations where there are proper
appliances for loading and unloading the same, unless owners
are prepared to load and unload at their own risk.
Empties not taken away within one month after arrival will
be sold to defray expenses.
NOTE.-All Classes, unless otherwise specified, and Live Stock
Rates, are calculated on a minimum distance of ten miles.
NOTE.-All goods will be carried at owner's risk. Should, how-
ever, the senders require them to be carried at the risk of
the Commissioner, the following additional charge will be
made, viz.: - 25 per cent. on the ordinary rates.
NoTE.-Senders should give proper descriptions of their goods
on consignment notes, as no refunds on account of alleged
errors in description will be made upon goods the delivery
cf u hich has been accepted by the Railway Department.
No claim will be entertained in respect of any alleged
overcharge for goods described as "cases," "packages,"
Atcasks," bundles," " sundries," &c., contents unknown,
as such coicsignirents will b@ charged at highest rates.
PARCEL RATES- continued.
8. No receipt will be given for stamped parcels under any
circumstances.
9. When the stamps affixed are not of the full valve for
the weight or distance according to table of rates, and the
sender omits or refuses to affix the additional stamps necessary,
the stamp may either be cancelled and the parcel forwarded
and surcharged at destination, or the Department may refuse
to receive the same.
10. When two or more parcels are consigned lo one
person the stamped parcels rate will be charged on each
parcel separately.
11. All stamped parcels must be brought to the station
at least five minutes before the time fixed for the departure of
the train they are to be sent by ; but the Department will not
guarantee to forward by any particular train.
12. The stamped parcels rates shall apply only to pack-
ages of 56 lbs. and under.
13. The stamped parcels rates are strictly conditional that
the regulations in reference thereto are complied with.
STAMPED PARCELS.
Miles.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s.
Ito 25 ... ... 0 3 0 6 0 9 1 0 0
26 to 50 ... ... 0 6 0 9 1 0 1 3 0
51 to 100 ... ...  10 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 0
101 to 150 ... 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9 0
151 to 200 ... ... 1 3 1 6 1 9 2 0 0
201 to 250 ... ... 1 1 6 1 9 2 0 2 3 0
251 to 300 ... ... 1 9 2 0 2 3 2 6 0
301 to 350 ... ... 2 0 2 3 2 6 2• 9 0
351 to 400 ... ... 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0 0
401 to 500 ... ... 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 3 0
PARCEL RATES.
All parcels to be at stations thirty minutes before the
advertised time of departure of the train by which the senders
wish them forwarded.
Opium, hats, bonnet boxes, and cases of millinery, double
rates.
Parcels over £10 value and under £50, double rate ; £50
and over, quadruple rate. Although these rates are charged,
and the value of parcels declared, the Commissioner will not
hold himself responsible for contents.
Newspaper parcels and despatches, half rates ; minimum
charge, 6d.
Packed parcels, quadruple rates.
All parcels arriving at stations should be taken delivery of
within twenty-four hours after arrival. If left over that time
they will be subject to the following charges, viz.:-
Large parcels, 6d. ; and small parcels, 3d. ; up to 48 hours.
And if over 48 hours, an extra charge of 2d. on large parcels
and id. on small, per diem, will be made.
Special Regulations for Issue of Adhesive Parcels Stamps.
1. Adhesive Parcel Stamps,  similar  to Postage Stamps, will
be issued  at the Office of the Commissioner for Railways, Bris-
bane, and at  all principal Railway Stations. Parcel Stamps
will also be sold by such  agents as  may from time to time be
approved.
2. Parcels bearing the above stamps will be forwarded,
without booking.
3. The Railway Department are entirely exempt from
responsibility , the reduced rates charged being strictly condi-
tional  that all parcels forwarded under the stamped  parcels
system are solely at the risk of the owner.
4. The delivery of stamped parcels may be made, irrespec-
tive of  the ownership thereof, to the person who, from his
description  of the parcel or other evidence, appears to represent
the owner or his agents. Every care will be taken for the
delivery, but without responsibility  as per  conditions above.
Stamped parcels, to whomsoever delivered, are solely at
owners' risk.
5. Packages of fresh fish, fresh meat, ice, and bread, will
be charged  at half stamped parcels rates.
6. Hat and bonnet boxes,  and cases  of millinery, will be
charged double rates.
7. When a package such as fish, butter, eggs, milk, fresh
meat, &c., &c., will not  allow a stamp  to properly adhere, a
label  should be secured to the package, on which the stamp
could  be properly affixed.
25 per cent. extra to be charged if parcels are to be booked.
Fractions of a penny in all cases to be charged as one penny.
CORPSES.
is. per mile ; minimum charge, 10s.
GOLD,  GOLD UST,  AND GOLD AND SILVER COIN.
The following charges are made, and the coin and gold
carried, only on the condition of the Commissioner not being
held responsible for loss arising from any cause whatever ; and
senders will be required to sign a risk note accordingly.
Gold and Gold Dust.
Miles .  50 ozs .  100 ozs. 150 ozs .  200 ozs. 250 ozs. 500 ozs. 1,000ozs.
s. d. s. d. s. d.  s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
Under 10 ... 2 6 3 6 4 0  4 6 5 0 8 6 12 6
10to25 ... 5 0 6 0 6 6  7 0 7 6 10 0 17 6
26 to 50 ... 7 0 8 0  8 6 9 0 9 6 16  6 23  6
51to80 ...  8 0 9 0  9 6  10 0 10 6 18 6 27 6
81to100 .. 9 0 10 0  10 6 11 0 11 6 20 0 30 0
. 10 0 11 0  11 6 12 0 12 6101 to 150 22 6 35 0..
151 to 175... 11 0 12 0  12 6 13 0 13 6 250 400
176 to 200... 12 0 13 0  13 6 14 0 14 6 27 6 45 0
201to250... 13 0 14 0  14 6 15 0 15 6 30 0 50 0
251 to 300... 14 0 15 0  15 6 16 0 16 6 32 6 55 0
301 to 350... 15 0 16 0  16 6 17 0 17 6 35 0 60 0
351 to 400... 16 0 17 0  17 6 18 0 18 6 37 0 63 0
401to500... 17 0 18 0  18 6 19 0 19 6 39 0 70 0
Gold Coin.
Miles. £50. £100. £150. £200. £250. £500. 1£1,000.
s. d. s. d. s. d. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
Under 10 ... 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 3 0 4 0 5 0
10 to 25 .. 2 6 2 6 2 6  3 0 3 6 1 4 6 6 6
26 uo 50 .. 2 6 2 6  3 0 3 6 4 0 5 6 7 6
51 to 80 ... 3 0 3 0 3 6 4 0 4 6 7 0 10 0
81 to 100 ... 3 6 3 6 4 0 4 6 5 0 8 6 15 0
101to150... 5 0 5 6  6 0  6 6 7 0 10 6 17 6
151 to 175... 6 0 6 6  7 0 6
8
8 0 12 6 20 0
176to200... 7 0 7 6 8 60 9 0 14 6 22 6
201 to 250... 8 0 8 6  9 0  9 6 10 0 16 6 25 0
251 to 300 9 0 9 6  10 0  10 6 11 0 18 6 27 6..
301 to 350... 10 0 10 6 11 0 11 6 120 206 300
351 to 400... 11 0 11 6 12 0 12 6 13 0 22 0 32 6
401to500... 12 0 12 6 13 0  13 6 14 0 23 6 35 0
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miles. £50. £100. £150. 2 200. £250. £500. £1,000. I irst  ClassOatmeal
-continued.
I Plants and shrubs (prep aid)
Under 10 ... e. d. s. d. s. d.2 6 3 0 3 6 a. d.4 0 a.  d.  8. d, a. d.4 6 7 0 10 0 Poultry (prepaid)Portable Engines
10 to 25 ...  3 0 3 6 4 0
26 to 50 ...  4 0 4 6 5 0
4 6
5 6
5 0 8 6 15 0
6 0 10 6 18 6 Peas (green)
51 to 80 ... 5 6 6 0 6 6 7 0 7 6 12 6 22 6 Rice
81 to 100 ...  6 6 7 0 7 6 8 0 8 6 15 0 27 6 Sash weights
101 to 150... 7 6 8 0 8 6
151 to 175... 8 6 1 9 0 9 6
9 0
10 0
9 6 17 6 30 0
10 6  20 0  35 0 Sheepskins, loose
176 to 200... 9 6 10 0 10 6 11 0 11 6 22 6 40 0 Soap, common and soft
201 to 250...  10 6 11 0 11 6 12 0 12 6 25 0 45 0 Soda and soda crystals, in casks
251 to 300...  11 6 12 0 12 6
301 to 350... 12 6 13 0 13 6
13 0
14 0
13 6 27 0 50 0
14 6 29 0 55 0 Steel
351 to 400...  13 6 14 0 14 6 15 0 1 15 6 31 0 60 0 Standards (iron for fenc ing)
401 to 500... 14 6 15 0 15 6 16 0 16 6 33 0 6.5 0 Sugar (imported), in ma
*° Tar and itch
ts, bags, or casks
p
Woolpacks
HORSES,  CARRIAGES, ANDDOGS.
Wire rope
Wheat meal
The Commissioner will not be responsible for any loss, or Zinc
damage  whatsoever, which the abovementioned may sustain
whilst upon railway  premises  or vehicles.
Senders  will be required to sign  a risk note,  and provide
headbtalls, halters, or other gear for securing horses sent by rail.
To prevent disappointment, persons requiring horse-boxes
at intermediate stations should give at least one day's notice to
station  masters.
Senders of  carriages , buggies, carts, &c., forwarding lamps,
cushions, and other  loose  articles in vehicles may do so at their
owN risk. The Department will accept no responsibility unless
the same are booked and paid for.
Horses and vehicles should be at  stations  thirty minutes
before the departure of the  train by which they are to be
despatched ; but the Department will not guarantee to forward
them by any particular time or train.
Dogs will be carried in dog-boxes or guard's brake van
only,  and should be provided with chains or other sufficient
means to secure  them ; the Commissioner, however, will not be
responsible for their safety. Under no circumstances will dogs
be allowed to travel  in passenger carriages.
NOTE.-Entires are charged as such, except when travelling
as racehorses , when two belonging to same owner may be
conveyed together in one box and charged at rates for
ordinary horses.
Horse gear carried in horse boxes to be at owner's risk.
For Rates for Horses, Carriages, and Dogs,  see  " General
Fares and Rates  Table for Coaching Traffic."
Charges for Dogs to be prepaid in  all cases.
GOODS CLASSIFICATION.
First Class.
Aerated water
Agricultural implements
Ale and beer, in bulk
Anvils
Arrowroot
Bacon
Bags and bagging
Bath bricks
Beef or pork, salt, in casks or bags
Bottles, empty (returned empties excepted)
Boilers, 3 cwt. and over
Bread
Castings, heavy, 3 cwt. and over (owners' risk only)
Castings over 1:: feet, rate and a-half
Chaff, in bags, not pressed into bales
Charcoal
Cocoa nuts
Earth scoops, 3 cwt. and over
Fish, dried ; ditto, in brine
Firebars
Game (prepaid)
Girders, iron, not exceeding 12 feet
Hides (loose)
Honey
Horseshoes,  in casks or cases
Iron, bar and rod, bolts, nuts, washers, rivets, and nails
Iron boiler plates
Iron hoop and sheet
„ spikes
galvanised and corrugated
,, tubing
„ chains
Lead, sheet and piping
Maizemeal
Malt, in tanks or bags
Machines and machinery, 3 cwt. and over
Meat, fresh (owner's risk only)
Millstones
Second Class.
Goods in general not otherwise specified.
NoTE.-Kerosine, Castor Oil, Sulphate of Zinc, Bluestone and
Drugs, and Caustic Soda, which are included  in this class,
will only be forwarded at the convenience of the Depart-
ment, and carried at owners' risk.
Empty galvanised-iron tanks, which are included in this
class, double rates.
Special Class.
Carried at Owner's risk only. Minimum charge  as for one ton.
Smaller quantities subject to First Class rates until the rate
for one ton in this class is reached.
Alum and alum cake Marble, unmanufactured
Bleaching powder  Molasses, in tanks or casks
Building materials (old), wood Salt, rock
and iron Salt, common ,  in bags, com-
Chalk puted at 11 bags to the
Chaff, in bags, properly tied ton
and pressed into bales Sheepskins, tied (see note)
Cement Staves for cask material
Fat (see note) Tallow (see note)
Flour, imported, computed Tin, in ingots (except from
at 10 bags, or 2,000lbs. Stanthorpe to Brisbane)
to the ton Tin plates , in boxes
Hides, tied (see note) Whiting
Hurdles (wood) Wire netting
Kangaroo  skins  Wire, iron and steel
Lead, pig
NOTE.-Hides, sheepskins, fat, and tallow, ill be carried only
at the convenience of the Department.
Agricultural Class.
(Owners ' risk only.)
Farm, Garden, and Dairy Produce not otherwise specified.
Flour, manufactured from wheat grown in Queensland, com-
puted at 10 bags, or i,000lbs. to the ton . Minimum
charge as for one ton;  smaller  quantities subject to First
Class Ratty until the rate for one ton is reached).
Bark, for tanning.
Bran  and Pollard.
Fruit, fresh (prepaid).
NOTE.-Pumpkins and Melons to be charged a minimum
weight of 4 tons unless properly bagged.
NOTE.-Agricultural Class Traffic in  full waggon loads, rece ived
at Brisbane or Woolloongabba and returned  or reconsigned
without unloading, to be charged 5s.  per waggon to any
station not more than eight miles distant.
Hay, Straw, and Chaff, in  bales  pressed to 15 cubic  feet per
cwt., will be carried at the Agricultural Produce rates.
Bales of  Hay, Straw, and Chaff,  not pressed to the above
dimensions, will be charged 50 per cent. on the Agricul-
tural Produce Rates.
Bales should be of the following dimensions:-Length ... ... ... 4 feet 6 inches
Width ... ... ... 3 „ 0 „
Depth ... ... 2 6
Hay and Straw loose will not be -%rried on Queensland
Railways.
Minimum  Charge for Small Packages.
s. d. s. d.
Under  25 miles  ... 1 0 201  miles to 300 miles 3 0
26 miles to  100 miles 1 6 301 „ to 400 „ 3 6
101 „ to 150 ;, 2 0 401 „ to 500 „ 4 0
151 „ to 200 „ 2 6
*  Will  be forwarded only at the convenience of the Department .  subject
t o the necessary regulations, by Goods Train.
252
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Reduced Rates for Down Carriage to Brisbane or Tf ooloon-
gabba and Ipswich only.
Description  of Produce. From. ToIpswich.
per ton. per ton.
s. d. s. d.
(Killarney 21 3 23 4
Emu Vale ... 20 5 22 6
Mount Sturt
Swan Creek
.
19 2 21 3
Hermitage
Warwick
Pressed in bales ToolburraH
...
...
16 8 18 9
ay
Chaff
31
to the fore- Hendon ...
going Talgai . ••.
Bran .. ... Clifton Colliery 15 10 17 11
Pollard ...
Barley ... ...
Clifton
King's Creek ...
Wheat ... ... Greenmount ...
Maize ... Cambooya 15 0 17 1Potatoes ...
Flour ,  manufa: turn d
Westbrook
Oakey ... .. )
from wheat grown in Gowrie Crossing - 13 0 15 0Queensland Gowrie Junction
Stations  on High-  15 0 17 1
fields Branch
Toowoomba 1 13 91Highfields
I
8
Murphy's Creek 10 6 12 6LHelidon ..
The above rates apply only to Down Carriage in quantities
of not less than two tons ; smaller quantities at the ordinary
Agricultural Rates until the minimum charge for two tons, at
rates  as above, is reached.
Milk.
Milk, in cans of not less than six  gallons:-
25 m iles and under  ... ...  ld. per gallon
25 miles to  100 miles ... ... lid. „
Milk cans returned free.
Exceptional Class.
Full waggon loads only. Minimum, 4 tons. Smaller quantities
subject to First Class rates, until the rate for four tons in
this  class  is reached.
Bones  Metal, old
Bone dust, in bags Ores of all kinds (quartz,
Bricks quartz  mundic,  tailings,
*Coke  pyrites, &c.)
Drain pipes (owners' risk only) Rags, bagged or baled
Gravel Rails, and other  permanent-
Hoofs way materials
Horns Road metal
Insulators Sand
Iron, pig Sawdust, in bags or bales
Iron, scrap Shale
Lime Slates
Limestone Stone,  hewn and squared for
Manures  and boiling-down re- building
fuse (dried and bagged only) Tiles
NOTE.-All  articles included in the Exceptional Class to be
loaded and unloaded by the owners. Should the Railway
Department be required to do the work, the charge will be
For loading or unloading, 2s. 6d. per ton.
•  On Northern Railway, coke is charged at 3d .  per ton per mile.
TIMBER RATES.
[All timber to be loaded and unloaded by owner.]
Senders will be held responsible for injury to waggons
caused by careless loading or unloading.
Minimum weight per truck-for hardwood, 4 tons ; pine,
3 tons. Smaller quantities at First Class rates, until the rate
for 4 tons and 3 tons respectively is reached.
Minimum charge for waggon, 5s.
Firewood, posts and rails, vine stakes, palings, sleepers,
sawn timber,* piles and logs, spokes and felloes (in the rough),
shingles, 2d. per ton per mile.
* If owners require sawn timber to be sheeted, a charge of
2s. 6d. per sheet will be made.
Timber of unusual length, requiring guard trucks, will be
charged half-rate for each extra truck-Minimum charge per
truck, 5s.
For all timber, if necessarily loaded or unloaded by the
Department, the following charges will be made, viz.:-
Loading ... ... 2s. 6d. per ton.
Unloading ... ... 2s. Od.
The following is the basis on which the charge for Timber
carried by measurement is computed:-
Hardwood, or timber which will not float, 25 cubic feet
a to the ton.
9 Soft wood, or timber which will float, 50 cubic feet to
3 the ton.
RETURNED EMPTIES.
NOTE.-Returned empties must he consigned as such, otherwise
they will not be carried at the following scale of charges
[Measurement of all Ale, Porter, Wine and Spirit Casks
to be defined by sender.]
Pipes and tierces ,  and large  cases-  s. d.
Not exceeding 50 miles ... ... ... 1 0 each
100 „ ... ... ... 1 6
175 „ ... ... ... 2 0
200 „ .. .. 3 0
250 „ ... ... ... 3 6
300 „ ... ... ... 4 0
350 „ ... ... ... 4 6
400 „ .. ... ... 5 0
450 „ ... ... ... 5 6
500 „ ... ... ... 6 0
Hogsheads, half-hogsheads, barrels, quarter-casks,
ale and porter  cases  (4 doz .),  and ice cases-
Not exceeding 50 miles ... ... ...
Kilderkins, firkins,
or otherwise) -
100 „ ... ... ...
175 „ ..
200 „ ... ... ...
250 „ ... ... ...
300 „ ... ... ...
350 „ ... ... ..
450 „ ... ...
500 „ ... ... ...
kegs, and
Not exceeding 100 miles
175
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
Tallow casks-
Special arrangements may be made for refund
in respect to casks for tallow which have been
forwarded empty up line, on their being
returned full.
0 6 each
0 9
1 0
1 6
2 0
2 6
3 0
3 6
4 0
4 6
. 0 6
0 9
... 0 3 each
1 0
1 3
1 6
1 9
2 0
2 3
.
In Government trucks ... ld. per ton per mile.
In owners' trucks ... 4-d. „ „
Grain bags and empty coal sacks, in bundles of
not more than 2 cwt. each-
„
For shunting and taking over wharf branches, 3d. per ton. Not exceeding 50 miles ... ... ... 1 0 per bdl.
For craneage ,  4d. per ton. „ 100 „ ... ... ... 1 6
The above rates apply to full truck loads only. Minimum, 175 „ ... ... ... 2 0
5 tons. Smaller quantities at First Class rates, until the rate 200 „ ... ... ... 2 6
for 5 tons in this class is reached. Minimum charge per truck 250 ... ... ... 3 0 „,68. „ 300 „ ... ... ... 3 6
Unless at wharves where crane power is provided and 350 „ ... ... ... 4 0
charged for, coal is to be loaded and unloaded by the owner ; 400 „ ... ... ... 4 6
but if unloaded by the Department an additional charge of 4s. „ 450 „ ... ... ... 5 0
per truck will be made. u 500 „ ... ... ... 5 6
COAL RATES
small cases (fruit,
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RETURNED EMPTIES-continued.
Oyster brigs, in bundles of not more than 2cwt. each-
Not exceeding 100 miles ... ... ... 0
Exceeding 100 miles ... ... ... 0
Empty tin bags, in bundles-
For  each cwt.  or part of a cwt. 0
3perbdl.
6 „
6
Empty sulphuric acid jars  (packed ),  2d. per ton per mile.
Minimum charge, is.
Empty biscuit tins-
100 miles and under ,  3d. each  ;  over 100 miles, Sd. each.
Single bags ,  3d. any distance.
The carriage of returned  emptio must  in every case
be prepaid.
EMPTY AERATED WATER, ALE AND PORTER BOTTLES.
2d. per ton per mile. Minimum charge, 1s.
Empty wine bottles, loose, in full loads, 2d. per ton per
mile. Minimum, 4 tons. To be loaded and unloaded by owner.
Owners to take all risk.
EXCEPTIONS.
*Preserved meat and fruit from Oakey Creek- s. d.
(to be loaded by senders), to Ipswich and
Brisbane ... 30 0
'P ton.
*Ingot, bar, scrap, and stream tin, delivered in
Brisbane-from Stanthorpe ... ... 37 6 „
Queensland ale, in bulk, to be declared to by senders, from
Brisbane, Toowoomba, Warwick, Roma, Rockhampton,
Townsville, Charters Towers, and Macrossan Bridge to all
stations, 5d. per ton per mile. Casks, kilderkins, &c., to be
branded.
* Minimum charge as for one ton. Smaller quantities subject to First
Class rates until the rate per ton in this class is reached.
Queensland Sugar (in quantities of not less than 4 tons,
smaller quantities subject to First Class Rates until the rate
for 4 tons is reached) -
£ s, d.
100 miles ... ... 1 15 0 per ton.
150 „ ... ... 2 11 8
200 „ ... ... 3 6 3
300 „ ... 4 15 5
400 „ 6 0 5
500 „ .. 7 5 5
For other distances, see General Rates Table.
Minimum distance, 5 miles. Minimum weight, 4 tons.
Mineral Water, bottled, and returned empties-
Full. Empties.
Between Helidon and-  s. d. s. d.
Brisbane ... 10 0 per ton ... 8 4 per ton
Ipswich  ... ... 7 6 „ .. 5 10
Toowoomba  ... ... 7 6 „ ... 5 10
Dalby  ... ... ... 11 8 „ ... 8 4
Roma  ... ... ... 35 0 „ ... 26 8
Warwick  ... ... 13 4 „ ... 10 0
Stanthorpe ... ... 18 4 „ ... 15 0
Minimum charge, Is. Owners to load and unload at Helidon.
Fish, fresh )Ice, packedj 3d. per tonper mile, all stations (prepaid).
Boiling-Dcwn Establishments.
To be charged on the net weight of tallow on the down
journey, on condition of their paying the ordinary rates for their
cask  material on the up journey.
Refreshment Rooms.
Packages not exceeding 25 lbs., between any stations where
refreshment rooms are opened and the market  towns nearest
thereto, to be charged is. each. Returned empties free.
Packages of Ice, not exceeding 14lbs.,  to stations as
above, 6d.
GUNPOWDER ANDOTHER HAZARDOUS GOODS.
(Owners' risk only-carriage to be prepaid)
Acids,  in cases  Fireworks,  in cases  (double
in carboys (double rate)
rate ) Matches and vestas,  in cases
Dynamite Naphtha (double rate)
Gasoline Petroleum oil (double rate)
Gunpowder
For Rates  see  " General Rates Table for Goods Traffic."
* Will be forwarded on Thursdays by Goods Trains only, at the con-
venience  of the Department, and subject to any necessary regulations,
or by special arrangements with Traffic Managers.
HAZARDOUS GOODS-continued.
Minimum Charge for Small Packages of Hazardous Goods.
Fir distances of-  s. d.  Fcr distances of-  s. d.
25 miles and under 2 3 250 miles and under 5 9
50 3 0 300 6 6
80 3 3 350 7 0
100 3 9 400 7 6
150 4 6 450 8 0
200 5 3 500 8 6
Any person consigning gunpowder or other dangerous
goods per rail, without being duly declared and distinctly
marked on the package, is liable to a penalty not exceeding
Fifty Pounds (Clause 114, Railway Act), and the Railway
Department will confiscate or destroy such goods.
Gunpowder, Naphtha, Dynamite, Petroleum Oil, and
other dangerous and explosive goods, will only be received
on the Government premises, for the purpose of being carried
by the Department, on authority from the Officer in charge of
the Traffic Department, and will be carried by goods trains only
when running, otherwise by speenil arrangements. All articles
of this nature must be removed from the Railway premises
within six hours after arrival, or they will be charged storage
at double rates.
100 miles
150
200
300
400
RATES FOR CLEAN WOOL IN BALES.
450
For other distances, see General Rates Table.
For greasy wool (only when so declared on consignment
notes), 20 per cent. to be allowed off the ordinary rates.
For clean wool  (properly  dumped and hooped with iron),
an allowance of 10 per cent. will be made on the ordinary
rates.
Wool consigned to Brisbane will be delivered at any
wharf or store in Brisbane by the Department.
Wool consigned to Rockhampton will be delivered at any
wharf or store in Rockhampton by the Department.
„
£ s. d.
2 10 0 per ton.
3 10 10
4 7 6
5 12 6
6 9 2
6 17 6
MINIMUM CHARGE FOR SMALL PACKi GES OF GENERAL
GOODS,
s. d. s. d.
Under 10 miles ... 1 6 1 From 201 miles to 250 ... 5 6
From 10
26
51
81
101
151
to 25...201
to 50 ... 2 6
to 80 ... 3 0 I
to 100 ... 3 61
to 150 ... 4 0 l
to 200 ... 5 0
251 „ to 300 ... 6 0
301 „ to 350 ... 6 6
351 „ to 400 ... 7 0
401 „ to 450 ... 7 6
451 „ to 500 ... 8 0
MINIMUM CHARGE FOR SMALL PACKAGES OF QUEENSLAND
ALE AND WINE,
Exceeding Not exceeding
5 gals . Ale and 5 gals. Ale and
2 doz. Wine. 2 doz. Wine.
Under 50 miles ...
From 50 „ to 80
81 „ to100
101 „ to 200
201
301
351
401
to 300
to 350
to 400
to 500
£0 1 6 £0 1 0
0 2 0 0 1 6
0 2 6 0 2 0
0 3 6 0 3 0
0 4 6 0 4 0
0 5 0 0 4 6
0 5 6 0 5 0
0 6 0 0 5 6
LOADING AND UNLOADING,  GATES AND SIDINGS.
Goods will not be received for delivery at stopping-places,
except by special agreement, senders taking all risk of loss or
damage, and pre-paying carriage, and signing a special risk note
accordingly.
The rates to or from Gates and Sidings do not include
loading or unloading at such places.
The Department does not undertake to perform this service
other than at the  regular stations ,  except by  special arrangement.
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DEMURRAGE.
When Waggons, Vans, Horse  Boxes ,  or Carriage Trucks
are ordered for the purpose of being loaded on a given date,
but are not loaded till  a subsequent  date, or not used by those
for whom they were procured, or when not unloaded within
the time (12 hours) allowed by the Department,  a charge  for
demurrage of 10s. per vehicle per day will be made.
On large Cattle Waggons ordered for particular  dates, but
not used, a demurrage charge of £3 will  be made.
Special  Unloading  and Demurrage Charges.
Firewood.
Three.(3) working hours after  arrival will  be allowed for
unloading, and all firewood must be removed from the Railway
premises  within six (6) hours of its being unloaded.
If not unloaded within three (3) hours after  arrival a
charge for demurrage of one (1) shilling per working hour will
be made.
If unloaded by Department a charge of three (3) shillings
per truck will be made for such unloading, in addition to any
demurrage  incurred.
Consignees of firewood will be required to attend at
Stations  for the purpose of taking delivery thereof  at 6 a.m.
each day.
Timber in Log, Sawn Timber, 4'c., Coal.
Six (6) working hours after arrival will be allowed for
unloading.
If not unloaded within six (6) hours after arrival a charge
for demurrage of one (1) shilling per truck per working hour
will be made.
For charges for loading and unloading timber,  see  "Timber
Rates."
For charges for unloading  coal,  see " Coal Rates."
For special charges for demurrage on sheep and cattle
vehicles,  see  "Live Stock Rates."
Agricultural Produce.
Six (6) working hours will be allowed  for removal of
Agricultural Produce.
If not removed within  six (6 )  hours the usual rates of
storage will  be charged.
LIVE STOCK-continued.
Any person requiring Sheep Vans at stations between Too-
woomba and Brisbane will be required to pay the rate from
Toowoomba, if the empty Vans are required to be sent from
that station, but not if left by the Ordinary Trains on the up
journey.
Sheep and Cattle to be unloaded within two hours of
arrival, otherwise  they will be unloaded  at owner's risk, and a
charge of 2s. per vehicle will be made. Drovers travelling with
not less than  250 sheep will be allowed a free pass one way for
self and dog.
Extra wide 4-wheeled Sheep Vans to be charged one-sixth
additional to above rates.
Stud sheep, pigs, &c., in large crates, to be charged for by
weight at  1st class rates.
Fractions of 6d. to be charged as 6d. in all cases.
Store sheep and cattle, in truck loads, which are required
to travel  for grass  or water, may be conveyed on Queensland
Railways, when convenient, by special arrangement with the
Traffic Manager, at a reduction of 25 per cent. off the ordinary
rates as published ; provided  always  that the trucks are not
required for conveying live stock at ordinary rates, and that
the reduced rate is not to apply to imported or stud stock.
For Live Stock Rates between all Stations, see " General
Rates  Table for Goods Traffic."
I
GOODS RATES.
The local Goods Rates for all stations, Brisbane and Ips-
wich inclusive, and South Brisbane line, are as follows, per
ton:-
miles. Excep-tional.
8. d. s. d.  s. d•. 8. d.1 to 10 miles  ... 5 10 8 4 4 2  2  11
lltol5 „  ...  6 8 9 7 4 7 3 4
16to20  „ ...  7 1 10 5 5 0 3 9
21to24 „ ... 7 6 11 3 5 0 3 9
STORAGE rATES,
(No less charge than is. in any case.)
Goods, is. per ton per clay.
Smalls, 3d. per cwt. per day.
Goods consigned to within one mile of a Station to be
allowed one day for removal ; from 1 to 5 miles, three days ;
beyond that distance, six days.
Goods Stored outside Government Warehouses.
Consignments not exceeding 10 tons, is. per ton per week.
Consignments exceeding 10 tons but not exceeding 20 tons, 9d.
per ton per week.
Consignments exceeding 20 tons, 6d. per ton per week.
RATES AND CHARGES,  MARYBOROUGH AND BUNDABERO
WHARVES,
Wharfage rates on general goods, 2s. per ton. Minimum
charge, 1 ton.
Wharfage rates on timber, is. per ton.
Conveyance between wharves and station yards-
s. d.
General Goods (other than coal, timber, etc.) 1 0 per ton.
If loaded and unloaded by owners ... 0 9 „
Timber, lime, and limestone ... ... ... 0 4
Minimum charge, 2s. per waggon.
Coal ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 3
For use of steam crane on Maryborough Wharf, is. per
ton. Minimum charge for getting up steam, 10s.
Minimum Charge for Small Packages, Bundaberg Wharf.
14 lbs. and under ... ... ... 6d.
14lbs. to 56 lbs.... ... ... ... 1s.
Over 56 lbs. ... ... ... ... Ordinary rates.
RATES AND CHARGES,  TOWNSVILLE ANDCOOKTOWN
WHARVES,
Wharfage rates on all goods ... ... 2s. per ton.
Minimum. 1 ton.
Conveyance of goods between wharf and
station yard which are not to be con-
veyed by rail ... ... ... ... Is. per ton.
LIVE STOCK.
All Live Stock to be loaded and unloaded  by owners
and carried at owners' risk.
The Railway Department will not be  responsible for any
specified  number of Live Stock carried,  but senders  may load
as many  as the vehicles will carry, without overcrowding or
inflicting unnecessary cruelty on  the animals.
8.  d.
2 6
2 11
3 4
3 9
Hazard-
ous.
e. d.
9 2
12 6
15 10
18 6
To arrive at the  Goods Rates  for traffic from or to Stations
on the Main  Line or Branches, with any station , Brisbane or
Wooloongabba to Ipswich inclusive, take the following data.
Instance-
Goods Rates Sandgate and Goodna.
1st
Class.
To mileage rates,
Sandgate to Bris-
bane
Add ... ... ...
fat 2nd Special Agrioul-
Class. Class .  Class. turalClass.
s. d.
7 6
2nd Special Afmcul- Excep-  Hazard-
Class. Class . tural tional. ons.Class.
a. d. a. d. s. cl.  8. cl. 8. d.
10 10 5 5 3 9 2 6 11 8
5 0 1 7 6 3 4 2 6 2 6 12 6
Through rates ... 12 6 118 4 8 9 6 3 5 0 1 24 2
Instance-
Goods Rates Laidley and Albion.
a. d. s. d. 8. d. 8. d.
To mileage rates, 17 11 25 10 12 11 7 6
Laidley to Albion,
less for 24 miles
for distance Bris-
bane  and Ipswich
5 0 7 6 3 4 2 6
Through rates  ...  22 11 33 4 16 3 10 0
8.  d. s. d.
5 0 28 4
2 6 12 6
7 6 40 10
For Rates between all other sta tions ,  see  "General Rates
Table for Goods Traffic."
South Brisbane Branch.
Goods traffic will not be conveyed to and from the Stanley
Street Station.
Goods intended for delivery in South Brisbane should be
consigned  to the Wooloongabba Station ; and Goods intended
to be shipped from the Railway Wharves should be consigned
to the Railway Wharves.
Goods for up-country  stations  will be received at the Woo-
loongabba  Station  ; and Goods for up- country stations arriving
by water will be received at the Railway Wharves.
The Goods  Rates  shown above do not cover the cost of
conveyance from Wooloongabba to Railway Wharves, nor for
wharfage,  craneage , and shunting. For these  services  the fol-
lowing charges will be made:-'
On all Goods except Coal... 2s. 6d. per ton.
On Coal only ... ... Os. 7d. „
By Authority :
JAMES C.  BXAL, Government  Printer,
William street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusoRAVn,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[r..s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. M 1'sariA VF, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed  in the forty-first
year of Her  Majesty 's reign,  intituled  "An
Act to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make Payments and do
other acts  on suck Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  f rom time  to time, by proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint  a special  day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland,
or in any part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough,
or district therein : And whereas it is deemed
expedient to proclaim Monday, the 28th instant,
to be a Public Holiday throughout the Colony :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY  MU8GEAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling mein that behalf, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare
that MONDAY, the 28th instant, shall, throughout
the Colony be observed as a Public Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport, this
twenty-third day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN  I
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1885.
THE following  Commission ,  passed  under the Royal  Sign  Manual  and Signet ,  appointing the late
Major-General Sir Peter Henry Scratchley, K.C.M.G., to be Her Majesty' s Special Commissioner
for the Protected Territory  in New  Guinea, is published at the  request of  Hugh  Hastings  Romilly,
Esquire, therein mentioned, for general informal ion.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
VICTORIA R.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God of the United Kindom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, Empress of India : Io our Trusty and Well-beloved Peter Henry
Scratchley, Esquire, late Lieutenant-Colonel, and Colonel of our Corps of Royal Engineers,
Honorary Major-General of Our Forces, Companion of our Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George, Greeting.
WHEREAS We have been pleased to tike under our protection and jurisdiction the Southern shore
of New Guinea, and the country adjacent thereto from the 141st meridian of east longtitude, eastward as
tar as East Cape, including the islands adjacent thereto and in Goschen Straits, and southward of the
said Straits, as far south and east as to include Kosman Island.
And whereas We are minded to make provision for the conduct of Our affairs within the said
Protectorate.
Now know you that We do by this Our Commission, under this our Sign Manual and Signet,
appoint you, the said Peter Henry Scratchley, to be during Our pleasure Our Special Commissioner for
the aforesaid Protectorate, and as such Special Commissioner to act in Our name and on Our behalf, and
in all respects t.) represent Our Crown and authority in matters occurring therein, and further to take
all such measures, and to do all such matters and things in the said Protectorate as in the interest of Our
Service you may think expedient, subject to such instructions as you may from time to time receive
from Us, or through one of Our Principal Secretaries of State.
II. And We do require you, to the utmost of your power, to promote religion and civilization
among the native inhabitants of the Protectorate, and you are especially to take care to protect them in
their persons and in the free enjoyment of their lands and other possessions, and by all lawful means to
prevent and restrain all violence and injustice which may in any manner be practised or attempted against
them.
III. And We do hereby authorise and empower you, as occasion may require, to appoint all such
Officers as you may think necessary for Our Service in the said Protectorate, if provision shall have been
made for their payment ; and all such Officers shall hold their offices during Our pleasure.
IV. And We do hereby appoint that in the event of your death, incapacity, or absence, the powers
and authorities hereby conferred shah, until Our further pleasure be signified, become vested in Our
Trusty and Well-beloved Hugh Hastings Romilly, Esq., or if he be absent or for any other reason be
unable duly to exercise such powers and authorities, then in such person as Our High Commissioner for
the Western Pacific, or the person for the time discharging the function of such High Commissioner,
shall appoint by an instrument under his hand and seal.
V . And we do hereby command and require all Our Officers and Servants, and all other Our loyal
subjects in New Guinea and its vicinity, to be aiding and assisting unto you the said Peter Henry
Scratchley in execution of this our Commission, and unto any other person for the time being acting in
execution thereof.
Given at Our Court at Windsor, this Twentieth day of November, 1884, in the Forty-eighth year
of Our Reign.
By Her Majesty' s Command,
DERBY.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1885.
j IS  Excellency  the Governor directs it to be notified that he has received fr om Hugh Hastings
11 Romilly, Esquire,  a communication informing  him that  in consequence  of the  lamented  death of
Major- General  Sir Peter Henry Scratchley, K.C.M.G., Her Majesty' s Special Commissioner for the
Protected Territory in New Guinea, Mr. Romilly has,  in accordance  with  the Commission  under the
Royal  Sign Manual and Signet  of the 20th of November, 1884,  assumed  the office  and duties of
Special Commissioner for the said Protected Territory.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER 114 COUNCIL.
At Southport, the seventeenth clay of December,
1885.
PRIONf
His Excellency  The Governor in. )bf itcil.
U7 HEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Act of
W
1884 ,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which, before the passing
of the said Act had been proclaimed open for
selection ,  or for sale by auction ,  under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876 ,"  or any Act thereby repealed ,  and as to which
it is practicable to divide the land into lots without
actual survey ,  and to ipdicate the position of such
lots by means of m pps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points,
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of
the Land Board ,  may, at any time within two years
after the commencement of the said Act, suspend
the operation of so much of the forty -third  section
of the said Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, and may require the
Surveyor -General to divide the land into lots, and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps
or plans :
And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto had before the passing of the said Act, been
proclaimed open for selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and it is practicable to divide the said land into
lots without actual survey, and to indicate the
position of such lots  by  means of maps or lans,
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points  :  N ow, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board ,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
Order ,  and it is hereby Ordered ,  that the  operation
of so much of the forty -third sectio n.  of the said
Act as requires the land to be actually surveyed
and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule  :  And the
Surveyor -General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots ,  and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions heiein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk  of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
Crown Lands in the  parish of Yeerongpilly, in
the Brisbane Land Agent's Distribt.
Po OOWUTTON.
By His Lzcelle car Sir AmI*oicY M tditiis,
Knight Gi'and Croak of the Mot
[L.s.] Dis£uigttished Order of Ot. Mi-
A. Mvsc#$3v>s, ehael and St. Geor'"gge Go+p iibr
Governor.  acid Coinmandcr-in. Chief of e
Colony of Queenili id and Its
Dependencies.
Yy
HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the forty-
third year of 11er Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
An Act to provide or Local  Govcrnoment  outside
the ooundariea o,' Munieipatities,"  it ip amongst
other things enacted that the Odvethor iii Council
shall, where a Division is subdivided ,  assign the
number of members to each subdivision : And
whereas the Division of Tambo has been sub-
divided : Now, therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY Mus-
GRAVE,  in pursuance of the authority vested in me
as Governor aforesaid,  and of all  other powers
enabling me  in  tn. ei l he1f;  kind by and with the
advice of the Eaecnitive ConpleiI, do, by  this xny
Pioclamation ,  assign, three  (g) members to each of
the  subdivisions  of- the Division of Tambo.
Given  er hiy hand  and  1, xt $ ohth rt; this
*ehit-fiist &-'  of D'er,+smber; iii  the  year
of 616 TOrg- bn tho isan  4  eight hundred and
eighty-five,  iiUd In  th& forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
W.  MSS.
GOD Sdis TianQvmm !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGPAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished. Order of St. Mi-
A. MusGIiAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-third
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to provide for Local Government outside
the Boundaries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by Proclamation, constitute any portion of
the colony not included in any municipality a
Division for the purpose of the said Act, with
such boundaries and under such name as shall be
specified in the Proclamation, and may by like
Proclamation unite two or more Divisions into one
Division, or subdivide any such Division into two
or more  Divisions or Subdivisions ,  and may recon-
struct the  same or  any part or parts thereof : And
whereas it has been deemed necessary to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Noga. Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, in pursuance
of the authority vested in me as Governor aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling  me in  that behslf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that the boundaries of the
Division of Nogoa shall be as follows, that is to
say :-
NOGOA.
Commencing at the confluence of Gogango Creek
and the Fitzroy River, and bounded thence by a line
north-westerly to the watershed separating the
Mackenzie and Isaacs Rivers from the lower Fitzroy
River ; thence by that watershed north-westerly to
a point east from the south-east corner of Clive
Run, by a line west along the south boundary of
that run to the Isaacs River, by that river upwards
to the crossing  of the road from St. Lawrence to
Clermont  passing  by Warmington Station, by that
road south-westerly to the Peak Range, by the
eastern watershed of Crinum Creek and the Nogoa
River to the west corner of Carrangarra Run ;
thence by part of the south-west boundary of that
run and the north-west boundary of Lurline Run
to the Nogoa River, by that river downwards to its
confluence with the Mackenzie River, and by that
river downwards to the north-west corner of Corio
Run, by the north and part of the east boundary of
that run to the Central Railway Line, by that
railway line easterly to Bridgewater Creek, by that
creek downwards to the Mackenzie River, and by
that river and the Fitzroy River downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport, this
twenty-second day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By H Excellency Sir Axrnoxr MUAGEAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. usaaAvs ,  chael and St. George ,  Governor
Governor .  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  an Act passed in the  forty-thirdyear of Her  Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to provide  for Local  Government outside
the Boundaries of Municipalities ,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by proclamation ,  constitute any portion of
the colony not included in any municipality a
Division for the purposes of the said  Act, with
such boundaries and under such name as shall be
s acified in  the Proclamation, and may by like
Proclamation unite two or more  Divisions  into one
Division, or subdivide any such Division into two
or more  Divisions or Subdivisions, and may re-con-
struct the same or  any part or parts thereof: And
whe reas it has been  deemed necessary  to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Nebo : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ANTHONY MrSGRAVE, in pursuance
of the authority vested in  me as  Governor afore-
said,  and of  all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
proclaim, and declare that the boundaries of the
Division of Nebo shall be as follows, that is to
say
NEBO.
Commencing  at the junction of Connor' s Range
with a spur  range  leading off to Cape Palmerston,
and bounded thence by the range separating the
Funnel Creek  waters  from those of the Pioneer
and Bowen  Rivers northerly and westerly to the
Denham  Range , by that range southerly to the
head of Cherwell Creek, by that creek downwards
to the south-west boundary of Rosalie Run, by
part of the south-west and south-east boundaries
of that run, the south boundary of Grosvenor East,
the east boundary of Grosvenor  East , part of the
east boundary of Winchester No. 2, the south
boundaries of Headington and Bullingdon, part of
the south-east boundary of Springfield, the south-
west and south boundary oHarry Brand, part
of the south boundary of Saltbushton, the west
and south boundary of Cckenzie to Funnel Creek,
by that creek upwards to the north-west corner of
Howth Run, by the south- west , south,  and east
boundaries of Tierawoomba Station and the south
boundary of Born, Run to Connor's Range ; and by
that range northerly to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this twenty-second day of December, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-five, and in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE  TUB QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By Ileac Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusoaAVx,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGEAVE, chael and St. George. Governor
Governor .  and Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
third year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
" An Act to provide for Local Government outside
the Boundaries of  Municipalities,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that the Governor in Council
may, by proclamation ,  constitute any portion of the
colony not included in any municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such name as shall be specified
in the Proclamation, and may by like Proclamation
unite two or more Divisions into one Division, or
subdivide any such Division into two or more
Divisions or Subdivisions, and may reconstruct
the same or any part or parts thereof : And whereas
it has been deemed necessary to amend the boun-
daries of the Division of Broadsound and of Sub-
divisions Nos. 2 and 3 thereof : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ANTHONY MTSGEAVE, in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Governor aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling  me in  that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, pro-
claim, and declare that the boundaries of the
Division of Broadsound and of Subdivisions
Nos. 2 and 3 thereof shall be as follows, that is
to say:-
BROADSOUND.
Commencing at the mouth of the Styx River,
and bounded thence by that river upwards to
Granite Creek ; by that creek upwards to the
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Broadsound Range ; by that range southerly to a
point east of the south -east  corner of Clive Run ;
by a line west to the Isaacs River; by that river
upwards to where the road from Clermont to
St. Lawrence crosses it through Yatton Station ;
by that road southerly and westerly to the Peak
Range ; by that  range  north-westerly to the Den-
ham Range ; by that range northerly to the head
of Cherwell Creek ; by that creek downwards to
the south-west boundary of Rosalie Run ; by part
of the south-west and south- east  boundaries of
that run, the south boundary of Grosvenor East,
the east boundary of Grosvenor East, part of the
east boundary of Winchester No. 2, the south
boundaries of Headington and Bullingdon, part of
the south-east boundary of Springfield, the south-
west and south boundary of Harry Brand, part of
the south boundary of Saltbushton. the west and
south boundary of Cockenzie to Funnel Creek ;
that Creek upwards to the north-west corner of
Vowth Run ; by the south-west, south,  and east
boundaries of Tierawoomba Station and the south
boundary of Bora Run to Connor's Range ; by
that range northerly to a spur range leading oft'
to Cape Palmerston ; by that spur range north-
easterly to the sea-coast ; and by the sea-coast
southerly to the point of commencement.
SUBDIVISION  No. 2.
Commencing on Connor's or Broadsound Range
where it is crossed by the road from St. Lawrence
to Clermont.  passing  through Lotus No. 7 Run ;
by that road south-westerly to the Peak Range ;
by the Peak Range north-westerly to the Denham
Range ; by that range northerly to the head of
Cherwell Oreek ; by that creek downwards to the
south-west boundary of Rosalie Run ; by part of
the south-west and south- east  boundaries of that
run, by the south and  east  boundary of Grosvenor
East, part of the east boundary of Winchester
No. 2, the south boundaries of Headington and
Bullingdon, the east boundary of Bullingdon, part
of the south-east boundary of Springfield, the
south- west  and south boundary of Harry Brand,
part of the south boundary of Saltbushton, the
west and south boundary of Cockenzie to Funnel
Creek ; by that creek upwards to the north-west
corner of Howth Run ; by the south, west, south.
and east boundaries of Tierawoomba Station and
the south boundary of Born Run to Connor's
Range ; by that range southerly to the point of
commencement.
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
Commencing on Connor's or Broadsound Range
where it is  crossed  by the road from St. Lawrence
to Clermont, passing through Lotus No. 7 Run ; by
that road south-westerly to the Peak Range ; by
that range south-easterly to where the road from
Clermont to St.  Law rence crosses  it through
Booroondarra Station ; by that road north-easterly
to the  Isaacs  River ; by that river downwards to
the south-west corner of Clive Run ; by the south
boundary of that run  and a  line in continuation to
the Broadsound  Range;  and by that range northerly
to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport, this
twenty-second day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
time to time, by Commission under his hand and
the seal of the said Court, some fit persons residing
respectively at the towns of Mackay and Towns-
ville, or such other places as His Excellency the
Governor may, by Proclamation in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  for that purpose appoint, or
within two  miles  of the said places, to be Commis-
sioners of the said Court for the purposes of "  The
Common 1.aw Process Act of  1867 ": And whereas
it is deemed expedient and necessary to appoint the
town of Cunnamulla, in the Colony of Queensland, a
place for the purposes aforesaid : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said, do, by this my Proclamation, by virtue of the
Act firstly herein recited, and of all other powers
enabling  me in  that behalf, appoint the town of
Cunnamulla  aforesaid  to be a place at which it shall
be lawful for His Honour the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Queensland to appoint, by
Commission under his hand and the seal of the
said Court,  some fit  and proper person to be a
Commissioner for the purposes of  "The Common
Law Process dot of  1867.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Southport,
this sixteenth  day of December,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eigh ty- five, and  in the forty-ninth year
of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. RUTLEDGE.
Go t) SAPS THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1885.
T-IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceHof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  THOMAS  BRENTNALL
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Lying-in Hospital,
in the parish of North Brisbane, in the room of
Samuel Davis, who has left the District.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane,  21st  December, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been  pleased
to appoint
ROBERT WOODHOUSE
to be Acting Mining  Re istrar  for the Nebo Gold
Field, in the room of J. Bradley, transferred.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
1-1
Brisbane, 21st December, 1885.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursu-
ance of the  provisions of  " The Divisional Boards
Act of  1879 ,  been pleased to appoint
J. A. HILL
to be an Auditor for the Murweh Division, in the
room  of C. O.  Richardson ,  resigned.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1879," been pleased to appoint
GEORGE  BERESFORD KING
to be an Auditor for the Rosalie Division, in the
room of George King, resigned.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  " The Common Law ProcessAct of 1867  Amendment Act," 34  Victoria,
No. 19, it is enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court to appoint from
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1885.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council , has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1879," been pleased to appoint
THOMAS NAYLOR
to be an Auditor for the Warroo Division, in the
room of John S. Purdie, resigned.
WM. MILES.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1885.H Jt.11IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has, i  pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1879," been pleased to appoint
GEORGE BEEESt •ORD KING
to be an Auditor for the Gowrie Division, in the
room of G. W. Grimes, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatHis Excellency the Governor, *ith the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the undermentioned appointment in the
Pest and Telegraph De*tment, viz.:-
CHAELES WARWICK WATTS, Clerical Assistant,
to be Clerk.
T. MACI)ONALD- PATERSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1885.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the  establishment  of a State School
at
DULVADILLA.
B. B. MORETON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.IT is hereby notified that
Michael William Bullock
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Glencoe,  vice R. P.  Grant,
resigned.
B. B. MORETON.
PtIOCLAMATIOT.
By 11m Excellency Sir ANTHONY MvsGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVB, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.j N pursuance of thauthority in me vested,
and in accordance  with the provisions ofThe Croton Lands Alienation Act of 1876," I, Sir
ANTHONY M$SGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the following
Selections of Latld, under the said Act, are declared
forfeited.
M O
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. a. P.
3823 William D .  Perrett ... 160 0 0 Brisbane.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 26th December, 1885.
1415 Albert  G. Andrew ... 160 0  0 Maryborough.
IS Excellency, the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
DAVID PARRY OSEDEN
to be Acting Registrar of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths, for the Registry District of Burnett,
during the absence on leave of the Registrar.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th December, 1885.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the Sdt*iceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RoBEliT RArl'
to be Acting Returning Officer for the Electoral
District of Burke.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Senior-Constable PATRICK MEE
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Hughenden.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
I
T is  hereby notified that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881 ,"  1 have appointed
GEORGE EDWARD DOWNING
to be a Member of the Wallumbilla Marsupial
Board ,  it1 the room of R. M. Finlay, deceased.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial  Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint
JOSHUA RAPEAEL JosrpH, L.F.P. and S., Etc.,
to be Surgeon in the Defence Force.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Given under my Hand and 'Seal, at Southport,
this twenty-first day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
(.4OD  SAVE T HS  Qi$>sit I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSG4RAv$,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most[L. S. j Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governnor.  and Commander in-Chief of theColony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
ii vested under the provisions of " Tke  Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE.
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council,  and upon the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto  as an  Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By  Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TooWOODdt3A LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area.
(In lieu of the A ricultu°al Area established by]Proclamation d ted 24th March, 1885, which
is hereby amended).
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
The Toowoomba Land A ;,'nt'.4 District  as definedin the Proclamation of 3rd Mach, 1885 ,--exclusi ye
of the parishes of Milton and  Rosalie.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ANTHONY MusoBAvp,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
- +Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir AJTHOIY T4rSGR4 vn,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my .'rPClamatipn,
notify and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been permanently reserved for the
purpose named with respect to each : -
85-27540-8.G.
RESE RVE FO$ CEMETERY.
Irvinebank.
County of Chelmsford, parish of Irvinehank.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 230 degrees 35
minutes and distant seventeen chains and eighty-
six links from the west corner of a recreation
reserve, and bounded thence on the north-west by
a road bearing 78 degrees  six chains  and seventy-
five and one-tenth links ; op the north-east by a
line  bearing  1t 8 degrees pine chains ; oi the south-
east  by a line bearipg 258 degrees eleven chains
and eleven  and one-tenth links ; on the sglitb-west
by a road bearing 34$ de rees pine chains ; and
again on the north- west l  a road bearing 78
degrees  four chains  apd iyiirty-six links to the
point of aomp encement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
85-27807-s.G.
Charters Towers.
(In lieu  of the Reserve established by notice in
the  Government Gazette  dated 19th February,
1875, which is hereby amended)
County of Davenport, parish of Charters Towers.
12 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing  at a point four chains east of the
north -east  corner of the Cemetery Reserve pro-
claimed in the  Government Gazette  for 1875, page
742, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south  eight chains  ; on the south by a line
bearing west sixteen chains ; on the west by a lige
bearing north eight chairs ; and on the north by a
line  bearing east sixteen  chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
85-17787-deny.
Woodford.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 26th September, 1884, which is hereby
amended.)
County of Canning, parish of Durundur.
6 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
156, and bounded thence on the west by that
portion bearing north four chains and twenty-four
and a-half links; on the north by a line bearing
east eleven  chains and seventy-eight links ; on the
east  by a line bearing south four chains and twenty-
four and a-half links ; and on the south by por-
tion 120 bearing west  eleven chains  and seventy-
eight links to the point  of commencement.
]R8$ EVE FQR SCHOOL.
85449 77--P.I.
Thargomindah.
County of Wellington, parish of Thargomindah.
fi acres.
Comm( ncing at a point  bearing 150 degrees 30
minutes  and distant 150 links from the east corner
of section V., and bounded thence on the north-
west by Dowling street bearing X40 degrees 30
minutes ten chains ; on the south-west by Fitz.
waiter  street  bearing 150 degrees 30 minutes five
chains  ; on the south- east  by Powell street bearing
60degrees 30 minutes ten chains ; and on the north-
east by Eccles street bearing 330 degrees 30 minutes
five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL.
85-27993--S.G.
Morven.
County of Orrery, parish of Morven.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the north.
west side of Brunel street with the south- west side
of West street, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by Brunel street bearing 247 degrees 30
minutes  on  chains  ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 337 degrees 80  minutes  ten chains ; on the
north-west by a line bearing 67  degrees 80 minutes
ten chains ; and on the north- east  by West street
bearing 157 degrees 30 minutes ten chains to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousnd eight hundred
and eigh -five, and in the' forty-ninth year
of Her ajesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TH$  QUEEN l
.j lies .i:scellency Sir ANTHONY lV1USGRAv;Knight Grand Cross ofthe Most
[1..s.] Distinguished Order of St. Xi,
A. MUSGRAVE, chael and Si. George, Governor
Governor.  anti Commander in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN Pursuance of the  power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Croioa
Lands Act  of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor  aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  and upon the recommendation
of the Land  Board , do, by this  my Proclamation,
hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agriculturrl
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given npder my Hand and Seal, at 5outhpo}t,
this nineteenth day of December, in  theyear of  our Lord  one thousapd eight hundred
and eigh__tyy-five, and in the forty-ninth yeai
of Her Majesty d reign.
By Command,
C. B. PUTTON.
GOD S4vg SHE Quzu 1
THE SCIIEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
4gripultural Area No. 6.
(Formerly part of Agricultural Area No. 2,
Gladstone District.)
All Crown Lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on the right bank of We Creek
at the boundary of the Coact Reserve, and bounded
thence by that boundary sdtltb-easterly to the
southern watershed of Baffle Creek, by that watef-
shed south-westerly and north-westerly to fount
Grevillia ; thence by a  spur range  to Mount
Warro ; thence by a line porch-westerly to Gral}ite
Creek at a point just below Warro Station, by
that creek downwards to the northern boundary
of Bulburin Run, by That boundary westerly to
the eastern boundary of the old leased half of
Miriam  Vale Run, by that boundary north-
vesterly to  Colosseum  Creek,  by that  creek  down-
wards to Baffle Creek, by that  creek upwards ;
thence by a spur range northerly to Arthur 's Seat ;
thence by the  range  forming the northern  watershed
of Baffle and Captain's Creeks easterly and north-
easterly to the coast at Round Hill Head ; and
thence by  the coast  south- easterly to  the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of Agricultural Area
No. 5.
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PROCLAMATION.
By. His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Muso$AvE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described have been temporarily reserved
for the purpose named with respect to each.
RESERVE FOR  C USTOMS PURPOSES.
S5-23332-8.O.
Town of Birdsville.
County of Roseberry, parish of Muddawarry.
5 acres.
Commencing at it point bearing 149 degrees
21 minutes and distant one chain fifty links from
the east corner of section 6, and bounded thence
on the north-east by Burt street bearing 149 degrees
21 minutes five chains ; on the south-east by a line
bearing 239 degrees 21 minutes ten chains ; on the
south-west by Macdonald street bearing 329
degrees 21 minutes five chains ; and on the
north-west by Florence street bearing 59 degrees
21 minutes ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION.
85-27539--8.0.
Irvinebank.
County of Chelmsford, parish of Irvinebank.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 207 degrees 32
minutes and distant eight chains seventeen links
from the south corner of section X, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a road bearing 245
degrees six chains forty-eight links and 231 degrees
three chains and fifty-two links; on the south-west
by a line bearing 150 degrees 5 minutes nine chains
and seventy-two and a-half links ; on the south-
east by a line bearing 60 degrees 5 minutes ten
chains ; and on the north-east by a line bearing
330 degrees 5 minutes nine chains and seventy-
three links to the point of commencement.
DESERVE FOR RECREATION.
s.o.-85-11576-PS.
Ross Island, Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
No. 1.
5 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-east
side of Tully street with the north-east side of
Morey street, being a point bearing 199 degrees
29 minutes and distant one chain and fifty links
from the west corner of section 166, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Morey street bearing
109 degrees 29 minutes five chains ; on the south-
east by Macrossan street bearing 199 degrees 29
minutes ten chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 289 degrees 29 minutes five chains ; and on
the north-west by Tully street bearing 19 degrees
29 minutes ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 2.
5 acres.,
Commencing at the intersection of the south-east
side of Macrossan street with the north-east side
of Morey street being at a point bearing 199
degrees  29 minutes and distant one chain fifty links
from the west corner of section 167, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Morey street bearing
109 degrees 29 minutes five chains ; on the south.
east by Bell street bearing 199 degrees 29 minutes
ten chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
289 degrees 29 minutes five chains I and  on  the
north-west by Macrossan street bearing 19 degrees
29 minutes ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
85-27802-S.C.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
On the Logan River.
County of Ward, parish of Palen.
No. 1.
97 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Logan River at
a post bearing 205 degrees and distant forty links
from a stringybark-tree marked broad-arrow over
RES, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north thirty-one chains ; on the north by a
line bearing  east  twenty-three chains and thirty-
eight links to Burnett Creek and passing through a
post 100 links from said creek ; thence by that
creek downwards to the Logan River ; and on the
east and  south by that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
85-27803-S.O.
On the Logan River.
County of Ward, parish of Palen.
No. 2.
110 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Logan River
at a point bearing north and distant fifty links from
a post bearing 237 degrees 30 minutes and distant
twenty-four  and a-quarter links from an oak-tree
marked broad-arrow over RES, and bounded thence
on the east by a line bearing south thirty chains
and four links ; on the south by  lines bearing west
forty chains and fourteen links and north twenty-
two links to the Logan River ; and on the west
and north by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ei hty- five, and in  the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[I,.s.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in -Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,I Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the Road described hereunder shall be and is
hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
An irregular slip of land resumed from  selection
3510, Toowoomba District (Timothy Gleeson).
From the north boundary of portion 3510, parish
of Meringandan, southerly along  Meringandan
Creek to the surveyed road,- containing 3 acres.
NOTE.-This road is substituted for the pne
proclaimed through the abovementioned  selection
in the  Government Gazette  of 4th' October 1`R4;
folio 1170, the Proclamation of which is" ierelfy
cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVA THE QVEBz I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[l..s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. AlusuxivE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Coniniander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands dot of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and upon the recommenda.
tion of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby define and set apart the Crown Lands
described in the Schedule hereto as an Agricultural
Area for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD-SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE §CHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural  Area No. 2.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 2, established by
Proclamation dated 2 tth March, 1885, which
is hereby amended).
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing on Colosseum Creek  at the eastern
boundary of the old  leased  half of Miriam Vale
Run, and  bounded thence by that boundary north-
westerly, crossing Three-mile Creek, to the road
from Miriam  Vale to Gladstone, by that road
north- westerly  to the northern watershed  of  Baffle
Creek waters, by that  watershed easterly to
Arthur' s Seat; thence by a spur range  southerly
to  Baffle Creek, by that creek downwards to
Colosseum  Creek ;  and thence  by -that creek
upwards to the point  of commencement ,- exclusive
of Agricultural Area o. 3.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St. George, Governor
A. MUSGRAVE, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," 1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Road hereinunder described shall
be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPTION :
Road one chain wide resumed from selection No.
4150, Ipswich District (Denis Dwyer).
A strip of land along and within the west boun-
dary; of portion 37, parish of Rosewood,-con.
taining 2  acres 9  perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth
• year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TUB QVESN I
PROCLAMATION.
By 11i Excellency Sir ANTHONY MvSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. Mt soRAvn, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, I,
Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and  declare that
the Roads described hereunder shall  be and are
hereby opened as Public Roads.
85-28332-c. Sol.
DESCRIPTIONS :
Roads one chain wide resumed from portion 61,
parish of Barrow, from the south boundary northerly
and north-westerly to Biggers Creek and branch
road easterly to the  east  boundary, containing
7 acres. (Messrs . F., E. J., and A. Loder.)
NOTE.-These roads are substituted for the
originally reserved roads through the above-men-
tioned portion, which are hereby  closed.
85-27121--0.801.
Road one chain wide  along and  within  the east
boundary of portion 18, parish of Warner, con-
taining 3 acres  1 rood 16 perches, Andrew Bell.
NOTE.-This road is substituted for the road
separating  portion 18 from portion 19, which is
hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
P1tOULAM_AT1ON.
'y l! is Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. M uSORAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section ninety-five of  " TheCrown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my  Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named.
RESERVE FOB CEMETERY.
S5.27890-S.G.
Hughenden.
County of Douglas, parish of Hughenden.
15 acres.
Commencing at a point ten chains south ; thence
two chains and two rinks  east  from the south-west
corner of portion 30, and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing south twelve chains and twenty-five
links ; on the south by a line bearing east twelve
chains and twenty-five links ; on the east by a line
bearing north twelve chains and twenty-five links ;
and on the north by a road bearing west twelve
chains and twenty-five links to the point of  oon
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December; in the
year of "our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON-
GOD Nays wx Q*i u ie  I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY Musa$AVE,
Knight Grand  Cross of the Most
[{..s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
' A. MusGRAv$, chael and  St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
pf'pvnciencies.
JX pnrsuavae of section  nine-five pf " T,heOrawn  Lands  Ad of 1884 ," Y.Sir ANTHONY
MUSGBAVE ,  the Governor aforesaid,  with the
advice of the Executive  Council, do , by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim  that the
Lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named  with  respect to
eas. '
„  -1 1
85-3604-4.G.
RESBBVB  T OIL PORT  AND TELEGRAPH ?uRPOSSS.
Wooroorooka.
County of  Wellington, p arish  of Wooroorooka.
1 acre 1 rood 26 perches.
Grpimenoiz}g at the u}tersection of the north-east
side o  'F rapcis  Btr " and the soiith-east side of
Mqr ett st{pet,  ax bo jjnde4  tl}ence on  the north-
west  by  'kgrphett  street bearing 50 degrees 15
minutes two chains and ffty  li nks ; on the north-
east by a  lit}e bearin g  140 degrees 15  minutes six
cha s  and  forty-e}ght links ; on the south by a
robearinng  263 degreeq 15 minutes two chains and
ninety-eiglrt links ,  et}d on the south-west by Francis
street bearmg 320 degrees 16  minutes four chains
and eighty-six links to the point of commencement.
4,11E,RV* FOR PotIca Punpossa.
86-23361-S.G.
Town of Birdsville.
County of .Roseberry , parish of  Mudcfawarry.
5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 239 degrees 21
minutes and distant one chain fifty links  fr om the
west corner of sec tion 1, and bounded thence on
the north -east  by MacDonald sireet bearing 149
degrees 21 minutes five chains ; on the south-east
by Adelaide street bearing 239 degrees 21 minutes
ten chains  ;  on the  south- west by a line bearing
329 degrees 21 minutes five chains  ;  and on the
north -west by Graham street bearing 69 degrees
21  minutes  ten chains  to the  point  of commence-
ment.
R$BEEV $  FOR R+itWAY PURPOSES.
8.0,7 11471-P.1.
cairns.
(In lieu of the Reserve for Water established by
Proclamation dated 2?rd 4ay, 1877, and
Notice in  the  Government  Gazette  dated 8th
May, 1885, which is hereby cancelled.)
County of  Nares,  parish of Cairns.
22 acres 8 perches.
Cor}iml} at the  intersection  p# the south-,
si4e  o DWcJ e d street'by the north-west side
of 4 en e s sect, and boiinded thence on the north.
east c eQ street b.earing 316 dear  s tvsenty-
twS }d $} re links ; On thIe no -west by
Aplisi $t>•eet bearing 225  degrees  1eh chains; on
the n -vi* ty:ulRd a street bearing i 35 degrees
twenty -t o Mains and five finks; and on the south-
east by Spence  street bearing  45 degrees  ten chains
to the point  of commencement.
Given wader my Hand and r$.  a at Southport,
this nineteenth day of Dumber ,  in he year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five ,  and in the forty-ninth  year  of
Her Majesty's ;pign.
By Command,
• C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE TUB  QUEEN I
I PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
A. ML SGIIAPE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance with the eighty-fourth section
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation' Act  of 1876,"
1, Sir ANTHONY MUSGBAVB,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
1his my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the
hereinunder described shall  be and is hereby
peened as a Public Road.
DESCRIPxicw :
A triangular piece of 'and containing twenty-four
perches, cut out of the west boundary of Selection
No. 3602, lrisbane District,;tion 136, parish ofMooloolab. (John William Pitt.)
Given under my Nand  and Seal,  at Southport,
this nineteenth day pf, f )ecpmber, in the year
of R11r Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
Gon Sau Tna QuBEN I
1 I OCLAMATIOFi.
By  ltie Excellency Sir ANTHONY 'NJusGnAvE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.g.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
. MusGR4vr,, eljael apd S. Qeor e, Governor
Guvgruor.  and Cozxiraal}dpr in-Ullief of the
Colepy p£i Queensland  S44 its
1)epep enves.
N pursuance of section ten of  " Tee  Crown Lands
I A+Ct of  1$84," 1, 1Sir ,ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,
the Governor  aforesaid ,  with  the*  advice of -the
xecutive Council , do, by this  my Proclamation,
{notify  and proclaim that the Lands hereunder
described have been reserved for the purpose named
with  respect to each.
RESERVE FOE TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
85-27801-8.G.
Limestone Creek.
County of Livingstone , parish  of Barmoya.
192 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Limestone Creek
F68
the  south-east corner  of portion 2258, and
ended thence on the porch by that portion  bearing
degrees 33 minutes  sixty-two cT$Ina and twenty-
seven links ; on the east by portion 2317 bearing
178 degrees  88 minutes  thirty -five chains and
hirty-eight links ; on the south by that portion
earing east  thirty-nine  chains ,  and by lines
tearing  19 degrees 65 minutes two chains and
thirteen links  and east five chains  and fifty links
to Limestone Creek,  and on the east  by that creek
to the point  of commencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE CUNNAMULLA  TOWN  RESERVE
85-27538-S.G.
Cunnamulla.
In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 11th August, 1871, which is hereby
amended.
County of Wellington, parish of Cuz.ngmuZla.
2,§28 acres 2 roods.
Com pe sing, on the light bank of W$rrego
Rivpr at the t}prth-east corner ofportion 26, and
bounded thencp op tl}p south by }} at portion and
line bearing 275 degrees 221 chains and forty
links ; on the west by a line bearilig 5 degrees 20
minutes 189 chains and eighty-five links ; on the
{forth by portion 22 bearing 95 degrees 20 minutes
about fifty-nine chains ; on the  east  by a line
bearing 185 degrees 20 minutes eighty-three chains ;
again on the north by a line bearing 95 degrees 20
2293
minutes ninety-three chains and sixty links to
Warrego River,  and again  on the east by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this nineteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY  MUSGRAVE,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Mi-A. U5GEAVE, chael and St. George, Governor
Governor.  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  i'The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the pro-
visions of Parts III. and IV. of the said Act are
hereby extended and applied to that portion of the
colony comprised in the county of Douglas, in the
Burke District, described hereunder :-
DESCRIPTION :
Commencing on the left bank of the Flinders
River at the north -west  corner of Marathon Run,
and bounded thence southerly by the west boundary
of that run, east by the south boundary of
Marathon Run and part of the south boundary of
Marathon East, south by the east boundaries of
Namoi Downs Nos. 1, 2, and 3, west by the south
boundaries of Namoi Downs No. 3 and Bloomfield
Runs south by tale west boundaries of Stamfordham
No. 10 and. Stamfordham No. 13,  east  by part of
the north boundary of Sesbania No. 5 and the
north boundaries of Sesbania No. 7, Marmion,
Katandra No. 10, apd part of Jatandra No. 11
Runs, north by the west bouncdary of Stamfordham
No. 2 Run, east by the north boundary of tait1-
fordham No. 2 and Stamfordham Runs, north and
east by the west and north boundaries of Ingle-
ounda Run, north by the, east boundaries of Redcliff
South and Redeliff Runs, east and north by the
south and east boundaries of Redeliff North and
Hughenden Runs, east by the south boundary of
Prairie Plains tun, north-west by the north-east
boundary of same, north-east and north-west by
the south-east and north-east boundaries of Glen-
dower Eun, to the watershed separating the
tributaries of the Flinders River from those of the
1 llomson River ; thence north- easterly by that
watershed to the western watershed'of the Burdekin
River ; thence north-westerly by that w#er4he4;
thence south-westerly by the north-westein water-
shed of the Upper Flinders River and the Dutton
River or Galar Creek to the north-eastern boundary
of Darnley R•un ; thence north-westerly by part of
that boundary, south-westerly by the north-west
boundary thereof, south-easterly by part of the
south-west boundary, south-westerly and south-
easterly by the north-west and south-west boun-
daries of Doncaster Run and Compton Downs No.
3 to the Dutton River ; by that river downwards to
the north-west corner of Compton Downs No. 4;
thence south by the west boundaries of Compton
Downs No. 4 and Rolling Downs Runs to the
Flinders  River ; and thence by that river upwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,
this  sixteenth  day of December ', in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-five, and in the forty-ninth year
of fifer Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for  general information
I that application  under  the eighty -ninth section
of  "The Crown Land Act  of 1884"  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ; and
all persons who may  consider theirinterests affec ed
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Road can be seen  at the Land
Office, Beenleigh, Police and Post Offices, Veres-
dale.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
Pjo. 4pplteant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R. T.
The Tabra - 'the road separatingpor -  Teviot  ...  I About
galba  Divi- tions 19, 20, 21, 22,  32, 1140 0
sionalBoard and 34 from portions
on account 24, 23 ,  31, and part of
of Messrs .  36 ; also part of the
McDonald road  separating por-
and Coulson tion 22 from portion 32
i oT$.-The cloture of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
ip connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may  consider their interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months rom this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at the Land
Offices, Ipswich and  Gympie ; Police  and_ Post
Offices, Ipswich, Wivenhoe,  and Noosa.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.No.
I I I I A. R. P.
1 James  The reserved road
Taylor through portion 71
2 Ditto  ...  The reserved  road
through  portions 38
and 40
3 Ditto  ...  The road  separating
portions 37, 38, and
32 from port ion 40
4 Ditto  ...  I The reserved  ro ad
through portion 213
5 Ditto ... The road  separating
portion 214 .  Parish of
England ,  and part  of
portion  40 ;nom por-
tion 53
f6  Thomas  Two of the reserved
lodge ro ads through por-
Murtay -  tion 12
17  T*  C - Ps t of  the reserved
boolture road th ro ugh portion
Divis; otial 119.. (selection 3720,
$par4 on Brisbane District)
account
of Edward
T. Trundle
Wivenhoe 5 1 0
ditto  ... 15 1 0
ditto  ... 31 3 0
England... 7 1 0
Wivenhoe 5 1 86
Melcgmbe 17 2 0
MAyroochy r ou 0
PS Ditto,  on One of the  reserved roads  ditto ... 2 1 0
account of through portion 12'2Edward H.  (selection 3721, Bris-
Arundell bane District)
C. B. DUTTON.
s The cloture of t.bese roads is pro posed to be carried out in
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1885.
THE, CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."
T
HE Leases of the undermentioned Selections,
having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor , are now  lying at the  several  Land A gents'
Offices ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
1262
1263
1275
1291
Name of Lessee.
BE SNLEIO B.
Lahey, J. ...
McDougall , J., junior...
Harris , W. H.... ...
McDougall , J.... ...
3793 Shaw, F. E.
3806 Cusack, M.
4071 Curtis, S.
4161 !Franklin, H.
4229 Logan, A. S.
4265 Nichols, C.
4307 Prentis, C. P.
4393 Pollock, J.
4581 Cahill, J.
BRISBANE.
BUNDABERO.
Area.
A. R. P.
112 0 0
230 0 0
93 0 0174 0 0
... 66 0 0
... 130 3 0
... 49 0 0
... 197 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 870 0 0
99 3 0
... 630 0 0
... 296 0 0
1477 Wessel, J. :. ... .... 406 0 0
1480 Layering, F. 67 0 0
CAIRNr'.
256 Busch ,  E. .. 1,060 0 0
474 Elworthy, J. ... ... .... 1,280 0 0
298 + Eite, E.
CLERMONT.
404 1 0
COOYTO W N.
283 Saxby, A. R.
1621
1644
1646
1659
1664
547
551
556
559
DALBY.
640 0 0
200 0 0
100 0 0
250 0 0
625 0 0
160 0 0
Morgan, J.
Stewart, F.
Fletcher, N.
Radford, R.
Mclnnerney, D. ...
GLADSTONE.
Stoneley, E.
Farmer ,  J. H. ...
Wright, G.
Baker, J. ...
1671 Clarke, J. N.
1694 Tennison, T.
1712 Kneale, W.
1727 Wooster, W.
1733 Tamlyn, W.
1740 Elworthy, W.
1741 Mellor, J.
GYMPIE.
...
115 3 25
199 3 20
40 0 0
40 0 0
825 0 0
381 0 0
321 0 0
406 3 0
500 0 0
6400 0
328 3 34
IPSWICH.
1? lintoff , W. ... ...6742 240 0 0
6852 Ryan , J. ... ... 478 0 0
6855 McGuire, M. ,, .. 400 0 0
d
.9
ion
r, 0-
CD ;4 .
0 44
LEASES LYINe  iron DELIVERY - continued.
Name of Lessee.
IPswloa - continued.
Area.
A. R. P.
6883 1 Scott, W. ... ... ... 640 0 0
6885  'Gillen, J. ... ... ... 402 0 0
6886 Scott, W. W. ... ... ... 392 0 0
6888  Scott,  J. ... ... ... 635 0 0
7062  Stenzel , C., junr . ... ... 160 0 0
7076  Robertson , T. ... ... 634 0 0
7174  Cannon , M. ... ... 160 0 0
7399 Pagel , F. W. ... ... ... 240 0 0
7442 Williamson, J. ... 100 0 0
7524 Kilroy, T. ... ... ... 129 0 0
7568 West, J. ... ... ... 370 0 0
MACKAY.
1611  Hess , J. G. ... ... 720 0 0
MARYBOROUGH.
1513  White, W. C. ...
NANAIGO.
246
252
259
261
264
265
Lawless, W. B....
Collins, M. J. ...
Tansey, J.
Kendall, R.
Davenport, F. H.
Tyrwliitt, H. St. J.
120 0 0
640 0 0
200 0 0
94 0 0
480 0 0
397 0 0
250 0 0
NORMAIVTON.
51 Holmes, A. S. ... ... .... 640 0 0
57 McCann , S. ... ... .. 320 0 0
PORT DOUGLAS.
130 Daly, T. W.
ROCKRAMPTON.
635 0 0
2120  K elly, E .  G. ... ... ... 2,209 0 0
2126  Vaughan, W. ... ... 840 0 0
2183 Salmon , J. ... ... ... 630 0 0
2316 Hennegan , J. V. ... ... 299 3 0
2334 Donovan ,  C. ... ... 355 3 0
2341 McConnell , R. ... ... ... 112 0 0
2345 MoCamlley ,  J., senr. 260 0 0
2360 McDonald, K. J. ... ... 640 0 0
2381 Wood, E. G. L. ... ... 1,000 0 0
2387 Thomassen , T.... ... ... 355 0 0
2393 Code, W. ... ... ... 146 0 0
2395 Rei ll y, M. ... ... ... 440 0 0
2397 Barr , J.... ... ... ... 800 0 0
2398 Ma rt in , J. ... ... ... 92 0 0
2403  Egan, S . ... ... ... 400 0 0
2407  Flowers ,  F. ... ... 698 3 34
2421 McCamlley, J.... ... ... 400 0 0
2422 Hall ,  F.... ... ... ... 320 0 0
TOWNSVILLE.
426 Cross,  E. (spinster) ... ... 320 0 0
452 Jensen, C. 200 0 0
WARWICK.
2379  Banks ,  J. J. ... ... ... . 100 0 024,09Harvey ,  E. ... ... ... 96 0 0
2442  Dwyer , E. (spinster ) ... 192 0 0
2443 Dwyer ,  K. (spinster) ... ...  200 0 0
2453 Flynn, E. ... 198 2 0
2455 Flynn, P. ... ... ... 200 0 0
2481 Enright, M. 190 0 0
2603 Ditto  ,,. ,,,  10 0 0
2295
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd December, 1885.
"THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."THE Leases ofthe undermentioned Selections,having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor, are now 1 at the several Land
Agents' Offices ready for delivery.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Register
No. Name of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
BEBNLEIOH.
1025 ( Orr, J. .. ... ... .... 192 0 0
1256 J Myles, J. . 128 0 0
BOWEN.
669 Davis, G. ...
671 Cameron, D. . ..
677 Gordon, J., junior
698 Morris , G. R. ... ..
699 Smith, R. H.
701 Thumann, J. B.
706 McDonald, W.... ..
708 Stanbrough, A. F.
272 0 0
76 0 0
690 0 0
1,450 0 0
194 0 0
240 0 0
291 0 0
250 0 0
B RISBAN F.
3389A Walker, C. W.... ... ... 651 0 0
3695 Freney, M. ... ... ... 270 0 0
4040 Merry, A. J. ... ... ... 78 0 0
4129 Rice,  W.  ... ... ... 310 0 0
4153 Jennings, A. E. ... 122 0 0
4232 Tilley, J. ... ... ... 99 0 0
4252  Lehane, T. ... ... ... 249 0 0
4322 P ro ut, J. ... ... ... 1,274 0 0
4335 Tilley, J. ... ... ... 458 0 0
4336 Ti ll ey, T. W. ... ... ... 561 0 0
4351 Mylett,  S. ... ... ... 526 0 0
4359 Taylor, W. .. ... ... 626 0 0
4400 Murtagh, F. M. ... ... 320 0 0
4404 Mitchell, J. ... ... ... 299 2 0
4406 Quinn, I. ... ... ... 270 0 0
4409 McDonnell, J. ... ... ... 156 0 0
4410 Cusack, M. ... 242 0 0
4491 Cormack, W., junior ... ... 130 0 0
4514 Bishop, T. ... ... ... 400 0 0
4524 Strong, G. ... ... ... 71 2 0
4536 Olsen, C. ... ... ... 793 0 0
4527 Murphy, J. 117 0 0
4541 Shears, J. ... ... ... 50 0 0
4555 Hinds, J. R. ... ... 97 0 0
4557 Thompson, C. ... ... ... 119 2 0
4558 Brennan , D. ... ... 34 0 0
4571  Sinclair , R. 100 0 0
4577 Grace, W. ... ... ... 200 0 0
4580 Ansell , A. ... ... ... 106 1 0
4590 Batch, F. ... ... ... 282 1 0
4591 Fielding, W. .. ... ... 158 3 0
4595 Nowell, C. W. S. ... ... 433 0 0
4601 Barnes, W. J. ... ... ... 339 0 0
4616 Thompson, C., junior ... ... 404 0 0
4619 Cusack, M. ... ... ... 78 0 0
4629 Egan , P. ... ... ... 80 0 0
4634 Barnes, W. J. ... ... ... 637 0 0
4648 Tilley, T. W. ... ... ... 200 0 0
4649 'arter , G. ... ... 40 0 0
4658 Wearing, J. ... ... 195 0 0
4666  Kessels , N. J. ... ... ... 162 1 0
BUNDABEBG.
1276 White, J. B. ... ...
1317 Tobin, W.
1339 Lymer, C.
1346 Elwood, E. L.
1370 $lein, H.
1443  '  Wessel, W.
1454 Swallow, J. R.
1457  Havers, R.
1466 Seip, J....
1470 Gillen, J.
1475 Gorlick, G.
1485 Wilding P. "1  641  44
72 3 17
195 0 0
200 0 0
320 0 0
159 3 32
900 0 0
105 0 0
200 0 0
105 0 0
470 0 0
200 .0 0
325 0 0
Register
No.
183
310
315
316
317
7
12
21
22
25
33
1497
1569
1606
1629
1631
A. B. P.
CLERMONT.
Berry, W. ... ... ... 99 3 0
Ah Sam, Tommy ... ... 57 2 12
Smith, H. ... ... 320 1 16
Smith, G. ... ... ... 30 0 0
Niedermeyer, C. ... ... i 400 0 0
CUNNAHULLA.
Kenny ,  M. ... ...
Gofton , J. .. ...
Barraclough, F.
Fahl, C. H.
Keane, T. ... ...
Shirvington, T....
DALBY.
Thomas ,  A., junior ... ...
Donald, E . ... ... ...
Dalton, E . ... ... ...
Riethmiilla , L... ... ...
Campbell,  N. R. ...
GAYNDAH.
49 1 Baxter ,  S. ...
GYMPIE.
1621 Hunter, R. ... ..
1,240 0 0
150 0 0
80 0 0
75 0 20
2,500 0 0
1,250 0 0
400 0 0
400 0 0
79 0 0
424 0 0
566 0 0
320 0 0
40 0 0
1661 Ferguson, W. ... 319 0 0
1687 Corry, E. (widow) ... ...  321 0 0
1691  Moessinger , G. L. ... 502 0 0
1725 Ogilvie, L. L. (spinster) ...  129 0 0
1728 Hall, W. ... ... 100 0 0
1735 Rodney, J. ... ... ... 400 0 0
1743 O' Brien , W. ... ... 640 0 0
1745 Power, D. ... ... ... 365 0 0
HERBEBTON.
182 Sullivan, J. ... ...
172 I Bowkett, W. D.
160 0 0
320 0 0
IPSWICH.
6415 Oakhill, W. G.... ... ... 500 0 0
6830 Beckwith, T. ... ... ... 250 0 0
6859  Bourke,  R. ... ... ... 160 0 0
6877 Power , T. ... ... 60 1 0
6887 Martin , A. ... ... ... 635 0 0
6970 McIntyre, W. ... ... ... 195 0 0
7120 Dredge, A. ... ... 99 3 0
7199  Bowman , F. J. M. ... ... 331 0 0
7203  McKay , A. ... ... ... 100 0 0
7284 Filshie, R. ... ... ... 900 0 0
7379 Williamson, J.... ... ... 110 0 0
7398 Pearson, F. M.... ... ... 257 2 0
7427 Gleeson, J. ... ... 615 0 0
7454 McLean, E. (widow) ... ... 60 0 0
7457  Peters, J. ... ... ... 160 0 0
7463  Dear , C.... ... ... ... 62 0 .0
7475 Johns, G. ... ... ... . 140 0.:0
7493 Scholl, J. H. ... ... 79 0 0
7494 Dalton , M. .. ... ... 320 0 0
7523 Boyd, A. J. W. ... 196 0 0
7549  Faulkner ,  S. ... ... ... 95 3 20
1126
1221
1452
1487
1601
MACYAY.
Keeley, C. ... ...
Hodge, G. W.... ...
Nicholson, J. ...
Tidemann, A. H.
Sievers,  H. C. W. ...
MARYBOROUGH.
1,280 0 0
483 2 0
59 1 19
260 0 0
105 0 0
1518  1 Hill, R. A. St. Q. ... ... ( 620 0 -0
.: )
LEASES --- 00SHU00d.
Name of Lessee.
NORMANTON.
M i
39 Currie, R. ... ... 169 0 0
RocRHAMProN.
2202 Brooks,  J. B. ... ... 203 0 0
SPRIN G SURE.
111 ( Middleton, T. ... ... .... 340 0 0
117 Stenhouse, J. ,. ... ,., 690 0 0
2 06
negistarl
No.I
LRAs lta-coneeinued.
Name  of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
STANTHOBPE.
223 1 Macansh , A. R. F. ... 1 1,280 0 0
SURAT.
97 I Sparks, W. ... ... ...
103 Ferrier, D. ... ... . .
TQOWoomBA.
398 4  Sandilands , J. F. ... ...
4051 "llagher, M. (spinster) ...
4052  Gallagher, J. ... ... ...
4084 Haidle , W. ... ... ...
4+099 Eiohardson, J....
4100 Elborne, G. ... ... ...
4107 Patch,  S. ... ... ...
4109 Roach, J. ... ...
11 Dempsey, M. .. . _ . ...
11 cDonald, P..1.
412 McDonald, J. (spinster)
412 Pillar, E. J. ... ... ...
TO WNSvILLE.
358 Petersen, N. P.
39 R,pbinson, H. F. A.
521 Scully , J. ... ...
572 Quigley, M. ...
582 Walker, G. ... ...
688 Collins, J. ...
585 Mi'orris , J. ... •...
691 Collins, J. ... ...
696 Lawrence ,. F. ... ...
696 Law rence , A. ... ...
160 0 0
792 0 0
640
160
160
43
100
320
80
102
160
1,280
1,230
603
... 1,260
... 500
... 1,000
... 1,000
.8110
54
3§2
350
$$0
0 0
0 0
Q 0
$ 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 00
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 Q
0 0
0 0
Department of Public Lnndc,
Brisbane ,  4th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified for genera) infgrmaation, th4tapplications under  the eightJ,- ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act Ff  1$84 " have been made
for cloeit  g  the undermentioned  P.gads; and  all
plergpns Who may consider their inter ate affected
thereb are required to transmit po
th;s Depart-n}en heir objections ,  in writing ,  Witlli i t vo
ipoi}ths E'rom this date.
Plane pf the Roads can be seen at the Laud
Qffipe, Toowoomba ,  Police and Post Offices, Too-
woounba and Jondaryan.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO Bf CLOS$p.
40.4pplipant. Situation. Parish .  Area.
I I I I A.  R.  P.
1 TheE psalle The reserved  road I Watts ... 7 0 0
Divisional  through selection
Board on  3396 ,  Toowoamba
aceount  District
of James
Shea
2 The  Cli ton The  road aepa} ting Hodgson ...  i5 1 0
Divisional portions  34A dni 34B
Board ,  on from po rt ions  34, 35,
account 36, and I#oo
of James
Tyson
3  pitto  ... The. ro ad separating ditto ...  38 2 0
port ions 63, 46, 1i8,
307, and 800 nt
portions 485, 47, and
38, and itq e9ggnu5-
tion through porjlon
Sts
4 Ditto The ro ad separating ditto  ...  12 0 0
rtiop pd
from ports  ns 47' add
48
5 Ditto  The  ro ad separating  ditto ... 44 0
portions 50, 51, 52, 53,
and 465 from part of
port ion 159 and por-
tions 306, 44, 45, 46,
47, and 48 ,  also the
reserved  through
portion'
ICorz.-The  closure of them roads is proposed  to be carried out
in connection with the opening  of other  ro ads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1885.
PERMANENT QLOSUR OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications u>itler the eighty-ninth section f
"The Croton Lands Art of  1884 ' lave been made for
closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all persons
who may consider their  interests  affected thereby
are required to transmit to this Department their
objections, in writing, within two months from
this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office
and at the Laud Office, Stanthorpe, the Police and
Post Offices, Pine River and Inglewood.
0. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
I I I  I  A. s. P.
1 Heinrich The reserved  ro ad Samsonvale 9 1 0
Kirchner through portion 145,
selection 3292, Bris-
bane District ,  and thfl
road separating that
port ion from portions
11, 21, and 24.
About
2 The  Ipglo- Parts of the reserved Te;as ... 83 2 0
wood Di-  roads th ro ugh por-
visional tion 32.
Board on
account
of the
Scottish
Austra-
lian In-
vestment
Company,
Limited.
The closure  of tae roads is proposed  to be carried out in
connection }  with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lange,
Brisbane, 30th Octpber, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  18$4 " have bee
made for closing the undermentioned loads ; an
all persons who may consider their interests a$fec}
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
met4 their objections, in writing, within two Iponths
tponl this date.
Plans of the Roads can  lle seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
A. L. P.
1 The Pioneer The reserved road through Eton ... 8 3 0
Divisional selection 758, Mackay
Board on District
account of
William
Eastgate
2 pitto ,  on The reserved road through ditto ... 8 2
account of selection 643, Mackay
Martin  District
Murphy
3 Ditto, pn Part of one of the reserved ditto  ...  20 1 0
account of roads through selection
theColonial 658, Mackay District
Sugar Be-
flning com-
p4ny of
Sydney
The closure of these  ro ads is p ro posed to be carried out in eos-
nection with  the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 188$.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1 1. lq hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  " Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their interests -
affeeti d " thereby are -required  to transmit  to .this'
Department their objections,in  writing ,  withintv.o
months from this date.
9201
Plans  of the  Roads ban be seen at  the Land,
Police, and  Post Offices ,  Ingham and  Warwick.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BR VLOaED.
No. applicant  iituatior .  Parish. area.
A. 1. P.
About
1 The Colonial Part of the road adpari}- Cordella 10 0 0
Sugar ting selection 109 ffom
Re fining selection 159 and Palm
Company Creek and reserved
through  selection 109
2 The The tunsseparating selec- Ounning- 6 1 15
Gleugallan Lion 1741 ,  Warwick Die- ham
Divisional trict, from  part of selec-
Board on tion 866
account of
Patrick
Horan
3 Ditto ,  on Parts of the  ro ad separar Ditto ... 7 2 35
account of ting port ion 137 from
John pre-emptive portion 68
Donald and part of selkction 865
Macansh
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public La31ds,
Brisbane .  18th December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.1 T is hereby notified or geligral information,
that application  wider the eig ty-niiith section
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884  "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned 1ioad ;  and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Flans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Marybo ro ugh ,  Police and Bost Offices,
Tiaro.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE of ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.
The Tiaro The reserved road
Divisional through portion 92
Board on
account of
s&shnel
Gordon
Tiaro ...
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE  OF ROADS.
I T is  hereby notified for general information,that  applications under the eighty-ninth
section of  "  The Crown  Lands Act  of  1884," have
been made  for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are requi re d to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land Offices,
Cooktown and Ipswich ;  Po li ce and Post Offices,
Cooktown and Esk.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO B11 CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. 8. P.
1 The Municipal The reserved %road Cook ... 5 0 0Council o thioukhthe nOrth-
Cooktown on west comer of
cunt of portion 3
T. McCarey
2 Zak Divisional Theroadseparating Byron  ...  12 018
Board on port ion 16 from
fcoount of F. portion 17
W. Bigge
3 Ditto ... The roadstparating Dixon  ...  40 3  24
portions 4 and 11
from portions 24A
and 20A About
4 Ditto  ...  Part of the  reserved  Dixon ... 7 0 0
road through por-
tion >SOA
The closure of these roads is proposed to be  carried  out in
Section with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T  is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the eighty-ninth section
Area.  of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884"  have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
A.I.  P.
2 2 0
The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under  the eighty -ninth section of
" The Crown Land s Act of  1884  "  have been made
for closin g'  the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons wlio may  consider  their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit  to  this Depart-
inent their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the  Land Office,
Mackay ,  Po li ce and Post Offices, Eton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TOAll CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 The Pioneer Part of the reserved Eton ... 0 2 0
Divisional road  throuili selec-
Board oil  tion 773 ,  Mackay
aecou ,  t of District
Willis,
' Torthey
2 Ditto  ...  Part of the road  se Ditto ... 3 0 0
rating teleetibil 7Vi
from selection 1005,
and also part of
one of the reserved
roads through selec-
toK 5, Mackay
r .  -FA.
sure of Posse roads is proposed  to be carried  out iS con-
Ueottdn with ; the opening of other roads.
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Rockhampton.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULR OF ROADS TO BR CLOSED.
NO. Applicant . Situation . Parish . Ar6s.
1 The f.ogango Part  of one of the re- Herbert ...
A. A. P.
7 0 0
2
Divisional
Board on
account of
A.H.G.
Macdonald
Ditto ,  on
solved  roads  through
Selection 1812, Rock-
hampton District
Parts df the reserved ditto ... 13 0
3
account of
U. S. G.
Macdonald
Ditto ,  on
road  t4ronghselbction
1617 ,  Rockhampton
b istrlet
Part  of the resorvpd ditto  ... 2 0 27
account of
It.  S. G.
Macdonald
road through Selbction
1348,  Roekhamlbton
•  District
The closure of these roads  is  proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Ptiblie Lands,
Brisbane,  3rd March, 1885.
THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
LAND COMMISSIONE RS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for Public iiifdrnlatidit, that
thn Land Comnliesic Teri  appointed under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands d1-t of  1884" will
hid their Oenrts.  in  ptl"tiane e, Of then f 'enfy f rh
sOdtion 9f the .  above-ref AL , e lfig finder.
mentioned Offices, do  the days specified.
2298
All business in connection  with  Selections under
" The Croton land* Alienation Act of  1868  "and
" The r''roton  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 to will
also be dealt  with by the Land  Commissioners
at their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
ATTHB LANDOFFICES-
Month.
Brisbane. Been-leigh. Ipswich. Esk'
Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March ... Tues .,  3 Wed., 11 Fri., 6 Wed. 18
April ...  7 8 It 10
May ...  5  to  1s
June ... to  2 10
It 1
to 5
Tues. 19
July .. It 3 „ 21
August  4 „ 12 of 7
September 1 „ 9 to 4 „ 15
October 6 to  4 to 2
November  3 „ 1
„
6 „ 7
December  1 to 9 „ 4
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT POLICeAT THB LAND  OrFICE 8- OFFICE-
Month.
Too- Warwick .  Dalby .  Allora.
woomba.
Date Date .  Date. Date.
1885. 1885. 1885. 1885.
March ...  Mon., 23 Tues .,  24 Fri., 27 Wed.,  25
April ... to  20 ., 21  to  24  22
May ... It  25 „ 26  to  29 q 27
June ... to  22 23  to  28  24
July .  „ 27 ., 28 „ 81  29
August. . ••• •••  to 24 ,, 25 .. 29  26
September
... ... „ 21 „ 22 to  25 23
October
.. 28 to  27 ,. 30 to  28
November u 23 a 24 , 27 to  26
December  „ 21 It 22 Wed., 23 of
At Miles, the third Thursday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first Friday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first Friday
in each month.
LEIOaHARDT DISTRICT.
AT THE LAND OFFICISs-
Month.
Cler - Emerald Taroom.
mont.
Spring -  Mt. Banana.
sure .  Britton.
Date .  Date. Date. Date. Date. Date.
1885.  1885. 1885. 1885.  1865. 1885.
March  ...  Thur .,28 Mon ., 16 Wed., 4 Mon.,23 Fri., 6 Wed., 1S
April .. „ 30  1, 20 to  1 27  Tues.,7 „ 15
May .. „ 28 18  6 25  Fri., 1 „ 20
June  ..J l to  2530 „ 15 „  320 22 5 „ 171527 3uy ...
August
to
27
toto
17 5
toIt 24 of  7 toto  19
September .,  4 21 2 28 4 18
October „ 29
,.
19
„
7 28
„
2
„
21
November
to
„  26 o  16 to 4 to23 „ 6 „ 18I
December
1
„ 31
t
to  21 to„ 2 ofto28 toto 41 toto  16
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the fourth Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the third
Friday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesdayin each month.
At the Land• Office, Nanango, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
K ENNEDY DISTRICT.
At the Land Office , Bowen , the fourth Thursday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in each month.
At Cardwell,* the second Monday in March,
1885, and every alternate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Ingham, Lower Herbert,
on the last Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Herberton, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Charters Towers, the second
Tuesday in  each mouth.
At the Land Office, Geraldton, the first Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Ravenswood , the first Thurs.
day in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF COOK.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Port Douglas, the first Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Hughenden, the first Tues-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Burketown, the first Wed.
nesday in each month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At Mitchell, the second Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Rkma, the second Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thursday in
each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tuesday
in each month.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office,  Aramac,  the first  Tuesday
in each month.
A.t the  Land Office ,  Blackall ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land  Office ,  Tambo ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Isisford ,  the second Wednes-
day in each month.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Cunnamulla, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Charleville, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Thargomindah, the first
Wednesday  in each month.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the
above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
The above Courts are only held for the purpose of dealing with
applications for Cert ificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1885.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive from the Land Agents
in whose districts their selections are situated, the
amount of compensation to which they are entitled
for the land  taken  from their selections  for Road
purposes :-
Selection No. 3602,  Brisbane  District--John
William Pitt.
Selection No. 955, Mackay District-John Brown.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " l'he brown Lands Act of 1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Office, Ippswich ,  and at the Police and Post Offices,
Harrisville.
C. B. DUTTION.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Mutda -  The road separating Forbes  ...  5 0 28
pilly Divi-  port ion 7 from por-
sional Board tion 8
on account
of Mau ri ce
Bowers
2 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 18 0 0
portions 5 and 549
from portions 10 and
551 About
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 1 0
pa rt  of portions 13 and
532 from pa rt  of por-
tion 553
4 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto ... 4  2  16
portions 79,  b2, and
83 from port ions 87,
86, and ?5
5 Ditto  ...  The  road separating ditto  ...  2  2  16
portions 89 and 88
fro m portions 90 and
91
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 16 2 32
port ions 548, 551, and
part of 552 from por-
tions 84, 83,  85, 89,
and part of 90, parish
of Mutdapilly
7 The Mutda -  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  18 2 10
pilly Divi- portions 27, 28, 31, 33,
sional Board 34, 36 ,  36, 37, and 38
on account fro m po rt ions 26, 29,
of Donald 30,-  and  32,  parish of i
Smith Wal -  Forbes ;  183, parish of I
lace Normanby  ;  and 106,
parish of Forbes
8 Ditto  ...  The road separating Forbes  ...  4 025
port ions 184 and part
of 105,  parish of Nor-
manby ,  fro m port ions
30 and 32
9 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 9 0 0
po rt ions 32 and 33
fro m portion 183,
parish of Normanby,
and port ion 34
10 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 10 1 24
portions 181 and 187
fro m portions 183 and
178
11 Ditto The road separating ditto ... 7 1 3
portion 94 ,  parish of
Mutdapilly, and por-
tion 188,  fro m port ion
187
12 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Forbes  ...  6 0 16
po rt ion 37 from por-
tion 38
13 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 11 0 0
port ions  189,9,21,  20.
19, and 16,  from por-
tions 4, 10, 11,  12,13,
14, and 16 About
14 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 2 0 20
portions 4 and 5 from
portion 10
15 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Normanby 3 0 0
portions 8 and 9 fro m
po rt ions 22 and 21 About
16 Ditto  ...  The ro ad separating ditto ... 9 1 8
po rt ions 13,  19, 24,
and 189,  fro m portions
14, 16,  17, 18,  25, and
26, and its continua-
tion th ro ugh port ion
189
17 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 4 2 0
portion 18 from por-
tions 25,  28, and 29
18 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 4 0 0
port ions 28, 27, and
189, from portions 29,
30, 31,  and part of 32 About
19 Ditto  ...  The road separating Thorn and 1 0 0
port ions 182, 181,  179, Normanby
178, and 177,  parjjh of
Normanby ,  from part
of portion 1, portions
3, 5, and 8,  parish of
Thorn ,  and port ion
176, parish  of  Nor-
manby
SOABDELE OF ROADS TO BE  CLOSED- 00"60198d.
No. Applicant . it Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
20 The Mutda -  The road separating Tho rn  ... 14 0 0
pilly Divi - portions 3, 4, and 19,
atonal Boardl from po rt ions 5, 6, 7,
on account and part of 18
of Donald
Smith Wal-
lace
21 Ditto  ...  The road separating  ditto ...  14 0 0
port ions 5, 6, 7, and
17 from portions 8, 9,
10,11, and 16
22 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 9 2 4
port ion 176, parish of
Normanby ,  from por-
tions 8, 9, and 10
23 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  20 3 10
part  of portion  M,
parish  of Normanby,
and po rt ions 10, 7, 4,
and 2 fro m portions
12, 11,  17, 18,  19, 20,
and 21
24 Ditto  ...  The road separating Normanby 1 2 5
port ion 176 from part
of port ion 176
25 Ditto  ...  One of the reserved ditto ... 4 3 36
ro ads th ro ugh portion
175
28 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Tho rn  ... 6 0 0
port ion 13 fro m por-
tions 14 and 15 About
27 Ditto ...  Pa rt  of the  ro ad sepa -  ditto  ...  6 2 10
rating portion 175,
parish of Normanby,
fro
14
m po rt ions 13 and
Nom.-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, thatapplications under  the eighty- ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884' have  been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
menttheirobjo ctions,in writing, within  two  months
from  this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at  this Office, and
at Police and Post Offices, Cleveland and Toowong.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. I. P.
1 Hans H. Heine- Part  of the road Redland .. 3 1 0
mann forming the south-
west boundary of
port ion 144
2 Andrew Bogle Part of the road Indooroo- 1 0 28
separating por- pilly
tion 65  from por-
tion 89
The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be car ri ed out in con-
nection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  December, 1885.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under  the eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons  who may  consider their interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Gladstone.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCTTBDTTLR OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
The  Execu-  Reserved road in selec -  Maxwell -  28 3 28
tore under tion 483,  Gladstone ton
the Will of Dist rict ,  from its
the late east boundary  south-James  westerly to a water
Thomson reserve, and from
that redepve west to
the  vest bounda ry
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
COMPENSATION  TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive from the Land Agent in
Rockhampton the amount of compensation  to which
he is entitled for the land taken from his selection
for Road purposes :-
Selection No. 1885 ,  Rockhampton District-
Jorgen Jensen.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1885.
ERRORS INDEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned  in the Schedule hereundef
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, iii
pursuance of the provisions of  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULES  ABOVR  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-11554.
Date of Grant-19th May, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Eliza Edmonds.
Land granted.--Portion  198, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-23 acres 3 roods and 28 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORREC-
TION OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  198.
Area-24 acres and 15 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 197,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a linedividing}}t from that portion 'bearing north 45egrees 7 minutes as  twenty-fourchains and
fifty-two links ; on the north- east  by a line bearing
south 45 degrees east nine  chains  and ninety-five
links ; on the south-east by a line dividing it from
portion 199 bearing south 45 degrees west twenty-
three chains and sixty-three links ; and on the
south-west by a road bearing north 50 degrees
west ten chains and eleven lmks to the point of
commencement.
No. of Grant-  8567.
Date of Grant--31st May, 1884.
Name of Grantees-John Hausmann, Charles
Thumm, and John I ppin'ger, as tenants in common.
Land g ranted.-Portion 17, county of Ward,
parish of Boyd.
Area- 78 acres.
AIIBNDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION of DEED
OF GRANT.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd, portion 17.
Area-78 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the north-east corner of portion 16, and
bounded thence on the south by the north boun-
dary line of that portion bearing 269 degrees 40
minutes fifty-seven chains and thirty-nine links ;
on the  west by  a road one chain wide bearing
north  fifteen chains ; on the north by a line bear-
ing east forty-seven chains and sixty-five links to
the Logan River";  aad ou 46 east by tom; river
downwads to the mint  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
1, N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name ; and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be con-
strued accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRRD TO.
No. of Grant - 27468.
Date of Grant-7th November, 1874.
Name of Grantee - Charles Gregory.
Land granted .- County  of  Stanley, parish of
Moggill, portion 185.
Area-60 acres.
Nature  of Error.- The  name of the grantee
having been inserted in the deed as Charles
Gregory instead of Charles William Gregory, the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1885.
_9RROR  IN DEEt).
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Exce ll ency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
fr om the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, tinder his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct description sha ll  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous desctiption ,  and such
grant and every such deed sha ll  operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-32,780.
Date of Grant-2nd February, 1877.
Name of Grantee-John Gee.
Land granted.-County  of Churchill, parish of
Brassall,  portion 483, being  selection  No. 1306,
Ipswich District.
Area-81 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Churchill, parish of J3rassall, portion
483,  selection No.  1306,  Ipswich District.
Area- 81 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
484, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west nineteen chains and forty-five links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 225  degrees  25
minutes fifteen  chains  and seventy-four links to a
road one chain wide; on the south-west by that
road bearing  315 degrees  thirteen chains and five
links ; on the north-west by a line  bearing 45
degrees  25 minutes  fifty-one  chains and  forty-two
links to another road one chain wide ; on the north
by that road bearing  east 189 links , and on the
east by a road beating nth twenty-four chains
and seventy -three links ea4t bas chain  ;  and thence
south eleven  dhaf.n  to the  pbznt of commencement.
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t)cpartment of Public tends,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1885.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
?jO1'ICE is hereby given,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedules hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  "  The 'titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of th re e months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that , by force  of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B.  DUTTON.
SCHEDULES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant - 15533.
Date of Grant - 22nd September, 1866.
Name of Grantee - Samuel Clissold.
Land granted.-County  of Stanley ,  parish of
Kedron ,  portion 91.
Area - 20 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED OF GRANT.
County of  Stanley ,  parish of Sedron ,  portion  91.
Area - 21 acres 3 roods and 20 perches.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
93, and bounded thence on the east b a road
bearing 359 degrees 53 minutes  twelve  chains and
fifty-nine links ; on the north by portion 88 bearing
270 degrees 3 minutes seventeen chains and forty-
one and a-half links  ;  on the west by portion 90
bearing 179 degrees 50  minutes twelve chains and
fifty -five and a-half links  ;  and on the  mouth by
portion 93 bearing 90 degrees 11 minutes seventeen
chains and forty links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-35896.
Date of Grant  - 8th April, 157$.
Name of Grantee -Z achariah Skyring.
Land granted .- County  of Lennox ,  parish of
Glastonbury ,  portion 19.
Area - 159 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DEacRIP EIox FOR CORRECTION
OF DEED or GRANT.
County of Lennox ,  parish of  G lastonbury,
portion  19.
Area - 162 acres 2 roods and 9 perches.
Commencing  at  the north -east coiner of portion
378, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 89 degrees 52 minutes thirty chains and
eighty-eight and a-half links  ;  on the east by  aline
bearing south fifty -three chains and two and a-half
links ; on thle south by a line bearing 269 degrees
58 minutes thirty chains and forty -three and a-half
links  ;  and on the west by portion 378 bearing 359
degrees 26 minutes fifty -three chains and four links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
VT
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  b- instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of the
intended grantee, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct  name  shall be
taken to have beel i inserted  in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous name,
and such grant and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE EEFERRED TO.
No. of  Grant-54,818.
Date of Grant-12th March, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Johns Caldwell.
Land granted.-Allotment  10 of section 5, town
of Geraldton.
Nature of Misnomer.-I  he name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Joseph Johns
Caldwell, instead of Joseph Johns, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NO1I')E is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  11 The Titles to
Land Act of  1858,
rovisi ns
the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deed of Grant, under his hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee, to the intent that, by force
of the Act  aforesaid , the correct  name  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed  containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-55045.
Date of Grant-8th April, 1884.
Name of Grantee-Grace Olive, wife of Edward
Abraham Cumberbatch Olive.
Land ranted.--A llotment  17 of section 26, town
of Cooktown.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error.-The  name of the Grantee's
husband having been  inserted  in the Deed as
Edward Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, instead of
Edmund Abraham Cumberbatch Olive, the correct
name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd October, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
1 TOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
1' Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the exp iration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed
n such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony,  describe the area, to the
intent that ,  by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct area shall  be taken to have been inserted in
he said grant and in every deed containing the
erroneous area; and such grant and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant--58929.
Date of Grant-7th April, 1885.
Name of (i  rantee -William Anderton.
Land granted.-A llotment 1  of section 7, town
of Carrington.
Area,-1 rood 23'ia perches.
Nature of Error.-The  area of the land having
been inserted in the Deed as 1 rood 23A perches,
instead  of 1 roQd 25,& perches, the correct area.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1885.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned  in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  "The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858,"  at the  expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by Instrument endorsed on
such  Deed of Grant,  under  his Hand and the
Seal of  the Colony, describe the land intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct description shell be taken to
have  been inserted  in the  said grant  and in every
deed  containing  the erroneous description, and such
grant  and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
C. B. DUTTON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-23449.
Date of Grant-27th February, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Alexander Dennis.
Land granted.-Portion  393, county of Aubigny,
parish  of Drayton.
Area-10 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR CORRECTION OF
DEED OF GRANT.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  393.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 392,
and bounded thence (n the south-east by Cambooya
street bearing 221  degrees 30 minutes ten chains to
a road one chain wide ; on the south-west by that
road bearing 311 degrees 30 minutes ten chains ;
on the north-west by  a line bearing  41 degrees 30
minutes ten chains ;  and on the north-east by a line
bearing 131 degrees 30  minutes  t.'n chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Crown Lands Offices at Rockhampton and
Bowen respectively will be closed on the 30th
instant  ; and that from and after the 1st proximo
all  business  under the provisions of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," connected with Runs in the
Unsettled Districts of Leichhardt, North Kennedy,
and South Kennedy, will be conducted at the Head
Office in Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1885.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
I that the  land as per  description  herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Ingham, will be
open for  Occupation License  under  Part V. of  "T e
Crown Lands Act of  1884 ."  at the  Ingham Land
Office, on and after  TUESDAY, the 9th day of
February,  1886 ,  at an annual rental  of 23 per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to  the Local Land A gent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Glenbora.
About  9 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Veunga Creek
at the south -west corner of portion 7v (marked off
under the 44th section of the Land Act), parish of
Glenbora, and bounded thence on the north by
portions 7v, 5v, 4v, and 150 easterly to Attie Creek ;
on t4 e east by Attie Creek upwards to its source ;
on the south  by the  range westerly  to the  source of
Mennga Creek ; and on the west by Meunga Creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
T it hereby notified for general information,
I that  the lands as per descriptions herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Bowen, will be open
for Occupation License under Part V. of  " The
Crown Laaids Act  of 1884," at the Bowen Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the 9th day of
February ,  1886 ,  at an annual rental of £1 5s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the situation of the
lands may be obtained by application to the Local
Land Agent, or to the Under Secretary for Lands,
Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Lot 1.-About 25  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Proserpina
River ,  near its mouth ,  at a point bearing south from
the south- east corner of a reserve of 2380 acres,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
north,  passing along the east boundary of the
reserve, about six miles  ;  on the north by a line
bearing east about four and a-half miles ; on the
east  by a line bearing south about six and three-
quarter miles to the Proserpine River  ;  and on the
south by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Lot 2.-About 25  square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corner of Lot 1,
being a point bearing north and distant about three-
quarters of a mile from the north-east corner of a
reserve of 2380 acres on the Proserpine River, and
bounded thence  on the west by a line bearin gg
north about five and a-half miles ; on the norti
by a line bearing north -east to Whitsunday Pas-
sage ,  and by the shore thereof easterly to a point
be aring north  fr om the north -east corner of Lot 1;
on the east by a line bearing south to that corner ;
and on the south  by Lot 1  bearing west about
four and a-half miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Lot 3.-About 25  square miles.
Commencing on Witsunday Passage at the north-
east corner  of Lot 2,  being a point distant about
three and three -quarter miles south-westerly  fr om
Pioneer Point, and bounded thence on the west by
Lot 2  bearing south about three and three -quarter
miles ; on the south by a line bearing east to Whit.
sunday Passage ; and on the north -east and north-
west by the shore thereof north -westerly and south-
westerly  to the  point of commencement.
Lot 4.-About 25 square miles.
Commencing on Whitsunday Passage at the
south- east corner  of Lot  3, being a point distant
about nine miles south -easterly from Pioneer Point,
and bounded thence on the north by Lot 3 bear-
ing west about eight miles to Lot  2; on the west by
Lots 2  and 1  bearing south about three miles ;
on the south by a  line bearing east about eight and
three-quarter miles to Whitsunday Passage; and
on the east by the shore thereof northerly to the
point of commencement.
Lot 5.- About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Proserpine
River,  near its mouth ,  at the south -east corner of
Lot 1,  and bounded thence on the west by Lot
1 bearing north about five and three-quarter
miles ; on the north by Lot 4  bearing east about
three and three- quarter miles  ; on the east by a
line bearing south  about seven and a-quarter miles
to Repulse Bay; and on the south by Repulse Bay
westerly and the P ro serpine River upwards to the
point of commencement,
Lot 6.-About  25  square miles.
Commencing on Whitsunday Passage at the
south- east corner  of Lot 4, being  a point distant
about twelve and a-quarter miles south -easterly
from Pioneer Point, and bounded thence on the
north by Lot 4  bearing west about five miles; on
the west by Lot 5 bearing south about four miles ;
on the south by a line bearing east about six and
a-half --miles to Whitsunday Passage  ;  and on the
east by the shore thereof northerly to the point of.
commencement.
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Lot 7.- About 20 square miles.
Commencing on Repulse Bay at the south-east
corner of Lot 5, being a point distant about twelve
miles westerly from the eastern extremity of Cape
Conway, and bounded thence on the west by Lot 5
bearing north about three and a-quarter miles ; on
the north  by  Lot 6 bearing east about six and a-half
miles  to Whitsunday  Passage,  and by the shore
thereof south-easterly about half-a-mile to a point
distant about seven and three-quarter miles north-
westerly from the eastern extremity of Cape
Conway; on the south- east  by a line bearing about
216 degrees to Repulse Bay ; and on the south by
the shore thereof westerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Lot 8 .- About 25 square miles.
Commencing on Whitsunday Passage at the east
corner  of Lot 7,  being a point distant about seven
and three-quarter miles north-westerly from the
eastern extremity of Cape Conway, and bounded
thence on the north-west by Lot 7 bearing about
216 degrees to Repulse Bav ;  and  on the south,
east, and north -east by the shores of Repulse Bay
and Whitsunday Passage easterly, northerly, and
north -westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1885.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, thatthe following  Forfeited  Runs, as per accom-
panying  descriptions, n the Land Agent's District
of Ravenswood ,  will be open for Occupation License
under Part  V. of  "  The Crown ,ands Act of  1884,"
at the Ravenswood Land Office,  on and after
TUESDAY, the 16th day of February,  1886, at an
annual rental of  £ 1 lOs.  per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the  runs may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local  Land Agent, or  to the Under
Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE RAVENSWOOD LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Formerly known as Carse 6 Gowrie Run.
About 50  square miles.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the
Burdekin River where there is a tree marked
broad-arrow over 11; bounded thence partly on
the west by said river upwards for two miles ;
thence on  the north by an  east  line six miles sixteen
chains  ;  thence on the east  by a south  line seven
miles forty-eight chains to the Burdekin River,
about half-a-mile above a remarkable bend in the
river, and thence on the south and west by the
aforesaid river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Western portion of Run formerly known as Merri
Merriwa.
About  201 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River at a tree marked broad -arrow over 1, being
the south-eastern corner  of Gilgunyah  Run, and
bounded thence on the west by a north  line along
part of the  eastern  boundary of that  run five miles ;
thence on the north by an east line three miles
seventy chains ; thence on the east by a south line
five miles forty-four chains to the Burdekin River
at a point  about forty  chains  below the  junction of
Conolly Creek with  said  river, and thence on the
south by the left bank of that river upwards to
the point  of commencement.
Formerly known as Gilgunyah Run.
About  41 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River at the junction of Pandanus Creek ; bounded
thence partly on the south-west by that creek up-
wards to a point opposite a tree marked  bro.-id-arrow
over V at or  near a  northern branch of said creek ;
thence on the north by an east line  seven miles
forty chains ; thence on the east by a south line
six miles sixty chains to the Burdekin River at a
tree marked broad -arrow over 1 about one mile
above the junction of Elphinstone Creek ; and
thence on the south and south-west by said river
upwards to the paint of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd Decem ber, 1885.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the  lands as per descriptions herewith, in
the Land Agent' s District of Ncrmanton ,  will be
open for Occupation License under Part V. of "  The
Crown Lands Art  of  1884 ,"  at the Normanton
Land Office,  on and after  TUESDAY, the 16th
day of February, 1886,  at an annual rental of £1
per square mile.
C. B. DUTTON.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Lot 1.-About  16 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west  corner  of Glenore
Run, and bounded thence on the east by that run
and Lily Lake Run bearing north about six miles ;
on the north by a line bearing west about two and
a-half miles  ;  on the west by a line  bearing south
about six  miles ;  and on the south by Waverley
Run bearing east about two and a-half miles to
the point  of commencement.
Lot 2.-About 23  square miles.
Commencing on Walker Creek at the north-west
corner of Maggiev ille Run, and bounded thence
on the east by that run bearing south to Lily Lake
Run ; on the south by that  run bearing west
about two  and a-half miles and south about one
and a-half  miles,  and by  a line bearing west to the
south-east corner of Seafield Run ; on the west by
that run bearing north to Walker Creek ; and on
the north by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Lot 3.-About 18  square miles.
Commencing on Walker Creek at the  south-west
corner of Scone Run, and bounded thence on the
east  by that run bearing north to the north-west
corner thereof  ;  on the north by a line bearing west
about three miles ; on the west  by Lot  4 bearing
south about six miles to Walker Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Lot 4.-About  18 square miles.
Commencing on Walker Creek at the south-east
corn r of Inverness Run, and bounded thence on
the west by that run and Lot 5 bearing north
about six  miles  ; on the north by Lot 8 bearing
east about three miles ; on the east by Lot 3
bearing south about  six miles  ;  and on the south
by Walker Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Lot 5.-About 11t square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Inver-
ness  Run, and bounded thence on the east by Lot
4 bearing north about four and a-half  miles ; on
the north by Lot 9 bearing  west  about two and
a-half miles  ; on the west by Lot 6  bearing south
about four and a-half miles to the north-west
corner of Inverness Run ; and on the south by
that run  bearing east  about two and a-half miles
to the point  of commencement.
Lot 6.--About 13; square miles.
Commencing at th - north-west corner of Inver-
ness Run, and bounded thence on the east by Lot
5 bearing north about four and a-half  miles ; on
the north by I of 9 bearing  west  about three
miles ; on the west by a line  bearing  south about
four and a-half miles ; and on the south by Lot 7
bearing  east  about three miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Lot 7.- About 12 square miles.
Commencing on Walker  Creek at the south-west
corner of Inverness Run, and bounded thence on
the east by  that run bearing north about four
miles to  the north- west corner the re of ; on the
north by Lot  6 bearing west about three miles ; on
the west by  a line bearing south about four miles
to Walker Creek at  a point opposite the north-west
corner of Seafield Run ; and on the south by
Walker Creek  upwards to  the point  of c )mmence-
ment.
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Lot 8.-About  94 equate miles.
Commencing at the  north -west  corner of Scone
R Y and bounded  thence on  the south by Lots 3and 4 baring west about six miles  ;  on the west by
Lot g wring north  about four miles ; on the
north by Lot 10 beprinir  east about six miles, and
on the  east by Midlothian Run  bearing  south to
the point  of commencement.
Lot 9.- About 20 square miles.
Commencing  at the south -west  corner of Lot
8, and  hounded thence on the south by Lots b
and 6 bearing west about five mile s,;  on the west
by  aline bearing north about four miles ; on the
north by Lot 11  bearing east  about file stiles, and
on the east  by Lot 8 bearing south about four miles
to the point  of commencement.
Lot f 0.-About  24 squa re  miles.
Commencing  on the western  boundary of. Mid-
lothian Run at the north -east corner  of Lot 8, and
bounded thence on the south by.Lol  8 bearing west
about sit  miles  ;  on the west  by Lot 11 bearing
north about  four miles  ; on the north by Lot 12
bearing east  about  six miles ,  and on  the east by
Midlothian  Run bearing  south to the point of
commencement.
Lot 11.-About 20 square miles.
Cotimmencin '' at the north-west  corder  of Ldt 8,
ahd boutn&d  thence on the east  by Lot 10 bearing
north  abdut four miles ; on the nbrt)t by Lot 13
beaming west  about five miles  ; on tHhe west by a
line bearing  south about four  miles  ;  and on the
sduth by Lot  9 bearing east  about five miles to the
pMht of commencement.
Lot 12. About 24 square miles.
Commencing on the  west  boundary of Midlothian
Run at the north-east corner of Lot 10, and bounded
thence on the south  by Lot 10 bearing  west about
six miles ;  on the  west  by Lot 13 bearing north
about four miles  ;  on the north by a line bearing
east  about  six miles  ; and on the east by Midlothian
Run bearing  south about four miles to' the point of
commen cement.
Lot 13.-About 20  square miles.
Commencing at north -west corner  of Lot 10, and
bounded thence on the east by Lot 12 bearing north
about four miles ; on the north by a line bearing
west  about five wiles  ;  on the  west by a line bearing
south about  four miles  ;  and on  the south by Lot 11
bearing  east to  the point  of commencement.
Lot 14.--About 25 square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of Accident Inlet, and
bounded thence on the north by the inlet upwards
about five miles  ;  on the  east  by a line bearing
south about five miles  ;  on the south by a line
bearing west  to the  Gulf of Carpentaria; and on
the west by the shore thereof northerly to the
point  of commencement.
Lot 18.--About 26  square miles.
Commencing  on the left  bank  of Accident Inlet
at the north -east corker of Lot 14 (being  a point
about five miles from its mouth),  and bounded thence
on the  west  by Lot 14  bearing south  about five
miles ;  on the south  by a line  bearin5 east about
five miles  ;  on the east by a line bearing north to
Accident Inlet- and on the north by the inlet
downwards to iLe point of  comuteneement.
Lot 18.- About 25  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Accident Inlet
at the north- east corner  of Lot 15, and bounded
thence  on the  west  by Lot 15 bearing south about
five miles  ;  on the south by  a line bearing east
about four  and a-half miles  ;  on the east by a line
beari ng north  about six  miles to  Accident Inlet;
and on  the north by the inlet downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Lot 17.-About 26 square miles.
Commencing  on the left  bank  of Accident Inlet
at the north- east corner  of Lot 16, and bounded
thane on the  west  by Lot  16 beating  south about
six-miles  ; on the south  by a line bearing east
about four  miles  ;  on the east  by a line  bearing
north  about  seven miles  to Accident  Inlet; and on
the north by the inlet downwards  to the  point of
commencement.
Lot 18.-About 28 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Accident Inlet
at the north-east corner of Lot 17, and bounded
thence on the west by Lot 17 bearing south about
seven miles  ; on the south by a lime  beating east
about four miles  ;  on the east by a  line bearing
north about seven and a-quarter miles ; on the
north by a line bearing  west  and Accident Inlet
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lot 19.-About  25 square  miles.
Commencing at the nbrth corner of Cunningham
Plains No .  4 Run ,  and bounded thence on the
north by a line  bearing west about seven miles ;
on the west by a line bearing south about seven
miles to Midlothian  R un ; and on the south -east by
Midlothian and Cunningham Plains No. 4 Runs
north -easterly to the point of commencement.
Lot 20.-About 30 square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of Accident Inlet, and
bounded thence on the south by the inlet upwards
about  five miles  ;  on the east by a line bearing
north to the southern effluent of the Gilbert River ;
on the north by the effluent downwards to the Gulf
of Carpentaria ; and on the  west  by the shore
thereof southerly to the point of commencement,
Lot 21.-About  30 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Accident Inlet
at the south-east corner of Lot 20, being a point
about five miles from its mouth, and bounded thence
on the south by the inlet upwards about five miles;
on the east by a line bearing north to the $ouithern
effluent of the Gilbert River ; on the north by the
effluent downwards  to Lot  20, and on the west by
Lot 20 bearing south to the point of commencement.
Lot  22.-About 30 square miles.
Conithencing on the right bank of Accident Inlet
at the south-least corner  of Lot  21, and bounded
thence on the south by the inlet upwards about
four end a-half miles ; on the east by a line bearing
north to the southern effluent of the Gilbert River ;
on the north by the effluent downwards to Lot 21,
and on the west by Lot 21 bearing south to the point
of commencement.
Lot 23 .- About 30 square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of .the Van Diemen
River, and bounded thence on the north by that
river upwards about five miles ; on the east by aline bearing south to the southern effluent of the
Gilbert River ; on the south by the effluent down-
wards to the  Gulf of  Car entaria ,  and on the west
by the shore thereof northerly to the point of com-
mencement.
Lot 24.-About 30 square miles.
Commencing  on the left  bank  of the Van  Diemen
River at the north -east corner of Lot 23  (being a
point about five miles from its mouth), and bounded
thence on the north by the Van Diemen River
upwards about five miles ; on the east by a line
bearing south to the southern effluent of the Gilbert
River;  on the  south by  the effluent  downwards to
Lot  23; and on the west by Lot 23 bearing north
to the point of conitnencement.
Lot 25.-About 30  square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of the Van Diemen
River, and bounded thence on the south by that
river upwards about seven miles  ;  on the east by
a line bearing north about five miles ; on the north
by a line bearing west to  the Gulf  of Carpentaria ;
and on the west by the shore thereof south-westerly
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th August,  1885.
LAND COURT AT NERANG.j T is hereby notified for public information, that
ll the Land Commissioner for the BeenleighDistrict ,%ill visit Ferang on the second Thursday
in February, 1880, and every alternate month after-
wards, for the purpose of receiving applications for
certificates of fulfilment of conditions.
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1885.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified  for general information, that4L the pqrtions of laud in  the parish  of Balmoral,to be opened to Selection  on the 1st December
next, by Proclamation  dated 16th October, 1886,
are available for application  at Mitchell,  instead
of Roma ,  qn and after the date  mentioned.
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Craton Lands Alierl-
ation  Act  of 18'6 " who may desire to sur-
render their tit es under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  The
Crown Lands Act ' of  1884," are hereby recluirefl
to lodge applications  in conngetion therewltl} at
tree Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
NOTICE.THE attention of thePublic is drawn to Sub.
sections 1 and 2 of Section 2 of  " the Crown
Lands Act of  18239 Amendment  Act  of 1885."
2. The Governpr in Council,  on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, may sgspend the operation
of the forty-third section of the Principal Act
with respect to any land situated in any of the
districts specified in the Schedule hereto which
did not it the commencement pf the Principal Act
form part of a Rnn, and which had, before the
commencement of that Art, been open to selection
under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
And thereuppn the following provisions shall have
effect :-
(1) Any  application to select any of such land
(2)
must give a plear description of the
locality and Bonn furies of the land applied
for, and must state whether it is already
surveyed or is a  surveyed.
Every  selection applied fpr must ,  before
the application is lodged ,  be marked at
the starting point of the description by a
marked tree or post at least three feet
out of the ground and six inches ' in
diameter ,  and such trey or post must be
maintained until the boundaries of the
land have been surveyed.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th October, 1885.
NOTICE.
} T is hereby notified for general information.
1 that  all Land Agents' Offices throughout the
Colony are appointed places for the payment of
Rents of Agricultural and Grazing Farms and
Occupation Licenses, under the provisions of sec-
tions 58 and 77 of  "'Che Crown Lands Act of
1889.
C. B. DUTTON.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane.. 17th December, 1885.
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the confirmation of the divisions of Runs
and the determination of Rents, and for such
other business as may be required, will be held at
the Court House at-Mitchell, on WEDNESDAY,
the 27th day of January proximo, at 10 o'clock a.m.
$y order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1885.
T is here by notified that a Land Board Court,
for the purpose of determining Bents, and for
such other business as may be required, wil l be
held at the Court Room of the Land Board, at
Brisbane, at 10 o'clock a.m. on TUESDAY, the
19th day of January  proximo.
By order of the Land Boar3,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Office of  he  Land Board,
Brisbane ,  17th December ,  1885.
T is hereby notified that a Land Board Court,
for the cgnfirmation of the division of Buns
and the determination  of  Rents ,  and for such
other business as may be required ,  will be held at
the Court  House at Roma, on FI UDAY ,  this  29th
day of January proximo, at 10 q 'clook a.m.
By order of the  Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Secretary.
Land  Commissioner 's Office,
Rockhampton , 10th November, 1885.
To JAMES Coc RANE.
i T having been reported o me that ypuhave nqtcomplied with the condition of rgsld nce i,n
Rockhampton District . respe t^ of your Conditlo >l Selee-
Conditional Selection tion, No. 1878, Roekhhhhhampton
Parish . qf Are 78. r.
District, you are hereby called
t; nty of Livingstone. upon to attend the Land Court,
862c ted-& ne,Iesr. to be held at the Land Office,
Ccnflrm
- May, 104 Rockhampton , on the lath dayy
Are' 'ems' of January ,  1886, at Ten o'clock
in the  forenoon ,  when such evidence  will be heard
as you may bring forward against  the forfeiture of
your  conditional selection aforesaid.
G. W. YOUNG,
Commissipner of Crown Lands.
Land Commissioner 's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1885.
To WILLIAM HFGHES,  Rivly, Upper Bundamba.Y OU are hereby called upon to attend at the
Land Court ,  to be held at Brisbane, on
40 Vic.,  No. 15.
$ri$bane District.
Wm.  Rushes.
Homestead.
Portion 36.
Parish Paler.
11 acres.
Laud  Commissioner
TUESDAY, the 5th day of Janu-
ary, 1886 ,  at Ten o'clock a.m., and
show cause  why our SelectiQnNo.
3612,  Brisbane  District ,  should
not be declared forfeited for the
non-fulfilment of the  condition
of resi4ence.
PETER MCLEAN,
JUST PUBLISHED.
NSW MAPS OF GOLD FIJ DS.
O
N S  A LB at this Office ,  and at the  respective
Wardens ' Offices at Gympie and Ravenswood,
the following M aips
xmpie Gold yield
Ravenswood  Gold Field,
showing Gold Mining Leases,  Eegfs ,  Shafts, &pp
Price, 2s.  64 . each.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Works aqd  Mines,
Brisbane,  21st October, 1885.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd October, 1885.FOR SAFE  at this Office ,  New Map of Town ofToowoomha ,  in two sheets ; price ,  Is. each
sheet. Also, Map of the Burdedin Delta  ;  price,
ls. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
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Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  21st  December, 1885.
BOREHOLE COLLIERY.
THE following Special Rules relating totheBoreho e Coll ery are hereby published in
the  Government Gazette ,  in accordance  with the
provisions  of  "The Mines Regulations Act
1881."
of
WM. MILES.
SPECIAL RULES POE THE CONDUCT AND GUIDANCE
or PERSONS EMPLOYED IN OR ABOUT THE
BOREHOLE  COLLIERY.
For the conduct and guidance of the persons
acting in the management  of the mine or employed
in or about the same, to prevent dangerous acci-
dents , and to provide for the safety and proper
discipline of the persons employed in or about the
mine in terms of part 2 of the Statute 45 Victoria,
No. 6, section 21.
In these special rules the word " Agent " means
the person having on behalf of the owner, care and
direction of any mine or of any part thereof, and
superior to the manager. The word "Manager "
means  the person (whether the owner or the agent)
who has the management of the mining operations
carried on in the mine or the colliery. " Over-
man " means  a person employed and acting under
the manager, and includes plural as well as
singular . The word " Miner " means every person
employed in the mine, in the cutting, or excavation
or removal of coal, ironstone, shale, fireclay, or
other metals or material.
Agent.
1. The agent, where one is employed separate
from the owner, shall have, as representing the
owner, the care and direction of the mine committed
to his charge, and it shall lre his duty to take a
general  supervision thereof, and to see that the
manager  attends to and performs his duties, as
generally to act as the owner's representative, and
see that  the mines are conducted in conformity
with the requirements of the Act.
Manager.
2. Generally the mine (or division of the same
when divided) to which the manager has been
appointed, shall be under the control and super-
vision of the manager, whose duty it shall be to
carry out, and see carried out, the various pro-
visions of the Act, so far as is incumbent oi3 him or
on those acting under his control and directions,
and to see that sufficient material and appliances
are always  provided for the proper carrying out
of all necessary  operations.
Overman.
3. Subject to the control and supervision of the
manager, the whole operative details shall be
under the care and charge of the overman. The
overman  shall be in the pit every day, and shall
see that the workmen of every class in their several
departments discharge their duties, and shall
receive and attend to all reports made to him as to
the state and repair of the air-courses, machinery,
midwalls ,  trap-doors ,  roads, ventilating furnace, and
working places. He shall cause remedies to be
provided where needed, and shall see the general
and special  rules faithfully and rigidly enforced.
4. He shall have under his immediate charge
the shaft  slides , pumps, and relative fittings, all of
which he shall keep  safe  and efficient.
5. He shall attend to the ventilation in terms of
general rule  No. 1, and  sha ll  see that  this rule is
closely  followed and rigidly complied with.
6. He shall  see that a plentiful  supply of timber
for props and other purposes  required by the
workmen to carry on their '  ope a1iionF with safety
to themselves is always ready, land sittill kgtttHe the
same to  be out into proper lengths,tn &  We on the
pit top,
7. He shall without delAy report to the manager,
or agent, or owner, any matter or thing coming
under his notice, necessary to be observed or
carried out with a view to compliance with the
general or special rules which he cannot himself
perform.
Pitheadman  or Bankman.
8. The pitheadman, during the several shifts, if
more than one, shall, subject to the control super-
vision of the manager, have charge of the workmen
employed about the pit bank. He shall see at all
times there is sent down the pit a stock of timber
as marked by the miners for props and other
necessary purposes, and report to the  manager if
at any time he sees or has it reported to him that
there is a deficiency of such timber or other
articles. He shall superintend and direct the safe
removal from the cage or other appliance used in
in the hauling of coal, fireclay, or other minerals of
all loaded waggons, and see to the safe replacing
of the return waggon on the cage or other appliance
used.
9. He shall be in attendance in the  morning at
such time as the miners' shift commences. It shall
be the duty of the pitheadman to report to the
manager  or Overman any defect in the ropes, chains,
shaft, pithead, frame, or other apparatus.
10. He shall regulate the number of men des-
cending at  a time , taking care that not more than
four to  a single  and eight to a double  cage shall
ride on such cage respectively, and no one with a
waggon ; and shall not allow any person in liquor
to go into the pit. He shall see that all safety
bars, fences, or  gates are  securely fixed across the
shaft at the termination of each shift.
11. In the absence of a "weigher" specially
appointed for the purpose, it shall be the duty of
the pitheadman to act as "weigher," and to see
that all the waggons are properly filled with the
mineral contracted to be gotten, and that the
proper deductions are made in respect of  stones or
materials other than the minerals contracted to be
gotten, or in respect of waggons, baskets, &c.,
being improperly filled, in terms of section  27 of
the Act.
Weigher.
12. When a person is specially  appointed as a
weigher, it shall be his duty to attend to the  matters
embraced in the immediately  preceding rule.
Engineman.
13. The  engineman  at the pit top shall, during
the hours of his shift  remain  continually in charge
of, or as near his  engine as at  all times to have it
completely and entirely under his control. He
shall be careful that the engines and boilers are
always in good working condition, and that the
pumps and whole machinery and gearing connected
with his en ;ine are in  a safe  and effective state ;
and any fly
wheel or exposed and dangerous parts
of the machinery securely fenced. He shall have
charge of the furnaeemen where these are em-
ployed, and be responsible for the regularity with
which steam is kept up and for the proper state of
the boilers. He shall have Steam  raised , and the
machinery in working order in time for the com-
mencement of each shift.
14. He shall thoroughly acquaint himself with
and shall watch and attend to the various signals
for raising or lowering the cage, or any other
apparatus used instead, whether laden with men or
materials or when empty, shall exactly set down
the cage or other apparatus at the landing place,
and manage the break connected with the engine.
The engineman shall further attend to and see that
steam and water gauge and safety-valve attached
to the steam boiler are kept in good order.
15. Before allowing the descent of workmen into
the mine on any morning the engineman shall be
bound to run each cage, if such is used, at least once
from the pithead to the pitbottom,  to ascertain
whether everything is right, and if any defect is
discovered he shall stop the engine, and shall not on
any pretext allow the descent of workmen until the
matter has been reported to the manager, overman,
o erson in charge, *ho shall' direct what remedy
shall be necessary.
16. He is prohibitetl from allowing any person
whatever to interfere with the engine in any way
while being wrought, and from allowing or permit-
ting any person other than those authorised by the
owner, agent, manager, or overman, to enter or
remain  in the engine-house.
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17. He shall attend  to signals  and make the
necessary return signals ,  which shall be as follows,
where a cage  is employed :-
18. The bottomer ,  or person acting in his absence
shall make the following signals from the bottom :
19. He shall strike or ring the signal -bell once
for the ascent of the cage, whether loaded or
e
20 The engineman shall make a counter signal
if there is any reason why the cage should not
ascend ,  and in case the signal mentioned in special
rule 19,  be given at  any  time when the cage is in
motion the engineman shall immediately stop the
engine.
21. The bottomer shall strike or  ring  the bell
thrice in rapid succession ,  intimating that the men
are about to ascend  ;  then the  engineman sh ll
signal that all is ready ; thereupon the bottomer
shall make the usual ascent signal of one stroke of
the bell ; thereupon the cage shall be raised.
22. The bottomer shall strike or ring  the bell
twice when he desires the engine to be reversed,
and the ascending cage returned to the pit-bottom
and to remain there.
Bottomer or Signalman.
23. The bottomer shall attend during the work-
ing shifts in the mine to regulate the number of
Wien who sha ll  ascend on the cage at a time ,  to keep
order among the wheelers ,  arriving with loaded
waggons  at the pit bottom, to see that the loaded
waggons are carefully placed on the cage or other
apparatus used in hauling the waggons ,  and secure
them ; to make the appointed signals necessary for
regulating the ascent of men and materials, to
examine and report t -)the manager or overman on
the state of the signal apparatus and of the waggons
used in the pit, and of the cage wrought in the
shaft, and also on the state of the slides or guide
rods in which the cage moves.
24. The bottomer shall attend to and answer the
signals made by the engineman from the surface.
25. He shall not allow any miner, wheeler, or
other  workman in  the pit,  to make signals  while he
the bottomer is on duty.
26. He shall not suffer more than four men at a
time to ascend the shaft in a single cage, not more
than eight in any double  cage . He shall not allow
any person to ascend along with a waggon ,  whether
loaded or empty ; and he is forbidden to signal if
more than the appointed number shall go on the
cage, or  if any workman shall attempt to ascend
with  a waggon  ; and shall not allow any person in
liquor to go into the pit.
27. In the unavoidable  absence of  the bottomer,
the overman, or some other qualified person. shall
make the necessary signals from the pit bottom,
and receive and attend to the signals sent from the
surface.
28. The bottomer, or such person  acting in his
absence shall make the following signals, being
those appointed in this mine for guiding the ascent
of the cage :-
(l.) He shall strike or ring the signal bell at
the surface once for the ascent of the cage,
whether loaded with  minerals  or empty,
and sha ll  observe any counter signal in
case of any reason  why the cage should
not ascend.
(2.) He shall strike or ring the signal bell
thrice in rapid succession when the men
are about to ascend ,  and after a pause,
during  which  a signal shall be made from
the surface that all is ready ,  he shall make
the usual ascent signal of one stroke of
the bell,  whereupon the cage shall  be
raised.
(3.) He shall strike or ring the bell once of he
observes anything wrong while the cage is
in motion, and tiyice when he desires the
engine to  be, rev ersed ,  and the ascending
cage  returned to the pit bottom aril to
remaiQ there.
29. No deviation from these signals shall be per-
mitted on any Account .  The ascending signals shall
not be made until the cage with its load ,  whether
of men or material, are securely placed and every-
thing ready for the  ascent.
30. The bottomer shall  not leave his post at the
pit bottom until the whole workers of his shift
shall have first safely ascended the shaft.
31. He shall prevent, or report to the  manager
or overman upon,  any neglect  or violation of the
general ides .,or special rules  coming  under his
observation ,  for which purpose copies of the general
rules and special rules themselves are furnished to
him.
He shall observe  that  all safety bars or fences
at the end of each shift are securely fixed across
the shaft.
Miners and ot her worksten,
32. Such miners and other workmen are and
shall  be genera lll as to the control of theagent ,  where one h s been appointed , and of the
manager and overman ,  but they shall also be sub-
ct to any directions which the engineman or
a ttomer may give in  their  respective departments,
for the purpose of preventing the workmen from
infringing, and of causing them to comply with, any
of the provisions of the  Act and of the general or
special rules.
33. Before commencing work all miners shall
satisfy themselves  of the  safety of their several
working places, and if while at work any miner or
workman shall discover or be informed of any
obstruction in the ventilation or stagnation or
impurity in the air of the  mine , or the  existance of
any defect in the wa ll s,  roof, or in any other part
thereof, he shall be bound to .give instant infor-
mation of the circumstances to the manager, over-
man, or person in charge ,  so that these defects
may be remedied and danger therefrom averted.
34. Miners are expressly forbidden to go into or
improperly near any place throughout the whole
mine where danger is known or suspected to exist.
They are forbidden to continue at any part of a
face where a sudden outburst of fire-damp sha ll
happen ,  or where danger from any cause whatever
shall apparently threaten ,  until the same shall
have been examined and reported safe, or the im-
purity  and other causes of dan r removed.
35. Whether the operations ball be conducted
by the  long-wall or stoop-and-room s stem, a
sufficient number of suitable proos shall  always be
kept at the pit-top from which the miners or other
workmen shall select ,  and number with a number
corresponding to the tally or token put on his
waggon  ;  the same being numbered sha ll  be sent
down to the station where the wheelers or drawers
deliver their waggons ; it shall be the duty of the
miners to set up these props in their working
places where the roof and sides are required to be
secured  by them  in terms of general rule number
8. These props  and any necessary sprags or gibs
shall be set up at such times and in such number,
and at such points within the working limits, as
shall  fr om time to time be necessary. .
36. But besides being bound to prop  and  secure
according to their own skill  and experience ,  miners
are  re quired to place props within their working
places ,  in such manner as the overman or other
person authorised to that effect shall deem
necessary ,  and shall direct for the safety of the
workmen and the mine.
37. When employed to  return upon and remove
stoops left in any seam, miners shall be bound to
prop and secure the roof and  strata around each
stoop before commencing to cut or remove the
same, and such places shall be deemed working
places under these rules.
38. If from accident or  any other cause miners
are at any time unable to  find a  sufficient supply of
prop-wood at the place appointed, they are expressly
forbidden  to remain  in their working  places.
39. When  the system of carrying the air-courses
along one side of their working places is adapted, it
shall, b4.the duty  of th a minersto carefully kee such
airs g :off the, xequirJlleight-anti width,- and
to c flaUy build  and stow ,the building  betwes &hhe
intake and return air-ways ,  and to keep snub.1Lir-
ways progressing  As 'ac „e f am ed:
.Fireman.
40. When  inflammable gas has been found in.the
mine within the preceding twelve months ,  it shall
be the duty of the  manager  to appoint  a fireman,
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who shall make a careful daily examination of the
mine and roadways with a locked safety-lamp
before miners or other workmen are allowed to enter
the mine .  He sha ll  be careful to ascertain that
every part of the mine and roadways are free from
$redamp, chokedamp ,  or other impurities ; and
in case firedamp or other impurity shall  be dis-
covered in any working place or  ro ad,  the fireman
sha ll , in the first instance ,  thoroughly clear the
same of such impurities ,  if that can be done with
safety to himself, and shall thereupon report to the
miners and other workmen that the same are safe ;
but if the impurity cannot be readily or at once
clgared out ,  the miners and other workmen shall  not
be permitted to enter any such working place or
reads until the, impure air shall have been by further
appliances entirely dispelled .  He shall prevent
minersand ether workmen entering the roads or
workin places until a report shall have been made
that al is sate,
41. hp fireman} shall suspend or affix such
danger signals as may be a greed on, outside of any
place in the mine where gas is found to exist, and
shall keep qp such signals until the dodger is
ramp pd.
42. He shall see that no workmen go beyond
such signals with a naked light.
43. No working place containing inflammable gas
shall be wprkeci until the miners or worknRen are
supplied  4ih locked safety -lamps.
44. No gpnpgwdar or other elplosive shall be
permitted where shfet  -lamps are used.
s5. It shall be the  duty  of the fireman ,  when he
discovers that any  pat  of the mine is dangerous
from the presence o poxious gases, to cause the
workmen to Tithdravg from the mine or the part so
found dangerous,  and to examine the same care-
ful1 as a competent person with a locked  safety-
1414y,end on no account allow any workmen to
enter without such is reported safe.
46. tie shall fit up bra tieing where required, of
suitable height and length, so  that the air  may at
all times be conveyed frpm the principal air-ways
fox the use of the workmen.
47. It  shall De his dot to report to the over-
man or.  manager an deficiency in the amount of
ventila ipp; as provied for in terms  of  general
rule  No. 1;  any failure to keep clean man-holes,
iu terms of general rule  No. 6 ; also any violatign
of the terms of eneral rule No .  2, as tp the use of
gunpQlader or other explosives.
Miscellaneous regulations.
4$. The manager or overman is authorised to
examine ,  open .  and lock safety -lamps in terms of
section 2Q of the Act, without prejudice to the
appointment of any other competent person for
that purpose.
49. If ,  in procegdtng to their working places, or
in travelling along any formed road in other parts
of the works ,  the maintenance of which ,  under the
regulations, devolvps on the owner ,  agent, or
manager, any miner ,  wheeler ,  or other workmen
shall meet with or see any fall  from  the rgof, or
shalll observe any dangerots place in the roof,
walls ,  or elsewhere in their progress ,  they shall
riot pass the same, but sha ll  instantly report the
occurrence to the manager ,  overman ,  or other
person kngwn to have the maintepance of such
places  u nder his charge ;  aid  mi pprs, wheelpra.
and other workmen shall not return past the fall
or dangerous place until the same shall  h ave been
ntadp secure ,  which it shall be imperative  on  the
iiganager, overman ,  or other persons in charge
to do.
50. As a matter of c Ammon safety ,  miners,
wheelers ,  and other workmen, who shall observe or
come to know of any damage to or deficiency in
any road, roof , Qr &u'-course,  or in any roof, per-
manent or temporary brattiee , or  in the ,  shaft,
tunnel ,  buildings ,  ventilating furnace ,  or other
appliance of or work devised for making ,  maintain-
ing and promoting the effective ventilation of the
mine, shall be bound instantly to communicate
such damage or deficiency to the manager, over-
man, or other person in charge,  so that the same
may be forthwith repaired or rectified.
Si. In  like manner every n$ ner, wheeler, or
workman who shall see ,  or come to know, of any
defect or flaw  in  the cage, ropes, or chains, or in
any part of the  engine,  machinery, and gearing
used in or about the mines ,  whereby the sufficient
thereof may be impaired, shall be bound forthwith
to communicate the same as above.
52. No miner or other workman shall be per-
mitted to introduce into the mine any stranger or
person employed by them, without the consent of
the owner ,  agent, manager ,  or overman.
53. Every.  miner or  other person who shall be
the immediate employer of any boy between the
ages of fourteen and sixteen ,  shall be bound to see
that such boy leaves the mine when his period of
work has  expired.
54. Miners, wheelers, and a ll  others who shall
have occasion to pass through any trap-door shall
thereupon cl:'sely shut the  same , and shall on no
account leave it open , and thereby prevent the
proper current of air necessary for ventilation from
being diverted.
55. All workmen are expressly forbidden to
throw into, deposit, or leave coals or other
minerals ,  wood ,  stones, or  iubbish, or material of
any kind in any air-course or read so as to interfere
with or hinder the air pas-ing into and through the
mine.
56. All workxpen are prohibited from entering
or remaining in auy place throughout the whole
mine, where not absolutely required by duty to be
at the time.
47. Miners and all others are prohibited from
knowingly or wilfully defacing or removing marks,
which may be made in any part of "the workings
for the guidance of the workmen in their operations.
All workmen are forbidden to displace, insure, or
damge in any way the stoops, props, waggons,
rail I',' or any part of the machinery, gearing, and
apparatus.
58. Meetings of miners and other workmen in
a body within the workings or in any of the roads
or air-courses, or on the pit-head, are strictly
prohibited.
59. Workmen ascending or descending the shaft
shall not be allowed to leave the cage a bile it is in
motion, nor until it shall have rested at the landing
place.
60. All  miners  and ether workmen must have
descended the shaft or tunnel before the time
appointed for commepeing the shift; 'and no miner
shall be allowed to descend after the commencement
of the shift. During the  continuance  of the shift
any workman ascending to the pit-top, shall not
on any account be allowed to descend during the
continuance of that `shif`t.
61. The common but highly  dangerous  practice
of riding on waggons, where the endless chain or
endless rope system of haulage is used, is expressly
forbidden.
62. Miners and other workmen are on no account
to travel on anv road unless the one specially
appointed by the_manager as  the travelling road in
the mine.
63. No workmen shall be permitted to enter or
continue in the mine while in a state of intoxica-
tion.
64. Wherever  explosive gas is  known to exist,
and safety-lamps are used, no person shall be
allowed to smoke tobacco in such part of the mine,
or to have in his possession any lucifer matches or
other material intended for lighting tobacco.
65. Wherever safety-lamps are required or
directed to be used no person shall have an open
lamp.
Name of mine-The Borehole.
Name of owners-The Borehole Coal Company,
Limited, Bundamba.
Name of manager - James Archibald.
N.B.-all persons employed in the mine, in
whatever capacity ,  are especially  requested to
peruse the whole of these rules, tinder whatever
head, so as to make themselves acquainted with the
terms thereof  ;  and nothing in these rules  shall be
construed to prevent any arrangement between the
miners and their employers as to payment of work
done in  "  clearing falls "  in working places.
Any person employed in or about a mine, who
neglects or wilfully violates any of the special
rules (section 29) for such mine, shall for every
such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds, or in default of payment to be im-
prisoned for any period not exceeding one month.
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Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's office,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY
SURVEY!` RS.
j T is hereby notified, in accordance with the
undh rmentioned Rules, that an examination of
suitable candidates will be commenced at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on MONDAY,
the 6th day of April, 1886.
H. C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
Rules for Examination of Candidates.
1. An examination shalt be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane,  once  a year, viz., in
the month of April, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed,
to consist of two railway surveyors on the Staff,
and the Inspecting Surveyor ; the names of the
railway surveyors shall be taken in rotation accord-
ng to seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give  not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of £ 10; such fees, in the
case of all candidates ndmitted  to examination, to
he paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
colony. The tees of  candidates  not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualifit d for  examination
who  does not hold a license its surveyor  for this or
one of the neighbouriiig colonies, or has not had
three years' field experience on railway surveys in
this colony
5. Candidates who successfully pass the  examina-
t•on shall be granted first or second  class  licenses
as railwa y surveyors, to be notified in the  Uuv-
ernment  Gazette,  and they shall have preferable
claims for employment in the Railway Department
of this colony when suitable  openings  may occur,
but not otherwise.
6. The examination shall be conducted by theInspecting Surveyor, who shall apportion to the
other members of the Board the subjects in which
they  shall examine  candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz
(a.)  Computation  of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far as  quadratic equations.
(c.) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(t') Practic al examination in use and adjust-
ment  of instruments, plan drawing, gra-
ding earl  hw(rk contents, conduct of
surveys, field books, &c.
(g.) Astron)my as applied to determination
of latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually prepare
i apers on the various subjects  of examination, and
he same shall be submitted to the Chief Engineer,
and on his approval thereof they shall be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the
proportional value of each question shall be
determined by the Chief Engineer previous to
examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 and not
more than  80 per cent . of such marks shall be
entitled to a second- class certificate , and those
receiving more than eighty per cent.  to a first-class
certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed  as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license  from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for  exarninatiOn,  provided that
not less than six months'  notice  be given such
officer.
11. Gentlemen holding licenses  as railway
surveyors shad be recognised by the Registrar-
General, and gazetted by him as qualified to effect
surveys under the  various  Real Property Acts in
force in this colony.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 25th November, 1885.
EXAMINATION FOIE LICENSED SURVEYORS
UN, ER  "THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF
1884."
JT is hereby notified that an Examinati n ofcandidates desirou$ of qualifying themselves
of Licensed Surveyors will be commenced at the
Surveyor-General's Office, George street, on MON-
DAY, 18th January, 1886.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination  for a license as Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor employed by
the Survey Department as to his term of service
and general experience in field duties, and his
competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibility. 7 he term of service must in all
cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand. and who can produce
certificates from the surveyor-General of the Colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory  manner , are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required
by the preceding  clause.
3. Candidates Rill be required to give at least
ten days' notice of their intention to present them-
selves, specifying names in full and t nclo-ing with
same  a fee of £5, together with any testimonials of
professional qua'ifications they may have previously
obtained, which v ill he returned after the examina.
tion is completed. Each canaidate is  also  required
to produce a plan of survey with the original field
notes taken by him on the ground, and a specimen
of drafting in accordance with the requirments of
the Survey Department.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be supplied,
if required.
5. The course of examination wJ1 include the
following subjects :-
(a) The use of logarithms.
(b) Geometry.
(c) Plane trigonometry.
(d) Mensuration.
(e) Plotting surveys and checking same by
calculation.
(f) General knowledge of the details of prac-
tical surveying in the field.
(g) writing descriptions of boundaries.
(A) The uses and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(e) Methods of determining latitude and longi
tude. and of obta Ding the true meridian-
(j) each candidate Rill be required during
the examination to take an observation for
azimuth by an altitude of the sun, and
to work ouS the azimuth therefrom.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 4U  scale,  a parallel  ruler, a
protractor and pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.FOR Sale at this Office, Re-issue of Map of theColony of Queensland, corrected to 1885, in
Six sheets ; price, each sheet-coloured 3s. 6d.,
uncoloured 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-Genefal.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, BENEVOLENT ASYLUM,
DUN WICH.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
January, 1886, from persons willing to contract
for Addit;ons to the Benevolent Asylum at Dun-
wich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Benevolent
Asylum, Dunwich."
Flan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit. to he enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £25.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification )
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perform-
ance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  SeerPts.rv
Department of Public Works and.Mines,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, QUARANTINE STATION, TOWNS-
VILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office and
at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January, 1886.
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Surgeon's Quarters, Wash-houses, Fencing, &c.,
at the. Quarantine Station, Magnetic Island.
Tender. to be endorsed  " Additions, Quarantine
Station, Tuwnsvill e."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
The am.)unt of preliminary deposit, to be
enclosed by bank draft or bank notes with the
Tender. is £15. (See clause 1 in the General
Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
b l party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security
for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and under-
taking in that event to execute and deliver at the
Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Teuder will not necessarily I.e
accepted.  %
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under Secretary
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
QUKENBLAND CENTRAL  RAILWAY.
TENS)ERS POR Cd! L.
TENDERS will be received  at this  Office until
l1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
January ,  1886 ,  from persons willing to contract for
the supply of 'l hree Thousand Tons of Coal for the
Queensland Central Railway ,  Rockhampton, for
Lneomotives ,  Shop Engines, &c.
The Coal  must  be of the best  description, and
samples must  be supplied to the Stores Department,
Rockhampton, prior, o the 22nd Jan nary.
Tenders will be received on printed forms only.
These forms, specifications ,  and further particulars,
may be seen at this Office, and at the Railway
Storekeeper's Office, Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND O1`HERS.
KITCHEN, SERVANT'S ROOM, AND COVERED)
WAY TO Tll  K  TEACHER'S  RESIDENCE,
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th of January,
1886 ,  fr om persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Kitchen ,  Servant's Room, and Covered
Way to the Teacher's Residence, State School,
North Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen,
Servant's Room, and Covered Way, State School,
North Rockhampton."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House. Rockhampton.
Tenders must be seat in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS ,  BAROLIN, NEAR
B U N1)ABERG.
rr ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Bundaberg ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the  15th of January,1886,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of new State School Buildings at Barolin, near
Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender fur State School
Buildings, Barolin."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen .  and further '  particulars obtained ,  at this
Office ,  and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, ETC., STATE SCHOOL,
ST. LAWRENCE.
dTatEN l) ERS will be received at this Office, anthe Court House, St. Lawrence, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th of January, 1886,
from persons willin i,  to contract for Repairs and
Painting at the State  School,  St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Repairs
and Paintinq, State School, St. Lawrence."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender maybe
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the  Tenders.
.T. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, GOWRIE
CREEK.T' ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
r at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th of January, 1886,
from persons  willing to contract for the  erection
of Additions to the  State  School at Gowrie Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tends, for Additions
to State  School, Cowrie Creek."
Plan, Specification , and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained,  at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders  must be sent  in  on proper  printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
TEACHER'S RESIDENCE, STATE SCHOOL'
SEVEN-MILE CREEK, NEAR IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Ipswich, until Four o'clock
p.m. on F RI DAY, the 15th of January, 1886, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Teacher's Residence at the State School, Seven-
Mile Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Teacher's
Residence , State School, Seven-Mile Crcek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form
The Minister does not  guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
ROCKLEA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the State School, Rocklea, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th of January, 1886, from
persons willing  to contract for the erection of
Fencing and Gates at the State School, Rocklea.
Tenders to the endorsed  "Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State b'rhool, Rocklea."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and ' furthe r particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the State School, Rocklea.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL, WOODFORD.TEN DE R S will be received at this Office, and atthe Provisional School at Woodford, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a State School at Woodford. f I
Tenders to be endorsed "Tender for otate School
at 1 oodfor'd' .'"
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender' may be
seen,  and further particulars; obtained, -it' this
Office, and at the Provisional School at Woodford.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FIXING SAWN BATTENS ON PRESENT FENC-
ING AROUND STATE SCHOOL RESERVE,
CAIRNS, AND PAINTING SAME.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th of January, 1886,
from persons willing to contract for Fixing Sawn
Battens on present Fencing around the State School
Reserve at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Firing
Sawn Battens on, and painting Fencing, State
School, Cairns."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Cairns.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Tnstruction,
Brisbane, 3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL, SANDY CREEK.
' TENDERS will be received at this Office andT NDERS
the Court House, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st of January,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of additions to the Teacher's Residence, State
School. Sandy Creek.
Tenders to be  endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Teacher's Residence, State School, Saaady Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper  printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or  any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd December, 1885.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, COOPAROO.
j ',ENDERS will be  received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
of January,  from persons wil ling to contract for
the erection  of Additions  to the State School at
Cooparoo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Additions
to State School, Cooparoo."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further -  particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
'``ENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Noon on MONDAY, the 4th January, 1886,
for the Construction of a Cottage for the Light-
keper, an4 also  a Boat -shed on "Bay Rock," Cleve-
land Bay.
Plan  anAp '€ri ea,fign  ear,e seen , and further
particulars  o tained, at the Office of the Harbour
Mast er,-Townsville.
'The lowest orany Tender not necessarily
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
$ risbane, 6t4  December, 18M.
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ELECTRIC TELEGft¢PH LINE-TORRENS
CREEK TO HUGHENDEN (ALONG RAIL.
WAY LINE).
1_
Th.N D.ERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the twenty-
fifth (25th) day of January next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material  except wile, insulators, brackets, and
screws, and for all workmanship necessary for the
abovecnentioned work,  according  to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification appended
hereto.
renders must state separately:-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
:3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insti-
lators, and stretching two wires.
Torrens Creek to Hughenden (along railway
route) a distance of fifty-four (54) miles, more or
less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele.
graph line carrying two wires. one on top pins, and
the other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire insulators, brackets, and screws to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The quantii ies issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for applying
for sufficient, snd any surplus material after the
e)nipletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.'
General Condition..
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-fire (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time  afterwards , before final pay-
ment shall be  made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract  shall have been completed to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Governmen` reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of vies
sages prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may  see  fit.
The contractor will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation l'or damage  to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed,  the Superintendent  is authorised
to pay the same from  any moneys  due to the con-
ractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern-
 ngnt , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining  to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums  of money  which may  be due to the  contractor,
ogetb er with  all plant, materials ,  and. implements
in his possession  on the  ground, and all sums of
money ,  whether  named in  the Bond to  be entered
into by the contractor  or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the  amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages  for breach of
contract.
A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender  cost  of the whole work
must accompany each Tender,  also a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the  due performance  of the  contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event that  they  will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any 'l'ender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and uuderwood standing within forty
(40) feet  on one  side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away.
Any branches everhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might  endanger  the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads' which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In  cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear  space of not  less  than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the  course  of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed}, with the bark
removed,  not less than xine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards  over a space  of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the tpp to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insylator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well  rammed  with rubble
"dearth. At angles or other  places where  required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iroubark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less  than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole The wire to be so stretched that the deflec-
tion between any two poles shall not exceed two
(2) feet. Joints  or splices  to be made as directed
and the wire tied to the  insulator  with the binding
wire supplied.
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on with three  (3) screws each ,  as directed.
The contractor to shift camp for the Inspecting
m)ii,cer and his  assistant  as required.
All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship, are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms ,  and every  information, may be
obtained on application at the Office  of the Super-
intendent of H lectric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane, and
Telegraph Offices, Townsville and Hughenden.
T. MACDONALD-PATE RSON.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 26th  September, 1885.
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Department of Public Works and Mines,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1885.
i
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted, viz.
Supreme Court, Rockhampton-T. MArraEws-
£ 12,533.
EDWARD DEIGHTON,
Under  Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office.
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
NOTICE.
T
fundermentioned Tenders for Lease of
Bookstalls at the  Railway Stations ,  Brisbane
and Toowoomba, have been accepted for one year,
ending 31st December, 1886, viz.
Brisbane--A. Josias-£40.
Toowoomba-G. AND J. BLACK-230.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane. 24th December, 1815.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs. JArxS CAMPBELL ANDSoNS, for the supply of 300 Tons of New-
castle Coal at Mackay, has been accepted. Amount,
£502 lOs.
A. O. HERBERT,
Under Secretary for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1885.
NOTICE.
0 l I
N and  after  FRIDAY, 1st January, 1886,
' amended Classification ,  Fares ,  and Rates
Tables will come into operation on the Queensland
Railways.
Fall particulars can be obtained  from an exami-
nation of the  Sheets , which will be published as a
Supplement to the  Government Gazette  on WED-
NESDAY, 23rd December, 1885, and which can
be had on application at this Office, or at any
Railway Station in the course of a few days.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office.
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1885.
NOTICE.
C AB and Dray Licenses, to ply  within the Rail-way Premises, Brisbane ,  expire on 31st
instant ;  and require to be  renewed for the coming
Year. .
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-MARYBOROUH AND
BURRUM RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, M aryborough Railway, was published in
fall on page 2208 of the  Government Gazette of  the
19thDecembet,1885. Owners can obtain the Articles
on application to the Traffic Manager, Maryborough,
and paying costs. If not released on or before
TUESDAY, the 16th March, 1888, they will be sold
by public auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1885.
LOST PROPERTY-CENTRAL RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a List of Articlesin the  cu tody of the Lost Property  Depart-
ment,  Central Railway ,  was published in full in
the  Government Gazette  of the 17th October, 1885.
Owners can obtain the Articles on application to
the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton ,  and paying
costs. If not released on or before  TUESDAY,
the 19th January ,  1886, they will be sold by
p ublic Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1885.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the Second
section of the Fassifern Railway  fr om Hsrrisville
Du andan ,  in length 16 miles 75 chains  7211,
loinks, have been approved and confirmed  ;  and that,
in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victorim ,  No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construct ion of the Line above referred to,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
1'nce so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th November, 1885.
NJ OTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
.11 section of  "An Act to make provision for the
construction by the Government of Railways and
1`or the Regutati•in of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
With the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the First Section of the North Coast
Railway, from junction with the Sandgate Railway
(Toombul) to Caboolture, in length  25 miles, 4
Chains, and 26 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of theClerk ofPetty Sessions , Brisbane, and all parties
Interested in the lands to be affected by the said
Intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
inay exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in c )nnection therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for  Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st October, 1885.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora ,  Aramac, A3r, Banana ,  Reenleigh,
Blackall ,  Bogantungan ,  Bou lia,,  Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burenda ,  Cairns,
Cardwell ,  Caboolture ,  Charters Towers ,  Charlevi lle,
Clermont, Cleveland ,  Clifton ,  Cloncurry ,  Comet,
Coomera Township ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla ,  Dalby,
Drayton, Emerald ,  Esk, Eton ,  Fernvale ,  Fortitude
Valley ,  Gatton, Gayndah ,  Geham ,  Georgetown,
Geraldton ,  Gladstone ,  Goodna ,  Goondiwindi,
Central Railway ,  Gympie, Gin Gin, Herberton,
Howard ,  Ingham ,  Ipswich ,  Isisford, Jericho,
Jimbour , K ilkivan, Laidley ,  Leyburn, Maytown,
Mackay ,  Marybo rougb ,  Millchester ,  Mount Perry,
Morven ,  Murph yy's Creek, Muttaburra ,  Mitche ll
Downs ,  Miles, Nanango ;  Netang Creek,  North-
Cote,  Normanton ,  Nebo ,  One-mile Creek  (Gympie),
Pentland,  Pimpama, Port Douglas ,  Queensport,
Ravenswood , Rockhampton,  Roma ,  Rosewood,
Shipping Office  (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane,
Springsure , S.  and W. Railway ,  Southport,
Stanthorpe ,  St. George, St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Sandgate,  Tambo, Taroom, Tewantin,  Thorn-
borough ,  Thursday Island, Toowoomba ,  Townsville,
Tiaro, Walkerston ,  Warwick ,  Watsonvi lle, Win-
ton, and Yeulba.
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Deposits of five shillings upwards will be  received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above  rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by lett'r or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1885.
THE following  Returnsof the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich are published in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management of that Insti-
tution.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
RSTuar FOB THE WEEK ENDING  12TH DAY OF
DECEMBEE , 1885..
Number of  Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 410
Number  since  admitted ... ... 1
Number returned from leave ... ... 0
411
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1884.
NOTICE.
1
T is hereby notified  for general  information that
applications will be received by the  Immigra-
tion Agent at Brisbane, and throughout the Colony,
by the Assistant Immigration Agents, or, where
there are no such officers, by the Clerks of Petty
Sessions , from persons desirous of obtaining labour.
Applications should contain particulars  relating
to the number and  class  of labourers required, the
nature of the work to be done, and the rate of
wages  proposed to be paid.
The several Assistant Immigration Agents and
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  have been instructed to
make themselves acquainted with the labour
requirements of their respective districts, and to
communicate weekly with the Immigration Agent
at Brisbane, in order that they may be in a  position
to afford employers every facility in procuring the
description of labour they may require.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
I.N OTICE is hereby given, that The StandardPaint Company, Limited, of Cowper Wharf,
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, Manu.
facturers of Oils, Mixed Paints, &c., have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," toregister
in Class 1, in respect of Oils, such as Linseed
Oil, Boiled or Raw Oils, Paints, and Pigments.
Varnishes, Colours ground in Oils, Putty, and all
painters' material, a Trade Mark, of which the
following is a representation:-
.
, Co DURABLE ECOAOMI ALCONVE$IE
Number discharged  ... ... ...  2
Number died  ... ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on leave  ... ... 1
4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 407
Admission during the week :
Wm. H. Jackson, 53, carpenter; from Roma Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. P. Roberts, Coongoola, near
Charleville.
Discharged during the week:
Henry Carter, 42, tobacconist ; admitted 8th Septem-
ber, 1885.
Wm. Barnes, 76, labourer; admitted 11th November,
1885.
Death  during the week :
Patrick Bennett, 43, labourer ; admitted 3rd Feb-
ruary, 1865.
Rnrnmx  FOR  THE WEEK  ENDING 19TH DAY OF
DECBMBSB, 1885.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 407
Number  since  admitted ... ... ...  2
Number returned from leave  ... ... 1
410
Number discharged  ... ... ... 1
Number died ... ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ... 0
1
Number remaining at date hereof ... 409
Be admissions :
Michael Haynes, 67; from Maryborough Hospital.
James Wall, 78 ; from Brisbane.
Discharged during the week :
Richard Knight, 63; admitted 21st October, 1878;
twice since  re-admitted.
M.u r.•. •S.
r QI ...1M
r•'lb.
w..s «.«
cowmwre,
JriWrn.v
.
• 4NAK Nf
.-
The Trade Mark differs from the above repre-
sentation inasmuch as the part at each side on
which the title of the Company and the directions
for use are printed is bright yellow, except the
circles and the initials therein; which are grounded
in deep orange colour. The spaces in the upper
and lower part of the body of the label, which
here appears white, is light-blue in the original ;
in the centre of the label is the Royal Standard of
Great Britain. The ground on which the scroll
bearing the words " Standard Paint " is printed is
red, and that portion of it on which are the words
" Ready for the brush " is green ; the outer rim is
yellow dotted with  orange spots.
Notice is hereby further given, that unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same  registered, in compliance with
such application, I shall register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
It is hereby further notified that  a representation
of the said Trade Mark is deposited for exhibition
at the Patent Office, Queen street, Brisbane.
(1)
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents. &c.
TT B. PRICE has been this day appointed• Poundkeeper for twelve months from date.
PHIL. W. PEARS, P.M.
Court House,
Goondiwindi, 1st December, 1885.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
T
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the 24th day of January next ,  in con-
formity with the provisions  of the 117th  section of
"The Real Property  Act of  1861," to issue in the
name of Wil liam Vincent Meredith ,  a Provisional
Deed  of Grant,  numbered 34241 ,  for 2 roods,
allotment 3 ,  section 5,  town of Tambo ,  and more
particular ly described in Register Book ,  volume 308,
folio  1;  the said original Deed of Grant having
been lost or mislaid.
THO. MY LNE,
Registrar of Titles.
QUEEN SLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL E. R. DRURY, C.M.G.,
Acting Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 21st December, 1885.
No. 228.ACTING Lieutenant J. J. Byron, Brisbane
Garrison Battery, will be attached to " A."
Battery, from 1st January, 1886, for instruction.
No. 229.
The following  changes  will take effect from the
dates mentioned  hereunder
TOWNSVILLE GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation of Acting Lieutenant Hodel has
been accepted. 14th December, 1885.
IPSWICH FIELD BATTERY.
CHARLES ANDREW MORRIS
to be Acting Lieutenant. 14th December, 1885.
"D" COMPANY, TOWNSVILLE.
Acting Lieutenant A. H. RouaxE
to be Acting Captain. 15th December, 1885.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
Acting Lieutenant WALTER JONES
to be Lieutenant. 15th December, 1885.
MACKAY MOUNTED VOLUNTEER RIFLE
CORPS.
HENRY WILLIAM ANTELL
o be Acting Captain. 14th December, 1885.
JAMES VINCENT CHATAWAY
to be Acting Lieutenant. 14th December, 1885.
By Order,
C. H. ICES V EUX, Major,
B.S.C.,
D.A.A. General.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
rN pursuance and by virtue  of the  provisions of
1 " The  District  Courts Act of  1867,"  and by
authority  of the  same, I do hereby appoint the
undermentioned day and date for holding a Court
at Dalby, in  lieu of tl  e  day and date heretofore
appointed.
DALBY, 1886.
Criminal Sittings. Civil  Sittings.
Tuesday, 13th April .  Tuesday, 13th April.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Chambers ,  Brisbane,
23rd December, 1885.
Approved :
A. RIYTLPDGE.
Attorney.  General.
Judge.
0
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I N  pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of" the District Courts A rt of  1867,"1 do hereby
appoint the undermentioned days for holding Dis-
trict Courts at the several towns and places in the
Northern District during the year 1886.
Criminal Sittings. Civil  Sittings.
MACKAY.
Thursday, 11th February Thursday, 11th February
Wednesday, 4th August Wednesday, 4th August,
Wednesday, 1st December Wednesday, 1st December
TowNavI I.I.E.
Wednesday, 17th February We lnesday,17th February
Wednesday, 7th July Wednesday, 7th July
Monday, 15th November Monday, 13th November
CHARTERS TowEss.
Tuesday, 23rd February Tuesday, 23rd February
Tuesday, 13th July Tuesday, 13th July
Monday, 22nd November Monday, 22nd November
HUGHENDEN
Friday, 5th March Friday, 5th March
Tuesday, 5th October Tuesday, 5th October
RAVE NSWOOD.
Thursday, 11th March Thursday, 11th March
Friday, 19th November Friday, 19th November
CAIRNS.
Monday, 15th March Monday, 15th March
Thursday, 14th October Thursday, 14th October
HERBERTON.
Friday, 19th March Friday, 19th March
Monday, 18th October Monday, 18th October
TuoRNBOBouGa.
Monday, 22nd March Monday, 22nd March
Thursday, 21st October ( Thursday, 21st October
PORT DOUGLAS.
Wednesday, 24th March Wednesday, 24th March
Saturday, 23rd October Saturday, 23rd October
CooxTOwN.
Tuesday , 13th April
Monday,  26th July
Tuesday , 9th November
Tuesday , 13th April
Monday, 26th July
Tuesday ,  9th November
NORMANTON.
Monday, 5th April Monday, 5th April
Monday, 5th November Monday, 5th November
BowEN.
Tuesday, 20th April
Wednesday, 11th August
Tuesday, 7th December
Tuesday, 20th April
Wednesday, 11th August
Tuesday, 7th December
A. B. NOEL,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
27th November, 1885.
Approved :
A. RUTLEDGE, '
Attorney-General.
Crown Law Offices,
'Briabaae , 1st December, 1885.
N OW published at the Government 'PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A STRoP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLOKA, containing both
the Phmnogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland.
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, E1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
is. 10d., to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BEAL, ..
Government Printer.
I L.S.J
A. I USGRAVE,
Governor.
PROCLAMA 'TL)N.
By  His Elroelleney Sir ANTHONT MuseaAV >r,. Kb.tg 1t Graud  Crows  of the Koyt  Diatin;acalted  (rriee of St. Mio 'tae1  %-I i 3t. tla sr.
 (l war I r
 'ta 1 0) a  na-i  ler•in •l latef
of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the autho ri ty in me vested, I ,  Sir ANTHONY MUsGaArL,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the • advice of the Executive Conacil, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
I that the Road described in the Boat of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road,
84-19026--D.B
Refer-owe '40.1
Boot of RBFBRBNCB- or ROAD THROUGH
 SILRCTIDAB
 1274 ,  955, AND 903, MACKAY DIBTBICT ,  IICTBNDRD TO Br PROCLATWRV  AS A PUBLIC RoA1:
Parish of Hampden, County of Carlisle, Distriet 'of South Kennedy.
Description of Road. No. ofPortion.
No. of
Beleo-
tion.
Lad Agent's
nbuiet. How  now Reputed  Owner. Bearing,. lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
Chs. links, links ,  A.  R.  F.
1 From the north -wet corner of Selection 1974 1374 1874 Mackay  ...  Vacant  ... ...  The Grown
 . ... ...  113° 3W 24 31 101, 2 1 0 Reservation of $ acres.
soutib -easterly to Its east boundary
2 From the west boundary of Selection 959 south -  966 966 Mackay  ...  Romestead ,  " C.L.d.  John Brown 113° 30' 7 69 100 3 0 0 •
easterly to the east boundary  let  of 1878 9 ° 9B' 10 50
180°
 12  43
3 Prom the north  boundary of Selection 90Ssoutb -  903 903 Mackay  ...  Eome . t ad,  'CL .4,  Jobe. Russell 180° 1 97 44 Irregular 6 0 0 Reservation of 6 acres.
easterly to Two-mile Greek  Ad  of 1876" 179&
 30' 7 90
* Nora .- The road through 8ellotion 966 is resumed under the psovidons  of  the 84th-Section of "TAe Crown lards  A lienaUoa  dc1 of  1876."
Remarks
Given under ray Hand and Beal, at Southport ,  this nineteenth day of December, in: the yfar of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth year of
Her M ajesty 's reign.
By Command,
Goa Swa wx
 Qv "v ! C. B. DUTTON.
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PROCLAMATION.
[L.a.] By His Exce llency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, Knight  Grand Cross of the Most
A. MUSGRAVE,  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander
Governor.  in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventeenth day  of December, 1885 ,  I did, by and withthe advice of the Executive Counc il, and on the recomme  dation  of the Land Boar ,  order that the
operation of so much  of the forty- third section  of "  The  Crown  Lands Art of  1884" as requires land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground beftre it is proclaimed open for selection, should be
suspended with respect to  the Country  Land  described  in the Schedule hereto ,  and the Surveyor -General
was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested
under the provisions of  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884," 1,  Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor afore-
said ,  by and with the advice  of  the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notif and declare that the said Lands specified in the said Schedule hereto.
being situated in the Brisbane Land Agent 's Dist rict ,  sha ll  be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after  FRIDAY, the  29th day of January, 1886 :  And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as fo ll ows ,  that is to say :-
in the case of lands within an Agricultural Area ,  1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further delare that the maximum  area  which may be selected by
any one person within Agricultural Area No. 1 in the said District shall be  640  acres.
And for the purposes of this  limitation ,  I do hereby ,  by and with the advise aforesaid ,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural  Area No. 1 to be a district for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall  nevertheless
form part of the said Brisbane Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Southport,  this twenty-first day of  December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
C. B. DUTTON.
GOD SAVE  TH B QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No. No. of
of  Parish.  Area.Portion.Lot.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Provisional Purchasing
Survey Fee. Priceper Acre.
A. B. P. £ a. d. £ s. d. £  S. d.
1 Yeerongpilly ... ... ...  407  217 0 0 0 0 9 7 7 6 2 10 0
(Being  part of Forfeited Selection No. 3278BB.)
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.] By His Excellency  Sir ANTHONY MusGRAVE,  Knight Grand Cross of the Most
A. MusanAva ,  Distinguished  Order of St.  Michael and St . George, Governor  and Commander-in.
Governor.  Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution  of all  powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE,  the Governor aforesaid, by and with
the advice  of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation  of the Land  Board , do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare  that the Country  Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Ipswich '  Land  Agent' s District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after FRIDAY,  the 29th  day of  January, 1886 : And I do hereby, by and  with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area  which  may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as fo llows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport,  this nineteenth day of December,  in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and in the fort y-ninth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GoD SAvn TUE QuuuiP !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.Of
Lot.
Parish.  No.  Of Portion. Area. AnnualRent
per Aare.
C. B. DUTTON.
llarvey Pee. Pnrthasiug lrbepar Aar.
d--
A. s. '. ko$ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.543 32  2 19 1 0 6 0 0 3 0 0
as7
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  11th December, 1985.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
TT is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
11. " The Crown Lands Act of 1884  "'  will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above -recited Act, at the undermentioied Offices,  on the dates specified.All- business in connection with selections under "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868  "  said " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876" Will also be dealt with by the Land  Commissioners  at teir  Courts.
1886.
District .  Jan. Feb .  March. April .  May. June .  July. August .  Sept. Oct.
A llora  ... ...  Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 24 Wed. 21 Wed. 28 Wed .  23 Wed .  28 Wed .  26 Wed. 23
Aramao  ... ...  Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  8 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Banana ... ... Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Thurs .  18 Wed .  21 Wed .  19 Wed .  16 Wed .  21 Wed. 18 Wed. 15
Beenleigh  ...  Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 8
Bleokall ... ...  Tues .  6 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs .  28 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  26 Thurs. 22 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  24 Thurs .  22 Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23
Brisbane  ... ...  Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  8 Tues .  4 Tues. I Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 9 Sat .  13 Sat .  13 Bat.  10 Sat .  8 Sat .  12  But.  10 Sat .  14 Sat. 11
Burketown ... Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1.
Cairns  ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed. 9 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Cardwe ll ` ...  Mon. 11  ...  Mon. 8  ...  Mon. 10  ...  Mon. 12 ... Mon. 13
Cbarleville  ...  Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues .  I Tues .  6 Tues. 3 Tues. 7
Charters Towers Tues. 12 Tues .  9 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Clermont  ...  Thurs .  28 Thum 25 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  29 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  24 Thurs .  29 Thurs. 26 Thurs. 30
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed. 8
Cunnamullaa  ...  Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  10 Mon. 14 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon. 13
Dalby  .. ...  Fri. 29 Fri. 28 Fri.  28  M.  30  M.  28 Fri .  25 Fri .  30 Fri. 27 Fri. 24
Emerald  ... ...  Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon .  17 Mon .  21 Mon. 19 Mon .  18 Mon. 20
Esks ... ... Tues .  19 ... Tues .  16 ... Tues .  18 ... Tues .-  20 ... Tues. 21
Gayndah  ...  Tues. 12 Tues. 9 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Geraldton  ...  Wed. 8 Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  5 Wed .  2 Wed.  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Gladstone  ...  Thurs .  28 Thu rs .  25 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  22 Thurs .  27 Thu rs . 21 Thurs .  22 Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23
Goondiwindi  ...  Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri. 2 Fri. l Fri . 3
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  6 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Herberton  ...  Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed .  5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Hughenden  ...  Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  4 Tues .  1 Tues .  8 Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Ingham  ... ...  Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Wed .  26 Wed .  30 Wed .  28 Wed .  26 Wed. 29
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri .  5 Fri. 2 Fri .  7 Fri. 4  M.  2 Fri .  8 Fri. 3
leleford  ... ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 8
Mackay  .. ...  Thurs .  14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  1] Thurs .  8 Thum 13 Thurs .  10 Thum 8 Thurs .  12 Thurs. 9
Marybo ro ugh  ...  Fri. 15 Fri. 19 Fri .  19 Fri. 16 Fri .  21 Fri .  18 Fri .  16 Fri .  20 Fri.  17
Miles .. ... Thurs .  21 Thurs .  18 Thurs .  18 Thurs .  16 Thurs .  20 Thurs .  17 Thurs .  15 Thurs .  19 Thurs. 16
Mitchell ... ...  Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri. 12  M.  9 Fri. 14 Fri.  11  M.  9 Fri. 13 Fri. 10
Mount Britton  ...  Bat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri . 5 Fri .  2 Fri . 7 Fri.  4 Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Nanango  ...  Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 8
Nerangs ... ... ... Thurs.11 ... Thurs .  8 ... Thurs .  10 ... Thurs. 12 ...
Normanton  ...  Tues .  12  Tues.  9 Tues .  9 Tues. 13 Tues 11 Tues .  8 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 14
Po rt  Douglas  ...  Wed. 8 Wed. 8 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  6 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Ravenswood  ...  Thu rs .  7 Thu rs .  4 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  6 Thu rs .  3 Thurs .  1 Thu rs .  5 Thu rs . 2
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. Ll Mon. 8 Mon. S Mon. 12 Mon. 10 Mon. 14 Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon. 13
Roma  ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed.  10 Wed .  14 Wed: 12 Wed. 9 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 8
St. George  ...  Tues. 19 Tues. 16 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  18 Tues .  15 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues. 21
St. Lawrenoe  ...  Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon .  I Mon. 5 Mon. 3 Mon .  7 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon. 6
Spri ngsure  ...  Mon. 25 Mon .  22 Mon .  22 Tues. 27 Tues .  26 Mon. 28 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 27
Stanthorpe  ...  Sat. 2 Fri .  5 Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 7 Fri. 4 Fri .  2 Fri. 6  M.  3
Surat  ... ...  Thurs . 28 Thu rs .25 Thurs . 25 Thu rs .29 Thu rs .27 Thu rs .24 Thurs . 29 Thurs.28 Thurs.30
Tambo  ... ...  Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues . 2  Tues. 6 Tues. 4 Tues .  1 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues. 7
Taroom  ... ...  Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. ' 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 5 Wed. 2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed. 12 Wed .  9 Wed .  14 Wed. 11 Wed. 8
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  5 Wed .  2 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 1
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 25 Mon .  22 Mon .  22 Mon .  19 Mon .  31 Mon .  21• Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 20
TownaviHe  ...  Thurs .  14 Thu rs . 11 Thurs. 11 Thu rs .  8 Thurs .  13 Thu rs .  10 Thu rs .  8 Thurs. 12 Thurs. 9
Warwick ... ...  Tues. 28 Tues .  23 Tues .  23 Tues .  20 Tues .  25 Tues .  22 Tues .  27 Tues .  24 Tues. 21
Nov. Dec
Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 22
Tues.  6 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 16
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. S
Tues. 5 Tues.  2 Tues. 7
Thurs .  28 Thurs .  26 Thurs. 23
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Bat. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
... Mon. 8
Tues. 6 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14
Thurs .  28 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Fri. 29 Fri .  26 Fri. 24
Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon. 20
... Tues. 16
Tues .  12 Wed .  10 Tues. 14
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thurs .  28 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 23
Fri . 1 Fri .  5 Fri. 3
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 8 Wed. 3 Wed. I
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 29
Fri , 1 Fri. 6 Fri . 3
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Thurs. 14 Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9
Fri. 15 Fri .  19 Fri. 17
Thurs .  21 Thurs .  18 Thurs. 16
Fri . 8 Fri .  12 Sat. 11
Fri. I Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Thurs. 14 Thu rs . 9
Tues .  12 Wed .  10 Tues. 14
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Tues. 19 Tues.  16 Tues. 21
Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Mon. 25 Mon. 22 Mon. 27
Fri . 1 Fri. 6 Fri. 3
Thurs. 28 Thu rs . 25 Thurs. 30
Tues .  5 Tues .  2 The.. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 8 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon .  22 Mon. 20
Thurs . 14 Thu rs . 11 Thum 9
Tues. 26 Tues .  23 The.. 21
*  The Courts marked thus  ;  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1885.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF "THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."THE attention of Selectors under the leasing clauses of  "The M ineral Lands  Act of  1872"  is directedto sections 6 and 7 of the General Regulations ,  dated 31st October ,  1872 ,  which provide that the
rent chargeable must be paid on or befo re the 2nd January in each year  ;  and to section 29 of the Act,
Which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days thereafter.
The following  list of payments due on the 2nd of January next is published for general infor-
mation.
C. B. DUTTON.
Register
NO. Local No. District.
Lessees. Area . Year. Bent.
33  3,94  9th 8..10 0F. Batho . .. ..26 118 Rookham n 2q .40. 6. & .. p:..Galtoa,  Galtou,  and Zonch32 26..  Charleville ...
... 30 0 0 5th 710 0L. R. Ashton ... ...36 144 . . Townsville ...
37  '2.22. 5th 9 1Q 0 aF. Batho ... ... ...37 122 Rockhampton
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The Brassall Divisional Bead 's Of loe,
Ipswich , 27th  November, 1885.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance of theprovisions of "  The Public Works Lando R sumption Act of  1878 ,"  having bee  pleased to c nfirm
the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby notified for general information, that
any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening of the said road are requested to
deliver to the Chairman of the Brassall Divisional Board the particulars of their  estate and interest in
the land required for the said road, and their  claims  for compensation on account thereof, within sixty
(60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said  parties  are further informed that the
Chairman of the Brassall Divisional Board is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has
been resumed  and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
BOOK OF REFEZSNCE  OF ROAD  ACROSS THE BRIaBANS  RIVER,  INTYNDED TO BB  PBOCLLJ ID U A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes of North and Sahl, Counties of Churchill and Stanley, District of Moreton.
PI
Description of Road.
1 From the south -west
corner of po rt ion 96,
parish of North ,  no rt h -
easterly through por-
tions 96 and 95 to the
Bri sbane River
8 Prom the Brisbane  River
northerly to a reserved
road in portion 7, parish
of Sabi
O, 7rd
a a
How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .Owner. Area . Zemarks.
Ohs. Lks . Links. A. s. P.
96 North Freehold Martin M. Fahy 90' 0' 6 00 100 6 023 Unimproved
and Fahy 60° 0' 1s 00 torestland
95 1090 Of 4 90
480 30' 11 30
800
980
15,
'
16
7
00
50 i30 rregu-
lar
7 Bahl ... Ditto  ,..  John Harris ,  I. Harris , 80' 0' 3 00 irrgu-  a 1 0 Ditto ,
junr. junr . 339° 0 ' 7 60 lax
190 0' 6 23
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be  seen  at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions  in Ipswich.
For full  particulars ,  see  Govern-
Department of Public Works  and Mines,
Brisbane ,  23rd De cember, 1885.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
MARYBOUOUGH- Post Office,  Verandah ...
CoonrowN- Police Barracks, Stables,  &c. ... ...
THmeSDAY ISLAND-Gaol, Additions ... ...
1xvriSBANY Po lice  Station  ... ... ...
TowesvILLS - New Post and Telegraph  Offices ...
INanAx -Additions to Hospital ... ... ...
CooxTowN - Quarantine Buildings  ... ... ...
INGLSWOOD-Additions, etc., Poet and Telegraph Office ...
Sovin Bs s xn-Levelling ,  Fencing ,  etc., Volunteer Parade
OTotYnd
1r1ozA ' -Bridge.over  Dalrymple Creek
3VxA76- Br*ge  over  $ slonaa River
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice. can be received.
5th' December, 1885
Ditto
Ditto
12th December, 1886
Ditto
19th December, 1886
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
r r+ = Drt5o
R.' TALLON,
Chairman.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Post Office, Maryborough.
31st December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court  g oose,  Cooktown.
81st December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court House, Thursday
Island.
8th January, 1886.
Works O9Ice,  Brisbane, and
Court House,  Herberton.
15th January, 1886.
Works Office,  Brisbane, and
Post Office, Townsville.
31st December, 1885.
Works Office, Brisbane, and
Court House, Ingham.
15th January, 1886.
Works  Office,  Brisbane, and
Court House, Cooktown.
22nd January, 1886.
Works Office,  Brisbane.
1.8th January, 1886.
Ditto.
Works Offide, Brisbane.
15th  January, 1886.
Ditto j) itto-
E (AED I)LIGH'!`ON,
,. ..$n&r Sea3etis7.
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Week ending 20th Dec., 148F...
Corresponding  week last year
I ucrbase...... ...
Decrease ,,.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
No. ot
vaspengers' Goods and Live Parcels  and
Imo  l Bares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.for
...
1885-- Total Traffic to rite ...
1884 - Ditto ditto
Total  Increase
361 7 1 80 13 3
... 1,461 , 0 3 ...
663  2,545 17  8 5,404  3 11  293 18 4  8,243 19 11
553 2,184 10 7 6,865 4 2 213 5 1 9,262 19 10
...
MARYBOROU GH RAILWAY.
Week ending 20th Dec .,  1986...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
... ...
Decrease ...
...
1885 -Total Traffic to date ...
1884 -J)itto  ditto ...
Total  Increase
16 1 3 9 13 6
£  i. d. £  S.  d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
77 228 17 7 627 8 8 20 1 9 876 8 0
77 244 18 10 637 2 2 32 5 7 914 6 7
... ...
... ...
BUNDABER G  RAILWAY.
Week ending  20th Dec ., 1885...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1886 - Total Traffic to date
1884--Ditto ditto
Total Decrease
Week ending 20th Dec., 1885...
Corresponding week last year..
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease
1885-Total Traffic tedate ...
1884--Ditto ditto . ...
Total  Increase
£  S. d. £ a. d. £  S. d. £ a. d.
66 55 17 10 131 2 0  4 3 8 191 8 6
66 65 8  8 154 17 5 12 5 4 232 11 5
...
369
817
Week ending  20th Dec.,  1886... 170
Corresponding week last year 127
Increase... ..,
Decrease ...
1886- Total Traffie to date ...1884-Ditto ditto ...
...
...
Total Increase ... ...
9 10 10 23  *15 5 8-1 8 41 7 11
... ... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
...
Total.
1,018 19 11
356,954 2 4
350,683 17 11
£6,420 4 5
37 18 7
44,180 4 10
39,081 5 3
£5,09819 7
8,604 8 2
... 9,647 7 6
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
568 15 3 2 ,612 6 9 29 1 5 . 3,206 8 5469 15 11 1,793 16 11  64 11  2  2,328  4 0
93 19 4 818 9 10  ...  876 19 5
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
35 9 9
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
366 11 6 ' 1,574 9 4 8818 7
441 10 0  1,174 14  5  42 16  9
$99 14 117i'18 6 ...  3 18 2
£ a. d.
4 19 1
88,758 16  5
62,199 13 0
MACKAY RAILWAY.
...
£ a. d. £ s. d.
Week  ending  20th Dec .,  1885 ...  31 51 8 5 84 11 11
Corresponding week last year ... ... ... ...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1885- Total Traffic to date
1884 -- Ditto ditto
Total Increase
COONTOWN RAILWAY.
fr d. £ a. ..
17 106 12 910
£942 19 3
173,424 19  7149,842 18  0
£23,582 1 7
£ a. d.
1.978 19 6
1,669 1 2
319 18 3
...
£26,664 3 5
£ a. d,
90 19 6
£1,86214 8
1 9 0 9 4W 1885..: 31
Total  Tug s  'te date ... :.. £155 16 4
F. CURNO'W,
Opaadisdoae for Bavvep,
2$21
Under Secretary for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1886.
TENDERS.
ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works .  For full particulars ,  see  Government
Giaaette,
Nature of Work. Date of  Gorsue  contain -  Place and Date to  which Ve*U*ing original notice .  can be received.
Western Extension,  Contract No. 9 ... ... ... ... 28th November 1886 Railway Offices,  Briabwne-8th January, 1886.
New Passenger Station at Ipswich  ... ... ... ...  5th  December, 1886IRailway OffiQes' Brisbane.ism.
Cooktown  Railway- Second Section-81 Miles 40 Chains to Rah il
a nRom, Brisbane.
50 Miles 40 Chains  .. 12th December ,  1885 t 26th  p`ebruary ,  88g,
Brisbane  Valley  Branch- Second  Section- Station Masts?s Railway Ofces ,  Brisbane.
House , Esk ... ... ... .. 19th Deeember ,1885 €8th January, 1886.
Wide  Bay and Burnett  District -- Isis Branch-: Contract  Rail Offices Brisbane.
for Works  .. Ditto '
. . .. €12tb February, 1886.
A. O. HgRBERT,
Under,  & cretasry for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd Decembe > •11".SIR,-Under the prgvisions of the Railway Laws ,  I have the honour to inform you that the Landmentioned in the annexed Schedule is required for the line of Railway known as the Southern
Extension ,  and to  request that you will  furnish me with the particulars of your estate and i  terest in
the said land ,  of which you are the reputed owner or occupier ,  and of the claim which you may desire
to prefer in respect hereof.
I have further to state that I am willing ,  upon behalf of the Government ,  to treat with you as to
the amount of compensation to which you may fairly be entitled upon account of the land  taken, orto
be taken,  or by reason of damage sustained or to be sustained by you, arising out of the resumption of
said land.
I have the honour to be,  Sir, your most obedient Servant,
To Mr. Dunlop James  Haldane.
Sc$sDVLS.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
F. CIIRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways..
Qnaiftity of
Owner 's Name .  Ocouplbr .  Land taken by Desc ri ption of Land.
Railway.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
33A Dunlop James  ...  0 2 11 Part of subsection 1 of allot-  Required for new eta-
Haldane,  ment 2 section 87, town of tion,  East Waftick.
Trustee of Warwick
E. M. Smith,
wife of James
Smith
COOKTOWN  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
1
THE following Time Table came into operation on WEDNESDAY ,  the 9th December ,  188&, and
will continue  in force until  further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Oooktown.
59
12
17
28
31
stations.
CooiTows
Marton
Jansen
Flaggy
Wednesdays
only.
S.M.
.., depart 110.30
A 10.50
A 11.6
A 11.18
.. A 11.42
A 12.42
arrive 1.0.
Mclvor ...
Normanby Bridge
PALER ROAD ...
Saturdays
only.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
a.m.
6.0 PALMER ROAD  ...  depart
A 6.20 Normanby Bridge
A 6.36 Mclvor  ... ... ...
A 6.48 Flaggy  ... .. ...
A 7.12 Jansen  ... .. ...
A 8.12 Marton
8.80 CooxrowN ... arrive
Wodnesdsp  Saturdays
only. only. ,
p.m. a.m.
4.0 11.80
A 4.15 A 11.45
A  5 A l2`A 6.33 A' V3'
A 547 A 1.17
A q-7 A }•S7
6.30 2.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers or Goods ,  and will set them ,  down when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice  to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 6•15)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
_ ...: - ... F. CHRNOW
Brisbane,  17th December,  1885;  Vommissi oner  ft  Railways,
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE.-
ON and  after  MONDAY, 28th DECEMBER,  1885, the following Time Table willcome
UP TE 4INS.
... ...
Monday
only.
Mixed. Passenger .  Goods.
Tuesday,
Thursday ,  Daily.
Saturday.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Monday.
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Mixed. Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday ,  Daily.'
Saturday.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m. a.m. am.
Rockham.pton dep.  5'20 25 5'45560 ...S Yeppen  . .. ... ...
s Gracemere  ...  5'88 615 ...
8 Malohi  ... ...  5.44 8110
...10 Habra  ... 5152 6.15... ...
15Nerkoil... ... ... 6'10 630 23 ...3Stanwell
.. a•1e • 6.40 ...18 Warren ... ..•
19 Siding 6 21 6.43 ..
20 Siding  ... ... ...  6.86 8.46 ...
24 Wyoarbah  ... 6135 658 ...27 Spring Creek .. 6'bd6 •7•lb7 s ...30 Westwood  ... € dsp - 7.80 :::
...  738 Oakey ...
38 Gogango... ... ... 7.55
44 ... ... ... 8'108.15
47 T_unnel  .. ... •..
53 Herbert's Creek ... ••• 8130
58 Boolburra  ... ... 8.4665 a  ... ... ... 01
D72 Wallaro0 .. ... .
83 Bridgewater .. ...
arr. ...N Dingo ... dep.
95 Stanley  .., ... ...102 Walton  ... ... ..
107 Bluff  ... ... ...
110 Sidinng
118 B laOkwater
125 Burngrove
129 Tolmie's
140 met ..
149  Tamale ...
159 Winton ...
165 Emerald
166
109
179
138
196
197
906
212
920
297
186
171
6pm.A.M. am.  noon .
... 10.0
p.m* p..m
... 1'0 ... 'U0 ...
... 10.5 ... 1.5  ...  5.5 ...
10.80  ...  1'15 ... 5120
... 10' ... ... 5'96 ...
...
... 10*  ... ... ... 51
...  10-55 ... ... ...  5.43
... 11'5 ... ... ... '5.5065
...
11.20  ... ... ...
6111.25  ... ... ... ...
... 11.30  ... ... ...  6.20 ...
... 11.40  ... ... ...  8.35
11.56  ... 645 ,
...12.10  ... ... ...  7 *0
12.25 ... ...
12.40  ... .. ...
10  ... ... ... ...
1'80
1.46
... '2'102 36
••. '8.10
3.40
4•
4'45
4'555
5'56
6.13
Emerald  ...  dep.
Emerald Downs
Theresa
Pelican
Gordon  Downs ..
Capella  .. €dep.
I Petro Creek ...
angton
lermont ....
Emerald  ...  dep.
Range Downs ... ...
179 Saint Helen# ... ...
183 Glendarriwill ... ...
188 Biding  ... ... ...
191 Anakie  ... ... ...
199 Borllla  ... .. ...
fos Withersdeld  •••Itarr.
213 Woodbine ... ...
219 Siding  ... .. ...
rra.227 Bogantnngan...St lap.136 Hannam's Gap ...
241 Drummond
259 Pine Hill271
3906 echo :::326 oe ...
...I dep.
::: air.
10'510.30
"10'451110
11.511,25 :.. 6'55
... 7.201210 ...
12'80  ... ... •8'15
12.56  ... ...  8.60
930
10'0
1'55 7'15
2.1 ... 7.35
2.35 ... 8.10
2.45 ...  8-28
2.67 ... 8'46*8.5
3.25 ... 933
8'854.5 ... 95010.40
... 4.20 ... 11.5
2.0
2.152-8.5
=8'15
8'454.15
4•
4'0 ••. 5'30
... •11'50 ... ... ... ...If0 •6'85
5• 7.0 ...
6'40 7'40 ::.
... 7.30 '9'0 .••
8
bb
20  *l1'20
10'0 1'0
•  Trains meet here.
Nara. The Passenger Traains will only stop as  follows:-
At all  stations when required . Branch  (both UpTo pick up and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond Emerald, and on the 0lermou$
and Down).
Accommodation for passengers will be provided on the Advertised Goods Trains ,  but the Department will not guarantee to rP4 these Trains
has advertiseL Notice of altered running or stoppage of  any  Advertised Goods Trains  Will be ohtaipgble  at Stations.
6.85
istoner for Railways' Office,n sbane,  22nd December, 1885.
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QUEENSLAND  CENTRAL RAILWAY.
into operation,  and remain in force until further  notice:-
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Alice  ... ...  dep.
Alpha ... ...
mo on Drum nd ... ::.Arr.Hannam 's Gap 1.dep.
Bogantungan .. €  drp:
siding  .. ... ...
Woodbine .. ..
Withersaeld ...
€
a .
Bonilla  ... .. ...
..' €
arr.Anakie  ... dep
siding ... ...
Glendarriwiii ... ...
saint Helens ... ...Bangs Downs ...Emerald...  arr.
Clermont  -.  dep.
Langton . ...
Betro Creek - ..
lMMOII Downs ...
Pelican ...
Emerald Downs ...
erald  ...  arr.
Emerald  ...  dep.
Siding  ... ... ...
Winton  ... ... ...
Yamala ...Comet
Tolmie 's :::
Bater ... ...
BS lluuff  ... ::::
Walton  ... ... ...
..Stanley  ... ..
arr.... .ego
daggee
" dep.Bri
Wanarooter
Duaringa. ... ...
Boolburra
Herbert 's Creek
Tunnel ...Rocky ...
Oakey  .. ..
arr.
passenger.  Goods.
Monday,
Wedn 'day, Daily.
Friday.
am. a.m.
2'15
3.15
4'0
4.50
6.40 ...
615 ...
*6'35
no
7'46
8.5$8'308.
$9'0 91
9.86 ...
9.35 ...
9.53
10'10 ...
Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Goods.
Monday.
Wedn'day.
Friday.
a.m. a.m.
Mixed.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
... 7'30 ...
... $10 ...
... 11'10 ...
... 12'6 ...
... 18.36
... $12'50 ...
... $1'30
2.10
12.15
... 1.0
... 1•
... ... $2.2'
..20
::. ... ::: ... $
'5
$
... ... ... 3•
... ... ... 4.1
... ... ... 4.46
... ... ... 6'10
$8'30 $9.0 ...
910 9'10 91410.0 :::
9.20 10,15 ...
9.45 11.0 ...
10'0 11'16 ..•
7.45 8'5
8.0 8.86
70  7.10 ...
7.20 7.34 ...
1015  '7'0
••i0,35 ... 7•
11.5 8.01125 818012'0 9110
12.15 9.251216  9'5012.56 10.20
1 S 10.30
1'15 •10'45
1.30 11.201.60
2-10  11.502-25 21
2.50 1'0$3.10 1'30
3' 1.53 ...
3.45 $2'10 ...
4f0 2• ...
4'10 2'40
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
p.m.
4.30 3.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 45  $ .15 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 '50 3'20  ... ... .. ...Westwood d '80 -ii  7.  ... ... ... ... ...ep b 0 S 17
spring Creek  ... ...  5.16  3  ...  7,26  ... ... 7.16
Wycarbah .. ..  5• 31  ... 7.35  ...  7.23
siding  ... ... ... 61  4'0 ... ... 7• ... ... ... 7. . ...
Siding  ... ... ...  5.38 4.5  ... ... 7' ... ... ... 7 ...
Warren  ... ...  5.45 4.1 ... ... 7 ... ... ... 7.38 ...
Stanwell ... ... ' 5'50 4 ' 20 ... ... 810  ... ... ... 7.45 ...
eerkoll ...  5.58 4.26 8.7 7.53
Habra  ... ... ...  6.5 4.35  ... ...  8'20 ,.. ... ... 8.5 ... ...
Malohi  ... ... ...  6.10 4 8'30 8.15 ... ...
Ghacemere  ... ...  6'15 4'45 ... ... 8140  ... ...  1'45 8'20 ... ...
Ye_ ppen ... on ... 8.86 456 856  ...  1,55 8.36Rockhamptonarr. 08.30 $5.0 ... ... 910 ... 2.0 8•40 ...
* Trains meet has.
The Mixed and Goods Trains wi ll  stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and  not  down passengers when required .  Passen-
gers wishing to alight at stopping places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure  from  Stopping plac es  shown thus , " Yeppen 55,,, are approximate and merely as a guide to intending passenger
and Guards of Ballast Trains.
Goods will be received at, and forwarded to, Beta and Alice under the published conditions  " Loading and Unloading  Gates and Sidings.''.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railway*.
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY (AND BURRUM BRANCH),
TIMB TABLE.
ON and after FRIDAY ,  1st January, 1886,  the following Time Table  for the Maryborough  Railway, and the Burrum Branch,
 will come into operation
 until further
 notice :-
...
2
2
6
15
17
18
8
5
9
10
12
16
17
20
22
23
26
30
32
28
.89
89
48
40
43
46
49
61
64
56
61
STATIONS.
MARYBOBOUGH depart
Croydon Junction
Croydon Junction depart
Aldershot
Torbanlea ... ...
Burrum
 ... ... .
HOWARD
 ...  arrive
UP TRAINS.
t 1 t
Mtx8d .
 Passenger .  Goods .  Goods .  Mixed. Mixed.
Y.1[. A.Y.  A.M. P.M.  P.M. P.Y.
7.0 • , 7.30 8'0 1.15 2120 4.0
A
 7-35 A 8'8 A .1.22 ... A 4.5
4. 7.6
C" 7'22
A 7.68
A 8.6
8'10
Sunbury ... depart ...
Oakhurst ...
Yengarie .
Graham 's Cre ek
Munger
 ... ... ... ...
Antigua
 ... ...
Owanyilla .,.
Blackmount
 ... ...
t arriveTiaro ,,, depart
Kooringa ... ...
Bopple
 ... .. ...
Gundiah arrive,
:
...
depart ...
Gootohie ...
Banyan .
Kilkivan
 Junction  arrive ...
Kilkivan Junction depart ,..
DICBABRAM ...
A 2.26
A 2.40
A 3.10
A 316
3.20
A 7'3 A 8-12:1 A  1.26 ... A 4.8
A 7' A 8 '22 A 1.38 ... A 4.1E
8.0 8.42 1 '56 ... 4.30
A 8.3 A 8.47 A 1.59 ... A 4'33
A 8.9 A 8-57' : A 2.8 ... A 4.41
A 8.18  * A 9.12 *A 2.28 *A 4.54
A 8'24 A 9'22 A 2.83  ...  A 5.2
A 8.33 A 9 37 A 2,48 ... A 5.10
09.47
*8.40 9.55 3.0 ...
A 8.43  A 9.59  A 3.5 ...
A 8'52  A 10.12 A 3'20
09.6 ...
9.20 10.32 *3.42
A 9'27  A 1040  A 3.53 ..,
A 9'60 A 11.10 A 4.35 ,.,
9.54 11.15 4'40
11.30
11.45
Thon .pson's Flat
 ... ...  A 9'58  ...  A 4.45
Gunalda ... arrive  ... ... ... * 5.0depart
 ... 10.10 ... 5.7
Kadin
 ... ... ... ... A 1019 ... A 5'21
Curry  ... ... ... ...  A 1029 A 5.40
Harvey ' s Siding  ... ...  A 10.35  ...  A 5.48
Corrella ... ... ... ,.. A 10.44 A 6.3
Tamaree
 ... ... A 1061 ...  A 613
GYMPIE
 ... ...  arrive  ... 11'10 ...  6'40
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS, t Timberand Goods . Passenge
r
Mixed, t Timberand Goods.
A.M. A.M .
 A.M. NOON.
G YrrPIB ...  depart 5'25 7.30
Tamaree
 ... ... A 5.48 A 7.45 ...
Cor re lla ... ... ... A 5.58 A 7'52 ...
Harvey 's Siding ... ...  A 6.13
 A 8.2 ...
Curry  ... ...  A 6.23 A 8.8 ...
Kadin
 .., ...  A 6B8 A 8 .17 ... ..,
Gunalda ... ... ...  6.55 8.28
Thompson'e Flat  ... A  7-8 A.
 8'37 ...
DICKABBAM .., depart
... Kilkivan Junction arrive
Yengarie  ... ... 9.45
A 10.3Oakhurst ... ...
Sunbury ... ... A 10.13
Croydon Junction .,. A 1018
'39
12.0
P,M.
4.0
A 4.1
A 4'24
A 4.3
A 4.48
A 4.58
*5.7
A 5.19
Mixed,
P.M.
...
... ... 12.16 ...
*8.40 ... 1230 5'23
A 8.44
 ...  A 12'34 A 5.27
A 9.4 ... A 1.8 A 5.47
*9.10 ...
 ...  *5.56
9.25 ... 1.12 6'10
A 9.38  ... A 1.32
 A 6.23 ...
A 9.51
 ... A 1.46
 A 6.35 ...
*9.55 ... 1.50 6'88
A 10.0 ...  A 1.68 A
 6-
A  10.10 ...  A 2.12 A 6.56
...
A 10.16 ... *  A 2.28
 A 7.4 ,.,
A 10.25  ...  A 2.37 A 7.16
A 1031 ...
 A 2.45 A 7.23
10,35  ...  2.50 7.28
A 10.50
 ...  A 8.10 A 7.43
A 10.56 A 3.20 A
 7-
A  1100 ... A 3.25 A 7•
... HowARn
 ...  depart  ... ...  8.40 ... 4.0
6.60 ... Burrum
 ... ... ... ,.. ... A 8.44 ... ...  A 4.8
A 7.2 ... Torbanlea
 ... ... ... ...  A 8.54 ... ... A 4.10 ...
... A 7.13 ... Aldershot ... ... I ... A 9.38 ... ... A 4.90,
.., A 7.21
 Croydon Junction  ... ... ...
 A 10.0  ... ...  A 4 53
A 7.33 ... -
A 7'41
 ...
 M&BYBOBOUGU...  arrive 10 .30 11.10 10.10 3.35 810 5.0 ,,,
.,. 8.0 .,.
Trains meet here.
t Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains .  Passengers  travelling thereby must clearly understand they do so entirely at their own risk.
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on , and  will set them down when
 required. Passengers  w>bhing to alight should notify the Guard  at preceding  station.
The times shown t hus (A 8• )' at platfohms and sidings are' the  approximate times only, and merely intended as  a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane, 22nd December, 1885. F.  CURNO W, Commissioner for Railways.
Kilkivan Junction depart 7'12
Ka: van  ... ... ... A 7'18
Gootchie ... ... A 7.48
GlundiaL arrivet depart *8.0
5.21 ... Bopple ... A 8-18
A 5.25
 ...  Kooringa  ... ...  A 8'33
A 5'S3
 ...  Tiaro  ... ... ... * 8.40
*5.50 ... Blackmount
 ... A 8.48
6.5 ... Owanyilla
 .., ...  A 93
A 6.11 ... Antigua
 ... ... ...  0 A 9.12
A 6'32
 ...
 Mungar  ... ... A 9.28
A 6'35
 ...  Graham's Creek A 9.38
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of ., The Real Property Acts  of 1861 and 1877 ."  Any person desiring to oppose will
require  to lodge,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  Form' H of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of  land.
2 acres ,  being subdivision 1A of suburban allotment 23,
parish of Drayton
64 acres ,  being all otments 6 and 6 ,  portion 5, parish of
Toombul
28}l perches ,  being subdivisions 18 and 21 of north-
eastern suburban allotment 76, parish  of North
Brisbane
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Oavw tmay be Lodged.
Carl Schauwecker  ... ... 24th  January, 1886.
Frederic Henry  Browne and Ditto.
Enoch  Bostook
Horace Everett  ... ...  Ditto.
Registrar of Titles'  Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  24th December ,  1886. Registrar of Titles
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1885.
RESUMPTION FOR RIFLE RANGE IN VICTORIA PARK, BRISBANE.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified that the Land described in the Book of Reference hereunder is, intended to be
resumed for a Rifle  Range, under the provisions  of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878 " and  " The Defence Act of  1884 ,"  and all  persons who may consider  their  interests  affected by the
said resumption are required to transmit to the Colonial  Secretary  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within one
month from this date.
A Plan of the Land  intended  to be  resumed may be seen  at the  Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Colonial Secretary.
Boox OF REFERENCE or LAND  INTENDED TO BE RESUM E D FOB , A RIFLE RANGE IN VICTORIA PARR,
BRISBANE.
Parish of North Brisbane ,  County of Stanley.
Description.
Commencing on the Bowen Bridge road at a post one hun-
dred and  fifty links  south froth  the south -seat corner of the
Hospital Reserve ,  and bounded thence on the north -west
How Held . Reputed Owners. Area.
Freehold  ... ... Secretary for Public Lands,
A.
19
E. P.
2 8
P.  Perkins ,  B. D. Morehead,
J. Campbell ,  A. Raft, and
by a line bearing 241° 15'  Arty chains ;  on the south -  John  Sinclair ,  as Trustees
west by a line bearing 151° 16'  four chains ; on the
south -east by a line bearing 61° 15'  fort y -seven chains
and seventy -eight links ,  and on the east by the afore-
said road bearing nort h four chains and fifty -six links to
the point of commencement
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1885.THE following Amended Regulations respecting the Registration of Deaths within the Colony of
Queensland ,  made by the Registrar -General in pursuance of the  power vested in him by the 6th
section of the Act 19 Victoria ,  No. 34,  have been approved by His Exce llency the Governor in Council.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
1. Regulations  Nos. 8  and 9 of the  Additional  Regulations made  by the Registrar -General on
the 3rd November , '  1880 ,  and published in the  Government Gazette  of 4th  November, 1880, and the
Regulations  made by  the Registrar -General on  the 11tji  March ,  1884 ,  and published in the  Government
gazette  of 10th May, 1884 ,  are hereby  rescinded ,  and the fo llowing Regulations are substituted n
lieu thereof :-
Certates of death.
8. District  Registrars shall use Form  " C " annexed to these Regulations  for the  purpose of
ascertaining particulars concerning deaths ,  -and  they must in all  cases see that the form is property
filled up by the  person who signs it, or by some person on hi s  or her behalf ,  and that it contains
all particulars  required  to be registered so fair  as the same can be ascertained.
Medical  certiflrates of cause of death.
9. In cases  where  a lega lly qualified medical practitioner attended the deceased previous to
death ,  a medical certificate of the cause of death ,  in I orm " 1)," annexed to these Regulations, must
be obtained and lodged  with the  certificate of death.
9a. When  a medical certificate of the cause of death cannot be obtained owing to_*bie.,,ln-atteud-
anevo f a legally gtiallfed'medical practitioner on the deceased previous to death ,  the Dist Registrar
must make all  reasonable inquiries , through the  police or otherwise ,  as to the cause of deptb ,aud the
reasons  why the  deceased was not attended by a lega lly qualified medical practitioner.
9b. If it `  appears to  the District  Registrar  that  the friends ,  relatives ,  or persons in charge of
the deceased wilfully and  unjustifiably neglected to obtain the assistance  of a legally  qua lified medical
practitioner to attend  on the  decreased previous to death ,  or that the cause of death is uncertain, or
that there  are any suspicious circumstances connected with the death , he should  refuse to grant a
certi ficate of registration , and should  forthwith  re port the circumstances to the police authorities ,  in order
that the case may be investigated and a magisterial inquiry  held  to ascertain the cause of death,
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FORM C. No.
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH.
District
Date of Death day of
Where died  [ street  or  locality]
Christian Name  (in fu ll )  Surname
Rank ,  Profession ,  or Occupation
Sex
Age years months
Cause of Death Duration of Illness
Medical Attendant
When he last saw deceased
Christian Name  (in fall)
Father Surname
P4 Rank ,  Profession, or Occupation
py Mother f  Christian Name  (in full)t Maiden Surname
188
188
days.
Whe re  Deceased was born  (town  or  place ) (county  or  shire ) (country)
How long Deceased was in the Australasian Colonies  (stating which)
Married at (town  or  place ) (county  or shire) (country)
Age when  Married years (on preceding birthday)
To whom Deceased was Married  (Christian name  in full)T.DECEASED wAS (Surname)i i Nng (v ames and Ages)(LMARRIED.
Issue
LDead (Number and Sex)
certify the above statement of particulars is correct for the purpose of being inserted in the Register of Deaths.
Signature of Informant
Relationship  to Deceased  (if any)
Residence
Date 188
Witness  to Signature
To the District  Registrar at
Nors.-"  The Registration Act"  pro vides that "the tenant of the house or place where a death occurs shall within
thirty d ys  next the re after inform the District Registrar of such death, and of all the particulars concern-
ing the same."  Penalty  for refusal  or neglect ,  TEN POUNDS. (Sec. 21.)
The Certificate of Death must be accompanied by a Medical Certificate of the cause of death,  in cases
where a physician or surgeon attended.
A Justice of the Peace holding a magisterial inquiry on any dead body,  or a coroner holding an inquest,
must also  forthwith  inform the District Registrar thereof, and shall notify all particulars required to be
registered.  (See. 28.)
The Undertaker,  or other person who shall bury or otherwise dispose of any dead body, shall  forthw th
cause to be transmitted to the District Registrar a certificate of such burial in the form prescribed by
schedule H to the Act,  countersigned  by two respectable  householders.  (Sec. 29.)
The Minister,  or other  officiating person who performs any religious service for the burial of a dead
body,  and for which a certificate of registration has not been delivered to him,  must  forthwith  notify the
fact to the bistiict Registrar. (Sec. 29.) •
Any person making or causing to be made any false statement touching any of the particulars
required to be registered ,  is subject to a  fine of  Two  HUNDRED POUNDS,  with imprisonment with
hard  tabour  for  THREE YEARS. (Sec. 34.)
Name
Age
Residence
When last seen
Date of Death
FORx D.
Medical Certi, tcate of Cause of Death.
To the Registrar of the District in which the  undermentioned Death
took place.
I hereby certify that
aged last  birthday,  was attended and last seen by me
on ; and I am informed that h died on
The cause of h death was as specified at foot hereof.
Cause of Death .  Duration of
(Disease  or Injury.*) Illness.
1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Final
Cause of s 41
1 / .ins}(Disease or 1aatureInjury.) Prof. Title
1  Address
2
a
• In case of a Death resulting from fractures, contusions,  wounds of any kind,
poison,  or drowning,  the Registrar-General particularly requests medical men to
state specifically THE ixATUaB or  mu  niz"Y,  and whether the Cause of Death
WAS AOOIDEmrAL, $VIOIDAI,  Or ROKIOWQL,
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TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY  ACTS OF  1861  AND 1877."
N OTIOE is hereby given, that  appli cations have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to  the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars  of such  applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must  do so by lodging  a Caveat at my Office on or before  the day  specified.
Name  of Deceased
Proprietor.
William Vincent Mere-
dith ,  late of Flinders
River ,  grasser
John De Poi: Tyrol, late
of Stanthorpe, auo-
tioneer
I
Date of
Death.
1881.
18 Aug.
1886.
15 July
Name
of Claimant .
Description
and Situation of Land.
state
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particula rs of
wi ll
or otherw ise.
Sal
1.12
se
1886.
8aiome Josephine Mere -  Allotment 3 of section 5, town Fee-simple As administratriz... 8 Feb.
dith ,  of Southport, Tambo
widow
Elizabeth Ann Do  Poix Allotment 8 section  4, town of Fee-simple Will ... ... ... 8 Feb.
Tyrol ,  widow Stanthorpe
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Henry Wilcox and  Thomas Walden,
trading as  " Wilcox  and Walden ,"  of Dulva-
dilla, general storekeepers , by the  said George
Henry Wilcox and Thomas  Walden.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordere d that the said George Henry
Wilcox and Thomas Walden be, and they are
hereby adjudged  ,insolvent ,  and that James Boyne
S all, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of their Estate.
And it is farther ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said George
Henry Wilcox and  Thomas Walden,  for the elec-
tion of  a  Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court ,  on the Twelfth day of
January ,  1886 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said George
Henry Wilcox and Thomas Walden shall, on the
Eleventh day of January ,  1886, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and.  accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of their
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known ,  of their creditors,
and of the causes of their inability to meet their
en gagembnts.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this twenty-
third day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
W. H. OSBOENE,
ALFRED DOWN,
•  Deputy .  Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvents,
6, Chancery Chambers,
George street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JvsTlcs MSIN.
In the Matter  of an Insolvency  Petition  against
William Albert Goode ,  of Brisbane ,  saddler,
by the  said  William Albert Goode.
U PON the  hearing of  this Petition this day,it is ordered  that the said  William Albert
Goode be,  and he is  hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James  Boyne Hall ,  E squire ,  be Official  Trustee
of his Estate . And it is  further  ordered that the
First  General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Albert  Goode,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held  at the Office of the Registrar  of this , Coact,
on the -Seventh  day,oUYa ~+ qry, 1886 ,  at Eleven
o'clock  in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said  William Albert Goode  shall, on the
Sixth day  of  January, 1886, at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee  in this Estate  a full, true,  and accurate
statement,  verified on oath,  of his debts and
liabilities of every kind,  and of the names and
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
residences,  so far as known,  of his  creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given  under the Seal of  the Court ,  this twenty-
third day of December, 1885.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of William Steel,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony, of Queensland,  grocer,  an Insolvent.
STEPHEN COOPER,  of Brisbane,  in the Colonyof Queensland , accountant,  h s been appointed
Trustee of the property  of the  Insolvent.
All  persons having in -their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee,  and all  debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of  debt to the  Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
CHAMBBES,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
3023 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  Ji i srIcs  HARDING.
In the Matter of Thomas Marlow ,  of Toowoomba,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  contractor, an
Insolvent.
OHN CAMERON,  of Toowoomba, in the
eJ Colony of  Queensland,  timber merchant, has
been appointed  Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent  must deliver  them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the  Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors  who have  not yet proved  their debts
must forward their proofs of debts  to the  Trustee.
Dated this twenty -fourth day  of December, A.D.
1885. :. , ' .
WILLM. BELL,
C. H. BOYDB MACKAY,
Solicitor for the Trust4,
Toowoomba. %
By his Agen Tt-
BERSB bWanIexTSS,
80$$ 6a• 04,
2828
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for. Liquidation by
Arrangement with Creditors instituted by
Alfred John Bing, of Roma, in the Colony of
Queensland, trading  as " Bing  and Campbell."WILLIAMGRESTYBILLINGTON,EdwarclNaumburg, and Charles S. Young, all of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, have been
appointed Trustees of the property of the debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of  the debtor must deliver them to the
Trustees, and all debts due to the debtor must
be paid to the Trustees.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proof a of debt to the Trustees.
Dated this 19th day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
D. SALMOND,
Roma.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
3025
Principal Registrar.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE Cniu  JU STICE.
In the Matter of Adam Young, of Brisbane, grocer,
an Insolvent.
)Nthe Tenth day of February, 1886, at Teno'clock in the forenoon, Adam Young, of
Brisbane, grocer, adjudicated insolvent on the
third day of November, 1876; will apply to the
Supreme Court,  at Brisbane,  for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this nineteenth day of November, 1885.
WILLIAM GRANVILLE NORRIS,
3031
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ME. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of  T homas Beason , '  of Marooehie,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer and brick-
maker ,  an' Insolvent.
O
N the  Tenth day of February,  1886, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Thomas Beason,
of Maroochie ,  adjudicated insolvent on the twen-
tieth day  of July,  1885 ,  will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighteenth day of December ,  A.D.1885.
C}L&MBERS , BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent.Queen street ,  Brisbane.
2022 5s.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Proceedings  for Liquidation by
Arrangement  or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Gilmore,  of Brisbane,
draper. {
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a First General' Meeting  of: theCr ditors oftheabovenamed
person has been summoned  to be held at my Offices,
150, Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the Seventh  clay of
January, 1886 ,  at Three , o'clock in  the. afternoon
precisely.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, A.D.
1885.
A. G. UNMACK,
Attorney  for the said Thomas Gilmore.
3021 4s, 6d,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Ma. JusTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of " The Companies  Act of  1863,"
and in  the Matter of The  Toowomba Co-opera-
tive Society, Limited.
j IS Honour Mr. Justice  Mein has , by an order
11 dated the twenty-fourth day of December,
1885, appointed Mr. George  Cannon , of Brisbane,
accountant , to be Official Liquidator of the above-
named Company.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of December, 1885.
WILLM. BELL,
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors for Petitioners,
Queen street, Brisbane.
3036
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert Galbraith , late  of Charters
Towers , in the Colony of  Queensland , billiard-
table proprietor,  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given , that the Accounts
of the Administrator  in the abovenamed
Estate from  the twenty-fifth day of January, 1845,
to the ninth day of December,  1885,  have been this
day filed in my Office  ; and all parties having any
claims  on the said  Estate ,  or being otherwise
inerested  therein,  are required to come in before
me, at  my Office, Supreme Court  House, Brisbane,
on or before THURSDAY, the fourth day of
February,  1886 , at Ten o'clock  in the forenoon, and
if they should think fit ojbect thereto;. and if no
objection  shall be taken to such Accounts, the same
w be duly enquired into  at my said  Office, on the
above day ,  at the hour  aforesaid.
Dated this 21st day  of December, 18$5.
WILLM. BELL,
MABSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Proctors for the Administrator,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAE,
Brisbane.
3027
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll of William Christopher Hodgson, late
of Hirstvale ,  Clifton ,  Darling Downs, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  tutor ,  deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion with  the Will  annexed of the abovenamed
William Christopher Hodgson, deceased, may begranted to Charles George Alford, of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, bank manager, the
lawfully constituted attorney of Robert Robinson
Hodgson ,  of Charlotte Town ,  in the Province of
Prince Edward Island ,  in the Dominion of Canada,
the sole Executor named in the said Wi ll, and
brother of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba ;  this twenty -second day of
December ,  A.D. 1885.
C. H. BO YDE MACKAY,
Proctor for the said Charles George Alford,
Margaret street,  Toowoomba.
3019 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland;
ECCLESIASTIC, JDx$JwI`iON.
In the Lands  of Elias  •`ork,  late of Kedron Brook,
near B ri sbane ,  in the Colony  of Queensland,
wife of George  James  York , of Brisbane afore.
said ,  sugar -boiler,  deceased ,  intestate.N OTICP is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from  the publication
.hereof ,  application will be made  to the  said Hoc-
on;rable Court, that Letters of  Administration of
2$29
all the lands of Eliza York, late of Kedron Brook,
near Brisbane ,  deceased , who died  intestate, may
be granted to George James York, of Brisbane
aforesaid ,  sugar -boiler ,  the husband of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of December,  .D.
1885.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
3024
Proctors for Petitioner,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of George Sumner Ren-
wick Dines ,  late of Netherby ,  near Warwick.
in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased,
intestate.N OTICE is hereby given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publica tion
hereof ,  applica tion will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court ,  that Letters of Administration of
all the lands ,  goods, chattels, credits ,  and effects of
the abovenamed George Sumner Renwick Dines,
deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
Lillian Maud Dines ,  of Warwick aforesaid, the
lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty -fourth day of December, A.D.
1885.
HERBERT EDWARD SMITH,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for  the said Lillian  Maud Dines.
3026 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods  of James  Wheeler,  late of
Brisbane,  in the Colony of Queensland, free-
holder,  deceased,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from th  publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the land ,  goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the abovenamed  James Wheeler ,  deceased, who
died  intestate ,  may be  granted  to Elizabeth
Wheeler, of Brisbane, in the said colony, widow of
the said  deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
December, A.D. 1885.
ERNEST WINTER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Wheeler.
3034 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods  of James  Alexander
Baines, late of Tivoli, near Ipswich, in the
Colony of  Queensland, labourer,  deceased,
intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that  after  the expira-tion of fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application  will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra-tion of all the lands,  goods,  chattels ,  credits, and
effects  of the  abovenamed James Alexander
Baines,  deceased, who died  intestate, may be
granted to  Thomas  Baines,  of Ipswich aforesaid,
the brother and one of the next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-third day of
December,  A.D. 1886.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane  andipawich.
Proctors  for the said Thomas  Baines.
$09
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of James Shea ,  late of Wa lloon, near
Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-tion' of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the land  of the abovenamed James
Shea, deceased ,  who died intestate , may  be granted
to Mary Shea ,  of Walloon aforesaid ,  the widow of
the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich ,  this twenty -third day of
December ,  A.D. 1885.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIYAN,
3030
Brisbane  and Ipswich,
Proctors for'the  said Mary Shea.58.6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Mary McGurrin, late of Dugandan,
in the Colony of Queensland, spinster, de-
ceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Mary McGurrin ,  deceased, may
be. granted to Christopher Goen, the Executor
named  in the said Will.
Dated this nineteenth day of December, A.D.
1886.
3014
CHARLES F. CHUBB,
Proctor  for the  said Executor,
Ipswich.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll of Mary Kennedy, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland,  widow, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given,  that after the expra1 N tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court ,  that Probate of the Wi ll of
the abovenamed Mary Kennedy ,  deceased, ma be
granted to Andrew Samuel Kenne4y,  of Brisbane
aforesaid,  school inspector,  the sole Executor, named
in the said Will.
Dated this twenty -fourth day of December,
A.D. 1885.
3037
A. G. UNMACK,
Proctor for the  said Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the  Estates  of Thomas Byrne,  late  of s.s. "Duke
of Argyll" ; Charles Irvine, late of Charters
Towers  ;  Duncan McGregor ,  late of  Charters
Towers ;  James  Redden, late of Jericho; John
Simmonds ,  late of  Brisbane  ;  Francis Woods,
late of Quamby  Stati on.PURSUANT to"  he lateatacy Act of  1877," all
persons having  any claims against the Estates
of any of the abovenamed  deceased persons are
to come in and  prove their debts  at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before the
twenty -third day of February  next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from  all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane , 23rd  December, 1885.
G. H. NEW MAN,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
3028 of.
2880
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
Mn.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of  "  Tlae Com anies Act o%f 1863,
and in the Matter of the Toowoomba Go-opera-
tire Society ,  Limited.
B
Y an order made by His Honour Mr. Justice
Mein in the above matter ,  dated the twenty-
fourth day of December ,  1885 ,  on the petition of
Messieurs D. L. Brown and Company ,  creditors of
the abovenamed Company ,  it was ordered that the
voluntary winding up of the said Toowoomba Co-
operative Society ,  Limited ,  be continued ,  but sub-
ject to the supervision of the Court ,  and any of the
proceedings under the said voluntary winding up
may be adopted as the Judge shall think fit.
And the  creditors ,  contributories ,  and liquidators
of the said Company ,  and all other persons
interested ,  are to be at  liberty to apply to the
Judge at Chambers as there may be occasion.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of December, 1886.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors for the said Petitioners,
Queen street, Brisbane,  and Ruthven street,
Toowoomba.
3037 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  "TAe Intestacy Act of  1877," and
in the Matter of the Land and Goods of Thomas
Swift, late of Evlolo, deceased.
To the Brother and Next of Kin to Thomas Swift,
deceased.TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for andobtain Letters of Administration to the
Estate of Thomas Swift, or show cause within
sixty days after the date he re of to the satis-
faction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or a Judge thereof, why an Order should not be
made for me to administer the said Estate of
Thomas Swift, I shall, at the expiration of
sixty days, apply by petition to the said Court,
or a Judge of the said Court, for such Order, and
the same  will be made accordingly.
Brisbane ,  21st December ,  L.D. 1885.
3020
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
In the Assigned Estate of Patrick Collins Smith,
in Liquidation.
being  the Trustee under the above Liquidation,
T  do hereby  give notice  to the Creditors of the
abovenamed Patrick Coll ins Smith ,  who have not
already proved their debts on or before the Fourth
day of January ,  1886, to send their names and
addresses and the particulars of their debts or claims
to me, the undersigned, William Widdop, of Bris-
bane, the Trustee under the liquidation, or in
default thereof they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend then declared on that day.
Dated this twenty -fourth day of December, 1885.
3038
WILLIAM WIDDOP,
Trustee.
5s.
THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE ,  in pamphlet form,  at the Govern-1: ment Printing  Office-
" The Stamp  Duties Act  of 1866," -
"The Stamped  ?Transfer .e et of  1972," and
"The Stamp  Duties.-Amendment Act of 1876, '
Together with-the egulationathireundei.:
Price .. .. ... 1. 0 .
•Poeted  ' .. ... _ ... .1 2 - .
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet  form ,  "11& Iniolvency Act of
1871,"  together  with "General Rules in Insol-
Ienoy . '  Super .royal8vo .  Price 2s .  6d. Postage
4d. a dditi onal . J. G. BEAL,
Gove rnment Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing  Off ccin oamphlet form ,  " TAe Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "Regulations for  the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whale of the
Colony."  Demy Svo .  Price Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price,  6s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the colony, 9d. ; to  England and the Australian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street ,  Brisbane--in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to Now Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island ,  addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Sec re tary of Queensland. Price
6d. Postage ,  1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane.
TTHE ALL -  ]RANGE QUEENSLAND1 REGISTER" now ready at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, Wi ll iam street ,  Brisbane.
Price, Is. 6d; posted, Is. 9d.
The GovxrxMEnT PBInTxa acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts
1885.  £ s. d.
Dec. 19.- I). B. McPherson  ... .... ... 0 1 0
19.-James Stewart  ... ... ...  0 4 0
21.-R. Fowler  ... ... ... ...  0 6 8
21.-C. F .  Chubb  ... ... ...  0 6 0
21.-H. Yeoman  ... ...  0 1 10
21.-H. Magn  ay ... ... ...  0 18 0
21.=-J. McLlwraith  ... ... ...  0 8 021.-W. Munro  ... ... ...  2 8 0
21.-Foxton and Cardew  ... ...  4 11 0
21.-W. Cann .. 0 1 0
21.-T. Farr  ... . . ...  0 6 0
21.-Clermont Municipal Council  ...  0 15 0
21.--J. Hodges  ... ... ... ...  0 1 6
21.-F. McIntosh  ... ... ...  0 5 0
2L--E. M.  Hurford  ... ... ...  0 1 0
21.-Chas .  R. Lillyman  ... ...  0 10 0
22.-J.  If.  Morgan  ... ... ...  0 1 0
22.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ...  0 17 0
23.-W. B .  Lethbridge... ... ... 0 1:1 0
23.-C. H .  B. Mackay ... ... ...  0-6  023.-H. Yeoman . ... ... ..:  0"S .'s
24.-I4le r aridO'SUllivan . _ ... • 0 .k3. 0
- 2 4 : - C 6 W W h _ a n d I r w i n .  D =1. 0
Sit=  Xo+lliari Agar ., r r ... , 2 . ''54o
„  24.--Doint eer l ivisioual Board  ,....  l , fr ,
24.--N. MoDomtld
„ 24.-3H.rberton  2%we  ''`' •. r ., 0 0 8
24 - Field  ... ... ..-  0 2 `43*. •-Ththu*. DMMawl y ... ... ... 110 8.• .:. _ ' ...a ,A;KR8 C..BEAL,Government Printer.
2331
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Smith , of Charleville,
cordial manufacturer ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of5s. 7d.  in the £ is now payable at this*Offiice
upon debts proved. T. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Brisbane, 24th December, 1885.
3040 4s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edmund Burke, of Charters
Towers ,  telegraph contractor ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend at the rate of19s.'21& in the B is now payable at this
Office upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1885.
3039  44.
NOTICE.PIUNDKEEPERS and others are requested,when
describing  brands,b o make a distinction between
"Registered "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
" Registered  Brand" after  thedeaoriptionof the former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such descriptions,
but where these words do not appear theordinary type
only  will be used.
J. C. SEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the
ajesty,
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, one shilling.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.5th August, 1881.
4mpaunbings.
&' Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE  SHILLING PBS ANIMAL  ;  and  so such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from enclosed lan , on
the 18th  December, 1885.
One black gelding,  WD9 near shoulder,  star on fore-
head,  white snip.
If not released on or before the 19th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. M. HURFORD, Poundkeeper.
3006 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from enclosed land,
Lord John  Swamp,  on the 4th December,  1885, by
order of Mr. James Hart.  Driving,  is. 6d.
One bay mare,  M7M near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
3016
J. M. MORGAN,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
MPOUNDED  at Tiaro, from the enclosed lands ofI Thomas Cornwell, Esquire, on the 11th  December,
1886.  Damages,  2s. Sid. ;  driving,  is. per head.
One dark-roan mare,  like OWN near shoulder.
One bay horse,  off hind foot white,  like  BUS  user rump.
Oue roan mare,  like HC1 over  8Y1 near  shoulder,
blotch brand  off shoulder.
If  4ot relessed on or before  the-19th .  January, 1886,
will  be sold to defty  expense.
JAMES MaILWRA=,  P.ouadkeeper.
sm2 . . • 8s.
IMPOUNDED  at Muttaburra,  on the 9th December1885,  by order of  G. R. Ogg,  Esquire.
One bay gelding,  about  sixteen hands,  star,  near  fore
foot  and near  hind foot white, collar -marked, white
patches on back,  like H over M conjoined (the M
eversed)  near rehoulder, aged.
If not released on or before the 8th January, 18$6,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN,  Poundkeeper.
2011 19.
IMPOUNDED  at Cloncurry,  from Devoncourt Station,
on the 7th  December,  1885,  by order of  J. W. Keys,
Esquire  (manager).
One ohesnut gelding, like  A over  R sideways near
shoulder ,  Ml U near thigh,  b near cheek.
If not released on or before  the 12th  January, 1886,
will  be  sold to  defray expenses.
NEIL MoDONALD,  Poundkeeper.
9038 is.
IMPOUNDED at Esk ,  from Colinton enclosed lands
by order of W. and J .  Moore,  Esquires.  Driving,
4s. 6d .  per head.
One chesnut horse,  like TOT over 188 near shoulder,
star on forehead.
If not released on or before the 12th January, 1886,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
D. B. McPHERSON ,  Poundkeeper.
3010 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on the 17th
December ,  1885 ,  by order of  Messrs .  Campbell,
McLellan, and Co.  Damages,  2s. 6d. ; driving,  4.. per
head.
One flea-bitten grey  horse, indescribable  brand over W,
and indescribable brand near shoulder,  collar-
marked.
One brown horse , U S8 (registered  brand )  near thigh,
white  face, hind heels wlu'te.
One black horse ,  two diamonds and 6  over  868 near
shoulder , US5 (registered  brand )  near thigh, star,
white spots  off shoulder ,  roach back.
One brown horse, Z1W (registered brand) near
shoulder ,  like HN7 off shoulder ,  white  spots under
saddle.
One bay colt,  like  5YQ near shoulder.
One dark-bay or light -brown horse, V 6Q  (registered
brand )  off shoulder ,  hind feet  white,  star and snip,
near fore  foot white.
One brownhorse ,  H9H (registeredbrand )  near shoulder,
small star,  bind feet white.
One bay horse ,  like JH  conjoined  near shoulder, like
broad-arow  2Y (the  - arrow and Y sideways) over
(3 (registered  brand )  and indistinct brand near
thigh ,  off hind  foot and fore feet white, white
spots under  saddle.
One brown  horse, 7 over MHM near shoulder, 2 off
ribs,  four white  feet, collar-marked, grey patch
near thigh,  small  snip.
One  grey  mare, like WOG (registered brand) over 1
near  shoulder , like ampll 1 near neck,  four light-
coloured feet.
One bay  horse,  half-circle over  GOW over WP (the
W upside  down)  near shoulder, () MM (registered
brand)  off shoulder, like 6  and illegible  brand and
W near rump,  like  EG and indistinct brand some-
what like C  or  0  near  thigh ,  collar-marked,  star and
snip,  white spots under saddle.
One bay horse, like  heart  0 heart  (the 0 registered shape)
near thigh , N  1 (registered  brand) near sh )ulder,
OC off  shoulder ,  off hind  foot white.
One bay horse ,  T and illegible  brand,  and  like registered
O inside of 0 off shoulder ,  blotch near shoulder,
a few  white hairs on forehead,  lump near fore lea.
One bay mare,  like 3DB  (registered brand)  over writing
M. over 0 with bar through  near shoulder, L$Q
(registered  brand ) near  thigh,  illegible brand and
like 2 off shoulder,  star,  grey  hairs on nose,  collar-
marked.
One taffy  horse,  GM off shoulder, 3 (registered brand)
off thigh ,  MJ (the  J sideways)  over 8 sideways over
JA near shoulder ,  W  new  hip.
One bad horse, VSG  off  shoulder,  small star.
One dark-bay or light-brown horse, 3RH (registered
brand )  near shoulder,  hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 39th January, 1890,
will be  sold to  defray expenses.
3017
P. IBNI  4J, Pnd'adbseQet.
l7..
9382
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Lammermore, on
1 the 7th December, 1885, by order of R. Christison,
Esquire.
One white bullock, two notches back near ear, 1 over
1 U M (registered brand) near ribs.
One yellow bullock, white back, swallow-tail off ear,
3N 8 (registered brand )  off ribs.
One strawberry bullock, top of off ear, EL9 (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One red bullock, swallow-tail off ear, T H1 (registered
brand) off ribs, 9 near cheek.
One roan bullock, swallow-tail off ear, TH1 (regis-
tered brand) off ribs, 0 off cheek.
One strawberry bullock, near ear split, TB1 (registered
brand) over 0 off rump.
One red and white bullock, split back  off ear , like 2LX
off rump.
One strawberry bullock, top off near ear, piece out back
off ear, R,Ji (registered brand) off ribs, near horn
broken.
One white bullock, ro an neck , worker, off horn broken,
blotch brand  near ribs ,  like  UE4 (registered brand)
off thigh.
One roan bullock, worker, both  ears  slit, WE (regis-
tered brand)  near rump.
One white cow, off ear slit, D5B (registered brand)
near ribs.
One white cow, piece out of back both ears, 0 near
cheek ,  like 6EC  (registered brand )  near ribs.
One roan cow, slit off ear, 8 off cheek, IM E (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One red and white bull calf, progeny of above, un-
branded.
One red and white cow, piece out of back near ear, like
AN3 (registered brand) near ribs.
One white cow, red neck, piece out of back of off ear,
like 2LX ( registered brand )  off rump.
One red and  white cow, off ear slit, two pieces out of
back ,  Uo)( ( (registered brand )  off ribs.
One white calf, progeny of above, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 5th January, 1886,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
3013 186.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell,  from enclosed lands,  Forest
Vale, on the 18th December,  1885,  by order of
Messrs .  Ell iot ,  Lethbridge ,  and Elliot. Driving ,  8s. 4d.
each  ;  damages ,  2s. 6d. each.
One grey gelding , MOY over 6YM (registered brands)
near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding ,  star on forehead ,  off hind foot
white ,  MH1 near shoulder ,  101 near neck, like
indistinct registered brand near thigh of which
only like 5B is visible. ' '
Also, at Forest Vale, from unenclose cl  lands, on the
18th December ,  1886 .  Driving ,  8s. 4d .  each ; damages,
2 2 10s .  on chesnut entire.
One chesnut entire, BY near shoulder , UV1 (regis-
te re d brand )  under saddle near side ,  blaze down
face.
One chesnut gelding ,  roach back, blaze down face, near
hind foot white ,  0MM over 157 near side, UYl
(registered brand )  near thigh.
One flea -bitten grey gelding ,  heart 4 heart over like
indistinct brand near shoulder, 9PC or G near
thigh ,  heart 4  off  shoulder, near hip down.
One bay mare,  like YD or YD6  (registered brand) near
shoulder, like YD6  (registered brand)  near thigh,
WB off shoulder.
One bay gelding , small star on forehead ,  hind feet white,
near ear slit,  like JE8  (registered brand) off
shoulder, S Ub over  7(registered  brands)
near thigh.
One bay gelding, short tail, Wed (registe red brand)
near shoulder ,  5 J M  (re giste red brand, the M hori-
zontal)  near thigh ,  like J6M (the J horizontal) or
D6M off shoulder ,  off hind foot white.
One bay colt,  small star on forehead, 3 near cheek,(5)(>( (registered brand)  near thigh.
One black draft gelding,  DV over AbL (registered
brand)  near shoulder.
One brown mare,  star on forehead,  near fore foot and off
bind foot white, AOL (registered brand) near
thigh.
If not released on or before the 19th January, 1886,
will  be sold to defray  expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDG-E, Poundkeeper.
3018 115.
Printed and Published by JAMSS C.  BhwL, Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  26th December, 1886.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, I tight Grand
[1.s.] Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of ,St. Michael
A. MUSG RAVE,  and St .  George ,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
HEREAS the  Parliament of Queensland now stands prorogued to
Tuesday ,  the twenty -ninth day of December instant ,  and it is expe-
dient to further Prorogue the same  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ANTHONY
MUSGRAVE, in pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as
Governor aforesaid ,  do, by this my Proclamation, further Prorogue the said
P arliament  to TUESDAY,  the twenty -third day of February next.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Southport ,  this twenty-third
day of December ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty -five, and in the forty -ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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THE FEDERAL COUNCIL OF A USTRALASIA ACT,  1885."
By His Excellency Sir GEORGE CUMINE STRAHAN, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief in and over the Colony of Tasmania and its
Dependencies.
A PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS by an Act of the Imperial Parliament of the 48 and 49 Viet.,
Ch. 60, intituled  An Act to constitute a Federal Council of Australasia,"
it is declared to be expedient to constitute a Federal Council of Australasia, for
the purpose of dealing with such matters of common Australasian interest
in respect to which united action is desirable as can be dealt with without
unduly interfering with the management of the internal affairs of the
several Colonies by their respective Legislatures : And whereas it is by the
said Act enacted that a Federal Council shall be thereby constituted, and
called the Federal Council of Australasia, but that the said Act should not
come into operation in respect of any Colony until the Legislature of such
Colony should have passed an Act or Ordinance declaring that the same
shall be in force therein, and appointing a day on and from which such
operation should take effect, nor until four Colonies at the least should have
passed such Act or Ordinance : And whereas the said Act has come into
operation in respect of the Colonies of Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania,
Western Australia, and Fiji : And whereas it is by the said Act' further
enacted that the first Session of the Federal Council shall be held at Hobart,
in the Colony of Tasmania, and that the Council shall be so summoned and
prorogued by the Governor of the Colony in which the Session shall be held, and
shall be so summoned and prorogued by Proclamation published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of each of the Colonies in the said Act referred to in respect to
which the said Act is in operation, and shall meet at such time and at such
259
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place as sha ll  be named in the Proclamation  :  Now, therefore, I, SIR GEORGE
CUMINE STRAHAN,  Knight Commander of the  Most  Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief as afore-
said, in pursuance of the said Act, and by virtue of the * power  thereby
conferred upon me ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  summon the Federal
Council of Australasia as constituted by the said  Act to  meet at the Parliament
Buildings in Hobart ,  in Tasmania aforesaid ,  on MONDAY ,  the Twenty-fifth
day of Jalauary, in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty -six, at
the hour of eleven in the forenoon ,  for the dispatch of business.
Given under my Hand at Hobart ,  in Tasmania aforesaid ,  this twelfth
day of December ,  one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five.
GEO. C. STRAHAN.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. S. DODDS,
For Chief Secretary.
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